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ADVERTISEMENT 

FIFTH EDITION. 

In the present Edition considerable improvements and additions 
have been made. The text has been carefully gone over, and the 
results, of additional evidence, from new MSS., and the more 

exact collation of others previously known, have been embodied 
in it. 

The digest of various readings has been nearly re-written since 
the publication of the Fourth Edition. I regret that the printed 

edition of the Codex Sinaiticus did not reach me till the Three 
first Gospels were printed. In the Digest to the Gospel of St. 

John, the whole of its readings are incorporated. 
The marginal references have undergone careful and thorough 

revision, and will be found more practically useful, and more ex- 
haustive of the occurrence of words and constructions, than in the 

former editions. 

The notes have, for the first time since the publication of the 

First Edition in 1849, been subjected to entire revision. I could 
have wished to have taken account in them of every recent contri- 

bution to the exegesis of the sacred text: but this has been found 

impossible. Bleek’s valuable posthumous “ Introduction to the New 
Testament” has been consulted throughout: and many additional 

notices have been inserted from other modern works. 
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vi ADVERTISEMENT TO THE FIFTH EDITION. 

I would request the reader, before entering on the work itself, 

to consult the following portions of the PROLEGOMENA : 

Chap. VI. $ 1. Of the Arrangement of the Text in this Edition. 
— 2. Of the Various Readings. 
— 8. Of the Marginal References. 

Chap. VII. $ 1. Manuscripts referred to. 
— 2. Versions referred to. 
— 3. Fathers and other Ancient Writers referred to. 

I would also take this occasion of stating, that the matter of the 

prolegomena, digest of various readings, and notes, throughout my 
work, must be understood to be gathered from all sources to which 

time and opportunity have afforded me access. 

Deanery, Canterbury, 

May, 1868. 
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PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER 1. 

ON THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS GENERALLY. 

SECTION I. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS. 

l. ON examining the four records of our Lord's life on earth, the 
first thing which demands our notice is the distinctness, in contents 
and character, of the three first Gospels from the fourth. This difference 
may be thus shortly described. 

2. Matthew, Mark, and Luke, in relating His ministry, discourses, 
and miracles, confine themselves exclusively to the events which took 
place in Galilee, until the last journey to Jerusalem. No incident 
whatever of His ministry in Judæa is related by any of them. Had we 
only their accounts, we could never with any certainty have asserted 
that He went to Jérusalem during his public life, until His time was 
come to be delivered up. They do not, it is true, exclude such a sup- 

position, but rather perhaps imply it (see Matt. xxiii. 37; xxvii. 57, and 
parallels; also Matt. iv. 12 as compared with iv. 25,—Matt. viii. 10, 

xvi. 1); it could not however have been gathered from their narrative 
with any historical precision. 

3. If we now turn to the fourth Gospel, we find this дейфепсу 
remarkably supplied.. The various occasions on which our Lord t 
up to Jerusalem are specified; not indeed with any precision of date 
tequence. . mainly for the purpose of relating the discourses and 

u they were signalized. 
es in character between the three first Evangelists 

more striking. While their employment (with 
` that almost exclusively in Matthew, of the 
rie to events in the life of our Lord) is 

: & 

\ ` —s 
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PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. [сн. т. 

narration without comment, the fourth Evangelist speaks with dogmatic 
authority, and delivers his historical testimony as from. the chair of an 
Apostle. In no place do they claim the high authority of eye-witnesses ; 
nay, in the preface to Luke's Gospel, while he vindicates his diligent 
care in tracing down the course of events from the first, he implicitly 
disclaims such authority. This claim is, however, advanced in direct 

terms by John (see below, ch. v. $ ii. 1). Again, in the character of 
our Lord s discourses, reported by the three, we have the same dis- 
tinctness. While His sayings and parables in their Gospels almost 
exclusively have reference to His dealings with ws, and the nature of 
His kingdom among men, those related by John regard, as well, the 
deeper subjects of His own essential attributes and covenant purposes; 
referring indeed often and directly to His relations with His people and 
the unbelieving world, but usually as illustrating those attributes, and 
the unfolding of those purposes. "That there are exceptions to this (see 
e. g. Matt. xi. 27: Luke x. 22) is only to be expected from that merci- 
ful condescension by which God, in giving us the Gospel records through 
the different media of individual minds and apprehensions, has yet fur- 
nished us with enough common features in them all, to satisfy,us of the 
unity and truthfulness of their testimony to His blessed Son. 

5. Reserving further remarks on the character of John's Gospel for 
their proper place (see ch. v. of these Prolegomena), I further notice 
that the three, in their narration of our Lord's ministry, proceed in the 
main upon a common outline. This outline is variously filled up, and 
variously interrupted; but is stil easily to be traced, as running 
through the middle and largest section of each of their Gospels. From 
this circumstance, they are frequently called the synoptic Gospele : and 
the term will occasionally be found in this work. 

6. Besides this large portion, each Gospel contains some prefatory 
matter regarding the time before the commencement of the Ministry, — 

a detailed history of the Passion,—fragmentary notices of the Resur- 
rection, and a conclusion. These will be separately treated of and 
eompared in the following sections, and more at large in the Com- 
mentary. 

SECTION II. 

THEIR INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTE” 

1. Having these three accounts of one s 
Ministry of our Lord, 16 is an important ер 
may be considered as distinct narratives,—h 
another. lt is obvious that this enquiry o 

2] 



ёп.] INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTHER.  [PROLEGOMENA. 

direct historical testimony, be conducted by careful examination of their 
contents. Such examination however has conducted enquirers to the 
most various and inconsistent results. Different hypotheses of the 
mutual interdependence of the three have been made, embracing every 
possible permutation of their order’. To support these hypotheses, 
the same phenomena have been curiously and variously interpreted. 
What, in one writer's view, has been a deficiency in one Evangelist 
which another has supplied,—has been, in that of a second writer, a 
condensation on the part of the one Evangelist of the full account of 
the other ;—while а third writer again has seen in the fuller account 
the more minute depicting of later tradition. 

2. Let us, however, observe the evidence furnished by the Goapele 
themselves. Each of the sacred Historians is, we may presume, anxious 
to give his readers an accurate and consistent account of the great 
events of Redemption. Оп either of the above hypotheses, two of them 
respectively sit down to their work with one, or two, of our present nar- 
ratives before them. We are reduced then to adopt one or other of the 
following suppositions: Either, (a) they found those other Gospels in- 
sufficient, and were anxious to supply what was wanting; or, (B) they 
believed them to be erroneous, and purposed to correct what was inac- 
curate; or, (y) they wished to adapt their contents to a different class 
of readers, incorporating at the same time whatever additional matter 
they possessed ; or, (д) receiving them as authentic, they borrowed from 
thom such parts as they purposed to relate in common with them. 

8. There is but one other supposition, which is plainly out of the 
unge of probability, and which I should not have stated, were it not the 
only оре, on the hypothesis of mutual dependency, which will give any 
weount of, or be consistent with, the various minute discrepancies of 

&rangement and narration which we find in the Gospels. It is (e) 
баё (see last paragraph) they fraudulently plagiarized from them, slightly 

disguising the common matter so as to make it appear their own. One 
man wishing to publish the matter of another's work as his own, may 
be conceived as altering its arrangement and minutia, to destroy its 
distinctive character. But how utterly inapplicable is any such view 

1 1. That Matt. wrote first—that Mark used his Gospel—and then Luke both these. 
This is held by Grotius, Mill, Wetstein, Townson, Hug, &c., and Greawell, who advances, 
and sometimes maintains with considerable ingenuity, the hypothesis of a supplemental 
relation of the three taken in order. 

2. Matt., Luke, Mark.—8o Griesbach, Fritzsche, Meyer, De Wette, and others. 

3. Mark, Matt., Luke.— So Storr and others, and recently, Mr. Smith of Jordanhill. 

4. Mark, Luke, Matt.—So Weisse, Wilke, Hitzig, &c. 

5. Luke, Matt., Mark.—So Büsching and Evanson. 
6. Luke, Mark, Matt.—So Vögel. See reff. to the above in Meyer's Commentary, 

vol. i. Einleitung, pp. 80, 31. 

8] a 2 



PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. [сн. т. 

to either of our three Evangelists! And even supposing it for a 
moment entertained,—how imperfectly and anomalously are the changes 
made,—and how little would they be likely to answer their purpose ! 

4. Let us consider the others in order. If (a) was the case, I matn- 
tain that no possible arrangement of our Gospels will suit its require- 
ments, Let the reader refer to the last note, and follow me through its 
divisions. (1), (2), (5), (6) are clearly out of the question, because 
the shorter Gospel of Mark follows upon the fuller one of Matthew, 
or Luke, or both. We have then only to examine those in which Mark 
stands first. Either then Luke supplemented Matthew,—or Matthew, 
Inke. But first, both of these are inconceivable as being expansions of 
Mark ; for his Gospel, although shorter, and narrating fewer events and 
discourses, is, in those which he does narrate, the fullest and most par- 

ticular of the three. And again, Luke could not have supplemented 
Matthew ; for there are most important portions of Matthew which he 
has altogether omitted (e. g. ch. xxv. much of ch. xiii. ch. xv.) ;—nor 
could Matthew have supplemented Luke, for the same reason, having 
omitted almost all of the important section Luke ix. 51— xviii. 15, 
besides very much matter in other parts. I may also mention that thi: 
supposition leaves all the difficulties of different arrangement and minut 
discrepancy unaccounted for. 

5. We pass to (G), on which much need not be said. If it were so, 
nothing could have been done less calculated to answer the end, than that 
which our Evangelists have done. For in no material point do their 
accounts differ, but only in arrangement and completeness ;—and this 
latter difference is such, that no one of them can be cited as taling апу 
pains to make it appear that his own arrangement is chronologically 
accurate. No fixed dates are found in those parts where the differentes 
exist; no word to indicate that any other arrangement had ever bem 
published. Does this look like the work of a corrector? Even sup- 
posing him to have suppressed the charge of inaccuracy on others, 
would he not have been precise and definite in the parts where his dwn 
corrections appeared, if it were merely to justify them to his readers ? 

6. Neither does the supposition represented by (у) in any way ic- 
count for the phenomena of our present Gospels. For,—even taking 
for granted the usual assumption, that Matthew wrote for Hebrew 
Christians, Mark for Latins, and Luke for Gentiles in general,—we do 

not find any such consistency in these purposes, as a revision and 
alteration of another's narrative would necessarily presuppose. We 
have the visit of the Gentile Magi exclusively related by the Hebraizing 
Matthew ;—the circumcision of the child Jesus, and His frequenting 
ihe passovers at Jerusalem, exclusively by the Gentile Evangelist Luke. 
Had the above purposes been steadily kept in view in the revision 

4 ] 



&п.] INDEPENDENCE OF ONE ANOTHER. ([PROLEGOMENA. 

of the narratives before them, the respective Evangelists could not have 
omitted incidents so entirely subservient to their respective designs. 

7. Our supposition (6) is, that receiving the Gospel or Gospels before 
them as authentic, the Evangelists borrowed from them such parts as 
they purposed to narrate in common with them. But this does not 
represent the matter of fact. In no one case does any Evangelist borrow 
from another any considerable part of even a single narrative. For 
such borrowing would imply verbal coincidence, unless in the case of 
strong Hebraistic idiom, or other assignable peculiarity. It is incon- 
ceivable that one writer borrowing from another matter confessedly of 
the very first importance, in good faith and with approval, should alter 
his diction so singularly and capriciously as, on this hypothesis, we find 
the text of the parallel sections of our Gospels altered. Let the ques- 
tion be answered by ordinary considerations of probability, and let any 
passage common to the three Evangelists be put to the test. The 
phznomena presented will be much as follows :—first, perhaps, we shall 
have three, five, or more words identical ;—then as many wholly distinct: 
then two clauses or more, expressed in the same words but differing 
order :—then a clause contained in one or two, and not in the third :— 
then several words identical :—then a clause not only wholly distinct 
but apparently inconsistent ;—and so forth; with recurrences of the 
same arbitrary and anomalous alterations, coincidences, and transposi- 
tions. Nor does this description apply to verbal and sentential arrange- 
ment only ;—but also, with slight modification, to that of the larger 
portions of the narratives. Equally capricious would be the disposition 
of the subject-matter. Sometimes, while coincident in the things 
related, the Gospels place them in the most various order, —each in turn 
connecting them together with apparent marks of chronological se- 
quence (е. g. the visit to Gadara in Matt. viii. 28 ff. as compared with 
the same in Mark v. 1 ff. Luke viii. 26 ff. and numerous other such 
instances noticed in the commentary). Let any one say, divesting 
himself of the commonly-received hypotheses respecting the connexion 
and order of our Gospels, whether it is within the range of probability 
that a writer should thus singularly and unreasonably alter the subject- 
matter and diction before him, having (as is now supposed) no design 
in so doing, but intending, fairly and with approval, to incorporate the 
work of another into his own? Can an instance be any where cited of 
undoubted borrowing and adaptation from another, presenting similar 
phsenomena *? 

3 The examples cited from modern historians by Mr. Smith of Jordanhill, are not in 
point. In almost every one of those, reasons could be assigned for the adoption or 
rejection by the posterior writer of the words and clauses of the prior one. Let the 
student attempt such а rationale of any narrative common to the three Gospels, on any 

5] 



PROLEGOMENA. | THE THREE GOSPELS. [cH. 1. 

8. I cannot then find in any of the above hypotheses a solution of 
the question before us, how the appearances presented by our three 
Gospels are to be accounted for. I do not see how any theory of mutual 
interdependence will leave to our three Evangelists their credit as able 
or trustworthy writers, or even as honest men: nor can I find any such 
theory borne out by the nature of the variations apparent in the re- 
spective texts. 

SECTION III. 

THE OBIGIN OF OUE THREE GOSPELS. 

l. It remains then, that the three Gospels should have arisen inde- 
pendently of one another. But supposing this, we are at once met by 
the difficulty of accounting for so much common matter, and that nar- 
rated, as we have seen, with such curious verbal agreements and dis- 

crepancies. Thus we are driven to some common origin for those parts. 
But of what kind? Plainly, either documentary, or oral. Let us con- 
sider each of these in turn. 

2. Mo documentary source could have led to the present texts of our 
Gospels. For supposing it to have been in the Aramaic language, and 
thus accounting for some of the variations in our parallel passages, as 
being independent translations,—we shall still have no solution whatever 
of the more important discrepancies of insertion, omission, and arrange- 
ment. To meet these, the most complicated hypotheses have been 
advanced *,—all perfectly capricious, and utterly inadequate, even when 
apprehended, to account for the phenomena. The various opponents of 
the view of an original Gospel have well shewn besides, that such a 

hypothesis of priority, and he will at once perceive its impracticability. If Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke are to be judged by the analogy of Suchet, Alison, and Napier, the 

inference must be, that whereas the historians were intelligent men, acting by the rules 
of mental association and selection, the Evangelists were mere victims of caprice, and 
such caprice as is hardly consistent with the possession of a sound mind. 

3 It may be worth while, as an example, to state the nature of Bp. Marsh’s hypothesis 
of the origin of our three Gospels. He supposes, 1) n, the original Hebrew Gospel, 
2) ма Greek version of the same. 3) м + a ＋ А, a volume containing a copy of tho 
Hebrew original Gospel, accompanied by lesser (a) and greater (A) additions. 
4) n + В + B, another copy of ditto, accompanied by other lesser (J) and greater (B) 
additions. 5) м + y + Г, a third copy of ditto, accompanied by a third set of lesser 
(y) and greater (T) additions. 6) з, а Hebrew gnomology (collection of sayings of the 
Lord), varying according to different copies. 

Hence he holds our Gospels to have arisen: viz. the Hebrew Matthew, from м 4- 2 

+a+A+ y+ I':—Lwke, from s + 3 +8 + B+ 7+ P + 8:— Mark, from н + a + 
A+68+B-+R: the Greek Matthew, to be a translation from the Hebrew Matt., 
with the collation of м, and of Luke and Mark. This із only one of the various arrange- 
ments made by the supporters of this hypothesis. For those of Eichhorn, Gratz, &c., 
see Meyer's Comment. vol. i. Einleitung, pp. 25—27. : 6] 



S тп.] THEIR ORIGIN. [ PROLEGOMENA. 

Gospel could never have existed, because of the omission in one or 
other of our three, of passages which must necessarily have formed a 
part of it; e. g. Matt. xxvi. 6—18 (see there) omitted by Luke‘. I 
believe then that we may safely abandon the idea of any single original 
Gospel, whether Aramaic or Greek. 

3. Still it might be thought possible that, though оле document cannot 
have originated the text of the common parts of our Gospels, several 
documents, more or less related to ohe another, may have done so, in the 
absence of any original Gospel. But this, it will be seen, is but an 
imperfect analysis of their origin; for we are again met by the question, 
whence did these documents take their тізе? And if they turn out to be 
only so many modifications of a received oral teaching respecting the 
actions and sayings of our Lord, then to that oral teaching are we re- 
ferred back for a more complete account of the matter. That such 
evangelical documente did exist, I think highly probable; and believe 
I recognize such in some of the peculiar sections of Luke; but that the 
common parts of our Gospels, even if taken from such, are to be traced 

back further, I am firmly convinced. 
4. We come then to enquire, whether the common sections of our 

Gospels could have originated from a common oral source. If by this 
latter is to be understood,—one and the same oral teaching every where 
recognized, our answer must be in the negative: for the difficulties of 
verbal discrepancy, varying arrangement, insertion, and omission, would, 
as above, remain unaccounted for. At the same time, it is highly impro- 
bable that such a course of oral teaching should ever have been adopted. 
Let us examine the matter more in detail. 

5. The Apostles were witnesses of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 
In this consisted their especial office and work. Others besides them 
had been companions of our Lord :—but peculiar grace and power was 
given to them, by which they gave forth their testimony (Acts iv. 38). 
And what this testimony included, we learn from the conditions of 
apostleship propounded by Peter himself, Acts i. 21, 22: that in order 
to its being properly given, an Apostle must have been an eye and ear 
witness of what had happened from the baptism of John until the ascen- 

* Those who maintain the anointing of Matt. xxvi. 6 to be the same with that of Luke 
vii. 86, forget that it is incumbent on them in such cases to shew sufficient reason for 
the inversion in order of time. It is no reply to my argument, to say that Luke omits 
the anointing at Bethany, because he had related it before in ch. vii. Had he not had 
Matthew's Gospel before him, it is very likely that he may have inserted an incident 
which he found without date, in a place where it might illustrate the want of charity of 
a Pharisee: but Aaving (on their hypothesis) Matthew's Gospel before him, and the in- 
cident being there related in strict sequence and connexion with our Lord’s Death, it is 
simply inconceivable that he should have transposed it, and obliterated all trace of such 
connexion, deeply interesting and important as it is. 

7] 
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sion : i. е. during the whole official life of our Lord. With the whole of 
thie matter, therefore, was his apostolic testimony concerned. And we 
are consequently justified in assuming that the substance of the teaching 
of the Apostles consisted of their testimony to such facts, given in the 
Holy Ghost and with power. The ordinary objection to this view, that 
their extant discourses do not contain Evangelic narrations, but are 
hortatory and persuasive, is wholly inapplicable. Their extant discourses 
are contained in the Acts, a second work of the Evangelist Luke, who 
having in his former treatise given all which he had been able to collect 
of their narrative teaching, was not likely again to repeat it. Besides 
which, such narrative teaching would occur, not in general and almost 
wholly apologetic discourses held before assembled unbelievers, but in 
the building up of the several churches and individual converts, and in 
the catechization of catechumens. It is a strong confirmation of this 
view, that Luke himself in his preface refers to this original apostolic 
narrative as the source of the various дитуйое‹с which many had taken in 
hand to draw up, and states his object in writing to be, that Theophilus 
might know the certainty (aogadeay) of those sayings concerning which 
he had been catechized. 

It is another confirmation of the above view of the testimony of the 
apostolic body,—that Paul claims to have received an independent know- 
ledge, by direct revelation, of at least some of the fundamental parts of 
the Gospel history (see Gal. i. 12: 1 Cor. xi. 28; xv. 8), to qualify him 
for his calling as an Apostle. 

6. I believe then that the Apostles, in virtue not merely of their 
having been eye and ear witnesses of the Evangelic history, but espe- 
cially of their office, gave to the various Churches their testimony in 
a narrative of facts: such narrative being modified in each case by the 
individual mind of the Apostle himself, and his sense of what was 
requisite for the particular community to which he was ministering. 
While they were principally together, and instructing the converts at 
Jerusalem, such narrative would naturally be for the most part the same, 

and expressed in the same, or nearly the same words: coincident how- 
ever not from design or rule, but because the things themselves were the 
same, and the teaching naturally fell for the most part into one form. 
It would be easy and interesting to follow the probable origin and 
growth of this cycle of narratives of the words and deeds of our Lord in 
the Church at Jerusalem,—for both the Jews, and the Hellenists,—the 
latter under such teachers as Philip and Stephen, commissioned and 
authenticated by the Apostles. In the course of such a process some 
portions would naturally be written down by private believers, for their 
own use or that of friends. And as the Church spread to Samaria, 

Cesarea, and Antioch, the want would be felt in each of these places, of 
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similar cycles of oral teaching, which when supplied would thence- 
forward belong to and be current in those respective Churches. And 
these portions of the Evangelic history, oral or partially documentary, 
would be adopted under the sanction of the Apostles, who were as in all 
things, so especially in this, the appointed and divinely-guided overseers 
of the whole Church. This common substratum of apostolic teaching,— 
never formally adopted by all, but subject to all the varieties of diction 
and arrangement, addition and omission, incident to transmission 
through many individual minds, and into many different localities, — 
І believe to have been the original source of the common part of our three 
Gospels. 

7. Whether this teaching was wholly or in part expressed originally in 
Greek, may admit of some question. That it would very soon be so ex- 
pressed, follows as a matter of course from the early mention of Hel- 
lenistic converts, Acts vi, and the subsequent reception of the Gentiles 
into the Church ; and it seems to have been generally received in that 
language, before any of its material modifications arose. This I gather 
from the remarkable verbal coincidences observable in the present Greek 
texte. Then again, the verbal discrepancies of our present Greek texts 
entirely forbid us to imagine that our Evangelists took up the usual oral 
teaching at one place or time; but point to a process of alteration and 
deflection, which will now engage our attention. 

8. It will be observed that I am now speaking of those sections which 
our Gospels possess IN COMMON, and WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THEIR 
ORDER. The larger additions, which are due to peculiar sources of 
information,—the narratives of the same event which have not sprung 

from a common source,—the different arrangement of the common sec- 
tions, with all these I am not now concerned. 

9. The matter then of those sections I believe to have been this 
generally-received oral narrative of the Apostles of which I have spoken. 
Delivered, usually in the same or similar terms, to the catechumens in 

the various Churches, and becoming the text of instruction for their 
pastors and teachers, 16 by degrees underwent those modifications which 

the various Gospels now present to us. Апа I am not now speaking of 
any considerable length of time, such as might suffice to deteriorate and 
corrupt mere traditional teaching,—but of no more than the trans- 
mission through men apostolic or almost apostolic, yet of independent 
habits of speech and thought,—of an account which remained in sub- 
stance the same. Let us imagine the modifications which the individual 
memory, brooding affectionately and reverently over each word and act 
of our Lord, would introduce into а narrative in relating it variously and 
under diffenng circumstances:—the Holy Spirit, who brought to their 
remembrance whatever things He had said to them (John xiv. 26), 
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working in and distributing to each severally as He would ;—let us place 
to the account the various little changes of transposition or omission, of 
variation in diction or emphasis, which would be sure to arise in the 
freedom of individual teaching,—and we have I believe the only reason- 
able solution of the arbitrary and otherwise unaccountable coincidences 
and discrepancies in these parts of our Gospels. 

10. It might perhaps be required that some presumptive corroborations 
should be given of such a supposition as that here advanced. For the 
materials of such, we must look into the texts themselves of such sections. 

And in them I think I see signs of such a process as the latter part of 
paragraph 9 describes. For, 

11. It is a well-known and natural effect of oral transmission, that 

while the less prominent members of a sentence are transposed, or dimi- 
nished or increased in number, and common-place expressions replaced by 
their synonymes, any wnusual word, or harsh expression, or remarkable 
construction is retained. Nor is this only the case, such words, expres- 
sions, or constructions, preserving thew relative places in the sentences, 
but, from the mind laying hold of them, and retaining them at all 
events, they are sometimes found preserved near their original places, 
though perhaps with altered relations and import. Now a careful 
observation of the text of the Gospels will continually bring before the 
reader instances of both of these. I have subjoined in a note a few, 
more to tempt the student to follow the track, than to give any adequate 
illustration of these remarks *. 

12. With regard to those parts of our Gospels which do not fall under 
the above remarks, there are various conceivable sources whence they 
may have arisen. As each Evangelist may have had more or less access 
to those who were themselves witnesses of the events, whether before or 

5 Of unusual words, &c., retaining their places in the parallel sentences, —ахарӨў, 
Matt. ix. 15, Mark ii. 20, Luke v. 35; karaxAácac, Mark vi. 41, Luke ix. 16; éxiew 

pov, Matt. xvi. 24, Mark viii. 34, Luke ix. 28 ; dugedAwc, Mark x. 23, Luke xviii. 24; 
cvv0Aáe and Awpáo, Matt. xxi. 44, Luke xx. 18; xoAo(óv, Matt. xxiv. 22, Mark 

xiii. 20; ovAAaBeiy (whereas they generally use Aang. simply), Matt. xxvi. 65, Mark 

xiv. 48; даВ\то, Matt. vii. 5, Luke vi. 42; yevynrol yvvauy, Matt. xi. 11, Luke 

vii. 28. 
Of unusual words, expressions, or constructions, found at or near their places in 

parallel passages, but not in the same connerion, —а xi x, Matt. vi. 2 al., Luke vi. 24; 

хона» уы, Matt. xiv. 16, Luke ix. 11; eig, Mark viii. 19, 20, Luke іх. 18, John 
vi. 9; ocb Aw, Luke viii. 49, Mark v. 35; elra, Mark iv. 17, Luke viii. 12; BacaviZo, 

Mark vi. 48, Matt. xiv. 24; g, Mark v. 16, Luke viii. 86; dvaceiw, Mark xv. 11, 

Luke xxiii. 5; \@ew (of Joseph of Arimathea), Matt. xxvii. 57, Mark xv. 43, 
John xix. 38; re pri, Matt. xxvii. 28, Mark xv. 17: construction (but see var. 

read.) Matt. xxiii. 13, Mark xii. 89, 40; rpocgwviw, with dative, Matt. xi. 16, Luke 
vii. 32. 
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during the public ministry of our Lord, or ав each may have fallen in 
with a more complete or a shorter account of those evente, so have our 

narratives been filled out with rich detail, or confined to the mere state- 

ment of occurrences :—so have they been copious and entire in their 
history, or have merely taken up and handed down a portion of our 
Lord's life. These particulars will come under our notice below, when we 
treat of each Gospel by itself. 

13. The above view has been impugned by Mr. Birks (Hors Evan- 
gelice, &. Lond. 1852), and Mr. Smith of Jordanhill (Dissertation 
on the Origin and Connexion of the Gospels: Edinb. 1853). While 
maintaining different hypotheses, both agree in regarding ‘ oral tradition ’ 
as quite insufficient to account for the phenomena of approximation to 
identity which are found in the Gospels. But both, as it seems to me, 

have forgotten to take into account the peculiar kind of oral tradition 
with which we are here concerned. Both concur in insisting on the 
many variations and corruptions to which oral transmission is liable, as 
an objection to my hypothesis. But we have here a case in this respect 
exceptional and sui generis. The oral tradition (or rather ORAL TEACH- 
ING) with which we are concerned, formed the substance of a deliberate 
and careful testimony to facts of the highest possible importance, апа 
as such, was inculcated in daily catechization: whereas common oral tra- 
dition is careless and vague, not being similarly guarded, nor diffused as 
matter of earnestinstruction. Besides which, these writers forget, that I 
have maintained the probability of a very early collection of portions of 
such oral teaching into documents, some of which two or even three 
Evangelists may have used; and these documents or diyfoerc, in some 
cases drawn up after the first minute verbal divergences had taken place, 
or being translations from common Aramaic sources, would furnish many 
of the phenomena which Mr. Smith so ingeniously illustrates from 
translation in modern historians and newspapers. I have found reason 
to infer, Vol. II., Prolegg. p. 14, that St. Luke was acquainted with 
Hebrew; and he would therefore be an independent translator, as well as 
the other two Evangelists. 

14. For the sake of guarding against misunderstanding, it may be 
well formally to state the conclusion at which I have arrived respecting 
the origin of our three first Gospels: in which, I may add, I have been 

much confirmed by the thorough revision of the text rendered necessary 
in preparing each of these later editions, and indeed by all my observation 
since the first publication of these prolegomena : 

That the synoptic Gospels contain the substance of the Apostles’ testi- 
mony, collected principally from their oral teaching current in the Church, 

—partly also from written docwments embodying portions of that teaching : 

that there is however no reason from their internal structure to believe, 
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but every reason to disbelieve, that any one of the three Evangelists had 
access to either of the other two Gospels in its present form. 

SECTION IV. 

THE DISCREPANCIES, APPARENT AND REAL, OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. In our three narratives, many events and sayings do not hold the 
same relative place in one as in another: and hence difficulties have 
arisen, and the faith of some has been weakened; while the adversaries 

of our religion have made the most of these differegces to impugn the 
veracity of the writers themselves. And hence also Christian commen- 
tators have been driven to a system of harmonizing which condescends 
to adopt the weakest compromises, and to do the utmost violence to 
probability and fairness, in its zeal for the veracity of the Evangelists. 
It becomes important therefore critically to discriminate between real 
and apparent discrepancy, and while with all fairness we acknowledge 
the former where it exists, to lay down certain common-sense rules 
whereby the latter may be also ascertained. 

2. The real discrepancies between our Evangelistic histories are very 
few, and those nearly all of one kind. They are simply the results of 
the entire independence of the accounts. They consist mainly in 
different chronological arrangements, expressed or implied. Such for 
instance is the transposition, before noticed, of the history of the passage 
into the country of the Gadarenes, which in Matt. viii. 28 ff. precedes 
a whole course of events which in Mark v. 1 ff.: Luke viii. 26 ff. it 
follows. Such again'is the difference in position between the pair of 
incidents related Matt. vii. 19—22, and the same pair of incidents 
found in Luke ix. 57—61. Апа such are some other varieties of 
arrangement and position which will be brought before the readers of 
the following Commentary. Now the way of dealing with such discre- 
pancies has been twofold,—as remarked above. The enemies of the faith 
have of course recognized them, and pushed them to the utmost; often 

attempting to create them where they do not exist, and where they do, 
using them to overthrow the narrative in which they occur. While this 
has been their course,—equally unworthy of the Evangelists and their 
subject has been that of those who are usually thought the orthodox 
Harmonists. They have usually taken upon them to state, that such 
variously placed narratives do not refer to the same incidents, and so to 
save (as they imagine) the credit of the Evangelists, at the expense of 
common fairness and candour. Who, for example, can for a moment 

doubt that the pairs of incidents above cited from Matthew and Luke 
are identical with each other? What man can ever suppose that the 
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same offer would have been, not merely twice made to our Lord in the 
same words and similarly answered by Him (for this is very possible), 
but actually followed in both cases by a request from another disciple, 
couched also in the very same words? The reiterated sequence of the 
two is absolutely out of all bounds of probability :—and yet it is sup- 
posed and maintained by one of the ablest of our modern Harmonists. 
And this is only one specimen out of very many of the same kind, notices 
of which may be seen in the following Commentary. 

3. The fair Christian critic will pursue a plan different from both 
these. With no desire to create discrepancies, but rather every desire 
truthfully and justly to solve them, if it may be,—he will candidly 
recognize them where they unquestionably exist. By this he loses 
nothing, and the Evangelists lose nothing. That one great and glorious 
portrait of our Lord should be harmoniously depicted by them,—that 
the procession of events by which our redemption is assured to us should 
be one and the same in all,—is surely more wonderful, and more plainly 
the work of God's Holy Spirit, the more entirely independent of each 
other they must be inferred to have been. Variation in detail and 
arrangement is to my mind the most valuable proof that they were, not 
mere mouthpieces or organs of the Holy Spirit, as some would suicidally 
make them, but holy men, under His inspiration. I shall treat of this 
part of our subject more at length below (in § vi.) :—I mention it now, 
to shew that we need not be afraid to recognize real discrepancies, in the 
spirit of fairness and truth. Christianity never was, and never can be 
the gainer, by any concealment, warping, or avoidance of the plain truth, 
wherever it is to be found. 

4. On the other hand, the Christian critic will fairly discriminate 
between real and apparent discrepancy. And in order to this, some rules 
must be laid down by which the limits of each may be determined. 

5. Similar incidents must not be too hastily asswmed to be the same. If 
one Evangelist had given us the feeding of the jive thousand, and another 
that of the four, we should have been strongly tempted to pronounce the 
incidents the same, and to find a discrepancy in the accounts: — but our 
conclusion would have been false :—for we have now both events narrated 
by each of two Evangelists (Matthew and Mark), and formially alluded 

to by our Lord Himself in connexion. (Matt. xvi. 9, 10. Mark viii. 19, 20.) 
And there are several narrations now in our Gospels, the identification 
of which must be abstained from ; e. g. the anointing of our Lord by the 
woman who was a sinner, Luke vii. 36 ff., and that at Bethany by 
Mary the sister of Lazarus, in Matt. xxvi. 6 ff.: Mark xiv. 3 ff.: John 
xi. 2; xii. 8 ff. In such cases we must judge fairly and according to 
probability,—not making trifling differences in diction or narrative into 
important reasons why the incidents should be different ;—but rather 
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examining critically the features of the incidents themselves, and discern- 
ing and determining upon the evidence furnished by. them. 

6. The circumstances and nature of our Lord's discourses must be taken 
into account. Judging à priori, the probability is, that He repeated most 
of His important sayinga many times over, with more or less variation, to 
different audiences, but $n the hearing of the same apostolic witnesses. If 
now these witnesses by their independent narratives have originated our 
present Gospels, what can be more likely than that these sayings should 
have found their way into the Gospels in various forms,—sometimes, as 
especially in Matt., in long and strictly coherent discourses,—sometimes 
scattered up and down, as is the matter of several of Matthew's dis- 
courses in Luke? Yet such various reports of our Lord's sayings are 
most unreasonably by some of the modern German critics (e. g. De 
Wette) treated as discrepancies, and used to prove Matthew's discourses 
to have been mere arrangements of shorter sayings uttered at different 
times. A striking instance of the repetition by our Lord of similar dis- 
courses varied according to the time and the hearers, may be found in 
the denunciations on the Scribes and Pharisees as uttered during the 
journey to Jerusalem, Luke xi. 37 ff, and the subsequent solemn and 
public reiteration of them in Jerusalem at the final close of the Lord’s 
ministry in Matt. xxiii. Compare also the parable of the pounds, Luke 
xix. 11 ff, with that of the talents, Matt. xxv. 14 ff., and in fact the 
whole of the discourses during the last journey in Luke, with their 
parallels, where such exist, in Matthew. 

SECTION V. 

THE FRAGMENTARY NATURE OF THE THREE GOSPELS. 

1. On any hypothesis which attributes to our Evangelists the design 
of producing a complete history of the life and actions of our Lord, and 
gives two of them the advantage of consulting other records of the same 
kind with their own,—the omissions in their histories are perfectly inex- 
plicable. For example, Matthew, as an Apostle, was himself an eye- 
witness of the Ascension, an event holding a most important place in 
the Divine process of the redemption of man. Yet ke omite all record or 
mention of tt. And though this is the most striking example, others are 
continually occurring throughout the three Gospels. Why has there 
been no mention in them of the most notable miracle wrought by our 
Lord,—which indeed, humanly speaking, was the final exciting cause of 
that active enmity of the Jewish rulers which issued in His crucifixion? ` 
Can it be believed, that an Apostle, writing in the fulness of his know- 
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ledge as such, and with the design of presenting to his readers Jesus of 
Nazareth as the promised Meesiah,—should have omitted all mention of 
the raising of Lazarus,—snd of the subsequent prophecy of Caiaphas, 
whereby that Messiahship was so strongly recognized ? The ordinary 
supposition, of silence being maintained for prudential reasons concerning 
Lazarus and his family, is quite beside the purpose. For the sacred 
books of the Christians were not published to the world in general, but 
were reserved and precious possessions of the believing societies: and 
even had this been otherwise, such concealment was wholly alien from 
their spirit and character. 

2. The absence of completeness from our Gospels is even more 
strikingly shewn in their minor omissions, which cannot on any suppo- 
sition be accounted for, if their authors had possessed records of the 
incidents so omitted. Only in the case of Luke does there appear to 
have been any design of giving a regular account of things throughout: 
and from his many omissions of important matter contained in Matthew, 
it is plain that his sources of information were, though copious, yet 
fragmentary. For, assuming what has been above inferred as to the 
independence of our three Evangelists, it is inconceivable that Luke, 
with his avowed design of completeness, ch. i. 8, should have been in 
possession of matter so important as that contained in those parts of 
Matthew, and should deliberately have excluded it from his Gospel. 

3. The Gospel of Mark,—excluding from that term the venerable and 
authentic fragment at the end of ch. xvi.,—terminates abruptly in the 
midst of the narrative of incidents connected with the resurrection of our 
Lord. And, with the exception of the short prefatory compendium, 
eh. i. 1—13, there is no reason for supposing this Evangelist to be an 
abbreviator, in any sense, of the matter before him. His sources of 

information were of the very highest order, and his descriptions and 
narratives are most life-like and copious; but they were confined within 
a certain cycle of apostolic teaching, viz. that which concerned the 
official life of our Lord: and in that cycle not complete, inasmuch as he 
breaks off short of the Ascension, which another Evangelistic hand hae 
added from apostolic sources. 

SECTION VI. 

THE INSPIRATION OF THE EVANGELISTS AND OTHER Н. T. WRITERS. 

l. The results of our enquiries hitherto may be thus stated:— That 
our three Gospels have arisen independently of one another, from 
sources of information possessed by the Evangelists ;—such sources of 
information, for а very considerable part of their contents, being the 
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narrative teaching of the Apostles; and, in cases where their personal 
testimony was out of the question, oral or documentary narratives, pre- 
served in and received by the Christian Church in the apostolic age ;— 
that the three Gospels are not formal complete accounts of the whole 
incidents of the sacred history, but each of them fragmentary, containing 
such portions of it as fell within the notice, or the special design, of the 
Evangelist. 

2. The important question now comes before us, In what sense are the 
Evangelists to be regarded as having been inspired by the Holy Spirit of 
God? That they were во, in some sense, has been the concurrent belief 
of the Christian body in all ages. In the second, as in the nineteenth 
century, the ultimate appeal, in matters of fact and doctrine, has been 
to these venerable writings. It may be well then first to enquire on 
what grounds their authority has been rated so high by all Christians. 

8. And I believe the answer to this question will be found to be, 
Because they are regarded as authentic documents, descending from the 
apostolic age, and presenting to us the substance of the apostolic testimony. 
The Apostles being raised up for the special purpose of witnessing fo 
the Gospel history,—and these memoirs having been universally received 
in the early Church as embodying that their testimony, I see no escape 
left from the inference, that they come to us with inspired authority. 
The Apostles themselves, and their contemporaries in the ministry of 
the Word, were singularly endowed with the Holy Spirit for the 
founding and teaching of the Church: and Christians of all ages have 
accepted the Gospels and other writings of the New Testament as the 
written result of the Pentecostal effusion. The early Church was not 
likely to be deceived in this matter. The reception of the Gospels 
was immediate and universal. They never were placed for a moment 
by the consent of Christians in the same category with the spurious 
documents which soon sprung up after them. In external history, as in 
internal character, they differ entirely from the apocryphal Gospels; 
which though in some cases bearing the name and pretending to con- 
tain the teaching of an Apostle, were never recognized as apostolic. 

4. Upon the authenticity, 1. е. the apostolicity of our Gospels, rests 
their claim to inspiration. Containing the substance of the Apostles’ 
testimony, they carry with them that special power of the Holy Spirit 
which rested on the Apostles in virtue of their office, and also on other 
teachers and preachers of the first age. It may be well then to enquire 
of what kind that power was, and how far extending. 

5. We do not find the Apostles transformed, from being men of in- 
dividual character and thought and feeling, into mere channels for the 
transmission of infallible truth. We find them, humanly speaking, to 
have been still distinguished by the same characteristics as before the 
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descent of the Holy Ghost. We see Peter still ardent and impetuous, 
stil shrinking from the danger of human disapproval;—we see John 
still exhibiting the same union of deep love and burning zeal ;—we find 
them pursuing different paths of teaching, exhibiting different styles of 
writing, taking hold of the truth from different sides. 

6. Again, we do not find the Apostles put in possession at once of the 
divine counsel with regard to the Church. Though Peter and John 
were full of the Holy Ghost immediately after the Ascension, neither 
at that time, nor for many years afterwards, were they put in possession 
of the purpose of God regarding the Gentiles, which in due time was 
specially revealed to Peter, and recognized in the apostolic council at 
Jerusalem. . 

7. These considerations serve to shew us in what respects the working 
of the Holy Spirit on the sacred writers was analogous to His influence 
on every believer in Christ; viz. in the retention of individual character 
and thought and feeling,—and in the gradual development of the ways 
and purposes of God to their minds. 

8. But their situation and office was peculiar and unezampled. And 
for its fulfilment, peculiar and unexampled gifts were bestowed upon 
them. One of these, which bears very closely upon our present subject, 
was, the recalling by the Holy Spirit of those things which the Lord had 
said to them. This was His own formal promise, recorded in John xiv. 
26. And if we look at our present Gospels, we see abundant evidence 
of its fulfilment. What unassisted human memory could treasure up 
saying and parable, however deep the impression at the time, and report 
them in full at the distance of several years, as we find them reported, 
with every internal mark of truthfulness, in our Gospels? What in- 
vention of man could have devised discourses which by common consent 
differ from all sayings of men—which possess this character unaltered 
notwithstanding their transmission through men of various mental 
organization—which contain things impossible to be understood or ap- 
preciated by their reporters at the time when they profess to have been 
uttered—which enwrap the seeds of all human improvement yet attained, 

and are evidently full of power for more? I refer to this latter alter- 
native only to remark, that all considerations, whether of the Apostles' 
external circumstances, or their internal feelings respecting Him of 
whom they bore witness, combine to confirm the persuasion of Chris- 

tians, that they have recorded as said by our Lord what He truly did 

гау, and not any words of their own imagination. 
9. And let us pursue the matter further by analogy. Can we sup- 

pose that the light poured by the Holy Spirit upon the sayinge of our 
Lord would be confined to such “sayings, and not extend itself over the 
other parts of the narrative of His life on earth? Сап we believe that 
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those miracles, which though not uttered in words, were yet acted 
parables, would not be, under the same gracious assistance, brought 

back to the minds of the Apostles, so that they should be placed on 
record for the teaching of the Church ? 

10. And, going yet further, to those parts of the Gospels which were 
wholly out of the cycle of the Apostles’ own testimony,—can we ima- 
gine that the divine discrimination which enabled them to detect the 
‘lie to the Holy Ghost,’ should have forsaken them in judging of the 
records of our Lord’s birth and infancy,—so that they should have 
taught or sanctioned an apocryphal, fabulous, or mythical account of 
such matters? Some account of them must have been current in the 
apostolic circle; for Mary the Mother of Jesus survived the Ascension, 
and would be fully capable of giving undoubted testimony to the facts. 
(See notes on Luke i. ii.) Can we conceive then that, with her among 
them, the Apostles should have delivered other than a true history of 
these things? Can we suppose that Luke’s account, which he includes 
among the things delivered by those who were eye-witnesses and ministers 
of the word from the first, is other than the true one, and stamped with 
the authority of the witnessing and discriminating Spirit dwelling" in 
the Apostles? Can we suppose that the account in the still more 
immediately apostolic Gospel of Matthew is other than the same history 
seen from a different side and independently narrated ? 

11. But if it be enquired, kow far such divine superintendence has 
extended in the framing of our Gospels as we at present find them, the 
answer must be furnished by no preconceived idea of what ought to have 
been, but by the contents of the Gospels themselves. That those contents 
are various, and variously arranged, is token enough, that in their selec- 
tion and disposition we have human agency presented to us, under no 
more direct divine guidance, in this respect, than that general leading, 
which in main and essential points should ensure entire accordance. 
Such leading admits of much variety in points of minor consequence. 
Two men may be equally led by the Holy Spirit to record the events of 
our Lord's life for our edification, though one may believe and record, 
that the visit to the Gadarenes took place before the calling of Matthew, 
while the other places it after that event; though one in narrating it 
speaks of two dæmoniacs, the other, only of one. 

12. And it is observable that in the only place in the three Gospels 
where an Evangelist speaks of himself, he expressly lays claim, not to 

` апу supernatural guidance in the arrangement of his subject-matter, 
but to a diligent tracing down of all things from the first; in other 
words, to the care and accuracy of a faithful and honest compiler. After 
such an avowal on the part of the editor himself, to assert an immediate 
revelation to him of the arrangement to be adopted and the chronological 
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notices to be given, is clearly not justified, according to his own shewing 
and assertion. The value of such arrangement and chronological con- 
nerion must depend on various circumstances in each case:—on their 
definiteness and consistency,—on their agreement or disagreement with 
the other extant records; the preference being in each case given to 
that one whose account is the most minute in details, and whose notes of 
sequence are the most distinct. 

18. In thus speaking, I am doing no more than even the most scru- 
pulous of our Harmonizers have in fact done. In the case alluded to in 
paragraph 11, there is not one of them who has not altered the arrange- 
ment, either of Matthew, or of Mark, and Luke, so as to bring the visit 

to the Gadarenes into the same part of the Evangelio History. But, 
if the arrangement stself were matter of divine inspiration, then have 
we no right to vary it in the slightest degree, but must maintain (as the 
Harmoniste have done in other cases, but never, that I am aware, in 
this) two distinet visits to have been made at different times, and nearly 
the same events to have occurred at both. I need hardly add that a 
similar method of proceeding with all the variations in the Gospels, 
whick would on this supposition be necessary, would render the Scripture 
narrative a heap of improbabilities ; and strengthen, instead of weaken- 
ing, the cause of the enemies of our faith. 

14. And not only of the arrangement of the Evangelic History are 
these remarks to be understood. There are certain minor points of 
accuracy or inaccuracy, of which human research suffices to inform men, 
and on which, from want of that research, it is often the practice to 
speak vaguely and inexactly. Such are sometimes the conventionally 
received distances from place to place; such are the common accounts 
of phænomena in natural history, &. Now in matters of this kind, the 

Evangelists and Apostles were not supernaturally informed, but left, in 
common with others, to the guidance of their natural faculties. 

15. The same may be said of citations and dates from history. In the 
last apology of Stephen, which he spoke being full of the Holy Ghost, 
and with divine influence beaming from his countenance, we have at 
least two demonstrable historical inaccuracies. And the occurrence of 
similar ones in the Gospels does not in any way affect the inspiration or 
the veracity of the Evangelists. 

16. It may be well to mention one notable illustration of the prin- 
ciples upheld in this section. What can be more undoubted and unani- 

6 To suppose St. Luke to have written доѓе» xápol, к.т.\. if he were under the con- 
scious inspiration of the Holy Spirit, superseding all his own mental powers and facul- 
ties, would be to charge him with ascribing to his own diligence and selection that 
which was furnished to him independently of both. Yet to this are the aseerters of 
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mous than the testimony of the Evangelists to THE RESURRECTION OF 
THE Lorn? If there be one fact rather than another of which the 
Apostles were witnesses, it was this: and in the concurrent narrative of 
all four Evangelists it stands related beyond all cavil or question. Yet 
of all the events which they have described, none is so variously put 
forth in detail, or with so many minor discrepancies. And this was 
just what might have been expected, on the principles above laid down. 
The great fact that the Lord was risen,—set forth by the ocular witness 
of the Apostles, who had seen Him,—became from that day first in 
importance in the delivery of their testimony. The precise order of His 
appearances would naturally, from the overwhelming nature of their 
present emotions, be а matter of minor consequence, and perhaps not 
even of accurate enquiry till some time had passed. Then, with the 
utmost desire on the part of the women and Apostles to collect the 
events in their exact order of time, some confusion would be apparent 
in the history, and some discrepancies in versions of it which were the 
results of separate and independent enquiries;—the traces of which 
pervade our present accounts. But what fair-judging student of the 
Gospels ever made these variations or discrepancies a ground for doubt- 
ing the veracity of the Evangelists as to the fact of the Resurrection, or 
the principal details of the Lord's appearances after it ? 

17. It will be well to state the bearing of the opinions advanced in 
this section on two terms in common use, viz. verbal, and plenary 
inspiration. 

18. With regard to verbal inspiration, I take the sense of it, as 
explained by its most strenuous advocates, to be, that every word and 
phrase of the Scriptures is absolutely and separately true,—and, whether 
narrative, or discourse, took place, or was said, in every most exact par- 
ticular as set down. Much might be said of the à priori unworthiness 
of such a theory, as applied to a Gospel whose character is the freedom 
of the Spirit, not the bondage of the letter: but it belongs more to my 
present work to try it by applying it to the Gospels as we have them. 
And I do not hesitate to say, that being thus applied, its effect will be 
to destroy altogether the credibility of our Evangelists. Hardly a single 
instance of parallelism between them arises, where they do not relate 
the same thing indeed in substance, but expressed in terms which if 
literally taken are incompatible with each other. To cite only one 
obvious instance. The Title over the Cross was written in Greek. 
According then to the verbal-inspiration theory, each Evangelist has 
recorded the exact words of the inscription; not the general sense, but 
the inscription itself,—not a letter less or more. This is absolutely 
necessary to the theory. Its advocates must not be allowed, with con- 
venient inconsistency, to take refuge in a common-sense view of the 
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matter wherever their theory fails them, and still to uphold it in the 
main’. And how it will here apply, the following comparison will shew :— 

Matt., ойтбс tri lnoovc ó Baceug тё» lovdaiwy. 
Mark, ó Baotdeve rör iovdalwr. 

Luke, 6 Hale röv iovdaiwy оўтос. 
John, Inovig б valwpaiog б Bacireve röv lovdaiwr. 

19. Another objection to the theory is, that if it be so, the Christian 
world is left in uncertainty what her Scriptures are, as long as the 
sacred text is full of various readings. Some one manuscript must be 
pointed out to us, which carries the weight of verbal inspiration, or some 
text whose authority shall be undoubted, must be promulgated. But 
manifestly neither of these things can ever happen. To the latest age, 
the reading of some important passages will be matter of doubt in the 
Church: and, which is equally subversive of the theory, though not of 
equal importance in itself, there is hardly a sentence in the whole of the 
Gospels in which there are not varieties of diction in our principal MSS., 
baffling all attempts to decide which was its original form. 

20. The fact is, that this theory uniformly gives way before intel- 
ligent study of the Scriptures themselves; and is only held, consistently 
and thoroughly, by those who have never undertaken that study. When 
put forth by those who have, it is never carried fairly through; but 
while broadly asserted, is in detail abandoned. 

21. If I understand plenary inspiration rightly, I hold it to the 
utmost, as entirely consistent with the opinions expressed in this 
section. The inspiration of the sacred writers I believe to have con- 
sisted in the fulness of the influence of the Holy Spirit specially raising 
them to, and enabling them for, their work,—in a manner which dis- 
tinguishes them from all other writers in the world, and their work 
From all other works. The men were full of the Holy Ghost—the books 
are the pouring out of that fulness through the men,—the conservation 
of the treasure in earthen vessels. The treasure is ours, in all its rich- 

ness: but it is ours as only it can be ours,—in the imperfections of 
human speech, in the limitations of human thought, in the variety 
ineident first to individual character, and then to manifold transcription 
and the lapse of ages. 

22. Two things, in concluding this section, I would earnestly impress 
on my readers. First, that we must take our views of inspiration not, 
as is too often done, from à priori considerations, but ENTIRELY FROM THE 
EVIDENCE FURNISHED BY THE SCRIPTURES THEMSELVES: and secondly, 
that the MEN were INSPIRED, the BOOKS are the RESULTS OF THAT IN- 
SPIRATION. This latter consideration, if all that it implies be duly 
weighed, will furnish us with the key to the whole question. 

7 This has been done, as far as I have seon, in all remarks of verbal-inspirationists on 
this part of my Prolegomena.—Sept. 18632. 
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SECTION VII. 

IMPRACTICABILITY OF CONSTRUCTING A FORMAL HARMONY OF THE 

THREE GOSPELS. 

1. From very early times attempts have been made to combine the 
narratives of our three Gospels into one continuous history. As might 
have been expected, however, from the characteristics of those Gospels 

above detailed, such Harmonies could not be constructed without doing 
considerable violence to the arrangement of some one or more of the 
three, and an arbitrary adoption of the order of some one, to which 
then the others have been fitted and conformed. An examination of 
any of the current Harmonies will satisfy the student that this has been 
the case. 

2. Now on the supposition that the three Gospels had arisen one out 
of the other, with a design such as any of those which have been pre- 
viously discussed (with the exception of e) in § ii. 2, 3, such a Harmony 
not only ought to be possible, but should arise naturally out of the 
several narratives without any forcing, or alteration of arrangement. 
Nay, on the supplementary theory of Greswell and others, the last 
written Gospel should itself be such a History as the Harmonizers are 
in search of. Now not only is this not the case, but their Harmonies 
contain the most violent and considerable transpositions :—they аге 
obliged to have recourse to the most arbitrary hypotheses of repetition 
of events and discourses,—and after all, their Harmonies, while some 
difficulties would be evaded by their adoption, entail upon us others even 
more weighty and inexplicable. 

8. Taking, however, the view of the origin of the Gospels above 
advocated, the question of the practicability of Harmonizing is simply 
reduced to one of matter of fact :—how far the three Evangelists, in 
relating the events of a history which was itself one and the same, have 
presented us with the same side of the narrative of those events, or with 
fragments which will admit of being pieced into one another. 

4. And there is no doubt that, as far as the main features of the 
Evangelic history are concerned, a harmonious whole is presented to us 
by the combined narrative. The great events of our Lord’s ministry, 
His baptism, His temptation, His teaching by discourses and miracles, 
His selection of the Twelve, His transfiguration, His announcement 
of His sufferings, death, and resurrection, His last journey to Jerusa- 
lem, His betrayal, His passion, crucifixion, burial, and resurrection,— 

these are common to all; and as far as they are concerned, their narra- 
tives naturally fall into accordance and harmony. But when we come 
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to range their texts side by side, to supply clause with clause, and 
endeavour to construct a complete History of details out of them, we at 
once find ourselves involved in the difficulties above enumerated. And 
the inference which an unbiassed mind will thence draw is, that as the 
Evangelists wrote with no such design of being pieced together into a 
complete History, but delivered the apostolic testimony as they had 
received it, modified by individual character and oral transmission, and 
arranged carefully according to the best of their knowledge,—so we 
should thus simply and reverentially receive their records, without 
setting them at variance with each other by compelling them in all cases 
to say the same things of the same events. 

5. If the Evangelists have delivered to us truly and faithfully the 
apostolic narratives, and if the Apostles spoke as the Holy Spirit 
enabled them, and brought events and sayings to their recollection, then 
we may be sure that $/' we knew the real process of the transactions 
themselves, that knowledge would enable us to give an account of the 
diversities of narration and arrangement which the Gospels now present 
to «ws. But without such knowledge, all attempts to accomplish this 
analysis im minute detail must be merely conjectural: and must tend to 
weaken the Evangelic testimony, rather than to strengthen it. 

6. The only genuine Harmony of the Gospels will be furnished by 
the unity and consistency of the Christian’s belief in their record, as 
true to the great events which it relates, and his enlightened and intel- 
ligent appreciation of the careful diligence of the Evangelists in ar- 
ranging the important matter before them. If in that arrangement he 
finds variations, and consequently inaccuracies, on one side or the other, 
he will be content to acknowledge the analogy which pervades all the 
divine dealings with mankind, and to observe that God, who works, in 
the communication of His other gifts, through the medium of secondary 
agents, has been pleased to impart to us this, the record of His most 
precious Gift, also by human agency and teaching. Не will acknow- 
ledge also in this, the peculiar mercy and condescension of Him who 
has adapted to universal human reception the record of eternal life by 
His Son, by means of the very variety of individual recollections and 
modified reporte. And thus he will arrive at the true Harmonistic view 
of Scripture ; just as in the great and discordant world be does not 
seek peace by setting one thing against another and finding logical 
solution for all, but by holy and peaceful trust in that Almighty Father, 
who doeth all things well. So that the argument so happily applied by 
Butler to the nature of the Revelation contained in the Scriptures, may 
with equal justice be applied to the looks themselves in which the record 
of that revelation is found,—that ‘He who believes the Scriptures to 
have proceeded from Him who is the Author of nature, may well expect 
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to find the same sort of difficulties in them, as are found in the constitu- 
tion of nature.’ 

CHAPTER II. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tue author of this Gospel has been universally believed to be, THE 
АровттЕ MaTTHEW. With this belief the contents of the Gospel are 
not inconsistent ; and we find it current in the very earliest ages (see 
testimonies in the next section). 

2. Of the Apostle Matthew we know very little for certain. He was 
the son of Alp¾hæus (Mark ii. 14), and therefore probably the brother of 
James the less. His calling, from being a publican to be one of the 
Twelve, is narrated by all three Evangeliste. By Mark and Luke he is 
called Levi; in this Gospel, Matthew. Such change of name after 
becoming a follower of the Lord, was by no means uncommon ; and the 
appearance of the apostolic, not the original name, in the Gospel proceed- 
ing from himself, is in analogy with the practice of Paul, who always in 
his Epistles speaks of himself by his new and Christian appellation. 
(On the doubts raised in ancient times respecting the identity of 
Matthew and Levi, see note on Matt. ix. 9.) 

8. The Apostle Matthew is described by Clement of Alexandria as 
belonging to the ascetic Judaistic school of early Christians. Nothing 
is known of his apostolic labours out of Palestine, which Eusebius men- 
tions generally (eg érépovc, Hist. Eccl. iii. 24). Later writers fix the 
scene of them in Ethiopia, but also include in their cirele Macedonia, 
and several parte of Asia (Rufin. Hist. Eccl x. 9. Socr. Hist. Eccl. 
i 19). Heracleon, as cited by Clement of Alexandria, Strom. iv. 9, 
p. 595, relates that his death was natural. This is implicitly confirmed 
by Clement himself, and by Origen and Tertullian, who mention only 
Peter, Paul, and James the greater as martyrs among the Apostles. 

* MarÜaioc piv обу ô drr, astppárwy к. depodptuy є. Aayávey dviv кребу 
perehdpBavey, "Imávygc ёі brtprelvag тї» lyepártiay ёкрідас к. иди fjo0uy dypiov. 
Pedag. ii. 1, p. 174-5. 
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SECTION II. 

ITS OBIGINAL LANGUAGE. 

l. It has been much disputed among biblical scholars, whether this 
Gospel was originally composed in HEBREW (i.e. Syro-chaldaic, the 
vernacular language of tbe Hebrew Christians in Palestine) or in 
GREEK. I shall state the principal arguments on both sides, and give 
my own judgment on them. 

A. Those who maintain a HEBREW original rest on the evidence of the 
early Church. And this evidence was unanimous. It mainly consists of 
the following testimonies : 

(a) Paras, bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia in the beginning of the 
2nd century. Eusebius thus describes him (H. E. iii. 86),—Iazíag, rije 
év 'IepasóNec тарокіас̧ xal aùròç ёжїскокос, ёуђр rà wavra бта и@Ммота? 
Aeyweraroc kal урафўс eichywy. He wrote five evyypáppara, entitled 
Aoyier кыракёу  луүһсес (ib. ii. 89); as Irenæus also states (Her. 
v. 88, р. 332), —where he calls him 'Ieárrov pé» &xovoríjc, IloAvxápxov дг 
£raipoc yeyorws, &ápxaioc árfjp. It is true that Eusebius asserts him, with 
reference to his adoption of chiliastic opinions, to have been офёдра 
epacpóc тд» уой» (Н. E. ibid.): but this, it is alleged, cannot be brought 
to bear on the validity of his testimony to a matter of fact; being only 
said controversial, and with regard to the adoption by Papias of 
apocryphal stories, and his belonging to a particular school of interpre- 
tation, from which Eusebius dissented. His testimony runs thus: 
MarOaios pèv ody éBpatd: Sua Mkre тё N cuverdgato’ phy eue & айта 
és ddúvaro (or fjv Suvards) Exactos. That Papias meant by rà Абуга the 
Gospel of Matthew, not merely a collection of discourses, is probable, 
from his calling Mark's Gospel (apparently), eórralic тё» xvpiakov Aoyiwy 
(Eus. ib.) : and from the title of his own work (see above). It would 
seem from the latter words of the above testimony, that Papias was not, 

The author of the article on the first edition of this vol. in the Edinburgh Review, 
July, 1851, would render dv Aoywraroc ‘a man full of anecdotes,’ and thereby dis- 
parage Papias’ testimony. But not to mention how inconsistent this is with the whole 
tenor of the passage in which the term occurs, which goes to eralt that testimony, the 
usage of Adytog by Eusebius himself is decisive against the Reviewer. See, e. g., H. E. 
vi. 16 (of Origen), diaveipag rå 11205, róv "Нракћау rà» yvwpipwy xpoxpivac, фу re 
тойс Өнө rod, cai M бута Aoywrarov dvdpa к. ф:Хософіас obx ápoqpoy, 
£ovevór кабіст тўс carnyhoews: ib. 20,—f«patov d card тобто szAsiovc Ху 
к.іккћусіастіиоі будрес, . . among whom he enumerates Beryllus of Bostra, Hippolytus, 
Gaius (Аоуфтатос буйр) : cf. also v. 16 (init.), vii. 7 (abri¢ obrog Aóytóc те кай 
Oavpáctog). See Heinichen's note on the word in the passage cited in the text. 
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at all events, aware of any authoritative contemporaneous version in 
Greek. 

(В) Inenzvs, Her. iii. 1, p. 174: 6 piv Магбатос ѓу roic 'ЕЗраѓќос тӯ 
idig даа\ёктр аўт@» cai ypagyy iu, evayyediov, rov Ilérpov xai rov 
abo ёх 'Pwpp ebayyedtlopéver kal Gepedcobvrwy r)v éxcAncíar. Not a 

word is here said of Papias: indeed, by the last clause, this testimony, it 

is said, manifestly rests on independent ground. That such a note of time 
should have been, as has been supposed (Edin. Rev. July 1851, p. 88), 
a calculation of Irenæus himself, is inconceivable. 

(y) Есвевгсв, H. E. v. 10, relates of Panteenus, 6 Härratroc xal 
tic `1›доос Ae Aéyerat, Ё›ба Ag eUpeiv аўтду жрофдава» rjv avrov 

wapovoiay тд ката MarÜaiov ebayyédtoy xapa riow афўтбб: rev Хрібтду 
éxeyvwxdoty, ole BapÜoAouaiov räv ётоотолћшыу Eva ктриёси, abroic re 

"EBpaiwy ypáupaoct тў» той MarÜaíov кага\ефа‹ ypaghy, hy xai owčeoðaı 
eic тд» Sndrovperoy xpóvor. This tradition recognizes а Hebrew Gospel 

according to Matthew, and thus agrees with the testimonies before cited. 
(д) ORIGEN, Comm. in Matt. tom. i., preserved in Eus. H. E. vi. 25, 

describes himself as é» wapadéce: pabay тєрї röv recodpwr cbayysMer & 
xai pova йуаутіррпта kr б> ry ожо тоу obpayóy ёккАпаіф rov Өєоб, Öre 
wperov pé» yéypaxrat ro ката тфу vort reÀAe wmv, borepoy de áxóaroAoy 
"усо xpicrov, Матда?оу, éxdedwxcra abro roig ёжо Iouòasen⁰õ marevoace 
ypappacty &Йбрайкоїс curvreraypéroy, 

(e) EvsEB1vs, Hist. Eccl. iii. 24: MarÜaioc pèr yap xpcrepor ‘EBpatoce 
крас, we £usAAe kai £g! érépovc iévat, rarpip *yAurry урафӯ жарадойс тд 
car айтду гйаууё\о», rò Ато» тў avrov xapovaig тобто ag’ dv der- 
Acro дїй тйс урафйс ávexAfjpov. With this may be compared another 
passage of Eusebius (ad Marin. quest. ii., p. 941): AéAexra« dé dpe тоё 
соВВатоо тара rov Eppnvebcavroc rà)» ypaófjv: ò nher yàp evayyeXoric 
Матбалос EH] e yAurry тар әке rò єйаууёМмо›. This last passage 
shews that Eusebius himself believed the Gospel to have been written in 
Hebrew. 

(¢) EPrPHANIUS, Her. xxix. 9, p. 124, says of the Ebionites and 
Nazarenes, éxova: дё ro ката Матбаїоу ebayyédor т\прёвтатох éBpaicri. 
rap' аётоїс yap оафёс rovro, кадос iÈ dpxiic ёурафп Effpaixoic урбррас‹», 
тє owferac, And again, Наг. xxx. 8, p. 127, ка! eéyorrat pèv xai афто 
rò ката MarÜaior ciayyidtoy . . . каћоўе 0£ аётд ката 'ЕВраЃоос, dc rà 

ax HH бота» Er, öre MarOaiog póroc EBpuiori xal EBpaixoic урйрџасі» év 

rj каю daD éxothoaro riy ToU evayyeMov ExOesiv re kal küpvypa. 
(п) JEROME, Pref. to Matt.: “ Matthæus in Judea Evangelium Hebrao 

sermone edidit ob eorum vel maxime causam qui in Jesum crediderant ex 
Judeis." Also de Viris illustr. 3: “ Mattheus, qui et Levi, ex publicano 
Apostolus, primus in Judea propter eos qui ex circumcisione crediderant, 
Evangelium Christi Hebraicis literis verbisque composuit, quod quis postea 
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in Gracum transtulerit, non satis cerium est. Porro $psum Hebraicum 
habetur usque hodie in Casarienss bibliotheca, quam Pamphilus martyr 
studiosissime confecit. Mihi quoque а Nagarœis qui in Berœa urbe 
Syria hoc volumine utuntur, desoribendi facultas fuit. In quo animad- 
vertendum, quod ubicumque Evangelista, sive ex persona vera sive ex 
persona Domini Salvatoris, veteris scriptura testimoniis utitur, non 
sequatur LX X translatorwm auctoritatem, sed Hebraicum, e quibus illa 
duo sunt: ‘Ez Egypto vocavi filium meum :’ et, ' Quoniam Nazarcus 
vocabitur.” Also, in quatuor ету. ad Damasum prefatio: De novo nunc 
loquor testamento, quod Graecum esse non dubium est, excepto Apostolo 
Mattheo, qui primus in Judea Evangelium Christi Hebraicis. literis 
edidit. Again, Ep. Damaso de Osanna: Matthæus, qui Evangelium 
Hebraico sermone conscripsit, ita posuit osanna berama, id est, Osanna 
in excelsis, &c. Again, Ep. Hedibis, quest. viii.: In Evangelio autem 
(Matthai, from context), quod Hebraicis literis scriptum est, legimus, 
non velum templi scissum, sed superluminare templi mire magnitudinis 
corruisse. Again, Comm. in Hos. хі. in treating of the words Out of 
Egypt have I called my son,’ he says, Hunc locum in septimo volumine 
Julianus Augustus quod adversum nos, i. e., Christianos, evomuit, 
calumniatur et dicit, quod de Israel scriptum. est, Matt. Evangelista ad 
Christum transtulit, ut simplicitats eorum qui de gentibus crediderant 
идете. Qui nos breviter respondebimus : 1°, Mattheum Evangelium 
Hebrais literis edidisse, quod non poterant legere nisi hi qui ex Hebrais 
erant : ergo non propterea fecit ut slluderet ethnicis." Jerome refers also 
to the tradition mentioned under (y) above, and says, “ Reperit 
(Pantenus) in India Bartholomeum de duodecim Apostolis adventum 
Domini nostri Jesu Ohristi juxta Matthei Evangelium pradicasse, ; 
Hebraicis litteris scriptum, revertens Alexandriam secum detulit." (De 
Viris illustr. 86.) 

(0) Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Augustin, Isidorus Hispalensis, 
Theophylact, Euthymius, and others, assert the same. 

B. Those who maintam a GREEK original, rest principally on the 
internal evidence furnished by the Gospel itself. But they also demur 
to the sufficiency of the external evidence above cited. They object, 

І. («) That the testimony of Papias, on which much of this evidence 
rests, is unsatisfactory, as having proceeded from a man of weak judg- 

ment. 
(к) That there appears to have been some confusion between the 

(supposed) Hebrew original of St. Matthew, and the heretical ‘ Gospel 
according to the Hebrews.’ Jerome, de Viris illustr. 8, says (see above, 

[u]) that he had seen the Hebrew original of Matthew at Berœa by 
favour of the Nazarenes, and bad copied it. But further, in his Com- 
mentary on Matt. ii. he says, In Evangelio quo utuntur Nazarœi et 
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Hebionite, quod nuper in Graecum de Hebreo sermone transtulimus, et 
quod vocatur a plerisque Matthei authenticum, &c. And the Com- 
mentary on Matt. was written some years after his Treatise de Viris 
illustr. Again, still later, Dialog. adv. Pelagianos, lib. iii.: In Evan- 
gelio juxta Hebreos, quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone, sed 
Hebraicis literie conscriptum est, quo utuntur usque hodie Nazareni, 
secundum Apostolos, sive ut plerique autumant, juxta Matthewn, quod et 
in Casariensi habetur bibliotheca, narrat historia (then follows an 
apocryphal anecdote). 
Now let these notices be compared with his assertion above, that the 

Hebrew original of Matt. related superliminare templi mira magnitudi- 
nis corrutsse, and it will appear, 

1. That Jerome once believed the Hebrew MS. in the Cesarean 
library to be the original Gospel of St. Matthew. 

2. That he believed this original to be different from our present 
Greek Gospel: for he quotes from it things not found there. 

3. That in subsequent years he modified his opinion that this docu- 
ment was the original Hebrew text of St. Matthew, and took refuge 
under ‘guod vocatur a plerisque, and ‘secundum Apostolos, sive ut 
plerique autumant, &. 
(A) Light is thrown on this uncertainty by the assertion of Epipha- 

nius (above, [T]), which clearly shews that he was misled by the 
Nazarenes and Ebionites to believe their Gospel to be the genuine 
Gospel of Matthew. 

II. But the advocates of the Greek original rest mainly on the 
phenomena of the Gospel itself. They maintain, 

(и) That the present Greek text stands on precisely the same footing 
as that of the other Gospels: is cited as early, and as constantly as 
they are. 

(у) That the hypothesis of a translation from the Hebrew altogether 
fails to account for the identity observable in certain parts of the text of 
the three synoptic Gospels. For the translator must either have been 
acquainted with the other two Gospels, —in which саве it is incon- 
ceivable that in the midst of the present coincidences in many passages, 
such divergences should have occurred,—or unacquainted with them, in 

which case the identity itself would be altogether inexplicable. 
(2) A further observation of the coincidences and divergences is said 

to confirm the view of a Greek original. The synoptic Gospels mainly 
coincide in the discourses and words of our Lord, but diverge in their 
narrative portions ; and while verbal identity is found principally in the 
former, the latter present the phenomena either of independent tranela- 
tions from the same original, or of independent histories. 

(o) Again, whereas the Evangelists themselves, in citing the O. T. 
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usually quote from the Hebrew text, our Lord in his discourses almost 
uniformly quotes the Septuagint, even where 16 differs from the Hebrew. 
This is urged as tending to establish the Greek original of St. Matt. : 
for if the Gospel were really written in Hebrew for the use of Jews, it 
is not conceivable that the citations would be given in any but the 
Hebrew text: and equally inconceivable that the translator would have 
rendered them into the language of the LXX in our Lord's discourses, 
while he retained the Hebrew readings in the narrative. 

(к) But the same fact would also tend to establish that our Lord 
spoke usually in Greek, —that Greek was the language commonly used 
and generally understood by the Jews of Palestine,—and consequently, 
that the composition of a Hebrew Gospel for the early Judzo-Christians 
would be unnecessary, and in the last degree improbable. 

C. (p) It would exceed the limits of these Prolegomena to argue the 
question at length. I can only state my own judgment on the point in 
debate. In the first edition of this work, I acceded to what ap- 
peared to me the irresistible weight of testimony of antiquity. But 
1 have since then studied very closely the text itself, especially with 
reference to its revision in those passages which find parallels in the 
other Gospels: and I am bound to say that my view of the Hebrew 
origin is much shaken. 

(о) Besides which, it certainly appears to me, that the testimonies of 
Epiphanius and Jerome go to shew that they believed the so-called 
Goepel to the Hebrews TO BE THE VERITABLE ORIGINAL of St. Matthew: 
that so believing, Jerome copied and translated it, and quoted from it: 
but subsequently found reason to doubt this, and gradually modified 
his former assertions. Strange as this may be, I do not see how 
we can deny it as the result of combining the above extracts from his 

(т) On the whole, then, I find myself constrained to abandon the view 
maintained in my first edition, and to adopt that of a Greek original. 

(v) We thus have to consider the first Gospel on the same ground, 
and to judge it by the same rules, as the second and third Gospels. 

1* This has been ingeniously maintained (by the late Duke of Manchester) in * A Chap- 
ter on the Harmonizing Gospels,’ printed at the University Press, Dublin, 1864. See 
also Hug, Einleitung, ed. 4, vol. ii. pp. 27—49, on the ordinary language of Palestine 
when Matt. wrote his Gospel 
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SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The statements in several of the testimonies above cited, shew the 
prevalence of a general opinion that Matthew originally drew up his 
Gospel for the use of the Jewish converts in Palestine. And internal 
notices tend to confirm this inference. We have fewer interpretations 
of Jewish customs, laws, and localities, than in the two other Gospels. 

The whole narrative proceeds more upon a Jewish view of matters, and 
is concerned more to establish that point, which to a Jewish convert 
would be most important,—that Jesus was the Messiah prophesied in 
the Old Testament. Hence the commencement of his genealogy from 
Abraham and David; hence the frequent notice of the necessity of this 
or that event happening, because it was го foretold by the prophets ; 
hence the constant opposition of our Lord’s spiritually ethical teaching 
to the carnal formalistic ethics of the Scribes and Pharisees. 

2. But we must not think of the Gospel as a systematic treatise 
drawn up with this end continually in view. It only exercised a very 
general and indirect influence over the composition, not excluding nar- 
ratives, sayings, and remarks which had no such tendency, or even par- 
took of an opposite one. 

3. Grecian readers were certainly also in the view of the Apostle; and 
in consequence, he adds interpretations and explanations, such e. g. as 
ch. 1. 23; xxvii. 8, 33, 46, for their information. 

4. In furtherance of the design above mentioned, we may discern 
(with the caution given in 2) a more frequent and consistent reference 
to the Lord as a King, and to his Messianic kingdom, than in the other 
Gospels. Designing these Prolegomena not as a complete Introduction 
to the Gospels, but merely as subsidiary to the following Commentary, I 
purposely do not give instances of these characteristics, but leave them 
to be gathered by the student as he proceeds. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The testimony of the early Church is unanimous, that Matthew 
wrote first among the Evangelists. Clement of Alexandria, who dis- 
sented from the present order of our Gospels, yet placed those of 
Matthew and Luke first: xpoyeypagOac EXeye röv ebayyediwy тй 
weptéyovra тйс yerendoying (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14). Origen's 
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testimony see above (5 ii. 1, д). And Irenæus (see above, ibid., 8) 
relates that Matthew wrote his Gospel while Peter and Paul were 
preaching and founding the Church in Rome'. Without adopting 
this statement, we may remark that it represente & date, to which 
internal chronological notices are not repugnant. It seems, from ch. 
xxvii. 8, and xxviii. 15, that some considerable time had elapsed since 

the events narrated; while, from the omission of all mention of the 

destruction of Jerusalem, it would appear that the Gospel was published 
before that event. All these marks of time are, however, exceedingly 
vague, especially when other notices are taken into account, which place 
the Gospel eight years after the Ascension (Theophyl. and Euthym.) ; 
—fifteen years after the ascension (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 45) :—at the 
time of the stoning of Stephen (Cosmas Indicopleustes. Fabricius, Bibl. 
Gr. iv. 5). 

SECTION V. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. The Gospel of Matthew is written in the same form of diction 
which pervades the other Gospels, the Hebraistic or Hellenistic Greek. 
This dialect resulted from the dispersion of the Greek language by the 
conquests of Alexander, and more especially from the intercourse of 
Jews with Greeks in the city of Alexandria. It is that of the LXX 
version of the Old Testament; of the apocryphal books; and of the 

writings of Philo and Josephus. In these two latter, however, it is 
not so marked, as in versions from the Hebrew, or books aiming at а 
Hebraistic character. 

2. Of the three Gospels, that of Matthew presents the most complete 
example of the Hebraistic diction and construction, with perhaps the 
exception of the first chapter of Luke. And from what has been above 
said respecting its design, this would naturally be the case. 

8. The internal character of this Gospel also answers to what we 
know of the history and time of its compilation. Its marks of chrono- 
logical sequence are very vague, and many of them are hardly perhaps 
to be insisted on at all. When compared with the more definite notices 
of Mark and Luke, ita order of events is sometimes superseded by theirs. 
It was to be expected, in the earliest written accounts of matters so 

1 The Edinburgh Reviewer blames it in me as an instance of carelessness, that I have 
here combined a passage relating to the existing Greek Gospel, with one referring to the 
hypothetical Hebrew one. But I own Iam unable to see why the view of the early 
Church, as to a matter of date, may not be gathered from both, irrespective of the 
question of a Hebrew or Greek original. 
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important, that the object should rather be to record the things done, and 
the sayings of our Lord, than the precise order in which they took place. 

4. It is in this principal duty of an Evangelist that Matthew stands 
pre-eminent; and especially in the report of the longer discourses of our 
Lord. It was within the limits of his purpose in writing, to include all 
the descriptions of the state and hopes of the citizens of the kingdom of 
heaven which Jesus gave during His ministry. This seems to have 
been the peculiar gift of the Spirit to him,—to recall and deliver down, 
in their strictest verbal connexion, such discourses as the Sermon on the 

Mount, ch. v.—vii; the apostolic commission, ch. x.; the discourse 

concerning John, ch. xi.; that on blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, 
ch. xii.; the series of parables, ch. xiii.; that to the Apostles on their 
divisions, ch. xviii; and in their fulness, the whole series of polemical 
discourses and prophetic parables in ch. xxi.—xxv. 

5. It has been my endeavour in the following Commentary, to point 
out the close internal connexion of the longer discourses, and to combat 
the mistake of those critics, who suppose them to be no more than col- 
lections of shorter sayings associated together from similarity of subject 
or character. 

6. On the connexion between the Epistle of James and some parts 
of this Gospel, see the Prolegomena to that Epistle, Vol. IV. 

CHAPTER III. 

OF THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MARK. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. As in the case of the two other Gospels, we are dependent entirely 
on traditional sources for the name of the author. It has been univer- 
sally believed to be Afarcus: and further, that he was the same person 
who in Acts xii. 12, 25; xv. 37, is spoken of as 'Ieávrnc ó éxtcadobpevoc 
(E ric , каћоореуос) Маркос: in xii. 5, 18, as "ойуууџс : in xv. 89, as 
Маркос: also in Col. iv. 10: 2 Tim. iv. 11: Philem. 24. The few par- 
ticulars gleaned respecting him from Scripture are, that his mother's 
name was Mary (Acts xii. 12); and that she was sister to the Apostle 
Barnabas (Col. iv. 10); that she dwelt in Jerusalem (Acts, ibid.); that 
he.was converted to Christianity by the Apostle Peter (1 Pet. v. 13); 
that he became the minister and companion of Paul and Barnabas, in 
their first missionary journey (Acts xii. 25); and was the cause of the 
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variance and separation of these Apostles on their second (Acts xv. 37 
—40),—Barnabas wishing to take him again with them, but Paul re- 
fusing, because he had departed from them before the completion of 
the former journey (Acts xiii. 13). He then became the companion of 
Barnabas in his journey to Cyprus (Acts xv. 39). We find him however 
again with Paul (Col. iv. 10), and an allusion apparently made in the 
words there to some previous stain on his character, which was then 
removed; see also Philem. 24: 2 Tim. iv. 11. Lastly, we find him with 
Peter (1 Pet. v. 13). From Scripture we know no more concerning 
him. But an unanimous tradition of the ancient Christian writers 
represents him as the 'interpres' of Peter: i. e. the secretary or ama- 
nuensis, whose office i& was to commit to writing the orally-delivered 
instructions and narrations of the Apostle. бее authorities quoted in 
§ ii., below. 

2. Tradition (Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) brings him with Peter to 
Rome (but apparently only on the authority of 1l Pet. v. 13); and 
thence to Alexandria. Не is said to have become first bishop of the 
Church in that city, and to have suffered martyrdom there. All this 
however is exceedingly uncertain. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. It was universally believed in the ancient Church, that Mark’s 
Gospel was written under the influence, and almost by the dictation, of 
Peter. 

(a) Eusebius quotes from Papias (Hist. Eccl. iii. 39), as a testimony 
of John the presbyter, Маркос рё» ipusvevrüc Пётро» уғубрєуос, боа 

ёрупрбуєвэсєу, áxpiJec Eypayer, c. r. A. 

(3) The same author (Hist. Eccl. v. 8) says, Маркос ó рабптђс каї 
ipunrtvràc Пётроъ, xal abrocg ra brò llérpov «npvocópeva éyypagwe uiv 
тарадёдыкє. This he quotes from Irenæus (iii. 1, p. 174) ; and further that 
this took place pera riv rovrev (i. e. rov Ilérpov к. той IlatAov) одо». 

(у) The same author (Hist. Eccl. ii. 15) relates on the authority of 

Clement (Hypotyp. vi.) and Papias, that the hearers of Peter at Rome, 
unwilling that his teaching should be lost to them, besought Mark, who 
was а follower of Peter, to commit to writing the substance of that 
teaching ; that the Apostle, being informed supernaturally of the work 
in which Mark was engaged, hi, тӯ rav arépay xpo0vpíg, къурёса! re 

тў» урафйу eic Evreviey тйс &xAnoíac. This account is manifestly incon- 

sistent with the former. 
(д) In Hist. Eccl vi. 14, Eusebius gives yet another AME citing 
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the very passage of Clement above referred to: that Peter, knowing of 
‘Mark’s work when it was completed and published, жротреттікёс phre 
co doi hire протрёфасда:. 

(e) The same author, in his Demonstr. Evang. ii. 5, p. 122, says, 

Пётрос дё ravra wept avroð paprupet® rdrra уар rà жара Марке rov 
Петро» ё:аћ elvai A€yerat árogynporcópara. 

(4) Tertullian (cont. Marcion. iv. 5, p. 867) relates: Marcus quod 
edidit Evangelium, Petri adfirmatur, cujus interpres Marcus." 

(п) Jerome (ad Hedibiam, quest. xi. p. 844) writes: Habebat ergo 
(Paulus) Titum interpretem, sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cujus 
Evangelium Petro narrante et illo scribente compositum est." 

2. The above testimonies must now be examined as to how far we are 
bound to receive them as decisive. We may observe that the matter 
to which they refer is one which could, from ite nature, have been known 
to very few persons; viz. the private and unavowed influence of an 
Apostle over the writer. (For I reject at oncé the account which 
makes Peter authorize the Gospel, from no such authorization being 
apparent, which it certainly would have been, had it ever existed.) 
Again, the accounts cited are most vague and inconsistent as to the 
extent and nature of this influence, —some stating it to have been no 
more than that Peter preached, and Mark, after his death, collected the 

substance of his testimony from memory; others making it extend even 
to the dictation of the words by the Apostle. 

8. It is obvious that all such accounts must be judged according to 
the phenomena presented by the Gospel itself. Now we find, in the 
title of the Gospel, а presumption that no such testimony of Peter is 
here presented to us, as we have of Matthew in the former Gospel. 
Had such been the case, we should have found it called the Gospel 
according to Peter, not according to Mark. 

4. If again we examine the contents of the Gospel, we are certainly 
not justified in concluding that Peter’s hand has been directly employed 
in its compilation in its present form. The various mentions, and 
omissions of mention, of incidents in which that Apostle is directly 
concerned, are such as to be in no way consistently accounted for on 
this hypothesis. For let it be allowed that a natural modesty might 
have occasionally led him to omit matters tending to his honour,—yet 
how are we to account for his omitting to give an exact detail of other 
things at which he was present, and of which he might have rendered 
the most precise and circumstantial account? This has been especially 
the case in the narrative of the day of the Resurrection, not to mention 
numerous other instances which will be noticed in the Commentary. 
Besides, the above hypothesis regarding his suppressions cannot be con- 
mstently carried out. A remarkable instance to the contrary may be 
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seen ch. xvi. 7, where sirare roic рабдгаїс abrov xoi tẹ Пётру stands 
for ectware roic pa@yraic аўтой in Matthew. 

5. We are led to the same conclusion by a careful comparison of the 
contents of this Gospel with those of Matthew and Luke. We find that 
it follows the same great cycle of apostolic teaching ;—that its narra- 
tives are derived in many cases from the same sources ;—that it is im- 
probable that any individual Apostle should have moulded and fashioned 
a record which keeps so much to the beaten track of the generally- 
received Evangelic history. His own individual remembrances must 
unavoidably have introduced additions of so considerable an amount as 
to have given to the Gospel more original matter than it at present 
possesses. 

6. But while unable to conceive any influence directly exerted by 
Peter over the compilation of the Gospel, I would by no means deny 
the possibility of the derivation of some narratives in it from that 
Apostle, and recognize in such derivation the ground of the above tes- 
timonies. The peculiarly minute and graphic precision (presently, § viii. 
to be further spoken of) which distinguishes this Evangelist, seems to 
claim for him access in many cases to the testimony of some eye-witness 
where the other two Evangelists have not had that advantage. I have 
pointed out these cases where they occur, in the Commentary; and 
have not hesitated in some of them to refer conjecturally to Peter as 
the source of the narration. 

7. The inference to be drawn from what has preceded is, that,—the 
general tradition of the ancients which ascribed to Mark a connexion 
with Peter as his secretary or interpreter, being adopted, as likely to be 
founded on fact,—yet the idea of any considerable or direct influence of 
Peter over the writing of the Gospel is not borne out by the work itself. 
We may so far recognize in it one form of the probable truth ;—it is 
likely that Mark, from continual intercourse with and listening to Peter, 
and possibly from preservation of many of his narrations entire, may 
have been able, after his death, or at all events when separated from 
him, to preserve in his Gospel those vivid and original touches of 
description and filling-out of the incidents, which we now discover in it. 
Further than this I do not think we are authorized in assuming; and 
even this is conjectural only. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Internal evidence is very full as to the class of readers for whom 
Mark compiled his Gospel: the Gentile Christians are clearly pointed 

out by the following indications :— 
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(a) The omission of all genealogical notices of our Lord's descent. 
(8) The general abstinence from Old Testament citations, except in 

reporting discourses of our Lord (ch. i. 2, 3 is the only exception, xv. 
28 being rejected as spurious). 

(y) The appending of interpretations to the Hebrew or Aramaic 
terms occurring in the narrative (ch. v. 41; vii. 11, 84). 

(д) The explanations of Jewish customs, as for example ch. vii. 8, 4. 
(e) Remarkable insertions or omissions in particular places: аз, e. g. 

det roic £Oveci, ch. xi. 17, which words are omitted in Matthew and 

Luke:—no mention of the Jewish law:— omission of the limitations 
of the mission of the Apostles in Matt. x. (common however also to 
Luke.) 

2. It is true that too much stress must not be laid on single par- 
ticulars of this sort, as indicating design, where the sources of the 

. Gospels were so scattered and fragmentary. But the concurrence of all 
these affords a very strong presumption that that class of readers was 
in the view of the Evangelist, in whose favour all these circumstances 
unite. See Prolegomena to Matthew, § iii. 2. 

SECTION ТҮ. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The most direct testimony on this head is that of Irenæus, iii. 1 
(see above, § ii. 1, 3), that it was after the deaths of Peter and Paul. 

This would place its date, at all events, after the year 63 (see Prolegg. 
to Acts, chronological table). But here, as in the case of the other 
Gospels, very little can be with any certainty inferred. We have con- 
flicting traditions (see above, $ ii.), and the Gospel itself affords us no 
clue whatever. 

2. One thing only we may gather from the contents of the three first 
Gospels,—that none of them could have been originally written after 
the destruction of Jerusalem. Had they been, the omission of all 
allusion to so signal a fulfilment of our Lord’s prophecies would be 
inexplicable. In the case indeed of Luke, we can approximate nearer 
than this (see below, ch. iv. § iv.); but in those of Matthew and Mark, 
this is all which can be safely assumed as to the time of their first 
publication ;—that it was after the dispersion or even the death of most 
of the Apostles, and before the investment of Jerusalem by the Roman 
armies under Titus in the year 70. 
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SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

Of this we have no trustworthy evidence. Most ancient writers 
(Clement, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, Ke.) mention Rome; but 
apparently in connexion with the idea of Mark having written under 
the superintendence of Peter. Chrysostom mentions Alexandria; but 

no Alexandrine writer confirms the statement. In modern times, Storr 

has advanced a hypothesis that Mark wrote at Antioch, which he grounds, 
but insufficiently, on a comparison of ch. xv. 21, with Acts xi. 20, 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. There has never been any reasonable doubt that Mark wrote in 
Greek. The two Syriac versions contain a marginal note, that Mark 
preached in Rome in Latin: and four mss. enumerated by Scholz, 
Prolegg. p. xxx, append a notice, тд кат. pape. ebay. éypagn pwpaicri 
ё» "Рору pera črn В ric åvaħfpewc rov kvpíov. This statement, how- 
ever, is destitute of probability from any external or internal evidence, 
and is only one more assumption from the hypothetical publication in 
Rome under the superintendence of Peter, and for Roman converts. 

2. Many writers of the Romish Church have defended the hypothesis 
of a Latin original, being biassed by a wish to maintain the authority 
of the Vulgate: and a pretended part of the original autograph of the 
Evangelist is still shewn in the Library of St. Mark’s church at Venice; 
which, however, has been detected to be merely part of an ancient Latin 
MS. of the four Gospels,—another fragment of which existe, or existed, 
at Prague,—formerly preserved at Aquileia. 

8. If Mark wrote in Latin, it is almost inconceivable that the original 

should have perished so early that no ancient writer should have made 
mention of the fact. For Latin was the language of a considerable and 
increasing body of Christians,—unlike Hebrew, which was little known, 
and belonged to а section of converts few in number:—yet ancient 
testimony is unanimous to Matthew's having written in Hebrew,— 
while we have nat one witness to Mark having written in Latin. 
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SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

l. This has never been called in question, till very recently, by some 
of the German critics (Schleiermacher, Credner:—which last however 
[see Meyer, Com. ii. 9, note] has since seen reason to abandon his 
view,—and more recently still, Grimm) on, as it appears to me, wholly 
insufficient grounds. They allege that the testimony of Papias (see 
above, $ ii. 1, a) does not apply to the contents of our present Gospel, 
but that some later hand has worked up and embellished the original 
simple and unarranged notices of Mark, which have perished. 

2. But neither do the words of Papias imply any such inference as 
that Mark's notices must have been simple and unarranged ; nor, if they 
did, are they of any considerable authority in the matter. It is enough 
that from the very earliest time the Gospel has been known as that of 
Mark; confirmed as this evidence is by the circumstance, that this name 

belongs to no great and distinguished founder of the Church, to whom it 
might naturally be ascribed, but £o one, the ascription to whom can hardly 
be accounted for, except by tts foundation in matter of fact. 

3. On the genuineness of the remarkable fragment at the end of the 
Gospel, see notes there. 

SECTION VIII. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. Of the three first Gospels, that of Mark is the most distinct and 
peculiar in style. By far the greater part of those graphic touches 
which describe the look and gesture of our Lord, the arrangement or 
appearance of those around Him, the feelings with which He contem- 
plated the persons whom He addressed, are contained in this Gospel. 
While the matters related are fewer than in either Matthew or Luke, 
Mark, in by far the greater number of common narrations, is the most 
copious, and rich in lively and interesting detail. 

2. In one part only does Mark appear as an abridger of previously 
well-known facts; viz. in ch. i. 1—13, where,—his object being to 
detail the official life of our Lord,—he hastens through the previous 
great events, the ministry of John, the baptism and temptation of 
Christ. But even in the abrupt transitions of this section, there is 
wonderful graphic power, presenting us with a series of life-like pic- 
tures, calculated to impress the reader strongly with the reality, and 
dignity, of the events related. 

3. Throughout the Gospel, even where the narratives are the most 
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copious, the same isolated character of each, the same abrupt transition 
from one to another, is observable. There is no attempt to bind on 
one section to another, or to give any sequences of events. But occa- 
sionally the very precision of the separate narratives of itself furnishes 
accurate and valuable chronological data: —e. g. the important one in 
ch. iv. 35, by which it becomes evident that the whole former part of 
Matthew's Gospel is out of chronological order. 

4. Mark relates but few discourses. His object being to set forth 
Jesus as the Son or Gop (see ch. i. 1), he principally dwells on the 
events of His official life. But the same characteristics mark his report 
of our Lord's discourses, where he relates them, as we have observed in 

tbe rest of his narrative. While the sequence and connexion of the 
longer discourses was that which the Holy Spirit peculiarly brought to 
the mind of Matthew, the Apostle from whom Mark’s record is derived 
seems to have been deeply penetrated and impressed by the solemn 
sterations of cadence and expression, and to have borne away the very 
words themselves and tone of the Lord’s sayings. See especially, as 
illustrating this, the wonderfully sublime reply, ch. ix. 89—50. 

5. According to the view adopted and vindicated in the notes on ch. 
xvi. 9—20, the Gospel terminates abruptly with the words ¿poßoùrro 
yap, ver. 8. That this was not intentionally done, but was a defect,— 

ig apparent, by the addition, in apostolic times, of the authentic and 
most important fragment which now concludes the narrative. 

6. I regard the existence of the Gospel of Mark as a gracious and 
valuable proof of the accommodation by the divine Spirit of the records 
of the life of our Lord to the future necessities of the Church. While 
it contains little matter of fact which is not related in Matthew and 
Luke, and thus, generally speaking, forms only a confirmation of their 
more complete histories, it is so far from being a barren duplicate of 
that part of them which is contained in it, that 16 comes home to every 
reader with all the freshness of an individual mind, full of the Holy 
Ghost, intently fixed on the great object of the Christian's love and 
worship, reverently and affectionately following and recording His posi- 
tions, and looks, and gestures, and giving us the very echo of the tones 
with which He spoke. And thus the believing student feels, while 
treating of and studying this Gospel, as indeed he does of each in its 
turn, that,—without venturing to compare with one another in value 

these rich and abiding gifts of the Holy Spirit to the Church,—the 
Gospel of Mark is at least as precious to him as any of the others; 
serving an end, and filling a void, which could not without spiritual 
detriment be left uncared for. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ON THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO LUKE. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Аттносан the Author of this Gospel plainly enough speaks of 
himself in his Introduction, and in that to the Acts of the Apostles, we 
are left to gather his name from tradition. Here, however, as in the 

case of Mark, there seems to be no reasonable ground of doubt. It has 
been universally ascribed to Lucas, or Luke, spoken of Col. iv. 14, and 

again Philem. 24, and 2 Tim. iv. 11. 
2. Of this person we know no more with any certainty than we find 

related in the Acts of the Apostles and the passages above referred to. 
From Col. iv. 11, 14, it would appear that he was not born a Jew, being 
there distinguished from oi Srreg ёк weptropijc. It is, however, quite 
uncertain whether he had become a Jewish proselyte previous to his 
conversion to Christianity. His worldly calling was that of a Physician ; 
he is called ó iarpóc ó d&yaxnréc by Paul, Col iv. 14. A very late 

tradition (Niceph. Hist. Eccl. ii. 43), generally adopted by the Romish 
Church, makes him also to have been a painter ; but it is in no respect 
deserving of credit. His birthplace is said by Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. 
iii. 4) and Jerome (Script. Eccles. under Lucas) to have been Antioch, 
but traditionally only, and perhaps from a mistaken identification of 
him with Lucius, Acts xiii. 1 (Lucas = Lucanus, not Lucius). Tradi- 
tion, as delivered by Epiphan. Her. li. 11, p. 438, Pseudo-Origen, Theo- 
phylact, Euthymius, &c., makes him to have been one of the seventy, Luke 

x. 1; but this is refuted by his own testimony, in his Preface,—where he 
by implication distinguishes himself from those who were eye-witnesses 
and ministers of the word. It seems to have arisen from his Gospel 
alone containing the account of their mission. 

3. Luke appears to have attached himself to Paul during the second 
missionary journey of the Apostle, and at Troas (Acts xvi. 10). This 
may be inferred from his there first making use of the first person plural 
in his narrative; after saying (ver. 8) xaréSncay eic Трыйѓа, he pro- 
ceeds (ver. 10), evOéu #птўсаџех ¿tehcir elc rjv Макєёоуіау. He thence 
accompanied Paul to Macedonia, remaining perhaps at Philippi (but 
see below, $ iv. 3) until Paul returned thither again at the end of his 
second visit to Greece, after the disturbance at Ephesus. Thence (Acts 
xx. 5) we find him again accompanying Paul to Asia and Jerusalem 
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(xxi. 17); being apparently with him at Cæsarea during his imprison- 
ment (xxiv. 28); and travelling with him to Rome (xxvii. 1—xxviii. 
16). There we also find him remaining with the Apostle to a late 
period, very nearly till his martyrdom. (See 2 Tim. iv. 11.) 

4. Of the time and manner of his death nothing certain is known, 
and the traditions are inconsistent with one another: some, as Greg. 
Naz., alleging him to have suffered martyrdom, while the general report 
is that he died a natural death. 

SECTION II. 

ITS ORIGIN. 

1. A plain statement of the origin of this Gospel is given us by the 
Author himself, in his preface, ch. i. 1—4. He there states that many 

had taken in hand to draw up a statement, according to the testimony 
of those who were from the beginning eye-witnesses and ministers of 
the word, of the matters received (or fulfilled) among Christians; and 
that it therefore seemed good to him also, having carefully traced the 
progress of events from the first, to write an arranged account of the 
same to his friend (or patron) Theophilus. 

2. From this we gather, (1) that Luke was not himself an eye-witness, 
nor a minister of the word (ixnpérn¢e той Aóyov) from the beginning ; 
(2) that he compiled his Gospel from the testimony of eye-witnesses and 
Apostles, which he carefully collected and arranged. For (1) he im- 
plicitly excludes himself from the number of the abrózra: к. bx. т. Ad-you" 
and (2) by the xápol he includes himself among the oo, who made 
use of autoptic and apostolic testimony. 

8. I have before proved generally that the Gospels of Matthew and 
Mark cannot have been among the number of these датуйсыс of which 

Luke speaks. I may now add to those proofs, that if Luke had seen 
and received, as of apostolic authority, either or both of these gospels, 
then his variations from them are, on his own shewing, unaccountable ; 
if he had seen them, and did not receive them, his coincidences with them 

are equally unaccountable. The improbabilities and absurdities involved 
in his having either or both of them before him and working up their 
narratives into his own, I have before dealt with, in the general 

Prolegomena to the three Gospels. 
4. Judging entirely from the phenomena presented by the Gospel 

iteelf, my conclusion with regard to its sources is the following :—that 
Luke, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, drew up his Gospel inde- 
pendently of, and without knowledge of, those of Matthew and Mark ; 
—that he fell in with, in the main, the same cycle of spostolic teaching 
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as the writers of those Gospels placed on record, viz. that which em- 
braced principally the Galilean life and ministry of our Lord, to the 
exclusion of that part of it which passed at Jerusalem before the formal 
call of the twelve Apostles ;—but that he possessed other sources of 
information, not open to the compiler of Matthew’s Gospel, nor to 
Mark. 

5. To this latter circumstance may be attributed his access to (I 
believe, from its peculiar style and character) a documentary record of 
the events preceding and accompanying the birth of the Lord, derived 
probably from Aer who alone was competent to narrate several parti- 
culars contained in it :—his preservation of the precious and most im- 
portant cycle of our Lord’s discourses and parables contained in that 
large section of his Gospel, ch. ix. 51—xviii. 15, which is mostly peculiar 
to himself:—numerous other details scattered up and down in every 
part of his narrative, shewing autoptic information :—and, lastly, his 
enlarged account of some events following the Resurrection, and the 
narration, by him alone, of the circumstances accompanying the Ascen- 
Bion. 

6. A tradition was very early current, that Luke's Gospel contained 
the substance of the teaching of Paul. Irenæus, Her. iii. 1, p. 174, 
states: Aouxdc дё ё ákóAovÜoc ПайАои ro ùr’ éxelivov xknpvccóyutror evay- 
yédtov ё» BN кат дето?. See also Tertullian, cont. Marc. iv. 5, p. 867. 

But this is contradicted by the implicit assertion of the Evangelist him- 
self in his preface, that the Gospel was compiled and arranged by himself 
from the testimony of those who dz’ apyiic, From the beginning of our 
Lord's ministry, were eye-witnesses or ministers of the word. Among 
these it is not, of course, possible to reckon Paul. 

7. It is however an interesting enquiry, how far his continued inter- 
course with the great Apostle of the Gentiles may have influenced his 
diction, or even his selection of facts. It is a remarkable coincidence, 
that the account of the institution of the Lord’s Supper should be nearly 
verbatim the same‘ in Luke xxii. 19, and in 1 Cor. xi. 23,—and that 
Paul claims to have received this last from the Lord. For we know, 

2 Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome go so far as to understand the expression rò ebay- 
yidcéy pov, Rom. ii. 16, of the Gospel of Luke. But this is contrary to the usage of 
the word etayyiAcoy in the N. T.: see notes there. 

з The Edinburgh Reviewer denies this. But it is implied by the zu and {дой >» 
xdpot. Had Paul been the source of his information, he would surely have expressed 
himself otherwise in his preface, and not have so plainly classed himself among those 
who were dependent for their information on the айтбята‹ and ùxnpira: тоб Aóyov. 

* Even after conforming the texts to the best MSS. Cf. the two passages. 
5 It is impossible, with the Edinburgh Reviewer, to regard аяд той evpiov here as 

spurious. The variations are otherwise accounted for: тара, by rapiAaBoy preceding; 
be, by the invariable practice of noting in the margin, where à кйрг‹ос occurs, —Ó«óc, 
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that to compensate to Paul in his apostolic office for the want of au- 
toptic authority, and to constitute him a witness to the truth of the 
Gospel, а revelation was made to him,—to which he refers, Gal. i. 12: 
Epb. iii. 8: 1 Cor. xi. 28 ; xv. 3,—embracing at least the leading facts of 
the evangelic history. And this circumstance may have acted imper- 
ceptibly on the mind of Luke, and even shaped or filled out some of his 
narratives, in aid of direct historic sources of testimony. 

8. There is very little trace of Paul's peculiar diction, or prominence 
given to the points which it became his especial work to inculcate in the 
Gospel of Luke. Doubtless we may trace a similar cast of mind and 
feeling in some instances; as е. g. Luke's carefulness to record the 
sayings of our Lord which were assertive of His unrestricted love for 
Jew and Gentile alike: Luke iv. 25 ff.; ix. 62 ff.; x. 30 ff.; xvii. 16, 

18. We may observe too that in Luke those parables and sayings are 
principally found, which most directly regard the great doctrine of 
man’s free justification by grace through faith: e. g. ch. xv. 11 ff.; 
xvi. 10; xviii. 14, in which latter place the use of dedecatwpéroc (see 
note there) is remarkable. These instances, however, are but few,— 
and it may perhaps be doubted whether Commentators in general have 
not laid too great stress upon them. 16 would be very easy to trace 
similar relations and analogies in the other Gospels, if we were bent 

upon doing во. | 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Both these questions are formally answered for us by the Evan- 
gelist himself. He states, ch. i. 8, that he wrote primarily for the benefit 
of one Theophilus, and that he might know the certainty of those accounts 
which had formed the subject of his catechetical instruction. 

2. But we can hardly suppose this object to have been the only 
moving cause to the great work which Luke was undertaking. The 
probabilities of the case, and the practice of authors in inscribing their 
works to particular persons, combine to persuade us that Luke must 
have regarded his friend as the representative of a class of readers for 
whom his Gospel was designed. And in enquiring what that class was, 
we must deal with the data furnished by the Gospel itself. 

8. In it we find universality the predominant character. There is no 

or xpreréc, by way of explanation. And if it be genuine, then Paul did certainly re- 
ceive matters of fact by special revelation. The idea of the facts of the Gospel history 
having been ‘familiar to Paul when he was а persecutor’ is too absurd to require refu- 
tation, as will at once appear from applying it to such а fact as this very one, vis. the 
institution of the Lord’s Supper. 
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marked regard paid to Jewish readers, as in Matthew, пог to Gentiles, 
as in Mark; if there be any preference, it seems rather on the side of the 
latter. In conformity with Jewish practice, we have a genealogy of our 
Lord, which however does not, as in Matthew, stop with Abraham, but 
traces up his descent even to the progenitor of the human race. Com- 
mentators have noticed that Luke principally records those sayings 
and acts of our Lord by which God’s mercy to the Gentiles is set forth : 
see ch. xv. 11 ff.; xviii. 10 ; xix. 5 (but see notes there); x. 88; xvii. 19; 

ix. 52—56; iv. 25—27. Such instances, however, are not much to be 
relied on ;—see above, ch. i. $ ii. 6 ;—to which I will add, that it would 

be easy to construct a similar list to prove the same point with respect 
to Matthew or John *;—and I therefore much prefer assigning the above 
character of wniversality to this Gospel, which certainly is visible 
throughout it. That it was constructed for Gentile readers as well as 
for Jews, is plain; and is further confirmed from the fact of its author 
having been the friend and companion of the great Apostle of the 
Gentiles. 

4. І infer then that the Gospel was designed for the general use of 
Christians, whether Jews or Gentiles; and subordinately to this general 
purpose, for those readers whose acquaintance with Jewish customs and 
places was sufficient to enable them to dispense with those elucidations 
of them which Mark and John have given, but which are not found in 
Matthew or Luke. 

5. The object of the Gospel has been sufficiently declared in Luke's 
own words above cited,—that the converts might know the certainty of 
those things in which they had received oral instruction as catechumens ; 
in other words, that the portions of our Lord’s life and discourses thus 
imparted to them might receive both permanence, by being committed 
to writing,—and completion, by being incorporated in a detailed narra- 
tive of His acts and sayings. 

* e.g. Matthew relates the visit of the Magi, ch. ii. 1 ff.; refers to Galilee of the 
Gentiles seeing a great light, ch. iv. 15, 16 :—‘ Many shall come from the East and 
West,’ &c. ch. viii. 11.—* Come unto Me all ye that labour,’ ch. xi. 28: the Syropha- 

sician woman (not related by Luke), ch. xv. 21 ff.: ‘The Kingdom of God shall be 
taken from you, and given fo a nation, &c. ch. xxi. 48 (omitted by Luke): ‘The elect 
Гот the four winds of heaven’ (not in Luke), ch. xxiv. 91: ‘ The judgment of távra 
rd 0,0, ch. xxv. 81—46: ‘ Make disciples of табута rà lvy,’ ch. xxviii. 19.—Again, 
John relates the visit to the Samaritans, ch. iv.; ‘The other sheep not of this fold,’ 
ch. x. 16: ‘not for that nation only, but that he should gather together in one the 
children of God that were scattered abroad,’ ch. xi. 62: * The request of the Greeks 

at the feast,’ ch. xii. 20, &е. &c. See the view, that Luke wrote for Greeks principally, 
ingeniously illustrated in the lecture prefixed to this Gospel in the first volume of Dr. 
Wordsworth's Greek Testament : which however, like the other notices of this learned 
writer, is written far too strongly in the spirit of an advocate, who can see only that 
which it is his aim to prove. 
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SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. We are enabled to approximate to the time of the publication of 
this Gospel with much more certainty than we can to that of any of the 
others. The enquiry may be thus conducted.— We may safely assume 
that the ‘ former treatise’ of Acta i. 1, can be no other than this Gospel. 
And on that follows the inference, that the Gospel was published before 
the Acts of the Apostles. Now the last event recorded in the Acts is an 
interview of Paul with the Jews, shortly after his arrival in Rome. We 
further have the publication of the Acte, by the words of ch. xxviii. 80, 
postponed two whole years after that arrival and interview; but, I 
believe, no longer than that. For had Paul continued longer than that 
time in his hired house before the publication, it must have been so 
stated; and had he left Rome or that house, or had any remarkable 
event happened to him before the publication, we cannot suppose that 
во careful a recorder as Luke would have failed to bring his work down 
to the time then present, by noticing such departure or such event. I 
assume then the publication of the Acte to have taken place two years 
after Paul's arrival at Rome: 1. e. according to Wieseler (Chron. des 
Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 117, 118: see chronological table in Prolegg. 
to Acts, Vol. II.), in the spring of A. D. 63. 

2. We have therefore a fixed date, before which the Gospel must have 
been published. But if I am not mistaken, we have, by internal 
evidence, the date of its publication removed some time back from this 
date. It is hardly probable that Luke would speak of, as ó xpéroc 
Мбуос, a work in which he was then, or had been very lately, engaged. 
But not to dwell on this,—even allowing that the prefatory and 
dedicatory matter, as is usually the case, may have come Last from the 
hands of the author,—I find in the account of the Ascension, which 
immediately follows, & much more cogent proof, that the Gospel had 
been some considerable time published. For while it recapitulates the 
Gospel account just so much that we can trace the same hand in it 
(compare Acts i. 4 with Luke xxiv. 49), it is manifestly a different account, 
much fuller in particulars, and certainly unknown to the Evangelist when 
he wrote his Gospel. Now, as we may conclude, in accordance with the 
жарткохоъӨткбдт wacww arp, of Luke i. 8, that he would have carefully 
sought out every available source of information at the time of writing 
his Gospel, —this becoming acquainted with a new account of the Ascen- 
sion implies that in the mean time fresh sources of information had been 
opened to him. And this would most naturally be by change of place, 
seeing that various fixed cycles of apostolic teaching were likely to be 
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current in, and about, the respective mother churches. Now the 
changes of place in Luke’s recent history had been,—two years before, 
from Cesarea to Rome, Acts xxvii. 1 ff.; two years and а half before 
that, from Philippi to Jerusalem, Acts xx. 6; xxi. 15 f.,—and Cæsarea. 
This last is left to be inferred from his leaving Cesarea with Paul, ch. 
xxvii. 1 at all events he was during this time in Palestine, with, or 

near Paul. I shall make it probable in the Prolegomena to Vol. II. that 
during this period he was engaged in collecting materials for and com- 
piling the Acts of the Apostles; and by consequence (see above), that 
in all probability the Gospel had been then written and published. 
This would place its publication before A. D. 58 ;—consequently, before 
the traditional date of the Gospel of Matthew,—see above, ch. ii. 
§ iv. 

8. Tracing Luke's history further back than this,—it has been thought 
that he remained at Philippi during the whole time comprised between 
Acts xvii. 1 and xx. 6, because he disuses the first person at the first of 
those dates, at Philippi,—and resumes it also at Philippi, at the second. 
Now this was a period of seven gears: far too long for such an inference 
as the above to be made with any probability. During this time he may 
bave travelled into Palestine, and collected the information which he 
incorporated in his Gospel. For that it was collected is Palestine, is 
on all accounts probable. And that it should have been published much 
before this is, I think, improbable. 

4. My reasons are the following:—I have implied in the former part 
of these Prolegomena, that it is not likely that the present evangelic 
collections would be made, until the dispersion of all or most of the 
Apostles on their missionary journeys. Besides this, the fact of 
numerous óujpyfee« having been already drawn up after the model of the 

apostolic narrative teaching, forbids us to suppose their teaching by oral 
communication to have been in its fulness still available. Now the 
Apostles, or the greater part of them, were certainly at Jerusalem at the 
time of the council in Acts xv. 1—5 ff., i. e. about A. D. 50. How soon 
after that time their dispersion took place, it is quite impossible to 
determine:—but we have certainly this date as our ferminus a quo, 
before which, as I believe, no Gospel could have been published. 

5. After this dispersion of the Apostles, it will be necessary to allow 
some time to elapse for the dry, of which*Luke speaks (ch. i. 1) to 
be drawn up ;—not less certainly than one or two years, or more; which 
would bring us just about to the time when he was left behind by Paul 
in Philippi. This last arrangement must however be, from its merely 
hypothetical grounds, very uncertain. 

6. At all events, we have thus eight years, A.D. 50—58, as the limits 
within which it is probable that the Gospel was published. And, 
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without pretending to minute accuracy in these two limite, we may at 
least set it down as likely that the publication did not take place much 
before Luke and Paul are found together, nor after the last journey 
which Paul made to Jerusalem, A.D. 58. And even if the grounds on 
which this latter is concluded be objected to, we have, as a final resort, 
the fixed date of the publication of the Acte two years after Paul's 
arrival at Rome, after which, by internal evidence, the Gospel cannot 
have been published. 

SECTION V. 

AT WHAT PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Our answer to this enquiry will of course depend upon the con- 
siderations discussed in the last section. Adopting the view there 
taken, we find Luke in Asia Minor, Syria, or Palestine (probably) 
previously to his first journey with Paul a.p. 51; and from that time 
till his second journey Ар. 58, perhaps remaining in Greece, but 
perhaps also travelling for the sake of collecting information for his 
Gospel. At all events, at the latter part of this period he is again 
found at Philippi. We need not then dissent from the early tradition 
reported by Jerome (Prolog. in Matt.), that Luke published his Gospel 
‘in Achaie Bœotiæque partibus, as being on the whole the most likely 
inference. 

2. The inscription in the Syriac version,—and Simeon Metaphrastes 
in the tenth century,—report that the Gospel was written at Alexan- 
dria, but apparently without any authority. 

SECTION VI. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

There never has been any doubt that Luke wrote his Gospel in 
Greek. His familiarity with Greek terms and idioms, and above all, 
the classical style of his preface, are of themselves convincing internal 
evidence that it was so’. 

SECTION VII. 

GENUINENESS OF THE GOSPEL. 

1. It has been generally and almost unanimously acknowledged 
that the Gospel which we now possess is that written and published 
by Luke. 

2. Whatever doubts may have been raised by rationalistic Com- 
mentators as to the genuineness of the two first chapters, have been 

7 See the lecture above referred to, prefixed to St. Luke in Wordsworth’s G. Test. 

vol. i 
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adopted in aid of their attempts to overthrow their authenticity (on 
which see the next section); and have rested on no sufficient ground of 
themselves. Their principal appeal is to Marcion, who notoriously mu- 
tilated the Gospel, to make it favour his views of the Person of Christ. 

3. On the genuineness of ch. xxii. 43, 44, see various readings and 
notes there. . 

SECTION VIII. 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE TWO FIRST CHAPTEBS. 

1. If the view maintained above of the probable time of the publication 
of the Gospel be adopted, —and its later terminus, the publication of the 
Acta two years after Paul's imprisonment at Rome began, is, I think, 
beyond question, —l cannot see how any reasonable doubt can be thrown 
upon the authenticity of this portion of the narrative. For there were 
those living who might have contradicted any false or exaggerated 
account of our Lord's birth and the events which accompanied it. If 
not the Mother of our Lord herself, yet His brethren were certainly 
living: &nd the universal reception of the Gospel in the very earliest 
ages sufficiently demonstrates that no objection to this part of the sacred 
narrative had been heard of as raised by them. 

2. The акрас vapnxoXovÜnkór:. of Luke forbids us to imagine that he 
would have inserted any narrative in his Gospel which he had not ascer- 
tained to rest upon trustworthy testimony, as far as it was in his power 
to ensure this: and the means of ensuring it must have been at that 
time зо ample and satisfactory, that I cannot imagine for a moment any 
other origin for the account, than such testimony. 

3. If we enquire what was probably the source of the testimony, I 
answer, that but one person is conceivable as delivering it, and that 
person the Mother of our Lord. She was living in the Christian body 
for some time after the Ascension; and would most certainly have been 
appealed to for an account of the circumstances attending His birth and 
infancy. 

4, If she gave any account of these things, it is inconceivable that this 
account should not have found its way into the records of the Lord’s 
life possessed by the Christian Church, but that instead of it a spurious 
one should have been adopted by two of our Evangelists, and that so 
shortly after, or even coincident with, her own presence in the Church. 

5. Just as inconceivable, even supposing the last difficulty sur- 
mounted, is the formation of a mythical, or in any other way unreal 
account of these things, and its adoption, in the primitive age of the 
Church. For the establishment of this I refer to the late Professor 
Mills able tract, On the Mythic Interpretation of Luke i. ;—in which 
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he has stated and severally refuted the arguments of Strauss and the 
rationalists. 

6. I infer then that the two first chapters of this Gospel contain the 
account given by the Mother of our Lord, of His birth, and its prefatory 
and attendant circumstances; of some of which circumstances that in 
Matt. 1. 18—25 is a more compendious, and wholly independent account. 

SECTION IX. 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. We might have expected from Luke’s name and profession, that he 
was a man of education, and versed in the elegant use of the Greek, 

which was then the polite language in the Roman empire. We accord- 
ingly find that while we have very numerous Hebraisms in his Gospel, 
we also have far more classical idioms, and a much freer use of Greek 

compounds than in the others. By consulting the marginal references 
in this edition it will be seen that the number of йтаЁ Aeyopera in Luke 
is very great, far exceeding those in any other Gospel; and that very 
many of them are classically-authorized compound words. 

2. The composition of the sentences is more studied and elaborate 
than in Matthew or Mark: the Evangelist appears more frequently in 
the narrative, delivering bis own estimate of men and things ;—e. g. ch. xvi. 
14; vii. 29, 30; xix. 11 al. ;—he seems to love to recount instances of 

our Lord's tender compassion and mercy ;—and in the report of His 
parables, е. g. in ch. xv., is particularly simple in diction, and calculated 
to attract and retain the attention of his readers. 

3. In narrative, this Evangelist is very various, according to the 
copiousness or otherwise of the sources from which he drew. Some- 
times he merely gives а hasty compendium ; at others he is most minute 
and circumstantial in detail, and equally graphic in description with 
Mark: see as instances of this latter, ch. vii. 14; ix. 29. It has been 

remarked (see Olshausen, Bibl. Comm. i. p. 20) that Luke gives with 
extreme accuracy not so much the discourses, as the observations and 
occasional sayings of our Lord, with the replies of those who were 
present. This is especially the case in his long and important narrative 
of the journey up to Jerusalem, ch. ix. 51— xviii. 14. 

4. On the question how far those doctrines especially enforced by the 
great Apostle of the Gentiles are to be traced, as inculcated or brought 
forward in this Gospel, see above in this chapter, § ii. 7. 

5. In completeness, this Gospel must rank first among the four. The 
Evangelist begins with the announcement of the birth of Christ’s Fore- 
runner, and concludes with the particulars of the Ascension: thus em- 
bracing the whole great procession of events by which our Redemption by 
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Christ was ushered in, accomplished, and sealed in heaven. And by 

recording the allusion to the promise of the Father (ch. xxiv. 49), he has 
introduced, so to speak, a note of passage to that other history, in 

which the fulfilment of that promise, the great result of Redemption, 
was to be related. It may be remarked, that this completeness,—while 
it shews the earnest diligence used by the sacred writer in searching 
out and making use of every information within his reach,—forms an 
additional proof that he can never have seen the Gospels of Matthew 
and Mark,—or he would (to say nothing of the other difficulties attend- 
ing this view, which have before been dealt with in ch. i) most certainly 
have availed himself of those parts of their narratives, which are now not 
contained $n his own. 

6. The chronological notice, on the discovery, by the younger Zumpt, 
that Quirinus was twice governor of Syria, and the light thus thrown 
on Luke ii. 2, inserted here in the third edition, is now incorporated in 

the notes ad loc. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. THE universal belief of the Christian Church has ascribed this 
Gospel to the Apostle John. I shall not here anticipate the discussion 
respecting its genuineness (see below, § vi.), but assume that it has been 
rightly so ascribed. 

2. John was son of Zebedee and Salome, and younger (?) brother 
of James. His father was a Galilean, and by occupation a fisherman on 
the lake of Galilee. Where he resided, is uncertain: perhaps at Beth- 
saida: but the circumstance of Simon Peter, who was of that placc, 
being (Luke v. 10) partner in the fishing trade, or perhaps, in that par- 
ticular expedition only with the sons of Zebedee, is no proof as to their 
residence there also. 

3. The family of John seems not to have been one of the lowest 
class: we find hired servants in the ship with Zebedce, Mark i. 20 ; their 

This is by no means certain. While Matt. and Mark always write Peter, James, 
and John'— Luke, ix. 28, and Acts i. 13 (not in rec.), has Peter, John, and James ;’ 

although in the other catalogue of the Apostles, Luke vi. 14, he keeps the usual order. 
It is impossible to say whether the order arose from any account at all being taken of 
mere seniority. 
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mother Salome was one of those women who came with Jesus from 
Galilee, and ministered to Him of their substance, Luke viii. 3; xxiii. 
55, compared with Mark xvi. 1; the same Salome was one of those who 
bought sweet spices and ointments to anoint Him (Mark, ibid.); and, 
John xix. 27, we find John himself taking the mother of our Lord «ic rà 
idia, which though (see note there) it need not imply that John had then 
а house at Jerusalem, certainly denotes that he had same fixed habita- 
tion, into which she was received. If, as is moet likely, John be meant 
by the áAXoc раблтіс of ch. xviii. 15, he was personally known to the 

High Priest Caiaphas. From all these facts the inference is that his 
family belonged to the middie class of society ; the higher grade of thuse 
who carried on the by no means despised or ungainful business of fisher- 
men on the sea of Galilee. 

4. If (see note on John i. 41) the second of the two disciples who 
heard the Baptist’s testimony to Jesus, and followed Him in con- 
sequence, was John himself,—we have his acquaintance with our Lord 
dating from the very beginning of His ministry. And to this agree the 
contents of chapters ii. iii. iv. v., containing particulars of the Ministry 
at Jerusalem and in Galilee which happened previous to the commence- 
ment of the official record of the other Evangelists. It seems that John 
accompanied our Lord to Jerusalem, —with perhaps those of the Apostles 
already called,—and witnessed those incidents which he has related in 
that part of his Gospel. | 

5. In the intervals of our Lord’s first circuits and journeys, the 
Apostles seem to have returned to their families and occupations. Thus 
in Luke v. 1—11, we find the sons of Zebedee, as well as Simon Peter, 

again engaged in fishing, and solemnly and finally summoned by Jesus 
to follow Him ;—an incident which, as Lücke acknowledges (Comm. in 

Joh., Einleitung, p. 12), would be inexplicable even by the miracle, unless 
there had been a previous acquaintance on their part with our Lord. 

6. From that time John belonged to that chosen number known as 
‘the Twelve,’ who were nearest to the Person of Jesus during His 
ministry. And of that number, he seems to have been the most person- 
ally beloved by our Lord. For the assumption that he is the author of 
our Gospel, also identifies him with ‘the disciple whom Jesus loved,’ so 
often mentioned in it. (See ch. xiii. 23; xix. 26; xx. 2; xxi. 7, 20, 24.) 
He, together with his brother James, and Peter, was witness of the 
raising of Jaeirus's daughter, Mark v. 37: also of the transfiguration, 
Matt. xvii. 1 ff.; and of the agony in Gethsemane: he lay on the bosom 
of Jesus at the last supper; and was recognized by Peter as being the 
innermost in His personal confidence, John xiii. 28. To him was com- 
mitted the charge of the mother of Jesus, by Himself when dying on 
the Cross, John xix. 26, 27. , 
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7. And to this especial love of the Redeemer John appears to have 
corresponded in devoted affection and faithfulness. Не fled, it is true, 
with the rest, at the dark hour of the capture of Jesus: but we find 
him, together with Peter, soon rallying again,—and from that time, 
John xviii. 15, 16, even to the end, xix. 25 ff., an eye-witness of the 

sufferings of his divine Master. In John xxi. we find the same per- 
sonal distinction bestowed on the beloved disciple by our Lord after 
His Resurrection. 

8. In the Acts of the Apostles, John comes before us but very seldom, 
and always in connexion with and thrown into the background by Peter. 
See Acts iii. 1 ff.; viii. 14—25. The history leaves him at Jerusalem: 
where however he appears not to have been on Paul's first visit to Jeru- 
salem, Gal. i. 18 ff., A. D. 88—40 (see chronological table in Prolegg. to 
Acts, Vol. II.), for he states that he saw none of the Apostles save Peter 
and James. On his second visit, Acts xi. 29, 80, cir. A.D. 48 (see as 
above), we have no intimation whether John was there or not. If the 
journey to determine the question about circumcision, Acts xv. 1, was 
identical with Paul's third visit, Gal. ii 1 (which I have maintained in 
Prolegomena to Acte, Vol. II., p. 26), then at that date (1. e. cir. A. D. 50) 

John was in Jerusalem. After this time, we lose sight of the Apostles, 
nor сап we with any approach to certainty point out the period of 
their final dispersion. It took place probably some time between this 
council and Paul's last visit to Jerusalem, Acts xxi. 18 (cir. д.р. 60), 
when we find only James resident there. 

9. For the after-history of John, we are dependent on tradition. And 
here we have evidence more trustworthy than in the case of any other 
Apostle.. 

- (a) It is related by Polycrates Bishop of Ephesus at the end of the 
second century,—in his Epistle to Victor Bishop of Rome on the keep- 

ing of Easter,—that John, whom he numbers among the great lights 
(sratyeta, see Eusebius, iii. 31, and Heinichen’s note) of Asia, died and 
was buried (xexolunrac) in Ephesus. 

(В) Irenæus also, the scholar of Polycarp, who himself was a disciple 
of John, — relates that John remained in Ephesus till the times of Trajan. 
(Adv. Heer. ii. 39, p. 148; iii. 1 and 8, pp. 174, 178, cited also by 
Eusebius, iii. 28.) To the same effect testify Clement of Alexandria 

(Euseb. ibid.), Origen (Euseb. iii. 1), Eusebius (ibid.), and Jerome (de 
Viris Illustr. c. 9). 

10. But assuming as a fact the long residence and death of the 
Apostle at Ephesus, we in vain seek any clue to guide us as to the time 
when, or the place whence, he came thither. The Asiatic Churches 
were founded by St. Paul, who made it a rule not to encroach on the field 
of labour of any other Apostle, Rom. xv. 20 :——who never, in his Epistles 
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to the Asiatic Churches, makes any mention of nor sends any salutation 
to John:—who, in his parting speech to the Elders of the Ephesian 
Church at Miletus (Acts xx.), certainly did not anticipate the coming of 
an Apostle among them. So much then we may eet down as certain, 
that the arrival of John in Asia must have been after the death of Paul. 

11. We may perhaps with some appearance of probability conjecture 
that the dangers which evidently beset the Asiatic Churches in Paul’s 
lifetime,—and to which Peter in his first Epistle, written to them, not 

indistinctly alludes (see 1 Pet. і. 14: ii. 1, 2, 7, 8, 12, 16 al. fr.),—had 
taken so serious а form after the removal of Paul their father in tho 
faith, that John found it requisite to fix his residence and exercise 
apostolic authority among them. This is supposed by Lücke, Einl. p. 24, 
and Neander, Leitung u. Pflanzung der Kirche, 4th edition, p. 614. 

12. But we are as far as ever, even if this conjecture be adopted, from 
arriving at any method of accounting for the interval between John's 
leaving Jerusalem, and his coming to Asia Minor: а period, on any 
computation, of nearly six years, a.D. 58—64. It is not necessary, how- 
ever, as Lücke also observes, to reject a tradition so satisfactorily grounded 

as that of John's residence and death at Ephesus, on this account ;— 
especially when we consider that we seem compelled to interpose 
some influence corresponding to that of John, between the state of the 
Asiatic Churches as shewn in the Pauline Epistles, and that in the time 
of Polycarp, who immediately followed the apostolic age. See Neander, 
Leitung u. Pflanzung, 4th edition, p. 615. I reserve the discussion of 
the other element of uncertainty in this matter,—the possible confusion 
of two persons named John, the Apostle and the Presbyter, for the 
Prolegomena to the Second Epistle of John, in Vol. IV. 

18. I mention here,—reserving its discussion for the Prolegomena to 
the Apocalypse, Vol. IV.,—the tradition universally received in the early 

Church, which records that the Apostle John was exiled under Domitian 
to the island of Patmos. Assuming the Apocalypse to be his work, the 
Jact of such an exile is established, see Rev. i. 9,—but the time left 
uncertain. But even those who do not ascribe the Apocalypse to him, 
relate this exile, e. g. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. iii. 20. 

14. It is also related (Euseb. ibid.) that he returned under Nerva to 
Ephesus, and that his death (under Trajan, see above) took place (in 
what manner is uncertain, but probably not by martyrdom) in extreme 
old age. It would be out of place here to recount the other traditions, 
some of them highly interesting, which are extant. See one of them in 
note on 1 John iii. 18, and the whole recounted and commented on in 

Stanley's Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, pp. 275—289. 
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SECTION II. 

ITS SOURCES. 

1. In several places the Author of this Gospel plainly declares or 
implies that he relates what he had seen and heard. бее ch. i. 14; 
xiii. 2; xvii. 15; xix. 26; xx. 2, and especially xix. 35*. Also xxi. 
24. 

2. And with this declaration the contents of the Gospel agree. 
Amidst the entire disregard of minute specifications of sequence or 
locality as a general rule, in almost every narrative we have undoubted 
marks of autoptic testimony. 

8. The only question which arises on receiving this as the fact, has 
reference to the diversity of style observed in the discourses of our Lord 
as related by the three other Evangelists, and as related by John. In 
their more or less common report, a certain similarity of style is sup- 
posed to be observable throughout the parables and sayings of Jesus, 
which is wholly absent from them in John’s Gospel. Let us examine 
this matter more closely. 

4. In order to form a satisfactory judgment on this point, it would be 
necessary to be in possession of some соттоп matter reported by both. 
But such common matter, in any sufficient quantity for this purpose, we 
do not possess. No one discourse is reported by all four. Certain 
insulated sayings are so reported; e. g. John ii. 19; compare Matt. xxvi. 61, 
Mark xiv. 58.—John vi. 20; Matt. xiv. 27, Mark vi. 650.— John xii. 7, 8; 
Matt. xxvi. 10, 11, Mark xiv. 6, 7.—John xiv. 20; Matt. x. 40, Luke 
x. 16.—John xiv. 21; Matt. xxvi. 21, Mark xiv. 18.—John xiv. 37, 38; 

Matt. xxvi. 38, and |.—John xx. 19; Luke xxiv. 36.—Now in these 
common reports, amidst much variety in verbal and circumstantial detail, 
such as might have been expected from independent narrators, there is 
no such difference of style observable. 

5. We have then the following remarkable phænomenon presented by 
the two classes of narrators ;j—that the sayings of our Lord reported by 
the one are different from, and exclusive of those contained in the other. 
And this must very much modify our view of the subject in question. 

б. It would be in the highest degree probable that our Lord would 
discourse mainly and usually on ёгсо great branches of divine truth: опе 
of these being, the nature and moral requirements of that kingdom which 
He came to found among men, which would embrace the greater part of 

* On the futility of the attempt to shew from this verse, on account of «dceivoc, 
that the eye-witness spoken of is a different person from the writer of the Gospel, see 
note on the usage of ікгїуос by our Evangelist, John vii. 29. 
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His discourses to the multitude,—His outer or popular sayings,—His 
parables and prophecies :—and the other, the deeper spiritual verities 
relating to his own divine Person and Mission. Of these latter, there 

would be two subdivisions: one class of them would be spoken in the 
gracious condescension of love to His own disciples when conversing 
privately with them, and the other in the fire of holy zeal when contend- 
ing against His bitter adversaries, the rulers of the Jews. 

7. Now of the two greater classes just mentioned, let us enquire which 
would most naturally form the matter of the oral apostolic teaching to 
the Churches in the first age. Let it be remembered that that teaching 
was mostly elementary,—matter of catechization ;—selected for the 
edification of those who were to be built up as Christian converts. 
Would it not unquestionably be the first? Granted, that some few of 
those deeper sayings (deeper, I mean, in their very form and primary 
reference) might occasionally find their place in the reports of longer 
discourses (see е. g. Matt. xi. 27: Luke x. 22), yet I cannot imagine 
the main stream of oral apostolic teaching to have been otherwise com- 
posed than as we find it: viz. of the popular discourses and parables of 
our Lord, to the exclusion for the most part of His inner teaching and 
deeper revelations respecting his own divine Person. These, in case the 
Apostles had been suffered by Providence to carry on systematically 
their testimony to the Church, might have followed after: but certainly 
they would not be likely to form the first subject of their oral teaching. 

8. Bat that they would dwell powerfully on their minds, and in pro- 
portion to their individual receptivity of the Spirit and Person of their 
Lord, is most evident. And this consideration, united with that of the 

very nature and purpose of the apostolic office, and with the promise 
specially recorded that the Spirit should bring to their minds all things 
which He had said to them, will fully account for there arising, late in 
the apostolic age, во copious and particular a report of these inner and 
personal discourses of our Lord. 

9. That such a report should be characterized m some measure by the 
individual mind which has furnished it, was to be expected, on any view 
of spiritual guidance. But that this individuality has in any con- 
siderable degree modified the report, I think extremely improbable. 
Taking the circumstances into consideration, the relation of John to his 
divine Master, the employment and station from which he was called, 

and the facts also which have been noticed respecting the sayings 
reported by all in common, I think it much more probable, that the 
character and diction of our Lord's discourses entirely penetrated and 
assimilated the habits of thought of His beloved Apostle; so that in his 
first epistle he writes in the very tone and spirit of those discourses ; 
and when reporting the sayings of his own former teacher the Baptist, 
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he gives them, consistently with the deepest inner truth of narration 
(see note on ch. iii. 31), the forms and cadences so familiar and habitual 
to himself. 

10. It belongs to the present section of our subject, to enquire how 
far it may be supposed that John had seen or used the synoptic Gospels. 
I confess myself wholly unable to receive the supposition that any of 
them, in their present form, had ever been seen by him. On such a sup- 
position, the phenomena presented by his Gospel would be wholly inex- 
plicable. To those parts of it which he has in common with them, the 
reasonings of the former part of these Prolegg. will apply. And though 
these are not so considerable in extent as in the case of the three 
Gospels, yet they are quite important enough to decide this question. 
The account and testimony of the Baptist in ch. i.; the miraculous 
feeding in ch. vi.;—the whole history from ch. xii. 1, in its subject- 
matter, will come under this description. Let any common passages be 
selected, and tried by the considerations above advanced, ch. i. $ ii.— 
and our conclusion must be that the report is an independent one, not 
influenced or modified by theire. Of those parts of his Gospel which are 
peculiar to himself, I will speak in another section. 

11. It is, however, an entirely distinct question, how far John had in 

his view the generally-received oral teaching from which our three 
Gospels are derived. That he himself, answering so strictly to the 
description in Acts i. 21,—laying so much weight as he does on fes- 
timony, ch. i. 19; xix. 35; xxi. 24,— bore his part, and that no incon- 

siderable one, in the Apostles’ witness to the facts of the evangelic 
history,—I take for granted. It will follow that he was aware of the 
general nature and contents of that cycle of narratives and discourses of 
our Lord which became current at Jerusalem from his own testimony 
and that of the other Apostles. Accordingly we find him in his Gospel 
assuming as known, certain facts contained in that cycle. See ch. vii. 41, 
and note,—ch. х1. 1,—also ch. i. 40, where Simon Peter is referred to 
as one known, before the giving of the latter name is related. 

12. I can hardly however suppose, that John wrote with any fixed 
design of filling up by a supplementary Gospel the deficiencies of the 
generally-received oral account: Sometimes, е. g. ch. vi. 1—14, xviii., 
xix., he goes over the same ground with it: and in no part can it by the 
most ingenious application of the supplementary theory be shewn, that 
he in any respect produces or aims at the effect of a work designed to 
fill up and elucidate those which have gone before. This point wil] be 
dwelt on more at length in the next section. 

13. I have no hesitation, therefore, in receiving as the true account 
of the source of this Gospel, that generally given and believed ;—viz. 
that we have it from the autoptic authority of the Apostle himself. 
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SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. This Gospel presupposes readers already Christians, and was 
written to build them up and confirm them in the faith. (See ch. xix. 
35; xx. 31.) It is, as Lücke remarks (Einl. p. 185), neither complete 
enough, nor elementary enough, for the first founding of a belief in 
Christ in the mind. "This must have been, even as early as the apostolic 
times, the work of no written Gospel (see Luke i. 1—4), but of the oral 
preaching of the word. 

2. Being written then for Christian readers, the main and ultimate 
purpose as regards them is sufficiently declared in ch. xx. 31, —rabra 
yéyparrac iva morevonre Öri 'Incovc ёотіу 0 Хрістос 0 vióc той Өєоё, xal 

iva riertborrec Chr Exnre iv rø Ordpart avrov. 

8. This purpose however, as it would be common to all the sacred 
writings of the New Testament more or less, in no way accounts for the 
peculiar cast of the Gospel, or the portions of the Christian’s faith which 
are most prominently brought out in it. These will require closer 
examination. 

4. It will at once appear, that some especial occasion must have 
induced John to write so pointedly as he has done on certain doctrines, 
—and to adopt, in doing so, a nomenclature unknown to the rest of the 
New Testament writers. Some state of opinion in the Church must 
have rendered it necessary for the Apostle to state strongly and clearly 
the truth about which error was prevalent, or questions had been raised : 
the method of speaking which even he, under the guidance of the Spirit, 
adopted to convey that truth, must have become familiar to and valued 
by the educated and philosophic minds in the Christian community. 

5. It may be well to set down the opinions of the ancients on this, 
before we enter into the matter itself. 

Irenæus states that John wrote his Gospel to controvert the errors of 
Cerinthus, and before him the Nicolaitans . Tertullian (de Præscript. adv. 
Нет. 33, p. 46) in the main agrees with this. Epiphanius (Her. li. 12, 
p. 433) and Jerome’ repeat it as a certain fact, that John wrote against 

16 Hanc fidem annuntians Johannes Domini discipulus, volens per evangelii annun- 
tiationem auferre eum qui а Cerintho inseminatus erat hominibus errorem, et multo 
prius ab his qui dicuntur Nicolaite, qui sunt vulsio ejus, que falso cognominatur 
Scientis, ut confunderet eos et suaderet quoniam unus Deus qui omnia fecit per ver- 
bum suum, . . . . . sic inchoavit evangelium, &c. Adv. Нег. iii. 11, p. 188. 

! Joannes Apostolus novissimus omnium scripsit evangelium, rogatus ab Asi epis- 
copis adversus Cerinthum aliosque hæreticos et maxime tunc Ebionitarum dogma con- 
surgens, qui asserunt, Christum ante Mariam non fuisse. De Viris Illustr. c. 9. But 
he also gives in the same place another reason : see in the text below. 
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Cerinthus; but instead of the Nicolaitans, they mention the Ebionites. 
Those who assert him to have written against Valentinus or Marcion are 
evidently chronologically in error. 

6. Several of the ancients give in substance, the supplementary view 
of the design of John’s Gospel. Clement of Alexandria, as cited by 
Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, related, row IG tcyaroy gvvıčórra Gre 

тй owparixa £v тоїс evayyedrjiotg деддАети, тротратёута brò r&v yrupipwr, 
xvevpare Өєофорпбд та, wrevparexoy жойса: єйўауу мо». Eusebius in 

another place (Hist. Eccl. iii. 24) states, that whereas the other Evange- 
lists wrote the history of the official life of our Lord subsequent to the 
imprisonment of the Baptist, John wishing that there should be a com- 
plete account, gave in his Gospel the particulars preceding that event. 
The same is repeated almost verbatim by Jerome, ut supra. Later 
authors (see Liicke, Einleitung, p. 189) reproduced the conjectures of 
their predecessors as being traditions of the Church; and for the most 
part united the polemical with the supplementary theory. 

7. None of the above-cited authors appeal to any historical or tra- 
ditionary fact, as the ground of their own statements. Those state- 
ments have therefore for us so authority ab extra, and must be judged 
by their own intrinsic probability or otherwise, as established by the 
contents of the Gospel, and the state of the Church at the period of its 
publication. In modern times, these last considerations have given rise 
to several opinions, which I shall now briefly state; acknowledging, 
throughout this part of the section, my obligations to Liicke, whose facts 
and remarks I have for the most part borrowed. 

8. Grotius, and some of the Socinian Commentators, supposed,—on 

account of the contrast strongly drawn in the prologue, ch. i. and c!so- 
where, between Jesus Christ as tho true Light, and the Baptist as only 
having come to bear witness of that Light,—that the Evangelist wrote 
against the so-called disciples of John, who held the Baptist to have 
been the Messiah. Others (as Herder, Overbeck, Ziegler) thought that 
the Sabai, who combined gnostic errors with an overweening estimation 
of John the Baptist, were principally aimed at. Others, not finding in 
this a sufficient account of the peculiarities of the Gospel, supposed this 
or other polemic aims, to have been united with the supplementary one. 
Of this last number are Storr, Wegscheider, Hug, &. Others again 
(as Paulus) finding in the Gospel no sufficient evidence either of a 

3 For an instance of the kind of use which is made of these notices in Eusebius and 
others by the advocates of the supplementary theory, see Wordsworth's note intro- 
ductory to St. John: where such parts of them as suit that theory are strongly affirmed 
as fact, and called “the uniform consent of antiquity concerning the design of St. John’s 
Gospel in relation to the other three," while the part not suiting it is hushed up under 
* for other reasons of a doctrinal nature." 
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polemical or a supplementary intention, fell back on the didactic aim set 
forth ch. xx. 31. This view, however, was never found satisfactory to 
explain the peculiar phenomena of the Gospel. 

9. Meantime, however, the critical study of the other Gospels had so 

far advanced, that it became more and more clearly seen, that the hypo- 
thesis of John having been acquainted with, and having wished to com- 
plete or correct them, was entirely untenable. Again, not finding traces 
of a polemical design sufficiently prominent in the Gospel, some critics, 
slightly altering the term, have supposed it to be apologetic in its cha- 
racter (Hemsen, Seiffarth, Schott). Some, lastly, pronounced it un- 
worthy of the Apostle to follow any secondary designs, considering his 
own avowal in ch. xx. 30,31 (Credner). But, as Lücke remarks, even 
granting this, it may still be a lawful enquiry, What peculiar circum- 
stances led to his realizing this his great design in the present peculiar 
Jorm of composition. The synoptic Evangelists had, he says, beyond 
question, the same great design, and yet have followed it in a very dif- 
ferent manner. Something of this may doubtless be explained by the 
individual character of the writer’s mind, but clearly not all: and that 
character itself was modified by surrounding events. We are driven 
therefore to the special circumstances under which the Gospel, but espe- 
cially the prologue, which in this matter rules the Gospel, was composed. 

10. Into these Liicke enquires under two heads: (1) the relation of 
John’s Gospel to the other three; (2) the character of the age and 
section of the Church in which the Evangelist lived. In treating tho 
first of these he disproves, much in the same manner as has been done 
in these Prolegomena, the probability that John intended to supply, or 
had ever seen, our present Gospels; and maintains that an acquaint- 

ance on his part with the general stream of oral testimony from which 
they were derived, will sufficiently account for the relations observable 
between him and them. His inference is, that if his Gospel (as un- 
doubtedly is the case) sometimes supplies and gives precision to theirs, 
this has been only the result, but could in no way be the aim of his 
writing; the peculiarities and object of which must be altogether 
accounted for from considerations belonging to the other head of the 
enquiry. 

11. In pursuing this, he distinguishes three classes of writings likely 
to arise in the apostolic age: (а) the simple committal to paper of the 
cycles of oral narration, with a view to fixing them for the general and 
continued edification of the readers. To this class he refers the Gospels 
of Matthew and Mark. (fj) Writings compiled with a more set pur- 
pose of giving a complete account, in order, of the events of our Lord's 
life on earth. In this division he classes the Gospel of Luke. (y) The 
third class would arise from the growing up of the faith, which at first 
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was a simple historical belief, into the maturer ууше‹с of doctrinal system. 
In the course of this progress, various questions would arise respecting 
the life and teaching of the Lord Jesus, which the generally-received 
oral narration was not competent to answer. And these writings would 
be composed to satisfy such enquirers by presenting such an apologetic 
view of the Lord’s life, and such a doctrinal account of His teaching, as 
might tend to set their questionings at rest. To this class he supposes 
may have belonged some of the gnostic apocryphal writings; and to 
this class certainly does belong the Gospel of John. 

12. At the time of its composition, many questionings were already 
raised between the believing and unbelieving, and among the believing 
themselves. "Traces of such we find even in the Pauline Epistles, 1 Cor. 
i 23; xv. 1. Lücke instances some of these questions which this 
Gospel was well adapted to answer. (a) The rejection of the Lord 
Jesus by His own people the Jews, was an event likely to prove a 
stumbling-block, and to be used by unbelievers against our religion. 
То the elucidation of this,—the tracing its progress, step by step,—the 
shewing its increasing virulence amidst the blameless innocence and 
holy words and deeds of the Redeemer,—does John especially devote 
the middle and principal section of his Gospel. He shews that thereby 
His enemies were fulfilling the divine purpose, and that they were even 
forewarned of this by one among themselves, ch. xi. 51, 52. (5) We 

may evidently see, from the diligence with which John accumulates 
autoptic evidence on the subject of the actual death of Christ, and His 
resurrection, that he has in this part also some in view, who did not 
receive those great events as undoubted facts, but required the authority 
of an Apostle to assure them of their truth. (y) The way also in 
which he relates the testimonies of our Lord respecting the manner, 
results, and voluntary nature of His own death,—that it was His true 
glorification,—that it was undertaken freely, but in complete accordance 
with the Father's will,—seems to point to doubts as to the character of 
that event, which the Evangelist meditated removing. (2) It was cer- 
tainly, later (8ee Origen against Celsus, quoted in note on Matt. ix. 9—18), 
a reproach against the Apostles, that they were low-born and ignorant 
men. In the case of Paul, we find very early a disposition on the part of 
some in the Churches, to set aside apostolic authority. And those who 
were 80 disposed might perhaps appeal to the oral narrative which forms 
the foundation of the synoptic Gospels, to prove that the Apostles often 
misunderstood the sayings of the Lord, and might from thence take 
occasion to vilify their present preaching as resting on similar misunder- 
standing. John,—from his relating so much at length the discourse of 
our Lord in which He promised the Comforter to guide them into all the 
truth, and bring to their minds all that He had said to them, and from 
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noticing (ch. xii. 16; xx. 9) that they understood not certain things at 
first, which were made clear to them afterwards,—seems to be guarding 
the apostolic office and testimony from such imputations. 

13. But all these designs, possible as they may have been, do not 
reach so far as to give any account of the very remarkable cast and 
diction of the prologue. This opening gives a tone to the whole Gospel, 
being no less than a compendium or programme of its contents, gathered 
up and expressed according to a nomenclature already familiar to certain 
persons within the Church. The fact of John having been led to adopt 
the gnostic term Абуос as the exponent of his teaching respecting the 
person of our Lord, would of itself make it probable that he had the 
combating of gnostic error in his view; or perhaps, speaking more accu- 
rately, that he was led to take advantage of the yearnings of the human 
desire after an universal and philosophic religion,—by grasping and 
lifting upward into the certainty of revelation the truth which they had 
shaped to themselves,—and thereby striking off and proscribing their 
manifold and erroneous conceits. But neither the language of the pro- 
logue itself, nor any prominence given to antagonistic truths in the 
Gospel, justify us in ascribing to the Evangelist a position directly 
polemical against the peculiar tenets of Cerinthus. The stand made 
in the Gospel, is against gnosticism in the very widest sense: in its 
Ebionitish form, as denying the Divinity and pre-existence of Christ,— 
and in its Docetic, as denying the reality of His assumption of the 
Human Nature. 

14. While, however, John contends against false yrõcc, he is, in the 
furtherance and grounding of the true yréerc, the greatest, as he was 
the last, of the spiritual teachers of the Church. The great Apostle of 
the Gentiles, amidst fightings without and fears within, built in his 

argumentative Epistles the outworks of that temple, of which his still 
greater colleague and successor was chosen noiseleasly to complete, in 
his peaceful old age, the inner and holier places. And this, after all, 
ranging under it all secondary aims, we must call the great object of the 
Evangelist ;—to advance, purify from error, and strengthen, that maturer 
Christian life of knowledge, which is the true development of the teaching 
of the Spirit in men, and which the latter part of the apostolic period 
witnessed in ite full vitality. And this, by setting forth the Person of 
the Lord Jesus in all its fulness of grace and truth, in all its mani- 
festation in the flesh by signs and by discourses, and its glorification by 
opposition and unbelief, through sufferings and death‘. That he 

3 For an account of them, see Neander’s Church History, Rose’s translation, vol. ii. 
p- 49. 

* I cannot here forbear from referring to an important work on the Gospel of St. 
John, Luthardt's Das Johanneische Evangelium nach seiner Eigenthümlichkeit geschil- 
dert und erklärt, Nürnberg, 1853, 2 voll. The reader will find all the preliminary 
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should have been led to cast his testimony into a form antágonistic to 
the peculiar errors then prevalent,—that he should have adopted the 
thoughts and diction of previous seekers after God, so far as they were 
capable of serving his high purpose and being elevated into vehicles of 
heavenly truth,—these are arrangements which we may not, because 
they are natural and probable, the less regard as providential, and ad- 
mirably designed for that which especially was his portion of the apostolic 
work,—the PERFECTING OF THE SAINTS *, 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT PLACE AND TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1, These two questions, as relating to John’s Gospel, are too inti- 
mately connected to form the subject of separate sections. 

2. The most ancient testimony, that of Irenæus, relates that it was 

matter copiously and ably handled in vol. i.,—and vol. ii. contains a running commen- 
tary in which many striking ideas are suggested. Without subscribing to all Luthardt’s 
views, I cannot but think his book a most valuable contribution to a right under- 
standing of our Gospel. The greater part of the new matter in my notes on St. John 
is derived from this source. Note to 2nd edition. [I may now say, that having since 
used Luthardt’s book during а continuous pulpit exposition of the earlier part of St. 
John, I have ever found more and more reason to value it. No such attempt to give 
a general account of the aims and characteristics of the Gospel has ever before been 
made. A good translation of it could not fail to bring about in England a worthier 
appreciation of this wonderful Gospel. Note to 8rd cdition.] [The above opinion re- 
maining in its fall force, I may now add, that the second edition of Stier’s Reden Jesu 
notices and reviews throughout the remarks of Luthardt, and forms a very valuable cor- 
rective to the sometimes overwrought views of that earnest and delightful writer.— 
Note to 4th edition.) 

* It will be hardly necessary to state, but I do so in order to bring down the views 
respecting the Gospels advocated in these Prolegomena expressly to the date of this last 
edition, that additional study, and subsequent reflection, convince me more and more of 
the untenableness of the ordinary Harmonistic theories, and of that, which attributes to 

St. John the design of supplementing the rest. I need only ask any student, who shares 
with me the same general idea of the fair and ingenuous principles which should rule 
our enquiries respecting this subject, to consult the introductions to the Gospels in 
Dr. Wordsworth’s Greek Testament; and I feel assured he will derive similar confirma- 

tion, as far as it is gathered from seeing to what shifts the advocates of the procrustean 
theories are driven. Witness, c. g. the objection (1) and answer, p. 206: where those 
who doubt, as matter of fact, the communication of the three Gospels to St. John, are 

charged with disbelief in Inspiration, and are refuted by an à priori decree of Dr. 
Wordsworth’s as to what was “morally certain" to have been the procedure of the 
Holy Spirit. And this is really but a fair sample of the way in which every received 
theory of the patristic and middle ages is advocated, and enforced by strong anathemas, 
in that and similar works. I may also mention, that the remarks in a work entitled 
* The Gospel of St. Mark, in the Authorized Version, arranged in Parts and Sections, 

with Titles and Summaries of Contents, Marginal Notes of Time and Place, and a 
Preface; to which are appended, Cautions against the Greek Testament of Dean 
Alford, and the Hulsean Lectures of Dean Ellicott. For the Use of Schools and Young 
Studente. By the Rev. J. Forshall, M. A., F.R.S., formerly Fellow of Exeter College, 
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published аё Ephesus * This testimony is repeated by Jerome! and 
others, and is every way consonant with what we have above (§ i.) 
related of the history of the Apostle its author. Some later writers 
have reported that it was published from Patmos, during John's exile ; 
some have combined the two accounts, and made John dictate the 

Gospel in Patmos, and publish it at Ephesus after his return. But of 
these the only account which from ite date and character deserves atten- 
tion, is that of Irenæus. 

8. The Gospel itself furnishes only negative or uncertain evidence on 
this point. From the manner in which the sites and habits of Palestine 
are spoken of*, it seems evident that it was composed at a distance from 
that country. If again we regard the peculiar nomenclature of the 
prologue, and enquire to what locality this points, two places occur to 
us where it would be likely to have been adopted; one of these, Alex- 
andria,—the other, Ephesus. The first of these cities was the home 
and birthplace of the gnostic philosophy ; the other (Acts xviii 24) 
was in communication with, and derived its philosophic character from 
Alexandria’. Now as no history gives us any account of the Apostle 
having laboured or ever been at Alexandria, this consideration also forms 
а presumptive confirmation of the tradition that the Gospel was written 
at Ephesus. 

4. If so, we have some clue, although but an indirect one, to the time 
at which it was published. If John cannot be supposed to have come 
thither till some time after the ultimate disappearance of the Apostle 
Paul from Asia Minor“, then we have obviously a time specified, before 
which the Gospel cannot have been published. 

5. The voice of tradition on this point is very uncertain. Irenæus 
states that this Gospel was the latest written of the four: which, as he 
places Mark's and Luke's after the deaths of Peter and Paul (but see 
Prolegg. to Luke, § iv.), would bring us to a similar date with that 
pointed out in the preceding paragraph’. As usual in traditional 
matter,—on our advance to later writers, we find more and more par- 
ticular accounts given :—the year of John’s life, the reigning Emperor, 
&c., under which the Gospel was written’. In all such cases the stu- 

Oxford,” have not induced me to modify any of the statements or expressions in these 

* "еойуулс 6 pnaÜnrüc тоё коріоо, ё cai ixi тд erifoc abro буахєсоу, zal abróc 
iidwee rò єйаүүїМо>, i» ’Egiow тйс 'Acíag Guarpidwr. Adv. Her. iii. 1, p. 174; 
cited also by Euseb. H. E. v. 8. 

7 Prologue to Matthew. 
See ch. ii. 6, 13 ; iii. 23; iv. 4; v. 2; vi. 4; x. 22; xi. 18, 49—51, 64, 55; xviii. 

1, 13, 28 ; xix. 13, 31. 

» See note on John i. 1 (I. e). 
! Все § i. of the present chapter, paragraph 10. 
з Similarly Clement of Alex., Origen, and Eusebius; see Eus. H. E. v. 8. ili. 24. 
3 {яі rj ynparig abrob ijutrig, nerd [rg lvveycovra тйс lavrov эйс, nerd т» 
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dent will do well to remember, that such late traditions are worthless 
exactly $n proportion to their particularity of detail. 

6. But we have thus no direct indication, at what date to place the 
Gospel. On examining its contents, we find no such indication given 
by them. It is true that the Evangelist speaks in ch. v. 2 of the pool 
of Bethesda in the present tense as being near the sheepgate, and thence 
it might seem as if he wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem :—but 
such indications are confounded by the fact that he alone of the Evangelista 
speaks of places near Jerusalem, which would remain after the destruc- 
tion, in the past tense (ch. xi. 18), which seems to shew that no stress 
is to be laid on such expressions, which were perhaps used by him 
according to the cast of the particular narrative which he was then 
constructing, without any reference to the existing state of things at the 
time of his writing‘. See, however, note on ch. xi. 18. 

7. It has been variously inferred,—from ch. xxi. 18, 19,—that the 

Gospel must have been published during the lifetime of Peter ;—for that, 
had the Lord's prophecy been fulfilled before the account was written, 
some notice would have been taken of such fulfilment ;—and from ch. 

xviii. 10, that it cannot have been published till after his death,—for that 
Peter's name would not have been mentioned, had he been still living. 
But it is plain that we might just as well argue for ch. xxi. 18, 19, being 
written after Peter’s death, on account of the definiteness of the inter- 
pretation there given to the prophecy; and I have shewn in my note on 
Matt. xxvi. 51, that no stress can be laid on the other inference. 

8. Nor do we find any more certain indication by comparison of the 
Gospel with the First Epistle, or with the Apocalypse. The dates of 
both these are very uncertain ;—and it has been disputed whether their 
contents presuppose the Gospel or not. Such expressions as ó Аоуос 
тйс б=йс, ) Lo alé»toc, ric йу трос roy жатёра xai igavepwOn i,, 

1 John 1. 1, 2, and similar ones, make it at least probable, that the 
Epistle was written after the Gospel (see Lücke, iii. 21 ff). But how 
long after, we have no means of even conjecturing. And with regard to 
the Apocalypse, if we assume the Domitianic date (95 or 96 A. D.), upheld 
in Prolegg. to Revelation, $ ii., we yet get no trustworthy points of com- 
parison whereby to infer the date of the Gospel. 

9. Our only resource then must be, the space included between the 
very wide limits above indicated. The final departure of Paul from Asia 
Minor, and indeed his death, must be supposed to have happened some 
time ;—this, such as it is, will be our terminus a quo ;—and our terminus 

ad quem, the probable duration of John’s life, or more properly speaking, 

abrov ато тйс ITárpov ixdvodov, тђу ixi KAaviiov yevopiygy» Каісарос. Epiphan. 
Har. li. 12, p. 483. 

* See also ch. xviii. 1; xix. 41. 
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of his power of writing as we find kim writing in thie Gospel. And as 
antiquity testifies that he lived to a great age, and survived his vigour, 
this latter terminus will be even less definite than the former. 

10. One consideration, however, may tend somewhat to narrow its 
limits. I have argued in the Commentary, that ch. xxi. is а genuine 
addition by the hand of the Apostle himself, probably in the decline of 
life, some years at least, from internal evidence of style, after the Gospel 
was completed. Add to which, as hinted above, that the style of the 
Gospel is, as Lücke has also remarked, that of a matured, but not of an 
aged writer. 

11. Whether then we set the death of Paul with Wieseler in A.D. 64, 
or, as upholders of a second Roman imprisonment, in A.D. 68, we per- 

hape must not in either case allow our terminus a quo to be placed much 
earlier than 70: nor, supposing John to have been a few years younger 
than our Lord, can we prolong our later limit much beyond A. D. 85. 
We should thus have, but with no great fixity either way, somewhere 
about fifteen years, A. p. 70—85, during which it is probable that the 
Gospel was published. 

SECTION V. 

IN WHAT LANGUAGE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The testimony of antiquity is unanimous that John wrote in Greek. 
(See Lücke, Einleitung, $ xi.) Nor is there any reason to doubt the fact. 
If he lived and taught in Asia Minor, he must have been familiar with 
the Greek language. 

2. Some among the moderns (Salmasius, according to Lücke, the first) 
have held an Aramaic or Hebrew original. They seem to ground this 
principally on the citations from the Old Testament being from the 
Hebrew, not from the LXX. But this latter is by no means without 
exception: see ch. i. 23; ii. 17; vi. 45; x. 84; xii. 14, 15, 38; xv. 25; 
xix. 24, 86. That we find other citations (xii. 40; xii. 18; xix. 87) 
after the Hebrew solely or principally, was to be expected from the 
Apostle's personal history, as a Jew of Palestine who had been brought 
up in the knowledge of the Hebrew original: and is a confirmation of 
the genuineness of the Gospel. See below in the next section, and Bleek, 
Beitráge zur Evangelien Kritik, p. 87. 

SECTION VI. 

ITS GENUINENESS. 

l. It would enlarge these Prolegomena too much, to give a detailed 
history of the recognition of this Gospel, and its impugners, in ancient 
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times. It may suffice to refer to such works as Lücke's Einleitung, 
where this history will be found. The result of his researches on the 
subject is, that down to the end of the second century the Gospel was 
by all recognized and attributed to the Apostle whose name it bears, 
with the sole exception of the Alogi, an unimportant sect in Asia Minor, 
who, from excessive opposition to the heresy of Montanus, rejected 
both the Apocalypse and Gospel of John, as favouring (according to 
them) some of the views of that heretic. Such an exception rather 
strengthens than weakens the general evidence of ancient Christendom in 
its favour. 

2. Equally satisfactory is the testimony of the fathers after the close 
of the second century. The citations by Irenæus from this Gospel are 
very frequent, and express, both as to its canonicity and the name of its 
author. And hig testimony is peculiarly valuable, because (1) he was an 
anti-gnostic: (2) his acquaintance with the whole Church, Eastern and 
Western, was greater than that of any other ecclesiastical writer: and 
(8) in his youth he had conversed with Polycarp, himself a disciple of 
the Apostle John. Theophilus of Antioch, Tertullian, Clement of Alexan- 
dria, Hippolytus, Origen, Dionysius of Alexandria, Eusebius,—the ancient 
Syriac version, the Peschito,—the adversaries of Christianity, Porphyry, 
and Julian,—all these refer to the Gospel as without doubt the work of 
the Apostle John. 

8. We may then, as far as antiquity is concerned, regard its genuine- 
ness as established. But there is one circumstance which has furnished 
many modern writers with a ground for doubting this. Neither Papias, 
who carefully sought out all that Apostles and apostolic men had related 
regarding the life of Christ,—nor Polycarp, who was himself a disciple 
of the Apostle John, — nor Barnabas, nor Clement of Rome, in their 
Epistles, nor lastly Ignatius (in his genuine writings), makes any men- 
tion of, or allusion to, this Gospel. So that in the most ancient circle of 
ecclesiastical testimony, it appears to be unknown or not recognized. 

4. But this circumstance, when fairly considered in connexion with 
ils universal recognition by writers following on these, rather serves for a 
confirmation of the genumeness of this Gospel. It confessedly was written 
late in the apostolic age. As far then as silence (or apparent silence) 
can be valid as an argument, it seems to shew that the recognition of 
this Gospel, as might have been expected, was later than that of the 
others. And it is some confirmation also of this view, that Papias, if 
Eusebius (iti. 89) gives his testimony entire, appears not to recognize 
Luke's Gospel, but only those of Matthew and Mark. It is remarkable, 
however, on the other hand, that Papias (Eusebius, ibid.) recognizes the 
First Epistle of John, which, as remarked in § iv., was probably written 

after the Gospel. This would scem to make it probable that we have 
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not im Eusebius the whole testimony of Papias given; for it would cer- 
tainly seem from internal grounds that the First Epistle and the Gospel 
must stand or fall together. 

5. It is evident that too much stress must not be laid on the silence 
of Polycarp, from whom we have one short epistle only. He also 
(apparently) was acquainted with the First Epistle of John’. But he 
wrote with no purpose of giving testimony to the sacred books, and what 
reason therefore have we to expect in his Epistle, quotations from or 
allusions to any particular book which did not happen to come within 
his design, and the subject of which he was treating ? 

6. The same may be said of the silence of Barnabas, Hermas, and 
Ignatius. Had any intention existed on the part of the primitive Chris- 
tian writers of informing posterity what books were counted canonical 
in their days, their silence would be a strong argument against any 
particular book :—but they had no such intention: their citations are 
‘fortuitous, and most of them loose and allusory only. So that we cannot 
argue from such silence to the recognition or otherwise of any book, 
unless it be universal and continuous, which is not the case with regard 
to this Gospel. 

7. Again, the hind of testimony furnished by Irenæus is peculiarly 
valuable. He does not relate from whom he had heard that John wrote 
a Gospel, but he treats and quotes it as a well-known and long-used 
book in the Christian Chureh. What could have induced Irenzus to 
do this, except the fact of tts being thus known and used? So that this 
character of his testimony virtually carries it back farther than its 
actual date. Besides, when one who has had the means which Iren eus 

had of ascertaining the truth in a matter, asserts things respecting that 
matter,—the ordinary and just method is to suppose that he draws his 
information from his superior opportunities of gaining it, even though he 
may not expressly say so: so that when Irenseus, who had conversed with 
Polycarp himself, the friend of the Apostle John, quotes this Gospel as 
the work of that Apostle, we may fairly presume that he had assured 
himself of this by the testimony of one so well capable of informing 
him. 

8. Another historical argument used against its genuineness is,—that 
in the dispute about the time of keeping Easter between Polycarp and 
Anicetus bishop of Rome about the year 160, the former defended the 
practice of the Asiatic Churches, —which was to keep their Christian 

passover at the time of the Jewish passover, the evening of the 14th of 
Nisan, by what he had learned from John and the other Apostles 
(Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. v. 24). But, say the opponents, John himself in 

5 wag үйр Dc д» pj dnodoyy 'Igcos» ypordy iv capel iAnrvOlyat, ávrixpurróc 
deri. cb. vii. p. 1012, ed. Migne: compare 1 John iv. 8. 
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his Gospel clearly relates that our Lord instituted the Lord’s supper on 
the evening of the 13th of Nisan, and was crucified on the 14th. There- 
fore either Polycarp falsely appealed to John’s authority, which is not 
probable, or John did not write the Gospel which bears his name. But, 

as Liicke has shewn, this argument is altogether built on the assumption 
that the Christian passover must necessarily coincide with the time of 
the institution of the Lord's supper; whereas such a coincidence does 
not appear to have entered into the consideration of the litigants in this 
case, but merely the question, whether the Churches should follow the 
Jewish calendar, or an arrangement of their own. Even in the later 
dispute between Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, and Victor (Eusebius, 
ut supra), on the same point, thie question was not raised, but the 

matter was debated on other grounds. 
9. The last historical objection which I shall notice is, that this Gospel 

was first circulated by the Gnostics, and therefore is to be looked on 
with suspicion. But Lücke has shewn (Einl. p. 119) that this was not 
the case: that unquestionable traces of catholic reception of it are found 
before it was received by them: and that, at all events, Irenæus recog- 
nized and used it contemporaneously with the Valentinians. The known 
opposition between the catholic Fathers and the Gnostics furnishes a 
sure guarantee, that, had they first promulgated the Gospel, st never 
would have been received into the Canon of the catholic Church. 

10. The modern opponents of the genuineness and canonicity of this 
Gospel have raised two arguments against it upon internal evidence. 
The first of these rests upon the assumed radical diversity between the 
views of the Person and teaching of Christ presented to us by John, 
and by the synoptic Evangelists. On this point I have said nearly all 
that is necessary in § ii.; and I will only now add, that supposing the 
diversity to be as unaccountable as it is natural, it would of itself serve 
as a strong presumption that the Gospel was not the work of a forger, 
who would have enlarged and decorated the accounts already existing, 
but a genuine testimony of one who was not an imitator of nor depend- 
ent on those others. 

11. The second endeavours, by bringing out various supposed incon- 
sistencies in the narration, to shew that the Apostle John cannot have 
been the Author. Such are,—imagined want of connexion in certain 
parts (ch. iv. 44; xiii. 20; xiv. 81, where see notes) ;—an imputed incon- 
sistency in the character and development of the treachery of Judas (see 
note on ch. vi. 64) ;—the not naming once in the Gospel of his own 
brother James (which, as Liicke remarks, is far easier to account for on 
supposition of its genuineness than on that of its spuriousness") ;—the 

6 James, the son of Zebedee, though one of the favoured Three, comes forward 
no where personally in the Gospels, nor in the Acts; and vanishes tho first of all the 
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supposed want of accurate information with regard to the geography 
and customs of Judæa. But again, the passages cited to support this 
involve only geographical and archæological difficulties, such as would 
never have been raised by an impostor ;—and one in particular (ch. vii. 62: 
see note there) is chargeable, not on the Evangelist, but on the Sanhedrim, 
who were likely enough to have made the mistake, or purposely overlooked 
the fact, in their proud spirit of contempt for Galilee. 'The other objec- 
tions derived from internal considerations are hardly worth recounting. 
They are fully stated and answered by Lücke, Einleitung, pp. 186—140. 

12. Ап hypothesis was advanced by Eckermann, Vogel, апа Paulus, 
and brought to completeness by Weisse, founded on a compromise 
between the evidence for and against the Gospel: that it is partly 
genuine, and principally in the didactic portions, which are veritable 
notices from the Apostle John: but that a later hand has wrought 
upon these, and added most of the narrative portions. But first, eccle- 
siastical tradition gives no countenance to this, always citing the Gospel 
as а whole,—and dropping no hint of any such distinction between its 
parts ;—and secondly, it is quite impossible to draw any line in the 
Gospel itself which shall separate the original matter from the supposed 
additions. There certainly is a marked distinction in diction and style 
between the rest of the Gospel and ch. xxi. (of ch. vii. 58—viii. 12, I do 
not now speak; see notes there) :— which I believe to be accounted for 
by that chapter being a later addition by the Author himself: but farther 
than this, no such distinction can, even by the most fanciful analogies, 
be established. The same spirit pervades the form of the narrative and 
didactic parts: and so strongly, that the impugners of the Gospel have 
made this very circumstance an argument against the authenticity of the 
latter ;—how unjustly, I have shewn above in § ii. :—but the fact of the 
objection having been made is important, as fatal to Weisse's hypothesis. 

13. The principal arguments against the genuineness of the Gospel 
have been repeated and elaborated by Baur (in Zeller's Theologisches 
Jahrbuch, 1844, 1. 3. 14), who tries to shew that the whole is apocryphal, 
—and has arisen from a pious fraud of an author in the latter part of 
the second century. I mention this attempt because an admirable 
answer to it has appeared, by Ebrard, Das Evangelium Johannis und 
die neueste Hypothese über seine Entstehung, pp. 217. Zurich, 1846. 
In this work he has gone over carefully all the arguments treated in 
the preceding sections, and shewn their entire untenableness. Luthardt 
also, in the work above referred to, has treated at length of the view of 
Baur and his school, vol. i. pp. 280—237. 

Apostles from the historic field of view. It is very unlikely that John would have in- 
troduced mention of him merely because he was his brother. He has not named 
several others of the Apostles. See ch. xxi. 2, and note. 
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14. Our conclusion then from internal as well as external evidence, 
must be that the Gospel is what it has generally been believed to be, — 
the genuine work of the Apostle John. And this result has been ob- 
tained by rigid criticism, apart from all subjective leanings either way. 
To dilate on the importance of this conclusion, does not belong to these 
Prolegomena ; but I cannot avoid pointing it out, in an age when on 
the one hand the historie truth of our scriptural accounte is being again 
boldly denied ;—and on the other, we providentially stand at a point 
in the progress of criticism, where none but the most rigid trial of them, 
—none but the fairest and most impartial judgments,—can or ought to 
satisfy us. 

SECTION VIL 

ITS STYLE AND CHARACTER. 

1. This is the only one of the four Gospels to which a pre-arranged 
and systematic plan can with any certainty be ascribed. That such does 
not exist in the other three, any farther than the circumstances under 
which they were each respectively written have indirectly modified their 
arrangement, has been already shewn. But that such a plan is proposed 
and followed out by the Writer of this Gospel, will become evident by 
an examination of its contents. 

2. The prologue contains a formal setting forth of the subject-matter of 
the Gospel :—' that the Eternal Creator Word became Flesh, and was 
glorified by means of that work which He undertook in the flesh.’ This 
glorification of Christ he follows out under several heads: (1) the testi- 
mony borne to Him by the Baptist; (2) His miracles; (8) His conflict 
with the persecution and malice of the Jews; (4) His own testimony in 
His discourses, which are very copiously related; (5) His sufferings, 
death, and resurrection. And this His glorification is the accomplish- 
ment of the purpose of the Father, by setting Him forth as the Light and 
Life of the world,—the One Intercessor and Mediator, by whose accom- 
plished Work the Holy Spirit ts procured for теп; and through whom 
all spiritual help, and comfort, and hope of glory, is derived. 

. 8. Several subdivisions of the Gospel have been proposed, as shewing 
ita arrangement in subordination to this great design. The simplest 
and most satisfactory is that adopted by Lücke: (1) the prologue, 
ch. i. 1—18; (2) the first main division of the Gospel, i. 19—xii. 50; 
(8) the second main division of the Gospel, xiii. 1—xx. 81; (4) the 
appendix, ch. xxi. 

4. Of these divisions, I. the prologue, contains a general statement of 
the whole subject of the Gospel. II. The first main division treate of 
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the official work of the Lord in Galilee, Judæa, and Samaria, His recep- 
tion and rejection, and closes with the general reflections of the Evan- 
gelist, ch. xii. 37—43, and summary of the commission of Jesus, ib. 44— 
50 :—ite foundation in the will of the Father, and purposes of grace and 
love to men. III. The second main division may be subdivided into 
two parte, (1) the inner glorification of Christ in His last supper and 
His last discourses, (2) His outer and public glorification by His Suffer- 
ings, Death, and Resurrection. Then IV. the appended chapter xxi. 
relates, for a special purpose, an appearance of the Lord, after His resur- 
rection, in Galilee :—see notes there. 

5. In all these, except the last, the great leading object of the Gospel 
is kept in view, and continually worked out more fully. After having 
stated it in the prologue, he relates the recognition of Christ’s glory by 
the testimony of the Baptist ;—then by the disciples on their being 
called ;—then the manifestation of that glory by His miracle in Cana of 
Galilee,—by His cleansing of the temple,—by His declaration of Him- 
self to Nicodemus,—and so onwards. But the more this is the case, 

the more is He misunderstood and withstood: and it becomes evident 
by degrees, that the great shewing forth of His glory is to be brought 
about by the result of this very opposition of His enemies. This reaches 
its height in the prophetic testimony of Caiaphas, ch. xi. 47 ff.; and the 
voice from heaven, xii. 28, 20 аса xai жам» dofdow, seems to form the 
point of transition from the manifestation of His glory by His acts, 
discourses, and conflict with the Jews, in Part I.—to that by His 
Sufferings, Death, and Resurrection in Part II. Thus, as Liicke re- 

marks, these words form the ground-tone of the whole Gospel,— The 

public working of Christ manifested His glory; but at the same time 
led on to His Death, which Death again manifested His glory.’ 

6. In the course of the Gospel the Evangelist steadily keeps his great 
end in view, and does not turn aside from it. For its sake are the 
incidents and notices introduced, with which his matter is diversified ; 
but for its sake only. He has no chronological, no purely historical 
aims. Each incident which is chosen for a manifestation of the Lord's 
glory, is introduced sometimes with very slight links, sometimes with 
altogether no links of connexion to that which has preceded. So that 
while in the fulfilment of its inner design the Gospel forms a closely 
connected and perfect whole, considered in any other view it is disjointed 
and fragmentary ’. 

T Luthardt's division is: 
I. Jesus ТИЕ Sox o» Gop: ch. i.—iv. 

1. The Christ. ch. i. 1—18. 

2. The introduction of Jesus into the world 0. 190—8. 11) by the testimony (e) 
of the Baptist (i. 19—40) ; (b) of Himself (i. 41—ii. 11). 
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7. With regard to the style of this Gospel, it may be remarked, (1) 
that Dionysius of Alexandria, as cited by Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. vii. 25, 
remarked the purity of its Greek as compared with that of the Apo- 
calypse. ra nher yap (the Gospel and First Epistle) ob uóvov ásraiorec 
ката тй» ray 'EAAQrev priv, àAAà kal Xoywrara raic RA., roig avà- 

Aoyiwpoic,raic cvrvraitsi тйс ёррпуєѓас yéypaxrat. woddAov ye dei fap- 
Вард» riva pðóyyor, fj coXowtapóv, ў бАшс idewreopor bv abroic pe jut. 
(2) That without subscribing to the whole of this eulogy, if classical 
authors are to be the standard of comparison, the same will hold good of 
this Gospel as compared with the other three. (3) That the greater 
purity of its Greek is perhaps mainly owing to its far greater simplicity 
of style. While the deepest truths lie beneath the words, the words 
themselves are almost оо одшаії in their simplicity ; the historical matter 
is of small amount as compared with the dialogue. (4) That while the 
language is for the most part unobjectionable Greek, the cast of expres- 
sion and thought is Hebraistic. ‘Sermo quidem Grecus sed plane 
adumbratus ex Syriaco illius ssculi' (Grotius). There is, both here 
and in the Epistle, very little unfolding or deducing one proposition 
from another: different steps of an argument, or sometimes different, 

8. First revelation of Himself as the Son of God (ii. 12—iv. 54), (a) in Jerusalem 
and Judæa (ii. 12—1ii. 36), (b) in Samaria and Galilee (iv. 1—54). 

П. Jesus AND THE JEWS: ch. v.—xii. 
1. Jesus the Life, Opening of the conflict. ch. v. vi. (а) His divine working as 

Son of God—beginning of opposition (v. 1—47): (b) Jesus the Life in the 
flesh, —progress of belief and unbelief (vi. 1—71). 

2. Jesus the Light. Height of the conflict. ch. vii.—x. (s) He meets the un- 
belief of the Jews at Jerusalem (vii. 1—52): (b) opposition between Jesus and 
the Jews at its height (viii. 12—59): (c) Jesus the Light of the world for 
salvation, and for judgment (ix. x.). 

8. The delivery of Jesus to death is the Life and the Judgment of the world. ch. 
xi. xii. (a) The raising from the Dead (xi. 1—57): (b) Prophetie announce- 
menta of the Future (xii. 1—86): (c) Final judgment on Israel (ib. 37—50). 

III. Jesvs Ax D HIS own: ch. xiii.—xx. 
1. Jesus’ Love and the belief of His disciples. (a) His Love in condescension 

(xiii. 1—30) : (b) His Love in keeping and completing the disciples in the faith 
(xiii. 831—xvi. 83): (c) His Love in the exaltation of the Son of God (xvii.). 

2. Jesus the Lord: the unbelief of Israel, now in its completion: the belief of 
His own (ch. xviii.—xx.). (a) His free self-surrender to His enemies, and to 
the unbelief of Israel (xviii. 1—xix. 16): (b) His self-surrender to Death, and 
divine testimony in death (xix. 16—42) : (c) His manifestation of Himself as 
passed from death into liberty and life, and the completion of the disciples' 
faith worked thereby (xx. 1—29). 

The APPENDIX: ch. xxi. The glimpse into the future. (a) The symbolic draught 
of fishes (1—8): (b) the symbolic meal (9—14): (с) The calling and its prospect 
(15—23): (d) conclusion. 

These leading sections he follows out into minor detail in other subdivisions of much 
interest. 
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conclusions from mutually dependent arguments, are indicated by mere 
juxtaposition :—and the intelligent reader must be carrying on, as it 
were, an undercurrent of thought, or the connexion will not be per- 
ceived. (5) That in this respect this Gospel forms a remarkable con- 
trast to those parte of the New Testament written by Hellenistic 
Christians; e. g. the Epistles of Paul, and that to the Hebrews; in 

which, while external marks of Hebraistic diction abound, there is yet 

an internal conformation of style, and connexion of thought, more 
characteristic of the Grecian mind: —they write more in periods, and 
more according to dialectic form. In observing all such phenomena in 
our sacred writings, the student will learn to appreciate the evidence 
which they contribute to the historic truth of our belief with regard to 
them and their writers :—and will also perceive an admirable adaptation 
of the workman to his work, by Him whose one Spirit has overruled 
them all. 

8. The reader will find a very elaborate and detailed account of the 
peculiarities of diction and style of this Gospel in Luthardt’s work 
referred to above, vol. i. pp. 21—69. 

CHAPTER VI. 

SECTION I. 

OF THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE TEXT IN THIS EDITION. 

1. Iw order to set clearly before the student the principles on which 
the text has been revised, it may be well to premise a short account of 
what has been hitherto done towards its revision in modern times. 

2. The recewed text of the Greek Testament is that of the second 
Elzevir edition, published at Leyden in 1633, and founded on a collation 
of the third edition of Robert Stephens (1550),—which itself was 
founded on the fifth edition of Erasmus (1585),—with Beza's editions. 
The term received tert appears to have originated in an expression 
used by the Elzevirs in their preface Textum ergo habes nunc ар 
omnibus receptum, in quo nihil immutatum aut corruptum damus.’ 
(For particulars respecting the previous editions of the Greek Testa- 
ment, see Wetstein, prolegomena, p. 116 ff.: and Tregelles, Printed text 
of the Greek 'Test.") 

8. The critical authority of the received text is very feeble.— The fifth 
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edition of Erasmus mentioned above was nearly a reprint of his fourth, 
which was founded on his former editions corrected by the * Compluten- 
sian, which had just been published at that time. But neither Erasmus 
nor the Complutensian editors had before them any sufficient critical 
apparatus whereupon to construct their text;—nor did the latter use 
faithfully even that which they had. Wetstein has shewn that their text 
is singularly corrupted and inaccurate. Erasmus also, besides com- 
mitting numerous inaccuracies, tampered with the readings of the very 
few MSS. which he collated’. Stephens has given but a very vague 
account of the additional MSS. to which he had access, and the work 
appears to have been done with levity and carelessness. The Elzevirs 
differ from Stephens’s third edition in about 150 readings only. (Tischen- 
dorf, ed. 7, p. xxxv.) 

4. The first systematic attempt to revise the received text which I 
shall notice here, as embracing in itself some previous partial ones, is 
that of J. J. Griesbach, whose edition (complete) appeared in 1796— 
1806. He collected and systematized the previous labours of Mill and 
Wetstein, adding to them very many collations of his own. His theory 
of various recensions of the Greek text apparent in the different classes 
of MSS., although arbitrarily carried out by him and those who have 
adopted it from him, has certainly a foundation in truth, and corresponds 
in the main to the phænomena: —but it misled him in the recension 
of the text. Nor has he been sufficiently careful in his collation of the 
principal MSS., nor consistent in the application of his own critical rules. 
Besides which, the number and complexity of his gymbols indicating his 
judgment on the quality of the readings, form an objection to his edition 
as furnishing a text for general use. 

5. The next considerable attempt to revise the text is found iu the 
edition of Dr. Scholz, late Roman Catholic professor of sacred literature 
at Bonn. In his extensive travels undertaken in pursuance of his work, 
he discovered, and cursorily collated very many MSS. unknown before: 
and in this, the pioneering department of criticism, his services were 
considerable. But the theory which he upheld with regard to the recen- 
sion of the text is as untenable, as his own departure from it is manifest. 
He adopte, in the main, Griesbach’s classification of MSS., arranging 

* Published at Alcala (Complutum) in Spain, under the superintendence of Cardinal 
Ximenes. This edition was ready in 1514, two years before Erasmus published bis first 
edition ; but, from various delays, not published till 1622, after Erasmus had published 

? Ut jam non repetam, quod Erasmus lectionem eorum quos habebat codicum Evan- 
geliorum, Actorum et Epistolarum aliquoties temere mutaverit, cujus rei vestigia adhuc 
dum in ipsis codd. manifesta conspiciuntur, preter loca supra p. 44 allata. Quin neque 
ipse diffitetur, ultro ad amicos scribens “ se codices suos preecastigasse." Wetst. prolegg. 
р. 127. 
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them however in fwo great families or recensions, the Alexandrine and 
the Constantinopolitan. Of these he holds that the latter contain the 
true original text of the sacred books, the former having been altered and 
corrupted by transcribers and grammarians. But notwithstanding this, 
he continually receives into his text, in almost every page, Alexandrine 
readings, against the nearly unanimous testimony of the Constan- 
tinopolitan MSS. In fact, his is а text constructed in spite of, not 
according to, his theory. Besides which, with all respect for Dr. Scholz’s 
labours in the cause of biblical criticism, it must be confessed that the 

extreme inaccuracy of his edition of the New Testament renders it almost 
unfit for the use of the scholar”. 

6. In 1831 a stereotype edition of the New Testament appeared, 
followed in 1842 by a first part, containing the Gospels, of a larger 
edition with various readings and the Latin Vulgate annexed, by C. 
Lachmann. The view with which he reconstructed his text is explained 
at length in his prolegomena to the edition of 1842. He professes to 
give the text as it was received in the East in the fourth century. To 
this end he cites as his authorities entirely the older M88, ABCPQTZ 
in the Gospels as of primary, and D as of secondary authority: neglect- 
ing altogether the other uncial MSS. and all the cursive mss. :—of the 
versions he lays most stress (and properly) on the ancient latin, repre- 
sented by ite most important MSS., a, ö, o, D-lat, but to the entire neglect 

of the important syrr., copt., sth., arm., sah.“ Of the Fathers, in 

the Gospels he cites Origen only as of primary authority, — Irenæus, 
Cyprian, Hilary, and Lucifer as of secondary ;—and lastly, the vulgate 

of Jerome. But this rejection of the greater part of the witnesses for 
the text has reduced him, in a very considerable part of the New Testa- 
ment, to implicit following of one MS. only (e. g. A does not contain 
Matt. i.—xxv. 6, besides other lacune; B does not contain the Epistles 
to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon, nor the Apocalypse; and the lacun®æ 

in C are large and frequent). Besides which, he has not consistently 

! Dr. Scholz himself informed me in 1847, not long before his death, that if he lived 
to bring out another edition of his Gr. Test., he should transfer into the text most of 
the Alexandrine readings which now are noted in large type beneath it. And the 
same intention is alluded to in an academical prolusion published by him in 1846. 

2 So viel aber ift entſchieden daß man den Angaben dieſes Kritikers nimmer mit 
Zuverſicht vertrauen kann, und daß (eine Arbeiten, die denen welche fid) damit befaffen 
nur vergebliche Mühe und Zeit koſten, als vollig unbrauchbar moͤglichſt bald der 
Bergeſſenheit überliefert werden ſollten. Gs gibt wenig Zeilen im Vol. 1. dieſes N. T. 
worin ſich nicht irgend eine Incorrectheit nachweiſen ließe. Schulz, cited by Tischendorf, 
ed. Lips. 2, prolegg. p. xxxix,—who adds: ‘Quod D. Schulz testatus est; Es gibt wenig 
Zeilen u. ſ. w.: id majorem in modum in vol. ii. quadrare quevis pagina docet.’ 

2 See catalogue of MSS. below, ch. vii. § i. 

* See, for all these, catalogue of versions below, ch. vii. § ii. 
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followed his own system, as Tischendorf, ed. Lips. 2, prolegg. p. xlv, has 
shewn by many instances. And he has not taken the pains which he 
should have done to obtain the best collations of the Vatican MS. (B), 
by far the most important for his work’; having neglected altogether 
that of Bartolocci, which was known and accessible to him ;—nor of the 
Parisian Codex Ephremi (C), which was also accessible to him, but 
which he has taken from the imperfect collation of Wetstein. 

7. These defects necessarily take off considerably from the otherwise 
valuable services of Lachmann to N. T. criticism. And it is much to 
be lamented that, owing to the nature of his plan, and the fact of its 
never having been thoroughly carried out, his work has ever been very 
generally and fatally misunderstood, and its readings cited by ignorant 
persons as if they were the result of the Editor's deliberate judgment. 
АП this ought in fairness to be recognized, when we discuss the re- 
siduum of value which Lachmann's provisional labours now possess for 
the biblical student. It is undoubtedly true, as Dr. Tregelles has observed, 
—" Printed text of the Greek Test., p. 118,—that, “let any objections 

be raised to the plan, let inconsistencies be pointed out in the execution, 
let corrections of varied kinds be suggested, still the fact will remain, 
that the first Greek Testament, since the invention of printing, edited 
wholly on ancient authority, irrespective of modern traditions, is due to 
CHARLES LACHMANN.” At the same time the student must take 
care to keep this high praise in its proper place. Lachmann's was 
the work of a pioneer, not that of a builder. It was not in his de- 
sign, in the work which we now possess, Vo give us в critical and trust- 
worthy text. This he might have done, had he lived, and had he not 
been deterred and discouraged by the general misunderstanding of what 
he had done. His real service to the cause of sacred criticism has 
been, the bold and uncompromising demolition of that unworthy and 
pedantic reverence for the received text, which stood in the way of all 
chance of discovering the genuine word of God ; and, the clear indication 
of the direction which all future sound criticism must take, viz. а return 

to the evidence of the most ancient witnesses. For the firm hold which 
this latter principle hae taken, for the comparative absence of blind 
fautorship of the received text, in spite of repeated attempts to shake 
the one and to re-establish the other, we have mainly to thank Lach- 
mann: and this,—even in the midst of all conceded objections to his 
plan, to his carrying it out, and to his tone and temper,—is surely no 
mean eulogy. 

For further and full description of his Edition, see Tregelles, “ Printed 
text," &c., pp. 97—115. 

) 5 See below, ch. vii. § i. catalogue of MSS. under В. 
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8. Dr. Tischendorf has published at Leipzig several editions of the 
Greek Testament. I shall speak here of two only: the second, which 
appeared in 1849, and the seventh, in 1859. In his revision of the 
text, as explained in his prolegomena to the edition of 1849, he has 
followed the most ancient MSS., not however disregarding the testi- 
mony of the later ones and of versions and fathers, where the former 
disagree, or where the readings of the elder MSS. have apparently 
sprung from corruption of the text. And to judge of this last, he lays 
down the following rules:—Readings are to be suspected,—1. which 
are peculiar to one or other of the elder MSS., or which savour strongly 
of the character of some one class of recensions, and have therefore pro- 
bably proceeded from some corrector :—2. which although supported by 
many MSS., have manifestly or probably sprung from the error of a 
соруівё:—8. which have sprung from a desire to assimilate citations 
from the Old Testament to the text of the cited passage, or parallel 
places in the Gospels to one another. In such cases (unless there be 
strong cause to the contrary) the discrepant reading is to be preferred 
to the accordant one. 4. A reading is to be preferred, which appears to 
furnish a clue to the others, or to contain the elements of them in itself. 

5. The usage of the New Testament writers in general, and of each one 
in particular, is to be regarded in balancing readings with one another. 
For the discussion of these rules, I refer the student to the work itself. 
The theory of them is unobjectionable ; it will be by the practical carrying 
out of them that the New Testament Editor must be judged. And, on 
the whole, his principles appear to have been boldly and consistently 
carried ont; and the text of this edition of 1849 is, in my view, very far 

superior to any which preceded it. The fact of my never having adopted 
it myself, will shew that I do not consider this praise to be in all cases 
deserved. The edition is very unequal in its various parts. His design 
grew on him as he advanced, and he did not re-write the earlier portion 

to correspond with the later. In the Epistles, he gave in full the autho- 

rities for the reading which he adopted, as well as those for that which 

he rejected : in the Gospels, very rarely the latter sometimes neither. In- 

deed the digest, in the early Gospels, was miserably meagre. Full one-third 

of the readings of D were omitted, aa well as many others of importance. 

Compare only, e. g., the various readings of Matt. xii. 1—8 with those in 

Lachmann. And the same is true of almost every page. His adoption of 

readings was not always distinguished by watchfulness to detect trips 

of transcribers, as e. g. in John vi. 51, where the homeoteleuton & 

co was obviously the first source of confusion: see also Luke xxiv. 

51, 52. But, allowing for such imperfections, and for instances of care- 

lessness such as are incident to all who undertake а work of this kind, I 

cannot but regard Tischendorf's 2nd edition as the most valuable contri- 
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bution, at the time of its appearance, which had been yet made to the 
revision of the text of the New Testament. And I believe that all 
future texts arranged on critical principles, will be found to approach 
very closely to his. Such has been the case with my own, although in 
every instance of correction or re-arrangement I have been led, not by 
him, but as the careful reader may see, by the rules which he and I 
have followed in common. And it will be found by any who will take 
ihe trouble to compare our texts, that the differences between us are 
both numerous and important. 

9. Tischendorf’s seventh edition is a far larger work, and, on account 
of its many departures from the second and subsequent ones, requires 
special notice. 

As far as regards uniformity of plan and execution, this edition is 
certainly superior to the second. The array of witnesses cited for and 
against the text adopted is every where as copious as circumstances 
would admit. But it may be doubted whether in point of text this 
later edition is any advance on that other. While professing the same 
critical principles as before, the Editor has involved himself far more in 
subjective speculations, the tendency of which has been to lead him 
away in very many instances from the safe path of the consensus of our 
most ancient evidence, into the defence of a speculative text, respecting 
which arbitrary opinion may be as strongly pronounced on one side as 
on the other. This habit has resulted in a going back in a number of 
passages to the received text: so much so, that the defenders of that 
text against ancient evidence have claimed this edition of Tischendorf’s 
as a victory on their side’, Undoubtedly, on all sound critical prin- 

ciples, it must be regarded, as far as its text is concerned, as a retro- 
gression, rather than an advance, since that of the edition of 1849. 

10. It is much to be regretted that in many particulars Tischendorf's 
digest should still present so many marks of inaccuracy; and that, 
where not borne out by others, so little reliance can be placed upon its 
citations of versions and Fathers. This is the universal testimony of 

those who have taken the pains to compare his citations with the 
originals: and I can add to it from my own experience. When I have 
had occasion to search the works of a Father to discover the real bearing 
of a passage which has been obscured by being partially extracted in 

6 This term must, in Tischendorf's case, be taken with some qualification. His 
various editions do not represent successive deliberate recensions of his text and digest, 
nor do they embrace the ваше design, as in moet other works: but they are merely, for 
the most part, varying forme under which he has issued his text, with or without an 
abbreviated digest of various readings. Properly speaking, we have had but three 
editions from him: the first in 1841, the second in 1849, and the third in 1857-9. 

7 So, 781 Dr. Wordsworth, Preface to his Greek Testament, vol. i. P. xiv. 
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his notes, I have, at least as often as not, found that it ought not to 
have been alleged as evidence. 

11. And the complaints made with regard to the versions are even 
more loud and general. The charges are made against Tischendorf, 
that he has referred very carelessly to the Curetonian Syriac: that in 
the case of the important Syriac version (Peschito) he relies on the 
Latin translation of Leusden and the very unsatisfactory edition of 
Schaaf: and it would appear certain from his silence (Proleg. edn. 7, p. 
xix) that he has neglected the much more important editions of Wid- 
manstadt and Lee (see Tregelles, Horne's Introd. to N. T. vol. iv. p. 260). 
He has passed over in silence the edition of the Coptic (Memphitic) version 
of the Acts and Epistles by Dr. Paul Bötticher—which though not per- 
fectly satisfactory, should still not have been left unconsulted by a pro- 
fessed critical Editor—and has relied on the very incorrect Latin of the 
older edition of Wilkins. Again, in the case of the Armenian version, 
he has trusted wholly to the incorrect and partial collations (Tregelles, 
ib. p. 811) which were made for the N. T. edited by Scholz. It is also 
not unjust to say, that I have been informed by a friend who has some 
knowledge of the original languages, that in the case of other versions, 
where Tregelles and Tischendorf differ in their statement of the readings 
adopted and the impressions given by an ancient version, the English 
Editor is commonly right, and the German Editor commonly wrong. 

12. Stall, with all these faults, Tischendorf’s last edition is an indis- 
pensable book to the thorough biblical scholar. Its research, and 
accumulation of testimonies are wonderful, considering that they are 
the work of one man: and the digest contains what must necessarily 
form the materials for all future revisions of the N. T. text. It is all 
the more to be regretted that such a work should be disfigured by 
blemishes so considerable, and should not have been carefully kept free 
from those elements of untrustworthiness, which its Author was s0 

ready to point out and insist on in his predecessor, Dr. Scholz. 
18. In 1857, Dr. Tregelles published the first part of his edition of 

the Greek Testament, containing the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. 
Mark: and in 1861, the second part, containing the Gospels of St. Luke 
and St. John. The ends which he proposes are thus stated in his Intro- 
ductory notice :— 

I. To give the text of the New Testament on the authority of 
the ancient witnesses, MSS., and versions, with the aid of the 
earlier citations, so as to present, as far as possible, the text best 
attested in the earlier centuries. 

II. To follow certain proofs when obtainable, which carry us as 
near as possible to the apostolic age. 

III. So to give the various readings, as to make it clear what is 
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the evidence on both sides: ала always to give the whole of the 
testimony of the ancient MSS. (and of some which are later in date 
but old in text), of the versions as far as the seventh century, and 

the citations down to Eusebius inclusive. 
In order to accomplish this end, Dr. Tregelles has himself spent much 

time on the labour of collating and re-collating, and has availed himself 
of trustworthy materials before collected by others. 

14. It wil be superfluous, to those who are acquamted with the cha- 
racter of Dr. Tregelles’s previous biblical labours, to say that his work 
has been done with scrupulous fidelity and accuracy. And it is on this 
ground principally that his Edition is so peculiarly valuable: that we 
every where are assured of the ground on which we stand: and are not 
left to the fallacious influence of vast catalogues of authorities on which 
we know not whether we can fairly depend. 

15. It was perhaps to be expected, that Dr. Tregelles, approaching 
biblical criticism from the side of faithful research and thorough assur- 
ance of his ground, should be somewhat more dependent than others on 
mere diplomatic evidence, and less alive to the necessity of judicially 
estimating, апа in some cases even putting aside, the evidence of our 
oldest MSS. And if Tischendorf, in his last edition, has run into a fault 

on the side of speculative hypotheses as to the origin of readings found 
in those MSS., 16 must be confessed, that Tregelles has sometimes erred 
on the (certainly, far safer) side of scrupulous adherence to the mere 
literal evidence of the ancient MSS. I shall elsewhere try to shew, that 
to accept merely such literal evidence, is, in fact, to shut our eyes to very 
much of the real evidence which due study of the habits of the MSS., 
and consequent intelligent judgment on that literal testimony, might set 
before us 

16. Believing this, I cannot concur with Dr. Tregelles in his view of 
the conclusion to be arrived at from the evidence in many disputed 
places. My reasons will be stated at length in the subsequent para- 
graphs. Meantime I would beg my readers to carry away in their 
minds the impression, not of my dissent from Dr. Tregelles in regard to 
such passages, but of my thorough concurrence with his principles 
on the whole, and of my great value for his biblical labours, and for 
the spirit of painstaking and accuracy, and reverence, which every where 
distinguishes them. My personal obligations to him in the preparation 
of this edition will be acknowledged under their proper heads*. No one 
among those interested in the elucidation of the sacred text can more 
heartily wish than I do, that he may have health and eyesight spared 
him to complete the important work which he has so faithfully and 
worthily begun. 
„ э See below, in the list of MSS. 
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17. It remains now that I should explain in detail the principles on 
which I have revised the text. | 

18. The text which I have adopted has been constructed by following 
in all ordinary cases the united or preponderating evidence of the most 
ancient authorities: in cases where the most ancient authorities do not 
agree nor preponderate, taking into account later evidence; and in cases 
where the weight of diplomatic testimony is interfered with by ad- 
ventitious circumstances (such as parallelism or the like), applying those 
principles of criticism which appear to furnish sound criteria of a spurious 
or genuine reading. The object of course is, in each case, where evidence 
is divided, to mount up, if possible, to the original reading from which 
all the variations sprung : in other words, to discover some word, or some 
arrangement, which shall account for the variations, but for which none 
of the variations will account. 

19. The carrying out of this primary object will lead to several critical 
maxims, more or less applicable under varying circumstances. These 
have been for the most part so well detailed long ago by Griesbach, that 
I shall need no apology for transferring to my pages his important para- 
graphs on the subject :— 
1) Brevior lectio, nisi testium vetustorum et gravium auctoritate pe- 

nitus destituatur, praeferenda est verbosiori. Librarii enim multo 
proniores ad addendum fuerunt, quam ad omittendum. Consulto vix 
unquam pretermiserunt quicquam, addiderunt quam plurima: casu 
vero nonnulla quidem exciderunt, sed haud pauca etiam oculorum, 
aurium, memoria, phantasis ac judicii errore a scribis admisso, adjecta 
sunt textui. In primis vero brevior lectio, etiamsi testium auctoritate 
inferior sit altera, præferenda est, 

a) si simul durior, obscurior, ambigua, elliptica, hebraizans aut 

solœca est, 
b) si eadem res variis phrasibus in diversis codicibus expressa 

legitur, 
c) si vocabulorum ordo inconstans est et instabilis, 
d) in pericoparum ' initiis, 
e) si plenior lectio glossam seu interpretamentum sapit, vel paral- 

lelis locis ай verbum consonat, vel e lectionariis immigrasse 
videtur. 

Contra vero pleniorem lectionem breviori (nisi hanc multi et insignes 
tueantur testes) anteponimus, 
a) si omissioni occasionem prebere potuerit ópotoréAevrov, 
В) si id quod omissum est, librariis videri potuit obscurum, 

! In the beginnings of the ecclesiastical portions we often find a word or a clause sup- 
plied, the proper name of the agent or speaker, or the like. 
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durum, superfluum, insolens, paradoxum, pias aures offendens, 
erroneum, aut locis parallelis repugnans, 

y) si ea que absunt, salvo sensu salvaque verborum structura 
abesse poterant, e quo genere sunt propositiones, quod vocant, 
incidentes, prsesertim breviores, et alia, quorum defectum 
librarius relegens qus scripserat haud facile animadvertebat, 

0) si? brevior lectio ingenio, stylo aut scopo auctoris minus con- 
veniens est, 

€) si sensu prorsus caret, 
Ç) si e locis parallelis aut e lectionariis eam irrepsisse probabile 

est. 
2) Difficilior et obscurior lectio anteponenda est ei, in qua omnia tam 
plana sunt et extricata, ut librarius quisque facile intelligere ea 
potuerit. Obscuritate vero et difficultate sua ex potissimum indoctos 
-librarios vexarunt lectiones, 

а) quarum sensus absque penitiore grecismi, hebraismi, historia, 
archseologim, &. cognitione perspici non facile poterant, 

b) quibus admissis vel sententia, varii generis difficultatibus ob- 
structa, verbis inesse, vel aptus membrorum orationis nexus dis- 

solvi, vel argumentorum ab auctore ad confirmandam suam thesin 
prolatorum nervus incidi videbatur. 

8) Durior lectio praferatur ei, qua posita, oratio suaviter. lensterque 
fiuit. Durior autem est lectio elliptica, hebraizans, soloca, а loquendi 
usu greecis consueto abhorrens aut verborum sono aures offendens. 

4) Insolentior lectio potior est ea, qua nil insoliti continetur. Vocabula 
ergo rariora, aut hac saltem significatione, que eo de quo qusritur 
loco admittenda esset, rarius usurpata, phrasesque ас verborum con- 
structiones usu minus trite, preeferantur vulgatioribus. Pro exquisi- 
tioribus enim librarii usitatiora cupide arripere, et in illorum locum 
glossemata et interpretamenta (presertim si margo aut loca parallela 
talia suppeditarent) substituere soliti sunt. 

5) Locutiones minus emphatica, nisi contextus et auctoris scopus 
emphasin postulent?, propius ad genuinam scripturam accedunt, quam 
discrepantes ab ipsis lectiones quibus major vis inest aut inesse videtur. 
Erudituli enim librarii‘, ut commentatores, emphases amabant ac 
captabant. 

* Both these must be applied with caution: the first, because it is quite possible that 
an intelligent librarian might correct £o the well-known expression of his author: the 
second, because that which on a mistaken conventional view of a passage, seems without 
sense, often acquires an admirable sense when the true context is discovered. 

3 But it is evident that this exception requires the utmost caution in its application. 
* Librarios enim dicimus, et hic et alibi criticos simul ac codicum possessores intel- 

ligi volumus, qui in suis libris, e quibus alii deinceps exscripti sunt, vel ipsum textum 
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6) Lectio, præ aliis sensum pietati (presertim monasticw) alende aptum 
fundens, suspecta est 

7) Praferatur aliis lectio cui sensus subest apparenter quidem falsus, 
qui vero re penitus examinata verus esse deprehenditur. 

8) Inter plures unius loci lectiones ca pro suspecta merito habetur, 
que orthodoxorum dogmatibus manifeste pra ceteris faciet. Cum 
enim codices hodie superstites plerique, ne dicam omnes, exarati sint 
a monachis aliisque hominibus catholicorum partibus addictis, cre- 
dibile non est, hos lectionem in codice, quem quisque exscriberet, 
obviam neglexisse ullam, qua catholicorum dogma aliquod luculenter 
confirmari aut hæresis fortiter jugulari posse videretur. Scimus enim, 
lectiones quascunque, etiam manifesto falsas, dummodo orthodoxorum 
placitis patrocinarentur, inde a tertii ssculi initiis mordicus defensas 
seduloque propagatas, cæteras autem ejusdem loci lectiones, que 
dogmati ecclesiastico nil præsidii afferrent hereticorum perfidis 
attributas temere fuisse *. 

9) Cum scribe proclives sint ad iterandas alieno loco vocabulorum et 
sententiarum terminationes easdem, quas modo scripsissent aut mox 
scribendas esse, precurrentibus calamum oculis, previderent, lectiones 
ex ejusmodi rhythmi fallacia facillime explicanda, nullius sunt 
preti’. 

10) Hisce ad peccandum illecebris similes sunt alim. Librarii, qui sen- 
tentiam, antequam scribere eam inciperent, totam jam perlegissent, 
vel dum scriberent fugitivo oculo exemplum sibi propositum inspice- 
rent, sæpe ex antecedentibus vel consequentibus literam, syllabam aut 

immutaront, vel margini saltem qualescungue suas animadversiones et emendationes 

5 Thus, e. g., in Rom. xiv. 17, where the kingdom of God is said to be not meat and 
drink, but ducastocivg x. alpin к. ҳард iv жу. дүйн, the ms. (4) inserta after Qixaiocóvy, 
zai ёскпецсҝ. In some portions, such interpolations and corrections abound. Cf. as an 
example 1 Cor. vii. with the varr. readd. 

* This rule, sound in the main (and hardly to be cited, as Scrivener, p. 875, would 
wish me to do, without its concluding sentence), must be applied with the following 
discrimination :—If the passage is of such а nature, that, whichever reading is adopted, 
the orthodor meaning is legitimate, but the adoption of the stronger orthodox reading 
is absolutely incompatible with the heretical meaning,—then it is probable that such 
stronger orthodox reading was the original. For while the heretics would be certain 
to annul the expression offensive to them and substitute the weaker one, the orthodox, 
on the above hypothesis, would have originally no motive for alteration.—A case in 
point is the celebrated rjv iccAnciay той d,, Acts xx. 28. Had 0«ov been the original, 

it would have been certain to be altered by the heretics: had «vpiov been the original, 
no reason can be assigned why the orthodox should have tampered with it. It is pro- 
bable therefore, as far as this consideration i is involved (see note in loc.), that 0100 was 

the original word. 
? See a curious instance, among many others, of mechanical repetition of a phrase 

from association, 1 Cor. riv. 18: and Rom. viii. 1. 
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vocabulum perperam arripuerunt, novasque sic lectiones procuderunt. 
Si v. e. duo vocabula vicina ab eadem syllaba vel litera inciperent, 
accidit haud raro, ut vel prius plane omitteretur, vel posteriori temere 
tribueretur, quod priori esset peculiare. Ejusmodi hallucinationes 
vix vitabit, qui libello paullo verbosiori exseribendo operam dat, nisi 
toto animo in hoc negotium incumbat: id quod pauci librarii fecisse 
videntur. Lectiones ergo, que ex hoc errorum fonte promanarunt, 
quantumvis vetuste ac consequenter in complures libros transfuss 
sint, recte rejiciuntur, presertim si codices cteroqui cognati ab hujus 
labis contagio puri deprehendantur *. 

11) E pluribus ejusdem loci lectionibus ea prestat, que velut media 
inter ceteras interjacet ; hoc est ea, que reliquarum omnium quasi 
stamina ita continet, ut, hac tanquam primitiva admissa, facile ap- 
pareat, quanam ratione, seu potius quonam erroris genere, ex ipsa 
etetere omnes propullularint. 

12) Repudiantur lectiones glossam seu interpretamentum redolentes, 
eujus generis interpolationes nullo negotio emunctioris naris criticus 
luteolfaciet. 

18) Rejiciendas esse lectiones, e Patrum commentariis aut scholiis ve- 
tustis in textum $nvecías, magno consensu critici docent. (He pro- 
ceeds at some length to caution against the promiscuous assumption 
of such corruptions in the earlier codices and versions from such 
sources. ) 

14) Respuimus lectiones ortas primum in lectionariis, que sepissime 
in anagnosmatum initiis ac interdum in clausulis etiam atque in 
medio contextu claritatis causa addunt, quod ex orationis serie sup- 
plendum esset, resecantque vel immutant, quod, sejunctum ab ante- 

cedentibus aut consequentibus, vix satis recte intelligi posse vide- 
retur. (Similar cautions are here added against assuming this too 
promiscuously.) 

15) Damnanda sunt lectiones e latina versione $n gracos libros invecta. 
(Cautions are here also inserted against the practice of the earlier 
critics, who if they found in the græco-latin MSS. or even in those of 
high antiquity and value, a solitary reading agreeing with the Latin, 
hastily condemned that codex as latinizing.) 

* The vast number and extent of mistakes of this kind are only known to those who 
have carefully observed the phenomena of the later and usually less regarded mas. 
There is hardly an opportunity presented by similar endings of words, of which the 
fertile genius of error hus not availed itself. And even in our most ancient MSS., these 
occur not unfrequently. А remarkable instance is found in A, 1 Cor. vi. 2—6, where 
because IA ax ends ver. 2, and dn (ore ends ver. 6, the whole lying between is 
omitted, the transcriber's eye having passed on from the first отеу to the second ; and 

another in B, Matt. xii. 46—48, where the whole ver. 47 is omitted between Aadjoas 
and Aa cat. 
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20. Having reprinted for the use of students these excellent rules of 
Griesbach's, I must be contented to refer for their ampler illustration 
to the prefaces of his and other editions, especially that of the 7th 
Leipzig edition of Tischendorf, pp. xxvii ff. 

21. It is mainly in accordance with these rules that my text has 
been arranged. Every various reading has been judged with reference 
to external MSS. authority and internal probability combined,—and 
that reading adopted, which on the whole seemed most likely to have 
stood in the original text. Such judgments are of course open to be 
questioned, and in many cases the reading will perhaps never be com- 
pletely agreed on; but I do not know that this should deter successive 
editors from using all means in their power to arrive at a decision in 
each case, and conscientiously discharging their duty by the sacred text’. 

22. The reader will expect to find a statement, how far, in this Fifth 
Edition of the present volume, I have remained firm to the principles 
enunciated in the previous ones, and how far increasing experience, and 
the labours of others, have modified the manner in which I have aimed 

at reaching the end above enounced. 
23. The tendency of any change which time has bronght about in my 

critical views, may be described as twofold: both branches being con- 
sistent and concurrent. 

24. Fist, I have become disposed, as research and comparison have 
gone on, to lay more and more weight on the evidence of our few 
most ancient MSS. and versions, and less on that (in its present 
state at least) of the great array of later mss. which are so often 
paraded in digests as supporting or impugning the commonly received 
text. 

25. It is but due from me to render a reason for an assertion 
apparently so much at variance with some passages in the prolegomena 
to the Second Edition of this vol, and in the prolegg. to the former 
editions of Vol. II. 

I am still willing to endorse what was said there, Vol. II. p. 59, par. 5 
(3rd edition). 
With regard to MSS. testimony, it has been my endeavour to com- 

bine, as far as possible, that furnished by the later MSS. with that of the 
more ancient, and to give them, as well as the others, due weight in 

the determination of readings. The great thing required, in weighing 
the testimony of MSS., is a knowledge of the habits of various classes of 
correctors and transcribers. Long before the date of our earliest MS., 

? In this part of my work I have found of especial service the critical notices prefixed 
to each chapter in Meyer's Commentary, and the similar discussions of readings in the 

text of that of De Wette: and have consulted whatever else I have been able to find on 
the more important and celebrated varieties of reading. 
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& systematic course of correction had begun, and there existed errors of 
transcription of considerable standing. The earlier those corrections or 
errors originated, the more extensively would they be spread among our 
present families of manuscripts, and the more likely are they to have 
found their way into the generally received text. Also, I need hardly 
say, the more difficult are they of detection. The only sure way to 
detect them, is by intimate acquaintance with the general phenomena 
of manuscripts, the cursive as well as the uncial Such acquaintance 
will enable us at once to pronounce а reading to be spurious, which yet 
has a vast array of MS. authority in ita favour: just because we know 
that it furnishes an instance of a correction or of an error commonly 
found in other places." 

26. But it is in the very course of applying this in practice, that 
difficulties have sprung up, of а nature so formidable, as to produce in 
me an oscillation back towards the purely diplomatie principle, as after 
all the only trustworthy one under our present circumstances. 

27. For let us consider, the remarks above cited being taken as 
substantially correct, how we are to proceed. We find a certain num- 
ber of MSS. and versions respecting which our knowledge is definite 

and reliable: whose date we can determine within very narrow limits of 
deviation. So far, as to external evidence, we are safe. "We cannot 

arrive by their means at the original sacred text, for the reasons stated 
in the paragraph above quoted: viz. because, before they were written 
and made, a course of correction, and a series of mistakes in tran- 

scribing, had taken place: but we can arrive at a result of which we 
know the value: we can ascertain, in the main, what was the text of 

the times to which that body of evidence belongs: and we can then, 
under safe caution, apply to that text the above canons of subjective 
criticism: of which application I shall speak by and by. We now 
come to the great mass of cursive mss., written in later ages. What is 
stated above, that some of these possibly may be transcripts of texts of 
at least as much value as those of our more ancient MSS., hardly admits 
of a doubt: and in some few cases it has been ascertained that it is so. 
But in the great majority of cases, where are we now, as to definite- 
ness of evidence? What do we know of the character of the texts 
which we are citing? Even supposing that our collations have been 
thoroughly made, as in the case of the mss. examined by Mr. Scrivener, 
how can we be sure that many of our witnesses ought not to be reduced 
to one, as being mere transcripts of one and the same text ? Here all is 
uncertainty ; all is vague, and liable to wide mistake. In this field it is, 
that the strong assertions may be safely made, which we so constantly 
find in the pages of those who would uphold the received text at all 
hazards: who tell us again and again that “four or five mes. only” read 
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this or that, and “all the rest agree with the received text: when 
perhaps those four or five" are just the consensus of our most ancient 
and venerable authorities, and “all the rest may, for aught we know, be 
in many cases no more worthy to be heard in the matter, than so many 
separate printed copies of the present day. 

28. The tendency of these remarks has been to shew, that though 
there may yet lie hid, among the mass of cursive mss., texts of great 
value and of independent ancient origin, we must be contented to take, 
as our basis of revision of the sacred text, such ancient texts as can, at 

each period of revision, be definitely pointed out to us; and we must 
not assume at random that because the mass may contain more of such, 
therefore it is to be regarded as made up of them. Future researches 
will very probably bring to light more such trustworthy witnesses: as 
this happens, let them be admitted into our list, as has been already 
done in the case of the mas. 1, 33, 69, and some others. And let the 

existence of any remarkable readings be carefully noted in the other 
cursive mss., that their value and position may be by degrees ascertained. 
But it is high time that it should be acknowledged, with humility and 
ingenucusness, that we of this age, when sacred criticism is yet in its 
infancy, must be contented with a provisional text, founded on such 
data as are well assured and defined for us: and must leave it to other 
times, and more complete states of our manuscript evidence, to ap- 
proximate closer and closer to what may be presumed to be our ultimate 
best text. 

29. It is considerations such as these which have led me to banish 
from my digest the long processions of cursive mss. of which I have been 
speaking: and to base my revision only on those witnesses respecting 
which I am able to speak with something like certainty. 

80. SECONDLY, experience has brought about some change in my con- 
victions with regard to the application of canons of subjective criticism to 
the consensus of ancient MSS. In proportion as I have been led severely 
to examine, how far we can safely depend on such subjective considera- 
tions, I confess that the limite of their applicability have become nar- 
rowed. In very many cases, they may be made to tell with equal force 
either way. One critic adopte a reading because it is in accord with the 
usage of the sacred writer: another holds it, for this very reason, to have 

been а subsequent conformation of the text. Опе believes a particle to 
have been inserted to give completeness: another, to have been omitted 
as appearing superfluous. 
Now doubtleas the statement of such uncertainties as these will lead 

mere reviewers, and those who like them only skim the surface of the 
subject, to cast contempt on all application of subjective considerations. 
But such ought not to be its result, and will not be, on any critical mind. 
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The limits of such application will become narrowed: but by that very 
contraction it will become safer and more certain. It is manifest that 
we ought, in every case where it seems to be called for, to look at and 
weigh both sides: where the probabilities appear to be balanced, we are 
bound, in fair dealing with the sacred text, to leave on the mind of the 
critical reader the impression of that equilibrium, and for the general 
reader, who must be furnished with a text, to give the ancient witnesses 
the benefit of the doubt :—where the preponderance appears to us to be 
clear (a matter which I will presently illustrate) against the ancient MSS. 
and versions, we ought not to adhere stiffly and formally to diplomatie 
conformity, but boldly to reject them in this case, as we boldly follow 
them in others. 

81. And as to this latter, I do not know that the difference between 

the principles of intelligent critics is very great. Certainly, as before 
remarked, Tischendorf, in his last edition, has committed himself to sub- 
jective speculations of a vague and untrustworthy kind: but they have 
been violations of his own principles. The difference with which I am 
mainly here concerned on this point, is that between the practice of 
Dr. Tregelles, and my own. In order to set this clearly before the reader, 
I will cite some of the principles which he has enounced in the Intro- 
ductory Notice to his Greek Testament. 

82. He says, 
* (8.) If the reading of the ancient authorities in general is unanimous, 

there can be but little doubt that it should be followed, whatever may 
be the later testimonies: for it is most improbable that the independent 
testimony of early MSS., versions, and Fathers, should accord with 

regard to something entirely groundless.” 
And, 
* (6.) The readings respecting which a judgment must be formed, are 

those where the evidence is really divided in such a way, that it is 
needful to enquire on which side the balance preponderates. In such 
cases, it is not enough to enumerate authorities: they must be 
examined point by point. OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL, (а) an early 
citation will sometimes be decisive, especially if it is given in express 
terms. (6) Also if one reading accords with a parallel passage and 
the other does not: (c) or if one introduces an amplification given 
elsewhere: (4) or if one seems to avoid a difficulty which the other 
does not: (е) or if there is one well-attested reading, and several 
others which may probably have been taken from it: (J) or if the 
one reading might be easily accounted for on principles connected 
with the known origin of variations: in such cases it is not difficult, 
on the whole, to form a judgment as to what was probably the original 
reading. 1% is quite true that at times it may be very doubtful 
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whether the quantity of direct evidence may not overbalance all 
modes of procedure derived from the application of a principle, and as 
to which of two seemingly conflicting considerations ought to have 
most weight." 

88. Now with the whole of these statements I accord in the main, 
and it is only on а certain portion of frontier ground, во to speak, that 
I have any difference with Dr. Tregelles: on that namely which lies 
between the cases described in these two paragraphs of his. "Where . 
ancient evidence is vastly preponderant in favour of some reading, but 
at the same time we have very strong reasons for suspecting that 
reading, it is in these cases, which I am bound to say very seldom 

occur, that I sometimes feel bound to go one way and Dr. Tregelles goes 
the other. 

34. There is one element, implied perhaps in his case (J), but not 
explicitly stated, which'in such cases deserves more weight than he has 
given to it. It is this: the known habits of early copyists, and of the 
particular MSS. with which we are dealing. All biblical critics know, 
that certain ways of writing, e. g. ac for « and vice versa, n for et, ee for 

t, v for о, &c., prevail to such an extent as to form a subject for dis- 
crimination, entirely separate from that of various readings. One М8. 
reads erase, another єтєрї: but we hardly as much as notice this at 
all'. We call it séactem, the name by which such normal enormities 
are known: and no further notice is taken of it. Of these Tregelles 
himself says, Horne, vol. iv. p. 51, *Such interchanges as these are 
frequent even in the oldest MSS. extant: and their occurrence belongs 
rather to the head of orthography than to that of various readings in 
the proper sense of the term. In general, they may and ought to pass 
unnoticed: but when they happen to form an actual word it may require 
some consideration to determine what was the word intended. . . . . The 
sense and meaning must determine: for the spelling has no authority at 
all between «erac and core, exere and exerat, and similar words. Even 
if every MS. should agree in one spelling, there would be no liberty 
taken by any who read the other: since these vowels and diphthongs are 
used indiscriminately.” 

85. Now there are other variations in our ancient MSS., not quite of 
the same character, but very nearly approximating to it, which ought 
whenever they occur, to be taken cwm grano salis, bearing in mind the 
entire uncertainty whether they ought really to be reckoned as various 
readings or not. 

36. To give but one instance, that of the convertible use of the long 

1 I believe that on one occasion or other, specimens of all these monstra" will be 
found noticed in the digest ; but no point has been made of inserting them throughout. 
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and short vowels. A reads оуу» for Ѓыуџу Mark vi. 8; Aaufjareyev 
for ХарВауореу 1 John iii. 22: B reads sxwpev for eyopey Gal. vi. 10: 
C reads {nowpey for Cnheονε Rom. vi. 2, and ov{nowper for -oper ib. 8: 

D reads xeu» cxtopa ywerac Mark її. 22: AB read dtwxopery for 
dtwxwpuer Rom. xiv. 19: AC read асерхыреба for -ореба Heb. iv. 3: 
AD read xpoceviwpar twice for -opa: in 1 Cor. xiv. 15. Dr. Tregelles 
attempts (Horne, ut supra) to clear the most ancient MSS. from the 
charge of this confusion: but in vain; they are amenable to it in common 
with, though not to such an extent as, the later ones. 

37. With these facts before us we come to such a reading as the 
exweusv of Rom. v. 1. Here we have certainly not one or two ancient 
MSS., but the consensus of all, together with the oldest versions and 
Fathers. And I own to having been so far shaken in the trustworthiness 
of subjectivities, that in the last edition of my second volume, I have 

edited exwper, as matter of strict duty. But I have felt, while doing во, 
that my confidence in it, as the original word of St. Paul, was very 

much diminished owing to the practice of the MSS. of interchanging 
o and ы. 

88. But let us descend from this almost irrefragable diplomatic ground 
to the far more common case, where perhaps first-rate evidence being but 
scanty to begin with, all that exists in the particular case presents just 
such a reading as the mistakes or corrections of copyists are constantly 
bringing before us: where, without that balance of evidence which 
Tregelles seems to require as the condition for the exercise of critical 
judgment, some one of his six considerations might in most minds carry 
conviction as to the original reading; are we to abstain, in such a case, 
from sitting in judgment on the reading, and on the authority of two, or 
even but one, of our early uncials, to carry into our text what we are all 

but sure is not part of it, or leave out of it that which we are nearly 
certain belongs to it ? 

39. The question which I have just asked applies to the majority of 
passages where my readings differ from those of Dr. Tregelles. It would 
lead us too far, in these prolegomena, to examine them one by one; but 
if the reader, who follows my text and digest, notes the passages where 
I have been led, not by the weight of ancient external testimony, but by 
some one of the above-stated principles which seems to me to establish 

the text in spite of it, he may be nearly sure that in those Tregelles and 
I diverge. 

40. The principal matter in which our great MSS. are at fault in 

the three Gospels, is, the piecing one Gospel from anotber in parallel 
places. The observation of a close student of the text will not fail to 
convince him, without “assuming that in every passage where there is 
variety of reading, the probability that two Evangelists did not use the 
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same words exceeds all other probabilities *," that in even the earliest 
MSS. there has been constant tampering with the text of one Gospel 
to conform it to that of another. And surely, such being a patent fact, 
nothing can justify us in lending ourselves to sanction such a practice 
by adopting it in our text, nor ought we to follow the multitude, 
whether it be of moderns or of ancients, in thus doing evil; but, even 

with the possibility of mistake in judgment, to avoid the almost cer- 
tainty of mistake in fact. These cases require a discrimination which 
we can hardly expect in any critic to be faultless: but I submit that 
they do peremptorily require it; and I cannot believe that it will be 
found entirely wanting to those who with the human appliances of 
study of the sacred text, and ripened caution, unite that spirit of con- 
scientious reverence, without which all biblical labour is in vain. 

41. It remains that I should say something of the principles of re- 
cension of the text enounced and defended by Mr. Scrivener, in his 
edition of the Codex Augiensis, and now more elaborately in his “ Intro- 
duction to the Criticism of the N. Т.” 

42. From what has preceded, it will be clearly seen that I cannot 
consent to the course which he would prescribe for us, that of seeking 
our readings from the later uncials, supported as they usually are by 
the mass of cursive mss. : for to this his practice really amounts, after all 
the explanation which he has given of it in the work last cited. Nor 
can l conceive а time when examinations of texts, whose character is 

now latent, should lead scholars to such a procedure. For what right 
have we to set virtually aside these two wonderful facte; First, the 
agreement in the main of our oldest unciale, at the distance of one or two 
cenéuries, —of which, owing probably to the results of persecution, we 
have no MS. remains, toit h the citations of the primitive fathers, and 
with the earliest versions? I say, the agreement in the main: for Mr. 
Scrivener's instances of discrepancy’ are in vain used by him to produce 

2 So Mr. Hort, in an able notice of Tischendorf and Tregelles in the Journal of 
Philology for March, 1858, expresses himself, charging us with making the assumption. 
But surely this is not quite fair. We do not assume this, all other things being equal ; 
but we are led to conclude this to have been so in the particular case, other things being 
wnegual. E.g. where one Gospel is undisputed in the use of some particular word or 
phrase, and where in the parallel place in the others this word or phrase is found as the 
reading of one or more (perhaps all that happen to be present, in case of defect of one 
or more) of our great MSS., against the concurrence of the later uncials. It is obvious 
that in such a case as this we make no assumption such as that with which Mr. Hort 
cbarges us. 

4 Mr. Scrivener, no doubt without designed unfairness, but very unfortunately, chose 
for his field of comparison the Gospel of St. Mark, in which we have not the Curetonian 
Syriac, on the testimony of which Tregelles very much relies. 
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an impression, which we know would be contrary to the fact in the 
majority of instances f. 

43. Secondly, the very general concurrence of the character of text of 
our earliest MSS., versions, and Fathers, with that text which the soundest 

critical principles lead us to adopt. This surely invests the authority of 
those early witnesses with a claim upon us which can never be set 
aside: whereas on the other hand, the fact, that the character of the 

text generally received, depending as it does in the main on our later 
uncials and on the mass of the cursive mss., instances so much more 

frequently the violation of sound critical principles, does seem to me to 
detract from the weight of those later witnesses in a measure which no 
mere concurrence of numbers can ever fill up. 

44. If this were reversed: if we found, the earlier we mounted up, 
the Gospels more conformed, instead of more divergent: easy readings 
abounding instead of difficult ones: if we found that the text at present 
received differed from that of the early ages in being more harsh, more 
apparently discrepant from itself, more difficult and startling: then 
indeed we should have good reason to cling pertinaciously to it, and to 
believe, in spite of history, that the vigilance of the church over the 
sacred word had been ever on the increase, at a period in her history 
when all her other graces were on the decline: then we should be com- 
pelled to take as truth the plaint of the old tragedian, йуы тогарёу 
рё» ywpovc. wayai®, and to accept for once the prodigy, that the 
further from the source the clearer the stream." The fact that all this 
is undeniably the other way: that the process by which the present 
received text has been attained has been that of crumbling down 
salient points, softening irregularities, conforming differences, favouring 
prevalent doctrines *,—forms what will ever prove to me an insuperable 

It would be impossible here to range over such a number of examples as would 
prove this to the reader. But Mr. Scrivener himself furnishes а comment which may 
at least tend to relax the stringency of his own conclusion from those which he 
adduces : “I am fully aware that in a field so wide as the criticism of the N. T., those 
who dexterously select their examples may prove just what they will" It is true he 
has avoided the imputation of “ dexterous selection” in those now brought forward 
by him (Introd. &c. pp. 401, 2): but may not almost the same be said of any limited 
selection of examples as set against the great prevailing currente of MS. evidence? 
The dissidence of ancient testimony is, I own, more valuable to me than the cou- 
currence of that which is later. The study of the various readings in parallel places in 
the gospels will, I should imagine, bring most minds to the same conclusion. 

5 Eur. Med. 414. 
* Mr. Scrivener says (Introd. p. 406), “ I am sorry he should think it right to add, 

‘favouring prevalent doctrines.’ Why should any one be backward in stating that 
which is a notorious fact?" Mr. В.'е two next pages are very instructive as to the 
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barrier against accepting the principles so ably advocated by Mr. 
Scrivener. 

45. Of course it will be inferred that still less can I accede to the 
principles of recension enounced by another school of critics, e. g. by 
a writer in a number of the British Quarterly. I need but mention 
these principles by way of illustrating by antagonism those which I 
believe more and more to be the only sound ones. They seem to be 
nearly as follows: 

1. That the received text requires alteration in comparatively few 

passages. 
2. That in making alterations, the earlier mss. should have much less 

authority yielded to them than critical editors have hitherto 
assigned. 

3. That the context ought to have great weight in determining the 
true reading. 

4. That ancient versions, fathers, and such known facte as corruption 
from parallel passages, should only be used in subordination to the 
mass of mss. and considerations derived from the context. 

46. In fact, to dwell but on one point here put forward, the con- 

sideration of the “ context” is the very last that should be allowed by a 
critic to be present in his mind as an element of his judgment. I do 
nob say that in some extreme cases 16 may not have to be introduced, as 
perhaps (but I should now speak doubtfully even in this case) in Rom. 
v. 1, where there are so many confusing considerations arising from the 
habits of the mss.: but certainly we may say, that it is by this very 
consideration of the context, and of N. T. usage, that our deteriorated 
Textus receptus has in many instances arisen’, and that the general 

difference in view between him and myself as regards tho dissidence of ancient, and 
concurrence of later evidence. The challenge which he there throws out to me, to 
* illustrate the next edition of my text of the Gospels with a further accession of 
various readings from the best cursive codices," is one which I of all men should be 
most ready to accept, if, on the one hand, my digest were to be taken for more than a 
compendium of various readings: and if, on the other, I could find that the character 
of the text of the various cursives had been sufficiently studied to be accurately 
ascertained. 

7 See two notable instances of these combined, 1) in a note of Dr. Bloomfield's, 
quoted with approbation by Dr. Wordsworth on John vi. 69—where the ancient 
reading йүс is rejected by both, because the expression Aytog rov Osov does not 
elsewhere occur except in the confession of the dsmoniacs, and xpiorôr, ô vide 
тоё Өгө frequently occurs in the N. Т. () A purer piece of arbitrary subjectivity 
can hardly be imagined. And 2) Dr. Wordsworth’s own note immediately following, 
in which he retains rov L&vrog in the text, against BCDL (A being deficient, which 
he does not state) 1. 83, all the old latin versions except f, the vulg. copt. arm. Cyr. 
al, as being “very expressive and relevant to this place in connexion with phpara 
фейс, cer. 68." 
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adoption of it as a critical gnomon would be the worst imaginable retro- 
grade step in sacred criticism. 

47. I am very anxious, in concluding this section, not to leave the 
impression on the reader that my present text differs from the former 
ones, or from those of Tischendorf and Tregelles, more than is really 
the case. In fact, with regard to the principles which regulate the 
decision in by far tbe greater number of differing readings, we are all 
in accord. It is but seldom, in most parts of the N. T., that those pas- 

sages occur where our reasons of divergence come into play. And the 
same caution should be carried yet further. When it is objected by 
such writers as the critic in the British Quarterly, that “the texts in 
the modern eritical editions are not even substantialy the same," let 
the reader not hastily take this for granted, but carefully examine for 
himself how far it is true. He will find, that while in some passages 
differing views as to the comparative value of mere diplomatic evidence 
and of subjective considerations have led modern critical editors to 
different results, in the great mass of cases they are in accord. And 
let him hence learn to estimate the real gain which has accrued to our 
knowledge of the sacred text from that modern criticism which it is 
now becoming the fashion to despise: the positive progress which has 
been made in all those places where the ancient MSS. are unanimous 
against our received text: and the more satisfactory state of our know- 
ledge by means of more collations, and the exercise of critical judgment, 
even in those places where the true reading is, and perhape must ever 
remain, a matter of doubt. 

48. It now remains to give a brief account of the method of spelling 
adopted in the text which I have edited. It has been taken, like the 
text itself, from the testimony of our most ancient existing MSS. 

The following table is intended to bring into one view the main out- 
lines of the course pursued in this volume, and to aid in freeing the digest 
as far as possible from all purely orthographical details :— 

Gee, Mk i. 16, 17, ABI. [But 4Ммгеїс retained in Mt iv. 18, 19 («Анес Bi, амес 
C) and Lu v. 2 (aeg ACQN). In Mk i., C is defective; N has алик ver 16, 
akteig ver 17.] 

for ФАА (or vice versa). Whenever weighty testimony necessitates a change in 
the ordinary text, the chief witnesses for the form adopted are given as briefly as 
possible in the digest ad loc. Similarly with all other cases of elision or non- 

åváyaror ABCD. (Mk xiv. 15; Lu xxii. 12.) 
åvárapos ADR. (Lu xiv. 18, 21: B! has the two forms.) 
&ávrvrépa ABDRAN. (Lu viii. 26.) 
dqrontdévvev AC, and sometimes DN. 

Babies ABCD. (Lu xxiv. 1.) 
BadAdyrsov ABD, supported also by CQTA. 
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Boernpyés ABC. (Mk iii. 17.) 
Boós, Lu iii. 32, ABD and C(def in La) Mt. But we read Boés with BN in Mt i. 5. 
vénpe ABCD. (Compare under '"Ieavá» below. Similarly p for pp, e. g. épippévor 

BCN, Mt ix. 36; ipdmoav ABCDZ, Mt xxvi. 27; wpoctpgtev (not edited) 
BDN, Lu vi. 48; and B has wapgcig Mk vii. 32, dtaphkfac Mk xiv. 63, ef 

similia.) 
Ted (- vet) ABCD. (Mt xxvi. 88; Mk xiv. 82.) 
AavelS ABCDN. So also LIT of gosp., E of Acts, and (always) D of Epistles. The 

abbreviated form дад is exclusively used in FKNPQRUXZPA 88. 69; it is also 
found in ACEGHLMA XN 1, E of Acta, F of Epistles. The word is found at full 
length in BD always; in A, Lu iii. 31; in C, Heb iv. 7; in М, Mt i. 6. See 
Tregelles’ digest on Lu iii. 31, from which this is partly taken. Aavid is read in 
P'EMVTA, and in F of Epistles; but Aavsid is supported by overwhelming 
MS. authority and is the form adopted by Lachmann, Tischdf., Tregelles, and 
Westcott. 

ibóvero and A4bóvoro. The best MSS. have the one almost as often as the other. 
When a consensus of MSS. leads to a form different from that found in the testue 
receptus the authority for our text is given in the digest. 

[-«- and . See under Aevei. ] 
&<\керќуоє ABDP, Lu xvi. 20. [Cf. dvd .] 
ixarovrápyns BC, Mt viii. 18. (AD defective.) But ixaróvrapyoc Mt viii. 5, 8 (read 

by BC notwithstanding the -yp in ver 13); xxvii. 64 (-yn¢ D); Lu vii. 6 ( xne 

BL); xxiii. 47 (-хяс B). 
ius ABD, Lu iv. 27. [Cf. yirypa, above.] 
Saros ABCD. But in Mt xxvii. 46 D has vvar., in ver 45 evar. [lveshjrorra is 

also read in BD. Cf. yiynpa.] 
беке BZ, Mt xix. 5. But elsewhere in gosp. ere is retained. Except Lu vi. 22, 

where all agree in fvera; and «lvexev Lu iv. 18, in which the uncials agree. 
[B has eveca in Mt v. 10, 11; Mk xiii. 9; D, in Mk x. 29; Lu xxi. 12. В has 
tere La xviii. 29.] 

BCN, and sometimes A. 
ipewáv BIN Joh v. 39 al. 
ippfón BD. (AC defective in Mt v. 21, 27, 31, 88, 38, 43.) In Rom ix. 12, 20, AB! 

have éppd0y, and so also Cod. Clarom. 1. m. 
ёсдеа» ВК in Mk i. 6; BD in Lu vii. 88, x. 7, xxii. 80. In other places éo@lav as 

rec. 
«буса and тёдбкиса; ebAdyqoe and m ; eŭpioror and зубрискоу ; et similia 

treated as idévaro and йфдо»ато g. v. 
6. BC every where in Mk (except i. 18; where, however, Lit have «$0óc). 
Nad, Joh iv. 52, ABCDN. 
zer, Mt xv. 23, ВСОК. [So also CN in Mk iv. 10, where ABD and tho text have 

r.] 
apo Фура, Mk xi. 1, BCD. This is the form used in all other places in Mt, Mk, 

and John (gosp.), except Mt xxiii. 87, where there is clearly special reason for the 
Hebrew form found alike in the ancient MSS. and in the ordinary text. 

“Iepoveadyp, Lu xviii. 3, BDR. This is the form found in all places in Lu (gosp.) 
except ii. 22, xix. 28 (Iepovcadnp D), xxiii. 37. 

Je (for'Iwavvá) AB, Lu iii. 27 (C defective, D has a different genealogy). 
Similarly B generally reads ‘Iwdvnc, which Tregelles has edited. But B has 

'"Iod»rgc Lu і. 60, 68; Acts iv. 6, 18, 19, where Vercellone states expressly, 
“sta cod. own duplici v. In the other great MSS. чене воми its 
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кёүб, kåpol, кёрќ, кбу, кёкєї, кёкеібеу, cüxsivos, or their respective uncontracted 
forms, edited according to the preponderance of the early testimony briefly given 
in the digest. Variation only noticed when this consensus differs from the 
teríus receptus. 

Kadapvactp BDZN. [The received Катер. is found in ACP.] 
upéBarros ABCD. [B!(Verc) has rpaßßurroç in Mk ii. 9, 11, 12, and only there; 

краВаттос in ver 4; also in Mk vi., Joh v. &c. In Joh v., N has cpaBacroy 
(sic). ] 

мүнө ВЮК. So also C in Mk v. 9, but in v. 15 -e-; - has been retained in this 
edition in Mk xxvi. 58, Lu viii. 30. At ye is the form in D Mt xxvi. 53, and in 
В! Lu viii. 30: in both these MSS. & and « are constantly confounded; this is 
therefore equivalent to Хеу», as Aeyaww» D? (Lu viii. 80) is to Aeytov. 

Aevel AB, Lu iii. 29. Similarly Aevei Heb vii. 5 (BCD'N); Aeveig Heb vii. 9 (BCi), 
Lu v. 27 (ABCDRZ), Lu v. 29 (ABCRT); Aevtírgc Lu x. 32 (BD), Joh i. 19 
(BN); A«aruóc Heb vii. 11 (BDN). In all places B has e-, but аа it is 
certainly a special characteristic of B to substitute « for 1 (e. g. yuropat, 
yervecre, kptye, nuce, таро), it has not been followed in Aevei or Aeveic 
(except when further supported, as above), НАнас, Iepetyw, TaREH сии, 
ЕАнса[$ет. It is fair to remark that e is not invariably found in B, e. g. spe 
is spelt with; xpíve, with e: we find also (and have edited) 'Ефекас, 
Zayapiac, 'Afut, 'Ieptpíac, 'Ieyovlac, Avcaviac. The tendency in C was rather 
to substitute « for æ; but in Mt xxviii. 8, we have ventured to reject деа 
though supported by ABCD, and in Mk i. 5 IepocoAvperra: (ABD). There is no 
doubt that some names should be written with « which it has been customary to 
spell with «, but about many others there is an uncertainty which it has been 
thought best that the text of this edition should reflect. The following names, 
occurring for the most part in the genealogies of Mt i. and Lu iii. have 

been edited with -&-:—'ApewaBéB В (Mt i. 4 D defective) D (Lu iii. 33, an 
omission іп B), 'Есћ№ AB, "НХ AB, Чесеќає BD, MeAxel AB, N Apel AB, 

Nevevetras ABC(D) in Mt xii. 41 (but Nevevirac Lu xi. 30, with AC against 
B, D omitting the ver), "Оф ев BD, Xepateiv ABCX. 

Aypyopas ABCDNQRTN. So also in all compounds. Similarly d4vdéAnpyug ABCD 
(Lu ix. 51), Айн ABD! (Phil iv. 16, C defective). 

Mapváp and Mapla. The leading MSS. do not seem to be uniform in their practice. 
All agree in Мар‹ќр Lu i. 27, and in making the genitive case Mapíac (it occurs 
7 times) In the dative, there is no reason to depart from the received reading 
Маран Lu ii. 5 (D alone reading Mapíg), Мара rj Мауд. Mk xvi. 9 (C has 
Mapiáp). In the accusative, there is sufficient authority throughout the gospels 
for editing Mapiap ; rejecting the received Mapiay in Joh xi., on the authority of 
BC: but Марау is read in B Mt i. 20; in D, Lu ii. 16; and in ABC, Rom xvi. 
6. [For variations between н and у, compare 'Ieavéáu and Kewép (Lu iii. 30, 
86) where p has been edited with BN: similarly in ver. 27 for 'Ieaváv, 'Iwaváp 
is read in N.] 

MaG@aos BID and, in Mt ix. 9, Lu vi. 15, N. This form has been adopted by Lach- 
mann, Tischdf., and Tregelles. The received Mar@. is supported by AC &c., and, 
in Mk iii. 18, by N. Similarly Мабдбу (Mti) and Ma@@dr in Lu iii. 29, but 
Мат@ёт (во even B, Verc) in Lu iii. 24. 

paxalpp, Mt xxvi. 52 (ABC), Lu xxii. 49 (B'DT). Similarly «Aqpp$pus BEN (Lu vi. 
48). 

Mewic1Qs BD and, at least sometimes, RN; so also occasionally A (Rev xv. 3) C (Heb 
iji. 2,6). In the dative Мороа is the form generally found in BDN, but B! has 

-on in Mk ix. 4. The accusative occurs only once in the gospels (Lu xvi. 29), and 
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there all the uncials agree in the received termination -sea. In the Acts and 
epistles (4 places), however, there seems to be a similar agreement in favour of 

v ige\svorixéy uniformly added notwithstanding occasional exceptions in the MSS. we 
follow 

М№е{арёд, NalLapér, and Nafapa. Some of the second and third-rate uncials have 

adopted ome form throughout: thus L always has Nakaper; and HMUVA, 
Na%apıð. But in our earliest and best MSS. we find no such artificial uniformity. 
A has Nafapar 4 times, Načapað twice, and Nafager 3 times; B, NaZager 6 
times (besides 8 times secunda manu), NaZape® 4 times and Nalapu 

once; C, Мађара 3 times, and Nalap:@ 4 times; E, NaZaper, NaZape@, and 

Мафара, each once; D, however, has Nalape 7 times, Nagaper and Nalapsd 
each once. We have then four or five forms, each of which has strong claims to 
be considered as the ancient or even the original resding in one or other of the 
twelve passages in which the word occurs. In Acts x. 38 and Mt xxi. 11 we have 
no difficulty in adopting NeZapi@: in the former case on the authority of BCDE 
against AGH, and in the latter on that of BCDX &c. against FGLT. With as 
little hesitation we are bound to accept Nakapär in Joh i. 46, 47, with ABLX 
against EFGHMUVA. In Mt iv. 18, a third form, NaZapa, establishes itself on 
the authority of B'Z 83 Orig, supported as they are by Z in Lu iv. 16, lat-e 
in Joh i. 46, and Eus (teste Scholz) in Mt ii. 23: see also Griesbach’s fourth 
Canon. In Lu ii. 39, 51, the agreement of B! with D &c., confirmed in ver. 39 by 

Ж, establishes the form NaZapi0. The five remaining cases admit of considerable 
doubt, and in fact it is almost impossible to come to any steady decision upon 

them: for in Mt ii. 23, Naleape@ is supported by C &с., Nalapir being the 

reading of B(sic) DL; in Mk i. 9 NaZapir is supported by ВІТА, Natapar by 
AP, and Naap: by DFHKMUV;; in Lu i. 26, we have B for NaZapér, C for 
Мабар, and A for Naapa; in Lu ii. 4 Nafapir is supported by BEKLZ, 

Naxapeo by DFGHMUTA, and Naapa by ACA; lastly, in Lu iv. 16, we have 

every variety, and little or nothing to guide our decision; for though we read 
Nalapéer with BEL, yet A has Natapar ; EFGHMUVTA, Nalaped; A, NaZapaé; 

D, NaZaped; and X, NaZapu. [We may mention here that l'eyygcapír, though 
it only occurs three times, and then with preponderating authority for the usual 
form, is still, in one or two uncial MSS, varied in a manner similar to NaZapir. 

Thos we find „ ytvvneapar, and even (in D!) уг»»гтар.] 
Nesgéáv ABCOM). Lu iv. 27 
обтюз before a consonant, edited uniformly. So, but with occasional exceptions, 
pt &c. 
vepeboi e. g. Mk iv. 29 BDN. Similarly 4vo« o. g. Mk v. 43 ABD. 
xev BCD(N), Joh iv. 7, 9, 10. [M has zi», so A ver. 9.] 
трабз BCDN. Similarly rpaérne in the Epistles. 
SBA ABCD, Mk xiv. 45. But faBB( retained in all other places, though in most, if 

not all, BN read paper. 
feBBovr( ABC and all other uncials (Mk x. 61 and [rec also] John xx. 16). [B has 

-t. 
Loropéves ABD EN and sometimes C. Similarly ZoAogéva. 
стекот\ќтора AB(D) &c. (Mk vi. 27, C defective.) 
HE ABCD. Adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles. [This is 

clearly a distinct case from the following, where in spite of the best MSS. the 
ordinary form has been retained. іукасну ABDQ (Lu xviii. 1, C defective); 
za vyryscia BCDZ Mt xix. 28; срьукадпаба: ABCP (Mk xiv. 54, var. lect. in 
D); соука\н» ABCD; oN BD and, twice, C (cvAA. A and, once, С); 
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evvpaünrgc ACDN (Joh*xi.16: тонн. B[Verc]) ; evAMauBayttv holds its ground 
in В: in ed. Verc. avAA. is read 11 timos, cv». only once (Phil iv. 3). The same 
is the case with evAMiyty : evà). all 7 times in B (cvs. D in Mt xiii. at least).] 

vvv vireioQa. BCD (Mk iii. 5). : 
cuvwapaylveo@as ABCDPQR (Lu xxiii. 48). 
ouvrviyay ABCD. [Corrige Mk iv. 19.] 
cuvmropeveoGa: ABC. (Mk x. 1, var. lect. in D.) 
guvaravpoww ABN. (Mt xxvii. 44 [С def., D var. lect.], Joh xix. 82 (CD def. ].) 
торо» BD Mt ті. 6. [All agree in this form in the 3 other passages. ] 
тессербкоута ABIC PN. (C contains only one of the 4 places (Mt. iv. 2] in the 

gospels in which the word is found.) But réccaprc in B throughout the gospels ; 
reocepec in N (Joh хі. 17 ; xix. 23); reacap. 5 times in A, recep once (Joh хіх. 

28). So also ixa@epic8y has been edited in Mk i. 42 with A B'(sic) C; but 
ixaBapic@y in the 7 other places, in 6 of which B has -0ap-, in Mt viii. 3 -0гр-, 
1. m. 

xpeodeérqs ABDI,PRAE. (Lu vii. 41; xvi. 6. С defective in both.) 

49. The conflicting claims of dy and ёбу have in general more the 
character of various readings than of mere orthographical variations. 
But the habit of B and many other MSS., and also of the printed text 
from the tertus receptus to that of the present volume, brings before us 
many cases in which éáv must be looked upon merely as a popular cor- 
ruption for är. The following is a list of certain of these, compiled 
by Kuenen and Cobet (V. T. ad fidem Cod. Vat. Pref. p. \xxiii), in 
which B has «av. Mt. v. 19 (once); xi. 27; xii. 82 (once) “; xv. 5; 
xvi. 19 (once) *, 25%; xviii. 5, 18 (once), 19; xx. 4; xxii. 9* ; xxiv. 
28; xxvi. 13; Mk iii. 28*; vi. 10; viii. 35 (once) *; x. 85; xiii. 11; 

xiv. 9; Lu. vi. 28; ix. 57%; xvii 88; Acts ii. 219; viii. 19. On 
looking out these places in critical editions, we find that in every one of 
them D has a». In those marked with an asterisk the text of this 
edition differs from the received. In the rest, the received, as well as our 
text, has the form found in B. Three other instances in the Gospels and 
Acts are included in Cobet's list, these are :—Mt viii. 19, where, D being 
deficient, there seems to be no important variation from the reading ёй» ; 
Lu ix. 48, where it is doubtful which reading is really found in B (the 
Bentley collation contradicting the two Roman editions) ; and Lu x. 35, 
which we have separated because it is the only one of the list in which 
B stands alone, and in which we have retained the reading not found in 
that MS. 

БО. One other matter, referred in the digest to the prolegomena, must 

be treated of here. We have to decide in some way or other between the 
readings T'adapnywr, Tepaonvwy, and Tepyeonvwy in the parallel passages 
of the three synoptical evangelists (Mt viii. 28; Mk v. 1; Lu viii. 26, 
87). There being strong ancient evidence for each of these words, and 
each occurring in all three gospels, how are we to find out which of them 
belongs properly to any one of the three? The ancient versions are 
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here of little assistance: for Syr syr-txt uniformly adopt Гадару›шы»; 
latt, Tspacnrwy; copt sth arm, Tepyeonywy. We have endeavoured 

then to assign the proper reading to each Gospel by weighing MS. 
against MS. in the light of the principle called ‘ corruption from parallel 
passages. In St. Matthew, we have ВС! for Ta8apyvev; against D for 
Fepacnvwy (A being here defective), and we therefore adopt Tadapnrér. 
Again in St. Luke, we have Tepacnvur, supported by BC'D; against 
Tadapnrwy, which is the reading of A; we therefore place Tepaonrô in 
the text of St. Luke. Lastly, in St. Mark’s Gospel, we find that BD 

are arrayed against AC; the former supporting T'epacyywr, which we 
have already accepted as St. Luke's word, the latter supporting Гадару»ы», 
which seems to be the right reading in St. Matthew. What is to be 
done in this division of the best MSS., joined as it is to the high proba- 
bility that there has been corruption in C from || Mt, in BD from || Lu? 
At this juncture, the second-rate MSS. come to our aid, supported by 
other considerations of importance: A reads Гараёдт›ш» in St. Matt., 
l'adapgrwr in St. Luke, but l'epyeznrov іп St. Mark; U deserts the class 

with which it is usually found, to support the same reading, which is 
moreover the only one found in the three places in L 1. 33 copt eth arm, 
is the reading of PÆ in St. Luke (the only one of the three passages in 
which they are extant), of X elsewhere, of Epiphanius, of ev-y, and 
(though in other places it has Гераопушу) of the margin of the later 
Syriac. 

91. The punctuation of the text in this and my other editions has 
been revised on the principle which as far as I know Lachmann was 
the first to apply to the N. T., viz. the dropping of commas wherever 
they were unnecessary, i e. wherever the sense of itself sufficiently 
indicates the break: and the frequent substitution of commas or periods 
for the colons so plentifully scattered in the received text: of commas, 
where the sense flows on, and the colon hindered it: of periods, where 
the sense is entirely broken, and the colon seemed to connect it. 
Almost all printed books are sadly over-punctuated. There is no greater 
hindrance to the flow and connexion of thought in the mind of a reader 
than that festooning off words and clauses by commas, of which our 
modern typographers are so fond. Amd if the getting rid of them is 
desirable in other books, it becomes a duty in our treatment of the 
sacred text. All stops in it are purely human inventions: and though 
some are absolutely necessary for the guidance of the general reader, 
they should be as few as possible and only those positively required. 
Among other services which modern criticism has rendered to the 
sacred text, this, though it may seem one of the least, is no mean one, 

that it has cleared it from the exegetical obscuration of many thousand 
commas. 
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SECTION II. 

OF THE VARIOUS READINGS. 

1. The digest of various readings in the fourth édition of this volume 
was entirely re-written. In the present edition the whole has been care- 
fully revised and the processes mentioned in the next paragraph carried 
out more thoroughly and consistently than in the previous edition. 'This 
labour has been undertaken and carried through, under my own super- 
intendence, by the Rev. A. W. Grafton. 

2. The particulars in which these editions differ from their predecessors 
may be thus stated : 

a) The weeding out of matter untrustworthy, or irrelevant, or not 
properly belonging to a work whose main purpose is philological 
and exegetical. 

5) The insertion of valuable additional matter which has chiefly accrued 
by the labours of collators during the years 1856—April, 1863. 

8. With reference to the former of these, I may remark that expe- 
 rience has shewn great numbers of the cursive MSS. commonly cited 
for or against readings in the sacred text, to be evidence of the most 
uncertain and questionable kind. Their readings have been very im- 
perfectly collated: their individual character is little known: the im- 
pression given by a long array of them on one side is most fallacious, 
for we know not whether an equally long array might not be mustered 
on the other, had they been more thoroughly collated. This remark 
applies to very many readings which are commonly supposed to rest on 
the almost unanimous testimony of the later MSS. The whole reason- 
ing founded on them has been loose and baseless. We know not the 
stability of our ground. 

4. It seemed therefore in re-arranging the digest for the fourth edition, 
that it would be best to banish from it all uncertain and ill-assured 
evidence, and to construct our text out of that only, on which we could 

entirely depend. The abbreviations **aly Scholz," * al Tischendorf,” 

and the like, no longer appear, since, in our entire ignorance of any definite 
particulars, such statements tend only to mislead. А summary of the 
evidence of the cursive MSS. is given in passages where they have been 
really examined. We have been able to place on our margin and cite 
systematically three of the most important and most thoroughly collated 
of the cursive MSS. Others have been occasionally cited, chiefly with 
the view of shewing something of the relation which they bear either to 
our more ancient MSS. ог to the textus receptus. 

5. As respects the omission of irrelevant matter, it may be remarked, 

that at the same time with the long lists of cursive MSS., has vanished 

from our digest the pretension of being a complete account of all various 
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readings. And since no such complete account could be given, it became 
a question whether it were really answering any worthy purpose to 
encumber our pages with numerous insignificant readings of later MSS., 
or versions which could not under any circumstances enter into con- 
sideration in editing the text. And the reply to this question has been, 
the exclusion as a general rule of all readings which are not supported by 
at least some one MS. as old as the sixth century. Even with respect to 
these, mere variations in orthography and alteration of grammatical 
forms have been in this fifth edition to a great extent omitted. The list 
given above, pp. 94 et seg., is intended as a summary account of such 
matters. In a manner similar to that which is there described (under 
aud, cays, &c.) we have treated the frequent substitution of the first 

aorist sima for the second «ior; 1 aor. ёдшка, for perfect дёдшка; and 
the like. 

6. The additional MSS., &c., incorporated in the digest in this edition, 

will be found specified in detail in the enumeration of the apparatus criticus. 
7. I have given, in all cases, the authorities both for and against the 

text which I have adopted; and have, where it seemed requisite, inserted 

in the digest, in brackets and in italics, the reasons which influenced my 
judgment *. 

8. In some cases I have found it impossible to decide between two 
conflicting readings. When it seemed to me more than usually doubtful 
whether one or more words ought to be inserted or omitted, they have 
been printed in the text, but marked by square brackets. In more com- 
plex cases, where this expedient could not be used, one of the two 
readings stands in the text itself, the alternative one in the digest, but 
with accents and in the same type as the text. 

9. I would recommend to the student, though 16 may seem irksome 
at first, the diligent study of the digest of various readings. It is of the 
firs$ moment, to become familiar with the critieism of the sacred text: 

to be able to decide for oneself in each case, or at all events to be ac- 
quainted with the reasons on whieh others have decided. Charges of 
rashness are often brought against us as Editore, by persons totally un- 
acquainted with the ecience of criticism: and nothing short of a patient 
examination of classes of various readings will prevent students from 
being misled by such easy and random verdicts. 

10. In the digest of various readings, I have used the following signs 
and abbreviations : 

* Where only one or two MSS. are cited for a particular variation from the edited 
text, and none in support of that text, it is to be concluded that at least the remaining 

MBS. indicated on the margin contain the reading adopted. 
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appy, apparently. 
ast, asterisk. w- ast, or with-ast, marked with an asterisk or asterisks : 

see note on ob below. 
bef, before. 

beg, beginning. 
comm, commentary—when appended to the name of a Father, it 

denotes that the reading referred to is found in the body of his 
commentary, and not in the text printed at the head of the com- 
mentary. This last is often very much tampered with. 

corr, corrector. corrd, corrected. 

ed, edition. 
elz, elzevir edition of the Greek Test. 

e sil, e silentio collatorum. 
ev, evangelistarium, i. е. a copy of the Gospels arranged for church usc. 
exc, except. 
expr, expressly. 
gr, greek—when appended to a letter denoting a Greco-latin MS. 

means that the reading of the Latin text differs from that of the 
Greek. 

ins, insert-——“ ins cae AB” means that the MSS. A and B insert каг. 

marg, margin. marg-eccles denotes that the reading cited is given 
on the margin as an alteration to be made in reading the passage in 
church, e. g. the name of our Lord, where the pronoun would other- 
wise stand, at the beginning of a Gospel for the day." 

ob, obelus. w-ob, or with-ob, marked with an obelus or with obeli. 

This abbreviation and “ast” are principally used with reference to 
the later Syriac version“. 

om, omit— om c. АВ” means that the MSS. А and B omit the xa: 

given in the text or inserted by other MSS. 
pref, prefix. e. g. “aft ri ins каа A: pref C.” “pref” means that С 

inserts ка. bef re instead of after it as A does. 
rec, the testus receptus, or received text of the Greek Testament. 

Used in this edition when elz and Steph agree. 
rel, reliqui—means that all the other manuscripts named on the 

margin have the reading to which this is appended. 

* On these marks Tregelles observes: “The asterisks and obeli shew points of simi- 
larity to the Syriac version of the Old Test. made from the Hexaplar text of the гхх as 
revised by Origen. Аяз that translation employs those marks, borrowed from the Greek 
text, to indicate variations from the Hebrew, so too here, they seemed to be used in a 
similar manner; they thus point out respectively additions, and words which are marked 
as if they should be omitted. It looks, therefore, as if in revising, additions had been 
introduced marked with an asterisk, and that whatever was or was deemed redundant 
was marked with an obelus.” (Treg. in Horne, vol. iv. p. 272.) 
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Steph, Stephens’ Greek Testament. 
Tischdf, Tischendorf. 
transp, transpose. 
Treg, Tregelles. 
txt, text—when followed by a list of MSS., versions, &c., means that 

the reading adopted in this edition is supported by those MSS., 
versions, &c. 

ver, verse. 
vss, versions. 
vv, verses. 
Wtet or Wetet, Wetstein. 

The figures 2, 3, &c. inserted above the line to the right hand, imply a 
second, third, &c. hand in a ms. Thus В! means the original scribe of 
B; С° the first corrector of C; C', the second; Г", a recent corrector 

of D; and so оп.  B-corr! means В as corrected by the original scribe, 
or the contemporary d op ric. 

The same figures below the line, imply recurrence of the reading 2, 8, 
&c. times in the author mentioned; e. g. Aug:, Orig,, Bass. 

[But f, means (see p. 135) that Corbeian MS. which is cited by 
Scholz, &c. as “ Corb. 1." 

De, “Corb. 2;” fis, “Corb. 1 and 2." Similarly in the cases of 91, 

Im Jis- 
F., means the original scribe of Latin MS. f}. 
Л”, means the corrector of f. 
F, the original scribe of MS. J.] 
See further the note on the list of Fathers below. 

SECTION III. 

OF THE MARGINAL REFERENCES. 

1. The references in the margin of this Edition of the Greek Testa- 
ment are not those usually printed in other Editions. "Those are refer- 
ences to the subject-matter of the text: and are most useful and neces- 
sary to every biblical student. As however they are now to be found 
in many editions of our English Bible, it seemed unnecessary to reprint 
them here. Instead of them, l have drawn up a body of references 
to verbal and idiomatical usages, which I hope will be found an addition 
to our apparatus criticus, as tending to exhibit, simultaneously with the 
text itself, the peculiarities and йтаЁ Aeyóprva of the passage under 
consideration. 

2. The materials for constructing such a body of references have of 
course been principally found in the various Greek Testament Lexicons, 
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aided by personal study of the text in matters of which Lexicons do not 
treat. I have also used with profit, but not extensively, Grinfield’s 
Editio Hellenistica Novi Testamenti, and take this opportunity of 
acknowledging my obligations to that work. 

8. The hindrances, as well as the helps, to such a compilation, should 
be mentioned. They mainly consisted in the almost uniform $naccuracy 
in the references in the existing Lexicons. In Schleusner and Parkhurst, 
little more than half of the passages referred to were to be found. Their 
citations are copted without verification. In Wahl, this was not the case, 
nor are the inaccuracies so many; but the errors in printing have intro- 
duced far more than were compatible with a profitable use of his very 
laborious and copious work. An honourable exception to the general 
inaccuracy of our Lexicon references I found in Robinson’s Greek and 
English Lexicon to the New Testament, edited by Dr. Bloomfield. 1 
was however constrained principally to use Wahl, from his greater 
copiousness in detail. I cannot omit to mention the very complete and 
accurate Concordance of Bruder, as saving the scholar very much of the 
complication of lexical arrangement, and giving freer scope for the 
exercise of his own judgment. I only wish I had been acquainted with 
it seventeen years ago, when I began to compile these references: as I 
might have been saved many a weary hour's search. 

4. In the present work, no reference has been inserted which has not 
been verified’: and I trust that the accuracy of the printing has cor- 
responded to my earnest desire that the whole may be found correct. 
In the course of so many thousand citations, I cannot expect but that 
errors will occasionally have crept in: those which have been discovered 
will be found in the table of errata, and I shall still be obliged to any 
reader who may discover additional mistakes, to communicate with me 
(addressed at Messrs. Rivingtons' Waterloo Place) that they may be 
corrected. 

5. The sources whence the references have been drawn have been, 
(1) the text of the Greek Testament itself, as affording instances of 
similarity of usage or construction,—of use of the same or different 
words in parallel passages of the Gospels,—or of tacit reference to the 
words and acts of our Lord in the Epistles :—(2) the Septuagint version 
of the Old Testament; as being, from the place and time of its publi- 
cation, its use by the New Testament writers, and its similarity of style 
and diction, so full of interest in the elucidations of the sacred text :— 

(8) the Apocrypha, which approaches even more nearly than the LXX 
to the peculiar Hellenistic style of the New Testament :—and (4) the 

! An exception to this has arisen: as experience has approved the almost unex- 
coptionable accuracy of Bruder's Concordance, I have generally cited from him in the 
later additions to my references, without verifying. 
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works of Josephus and Philo-Judseus, who occasionally are found using 
expressions and constructions similar to those in our text. То these 
may be added, (5) a few instances from the classic writers, especially 
Xenophon, justifying or elucidating New Testament words or con- 
structions. 

6. For convenience in arranging this body of reference, it has been 
found necessary to use some few signs and abbreviations, which will 
here be explained. 

(«) When a reference is preceded by the sign (=), it is indicated 
that the word which is the subject of reference is used, in the 
passage referred to, in the same sense as in the text. 

(3) When, in the Gospels, the sign (||) occurs in a reference, it is 
signified that the word occurs $n the parallel place in the other 
Gospels, which will always be found indicated at the head of the 
note on the paragraph. When the sign (||) is qualified, thus, 
(|| Mark, or || Matt. Mark, Ke.) it is signified that the word 
occurs in the parallel place in that Gospel or Gospels, but not in 
the other or others. 

(у) When the words * here only,’ or in such and such places only, 
occur in a reference, they are always to be understood as mean- 
ing that the word occurs in that place or those places only of the 
New Testament ; and as having no reference (unless so implied 
by their following citations from the LXX) to its occurring in 
the LXX or elsewhere. 

(à) When a reference is followed by the sign f, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in the Canonical Septuagint version of 
the Old Testament, though it may occur in the Apocrypha. 

( ) When a reference is followed by the sign T, it is indicated that 
the word does not occur in tke Canonical LXX in the same sense 
as in the text. 

(2) The abbreviation (constr.) occurring before a reference, indicates 

that it is the construction of the clause or sentence which is 
referred to. 

(9) Other abbreviations will be nnderstood from the context: e. g. 
‘trans. or intrans., that the verb is used transitively or intran- 
sitively in the passages referred to: gen., dat., acc.’ that the 
verb or preposition governs these cases respectively in those 
passages: so of act., pass.’ &c. &c. 

(6) In one only case are the references not to verbal or idiomatical 
usage, but to subject-matter. Where the text contains a citation 
From or reference to the Old Testament, or to an earlier place in 
the New Testament, the place of that citation or reference is indi- 
cated ip the margin, but in small capitals: thus: ‘Isa. liii. 5,’ 
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7. The student is requested not to consider the references in any 
instance as embracing the whole number of times where a word occurs in 
the New Testament,—unless it be expressly so stated. In by far the 
greater number of cases, they consist merely of a selection, at discretion, 
from an abundance of similar instances. At the same time considerable 
pains have been now taken to make some one set of references in each 
volume exhaustive ; which one has then been used as the stock reference 

for that particular word or construction. 
8. To avoid mistakes, I think it well to advertise the student, that 

when the references extend below the text, they are to be read in single 
lines across the page. 

9. In this Fifth edition as well as in the Fourth, the whole body of 
references has been gone over, and many corrections and insertions made. 
The object proposed in doing this has been, to supply a more complete 
account, both of ära Xeyopera and of peculiar usage of words and con- 
structions, in the sacred Writers, however common such words or con- 

structions may be in ordinary Greek: to add, in very many instances, 
references to the LXX : and to bring the former portion of my work, in 
which the design of the body of references had less opened before me 
than it afterwards did, into harmony with the subsequent volumes. In 
this part of the preparation of these two last editions, I have had the 
valuable co-operation of the Rev. Robert Hake, M.A., Minor Canon of 
Canterbury, without whom it would have been impossible that it should 
have been accomplished. 

CHAPTER VII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS !, 

SECTION I. 

MANUSCRIPTS OF THE GREEK TESTAMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS 

i EDITION. 

Manuscripts written in the capital, or uncial character. 

A. The MS. referred to by this symbol is that commonly called the 
Alexandrine, or CoDEX ALEXANDRINUS. It once belonged to 
Cyrillus Lucaris, patriarch of Alexandria and then of Constantinople, 

1 For а more complete account of the subject of this chapter, I would refer the 
reader to Tregelles vol. iv. of the new edition of Horne's Introduction, p. 152 fl., and 
to Scrivener’s Introduction to N. T. Criticism, p. 76 ff. 
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who in the year 1628 presented it to our King Charles I. It is 
now in the British Museum. It is on parchment in four volumes, 
of which three contain the Old, and one the New Testament, with 

the Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians. This fourth volume is 
exhibited open in a glass case. It will be seen by the letters in the 
inner margin of this Edition, that the first 24 chapters of Matthew 
are wanting in if, ite first leaf commencing ó rup¢ioc, ch. xxv. 6:— 
as also the leaves containing 7ra, John vi. 50,—to Мун, viii. 52. It 
is generally agreed that it was written at Alexandria ;—it does nof, 
however, in the Gospels, represent that commonly known as the 
Alexandrine text, but approaches much more nearly to the Con- 
stantinopolitan, or generally received text. The New Testament, 
according to ite text, was edited, in uncial types cast to imitate 
those of the MS., by Woide, Lond. 1786, the Old Testament by 

Baber, Lond. 1819: and its N. T. text has now been edited in 

common type by Mr. B. Н. Cowper, London, 1861. The date of 
this MS. has been variously assigned, but it is now pretty generally 
agreed to be the fifth century. 

B. The Сорех Varicanus, No. 1209 in the Vatican Library at 
Rome; and proved, by the old catalogues, to have been there from 
the foundation of the Library in the 16th century. It was appa- 
rently, from internal evidence, copied in Egypt. It is on vellum, 
and contains the Old and New Testaments. In the latter, it is 

deficient from Heb. ix. 14 to the end of the Epistle;—it does not 
contain the Epistles to Timothy, Titus, and Philemon ;—nor the 

Apocalypse. Ап edition of this celebrated codex, undertaken as 
long ago as 1828 by Cardinal Angelo Mai, has since his death been 
published at Rome. The defects of this edition are such, that it 
can hardly be ranked higher in usefulness than a tolerably complete 
collation, entirely untrustworthy in those places where it differs 
from former collations in representing the MS. as agreeing with the 
received text. An 8vo edition of the N. T. portion, newly revised 
by Vercellone, was published at Rome in 1859 (referred to as Verc) : 
it of course supersedes the English reprint of the 1st edition. Even 
in this 2nd edition there are imperfections which render it neces- 
sary to have recourse to the MS. itself, and to the partial collations 
made in former times. These are, (1) that of Bartolocci (under 
the name of Giulio de St. Anastasia), once librarian at the Vatican, 
made in 1669, and preserved in manuscript in the Imperial Library 
(MSS. Gr. Suppl. 58) at Paris (referred to as Ble’); (2) that of 
Birch (Bch), published in various readings to the Acts and Epistles, 
Copenhagen, 1798—Apocalypse, 1800—Gospels, 1801; (8) that 
made for the great Bentley (Btly), by the Abbate Mico; this colla- 
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tion is published in Ford's Appendix to Woide's edition of the Codex 
Alexandrinus, 1799. It was made on the margin of a copy of 
Cephaleus' Greek Testament, Argentorati 1524, still amongst 
Bentley's books in the Library of Trin. Coll. Camb. (4) Notes of 
alterations by the original scribe and other oorrectors. These notes 
were procured for Bentley by the Abbé de Stosch, and were till 
lately supposed to be lost. They were made by the Abbate Rulotta 
(Rl.), and are preserved amongst Bentley's papers in the Library of 
Trinity College, Cambridge (B. 17. 20). The Codex has been occa- 
sionally consulted for the verification of certain readings by Tre- 
gelles, Tischendorf, and others. A list of readings examined at 
Rome by the present editor (Feb. 1861), and by the Rev. E. C. 
Cure, Fellow of Merton College, Oxford (April 1862), will be 
found at the end of these prolegomena. A description, with a 
photograph of a portion of a page, is given in Burgon's “ Letters 
from Rome," London 1861. This most important MS. was pro- 
bably written in the fourth century (Hug, Tischendorf, al.). 

C. The Сорех EPHRAEMI, preserved in the Imperial Library at Paris, 
MS. Gr. No. 9.—It is a Codex rescriptus or palimpsest, consisting 
of the works of Ephraem the Syrian written over the MS. of 
extensive fragments of the Old and New Testaments’. It seems 
to have come to France with Catherine de’ Medici, and to her from 

Cardinal Nicolas Ridolfi. Tischendorf thinks it probable that he 
got it from Andrew John Lascaris, who at the fall of the Eastern 
Empire was sent to the East by Lorenzo de' Medici to preserve 
such MSS. as had escaped the ravages of the Turks. This is con- 
firmed by the later corrections (С?) in the MS., which were evi- 
dently made at Constantinople*. But from the form of the letters, 
and other peculiarities, it is believed to have been written at 
Alexandria, or at all events, where the Alexandrine dialect and 

method of writing prevailed. Its text is perhaps the purest example 
of the Alexandrine text,—holding a place about midway between 
the Constantinopolitan MSS. and most of those of the Alexandrine 
recension. It was edited very handsomely in uncial type, with 
copious dissertations, &c., by Tischendorf, in 1843. He assigns to 
it an age at least equal to A, and places it also in the fifth century. 
Corrections were written in, apparently in the sixth and ninth cen- 
turies: these are respectively cited as С?, C’. 

з The extent of these fragments being indicated in every case by the notes in tbe 
inner margin of the text, I have not thought it necessary to swell the Prolegomena by 
also specifying them here. The same remark applies to the lacunæ in the other MSS. 

* The general reader may be advantageously referred to the careful and accurate 
account of this MS. given in the “Christian Remembrancer” for October 1862, Vol. 
xliv. p. 273 et seq. 
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D. The Conex CanTaBRicrensis, or Bxzx,—so called because it 

was presented by Beza in 1581 to the University Library at Cam- 
bridge; where it is now exposed to view in a glass case. He pro- 
cured it in 1562, from the monastery of S. Irenæus at Lyons. It 
is on parchment, and contains the Gospels and Acts, with a Latin 

version. Its lacuns, which are many, will be perceived by the inner 
marginal letters in this edition. It once contained the Catholic 
Epistles: 3 Joh. 11— 16 in Latin is all that now remains. It was edited 
with very accurate imitative types, at the expense of the University of 
Cambridge, by Dr. Kipling, in 1798. Mr. Scrivener is preparing a 
new edition carefully revised and more generally accessible. (See also 
foot note, p. 115). The text of the Codex Вет is a very peculiar 
one, deviating more from the received readings and from the principal 
MS. authorities than any other. It appears to bave been written 
in France, and by a Latin transcriber ignorant of Greek, from many 
curious mistakes which occur in the text, and version attached. It 
is closely and singularly allied to the ancient Latin versions, во 
much so that some critics have supposed it to have been altered 
from the Latin: and certainly many of the phænomena of the MS. 
seem to bear out the idea. Where D differs in unimportant points 
from the other Greek MSS., the difference appears to be traceable 
to the influence of Latin forms and constructions. It has been 
observed, that in such cases it frequently agrees with the Latin 
codex е (see the list further on). Its peculiarities are so great, that 
in many passages, while the sense remains for the most part unal- 
tered, hardly three words together are the same as in the commonly 
received text. And that these variations often arise from capricious 
alteration, is evident from the way in which the Gospels, in parallel 
passages, have been more than commonly interpolated from one 
another in this MS. The concurrence with the ancient Latin ver- 
sions seems to point to a very early state of the text; and it is im- 
possible to set aside the value of D as an index to its history ;— 
but in critical weight it ranks the lowest of the leading MSS. Its 
age has been very variously given: the general opinion now is that 
it was written in the latter end of the fifth or the sixth century. 

Е. The Codex Basileensis (Public Library at Basle, formerly В. vi. 21; 
now K. iv. 35). Contains the four Gospels with some considerable 
lacunz. Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Said to be of the 
middle of the eighth century. 

F. The Codex Boreeli, once possessed by Jolin Boreel, Dutch am- 
bassador in London under James I. It was lost for many years, 
till found at Arnheim by Heringa, a professor at Utrecht. It is 
now in the public library at the latter place. Heringa wrote a 
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dissertation on it, so copious as to serve for an edition of the codex 
itself. This dissertation was published by Vinke in 1843. Con- 
tains the four Gospels with many lacung, which have increased since 
Wetstein’s time. Tischendorf in 1841 examined the codex and 
compared 16 with Heringa’s collation. Tischendorf assigns it to the 
ninth century: Tregelles, to the tenth. 

G. The Codex Harleianus, 5684, in the British Museum, brought by 

Andrew Seidel from the East. Contains the Gospels with many 
lacuns. Collated by J. C. Wolf, to whom it once belonged, and 
recently by Tischendorf and Tregelles (known as Seidelii I, or 
Wolfii A). Ascribed to the ninth or tenth century. 

Н. The Codex Wolfii B, now in the public library at Hamburgh. Its 
history is the same as that of the last MS. Its contents, the 
Gospels,—with many lacunz: its assigned date, about the end of 
the ninth century. It was collated by Wolf, Tregelles, and Tischen- 
dorf. 

I. FRAGMENTA PALIMPSESTA TISCHENDORFIANA (or Codex Tischen- 

dorfianus II.). Certain portions of the New Test. in Greek, under 
Georgian writing. The parts appear to vary from the fifth to the 
seventh century. Examined by Tregelles, and since edited by Tischen- 
dorf in his Monumenta Sacra, 1855."  (Tregelles.) The volume is 
now in the Imperial Library at St. Petersburg.  Tischendorf states 
that he can distinguish the remains of seven different MSS. The three 
most ancient of these he considers quite equal to C or A both in age 
and in purity of text. The first of these [cited in this edn as I.] 
contains: John xi. 50—xii. 9; xv. 12—xvi. 2; xix. 11—24. The 
second [1], 1 Сог. xv. 58—xvi. 9; Tit. i. 1—18; Acts xxviii. 
8—17. The third [I.], Mt. xiv. 18—16 and 19—28; xxiv. 37— 

xxv. 1; xxv. 892—345 ; xxvi. 81—45. Mk. іх. 14—22; xiv. 58—70. 
These are all ascribed to the fifth century. The fourth fragment 
[Ia] contains Mt. xvii. 22—xviii. 3; xviii. 11—19; хіх. 5—14; 
Lu. xvii. 14—25; Joh. iv. 52—v. 8; xx. 17—26. The seventh 

[IL], Lu. vii. 89—49; xxiv. 10—19. These two are assigned to 

the sixth century and compared with Cod. P. The two remaining 
fragments, Tischdf's fifth and sixth, contain portions of the Acts 
and are ascribed to a century later than the two preceding. 

K. The Codex Cyprius, brought from the island of Cyprus to Paris, 
and now in the Imperial Library there (MS. Gr. 68). Contains 
the Gospels (entire), memoirs of the saints of the Greek Church, 
and the canons of Eusebius. Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. 
Its text is peculiar and gui generis; and is consequently of much 
value. Assigned to the ninth century. 

L. The Codex Regius Parisiensis (Bibliothéque Impériale Manuscrit 
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grec No. 62), contains the Gospels with some lacuns. Edited by 
Tischendorf in his “ Monumenta Sacra,” 1846, pp. 57—399. Its 
text, both in various readings and in grammatical forms, is of the 
kind which has been called Alexandrine, and is very nearly related 
to that of B. From the careless positions of the accents, Scholz 
and Griesbach think it to have been copied from some more ancient 
МВ. which had no accents. Ascribed by Tischendorf to the eighth 
century; by Tregelles and others, to the ninth‘. 

M. The Codex Campianus (Paris: Bibl Imp. MS. Gr., 48). Pre- 
sented to Louis XIV. by the Abbé des Champs, in 1706. Contains 
the Gospels, with notices of the saints of the Greek Church, the 

Canons of Eusebius, and much inserted matter betokening late date. 
Its text is irregular in character, and has some readings common 
only to itself and K. Assigned to the latter part of the ninth or 
beginning of the tenth century. Collated by Tregelles, and copied 
by Tischendorf. 

N. Copex PunPUREUS. “ These fragments (of the sixth century) are 
found in three places: four leaves are in the British Museum 
[Cotton. C. xv.], denoted J or I by Wetstein and others; two are 
at Vienna [Imperial Library, Cod. Theol. Gr. num. 2 Lambec.], to 
which the notation N was formerly restricted; and six in the 
Vatican No. 3785], called by Scholz T. Edited by Tischendorf in 
his Monumenta Sacra, 1846." (Tregelles.) 

P. Q. By these symbols are designated the portions of two ancient 
MSS., discernible (as also are fragments of Ulphilas' gothic version) 
under the later writing of а volume known as the Codex Carolinus 
in the ducal library at Wolfenbüttel. P (GurLPHERBYTANUS A.) 
contains fragments of each of the Gospels. Q (GuE pu. B.) frag- 
ments of Luke and John. Both are probably of the sixth century. 
They were edited by F. А. Knittel in 1762; and, more thoroughly 

by Tischendorf in 1860, “ Monumenta Sacra,” vol. iii. 
R. Сорех Nirrrensis. А palimpsest in the British Museum (Addi- 

tional MS. 17211): the same vol which contains the palimpsest 
Homer. Brought from a Nitrian monastery. Contains large frag- 
ments of St. Luke's Gospel Edited by Tischendorf in 1857, 
Monumenta Sacra, vol ii. Tregelles had however previously 
collated it, and has given several corrections of Tischendorf's edition ; 
these are noticed in their proper places in the digest. This MS. is 
ascribed to the sixth century. 

S. The Codex Vaticanus 354, contains the Gospels entire, with the 

€ Griesbach describes this MS. as ‘incredibili cum venerandis illis exemplaribus qua 
Origenes olim suis manibus versavit consensu insignem." 
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canons of Eusebius. Written by Michael, a monk, in the year 
949. Collated by Birch, whose collation Treg. and Tischdf. have 
used; hence when quoted as agreeing with the received text, its 
testimony is only “ e silentio Birchii.” 

T. Copxx Boreranvs 1, in the Library of the Propaganda at Rome, 
of the fifth century (probably). Contains fragments of Lu. and 
Joh. with a Sahidic version. The portions Joh. vi. 28—67; vii. 
6— viii. 31 were published by A. A. Georgi, at Rome, in 1789: and 
examined by Tischendorf. This Greco-Egyptian MS. also contains 
a portion of St. Luke, ch. xxii. 20 to xxiii. 20, which was first 

brought to my notice by Dr. Tregelles, as being mentioned by 
Zoega in his * Catalogus codicum Copticorum MSS. qui in Museo 
Borgiano Velitris adservantur.” My brother, the Rev. Bradley 
H. Alford, happening to be at Rome, was fortunate enough to 
obtain permission to collate this ancient fragment, and sent me the 
collation, from which the readings were, in ейп. 4 of this vol., first 
published. Two other portions of the same MS. were once in the 
possession of C. G. Woide and were published by Ford in the 
Appendix to the Codex Alexandrinus, Oxford, 1799. "They com- 
prise Lu. xii. 15—xiii. 32; Joh. viii. 88—42. 

U. The Codex Nanianus 1, in St. Mark's library at Venice (I. viii.), 
contains the Gospels entire, with the canons of Eusebius. It has 
been collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Assigned to the tenth 
century. 

V. A MS. in the library of the Holy Synod at Moscow. (No num- 
ber, referred to as “in a box.") Contains the Gospels,—as far as 

Joh. vii. 89, in uncial letters of about the ninth century (Tischdf.) ; 
—after that, in cursive characters of the thirteenth century. Collated 
by Matthei. 

X. The Codex Monacensis, formerly Ingolstadiensis. (University 
Library, Munich, I. 26.) Contains the four Gospels with nume- 

rous lacuns. It is accompanied by an interspersed commentary. 
Ascribed to the end of the ninth, or beginning of the tenth century. 
Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. 

Y. A fragment, No. 225, in the Barberini library at Rome. Contains 
Joh. xvi. 8—xix. 41. Assigned to the eighth or ninth century. 
Edited by Tischendorf, Monumenta Sacra," 1846, pp. 87—50. 

Z. The СорЕх Rescrietus DUBLINENSIS, in the library of Trinity 
College, Dublin. Contains, of the N. T., the Gospel of Matthew. 
It was discovered (under the cursive writing of а copy of Chrysostom 
de Sacerdotio, extracts from Epiphanius, &c.) by Dr. Barrett, who 
published all that he could read in not very exact copper-plate fac 
simile at the expense of the college in 1801. Tregelles, in 1853, by 
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the aid of a chemical mixture was able to decipher the portions 
which had Һа еа Barrett, and carefully re-collated the whole. It 
has many lacunz, which will be seen by the letters in our inner 

margin. The date assigned to it is the sixth century. 
T. Codex Tischendorfianus IV. A MS. brought by Tischendorf from 

the East, and now in the Bodleian Library (Auct. T. Infra II. 2). 
It contains portions of St. Matthew and St. John, the greater part 
of St. Mark and the whole of St. Luke. Collated by Tischendorf 
and Tregelles. In 1859, Tischendorf procured 99 more leaves of the 
same MS.; these are now at St. Petersburg, and contain Mt. i. 
1—v. 31; іх. 6—xn. 18; xiv. 16—xx. 25; xxii. 18— xxvii. 20, 

and the whole of Joh. minus the two portions [vi. 14—viii. 8; xv. 
24——xix. 6] preserved in the Bodleian. Ascribed to the ninth century. 

A. The Codex San Gallensis, in the library at St. Gall Contains 
the Gospels entire, except Joh. хіх. 17—85, with a Latin version. 
Edited in lithographed facsimile by Rettig, at Zurich, in 1836. 
This MS. and Cod. Boernerianus (G of St. Paul’s Epistles: see 
Prolegg. vol. II.) are of the same country and date (i. e. Switzerland, 
in the latter part of the ninth century), and originally formed part 
of the same volume. 

Ө. The Codex Tischendorfianus I, brought by Tischendorf from the 
East, now in the Library of the university at Leipsic. It con- 
sists of four leaves, containing а few fragments of Matthew; xii. 
46—55 (but this almost illegible) ; xiv. 8—29; xv. 4—14. Of 
the latter part of the seventh century. Edited by Tischendorf 
* Monumenta Sacra,” 1846, pp. 1—10. 

A. Codex Tischendorfianus III, now in the Bodleian (Auct. T. Infra 
1. 1). Contains the whole of the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John. 
Collated by Tischendorf and Tregelles. Ascribed to the eighth or 
ninth century. An early cursive copy of Mt. and Mk. taken by 
Tischendorf to St. Petersburg, in 1859, is said by him (“ Notitia 
Cod. Sinaitici, р. 58) to be part of the same codex. 

Ж. Copzx Zacynrurvus. Edited by Tregelles, London, 1861, with the 
types cast for printing the Codex Alexandrinus. The following is 
an abridgment of his account of the MS.: “ On the 11th of August, 
1858, I received a letter from Dr. Paul de Lagarde of Berlin, 
informing me that a palimpsest MS., hitherto unused, contain- 
ing а considerable portion of St. Luke’s Gospel, with a Catena, 
was in the Library of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 
It is noted in the Catalogue, and on the back, ‘24, Greek Evan- 
gelisterium. Parchment. In many paris the ancient writing is 
illegible, except in a very good light. The later writing is a Greek 
Lectionary from the Four Gospels, and belongs, I suppose, to the 
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thirteenth century. The elder writing must have been part of a 
volume of large folio size; for the leaves are now folded across, the 
later writing running the other way. The text is in round full 
well-formed Uncial letters, such as I should have had no difficulty 
in ascribing to the sixth century, were it not that the Catena of the 
same age has the round letters (G@OC) so cramped as to make me 
believe that it belongs to the eighth century. Besides the ordinary 
кефаћага or ririo: this MS. contains also the same chapters as the 
Vatican MS., similarly numbered. The only other document in 
which I have ever seen this Capitulatio Vaticana is the Vatican 
Codex itself; nor do I know of its being found elsewhere. Occa- 
sionally the same portion of Scripture occurs twice, when accom- 
panied by a different Patristic extract.” 

N. The Сорех Srvarricus. Procured by Tischendorf, in 1859, from 
the Monastery of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai. A magnificent 
edition prepared at the expense of the Emperor of Russia appeared 
in January, 1863. The Codex Frederico-Augustanus (now at Leip- 
sic), obtained in 1844 from the same monastery, is a portion of the 
same copy of the Greek Bible, the 148 leaves of which containing 
the entire New Testament, the Ep. of Barnabas, parts of Hermas, 
and 199 more leaves of the Septuagint have now been edited by 
the discoverer. The assertion made by Dr. Simonides that the MS. 
was written by himself about 1840, he being then a very young 
man (accounts of his age vary) is contradicted by the phænomena 
of the MS. itself; and is moreover only one of an astonishing 
series which the learned men of Greece, Germany, and England 

have found it impossible to believe. The MS. has four columns 
on & page, and has been altered by several different correctors, 
one or more of whom Tischendorf considers to have lived in the 
sixth century. The work of the original scribe has been examined, 
not only by Tischendorf, but by Tregelles and other competent 
judges, and is by them assigned to the fourth century. The internal 
character of the text, down to the most minute particulars, agrees 
with the external, as the student may judge for himself by its 
readings given in the digest on the Gospel of St. John. The 
correctors as distinguished by Tischendorf аге: —А, of the same age 
with the MS. itself, probably the corrector who revised the book, 
before it left the hands of the scribe, denoted therefore by us corr' ; 
B, who in the first page of Mt. began inserting breathings, ассепів, 
&c., but did not carry out his design, and touched only a few later 
passages; C* (cited as N'*) has corrected very largely throughout 
the book. Wherever it is not stated to the contrary in our digest, 
it is to be understood that C* altered the reading cited as found in 
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N'; Co (cited as №) lived about the same time as Ce, i. e. some cen- 
turies later than the original scribe. These are all that we need 
notice here. Tischendorf has distinguished most minutely between 
contemporary scribes and correctors. A full account is given in the 
* Christian Remembrancer” for April, 1868. The Editor has been 
able to procure а complete collation of the Gospel of St. John, 
from the expensive imperial edition, which is the only one that 
reached this country in time to be used for this volume. In the 
other Gospels the readings given in the “ Notitia Cod. Sin.” are in- 
serted in their proper places, and also some others communicated by 
Professor Tischendorf to Dr. Tregelles, who kindly forwarded them 
to the present editor’. 

Frag-cant. Fragmentum Cantabrigiense. Now preserved in a frame 
between pieces of glass in the Library of Trinity College, Cam- 
bridge. Ascribed to the eighth century. The scraps of which this 
fragment is made up were discovered in 1861 by Mr. H. Bradshaw, 
Fellow of King's Coll. Camb., in the binding of a copy of Gregory 
Nazianzen formerly brought from Mt. Athos. It contains portions 
of Mk. vii. vii. ix. The text is very peculiar and interesting. 
The readings have been inserted in this edition from a photograph. 

Frag. Mosq. (called О by Tischdf.) Fragmentum Mosquense. A 
Codex of the Holy Synod at Moscow, No. 120. From Mount 
Athos. It consists of 8 leaves, used in the binding of a MS. of 
Chrysostom, and contains Joh. i. 1—4; xx. 10—18; 15—17; 
20—24. Edited by Matthwi, in one of the Appendices in his 
N. T. Appears to be of the ninth century. 

Frag. Neap. (W° in Tischdf. ed. 7.) Fragmentum Neapolitanum re- 
scriptum. Naples Library, П. C. 15 (LXXIX.). Contains beneath 
more recent (fourteenth century) ecclesiastical writing of the Greek 
Church, twelve or fourteen leaves of an ancient MS. of the Gospels, 
probably of the eighth century. Only one page, containing Mk. 
xiv. 32—39, was examined by Tischendorf. 

Frag. Nitr. (№ in Tischdf.) Fragmentum Nitriense. A few verses 
of the xiiith and xvith chapters of St. John's Gospel deciphered by 
Tischendorf under Syriac writing in a British Museum М8. (Ad- 

5 It may be well bere to mention, that there is in preparation at the University 
Press, Oxford, an edition of the New Testament which will exhibit the entire texte of 

the earliest known MSS. in parallel columns. Vol. I. (already printed) contains the 
from ABCD and (in 8t. Matthew) Z. Vol. II. (also printed) contains the Acts 

from ABCDE, the Catholic Epistles from АВС, the Pauline Epistles from АВСрер, 
the Apocalypse from ABsPC. Vol. III. will contain notes stating the alterations 
made by later hands in each MS., a collation of the Codex Sinaiticus, a general 
account of the plan of the work, facsimile plates, &c. 
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ditional, 17186) brought from tbe Nitrian valleys. Edited by 
Tischdf. in * Mon. Sacra Nov. Coll. vol. ii^  Tischendorf ascribes 
these fragments to the fifth or even to the fourth century. 

Frag. Par. (W* or W in Tischdf.) A fragment in the Imperial Library 
at Paris, attached to MS. Gr. 814, containing only two leaves, 

Lu. ix. 86—47; x. 12—22. Edited by Tischendorf in * Mon. 
Sacra,” 1846, pp. 51—56. Ascribed to the eighth century. 

Frag. Sang. (W* in Tischdf. ed. 7.) Fragmentum Sangallense. Three 
leaves published by Tischendorf, Mon. Sacra, vol iii. Contains 
Mk. ii 8—16: Lu. i 20—82; 64—79. Ascribed to the ninth 
century. 

Frag. Sin. (A in Tischdf. ed. 2.) Two fragments, Mt. xx. 8—15; 
Lu. i. 14—20, found by Tischendorf in the monastery of St. Catherine, 
Mount Sinai. Published in Annales Vindobonenses, 1846. Of 
the former part of the ninth century. 

Cod. Guelph., Cod. Bodl, Cod. Veron., and Cod. Turic. are MSS. 
at Wolfenbuttel, the Bodleian, Verona, and Turin respectively, 

which contain one or more of the hymns in Lu. i. ii. Tischendorf 
calls them O*, Ob, Oe, Od, and ascribes the first two to ће sinth, 
and the last two to the sixth century. 

Coisl.-oct.-marg., or Coisl.-zxx-marg. (Ез in Tischdf.) On the margin 
of the grest Coislinian Octateuch of the Septuagint several texts 
from the N. T. are written in uncial characters of the sizth or 
seventh century. The following are the passages from the Gospels: 
Mt. v. 48; xii. 48; xxvii. 25: Lu. i. 42; ii 24; xxii. 21: Joh. 
v. 85 ; vi. 58,55. The whole are published by Tischendorf, * Monu- 
menta Sacra,” 1846, p. 400. 

Manuscripts written in cursive letters. 

(I.) Scrivener’s Manuscripts. 

а. Lambeth 1175. Brought from the Greek Archipelago by Professor 
Carlyle. Very few rare or noticeable readings will be found in 
this document, which approaches as nearly to the received text as 
many of а much lower date." Probably of the eleventh century. 

b. Lambeth 1176. Well merits Burney's commendation, ‘ eximiz 
not.“ About the twelfth century. 

* These MSS., none of which (except ev-y) have as yet been shewn to be of any 
great critical value, have been occasionally cited in the present edition (as Scr’s a, 
Scr’s b c d, and the like) ; especially in those places where their evidence may help to 
point out the time at which the more modern of the received readings arose. **Scr's 
mss.,” appended to any reading in the digest, means that all the MSS, in this list 
which contain the passage, with the exception of any (Scr’s c g, or the like) apes 
cited for some opposing readiug. The remarks given above are extracted from 
Scrivener’s own description. 
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c. Lambeth 1177. Written with irreverent and scandalous ne- 
gligence, but abounding with remarkable readings frequently coun- 
tenanced by more ancient authorities.” Probably of the twelfth 
century. 

d. Lambeth 1178. Tenth or eleventh century. 
e. Lambeth 1179. Мапу lacunm. Possibly of the tenth century. 
f. Lambeth 1192. Of very little critical value. Of the thirteenth 

century. 

g. Ephesius, Lambeth 528. (71 of critical editions of the N. T.) 
Brought to England in 1675 by Traheron. Dated A. p. 1160. 

h. British Museum, Arundel 524. About the eleventh century. 
i Trinity College, Cambridge, B. x. 17. Brought from Mount Athos. 

Belonged to Bentley. Assigned to the thirteenth century. 
К. British Museum, Additional MS., 11800. Came from the library 

of the Bishop of Cæsarea Philippi at the foot of Lebanon. Eleventh 
century. 

1. Codex Wordsworth. In Dr. Wordsworth’s possession. Thirteenth 
century". [= g in Acta and Epistles. ] 

m. (Scholz’s 201) British Museum, Additional MS. 11837.  Con- 
tains the whole New Testament. (See 201 below.) Formerly at 
Florence. Purchased for the Brit. Mus. from the heirs of Dr. Sam. 
Butler, Bp. of Lichfield. Dated A. p. 1857. 

п. British Museum, Burney 18. Contains the Gospels and two leaves 
of the Ep. to the Hebrews (ch. xii. 17 to end). Dated A. p. 1866. 

o. British Museum, Burney 19. Belonged in 1809 to the Library of 
the Escurial Possibly one of the MSS. numbered 226—288 below. 
Assigned to the tenth or eleventh century. 

p. British Museum, Burney 20. Written by a monk named Theo- 
philus, д.р. 1285. 

q. Codex Theodori. When collated by Mr. Scrivener it was the 
property of Pickering the publisher. Written by Theodore 
A.D. 1295. 

r. British Museum, Burney 21. Written by Theodore, A. p. 1292. 
Text very similar to that of q. 

s. British Museum, Burney 23. Very much mutilated in Lu. Ends 
at Joh. vii. 14. Written in the twelfth century. 

t. Lambeth 1350. St. John's Gospel appended to Damasc. de Fide. 
Written about the fourteenth contury. 

7 “Т regard codices 1 m n as representatives of the ordinary Greek copies in general 
use for two centuries before the invention of printing. The connexion between m and 
n is too close to be accidental, and I can only conjecture that they were written in the 
same monastery, though by different hands. Nearly as they approach the standard or 
printed text, they still exhibit some remarkable and rare readings." (Bcrivener.) 
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u and v, once formed part of the Carlyle collection, but were returned 
in 1817 to the Patriarch of Jerusalem. u badly collated in Mt. 
and Mk. for Carlyle. v collated in Mk. i. 1—iv. 16: Joh. vii. 58— 
viii. 11 by Dr. Burney. The readings from these collations, and 
from his own accurate collations of MSS. a to h and k to t pub- 
lished by Scrivener in “ A full and exact collation of about 20 Gr. 
MSS,” 8vo. Cambridge, 1853. 

v. The readings of this MS. are given (with those of i and w) in the 
Appendix to Scrivener’s Codex Augiensis." When cited in this 
volume it is referred to as 286. (See below.) 

w. Trinity College, Cambridge, B. x. 16. Written др. 1316. [=I in 
Ас{в and Epistles.] 

ev—y. Brit. Mus. Burney 22. Dated 1319, but Scrivener thinks 
this was added some time after the writing of the MS. and that it 
really dates from the twelfth century. The text is a very important 
one. 

(II.) Cursive MSS. contained in the lists of Scholz and others. 

Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. paul. Act. Apoc- 

1 |Basle, K. iii. 3. (late| X. Wetstein, Tregelles, and Roth *. 1| 1|— 
В. vi. 27. 

2 |Basle, 1. vi. 25. XV. Used as the copy for Erasmus’ edi - 
(now — 7) tion of the Bengel’s 

Bas. B. — — — 
8 Vienna, Theol. 5, XII. Alter. Known as Corsendoncensis. 

Kol. (Forlos. 16.) 8; 8|— 
4 |Paris, 84. XII. Stephens у. Scholz (Mt. Joh.). 

Defective Matt. ii. 9—20, Joh. 
сети п. — | — {| — 

5 |Paris, 106. XII. Stephens’ д . Scholz. 5| 6| — 
6 |Paris, 112. XIII. |Stephens’ .. Scholz (Mt, Mk. 

(orXI)| i.—iv., Joh. vii., viii.). 6| 6| 6 
7 |Paris, 71. XI. hens «'. Scholz (Mk. i.—vi., 

oh. iii ii). — — — 
8 Paris, 49. XI. Stephens Z. Scholz qo — — — 
9 Paris, 83. 1168 Stephens .  Kusters Par. 3. 

Scholz (Mt. i.—viii., Mk. i—iv., 

Paris, 91 XIII. ыл Pur. i. Inspected w| | | 10 is, 91. uster’s . 1. In Ъу 
Griesbach. Scholz (Mk. i.—iv., 
Joh. v.—viii.). — — — 

11 [Paris, 121, 122. XII. Kuster’s Par. 4. Scholz (“ атоо у — — | — 
12 |Рагів, 230. ХІ. {Scholz (Mk., Lu., Joh.). ( Wetstein 

gives, under this nom , read- 
ings from MSS. 119, 120, and 
from another which has not been 
identified, all mixed together.) | — | — | — 

в „There are uncial MSS. of the Gospels more recent than this cursive copy; but 
none of the later MSS. of that class is comparable to this, as to the goodness of the 
text in the Gospels.” (Tregelles.) 
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Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. 

13 |Paris, 50. XII. |Kuster’s Par. 6. Griesbach. 

text closely allied to that of MSS. 
69. 124. 846. 

964 Kuster’s Par. 7. Scholz (Mt. vii 
xxi, Mk. i—wvi, La. їй. iv. dx. 

Gospels. 
ХІ. Scholz e longe maximam partem"). 

X. xcu i i—xi., Mk., Joh. iv. v. 

XI. Very Imperfect] collated by R. 
Simon (in Mill and Мага. 
and Scholz. Defective Mt. i. 
—v. 25. (or ii. 2 as Sx.) Joh. 
xiv. 22—xvi. 27. 

XI. Simon and Scholz, as before. With 
Latin Vulgate. Defective Mt. i. 
1—17. Lu. xxiv. 46—Joh. ii. 20; 

XI. Simon. eke” With a Com 

86; Lu. viii. 81—41; ix. 
54; x. 89—xi. 4; middle of Joh. 
xiii. to end of Scholia. 

XI. Simon. Scholz. ith а Com- 
men 
ni Mill (Colb. 1). 

Joh. xviii. 8 to end su supplied by 

XI. Larroque in Mill (Cold. 2). Scholz. 

xiv, 88—xvi. 10; xxvi. 70— xxvii. 
48; Lu. xx. 19—xxii. 46; Joh. 
хі. 40—xiii. 1; xv. 24—xvi. 12; 
xviii. 16—28; xx. 20—xxi. 5; 
xxi. 18—95 

XII. Larroque i in Mill (Colb. 3). Schol 
fa i.—v., Joh. аа Y 
leaves supplied in ү. 
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Identification. 

80 |Paris, 100. 

81 Paris, 94. 

Paris, 116. 

Paris, 14. 

Paris, Coisl. 196. 

86 |Paris, Coisl. 20. 

8 2 

Ses 5b & E ЕЁ E 5 

DERIT 

Paris, Coisl. 21. 

Paris, Coisl. 23. 

Paris, Coisl. 24. 

Bibl. de Arsenal, 
Paris, 4. 

Brit. Mus. Addl. M88. 
4949 

Linc. Coll. Oxf., 18. 

120] 

‚| XIV. |Mill’s Seid. 1. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Date. Collator. Remarks. 

XVI. |Readings from 1st chapters of Mt., 
ue in Mill. Cited with 31 

asin Colb. 4. Inspected by Scholz. 
xi Written by uer us. 

I. |Readings from Mt., Mk., Larroqu 
in Mill. Cited with 30 as Cold. 

Scholz. 

From Constantinople, once at t. 
Athos. Ends at Joh. xx. 25. 

XI. C. с. Wetst. Sz. Contains Mt., Mk. 
uM Hd.” Pond 

— в Med. Possibly the same 

20; ; Joh. v. 18—end of Gosp. 
XIII. |Mill’s Laud. 2. Insp. by Griesbach. 
1286 |Mil's Laud. 5. Insp. by Griesbach. 

1388 |Mill’s Seid. 2. 
XV. Mills Seld. 3. 
XV. Usher in Walton. Mill (Lis) 

Inspected by Dobbin (with 61). 
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Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. 

67 Magd. Coll. Oxf., 9. | XI. Hammond in Walton. МШ» Magd. 
1. Def. Mk. i. 1—11. 

58 New Coll. Oxf., 68. | XVI. |Ussher in Walton Nov. 1. Mill's 
N. 1. Dobbin (with 61). 

69 [Caius Coll Camb., XII. |Scrivener. Ushers Gos. in Wal - 

ub. Univ. Lib. MS. 1297 Mire "Mio aE in Othe niv. ill's ori] 1. А 
Dd. 9. 69 added at а ың кз 

61 Cad. Dahlia, G XVI. |Ussher in Walton. Barrett in edn. 
97. of MS. Z. Dobbin. Known as 

Monfortianus. 
62 b. Univ. Lib. MS. XV. |Walton's Goog. 

Kk. 5. 35. 
63 Trin. Coll. Dublin, A. X. [Mills Usser. 1. Scriv. states that. 

1.8. ig уз ur e lately collated 

64 | Not identified. P |Mill’s Usser. 2 (and probably also 
Walton's Zur.). CER 

65 Brit. Mus., Harl.5776.| XIII. |Mill's Cov. 1. 
66 |Not identified. P M's Gel. Scholia. Once be. 

longed to Thomas Gale. 
67 |Bodleian, Misc. 76. | XI. 5 Def. Joh. vi. 64 to 

68 |Linc. Coll. Orf., 17. | XIT. |Mill’s „1. 
69 Leicester MS. XIV. sgelles and Scrivener. Cited as 

beth, 528. 1160 [Scrivensr’s g (above). Mils Eps. 
rit. Mus. Harl. 6647.| XL Wetstein. Catena. Various read- 

Margin prima manu. 
Ch. Oxf., Wake 26. XI. Walke, (n Wee in e 

20. 

19. XI. Cellerier (in Scholz). 
Vienna, Theol. 200, N. XI. (Lambec. 28.) G. а Mastricht (in 

ter 
ienna, Theol.154,N.| XI. (Lambec. 29: Nessel 114 is proba- 

Correctorium 
the XIIIthcent.have been cited.) 

° e. е — [Number used as equivalent to 

‘found by L. Valla (Asnotationes 
1440) in one or more of the MSS. 
consulted by him.“ 
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x J. 

XII. 

XV. 

1500 

98 Bodleian, Clarke 5. | XII. 

99 |Leipsic. XVI. 

100 |Pesth, Univ. Lib. X. 
101 |Not identifled. XVI. 

122] 

XIII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

zu s Augustanus $. Contains 
Mt. Mk. Defective: Mt. 

i. 1—18; xiii. 10—27 ; xiii. Bry 
iv. 8; xviii. 25—xix. 9; 
a 4; Mk. vii. 13—end. 

's À 
only the following 
viii. 16—ix. 17; xvi. 12—xvii. 
20; xxiv. 96—45; xxvi. 25—54; 
Mk. vi. 18—ix. 45; La. iii. 12— 
vi. 44; Joh. ix. 11— xii. 5; xix 

senmüller's 
Theologics," Vol. ii. part ii. pp. 
85 —166. — 

Contains Joh. with а catena. 
Edited at Antwerp by Corderius. 

etstein's 87 is 250 of this and 
holz's list. — 

Cited by Joachim Camerarius in 
his ** Annotationes in N. T.“ 

1006 Matthei's 20. — 
XVI. A of one of Theodore's MSS 

by James Favre of Daven- 
14 

X. Codex Perronianus. Extracts in 
Mill. 

Codex Fcschii 1. Contains Mk. 
with Victor's Commen — 

Codex Gravii. Once cited Vos- 
sius. “Aut ert idem at- 

Codex 5 2. Contains МЕ. 
Lu. with a commentary. 

Mill's Wheel[ [er] 2. Contains Lu. 
iom xi. 2) Jo or 8 leaves). 
oh. v.— vii. re-co for Scholz. 

Cited only once. Def. Joh. xxi. 25. 
Cod. Uffenbachianus 8. Contains 

Joh. Cited by Scholz at Joh. 
vii. 68. 

[сн. уп. 

„| Act. jApoc. 



CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Collator. Remarks. 'Panl. Act. | Apoc. 
| — 

| (М . the 
margin of a Gk. Test. of Plantin's. 
The readings seem to have 
derived from Cod. B. (Во Rev. 
В. F. Westcott in Scriv. Introd.) — | — | — 

5 бе Ты). Scholz oe Cursiv: 

106 |Bodleian, Misc. 136. | XII. Cited by Wetstein on Joh. viii. 1. | 24 | 48 | — 
106 Earl of Winchelsea's| X. ackson (in Wetstein). — | — | — 

107 |Bodleian, Clarke 6. | XIV. |Readings from Mt. vi. ix. x.; Mk. 
v. vi.; La. iv.—vi.; Joh. v. vi. 
in Scholz. — | | — 

108 Vienna, Theol. 4, ХІ. Alter, Birch, Scholz. Commentary. 
(Forlos. 5.) 2 vols. to Parrhasius | — | — | — 

109 Brit. Mus,  Addl| 1326 Wetstein. Belo 
MSS. 6116—7 to Meade and then to Askew. 75 22 — 

[0] ..... XVI. |A transcript (2 vols.) of the Com 
utensian edition, at Berlin, 

as the Codex Ravianus. | — | — | — 
111 |Bodleian, Clarke 7. | XII. 5 F 

. Joh. xx. — | — | — 
112 (Bodleian, Clarke 10. XI. Scholz (selected chapters). — | — | — 
113 Brit. Mus, Нагі XI. Griesbach (in Mk. xvi., Lu. iii. 1 

1810. 38; viii. 15—89; xi. 1—24; Joh 
y. 1—vi. 36; vii. 53—viii. 12). | — | — | — 

114 Brit. Mus,  Harl| XIII. |Inspected by Griesbach. Defectiv 
5540. хуй. 4—18; xxvi. 59—78; xxviii. 

Brit. Mus, Harl e 11 us., хп. 1 iv 
. 2112. f. 1 fl. 10; Mk. v. 

36; Lu. i. 78—ii. 10; vi. 4—15 ; 
Joh. xi. 2 —xxi. 25. —1— — 

116 Brit. Mus, Harl. XII. [Inspected by Griesbach. — — — 

117 Brit. Mus, Harl. XIV. by Griesbach. Defectiv 
5731. Mt. i. „ of 

118 Bodleian, Misc. 13. | XIII. Griesbach (in Symb. Crit. i. 202) 
Mt. i. 1—vi. 3; La. xiii. 
xiv. 20; xviii. 8—xix. 9; Joh 
xvi. 25—xxi. 25 supplied by 
later hand. — | = | — 

119 |Paris, 85. XII. |Kuster's Paris б. Griesbach. — | — | — 
120 Paris, 185 a. XIII. Stephens à. Griesbach. Contains 

t., Lu. Joh. — | — | — 
121 Not ideniiſted. 1284 . Опсе at St. Geneviève, 

Paris. Def. Mt. v. 21— viii. 24. | — | — | — 
219 | 177 | — 

125 |Vienns, Theol 6, Kol. X. alter. Birch. (Forlos. 16, 008 

Supplement; 6 in Auct. Forlos.)} — | — | — 
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187 

189 

Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. 

Wolfenbüttel, xvi. 16. XI. Mentioned by Knittel. Consul 
in some by Tischendorf. 

Vatican, 849, XII. Birch (“ per аша 
Vatican, 856. XI. Cited Birch in Mt. v. 47 an 

Joh. viii. 1. 
Vatican, 358. XII. |Birch (Luke i.—ix. and Mt. xxvii 

is e xvi. 9; Joh. i. 28 
xxi. 

Vatican, 859. XIII. Birch (“ loca selecta ex Mt., 
Mk., Joh., integrum Luce Evan 

um accurate contulimus") 
tin version. 

Vatican, 860. XI. Birch (“ quatuor ia асса 
rate per omnia contuli ). 

Vatican, 861. XI. [Birch (“ Lu. rd accurate " and 
inspected in other places). 

Vatican, 363. XI. Birch (Lu. i—x. and select places). 
Vatican, 864. XI. ("citatur Lu. i—iv. et 

Joh. viii. 1“). 
Vatican, 365. XI. Birch (“ Lu. i—iii., accurate ” 

in other places). Th 
first 26 leaves supphed by a late 

Vatican, 665. XIII. Contains Mt. and Mk. with com- 
mentary. by Birch 
in select places of Mt. 

Vatican, 758. ХП. |Cited in а few passages by Birch 
With a inal commentary. 

Vatican, 767. XII. |Inspected by Birch. Commentary 
and scholia. 

Vatican, 758. XII. |Contains Lu. and Joh. with com- 
mentary. by Birch. 

Vatican, 1158. XII. |Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1160. XIIL |Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1210. XI. [Inspected by Scholz. 
Vatican, 1229. XI. Lu. i—vi. accurately collated by 

Birch. mentary. 
Vatican, 1254. XI. Inspected by Birch Scholz. 
Vatican, 1648. XIII. in rans y Birch and Scholz. 

tains only Lu. Joh. La. xvii 
—xxi. written by a differen 
hand from the rest. Def. Lu. iv 
16—т. 86; Joh. i. 1—26. 

Vatican, Palat. 5. ХІІ. Contains Mt. Mk. with marginal 
commentary. Inspected by Birch 
and Scholz. 

Vatican, Palat. 89. | XI.  |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Vatican, Palat. 186. 

Vatican, Palat. 171. 
Vatican, Palat. 189. 
Vatican, Palat. 220. 

Vatican, Palat. 227. 
Vatican, Palat. 229. 
Vatican, Alex. 28. 

Vatican, Alex. 79. 
Vatican, Alex. 189. 
Vatican, Urb. 2. 

124] 

. |[Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

y Birch and Scholz. 



Collator. Remarks. 
— nd -—— — 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

by Birch and Scholz. 
y Birch and Scholz. 

ы eet ae 162 Inspected by an o 
163 Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
164 by Birch and Scholz. 
165 y Birch and Scholz 

i ir sane by Birch and Scholz. 
"s commen Я 

Inspected by Birch à and Scholz. 

by Birch and Scholz, 

. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

allicella, F. 90 юе contain 
the four 

173 рер ur Birch Basilianus 22) 
and pierre Joh. xiii. 

170 

174 

175 agree by Birch T 119) an 
Defective Mt. i. l—iv. 

by Birch (Ваг. T 
&nd Scholz. Defective Mt.i.1 
—x. 18; Joh. ii. 1—xxi. 25 

177 à Ey by Birch and Scholz. 
ective Joh. i. 1—29. (For- 

178 : ; e by Birch and Scholz. 
А eee Joh. xxi. 17—end. 

by Birch and Scholz. 
Ер leaves supplied by a la 

hand. 
given by Zoega (in Birch, 

as ‘Borg. 2) Zi Scholz. Acts 

176 
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Identification. Date. Collator. Remarks. Paul. 

185 ea Laur., vi.| XII. [Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
16. 

186 ger ans Laur., уі. XI. [Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 

187 |Florence : Leur, vi| XII. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
28. 

188 езш Leur, vi. XI. {Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 

189 |Florence: Laur., vi.| XII. Inspected by Birch and Schol. 
27. oh. defective at end. 239 

190 Florence: Laur., vi. 1285 [Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
28. 

191 Florence: Laur., vi.| XIII. Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
29. 

192 Florence: Laur. уі. XIII. Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
30. 

193 Florence: Laur., vi.| XI. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 
82. 

194 pn Leur. vi| XI. [Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 

195 Florence: Leur, vi. XI.  Inspected by Birch and Scholz. | — 
84. 

196 Florence: Laur. vii. | XII. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
12. Catena. — 

197 Florence: Laur., viii. XI. Contains, besides Ep. of Ja., ony 
14. freee 17 of Mt. “ 5 

„8 mentary. Inspected b 
Birch and Scholz. д — 

198 Florence: Laur., XIII. |Inspected by Birch and Scholz. — 

199 Noc identified. XII. |Inspected by Birch. Formerly No. 
= 5 in Lib. of Monastery of St. 

Mary, Florence. Scholia, — 
200 Not identified. X. by Birch. Formerly No. 

6 in Lib. of Monastery of St. 
Mary, Florence. — 

201 Brit. Mus,  Addl| 1357 |Scrivener. Cited as m' in Gos- 
MS., 11837. pels, “h” in Epistles, and “ b" 

in se. 104 
202 |Not identifled. XII. |Inspected by Bireh. Formerly No. 

705 in Lib. of Monastery of St. 
Mary, Florence. — 

[293] . . . - - « 4. - JA М8. in modern Greek. formerly 
No. 707 in Lib. of 8t. Mary, 
Florence. — 

204 Bologna: Can. Reg., ХІ. Inspected by Birch. 106 
640. 

205 |St. Mark's Venice, b.| XV. aris by Birch. Written for 
ardinal ion. In Gospels 

and Apoc. apparently copied from 
209. 106 

206 St. Mark's Venice, 6. XV. |Inspected by Birch. 107 
207 St. Mark’s Venice, 8.| X. [Inspected by Birch. Defective at 

beginning. 22 
208 St. Mark’s Venice, 9. X. Inspected by Birch. — 
209 St. Mark's Venice, 10. XV. |Inspected by Birch. 108 
210 St. Mark's Venice,27.| X. |Mentioned by Birch. Catena. — 
211 St. Mark's Venice, XII. |I by Birch. Arabic version. 

589. ective at beginning of Lu. and 

126] 
of Joh. 
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Identification Date. Collator. Remarks. Paul. Act. Apoe. 

212 St. Mark's Venice, XI. Inspected by Birch. — — — 
540. 

213 St. Mark’s Venice, XI. Inspected by Birch. — | — | — 
549. 

214 |86. Mark’s Venice, XIV. |Inspected by Birch. — — — 
548. 

215 |86. Mark 's Venice, XI. Inspected by Birch. Commen 
544. Addl. (е. g. from 

Xxiv., Mk. iv., Lu. iv., Joh. v.) i 
Scholz. |а ы 

216 St. Mark's Venice (P) Р nn 
enice, from — | — — 

217 St. Mark's Venice, XIII. in Scholz, e. g. Mt. vi, 
L 8. Mk. iv., Lu. iv., Joh. v. — | — | — 

218 [Vienna, Theol. 23, N. XIII. Edited by Alter (Lambec. 1). 57 | 65 | 33 
219 | Vienna, Theol. 321, N.] XIII. Alter. Birch (Lambec. 32). —|—{— 
220 Vienna, Theol. 387, N. XIV. Alter. Birch bec. 88). — | = | — 
221 |Vienna, Theol.117,N.| XI. I by Birch (Lambec. 88). 

tary defective Mt. i. 1— 
11 and elsewhere Joh. vii, viii. 
F — — — 

Vienna, Theol. 180, №.) XIV. Bi mbec. 39). Fragmen 
with а Commentary. — em 

223 Vienna, Theol. 301, N.| XIV. Birch (Lambec. 40). Contains 
ments of Mt., Lu, Joh. with 
Catena. „ 

224 |Vienna, Theol. 8, Kol.“ ? {Contains only Mt. (Forlos. 30.) | — | — | — 
225 Vienna, Theol. 9, Ко] 1192 [Alter orlos. 31. — — | — 
226 |Escurial x. iv. 17. ХІ. Readings by Moldenhauer (in Birch, 

| Esc. 2). 228 108 — 
227 |Eecurial, x. iii. 16. | XIII. V 

5). — E ш 
228 |Eecurial x. iv. 12. | XIV. by Moldenhaner (in Birch, 

Eecurial, 1 Readings} Moldenhaner (in Bircb| | | 229 ial, x. iv. 21. 140 i 0 пет (in Bire 
x Las. D. Defective M. 

20; Joh. i. 1—11. — | — | — 
230 |Escurial, 9. iii. 5. 1013 cum by Moldenhauer (in Birch, 

231 |Escurial, 9. iii. 6. XII. Readings by Moldenhaner (in Birch, 

232 |Escurial, ¢. iii. 7. XIII. Reais модаи (о ire 

233 |Escurial, v. ii. 8. XI. |Beadings by Moldenhauer (in Birch, 
Esc. 12). Catena. e — — — 

284 Copenhagen, 1. 1278 |Hensler (in Birch). 72 57 | — 
en > 1814 |Hensler (in Birch). —|-—|— 
286 |Camb. Univ. Lib. XII. |Scrivener (v in ; 9 in Acta 

MS. Mm. 6. 9. and Epistles). 61 | 61 | — 
237 |Moscow: Synod, 42.| X. Matthai (d). — — — 
238 

239 

240 

Moscow : Synod, 48. | XI. 

Moscow: Synod, 47. | XI. 

Moscow : Synod, 40. XII. 

127] 
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PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Identification. Date. Collator. Ваша. 

241 | Dresden. XI. [мань (к). Belonged to Mat 
thai 

242 Moscow: Synod, 380. XII. Matthei (1). 
243 Moscow: Typogr., 18. XIV. Matthæi (m). Contains Mt. Lu. 

with Thi.’s commentary. 
244 Moscow: Typogr., 1. XII. Matthæi (n)  Euthymius com- 

mentary. 
245 Moscow: Synod, 265.| 1199 |Matthei (o). 
246 Moscow: Synod, 261. XIV. Matthei (p). Defective Mt. xii. 

41—xiii. 55; Joh. xvii. 24— 

247 Moscow: Synod, 373 XII. Matthai (q). 
248 Moscow: Synod, 264.) 1275 |Ма ме (r). 
249 Moscow: Synod, 94. | XI. jMatthmi (s) Contains Joh. with 

catena. 
[250]. . . . . . - | — {The cursive portion of Cod. 

above. Better cited as Vr. 
251 Moscow: Tab. Imp. | XI. Mattheei (x). 
252 |Dresden. XI. N (z). Belonged to Mat- 

я t 
258 P XI. |Matthsei (10). Once 

St. Michael's Mo at Jeru 
salem and then to Abp. Nice- 
horus. 

254 P XI. Matthsei (11). Belonged to Mat- 
thei, in 1482 to the Monastery 
of St. Athanasius. Contains Lu. 

[255] LM Synod | XIII Matth 1 0 2. M. 255 OSCOW : .|Matthsi (12). More pro 
L 189.] MS. of Chr.'s 5 1 

contains only fragments of 

256 Moscow: Typogr. 3. | IX. Р |Matthawi (14). Scholia on Mk. Lu. 
with fragments of the text. 

[257] e. ° . . . . . Ет = mos (above, 2. 115). 

258 |Dresde Matthei 17. 
259 Moscow: Synod, XI. — Matthei (a). 

gosp 
262 |Paris, 53. X. Scholz (« in ). Various read 

263 |Paris, 61. XIII. Scholz (Mt. viii.—ziv. ; Mk. i.—iv. 
Joh. 1i.—v.), Additional read- 
ings given by Reiche; who sta 
that it does not contain th 
Apocalypse. (“ Codicum insig- 
niorum Par. asserv. Descrip- 

264 |Paris, 65. XIII. Scholz (Mt. xviii.—xxiv. ; Mk. iii. 
v.; Joh. iv.—viii.). 

265 |Paris, 66. X. Scholz. (Mt., the whole; Mk. i.— 
v.; Lu. xxii—xxiv.; Joh. v.— 
viii). 

IIi] 



Defective Mt. 1. 1—8 ; Mk. 
1—7; Lu. i. 1—8; Lu. xiv 

268 Scholz (Mt. xxvi.; Mk. iiv. 
Joh. iv. viii. 

269 Scholz (Mt. and Mk. i.—iv.). 
270 Scholz (“ maxima pars). 
271 Scholz (** maxima 4 
272 Scholz (Mt. vi.—xi.; Mk. i.— iii. ; 

Joh. v.— viii.) 
278 Inspected by Scholz. Mk. vi. 21 

54; Joh. iii. 18—iv. 1; vii 
ix. 10—27; xviii 12—29, 

supplied by a later hand. 
274 by Defectiv 

Mk. i. 1—17; Joh. i. 1—20. 
Scholz (Mt., Mk. i. l.; Joh. iii. 
а 

276 (At.; Mk. i.—«i. ; Lu. iv., 
xxii.; Joh. v., viii.). 
Scholz (“ maxima рага”) 

278 Inspected by Scholz. Mt. xiii. 43 
жылы Б supplied by a la 

23 
a fd, 1 aee d pe 

2 ‘Be pa 82 n 

AM Li: 

Mt. i. 1— 1. 

PIU 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Identification. 

Paris, 123. 

Paris, 187. 

Paris, 198. 

Paris, 194 a. 

Date. 

XVI. 

XII. | 
XII. 

. |Contains Joh. i.—iv. with Thl’ 

[Contains Mt. and Joh. with ТЫ” 

(Contains Mt. and Joh. with а com- 

. ax ee: by Scholz. Con 
oh. vii. 1—xxi. 25 with a com- 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Scholz. Written by 
Angelus Vergetius. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Scholz (“ maxima pars ). 
Scholz М cod. integer). 
Scholz (‘‘cod. integer”). 

tains Mt, Mk., and Lu. wi 
catena and Thl.'s comm. 

Scholz (“ cod. integer). With 
tena. са 

Inspected by Scholz. Contai 
fragments of Mt. and Lu., with 
а commentary. 

comm. Bound up with ev-62. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contai 

Mt. and Mk. With a catena. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt 

and Mk. with a catena. 

comm. 
Contains Mt. and Joh. with a com- 

mentary. 

on Mk., and Tit~-bostr.’s comm 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains МЕ. 
with Victor’s comm. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 
with a catena. Defective. 

fective ch. xiv. 26 —ch. xv. 16; 
ch. xxi. 22—25. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 
and Joh. with a commentary. 
Defective. 

by Scholz. Contai 
oh. x. 9—xxi. 25 with a catena. 

evangelisterium. (See Catalogu 
of Paris MSS., p. 45.) Shoul 
be cited as ev-101. 



51] CURSIVE MANUSCRIPTS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Identification. Date. Collater. Remarks. ae Act. ІА рое. 

322 |Paris, 816. XV. Inspected by Scholz. — — 
323 |Paris, 118 A. XVI. Contains Mt. vi., vii. — — — 
324 Paris, 376. III. Scholz. Bound up with ev-97. — — 1 — 
L325 JI. -- |Рагів, 877. Is an evangelisterium 

(ev-98) written in the XIIItheen- 
tury over more ancient Wes, 
Entered twice in Scholz’s list. 

[326]. . . «© . « « „ - Paris, 878 (here entered in Scholz’ 
list) contains only certain pas- 
sages with comments. 

Entered twice in Scholz’s list. An — 

. be cited as ev-99. — — 
[328] .I ev. 100. — — 
329 |Рагія, Coisl. 19. ХІ. [Inspected by Scholz. — — 
330 Paris, Coisl. 196. XI. {Inspected by Scholz. 131 | 132 
331 Paris, Coisl. 197. XII. {Inspected by Scholz. —|— 
832 in, 20. (B. iv. XI. Inspected by Scholz, — — 

333 ‚ 4 (В. iv. 1.) | XIII. Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
and Joh. with catena. — — — 

334 in, 48. (B. v. 23.)) XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt. 
and Mk. with commentary. — — 

335 n, 44. (В. v. 24.) XVI. |Inspected by Scholz. —|—|— 
336 [Turin, 101. (C. iv.) XVI. Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

А with а catena. —|—|— 
[337]. "Tm 858 rin, 52. (B. v. 82.) Contains 

only select places of Mt. with a 
commentary. — — — 

338 885. . і. 53 XII. Inspected by Scholz. — — — 
339 [Turin, 302. (С.й. 5.) XIII. [Inspected by Scholz. 170 135 83 
840 in, 844. (B.i.18. | XI.  |Inspected by Scholz. — — — 
341 850. (B. i. 21) 1296 |Inspected by Scholz. — |— | — 
342 Turin, 149. (B.ii.3.) XIII. [Inspected by Scholz. —|—|— 
348 =e : Ambrosian} XII. Scholz (Mt. Joh.). 

ib., 18. — — — 
Milan: Ambr, 16. XII. |I by Scholz Defective 

oh. xxi. 12—25. —i-—i— 
Milan: Ambr, 17. | XI. рее by Scholz. Defective 

t. i. 1—11. — — — 
ilan: Ambr, 23. XII. 

844 

345 

346 Scholz (“integer”). Defective 

347 |Milan: Ambr. 85. | XII. 
348 
349 
350 

Joh. iii, 6— vii. 52. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. The 4 fi 

leaves vim ied in XVIth cent. 
Defective Joh. xxi. 9—25. 

nspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz.  Defectiv 

Mt. i. 1—17: Mk. i. 1—15; xvi. 

Milan: Ambr., B. 66.| 1023 
Milan: Ambr., 61. | 1322 

ilan: Ambr., B. 62.| XI. 

Milan: Ambr., 70. | XI. 
852 Milan: Ambr., В.93. ХИ. 

26. —|—|— 
353 Milan: Ambr., M. 93. XIII. Scholz (“( maxima pers"). Defective 

Joh. xxi. 24, 25. — — — 
854 Venice, 29. ХІ. Inspected һу Scholz. Contains Mt. 

with Thl.s comm. — | — — 
355 Venice, 641. XI. |Inspected by Scholz, —1—1— 
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PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. - [сн. VIX. 

Identification Collator. Remarks. Paul. Act. Apoe 

[956]. . . Ven. 545 [cent. XVI. ] contains tains Tit 
bostr.’s catena on Lu. 
textus Lues laudatur." beum —|—|— 

857 |Venice, 28. Inspected by Scholz. 
Lu. and Joh. me а catena. — | — | — 

858 Modena, 9. (II. A. 9.)) XIV. |Inspected by Sch —|—|— 
859 |Modena, 248. (III. ».| XIV. |Inspected i — —— | — 

16. 
At Pes Р XI. — | — | — 

861 |At Parma Р XIII. De Rom 2. im Scholz, — | — | — 
862 | Not identified. ХПІ. |A MS. of Lu. with catena. Deseri 

Marys А 4.D. 1738, as then at St 
8 Monastery, Florence. — —— 

868 Florence: Laur. vi. XIII. Баала by Scholz. 180; 144; — 
18. 

864 Florence: Laur., ті XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. — — | — 

965 Fase : Laur., vi. XIII. |Inspected by Schols. 181/145) — 

866 Florence: XII. Contains Mt. with a catena. Def. 
(2607 ?) at beg. — | — | — 

867 2506 ‚| 1882 |Inspected by Scholz. 182 146] ? 
|... (2708 

868 |Florence: Ri ‚| XV. |Inspeetedl by Scholz. Con 
84. Joh., Apoc. Epp. а lectionary 

(cited as 3 and Plato 
Ep. to Dion 230 150 8+ 

869 Florence: Riccardi, XII. Fragments of Mk. (vi.—25—ix. 45 
90. х. 17—хуі. 9) ‘bound up with 

Greek Grammar &c. — | — | — 
870 | Not identified. XIV. |Formerly Riccardi K. I. 11. De 

scribed by Lami. With Thl.“ 
comm. — — — 

871 [Vatican, 1159. X.  |Inspected by Scholz. — | — | — 
872 |Vatican, 1161. XV. * by Scholz.  Defectiv 

oh. iii. 1—end of gosp. —_—|—|— 
$73 |Vatican, 1423. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. Catena. De. 

fective at end. —i-—i— 
874 |Vatican, 1445. XII. |Inspected by Scholz, Commen- 

$75 |Vatican, 1533. XII. N by Scholz. — | — — 
876 Vatican, 1539. XI. | Inspected by Scholz. — — — 
877 Vatican, 1618. XV. Inspected by Scholz. — | — | — 
878 |Vatican, 1658. XIV. A fragment of Mt. with Chr.’s 

comm. bound up with other 
matter. —|— | — 

879 |Vatican, 1769. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. — | — | — 
880 |Vatican, 2139. XV. |Ins by Scholz. — | — — 
381 Vatican, Pal. 20. XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

with a catena. — — — 
882 Vatican, 2070. XIII.|Scholz (* maxima pars”). Defec- 
56 — ое Leaves misplaced. —|—i-— 

| Three MSS. at the Я р 884 ron XVI. Comm} Inspected v Scholz. S mn ms 
385 [ Collegio Romano. | XVI. Comm. : EN | се n 
886 Vatican, Ottob. 66. | XV. Inspected by Scholz 199 | 151 | 70 
887 |Vatican, Ottob. 204. | XII. |Inspected by Scholz. — | —— 
888 Vatican, Ottob. 212. | XII. |Inspected by Scholz. — | — | — 
889 |Vatican, Ottob. 297. | XI. {Inspected by Scholz. — | — | -— 
890 Vatican, Ottob. 881. | 1262 (Inspected by Scholz. 20811641 71 

182 
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Date. Collator. Remarks. 

atican, Ottob. 482. XI. Inspected by Scholz. Mt. i. 1—8 
La. i. 1—80; Joh. vii. 53 — viii 
11 supplied in XVth century. 

Berberini| XII. |Inspected by Scholz. Thl.’s 
Bound up with MS.“ Y." 

by Scholz 

Раш. | Act. |Apoa 

. [XV. [Turin, 109 (C. iv. 29). Contains 
commentary on the gospels “ 
textas non semper adscriptus’ 
(Scholz). 

Pa . Contains (of the gos- 
pels) only Mt. xii. 39— xiii. 2. 

XI. Bapt by Scholz. Con 
t., Mk. „. l—end of gosp., 

gosp.; Mk.; Lu. i. 1—v. 21; v. 
86 — end of gosp.; Joh. i. 1— 
xviii. 36. 

à Scho 
XI. (Jan. 4) осна by Scholz. 

Defective Mk. iv. 4l—v. 14; 
La. їй. 16—iv. 4. 

T 8. by Rel — |— | — 
XIV. (Nan. 10.) Inspected — |— | — 
XIV. (Nan. 11. [ере е Scholz?) — | — | — 
1801 (Nan. 12.) Inspected by Scholz. | — | — | — 
1302 (Nan. 18.) Inspected by Scholz, | — | — | — 
XIV. (Nan. 14.) Inspected by Scholz. | — | — | — 
1356 (Nan. 15.) Inspected by Schols. | — | — | — 
XIV. (Nan. 17.) Inspected Scholz. 

Defective Mt. 1. 1— xxv. 85, Joh. 
xviii. 7—end of gosp. — = 

XIV. [Inspected by Münter. 
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Identification. 

in 210. 

[442] Camb. Univ. Lib., 
MS. Nn. 8. 20, 21. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

. (Augsburg 10.) 

comm. 
(Augsburg 11.) 

pars”). 

‚ |(Lambec. 42 Inspected by Scholz. 

Collator. Remarks. 

Inspected by Münter. 
Inspected by Scholz. Joh. writ 

later than XIth cent. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Mt 

with a catena. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Lu. 

with commentary. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains Joh. 

with commentary. 

Contains Mk. and Lu., with Thi.’ 

Scholz (* magna 
osely related to MS. 

Inspected b Scholz. Contains 
tions and answers on Mt., Joh., 
and Lu. i. l—ii. 89, with a 
catena. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains Joh. 
with а catena. 

Mk. ix. 21—xiii. 12. Lu. viii 
27 —Joh. ix. 21. Joh. xX. 1 

end of Gos 

Contains Lu. with a Catena. 
Dermout, Griesbach. Defective Mt. 

i. 20—ii. 13; xxii. 4—9. 

Once Meermann’s, 117. En 
by mistake a second time i 
Scholz as ev-153. 

Mentioned by Matthei, 
Inspected by Bloomfield. 
Inspected by Bloomfield. 

A folio “copy ‘of the Greek Bibl 
printed at Basle, 1545. A few 
notes are written on the margin. 

and bound up in two volumes. 
Contains MS. notes by John 
Taylor. 152 

Scholz (Mk. v.). 158 
Scholz (Mk. v.). = 



$ п] VERSIONS REFERRED TO. [рвоцксомЕнА. 

Identifation. Date. | Collator. Remarks. Раш! Aet. | Apoc. 

446 Brit. Mus, Нагі. XV. Scholz . у). Defective Mt. i. 
5777. 1—17; ; Mk. i. 7—9; Lu. i.1—18; 

Joh. i. 1—22, — 
447 | sre, Ur Нагі. XV. |Mill’s Cov. 5. Scholz (Mk. v.). — 

448 Brit Mor, Har 1478 Scholz (Mk. v.) == 

449 Brit. Mos, 4960,| XIII. Scholz (Mk. v.). - 

450 | 1048 |1) 1 Contains Mt. Mk. Lu. withan — | — | — 
451 XII. 2] Arabic Version. Coxes 6 — | — | — 
452 || MSS. at the great XIV. |3| (8criv.). —-|-|- 
453 Greek M XIV. |45 In Schols's list. (Only in —|—|— 
454 at Jerusalem. |ХГУ.'5| by him.) — — — 

XIV. 6| 6 has a commen —|—i— 
456 XIII. |7) 7 is Coxe’s 43. (Ses Scrivener.) — | — — 
457 XIII. 2 186 — 
458 1272 3 —| —| — 
459 ХЦ П е — 

460 || MSS. at the Мопав- XIT- || Inspected by Scholz, wbo | 8 — | — | — 
462 |р бшу of St. Saba yry, inguishes them by (10 sos 187 86 463 near XIV. the annexed num M cse 

464 XI. 12—|—|— 
465 XIII. 19 — | — | — 

XIII. 20 237 189 | 89 
467 |) MSS. at the Monas-| XI. | { — | — 
468 | tery of St. John, XII. | | Inspected by Scholz and Coxe., 6 — | — | — 
| Patmos XIV. J 21 —|—|— 

A few EYANGELISTARIA have been occasionally quoted, but as their evi- 
dence has been nowhere particularly examined in this edition it will be 
sufficient to refer to Scrivener's “ Introduction to N. T. Criticism," as 

containing the latest information with regard to them.  ev-y has been 
very frequently cited ; see above under Scrivener's MSS. 

SECTION II. 

ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE N. T. REFERRED TO IN THIS EDITION. 

(See more complete accounts of these by Tregelles in Horne, ed. 10, Vol. IP., 
and Tischendorf in his Gk. Test., ed. 7, Prolegg. р. ccræviii ff.) 

The ancient Latin Versions before Jerome are known to us by the 
following MSS. Horne, ed. 10, pp. 287—249. 

lat-a. Codex Vercellensis, fourth century. 
lat-b. Codex Veronensis, fourth or fifth century. 
lat.-c. Codex Colbertinus, eleventh century. 
lat-e. Codex palatinus Vindobonensis, fourth (or fifth) century. 
lat-f. Codex Brixianus, about sixth century. 
lat-/,. lat. 5. Codices Corbeienses (very: ancient). 

135] 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. vir. 

lat-g,. lat-g,. Codices Sangermanenses (very ancient). 
lat-A. Codex Claromontanus (very ancient). 
lat-i. Codex Vindobonensis, about fifth century. 
lat-k. Codex Taurinensis, fifth century. 
14-1. Codex Rhedigerianus, about seventh century. 
lat-n. Codex Sangallensis, fourth or fifth century. 
lat-o. Fragmentum Sangallense, about seventh century. 
lat-p. * Frag. Sangallense Scottice scriptum вес. vii. vel viii.” 
lat-g. Codex Monacensis, sixth century. 

spec. The Latin readings contained in а MS. * Speculum' at Rome. 
Published by Mai. 

vulg. The Vulgate version (A. D. 883), since its completion by Jerome 
variously emended and edited: quoted from the authorized edition 
of the Church of Rome put forth by Clement VIII. in 1592, which 
differs in many respects from the equally authoritative edition of 
Sixtus V. in 1590. See Horne, pp. 243—257. 

The following ancient MSS. of Jerome's Vulgate are cited when they 
differ from the Clementine edition. 
am. Amiatinus, written about 541. Tischendorf has published it 

entire, and considers it the oldest and most valuable extant. 

fuld. Fuldensis, about sixth century. 
tol. Toletanus, at Toledo, written in gothic letters. 
em. Monasterii S. Emerami, A.D. 870. 
forj. Forojuliensis. 
foss. Fossatensis. 
gat. Б. Gatiani. 
harl. Harleianus 1775: about seventh century. 
ing. Ingoldstadiensis: about seventh century. 
mm. Majoris monasterii: tenth century ? 
mt. Martini Turonensis: eighth century ? 
pe. Perusinus. 
san. Fragmenta Sangallensia. 

latt. The Latin versions: an abbreviated way of writing vulg. 
t lat-a be &. 

Syr. The Peschito (or simple) Syriac version. Supposed to have been 
made as early as the second century. The text as edited is in a most 
unsatisfactory state. 

syr. The later or Philoxenian version made at the instigation of 
Philoxenus, Bp. of Hierapolis in Phrygia A. D. 488—508. Re- 
vised, A. D. 616, by Thomas of Harkel in Palestine, to whom the 

readings on the margin (cited as syr-marg) are due’. 

° A supplement to the Harclean text is cited in the Pericopa Adultera as syr-uss, 

from a MS. of Archbishop Ussher’s. 
186] 
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syr-cu. The Syriac version discovered by Dr. Cureton amongst the 
Nitrian MSS. in the British Museum. Perhaps the earliest and 
most important of all the versions. 

syr-jer. The Jerusalem Syriac Lectionary, made from an ancient and 
valuable Greek text, probably in the fifth century. 

вутт. = Буг. вуг. (These two alone.) 

copt. The Coptic or Memphitic Egyptian version. Fourth century ? 
copt-wilk. Wilkins’ edition of the Coptic version. 
copt-schw. That of Schwartze. 
copt-dz. Codex Diez, written about the fourteenth century (so Treg.). 

sah. The Thebaic or Sahidie Egyptian version. Third century ? 
sah-ming, Mingarel’s ; sah-mnt, Munter’s editions of the Thebaic; 

sah-woide, the MS. of the Thebaic published in Woide’s appendix 
to the Codex Alexandrinus. 

coptt. Denotes that the Egyptian versions agree in supporting a given 
reading. The ordinary citations, repeated in this volume, cannot be 
thoroughly relied upon. 

goth. The Gothic version. Made from the Greek by Ulphilas about 
the middle of the fourth century. 

sth. The Athiopic version. Assigned to the fourth century. 
æth-rom. The edition given in the Roman polyglott. 
sth-pL Pell Platt's edition. 

arm. The Armenian version. Made in the fifth century. 
arm-usc, arm-zoh. The editions of Uscan and Zohrab respectively. 

The Persian, Arabic, Georgian, Sclavonic, and Anglo-Saxon versions 

have not been cited, being all of them comparatively recent translations 
from the versions named above, and not from the original Greek. 

SECTION III. 

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN CITING FATHERS, &c.' 

(N.B.—the abbreviation is designated by the thick type. In the remainder of the word 
or sentence Latin writers are described in italics.) 

Ambrose, Вр. of Milan, A. D. 374— | Ammonius of Alexandria, 220 
897 Amphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, 374 

Ambrosiaster, і. e. Hilary the Dea- | Anastasius of Sinai, fl. 660 to end 
con, fi. 384 of Cent”. 

! When a citation is made thus [Ambr], it means that there is nothing to indicate 
from which of the evangelists the father is quoting ; when thus (Ambr), that he is 
quoting loosely or paraphrastically. Ambra, Ambrayg, Ambron, Ambry 1, Ambrexpr, 
Ambreete—mean respectively that the father indicated quotes a particular reading 
alicubi or aliquoties (= sometimes), often, in bis commentary on the particular passage, 
expressly, certainly, 
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Andreas of Crete, 635 
Antiochus of Ptolemais, 614 
Antony the Hermit, b. 251, d. 356 
Archelaus of Mesopotamia, 278 
Arnobius of Africa, 806 
Athanasius, Bp. of Alexandria, 
326—373 

Athenagoras of Athens, 177 
Augustine, Вр. of Hippo, 395—480 
Avitus, Bp. of Vienne, 490—528 
Barnabas, Cent“. I. or II. 
Basil, Bp. of Cæsarea in Cappado- 

cia, 370—879 

Basil of Seleucia, fl. 440 
Bede, the Venerable, 731 
Osssarius of Constantinople, 868 
Oessarius, Episc. Arelatensis, 502— 

544 

Canons Apostolic, Cent’. IIT. 
Carpocrates, Cent’. II. 
Cassiodorus, b. 479, d. 575 
Chromatius, Bp. of Aquileia, 402 
Chronicon Paschale Alexandrinum, 

Cent’. VII. 
Chrysocephalus, Cent’. XIII. 
Chrysologus, Peter, Bp. of Ravenna, 
498—450 

Chrysostom, Bp. of Constantinople, 
897—407; Ohr-montf, a MS. 

cited from Montfaucon ; Ohr-wlf, 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. үп. 

Wolfenbüttel ms. of Chr written 
in Cent’. VI.? 

Clement of Alexandria, fl. 194 
Clement, Bp. of Rome, 91—101 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 585 
Constitutions, Apostolic, Cent’. ITT. 

Cyprian, Bp. of Carthage,248—258 
Cyril, Bp. of Alexandria, 412—444 
Cyril, Bp. of Jerusalem, 348—886 
Damascenus, Johannes, 730 
Dialogue against the Marcionites 

printed amongst the works of 
Origen. 

Didymus, of Alexandria, 370 
Diodorus, Вр. of Tarsus, 378—894 
Dionysius, Bp. of Alexandria, 247 — 

265 

Dionysius Areopagita, Cent. v. 
Ephrem Syrus, b. 299, d. 878 
Epiphanius, Bp. in Cyprus, 368— 

408 

Eucherius, Вр. of Lyons, 434—454 
Eulogius, Вр. of Alexandria, 581—. 

608 

Eusebius, Bp. of Cesarea, 315— 

820; Eus Canon, his harmoni- 
zing tables 

Eustathius, Bp. of Antioch, 823 
Euthalius, Bp. of Sulci, 458 
Euthymius Zigabenus, 1116 

з The following MSS. have been cited in St. Matthew's Gospel :— 

Paris, 687. Cent. xi. 

. Paris, 695. Cent. xi. 

. Paris, 685. Cent. x. 

. Middlehill, 486. Cent. xii. 
Paris, 688. Cent. xi. i FHH HN 

1. 3. 5. 8. a. G of the former E 
2. 6. 9. y. 5. p. of the latter part. 
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Trin. Coll. Camb., B. 8. 4. Cent. xii. or xiii, 

Emm, Coll. Camb., I. 1. 12, 13. Cent. xi, 
Bodleian, Cromwell 19. Cent. xi. 

Bodleian, Barocc. 198. Cent. xi. 
Bodleian, Barocc. 283. Cent. xi. 

British Museum, Arundel 543. Cent. xi. 

Trin. Coll. Camb., В. 9. 12. Сені. xi. 

. Emm. Coll. Camb., I. 1. 14, 15. Cent. xi. or xil. 

Ма еа, chiefly 
at Moscow. 



§ ux] 

Evagrius Ponticus, 380 
Fastidius, Bp. in Britain, 430 
Faustinus, 383 

Faustus the Manichee, cited by Aug. 
Firmicus, Julius F. Maternus, 345 
Fulgentius, Bp. in Africa, 508— 

533 

Gaudentius, Bp of Brescia, 887 
Gelasius of Cyzicum, fl. 476 
Gennadius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
458—471 

Gildas, fl. 581 
Glycas of Sicily, 1120 
Gregory, Bp. of Rome, 590—605 
Haymo, Bp. of Halberstadt, 841— 
853 : 

Heracleon the Gnostic, fl. cir. 125, 
cited in Orig.'s Comm. on John 

Hesychius of Jerusalem, Cent’. VI. 
Hilary, Bp. of Poictiers, 354 
Hippolytus, disciple of Irenæus, 

220 
Homilies ascribed to Clement, 

Cent’. III. 
Ignatius, Bp. of Antioch, d. 107 
Irenzus, Bp. of Lyons, 178 ; (Iren- 

lat as represented by his inter- 
preter; Iren-gr, when his own 

. words are preserved.) 
Isidore of Pelusium, 412 
Jacobus, Episc. Nisibensis, cir. 320 
—340 

Jerome, fl. 378—420 
Julian (cited by Aug.), Pelagian 

Bp. in Italy, 416 
Justin Martyr, fl. 140—164 
Juvencus, 330 

Lactantius, 306 

Leo, Bp. of Home, 440—461 
Leontius Scholasticus, 580 
Lucifer, Bp. of Cagliari, 854—867 
Macarius of Egypt, 801—891 
Macedonius of Constantinople, 881 
Marcellus, cited by Eus. 
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Marcion (180) Fragments in Epiph. 
(Mcion-e) and Tert. (Moion-t.) 

Marcosii, cited by Iren. 
Maximus Taurinensis, 480—466 
Maximus Confessor, fl. 630—662 
Meletius, Bp. of Antioch, 881 
Methodius, fl. 290—812 

Michael Psellus of Constantinople, 
d. 1078 

Nazianzenus, Gregory, fl. 370—889 
Nestorius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
428—431 

Nonnus of Panopolis, Cent’. V. 
Novatian, 251 

Nyssenus, Gregory, Bp. 871 
Optatus, fl. 364—376 
Opus Imperfectum in Mattheum, 

Cent. ХІ. 
Origen, b. 185, d. 264 
Orosius, 416 
Orsiesius the Egyptian, 845 
Pacianus, Bp. of Barcelona, 370 
Palladius, Bp. of Hellenopolis, 868 
—401 

Pamphilus of Palestine, fi. 294 
Paulinus, Bp. of Aquileia, 776 

804 
Pelagii Ер. ad Demetr. 417 ? 
Peter, Bp. of Alexandria, 800— 

811 
Philastrius, Bp. of Brescia, fl. 380 
Phobadius, Bp. of Адеп, cir. 850 
—890 

Photius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
858—891 

Polycarp, Bp. of Smyrna, d. 169 
Porphyry, d. 304 
“ Predestinatus." А work ascribed 

to Vincent of Lerins (434) 
Proclus, Bp. of Constantinople, 

484 
Procopius of Gaza, 520 
* De Promissionibus dimid. temp." 

Cent. IV, 



PROLEGOMENA. ] 

Prosper of Aquitaine, 434. 
Protevangelium Jacobi, Cent”. II. 
Prudentius, 406 
Ptolemæus gnosticus apud Epipha- 

nium 
* Quæstioncs ex vet. et nov. Testt.” 

Printed among the works of 

Recognitions, the Clementine, 
Cent”. III. 

Rufinus of Aquileia, 897 
Salvianus, 440 

Sedulius, 430 
Serapion of Egypt, 845 
Severianus, Bp. in Syria, 400 
Severus of Antioch, Cent’. VI. 

“ De Singularitate Clericorum." 
Among Oypr.’s works. 

Socrates of Constantinople, 440 
Sozomen of Constantinople, d. 450 
Suidas the lexicographer, 980 
Byneellus, George, of Constan- 

tinople, 792 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Theodore of Heraclea, 394 
Theodore, Bp. of Mopsuestia, 399 
—428 

Theodore of the Studium, 795— 
826 

Theodoret, Bp. of Cyrus, 420— 
458 

Theodotus the Gnostic. Extracts 
made by Clement of Alexan- 
dria. 

Theodotus of Ancyra, 438 
Theophanes Cerameus, 1040 
Theophilus, Bp. of Antioch, 170— 

182 
Theophilus, Bp. of Alexandria, 885 
—412 

Theophylact, Abp. of Bulgaris, 
1071 

Tichonius, 390 
Timothy, Bp. of Alexandria, 880 
Titus, Bp. of Bostra, cir. 360—877 
Valentinus and the Valentinians, 

Cent’. II. 

Bynodical Epistle of Council held | Victor of Antioch, 401 
at Antioch against Paul of Sa- Victor, Episc. Tununenris, 565 
mosata, 269 Victorinus, 380 

Synopsis ascribed to Athanasius. Vigilius, of Thapsus, 484 
Tatian of Syria, 172 Zeno, Bp. of Verona, 862—880 
Tertullian, 200 Zonaras of Constantinople, 1118 
Thalassius, 640 Zosimus, Bp. of Rome, 417, 418 

SECTION IV. 

LIST, AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS OF OTHER BOOKS QUOTED, 

REFERRED TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS COMMENTARY, VOL. I. 

Амввовк. Cited throughout from the Benedictine pages in Migne’s 
edition of the Fathers. 

AUGUSTINE. Cited throughout by the work and the section, without 
pages. 

Вкск, Umriss der biblischen Seelenlehre: Stuttgart, 1848. 

BENGEL, Gnomon Novi Testamenti, vol. i. Tübingen 1886. 
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§ 1v.] BOOKS QUOTED. - [PROLEGOMENA. 

BErENHARDY, Wissenschaftliche Syntax der griechischen Sprache, Berlin 
1829. 

Віханлм, Origines Ecclesiastice, Works, 2 voll. fol. Lond. 1726. 

Beer, Dr. F., Beytrüge zur Evangelien-kritik, Berlin 1846. 
Idem, Synoptische Erklarung der drei ersten Evangelien, Leipzig 1862. 
BroourrixLp, Der., The Greek Testament, with English Notes, &c., 9th 

edn., Lond. 1855. 

Calm in ЇЧ. T. Commentarii, ed. Tholuck, Berlin 1834. 
CATENA AUREA, Commentary on the Gospels from the Fathers, col- 

lected by Thomas Aquinas, 4 voll. Oxford 1843. 
Снвувовтом, Homilis in Mattheum, and other works. Cited through- 

out from the Benedictine pages in the Abbé Migne's Edition of the 
Fathers. 

CLEMENT OF ALEXANDEIA: cited by Potter's pages in Migne’s edition of 
the Fathers. 

Crprian: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 
Fathers. 

CYRIL or ALEXANDRIA: cited by Aubert’s pages in Migne's Edition of 
the Fathers. 

CYRIL or JERUSALEM: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of 
the Fathers. 

Davipsor, Dr. S., Introduction to the New Testament, vol. i. the four 
Gospels, Lond. 1849. 

DzvAnrvus, De Gr. Ling. Particulis. Ed. Klotz, 2 voll. Lips. 1885. 
De Werre, Dr. W. M. L., Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum 

Neuen Testament, 8rd edition, Leiprig 1845 (Matt.—Mark, Luke, 
and John, 1846). Subsequent editions by Brückner, who has 
added much valuable matter of Ыз own. 

Drpvuus: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 
Fathers. 

Dorner, Dr. J. A., Entwickelungs-geschichte der Lehre von der Person 
Christi, Stuttgart 1845. 

Exprarp, Wissenschaftliche Kritik der Evangelischen Geschichte, Frank- 
furt 1842 ;—Das Evangelium Johannis und die neueste Hypothese 
über seine Entstehung, Zürich 1845. 

ELLicorT, Br., Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord, London, 

1860. 
EPIPHANIUS: cited by Petavius's pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
Епвквгив, Historia Ecclesiastica: cited by book and section, without 

Poges: 
EuTHYMIUS ZIGABENUS, épunveia elg rà réccapa фауу ма, 2 voll. 

Athens 1842. 
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FRIEDLIEB, J. H., Archäologie der Leidens-geschichte unsers Herrn Jesu 
Christi, Bonn 1843. 

GREGORY THE GREAT: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne’s Edition of 
the Fathers. 

GRESWELL, DR. E., Harmonia Evangelica, 8rd edition, Oxford 1840; 

Prolegomena in Harm. Evang. Oxf. 1840; Dissertations on a Har- 
mony of the Gospels, 3 voll. Oxford 1830; Preliminary Disserta- 
tions, Oxf. 1884; An Exposition of the Parables and other parts of 
the Gospels, 5 voll. Oxf. 1884. 

GRINFIELD, E. G., Novum Test. Greeum. Editio Hellenistica, 2 voll. 
London 1843; Scholia Hellenistica in Novum Testamentum, Lon- 
don 1848. 

Свотгов: cited from the Critici Sacri and Pole's Synopsis. 
HARE, ÀÁRCHDEACON, The Mission of the Comforter, 2 voll. Cambridge 

1846. 
Нлвточе, Lehre von den Partikeln der griechischen Sprache, 2 voll. 

Erlangen 1832. 
Hasr, Ов. KARL, Das Leben Jesu, 2nd ed. Leipzig 1885. 
Hervey, VEN. LORD ARTHUR, On the Genealogies of our Lord, Cam- 

bridge 1853. 
HIIARTUS: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne’s Edition of the 

Fathers. 
HieroLYTUS: cited by the Abbé Migne’s pages in his Edition of the 

Fathers. 
Horne, THOMAS HARTWELL, Introduction to the Critical Study and 

Knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, 4 voll. 10th ed. Lond. 1856. 
(See Tregelles, below.) 

Ное, Einleitung in die Schriften des Neuen Testaments, 2 voll. 4th ed. 
Stuttg. u. Tübingen 1847. 

Irenæus: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the Fathers. 
JEROME, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition of the 

Fathers. 
JONES, JEREMIAH, On the Canon of the New Testament, 8 voll. Oxford 

1827. 
JosrPHUus, ed. Richter, 6 voll. Leipzig 1826. 
Justin MARTYR, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Edition 

of the Fathers. 
KüHNER, Ausführliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache, 2 voll. 

Hanover 1884. 
KurwozL, Novi Test. Libr Historici Grece, cum Commentariis D. 

Christiani Theoph. Kuinoel, 8 voll. Lond. 1886. 
КҮРКЕ, Observationes sacre, Wratislav 1755. 
LACHMANN, Novum Test. Grece et Latine, vol. i. Berlin 1842. 
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Lampe, Comm. Exeg. Analyticus in Ev. Joh. 3 voll. 4to. Amsterdam 
1726. 

LARDNER, DR. NATHANAEL, Works, 11 voll. Lond. 1788. 

Liexutroor, Ноге Hebraice in N. T. 2 voll. fol. Franequere 1618. 
Lücke, DR., Commentar über das Evangelium des Johannes, 3rd ed. 

Bonn 1840. 
Ілтнлврт, das Johanneische Evangelium nach seiner Eigenthümlichkeit 

geschildert u. erklärt, 2 voll. Nürnberg 1858. 
F. M., Anonymous Notes on the Gospels and Acts, 2 voll. Pickering, 

Lond. 1838. 
Mar, Cardl. Angelo, Novum "Testamentum (vol. v. of the whole work) 

ex antiquissimo codice Vaticano, Rome 1858. "The second Roman 
edition, corrected by Vercellone, has been used throughout. See this 
edition characterized above, under. B in the list of MSS, 

MALDONATUS, Evangelia ; 2 voll. Svo. Mainz 1855. 

MarrHIE, Greek Grammar. Translated by Rev. E. V. Blomfield. 
2 voll. London 1829. 

Метев, DR. Н. A. W., Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar über das 

Neue Testament. From the 2nd ed., Göttingen 1844—52. St. 
Matthew, 4th edn. ibid. 1858: St. John from the 8rd edn. ibid. 
1856. 

MIDDLETON, Br., On the Greek Article, ed. Rose, Cambridge 1833. 
Muu, PRorEssoR, The historical character of St. Luke's first chapter 

vindicated against some recent mythical interpreters, Cambridge 
1841; The Evangelical Accounts of the Descent and Parentage 
of the Saviour vindicated, &. Cambridge 1842; The. Accounts 
of our Lord’s Brethren in the N. T. vindicated, &. Cambridge 
1843. 

Muay, DEAN, The History of Latin Christianity. 2nd edn. London, 

1857. 
МклнрЕн, Dr. AvavusT., Das Leben Jesu Christi, 4th ed. Hamburg 

1845. 
OrsHAUSEN, Biblischer Commentar, 3rd ed. Königsberg 1887. 
ORIGEN, Works: cited by Benedictine pages in Migne’s Edition of the 

Fathers. 
Parres APOSTOLICI, ed. Hefele, Tübingen 1847. 

PnuiLo-Jupxvs, Opera Omnia, 8 voll. ed. Richter, Leipzig 1828: cited 
by Mangey's pages. 

Ривүнтсї Ecloge Nominum, &. ed. Lobeck, Leipzig 1820. 
Бовіхвох, Dr. Epwanp, Biblical Researches in Palestine, Mount Sinai, 

and Arabia Petrea; 8 voll. London 1841; a Harmony of the Four 
Gospels in Greek, with Explanatory Notes, Boston, U. 8. 
1845. 

RosENMÜLLER, Scholia in N. T. 6 voll. 5th ed. Nuremberg 1808. 
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RovrH, Dr. M., Reliquie Sacre, Oxford 1846. 

SCHLEIERMACHER, Dr. F., Essay on the Gospel of Luke, English trans- 
lation, London 1826 ; Predigten, 4 voll. Berlin 1848. 

Schorr, Hore Heb. et Talmudice in N. T. 2 voll. 4to. Dresden 
and Leipzig 1788. 

ScHoLz, Dx. M. A., Novum Test. Grece, 2 voll. Leipzig 1840—86. 
SCHROEDER, Nova Janua Hebraica, 8 voll. Leipzig 1835. 
Scrivener, Collation of MSS. of the Holy Gospels, Cambridge, 1853; 

Codex Augiensis, Cambridge 1859; Introduction to New Testa- 
ment Criticism, Cambridge 1861. 

Surrn, De., A Biblical Dictionary, by various Writers, London 1861. 
STANLEY, Dr. A. P., Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, Oxford 

1847 ; Sinai and Palestine, London 1856. 
Stren, Dr. Rupolr, Die Reden des Herrn Jesu, 6 voll. Barmen 1848— 8: 

2nd ed. Barmen 1852—4. 
'TERTULLIANUS: cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his Edition of the 

Fathers. 
Тнкоровт Episcop MorsursrTENI in N. T. Commentariorum qus 

reperiri potuerunt. Ed. Fritzsche, Zurich 1847. 
THEOPHYLACT, Comment. in IV. Evangelia, Act. &c. cited usually from 

the works of others. 
Тношок, Dr. A., Philologisch-theologische Auslegung der Bergpredigt 

Christi nach Matthäus, 2nd ed. Hamburg 1835; Commentar zum 
Evangelium Johannis, 6th ed. Hamburg 1844. 

Тномвох, DR. W. M., The Land and the Book, &. London 1860. 
TrscHENDOB?, DR. Æ. F. C., Novum Testamentum Gr., 2nd ed. Leipzig 

1849; 7th do., Leipzig 1859; Codex Ephremi Syri Rescriptus 
Leipzig 1843. 

'TrrMANN, де Synonymis Ni. Ti., Lips. 1829. 
TREGELLES (DR. S. P.), An Account of the printed Text of the Gr. Test. 

London 1854; Greek Testament, parts i. ii. London 1858, 1861; 

Introduction to the Holy Scriptures (Horne), vol. iv. (written by 
Tregelles), London 1856. 

TRENCH, Dean, Notes on the Parables, Lond. 1841; Notes on the 
Miracles, 2nd ed. Lond. 1847; The Sermon on the Mount illus. 
irated from the Writings of S. Augustine, Lond. 1844; Synonyms 
of the N. T., Lond. 1854. 

УтаЕв de Idiotismis, ed. Hermann, 4th edn., Leipzig 1884. 
WxTSTEIN, Nov. Test. Grecum, Amsterdam 1751. 

WIESELER, Chronologische Synopse der vier Evangelien, Hamburg 1843; 
Chronologie des Apostolischen Zeitalters bis zum Tode der Apostel 
Petrus und Paulus, Göttingen 1848. 

WILLIAMS, Rev. George, The Holy City; or, Historical and Topogra- 
phical Notices of Jerusalem, Lond. 1848. (1st edition.) 
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Wier, Dr. G. B., Biblisches Realwórterbuch, 2 voll. 8rd ed. Leipzig 
1847—8 ; Grammatik des Neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms, 6th 
ed. Leipzig 1855: English translation, part i. Edinburgh 1859. 

WorpswortH, Dr., The New Testament in Greek: part i. London 

1856: part ii. ib 1857: part iii. ib. 1859: and subsequent Edi- 
tions. 

The editions of the Septuagint version and Apocrypha referred to in 
the marginal references are those of the Vatican recension by Valpy, 
London, and of the Alexandrian by Field, Oxford, 1859. 

The later classica, Strabo, Dionysius Halicarnasseus, Diodorus Siculus, 
Plutarch, Appian, lian, Ptolemy, Dio Cassius, Arrian, &., are cited 

from the small Berlin editions of Tauchnitz. 
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an asterisk, by Rev. E. С. Cure, April 1862. 

Matt. i. 4. vaacewy bis, not «caw as Bent- . 

х 

READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

Readings of the Codex Vatiemrus (B) in the text of this volume ascertained by the 

Editor’s personal inspection of the MS. at Bome, February, 1861; and, marked with 

ley. 
9. eEecacay 1. m. 2. m. has not 

inked over the г. 
28. nuwy о Өғос, not om o as 

Birch. 
iL 22. avrov npwdov, not avrov TOv 

no. ав Bentley. 
23. vaZaprr, not -e as Bentley. 

il. 14. каз ov epyn, not кає ерү as 
Mai. (So also Burgon.) 

iv. 6. каг eye, not кас evmev as 

Bartolocci. 
18. vaZape 1. m., not -par as Ru- 

lotta. 

* 15. yaaa (not -ас). 
* 24. awndOey (not e-). 

v. 16. epya in marg. is 1. m., not 2. 
m. as Mai. 

18. а» written once is 2. m. 
* 20. vwy з) Üucatocvyy. 
43. 1. m. has ёаусасда, not ĉa- 

yac- as Mai. 
vi. y cov ту (едр. not y cov 

Мн. as Mai. (So also Bur- 

gon.) 
84. 1. m. has uepuuvgott avre, not 

«avryc as Mai. 

vii. 9. «vri» is 1. m. in margin as 
Vercellone. 

18. ov доуато, not €x ov as Bent- 

9 24. rovrovc is written in a very 
unusually small hand in the 
margin. 

viii. 29. re yuy kat соь, not сє as Bar- 
tolocci. 

ix. 5. eyeipas, not pe. 
86. 1. m. гри. 

46 

x. 14. пе dttgracis m marg. 1. m., as 
Bireh. 

21. хаттр тгкуоу, not s. To rev 

as Bentley. 
28. фоВтбите, not -ofe as Bent- 

ley. 
82, 89. sv Tots ovp. in both verses. (So 

also Burgon.) 
37. nas to aktog is in marg. 1. m. 

хі. 18. Rulotta notes on Jatpovey, 
“ad marg., quasi дасноу к scri- 
bere voluerit." This is very 
doubtful. The mark on mar- 
gin is not distinct enough to 
make it even probable. 

xii. 48. pov (at end) is written over by 
both 1. m. and 2. m. 

xiii. 17. фугас кає dee. is in marg. 1. m. 
82. катаскууоьу is 1. m. 
86. Ac o reg is not omitted as Bar- 

89. o diaB., not Stag. as Bentley. 
xiv. 2. dia rovro is in marg. 2. m. 

8. ту before фьАаку is written 
over by 1. m. 

7. airnonra, as Vercell. 
18. „дг is not omitted. 
80. ox vp in marg. is 1. m. 
86. avro» in marg. is 1. m. 

ху. 89. ro я#\огоу, not rov wow as 
printed in Vercellone. 

xvi. 8. wyra is 1. m. in marg. 
#12. adda ажо. 

17. от: is 1. m. in marg. 
20. exereysnoey in 1. m.: dure - 

Aaro in a writing more recent 
than 2. m. 

24. 2. m. has corrected 1. m. to 

o ic. 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

xviii, lá. pow Tow t» ovp, noi pov ty 
сер. a8 Mai. 

15. aparon, not -se as Barto- 
locci. 

19. nr » ?)$wrgeuciv, not ov- 
ow as Bentley. 

22. adXa sec. 
хіх. 12. 1. m. дууереуос, 2.. m. dvva- 

ptvoc. 
14. 1. m. agerat. 
17. нс is written over by 2. m. 

9 xx. 5. каму», r às. 
xxi. 4. Mp, not wAep- as Hug. 

This and the four following 
words are written twice by 
1. m. 

38. e€edere 1. m. 
xxii. *6. Zovdove avrov. 

10. 1. m. o vvuée»; o yepog is 
written as an alternative in 

dotted. 
xxiii. #85. ecywvopevov (not -wvop.). 

87. avrog is in marg. l. m. 
xxiv. 17. те (not ть) зк тас ош. 
xxv. 10. 1. m. has qeAueOn. 

40. The marginal writing sapposed 
to be rev able pov, or 
rovrey, was quite illegible to 
me. 

xxvi. *3. rov Aaov omitted 1. m., in- 
sorted 2. m. 

4. nat атоктирюсі» is in marg. 
both 1. m. and 2. m. 

18. às is written over by 1. m. 
xxviii. 15. Rulotta notes that ra before 

apyvpia is erased and has been 
reinserted. There is no Te at all. 

Mark i. 28. avrov svÜvc. 
#88. sxopera (not · ac) 
42. exaGegucOy із 1. m., not 2. m. 

as Vercellone. 
ii. 8. atpopevew із 1, m., but 1. m. 

has corrected it to -vov. 
4. сраВаттоу is 1. m., but 1. m. 

has erased the former r. 
9. Here, and in ver, 11, 1. m. has 

spaPBarrov. 
#16. as in Mai, edition 1. 
* 26. cn (no тес). 

ө iii. 17. Roavypysg- 
147] 

iy. 22. гин (Ist) is not omitted in cod. 
v. 15. 1. m. certainly (not “ fortasse") 

Myweva. . 
29. «£5pavOg in cod. 

vi. 17. r3» ywvaima in marg. is 1. m. 
87. дисеш>», not docwper as Mai. 
64. avrey in marg. is 1. m. 

vii. 9. cat eXeyer avroicis not omitted, 

as Bentley. 
15. rov is not omitted as Birch. 
32. роуд. is L m. 

viii. 14. сяеХабгуго 1l. m. 
17. 1. m. сзнынт:; 2. m. тузге. 
19. ore, not cas ore as Mai. 

#85. ry» jvxnv avrov (2nd time). 
ix. 41. asa sera, not ces as Bentley. 

48. wa rev, not wa revrev Tey 
as Birch, 

L 40. Codex (9, m.) N ong, not 
aRRoig. 

48. 2nd nes to ирихдә aro in margin 
1. m. 

хі. 89. adda иятерг» is in cod. 
Яй, 4 угераса» is in cod. 

xiii 18. Codex has ec credo. 
34. wawrovrec in codex. 

xiv. 87. uexscac 1. m., but 1. m. has 
erased the a 

xvi. 8. After гфоВооуто yap follows as 
at end of other gospels, the 
subscription, ката papcoy : but 
the remaining greater portion 
of the column, and the whole 
of the next to the end of the 
page, are left vacant. I found 
no other instances of this in the 
N. T.: the next book always 
beginning on the next co- 
lumn. 

Lake ii. 5. eavyorevpevy is 1. m., not 2. 
m. as in Mai, ed. 2: 2. m. has 
pepy- 

14. in evdonsac, the C is left very 
pale : it certainly has been 
there. 

95. стри» is in cod, not f. 
88. Cod. has pyrap Oavpatovric, 

not parnp avrov 0. as in Mai, 
ed. 1. 

86. 2. m. has avre 
pera rov аудрос erg єкта. 

88. avry rn wpa, not r3 aury wpa 

as Bentley. 

k 2 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

iii, 1. Sae tac, alternative reading 
for nyepoveac is in marg. 1. m. 
opuygc, in marg. after Irov- 
рас, is 1. m. 

14. worncepey is in cod. 

87. taper is 1. m., «aped 2. m., not 
the converse as stated in Mai, 

ed. 2. 
v. 7. exAnoay, not exAncOqcay as 

Bartolocci. 
vi. 17. lovdatag mat lepovoadnp xat 

rnc rapaou, not Iovòatac кох 

тус rapaluov as in Mai, ed. 2. 
vii. 1. redn is in cod. 
#12. avrgv yy. 
4l. xpeog. is in cod. 
48. cuv, not o eiiey as Bentley. 

' viii. 9. ein is accentuated di ў. 
12. acoveayrec, not axcovorrec as 

Muralto. 
16. ri0goc, not emeriü goi» as Mu- 

ralto. 
80. 2. m. has Asyewy, not AN as 

stated in Mai, ed. 2: 1. m. pro- 

bably had Asyatw», not · 
as in Mai. 

40. ev дг rw, not eyevero de «v ro 
as Bentley. 

51. reva, not rivas as Mai, ed. 1. 
ix. 2. eypvocay, not -oc«v as Mai, 

ed. 2. 
10. virexepgeisy, not gvvty. ав Mai, 

‚1. - 
12. „81, not nde as Mai, ed. 1. 
97. eyevero de rn, not «v ry as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
59. kvpu is written over by 1. m. 

x. 1. доо twice, not once only as 
Bentley. 

2. exBadn, not exBadAy as Bent- 

15. rov before ovp. is added by 
1. m. 

27. cov after Osov is written over 
by 1. m. 

31. careBarvey тл, not г> ту as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

84. exifiJagag, not emifacag as 
Mai, ed. 2. 

36. Tev rpiwy, not rp» as Bent- 
ley. 

ib. яАуосоу доки то, not NHD 
сок д. coi as Mai. 

148] 

x. 89. 1. m. has apparently papeap 9 
rat, but there has been a long 
erasure, and all is in confusion. 
For куроо, 1. m. perhaps had 
1009. 

хі. 2 ff. The Lord’s prayer was carefully 
collated and found to be as Mai, 
ed. 2, omitting the obelized 

29. у yevea avrn уга тоуца, 
not omitting the 2nd угуга aa 
in Mai, ed. 2. 

40. ove is 1. m. 
49. rov Ocov is written over by 1.m. 

apuva: is 2. m. 
44. o meper, not without o as 

Bentley. 
xii. 20. a$pev, not афроу as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
25. rx, not ryyvy eva as Woide. 

(The Bentley collation itself is 
right.) 

83. ВаААа>та, not Bara. ав Mai, 
ed. 1. 

85. 1. m. oc$vatc, 2. m. oogvetc. 

xiii. 14. ev a« is written over by 1. m. 
16. 1. m. has ara. 

927. Муш», 
xiv. 10. 1. m. has кАубас. 

#1, m. has avarice. 
12. yewnras avramodopa со, not 

avr. dos угу. as Bentley. 
16. peya has » written over by 

2. m. 

27. The first ov is written over by 
1. m. 

xv. 29. avrov is not omitted as Mai, 
ed. 1. 

80. тоу orevroy росҳоу is in cod. 
xvi 4. єк is not omitted as in Mai, 

ed. 1. 
9. 1. m. has єкмх; 2. m. has 

written over e, between the A 

and the «. 
xvii 24. aorpawy acrpawrovea, not 

acorparn w астр. as in Mai, 
ed. 1. 

85. у ша. 
xviii. 9. eZovOcvouwrec, not xas «č. as 

Mai, ed. 1. 
#13. сгудос «avrov. 

16. ашты» is written over by 1. m. 



READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

xviii. 80. ос ovy: pq, not ot out ov as 
in Mai, ed. 1. 

хіх. 8. шта is 1. m.: 2. m. has 

written e over, between c and г. 

22. *rpive, hoc acc.” Bentley. 
There is no accent at all in 
cod. 

25. къри is written over by 1. m. 
40. cwexycovcy, not -owciww as 

Mai. 
44. Mov єкї Abov ey со, not 

MOo» г> со xt М№де ав Woide. 
(The Bentley collation itself is 

right.) 
xx. 20. Aoyov, not Aoyov as Bentley. 

at 
xxi 34. in cod. it is epewady: 1. m. has 

written the a over the е, and 
2. m. has added the : to it. 

xxii 19. wouirs туу иду avay. 1. m.: 
ис is written over by 2. m. 

at 

80. cod. has sa9qese@e: all 1. m. 
35, 36. AaddAarr. both times. 
97. was yap ro, not cas ro as Bent- 

ley. 
kai 

89. avre o: ua0gra: : all 1. m. 
tigt nv 

40. ру uc rapacpoy: all 1. m. 
42. уєуєсбе is 2. m. 

o 
xxiii. 6. es avOpwroc: all 1. m. 

85. Өгоо o exXtcrog, not omitting o 
as Mai, ed. 1. 

39. o Saou., not omitting o as Mai, 
ed. 1 

53. avrov, not avro as Mai. (It 

stands avro at the end of a 
line: just before, ver. bl we 

have іоидаи in the same 

position.) 
xxiv. 15. between суу утех and avrovc, 

cas is written over, uncertain 

whether by 1. m. or 2. m. 
17. lera056av. 

21. 1. m. has Апаш. 
* 27. ipi savr. 

94. от: ovrec зүүгрӨз о ec, not ori 
o кс ovrwc nenn as Woide. 

(The Bentley collation itself is 

right.) 

149] 

v 
John i. 18. The 2nd у in eysynOnoay is 

2. m., not 1. m. as Vercellone. 

14. The ка: between xap«roc and 
aA g9uag is 2. m., not 1. m. 

» 
15. ovrog ny o euro» is in cod., the 

y being written over by 2. m., 
and no sign of a horizontal line 
by 1. m. 

18. povoyewge Өс carefully sub- 
stantiated. 

50. axexpiiy avre, not omitting 
avre as Mai, ed. 1. 

ii. 11. onpewy 1. m.: awy 2. m. 
iii, 4. vewo8. hoc loco 1. m. 

84. ro жу. is іп marg., 1. m. (So 

also Verc.) 
iv. 5. evyap, not otyap as Mai, ed. 1. 

9. oven is not omitted as in Mai, 
ed. 1. 

15. Qupxopa: is їп cod. 
«t cvv 

40. ov» ndGoy is in cod.: all 
1. m. 

42. Neyo ovktri not eyoy on 
oveerc ав Mai, ed. 1. 

v. 8—5. En nv де rig carefully sub- 
stantiated. 

6. rovrov, not avrov as Bentley. 

10. ка: is not omitted as in Mai, 
ed. 1, 

90. pe is not omitted as Bentley. 

vi. 18. epaOcver 1. m. 
16. грхєсде is in cod. 
ib. aveyepsctv, not «yep. as Bent- 

17. x, not -bev as Bentley. 
18. dveyesp. is in cod. 
71. epe, not eueAev as Bentley. 

vii. 8. o epoc kaipoc is in cod. 
10. rore is not omitted as Bentley. 
80. eAnAvGa, not -Orv as Bentley. 

84, «Ani ere, not omitting exec as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

89. ayiov. дедоргуоу carefully sub- 
stantiated. 

— фо пес our eyuperat 
62 — viii, 12. ылд ovy дьай D vo vm 

without a break. 
viii. 28. Cod. at end, гк rov косрою rov- 

Tov, not ге rovrov ToU кооой 
as Mai, ed. 2. 

A 
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READINGS OF THE CODEX VATICANUS. 

viii 24. урну is 1. m., not 2. m. as | xiv. #10, 1. m. hasa eye унге corrected by 

pale. 
ix. 10. yvaeyOqvay is in cod., not ву- 

as Mai, ed. 2. 
11. vov TR. is in cod. 

* 11. cat трон. 
* 21. om avrog bef утау. 
X. 6. э} is in cod., not sv as Mai, 

ed. 1. 
26. an. 

xii. б. ue, not eger» ал Mai, 
ed. 2. There is no sign of re- 
duplication. 

40. ecxrwpwecey is 1. m.: 2. m. has 
written « and к over. 

xiii. 7. arirpihn ic avre, not awexpOn 
avre as Mai, 

26. avokpiverac ovy p not o ig as 

Bentley. 
27. raxtov 1. m. 

9 xiv. 3. кає егошасе. 
#10. wıorvouç 1. m. 

150] 

theinsertion of Ac yw over theline. 
614. тоого wocnew omitting eye. 

xvii. 1. o weg, not шос as Bentley. 

6. ove edwaac, not ovc $‹д. as 
Mai, ed. 1. 

ll. e de rag examined and sub- 
stentiated. 

шас (not эмес). 
16, 16. In cod. it is thus : 

reve tC TOV ко epos aÀÀ eva турщ 
т yap anc avrouc 

УК TOV tK TOU aad oid ER Tov gocpov. 

The ж and wae written over 
the text, are 2. m. The mar- 

оро» addr tva тур 
enc avrove 
ек TOV кобрә® 

is 1. m. and 2. m. 
9 xix, 23. аррофес. 

XX. 17. row warpa mogevov де, not 
rov т. pov хт. да as Mai, ed. 1. 

$0, сурия erorgesy, 20$ Cypea a 
ar. as Bentley. 



ERRATA. 

кюле Hine © of tarty aad бе one 
3 in E "A ds to the authorities for which, 

the Coles inaiticus must now be |) would seem to introduce 
an exception. But the notice of a ministry in Judæa would even 
WW and no visit to Jerusalem is 
im 

ib. — Бї, lines 24, 25, for John xiv. read John xiii. (thrice.) 
Page 29, ref. v, after Luk 55 John viii. 4]. 
— ооо вше T, read Thol. 
— 46 — —2, — um DAT яоосфоћактіка read wpoévAakruá. 
— = — ES E ell ысыр dl dor eni ec 
— — —1. — 23 imposter impostor. 
— 60, ref. f, after 42 i L. 
— 118, — x, for Luke iv. 18 read Luke iv. 19 
— 126, — t, after 83 only add Deut. xxxiii. 11. 
— 131, — i, for ver. 21 read ver. 20. 

V = 193, notes, col. 2, line 10 end, for capaci 
— 194, ref. h, dele Mark x. 6 and Gen. xxv. 8. ii TENES, 
— 1, — h, for Lake ix. 8, 14 read Lake ix. [8] 14. 
— „ — k, for here read uke xii. 20. 
— 210, — d, for Ezek. xx. 9 read Ezek. xxii. 9. 

, after add 
— ib. — b, for 14 v. r. read 15 v. v. 
— 227, — r, for ch. xi. 83 read ch. xi. 28. 
— 232, — b, affer xiii. 84 add xvii. 87; tho same correction to be made at p. 243, 
JJ 

» 3 

8, 4 read Hos. i. 2, 8. 
— 422, notes, col. 2, line 6, for 58 read 18. 

— 1, — 12, for cadicac read rat. 
or Matt. xii. 18 read Matt. xii. 10. 

— 528, digest, last line, insert Ist before ғау. 
— 591, notes, col. 2, line 17 from end, for extricable read inextricable. 
— 664, digest, ver. 23, dele Supplementary readings for the preceding pages will be 

found in the Prolegomena. 
— 646, ref. n, for t read Wisd. xviii. 22 only (Р). 
— 890, digest, ver. 12, line 5, read avrov, with S(e sil): txt ABI N 
JJ I dea ete e cune Ae Bul d ТҮ 

saclusive, 





BEKL 
MsUVA 

1. 33. 

EYAIPEAION 

KATA MAOOAION. 

I. ! PANE j yevicewe "Insov 
b тег. 18. Lokei.]4, James i. 23. iii. 6 only. Gea. xxxvii. 9. тии: 

iv. iy. 6, a, 1 Kings zair. 7,11. Pa H. 2. сіт. 16. Dan. in. 35 (96 LXI.). 

* yptcrou 
d « ө 4 a зи. 26. 

viov Aaved bake Шам. 

e Lev. 
d ch. хи. 38. XXI. 

TITLE. rec ro cara pare ayer (om ау. elz) evayy.: ката pad. В!: txt CEKM 
pages) SUY A 33, and D(head of L(before the кєфаха‹а). 

LAN. B. lat-b is defective up to BagvAwvog ver 11.] 

Title] ebayyétoyv, in earlier Greek, sig- 
nifies a as а тейит» for 
good news (sco Hom. Od. £. 152. 166, also 
2 Kings iv. 10), or a ema 0 offered in 
thanksgiving for the same (Aristoph. Eq. 
658); in later Greek, the good news it- 
self, as in LXX (2 Kings xviii. 20, 2: 22, 26, 
in all which the noun may be, either 

or construction, -ia or оу), and 
N. T. passim, in the appropria 
the good news of salvation by Christ Jesus. 
Hence it came to be applied to the writings 
themselves which contain this good news, 
very early: so Justin M. Apol. i. 66, p- 83, 
ot d reo iv тойс yevopávow OF ' abrav 
áxoprnuortópacw, d каМмїта: ebayyd- 
ма. xarà M.] asdelicered by Mat- 
thew—implies authorship or editorship : 
so “Opnpoc xara 'Арістарҳоу. This use 
of the prep. denotes, generally, the rela- 
tion of г to persons, cf. Thuc. vi. 16, 
i» 7% кат аёфтофс Big, —і. 54, rà rard 
ag vaváyia,—and see y, Syn 
tax, p. 241. is ипи шеш =. 
tive Matthew (as тд ebayy. pov, gni 
xvi. 25, al.), which would have been «sed, 
had it- been meant.—Nor does i£ signify, 
that the original teaching was Matthew's, 
and the present Gospel drawn up after 

Vor. I. 

ted sense of 

that teaching. See Prolegg. to Matt. 
Eusebius, H. E. iii. 24, says, MarQaioc 

‚ . ypaeg wapalods xaT аётду 

Cuar. І. 1—17. GENEALOGY ОР Jxsos 
CHRIST. 1. B(BAos yevioses] Not 
always used of a only: see reff. 
Here however it appears that it refers 
exclusively to the genealogy, by ‘Incot 
Ххо‹тто® Lang used in the enunciation, 
and the close being "пооёс дф Aeyóptvoc 
Xopwróc. Then ver. 17 forms a conclu- 
sion to it, and ver. 18 passes on to other 
matter. Ino] see on ver. 21. 
xpwrrov] = my», anointed. In reff. it is 
used of sings priests, proce aod of the 
promised verer. Theop says, Ài- 
erat Ò ci pioc, xpurrós: сай ås x 
e yàp катӣ тўс N cal 

wpoghyaye yap iavróv Өй 
ётір hpv ixpiobn 04 rai абтӧс рес 
re ång Aa, тф уір 5 
It is here used (see ver. 16) in that sense 
in which it became affixed to Іусобс as 
the name of our Lord. It does not once 
thus a ое of the ge re 
his in the atory parts of the 

late and T 17, 18: Mark 
1. 1: John i. 17, and once in the mouth 

B 



2 EYATT'EAION I. | 

е Gen. . . toU "АВрайи. 7°" ABpadn "éytvvnatv. rov* Ісаак, "Тааак 

de E ёуѓуупаги TOV ‘Taxes, Таке de € eyévynoey roy ‘Tobdav 
Kai тойс adeA pode avroi, 3 obòac 8i eyévunaey rov Сеа 

en Фаріс ка! тд» Zapa ' ёк тпс Oapáp, Фарёс OE E 5 BCEKL 

' тд» op, Epo d eyévvnoev rov A gan, t "Apap ài 1. 34 
Eyévynoey тоу Арн»а$&3, Ариуада[В x tytvvyctv rov 
Naacowy, Naacowy ài с уѓууцоғу rov Хароу, 5 Zapor 
à c eytrvnoer TOV Boi ' EK THE ‘Paya, Boic à € ғуёрупоєу 

rov оп ‘ек тпс ‘Povd, 

CHAP. І. 8. Zap: В. 

Ion 8: éyévvuot» тб» 

b. rec Bool, with L rel latt: Восс C 88: txt BN lat-k eoptt. 
om A! lat-a. 
(39) coptt eth arm Epiph Jer. 

rec wind (twice), with C3L rel (ofjgà E [ist time] L): tet ab CIAR 

. rec aft да. de ins o Bae, with CL rel latt вуг eth: om BN forj lat-912 Æ 
ы syr-cu coptt arm Aug Op. (Possibly omitted to conform to the rest of the genea- 

of our Lord Himself, John xvii. 8 (on 
Pilate’s words, ch. xxvii. 17, 22, see note 
there); but passim in the Acts and epis- 
tles. This may serve to shew that the 
evangelic memoirs themselves were of 
earlier date than their incorporation into 
our present Gospels. viet] both 
times refers to our Lord. q i (Ben- 
David) was ап especial title of the Mes- 
sigh: see reff. That He should be son 
of Abraham, was too solemn в subject 
of prophecy to be omitted here, even 
though implied in the other. These words 
serve to shew the character of the Gospel, 
as written for Jews: ойі» үйр obrwc 
dvirave тойс i£ ‘lovdaiwy wemtorevedrac, 
ec тд набӣ» Uri фк слёрдатос 'ABpady 
cai Aavid y д xpioréc. Euthymius. 
Luke, ch. iii. 23 ff., carries his geneal 
further back. 2. cal т. &B« $. 
These additions probably indicate that 
Matt. did not take his genealogy from 
any family or public documents, but con- 
structed it himself. Cf. also Grot., * Obiter 
Matthæus Christum ut cognatum omni- 
bus Israelitis commendat." 3.] These 
children of Judah were not born in mar. 
riage: see Gen. xxxviii. 16—80. Both 
the sons are named, probably as recalling 
the incident connected with their birth. 
The reason for the women (Thamar, 
Rahab, Ruth, and Bathsheba) being men- 
tioned, has been variously assigned: by 
Wetst., ut tacite Judeorum objection 
occurreretur: by Fritzsche, for the sake 
of minute accuracy. It most probably i is 
that given ЕД Maldonatus: ‹ Preotermisit 
Evangelista quod ordinarium erat, quod 
autem eingulare et dubium exposuit! 
There may be some also in that sug- 
gested by Grotius: * Mulieres in hoc sensu 

obiter paucs nominantur, extraneo ortu 
aut criminibus nobiles quarum historia 
ad vocationem idololatrarum et eriminoso- 
rum per Christi evangelium proludit :* 
as also in De Wette's view, that t 
serve as types of the mother of our Lo 
and are consequently named in the course 
of the genealogy, as she is at the end of 
it. б. 'Pexép] “ Rachab illam Hie- 
richuntinam dic, vel articulus, rij P., 
ejusque vis relativa docet." Bengel. It has 
been imagined, on chronological oonde 
that this Rachab must be a different 
person from Rahab of Jericho. But those 
very grounds completely tally with their 
identity. For Naashon (father of Salmon), 
prince of Judah (1 Chron. ii. 10), offered 
his offering at the setting up of the taber. 
nacle (Num. vii. 12) 89 years before the 
taking of Jericho. So that Salmon would 
be of mature age at or soon after that 
event; at which time Rahab was pro- 
bably young, as her father and mother 
were living (Josh. vi. 28). Nor is it any 
оеша HA Achan, fourth m de- 
scent Judah by Zara, is contemporary 
with Salmon, the sixth of the other branch : 
since the generations in the line of Zara 
average 69 years, and those in the line of 
Phares 49, both within е. limits of pro- 
bability. The of the interval 
of 866 years between and David 
does not belong to this only, but 
equally to Ruth iv. 21, 22; and is by no 
means insuperable, especially when the ек- 
treme old age of Jeme, implied im 1 Sam. 
xvii. 12, is considered.—1 may add that, 
considering Rahab’s father amd mother 
were alive, the house would hardly be 
called the house of Raħab except on ac- 
count of the character commonly amigned 



2—11. KATA МАӨӘАЛ1ОМ. 

Леоові, Iten & eyévynoey тд» Лаое8 тд» Васа. 
Aavad & ғуѓуулогу тоу LoAopwva 
7 ZoÀouev & ёуѓуупаєу тд» `Ро[Зойн, "РоВоди д? ü y- 

3 

f L g Lad g ва э , 

EK d. rac © rov Ооріоо, сне 
16. xxiv. 10. 
дойһп xxi. 15, 

vya» TOV "Afia, "Аа 8i tEyévvnoev roy ‘Acad, 8 "Асаф 

de eyévynoew тӧу "есафат, ‘Iwaagar Ob ғуѓуупогь roy 
Таран, lopdu 8 eyévynoev то» ‘O%ciav, 5 "Ойнас B 
Eyévynoey то» 'luá0au, шабдар Ф éyévynoew róv "Ауа, 
“Ayal & ty rov ELerier, 10 "EZsxlag & &yérvuatv z wa 
row Mavasen, Mavacanc & éyivenaey тоу Арес, Анес I Chron. v. 
02 ғуѓуупвгу tov lectar, II "Iwosiac 8 t ytyrnoty тди 9. Neb 

. leyovíav xat тойс а@деАфодс avrov, imi rag “pero (sitar, 
ICEKL TE 
ae : го Meyer. But the words may have been inserted from the preceding.) 

1. aft eyerrnoey ins (fo о 

H 
Andromache, »— Meyer, Luther: 
Katharine, and , Syntax, p. 
160, Aic "Aprepic,—Znvig 'АхбААш» 
Plut. de Pyth. or. p. 402, —'I x rio 'Apyt- 
дал» Thuc. in the vi. 59, &c.), occurs in 

i probabi, 
even if justifiable by that reason, was not 
made on account of it, but for convenience, 

ferent portions of the i 
Compare as illustrati 1 
1 Chron. viii. 1 with Gen. xlvi. 21. 
11. 'Iugelen . . ... ч Eliakim, son 

asad, twice) aca (conformed £o хх), with L rel volg lat-a f ff, syrr 
Lake) 1 lat-c g, t 

t 
i» Lxx) BCMA 1. 33 lat-c f, у, , coptt sth arm 

the 

fon ару "at GD in Luke and A -a syr-cu : in Iuke 
Epiph Op. 

рас p the diftent by solution of the supposi 
the name to apply to both Мик and 
his son, and to mean the former in ver. 11 
and the latter in ver. 12, is unsupported 
I Cro and contrary to the usage of 

genealogy. When we notice that the 
dN of Jechonias are his wroles, and 
find this way of speaking sanctioned by 
2 Chron. xxxvi. 10, where Zedekiah, one 
of these, is called his brother, we are led 
to seek our solution in some recognized 
manner of speaking of these kings, by 
which Eliakim and his son were not ac- 
counted two distinct generations. If we 
compare 1 Chron. iii. 16 with 2 Kings 
xxiv. 17, we can hardly fail to see that 
there is some confusion in the records of 
Josiah’s family. In the latter passage, 
where we have “his father's brother," 
the LXX render róv vióv abrov. Lord 

reason for the difficulty: viz. that the 
text may originsly have stood thus: 
"Iwotiacg дф іуёууптгу тд» “Iwaxcip cal 
rove adeAgnic abrod, ‘Iwaxtip dt iyty- 
vnctv roy ‘lwayeip iwi тўс perotceciag 
Вабе\ уос, perd бё тђу per. B. Ida 
ѓуёуупвгу rò» Ўа\аб‹й\, c. r. A., and а 

ist may have omitted the 'Iwaz. д. iy. 
rov 'Iway. as an accidental ition. 
This view may perhaps be imagined to 

fifteen derive some support from the digest: but 
B 2 



4 EY ATT'EAION I. 

іол. kegtac ! Ba(jvAovoc. 
Gen. ili. 24. 
Jer. u. iB. Awvog lexovíac yeva 

ты yevva tov ZopoBaPed, трфає vó- 

? pera St тт» " uerorxeciay Ва[Вь- 
тоу Ladahndr, Zadrabinr à: 

18 Zopo[já «A de yevvg TOv 
Iph. 7. 1072. 'А[00$, ABU de eyévynoey тб» Edcaxeip, Edtaxeru 

de Eytvvnatv TOY "Alp, 14 ‘Aloo et &ytvvnatv ror 

Tad, Laden de eyévynoe тд» ‘Aytim, “Ayem 9 
*EAcovd, 

s a 

ғуёуупсғу TOV 15 "Елоод ёё 
a 

eyévynoty Tov 

"ЕАгаҝар, EXtatap de eybrrnaty тд» Мабба>, Мада» 

& суйт тд» ax, 16 Таке $2 eyévynaey то» 
iver 8 reff. 

cb. xa vil. 17, 

loh xxi . O Aeyóuevoc Xoetoroc. 
раке хі. ыз ly 
) Kings 'АВрабы ewe Ааун8 

m vv, 13 

captc, kai 

‘Twong TOV avdpa Mapíac, Incov de JEE Je EyevvnOn * 
- 12 « * 
ало OUV ali yeveat 

yeveat Sexaréooapec, cal 

ато тпс ueroictoluc BofjvAovoc ! fuc TOU 

XpioTov yevtat de cartocaptc. 

12. гес (for yevva, twice in this ver and once in next) eyevvgos, with CLP rel: txt 
B. oN (twice) B lat-k. 
Syr are surely no evidenee, yet Tischdf cites 

it seems to me that the objection to it is, 
the present occurrence of 'Ityovía» and 
-ac in all our copies. This Lord A. Hervey 
does not satisfactorily account for in say- 
ing “the form It xoviac was doubtless 
substituted in St. Matthew's Gospel much 
later, to bring it into accordance with 
1 Chron. iii.” ar ris at the 
time of the migration to Baby (on 
this usage of ¿ri with a gen., derived from 
its meaning of Local juxta-, or superimpo- 
sition, see Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 246) :— 
and herd rjv ner., after the migration. 
For the construction, per. ВаВ., see reff. 

12. "Iexov. .... Хећаб.] So also 
the genealogy in 1 Chron. iii. 17. When, 
therefore, it is denounced (Jer. xxii. 30) 
that Jeconiah should be ‘childless,’ this 
word must be understood as explained by 
the rest of the verse, ‘for no man of his 
seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne 
of David and ruling any more in Judah.’ 
The LXX render this word "үүр, é«xnpuc- 
rov : but the Talmudical writers explain it 
according to our rendering. УаЛаб. 

‚ ТороВ.] There is no difficulty here 
which does not also exist in the O. T. 
Zerubbabel is there usually called the son 
of Shealtiel (Salathiel). Ezra iii. 2, &c. 
Neh. xii. 1, &c. Hag. i. 1, &c. In 1 Chron. 
iii. 19, Zerubbabel is said to have been 
the son of Pedaiah, brother of Salathiel. 
Either this may have been a different Ze- 
rubbabel, or Salathiel may, according to 

e vowel points of syr-cu and Buchanan's edn of 
them.] 

the law, bg eng 3 e Fats] Abi 
rA 

is not Кз сагы as sa son of (c 
bel in 1 Chron. iii.—Lord A. 5 p. 
122 ff., has made it probable that Abiud is 
identical with the Hodaiah of 1 Chron. 
iii, 24, and the Juda of Luke iii. 26. Dr. 
Mill (p. 178, note) mentions this conjec- 
ture, but does not sdopt it. The objec- 
tion, that thus the first generation after 
Zerubbabel would be omitted, need not 
have much weight, after the omission of 
three generations in the last tesseradecade. 
I cannot but recommend to the student 
the perusal of Lord A. Hervey's work. 
Whether or not we шау be inclined to 
adopt his conjectures on so intricate and 
uncertain а subject as the reconciling of 
the genealogies, too much praise cannot be 
given to the spirit of combined Christian 
reverence and enlightened critical courage 
in which it is treated throughout.—On 
the comparison of this genealogy with 
that given in me see notes, Luke iii. 
23—88. yeveal Sexariccupes | 
If we carefull: ie Ne Matthew's arrange- 
ment, we have no difficulty in com- 
pleting the three tesseradecades. For the 
first is from Abraham to David, of course 
inclusive. The second from David (again 
inclusive) to the migration ; whic 
no name, as before, to be included in oth 
the second and third periods, but which is 
mentioned simultaneously with the beget- 

ато Za ow 

laro x 

Дауе]$ ! Ewe rig “нетогкесїас BafjvAavoc yeveat Otkarta- 523 
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18 To St 'Igcov Хотоо m 

= ачен абаа ЧАРО НИ МАЙНЕ Ce ne, UT De 

KATA MAOOAION. 5 

7 @ g 

À" yéveoiç ovrec ÙV. Slate. T. 
HA. b only. o pvnortuÜtionc L yap] Tne unrpoc avrov Mapiac TY Deut: A 7. 

"Iwand, * oiv п "ошАбы» avrovc " evpiOn * iv ‘ yaarpi Pt 
2 Cur. xi. 8 

q Mark ziv. 80. Acts M. 90. Gen. xxix. 96. Bad. 1. 19. Isa. vit. 15. 
i Я Theod- 

3 Tim. H. 7. 
T= bere oaly (see 1 Cor. vil. 5 т.т. & mote). 
t vet. 23, from lea. vii. 14 P. ch. xxiv. 10]. 

T- = as above, Lake i. B1 (Tit. 3. 13) omly. 3 Kings xi. 6. 

18. yp. bef tno. B, Chr autem Jesu Orig-lat (ii. 965 d): om гус. D- lat latt syr-cu 
Petr-alex Iren, Thi-ms Aug Chrysol Vig Op: om yp. al 

Orig-gr(üi. 965 d) Eus [. . potuerat dicere Matth. “ Jesu vero’ seth 
: txt CLPZA rel syrr coptt 

c sed 
.. ай “ Christi autem” фо Iren-lat : but in Iren-gr(iii. 11. 8, omitted in Grabe) for 
“ Christi autem" we read rov дє 196. хр. 
so often used above), with L rel: txt BCPSZA 1 syr Ath 

rec yeyvqaic (prob. corrn from verb 
us Dial-tringspr. [In 

schol ascribed to Orig and annexed to some mss, it is noticed that yereose апі yavygoig 
an differ in meani that àp$órspa Ard lv octórgrt tle хрістбу. 

difficult and oti oin] ВСН 1 latt syrr coptt arm 
us. 

г as 

piph Dial-trin : ins CILP rel D-lat 

ting of Jechonias, leaving him for the 
third peri This last, then, takes in 
from Jechonias to Jesus CHRIST inclu- 
sive. So that the three stand thus, ac- 
cording to the words of this verse: (1) 
áxó 'Afpadu fec Aavid. (2) áxó Aavid 
fec т. prr. Baf., i. e. about the time when 
Josiah begat Jechonias. (3) аяд r. per. 
Baf. (i. e. from Jechonias) fw¢ той xpo- 
row e may safely say, that the wacas 
does not, as Meyer, imply that Matthew 
intended to give the genealogy complete, 
and was not aware of the omissions. For 
why should this be so? May it not just 
as well be said, that having, for the con- 
venience of his readers, reduced the ge- 
nealogy to this form, he then says to 
them, “So then you have from Abraham 
to David, 14 generations, &c. 7 

18—26. CIRCUMSTANCES OF HIS BIRTH, 
18. rov 82 ‘Ingot ©) The com- 

bined name is canphaticnlly put first as re- 
suming the subject of ver. 1,and the 84 takes 
up the dé which has connected all the pre- 
vious members of the series, introducing a 
reason for this inversion iE йс iyc»109, 
with which this last one had been brought 
in, ver. 16. yéveows] The ordi- 
nary ing yívr5cic seems to have been 
taken up from ver. 16, and the yóp, which 
follows, appended to account for the excep- 
tion in this last, case to the direct sequence 
of iyivyncey throughout the genealogy. 
ve must be understood in a 
sense, as nearly identical in meaning with 
yivynog; as “= ‘origo, not merely 
* birth, Mey. It probably is chosen by 
the Holy Spirit to mark a slight distinc- 
tion between the yévvneoig of our Lord 
and that of ordinary men. See schol. in 

om yap 
-lat Did Aug 

digest. vnc rev The inter- 
val between betrothal and 2 consumma- 
tion of iage was sometimes consider- 
able, during which the betrothed remained 
in her father’s house, till the bridegroom 
came and fetched her. See Deut xx. 7. 

[yép] here is explicative; ‘guum 
videlicet ...’ So Soph. Trach. 475, ray 
со фрісш таћлӨіс ob epiyopat ёстіу 
ар ob rg @стер ойтос ivvixa. Lysias, 

Eratosth. 8 19, elc тосайтђу .. . . aloxpo- 
kípótav афікоуто, тўс yàp по\џарҳоо 
UVAIKÒC x. r. A. more examples in 
artung, Partikellehre, i. 469. We may 
rhaps with equal likelihood say that it 

is apologetic for the обтос: thus it took 
place ; and an account of it is needed, for 
&c.' plv j] is said to belong to the 
middle age of Attic. With an aor. fol- 
lowing, it betokens the entire completion 
of the act indicated. бее it treated in 
Hermann on Viger, p. 442; Klotz on De- 
varius, p. 726. cuvedOcivy} Here to 
be understood of living together in one 
house as man and wife; the deductio in 
domum mariti: see especially Kypke, Ob- 
servationes Sacre, p. 1 ff, who remarks 
well, that it answers to the word тарала- 
Ве», vv. 20, 24. Chrys. Hom. iv. p. 49, op- 

this view: ойк elwe яріу ў аҳӨўуси 
abrny sig т» olcia roù vupdgiov, кай 
ap ivdoy jv. Ig yàp roig жа\аос 

we rà rod і» olkig тас utuvgarcvpivag 
tye, . r. A. But it seems most agreeable 
to the context. His following remark is 
doubtless a just one: cai rivog Irexcew ob 
тод тўс pynoreiag icinoey; iva... av- 
ccracdg Tò ywópsvor тішс, ral iva xácay 
хоуурду ciagtyy ù харбіуос Vróvotav. 

ebpéón | not merely for ij, as some 



6 EYATT'EAION I. 

= » 7 е „ » ` e э A 
"туп € Exovea “ex " vvebuaroc " ayiov. 9 'Iuoné & о ауто BCEKL 
Rom. Ia. 19. 9 = . м L| ` 9 Д 
vilis aurnc, Axatoc wy, kat ру Àw» аут» * Oteygariaat, J. 
al. fr. Fa. l. , К » : E c > 2 LB. 
uin in n. e(dovAn8s * Хабра * arois 0 ravra ài iii, 10, 11. n pa awoAugat aury. Tavra avTov 

w = Mart vi. pb» 0 not 18 * ` 7 Ш * E, 
d s tvUuuWn)EVTOC LOOV аууғл0с короо кат орар t n 

1. 1. х Col. ii. 16 ony +. wapad., Heb. vi. 6 only. Numb. xv. 4. Esek. zzvii. 17. Palyb. xv. 
89. 6 and а!5, D aor, pass, James і. 18. iv. 4. 3 che 12 osiy. Ezod. x. 97. 8 ch. Н. 
7. Jobn xi. 18. Acts vl. 87 only. 1 Kings xvii. 22. a cb. v. 81, 82 al.? Esdr ix. 36. b ch. 
ix. 4 only. Josh. vi. 18. och. iL 18, 19. xxviii. 2. Lukeli.11, 18. ii. 0 al. Exod. H. 2 aL d ch. 
Н. 13, 18, 19, 22. ch. xxvii. 19 only. sce Gen. хх. fl. 

19. rec wapadetyparioat, with CLPN'* rel syr-marg-gr : traducere latt : prepalare 
D-lat : divulgare lat-k Aug: detegere Vig: lege in eam decerni Hil: txt BZN? 1 Eus. 
Eusebius’ words are as follows: E) yobv до: ғрӯсбш бок оид rov ebayyedtarow c? 

тд un Ol abr)v dayparioa ob yàp igneey pù 060v abriv rapaótyparica:, 
АМА, pù) Gecyparioa OA, moAMjc oboο ё» robroig діафорас .... rà uiv ydp 
wapaderyparion TÀ» Url rary wpáEavri xavrac фаугросіру re cai d HN ётоВа\е 
уои" & roivuy "ысђф dicatog Oy cai pr OA abr dayparicat frovriony etc 
фау:рёу rolc doi &yayiv iBovrnOy МїӨра &ко\ўса: U br. words taken 
from Eus. ad Steph. have been preserved in a scholium blunderingly given in Cramer’s 
Catena: the above is plainly the true reading. The corresponding passage of the Letin 
translation will be found 

have said, but in its proper meaning :— 
she was discovered to be, no matter by 
whom: éxi raw жарафб ш>, cai жар 
Ixxiòa wacay ієВаіудутоу, cai ob æpog- 
Socwpivwy Мугсда: elwOe, Chrys. The 
words le wy. dy. are the addition of the 
Evangelist declaring the matter of fact, 
and do not belong to the discovery. 
{к жу. dy.) by (the agency of) ‘the Holy 
Ghost. Sec reff. and those to ver. 20: 
and compare by all means Chrys.’s re- 
marks, Hom. iv. p. 60 f. The interpre- 
tation of яу. ау. in this must 
thus be sought: (1) Unquestionably rè 
жу. TÒ Gy. is used in the N. T. as signify- 
ing the Holy Ghost. Luke iii. 22: Acts 
i 16: Eph. iv. 30. (2) But it is a well- 
known usage to omit the articles from 
such ы, under certain circumstances, 
e.g. when a p tion precedes, as eig 
Liaise (Plato, Tneet. $ 1) &. We 
are therefore justified in interpreting ix 
wy. ay. коо to this usage, and un- 
derstanding ró wy. тд dy. as the agent 
referred to. And (3) even independently 
of the above usage, —when a word or an 
expression came to bear a technical con- 
ventional meaning, it was also common to 
use it without the art. as if it were a pro- 
рег name: e. g. Otóc, убиос, vide tb, 
&c. 19. Arp] so called, though 
they were as yet but betrothed: so in 
Gen. xxix. 21, Deut. xxii. 24. si. 
xatos) just; «ai и) 0. being, as the ph 
plainly shews, not the explanation of di- 
xaioc, but an additional particular. He 
was & Strict observer of the law,—and 
(yet) not willing to expose her. The 

Migne, vol. iv. p. 884. ] 

sense of ‘ kind,’ ‘ merciful,’ is inadmissible. 
Aáfpo] Not ‘without any writing 

of divorcement, which would have been 
unlawful; but according to the form pre- 
scribed in Deut. xxiv. 1. The husband 
might either do this, or adopt the stronger 
course of bringing his wife (or betrothed, 
who had the same rights, Maimon. in 
Wetstein, and Philo de legg. spec. p. 788, 
аќ Gpodoyiat ydpog (соёоуаџобсг) to jus- 
tice openly. The punishment in this case 
would have been death by stoning. Deut. 
xxii. 23. Maimonides (quoted by Buxtorf 
de divort.) says, “ Femina ex quo despon- 
sata est, licet, nondum а viro cognita, est 
uxor viri, e£ si sponsus eam velit repu- 
diare, oportet, ut id factat libello repudii." 

Rien] intended, —was minded: 
Gidw expresses the mere wish, BobAopac 
the wish ripened into intention: see 1 
Tim. v. 14, note, and Buttmann’s Lexilo- 
gus, i. p. 26. 20. 1806) answers to 
the Hebrew xu, and is frequently used by 
Matt. and Luke to introduce a new event 
or change of scene: not so often by Mark, 
and never with this view in John. 
түзө к.] The announcement was made 
to openly, but to Joseph in a dream ; 
for in 's case faith concurrenco 
of will were necessary,—the communica- 
tion was of a higher kind,—and referred 
to a thing fature; but here it is simply 
an advertisement for caution's sake of an 
event which had already happened, and is 
altogether a communication of an inferior 
order: see Gen. xx. 3. But seo on the 
other hand the remarks at the close of the 
notes on ver, 21, кет’ буар] буар, 
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avro Ar I vide Aaveid, uy i ponhe * тараћа[:» 2 = з 

Мара тту C узғаікё ou" то yap év avry yer tI Rer: xiz. 
réterat ài мой ка! a 121. 

D Ka- 

eno, £2 215 
P. "os © EK wvebparoc sory ayiov. 

BCDEK кайтыс то ' уона avrov Insovv* Lust arog yao _ соса AN 

аа. TOV Хад» avros ard ты» apapriwy аът. токо Sè hve ave 
35. ch. it. i: oAov yéyovev 

11 al. Gen. xvii. 19. xil 61. 
Ј че ibat w. 26) Esek. axxvi. 29. 

James li. 28. S Chron. xzzvi. 91, 23. 
17. ch. li. 98 al. Mt osiy. 

20. нама» BL 1 coptt Eus Chr-8 Cyr. 
txt BCPZ rel Eun. 

simply, is the classical equivalent,—car’ 
буар belonging to later writers, Strabo, 
Plutarch, &c. оф хр) кат’ évap diye, 
Scip ob каб brap, алд буар cai 
Grap, is буар доу rèv tiva, Ape 

A beck on Phrynichus, p. 
55 Aaveið] These words Pe ala 

recall Joseph’s mind to the promised seed, 
the expectation of the families of the 
lineage of David, and at once stamp the 
message as the announcement of the birth 
of the Messiah. May it not likewise be 
mid, that this чы арн would come 
with more force, if also were a 
5 of David ? tee nom. for 

vocative is frequent the gospels : 
generally with an article. See Luke viii. 
54: ch. xi. 26, al., and particularly John 
XX. 28. v yuv. сот) Not “аг thy 
ger but in apposition with Марти, 

у чи: эбе ver. „5 
this, as eyer, ed. 3, now acknowledges 
The dai serves to remind Toph oi 
that relation which she already held by 
5 and which he was now exhorted 
to recognize. 5 19. 
TÒ yàp iv еф. v.] iv is here not instru- 
mental, that ich is conceived Де 
but local, that which is begotten in her 
The gender here is not to be preased as 
porns any doctrinal consequence, but 
be regarded as the usual way of speak- 
3 unborn бейш: we Баже vidy 
first after réErras, ver. 21. See also John 
ii. 6: 1 John v. 4. 2L In- 
ier] The same name as Joshus, the for- 
mer deliverer of Israel. It is written 
rer in the Lew and Prophets, but yer 
in the Hagiographs. Philo says, 'Iysoüc 
ippnveberar, curnpia xwpiov. mut. 
nom. § 21, abrós] Не, «рда: 
cally: He alone: best rendered, perhaps, 
‘it ie Ho that. tov adv ebroù] 
(not abrob, any where, except when a 
special emphasis is intended : and there is 
none here, no distinction between His 

К iva ! тАпрыбу ro ™ pn“ 

k see Mark iv. 22. Rom. 1 
m ch. U. 16 (17. A. v. ris E. only. 

rom 

i Lake 1.18, к, 1 Gen. as above. л £a 

1 

aytov bef «eri» DL lett Orig Iren · lat 

e, and the people of any other, being 
шы). In seg primary sense, the Jews, 

om alone Joseph could have under- 
2] the words: but in the larger sense, 
all who believe on Him: an explanation 
which the tenor of prophecy (cf. Gen. 
xxii. 18: Deut. xxxii. 22), and the subse- 
5 admission of the iles, warrant. 

similar use of ‘ Israel’ by St. 5 5 
Acta v. 31. amd Tév ёрартыду] It 
is remarkable that in this early part of 
the evangelic history, in the midst of pedi- 
grees, and the disturbances of thrones by 
the supposed temporal King of the Jews, 
we have so clear an indication of the 
ritual nature of the office of Christ. One 
circamstance of this kind outweighs a 
thousand cavile the historical 

If I mistake not, 
this announcement reaches farther into 
the deliverance to be wrought by Jesus, 
an any thing mentioned by the . 
list subsequently. It thus bears the 
ternal impress of & message from God, 
treasured up and related in its original 
formal terms.— Meyer understands the 
words of a political emancipation and pros- 
perity of the Jewish people, and strangely 
enough refers to Luke i. 68 for confirma- 
tion of this idea; adding, however, that a 
religious and moral reformation was con- 
sidered as intimately connected with such 
a change.— Au is not put for the 
punishment of sin, but is the sin itself — 
the practice of ain, in ite most Pregnant 
sense. ‘How suggestive it is,’ remarks 
Dean Ellicott, ‘that while to the loftier 
spirit of M 35 
vealed with phetic associations 
of more than David’ glories—to Joseph, 

hance the aged Joseph, who might 
e Бан and realized his own spiri- 

and the needs of those around 
vm it is specially said, thou shalt call his 
name Jesus: for He shall save his people 

their ems.’ Historical Lectures on 
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epa did rov wpojnrov Atyovroc Ido 7 wapÜtvoc r BCDEK 
уаотрі Рн kai тета viv, kai ‘xadéoovew то e 
ы - в э 

36voua avrov Eppavound’ 0 tort» "utÜrpunvevoutvor MeO 

(xaXéeeis ). 

I. 23—25. 

Amir. тиш» o besc. 24 ё-үєрбис ` о "lwong ато TOU UTVOU 
x 

. , й ое. Gea. t ranedaev туу yuvaixa avrov. 
t — ver. 20 
only. Xen. Oec. vil. б. dseAPovenr. . éwraerias т. ‘PaxyAav wapéAafer, Jos. Autt. I. 19. 6. 
1. 84 only. Gen. iv. 1, 95 al. 

22. rec ins rov bef evprov, with L rel Eus: om BCDZA 1. 33. 

) › 4 є $ 7 v2 t »* À 7 N 
ETO OE WC тросётабє» avr p о ауу ос короо, Kat 

- 4 ә ГД 

ка! оок " eyivwoxev 

a= Lako 

aft эгроф. ins 
noaov D lat-a b c f g, syr-cu-jer вуг arm Iren-lat,. (Similar insns are made by lat-a 
and syr-marg in ver Б. 

23. кайгонс (as in Lxx) D Eus, Epiph Vig: vocabit lat. D-lat! : vocabitis Cypr : 
vocabitur syr-cu Iren-lat Orig-lat. 

94. rec диуғрдис, with c» 
two. KZA Scr's k p w. eavrov Z. 

$3 fior] of our Lord, p. 66.92. TOVTO 
ov] It is impossible to interpret iya 

in any other sense than in order that. 
The words rovro d. ö. yíy. and the uni- 
form usage of the N. T., in which tva is 
never used except in this sense, forbid any 
other. Nor, if rightly viewed, does the 

require any other. Whatever may 
ve been the partial fulfilment of the 

prophecy in the time of Ahaz, its reference 
to a different time, and a higher deliver- 
ance, is undeniable: and then, whatever 
causes contributed to bring about торто 
бАо>, might be all summed up in the ful- 
filment of the divine purpose, of which 
that prophecy was the declaration. The 
accomplishment of a promise formally 
made is often alleged as the cause of an 
action extending wider than the promise, 
and purposed long before its utterance. 
And of course these remarks apply to 
every passage where iva or Drwc vÀnpe0g 
are used. Such a construction can have 
but one meaning. If such meaning in- 
volve us in difficulty regarding the pro- 
phecy itself, far better leave such diffi- 
culty, in so doubtful a matter as the in- 
terpretation of prophecy, unsolved, than 
create one in so simple a matter as the 
rendering of a phrase whose meaning no 
indifferent person could doubt. A- 
poô] The immediate and literal fulfil- 
ment of the prophecy seems to be related 
in Isa. viii. 1—4. Yet there the child 
was not called Emmanuel: but in ver. 8 
that name is used as applying to one of 
far greater dignity. Again, Isa. ix. 6 
seems to be a reference to this prophecy, 
as also Micah v. 3. 23. Irie 
Such is the rendering of the . The 
Hebrew word is the more general term 
7197177, and is translated by Aquil., Symm., 

L rel, exsurgens latt : txt BC!Z 1 Epiph. om o bef 

and Theodot. ij ve@vic. De Wette cites the 
LXX rendering as a proof that the pro- 
hecy was then understood of the Messiah. 
ut is it not much more probable that 

Aquila and the others rendered it »tüvtc 
to avoid this application? Can it be 
shewn that the birth of vs Messiah from 
a тардіуос was matter of previous expec- 
VV 
art. iii.) fails to substantiate this. 
naddgovow] This indefluite plural is 
surely not without meaning here. Men 
shall сай і.е. it shall be a name by 
which He shall be called—one of his ap- 
pellations. The change of person from 
caigas, which could not well have been 
cited here, seems to shew, both that the 
prophecy had a literal fulfilment at the 
time, and that it is here quoted in a form 
suited to its greater and final fulfilment. 
The Hebrew has y ‘thou shalt call’ 
(fem.). 'EppavoviA] = "vor, God 
(is) with us. In Isaiah, prophetic pri- 
marily of deliverance from the then im- 
pending war; but also of final and glo- 
rious deliverance by the manifestation of 
God in the flesh. 8 y ред.) This 
addition is by some used to shew that 
Matthew wrote his Gospel in Greek, not 
in Hebrew, in which it would not be likel 
to сег d other pei is eai 
it might have inserted e p. 
who translated the Gospel Into reck. 
See Prolegomena, and John iv. 25. 
24.] årò ToU Ürvov, from his sleep—the 
sleep which was on him when he had the 
dream. 25.) von cognovit eam, 
donec. Non sequitur, ergo post : sufficit 
tamen confirmari virginitatem ad um 
usque: de reliquo tempore lectori equo 
relinquitur existimatio." . And 
with regard to the much-controverted 
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sense of this verse we may observe, 
(1) That the primá facie impression on the 
reader certainly is, that ойк iyivwocey was 
confined to the period of time here men- 
tioned. (2) That there is nothing in 
Scripture tending to remove this impres- 
sion, either (a) by narration,—and the 
very use of the term, ddeAgoi evpiov (on 
which see note at ch. xiii. 55), without 
qualification, shews that the idea was not 
repulsive: or (8) by ab cnni for 
every where in the N. T. marriage is 
spoken of in high and honourable terms ; 
and the words of the angel to Joseph 
rather imply, than discountenance, such а 
supposition. (8) On the other hand, the 
words of this verse do not require it: the 
idiom being justified on the contrary hy- 
pothesis. See reff. On the whole it 

to me, that яо one would ever have 
thought of interpreting the verse any 
otherwise than in its primá facie meaning, 
except to force it into oe a 
preconceived notion of the perpetual vir- 
ginity of Mary. It is characteristic, and 
historically instructive, that the groat im- 
pagner of the view given above should be 
Jerome, the impugner of marriage itself : 
and that his opponents in its interpreta- 
tion should have been branded as heretics 
by after-ages. See a brief notice of the 
controversy in Milman, Hist. of Latin 
Christianity, i. 72 ff. As to the ezpres- 
sion, compare the remarkable parallel, 
Diog. Laert. iii. 1. 2, where he says of 
the father of Plato, кабарду yápov $v- 
Ad kai, lec тўс йтовойсєыс, with ib. 4 
(said of Plato) oye д adedgovde 'Адеі- 
payrov к. l'Aaéxwva к. йдеМфт» Torwyny. 

lxáňñegev } i. е. Joseph; see ver. 21. 
Cuar. II. 1—12.] Vistr AND ADORA- 

TION OF Маат FROM THE EAST. 1. 
Вт6. тїз "о~у8.) There was another Beth- 
lehem in the tribe of Zebulun, near the 
sea of Galilee, Josh. xix. 15. The name 
Bethlehem-Judah is used, Jud. xvii. 7, 8, 

sah: тоу viov тоу xpwrorocoy D'(and lat) L: om BZN 1. 33 lat - a 
(appy) 5 c g, k syr-cu Ambr, Hil Jer Greg. 

h 
9: 1 Sam. xvii. 12. Another name for 
our Bethlehem was Ephrath, Gen. xxxv. 
19; xlviii. 7; or Ephrata, Mic. v. 2. It 
was six Roman miles to the south of Jeru- 
salem, and was known as ‘the city of Da- 
vid,’ the origin of his family, Ruth i. 1, 19. 

dv An 'HpéBov] HEROD THE 
GREAT, воп of Antipater, an Idumean, by 
an Arabian mother, made king of Judæa 
on occasion of his having fled to Rome, 
being driven from his tetrarchy by the 
pretender Antigonus. (Jos. Antt. xiv. 14. 
4.) This title was confirmed to him after 
the battle of Actium by Octavianus. He 
sought to strengthen his throne by a se- 
ries of cruelties and slaughters, putting to 
death even his wife Mariamne, and his 
sons Alexander and Aristobulus. His 
cruelties, and his affectation of Gentile 
customs, gained for him a hatred among 
the Jews, which neither his ificent 
rebuilding of the temple, nor his liberality 
in other public works, nor his provident 
care of the people during a severe famine, 
could mitigate. He died miserably, five 
days after he had put to death his son 
Antipater, in the seventieth year of his 
age, the thirty-eighth of his reign, and 
the 750th year of Rome. The events here 
related took place a short time before his 
death, but necessarily more than forty 
days; for he spent the last forty days of 
his life at Jericho and the baths of Cal- 
lirrhoe, and therefore would not be found 
by the magi at Jerusalem. The history 
of Herod’s rn is contained in Jose- 
р» Antt. books xiv.—xvii. you 
wò ávorolév] Magi from the t; 

(not ах. ávar. wapey.) The absence of 
the art. after payor is no objection to this 
interpretation. In fact it could not have 
been here expressed, because the concrete 
noun payor is not distributed : as neither 
could it in such an expression as dy@pw- 
хос iy wyevyart йкаӨбартф, Mark i. 28. 
In the case of an anarthrous abstract 
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noun, the art. may follow, but may also 
be omitted, cf. харӣ iv пуєбрат: ау, 
Rom. xiv. 17: the distinction being, that 
Xx. 7) iv v». dy. would specify, among 
various kinds of joy, that one, which is iv 
ту. ày., Whereas у. iv vv. dy. merely 
asserts the fact that the joy is iv wy. åy., 
without suggesting any oomparison with 
other kinds. —De W. ош, that if ard 
dvar. belonged to rape y., it would pro- 
bably follow that verb, as iE одоо does, 
ref. Luke. I may add, that rapayivopat 
occurs with a preposition and a substan- 
tive twelve times in the N. T. and in no 
case are (hey prefized.—It would be use- 
less to detail all the conjectures to which 
this history has given rise. From whet 
has been written on the subject it would 
appear, (1) That dvaroħai may mean 
еї Arabia, Persia, Chaldea, от Par- 
thia, with the provinces adjacent. Seo 
Judges vi. 8: Isa. xli. 2, xlvi. 11: Num. 
xxiii. 7. Philo (leg. ad Caium, p. 584) speaks 
of 027 rd iua xai (ytuóvsc abràv Пар- 
vaio. In all these countries there were 
magi, at least persons who in the wider 
sense of the word were now known by the 
name. The words in ver. 2 seem to point 
to some land not very near Judæa, as also 
the result of Herod's enquiry as to the 
date, € in ju диетоёс. (2) If we 
lace together (a) the pro in Num. 
. 17, d handy be unknown 
to the Eastern astrologers,—and (d) the 
assertion of Suetonius (Vesp. c. 4), ‘ Per- 
crebuerat Oriente toto vetus et constans 
opinio, esse in fatis, ut eo tempore Judæa 
profecti rerum potirentur, — and Tacitus, 
v. 13, ‘ Pluribus persuasio inerat, antiquis 
sacerdotum literis contineri, eo ipso tem- 

re fore ut valesceret Oriens, profectique 
udæa rerum potirentur,——and (у) the 

hecy, also likely to be known in the 
East, of the seventy weeks in Daniel 
ix. 24; — we can, I think, be at no loss to 
understand how any remarkable celestial 
appearance at this time should have been 
interpreted as it was. (3) There is no 

und for supposing the magi to have 
m three in number (as first, apparently, 
by Leo the Great, A.D. 450; “tribus 
igitur magis in regione Orientis stella 
nove claritatis apparuit, Serm. xxxi. 

. 235, ed. Migne), or to have been kings. 
e first tradition appears to have arisen 

from the number of their gifta : the second, 
from the prophecy in Isa. 1x. 3. (Tertul- 
lan seems to deduce it from the similar 
prophecy in Ps. lxxii. 10, * Reges Arabum 
et Saba munera afferent illi: nam et magos 

reges fere habuit Oriens" Adv. Jud. 
. 619, ed. Migne; adv. Marc. p. 559, ed. 

e. S. abret Tóv ёстќра] 
руча has been said and written оп the 
ollowing note in no friendly spirit; but, 

for the moet part, in entire misunder- 
standing of its drift and character. It 
seems to me that the prelimi ques- 
tion for us is, Have we here in tho 
sacred text a miracle, or have we some 
natural appearance which God in His 
Providence used as & means of indicatin 
to the magi the birth of His Son? Dif 
ferent minds may feel differently as to the 
answer to this question: bat I submit 
that it is not for any man to charge an- 
other, who is as firm & believer m the 
facta related in the sacred text as he him- 
self can be, with weakening that belief, 
because he feels an honest conviction that 
it is here relating, not в miracle but a 
natural appearance. It is, of course, the 
far safer way, as far as reputation is con- 
cerned, to introduce miraculous agency 
wherever possible: but the present Editor 
aims at truth, not popularity. 1862. ] 
This expression of the magi, we have seen 
his star, does not seem to point to any 
miraculous appearance, but to something 
observed in the course of their watching 
the heavens. We know the magi to have 
been devoted to astrology: and on com- 
paring the language of our text with this 
undoubted fact, I confess that it 
to me the most ingenuous way, fairly to 
take account of that fact in our exegesis, 
and sot to shelter ourselves from an ap- 
parent difficuliy by the convenient but 
Sorced hypothesis of a miracle. Wherever 
supernatural agency is asserted, or may be 
reasonably inferred, I shall ever be found 
foremost to insist on its recognition, and 
impugn every device of rationalism or semi- 
rationalism; but it does not therefore follow 
that I should consent to attempts, however 
well meant, to introduce miraculous inter- 
ference where it does not appear to be 
borne out by the narrative. The principle 
on which this commentary is conducted, is 
that of honestly endeavouring to ascertain 
the sense of the sacred text, without regard 
fo any preconceived systema, and fearless 
of any possible consequences. And if the 
scientific or historical researches of others 
seem to contribute to this, my readers will 
find them, as far as they have fallen within 
my observation, made use of for that pur- 
pose. Now we learn from astronomical 
calculations, that a remarkable conjunction 
of the planets of our system took place a 

BCDEK 
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short time before the birth of our Lord. 
[I may ise that the whole of the 
statements in this note have been remark- 
ably confirmed, except in the detail now 
corrected, “that an would 

ing his calculations of the times and near- 
nesses of the conjunctions, as verified by 
the Astronomer Royal at Greenwich. The 
exact days and hours have been piri 
below from Mr. Pritchard's рарег.] нп 
the year of Rome 747, оп the 20th of May 
[ 29th, Pritchard], there was a conjunction 
of Jupiter and Saturn in the 20th degree 
of the constellation Pisces, close to the first 
VVV 

vens noted in astrological science as 
that in which the signs denoted the 
est and most noble events. On the 27th 
of October [29th Sept., Pritchard], in the 
nri arid p junction of the same con) 

took place, in the 16th degree of 
: and on the 12th of November 

of the same sign. (Ideler, Hand- 

buch Chronologie, ii. 399, sqq. 
Winer, Кыс B under ‘ Stern der 

montis, we Eara vi 9), if they performed 
the route from Jerusalem to : in 
the evening, ss is implied, the December 
eonjeaction, in 15° of Pisces, would be be- 
ee e ee ee 

* 1j hour east of the meridian at sunset.” 
i These circumstances would 

seem to form a remarkable coincidence with 
the history in our text. They are in no 
way inconsistent with the word aoripa, 
which cannot surely (see below) be 
to its mere literal sense of one sing 
but anderstood in its wider astrological 

ing: nor is this explanation of the 
them to Bethlehem at all re- 

to the plain words of vv. 9, 10, 
importing its motion from 3. x. towards 
s.w., the direction of Bethlehem. We 
may farther observe, that жо part of the 
text respecting the star, asserts, or even 
implies, a miracle; and that the very 

star 
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*ip rg avaroAy, kai MA bopev 240 at 
2 Cor. av. 4) Ма Jae i Bev. 1. 36 a1, 
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м. 
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ш apparent inconsistencies with the 
are no more than the 

ort of the i themselves, and the 
general belief of the age would render 
unavoidable. this sxdservience и 
superstitions of astrology to the 

be objected to, we may ана 
with Wetstein, ‘Superest igitur ut illos 
ex ci ique artis sus hoc babuisse existi- 
memus : quise lice$ certissime futilis, vana, 
atque fallax esset, casu tamen aliquando 
in verum incidere potuit. Admirabilis 
hinc elucet sapientia Dei, qui hominum 
erroribus et sceleribus usus Josephum per 
5 fratrum in Egyptum deduxit, re- 
5 per haruspicia et sortes Ju- 

immisit, Ezech. xxi. 21, 22.) et magos 
hic per astrologiam ad Christum direxit.’ 

the Jew, who knew nothing of this con- 
junction, relates it aajne hasclmah. 
cited by Münter in Wissensch. 
Kritik, p. 20) as а tradition, that по con- 
janction could be of mightier im than 
That of Jupiter and Saturn, which planets 
were in conjunction A.M. 2966, before 
the birth of Moses, in the sign of Pisces; 
and сосе remarks that that sign was 
the most significant one for the Jewe. 
From this consideration he conelodes that 
the ia aga of these planeta in that 
* the own time "> ала pr 

е near Атос of the birth о 
as the Jews did not 

тейи 5 but learnt it from the 
Chaldeans, this ides, that a conjunction in 
Pisces betokened some great event in 
Judæa, must have ailed among Chal- 
dean astrologers. [It is fair to notice the 
influence on the position maintained in 
this note of the fact which Mr. Pritchard 
seems to have substantiated, that the 
planets did not, during the year B.c. 7, 
approach each other so as to mistaken 
by апу eye for one star: indeed not 
“ within зане ге nt diameter of 
the moon.’ t, that even if this 
were so, the а in the note remains 
as it was. The conjunction of the two 
planets, com or incomplete, would be 
that which would bear astrological signi- 
ficance, not their looking like one star. 
The two bright seen in the east, 
—the two bright planets standing over 
Bethlehem,—these would on each occasion 
have arrested the attention of the m 
and this appearance would have been 
nominated by them 3 Sario аўтоў. 
object that it is derijp, not 

To 
dorpov, is 
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ast (эре trifling: the appearance could 
not “dorpoy, a constellation,” 
as required by Dr. Wordsworth, who sug- 
gests the ingenious solution for all the dif- 
ficulties of the narrative, that “the star, 
it is probable, was visible to the magi 
alone. J iv тў åvar.] Not ‘at ite 
rising, in which case we should expect 
to find афтой, if not here, certainly in 
ver. 9,—but in the East, i. e. either in the 
Eastern country from which they came, or 
in the Eastern quarter of the heavens, as 
above explained. In ver. 9, iv т. ávar. is 
opposed to éxáve ob ўу rò watdiov. 
Tposkvvf)oat To do homage to him, in 
the Eastern ion of prostration. Ne- 
cesse est enim, si in conspectum veneris, 
venerari te Regem, quod illi геи 
vocant. Corn. Nep. Conon, 8 3. 
érapáxÓn] Josephus, Апі. xvii. 2. 4, re- 
px resents these troubles. as raised by the 
harisees, who prophesied a revolution. 

"Нреёу ply carawabvcrwc ápxiic фхд Otob 
bbngropbync аўтф re ral yiye тф aa’ 
avrov. Herod, as a foreigner and usurper 
пага one who was born King of iio dene. Jews: 
1 worn away by seditions and 

ters, feared fresh tumulta and wars. 
There may also be a trace of the ular 
notion that the times of the Messiah 
would be ushered in by great tribulations : 
so Schóttgen, ii. p. 512, from the book 
Sohar, “ quo tempore Sol redemtionis ipeis 
illucescet, tribulatio post tribulationem et 
tenebre post tenebras venient ipeis: dum 
vero in his versantur, illucescet ipsis Lux 
Dei 8. B." rag '!еросб\лера) Неге 
and apparently at tehi iii. 5, used as a femi- 
nine singular. Joseph. Bell. Jud. vi. 10. 1, 
uses dN 'Терос..... Gdovea . , but 
none of these instances are decisive: an 
ellipsis of ) ж0\№с being possible. 

om таса 

4. счусүсүбу] i.e. says Lightfoot, he 
5 ҮР» Sanhedrim. For the San- 
edrim e 01 seventy-one members, 

and comprising Priests, Levites, and Is- 
raclites (Maimonides), under the term 
e are contained the two first of 
these, and under ураџ. r. Xaov the third. 

ёру. are most likely the High Priest 
and those of his race, —any who had served 
the office, —and perhaps also the presidents 
of the twenty-four courses (1 Chron. xxiv. 
RE үр. consisted of the teachers and in- 

of the Divine law, the >ошко 
d уороё:давкаћо of St. Luke. But the 
apeoBurepor той Aaov are usually men- 
tioned with these two classes as 
up the Sanhedrim. See ch. xvi. 21; xxvi. 
3, 59. Possibly on this occasion the 
apy. and yp. only were summoned, the 
question being one of Scripture learning. 
* dpxvepeis,” says Dr. Wordsworth, “is а 
word suggestive of the confusion now in- 
troduced into the nomination to the office 
of High Priest, when the true High Priest 
came from heaven to ‘purify the sons of 
Levi’ (Mal. iii. 8).” I of one High 
Priest for life, there were many, made 
and unmade in rapid succession. As Span- 
heim says, Dub. Evan. ii.37, “ &pyxipec?vyg 
confusa, Christo exhibito. Summum aa- 
cerdotium pessime habitum, Herodis et 
Romanorum licentia." draus] 
The present tense is often used indefinitely 
of subjects of prophecy, е. g. б ірҳбџреуос, 
ch. xi. 3: Heb. x. 37; fpyeras, in an ex- 
— exactly el to this, John vii. 

6. cal gv] This is a free para- 
E of the prophecy in Micah v. 2. It 
must be remembered that though the 
words are the answer of the Sanbedrim 
to Herod, and not a citation of the pro- 
phet by the Evangelist, yet they are 

BCDER 
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ob ud rò r hne 10 iScvreg 88 rov аотёра * ©хартва> v SY Pet ш. 

€ хара» пеуаћп» “ сфодра' П kat :АӨвутес̧ eig THY оікіау "Ax с Ма 
only. 3 18. Pe. x. D, 6. 1 Lake 1 8. Acts vill. 26, т эш EINST AAlv. 23. Eph. 
v. 1 Thess. v. only. Deut. at supra Wisd. xix. 18 only. Dan. vil, y Lake xi. 

в ver. . ch iv. 18. Eph. 1117 al. Gen. xx vii. 86. d тие. 85. a ver. 2 reff, 
+ E 3 в 

Tim. I. 18. vi. 12 al. Deat. vli. 33. Jadg. xi. 88. “deb. xvii. в, galt, Mark xvi. 4 Lake 
xviii. 38. Acts vi. 7. Rev. xvi. 21 ошу. t. ix. 21. 

6. for Magis un D, non lat-a b c d f g, Syr syr-cu сор RE 
tol lat- i xoi bef ee ОК aria Protey- imis om BDZ rel 
Justin 

8. aft iy ins avro D Syr syr-cu. rec акр Вес bef eeracare (for emphasis 1), 
with C'L rel Orig, : акр. aft wa:diov Syr si in txt BC'D 1. 33 latt syr тор Еаз 
Аш. for «xav, orav D. exay 

rec (for єстабл) tern, with L rel Protev Eus, : txt BCD 1. 33 Orig Eus,. 
for ov s» ro wacdioy, rov waidiou D lat-b c g,. 

by the latter as correct. Light- accurately. gavopévoy | lit. the time 
foot renders the Hebrew, ‘parvum est ut (or, duration: perhaps as an element in 
sis inter chiliadas, and adds, that the his calculation of age) of the star which 
Chaldee paraphrast, who may  possibl appeared: ф. being the part. pres., re- 
have been present at this very coun Jerred back to the time when they saw the 
renders the words intra um es ut star. The position of ф. between the art. 
pos yi los ] 4 need not and ite subst. forbids such renderings as 

supposed to be put for dA: the dis- * the time when the star appeared.’ 
trict may be in as described in ver. 8. sopevOévreg . . . Gu] The pleonastic 
16. фүє.боъу] ог xOuácw (LXX). use of these words, common as  Hebraism 
The tribes were divided into chiliads, and in the N. T. (see reff.), is also idiomatic in 
the names of the chiliads inscribed in the English; it may be remarked, that 

blic records of their respective cities, although not strictly needed in the sen- 
h. Judges vi. 15 Gideon says idod у Мс tences where they occur, their insertion 
pow ђобіуђсгу іу Mavacog, on which always gives fulness and accuracy to the 
R. Kimchi (cited by Lightfoot) annotates, meaning. 9.] On this see note on 
“Some un Alphi to mean ‘my ver. 2. ob Fy (elliptic for 
father,’ as if it were Alluph, whose signi- rórov об ђу) T. т. may mean, over that 
сс is prince ог lord. And thus, it part of Bethlehem where the young child 

did the Sanhedrim understand the was, which they might have ascertained 
ean (which is the same) in Micah v. = by en Or it may even mean, ‘ over 
The word wna, without pointe, ma ug шеш loi: le town of Bethlehem? If it is 
either tq, by xu, or € y 9yt- e be un as standing over the 

Мб». ік cov yàp un t has been Touse, and thus indicating to the 
remarked that the singular Letin expres- the position of the object оў their eng 
sion, which occurs both in Tacitus and the whole incident must be regarded as 
Suetonius (see the passages above in note  miraculous. But this is not necessarily 

on Ad àv. dy.) ‘Judæa profecti may implied, even if the words of the text be 
hare been deriv ed from these words of the literally understood; and in a matter like 
LXX. 1. ўкріВисеу) ascertained Cul cus; where popular language is so 



14 ETATTEAION II. 

Ez sikh Ер 180 то таидіо» merà Maplac rue патрос аугоо, Kai BCDEK 

cn " WEGOVTEC " wpoctkóvagay avro Kai ‘avoikavrec rode VA 1.35. 
zasi (i) fE nsavpouc aura " mpoçhveyxav avr p, Xeveoy 

EE cal Maro. cal ™ spópvav. kai  xpnnaraGévrec 

re kar ° отар un ° азакарфа | трос "Нродл», $ aAAne 
Joha.) 3 Со. дои ^ &vexépmaav ис тї» ҳеюя» avri». 3 1 араХырл- 

10 t e cüvrov Ò avrov, ü*yysÀoc коріоо patverat kar 
Ъ ch. v. 23, 34. viii. 4. Be с туе бек аш 3 

xviii. 18 only. 
4 Isa. lx. 6. k Rev. 

ohn xiz.89 only. Рз. Ally. 3. (-мфе, Mark xv. 33) 
n ver. 22 (w. ef pd pre » Acts x. 22. з. Jer. xzxviL (Xxx.) 3. dxo. indi cara T. bre 

vous 6 O., Jos. Antt. xi. och. і. 20 т. and note, Matt. only. р Acts xviii. 
21. Heb. xi. 18 only, a Kings xii. 20. Wr Matt., bero (30e) ver. 23 alô. Mark bi. 7. aan v 18. Acta 
xxii. 19. xxvi. 81 only. = Rod. H. 15. Musea xii. 12 

11. rec (for bey) pee ob from ver 8), with (none of our mss) lat-b c ff, 91 
Epiph Promiss V: а rel Ser’s-25-mas lat - a F syrr syr-cu coptt th arm Iren-lat 
Orig Eus, Chr Juv Leo Op. 
1$. transp avrwy and dpi D. for avrwy, rov payoy (sic) C3, rev paywy 

Dr. nar aurwy ins ec r7» xepav avrwy гфауп B latt sah-ms arm 
Iren-lat lat-ff: txt CDLZA rel.—«ar ovap bef verb (cf кат ovap «$av5, ch i. 20) ВСК 

universally broad, and the Scriptures so 
generally use popular e, it is surely 
not the letter, but the spirit of the narra- 
tive with which we are concerned. 
1l. perà Maplas] No stress must be laid 
on the omission of Joseph here. In the 
parallel account as ed the shep- 
herds, in Luke ii. 16, he is mentioned. I 
would rather regard the omission here as 
indicating a simple matter of fact, and 
contributing to shew the trut of the 
narrative :—that Joseph happened not to 
be present at the time. If the meaning of 
rijv oixiay is to be pressed (as in a matter 
of detail I think it should), it will confirm 
the idea that Joseph and Mary, probably 
under the idea that the child was to be 
brought up at Bethlehem, dwelt there some 
time after the Nativity. Epiphanius sup- 
poses that Mary was at this time on a visit 
to her kindred at Bethlehem (possibly at a 

er was previous to the visit of the 
Being persuaded of the historic 

reality of these narratives of Matt. and 
Luke, we shall find no difficulty in also 
believing that, were we acquainted with 
all the events as they happened, their 
reconcilement would be an easy matter ; 
whereas now the two independent ac- 
counts, from not being aware of, seem to 
exclude one another. This will often be 
the case in ordinary life; e. 3 
giving of evidence. 
more satisfactorily shew the aise d and 
independence of the narrators, where their 
testimony to the main facts, as in the pre- 
sent case, is consentient. [I must caution 
the reader aguinst the misunderstanding 
of these last remarks in Dean Ellicott’s 
Lectures on the Life our Lord, р. ТО, 
note 4; and indeed of my own views as 
regards а т irreconcileable narra~ 

pare) as much as two years after our tives in the sos rude throughout 
rd's birth. (Vol. i. pp. 48, 154, 490.) his ote to chal post] 

But if Mary had kindred at Bethlehem, 
how could she be so ill-provided with 
lodging, and have (as is implied in Luke 

) sought accommodation at an inn? 

cheate or Bales, in m 8 the gifts were 
carried during their journey. The an- 
cient Fathers were fond of tracing i in the 
gifts symbolical meanings: ёс fami, 

And the supposition of two years having rò» xpveóv. ec 62 reÜyyEouivo, riv 
elapsed, derived probably from the &«roüc — euópvay. ac di Org, rbv A Bayuróv. 
of ver. 16, will involve us in considerable 925 р. a and similar 
difficulty. There seems to be no reason Irenæus, і ш. 9. 2, pucdy abre 
why the magi may not have come within  yev»nOivr: ана ао *'poc- 
the forty days the Purification, екбшоау ol pdyo. (Clem. Alex. р. 206, 
which itself may have taken place in the Potter.) We cannot conclude from, these 
interval between their and He- gifts that the magi came from Arabia. 
rod's discovery that they had mocked him. 
No objection can be raised to this view 
from the &лд 0:етоёс of ver. 16: see note 
there. The general idea is, that the Pu- 

Strabo says, xvi. p. 1129, Wetat., that the 
best t frankincense comes from the borders 
of Persia. 



19—16. 

° буар те lwond Мушу "Еугрбес rap то жао» 

КАТА MAOOAION. 15 

r ch. zvil, 1 
al. Gen. 
azii. 8. 

ка! тў» иттїра avrov, Kai gevye ис Aiyurroy, cat lobt += Cen. aziz. 
{кє two Gv sime got ANA удо H , ‘ Grrew то rg lg: 
watdtov “ rov атоћсає auto. 14 о & Even Otic ragte 

xix. 1", 14. 
seo Joha vil. 
1, 19, &c. 

* a 7 os 4 » e 

ro Waidioy Kai THY unrípa avrov vvkroc Kat * aveyeproty "©З" 

чс Atyvsrrov, 15 kai iv éxet ewe ттс " reAeurnc Hoodov 
v here оюу. 
en Gen. xxvi 

2. Josh. i 1. 

iva " тАпрыбу то pn " vxo xupiov " Sia rov трофитоо Xt, Ts. 
М уоутос EE Atyósrov єкаАгва тд» йб» pov. 1* 
H р=дпс 180 ore 7 everaiy On ото rov * payor, * BvpwOy 
. æ de flosly. Gen. XXXIX. 14,17. Exod x. 2. 

a dere only. Oen. ххх. 3 al. fr. 

33: txt DL rel vulg. 

ГА w ch. 1. 22 тей. 
TOTE x Hosza ai. 1. 

у = Luke ziv. 
29. uf our 
Lord's suffer. 

rov maida (twice) and avro» D (so vv 20, 21). 
14. duyepOerg (here and in ver 21) D 83 [= де гуғрбас?]. 
15. rec ins rov bef xvpiov (as frequently), with L rel: om BCDZA 1. 33. 

13—23.] FriGnHT что Естрт. 
18. тер.) Arise and take with 
thee; not, ‘ When thou hast arisen (in 
the morsing), take.’ The command was 
immediate; and Joseph made no delay. 
He must be understood, on account of 
weeréc below, as having arisen the same 
night and departed forthwith. The words 
éyepOsig waptAaBey are also used in vv. 

here яо haste is necessarily im- 

а Hebraism, but pure Greek, implyi 
ose. See Soph. Trach. 57, and е. 

mann's note. Bernhardy, Syntax, р. 867, 
notices that it is rarely found in earlier 
Greek writers, but more common as we 

expected Messiah, as the general anti- 
type of all the events of the typical dispen- 
sation. We shall have occasion to remark 

and dark sayings, was He who 
to come, or the cireumstances atten- 
on His advent and reign.—The words 

are written in Hosea o 

Israel is found in Exod. iv. 22, 23.—tva 
must not be explained away : it never de- 
notes the event or mere result, but always 
the perpose. 16.) Josephus makes 
no mention of this slaughter; nor is it 
likely that he would have done. Probably 
no great number of children perished in so 
small a place as Bethlehem and its neigh- 
bourhood. The modern objections to this 
narrative may be answered best by re- 
membering the monstroas character of 
this tyrant, of whom Josephus asserts 
(Antt. xvii. 6. 5), iA yor?) atrdy 
ри dri waow  lÉaypialvovaa. erod 

marked the way to his throne, and 
his reign itself, with blood ; had murdered 
VVV!!! ек ie 
sbout this time) ; and was likely enough, 
in blind fury, to have made no enquiries, 
but given the savage order at once.— 
Besides, there might have been а reason 
for not making enquiry, but rather taking 
the course he did, which was sure, as he 
thought, to answer the end, without di- 
vulging the purpose. The word Аабра in 
ver. 7 seems to favour this view.— Macro- 
bius (Saturnalia, ii. 4) relates an anecdote 
of Augustus: ‘Cum audisset inter pueros 
quos in Syria Herodes rex Judeorum intra 
bimatum jussit interfici, fllium ше 
ejus occisum, ait, Melius est Herodis 
porcum esse (róv бу?) quam filium (réy 
vi). But Macrobius wrote in the 
fifth century, and the words ‘intra bima- 
tum’ look very like a quotation from 
our narrative. Besides, the anecdote 
shews great ignorance of the chronology 
of Herod’s reign. Antipater, the last put 
to death of his sons, was 5 
execution. See Ellicott’s note, res, 
р. 78. dvewasy@n } ‘ Loqaitur Matth., 
ex sensu et opinione Herodis (Calvin.) 
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bos Mark vi. Alav, kat " атостеЛас dvi wavrag roUc таас тоос 

o Mitt, hero tv BnÜAsip kai г> masw тос “орис auric, “amo ' à- 
only. » 1 7 ` ` , а h , 
xus erouc Kat © karerípe, ката тоу ypõvo» Оу nxpiBwaer 
Acta H. 98 1 
ali8, 9 Thess. тара теу aa yo. 

H. 8. Heb. 
x. 9 only. 
= Brod. х 
99 al. 

d ch. iv. 18 al. 
Mt. Mk. 
only, exo. 

Rod vill. 2. уа 0 d K Р; i Nom. xxxiv i, OTL OU ноу. 

17 sore { éxAnpwOn ro | pylitv ‘Sia 
'Iepen(ov rov профптоо Atyovroc 18 * Фе» ew "Papa 
пкободл, 'xAavÜuóc xai " oðvopòç rovc, `РаулА 
"xXatovea та ríkva rie kai оок IA ° wapaxAnOn- 

19 reAevrnoavrocg & rov Hpwéov, 
сагаа 800 d yytÀoc xupiov ° $aiverat kar 1 буар TU Toon tv 

xxvii. 
2 Chron. 

i К 16 
ere only. 
2Macx.8 Kal THY 
only. (via, 
Acts x xiv. 97. 
see also [e] 
above.) 
thy Maxedovineoy ка:рёь). 

42, 60 ам, 
h ver. 7 reff. 

16. дитнас D': bimatu latt Lucif lat-ff. 
om ov 7. 

17. aft pnOcv ins vro xvpiov Dal, 

Mt. only, exc. Lake xiii. 28. Acts xx. 87. Gen. xiv. 2. 
D w. acc., here only. Gen. xxnzvii. 88. 1 Macc. ix. 20. 

p= om xzzvil 80. sce roa 13. 

At ybrro 20 At yuv * "EyrpBsic * тараћа[е TO таёо» 
i tiv unrípa avrov, kai wopevou ec yw lepaQgA* 

reh ca yap ot 'Ünrovvrec rv ‘yYuyny rov жадоо. 
g Ъете овіу. (xdrw)I Chron. as above. (-regoc, Eph. Iv. 9.) of time, Diod. Sic. 1. 8 («arerépe 

i — ch. i. $2 reff. k IIA. xzxvili. (XX AI) 15. 
m 2 Cor. vii. 7 oetg. Jer. 

9 = Ch. v. 4 
qch.1 20 (ref) aad 

ave. 18, t Rom. xi. 3 only. Exod. 

for катштерш, кате D. 

reo (for dio) vro, with L rel syr-marg-gr: txt 
BCDZN 33 latt Syr syr-txt eth arm Justin Chr Jer. 

18. rec ins Өрууос cat bef &XavOnoc (from хх; if any of the three had been omitted 
by mistake, it would not have been the first of them but the second or the third: the 
eye of the copyist passing on from -oç ка: to -oç cat or from -oç to -oc), with CDL rel 
&yr-cu вуг arm: om BZN 1 latt Syr syr-jer coptt th Justin Ambr Jer (remarking nec 
juxta Heb. nec jurta Lxx) Hil Op. for oSvppoc, Bovypog Z. 
Hil: txt BCL rel syr Justin Hippol. (lat-5 

ne noi» DZ latt 
def. 

19. гес кат ovap bef gatverat (see on ver 13), with CL rel зуг: txt BDZ 1 sah, 
apparuit in somnis vulg lat - a ce f Fi apparuit angelus domini in somnis am lat-b Syr. 

ётё Sverote] i. e. wasdiov, not 
xoóvov. This expression must not be 
taken as any very certain indication of 
the time when the star did actually ap- 

The addition cai rarwripw implies 
that there was uncertainty in Herod’s 
mind as to the age pus out ; and if so, 
why might not the jealous tyrant, al- 
though he had accurately ascertained the 
date of the star's appearing, have taken а 
range of time extending before as well as 
after it, the more surely to attain his 
point ? Toig бром atris will be- 
token, as Meyer, the insulated houses, and 
hamlets, which belonged to the territo 
of Bethlehem. 17. тӛ ёт. 8.4 lep. 
Apparently, an accommodation of the pro- 
phecy in Jer. xxxi. 15, which was ori- 
ginally written of the Babylonish capti- 
vity. We must not draw any fanciful 
distinction between róre ixAnpw0y and 
Туа xAnpwO, but rather seek our explana- 
tion in the acknowledged system of pro- 
phetic interpretation among the Jews, 
still extant in their rabbinical books, and 
now sanctioned to us by N. T. usage; at 

the same time remembering, for our cau- 
tion, how little even now we understand 
of the full bearing of prophetic and typical 
words and acts. None of the expressions 
of this prophecy must be closely and lite- 
dup Laien e link of connexion seems 
to Rachel's sepulchre, which (Gen. 
xxxv. 19: see also 1 Sam. x. 2) was ‘in the 
way to Bethlehem ;’ and from that cir- 
cumstance, perhapa, the inhabitants of 
that place are ed her children. We 
must also take into account the close rela- 
tion between the tribes of Judah and 
Benjamin, which had long subsisted. Ra- 
mah was six miles to the north of Jera- 
salem, in the tribe of Benjamin (Jer. xl. 
1: *Er-Ram, marked by the village and 
green patch on its summit, the most con- 
spicuous object from a distance in the ap- 
proach to Jerusalem from the South, is 
certainly ‘Ramah of Benjamin.’ Stanley, 
Sinai and Palestine, p. 213); so that nei- 
ther must this part of the prophecy be 
strictly taken. 20. «aci yáp] 
The plural here is not merely idiomatic, 
nor, as Wordsw., for lenity and forbear- 



17—23. 

21 

“ApxéAaog 

жатрдс avrov "Hpodou, bonn 

ратсдис $ 7 akar 70 ‚ оудр 
Г а№Ааіас, 2 ка "0 * 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 17 

о à ©үєрбис “тар\аВе» TO vaio» Kai riv parioa aw. dei and 
avrov xai исй\б siç yn ‘Tapa. 2 4 akobsac à 5 Ore 

Ns [eri] rie "Тоодаѓас " 

Кошу. 
1 

avri TOU Un d = е 

éxes reh, Xen- 21. 13. 
x, tie та * uépn тпс, LE: LN 

dar tegen ис то» As yo- "akin i? 
pv Naxaplr бї шс * х\зрвбр тд * f did тоу po- Xe аЛ Anab. i 
фто», Ore NaLwpaiog kAnÜncera:. uu 

xvii Sal. Deut. i. 87. к= ziv. 26 reff. oaly. 12, MreM 1 Kings xix. 10. = ch. zv. 91. xvi. 18 al. Wok Al. f. ) b= ver. 8 re. ow. wf, ch. iv. 18. Acts vil. 4 2 Chron. = 4 vet. d ch. I. 29 гей, 

21. rec (for eigmAOer) Ab., with DL rel latt syrr sah: txt BCN copt. yu», ray D. 
23. om ex: B 1. 18. 33 al Ser’s ac 

avrov, with CDL rel vulg Eus: txt 
23. for дл, vro C. 

Bo. 

ance, in speaking of the dead ;" but 
hace citation from Exod. iv. 19, w 
the same words are spoken to Moses ne 
vei» FT)» л" = Фр) ups as 
терек ening, not the ee but 
the category. Ch . Soph. (Ed. CoL 966. 
Herod the died of a dreadful disease 
* 5 кеш 

age, the thirty-eigh reign, 
A-U.C. 760. Јов. B. J. i. 83. 8. 

ARCHELAUS was the son of 
ud althace, а Rome (Jos R. J. l. 

was ht up at Rome (Jos. B. J. i. 
81. 1); succeeded. hie father, but never 
had the title of king, only that of Eth- 
narch, with the government of Idumæa, 
Judæa, and Samaria, the rest of his 
father's dominions being divided between 
his brothers Philip and Antipas. ы 
Antt. xvii. 11. 4) But, (1) very у 

wider meaning + (2) Archelaw did, im 2 us in 
the beginning an reign, give.out and 
regard himself as king: rd яАўдос . 
ebyapurrel . .. rie vpóc abr: bepareiag 
ёс xpbc Riga * Вас:Ма (Jos. B. J. 
i 1. 1): (3) in ch. xiv. Ө, Herod the Te- 
trarch is called д Backer In the ninth 
year of his government Archelaus was 
dethroned, оф 1 ‘Towdaiore, &\Ад a 
Жараргфо‹ xpnoápevoç weer, TotoBev- 
Caylvey ікатірюу rar abrow xpòc Kai- 

a+ + фоуадебатаз иф» elc Biyyay 
Tér тйс Гайатїас...1. е. Vi 

for 

arm Eus, rec ту 5 
[not avrov rov пр. in B, as Btly.] 

саа о посе] ојесию (0606 that: be 
elsewhere calls Nazareth rj» rarpida 
abrod, ch. xiii. 54, 57. It is perhaps just 
possible that St. Matthew, writing for 
Jews, although well aware of the previous 

o ch. з; 
18), and does not localize what took pde 
before it, which is merely inserted as sub- 

5 the facis related i 
el which we find to be the case.—I 
should prefer, however, believing, as more 
consistent, in foro conscientia, with the 
fair in retation of our text, that St. 
Matthew was not aware of the 
events related in Luke i. iL, and 

universally be made. gey must 

fu the same 
is used (ver. 14) of the 

G2. ед singe) Hase 
‘refer to the divine урагрове in 

eront. not to tbat of J 1 it иг 
about. TÒ фу D. т. vp Th 
words are no Badius verbatim to found, 
nor is this asserted by the Evangelist; but 
that the sense of the prophets is such. In 
searching for such sense, the sowing hy- 
potheses have been made—none of them 
satisfactory :—(1) Euthymius says, motos 
ятрофўта: тобто «xov, p) к ox 
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credis III. ! Ev òè тас йр celat * wapayiverat вст BCDEK 
only. Mark » 
xiv. 48 only. Ivavrvnc o Barriorhc, 
[ni T ree. ] rud 

v. 14. 1 Macc. iv. 46 
1. "MI uod. f. 1. Indg. L 16. 

1 Cor. rtg 2 Tim. iv.16. Heb. ix. 11 у e 
= Gospp. (not John) 

Knpvcowy ev ry "tpnp rnc val 
еке. Lake vil. d. 90 alt. Acts v. 21, 29, 26 ап. 
Epp. passim. Exod. xzxii. 6. geb. tv. 

Cuar. III. 1. om д, DL rel tol lat-5 I g, syr-cu(as often elsw) copt-ms arm Chr 
Thl Hil: ins BCU 1 (33, e sil) vulg lat-a ef g, syrr coptt. 

eÙùphoug үйр' ё:0т: wodAd rà» трофтті- 
cov Plwy dxddovro, rà piv фу raiç 
alypadrwoiac, rd 22 xai LE dpeAsiag rev 
Ace, туй 62 cal ix caxovpyiac. So 
also Chrys., Theophyl., Le Сеге, &c. But 
the expression 012 r. яр. seems to have в 
wider bearing than is thus implied. (2) 
The general sense of the prophets is, that 
Christ should be.a despised person, as the 
inhabitants of Nazareth were (John i. 47). 
So Michaelis, Paulus, Rosenm., Kuin., 
Olsh., &с. But surely this part of the 
Meesiah’s prophetic character is not gene- 
ral or prominent enough, in the absence 
of any direat verbal connexion with the 
word in our text, to found such an inter- 

tion on: nor, on the other hand, 
oes it appear that an inhabitant of Naza- 

reth, as such, was despised ; only that the 
obscurity of the town was, both by Na- 
thanael and the Jews, contrasted with our 
Lord's claims. (3) The Nasarites of old 
Мон men holy and consecrated to God; 

g. Samson (Judg. xiii. 5), Samuel (1 Sam. 
and to this the words are referred 

by , Jerome, Erasm., Beza, Calvin, 
rot., Wetst., al. But (a our Lord did 

not (like John the Baptist) lead a life in 
accordance with the Nararite vow, but 
drank wine, &c., and set himself in marked 
contrast with J fohn in this very particular 
jen xi. 18, 19); and (8) the word for 

azarite is Мар (Judg. xiii. 5 vat.), or 
Na&upaioc (ib. and xvi. 18 F,—Lam. iv. 
7), whereas this, denoting an tshaditant 
рибне із Nalwpaice always in the 

T., except in Mark (i. 24; x. 47; xiv. 
67; xvi. 6), and Luke iv. 43 (xviii. 37, 
xxiv. 19 v. r.), where it is NaCapnvóc. 
(4) There may be an allusion to W 
a branch, by which name our Lord is 
called in Isa. xi. 1, and from which word 
it ath der that the name Nazareth is m 

derived. So ‘eruditi Hebrai, 
J акш» on Іва. xi. 1, and Pisc., Савап, 
Fritz., De Wette, &0. But this word is 
only used in the place cited; and in by 
far the more precise prophecies of the 
Branch, Zech. iii. 8; vi. 12: Jer. xxiii. 5; 
xxxiii. 15, and Isa. iv. 2, the word my 
i$ used.—I leave it, therefore, as an un- 
solved difficulty. 

Cuap. III. 1—12.) PRRACHING AND 

1. 11) 

BAPTISM OF Joun. Mark 1. 1—8: Luke 
їй. 1—17. Here the synoptic narrative 

ьа 55 same sr 
by Peter in Acta i. 22, * 

Кош of John unto that same "doy that 
He was taken up from us. For a critical 
comparison of the narratives in the various 
sections, see notes on St. Mark. In éhis 
Gospel, I have generally “а myself 
to the subject matter. iv 88 rade 
Au. ix] he last matter 3 was 
the dwelling at Nazareth : and though we 
must not take the connexion strictly as 
implying that Joseph dwelt there all the 
intermediate thirty years, the spipas 
ixeivas must be understood to mean that 
we take up the persons of the narrative 
where we left them ; L e. dwelling at 
Nazareth. See Exod. ii. 11, LX X. 
wapaylveras | Comes forward—‘ makes his 
appearance.’ Euthym. asks the question, 
rade; and answers it, ато тўс ivvoripac 
iphuov. But this can hardly be, owing 
to the iv тӯ Ih following. The verb 
is used absolutely. The title Те. 6 fawr. 
shews that St. Matthew was writing for 
those who well knew John the ist as 
&n historical . Josephus, in men- 
tioning him (Antt. xviii. 6. 2), calls him 
"Iwavync б bwicadobpevoe Ваттіогис.— 
John was strictly speaking a prophet ; 
belonging to the legal dispensation; a re- 
buker of sin, and her of repentance. 
The expression in St. Luke, то pu 
0100 Рс таса is the usual formula 
for the Divine commission of the Pro- 
phets (Jer. i. 1: Ezek. vi. 1; vii. 1, &c.). 
And the effect of the Holy Spirit on John 
was more in accordance with the O. T. 
than the N. T. inspiration; more of a 
sudden overpowering influence, as in the 
Propheta, than а gentle indwelling mani 
fested through the individual character, 
as in the Apostles and E 
baptism of John was of a 
ficance than that usual among "the pe 
in the case of proselytes, and formed an 
integra part of his divinely ted 
Office. It was emphatically the baptiem of 
repentance (Aourpdy ptravoiec, mys Ois- 
hausen (cf. e iii. 3), but not Aourpdy 
waktyyeveciac. Titus iii. 5). We find in Acts 
xviii. 24—26; хіх. 1—7, accounts of per- 
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Iovdalac, 2 Aéywv Meravoerre- 
À , - , - 5k 
а тошу оораусу. 

KATA MAOOAION. 

оўтос yap torw о 'рлбис da 
Ноаќоо rov ярофптоо Аё уоутос Owm " Bowvroç tv Ty 

йуу» удо ў Bao- 

* tout, єтоцийсате THY 080 коріои, " гудас тоште тас det. . 7 
$ moh. iv. 17 | Mk. xxi. 06. Lam. Sv. 18. 

XAiv. 15. seo John і. 15. 

Іза. xivi. 8. 

Esek. xii. 28. k lsa. zh. 9. = ° 

m John і. 28 (from 1.0.) reff. a TE T 

2. rec ins 5 conform to ch iv. 17), with CDL rel latt syr arm: om 
BR lat-g coptt 

3. rec (for dia) уто, with L rel: txt BCD 1. 13. 83 latt Syr sah Sch arm. 

sons who had received the baptism of John, 
who believed and (in Apollog’s case) taught 

the baptism 

identity e two rites, as also against 
the idea (Olsh. i. 154, note) derived from 

that John used the formula 
ele réy Mention: His whole 
Olsh. well observes, was cal- 

in accordance with the office of 

says, that the Jordan дат вуй тфу Tev- 

pavoc ipnplar elc тђу 'Асфаћтітіу aos 
>л». Beo Judg.i. 16: 1 Kings ii. 84. 

idolatry and typical adultery i rich the in w 
faithless the Jews were involved. 

more usual one is n Bac. roð 0tov : but j 
B. теё» obp. is common in the Rabbinical 
writers, who do not however, except in ше” 

or two places, mean by it the reign of the 
Messiah, but the Jewish 5 
theocracy. Still, from the use of it by Bt. 
Matthew here, and in ch. iv. 17; x. 7, we 
may conclude that it was used by the 
Jews, and to mean the advent 

» rj ipnpe belong in 
the LXX and 

here to Bo&rroc.—The 
application of this prop 

turning from captivity is very doubtful. If it 
„ icati 

T ERU ecuy sparingly in 
return, or any thing which followed it, 

i of Christ. Euthymius 
remarks, 08ӧу 32 cupiov xai rpigoug abrod 
radsi тйс Vvxác, oy іж:Ваіун» Epeddev ò 
Aóyog тоё b Rio, Ac kai xporpiwsras 
iroipáčuv, hyovy кабаіри»у, ry ipyaMio 
тўс ptravoiag dard rag pi» rác 
&кбьдас те» жабду, icpixrovrag дї тоёс 
МӨо»с тйс dnapriag, ral обтыс sbOciag 
ral ógalág abrdg ётгруёбесба óc 
2 
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Ih, Ош. ° roiBoug avrov. 4 P abròc & о ‘Twavune «угу rò 4 удира ВСЕ 
СУРАР . e? 4 E r 5X 10 7 ta 7 А LMSU 

Ў aurou ато TDi wv карплоо Kat Cwunv depuariynv wept Va 1.33. 

Pura тї» " бсфӧу avrov ў дї " трофӣ йу айтор * акрідєс ка 
1 l. 7 ИЕМ aypiov. 5 rore *ekewopebero трос avróv ‘lepoac- 
PE Avua kai masa n lovOata xai таса 9] " mepiywpoç той 

reis. “TopSavou, ° xat * eJasritovro tv rp Тордауу [тотар 
зі Mk. ch. 2. 
11 Mk. Acts xxl. 11 bis. Rev. i. 19. ят. 6. t pt 8. 91 only. Gen. ii #1 
vi Mk. Lake zil. 85. Acts H. 80. Eph. vi. 14. Heb. vii. 5,10. 1 i. 18 only. Gen. AAV. 11 w oh. 

25 al. fr. Pe. cx. 6. ж Mark l. 6. Rev. ix. 8,7 "yb Lev. xi. ad Rev. х. 9,19 
only. Judg. хіт. 8. в = Mark i. 6 ( oe олу. 1 Kinji 09, . Polyb.zH.8 9 al. 

a= Rev. xvi. 14. see Deut. xxviii. 7. b ch. хіт. 55 al. (not John. dii. 10. o vv. 11 bis, 
бо. al. fr. 4 Kings v. 14. 

4. om à D 13. 218 al Chr-a. 
6. aft гВаят:Хоуто ins savrec 

worapw (see || Mark), with CSDL rel latt Hil: ins 
v w? ev-zu. ev-150 syrr syr-cu syr-jer coptt mth arm Bas. (om «sv re 

rec avrov bef 9», with L rel latt: txt BCD 1. 
Mark i. 5?) С? 33 al НІ. rec om 

Ma 1. 13. 33 Scrsabdgaqr 
ders 

[orapw] Chr, so Field and Matthsi's 6 mas.) 

v rodox i abrov. 4. ard 8d 3 
"Ie. the reader from the 
prophetic testimony, to the person of 
John: now John himself.. As John 
was the Elias of prophecy, so we find in 
his outward attire a stri similarity to 
Elias, who was áv)p jac)g, cai Zwvýv 
Sepparivny wepueZwopivog T)» dodiv 
abrov. 4 Ki i. 8. The garment of 
camel’s hair was not the camel's skin with 
the hair on, which would be too heavy to 
wear, but raiment woven of camel's hair, 
such as Josephus speaks of (B. J. i. 24. 3), 
ісӨўтес ік pix reropivai, as a con- 
trast to 400. Baco «xal. Tech. xiii. 
4, it seems that such а dress was known 
as the рор garb: ‘neither shall they 
Tn prophets) wear & rough garment 
ди» rpixivgy, LXX, who, however, 
make it a garment of penitence for havi 
deceived) to deceive.’ &xp(Besg 
There is no difficulty here. The ёкріс, 
permitted to be eaten, ref. it., was 
used as food by the lower orders in Judæa, 
and mentioned Strabo and Pliny as 
eaten by the ASthiopians, and by many 
other authors as articles of food. Jerome, 
adv. Jovinian. ii. 6, says, Apud Orien- 
tales et Libys populos quia per desertam 
et calidam eremi vastitatem locustarum 
nubes reperiuntur, locustis vesci moris 
est: hoc verum esse Joannes quoque Bap- 
tista probat." Shaw found locusts eaten 

Ebionites as follows: cai rà Врёра abro? 
EM dyptoy, od ij yevore Hy той parvo, ec 
үкр‹с iv Malm, and adds, iva dj de: 

нетаотрф шо: тду тйс ddnOeiac Ауоу ele 
Weddoc, cai дуті depldwy тойсысіу iy- 

pis & кр{дас ty R. үрө] See 

1 Sam. xiv. 25. Here, again, there is no 
need к any thing else meant but 
honey by wild bees; rà iv та r&v 
wtrpev oxiopatc олд Tv pesar 
yeepnyobpryoy. Euthym. Schulz (cited 

Winer, Réalw., and De Wette) found 
such honey in this very wilderness in our 
own time. See Psalm lxxxi. 16: Judg. 
xiv. 8: Deut. xxxii. 18. The passage 
usually cited from Diodorus Siculus (xix. 
94) to shew that H. буро» exuded from 
trees, does not necessarily imply it; $ý- 
eras үйр тар abroic rò тітан áxà rey 
Sivdpwy, cal uiii wodd rà caodpevor 
&ypiov, ф Хрёута: wore psf бдатос. 
Suidas certainly makes it & gum: p. dy. 
бягр аяд rov Sivdpwy isicvvayópavor, 
ávva roig жо\Лоїс fpocayoprótrat. And 
eyer prefers this view, on account of the 

predicate дуро», which, he says, із a ter- 
minus technicus, pointing out this parti- 
cular kind of honey. Bat he does not 
give any чш r this assertion : and 

ikely 

e Tepi- 
wpoc ; as in the expression #АЛыс re zai. 
ut the former rai waca will hardly allow 

this. кай таса Å wep. means all the 
neighbourhood of J: not included in 
Jerusalem and Judæa before mentioned. 
Parts of Perma, Samaria, Galilee, and 
Gaulonitis come under this denomination. 
—There need be no ise at such mal- 
titudes going out to John. The nature of 
his announcement, coupled with the pre- 
valent expectation of the timo, was enough 
to produce this effect. See, as strictly 
consistent with this account, chap. xi. 7— 
15. 6. ifewríLorro] mon 
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vw avrov, ^ tEouoAoyobpivoi: тас apapriaç avrov. 
& xoAXoUc rov Dapisaiov kai Laddovcaiwy ig oe o 

were admitted as proselytes, three rites 
were performed—circumcision, baptism, 
and oblation; when women, two—baptism 
and oblation. The adminis- 

= ppt A incl 

maintained (cf. h а — — 

baptism or lustration of a r A 

seem to have been merely shew- 
а contrite 
sinners,” but a a particular and indi- 

vidual confession; not, however, made 
кеу оош bat before the people : 

his exhortation to the various classes 
in Lake iii. 10—156: nor in every case, 
but in those which required it. Josephus 
uses the 5 Antt. viii. 
4.6. The ото 
it a certain ace 5 
they did,” = “on 5 

7. Фарыт. xol 
ZeBB8.] These 55 to Jo- 
sephus, Antt. xiii. 6. 9, яша at the 

under Jonat the High 

‘be beiee 84d ту 10:Хожтеросодрпо- 
юна», Epiph. Her. xvi. p. 34), took for 
their distinctive the strict observ- 
ance of the law and all ite requirements, 
written and oral. had great power 
over the people, and are numbered by Jo- 
eephus, „ about the time of the 
death of Herod the Great, above 6000. 
ы. xvii. 2. 4.) We find in the Gospels 
the Pharisces the most constant opponents 

KATA МАӨӨАІОМ. 

spirit,’ ‘confessing them- | 

21 

7 „ a, dit Mh. reff, tov rm к 
oA. фә 

ёцарт. 
Bir. iv. 26. 

of our Lord, and His discourses frequently 
directed agsinst them. The character of 
VVV m 
outside acknowledgment ап ouring 
God and his law, but inward and 
denial of Him ; bee борчун мае sss 
enemies of the simplicity and 
which « Lord's teaching. 
Still among them were undoubtedly pious 
and worthy men, honourably di 
from the mass of the sect; John iii. 1: 

religi 
of as they occur in the text of the ls. 

ZeBÜowxalev) Are said to 
derived their name from one Sadok, abont 
the time of Alexander the Great (n. c. 
823): but more probably, as stated by 
Epiphanius, Her. xiv. p. 81, ixrovopaZov- 
ow ѓаътоўс Zaülovkaiovc zi awd ф&- 
каюсбуус тїс iwuAncewc dppepiync 
сгдік үйр (whence the adjectival form, 
py, seo vi. 9, xviii. 25 al. fr.) ppn- 
veberat 5 They rejected all 
tradition, but did not, as some have sup- 

confine their canon of Scripture to 
the Pentateuch. The denial of a future 

to have been an 
uceism, but to have 

P the Sed. 

denial of spiritual т ни While our 
Lord was on earth, this state of mind was 
very t among the educated classes 
throughout the Roman empire; and most 
of the Jews of rank and station were Sad- 
ducees.—The two sects, mutually hostile, 
are found frequently in the Gospe united 
in opposition to our Lord (see ch. xvi. 1, 
6, 11 ; xxii. 23, 34; i a Ae the 
Pharisees represen ypocriti super- 
stition ; the Parco d posi unbeli p^ 

opévovg] as came. 
would а here l if these Pharisees 
and Radducoos came with others, and be- 
cause others did, without ae worth 
motive, and they were probab dekerrel 

his rebuke from undergoing optem at 
M hands. We know, from uke vii. 30, 
that the Pharisees in eral ‘were not 
baptized of him.’ ёж denotes the moral 
direction of their purpose, not merely mo- 
tion towards: as in Mevidaovy оті иу 
ixl ray "EXivay, Eur. Iph. Anl. 178,— 
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f "EUN EytOvov, тіс uri deter 0 ош» guys ато тс * pedAobonc sf 

Ech axel. 9 "ópyüc ; 8 ™ somoare ойу "Kaprór a або» тпс peravoiac, ВСЕ, 
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кели “‘ABpaay” „Му yep vpiv ore Suvarato mors ёк 
то» ÀAtÜw» 

$ onis f- Ioa. robrer " Eytipat ríkva тф Apaán. 0 589 à 1 "айыз 
ена, ‘трос ; тү» Ра» тоу Std pur Kerar way обу Sévdpor un 

6. Acts ix. 
16. хз. 36 
only, 2 Chron 
xv. 8. 

? rotoby 

k=} 
zii. 32. ) Tim. tv. 8, Heb. if. 6. 

" картбъ кало» " 

'Ммта. ME eyo ply (Sam ri ù vjac év voare " ис utrávouav* 
1 see 1 Thess. i. 1 

Exkomrerat Kai tie тор Ba- 

m Mt. L. fr. Rev. zzii. 
2. Gen. l. 11, 13. see Іза. v. 4. 3486 K., ch. ХШ 8. Mark iv. 7,8. $épew к. in Soha, AH. 24. xv. 2. . 

m Loke zziii. 41. Acts zxuvi. 90. $ Maco. iv. 26. 
p ch. ix. A, 21 al. fr. Gen. xviii. 18. Esth. vi 

жї ]1. Aotszili $2. 17 h 
= = Joba ii. 6. xix zzi. 9. 

о(& биеде | 1] 1 Сог. хі. 18. РЫ. Hi. 4. ваме. 6. 
q 2nd pers., ch 8. xxiii. 81 al. Е. ng ry 

siL. m. Deut. xix. Ф ta 
. 39. iv. 3. eke xill. 7.9. Bom. хі. 98,94. Das. it. it (ae am 

w ch. viii. 4, p 18 al. кшш H. Wld. zi. 28. 

1. om avrov BN sah Orig, Chr-8: ins CDL rel Scr's mss latt syr-cu syr 
8. rec caprovs atiovs 55 riate, or from |. Tuka, wah LU 38 

lat-a д, Syr syr-cu Bas Chr Cyr ТЫ Euthym Ambr эт Адан spec : txt BC rel vulg 
„ eth arm Тгеп-1а& Origex 

10. rec aft яд J. ins кш Sap . rel yr: om ВСІХМА 1 Sers bi pde || 109 
latt Syr syr-cu coptt wth zm 

П. vnag bef Barrilw (to 
other reading) BN! 1. 83 ан corerpond 

and similar expressions; cf. Bernhardy, 
Syntax, p. 252 f., where man examples 
are given. Some ‘interpret it in a hostile 
sense, ‘to oppose his baptism,’ as in ёятд 
iwi Hag: i but this is manifestly incon- 
sistent with the context. тў pad- 
Aovons ópyfs] The reference of a 
ministry to the prophecy попова а 
Mal. iii. 1; iv. 5 k i. 2), would an 
rally suggest to men’s minds ‘ the wrath 
to come’ there also foretold. It was the 
general expectation of the Jews that trou- 
blous times would accompany the appear- 
ance of the Messiah. J ahi / now speak- 
ing in the true cbaracter of & prophet, 
fo the wrath soon to be poured on 
the J nation. 8. оўу] expresses 
an inference from their a nt intention 
of fleeing from the wrath to come: 9. 4 
if you are really во minded. 
p ү ум X.] Not pleonastic : 
not fancy you may say, &c. In Justin 
Martyr’s dialogue with ho the Jew, 
$ 140, p. 280, we read: siol ёё Айкко ovv- 
rerpippivor kai $дшр pi) evvixovric, obe 
e рї» ol ё:0аскаћо: ®н®>» айтй>» 

. » cai mpòç тойтощ ѓаютодс xal 
bpác Bovrododat, UmoAapBdvorres bri 
waYT WE тос ётё ric eTopác М; ката 
ойрка той 'Afpadp obo, xdv ápaprwAoi 
wo, rai driorot, ка} 5 т ӧс тд» 
926, j (acia т} айшзмос до joera. 
The expression Myew iv lavroic, as simi- 
lar expressions i in Scripture (e. g., Ps. ix. 

but, ч 

Bas Did Lucif. Cat. a def.) 
a eth: up. Ваттан below, Ss there is no 
lat. 7, Justin Orig (Clem) Bas Chr Cyr Cypr, 

e 1; Кес]. i. 16, ii. 15; 
al. fr.), i used to signify the act by which 
outward circumstances are turned into 

Hache баан p 83. rae 
т. ог on the beach 

ob necu Ho ау referred to 
Isa. li. 1, 2. This also is pro of the 
admission of the Gentile See 
Rom. iv. 16: Gal. їй. 29. Or we may 
take the interpretation which Chrysostom 
prefers, to Isa. li. 1, 2: pẹ 
voniktre, фус», бт: ёду дрес arôhnebe, 
dwatda жопавтЕ ro катрарҳҷу. or ier: 
robro, obe lari. rq yàp Gey бууатду cai 
dxd Aide» dvOpexouc атф добу, cai 
tle соүүіуна» аўтой dyaytiv, ёте cai 
ik d obreg byivero. 79 yàp ік Ai. 
ыу. уӨрётоюс тооба фу rà 
то тўс ийтрас к e oclngac 

posed Oey redi. J Of 68. 84, 
Klotz says, Devar. p. 606, ‘ respondent La- 
tinis particulis jam vero, et habent idoneum 
atque alacrem transitum ab una re ad aliam 

Transit um faciunt Ша particulsa, 
ut nos ad rem presentem revocent :” Eurip. 
M 778: Rhee. 499: Herodot. vii. 35. 
The presents, ral, ixxdwreras, and BéA- 
Метал, imply the law, or habit, which now 
and henceforward, i in the om of hea- 
ven, prevails: ‘ this time sf is so.’ 
U. dv $8.] lv 15 not redundant, but signi- 
fles the vehicle of baptism, as in iv sv. 
у. к. торі afterwards. ipxópevos) 
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o Li отівы pov p yóperoc , ia Хурбтерос pov оті», 
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Barrios ° év xvevpare ay cal тоо. 2 * ob тд ° arioy E 
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KATA MAOOAION: 23 

X ~ Í Mk. John 
ov L 18, $7, 30 

" Basrásar are vac ‚ө, ай 
ke x 

zzHü. 

Gen. xi 
al ouvater TOY otroy avrov “с тй» У алодукту, то & 2 r^ Fil 

wy * аууроу ! karaxaton тир! dor. сии 
е == іх. 

1$. Ker . l. vil i9" Om T u. Nn. Al. n. 2 L. % f N derer, УН 168. Hes. 

Lan шры аг, E b Dp, Jas sbove (h) Lake nil 18, 34 only. 1 Chron. xxvill 11, 15. Kock. xut TIL. 
5 v. 2 71. макы Aa An do v. 2) Acta хіх. 19. 1 Cor. ili. 16 

spec: эр. ev vd. В om cal тыр ESV Scr’sadfik 1 m подго v ev-x 
ev-150 (al fere se 100 That) ey т-јег ТЫ Euthymezpr spec: ins (from || Luke?) BC rel 
latt syrr syr-cu copt Justin Eus [Iren-lat] Hil. 

- 12. om 3rd avrov (see || Luke) ELU 13 Scr's i v harl! lat-a b ff, gi. Syr-cu arm 
Justin Clem Cyr Iren-lat Ambr Aug 1: ins BC rel late deat HÀ pee 
aft aro@ncny ins avrov BELU Sers v w? harl! lat- 
Ambr ү om C rel vulg lat-a c f coptt Justin 

e. |] Luke. 

T9 респ Perec is used of & certain 
event; “he 

Ter is to come.” See on ch. ii. 4. 

Her uli ii TẸ Е 
ayes 8 E 

: 

| 
e. g. Mark ix. 50, as purifying 

the evil, though illustrated 
by these verses, is hardly to be pressed 
into the interpretation of торі in this 
verse, the prophecy Aere being solely of 
that higher and more perfect baptism to 
which that of John was а mere introduc- 

besides introducing confusion into 
the whole. The members of comparison 
in this verse are strictly parallel to one 
another : the baptiem by water, the end of 
which is uerávo:a, a mere transition state, 
a note of preparation,—and the baptism 
by the Holy Ghost and fire, the end of 

the Holy Spirit, and - 

a Trent Ий Aug. (See 

which is (ver. 12) sancti 
tire aim and д mu : 
and renewal. Chrys.: rg éreEnynoe 
rod xupàc máy rd сфодрду rai ёкёбіктоу 
тйс xapirog кен Thus the 

superiority of the Redeemer (which 
is all that our Evangelist here deals with) 
is fully brought out. The superiority of 
nature and pre-existence is reserved for 
the fuller and more dogmatic account in 
John i. 12. оё тд у] 00... abro), 
a very common redundancy. See reff, 
où is not whose,’ which is implied in ró: 
it belongs (against ge (against re to ҳегрі, not to 
bor, the sense is just as if it had 

ой by rj xtpl abrov p^ wrvoy. 
In the Rabbinical work Midrash Tehillim, 
on Ps. ii., is found: ‘ Advenit trituratio, 
stramen projiciunt in ignem, paleam in 
ventum, sed triticum conservant in area: 
sic nationes mundi erunt sicut co: - 
tio furni: ast Israel conservabitur so 
(Quoted by peon on John iii. 17) 

The contents of the 
barn-floor. (Det Vette, &c. Thus in ref. 
Job, elcoice: di cov (cor F) тд» йыуа. 
Or perhaps owing to фбаакаб. 
cleanse from one end to the other) the 
floor itself, which was an open - 

den in the middle of the field. 
See The Land and the Book," p. 638 fl., 
where there is an illustration. V 
little use is now made of the fan, but 
have seen it employed to purge the floor 
of the refuse dust, which the owner throws 
away as useless." p. 540. &xvpov]) 
Not only thé chaff, but also the straw: 
seo reff.: ‘all that is not wheat.’ 



24 ` EYATT'EAION ш. 

в ver. 1 rofl. 18 Tore "sapayiverat о ‘Inoove aro тис ГаћмЛаќас P vera 
о constr., oh. ЕД 4 a » p a * в ? о se es Dace 

iis xsi, EW тоу lopdavny прос rov Iwavuny, rob BawricOnvat BCEKL 
45. Acte zili. „ > А es 14 £ a» РА р ГА > < 7 s « MPSU 

9.31119 рт avrov. 1* o 0€ Ieüvvnc OekeA vev avrov Aéyw Ed va l. 33 
al. fr. 
Oxxzxiz. 4. piaui хона» Чуо Uso cov BawrioOnvat, Kai ov Epyy тобс ре; 
Judith Ali. 7 
only: 

q w. inf., ch. 
15 "AwoxpiBeic & о Inoobc єїтєў трос avróv "" Adec apri. 

Ziv. 16. John xiii, 10. 1 Thess. 1. 8. Iv. Q. v. 1. Dan. iil. 16. T = ch. xlii. 1d al. Sir. xxi. 1. 

14. om wwavyne B sah. Eus: way. after the verb in D- lat a b c gi: txt C P(appy) 
rel vulg t/f; vse. [В does not om ov, as in Mai. 

r wpoc avrov, avrw В 18. 124 evv-y-z latt copt Eus. 

18—17.] Jesus HIMSELF BAPTIZED BY 
HIM. Mark i. 9—11: Luke iii. 21, 22. 
It does not appear exactly when the bap- 
tism of our Lord took place. If the com- 
parative age of the Baptist is taken into 
account, we should suppose it to have been 
about six months after this latter began 
his ministry. But this is no sure guide. 
The place was Bethany (the older read- 
ing), beyond Jordan ; John i. 28. 
18. rov Bawr.] Why should our Lord, 
who was without sin, have come to a 
baptism of repentance? Because He was 
made sin for us: for which reason also 
He suffered the curse of the law. 16 be- 
came Him, being in the likeness of sinful 
ЛегА, to go through those appointed rites 
and purifications which belonged to that 
flesh. There is no more strangeness in 
His having been baptized by John, than 
in His keeping the Passovers. The one 
rite, as the other, belonged to sinsers— 
and among the transgressors He was 
numbered. The prophetic words in Ps. xl. 
12, spoken in the person of our Lord, indi- 
cate, in the midst of sinlessness, the most 
profound apprehension of the sins of that 
nature which He took upon him. I cannot 
suppose the baptism to have been sought 
by our Lord merely ѓо honour John (Kui- 
nóel), or as knowing that it would be the 
occasion of a divine recognition of his Mes- 
siahship (Paulus), and thus preordained by 
God (Meyer): but bona fide, as bearing 
the infirmities and ing the sorrows of 
mankind, and thus beginning here the triple 
baptism of water, fire, and blood, two 
of which were now accomplished, and of the 
third of which He himself speaks, Luke 
xii. DO, and the beloved Apostle, 1 John 
v. 8, where xvevpa = wip.—His baptism, 
as it was our Lord’s closing act of obedience 
under the Law, in His hitherto concealed 
life of legal submission, His wAnpaca: rae. 
der., во was His solemn inauguration and 
anointing for the higher qfficial life of 
mediatorial satisfaction which was now 
opening upon Him. See Rom. i. 3, 4. We 
must not forget that the working out of 

perfect righteousness in our flesh by the 
entire an tless keeping of God's law 
(Deut. vi. 25), was, in the main, accom- 
plished during the thirty years previous 
to our Lord's official ministry. 14. 
Scexédvev] A much stronger word than 
кы\йш, implying the active and earnest 
preventing, with the gesture or hand, or 
voice, as here. The imperfect tense con- 
veys, not that he endeavoured merely to 
hinder Him (see Hermann's note on 
Ajax, 1105), but zegan to hinder Him, 
was hindering .—There is only an 
apparent inconsistency between the 
of John in this sense, and the assertion 
made by him in John i. 38, * I knew him 
light Met us терага pe matter in this 

t:—John begins his mini & 
commission from God, 5 
ishes him, that He, whose Forerunner he 
was, would be in time revealed to him by 
& special sign. Jesus comes to be bap- 
tized by him. From the nature of his 
relationship to our Lord, he could not but 
know those events which had accompanied 
his birth, and his subsequent life of holy 
and unblameable purity and sanctity. My 
impression from the words of this verse 
e a arded Him as the 
Messiah. Still, his belief wanted that 
full and entire assurance which the occur- 
rence of the icted sign gave him, 
which the word gó«» implies, and which 
would justify him in announcing Him to 
his disciples as the Lamb of See 
the ancient opinions in Maldonatus’s note. 

15. ётокрцбе(в] Dr. Wordsworth 
remarks, on this, the occurrence of 
this very common form, that it is stigma- 
tized by the grammarians as a solecism. 
The passage is in Phrynichus, . ed. 
Lobeck, p. 108, — ётокр:Өўуа: Ócrróv 
apadprnpa. idea удо Мүн» droxpivac- 
gat, wai eldivas бт: rò діаҳырсдӯуаг 
onuaivea, бскер оф» xal rò lvavrioy ab- 
rod, rd сиукр:Өўусаі, eic ły cal rabrdy 
Oe eldwe обу rovro, iwi piv тд dwo- 
do at тї» xtporgmw, dwoxpivecOar 
diye, іжі ф rod бахырабӨй»са, rd awo- 



18—16. 

@ a 

ovrwe ‘yap 
ч , , 
Sucatoovvny. тоте 

хдта» айт ot 
$9. Row. vill. 4. Ps хіх. 4. 
(vil. 66 v. г.) z. 11. та zix. U. Esek. 1. 1. 

16. тес (for eid ea a 
dfg,h 1 
АЫ, тел ы b (вее 
Chr Hil Vig Ор: om vve 88: 2 | Жел) 
B Hippol. 

cp. The exact 
N ipa e ner Oh 

. at first sight gives, that some- 
was to be done inconsisten 

рге, 
EE aor ee cal le 

ohn as а minister of it), therefore 
er it. Бо Ch : ob диђувкес 

ravra trat, GX’ бн pa iv robroig vlc 
lrebvneig· dori pivro: bwrdpevoy rovro 
om xii . 161). ‘This йрт: is spoken 

aig "^s foreknowledge, that this 
of subjection to John was only 

, and that hereafter their ты 
tive situations would be inverted.’ 
Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, vol. i. p. 14, 
edn. 2), that now was fulfilled the 

c announcement of Ps. xL 7, 8. 
iw] not for pai, but for poi коі соі. I 

eannot help thinking that tbis word 
соса st the relationship and 
acknowledged destinations of the speakers. 
It bas however a wider sense, as spoken 
by Him who is now first forth 
officially as the Son of Man serae 

Lord and the Baptist only. They may 
have been alone at the time: or, if not, 
Te amidase per toh hea 

eon, while the others present were uncon- 
scious of it. We can hardly however, 
mith coms of е LAUR MAT; Кас жш 
тээратікт) Gewpia.—or drracia, ob $ócic 
rò gasydpevoy, Theod. M or 
‘Aperiuntar cœli non reseratione elemen- 
torum, sed spiritualibus oculis, quibus et 

КАТА MAOOAION. 

* тото» tori» npiv 
"aginoww avrov. 

Ino avéBn bòc ато тоо voaroc. 

' oupavoi, kai «деу rO mvevpa той brov 14 

со ааа Barr. with C Dr P 

25 

1¢ 1. 18. racer тш 
' «Апра ха. il. 10. 16 Ваттбеє 4 о AUN 

cal id aveg- 

u Acts xiii. 10. 1 Kings xii 7. vil. Acts 

txt ВС'К 18 al, vulg „ 
BD 1 l, oye er opt okt Bevel 

lat-À D-lat syr arm vewyOnoay 
avre om (as unnecessary, and not understood) B tol si on elk Iren- 

Ezechiel in principio voluminis sui apertos 
eos esse commemorat.’ Jerome in loc. 
(2) The Holy Spirit descended not only in 
the manner of a dove, but cupariug cides 
(|| Luke) : which I cannot understand in 
any but the literal sense, ae THE BODILY 

tforward interpretation of the nar- 
rative, which does not equally Mie 
ioe Нотр Spirit being visible at lich 

asserts Him to have been 
(John i. f. 32.40, even more ly 

is asserted Why the tor 
Spirit may not have dud. an i 

ing 
belong, as Meyer has rightly remarked, to 
the vain rationalistic attempt to reduce 
down that which is miraculous. The ex- 
press assertion of Luke, and the fact that 
all four Evangelists have used the same 
expression, which they would not have 
done if it were a mere tertium compara- 
tionis, are surely a sufficient refatation of 
this rationalizing ас І may add, blun- 
dering) in сооз be- 
longs to åvißn, PE to Barr., nor to 
dveg x9. It is the first member of the 
conjunctive clause of which cai (00% is the 
second—as we say, the moment that 
Jesus was gone up out of the water, 
behold. ый Two circumstances may be 
noticed ко manner of the de- 

: (a it was, аг а dove : 
ifested in our Lord 

стара р. 87) к :—“ ез edidit 
d ges ipe: pestibus 

ив Elias edi usit тан пе 
plueret super бо. edidit, et 
evocavit ursas de deserto que laniarent 
impuberes: Petrus Ananiam 
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"AEST kara [Jatvoy * ect * weptorepay [каг] é xb er AUTOY. D xa- 
x NND ка kai 1800 7 фәр єк тш» oupavisy ёуооса Ob roc tarw Narr 

U va B. debe 88 O ис роо О * ауатцтос, ev v * evdoxnea. 
ii. 14, 16 
only. 

18. xvii. 51. 
i12] 9 

lat-mse Hil, Vig. 

ogs xxii. 90. Ps.cxiix. 4. 

Iren-lat Hi ex’ 
BC*D? rel Iren-lat. (Pi 88 defective.) 

17. aft Aeyovea ins эрос avrov D lat-s b g, А. 
nvòorijoa CL Scr's b 5 Orig, Eus, вут-са Aug). 

hypocritam morte, Paulus Elymam ma- 
gum escitate percussit: sed nibil hujus- 
pari fecit Jesus. Descendit super eum 

iritus in forma _columbe, de quo dixit, 
Nerat eujus Spiritus sitis. Spiritus Jesu, 
spiritus columbinus : fuerunt illi servi Dei 
tanquam boves Dei triturantes granum, et 
conculcantes 

thong кы the Spirit, but а 7. 
ial anointing of the Saviour 

for hi x holy office. It ‘abode «pon Him,’ 
John i. 82. And from this moment His 
ministry and mediatorial work (in the 
active official sense) begins. 2694 c, the 
Spirit carries Him away to the wil 
the day of His return thence (possibly ; 3 
but see notes on John i. 29) John points 
Him out as the Lamb of God: then fol- 
lows the calling of Andrew, Peter, Philip, 
and Natbanael, and the third day after is 
the first miracle at the marriage in Cana. 
But we must not imagine any change in 
the nature or person of our Lord to have 
taken place at his baptism. The anoint- 
ing and crowning are but signe of the offi- 
cial assumption of the power which the 
king has by a right independent of, and 
higher than these. (4) The whole лаза 
tive is in remarkable parallelism with that 
of the tion. There we have 
our Lord supernaturally glorified in the 
presence of two prophetic person- 
ages, Moses and who fel goer of His 
decease,—on the journey to which He 
forthwith sets out (ch. xvii. 22, compared 
with xix. 1); and accompanied by the 
same testimony of the voice from heaven, 
uttering the same words, with an addition 
accordant with the truth then symbolized. 
(5) In connexion with apocryphal addi- 
tions, the following are not without in- 
terest: каггАӨбутос roð 'IgcoD iwi rò 
dap, cai wip 09609 iv rq 'Iopüávg 

yi. ch. xvii. 61. Actes x. 18, 16, „ 8 Kiogs xix. 18. 
ете: 1.17. Gen. "Hie s = ете) na 

хә она de e ro and rov) B, яу. г. 0. copt. 
caraBasvoy ins ez rov ovpayovy D gat(with mm) lat-a ò cg, , 
ec D : pum = bef архоргуо» BN am(with forj hari! tol) lat-a b cg 

avrov], uç D' Eus Ebionite-gosp: жрос C! E! : 

1. ck. х8. 
aj. 1 Cor. х.б. 2 Cor. xil. 10. wee 

aft 

e 
ү уе 

À l Hil. 

for ovrog tory, ov u D lat-a 

cal ávadóvroc atrow áxà roð téarac 
к.т.А. Justin Martyr, Dial. § 88, p. 185. 
The author of the tract ‘de 
among the works of Cyprian, the 
spurious book called Petri Predicatio,’ 
for relating, among other things, of Christ, 
“cum baptizaretur ignem super aquam 
esae — diu in evangelio nullo est 
scriptum." Eu) The Ebionite gospel, 

i Epiphanius, Her. xxx. p. 
138, uris і» ф е0дбкпса, — ye 
сйреро» ytyévvgeá аы ral 000% wepe- 
{Харфе roy тотоу фес piya. 9» {дою д 
"Iwavyne Мун афто Ta тіс el коре; cal 
каму $wv) i£ obpavot vp” abrér 
обтбс lori ó ибс pov д ёуаттгёс, “с bv 
подбкуса. кай rére ó I. wpocweowy 
abr етуг Alouaí cov ruhe, gú pe Bár- 
rigov. à дё ixehuey афт Aiyw “Ager, 
br: обтыс lari vpixov A n wavra. 
Jerome gives the following opening of the 
narrative from the gospel according to the 
Hebrews: “ Ecce mater domini et fratres 
ejus dicebant, ei Joannes baptista baptizat 
in remissionem peccatorum : eamus et bap- 
tizemur ab eo. Dixit autem eis Quid pec- 
cavi ut vadam et be ab eo? nisi 

. X.] does not require 
5 or soy word i be supplied, nor 

participle to be understood as a 

TIN S 
usitative aorist, but declarative of the de- 
finite past sidocia of the Father in Him, 
Eph. i. 4:—see above. On the solemn 
import, as regards us, of our Blessed 
Lord's baptism, E Athanas. Or. i., contra 
Arianos, p. 855 fin. ed. Migne: «i ёё 
may ydo lavrày ауан (John xvii. 
18, 19), cai rovro word бте yorey йу- 
Өрытос, bon bre «ai ў «tc abróy iv 
d "Iopódvg rov жугіратос yivouivg каб- 

oc, ti iuãc v yevopivg di тд форёі» 
abróv rò ўрітероу сона. кай obs iwi rj 
Весы тоб Aóyov yiyowy, M гс 

1. 33. 



IV. 1—3. 

ІУ. 1 Tore "Јусоос ° 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 21 

avn Oa “с тї» {рпроу Око тоб Blake
 пята. 

Ev d 
жугуратос ° тираобтуа: ù уто TOU ‚ &аВддоь, 2 kai vn [Ex 

8. 

orevoac прірас т:ссєракоута Kat yuxrac reoatpaxovra o Riopa: k 

1 3 do reo E ércivacey. 

1. Job 1.6. Wied. il. 94. 
клеш, = Jena эш. de. 

al a Jaig vi. ̂" 

Cuar. IV. 1. for rore ene. avnyOn, ay. 0s o «0. C'(appy) L. 
s40., with CDP rel: om BUA. (88 def. 

© 3. жросп\бгу o тир. ка D lat-a b c. 
rel асл cf iA A 

5 cal mpocsAUov о 
€ oh. vi. 16 bis, 17, 18. з. 14,15 1 Mk. I. Lake zvil 12. iii en in 

ы AK I. Pros. 
pres. part., e» 1 Thess. iil. 

syr-cu syr sah Justin er 

* gupüQov "aen: N 

. J8 al. (- Sve, ch. Av. . -eveseir, e il. .) f e» ch. 
v. 4. g 1 Cor. iv. il. 21.21. Phil. iy. 13 

5 only. 

rec ins o bef 

rec ins avre bef o tp, with ya 
: om BN 1. 13. 38. 19 Ме 5713 

arm. тес om avre [aft rev), with CP rel lat: F вуг sah ; р copt 
124 latt Syr syr-cu copt eth arm Chr. 

inv таму à ee. iva rod хрісџатос 
bro perada . тод ydp ки lov 
ec ёудретов "Aovonl se ti roy Iop- 
да>зу›, тїс фреу of iv abr cal rap 
abrov Aovépevos’ zai dexopiveu d abroğ 
тд жура, nett Iuev oi жар abro? yevó- 
prvo: robrov биктікоі. What follows is well 
worth the pre-eminence 
of опг Lord’s anointing over that of all 
others, Ps. xlv. 7: Isa. lxi. 1: Acts x. 38. 

Снар. IV. Pere TEMPTATION OF 
Jxavs. Mark i. 12, 13: Luke iv. 1—18. 

1. inen «ls т. I.] The Spirit 
carried Him away, (see Acts viii. 39,) aù- 
тд» 4B Mark i. 12: compare 
sostom’s excellent remarks on this agency 
of the Holy Spirit, in the opening of his 
13th ily, p. 167. Had St. Luke’s 
ўугто іу rie wy. been our only account, we 
might have supposed what took place to 
have been done in a vision: but the ex- 
pressions in the two other Evangelists, 
inde; preclude this. The desert here 

ken of may either be the traditional 
of En Temptation near Jericho 

thence called Quarantaria: it is pd 
scribed in the jon and the Book," 
617, as a high and precipitous Шош АП, 
with its side the perpendicu- 
lar, and apparently ae high as the rock of 
Gibraltar, and with caverns midway be- 
low, hewn in the rock), or as scri d 

lism between Moses, Elias, an 
leads one to эзы the Arabian 

desert of Sinai. 
express pwrpose of дўхт. 
rendering ів even grammatical. Hence it 
is evident that our Lord at this time was 
not ‘led up’ of his own will and design, 
but as a part of the conflict with the 
Power of Darkness, He was brought to the 
Temptation. As He had been subject to 
his earthly parents at Nazareth, so now 
He is subject, in the outset of His official 
course, to his Heavenly Parent, and is by 

His will thus carried up to be tempted. 
In reverently consi the nature and 
end of this temptation, we may observe, 
(1) That the whole is undoubtedly ав о$- 
jective historical narrative, recording an 
actual conflict between our Redeemer and 
the Power of Evil. (2) That it is unde- 
termined by the letter of the sacred text, 
whether the Tempter appeared tn a deg 
shape, or, as a spirit, was permitted to 
exert а certain power, as in ver. б, and 
ver. 8, over the n of our Lord, even 
as the Holy Spirit did in ver. 1. If the 
latter were the case, the words en at 
the various stages of the temptation, were 
suggested by this Evil Power to the soul 
of our Redeemer. But (3) such an inter- 
pretation, whileit cannot те оа be accused 
of unreality by any who do not reject be- 
lief in the spiritual world, hardly meets 
the ex i of the text, жтрогАбшу 
ver. 8, idv тесш» wpockvvijoyc jos ver. 9, 
and dine abróv ver. 11. Nor do the 
two members of ver. 11 correspond to one 
another in this case, for the dyyeAos must 
have been visible and co , a8 in the 
parallel case at Gethsemane, Luke xxii. 43. 

BaBóXov] The aceuser, or adver- 
: Batan. Not any Auman tempter or 

fe no example can be adduced of а mas 
being absolutely called ё 2:468. In John 
vi. 70, Judas is by our Lord called dg. , 
which is the generic substantive without 
the article ; and in Esther vii. 4 and viii. 
1, Haman is called ó did Bodoc, where the 

in the wider сааи 
word, but its strict meaning, of abstaining 

all Sood whatever; ойк ($aytv 
обдёу {у raiç nyuipaig ікеіуас, Luke, ver. 
2. Similarly Moses, Exod. xxxiv. 28, 5v 
іуаутіоу Kupiov rtacapóxovra jp. к. rta. 
vie. aproy obr laye, cai dep офк Eris, 
and Elias ixopsé0 5 iv (оҳ ric Bpectec 
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i w. tea, LL. ime» abr Et vioc " той Ütov, 
to à arocpibeic теу а Z o de 

LMPS 
UVZA 

Mar i i i E apro 
e» Mark v. 43, 
Exod 41 v. Ovx ! 

T. eri al. avri phyare 

* yévevrat. 
er арте povy 

EYATT'EAION 

° ёкторгооріуы da стОратос eov. 

IV. 

» 10 є Р Ф 

ат wa ot Albor ойто 

im vüctrat 0 avÜpwroc, aA 
bid 

5 TOTt 
Exod. xvi. 99. P q t." 

. 3. EOD тарааиЗёуы avrov о “ д.а [Зоос eic тт» aytay 
ev, vili. 8. Ezod.i е pa zzril. 40. Овпт. vili. 8. m JL. 1 Cor. iz. 
14 oniy. = vi. 67. ix . iv. о cc, xv. 11, бс. Nam. XXAIH. 96. 

к=к ке xvii. 1. Маш, хан 41. uxvil. 63. Rev. xi. 3 only. Isa. zlvili. 9. M. I. Daa. 

rec 

is latt Н Z lat-b defective.) 
syr-jer КА, 

{кейис reo. h. кай rec. v., 8 Kings xix. а 
had éwely.] Then probably яо 

during the time itself. The period ol the the 
fast, as in the case of Moses, was spent in 
a spiritual ecstasy, ome which the wants 
of the natural body were suspended. 

"From the words of 3. xal проѕелбву 
both St. Mark and St. Luke, it appears 
that our Lord was tem also ing 
the days. Whether the words of 

„ Iv nerd ray Onplur, allude to 
one kind of temptation, is uncertain: see 
note on Mark i. 18.—The word xæpoc d. 
need not be understood of the first ap- 
proach, but the first recorded —' at a cer- 
tain time the tempter spproaching, &. 

4 wapd{ev, the tempter.’ Неге 
first we find the N. T. meaning of watpa- 
си», to solicit to sin, which does not oc- 
cur in the LXX, nor in the classics. The 
use of the pres. part. with the art., as de- 
noting employ, or office, is very common. 
See, among other John iv. 36, 37, 
and ch. xiii. 3, xxvi. 46, 48. Cf. Winer, 
§ 18. 3. el] уорі шу borra 
abrò тойс iyewpiotc, „ аз 
Eutbymius, его бт харакъоӨйдета: 
тф Хуф, кабак. 1 ікі rẹ pu) 
ya wee sov. all events, there is no 
doubt ex = Wolf and 
think. vids ToU део) In the N. T. 
are found three combinations of these two 
substantives and the article, and all with 
one and the same meaning, viz. THE бон 
or Gop, in the highest and Messianic 
sense. (1) The expression in the text, of 
which oar Lord ваув, John x. 36, д» 8 
Har io yyiacey cai dwioredey elc roy 
кӧсроу bptic Aiyere bri BAaognptic bri 
жо» Ylàs тоб бео® epi; seo also Matt. 
xxvii. 40.—(2) 6 vidc rob Ө. In John ix. 
85, we read, оф rtertötig tig тфу vldv Tov 

OU; ..... Ò Аала» nerd cov lucivds 
deri. — (3) vidc 0. In Luke i. 85, rò 

tyveptvov йү» к\т0йа+та vide d. 
hee айо also ch. xxvii. 5% (|| Mk.), and notes 
there and on Luke xxiii. 4. 
Our Lord does not give way to the temp- 
tation, so as to meet him with an o 
declaration, * I am the Son of God : thus 
indeed Нет might have asserted his Lord- 

other text, т. from the history of 
Israel's temptation in the wilderness: for 
Israel represents, in а foreshadowing 
the Son of Man, the servant of God 
Righteousness, the one Фрубш уос, in 
whom alone that nature which in all men 
has 55 into sin, Apo ráca» 
бдикаосўуту. dam stood not,—lIsrael 
ассо to the p stood not,—when 
the Lord their God tem them: but 
rather, after Satan's likeness, tempted 
their God: but now the second Adam is 
come, the true Israel, by whose obedience 
the way of life is again made known and 

that man truly liveth on and 
in the eternal word of God. " Stier’s 
Reden Jesu, voL “ү 16 (ел. 2). uen 
serve also how our 
His humanity; at once Minim ай сир: 
Himself with men, by adducing д Arbe 
тос as pud His own сазе; nM not 
only so, but thus speaking out mys- 
tery of his humiliation, in which He had 
uii gs his divine Power, of his own 
will.—By ‘every word (or ‘thing,’ for 
Ёйна is not expressed in the original) that 
proceedeth out y че mouth of God,’ we 
must understand, every ngement o 
the divine will; God, who qe air iid 
tains by bread, can, if it please Him, sus- 
tain by amy other means, as in tho case 
alluded B Compare John iv. 32, 84. 

б. tére тор.) Power being most 
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ч sou», kat Ёатпогу avróv zr тд ' жтєрїуго» rod iepod, 

yéyparra ydo ore rote ауу avrov * éyr&A etrat трі 
ETI „Хароу ароосі» ot, иттоте соо, kai 
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TUL. onl 
' Kings zv. 

ка! Al yet avr Ei vide el TOU бео, Bare GEQUTOV кате" seh xvi 9 al 
Gaspp. only, 

* mpockoyys , Low хо. хо. il. 
xxiv. 

1+ Ефп avr M 'Ingouc i 5 

ктирйонс корго» roy beov cov. ree 
т 2 ., OR. 

aB doc ei ис “орос зо, Ka. 
*waoac rdc " [JaciAelac si A Pet i 

Dooly. Davy. vi. 16 bis. Dent. vil. 16 Fs 18 only. 5 
Rev. XI. J0. Esek. хі. 2, x Er. I. 2. Des. M. 28 Th 

5. rec tere, with P rel: txt (so also || Luke) BCDZ 1. 83 sah Eus. 
om rov bef 0tov Di. ins evrevOey hes for (Taie e (|| Luke) Z (ves 7). 

cares syr-marg coptt arm. 
the reading of || Luke). 

T. for our tr., ov weepacec D. 

apo D (but tollent PD. lat: txt is 

8. for dexvvory, eiii» D (from Luke iv. 5). 

osi le given to the tempter over the 
our Lord. In St. Luke, this 

— "tania third. The real order 
is Rig that in the text; for other- 
wise our 's final answer, ver. 10, 
would not be in its place. It may be ob- 
served, that St. Luke makes no assertion 
as to succession, only introducing each 
temptation with cai: жш т Tóra and 
Tum here seem to mark succession. 
Dean Ellicott, for psychological reasons, 
which must be most, untrustworthy when 
opposed to the express assertion of the 
sacred text (rére &$ínew atroy), follows 
the order in St. Luke. For áy. GR. see 
reff. сое P same power by 
which he brought wrepty.ov | 
Abundant instances have been 3 
to shew that wripoy was applied to 
pointed roof or gable. Now the LXX 
use ripo and wrepyysoy as synonymous 
with эгтїроу; wh not the same be 
done in the N. T. ; "The 
that our Lord was placed on Herod'e 
royal ico, described in Jos. Antt. xv. 
11. 6, in probably right: and the тб ш 
no way inconsistent with it. That 
overhung the ravine of Kedron de 

t, ec, a rig =f арон то 
табтас ovc, dung й tic 7 T 

dowrebor, 9 «фу, obe lLEcvoupivac 
rac g sic dpirpiror réy Bv0órv. The 

that it was probably on the 
side, next the court, is grounded on 

the perfectly gratuitous assumption, that 
an exhibition to the people was intended. 
There is no authority for this in the text ; 
the tem being one not of ambition, 
but of presumption. The inference from 

repens who, quoting Hegesippus, (Hist. 
y describes James the Just as set on 

and t from rò wrepóytov тоб vaov, 
among the people, is not decisive : for this 
term might embrace either side, as ‘the 
cornice,’ or ‘ the would. 6. 
үќүратта 1 itd (nearly verbatim from 
the LXX, eee all the texts in this 
narrative) as applying to all servants of 
God in general, and à fortiori to the Son 
of бой: not as a hecy of the Messiah. 

7. waar] not ‘contra,’ which it 
never sim ly means, not even in Gal. v. 8: 
1 John ii. 8: but ‘ rursus" or ‘iterum,’ as 
the versions rightly render it. The addi- 
tion of a second Scripture qualifies and 
interprets the first; fut does not 
it. 8. iy. M.] The enquiry 
where and what this mountain was, is m 
E no data being furnis 

by the text Seluvvow айт. ж. т. В.] 
additional words in Luke, iv oriypy 

xpóvov, are valuable as pointing out to us 
clearly the supernatural character of this 
vision. If it be objected, that in that case 
there was no need for the ascent of the 
mountain,—I answer, that such natural 
accessories are made use of frequently in 
supernatural revelations: see especially 
Rev. xxi. 10. The attempts to restrict 
rob кбоноу to Palestine, (which was, be- 
sides, God’s Hi serge portion and vineyard, 
as distinguished from the Gentile world,) 
or the Roman empi ‚ are mere subter- 
fuges : as is also the giving to Qeixvvaiw 
the sense of points out the direction of. 
The very passage of Polybius cited to sup- 
port this view, completely refutes it, when 
taken entire. Hannibal, from the Alpe, is 
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n voy ? кбороу ка! тў» *дбЁа» афто» 9 kai бте айт BCDEE 
e p Р 7 a 
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E 10 „4 70 $ "асобе "" c RN атеш. 70 тоте Аун avro о "соус Tray °сатауа` yé 
А, „ратта yap “ Képiov тд» Ütóv соо ° троскоупсаис, kat 
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NE. SQ abr povy \атрғисес. тоте сепи айтор о 

Р a æ 

i ue &ia(JoAoc, kal wWov аууг\о: троспАбо» кає " Sinxovouy 
ames H. 7 - 

1 John ii. 1i. abr. 
Rev. 2. 8 ab, ò А $ 5 » 

ооу. ia 12 '“Акойсас дї От: "Iwavunc rape SGD, avsywpncer 
a siete ; och. xii. 98 al. fr. Gir. xxi. #7 only. d Dur. vi. 18. x. 99. € w. aco. here 

only ia Hi. IL. Lake Axiv. 62. John iv. (A.) 28, 34 Rev. ix. 90. Kili. 8, 12, 16. xiv. 9, 11. XR. 4 U patr. 
Gen. xxzvi.7, b. Judg. vil. 15 P. II L. Lake 1.74. И. 87 only in . Acts vii. 7,42 d. Exod. 
Mi. 13. Е = vv. 90,29. John x. 12 al. fr. 2 Kings nv. 16. = | МЕ. ob. xzv.44, Mark 
zv. Ii i — | Mk. reif. ch. x. 19. = ch. H. 19. 2 Macc. v. 27. 

9. rec (for ктеу) Net, with P rel: txt BCDZ 83 latt Orig. 
oot {the simpler order), with C*DP rel latt Iren-lat : 2. о. ғ. 
Field): т. r. o. Chr-t: txt BC!Z 1. 33 am 

10. aft vray: ins от:се pov C?DZ rel har 

rec тапта tavra 

ig, Chr-3-5-8-a (and 
with forj) lat-2 Orig, Chr-f. 
Ý lat-b f Al (сеў syr-cu syr-with-ast 

= arm Justin Archel Petr-alex Ath Chr Nest ms Ambr Aug Vig 
Op: om BC'KP 8(е sil) VAN 1. 18. 124 vulg lat E coptt Origezpr Petr-alex Iren-lat 
Tert Hil-ed Jerezpe Juvenc. 
assigned for the omission of these words, if originally in the text. f originali ling, БЕ 

ета н ig Loo ae 3 consequently more likely to be xvi. 99. See also on || Luke. 
genuine than their insertion.) 

(There can, it appears to me, be no satisfactory reason 
On the other 

to have been supplied from ch. 

19. rec aft ds ins o tgaoug (ver 12 is the commencement of an ecclesiastical portion, 
and the name was there 
rr syr-cu arm Hil Gaud : om 

Bu, Log. 

directing the attention of his soldiers to 
the view of Italy; ivüuxvópevoc abroic ra 
жері róv Падоу wedia (in sight) .. . pa 
d xal róv тйс `Рюнтс abroic róxov bro- 
Saxviwy, where we may observe the dis- 
tinction between the two compounds èv- 
and фто-декуюшш : and further, that it is 
not tv P. but тду тйс P. roy that he 
pointed out to them. Euthymius, how- 
ever, interprets our verse thus, . Aye 
iv тойте uiv rq pipe кета ù Bacthela 
ré» 'Pwpaiwv, iv roórp бё ў ray Iep- 
cav, іу ixelyy дф ў rov 'Accavpiev, кай 
rà iEüc épolwc cai dri 9 piv {ун da 
ix) тоїсде Toig decry, т] & iwi roicde, 
wai GAAn ія’ dkAoc, cal акл) пбута 
caradiyst; and even Maldonatus approves 
it.—In this last temptation the enemy 
reveals himself openly, as the dpywr тоў 
kócuov rovrov, and as the father of lios; 
for though power is given him over this 
world and its sons, his assertion here is 
most untrue. 10.] Our Lord at once 
repels him openly; not that He did not 
know him before,—but because he had th 

enly tempted Him ; but not even this of 
is own power or will; He adds, for it 

is written, —again, as Man, appealing to 
the Word of God. There does not 

ore lied, аз го 

С!(арру) 
doen is the case), with C?P rel latt 
Z 83 am (with forj) lat-k copt sth Orig, 

appear to be sufficient ground for the dis- 
tinction sometimes set up between the 
meanings of spocrw»ti»v with the dative 
and the same verb with the accusative. 
See, besides reff., Gen. xlix. 8: Exod. xi. 8. 
—From this time, our Lord is kwown b 
the devils, and cast them out bra ond. 
Mark i. 24, 34; iti. 11; v. 7. п. 
pinow abróv] but only for а season, see 
|| Luke. The conflict, however often re. 
newed in secret (of which we cannot 
speak), was certainly agais waged in 
Gethsemane—atrn орду teri ij бра, кай 
ў iovcia тоў скбтоос. (Luke xxii. 53, 
compare John xiv. 30.) The expression in 
Luke x. 18, i@ewpovwy róv caravay өс 
страхі)» ік тоб obpavoU vicóvra, must 
be otherwise understood: see note there. 

19—98.) JESUS BEGINS HIS MINISTRY. 
CALLING OF PETER, ANDREW, JAMES, 
дир Јони. Mark i. 14—20. Luke iv. 
14,15. Between the last verse and this is 
a considerable interval of time. After re- 
turning from the temptation (see note on 
John i. 28, о Lord was pointed out 
by John the Baptist, (ib. vv. 29—34,) 
and again on the morrow to two of his 
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ac тй» Га№мЛаѓа», 1? xai * karaAcrev тл» Nalapa * 5e 
З t AO ! karwxnoey l eic Kagapvaovp тй» ° rapala- i, бр 

BCDEK ÀAacciav ѓу %оріос 2а ооо» xai М№Мфда\ћац, l“ tva "dee ony. 
Teva ° wAnowOy rò pndd, Sid Hoatov rov жтоофӯтоо А уоутос » 2.16 ret a ° тАпребр rà pn pophrov Аёуо»тос : .f 
* 15° TH ZaovAOv xai yn Nei, * 090». Oadacone vici. 

q ch. E. 6. 
Exod. zHj.18. 1 Kings vi. 9. S Kings nviil. 48. 

18, катайать» DELMZA 83: txt BCKPU Orig, (Bch Matth are silent about S and 
V: relinquens D-lat A-lat ; relicta civitate latt.) 

14. ins rov bef Asyowrog D. 

disciples, Andrew and (probably) John, 
who followed Him, and were (on the next 
day ? see note, John i. 44) joined by Simon 
Peter (35—43) : then on the morrow Philip 
and Na were called (44—52); three 
days after was the marriage in Cana (ii. 
1—11); then our Lord went down to 

and remained not many days 
(12); then followed the Passover ; the 
cleansing of the temple (13—22) ; the be- 
lief of many on Jesus (28—25); the dis- 
course with Nicodemus (iii. 1—81); the 
baptizing by Jesus (i. е. his disciples) 
(22—24); the question about purifying, 
and testimony of the Baptist (26—36); 
the journey through Samaria into Galilee, 
and discourse with the woman of Samaria 
(iv. 1—42); the return to Cana and heal- 
ing of rulers son in Capernaum 
(43—54); and the journey to Jerusalem 
related in John v. 1. After that c 
8t. John breaks off the first of his 
narrative, and between his v. 47 and vi. 1, 

markable 
account of his own calling in ch. ix. 9. 

ing employed in his business in tbe 

raren D. 

persons who became attached to Him at 
a later period than any of the events re- 
corded in that portion of John’s 

not 
see ch. ii. 22, and note. No notice is given 
whence this withdrawal took place. The 
narrative is evidently taken up after an 
interval, and without any intention that 
it should follow closely on ver.11. Wiese- 
ler, Chron. 8 . 162 ff., sees in this } St. Matthew recogni 

ing in the 8 Lake iv. 28, 29, as 
sometimes в 3 see notes, ib. ver. 81. 

K This town, on the 

FFF 
and frequented part of Galilee. It be- 
sides was the residence of four at least of 
the Apostles, Andrew and Peter, and 
James and John—and probably of Mat- 
thew. The town was named from a foun- 
ќаїп,—я00с ydp rj гё» dipwy ebcpaciy 
cai wnyy diapderas youtpwrary, Кафа 
уаодџ abrijv oi ity epit cadover [ Josep 
B. J. iii. 10. 8),—ow1) . vicus conso- 
lationis. It is from this time called ‘ His 
I 

i i prophecy is en with direct 
а s to the days of the Messiah. It 
is here freely rendered from the Hebrew, 
without any regard to the LXX, which is 
wholly different. This, coming so imme- 
diately after a string of quotations lite- 
rally from the LXX, seems to mark the 
beginning of а new portion of the Gospel, 
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тёрау Tou ‘Top8avov, "ГамАаа Tov tÜvurv, 
* кабпреуос & tv ‘axorig фос el dev uéya, kai “roic " кабпрё- 

"ок "* Üavárov фос * ауётыЛгу ° aù- 

IV. 

16 0 Aaóc о 

* йрЁато à о Їтсоюс" Knpósouv Kat 

муч "Merete ny yucey yàp " > Baowreia тоу ^ovpa- 

8 терітатоу d ° тара т» ВаЛасса» тпс ГаћЛаас̧ 
«та га 8. Ps. zzii. 4. x lutr,, ch. 2il. ene Mark 

Bed. y oh. vi. 91. xxvi.16. Luke zvL 16 ому. 
Lobeck. p. 461. sch. 41. 7, 90 

b ch. Ш. 2 (ref. and note). o§ Mk. ch. xiii. 1 

15. уамМшаз B(Mai, not Verc: not ascertained) DL am(with forj, not fuld) lat-a 
b c f! ff, Ias АІ (but not k). 
th toe eor. D. 

elsw, е. g. Lu i. 79. Rom ii. 19, ceores occurs wit 
Nei rel Hippol Orig, Eus (-r. CaN’): txt BDN? One (un D, m “та BN?). 

rec (for скотча) score (simpler and more usual form: 
hout variation): with C jm 

rec ttd. bef фес (simp : see also xxx), with Hippol : txt 
BC 1. 13. 83. 124 am(with forj) lat-a b c ДА Eus ror * адор 
D lat-a b c 91 А. om Ist xa: D lat о 5 D, gui sedebant 
n b A 91 А. om 2nd ca: D'(and lat), é in regione umbre valg-ed(not am fuld) 

t-5 91 
11. aft тоте ins уар D. om o bef «ne. D. 
18. ка: vtperarev L, autem Jesus ambulans vulg (but ambulans autem am): sepes. 

(neither де nor каг) E! : sapayev ёғ D, cum transiret lat-a b c f g, А Eus spec. 
rec aft weprrarwy де ins o tnoouc (beginning of ап ecclesiastical 
vulg-ed lat-a c А arm spec; dominus noster syr-cu : om 
tol) lat-5 F ff, g, syrr copt wth Eus Chr 

), with ELA 
BCDP am(with forj harl 

ТЫ (simly in next ver, aft avro C? 
lat-a с Syr syr-cu wth Cyr spec ins o «qoovc). 

— аво оаа e country roun 
coast of the All the members of this 
sentence are in apposition with one an- 
other: thus wépay rot 'IopB. is not a de- 
scription of the land before spoken of, 
which was not thus situated, but of a differ- 
ent tract. The later meaning of TTP) 3V9, 
as signifying the tract to the west of the 
Jordan, and which naturally up 
during the captivity, is not to be thought 
of in Isaiah, who wrote before that event. 
Bee 1 Chron. xxvi. 80 in the Hebrew, 
where, however, the E. V. renders ‘on грі 
side Jordan westward.’ Meyer st 
makes ddd» dA. the objective after ies 
understood, and construes ‘the land of 
Zabulon and Nepthalim saw the way of 
the sea on the other side of the Jordan: 
Galilee of the Gentiles dc. saw a great 
light i. e. ‘the light which went forth 
from Capernaum when Jesus dwelt there, 
їз represented as sending its bright beams 
over the Galilean sea, so that Zabulon 
and Nepthalim by this light could see the 
way along the other side of the 
sen. Tak. т. 40. ] Galilee superior, 
near to Tyre and Sidon, which was inha- 
bited by a variety of nations. 17. 
фид rére) That is, bagan His ministry in 

Galilee. The account of Matthew, being 
that of an eye-witness, begins where his 

It is not олтен 

that this 

of our Lord; we recognize the same for- 
mula, th only partly cited, in ch. 
x. 7: Luke x. 10, and ano on Кичен 
preaching repentance, Luke xiii. 3, after 
repeated rations of His Messiahahip. 

18. @&Ааетто» Tau- 
halas) The — of Gennesareth or Tibe- 
rias (John vi. 1) called in the O. T. “ the 
sea of Chinnereth,” Num. xxxiv. 11, or 
Chinneroth, Josh. xii. 8: the Tervnea- 

ric руу of Josephus, Antt. xviii. 2. 1: 
— e . 765: Plin. v. 16: Ptol v. 
16. Itis s of an oval и. about 18 geo- 
graphical miles long, and 6 broad: and is 
traversed by the Jordan from н. to s. 
* Tta most remarkable feature is its 
de being no less than 700 feet 
below the level of the ocean." See the 
interesting article by Mr. Porter in Smith's 
Biblical Dictionary. If we give any 
consideration to the circumstances here 
related, we cannot fail to seo that the ac- 
count in John is admirably calculated to 
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25 Kai ^ wepinyev tv SA тр Tat Aaig, didd or tv 
axiv. 138. 

таць P suvaywyaic d avrov Kat "xnovcowy TO ғ0ауу Мох FI AL. rel Yey e YY мк 
(Lakel.7, 18. 11. 86 of time) only. Xen. Ages. vi. 7. n = 1 Mk. Esra vi. 12, 16, 16. met., Gal. vi. 
1. 1 Thess. iti 10 al. o ch. x. 85. zziii. 15. Mark vi. a. Acts xiii. 11. w. L, here only. trans., 
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19. aft vpac ins yevecOa: (|| Mark) D 33 latt Syr syr-marg-ms wth. 
28. rec oh тп» aka- (adaptation to more usual construction), omg ty 

(homaotel), with DL rel latt Eus Hil: txt BC(M) syrr copt eth.—om o N. 
rec aft yad. ins o cove (supplementary [beg of pericope] as the variations shew), with 
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complete the narrative. We have there 
furnished to us the reason why these two 
brethren were so ready to arise and follow 
One, whom, if we had this account only, 
we should infer they had never before 
seen. Add to this, that there is every 

bability that one of the other pair of 
brcthren: John the son of Zebedee, is 
there described as having gone with An- 
drew to the dwelling of our Lord. It also 
tends to confirm the chronological view 
here taken, that Philip the only one 
mentioned expressly by John as Aaving 
been called by Jesus, is not mentioned here 
as called : and that Andrew, and the other 
disciple of John the Baptist, clearly were 
not called by Jesus in John i. 35—40, or 
the words rap abra ipevay thy иёра» 
іксіуцу, not have been used: that 
these two continued disciples of the Bap- 
tist, is not probable; but that they were 
henceforth, but not invariably, attached to 
our Lord. I believe that the disciple whom 
Jesus loved was in His company during the 
whole of the events in John ii. iii. iv. and 
v., and on His return from Judæa with His 
disciples, John having for a time returned 
to his busihess, as our Lord was now resi- 
dent in Capernaum, received, as here re- 
lated, this more solemn and final call. We 

Уот. I. ` 

must remember, that the disciples would 
naturally have gone up to Jerusalem at 
the Passover, John ii. 23, without a call 
from the Lord, and by what they saw 
there would become more firmly attached 
tohim. The circumstance related in John 
xxi., that even after they were assured of 
the Resurrection, the Apostles returned to 
their occupation as fishermen, gives addi- - 
tional probability to the usual explanation 
of the call in our text. 20. à ret 
r. r. A.] i. e. from this time they were con- 
stant followers of the Lord. But when 
He happened to be in the neighbourhood 
of their homes, they resumed their fish - 
ing, cf. Luke v. 1—11, which occurrence 
was, in my belief, different from, and later 
than the one related in our text. See 
notes there. | 

23—95.] Ни MAKES А Сїнсїпт OP 
GALILEE. (Mark i. 39: Luke iv. 44, or- 
dinarily: but qu.? There is no neces- 
sity for believing this circuit of Galilee to 
be identical with those, even if we read 
Takt Agia in the passage in Luke. Our 
Lord made many such circuits.) 
28. cvvaywyois] These were the places 
of religious assembly among the Jews 
after the return from the captivity. Tra- 
dition, and the Targums, ce а very 
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early origin to synagogues: and Deut. 
xxxi. ll, and Ps. lxxiv. 8, are cited as 
testimonies of it. But the former pas- 
sage does not necessarily imply it: and it 
is doubtful whether that Psalm was not 
itself written after the captivity. They are 
generally supposed to have originated in 
Babylon, and thence to have been brought, 
&t the return, into the mother land. бее 
Neh. viii. 1—8. At the Christian era there 
were synagogues in every town, and in 
some larger towns several. See Acts ix. 2, 
20. In Jerusalem, according to the Rab- 
binical writings, there were upwards of 
450. (See Acts vi. 9, and note) The 
people assembled in them on sabbath and 
estival days, and in later times also on 
the second and fifth days of each week, 
for public prayer and the hearing of por- 
tions of Scripture. rò» leptwy ài ric д 
паршу i) ray yepoyrwy ele ávayweoart 
rove lepode эбдоис abroic kal каб ёкабтоу 
I nyetrai péxpi oxtòò Ceirne diac. Philo 

. vol. ii. p. 630. See Luke iv. 16: 
Acts xiii. 15. The officers of the syna- 
gogues were (1) the dpxisvvaywyóc, Luke 
viii. 49; xiii. 14: Acts xviii. 8, 17, who 
had the care of public order, and the ar- 
rangement of the service; (2) the Elders, 
тресЗотеро: Luke vil. 3, ápycovvaywyol 
Mark v. 22: Acts xiii. 15, who seem to 
have formed a sort of council under the 
үеде of the dpy:ovvaywyde; (3) the 
gatus or angelus ecclesia, who was the 

reader of prayers, and also secretary and 
messenger of the es; (4) the 
Ornpirng (Luke iv. 20), or chapel clerk, 
whose office was to prepare the books for 
reading, to sweep, open, and shut the 

e. Besides these, there appear 
to have been alms-gatherers. The syna- 
gogue was fitted up with seats, of which 
the first row (wpwrocaQedpia:) were an 
object of ambition with the scribes (ch. 
xxiii. 6). A pulpit for the reader, lam 
and a chest for keeping the sacred books, 
appear to complete the furniture of the 
ancient synagogue. Punishments, e. g. 
scourging, were inflicted in the syna- 
gogues. (See ch. x. 17 ; xxiii. 34: Luke 
ix. 49: Acts xxii. 19; xxvi. 11.) The 
eatechizing also of children seems to have 
taken place there (Lightfoot, xi. 281), as 
also disputations on religious questions.— 
Our Lord was “ч А за teach 
in the s es, although of mean ex- 
{сал пар to the flesh, because of 
His miracles, and His su character 
as the professed leader and teacher of a 
religious sect. atrév] viz. of the 
Galileans: the subject being taken up 
out. of Tadtkaig preceding. See reff., 
and Winer, § 22, 8. xypicowr 
Tò ebay.] For the exact meaning of 
these words, com the declaration in 
the s e at Nazareth, Luke iv. 16 
80. 24. Xuplav] Answering to SAny 

ark i. 28. ray теріҳороу тйс ГаМмАагас, 
On В&тауо$, see Lexx. Our word * trial” 
has un e 
similar. 

a change of meaning very 
the ĝaıpov:óptvo: see note 

on ch. viii. 28. The ceAnnialopevos were 
probably epileptics: see an instance in 
ch. xvii. 14 and |; 25. Aexawédews |} A 
district principally east of the, Jordan, so 
called from ten cities, some of the names 
of which are uncertain. Pliny (Nat. Hist. 
v. 18) says, Jungitur ei lateri Syris 

ld 4 es 

" уосоу Kat таста» BCDE! 
MSU V. 
1. 83. 



V. 1. 

V. 116» & rove оуЛоьс ' а, п нс ro брос' 
Lake іх. 98. Iod. zis. 8. 

т. I | Perwa. The country 
=, шалк between the rivers 
Jabbok and Arnon. See Jos. В. J. iii. 
3. 8. 

CHaPr. V. VI. VII.] Тин SERMON 
ON THE Mount. In this form p tó 
Matthew. 

remarks upon them. one of Пеле ен 

ore that event. 
And it is wholly unlikely that St. Mat- 
thew, assuming him to be the author of 

Oht the two discourses are, though con- 
much common matter, widely 

diferent. Of 107 verses in Matt, Luke 

KATA MAGOAION. 

D 

35 

| fob. ziv. 98. 
Kat 

Mark li. 18. 
g as akove (f). Leke vi. 12 al. 

contains only thirty: his four beatitudes 
are alancod by as many woes: and in 

perts of the sermon are intro- 
radica peines which do not 
them in Matt. (e. g. Luke vi. 89 ff., 45 fl.), 
but which naturally connect. ct with them. 
(п). St. Luke epitomized this 
leaving out whatever was unsuitable for 
his Gentile readers, е. g. ch. v. 17—38. 
Bu$ this is improbable : for Luke in several 
verses is fuller than Matthew, and the 
whole discourse, as related by him, is con- 
nected and consecutive. (1П) The two 
discourses are wholly distinct. This view 
8 

у from the arguments above 
ut it also is not without gare 

dificeltios especially if we 
Gres. does, that L e had the of 
Matthew before him (but on this see Pro- 
legg. ch. i. § ü.). two discourses 
w V 
common, and unnatural. 

ministry, and two discourses delivered to 
the same audience, not identical, which 
might have been very probable, and im- 
pressive from that very circumstance, —nor 
consecutive, nor explanatory the one of the 
other, but only coinciding in fragments, 
and not even as two different reports at 

pour was another shorter ee e 

parts in this 
discourse, it will be quite incredible that 
they should Бе а mere collection of вау 
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ful whether they were at any set moment 
so ordained all together. us Matthew 
may have been a usual hearer of our Lord, 
an nt with the whole of the Apostles, 
as related in Luke, though not yet formally 
summoned as related in Matt. ix. 9 ff. 
The introduction of the discourse in Luke 
by the words iyivero ёё iy таїс npéipate 
raúraıç (which I maintain to be, on Luke 
vi. 12, not only possibly, but expressly 
indefinite, and to indicate that the event 
so introduced may have happened at any 
time during the current great period of 
our Lord’s ministry, before, during, or 
after, those last narrated,) allows us great 
latitude in assigning Luke’s discourse to 
any precise time. This, however, leaves 
the difficulties (above stated under I) in 
supposing the discourses identical, in force, 
except the chronological one.— With re- 
gard to the many sayings of this sermon 
which occur, dispersed up and down, in 
Luke, see notes in their respective places, 
which will explain my view as to their 
connexion and original times of utter- 
ance, in each several instance. See also 
notes on Luke vi. 20—49. тд бро] 
Either some hill near Capernaum we 
known by this name, and called by it in 
the reff. to Mark and Luke, (tradition, 
not earlier probably than the Crusades, 
which points out a hill between Caper- 
naum and Tiberias as the Mount of Beati- 
tudes, near the present Saphet, is in such 
a matter worthless as an authority. But 
the situation seems to modern travellers 
[see Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, p. 368] 
* so strikingly to coincide with the inti- 
mations of the gospel narrative, as almost, 
to force the inference that in this instance 
the eye of those who selected tlie spot was 
for once rightly guided. It is the only 
height seen in this direction from the 
shores of the lake of Gennesareth. The 
lain on which it stands is easily accessible 
m the lake, and from that plain to the 

summit is but a few minutes’ walk. The 
platform at the єр is evidently suitable 
for the collection of a multitude, and cor- 

nds precisely to the ‘level place’ to 
which He would ‘come down’ as from one 

К = ch. ziii. 85, from Ps. ixxvil. 9. Acts viti. (32, 
1 ch. xi. 6 af. fr. (not Mark). P». xxzi. 1, 3 al. 

n Mark vili. 19. John xi. al. воб). dat., 1 Cor. vil. 

om avrw B Orig. 

of its higher horns to address the people. 
Its situation is central both to the - 
sants of the Galilgan hills, and the fisher. 
men of the Galilzan lake, between which 
it stands, and would therefore be a na- 
tural resort both to Jesus and His dis- 
ciples when they retired for solitude 
from the shores of the sea, and also to the 
crowds who assembled ‘ from Galilee, from 
Decapolis, from Jerusalem, from Judæa, 
and from beyond Jordan.’ None of the 
other mountains in the neighbourhood 
could answer equally well to this descrip- 
tion, inasmuch as they are merged into 
the uniform barrier of hills round the 
lake: whereas this stands separate—<‘ the 
mountain,’ which alone could lay claim 
to a distinct name, with the exception of 
the one height of Tabor, which is too dis- 
tant to answer the requirements,) or the 
mountain district, certainly imported by 
the word in ch. xiv. 23.—See a full de- 
scription of the locality in Tholuck, Bergpr., 
ed. 8, pp. 63 ff. ol ] in the 
wider sense: including those of the Apos- 
tles already called, and all who had, either 
for a long or a short time, attached them- 
selves to him as hearers. See John vi. 66. 

2. dvolfag т. ст. ab.] as in reff., a 
solemn introduction to some discourse or 
advice of importance. atrovs] і. е. 
roóc раӨптас. The discourse (вее vv. 13, 
14, 20, 48; ch. vi. 9; vii. 6) was spoken 
directly to the disciples, but (see vii. 28, 
29) also generally to the multitudes. It 
is a divine commen on the words with 
which His own and the Baptist’s preach- 
ing opened: nero rs : fyytty ydp ù 
Вас. r. obpavày. It divides itself into 
various great sections, which see below. 

$—16.] Tus DESCRIPTION OF TRE 
Lorp’s DISCIPLES, THEIR BLESSEDNESS, 
AND DIGNITY. 8. ol wr. т. ту.) obe 
же», of яг. Tote yphpacey, йА\', o6 wr. 
Ty xvedpart, rovricruw ol raxavoi rg 
троарёси kai rg үохӯ. Euthym. ri 
стр “ol wrexol rẹ xvetdpar;” ol 
rarttvol kai cvyrirpuupivos ri» kaodiav. 
Ch „ Hom. xv. in Matt. p. 185. 
Ne quis putaret paupertatem, quse non- 
nunquam necessitate portatur, a Domino 
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o see note, cb. 
Ч. 2. 
ch is. 16. 

н. 
т ch. xl. 99. ARI. 

6, from Zech. iz. b. 1 Pet. H. donly. Pea. xxxvi. II. 

Nyssen Tert Hil, Jer Aug: txt BCN rel 

predicari, adjunxit, spiritu, ut humili- 
tatem intelligeres, non penuriam. Beati 

uperes spiritu, qui propter Spiritum 
ctum voluntate sunt pauperes. Gene 

in loc.) Pauperes spiritu, humiles et ti- 
mentes Deum, id est, non habentes in- 
flantem (or, inflatum) spiritum.’ (Au- 
gustine in loc.) Again: ‘Pauper Dei in 
animo est, non in sacculo. (Aug. Enarr. 
in Ps. cxxxi. 26.)—7€ «rv. is in opposition 
to rj баркі: so axepirpnro: rg кардіс, 
Acts vii. 51; ayia к. TQ awyart к. тф 
wveépart, 1 Cor. vii. 31.—These words 
cannot be joined with pacdpeos (as Olea- 
rius, Wetst., Michaelis, Paulus) : see ver. 8. 
—The meaning of voluntary poverty, as 
that of the religious orders, given by many 
Romish interpreters, is out of the ques- 
tion. It seems however to have 
adopted by many of the Fathers. Basil 
(on Ps. xxxiii. 5, vol. i. p. 147) says, obr 
del ixawerr) 5 rrextia, GAN ту ёк po- 

card róv tb, IU акохду 
karopÜoepivg: moiol үйр xrwyxoi uiv 
тӯ wepovcig, NMT Ic Hraro 0 ry 
жроацёсн rvyxyávovciy. But the same 
father elsewhere explains the words, mre- 
хоёс ob roàc card yonpara ivdetic Мун, 
GAAd rov, тр davola M (vol. i. 
p. 597).—And Chrys. himself seems to 
waver: for next to the comment above 
cited, he says w»tüga yàp ivravÜa т>» 
Wuxü» cai тў» xpoaipsow Мун. He 
probably however means that the V. and 
srpoaíp. are the departments of our being 
$n which the wrwxtía takes place. — See 
Clem. Alex, ‘Quis dives salvus! 5 17, 
p. 934, Pott.— As little can the bare literal 
sense of the words, which Julian scoffed 
at, be understood: viz. those who are й/- 
Sernished in mind, and uneducated. See 
Rev. iii. 17. The idea (De Wette) is not 
improbable, that our Lord may have had 
a reference to the poor and subjugated 
Jewish people around him, once members 
of the theocracy, and now ex ts of 
the Messiah's temporal ki ш; and, 
from their condition and hopes, taken 
occasion to preach to 

abrev фет. 4 В. т. 

vv & and 5 D 33 vulg lat-a 2 

iritual truth. 
.] See Luke iv. 17—21: James ii. 5. 

The Васі tía must here be understood in 
ita widest sense : as the combination of all 
rights of Christian citizenship in this 
world, and eternal blessedness in the next, 

Origex Clem Eus - canon 
syrr copt wth arm Orig, Hil, Op. 

ch. vi. 83. But Tholuck well observes 
(Bergpredigt, p. 74 ff.), that all the senses 
of Bac. т. Өєоб (or obp., or ҳрготоб) are 
only different sides of the same great idea 
—the subjection of all things to God in 
Christ. He cites Origen (жері ebyiic, 
vol. i. p. 239): rg оби iv рі» Baoreig 
rod O % з} йкрбттс adiaXtinrwe rpo- 
céxrovey ivarnoerat, бта» xAnpo0g rò 
тарі rq dwoordkm ctipgplivov, bri д 
xpioréc, wavrwy айтф т. iy9pov ùro- 
rayivrwy, rapadwou т. Васа т. Og 
к. xarpi, iva y д Sg rà xavra iv waar. 

4. pax. ol revo. ] The spiritual 
qualification in the former verse must be 
carried on to this, and the mourning un- 
derstood to mean not only that on ac- 
count of sin, but all such as ena 
fo a man in the spiritual life. such 
mourners are blessed: for the Father of 
mercies and God of all consolation bei 
their covenant God, His comfort sh 
overbear all their mourning, and taste the 
sweeter for it. In Luke ii. 25, the Mes- 
siah's coming is called  wapdernoic 
той ‘IopanvA.—This beatitade is by many 
editors (Lachmann, e. g.) p after 
ver. 5. But the authority is by no 
means decisive, and I cannot see how 
the logical coherence of the sentences is 
improved by it.—In placing these two 
beatitudes first, the Lord follows the order 
in Isa. lxi. 1, which He laimed in the 
synagogue at Nazareth, Luke iv. 18. 

б. ol wpacis] A citation from Ps. 
xxxvii. 11. e usual dividers and al- 
lotters of the earth being mighty and 
proud conquerors, and the Messiah being 
expected as such a conqueror, this an- 
nouncement, that the should inherit 
the earth, struck at the root of the tem- 
poral expectations of power and wealth 
in the Messiah's kingdom. This meek- 
ness is not mere outward lowliness of de- 
meanour, but that true cpavrgc of Eph. 
iv. 2, whose active side (Stier) is áyá»m, 
and its passive side paxpoOvpia. On the 
promise, compare Isa. lvii. 13—15; lx. 21: 
1 Cor. ш. 22. That kingdom of God 
which begins in the hearts of the disciples 
of Christ, and is not ёк rob xócpov rov- 
rov, shall work onwards till it shall be- 
come actually a kingdom over this earth, 
and its subjects shall inherit the earth : 
first in its millennial, and finally in its 
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6 here only į Xen. Heli. vi. 8, 4. (Ne, Col. l. 
ө = Luke хх. 13. Rom. viii. 14, 19. . I 16. (Gem. 

vii, 1. 3 Masc. v.8 = 

(with gat) lat-f E syr-cu syr copt eth arm Orig-lat Cypr, 

renewed and blessed state for ever. 
6.) See Ps. cvii. 9; lxv. 4; xxii. 26: Isa. 
xh. 17. This Aenger and thirst is the 
true sign of that new life on which those 
born of the Spirit (John iii. 3, 5) have 
entered ; and it is after dtcacoc., i. e. per- 
Sect conformity to the holy will of God. 
This was His meat, John iv. 34. “Illo 
cibo saturabuntur de quo ipse Dominus 
dicit, Meus cibus est ut faciam voluntatem 
Patris mei, quod est, justitia : et illa aqua, 
de qua quisquis biberit, ut Idem dicit, flet 
in eo fons aque salientis in vitam æter- 
nam. Aug. But he elsewhere says (in 
Ev. Joh. . 26. 1), after quoting this 
verse, * Justitiam vero nobis mius erm 
tum, Paulus Apostolus dicit, Ac per hoc 

i esurit Hunc Panem, esuriat Justi- 
tiam: sed justitiam que de ccelo descendit, 
justitiam quam dat non quam sibi 
facit homo.’ (Chrysostom confines him- 
self to the moral explanation, as also 
Euthymius.) They shall be satisfled—in 
the new heaven and new earth, iy olg 8- 

бут котоікеї, 2 Pet. iii. 13. Cf. the 
remarkable parallel, Ps. xvi. 15 (LXX), 
дуо d iv дкаюсоуу bg0ncopar rë 
xpocwr@ cov, xopracÜnscoum iv ry 
880 r)v óav cov. is hunger 
and thirst after righteousness, is admirably 
set forth in the three first petitions of 
the Lord’s yer,—‘ Hallowed be Thy 
name—Thy kingdom come—Thy Will be 
7. Bai earth, as it is in heaven. 

; es] obxi did ypnpdrwy ибуоу 
cri» Rate, wai Aóyov Ady п!» 
Exyc, did дакрошу. пошіЛос ydp д тўс 
iXtnpoovyne трбтос, xal Аата abr i 
ф›тоАй. іХепбђсоутаг bt, іутаёба piv 
хара avOpwrwy {кїї di тард той Octob. 
Euthymius, expanding Chrysostom. This 
beatitude comprises ev: of sym- 
pathy and mutual love and help; from 
that fulness of it which is shed abroad in 
those who have been forgiven much, and 
therefore love much,—down to those first 

beginnings of the new birth, even among 
those who know not the Lord, which are 
brought out in ch. xxv. 87—40, where see 
notes. 8. каб. тў кар8(%] See Ps. 
xxiv. 4,6. It is no Teritleal cleanness, 
nor mere moral purity, that is here meant : 
but that inner purity, which (Acts xv. 9) 
is brought about rj riore, has its fruit 
Sie 5) in love ; чаа 5, ав їп ка- 
арду ф@с, кабарӣ хара, &c., орровей to 

all rens (James i. 8), and all hypocrisy 
and outward colouring ; so that the каб. 
т. к. are ol рераутісріуо rác capdiac awd 
cuvednotwe wovnpay (Heb. x. 22). Hoc 
est mundum cor, quod est simplex cor: et 
quemadmodum lumen hoc videri non po- 

. test nisi oculis mundis, ita nec Deus vide- 
tur nisi mundum sit illud quo videri po- 
test. (Aug. in loc. But there is also 
allusion to the nearer vision of God at- 
tained by B at scs sanctification, of 
which St. Paul speaks, 2 Cor. iii. 18, — 

indeed in this life, but not - 
fected till the next, 1 Cor. xiii. 12. 
the magnificent conclusion of Augustine 
De Civit. Dei, xxii. 29, in which he enters 
more deeply into the meaning of this verse. 

Ө. «ртуотоюС] More than ‘the 
росы ” (* pacifici) Vulg.). It is doubt- 
ful whether the word ever has this mean- 
ing. Thus Euthymius, mostly after Chry- 
sostom : ol ui) nóvov a$rol p) rad - 
тес, GANG ral érípove araciáZovrac ovy- 
&yovreg ele elpnyny vioi & Osod Aneh- 
dovrai, we piuncapevar тд> povoyerh view 
афто  yiyouy lpyov avvayaytiy тё 
дистдта xai karaAMdEat rd іскхетоћры- 
piva. But even thus we do not seem to 
reach the full meaning, which probably is, 
“they that work peace;" not confining 
the reference to the reconciliation of per- 
sons at variance: see note on James iti. 
18: and, for the more special meaning, 
Xen. in reff. Rr] implies 
the reality, as in ver. 19; shall ha only 
be, but also) be called, i. e. recognized, їп 
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М i e œ 13 * - . 18. robe FPO уру. Y utc a1 Pa iv. 13. 
x. 21 al. Matt. dere only: sot in Mk. or 
John iv. 86 al. Jer. AI fi. (xxx1.) 16. 

o Lake 
p = ver. 46. ch. vi 1, &c. 

10. sxeca В. ins rac bef Qucaiocvy nc C. for sort, sors (i. e. at) erit D. 
Clem Alex (Strom. iv. p. 581 P), after having quoted this verse as in text, says, 
À Sc тес ré» perariÜivrev rà фаүуйМма, paxdpiot, ġnoiv, ol ded. örò гйс òx., ore 
abroi icovrai iR, cal дакёро où Cediwypivos Eveza ipo, бт: ошо тбтоу xov 
оў ÓwyÜncorrai:. 

II. transp дю. and оуид‹т. D lat-À 
rec aft хоурроу ins она, with 

wth Hil, Lucif. Cat -a def. 

-cu copt sth.—dieEovery D3.—?4(wtovoiy D. 
rel syrr Orig Constt Op: om BDN latt syr-jer 

каб upwy bef sav xovnpoy (for perspicuity) D 
flor lat-À k syrr ayr-cu Constt Tert Lucif spec. om yrvüousyoi (probably as super- 

„ Из reference not being clearly understood, as its being placed after ivez. sp. fisous 
shews) D flor lat-b c g, 5 k m Orig Tert 
for spov, Quatocvy gc b 

avrey U lat-b c. 

the highest sense, both generally, and hv 
the Highest Himself, as such. Cf. Mal- 
donatus: ‘plus etiam quiddam mibi vi- 
detur vocari quam esee significare: nempe 
ite aliquid esse, ut appareat, ut omnium 
ore celebretur. Let it ever be remem- 
bered, according to the order of these 
beatitudes, and the assertion of James iii. 
17, that the wisdom from above is трёбтеу 
аууӯ, evra eignrirh, implying no com- 

ise with evil. And it is in the work- 
ing out of this ауубгус that Luke xii. 61 
is ialy true. 10.) * Martyres 
non facit pana, sed causa. Nam si репа 
martyres faceret, omnia metalla martyri- 
bus plena essent, omnes сабеше martyres 
traherent: omnes qui gladio feriuntur, 
coronarentur. Nemo ergo dicat, Quia pa- 
tior, justus sum. Quis ipse qui primo 
passus est, pro р passus est, ideo 
magnam ex dit. Beati qui 
persecutionem patiuntur propter justi- 
fiam." ( Enarr. in Ps. xxxiv. 13.) 
See 1 Pet. ii. 14; iv. 14, which probably 

promises as it began. 
variation in the var. readd. 
With the ing verse the beatitudes 
end, in their reference, and in this 
our Lord His disciples particu- 
larly. The actions described in this verse 
are the expansion of dediwypivoe in the 
last. B. CH, however, still means per- 
800110; ite legal usage is unknown in the 

Hil, Lucif: ins aft eve. ep. lat: F Syr. 
47 lat-a b c g, Ambrst Hil, Ambr. (D- lat def. ) 

12. re ovpave D lat-a b A Tert Hil, Lucif ОР, (txt D-lat ?) 
Хоутыу Di, simly qui ante vos fuerunt lat-a 

aft vpwy ins vrap- 
lat Iren-lat Hil Lucif : ins ot warepec 

М. T. ¿ does not belong to 
Гъєкгу ipov, as some recent Commentators 
have supposed (Tholuck, Meyer), but to 
sixwasy. The pres. part., as usual, carries 
with it the logical condition. 18. 5 
ue p.j] A reward, not of debt, but 
of grace, as the ble in ch. xx. 1 ff. 
clearly represents it. An expression, as 
De Wette observes, taken from our 
earthly commerce, and applied to spiritual 
things; in which however we must re- 
member, that the principal reference is to 
God as the giver, and not {о us as the 
deservers : see the parable above cited, 
where the pic0óc is not what was earned, 
but what was covenanted. ‘Deus est 
debitor noster non ex commisso, sed ex 

misso. Aug. (Tholuck.) These words, 
тоў otpavois, must not be taken as 

having any bearing on the question as to 
the future habitation of the glorified 
saints. Their use in this and similar ex- 
pressions is not local, but espiritual, indi- 
cating the blessed state when ў басма 
ré» obpavey shall have fully come. The 
local question is to be decided by wholly 
different testimonies of Scripture ; —by the 
general tenor of prophecy, and the analo- 
gies of the divine dealings: and all of 
these seem to point rather to this earth, 
purified and renewed, than to the heavens 
in any ordinary sense of the term, as the 
eternal habitation of the blessed. 
beste] For instance, Jeremiah was 

Jer. xx. 2; Zechariah son of Je- 
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nly. v Acta a vil. 21. 2ix. 27. (2 Tim. ii. 14 
45. Luke хіт. 85. John av. ^. cd iv. 18 al. 
only. 2 Chron. xxv. 18. 1 Macc. Ш. 

18. om eri D mm lat-a b 91 А Syr syr 

о Mark ix. 40 bis only. pene nt supra, Erek. xvi. 4 (Ezra iv. 14 ion! 
T.) = Gal. v. f. James v. 16. iii. 

yor ch. vii. 6. Luke vili. 6. xil. I. Heb.z.29 
8) Tim. v. 95. Jer. xaix. (xlix) 10. 

-cu Cypr Aug Jer. rec GM tw kat 
card rartiodat, with D rel latt: txt Bede 1. 33 syr- ms Orig. 

hoiada was stoned, 2 Chron. xxiv. 21; 
Isaiah, according to Jewish tradition, was 
sawn asunder by Manasseh.—The reason- 
ing implied in ydp may be thus filled up: 
“and grea t will be their reward in hea- 
ven.” 18.] The transition from the 
preceding verses is easy and natural, from 
the dediwypivor dect ducavosbync, of 
which vv. 11, 12 were a sort of applica- 
tion, and the allusion to the ancient Pro- 
phets, to ptg iore rò GA. т. y.—Elisha 
healed the unwholesome water by means 
of salt (2 Kings ii. 20), and the ordinary 
use of salt for culinary purposes is to pre- 
vent putrefaction : во (вее Gen. xviii. 23— 
33) are the righteous, the people of God, 
in this corrupt world. It hardly seems 

to find instances of the actual 
occurrence of salt losing its savour, for 
this is merely hypothetical. Yet it is per- 
haps worth noticing, that Maundrell, in 
his travels, found salt in the Valley of 
Salt, near Gehul, which had the appear- 
ance, but not the taste, having lost it by 
үе to the elements (see the citation 

w);—and that Schóttgen maintains 
that a kind of bitumen from the Dead Sea 
was called ‘sal Sodomiticus,’ and was used 
to sprinkle -the sacrifices in the temple; 
which salt was used, when its savour was 
gone, to strew the temple pavement, that 
the priests might not slip. This, however, 
is but poorly made out by him, (Schött- 
gen, Hor. Hebr. in loc.) Dr. Thomson, 
‘The Land and the Book,’ p. 881, men- 
tions a case which came under his own ob- 
servation: where a merchant of Sidon had 
stored up a quantity of salt in cottages 
with earthen floors, in consequence of 
which the salt was spoiled, and Dr. T. saw 
“large quantities of it literally thrown 
into the street, to be trodden under foot 
of men and beasts.” He adds, “It is a 
well-known fact that the salt of this 
country, when in contact with the ground, 
or ber gi to rain and sun, does become 
insipid and useless. From the manner in 
which it is gathered, much earth and 
other impurities are necessarily collected 
with it. Not a little of it is so impure 
that it cannot be used at all: and such 

salt soon effloresces and turns to dust— 
not to fruitful soil, however. It is not 
only good for nothing itself, but it actually 
destroys all fertility wherever it is thrown : 
and this is the reasou why it is cast. into 
the street." тўз yis, mankind and 
all creation: but a more inward refer- 
ence, as to the working of the salt, than 
in roù бороо, ver. 14, where the light ia 
something outwardly ‘shewn. pa- 
pavoñ = dvadoy үғупгға, Mark ix. 50. 

aXtafijcera:] i. е. the salt; not 
impersonal, as Luther has rendered it, 
womit wird man ſalzen? ‘wherewith shall 
salting be carried on?’ for rò áXag is the 
nom. to all three verbe, pepav0y, de., 
and igyús. The sense is: If you become 
untrue to your high calling, and spiritually 
effete and corrupted, there are no ordinary 
means by which you can be re-converted 
and brought back to your former state, 
inasmuch as you have no teachers and 
guides over you, but ought yourselves to 
be teachers and guides to others’ But 
we must not from this suppose that our 
Lord denies all repentance to those who 
have thus fallen : the scope of His saying 
must be taken into account, which is not 
to crush the fallen, but to quicken the 
sense of duty, and cause His disciples to 
walk worthily of their calling. (See Heb. 
vi. 4—6, and note on Mark ix. 49, 50.) 
The salt in the sacrifice is the type of 
God’s covenant of sanctification, whereby 
this earth shall be again hallowed for 
Him: His people are the instruments, in 
His hand, of this wholesome salting : all 
His servants in general, but the teachers 
and ministers of His covenant i in particular. 
Chrysostom observes, оі piv ydp &ААов 
курак wim rorreg dvvayrat тохб» 

воуууёрпс ò 02 2:даскаћос ій» тобто 
табо, т wdonc awecoripnrat drodoyiac, кеў 
rij» icydrgv фос ripwpiay (Hom. xv. 
P 194).—dwo róre Eķw pixrerat той 
:даскаћмкой айшнатос, rai rararari- 

Tai, rovr ier caragportirat. Euthym. in 
loc. There does not appear to be any al- 
lusion to ecclesiastical excommunication. 

14. тд pos rot кбе.] And yet only 
in a lower and derivative sense ; 
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elaseical Greek, - со», see Ph 
zviL 94. 2 Сог. iv. 6 only. 

11 Cor. iz. 24. 
"vi iv. 18 

Lobeck, p. 318 £) 

k Acts xil. 7. 9 Cor. iv. 6. 

g see below (k). otberwise, ch. xvii. 2. Loke 
Isa. j b constr., bere oaly. Wia v oia 

а . . ix. . iz. 2. 1 ch. vi. I al fr. 
meh. xxvi, 10 f Mk. John x. 33, 83. 1 Tim. lif. 1. v. 10, ти, Tit. Н. 7, 14. iii. 8, 14. Heb. х. 24. 

1 Pet. fi. 13 only. 
p consir., w. inf., 

20. Gal. H. 13. 3 Maec. И. 22. iv. 11. 

в = N.T. im. 
. II. 2. iz. 18 al. Gen. KIll. 6. Neh. vi. 10. 

Ps. zxL о « ver. 46. ch. Mr 1, 8, M al. ir. 
q ~ Acts v. 88, Rom. xis. 

16. (:pya in B is in marg, but a prima mane, not as Mai, a secunda.] 

Himself being rò фёс rà dAgOwóv, 5 
фет и Táyra dvOpwroy, ipydpevow ele 
réy кбоно>, John i. 9; тд фес той cóc- 
pov, viii. 12. His ministers are Avyyvor, 
John v. 35, and gworhpec, Phil ii. 15, 
receiving their light, and only burning 
Jor a time. ‘Johannes lumen illumi- 
natum: Christus lumen illuminans. Aug. 
Serm. ecclxxxii. 7. And here too, фес 
in this verse = Aéxywoc in ver. 15, 
where the comparison is resumed. бо 
also Eph. v. 8: hre скбтос, viv 00 ф©с 
iv xvpie—light, as partaking of His 
Light: for wav rò gavepoipevoy (вее 
note, ib. ver. 13) фес icri». ob 
Swvara . . . .] Of course it is possible 
that our Lord may have had some town 
before Him thus situated, but not Bethu- 
lia, whose very existence is probably fabu- 
lous, being only mentioned in the apocry- 
phal book of Judith. Recent travellers, 
as Drs. Stanley and Thomson (Sinai and 
Palestine, p. 429: the Land and the Book, 
p. 273), have thought that, notwithstand- 
ing the fact shewn by Robinson, that the 
actual city of Safed was not in existence 
at this time, some ancient portion of it, 
at all events its fortress, which is ‘as aged 
in ce as the most celebrated ruins 
in the country’ (Thomson), may have been 
before the eye of our Lord as He spoke. 
It is ‘placed high on a bold spur of the 
Galilaan Anti-Lebanon,’ and answers well 
to the description of a city ‘lying on the 
mountain top. ‘The only other in view 
would be tbe village and fortress of Tabor, 
distinctly visible from the mount of Beati- 
tudes, though not from the hills on the 
lake side. Either or both of these would 
suggest the illustration, which would be 
more striking from the fact, that this 
situation of cities on the tops of the hills 
is as rare in Galilee, as it із common in 

Judæa.’ Stanley, ubi supra. But the 
CHUROR oF Gop, the city on а hill (Isa. 
й. 2: Gal. iv. 26: see also Heb. xii. 22), 
in allusion to their present situation, on 
& mountain, is most probably the leading 
thought. 15. uóSvov] А Latin word 
(the art. is by many supposed to express 
that the pddioc is a vessel usually found 
in the house: but it is rather to be re- 
garded as the sign of the generic singular, 
asin kowoi róy dvÜpwsor, ch. xv. 20)— 
called by the more general name ortvoc, 
Luke viii. 16. xaíovow, i. e. men in ge- 
neral: shewing, in the spiritual reference 
of the parable, that these lights of the 
world are ‘lighted’ by Him for whose use 
they are. See above. 16. otras} 
i. e. like a candle o» а candlestick—like 
a city on a МИ; not obrwe, S#we, ‘80 
. . . that,’ as our English version seems 
rather to imply. By rendering otrwe in 
like manner, the ambiguity will be 
avoided. See ref., and note there. The 
sense of this verse is as if it were ӧтос, 
ld reg bpàv т. к. ipy. oEdcwmv т. ж. 0. 
2... the latter verb, and not the former, 
carrying the purpose of the action. Thus 
the praise and glory of & well-lighted and 
brillant feast would be given, not to the 
lights, but to the master of the house; 
and of а stately city on a hill, not to the 
buildings, but to those who built them. 
The whole of this division of our Lord's 
sermon is addressed to all His followers, 
not exclusively to the ministers of his 
word. All servants of Christ are the salt 
of the earth, the light of the world (Phil. 
ii. 15). And all that is here said applies 
to us all But à fortiori does it apply, in 
its highest sense, to those who are, among 
Christians, selected to teach and be exam- 
ples; who are as it were the towers and 
pinnacles of the city, not only not hid, but 
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Ü Macc. й. 
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passim. | А 
Lake lv. 94 аб. Jobn font always дилу Aut.) i. 69 and 
BB (bis) |. Lake xvi.17. 3 v ,17. James i. 10. 3 

v Luke xvi. 17 only t. 

18. yvyra; bef тарта D. 

soen far and wide above the rest. 
17—48.] The BECOND PART ОР THE BER- 
MON, ia which our Lord sete forth His 
relation, аг а lawgiver, to the law оў 
Moses, especially as currently interpreted 
according to the letter only. 17. 
карй! Observe how our through 
the whole sermon, sets forth Himself, in 
his proceeding forth from God, as the true 
ipydpevoc. тфу v. À rods проф. 
ТЕ ва question whether our Lord ot 
the prophecies, properly so called, in His 
meaning here. 1 think sot: for no per- 
son professing himself to be the Mesaiah 

d be thought to costradict the pro- 
phecies, but to fulfil them. Neither, it 
appears, does He Aere allude to the sacri- 
ficial and typical perta of the law, but to 
the moral parts of both the law and the 
prophets; which indeed he proceeds to 
cite and icularize. If however we 
prefer to include both ceremonial and 
moral in this assertion, we may under- 
stand it in its more general sense, as ap- 
plying, beyond the instances here given, 
to His typical fulfilment of the law, which 
could not as yet be unfolded. Thus Au- 
gustine: * Нес precepta sunt morum ; Ша 
sacramenta sunt promissorum: hsec im- 
plentur per adjuvantem gratiam, illa per 
redditam veritatem, utraque per Christum, 
et illam semper gratiam donantem, nunc 
etiam revelantem, et hanc veritatem tunc 

mittentem, nunc exhibentem.' Contr. 
Foust. xix. 18.— Much unnecessary ques- 
tion has been raised (see Thal. 
edn. 8, p. 132 f.) respecting the ij, whether 
or not it can have the sense of ка. It 
is simply the disjunctive conjunction ne- 

in order to арыу the cara 
to each severally, which would naturally 
be replaced by the copslative, where an 
affirmative assertion respecting the вате 
two things is made. жердс im- 
plies more than the mere fulfilling : see 
reff., where the word has the sense of 
filling out or ding; i. e. here, give 
ing a deeper and holier sense to—fulfilli 
in the spirit, which is nobler than the 
letter. Theophylact compares the an- 
cient law to & sketch, which the painter 
où caradta, add’ dvawAnpoi...... ToU 

vóuov үйр rà тілу roy dpaprapdrey 
кш\фоутос, & yptordc ral тас арҳдс 
iceXvoty., Euthym. in loc. irei ô xpiordg 
obre ФЕ leparixic фоАХйс irbyyavey Sy, 
wai wep Epedrey elenysioOar wpocOncy 
rig Hy, ob pny tXarrovca GAN’ lxirei- 
уооса тї» брегу  xpotóec du$órspa 
таўта pidX\ovra abroòg raparray, прі» 

roto Өаорастодс Ixtivovc іуурафає 
vópovc, ixBadrAu rò pidrov abr ффор- 
psv rj Óuavoig. ті dt ђу rò ффордор» 
cai dyrecpovoy; ivóuov aj ravra 
Aiyovra ix’ ávaipíett: ray хаа» yo- 
pipuy ru,. тайт» roivv» lara ray 
txévoav. Chrysost. Hom. xvi. p. 203. 
See a history of the exegesis of the word in 
Theol. edn. 8, р. 185.— The gnostic Marcion 
charaeteristically enough maintained that 
the Judaizing Christians jans had altered this 
verse, and that it originally stood,—ri 
Soxeire, bri Або» sÀnpacat roy vóuow 
3 Tpoph rar; 7AGuy raral bea, add’ 
ob wAnpecai. vy] = AAA 
in St. Luke, ix. 27; xii. ra li 8. ызы 
reff. "Тһе double фә &y renders the de- 
3 pd the members of the sentence 
rat iffirult. The two expressions 
seem to be strictly parallel: fuc йу тар. 
д обр. к. ij уй, and luc dv xavra yiv. 
According to this view these latter words 
wil mean, till the end of ali things.’ 
But the other interpretation, till ай 
{that is written in the law) shall have 
been fulfilled’ (as in the English version), 
is no doubt admissible, in which case the 
sense wil stand thus:— While heaven 
and earth last (lec dv ò кбсмос diapivy, 
Euthym.) one jot or one tittle shall not 

Tholuck remarke on 
mapipxeoOai, “It denotes, as rapapa- 
peiv, тарафіргодш, mapdyuv, ‘to pass 
by,’ ‘to pass out of view’ (see Wetet. in 
loc): cf. Aristid. i. 216: жаруАбо» Se- 
wep uot, and the phrase wapípxerai 
ri, воще escapes my memory.” 
in the Heb., yy, Ps. xxxvii. 86 ; Nah. 1. 12: 
Job xxxiv. 20. Cf. the passing away of 
the heaven, ch. xxiv. 89; 2 Pet. iii. 10; 
Rev. xxi. 1 ;-—rapáyeraı, 1 John ii. 17 
the intrans. rapdyu, 1 Cor. vii. 31.” 
köra is the Hebrew (*) Jod, the smallest 
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letter in the are the 
little turns of t strokes 7 
letter differs from another similar to it. 
Origen on Ps. xxxiii. (cited by Wetstein) 
says—rev oro xt тар " Eflpaíoic, Ay 
& тоб xd tai rov B50 O. and з) rox - 
Any ӧробтута owléyrwy, we катӣ рпі» 
AA дайАйёйтти» | Bpaxtig xepaig 
póry. The Rabbinical writings have 
many ss similar in sentiment to this, 
but spoken of the literal written law. 
(See Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. in loc.) It is 
important to observe in these days how 
5 includes the O. T. and ай 
its unfolding of the divine purposes ro- 
garding Himself, in His teaching of the 
citizens of the kingdom of heaven. I 
say this, because it is always in contempt 
and setting aside of the О. Т. that ra- 
tionalism has begun. First, ifs historical 
truth—then its theocratic dispensation 
and the types and prophecies connected 
with it, are swept away; зо that Christ 
came to fulfil nothing, and becomes only 

then iris De the trathfalnoee of His own 
sayings which are grounded on the O. T. 
2 a revelation from л so d 

us not int res 
рут disi e inh this school has ex- 
pressed it, *a mythology not so attractive as 
that of Greece. That this is the course 
A e e has тип in Germany, should 

to the decriers of 
te d. T. E igiene, ag It should be a 
ede for ev itor and every stu- 
dent, that Scripture is a whole, and stands 
or falls together. That this is now begin- 
ning to be deeply felt in Germany, we have 
cheering testimonies in the later editions 
of their best Commentators, and in the 
valuable work of Stier on the discourses of 
our Lord. [Since however these words 
were first written, we have had lamentable 
proof in England, that their warnings 
were not unneeded. The course of unbe- 
lief which has issued in the publication of 
the volume entitled “ Essays and Reviews," 
has been in character and progress, exactly 
that above described: and owing to the 

19. om ғау D! latt 05 D. lat H latt-ff (exc Lucif) : ау D? 33. 

40 
Ж = ver. 9. 

Avot (itaciam) 

injudicious treatment which has multiplied 
tenfold the circulation of that otherwise 
contemptible work, ite fallacies are now 
in the hands and mouths of thousands, 
who, from the low standard of intelligent 
Scriptural knowledge among us, will never 
have the means of кб. 1862.) 

19.] There is little difficulty in this 
verse, if we consider it in connexion with 
the verse preceding, to which it is bound 
by the od» and the rohre, and with the 
following, to which the ydp unites it. 
Bearing this in mind, we see (1) that 
Mön. on account of what follows in ver. 
20 and after, must be taken in the higher 
sense, as referring to the и and not 
the letter: whosoever shall, break (have 
eee in the sense presently to be laid 

(2) That тё» фут. тобт. tav H. 
iiim to i&ra Ё» i) pia кераѓа above, and 
means one of these minute commands 
which seem as insignificant, i in comparison 
with the greater, as the iðra and кераќа 
in ag. () Tini with t portions of 

iting. riete An. does 
not mean et be exc * inas- 
much as the question is жоне Reeping or 
not keeping the commandments of God in 
а legal sense, but of appreciating, and 
causing others to ciate, the import 
and weight of even the most insignificant 
parts of God’s л. of Himself {о 
man; and rather therefore applies to 
teachers than to Christians in general, 
though to them also through the Афор 
and хойоу. (4) That no deduction can 
be drawn from these words oe the 
Jewish law, or any it, 
“pon Christians. var К баи is во, 8 
plainly shewn by what follows, where our 

to pour upon the letter of 
the law the fuller light of the spirit of the 

: thus and n (not 
destroying) every jot and tittle of that 

ry dispensation into its full mean- 
lag i in the life and practice of the Chris- 
tian; who, by the indwelling of the di- 
vine "Teacher, God's Holy Spirit, is led 
into all truth and purity. (5) That these 
words of our Lord are decisive against 
such persons, whether ancient or modern, 
as would set aside the Old Testament as 
without мг, or inconsistent = 
the New. See the preceding note, and 
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the Book of Common Prayer, Árticle vii. 
хостов is in direct allusion to 

iNayiorwy ; but it can hardly be said (De 
Wette, Tholuck) that, because there is no 
article, it means ‘one of the least’ (ein 
geringſter), for the article is often omitted 
after an appellative verb. pdéyas rests on 
different grounds; being positive, and in 
its nature generic.—See ch. xi. 11 ; xviii. 
1—4. On «Anbycerat, see note on ver. 
9. Observe the conditional aorists, Avcy, 
осу, д:да у, combined with the indic. 
fut. cAn@Aeerat,—and thus necessitating 
the keeping the times distinct. The time 
indicated by кАублоєтас is one when the 
Avoat, тойсо, 0:04 о, shall be things 
of the past—belonging to a course of re- 
sponsibility over and done with. 
20.] An expansion of the idea contained 
in AD, ver. 17, and of the differ- 
ence between Лёсу, which the Scribes and 
Pharisees did by enforcing the letter to 
the neglect of the spirit—and 0:09 cal 
д:да&у, in which particulars Christians 
were to exceed the Pharisees, the punc- 
tilious observers, and the Scribes, the tra- 
ditional expounders of the law. 
Sicalouvij, purity of heart and life, as 
set forth by example in the тогобутес, 
and by precept in the àiódexovrec. The 
whole of the rest of our Lord's sermon is 
& comment on, and illustration of, the 
assertion in this verse. pappardéwy | 
Persons devoted to the work of reading 
and expounding the law (Heb. WO), whose 
office seems first to have become frequent 
after the return from Babylon. They 
generally appear in the N. T. in connexion 
with the Pharisees: but it ap from 
Acts xxiii. 9, that there were Scribes at- 
tached to the other sects also, In Matt. 
xxi. 15, they appear with the chief priests ; 
but it is in the temple, where (see also 
Luke xx. 1) they acted as a sort of police. 
In the description of the assembling of 
the great Sanhedrim (Matt. xxvi. 8: Mark 
xiv. 53; xv. 1) we find it composed of 
ápxtepric, пргсВотеро:, and ypappareic; 
and in Luke xxii. 66, of ápyuptig xai 

, Orig: txt B rel 13. 

ypappareic. The Scribes uniformly op- 
posed themselves to our Lord; watching 

im to find matter of accusation, Luke 
vi. 7; xi. 53, 54; perverting His sayings, 
Matt. ix. 8, and His actions, Luke v. 30; 
xv. 2; seeking to entangle Him by ques- 
tions, Matt. xxii. 35 (see note there) ; Luke 
x. 25; xx. 21; and to embarrass Him, 
Matt.xii.38. Their authority as expounders 
of the law is recognized by our Lord Him- 
self, Matt. xxiii. 1, 2; their adherence to 
the oral traditionary exposition proved, 
Matt. xv. 1 ff.; the respect in which they 
were held by the people shewn, Luke 
xx. 46 ; their existence indicated not only 
in Jerusalem but also in Galilee, Luke 
v. 17,—and in Rome, Josephus, Antt. 
xviii. 8. 5. They kept schools and audi- 
tories for teaching the youth, Luke ii. 46 ; 
Actas v. 34, compared with xxii. 3; are 
called by Josephus warpiwy lEnynrai 
vóuwy, Antt. xvii. 6. 2; оофістаі, B. J. 
i. 33. 2. The construction wAriov rey 
yoappariw» xai r&v» Papicaiwy ellip- 
tically for R. тйс Ówatocóvnc т. yp. к. 
т. G., is illustrated in Kühner (Gram. ii. 
8 749) under the name of ‘comparatio 
compendiaria, by Hom. Il. 9. 191, cpi, 
Cu» & abrt Лідс у] Torapoio ré- 
тукта; Pindar, Olymp. i. init., руё’ фАэн- 
ioc áyàva фїртеро» abdacoper, &с. No- 
tice, that not only the hypocrites among 
the Scribes and Pharisees аге here meant ; 
but the declaration is, * Your righteous- 
ness must be of a higher order than any 
et attained, or conceived, by Scribe or 

isee.” оф p) cl.] A very 
usual formula (see ch. vii. 21; xvii. 3; 
xix. 17, 23, 24: John iii. 5 al.) ; implying 
exclusion from the blessings of the Chris- 
tian state, and from the inheritance of 
eternal life. 21—48.] Siz examples 
Y the true FULFILMENT of the law by 
esus.—FIRST EXAMPLE. The law of 

murder. (For & very full discussion of 
the various points of Jewish and Christian 
law and morality occurring in this 
of the sermon, consult throughout Tho- 
luck's elaborate commentary, 3rd edn.) 

BDEKL 
MSUVA 
1. 33. 
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Lucif. (I have not ventured wholly to exclude ii, authorities being so 

Aug(expr, in his Retract. i. 19) Jer,(expr: h 1. says it is not in most of the ancient 

Nyssen 
Euthym -at,(once aft орус.) Orig-lat, бурт Hil(once aft ору.) spec 

dicided, and internal evidence being equally indecisive. Griesbach and Meyer hold it 
to have been expunged from motives of moral rigorism : De Weite, to have been 
inserted ѓо soften the apparent rigour of the precept. 
more probable.) 

21. ўкобсете) viz. by the reading 
of the law in the synagogues, and the 
expositions of the Scribes. тої 
ёрха(ощ] has been rendered, as in E. V., 
‘by the ancients; in which case, Moses 
and his traditional expounders are classed 
together; or, ‘ѓо the ancients,— which 
last in ion seems to me to be cer- 
tainly the right one. Both constructions 
are found (see reff.); but every instance of 
the former is either (as ch. vi. 1) resolvable 
into the latter, or, as Luke xxiii. 15, am- 

d and none can be produced with 
èpphOn, whereas all the latter have this 

word, which is never followed in the 
N.T. or LXX by any other substantive but 
that denoting the persons fo whom the 
words are spoken. The omission of roig 
& px, , vv. 27, 81, 88, 43, also favours 
the rendering fo, which was the interpre- 
tation of the Greek fathers. Chrysostom 
expands it thus: ri ob» abróç gnaty; 
$«obcara ors 100409 roig архаїщс Ov 
(оне raírot д кай ѓкєїуа dovc айтбс 

ww ААА rig атросотыс айта rie 
Onowy. sire үйр else» Gre фкобсате бт: 
alzov roig dpxaioic, ёдоскарадектос д 
Абуос iyivero, cai rden ду xpogiorn 
тоїс d«obovsur sire ай таму хш» 
Sre Hxovcare Gre 100400) rolg dpxaioig 
хард тоё warpoc pov, іхӯуаує» RV 
& Mye, ne àv doe elvat 6 abba- 
д:асрёс, Hom. xvi. p. 210. Meyer (ed. 
2) has well үн Аган Mön tole 
d&pxaiote corresponds to Aéyw Ci ùpiv, an 
the íy& to the understood muc of ipo. 
He has not, however, apprehended the 
ad truth which underlies the omission 
of the subject of 4100. that it was the same 
person who said both. It will be noticed 
that our Lord does not here speak against 

The latter seems to me the 

the abuse of the law by tradition, but 
that every instance here given is either 
from the law itself, or such traditional 
teaching as was in accordance with it 
(e. g. the latter part of this verse is only 
a formal expansion of the former). The 
contrasts here are not between the law 
misunderstood and the law rightly under- 
stood, but between the law and its an- 
cient exposition, which in their letter, 
and as given, were ceva,—and the same 
as spiritualized, wexAnpwpiva, by Christ : 
not between two lawgivers, Moses and 
Christ, but between ol dpyaios and дреїс; 
between (the idea is Chrysostom’s) the 
children by the same husband, of the 
bondwoman and of the freewoman. The 
above remarks comprise a brief answer to 
the important but somewhat misappre- 
hended question, whether our Lord im- 

ed the Mosaic law itself, or only its 
inadequate interpretation by the Jewish 
teachers? See this treated at great length 
by Tholuck, Bergp. pp. 153—165, edn. 3. 

is no inconsistency in the above 
view with the assertion in ver. 19: the 
just апа holy and true law was neces- 
sarily restricted in meaning and degraded 
in position, until He came, whose office it 
was to falfil and glorify it. xplore | 
viz. the courta iu every city, ordered Deut. 
xvi. 18, and explained by Josephus Antt. 
iv. 8. 14 to consist of seven men, and to 
have the power of life and death. But 
ry крісе in the next verse (see note) is 
the court of judgment in the Messiah’s 
kingdom. 22.) The sense is: There 
were among the Jews three well-known 
degrees of guilt, coming respectively under 
the cognizance of the local and the su- 
preme courts; and after these is set the 
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vva roù тербе, the end of the male- 
бошт, whose corpse, thrown out into the 
valley of Hinnom, was devoured by the 
worm or the flame. Similarly, in the 
spiritual kingdom of Christ, shall the sins 
even of thought and word be brought into 
judgment and punished, each according 
to ite degree of guilt, but even the least of 
them before no less a tribunal than the 
judgment-seat of Christ The most im- 
portant thing to keep in mind is, that there 
is no distinction of kind between these 
punishments, only of degree. In the thing 
compared, the «pies inflicted death by the 
sword, the cvvíópov death by stoning, 
and the disgrace of the yétvva той торбос 
followed as an intensification of the horrors 
of death; but the punishment is one and 
the same—death. also in the subject 
of the similitude, all the punishments are 
spiritual ; all result in eternal death; but 
with various degrees (the nature of which 
is as yet hidden from us), as the degrees of 

ilt have been. So that the distinction 
wn by the Romanista between venial 

and mortal sins, finds not only no coun- 
tenance, but direct confutation from this 
pessage. The words here mentioned must 
not be superstitiously eup to havó 
any damning power in themselves (see 
below), but to represent states of anger 
and hostility, for which an awful account 
hereafter must be given. On ali} (see 
var. readd.) Euthymius remarks: por 
02 rò elen, ойк ауел wavrawace rjv 
друйу, Ad nóvgv тђу ёкасроу i£i(aNey- 
) yap tÜxa«poc ©фМиос. Grotius: Me- 
rito eic ij additum. Neque enim iracundus 
est quisquis irasci solet, sed qui olg où ĉi, 
kai іф olg ob dei, cai uàAXov Ñ Sei, ut 
Aristoteles loquitur. On the sense, cf. 
1 John iii. 15. фак&] мру empty; 
a term denoting contempt, and answering 
to à dvÜperrt cevi, James ii. 20. On the 
a representing the *, see Tholuck’s note, 
р. 172, edn. 8, ] Two in 
tions have been given of this word. Either 
it is (1), as usually understood, а Greek 
word, ‘ Thou fool,’ and used by our Lord 
Himself of the Scribes and] Pharisees, ch. 
xxiii. 17, 19,—and ite equivalent dyóņros 

ETATTEAION 

f æ ch, H. 11. Mark і. 44 aL ге". iv. 98, 
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s Mark xi. 95. Rev. il. 

of the disciples, Luke xxiv. 25; or (2) а 
Hebrew word, signifying ‘rebel,’ and the 
very word for uttering which Moses and 
Aaron were debarred from entering the 
land of promise: . . . сбл ww: 
‘Hear now, ye rebels.’ Num. xx. 10.— 
Others take the Greek word, according to 
the Hebrew usage of 59), in the sense of 
áOtoc. So Phavorinus : eipnrat kai iwi rod 
áÜiov cai dxicrov." Thol. p. 174. 
frox. els is perhaps а t construction 
for I voxog @ств GAH at eig: but see reff. 

T. ylevvay rod т.) To the B.E. of 
Jerusalem was a and fertile valley, 
called oun з, ‘the vale of Hinnom,’ and 
rendered Гай»>а, Josh. xviii. 16, LXX. 
In this valley (also called Tophet, Isa. xxx. 
33: Jer. vii. 31) did the idolatrous Jewa 
burn their children to Moloch, and Josiah 
(2 Kings xxiii. 10) therefore pollated it; 
and thencefo it was the place for the 
casting out and burning all offal, and the 
corpses of criminals; and therefore its 
name, 15 3 g тэрбс, was used to 

e everlasting punish- 
ment. $s f. оўу] an inference from 
the guilt and danger of all bitterness and 
hostility of mind towards another, declared 
in the ing veree. Chrysostom re- 
marks: caBarep софӧс̧ larpòç où uóvov 
тё TpocóvAarrud ray voonpareyr ridy- 
ov, АМАА xui rà діордетіка, obrw cai 
abróc owi. rà uiv ydp rk cadsiv 
pepóv, профьћактекбу фат rc xda 
rò & cehedecy кагаћћаүўуси, row nerd 
т» Ix6pav yevopivwv voonudrey dw 
ретикду. Hom. xvi. p. 218. The whole 
* is verse is excellent. 
The 8ӧроу is any kind of gift—sacrificial 
or eucharistic. Exe тї кат& соё is 
remarkable, as being purposely substituted 
for the converse. It is not what com- 
plainte we have against others that we 
are to consider at such a time, but what 
they have against us; not what 
we have given for complaint, but what 
complaints they, as matter of fact, make 

inst us. See the other side dealt with, 
ark xi. 25. Tholuck has shewn at 

length (p. 187, ff.) that the distinction 
attem to be set up between dia- 
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Euthym Hil spec. 

Adoce за implying а metual, and катай. 
ке; » merely one-sided reconciliation, 

no ion in fact. Our dadg- 
тыа simply become reconciled—thy- 
self, without being influenced by the 
status of the other towardsthee. Remove 
the offence, and make friendly overtures 
to thy brother. pro belongs to Braye, 
not to StaAAd yd, (1) because бх. трё- 
Tov is opposed to róre Md, the depar- 
fere to the return, not daR NAV to 
wodcgepe ; (2) by the analogy of the usage 
of such adverbs with imperatives. Com- 
pere ch. vii. 5 and the similar passage, 

е vi. 42: ch. vi. 33; xiii. 80: Mark 
vii. 27. No conclusion whatever can be 
drawn from this verse as to the admissi- 
pu: eee нам о a 

Table under the Christian system. 
The к m ia is Jewish, and can 
only be of Jewish rites. The 
command, of course, applies in full force 
as to 55 the 55 
offering of praise iving in t 
Holy Communion; but further nothing 
ean be inferred. 95.) The whole of 
this verse is the earthly example of a spi- 
ritual duty which is understood, and runs 

with it. e eoe ye 
*As in worldly affairs, it is prudent to 
make up а matter with an adversary be- 
fore 5 which may deliver 
a man to a and rigorous imprison- 
ment, so reconciliation with an offended 
brother in this life is abeolutely necessary 

arm Orig Cyr 

before his wrong 55. 
Great J and we be cast into eternal 
condemnation. he á&vr(Buxos, in its ab- 

of cry against us in 
) wrongs deo fo ам. 
but in its concrete representation it is 
the offended brother, who is to us that 
law, as as he has its claim upon 
us. "The in the in tion, is 
the way in which all men the ддде 
donc тйс үйс of 3 Kings ii. 2, the 
ддёс y obe ic a de of Job 
xvi. 22. In the civil process, it represents 
the attempt at arbitration or private ar- 

ent before into court: see 
Tho p. 198, Srd edit. So Chrys.: xp 
piv 125 тўс cod ov cà zúpioç el той 
wavyróc ійу dd imBgc ictivwy r&v rpo- 
Өбреу, obi cdp ахто>эдайыу čvvýoņ ra 
zab’ іаэтду ec а dea iv. Hom. xvi. 

These words, as in the 
earthly example t imply future libera- 
tion, because an earthly debt can be paid 
in most cases, во in the spiritual counter- 
part they amount to a negation of it, be- 
cause the debt can never be discharged. 
We have loc &ходф rò SpecXopevoy in ch. 
xviii. 80, where the payment was clearly 
impossible, ory = wpacrep 
in Luke xii. 58, and is the officer uf the 
court who saw the sentences executed. 
If we are called on to assign в meaning to 
tenpirne in the interpretation, it must 
represent the chief of those who in ch. 
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Exod. рен. фёра yao aot "iva amoAnrat tv TOV." peAwy cou ‘Kat ит) 
1 constr., here 

only. (see 

: ` о 7 wi э < \ А э < 
eh. vv. r. Jab el ! соо XEO oc α⏑ẽl oe, kExxO % avurnv xai Bars ато 

v. 9. 
m ch. x ziv. 48. 1 Cor. vil. 87. Deot., vili. 17. 

xxxv. (azxil.) 15 only. Prov. iv. 13 Aq. p- ch. xviii. Y only. (Acts vH. 10 al.) тё» б\ўеш» ёЁсиребе‹- 
q w. tva, ch. хеш. 6. John хі. 50. xvi. 7. w.inf., ch. xix. 10 ref. 

r eb. x. . iv. 8. * gospp., h 
J. dal. t Joba 21.50. Prov. vili. 10. Joel fi. 1 а Mark іх. 45, 47 only. see ch. xvili. 9. La 

v ver. 22 roll. w ch. і. 10. Rom. xi. 23, 34 аі, Exod. xzi. 97. Jer. vi.6. 

ая above. M ^ =: 9 ü = „ ur s 30 a э e [d бАо>» тд сора cov “[ЗАл@р siç yésvvav. 9 xai « т Giá 
ver. 39 v. r. 

rr. 10. де, OU" "cuujéfon yap сог tva amoóAnrat tv тоу * pedov 

сё», Polyb. xil. 7. B. 
. 38. f Cor. Е ere (bis) only, Paal, Rom. vi. 13 ai. fr. James lil. 5, б, iv. I only. . 

98. rec (for Ist avrgv) auric (grammatical corrn), with М 1 Justin Athen Orig, 
Eus: txt BD rel Thph-ant Clem Orig Constt Eus. 

29. o д.йос bef cov D. 
D-lat ?) syr-cu copt. 

80. om ver D (i.e. 5 to yeervay). 
y. (from ver 29), with A rel lat F syrr 
latt(including A-lat) syr-cu copt th ( 

xviii. 34, are hinted at by Bacamerai, 
viz. the great enemy, the minister of the 
divine wrath. кор8рќутчју, quadran- 
tem, a Latin word (= Aerroy in || Luke), 
the fourth part of an as. See note on 
Luke, 1. с. | 
27—30.) SECOND EXAMPLE. 

y. adultery. 28. was 5 В\ќтоу] 
e precise meaning should in this verse 

be kept in mind, as the neglect of it may 
lead into error. 
the sin of adultery, and therefore, how- 
ever the saying may undoubtedly apply 
by implication to cases where this sin is 
out of the 5 g. to the impure 
beholding of an esmarried woman with 
& view to fornication (it being borne in 
mind that spiritually, and before God, all 
fornication ts adultery, inasmuch as the 
unmarried person is bound in loyalty and 
chastity to Him. See Stier below)—yet 
the direct assertion in this verse must be 
understood as applying to the cases where 
this sin is in question. And, again, the 
(xev wpdc rd 6x0. must not be inter- 
preted of the casual evil thought which is 
checked by holy watchfulness, but the 
gazing with a view to feed that desire (for 
во xpoc ró with an inf. must mean). And 
again, jòn ip. abr. i» т. к. aùr., whatever 
it may undoubtedly imply respecting the 
guilt incurred in God's sight, does not 
directly state any thing; but plainly un- 
derstood, affirms that the man who can 
do this—viz. ‘ with a view to feed 
unlawful desire’—has already in his heart 
passed the barrier of criminal intention ; 
made up his mind, stifled his conscience ; 

Our Lord is speaking of 

«avrov В. 
BAG L: axedOn (eat) D lat-a b с g, А (not 

rec (for tig y. ат Ап) RAO tic 
harm: ВАудлсн tic rg» y. L: txt BN 1. 33 

ig Ambr Aug Lucif). 

in thought, committed the deed. But 
perhaps there is justice in Stier's remark, 
Reden Jesu i. 129 (edn. 2), that our Lord 
speaks here after the O. T. usage, in which, 
both in the seventh commandment and 
elsewhere, adultery also includes fornica- 
tion ; for marriage is the becoming one 
flesh, —and therefore every such union, 
except that after the manner and in the 
state appointed by God, is a violation and 
contempt of that holy ordinance. 
29.] An admonition, arising out of the 
truth announced in the last verse, to with- 
stand the first springs and occasions of 
evil desire, even by the sacrifice of what зг 
most useful and dear to us. ravra трос- 
irakey of тері nN diadsyopevoc, 
dwaye obdapov ydp тўс саркдс rà lycRA- 
para slvai $goww, G\Ad wavraxov тїс 
vence Tic rovno у катетера оё удо 
1 ug daR фета» ò óp&v, GAA’ д wove xai 
6 Aoywpuóg. Chrys. Hom. xvii. p. 225: 
and to the same effect Euthymius, who 
adds dAX’ ӧфдаХиӧу piv дйнд» radci row 
бїк» ёфдаћџоё стерубргуоу Ott» фїХо>* 
xtipa di дейд» row фик» xupàc xpa- 
pedvovra dekidy Uanpirny, cai elre йубрес 
eley «те yuvaixec. Aya roivey üri ёду 
ol тообто: скауёаћ№ ыс‘ сє mpòc lusá- 
Өна>, u rovrwy фитр” dÀX' ёккофоу 
atrove тўс wpóg сє cyicews, cai pijyov 
тёбфр cov. Philo Judsus reports that 
he had heard dd Oiosecio» ауре» an 
interpretation of Deut. xxv. 12, singularly 
agreeing with this verse: elxorwe ой» rov 
... Хара... . amoxéxray бирта: qup- 
Вомкес, ody бтыс dxpwrnpiainra rà 
Capa crepóutvoy ávayraiorárov pipovc, 
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gov ral ру ОЛоу тд сора соу uç " yéevvav * атёћбр. "Xp =O 
31 "Еррпбп à '*Oc ay * атоћосу ul yuvaica avrov, 

only. 
y Devt. xxiv. 

Ea m 
dsr айту "amocrácioy, ™ гуш 0 Ale ошу Ort тас Dacis 

Ыз. Bede. € 2 , * - , e 

o "awoÀuwv тї» yuvuica avrov 
a ә А 

"maptkróc AG x»... 
, d > a а agba v^ sa жуэ 7. 10. 

торунас кош aurnvy potyaclat’ kat Ос ғау атоћг:Ло- ack. xix.7| 
ові, 

xziv. 3, б (1, 8). 1s. I. 1. Jer. ili. 8 only, but always w. Мо». 
38 (ch. zix. 9 v. r.) only ?. . 6 == Acts 

. bero (bis) and eh. Polyb. al. 6. 6 
(eser, ver. 28 reff ) 

aly. Deet. 

b Acts xxvi. . 2 Cor. KI. 
x. 99. rd Tiva Acyor тотен тобто, 
Xix.U bis l ошу Jer. I. 2. Baek. xvi. 89. 

81. rec ins or: bef oc, with A rel: om BDL 1. 18. 38. 124 al latt Chr Hil. 
32. om or: D lat-a b 91 А A rec ос ar arodven, with D rel lat-a bg, A E 

syr-cu copt [Orig]: txt BKLMA 1. 38 Scrsu w evv-y-z-P-150 vulg lat-cf ff 97 l 
syrr goth sth arm. 

usurpari volunt, sa 
Chr, ; Thdrt : uo«xac0a: L rel Bas Chr,. 
D 64 lat-a b & gr-and-lat-mss-mentd-by-Aug Tert. 
(see ch xix. 9). 

dM brip roù яйутас rie v/vxric blove 
ripvay Aoywpobc. De Spec. Legibus, § 32. 
We may obeerve here, that our Lord 
кызы шее ы ышы шташ 

isive self-denial on the considerations 
of the truest self-interest, got. 
See ch. xviii. 8, 9, and notes. {уа 
belongs to 
md not (Meyer) to the foregoing, making 
сърф. yap co. parenthetical 

91, 13. 

divorce. See note on ch. хіх. 7—9. Lig 
foot. Hor. Hebr., gives a form of the d ro- 
от&озо>, which was a divorcement a mened 
ef thoro, and placed the woman absolutely 
i her own er, to whom she 
pleased. In t. xxiv. 1, the allowable 
reason of divorce is ‘some uncleanness.’ 
This the disciples of Shammai interpreted 
only of adultery ; those of Hillel of any 
thing which amounted to uncleanness in 
the eyes of the husband. 83. zer 
velas must be taken to mean sin, not only 
before marriage, but after it also, in a 
wider sense, as including uoixela likewise. 
In the similar places, Mark x. 11; Luke 
xvi. 18, this exception does not occur ; see 
however our ch. xix. 9. Chrysostom ex- 
plains the connexion of this verse with the 
former to be, tva yàp рз} áxobcac "Е Ме 
roy ó90aAuóv, vopiage zal кері үйуакдс 
таёта М№Мугсдаг, віӧкаірыс imnyays тђу 
ixibiópÜeci табтцу, ivl. rr fore 
буүхеөрӧу icßáňuv афту, trippy dl ob- 
devi. Hom. xvii. p.228. The figurative 
senses of xopyeia cannot be admissible here, 
us the law is one having reference to a defi- 
nite point in actual life; and this its aim 
and end, restricts the meaning to that kind 
of sopveía immediately applicable to the 
case. Otherwise this one strictly guarded 

Vor. I. 

poryevOnvat (perhaps, as Griesb., corru, ut grammati- 
sxevery et uouyaaDa de maritis, poryevscOa: autem de uxoribus 

› but see ref Ezek) BD 1. 13. 83. 124. 209 Thph-ant Orig 
om каз to potyaras (ноу. to но. j 

о aToÀsÀvptymny уартбас 

exception would give indefinite and uni- 
versal latitude. rote abr. poty. | 
‘ Per alias nuptias, quarum potestatem dat 
divortium.’ L kal | 6s édv] How 
far the marriage of the innocent. party 
after separation (on account of wopyeia) 
ie fori by this or the similar pas- 
sage ch. xix. 9, is a weighty and difficult 
question. By the Roman Church such 
marri is strictly forbidden, and the 
authority of Augustine much cited, who 
strongly upholds this view, but not with- 
out misgivings later in life. ‘Scripsi 
3 i£ ss 
cupiens solvere difficillimam qusestio- 
nem. Quod utrum enodatissime fecerim 
nescio; immo vero non me pervenisse ad 
hujus rei perfectionem sentio. Retract. ii. 
57. Onthe other hand, the Protestant and 
Greek Churches allow such marriage. Cer- 
tainly it would a from the literal 
meaning of our Lord's words (if d ro. be 
taken 5 general), that it should 
not be : for if by such divorce the 
marriage be altogether dissolved, how can 
the woman be said poiyãcðaı by a second 
marriage ? or how will St. 5 
(1 Cor. vii. 11) find place, in which he 
says, іду 62 cal xwpwOg, pevirw dyapoc 
$ тф ddp катаААаузтш ? for stating 
this as St. Paul does, prefaced by the 
words ойк y, аА à кбргос, it must be 
understood, and has been taken, as refer- 
ring to this very verse, or rather (see note 
in loc.) to ch. xix. 6 ff., and consequently 
can only suppose wopyeia as the cause. 
Besides which, the tenor of our Lord’s 
teaching in other places (see above) seems 
to set before us the state of marriage as 
absolutely indissoluble as such, however 
he may sanction the сарона a mened et 
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thoro of an unfaithful wife. Those who 
defend the other view suppose the dro- 
AecAvpivgv to mean, when uslawfully di- 
vorced, sot for торуна: and certainl 
this is not improbable. We may we 
leave а matter in doubt, of which Augus- 
tine could write thus: In ipeis divinis 
sententiis ita obscurum est utrum et iste, . 
cui quidem sine dubio adulteram licet 
dimittere, adulter tamen habeatur si alte- 
ram duxerit, ut, quantum existimo, venia- 
liter ibi quisque fallatur De Fide atq. 
Op. c. 19. Meyer gives as а reason for 
believing à ro. to refer only to the un- 
la y divorced : dr. is not quali- 
fled (cf. wapecrd¢ Adyou opwilag), be- 
cause the ishment of death was at- 
tached to adultery (Levit. xx. 10; Michael 
Mos. Recht. $ 260 ff.), and consequently 
under the law the ing a woman di- 
vorced for adultery could never happen.” 
Stier says in a note to his 2nd edn.: ** we 
hold it clear that d rok. can only refer to 
the woman unlawfully divorced, and then 
there is no prohibition of the second mar- 
riage of one divorced on account of adul- 
tery ; we see here nothing at all *obecu- 
rum,' as Augustine in the cited by 
Alford.” [I may remark, that &woAeAv- 
pévqv is most naturally rendered, “her, 
when divorced : not “a divorced wo- 
man,” as Words. It is a secondary pre- 
dicate, of which the subject is to be sup- 
plied out of abr above. Still less of 
course is it to be rendered “the divorced 
woman," rjv drodekvpiyny. And thus 
understood, the pem concerning mar- 

р riage after divorce applies only, аг far as 
this is concerned, to unlawful di- 
vorce, not to that after торуна.] 

38—87.] FOURTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of oaths. 83, 34.] The exact mean- 
ing of these verses is to be ascertained by 
two considerations. (1) That the Jews 
held all those oaths not to be binding, in 
which the sacred name of God did not di- 
rectly occur: as Philo states (De Special. 
Legg. p. 770, Potter), ярослав ёти ric, ef 
Bovdoiro, и pl» rd dvwrarw xal wpis- 
Bérarov esOb¢ airioy, ddAd yfjv, iov, 
ácrípac, obpavóv, róv сїртаута kócpov. 
And Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. ad locum) 
cites from the rabbinical books, Si quis 
jorat per colum, per terram, per solem, 

k w. de, cb. xxiii. 16, во. Rev. х. 6 Ps. Ixil. 11. Jer. v. 

etc.. . . non est juramentum? See note, 
ch. xxiii. 16. It therefore appears that a 
stress is to be laid on this technical dis- 
tinction in the quotation made by our 
Lord; and we must understand as belong- 
ing to the quotation, but whatever thou 
shalt swear not to the Lord may be trans- 
5 (2) Then our Lord passes so 

beyond this rule, that He lays down 
(including in it the understanding that all 
oaths must be kept if made, for that they 
are all ultimately referable to swearing by 
God) the rule of the Christian community, 
which is not o swear at all; for that 
every such means of strengthening a man’s 
simple affirmation arises out of the evil in 
human nature, is rendered requisite by 
the distrust that sin has induced, and is, 
therefore, out of the question among the 
just and true and pure of heart. See 
James v. 12, and note there, as explana- 
tory why, in both cases, swearing by the 
name of God is not specified as forbidden. 
In the words, ‘Swear not at all,’ our Lord 
does not во much make a positive enact- 
ment by which all swearing is to indivi- 
duals forbidden, e. g. on solemn occasions, 
and for the satisfaction of others, (for 
that would be a mere technical Pharisaism 
wholly at variance with the spirit of the 
Gospel, and inconsistent with the example 
of God himself, Heb. vi. 13—17; vii. 21; 
Y the Lord when on earth, whose dan 
и» Aye opi» was a solemn assevera- 

tion, and who at once respected the solemn 
adjuration of Caiaphas, ch. xxvi. 63, 64; 
of His Apostles, writing under the guid- 
ance of His Spirit, see Gal. i. 20: 2 Cor. 
і. 23: Rom. i. 9: Phil. i. 8, and су 
1 Cor. xv. 81; of His holy angels, X. 
6.) as declare to us, that the proper state 
of Christians is, to require no oaths ; that 
when rà тоуурбу is expelled from among 
them, every vai and оё will be as decisive 
as an oath, every promise as binding as a 
vow. We observe (a) that these verses 
imply the unfitness of vows of every kind 
as rules of Christian action; (3) that the 
greatest regard ought to be had to the 
scruples of those, not only sects, but in- 
dividuals, who object to taking an oath, 
and every facility given in & Christian 
state for their ultimate entire abolition. 
There is a very full account in Tholuek, 
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lit copt sth arm Cypr 
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24e 1. 8 John 18) only. Lev. 

Luv. xxiv. 20. Dzur. хіх, $1. 

here only. аган tà e 
xili. 37. Cant. і. 6. 

xiii. 16 
I. Zeck. ei. Гану, 

T constr., bere HL 20. бау — ver. 47. see Eph. 

syr goth: тогу E ДА ge X. 
: alii alter: txt B 33. 124. 209 

9T. rec esrw (from ut v. 12, or perhaps the „55 , with DL rel 
11 кош н txt В 245 Eus. ui 

38. om xa: D 13 lat-a b c g, , 1 Orig-lat Hil. 

Gods uus eue i T. dé pi ud 

Eus Name will often 
canse men, who not be wholly pro- 
kane, to substitute for that name sounds 
that nearly resemble, but are not exactly 
it or the name, it ma ri of some һез- 
then deity Observe that the predicates, 
Opóvoc, ü no, rc, being placed for 

is before the are without 

pea ae with an ace. ; see reff. 
36. сё Tp. ̂ . ж. A h.] Thou 
hast no con over the appearance 
FFT 
thine own ;—thou swearest then by a 
creature of God, whose. destinies and 

ref. James, admirably 
adsum this ire бру rò vai vai xal 
rò оў ob—let these words onl 

tionally be in the Lord’s 5 ch. vi. 18, 
but see note there. It is quite immaterial 
to the sense, in which gender we under- 
stand it; for the evil of man’s зо 
nature is in Scripture spoken of as 
work of ò Tovnpóc, and is sfself rò bei 
»59oóv. See John viii. 44: 1 John iii. 8. 

—Al.] FIFTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of ESE a 88. Er is, such 
was the lic the Mosaic 
law, and, „ ied a private 
spirit of retaliation whic should sock 
such redress; for the example evidently 
refers to private as well as public retri- 
bution. Here our Lord appears 
to speak of the true status and perfection 
of a Christian community,—not to forbid, 
in those mixed and but half-Christian 
states, which have ever divided so-called 
Christendom among them, the infliction 
of judicial penalties for crime. In fact 
Scripture speaks, Rom. xiii. 4, of the 
minister of such infliction as the minister 
of God. But as before, our Lord shews 
us the condition to which a Christian com- 
munity should fend, and to further which 
every private Christian’s own endeavours 
should be directed. It is quite beside the 
purpose for the world to say, that these 

of our Lord are too highly 
pitched for humanity, and so to find an ex- 
cuse for vio them. If we were disci- 
ples of His in the true sense, these pre- 
cepts would, in their epirif, as indicative of 
frames of mind, be г observed ; and, 
as far as we are His disciples, we shall 
attain to such their observance. 
Here again, our Lord does not contradict 
= Mosaic law, but expands and fwifi/s it, 
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39. рата BN 83: pare D rel. tic BN al бега d г evv-y-150 [Clem 
Orig] Chr: ex: D rel Eus. (ас is the reading Lu vi. 29 of D, ex: of the other mas.) 

om dea (as in || Luke) D lat-mss-mentd-by-Aug [Dial Ephr Cypr) 
otayova, with L rel goth: om aov (as TR N 1.38 al, Ser's rec gov 

alm п о? р у evv-y-P em lat-a f А Bas Chr Damasc Orig-lat 
Eus. 

40. for re ONO, o Otho» qui voluerit D: тоу Gerovra A. 

ins ert ала bef dvo D lat-a b c g, Iren-lat : ef alia duo 
alia duo am (with forj) lat. i L syr-cu Iren,-lat. 

афпакис D. . 
41. ayyaprve D. 

vulg lat А 

declaring to us that the necessity for it 
would be altogether removed in the com- 
plete state of that kingdom which He 
came to establish. inst the notion 
that 340. Avr 468. e. r. A. sanctioned all 
kinds of private revenge, A ine re- 
marks, Quandoquidem et illud antiquum 
ad reprimendas mas odiorum, sevien- 
tiumque immoderatos animos refrenandos, 
ita preceptum est. Quis enim tantundem 
facile contentus est reponere vindicte 
quantum accepit injurie ? Nonne vide- 
mus homines leviter lesos moliri cedem, 
sitire sanguinem, vixque invenire in malis 
inimici unde satientur? . . .. . Huic 
igitur immoderate et per hoc injuste 
ultioni lex justum modum figens, poenam 
talionis instituit: hoc est ut qualem quis- 
ue intulit injuriam, tale supplicium - 
t. Proinde, “Oculum pro oculo, iu: 

tem pro dente," non fomes sed limes 
furoris est; non ut id quod sopitum erat 
inde accenderetur, sed ne id quod ardebat 
ultra extenderetur impositus.’ Cont. Faust. 
xix. 25. See 1 Cor. vi. 1—6. The accu- 
satives ly aiia ójóvra are perhaps in 
ref. Exod. governed by éwoe, which im- 
mediately precedes them. But it may be 
noticed, that in ref. Levit., where the con- 
struction would require nominatives, we 
have the saying, as a proverb, in the accu- 
sative form. In ref. Deut., the case is 
exactly as here. 89. ph ёутигтӯўуох] 
Here again, we have our divine Lawgiver 
legislating, not in the bondage of the letter 
во as to stultify His disciples, and in man 
circumstances to turn the salt of the eart 
into a means of corrupting it, —but in the 
freedom of the spirit, laying down those 
great principles which ought to regulate 
the inner purposes and consequont actions 

Hil Op. 

txt BD Scr’s b latt 

for age. 

of His followers. Taken slavishiy and 
literally, neither did our Lord Himself 
conform to this p (John xviii. 22, 
23), nor his Apostles (Acts xxiii. 8). But 
truly, and in the spirit, our blessed Re- 
deemer obeyed it; *He gave his back to 
the smiters, and his cheeks to them that 
ucked off the hair, and hid not his face 
m shame and spitting’ L 6): and 

his Apostles also, see 1 Cor. iv. 9—13. 
тф *ovqpe] the evil man; him 

who injures thee) Or, perhaps, in the 
indefinite sense, as before, evil, gene- 
rally, ‘when thus directed against thee.’ 
Only, the other possible meaning there, 
‘the evil one,’ is precluded here. dvri- 
ornre тр dia g: but not this particular 
Form of his working (viz. malice directed 
against thyself’) so as to revenge it on 
another. 40, 41.) резов оп ver. 
89. краўусл importa contention 

Я and is thus Histinguished from the 
violence in ver. 39, (Meyer, against Tho- 
luck [but not in edn. 3] and De Wette.) 
Aefév, i. e. in pledge for a debt: see 
Exod. xxii. 26. yvréva, the inner and less 
costly garment ; Twv, the outer and 
more valuable, also by the poor as a 
coverlet by night (Exod. ubi supra). In 
Luke vi. 29 the o is inverted acd ap- 
pears to be that in which the two ts 
would be taken from the body, that verse 
referring to abstraction by violence. See 
the apostolic comment on this 
1 Cor. vi. 7. & Herod. 
viii. 98, after describing the Persian post- 
couriers, adds, rovro ro ёрардра rey 
inxwy cadriovet Пірса: dyyaphiov. Æs- 
chylus, Agam. 285 (Dindorf), says of the 
beacons which brought the intelligence of 
the capture of Troy to Mycens, $pvsróc 
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рет avrov O00. 2 тю { airovuri oe Sóc, Kai roy "аза 
Bédovra ато cov "OavricacÜat a ' атовтрафус. mE vi: 80. 

x Hxobsare 6 Б topnÜn Ауатйанс Tov 'wÀnoiov соу ciate st 34 
-ta G. Prov. xx % 

ү. Kai шойтыс TOv Ex Bpóv GOU. & гуд ei Aéyo Uv, er хх. 16. 

BDEKL 2 1 vie, Luke 
usua ayarare тойс tx po Оно» ка! * тросейуесбг * o rep A. in. 275 

122 Tia. 1.15. Tit. l. 14. Heb. xli. 95. Wied. xvi. 3, ùweor vor б Ө. та &yia, Jos, B. J. Н. 19.6. 
i — here only. (see note and Lev. xix. 18. Deut. av. $. 8.) papné k Eph. vi. 18, 19. Col. I. b. 1 Kings 

42. rec (for дос) didor = Inke vi. 80), with L rel: txt BDN 18. 124 Clem. 
res 0:Лоут: D 88 ev-12 om awo cov. D lat-k Clem Cypr Hil spec. 
čansacða: Bl. 

44. rec aft vp» ins evAoytrté rove carapwpevoug тас кайыс тоште тоос picovre. 
fac раз, with DL rel (which however have тос jucovoiw) lat-c d fh oth sth 

: 1. 11. 22. 58. 113. 209 lat-k syr-cu copt Thph-ant Orig Iren- Ф 

lat Tert, Cop Hil, 1. % A. L 

clauses in Luke being different : but this inversion 
supplied in the margin, and or other of them 

Ambr Jer Fulg. (The insertion seems to have bu ла 
Heyer and De Wette question this on account of the order o м 

easily have taken place 
th at last having found their 

way, irrespective of order, into the text. Their omission, if genuine, would be per- 
unaccountable. I therefore agree with Lachm, Tisch, and Treg in 

them here.) The lst clause is inserted alone (but qu? from Luke) by Athen = 
Eus, ТЫ : the 2nd, alone, by vulg lat-a 5 f, g, Aug Juvenc Epiph Phot Op. 

či фрэктд» дебр йт’ dyydoov тордс 
iwepxey. ‘The Noes ly objected 
to the duty of furnishing posts for the 
Roman government ; and etrius, wish- 
ee re ised, among 
other things, xeAeów d ne 5 
rà ‘lovdaiwy бкоёбуга (Jos. Antt. xiii. 
2. 3). Hence our Saviour represents this 
аз а and i in the same manner 
Epictetus says, av дё áyyaptía ў xai 
отратиоттс фжхїАаВпта, ageg, un ávrí- 
rave рибі убүүш е! Dr. Burton. The 
imeoraGpia, or Шейле of the Roman sol- 
diers their horses on the Jews, was 

sidering the way in which the Lord Him- 
self, who declares, ‘If ye shall ask any 

sphere, should us Christian ave 
0 F one — the 

sword’ to: the “madman, be alms io the 
imposter, 5 to the 
33 

of others and onrselves. Ours should be 
a higher and deeper charity, flowing from 
those inner springs of love, which are 
the sources of outward actions sometimes 
widely divergent ; whence may arise both 
the timely concession, and the timely re- 

As Chrysostom observes on a for- 
mer verse, и} Toivuy arg тд wpaypara 
tEerdowper, алла cai корду cai alriay 
cai vv kal wpocwrey zi agopd v, cal 
dea dy abroig тера cupBaivy, xdvra 
nerd drpigeiac 6птёра»" офдФ уар lori» 
dripwe іфікесда: тїс 4Хл@нас. Hom. xvii. 

231. 8a: Here, to 
borrow, —without seury, which was for- 
bidden by the law, Exod. xxii. 25; Levit. 
xxv. 37; Deut. xxiii. 19, 20. 

43—48.] SIXTH EXAMPLE. The law 
of love and hatred. 48.] The Jews 
called all Gentiles indiscriminately ‘ene- 
mies. In the Pharisaic interpretation 
therefore of the maxim (the latter of 
which, although a gloss of the bis, is 
a true representation of the spirit of the 
law, which was enacted for Jews as 
a theocratic people), it would include the 
‘odium humani generis’ with which the 
Jews were so often c . But our 
Lord's * of neighbourly love 
extends it to all mankind—not only foreign 
nations, but even 3 who are ге астен 
employed іп асо pere 
in He us; and the rd of enemies is, 
in His fulfilment of it, no longer an in- 

or national aversion, but a er 
V robe 
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— | , e > 45 * JA. е m M 
к= 10, &. Pwy Sir Cr одас, OTWC убтабг viot TOU татбос 

m тег. 16 reff, 
m trans. bere 

only. Gen. 
ін. 18. La. 
III. M. 
Нов. II. e. 

777. (see adixouc. 46 ¢ 

? ч q у ? q * 

Ext тоупройс Kai ауабойс kat 
édv yap ayamonte robe ауатшутас pac, 

Ps. ex xxi. D P 00 4 М > \ ` * 4 \ — e 
iar ch. туа Р polov Eyere 5 ob Kat ot " reAwvat OUTwC 

if Е -æ A э a 3 a е - 

oLake 11.26. тоолу; 47 кар tav { аотасподє тойс adeAgovc ош» 
James v. 17 

Rev. хі. бошу. Gen. H. 6. Ps. ixxvii. 27. 
M. Ecel. iv. И. 
Macc. 

p = ver. 13. ch. еі. 1, ёс. x. 41, 42. 1 Cor. ІШ. 8. 
ch. x. 8 al. Mt.L.oniy, exc. Mark i. 15, 16 f. Polyb. xii. 18. 9. (eie, q 

1 ziii. 29.) r Lake i 40. x. 4. Bxod. xviii 7. 

rec ins ewnpeaZovrey vpac ка: bef rev Qurovrev (snp. being the word answering to 
Que. in Lu vi 28 was 
being added), with (D)L rel latt 

Iren- lat 

laced here in the margin: then insd in the teat, the 
goth arm: om B 1. 11. 22. 24. 209 em lat-k syrr 

syr-cu syr-jer сор wth Athen Orig, (Orig, has it, omg к. dur. vp. with goth) Dial 
Lucif.—om vpac 

46. eEere D 13. 124 latt(exc ff, 91) r Lucif Aug. rec (for ovrwc) ro avro 
(see below ver 47 and Lu vi. 83), with BL rel: rovro 1 latt: Лас lat-g, syrr goth arm: 
txt DZ 88 lat-À & syr-cu copt eth Lucif. 

47. for a&sA$ovc, gidoug (probab 

against God. 45. Z yérqat« 
Probably, as Wordsw., the н тоа] 
“that ye may become” is not to be alto- 
gether lost sight of here. But the aor. 
somewhat modifles it, being literally 
“that ye may hace become," і. е. “may 
be.” similar instances in ch. xviii. 3; 
xx. 20. viol ToU w.] i. e. in being 
like Him. Of course there is allusion to 
our state of vioi by covenant and adop- v 
tion; but d likeness is the point espe- 
cially here brought out. So uu gral rob 
0rov, Eph. v. 1. The more we lift our- 
selves above the world's view of the duty 
апа expediency of revenge and exclusive 
dealing, into the mind with which the 
‘righteous Judge, strong and patient, who 
is provoked every day,’ yet does good to 
the unthankful and evil,—the more firmly 
shall we assure, and the more nobly illus- 
trate, our place as sons in His family, as 
elgeAOóvrec eg тй» Bacdtiay r&v obpa- 
убу. Chrysostom beautifully observes, 
kairoiye ойбаной rò yevdpevor [cov, ob 
póvov did тђу тйс ebepyesiag b repRBON , 
алла xai dtd т» тйс айас ö repoxhv. 
сё piv үйр тарӣ той dyolotAov катафро- 
»ў, lee og 04 srapà rov до0Лоо tai pupia 
sbtpyarnÜivrog" ral оў piv phpara ya- 
pity bx nt vrip abro), abròc дё 
Tpüyuara тол) peydda gal Üavpacrá, 
тӧу Мо» ávázrev kal rove irncioug 
OuBpovc ё:добс. GAN’ дрыс xai obrw ĝi- 
duni {соу Шуа, og avOpwrov yx 
elvat. p?) roivuy pices roy поюбута ка- 
кос, roiob r буга то жрбЁгуоу áyaÜàv, 
kai ely rosatrny Gyovrd cs tip» pi) 
karapé rq inxnpealoyvry irsi roy ply 
xévoy uxtornc, тоў di кархой &хедтерїї- 
Onc’ xal r)v piv Cypiay otatig, тд» дё 

a gloss) L rel Scr's-mss lat A вуг goth arm 

шсдду &то\Ммїс*` Sxep doyárgc deriv 
йуоѓас, rd yaXerwrepoy vxoptivavrag và 
{Латто» rovrov py фїрн>. Hom. xvii. 
р. 239. because, in that: 
gives the particular in which the con- 

rmity implied by viol consists. 
T. uo ávar.] Meyer quotes a sentiment 
of Seneca remarkably parallel: “Si deos 
imitaris, da et ingratis beneficia: nam et 
sceleratis sol oritur, et piratis patent ma- 
ria." 48.] On dyaxgy and prir, 
see Tittmann, Syn. p. 64. He re 
* Manifesta est ratio cur Dominus jusserit 
&үахф» rove іҳӨроёс, non autem $0uíiv. 
Nam pet, amare, pessimum quemque 
vir honestus non potest: sed poterit eum 
tamen ауатфу, i. e. bene ei cupere et 
facere, quippe homo homini, cui etiam 
Deus benefaciat. Amor imperari non po- 
test, sed dilectio: dilectio humanitatis 
est, amor eorum tantum, quibus eadem 
mens est, idem animus." See further in 
notes on John xi. 6. тема] This 
race of men, so frequently mentioned as 
the objects of hatred and contempt among 
the Jews, and coupled with sinners, were 
not properly the publicans, who were 
wealthy Romans, of the rank of knights, 
farming the revenues of the provinces; 
but their underlings, heathens or 
Jews, who usually exacted with - 
ness and cruelty. “ Тһе Talmud classes 
them with thieves and assassins, e re- 
gards their repentance as impossible.” 
Wordsw. In interpreting these Veris we 
must carefully give the persons spoken of 
their correlative value and meaning: ye, 
Christians, sons of God, the true theo- 
cracy, the Baa. т. otp.,—these red v. 
or $0›ко{, men of this world, actuated by 

е = = m?’ 9 e е a NÀ U т p? МА 

Орох той ™ éy ovpavoic, Ore TOV Лоу avrov. " арат Ла Z ospa- 
vost... 

° Bptxe ext Gixatovc. xai BDERL 
UZA 

1. 34. 
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9 A a 

* (Ürikoi ro es "a 
1 cb. v1. 7. 
icu ТА 

only f. 

(-r, Gal. Н. 
VI. lax Поосёуете 

[X] тт» 7 Sixatootyny бре» un пошу tuxpocÜrv rov T ма 21. 
James lil. 2. omu 9. Dent: Tii. 18а]. 
only. see ch. xviii. 35. 
"AF ix. 10 oaly. раи 
x 

sÜvicot) rex vat (see 
1. V 

тес (for ro avro) ovre, with (but ovrec) 
txt BDMUZ 1. 38 latt( oc) Syr goth sth arm Cypr 

here, it seems to follow that ver 46 was altered to ro avro that ro avro is the re 

Moe hus (v) Lake li. 18. Acts zie 19 only t. Esdr, vi. 15. ‚сыс: 

ch. v. 30. Acts x.85. Heb. xi. 8. 

Bas Thi Lucif: txt BDZ 1 (Scr’s u, e sil) latt S 
preceding ver), 5 t 

v ch. vi. 14, 26, 89 al. М ore Е 9 

х ой. х.17. Lake Ani. brut. hi. 23 run 
1 Jubn И. 29. Tobit All. 85. xiv. 11. 

res copt eth C rec (for 
k Syr syr-ms got arm : txt BDZ 

Chr(appy, see Matthei) Bas Cypr Lucif. 
A lat-À syr-cu вуг copt(Treg) : 

Cypr Lucif. (Jt being thus determined 

to conform it : pes and consequently that ovrwc must be read there. 
48. rec wore 

тос ovpayoic 

(corra for elegance), with D rel: txt BLZ Coisl- die NR 1. 18. 83. 
124. 225 (Clam. Orig,) Eus Chr-1-3 and Field) Damasc. 

(sce ver 45), with E*KMSA lat- o dg, А Syr 
rec (for ovpavioç) «v 

-cu Clem, Chr-txt вуг 
Lacif, ew ovpayoic D! Chr-s-a: txt BD'E'LUZ Coil шык 1. 18. 88. 124 vulg 
lat-a f ff; 9, | syr eth arm Clem, Orig, Ath Damasc Cypr. 

CnaAP. „%% on best iue о. . 83 
eth oth d i 

че г motives, —' what 1 have уе in 
e them?’ éomdoynats |] 

Hens шон. probably in its literal sense. 
Jews did not salute Gentiles: Mohamme- 
dans do not salute Christians even now in 
the East. 48. do de] Not alto- 
gether imperative in meaning, but includ- 
mg the imperative sense: such shall be 
the state, the aim of Christians. 
rim ‘complete, i in your love of ора, 
not one-sided, ог exclusive, ая these 
mentioned, but all-embracing, and doa: 
like, = оієтірроуес, Luke vi. 36. 
is emphatic. No countenance is given 
by this verse to the ancient Pelagian or the 
modern heresy of perfectibility in this life. 
Such a sense nse of the words would be utterly 
at variance with the whole of the dis- 
course. Вее especially vv. 22, 29, 32, in 
which the imperfections and conflicts of 
the Christian are fully i Nor, 
if we consider this verse as a solemn 
conclusion of the second part of the Ser- 
mon, does it any the more admit of this 
view, asserting as it does that likeness to 
God in inward purity, love, and holiness, 
must be the continual aim and end of the 
Christian in all the departments of i 
moral] life. But how far from havi 
tained this likeness we are, St. Paul s za 
us (Phil. iii. 12); and every Christian 
feels, just in the proportion in which he 
has striven after it. Augustine argues 

for the true sense of this and similar pas- 
sages of Scripture against the Pelagians 
at length, De peccatorum meritis et remis- 
sione, lib. ii. ch. 12—17, and De perfec- 
tione justiti; hominis, ch. 8, 9.—0 ul 
&yarévrig rove дуатфутас abrobg árt- 
Atic eloiw sig dyaxny, ol dt rode іҳӨроѓс, 
ritto. Euthym. the sense see 1 Pet. 
i. 15. Thol quotes from Plato, Theet. 

176, дф ral wepaobas xpi) Вази 
кісе gióyuy Sri ráyicra! vy ё 
époiwore Oey card rò доуатбу ks 
01 diratov kal dowy perà $poyfjstec ys- 
vyác0a:. 

Cuar. VI. 1—18.] The THIRD DIVI- 
BION OP THE SERMON, in which the dis- 
о Christ are warned against hypo- 

display of their good deeds, by 
eee examples of abuses of the duties of 
almsgiving се: 2) Praying (ve (ver. 3 а 
Sasting (ver. 1 L 
of our Lord 58 passes from илен "to 
motives ; not that He has not spoken to 
the heart before, but then it was only b 
inference, now directly. Statur. 
not ‘benevolence,’ or ‘alms,’ as UN in 
md nie usage,— for this meaning is 
рс found in the М. Т., and in the 

hal reff. a distinction is made, 
though the two are «о closely toge- 
ther. Besides, here we have iAenuoaóv 
treated of as a distinct head below. It is 
best then to render d:r., righteousness, as 
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gat avOowrwy трос rò "Өғгабпуа: "avroi" el дё рпуг, 
omiy e. = °шобӨд» оок Eyere тарӣ ry |marpi Оро» ty kv roic 

Ser, ch, Ovpavoic. 2 бта» ойу тогус ° eAenuocivnv, ит] ° саћтісус 
Tate aa. EuwpocGey cov, Остео ot enu Нар „ WCTED 

эр \ э ә 
b cb. їх. 17 reff, e ch. v. lane, TUVAYWYAlE Kat ғу тас 
d here (8ce) 

e 1 s Ы - 

td roxpiral 7TOI(LOUO(V EV тас 

Biß, Orwe * боЁавсбоац» ото 
„ >” ? 0 ? {э s X € =” j? 7 ` e Boy 

ned bates 0% ay PwTwr. арту yw Yuy aweyovoty TOV шс 
тны э = æ \ — d • М ~a k , 

дааа, n 8 gou de xo eA ennoovyny um : yverw 
e е e 
п арістєра соо TL пош N deta соу, 

only. Dan. 
iv. 24 d Tobit xil. 8. Sir. xiii. 8. 

vi. 84, 1 Kings xiii. 3. 

8 . $ Lake 
h - John viil. 54. Rev. xviii. . 

ch. xxiv, 18. Deut. Axxill. 6 al. 

e 4 @ 

Or y соо 

Rev. viil. . IX. 1, 18. x. 7. xi. 15 я . ev 6, & x only zane; е 1 Cor. zv. 82. 
feh. xxiii. 18, Ke. Matt. Mk. (vii. & only.) L. only. Job xxxiv. 80. 

18 эму. (-cous, Gal. H. 18. -ivecĝa:, Luke zz. 20.) in its classical sense, Ari 
2. xiv. 91. Acts іх. 11. Til. 10 only. Isa. xv. 8. 

Lam. }. 8. see Heb. v. 6. ich. v.18 
94. Phil. Iv. 18. Gen. xliii. 98. awéxere, don, ту awdxprocw, Bach. p. 84, 85. 

lin N. T. always w. det., Lake x xiii. 88 reff. 

eth arm Chr: txt BD 1 latt Orig-lat Jer Isid, Hil. 

stoph. Vesp. 1279. Xen. Mem. 
Tobit хін. 18. Sir. ix.7 only. 

тей. ja Lake vl. 
k imperat. u., 

om roc D 1.383. 
2. aft ошу ins ori Z Sor's q ev-P 6. 122. 299 evv-44-7-50 lat-À сор. 

in ch. v. 20, asa general term including the 
three duties afterwards treated of. 
The words wpdg тд Өєаб. clearly define the 
course of action objected to:—not the 
open benevolence of the Christian who 
lets his light shine that men may glorify 
God, but the ostentation of him whose 
object is the praise and glory coming from 
man. ѓот: yàp cai iuxpooOsy rey àv- 
Opwrwv тоюбута, ш} wpdc тд 0ta0rvai 
vwowip* cai u vovoUyra fux pocOey таму, 
p) тд ÜOsaÜnvar souiy, ганан, 

от. хіх. р. 245. el ye] 
does not apply to xpociyere, во as to mean, 
‘if ye do not take heed;’ but to ш) 
Toii», and means, if ye do. That this 
is so, is clear from the reff. On the force 
of the ye, modifying the condition ex- 
pressed in the 2d, and concentrating it on 
the example given, see Klotz ad Devar., p. 
527, and ante, p. 808. 

FIRST EXAMPLE. <Almagiving. 
. pù саліст] A proverbial 

expression, not implying any such custom 
of the hypocrites of that day, but the 
habit of self-laudation, and display of 
good works in general. ойу dri cadmy- 
yac elyov ікйуо, &АХАй тз» rA ab- 
tov ёхїдїїЁаї Bobderat paviay тӯ МЕа 
тўс ретафорӣс тайўттс, ceppdey тайту 
cal {ктоџяєбоу афтобс. Chrys. Hom. 
xix. p. 245. Meyer remarks that the 
word са\х{сус is tuba canas, not tuba 
cani cures, and must therefore refer to 
what the person Aimself does: but all 
verbs of action may surely refer to action 
per alterum, so that this does not decide 
the point. Many Commentators, among 
whom are Calvin and Bengel, think that 
the words are to be taken literally : and 
Euthym. mentions this view: aci dé 
туң бте ö rorptrai rére did odAmeyyo¢ 

сууєкаћоуу robe dsopivove. But Light- 
foot says, “non inveni, quesiverim licet 
multum serioque, vel minimum tube ves- 
tigium in prestandis eleemosynis." See 
his note, containing an account of the 
practices of the Jews in giving alms;— 
and many illustrative passages in Tholuck ; 
among which may be mentioned Cic. ad 
diversos xvi. 21, ‘te buccinatorem fore 
existimationis mem.’ ртр. cov] 
according to the way in which the former 
verse is taken, these words are variously 
understood to apply to the trumpet being 
held before the mouth in blowing (as 
Meyer), or to another person going before 
(Thol., al.). cura yeryadt can hardly 
bear any sense but synagogues, see ver. 
5: and if so, the literal meaning of ga- 
тісус cannot well be maintained. The 
8 es, as afterwards the Christian 
churches, were the regular places for the 
collection of alms: see Tholuck and Vi- 
tringa de Synag. vet. iii. 1. 18. 
drdyovow] have in full, —exhaust: not 
have their due reward : see reff. Plutarch 
in Solon (Wetat.) м, that he who mar- 
ries for pleasure, and not for children, rà» 
picOóv ávíxt. 8.] соё, emphatic: 
see ch. v. 48. p yore] Another 
popular saying, not to be во as to 
require a literal in tion of it in the 
act of almsgiving, as Wette and others 
have done, but implying simplicity, both 
of intention and act. Equally out of place 
are all attempts to explain the right and 
left hand symbolically, as was once the 
practice. The sound sense of Chrysostom 
preserves the right interpretation, where 
even Augustine strays into symbolism: 
warty ivrav9a ob хєірас alvirrerat, GAN 
отерВолћмкёс avrò rideacev. Н ydp. olóv 
ri lre фпсі, ceavrdv dyvojea, epi- 

n M8UXZ 
A l. &. 
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ауёрфтогс. au AE v орь, amiyovoaw ros ° шоду n 
avrov. o & © oray mpocevyy, ec Ade eic тб * raptióv Au 22). 
gov cal Eheicae ru борау оу трбевуЁо тф татр cov lx 

"BDEG Ty EV тр purre" ка! о татпр gov 0 Bréwwv € ey ry vii. 3 
KLMSU Һ s 

? атодоси сог [£v rw gavepy |. " кроттф, 

28. 

7 Laie air. п 

POCO XS т 
sch. zxiv. 26. Lake xii. 3, 94 only. Isa. xxvi. 10. 

4. у eX. cov 9 D: +) cov eà. п A(but om у) 88: F 1 
lat-a 5 c om avroc (as it does not occur vv 6, 18. гир , seeing 
Bat here, the first time, it is emphatic) BKLUZ 1.18. 33. 124. 209 Scr’sasuy 
ere latt ayr-ca copt goth ath arm (Constt) Orig Chr ТЫ Cypr: ins D rel lat-A syrr. 

OM ғу Tw $avtpo DZ 1. 83. 209 al vulg lat- i & syr-cu 
refers to ver 6) Euthym Cypr Jer Aug(in Grecis non invenimus 

Orig(but perha 
Chrom : ins L rel 

lat-a b c f gi А syrr goth eth arm Constt Chr Op (see below, ver 6). 
5. rec wpocevyn and eon (to гий the singulars 

syr-cu: txt BZ 1.118 latt(and A-lat) syr-marg coptt goth sth arm-mss Orig 
Ambr Aug. 
txt BDZ 1(Tischdf). 33. 

bef and aff), with DLX rel 
Chr 

rec excep (common alteration to more usual word), with L rel Orig: 
aft giAovery ins сттус, 

wpocevxopevot D lat-a bch: txt BZ rel vulg lat. T. ff, 
and (for wpocevyecOa1) кав 

syr goth æth arm Orig. 
rec aft orwe ins ay, with E rel: om BDKLZ 1. 13. 83. 124 al Scr's p u v wi ev-y sah 
Orig, Chr. 
33. 124 al latt eth arm Orig Chr lat-ff. 

6. om ev bef rw D 1. 18. 124. 232 latt arm. 
Вет» u valg sr f; g, Ё вут-сп ют. jer! 
ins L rel lat-a 6 c fA syrr goth mt 

rec aft ургу ins оте, with L rel lat: Orig: om BD X(appy) Z 1. 18. 

om ev rw $avtpe BDZ 1. 209 al 
coptt Orig, hom-Cl Eus, Hil Jer Ambr A 

arm Euthym (The uncertainty respecting t 
words seems to have arisen from a desire to render the three ov 4, 6, 18 alike, by 
either inserting or omitting them in all. 
three, Cc shear кинон еви. 

exotdacroyv {сто aa тобто, cay abrác 
Sryaròr ў rác Staxovoupivac xeipac Na- 
Əy. Hom. xix. р. 246. 4. 6 
dv r$ круктф) Not to be rendered as if 
it were та (or at) iv rg EP- or tle rò 
крожтбу, but as the Eng. Vers., seeth in 
secret: as we say, in the dark; iv intro- 
ducing pud Бтр or sphere, in which. 

$] before men and 
at ы resurrection of the just. 
* SECOND е a 

oder] not во w n 
as amani : they take pleasure, or love: 
see reff. and Winer, § 54. 4. The mean- 
ing solere for pi is undoubtedly found: 
see Tholuck écrérres] No 
stress must be laid on this word as imply- 
ing ostentation ; for it was the ordinary 
posture of prayer. See 1 Sam. i. 26: 1 
Kings viii. 22. The command in Mark 
(xi. 26) 5 bray ornatre уюнун 

They were probably oo is some of the 

deed, of the two positions of prayer, con- 
sidering the place, kneeling would have 
been the more singular and savouring of 
ostentation. The synagogues were places 
of prayer ; во that, as Theophyl. (Thol. ), 
оў Вата ö LH dÀAd ò трбтос xai ò 
ororôg. 6. «селде k. r. A.] Both 
Chrysostom and Augustine caution us 

taking this merely literally. ri 
оў»; iv lex nog, фпоі», ob dei po- 
ebxeoBar ; каї офодра piv, а\\а nerd 
yvepne тоайтзус. rovraxo yap ё @гӧс 
roy сєохду yrei roy yiyvopirwy. ire 
кд» eic rò тариїоу eicidOyc, ка} &токл\г1- 
cac, xpic iriðukw abré ipyáey, obdiy 
oo ray борёу ӧфгЛос. а your xai 
lyravOa пёс бєр:3 roy T opiopòy ré- 
бикг> elroy “Brac фауёо: roig dáv- 
Opeworc.” Score cay rác gůöpag aro- 
wrtiogc, тобто про тйс Tray Өбөршу åro- 
к\нагшс karopÜucai at Вобћета!, ral rác 
тўс баауоб@ас атокліну Өррас. Hom. 
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arb. uevor Ot ру‘ BarroAoynoyre остер oi " дико!" " Soxoveww u uh. v. 
v constr., ke Сҹ Г] y ’ - x Г ? - y 3 7 

ziL$4, уар ore "tv ry тоАуАоу avrov ? tcakovaÜncovra:. 
r D 4 y e - 9 — " g a e s e - т 

u. „s 8 un ойы *oporwlnre ауто" oldev yap o warno Uuov wv 
w constr, , 4 a - 9 = * ^ " Гот. * урша» " Eere " тро rov vuac © атса avróv. °’ ovrwe 
x here only, Prov. x. 19 only. y Lake 1. 18. Асізх. 81. 1 Cor. xiv. 21. Heb. v.7 only. Ps. tv. 1. 
£ cb. vil. 26. хіі. 94 al. faa. xi. 18, 25 12 l. xxi. 8. 1 Cor. xli. 21 bis al. 2 Mace. Н. if, . ach. ix. 
b conetr., Lake Н. 21. xxii. 15. Jobn i 49. Gal. U. 12 al. Gea, xij. 10. 

7. BarraXoy. B: BAarroAoygenra: (i. е. г) Di, Brarrad- D. 
no other ms). vwroxptra: B syr-cu (and, 

e absol. aud consir., ch. v. 49 ref. 

for «дукон, 
apparently, 

8. aft yap ins o 0«oc B uA for aerneq avrov, ауо& ro oropa D lat-5. 

xix. p. 247. Parum est intrare fh cu- 
bicula, si ostium pateat importunis, per 
quod ostium ea qus foris sunt improbe se 
immergunt, et interiora nostra a t. 
De Serm. Dom. 1. ii. с. 8. Cf. Ps. iv. 4. 

7. BarroAoyfcawre] а word pro- 
bably without any further derivation than 
an imitation of the sounds uttered by 
etammerers, who repeat their words often 
without meaning; (card pipnow rig 
gwvijc, Hesych.)—Suidas, Eustath., and 
others, suppose it derived from a certain 
stammering Battus, Herod. iv. 155. But 
the name of this Battus seems to have 
been given from the circumstance ; waic 
loxvógwvog cai rpavddc, ry oUvoua brid 
Barroc. We have (flarragite and ite 
derivatives with the same signification ; 
and chines called Demosthenes Bára- 
Aoc (жері ст. p. 288. 17 Bekker). Hence 
the sense has generally been held to be, 
‘do not make unmeaning repetitions.’ 
But most of the fathers (see the 
in Thol., and in Suicer sub voce) under- 
stand by arr., the praying жері rd 
dve9iA re cai paraia (so Greg. Nyss.), 
or фун» rd дифбарџё»а Epya, Ñ Ad yo, 
й voipara тахнуй rvyxávovra (Orig.), 
or Bray rà р) тросђкоута airwpey карӣ 
TQ Өр Svvacreiag к. дбЁас: &c. Taking 
the word in its largest meaning, that of 
saying things irrelecant and senseless, it 
may well include all these. doc 
* preco qua fatigent virgines sancte minus 
audientem carmina Vestam ?” Hor. Od. i. 
2. 26. ‘Nisi illos (Deos) tuo ex ingenio 
judicas, Ut nil credas intelligere nisi idem 
dictum est centies. Тег. Heaut. v. 1. 
What is forbidden in this verse is not 
much praying, for our Lord Himself 

whole nights in prayer: not pray- 
ing in the same words, for this He did in 
the very intensity of His agony at Geth- 
semane; but the making number and 
length a point of observance, and imagining 
that prayer will be heard, not because it is 
the genuine ex ion of the desire of faith, 
but because it is of such a length, has been 
such a number of times repeated. Thp re- 
petitions of Paternostera and Ave Marias 

in the Romish Church, as practised by 
them, are in direct violation of this pre- 
cept; the number of repetitions being pre- 
scribed, and the efficacy of the perform- 
ance made to depend on it. But the repe- 
tition of the Lord’s Prayer in the Liturgy 
of the Church of land is not a viola- 
tion of it, nor that of the Kyrie Eleison, 
because it is not the number of these which 
is the object, but each has its appropriate 
place and reason in that which is 
eminently a reasonable service. Our Lord 
was also denouncing aJewish error. Light- 
foot quotes from the Rabbinical writi 
‘Omnis qui multiplicat orationem, i- 
tur.’ Hor. Hebr. in loc. Augustine puts 
admirably the distinction between much 
praying and much speaking : ‘Absit ab 
oratione multa locutio; sed non desit 
multa precatio, si fervens perseverat in- 
tentio. Nam multum loqui, est in orando 
rem necessariam superfluis agere verbis; 
multum autem precari, est ad eum quem 
precamur diuturna et pia cordis excita- 
tione pulsare. Nam plerumque hoc nogo- 
tium plus gemitibus quam sermonibus 
agitur; plus fletu, quam affatu.’ Ep. 
cxxx. 10. And Chrysostom, in one of his 
finest strains of eloquence, comments on 
this verse: рі) Toívvv re оуйнат той 
с@ратос̧, руді rg cpavyy тйс $«rvifc, 
GA ry rpoGupig тўс yveuuc тас ebxdc 
ro pndé nerd {бфоо cai hxũc kal 
pèc lriòeikiv, ec cai rode жА\уоо» ir- 
Kpover, & Ad gerd іжтыкеіас тасис каі 
тўс катӣ байуоау вуутрцЗўс kal дакрйшь» 
roy ѓудобеу. Hom. xix. p. 218. o 
who have the opportunity should by all 
means read the whole passage, which is 
too long for insertion in a note. 
8. alSev ydp] ef olde, фио{›, бу урна» 
Axons, тіуос Evecey edyeoOae д; оёх 
iva didakyc, GAN’ iva ітекбифус iva 
oixewOye rg ovveysig тўс ivreólcorc, 
iva rawevw0yc, iva й>уанутобўс rev 
Gpaprnparwy re» сё». Chrys. Hom. 
xix. p. 249. Ipsa orationis intentio 
cor nostrum serenat et purgat, capacius- 
que efficit ad accipienda divina munera, 
quse spiritualiter nobis infunduntur. Au- 
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ovy wpoctuy каб d utẽg 

gust. de Serm. Dom. ii. 8. 9—13.] 

3 of whs . slender what is as- 
seried. that our Lord took nearly tbe 
whole of this prayer from existing Jewish 
formule. Not that such а view of the 
matter would contain in it any thing 
irreverent or objectionable; for if pious 
Jews had famed such petitions, our Lord, en 
who came sAÀgpeca: every thing that was 

under the Old Covenant, might in а 
sense and spiritual meaning, bave 

the sume forms to His dis- 
ciples. But such does not to have 
веса солар Lightfoot нес аа only the 

common-place parallels for 
the the peritions, from the Rabbinical books. 

With regard to the prayer itself 
we may remark, 1. The whole passage, 
vv. 7—15, is digreasive from the su ject 
of the first part of this chapter, whic 
the ent of the performance of 
religious duties to be seen of men, and is 
resumed at ver. 16. Neander (Leben 
Jesu, p. 349, note) therefore supposes that 
this pamage has found ita way in here as a 
sort of accompaniment to the preceding 
verses, but is in reality the answer of our 
fully. doteile t Tae n lue 

detailed than by that Evangelist. 
Dui to this I cannot assent, believing our 
Lord’s discourses as given by this evan- 
gelist to be no collections of scattered 
sayings, but veritable of con- 
tinuous utterances. That the request re- 
lated in Luke should afterwards have been 
made, and similarly answered, is b 
means improbable. t he should 
thus related it with thie gospel before him, 
is more than improbable.) 2. It has been 
questioned whether the prayer was re- 
— im in the very earliest times as a set 

delivered for liturgical use by our 
Lord. The variations in Luke have been 
regarded as fatal to the supposition of its 
P liturgically at the time when 
these Gospels were written. But see notes 
on Luke zi. 1. It must be confessed, that 
we find very few traces of such use in 
early times. Thol. remarks, “ It does not 
occur in the Acts, nor in any writers be- 
fore the third century. In Justin 1 
we find, that the т трогатес рга, 
cording to his power (Apol i. 67, p. 88, 
0 яр. гёхдс dpoiwe Ke e ee боз čv- 
vanic abre avawipxn).... Cyprian 
and Tert. make the first mention of the 
prayer as an ‘oratio legitima et ordinaria.’ ” 
An allusion to it has been supposed to 
exist in 2 Tim. iv. 18, where see note. 
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d* [od ® e 

EY TOLC OUOGVOLC, 4ch. v. 16 ref. 

8. The view of some that our Lord gave 
this, selecting it out of forms known and 
in use, as a prayer ad interim, till the 

of the Spirit of prayer, is inad- 
ae as we have no traces of any such 
pa sige штур in our Saviour’s dis- 

to suppose any such would 
amount to nothing less than to set them 
шм On the contrary, one work 

of the Holy Spirit on the disciples was, to 
bring to their mind all things whatsoever 
He had said unto them, the depth of such 
sayings only then first being revesled to 
them by Him who togk of the things of 
Christ and shewed them to them. Jolm 
xiv. 26. otras} хараё:дыс: rr 
txt. обу iva raórgv vay THY eby hy 
ebywpeOa, add’ iva тайт» Ixorreg rg- 
үз» #фхйс de raórnc ópvepiÜa. тас iv- 
voiac r&v #фуш›. Euthym. Considering 
that other manners of praying have been 
spoken of above, the Barrodcyia and the 
wrod vAoyia, the obrwe, especially in its pre- 
sent position of primary emphasis, cannot 
well be otherwise understood than thus, 
і. e. in these words,’ as a specimen of tha 
Christian's prayer (the Эне holds the 
second in emphasis), no less than 
ita pattern, This which would be the in- 
ference from the context here, is decided 
for us by Luke xi. 2, $та» wpocedynobe, 
Aiyert. Dérep que] This was а 
form of almost unknown to the Old 
Covenant: now and then hinted at, as re- 
minding the children of their rebellion (Isa. 
і. 2. Ма]. i. 6), or mentioned as a last 
resource of the orphan and desolate crea- 
ture (Isa. lxiii. 16) ; but never brought out 
in its fulness, as indoed it could not be, 
till He was come by whom we have re- 
ceived the adoption of sons. * Oratio 
fraterna est: non dicit, Pater meus, tan- 
uam pro se tantum orans, sed Pater 
oster, omnes videlicet una oratione com- 

plectens, qui se in Christo fratres esse 
cognoscunt.’ Aug. Serm. lxiv. 4 Appendix. 
ако дё тун kai éy@pay ávaipii, kal 
áTóvounv катастілћа, cai Васкауіау i {к- 
Валла, cal r)v paripa rv буада» 
arärres dydxny elcd yet, kal ту» av 
Ма» r&v аубретіушу iLopitu траүна- 
тоу, cai wodA ny deixvuct тф Baci rpòc 
róv *rwxóv тђу óporipíav, st ye ly тоїс 
pt yíoroic ка! áyayratorárou KOLVwVOULLEY 
dmwayrec, Chrysost. Hom. xix. р. 260. 
6 lv Tois o$pavois] These opening words 
of the Lord's Prayer set clearly before us 
the status of the he Christian as believing in, 
depending upon, praying to, a real objec- 
tive personal Gop, li above himself’; 
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to a whom he must lift up his 
heart, as the eye is lifted up from earth to 
heaven. This strikes at the root of all 
pantheistic error, which regards the 5 85 
of man as identical with the Spirit of 
—and at the root of all Deism ; testifying 
as it does our relation to and covenant de- 

dence on our heavenly Father. 
e local heavens are no further to be 

tho ht of here, than as Scripture, by a 
of things natural and spiritual 

deeply implanted i in our race (compare Aris- 
totle, wepi обр. i. 3, хйутес yàp аубротог 
mepi Osa È ixovow run, каї тбутес 
roy drr rp Oi тото» ётод:дбасі cai 
BapBapo cal AA eg Score elvar vopi- 
Соус: Oroóc, ügAovór. we тф áÜavárg 
тд dÜávarov cvvgornpivov), universally 
speaks of heaven and heavenly, as applying 
to the habitation and perfections of the 
High and pes ipe oe 1 De 
nity. Te gov 
Wette observes: * God's Name is not 
merely His appellation, which we speak 
with the mouth, but also and principally 
the idea which we attach to it, "Pis 
Being, as far as it is confessed, revealed 
or known. The‘ Name of God’ in Scrip- 
ture is used to signify that revelation 
of Himself which He as made to men, 
which is all that we know of Him буора 
тоіууу dori кефаћа:одпс троспуоріа тїс 
ќас тотзтос той dvopalopivov тара- 
статікӣ. Orig. [Thol.]): into the depths 
of His Being, as it is, no human soul can 

etrate. See John xvii. 6: Rom. ix. 17. 
iná « here is in the sense of keep holy, 
sanotify in our hearts, as in ref. 1 Pet. 
ra серафір õokáčovra obrwe HA A у:ос 
йуү‹ос dyiog, dere rà . Mdh 
deri е Chrys. Hom. 
250. EdOéree + * a 
* Ut in T veniat, optamus; ut in illo 
inveniamur, optamus. Aug. Serm. lvi. c. 4. 
Thy kingdom here is the fulness of the 
accomplishment of the kingdom of God, so 
often spoken of in prophetic Scripture ; 
and by implication, that process of 
events which lead to that accomplishment. 
Meyer, in objecting to all ecclesiastical 
and spiritual m of * Thy kingdom, 
forgets that tho one for which he contends 

exclusively, the Messianic kingdom, does 
in fact include or imply them all. 
yernbijre т. 0. cov] 1. е. not, may our 
wil be absorbed into thy will;’ but may 
it be conformed to and subordinated to 
thine. The literal rendering is, Let thy 
willbe done, as in heaven, (so) also on 
earth. These last words, és фу obpa- 
уф xol iwi y, may be regarded as ap- 
plying to the whole of the three p 
petitions, as punctuated in the | text. A 
slight objection may perhaps be found in 
the circumstance, that the kingdom of 
God cannot be said to have come in hea- 
ven, seeing that it has always been fully 
Sabel there, and thus the а 
of correspondence in the particulars wil | 
be marred. It is true, this may be es- 
caped by understanding, May thy king- 
dom come on earth, во as to be as fully 
established, as it is already in heaven. 
So that I conceive we are at liberty to 
ше i prayer с way. п. 

Apr. x. r. A.] ġpõv—as ‘created Jor 
way «provided or our use by Thee:’ тд» 
di ude ytvóptvov, Euthym. The word 
émovciov has been very variously ex- 
plained. Origen says of it, прётоу à 
тойт істіоу, ё бт.) МЕК 1) briobavc хар 
офдеу1 ray 'EXMvev obrt rüv Go$éw 
évópacrat, obre iv тӯ röv {0иштбу - 
nGeig Tirpixrat, dAX' foie e NGO. 
bà rüv rbν,lͤQiar d The derivations 
and meanings given be thus classified 
(after Tholuck). I. sl, elvat: and that, 
either (1) from the participle, as xapovaia, 
ptrovcia, mepiovoia, or (2) from the subst. 
obcía. Against both, an objection is 
brought that thus it would be бойо. not 
ixtove.; but this is not decisive; we have 
-vomroc and éwriorrog, ітіаудауы, iri- 
ovpa, &c. Against (2) it is alleged that 
adjectives from substantives in -a and ча 
end in -шос or -eànc—-epaioc, dyopaiog, 
Віакос, and from ob, not obotog but 
ovowwdne : cvvovcwc, TEeptovaioc, not be- 
ing from obria but ftom the fem. particip. 
But this is not always so: we have wodv- 
үт from yevia, ùrtčovmoç from 
Eovcia, and ѓуороіос and іБоёотос from 
otcia :—while wspiobaiog itself is derived 
by some from obo. II. ёж(, livar: and 

o, X. 
BDEG 
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ree 23 1-9 
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12 kai ™ афес̧ huw та  офиАтрата про» "шс "ка! прес Re n 2 
anil. 14, A av. 8. l Rom. 15.4 only. Deut xxiv. 10%. m of, ch. xvii 

that, either (1) from the fem. part. 4 
iweovoa, understanding зира, or (2 
from ô irt, understanding ypovóc. (1 
has much a tly in its favour. In 
the N. T., , and Josephus, ) rap- 
obca, 4 яросюёва, and this ion 
itself are often found in this elliptic sense, 
Jerome found for this word, in the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews, “mahar (что) 
quod dicitur crastinus.” [So also cras- 
tinum copt.] The objection brought 
against it ( as. Suicer), that, viz., from 
the analogy of devrepaioc, rpiraiog, vo- 
eraioc, &c. does not seem valid to dis- 
prove the existence of the more general 
possessive j. in чос. But the great ob- 

ion to one derivation is in the sease: 
which would then be in direct opposition 
to ver. 34. Nor does it answer this to 
say, that by making to-morrow’s bread 
the subject of prayer we divest ourselves 
5 рен it; since our Lord's 

is not to feel that anxiety at all. 
The same objection will apply to (2) ó 
imu xf, or to giving (as Grot. al.) а 
wider sense to h lxtoboa, as meaning ай 
Suture time, according to the Hebr. usage 
of тт. [Cf. centurwm or venientem sah.] 
Nor will onpepow bear the Hebraistic in- 
terpretation of ‘from day to day,’ d of. 
Add to this that independently of the 
discrepancy with ver. 84, Salmasius’s ob- 
jection to this sense, ‘quid est ineptius, 

panem crastini diei (and we may say 
d. fortiori i ош ak temporis ^) nobis 
quotidie * seems to me unan- 
ы. M. ing then to the deriva- 
tion from eva, which has in its favour 
the authority of the Greek fathers, espe- 
Gally of Origen, and of the Peschito [indé- 
gentia nostra], Tholuck thinks it most 

ble that it is formed after the ana- 
of reptobotoc, from the substantive 

aia. The substantive signifies not 
merely existence (as in the lst 
edn. of this work), but subsistence, 
compare Luke xv. 12, where ré i. Ba- 
Ао» pápoc ric obciac is a curious illustra- 
tion of this word. And even were obcía 
existence only, it would stil be open 
for us to take the meaning of the Greek 
fathers, ó ixi ry obcig "uev к. состави 
тўс Chie ovpPadddpuevoc,—Theophylact : 
similarly Chr., Basil, Greg. Nyss., and 
Suidas. and the Etym. Mag. Thus imov- 
cioe will be required for our subsistence— 

for our sustenance, after the analogy proper aber 1 
of іжіуарос, ‘ft for marriage, іяедбртос, 

‘proper for the banquet, &c. So that ô 
&proc 0 іж:ойотос will be equivalent to 
St. James's rà ѓія:туёна тоё separoc (її. 
16), snd the expressions are rendered in 
Syr. by the same word. Thus only, øn- 
ptpov its proper meaning. e rò 
каб ўџёрау in Luke xi. 3 is different; see 
there. It yet remains to enquire how 
far the expression may be understood spi- 
ritually—of the Bread of Life. The an- 
swer is cay : viz. that we may safely thus 
understand it, provided we keep in the 
foreground its primary physical meaning, 
and view the other as involved by impli- 
cation in that. To explain isx:obc:og (as 
Orig. Cyr.-jer.), 6 ixi тђу obciay тїс 
Puxe &araraccóurvoc, and understand 
the expression of the Eucharist primarily, 
or even of spiritual feeding on Christ, is to 
miss the plain reference of the petition to 
our daily physical wants. But not to re- 
cognize those spiritual senses, is equally to 
miss the great truth, that the i) ui c whose 
bread is prayed for, are not mere animals, 
but composed of body, soul, and spirit, all 
of which want daily nourishment by Him 
from whom all blessings flow. бее the 
whole subject treated in Tholuck (pp. 353 
— 871): from whom much of this note is 
taken. Augustine well says (Serm. lviii. 
с. 4): ‘Quicquid anim: nostre et carni 
nostre in hac vita necessarium est, quo- 
tidiano pane concluditur, The Vulg.ren- 
dering, supersubstantialem | [substituted 
for the old lat. tidianum), tallies with 
a large class of patristic interpretations 
which understand the word to point ex- 
clusively to the spiritual food of the Word 
and Sacraments. 12. тё S i.] 
i е. sins, short-comings, and thereforo 
‘debts’ = wapaxrwpara, ver. 14. Au- 

ine remarks (contra Epist. Parme- 
niani, 1. ii. c. 10): ‘Quod utique non de 
illis peccatis dicitur que in baptismi rege- 
neratione dimissa sunt, sed de iis qua 
quotidie de seculi amarissimis fructibus 
humane vite infirmitas contrahit.’ 
és ка) Not ‘for we also, &. (as in 
Luke, cai yàp abrol d$.) nor ‘in the same 
measure as we also, &c. but like as (quippe; 
not exactly sam, cf. Klotz ad Devar. p. 
766. Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 460) 
we also, &c.; implying similarity in the 
two actions, of kind, but no comparison of 
degree. See especially the first ref., where 
manifestly while the kind of act was the 
same, the degrees were widely different. 
‘ Augustine uses tho testimony of this 
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only t. р Luke lv. 18. James i. vzA 1 
2, 12 al. Deut. iv. 84. q w. awó, (Lake xi. 4 v. r.) Rom. xv. 81. 1 Thes. і. 10. 9 Thess. Ш. 3. 33 ° 
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vill 12.2. Hud ac Р acuo ad Ducat gear, нас че Р жираондь, р 
о = Luke xi. 4 only. (Luke v. 18, 19 reff. Deut. xxviii. 88.) 

19. rec agueper (the present seeme to be from Luke xi. 4), with G rel Scr's mss vulg 
(with am) lat-5 of ff, т, 4 syr-cu вуг goth sth arm (Orig,) Constt Cypr: agiopey 
DELA: txt BZN 1 hari! (with forj fuld) Syr Orig, Nyssen Ps-Ath. (33 lat-a def.) 

rayer against all proud Pelagian notions 
of i Aeli sinless state in this life’ 
(Trench) ; and answers the various excuses 
and evasions by which that sect escaped 
from the conclusion. y here 
implies that (see ch. v. 28, 24) the act of 
forgiveness of others is completed before 
we approach the throne of grace. 
18.] The sentiment is not in any way in- 
consistent with the Christian's joy when 
he wapacpoig wepiriog oio, James 
i. 2, but is & humble self-distrust and 
shrinking from such trialin the prospect. 
As Euthym. says: wasdever т}нйс д Aóyoc 
un Oappeiv lavroic, pnd’ imixndgy тойс 
тнрасрої)% ved Üappórnroc 
brayoplvey uiv rov wepacpoy wapat- 
rnréioy avrovc’ ixayopivwy bt &удротіо». 
The leading into temptation must be un- 
derstood in its plain literal sense: see 
magou оду ry тарасиф cai тї» ЇкКЗа- 
ew, 1 Cor. x. 18. There is no discrepancy 
with James i. 13, which speaks not of the 
providential bringing about of, but the 
actual solicitation of, the temptation. 
Somo (e. g. Isid. Pelus. on ch. xxvi. 41, 
Thl. on Luke xxii. 46, Aug., Bengel, al. 
have attempted to fix on elceviyeye an 
«сел у tig weep. the meaning of bringing 
into the power of, and entering into, го as 
to be overcome by, temptation. But this 
surely the words will not bear. &ààá 
must not be taken as equivalent to ef di 
pn, q. d. ‘but if thou dost, deliver,’ &c.; 
but is rather the opposition to the former 
clause, and forms in this sense, but one 
petition with it,—* bring us not into con- 
Лісі with evil, nay rather deliver (rid) us 
Fron tt altogether.’ In another view, 
however, as expressing the deep desire of 
all Christian hearts to be delivered from 
all evil (for rot sovnpo? is here certainly 
neuter, though taken masculine by Chrys., 
Thl, Erasm., Beza, al.; the introduction 
of the mention of ‘the evil one’ would 
seem here to be incongruous. Besides, 
compare the words of St. Paul, 2 Tim iv. 
18, which look very like а reminiscence of 
this prayer: see note there) these words 
form a seventh and most affecting petition, 
reaching far beyond the last. ey are 
the expression of the yearning for redemp- 

tion of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 23), 
and so are fitly placed at the end of the 
prayer, and as the sum and substance of 
the personal petitions. So Augustine 
very beautifully ws (Ep. ad Probam. 
cap. xi): Cum dicimus Libera nos a 
malo, nos admonemus cogitare, nondum 
nos esse in eo bono, ubi nullum patiemur 
malum. Et hoc quidem ultimum quod in 
dominica oratione itum est, tam late 
patet, ut homo Christianus in qualibet 
tribulatione constitutus in hoc gemitus 
edat, in hoc lacrymas fundat, hinc exor- 
diatur, in hoc immoretur, ad hoc terminet 
orationem." : 

The dozology must on every ground of 
sound criticism be omitted. Had it 
formed part of the original text, it is ab- 
solutely inconceivable that all the ancient 
authorities should with one consent have 
omitted it. They could have had no 
reason for doing so; whereas the habit of 
terminating liturgical prayers with ascrip- 
tions of praise would naturally suggest 
some such ending, and make its insertion 
almost certain in course of time. And 
just correspondent to this is the evidence 
in the var. readd. We find absolutely no 
trace of it in early times, in any a of 
MSS. or in any expositors. The ito 
has it, but whether it always had, is an- 
other question. Stier eloquently defends 
its insertion, but solely on subjective 

ade: maintaining that the prayer is 
incomplete without it, and ing the 
ight of such “ innere Kritik to over-ride 

evidence whatever. It is evident that 
thus we should have no fixed principles 
at all by which to determine sacred 
text: for what seems to one critic appro- 
priate and necessary, is in the view of 
another an incongruous addition. It is 
quite open for us to regard it with Euthy- 
mius as тд тара тоу Өш» gwornpey 
к. т. dexAnoiag caOnynrav трос̧тгӨі» 
дероте ћебт‹оу I,,, and to retain it 
as such in our liturgies; but in dealing 
with the sacred text we must not allow 

à оп considerations, of which we 
are such poor judges, to outweigh the al- 
most unanimous testimony of antiquity. 
The inference to be drawn from the words 
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18. rec aft vovnpov ins ore воо «ori» y ВасМка kac 9 Suvapic, каз 9 доЁа eic тоос 
awvac ард» (interpolation the liturgies, ia interruption of the context г see 

notes), with L rel (most cursives) lat-f g, syrr syr-cu(omg к. 9 беу.) syr-jer copt goth am eat tibi vi 
wth arm Constt, Isid Chr Thi Euthym (see below) : ii virtus in secula 
saeculorum lat-k : quod tuum est robur ef potentia in ævum evi sah: or: cov tori» n 
Вас. к. j доу. к. т} доЁ. rov rarpoc к. г. viov к. т. ay. жу. Constt, : 

1 } om BDZN 1. 17. 118. 130. 209 latt copt; the regnum et virtus et gloria Op: 
tuum est 

pe fathers, even when they expound the prayer in detail, e. g. Origcerte Cyr-jer Max 
yssen(who ends his expos. thus: үарт: yptorov, ort avrov у дуу. к. доЁ. apa ты 

татр. к. ты Gyiw ту. yyy кап 6. T. at. Twy as. ануу) Euthym(who accuses the 
iani for despising то тара rwv Өнө» фыстпрыу к. тус гккАпоас KaOnynrey 

TpocrtÜev acporeAeurioy sxigwynpa); the latin fathers, e. g. Tert r Ambr Sedul 
Fulig Jer &c schol(addg rode or: . . «v rci» ov curat paypi rov ант») schol on Luke 
(observes that in Luke the prayer ends with wepacpoy, but that Matt adds алла .. 
To»5pov) ; also complut, Erasm, Camerar, Grot, Mill, Bengel, 
Lachm, 

Wetst, Griesb, Scholz, 
h, Treg ; (see more in Wetst.)—Some have the aus», omg the doxology. 

14. om уар D'L al Scr's p evv-z-P (a£ beg of lection). vpi» bef ca: D lat-d c. 
15. ra wapaxrwpara avrwy bef cay py афта т. аубр. vulg lat -e f, g, 1: om (as 

unnecessary, and to 
Max Aug : ins in both places L 13. 
афтси ins ишу D latt syrr coptt arm. 

16. rec wcwep, with L rel: txt BDA 1. 

of St. Paul, 2 Tim. iv. 18, is rather against, 
than for the genuineness of the doxology. 
The fact that he there adds a doxology, 
different from that commonly read here, 
seems to testify to the practice, begun 
thus early, of concluding the Lord's prayer 

new law of love, and enforces it by a so- 
lemn assurance. Оп the sense, cf. Mark 
xi 25, and the remarkable Sir. 
xxviii 2: dgec ddicnya rø wAnciov gov, 
a. vére SeyOivrog cov al ймартїш cov 
AvOscorra:. See eee most elo- 
quent a on this verse, Hom. xix. p. 
255, oppen 

16—18.) THIRD EXAMPLE. Fasting. 
Another t of the spiritual life, 
in which reality in the sight of God, and 
not appearance in the sight of man, must 
be our object. While these verses deter- 
mine nothing as to the manner and extent 
of Christian fasting, they clearly recognize 

a bites to preceding oer: see below) D 1. 118. 209 lat-a А k Syr 
235 lat.g, syr-jer copt sth arm. aft 

it as a solemn duty, ranking it with alms- 
giving and prayer; but requiring it, like 
them, (see ch. ix. 14—17,) to spring out 
of reality, not mere formal prescription. 

16. &éav([ovow] “Chrys. dia- 
obe i pov, q roAUõe O: Homb., Hammond, 
colorem auferre, comparing Antiochus, 
Hom. 66 de invidia, rò трбршхо» lEnga- 
vier, pallorem inducit : Erasm., Fritzsche, 
е conspectu tollere: Elsner, Meyer, to 
hide, cover wp, viz. in mourning costume. 
But in later Greek the meaning is de- 
Jormare, to disfigure, (which the extermi- 
sare of the vulg. may also mean,) as is 
shewn in many examples cited Le 
Clerc h. I., Valcknár on Pheeniss. 373, 
Schäfer ad Dion. de comp. verb. p. 124. 
In Stobeus, Serm. lxxiv. 62, Nicostratus 
uses it of women who peint: wóópe & 
ay tin cai той д:)Өўуас урут) vytaivovea 
cai Pipebion cai ож 6фӨалиф отоурафўс 
cai ddXow xpeparoc бюуүрафобутос кай 
ddgavifovros тёз бфем ‘which be paints 
and désfigures the faces.’ The allusion is 
therefore not to covering the face, which 
could only be regarded as a sign of mourn- 
tag, but to the equalor of the uncleansed 
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cautery B. 
lat a ö f А th arm lat- ff spec. : 

17. ak D al, 
18. for orwe, wa D. 

overlooking the emphasis) B lat-k. 

rec ins ort bef axeyovow, with L rel vulg lat -e fF, g,: om BD 1 

ynorevwy bef тос avOpwroic (transposition for uniformity, 
гес ey rw кротго (both times : from vv 4, б), 

with L rel: txt B(D)N 1.—om rw (twice) D'.—xpugia "es time) Di. 
ins ev Tw gavepw (from ov 4, 6), with EA lat-a 

rec aft cos 
c 91 A Е eth arm-mse: om BD rel 

vulg lat: FFII syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt goth arm-zoh ТЫ Euthym Aug. 
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21. rec (for тоу both times) vue» (see Luke xii. 84), with L rel lat syrr goth arm: 

face and hair of the head and beard, as the 
contrast of washing and anointing shews.” 
Tholuck : and this certainly appears to be 
the right view, ially when we com- 

vv. 19, 20 below. But he seems too 
Му to have assumed the meaning in 

the passage from Stobeus: for there the 
verb may just as well signify covering, 
ре over, as disfiguring. The 

tym. M says dgavica, oi rA 
obyi rò Фуад wo vv», ФАЛА тд ring 
дфауй roroa Suidas, on the other 
hand, d$avicat оф rò poAUvat кай xpàvas 
ÓgAoi, dx Ad rò advedeiy cai афауёс той- 
eat: but it is possible that he may be 
speaking of its classical sense, as sug- 
gested by Le Clerc, who does not however, 
as Tholuck asserts, cite any examples of 
the other meaning. 17.] i. e. ap- 
pear as usual :’ ‘seem to men the same 
as if thou wert not fasting It has been 
observed that this precept applies only to 
voluntary and private fasts, (such as are 
mentioned Luke xviii. 12,) not to public 
and enjoined ones. But this distinction 
does not seem to be necessary; the one 
might afford just as much occasion for ов- 
tentation as the other. 

19—34.) From cautions against the 
hypocrisy of formalists, the discourse na- 

turally passes to the entire dedication of 
the heart to God, from which all duties 
of the Christian should be performed. In 
this section this is enjoined, 1. (vv. 19— 
24) with regard to earthly treasures, from 
the impossibility of serving God and 
Mammon: 2. (vv. 25—84) with to 
earthly cares, from the assurance our 
Father careth for us. 19, 20.) It is 
to be observed that the qualifying clauses, 
dni тїз y, dv ойроуф, belong in each 
case to the verb Oncavpilrre, not to the 
noun Өлсаороїс. bow] more 
general in meaning than rust—the * wear 
and tear’ of time, which eats into and 
consumes the fairest ions. ТЬе 
Oncavpl{ere Onc. iv obp. would accumu- 
late the BadAdyria ш} xadarobpeva, 04- 
баорду dvickawroy of Luke xii. 33, cor- 
responding to the pide of ch. v. 12, and 
the dwodwce оо of vv. 4, 6, 18. Cf. 1 
Tim. vi. 19: Tobit iv. 9. Nope 
соусу] usually joined with olxiay, as ch. 
xxiv. 43. 1.] The connexion with the 
foregoing is plain enough to any but the 
shallowest reader. ‘The heart is, where 
the treasure is But it might be replied, 
* I will have a treasure on earth and а tres- 
sure in heaven also: a divided affection.’ 
This is dealt with, and its impracticability 

b отс ovre oroa- 

ор! 96 BoD, die e, ка! Отоо кАётта оф ! $#оруааоуов» BEGKL 
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txt B 1 latt syr-ms-marg coptt wth Macar Bas Ephr Tert Cypr, Aug. 
sera: om B 
23. aft Ist офа\иос add cov B latt mth Orig lat, Hil. 

Е, ] us light g and guiding . vos] as 
the bod bor tod ны скы рү id 
i in itself. Similarly the inner 

t, the conscience, lights the spirit and 
its faculties, but by light supernal to it- 
self. &, clear, untroubled in 
vision, as the eye which presents a well- 
defined and single image to the brain. 
жоузр, 

: in "Galen, and Mund. 
el обу r. r. A.] If then the 

LIGHT Which is in thee is darkness, how 
dark must the DARKNESS be! і. е. if the 
conscience, the eye and light of the soul, 
be darkened, in how much grosser dark- 
ness will all the passions and faculties be, 
which are of themselves naturally dark !' 
The opposition is between rd ges and тд 

ison is found in Aristotle, Topic i. 14 
etst.), ec оис i» ёфдалиф, vovg iv 

(we d i Philo de 

oxdéros. This inte tion is borne out 
by the Vulgate: Ipeas tenebre quante 
erunt" by Jerom o5 б ита, qu amen 
est, anims vitio itio caligatur pea putas 
(он: quantis tenebris obvolretur | and by 

órav yàp ò xuBepynrnc ùro- 
Bpóxvoc yivay, cai ò Хоҳуос о8го®ў, 
cai 6 пугу alxpddwrog yivnrat, коа 
Abe тд» фота rolg фхткбос Ari; ; Нош. 
xx. p. 264, and Euthymius: ei оду rà 
$9c rò iv соі, $ igriv ó voug, 6 ёырпбніс̧ 
tig тд уд: каі туй» тй» фоҳӯу, 
exórog i, rovrioriy loxériorat, Nerz, 
rd окбтос, "+ axd rev хаб», xcov 
lora, tig rò ceorifay туу jwyfjv, eco- 
rioGivrog той й>»атФАХо>тос Y iei Her бс. 
Augustine (de Serm. Dom. ii. $ 
it — but understands „ to 
refer to a different thing: Si ipsa cordis 

Prov. iv. вас r 
xviiL 10. Acts zxlil. Tu. 

m Luke xvi. 13. 1 Thess, v. 14. i. 9 only. ' Prov. Ш. 18. 

Lake xvi. 18 bis, CoL Ш. 94, 1 vii. 8. 
6. 1 Сог. iv. 6 onl arin: 18, 

ка aft 

y bef o 099. cov ax. B. 

intentio, qua facis quod facis, qus tibi 
nota est, sordidatur appetitu rerum ter- 
renarum . . . atque cscatur: quanto magis 
ipsum factum, cujus incertus est exitus, 
sordidum et tenebrosum est!’ So too the 
Syr. seth. versions; and Erasm. : “Si ratio 
excecata id judicat imprimis esse - 
tendum, пой vel contemnendum, vel ne- 
glectui habendum, і in quas tenebras totum 
hominem rapiet ambitio reliqueque animi 
perturbationes, qus suapte natura cali- 
ginem habent!”—Bucer, Luther. Stier 
expands this well Reden Jesu, i. 208, 
edn. 2, “As the body, of itself a dark 
mass, has its light from the eye, so we 
have here compared to it the шшш, 
bestial life (Wx) of men, their а 
tites, desires, and aversions, which belong 
to the lower creature. This dark region 
—human nature under the gross dominion 
of the flesh—shall become itualized, 
enlightened, sanctified, by the e spiritual 
light : but if this light be darkness, how 

must then the darkness of the 
sensuous life be!” The usual modern 
interpretation makes rò oxcrog wócov a 
mere expreesion of the greatness of the 
darkness thereby occasioned, and thus 
loses the force of the sentence. 
94. ] And this division in man's being can - 
not take place—he is and must be one— 
light or dark God or Mammon. 

Sovevay] Not merely ‘serve,’ 
but in that closer sense in which he who 
serves is the дойАос of, i. e. belongs to, 
and obeys entirely. д'1%8 mobos ўр" 
dx ойк Diod TP papevg, add’ elyev 
abròg cai isparea, zai дєстбтус, оў 
догАос ў». 

À.. 
is not a repetition; but the suppositions 
are the reverse of one another: as Meyer 
expresses it, He will either hate A ae 
love B, or cleave to A and ope B:’ 
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v eh. xviiL 10. havi. roy * eroov " катафро›йсн. ov Suvacbe беф ' SovArvay BEGKL 
i т papwvg. 25 Fi rovro Aéyo уши, un еллы 

Vio ion f. тр Vuxp оро» ri paynte kai. ri minre, ипдї 
ойбу! 1 7 улут: 1 Ae tony ттс Re. ch. x. 18. е ~ 1232 Р 

Latest. UWP ri evdvonabe, 

ETATTEAION VI. 

T CwpaTI 

1 Gor. v.88, тоофӯс, kat TO сера rov " tOoparoc ; % Af нс 

8 Kings vil. 
10. Ps. 
uzzvil, 18. 

“ de ` d e @ э f , 92 f 8 ГА 
та ЕТУП TOU oupa vou, отг OU ORTEPOVGLY OO єб1- 

vot [| ? * g? 7 е A е 
Covow Ovoée guva*yougt» ис атобпкас̧, каго marno Upwy 

7 zn a W. 0 з оурамос ‘тріфи aura’ ovy di, раАоу ™ дафіргте "Fob nii. 38, pavtoc Tpió Ходас “н фер 
24 à 

zch. xxii. 31 

49. Ueb, xi. 4. 
$. II. Ina, v. 80. 11. 1. дл. Mark x. 21 al. 
Ps. xliz.]]. Beek. хха. б. 

f John іт. 87 тей. pilu., ver. 28 reff. 
iv. 16. Ali. 24. xxiii. 99. Acts xil. 90. James v. 6. Rev. zii. 6, 14 on! 

Lake xii. vill, 86, m е Э4 only. 
Ш. 20. xil. 95. Tobit v. 16. 

? 7 as е ~ — 7 - 

QUTOYV 5 21 ric & H4 ЫЛА ^ ntpuivov Фоъатає ° mpocOeivar 

Макі б. vi. D. Acts xil. 21. Row. хіі. 12. Rev. l. Id Lev. v. 10. Jer.x.9F. 
b eh. Hi. 4 al. Matt. only, exe. Lake xii, 25 

aw ch. хи. ai, 
€ ww, есе, Acts . 28. h. 1. K. 

cb. viii. 20 1 L. Ш 82 f. Lake viti. 5. Acts . 12. xi В. 
eas above (d). ch. xiii. ii 

eb. tii. 19 гей, 
41 Mk. Lake zii. 24. Rom. і. 93. Jame» iii. 7. 

h ch. v. 48 ref . xxv. 87. Lake 
в Gen. хіти. 15. 1 = Mark 

п = ch. x. Zi. xii. 19. 9 Mace. xv. 18. o Lake 

25. for cat, n (perhaps from ver 81) В 33. 118. 124 al gat (with lux) lat-o f g, А 
coptt arm Orig Ath Bas spec. 
-nre,—perhaps thinking 

Om x. Tt minre 
of Luke xii. 22: the ка ги 

(perhaps by negligence, -nre to 
ficiently distinguishes it from the 

similar clause, ver 31) 1. 22 vulg lat-a b ff, k l syr-cu eth arm Clemappy Bas, Epiph 
Chr Euthal Damasc 

alc and ò Írepoc keeping their individual 
reference in both members. nie and 
åyarĝy must be given their full meaning, 
or the depth of the saying is not reached: 
the sense minus diligo, posthabeo’ (Bret- 
schneider) for шот» would not bring out 
the opposition and division of the nature of 
man by the attempt. papevg ) Chal- 
dee, u, (from you. confisus est,) riches. 
* Congruit et Punicum nomen, nam lucrum 
Punice mammon dicitur, August. in loc. 
Mammon does not appear to have been the 
name of any Syrian deity, as Schleusner 

Tholuck has shewn that the idea 
rests only on the «testimony of Papias, an 
obscure grammarian of the eleventh cen- 
tury. Schl. refers to Tertullian, who, how- 
ever, says nothing of the kind (see adv. 
Marc. iv. 88, which must be the place 
meant, but not specified by Schl.). 
25. &a тобто] A direct inference from 
the foregoing verse: the розны since 
paptpvede (the root being pepiZw) is ‘to be 
слиз) ‘to have the mind rawn two 
ways.“ The E. V., ‘Take no thought,’ 
does not express the sense, but gives 
rather an exaggeration of the command, 
and thus makes it unreal and nugatory. 
Be not anxious, would be far better. ГА 
гахе xii. 29 we have p) uri pit obe, 
where sce note. тр фух = пері тїс 
* dat. иин, See ver. 28. 
оўу\ 4 V.] robro rt дп\ш>» Sri å rà 
Nero додс рї» cai rò Darrov доси. 
R% dd rò Co Мун. Euthymius. 

26. тё rer.] The two examples, of 
the birds and the lilies, are not parallel in 

il Op Aug Jer(expr: he says it is added in some mss). 

their application. The first is an argu- 
ment from the less to the greater; that 
our heavenly Father, who feeds the birds, 
will much more feed us: the second, be- 
sides this application, which (ver. 30) it 
also contains, is a reproof of the vanity of 
anxiety about clothing, which, in all its 
pomp of gorgeous colours, is vouchsafed 
to the inferior creatures, but not attain- 
able by, as being unworthy of, us. No- 
tice, it is not said, prj aveipers—p?) O:pi- 
Lere—pi) соуйугте ;—the birds are not our 
example to follow in their habits, for God 
.hath made us to differ from them—the 
doing all these things is part of our xóee 
paAAoy дгафіргте, (Luke xii. 24,) and in- 
creases the force of the à fortiori; but it 
is said, ш} peptpvadre—py nere. 
rl yov» шфеХ\ђснс обтыс irireraptvoc 
ptpiyva» ; cây ydp pupia orovddayc, ob 
бшсис verdy NA jio» ойд xvoádc ётё- 
pov, olc ò стброс картоуоэгї. ravra ydp 
ò Ө.дє nóvoc iwaw. Euthymius. д 
xarip tev, not atray:—thus by every 

word does our Lord won y 
assert the truths and proprietiesof creation, 
in which we, his sons, are His central work, 
and the rest for ме. rod obp., and after- 
wards тоб dypov, as Thol. remarks, are not 
superfluous, but serve to set forth the wild 
and uncaring freedom of the birds and 
ркан I may add,—also to set forth their 
ower rank in the scale of creation, as бе- 
longing to the air and the field. Who 
could say of mankind, оі аъдрыто: roo 
kócpov? Thus the д iori is more 
plainly brought out. 27.) These 

* nb, rk TA 1.33. 
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imi тт» Р Акау aùrov * wiryuv tvd ; m Kat (тері ” ird v P = Lake sti. 
2K. (zis. 8 

. ГА oo К " roc rt leg rave; *катанабета та ‘xpiva rov aypou, . „9 ч 
— * Ф a 1. 

° qc " aùkávovaw. ov “ xomtovoty O villovatv" q Juh he zal = 

29 Агуш 82 0 уш» ore * oudi pedis ie ev racy тр Bog avrov o a7. 
De “wepuPadero d we êv robrew. 

тото‹ ‚2 "оуб 

Lao vov о ббс ovrec * Sudtivvvow, ov тоАА\ф paÀXov ù ue xno. 

uL $ rov > Хботоу TOU Lm 

HEGEL aypoù onpEpov Ovra kat ° avpioy tic rA {За>о» ВаААбде- f Ium 2 

= ch. ЗН. 4. 

un ov ' utptuvtjonre дуои ri p Y E DES 
ай, 

pev n Ti wiwpev rt * weoiBardwpeba; 9 x4 
iL 31. iv. 16, CoL N. 19. г fii, 18. жай, ver. шк 

m 31. 80. тауга yap ravra а 

.) ch хі. ен Lake v. 8 
Mark (И. 11. v. 18. Joba x. 8. 2ix. m Rev.i. . Ps. exzvi. 1. 

19. lii. $al. Winer, $ 58.8 a. peu 2 i Exod (only) EXXAY*.93 al. = 1 Cor. 
v. I. 1. 21 al. a Acts xil. Z. Rev. iii. 6, isal. Bath. y b cb. siil. 86. * Mart iv. 
ТА, 1 Pet. 1. 24 (lee, (rom lsa. Kl. 6,7). Gen. ii. D. o Lake эш, 28 ай, 64. Act: xxii, 
19. іза. xxii. 1 Lake xli. 28 only. Gen. xv. 17. 1. 8p (Luke xil. 98 v. г) 

xi. 

. vnde (gr 28. rec auI. . . кота. 

only. FO her 725 19. (ur, Lake zil 28. sto Job as above.) 
оту 

f eh. a 9. ziv. 81. xvi. 8. Lake 

ammatical correction: or from Luke xii. 27), 
with L rel: txt Bx i (Si) 83. 118. 200 Ath Chr. 

words do not relate to the Stature, the 
adding a cubit to which (= a foot and a 
half) would be a very great addition, in- 
stead of a very small one, as is implied 
here, and expressed in Luke xii. 26, ei od» 

wrrov ддуасбг, к. rA. — but to 
the time of life of each hearer; as Theo- 
phylact on Luke xii. 26, Zwñç utrpa тарӣ 
рбур v9 Org, xal obr abróc ric izacroc 
favre porie "йс jc. So Hammond, 
Wolf Rosenm. Kuinoel, Olsh., De Wette, 
Meyer, Stier, Tholuck, &c. &с.: and the 

t y to require it; 
for tho the object veniri hol cod and clothing is not 
to enlarge the 5 but to prolong life. 
The application of measures of space to 
time is not uncommon. See Ps. хххїх. 5: 
Job ix. 25: 2 Tim. iv. 7. In Stobeus, 
xcviii. 18, we have cited from Mimnermus, 
jurc ё' eld re ba pón moXváyOsuoc 
Фр?) | Гарос, Sr’ a/ афу аўЁгтав Мов, 
| roic [е Лов, rijxvtov ixi xpóvov. áyOtoiv 
finc | терхбиеба. Alcwus (Athen. x. 7) 
says, Gderviocg бріра : and Diog. Laert. 
а. 16 (ThoL) ся:дарз) тоё Biov. 
28. те, impl more attention 
than iuSrsPare: the fly by, and we 
can but look upon them: the flowers are 
ever with us, and we can watch their 
growth. These lilies have been su 
to be the crown imperial, (fritillaria impe- 
rialis, xpivoy andit: Kaifertrone,) 
which grows wild in Palestine, or the 
Ta m Sir J. E. Smith, cited b 
Р whose pict liliaceous Sowers 
cover autumnal fields of the Levant. 
Dr. Thomson, “the Land and the Book,” 
p. 256, believes the Huleh lily to be 
meant: “it ts very large, and the three 
inner petals meet above, and DNA NU. 

goons спору, such as art never a 
proached, and king never sat under, ся 
In his utmost glory. And when I met 
this incomperable flower, in all its love- 
liness, among the oak woods around the 
northern base of Tabor, and on the hills of 
Nazareth, where our Lord t His 
youth, I felt assured that it was this to 
which He referred." Probably, however, 
the word here may be taken in & wider 
import, as signifying all wild flowers: 
wes is not interrogative, but relative: 
how they grow. 29.] We herd 
have the declaration of the Creator Him- 
self eoncerning the relative glory and 
beauty of all human pomp, compared with 
the meanest of His own works. See 2 
Chron. іх. 15—28. And the m 
hidden beneath the text should not escapé 
the student. As the beauty of the flower 
is unfolded the Divine Creator-Spirit 
from within, the laws and capacities 
of its own individual life, so must all true 
adornment of qued ы unfolded from within 
by the same Al ty Spirit. See 1 Pet. 
i 8, 4. ds noit к fou without сеп 
defile a man, (ch. xv. 11,) so neither can 
any thing from without adorn him. Onur 
Lord introduces with A ùpiy His reve- 
lations of omniscience: see ch. xviii. 10, 
19. 80. rbv x ] The wild 
flowers which form pest of the meadow. 
growth sre counted as ing to the 
grass, and are cut down with it. Cut 
grass, which soon withers from the к 
ts still used in the East for firing. 
* the ы the Book,” р. б The 

part. denotes the habit. “udlBavos, 
te Ate xp(B., a covered earthen vessel, а 
pe wider at the bottom than at the top, 
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eam rd {ъп Sémimrovciv* olütv yap o ̀  warno ©нш» о ob- 
iva pavtog Gre | хойт. rovrwy axavrwv. Freire & 
1 Kings xx. " ` Г) е 1 - 1 ` $ 7 

wpwro» tiv Ball, той бой Kat rnv dtxaroovwny 
avrov, kat ravra тйута ™ wpocreOnoerat Урі». 3 ат) ойу 

T Wi. Р utpiuvnanre ^ etc * riv ° avptov* ° yap ° avpioy * pepip- 
P vict avrnc. Раркетду тр nalog 9) $ какіа avriüc. 

P . 1. - LÀ 

ira uti, VII. I MH ‘xpivere, tva. pù крбпте 2 f 9 удо Xun 
Exil 18 Ich. х0. 28. xxi. 8), 43. Mark i. 15 al. fr m Lake xii. 31, xvii, r- 
то wie n Acts iv. B row, xvii. 1. , o Acts tv. 8, 6. “James iv. 14 oniy. Exod. viti. 25. BEGK 

ро. . 20. 1 Pet. iv. omg T Dat zv. 2 Aq. constr., Prov, ххх. 37. = and Gospp, bere only. (Acts LMBUV 
vii. 93 al.) Boci. xii. 1. . . я dec Rom, ii. 1, 8. James tv. 11, 12. PPs P: ХА 1.33. 

1. 
h eh. v. 48 геї, 

89. rec ех тти (grammatical correction), with L rel: txt B 1. 18. 83. 124. 209. 
88. ryv Quaiogvygy cat тт» BaciAay avrov (omg rov 0v) B, simly 296 Scr's v am 

lat-g, copt е Eus. 
84. rec aft uipuvnon ins ra, with E rel; ra wepi A: om BGLSV Scr's f k ou. 

reo (for avrgc) s«avrgc, with E rel: txt BLA. 

wherein bread was baked 
embers round it, which uced a more 

uable heat than in the regular oven 
({т>бс), Herod. ii. 92, Aristoph. Vesp. 

by putting hot 

1158.” Wilkinson and Webeter's note. 
93. olBev ] This 2nd уар 

brings in an additional reason : see Xen. 
Symp. iv. 56. i 33. {nreire i 

these things er our religious det еве our ous duties, 
e. g. beginning with prayer days of ava- 
rice and worldly anxiety, but make your 
great object, as wo say, your first care. 
ii Sixasootvny] Not here че cers 

righteousness of justification, but the epi- 
ritual purity inculcated in this discourse. 
ri ёк. а answers to у тє бт 
abrod, spoken of in ch. v. 48, and is 
another reference to the being as our Hea- 
venly Father is. In the, Biritan life 
which has been since unfolded, the righte- 
ousness of justification is a necessary con- 
dition of likeness to God; but it 1s not 
the du. айт. here meant. таўта wévra, 
these things, all of them—the emphasis 
being on the us—all such things: 
жбуте тайта, all these ‘ the whole 
of the things mentioned’—the emphasis 
being on závra,—the fact that all with- 
out exception are included. See Winer, 
§ 18. 4. *posTeÓ.] There is a tradi- 
tional saying of our Lord, aíreire rd 
udn, cai rd шкра ùpiv трост:Өђсєгас 
kal alreire rà irovpávia, kai rà іжіуна 
жростгӨйо та vpiv. Fabric. Cod. Apocr. 
i. 329. (Meyer.) 34. 4 yàp ep.) 
for the morrow will care for it, viz. for 
3 абр» mentioned above: i. e., will 

ing care enough about ite own matters : 
implying, ‘after all your endeavour to 
avoid worldly cares, you will find quite 
enough, and more of them when to-mor- 

row comes, about to-morrow itself: do 
not then increase those of to-day by intro- 
ducing them before their time. A hint, 
as is the following rasíu, that in this state 

Cuar. VII. 1—18.] Of our CONDUCT 
TOWARDS OTHER MEN: parenthetically 
illustrated, vv. 7—11, by the benignity 
and wisdom of God in hie dealings with 
=з. The connexion with the last 
is immediately, the word кекќа, in whi 
a glance is given by the Saviour at the 
misery and sinfulness of human life at its 
best ;—and now precepts follow, ыер рны 
us how we аге to live in such a world, an 
among others sinful like ourselves :—meds- 
ately, and more generally, the continui 
caution against h isy, in ourselves an 
in others. 1.| This does not prohibit 
all judgment (see ver. 20, and 1 Cor. v. 
12); but, as A tine (de Serm. Dom. 
ii. § 59) says, Hoe loco nihil aliud nobis 
[recipi existimo, nisi ut ea facta que du- 
ium est quo animo fiant, in meliorem par- 

tem interpretemur.’ xplvav has 
been taken for caracpivey here (cpio 
ф>таўба тђу carágpiciw vógcoy. Euthym. 
So also Theophylact, Tholuck, Olshausen) ; 
and this seems necessary, at least in so far 
that zpive» should be taken as implyi 
an i j t. For if the com 

ко:Өђте, would not, in its right interpreta- 
tion, as applying to God's judgment of ue, 
correspond. And the ш) caradicdZere, 
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* xpipart кріете скр Ўпавабе, kai * ev М пітрр ™ werpeire s1 Tim. ш. & 
" werpnOnoerat d o ir. sri 8 Pérec то " карфос тд iy E x 
T офбаАнф TOV adeA gov тор, тї» de ғу тф сф SpA cca 
" oxov ov ~ катауонс ; ‚ 47 тос рас тр aA Gp gov "regis ed 

d “Ages «Вале ro " карфос ато тоо oaov. gov, kai oiy, Exod, 
Avi. 18. 
te (vv. 4, 2805 5 D " Soxóc é £v тф офбаА\шр cov; 5s ' Отокрита, ic Ba B ond Late 

С denos трето» єк TOU apa Ano? соо тп» * бокд», ral rore oniy. 
BCEGK Ze NC eG ікВале» тд " каофос ё той oba) vov “ДТ 
LMSUV , 3 Ga a 
XA1.33. а . 8 ` b м 

фоу cou um отг то ao тос xvolv, ипо Е ЮК 

хі. т-а Ps, хей. 9. XIII. 14. Judg. xvi. 26 vat. сот. oh. xxi «9 МЕ. 
з. vi. 2, a Mark тїй, 95. Lake Ji 43 only 7. соти . Pbæd. $ 81, init. b= 

Rev. Pri. 16 (Lake xvi fl. $ Pet. il. 29, from Prov. zzvi. 11) овіу. laa, ivi. Ii. 

Cuar. VII. 2. rec ayriperpnOnosra (from Luke vi. 38), with Scr’si p evv-x-z-P 
oh er Folyo Clem Origane lat-if: txt B rel(and rel-scr) am(with forj fuld 

eu copt sth arm Clem Orig, Dial Thdrt ТЫ Euthym Hil. 
arts rte uud see ver Б) B 1. 18. 83. 124. 209 al Scr's b lat-a b c Lucif. 
5. rec rg» доко» bef єк rov ogPadpov cov (see next clause and Luke vi. 42), with L 

rel lat-a 5 c Iren- lat Lucif: txt B C(appy) R. 

rE i 1 Ё B3 32 s du 
af К i H E H BR 77 

E ) i.e. 20 906 EE o ES because the mote and beam are in 
ch. v. 7; "10; 

| E Hu | 
ire А dn Js 4 

1 
HE 
Hi 

hi 

1 
SELE Ti 

3 | | Ё 
ый: 8 EB M ; 

^ E Е 
а i. 9; ii. 20. tinction is observed in Luke. ] 

that you have not to wês ips = xóc d] Мун», Luke; 
wie barfft bu fagen, Luther. 
5. фиокритё] brerpiri тӧу тоюрто» 

.] iv, not instru- &vópacty ё ec larpow p тай» ápsátovra, 
i vocoŭvroç d тбкоу iwixovra’ i) ec mpo- 

. i paca piv доорбиогшс тд dür сфёћ- 
according to which : ва in ref. 2 Cor., ра полохрауроуоёута, окотф дф rara- 

v davroic javrobg ратробутес. крісееқ тобто поюйута. Euthym. 
] Lightfoot produces instances of &аВ\., as in E. V., thou shalt see clearly, exbi : : 

ца dii i n 
35d E! ET n 

Ht x Ff M ЕЁ E 
3 E E g g 27 2 

Bag 
11 5 

ech at thy brother 8 2 and as people 
do who stand and gaze at an object, at- 
VFC 

in si dicat quis alteri, Ejice 5 * 
stramen ex oculo tuo, responsurus ille est, ори to b p thy brother тї 

à of his fault, by doing him the best and 
most difficult office of Christian friend- 
ship. The Simu» was vain and idle; 

form a right judg- the даблфхну is for a blessed end, viz. 
the clearness given (ch. xviii. 15) кердйшаз rà» &дафб> cov. 

conflict wi 6.] The connexion, see below. TÓ 
&yvov] Some have оов this а mis- 
translation of the Chaldee, wg, an ear- 

our own faults, ring, or amulet ; but the ecunoxion is nob 
at all improved by it. Pearis bear a re- 

is a карфос to one semblance to peas or acorns, the food of 
i swine, but earrings none whatever to the 

i 1 int | 1 
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аме ВаАтте folc " papyapirac Ореу " Enz poodey roy xolowy, BCEGK 
a 

umore * karaaricousty айтодс £y Toi wooly aurwy ка{ XA 1.33. 
xvii. Sia, 16. 7 

аітете, kai 8обпоета‹ d Ошу" 
" кробете, kai avouyhaerat Ошу" 

ax xxi. xi. S Lour +. 

X 1855 Unreire, kat evonoere 
e ch. v. 18 reff. 
f = ch. v. 18. 
g ch. ix. 17 1. 

T B c офоут! avot gerat 

12 Gal le г Р гүп 

dis ові 

gent к émidwaee аўто; 10 9 
xiii. 
Act n. 16. Rey. Hi. 20 only. Ja 

vi. 92; 28. m Lake xi. II. John NUM IA xv. 18. 
43. аг 80. AI vil. 18 olg. Amos lv 

arpapévreç * 5E v Урас. 

тас yap 9 атш» AapPaver, Kai, о Carey euploxet, Kat 
5 rie [ото] eG du 

Isa, ávÜperoc ` oy атлады 0 vid avrov арго», ni Aldor 

; ij kai cx uv arhat, um g * id. 

6. rec катахаттооау, with E rel Clem: txt BCLX 88. 
8. for avotynoerat, avoryerat B syrr pt. 
9. om гот» L 18 al Scr’s f! i v в em lat-a b с Љ 
ted ij ric .. . . but em ebd те ins B 

E arm Cypr Aug. 
prin 

la rel vulg tf o чонеш 

i= eb. xii. 69. Rom. ii ^, Mark 
k Luke iv. 17. 21.11 Qo) I. xxiv. 20, 

-CU co 
syr- u hm has 

! has put it in the marg) C 
Tec ufi ov add za» (fo holp out the ton- 

soir п "f 9, & Cypr; av K'LA: om BC 1. 13. 229 mm lat 
'a uai e$ coptt ES (for ov, oc 244. 5-7 Scr’s v.) 
with X rel: txt BCLA, petit mm lat-a b o g, x coptt. 

rec atryen (here and ver 10), 
(-сис Cl.) 

10. rec om у, with X rel вутт eth: ins BCKMS 1. 18. uud latt syr-cu coptt 
Aug.—rec aff cat ins ғау, Wi 

struction, and after Løke xi. 12 

‘food of dogs. The similitude is derived 
from rà äyiov, or rà d yia, the meat offered 
in sacrifice, of which no unclean 
was to eat (Lev. xxii. 6, 7, 10, 14 [where 
rò dy. is used), 15, 16). Similarly in the 
‘ancient Christian Liturgies and Fathers, 
тё dyia are the consecrated elements in 
the Holy Communion. The fourteenth 
‘canon of the Council of Laodicwa orders 
ph rà da.. . e iripag rapoixiag 
З:аяіртесдах. Again, of Jerus. : 
рата таёта Мун ò lepeóc Та дуа той 
d yioig. d ta, rà wpostipava, Igor HE 
de due va ayiov хуғйратос. Suicer 
on the word.) Thus interpreted, the вау- 
ing would be one fall of meaning to the 
Jews. As Dean Trench observes (Serm. 
Mount, p. 186), “ It is not that the dogs 
‘would not eat it, for it would be welcome 
to them ; but that it would be a profana- 
tion to give it to them, thus to make it a 
octBador, Exod. xxii. 31." The other part 
of the similitude is of a different cha- 
racter, and belongs entirely E the swine, 
who having cast to them ls, something 
like their natural food, whose value is in- 
appreciable by them, in fury trample them 
with their feet, and t t the 
donor, rend him with their tusks. The 
connexion with the foregoing and following 
verses is this: “Judge not,” &c.; “at- 
tempt sot the correction of others, when 
you need it far more ourselves still, 

be not such mere children, as not to dis- 

with X rel latt syrr syr-cu sth 
1. 33.— «av (omg xa:) latt T Cypr Aug. (Both as 

Cypr 
Aug, ау KIL: om BC 

nis to simplify the con- 

tinguish the characters of those with whom 
you have to do. Give not that which is 
holy to dogs,” &c. Then, as a humble 
hearer might be disposed to reply, * if this 
last ba a measure of the divine dealings, 
what bounties can I expect at God's 
hand?’ (This, to which Stier objecta, R. 
Jesu i. 283, edn. 2, I must still hold to be 
the immediate connexion, as shewn by the 
knowing how to give good gifts, the 
instances adduced below.)—(ver. 7), ‘ask 
of God, aed Не will give to each of you: 
Jor this is His own will, that you shail 
obtain by asking (ver. 8),—good things, 
good for each i» hie place and degree 
(vv. 10, 11), not unwholesome or unfitting 
things. Therefore (ver. 12) do ye the same 
to others, аг ye wish to done, and as 
oe does, to you: vir. give that which 

or each, to each, not judging un- 
toby on the one hand, nor casting 

ncn before swine on the other.’ 
Т.) The three similitudes are all to be un- 
derstood of p prayer, and form a climax: 
axd d roù xpobuy тӧ nerd сфоёрбту- 
тос wpocibvas e pera Өнџӯс ае 
3 Chrys. Hom. xxiii. p. 
se only limitation to this promise, 

h, under various forme, is several 
times repeated by our Lord, is furnished 
in vv. 9—11, and in James iv. 3, alreirs 
kai ob e. Qióri xaxd alrsteGe. 

ere are two questions here, 
the first of which is broken off, after an 
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avre ; Ноу „оре тоутро övreç ara " Sopara Teo Take xi 
ayaba Arat тос ricæroic ouch, тбоф u 0 о "marp 15 s. "logs 
id o "£y то ovpavoic даси ayablà тос ° atrovat m Lake zi. 12. 

° avróv. 12 тйута ob баа ау BéAnre 7 iva ? тоо Ù Ушу XY 
ol „аубрыто, обтыс Kai Uutic P тоште avuroic^ oUroc уар cu. 
ter О vópoc Kai oi mpoparat. ach. v. 45 ref 

8" Еіс бате ài тїс ' arere толя" ri татна o mi, oh. v. 
п холу kat © eupbxwpog п oboc i 9 " атауорса “с ‚тй na 9. 
Au, kai rok AU, но. ol ' eictp yópavot èe avrüc" : In ie 8 
li Sre * 
ee ae Prov. zziii. 27. 

(- теѓа, ch. vi. 5 ee uw xxii. 

стг) h TOÀN kai ? reOAupivy 5 одос т) 

6. » Eph. Ш. i8. fw. M . 

xowvory C! L al. 

Lahe ziii, 24, 
Ar- joha x. 12, 

t Іза. xxxiii. 91. з hereonly. Neh. vii. 4. 
сте "01у. Pa. ciil. к: v bere 

3 John xvii. 19. Acts viti, 20 al. Jor. xx 

D ox 
om ovrwe б1. 243 

om m xvn N forj lat- 

X = here Qh) oniy. > Магк 1 Жү 

OM om ovy (Ceginning of pericopa) L 73. 127! Scr’s v evv-P-z vulg lat-c 
or 15 sav 

5 са Chr во in the mss). 
18. rec tige Gert, with X rel: txt BCLAN. (33 def.) 

-a b e h k Clem Orig, Eus C 
14. for ore, re (appears to 
ч might Phot ТЫ ath See bay 

ym Chrysoc 
Gaud, 

(appy) 4 E Orig, (ns) Hippol hom-Cl Clem Eus On E Aug, Jer Gaud, Leo 

zoh Ephr Pallad Phot 
sah-mnt arm-mss 

spec. 

anacoluthon. See ch. xii. 11. The simili- 
tude of áproc and МӨос also appears in 
‘eh. iv. 3. Luke (xi. 12) adds the egg! = 
the scorpion. жоутроГ] i. 
comparison with God. pue is not а 
вату to suppose a rebuke conveyed here, 
but only a general declaration of the cor- 
ruption and infirmity of man. Augustine 
remarks, in accordance with this view, that 
the now addressed are the same 
who been taught to say ‘ Our Father’ 
just now. rabra ді Г\ғуєу ob давау 
тў» avOpurivny $óciwv obD0b cacilwyv тд 
уёуос ddd xpóc &vridianroA]» тўс 
&уабётттос тўс abrov. з. Hom. 
xxiii. р. 200. Stier remarks, “ sayi 

strongest 
for original sin in the whole of the hol 

R. J. i. 286. &ү 

oar Lord in the ice ag of ‘the шш 
judge, Lake xviii. 6, 7. 13.] Tre 
(Serm. Mount, p. 143) has noticed paises 
e: „ of the sneer 3 
such as Gibbon's inst this precept 

that some of our Lord's s sayings have been 
before written by heathen authors. (See 
examples in Wetst. ad loc.) ‘ Dixit hoc 
Pythagoras, dixit hoc Plato. 
4i inventus fuerit aliquis eorum S hoe Dish 

Hil Lucif, Arnob Jer Ambr Gaud Juv spec. 
been at first a clerical error, then retained, ae it was 

B'CL 1! rel latt syrr syr-cu go goth sth arm- 
Cypr Jer Aug Fulg: txt B! (sic) XN 1? 

add ёе B sah. om з} УЛ lat-a 

quod dixit et Christus, gratulamur illi, non 
sequimur illum. Sed prior fait Ше quam 
Christus. Si quis vera loquitur, prior est 

ipsa Veritas! О homo, attende 
um, non quando ad te venerit, sed 

undo t Merck Enarr. in Ps. cxl. 6. 
сбу is the inference indeed from 

the preceding eleven verses, but imme- 
diately from the det áya0à roig al- 
тобок» avréy just said, —and thus 
this section of the Sermon with a lesson 
similar to the last verse of ch. v., which 
is, indeed, the ground-tone of the whole 
Sermon e like unto God. 
ob reg, viz., the pattern of боа dy: 
not = rabra, because what might suit us, 
might not suit others. We are to think 
bore we should like done to ws, and then 

y that rule to our dealings with 
a vis., by doing to them what we 

ы reason to su they would like 
done to them. This is a moet important 
distinction, and one “ber overlooked in the 
interpretation of this golden maxim. 

18—27.] THE CONCLUSION OF THR DIS- 
COURSE :—setting forth more strongly and 
personally the dangers of hypocrisy, both 
in being led aside by hypocritical teachers, 
and in our own inner life.—Tbhe wiry 
stands at the end of the 486, as in the 
remarkable parallel in the ‘Table of Cebes, 
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Un x 1з. a yovca eic id бып», ка! oyot taiv ot evpioxovrec 
1. 

xx. 46. Lev. 
жий. э. 8и. avri, 
xvii. 14. b 

а = 11 4 4 

i Jobe ir. Eowbev б stow Abr * 

PER avra 
ххі.41. ano 1? 
97. xxv акаудо» ™ 

с бея: ан . xlix. 27. & 

Dur ve 
Joba x. а 

*carpov дроу 

" тросіугте à * 
ofrevec Epxovrat тобе. Ünac Ev * дураст» pre, 

_ Exryvworobe avroóc. 

oragulny ñ д ато BGR сока ; 
IG way ‚$>ёро» P ayaĝov * карзгоўс 

18 % Өфбуата Ars por P аүабд» s Kaprouc 

* Yevsorpognrwy, ато TOV 

prayt. 16 

‘unre 

‚ато rov! карты» 

* воДА уор ато 

' кайоўс 3 тош" 

E Kapwovc rorppode 

Кыны 

> Ж. s. Ч тошу, ovce dtvd yo campo sees ' caXouvc ̂ жо. 
bh Lake xxiv. 

x S d. itt т k ch. xiii. 28, 3 Lake vi. A only, Cant. ap ziii. fam 
$9. Luke vi.44. John 211. 3. Heb.vi:. "ө . il. 1 m La nu Ben. ziv 
xl. PA n Heb. vi. '8 only. Сев. 111. 18. Prov. xxii. 8. Hos, x. "8 (2 Kings xii 81) oniy. Mark 
zi. 18. ke vi. 44. James iii. 13 only. 4 Kings xx.7. (An, ch. xai. 9.) p = Lake vii. 8. Exod. li. f. 

qa ый. 4 2 Isa, v. 2, 4. a= ch. i. 10. жї. 88. sill. 8, &c. s ch. xii. 88 bis. xil. 48. Lake 
Eph. iv. 10 ouiy t. te ch. vi. r^ rell. 

15. om де B ev-y 435 al latt (exc f) Syr syr-cu sah eth arm Just Ath Chr Hil Lueif 
Ang. 

16. cragudas K. cf plurals below) B 1. 118. 209 latt syrr syr-cu goth Chr Tert Hil, 
(Z 38 defective, C! coptt doubtful.) 

1T. карт. rou: ка\. В: 

Gen. AA vll. B9. ch. ЕН. 98. xxvi. 22, 356 МЕ. а. 22, 

kad. wot. каря. А. (Inversions for emphasis.) 
18. [В does not, as the Bentley collation alleges, ins « before ov. for Ist кошу», 

eveycay В Orig, Dial: for 2nd wots, гуғукиу N Orig, 

c. 16: oro с 00рау rid шкра», 
cai ódóv rwa А Gbpac, fjric E 
éxAsirat, dA)’ Aion wavy wopeborrat : 
.. . abry ёстіу ij ddd¢ ў dyovea robe 
т» алу)» vadtiay. 14.) 6n 
gives в second reason, on which that in 
ver. 18 depends: strive, &o., for broad is, 
&o., because narrow is, ёо. The reason 
py ен жау {о destruction is so broad, 

use го few find their way into the 
narrow path of life. This is not merely an 
arbitrary assignment of the dri, but there 
керш п The reason why 

perish is not that it is so ordained 
by God, who will have all to come to the 
ак н of the truth,—but because so 
few will come to Christ, that they may 
have life; and the rest perish in their 
sins. үне te T xxv. 41. The read- 
ing ri Lachmann, Tregelles, 
MS er, be Werte) will not bear the signi- 
fication commonly assigned to it, ‘How 
narrow is the gate Р And the in 
tive meaning den byl is inconsistent with 
Күр жуы ќоќу, whi ads 

" ша. in, in breadth: 

eee r9)» ү eee rei к riDuppivqy 

Thy ката тйс фэтоАйс к. dwayopebouc 
xtepucrahpiyny, riy di іуаутіау ray sic 
dra фіроџса», Aar ia к. г0р0ҳы- 
pov, dr vr wvovaic тг xai in o ee 

15.] The connexion із as Chrys. Hom. 

xxiii. p. 292: xai Т? р v fw crevi» 
slvat, ool cai ol vroertALovrec rij 
ікеїса gipovedy {тө ddéy:—strive to 
enter §e.: but (84, not panting б-н 

who were soon to arise, to deceive, if possi- 
ble, even the very elect, ch. xxiv. 24; and, 
indirectly, to such false teachers in all 

17 otra Z fe» 
cra 

1. 24. 
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ка ag туо Валета. 0 v4 

avra a excyvworate avrovc. 
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aoa те ажо rev 5 kaprov 
Ov та 

78 

тау SévSpor pn ^ тообу * — ' кайду ° éxkowrerat © ch. 10 
v кө, 

Acts Al 
m (avii. 27) 
овіу. Оек. 
zzvi. 9 

c о Aly uot Кор 
кёр чсеЛебовга “с rij Bali TOV оораушу, aXX & il. 
3 то“ GEAnpa Tov warpoc pov TOU Еу тос oupavotc. 5 ue 

2 ооё épouoiv pot ev “кар rp " прос Кор Kúpte, ov ES 14 
7* rø op ™* оубраті * ётоофитгосашу cal ? rp сф ? ovóuari % Is | 
* Заіота ECHO kai 4 тф оф J дудраті ° ‚$оуйрис IM ia 

is, 
ro Ade trorhoapey; Эка} rors 
оудетотЕ Nur yuac* 

2 Tim. 1. 
* ороХоупсе avroic ore ‚ы: $a 

4атоуерете ат ёро oi "€ tpya- v Т 
xix. } g Jes. xxxiv. м. nA get. (xxvii, 15 F. bei ty bv.) ach. ix. 88, 
М. 4. $ al. fr. Mt. Mk. I. bas Н. 23. . Hi. 9 al. r с = John 
£90. Heb. х1. 13. 9 Maec. vi. 6. eia . Acts xlii. 18 only. Jer. ес. xxvi (xiv. 6. ¥ Macc. 
oe ony, pa н RM Gal. P» lv. 3. zzvii. 3. Ps. v. 6. vL 

19. V ) С?1,2 88 lat-b c g, 4 syr-cu sah; enim 
lat: Iren, autem lat-9, : 

. for are, ex C latt Lucif Aug 

om BC! rel vulg lat-a f,- Ё syrr copt goth wth arm Hippol 

A. soon cec, WIR T rl Org: ins BCZ 1. 33 al Scr’s a p Justin Hippol 
aft ovpavoc add ovrog sicedevoerar ис туу ВасМнау тоу ovpavev (supplementary 
loss) С? 83 latt syr-cu Cypr Hil Jer, 

* 23. for ob rq, ovrwc C. 

ex mala fleri bona potest, ut bonos fructus 
ferat. Cont. Adimant. c. 26. Оп the 

day, and at the same time speaks 
rà Vid. pov, but rò 01А. теб srarpós pov : 

landmark in this very 
buch def i ишаны 
is not here ‘но ome, as some (Elsner, 
Fritasche) have interpreted it. That 

ould dg... ойк 

homage; but in obdtig дфф›ата их» 
Kóprec 'Incobc el из) іу rrabnari áyig, 
1 Cor. xii. 8, the “ saying” has the 
meaning of a genuine heartfelt confession. 

To seek fi jes in passages 
)*. 
them: and is to treat Holy Scripture 
with lees than that measure of can 
which we give to the writings of one an- 
other. 23. iv duelyy r ирд] 
perhaps refers to ver. 19: or it may be 
the expression so common in the prophets 
3 
ii. 20; xxv. 9 aL fr. Bo the Jews called 

Orig., 
Chrys., Cypr., &c., placed brs où. iy». op. 
after dwox., &с., in which case the mean- 
ша еш Hearn would be right. See 

is here 
a remarkable s & statement of the 
simple truth of facts, as to the 
false and self-deceit of the hypo- 
crites—' I tell them the plain trath.’ 

Aer fy. dp., i. e., in the sense 
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g eh xi. €). Copevor тй» Favopiay. * Пас обу Ы бетге cob ov 
ini тойс Myove robrore Kal “тош аутойс, onde aurov 

is 15 арі ̂  ppovipp, " d cri ОР paoddunoey автой тї» ouciav 

rr 1 2 4 iu. {тї rv rip. 25 cat " кат п 9 ' Beoxsi kai 3A8ov 
S . oi ' тотано! kai ' lrxeuour ot * aveuot Kat rpockrs oa TU enm 

k Beek. ll. оке exeivy, kai our reger 
а dcop ! tov тойс „ Aóyovc TOU- F rovro 

rave ка! py " тошу auroUc ' ouousÜRcerat La * мере, ВСЕКІ. 

a ocric Frodo abrov TÜV о1кіау Em тту 

o ch. xxl. 88. Luke iv. 20. vi. 46, 40 al. Jer. хуц. 18,14. 
r here Ga P unly. Ps. ixvil. v. civ. sg only. ( (Арёҳег», ch. v. 4 ) 

1 Ma NT 80. Maik vii. gi mérpav. 

al, Lam. Й. 

Kai тас о 

Р n = тег. 16 reff 
q = Lake vili. 28. Rev. xvi. 9). Ps. ш а 
8 = Lake vi. 48,49. Sir. xl. 18. 3?) 

ll. 55. John in. 8. Acts XA vll. 40 ы Ра. P. т лі 18 
urs co,. cvvraraypévos бсоутактоі, Diod. si. Н, "26. 
23. Нер. і. 10. 1 Pet. v. 10 only. 
ак, Mt. Paul only. Isa. xxxii. 
only. Cen. xiii. 16. 

Josh. vi. 96. 
, 6. 

A eh. т 
y Rom. ix. 97, from Isa. X. $2. Heb. zi. 

a 

" rebepeXicoro Ras ext тї» 

? agio. 
p eh. xvi. 

ті . J. Bir. Al 1). Lake 
II ref.]. 

e vi. 48 v. r.) Eph. uL 18. 8 
17,19. Av. 2, ЭК, 1 Cor 

12. Rev. ii ax 

а» above 
Y ws here only ( (Mark 

. 99. = 

i 94. om revrovc B C 801 lat-a 91 k syr-jer 
goth Cypr Hil Epiph spec. 

P AE Li Ambr Epiph : similis est lat-a 

ver 26). 

1 r Lucif: txt BC ZN 1. 38. 
плде» B (but -0o» ver 27). 

for opowwow avrov, 55 (cf ver 28) BZ 1. 33 
mss-mentd-by-Euthym vulg(assimilabitur) lat- Di nr 

е: АЧ» 
in-schol Cypr Hil Lucif' Arnob. (Aug has both.) 

rec rn» omay bef avrov (more usual order), with L rel lat-a b c Hil 

iwi ып wth arm Orig Chr 
rl it k вутт syr-cu copt goth 

vieodopnaew C! (so also in 

гес xpocemeooy, with L га: txt BCEXZA 1. 
aye marg: gr Chr Cyr Damasc. (Lachm reads xpociwa:cay, taking tho of text as an 

‘ism for ai—offenderunt lat-a b, impegerunt lat-o Cypr Lucif.) 
26. rec гуу ошау bef avrov (as ver 24), with C rel lat-a b с Orig Cypr Іле: txt 
‘BZN 1. 

in which it i is said, John x. 14, y«wwoocro rà 
иб ка yivworopat bxór&viuev. Neither 
the Christ, nor doing miracles in 
His Name, are infallible signs of being His 

nuine servants, but only the devotion of 
lite to God's will which this knowledge 
brings about. 24. was обу бети; | is 
а pendent nominative, of which examples 
are found in the classics, especially in Plato : 
so Пгроёфатта ĝi, ко\\оі plv cai robro 
фоВобутог rò Svope. Cratyl. р. 464 с. See 
also ib. p. 403 А: Gorg. p. 474 в. Kühner, 
Gramm. ii. $ 508. Notice the буты 
-both times, not merely бє. 8с кае 
only: Serie classifies. Боз шат е 
»'6.ĩñ̃ ß 4 ref.: the 
rovrouc es this perhaps more 
bable than the ordinary rendering «thoes 
swords of mine.” TOUS Mores ro- 
тоу seems to bind together the Sermon, 
and preclude, as indeed does the whole 
structure of the Sermon, the supposition 
that these last chapters are merely a col- 
lection of sayings ылы at different 
times. ] Meyer and Tholuck 
take this a to signify, not * I will com- 
are him,’ but * I will make him like,’ vis. 
v lesivy тў hip, as in ch. vi. 8: Rom. 

$х. 29. But it is, perhaps, more in analogy 

with the usage of the Lord’s discourses 
to understan it, I will compare him: 
80 ÓuOMeGU, S xi. 16: Luke xiii. 18, and 
reff. 25.] This similitude must not 
be pressed to an allegorical or symbolical 

distinct kinds of temptation; but the 
Rock, as signifying Him who spoke this, 
is of too uent use in Scripture for as 
to overlook it here: cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 2 
[Eu svei a) Ba i 47; xxiii. 3: Ps. xxviii. 
1; xxxi 2, al. fr .; lxi 2: Isa. xxvi. 4 
(Heb); xxxii. 2; xliv. 8 (Heb): 1 Cor. 
x. 4, &c. He founds his house on a rock, 
who, hearing the words of Christ, brings 
his heart and life into accordance with 
His expressed will, and is thus by faith 
in union with Him, founded on Him. 
Whereas he who merely hears His words, 
but does them not, has never dug down to 
the rock,.nor become united with it, nor 
has any stability in the hour of trial. 

articles are categorical, importing that 
these two were usually found in the coun- 
try where the 5 was delivered ;— 
in 4 Bpoy*, ol жотаро!, el the 
same, implying that such trials of the 
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Kai катеа п" роу ка! Або» ox" graue ка! © fm- fi 
egw 1 — Y a Lake li, vtvgav ot  avtuot кап ° rpocékoyuy ry oig exeivy, Kai ому. к=. 

ГА š € ә э ~ X z3 24 Eweoty’ kat HY N RTWC avric unt yd An. вк гуѓуєто > cb. xxi. se. 
Ore tréXtcev o noove тойс Adyoug robrovc, ° ёЁетАђо- 

corro ot AO. ° Exi тр cda yy avrov" 79 4 iv ydo ё#даакш» v. 

avrovc we iS, " ёушу, kai ооу wç oi урарнатыс ка. 
9 «=» 

avTov, 
constr., Lake 
L 10, Зо al. -39 a - © 7 , 4 

VIII. I KaraBavre & f avro ато rov opovc пколоб- ij^» 
„ 7. 2 o A g ` (zxvi.) 20, 

Өлсау “aury було толо" 2 ка} 1800 Arp rpoc- 1 
Lake zii. б. xix. 17. Joba x. 18 bis, xix. 10 
fe v. t.) . ce. ix. 
v. 37. zvil 120niy. Lev. niv. $,8. 

11. 
27. x11.98. Mark v. Ану 

Acts iz. 14 al, 1 Mees, x. 85. f omstr., vv. 
gi Mk. ch. 2.8. xi. 5 L. zsvi.6} Mk. Lake 

37. for хроргкофау>, xpoceppntay СМ 1 Bas Chr: wpocecpoveay al: srpocesesov al 
eyr-marg sah : irruerunt 
énliserunt Lucif : txt BZ rel. 

vulg: offenderunt lat-a b: impegerunt lat-o Cypr: 

28. гес owerehecey (see Luke iv. 18), with L rel, consumm. latt: txt BCZ(appy) 
1. 33 Orig Chr. 

29. rec om avrev (see Mark i. 22), with L rel lat-b goth: ins BOOK t. 33 vulg 
lat-a c f g,., À lsyrr syr-cu syr-jer coptt eth arm p rad (2 def.) aft ypap. 
ins кас oc papıeaıo: С 33 latt syrr syr-cu arm-usc Eus, 

Cuar. VIII. L for «araflavri de oro, кає катаВаутос avrov Z lat-a b c g, А syr-cu 
wth Hil: zarafavrec ёг avrov BCN? 33 vulg lat-f ff, syrr coptt goth arm: txt №! 
rel (of t V! [but corrd!] A lat-· k om avrw). 

2. rec Абы» (the let syllable of wpoced¥uy being ота, from Мтрос preceding. 

stability of a house were common. In 
the whole of the similitade, reference is 
piu made to the prophetic 

xxviii. 15—18. ] 
The М.Т. writers usually omit the aug- 
ment in the plu : 80 Wewotyceray, 
Mark ху. 7 ; ia ei, xvi. 9; He 
кисау, 1 John ii. 19 al. fr. This is also 
done occasionally by Herodotus, and by 
Attic writers where euphony is 
served by it. See Herod. i. 122 ; iii. 42; 
ix. 22: and Winer, $ 12. 9. BT. pa- 
va] All the. greater, because such an 
one as here supposed is a professed dis- 
ciple—drotwy тос Adyouc—and there- 
fore would have the farther to fall in case 
of = sap ech 

. zy derer] The assertion is 
spread more widely, by this resolved im- 

i course of teach- 
; 's comment is, où yàp 

«с Treo avagipwy, ёс ò хрофйтт xal 
9 Mevofc, Meyer dep ideyev, 4\Аад 
жаутаҳеё lavróv ivécuxvipevog tlvai тд» 
vb кӧрос" (iyovra. sal үйр vopoO8tróv 
Curexec wpoceriOa "Eyo (à Муш n, 
кай тйс iᷣnipag дуашџуђавеу ікеупс, 
daurdy ld ice тфу Шоуга elvai: Hom. 
xxv. p. 306. 

VIII. 1—4.] Hearing OP A LEPER. 
і. 40—45: Luke у. 19—14 We 

have now (in this and the following сћар- 

ter), as it were a solemn procession о 
miracles, ing the authority wit 
which our Lord had en. аяд ric 
dia cri, іті rå Oavpara peroBaive. 
iwel ydp ёс iLovciav Iyev ldidaccey, tva 
p >ошабӨр coumáZuv cal áXaZoveóccDat, 
Ceicyvos ry ikoveiay abro? xal iv roig 
{руоєс, cal ВеЗасої rode Aóyovc áxà r&v 
xpakewy. Euthym. 2.] This same 
miracle is related by 8t. Luke without any 

C y—K ‚ iv a 
Ê rav 5 this instance 

there is, and сап be, no doubt that the 
transactions are identical: and this may 
serve us as а key-note, by which the less 
obvious and more intricate harmonies of 
these two narrations may be arranged. 
The plain cn ud the 5 dene 
text ires that the leper should have 
mst our Lond on His decont fous the 
mountain, while t multitudes were 
following Him. e accounts in St. Luke 
and St. Mark require no such fixed date. 
This narrative therefore fixes the occur- 
rence. I conceive it highly bable that 
St. Matthew was himself a hearer of the 

on, and one of those who followed 
our Lord at this time. From St. Luke’s 
account, the miracle was performed in, or 
rather, perhaps, in the neighbourhood of, 
юше city: what city, does not appear. 
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h f. ch. x. ба]. 
Lav. Tue a7: 
ziv. 81 al 
i 3 is pE В ! n xaBapioa. Kat 

EYATTEAION ҮШ. 

Abov srpocticUvet ard Myev Корне, cav BE yc, Sivacai і BCEKL 
&krélvac THY ыра maro avrov х2га 

Б 80. in N. T. always w. xeip-, exc. Acts xxvii. 80. Gea. vill. 9. 

This is more 
comp. with sXOwv), 
sth arm Chr Cyr 

prob than that the -xpog of Aexpoc shd be mistaken for a prep. in 
with C rel latt Syr syr-cu copt Hil: txt BEMA 1 syr sah goth 

asc Thl. (Z defective. 
8. rec aft avrov ins o incoug (supplied for clearness), with С?Т, rel lat-5 А syr arm 

Hil, and ыс пато vulg lat-a cf 91. Syr syr-cu : om BC! Z(appy) 1. 33 am lat. i & 
coptt goth 

Ав the leper is in all three accounts re- 
lated to have come to Jesus (cai (800 im- 
sb the it in Luke), he may have been out- 
poe and have run into it to our 

Aewpós] The limita of a note 
Mew of only an abridgment of the most 
important particulars relating to this dis- 
ease. Read Leviticus xii. xiv. for the 
Mosaic enactments respecting it, and its 
nature and symptoms. See also Exod. 
iv. 6: Num. xii. 10: 2 Kings v. 27; xv. 5: 
2 Chron. xxvi. 19, 21. e whole ordi- 
nances relating to leprosy were symbolical 
and typical The disease was mot conta- 
gious : so that the view which makes them 
mere sanitary regulations is out of the 
question. The fact of its non-contagious 
nature has been abundantly proved by 
learned men, and is evident from the Scrip- 
ture itself : for the priests had continually 
to be in close contact with lepers, even to 
handling and examining them. We find 
Naaman, a leper, commanding the armies 
of Syris (2 Kings v. 2) ips though а 
leper, is conversed with by the king of 
Israel (2 Ki m. 4 5), and in the 
examination of a leper by the priest, if a 
man was entirely covered with 2 һе 
was to be aaa clean 
15 18) Thel Nr not Li 0 "Fom 

e ee = i p. 518) 
nor from the urches (Suicer, 
Thesaurus Patrum, анте Ea рет 
sides, the apre; Poole the other es 
nesses under the Moeaic law, е. g. 
touched the dead, having an issue, pora d 
are joined with leprosy (Num. v. 2), shews 
that sanitary caution was not the motive 
of these ceremonial enactments, but a far 
deeper reason. This disease was specially 
selected, as bene the шоона ап 
incurable of all, to t the effect of 
the defilement of sin upon the once pure 
and holy body of man. “ у was, 
indeed, nothing short of & living death, a 
poisoning of the springs, a corrupting of all 
the humours, of life; a dissolution, little 
by little, of the whole body, so that one 
limb after another actually decayed and fell 
away.” (Trench on the Miracles, p. 213.) 

See Num. xii. 12. The leper was the type 
он sare in sin: 1 Fa aro 

in his misery as those 
for the dead : the 8 
as for uncleanness th connexion with 
death, and which were never used except 
on these two occasions. Compare Num. 
xix. 6, 18, 18, with Levit. xiv. 4—7. АП 
this exclusion and mournful separation 
imported the exclusion of the 
abominable and uted from the true 
city of. God, as declared Rev. xxi. 27, оф 
p? Li elg афтђу way rowdy cai 
тоёбу Bdidvypa cai Pesdoe. And David, 
when after his deadly sin he utters his 
pure of penitence, ‘ me with 

and I shall be clean,’ Ps. li. 7, 
doubtless saw in his own utter spiritual 
uncleanness, that of which the ceremonial 
eee that was purged with hys 
was the type. Thus in the above-ci 
instances we пе Dee as the 

“The Jews termed it ‘the 
finger of God,’ and emphatically ‘The 
stroke.’ They said that it attacked first 
Bin clothing s аза th 1 not turn, 

clot and then, е persisted in 
ain, . бо too, they said, that a 
man's true repentance was the one con- 
p.218. The Jews) leaving him." Trench, 
216 The Jews, from the есу Ima. 

, 4 hada 5 that the Messiah 
should be а leper. ку] тесеу 
iri прбсытоу, Luke Ы 12 555 
Mark i. 40]. These war dirae expres- 

mend 
ot ет шна 

right utterance of rópu, which will never 
be made in vain.” Stier. When Miriam 
was а leper, igógo« Mv, Tpóc pee, 
Муш» 'O Onde, ббоно1 cov, laca abráy, 
Num. xii. 18. 9. (pero ebros] He 



3, 4. 

^ёу wy 05e, " 
avrov 5 j Alrpa. 

cabapio hyri. 
4 

KATA MAOOAION. 

cal evbiwe в 

kai Aéyer avr o Insouc 

17 

ёкабарївб 1. J Mark 1. єз, 
Opa 15 . Lr 

Levit. xlii. 
B. 

pndevi є ere, ала i rape ctavrov Setov тф ира, kat ta 

‚ TpockveyKoy то ! &opov 0 о 

naprbpiov avroic. 

I- ch. Н. 11 al fr. Num. 

n тросётаЁєу Mwvonç, ? uc 

sd эге: Lav. xiv. 8,4, 10. Lev. 2.1. v. 28 zzzi. 50. 
1 f. ch. x 16 l. Av. 14 l. Heb. Ш. 6. James v.3. Jesh. жї. 

4. тес ace) with L rel: txt BC. (offer vulg Cypr Hil, offeres lat-o, offers 
Jat-c 5.—2 

v. 3. FEE 
same as the healing on the Sab- 
bath, of which we have so many in- 

ing of a miracle on them (1 Kings xvii. 21 : 
2 Kings iv. 34). The same almighty power 
5 natural laws, supersedes 

laws Here is a noble ex- 
ample illustrating His own во latel 
delivered, ‘Give to him that asketh thee 
Again, we can hardly forbear to 

diio careers eL Be 
sai imdaBopeveg lácaro abróv, with 
Heb. ii. 16, Prepares *ABpadp irap- 

1 ] Echo prompta ad 
fidem maturam.’ Bengel ad loc. 

db. abr. & Мт.) Luke's words 
(ver. 18), 7 ‚„Мтра ar ax’ аётоб, 
аге тоге ly correct in cons 
See also Mark i. 42. A curious instance 
of the theological littleness which has 

H The HR ; iiy 
Arium 

(who denied ap wi Father): 
tangit Manichsum (who said that 

J. 
ther (не ста а moral 

ваги ЕД to the state of 
the man Cidseser rò dedpracroy xal 
йф:Абт1ро>, Chrysost.), for th i 
to silence uniform 
— Mark т. 19, || L.), and in this 
5 were of tion, that 

sed leper was not to make his 

to the priest, in order to avoid delay in this 

duty, or any hindrance which 
might, i the matter should 5 
abroad, arise to his 
clean, thro с po ds d of "prosa; 
or (8), which I believe to be true 
view, our Lord almost uniformly repressed 
the fame of His miracles, for аблана reason 
given in ch. xii. 15—21, that, in accord- 
ance with prophetic truth, He might be 
known as the Messiah not by wonder- 
working power, but by the great result of 
his work upon earth: obs ipicu, obòl 
kpavyáctt, ovdd áxoóct rig iv таїс кА\а- 
reiatc TAY фоуђу abrod . . . „ luc àv ir- 
Валу eig vicog т» xpicw. Thus the 
Apostles always refer primarily to ps 
Resurrection, and only incidentally, if a 
all to the wonders and (Acts i i 
22-94; iii. 13—16.) These latter were 
tokens of power common to our Lord and 
his 1 but in Бә great conflict, 
ending in victory, He trod the wine- 

alone. geavrov Seif. K. r. A. 
Levit. ziv. 1—82. This со 

has been used in su of the theory of 
satisfaction by priestly confession and 
— But even then (Trench on the 
ав 221) the advocates of it are 

to acknow 
Teo is PUT prey 

that Christ 
*Ut Dominus os- 

tenderet, i non sacerdotali judicio, sed 
vine gratis peccato emunda- 

1.) 5 sanitate 
per se restituit, deinde ad 
misit quorum judicio ostenderetur mun- 
datus . . . quia etsi aliquis apud Deum sit 
solutus, non tamen in facie Ecclesi, so- 
lutus habetur, nisi per judicium sacer- 
dotis. In solvendis ergo culpis vel reti- 
nendis ita operatur sacerdos evangelicus et 
judicat, sicut оа bi ps in illis qui con- 
taminati erant le icd a sig- 
nat. (Peter Lom l. 4, dist. Э 
cited by Trench.) It is a dite уе 
observe this drawing of parallels between 
the Levitical and (popularly so called) 
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омо . 
& Acts) only. 

nd. i. ы Ы ? — э < 
21, W fl. F. abr ^tkaróvrapyoc " таракаћоу avrov 
weKe€yTUpEev, 

5 EtcsAÜ0vroc St. avrov ec Кафар»аодц трост\Өє>. 
6 kai At ye 

Mark svi, Коре, 0 * aic роо HA év тр окса * тараћотікбс, 
44, 45. Xe, 

mh. xxvi 34. уос " Sacaviopevoc. 
„ла e а 

8 kat атокр‹бис о *éxaróvrapyoc T Е , э 2 ur "^5 Gepawevew avrov. 
p ver. 81. ch. 7 , > Vye ` d е < ` w { s 

ЛА an Kópie, оок tpt ` ixavoç iva. pov ото rnv " стёупу &c- 
Ё э ` e LAE! М у» 7 e - 

а. (or АӨрс" adda povov ётё * Ap, Kat ta@notrat о ° raiç 
& Acts) ові П » , 2 е ~ » r 
exe. Johe iv pov. kai yàp tyw аудретос иш ? ото У ekovoiav, 
3. Luke xii. 45. Gen. ix. 97. re тет.14. ch. ix. 2. Mark vil. 80 (see Lake xvi. 20)1. sch. iv. 
24 reff.¢ t Luke хі, 68only. Job к. 16. xix. 11. Wisd. xvii. 8. xviii. 17 vat. only. (r, 2 Kings l. v.) 

о Mark vi. 48. 2 Pet. H. 8. Rev. Ali. 921. 1 Klogs« v. 
WI L. Mark il. oniy. Gen. vil. 18. xix. 8 АМ. 
yiL.ooly. (2 Mace. iii. 6.) 

8. 
. 11. d only. 

v o» vw. iva, f L. ge (ch. ii. 1t vef.) 
X dat., see Arts H. 40. Gal. vi. 11. 

B. rec өєсе\бо»тъ, with С? F(Wetat) L rel Chr ТЫ Hil Op: txt ВС!2 1. 33 syr copt 
sth arm.—rec (for avrov) re (000v? with C?L (lat-c) Syr: avro Eee) rel: txt 

vulg, simly lat-a б c & syr-cu goth Hil. BC!EZ.—cum autem introteset 
7. rec ins c bef eys, with CL rel vulg lat-a c f ff, syr copt goth ath: om B ev-47 

am lat-5 А * Syr syr-cu sah arm. rec aft 
BN lat-k copt. 

avrw ins o tyaouc, with С rel latt: om. 

8. атокрбе!с de BN 33 sah: ка arorpGee C(appy) rel latt вуг copt goth wth. 
for «$n, umey C 83. 

hardly here be introduced from 
rec Aoyov, with Г lat: i g, th: txt (which can 

|| Luke, as the authorities are so weighty) BC rel Scr’s 
mss vulg lat-b c f А syrr syr-cu coptt goth arm Orig Chr Euthym Ambr Aug. 

9. aft vro eLovetay ins raccopevoc (from || Luke) BN vulg-ed lat-a ö с gi A Chr 
Hil: om C rel am (with fuld fon) lat.f ff, syrr goth eth arm. (ото ef. is joined to 
Ше follg in U mas-mentd-by-Chr 

Christian priesthood, thus completely shew- 
ing the fallacy and untenableness of the 
whole system ; allthose priests being typos, 
not of fature human priests, but of Him, 
who abideth a Priest for ever in an un- 
changeable 55 and in Whom not 
a class of ne but aii Christians, 
are priests unto Rs pepré 
ebrois] A testimony both £o, and а 
them: the dativus both commodi and in- 
commodi. The man disobeyed the in- 
junction, so that our Lord could no more 
enter the city openly; see Mark i. 45. 

6—18.) HEALING OF THE CENTURION’S 
SERVANT. Luke vii. 1—10, where we have 
a more detailed account of the former 
of this miracle. On the chronological ar- 

ent, see Prolegomena. e cen- 
turion did not himself come to our Lord, 
but sent elders of the Jews to Him, who 
recommended him to His notice as loving 
their nation, and having built them a 

gue. Such varistions, the concise 
account making а man fecisse per se 
what the fuller one relates him fecisse 
per aiterwm, are common in all written 
and oral narrations. In such cases the 
fuller account is, of course, the stricter 
one. Augustine, answering Faustus the 
Manichean, who wished, on account of the 
words of our Lord in ver. 11, to set aside 

t-f goth Iren-lat Hil.) 

the whole, and used this variation for 
that purpose, makes the remark, so im- 
portant in these days, * Quid enim, nonne 
talibus locutionibus humana plena est 
consuetudo .... quid ergo, cum legimus; 
obliviscimur quemadmodum loqui solea. 
mus? Ап Seriptura Dei aliter nobiscum 
faerat, quam nostro more, locutura ?’ 
Contra Faustum, хххїїї. 7. On the non- 
identity of this miracle with that in 
John iv. 46 ff., see note there. 
5. ёкатбутарҳоє] he was а Gentile, sce 
ver. 10, but one who was deeply attached 
to the Jews and their religion ; possibly, 
though this is uncertain, a proselyte of 
the gate (no such term as c#Popevoc, 
goBotpevog róv Ө. is used of him, as com- 
monly of these proselytes, Acts x. 2 al.). 
6. 8 raig] From Luke we learn that it 
was дофёАос, 8g ў» аётф (vripoc. The 
centurion, perhaps, had det one slave, see 
ver. 9. Lucas hoe modo dubitationem 
prevenit, que subire poterat lectorum 
animos; scimus enim non habitos fuisse 
servos eo in pretio, ut de ipsorum vita 
tum anxii essent domini, nisi qui singu- 
lari industria vel fide vel alia virtute sibi 
gratiam acquisierant. Signiflcat ergo La- 
cas non vulgare fuisse sordidumque man- 
cipium, sed fidelem et raris dotibus or- 
natum servum, qui eximig gratia apud 

7 Мун avri 'Eyo EA bwy. 

VIII. 

der 

fasar Z. 
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хе» Ux ipavróv отратіётас, cal M тобто Hopes hure = зе a ver. 87. eh. 
cal wopsverat, Kai ay "Epxov, cal ї erar ка! тф T x 
доор роо Tloincoy rovro, Kat хош. 

Insouc 

Sor. 
d ven pon ка! 

; ск бтос то * @Ёфтеро›” 

86 reff. g cb. zili. 88 only, b- 
123 Pet. ii. 7. Jade 18. d E 17. Tobit ziv. 10. see below (k). 

oal eai са. exorot). 3 Kings vi. $9. 

. 

10. aft aroXovÜovaiw add avrw C 83 latt syrr 
tgp. тоо. mor. ғор. (adaptation from || Luke: 
inlerpretation, both here and in Luke. 
there [in very few ves] is 

* Batpagey Kai їл тос axoAovBover * 
Ne эр, хар obe „товабтц» тісто ev rip Topand 

п Mye $ v Ошу ore v0ÀAÀo! ато 

е 
{кн стає о 

But this can hardly be: and 
accounted for by tts being the genuine reading 

reff. 
b ch. И. 1 reff, 

О och. x ziv. 37. 
Lake 

0 axoveac de о A 

"А кў» 

Ж avaroAay war! Lern 
* avexAPnoovrat рата '"АВрадџ «3 ex iat. мөр, 

kai "1сайк ка Теке г> ry Васа rov ovpavwy" 

12 % S " viol түс * ВааАміас ` éxBAnBnaovrar tic ro ЭШ, onig f, 
(only 

m kAavÜuOc kat о LU 
oh. zzi. 89. AH. 13. n Pages Jer, 221i. 28. 

x28. 13. xav. 80 
хн. 49, 60. xxii. i grs 61. xxv.80. ch, зін 

m as above (1) aad Matt. И. 18, from Jer. xzxviil. (XXI.) 16. Acts zx. 

-cu coptt sth. rec ovde av tw 
eyer holds the reading in txt to be an 

its occurrence’ 
sufficiently 

here), with CL rel lat Syr syr arm Orig: txt B 1 gat lat-a g, & syr-cu syr- телер 
seth Mcion Ambr Aug Op. 

dominum polleret: hine tanta illius vite 
cura et tam studiosa commendatio. (Cal- 
vin in loe. 8.] The centurion heard 
that the was coming, Lake vii. 6, 
and sent friends to Him with this second 
and still humbler He knew and 
felt himself, as a heathen, to be out of the 
fold of God, а stranger to the common- 
wealth of Israel; and therefore unworthy 
to receive under his roof the Redeemer of 

ring, ‘if then I, in my subordinate station 
ed, how much more 

tam fidem in Israel ; propterea dico vobis 
quia multi ab Or. et Оес re &с. Quam 

militatem, propter “non sum us ut 
sab tectum meum intres,” multi ab Or. 

et Occ. venient. Et puta quia venient :, 
quid de illis fiet? Si us venient, jam 
precisi sunt de silva: ubi inserendi sunt, 
ne arescant? Et recumbent, inquit, cum 
Abraham et Imac et Jacob. . . Ubi? 
In regno, inquit, celorum. Et quid erit 
de illis qui venerunt de stirpe Abrahe ? 
quid flet de ruinis quibus arbor plena 
erat? quid nisi quia precidentur, ut isti 
inserantur? Doce quia prweidentur: Filib 
autem i ibunt in tenebras exteriores. 
Aug. in Johan. tract. xvi. 6. Compare a 
remarksble contrast in the Rabbinical 
books illustrating Jewish : Dixit 
геи 8. 5 Israelitis: “ In mando futuro 

tem vobis sternam, quod 
Gentiles = ebunt et pudefient.” Schott 
gen, i. p. 86. ] to be ac- 

simply as a fact, as when Jesus 
rejoiced, wept, was sorrowful; not, ae 
Aug. de Genes. cont. Manich. cited by 
Wordsw., to be rationalized away into а 
mere lesson to teach us what to admire. 
The mysteries of our Lord’s humanity 
are too precious thus to be sacrificed to 
the timidity of theologians. 12. of 
viol] the natural heirs, but disinherited 
byn rebellion. Tò ск. Tò Uf. tho dark- 

outside, i. e. outside the lighted 
Chamber of the feast, see ch. xxii. 18, and 
Eph. v. 7, 8. These verses are wantin 
in St. Luke, and occur when our 
repeated them on a wholly different, occa- 
sion, ch. xiii. 28, 29. 6 «А. к. ё Bp. }. 
The articles here are not ive, ав 
Middleton supposes, for that would give a 
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"бант, М Ppvynòc то» odovrey, 13 kai elre o Inode тр BCEG 
wipe n 55 Lraqe, we irioreuoae vtvnb irre- col. ка xra 

gris ai 1 an o ? тас [avrov] i er ry wor ‘кеу. ds 
(oxen 14 Kal &A0ov о o Insouc ec тп» ока» ‚ Пігроо 18е» 
ol ac ТП» 9 теубграу avrov "PiBAnuévay ка ' wupiacoucay. 
Ec 15 kai jaro rie Херос avrg, kat афпкеу abrij o 
TE EA * muperóc, Kat туѓо, Kai * 8икбун abr. 15 " ojííac д? 

Beth ie yevouévnc roche ycur abr Salnovikonlrove ron Adobe, 

иңе nyt a kai Ela her та туєудата Xo Pr cal wavrac тойс 
a , " какос *éxovrac tÜrpüsevaev, 7 dc wAnpwOy rò 
Arif. Zen. uch. iv. 11 reff. y oh. xiv. 16, 281, Mt. МУ. only, exe. Joha vi. 16. xx. 19 $. Judith 
x Ошу... =" 94. vv. 98,88], John x. 91+. Ps. xe. 6 Aq 2 | Mk. ch. iv. 26. ix. 19. 

18. го пакао исо та lat-o f ff, syr Orig, Chr: om BN lat-a 5 
fu Ord oon coptt Chr Iren-la ve om avrov BN 1. 33 latt т ои. 

-cu sah ажо тїс epac exavncg CA 33 1at-a 
bo gah Tanh Bas рр ch ix. 22 ; xv. 28; xvii. 18): txt BLX 1 rel 

lat.f ff, syrr syr-cu copt goth sth arm. at end ins (from Le vii. 10) ка 
эжотрафас o tkarovrapyoc MC тоу owo» avrov ву aur TH ыра tvpey TOY wa 
vyuuyovra С E-with-ast 1. 83 lat-g, вуг-јег вуг eth. (aft тагда ins avrov М: al 
vary.) 

15. rec (for avre) avroic (from || Mark, Luke), with LM!A 1. 88 latt Syr syr-cu 
copt wth : txt ВС rel Syr-ms вуг goth arm Orig Chr ТЫ Euthym. 

sense the most 1 ible, and would drew, &o. Both Mark and Luke are fuller 
be а в ren ble after lera, 
which gen regen assertion; they 
rather import the notoriety and eminence 
of the кА. к. Вр. * Articulus : in 
hac vita dolor nondum est dolor.’ 

18. ] Of what disease 
does not In Luke fue» re- 

diately after : shewing that the fever lef left 
her, not, as it Lu have done if natural 

ma and ex- 
Awrà»—here he is wapadurixéc, диубс comply rai 
Bacaviléuevoc. But though these de- ark ver. 32: rei ver. 
scriptions do not agree with the character 40. . From St. Mark we learn that the 
of palsy among us, we read of a similar ; 
case in 1 Масс. ix. 55, 56: 4» TQ kapg 
are iv IAU Alx cai ivesodioÓn 
тй ipya abroU, xal йжефрйуз тд отбиа 
abrov, cai rape on, cai офк 1дф>ато 
ire AR Adyow xal утеХасда жері 
rod olov avrov. xal &siÜayev "AXripoc 
і» rọ каф ixsivy nerd Bacavou pe- 
yaAnc. The disease in the text ma ы 
been an attack of tetanus, which 
cient physicians included under vals, 
and which is more common in hot coun- 

God! And from both, that owr Lord 
And from both, that 

tries than with us. It could hardly have 
been apoplexy, which usually bereaves of 
sensation. 

14—17.) Heatine or PETER'S WIFE'S 
MOTHER, AND MANY OTHERS. Mark i. 
29—84. Lukeiv.88—41. From the other 
Evangelists it appears, that our Lord had 
just healed а dwmoniac in the s synagogue 
at Capernaum : for they both state, ‘ when 
they were come out of the е, they 
entered into the house of Simon and An- 

iffering from the LXX, which has ойгос 
тас ápapríac прёу фіри, cal жері ўрёэу 
ôðuväraı. The exact sense in which these 
words are quoted is matter of difficulty. 
Some understand даве апі A 
as merely took away, and ‘healed.’ But 
besides this being a very harsh interpre- 
tation of both words, it entirely destroys 
the force of a’réc, and makes it expletive. 
Others suppose it to refer to the personal 
fatigue, (or even the spiritual exhaustion, 



13—21. 

? бй» Bud "Hoeatov rov rpoßrov Alyorroc 5 Ávróc rdc 255 um re 
добеунас ñ huay Hager, kai rác vocovc ° Ваставг». ih 

8 8% & o 'Incovc тоАЛобс Move 

Чы аба» ° ис то * тёрау. 

урацратеўс теу айт Д:даскаће, акоХоь@паы со 
Kat A abr о I Ai E S rob say ' aripyy- 2 

KATA MAOOAION. 81 

29 reff, 

Joh і. 1 
sic ез 12 cal трос:\Өшу © 

CA t. P gwAzouc i “Хоит, ка та _жатиуй TOU La Qum xai. 

parvos j carauorn e, o 8 “vide rov * а›бофтоо obe P 2 vain. 
Чун той тї» кефал» "xAivg.  "o?frpoc dd rov, Rer, "viii. 18, 

1591.13 al. Rath 1.16. f- Rom. xv. — 3 Тази. 
99 ay. Jede rs 3 and Acts vli, Bou e „ only. . 

М bake sit 17. Josh. viil. v9 Б „550 Lake xxiv K (Labs (Lake 
ix. xxiv, хі. 84 only.) seda xii. 45 al. fr. Ges. vili. 10, 19 al. 

18. oyAoy, omg ro, В; simly rove oyAovc ev-y, oxAovc Aor TOÀvP 
mh: толеу dr ev-x al lat-g, : : qoAAÀ ovc, omg oxAovc, 106 Gates: 

restored.) 
al. ( al first from 

similar endiags, then variously explained and 

[Olshausen, ] which perhaps is hardi ji 
sistent with sound doctrine,) whi 

felt by these cures beihg lo: 
tracted into the evening. 

sought by regarding tho пагы gene- 
rally to have been, as we know so many 

were, lesser and typical outahew- 
work of bearing the sin 

which He came to accom- 

these His deeds of mercy, He was ‘ touched 
with the feeling of our infirmities :’ wit- 
ness His tears at the grave of Lazarus, 
and His sighing over the deaf and dumb 
мек ig 34. no imports) аен]: 
passion is (as „ a suffer- 
ing with ita tle be 
between man се 
strictly во іп Ніз case who had taken 

ering. 

18—IX. L] JESUS CROSSES THE LAKE. 
InCIDENTS BEFORE EMBARKING. Hs 

It is ob- 
viously the intention of St tthew to 
bind on the f incidents to the 

iii. p. 156, a) 2 any common fairness of 
interpretation, to e that two such 
incidents should have twice happened, 
and both times have been related to- 
gether. It is one of those cases where 
the attempts of the Harmonists do vio- 
lence to every principle of sound his- 
torical criticism. Every such difficulty, 
instead of being а thing to be wiped out 
and buried up at all hazards (I am sorry 
to see, e. g., that Dr. Wordsw. takes no 
notice, either here or in ft. Luke, of the 
recurrence of the two narratives), is а 
valuable index and guide to the umble 
searcher after truth, and is used by him 
as such (reo Prolegomena, ch. i. 

6 vlàs тоб d en] 
thought a this phrase was taken from 
Daniel vii. 18, to which passage our Saviour 
seems to allude in ch. xvi. 64, and pro- 

from Luke xxii. 69, 70, that they con- 
sidered the Son of Man to mean the ваше 
as the Son of God.” Dr. Burton. It is 
the name by which the оле 

pps 
ditions, of hamilistion, suffering, 
exaltation, which it behoved the Son y 
Man to go 21.) In St. Luke 
we find, that our Lord previously com- 
sanded Mm to follow Him. тоб cupiov 
eevee Abyorroc Ла sermo, д rode 
ver. r. rA. Clem Strom. iii. p. 522 P. 

5 ordered Philip 
to follow Him 
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„rd naÜnrüv avrov ere avr Коре, ° exirpsyov pot трбто> 

al дан. лб, cal apai row waripa pov. 
p= ch. ix. 

22 6 & “Incove 

xi at, Ake abr Axohob b но, каї афес тойс vexpovc ha 

Jed. a. 25 
al.] Jer. cal тоосгАббутес ot hal i yeipuv avrov Atyovrtc 

En Ко. сбсох, атоАА еде. 26 cal Мун avroic Ti " дылоі 
Lake viii. 16. xxi. 80. 9 Oor. iv. 8 bis James v. 90. 1 Pet. iv. 8 only. — Gen. vil 

48 Mk. ch. ziv. 94. Acts xxvii. 41. Jude 18only. Рә. сті. 25, 99. a 
ті, a (Xa, 3 Tia. 1. 7. Mg, John ziv. 9g 

. 19 vat. Exod, xv. 5. 
| Mk. Rev. aal. 8 only. Jad. 

91. om avrov B 83 al Scr’s 1 lat-a b o & sah. 
99. rec (for Мун) ren, with L rel lat-g, 
23. rec ins ro 
94. for vro, axo B*. 
W. aft ятросеАбоугас ins avre Cl(appy) 

viii. 24) B 33(appy) am (with fuld em for] 
vulg sah. 

harl) lat -a c ff, & l coptt Jer. 

spec: txt BC 1. 38 latt Clem. 
х\оюу, with L rel сор: om BC V-marg 1. 33 goth Orig. 

om ot pabyras (see Luke 
rec aft 

рабпта: ins avrov, with C'(appy) X 1 vulg lat-b g, syrr goth sth: om CL rel lat-Á 

arm Eus Th. reo aft obo ins прас (supplemeptary), with L rel vas Eus: 
om BC 1. 

the occurrence. A tradition of this nature 
was hardly likely to be wrong; so that 
peu words dxolovGe pot are to 
ата as an 

strong words of our 's command by 
supposing that @dwa: тфу warépa means, 
‘ to reside with my father till his death’ 
(Theophylact), is evidently fatile, since 
pee v Jered ety «ol Odwas is plainly said 

an act waiting to be done; and the 
reason of our Lord’s rebuke was the pe- 
remptory and all ing nature of 
paar КҮРТ &коћоё n M 92. ver- 

st time, as Rev. iii. 1, spiritually, 
— second, i dead. The two ae 
ings are similarly used in one ва ing by our 
Lord in John xi. 25, 26. Seo He . vi. 13 
ix. 14.—JéceAucey abróv, of robo rà 
fud» rove yovtig, Ad didaocwy dre 
xp» roy a marion! Té» obpaviev и) фто- 
єтрїфнү ele rà yijiva, pnd атомияаун» 
piv rd Legoé, каћмудрошї» dd elo та 
vexpwrixd, ипді Qù протиф» yorric. 
byivwors Too бт. Өафооог rovrov Aios 
rai ойк tizdg rovrov айкоМмафӨй»а: ray 
dvaycacoripwy. olua: бф ore rai driorog 
фу 0 neergcac. Euth 3 
This journey across the lake, with its inci- 
dente, is placed by St. Mark and St. Luke 
after the series of parables commencing 
with that of the sower, and recorded in 
ch. xiii. By Mark with a precise note of 

sequence: Abye: avroic lv Ie тї A 
„ Mark iv. 85. 

ү , usually of an earthquake, 
zz Ааїлаф, Mark and Luke,—a great 
commotion in the sea. «oA vires Das. 
rà кӧр. ixi aer elc rò TA. Sere 89 
yepilecGar rd sXoiov, Mark iv. 37. ovr- 
exAnposyro, Luke viii. 23. keeping to 
the strict imperfect sense we obviate all ne- 
ceasity for qualifying these words: (ftarter 
Ausdruck: bie ſchlugen ins Schiff. 

Wette covered, &c. 

coe ёт: ásroÀÀA. ; Mark iv. 88 = isrioréra, 
issordra, d rok k., Lake viii. 24. On these 
and such like variations, notice the fol- 

may well exclaim, O si sic omnia!’ Much 

and men’s minds 
quiry into the real difficulties of the Gos- 

instead of во many spending time in 
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ST. om Ist ка: (аг 
bef vwarcovovery B 1. 33 E 
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8 constr., ver. } reff. 

335 
us Chr. 

— — — ————— m 1 
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а ver. 18 ref, 1 Kings zzvi. 18. 

арте 

38. tAovroc avrov BC 1. 88: гАбоуг: арте L rel. 

self in the very next sentence, descends to 
the ground of the Har- 

one to rest contented with such sophisms ; 
and all his 

with the company of His disciples in the 
ship tossed on the waves, seemed a t 

are: ў жері 
atipovley катакртиэт56- 
баору Cupanyopivorc 

, 
в remar 

a 

xoipovc olcovopla dvayiyparrat yeyo- 
viva ly rj херс räv Tepacnvéy. Tipasa 
02 тйс Араас tori тбМмс, obre 0A acoay 
оёте М№рупу xAnoloy Iyovca. ral ove ay 
obrwc wpogavic t cal evireyeroy ol 
ebayytXorai :“рӣкесау, буёрас iwipedig 
3 rà жері тїй» 'Ioviaílay. іжгі 
à iv biyoiç eBpopey “ele t)». xépay 

тб» Tadapnvey,” kal xpi¢ тобто №ктіоу 
(lit. “we must speak also 

field’s conjecture, grizrfoy, need 
only be considered by those who are not 
aware of this common ). Гадара- 
dp wédtc piv фата tic "lovdalac, жері 
j» та dtaBénra Osppad reyydve, Alpyy 
Ё крђџуоїс wapactipivn анас loriy 

i» aùr i) Ө4Лавса. 'AM à Tipyeca, do 
фс of Tepyteatot, A dpyaia тарі т» 
убу cadoupivny Tagen Mprgy, жері 
dy колнудс mapamiptvog rj Мрэу, ag’ 
ob delrvrrat robe yolpove Ord r&v да 
péver rarafeflA3o0ai. Comm. in Joan. 
tom. 269, ed. Migne. 
wit 

rebuilt (see Deut. vii. 1: Josh. xxiv. 11). 
Gerasa (now Dscherasch) lies much too far 
to the The town of Gadars, alladed 
to in the text, was боевого 
purpéwolic тўс Пераіас картгрб, 
(Euseb. Onomasticon) 4vruwp) Хкедо- 
AF ral TiBspiddog wpòç буатоћаїс, 
iv тё Spe, ob xpde ralc urovpyla (Dr. 
Bloomfield in loc. conjectures $*wpeíaic) 
rd r&y Oeppiv ud r Aowrpd vapáxtirar. 
It was on the river Hieromax ( 
Hieromace prefiuente, Plin. v. 18), and 
sixty stadia from Tiberias (Joseph. Vit. 
$ 65), 1 ‘KAA nic (Jos. Antt. xvii. 11. 
4). It was destroyed in the civil wars of 
е NE and ee by Кюри pe 

.J. i. 7. 7), by Augustus 
ZU Hered Dos. Anti. xv. 7.8), and 
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Ex тоу l'adapnvov, 
ke xi Lu геа део ёк тшу 

EYATT'EAION 

" оттуглаау * 
“© pvnptlev iEepyousvor, 

VIII. 

iv. n xl 90, ore ni Чейн» та ape Gey dia rde одо éxelvnc. 
pon m 18 
ов! 29 

cn 

Kat 1000 ëxpačav Myovrtc STi naw kai aol, 
in, ̀ боо; йАбес Gb трд кароо 

b vie Tov 

* Basavicas ї nud c: 0 дь 

Gen. III. e, 8}! акра» ат’ avrov m ayéAn * хорош» тоо» ° Вовко- 
«2T. n". 1 utvn · 

guilt s. 2 00 

31 of à P Saipovec ? wapexadouy avróv y Abyourec Ex 

Wis. uy éxGaAdAsc пиас, атбатиАо» прас eic THY а TOV 
{= Mark v. 4. Lake vi. 48. Phil. iv. 18. Іза. Nx. 1. Mark i. 941 L. 2 Kings xvi. In al. heh. 17. 3 and 
11 Cr. iv. Gosly. Sir. ххя. k= oer n 5. zir. 10. xx. 10 only. (ver. 6 al Т: ings v. 8.) 
1 Mark хіі. In nai. a Ше: ivit. овіу. Judg. v. 16 vat. LES Av. 4s 
в here, &c. and | "t , exo. ch. vil, 6. Labs xv. 16, Hat "Ps. le А, in Неха bis, 1, 

Lake xv. 18. Jo а xri [4 17 only. char Y (i Mk., ver. 19 & Lake, ver Re 
xvi 1d. xvill.3 V. f.) ver, 5 тей. 

rec (for уадарђуы») yepytonvey, with lee rel opi a 
mes in Epiph &: yepatnywy D-lat mss- 
marg sah Nyssen Ath Juv Hil Prud : txt 

eth arm: угруєсагыу some 
see note) latt (and A-lat) 78 

ОМ): “ o\sya”-in-Orig syrr Eus 
Epiph (33 syr-cu defective: the ver is passed over in Chr.)—yapad. A: Pika. N. 
39 tes aft cn ins casey (from | МЕ Lu), with C'X rel latt (and P. lat) вутт sah 
ü sth arm: om BC'L 
ictorin 

1. 33 am with forj harl! tol) lat. fF, & i copt Orig Eus, Cypr 
spec. 

9L rec (for asosreov) rere эрас art, with CL rel lath „тышы 
arm: txt BN 1. 33 latt (and D-lat) syr-marg-ms syr-jer coptt sth Cyr. 
from || Luke, the alteration of Luke's tic to ameX0. being a trace of the 
атовстихо». 

zie his death united to the province of 
(Jos. B. J. ii. 6. 8). It was one of 

the ten cities of Decapolis. (Pliny, ibid.) 
Burckhardt and others believe that the ey 
have found its ruins at Omkeis, near the 
ridge of the chain which divides the valley 
of Jordan from that of the Sea of Tibe- 
vias. The territory of this city might 
well extend to the shore of the lake. It 
may be observed, that there is nothing in 
any of the three accounts to imply that 
the city was close to the scene of the 
miracle, or the scene of the miracle close 
to the herd of swine, or the herd of swine, 
at the time of their possession, close to 
the lake. Indeed the expression uakpáv 
бт’ 5 ver. 30, implies the con- 

п тега to the swine. It ap- 
urckhardt, that there are 

many tombs in the neighbourhood of the 
ruins of Gadara to this day, hewn in the 
rock, and thus capable of affording shelter. 
It may be well in fairness to observe, that 
hid patel can hardly have arisen en- 

from Origen’s conjecture, as it per- 
vides so many MSS. and ancient (it is 
true, not the most ancient) versions. We 
cannot say that a part of the territory 
of Gadara may not have been known to 
those who, like Matthew, were locally in- 
timate with the shores of the lake, by his 
ancient and generally disused name. Still 
however, we are, I conceive, bound in a 

> 

The reason of the corrn may perhaps VVT 

matter of this kind to follow the most an- 
cient extant testimony. See furtber on 
|| Mk. L. The excursus of Dr. Bloom- 
eld, Gr. Test. edn. 9, vol. i. p though 

containing in matter confirming 
the fact of Gergesa 5 been a name 
actually used for a town 5 
determines nothing as to the readiag here, 
which must be settled purely on objective 
evidence. Svo In 
Mark v. 2, and Luke viii. 27, but one is 
mentioned. All three Evangelists have 
some particulars to themselves ; 
but Mark the most, and the most striking, 
as having evidently from an 
eye-witness. The ör: rok Noi dcus» of 
Mark is worth noticing, in reference to 
the discrepancy of number in the two 
accounta, as perhaps connected with the 
mention of more 

Hes with that speech. 
Meri ( See the terribly graphic account of 

v.8—6). The dæmoniac was with- 
жп аас ен though related only by 
St. Luke (viii. 27), yet, with remarkable 
consistency, а from St. Mark’s nar- 
rative, where is described as sitting, 
clothed, and in his right poss at Jesus's 
feet, after his cure. nidi en 5 
Peculiar to this Gospel. vt tp. 
к. m MN vp. See 2 S: xvi. 10; 
хіх. 22. жрд короб is peculiar (o thi, 

airy óo À Baypovilo~ BCEKL 
* хаХгто! Ma», XA1.33. 
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*yxolpgev, 9 

КАТА МАӨӨАТОМ. 85 

kai siner avroic _Ywayere. ot tA ebeABourec "t, АД, 
атпАбо> ei tic тй» "ауу rov * Xoipuv" ка (до) ' рита» Vilsgs av. 

хаса h "ауу [rov "xolpwv] ката rov *копцуой ttc ту "ому, »" 
xir ia bia only, 

oreAdw with mission of a а kind. pra al had been а corrn from || Mark, wrepyor 
ана not avocr. 

«ерон or Chia ari” А0 armada B. rouc xotpove 
|| МЕ Lu?) BC! 1. 33 latt корава D-lat) Syr coptt eth Chr Cyr: тлу ayeAny rov 

xoper CL rel lat ў, I arm. 
17. 119 Scr's b. TE 

90. аний] Tho Valgo render 
u lgate rendering, ‘son 

not seem accordant with the 
other accounts, both of which imply dis- 
tance: ў» d2 lr mpòc rq бри, Mark v. 
11; jw & le,. . . iv rQ Sper, Luke viii. 
32. These, especially the first, would seem 
to im that the swine were оп the bills, 

scene of the miracle at some little 
lain. 81. A- 

of request, that, they 
redi be wet os of йе and = into 

i.e. out of their permitted re- 
to Baca тоф ка:роё 

brings before us the whole 

expressions 
5 (Mark v. 16: Luke viii. 

and other like ones, but relate to us w 

9 aytÀn bef таса C! 21 вуг: om хава 
om 204 re» yopwy (see || Mk Іа) BC'MA 1. 33 latt(and 

moniacal ion which makes it ides. 
tical with mere bodily disease,—as is in- 
cluded above; but we may observe, that 
it is 7 where in the distin. 
guished from disease, and in such а way 
ш 1 at all events, the two 

question, 

scription. ae trated ( 
was strangely зае и po- 

— is the most exact word that could 
be found) by one or more of those fallen 
spirits, who are constantly asserted in 

under the name of daipovec, 
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t Li eh. 

Pati ret. 
u Luke xii. 1 

reff, 

D. lat) syrr coptt goth eth arm Euthym : ins C*L rel Chr. 

ot im prone supposed, that some of 
these oniacs may have arrived at 
their dreadful state through various 

ive degrees of guilt and sensual aban- 
donnent * Lavish sin, and especially in- 
d ce in sensual lusts, superinducing, 
as it would often, a 5 
nervous system, which is the i 
between body and soul, may have laid 
open these unhappy ones to the fearful 
incursions of the powers of darkness.’ 

ch on the Miracles, p. 160.) (5) The 
ently objection, How comes it 

that this m us ? 

being on earth was certainly more 
than any other in the history of the world 
under the dominion of evil. The founda- 
tions of man’s moral being were broken 
up, and the ‘hour and power of darkness’ 

iling. Trench excellently remarks, 
“It was exactly the crisis for such soul- 
maladies as these, in which the spiritual 
and bodily should be thus strangely inter- 
linked, and it is nothing wond that 
they should have abounded at that time; 
for the predominance of certain spiritual 
maladies at certain epochs of the world’s 
history, which were specially fitted for 
their generation, with their gradual de- 
cline and disappearance in others lees con- 
genial to them, is a fact itself admitti 
no manner of question.’ (pp. 162, 168. 
Besides, as the same writer on to 
observe, there can be no doubt that the 
hips aon: Son of God in the flesh, 
and the continual testimony of Jesus 
borne by the Church in her preaching and 
ordinances, have broken and kept down, in 
some measure, the grosser manifestations 
of the power of Satan. (See Luke x. 18.) 
But (6) the assumption contained in the 
objection above must not be thus unre- 
servedly granted. We cannot tell in how 
many cases of insanity the malady may not 
even now be traced to direct dæmoniacal 
possession. Апа, finally, (7) the above 
view, which Iam is the only one 
honestly consistent with any kind of belief 
in the truth of the Gospel narratives, will 
offend none, but those who deny the exist- 
ence of the world of spirite altogether, and 
who are continually striving to narrow the 
limite of our belief in that which is in- 
visible; & view which at every step in- 
volves difficulties far more serious than 

ETATTEAION VIII. 33, 34. 

ÜaXaccav, каї amiÜarvov ё» тос vO9acw. 28 of $ * Bo- BCEKL 
/ 12 Ld 9 ` , а? , MSU 

ckovrec tóvyov, kai awtABovreg ис тї» тон» " ажтуун- xais. 

акгдауву C 262. 

those from which it attempts to escape. 
But (IL) a fresh difficulty is here found 
in the r part of the narrative, in 
which the devils enter into the swine, 

not competent judges. 
Me ua ed) eue granting of the 
request of t i its helped in an 
way the cure of the man, ашай йил 

и en hold on 5 easily, 
mi е paroxysm going 
forth (see Mark ix. 26), this would hava 
been motive enough. Or still more pro- 
bably, it may have been necessary, for the 

anent ing of the man, that he 
should have an outward evidence and testi- 
mony that the hellish powers which held 
him in bondage had quitted him.’ (Trench, 
P 172.) (2) The destruction of the swine 

not for a moment to be thought of in 
the matter, ав if that were an act re- 

t to the merciful character of our 
rd's miracles. It finds its parallel in 

the cursing of the fig-tree (ch. xxi. 18— 
22); and we may well think that, if God 
has appointed so many animals daily to 

tered for the sustenance of men's 

tion or instruction of their souls. Be- 

the gion of men spirits, and 
all the misery "бае attendant, was 

itted in God’s inscrutable purposes, 
surely much more this lesser one. 
there may have been special reasons in 

of 
Mosaic law by the keepers of swi 
we have no means of judging: bot it is 
at least possible. (8) The fact itself re- 
lated raises a question in our minds, which, 

this case, such as the contempt 
the 

common with the brutes that perish, the 
animal and sensual soul (jwyhs) We 
may thus conceive that the same animal 

sensual soul in the brute may be re- 
ceptive of aimilar dsmoniacal infuenes. 
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таса ў Tol Абу ыс * оууаутта rø ‘усо’ kai хай. $14. 
Rom. vill. 4. 

(Bdvreg aùvròv ? тарекаћесау src pray awd ro yvr iint 
в е Ф 7 E 

optey dvr. 

Aru abri», Plat. Vit. Demetr. $ 36. 
b see ch. ziv. 99. Mark iv. 1 al. t 

. Deut. xxx. 18. 42 
f Mark iv. 21 ai. Deut. Ш. 11. g ch. vili. 

34. for evvavrgsiw, vravrgmiw В 1. 88: атаутуо» Scr's w ev-P. 
for отес, «wa В. C 33 ev-y. (for re iv, avrov ev-z.) 

IX. I xai *éuBac «c [° то] wAoiov 
© Sueripacey kai Ade нс rriv * 1а» wA. 

2 Kai idov wpocipepov айтф ° тараЛетибу imi IIe 
5 eA nu£vov. ка! Sev о Inoobc тў» тісті» avrov tre 

в eh. iL 16 ref. 
ech, ziv. 541 Mk. Mark 

ke H. . John iv. 44. 1 Tim. H. . 
. Vili. 6 rel. 

ж here cely. 
Gen. 2 viii. 9. 
Num. zx. 20 
al. 
w. Šrot, 
Acts za v. 
9 oniy. 
TopaaaAcie 
тоо фов 
Swat èr- 

Nam. 2zi. 28. a ob. vill. 98 ref. 
v.91. Lake лт. 98. Acts ххі. 3 

e ob. iv. 84 reff. 

for re, rov 

Cr. IX. L om ro BC*LX V-marg 1. 88 sah goth Orig Chr: ins C! rel copt. 
2. for трос̧ефероу, xpocgepovorw С. 

Bat with this weighty difference: that 
whereas in man there is an po 

2 Н Е | i | | EE E Ё à : z ; F | 3 i Е 

п [ЕИ Ё | j 
E i EK 

pon of the article has been denied by 
ddleton, and the generic rendering in 

this commen uently impugned 
by his followers. In reply, I may observe 
(1) that of the occurrence of the generic 
sense, there is no doubt, even on Middle- 
ton’s own shewing. In ch. x. 86, ix@pol 

d ся. is merely in singular 
стгіроутєс would be in the plural, viz. ‘he 
that soweth, ‘a sower,’ generic. See also 
ch. xv. 11: Luke xi. 24; ch. хіх. 10: 
1 Сот, vii. 8; ch. xxv. 82 (where in English 
also we might say, “ав the shepherd di- 
videth the sheep from the goats"); also 
ch. x. 12, 27. (2) We may say, if we 

that some wAoiov is implied in ip- 
Bac, and that the article refers to such im- 
plication. But this in fact amounts to the 
generic sense. If I say, without an . 

he had embarked in the ship; I imply by 

genus, shipe; by adding, in the ship? I genus, : yt e 4 
signify сай, ‘in the ship in which 
he did embark ;’ but I no further identify 
the ship, than as belonging to the genus 
before implied. (3) The use of the English 
article in the expressions, ‘in the house’ 
с ар оис е eee 
point: & cles here being generic. 

Tv 18. жб\.] Capernaum, where 
our Lord now dwelt: cf. ch. iv. 13. 
2—8.) HEALING OF A PABALYTIO AT 
CAPERNAUM. Mark ii. 1—12: Luke v. 17 
— 26, in both of which the account is more 

rticular. 3. Tiv тісту ейт.) 
amely, in letting him down through the 
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"n ы тф * тарайт * Oápett тікуоу, ' "афта gov at BCDE? 
Aer si. к auapríat. È kal ov ride rov yeanuaréwy о тоу £v UVXA 
2247 F. ? ауто!с Oùroç * ВАаефтии. 4 kat. ev о noove тас j 

MTS e) “evOupnoec avrwy drev P Ivari ч evOupcobe rovnpd Ev 
x PE, um, Тас карбшс DBO ; ; 5 vi yap ‘сті ' єйкотфтеро», ELTELV 
ae "Adtevrai cov ai * auapríat, N eure "Eyetoc kai TEOL- 
iv. 20. 

m ch. хх! 38. Luke vil. BD. xvi. В, xvili. 4. (осе Mark xil. 7. Lake zii. 45. eb il iil. 22. m = sh. zzvi. 
as, юз к. = 4 Kings x ors A. 4, 6, 22. och. xii. 96. Acts xvii. 29. Heb. іт. 12 only t. J 
xxi. 27 xvii. i. 46, from Ps. x Lake xii. 7. Acts iv. % vil. M. 1 Cor. x. 99 on! 
Gen. iv. се, uber: josh. . 21. Wied in. H. Bir 59 Az. A l. Lake 
xvi. 17 only f. Bir. xxii. 16. 1 N. 1808 aly. 

афыута! T vulg(remittuntur) lat-d f ff, syrr goth eth Orig Iren 
rec (for eov at ayagriai) ) со p aj., addg cov, with L rel latt (and 

D-lat) syrr m goth arm Iren-lat Orig, фа, 
Ов Nicep 

ai an., omg cov, DA? forj lat-k 
In, where also the readings “per. 4 
and least simple in construction.) 

4. «80% BEM 1 fuld syrr sah goth arm Chr: «dw» CD rel latt copt. 

The tot is best attested, most simp 

Iren- lat: adv vrac D 

lat Hil; gov as ap. cov M al Niceph: соь 
txt BCA! 1. ek (See || Mz 

in meaning, 

зај 
eure» ins avroic D 18. 42. 61. 124 ev-44 Ser's w ev-x lat-c А Syr sah arm. 
vuttc bef evOvutiaOr, with L rel вуг goth arm: om BCD 1. 33 3 latt Syr(appy) mig wth 
Chr Cypr Hil. 

б. om yap КМО 209. 248. 253 Scr's f w latt wth go 
rec (for cov) got, with UA(S 1. 33, e ail) latt syrr coptt ath arm: 

rec syecpas (staciem 7), with B(sic) U: eytgav А: 
adiovrat DN!. 
txt BCD rel goth Constt Chr. 
txt CD rel. 

roof, because the whole house and space 
round the door was full, Mark ii. 4. 
афтау must be su to include the sick 
man, who was at least a consen 
to the bold step which they took ke ue 
words are common to the three Evangelists, 
as also dgiwrrai со ai áp. Neander 
(Leben Jesu, pp. 431, 432) has some excel- 
lent remarks on this man’s disease. Either 
it was the natural consequence of sinful 
indulgence, or by its means the feeling of 
sinfulness and guilt was more strongly 
aroused in him, and he recognized the 
misery of his disease as the punishment of 
his sins. At all eventa spiritual and bodily 
pain seem to have been connected and in- 
terchanged within him, and the former to 
Deve received accession of strength from 

ce of thelatter. Schleiermacher 
(cat t. Lok мер ВО) suppose We beste of 

bearers to have originated in the. 
inis of our Lord's speedy departure 
thence; but, as Neander observes, we do 
not know en h of the paralytic’s own 
state to be able to say whether tee may 
not have been some cause г in the man 
himself. Aurel iner remarks 
(§ 14. 3),—' The old мый азмы them- 
selves were divided about this word : some, 
as Eustathius, (П. +. 590,) treat it as 
identical with dgwrrai, as in Homer афіу 
for dep: others, more correctly, take it 
for th te (= ddsivra), е. g. Н pret (= ágai» oe E. e- 

th arm. афмутаа BN? ; 

with this difference however, that Suidas 
believes it to be a Doric, the author of the 
Etym. an Attic form ; the former is cer- 
tainly right, and this perfect-passive form 
is cognate with the „act. афіыка.” 

4. 184] By 

ion of such passages 
Bt. Mark's expression, 

1 rec rq Ty»tbpart абтой, is more pre- 
cise and conclusive. So we have ivefipusig- 
caro тф wvevpars, John xi. 83, synony- 
mous with iuBpipwpevoc iv laure, ibad. 
ver. 38. Tva у yivnrae: 
see Klotz on Devarius, pp. 631-2: so Plut. 
i» p. 26 c, iva ri ravra M yec; From 

yap - - бу gov is common (nearly 
verbatim) to the three Evangelista. 
5. т ёсть ебк.] “In our Lord's 
argument it must be carefully noted, that 
He does not ask, which is easiest, to for- 
give sins, or to raise a sick man—for it 
ои кейн Sarl Е 
was easier than this of healing—but, w 
is easiest, to claim this power or that, to 
say Thy sins be thee, or fo гау, 
Arise and walk ? t (i. e. the former ) 
tomy it by saying with affect and wit 
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de atSnre бт: " Lovctav et o vioc rov b 
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v t 1кб 7 kai t yepbeic arne siç то» 

oiko» avrov 8 iSdvreg 82 оі ӧуЛо: b ка! BE axra 

t t (bla). ch. 
ziv. 12 | Mk. 
al. Jer. xvi; 

À , 7. КАУ, Kal, улкен, 

Ld , 4 a 4 p $ e 

“є$б6Ёава» rov " деду rov ` Sovra " eEovsiay тоабтђу тос «e. 1. 
ver. " . 

аудротос. 9 Kai " repiyew 5 bosse бй» Bey čvðpuror f 
б. o тос rov avOpwrow bef sZoveray exu D 88 latt Hil. 

copt eth Hil: txt C rel goth arm. BD latt 

a7 

Cor. vil. 
only. (mid. 1 Joha H. 8,17 only.) Ps. ezxvili. $, 

for eyspÜric, tytipt 
add «a: D lat-a g, В k eth Hil. 

8. rec (for :$of505aav) еШ кые, with С rel вуг arm Thdor-mops: txt BD 1. 83 
latt Syr coptt wth Aug Hil 
X-comm : om X-txt.) 

uv. (admirantes timuerunt lat-f goth. — барн. cas 

9. гке:Өгу bef o ic D 124 latt copt Eus Thph-ant ТЫ Hil: om гкебгу (beg of peric.) 

BEERS IETS" mum PER 1171 Erit ipu: 15 Hi зы. TARGE 

5 LIP 
i & a 15 + HE 9 f 

5 F ir ‘| il E ] Н 1E sp 5 i ef 
1 i {| E i Е E Ч Е | H i ] i 

lH big 

EL H 

Ен Brugis doin 257 AIT ИНА int 

—to mankind; and without su i 
that had before them the fall meane 

і hig 
8. In Mark they say, Sr: обгыс odi sors 
даре» : in Luke, Fri lops» srapádoka. 
efuepov. - 

9—17.] THE CALLING o» MATTHEW: 
THE FEAST CONSEQUENT ON IT: BEN- 
QUIRY OF JOHN'S DISCIPLES RESPECTING 

Lord was going out to the sea to teach, 
Mark, ver. 18. All three E con- 
nect this calling with the ng mi 



. 19, 17 RE 10 s 
adn aur. 

a ch. жаН. 10, Ii. Mark 317. 18 Lt Bode. lv. 20 oniy. 

І, Scr's g evv-P-z. 
05aev, nxodovGe D 1. 209. 

арартьћо: bef reXwvae C 21 copt æt 
discwnbebant cum D-lat, 

berted between narratives indisputably 
relating the same occurrences. (2) The 
uis diria eneral consent of all ages has sup- 

ersons the same. On 
се other (3) owr Gospel makes not 
the slightest allusion to the name of Теш, 
either here, or in ch. x. 8, where we find 
Ma@@aioc 6 rekóvnc among the A 
clearly identified with the subject of this 
narrative: whereas the other two Evange- 
liste, having in this narrative spoken of 
Levi, in their enumerations of Apos- 
tles (Mark iii. 18: Luke vi. 16), mention 
Matthew without any note of identifica- 
tion with the Levi called оњ this occasion. 

(4) arly tradition the two 
persons. Clement of dria, (Stro- 
mata, iv. p. 595 P, from . 

Gnostic, (ò тўс Obadevrivov 
xo Sonporaroc card Мі») men. 
tions Mar@aioc, &Durmoc, Oed, Авс 
di dd AO woddoi, as eminent men who 
had not suffered m from a public 
confession of the faith. апааш, Again, Ori- 
gen, (against Celsus, book i. 5 62, vol. i. 
р. Же ей. Migne,) when Celsus has 
called the Apostles т«Мә»ас cai vatrag, 
after acknow Маддаїос d res- 
упс adds, lere òè cal ò Atfic red, 
deohovOncac T9 *Incot. ФАМ обт‹ ya 
rov àpiÜpos ray drr abros jv, 
el р) card туа r&v ávrtypá$ew тоё 
xarà Марко» sbayytMov. It is not quite 
clear from this, whether the copies of 
Mark substituted Levi’s (?) name for 
Matthew’s, or for some other: but нок 
probably the latter. But <As8i¢ and 
Аайс are hardly more nearly allied than 
AUN and A¢SSaioc, with whom Levi 
has sometimes been supposed identical. 
AcBny roy reden may then have 
been the reading for Өаддаїо», Mark 
iii. 18, where we now find the 
АгВВаїо» in D lat-o b ff, i. (6) It 

i would hence appear, as if 
there were in ancient times an idea 
that the two names belonged to distinct 
persons. But in the very passages where 

ETATTEAION 

eri ro ri. bef каблшуох С 21 Chr Aug. 

10. avacetpevov bef avrov (see || о © e Eus. 

IX. 

*,, Mabbaiov Aeyópevov, ка! BCDEF 
1 KLMS 

Ye avre "Ако\обби noc kat ? avacrac 7 qxodovOncev UVEA 

Kai éyévero aurov d * avakeip£vou. бу тр оќ, 

for gkoAov- 

om za: D latt coptt seth. 
for cvvaves., cvvecsivro Di, simul 

2 

it is mentioned, a confusion is evident, 
which prevents us from drawing any cer- 
tain conclusion able to seres the ge- 
neral testimony to the cont 

of tbe three. (0) те 
3 rh шего ар-ар тн 
ee this solemn and peculiar 
call seems (see ch. iv. 19, 22) дагу fo 
belong to any but an lie бирде, 
as in the caso of Peter, it here also implies 
previous acquaintance leship. 

9.] Acyépevor, not b 
e eee Кора to 

(A similar mistake has been made in sup- 
posing rd яАоїоу, as in ver. 1, and else- 
where, to mean some one particular ship ; 
whereas it is generic; see note there.) 
Again, Greswell presses to verbal 
the terms used in the accounts (ө. g. o 
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kai (80утес̧ ot Фарсаю то» тос набутаіс avrov ? 
5 ке! арартоћеу обі о 
12 0 & акобвас ire О», 

° Exoverr oi ibo rec "i tar pou, aAX’ oi kur "Exovrec. aca sbeol., 4 Mk. 
wopevBévrec | ài nere ті ‘tory ?" EAeoc * Хе kai ov 

91 

28. оз 

e eh. "vi. за. kr. ? xpsiay Prov. svili. 

e Lake iv. 38 

Üvciav. ov yàp 7АӨоу ‘xadioas ™Sixaiouc, adAd " apap- IX 10 
TwAobc. 

M Tore wpoctpyovrat abr ot uaÜgrai ‘Iwavvou Ài- 
К constr, as above (J). ch. Avi. 43. ее! 

=æ f. 1 Cer. vit If al soe Macy All. fl. 
from Hossa vi 7. 
1. 16 (18). 

a Lake xv. 2, 7, 10. тыш 5 . 

II. adovrsc де D sah. 
D rel вуг, diserunt lat-k. 

rec ins ic bef acovcac (from 
seth. (D is sow defective from 
the omn.) for 0 pi Arcu D 
tere ins avrog 
valg lai e gi nh i 

TERA Сз, 

lat-c g, , сор syr- 
lat-a à] ff, h 1 rr go 

avixevro and iA0évric 55 and 
attempts to shew them to be inconsistent 
with one anotber. But surely the time is 
past for such with the historic text 
of the Gospels; besides, he has over- 
looked a great in his own ex- 

Pharisees present at the feast given by a 
and exclaiming against m 

Tec mdr eria Cee o act e 
1] Chr ict-tun : om 

eth arm Clem-rom 

Yeap. abroy. 
related shew 

Í = Mark tx. 
10. Lake 
vili. 19. Acts 
x.)7 а]. 
eh. xH.7, 

from Ps. XXII. 6. Ps. 
Av. 7. ses ch. L 10, 

To (cf || Mk Le) BCL 1. 88 latt Syr Cyr: urov 
pre bef reXevwy D sah Ац. 

E a. к. т. 200. D lat-b og, LA bef г00. C! 1 coptt. 
14 Za), with C rel latt syrr copt: om BD sah 

о де to exoveay, Mill Wetst and the latin testify to 
(Mill Wetst, but not lat) lat-a. rec aft 

Ї 200), з with CL ы с атта: txt ВСІХ 

rec sAsov, with CIL rel: txt BCI DN 1. 33 

o 2:8. vn. 

Stxatovg bef 
ү Luke), with C d 83! 

BDV'4 11. 83-corr! vulg 
Orig, Bail Jer Auger Ambr. 

the place : Luke adds airov: ol Ф. xai ol 
very circumstances 

that this remonstrance can- 
not have taken place аё the feast. The 
Pharisees say the words to the 
our Lord hears it. This denotes an осса- 
sion when our Lord and the disciples were 
present, but not surely intermixed with 
the óxAoc тәй». жо\ос. 19. 
lox ‚ ‚+ какёз fx.) Both words, 
in the application of the saying, must be 
sio, Calvin Mow). G ironica €: 
d alvin. Meyer): as referring to their 
5 of themselves; as also 

e were objective 
either lexóovrec or Zicatot, however m 
objective truth какыс Ixorrig and &нар- 
тео zm, fir had as applied to the pub- 
licans 18.] sep алой 

ете answers to an expression ent 
(«os 

this discourse, with the ex- 
ception of the citation, is almost verbatim 
in Mark, snd (with ġyiaivovreç = loxóov- 
ric, Ада = = mo, and the addition 
of uc ptrávoury) Luke also. 

to the detailed narrative 
of Be. Mark (ii. i it was the disciples of 
John and of the Pharisees who asked this 
question. St. Luke continues the dis- 

Sucaloug 
as 
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T L. е vorrec Aca ті nueig ка ot Daproaios * mmarevopiey rod, 
13. v. 10, 

эз, 88. 
James Ш. : 
Job хия? 

q = ch. SEIS: 

xiii. 88. 
Lake xz. 84, 
Tus Ezra 

sis ” nuípat Отау 

only. sch. v 
2 д. XX John li. 9. in. LX f 

14. om wodAa (see || МХ) B K aS Ser’s g). 
numguid la for vvpgwvoc, 77 5 D latt(sponsi) copt 

for zi AE vogcTtutty Um || Mk 
9 5 1 Syr syr-marg sah Chr Arnob Hil. 

15 ynoreveouay, vaorevovery D!X 75. 111 Ser's i w ev-y. 

15. for pn, pure D, 
eth Arnob A 

ot & pabyrai соо ov ° marebouaty ; 

leo М» Sovavrat о * viot TOU 

‘ep’ 800 utr aurwy Есту o 
wi? ~ U 9 9 - е 

araphp ат avrov о 

t 2 Pot. 1.18 
(se. ixti, 6 "Rev. xviii, 23 only. 

Gen. xil. 9. Exod. xii 87 

; 15 kai ертеу avroic o 

'wuu$uvoc * revOey 
° yuudloc 5. " eAsocovrat St 

" vyjtétoc, Kat тоте 

gf) r. Wil. 80. ake xvii Sal. Amos vii. 

In) D 61! lat-a b c f 
for arapon, ардд D 1. 71 al. 

add ev єкнуа‹с rag 
nuepac (from || ME Ім) D! 111 lat-a b о g, А syr-marg Orig. 

course as that of the former Pharisees and 
Scribes. This is one of those instances 
where the three accounts imply and con- 
firm one another, and the hints inci- 
dentally dropped by one Evangelist form 
the prominent ты о of the other. 
The fasting often of the disciples of John 
must not be understood as done in mourn- 

for their master’s imprisonment, but 
ye longing to the asceticism which John, 
as a preacher of repentance, inculcated. 
On the fasts of the Pharisees, see Light- 

15. wevéciv] = употгбну 
Mark and Luke. The difference of these 
two words is curiously enough one of Gres- 
well’s arguments for the non-identity of 
the narratives. Even if there were any 
foree in such an е ment, we might 

t fairly set against 3 is com- 
mon to all Three three E ts, and occurs 
no where else in the N. 6 vupdtos] 
This appellation of Himeelf had from our 
Lord appropriateness as addressed 
to the disciples of John. Their master 
had himself said (John ій. 29) à iyw» rij: 
vipeny, уоџфіос oriy? ó бё Rog тоб 
vupgion à lorgxec xal deotuy афто, 
харф ҳаіри Oud rjv giu тоб vupdgiov. 
oe ay sra хара 7 ip 3 

the Bride- 

: very probably with immediate re- 
ference to 
been cited just. before: bui 

in which the Bride is the 
of God, the Bridegroom the God 

See 

i. 820, edn. 2) observes, the article here 
must not be considered as merely intro- 
duced on account of the le, as usual 
elsewhere, but the parable itself to have 
sprung out of the emphatic name, ò yup- 

фос. The шо тоў »vp$éévoc are more 
than the mere guests at the wedding: 
wd are the brid m’s friends who 

fetch the bri Ф\ебсоута, 
How sublime and 1 is this 

— announcement by our Lord of the 
bitter passage before Him! Compare the 
words of our Christian poet: ‘measuring 

presage the infinite descent.’ 
(Wigenmann mag dabei wohl (оул. 
„Welcher Menſch hat je fo ruhig, fo lieblich 
von einer ſolchen Hohe in eine folde Tiefe 
ene y Reden J 822 

These 
claration of s duty, or of an ordinance, as 
binding on the Church in the days of her 
flow riga чрн a ры ынан 

ws is against such а supposition : 
declare, in accordance with the pa- 

valle word жеудеїу, that in those days 
they shall 53535 эы: 

not 
of their own е тайна laying on. 

This view is strikingly brought out in 
Luke, where the question is, Can a 
тоба viert ii children, &c., i. е. 
by your rites and ordinances? but, &. and 
rére vygoreigovew : there is no constraint 

BCDEF 
GELMS 
UVXA 
1. 33. 
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°vnorebcovarv. 16 ovdsic 84 * ёт:ВаАи ? (riff Apa ” рё- zan 
a? t ›_\ « 7 „ bw ` te , elsw. chiefly 

xovç “ayvagoy tri ina, жалаир” " айоң yap то - with хебр. o 
3 -æ - e М "v. ХіХ. 19. 

pena avrov ато rov ipariou, kai Хироу *cxiopa yiverat. y ICL. bia) 

17 ouè ! Badrovew oivov véov sic Sacxuve талаюбс ai ony. 
э e є ^p, " lv. 

` at & штук, ! pnyvvvrat oi doro, kai 0 otvoc * exyeirat, jer sim id 
wat oi * аскоі awoXovvrat’ adda ! BadXovew olvov viov at ME: ү. 

» e E b absol., 

ыс " аскоўс каобс, xat анфбтеро: | cuvrnpourrat. „=, ! 
only t. d( МЕ. ch. яхти. 6621. Wied xv. 18 only. eG Mk. Jobs vil. 4A. ix. Ia x. 
10. 1 Cor. I. 10. zi. 18. xil. 96 only €. f Mark vil. 26. John xviii. 11, Pa. салу. 6 vat. 

g here (4 times) and t oniy. Josh. ix. 4, 18. Job KAI. 19. b BL. bis. (Mk. ei ôd pay.) ob. vi. 
1. Lake . d. xili. 9. xiv. 89. 3 Cor. xi. 16 only. 2): Mark 12.180 L. Gal. iv. #7 (from Һа. 
liv. 1) only zi ХО Mk v.r.) John . Dest. xv. 1d L. v. г.) Mark vi. 30. Laks 

17. for anye, pn Mk ii. 22) B 301. русси o og ө veoc rovc ackovc D; 
во, but omg o vtoc, lat-g, syr-jer Arnob. for кунта: к. о аск. ажоћ., aro erai 
к. с аск. D lat-k.—for aroAdovyra:, asoXÀvrra: В 1 al vulg lat. F syrr coptt goth. 

ocvow vtov uc ackovc bef Ва\\оосху (eee || Гм) C 21 ev-36, simly lat-a b c Aug: 
for a MA., Badd. фе D. rec au$orrpa (corre), with (perhaps no greek ms 
lat-A(utrague) Euthym : txt BCD rel gere п mss.—(homeeotel [-O ra to ah 
a to evvrggovvrai 8.) rapovrra: servantur D! lat-a o. 

tained at their first emergence from to patch the new, the Evangelic state, 
b aai Hig in practice universally dis- upon the old worn out ceremonial system. 

even by their best and holiest ‘ Would,’ he adds, ‘that we could say in 
sons,—nothing can be more affecting and the in tion, as in the parable, No 
genuine than the universal and solemn ob- mas doeth this!’ The robe must be ali 
servance of any real occasion of fasting sew, all consistent: old things, old types, 

before them by God’s Providence. old ceremonies, old burdens, sacrifices, 
t is also remarkable how uniformly а strict priests, sabbaths, and holy days, all are 

attention to artificial and prescribed fasts passed away: behold all things are be- 
accompanies a hankering after the hybrid come new. хёроу ex V. a worse 
ceremonial of Rome. Meyer rent takes place: not, as E. V., ‘the rent 
remarks well that rére refers to a definite becomes worse’ (x. yiv. rd cx.,—or x. rà 
point of time, not to the whole subse- оҳ. yív.), a worse rent, because the old, 
quent period. 16.] Our Lord in these original rent was included within the cir- 
two parables contrasts the old and the cumference of the ixiSAnpa, whereas this 
new, the legal and evangelic dispensa- is outside it. 17.] This parable is 
tions, with regard to the point on which not a repetition of the previous one, but a 
He was questioned. The idea of the wed- stronger and more exact setting forth of 
ding seems to run through them: the the truth in hand. Ая is frequently our 
preparation of the robe, the pouring of the Lord's practice in His les, He ad- 
new wine, are connected by this as their vances from the immediate subject to 
leading idea to one another and to the something more spiritual and higher, and 
preceding verses.. The old system of takes occasion from answering a cavil, 
33 for fasting’s sake must not to preach the sublimest truths. The gar - 

patched with the new and sound piece; ment was something ow£ward ; this wine 
the complete and beautiful whole of Gos- is powred in, is something imward, the 
pel light and aga шш not be en- spirit of the system. The former parable 
grafted as a mere addition on the worn respected the outward freedom and ear 
out system of ceremonies. For the wà- truthfulness of the New Covenant; this 
pepa abroõ, the 5 of it, the regards ite inner spirit, its pervading prin- 
new patch, by its t and its strength ciple. And admirably does the parable 
pe away the neighbouring weak and describe the vanity of the attempt to keep 

threads by which it holds to the old the new wine in the аскдс wradatdc, the 
garment, and a worse rent is made. Stier old ceremonial man, unrenewed in tho 
notices the prophetic import of this pa- irit of his mind: сл ol &ácxol : 
rable: in how sad a degree the yeipov the new wine is something too living and 
«yicua yiveras has been fulfilled in the strong for so weak a moral frame; it 
History of the Church, by the attempts shatters the fair outside of ceremonial 
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send Mark 18 Tavra avrov AND roc awroic 1808 арҳеу Lie- 
. т.г. * m 3 xi 1s. Acis SAQwy ™ wpocexdve aurp Aéyov or. H Üv-yarnp ноу apre 

Laat юе éreXebrncev’ аААа Abav ° гтібес т» "ripa cov ёт іта 
18 ret. vr)» kai Ti 19 kai tytpÜric o 'Insovc nkoAoUUe — ae айт» kai ° hoera каї ғуғрбис о Ireobe nds 
pé, a. айт Kal oi пабптаі avrov. xai tov yuv " aikop- 

, » - » e со 

f а бшдека ёту wooctÀÜovsa öh  mbaro vov - 
Peur, Doovee. Mo Ро " ober X 

q *** 10 èv ' éaury BCDEF Ж ek. atv коастдох Tov ĩuariou avrov. EA e'ysv yap ew * caury BCDEF 
x iii. | e - œe , э = 8 7 

a Nn Edv uóvov ауыра rov iparioy avrov, ° cwÜncopat. UA1.35- 
BU. Dest xxi 19. (Beek. viis. 3 Ald) Zech. viti. 93 only. т ch. iii. 9 reff. sce Ре. xxxv. 1. 

vii. 96. Acts іт. 9 al. 
ou | Mk. 

18. rec (for ecceAOwy) A (with some cursive P): uc (1. e. slc) жросМ\бм» BN, 
unus accessit ef latt syr goth seth arm: wpoceAOwy NI: ric wpocyAGew F: тїс wpoced- 
Өыу ŒGLU 18 al Ser's b f g h s v evv-x-y-P-150 sah Thl: ric Өну Sers il mn: ele 
ehOwy kai тросЕАбш» al Syr: rig euçtAbwy Ser's qr: txt CDEMXN' 1 a p al Chr Bas, 
elc Ады» KSVA 33 Scr’s w.—add re исо» C3-marg FGLU Scr’s b f? h s v evv-P-150. 

Jn ^ Hil. 
om ore DM 1. 83 latt Syr coptt sth arm Bas Chr Hil: ins кери М vulg lat-f 

19. rec NKOAOUONnGEY (corre to the usual historic tense, the force of the imperf 
being overlooked 1), with BL rel lat F * вуг coptt: qxoAov8ncaw EM Syr, nrodovbes 
CDN 33 latt Hil. 

21. афера: bef роуоу D latt. 

seeming; and & olvos iN ra, the spirit 
is lost, the man is neither a blameless Jew 
nor a faithful Christian; both are spoiled. 
And then the result: not merely the da- 
maging, but the utter destruction of the 
vessel,—ol &oxol dwoAdotwra:. Accord - 

- ing to some expositors, the sew patch and 
new wine denote the fastiag; the old 
garment and old bottles, the disciples. 
d dé фун, тооётбу lor obww yeyóva- 
ci» lcxvpoi oi paOnrai, 4Х\ Eri roMAñc 
Ckovrat соукатађасғыс обхо 0:0 той 
svebparoc бёугкауісдђсах. ойто di ia- 
кирёуос ob ҳр) Варос іжіг:Өіуа: di- 
raypárev. sostom, Hom. in Matt. 
ххх. p. 358. This view is stated and de- 
fended at some length by Neander, Leben 
Jesu, p. 346, note; but I own seems to 
me, as to De Wette, far-fetched. For how 
can fasting be called iringa paroug 
&yváQov, or how compared to new wine ? 
And Neander himself, when he comes to 
explain the im t addition in Luke 
(on which see Luke M 89, and вое), ів 
obliged to change the meaning, and un- 
derstand the new wine of the spirit of the 
Gospel. It was and is the custom in the 
East to carry their wine on a journey in 
leather bottles, generally of goate’ skin, 
sometimes of asses or camels’ skin. (Winer, 
Realwidrterbuch, ‘ Schlauch.") 

18—26.) Raising оғ  JAkIRUB'8 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING OF A WOMAN 
WITH AN 18608 OF BLOOD. Mark v. 
21—48: Luke viii. 41—56. In Luke and 

Mark this miracle follows immediately 
after the casting out of the devils at 
Gadara, and our Lord's recrossing the 
lake to Capernaum ; but without any pre- 
cise note of time as here. He may well 
have been by the sea (as seems implied by 
Mark and Luke), when the foregoing con- 
versation with the disciples of John and 
the Pharisees took place. The account in 
the text is the most concise of the three; 

except 
the connecting words, табта atrov Aa- 
Aovvroc abroic, and elgsAO., which seems 
to imply that our Lord was still in Levi's 
house, the account in the text is sum- 
mary, and deficient in icalarity. I 
have therefore reserved annotation for 
the account in Luke, which see through- 
out. Í ] She was not 
dead, but dying : at the last extremity. 
St. Matthew, omitting the message from 
the ruler’s house (Mark v. 35: Luke viii. 
49), gives the matter summarily in these 
words. 20. e 
2mm was the 

corner of their outer ent, as а да 
that they were to be holy unto God. 
article, as in ch. xiv. 36, designates the 
particular tassel which was touched. 
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Oper, ü rioric соу ol oc се. ка ae M : 
атд тэс брас ixtivqc. Ука! Boy о o ‘Incove чс ru ue 

о{к(ау rov аруоутос xai twv rove "avAnrdc xai Tov w Сасы 
охАо» " боруЗобре»о» 2 kA er Avaywpsire où удо “be bis. eh, xiv. 
ax tÜavev D " kopacioy, аАла ? кабеда. каї Kart hie 55 vi. 22, $8 bis 
avrov. * ёте oe "0:810 c о oe, die Aber ixpa- ES 5 
Toev ric Ne айтте, kat пуѓрбп то * Kopüstov. E 2 

25 каї «ud. a 4 фпио aura ис OÀnv тту yw éxeivay. c с 

27 Kal wapáyovri T Ty yo nco lob ELS ei 
f avro доо rv$Àoi xpalovrec kai i Myovrec 5"EAÉncov прас ‚сөл. 

* мос Aaved. \бд›т‹.д! ис ri» оікіаъ 1poc 0 Re Row. x. 18, | 
xviii 4. 1 Thess. I. 8. d Lake iv а Prov. xvi. 3. (xv. 30.) н аа 

e ver. 9 тей. f oonstr., ch. vill. 1 гей. sch ays M xx Sigal. Ps. vi. 2. b ch. i 1 al. sec ante, 

23. om ene. D, qui autem D-lat, a£ ille lat-a b o. rec emwrrpa$uc (from || МХ), 
with CL rel: „ = 5 txt B 13. 33 al 

DGL: aT 
94. rec (on are Aega (from | MP) with CL rel: txt BD 1. 13. 33 valg lat- 

ab f ff, 74 сор goth Chr, dizit lat-c g, 5. * with C 
9, yr arm: om BD 1. 18. 33 lait coptt sth. avrov D 
( Tor tage Rd., Ады» D lat-a b. for rue xepoc, тпу xupa D. 

28. avras С! 1. 83. 118. 124 copt: avrov C-corr! or? D 71 sah sth. 
N. om avr» BD! ev-36! Chr-3-5-8-a2 (and Fd): ins CL rel vss Chr-1-8-A4. 

apavyaloryreg Ж. om ка: Aeyovrec C'(appy) L 124. 235 lat-a k. rec эм (grammi 
corrn), with С?” rel: txt BGU Ath Damasc. Caman) 

98. for аАбоутв де, cas epxeras D lat-ab og, Љ aft osav ins ra: D la- b o i. 

ЭЗ.] The cure was effected on her touch- Mark we have the words He actually ut- 
ing our Lord's garment, Mark v. 27—29: tered, rads@d коён: from both we 
Luke viii 44. And our Lord enquired that our Lord only took with him Peter, 

i , for He James, and John, and the father and 
55 gone out of mother of the maiden, — that she was 

(Lake). She, knowing what had twelve abe on Brea age t Peel 
came fearing and trem- manded that something should be gi 

bling, and told Him all. 94.] No her to eat. She was an only ter, 

Das. 

Prov. 

inference can be drawn from these words — Luke viii. 43. 
as to the fact of the maiden’s actual 97—31] HzaínING оу TWO BLIND 
death ; for our Lord uses equivalent words MEN. Peouliar to Matthew. — N.] wap. 

Lazarus (John xi. 11). And if ede is too vague to be taken as a fixed 
it be answered that there He explains the note of sequence; for ікеї0еу may mean 
„FF the house of Jacirus, or the town itself, or 

tion is only in consequence of the FCC 
discip i ing his words. In has generalized the locality, and implied 
both cases the words are most probably some pause of time. vide Aevei3] 
used with reference to the speedy awaken- siç rwy» abro тобто gpálovenc іуті- 
tag which wae to follow, i porary yàp хар 'lovdaing ў» Л 3 Toabrn 
(pac by Trench, Miracles, p. 0) * Puel- = pec yopia. Eathym. It is remarkable 

ne pro mortua that, in all the three narratives of giving 
existimatote, quippe in vitam mox redi- sight to the blind in this Gospel, the title 
turam." Lake sppends, after zar. abr.,— Bon of David appears. 38. rv 
зуна n awsGaver, in which н nee — LE =, CM ee т” 

at least no the . ziar, & к He Л 
і 5 the house which our Lord inhabited ai 

Ў А . eb. is common to the Capernaum (De Wette and others); but I 
diede nx From Luke we learn F any 
that our Lord seid у кайс, Гунре: from particular house, merely, as we sometimes 
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E13 avro ot ruproi, kai Мүк аўтос о ‘Tnaoic Hiorebere BCDEF 

ee ug ОТ. доғара: rovro тоша; Ayo атф Nai корие. UA133. 

ке tn” 29 rore iparo TOY oha nor avrov ушу Ката тту 
уй] La. тогу m dern ro i йш». reg noa abr 

e кз оі х офба\иоі. ка ie vb а avroic о Inoobc Аѓуву 
„чар F Oe undeie ywwarérw. 31 ot 2 eEeAOuvrec Steph 
— 15. puer айтд» iv Ay ry yy Extivy. 
* Ane 32 Aurov 8 iEtpyoptvov 100% жроспуукау айтф av- 

Ie t бошто ° кефдӧу ? Bauovi'óutvov. 3 kai S ex(JAnülvroc 

p ob. vili. 16 reff. q cb. vil. 92 ref. 

ins дуо bef roh D lat b g, Љ cr ger. 
то. В vulg. 

. 89. for офбаћџы», opparey D. 
lett. rec avewy.: gvoux0ncav» C! : 

t. 

тоес bef rovro C! : rov. дэу. 

for Ay, xat unm D 1 lat-À Syr. 
txt BD 88. os 098 

rec o (for 5 penn) гғу:рпсато, with BCD py txt B'N 1. 22. 118. 
aApo: ins avre» D 

233. „ 99. 124 Syr coptt seth. 

аме the expression, the house, as opposed 
D 23 кешсе. 1. 
тобто roc] i. e. the Я 
in Ii geo Hpac. vlàs A Pal В du] 
See Ps. cx. 1, and ch. xxii. 45; alsoch. xii. 
23; xx. 30, 81. Touching, or anoint- 
ing the eyes, was the i method 

ich our Lord took of impressing on the 
blind the action of the divine power which 
healed them. Ch. xx. 34: k viii. 25: 
John ix. 6. 29.) In this rahi 
however we have this peculiar fea 
that no direct word of power ree 
our Lord, but a relative concession, i 
that which was done a measure of the 
Faith of the blind men: and from the 
result the degree of their faith appears. 
Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, i. 888), ** We 
may already notice, in the history of this 
first period of our Lord's ministry, that, 
from baving at first yielded immediately to 
the request for healing, He by de- 
grees, to prove and exercise the faith of 
the applicants.” ivBouidén] 
Suidas e this word, nerd d r, 
5 per’ abornpórgrog imirepgy. 
The purpose of our Lord’s earnestness 
appears to have been twofold: (1) that 

e might not be so occupied and over- 
pressed with applications as to have neither 
т nor strength for the preaching of the 
Gospel: (2) to prevent the already-excited 
people from some public measure of 
recognition, and thus arousing the malice 
of the Pharisees before His hour was come. 

No doubt the two men were guilty of 
an act of disobedience in thus breaking the 
Lord's solemn injunction: for obedience 

is better than sacrifice; the humble ob- 
servance of the word of the Lord, than 
the most laborious and wide-spread will- 
worship after man’s own mind and inven- 
tion. Trench (Miracles, p. 197) well re- 
marks, that the fact of almost all the 
Romish interpreters having applauded this 

characteristi act, “is very с, and rests on 
тах SO Hrama, 

J HEALING OP A DUMB DÆ- 
MONIAC. Peculiar to Matthew. The 
word tren ee. 6 а present par- 
ticiple, places this in . e con- 
nexion with the 1 

in Luke xi. 14. ка, ө eame er- 
duni o bir col follows; the same ca- 

of the Pharisees ; only that in ch. 
ii, the damnonin is eid (not in Luke zi) 
te have ben Шм blind. These cir- 
cumstances, coupled with the immediate 
connexion of tkis miracle with the cure of 
the blind men, and the mention of the 
Son of David’ in both, have led some to 
suppose that the account in ch. xii. is a 
repetition, or slightly differing version of 
the account in our text, intermingled also 
with the preceding healing of the blind. 
But the supposition seems unnecesaary,— 
as, the habit of the Pharisees once being 
to ascribe our Lord’s expulsion of devils 
to Beelzebub, the tion of the re- 
mark would be natural: —and the other 
coincidences, though considerable, are not 
exact enough to warrant it. This wasa 
dumbness caused by dsmoniacal posses. 
sion: for the difference between 



BCDI 

29—38. 

rou ° Saipoviouv’ EAáAgotv en 
Al уоутес Ouðirore фат офтшс tv TQ ‘Tapani. 

Papraror rA % 

GKLMS EF BadrAn ra ^ дабма. 
ХА 

Circuit and teaching 

3 Ka! 

КАТА MAOOAION. 

'E» тф apyovrs rov Sapoviwy %ёк- З 

repin y 0 Iusovc тас жонс касас ка тас 

крас, $.8авкоу tv raic ovvaywyaiç aurwy Kai ' knpba- 
сву то " tva yer тїс Paoıdsiac Kat  Groawebwy таса» 

97 
Kat ‘Babpacay « ot ö A0. Ero 

34 0¹ ёё ach tr. 28 ref, 

. see 
i 24 

* vogcov Kai жасау * gaAakíav, uL òi тоў OxAovc ri 425 7 11 

' towdayy viabn wept aurwy, От! йвау * cu, O l. 
kat." spiupévot cel rpc ara un Kora хошфа. m 
8 тоте Хун тос paÜnraic avrov O piv " bepionòe дүн 
жоћос̧, ot ёё 

2,2,8. Jem. v. 471. Wisd. xvii. 17 al. 

a Epyarat о№уог" 88 * SnOnre оўу той 16. 
х ch. xz. 10. xx. 

у Matt., here only. w. Ser, Lake x. 3. Acte ҮШ. 94. 

33. rec aft Aeyovrec ins ort, with (Scr's 1 m n, e sil) lat-a arm: om BCD rel 
wth Chr ТЫ. lat-3 AFLA 912 т ор goth sth 

us get 
om ver D lat-a kl Hi Juv. 

36. rec at end ins ғу rw Алы 
arm : om BC'DSA 1!. 5 ага: 

36. aft oxAovc ins o H С 
tern., tedeAvpevot 55 N or mis 27) 

Hesych Hil Jer. 
: eppapevo. X: spnpevos L: txt Bl(sic in cod) CN. 

33 ves Constt Bas Chr Thi Euth 
pepsppevoe D: eppnypevo: M 

ec CDFLM 1. 83: txt B rel. 

the natural infirmity of a deaf and Чаш 
man, ee Mark vii. 31—37. 
on odr] viz. the casting out pe 

—' never was seen to be followed 
i ed results as those now manifested." 
Bee above. orwe is not for тобто or 
тоюўтб T: (De Wette, &c.) ; the 
cited as bearing out this meaning in the 
LXX do not apply, for in all a them 
обтес is so. 1 Kings xxiii. 17: Ps. xlvii. 
8: ar AE 80 F.: Neh. viii. 17. 

] OUR LORD’S COMPASSION FOR 
THE MULTITUDE. Peculiar to Matthew. 
In the same way as ch. iv. 23—25 intro- 
duces the Sermon on the Mount, so do 
these verses the calling and commission- 
ing of the Twelve. ese general de- 

tions of our Lord's going about and 
pini ing at once remove all ezactness of 

from the occurrence which follows — 
ing place at some time during the 

just described. Both 
the Sermon on the Mount and this dis- 
course are introduced and closed with 
these marks of indefiniteness as to time. 
This the case, we must have re- 
course to the other Evangeliste, by whose 
account it appears (as indeed may be im- 

ied in ch. x. 1), that the A had 
called to thew distinct office some 
Vor. I. 

vulg 
ovrec bef гфауу D 33 lat-a b c ff, 

ch iv. 23), with CL rel gat (and tol) lat-o g 
М үт сора goth өй б ТЫ. i 

Syr 70 rec for 
7), with L al: txt BCD rel 1. 

rec epptupsvot, with B? rel: 

time before this. (See Mark iii. 16: Luke 
vi. 13.) After their calling, and selection, 
they probably remained with our Lord for 
some time before they were eent out upon 
their mission. 36. rots булоъз] 
Wherever He went, in all the cities. 

doxvhpévor) * Vezati, —harassed,— 
plagued, —viz, literally, with weariness in 
following Him; or 5 with the 
tyranny of the Scribes апа Pharisees, their 
Hapria Bapía, ch. xxiii. 4. dpip- 

J * Temere projek, * abjecti, no- 
glecti, as sheep would be who had wan- 
dered from their pasture. The context 
shews that our Lord's compassion was 
excited by their being without competent 

iritual leaders and teachers. 87.) 
e harvest was primarily that of the 

Jewish ple the multitudes of whom 
before Him excited the Lord’ в compassion. 
Spa rät rò deevddokoy. iva ph йкау- 
тас xpóc tavréy imeobpyrar, icxipre 
rove paOnrag. ob did 0 rovro џбуоу, 
GAN’ iva abroéc ка| жаєдебсу, кадажгр 
iy ri. wadaiorpg ry Паћаатіур H- 
Atrioavrac, obre syóg rote ауёуас̧ 
ric ol con vnc ávodbcag0a:. sost. 
Hom. xxxii. р. 867. 88.] ... rivoç 
обу Туке» Deys * д.пӨлте той evpiov тоб 
Өгресџоё,їуа ікВалу lpyárac P roy Otpiz- 
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"гае * kupiov rov " Ürpispov бтшс ° ék(JáAg " ёруйтас eic тд» | 
(Marius © сс: avrov. 
T noc. 5 X. ! Kai троскаћезареуос тоос додека цнабттас 

ч акадартыу V дне 
27. 
Irt xxxvi) avrov & EY айтос " t&ovaiav * тунат» 

РА "E 

, Joke ssi d were «Ваши» айта, cal ° Oeoumevew таша» ° yoouy ка i 87225 
a , 1 Cor. i15. magav * паХакіа». 2 To» à додека ‘aroordAwy та Сүз 

EUM ANGE 8 éorw ravra, xpwroc Sinwy o Aeyopevoc Пёгрос ̀ 

38. rov xvpiov Di. 

Снлр. X. L єкВаМмн>» CD: txt B rel. 

pòv aùroùŭ, xai obdiva афтоїс тросібд- 
кеу; Urt cal додека óvrac жо\\одс iroi- 
got Ar, vixi ry doug wpocGeic, 
dd ёдуашу xapicáptroc. гта Seevic 
ix icov тд дерб» ат, фпсі ‹ de honre той 
evpiov тоб Üpwpnov xai AavÜarvóvrec 
lavràv tugaive róv rà кӧрос Ёҳоута. el- 
10 yo de hogre тоб курон roù Өєр‹- 
сроб,’—оёёё» депдіутыу abray, 0004 «5- 
Kaptvur, abròg айто®с eb hoc xttporovei, 
буашеруйасыу айтофс кай теу 'Тейууою 
Papárev, kal тйс 4л, cai тоў \upoy- 
тос, Kai тоб áxópov, ка тоё círov. dern 
ad órt aùróç éorey ð ycopyóc, abròc 0 0 
Tov Oipiopob cipwc, aùròç 0 r&v po- 
шч д,схбтус. Chrysost, Hom. xxxii. 
Р 

X. 1—XI.1.] Misston o» THE TWELVE 

8 | Ma68aioc 

111 Ti ue 0 кауауаїос 

From this it appears (1), that in all four 
three classes are enumerated, and that 
each class contains (assuming at present 
the pric! of АеВбаїос wit Өаёдаїос, 
and of Өаёѓаїос with 'Тофдас ТакеВо» 
the ғ ersons in all four, but in 
ferent Fonte with the following excep- 

CEU Zech. aLe 

Ouwpac 

йки[Зос [ó rov] 'AX$aiov 
9 1 2 P ; - Ф 7 

10 | АгВВаїос Өаёбаїос lucy 6 cad. 

12 | Iobòac lorapwwrng | Iobòag 1скар:о. 

di of spirit. ол! Acts x. 14, и Cape ka г у. мА E. 

APOBTLES. Mark vi.7—18: Luke ix. 1 
6,—for the sending out of the Apostles: 
Mark iii. 13—19: Luke vi 13—16,—for 
their names. On the characteristic differ - 
ences between this discourse and that de- 
livered to the Seventy (Luke x. 1 ff.) see 
notes there. Notice, that this is not 
the choosing, but merely the mission of 
the twelve. The choosing had taken place 
some ee lw j^ E Ta dis- 
tinctly d the 
We have | in the N. T. four catalogues o 
the Apostles: the present one,—at Mark 
iii. 16,—Luke vi. 14,—Acte i. 18. All 
seem to follow one common outline, but 
fill it up very differently. The pinnas 
tablo will shew the agreements and 
ferences :— 

| Matthew x. 2. Mark iii. 16. Luke vi. 14 Acts i. 13. 
1 | | Zipev IIirpoc 
2 | 'Аудрѓас Чако[дос 'Avópiac Larne 
8 | 'Iácwfoc 'Iwdvrgec | Лако Joc | 'lárwfoç 

4 ld | 'Avópiac Id vn | 'A»épíac 
b Diir rog 

6 BapBodopaiog Qupac 
7 | Owpac | Матбаїос ВардоХора`ќос 

MarÜaioc 

uev 6 GuAeTEC 
ien |ы ~ 

"Ioóóoc LaxwRov 
Vacant. 

tions :—that (2) Peter, Philip, James the 
(son) of Alpheus, and Judas Jscariot hold 
'the same р in all four. (3) That in 
the first class the two ts are 
(а), that of Matt. and Luke (Gospel), — 
Peter and Andrew, brothers ; James and 
John, brothers ;—I. е. according to their 
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xai 'А»дрїас o dd avrov, 'IáxefJoc о rov Ze3edaiou 

2. om де D'-gr(corrd 1. m.). 
om o D!(corrd 1. m.) F al. 

order of calling and connexion, and with 
reference to their being sent out in couples, 
Mark vi.7: (8) Mark and Luke (Acts), 
Hater, James, John, (the three prinei- 
pal) and Andrew ;—i. e. according to their 
personal pre-eminence. In the second 
class . that of Matt., Mark, and Luke 

renson uncertain). In the third 
class (ғ), Matt. and Mark,—James the 
(son ?) of Alpheus and (Leb. Thaddaus, 
Simon the conplan: (О Lake (C as Iscariot ; 
i.e. in соир е Gosp. and Acts) 
James the (son ? of hous, — 
Zelotes, Judas Jar and Judas TIe- 
a 0 (uncertain m (n) Thus in all four, 

leaders of t the three classes are 
ip, and James the 

(son ?) 5 and the traitor is 
always last. (4) It would a 
that the only difficulties are t 
the identit Je Lebbæus with Тайата, 
and with Jodas ' "Чакебо», and of Simon 

rangement, or mere priority of calling, 
but as primus inter pares. is clearly 
shewn from James азаа and Andrew 
being set next, and Judas Iscariot the 
last, in all the We find Simon 
Peter, not only in in the lists of the Apostles, 
but also in t history, Proc ment on 

Acts ii. 87). He appears as the orga» 
of the Apostles after our Lord's ascen- 
sion (Acte i. 15; ii. 14; iv. 8; v. 29): the 
first а йу that which 
decided the on is ken by him, 
Acts xv. 7 All this accords well with the 

ins cat bef аакыос Bd Syr syr-marg. 

doors of the om of Heaven. That 
however no such idea was current among 
the Apostles as that he was destined to be 
the Primate of the future Church, is as 
clear as the facts above mentioned. For 
(1) яо trace of such а pre-eminence is 
Sound in all the Epistles of the other 
Apostles ; but when he is mentioned, it is 
either, as 1 Cor. ix. 5, as one of the Apos- 
tles, one example among many, but in no 
wise the chief ;—or as in Gal. ii. 7, 8, with 
& distinct account of & province 
of duty and preaching allotted to 
him, viz. the apostleship 
sion, (see 1 Pet. i. 1,) as distinguish 
Paul, to whom was given the apostleshi 
of the uncircumcision :—or as in Gal. ii. 
9, as one оЁ the principal orbhat, 
with James and John ;—or as in ii. 
11, as subject to rebuke from Paul as from 
an equal. And (3) wherever by our Lord 

primacy i 
18,) but the whole college of Apostles are 

en of as absolutely equal. Matt. xix. 
, 28; xx. 26, 28: 

there is nothing for, but 
спот such а supposition. Не exhorts 

xpeoBirepo: as being their cvy wrpec- 
Вётгрос (1 Pet. v. 1): describes himself 
as rig usAAobonc áTokaAortoÓa: SóEnc 
cos eig: addresses his second Epi 
Toig ener npiv кайт: wiersy (2 
Pet. i. 1): makes not the slightest 
allusion to any pre-eminence over the 
other Apostles. So that wpéroc here 

pos] 
муз, so named by our Lord 
as above) at His first meeting with him, 
and again more solemnly, and with a direct 
reference to the of the name, 
Matt. xvi. 18. *AvBpéas] He, in 
conjunction with John (see note on John 
і. 37—41), was a disciple of the Ba 
and both of them followed our Lo 
their Master pointing Him out as the 
Lamb of God. They did not however 
from that time constantly accompany 
Him, but received a more solemn calling ) 

n ine Matt. iv. 17—22: Luke v. 1—11)- 
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cal "Ivüvvnc о аёеАфдс avrov, $ ФА:ттос ка: Ваобдоћо- BCDEF 
patoc, Owpaç kat Mablaioç о rA, lákw[Joc о rov UvXa 
"Adgaiov kai Л.ВВаюс, * Zipwv ò kavavatoc xai 'Iov8ac 

9. rep aft ХеВВасос ins o ewcchyGec Өаддас, with C*L rel lat-f вутт sth arm (Ci is 
uncert, but Tisch thinks had more than Л. or 0a2.): даёдаос BN 17. 124 
lit-c ff, 9 l coptt : Odd. о exi. АВВ. 18. 346: Judas zelotes gat mm lat-a b д, 
(add e£ lat-a 3): txt D 122 mse-mentd-by-Aug lat-k Orig-lat Hesych Ruf. 
(Probably o trix. 0200. found its way into the text from || МЕ: then the substitution 
of Gadd. was obvious. АгВ Вас can hardly have been inserted, seeing that the name 
occurs no where else. 

4. at beg ins xa: D lat-A. 

in the narrative of which Peter is pro- 
minent, and so prog called as an Apos- 
tle, at least of those four. "Idx. ё т. 
Z. к. ебу.) Partners in the fishing trade 
with Peter and Andrew, Luke v. 10. 
8. ФЛ. x. Bapô.] Philip was called by 
our Lord the second day after the visit of 
Andrew and John, and the day after the 
naming of Peter. He was also of Beth- 
saida, the city of Andrew and Peter, James 
and John. Ard piag and Siu roc 
‘are Greek names. See John xii. 20—22. 
Вардоћораїос̧ oMa "à, son of Talmai or 
-Tolomeus, has been generally supposed to 
be the same with Nathanael of Cana in 
Galilee; and with reason: for (1) the 
name Bartholomew is not his own name, 
but a patronymic :—(2) He follows next 
in order, as Nat. ,in John i. 46, to 
the Apostles just mentioned, with the 
same formula which had just been used 
of Philips own call (ver. 44),—evpioxes 
ФМ тос тд» Na0.:—(3) He is there, as 
here, and in Mark and Luke (Gospel), in 
connazion with Philip (that was his 
brother, was conjectured by Dr. Donald- 
son ; but rendered improbable by the fact 
that John in the case of Andrew a few 
verses above, expressly says supicce: róv 
адеАфду róv {оу Zipwva, whereas in ver. 
46 по such specification is found) :—(4) 
In John xxi. 2, at the appearance of our 

. Lord on the shore of the sea of Tiberias, 
Nathanael is mentioned as present, where 
seven apostles (paĝnrai) are recounted. 

Oepás к. Magd. ô rec.] Thomas 
(сил), in Greek Aidupog, John хі. 16; 
‚хх. 24; xxi 2. Ma00. 6 red. is clearly 
by this айо) identified with the 

atthew of ch. ix.9. We hear nothing 
of him, except in these two passages. 
Dr. Donaldson (Jashar. p. 10 f.) believed 
Matthew and Thomas to have been twin 
brothers. Eus, H. E. i. 18, preserves a 
tradition that Thomas’s real name was 
Judas: Owpãç, о «ai ‘lobdac. 
I. d т. 'A ] From John xix. 25, 
-some infer (but see note there), that Mary 

ther 

rec (for cavayvawc) кауазттс, with N rel sah: txt 

the (wife) of KAwwac was sister of 
Mary the mother of our Lord. From Mark 
xv. 40, that Mary was the mother of James 
той ptxpov, which may be this James. 
Hence it would appear, if these two pas- 
sages point to the same person, that ‘AA- 
фаїос = КАштас. And indeed the two 

names are but different ways of ex- 
pressing the Hebrew name . If this 
be во, then this James the Less may pos- 
sibly be the д adsdddc тоб коріои men- 
tioned Gal. i. 19 apparently as an apostle, 
and one of the ddeAgoi айтой mentioned 
Matt. xiii. 55 (where вее note) (). But 
on the difficulties attending this view, see 
note on John vii. 5. AeBBaios] Much 
difficulty reste on this name, both from the 
various readings, and the questions arising 
from the other lista. rec. i 
appears to be a conjunction of the two 
ancient ones, Acjatoc and Өаёдаїос : the 
latter of these having been introduced from 
Mark. (But it is noticeable, that in Mark 
D has Ae BBaĩog.) Whichever of these is 
the true reading, the Apostle himself has 
generally been su to be identical 
with ‘lovdag 'IakejJov in both Luke's cata- 
logues, i. e. (see note there) Judas the bro- 

(Dr. Donaldson su son: see 
note on Luke xxiv. 13) of James, and во 
son of and commonly su 
to be (?) one of the ddéeAgoi коріо» named 
Matt. xii. 55. In John xiv. 22 we havo 
a * Judas, not Iscariot,’ among the Apos- 
tles: and the catholic epistle is written by 
a Judas brother of James.’ What in this 
case the names AsSPaiog and Өаддайос 
are, is impossible to say. The common 
idea that they are cognate names, Ае. 
being from 22. heart, and Gad. from TA, 
breast, is disproved by De Wette, who 
observes that the latter signifies mamma, 
and not pecius. So that the whole rests 
on conjecture, which however does not 
contradict any known fact, and may be 
allowed as the only escape from the dift- 
culty. 4. a аз $ xavay.] This is 
not a local name, but is derived from роо 
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wapadoug avróv. 
додека атѓстыћг» о Inaove " тарау ас̧ avroig A y 
Eic ! одд» } (дусу ит) " amtAÓOnre, xat ис rA Zapapurov A2 

10Г` 

Р = r * 

5 тойтоос rovc . 
zzvi. 15, 

zlii 2,11. 

an etcéAOnre, 6 zoptUsaÜs 0 uaÀAAov жрдс та Hara rd ТО f 
1eh.iv. 19. Jer. 1i. 18. j Rom 
ek. xv. 26. Luke xv. 4. Ра. evil. 176. Jer. xxvii. (l.) б. 

BCDL 1; 33 latt copt Orig lat. 
rel Orig: ins BDKMSA 1. 33. 

fuld) lst-a ö o f g, ̂ . 

(Hebr. му) = Fer (Luke, Gosp. and 
i We may therefore suppose that be- 
fore his conversion he to the sect 
of the Zealots, who after the example of 
Phinehas (Num. xxv. 7, 8) took justice into 
their own hands, and punished offenders 
against the law. This sect eventually 
brought upon Jerusalem its destruction. 

"JosBas ó Lax. ] Son of Simon (John 
vi. 71; [xii 4 v. r.] xiii. 2, 26). Pro- 
bably & native of Kerioth in Juda, Josh. 
xv. 25, rim ct а man of Kerioth, as foro- 
Вос, i. e. зто cw, а man of Tob, Joseph. 
Antt. vii. 6. 1. That the name (ex. cannot 
be а surname, as Bp. Middleton supposes, 
the expression 'lob0ac Lipw voc loxapiwrnc, 
used in all the above places of John, clearly 
proves. Dr. Donaldson assumed it as cer- 
tain that the Simon last mentioned was the 

be little doubt that this discourse of our 

the first « * at sending of . How 
its solemn injunctions may have been re- 
peated on similar occasions we cannot say : 
many of them reappear at the sending of t 
Seventy in Luke x. 2 ff. Ita primary 
reference is to the then mission of the Apos- 
tles to prepare His way ; but it includes, 
in the , instructions prophetically deli- 
vered for the ministers and missionaries of 
the Gospel to the end of time. It may be 
divided into THREE GREAT PORTIONS, in 
each of which different departments of the 
subject are treated, but which follow in na- 

of these (rv. 5—15), our Lord, taking up 
e messengers 

from the declaration with which the 
Beptist and He Himself began their mi- 
nistry, Sri: фууу ij Васа röv ob- 
pavé, gives them commands, mostly lite- 
ral and of present import, for their mission 

. GL 29 al. Neh. v. р. k я» oh. vili. 19 reff. 

Steph om o bef ter. (with || Mk Lu), with CL 
скар C, -oth lat-a 5 c ff, h: скаретос D am 

(with fold) lat-f k 1 Syr arm: txt BL rel vulg lat-g, 
5. om rovc ówütca C? 27. 40. 234 evv-P-x-z al. 

саџраритауоу D! latt Cypr. 
6. for rope us, vxayers D. om de D 

вуг copit sth. 
aft avro ins cas D am (with 

to the cities of Israel. This portion con- 
cludes with a denunciation of judgment 
"run that unbelief which should reject 
their preaching. The вксомр (vv. 16—23) 
refers to the general mission of the Apostles 
as developing itself, after the Lord should 
be taken from them, in preaching to Jews 
and Gentiles (vv. 17, 18), and subjecting 
them to persecutions (vv. 21, 22). This 
portion ends with the end of the apostolic 
period properly so called, ver. 23 referring 
primarily to the destruction of Jerusalem. 

this portion there is a foreshadowing 
of what shall be the lot and duty of the 
teachers of the Gospel to the end, inas- 
much as the ‘coming of the Son of Man’ 
is ever typical of His final coming to judg- 
ment. Still the direct reference is to the 
Apostles and their mission, and the other 
only by inference. The THIRD (vv. 24— 
42), the longest and weightiest portion, is 
spoken directly (with occasional reference 
only to the Apostles and their mission 
Ме 40]) of ай disciples of the Lord,— 

eir position,—their encouragements,— 
their duties, and finally concludes with the 
last great reward (ver. 42). In these 
first verses, 5, 6,—we have the Location; 
in 7, 8, the purpose; in 9, 10, the fitting 
out; and in 11—14, the manner of pro- 
ceeding,—of their mission: ver. 15 con- 
cluding with a prophetic denouncement, 
tending to impress them with a deep 
sense of the importance of the office en- 
trusted to them. Zepaperüv]| The 
Samaritans were the Gentile inhabitants 
of the country between Judæa and Galilee, 
consisting of heathens whom Shalmaneser 
king of Assyria brought from Babylon and 
other pow Their religion was a mix- 
ture of the worship of the true God with 
ido 2 Kings xvii. 24—41). The Jews 
had no Geng with them, John iv. 9. 
The to have been not 80 unready 
as the ews to receive our Lord and His 
mission (John iv. 89—42: Luke ix. 61 ff., 
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mch.xv.94 1 

vii. 42 

Exon kod.” "xaBagivere, сасок exBadAere. 
og Mare osav Sore. 

5 ҳаАко» " “с тас * Zovac Upov, 
Mark vi. M 

Aet 30 awoAwXora " ofkov  ТорайА. 7 oper oe ° ' кърус- 
Укен gere Aéyovrec бт ner " Вав Ана. ray pad. Рон 
. 8 Р GoÜevourrac Oeparctere, ° екроўс 3 eysipere, " Aewpoüc BCDEF 

paar арете, * Sa- SUV 
? anm Lerhonobt хо»сд» dt aāpyvpov unde 

10 un * mhoay eic odor, 

ES poa und M Xirwvac, und "VroBinara, unè? " аВдо»" аёос 
ЕНЕНЕ удо 0 ̂  £pyürnc тїс *rpoónc avrov. 
Juhu v. 31. 

l etc ny Ò а» жог» 
10 r. xv. . 15, &c. ran TENETE ‚неш. 34м. (за ач. $39) Isa. Hi. 8. t Lake xviil. 

12. xxl. iu. Acts l. 18. vii. 20. xxil. 28. 1 Then. i. à only. Esek. v u Acts xvii 29. 1 Cor. 
іН. 12. James v. 3. Rev. xviii. 12 only. Isa. 1 zo "iw. w æg МК. (Mark 
Ty aaa Xen. Anab.1 4 9. xi a xix. A rof. s ch. lii. 
11. Luke xv. 23 аі. Gen. xiv . 98. а 1.1 

355 88. Xx. I, бе. 1 Тив. v. 16. James v. d al. . Wisd. жүй. 17 al. 

7. om ors B. 
8. for „ Orpa revoare D. 

Syr-ed-Trem Cyr, : 

Cor. iv. 21 al. ii 18. h. iz. 
17 ea. Mn E во 

rec erp. кадар. bef veep. eyup., with al 
txt ВС!” 1. 33 latt copt sth Chr, Cyr, Hil,: aft exSaAdere PA вуг 

Chr: om verp. ғу. CSL rel lat F Syr-mss sah eth-mss arm Eus Ath Bas Chr-comm 
Euthym Thl Jer Ambr Juv. 

9. итге (5 times) DL Eus. 
for ил, pyre D 245. 846 lat-k coptt. 

or ex/$aAA., exBadere DF. 

радоос (misunderstanding, sce note) 
CP rel lat-a k ayr copt arm Chr ТЫ: txt BD 1. 38 vulg lat-3 c f ff, g, h Ì A-lat Syr 
syr-mss sah seth arm Eus,txp Hil. 
Tren-lat Hil. 3 
lat- coptt sth ТЫ. 

and notes);—but fhis prohibition rested 
on judicial reasons. See Acts xiii. 46. In 
Acts i. 8 the prohibition is expressly taken 
off: ‘ Ye shall be witnesses in Jerusalem, 
and in all Judma, and in Samaria, and 
unto the uttermost part of the earth.’ 
And in Acts viii. 1, 5, 8, we find the re- 
sult. See ch. xv. 21—98. 6. ra 
рф. тё &то\.] See besides eh ch. 

: John x. 16. 7.) This ап. 
E shews the preparatory na- 
ture of this first apostolic mission. Com- 
pare, as shewing the difference of паз 
ultimate oer to the world, Col. 
26 —28. 8. Swpedy å., gy г; 
See Acts viii. 18—20. 9. 
node] All the words following depend 
on this verb, and it is explained by the 

lel expreasions in Mark and Luke, 
iva pndty atpwow and undi» aipere ely 
тў» ӧдбу. They were to make no pre- 

rations fer the journey, but to take it 
in dependence on Him who sent them, 
just as they were. This forbidden pro- 
vision odd be of three kinds (1) Money : 
in Mark (vi 8) xaA«óv, in Luke (ix. 3) 
dor, here all the three current 
metals in order of value, connected by the 
пф introducing a climax—no gold, nor 
yet silver, nor yet brass—in their Zayas 
(= Badrdvria Luke x. 4). Observe the 
exclusive and climactic uni, twice re- 
peated—'no gold, nor even silver, nor 
even brass.” бо again in ver. 10. (2) 

aft akiog yap ins tore D evv-y-150 latt syr 
rec aft avrov ins tore, with P rel arm (D see above): om BCL 1 

Food: here pe (Or rà» dprey, 
Suidas), in Mar gee dprov, pà A 24. 
similarly Luke. (3) Clothing 
yT.: во Mark and Luke. — yn 
in Mark expressed by 5 sav- 
бала : explained in Luke x. 4 sA pi 
928485 отод., a i. e. » h e. 

báfSov = ef un pape. nóvor 
P e., the former г depending on krgoneO:, 
the latter on Gower eic 080», which has 
not quite the precision of the other. They 
were not to procure expressly for this 
journey even а staff: they were to take 
with them sd жон staff at ги 
missing of explanation probably 
led to the reading раЗЈоьс both here and 
in Luke. 35 qos 
mean d dd who would ever 
think of taking a spare staff? but а 
tin v each. whole of this prohi- 

36. 10. ákos This is a common 
truth of 3 one who works 
for them his food and more; here uttered 
however by our Lord in its highest sense, 
as applied to the workmen in His vine- 
yard. See 1 Сог. ix. 13, 14 : 2 Cor. xi. B: 
3 John 8. It is (as Stier remarks, vol. i. 
А views ed. beds perversion and fool- 

т? letter, to imagine that 
ауа a адан or even mis- 
sionaries among the heathen, at this day 
are bound by the йёвга{ sense of our 
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d ch Ц 8. 
Jahn xxl. 19 
ов:у. 

12 xix. 18. aicep x 8 eic. 

18 ка Ar niv a n otkia "R^ Re “ета, 

“айа, N ‚л, Сырпуп ano er abri 
v E a ирђуп Урем 00 zac А ёжгатрафйте, ' 

> ӧс av pn  Ofégrat v d nac hunde а акооср TOUC Adyoug 17 
u uc, эү йн гы Ee тс оікіас 0 ric WOAEwC ёкеилс |! 72 

td v a un 7 5S Ioan cis: 

са хи. 44. 
1 Pet. И. 35. 
P Ei 16. 

ecaatr., 20и. 

Lake ix. 
68. x. 8, 10. Gal. iv. 14. Wisé, xix. 14. Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 23. 

1L э томс gh Wee ay Aceh b nc ec avrny D 28 sah. 
: ins aft eceAOnre L 124 sah. 200 lat-a ö d ff, А 

om у cwpny D 1. 28. 118. 

12. aft aer ins sperrige ты оцы rovrw (from Lex. 5) DL 1 Scr’sdh р 
q r evv-y-150 latt th arm 

13. om ка: D: si enim D- lat. for lst ў, 3 Ci. for «Mare, ота (ач р: 
sf Aber SV al ты, (Hare CL 33.) for saw de pn n ak., ei de om D: T 
af. L.—for 2nd g, у» C. om n bef up. Di. for трос, e$ B 243 Chr. 

14. rec ғау, with CP rel: txt BDK L. rec om e (not clearly 5 
and not is ||), with CP rel arm: єк L al: txt BD 33 Scr's evv- y- 150 latt copt wth. 

om rac ou. у D arm: om p L. 

Lord's commands in this . But 
we must not therefore legio that they 
are not bound by the spirit of them. 
This literal first mission was but a fore- 
shadowing of the spiritual subeequent 
sending oub of the ministry over the 
world, which t therefore in spiri 
every where to conformed to these 
rules. 11. Ae] Inclined to receive 
gos aad your message,—worthy that you 
should become his guest : so айс is used 
with reference to the matter treated of in 
the context, see reff. Such persons in 
this case would be of the same kind as 
those of Acta xiii. 48 as rerayybroc 
siç T aisvov. The precept in this 
verse is very much more fully set forth 

Lake, x. 7 ff. dies Gy AHA] 
ntil ye depart out of the city. 

19. riv oluíav] Not the house of the 
mesi oe cies аа dae A 

t any house, as is n from the 
шамар Ly . &E., which on the 
other supposition (Meyer, &c.) would have 
been ascertained already. The full com- 
3 to their conduct, from arriving 

deporting, is given in ver. 11. Кн 
аф aan. taken ар 

in the eit the тей 

») they are to salute it: and if on 
ae it prove worthy, ar^ &c. See 
notes on ch. ix. 1, 28. 18. à «lp: 
ёр.) The peace mentioned in the cus- 
tomary Eastern salutation g. Luke 
has elpqvy rq oic тойт (x. 5). Com- 
pare with the spirit of vr. 10—13,—ch. 

cer 

om sxsexne D 17. 119. 120 vulg lat-a сў, 

vii. 6. Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, i. 
p. 856, ed. 2), that the spirit of these 
commands binds Christian ministers to 
all accustomed courtesies of manner in 
the countries and ages in which their 
mission may lie. So we find the Greek 
xaipuy instead of the Jewish form of 
greeting, Acts xv. 23: James i. 1. And 
the same spirit forbids that repelling of- 
ficial pride by which so many ministers 
lose the affections of their people. And 
this is to be without any respect to the 
worthiness or otherwise of the inhabitants 
of the house. In the case of unworthiness, 
‘let your peace return (see Isa. xlv. 23) to 
you, і. е. ‘be as though you had never 
spoken it,’ pydiy ivepynoare, ddd таб- 
rwy» pe? фарто» ХаВбутес ете. Eu- 
thym. 14.] See Acts xiii. 51; xviii. б. 
А solemn act which might have two 
meanings: (1) as Luke x. 11 expresses at 
more —' We take nothing of yours 
with us, we free ourselves from all con- 
tact and communion with you ;’ or (2),— 
which sense probably lies beneath both 
this and ver. 13, * We free ourselves from 
all participation in your condemnation : 
will have nothing in common with those 
who have rejected God’s Bee 
1 Kings ii. 6, where the shoes on the feet 
are mentioned as partakers in the guili 
Of blood. It was а custom of the Phari- 
sees, when they entered Judæa from a 
Gentile land, to do this act, as renouncing 
all communion with Gentiles: those then 
who would not receive the apostolic mes- 
sage were to be treated as no longer 
leraelites, but Gentile. Thus the verse 
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2 7 . k 
sim. acts J exswakare rov 

6 anly. Isa. 
Ш. 2. 
v. 18. 

RL. Lake x. ev * nuípa cler n тр monet éxeivy. : 

атостіМАо pac wç трбЗата Ev play ? Айке" yivsobe 
= f ч , e 1 р, tr? v e 1 

мут) ovy фоомцо: шс ot “ opec cal axéparot ec at wepi- 

Lake: 17 t wpociyere & ard rov а»бротоюу" “ тара- 

Thee 38. Oucovctv yap vuac ec ov pla, Kat Ev raiç ouvaywyaic 
т = » e ? \ 

avrov " џавтгуовоосіу Upac' 18 х cai emi nyepovac * Ф 
over. 5. ch. xi. 10 1. xxi. 34. Rom. х. 15 al. Jer. xlii. (xxxv. | 15. 

т Rom. xvi. 19. Phil. Н. 15 only t. dxépasor fios, | 

xiii. öl. XXII. o 
23 only. 

7 
Lake x. 12, OTE ODdIl. 
са А Р 

xxxiv. 8. Prov. vi. 84. 
р oh. vil. 15 reff. 

dus. Antt. 1. 9. 
q Gen. iil. 1. 

2. s ch. Ш. 16 reff, 
iv. 12al. Jer. xiv. (xxxvili.) 90. 

gy ^L 
arm. 

15. aft cat add yn C. 
DL) lat-d ff, А № copt Chr. 

18. ric uecov B. офіс Bi. 

yac avrov D-gr. 

` e — e аз А 

комортбу тоу жобо» уру, 
ва. e. ~œ m 8 » ed , 4 fee PsUVX Ne. Aéyw ушу, “avexrorepoy tarat yy Lodopwy xai Гороррас PSUVK 

v oh. v. 29 reff, 
Heb. xil. 6 (from Prov. Ш. 12) only. (- «dei, Acts xxii. 95.) 

16 180 eyw 

x John vi. 51. vili. 16, 17. xv. . Acts Ш. 24. 

aft r. cov. ins єк (supplied from misunderstanding) С 38. 142. 157 Syr 

rec уорорре», with B rel latt Hil: txt CDLMP 1 (one p 
for ev, ewn D: ev ry Dr: in die D- lat. 

for axtpatot, aAovararot D. 
17. om ёг D ev-z flor lat-a o g, Orig spec. om „нас Ci. ис Tac cvvaye- 

18. for ny. de к. Baa., nyepovwy D, Gaaiewy к. nytuovev ПО: reges et presides 
(potestates Hil) lat-a b c Hil. 

forms & kind of introduction to the next 
portion of the discourse, where the future 
mission to the Gentiles is treated of. 
The 4 rs wédses dx. brings in the alter- 
native; “ house, if it be a house that re- 
jecte m city, if a whole city." 
15.] The first &áyrv Ау. ö.; with which 
expreesion our Lord closes each portion 
of this discourse. pépa xpicces, 
the day of final judgment, = pipa ireivn, 
Luke x. 12. e omission of the articles 
does not alter the definiteness of the 
meaning; as in the case also of vide sov. 
See note on ch. iv. 8. It must be no- 
ticed that this denunciatory , A3 also 
the command to shake off the dust, applies 
only to the people. ао о had 
been long prepared for the message of the 
Gospel by the Law and the Prophets, and 
recently more particularly by John the 
Baptist; and in this sense it may still 
apply to the rejection of the Gospel by 
professing Christians: but as it was not 
then applicable to the Gentiles, so neither 
now can it be to the heathen who know 
not God. 

16—93.] SECOND PART OF THE рів. 
COURBE. See above on ver. 5, for the 
subject of this portion. 16.] гуе is 
not without meaning. It takes up again 
the subject of their sending, and reminds 
them Wuo sent them. (iyw 6 mávra 
Üvvóutvoc. Euthymius.) фтостд№е, 
in direct connexion with their name 
éxóoroAo. wpép. dv p. №] This 

om ò (D above) FGLXA yr: txt BCP rel syr 

comparison is used of the people of Israel 
in the midst of the Gentiles, in a Rabbini- 
cal work cited by Stier, p. 359: see also 
Sir. xiii. 17. Clem. Ep. ad Cor. ii. § 5, 
says: Мун ydp 6 кёргос " EcecOs we dpvic 
iv picop Хокиоу. admrocpOsic dd ò Пітрос 
abrg Мун “Edy ob» Йаскараёыещу oi 
Aókov rà dpría; бгу ò 'Igcovg re 
Ilárpp Му фоесдыса» rà dpvia rode 
№ӧкоес perd rò акобауйу айта, xai 
ùpeiç ра) фоВгісбє rode áxokreivorroc 
бийс ral undi» орї» duvapivovg mouis 
á&ÀÀd Ho. rüv perd rd бтобда»ёі» 
ü dg Eyovra lEovoiav фууйс к. ceparoc, 
ToU gat tic yétvvay жирбс. 
6$. ... al wep.) The articles are generic, 
as is also that before &vÓp. in the next 
verse, which has been mistaken, and sup- 
posed to have a distinct meaning. It is 
Ff 
Ai Rep... aving just 
dxdparos, ӧ pů кекраріуос какоїс, AAN 
Gwirovtc kal droimAoc. Etym. Mag. 
Meyer.) 17. wposéyere| Tho wis- 
m of %%% 

of their course ; the simplicity of the dove 
for the ur) uepiuy agre in ver. 19. 
The 84 turns from the internal character 
to bebaviour in regard of outward circum- 
stances. осчу ра) See Acts iv. 6, 
7; v. 40. They are the courts of seven 
(on which see Deut. xvi. 18), appointed in 
every city, to take irance of causes 
both civil and criminal, ch. v. 21: here 
perhaps put for any courte of assembly in. 

15 | дити BCDE? 
aum ELM 



aon avroic Kai roic Ove. 19 бта» дї 
BCDEF 
GKLM un М 
SUVXA брі ғ» ext iv тү орд ri АаАйоңте” 

15—22. 

ка Basic. аубпогобе У ivexey nov, 

oi AaÀovvrtc, ала то 

AaXovy tv Уш». 21 
4 бауатоу, Kai warnp rc vo kai 

iri yoverc Kat 

f Lake xxi. 16 aL 3 Chros. xxiii. 16. 

copt arm Orig, Petr-alex. 
Iren-lat int Cypr Hil spec. 

19. жара 

KATA MAOOAION. 

f Qavarwcovew  avrovc. 
P e a £9 * ^ РА ? 

picoUpsvot ото Tavrwy Sid TO оуоца pov. 
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"aç papruptov 37 Tice 
“ Tapadtowouw v upac, s ch, viii. 4 

* рершупотте тос 1 Tl АМаАтопте* dobnocrai ур * ach. vi. 38, ае. 
8 = 

ov удо d ueic ате E 11. 

“wvevna TOU татрдс Ўро» тб 14 al. Gen. 
* тарадовн à adeAgoc adeA gov * ис a эе 

° ётауадтооуто! тікуа Фо 
Mark xiii. 19 

22 ка| tocol: ̂» ов F. HL 
е tgs icab vil. 

о $ 5 uro- 8. plar., ch. 
vi. 28 ref. 

g ch. xxiv. 18] Mk. Rom. xii.12. Mal. iii. 2. 

for ax., отадпс:сда: (stabitis) D lat-a b e d ff, 9, 5 

woty (grammalieal correction) BE'N 1, tradiderint D- lat lat: g, k Cypr: 
„5 (corra to sense) DGLX 38 latt(fradent) arm Ath most-lat-ff: wapadw-: 
away Orig Chr: txt C E-corr! rel. 

rel. 
21. [В does not ins ro bef гєкуоу, as Bentley. ] 

BA Orig Eus. 

iv т. cur. расту. ©. general. 
Acts xxii. 19; xxvi. . I. Euseb. 

vvawer Tiç ipacorcye0n 
жо, À Dado on" ovdapoce obdapec. 
The scourging in the is sup- 
posed to have been indicted D ade x 
the Tribunal Three who judged in 
them. 18 ral. . . . 84 implies, yea 
and moreover; assuming what has just 
been said and passing on to something 
more. The з are always oo 
except in the Epic wr iger, 
Herm. p. 545 (note), 844: Hartung, Par- 

i i. 181 f.: Klotz ad Devar. p. 
645. Pro- 

Procurators, as (Pontius Pilate,) 
elix, Festus, Gallio, ius Paulus. 

Васе, as (Herod,) Agrippa. 

us Paulus, Acts xiii 7, but against 
elx, Acts xxiv. 25; di one 

power ever belongs to the w as 
preached—it isa 0:0торос popgaia (Rev. 

(P defective.) 
cert (or -at) (from similarity of endings) DL flor harl! lat-k arm Orig 

for wpa, nutpa C! syr-jer copt. 

om додтогтах (or -t) to AaAn- 
ТМ Cypr, 

rec AaAÀgoere, with KMSU: txt 

swavacrnotrat (gramml corru) 

i. 16 ; ii. 12). 19.] p pepipvíonre 
—take not anxious distracting) 
thought. A spiritual pro hibition, answer- 
ing to the literal one in vv. 9, 10. See 
Exodus iv. 12. 20. eb ya 
r. r. X.] This shews the reference ‹ of 
command to a future mission of the Anos: 
tles, see John xv. 26, 27. (1) It is to be 
observed that our Lord never in ing 
to His disciples says owr Father, but either 
my Father (ch. xviii. 10), or your Father 
(as here), or both conjoined (John xx. 17) ; 
never leaving it to be inferred that God is 
in the same sense His Father and our Fa- 
ther. (2) It is also to be observed that 
in the work of God in the world, 
human individuality sinks down and va- 
nishes, and God alone, His Christ, His 
Spirit, is the great worker, as here obx 
tpslg істе .... adda тд к>». тоў ж. бр. 

31.) Spoken рси of official in- 
Jormalion given against , аз 
there are no female relations mentioned. 
But the gooi idea is also included. 

28. wévruv] i. e. all else but your- 
selves ; not, as De Wette so often inter- 
prets, ‘a strong 5 intended to 

many, or the majority of mankind.’ 
6 84 Froh] In order to under- 

stand these words it is necessary to enter 
into the 5 of our Lord id prophe- 
cies respecting coming, as having an 
immediate literal, and a distant foresha- 
dowed fulfilment. Throughout this dis- 
course and the great prophecy in ch. xxiv., 
we find the first apostolic period used as 
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b ch. xxiv. 12, 
Lake xvili, 
5. John хи 

1.6. Ре. 
lxxiii. 11. 

1 = ch. xxii 
84 el "а 
Hi. 88. U, 
Ówuremat 
T7 iw eab 9 

only f. Deut, xxv. 9 AQ. p ch. xvili. 6. 

28. ccwcovery DA. 

ETATTEAION 

peivac tic réAoc, ovroc awÜncera;. 
1 Thess o nde ev тр rA rabrp, Pevyere sc тй» aAAne х auny BUVXA 

yap Аёуш ошу, ov uù ' rMonrs тас wóAuc ерађА fe 
Oy "o vic roù а>Өрфтоу. 

ure rov OiáckaÀo», ovót дойАос ore p roy конор 
avrov, 25 * apksróv rp набпту Piva r "oc o 
&iBáckaAoc avrov, kai о Sovroc Tac © Küpioc aurev. & 

Diod Bie. x ынаныш тё Acfv«óv wéhaynt. see 
a constr., Phil. Н. u. 

ch. XI. 1. Jod. iil 17. iv. I. 
es xv. 23. 

1 Cor. іу. 3. 

for a AXA, erepaw BN 1.33 Petr-alex Orig, 

X. 

24 ойк боту» na 

m oh. 4^ 
och. vi. 84. 1 Pet. iv. 

$ = Іза. xxiv. 2. 

add cay 
єк таоттс Quskogiw vpac, gevyere ис TAY aAA qv 1 Orig,: cay ev тр ertpa дикості, 
там» gevyere eig ryv adAny : вау de e». rg aA дикоусіу ирас, gevyere ас 
туу adAny D: кау ex raurng exdwaEovorw jg, gevyere etc ryv errpay L lat-a 5 ff, 

А arm Ath, Thdrt Tertappy Aug Ambr Hilespy Juv. (The variations are fatal to 93. 
the clause, shewing it to be an interpolation, caused by combining adAnv a £repav. 
Lachmann has edited, from his own invention, xav iv ry dripg Oweweiv рас, Pevyere 
tig т» dÀA gy.) 
rec ins rov bef sepand, with 
Orig: tec ov al: txt BXN'!. 

om yap DM latt copt th arm Hil. 
rel Orig: txt BD. 

aft орех ins ore C. 
rec aft ewe ins av, with CD rel 

94. aft д‹даак. ins avrov FM syrr eth arm-mss. 

a type of the whole ages of the Church; 
and the vengeance on Jerusalem, which 
historically put an end to the old dis- 
pensation, and was in its place with 
reference to that order of things, the 
coming of the Son of Man, as a type of 
the final coming of the Lord. These two 
subjects accompany aud interpenetrate 
one another in а manner wholly inexplica- 
ble to those who are unaccustomed to tho 
wide import of Scripture prophecy, which 
speaks very generaly not so much of 
events themselves, points of time,—as of 
processions of events, all ranging under 
one great description. Thus in the pre- 
sent case there is certainly direct reference 
to the destruction of Jerusalem ; the ri- 
Aoc directly spoken of is that event, and 
the ow@ncerar the preservation provided 
by the warning given in ch. 
xxiv. 15—18. And the next verse di- 
rectly refers to the journeys of the Apos- 
tles over the actual cities of Israel, terri- 
torial, or where Jews were located. But 
as certainly do all these expressions look 
onwards to the great final coming of the 
Lord, the ríAoc of all prophecy ; as cer- 
tainly the owfyerras here bears ite full 
scripture meaning, of everlasting salva- 
tion ; and the endurance to the end is the 
finished course of the Christian; and the 
precept in tbe next verse is to apply to 
the conduct of Christians.of all ages with 
reference to tion, and the announce- 
ment tbat y wil the Gospel have 
been fully preached to all nations (or, to 

all the Jewish nation, i. e. effectualiy) 
when the Son of Man shall come. It is 
most important to keep in mind the great 
prophetic parallels which run through 
our Lord’s discourses, and are sometimes 
separately, sometimes simultaneously, pre- 
sented to us by Him. That the і 
out and applying such parallels should be 
called by such expositors as Meyer, lauter 
wortwidrige und notbgebrungene Aus⸗ 
fluͤchte (Com. i. 211), is just as if & man 
should maintain that a language unknown 
to him had therefore no meaning. 
24—42.] THIRD PART OF THE DIS- 
COURSE. See note on ver. 5. It treats of 
(I.) the conflicts (vv. 24—926), duties (vv. 
26—28), and (vv. 28—32) 
of all Christ's disciples. (II.) The certain 
tssue of this fight in victory; the - 
sion by Christ of those who confess Him, 
sot in strong light by the contrast of those 
who deny Him (vv. 32, 33) ; the necessity 
Акм ict to victory, by the nature of 

rist's mission (vv. 34—87), the kind of 
self-decotion which he requires (vv. 37 
89): concluding with the solemn assu- 
rance that no reception of His messengere 
Jor His sake, nor even the smallest labour 
of love for Hum, shail pase without ite 
nal reward. Thus we are carried on to 

the end of time and of the course of the 
Church. 24.) This is used 
in different senses in Luke vi. 40 and 
John xiii. 16. The view here is, that dis- 
ciples must, not expect a better lot than 
their Master, but be well satisfied if they 

23 orev & Sc BCDEF 
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Tov "oixodeow orgy „Вол 'ёхакёћва», rd 4a т xx. 1. u 
rode “ошпакодс avrov; 26 иа обу фоат avrovc* obs oniy. bing 

уар toT * kexadvpuévov à Q Ke 

Kpurroy © о оф 3 

Еті TO» "Oupárov. 
Lake xii. 8. otherwise, з" uu. imer 
il. 8. Xen. Ages. ix. 

ae r үчн iid 1%. xH. "EAE “| poa өмү, з '9 Klogs xi. 3. 
і. 4 onl Deut. vii. 19. Jer. L 17. y. Lev. xxvi. 2. 

25. re Jove Т, evv-36-y vulg lat-b f 
corra) В!. 

to more usual word, and avoidance o 

0 Ayo ù Ушу ev r? "окот{а es viii. 
erar: £v T * фегі, kat 0 "ыс rò oc axouers 

the unusual constr), with 1 latt: 

ek ү P o ` атокаАъфўатта:, wal ptr 
t. 

* enpbtare т: ne з . 
Kat um v0 Bre ато TOV „ 

1 Jobn 1. вам, ob xxviii. 8 — 
bei 44. а t 610 21. 2 1 fen viti. 21 "pd s "ra 

b w. ö, Lake 

res 6euodtio xor (grammi 
Geek Ae ВМ, Be Br ll copt, beelzebud vulg lat- g, Syr, 

velzebul 1а+-5 : txt C rel lat-a f f, g, h eyr goth eth arm rec exaXecay (corres 

Neun D: 
exadegarro L: awtcadeoay U Chr Thdrt ТЫ: txt BC rel 88 Eus Ath Cyr Thi-ms. 

roc о‹какоы; B! (see above). 
27. for enovtare, єуръссете D 
28. for goSnOyre, феоВеабе C rel festi Epbr Ets Cyr Thdrt txt B [sic in cod, not 

have no worse. The threefold relation of 
our Lord and His followers here brought* 
out may thus be exemplified from Scrip- 
ture: nab gr ac and 8:8аскаћос, Matt. v. 1; 
xxii. 8: Luke vi. 20; дорАос ала c pioę, 

John їйї. 13: Luke xii. 35—48: Rom. i. 
1: 2 Pet. i. 1: Jude 1; ofeodsaxérne 
and olcsacoi, Matt. xxvi. 26—29 || : Luke 
xxiv. 30: Matt. xxiv. 45 ff. ||. cal 
é — és. 3 5 i 
it would regularly be «ai rg dbx, iva 
E. r. A. 25. Все еВоб\] ( ither 
3 буз, ‘lord of dung,’—or as in 2 Kings 
i. 2, aj h ‘lord of flies'—& god wor- 
ы at Ekron by the Philistines ; there 

ever another derivation more pro- 
bable than either of these, upheld by 
Meyer сеза to Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. 
p. 833), from and Mi. a house, by 
which it would exactly correspond to 
@’codeowérnc)—A name by which the 
prince of the devils was called by the Jews, 
ch. xii. 24,—to which accusation, probably 
an usual one (see ch. ix. 34), and that in 
John viii. 48, our Lord probably refers. 
In those places they had not literally 
ealled Him Beelzebub, but He speaks of 
their mind and intention in those c 
They may however have literally done so 
on other unrecorded occasions. 26. 
pi оўу] The force of this is: < Notwith- 
standing their treatment of Me your 
Master, Mine will be victory and triumph ; 
therefore ze My disciples, in your turn, 
need not fi Bom. viii. 87. 

obdiv vép der] This solemn 
truth is again and again enounced by our 
Lord on different occasions, and with 
different references. See Luke viii. 17; 
xii. 2. The former part of the verse 

: «npsyO4eerai L. 

drew comfort and enco ent n 
the past: this from the 
that is hidden must be revealed— 1) кш is 
God’s purpose in His at the 
everlasting Gospel shall tbe Reely p preached, 
“т this purpose ye коды (2) 5 men 
of risy (see e xii. 2)t ear 
ot men, for al ach vil h will be 0 0 and 
posed hereafter: and (3) fear them not, 

y psa, under whatever aspersions ye may la- 
bour from them, the day is coming which 
shall clear you and condemm them, if ye 
are fearlesaly doing the work of Him that 
sent you’ (ch. xiii. 43). rivog ydp Bvexev 
&Ххү те; Ort yónrac nac cadvver kal 
wravoue ; dvapeivars pirpóv, kal сытў- 
pac v nãc wai tbtpyirac Tic olcoupiyne 
poge po ꝰ Awarrec. в. Hom. xxxiv. 

. 890. 27.) An expansion of the 
duty of freeness and boldness of speech 
implied tn the last verse. The words ma 
bear two meanings : either (1) that whic 
Chrysostom gives, taking the expressions 
relatively, ized) „#б>ос афтоїс Ou yero 
кої lv рікрф yevíg тўс ITaXawrivgc, di 
тобто erer “by rj oxorig,” ral “ elc rà 
оўс,” япрӧс ry perd ravra wappnciay 
loopivny, Hom. xxxiv. p. 890; or (2) as 
this pert of the discourse relates to the 
Future principally, the secret speaking may 
mean the communication which our Lord 
would hold with them hereafter by His 
m. which they were to һ and pro- 

i See Acts iv. 20. ese senses do 
not exclude one another, ida are poesibl 
both implied. There is no need, wit 

. Lightfoot and others, to suppose any allu- 
sion to a custom in the syn e, in the 
words els тд ot¢ áxoóere. They are а 
common expression derived from common 
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o (v.) Mark Cawokrtyyóvrov TO copa, тт» & `y un Suvanévey BCDEP 
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1.4. iOtazokrevas фо[ђнабе St даА\Ао» тд» Suvapevoy kai SUVXA 
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80. xiii. 15, 88. Lake All. б al. see Josh. xviii, 16 Heb. 

as Btly] DS 1. 33 hom-Cl Constt 
erevoyrwy F(Wtat) 
сфаЁа‹ Di. 
тту bef yuyqy and ro bef сына 

Constt Clem Orig,. 

life: we have it in a wider sense Acts xi. 
22, and Gen. 1. 4. ard rar 8.] On 
the fiat roofs of the houses. Thus we 
have in Josephus, dvaBd¢ ini rò réyoc 
cai тӯ Orid. xaracreidkay roy BópvBoy 
abr. fọn... B. J. ii. 21. 6. 
28.) SoBMοον dwé is а Hebraism, үр мү, 
The present indicates the Aabit. On the 
latter part of this verse much question 
has of late been raised, which never was, 
as far as I have been able to find, known 
to the older interpreters. Stier desig- 
nates it as ‘the only passage of Scripture 
whose words may equally арр! to God 
and the enemy of souls.’ He himself is 
strongly in favour of the latter interpre- 
tation, and defends it at much length; 
but I am quite unable to assent to his 
opinion. It seems to me at variance with 
the connexion of the discourse, and with 
the universal tone of Scripture regarding 
Satan. If such a phrase as $oiicÓa: 
roy ёіаВоћоу could be instanced as = gu- 
AakacGa тд» &., or if it could be shewn 
that any where power is attributed to 
Satan analogous to that indicated by 6 
Cuvdpevoc xai W. к. e. d root ly y., I 
should then be open to the doubt whether 
he might not here be intended ; but see- 
ing that фо[3:ісба: áxó indicating terror 
is c into фоВгїсба: so шү fol- 
lowed by тд» деду in a higher and holier 
sense (there is no such contrast in ver. 26, 
and therefore that verse cannot be cited 
as ruling the meaning of this), and that 
Gop ALONE is „ ор 
the Almighty dispenser of life de 
both temporal and s d seeing also 
that Satan is ever represented as the con- 
demned of God, not ò дәи». &хо\., I must 
hold by the general interpretation, and 
believe that both here and in Luke xii. 3 
—7 our Heavenly Father is intended as 
the right object of our fear. As to this 
being inconsistent with the character in 
which He is brought before us in the next 
verso, the very ch of construction in 
фоВеїс9а: would lead the mind on, out of 
the terror before spoken of, into that 
better kind of fear always indicated by 

. rec awocresyoyrwy, with B Orig Eus,: axo- 
GL rel Chr Cyr Thdrt ТЫ: txt CDUAN 1. 

rec (for e het el with DL rel: txt B(Mai) C. 
tet 

uç yeevvay D latt Iren-lat Cypr Lucif. 

for axocrevat, 

rel Thl: om BCDLX 1. 83 Justin hom-Cl 

that expression when applied to God, and 
so prepare the way for the next verse. 
Besides, this sense is excellently in keep- 
ing with ver. 29 in another way. * Fear 
Him who is the only Dispenser of Death 
and Life: of death, as here; of life, as in 
the case of the ws for whom He 
cares.’ ‘Fear Him, above men: trust 
Him, in spite of men.’ In preparing 
my 2nd edn., I carefully reconsidered the 
whole matter, and went over Stier's argu- 
ments with the connexion of the discourse 
before me, but found myself more than 
ever persuaded that it is quite impossible, 
for the above and every reason, to apply 
the words to the enemy of souls. The 
similar , James iv. 12, even in the 
absence of other considerations, would be 
decisive. Full as his Epistle is of our 
Lord's words from this Gospel, it is hardly 
to be doubted that in el¢ iori» 0 vopoOí- 
rnc «ai крітӯс, & Sur сеса каї 
&тоМстол, he has this very verse before 
him. This Stier endeavours to escape, by 
saying that dwodicu barely, as the op- 
posite to ceca, is far from being = Vrxij v 
drokica in a context like this. But as 
connected with троиобітус xai кртус, 
what meaning can drokioat bear, except 
that of eternal destruction? The stron 
things which he says, that his sense wi 
only be doubted as long as men do not 
search into the depth of the context, &c. 
do not frighton me. The depth of this 
part of the discourse I take to be, the 
setting before Christ's m rs their 
Heavenly Father as the sole object of 
childlike trust and childlike fear—the 
former from His love,—the latter from 
His power,—His power to destroy, it is 
not said, them, but absolute, body and 
soul, in hell. Here is the true depth of 
the discourse: but if in the midst of this 
great subject, our Lord is to be conceived 
as turning aside, upholding as an object of 
fear the chief enemy, whose ministers and 
subordinates He is at the very moment 
commanding us sot fo fear, and i 
of him (which would indeed be an “ аята 
Aeyépevow horrendum ") as å 
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доо t arpovÜia. * asoapiov, хайыта: ; H kai tv EE avrov кыана, 

ov "weosirat i Et тї» ynv ‘avev rov rarpde Unt. 
ы Kat at rpixte rnc Kegadnc хава! 

І un од» фоВнабе" Toiov ‘ orpoubiwy Beagépere ö dueic· 
m f rig * ороћоуйвы € ё» ёдо! ° ExxpooBev Twy Pi bet. iit i. 
opohoynow Kaye ey aury 

warpóc pou TOU tv тос ovpavoic. 
° furposÜt Twv avOpurwy, 

32 = тас оў» 

аубротыу, " 

anrai ue 

е = gecis M. 
5 бреу Е 

ke хн. 6 
* notOunpivac ttiv. es enigt. V 

е Kings vii. 

a Амоа iii. 6. 

only. 

° ÉurpooÜev rob eras 
only. т 

8 5 Sere be avi , se lob fl Smal. 
а * 3 Mace. xv. 
pyncopat Kaye Id. 3 Macc, 

avrov ° furposÜev - TOU warpoc pov той év тос oupavoic. m ch. vil, s 

34 un * vopionre ore AO % ' Ger eig КЫ тй» Eco A 
M sse у. з а 

уп» ovx ЎАдо» Ba tip adda ' páyatpav. CAN 
= T 15 002700. 5 70,721. Leke Kii. 0 аі Gen. xvi 16. Wied. xli. 97. xvi. 

Hn. Pg 
iH. 8. Rev. xiv. 16,19. Beek. xxxiii. 

29. ins rov bef accapiov Di. 

(lat -a b c g, А Syr copt æth Iren-lat 

. 1 Tim. vi. bonyi d з Marc Mei a. Ps xis d 
L 28. sot Mk. nor John. paui a ald. 1 Cor. 
л Syam. xx. 26. James 

om. vill. 88 al. pA ̂ue xiv. 18. 

xwiovwra D. 
90. for vue» де, ax AA D lat-ab c PA p. Clem Hil. 

1? 
aft кефаћас̧ ins урыу DL 

31. rec $ofig0nrt, with C rel: txt BDL 1. 33 Orig 
33. for s» avre, avrov m 

rec om row, with D 

„ (av having been inte 
rec avrov is Kaye, Wi 

git um Orig, Сы 

к. V. к. ow. d ro і» үну», to my 
mind all true and connexion is 
broken. It is remarkable how Stier, who 
во 1 raed defends the insertion of 8n 
соё 4 Bóvapıs in the Lord's Prayer, can 
so interpret here. Reichel (whose works 
I bave not seen) seems by a note in Stier, 
P- 880, to maintain the above view even 
more strongly than himself. Lange also, 
in the Leben Jesu, ii. 2, p. 721, main- 
tained this view : but has now, Bibelwerk 
i. p. 150, retracted it, for iru the same 

sapien] Thi 
any small birds. dovaplov J This 

Greek and Hebrew (W) to signify the 
insignificant amount: see 

: see a in Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. 147. 6 жес. фк. 
т. ү.) which birds do when struck vio- 
lently, or when frozen, wet, or starved — 
die, ły I афтё» obe lor imdeAnopivoy 
drr той 0tob, Luke xii. 6. 
$0.] See 1 Bam. xiv. 45: Luke xxi. 18: 
Acts xxvii. 34. The db is emphatic, 
corresponding to the ùneig at the end of 
ver. 31. But the emphatic dhe, spoken 
directly to the Apostles, is generalized 

Cyr. 
) latt Hil Did: om D-lat.—avr. bef cayw L. (lat-a def.) 
rel Clem Orig, : ins В[ sic in cod] СКУ 83(appy) Orig, 

Chr. 
33. rec (for de) & av, with D rel Orig,: txt BC(d’) L. (38 def.) 

olated has been mistaken 
С rel syrr æth Orig 

rec om rec with CD rel Orig,: ins BVX 

apynaerai LX: 
Ач ах) C1 Orig, (33 

txt BDA 1. 83 latt (вут-сп) 

the жас обу in ver. 82. 
ее фу ol] А Hebraistic or 

rather zu Syriac mode of expression 
(De Wette) for, ‘shall make me the object 
of His acknowledgment among and before 
men.’ The context shews plainly that it 
is a practical consistent confession which 
is meant, and also a practical and en- 
during denial. The Lord will not confess 
the confessing Judas, nor deny the deny- 
ing Peter; the traitor who denied Him in 
act is denied : the Apostle who confessed 
Him even to death will be confessed. Cf. 2 
Tim. ii. 12. We may observe that both in 
the Sermon on the Mount (ch. vii. 21—23) 
and here, after mention of the Father, our 
Lord describes Himself as the J піве апа 
Arbiter of eternal life and death. 
34.] In Luke xii. 61—63 this announce- 
ment, as here, is closely connected with 
the mention of our Lord's own sufferings 
(ver. 38). As He won His way to victory 
through the contradiction of sinners and 
strife, so must those who come after Him. 
The immediate reference is to the divisions 
in families owing to conversions to Chris- 
tiani Ver. 35 is quoted nearly literally 
from Micah vii. 6. en we in Com- 
mentators, e. g. De Wette, that these divi- 
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11, 24. 7 у a) 9 9 , 
w cb. viii. 14 art VTE fut OUK 

. Lake xii. Ү re Р p 
bis only. 

пае Е : P 2 
x ver. 95 only f. ; 
у = Acta шэ) OUK ЕСТЕУ pov akroc. 

13. Philem 
за. 
IV. . Y 

8 w. gen., Acts 
sti do: 
Ков. I. 82. 
Heb. xi. 88. 

Wied. iii. 5. 
a Mark vill 84. 8 Kings xix. 80. sce Num. xxxii. II. 
och, vl. 25 геї. Gen. zii 18. 
e = ver. 13 ге 

35. for avOpwrov, vtov D [42]. 1143 lat-5 еў у, А Г syr-cu Hil 
87. om 2nd clause (Лотооѓеї) B'(but in marg by same hand) 
= Eus(expr, as belonging to Mt). 

- for касо, o ёе D Tert. 

sions were not the , but the in- 
evitable results only, of the Lord's coming, 
we must remember that with God, results 
are all purposed. 36. tov dvOp.| The 
article is eric, and is rightly rendered 
in the E. V. ‘a man’s foes,’ &c. See on 
ch. ix. 1. 87.) Compare Deut. xxxiii. 
9, and Exod. xxxii. 26—29, to which pas- 
sages this verse is а reference. Stier well 
remarks, that under the words á£ióc pov 
there lies an exceeding great reward which 
counterbalances all the seeming asperity of 
this saying. 88.] How strange must 
this prophetic announcement have seemed 
to the Apostles! It was no Jewish pro- 
verb (for оо was not a Jewish 
punishment), no common saying, which 
our Lord here and so often Aera See 
ch. xvi. 24: Mark x. 21: Lukeix.28. He 
does not here plainly mention His Cross ; 
but leaves it to be understood, see ver. 25. 
This is one of those sayings of which John 
xii. 16 was eminently true. Neander 
oe Jesu, p. 546, note) quotes from 

utarch, de sera numinis vindicta, c. ix., 
cai rp ply copart rev коћаборіушу 
{кастос xakoópywv pipes roy abroU 
отапрбу (meaning, as he explains it, a 

ty conscience),—as a proof that our 
used this saying without any con- 

scious reference to His own Death. But 
he confesses that if the dot» of John xii. 
82 is to be understood as there interpreted 
(ver. 83), he should be ready to allow the 
allusion here also. Seeing then that we 
do thus understand it, his inference has no 
value for us. Besides which, the passage 
of Plutarch does not even prove the ex- 

EYATT'EAION 

"n avrov, ка! Өоуатёра xara тїс иңтро©с avrüc, cal vip- 

b = ch. 2 
d ob. xvi. 28 | МЕ. 

X. 85—42. 

uv a - є 
avOpwrev ката rov татрос 

P 

torw роо doc, 

Aau[(Jávtt róv cravpóv avrov Kai "axoA\ovbe: " oxice pov 
39 o b cob riv "ijvynv avrov 

i е э e a өө 

2 * d A re aeri. ка! о ° акоћсас тӯ» NM avrov 

évexey ioù " evproet айту. 40 о *Ocyópsvoc брас tut 
dkxerat kai. о ёрі “Seyouevoc °дёуета тоу asroarsi- 

і. 99. xvi. 25, Rev. xvili. 14 Prov. H. 90. 
Luke xvii.88. John xiL 28. Sir. xx. 33. 

ys -ms Cypr, (but 

pression to have been proverbial. 39. 
Wuxiy ... аёту) refer to the same thing, 
but in somewhat different senses. The 
Arat фоуп is the life of this world, which 
we here all count so dear to us; the second, 
implied in abriy, the real life of man in a 
blessed eternity. = ger, 
John xii. 25 = cdca: 01\ыу, Mark viii. 34. 
The past participles are used proleptically, 
with reference to that day when the loss 
and gain shall become apparent. But 
tipwy and атоћісас̧ are again somewhat 
different in position: the first implying 
earnest desire to save, but not so the 
second any will or voluntary act to destroy. 
This is brought out by the Uvecey роб, 
which gives the ruling providential ar- 

ent whereby the аяоЛсас is 
brought about. But besides the primary 
meaning of this saying as regards the lay- 
ing down of life li y for Christ’s sake, 
we cannot fail to ize in it a far 
deeper sense, in which he who loses his 
life shall find it. In Luke ix. 23, the 
taking up of the cross is to be каб’ sjpípav ; 
in ch. xvi. 24 || Mk. dwapynodcOw lovróv 
is joined with it. Thus we have the cruci- 

of the life of this world, the death 
to sin spoken of Rom. vi. 4—11, and life 
unto God. And this life unto God is the 
real true xn «фтор, which the self- 
denier shall find, and preserve unto life 
eternal, See John xii. 25 and note. 
40.] Here in the conclusion of the dis- 
course, Lord recurs again to His 
Apostles whom He was sending out. From 
ver. 82 has been connected with тас Serec, 
and therefore general. Séxeras, sec 

ВСГЕР 
GKI.M 
SUVXA 

1. 33. 
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Aavrü pt. : о Nh wpognrny "ыс ovona po- A eum А 

$mov ! — mpognrov Ahujerat xai о " Seyonevoc та 

Sixacov ‘ чс Оуора dex lou * роодо» ówatov Anujera:. Acts т i, 
42 кай ё ос tdv * тогісу t fva тш» ! mpv rourwy * zorn- D 77. or 
piov VN povov "ыс Ovoua paÜnrov, " ант» Mye ү) John i Ma) 

dur, ov ий ажосу. roy #шобб» avrov. XI. l Kai 3 at dux ч 
` #ёубуето бте " értAeosv о 'Incovuc ° діатассш» тос фадека 2 8 

Рет BN ? éxeiÜsv. " rou A даски» kal. u. 
Exod. il. 16, 

T3 xvii, 6, 
к 5 

2'0 à eM axobgac tv TU * Ssopwrnpiy тах: А. жат. 

v. 3. 
ыз), 2946. v. 9. Das. i. 5 Theod. 

г Acta v. 21, . xvi. 

Rev. iit. 16 Dis, 16 ouly. Prov. xv. 26. Ble. xliii. iA cpa, bee өшү. 

oniy. Gen. xxxix. 22 bis a Agta xvid. 

4L om ver D (from similar beginning of vor 407). 

43. av BD 93: 
Aug Op. 

sav CPZ rel. 

амы Aug;, [lat-a defective. ] 

but it has here the wider sense of 
only receiving to house and board,— 

же ези Ча in heart and life the message 
bearers. 

3 

eri ù nd, ver. 16, an 
There is a difference between the repre- 

e 7 
olov ste roy Ро лав sar 

дёказо» ын AgB, » oe guts: 

portet Iesse be we er EN { E pE Bes 

anp 10 
i i ‘gE 

1 E t 
ii 

І i 
E $] : 1 | E Ц 

for puxpwy, daxorwy D latt copt goth Cypr Hil 
aft rornptow ins идатор D latt syr-cu copt goth eth arm Clem Orig, Hil. 

Vvxpovv MXZ 88 Scr's a b d s ev-y. 
for awotan roy utaÜor, awoAnras o шобос D lat-a b c д, 

om porov D 6. 53. 59 syr-cu copt 
copt eth 

ch. xviii. 2—6. "Though prs ue the ex- 
pression may be meant of lower and less 
advanced converts, thus keeping up the 
geo from rpoghrnc. This however 

y seems likely : for how could a dis- 
ciple be in а downward gradation from 
dicoioc ? I may observe that Meyer 
denies the existence of the Rabbinical 

of one of theee little 
pode as before n. rpog., шоб. ducaiov : 
—the article here makes the difference : 
and the expression is reflective. 
ХІ. 1. de:! No fixed locality is as- 
signed to the foregoing discourse. It 
was not delivered at Capernaum, but o» 
a jowrney, вее ch. ix. 35. 
JG 
ix. 85. 

2—30.] MxssíAGE OF ENQUIRY FROM 
THE BAPTIST: OUR LORD'8 ANSWER, 
AND DISCOURSE THEREON TO THE MUL- 
TITUDE. Lake vii. 18—85. There have 
ee ae 

was made. I will 
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Фруа rov * Хотой, жёрфас ‘da тоу nabnrõy avrov 
t 1 Pet. v.19 (a). Rev. L I. 8John 19. 8 John 13. 

Снар. XI. 9. for yp:crov, тоу D 61. 284. 421 Ser's q т evv-P-z syr-cu wth Orig 
Chr: avrov syr-marg. rec (for фа) доо (|| Luke), with CL rel vulg lat ff gus 

or 6. r. syr-marg copt eth Orig Chr Cyr: txt BC! DPZA 33 syrr goth arm, discipulos ( 
рид.) latt syr- eu Dial Hil Juv. 

with the sanction of their master, and for 
the purpose of confronting them, who 
were doubtful and jealous of our Lord, 
with the testimony of His own mouth. 
This view is ably maintained by Chrysos- 
tom; rivog ody lere Crepspev ірытёу ; 
drerijde rot 'IncoU оі Пейаууоо pay- 
тай kai тобто пауті жоо б\д» істе cal 
ZnrAoruxwe del жирде abróv elyov. cai 
q Xov iE wy подс тд» д:давкалоу Deyor 
(John iii. 26), ral жам» (John iii. 25), 
cal abrp таму mpocedGévreg At 
(Matt. ix. 14), —0b0⁰ % yàp joay edoreg 
ric фу 0 xpiordc, GAAd roy piv 'Inaovy 
Gv@pexov Wirdy vworrebovrec, roy dd 
"Iwavyny piova 3 ката dvOpwwov, 
édacvovro ebdoetpovyra тобто» dperrec, 
d«rivoy 0i, кабшс elwe, Ход» Am ra. 
Hom. xxxvi. p. 408. And similarly Eu- 
thymius and UTE This view is 
also adopted and e Oquentiy defended by 
Stier, Reden Jesu, 2nd edn., i. p. 892, seq. 
The objections to this view are, —that the 
text evidently treats the question as nee 
from John himself; the answer is di 
to John; and the following discourse is on 
the character and position of John. Теве 
are answered by Stier with a supposition 
that John allowed the enquiry to 
in his name; but surely our Saviour would 
not in this case have made the answer as 
we have it, which clearly implies that the 
object of the miracles done was John’s 
satisfaction. Q The other great section 
of opinions on the question is that which 
supposes doubt to have existed, for some 
reason or other, in the Baptist's own 
mind. This is upheld by Tertullian (cont. 
Marc. iv. 18, vol. ii. p. 402, ed. Migne, not 
iv. 5, as Dr. Wordsworth: nor is there 
any р up ie the main features of his 
view, as Dr. W. implies) and others, and 
advocated by De Wette, who thinks that 
the doubt was not perhaps respecting our 
Lord's mission, but His way of manifest- 
ing Himself, which did not with 
the theocratic views of the Baptist. This 
he considers to be confirmed by ver. 6. 
Olshausen (in loc.) and Neander (Leben 
Jesu, p. 92) suppose the ground of the 
doubt to have lain partly in the Mes- 
sianic idea of the Baptist, partly in the 
weakening and bedimming effect of impri- 
sonment on John’s mind. Lightfoot car- 
ries this latter still further, and imagines 

that the doubt arose from dissatisfaction at 
not being liberated from prison by some 
miracle of our Lord. (Hor. Hebr. in loc.) 
This however is refuted by Schdttgen 
Hor. Hebr. in loc.). The author of the 

sstiones et Resp. ad Orthodoxos among 
the works of Justin Martyr suggests, and 
Benson (Hulsean Lectures for 1820, p. 58 
sqq.) takes up, the following solution: 
imudh) 0:0форо: фйна mepi wy ітођсато 
Üavpárev б 'Igycovc ёцтогҳоу, rev. piv 
Aeyórrev, 'HAiac lors d таёта Tour: 
тӧу di, 'I:spepía," т> dt, dAÀoc ric r&v 
*poónre»' raórac тйс énpac árobwy д 
Iod vnc i» rg бокту жїнїн rove pa- 
onrde abrov na. н ò rd onptia rove» 
abróc ior a ùr’ abroŭ napropnbeig, 3) 
Éripóg ric 6 хара röv хоё» Өрә\А\ой- 
ptvoc. yvoòc 92 д '1gaolc rod 'Iedvyov 
тд» скобу, lvi тўс mapovoiaç rev na- 
гоу ‘Iwavvov eme voRAd Oabpara, 
tie avrodc cai róv 'Imávygv бї aù- 
Tey ec abróc tin 0 петоцкес cai та lr 
évépare tripwy ġnpópeva Oabpara, д 
vx avrov paprupnÜOtic. Resp. 38, p. 456. 
(3) It appears to me that there are objec- 
tions against each of the above sup- 
positions, too weighty to allow either of 
them to be entertained. There can be 
little doubt on the one hand, that our 
Saviour's answer is directed to Johan, and 
not to the disciples, who are boná fide 
messen and nothing more: —*opew- 
Oévres dwayye(Aare "Ieávvg can I think 
bear no other interpretation: and again 
the words paxdpióg dor de іё» pò 
exavóalu0g iv ѓроі must equally apply 
to John in the first place, so that, is 
some sense, he had been offended at 
Christ. On the other hand, it is ex- 
ceedingly difficult to suppose that there 
can have been in John’s own mind any 
real doubt that our Lord was ò ipyó- 
ptvoc, seeing that he himself had borne 
repeatedly such notable witness to Him, 
and that under special divine direction 
and manifestation (see ch. iii. 16, 17: 
John i. 26—87). The idea of his objec- 
tive faith being shaken by his imprisonment 
is quite inconsistent not only with John's 
character, but with our Lord's discourse in 
this place, whose description of him seems 
almost framed to guard against such a sup- 

ition. The last hypothesis (that of 
the Pseudo-Justin) is hardly probable, in 
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the form in which it is t. We can 
can have 

been confounded by the discordant ru- 
mioure whitch пасы! а about His won: 
derful works. But that one form of this 
hypothesis is the right one, I am cer- 
tainly disposed to believe, until some 
more con considerations in- 
duce me to alter my view. (4) The form 
to which I allude is this: John having 
heard all these reports, being himeelf fully 
convinced Who this Wonderworker was, 
was becoming impatient under the slow 
and unostentatious course of our Lord's 
self-manifestation, and desired to obtain 
from our Lord's own mouth a declaration 

and (possibly) which 
public profession of His анаар, from 
which hitherto He had seemed to shrink. 
He thus incurs a share of the same rebuke 
which the mother of our Lord received 
(John ii. 4); and the purport of the an- 
swer returned to him is, that the hour 
„%% fet mi а an de. 
claration, but that there were sufficient 
proofs given by the works done, to render 
all inexcusable, who should be offended in 
Him. And the return message is во far 
from a satisfaction designed for the 
disciples, that they are sent back like the 

from Gabii to Sextus Tar- 
ius, with indeed a significant narra- 

tive ы. bat no direct answer; they 
were but the intermediate transmitters of 
the symbolic message, known to Him who 
sent it, and him who received it. It is 
a fact not to be in connexion 
with this solution the difficulty, that 
John is said to have beard of the works, 
not тоб 'Igcov, but тоб христо : the 
only place where that name, standing 
alone, is given to our Lord in this Gospel. 
So that it would seem as if the Evangelist 
had ч ly avoided saying той "усо, 

OL. 1. 

рз} copt mth arm Orig : OM к. Xe. тері, 
D 28. supe with к ды тое чеш 5951 copt sth Ori Hil: 
ins BDLPZA 1 lat-a b 91 syrr syr-cu goth arm Chr rag bte fis aoc i 

to shew that the works were reported to 
John not as those of the Person whom he 
had known as Jesus, but of the Deliverer 
—the Christ; and that he was thus led 
to desire в distinct avowal of the identity 
of the two. I have before said that the 
opening part of the ensuing discourse 
seems to have been ed to prevent, 
in the minds of the multitude, any such 
unworthy estimations of John as those 
above cited. The message and the an- 
swer might well beget such cions, 
and not from the nature of the case 
bee to them in that mean- 
ing which they really bore; but the cha- 
racter of John here given would y 

it, from en- 

place of his imprisonment was Machærus. 
0 n Uxovig той `Нредо» дӧзшос elc róv 
Maxaipotyra vtpué8tic, . - . (ид » ài 
iori ric re 'Aptra cai 'H ox c) 
„ raórg crivyvrat, Jos. Antt. xviii. 
5. 2. 4.] iv {кур тӯ бое 1406- 
pawsvosy ro dard voowy kai uacri- 
yer kal *ytuuárev sovypév, cai ry 
тоос іхарісато ВМтех. Luke, ver. 21. 
From xai ёжокр:Өгіс̧ ... lv ret is nearly 
verbetim in the от» 5.] The 

words ver. i or it is to be observed 
that He bade them tell John not only 
what things they ut but what things they 
had heard, asin L It must not 
be forgotten that the words here used by 
our Lord have an inner and spiritual sense, 
as betokening the blessings and miracles 
of divine grace on the souls of men, of 
which His outward and меш miracles 
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Sir. ix. 6. 
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h~t. 

8 adda ri Kare Sew; avOow- 
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John xix. 5. Rom. Till. 4. 1 Cor. xv, 49 bis, 

rec aft naXakoig ins tpartotc 
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James fi. 3 сау. 

Lake), with CP 
rel gat lat-b f А syrr syr-cu copt goth mth arm: om BDZ 
Hil Jer Aug Op. npgracpevow D. 
om «cı» B. 

were дЕн. The words are mostly 
cited from lsa. xxxv. 6, where the same 
spiritual meaning is conveyed by them. 
They are quoted here, as the words of Isa. 
lili. are by the Evangelist in ch. viii. 17, 
as applicable to their partial external ful- 
filment, which however, like themselves, 
pointed onward to their greater spiritual 
completion. eta оутех is pas- 
sive, —see reff. and 2 Kings xviii. 81 in the 
LXX. In ref. Luke it is also ive, but 
with the thing preached as its subject. 
‘Stier remarks the coupling of these mira- 
cles together, and observes that with ver. 
iy. is united xe eüayyeMLovrat, as 
being & thing hitherto unheard of and 
strange, and an especial fulfilment of Isa. 
lxi. 1. 6.) See note on ver. 2. 
7—30.) The discourse divides itself into 
TWO PARTS: (1) vv. 7—19, the respective 
characters and mutual relations of John 
and Christ: (2) vv. 20—30, the condem- 
nation of the wnbelief of the time—ending 
with the gracious invitation to all the 
weary heavy laden to come to Him, 
as truly ô ipydpevos. 7.) The fol- 
lowing verses set forth to the people the 
real character and position of John; iden- 
tifying him who cried in the wilderness 
with him who now spoke from his prison, 
and assuring them that there was the 
same dignity of office and mission through- 
out. ey are not spoken till after the 
departure of the disciples of John, proba- 
bly because were not meant for 
them or John to hear, but for the e, 
who on account of the question which 
they had heard might go away with a 
mistaken depreciation of John. 6 wodvt¢ 
sx Ao ёк тўс ipærýriwç röv 'Iwávyov 
раб]тёу rod ау droxa twrevénoey 
oix дос ту» уун» pe’ Sc Iren. 
roùc paðnráç. cai eleóg Hy ё:аХоуі сдох 

ВасХеќыу (or os) EFGRAUE, don 

frpóc lavrodc ral Myav O rocatra pap- 
fupnoag џетгтеісӨп vir, cai арфе et 
те оўтос elre Frepog ein ò loxópevoc ; 
doa из) стасійбьу mpc тду Ihe ras- 
ra Min; dpa pr dere po бяд rod дес- 
pwrnpioy ytvóntvoc ; dpa pů párgv cai 
eixij rà wpóripa tipneey; imel ody r 
rriabUra etic ђу abrove trorredecy, € 
хёс abrey б‹орбоўта riy áoDivear, gai 
тайтас буар rác dr iag. Я 
Hom. xxxvii. р. 414. Апа our Lord, as 
usual, takes occasion, from reminding them 
of the impression made on them by John’s 

th pud d th islam “Hine K a em truths i own Ki 
dom and Offce. в. U If it wae 
not that, . . .; so in Demosth. Coron. р. 
288, ri ydp cai BovAóutvos. pereripreo® 
dv abrote; iwi rý» elpyyvnv; ФАМ 
Swijpxyey racy. xi тоу яб\еро» : 
see Klotz, Devar. р. 5. vl ibi Mare] 
The repetition of this question, and the 
order of the ive answers, are re- 
markable. The first sets before them the 
scene of their ‘desert pilgrimage—the 
banks of Jordan with its reeds (as Dr. 
Burton quotes from Lucian Hermotim., 
rzáAapoc іж’ бубу roparorapip vt$vréc 
ral wpdc way rò wvioy ceaXevóptvoc) ;— 
but no such trifles were the object of the 
journey: this suggestion is rejected with- 
out an answer. The second reminds them 
that it was a man—but not one in soft 
clothing, for such are not found in deserts. 
The third brings before them the real 
object of their pilgrimage in his holy office, 
and even amplifies that office itself. So 
that the great Forerunner is made to rise 
gradually Hes sublimely юа person- 

ity, and thus his preaching of repentance 
is КА ни in their minds. iv 
коф] Contrast this with the garb of John 
as described ch. iii. 4. Such an one, in 
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y. Judg. vi. 15 vat. 1 Kings 11. 1 s 

John vil. 59. Jedg. II. 14, 18. 
ix. 4$ onl 
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10. om yap (| Luke) BDZN lat-5 9, Ё syr-cu Orig Ambr Op Quast: ins CP 
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heed Lee a e еа 

ing Saviour ; might be found as the court] 
flatterer in the i d 

ungeo 
wpedirny) We read, ch. xxi. 26, that 
* all accounted John as a prophet.’ 
Serer tee и aen пое enira en 
always in N. T.); as N., ch. xii. 41, 
42. E. V. rightly, more than a prophet. 
—John was more than a prophet, because 
he did not write of, but saw and pointed 
out, the object of his prophecy ;—and be- 
cause of his proximity to the kingdom of 
God. He was moreover more than a pro- 
phet, because he himself was the subject 
as well as the vehicle of . But 
with deep humility, he to himself 
only that one, of two prophetic pas- 

vec, and omits the one which gives him 
the title of ò dyyeAdc pov, here cited by 
5 еч „ 
changes person origi 
pheey, which is pov. And that He does 
зо, ing that which is said by Jehovah 
of Hi to be addressed to the Mes- 
siah, is, i 
Lake i 
tion of His own 
head. i 

three 

ther reference: He was thus great above 
all others, because he was the forerunner of 
Christ. How great then above al] others 

and him, must HE be. Ц. гуфуер. 
та) aie mer a о a сите at 
especially of prophets and judges, see 
reff., and once of our эбин д: ар Sa 
Acts v. 30. yevvqrois is most 
likely masculine. See reff. ô R - 
xpórepos] This has been variously ren- 
dered m’s in- 

tion is as follows :—'' 0 24 шкр&- 
repoc, iv ту Васаиа r&v obpavov n.. 
avrov ters.” — pugpórtpoc, card rjv u- 
ria cai ката тй» re» r dokar, 
kal ydp EXeyow abrév фбуоу cal оіуотб- 
Tay cai “ойу obróc iorty ô той тіктоуос 
vióc;" kai жаугаҳоё abroy lEnuridiZoy, 
Hom. xxxvii. p. 416. And a little after. 
wards: — mepi ёаотой Abyev elxdrwe 
крояти rò rpécwrov did т>» ёт: кра- 
тойса» охбуоау cai rò р} дда жері 
darroð piya ri Муну" kai ydp wodAaxou 
daiverat rovro тоду. ті di deny "iv rg 
Baoukig rey obpaver ;” iv roig rrveupa- 
тікоїс kal тоїс катӣ réy obpavóv rach 
cai rò iniy d “ obe lynyeprat iv yev- 
rnroic yuvacey рф шу lwáyvou” áyri- 
діастіХАоутос hy lavrg row 'Iwávygv, 
каї obrwc lavróv umeEacpotyroc. el yàp 
wai yevynrdg yvrawóg hy abróc, aw 
оёх obra өс ‘Iwavync’ où үйр (c d- 
Өрыхос̧ ij, ob82 ӧроѓыс &vOpenq irixOn, 
GAA Eivow rwd rpóxov xai mapáčočov. 
pa So also Euthymius and Theophy- 

: but such an interpretation is surely 
adverse to the spirit of the whole dis- 
course. We may certainly say that our 
Lord in such а passage as this would not 
designate Himself as à шкрбтерос com- 

with John, in any sense: nor 
is it our Lord’s practice to speak of Him- 
self as one iv ry Bacwksig rov obpavév, 
or of His own attributes as belonging to 
or t on that new order of things 
which this expression implies, and which 
was in Him rather than He in it. Be- 

12 
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sides, the bare use of the comparative 
à pixpórepoc, with its reference left to be 
infi is, unless I am mistaken, un 
.cedented. If this had been the meaning, 
we should surely have -— ano ма 
гкрӧтерос. Ше of suc 
паль uate v 101 ткы 
lead us to сше the preceding adjective 
ек ун а with i» rg B. r. ob., and not 
the following. The other, the usual in- 
terpretation, I am convinced, is the right 
one: but he that is least in the kin 
of heaven, is greater than he. The com- 
рае with the article is not put for 

lative, although in English we 
= obliged to render it so, but signifies 
* he д is less than all the rest’ (Winer, 
§ 36. 8) ; and here is generic, of all the 
inferior ones. There is 5 an al- 
lusion to Zech. xii. 8: He that is feeble 
among them at that day shall be as David.” 

Thus the parallelism is complete: John, 
not inferior to any born of women—but 
these, even the least of them, are born of 
another birth (John i. 12, 13; iii. 5). John, 
the nearest to the King and the ngdom 
—standing on the threshold but never 
having himself entered; these, iv rg Ba- 
alg, subjects and citizens and indwellers 
of the eun. 6 üv rd woAirevua ё» obpa- 
voic. He, the friend of the Bridegroom: 
they, however weak and unworthy mem- 
bers, His Body, and His Spouse. 
Meyer, giving in substance the above inter- 
pretation, leves that айғоб, i. e. Тойу. 
тоо B., is to be supplied after рікрбтерос. 
This would be unobjectionable in sense, 
but is it, in usage? See reff, and re- 
member that i r. Вас. .... ів equivalent 
in meaning to Tüv iv т. Baoidig. Mal- 
donatus (cited by Meyer) d the lo- 
gical axiom, *minimum maximi est majus 
maximo minimi.’ 12.] The sense of 
this verse has been much disputed. (1) 
Bidfera: has been taken in a 
sense; ‘forcibly introduces itself,’ ‘breaks 
in with violence,’ as in the si passage 
Luke xvi. 16, хас eig афўт}» Bralerar. 
Certainly such a sense agrees better with 
ebay yediferat, which we find in Luke, 
than the passive explanation of Bidtera: : 
but it seems inconsistent with the latter 

Bia ora D Clem. 

half of the verse to say that i£ breaks ia by 
Jores, and then that others break pl hie 
into it. (2) [и4фета: is taken 
80 Tölt .. . rd — Ken Het Hell. 
v. 2.15 (Meyer. ;—which is however, like 
many of his citations, incorrect): 
Sereth violence, E. V. And thus the con- 
struction of the verse is consistent : * and 
the violent take it bv force. Believing 
this latter interpretation to be right, we 
now come to the question, in what sense 
are these worde spoken? Is Вал тає in 
a good or а bad sense? Does it mean, 
‘ie taken by force,’ and the fo 
‘and men violently press in for their shara 
of it, as for plunder ;’—or does it mean, 
‘is violently resisted, and violent men 
tear it to pieces? (viz. ite opponents, the 
Scribes and Pharisees Р) This latter mean - 
ing bears no sense as connected with the 
Шш before us. The subject is not 
the resistance made to the kingdom of 
heaven, but the difference between a pro- 
ph hesied and a present kingdom of heaven. 

e fifteenth verse closes this subject, and 
the complaints of the arbi judices 
of ‘this generation’ with ver. 16. 
We conclude then that these words imp) 
From the days of John the Baptist until 
now (i. e. inclusively, from the beginning 
of his preaching), the kingdom of heaven, 
is pressed into, and violent persons 
eager, ardent multitudes—seize on it. nid 
the truth of this, notwithstanding сщ 
Lord's subsequent reproaches for unbelief. 
we have abundant from the multi- 
tudes who followed, and outwent Him, 
and thro the doors where He was, 
and would (John vi. 15) take Him by 
force (the very word dprdtw being used) 
to make Him a king. But our Lord does 
not mention this so much to commend 
the Biacrai, as to shew the undoubted 
fact that ô ipxópevos was come :—that 
the kingdom of heaven, which before еа 
been the subject of distant * 
closed fortress, а treasure hid, was now 
undoubtedly upon earth (Luke xvii. 21 
and note), laid open to the entrance of 
men, qr out that all might take, 
Thus this verse connects with ver. 28, 
деёте wpóc pe таурт, and with Luke 
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D lat-k. 
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om raiç, with C rel: ins BZ ev-y copt.—rec ev ayopaic bef кабзригуос (|| Luke), wi 

гес kat wpoc$evovos (|| 

xvi 16, тас de abr)v BidZera:. Com- 
also with this throwing open of the 

1 of heaven for all to press into, 
the stern prohibition in Exod. xix. 12, 18, 
and the comment on it in Heb. xii. 18— 
2A. 

be understood in 
either of these passages as meaning that 
the of Malachi iv. 5 received its 
Full completion in John. For as in other 
mpe во in this, we have a partial 
fal: t both of the coming of the Lord 

of His forerunner, while the great 

Mark iv. 9, Iuke viii. 8), with CZ rel latt & 

rec 
ith 

аб. є» т. ayopa 1. 
в), with L rel lat-a à c f g, А syrr syr-cu Hil: a 

coming of the Lord, then know surely 

plying "the men of this genersion have ing ‘the men of thi ion have 
7. ee отын 
saying; are arbitrary, cbildish, and pre- 
judiced, not knowing their own mind.’ 

3] See similar ques- 
tions in Mark iv. 30: Luke xiii. 18, 20; 

. , according to 
the flesh, to ) yeved abr, —but neither 
of them nding to the kind of 
mourning in John's ease) with which the 
Jews would have them mourn, or the 
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has edited roic iraipotc, Tischdf тоїс ériporc, both omg avrwv.) 

necessitated 17. rec ins cas bef Asyovow by 
syr-cu: om BD Z(appy) 1 vulg lat-d ff, 1 copt. 
(H Late), with Cie] rel lat-a ö А ayer syr-cu mth arm: om BDZ 1 

goth Clem $1.3 Ё copt Aug. 
19. fp уш» (= 

rel vulg lata offi 9,2 I Kl. T marg 

zopocéevovot above), with CL rel кутт 
elpnrncaper ins иш» 

vulg lat-c f f, 
Tec 

теҳушу P) B'N 124 mss-mentd-by-Jer syrr copt arm: rexyw» ВСЮ 

20. aft npo~aro ins o соор СКІ, 1 al lat-7, À syrr syr-cu eth Chr Jer (beginning of 

wardness to the charge of the Preachers, 
ar to that of the Jews. 18. pýr. 

pir. wlv.] Luke vii. 33 fills up this 
m by i dproy and olvov. 
idis ihr The n 5 
preaching, an rejection message, 18 
implied im several places of the ore 
(sea ch. xxi. 28—27 John v. 35, ярӧс 
Фрау) ; but hence oy по та learn that 
the ач ht against him the same charge 
which they afterwards tried against our 
Lord. See John vii. 20; x. 20. 
19. toOlev xal vivar) “Alluding to our 
Lord's practice of frequenting entertain- 
ments and feasts, e. g. the marriage af 
Cana, the feast in Levi's house, &c. бее 
also ch. ix. 14. 
John xvi. 32. софа, 
wisdom which hath ordered these things. 

iux, was justified—the samo 
tense as лг» both times—refers to the 
event, d. d., ‘they were events in which 
wisdom was justified, &c. The force of 
the aorist is not to be lost by giving а 
present meaning to either of the verbe. 
The meaning seems to be, that the way- 

wardnese above described was not univer- 
sal, but that the тёкуа софіас (in allusion 
probably to the Book of Proverbs, which 
constantly uses similar expressions: see 
ch. ii. 1; iii. 1, 11, 21; iv. 1, &.) were 
led to receive and justify (= clear o im im- 
putation) Ше Wisdom of God, who did 
these things. Cf. Luke vii. 29, where in 
this same narrative it is seid, ol ft vat 
iBucaíegar róv 0б», BarricÓEvrec rò 
Badrriopa 'loávvos. The riceva софіас 
are о to the wayward waidia above, 
the childlike to the childish; and thus 
this verse serves as an introduction to the 
saying in ver. 25. Chrysostom, under- 
standa the verse differenti : rewricriy, ed 
cai optic ove iwsicOnre, ' {ной Nur % 
5 ove iyere. Thus optic = rà 
rícra тйс сеф., аз being the people of the 
Lord; and j ia our Lord Himself. 
This seems far-fetched, and- not so con- 
sistent with the context as the other in- 
terpretation. urs (reff.), not exactly 
equivalent to urd, but implying at the 
hands of’ the person whence the justifica- 
tion comes. ] Szcoxp rar 
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ei т\Анота! 
l Оха со Хорабну" 

Тор» xot ov eyívovro at 
Lk Vut», ‘wadat ау ev "" 

rat év : nnépg kpiatuc i Unt. 
un “tac ovpavou ohen, 7 b Ewe 

Rev. vi. 12. uf. 3 aniy. S Каза! (xE. 
ix. 13 only. Sir. xl. 8. 

кла ie 2 C. xl, 2. Deut. iv i 
ivii. 9. a: 

xv, 58 v. r.) Bev. I. 18 aD. 

KATA MAOOAION. 

т 8 ? 3 - @ 

vyanecg айтор, Ori 
9 , m в 

ovat со Babel. Ore et EV 

ouKKy ка! °" 

Any Mo ù Ушу, Tipp Kai Zibon ? avexrorepov ko- 
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Ц 8 Ld 
r ch. vil, 29. 

xiv. 9 | Ma. 
al. 

sch, Ш. 2 гей. 
T Suvapec at yeronevar t Мек zr u. 

[е per evónoa v. н 

28 kai GU Kagapvaoip, „ t por ran 
al ката[Зпоў` бт, je sil. 6, 

Lake, &c. as 

Isa Par im w Lake, &o. Нунан Неь. 
Е m Bir. y ch. x. 15 reff, 

v. 85. b Lake x. 
8. Luke x. i5. xvi. 2 Аав 97 (trom Po. кү, 10), 81. (1 Cor, 

d Rev. xii. 13. Beek. xxxi. 1 

ап ecclesiastical lection). ytyovucay D: facie eunt latt. for ai, a Di. 
om avrov D lat-g, syr- ml. 

21. for ova: iis ка D lat-a b e Jf д, ^ Hil. ғуғүсунса» D: ғугупӨпсау 33. 
157 ev-36. 
Gent: 

aft стоды ins catnpevor (from Luke х. 13) CU(A 1) 33 вуг Orig Bas 

or рл) 5, with B*(but without aspirate) D rel ms-in-Jer rel lat. 7 g, А m Tàn d. ү, t (b ) Sg, № syrr 
tt syr-cu copt wth arm Iren-lat. 

with C rel : om BDA Bers К er 

locality 
stands in such close connexion, one part 

out of another (e. g. this ont of 
6—19), and all by the 

same great undertone, whi h sonnds forth 
in vv. 28—80, that it is quite impossible 
that this should be а co of our 
Lord's sayings uttered at different times. 
1 wonld rather regard the rórt fipEaro as 
a token of the report of an ear-witness, 
and as pointing to a pause or change of 
manner on the part of our Lord. See 
note on Luke x. 18. Sn ob ner.] 
CC 
Lord's preaching, ch. iv. 1 е refer- 
ence is to some unrecorded miracles, of 
which we know (Luke iv. 23: John xxi. 

zin ome o Jena tá ited by x A to Jerome (ci 
Winer, гара a town оў ul 
lee, {ро arty to Eusebius twelve, 

cept here and in the similar 
sry of Luke. The etymology is uncer- 
tain. Some would read yépa Ziv. 
Втбуа1й&» Called rohe John i. 45,— 
sep Mark viii. 28,—in Galilee John xii. 
21 ;—on the western bank of the lake оў 
Gennesaret, near the middle, not far from 

3 the birth-place of Simon 
Peter, Andrew, and ip. Both this 

rec ins row bef ovpavov, 
rec -.], with E'KMXA 33 syr-marg- 

wpwine E- 1 5 lat: Н 
tef frd, шс 

ra rag Bao N¹õð¼ (of Luke x. 15), ) with C rel syrr syr-cu copt arm: txt 

gr: 
Chr: txt BCDL 1 latt syr-cu 

!L (9 L, qué lat-a b rec 
D latt goth 

As 

and Chorazin appear to be put as wd iir 
of the lesser 3 

ht His miracles (the serie of 
Mark i. 88), as distinguished from Caper- 
naum, the chief town (ver. 23) of the 
neighbourhood. Tépe к. 851 
These doesn i rede s0 often the subject 
of been chastised God's 
judgment under Nebuchadnezzar and Alex- 
ander, but still existed (Acte xii. 20; xxi. 
8, 7; e 8). 37 Ne eros. 

is pro usion to iii. 6, 
ae general 3 23. 
The sense has been 3 in 
Some it to allude to the distin- 
guished conferred on um 
by our Lord's residence there. Во Euthy- 
mius : 9 Кажеруаоёр >доЁос yiyove did 
тд като» фу айтў roy Хргстду ral rå 
UM röv Oavpárwv і» abr 1 
Others (as Grotius) to the ric 
carried оњ at Capernaum, by = ge 
which the town was proud and prosperous. 
Jerome says, Ideo ad inferna 5 
nia contra prædicationem meam su 

е restitisti, He also mentions the 
first interpretation. Others, as Stier (Re- 
den Jesu, i. 491), refer the expression to 
the lofty situation of Capernaum, which 
however is very uncertain. The first in- 
terpretation appears to me the most pro- 
bable, seeing that our Lord chose that 
place to be the principal scene of His 
ministry and residence, з) idía wóňiç ch. 
ix. 1. The very sites of these three places. 
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—— iv. 6. con dri. xai " wedopri ivo, Ka yu 

ETATTEAION XI. 29, 30. 
e ~ 

" avaravow ü nac. 
3 Kings түй. 29 c üpare Tov 4 Cvyóv pov ip vac kat uiid. ar, pov, 

tene Ort rade ци ка тажнудс тр Kapdia, ка: * 
only. 

! EUOT)GETE 
80 * 

ЕЯ * avawavow raiç " suxate uni. 0 уар " (vyóc pov 
Ab xpnròc ка! то ' фортіо» pov " £Aadpóv € ariv. 
E XII. ! "Ev éxetvo. rp "каро EroptiUn о Iusovc ero 

€ cb. xri. 24 al. peor, F. 
ү ae "Tol aß aco б тоу "exopinw»" ot & paĝnrai aurou BCDEG 

10. a; 1 LA &rslvacav, Kai ‘nokavra “rida " orayvac ка! tobte. Суат. 
only. Jer. v. 5. e ch. v. б. xxi. һе» Kek. ix. p x e PUE r.], Note. Р 

2 Maoc. xv. 12 on f Leke і. 62. Rom. 1. James i казыга. stall ар- 

Exil. edis 

28. aft wregopriapevor ins 
29. rec rpaoc with C DL rel Orig, Eus, : txt BC DIN 

for саВВасгу, саВ ато’ B. Cuar. XII. I om гос Di. 
xvac DU. стаҳэас bef ган» D. 

Son is the great Revealer, and as the ф 
idv BobAnra: is by His grace extended to 
all the weary—all who feel their need— 
so He here tavites them to receive this 
revelation, набете ёж’ ino But the way 
to this heavenly wisdom is by quietness 
and confidence, rest unto the soul, the re- 
ception of the divine grace for the pardon 
of sin, and the breaking of the yoke of the 
corruption of our nature. No more man 
could have spoken these words. They are 

el with the command in Isa. Fa 
22, wbich is spoken by Jehovah Himself. 

котибутев zal wedo 
the active and passive sides of human 
misery, the labouring and the burdened, 
are invited. Doubtless, outward and 
bodily misery is not shut out; but the 
роз üvévavow rais Vyvxais, і is only a 
spiritual promise. Our Lord does not pro- 
mise to those who come to Him freedom 
from toil or burden, but rest in the soul, 
which shall make all yokes easy, and all 
burdens light. The main invitation how- 
ever is to those burdened with the yoke of 
sin, and of the law, which was ed be- 
cause of sin. EU who feel that burden are 
invited. 29.] páfere åw’ роб, both 
гы my example, which however is the 
ower sense of the words, and ‘from My 
teaching,’ from which alone the drárav- 
cic can flow; the darordAufic of vv. 25 
and 27. «Ор тєтє дубл. т. &. op. 
quoted from Jer. vi. 16 Heb. Thus we 
have it revealed here, that the rest and joy 
of the Christian soul is, to become like 
Christ ; to attain by His teaching this rpad- 

t4. ME X Gen. ass Dvr. xxiv. Iii. 35, 

core estis D! latt Iren-lat Cypr, Hi 

ө dat. pL, vv. 5, 10, 11, Е чага 

1 25 E Е. k K. 1 

dem Orig, Ath - ms Bas. 

ins rovg bef ora» 

ric and rartewò ric of His. Olahau- 
sen makes an excellent distinction between 
таты»дс y ка dig an attribute of divine 
Love in the Saviour, and тахн»дс or 
wreydc re. wrevpart, ch. v. 3: Prov. 
xxix. 23, which can only be said of sinful 
man, knowing his unworthiness and need 
of hel cii кар${« is only here used of 

(Stier on John xiv. 1.) зо.) 
ХР „ any, ‘not exacting ; answering 
to kind,’ spoken of persons, Luke vi. 36. 
See 1 John v. 8. Owing to the conflict 
with evil ever incident to our corrupt na- 
ture even under the dváraveiç 
which Christ gives is yet to be viewed as а 
yoke and a burden, seen on this its pain- 
ful side, of conflict and sorrow : but it is 
a light yoke; the inner rest in the soul 
giving а peace which passeth understand- 
рее bearing it up against all. See 

XII. 1-8 THE DISCIPLES PLUCK 
EARS OP CORN ON THE ÜBABBATH. OTR 
LORD’S ANSWER TO THE PHABISERS 
THEREON. Mark ii. 28—328: Lake vi. 
1—6. In Mark and Luke this incident 
occurs after the discourse on fasting re- 
lated Matt. ix. 14 q.; but in the former 
without any definite ‘mark of time: St. 
Mark has fyévero жаразгорефгаби: abréy 
iv тойс о&3Засс» K. r. A.: Bt. Luke iyiv. 
dd iv eaffüdre Гёготерот роге) c. r. A., 
on which see note there. The „expresion 
dv dxclvy Tẹ naipe is, I conceive, а more 
definite mark of connexion than we find 
in the other Gospels, hut cannot here be 
fixed to the meaning which it clearly has 

— Ти 3 

tated 
a, 

which are 

wanting. 
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2 м 88 Фарааго iSavrec sray айт "1800 oi nab rai а ch, xix. 4. xxi. 16, 42 

тоу „*°%о°=» © оюк tori тошу ev capárw. 90 tuu. 
1 Kixos xxl. 

à eire auroic Оюк * , avéyvers ті ewoinoey Aausid Ore 4 25 1 x. 2 

3g Emcivacey Kat oi per’ avrov; тес cron A Dev siç тд» р Сш: 
=> 

оїко> rov Ocov xai robe prove rue Arpoblotue t epayer, 
рт; vil. 

70 9 ойк “Eloy т nv abr фауни ооё: roi per avrov, : а. 
J то реро ибо; 5 1 Д ойк > aviyuwre év 1b v не, 
> yop Оті °тос ва838аоу. о! tepeic EY Tw ире TÒ vag, . Rev. 
Barov * * BrignAovatv kai ‘ avaíriot ишу; : Ayo Ó өш» ERA ET 

Ort тоў 1:000 диб» tory woe. 7 & de ғуушкыте © ri Tyr e 
(0 Aide. .. &Мехета:. s Acts il. 20. 20x. € 4 ont ч a ty? 
. : vis. see c 2. 427 Lid ah 26. 
e ver. 1 reff. d Neb, xiii, 17. Ezek. хай. 8. 5 өү Bak, zzii. 20. rue 
lA hot) ug f here (bis) only. Deut. xxi. 8 al. (in LXX, always w. абда.) ch, iz. 

. aft ‹доутес ins avrovc CDLA 38 lat-a bet, g, ATS T 

. rec aft ewetvacey ins погас (он || Га), with Ser» w? i (Ses a d him 
Chr dca ое лае syr-marg arm: om BCD rel vulg syrr syr-cu 

трос@єсгьс D: mpoctec C. čġa yov BR Ser's o: egayev CD rel vse Eus, 
rec = 5) ойс (|| Mk Le), with C rel vulg lat-a c & Orig,: txt BD 13. 124 

har!’ lat-b & 3v tkov D: 2E Orig, : e£sariwv (|| МЕ Тм) C 33: txt B rel Eus. 
ins ev bef гос се38авз» CD ev-z Cyr. 

. for де 1 аерата. нему (from misunderstanding, seo note), 
with CLA t+ tat BD rel lat’, copt Chr ТЫ, phe Iren-lat. 

m 

i. 25, where the context deter- which we now have, iu the time of the 

. erings on 
Talmud expresaly forbidden on the — the Sebbath (Num. xxviii. 9, 10), and to 

th. in loc.) It was also place fresh (Ao£, and therefore baked that 
(Levit. xxiii 14, apparently, but this is by day) shewbread. In performing these 
mo means certain: see note on Luke) for- commands they must commit many of 
bidden until the sheaf of first-fruits had what the Pharisees would call profana- 

God, which was done on tions of the Sabbath. So that, as Stier 
the feast of unleavened (ii. 4), not only does the saered history 

bread at the er. This incident, on ish examples of exception to the law of 
ition, must have occurred be- the Sabbath from necessity, but the Law 
day and the harvest. It is itself ordaine work to be done on the Sab- 

generally от to have been on the bath asa duty. 6.] pet{ov seems the 
f after the Passover. For a better supported reading, and sustains the 

& 8 

4 

10 from 1 par xxi. 6, that hot bread inference is, * If the priests in the temple 
been t im on the day of David's and for the temple’s sake, for its service 

mrrival; which therefore, Levit. xxiv. 8, and ritual, profane the Sabbath, as ye 
was a sabbath. The example was thus account tion, and are blameless, 
55 Bengel maintains, on bow much more these disciples who have 
the received interpretation of grown hungry in their appointed following 
edB. Jjavripówperov Luke vi. 1, that of Him who is greater than the кр 
1 fam. xxi. was the lesson for the day. the true Temple of God on earth, the 
But the Jewish calendar of lessons cannot of Man!’ I cannot agree with Stier that 
be shewn to have existed in the form the neuter would represent only “ some- 
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above (g) cage ; 

xavil.43. robe исне 
Er l. a 4 0 0 Ive : ra pae voc той. k av pénrov. 

das EX К § Kai ' мета Вас 
only. 2 

Rie abr. 
k ch. vili. 20 
1 AL 1 reff. 

„ i 5 3 iva P ' Karn yopnowaw avrov. 
(ch. L 18. 

ke zziii. 

20 only. ha. Iri. 8) 
Balt. р John т. 46 al.¢ 1 Macc. vil. 6, 26 

7. rec seov, with L rel Orig, : 

Euthym Tert Cypr. 

ETATTEAION XII. 

eariv EXeoc * бе Kat оф hoo ia, оок ay ' катебисасате 
8 xiptog yap ёст той Фа[33йтоу o 

kat дой аудретос Хера Exe “ Спра" Kat’ Бер 

п о & неу 

avroic Tic * ЕЁ оо» аудрокос Oc Ён яро[Ватоу Ev, kai 
в oh. xix. 8. Lake xiii, е. з 6. EENG i 2n eh. iv. 

ch. xxvi. 78 al. 4 Kings x. 25. 

txt BCD 1. 83 Orig,. 
8. rec ins ка: bef rov caf arou (from | | Mk 1м), 
ин txt BCD rel Scr’s mas lat - a b e fF, 9, з А 

with (some cursives, е sil) vulg 
yr syr-cu copt eth arm Orig Chr 

9. aft treibe ins o ujoovc CEG Scr's q lat-c g, 8 ут arm 
10. rec ins уу rg» bef yupa (from || Luke), with X rel 146-5 о Is? gv» мы е 

DLMA 1. 33 lat-a f ff, a A вутт mum: 3» exec avOp. rg» E: ny аубр. szu rg» U: 
BC vulg lat-k 7 а 
Karnyopncovay 

1l. rec 
ev-y lat. arm-mss : om CI L lat-b ff, . 91 А Syr syr-cu copt eth. 

thing greater, more weighty than the 
temple,—namely, m consi 
of the hungry, or the like:” it seems to 
me, as above, to bear & more general and 
sublime sense than the e; see 
ver. 41, &c. T.] The law of this new 
Temple- service is the law of charity and 
love :—mercy and not sacrifice, see ch. 
ix. 18;—all for man's sake and man’s 
good ; ;-—and if their hearts had been ready 
to receive our Lond aud to take oc then 
this service, they would not have con- 
demned the guiltless. 8.] On the 
important verse preceding this in Mark 
ii. 27, see note there. e sense of it 
must here be supplied to complete the 
inference. Since the Sabbath was an or- 
dinance instituted for the use and benefit 
of man,—the Son of Man, who has taken 
upon Him full and complete Manhood, 
the great representative and Head of 
humanity, has this institution under his 
own power. See this teaching of the 
Lord illustrated and expanded in apos- 
tolic ice and injunctions, Rom. xiv. 
4, 6, 17 : Col. ii. 16, 17. 

9—14.] HEALING OF THE WITHERED 
HAND. k iii. 1—6: Luke vi. 6—11. 

9. peraPas deter] This of 
place is believed by Greswell to have been 
а journey back to Galilee after the Pass- 
over. (Diss. viii. vol. ii.) It is true that 
no su change is implied in Mark and 
Luke; but the words here point to а gei 
ney undertaken, as in ch. xi. 1; xv. 

for Ospasiveiv, Өратғоса: DL. 

aft ric ins «crat, with BC? rel vulg lat-c g, вуг: eor: D 33. 157 al Ser’s h 
(The variation points 

only other places in this where the 
expression occurs. In John vii. 8, the cog- 
nate expression werd BOs ivrevOry is used 
of a journey from Galilee to Judæa. 80 
that certainly it is not implied here (as 
di er, al, su ip ада fas that the incident 

place on as the pre- 
е one. We know from Luke vi. that 
it was on another oae next?) sabbath. 

atrév, not, of the Pharisees; but 
ч Jews generally, of the people of the 

This narrative is found 
in Mark and Luke with considerable varia- 
tion in details from our text, those two 

however with one 
another. In both these accounts, they 
(the Scribes and Pharisees, Luke) were 

ing our Lord to see whether He 

(knowing their thoughts, Luke) ordered 
the man to stand forth idst, and 
asked them the question here given. The 
question about the animal does not occur 
in either of them, but in Luke xiv. 5, on 
a similar occasion. The sdditional р 
ticulars given are very in 
Luke,—it was the right hand ; by — 
our Lord looked round on per’ 
dpyiic, ovhAurotpavoc ixi rj wepecu 
тїс кардіас atréy :—end the Herodians 
were joined with the Pharisees in their 
counsel Him. See notes on Lake. against 

z it M of 
which а= зла — and the 
vital powers withered. 11] The 

! eicetÜev Абеу tic THY GUVAYWYNV X ca 
4 perafar 

exnowrnoav abroy Аёүоутес "E ют * тос „928 Васо KLMS 
UVXA 
1. 33. 
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а> "ртіср rovro "ток ea Bac eic Bobuvor, оюу: Flake vi, 20., 
“ коатйси avrò xai "бугры; 12 woow оф» ” &афёри Tate x $. 

а»дретос троВёғом; ; “were гот» ° тос са Вав A ms 
y Kahwe 4 тошу. 13 sore Aiye тр аудосто * " Exrewov T 12 
sov ту tip ко tElravev, kat " атекатестадп ° уус ; 1 
we 5 aun. M ot 32 Sbapisatot e evu(3ob)uov ° ађоу ue uek. xvili. 28. 
кат avrov Een höre, 5 Owwe avrov. ar⁰ç. 15 6 о à . 

"Ineovc yvouc 'ауеу ортаг» ёкедеу" ка i якоЛообпса» avro iges 
zx, rok loi, Kat Oepanevory avroug wavrac, 16 kai ee a = 
s; iweripnoev айтос fva un * фауєрду avrov * worjowav. xg e кашса 

V ta тАлов®Өр то ony di Hauafov той regten Л 83 al. 
65 Im vii. 

n 18 ¥ "1800 & waic pov Ov pokrioa, & ayarnróc „$: uus 
<onstr., Phil. nl. Їй. eh; xvii. 11 Ма vill. 26... Acte 6. Heb. zili. 19 only. Lev. xlii. 18. Job v. 

06.8 g. b ch. 1v. Mark v. 84. John v. 
и ама 1 68а. vil. 38. Acts iv. 10. Ti. ns oely. Isa. xxxviii. 91. c only in Matt. ch. 

(©). 3 13 овју f. Prov. xv. 2 Theod. ch. H. 18al. Gen. xx. 4. ton. 1 14 
тей. 1 Kings xix. 10. g eh. avi. 90, 23 l. Mt. "Mk: L. only, exe. 1 Tha. iv. & Jude v. Geo. 
Avi. 10. NT oniy. a иже ali: 61 nuniy. 6. HARUM reff, i ch. L 22 reff. 

k Isa. xlii. 1. 1 Chros. xxix. 1. 1 Maco. iz. 30. 

out the supplementary character of the insertion. for (5 spwy, tv эрну D. 
CCC = ae lat-5. T om rovro D lat-a e f 

9, 5 Syr syr-cu wth. zparnon, краты D. for eyepes, eyespes (error) 
ың, L syrr syr-cu. 

18. ins rov bef rpoBarov Di. for саВВас:у, caBBaruc В. 
18. rec ray yupa eon (see || Lake), with CD rel: txt BL 1. 88 Scr's c evv-y-150. 

rec axocarecra@y (grammi emendation), with DK: axesarsorn U: атокат- 
1: txt BC? rel. (C! illegible.) 
tEh drag дє bef os фарса: BC 1. 83 vulg lat-c copt eth Ens Chr: о д4 9. г. 

L 13. 124. 157 arm: cas «EsÀO. о ae s pi b f, Syr i T P А 77. S eee 
225. 245 D As (and other gh! ау retaining 
the 8, D altering to cat, G in Er "TAS roo would De por лета кы далану 
on the hyp of ef. да being genuine.) 

15. om oxAos В latt eh Eus: US bef oxAos X al. хаутас дг ove {б рая 
wevoar D 1 lat-a b c ff, À k. 
15 for 355 D Pe exerAnocey 1. 

. rec tva) org, wi txt BCDN 1. 38 Eus,. 
A ins eig bef 1st oy» D. TE 

construction of this verse is involved: ea ароте) (о ров оог ыо лын 
there is a double question, as in ch. vii. 9. ] Peculiar in this form to Mat- 

Our Lord evidently asks this as being thew. See Mark iii.7—12: Luke vi. 17— 
thing allowed and done at the time 19. 15.] rede wéyras: sce similar 
ea He 1 but subsequently - 5 ch. xix. 2: Luke vi. 19; — i. e. 
words of Christ), it › оп account of who wanted healing.’ 16. le- 
words of ), it was forbidden in the ru aded (о ch. viii. 4, and note. 17.) 
Gemara; and it was only permitted to рибі, see note on ch. i. 22. Nei- 
lay planks for the beast to come ош. der hone eee oa must be understood 

13.} Our Lord does no outward ‘and thus was fulfilled, as Webster and 
act: the healing 8 Wilkinson: both are used only of the 

purpose, 
ing forth the hand was to prove its sound- where. It is 
nem, which the divine power wrought in found, at this period of the progress of 

i back to i the act of stretching it forth. Thus his 5 а view which is 
enemies were "a x bot кара пса ae 0 Тһе 
ground against 1 is is prophecy is partly from the LXX, partly 
the first mention of counsel taken igh translation: The LXX have an 
by the Pharisees (and Herodians, Mark, Чаков ó rag ноу... Тора} д іклактбс 
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Err pov "$ ed ce 3 yoyr pov. Snow TÒ жууда pou Г блем. | 

idis aig тту puvny avrov. 
о here only. 

е t катєсЁн, ка Ao 
p ch. xv. p 

L wo эў - 

avrov Еър * eA mover. 

а Luke ziv. 21 

ro о: 7 тей. е! 
в Mark v. 

3 

xw S UE ae cal Birav. P Kat 

a ir ,avróv, Kat xplow тос ib ° 
"pice ove Р 'краьуйты, oust axovoe Tiç év raiç ` wAarti- 1.33. 

20 ғ caAauov * аоутетоциніуоу od 
Y rugdpevor ov 

*exBadry ис ? икос тт» 

aayy. 

" оВісы, 1 лыс а» 
cp 21 kai re ovopare 

2 Tore тооспьќудп avro © дашоуйбреуос rupdoc ка! 
Ld t э „ә е b] d ` - 

cope Kal Bepawevosy avróv, were Tov  көфбә ХаХа» 
° isravro wavreg ot x A Kat 

ES s. KAC % Muri ovróc өт ò "vio Даме ; A o à: 

x o. dam. Фараон akobsavrtc тоу Офтос, ойк 

daun vt є un ev ry BeAZeosA * ap osii тоу datno- 
3 kings zail. 85. Jer. xxxi. 1. (xd vill) 35. Hab. li. 19 en! 

ix. Aon 

izi 1 
t Joba xix. 81, 

83 only 

v here oni 
xl. 7 (s). Tea. Nei. 94. " X ver. 
m vay 65, 57 oniy. 9 Kings li. 96. — 

TH 7x5 слава Tone. iii. 
e Matt. ter only. Maky 2 al, Lake. Gosp. Н. 47 

x 
h ch. ix. 86. 

.Axv.8. Mark 

rec ins tic 

ажаууғ\№: D-gr Eus. 
. for acovcs, acove D-gr. 

1 20. om калаџоу Gvvrérpiuptvoy Di. 

A Epb. vl. 16. 1 Thess. v. D 

ain 
xlii. 97. a f ch. 

bef 2nd оу (see 2 Pet i. 17), with CL rel Eus, : 
17) C'(appy) D 1. 33 latt copt Iren-lat [Dial from Isa] Eus, Hil : txt TN L 115. 244 

eh de та 

Rev. хт. G only. Isa. ХШ. 17. 
Hn Cari Jub 

John x. 4. Acts "e Cor. xv. 54 
a m Joba v. m, sai tr A. dat bre 

№. viil. 16 reff. eh. ix. 32. Gch. х 
‘Acts i 7, 19 ай. Paul, 2 Cr. v. es Gen. xliii. . 
vil. 16 гей, g ch. i. 1. ix. 87. xz. Seal. 

see ch iii. 

karakas Di. Anvow B*(Mai). 
21. rec ins ew bef rw оуорат‹, with D latt arm Eus, Iren-lat Hil: om BC бога 

mss Bas Chr ТЫ. (om ver, 88.) Arg Di. gr 
22. жросугүнау аут. даціоуореуоу тъфАоу ка Тс B <u copt sth. 

rec aft wcre rov ins тофлоу xat (from above), with C re arn.(Treg): aft row 
кефоу ins ка гофло» LXA I ovv-y-150 Syr syr, ): om BD lat. Fi g, k syr-cu 
copt. rec ins cae bef AR ecision), with C rel syr arm ): om BD 
1. 83 Ser's 1 m n evv-y-z-36-160 al tt бут copt mth. 

23. aft рит: ins ore Dl. gr. 

pov...., but the Rabbis generally un- 
derstood % of the Messiah. 18. cp 
т. 80у. dw.] He shall announce judg- 
ment to the Gentiles, viz. in his office as 
Messiah and Judge. In these words the 
majesty of his future glory is contrasted 
with the meekness about to be spoken of: 
6 5 &e. 20. 
к e чут. r. r. A.] A proverbial expres- 
sin for: * He will not гый the contrite 
heart, nor exti the slightest spark 
of repentant g in the mnner.’ The 
form катва&њ for E the Future seems to 
have crept in from the aor. as а oon- 
venient distinction from card from 
card ya. See Winer, $ 12. 2. In ref. 
Hab. the regular future ката о is used. 

fus Gv ixB.] Until He shall have 
brought out the Е the cause, the 
judgment, unto victor u it, i. e. 
to issue in victory s be Фу, exire jusserit, 
вее reff. :—i, e. such shall be his behaviour 

and such his gracious tendernese, during 
the day of grace: while the conflict is 
yet ing on,—the judgment not yet de- 

"33—45. ] ACCUSATION OF CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY BEELZEBUB, AND OUR LoRD'S 
DISCOURSE THEREON. DEMAND OF A 
SIGN FROM Him: His FURTHER DIS- 
сосван. Mark iii. 230—390: Luke xi. 14— 
86, where also see notes. This account is 
given by Luke later in our Lord’s minis- 
try, bat, without any fixed situation or 
time, and with leas copiousness of detail. 
See also ch. ix. 82, aad notes there. 
St. Mark (iii. 28 — 29) gives part of 
the discourse which follows, but without 
any determinate yI and m 
the miracle which to it. 
Mým r ge 
doub 

not... P 

19 ouk KLYS 
UVXTA 



19—27. 

viwv. 25 dhe èi тас 
Пава Bai, 

26 rat. kai ишо " ceravac roy 

tavròv "Ene pioOn’ тос ow стаддоегає ñ BacAsia avTov ; us 
"ev ВА [обл «Валь та дацибиа, oi 

viol оро» ` & rive ExPaAXAovew; did rovro avroi кта _ бат». 
and passim. Sir. xxi. $7 only. (seo Kings xi. 14.) 

25. for ed, 1d D 18. 33. At 

xai н гуф 

tycovc, with C rel latt syrr seth arm 
is se (twice) D d: каб «avr v (Ist) LX 1, (twice) 33 Scr’s i ev-150. 

124. дета, orgo«rac D! 13. 1 
. for каза, as ёе каа D. 

27. for za: at, & de D 1. 33 evv-y-150. 
with C rel arm: 

KATA MAOOAION. 

23 каб & eaurinc 
таса Rte 1 n оша * кергобига кеб tavri ov стабђог- Sym 

кр. up. eo. 1 vulg lat-c g,: 

127 
9 -2 9 e + M - 

' ivôuphouc «Отоу ыў QUTOLC ich . Acts 
1? \ Heb. iv. 12 
_Epnwovrac’ Kat oal t. Jub 

dad 

17 ME. 1 Cor. 
" saravav ixBadrer, ep - 1300 

gs 

„жетй. 
16. xviii. 2% 
w оу 

iv. 10, 

ві. тр 

eu copt. rec aft edwe de ins o 
D lat-& syr-cu copt. t$ eaurny 

for oraĝn- 

rec (for кр. to. vp.) урыу taovrat spirat, 
vp. кр. to. L: txt BD am(with forj) lat-a 

b f Fi. a Gi 4% Op Ambrst Chr Сут. (Cf Luke хі. 19.) 

e (xi. 

On the charge itself, Trench eris “А 
rigid monotheistic religion like the Jewish, 
left but one way of escape from the autho- 
rity of miracles, which once were acknow- 

to be indeed such, and not mere 
usions and sleights of hand. There re- 

mained nothing to say but that which we 

1 - 15, 17. «There is at first sight a dif. 
in tbe argument which our Saviour 
from the oneness of the kingdom of 
ingdom, that it should be the anar- 

m, that it should be tkis anar- He 
i 

15 Е Е ii 

ni i FEE 
m kiitta i 
of goodness it is at one: 

is one life in it and one soul in rela- 
Su Just as a nation or king- 
3 within eee eee 

discords, jealousies 
re: yet, if itis to subelst as a 
„ it must not, ge regard: 

wm AC CURE. have lost ite sense of 
Mr: when it does so, of necessity it 
falls to р and perishes.” Trench, 
Miracles, p. 68. We may observe (1) that 
1 

our Lord here in the most solemn manner 
re-asserts and confirms the truths respect- 
ing the om of evil which the Jews 
also held. BacAsiat are во set pa- 
rallel with one another, that the denial of 
the reality of the one with its dpxev, or 
the supposing it founded merely in assent 
on the part of our Lord to Jewish no- 
tions, inevitably brings with it the same 
conclusions with regard to the other. 
They are both real, and so is the conflict 
between them. (2) That our Lord here 
appeals not to аз insulated case of cast- 
ing out of devils, in which answer might 
have been made, that the craft of Satan 
might sometimes put on the garb and 
arts of an adversary to himself, for his 
own purposes,—but to the general end 
uniform tenor of ali such acts on his 
pert, in which He was found as the con- 
tinual Adversary of the ki of Satan. 
(8) That our Lord to shew that 
the axiom is true of all human societies, 
even to a family, the smallest of such. 
(4) That He does not state the same of 
an individual man, ‘ Every man divided 
against Mmsel. ; falleth,' resta upon deeper 
grounds, which will be entered on in the 
notes on vv. 30, 81. N.] The inter- 

ion of this verse has been much 
i ; viz. as to whether the casting 

out the vioi Фар айе» (seholars,— 
disciples; see 2 Kings ii. 3 and pee) 
were d or exorcisms. The 
occurrence mentioned Luke ix. 49 does 
not seem to apply; for there Jobn says, 
åxısrára, lden туа bal 76 
eov izBaddovra д, which hardly could 
have been the case with those here re- 
ferred to. Nor again can the sepiepyó- 
реро: lowdatos фЕоркста: of Acta xix. 19 
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о} L. Bom. 
x. 81. 

2 Cor. x. 14 
PhiL iii 
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écovrat орох. P e & "ev arvebuari Ücov. гүш UU 
14, rd дагибма, apa ° їфбасгу ёф bn Ba, rov Ütov. АГИ 

rio, 7 n тос Sovaral rie etceABew eic THY оба» rov " iayvpov vat. 
J. Кет Kat та Toren avrov 

xix. 18. Josh. " 
артаса, tdv ит трето» noy 

x.2 ` Р 3 LO" Y , ` з у 9 - ү 8 , 

a=k 2 nm. . TOV tp; Kal TOTE THY ока» avTov гартасе. 
1 € Ф . 

Heb. ix. 21. 
Rev. xviii.19 
bu. Gen. xxvii. 8. Deut. i. 41. 1 Kings xlii. 90, 91 
xviL 14. xix. 20. Josh. iii. 7. vili. 6. 

28. rec гуш bef ev тунат Огоо (from ver 27, not perceiving the 
-ms syr-cu spec: om eyw М 

Syr co 
, with 

for dtapraett, биркавса: A: diapraen DGK 13. 33. 

ed vulg lat: S 
id Ambr, Op, : txt BCD rel lat-a d hi, 
29. rec (for apracat) dapracat (| 

BC!X 1 Val-in-Thdot. 

t oh. iii 12. 

Wi) 

ы. A 8 9 » - 9 » æ » ae 2 t ә 

O N WY ner EOV кат EOV fOr, KAL О un) gu 

AL. A . All. эша N 

hasis), with 
fato e g, вуг 

oru Vides aha : 
2D rel latt Eus Iren-lat Hil: txt 

124 al am(with forj) arm Chr Euthym : txt BC rel latt Eus Iren-lat. 

be the same as these, inasmuch as they 
also named over the possessed the name 
of the Lord Jesus: or at all events it 
can be no such invocation which is Aere 
referred to. In Josephus (Antt. viii. 2. 5) 
we read that Solomon rpósovc форкют ш» 
катіћежеу, olg ivddpeva та дабра we 
pnrír' ixavedOciv ixdconova. cai аёту 
pixps viv rap ўџїу ù Өєратніа wAsioroy 
loyte. It is highly n to in- 
stitute this enquiry as to the reality of 
their exorciams: for it would leave an 
unworthy impression on the reader, and 
one very open to the cavils of unbelief, 
were we to sanction the idea that our 
Lord would have solemnly compared with 
his own miracles, and drawn inferences 
from, a system of imposture, which on 
that supposition, these Pharisees must 
have known to be such. I infer then that 
the vioi dap. did really cast out devils; 
and 1 think this view is confirmed by 
what the multitudes said in ch. ix. 88, 
where upon the dumb speaking after the 
devil was cast out they exclaimed oddi- 
wore igdyn обтыс iv rq ‘IopanA: mean- 
ing that this was a more complete heal- 
ing than they had ever seen before. The 
difficulty has arisen mainly from forget- 
ting that miracles, as swch, are no test 
of truth, but have been itted to, and 

phesied of, false religions and teachers. 
Bee Exodus vii. 22; viii. 7: ch. xxiv. 24, 
&c.; Deut. xiii. 1—5. ыг is an im- 

rtant passage in Justin Martyr, Dial. 
Pith Trypho, $ 85, p. 182, as follows: 
card үйр тоё óvóparoc афтод rovrov rob 
viov rod Otov . . . wav Caipdvioy фЁорк!$6- 
ptvov virai kai ùwordooirai. 44у д 
ката wayròç óvógaroc T&v тар Univ 
ytyeynuivey i) Bacitiwy, ) ёкаіњу, 1) 
трофутёу,  Rarpiapyey ikopričnre 
dpeic, obx ®котаүйскта» ovdiy r&v da: 

povlwy. АМ н dpa ltopriZo: ric Ope 
card тоё Өгюй "ABpaap tal Oecd "Ісаак 
ral Өєоб "Такев, {сос vmoraynorrat. 
Irenæus (cited by Grotius) says that 
* hujus invocatione etiam ante авав 
Domini nostri salvabantur homines а spi- 
ritibus nequissimis, et a dæmoniis uni- 
versis," and adds, “Judsi usque nunc 
hanc ipsa invocatione dæmonas fagant.” 
Jer., 8., Hil, understand vlo põr 
to mean the Apostles: бра кйутаўба r)v 

d 22 Мун тоюбтбу ioriw- 
{у тех icBddAAover; . . . . Өр Geia Gre 
$0óvov jv rob xp айтду rd tipnuiva 
póvov .... El yap (yo обтыс ixBaAAe, 
oM uüÀAov {куо ol wap’ ipo9 rij 
iZovciay AaBévrec. GAN eg ovdly 
rowvroy гїрїката abroic. Hom. 
xli. p. 446. xpvrel pv] your 
judges, in the sense of convicting yos 
of partialsty. 28. lv туєбрать 0.] 
= ty arró Ө., Luke; see Exod. viii. 
19. &фдасеу] emphatic in position: 
but merely, has come upon you: not in 
the more proper sense of $0a»w, is al- 
ready upon you,’ i. e. ‘before you looked 
for it/—as Stier und Wesley. It does 
not seem to occur in this latter sense in the 
N. T. But Fritzsche's dictum, * Alexan- 
drinis scriptoribus ¢@avey nihil nisi ve- 
sre, pervenire, pertinere valet," ad Rom. 
і. 856, certaini y is not right; for we 
have it indisputably in the sense of to as- 
"x ate, e 1 Thess. iv. 15. 

‚| Luke tbe word i те 
appli S te ole iu ven E LIS 
given to our Lord by the Baptist, ch. iii. 
11 ||, and also in prophecy, Isa. xl. 10 
ата laytoc, LXX). See also Isa. liii. 12 

XX); xlix. 24, 25. See note on Luke 
xi, 21 f., which is the fuller report of 

BCDEG 
KLMS 
UvXxra 
1. 33. 
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ner {ной “oxopmita. 9! Sia rovro Мую йш» Пава I. 2245 
' ápapría kai ВАавфпиіа ““agpeOnosrar [vuv] тос arp sr aki 

AI. 18. = 

жо, & rov wvevparog * BAacgnpia оок " adeOnoerat in af 11 
æ , P t A » - = oh. vi. 

[тос avÜpwrow]. N xai бс єй» simy Aóyov ката той e sx 
ce - æ- 9 , =” , 3 = a * " . А 

шоо rov avÜpwrov, "афгдпсєта аот" Ос & av etry ката f. , 
- Р: = 7 wi „ > = * s 12. w. gen. TOV TYvtUuarOC тоо ayiov, ovx " ageOnoerat avri ovre iv obi, 

only. 

31. rec om оргу, with CD rel Orig Hil: ins B 1 Ath. 
B 1. 22, 59. 142. 209 

om 200 roc avÜpesoic 

ins 
lat-g, k copt wth arm Cyr-jer Hil Op. 

33. ee (e aco) as DE 8 1. 38, Scr’s h os, e ail) : GT BC rel Orig. 
ove bef lst афебдо. B! (erased by same hand: probably a mistake owing to ov of 
avOpwsov). om rov bef ayiov D!. for ove ageOnoerat, ov un афгбд В. 
for rovre rw, rw vvv (see 1 Tim vi. 17; 2 T iv. 10; Tit ii. 12) L rel Ath Bas Epiph 
Cyr Phot ТЫ 

this parabolic saying. 30.) These 
words have . 
Chrysostom and Eutbymius understand 

the sense being, 
Satan's kingdom, pee 
that I do not, then I must be Mes ad- 

^ But this is on all accounts 

RE f is and can be in the world 
arty : they who are not with 
do not gather with Him,— are 

im and his work, and as far as in 
lies are undoing it. See Rom. viii. 7. 
thus the saying connects itaelf with 

following verse :—this being the case, 
Aye vyuiy,—the sin of an Pa 

ing of the present power of the Holy 
it of God working in and fe bi King: 

assumes a с surpassingly 
This saying is no way inconsistent 

ith that in Mark ix. 40; Luke ix. 50. 
is not a conversion of this, for the 

the respective itions are not 
. See note on Mark ix. 40. As 

this saying of our Lord reached far- 
than the mere occasion to which it 

referred, and spoke forcibly to those many 
half. hesitating persons who flat- 

i 

ШИН 
1. 

formed them (and informs us also) of the 
карен such an endeavour. In 

Y 

: T€ at. rovrw KXA Orig, Cyr-jer Did: txt BCD 1. 18. 33 Orig, 

the ovvdyeyv there is an allusion to the idea 
of gathering the harvest : see ch. xiii. 30: 
John хі. 52, and for oxopwifa, John x. 
12, in all which places the words exactl 
bear out their sense here. 91, 22. 
кое» 5 

note. Notice again t iv, 
used by our Lord when Ha cele e 
revelation of thi hidden from the sons 
of men: see ch. vi. 29, and xviii. 10, 19: 
and ver. 36 below. The distinction in 
these much-controverted verses seems to 
be, between (1) the sin and blasphemy 
which arises from culpable ignorance and 
sensual blindness, as t of the fool who 
said in his heart ‘There is no God,'—of 
those who, e. g. Saul of Tarsus, o 
Jesus as not being the Christ ; w per- 
sons, to whatever degree their sin may 

i f 
tance, pardon :— : 

pmi of those who, ac- ал (2) the b 
i his present know 

They may as yet have been under the veil 
of ignorance; but this their last proceed- 
ing, in the sight of Him who knows the 
hearts, approximated very near to, or per- 
haps аа ЖЕ this awful degree of guilt. 
The principal misunderstanding of this 
passage has arisen from the prejudice 
which possesses men's minds owing to the 
use of the words, ‘the sis the 
Holy Ghost.“ It is not a particular spe- 
cies of sin which is here condemned, but а 
definite act shewing a state of sin, and 
thnt state & wilful determined opposition 
to the present power of the Holy Spirit ; 
and this as shewn by ite Inr adu: 
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уклы. 7 robr тр atam ovre év Te = porri. sa * xor- BCDEG 
275 ШУ hoare то Sévdpor ° ay kai Tov “kaprov avrov ° као», ухга 
bach, ш.а, п rotho art тд der dor: сатрду кш rob картду avTov 
eck, ite ir, ` аатрбы” 

d p 34.94 e yervüpara 
on ju. 7 A» 

r Joba iii. 81. ыш кы ERES , mur 
4 44 . „& grópa ‘ХаХа. 

Mark 
di 3 Cor viii. 14 bis only. Feel. ii. 15 (only f). 

84. aft Сайн ins ауада D! (and lat). 

'The declaration, in substance, often occurs 
in the N. T. See 1 John v. 16, апа note 
on dpapria there: 2 Tim. iii. 8: Jude 4, 
12,18: Heb. x. 26—31; vi. 4—8.  Euthy- 
mius expands the sense well and clearly : 
de piv dv ápáprg card rie dvOpwrórngróc 
pov, noi, Tovrioriv, Ücric ay siwy PAdo- 
nuov Aóyov car’ аўтйс,... . $ 
тооўтос ovyyvwoOnoerat wavrug dc obe 
10:\окакђсас, AN dv ye тйс aAn- 
Osiag Вхасфпитсас' д für Мо» rac 
Өгютрехгїс pou ivepysiac, йс uóvoc дб>а- 
vat qowuiy { tóc, ка| TQ Вее efod таў» 
rac ixtypagcpevog, ec xai ӧреїс убу, cai 
obrw ВХасфуиё» ката vov жуғбратос 
Шен d yiov, frei катд тйс Ppa л 770 

у yàp wiv камї жура [D 
офтос Фс iedoxaxijcac кари: weg wai 
yvece xabvBpicac тд» деду rai ávaso- 
Adynra xAnppeANoag ob съуҳхортдђоєта. 

No swre inference can wn from 
the words обте dv тё —with re- 
gard to forgiveness of sins in a future 
state. Olshausen remarks that a parallel 
on the other side is found in ch. x. 41, 42, 
“where the recognition of divine power in 
those sent from God is accompanied with 

of eternal reward. He himself 
owever undefstands the passage (as many 

others have done) to i imply forgiveness on 
tance in the imperfect state of the 

dead before the judgment, and considers 
it to be cognate with 1 Pet. iii. 18 ff. 
Augustine speaks very strongly, de Civ. 
Dei xxi. 24: ‘Neque enim de quibusdam 
veraciter diceretur, quod non eis remitta- 
tur neque in hoc sæculo neque in futuro, 
nisi essent quibus, etsi non in isto, tamen 
remittatur in futuro.’ See, on the whole 
subject, note on 1 Pet. iii. 18 ff. In the 
almost entire silence of Scripture on any 
such doctrine, every principle of sound 
interpretation that we 22004 
hesitate to support it by two difficult 
sages, in neither of which does the plai 
construction of the words absolutely re- 
uire it. The expressions al obrog 
= 6 убу ad, Tit. ii. 12: 2 Tim. iv. 10; 

à ек уар тор картоо. 10 Sivdpow ` 
x vo, тее dbrao he ауаба Аалы» 

fix yap тоу * таргао.брато$ тпс кар®ас 
0 a yabòc avÜpwroc ёк TOU aya ov 

rere. 

caipòr оўтос, Mark x. 30; айшә тоб cés- 
pow roórov, Eph. ii. 2; oio» фу ттер 
то Gal. i. 4) and абд» и&ААш» (= 
аш» д ipydperoc, Mark x. 80; al ici- 
voc, L Luke xx. 85; aisvec ixepyopeves, 
Eph. ii. 7) were common among the Jews, 
and generally signified respectively the 
time before and after the coming of the 
Messiah. In the N. T. these significations 
are replaced by—the present life, and that 
to come: the mixed state of wheat 
and tares, and the future completion of 
Messiah’s Kingdom after the great har- 
vest. The expression кбанос pier is 
not found. alwy рі оу, &e., seem to 
haad from aeu. т. obpaver or r. Geos, 
bci поти vere n of, or тя in, indivi- 

{ as an time to — — 88, $4] 
wojoure, not, а understand 
2 € 

then the dd ік 
meaning : — but li у, 

VERAS 3 үч 
make. 

say: but let us remember, the Creator 
speaks, and sets forth a law of his own 

inconsistenoy of the Pharisees in 
senting Him as in league with evil, 5 — 
works were uniformly good. Bat 

iid Кайа то io Saxe Wege 
ph 1 who could not speak 

lightly thought of by the world and the 
careless, spring from the inner fountains 
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* Üncavpov A та ayabá, ка! о тоупрбс aro- ̂ sk t 1) ret 
жос ек той тоупроо Üncavpoi «Валы wovnpa. 36 Муш 
SE өш» Ore тау pna , аруду 0 AaAnoovary ol avÜpuroi, у АЕ 

! Aóyov ё» 
єк vag тоу Aby cou ° капот, kai ёк тоу Хушу XA e 

89 Tore ғ amexplÜncav avro. tivec mays 16 

1 awodwaovew тєрї avrov 
37 2 

соо ° катадкасфпгт. 

ара 2), 
cb. x ul. 52. 
"TEN z. 8$ 

” пабор cpiotu. 1 Luke xvi. 3. 

тоу ypauparéwv kai Papwaiwy Myovrec Aiddoxane * fes; 1. 4 
OP oper ато gov ° enptov dv. U. 16 al. 

o i атокрібіс A 
eimev avroic Tevea wovnpa ка! ' poryadiç * ! anuetoy LE 7 reff. 

Job xzxziv. 

Cnrei, kai ? спао» ov SoOnoerat айту & un rò ° onuctov 17 xi. 
Q = ch. xvi. 1,4. John iv. 48. vi. а Isa. vil. 11,14. Jer. 3. 2. 

8 bis. James „* siv.4, 2 Pet. H. 14 only. 
т єй. avi. 40 Mk. Наш ҮП 

Esek. xvi. 88. xxHi45 bis. Hose 
Hi. 1. Mal. ii 6 only. cb. vi. 83 

IM jme Da 
Р) lat-f, ff. 

[bef aya0a] BD 10 1 
aft 

rec aft let Oneavpov ins rac каод‹ас (gless), with (some cur- 
Clem rae М D карйіас avrov L 1. 33 al 

е Clan Ath Bas СЪг-в-а-Е: om BC 
cop Orig Dial bet CH ar mss) ТЫ 

id C Chr-8 ТЫ: ins CLUA 

t(with mm) syr-cu sth 
rel Scr's mas latt syrr 

т Lucif Hil Ambrst. om ra 
75183 ( Scr's c d f k s, e sil) Orig. 

2nd 05gsavpov ins ric карфас avrov L 83. 116. 157 syr-cu arm Chr-1-3-8- 
a--A-B Tich 
Chr-1-2-8-a-f. dn 

ins ra bef жоулра LUA 18. 33. 157. 209 Scr's cd ks 

36. rec aft o ins ғар, with C rel; ау L Orig: om ВОМ, quod latt Iren 
rec Aal oe, with LXA rel latt Orig Iren- lat Cypr: AaAovow D: txt 

87. for xai, зу D-gr lat-a с Yo Hil Paulin. 
ause an ecclesiastical lection began at axecp.), with 

syr-cu вуг copt eth arm Chr. 
88. rec om avre ssib 

X rel: а е DM үч ry ri 
(Aomaotel 7) B 59. 285 : $. к. ур. К. 

39. for avrn, co Dl. gr. 

of good and ill, therefore they will form 
subjects of the judgment of the Бе rwr day, 
Mio the SERE rus life shall be unfolded and 

See James iii. 2—12. 
&pyóv is nom. 

as ch. = 4, 82. риба зу оо. lore 
Aidow єїкй SANA ў Хуоу &рубу, Py- 
thag. in Stobeus, xxxiv. 11. Wetst. 
&pyós = átpyóc, and is perhaps best taken 
же in its milder and tive sense, аз 
not те et determined on till the judgment : 

t our Lord's saying is a deduction 
“| а minori,” and if of every 425 ápyóv, 

utterance 
of the man, ape ca city proce will form 
a subject of strict uiry in the great 
day, being a considerab able and weighty part 
of our works. ) Bt. Luke (xi. 15, 
16) places the „ of casting out 
devils by Beelzebub and this request toge- 
ther, and then the discourse follows. It 
seems that the first of the discourse 
gave rise, as here ted, to the request 
for a sign (from Heaven); but, as we 
wight naturally expect, and ав we ree 

om Kat gapicawy 

from St. га on part of different 
persons from those who made the accusa- 
tion. In consequence of our Lord declar- 
ing that his miracles were wrought by the 
Holy Ghost, they wish to see some deci- 
sive set, bat f of this by а sign, not from Him- 

ut from Heaven. The account in 
езщ xvi. 1—4 manifestly relates to a dif- 
ferent occurrence: see notes there. Cf. 
John vi. 30, 31; xii. 28. 
ры (see теб), because the жаш 

peculiar е of the Lord, and so in 
departing from had broken the cove- 
TIE Cm 
tude so common in the prophets., 
The expression aqpeiov оў боб. a 
not, as De Wette maintains, exclu 
Lord's miracles from being onyeia : but is is 
the direct answer to their request in the 
sense in which we know ghey Ls n 
piov, ‘a sign, not wrought im, 
го able to be suspected df mayio art, but 
one from Heaven.’ Besides, even if this 
were not so, how can the refusing to work 
a miracle fo satisfy them, affect the na- 
ture or signification of those wro ч оп 
different occasions, and with a tota y dif- 
ferent view? And yet on ad like 
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teh. zit. Id rov трофӣгоо. ы стер уар jv levac év тр 
м, Бост. u койге тоо kijroue трис nuipac ка! rptic vbrruc, 

s Jowan i i. ob rec kora о vide тоу | avÜpi mov € er TQ " карёц тїс упс 

— rptic nhl pac cal трас убктас. 41 avépec * Noevetrac 
bud. Jg E d avagrqQcovrat 

PU Ыы " karaxptvovaw aurny, Ort 
EI. 7. Wis. 
ES "Iova, ка! дой rA lova ox. 

х.б. х. 8. саза ith 2 Esdr. ix. 8 
21 L. Lane z fl. Е 

Row. x. 18 (Heb. vi. 16 only. 

40. weeps Di. 

Ps. 2 

om ӯ» D- 

н. 30. am ture Tw. Zech. vi. б. 

Scr’s c. 

7 ғу тр y 'крівн pera тїс yeac тайт kai 

btc TO cijpvqua 

42 4 Ваа Ммава ° vórov 

* uere vonoay 

5 ‘ éyepOnoerat ЕУ тр pice рата тйс yeveac rabrnc Kat 

a " karakptvet avr, б ore nAOey єк тоу E wepárwv тїс yne 
 акойса: тї» софіа» ZoÀouovoc, kai 100 wAsiov ZoÀo- 

41 L, Acta vill. 27. Rev xvili. 7 only. 2 Сивон. iz. I. 
{1 Cor. вт. 42, 43. Іза. xxvi. 10. giL. 

aft гота: ins кас ПЕРІ, lat-a 5 fi 
9, ^ syr-cu copt arm fgn Iren-lat Orig - lat Eus, Chr Cyr Thl Ambr. 

this it is (De Wette, vol. i. p. 147) that 
rationalistic systems are built. тЇ обу; 
офк ixoiqosy fxrore onptioy ; iroinoey, 
ФАМ ot д’ abrobc, wixwpwpivos ydp 
ўса», AAA did ry тю» UA piisav. 
Кш in loc. Notice imigre; ; not 

y querit, but uirit; misses, and 
Деши ы а ane) до non. See Palm 
and Rost’s Lex. sub voce. The sign о 
Jonas is the most remarkable foreshadow- 
ing in the O. T. of the resurrection of our 
Lord. It was of course impossible that 
His resurrection should be re nted by 
an actual resurrection, as his birth was by 
births (Isaac, Samson, Samuel, Maher- 
shalalhashbaz), and His death by deaths 
(Abel; the substitute for Isaac; Zecha- 
riah the rophet ; the daily and occasional 
sacrifices) ; so that we find the events 
symbolic of his resurrection (Joseph's his- 
tory; Isaac’s sacrifice; Daniel's and Jo- 
nah's deliverance), representing it in a 
figure (Heb. xi. 19, iv Lai In 
the case before us the figure was very re- 
markable, and easily to be recognized in 
the O. T. narrative. For Jonah himself 
calls the belly of the sea monster tee үрү 
gie ii. 2), ‘the belly of Hades,’ = xap- 
of тйс үйс qe ERE that 

e is not of our "s being 
eei ig in the tomb of Joseph 9 
thea, for neither could that be called the 
heart of the earth, nor could it be said 
that the Son of Man’ was there during 
the time; but of our Lord’s personal de- 
acent into the place of departed souls :— 
see Eph. iv. 9: 1 Pet. iii. 19, and note on 
Luke xxiii. 48. 40.] If it be neces- 
sary to make the due days and 
nights during which our Lord was in the 
heart of the earth, it must be done by 

having recourse to the Jewish method of 
computing time. In the Jerusalem Tal- 
mud (cited by Lightfoot) it is said “ that 
a day and night together make up a miv 
(а >»хӨймеро>), and that any of such 
а period is counted as the whole.” See 
Gen. xl. 18, 20: 1 Sam. xxx. 12, 13: 
2 Chron. x. 6, 12: Нов. vi. 2. 41.] 
In this verse there is no reference to the 
sign of Jonas spoken of above, but to a 
different matter, another way in which һе 
should be a sign to this tion. See 
Luke xi. 29 f., and note. (But the preach- 
ing of Jonas to the Ninevites was a sign 
after Ais resurrection : so shall the preach- 
ing of the Son of Man by His Spirit in His 
Apostles be after His resurrection. Stier.) 

welov "leva 284 . . . Id Zo. 
$8«е] On the neuter, see ‘above, ver. 6, 
note. There is more than Jonas here. No 
matter so worthy of arousing repentance 
had ever been revealed or preached as the 
Gospel: no matter so worthy of exciti 
the earnest attention of all. And the 
Himself, the Announcer of this Gospel, is 
greater than all the sons of men: his 
резе. greater than that of Jonah: 

в wisdom, than that of Solomon. 
42. Bae. oon vérov] J Josephus, Antt. 
viii. 6. 5, calls her ray тйс Atyiwroy | cad 
rc AlOvowiac rore Вас‹Хебоооау yevaira, 
i. e. of Meroe (whose queens were usually 
called Candace. Plin. Hist. vi. 29). Abys- 
sinian tradition agrees with this account, 
calls her мше, and supposes her to 
have embraced the Jewish religion in Je- 
rusalem. The Arabians on the other hand 
also claim her, calling her Balkis (Koran, 
c. xxvii., cited by Winer), which latter ow 
is probably nearer the truth, Sheba 
tract in Arabia Felix, near the shores of 

BCDEG 
KLMSU 
VXTa 
1. 33. 
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pwvoç ode. 48°Отар & ro * axaBaproy * туена EA 0 D 572 7 Е 
ато rov аубосто», diépxerat & 1 bp ro r * {тойу 157 E 
kl э 
,avawaver, Kai ov ' euptoxet. 

^ ёшөтрё&фш obey S kat 00у роки ш 
87587 * охоАаёо»та, ° otcapwuivoy Kai " кекосцтрёъо», 

ч тараар даун pel €avrov emra о UA v. "p 

44 rore Хун Eic TOV к Rat ti. 1 
Bir. 

zair, 7 

45, 

турата ' wovnporepa avrov, ка! tic. Abra катокы only, Ezod. 
кн, Kai yiverat * rd ie Kara, rou arb ob i tcti vou Xel- onig. i 

pova тоу Tpwrwy, ойтес orat ка! тр yeved rabry ry Saler 
ares. 

wovnog. T echas, c. 

падре ачаа. —— мылы" 
44. rec emcorpepw bef ис ту oway pov (from Le xi. 24), with C rel latt syrr 

syr-cu arm Orig-lat: txt BDZ 88 sth.—{urocrpepw Z 1. 13. 194 al Scr's 
#АбӨмш» DFGXT 13. 33. 157 al вуг: e£eAQoy U: 
aft tupioce: ins тоу ооу D. 

3A0ov A: txt BC rel. 20 def. e) 
ins ка: bef сгсарырсуоу C! арру) 285 

ev-36 al Scr’s i m s lat-a с А вутт вуг-са Chr - GB- s (and Fd's mss exc Е r) ош Вр 
rel vulg lat-5 f g, syr-marg-gr copt eth arm. 

45. гтера bef srra Z 240. 244 Bcr'a і lat-b o Chr. 
aft eayara ins avrov СЮ". Scr’s с evv-y-z. 

Red Sea, near the present Aden (see Plin. 
vi. 23), sbounding in spice and gold and 
precious stones. 43.) y, not 
* whenever ;’ the indefinite ва) no 
assert universality, but is at kai precede 
connects strictly with what 
This important parable, in the 1 
itself, sets forth to us an evil spirit driven 
out from a man, wandering in his misery 
and restlessness through desert places, the 
abodes and haunts of evil spirits (see Isa. 
m ‚21, 22; xxxiv. 14), and at last deter- 

on a return to his former victim, 

man being ends miserably. In 
its in ion we may trace three 

(1) The direct application 
of the arable is to the Jewish wi iier: 
and the parallel runs thus: 
dæmon of idolatry ht down on the 
Jews the tr ear captivity, and was cast 
out by it. They did not after their return 
fall into it again, but rather endured per- 
secution, as under Antiochus Epiphanes. 
The em , Sweeping, and garnishing 
may be 
hypocrisy and the binical schools be- 
tween the return and the coming of our 
Lord. The re-possession by the one, and 
accession of seven other spirits more 
cious (wornpérepa) than the first, hardly 
needs explanation. The desperate infatua- 

for 2nd savrov, avrov DE! 
for xyupora, ҳироу D!. 

tion of the Jews after our Lord's ascension, 
their bitter hostility to His Church, their 
miserable end as a people, are known to all. 
Chrysostom, who gives in the main this 
interpretation, notices their continued in- 
fatuation in his own day: and instances 
their joining in the impieties of Julian. 
(2) Sirikingly parallel with this runs the 
history of the Christian Church. Not 

after the apostolic times, the golden 
calves of idolatry were set up by the 
Church of Rome. What the effect of the 
captivity was to the Jews, that of the 
Reformation has been to Christendom. 
The first evil spirit has been cast out. 
But by the growth of h , Secu- 
larity, and rationalism, the has be- 
come empty, swept, and garnished : swept 
and garnished by the decencies of civiliza- 
tion and discoveries of secular knowledge, 
but empty of living and earnest faith. 
And he must read prophecy but ill, who 
does not see under these 
improvements the tion for the 
final development of the man of sin, the 
great re-possession, when idolatry and the 
seven w»ebpara wovnpérepa shall bring 
the outward frame of so-called Christen- 
dom to a fearful end. (8) Another im- 
portant fulfilment of the prophetic pa- 
rable may be found in the histories of 
individuals. By religions education or 
impressions, the devil has been cast out 
of а man; but how often do the religious 
lives of men spend themselves in the 
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Joha vil 1, An AH. 47 Hey àt rie айтф Ido т nir up cov ка! 

io si ade poi cov Ёш ғ {откао " rrowvric оо Aa noa. 

„ & ётокр‹бїс elev тф |Аёүоут! avro Tiç "tort 
п pirno pov, ка! тес "нобу oi LU pov ; 9 kai 

woh, viil. 8, Y exraivac ray” хара abrod Eri тойс набптас avrov elev 
zie. st. ‘Too i ^ илтпр pov kat oi a5: ol pov, öcrie vag av 

"e Re "то тд ВА npa TOU татрбс pov той ty oupavoic, auroc 
ex yd pov adeAgoc xai abes cal Li éariv. 

46. rec aft ert ins és, with C rel вуг wth: AaAovyroc ёе aurov DLZ Syr: 
vulg lat -o. f copt arm. 
r u Gig. Ь Orig Chr. 

for rat pala torncticay 
lat-b cf F, 91 ^ 

tai XIII. IE ту uta éxeivy EEE ADY о ‘Incove ато 

txt B 38 
om 2nd avrov 2 301: avrov bef ens о адеАфо vulg lat- 

Aan Heat bef avro. DL 88. 80. 124 ev-86 latt syrr 

747. om ver (o j,) BLT al Int I ы tor. bef ek D 33: om e 1. 
-касау ЮЗ. Aaken bef со: D 

syrr. 
48. rec (for Aeyoyri) tarovri, with C rel: txt BD Z(Treg, expr) 88 ev-36.—(om 

т. A. X) for rot, n D 
49. om lst avrov D 235. 
60. om ау D 236. 

300 ECT vulg let a b ff, g, Orig. 800 8 k vulg lat-a g 
rec (for rosy) soon (from | M», with B rel latt; жопу 

KLZI 13 Ser's h i evv-y-z copt: wow facit D: 

СнАр. XIII. L rec aft ev ins ёе, with CD rel lat A 
e£qAOev, insg xat bef ska0gro, D arm Orig Hil. 

sweeping and garnishi see Luke xi. 
89, 40), in formality an ч „ till 
utter emptiness of ‘eal fax " api- 
rituality has prepared them for that. second 
fearfal invasion of the Evil One, which is 
indeed worse than the first! (See Heb. 
i. 4,6: 2 Pet. ii. 20—22.) 

46—00.] His MOTHER AND BRETHREN 
SEEK TO SPEAK WITH HIM. Mark iii. 
31—85. Luke viii. 19—21. In Mark the 

. J 
Mark iii. 21 we are told that his relations 
went out to lay hold on Him, for they said, 
He is beside Himself : and that the reason 
of this was his continuous labour in teach- 
ing, which had not left time so mich аг to 
eat. There is nothing in this care for his 
bodily health (from whatever source the 
act may have arisen on the part of his 
brethren, see John vii. b) inconsistent with 
the known state of his mother’s mind (see 
Luke ii. 19, 51). They stood ikw, i. e. 
outside the throng of hearers around our 
Lord; or, perbaps, outside the house. He 
meets their message with a reproof, which 
at the same time conveys assurance to His 
humble hearers. He came for all men: 
and though He was born of a woman, He, 

: om BZ 83 latt ath 

te. e is 91 & Syr syr-cu 

who is the second Adam, taking our entire 
humanity on Him, is not on that account 
more nearly united to her, than to all 
those who are united to Him by the 
Spirit; nor bound to regard the call of 

relations so much as the welfare 
of those whom He came to teach and to 
save. It is to be noticed that our Lard, 
though He introduces the additional term 
a&éeioq into his answer, does not {and 
indoad could not) introduce zargp, inas- 
much as He never of an earthly 
Father. See Luke ii. 49. All these cha- 
racteristics of the mother of our Lord are 

teresting, both in themselves, 

mythology. 
J аваа асау r 
was, we find her repeatedly (see John 
ii. 4) the object of rebuke from her divine 
Son, and hear Him here „ that 
the honour is one which the humblest 
believer in Him has in common with her. 

Stier remarks (Reden Jesu, i. 57 note), 
that the juxtaposition of sister and mother 
in the mouth of our Lord makes it pro- 
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ach. 1 11. сир» Mark v.d 

nx Oncay трос avrov oxÀor non Joi, were au ron “с fien. 21. 18. 
> gÀotov * tu ávra жабпоба‹, ка! тас о бхАос 

* atyiaÀ ov натйки. 3 «ai FAA Ne avroic нода iv 

d ngs iv. 

eri Tov ag ў xodi 
. AX 

Ди Acta 

f wapa(JoAatc, Mer 1809 єЁтАбє› 50 5 owcipwy © oy ас Neb. 
b ch. 1x. 1 al. fr. ii. 38 „dob . : 

B Pi edel 41. 4. gv xxi. б. zxvit. ir nes T rdg. or Bir. tmm. ал mu *t vr. te 
&c. ch. zv. 16 al. fr. Mt. Mk. L. oniy, екс. 
fv. 8. viii. 88. Eph. iv. 98. 1 Thess. v. 94. 

Orig-lat Hil. 

L. гстуки Di. 

eb. ix. 9. xL 19. 3 Kings iv. 82. 
Hi. 6 аі. 

partic. = ch, 
b coustr., cb. fl. 18. Ш. 19 al. 103%: 

om ажо тс окас D lat-a b e Fia 9, , НІ. — г awo, єк Z 33 
; Chr: om aso B 1. 124 evv-36-49-150 Orig,: tx txt C 

9. "rec ins ro bef otov, with D rel copt arm: om BCLZ 1 3 
rel mur lat-c F  Orig-lat,. 

om tuBavra 

3. ғу wapaPodasc bef wodda С 157. 241. 252 Ser’s 1 m n: om roia L 236. 248 
copt. om rov D. 
235 al Justin Orig, [Eus] Chr ТЫ. 

bable that the brethren also were his actual 
brothers according to the flesh : see note 
on ch. xiii. 55. 
CHAP. Er 1—52.] THE SEVEN Ра 
кнг е таа see under each. 

2.) Mark iv. 1. 1. iv d 
] These words may mean 

isi d But it is not 
Marie d 

e ibas aee meaning in Mark iv. 
and important uences follow (see 
pote there); but in Acts viii. 1 they are 
as evidently indefinite. The instances of 
their occurrence in John (xiv. 20; xvi. 
29, 26) are not to the point, their use 
there being ical. dad Tis 
elx. perhaps implies „„ 

some have thought: but the article need. 
not (any more than тб before N, see 
notes оп ch. ix. 1, 28) imply partiou- 
lar house. їз] The 
male КИМЕ ry T. are various, 
and may be found in the lexicons, My 
present concern with it is to explain ite 
meaning as to the “ parables” of 

which may possibly happen. iors жара- 
Boà) Муос wc mepi уғуоріэов, pa} ytvo< 
Mirov мі» card rò puróv, óvrapivov 04 
iveoOae. Origen, cited by Trench on the 
MA ш ыг Nor is the Parable a 

th: inasmuch as in Mythology the 
„5 before us as the 

for owecpey, стыра: (from |) DLM 1. 18. 83. 209. 

truth, and simple minds receive it as the 
truth, only the reflective mind penetrati 
to the distinction between the vehicle an 
the thing conveyed ; whereas in the Pa- 
rable these two stand distinct from one 
another to all minds, eo that none but the 
very simplest would ever believe in the 
Parable as fact. (8) Nor is the Parable a 
Proverb : = wapofoiń is used for 
both in the N. T. (Luke iv. 23; v. 36: 
Matt. xv. 14, 15), ара Tapoa in John 
Ims M (John x. 6; xvi. 25, 29). 
It is indeed more like a Proverb than 
either of the former; being an expanded 
Proverb, and s Proverb a concentrated 
parable, or fable, or result of human expe- 
rience expressed without a figure. Hence 
it will be seen that the Proverb ranges far 
wider than the parable, which is an ex- 
pansion of only one particular case of a 
proverb. Thus Physician heal thyself’ 
would, if expanded, make a parable; ‘ne 

honesty ia the 
best policy,’ neither of these. (4) Nor is 
се Parable она: inasmuch as char 

Allegory the imaginary persons 
actions are placed in the very places and 
NEPE әри ишлар eem ee 

of them, declaring all the time by 
their names or actions who and what thoy 
are. Thus the is self-interpret- 
ing, and the persons i 
with the attributes of those represented; 
whereas in tho Parable the courses of ac- 

parallel, t e persons are strietly con- 
fined to their own natural places and ac» 
tions, which are, in their relation and suc- 
cession, typical of higher things. (5) It 
may well hence be surmised what a Para- 
ble te. It is a serious narration, within 
the limits of probability, of a course of 
action pointing to some тогай or spiri- 
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k a а piv trese BCDEF 
KLM 15 al. fr. Isa, 3xavil. кара тї» одо», каї EABovra ra ! wereva™ катёфа v афта. UVXZ 

? werpwon, отоу оок elyev yny 

E A. збы. oA iiv, kai evOéwe ° ekavérecAey Р да то ит) x Вабос 
*I же 5 аАЛа & E тесеу imi та 

„Бы, Ya 6 „ou 82 * 5 
a 17, from Р. p fxev pilav * £npávOn. 

Rev. x. 9, 10. xii. 4. Xx. U only. (-eoĝiew, Loke xx. 47 reff.) 
0 | Mk. only. (trana in LXX) Gen. ii. B. Pasal Sal. 

til. 12. i Mk. Rev. xvi. 8, 9 baly f. h. iv. 16 reff. 
Mal Ps.exzvii 196 

4. om к. ty rw отну (от. to bg С. 
5 (from || МЕ), with C rg} Ori 

werevva ins Tow 3 
кшн e vulg lat 5 ff, А syr-cu в 

5. for aAXa, a (so vv. 7, 

bef ync (prob error) В. 
6. rov ёе No 

pariotv Д! : txt CZ rel. 
exavparedn В: 

єкаънат!обп ка! ? dia тд 
7 аАЛа $ Ewecev Exit тас 

о} Mk. ver. 90 МЕ. on! 
p cb. хае. 12. Lake ix. 7. xix. II al. dale. 

sch. zzi. 19, 20. James 

rec (for ( dora) Ade, insg кає bef 
: Mo каа DLZ 33: txt B 18. 124 evv-y- 

from | Ow E'KM 18. 124 al Ser's d p rw 

5 ‘lat-b c d. 
D 40. (transferred in L to next ver ae tkavp.) 

for tvBewe, evOvc 
гЁаугт Лау B. ins rac 

rio uo (and eEnparOnaev) D: rav- 

T. for ewe, с (|| Mk) D 18. 124. 846 lat-a Justin Orig; in spinis 1а&-$ c d. 

tual Truth (‘Collatio per narratiunculam 
fictam, sed veri similem, serio illustrans 
rem sublimiorem.' Unger, de Parabolis 
Jesu [ Meyer]); and derives its force from 
real analogies im by the Creator of 
all things on His creatures. The great 
Teacher by Parables therefore is He who 
needed not that апу should testify of 
man; for He knew what was in man, 
John ii. 25: moreover, He made man, 
and orders the course and character of 
human events. And this is the reason 
why none can, or dare, teach by parables, 
except Christ. We do not, as he did, see 
the inner springs out of which flow those 
laws of eternal truth and justice, which 
the Parable is framed to elucidate. Our 
peres would be in danger of perverting, 
nstead of guiding aright. The Parable is 
especially adapted to different classes of 
hearers at once: it is understood by each 
according to his measure of understanding. 
See note on ver. 12. The seven Parables 
related in this cha cannot be regarded 
as a collection made by the Evangelist as 
relating to one subject, the Ki of 
Heaven and its development; they are 
clearly indicated by ver. 53 to have been 
all spoken on one and the same occasion, 
and form indeed a complete and glorious 
whole in their inner and deeper sense. 
The first four of these parables appear to 
к been spoken to the multitude 
the skip (the interpretation of the ble 
of the sower being interposed); the last 
three, to the disciples in the house. 
From the expression ўр$ато here com- 
pared with the question of the disciples 

in ver. 10,—and with ver. 84,—it appears 
that this was the first beginning of our 
Lord's teaching v paranas З шону ® во 
delivered, and ргорег1 perly о so called. 
the natural sequence of things here sere 
with, and confirms Matthew’s 
ment those who would place (as 
Ebrard) all this chapter before the Ser- 
mon on the Mount. He there spoke 
without parables, or mainly во; and con- 
tinued to do so till the rejection and mis- 
understanding of his касып led to His 
judicially adopting the course here indi- 
cated, ywpic жар. oddity AU abroic. 
The other order would be inconceivable : 
that after such parabolic teaching, and 
such a reason igned for it, the Lord 
should, that reason remaining in full force, 
have deserted his parabolic teaching, and 
opened out his meaning as plainly as in 
the Sermon on the Mount. 31 
Tu» Sower. Mark iv. 2—0: Luke 
4—8. See note on the locality in vv. 51, 
52. 8.] For the explanation of the 
parable see on vv. 19—23. ó or., 
generic, si of ot etpovrec—a 
sower ; he that oath. = 
т. 68., by (by the side of, alo line 
of) the path through the fiel Luke 
inserts cai carexaryOn, E iw Ta rer., 
rod ebpavob. 5.] тё werpédy 
(Sri wírpav Luke), stony places е 
the native rock is but alight 
with earth (which abound in ено 
and where therefore the radiation from 
the face of the rock would cause the seed 
to spring up quickly, the shallow earth 
being heated by the sun of the day before. 

TA I. 33. 
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атёты$а» а 16 iv. 
8. 

cal, Kat ur. NEIN 

х єб{доу картбу | 78 niv exarov 18 $: єЁпкоуга Jo Bt Баалай. 
тріакоута • 9 0 0 ЕХ» wra axovérw. 10 ка; mpoceAGavrec ' Ex 

ot paÜnrai e бта» avri ма т{ ev wapaPoatc Халис av- e.a zi 
то; ‚ lls 

.yrovat та 

exeivorc 3 ov *SiSora. 12 3 

о à атокрибн кг» avroic Ori Univ *SSorar NL os. 
хү Mk. (bis). 

. pvoThpia тїс ВасАнас rey ovparwy, re. HS 

ocri¢ удо Aer, Зобдовга:' Rom. X n. 
© wepiccevOhoerar’ стас 8 ove Eyer, cal 8 Eyer oiue. abr ка! 

ovt д4, 
Pom . в]. oh. zix. 11. ата ig Rev а Gea, хак 
7. Nam a a | Lake. Wisd. ii. 22. sce Eph. iti. В. bfo aly f. W 
~ Rom. xi. 25. хін. 2. Av. 5). „ч! Hu ы al "epus: di: кх. only 2. tra 
3 ur. iv. фай, (Pann) E ints , cb. iv. 20. Lane ai. 16 al f. 

rear D 18. 124. 846. 
8. «rice» C 33. süidovy D. 
9. rec aft era ins azovew (from ||), with CDZ rel: om BLR lat-e ff, E Tert. 
10. aft wpoceAOovrtc ins avre C copt. 8g 

lat-a b c fg, А D-lat Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast copt wth Eus Chr-6-8-n-p: om BDZ 
Jf, 9з аго 

кабптах ins avrov СХ Scr's g q г 
rel 

om avruc CZ lat-ff, copt eth Eus Chr-6-8-7-p. 

6.] bay = ixpada Luke. If the 
one sald tare struck down, it 3 have 
ſound the other. 7. ] im = 
гіс тйс de. Mark; = і» Шм rey v 
Luke. In where were the roots of 
thorns, beds of thistles, or such like. 

. kal = 5 Luke; 
4 e ee Mark, who adds cai 
картд» obec {декгу. 8.] iBiSov 
pr - ixoinoev Luke. After кар. Mark 
inserts dvaBaivoyvra каі abķavópevov. 
Luke gives only lzarovrazAaoíova. 

is common to all three 
k and Luke insert dcovey). 

10—17.] Ovx Lorp’s REASON FOR 
TEACHING IN PARABLES. Mark iv. 10— 
12. Luke viii. 9, 10, bat much a 

10.) of patyral = ої тері афтду 
or roig дыфека Mark. This question 
took place during a pause in our Lord’s 
teaching, not when He had entered the 
house, ver. 36. The question shews the 
newness of this method of teaching to the 
disciples. It is not mentioned in Mark : 
only the enquiry into the TES 

t 

3333 

ајна (1 Сог. у. 12, 12) 
= by ерек Luke, and rà тоз 

е concealing pro- 
ре of the uidi By it, he who 

,—he who not only hears with the 
ear, but understahds with the heart, has 
more given to bim; and it is for this 
main purpose undoubtedly that the Lord 
spoke parables: to be to His Church reve- 
lations of the truth and mysteries of His 
Ki . But His present in 

ing them, as further ined be- 
low, was the quality by them, 
and declared in the latter pert of this 

who ath not, in whom there is no spark 
of spiritual desire nor meetness to receive 
the word, has taken from him 
even which he hath (“ seemeth to 
have,” Luke); even the poor confused no- 
tions of heavenly doctrine which a sensual 
and careless life allow him, are farther 
bewildered and darkened by this simple 
teaching, into the depths of which he can- 
not penetrate so far as even to ascertain 
that they exist. No ical comment 
on the latter part of this saying can be 
more striking, than that which is fur- 
nished to our day by the ads of the 
German rationalistic (and, I may add, 
some of our English armonistic) Com- 
mentators; while at the same time we may 

joice to see the approximate fulfilment 
the former in such commentarics as 
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6 лоу de paxaora ot 'офба\до! ore 
i Acts l. е. oniy. [sa. I. e. xxix. 10. Lam. iii. Tad э: 
*L 1. 1 Lake xxix. 4, 

14 a Kai avarAnpobrat аўто 

ЗА. l. bf T] ° трофитиіа ‘Heatou п AVO] ̀Акоў а axovaere Kat ov 
un соуӣте, kai Préwovrec Вла kai ой pn Bare. 
15 tera buby үйө n карда rod AO rovrou, at тос 

us. WOW * Bagiwe 7 TKovcav, kai тойс ©фбаА\мно®с айтшы 'ёкйн- 
roĩc ö gba! fore cal тос bois 

‘ extarpiwoty, ка! 

x. . Gen. xiv. 12. 

om avroi L lat-c 
Iren Суг-јег: АаАш bef аотогс 1. 18. 33. 124 evv-y-36-160 al vulg lat-a b d f Fi. 2 91.2 
Syr syr-cu arm Chr Iren-lat Orig-lat Tert. суа BÀ. un В\єтыто к. ак. ug акоосысі» 
к. un сузы» pn wore emarpepwo (from | Mk) D 1 lat-b c ff, g, ̂ syr-ca Eus 
Cyr-jer Iren-lat Tert. 

14. aft Ist rat ins rore D f lat -a b c f 
nera: D 17 Scr's s evv-y-150 an DM 
ex’ bef avrow (explanatory), with 
А k Syr copt eth Eus Iren-lat: om азго lat-a 
am(with forj harl') syr arm. 

акоосатє Bl. 
15. aft lst wow ins avrev 

Iren-lat. om akovcwoi ( tel) 

ins rov bef уосгоу 
wopevOnrs cat sire rw Aaw rovrw (from Lz) D lat-a b e fia 91 А 

LXI) С lat-b o g, А & Syr syr-cu copt eth arm 

бууы» D: сумесі» B'(Mai expr) 1. 83 ev-z. 
À Eus. for avamÀqpevrai, “н 9 

g, k k: wAmpovras 1 lat-a 
(Scr's в [and ev-y ?], e sil vulg lat-b a 2 

tat BC rel 
for » Aer) ribus 

us. 

"b. Syr-cu : 

Cuvecy, вити» ОЁЗ, 
rec «aceat, with E'KUXA! 1 latt : txt BCD rel. 

those of Olshausen, Neander, Stier, and 
Treach. In ch. xxv. 29, the fuller mean-. 
ing of this saying, as applied not only to 

; but to the whole spiritual life, is 
brought out by our Lord, 18.] &ть 
А. оё ree r. A. = (in Mark, 
uke; rg Aci Ls nag iva FN p)? Вл. 

rote rr. In the deeper, view of the 
of the ble, both of these run 

into one. Taking the saying of ver. 12 
for our guide, we have deric ove iyu = 
Sri Bir. оф Ir and xai 8 ixe 
400. ax’ афтой = уа BÀ. ui) BAirwow. 
The difficulties raised on these variations, 
and on the prophecy quoted in vv. 14, 16, 
have arisen entirely from not keeping this 
in view. 14, 15.] This prophecy 
is quoted with a similar reference John 
xii. 2 а oa 26, 27; is being fal 

’ partial one having taken place 
in in the contemporaries of the prophet. 
The prophecy is cited verbatim from the 
LXX, which changes the imperative of 
the Hebrew (* Make the heart of this peo- 

e fat,’ &c., E. V.) into the indicative, as 
the same m iden 

is a of relation, * with regard to 

^ 

them: see Kühner, Gramm. 5 681. 
broxévfs, grew fat; from pros - 

smperfoctly. 
(Heb. ‘smeared over’ eyes. All 
this have they done: this is increased: 
in them by their continuing to do it, and 
all lest they should (and so that they can- 
not) hear, see, understand, and be saved. 

aùr. — 4ф0ў афтос 
Mark. This citation gives no countenance 
to the fatalist view of the passage, but 
rests the whole blame on the hard-hearted- 
1 of шо of the hearers, which 
is of i the cause why the very preach- 
ing of the word is 5 
darkening and condemning them (sce 2 
Cor. iv. 3, 4). On the fut. indic. after 
ийхоте, “ verentis ne quid futurum ait, 
sed i simul, putare se ita futurum 
esse ut veretur," see Winer, 8 Бб. 2: 
Herm. ad Soph. Aj. 272. 16, 17.) 
Bee ref. Prov. These verses occur 
in а different connexion, and with the 
form of expression aligbtly varied, Luke x. 
23, 24. J 
peated. There it is paxdp. oi 690. ei 

XTIT. 

15 Sia rovro tv wapaploAaic avroic BCDEF 
„ Лале, Ort PAéwovrec ov BXérovow cal акобоугес̧ оўк UY XrA 
18. akobous ty ovót OUVLOUG tv. 
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28 b xxix. 11. ” axobovaty. „ 
Prov. xx. 13. 

11 арду yàp Ayo ù ош» От! тодо! трофпта: Kat Sixatot бк 

ere Bipnoay дер а а В\ітгть, kai ойк до», cal axoveat a Nn 
axovere, kai ойк Tkovcav. 18 judice обу акойаат тї» E ico 

regal rob oreigayroc. 19 n 
ver. masc. 

таутос „акобаутос roy E 

* Aóéyov тїс ° ВасгАеіас cal pn cvviévroc fpyerat 0 ? ro- Eph, vi 16, 
vngòc kai ‘apralu rò iamappivov év Ty cagòig avrov 

ой ? ef кшш (ap DM}. 
252 lata be ff 9 
BCDMX rig 

17. ы: cas дика: Bl, insd in marg 

om ra D ev-z. 
р. rec arovet corra), with L rel: txt 

83 Orig Eus Chr-n-p-2-9(and Field) Ge Gena Coa 
B'? 9óvvnÜgcar pret D. («day B 88.) 

18. rec aTtiporroc (from ver 3, the parable having that 

| оће ii. 13 

q = Acts vill, 

89. айлуу тара rwot dpwdeat, Xen. Суг. iv. 6. 4. 

om 2nd vpwv В 6. 75. 

name, as with us, 

* the parable of the sower 2” see below, on ver 89), with CD rel: txt BX 83 evv-4-150 
syr Chr--5. 

Phirovreç d В\і жете : and for dirt we 
have facic. On the fact that pro- 
phets, &c. desired to see those things, see 
2 Sam. xxiii 5: Job xix. 28— 27: also 
Exod. iv. 18, and Luke ii. 29—32. 

18—23.] INTERPRETATION OF THE PA- 
RABLE OP THE SOWER. Mark iv. 10— 
20. Luke viii. 9—18, who inco gey 
with the answer of our Lord to t 
quest of the р much of our last 
section. 18.] ёкобсоте, in the sense 
of the verse before—hear the true mean- 
ing of, ‘hear in your hearts.’ With re- 
gad to the Parable ital we may remark 
that its great leading idea is that puorn- 
piov тђс Zee according to which 
the of God, and the receptivity of it 
by man, work ever together in bringing 
forth fruit. The seed is one and the same 
every where and to all: but seed does not 

up without earth, nor does earth 
м orth without seed ; and the success 

ilure of the seed is the consequence of 
the adaptation to its reception, or other- 
wise, of the spot on which it falls. But 
of Aegis n. the other ~~ ү she = 

3 is this ground rich, and that 
мел lends us фр into the creative 

—890 a en- 
quiry in des tritus] interpretation would 
lead us into the inscrutable and sovereign 

ts of Him who ‘ preventeth us 

the whole, my Sermons before the Univer- 
sity of Cambridge, Fe › 1858. 
19.] In Luke we have an Important 

declaration, implied indeed es 
also: ô owdpos істіу 6 тоб d cd. 
This word is in this parable especially 
meant of the word preached, “though the 

word written is not excluded: nor the 
word emeritten the providences and judg- 
ments, and even the creation, of God. 
(See Rom. x. 17, 18.) The similitude in 
this parable is alluded to in 1 Pet. i. 23: 
James i. 21. The sower is first the Son 
of Man (ver. 37), then His ministers and 
servants (1 Cor. iii. 6) to the end. Не 
sows over all the field, unlikely as well as 
likely places; and commands His sowers 
to do the same, Mark xvi. 15. Some, 
Stier 8, (Reden Jesu, ii. 76, ed. 2,) 
have objected to the parable a want of 
truthful correspondence to reality, because 
sowers do not thus waste their seed by 
scattering it where it is not likely to 
grow; but, as he rightly answers, —the 
simple idea of the parable must be Horno 
in mind, and its limits not t 
‘a sower went out dde sow ’—his SOWING 
—sowing over all „is the idea of the 
parable. We see mee ав a sower, not 
as an economist. athe parable is not 
about, Him, but about the seed and what 
happens to it. He is the fit representa- 
tive roù б‹дб»>тос de тасу ах\ёс xai 
un dverdiZovroc, James i. 5. жаут$ 
ari] an anacoluthon, to throw the em- 
pem ae ES for ó rovnpóc : i 
r. архдён rò iow. iv кард. wavré¢ 
sed Kol n eder is peculiar 
to Matthew, and very important; as in 
Mark and Luke this first claes of hearers 
are without any certain index to denote 
them. The reason of pù oumivrog is 
clearly set forth by the parable: the 
heart is hardened, trodden down; the 
seed cannot penetrate. é movnpés 
= ò caravacg (Mark, who also inserts 
:000с), = д deaBodrocg (Luke). The para- 
ble itself is here most satisfactory as to 
the manner in which the Evil One pro- 
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X. 60. Acts QO * Ww 2 ^ хэ / 7 er» e s 7 
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Rom. viii 85 akoUwv, kat 1 ? uH˖j ͤQũ ToU " auovoc kal ў * атату rov 

iv. Lam iil, 1 AobTOU > суутун тд» As yo, ка! ° акартос yiverat. 
li. 98 only. 

we ch si bref x ver. 7. 1. Lake xxi. 84. 9 Сот. хі. 28 (constr.). 1 Pet. v. 7 
ogly. Bir, zx ziv. (xxx.) 1. a absol., B Mk. ver. 89 lo v. r.). ch. xxiv. 3. xaviii. 20 oaly. a f Mk. 
Eph. iv. 99. Col. H. 8. 2 Thess. Н. 10. Heb. fil. 18. 2 Pet. ii. 18 only't. Judith ix. 10, 18. xvi. 8 only. (-v 
PM v. Sha Ъ (Mx. bis). Luke viii. 43 on 

14. 2 Ert. i. 8. Jude 120Biy. Jer. Ц. 0. Wisd. av. 

19. соугоутос DF еу-®: evygorrog L. 
for avrov, avrev D(not lat). 

21. om e» D!-gr. 
22. for exaptc, сяероџгуос D lat-a с 

(explanatory), with C rel vulg lat-5 c f 
f o' lat-a ff, g, ^ k arm. wXovrovg 

ceeds. By fowls of the air—passing 
thoughts and desires, which seem insigni- 
ficant and even innocent—does Satan do 
his work, and rob the heart of the precious 
seed. Luke adds the purpose of Satan in 
taking away the word: Туа p) micrevoay- 
reg сыдоосу. 6... owapels: not 
‘he that received seed by the way side,’ 
but he that was sown by the way side. 
This is not a confusion of similitudes,—no 
‘primary and secondary interpretation’ of 
oropoc,—but the deep truth, both of na- 
ture and of grace. The seed sown spring- 
ing up in the earth, becomes the plant, 
and bears the fruit, or fails of bearing it; 
it is therefore the representative, when 
sown, of the individuals of whom the dis- 
course is. And though in this first case it 
does not spring up, yet the same form of 

h is kept up: throughout they are 
ot owapivrec, as, when the question of 
bearing fruit comes, they must be. We 
are said to be dvaytyevynpivor ded Aóyov 
Zàvrog O«ov, 1 Pet. i. 28. It takes us up 
into itself, as the seed the earth, and we 
become a new plant, a когу?) criose: cf. 
also below, ver. 88, rd d калу orippa, 
obrofl «low x. r. A. 20, 21.] In this 
second case, the surface of the mind and 
disposition is easily stirred, soon excited: 
but beneath lies a heart even harder than 
the trodden way. So the plant, springing 
up under the false heat of excitement, 
having no root struck down into the 
depths of the being, is, when the real heat 
from without arises which is intended to 
strengthen and forward the healthy-rooted 
plant, withered and destroyed. apés- 

b 

n. сі Mk. 1 Cor. xiv. 14. Epb. v.11. Tit. 
only. 

for seowappevoy, crepopevoy D. 

for «vOvc, evPewe D 33. 
gv 

ayrr syr-cu copt th Orig: om BD Scr's 
1 

е 

rec aft rov awwvoc ins rovrov 

xaipós dew, not only ‘endureth for a 
while,’ but also ‘is the creature of circum- 
stances,’ changing as they change. Both 
ideas are included. 
oxav8. = iv кафф Ttpacuov agicravrat 
Luke, thus accommodating themselves to 
that кашбс. 22.] In this third 
sort, all as regards the soil is well; the 
seed goes deep, the plant spri up; all 
is as in the next case, with but one excep- 
tion, and that, the bearing of fruit 
ёкарлгос ylveras — ob re\ecpopove: Luke. 
And this because the seeds or roots of 
thorns are in, and are suffered to spring 
up in, the heart, and to overwhelm the 
plant. There is a divided will, a half-ser- 
vice (uépıuva from рер Се, вее on ch. vi. 
25) which ever ends in the prevalence of 
evil over good. This class is not confined 
to the rich: тАортос in Scripture is not 
riches absolutely, as but riches 
relatively, as estimated by the desire and 
value for them. Mark adds cai ai wepi 
та Ard éiwiOvpiat, viz. the та Анка 
which shall be added to us if we seek first 
the Kingdom of God and His righteous- 
ness. The identity of the seeds sown with 
the individuals of these classes, as main- 
tained above, is strikingly shewn in Luke 
here: rd & ti тас deavOac ready, ob- 
vol «law of deotcavrec к.т.А. (viii. 14.) 
We may notice: (Т) That there is in 
these three classes a PROGRESS, and that 
а threefold one :—(1) in TIME :—the first 
receives a hindrance аё the very outset ; 
the seed never springs up:—the second 
after it has sprung «p, but soon after :— 
the third when it has entered, sprung up, 

BCDEF 
GKLMS 
UVXrA 
1. 33. 
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Bo 8 eri тї» rann үп» owaptic, оўтбе torw o rov ee ү» 

Nö or axobwy Kai жуушу” 

сжірџа EV TU ayog avroy. 

de dz 
Totti о piv txaróv o 8 eEnxovra o 8 тойкоуга. 
A AXAny тара[ВоХт» ' тарібпкгу avroic Myey © Quoten 

? Bat tia то» ovpavey aber omsipavre 

: Kapwogoptt ка! 

.7 onl 
725 m La, 

ma. Exed. 
11. 7 

кайду, geh. si. 15. 
Hi. 38 al. ” ev ài тө кабефдн> TOUC = Cant vii, 

а>бофто»с A avrov o ip kai! iriorupev Lx via Baek. 221l. 
h constr., ver. 4 al. fr. i bere only t. к here, ас, (3 times) only 1. 

38. rec (for ry» кау» үз») ru» yn» туу cadny (soo || Mk), with D rel: txt BCLA 

1. 33 Orig. azovwy bef то» Aoyor D latt Byr syr-cu. 
evriwy C rel, (соуныу C, сомёу EMUXT, ооуу GL, оумёу К.) 

соушіс BD Orig: 

for oc дл, 
тоте D lat-a bc À: og de A ev-y: et vulg lat. ff, g, , =? l (and spec) Syr syr-cu 
еШ arm. 

24. rec report, with CD rel lat-& syr-marg-ms Eus,: txt BMX A-gr 13. 33 latt 
gyrr вуг-сп wth schol-Orig Ambr. 
to the sense: 
on ver 39.) ауры eavrov B: idw а 

25. rec (for ter.) eaweipe (mistake 
157 al latt arm Iren Clem Orig Nyssen 

end ‚соте to : от while it is so 
coming.—(2) in APPARENT DEGREE. The 
cima: li apparent from bad to better ; 
—the first wwderstasd not: the second 

feel: 5 
stand, feel, and ise. But 3 

4 ре bad to worse. ou 

been noticed also that the first is more the 
fault of careless inattentive CHILDHOOD ; 
the second of ardent shallow YOUTH ; the 
third of worldly self-seeking AGE. (II) 
That these classes not EXOLUDE one 

er to take 

in no абыш 
А, ют: оа о gad aod ae no naturally 

(It is possible that -avri might be ањ emenda 
Jar more probable that 5 - from the foregoing parable : sea 

hr: 
az Ambr Fulg Zeno Chryso L 

-gr rel lat-e Iren-gr: txt B 1. 13. 

ing not barely upon, but with man, is, as 
we said above, the pvoripiov тйс Ва- 
ciAeíag here —seo Jer. iv. 3: 
Hosea x. 12: Gal. vi. 7. See note on 
Luke viii. 15. ixaróv,  Ёкоута, 
трьќкоута, the different of faith · 
fulness and devotedness of hfe with which 
fruit is brought forth by different classes 
of persons. There is no point of com- 
parison with the different classes in the 
parable of the talents: for he who had 
five talents yielded the same increase as 
he who two. c 80 
cvyiovciw ver. 18, and 2 Cor. х. 12 (rec.), 
and this word itself Rom. iii. 11, from 
сэу, i. q. ovyigui, —of which the inf. 
ovvety is found in Theognis, 665. It 
should be accented сууйу, or cvviwy 
from сууы), not ervey, which would be 

оўу. See Winer, § 14. 8. 
24 — 30.] ] SECOND PARABLE. Тин 

TARES OF THE FIELD. Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. For the explanation of this parable 
see below, vv. 36—43. 24.) фром .. 
åvôpúry, ‘is like the whole circumstances 
about to be detailed; like the case of a 
mas, &c. A similar form of construction 
is found in ch. xviii. 23, and in other para- 
bles in Matthew. 25.] rds 40. 
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remus ava ' пёао» TOU airov ка атућӨги. ore BE ™ EBAdorn- 
17 only. " с ty о ro ка! карто» ° тоісь, Tore épávn kal та 

m intr, Mark, * Обама. 
ix 

iis rans., & 
y; 18 onl гурь; ; тобдєу оў» r* * база; 
Ex i. ЖАР аьбоштос TOUTO tmroincey. 

P x, ref. ew OfAtuc оду areNOovrec „oA оцу аута; 
9 

ее 
pp E ара айтос тд» сто», 

27 mpoceABovrec de oi SovAor той 

Exod. калі. Ewe TOU ` Oepiopou, kai ev кар тоу 

Ф... 8 

° оїкодєттгб- 
Isa. 
"i тоо elroy айтф Коре, ооу! каћо» схове Fortipac ey T 

28 0 $ Epn avroic 

oi Òt aury Ау 

29 9€ 

(зо, ch. pno Ov, ' ийтоте ч dit. od ra“ ама * expilwonre 

9 афете " avvavķáveoða augorepa 
` бшорою є £p) тос 

$ 8 U , 

och. zv. 18. М Gepraraic 3 EuddéEare прото» та “Шама. Kat oͤnaart 
Jude 12 on М 
дя. 110 ion aura &,; трос тб J катакаўса: аута, тоу & girov 

ер 
h. 1 on! 177 0. Е ', D lil. 12 Ps. 21H. 8) als. on! u bere 

maa 2 Maon das e ve 1 ь7 88 ань ark iv. 39. Jo "TAE al. Gen. viii. 173. 
bd har i only t. M ^ and Dr. ver. 88 only," ro only. Exod. xii. 22 only. constr. Mark vi. 40. 
уе 

26. om 2nd xa: D 13. 124. 264 lat - a b c ff, 91 Љ syr-eu Chr-6-9-5-o (and Fd's mss 
exc H). 

27. aft omodecworoy ins exeevou D. 
BKLSU4 33 (1, e sil). 
om BCD rel arm-zoh Chr. (38 def.) 

28. rec aft o: de ins QovAo: with C rel vulg laty 
copt.—ot ovio: OeNH D lat-a b c e F, 91 & (Syr syr-cu). 
Aeyoucor) urov avro, with L rel vaig t J ff, eth М arm: txt BCD copt. 
ovy D 252! latt(exc f) Syr arm 

гскерєс CD rel: coxtipapev М: txt 
rec ins ra bef аиа, with LX syr-marg copt arm-mss : 

Ged (eth arm): om B 157 lat-g, 
rec (for avre 

om 
Eulog Aug. 

29. rec (for фет») «$n, with L rel lat-a syr-ed: Мун avrog D 33 lat-À & Syr 
вуг-со eth arm: txt BCN vulg lat-b c f Fi. ў, у syr-marg-ms. ro» airov bef ара 
ауто Ser's i: for apa, ovy Г: кає rov ro avy avroic D 61. 99. 240-3-4 am 
Syr-cu arm. 

80. rec ш ewe) реҳри, with C rel Chr-n-x : аур L Chr-6-y-p (and Field): txt BD 
Chr-2 E тес 
gyr-cu copt: om BD rel Epiph. 

ev ins rw (not required. after a preposition), with CEL 
om Ist avra D 24', 125 lat-e fA & Epiph Aug. 

rec ins eç bef ёгсрас, with BC rel vulg lat. Fi т. 9 05 sth arm · mas: txt 
DLXA 1. 33 am(with em fo t 
Chr-mss (in Matthei, but see Nach. 

not, ‘the men belonging to the owner of 
the field, but men erally: and the ex- 
pression is used only to designate in the 
sight time,’ not to charge the servants 
with any want of watchfulness. 
ddr. ] 'eupereeminavit, sowed over the 

seed. kika, apparently the 
darnel, or bastard wheat (lolium album), 
eo often seen in our fields and by our 
e if so, what follows will be 
explained, that the tares a when 
the wheat came into ear, having been 
5 not noticeable. It appears to 

an Eastern word, expressed in the 
Talmud by үу, 
of an act of malice practised in the East: 
persons of revengeful disposition watch 
the ground of a neighbour being ploughed, 
and in the night following sow destructive 
weeds. (Roberts’s Oriental Illustrations, 

mm) lat-a b c ff 91.2 Orig 
om 2nd avra B. 86 latt (not f k) arm Aug. 

yr syr-cu arm-zoh 

p. 541, cited by Trench on the Parables, 
р. 68.) е practice is not unknown 
even in and at t. Since the 
publication of the first edition of this 
commentary, a field belonging to the 
Editor, at Gaddesby in Leicestershire. 
was maliciously sown with charlock [sina- 
pis arvensis] over the wheat. Ап action 
at law was brought by the tenant, and 
heavy damages ‘obtained against the of- 
fender.) 29.] Jerome in loc. says: 
Inter triticum et zizania que nos p^ 
pellamus lolium, quamdiu herba est, et 
nondum culmus venit ad spicam, grandis 
similitudo est, et in discernendo nulla aut 

iffcilis distantia. Jerome, it must 
remembered, resided in Palestine. As 

regards the construction, dua ak not a 
pre erning adroic, but m an 
кш Taa for elucidation; see 
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y ovvayayre uc тй»? атоблкту pov. 

| BoAny * waplOyxey avroig Мугу ‘Opoia ‹ іоті» h Вава" 

KATA MAOOAION. 

„ Al wapa- з;м. 
Е rm 

тш» ойраушу * °кбккф “ awarewe, oy * аду üvÜpwsoc "| (a). Yoke al 

отыру ev 17 ауры avrov, 

жаутоу тоу ortpudror Отау à 

* pkpórepoy рё» son us E à 

‘ avkndy, mem EET vaca 
E Aaxávev ‘отіу ка! yiera d yd po, were aav та XIX м, 
ere d TOU " 

u. 2 (or mid., Mark iv. 8. 8 Сог. z. 8. Cul. l. 
only. inte sch. vi. £8. Lake I. 90 al. fr., but 

2 on 
11. acta Н. e Ps. ciii. 

only. Eszek. x2xi. 7. Daa iv. 9 (12) &c. 

ix. 8. Np EX: (KI.) 2. 3 

ойрауой Kai ! karackmvoty € ev тос d Addo cd coh хі. тее 

Жылы ысу, А, Екой.1 7. trans., 1 Оле. Ul. 6, 7. greg 10 
gi Mk. Lake zi. 42. Row. 

2 Prov. xv. 17 oaly. h ch. vi. 26 reff, 
axi 8. хліт. 8$. Mark ziii. 28. Rom. xL 16, &a. 

for cwvayayere, ovvayere ВГ 1: ovyAeyerai (= re) D. 
31. for wapeOnctr, ehadrnory D 1. 18. 124 lat-a be fff, А syr-cu (so also L but 

tuted by original rapid. substi scribe). 
33. aft rarrwy om rwy D! 124. 

небе» D-gr Scr's f s w evv-z,-150. 
for avE9g05, avEga D 18. 194. 846. 

ins warrwv bef rwv 5 (from || MX) 
К 157 э] (in Scholz) gers а dim nopqrs? w ev 
Hil Ambr, 

syr-cu wth Euth 
rec garacenvouyr (for -vow), with Bibio € ni: C rel: tet B' (sic in cod) 

Devar. р. 97. Still the construction here 
would hardly bear ite omission. 
31, 32.] THIRD PARABLE. TEE GRAIN 
OF MUSTARD SERD. Mark iv. 30—84: 
Lake xiii. 18,19. On the connexion of 
this parable with the two last, Chrysostom 
observes (Hom. in Matt. xlvi. p. 483), 
iru) ydo dixe» Sri dxd roù екброю 
Hag pipn awé\Avrat, cai odr iv, cai 
iv abro wally тф owkopivey rogaóra 
yiverar HAU, iva и) Mywor “кай river 
кай wooo loovras à xieroi;’ кай rovroy 
Шері Toy 5680, dud тйс napaGod ñc 
Tov ocwá*tec dd tig wiorty abrodc 
gai дикуфс bri wávrwc elg vade: rà 
7 е The comparison 
3 familiar to the Jews: see Daniel 
iv. 10—12, 20—22: Ezek. xxxi. 8—9; 
m rum 24: dw lxxx. E 81.] 

т. p = tic r. ene е. 
33. бе n k. r. A.] less than all, not 
for the superlative. The words are not 
to be preased to their literal sense, as the 
mustard seed was a well-known Jewish 
type for any thing exceedingly small. 
The mustard tree attains to a size 
in Judea. Lightfoot quotes (Hor. Hebr. 
in L) Hieros. Peab, fol. 20. 2, ‘ Caulis 
erat sinapis in Sichin, e quo enati sunt 
rami tres; e qu Seal 1 
operuit tentorio lum ^ uxitque 
tres cabos sinapis, Rabbi n ben 
Chalaphta dixit, Caulis sinapis erat mihi 
in agro meo, in quam ego scandere solitus 
sum, ita ut scandere solent in ficum." 
n parable, like moet others respecting 
the kingdom of God, has a double refer- 
ence—general and individual. (1) In the 
general sense, the insignificant: beginnings 

. the little babe 
cast in the Bethlehem; the 
Man 55 no place to lay His 
Head; the crucified One; or again the 
hundred and twenty names who were the 
seed of the Church after the Lord had 
ascended; then we have the Ki of 
God waxing onward and ing its 
branches here and there, ‘and different 
nations coming into it. He must in- 

" said the great Forerunner. We 
must beware however of imagining that 
the outward Church-form ia this Ki 
dom. It has rather reversed the parable, 
and is the worldly power waxed to a great 
tree and the Churches taking under 
the shadow of it. It may be, w not 
corrupted by error and де sitar sub- 
servient to the growth of the heavenly 
к dt is арий that о 
at no more to change the 
the scaffolding to aid the building, not the 
building itself. (2) The tadévidual appli- 
cation of the parable pointe to the small 

of divine grace; a word, a 
thought, a passing sentence, may prove to 
be the little seed which eventually fills and 
shadows the whole heart and den 
calls ‘all thoughts, all 
lights’ to come and 5 under ч. 
Jerome has a comment оп this 
(in loc.) too прос to be poral prin 
‘ Predicatio Evangelii minima est omni- 
bus disciplinis. Ad primam quippe doc- 
trinam, fidem non habst veritatis, hominem 
e Deum ge et scandalum 
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- [ 4 a » ? æ e 

1% б, ауто. 53 AMA тара[Зо\л» EAdAnoev avroic, ‘Opoia BCDEF 
Til. I. 1Сог о * е \ , - , — lye * d » 4 GKLMS 
v.6, åo. Gu. eariy N (SactAcia теу oupavov ' Соно, nv ^ Aa(Jovca учуў ОУХгА 
Exod. zii 18 m is. tÀ 4 о 2 ' v т p? , 1. 34. 
Ezod. tvékovijev ис " aÀAeupov ° сата тріа, two ov " Cvuwbn 

m here (& J L. 
v.r.)only. Ezek. iv. 12 vat. (-фѓа, ib. Gen. xvill. б.) Я only. 3 Kings iv. 22. 
Gen. xviii. 6 Aq. and Bm. (there also w. трѓа.) p |. 1 Cor. v. 6. Gal. v. 0 only, Hosea vil. 4. 

egjoaly t. 

88. for Aan, avroic, таребђке» ауто C 248: om D 76 lat-k syr-cu : txt B rel 
syrr.—add Агуш» CLMUX al am lat-g, А Г arm. 

compositioni sermonum, et videbis quanto 
minor sit cseteris seminibus sementis 
Evangelii. Sed illa cum creverit, nihil 
mordax, nihil vividum, nihil vitale de- 
monstrat, sed totum flaccidum, marcidum- 
que et mollitum ebullit in olera et in her- 
bas qus cito arescunt et corruunt. Нес 
autem icatio que parva videbatur in 
principio, cum vel in anima credentis, vel 
in toto mundo sata fuerit, non exsurgit in 
olera, sed crescit in arborem." 

83.] FOURTH PARABLE. THE LEAVEN. 
Luke xiii. 20, 21. Difficulties have been 
raised as to the interpretation of this 

ble which do not seem to belong to it. 
t has been questioned whether {бту must 

not be taken in the sense in which it so 
often occurs in Scripture, as symbolic of 

llution and tion. See Exod. xii. 
16, and other enactments of the kind, 
passim in the law ; and ch. xvi. 6: 1 Cor. 
v.6,7. And some few have taken it thus, 
and explained the parable of the progress 
of corruption and deterioration in the out- 
ward visible Church. But then, how is it 
said that the Kingdom of Heaven is like 
this leaven? For the construction is not 
the same as in ver. 24, where the similitude 
is to the whole course of things related, but 
answers to cocky ciwaxtwo, 9v AaBwy 
áv0.: so Cúp, hv ХаВоёса yur. Again, 
if the progress of the Kingdom of Heaven 
be towards c tion, till the whole is cor- 
rupted, surely there is an end of all the 
blessings and healing influence of the Gos- 
pel on the world. It will be seen that 
such an interpretation cannot for a moment 
stand, on its own ground; but much less 
when we connect it with the parable pre- 
ceding. The two are intimately related. 
That was of the inherent self-developing 
power of the pus о of Heaven as а seed 
containing in i the principle of expan- 
sion ; thes, of the power which it possesses 
of penetrating and assimilating a foreign 
mass, till all be taken up into it. And the 
comparison is not only to the power but to 
the effect of leaven also, which has its good 
as well as its bad side, and for that good is 
used: viz. to make wholesome and fit for 
use that which would otherwise be heavy 
end insalubrious. Another striking point 

of comparison is in the fact that leaven, as 
used ordinarily, is a piece of the leavened 
loaf put amongst the new dough (ro 
Фиршбі» йтаЁ Zipn yiverat rQ Ао хр 
таму. Chrys. Hom. xlvi. p. 484)—just as 
the Kingdom of Heaven is the renewal of 
humanity by the righteous Man Christ 
Jesus The Parable, like the last, has its 
general and its individual application : 
(1) in the penetrating of the whole mass 
of humanity, by d by the influence 
of the Spirit of so strikingly wit- 
nossed in the earlier ages by the dropping 
of heathen customs and worship ;—in mo- 
dern times more ually and secretly 
advancing, but still to be plainly seen in 
the various abandonments of criminal and 
unholy practices (as e. g. in our own time 
of slavery and duelling, and the increasing 
abhorrence of war among Christian men), 
and without doubt in the end to be sig- 
nally and universally manifested. But 
this effect again is not to be traced in 
the establishment or history of so-called 
Churches, but in the hidden advancement, 
without obeervation, of that deep leaven- 
ing power which works i ive of 
human forms and systems. (2) In the 
transforming power of the new leaven” 
on the whole being of individuals. “In 
fact the Parable does nothing less than 
set forth to us the mystery of regenera- 
tion, both in its first act, which can be 
but once, as the leaven is but once hidden ; 
and also in the uent (subsequent?) 
renewal by the Holy Spirit, which, as the 
ulterior working of the leaven, is continual 
and ive." (Trench, p. 97.) Some 
have contended for this as the sole appli- 
cation of the parable; but not, I think, 
rightly. As to whether the түшт bas 
any especial meaning, (though I am more 
and more convinced that such considera- 
tions are not always to be by as 
nugatory,) it will hardly be of much 
eonsequence here to enquire, seeing that 
yuvaixec cirosmotoí would be every where 
а matter of course. рутте has 
given rise to a technical word фукриф{ас, 
signifying a leavened cake (which how- 
ever, Passow, Lex. explains to be а cake 
baked under hot ashes, thus applying the 
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oov. "Tavra харта атг» o o усобс ev тара[80о- th т. 26. 
Psa, ixx vii. 

Хас тос ö Abic, ка! Херіс тара[до\әс Ob але r here oniy. 
avroic, 35 тыс тАпрыбу тд pubiy ч тор Tpognrou 
Аѓуоутос 4 ‘Avoikw é ev rapaBohaic тд %отбиа pov, ' ёрєй- vr 
сона kexpunpéva aro ' carafsoA nc. al 

36 Tore ' афис̧ rode 5 Aove iber ei &c THY oiklav. 
rpoen bor aury oi naÜnrai avrov Myovrsc " Dpácor 

Cee, э 
exvili. 11. ) 

1 
Kat 

тиі ттр» тарајЗоту тоу avion тоў d ypov. 76 S ge. 
d rorpibeie & t rtv bs стары» TO ca owéppa torty 0 viòç T Ed 18 
rov avOpwrov, %® o ài aypoc forty О 

v ver. 26, Me. only t. 

Job 
Y кбонос, ro à 2 ait 8 

w = N. T. passim }. яаа 

34. rec (for ovder) ove (from || MX), with D rel latt S -cu copt(a th 
Cras lat,) Eus, ee txt BCMA а ai: Sf syr arm Clem Orig 17 Chr, pt(appy) 

. ins ошо» bef rpognrov alse gloss) 1. 13. 33. 44. 253 hom-(CI; also mss 
Шы! by Eus, Jer, and Porph, and in catena on Psalms: Jer conjectures asap. 
rec aft «ara(goA gc ins kocuov 
latt bom cle V 

$6. rec aft otav ins o tnoouc 

latt niri dior capt wth Orig, 

gloss: see also ch xxv. 34), with CD rel 
s Om B N шит Pate B ren th (Org 

(beginning 
rel lat F A вутг: aft 310. Г; avrov 1. 118 evv-13-14-18-150-y Orig, Chr 

*pocgA0a» B 33. 

of ап ecclesiastical сест), with С 
: om BDN 

Stacagnaov (the verb 
г only here and in ch xviii. 31) BX Огір, enarra lat-a b g, А: $pacov CD rel 

Оча, (déssere vulg lat o f Fi Jy 
. тес aft urey ins avroic, With C rel gat lat -o f g, hsyrr syr-cu arm: om BDN am 

(with em forj fuld) lat-a d ff, , 9, Ё L copt th Orig(appy). 

iysptrre differently : cf. ref. Ezek.). Seo 
reff. odrov, Пир (Aram. MOD) = the 
third part of an ephah = nòò os ка uov 
"таћкбу, Joseph. Antt. ix. 4. 5. Three 
of these, an ephah, appears to have been 
the usual quantity prepared for a baking : 
see Gen. xviii. 6: Judg. vi. 19: 1 Sam. 
i. 24. This the case, we need not 

us, and Stier's, that “of the three sons 
of Noah was the whole earth overspread," 
is worth 

34, 35.) CONCLUSION OF THE PARABLES 
SPOKEN TO THE MULTITUDES. Mark iv. 
83, 84. 94. cal xup. т. oix A.] 
card roy карду le vo “Shadi холла 
yàp тоА\акц’ ілаћуоєу аётоїс diya тара- 
Bob. Euthym. 85. Gres =.) in 
order that &c., not ‘so that thus,’ or and 
$n thie way’ (?) as Webst. and Wilk.,— 
bere, or any w else. See note on ch. 

The prophet, according to the 
superscription of Psalm lxxviii., is C 
so called 2 Chron. xxix. 80, LXX. 
former clause of the citation is identical 
with the LXX ; the latter = g@iyZopas 
wpoBAnpara Ar ёрхӣс, LXX. When we 
find De п пе 99 &c. maintaining that the 

OL. 1. 

зат contains no parable, and that con- 
ni irr mds words can only be cited 
омё of their context, we must remember 
that such а view is wholly inconsistent 
Талаа y inei ad insight into the meaning 
of the record: for the whole 
Psalm consists Pis of а recounting of events 
which St. Paul assures us rbret nor 
iyeyg0goav . .. . . rue«ec съ»іВавуоу 
183 е 62 wpàc vevÜtciav пишу. 

36—43.} INTERPRETATION OF THE 
PARABLE OF THE TARES OF THE FIELD. 
Peculiar to Matthew. 88.] This verse 
has been variously interpreted, notwith- 
standing that its айша» are so plain, 
The consideration of it will lead us into 
that of the general nature and place of 
the parable itself. The field is the world; 
if understood of the Church, then the 
Church only as commensurate with the 
world, xoptvSivrtc tig Tov rh бжтау- 
те кур0Еатг rò tba viov тасу тӯ 
eriou (Mark xvi. 15); THE CHURCH 
standing for THE WORLD, not, the world 
for the ch. (This latter view, Stier 
says, 3 ne upholds against the Do- 

I cannot dnd. it i it in his Ep. 
соса Donatistas, where he several times 
plainly asserts the field to be commensurate 
wich the world, and een 
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39. om avra D lat: i · 

"triticum inter zizania.’) And the parable 
has, like the former ones, its various refer- 
ences to various counterworkings of the 
Evil One against the grace of God. Its 
two principal references are, (1) to the 
whole history of the world from beginning 
to end; the coming of sin into the world 
by the malice of the devil,—the mixed 
state of mankind, notwithstanding the de- 
velopment of God’s purposes те dis- 
pensations of grace,—and the final sepa- 
ration of the good and evil at the end. 
The very declaration ‘the harvest is the 
end of the world’ suggests the original 
sowing as the beginning of it. Yet this 
sowing is not in the fact, as in the parable, 
one only, but repeated again and again. 
In the parable the Lord gathers as it were 
the whole human race into one lifetime, 
as they will be gathered in one harvest, 
and sets that forth as simultaneous, which 
has been scattered over the ages of time. 
But (2) as applying principally to the Bac. 
т. obp. which lay in the future and 
with the Lord’s incarnation, the е 
seta forth to us the universal sowing of 
GOOD SEED by the Gospel : it sows no bad 
seed : all this is done by the enemy, and 
further we may not enquire. бооп, even 
‘as soon as Acts v. in the History of the 
Church, did the tares begin to appear; and 
in remarkable coincidence with the wheat 
bringing forth fruit (see Acts iv. 32—87 
Again, see Acts xiii. 10, where Paul 

ymas by the very name viéc drafdAov. 
And ever since, the same has been the 
ease ; throughout the whole world, where 
the Son of Man sows good seed, the Enemy 
sows tares. And 6 ss not the office, how- 
ever much it may be the desire, of the ser- 
vants of the householder, the labourers in 
His field, to collect or root wp these tares, 
to put them out of the world literally, or of 
the Church spiritually (eave in some few 
exceptional cases, such as that in Acts v.) ; 
this te reserved for another time and for 
other hands,—tor the harvest, the end; 
for the reapers, the angels. (8) It is also 
most important to notice that, as the 
Lord here gathers up ages into one season 
of seed time and harvest, so He also 
gathers up the various changes of human 
character and shiftings of human will into 

tariy bef o oxapac avra B. [В does not om о bef 

two distinct classes. We are not to sup- 
pose that the wheat can never 
tares, or the tares wheat: this would be 
to contradict the purpose of Him who 
willeth not the death of a sinner, but 
rather that he should be converted and 
live; and this gracious purpoee sbi 
through the command dgere guvavidavec- 
ба ápéórtpa—let time be given (as above) 
for the leaven to work. As in the pa- 
rable of the sower, the various classes 
were the concentrations qf various dis- 
positions, all of which ure uently 
found in one and the same individual, so 
here the line of demarcation between wheat, 
and tares, so fixed and impassable a£ last, 
is during the probation time, the time of 
ovvabEnaic, not yet determined by Him 
who will have all to be saved, and to come 
fo the knowledge of the truth. In the very 
first example, that of our first parents, the 
good seed degenerated, but their restora- 
tion and renewal was implied in the pro- 
mises made to them, and indeed in their 
very punishment itself; and we their 
progeny аге by nature the children of 
wrath, till renewed by the same grace. 
The parable is delivered by the Lord as 
knowing all things, and describing by the 
Jinal result; and gives no countenance 
whatever to predestinarian error. (4) The 

ble has an historical importance, 
ing been much in the mouths and writ- 

dim | the Donatiste, who, maintaining that 
the Church is a perfectly holy co 
tion, denied the айкаш of this Scrip- 
ture to convict them of error, seaing 
that it is spoken not of the Church but 
of the world: missing the deeper truth 
which would have led them to see that, 
after all, the world ts the Church, onl 
overrun by these very tares. 7d 
xeddvy ow., otro «low strikingly sets 
forth again the identity of the seed, in 
its growth, with those who are the 
plants: see above on ver. 19. ol 
viol т. Вее.) not in the same sense as 
in ch. viii. 12,—sons there, by covenant 
and external privilege : bere, —by the ef- 
fectual grace of adoption: the KINGDOM, 
there, in mere paradigm, on this imperfect 
earth: Aere, in its true accomplishment, 

new heavens and wherein 
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даб. as Btly.] 

40. evyAeyorra: D. 
txt C rel Chr Damasc. 

42. Baddovow DX fuld lat-e. 
48. for exXap., AapWovosy D 124. 238 Orig Cyr. 

rec ins roy bef агеуос, with C rel copt (Orig) : rov as. rovrqv 
: the arti the : 

rec котекаига: (from ver 80), with B 1, carakawvvra: D: 
om rovrov (фо оета to ver 89) BDT 1 latt syr-cu wth 

arm Iren-lat Orig-lat Cyr Hil Lucif Ang : ins C rel lat: А syrr copt. 

rec aft wra ins acevey, with 
CDP rel vulg lat-c f ff, , 7, 4 Orig Hil: om B am(with forj) lat-a b e Hil-maa. (cf 
ver 9 var read.) 

dwelleth righteousness: but in their state 
among the tares, waiting for the manifes- 
tation of the sons of God. 41. тё 
скфу8.] generally understood of those 
men who give cause of offence, tempters 
and hinderers of others: Stier would 
rather understand it of things, as well as 
men, who are afterwards designated. On 
6 «А. к. 5 B., see note at ch. viii. 12. 

43. i ápiovow)] shall shine 
out (their light here being enfeebled and 
obscured), as the sun from a cloud. 
TOV watpés, answering to oi vioi, ver. 38. 
This sublime announcement is over and 
above the interpretation of the parable. 

44.) FIFTH PARABLE. THE HIDDEN 
TREASURE. Peculiar to Matthew, This 
and the following parable are closely con- 
nected, and refer to two distinct classes 
of who become of the 
treasure of the Gospel, Noticethat these, 
as also the seventh and last, are spoken 
not to the multitude but to the disciples. 

In this parable, a man, labouring per- 
chance for another, or by accident in pass- 
ing, finds a treasure which has been hidden 
in а field ; from joy at having found it he 
goes, and selli al he has, buys the fleld, 
thus (by the Jewish law) becoming the 
possessor also of the treasure. Such hiding 
of treasure is common even now, and was 
much more common in the East (see Jer. 
xi. 8 [ef. His in loc]: Job ii, 21: case then corresponds to such 

2 

Prov. ii. 4). This sete before us the 
case of a man who unexpectedly, without 
earnest seeking, finds, in some part of the 
outward Church, the treasure of true 
faith and hope and communion witb God ; 
and having found this, for joy of it he 
becomes r, not of the treasure 
without the field (for that the case sup- 

impossible) but of the field at all 
Еа to secure the treasure which is їп 
it: 1. e. he himself of the means 
of grace provided in that branch of the 
Church, where, to use & common expres- 
sion, he has “ gotten his good :” he makes 
that field his own. 45, 46.) SIXTH 
PARABLE. THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE. 
In this parable our Lord sets before us, 
that although in ordinary cases of finding 
‘the truth as it is in Jesus,’ the buying of 
the field is the necessary prelude to be- 
coming duly and properly posseased of it ; 
yet there are cases, and those of a nobler 
ind, where such condition is not neces- 

We have here a merchantman, — 
one whose тиша it is,—on ird “ү 
for goodly pearls; i. e. a man who intel- 
lectually and spiritually is a seeker of 
truth of the highest kind. He whom 
this pursuit occupies, is a merchantman ; 
i. e. one trained, as well as devoted, to 
business. The search is therefore deter- 
minate, discriminate, unremitting. This 

ristians 
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44. rec ins rat bef opora (from vo 45, 47). with CP rel lat. 5 syrr arm Orig Hil : 
om BD latt syr-cu copt th. 
for avyOpwrroc, ric D. 
lat-b syr wth arm Orig, : 
118. 248 arm-mss Orig, (see Mk x. 21). 

om re Dal Ser's d h i l m Nn u evv-z-150 Chr. 
rec тахта ова вун bef тећи (see Mk x. 21), with CP rel 

txt BD 1 latt Syr syr-cu copt Orig,—om xayra В 38. 61. 

45. om avOpwrw (passed over as superfluous) В 50. 59 Chr Ambr. 
46. гес (for evpwy б.) og evpww (simplification), with CP rel lat-f syr 

BDL 1. 88 latt Syr syr-cu eth arm Cyr Cypr. 
lat-a b d е g, h syr-cu copt Cypr. 
oca, a D lat-a c ff, h. 

48. for hv dre, £n de D lat - a b f ff, g, А Ambr Aug. 
rec om avrS», with BC rel vulg lat-c 

: g, ^ Syr syr-eu Ambr Aug. (The He 
D lat-a bf ff, 
DPSA ДАГ f 
been altered, (1) by ore бе &c: (2) 17 omg aur uv.) 

: txt 
om eva (аз superfluous) D 32 

for wewpacer, erwAgotv D. for ravra 

avtBifacay (for -vavrec) 
; eth arm: ins 
istic constr has 

rec ins cat, with BDP rel 
lat-b e f ff, 9, h syrr gyr- u copt eth arm; bef er: C 1 vulg lat-c ff, g, Orig-lat Cyr: 

only as from youth have been trained up 
in the way which they should go. In 
these alone can be the settled habits, the 
effectual self-direction, the convergence to 
one point of all the powers and tendencies 
of the soul, which are indicated by the 
illustration." (Knox's Remains, i. 460.) 
But as the same writer goes on to observe, 
even here there is a discovery, at а rti- 
cular time. The person has been seeking, 
and 1 goodly pearls; what is true, 
honest, , pure, lovely, and of good 
report : ae at last he finds one pearl of 

t price—the efficacious principle of 
inward and spiritual life. We hear of no 
emotion, no great j joy of heart, as before; 
but the same decision of conduct : he sells 
all and buys it. He chooses vital Chris- 
tianity, at whatever cost, for his portion. 
But here is no field. The pearl is bought 
pure—by itself. It is found, not unex- 
pectedly in the course of outward ordi- 
nances,—with which therefore it would 
become to the finder inseparably bound 
up,—but by diligent search, spiritual and 
immediate, in its highest and purest form. 

Trench instances (Parables, p. 100) Na- 
апае! and the Samaritan woman as ex- 
amples of the finders without seeking ;— 
Augustine, as related in his Confessions 
(we might add St. Paul, see Phil. iii. 7), 
of the diligent seeker and finder. Com- 
pare with this parable Prov. ii. 3—9, and 
to see what kind of buying is not meant, 
Isa. lv. 1: ch. xxv. 9, 10. Also see Rev. 
iii. 18. 

47—52.] SEVENTH PARABLE. THE 
DRAW-NET. Peculiar to Matthew. 
47.) cayjvyn is a drag, or draw-net, 
drawn over the bottom of the water, and 
реон nothing to escape it. Тһе 
eading idea of this parable is the ultimate 
separation of the holy and unholy in the 
Church, with a view to the selection of 
the former for the master’s use. We may 
notice that the fishermen are kept out of 
view and never mentioned: the compari- 
son not extending tothem. A net is cast 
into the sea and gathers of every kind (of 
Jish : not of things, as mud, weeds, &c., as 
Stier supposes); when this is full, it is 
drawn to shore, and the good collected 
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xxiv. 45 al. Neh. vhi. 8. Hos. xiv. 10, 

5 arm Ambr 
каңкы : ayia L: ayyia ra ayyia 

5L rec (at beg) ins Агуш аэто о enooug, with C rel lat-f А arm: et dizit 
lat-a: sllis e dizit autem eis lat-g,: Jesus 
сез 5 
lata b EE 
syr-jer copt seth- 

52. om o ёе D ty fr Bg e 

into vessels, while the bad (the legally un- 
clean, those out of season, those putrid or 
maimed) are cast away. This net is the 

нр the sea (a common 
Beripture similitude for nations: see Rev. 

: Isa. viii. 7: Ps. Ixv. 7) of the 
world, all kinds (ме Rev. vii. 9); and 
when it is full, it is drawn to the dank 
(the limit of the ocean, as the ovvridna 
is the limit of the ай»), and the angels 
(not the same as the fishers, as Olshauren 
maintains; for in the parable of the tares 
the servants and reapers are clearly dis- 
tinguished) shall gather out the wicked 
from among the just and cast them into 
everlasting punishment. It is plain that 
the comparison must not be strained be- 
yond ite limits, as our Lord shews us that 
the earthly here gives but a faint outline 
of the heavenly. Compare the mere it. 
£igaXov of the. one, with Ih the fearful en 
type of vv. 49, 50. On ё кА. x. å Bp. 
note on ch. i 12. 61, 52. 
LEMN CONCLUSION OF THE PARABLES. 
When our Lord asks, ‘Have ye under- 
stood all these things ?” and they answer, 
* Yea, Lord,’ the гері must be taken as 
spoken from their thes. standing standing -point, 
from which but little could be seen of that 
inner and deeper which the Holy 
Spirit has since 5 And this eir- 
cumstance explains the following parabolic 
remark of oe Lord: that every ypap- 
катейс (they, in their study of the Lord's 
ва answering to the then ypap- 
partic in their study of the Law) who is 
paO0grevOsic, enrolled as a disciple and 

swis syr-cu: om BD vulg lat-b 
rec aft va: ins (for reverence sake?) кори, with C rel 

copt arm e . om BD 1. 18. 124 vulg lat. i., & syr-cu 

-cu copt. aft o де ins iņnaovc CU syr-marg. 

taught as such, is like an householder 
(the Great Householder the Lord 
Himself, compare ch. xxiv. 45) who puts 
forth from his store new things and old ; 
i. e. ‘ye yourselves, scribes of the Kingdom 
of Heaven, instructed as ye shall fally be in 
the meaning of these sayings, кеш) 
like householders, from your own stores of 
knowledge respecting them hereafter bring- 
ing out, not only your present understand- 
ing of them, but ever new and deeper mean- 
ings.’ And this is true of was yp. c. r. A. 
Every real spiritually-learned scribe of the 
Kingdom of Heaven is able, from the in- 
creasing stores of his genuine experimental 
knowledge of the word (not merely from 
books or learning, or the Bible itself, but 
ік тоё Ono. avrov), to bring forth things 
new and iur The ы TOVTO is an 
expression of conse ut not a strong 
one: answering measly to our Well, then. 

This is perhaps the fittest place to 
make a fe general remarks on this wonder- 
fal cycle of Parables. We observe, (1) How 
naturally they are evolved from the objects 
and associations surrounding our Lord at 
the time es on this the very interesting 
section of Stanley, Sinai and Palestine, 
ch. xiii. § 2, p. 420 fl., * On the Para- 
bles”). He sat in a boat in the sea, 
teaching the le who were on the land. 
His eye wandered over the rich plain of 
Gennesareth (where жй» weguredcacc ol 
vtuóptvot, Jos. B. J. iii. 10.8, and Robin- 
son, iii. 290) :—the field-paths, the ston 
places, the neglected spots choked wit 
wild vegetation (оёте үйр abr rt $vràv 
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rec ac ryv Вас:Анау (gloss, or perhaps the ис 
repeated, and then the case changed), with L rel: ey rn Bao- 

Asa (corrn) DM latt Iren- lat Chr Hil Ambr Aug: txt ВСК 1. 13. 83 lat-e & Syr copt 
wth arm Orig, Ath Cyr,, Procop. 

54. rec ark urriedat, with Ем 
ins таса bef ; cogia D eth 
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dpveirat 0:0 тђу sriórgra, ib.), the plots 
of rich and deep soil, were all before him. 
The same i ry prevails in the parable 

‘of the tares of the field, and in that of the 
mustard seed ; and the result of the tilling 
of the land is associated with the leaven in 
the lump. Then He quits the sea-shore and 
enters the house with the disciples. There 
the link to the former ble is the expo- 
sition of the tares of the field. From the 
working of the land for seed to finding a 
treasure in a field the transition is easy— 
from the finding without seeking to seek- 
ing earnestly and finding, easy again: 
from the to the buried treasure, from 
the treasure to the pearl,—the treasure of 
the deep,—again simple and natural. The 
pearl recalls the sea; the sea the fisher- 
men with their net; the mixed throng 
lining the beach, the great day of separa- 
tion on the further bank of Time. (2) The 
seven Parables compose in their inner 
of connexion, a great united whole, be- 
ginning with the first sowing of the Church, 
and ending with the consummation. We 
must not, as Stier well remarks, seek with 
Bengel, al., minutely to apportion the 
series prophetically, to various historical 

iods: those who have done so (see 
ch, p. 142, edn. 4) have shewn caprice 

and inconsistency ; and the parable, though 
in its manifold depths the light of pro- 
phecy sometimes glimmers, has for its 
main object to teach, not to foretell. More 
than a general outline, shewn by the pro- 

: minence of those points to which the re- 
spective bles refer, in the successive 
periods of the Church, we can hardly ex- 
pect to find. But as much we unques- 

tionably do find. The apostolic age was 
(1) the greatest of all the seed times of 
the Church : then (2) up the teres, 
heresies manifold, and the attempts to root 
them out, almost as icious as the here- 
sies themselves: nay the so-called Cron 
Catholic was for ages employed in rooting 
up the wheat also. Notwithstanding this 
(8) the little seed waxed onward—the 
kingdoms of the earth came gradually in 
mU the leaven was secretly penetrating 
and assimilating. Then is it, (5) during 
the period of dissensions, and sects, and 
denominations, that here and there by 
this man and that man the treasure shall 
be found: then is it, (6) during the in- 
crease of secular know] and cultiva- 
tion of the powers of the intellect, that 
merchantmen shall seek goodly pearls up 
and down the world, and many shall find, 
each for himself, the Pearl of Price. And 
thus we are carried on (7) through all the 
ages during which the great net has been 
gathering of every kind, to the solemn day 
of inspection and separation, which will 
conclude the preserit state. 

58—58, TEACHING, AND REJECTION, 
AT NAZARETH. Mark vi. 1—6. See Luke 
iv. 16—29 and notes. 53, 54.) riv 
тет. at., viz. Nazareth. Perhaps the 
poc of ch. viii. 18—ix. 84 are to 

inserted between those two verses. In 
Mark iv. 85, the stilling of the storm and 
voyage to the Gadarenes are bound to the 
above parables by what appears a distinct 
note of sequence: iv ixtivg тӯ рр 
piac үғуоџріутс : for we can hardly in- 
terpret éy. yey. on any other h i 
than that i» ix. т. in. means ‘on the same 
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. The teaching was on the Sabbath 
55. of A8 N афте©] It 
of much interest and some 

difficulty, who these were. After 
examination of the evidence on tbe sub- 
ject, I believe that the truth will best 
be attained by disencumbering the mind 
in the first place of all à priori considera- 
tions, and traditions (which last are very 
inconsistent and uncertain), and fixing 
the attention on the simple testimony 
of Soriptere itself. I will trace the ddsA- 
gui афтоё or &. cupiov through the various 
mentions of them im the N. T., and then 

subject, and the difficulties attending 
them. (I) The expression ol dé. аётоб 
occurs nine times in the and once 
in the Acts. Of these the three first are 
in the narratives of the coming of His 
mother and brethren to speak with Him, 
Matt. xii. 46: Mark iii. 31: Luke viii. 19: 

ite || 
tion 
sisters ; 
vii. 8, 5, 10, in the first of which He and 
bis mother and brethren and disciples are 
related to have gone down to Capernaum : 
and in the three last His brethren are in- 
troduced as urging Him to shew Himself 
te the world, and it is stated that they 
did not believe on Him. The last is in 
Acts i. 14, where we read that the Apos- 
tles continued in prayer and supplication 
with the women, and with Mary the 
mother of Jesus, and with his brethren. 

In another place, 1 Cor. ix. 5, Paul men- 
tions oi Aotzol dwéerodo, cai of 48. ч. 
«vuplov, к. Kygac. Sach are all the places 
where the ing i 

Е Ё pee 
the four others are in John ii. 12; 

tioned. (Besides these the Lord Himself 
uses the words ol ddsAgoi pou Matt. xxviii. 
10; John xx. 17, but apparently with a 
wider meaning, including at least the 
eleven Apostles in the term, as He does 
in Mett. xii. 49 i) Now I would ob- 
serve (a) that in all the mentions of them 
in the except those in John vii., 
they are in connexion with His mother : 

ет. 

the same being the case in Acts i. 14 
(8) That it is no where asserted or im- 
plied that any of them were of the num - 
ber of the twelve; but from John vii. 6, 
кше upon vi. 70 (by nerd ravra 
vii. 1), they are excluded that num- 
ber. John would certainly not have used 
the words 002 yàp ol ad. abr. iier. elc 
auréy, had any of them believed on Him 
at that time (see this substantiated in 
note ad loc.) :—and again in Acts i. 14, by 
being mentioned after the Apostles have 
been enumerated name, and after the 
mother of Jesus, they are indicated at 
that time also to have been separate from 
the twelve, although then certainly be- 
lieving on Him. (у) ir sames, as 
stated here and in Mark vi. 8, were JACOB, 
Josera (or Joses), Simon, and JUDAS, 
all of them among the commonest of Jew- 
ish names. Of JoszPn (or JOSES ;—cer- 
tainly not the Joseph Barnabas Justus of 
Acts i. 28: see ib. ver. 21) and SIMON 
(not Simon or : see 
above) we know from Scripture nothing. 
Of the two others we have the following 
traces—(2) JACOB (JAMES) а in the 

lic narrative as ó ádeA Qc rob cupiov, 
Gal. i. 19: he is there called an apostle. 
This however determines nothing as to 
his having been among the twelve (which 
is a very different matter); for Paul and 
Barnabas are called apostles, Acta xiv. 
4) 14, and Paul always calis himself such. 

Rom. xvi. 7; 1 Thess. ii. 7 com- 
pared with i. 1. That he is identical with 
the James of Gal. ii. 9, whom Paul men- 
tions with Cephas and John as патша 
given him and Barnabas the right han 
of fellowship, fourteen years after the visit 
in ch. i. 19, does not appear for certain, 
but has been pretty generally assumed. 
(See this whole тос je (0 Me 

. to the Epistle of James.) (e 
atid has left an epi АЧ was 
brother of James, not o 
himself an apostle, ver. 1 (as neither does 
James, nor indeed John himself, so that 
this cannot be urged), but in ver. 17 (see 
note there) seems to draw a distinction be- 
tween himeelf and the Apostles. Whether 
this indicate that the James and Jude, 
the authors of the Epistles, were two of 
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these 421A $oi т. cvpiov, is uncertain ; but it 
may at least be mentioned in the course of 
our enquiry. I shall now state the re- 
sult of that enquiry, which has been based 
on Scripture testimony only. (1) That 
there were four persons known as оі ад. 
atrov or т. kvpíov, NOT OF THE NUMBER 
OF THE TWELVE. (2) That these persons 
are found in all places (with the above ex- 
ception) where their names occur in the 
Gospels, in immediate connexion with 
Mary, the mother of the Lord. [It is a 

phenomenon in argument, that it 
should have been maintained by an ortho- 
dox writer, that my inference from this 
proves too much, because Joseph is here 
introduced as His father: as if a mistake 
of the Jews with to a supernatural 
fact, which they could not know, inva- 
lidated their cognizance of a natural fact 
which they knew fall well.] (3) That not 
a word is any where d to ent 
us from inferring that the adeAgoi and 
adedgai abrov were His relations tn the 
same literal sense as we know ij ahr 
avrov to E Ha dns ru 577 7 
saying, where He distinguis is - 
‘ona according to the flesh from His dis- 
ciples (ch. xii. 50 ||), seems to sanction 
that inference. (4) That nothing is said 
from which it can be inferred whether 
Joseph had been married before he ap- 
pears in the Gospel history ;—or again, 
whether these dd. were, according to the 
flesh, older or younger than our Lord. 
(5) That the silence of the Scripture nar- 
rative leaves it free for Christians to be- 
lieve these to have been real (younger) 
brethren and sisters of owr Lord, wit 
incurring any i ation of unsoundness 
Жы as to His miraculous conception. 

t such an imputation has been cast, is 
no credit to the logical correctness of 
those who have made it, who set down 
that, because this view has deen taken by 
impugners of the great Truth just men- 
tioned, therefore it eventually leads, or 
may fairly be used, towards the denial of 
it (see Dr. Mill on the Brethren of our 
Lord, p. 224); for no attempt is made to 
shew its connexion with such a conclu- 
sion. The fact is, that the two matters, 
the miraculous conception of the Lord 
Jesus by the Holy Ghost, and the sub- 
sequent virginity of His Mother, are ES- 
@ENTIALLY AND ENTIERLY DISTINCT; see 

note on Matt. i. 25: see also, respecting a 
su difficulty attending this view, 
note on John xix. 27. (II) I will now 
state the principa traditionary views re- 
specting brethren of the Lord. (1) 

t they were all sons of Alphæus (or 
Clopas) and Mary the sister of the mother 
of our Lord; and so cousins of Jesus, 
and called agreeably to Jewish usage His 
brothers. This is the view taken in the 
remarkable fragment of Papias, quoted in 
Dr. Mill, p. 238, adopted by Jerome (cont. 
Helvidium), and very generally received 
in ancient and rn times. But it 
seems to me that a comparison of the 
Scripture testimonies cited above will 
prove it untenable. One at least of the 
sons of this Alphseus was an apostle, of the 
number of the twelve, viz. Idc Bog 6 тоё 
'AX$aiov (вее all the liste, on ch. х. 8); 
which (see above) would exclude him from 
the number of brethren of the х 
But even if one of the four could be thus 
detached (which, from John vii..5, I can- 
not believe), it is generally assumed that 
Iobòag 'Iaxe(3ov (вее Luke's two liste as 
above) is Jude the brether of James; and 
if во, this would be another son of Al- 
pheeus, and another subtraction from the 
number who did not believe on Him. 
Again Matthew (see note on Matt. ix. 9), 
if identical with Levi (Mark ii. 14), was 
another son о heus; which would 
make a fifth brother, and leave therefore, 
out of five, three believing on Him at the 
time when it was said oh yàp ot ád. ... 
к.т.А. This view besides labours under 
the difficulty arising from these brethren 
accompanying and being found in con- 
nexion with Mary the mother of our 
Lord, whereas throughout that time their 
own mother was living. The way in which 
the assertors of this view explain John 
vii. б, is either by supposing that all the 
brethren are not there implied, or that all 
are not here mentioned; both suppoaitions, 
it seems to me, very unlikely (compare 
е. g. John's minute accuracy where ап 
exception was to be made, ch. vi. 23, 24). 
(2) That they were children of Joseph by 
а former marriage (or even by a later one 
with Mary wife of Clopas, to reise up 
seed to his dead brother,—as Clopas is 
said to have been: but this needs no 
refutation). This view was taken by 
peveral early Fathers, e.g. Hilary, Epi- 

Z -àa^«- 
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phanius, and mentioned by Origen, who 
(Winer, Realwörterbuch, i. p. 663) says 
respecting it, ol rabra Myorrig тд d іра 
тйс Маріас ‘ly ҡардгуіс rnptiy pixp ré- 
Aove Bobdovras. This however, while by 
5 ossidle, and in some 

with the apparent position of these 
brothers as older (according to the flesh) 
than the Lord (John vii. 3), has no coun- 
tenance whatever in Scripture, either in 
C tr a 

in any distinct mention of Joseph as 
their father, which surely in this case would 
be required. (III) On. the д priori con- 
siderations which have influenced opinions 
оп this matter, see note on Matt. i. 25; 
and on the fraditional literature, seo the 
tract of Professor Mill on the Brethren of 
our Lord. See also Winer, Realwdrterbuch, 
Art. Jesus, § 3. Greswell, Dissertations, 
vol. ii. Diss. iii. Blom, Disputatio Theo- 
logica de т. 4d. r. к. Lug. Bat. 1839. Wiese- 
ler, Stud. und Kritiken, 1842, i. 96 ff. 
(these two last I have not seen); also, a 
letter on this my note, referred to above 
under I. 2, in the Journal of Secred Litera- 
ture for July, 1855. This letter is too much 
based on d priori considerations, but con- 
tains some valuable suggestions on this con- 
fessedly difficult question. Neander, 
Leben J. p. 48, brings out the importance 
of the view which I have above, under (I), 
endeavoured to justify, as ehewing that the 
account of the miraculous con. iei ruis is not 
mythical, in which case all would bave been 

to suit the views of virginity from 
which it had arisen,—but strictly histori- 
cal, found as it is with no such arrange- 
ments or limitations. 58.) obx dwol- 
nee = офк hdbraro тогӯсає, Mark vi. 
Б, where see note. On the identity, or 
not, of this preaching at Nazareth with 
that related much earlier by Luke iv. 16 
3q., see note there. 

Cuar. XIV. 1—13.] HEROD HEARS ОР 
THE FAME OF JESUS. PARENTHETIOAL 
ACCOUNT OF THE DEATH OF JOHN THE 
Barrist. Mark vi. 14—29. Luke ix. 7 
—9, who does not relate the death of John. 

1.] This Herod was Herod Ax I- 
Pas, son of Herod the Great, ix Ma- 
Өакус тйс Уарареіт‹бос, and own brother 
of Archelaus (Jos. B. J. i. 28. 4). The 
portion of the kingdom allotted to him by 
the second will of his father (in the first he 
was left as king) was the tetrarchy of Gali- 
lee and Perwa (Jos. Antt. xvii. 8. 1). He 
married the daughter of the Arabian king 
Aretas; but having during a visit to his 
half-brother Herod Philip (not the tetrarch 
of that name, but another son of Herod 
the Great, disinherited by his father) be- 
come enamoured of his wife Herodias, he 
5 on her to leave her husband, and 
ve with him. eei below, on ver. 4.) 

This step, acco ied as it was with a 
stipulation of ЫП away the daughter 
of Aretas, involved him in a war with his 
father-in-law, which however did not break 
out till a year before the death of Tiberius 
(A. p. 87, v.c. 790; Jos. Antt. xviii. 5. 
1—8), and in which he was totally defeated 
and his army destroyed by Aretas; a 
divine vengeance, according to the Jews, 
for the death of John the Baptist (Jose- 
phus, ibid.). He and Herodias afterwards 
Mox to Коше at the beginning of Cali- 

to com 19 the assumption 
of E dx e tite of king by Agri ippa his nephew, 
son of Aristobulus ; put G. ages having 
heard the claims of both, banished Antipas 
and Herodias to Lyons in Gaul, whence he 
was afterwards removed to Spain, and there 
died: Jos. Antt. xviii. 7. 1, 2. The fol- 
lowing events apparently took place at Ma- 
cheerus, a frontier fortress between Persea 
and Arabia : see below on ver. 10. 
Thy dxohy ‘Incov] It was the fame of the 
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reaching and miracles of the twelve, on 
Their mission, of which Herod heard,— 

bably in conjunction with the works of 
Christ: see || Mark. 2.] vais = 
dog. atrég] emphatic ; Vis d 

English to “it és he, 
In Luke ix. 7 it is said that Merl à утв. 
ри did rò Аугода: йтб Tivwv бт: Тоауу. 
фүлү. c. r. A. There is no inconsistency in 
these accounts : the report originated with 
others: but if Herod дсуябре concerning 
it, he, in the terrors of a guilty conscience, 
doubtless gave utterance to these words 
himself. There is no evidence that Herod 
was a Sadducee, or в disbeliever in the 
resurrection as then held by the Pharisees. 
See also note on Mark viii. 14. There 
is no allusion here to metem psychosis, but 
to the veritable bodily resurrection, and 
supposed greater power acquired by having 

through death. This is an inci- 
tal confirmation of John x. 41, where 

we read that John wrought mo miracle 
while living. 4.] The marriage was 
unlawful for these three reasons: (1) 
The former husband of Herodias, Philip, 
was still living. This is ау asserted 
by Josephus, Antt. xviii. 6. 4, “Hywdide, 
iwi ие фроуђааса r&y татріоу, 
"Нреё y үашїтах той йудедс̧ тр ӧрота- 
roio i ides, 8 Stactaca LOvros. (A reply 

attempt made by some to interpret 

these last words, ‘having previously been 
divorced from him while | Lecco, in is hardly 
rai ai sled preeence of the two 

synchronous participles, #ооуйдава 
апа отан Besides, th m part. is not 
awocraaa, as erroneously 
Bp. of Exeter: see his published speech of 
Feb. 25, 1851, note.) The same is surely 
implied by the whole narrative, and the 
word ретокісавда:, Antt. xviii. 5. 1. (2) 
The former wife of Antipas was still living, 
and fled to her father Aretas on hearing of 
his intention to marry Herodias : Jos. ibid. 
(8) Antipas und Herodias were already 
ас to one another within the forbidden 
gress of consanguinity. For Ovyarap 
N "ApicroBovrAov, ral obroc &деАфӧс 
atreéy (of Antipas and Philip), Jos. ib. 
See the Bp.’s note, and a reply to it in 
substance the same as the foregoing, in 
the Quarterly Journal of Sacred Lit. for 
Oct. 1852 and Jan. 1853. Imay add that 
the remark of Josephus (Antt. xviii. 5. 4), 
that Salome’s birth had taken pre- 
viously to the infidelity of H is not 
Ета а understood by the Bp. (after 
ertullian, adv. Marcion. iv. 34, p. 443 ed. 

Migne), as the technical reason why her 
conduct was iwi evyyosu r&v тагрішу, 
but as a moral vation of her unna- 
tural crime. It was unlawful .by Levit. 
xviii. 16. б.] This verse is farther 
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вутт вуг е . 1: die natalis latt : txt B 
avrov nowdsac D-gr. 

Т. for wpor., nor Z 18. 124. 346 ev-y Chr. 
txt BD 33. 

8. for дос uox gnaw, urey дос pos D lat -a b c f ff, h 1 Syr syr-cu wth. 
жаак D. om rg» D!. 

Chr, : -totç де ayoptvoic 
for тус прыд:гадос, 

rec (for ar) ғау, with CZ rel: 

om єлї 

9. rec ehuwnOy (emendn of constr), with CL rel vulg lat-b c f ff, a А syrr syr-cu 
rec eth arm: txt BD 1. 18. 124 lat-e. (Z 33 defective.) са ins ĝe, with 

CZ rel vulg lat: F g, syrr copt arm: om BDL! 1. 13. 124 lat-a 5 ff, , g, ^ eth. 
ims da bef rove — D hat-a b c f ff, , 9, № syr-cu ath. 

ded in Mark: д удо Hp. ere 
sie las дос abróv Pi ан каї 
yoy, cai ovvernpe аўтбу, kal deovoag 
атоо mohd irois, cai zal айтор 
covey. Josephus, not being aware of any 
other grounds for his p piae alleges 
purely political ones: died ‘Hpne rò 
ini rood де viÜavóv abrov тоїс dvOpwroic 
po imi dwoorace: rivi фіро .... ort 
apeirroy wytirar, прі» тї угетероу I 
abra) ye rie, rpodaBev dvaipriy .... 
Antt. xviii. б. 2. exo] literally, 
‘ possederunt ewm tanquam etam р 
апа thus Meyer maintains it must be 
rendered: but as опг old, so tye 
comes to be applied to the estimate 
Jormed of & man or thing, which sub- 
jectively is our possession of him or it. 

6. yeve ] the birthday. This 
name was given in classical Greek to an 
anmiversary celebration of the memory 
T the dead. So Herod., iv. 26, having 

ibed such а celebration among the 
Issedones, adds, oic д# татрі rovro 
Toke rarámip ot EM ra yevéca. 
Phrynichus, Hesych., and Ammonius lay it 
down that yeviora is not to be used for 
ytriOXo, a birthday. But the adj. was 
certainly so used in later Greek: e. g. 
dyovreg r. yevicwr Ina т. та‹ф{ор, 

Jos. Antt. xii. 4. 7 (in Dio Cassius xlvii. 
18, tvi. 46, lxvii. 2, usually cited, the yeri- 
сга, though bearing this meaning, are in 
each case in honour of a dead person). See 
Suicer, Thes. under yevé03:a, and Lobeck’s 
note, Phryn. p. 108. Heins., Grot., al., 
hold that the word here means the feast of 
Herod’s accession : but they give no proof 
that it ever had euch a meaning. Among 
the seasons kept by the Gentiles, enume- 
rated in the rabbinical work Avoda Sara, 
we have соло 90 wow: see Lightfoot in 
loc. A great feast was given to the no- 
bility of Galilee, Mark vi. 21. The damsel's 
name was Salome (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5. 4), 
daughterof Herodias by her former husband 
Philip. She afterwards married her unclo 
Philip, tetrarch of Iturtea and Trachonitis : 
and he dying childless, she became the wife 
of her cousin Aristobulus son of Herod king 
of Chalcis, by whom she had three sons, He- 
rod, Agrippa, and Aristobulus. The 
dance was bably a pantomimic dance. 

9.) 6 бете was a title which He- 
rod never properly possessed. Subsequently 
to this event, Herodias prevailed on him to 
go to Rome to get the title, which had been 
granted to his nephew Agrippa. He was 

T the emissaries oF Agrippa, and 
was exiled to Lugdunum. See note on ver. 
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Бы mix. Bi: ExéAEvoey доби. 
Xx xit Fan 38. бууду ev тр ^ $vÀaxg. 

e 
only, 1! 4 
xzxi.U 
complat. 
Ps Cil. 7 
only. 

d @ ver. B. 
e ch, 2t 24, <6 
"S Esth. 

f = Iss 

10 

avrüc. 12 

"[nsov. 
t зу. Heb. x "ҮШ. тА\оф ис Ёрлдо» romov кат 

EYATT'EAION 

1 
Kat 

XIV. 

" viujac ` awexepadcoev Tw- 
ll kai nvéx On 9 Kepadn айтой 

emt х (уак: kai 2500n тф ° корасіф” Kat iiveyney тр unrpi 
Kat троскАӨбутес ot рабдптаі avrov рау тд 

сода Kat čbapav avróv, ка! EAbóvrec anny yeAav тф 

13 4 Acobcae d о Ineouc avexwpnoey еке» tv L ar- 

г (дау. kai akovG avreEc T 
ex- 

СЮЕР 1 ine oi 6. пко\о00пва» aurp "sity ame тор TOÀEUY. GI.KL. 
NM 4 kat be Ah elde ro „er, kai ' tarAa yxvioÜn XZrA 
ешт, exc. E ém’ аўто ка! eOrpamevaev тойс * _appworouc auTwv. tisch 

ou id 15 opiag 8 ye vont vnc e Өү ot рабпта: Aé- . Nr 
only. тес Г. 

hi Mk. only. 2 Kings xv. 17 vat. 20 . 3 жеее, Acts zx. 18) ch. IX. 86 reif. k Mark 
vi. 5, 18. xvi. 18. 1 Cor. хі. 30 nga xiv, 5 F. Mal L8. Sir. vl. 85 only. 

10. rec ins rov bef wavvny, with CD rel: om BZ Frag- tisch 1. 
11. ins rw bef wivace D (1. 18). 
12. for vpoc:A0., «X0. Z Orig 

а] Syr syr-cu copt: txt X rel syr. (Z def.) 
vulg lat-f ff, 3 Ja А 1 Syr syr-cu æt 
vulg lat-à c: txt B Frag-tisch lat-a ffs. 
18. rec (for arovoag бе) cat ак. (as more 
arm : txt 
om o ino, Frag-tisch Scr's e. 
vulg lat-b c &c syr-marg. 

for сыра, xrwpa (|| Mk) BCDL 1. 13. 33. 124 
add avrov DL 157 al Scr's di ev-y 

rec (for avrov) avro (|| Mk), with CD rel 
(Z 83 defective.) 

ropriate copula), with a 2x вуг th 
DLZ 1. 13. 33. 124. 209 al lat: E (Syr (Syr syr-cu copt) Orig Ch 

for v:«49, пебо I, LZ 157. 225. 245 беги 8 ev-z 

14. rec aft «EsAOwv ins o egaouc, with C I, rel lat- t7 h вутт Orig: aft ede» L evv-P-z 
lat-a (beginning of an eccles lection): om BD 1. 33 

ox Ro холо» D 33. 485 latt Chr. 
lpqr x e sil) : 
T4 тросплбау B 33. 

5 and Josephus there cited. Herod 
Ма ы: because he heard John gladly 

vi. 20), and from policy did not 
Ca to put him to death on so slight a 
cause. This is not inconsistent with his 
wishing to put him to death: his estimate 
of John was wavering and undecided, and 
he was annoyed at the decision being 
taken out of his hands by a demand, com- 
pliance with which would be irrevocable. 

10.] It appears from the damsel's 
expression ĝóç po: dés and this verse, 
that the feast was held either at Macherus 
or at no t distance from it. Anti 
had a га, near, та wAncioy ' "opdávoy 
ВасіХна card Влдарёџадоу, B. J. ii. 4. 
2; but he was not there os account of the 
war with Aretas,—see above. 

18—2].] FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOU- 
BAND. Mark vi. 30—44. Luke іх. 10—17. 
John vi. 1—13, where also see notes. 
18.] There is some difficulty here in con- 
ceiving how the narration is to proceed 
continuously. The death of the Baptist i is 
evidently retrospectively and parentheti- 
cally inserted ; and yet the retirement of 

Иэм тїр ы efa g rt 
rec гп’ avrove, wi 8 

ex’ avrov I.: tv avroic L: пер: avro» D: txt BC rel 
rec aft paQyra: ins avrov, with CD rel lat-a c syrr 

our Lord in this verse seems to be the im- 
mediate consequence of his hearing of that 
occurrence. But this may well have been 
80: for (1) the disciples of John would be 
some days in bringing the news from Ma- 
cherus to Capernaum, and the report 
mentioned in ver. l might reach Herod 
meantime ; (2) the expression with which 
that report is introduced, à» ixeiv rg 
kai, extends it over a considerable 
of time; and (S) ше message which the 
disciples of John brought to our Lord 
might have included both iculars, the 
death of their Master, and the sa of 
Herod respecting Himself. а 
across the lake (John уі. 1) into a desert 
place belonging to the city called Beth- 
saida (Luke ix. 10). His retirement (Luke, 
ibid., and Mark vi. 30) was connected also 
with the return of the twelve from their 
mission: compare the full and affecti 
account of the whole transaction in M 
vi. 80—35. 14.) 2 00», from his 
place of retirement. 15.] This dle 
was the first evening, the decline of the day, 
about 3 p. m.; the дула, in ver. 28, after the 
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Tree " Epnuóc torty 0 róroç, kai ў woa Hon | тарзАбе›” 17 Acts xxvi. 
Ara Rur Low] тойс Ns ї iva яе Вбътес tic тас 

Ротора- ue „ éavroic ° Врата. 

Gen. zii. 
63. Das. ii. 
9 Theod. 
та { Mk. L. ch. 

16 0 8 "Татойс K hri 

BCDEP tiTtV avroic Ov? хона» t ov ame) herr. q Sore аўтос ace. xi, 48 

MPSUV орис 3 фтүн». 17 ot 8 Aéyovaty aure Ovx # EKOE” woe 

Frag- & un wivre а артоос ка! доо tx vac. 
pot оё: avrobc. 19 

Se pabyrai тос булок. 2 

zrácÜncav' xai ђоау ro 
t =œ j Mk. L. Mark vii. 86 al. Gen. xe. 

Am 1 Kieg» iz. 18. 
Rev. xx. 91 al. 

Zenz) 1 Orig 
ing), 

capac (from | 
16. om inoove 

тос D. 
18. aft ите» ins avroic Р. 

rig, BD L rel 

= ch. zxvi. 26 ( aL e. LAE 
Ps. xxxvi. Y. Ji. 15. 

rid; tu). eh. xv. 873 Mk. Mark vili. 19, 20 oniy. Lev. 4.6. ла Ul. 

wth Orig: om BZ 33 lat-b k arm Orig, (Ie def.) 
rec om ovy (as || Mk, or perhaps passed over from the -ov 
vss Orig: ins CZ 1 syr-marg copt Orig, 

Mk L) C! 33. 61. 108 Scr's wi er- Pi syr-marg вуг-јег arm. 
61 lat-k Syr syr-cu copt eth arm. 

al. Gen. 
xiii. 7. 

отаев 11. 

о 0b eire». Фѓогті a "poen 
Kai xe ATU, rode wee ' avari- pw. ‘iat ch, 

on Eri тойс ' Xóprove, Ха» rode wivre áprovc kai 
тоос $00 {хбвас, ауа ас ис тд» ойраубу 

ynat», kai " кХасас ESwrev roic набптас rove aprove, ot 
Ln Epayov mávrtc Kai 

родео те» УкАаснйтшщу pis. hero 

*. 

ERK sch. l. 80 al. 

n ch. xxvi. 20. 1 Cor. x. ма" СЕ 
w Phil. Iv. 12. Jam. Н. 

L. J. eh. a ю. ze 87 al. He: 16, 
1 Kings xxx. Raek, 

тарђћғ» bef nån 

ins curà w 

урыс фауну bef av- 

rec avrovg bef wò: (to bring avrovc nearer the 
verb), with CP rel vulg lat. F syrr eth: om wée D 1 lat-a b c ff, 9, ̂  syr-cu copt: txt 
BZ 33. (I, def.) 

18. ceAcvoare B! (imperative ae in || Le Jn): exehevoey Z(appy) ev-y, Jussił 

lat-ff.. roy oyAov P- gr latt arm-zoh. 
latt Syr syr-cu syr-marg cop 
Sanam latt (corrns to escape the unusual plural and accus 1) 

rec ins cas bef Аа Scr’s mss syr-txt. 

rov Хботоо ВС! I, 1. 33 al Scr’s o 

t wth arm Огір, : тоо xoprovc L: rov xoprov D 16. 61, 
: Tove yoprove C?P rel 

v, with C! Ie X(Treg) lat. fi А copt arm: 
om BC*(D)P rel latt вуг Orig Thl.—for Aae, авг» D. 

miracle was late in the night. Spa] 
the time of the day is now late, ў» ric 
épac ur ^d xpd дбутос а Xen. Hell. 
vii. 2. 22 16, 17.] 86те аётой 
фра ., which is common to the three 
first Evangelista, i is by expan xpanded 
in the more detailed account John, ver. 
8—7; it was Andrew who spoke in ver. 
17, and the five loaves and two fishes were 
brought by а lad: John vi. B, 9. Ere 
were barley loaves and (salt) fish ; ibi 
And we have (perhaps, but see note there) 
the vast concourse accounted for in John 
by the fact that the Passover was at hand, 
and so they were collected on their journey 
to Jerusalem. See a very similar mira- 
cle in 2 Kings iv. 42—44; only then there 
were twenty barley loaves and an hundred 
men. See also Numbers xi. 21, 22. 
19. ] Luke supplies abrobg, 
the loaves and fishes: John has for it 
ab xapior jag. Both are one. The thanks 

to heaven is the blessing on the meat. д 
Trip хтрёто>» dviBreper tle ròv où- 
рауфу таїс der ĩoi гоу ёфдал\иеу abrob 
olovel kara(JiáZev доуашу ікеїбеу r)v 
„ roĩe dproig rai roig 
[x0óc piddovor тріфи» rode wavraric- 
xıiovc, cal nerd тобто nbdrAdynoe T. Ж. 
áprovc к. r. 0. ixO., rg Хуф к. rj ebdoyig 
abEwv к. vÀ9g0bvoy аўтойс. . in loc. 
This miracle was one of symbolic meaning 
for the twelve, who had just returned from 
their mission, as pointing to the Jwpedv 
dhaPere, dwpedy дбте of ch. x. 8 in a higher 
sense than they then could have understood 
it :—but see the symbolic import of the 
miracle treated in the notes to John vi. 

Meyer well remarks that the pro- 
cess of the miracle is thus to be conceived : 
—the Lord blessed, and gave the loaves and 
fishes to the disciples, as they were; and 
then, during their distribution of them, 
the miraculous increase took place, so that 
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“мк, ё Ay додека * Kogiveuc Айрис. 
* woe тутак: " Херіє учушкоу Kat тады». 

nvaykacey robe һабптёс 

° хооауну avray ис TO хёрау, Ewe оў 

udg. vi. 9 

a Jobn ix. 14. 22 Kai bee 

4 77 то wAotoy Kat 

el. be exi 

Avi. "n T 
Prov. vi. 

Mark х 89 уйдо * 

f- ver. 1 

EYAITEAION 

0 ' атоосу Tore ore. 

г ау п е ис то * орос rar ау тоосей&аоба!. 

à yerouévnc uóvoc yv EEL 
тї be düse 5 nv ‘BacaniZopevoy ú уто TWV 

Ёраутќіос 0 aveuoc. 

XIV. 

?! oj & iøðiovrec са» й>ёрєс 

n vet 

23 ка 'amoAUcac тодс Ave 

єт +. i ref. b ver. 12. ich. viii. 16. ver. 16 (see note there) al. fr. k constr., John . 
Маш. ee utter une M ee "s "E же Mk. on сеју; те Er m ch. vili 96 ref 

заа. Acts xxv ов . Баек at not =, i w. - 
xxiv. 43. и. ‚жй BS only. „Евой. ch, ll. A. Mer. 1. 0. Gen. хи. d asd. 
iv. 10. 4 1. (see var. 9.) 3 іх. 8. 

21. for get, wc D I, A 1. 83: om Frag-tisch 241. 247 latt(not f) Syr syr-cu copt 
Orig : txt BCP rel. 
Orig, Ambr. 

23. om evOewe C! lat- 
lection), with CL rel: 

үле 

transp жайы» and yuvacwy D 1 lat - a { с & (not /) copt 

rec aft nvaycacey ins o ‹усоос (болто of an a 
c. lat-a b c ff, 9, . А: om BCD 

33 * . 
76:9 6 A100 Chr Arnob. 

syrr syr-cu copt sth: om CD 

Orig, 
І, Frag- tisch 

ree aft ua0nrac ins avrov (|| 
rel vulg lat-e f ¢ arm Origexpe 

om ro bef sAoioy B 1. 33. 124 al Scr's в arm Eus Chr-2-9- G-H : 
om diee (see || МЕ) D 37. 40 al ev-y, lat - a b e ff, g, A arm Arnob : avrovc 

60! 

), with BEF 

E IA OD EP M 

re om én (see || МЕ) D 263 ev-36 Ser's o! vulg lat- a f ff, IU Syr syr-cu copt th 
nv «c pecoy тпс дал. Bacarnd. D lat-e : отадіоос wodAoug aro тпс ix 

жы Baoan. B 13. 124 Syr syr-cu (syr-jer copt) arm: txt CP rel вуг sth Orig Hil. 
for nv yap, n yap Di. 

25. reraprne де gudacne D. 

5 P Tisch) rel syr- txt. 

nN (атт\®., nof being understood) ВС? м. 
1. 38 latt syrr syr-cu copt ath arm Orig Eus Bas Chr: épxtrai ттт пан. txt Ci(a Y) 

rec ins o uj70vc bef трос avrovc, with rel lat-a 
FF. 97 ^ Syr syr-cu arm Eus: om BC! DPSVA Frag-tisch(appy) 1. 88 pug lat 77977 
syr copt th Orig Bas Chr Arnob. wencxrarwy bef хрос avrove rec ewe 

rns UaXacens, with CD rel Eus,: txt BPA Frag-tisch 1 Orig, 

they broke and distributed enough for all. 
20. xapivovs | in the construction, 

isin apposition with rò яеиосгбоу. 
The cophénus was the usual accompaniment 
of the Jew : see Juv. Sat. iii. 14—‘ Judris, 
quorum cophinus fœnumque supellex ;' and 
Sat. vi. 642. Reland, whom Schóttgen 
(in loc.) follows, supposes that the basket 
was to carry their own mesata on a journey, 
for fear of pollution by eating those of the 
Gentiles, and the hay to asleep on for the 
same reason. 21.] xepis yuv. к. ward. 
is peculiar to Matt., though this might 
have been inferred from &vépec being used 
in the other three Evangelists. See note 
on John vi. 10. 

22—833.] JESUS WALKS ON THE SEA. 
Mark vi. 46—52. (Luke omits this in- 
cident.) John vi. 16—21. The conviction 
of the people after the foregoing miracle 

was, that Jesus was the Messiah; and 
their disposition, to take Him by force, 
and make Him a king. See Joha vi. 14, 
15. For this reason he constrained His 
disciples to leave Him, because they were 
but too anxious to second this wish of the 
multitude ; and /Aeir dismissal was there- 

Ba0ccodáy, John ис Kagapyaoóp : 
the Bethsalda, the cit of Philip and An- 
drew and Peter, was from Beth- 
saida Julias, in whose neighbourhood the 
miracle took place,—and in the direction 
of Capernaum. 25.] The fourth watch 
according to the Romas calculation, which 
was by this time common among the Jewa 
(who themselves divided the night into 
three parts or watches). This would be, 
—near the vernal equinox which this 

eiae — 
^ rà àt тло» nèn * pigoy а 

? Kuparwy, л» PSUVX 

2 rerápry Oi ° фоЛаку rue "ша 
НА " vukrOoc ? arnAGey тодс avrovc ° тертатеу airi ryv bá- кы 
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kat Sovrec evróv ot набита! ? em rde Oa- rech. uaa 
Men ° weprrarowvra " erapay Bacay Myers on ° pav- W 
raspá оту, kai ‘ажо rov $o[Jov kv. 
&#АаАлаг> avroic о 'Incouc Хуе» Hope, 

MIA LOS t. 
hier е 

M à È eoh aal 44 

tye "ыш, un" хабе 

ret зі. 88 

x cb. x viii. 6 

srepterároty eri ra vd ara ку трос тб» l»cow. zx iene 
30 Аё» & тд» avepov суурду huhn, cal арбапеуос f 

* кататоут$еоба! expakey A Коре awoov ре. 3! 

r 

tu - 

Gives & о Loot ё éxreivac тї» x, tre Ader avrov sch vi. в. 
xat Мун аот ̀  ' Олгуототе * ис 

* avaPavrew айтшу ис то тАоо» 
33 

Aéyovrec And f tov vio si- 

xv. 89 onl . Jonah ії, 8 vat, 
e w. dai., ch. ii. 3 reff. f ch. iv. 8. 

о Ob ev ry hir [#А@бд›тес] * Tpocexvynaav avr 

viii. 26. 
. 32 кај &. Lu 

ue 
EKOTAGEV 0 арос, * 

" 8(отавас ; 

а Wiad. 
iv. 17. 

b ch. xxviii 17 
only 

e 24 Mi. ah. 
di Mk. Mark iv. 30 only. Gen. vii. 1. Jonah l. 11,19. 

26. ox de pad. bef :доутес avrov (from || МЕ) BD a 61. 124 lat : om о E p. 1 
copt set latt Chr-y Arnob Aug: 

P rel: txt BCD 1. 38 E 
91. for eve, evOve (from 

bef avrag B 181: om o ine. 
txt CP rel lat. F syr th arm. 

arm Eus. (P def. o D. 

sth arm Eus. (P def.) 
29. rec ins о bef werpoc, with C Frag-tisch rel: om BD Eus. (P 

eXOruy, kac O (corra from the less usual infinitive) B (not Ci, if Tisch has accu- 
ratel 

txt CP лы а 

ЖЕТ BD: txt С rel Eus. (Р defective.) 
231 lat.ff, syr-cu copt Eus: o гро. 2А. avr. latt Syr: 
баррнте D. 

28. om avre А 157. 209 al Scr’a c l m n w стт YET 
e po gui bef avrw B 120. 2404-5 lat-g, Syr co 
syr for ut, ро 
eror, with L rel vulg-ed : txt BCDA Frag-tisch 1. 88 am lat-a b c & syrr syr-cu 

rec rg» Өалассау, with 

0 1100. 

k Еу M “һ Euth 
: txt t-b e f ff, 
A Scr's s. rec (ос JM T 

def.) for 

ited it: there is not room) syr-cu arm Chr: et veniens sth: txt C? (C! P) D 
rel latter veniret) Orig. (P def.) 

80. om seyvpoy BI, tæt 88 copt : ins B!-marg rel &c. 
81 om o D. 
22. rec ep avrov, with CP rel: txt BD 13. 33. 124 О rig Сут I 
33. om sAOorrec ВС? 1 al lat. i copt eth Orig Did: txt DP rel latt syrr syr-cu arm. 

vioc Өгө» а and add ov D lat-a ö. 

Was, deten three and гіх in the morn- 
ing. dN vp atr.) a mixed 
construction for rae ахд той Ópovc 

and Wilk. cite iwi Ad GAnOnyv Od. 
E. 120,—iz' ivvea riro wideOpa Od. A. 
577) are common to the three Evangelists, 
and can have no other meaning here, than 
that the Lord walked bodily on the surface 
of the water. The passages commonly 
cited to shew that ixi with a gen. can 
mean ‘ on the bank of,’ are not applicable 

here, being all after verbs of rest, not of 
motion. 4 Kings ii. 7: Dan. viii. 2 Theod. : 
John xxi. 1. Job ix. 8 we read of the 
Almighty, ô _тауёсас тд» obpaviy póvoc 
kai qzépirarey we ix’  4ёафошс iwi @adao- 
onc. Mark adds «cai fjv wapedOeiv 
abrove: John, cai фүуўс тоў mAoiou yivd- 
pevoy. See notes on John. 28. 
This narrative ting Peter is peculiar 
to Matthew. It is in very strict accord- 
ance with his warm and confident cha- 
racter, and has been called almost a ‘re- 
hearsal’ of his denial afterwards. It con- 
tains one of the most pointed and striking 
revelations which we have of fhe nature 
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tins e ve 35 ` 
тү. 16, 81. Kat 
Gen. xz1vil. э , 
39, 83. атёатиХау tie бп» тї». 
I а 

1 45. $3 8 l. пуғукау abr wavrac rode ! какыс *#хо»тас, 

EYATTEAION XIV. 34—36. 

и Kat * diarepd cute йАбо> “с ray yh" Tervncapir. 

bé ime yvóvreç aùròv С avdpec ' TOU тотоу £KtivOU 
* arepix wpov кнут, E ref 

dt Au. калоо» айтбу iva póvov * афорта: той ° крастідоо rov 
ila 4. 1нат!оу aurov, kai Soot ir Р dies noa. 
“+ na. XV. I Tore wpockpxovrat тф "Insov oi ame Teposo- 

ааа, Abuev» урарџатес̧ xai Paproaior Atyovrec 2 Аа ri ot 
45, Hagg. i. рабпта: aov ^ rapaPuivovew тт» ` wapadoaty тоу * того- 

“тер Ше. Burtpov ; ob yàp " yvimrovral TAÇ „Neigae aura Отау 
p Lake vi 8. aorov to . 30 St aroxpibele sixev avroic " Ма ті 

r eee en аш igt Wg, BD дар, E 
.] 4. ХН. (xxxiv.] 3 oni 221 rs хі. 2 only. . vL хххїх.[хх p 

ej Mk. (Joba EM ) ову. Exod. xxx. v sce Nam. xiv. 

84. em rov ууу уєуу. (as in Mi) 29 C! 18. 124. 157 Chr-2-6-9-n-0: et rn» yny ug 
yevy. (combs of Mt and Mk 
Chr(Field). 

36. om avrov B! (insd in marg a prima тани) Orig, Chr. 
Scr's m. 

Cuar. XV. 1. for xpocepy., xpoepxovrat Di- gr. 
latt(exc f) th Hil: aur 1 Orig. om o (as in the way: that it s 

DA 88 syr arm: alii aliter: txt P rel copt arm Orig, 

aft ogo: ins ау C 

for ты inoov, трос avrov D 
hould have 

been inad from Jrom || | Mk, as Meyer, is improb, н 180 the form of the sentence there 
ts different) BD 1. 1241. 

CP rel syr-cu syr eth Hil. 

209 al Scr'sa c ev-y 
фароао‹ and ypappartic (see || ME) BD 1. 15. 98. 124 

: ins CP rel. transp 
24 hice Syr copt arm Orig: txt 

2. om avrw» (as unnecessary: see also Mk vii. 3) BA 1. 229! lat F g, arm Orig, 
Chr-y-L. 

8. om avro:c D lat-s copt. 

and analogy of faith; and a notable 
example of the power of the higher spi- 
ritual state of man over the inferior laws 
of matter, so often brought forward by 
our Lord. See ch. xvii. 20; xxi. 21. 
$2.] John (vi. 21) adds xai Т Aybvero 
тд wAoior lvi тйс үйс elc Йу óxyov:— 
see note there. 38.] These 
were probably the crew of the ship, and 
distinct from the disciples. On «ov vids, 
see note, ch. iv. 3. It is the first time 
that our Lord is called so by men in the 
three synoptic Gospels. See ch. iii. 17; 
iv. 8; viii. 29: and John i. 34, 50. This 
feeling of amazement and reverence per- 
vaded the disciples also: see the strong 
ex ions of Mark vi. 52. 

] Mark vi. 53—56. Gennesar or 
Gennesaret,a district from which the lake 
was also occasionally so called, extended 
мо its western shore. See Josephus 8 
lowing description of the beauty and 

fertilite of this plain, B. J. iii. 10.7. At 
ite northern d wis Capernaum, near 
which our Lord landed, as would appear 
from John vi. 24, 25. 86. sapexáA. 

.lva] For a discussion of the con- 
straction of verbs of entreaty, &c. with iva 
and d rc, see note, 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 
On xpace. see note on ch. ix. 20. 
Buc. as E. V., were made perfectly whole. 

Cumar. XV. 1—20.] Discouxsx cox- 
CERNING EATING WITH UNWASHED 
HANDS. Mark vii. 1—23. From Mark 
it appears that these Scribes and Pharisees 
had come expressly from Jerusalem to 
watch our Lord: most probably after that 
Passover which was nigh at the time of 
feeding the five thousand, John vi. 4. 
2.} The Jews attached more importance 
to the traditionary exposition than to the 
Scripture text itself. The 3 the 
written word to water; the traditionary 
exposition to the wine which must be 
mingled with it. The duty of washing 
before meat is not inculcated in the law, 
but only in the traditions of the Scribes. 
So rigidly did the Jews observe it, that 
Rabbi Akiba, being imprisoned, and having 
water scarcely sufficient to sustain life 
given him, preferred dying of thirst to 
eating without washing hi ds, 
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-æ — a a 

rov доо ota ryv "ier Pa xc. 
11). xix. 

" everetAaro AEywy al, а Seu. l. 

4 „О " какоХоуёу e 
* брис de Ayer jen pn 

* ejt nÜgc" 6 [xat] ov Y тийсе roy татёра aurou [n Xr Gouge 

ть» иптфра avrov]: ka 

Ф:а thy ? тарадов:» v ишш». 

onrevacy тер! дио» `Наайшс Аё yu 8 t'O Хайс оўтос тос 
bo ch, v. 23, 94 al. Lev. zzvii, Я, 
SIME саи, ties only t. Esdr. ү оза 

f ch. xi aL der. ax. 1 

ncupd тд» vópov tov beo ? Kings tu. 
7: uw al od. l. є. 
UmoKoiral, * ка we E see Joha xii. 

88. Rev. Ц. 
28. Levit. 
Xx. 0. 

e eh. xvi. 96. Mark v. 96 al. Jer. H. 31. vii. 8. 
(yer, Prov. 1. 9б. v. 7.) c =j Mk. Mark xli. 28, 

g ША. xxix. 13, 

4. sia £v (from || ME) BD 1. 124 latt Syr syr-cu syr-marg copt eth arm Ptol Iren- 
lat 

: om BC'D rel vulg-ed(with forj 

Orig Cyr Jer: evsreiXaro Atywy С rel lat- 
( 07 with C?KLMU 33 am lat -a b c 

1 

rec aft ro» warepa ins cov 
з Jı Syr syr-cu syr-with-ob copt arm 

1040 lat-e f, 9, eth Iren- lat Orig, Chr 
ug. 

. om cai (to simplify the construction) BCD 1. d lat-a b e ff, J, syr-cu copt sth 
lat-c Orig Cyr,: ins L 

with ито above), with 
J syrr arm Jer Quas corresp 

rel Cyr,: txt BCDE?4 Frag -tisch 1. 38 Orig Cyr, Aug Jer. 
om 9 r. pnr. avrov BD (possibly from komaotel) lat-a ө syr-cu. 

rec rennen (ѓо 

rec т» 
eyToÀnv (from Mk vii. 9), with L Frag-tisch rel vulg lat-c f gi syr-txt arm-mss Cyr 

Orig: Tov Аб+уо» (from Mk vii. 18 ?) BD ]at-a b e ff, , Syr syr-cu syr-marg copt eth 
arm Iren-lat Eus Ang: rov уороу C 18. 124. 846 Ptol. 

8. rec ins (ite рог bef o Хаос ovroc and adds rw оторат: айтшы» (from Lxx), with 

pee rep аге not the elders, but the 
aneients. Seeref. Heb. : 

A 
dis the divine origin of the 

not merely of the Decalogue, 
E nit the second command quoted 
SS ok ta the Doe and it is to be 
observed that where the text has ó бе 
dyersitaro, Mark (vii. 10) has Mero: 
td rev. 4.) те. is a Hebraism, 
nor min: see reff. LX X. 5.) Light- 
foot on this verse shews that the expres- 

cited by our Lord did not always 
bind the utterer to consecrate his рго- 
perty to religious uses, but was by its 

Aric sufficient to absolve him 
the duty of caring for his parents: 

see further on the word Corban in Mark 

.is: But ye вау, Whosoever 
al oe "to his father or mother, That 
from which. mightest have been 

mother]. So || Mk., obcirs dgiere r. r. A. 
The joining of [xai] ob из] к. r. A. to the 

Vor. 1. 

de dv above, and making the aposiopesis 
after nnr. айтор, is inconsistent with the 
usage of ob nh, which contains in itself an 
apodosis, being an elliptical construction 
for ob дїюс ий or the like; see Hartung, 
Partikellehre, ii. p. 155 ff. The future 
ind. after ой pý makes the certainty more 
apparent: so cai rovro yap гд cidévat xp 
bre оф џи) Bvynoerar Корос ebptiv . 
Xen. Суг. viii. 1. 5. Вее more examples 
in Hartuhg, ib. Of course the а osis is 
өй, Lord's + not that of the Phari- 

ЕЯ portion of Isaiah from 
which this Кы is made (ch. xxiv.— 
xxxv.) sets forth, in alternate threatenings 
and ае the punishment of the mere 
nominal Israel, and the salvation of the 
true Israel of God. And, as so often in 
the prophetic word, its threats and pro- 
mises are for all times of the Church; 
the particular event then foretold being 
but one fulfilment of those deeper and 
more general declarations of God, which 
shall be ever having their successive illus- 
trations in His dealings ше een LXX, 

hecy is nearly according to the 
8 The citation in Mark is 
(if the spurions words in the rec. here be 
cancelled) verbatim the same with that in 
the text. Stier however maintains (vol. 
ii, p. 142) that the words in question: 
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cotra, 14 

Weg ouvrat. 15 

gir күч Bn асрат а 

11. Luke vi. ЗЫ only. Isa. xaiv. 

C rel lat.f вуг: om BDLN 88. 124 latt Syr 
Clem Orig[ expr : vapiOero bor awd тоў 
«al же кйр‹ор "Eyyitet por д Aade obrog iv ғ 
прогіжоџіу ye бт ove н Aikeow dviyoayey Н 
in Matt, tom. xi. 11, vol. iii. р. 492 
Jer Gaud Juv. (о Ааос ovr. a pos ( 
Clem, est a те Hil lat-ff (exc Tert Cypr). 

II. aft ov ins хау D. 

scripturarum est et publico sermone non er 
teritur " ы Tisch) Aug р in vv 18, 20)› coinguinat most latt. 
ert % 

for i ie Водро» кү 

ought to be supplied in Mark, because 
dyyiZes is wan to oppose to ré 
årixu, and dicc to connect with e 
in ver. 11. Ө.) LXX, Ivrahnara dvd. 
kai Sid ara ac. The two are here in ap- 
position, as in E. V. 10. ] dxtivouc 
plv іжтісторівас cai cara d¹,S 
we á&viárove: Tpizs d rò» Аус» эгрдс 
roy осу ec аЕолоуётгроу. Euth 
12.] This took place after our Lord 12 
entered the house and was apart from the 
multitude: see Mark ver. 17. тфу 
Aéyov] the saying addressed to the multi- 

EYATT'EAION 

pe кєн, me: and 215 Heb. ix. 18. Acts 2 и; 28 (. 
r ch. xii 

tch. asi S Lake xil. f. zvit. 6 28. 11 Gon iu. 6, Ke. iy 
ii, 29. Lake xvii. б 

I. IS Il. у Lake vi. во du 

XV. 

Mei ecix р ring, 7 & capdia avrov ! торро )axtya aw 
k narqv 8 Boral ut @:даскоутес m d da 

" évráÀpara ауброте». 
{ rr 5 бте avroic " Akobers ка cuviere, 

" etgepXOmEvor tic то отбиа P коо тд» avÜpwrov, алла 
то * éxaropevopevoy єк TOU отбнато. Tovro P xoswot roy 

rore eoced Bavrec ot рабпта! ‚ Аёуоооь 
aire Ol8ac ore ot Dapraator akobgavrec roy Абуо» 

„ёакаудаЛіадиеау; 13 0 à amoxpibeic є tiver Ilaca * фитна 
я iy ouk t epurevaey o ‚ warho pov о 

agere ab robe. 

rope 5: тофЛоу tdv 7 одпуў, арфотеро ис * Bobuvoy T 
атокю‹бас ёё o Пітрос̧ ert) avro 

10 каї троскаАеайнгуос 
11 ov то 

“ obpamoc ` éx piw- 

* odnyot 01У Tuphot ru A 

Col. ii. 29 only. 1. c. „ 12 vat. only. 
xl. ДА 

Au 4 Kin 

. завета д: Jer. L 10 
Acta і. 16. Rom. ii. 19 only. Esra viii. " 

wen тШ. 81. Rev. vil. 1? only. Ps. axiv. b. 
X Ме 

ут Lan copt eth arm Clem. rom Justin Ptol 
tov, Флер абтаїс AiEcow obrec Exe, 

orópart abràv cai rà {ўс kai 
Матдаїос rò *po$gruóv. Comm 

му P Tert Cypr Hil Ambr Ambrst 
e)1 

for sigtpy.. рхо 
communicat Dat Bei lat-c the 2nd time) 

for алехи, «orc D lat-a b o 

voy B. rom D'(twice), 
ert Jer(verbum communicat proprie 

“non teritur" is quoted “ con- 
for rovro, 

the ar- 
: txt C сетах 

: ас Воб. is aft the verh in Р 1 wth. 
epxecouvrat DF al Scr’s 1 mno ev-y Chr Cyr. 

the э of the Pharisees, al 
of human, and not of divine planting. That 
this is во, is clear by ágere Io aii: follow- 
sg en and by the analogy of our Lord's 

c symbolism, in which geed, plant, 
5 compared to doctrine, which how- 

growth becomes identified with, 
its recipients and 

disseminators. See rd illustrated in notes 
on the parable of the sower, ch. xiii. v- 
тб», natura: фигеа, curá.' Bengel. on 
verse see J xv. 1, 2. 15.) The 

Z o ёе... 
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ach. xiii, BA 
only. Jod vi. 
24. xii. 8 
only. 

16 o о X лгу 

ovTw VOELTE ore wav 
= © bere only. 

ro * четоргодргуоу eig то d атбра нс тп» * койма» ' N pP. 1. ы” 

kai “с * афгдроуа expa Nera: ; ; Bea & éxmopevopeva een 
ёк Tov атбиатос Єк тс кардас Et rat, Küktiva . Вал 
b Kouvot TOY avÜpwzov. 

* клока, P yevSonaprupiar, 
iori та 

xeno gaye ov 

' рёрп Tipou xai Zibovoc. Z 
ә 9 — ег » 7 * 

ато r орішу &Ktlvty eEeX DO 

(-дрот, Lev. х". 10, 90.) 
Fa. iv 4 а]. 

2. Wis. aie 28 only. 
o iere B9 onty t. (- perv, ch. zix. 18.) 

Mark vil. AE ME acu 5 reff. 
‚иң. 92. xvi. 18, Maik vill. l 10 al. 

Acts xiii. 50. Josh. x v. 1. i-r i 

15. ауте bef нясу В. 
CD rel latt, bef r. хара. 18. 124. 

9 ек va rue capdiac éLépxov- 
Lao wovnpoi, gover, 

° BAaconpuia. 

kotvovvra Р rv аудрытоу' 
KOLVOL P тоу avüpwrov. 

21 Kai £a o» єкҥб› о ‘I поойс 

Kat iov ym Xavavaia 21 li. 

кой ana тш rit 8 apd al ы үте ols: Jet 

21, 81. x. 10 
(from Deat. 

only. Wad торуна, ta 
20 А ace Я 

таёта e l. 1 Cor. ті. 19. 
Rev, х. 9, 10 
al. 2 Kings 

2 Chron. ZIL 

) . a D > 

are xp с Ta fo 255 "| 1 

e 

xpa ни Л уооса Em A 
* ds s 1 on 

хш; 37. Hos. ii. 3. iv, 
8,&c. Hos. і. 3. myonly. Gea. prd 16. 

ues sii. 31 al. tr, Esek. xzzv. 13. p art., cb. 
Hom. II. C. 966. r om eb, Н. 12, &c. тей. 

t ch. Ц. 16, xix. 1al Mt. Mk. rip de eRe, 
‚ 19. Joba 21. 48 ali. Acts xxii. 98 only. Esra Ш. 18. 

поуна, 

4 4 9 
ro & ‘avixroc 

om raurny (as sot in МЕ vii. 17) BZ 1 copt Orig: ins 

16. rec ins «gcovc bef аже», with CL rel lat F syr arm: om BDZ 38 latt Syr syr-cu 
seth. 

17. for ovrw, ov (see || Mk) BDZ 33 latt Syr syr-cu wth: txt С rel вуг copt(Treg). 
for ucsoptvop., ectpxoptvoy B 

18. for какеуа, exatva D lat-c ff, copt. rost D!. 
19. ВАасфпниа D'-gr lat-s syr-cu вуг sth. 
20. uci ra cowwwvourra, and koweyti D!. 

22. ExoaZev (more usual word) BD 1 lat-c Fi syr-cu copt arm: expakew Z vulg 
lat-a e f 91; syr Orig Chr Hil: гукра 
txpavyagey ins avrw, with L rel lat. 

saying in ver. 11, which is clearly the sub- 
ject of the question, was not strictly a 
wapaBorn, but а declaration; so 
that either Peter took it for а parable,— 
or apap. must be taken in ite wider 
sense of ‘an hard saying.’ Stier thinks 
that their questioning as to the meaning 
of parables in ch. xi ii. had habituated them 
to I 1 in this form. 

in ver. 11 was 
spoken re) the — who were ex- 
horted d robert к. ouriert: much more 
then ought the disciples to have under- 
stood it. åxpýv = adhuc із a later 
Greek word : PE (р. 128, ed. Lo- 
beck) says that enophon uses it once 
(ret): but this is not in the sense of irs, 
ut dori, even ною, ‘in artioulo ;’ see Lo- 

beck’s note, where he gives more examples. 
217.) erópart, ой yiverar Ovy- 

r&v piv, wç ipn ПЛатоу, eicodac, одос 
i &4фбартш». 

vyativ М: expavyacey © rel. 
1 Syr; олзошөш avrov D: aft Acyovea ins avre 

ixucipxyeras plv үче. re indignation of the Phariseos. 

rec aft 

айтф aria kal жота, фдартоё сератос 
фбарта rpogai. Adyor ді ikiaccy, ába- 
várov фъзүйс áÜávaro убро, д’ wy ò 
Aoyuróg Pioc cuPepvarar. Philo de Opif. 
Mundi, i. 

21—28.] ‘Tae CANAANITISH WOMAN, 
Mark vii. 24—30 : omitted by Luke. It 
is not quite clear whether our Lord actu- 
ally passed the frontier into the land of 
the араша or merely was on the frontier. 
The of ele ra nien in Mattbew 
favours the former supposition : see ch. ii. 
22; xvi. 18; also for Opa, ch. ii. 16; iv. 
18; viii. 34. Exod. xvi. 85, ele pipog 
Tic тое “to the borders of Canaan,’ 

been quoted as supporting the other 
view ; but the usage of our Evangelist him- 
self seems to carry greater weight. And 
the question is not one of importance; for 
our Lord did not go to teach or to heal, 
but, as it would appear, to avoid the зеге. 

Mark’s 
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v æ Ch. ХУЙ. 
18. xxi.4l. John x vill ' 
is Ac" " BaipoviCerat. 
zziii. 5. 

w ch. viil 6 

x4Kingexviil. 
„ see ch. 

viii. 8. xxl. та 

= Puil.iv.s, cove аоте ХА уоџса Корее ° Bonba por. 
d ] Then. iv. 

EYATTEAION XV. 

"ЕА гоо» pe kúpe viog Дауи" ў Üvyárno pou * какос 

B 0 d ovk атеко!Ө aury * Aoyov. 
Janesiv.8.) qooctAUóvrtc ot рабпта! avrov ? yowrouy avròv А уоутес „е 
sxem c.i" AroXucov aurny, От: крайы " отиоб.> wy. 

1 
Kat 

26 0 & атокр:- 
^ g kJ » - hj м өз a 

12. es. Oele cimev ‘ Оук Ekcarw Aa rov арто» тоу тёкуш» Kai 
li. 1. 

п = ch. xiv. 
reff. 

a 

zv.4.) Psa.cxvili. 176. JER. axvii. 
24, Acts avi. b. xxl 98. 2 Cor. vi. 2, from Isa. x 

f cb. xii. 2 al. fr. g ~ cb. vil. 6. 

vulg lat-c g,: om BCZ 1 am lat-a e Syr syr-cu copt eth arm Orig. 

15 g p À - ^ h L 
GARY rote c vvapioi. 

: oy Lak 
БАТЕ (ch. ix. 26 |. Rev. iv. б. v. Поу. ce xviii. 1 

1 $ 8b теу Ма! кори, kai 
ix. och. ж.б. (Lake 0. b = Acts 2. 

d ch. i. 2 ref. Gen. xiii. 26. e Merk ix. 22. 
lix.8, Heb. f. 18. Rev. ail. 16 only. Ps. Iz ix. ö. eviii. 117. 
h here (bis) and f only +. 

rec (for vtog) 
we, with CZ rel lat-a c d Orig: txt BD Bas. 

28. om Аоуо> Z. 
24. aft xpo8ara ins ravra D. 

rec nowrey, with EzL rel, -rox E'M : txt BCDXN. 

25. for wpocecuver, wpocexvynoer (corrn to historical tense) C rel vulg lat-a fl syrr 
syr-cu copt Chr ТЫ: txt BD M(-»n) 1. 831at-5 c I 91 

m || MX), with BC rel vulg lat- 26. rec (for eEeoriy) «ort каћоу 
k arm Orig. 

: ef 9, k Orig, : 
txt D (and perhaps no other ms) lat-2 5 c i: 9, l Orig, hom-Cl Bas-sel Hil, Ambr 
Ambrst Jer. 

account certainly implies that the woman 
was in the same place where our Lord was 
wishing to be hid, and could not. 23.) 
фто т. dp. ёк. . . does not belong to AE x0., 
but means of or from those - 
#{$©)\0.] coming out (they were going by 
the way, see ver. 23): i.e. from her house, 
or town, or village. The inhabitants of 
these parts are called Canaanites, Num. 
xiii. 29; Judg. i. 30, 32, 88; and Phoni- 
cians, Exod. vi. 15 (LXX); Josh. v. 1 
(LXX). Mark calls her "EAAnpic, i. e. a 
heathen by religion, and Zópa Фогуікісса 
Tq yivt : and describes her only as having 
come to our Lord in the house. But by 
the acconnt in our text, she had been 
crying after the Lord and the disciples by 
the way previously; and Mark's account 
must be understood to begin at ver. 25. 
From Mark iii. 8, Luke v1. 17, we learn 
that the fame of our Lord had been 
in these parts, and multitudes from thence 
had come to Him for healing. It was not 
this woman's dwelling-place, but her de- 
scent, which placed the bar between her 
and our Lord's ministrations. The ex- 
pression vid¢ Aaveid shews her acquaint- 
ance with Jewish expressions and expecta- 
tions; but the whole narrative is against 
De Wette's supposition, that she may 
have been a proselyte of the gate. 
23.] The reason alleged by the disciples 
must be Mir with our Lord's unwill. 
ingness to known, stated by Mark 
(vii. 24), and means, she will draw the 

attention of all upon ws.’ The word ёжб- 
Avcov does not necessarily imply granting 
her request, nor the contrary ; but simply 
dismiss her, leaving the method to our 
Lord Himself. 24.] See ch. x. Б. 
Such was the purpose of our Lord’s per- 
sonal ministry; yet even this was occa- 
sionally broken by such incidents as this. 
The ‘ fountain sealed’ sometimes broke its 
banks, in token of the rich flood of grace 
which should follow. See Rom. xv. 8. 

25.] Abova, i. e. into the house 
where our Lord was. See Mark vii. 24. 

20. xvvaplow] No further con- 
tempt is indicated by the diminutive, still 
less any allusion to the daughter of the 
woman: the word is commonly used of 
tame dogs, as diminutives ently ex- 
press familiarity. бо in Xen. Cyr. viii. 4. 
20, el 02 peyadrny yapeic, fjv wore Bob 
abriy pôv E , a, просаллесдаі ce 
Canoe we ta. 27.] The 
sense of kal is not given by ‘yet’ in 
the E. V. e woman, in her humility, 
accepts the appellation which our Lord 
gives her, and grounds her plea upon an 
inference from it. Her words also have a 
reference to äte epwrov хоргасдђуає rd 
гікуа, expressed by Mark vii. 27. The 
Vulgate has rightly, ‘Etiam Domine: nam 
et catelli edunt) Yea, Lord: for even 
the dogs eat: or, for the dogs too eat. 
Our Lord in the use of the familiar di- 
minutive, has expressed not the unclean- 
ness of the dog во much, as his attach- 

6.Z paĝ. Z. 
24 0 & BCDEG 

KLMS 
amokpiÜric elev Оюк drecräl my и ий tig та ° ятоо[Зата AS 

© awoAwAora otkov Ioan. 25 % St ceA0ovca ? трос- 



P pera- 
Pan ow 

И sapa.. 

MP8UV 
XA1.33. a om yap (as superfluous : see also is || Mk) B lat-e Syr. 

23—81. 

yap rd kvvapta ! tobie awe то» MM, rov 
граж лс то» корішу aurwy. 

awoxpibtic o о '[ncouc теу айту “Q yovat, peyadn соо 1 
со: we Ota uc. 

тоу ало тпс 

rioric n укунӨпт " 

айттс ато тїс woag Exelyne. 

29 Kai" peraBidc 
ааваа» тпс Га\Ааѓас̧ ка! 

ікабпто exe, 5% 

ev-y; for үлүш, UM D. 
28. om o «ne. D fuld syr-cu 

КАТА МАӨӨАТОМ. 

? EN o Insoic aber тара iv 

cal прос̧пАдо» аут» було: тоААо i 
EXovrec мб i taurwy P ywAouc, rote, *xwporc, ' 

Aube kat ёт{роос oM oic kai 

robe wó6ac avrov, Kat tÜrpümtvctv abrobe, 
raum тд» OxAov Bavpacat BAéwrovrac * көфойс Aadovvrac, 

"xuAAovde vyteic, kai PywAovug теритатоуутас̧, kat тиф- 
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1 , 
TUTTOV- і w.àvó, 

ou 
Ф 

28 TOTE 47 

ка ‹а0% n Buyarne *% al 

n ch. xi. 1 ref. 
о 60 Opoc ° och. v. I гей. ° ауа8ас ис ch. xi 6 al. 

* Eppupay ab robe тара „д, 
l Gere 

18. (-* теѓ», 

Acts 2211.23.) 

for sobu, ecfiovory 
for коршш», evvapiwy D! (not lat). 

om e D 259 forj. 
90. ye. ck. тефл. кф. B: xx. кеф. rv. коЛА. CK: xw. rok. evar. D 219 

al Sers с lat-g, 1: сеф. ywA. rvgd. CURA. LMA am(with fuld) вуг: кеф. rv. x 
ru. Dn qum 
хара, vxo —om ж.т 

lat-3 a cfe avroic Сі. 
ке (т 

al vary: txt Р rel Syr syr-cu copt arm. 
тес (for avrov) rov тою, with CP rel lat. 

syrr eth: txt BDL 38 latt syr-cu copt arm Chr Aug. aft avrove add ravrag 

тоу oyÀov) rovc oxAovc (perhaps to conform to oyXo above and Be- 
Mod: c below), with BP rel: txt CDUA 1. 38 ev-y Orig, 
bef Gavpaca: В: BAexovra 33. 287 ev-150! Chr-y. 
В 59. 115. 288 syr-marg eth: add ка: D 13. 157 syrr. 

Chr-y-H-. Влетоугас 
for. AaXovvrac, акоооутас 

om киААоъ»р унс 
1 ev-y latt a copt sth Jer(* ubi Latinus interpres transtulit debiles, in 
scriptum est 
nomen, ut quomodo claudus dicitur 
letur, qui unam manum debilem habet. 

киХАоўс, quod non generale debilitatis sed unius infirmitatis est 
i uno claudicat pede, sic rvAAóg appel- 

ү os proprietatem hujus verbi non habemus. 
Unde et in consequentibus Evangelista ceterorum debilium exposuit. sanitates, horum 
tacuit. Quid enim sequitur ? Et curavit Ac. De evAdoic tacuit, quia quid e con- 
ваго поки ато habebat." Comm in loc. Tischdf ed. 2, made Jer state “ in interpretem 

;" in ed. 7 he says “ Hier interpretem latinum dicit de kvAAoig facwisse 

"D ^ "Tischdf ought to have written “ 
having ref to «оЛЛоёс ver. 30). 

ment to and dependence on the human 
Jamily : she lays hold on this favourable 
point and makes it her own, ‘if we are 

then may we fare as such ;—be 
fed with the crumbs of Thy mercy.’ She 
was, as it were, under the of the 
table—close on the confines Israel's 
feast. Some say that the фіка are the 
pieces of bread on which the hands were 
wiped, еіс d тас xtipac &жонаттби уо 
elra косі» A (Eustathius, cited by 
Trench on Mir. Р but the rerréy- 
re looks more accidental falling, and 
the Хуга like minute crumbs. 28.] 
In Mark, 2:4 тобто» rd» Aóyov, Braye. 
The greatness of the woman's faith con- 

guid &: it will be seen from the full ачен 

rec om ка def x» with 

ven above that for “interp. 
t Jer says of the interp. lat. 

rel latt arm: ins 

sisted in this, that in spite of all discourage- 
ments she continued her plea ; and not only 
so, but accepting and laying to her account 
all adverse circumstances, she out of them 
made reasons for urging her request. St. 
Mark gives the additional circumstance, 
that on on ela to her house she found 
the devil gone out, and her daughter lying 
on the bot 

20—89.] HEALING BY THE SEA OP 
GALILEE. Peculiur to Matthew (see Mark 
vii. 81—87). FEEDING OF THE FOUR 
THOUSAND. Mark viii. 1—10. 
2 o & is the high land on the 

the. lake, not any particular 
ы From this account it is uncer- 
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t e ch. v. 16. 
iz.8al. Ps. 
Ixx x v. 9, 13. 

u Luke і. 48. 
Isa. xxix 

Ao (QAémovrac, kai 

ETATTEAION XV. 

*éBoLacav тд» * boy "'Терай\, 
33 * TD. » , a è * > € 

o & ‘Incove pockaAecáutvoc voUc pabnrag avrov 
ўме рву `“ УпЛауууіЌорає émi тд» oxov, Ота 585 " tintoat 
w constr. | 

Loke x. 
Acts v. 7. 

x (Mk. Acts 
хі. 23. ziti. 
48. xviii. 
18. ! Tim. i. 8. v. 5 ony: Jodg. Hi. 95. 

а[овіу. Dan. vi. 18 LXX ошу. 
28. 1 Macc. Ш. 17. 

BCDMPA 1 lat-f syrr syr-cu copt th. 
L 1. заттай mary 

32. for eri», Мун C: ad 
add rovro» DE? Scr's c lat-b c f copt Hil. 
copt. 

^g? - э A. 
xat droA bod avrovc 

Wiad. Ш. 9 oniy. y oh. vill. 20 reff. я = тет. 93. 
bi Mk. Gal. vi. 9. Heb. xii. 8, 6 only. Jodg. vili. 15. 1 Kings xiv. 

latt(not D-lat) syr-cu arm Ori 
avroig CK al copt. (See Mork 

Mk. - x é U * 9 y [ 4 ГА L 

s. тоес *mpocuévougiv pot Kat ойк "Eyouw ті g. 
9 

*ynorec ov OA, иптоте b iK- 

ет. 23. 

ins rovc bef rv$*ovc D. edutaZor 
Chr Thl. 
viii. 1.) aft ox Ao 

om nôn B 106. 301 lat-/: «ov Syr 
rec nytpas (grammi emendation), with E(Treg) Orig, : txt BCDP rel.— 

non nutpoi y «ow kac D arm (also an emendation, but testifying to прераь being the 
original). Ў 

tain to which side of the lake our Lord 
came; from Mark vii. 31 we learn that 
it was to the eastern side, dvd pícov 
Tüv dpiwy Десатбћес̧. 30.] куло 
are persons maimed in the hands; see 
Jerome in var. readd. (But it is also 
used of the feet, ri dopo móða ot xvAdv 
avd kócXov коє\гїс; Aristoph. Av. 1379.) 
The meaning need not be, that a wanting 
member was lied to these persons; 
but that a debility, such as that arising 
from paralysis or wound, was healed. 
ESfiwav, not in neglect, but from haste 
and rivalry. 81.] Mark (vii. 32—37) 
gives an instance of vs Aadovvras. 

тд» 6. "IapayA] Perhaps this last 
word is added as an expression of the joy 
of the disciples themselves, who contrasted 
the fulness and abundance of the acts of 
mercy now before them with the instance 
which they had just seen of the difficulty 
with which the faith of a Gentile had pre- 
vailed to obtain help. 82.] The 
modern German interpreters assume the 
identity of this miracle with that narrated 
in ch. xiv. 14 ff. If this be so, then our 
Evangelists must have forged the ch 
attributed to our Lord in ch. xvi. 9, 10. 
But, as Ebrard justly remarks (Evangelien- 
kritik, p. 532), every circumstance which 
could vary, does vary, in the two accounts. 
The situation in the wilderness, the kind 
of food at hand, the blessing and breaking, 
and distributing by means of the disciples, 
these are common to the two accownts, and 
were likely to be so: but here the matter 
is introduced by our Lord Himeelf with 
an expression of pity for the multitudes 
who had continued with Him three days : 
here also the provision is greater, the num- 
bers are less than on the former occasion. 
But there is one small token of authenticity 
which marks these two accounts as refer- 

ring to two distinct events, even had we 
not such direct testimony as that of ch. 
xvi.9, 10. It is, that whereas the baskets 
in which the fragments were collected on 
the other occasion are called by all four 
E ists кӧфіуоь, those used for that 
purpoee after this miracle are in both Matt. 
and Mark And when our Lord 
refers to the two miracles, the same dis- 
tinction is obserced ; a particularity which 
could not have arisen except as pointing to 
a matter of fact, that, whatever the distinc- 
tion be, which is uncertain, different kinds 
d baskets were used on the two occasions. 

erhaps the 5 reason for supposi 
-the two identical (given by De Wette, 
Schleiermacher, and others) is an imagined 
difficulty in the question of the disciples, 
wey i c. r. A., во soon after the former 
miracle; as if the same slowness to believe 
and trust in divine power were not repeat- 
edly found among men, and instanced in 
Scripture itself;—compare Exod. xvi. 18 
with Num. xi. 21, 22; and read in Exod. 
xvii. 1—7 the murmurings of the Israelites 
immediately after their deliverance at the 
Red Sea. And even could we recognize this 
as a difficulty, it is not necessarily implied 
in the text. Our Lord puts the matter to 
them as a question, without the slightest 
intimation of His intention to supply tho 
want supernaturally. They make answer 
in the same spirit, without venturing (as 
indeed it would have been most unbecom- 
ing in them to do, see John ii. 8, 4) to sug- 
gest the working of & miracle. De Wette's 
assumption that the of кӧфгуог and 
exvpiósc shews two different traditional 
sources used by the author, would make it 
necessary to suppose that the forger of ch. 
xvi. 9, 10 has been skilful enough to pre- 
serve this distinction ; an seldom 
found in interpolations of early Christian 

BCDEF 
GHKL 
MPSUY 
XA l. & 
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32—39. 
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x 

d Побе» à Пру ev " épnuia. apro: rogovrot ‘were & Xoprácat 8 zi. 18. 
оҳЛоу тосоуто» ; ; 

35 

36 

kai Mya аўто с о Insouc [10covc 
üprovc yere; of 0 sirov Errá, kai 9Mya 

kai erte vo- roic byAarg ' dvameaeiv eri rv yw, 
Kai Хао» тоос erra üprovc Kat TOUC ixbbae 

0080. 

k aL 
ev a- ceat! 18. X 1 

рістПаас 1ёкЛасеу ка! t dot v то paĝnraic, ot 6€ paOnrat Is Mark vi. 

rote ox Ac. 

Kai ro ™ . TUV 

дас прис. 

97 kat рауоу хаутєс ка! * ExoprácÜnsa», Jon xal «3 
* dadith xil 10, 

" кАасийтш» Поау Erd 8 жө. 
88 и St обіоьтес й ўсау verpakicy uo, äv- 16% Wis. 

Spec хэос „ cal 1. 
BCDEF тоос oy. 
GAKL 

Kat 3 lob xiv. 19 

Aoug ? ауп s с то тАоюу» ка! Абе» с та * орга „ 

MSUV. Mayad v. sive Аи 
oaly +. 

och. xiv. 15 теб. р = ch. lv. 52 § МҮ. only. Jonah і. 8 vat. q ver. 29 reff. 

$3. rec aft panra: ins avrov (from || MX), "s CDP rel lat-c f -cu eth : 
om B 1. 237 lat-a b e I. 4 9, ¢ copt arm. aft robe ins ovy yD 1 latt (not 7) 
seth arm. or груша, epnpw тохи (ch. xiv. 18, 15; Га ix. 12) C copt Orig. 

34. aft «xov ins avrw D- gr 106 syrr 
35. for eceXevotv, тарауунћас̧ (see || e | Mx) E BD 1. 13. 33. 124 copt Orig(expr, Id: 

оё cee, АМАА mapayyiAÀAe), precipit latt, cum 
Hil(fwrbis jubetur discumbere). 
b c ff, Lg, 4 U вуг sth arm Orig: rovc oyAovg CU 
txt PU-corr 

Tw ох s (as | MA) BD 1. 13. 33. 124 
iussisset D-lat: txt CP rel ч 

t- 

Sers c Chr-2-6-9-g-p(and Fd.): 
! rel lat-a e f k Syr syr-cu copt Hil Chr-x -1-x. 

36. for cat AaBwy, Na (grammatical emendation) BD ‘i 18. 38. 124 copt: txt 
CP rel eth arm. 
bef «vx. BD 1 latt Syr syr-cu copt. 
33. 124 Chr Thdor-mops : txt CP rel vss. 

tvyapiornoey (omg exAacer) C'(appy) 
( for ur M NOR 

(lat-a ?). ins cat 
(rom || МЕ) BD 1. 13. 

rec aft ua0nraic ins avrov 
Mk), with CP rel vulg lat-a ö f syrr syr-cu: om BD 1. 13. 83. 124 al em lat-c ffi 
copt arm Chr. 
! an: txt 

arm: txt BD 1. 83 latt æth. 
. ins ec bef т.траксхМмо: (from || 

L rel syr 

р. 325) supposes that they may have been 
used to sleep in, during the stay in the 
desert. 39.) Of 

known. Lightfoot (Centurio Choro- 

Mk cc) B 1. 13. 33. 124 lat.. 
transp waidiwy and yvrvawwy» D 1. 124 . ae 

39. rec «ve(9g (emendation to more usual word, | 
1. 33, e sil) (rvBa«we D) : txt C rel (and 15 of Scr’s mss) Chr. 

eth arm: раудаћау CM 33 copt : txt B Dite pay.) Ni в 
also рда К: latt Jer Aug, and magado S 
and the better known name Magdala to have 

nothing 

9 
rec (for roig оуАо‹с) rw oxdw (from || Mk), with CDP rel 

KLM 1. 13. 83. 124 al lat- f ff, Syr 
37. rec прау bef ro wep. rev cr. (from || Mk), with С 

syr-cu copt. 
rel lat. ff, (syrr syr-cu) 

syr wth arm. 
) syr-cu copt La ie 
also having анас) ж with B (8 

тес payéaXa, with 
„ syr jer. 

appears to have been original, 
on substituted : see note.) 

graph. Marco premissa, p. 413 
Magdala to have been o y a Sabbath- 
day's journey from Chamnath Gadara on 
5 and on the east side of the 
N he is mistaken, for 

— trav (see Winer, Realwörter- 
buch, in v.) place it about three miles 
from Tiberias, on the west side of the lake, 
where is now a village named Madschel. 
Dalmanutha, mentioned by Mark (viii. 10), 
seems to have been a village in the neigh- 
bourhood. 
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r oh. ir. 1. 8 at. 

3 Kings x. I. 
ach. zii. ЗЫ 

reff, 
t ch. il. 19. 

Acis ix. 
n Sir. 1, 21 
а a 

ach. xiv. 16 
$3 aL Jadkh 
zlii. 1 only. 

v here only t. 
Sir, Hi. 1 

EYAITEAION 

XVI. ! Kat тросеАдоутес ot Dapisaion каї Zad- 

Sovxaios ‘ wetpaZovrec Exnowrnoay avrov ' отиноу ёк тоо 

al % ovpavou ' r avroic. 
[° "'Oyac " yevonévnc Aéyere ` Ера, Y wuppace уар о 

ovpavóc" 3 kai mowi Znüutpov * xttutov, " wuppale yàp 

XVI. 

e , 4 y 7 m 

20 & drop ert avrotc 

е 9 7 ` ` — * - 
iis’ 7 стоууаоу о ovpavoc, то piv "pocwmov rov oUupavou 

only. 
w hore (bis) 
only +. (-рбе, 
Rev. vi. 4. 

iSt 19 т. Ali. 19. „o 

хе Асізх я? ^ ree 
зи (ch. xzie. 

19 F. xxxii. 10 ouly. (~yvde, Wisd. xvii. В. 
see Neb. xiil, 24. b 

d = Асізі. 7. 1 These. v. 1. 

Cuar. XVI. L om o: 1. 33. 124 al ev-y Orig. 
om онас to end of ver 3 BV X-txt N mss- 
y): with asterisks in E: ins CD rel latt syrr 
il Juv. (The omn has prob arisen from the 

2. om avroic D lat-a с ff; g,. 
mentd-by-Jer syr-cu arm-zoh Orig(a 
copt sth Eus-canon Chr Thl Euthym 
similar passage, ch xii. 38.) 

9. for ovpavoc, атр D-gr. 

а Р b 8 7 ` & c — - 
YtVWOKETE LAK OLVELY, та иша тоу 

- f е 

Sivaabe ;] 4 ууа тоупоа Kat й payanic onutioy ет n- 

kai anusiov ov Sofncerat айту, & un TO cnusov 
20 | Mk. John х. 22. 9 Tim. iv. gl) only. Job xaxvil, б. 

} s Lake xii. ¢ 
2 1 Cor. xi. . (cb. xxi. 21 aL) Job zii. II. 

e ch. хіі. 89 reff. f 

d 2 on? каро» OU 

y Mack x, 2 only. Етек. zxvil. 85. Ax vill. 
â. Jam. I. 11. Ps. cili. 80. a constr. 

om ch. Iv. $ refi. 
cb. vi. 83 reff, 

avrov bef exnpwracay D. 

rec ins vrorpirai bef ro реу (see Luke xii. 56), with 
E rel lat-b e f ff, 9, Syr copt ; кає С? 33 : om C'DLA 1. 38 al Scr's b ev-z vulg lat-a с 
ST, l syr eth arm Aug. 

4. om cas ноххамс D lat-a е f, , 9, Prosp. 

CHA». XVI. 1—4. REQUEST .FOR A 
SIGN FROM HEAVEN. Mark viii. 11—18, 
but much abri . See also Luke xii. 64 
and notes. . суреоу ёк ToU оўрауо® 
see notes at ch.xii.88. There is no groun 
for supposing that this narrative refers to 
the same event as that. What can be more 
natural than that the adversaries of our 
Lord should have met His miracles again 
and again with this demand of a sign from 
heaven? For in the Jewish superstition 
it was held that demons and false 
could give signs on earth, but only the 
true God signs from heaven. In the apo- 
ауу Epistle of Jeremiah, ver. 67, we 

of the gods of the heathen, onpeta re 
iv l0ytaw iv ойра» ob jr) ÓuEwciv .... 
And for such а notion they alleged the 
bread from heaven given by Moses (see 
John vi. 31), the staying of the sun by 
Joshus (Josh. x. 12), the thunder and rain 
by Samuel (1 Sam. xii. 17, compare Jer. 
xiv. 22), and Elijah (James v. 17, 18). 
And thus we find that immediately after 
the first miraculous feeding the same de- 
mand was made, John vi. 80, and answered 
by the declaration of our Lord that He 
was the true bread from heaven. And 
what more natural likewise, than that our 
Lord should have uniformly met the de- 
mand by the same answer,—the sign of 
Jonas, one so calculated to baffe his ene- 
mies and hereafter to fix the attention 
of His disciples? Here however that an- 

for emnret, атн B*(sic 

swer is accompanied by other rebukes suffi- 
ciently distinctive. — It was now 5 
the evening (see Mark viii. 10, (0c) 
our Lord was looking on the glow in the 
west which suggested the remark in ver. 2. 
On the practice of the Jews to demand a 
sign, see 1 Cor. i. 22. 3.] Mark 
viii. 12 adds kal dwacrevatac ry пуеб- 
part abro) . . ., omitting however the 
sentences following. The Jews were much 
given to prognosticating the rains, &c. 
of the coming season in each year. See 
Lightf. who cites examples. 8.) Po- 
lybius iv. 21. 1, speaks of the %% avorn- 
piay (of the Arcadians) ric abroic xap- 
merat did rjv. roù weptixovrog (&їрос) 
Vvxpórnra kai ervyrórgra. * Si circa 
occidentem rubescunt nubes, serenitatem 
futurs diei spondent; concavus oriens 
pluvias predicit; idem ventos cum ante 
exorientem eum nubes rubescunt: quod 
si et nigre rubentibus intervenerint (zvj- 
Ки orvyvatwr) et pluvias Plin. Hist. 

at. xviii. 85. T , because 
стоүубс and orvyvdlw are properly used 
of sadness and obscurity in the visage of 
man. TOv корбу, Of times, gene- 
rally. The Jews had been, and were, 
most blind to the signs of the times, 
at all the great crises of their history 
and also particularly to the times in 
which they were then living. The sceptre 
had departed from Judah, the lawgiver 
no longer came forth from between his 
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Вонг». 
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КАТА MAeeAION. 
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о & ‘Incovc simsy avroic Opare Kai 
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мк. 

ect 4 аяд сота 172 1 
7 ot $: ja. Heb vi. 

п 248. 2, 18. 

0 ob rouc xil. la Cor. 

#Аатє ; П тос ov vostre Ore oU тєр! арто» el roy Upiv 5 “ж ч, ге s. 
oL Ро. Ex. 2 (). 9 Macr. 3 
iL 8. 1 Chron, Avi. 12. Tard. ni 
ix. 20 oaly f. 

from inspection 
TOV хрофутоо 

Eures (and bef о.) D'-gr, 
ch xii. 39), with C 

BDL am(with em forj fuld hari tol) lat: i g, 
б. sç ro тера» ктєАХабоуто bef о na0gro« D lat-ab се 

rec aft pa@nra: adds avrov, with L 
Orig: om BCD 209. 346 ev-y lat-e arm Hil. 
pad. A 301. 

Sers e w lat-e. 
7. for o: де, rore D 4 lat- a b cef, g 
8. rec aft «xe» ins avrog, with 

1 ch. xiv. 81 reff. m constr., те агы 
of. ch. xv. 84 l. Acts и ch. хіт. 20 reff. 

810 latt: txt B' C rel. rec aft swya ins 
"d рекке eth dum ORE: om 

1.2 9 syr- eu Hil.—om о 
lat syrr syr-cu copt æth 

haBay bef aproug (see || Mi BK 

Б X(Treg) rel lat-a ff, Syr syr-cu copt: om 
BDKLMS X(Tisch) A 1. 83. 124! Ser's a e wi ev-y vulg lat-c e f g, l вуг eth arm Orig 
Thi I ое а 

txt С rel lat-f syrr syr-cu ua 
9. aft „5 ore 

rerp. below ишу Mte f. „„ 
IL. rec ( 

83 al, lat-e f D- lat syr-ms copt Chr 

feet, the prophetic weeks of Daniel were 
just at their end; yet they discerned none 
of these things. 4.| See note on 
ch. xii. 89. 

5—12.| WARNING AGAINST THE LEA- 
YEN OF THE PHARISEES AND SADDUCERS. 
Mark viii. 18— 21. 5. стовв- 
ing of the lake was not the voyage to 
Magadan mentioned in ch. xv. 89, for 
after the dialogue with the Pharisees, 
Mark adds (viii.18), warty lud ажӯлдеу 
tig rò пёрах. ed.] not for a 
pluperfect : After they had come to the 
other side, they piu to take bread; 
viz. on their land j . This 
$a also to be ше ишш ark (viii. 14), 
who states their having only one loaf in 
the ship, not to shew that they Aad for- 
gotten to take bread before starting, but 
5 have provided 
some on 6. тїз könne] See 
beginning of note on ch. xiii. 33. It is 
from the penetrating and diffusive power 
of leaven that the comparison, whether 
for good or bad, is derived. In Luke 

re, exert (rom v BD 13. 124 latt syr-ms-marg copt eth arm 

тоюс TrtvrakicxiAeioic D (and во тос 

т apTwy) aprov, with D-gr rel latt Orig Lucif Ambr: txt BCKLMS 1. 
ишу bef «rov C 209. 287. 259: om ошу 

xii. 1, where the warning is given on a 
wholly different occasion, the leaven is 
explained to mean, Aypocrisy ; which is of 
all evil things the most penetrating and 
diffusive, and is the charge which our Lord 
most a brings against the Jewish 

ark we read, «ai тйс Cépnc 
"Hoadov. The Herodians were more a 
political than а religious sect, the depend- 
ants and supporters of the dynasty of 
Herod, for the moet Sadducees i in re- 

bred. was "the 5 —how- 
ever it might be disguised by external 
difference of sentiment. They were all 
unbelievers at heart. % dav- 
tois = rpòc dAAndove Mark viii. 16. 
This is an important to which 
"uen have occasion to refer again. 

] not only had they forgotten 
these miracles, but the weighty lesson 
given them in ch. xv. 16—20. The re- 
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p ver. 6 P mpocéxere 82 ато ric бипс тоу Papicaiwy Kat Dad- 

doucaluv. TUTE Guvnkay ore ойк £i gy " wpocey tty ато 

cung rc {бипс тоу aprov, adda ажо тпс *!aync rov 
ahn vii. 16 ` 7 

а. P Фар:саішь kat Laddovkaiwy. 
E мак 13 'EA0o» 88 о 'Iucove не rà ' ption Katoagetac тїс 

. 10. Acts э ` — н. аш. Ou Gov nowra rovc набптас avrov. Ауы» Tiva At you- I. X. 3. 
Exod. xvi. 
85. 

D lat-a 5 ff, Lucif. 
srpocexere 
Scr’s a d i? p: wpogexay add evv-y-z al ТЫ (all 
ert): txt BCL i. 6. 148. 234? copt ath 

ew ч ` tS - 9 , 
сіу OL avÜpwroi tiyat TOV ШОУ TOU avÜpwsrov ; 

• 14 ot 8 

rec (for wpoceyere дє) xpoceyew, with X rel syr-cu вуг arm: 
1 13. 124 latt (бут) Lucif Ambr: spoctxe» wpoceyere бе C? 33. 346 al 

emendatio ns from misunderstanding 

12. rec (for rev ape rov aprov, with б rel lat-e f: om D 124! lat-a 5 ff, arm 
Lucif: txt BL 1 ev-y 
txt B(see table) CD rel.] 

18. om avrov D. 

g lat-g,., Г syr-ms copt sth. 
transp сад. and фар. B. 

rec ins ре bef Aeyovow (from | Mk Lu. This is more ap- 

[rec an, with ЕЁ: om 33: 

55 the readings in C and D), with L rel syrr syr-cu Iren. lat ig, Hil Aug 
: тара Aeyovorw pe c. r. A. C: туа pe о: avô. X. eivai r. r. A. D lat - a 

lat: txt B vulg lat -o syr-jer copt sth Iren - ms Orig, or: Ambr, 

proof is much fuller in Mark, where see 
note. On xoġlvovs and pe, see 
note, ch. Xv. 36. This voyage brought 
them to Bethsaida : i. e. Bethsaïda Julias, 
on the North-Eastern side of the lake, 
seo Mark viii. 22, and the miracle there 
related. 
• 18—20.] CONFESSION o» PETER. Mark 
viii. 27—30. Luke ix. 18—21. Here 
St. Luke rejoins the synoptic narrative, 
having left it at ch. xiv. 22. We here 
begin the second great division of our 
Saviour’s ministry on earth, introductory 
to His appels d ens death. Up to this 
time we have no distinct intimation, 
like that in ver. 21, of these events. This 
intimation is brought in by the solemn 
uestion and confession now before us. 

And as the former period of His ministry 
was begun by a declaration from the Father 
of His Sonship, so this also, on the Mount 
of ration. 18. Kaicapeías 

$.] A town in Gaulonitis at the foot 
of Mount Libanus, not far from the 
source of the Jordan, a day's journey 
from Sidon, once called Laish (Judg. 
xviii. 7, 29) and afterwards Dan (ibid.), 
but in later times Paneas, or Panias, 
from the mountain Panium, under which 
it lay (Joseph. Апі. xv. 10. 3. Ф‹А{тто» 
Kaicopeiag, д» IIaveáda Фобикес xpoc- 
ayoptóovrm, Euseb. H. E. vii. 17). The 
tetrarch Philip enlarged it and gave it the 
name of Cæsarea (Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2. 1). 
In after times King Agrippa further en- 
larged it and called it Neronias in honour 
of the emperor Nero (Jos. Antt. xx. 9. 4). 
This must not be confounded with the 
Cwearea of the Acts, which was Cæsarea 

J, Iren- 
om тоу D. 

Stratonis, on the Mediterranean. See Acts 
x. 1, and note. The following enquiry took 
place iv тӯ ody, Mark viii. 27. St. Luke 
gives it without note of place, but states it 
to have been asked on the disciples joining 
our Lord, who was praying alone, Luke ix. 
18. viva рау who do men 
say that the Воп of Man is? тд» vid» roù 
dp. being equivalent to us in the corre- 
sponding sentence below, ver. 16. Of those 
who read pe in the text, some would ren- 
der as if our Lord had said,‘ Who say 
men that I am? the Son of Man? i.e. 
the Messiah? (Bera, Le Clerc, and others, ) 
but this is inadmissible, for tho answer 
would not then have been expressed as it is, 
but affirmatively or negatively. Equally 
inadmissible is Olshausen's rendering ip? 
тӧу vidy той dvd. (oc оїдате) бута. Me, 
who аш, as ye are aware, the Son of Man ?' 
an expression, Olshausen eays, by which 
the disciples would be led to the idea of the 
Son o d. Butthen this would destroy 
the simplicity of the following question, 
But who say ye that I am! because 
it would put into their mouths the answer 
intended to be given. The E. V. has be- 
yond doubt the right rendering of the 
reading : and réy vi. т. d. is a pregnant 
expression, which we now know to imply 
the Messichship in the root of our human 
nature, and which even then was taken b 
the Jews as = the Son of God, (see Luke 
xxii. 69, 70,) which would serve as a test 
of the faith of the disciples, according to 
their understanding of it. ol dv@perwar 
(generic : = ol óyAo in Luke), i. е. the edpł 
к. alpa of ver. 17, the Auman opinion. 
14.] It is no contradiction to this verdict 
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1 ref. io Oi ue Ion тд» Barrtorhr, аАХо: дё Hia», 13 
repot de ‘Tepepiay 3 N tva теу трофптоу. 

‚ 16 “"Y pec ot riva ре Aéyere eivat ; 

15 Аун ауто Еа 

атокреіс Se Laer Wa al) ^pa. 

Петрос бле» Du 0 * xpurróc о мос Tov 1 TOU af or av. xv. 50. 

А Соутос. 17 

карюс 1 Tuo Вара 
amokpiÜsic St о ‘Incovc теу аўтф Ма- 

Ore " cape kat aipa OUK Leis, 
* an жн, 

Y awexaduyiv aot, aÀÀ о катйр pov о ty тос ойрауо. HALF, 

14. om о pey (seo || Mk Le) D lat-a b e ff 9, : años A.—for а\\о, ot B Chr. 
15. aft avro ins o ic C 83 vulg lat ö c f g, arm-zoh. 
18. aft arer ins avro D lat. i arm-usc. 
17. rec (for ажокр. leat cat то with C rel lat. Y Jf зуг: om 

om avrw 
e — bef ovp. B ev-y Orig, (ins,). 

33 vulg lat-ö c f. 912 l 
but ins in marg Bi. 

that some called him the Son of David (ch. 
ix. 27 ; xii. 28; xv. 22); for either these 
were or were about to become His disciples, 
or are quoted as examples of rare faith, or 
as in ch. xii. 23, it was the passing doubt 
on the minds of the multitude, not their 
settled ion. The same may be said of 
John vii. 26, 81; iv. 42. On our Lord's 

taken for John the Baptist, see ch. 
xiv. 2, from which this would appear to be 
= n of the Herodians. iva 

= ӧт: проф. ric ray бруаіыу 
doers, mke ix. 19. It was not a met- 

but а bodily resurrection 
which was believed. On 'HAíav, see note 
at ch. xi. i 14. Jeremiah was accounted by 
the Jews the first in the prophetic canon 
(Lightfoot on Matt. xxvii. 9). 16.) 71 
оў» тд erópa тё» dxooréhwy ò o Пітрос, д 
rarraxoõ Өгрибс, 6 row yopov rey ато- 
отб\ыу copvgaiog ; кйутшу ipergÜivrwv 
atric drocpire rut, Chrysost. Hom. liv. p. 
546. The confession is not made in the 
terme of the other answer : it is not ‘we say’ 
or ‘I say,’ but Thou art. It is the expres- 
sol of an inward conviction wrought by 
God's Spirit. The excellence of this confes- 
sion is, that it brings out both the human 
and the divine nature of the Lord: ó xpt- 
s is the Messiah, the Son of David, the 
anointed King: ô vids тоё («o9 тоё Lav- 
Tos is the Eternal Son, begotten of the 
Eternal Father, not *Son of God' in any 
inferior figurative sense, not ose of the 
sons of God, of angelic nature, but THE 
Sox o» THE LIVING Gop, having in Him 
the Sonship and the divine nature in a 
sense in which they could be in none else. 
This was a view of the Person of Christ 
quite distinct from the Jewish Messianic 
idea, which appears to have been (Justin 
Mart. Dial. § 48, p. 144) that he should 

for Zwyroc, cwlorrog salvatoris Di. 
-cu: txt BD 4. 13. 

am(with fuld). [om or: Bl, 

be a man born from men, but selected by 
God for the office on account of his emi- 
nent virtues. This distinction accounts 
for the solemn blessing pronounced in the 
next verse. rod Léevros must not for a 
moment be ed here as it sometimes is 
used, (e. g. ref. Acts.) as merely dis- 
tingaishing the true God from dead idols : 
it is here em and im force and 
precision to That Peter, when he 
uttered the words, understood them in 
detail all that we now understand, is not of 
course here asserted: but that they were 
his testimony to the true Humanity and 
true Divinity of the Lord, in that sense of 
deep truth and reliance, out of which 
springs е Christian life of the Church. 

pexápuos] as in ch. v. 4, &c., 
isa sien expression of blessing, an in- 
clusion of him to whom it is ad in 
the kingdom of heaven, not a mere word of 
praise. And the reason of it is, the fact 
that the Father had revealed the Son to 
him (see ch. xi. 26—27); cf. Gal. i. 15, 16, 
in which passage the occurrence of capri 
cai atunri seems to indicate a reference 
to this very saying of the Lord. The 
whole declaration of St. Paul in that 
chapter forms a remarkable parallel to 
the character and promise given to St. 
Peter in our text,—as establishing Paul’s 
claim to be another such хітра or отйАос 
as Peter and the other great Apostles, 
because the Son had been revealed in him 
not of man nor by men, bnt by God Him- 
self. The name Simon Bar Jonas is doubt- 
lees used as indicating his fleshly state and 
extraction, and forming the greater con- 
trast to his spiritual state, name, and 
blessing, which follow. The same ‘Simon 
son of Jonas’ is uttered when he is re- 
minded by the thrice repeated enquiry, 



ch. 18 

v. v. 14. 
3 ziii. 

х dere only. Isa. ZW Evil. 10. 3 Mace. v. 61. 
only. Exod. xvii.1]. Jer. ху. 18. Wied. vil. 80 Р. 

18. таътцу тру werpav D Eus. 
19. om xa: C?D 1. 33 Syr syr-cu. 

*Lovest thou me of his frailty, in his 
previous denial of his Lord. 8.] The 
name JIérpos (not now first given, but 
rophetically bestowed by our Lord on His 
Ark interview with Simon, John i. 48) or 
Kno, signifying a rock, the termination 
being only altered to suit the masculine 
appellation, denotes the personal position 
of this Apostie in the building of the 
Church of Christ. He was the first of 
those foundation-stones (Rev. xxi. 14) on 
which the living temple of God was built : 
this building iteelf beginning on the day 
of Pentecost by the laying of tree thou- 
sand living stones on this very foundation. 
That this is the simple and only inter- 
pretation of the words of our Lord, the 
whole usage of the New Testament shews : 
in which not doctrines nor confessions, 
but men, are uniformly the pillars and 
stones of the spiritual building. See 1 Pet. 
ii. 4—6; 1 Tim. iii. 15 (where the pillar 
is not Timotheus, but the congregation of 
the faithful) and note: Gal.ii.9: Eph. 
ii. 20: Rev. iii. 12. And it is on Peter, 
as by divine revelation making this con- 
feesion, as thus under the influence of the 
Holy Ghost, as standing out before the 
Apostles in the strength of this faith, as 
himself founded on the one foundation, 
"Ingots xt, 1 Cor. iii. 11—that the 
Jewish portion of the Church was built, 
Acts ii.—v., and the Gentile, Acts x., xi. 
After this we hear little of him; but 
during this, the first building time, he 
is never lost sight of: see especially Acts 
i. 16 ; ii. 14, 37; iii. 12; iv.8; v. 15, 29; 
ix. 94, 40; x. 25, 26. We may certainly 
exclaim with Bengel (Gnomon, p. 117) 
*'Tute мес omnia dicuntur; nam quid 
bæcad Romam ? Nothing can be further 
from any legitimate interpretation of this 
promise, than the idea of a perpetual pri- 
macy in the successors of Peter; the very 
motion of succession is precluded by the 
form of the comparison, which concerns 
the person, and Aim only, so far as it in- 
volves a direct promise. In its other and 
general sense, as applying to all those 
living stones (Peter’s own expression for 
members of Christ’s Church) of whom the 
Church should be built, it implies, as 
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9 ` } 1 XE е a v [4 a. 4 , = 
cd y & со AEyw от aù et Петоос, kat ext тайту rp 

тётра oikoOouncw роо тй» “ ExkAnoiav, kai w 
"у айдо» ov " kariaxüsovaw. айтпс. 19 kal досе оо! тас 

y ch. Al. 93 al. s Lake xi. 96. fl. 23 

тт» exxAnoray bef pov D latt Tert Cypr. 
gor bef dwaw DL vulg lat-b o ёс Cypr. 

Origen (in Matth. tom. xii. 11, p. 525) ex- 
cellently comments on it, kai ei тїс Абун 
тойго #рдс abróv, ob таркдс kai aiparoc 
á&zokaNvipávrwy airy, &Х\а тоб ќу roic 
ойрауоїс жатобс, rebłerai rey eipnp&voev, 
ec uiv тд ypápua тоў ebayyediov Aye, 
wpdc¢ ixtivoy róv Пётоо», óc бё rd wvebpa 
avrov даски, mpóc тйута TÒ» yrvóutvoy 
джоїос ò Пётрос ікгїуос. The application 
of the promise to St. Peter has been elabo- 
rately impugned by Wordsw., whose note 
see. His zeal to appropriate sírpa to 
Christ has somewhat overshot itself. In 
arguing that the term can apply to none 
but God, he will find it di t surely to 
deny all reference to & rock in the name 
Ilírpoc. To me, it is equally diffienlt, 
nay impossible, to deny ali reference, in 
ixi ravrg rj zirpg, to the i 
wírpoc. Let us keep to the plain straight- 
forward sense of Scripture, however that 
sense may have been misused by Rome. 
In this as in so many other cases we may 
well say, * Non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus 
istis In the prefixing of pov to rij ie- 
&Agciav, there is no mystic sense, nor 
solecism, as Wordsw. fancies (nor even 
emphasis, which is never expressed by the 
abbreviated enclitic form pov, but always 
by éuov): it is the very commonest ar- 
rangement. Cf. ch. vii. 24, Scrig акощдн 
pou T. Adyouc: ib. 26; ch. viii. 8; xvii. 
15; Mark xiv. 8; Luke vi. 47; xii. 18 al. 
freq. ёкк\тсау) This word occurs 
but in one place besides in the Gospels, ch. 
xviii. 17 bis, and there in the same sense 
as here, viz, the tion of the 
faithful: only there it is one ion of 
that ion, here the whole. 
«Ла ] The gates of Hades by а 
well-known oriental form of speech, = the 
power of the kingdom of death. The form 
is still preserved when the Turkish ur ns 
is known as ‘the Ottoman Porte.’ i 
pome received a remarkable literal fal- 

ent in the person of Peter in Acts xii. 
6—18, see especially ver. 10. The mean- 
ing of the promise is, that over the Church 
во built upon him who was by the strength 
of that confession the , no adverse 
power should ever prevail to extinguish it. 

19.) Another personal promise to 
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* кАндас тпс ЗавАас̧ ræv ovpavev' Kal & av ° Ogegc "кен ве. 
eri rnc упс korar " Sedenlvov ev тос ovpavoic, Kai 8 tdv 

© Xboge iri тїс упс бота: ATA, O Ev тос ovpavoic. 
тоте ^ SteoreiAaro тос радптаїс iva рде»! eruat» Orto Ta end 

21 Ато тоте notaro [o] "In- avróc tory 0 ypicróc. 
18 Num. 
AL. 2, &. 
Heb, 

covc Oukvbt» тос набпта!с avrov ore Set avrov ис lepo- 1 2.3. 
обАлна ‘ awed 0e kat voMAd wale # ато rov r u- 
pev Kal apytepiwy xai ypappatiwy, Kai azoxrav@nvat,. 

only. Esek. Hl. 18. 
5 = СЬ. xiv. 36 reff. g ch. xi. 19 reff. 

viii. 18. ix.9. 
Acts хт. 94. 
Heb. zii. 20 

ө ch. Iv. 17. xxvi. 16. Lake xvi. 16 only. Eccl. viii. 12 only. 

гес (for chadac) eMe, with B'[sie, from inspection] CD rel Orig, Eus Chr Phot: 
txt B'L Orig, 

20. for ёиотнћато, exeripnoey 
гес вау, with C rel: txt BD 1 Orig. 

|| Mk Ім) B'D msa-mentd-by-Orig 
Hil, comminatus est D-lat : txt B/ sic, from i 

-cu arm 
ion] CLX rel 1. 33 syrr copt wth 

rec aft pa@yra: ins avrov, with L rel latt syrr syr-cu copt th Orig, : om 
BCD arm Orig, Hil. ovroc DU. 
vulg lat g, Г B. lat syr copt wth : aft о 
al lat-a b e ff, g, Syr syr-cu arm Orig, 
оў 19a. was a mere mec. 

p., D-gr fuld lat-c z: 

nical mistake of an inattentive 

rec ins торс bef o yowroc, with C rel 
: om BL X(Tisch) A 1 

Thl-ed Euthym Hil Ambr. (Prob the inen 
ist 

21. om o (-o preceding ses have caused either the omission or the insertion) BD : 
txt CL rel Origen uxyvvas B Orig. rec anehOuy bef ete sepocoAupa, 
with C rel vss: txt B D. gr 1. 33(appy) lat-e Iren-lat, Orig, Hil. 

Peter, remarkably fulfilled in his being 
the first to admit both Jews and Gentiles 
into the Church; thus using the power of 
the keys to open the door of salvation. 
As an instance of his shutting it also, wit- 
ness his speech to Simon Magus, —obr 
{стіу cor реріс оёёі к\йрос іу тф Хуф 
тобте, Acta viii. 21. Those who deny the 
reference of ver. 18 to St. Peter, will find 
jt very difficult to any unbiassed 
Greek scholar, that the «ai dwow coi, with 
oo: thus lying unemphatically behind the 
verb, is not a continuation of a previous 
address, but a c of address alto- 
gether. 8 &v c. r. A. This 
same promise is repeated in ch. xviii. 18, 
to all the disciples generally, and огу 
two or three gathered together in Christ's 
пате. It was first however verified, and 
in a remarkable and prominent way, to 
Peter. Of the binding, the case of Ananias 
and Sapphira may serve as an eminent 

example: of the loosing, the 3 Руш, rovrd 
Фо: didwyt, to the lame man at the Beau- 
tifal gate of the Temple. But strictly 
сокто, the binding and loosing belong 
to the power of legislation in the Church 
committed to the Apostles, in accordance 
with the Jewish way of using the words 
sou and nt for prohibuit and licitum 
Secit. They cannot relate to the remis- 
ston and retention of sins, for (as Meyer 
observes) th Avay ápapríac certainly 
appears (геї. LXX) to mean ѓо forgive 

for aro, vro D. 

sins, Bdew ápapr.for retaining them would 
be altogether without example, and, I may 
add, would bear no meaning in the inter- 
pretation: it is not the sin, but the sinner, 
that is bound, xo alwviov dpaprnparog 
(Mark iii. 29). Nor can the ancient cus- 
tom of fastening doors by means of cord 
be alluded to; for the expressions, 8 а», 
8 іа», clearly indicate something bound 
and something loosed, and not merely the 
power of the keys just conferred. The 
meaning in John xx. 23, though an ex- 
pansion of this in one particular direc- 
tion (see note there), is not to be con- 
founded with this. 20.] See note on 
ch. viii. 4. 

21—28.] Ovr Lorn announces His 
APPROACHING DEATH AND RESURREC- 
TION. REBUKE OF PETER. Mark viii. 
91—ix.1. Luke ix. 22—27. See note on 
ver. 18. Obscure intimations had before 
been given of our Lord’s future sufferi 
see ch. x. 38; John iii 14, and of His 
resurrection, John ii. 19 (x. 17, 18?), 
but never yet plainly, as now. With 
Mark's precise note of circumstances, 
he adds, cai wappqaig тд» Adyow іХалн. 

21.) On 8ei, which is common to the 
three Evangelists, see Luke xxiv. 26; John 
iii. 14, and ch. xxvi. 54. TO. Ta- 
civ = &хтодокшас@й›а: їп Mark and 
Luke. These woAAd were afterwards ex- 
plicitly mentioned, ch. хх. 18; Luke xviii. 
31, 32. pe. к. &px. к. ypap.] The 
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best xat ry грігр "utpg "Фуєрб»а. 
i Ki. 3 

XVI. 

22 ка| ! rpochaopevoc 
, M se - е 

avróv о Пітрос Me аот * émripwv IAthe со: Kopu, 
xvii. 6 2 » E = 

k=ch.2i16 oy py "tcrat "got rovro. о & отрафес єтє» тф 
: „ э у — 7 ч 

cen Je. [lérpw" Yraye отісе роо, " garava, ° oxavdadov ti цоо" 
xxxvii. 
[хххї] 84) miy. 1 King: хіт. 45 F. 2 Kings xx. 20. xxiii. 17. 

хі. 24. Luke fi. 10. 2iv.10. тё on otai, Xen. An. 1.7. 8. 
och, zili. 41 al.&. Ps. ax vili. 165. only, -та», 8 Kings xi. 14. 

1 Chron. х1. 19. 1 Mace. il. 21. та Mark 
ach. iv. 10 al. T Sir. xxl. S7 

for ry трету np., pera трес пиграс D, post tertium diem lat-a b c e ff, g, copt. 
for eyspÜnvat, avacrnvas D [Justin], resurgere latt Hil Iren. 

22. rec gro ef, avro. Хушу (from || Mk), with C rel vulg lat-e f g, Orig, : 
(for avre, avro» H: ins каз bef Агуш» F:) got. avro emiripav Ху. 1 
avrw &Emiripav к. Aeytiy D lat-ab с d 9: 1 

ut against this is the fact that B has not cor- refers to corrns Mk xiv. 69. x. 41: 
oe it in this instance in || Mk.) 

23. emis rpagric 

perspiceity), with L rel 

various classes of members of the Sanhe- 
drim : see note on ch. ii. 4. On the pro- 
phecy of the resurrection, some have ob- 
jected that the disciples and friends of our 

rd appear not to have expected it (see 
John xx. 2; Luke xxiv. 12). But we have 
it directly asserted (Mark ix. 10 and 32) 
that they did not understand the saying, 
and therefore were not likely to make it a 
ground of expectation. Certainly enough 
was known of such a prophecy to make 
the Jews set a watch over the grave (Matt. 
xxvii. 63), which of itself answers t 
jection. Meyer in loc. reasons about the 
state of the disciples after the crucifixion 
just as if they had not suffered any re- 
markable overthrow of their hopes and 
reliances, and maintains that they must 
have remembered this precise prophecy 
if it had been given by the Lord. But on 
the other hand we must remember how 
slow despondency is to take up hope, and 
how many of the Lord's sayings must 
have been completely veiled from their 
eyes, owing to their non-apprehension of 

is sufferings and triumph as a whole. 
He Himself reproaches them with this 
very slowness of belief after His resur- 
rection. It is in the highest degree im- 
probable that the precision should have 
been given to this prophecy after the event, 
ав Meyer sup : both from the character 
of the Gospel History in general (see Pro- 
legomena), and because of the carefulness 
and precision in the words added by Mark ; 
see above. 22.] The same Peter, who 
but just now had made so noble and spiri- 
tual a confession, and received so high a 
blessing, now shews the weak and carnal 
side of his character, becomes a stumbling- 
block in the way of his Lord, and earns the 
very rebuff with which the Tempter before 

om || МЕУ DKL: txt BC rel Orig 
ig,: es epo: D latt M 

ob- 

: npk. 
et dizit ei syr- cu: txt В 346. hdf 

rovro bef со D: om оо lat-a 5 syr-cu 

: rec pow bef es (for 
-in-Eus Jer: pos « V lat-e f 

him had been dismissed. Nor is there any 
thing improbable in this, as Schleiermacher 
would have us believe (Translation of the 
Essay on St. Luke, p. 158); the expres- 
sion of spiritual faith may, and frequently 
does, precede the betraying of carnal weak- 
ness; and never is this more probable 
than when the mind has just been uplifted, 
as Peter's was, by commendation and lofty 
promise, wposhaB. atr.] by the 
dress or hand, or perhaps dyri тоў 
хараћаВоу кат (біау. Euthym. 
eds oor] Supply ein д Oecg. iter with 
a dative is practically equivalent to the He- 
brew y гіт, for which (see reff., especially 
1 Chron. xi. 19 compared with the Heb.) 
the LXX have sometimes used it. 
oU ph fora] I cannot think with Winer 
§ 56. 3) that this means, ‘absit, ne acci- 
t; it is an authoritative declaration, 

as it were, on Peter’s part, This shall 
not happen to Thee, implying that he 
knew better, and could ensure his Divine 
Master against such an event. It is this 
cn of шде! eee of God's re- 
ven urpose which the Lord so sharpl 
rebukes. On o? рӯ with the future, ды 
note on ch. xv. 6: and consult Winer, as 
above. 28.] As it was Peter's spiri- 
tual discernment, given from above, which 
made him a foundation-stone of the Church, 
so is it his carnality, ing from 
want of unity with the divine will, which 
makes him an adversary now. Compare 
ch. iv. 10, also Eph. vi. 12. скйуба- 
Aov « pov] Thou art my stumbling- 
block (not merely a stumbling-block to 
me; the definite article is omitted before 
& noun thrust forward for emphasis, but 
in English it must be supplied), my várpa 
скаудалоь, (in Peter's own remarkable 
words, 1 Pet. ii. 7, 8, —joined too with the 
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Ort ov P ? $povtic Я та той brov алла A rà то» avOpwmwy, P1k. ony іа 
2А 

oro моу ён», 
a a 

Tov = grawpov 

8 av ' awoAéoy тп» 
aurnv. 26 ri yao 

Зор, 2А 
тоте о Io яғ» тос pabnraiç avrov Et тє 0 Bon. 21 

Ы атар»цойобв * 
° avrov kai axoAovÜsiro до. 

tav Gay тї» "xr avrov coat, 

tavrOv Kat apre, 
ob. u. вз 

25 © ос yao ra 19 тей, 
ХЕЙ. 

' атосы айтп» ос „Шк. (L.v. 79 
xu AVTOV EVEKEV цоў, sophos t as abore (a). 

~ сфе пбпоетан dvÜpwroc, ay тд» Peers denial 

* xdapov * 0Àov ? xepdnay, тту òè " 
wy ; n ri " доси avpwaoc = 

Yuynv avrov ™ Cnm- ez Veen. 
avra\Aaypa тїс MN „7 ом. ы. 

avrov ; 7 • pidde yap 0 viòc rod avbowxou EpxeaBat te Lek 
er тр Soky TOU marpóc | avrov нета roy аууде» avrov" v piik. ch. x 
kai rors 
28 ! 

aie eh. xxvi. 8 Row. I. 8 al. 9 Масс. тШ. 18. 
$ Mk. Phil. iii. 8. Pro, хіх. 19. 

ec zzvii. 10. Сев. хат. 3. 
A 13 al. taa. xivül. * Job іН. "x 

2 Tom. iv. 8, 4. Rev. zxll. 12. Prov. xxiv. 19 b 
Col. Ш. 9 oniy. 3 Chron. All. 16. air. ЕКЕН. (дих?) ІУ à 21. T 

Tir vii. 15 гей. 

capt Hil, Aug Ruf: txt B(esov) С. 

UR om o bef «gc. B'(Mai, expr 
95. [«av, so BC.) 

‹ атодоси кастр ката тї» 
ант» My wiv, tici» rwtc шде torwrec, " otrivec où “Prov. 8) 

avil, 84. Bir. 
x. 22. rab, avrov, 

ed. xv. к 

.I. ch. 237.17, de. Jam. iv. 18 1. Job zs:,8 87. 
L. 1 Cor. iii. 16. 2 Cor. vil. 9. Phil. ut supra only. 

es Kieps 3 X. (23i.)2 F. Jer. xv. 18, di Mk. only. "s vi. Ib. 
‚сй. zzv. 31. Pn. сі. 16. ed vi.d, бе. Rom. fl. 

XIII. 61. Ady ліх. 16. Rom. vit. 
ich. е. 18 reff, 

a' d rov аудрытоо D lat-f, sah ath 

for е ане arotau (itacism 7) DHLA 33: txt BC rel 

. ree Nera (from || Lu: this ts much поро. than with Meyer, to believe 
the fut to have been an emendation to suit dwar be 
Clem Hil Lucif: txt BL 1. 83 gat lat-e f syrr вуг 

), with CD rel lett arm Justin 
-cu coptt Orig, Chr, Cyron Cypr. 

27. ins a eno rom 1 D (|| Luke), т. ayy. r. ay» C | за] 
28. ins ог: bef ugi» 

om CD rel vulg la 
40 BIS lab ое, вут-са sah Hil : 

roc rev wie евтүкогыў (е | МЕ), with KM Thdol: 
тоу WE € ird UB DAD 1. 18. 33. 124 al Scr’s s ev-y latt Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast 
coptt eth arm Orig, gr Ephr Epiph Chr Thdrt Damasc: ede earwrec E rel 131. 218 
ev-36 al Scr’s b fg hik 

very expression, д» dwe8on(pacay cl olco- 
rene which, as 5 gt 
in passage in rk and Luke. 
Мый в note here, “ our blessed rpm 
сее op metaphor of wirpog, or а 

who wert just now, by thy 
faith in confessi Me, a lively stone, art 
now by th weakness a stumbling 
нй to " seems to shew that his 
rong трой diation of any allusion to wé- 

wévoe of ver. 18 has not car- 
rd. full conviction to its writer. Before 
this rebuke St. Mark inserts cai (берь rode 

Өзтйс abro, that the might be 
ore them all. 94.| хроскаМмоа- 

tvog Toy OyAov civ roig pad. abrod, 
ark viii. 34; Югуе d xpig wavrac, Luke 

ix. 23. This discourse is a solemn sequel 
to our Lord’s announcement respecting 
Himeelf and the rebuke of Peter: teach- 
ing that not only He, but also His fol- 

m n o (syr) ТЫ, rw» шде eorwreg Ser's сг ev-150. 

lowers, must suffer and self-deny ; Hd 
they all have a life to save, more 
than all else to them ; and that the к 
day of account of that life's welfare should 
be ever before them. On this and the fol- 
lowing verse, see ch. x. 38, 39. After rav 
ст. ard, Luke inserts каб ýpipav. 

26.] There is a ntly a reference 
to Psalm xlviii. (LXX) in this verse. Com- 
pare especially the latter part with ver. 7 
of that Psalm. тї V. Luhe = - 
davrdy & атоМаас Luke. ан also 
1 Pet. i. 18. In the latter part of the 
verse, dv9pwawroc and афтор refer to the 
same person :—й>»таААауна = ikiħaopa, 
T)» riu)» ròc Avrpaatwc тйс V. avrov 
Ps. xlviii. 7,8. What shall a man give 
to purchase back his life? Wuyi, not 
amel, but life, in the higher sense. 
37. 1 A further revelation of this important 
chapter respecting the Son of Man. He is 
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, [4 A ГА 8 ae - 

провин un vetowvrar ! Üavárov two av wow roy "viov той 
m cb. zxvil. 34 a. Jax ° аубоштоу ° épyóuevor év ту Baotleig avrov. — 
* PN. XIII. XVII 1 K * 0 e , et Р À Ba e 'I e X. 

n ch, viii. 20 . at рей nutpac eG," Tap Au Ba о іђсоос Bener 

o Luke xxiii. 49. p ch. il. 13, $e. iv. 5,8 al. Num, zziii. 14. MSUVA 

to be JUDGE OF ALL—and, as in ch. xiii. ud 
is toa with His angels, in the 
glory ot His Father—the 003 5 didw- 
кас pot, John xvii. 22. Mark and Luke 
place here, not this declaration, but that 
of our ch. x. sie ates о 5 10 
joined the two. Compare ch. xxiv. 30; 
pum 31. J implies, ** And it is 
not without reason that I thus speak: 
a time will come when the truth of what 
I say will be shewn." Thy p.] his 
work, considered as a whole. 28. 
This declaration refers, in its full mean- 
ing, certainly sot to the transfiguration 
which follows, for that could in no sense 
(except that of being a foretaste; cf. 
Peter's own allusion to it, 2 Pet. i. 17, 
where he evidently treats it as such) be 
named *the Son of Man coming in His 
Kingdom,’ and the expression, tivés .. . o 
рӯ y. b., indicates a distant event, — but to 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the full 
manifestation of the Kingdom of Christ 
by the annihilation of the Jewish polity ; 
which event, in this aspect as well as in 
all its terrible attendant details, was а 
(уре and earnest of the final coming of 

rist. See John xxi. 22, and compare 
Deut. xxxii. 86 with Heb. x. 30. This 
dreadful destruction was indeed judgment 
beginning at the house of God. The in- 
terpretation of Meyer, &c., that our Lord 
referred to His «/fimalte glorious xapoucia, 
the time of which was hidden from Him- 
self (see Mark xiii. 32: Acte i. 7), is self- 
contradictory on his own view of the Per- 
son of Christ. That our Lord, in His 
humanity in the flesh, did not knot the 
day and the hour, we have from His own 
lips: but that not knowing it, He should 
have uttered a determinate and solemn 
prophecy of it, is utterly impossible. His 
And Aéye ‘piv always introduces His 
solemn and authoritative revelations of 
divine truth. The fact is, there is a refer- 

: ence back in this discourse to that in ch. x., 
and the coming here spoken of is the sume 
as that in ver. 28 there. Stier well re- 
marks that this cannot be the great and 
ultimate coming, on account of оё из) yevo. 
Oavárov lo dv idwoeiv, which implies that 
they should taste of death after they had 
seen it, and would therefore be inapplicable 
to the final coming (Reden Jesu, ii. 224). 
This is denied by Wordsw., who substitutes 
for the simple sense of of py yebo. бау. 

the fanciful expositions, ** shall not feel its 
bitterness,” “ s not taste of the death 
of the гон,” and then, thus interpreting, 
gives the prophecy the very opposite of 
its: plain : “ley will not taste of 
death till I come: much less will t 
taste of it then.” It might be difficult 

^to account for such a curious wresting of 
meaning, had he not added, the signi- 
fication of fg ау here may be compared 
to loc od in Matt. i. 26.” * Latet anguis in 
herba." 

Cuar. XVII. 1—13.] Tux TaANSsPFI- 
GURATION. Mark ix. 2—13. Luke ix. 

This weighty event forms the 
solemn installation of our Lord to His 
sufferings and their result. Those three 
Apostles were chosen to witness it, who 
had before witnessed His power over death 
(Mark v. 37), and who afterwards were 
chosen to 5 Him in His agon 
(ch. xxvi. 87), and were (John xx. 2: Mar 
xvi. 7) in an especial sense witnesses of 
His resurrection. The Two who appeared 
to them were the representatives of the 
law and the prophets: both had been re- 
moved from this world in a mysterious 
manner: — the one without death, the 
other by death indeed, but so that bis 
body followed not the lot of the bodies 
of all; both, like the Greater Опе with 
whom they spoke, had endured that super - 
natural fast of forty days and nights: 
both had been on the holy mount in the 
visions of God. And now they came, en- 
dowed with glorified bodies before the 
rest of the dead, to hold converse with the 
Lord on that sublime event, which had 
been the great central subject of all their 
teaching, and solemnly to consign into 
His hands, once and for all, in a sym- 
bolical and glorious representation, their 
delegated and expiring power. And then 
follows the Divine Voice, as at the Bap- 
tism, commanding however here in addi- 
tion the sole hearing and obedience of 
Him whose power and glory were thus 
testified. There can be no doubt of 
the absolute historical reality of this nar- 
ration. It is united by definite marks 
of date with what goes before; and by 
intimate connexion with what follows. It 
cannot by any unfairness be severed from 
ita context. Nor again is there any thing 
mentioned which caste a doubt on the 
reality of the appearances (see below, on 
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"Iwavyny тд» адгАфоу 37 1 Lake 
— » (Heb. vii. 

avrov, kai * ауафіон avrovc tic 'боос dA " кат ао, 
ат. ? kai. * ретєроорфобп  turposÜtv avrav, ка 4 iv sret 
ov ` , > = е e. e Ss gives s ch. хіт. 18 
&Aajnjev ro тоосотоу avrov wc о ntc, та oe “(ната E nom 

афтой dye Мока we тд "фос. 3 kat od hn ziz 2Cr 
Ps. ххх}. tit. Sym. u ch. v. 15, 16 гей, v aeo Py. alll. 9. we. Luksi. 
11. xxii 48 аі. Ezod. xxiv. 11. 

ins ro» bef CHAP. XVII. 1. aft xa: ins eyevero D lat-a b c e ff, , 7, , Hil. 
avayt D-gr 1 la i lar D 33 al, and bef гш. D! al. 

Анау simis D. 
2. perapgopéwÜtic о ine., omg za: below, D. 

arm-mas Dion-alex Hil, Aug Juvenc. 

for кат да>, tt Orig. 

for ro gg, xw», D latt syr-cu th 

3. rec ыфбпсау (grammi corra), with C rel vulg-ed(with forj al) lat : txt BD 

$papa, ver. 9). The persons mentioned 
were seen by all—spoke—and were re- 
cognized. The concurrence between the 
three Evangelists is exact in all the cir- 
cumstances, and the fourth alludes, not 
obscurely, to the event, which it was not 
part of his purpose to relate; John i. 14. 
Another of the three spectators distinct! 
makes mention of the facts here rela 
2 Pet. i. 16—18. [I cannot but add, 
having recently returned from the sight 
of the w original at Rome, "that 
the t last picture of Raffaelle is one of 
the and noblest comments on this 
portion of the Gospel history. 
passing, at the same time, on, and under, 
the Mount of Transfiguration, are by the 
pred . to б а. 

the spectator the great cen truth, 
There is none but Christ to console and to 
Есе ош nature. It is a touching re- 

ion, that this picture was left un- 
finished by the painter, and carried in 
his funeral procession. July, 1861.] 
1.) реб net = pera rove Aóyovc 
Tobrove wet in. бкто Luke ix. 28. The 
one computation is inclusive, the other 
not; or perhaps, from the ёсе being in- 
serted, the one is accurate, the other 
roughly stated. The time of the trans- 
figuration was probably sight, for the fol - 
lowing reasons. (1) Luke informs us that 
the а заа up to en mount нн 
pray; whic e usually did at night 
196 vi. 12; xxi. 97; xxi. 89: Matt. tiv. 
23, 24 al.). (2) All the circumstances con- 
nected with the glorification and accom- 
panying 5 would thus be more 
prominen ly seen. (3) The Apostles were 
pr d are described, Luke, ver. 82, 
as ‘having kept awake through it (éa- 
ypnyopncarrac). (4) They did not de- 
scend till the next (Luke, ver. 37), 
which would be almost inexplicable had 
the с рите by day, but а matter 

OL. 

The events 

of course if by night. Spo .] The 
situation of this itain is uncertain. 
It was not, probaly, Tabor, according to 
the legend ; for o top of Tabor then 
most likely stood a fortified town (De 
Wette, from Robinson). Nor is there any 
likelihood that it was Panium, near Cæ- 
sarea Philippi for the six days "oue ка 
babi spent in journeying; an e 
a гет immediately ater to have come io 
Caneriu. It was most likely one of 
the mountains bordering the lake. Luke 
speaks of it merely as 70 dpoc. Stanley, 
Sinai and Palestine, p. 899, contends for 
Hermon: as does, though doubtingly, 
Dr. Thomson, the Land and the Book, 
р. 231. Stanley thinks that our Lord 
would still be in the neighbourhood of 
Cæsarea Philippi: and tbat “it is impos- 
sible to look up from the plain to the 
towering of Hermon, almost the 
only mountain which deserves the name 
in Palestine, and one of whose ancient 
titles (‘the lofty peak”) was derived from 
this very circumstance, and not be struck 
with its appropriateness to the scene 
High up on its southern slopes there must 
be many a point where the disciples could 
be taken ‘apart by themselves.’ Even the 
transient comparison of the celestial splen- 
dour with the snow, where alone it could 
be seen in Palestine, should not perhaps 
be wholly overlooked.” 2. P- 
= iyivero rò ғ180с тоў mpoçwrov abro? 
repov Luke. In what way, is not stated; 
but we may conclude from what follows, 
by being lighted with radiance both from 
without and from within. Aevad ds 
TÒ физ = Мәкдфс MNaerpd rr Luke; 
= Хок Alas, ola yvageds iwi тўс ync 
ov dévarat oUrec Acvcavas Mark. 
8.] There need be no question concerning 
the manner of the recognition of Moses 
and Elias by the disciples: it may have 
been intuitive and EU e can 
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zw. nerdy , 907016 Mevonc Kat 'HMac ner avrov * gl Aal reg. 
T aie 43 атокрбеіс 8 а o П{тоос геу тф "Insov Кори " ка\б» 
бону а ‘оты пиас de el eivat’ & o ute, rome woe трас * oxnvac, 

25. ia vi. go} iar ка} Мешин °ша» kai Haig piav, 5 fri 
: M avrov Aadovvroc Sox vegirn * gwravy © execxiacey ab- 
9( Mk xxvi тойс, ка{ (800 puvi EK тпс vegidne Aéyousa Ovroc tory 

1 Gor m o "vwtóc pou o " ayarnróc, iv ф ' п08бкцеа" * акобете 
“кри. avrov. kai akobsavric ol pabarai * Eweoav iri * zpoc- 

MET wrov abr kat ' гфоВлбпвау ik ефбёра. 7 каї wpoctà- 

E m бш» о Love, Maro avrov cal ETEV 'Eyépônre kai n 
cos фо3ивб„ 3 °"Ewapavrec дї rove *°*офбаАноўс avrov 
Lake xi. 84 + ° ` 4 в — ә 9 Yo 
26 bis oniy f. ovdéva UM e un Toy Incovv póvov. Kai ° karaßĝaı- 
weit} enr. 4 › $1 oe. ot 1 2 ai tates vo vr ауто» EK TOU Bas: tyrrel Auro avroic о Incovuc 
Acts v 
only. "Exod. x1. 90 (35). 

i4, Hugg. i. Ixil. 4. g Dent. xviii. 16, 1 
$6. Rev. 16. Lev. ix. 94. pe oe 20. 

1 Daa. vill. 18. zxviil.6,10 al. Deut. 1. 2 
6. xvii. l al. Gen. xiii. 10. 1 Chron. xxi. 16 al. 
фк, eisw. of obpavót, ch. xxviii. 2 al. 

83 am (with em fuld gat mm tol) lat - a b c eg, L Bede. 
avrov B 1 lat-ff, , Syr syr-cu coptt sth Orig, Chr 

(from || Lu), with CG rel vulg Pes ae тошо 
txt BC! lat-b 

with E A am: tat CD 
5. exeomafew D!. 

fi, Hippol Orig Tert. 
or kat atovo., aktove, de D sah. 

91. oxnvac bef тоне B lat-e. 
LA 1. 88 latt syrr syr-cu sth. 
[nv2or., so 9 

Vas also it has been corrd in || Mk), with rel latt 

[етгоа», во BCD 33. ] 

ов. кА! S. 
h. xxvi. 80. 

io: хе 64 Nom. xxii 3 
s Lake vi. 90. xvi. 33. J. hu iv. ЗА. vi. 

fch. iii. 17. ЖИ. 18. Ша, 

с. ая $, ch. ҮШ. 1.) Exod. xxxiv. 29 vat. {озо P.. 

cvAXAaAXovrrtc bef нат” 

t-a 0 ke syrr syr-cu coptt æth 
тес шау bef gua, 

rec avrov bef arovere (From || Гм 
tt Tert Cypr Hil: txt BD 1.33 lat- 

T к. mpocnAOtv o ina. r. афареуос avr. aw. В: к. rpocnAGey o i. к. MW. avr. к. et. 
D latt Syr syr-cu: txt C rel. 

8. aft avrov ins oveer: Ci. 
latt. 

9. caraBavovres, omg avrev, D. 

certainly not answer with Olshausen, that 
it may have arisen from subsequent in- 
formation derived from our , for 
Peter's words in the next verse preclude 
this. Luke adds, of dg@ivrec iv do 
EAtyor тп» t£odov abrov Hy FpeAMev A- 
poor іу ‘lepovoa ñp. .] Luke in- 
serts, that the Apostles had been asleep, 
bat wakened through this whole occur- 
rence ;—-thereby distinguishing it from a 
mere vision of sleep; and that this speech 
was made iv rq draywpilecOat аётодс d 
abrov. Both Mark and Luke add, that 
Peter knew not what he said : and Mark— 
ЁсфоВо: ydp lyivovro. The h was 
probably uttered with reference to the sad 
announcement recently made by our Lord, 
and to which his attention had been re- 
called by the converse of Moses and Elias. 

explanation of this verse À am У 
is adopted by Mever from Paulus, ‘It is 

for eyepOgre, ғунресда‹ D. 
for rov, avroy Bi. 

add џеб savrev (from || MX) Сз 83. 
nuovo bef roy усов» D 

rec (for ex) ато, with К! Orig, : txt BCD 

fortunate that we disciples ате here: let 
us make, &c. Surely the words rad 
deriv. тийс à Пут will not bear this. 

It is one of those remarkable coin- 
cidences of words which lead men on, in 
writing, to remembrances connected with 
those words, that in 2 Peter i. 14, 15, 

· куера and #Еодос have just been men- 
tioned before the allusion to this event : 
see note there. wipes = pai Mark, 
= imorara Luke. 5.] atrovs, viz. 
our Lord, Moses and Elias. Luke adds, 
igoSi¥ near 8a iv rg eicedOciy abrobe elc 
тђу уф nv. That the Apostles did not 
ied the cloud, are b 5 

ng heard ix "€ 
rod, and ipa of the two hea- 
venly attendants, are symbolically con- 
nected,—as signifying that God, who had 
spoken in times past to the Fathers by the 
Prophets, henceforth would speak by His 

Z tow 

BCUEF 
. GHKL 
- MSUV 
Za 1.33. 
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here only, Aéyww Mncevi єїтпте то Р? драра, Ewe oU 0 vidg тою av. er. J fl. 
дротоо ёк vtkoov 4 €yspÜn. as 7 > ~ e Bl 4110. 

«at ERNOWTNOCAV ауто Of Ехо. Ш. 8. 

набзто! avrov Aéyourec Tt од» oi ypanpareic № уоосіу * hark vi, ы, 

are HAiar * Set eXOew трото» ; ll 0 88 атокр:гіс̧ erer ird xia, 
e . XXI. 14. 
Н ас pi» ' оета! каї “акокатаатйаи тйута' 12 Муш Acia i. 15, 

om. iv. 24 

& vuv ore HAlac nòn Ades, kai ойк " txtyvwoav avróv, М. 25+ 
e r Matz. iv. 6. ала ётотса» "£v avro баа nÜtAnsav' ovrwc kai отаи 

2 = 9 es 

vioc rou avOpwrou NAH жасуну от’ avrov, 
e e a q э ә e 8. 

7 аџуђка» ot рабпта: Ort wept {warvov roù Barrio rov r. ob. хи. 
е U - 

ELWEY AUTOIC. 

18 ^ 28. 
Tore t pres., ch. zi. 

ack 

14 Kal eXOovrwy [avrov] трос TOv буА\о» vill. 25. Acts 
e . 

xiii. 19 only. RCDEF тростАбе» avro dvÜperroc " уоуотегоу avróv kat Аёуш» гие 
Jer. avi. 16. 9 

Kopie eXénodv роо то» viðv, От: “otAnvialerat cal Cree 
Acts Їй. 21.) - , " , 4 d ` — 1 

какыс тасуы woAAaxi¢ yap TITTEL tic TO TUO, xai f. I ee 
1 Cur. ix. 16. Gen. xxxiv. 7, bat f x ver. 22 al. 

sch. xxvii. 29. Mark (1.40) х. 17 0aly?. yovswerovea, Polyb. xv. 29.9. 

Msuv lë 
XZA 
1. 33. 

xxvi. 17. w Lake xxil. 37. xxiH. 31. 
е yeh. ziii 93, Б] al. 

а ch. iv. 94 only t. b here only. Wisd. viii. 18. 

K-corr' rel Orig, Chr ТЫ Euthym. 
CZ rel Orig,: txt BD sah. 

rec (for еугрдл) avacrn (from || МХ), with 

10. om avrov LZ 1. 83 lait eum Orig: ins BCD rel lat-/ syrr 54 wth. 
it 11. rec aft o de ins (goovc, wi at eth: om BDLZ 1. 33 tt syrr copti. 

rec mft няе» ins avroc, with CZ rel vulg-ed lat-/ g, syrr syr-cu eth апп; 
1: om BD 33 am lat-a ò c e ff, coptt. 

syrr wth: bef тарта, L: om BD 1. 33 latt syr-cu 
атокатастпса:, omg cat, D lat-a 5 c ff, 91 Syr syr-cu 

Галле, so CDKM 33.] 
a b c &c syr-txt copt Justin: om «v avre A. 

| Mk, and ver 10), with CZ 
2 77 arm Justin Hil Aug. 
sah: cas ахтокабаотзуо: L. 

19. om nôn Z(appy) Syr syr-cu. 

D lat-a b c &c (not f^). 

rec aft груетає ins жрытоу 

om ey DFU lat- 
ovrwe to vr avrwy is after ver 18 in 

14. om avrwy (perhaps from similarity of endings) BZ 1 sah(Treg) : беу (from 
|| МЕ) D latt syr-cu syr-jer copt-ms Hil Aug: txt C rel syrr copt eth arm Orig Chr. 

rec (for avrov) avrw, with E! Ori 
ef ff, l Syr syr-cu arm Hil: txt BCZ 

15. om кори Z. pov тоу шоу pov В!. 

: ғутросбеу avrov D latt вуг: om avr. lat- 
orr? ?) rel Thi. 

exer (perhaps substitution of 
more usual expression, or perhaps emendation, как. тасу. appearing pleonastic) 

Bon. Vv. 6, 7 are iar to Matthew. 
9.] No ity is implied in the 

word брара, for it = à edo» in Mark, 
and .... бу iwpáracw in Luke: see 
Num. xxiv. 8, 4. St. Luke, without men- 
tioning the condition of time imposed on 
them, remarkably confirms it by saying, 
obq evi а&тйүүнАХау iv ixeivatg raic ijut̃- 
paic obdiv ... 10. 
this enquiry was, that they had just seen 
Elias withdrawn from their eyes, and were 
enjoined not to tell the vision. How (ody) 
should this be? If this was not the com- 
ing of Elias, was he yet to come ? If it was, 
how was it so secret and so short ? 
Oo Ta Ta ee o ch. xi. 14. 

Lord plainly in the А 
and uses very word of грін 

The occasion of 

че prophecy. о» 

Mal. iv. 6. The doudle allusion is only 
the assertion that the Elias (in spirit and 
power) who foreran our Lord’s first coming, 
was а partial fulfilment of the great pro- 
hecy which announces the real Elias 
the words of Malachi will hardly bear 
any other than a personal meaning), 
who is to forerun His greater and second 

ming. 
14 41. HEALING OF A POSSESSED 

LUNATIC. Mark ix. 14—29. Luke ix. 
87—42. Ву much the fullest account of 
this miracle is contained in Mark, where 
see notes. It was the next day : see Luke 
ix. 37, and note on our ver. 1. Our Lord 
found the Scribes „and the disciples dis- 
putin k). 16.) He was an only 

12 e іх. 88. The demon had de- 
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eig. Phil. ii. woAXakic ис ro UBwp. 16 ка! wpociveyka avrov тос 

E Y; Ker. xxi. рабпта соо, kat оок id oruhnaur avrov Oepaxevoat. 

I 17 awoxpiBeic 8 с o Inode бте» O “үй 4 amaroc kai 
I Qusrpeputvn, ' Ewe тоте pel Оршу ©сона‹; '% Ewe wore 
ау орал ú бреу; péperé por айтд» wee, 18 ка è EWETiMN- ode Z 

oer abr о 'Iycovc, Kai. LE ar айтой тд ' apó- 'GHEL 
viov, kai Е дғратео0ц о тас ато тйс брас EKYN. Xl. 4 

"kar {да> 
. 20 0 

only. Ps. 
zc 

i an i» 19 Tore ™poceh Bovrec оі ufa ry "Incov 

4. Gea. W. d Стоу Ма ri дрес OUK nBvviÜnuev «кайн» aùró 3 
I ld. & Mya айтос Ava т» " омуотиотіа» Оро». арни yap 

TL Mey dur, єй» “tynre " тісті» we " KÓKKOV ° owarewc, 
P MeraBa ^ об ' ка, Kat * peraBn- 
а$и›атпйо Ору. 21 rovro & rò 

oe Epere TU бон тойт 
ai. 

E ст. Kai ovow * 
* exwopeverat et ий “tv как kai * vn- е yero оок 

стнд. 
pi * 22 y? Avaarprgopiver dt avrov w Ty Гаа ETEY Та 26, 
E ы t avroic 0 Insouc * МғАЛэа о vióc тоо avdowrou * rapa- Guk 

өтту, did oa tic yepaç avÜpumuv, ? kat aroxrevovew avróv, 
Gort he 

o ch. xiii. Bi n€ p эс, ch. vii. 84. John v. 94. xiii. 1. 1 Jobn Ш. 144. Wied. vii. $7 al. q Lake 
9л y w 6h. H. 9921. Gen. xix. 20, 99 al. ere onlg. 

XA l. 53. 

y 2 Cor. 1. 12. er 
: в ver. 19. ch. xvi a= ch. 

x.17, Ac. xx. 18, 10 al. fr. Esek. xxili. 

BLZ sah Orig, : wacyes CD rel vulg lat-a с &. (tor lat-b.) for (2nd) 
wodXakic, evsore D 1 lat. a b 3 arm Origz(ör дё cai aig rò тәр era re- 
por.) . sepius D- lat (lst adiquotiens) 

vvag0gcay B: gévvavro Z : txt CD rel. 
ва е f 

1T. for акокр. бе, тоте атокр. Z forj copt wth: et respondens 1nt-a : respondens 
(alone) am lat- ў, „ g, l Syr syr-cu sah. for roc, хоупџа Z. dit arpen- 

Orig. гес вораг bef ne ориу, with L rel latt syrr eth Hil: txt BCDZ 1. 33 

. Tec aft о де ins гутос, with C rel vulg lat-b c e f syrr: txt BD 33 am ею 
tol) lat-a ff, , 9, ч syr-cu coptt æth arm. rec (for P urey, with 
lat-a f f gy arm: txt BD í. 18. 33. 124 al am (with forj fuld) lat-3 c e ff, , 91 ^. 

reo amtoriav (see ref), with CD rel latt syrr arm-ms Chr: odAryororiay 
BN 1. BCI Суны Hu. aft vn ins ore C ev-27 
coptt rec heran eryrever (see John vii. 8), with C rel Eus; perante 
ever D 1? txt B 1 Orig, 

copt-mss sah : ins CD rel latt syrr copt-edd $1. om ver B 33 lat-e ff syr-cu syT 
ger pes arm Orig Chr ' Thi Euthym Hu Am Ambr Aug Juvenc. 

the word being understood of return into pepopevay (perhaps to prevent 
Gal: see poesie ) Bi, conversantibus volg lat-a b f ff, g, , D-lat HiL—evre» ds 
avacrp. D-gr. 

Otparevoas bef avrov D latt 

ms him of speech, Mark ix. 17. 
Т.) Bengel remarks, “ severo elencho dis- 
сірші accensentur turbe.” Compare the 
Gia ryy Ou yerurr(ar tue, ver. 20, which 
however does not make this so certain, 
linked as it is to & yeved Ésiarog, as in 

the rec, text: see digest. эе” 
= mwpóc бийс Luke. 19.] ee in 

house, Mark ix. 28. , 
22, 23.] Ось Lorp’s SECOND AN- 

NOUNCEMENT OF Ніз DEATH AND RI- 
SURRECTION. Mark ix. 30—32. Luke ix. 
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kai ty трітр uu °ғугрдпсєга. ка! < А»тп@лса>у Ex 

: ato pa. iv. 1.0 

A "EMjovrov & avrov cic Kagapvaoupn тросп\бо» oi "Sui 
та ° di dpa M 

5д‹давскахос vuev ov 
Nai. 

"yn ахб Tivwv AapBavovary ' 
тш» " vtov avrov, 7 amo тоу °addAorpiwy; 26 Atyet aury 

58 al. fr. 7 9 Macc. 1. 10 only. 
ax. 25. Pa. vl. 1 k Acts iv. 
(eb. 3. 23 al. fr.) oniy. Nam. xzzi. $8, &c. 
< "s Lake xx. 29. 

V" 0. 

23. arocravovow D-gr. 
fertiam diem lat-a b c n, post tri 

' AapPavovrec тф Петрф xai та» О 32%; 0 . 
d en rd 

каі &\АӨб»та чс тђу окќау 
о "Тоос М үш» Ti cot доки, Dar; : 

Lisp xi ; 25 Mya dvd m 
= Bere ar 

' wpolgbacey avrov хайл, 18,16 
„ oie Ваоћис тїс LN 

riAn 1) " knvcov ; ard саи. 6 b. 
нося XIX. 

ide Ax. II. sil. 
h — Rom. хі). 6 (ch. я. ial) ger t 1 here only. Wem 

from Ps Pe, ii. S. Rer. vi. 1 ki l= . xili. 7 
асс. x. 8 m ch. xxl. ur 19 valy f. 

с саса 14, zl. 80. e Heb. хі. 84. Ps 

for 1 трета u. uera три пџрграс D copt; post 
t-e. for eyepOnoerat, avacrnoerat 

|| МЕ) B 13. 124. 209 al Scr’s f Orig, Chr. 
24. for ed. дг, cal «МӘ. D latt(not f) Syr syr-cu. ra didpaynara (Ist) D 

(didragma am ста forj fuld gat] try. uray bef re rerp D вуг-јег. 
[ema v, во 

25. rec (for гАӨоута) оте ри (explanatory corrn 
ev-27 ; ore tignAO0ov 

tige Ao re 13. 124, 346: txt В 1 wth, 
91.3 SYTT coptt arm; ore gÀ9o» C 
35: escqeABorrc D lat-b : 
sth arm. 

26. for Аеун avrw, ияоутос де (emendn of style—eee below) B 1 

corr), with Y, rel vulg ate « f f 
tAÜovrwu» avrwv 

r.vos B (sah ?) 

tt eth-rom 
arm Orig Chr: txt D rel syrr syr-cu (œth- pl), and (but see below) CL. ( B ) 

rec aft арты ins o жєгрос, with C rel lat F вуг; rerpog Н; сных 

43—45. This followed immediately after 
the miracle (Mark ix. 80) ;—our Lord went 
privately through Galilee; ididaccey yàp 
к.т А. :—the imparting of this knowledge 
more исто His disciples, which He 
had begun to do in the last chapter, was 
the reason for His pri For more par 
ticulars, see Luke, ver 48 Mark, ver. 183 

24—81.) DEMAND ОР THE SACRED 
TRIBUTE, AND OUR LORD'S REPLY. Pe- 
culiar to Matthew. The narrative con- 
nects well with the whole chapter, me 
aim of the events narrated in which is, to 
set forth Jesus as the undoubted Sos of 
God. 24. ol та 8089. .] This 
tribute, hardly properly so called, was а 
sum paid annually by the Jews of twenty 
гыз сеа ears old and u towards the temple 

xii. 4: 2 s One. xxiv. 6. 9. 
reckon according to the Alexandrian double 
drachma, and have therefore, as in the 
first of the above places, perv тоё didpdy- 
ov: but Josephus and reckon as 
ете, and Aquils, Exod. xxxviii. 26, and 

an anonymous interpreter: see Hexapla, 
and apparently Jerome, Gen. xxiv. 22, 
translate vp3 by didpayy. Josephus 
(B. J. vii. 6. 6) says of Vespasian, 

yr syr-cu: 

оу d roig Sxov ror’ обо» lov- 
aioe bwiBads, Cio бдоахнёйс ёкастоу 

wekevoac ava way (roc ec TÒ cart rk 
фїри», derep жрӧтгроу eic тд» iv `1еро- 
gcoAborc vewy Cuveridouy. , for more 
particulars, Winer, RWB, art. Sekel. 
It does not quite appear whether this pay- 
meni was or not; the ques- 
lar: here asked would look as if it were 
duis! er, therefore by some declined. 

y Commentators both ancient 
and modern, and among them no less names 
than Clement Alex., Jerome, and 
Augustine, have entirely missed the mean- 
ing of this miracle, by in ing the 
payment as a — peri which it certainly 
was not. 8. lap.) not the 
publicans, but uu who received the 

i.e. one for each person. Peter 
answered in the affirmative, probably be- 
cause he had known it paid before. 
25, 26.] The whole force of this argument 
depends on the fact of the pon being 
a divine one. It rests on t * if the 

«ijvoos, money tak 
reckoning of the census,—a capitation 
tax: a Latin word. ddAorpler, all 
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ре. "1.20 Arò rwy ° ad Aorpiwy. 

75 1 тия EAcbBepoi tiaw оі vioi. 

2 5 abrobe, торгеубыс чс 0aAaccav ' Bade " 
a 

ге: 27. 13 тд» “ avaBavra rer хб» pov. 
I 1 стора avrov to photic “отаттоа 
4Kings xix. Do „= A 2 о 2 1 - 

аутос аут! EOV Kal GOV. 
u = here only. 

Kapkivot 
aro T. 
abo en 
ùva fát, Ld , + э A 

Жор. Fe. KaAsoauevog wadiov отто avro 
тасгаар: песа 94 AG et al w ch. xiii. 81, 38 

al Buck. siiil 7. 

om BD 1 latt syr-jer coptt eth arm Cyr. (I, def. 
addorpiwy bef гфп C L(omg avrov) 78% wth-rom(not pl). 

27. rec ins rg» bef 0uXacca» (art su 
Middleton vi. 1), with DEFGHSX : txt 
SXZ(appy) A Cyr: txt BD rel Orig Chr. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1. aft drin ins де BM copt sah-ms. 
syr-cu arm Orig(xard piv rieva rà» ávriypddev iv ir. r. 

‚› ard д4 дла, iv а nulpg,— and he leaves it undecided : i 
lat-a b c &c(not f) 
&pg . 
tom. xiii. 14, vol. iii. p. 688 

arm 
zaioy ins iy D 8yT-CU. 

who are not their children; those out of 
ас ere 27.) In this, which 

yronounced (even by Olshausen) 
the iue cult miracle in the 
the deeper student of our Lord's life and 
actions will find no difficulty. Our Lord's 
words amount to this :—“ that, notwith- 
standing this immunity, we (graciously 
including the Apostle in the earthly pay- 
ment, and omitting the distinction be- 
tween them, which was not now to be 
told to any), that we may not offend 
them, will pay what is uired—and shall 
find it furnished by "s special provi- 
dence for us.” In the foreknowledge and 

wer which this miracle implies, the 
Lord recalls Peter to that great confes- 
sion (ch. xvi. 16), which his hasty answer 
to the collectors shews him to have 
in part forgotten. Of course the 
miracld is to be understood in its literal 
historic sense. The satural interpreta- 
tion (of Paulus and Storr), that the fish 
was to be sold for the money (and a won- 
derfal price it would be for a fish caught 
with a hook), is refuted by the terms of 
the narrativo,—and the mythical one, 
besides the utter inapplica ility of all 
mythical interpretation to any part of the 
evangelic history,—by the absence of all 
possible occasion, and all possible signifi- 
cancy, of such a myth. . The stater — 

EYATT'EAION 

ul toriv & rp Ваве rov ovpavov ; ? ка! 

reff. 
sch. x. lal. Gen. xzviit. 1. 

I, Z rel Did. 

XVII. 27. 

фп airy о InsoUc P"Apa Р TY раға С. 

tva & ит) " oxavdadiowpev BDEFO HLKL 
аукістроу, Kat i мабух 

cal avottac TO 

ect Aa дос 
XVIII. I E, exeivy тр 

“ос wpocnAÜqv oi пабтта! ry 'Incov Atyorrec Tic ара 

* крос 
% ёр рісф avrov 
x= ch. v. 88, bat? rather ch. 

ach. x. 1б. ver. 90 

ins awovroc Ce avrov ато тыу 

lied, but not necessary aff a 
avaDawovra '"FG 14 

aft evpnoec ins exu D lat-a b o 91 

for epa, nuepa 1. 33 

m. in 

2. rec aft x скаћосаџеуос ins о (соус, with D I, rel lat-e f g 1050 syr-cu sah 
: pref, lata b c g,: om BFLV! i copt eth Chr. ( 85 defecti aft 

Jour drachme—the exact payment re- 

: redemp ad foe ‘th plan was а tion paid for the person, 
Exod. xxx. 12—to this also refers the 
4%00єре above. іроб к. cov—not 
ind, —as in John хх. 17 :—because the 
footing on which it was given was dif- 
eren. 

Cuap. XVIII. 1—85.) DisoovnRsE ве. 
SPECTING THE GREATEST IN THE KING- 
DOM OP HEAVEN. Mark ix. 83—50. Luke 
ix. 46—50. 1] In Mark we learn 
that this discourse arose out of a dispute 
among the disciples who should be the 
Toe It took place soon after the 

incident. Peter had returned from 
fishing : see ver. 21. The dispute had 

taken place bofore, on the way to Caper- 
naum. It had probably been caused by 
the mention of the Kingdom of God as at 
hand in ch. xvi. 19, 28, and the 
ence given by the Lord to the Three. In 
Mark it is our Lord who asks them what 

they 
silent. 

dis: it may equally well be under- 
stood as indicating the presence in the 
mind of the querist of something that had 
yrs in the preceding dispute. 
„] From Mark ix. 36 it appears that our 

Lord first placed the child in the midst, 
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2 erpajinre kai > доки ZIL 4a, 

уѓупобе « шс та radia, ov "i icéAOnre ис тї» Васка» „г ech. Pu 
теу ойраушь. 15 eerie ой» “тағысы tavrov we то чай 14. 

James tv. 10 

raidior TOUTO oùróç фот o" рау é £v ту [JaciAtig vro». Ч F. , y u 
oupaviy, : Kai ӧс tay SeEnras >, тадіоу rowbroy ОГ 
de imi ы ° оуоцаті но», ipi yero ^ Oc ёа а» ‘ скауда- toby 20, 50, 
Мер tva тоу 5 о тойго» ror Н жютубутау ис ші, раке 
! auppipu айт ) iva " xptuacÜg H, окос tie rov" E 

ГА 9 — 4 

TpüynÀe» avrov, kai 
h w. eie, John il. 12 raf. jcb. v 80 reff. 

here on oniy. р ахі. 40. Lake zai. 2 Acts v. 80 
Mk. ch. xxiv. 41. (Luke xvii. 2 v. A Rev. х rris SEI 

B eh. xiv. 30 only. Pa. . 
"y. . 1 Mace.L 61. 

" кататоунобр. ev re ая 17 
> 1 Cor. iv. kw. Det ett 

. X. M 4. 8.1. ut 18 

mi AP rhe Мк» зі. 21. 
vc rri. 5 only f. 2 Macc. v. 21 only. ere aniy t. 

4. rec idi er with (Scr's p w, e sil) vulg lat-a b D. lat Clem: txt BDZ rel Scr’s 
mss Orig,. avrov LA. 

б. for i ay pu Orig, : txt B rel Orig, —om latt Lucif: «av pn A. 
желю» roiovrov bef i», with E rel: raid. jv roi. G вуг Аша тек). om іу SXA Inte 
Syr coptt Chr: txt BDLZ 1 latt Orig, Lucif.—ro«vvro B(Mai) KLM VZA 1 Orig. 

б. for н. озмкос, Abt [. .] vAuoc (see Luke xvii. 2) Z: Мос рићмкос L ev-y,. 
rec ews (more usual than ыс), with D G(Tisch) U: жер Сот | МЕ and 

Ім xvii. 2) BLZ 28. 157 Scr's р evv-y-tisch! Orig, 
1. 13. 22. 124. 131. 209 al Scr’s mse(18 in number) latt(i» сойо) copt arm Orig, 

and then took it in His arms: possibly 
drawing a lesson for His disciples from ita 
ready submission and trustfulness. 
3.] страфӯўте = ptravoynre: it also con- 
veys idea of turning back from the 
eourse previously viz. that of am- 
bitious rivalry. Without this they should 
not only not be pre-eminent in, but not 
even itted into, the Christian state— 
the Kingdom of Heaven. 
ec TÒ wad, т. roztvol lavró: 
vulus non se 
Valla (in Meyer). ‹ Quales pueri natura 
sunt, ab ambitu scilicet alieni, tales nos 
esse jubemur тр wpoaipioe:.” Grotius. 
5.) Having shewn the child as the pattern 

humility, the Lord proceeds to shew 
the honour in which children are held in 
His heavenly kingdom; and not onl 
actual, but spiritual children—for both 
are understood in the expression rasdioy 
тоюбтоу iv. The receiving in My 
is the serving (trat wavrwy б:йкоуос 
а 85) with Christian ше ала » 

to Christ (see also ch. xxv. 40 
6.] Here St. Mark and St. Luke 

insert the saying of John respecting one 
casting out in Jesus’ name, who 
followed not with the Apostles: which it 
appears gave rise to the remark in this 
verse. St. Luke however goes on no fur- 
ther with the discourse: St. Mark inserta 
also our ch. х. 42. The verbs крерасбў, 
кдтетоғтытдүј, may perhaps be under- 

Has Chr Bas-sel: txt ) rel 

stood in their strict tenses: it is better 
for him that a millstone should have been 
hanged, &c., and he drowned .... before 
the day when he gives this offence. But 
this is somewhat doubtful. The aorists 
more probably, as so often, denote an act 
complete in itself and accomplished at 
once: without any strict temporal refer- 
ence. The punishment here d 
drowning, may have been practised in the 
sea of Galilee; (‘secundum ritum pro- 
ind ejus loquitur, quo jorum cri- 
minum ista apud veteres J репа 
fuerit, ut in profundum ligato sexo de- 
mergerentur.' Jerome in loc.) De Wette 
however denies this, saying that it waa 
not & Jewish punishment; but it cer- 
teinly was a Roman, for, Suetonius men- 
tions it as practised by Augustus on the 
rapacious attendants of Caius Cæsar (A 
ch. lxvii.) : :—and a Macedonian, — Diod. 
Sic. xvi. 35, 0 02 ФіМттос roy piv 'Ovó- 
papxov ікріџаве, тодс d' а\Лоюс we 
lepoovhove кат Compare also 
Livy i. 51, where Turnus Herdonius 
(novo genere leti," it is true) “ dejectus 
ps a с ее Ferentinz, crate su 

ue congestis, mergitur." 
eA. ia belonging to a mill turned by 
an ass, and therefore larger than the 
stones of a handmill. In the Digests, the. 
‘mola qumentaria i is disti from 
the ‘mola manuaria ;’ and in Cato, de re: 
rustica, с. 10, we have ‘molas asinarias. 
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пт 5 avróv ка! HA ато воо’ " кабу aot toriv siceADew tic 
„XVII. a € e a e 

"а, а х. THY бей» ywrAov n ' xvAdov, I 900 xttoac п 900 кбдас 

ez t Eyovra AUD eic rò хӯр то alt. Kat & О 
) Mk. (бео). , М t ‚ ty $ < ` 7 
Leezv.7. оОфба\нбс cov ‘скаудаћ ae, IEA avrov kai Bare 
1 Cor. xiv. 19. 9 a - о u Aó » 4 y L 9 À L] [1 

Gen. xxxviii. NO COU kaÁov oot єстї» " uovoódUaApuov ис Thy 
26. Ps. 
exvil. 8. 
Jonah iv, 8. 

U. å al. Prov. xiii. 18. a ver. 6 тей, 

Tany cictA de j 960 офбаАдоюс ÉXovra BAnOnva ис 

dl. ony le vH TOU турдс. ; 

£voc r&v * шкро» robr Аёуш yap ору Ort oi 
0 opare pn " катафооуотте 

1. rec ins єттї» bef Ad, with D rel latt syr-cu syr Orig, Hil Lucif: om BL 1. 33 
al Syr sah seth Chr-2. aft wAny ins ĉe Di. om ecesye DFL 1 am(with 
fori) lat-g, syrr syr-cu copt : ins B(Mai, expr) rel latt sah æth arm Dial Hil Lucif. 

. reo avra, with X rel syr copt: txt BDL 1 latt Syr syr-cu sah eth arm Hil 
Lucif. cx y ywAov (transposition to suit хир and rovc) B 167 Scr’s f latt. 

transp roĝaç and yepac D lat-a ё c Chr-1(-H-K-2). 
9. for cat et, To avro и «as D. скаудале (sic) B. om rov 7vpoc D. 
10. rovrwy bef rev picpww DL vulg lat-a b ff, m Syr syr-cu (sah?) Orig, Іосі: 

duas, trusatiles unas.’ qe yet, i. е. 
the part, in the open sea. 7.) 
See 1 Cor. xi. 19. Stier suggests that 
Judas, who took offence at the anointing 
in Bethany, may have been on other occa- 
sions the man by whom the offence came, 
and so this may have been said with spe- 
cial reference to him. Still its general 
import is undeniable and plain. See also 
Acts ii. 23. 8.] The connexion is— 
‘ Wilt thou avoid being the man on whom 
this woe is pronounced ?—then cut off all 
occasion of offence in thyself first. The 
cautions following are in a wider 
sense than in ch. v. 29, 30. In Mark, the 
* foot’ is expanded into a separate iteration 
of the command. +d т®р тд al, 
which here first occurs, is more fully in 
Mark ro wiy rò dopecroy, brov å oN 
abre» ob redeurg xal тд пір ob oDivyv- 
rat. wahov..,4..., a mixture of 
the two constructions, caddy .... eai н 
.. „ and каАћоу ... . . . Ses reff. 
9. ] povddBadpos, in classical Greek, is 
‘born blind of one eye ;’ here it is used 
for értoóe0aA uoc. See Herod. iii. 116. 

10.) Hitherto our text has been 
резо with that of Mark іх.; from this, 

atthew stands alone. The warning 
against contempt of these little ones must 
not be taken as only implying ‘maxima 
debetur puero reverentia’ (Juv. xiv. 47), 
nor indeed as relating exclusively, or even 

principally, to children. We must re- 
member with what the discourse began— 
a contention who should be greatest among 
them: and the &re those who are 
the farthest from these ‘ tho 
humble and new-born babes of the spi- 
ritual kingdom. And катофроғќсутє 
must be understood of that kind of con- 
tempt which ambition for superiority 
would induce for those who are by weak- 
ness or humility incapacitated for such a 
strife. There is no doubt that children 
are included in the word pixpol, as t 
are always classed with the humble and 
simple-minded, and their character held 
up for our imitation. The little children 
in the outward status of the Church are 
in fact the only disciples who are sure to 
be that in reality, which their Baptism 
has put upon them, and so exactly answer 
to the wider meaning here conveyed by 
the term: and those who would in after- 
life enter into the kingdom must turn 
back, and become as these little children— 
as they were when they had just received 
the new life in Baptism. The whole dis- 
course is in deep and constant reference to 
the covenant with infants, which was to 
be made and ratified by an ordinance, in 
the Kingdom of Heaven, just as then. 
On the reason assigned in the latter part 
of this verse (Me yàp c. r. A.), there have 
been many opinions; some of which (e. g. 
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1. Ütv yap o viòç rov avOpwrov соса: rò ° атолоћбс.] 8. Asi 
— ге «= - 54 f 7 Ы , e ` М xv. 8. al. BDEFG ri йш» Soxti; ғау ' угууга rive avOpwry ekaróv TPO- айе cals. 

Acts хх. HI,KL 1 =A 5 * =» > 4 9, 4 sce 
usÜvx (Jara, xai * wAavnÜy £v ЕЁ avrov, оюу! "adele rd evvem- f . 
A 1. 33. „ 1 10. 4 Kings 

covrat yy 
е eh. x. &. xv. Mal. Ps. exhi 176. 

= Heb. v. 2. 1 Pet. ii. 28. Ise. xiii. 14. Uli. 6. 
ch. xlii. 9. xxiv. 9. Af. 45. 

add тыу morsvoyrey ac epe D 184-0 c 
овез) ev ovpavoic (to conform to fo 
arm 

Bas Chr Thdrt Hil. 

Emi rà Gon wopevOerc Cyri то # sAavoptrov ; 

1.4 91.9 N 

zzv. 10. 
Jer. Ui. 25. 

f Rom. vii. 8, 4. Lev. xxii. 14 Jer. Hi. 1. Hos. iji. 3. 
h ow ch. iv. 11, 20, 22. Joba x. 12 al. 

: -cu sah Hil. rec (for ev re 
8 copt sth 

83 Orig 
LL om ver BL'N 11, 83 lat-e ff, syr-jer сор æth-ms-iii Orig Eus-canon Jer Juvenc : 

ins D I, rel latt syrr syr-cu copt-ms 
lat-c eth 
xix. 10 
the near 
of ter 12.) 

12. aft т: ins de D lat-a syr-cu copt. 

ars, lst, J'rom the absence of 

eth arm: афсу D vulg-ed 1а$-//, coptt (probably 
two participles) : txt I, rel syrr syr-cu. 

вуг; &nrgae сшде 12. (That this verse has not been inserted 

any 
unanimous omn of Luke's nrg cat wh wd have exactly suited t 

arm Chr,—aft av@p. ins Zyryoai cas G 
4 Jrom In 

sufficient reason for inen; 2ndly, from 
M LET 

for афис, agnor BL 1 am lat-a b o &c 
emendations of style to avoid the 

aft evvtvgcor. ins жро3ата B 18 arm. 
ins «as (see above) bef торго. BDL latt Syr syr-cu copt eth arm: om I, rel вуг 

sah. for woptvÜtc, wopevopevoc D. 

that given by Webster and Wilkinson, 
‘“dyyeAor, their spirits after death: а 
meaning which the word never bore,—see 
Suicer sub voce, and one respecting which 
our Lord never could have spoken in the 

t tense, with d:4 ravróç) have been 
hed merely to evade the plain sense 

of the words, which is—that to individuals 
(whether invariably, or under what cir- 
cumstances of minor detail, we are not in- 
formed) certai» angele are allotted аг 
their especial attendants and guardianes. 
We know elsewhere from the Scriptures, 
both of the Old and New Testament (Ps. 
xxxiv. 7; xci.11: Heb. i. 14 al.), that the 
angels do minister about the children of 
God : and what should forbid that in this 
service, a prescribed ordér and appointed 
duty should regulate their ministrations ? 
Nay, is it not 5 that 
ы would be the case ? t this saying 
of our Lord assures us that such is the 
ease, and that those angels whose honour 
is high before God are entrusted with the 
charge of the humble and meek,—the 
children in and the children in grace. 

The 1 Adye yàp tpiv, or Аѓуш 
dulv, as in Luke xv. 7, 10, is an introduc- 
tion to a revelation of some previously un- 
known fact in the spiritual world. 
Stier has some very beautiful remarks on 

the guardian angels, and on the present 
general neglect of the doctrine of angelic 
tutelage, which has been doubtless a reac- 
tion from the idolatrous angel-worship of 
the Church of Rome (see Acts xii. 15: 
Daniel xii. 1: in the former case we have 
an individual, in the latter a national, 
guardianship). _ ВМжоъюъу тд эгрбз- 
wrov «.r.A., i. e. are in high honour before 
God; not perhaps especially so, but the 
meaning may be, ‘for they have angelic 
guardians, who always, &c. See Tobit 
xii. 16. [11. The angels are the ser- 
vants and messengers of the Son of Man; 
and they therefore (АӨ. yap r. r. A.) are 
appointed to wait on these little ones 
whom He came to save: and who, in their 
utter helplessness, are ially examples 
of тд ёяолыАбс. ‘Here,’ remarks Stier 
(ii. 241), ‘is Jacob's ladder planted before 
our eyes: beneath are the little ones; 
then their angels ;—then the Son of Man 
in heaven, in whom alone man is exalted 
above the angels, Who, as the Great Angel 
of the Covenant, cometh from the Presence 
and Bosom of the Father;—and above 
Him again (ver. 14) the Father Himself, 
and His pleasure.'] 12, 18.] Sce 
notes on Luke ху. 4—6, where the same 

ble is more ex . Compare also 
k. xxxiv. 6, 11, 12. dsl та bpn 
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d ! хари er aurp алох 7 emi тос EvvernKovratyvia тос 
14 ojrec osx koriw GéAnua 

8 - a [ 4 e — 9 ? ы rj ? А 

тоос@гу rov татобс уро rov v ovupavoic, tva. атоАпта 
tig тоу "uwpov тобто. 
о adeAgdc cov, отауг °EAcyEov avrov herab coU Kai 

* s „ә (d ` ? 

avrov uóvov' ёа» cov axovay, "tktpOnsac rov абеАфбу 
16 fav 86 uy akoboy, ' rapd Aae дета соо eri t va 

o, " iva kx стбратос Sto мартйршъ Ñ тро» *отабр 

m $u- 

15 "Еду & apaprhay " ыс ai 

oh. xxiil. 86. Acta xv. D aLt Wied. iv. 10 al, 
P ch. xvii. 1 reff. t s Duurt. xix. 15. 

14. for эде», pov (to suit ver 10, and: more usual) ВЕН I, 38 Syr-ms syr-txt coptt 
эһ arm Orig,: us (also corra from the unusual vpwv) Di- gr harl! Chr-2-6-9-n-p-¢ : 
txt D?L rel latt syrr syr-cu Chr(Fd) Aug. 

lone.] 

15. apaprn 33 al Orig Chr 

aft ew ins гос D(E!V!, appy) 38 Orig, 
BDLM? 33 harl! lat-e! : elc I, rel latt Orig, 

"Damasc : анартто& 

[В does not omit 2nd rov, as Vercel- 

fv (perhaps grammi corra) 

(and acovoe) L. [not B as Bartol.} 
om uc сє ( for Merarchical reasons: see note) B 1. 22. 2341 sah Orig. 

rec ins cas bef sAeyEov, with I, rel latt copt eth Hil Lucif: om BD 1. 33 al lat i: 
&yrr syr-cu sah arm Orig Bas Chr Cyr Damasc Cypr Ambr. 
cism ?) D. 

гкердпоєс (sfa- 

16. aft un ins cov (from ver 15) LA 38 al latt (not forj) Syr syr- cu coptt sth Orig - 
lat. ert eva n доо bef pera cov В lat-ff, copt. om paprupwy D 435 Aug:: 
ins bef доо L al: aft rptw» 1 al vulg late Ty з h 9 coptt æth arm Orig, 

A 33 Tert Lucif. 

belongs to d gag, not to ropev9. Seo var. 
read. The preposition of motion, irí, 
gives the idea of the wandering and scat- 
tering of the flock over the mountains. 
If we join the words to ropev@eic, we give 
them an unmeaning emphasis, besides de- 
stroying the elegance of the sentence. 
14.] This verse sets forth to us the work 
of the Son as accomplishing the will of 
the Father ;—for it is unquestionably the 
Son who is the Good Shepherd, searching 
for the lost, ver. 11. For similar declara- 
tions sea Ezek. xviii. 28; xxxiii. 11: 2 Pet. 
ш. 9. The inference from this verse 
is—* then whoever despises or scandalizes 
one of езе little ones, acts in opposition 
to the will of your Father in Heaven.’ 
Observe, when the dignity of the little 
ones was asserted, it was rarpög pow: 
now that a motive directly &cting on the 
conscience of the Christian is urged, it is 
warpóc dv. 

15—20.) Or THE METHOD OF PROORED- 
ING WITH AN OFFENDING BROTHER: AND 
OF THE POWER OF THE CHRISTIAN AS- 
BEMBLY IN BUCH CASES. 15.] The 
connexion of this with the preceding is: 
Our Lord has been speaking of exáy- 
Saka, which subject is the ground-tone of 
the whole discourse. One kind is, when 

for oru09, craOgqceras 1, t-e ff, Orig. 

thow sinnest against another, vv. 7—14. 
A second kind, when thy brother sins 
against thee. The remedy for the former 
must be, in each individual being cautious 
in his own person,—that of the latter, in 
the exercise of brotherly love, and if that 
fail, the authority of the congregation, vv. 
15—17. Then follows an exposition of 
what that authority is, vv. 18—20. 
On this verse see Levit. xix. 17, 18. This 
direction is only in case of personal offence 
against ourselvea, and then the injured per- 
son is to seek private explanation, and 
that by going to kis injurer, not waiting 
till he comes to apologize. The stop 
must be after uórow, as ordinarily read, 
and not after aürov, as proposed by 
Fritzsche and Olshausen, which construc- 
tion would be contrary to the usage of the 
N. T. An attempt has been made 
(see var. readd.) to render the passage 

icable to sin i» general, and so to 
givo the Church power over sins upon 
earth. ixépÜncos, in the hig 
sense, reclaimed, gained for God, see 
Tef.: and for thyself too: wpro» yap 
ijnuiov reürov, did той oxaydadou py- 
yrupevoy ако тйс adedgixijic gov ovy- 
афнас. Euthym. . тар. . . ёт] 
Go again, and take . . The first at- 
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18 an M gry Bete 
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18. 

рёуа ° iv ovpavy. 19 wadw арђу At ушу Ore tav д0о 14. v ч. 
є ГА 5 е a * - æ id a ? 

суџфшуусоосіу H4 оңо» ETE тпс упс REPL паутос̧ Tpay- 
7. 8 John 7 
oaly t. 

«Se, Gal. 
MER № е , э ` = 14) 

paroc ou tay aarmgovrat yevnetrat ауто с тара TOU „сь v. & ref. 

жатобс роо тоо £v oupavoic. 
xxviii. 18 al. 
8. Іза. vil. 2 only. (-vos, 1 Oor. vil. 5.) 

20 ov yap неги доо z rpeic 
coh, xx. 8,18. Lake т. 58. Actsv.9. xv. 1б only. Сев. xiv. 3. 4 Kings xii. 

& cb. xvi. 19 
гей. 

b ch. vi. 10. 

d = eh. xiii. 19 ref. е == ch, viii. 18 al. 
fob. xxi. 49 | Mk., from Ро. vH. 28. та... . upia po: dente пара тоб, Xon. Anab. vil. 2. 25. 

17. ins wc bef o reAwync D 301 lat- i syr-cu вуг. 
18. rec (for Ist av) sav, with I, rel Orig 

tac yne Di. гес (twice) ev rw ovp. 
: txt BDKL 69. 

(нењ of art as usual), with X rel Orig, : tv 
om trat ded. to 

roe ovp. DL M(once) 33 lat: F coptt (двд. ғу rw оёр. and XM. гу тос ovp. М): txt B 
„ (ade) 
. rec om аруу, with DL 1 vulg lat- 

txt B I,(appy) rel mm lat-a b c { 91.2 
rec cugsgwrnceciy, with BI 

2 | Syr 
9 SyT-cu 

sic, from inspection] rel Orig, : 

opt arm Orig: for аруу, de MA: 
Bas. дио bef гау D-gr. 

txt DEH I, LVA 
33. rec om гЁ, with I, rel lat-c arm Orig: ins BDL (69 vulg lat-6 c.f syr-cu) 
wth Orig, Chr.—rec инеу bef cupg., with I, rel Orig: txt BD rel. 1 тоо bef 
xpayparog D!. for tar, ау D. 

. our ишу» yap, and wap’ oic ove йш D! (and lat), simly lat-g,. 

tempt of brotherly love is to heal the 
wound, to remove the offence, i» secrecy ; 
to cover the sin: but if this cannot be 
done, the nert step is, to take two or 
three, still, in case of an adjustment, pre- 
venting publicity ; but in the other event, 

idi ient legal witness. К эы 
ђра, not thing, 

bat word, as always. Pip St. Paul's 
apparent reference to these words of our 
Lord, 2 Cor. xiii. 1. 17. wapaxovey | 
a stronger word than py) ác. implying 
something of obduracy. тў n- 
ota, by what follows, certainly not the 
Jewish synagogue’ (for how could vv. 18 
—20 be said in any sense of it 7), but the 

tion of Christians ; i. e. in early 
times, such as in Acts iv. 32, the one con- 
gregation,—in after times, that congrega- 
tion of which thou and he are members. 
That it cannot mean the Church as repre- 
sented by her rulers, appears by vv. 19, 
20,—where any collection of believers is 
gifted with the power of deciding in such 
cases. Nothing could be further from the 
spirit of our Lord’s command than pro- 
ceedings in what were oddly enough called 
* ecclesiastical courts. fcre gol 
k. r. A.] ‘let him no longer be &ccounted 
as а brother, but as one of those without,’ 
as the Jews accounted Gentiles and Pub- 
licans. Yet even then not with hatred, 
вее 1 Cor. v. 11, and compare 2 Cor. ii. 

6, 7, and 2 Thess. iii. 14,15. The articles 
8 i0y., ё reà., are generic ; the ions 
being the singulars of oi 30 roi, ot rex d- 
vat. And thus the quality expressed by 
40у:кбс and rio gc, rather than the in- 
dividual who may happen to bear these 
characters, is prominent in the sentence : 
the 10. or the reà., inasmuch and as far 
as he is іб». or re. But this is not, as 
Words., the effect of the article only ; the 
predicate i@»scdg conveys plainly enough, 
that it is as a heathen, not as a man, that 
he is here introduced. 18.] This 
verse reasserts in a wider and more general 
sense the grant made to Peter in ch. xvi. 
19. It is here not only to him as the 
first stone, but to the whole building. 
See note there, and on John xx. 23, be- 
tween which and our ch. xvi. 19 this is a 
middle point. 19. wavrag 2p. ] every 
thing — but the construction is an in- 
stance of attraction: xd хойуна, the 
subject of the sentence, is thrown into 
government after the verb: the plain 
construction would be бт. way p., ёду 
ддо bp. сорф. iwi т. у. кері abrov, où id 
alrjowrrat, yernoeras x. r. A.: 80 that 
таутос тр. amounts in English to any 
thing. This refers to that entire accord- 
ance of hearty faith, which could hardl 
have place except also in aecordance wit 
the divine will. It was apparently mis- 
understood by the Apostles James and 
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oaly. Exod. xxiii. 5 vat. but not e. (с. хе = avà vuya bas, ler. ат. во) 
$0, xxvii. 47. 1 Pet. Ш. 18 oniy. Gea. xl 
12. xv. 27. Gal. v. 3 only 7. 
xvi. 21) a Lake 

ы and ob. xzv. 15 de. к 
vil, 49. XI. 4. xiv. 14. Eph.iv. 28. Hebd. vi. 1 

f Lake tx. 4). Acts xvi. 
Lake хін. 4. Ron.i. 14. viii. 

EUR xxv9.99al (-vsusoe, Rev. 

21. гес акты bef o xtrpoc uren, with L rel lat a (8 c) eyr arm "yu (sah) Chr Lucif, : 

“ы а EB. ] 
o adeAgog pov bef ec spe В 69. 1 
for srra, ewrancc Di lat-abc anf. 

94. rec wpocnvexOn (more usual word, see ch xii. 22, xix. 13, and for xpocny8n, 
reff), with L rel latt Orig, Lucif: txt BD Orig, 

John see St. Mark's account, ch. x. 35, 
in which they nearly repeat these words. 
Notice again the ъъ 1 see on 
ch. xvi. ult. B 
of the term éxx the powers 
conferred on it, which renders it inde- 
pendent of particular forms of govern- 
ment or ceremonies, and establishes at 
once & canon t pseudo-catholicism in 
all its 5 Cor. i i. 2. duet 
elt must be understood of the presence of 
the Spirit and Power of Christ, see chap. 
xxviii. ult. 

21—385.] REPLY TO Pxrxn's QUESTION 
RESPECTING THE LIMIT OF FORGIVENESS ; 
AND BY OCCASION, THE PARABLE OF THE 
FORGIVEN BUT UNFORGIVING SERVANT. 

= ine хуй. 3, 4. 16 is possible that 
yi have asked this question in 

virtos of the power of the keys before (ch. 
xvi. 19) entrusted to him, to direct him in 
the use of them: but it seems more likely, 
that it was asked as in the person of any 
individual : that Peter wished to follow the 
rules just laid down, but felt a difficulty as 
to the limit of his exercise of ове 

The Rabbinical rule was, to fo 
three limes and no тоте; this they justified 
by Amos i. 8, &c., Job xxxiii. 29, 30 LXX, 
and marg. É. V. The expression * seven 
times a дау? is found Prov. xxiv. 16, in con- 
nexion with sinning and being restored: see 
also Levit. xxvi. 18—28. In our Lord's 
answer we have most likely a reference to 
Gen. iv. 24. Seventy times seven, not 
‘seven and seventy times,’ is the render- 
ing. ойс йр:Өџӧ» ride ivyravOa, ad\Ad 
тд åwupov cai друкі cai dul. Chrys. 

al bef avrw В. 

Hom. lxi. p. 611. 23. Sua Tovro) 
because this i is so,’ because unlimited for- 
2 is the law of the Kingdom of 

eaven. The ob Rot here are not slaves, 
but ministers or stewards. By the храбй- 
va: of ver. 25 they could not be slaves in 
the literal sense. But in Oriental lan- 

(see Herodotus passim) all the sub- 
jects of the king, even the t ministers 
of state, are called дорА\ ot. e individual 
example is one in Aigh trust, or his debt 
could never have reached the enormous 
sum mentioned. бое Iss. i. 18. 
24.] Whether these are talents of silver 
or of gold, the debt, represented is enor- 
mous, and far beyond any private man's 
power to discharge. 10,000 talents of 
silver is the sum at which Haman reckons 
the revenue derivable from the destruc- 
tion of the whole Jewish people, Esth. 
iii. 9. Trench remarks (Parables, p. 124) 
that we can best p reciate the sum by 
comparing it with other sums mentioned 
in Scripture. In the construction of the 
tabernacle, twenty-nine talents of gold 
were used (Exod. xxxviii. 24) : David pre- 
pared for the temple 3000 talents of gold, 
and the princes 5000 (1 Chron. xxix. 
4—7): the Queen of Such presented to 
Solomon 120 talents (1 Kings x. 10): the 
King of Ass laid on Hezekiah thirty 
talents of gold (2 Kings xviii. 14): and in 
the extreme impoverishment to which the 
land was brought at last, one talent of 

ld was laid on it, vid the cs of 
osiah, by the King о pt (2 Chron. 

xxxvi. 3). : 25. è 3 atr..... 
r. r. A.] See Exod. xxii. 3: Levit. xxv. 39, 
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exe- Ò avrov 1 атодо?уш exiXevoey avrov o корс 7 жрабпуа‹, 
Kai тђу *yvvaika avrov xai rà тікуа kai тарта баа 

hevoev 

C пе ег 

21—29. 

* атододдуає. 

досе [оог]. 
э 

une b ат сву айтбу, ка{ ro 
7 2.00» de o Sovdog € кеуос eier fva тоу 

KATA MAS AION. 

26 у тесеу ойу M doc oc mpocexbve 
аот AT N er іно, ка! жарта 
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v oh. v. 96 ref. 
„„ 

ув, 

aro- 

* дауноу “ agir аот. 
ort a 

xxv. 18. 

avrov de Geiler abr ёкатду Syria, kai * xparnoac mob xsl 

aurov ^£ txveyer Aéyov Awodoc el ті соне. 29! TIeoov zii 16, 18 
а. па: Това 

= eee чан а here on Deut. xv. 8. xxiv. 11 о (cad ane 
d ch. vi. 1 hore (d im) ch. xxiv. 4». Col. М 7. iv. 7. “Rev. vi. Ii. xix. £0, xxii. о сау. Eura 
w 2,9 ai ому, хх. 9 reff. g cb. li. 11 reff. b =» here only. (Mark 

1 Kings xvi. 14, 15 only.) 1 ver. 20. 

25. rec aft киргос ins avrov (to avoid misunderstanding), with E rel vulg lat-b o e f 
A syrr coptt th arm Luci 

f aft yvy». om avrov B 1 lat-5. 
: om BDL 1 am(with em forj harl) lat-a 94 Jer Lucif. 

rec sxa (for confi : but the pres in 
such cases is idiomatic,—see reff’), with D rel latt Lucif: txt B 1. 124 al syrr syr-cu 
sah Origexpr 

26. for ot vuv, de D ev-y latt syr-txt sah (eth) arm Lacif. 
(from below) DLA 33 latt syrr syr-cu copt sth Lucif: om В rel sah arm. 

aft доъћос ins exesvoc 
rec 

aft Ay ins кири, with L rel lat-/ ff, g, syrr coptt wth arm; aft єх. u., gat mm; 
aft pacp., lat-b : om BD ev-y vulg lat-a c e ff, g, № І syr-cu Orig Lucif. (The omn 
conforms to ver 29, but the inan to the spiritual i etation. ape DL. 
rec go: bef arodwow, with A rel lat: ахоё. o BL 33. 69 al vulg мба с J, № syrr 
syr-cu coptt th arm Orig Lucif: ахо. (omg со) D lat-b e ff, , copt. 
. 27. om execvow B 1. 124 sah. 
` 98. om sktivoc В arm-zoh. 
planatory), with C rel lat-e Le ud 

tot CD rel Bera mas Orig, С 

47: 2 Kings iv. 1. Thesimilitude is how- 
ever rather from Oriental tism : for 
the selling was under the Mosaic law 
softened by the liberation at the year of 
jubilee. e imprisonment also, and the 
55 vv. 30, 34, favour this view, 

no part of ‘the Jewish mee 
— im as in pay- 
sper to be io au 98.) Luther ex- 
plains this as the voice of mistaken self- 
righteousness, which when bitten by sense 
of sin and terrified with the idea of 
punishment, runs hither and thither, seek- 
ing help, and imagines it can build пра 
righteousness before God without having 
yet any idea that God Himself will help 
the sinner. Trench remarks, “It seems 
simpler to see in the words nothing more 
than exclamations characteristic of the 
extreme fear and anguish of the moment, 
which made him ready to promise im- 
pea things, even mountains of gold.” 
[ү 28.] Perhaps we must not 

stress on E. A0, as indicating any 
wrong frame of mind already begun, as 
Theophylact does :—the sequel shcws how 

rec aft аходос ins pot upp 
syr-cu arm: om BDL 1. 

тит) о rt, with 69-ma 
Chr Damasc Thi Euthym Th 

supplementary and ez- 
83 ev-y latt coptt th 

nda vr sth arm Lucif : 

completely he had ‘gone out’ from the 
presence of his Lord. At all events the 
word corresponds to the time when the 
trial of our principle takes place: when 
we ‘go out’ from the presence of God in 
prayer and spiritual exercises, into the 
world. We may observe, that forgive- 
ness of sin does not imply a change of 
heart or principle in the sinner. The 
fellow-servant is probably not in the same 
station as himself, but none the lese a 
fellow-servant. The i ificance of the 
sum is to shew us how trifling any offence 

inst one another is in com m to 
the vastness of our sin nst God. 
Chrysostom finely remarks: ò 02 oii rå 
püpara gdictn M à» ісшӨт cai үйр 
abróc а ок a ябу dM Tey риш 
radavrws кай obl ròyv Asiva ixiyvo 
oe оф rà vavúyiov Óévyty ob rò oxñpa 
тўс tkernpiag dripwynoey abróv тїс Тоў 
ĝearórov ф:Лаудрыкіас dAkad ха»та 
{куа ояд тйс *AioviLíac Kai тўс du % 
Toç kal тўс и>окакас ixBadrwr, Өңрїөъ 
zavróc Ха\№жотерос̧ hy, q yx roy oh- 
Covroy. ті wouic, avOpwxe; ceavrov 
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keh MLS. oj» o" сбудоьЛос avrov [eic rove бас avrov] * map- BDEPG 

4. Elb. скала avrov Ad ! Макробоџтсо» er ené, kai атодове SUYA 
Ald 80 0 3 5 5 \ ANg , Ma » \ 209 8 1. 33. 69. 
X4. € оок sev, аАЛа атгАӨш» t(JaAev "avrov 

sail. 97. e, 1 2 m 2 L 8o s № 31 480 à miskexv.a C guraxny, “two атодф тө офеАбргуор. tdovrec St 
Й є э se LÀ » 

(Pixs? of ° güv6ovAot avrov ra yevoueva " tÀvmriÜncay "^ сфодоа 
Fe «а! є\@Өб»тес P дмойфптау TQ корі tauri аута та 
NA x n ytvontva. dre 9 mpockalteüutvoc avróv o Kopioc 

ч ч Ll - e [nd a > a 

Sov bec avrov Абун abr Лоо: wrovnpi, macaw тт» ' opeAny 
1. 5 only. Г , 87,97 П \ k ЭЧ , . 33 9 t #9, 
1 Maco. хн. КУПУ афтка со, EEL ?raptkaAtgac ut оик  tÓtt 

gv s | ‘a eX » a e , 8 Xo e ? 8 u * є 

тега п.л. Kal бё " sAenaat тоу ° афй»дооАд» aov шс кауш се“ nÀénoa ; 

7 i 
loch. xiv. 8, qot . 

7. 
1 Cor, vii. 8 a 5 1 e - э s РА 
oniy 4. и Kal ору‹:абыс o Küptoc aurov rapid ey avrov тос 

в ver. 27. - s » , e 5 . э n 

ита. " Bacavisraic, Ewe où атодр way rò офи\Абиг>о». 
= . AX. * 

xv.99 al. Ps. vi. 9. exxil. 8. v ch. v. rell. where only 1. ( rijeov, Jer. xx. 2 Syam ) 

28. om ис rovc wodag avrov BC'DGL 1 latt syr-cu sah Orig Lucif: ins С? A(sic) 
rel lat. F syrr arm. (Meyer would omit it, as a gloss on mowy. But then how comes 
it, that no such gloss was insd above, ver 28? There would be two reasons for omg 
the words, (1) the desire to conform the ver to ver 26: (2) the homeoteleuton avrov 
to avrov :—but none for insg them, which would not apply equally to ver 26.) 
rec enor (to conform to ver 26), with B rel: txt CDL. 

aft ca: ins wavra (fo conform to cer 26), with CL 1. 88 vulg lat-c f Fi. 2 915 
wth : aft со, K: om BC'D rel lat-a b е A Syr-ms syr-cu syr-txt 

со bef arodwow C! 38. 69 al Scr's e f p w ev-y 

rec 
Syr syr-marg coptt 
arm ТЫ Euthym Damasc Lucif. 
lat-f Chr. 

80. no «otv D 69 al latt Damasc Lucif. 
BC ins way bef ro офећонгуоу С 124 al tol lat-g, syr-ms sah-mss Chr,. 

$1. for де, ору BD 38 lat-e : txt C rel latt 
for yty., yuvoptva 

L arm. 

bef ot avydovAo: B. 

for cat, кауы D. 

rec ins tec bef ov, with D rel : om 

syr-cu coptt sth Тасі. avrov 
ву. І, а] latt Chr Euthym Lueif. 

rec (for cavrwy) avrwy, with DHLS 1 (айтыу DS): txt BC rel Orig, 
33. om avrw D 22 al. 
33. aft ove еди ins ovy D latt(not forj e) syr-cu sah arm Aug. 

om ray D ev-y al Chr (Fd: way» added only in mes- 
83 Orig. 

84. оф В arm Orig. 
в-у). : 

Byr-cu arm Orig. 

ёхатйу obk ale0áyy, card seavrov rò 
Eigoe ©0@у, cai rù» áxógacty cai riv 
denpt dy avacdotpevog; Hom. lxi. p. 616. 

ёкусүєу) So *obtorto collo ad 
rectorem trahor, Plaut. Ропа]. iii. 6. 45. 

Bee other examples in Wetstein. The el 
fi dgeiderc, which is beyond doubt the true 
reading, must be understood as a haughty 
expression of one ashamed to meet the 
mention of the paltry sum really owing, 
and by this very expression generalizing 
his unforgiving treatment to all who owed 
him aught. 81.] The fellow-servants 
#Аъзг@түтау, the lord à ч. Anger 
is not man’s proper mood towards sin, but 
sorrow (see Ps. cxix. 186), because all 
men are sinners. These fellow-servants 
are the praying people of God, who plead 
with Him against the ion and ty- 
ranny in the world. ] öre piv popía 

rec aft ogecAopevoy ins avre, with C rel syrr сор eth: om B 

[кауе, во BDL 

al latt 

rálavra Gtr, obe leddtoe тоэурбь, 
o SBprcev, АХА NU, eu. Chrysost. 
Hom. lxi. p. 616. 84. rots Baran- 
reit] not merely the prison-keepers, but 
the torturers. Remember he was to have 
been sold into slavery before, and now Ме 
punishment ts to be greater. The condi- 
tion following would amount in the case of 
the sum in the parable to perpetwal im- 
prisonment. So Chrysostom, rovriori ĝe- 
nverac obre yàp аходшсы wére. Hom. 
Ixi. p. 617. See note on ch. v. 26. 
There isa difficulty made, from the punish- 
ment of this debtor for the very debt which 
had been forgiven, and the question has 
been asked, ‘utrum россаба semel di. 
missa redeant. But it is the spiritual 
meaning which has here ruled the of 
the parable. He who falls from a state 
of grace falls into a state of condemna- 
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5 Obrec xai o “warnp pov o [7 ir ]jovpamoc тосе eey., 
ишу, tay py афӯте Exacroc rw ads 

* kapOuov d ud. 
XIX. ! Kai eyévero Оте éridecev o "Incovc rove 

Acyovc robrouc, * wernpey ато тс Tak Aalac ка: Ае» 

мс rà Opa rig “lowSaiag © іра» rov ‘lopdavov, 
пкоЛообпоау avrw dA seAAoí, kai 5 sÜepamivoev Erl, 

nÀÜov avrp Dapisaiot ° mepa- «22i 
, a 2 = 8 * 

avTOUC ёки, kat 

Covrtc aurov кеі At yovrec f E: есту 5 dro DO т» 21.524 

atríav ; < & атоко бис 
Јлаћ. xix. 49. ech. iv, 15 al. Gen. I. 10. 

xxii. 18,86. 8 Kiga L. 1. fob. xii. 10 reff. geh 
i Lake vili, 47 

- 9 - a = 

yvvaixa aurov ката таса» 

2. xxii. Е 
zlii. In. xviii. 19 al. 
xii. 40. . XX vIII. 17. 

~- ? eg? a ы A 

ha $f. 12. Apy avrov * ATO TWV y Joha m. 12.. 

2... idi ̂ ir. only. есе. 

cat xui, is. 

oaly. Ges. 

4 Kings xxv, 
11 = жый 

b eb. ii. M ref, 
© ch. iv. 1, 8. xvi. 

baw ch. 
doh. iv. 28, 24 reff, 

e . v. 81, е ab 

1. 6, 18 al. Сев. iv. 18. 9 Macc. Acts x. 91. 3 

85. for exovpaviog, va gi iac (more usual phrase; see also ch vi. 14) BC*DKL 83 
Orig, Damasc : txt C! ошу Tonnou bef o war. p. o гт. D lat-a b c Luci£ 

гес at end adds ra хараттората avrwv (from ch vi. 14, 15. Mark xi. 25, 26), 
with C rel lat: F А syrr sab-mnt arm: om BDL 1 latt syr-cu coptt th Orig Jer Lucif 
Ambr Aug. 

CHAT. XIX. 1. for ereXecev, MaM D lat-a b c e ff, , 91 Hil. 
8. rec ins о: bef $ap«saiot (го also i» || МЕ: it was natural to supply the art), 

with D rel sah Orig, Naz: txt BCLMA 1. 33 Scr's w evv-y 150 copt. 
Asyoveiy D. 
vulg lat-a b & Syr syr-cu coptt 

for At yorrec, 
rec aft Aey. ins арте, with D rel lat-c Љ вуг Op: om BCKLM! 1 

æth arm Orig Naz Hil. rec aft Ee re ins 
avöpærw (see ver 5, and also || Mk), with CD rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt Orig, Naz 
Hil Op: om BL 125! Scr's f Aug. 

tion, and is overwhelmed with all that 
debt,’ not of this or that actual sin for- 
merly remitted, but of a whole state of 
enmity to God. Meyer (Comm. in 
loc.) well remarks, that the motive held 
up in this parable could only have full 
light cast on it by the great act of Atone- 
ment which the was about to accom- 
plish. We may see from that considera- 
tion, how properly it belongs to this last 
period of His ministry. 36. 8 v. 
pov] not оре», as in the similar declara- 
tion in ch. vi. 14, 15. This is more so- 
lemn and denunciatory (ob yàp [10у тоў 
Totovrov taripa kgaMioÜUa тфэ Otóv, тоб 
obre Tovnpov к. puwavÜpezov. Chrys. 
Hom. lxi. p. 617). ironpávtoç is not 
elsewhere used by our Evangelist. 

Cuar. XIX. 1—12.] REPLY TO TH 
PHARISEES' QUESTION CONCERNING DI- 
vORCE. Mark x. 1—12. This appears to 
be the journey of our Lord into the region 
beyond Jordan, mentioned John x. 40. 
If so, a considerable interval has ela 
since the discourse in ch. xviii. 1.] тё 
бра ris "1ovB. rép. red "Тор8. form one 
continuous description. Bethany, where 
He went, was beyond Jordan, bat on the 
confines of Judæa. See notes on Mark 

x. 1, and Luke ix. 61, 2.] This 
agrees with what is said John x. 41, 42. 
For é@epdw., St. Mark has ididaccey. 
9.] This was a question of dispute between 
the rival Rabbinical schools of Hillel and 
Shammai; the former asserting the right 
of arbitrary divorce, from Deut. xxiv. 1, 
the other denying it except in case of 
adultery. It was also, says De Wette, a 
delicate question in the place where our 
Lord now was, — in the dominions of 
Herod Antipas. к. жастау alr., as 
E. V. for every cause; — i. е. is any 
charge which a тав may choose to bring 
against his wife to justify him in divorcing 
her? So Jos. Antt. iv. 8. 23, урукс 
ric сиуокойстс BovAápsvog CiaZewyOjvas 
каб йс ёутотобу alríac,—ToXAXai ё àv 
roic dvOpwrote rotavras yivotyro,—ypap- 
pace ui» cipi тоб mi rort cuvedOeiv 
loyvpiZic8w. 4—6.] On these verses 
we may remark (1) that our Lord refers to 
the Mosaic account of the Creation as the 
historical fact of the first creation of man ; 
and grounds his argument on the literal 
expressions of that narrative. (2) That He 
cites both from the first and second chap- 
ters of Genesis, and in immediate con- 
nexion; thus shewing them to be con- 
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к Ecoles. Hi. Il. 
14 Mk. Rom. і. 
97 1. Ш. 

ETATTEAION 

т 9 , е е 

ытғу Oux ауѓууште бт! о 
m g- — ү > 8 

kat nA ewoincey avrovc 
Р , м ` 7 Y Ы / I va- 

е т а катай: avÜperoc тб» татёра Kat тт» pnrépa kai late 

XIX. 

k 
* g d , 

5 kai stimev ° Еу ка rovrov 

° n 2 4 о aw є a 

оту: ea) 3? co AD, ry yvvatkt aurov, kai tcovra, ot duo "ыс 
7 7 „ 6 

aapka ша»; 

x.40. Eph 
v. 81, from 
1. с. Gen. 
xiv. 22. 

q Acts v. 18. 
x. . 

Ruth H. 8. 2 Kings xx. 3. 
Esek. і. 11, „only. 

a Dzvr. xxiv. 8 (1), 
x ver. . 

v = § (from 1. с.) only. 

y e a 8 Г Ыы ^ t Ф 

ovv о Geog * cuvilevéev, avÜpwsoc и) ‘ ywpilirw. 

` yovciv avro Ti оби ° Mwvong ёуегеЛато Sovvat AL 
т 2 , \ gx? № э ^? ‚ 8X „ "О 1.33. 69 атостасіоо Kat " атолосає autrny ; ° Хув avroic “Ore . 4 U. 

yeh. эх]. 42. Lake ili. 3. Rom. il. 96. Gen. xv. G. 
t Rom. viii. 85, 30, 1 Cor. vil. 10, &c. 

4 Kings 1. 1, &c. 

si Mk. only. 
Esek. xlvi. 19. Lev. ХШ. 

w |. ch. v. 8 (reff.) only. 

4. rec aft sure» ins avroi, with C rel vulg lat-b f 91.3 syrr оп (arm) Ор: om 
¢ BDL lat-a c e ff, „В coptt sth Orig. 

Orig, hom-Cl Leibes 
for o топвас, o erica 

t-bostr Ath: txt CDZ rel latt Orig - lat.. 
5. rec evexev, with CD rel Orig Constt : txt BLZ Orig. 

1. 88 al coptt arm 

aft rartpa ins avrov 
CE I, A 1. 33 syrr syr-cu coptt eth arm-mss Orig-lat, Constt Tit-bostr Damasc Op 
spec: om BDZ rel latt Orig-lat, Thph Ath. 
coptt sth Orig-lat Thph Ath Chr ' 

aft uur. ins avrov E 69 syrr syr-cu 
Tec 4rposkoAA nOncera (from хх), 

with CKLMZA : adAerebit lat-b c: txt BD I, rel Orig(but коААата: comm) Chr Epiph. 
om о Z. 

6. ша bef сарЕ D latt. 
lat-a e? ff, , 4 Aug Chrom. 

7. ins o pwvone D. 

om o bef toc Z 6. 
awoywpilerw D. 
aft everescAaro ins тшу» N. 

aft ovveZevEey ins tig e» D 

om avrny (see 
| МЕ) DLZ 1 vulg lat-a e ff, Jua ^ J вуг-јег sah-mnt mth arm Orig, Aug Op: txt 

Ambr 

secutive parts of a continuous narrative, 
which, from their different diction, and 
apparent repetition, they have sometimes 
been supposed not to be. (8) That He 
quotes as spoken by the Creator the words 
in Gen. ii. 24, which were actually said by 
Adam ; they must therefore be understood 
as said in prophecy, divino afflatu, which 
indeed the terms made use of in them would 
require, since the relations alluded to by 
those terms did not yet exist. Augustin. 
de Nupt. ii. 4, ‘ Deus utique per hominem 
dixit quod homo prophetando predixit.’ 
(4) That the force of the argument consists 
in the previous unity of male and female, 
not indeed organically, but by implication, 
in Adam. Thus it is said in Gen. i. 27, 
not dvò pa xai yuvaica ixoinosy айтойс, 
but doct» cai OnAv iw. ab. He made 
them (man, as a race) male (not, a male 
апа ale: but then the male an 
female were implicitly shut up in one; 
and therefore after the creation of woman 
from man, when one man and one woman 
were united in marriage they should be 
one flesh, “rerev rovrov, because woman 
was taken out of man. The answer then 
із, that abstractedly, from the nature of 
marriage, it is indissoluble. The words 
ol Svo are in the LXX and the Samaritan 
Pentateuch, but not in the Hebrew. 

APP) М rel lat. F syrr (айтас coptt, «rorem gat mm lat-b c ff, syr-cu Iren-lat 

5. els сќрка plav] elva: elc is not Greek, 
but a Hebraism, ? my (Meyer). Stier re- 

marks, that the essential bond of mar- 
riage consists not tn unity of spirit and 
soul, by which indeed the marriage state 
should ever be hallowed and sweetened, 
but without which it still existe in all 
its binding power :—the wedded pair are 
ONE FLESH, i. е. ONE MAN within the 
limits of their united life in the flesh, 
for this world: beyond this limit, the 
marri is broken by the death of the 
flesh. And herein alone lies the justifica- 
нанд н а yo iage, which in no wa 

off the unity of love in spirit wit 
the former partner, now deceased. 7 Vol. ii. 
p. 267, edn. 2. 7—9.) In this second 
question, the Pharisees imagine that they 
have overthrown our Lord's decision by a 
permission of the law, which they a 
command (compare ivertíAaro, ver. 7, with 
ётётоьфеу, ver. 8). But He answers them 
that this was done by Moses on account of 
their hardness and sinfulness, as a lesser of 
evils, and belonged to that dispensation 
which xaptignA0ev, Rom. v. 20; r&v 
wapaBacewy хару жрос.т&Өз], Gal. iii. 19. 
This He expresses by the iue», dv, 
und, as opposed to dvOpwsroc, and to aw’ 
аруйс. Ошу that xopveia, which séself 
breaks marriage, can be a ground for dis- 

4 Ее 3 -~ ln 7 
roi AF APXUÇ ара Zz ow 

were ovxéire siciv 800, аААа capt ша” 8 N enw 

7 AF BCDEF 
GHLK 
LMNs 
UVZA 
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M.. uohe "рос ту ? скЛпрокардіа» ù aud ewirpnpev Opty 7 V, Met ari. 
ыы 16, 

are тас yuvaikac ouv" ar’ арус oe ou Yéyortv 

Aly de эш, de av 

* хоруна Kat van aA, * 

oro. 
avrov ит ёт 
ка С * awoAeAupivny уанйвас_ 
айтф oi рабпта! [avrov] 
" арброто 

Е ovrog оту n 

ov нета тїс yuvarxoc, où 

* arohóoy riv yvvaixa Prov. 

poryārat’ 

10 No 1 

P airia TOU 1 
* озрфёра уси. v " B ешш: 

* gotyarat. 

l o & гїтеу aùroiç Où wavreg ° ywpovcw roy Aóyov ,1 аы 
vil. 14. 3 Сог. zii. I. 

8. ins rat bef Мун Di. gr wth. 
for ow yayovtv, ovx tyevero D y 

. rec ins ors bef oc (see ver 8 
arm spec: om BDZ lat-a bce 

A Chr. 

TAY 

Esth. ili. 8. absol, 1 Cor. vi. 12. x. 25. 

ушу bef uevenc D lat-a b c &c (not g,). 

е = 3 Cor. vii. $. (Gen. xiii. б.) 

„with C I,N rel vulg ая, вутт syr-cu coptt th 
rec ins a bef пт) ug 

explanatory), with 69? (Scr’s u, e sil gere с “Ones (from ch v. 82) 
D 1. 33. 69! mss-in-Aug lat-a b ce 
wiry d Я, ini Aéyq хору. Clem: 

T. 
iat C I, NZ rel А valg Ja wth arm Chr 

ош к. yap. NA BN 1 lat. Ii copt [Cle [ Ep Aug, Op,: 

ins CD I, Z rel latt syrr syr-cu sah wth arm Aug, Op,. 

Orig, Chr Aug Op 

хош aurny fot XEY- 

Onvar (from ch v. 82, var readd) BC'N 1 lat. Ji syr-jer(appy) copt Orig, Aug,: 
[netyára« atrhy, rovr’ ort йуаүкайы poiyevðňva: Clem :] adulterium committit 
adversus adulterium facit spec: 

om к. о. amor. 
eam вут-сї: 

wth arm Tert Апр, Op. 
x ccu 

d x om avrov B lat-e f, g ms. 

s Jı № 0 syr-cu copt-ms sah Chr: ins 
sth arm [Tert].—for yaunoac, yapwr C I, NA 1. 83. 

for avOpwmrov, аре (corrn for precision) 

potyaras СЗ) I, Z rel latt syrr sah 
peh . рох. OLS 69 gat (with mm) 

I, NZ rel vulg lat-c f 9, зугт syr- 

D lata b c ff, g, h armappy) Ambr Op Ambrst : om lat. I Augen. 

кү it. The question, whether demon- 
aches to коруна, short of the 

act i are to be regarded as having the 
same power, must be dealt with cautiously, 
but at the same time with full remembrance 
that our Lord does not confine the guilt of 
such sins to the outward act only : see ch. 
v.28. St. Mark gives this last verse (9) as 
spoken to the disciples in the house; and 
his minute accuracy in such matters of de- 
tail is well known. This enactment by our 
Lord is а formal repetition of what He had 
said before in the Sermon on the Mount, 
ch. v. 32. Notice, as on ch. v. 32, droe- 
Avril vnv without the art., and thus logi- 
cally confined to the case of her who has 
been divorced uj ixi wopyeig. This not 
having been seen, expositors (e. g. of late 
Dr. Wordsworth) have fallen Des iin hes 
take of supposing that the dictu 
to the marrying a woman еба gun 
wopyeig, which grammati e ы re- 

туў” ахто\МгАриутуә. 
Talish way of rendering the word as it 
now stands, would be, а woman thus 
divorced, viz., p) iwi коруна. 

. 10.] elrío, not the cause of divorce 
just mentioned ; nor, the condition of 
the man with his wife: but the sccount 

Vor. I. 

to be given, ‘the original ground and 
ра ар of the relationship of man 
and wife: — іду roabrn loriv у airia тйс 
evivyiac, Euthym., who however men- 
tions other renderings. The disciples ap- 
prehend that the trials and temptations 
of marriage would prove sources of sin 
and misery. This question and its an- 
swer are peculiar to Matthew. Meyer 
refers airia back to the airia in ver. 8, 
and understands it to mean fhe only rea- 
son justifying divorce; but the above in- 
terpretation seems to me preferable. 
ll, 12.) Tbv тоётоу, this saying 
of yours, viz. ob ovpgipe уарўса:. The 
yáp in ver. 12 shews that the i 
carried on : see ch. i. 18. 
mentions the three 
did orat ob анса, 1. 
natural capacity, or if not 3 

no tendencies towards marriage : 
Those als by actual physical palin iy 
or compulsion men, are prevented 
from ing: 3. Those who in order to 
= the work of God more effectually (as 

g. Paul), abstain from marriage, sec 
1 m vii. 26. The tb, and ebvov- 
xi in the two first cases are to be taken 
both literally and овону іп the 
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fun rovrov, аА’ oic ' SéSorat. 
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12 .°_' JU фо 7 
ноу yao " EUVOVXOL отс 

с here (Becand b е KorMac unrpòc ғуєуудтса» obe, Kal sow 5 evvou- 

i. 18. : Gen. 
xxv, 8. Job 
21. 

1 кет (his) 
only t. Jos. — - 1 

1 RR. k ein avroic kat wpocevenrat. 
v. 28. vi. 9 143 
1 pngay аотогс. о e 

] eb. zü. 16 

m e ch. 1H. 16 

, 7 е * - , , Ш 

euvovxicÜncav ото тоу avOowrwy, xai 
і ? , ы ` M ` . 
tuvouyxioay tavuTOUC did THY 

o Suvapevog " ywpev N. 

18 Tore moocnvixOnoay avro таа, iva тас yelpac . н 

oi Se радлтаі krtri- 
"Incovg tire “Agere та radia 

seo 9.1.13 kat рт) " KwAvere avra Аби» трос me” °ты» yàp TOLOU- = 
rwv try q [Васа тоу ovparwy, 15 

al. tipac avroic tropevOn exe: һе. Mark ix, X рас c оруй EKEIUEtV. 
„ WEIL. 

Lake xi. 82. 
Bulli. 2 al 
Nam. xi. 98. e constr., 1 Cor. М. 2). vi. 19, 

IL om rovrov B 1 ev-y lat-e eth Orig, 
Ambr Aug Philast. (om тоу Aoyor rovrov S 

16 Kai 1800 Рас mpoceABwy айтф eire». 9 Л:даскаће, 
рі МЕ. oco ch. тШ. 19 ref. q ch. zeit. 94 гей. 

: ins CD I, NZ rel latt Clem, Orig-lat 

18. rec wpocnyexOn (grammi corru), web Aere? rel Orig-comm : txt BCDL 83 
al Orig-txt. tri bef rac харос exerium C al latt Hil. 

14. aft «rev ins avroic CDLM vulg lat-f g, , | Syrsyr-cu syr-with-ast copt th Chr: 
om В I, rel latt sah arm. cwrvoyre D 69%(-cers!). 

16. rec avrot bef тас унрас, with C rel latt вуг arm: txt BDL A-corr' 69 Syr 
syr-cu coptt sth Orig,. 

16. rw кары extcve угаугекос rig wpocnAOksv rw tU yovuTsrwy avrov ка: Муш» СЗ, 
simly G? al. 
гүн avro D vulg 

rec r bef avre (fo a 

latter, figuratively only. It is to be ob- 
served that our Lord does not here utter 
& word from which any superiority can be 
attributed to the state of celibacy: the 
imperative in the last clause being not а 
command but a permission, as in Rev. 
xxii. 17. His estimate for us of the ex- 
pediency of celibacy, as а general ques- 
tion, is to be gathered from the parable 
of the talents, where He visits with severe 
blame the burying of the talent for ite 
safer custody. The remark is Neander’s, 
and the more valuable, as he himself 
lived and died unmarried. See his Leben 
Jesu, edn. 4, p. 584. 12.) xepeiv, as 
in E. V. and in ver. 11, to receive fe. 

19—15.] THE BRINGING OF CHILDREN 
TO Jzsus. Mark x. 13—16. Luke xviii. 
16—17. After the long divergence of ch. 
ix. 51—xviii. 14, Luke here again falls 
into the ир narrative. This incident 
is more fully related in Mark, where see 
notes. Our Evangelist gives rdc y. 
іт‹0. abr. к. wpocebE. (вее Gen. xlviii. 14: 
Acts vi. 6), where the other two have 
only ‘that He should touch them.’ The 
connexion in which it stands here and in 

: txt B 69 sah th arm Hil. 
(from || Mk Lu), with C rel vulg lat-b c f Ў, gi А syrr syr-cu coptt arm 

notes to Mark. This 

ambiguity), with C rel syrr syr-cu Orig : 
rec aft did ara ins ауабг 

Iren · lat 

Mark seems to be natural, immediately 
after the discourse on marriage. Some 
further remarks of our Lord, possibly on 
the fruit of marriage, may have given rise 
to the circumstance. 

16—30.] ANSWER TO THE ENQUIRY ОР 
А RICH YOUNG MAN, AND DISOOURSE 
THEREUPON. Mark x. 17—31. Luke xviii. 
18—30. 16.] From Luke ver. 18 we 
learn that he was aruler: from Mark ver. 
17, that he ras to our Lord. The spirit 
in which he came,—which does not how- 
ever appear here во plainly as in the other 

from the omission of d yabi, and 
the form of our Lord's answer,—scems to 
have been that of excessive admiration for 
desus as а man of eminent virtue, and of 
desire to know from Him by what work 
75 exceeding шо he might араан 
ife. This spirit He reproves, by i 
that there is but One уты апа thatthe 
walking by His grace in the way oli- 
ness is the path to life. On the question 
and answer, as they stand in the received 
text,—and on their doctrinal bearing, see 

paseage furnishes 
one of the most instructive and palpable 

* 3 $ a Avere & 

cal émis rag Сре 
GHKL 
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ч ayaÜov хошсш iva exo "Cony gin: 17 о де Th. ver: 301.4. 

eire avri Ti pe perde тері TOU аүабо%; ; eic tori 219 three 

о a yaÜóc. & Òt Хес " uc тп» " Сату ' iceA Bn, * rüpet 2 ан pal 
- T MM тас " EvroA ác, 18 Mya аўтф ” Поас̧ ; o 8b '[ycovc "ме. C 

тє» "Tò ov fovstonc, ov Morxebaete, ov A, ov rec » 
* VevBopaprupsetic, 19 sina TOv marípa Kat rmv unrépa, Les. der . ̀ 

" kai arion rov т\паіо» ооу we gsavróv. i-. 1 
abr E " угамакос Ilávra Tavra abe. ті tr ` vare- S 
peo; 21 ign abr о lobe E éu ^ réÀetoc eivat, ER 
e 

2 «en икау т@\задь» gov та ° vrüpyorra kai f Góc тос TT = 14 —16. 
рест 66. 

16 20. x 1(а00 Rem, xiii. © v. г) бот 1. e. Mark xiv. 86. 57 oaty. ( psa, ch. хе. 19) 
„ 18, a тет 22) Mask xiv. bi (Ыз v. о. are Laks "i. ш" Acts il, 17 (ома d Joel M. 
2: е гови il. La ly. „IL Lukex Acts 111. 5S. xvi. 4. gui 

Exel. xil. 14. sein un Al. 5. un kr А 4. (} Mk. Lake 
xv. 14. x xii. 25. "Rom Ні. 28. 1 Cor. і (x d v. en гей. e w. gen., 6h xziv. 47. 
av. 16. Luke xL по. 1 Cor. xiii. 3. а ‚ 94. Prov. vi. Sl. (dat., Lake vili. 8 al.) fq Mk 
ch. xavi. h |. Lake x Prov. xzvili. 27 

Hil, Aug: om ВОТ, 1 lat-a в f, wth Orig Hil, rec ғуы (more ussal), with 
C(now) rel : siluis ti (L 38) syr-cu syr-marg copt (sth Iren-lat) Orig,-comm : 
txt B C'(perhaps) D Orig-txt. 

17. rec ri ре Мгүнс xi || МЕ Lu), with C rel 1at.f Syr syr-txt sah Justin 
Iren-lat Chr Cyr, Kut thym Thl Op: rı pe ауабо> A: txt (om rov D Orig) BDL: 
1. 22. 251 latt syr-cu syr-marg вуг-јег copt sth arm Orig, (ex "ma оби Maré. eg 
xpi áya8ob ipyou ірытцбі»тос rev cwrüjpoc iv т ‘ri ауабду vToiow ; * dviypayer 
6 0i „Маркос cal Aovede gal ròv сет. slipn«ávai ‘ri pe Муџс áyaflóv ; оёдеіс ауабдс 
ei sy ele ò 0.) Eus Cyr, Dion-areop Antch Novat Jer Aug Juvenc. гес ovdeic 
аулдос̧ u pn ис (also from || Mk Lu), with C rel lat. F g, syrr sah wth Eus Chr egi 
areop [Hil] Ambr Ор spec: txt BDL 1 latt syr-cu syr-jer copt arm Iren Orig, (om 
D 1 Iren.) rec add o Otoc, with CA rel (om 6 valg lat of f g, bi syer 
syr-cu coptt eth Eus Antch Novat [Hil]: om BDL 1. 22 lat-a syr-jer arm Orig, 

reo мсгАдну bef tic rn» Nen, with л A rel syrr syr-cu coptt : ec т. C, (Өну 

hom-Cl 
txt BD hom-Cl. 

D lat-a bc e {з 9g, Cypr Lucif Ambr : txt BCKL 33 
Cypr rec (for туре) rnpnooy (more usual tense), with C rel Orig, : 

T for tire, $n B(but Aeye: above) 18. 

alg lat.f ff. wth Iren-lat Orig 

om ro DM ev- 
rec aft warépa ins cov, with C? 33. 69 vu 7757 b "n вутт syr-cu coptt. 

seth Aug: om BC'D rel am lat-c e g arm Iren-lat Orig 
Ze) BDHKM 1% syrr syr-cu eth Orig, Hil 20. ravra bef кауга (from l 

Ambr Op: txt C rel latt Orig, / 
C rel Orig: txt BDL í. вс 
with C rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt wth arm Orig 
D: om BL 1 am(with em forj fuld harl) lat: Ji g, , Iren-lat 
Juvenc Promiss Bede. 

21. for ефи, Муч (ѓо conform to ver 20) B 69. 124 Cypr. 

cases of the smoothing "by ‘correcting, the tome 
out of one кА and oT reducing 
them to conformity. De Wette 
observes well, that our gives this 
enumeration of the ts to 
bring out the self-righteous spirit of the 
young man, which He before saw. He 
only mentions those of the second table, 
having in e 17, in His declaration re- 
“жвн, Pl a0éc, included those of the 

Chas the addition of j ке 

Aug Jer Ambr. 

rec sovAakapyy (from || Mk), with 
rec adds єк veorgroc pov (from || MX), 

Hil Op: er veorgroc (from || Luke) 
Cypr Ambr Jer Aug 

rec om тою ( from 

ertpfjeyc, 5 mr the tenth 
commandment. yer. r. r. A. 
is peculiar to Matthew.” “о, We ma 
remark that this young man, though m 
righteous, was so Aypoorite, no Pharisee : 
he spoke earnestly, and really strove to 
keep, .as he really believed he had kept, 
all God’s commandments. Accordingly 
Mark adds, that Jesus looking upon him 
loved him : in spite II was 
a nobleness and openness about him, con- 
е with the hypocritical bearing of 
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А - $ " g a Ы 9 e в 9 

апт. уос, ка: нс 5 Onoaupov tv ovpavoic, xai ` &evpo axo- 
в (hom Gen. AotÜr por. 

. 1 vat.), 

199 ?. qüurtoov tri ^xüumAo» Sta ?Ртритђиатос * pagidoc 
Acts etceÀ beiw, N wAoboiov ис тту [Заа!\на» rov ovpavav. 

only, Fev. 25 дкобсаутес Ot oi uaÜgrai ' tÉerAfoaovro *тфбдра Ak- 

(-Аот. Mark 

ouly. LXX, passim. de 
Mk. L. „Ё. t. = 5 О Ехой. ii. 6. 

al doa i. 9. Lai t aM 9б. Mark x. 21 ref. ) 

|| МЕ Ім), with CZ rel [Clem,] Orig, Bas Суг јег : ins BD coptt. 
(from || Mk), 
Isid Cypr, Hi Aug. 

22. om ёг P · gr forj lat. A. 
J 91.3 вуг copt arm 1 Chr-L(y Р). 
Syr syr-cu copt-ms sah. 

yovreç Tic apa Фӧуата: owÜnvav; ?9 F A⁰ëae 8 о 
nf. ch. ix. 5 l. Lake xvi. 17 only f. 1 Macc. Ш. 18. Sir. xxii, 15 oaly. o |. eh. tit. 41 Mk. хий. 71 

p here (f v. r.) only t. — rpeuaJudr, | МК. трйиатот, I IL. (i:, Exod, xxi. .) 
T Cb. vil. 28 reff. s ch. Ц. 10 гей. 

rec ovpare 
with Z rel latt copt arm Orig Cypr, : txt BCD lat-e g, sah Cyr-jer Chr 

om тоу Aoyow LZ Chr: ins BCD rel vulg lat- 
om rovrov CDZ rel: ins B lat-a 6 c ff, 

for ernuare, xoguara B Chr(Fd's and Mt's mss exc L). 
23. rec dvcroA eg bef Non g, with X rel lat-e f! ff, А syrr syr-cu arm Orig, Hil 

Aug: txt BCDLZ 1. 88. 69 latt seth Orig, 
94. aft vuv ins от: CLM Z(appy) syrr syr-cu coptt eth. 

but see notes) 59. 61. 225. 236 evv-x- 31-32: txt Z(Treg, expr) rel. 
(from || МЕ) CKMU Orig, Eus: rpgparoc (from || Le) 

rec SteAGeiv (as easier word; and see || Mk), with BDGX (SV, e sil) Orig, 

караХо> (itacism ? 
тр»наМмас 

Orig-mss: txt DZ rel 

latt syr-cu(appy) Orig, Hil: cf CZ rel syrr coptt stb(appy) arm Orig, Eus Chr 

Aug. 

Jer Ambr Aug. 

rec rob Ütov (perhaps Srom || Mk Iu), with BCD rel syrr coptt sh arm 
Orig, Arnob: rw» ovpaywy Z 1. 33. 157. 236 ev-48 latt 

rec at end of ver ins eic A0 (see || Mk Lu), with C rel вуг Hil: 
-cu Clem Orig, Eus Chr Hil 

aft wAovmoy, BD latt Syr coptt eth Orig: om LZ 1. 33. 61. 124. 157. 236 lat. i 91 
syr-cu Orig, Eus Chr Arnob Aug. 

25. rec aft о ua8nra: ins avrov, with C? rel lat-ff, syr-cu wth Op: om BC'DKLZA 
83. 69 latt syrr coptt arm Hil Aug. 
b c e ff, 9, &yr-cu. 

the Pharisees and Scribes. 21, 22.] 
Our Lord takes him on his own shewing. 
As Mark and Luke add, “ One thing ts 
wanting to thee.” Supposing thy state- 
ment true, this topstone has yet to Be 
laid on the fabric. But then it is to be 
noticed, that part of that one thing is deipo 
&ко\офӨн pos (dpag тд» cravpóv, Mark). 
Stier remarks, that this was а test of his 
observance of the first commandment of 
the first table: of breaking which he is 
by the result convicted. qv yàp фу. 
кт. w. is common to Mark, verbatim. 
94.] No alteration to каш\Ао> is necessary 
or admissible. That word, as signifying 
а rope, or cable, seems to have been in- 
vented to escape the fancied difficulty 
here ; see Palm and Rost's or Liddell and 
Scott's Lex. sub voce, und for the scholia 

aft erà. add cat «Qo g05ncav D mm lat-a 

giving the interpretation, Tischendorf's 
note here.  Lightfoot brings instances 
from the Talmud of similar proverbial ex- 
pressions ing an elephant : we have 
а case in ch. xxiii. 24, of а camel being 
put for any thing very large: and we must 
remember that the object here was to веб 
air the greatest human impossibility, 
and to ify divine which d 
adiac iid that. 8885. vl, not 
тіс яХобеос, which would have been a 
far shallower and narrower enquiry, but a 
general question—what man! Besides 
the usual reason given for this question, 
‘since all are striving to be rich,’ we 
must remember that the disciples yet 
looked for a temporal Kingdom, and there- 
fore would naturally be dismayed at hear- 
ing that it was so difficult for any rich 
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"Tapa avÜpesoic rovro aduvaroy "tate! 87.) 
* 27 rore " атокр.бис .! M. axi ss 

ira. таута kai ES ныз, 

1 o &€ ‘Incove Ee ix. si. 
Acts vi. B. 
eh. v. 18 ref. 

cavríc pot, e тр " таћууғуєсіа б отау кабїсү о о ш0с TOU 12 ̂ 

а>боб отор “em ° Üpóvov E abroð, кабдіс:с0е ca =. та 

— Üptic “ext додека брбъоус * Kpivovreg тас Sd e guide чага 

Btper rob ‘I op. 
GHKL 

29 kai тас deri * anke» ade poùç ) Жо iv.3 

адеАфас 5 n „хатёра " „н'ттфра N ríkva 3) ауроўс 7 оїкїас i хат. 3, 

EVEKEV TOU ovopua roc Nou, 

$9. 
e | L. oalg 4. 

26. ins rw bef dew DM al. 

1 Cor, vi. 2,8. Gen. xlix. 16 al. see Dan. vii. 29. 

évvara bef ravra LZ 

*woAXarAaciova Арета: „16 fe vit 121 
d Lake xxl. 29 only. 

rec adds «ori copt. 
(from || Mk La), with CIDEFGMV? latt Op: om BC!Z rel syrr arm Orig Chr ТЫ 

27. om тоге C. (ажокр#нс de, omg rors [beginning of регісора), evv-y-z-150-P.) 
зкоћоьдлкаџгь Dl. 

. for avrore, avre D ev-150! al. 
BD'GLMUXA 69! 
DLZ 1 al Orig, Ambr 

кабтоесба (itacism, hardly a var reading) 
(tat): кадгсдптгодг Z 1. 435 Did. 

дека дуо D (1st time). 
for урыс, ауто 

om тас Di. 
29. rec (for ү ос тей Mk Ім), with X ral lg leta 8 b f ff, 9, Hil: 1a 

BCDE'KLA 1. 33. 69 lat-o P 
agncey ins оинас n, omg m oac ые 
sah (oway п K 33 latt) : txt qtu 1 e 
9 жатара D Lake), wk 2 syr-cu Н 

rom || Luke with 

yun) Hi Ambr, Paulin. 
pep n tcarovra wha oo 
o 

кос "ES ікатоутажћабіоуа) Eus Cyr. 

man to enter it. 26. è J Pro- 
bably to give force to and impress what 
was about to be said, ly as it was 
а saying reaching into spiritual doc- 
trines of the Gospel, which they could not 
yet apprehend. тобто, salvation in 
genera ыш even of those least likely to 

saved. in both cases, as in 
E. V. with, ‘in the estimation of, 
a subjective force of the preposition de- 
rived from its local meaning of close juxta- 
position, in т sense we have it only 
once in the N. T., John xix. 25. 
27.) The disciples, or rather Peter speak- 
ing я аг recur to the peri Ono. іу 
obp. said to the = 
what their reward shall be, ж be, n have 
all that was required of them. He dose 
not ask res salvation, but some 
pre-eminent reward, as is manifest by the 
answer. The ‘ all’ which the Apostles had 
left, was not in every case contemptible. 
The sons of Zebedee had hired servants 

À Iren 

Tov ғро» ovouaroc B 124. 
(from ||. Mk), with C rel copt Clem(appy) : 55 

1, centuplum latt Iren-lat Hil: txt BL sah syr-jer Orig, (expr, addg ў ёс 6 Мар» 

-lat 2 0 0 
| Mk Le), with BC*D rel lat-e syrr Bi 
syr-jer copt (sth Iren-lat) Ола 

rec ins n yvvaua Pee туа 

VF Ambr, Promiss 
D 1 l J., » syr-jer Iren - lab Orig ob ovycarnpiOpnrus бё iban expr : 

rec (for жхоААахАа- 

(Mark i. 20), and Levi (Matthew Р) could 
make a great feast in his house. But 
whatever it was, it was their all. 
28—80. ] We may admire the simple truth- 
Jiness of this answer of our Lord. He 
does not hide from them their reward: 
but tells them prophetically, that in the 
new world, the accomplishment of that 
regeneration which He came to bring in 
(see Acta iii. 21: Rev. xxi. 5: Matt. xxvi. 
29), when He should sit («a0ícp in the 
active) on His throne of glory (ix. 0póvow 
v. 6. b., the gen. expressing the simple 
fact of His session on His t e), then 
they also should sit (кабіеєс0г in the 
mide o on twelve thrones (ix. dw. Opóvovs, 

expressing motion towards, as 
-ribed for them by another: “shall 

- promoted 5 
..) judging (seo ref. 1 ) the twelve 

tribes ‘of Israel (вое Rev. xx. 4; xxi. 12, 
14:—one throne, Judas’s, another took, 
Acts i. 20). At the same stime he informs 
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them, ver. 29, that this reward should sot 
in its most blessed particulars be theirs 
alone, but that of one who should 
се ени or Him (вее 2 Tim. iv. 8): 

(ver. 30) cautions them, referring 
perhaps ially to Judas, but with а 
view to as appears by the 1 
parable, that many first should be last, 
last first. ver. 29, Stier remarks 
that the family relations are mentioned 
by St. Matthew in the order in which 

would be left. On the other points 
requiring notice, see note on Mark x. 29, 
80. Meyer's rendering of ver. 30, join- 
ing rp rot with Zoowrac, and thus ing 
Goyarot the subject and spero: the pre- 
dicate of the first clause and vice in 
the second, is not so good as the ordinary 
one: for whereas the wpérot in the first 
clause, if it belonged to woAXoi, would 
naturally lose its article, feyaros, if it be- 
longed to woAdoi, being divided from it 
by the predicate трето, would take ite 
article as the subject; woAXoi dt fcovrat 
wpro: ol Icyarut: and the same of трё- 
rot in the second clause: eni ѓохато of 
pro, ch. xx. 16, by which Meyer de- 
fends his rendering, not necessitate 
it, containing the same propositions stated 
in different order. 

Cuar. XX. 1—16.] PARABLE OF THE 
LABOURERS IN THE VINEYARD. Peculiar 
to Matthew. In interpreting this difficult 
Parable, we must first carefully observe 
its occasion and connexion. It is bound 
by the yép to the conclusion of chap. 
xix., and arose out of the question of Peter 
in ver. 27, ri dpa dora hv; (1) Its 
‘punctum saliens’ is, that the Kingdom 
of God is of grace, not of debt; that they 
who were called first, and have laboured 
longest, have по more claim upon God 
than those who were called last: but that 
to all, His covenant promise shall be ful- 
filled in its integrity. (2) Ita primary 
application is to the Apostles, who had 
asked the question. They were not to be 
of such a spirit, as to imagine, with the 
murmurers in ver. 11, that they should 
have something supereminent use 
they were called first, and had laboured 

ic тд» mapaBoAny ravrg» opvoO0u С? and 

longest) above those who in their own 
time were to be afterward called (see 
lCor.xv.8—11). (8) Ite secondary ap- 
plications are to all to whom such 
а comparison, of first and last called, will 
apply : 7 ‚ to the Jews, who were 
first called, and with a definite covenant, 
and the Heathens who came in after- 
wards, and on a covenant, though really 
made (see Jer. xxxi. 83: Zech. viii. 8: 
Heb. viii. 10), yet not so open and pro- 
minent ;—indivi , to those whose call 
has been in early life, and who have spent 
their days in God's active service, and 
those who have been summoned later ; 
and to various other classes and persons 
between whom comparison, not only of 
time, but of advantages, talents, or any 
other distinguishing characteristic, can be 
made : that none of the first of these can 
boast themselves over the others, nor look 
for higher place and greater reward, inas- 
much as there is but one “ gift” of God 
according to the covenant of grace. And 
the “ first” of these are to see that they 
do not by pride and self-righteousness be- 
come the “last,” or worse—be rejected, as 
nationally were the Jews; for among the 
‘many that are called, there are few chosen 
—many who will fail of the reward in the 
end. (4) In subordination to this leading 
idea and warning of the Parable must the 
circumstances brought before us be in- 
terpreted. The day and its kours are not 
any fixed time, such as the duration of the 
world, or our Lord's life on earth, or the 
life of man, exclusively: but the natural 
period of earthly work as applied to the 
various meanings of which the parable is 
capable. The carious times of hiring are 
not to be pressed as each having an ex- 
clusive meaning in each interpretation : 
they serve to spread the calling over the 
various periods, and to shew that it is 
again aud again made. They are the 
quartera of the natural day, when the 
aliquot parte of the day's wages could be 
earned, and therefore labourers would be 
waiting. The last of these is inserted for 
а special purpose, and belongs more ex- 

y to the instruction of the parable. 
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1 Oor. 1x. 7 only. Isa. v. I, &e. 

. 2 Cor. viit. В, 
p bere, &c. cb. xxi. 28, Kc. |. Luke xil 6. 
T ch. zzvii, 7. Actsi. 18. 1 Cor. olf. б. xfi. y. 

191 ^L Соврр. only, exc. Rev. ті. 6 Шаў. 
A5. 45. Adis x. 3,09 only. 

3. See D. 
Cyr ТЫ. (C has a space for 8 

(5) The pıoðós bears an important part 
in theinterpretation. I cannot with Stier 
(whose comment on ee I think 
much inferior to his remarks) sup- 
pose it to mean “ the promise of this life” 
attached to godliness. His anxiety to es- 
cape from the danger of eternal life being 
matter of wages, has here misled him. But 
there is no such danger in the interpreta- 
tion of the parable which I believe to be 
the true one. The шоббс is the promise of 
the covenant, uniformly represented by our 
Lord and His Apostles as a reward, 
Matt. v. 12; Luke vi. 85; xiv. 14; John 
iv. 36; 1 Сот. iij. 14; 2 John 8; Heb. 
x. 95; хі. Gal., reckoned indeed of free 
grace; but still, forensically considered. 
answering to, and represented by, ‘ wages,’ 
as claimed under God's covenant with man 
in Christ. (The freeness and sovereignty 
of God's gift of grace is pointedly set be- 
fore us in ver. 14, Фа Bà той. т. lox. 
don. . . .) This ng I believe then 
to be eternal life, or, in other words, Gop 
HrwsELF (John xvii. 9). And this, rightly 

will keep us from the error of 
supposing, that the parable involves a de- 
‘claration that all who are saved will be in 
an absolute equality. This gift is, and will 
be, to each man, as he is prepared to re- 
ceive it. To the envious and murmurers, 
it will be as the fruit that turned to ashes 
in the mouth ; by their own unchristian 
spirit they will “lose the things that they 
have wrought" (2 John 8), and their re- 
ward will be null: in other words, they 
will, as the spiritual verity necessitates, not 
enter into that life to which they were 
called. God’s covenant is fulfilled to them 
—they have received their denarius—but 
from the essential nature of the pede are 
disqualified from enjoyiug its use: for as 
Gregory the Great remarks (Hom. 19 in 
Evv., p. 1512) ‘colorum regnum nullus 
murmurans accipit: nullus qui accipit 
murmurare poterit.’ To those who have 
known and loved God, it will be, to each 
as he has advanced in the spiritual life, joy 
unspenkable and full of glory. [In the 2nd 

och. 3. 10 reff. 
qe. xviii. 19 ref. 

s 6h. xviii. 38. xxii. 
' Vt john ш. 84. u here (vv. 5 5, [6,] 9) ch. 

rec aft wepe ins rg», with V(e sil) А: om B C(prob) D rel Ori 
letters, occasioned 9 appy by rp: having been twice written. 

edn. of the Reden Jesu (p. 299, note), Stier 
has even more emphatically declared him- 
self in favour of his former view, and that 
with reference to my note; wenn auch Al- 
ford mir widerſpricht unb meine Gregríe 
bier ** much inferior to his usual Seda d 
nennt, fo muß ich erwarten, ob vielleicht 
die zweite Auflage mit ihren genaueren 
Beziehungen ihn beſſer überzeugt. But 
after carefully weighing the whole, I am 
uite unable to accede to his view; indeed 
feel more ance to it than ever. 

The “promise of the life that now is” 
seems to me wholly beneath the dignity of 
the parable, and in his explanation he ap- 
pears painfully to feel it so. The text 
above quoted, 2 John 8, seems to me to 
furnish the key to the parable, and to have 
been written with reference to it: and 
there no one surely could interpret шобёс 
otherwise than of the шобдӧс i» roic 
ol'pavoic of our ch. v.] Aua эры] 
See Jer. xxxv. 14, and other places. 
ipyéras] in the primary meanings of the 
parable, ‘apostles, prophets, ministers :' 
distinct from the vines in the vineyard. 
But inasmuch as every workman is himself 
subject to the treatment of the husband- 
man (see John xv. 1, 2), and every man in 
the Kingdom of God is in some sense or 
other a worker on the rest, the distinction 
is not to be pressed—the parable 
over both comparisons. Gpwelova 
not the Jewish church only, as Greswel 
Беше iv. pA ff., maintains. The Jewish 

urch was "^s vineyard especially and 
typically; His Church in all ages M His 
true vineyard, see John xv. 1. Our lan- 
guage admits of the idiom elg rd» dp. аё. 

ing exactly rendered—into his vine- 
yard, E. V. 2.] фк seems to point, 
as commonly in other references, at the 
source or foundation of the evu$wvia: 
see reff. This view is more probable than 
that which supposes 4470«a000a« under- 
stood. Meyer remarks that the accus. 
Tiv #ьбрау must not be as one 
of time, which would not suit with cuggur. 
to which it belongs, but as one of second- 
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Pra „ &сҲатшу * tuc то» тоотек, Kal EAÜóvrec ot трі ry 1. 33.69. 
xxi. 98, 

e == Luke K. 7. Асізі. та 1 cop. john B, and cb. f 
У rec.) Acts 1. . vin iv. 17 Gen. xv. 12. 

шр. bef rp. DA latt (not e). 
txt В rel vulg lat -s. f ff, уу 7 

4. apredAwyva ins pov È зз 
Chr-x-L Greg Op. for tav, ау DL 1 

б. rec om бе, with B(see 
nto Nadia кк Cyr Op. 

6. rec aft evdecarny ins wpav, with C rel lat-c e f s 
for sà bwy, € BDL latt sah eth Orig, Cyr Op. 

Luke vil. 8. Qal. iv. 2 onl V 3 Maco, xi 1. xiii. 3. xiv. 2 oa! 
h {Luke xzili. 5. xxiv. or, er [iba v ein. een, 

g ch. l. 17 al. Gen. xix. 11. 

for edsy, evpey D 245 lat-a b c ff, А Juvenc: 
adis CKVX. 
69 vulg-ed(not am forj) lat-a f ff, , А sah eth arm 

Orig, Chr-2-6-9-9-p. 
table) rel mm lat-a 5 c e f, А њ copt: ins CDL 33 vulg 

ера» bef «rg» D lat 

syr-cu coptt arm Hil: om 
NAM e xa: D latt. rec aft 

terra ins жамы wi with C! rel lat: А syrr arm: om BC?DL 33 latt syr-cu(sic) 
= eth Orig, Cyr Arn 

om BC'L rel am lat-c 
aft apmredwya ins ios v CZ vulg-ed(with forj) lat-a 5 &c sah wth Chr О Ор: 

| вутт syr-cu copt arm Orig 
end adds xat o «av y 3 Amjsa0s (from ver 4), with CN rel lat, 

Chr-G-L-M-2-y Arnob. 
h syrr onal 

arm; simly with dwow v for A. tol syr-cu syr-jer eth Op: om BDLZ 1 latt copt- 
mes sah Orig, Cyr Hil Arnob Jer Juvenc. 

8. om avrog CLZ : ins BDN rel vas. 
9. for cal d., Ad. да. В syr-u sah: tà. ovy D 88. 69. 124. 346 latt: txt CZ rel 

вутт copt 

ary reference. The denarius a day 
was the pay of a Boman soldier in Tibe- 
rius’ time, a few years before this REIN 
was uttered (see Tacitus, Annal. i. : 
Polybius, ii. 15. 6 (but in illustrati u 
exceeding fertility and cheapness of the 
country), mentions that the charge for a 
day's entertainment in the inns in Cisal- 
pine Gaul was half an ae, — goth of the 
denarius. This we may therefore regard 
as liberal рау for the day’s work. 
8, 4.] The third hour, = at the equi- 
nox, our 9 a.m., and in summer 8, was 
the wAnGovca фүорё, or &уорас AN- 
0vpa— when the market was fullest. 
* The market-place of the world is con- 
trasted with the vineyard of the Kingdom 
of God: the greatest man of business in 
worldly things is a mere idle gazer, if he 
has not yet entered on the true work which 

t seth, 
10, reo (for cat г.) XO. де, with Z rel syr copt: «X0. ёе ка: N Scr’s d vulg lat-a o 

alone is worth any thing or gains any re- 
ward." Stier, ii. p. 307. No positive 
stipulation is made with these second, but 
they are to depend on the justice of the 
householder. They might expect {ths of 
а denarius. From the same dialogue 
implied at the sixth and ninth hour (éxoig- 
otv ecabrec) the 9 idv ў dixaroy 18 
bably in each case the corresponding 
part of the denarius, at least in f ez- 
pectation ; во that if cannot be said that 
no covenant was made. 8.] By the 
Mosaic law (Deut. xxiv. 15) the wages of 
an hired servant were to be paid him before 
night. This was at the twelfth hour, or 
are see ver. 12. I do not 9 the 

Tpowos must be pressed as having a 
spiritual meaning. If it has, it represents 
Christ (see Heb. iii. 6, and ch. xi. 27). 

is not merely expletive, 
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15 [ñ] ovx eEsoriv por о HA 
тота: év тос iu; 7 0 Бред воо“ урн tortv, 

éw & robro тф to- 

James 
Prov. ii, 28. 

0 Mark xiv. 56, 

rec х\нора (corra to plur, 

2rAsior, but xAsiova, which has the best authority, and is more suitable than Neos, 
as signifying an indefinite expectation of more, without any right to, or even anticipa- 
tion of, any one icular greater sum” [repeated in 2nd edn]. But Tüschdf reads in 
both edd., xXtiov, which has tic dest authority : and what Dr. W. means, it is impossible 
to say), with СЎХ rel: xwAsw D: txt BC'NZ 1. 69 al, latt Orig, (wAco» Orig,). 
for ка: ehaBov, AO де D latt. rec cat ауто: bef [ro] a. ёру. (transposition 
Jor emphasis), with CDN rel latt syr-cu вуг coptt : txt BLZ 33 Syr eth arm. 
rec om ro (perhaps as superfluous, or not understood), with BD rel: ins CLNZ 83. 

11. eyoyyvaav D 243 lat. b c &c „ 7 
19. om от: (perhaps as 
т-сп eth Chr Arnob : ms Cappy) N NZ rel 
1. (so Н! but сотта by origi scribe. 

avrovç together) DLZ 69 latt Syr syr-ca coptt sth Jer: txt 

to ie "d 1 latt syrr 
EA pdr a om о 

avroug bef any 12 5 to bring соқ 
CN rel lat-c (вуг) arm 

13. avre» e: изну B: ti арты» amy D 124 latt(a def) arm Orig,. (for e», 
povad: A.) 
714 for 0. ĝe, Ө. 
ecyare bef торта) 

cuvigwynca со: LZ 33 coptt eth Orig, Antch. 
dut 0. де cae E al latt Orig, : м G syr-cu arm. те 

15. om 1 q (re below) BDLZ вут-са arm : ins CN rel latt вутт сор sth. 
for sEsoriw, eariy D' 

rel lat- ag 97 (вут-сп) вуг 
rec я#0:76а: bef о Oe (to avoid ambiguity), with CN 

(arm): txt BDLZ 33. 69 vulg lat-a c e ў, g, „Ar Syr mth 
(for 2nd у) г, with B*HS 1. 69 Chr Did: txt B'CD Z rel. (33 def.) 

(I think with De W., against Meyer and Tischdf., that п both times is genuine, and 
its omn the first time, and alteration to ы the second, have been on account of its ap- 
parent trrelevancy.) 

but definite, as in Luke xxiii. 5. 9.] 
After supply d recralnisos eg roy 
GH NY. 10.] The t cited 
by Greswell for this method of payment, 
from Josephus, Antt. xx. 9. 7, does not 
apply. It is there said that i in the rebuild- 
ing of the temple, i nia ric Фрау тйс jui- 
pac ipyácawo, róv шабд» vrip ravrne 
.00іес Apa: the rabrge referring 
to the ERE Фрау, not to ric ny- and the 
fact related being that if апу one worked 
only one hour in the day, he was imme- 
diately paid for that hour, Indeed the 

ГА 

manifest effect of such а rule as Greswell 
. — would have been to stop the 

not to hasten it, for if а man 
си get his day’s pay for ап hour’s work, 
why work more? 12.] Some take 
dwolnoav, as in Acts xv. 33, to mean 
“have farried,'—but the sense in the 
former reff. 1 puris 2 ao 14. 
E at t t a fmendly wo 
iss assumes a ees solemn 
when we recollect that it is used in ch. 
xxii. 12 to the guest who bad not the 
wedding garment; and in ch. xxvi. 50 by 
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a ch. ziv. 18 reff. b ch. v. 25 тей. в ch. x. 16, хі. 10, from Mal. Il. 1. d cb. кїї. 41, 

494L. xxvil Sal, Esth. Ii. 1. Wisd. iv. 16. Ses. 41, &c. only. dat, I Мк. 2 Pet. Н.б. e ch. if. 
16. xzvii 29,81, 41 al, Mt. Mk. L. Exod. x. 2. Ps. сіі. 26. feh. x.17 гей. Jer. v. 8. 

g ch. xxii, 84. xxvi. 9. xxvil. 22, Nc. I. Acts li. 56 al. Esth. vil. 9 only. n- ch. xvil. 9 reff. 

16. om холл. to exdecroe BLZ coptt æth- mes: ins CDN rel latt(a def) syrr syr-cu 
seth-ed arm Orig Chr [ Barnab Iren lat hom-Cl Clem]. (The words were prob omitted 
as appy inappropriate here, or even from homaotel: it ie hardly possible, as Tischdf 
„ ch. xxii. 14, as they are there in а in 1849, that they 

wholly different connerion.) 
17. AAA де avaBavey (|| Mk Le) B 1 Syr (copt) sah Orig ). om 

рабптас (|| МЕ Ім) DLZ 1 syr- cu copt eth rom arm Orig.: m Beh rel latt syrr 
seth-pl. rec ev rn одо bef ка, with CDN rel lat-a (c) e f А syrr syr-cu 

th Orig,: om г> т. od. vulg lat-ö Fi. a 91.2 0 Hil: txt BLZ 1. 83. 69 ev-z coptt arm 
r 
. om бааты B sth. 

19. rec (for гуғобусега:) avacrncerat (from || МЕ Lu), with ВС?" rel Orig,: 
txt C'LNZ Orig, Chr,. 

20. rec (for ax’) тар’ (more usual “on çf Acts ii. 2, ix. 2; James i. 5; 1 John 
v. lb. See reff"), with CN rel: txt 

our Lord to Judas. Graye hardly 
denotes (as Stier in his 186 — expulsion 
and separation from the householder and 
his employment: it is here only a word of 
course, commanding him to do what a 

id labourer naturally should do. 
. 668. wov.] here envious: so ул is 

used Prov. xxviii. 22. 16.] The last 
were first, as equal ѓо the first; first, in 
order of payment; first, as superior to 
the first (no others being brought into 
comparison), in that their reward was 
more in proportion to their work, and sof 
marred by a murmuring spirit. The first 
were last in these same respecta. 
The last words of the verse belong not so 
much to the parable, as to the first clause, 
and are placed to account for its being as 
there described ; for, while multitudes are 
called into the vineyard, many, by mur- 
muring and otherwise disgracing their 
calling, will nullify it, and so, although 
first by profession and standing, will not 
be of the number of the elect : although 
called, will not be chosen. In ch. xxiii. 14 

the reference is different. 
17—19.] Mark x. 32—34. Luke xviii. 

31—34. LLER DECLARATION OF His 
SUFFERINGS AND DEATH—revealing His 
being delivered to the Gentiles—and (but 
in Matthew only) His crucifixion. See 
the note on the more detailed account in 
Mark. 

20—28.] AMBITIOUS REQUEST OF THE 
MOTHER OF THE SONS OF ZEBEDEE; 
OUR Lorp’s REPLY. Mark x. 35—45: 
not related by Luke. This request seems 
to have arisen from the promise made to 
the twelve in ch. xix. 28. In Mark’s ac- 
count, the (eo brethren themselves паке 
the request. But the sarration in the 
text is the more detailed and exact; and 
the two immediately coincide, by our Lord 
addressing His answer to the two Apostles 
(ver. 22). The difference is no greater 
than is perpetually to be found in narra- 
tions of the same fact, persons being often 
related to have ке per se what, accu- 
rately speaking, did per alierum. 
The mother’s name was ileus: aks 
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72Зедаіоо шта то» vtov айтте woockvvovca «qiio. iz. 18. 

Кштөйай тї ат avrov 21 o 8 arw avrg Ti Uuc; en 
2 > = |p’ м 7 т 4 А ee k w. ато, 

Аёуй avr Eirè wa kaÜicweiw ovror оі dbo vioi роо dere only. 
т ә - e pa 

™ sic ек " Otbyov aov kai ™ siç ^ ЕЕ ̂ ? euwvbpwy cov iv тр danir. 5. 

ow [Заа oov. 2 атокр:дес̧ 8 o ‘Incovc «жеу Ок tie 
ese. М. N >? >» " — `9 , 2 2» s 1:15 enis. 
BCDEG Oteate ті aireiode. OvvaoÜs тиу то "wornpiov & eyw isa vii 
H 6 э æ [] " s . 

SUVEZ RAY жун»; Aéyovoiw avr. Доуарада. 23 Мун avroig 1:5. Mark 
А 1.33. e у д £ р L SOM , n? = х. 40. e. To uiv ° тотпоу pov жівобе, то дё кадісає "єк дейш» = Exod, 

112. i. 

m eb. xvil.4. Lev. aif. 8. noh xxii. 44 f (also Acts И. 54. Нер. i. 18, from Ps. cix. I). x xvi. 64 
al. fr, o always in N. Т. w. àx def. (1 т.т.). ch. xxv. 88, Ke. xxvii 884 Mk. (L. v. r.). Exod, 
ziv. 99, 20. P above (0). Acts xxi. 8. Rev. X 2 (w. def.) ouly. q = j. ch. zxvi. 
Зы |, 49. Joh» xvii. 11. Rev. xiv. 10 al. Esek. xxiii. 88. Іза. ii. 17. 

SL n de Aryec avrw MN lat-b n: 9 депте» В lat-e sah Ор, : txt CDN rel. 
om ovrot (as superfluous) C 56. 58 lat-a в » coptt Bas Isid. (2 y om lst 

-bco arm cov В. rec om 2nd cov, with D (1. 38, e sil) vulg lat ў 
BCNZ rel harl(with tol) lat-a fg, 4 L = syrr syr-cu coptt wth Ras. sel sid 

ro xornpioy bef vuv D wth. 
rec aft жуну adds cat ro Barriopa о eye Bar- 

98. атат Dl. 
тін» (1. e. appy rivur) G. 

Top 
for wivecy, тшн» В al: 

Tilopa: BaxricOnva (from || ME), with C rel lat: А syrr arm Chr ТЫ Ор, р for 
cat, п CFGHKMVX &c): om BDLZ 1 latt syr-cu copt sth Origespr Epiph Hil Jer 
Ambr Juvenc Ор,. om avrw D am 

93. rec ins кап bef Aye 
syr-cu sah arm Ambr. 
copt arm Ambr 3 

-cu seth. 
t, with C rel syr copt æth Орг: om BD Z(appy) 1 latt Syr 

aft avrac ins o innove DA 69 lat-a b c e ff, g: № syr-cu 
rec aft vie adds к. ro Barriopa o eye Ватт орох spec 

Baxris0nero0: (from || ME), with C rel 186.7 А syrr arm Chr ТЫ Op: om BDLZ 1 

had followed our Lord from Galilee,— 
and afterwards witnessed the crucifixion, 
see Mark xv. 40. Probably the two bre- 
thren had directed this request through 
their mother, because they remembered 
the rebuke which had followed their for- 
mer contention about precedence. 
21.] The places close to the throne were 
those of honour, as in Josephus, speaking 
of Saul (Antt. vi. 11. 9), roù uiv та‹ддс 
"levá8ov ic Oui», "ABevnpov & rob 
dpx rar yov ік roy iripwy... In the 
Rabbinical work Midrasch Tehillim, cited 

Wetstein,—God, it is said, will seat 
the King Messiah at His right hand, and 
Abraham at his left. One of these 
brethren, John, the beloved disciple, had 
his usual place close to the Lord, John 
хіі. 23: the other was among the chosen 
Three (this request hardly can imply in 
their minds any idea of the rejection of 
Peter from his peculiar post of honour by 
the rebuke in ch. xvi. 28, for since then 
had happened the occurrences in ch. xvii, 
1—8, and especially ib. vv. 24—27). Both 
were called Boanerges, or the sons of thun- 
der, Mark iii. 17. They thought the 
kingdom of God was immediately to ap- 
gear, Luke xix. 11. 39.) One at least 
of these brethren saw the Lord on His 
Cross—on His right and left hand the 
crucified thieves. Bitter indeed must the 

remembrance of this ambitious prayer 
have been at that moment! Luther re- 
marks, ‘The flesh ever seeks to be glori- 
fied, before it is crucified: exalted, be- 
fore it is abased." The ‘ cup’ is a fre- 
quent Scripture image for joy or sorrow : 
see Ps. xxiii. 5; cxvi. 18 : Isa. li. 22: Matt. 
xxvi. 42. It here seems to signify more 
the inner and spiritual bitterness, resem- 
bliug the agony of the Lord Himself, — 
and the baptism, which is an important 
addition in Mark, more the outer acces- 
sion of persecution and trial,—through 
which we must pass to the Kingdom of 
God. On the latter image see Ps. xlii. 7; 
Ixix. 2; cxxiv. 4. Stier rightly ob- 
serves that this answer of our Lord con- 
tains in it the kernel of the doctrine of the 
Sacraments in the Christian Church : see 
Rom. vi. 1—7 : 1 Cor. xii. 18, and note on 
Luke xii. 50. Some explain their 
answer as if they understood the Lord to 
speak of drinking out of the royal cup, 
and washing in the royal ewer: but the 
words 8vvagGe xui», and буу a, indi- 
cating a difficulty, preclude this. 
23.] The one of these brethren was the 
Jirst of the Apostles to drink the cup of 
suffering, and be baptized with the bap- 
tism of blood, Acts xii. 1, 2; the other 
had the longest erience among them 
of a life of trouble and persecution. 
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йы 

& : 1 acta xix Ade SaxovnPavat, алла * 
T. e 8 oniy. Gen. Yuyny avrov Eige avri * тоААшу. 

w Lonty +. xxxiv.7. P». a Я - 
11. 2. vi 8 vat. o a ch. 

"w^ Tit. i. 1. 44. ter Exod. xxi. 24. Sir. xxix. 1 
xxi. 30. Lov. хіх. 20. xxv. 51. Isa. xlv. 18. Te hp, 1 Tim. iL б.) 

latt T coptt th Ambr Jer Juvenc. 
sah rec aft 

Jer Op. 
Chr. 

tywyvpoy ins pov, wi 
eth arm: om BCDKLMSZ 1. 38. 69 vulg lat-a b e f Fi. 

rec om rovro (|| MX), with BZ rel latt 

&takovgoat ка! ° добуш тт» 

2 Kai EK TODtU- 
3 1. af. Rom. XIII. 4 al. Esth.L 

Ке xv b « Саі 1. 4. I Tim. 
ас vi. A Sob. l. 14. d foniy. Exod. 

e Rom. viil. 29. Heb. ii. 10. ix. 98. 

for «cat, п BL 1. 33 latt (not am ff, 9,) 
with X rel lat-o g, 4 l syrr syr-cu coptt 

Orig Chr ТЫ Ambr 
бау. ins CDA 33 вуг coptt 

94. rec kai akovoavrec (from || MX), with BCD rel latt syr-cu вуг wth arm: 
axovcavrec de LZ 33. 69 forj 

25. aft ri ins avroic 
124 al. 

26. rec aft ovrec ins ò (from || 
eth Orig-lat, : om BDZ rel latt Syr 

Syr coptt Orig. 
lat-e Syr sree coptt th. rararvpit veovotiꝰ B 

MD WM with pd (38, e sil) lat., syrr syr-cu copt 
eorw Mk, where 

it is better attested) BDZ sah Cr r. s N dem C rel latt copt eth arm Orig-lat 

Chr. for ray, ау BD. rec £y TIT. (from || Mk H, with B(but aft pey.) 
С(а yev.) D rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt eth arm: энш» LZ. rec sore, with HLMS 
Orig Did ТШ ры. з L eth arm Chr Jer: txt BCDZ (UX, Treg) rel lat-a b c e ў, А coptt 
Orig Di 

27. av BDZ: eay C rel. for sv vp. uv., шуа ориу В: vpwy uvati K. 
erat (from || MX) CDKLM U(Treg) ZA 1. 83. 69 latt coptt Orig-lat Did Thl: txt B 
rel Orig Jer. 

28. aft wodAwy ins vpeç де Сртете te рекроо avtnaat ка ёк peclovog FAarroy ⅛ vat 
eccepxopsvor ĝe rae wapachnOerrec дияупаа: pn ауаклћаугсда: ис тоос Ze xorrac 
romoug ру жота гудоЁог:рос соо exedOn кає apoceAOwy o duxvoxAnrwp ыту got ere 
катыш Хори cat caraicyuvOnon tay de avartonc eic Tov grrova тото» кає єр cou 
пттоу гре со о „ Curaye т: avo cat trat oot ToUTO yprouiov D; simly 
em lat-a b ce 
see Lachm, Scholz, Tischdf, or Treg) 

The last clause of the verse may be un- 
derstood as in the E. V., ‘is not mine to 
give, but it shall be given to them js 
whom p is prepared of my Father; 
Meyer, al.; or, taking &МА& as = el hi 
(see reff.), ‘is not mine to give, a 
to those for whom,’ &c. So Chrys. &c 
Grot. al. If however we understand after 
алла it shall be given by Me,’ we may 
say with Bengel, ‘res eodem recidit, sive 
oppositione, sive M | 
The two clauses, . . . катакор. abrõv an 

. . кате. abr, aro and афто» 

Пу » syr-cu syr-ms Hil Leo(appy) Juvenc. (For the variations, 

in both cases refers to rav ivo». Grotius 
and others would take the second abre» 
to refer to of ápyovrec, but wrongly. 
Observe the «ara in composition in both 
verbs, signifying subjugation and o sion. da 98 g subjuga жейт. 

i. е. in the next ps let him be Pigs and 
SobAo¢g here. Thus also the Ade, ver. 28, 
applies to the coming of the Son of man 
in the flesh only. Avrpow ёуті woA. 
ів а plain declaration of the sacrificial and 
vicarious nature of the death of our Lord. 
The principal usages of Aórpov are the fol- 
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N рен» opivwy avro» ажо Терг йко\оўбпсе› avrw OyAÀoc 
SOTUV s 

BCDEG 
TT „„ avre ox ro D al fuld lat-o e ff, g, вуг coptt Chr(Fd 

ZTa 

` lowing :—(1) а pa ent as equivalent for 
a life destroyed, Ex. xxi. 30; (2) the price 
of redemption of a slave, Lev. xxv. 51 al. ; 
(3) * propitiation for,’ as in Prov. xiii. 8, 
where Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion 
have itíAacpa. Avrpov àyrl ro 
here = ávriAvrpo» vip wvávre» 1 Tim. 
ii. 6. No stress is to be laid on this word 
жто\\б» as not being vávrwy here; it is 
placed in opposition to the one life which 
1s given—the one for many—and not with 
any distinction from rarer. (I may 
observe once for all, that in the usage of 
these two words, as applied to our redemp- 
tion by Christ, dvr is the OBJECTIVE, 
ros the SUBJECTIVE designation of 
those for whom Christ died. Не died for 
all, objectively ; subjectively, the great 
multitude whom no man could number, 
wo ol, will be the saved by Him in the 
end.) As the Son of man came to give 
His life for many and to serve many, so 
ye, being many, should be to each one the 
object of service and self-denial.’ Hof- 
mann, Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, p. 197, argues 
for áyri ros being taken with òdobvat, 
not with Лотроу. But Meyer well re- 
marks, 1) that the sense of ávrí will not 
be altered by this, and 2) that this sense 
is clearly marked by Aörpo to be that of 
substitution, not, as Hofm., that of com- > 
pensation merely. 
20—34. Ние OF TWO BLIND 

MEN ON Ніз DEPARTURE FROM JERICHO, 
Mark х. 46—52. Luke xvii. 35—43; 
xix. 1, with however some remarkable dif- 
ferences. In the much more detailed ac- 
count of St. Mark, we have but one blind 
man, mentioned by name as Bartimæus ; 
St. Luke also relates it of only one, and 
besides says that it was i» rẹ фуу н> 
abróv elc раҳе. The only fair account 
of such differences is, that they existed in 
the sources from which each Evangelist 
took his narrative. This later one is 
easily explained, from the circumstance 
having happened close to Jericho—in 
two accounts, just on leaving it—in the 
third, on approaching to it: but be must 
be indeed а slave to the letter, who 
would stumble at such discrepancies, and 
not rather see in them the corrobo- 
rating coincidence of testimonies to the 
fact itself (see Olshausen, Comment. i. 
752). Yet Mr. Greswell (as Theophylact, 
Neander, and Ebrard, Evangelien-kritik, 
p. 572) strangely supposes our Lord to 

have healed one blind man (as in Luke) 
on entering Jericho, and another (Barti- 
meus, as in Mark) on leaving it, — and 
Matthew to have, ‘ with his characteristic 
brevity in relating miracles,’ combined both 
these in one. But then, what becomes of 
Matthew’s assertion, dcwopevopévey abrév 
dma lep. Р Can we possibly imagine, that 
the E ist, having both facts before 
him, could combine them and preface them 
with what he must know to be false? It 
is just thus that the Harmonists utterly 
destroy the credibility of the Scripture nar- 
rative. Accumulate upon this the abeurd 
improbabilities involved in two men, under 
the same circumstances, addressing our 
Lord in the same words at so very short 
an interval,—and we may be thankful that 
biblical criticism is at length being eman- 
cipated from ‘forcing narratives into ac- 
cordance.’ See notes on Mark: and a 
more curious and more recent example of 
barmonistic ingennity, in Wordsw.’s note 
here. It is highly instructive to us, that a 
Commentator, with the marks of sequence 
in time given by i» rq фүүї н» афтду eic 
“Чер. deropevopivey atray ажо Тер. 
should fly for a solution to the rabbinical 
canon, “non est prius aut posterius in 
ScripturA.” JERICHO, 150 stadia 
= 18 rom. miles) x. к. of Jerusalem (Jos. 
. J. iv. 8. 3), and 60 (= 7.2 rom. miles) 

w. from the Jordan (Jos. ibid ), in the 
tribe of Benjamin (Josh. xviii. 21), near 
the borders of Ephraim (Josh. xvi. 7). 
The environs were like an oasis surrounded 
by high and berren limestone mountains, 
—well watered and fertile, rich in palm- 
trees (Deut. xxxiv. 8. Judg. i. 16; iii. 
18), roses (Sir. xxiv. 14), and balsam 
(Jos. Antt. iv. 6. 1 al). After its de- 
struction by Joshua, its rebuilding was 
prohibited under а curse (Josh. vi. 26), 
which was incurred by Hiel the Bethelite 
in the days of Ahab (1 Kings xvi. 84): 
i. e. be fortified it, for it was an inhabited 
city before (see Judg. iii. 18; 2 Sam. x. 5). 
We find it tbe seat of а school of the pro- 
phets, 2 Kings ii. 4 ff. After the captivity 
we read of it Ezra ii. 34; Neh. vii. 36: 
and in 1 Macc. ix. 50 we read that Jona- 
than strengthened its fortifications. It 
was much embellished by Herod the Great, 
who had a palace there (Jos. Antt. xvi. 5. 
2 al.), and at this time was one of the prin- 
cival cities of Palestine, and the residence 
of an dpxirsAernc on account of the 
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Mark il. 4 
al4. Lake l. 
20. xix. 40 
Acts xviii. 
only. 
viil. 11. 

1 constr., here 

1 ` бз — т,” , N t < , 

Kat отас о Ino " ғфоуђогу avroUc kat eire» Ti 
о ers [iva] тойсо йш»; 9 Myovoww avro. Коре, iva 
| ° avorywouy oi офӨбаАно! ўро». мр ordayy абс de 

e 59 ~ @ - , - 1 L 
ош жє, o 'ncovg Maro rov Touparwy avrov, kat töte 
Sh 'avi(JAejav Kat nKodrovOncay — avro. 
Mark іх, 86. John i. 49. H. 9 al 1 Tobit v 8. 

al. without, I. ch. ziti, 28. xxvii. 17, 91 al. 
q Mark vill. 25 ому, Prov. vi. 4 . Wisd. xv. 18 only. 

30. укоотау and aft тарау. ins ca: D vulg lat-e. 
Orig, Op: om кир with CN rel lat-/ ff, syrr 

BLZ vulg lat-g, , l ‘eyr-jer coptt seth. 
copt arm Ambr. (not Z, as eun 
Orig, Eus Chr Damasc Thl: txt BZ rel 

о cb. ix. 80 reff, p eb. ix 
г 

XXI. ! Kai 
n w. tva, ch. WI. 12. OM vl W. Jaha xvil. 24 

ch. zi. ö гей, 

rec eXencoy прас bef корсе, 
69. al lat-5 c e ff, А я syr-cu arm: txt 

ins со» bef wi. 69 lat-c e В » syr-jer 
, we (here and ver. 31) CDEFLN 1. 33. 69 

Orig, 
81. оь де ох\оь esreripgoay N syr-cu(sic) ( fat. ff, Syr, Tisch). owrncouty LNA. 

reo ғкрабоу (see || Mk Le), with CN rel latt syr : ecpavyeZor 69: txt BDLZ Syr 
-cu coptt. 

BDLZ 69 latt(a def) Syr coptt eth arm. 
rec eAenooy нас bef кири, with CN rel lat-/ " syr-cu syr: txt 

t BZ ше CDLN 838: tx rel. 
88. rec om iva (to conform to || Mk La, where Ot. жо. із undoubted), with BCDN 

rel lat-a b e n Syr sth arm: ing LZ 106. 288 vulg lat-c f fis Jia А syr-cu syr 
sah Orig,. 

$3. rec avory@worw (more usual tense), with CN rel: txt BDLZ 33. 69! Orig 
Chr. 
Tisch) Orig. 

rec quw» bef oi офбаћџон, with CN rel: txt BDLZ 38 аі: ut solent! 

34. rec (for ojtparwy) офба\иоу (more usual word), with CN rel Orig,: txt BDLZ 
69 Orig,. aur тоу ори. B 

вуг-јег coptt th arm Bas-sel 

rec aft aveBreWay ins aur ot офбаћпог 
(from ch ix. 80?), with CN rel (Syr) syr-txb: om BDLZ 1. 38 latt syr-cu syr-marg 

Op. 

balsam trade (Luke хіх. 1). At present 
there is on or near the site only a misera- 
ble village, Richa or Ericha. Winer, 
RWB. 30, 31.] The multitude ap- 
poco pere silenced them, lest they should 

wearisome and annoying to our Lord; 
not because they called Him the Son of 
inia Hi the шш could have no 
reason for тран is cry, seeing that 
they themselves (being probably for the 
most part the same ms who entered 
Jerusalem with Jesus) raised it very soon 
after: see ch. xxi. 9. I have before no- 
ticed (on ch. ix. 27) the singular occur- 
rence of these words, ‘Son of David,’ in 
the three narratives of healing the blind 
in this Gospel. 82.] iddvycey = 
Ax ty Garnoare Mark, = tcéAgvory ауӨў- 
vat Luke. 34.] Hb. róv un., not 
mentioned in the other Gospels. In both 
we have the addition of the Lord's saying, 
ij тістіс gov сісыкёу oe. The question 
preceding was to elicit their faith. 

CHAP. XXI. 1—17.] TRIUMPHAL EN- 
TRY INTO JERUSALEM: CLEANSING OP 
THE TEMPLE. Mark xi. 1—11, 16. Luke 
xix. 29—44. John xii 19—36. This 
occurrence is related by all four Evan- 
ко, with however some differences, 
oubtless easily accounted for, if we knew 

accurately the real detail of the circum- 
stances in chronological order. In John 
xii. 1), —our Lord came six days before the 

ver to Bethany, where the anointing 
(of Matt. xxvi. 6—13) took place: and on 
the morrow, the triumphal entry into Je- 
rusalem was made. According to Mark 
xi. 11,—on the day of the triumphal entry 
He only entered the city, went to the 
temple, and looked about on all things,— 
and then, when now it was late іп the even- 
ing, returned to Bethany, and on the mor- 
row the cleansing of the temple took place. 
The account in Luke, which is the fullest 
and most graphic of the four, agrees chrono- 
logically with that in the text. I would 

XX. 30—34, 

99 каг ov óo тьфАо! кабдпиғуо: ' тара тт» BCDEG 
odo axovaavreg Ort Incovc #таойун Expakav Are NEUVX 

55 & оуЛос 1. 

reff. Matt. Mk. L. oaly t. 

ZT. 
33. 69. 
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ore * пуува» нс ТеровбЛора Kai Id uc BnO- . Lake 85,40. 

фауп ис rò ' орос тоу ' ан», тоте 0 "Тоос : Bera iv. - 

атістеће» Ovo naÜnrác 2 Мушу айтос Пореобяте ис min 
тй» ° кору» rnv 'arévavri úni», kai tb cUphocre Jaba 277 

Ovor Ssdepivny, Kai r per айтте” AMosavrec аувгі ОДИГА 

uo. 5 kai sáv rie ош» irp ri, per Ort о * коргос Кү TONS fia ai 

cb tes азгы» J хона» exer & атоота\н abrobc. Kon. хын. 

4 rovro & уѓуоугу “iva ятАпоыбу rò * рд» * Sia rov D (acts 
7. Bom. itl. iad Gen. xxiii. 19. 
oniy. бев. 

S ch. 1 22 (reff). 

Cuar. XXI. 1. (Z defective. 
СЗ 83. 69 syr-jer. 

0 bet ae. DE EHV al Orig. 

x = j Mk. L. Mark v. 19. 

fi} = Ong, (C'Z а defective.) 
о «ne 

J. onee "ptem ec 
aft мар н ins " 1 (from || Mk Ім) 

rec (for 8rd нс) хрос (from 
Chr: txt BC? 33 laj-5 ce 

ахгот ММФ» 

Mk In), with DN rel vulg 
om 

for wopevOnrs, wopevecOe (more obvious tense, see ch x. 6, xxii. 9, xxv. 9, 41: го 
Meyer) BDLZ 33. 69 Orig Eus, Chr: txt CN rel. 
BC 83. 69 Orig, Eus, Chr: txt N rel Orig-ed, Eus, 

men (from || Mk Le) 
с LZ: om lat- 

abc 1 А я syr-cu copt -lat Chr si paces PM La): with CNZ rel 
Orig : txt BD al. 8 ui 

3. av aft ri ins тоште D 157 eth Orig exer bef xpriay Di. 
for 450. de, «as «vO. D 33 al latt Syr syr-cu : txt B BCN rel s sah Orig,.—tvOvc 

BL Orig,: txt CDN rel Orig,. (Z def.) tite || ME, where it is better 
attested) CNZ rel lat- D- lat syrr в 
H(Tisch): txt B D-gr 69 latt (a 

4. rec aft de ins оАо» ү. 
on lat- latg, syt sah arm Chr-y-L 

rig Chr Hil Jer. 

venture to that the supposition of 
the trium entry in Mark being related 
a day too soon, will bring all into unison. 
If this be so, our Lord’s first entry into 
Jerusalem was ре? probably the jour- 
ney was interrupted by a short stay at 
Bethany, во that He aid not enter the city 
with the muliitudes. That this was the 
fact, seems implied in Mark xi. 11. Then 
it was that, wep PrrPapevog wavra, He 
noticed the abuse in the temple, which next 
day He corrected. Then in the evening 
He went back with the twelve to Bethany, 
and the supper there, and anointing, took 

Meantime the Jews (John xii. 9) 
ew that He was at Bethany; and many 

went there that evening to see Him and 
Lezarus. (Query, had not Lazarus followed 
Him to Ephraim ?) Then on the morrow 
multitudes came out to meet Him, and 
the triumphal entry took place, the weep- 
ing over the city (Luke xix. 41), and the 

of the temple. The cursing of 
the fig-tree occurred early that morning, as 
He was leaving Bethany with the twelve, 
and before the multitude met Him or the 
asses were sent for. (On Matthew's nar- 
rative of this event, see below on ver. 18.) 
According to this view, our narrative omits 

-cu arm-zoh Chr Orig, 
coptt eth arm-mss 

similar passages in ch i. 22, xxvi. 56), with BCN rel 
“р. om Ci DZ am(with fuld forj) lat-a b c & syr-cu 

or dia, vxo LZ 69 al. 

1: axoorides М: аховот&$ зу 

the su at Bethany, and the anointing 
(in its right place), and passes to the events 
of the next On the day of the week 
when this entry happened, see note on 
John xii. 1. үй = n ma, the 
house of figs : a considerable suburb, nearer 
to J em than Bethany, and some- 
times reckoned part of the city. No trace 
of it naw remains: “ the Land and the 
Book, p. 697. 3-1 v к. T. ÀT., 
і. е. Bethphage. Mark and Luke mention 
the xa og only, adding “stwhereon never 
get man sat” (see note on Mark): John 
ӧуйріоу. Justin Martyr (Apolog. i. 82, 
p. 63) connecte this verse with the pro- 
phecy in Gen. xlix. 11, toni, wpbc 
Guredov rdy 1 R аётоб, cai rj Eun 
roy ro тўс Óvov abro. ê кб роз, 
here, ‘the LORD,’ Jehovah (sce тей): 

service of God. 
interpretation errs agai: 
Stier (ii. 832, edn. 2) asserta. Tho mean- 
est, animals might be wanted for the ser- 
vice of the Lord Jehovah. And after all, 
what difference is there as to decorum, 
if we understand with him д кёр. to sig- 
nify “the King Messiah ?” The two dis- 
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а ISA. Ixil. 11. 
ICR. ix.9. 

b ch. v. 5 reff. 
c на here only. 

d aie. 359 F 4. À 
Gen. xxiv, Ка! WWAovV 
6). Num. 
xxii. 22. 

only. Ex 
Iv. 20. 

f ch. xxvi. 19 
etf. 

EYAITEAION XXI. 

жрофптоо Муоутос 5 * Eiware ту Quyarpi TL '1дод о 
BaoiAtbc oov ёр erai cot 

viov " vrotvylov. 
panra: Kat momoavreç кабос 
"[ncovc, ? Hyayov тт» буо» kai róv rde, kai © iD % 

et. s ET aurov rd iugria, cal emexaQioey | eravw avrov. 
8 * mÀcioroç dxAo¢ ! ferpwcav tavrwy та ірата ev тр 

moauc * emi[)e(9nkeig Ext ovov 
wopevbivrec 8 о 

L -æ 

f соуќтаёғу avroię О 

e 
80 

2 [ 4 æ - 

2. u. d. ао: 8 "Exorroy ° кАадоъс awd rov Siv8pwr 
al. Ges. хх]. Ы 
14. constr., bxi & gen., ch. xxvii. 29 (Lake viii. 16 v. 
only, . 3221. 84. Lev. zv. 90. trana., 8 Kings l. 
8. xx. 8 al. Gen. vii. 18. - С 
Isa. vii. 28.) А 

moj МК. only. Маш. xiii. 94. see ch. хі. 17 reff. 

a oe vl. 183. 8 Kings xviii, 93. 

th. xi, 10 (1 Cor, xiv. 27) only. 
11. Mark xiv. 16 L. Actaóz. 84 опіу. Bath. iv. 8. Job xvii. 18. Prov. xv. 19. 

n ch. xiii. 39 reff, 

А h here 
ich. xxviii. 2. Lake iv. 89. Rev. ei. 

Isa. ix. Sal. (in LX X always w. gen., exc. 

б. rec aft wpavc ins ca: (corre to Lxx), with BCNZ rel am(with forj) lat-c / 9,3 
Orig,: om D 61 vulg lat-a b e ff, „Л &th arm Cypr Hil Jer Op. 
(as superfluous, and not i» Lxx), with CD rel latt copt arm 
pres syr-w-ast sah sth. (Z Iat-a def.) 

rec om 2n an 
Orig: ins BLN 1 Syr 

om wor LZ am! lat-e Orig, (see below) : 
or vt. vroč., vtov 1 Orig (ur) аётаїс Mesi 0 parô. к. ò (wav. ICI Oe ro rò wpognTixoY 
«25. o pard 
viov ) uc Ev riot wwAOY Ywolvyiov). 

6. for кас wownoayrec, &то]та> 

&vri тод kai ёх:ВеВукос iri б». к. WHA. vióv Drolvyiou xai rA 
vroLvywv D! lat-b c ff, 91 А sah-mnt Hil. 

61. 243 latt sah. rec wpogtrakey (more usual 
word, substituted in error), with LNZ rel Orig, Eus: txt BCD 83. 

7. ins кає bef nyayo D al, 1 
CN rd: txt BDLZ 33. 00 Orig. 

ig-ms: are (so rec in || MX) 33. 69: er pullum S 
8 with CNZ rel rae Byr-cu. rec (рата ins avrov, 
syr-jer coptt sth arm-ms Orig 
(from sxtBiBacay rov ino. in || LA. This is more 
have come from exaficey in || МЕ Jn), with (L) al vulg lat-g, 
225, erecabnoay L 16. 57. 61): exaÜgro D: om к. es. exavw ovr. É 

latt Syr syr-cu sah. 

1: om BD gat lat-b еў, 9a arm. elz 

rec (for ex’) rare, with 
for avrev, avrov D lat-a be f fs 9, 

syr-jer*: om er avrw» 
lat-a c f 91 syrr syr-cu 

rtr 
prob., than that -osy should 

copt (ғкабусау 
Gal: ex[ ]Z: 

txt BC rel syr sah arm Justin Orig, Arnob(-sev Scr's mss): err Н, era 
N al Thi Euthym, txa04c:v K, et equitavit Jesus Syr syr-cu wth, sedebat lat-ab ce 
Jf. 4 D-lat, sedit lat. F А. 
syr-jer : om vulg lat-g, Ор 

8. for tavrwy, avrwv 

ciples were perhaps Peter and John: com- 
Mark xiv. 13 and Luke xxii. 8. 

4.] A formula of our Evangelist’s (see ch. 
i, 22), spoken with reference to the divine 
counsels, but not to the intention of the 
doers of the act; for this application of 
prophecy is in John xii. 16 distinctly said 
not to have occurred to the disciples at 
the time, but after Jesus was glorified. 

6, 7.] In Mark, eópov zo» dede- 
uivor spóc Өррау {Ёю ixi roù арфодоо. 
Our Lord sat on the foal (Mark, Luke), 
and the mother accompanied, apparently 
after the manner of a sumpter, as pro- 
phets so riding would be usually accom- 
panied (but not of course doing the work 
of a sumpter). In the last abr, 
probably the animals, not the garments, 
are to be understood. Thus we say, the 
postilion rode on the horses.’ Meyer ob- 
ects to this interpretation, that no such 

latitude of expression is found in ver. 6. 

for 8rd avrwy, avrov D ev-27 lat-b c ef FI.: 91 А Syr 

DLA 69: txt BCNZ rel Orig,. for ато, гк N. 

But I cannot see how this affects the 
matter. Even if we take ird abrev 
of the garments, the former іт’ афто» 
will require similar latitude of interpreta- 
tion. That this riding and entry were is- 
tentional on the part of our Lord, is clear: 
and also that He did not thereby mean to 
give any countenance to the tem 
ideas of His Messiahship, but so y to 
fulfil the Scriptures respecting Him, and 
to prepare the way for his sufferings, by a 
public avowal of His mission. The typical 
meaning also is not to be overlooked. In all 
probability the evening visit to the tem 
was on the very day when the Paschal 
Lamb was to be taken up—i. e. set apart 
for the sacrifice. 8, 9.] Which wae. 
a royal honour : see 2 Kings ix. 18. 
ó тМмїстоз Sydos, the greater part of the 
multitude. Meyer refers to Plat. Rep. 
їй. p. 897 р; Thuc. vii. 78, in both which 
the same expression occurs; and Xen. 

кел... 
BCDEF 
GHKL 
MNSU 
VXZTa 
1. 33. 69. 
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À óvroc avrov нс Teo, tatiaÜn таса 7 rg ees 
№ уоюса Tic өт» ойтос; II oi & було: ЁХеуо» Obroc ib Mk. v.7 ref 
сті» 0 poire Insoc о 0 arò Natapit ric l'aMAaíac. TI 
12 ка; чєзАбєу "[усоёс siç то іерду тоо Oe, ка t Вагу from йы. 
wavrac TOUC ' гедођутас ка! ‘ayopatovrac i ey TU tpe, D TM 
kai rdc " rpanéLac roy * ko AUR r car lorgier Kai t LAke xvii. 99. 
rdc "xaÜtópac тоу wwAobvrov тас ? weororepac, | ка! eum S 

ziz. 2 Joba H. 15 Mk. Jobn ii. 15 oal 
=| Mk. ch. xxiii. 9 ar 1.1 1. v: уа шоа? А RV 

serpucav D lat-c e 
9. rec om шее 5 With N rel latt arm Hi Ор: ins BCDL 1. 83. 69 lat: syrr 

syr-cu coptt mth 
МЦ. for oyo, жоло D (1) lat-a 5 o efh. 

Tec ine. 
with CN rel vulg lat-b o & syrr syr-cu "а Org, 

At yo ins or: N. 

om o bef axo DA. 
(ere rec ins o bef ına., with DN rel 

55 тш а ыш 
a с &с syrr syr-cu 

Anab. iii. 2. 36, д e wog. кА. 
ёт. т. 548. — та Baia тө» $owicev 
John, = от:Ваѓас Mark: see 1 Macc. xiii. 
51: 2 Macc. x. 7. Фтауу& 

1 Kings 00. Lake 

ipx., not with г0Лоу., and forms a title 
of the Messiah. Luke adds fac eóc, John 
ка! à Bac. row ‘le 12.} Com the 
notes on John ii. 13—18. ырш 
related in our text is totally distinet from 
that related there. It is impossible to 
Turpe VM io керун St. John, 
or any one but moderately acquainted 
with the events which he undertook to 
relate, should have made such a gross 
error in ch „ ав must be laid to 
the charge of ane or other of them, if 
these two occurrences were the same. 
I rather view the omission of the first in 
the synoptic accounts as in remarkable 
consistency with what we otherwise gather 

Vor. I. 

ett ach arm Orig, 

ni eXeyor, aroy D lat-a b c e. 

ok BD 167 cots ane txt BD и arm Ong, Eus. 

: om BCEHMXA om ros deo 
ИП: ins CDN rel 

from the three Gospels —that their nar- 

last journey to Jerusalem, and conse- 
quently the first iini passed over 
by them (see Pro cirea init.). 
On the difference from Mark, see note on 
ver. l. Both comings of Jebovah to His 
temple were partial falfilments of Mal. iii. 
1—8,—which shall not receive its final 
accomplishment till His great and decisive 
visit at the latter day. The lepéw here 
spoken of was tho ccart af the Gentiles. 

We have no traces of this market 
in the O. T. It appears to have first arisen 
after the captivity, when many would come 
from lands to Jerusalem. This 
would also acconnt for the money-chasgere, 
as it was unlawful (from Exod. xxx. 13) to 
bring foreign for the offering of 
atonement. efc Myeras TÒ Ммхтд» 
убшаора кар "EX goi, 8 '"Pepaio: vobp- 
pow (nummum) óvouátova:, D lact. 

Tas wepror. | the owed 
to offer these instead the 1 lambs for a 

-offering, Lev. v. 7; also for the 
purification of women, Lev. xii.8: Luke 

18.] Stier remarks that the 
from Jeremiah is in con- 
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B Rer vis (pec Kat ob ypapparsiç та ' Üavpácta а tTOlQOtv, Kai MNSU 

«Le roUc таас тоўс kpálovrac бу rø пор Kat Atyovrac 1.3.0. 
xxvil 88 
IX., 44 al. 
Esek. xx. 9. 

e Lev. xxi. 18. 
f here only. 

t. 
19. Pa. 
14. cvi. 94. 
ver. 9. 
ob. xx. 

4 

А lof the child, Lake xi. 27. Job Ш 
Gen. xxi. 7 т ~ Rom. 

18. om o bef ow. Di. 
Iren- lat Hil: жеяолкате (from | ME 
Eus,—bef avrov N 28 al latt Iren-lat Hil. 

E 'Qaavvà ro vip Aaveid, ^ Tyavákrusav 
avro ‘Axovag ri ойто Aéyouow; о SF "Тпсоос Aye 

‚ avroic Nai’ ovdérore avéyvwre dri ёк сторатос vi 
xai ' ӨпАаЁбута» ™ karnpriaw 

avrovc 7А ev Ёо ric reg sc BnÜavíar kai ° nvAicOn 

. xxi. 7. ix.99. Hob. x. 
only. En lii 11. o Luke xxi. 87 . 

с Lake v. 8, 4 only t. Sir. xvii. 36. xxvi. 98. 9 Maco. із. $1. xil. 

E 
Kat тау» 

о aivov; 17 kai катамтеу 

her, ch. xxiv. 19]. (Lake xxiii. 29 v. r. ‚ 
В (from Pa. AIZ. бу xL d Wt e abc xo L 

p ch. xxvii. 1 ref. . хіх. 
only. r ch. iv. & гей. 

rec exoujsart (from || Ім), with CDN rel latt sah arm 
1 Justin Orig,: txt BL 124 copt wth Orig, 

14. transp ywAoe and rug (see Luke xiv. 13) CN rel вуг sah Chr ТЫ: txt BDL 
4. 33. 69 Syr copt th. arm. 

15. rec om 2nd rovc (from misunderstanding 7), with C rel Orig, : ins BDLN. 
16. [scxa», so BDL. | for avrog, avre Di. gr. om ors D al lat-b e УР. È 

seth Iren-lat Chr Hil. ` 
17. ката\етеу (itacism СР rel: txt BE'GHNT 1. 69 (SV, e sil) Scr's b ev-x 

Опа, (83 def.) vcn m ea Ci. 
18. for тренас, хрен BD өт-Є? txt CN rel. rec (for exavayaywy) travaywy, 

with B*CN rel vulg lat дүз syrr copt wth arm Orig,: яарауеу transiens D lat-a b 
1 o ff, , А syr-cu Hil: txt 

Moͤrdergrube. On the intention of 
this act of our Lord, see notes on John 
ii. 15. It was a purely Messianic act; see 
Mal. iii. 1—3. 15, 16.] The cir- 
cumstance that the children were crying 
‘Hosanna to the Son of David’ in the 
temple, seems to me to fix this event, as 
above, on the day of the triumphal entry. 

Psalm viii. is frequently cited in the 
М. T. of Christ: see 1 Cor. xv. 27; Heb. 
ii. 6; Eph. i. 22. In understanding such 
citations as this, and that in ver. 4, we 
must bear in mind the important truth, 
that the external fulfilment of a prophecy 
is often itself only a type and representa- 
tion of that inner deeper sense of the 
prophecy which belongs to the spiritual 
dealings of God. Those who can, should 
by all means consult Stier's admirable re- 
marks on this truth, vol. ii. p. 840 f. 
edn. 2. 17.] If this is to be literally 
understood of the village (and not of a dis- 
trict round it, including part of the Mount 
of Olives; see Luke xxi. 87), this will be 
the second night spent at Bethany. I 
would rather of two understand it 

literally, and that the spending the nights 
on the Mount of Olives did not begin till 
the next night (Tuesday). 

18—33.) THE CURSE OF THE BARREN 
FIG-TREE. Mark xi. 12—14, 20—26, where 
see notes. St. Luke omits the incident. 

The cursing of the fig-tree had in fact 
taken place on the day before, and the 
withering of it was now noticed. St. Mark 
separates the two accounts, which are here 
given together. We must remember that 
this miracle was wholly typical and para- 
bolical. The fig-tree was THE JEWISH 
PEOPLE—fall of the leaves of an useless 
profession, but without fruit :—and fur- 
ther, all hypocrites of every kind, in every 
age. It is true, as De Wette observes, 
that no trace of a parabolic meaning & 
pears in the narrative (and yet, strangely 
enough, he himself a few lines after, deny- 
ing the truth of the miracle, accounts 
for the narrative by supposing it to have 
arisen out of a parable spoken by our 
Lord); but neither does there in that of 
the driving out the buyers and sellera 
from the temple, and in those of many 
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19. reo om ow bef pycers (aa superfluous), with CD rel Orig, Petr-alex : ins BL. 
for er aov, s£ ov D. 

21. for xav, кає (insg га» bef rovre) D (al iy 
23. rec (for tar) av, with BHU (1. 38, е sil Orig, : om D: txt C rel Clem Orig. 

23. tAÜóvroc avrov (oorr qf Hellenistic idiom, see ch viii. 1, &c) BCDL 1. 
38. 69 Orig, : txt A rel (K «сол.). for ка: [bef ric], C lat: i g 

other actions which we know to have been ful gaol m obtaining uests from 
symbolic. 19.) lav, * unam illo loco: God. See the remarkable and important 

ї fig-tree. ir т. 58.) “by addition in Mark xi. 25, 26. 
: so Herod. vii. 6, ai iwi 33—33.] Mark xi. 97—88. Luke xx. 

Afsgurov iruiutvas vico: Demosth. 1—8. Our Lorp’s AUTHORITY QUES- 
p. 300. A I, » iri ro) rorapoŭ pdyn. It TIONED. His BEPLY. Now commences 
was the practice to plant fig-trees by the that series of parables, and discourses of 
road-side, because it was thought that the our Lord with his enemies, in which He 
dust, by absorbing the sap, was 5 completely than ever be- 
conducive to the uction of the fruit. is hostility to their hypoorisy and 
Plin. N. H. xv. 19." Meyer. 91, 22.) iniquity :—and so they are stirred up to 
This assurance has occurred before in compass His death. 23. of ёру. 
ch. xvii. 20. That truest and highest ol тре. т. A. Mark and Luke add ypap- d 

the Sanhedrim. It was an 
per - parsic, and во make up the members of 
can, 2 

ve been in Him sage, sent with a view to make our 
eee Mia Koa And by it, Saviour declaro Himself to be a prophet 

its elevating power over the functions sent from God—in which case the San- 
V hedrim had power to take cognizance of 

. i T ˙ eiie salir vail 
servable, that such a stete of mind en- Thus the sent a deputation to 

an 
exercise of power — none such cam there- i. 19. The question was the result 

John on his appearing as a Teacher, John 
of 

fore be intended in our Lord’s assertion— combination to destroy Jesus, Luke xix. 
but we must understand, if expedient.” 47, 48. They do not now ask, as in John 
Though we cannot reach this faith in ita ii. 18, ri onpatow decawiere прі» bri ravra 
fulness, yet 5 (ver. 1 wowic; for they had had many signs, 

which are now included in their тага. 
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ETATTEAION XXI. 

‘ev 5 тод Боос ravra 
25 70 ' Ваттона тд lwavvov тобе» ny; & ovpa- 

vov 7 ЕЁ а>брфто» ; ; о dd * BuXoyiCovro Top éavroic 

1 Pet. Aéyourec "Edv eiroher ek ob, ipet тшу Ad ті оф» 
26 гау de cron e£ аубрыты», 

Acts xri фоВойриба то» оуЛо»" wavrec yap we mpognrny " 
27 kai , Srokpiliévrec тф "Insov то» 

фу avroic Kat aurog Ох eyo At ye 

ey 5 то & ovoię ташта тошо. 

35. ЖЕСЕ 3. avOpwroc йг» ríkva доо. (ver. 

Exou- 

Kat roc T жшт 

a épyütov iv ry au,, 
* Ov OR vorspov & ? pera- 

eva bef Xoyov (|| МЕ) CDF 

rp vig. сте Текуоу бта у опрероу 
eb. 
drm. еке. 29 o $} droxpibeic етеу 
рт xxv. 8. 

24. om de LZ latt copt. extpwrnow D al. 
latt Orig Ambr Ang Op. om ov D! (lat-c 8055 Зз Ong А Dalat). 

95. rec om ro bef wavvov, with D rel: ins 733 
usual: see ch xvi. 7, 8) BLM!Z 83 latt Syr syr-cu Cyr: с ср 
DL al lat-a ò e ff, Syr Orig. 

for wap’, tv (more 
rel syr. om ону 

26. rec exovory rov wavyny bef ec rpognray (overlooking the emphasis), with D 
rel latt syr copt arm : txt BCLZ 33 Syr syr-cu æth Cyr Aug 

28. aft avOpeoc ins ric СЕМ Од 1. 88. 69 latt 
Ath Hil Op: om BDA Te rel am(with forj gat harl!) lat-g, wth Orig évo 
recva B 142. 299 latt Hil. om ка‹ LZ lat-e ff, Ps-Áth for «v 
ты архео, ис̧ TOV затоа р forj i 5 ее Jf 9, ^ Chr Ps-Ath. rec aft 
анх. ins pov, with BC*Z rel vulg lat-c g, , l -comm, Op: om C'DKLMA t. 
33 lat-a b e f ff, , А вутт syr-cu syr-jer copt(Treg) eth arm -txt Bas Chr 

29. for ov Ger. v. È. p., tyw куре xat оок (see note) В 288 

The second question, wel тА r. r. A. is an 
expansion of . Tò 
meaning thereb whole office and 
teaching, of w Bs the я tiem was the 
idm t and seal. If they had re- 

the heaven]y mission of John, 
they mus have also acknowledged the 
o ority by which Jesus did these things, 
for John expressly declared that he was 
sent to testify of and bore witness to 
having seen the Holy Spirit descend and 
rest upon Him. John i. 88, 84. 
rwr. а believe him, ‘give credit to 
his words: ‘for those words were teati- 
monies to me.’ 36.) These ‘blind 
leaders of the blind’ had so far made an 
insincere concession to the people’s per- 
snasion as to allow John to pass for a 
prophet—bnt they shrunk from the re- 
poe which was sure to follow their ac- 

wledging it now. This consultation 
among themselves is related almost verba- 
tim by the three Evangelists. The intel- 
ligence of it may have been originally 
derived from Nicodemus or Joseph of Ari- 
mathea. The odi dy NAH of our Lord 

syr-jer copt æth Isid 

is an answer, not to their outward words 
obk otdaper, but to their inward hte, 
оё Oiħopev Муну. 98.] т{ 824. 8.: 
a formula of connexion— but doubtless 
here intended to help the lenity ab to 
the true answer of 

ae of the two sons, to ач 
both sammoned by the great 

Father to “work in His vine сев 
ch. xx. 1); doth Jews and of family. 
The first answer the summons by a direct 
and open refusal—-these are the орем 
sinners, the publicans and harlots, who 
carci Алл to His face. But afterwards, 
when ore are suggested, they 
repent, and go. second class (no 
игле а 3 o the отчет Ре ты 
—the parable merely mentions that 
call was made deaéres—it is the mis- 
taken desire to set the chronology right 
which has given rise to such confusion in 
the readings) receive the summons with а 

assent (not unaccompanied with 
& self-exaltation and contrast to the other, 

1 15. 18. а г ele avroic Epwrhow Unc Fay. * Aóyov ё éva, Ov tdv BCDEF 
14. Asia zavil er uri но, cd y ушу £pi MBUV 

33. 69. 

2 ri OE V vay Boxe ; X теде... 
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poceA Bury oe TP ripy теу 4 2 ch. uiv. 99 

o à атокрібеіс eire Eye кёр ка! оок "ыш 

* GéAnua тоб» &. A vu. n 
tebe xiv . 22. 
xxvi, 83. 

“Арту уы ù йш» Ort of reA Ya Kai ai корш ' тройуоь- , HR бър п. 

ow Upac eic тї» Baer hela тоо OGeov. 

leávvnc трос Урас tv 
9 nahen yàp Kor sive 

* од * duralocbyne; ка! оюк Eu Y 

" emoreboare avro, ot Se reAwvat kai ai mopvat ewigrevoay " T» 21... 

aury, v neĩc & _Wavreg over 

mierevoat айт. 
83 7АЛА sapa([JoA rv axovcare. 

Damasc Ps-Ath: vrayw кур к. ove (13 f) 69. 124 tol? arm. 

P merepeAnOnre vorepoy 
* rov ена 

a. axi Si 

J Arb p o iv ES ша 

aft arg айа 
ас Toy ah., D lat-a b с syr-cu syr-jer arm. 

80. ree (for яросеХӨ. дє) ка! d with ius rel lat-A syrr Chr; rat (alone) вуг 
seth: txt BDLZ 1. 33. 69 latt 

syr-cu Ps-At 
vert rah AO, В 13. 69. 
къри ins vraye D. 

91. то 00. т. патрос bef exowjo:v D. 
rel lati syrr 
arm Chr(so mss and Fd). for r 

Sr за t. 33 Q^ 1 Chr: 
rec ‘(for 5 Series 

txt С!” rel latt syrr 
or sy кири kat оос, ov OH 

4258 d tel tol? syr-jer copt sth-a-- arm. 

rec aft Acyovery ins avrw, with C 
syr-cu Eus: om BDLN 88. 69 fuld(with forj tol) lat-g, Z copt eth 

жрытос, e B 
sovissious am(with forj fuld harl' tol) lat-a b e 

obedisse Hil: «exaroc D(awy.) 69 al 

s, T Pang? copt eth-s-» arm; 
Aug: dicunt voluntati 

by-Ath Damasc: txt CLN rel juniorem о 
“valg-ed(with gat mm) lat -. g, eyrr syr-cu th - ed Eus Che Jerexpr- 

33. гес трос орас bef wwavvnc, о rel latt syrr syr-cu со 
arm-zoh: txt BCL 33 lat-c eth Orig 
seen), with C rel Orig, Chr: om D lat-e: txt B 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a 
copt eth Hil 

хрос зра 
ovde not baing rec ov „ а арар 

33. rec aft avÜpesroc ins rec, with СХ rel lat-e f AS noc arm ry nee Eus 
spec: om BC DKLSVa 1. 38 latt (a def) вуг copt eth Ong, 

implied in the emphatic having 
however no intention of Seld here 
no mention of a change of mind in this 
case): but go not. These are the Scribes 
and Pharisees, with their shew of legal 
obedience, who “said, and did not” (ch. 
xxiii. 3). It will of course admit of wider 
applications—to Jews and Heathens, or 

of classes who may thus 

to mean, 0 ботероу perapeArAnGeic. st 
&yovow, either the declarative present—ge 
before you, in the matter of God’s arrange- 
ments,—or theassertive present, of the mere 
matter of fact, are going before you. I pre- 
fer this latter on account of the explanation 
following :—‘ go before, - not entirely with- 
out hope for you, that Tom may follow, 
but sot necessarily implying your follow- 

ing. The door of m was not yet shut 
for them : see John xii. 85; Luke xxiii. 
84. тросу. answers to Braye к. іру. in 
the The idea of 'shewing the 
way' by being their example, is also in- 
cluded. There were Раиса among the 
disciples, and probably tant harlots 
om the women eho followed the Lord. 

39.] 586 Sex., not only in the way 
of God’s commandments, so often spoken 
of, but in the very path of ascetic purity 
which you so much a approve ; yet perhaps 
it were better to let the simpler senso here 
be the predominant one, and take dirato- 
evne for ‘repentance,’ as Noah is called 
der. pne (2 Pet. ii. 5) in similar circum- 
stances. ter. are он ге- 
peated from the parable (ver. 29), and 
serving to fasten the application on the 
hearers. TOU mır., that ye might 
believe on Him: see reff. 

38—46.] PARABLE OF THE VINEYARD 
LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. Mark xil. 
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ETATTEAION 

* ёфотеооеи 

унд» avro терибкеъ ка * woukev ev abr * Anvoy Kai 

XXI. 

au Kai ° a- 

ША Lake Soc rög ev, ка! e kidoro avrov 5 ‚ yewpyaic, kai 

i Кеа в awednpnoey. 
— 
exxix. ы 

of Mk. e 

RT 4 „. ч хайа rode caproùc aurov 

„yet rove dobA aug avrov 

рем. БЫР ат{ктчуа> ° бу & Ч #мёо3бА\леа>. 
aM SobAove х\ноуас̧ тоу тобто" 

37 5 derepor $è lartor eiuer wpóc avrouc Lene 
BCDEF Pan `Ёутратйаоука‹ тд» бу pov. BCDEF 

ahere, бе. j- oi & , Yeupyoi iBovrtc TOV viðv sirov Ev фаутог Obrác ч 

E t Seure aTOKTELVUJIEV avròv Kat 3.9. 

d Rev. xiv. 19, g 
16 uly xix. 

Ш. 10. 
oi Mk. Luke 

xiii. 4. п. 

na 41 only. avroic excabroc. 

7. ch. 28. TOV VOY аугой AC 
1 Macc. 

Tim. ii, 6. 
та. есту О * «Anpovopoc’ 
эт, дет 

ы Б, poe 91 м а.а, 2 18. 

o ch. xii xiii. А ref ni: M мык? 
а (ME. +. r-) eh. XXIII. 87. Late xiti. viti. б 

al. Mo 
n" abeol , 9 These, til. 14. Tit. H. 8. Ps. 22 
iv. I al. Заде. xvii. ? vat. 3 3 Klage xiv. 7; 

гЕ.двто C'L. 

A orc && ny yew о 
! awéarsÀev rode SobAovc avrov ' тоос тойс * yswp yous 

* katpóc те карто», 

35 кај " Ae[Sóvrac oi 
° бу pè» P K ° ov & 

36 тау 7 нети» 
ка! топса» 

hi. oh. axy. 14, 18. Lake xv. Ey. ont | тра 

г. 8p. "me. CIN IT en 
» 40 al. 2 

9T. for трос avrovc, avroic D al lat -a b е ff, А Iren- lat Lucif Arnob Ambr. 

1—13: Luke хх. 9—19. This parable is 
in intimate connexion with Isa. v. 1 ff., and 
was certainly intended by our Lord as an 
express application of that to the 
Jews of His timo. Both and Luke 
open it with an #рЁато Ai ip (2,88 & 
Pedes Lake OMe she , of а saries of 

the continued rejection » God's Ферми 
бу the people Israel, till at 

ject, %%% COR. The 
a Sal R: і. е. rm revo dy 
‘selected it out of all His world, and fenced 
st in, and dug a receptacle for the juice 
(in the rock or ground, to keep it cool, 
into which it flowed from the press above, 
through a grated opening), and built a 
tower (of recreation—or observation to 
watch the crops). This exactly coincides 
with the state of the Jewish nation, under 
covenant with God as His people. All 
these expressions are in Isaiah v. The 
letting out to husbandmen was probably 
that kind of letting where the tenant 
pays his rent i» Find, although the capwoi 
may be understood of money. began 
about 430 years after the to send 
His prophets to the people of Israel, and 
continued even till John the Baptist ; but 
all was in vain; they “ ted the 
prophets,” casting them out, and put 
thera to death. (See Neh. ix. 26 257 Mate 

erent sendings 
they probably imply the fulness and euf- 

warnings gicen, and set forth 
the longsuffering of the householder; and 
the increasing rebellion of the husband- 

mean His fruita; 1. e. in money. 
81.) Ses Luke ver. 13: Mark ver.6. Our 
Lord sets forth His heavenly Father in 
human wise sag iR ri жов»; 

sengers; see Mark; ёт: fva иду ext 
dyurnrév... 3 : and, as Stier remarks, this 
їз the real and direct answer to the ues- 
tion in ver. 23. The Son appears 

character of Бойон. but їп 

оТВерлу 
1 даска, even at the begin- 
ning of His ministry; how much more 
then after three Bary in His divine 
working. The tent consciousness that 
Jesus was the Messiah, expressed in the 
prophecy of Caiaphas (John zi. 49—52; 
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` ү ГА 

39 кај Аа{Зб»тес a Ја aois vil 
5. Heb. xi 
Sal. Nem. 
arvie aL 

Srl aÀ- x- 2 M 8. 

карто®с 255 Lx 
2 dni 

E. Hen: 

. деб іт. Ае 1 Pat, il. 6. Psa. 
d 1. Lake ix. 23 | Mk. xvii. 96, Heb aL Pet. 4.4, овуб 1. Ul. 

88. ree r aid (gloss), with C rel Eus: txt BDLZ 1. 33 latt(habebwnus) arm 
Iren-lat Orig Lu 

89. ax. x. E. т. арт. (see || МЕ) D mm lat-a b c e ff, А Lucif Juvenc. 
41. гес гкдосғта, with 69 al: txt BDFSV rel Eus: exdwoe С al Cyr. 

(2 def.) 

cf. the od хас of our ch. xxvi. 64), added р. 798, and Stier, R. J. ii. 863) pretended 
o gy diae fo mim the sense of the parable ; Алы 
in rejecting and crucifying Him, ever m the strong какойс какёс̧, I incline 
this consciousness may have been accom- to the former view. Whichever said it, 
panied with áyvora of one kind or other 

all of them,—see Acta i iii. 17 and note. 

pes words M yovatw аётф, though Luke 
given us the key to them, in telling us 

that the parable was spoken in the h 
of the people, who seem to have made the 
answer. Perhaps however the Pharisees 
(ав suggested by Trench, Parables, in loco 
may have made this answer, having 
or от (as Olshausen thinks, Biblisch. Comm. i. 

it was a self-condemnation, similar to that 
in ch. xxvii. 26: the last form, as Nitzsch 
finely remarks (cited by се ib D d bd 
divine warnings to men, * үн 
selves speak of the deeds ı which they are 
about to do, and pronounce judgment 
upon them.’ So striking, even up to the 
last moment, is the mysterious union of 
human free-will with divine foresi p id 
Acts ii. 23 : Gen. 1. 20), that «бег all 
warnings frustrated, the conscience of the 
sinner himself interposes to save him from 
his sin. The ex какос какёс 
a roh. is one of the purest Greek :—атб 
в” ð какӧу какёс, Aristoph. Plut. 65, 
and indeed passim in the writers. 

eUriweg] of а kind, who: of would 
identify, otrives classifies. They do not 
mar o isi but M ы д what sort, the 

clause is pecu- 
liar to Mani. We may observe is 
our Lord here makes бта» NAU & кф 
coincide with the destruction of Doa 
which is incontestably the overthrow of the 
wicked husbandmen. This passage forms 
therefore &n important key to our Lord's 
prophecies, and а c justification for 
таро мб. who, ies 3 » firmly hold that 

rd is in many places 
rimarily, with that over- 

throw. 42, А citation from the same 
Psalm of triumph which the multi- 
tudes had taken their Hosannas. This 
verse is quoted with the same signification 
in Acts iv. 11: 1 Pet. ii. 6, 7, where also 
the cognate passage Іва. xxvii 16 is 
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ETATTEAION XXI. 48—26. 

tic кефаАй» ' wviac’ 

ha 

H Mk; sins Ù Unio 5 Baci eia rov eov, ai SoPncerat ehren rotobyri 
1 Mace 

g 700 * картоўс aurne. 

a 
8. 

| avróv. 45 

а pres. jon . 46 

о = ch. ХН. 11. 

vb ' оууб\аабйоета!` e ov $ av rep, 
kat ükobcavrec oi apyttptic kai oi ‚Фара 127 

тас rapaBoAac avrov Гууысау от: wepi auTwv "Ауе" 5115 
kai багор avrov "кратае 5фоВлбпса» тойс öy- ув suv 

4 kat 0 wesw Eri rov ior 

™ Миса 

xiv. В, xvi. Aovc, P єзгє a Hg mpoürnv avràv " e Xov. 
al. fr. Ри. 
ш. 

Pe. 4 
6. Lade і. 54 al. f. 

42. vue» D'(and lat) 1. 69 al. 

XXII. I Kai ' 
q = Aots vil. 0, 31. ili. 29. 4 Kings iv. 1. Isa. xlix. 6. 

drorcpidele о Inoobc хаму eimev tv 
r = ch. xiv. 5 ref. 

44. om ver D 88 rr MEE b e ff, , Orig Iren-lat Lucif (and Tischendorf, as intro- 
duced from || Luke words are not the same, and tt would not have been ined 
here but aft ver 42. Its omn may be accounted for, as Meyer, by the copyist passing 
from avrnc to avrov). 

45. for cas axove., axove. дє LZ 33 syr-cu copt. 
46. for rovc ox Aus, rov ox Ro C al lat-b Syr syr-cu copt rec ewe8n, 

with C rel : txt BDL 1. 83 for eig ec (from ver , with CD rel 
ы ЭП 22 Оз, i 5 latt syrr syr-cu copt arm : 

quoted, as in Rom. ix. 88. The words 
here are those of the LXX. ality... 
@аътрастй... are feminine bya Hebraism, 
in which idiom the fem. is used as the 
neuter, there being no neuter. Meyer 
takes it as agreeing with кеф. ywvíac, but 
surely with the examples in the reff. be- 
fore us, it is simpler and better to under- 
stand the construction as above. 
The оїкоёоробутеѕ answer to the Ausband- 
men, and the addition is made in this 
changed similitude to shew them that 
though they might reject and kill the Son, 
yet He would be victorious in the end. 

els кеф. yuv.) The corner-stone 
binds together both walls of the building ; 
so Christ unites Jews and Gentiles in 
Himself. See the Mox wap beautifully 
followed into detail, ii. 20—22. 
On 6a iv . Al., cf. Acts iv. 
18, 14. 48.) Our Lord here returns 
to the parable, and more plainly than 
ever before announces to them their re- 
jection by God. The dur AY is now 
j Вас. т. 0. The #0уов here spoken of is 
not the Gentiles in general, but fhe Church 
of the truly faithful, —the [0»ос dywv, 
Aade ele тергяоіпосу of 1 Pet. ii. 9: see 
Acts xv. 14. 44.) A reference to Isa. 
viii. 14, 16, and Dan. ii. 44, and a plain 
identification of the stone there mentioned 
with that in Ps. cxviii. The stone is the 
whole kingdom and power of the Messiah 

summed ир in Himself. å weody 
. he that fakes offence, that makes it 

a stone of stumbling, shall be broken: see 
Luke ii. Aue but on whomsoever, as its 
seth it shall come in vengeance, 
mes esied in Daniel, Juxuo« aóróv, it t shall 

h him in pieces. Meyer maintains 
that the meaning of Мкр. is not this, but 
literally ‘shall winnow him,’ throw him 
off as chaff (see ref. Job). But the con- 
fusion in the parable thus occasioned is 
quite unnecessary. The result of win- 
nowing is complete se nm and dash- 
ing away of the wo and it 
is surely far better to p retand this 
result as the work of the falling of the 
stone, than to apply the words to a 
of the operation for which the falling 
% a stone is so singularly unsuited. 

46.] All three Evangelists have this 
adition. Bt. Mark besides says xai ágiv- 
rig abróv ásijABov, answering to our 
ch. xxii. 22. Su Mark's insertion 
of these words to be in the right place, we 
have the following parable spoken fo the 
people and disciples : see below. 

. XXII. 1—14.] PARABLE OF THE 
MARRIAGE OP THE K1NG'8 Sox. Peculiar 
to Matthew. ble resembling this 
in several N occurs in Luke xiv. 
15—94, dads we must not hastily set it 
down as the same. Many circumstanoes 
are entirely different : the locality and oc- 

38. 
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5 rau awioradev Moe SobAouc Ai vr "Y here, 

* ойк nOeAov жиш 
Tobit vill. 19. 

Etware ток * кекАпрі»оіс "]8o$ то * ариотбу pov птоірако, Pu ert 

о * ravpot pov Kat rà 

x. . Esth. ғ. a ch. xxi. 99 rof. 
aay, 18. s S ag э} оо 22 complet Tohii ЗЬ 18. эш түз 3 

* ewierà 
roma’ eUre cig robe yapovc. 

1 Kai wàvra 
5 0 8i 

x Prov. a 

f ареАђваутес Т Үл 7, &x. 1 Cor. 
Lake xi. 38. xiv. ead ыш... з ара 

пева C D БИЕ caly t. re is eswtietuve Epvat 
б», Jose e MEE 4. ke ar. 

10. E. Hr. ki . II. xxii 24 а CMM (reo Mark Abe AD кй E. 
ins Heb. H. & тШ. 9 (9 Fet. i. 19 v. т.) only. Jer. iv. 17. xxxviii. (xxxi.) 82. .11.10. 9 Maco. 

Cuar. XXII. 1. rec avro:iç bef ev жараВоћагс, with C rel syr-cu вуг arm: om 
avrog Syr wth: txt BDL 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-g, Orig. —om няг» avrog E. 

4. rec gro«ioga (change to more usual historical tense), with СЗХ rel Orig: erouov 
ev-y: txt BC'DL 1. 33. 

casion of delivery different, and in both 
cases stated with 

respondent to the two periods of their ut- 
terance. That in Luke is delivered earlier 

are utterly destroyed. This binds 
le in close connexion with that 

of wicked лазат Sy the last 
chapter, and with this period of our Lord’s 
course. 2.] The householder of the 
former parable is the Kine here, who 
woul yápovc for his Son. are not 
always necessarily ‘a ^ but any 
great celebration, as accession to the 
throne, or coming of age, &c. See Esth. 
і. 5, LXX. Meyer (in loc.) denies this, 
but does not refer to the passage of Esther 
ск! which to my mind is decisive. 

22 is not satisfactorily explained 
on his interpretation, viz. that the LXX 

great marriage 
Son of God : i. e. 
union to His Bride the Church in glory: 
which would be to the guests the ultimate 
result of accepting the invitation. See 
Eph. v. 25—27. The difficulty, of the 
totality of the guests in this case con- 
stituting Ae Bride, may be lessened by 

the ceremony as an enthroniza- 
tion, in which the people are regarded as 

being to their prince. On the 
whole imagery, cf. Ps. xlv. 8.] These 
Zod Ro are not the prophets, not the same 
as the servants in xxi. 34, as generally 
interpreted :—the parable takes up its 
groune nearly from the conclusion of that 
сас and is altogether a New Testa- 
ment parable. The office of these dovAos 
(“ KANnroptc, 5 vocatores, in- 
vitatores," Webst. and Wilk.) was касос 
ee — to summon those who 

invi as was customary 
Esth. v. 8 and vi. 14); these ar е 
Jewish people, who had been before, 
their ets and covenant, invi 
These first дойАо. are then the first mes- 
sengers of the Gospel,—John the Bap- 
tist, dra iiid 28 cn Seventy,—who 
preac sa e Kingdom of heaven 
is at hand.’ And even our Lord Himself 
must in some sort be here included, inas- 
much as He pop)» дофАов Hager, and 
preached this same truth, with however 
the ч "Ф| addition of бебте os pe. 

6) е now come to a different 
the Evangelic announcement. 

ow, all is ready: the sacrifice, or the 
meat for the feast, is slain. We can 
hardly help connecting this with the de- 
clarations of our Lord in John vi. 51—59, 
and supposing that this second invitation 
is the — of the Apostles and Evan- 
geliste sacrifice was offered. 
"hat e the e slaying of the Lord is not 

the doing of the invited, but is mentioned 
as done for the Feast, is no real difficulty. 
Both sides of the truth msy be included 
їп the parable, as they аге in Acts ii. 23, 
and indeed wherever it is set forth. The 
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Lane атпАбоу, * 2с niv че тд» 19:0» а &үоб», * óc Se Evi ri BCDE? 
14. 

Esok xxvii, " ipropiav avrov бо & Aoo: | крет тос MBUY 
10 Bt acie . Ix * SovAouc avrov реа» кө ат{ктиупу. 

Ei  ©рү!обп, ка! rue та " отратеўрата aUTOU dre 
oni, 4 Kings rode * doveic ixeivouc, ка! тї» woAty айты» ° evin pasy. 
Lae Sic 8 тоте Axe. тос &ob AO аўтой 'O niv yáuoc &тоциос 

mune. tory, oi ё Р A, ove ўса ‘або. 9 ‚ торебвабе 
AI. 110 обу ert тас̧ Ч dicke deve тоу oe, ка d oog ду td pur: 
3 Maco. v. mP kaXtoate чс rouc ` yanous. 10 cai HA Bowrec о! Sov or 

. Exetvor ис raç odove ‘auvnyayor wüvrac S οEd tUpov, 
1 Pet. iv. 18. Rev. xxi. 8. xxii. 16 olg {. Wied. xii. 5 only. (өтт, 4 Kia ix. 81.) — Josh. 
далы а Jodg. xv. 6 va ч аш. „ dic 2605 сат ев. гей, r here oaly. Ps. i. 

5. rec (for or pew and ос де) o pev and o de, with СХ rel Chr: oc pew and oe de 
defective, 

but has oc бе.) 
p hee Аш Lat d d and oc де Ci: txt BL 1. 69 Orig, 

ree (for ews) мс ( mechanical 
Iren-lat Сһг-н Op: txt BCD 88. 69 latt Orig, Chr 
D lat-5 c ff, А Iren-lat Lucif. 

6. om avrov L 
7. rec ins acoveac 

rel lat. 

as if akovcag had been a supp 
ікйуос, ined after ch xviii. 28, or о 
118. 209. 288 lat-a b o &c syr-cu copt Orig 

8. rec (for cav) a», with DGKLS Orig 
10. for exeeyor, avrov D 49 тЫ Ө, Ойу: tet BC = arm or Chr Lucif. 

discourse of Peter in that chapter is the 
best commentary on zóvra lrorpa’ дебте 
ale тодс eyer well remarks that 
‹Дрістоу is not = deixvoy, but is the 
meal at noon with which the course of 
marriage festivities began.’ This will give 
even precision to the meaning of 
the parable as applying to these prepara- 
tory foretastes of the great feast, which 
the Church S uo mew бш кл Ав the 
former parable had an О i 
so this: viz. Prov. ix. 1 ff. 

Бы е А ы сөм le ( wre an ess people (notice ror 
rev dypé», bringing out the selfish 
spirit), and the rulers, who persecuted 
and slew God's messengers. Stephen, 
James the brother of John, James the 
Just, and doubtless other of the Apostles 
of whose end we have no certain account, 

ч they persecuted Pani all through 
the Jews: they panenn Paul all through 
his life, and most probably brought him 
to his death at last : M t e guilt of the 
death of the Lord abode upon them (ch. 
xxvii. 25). oly! repeatedly insulted and 
всо май Арша ч (see Acts iv. 3; 
v. 18, 40). Т.) The occurrence of 

OP of former), with L rel 
Lucif. for avrov, aur 

, Iren-lat-in-4-mas Eus : ins B(see table) rel &c. 
г bef o Bac vc, with ЭЗ(арру) al syrr: о de Bac. ак. 13. 69. 

124. 346 vulg lat. рач copt arm Iren; lat : eat акоосас o Вав. «кн>ос С 
Damasc: exesvog о Вас. акоовас D, gr autem &c lat-a b c e ff, Lucif: txt 

BL 122/118. 209 lat-7 Syr copt-ms aah eth. (1t appears from the variety of position, 
gloss, because the ling was not present, aed 

for ra orparevpara, ro erpartupa D 1. 

for an. 

this verse before the opening of the Fenst 
to the Gentiles has perplexed eome inter- 
реса: еу it is . for al- 
thou е Gospel was ргеас to the 
Gentiles T years before the destruction 
of Jerusalem, yet the final rejection of 
the Jews and 5 Gen- 
tiles did not take till chat event. 

тё страт. Й еч 
mies; а similar expression for the uncon- 
scious instruments of God’s is ra 
Isa. x. 5; xiii. 5: rim 9: Joel ii. 25 

thew city. с д оїкос Фё» ch. 
xxiii. 88. This Ж startling introduc- 
tion of the i into the parable ; 
we knew not before that they had a city. 

3—10.] On obx &fu see Acts 

meetings of streets, the squares, or con» 
рар of ways. De Wette and Meyer 
are wrong in sa ing that they are not in 
the city, for t was destroyed: it is 
not the city of the murderers, that in 
келч Лан ече иий оргоо ее 
which is spoken of: not Jerusalem, bu 
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* ауабоёс̧ kai erhebe о yüpoc ` ava- 2 4. E. 46 
II асбо» & о Вале) " Өгасасда: тодс E- 

“ávaxupívovc alder & кы гаубрытоу оок *evdsdupévoy 7 дора , i. 10 saty E 
, 

оу 2 kal Aya abr ' Eraipe, 
єХеу Tres yapov ; 3 o 9i ip. 

r eic ec * ext un 2 A. 
id. 81 al. 

18 yore о Paor- ENG 

Мейс eiwev тос daxavorc Anoarrec avrov mwaoag kai xt ZEE 3 

рас ° exPBaders avray йс TÒ orcòroc TO * Ewrepov' EKEt rl. B. 
ens. Lake I. $3. 4Kiagsx.39. 
4 8. Acts iz. 21 
Dent. xxv. 4 fonly)). 1 Pet. l. 15 only” 

Matt. oaly, 

ob. х1. 17 reff. vill 30. ziv. 18. Mark = ch. 
ver. 84. Ln 1., i 7-9. 2 Tims v. 98 [R1 Cor ie Ò v . fr 

for yapoc, vvu» B'L: txt Bl-marg (мо, from personal ove D al iun DE 
* has Poached it) CD rel Orig, (о ayapoc С). ins rw» bef ауаке- 

ptyev растау 69 al. 
II. for ove, pa Ср al. 
19. for erg dg D 1а+-5 o &c syr-cu Iren-lat Lucif Aug Ambri. for o, og D. 
M. тес не» bef o баамы, with CD rel vas Iren-lat Lucif: txt BL 38. 69 al lat-A. 

rec bef ккаМтеа ins apare avrov кап (see below), with C rel lat. FI Ls 
BL 1. 69 al am(with fuld) lat-g, , Г Syr coptt sth arm , Chr Cyr, il, Aug 

pare avrov wodwy к. ytwv к. Baders D lat- a b c e ff, А syr-cu Tren-lat Hil, Op—a 
Lucif Donat: tollite ewm ligatis pedibus 
Vict-tun. 

et manibus et mittite 
(The origin of the variations seems to have been, the difficulty presented by 

eum lat -i Ambrst Jer 

a person bound hand and foot being cast out,—without some expression implying his 
being taken up by the bands of others. This has perha 
and the change of the sentence in D 

led to the insertion in rec 
for sxf., Балте DH 69 al, mittite latt. ) 

кешек (кеме; with C rel lat-5 f: ins BDL 1 latt syrr syr-cu coptt 
seth arm Iren-lat Orig, Eus 

Both the open sinners and the morally 
good together. See ch. xiii. 47, where the 
net collecta фк wavròç yévowc. Stier re- 

h. i. 7, 8: cf. espec 
ЖТ; voi кэріо» kai ie- 

de 2.» тї wávraç rote і»дгдоџі- 
vovc ixdépara d Arpa. The coming of 
the King to see his guests is the final and 
separating J of the Church, see 
ch. xxv. 19,—w 
be made, which God's ministers have no 
power nor right to make in admiseions 
into the visible Church. Yet as Trench 
remarks (Parables, p. 207), this comin 
of the King is not exclusively the 
one, but every trying and sifting judg- 
ment adumbrates it in some measure. 
With regard to tbe fvBvga ydpov, we 

must not, I think, make too much of the 
usuall Каа Oriental custom of present- 
ing ests with such garments at 
гни or (1) it is not distinctly proved 
that aha a custom existed; the 
usually quoted (Gen. xlv. 93 : Jadea ziv. 
12: 2 v. 22) are nothing to the 
purpose; 2 Kings x. 22 shews that the 
worshippers of Baal were provided with 
vestments, and a£ a feast: and at the 
present day those who are admitted to 
the presence of Hoyalty in the East are 
clothed with a caffae : but all this does 
not make good the assumption: and (2) 
even it, it is not to be pressed, 
as being manifestly not the ctum 
saliens of this pn y. the parable. The 
gont was bound to provide himself with 

habit, out of respect to the 
пері its Author: how this was to be 
provided, does not here appear, but does 
elsewhere. The garment is the imputed 
and inherent righteousness of the Lord 
Jesus, put on symbolically in Baptism 
(Gal. їй. 27), and really by a true and 
living faith (ib. ver. 26),—without which 
none can appear before God in His . 
dom of Glory ;—Heb. xii. 14: Phil. ili. 
7, 8: Eph. iv. 24: Col iii. 10: Rom. 
xiii. 14:—which truth could not be put 
forward here, but at its subsequent mani- 
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Gch, xx. 16 ferat о ^xkAavÜnóc kai о ° Bovyuoc тоу OO80vrwv. 

"gunt d. М 4 уле yap stow ° cAnroi, Ayo & 4 ék A exrot. 
1 Kings 15 Tore mopevbévreç oi Paprcator * cupBovAtoy A 
omiy. Pov. OFWE avrov ` wayidevowow iv Ah. 16 kai awooréA- 
vi.28 * е 9 ~ a = = є ~ 

аа reft Aovew aury robe pabnrac abr рата тшу Нрьфаушу 

ые". Aéyovreç Aidäerat, оїдаргу Ort “adnOyc el, Kat тт» у 
"ev rper ! 080» rov ' бою * ғ» adnOcia Sidacxetc, ка! ov f со BCDEP 
Acts xiii. 10 то eos , . " ё GHKL 
TM vä. 14. тері oUOtvOC, OU yap В\кес ec тросотоу avOpwrwy. "d 

31a J. 7 rd об» йш» ri то: доки; EKeoriv Souvar °«nvaoy 3.6. 

sande. Кабаш N ov; 18 Tvovg & о '1сойс тй» ? торпріау 
I Joha айтбу siwey Ti pe % тараќєте ©токртаї; 19 * éxdeiEaré 
ci not TO * vóna тоў °xnvoov. oi St mpocnveyxay avro 
+. 

(1 Cor. iz. 9 
r. ] Pet. 
7 only. Wiad. xil. 18. 1 Maec. xiv. 43 on ly. Mark iv. 88 reff.) "| Mk. 3 Cor. x. 7. 

в 2Cor.x.7. 1 Thess. И. 17. Jade 16. Lev. хіх, 16. Deat.x.17. 1 Kings xvl. 7. o | Mk. ob. xvii. wart 
p Mark vii. 22. Lake zi. 39. Асіз Ш. 96. Rom. i. . 1 Our.v.8. Eph.vi.120nly. Рэ. сх]. 4. q ch. iv. 

al Exnd, xvil. 3. Tch, xvi. 1 ref. s here only. Bara vili. 36. Neh. vii.71 vat. 1 Macc. 

15. aft AO ins car’ avrov C?-marg A 1. 33 copt arm Orig: кага rov iņgov CM 
for отыс, тес D lat вутт syr-cu. 

18. x ауто, крос avrov D lat-a c f. Aeyovrac BL: txt CD rel. for ғу, 
em . 

17. for uws, tov LZ 33. om aure ovy nuy D lat-a b efir 

festation threw its great light over this here designed. ‘The devil never 
and other such similitudes and expres- lies so foully, as when he the 
sions. This guest imagines his own gar- 
ment will be as acceptable, and therefore 
neglects to provide himself. See 1 John 
v. 10: Isa. lxiv. 6; lxi. 10: Rev. xix. 8. 

ipe] see note on ch. xx. 18: 
and, as a curiosity of exegetical appia 
tion, Wordsw.’s note here. 13, 14.] 
The S:dxovor are not the same as the 
додАов above, but the angels, see ch. xiii. 
41, 49. The ‘binding of his feet and 
hands’ has been interpreted of his being 
now in the night, in which no man can 
work; but I doubt whether this be not 
too fanciful. Rather should we say, with 
Meyer, that it is to render his esca 
from the outer darkness impossible. 
TÒ ск. TÒ dE. seo reff. ver. 14 our 
Lord shews us that this guest, thus single 
in the parable, is, alas, to be the repre- 
sentative of a numerous class in the visible 
Church, who, although sitting down as 

ts before His coming, have not on the 
„бора yapov. 
15—28.) REPLY CONCERNING THE 

LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CRSAR. 
Mark xii. 13—17. Luke xx. 20—26. On 
the Herodians, see above, ch. xvi. 6. By 
the union of these two hostile parties they 
perhaps thought that the iyca@eros (Luke), 
who were to feign themselves honest men, 
Luke xx. 20, would be more likely to de- 
ceive our Lord. For this also is their 

truth.“ Meyer compares that other ofda- 
v Src, John iii. 2. The application ma 
ve been as if to settle a dispute whi 

had sprung up between the Pharisees, 
the strong theocratic repudiators of Ro- 
man rule, and the Herodians, the hangers- 
on of a dynasty created by Cwear. In 
case the answer were negative, these last 
would be witnesses against Him to the 

ernor (Luke xx. 20); as indeed they 
e, with false testamony, when they 

could not get true, Luke xxiii. 2; in case 
it were affirmative, He would be compro- 
mised with the Homan conquerors, and 
could not be the le's deliverer, their 
expected Messias; which would furnish 
them with a pretext for stirring up the 
multitudes inst Him (see Deut. xvii. 

I.] «fjvcos = фброс, Luke xx. 
22; = iwecegddauy: a poll-tax, which 
had been levied since Judæa became a 
poran of Коше, 18—83.] Our 

not only detects their plot, but an- 
swers their question ; and in answering it, 
teaches them each a deep lesson. 
The vépiope was a denarius. It 
was a saying of the Rabbis, quoted by 
Lightfoot and Wetstein, that ‘ wherever 
any king’s m is current, there that 
king is lord.’ e Lord’s answer con- 
victs them, by the matter of fact that 
this money was current among them, of 
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* Ógváptov. ^ ral Ab yet auroic Тос 5 й tir abr kai té xi 3 ref. 
п ` ётгурафп ; 2 Myovaw aur Kaisapoc. rore Мун йон. 25. 
avroic " JU ov» rd , Каісарос Kaloap x ra Omri 

тоо бою тф Oey. 22 ка| акобсаутєс :даорасау, Kai „ Rom iibi 
[] э 2 Deut. 

нч афётес айтду аттАба». xxii. 21. 
en xí, 17 

25 Er € éxtivg тр npiog rpocñ Bow abre Уаё$доукао! , "S pp hera 
8UVZA № yorrec py eivai 7 avácractv, xai inge aurov (i day alr. ziv. 

6. 24 At yovrec Aiddocat, Mwvone etwev 
Acts l. 2 al (Lam. Ml. 68. Zeph.Hi.8) 3 Macc. vil. 14. xii. 43 only. 

90. for 1st cas, oe С: om D lat-b eia ia 
83. enr cem 

21. om avrw um du 
Ts copt sth arm 
ustin Orig, 
$9. Гатп\бв», во BD.] 
23. rec ins oi bef Aeyovrec, with L rel 

33 æth Orig, ThL—et dicentes 
fermo -kaio of preceding «ord. 

subjection to (Tiberius) Cæsar, and re- 
ition of that subjection: Pay there- 

fore, He says, that which is Cesar's to 
Cesar, &nà (not perhaps without reference 
to the Herodians, but with much deeper 
5 that which is God’s, to God. 
xu words, so much 5 

together, instead of 
the the political and religious duties of the fol- 
lowers of Christ. See Jer. xxvii. 4—18: 
Hom. xiii. 1: 1 Pet. ii. 13, 14: John xix. 
11. The second clause comprehends the 
first, and gives its true foundation: q. d. 
* (his obedience to Cesar i but an applica: 
tion of the general principle of obedience 
to God, of Whom is all power.’ The latter 
clause thus reaches infinitely deeper than 
the former: just as our Lord in Luke x. 
41, 42 declares а truth reaching far be- 
yond the occasion of the meal. Мая is 
the coinage, and bears the image, of God 
(Gen. i. 27): and this image ts wot lost by 
the fall (Gen. ix. 6: Acts xvii. 29: James 
їй. 9. See also notes on Luke xv. 8, 9: 
and com Tertull contr. Marc. iv. 88, 

‚ “ Qus erunt Dei? que similia sunt 
сат Cesaris, imago scilicet, et simili- 
tudo gos Hominem igitur reddi jubet 

et similitudine 
est”). We 

: and this so- 
ied, of giving ourselves 
that we have and are. 

in cujus 
et nomine et materia ex 
owe then ourselves to 
lemn duty is im 
to Him, with 

question 

Sbi l. xi. $4, *"Eay ric атобаур E = 
s Daur. xxv, б. 

aft avroi add отс DLZ 
к. 9) excyp. bef avra LZ. 

om ov» D 157 al Sers k lat-a b c e ff 
7" Did) Chr Tert Ambr. ins re bef carapt DKA al 

syr coptt arm, qui dicus? latt: om BDMSZ 1. 
I уге. (Both variations arose appy from 

was as if an adulterer were to ask, whether 
it were lawful for him to pay the penalty 
of his adultery.’ (Claudius, cited by Stier 
ii. 388.) They had again and again re- 
jected their theocratic inheritance ;—they 
refused it in the wilderness ;—they would 
not have God to reign over them, but a 

- therefore were they subjected to 
foreigners (see 2 Chron. xii. 8). 

23—33.] REPLY TO THE SADDUCEES 
RESPECTING THE RESURRECTION. Mark 
xii. 18—27. Luke xx. 27—40. From 
Acts xxiii. 8, the Sadducees denied resur- 
rection, angel, and spirit; consequently 
the immortality of the soul, as well as 
the resurrection of the body. This should 
be borne in mind, as our Lord’s answer is 
directed against both errors. It is a mis- 
take into which many Commentators (in- 
cluding Wordsw. а the authority of 
Jerome) have fallen, to su that the 
Sadducees ized only the Pentateuch : 
they acknowl the hets also, and 
rejected tradition only (see this abundanti 
proved by Winer wörterbuch, 

98. Ady.] In Luke, oi ds: 
TM y. = oireveg Муоьсі»у Mark. Here, 
the art. being absent, we must understand 
that they came, saying that there was no 
resurrection : i.e. either, in pursuance of 
their well-known denial of that doctrine,— 
or, which is more probable, actually saying, 
maintaining it against our Lord: viz., in 
shape and manner following. 24. 
dvar. стёр.) The first-born son of a 
leviratical marriage was reckoned and re- 
gistered as the son of the deceased brother. 
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“таны. un ixw тёкуа, * ёксуарВогбви о аёеАфос avrov rüv 
b kero ову, ухуаіка avrov, xai " арастђан " стірра ry ade av- 

в. xxxiv. 
Bah bat aot тоб. 25 Hoa & тар ш» i тта adeAgoi’ xai о претос 
n - yünac ereAeurnoey, Kai pn Xov 2 ena афпкеу тй»; 

а е yovaika abrov T adeAgy avroi. оноіыс Kai о Ssvre- 
Rev. ii. 18. 27 ъ= LL . poc ка! 9 трігос, сыс тшу етта. 

tv тр об» у ауастасн rívoc TV 
f = Jobo xiv. 18. * дуг ауе» n ууп. 
си". 98 

bes. m ет 
ewra ё torar учу" ; ы үйө. ko xor айту. 

бис & o 'Incovc elev avroic * ПЛауасбе ий addrec тас 

Метар, de rd yr 

29 атокр:- 

с 

GER! үрафас und тт» Sóvauty rou Osov, 50 ғ, ‘yap тў 
1 лаш | буастаси OUTE yapovaw ours m yaniZovrat, adn’ de 
TR Cor. vi. ayyor [rov toù] € er тр og ноу, 31 хер 8 rnc 

. Wi. 7 e А е = inure 7° дуастасєшс тшу " vtkpir ovx avéyvwre то ° pnÜtv йш» 
m | Mk. Lake xvii. T u Оя. "o only t. see f L. reif. 

Аша xvii. 82. z яхі. 6. univ. 16, 
n (ds. фк v., Lake xx. 89 тей.) 

o ch, 1. 99 T 

94. ins өү One extyapBpevore D Z(appy) "iE def) copt: om B rel syrr syr-ou 
sah eth arm 

25. om ёг D. 
N. rec ins ca: bef j yvyn i 
28. avacrace bef ош» BDL 1. 

see ||), with 

vulg lat-e f богы dionti ati o f: 
Thdrt : уашеко»та: 88 Orig, 
SI А syr-ca arm Orig, Ambr Aug : om rov 
EA 91 вугг copt th Orig · lat. 

coptt Orig;. 
81. [В has vro; not ажо, as Tischdf.] 

all these obstacles vanish (ver. 80). See 
Acts xxvi. 8: Rom. iv. m a 11: 1 Cor. 
vi. 14. yopoUew, es ; 
of females. Our Lord also LE 
against them the ezistence of angels, and 
reveals to us the similarity of our glorifled 
state to their t one. Not iv r$ 
оёр. 5 ùr dy. Cr. b.], but elei, ёс dy. 
Cr. 0.] iv тф ob. (see note on Luke xx. 85, 

1 Cor. xv. 44 ;—the risen are not in 
heaven, but on earth, Wetstein quotes 
the Rabbinical decision of a similar ques- 
tion—‘ Mulier illa que duobus nupsit in 
hoc mundo, priori restituitur in mundo 
futuro. 31—33.) Our Lord does not 
cite the strong testimonies of the Pro. 
phets, as Іва. xxvi. 19: Ezek. xxxvii. 
1—14: Dan. xii. 2, but says, as in Luke 
(xx. 87), ‘even Moses has. shewn, &c., 
leaving those other witnesses to be sup- 

om ry» yur. avrov 
rec (for 2 0. t with D rel: txt BL 1. 88 

rel узв: om Риа 1 lat-e syr-cu p 
irai ран cef fiag ̂ 

80. rec pP pads with E rel syr-marg-gr Ong, : їтүейекотш, 69: subentor 
txt BDL 1 [Clem] Orig, Ath Isid 

om rov Usou (see || ME) DE! 1 harl! lat-a ò c e 
L 88. 69 al Chr: ins A rel vulg 

rec om rw bef ovpayw, with D rel: ins BL i. 

plied. The books of Moses were the great 
and ultimate a for all doctrine: and 
thus the assertion of the Resurrection 

tain it is that our Lord out in this 
answer a depth of in the words, 
which without it we d not discover. 
Meyer, in y to Strauss and Hass, finely 
says, “ Our жа hare testifies of the con- 
scious intent of God in ing the 
words. God uttered them, He tells us, to 
Mosee, in the consciousness of the still en- 
during existence of his 
to Abraham, Isaac, an 

маг Vo. theta: 
upon “I am thine.” When God there- 
fore declares that He te the God of Abra- 
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, He declares thar 
continuance, as the other partios in this 
covenant. I¢ is an assertion which could 
sot be made of an annihilated being of 

Г касе 
rot. 
.ipeTet 

BDEFG 
HELM 
ГАР 

33. 69. 
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° uro тоу Ütov Alyorroe 32р Ey чш о beo AB Kat » Ezop, Hi. 6, 

о бебс "саак xai о бєбє lac; 
Super, алла Leovrev. 

tu cav "imi то " avro, 

oro 

40 ; 

Kai oi x pognrat. 
всВ. т. 19 а. Lev. iv aDzor 
Tiad Las x. 9 Peso vu. Lake i. 51. Eph. M. 8 al. Exod, 

15, 16. 

ойк tony o ббс [ббс] * Me чти 
88 Kat акофевутес ot oyAo 19 s oh. хі. 2 гей. 

3 ebewAnocovro ё éni ту 1 dada xp avrov. 
акобеаугес ore ' épipwosv robe Хаёдоокаіоюс, ` 

55 кай éxnpwrnoey 
тарайюу айтди kai мү x Ai8éoxade, йл, ш. 

У woia * evroAn „вуй à Фф T4 удрь ; ‚ 

* И сикы корю» rov 0:0» воо 

wai tv б\р тр ux g cov ка er ody тр ä соу. i 
aura éoriy n peyadn Kat mporn 

8i o ороіа avry *'Ayarnouc тд» ruu⁰ gov wç Gtavrov, x 1 
ty rabraic raiç досі» évroAatc Лос 0 vopog * кобдата: INA 1,8. 

ио; 8 Фара 
‘ouwnxOn- 1 is. » ^" 

Y eic H1 avTOv "rac ls. 

7 ‘О 8 фп avre ү. AL 
o iy oy ry Kapéia соо e , 

aL Gen. Ш. 

* EyTOÀ Tj. 9 Aturipa "м, here, 

y = ch. xxi $8 
тї. 

b John iv. (df, 1 and Lake x, 37, from 1. e.) 
v. хіх. 18. 

Le аы 

е = and ч. d», here only. w. dx, Judith viii. 94. (eisw. lit. w. eic, cB. xviii. б. — We. v. x.) 
‚ш. gen., Acta v. 30. 2.30. Gal 18, from Dest. xxi. 98. фк, Acte xxviii. 4. èv, Esok. axvil.10. ahsol, 

Lake xxii 89.) Plat. Legg. vill. p. 881, e£ de zpepapévy тата фух тотоу». 

cena Ove. BO Che 
Orig, Eus Chr Damasc Iren- 

=ч ош [not ma-] o Qoc). 
for «ws то avro, ew ауто 759 ig 

om 6th deed (see. еге a es 38 latt Syr syr-cu 
Aug: ins E rel syr (wth) arm Orig, 

-u eth HiL 

37. rec aft o є ins inocove i лалы aah aft avre (omg 
t Orig-lat. 

E inane ins DKLMSZ Clem. 
38. rec transp тоюту and меуаћу (booause трет 

below. So also Meyer, and in 

om lst ry B 
rec (for egy) urey, with 69(e sil): 

rel Clem : ins DKLMSZ. om 

9 ts the 1 predicate, . deur. eading 
art, De V.), with E rel lat-f syr arm Aug Op: die 

Usi A: ИВ Denm») Li epe) 1 83. 69 latt Syr syr-cu syr-jer coptt sth 

5 t ‘and aven, B. rarry D al Hil Zeno Oros Op: avene 
A Chr Bas. (airy eo, Bas: dative Г 1. 33. 69 vas.) 

40. rec car o r 
Zeno: txt BDLZ 88 

the past. And notice also (with Bengel), 
laa Abraham’s (&c.) body, having 

it the seal of the covenant, nt, is in- 
eladed in this. Stier (after Levater) re- 
marks that this is a weighty testimony 

ан а so-called ‘ of the soul’ in 
termediate state. pare rdpyrec 

yi^ ai sir — Luke xx. 88. Thus the 
he Law, ‘I AM TEE LORD 

THY Gon, е м in it the seed of 
immortality and the hope of the resur- 
rection. 

94—40.] REPLY CONCERNING THE 
GREAT COMMANDMENT. Mark xii. 28— 
84. Inthe more detailed account of Mark 
(Luke has a similar incident in another 

Kpepavra: (grammi corra), with E rel syr coptt arm Clem Orig 
att Byr ayr. cu sth Orig-lat, Hil Tert Cypr. 

place, x. 25), this question does not appear 
as that of fe maliciously te tempting our 
Lord: 25 be 
taken, —as there could not be any evil 
consequences to our Lord, whichever way 
He had answered the question. See the 
notes there. 84.] ivi Tò абтб is 
local; not of their 35. 
vopinds] These were Моше} jurists, whose 

arsi was the interpretation 
rene c is а wider 
them vetpáLov] 

Ырыс 
Not, ‘which ts the 
—bat which (what gre 

kind of a) commandment is great in the 



vil. 

51. 

6. „ 45 

only. I. Mark * 

оокёті. 

EYATTEAION XXII. 41—46. 

‚ 53. 41 f Supnypivev & rov Dapisatev Emnowrnosy avrovg BDEFG 
o 'Incovc *2 Aéyw Ti бшу доке тері той отой; rivoc UV 
vtóc toriy; Abyovoty avro. Тоо Aaveid. d 
Пос ovv Дароед ѓу * wvebuart кайы айтд» корю», AA 

Lexi 4" Етер Kóptoc rp корр pou KáÜov ' ёк ' дейш» pou, 
‚ fec av bw rovc £yÜpoóc cov 

ti оў» Aavtió кала avroy xipiov, тос vióc avrov EoTLY $ 

46 kai ovdetc edvvaro amoxpiÜnvat avro AC, ovi 
™ eroApnoty rtc aw éxtivnc TAC "utpac erepwrnoat avrov 

X T 
43 Aéye avroiç 

e eo - - 

* )TOKÓTU тоу WOÜtwV GOV. 

XXIII. I Tore o Ino, ° ғАаАзоєу тос булок Kat 

43. aft avroic ins o ic LZ 1. 83 lat-/ ff, copt eth пы ГА Ambt: 
гес корго» avro» кайн (transposition for emp 

: txt BD 33 latt 8 
44. rec ins o bef крриос ( from Lxx), with 

отокато) wrorotioy (from Lxx), with A(sic) rel 
Hil: vwowrodsoy отокато syr: txt BDGL U(Treg) 

Dial: cad. кир. avrov 
kasis), with E rel lat-e arm Orig-lat 

tt Did Hil Aug. iic 
ial: om BDZN. 
lat-a c &c eth arm Orig-lat 
Г 69 lat- e A Syr syr-cu 

Byr-cu 
rel coptt 

45. ins ev wyevparı bef ками DEMA 69 fuld lat-a b c f ff, g, h 1 syr-with-ast syr-jer 
coptt Aug. 

copt Eus Hil Dial Ambr. 
46. ndvsaro В? ial: txt B! rel. rec avrw bef атокрдпуси, with E rel vulg-ed 

(with gut) latze f gr Orig-lst, Ambr: txt BDKLZA 33. 69 am(with forj fuld tol) 
lat-a b 0 91.2 A -cu Orig- lat, Op. 
syr · u syr-ms-marg Orig lat Op. | 

Cuar. XXIII. 1. om o BV al. 
Orig-lat. 

law? In Mark, otherwise. 81. кё 
T. 6. cov] Not, The LORD as thy God; 
—but the LORD thy God. . v. 
к. ol тр.) in the sense of ch. v. 17; vii. 
12—all the details of God's ancient revela- 
tion of His will, by whomsoever made. 

41-46.) THE PHARISEES BAFFLED BY 
A QUESTION RESPECTING CHRIST AND 
Davip. Mark xii. 3865—87. Luke xx. 41— 
44. [See also Acts ii. 84.] Our Lord 
now questions his adversaries (according 
to Matt.:—in Mark and Luke He asks 
the question not fo, but concerming the 

ibes or in of the law), and 
again convicts them of ignorsnce of the 
Scriptures. From the universally recog- 

ized title of the Messiah as the Bon of 
David, which by His question He elicits 
from them, He takes occasion to shew 
them, who understood this title in a mere 
worldly political sense, the difficulty arising 
from David's own reverence for this his 
Son: the solution lying in the incarnate 
Godhead of the Christ, of which they were 
ignorant. 43. iv srep] by the in- 
spiration of the Holy Spirit: = iv яу. 
dyiy Mark. This is a weighty declara- 
tion by our Lord of the inspiration of the 

for nutpac, epac D E'(appy) 1 lat-a 

eXarnoew bef o igo. D 69 al syr-cu wth 

prophetic Scriptures. The expression was 
a rabbinical one: see Schdttgen in loc. 
Mark (ver. 37) adds to this “ the common 
people heard him gladly." Here then end 
the endeavours of His adversaries $o en- 
trap Him by questions: they now betake 
themselves to other means. ‘Nova de. 
bine quasi scena se pandit.’ 

CHAP. XXIII. 1—38.] DENUNCIATION 
OF THE SCRIBES AND РЫАВ1ЗЕЕВ. Pe. 
culiar to Matthew. 1.) Much of the 
matter of this discourse ia to be found in 
Luke xi. and xiii, On its appesrance there, 
see the notes on those passages. There 
can, I think, be no doubt that it was deli- 
vered, as our Evangelist here relates it, 
all st one time, and in these the last daya 
of our Lord’s ministry. On the notion 
entertained by some recent critics, of St. 
Matthew having arranged tho scattered 
sayings of the Lord into longer discourses, 
see Prolegomena to Matthew. 4 trace of 
this discourse te found in Mark xii. 38— 
40: Luke xx. 45—47. ly the latter place 
it is spoken £o the disciples, is hearing 
of the crowd: which (see ver. 8 ff.) is the 
exact account of the matter. It bears 
many resemblances to the Sermon on the 
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тос рабђтасс avrov 2» Al y Ext тпс Much каб- A Kings 
рас P гкабіау оі ураннатыс Kai ot Pago 3 тарта 
ob бта av ° тові ош» тотоате kai 

та Épya аўто» ui жошіте Acyovatv yap cal oU motoUsiy, ET 

cvi. 89. 
h- eb. v. 1 

a 

" тпонте' ката È a Mark s n 
aL Exnd. 

xix. 17 

as Seo pevovory 82 фортіа ` Варќа kai &miriÜéacuv € emt robe 5 
only. сеа. 

' wpoug Tov ауброты», | ауто! Ò TU " дактйАф avrüv ov xm. 
5 OiXovaw * kiwwnoat avra. 

Cor. х. 90. 1 Jobn е. З only. Ps. xxxvii 
rel un. lik i. . Lake x 2 Joha 

x ch. xxvii. 0 МЕ. Acts xvii. 28. xxi. 30. xxiv. b. 
z*1.8 al. 
iv. 6. 

тауга 9 rd руа абгбу ГИ 
га. 

„ж Acta 
Lake xv. ô ouly. Ja 

vill. 6 rec.) xx. 28, 97 only. Lee: 
ev. iL 5. vi. 14 oly. Jo cae 

9. кабгдрас bef pwvoswc D 69 al latt Iren-lat Orig hom-Cl Hil,. 
3. for av, sav Z rel: txt BDF (РЕЗ, e sil) Eus. 

rec aft уру ins тури» (gloss, ae кошу shews), with E rel lat. I о вутт: 
0 Damasc Phot: om BDLZ 1 latt syr-cu coptt eth ' хош» Г Orig-lat Chr 

Orig-lat, Eus Hil Ambr Aug Ор Gild. 
altered to тоците for conformity, then 
Ta E rel latt(a SyTT syr-cu 

fald (wi . 

om vui» D- gr copt Aug. 

arm Iren - lat 
rec турите к. тоште (rowncars being first 
osed for so Meyer), transp logical accuracy : 

Iren-lat Hil: тоште (alone) Г Scr's f! Orig-lat, Chr 
fuld(witt to тлен r. moure F: wore к. тррите р 1. 209 Eus, Damasc: txt BLZ 

Damasc 
4. rec (for 1st de) yap (as more suitable), with D! rel vulg lat-e f h Iren-lat Chr Hil: 

om Dr al arm: txt BLMA 1. 38 am(with tol) lat-a b € Hie Jus l бутт syr-cu coptt 

Th) Ambr Aug Jer Ор. rec aft барга ins kai SucBacraxra (from Luke xi. 
% A ag a нз туз рий. om L 1. 209 lat-a be fus 
Syr syr-ca copt Iren-lat Hil Am rec (for avro: de rw) rw ёе, with E 
syr arm: txt BDL 33 Syr syr-cu сор sth Iren-lat Ambr Jer Op,. 

—— a may be regarded as the so- 
lemn close, as B 
the Lord's teaching. It divides it - 
5 into three parts: (1) intro- 

ciples ciples (vv. 1- nrc 

аса pl ide m 

о ) solemn denuncia- 
vv. pr (3) 

to’ the 
21x а 

and lawgiver of the 
people: see Exod. ii. 13—26: Deut. xvii. 
9—13. Our Lord says, ‘In so far as the 
geeqopts of Мока obey semi | bet i and 

of Moses, obey them : but imitate 
5 txétioay must 

too ly, ав conveying 
FF 
merely stated here as a matter of fact. 
Vv. 8, 10 however ap M ced aes tek 
as well as their faults; and declare that 
among Christians there are to be none 
sitting on the seat of Christ. 3. 
wévra оўу ca äv) The ody here is very 

t:—becaese they sit on Moses’ 
seat: and this clears the meaning, and 
shews it to be, *all things which t ey, as 
successors of Moses, out of his law, com- 

not t 

mand you to observe, do; there being а 
distinction hi between their lawful teaching 

Уот. 1. 

oc ones ше law, and their frivo- 
lous traditions superadded thereto, and 
blamed below. жо тате, do, as occa- 
sion arises. rypeire, observe, having respect 
to them as a constant rule of conduct. 
The present binds on the habitual prac- 
tice to the mere momentary act of the 
aorist. 4.] The warning was, imitate 
them not—for they do not themselves 
what they enjoin on others. And this 
verse must be strictly connected with 
ver. 3. The then are not, as во 
often misinterpreted (even by Olshausen, 
i. 834), human traditions and observances, 
but the severity of the law, which they 
enforce on others, but do not observe (see 
Rom. ii. 21—23): answering to the Gapi- 
тера тоб vépov of ver. 93. The irksome- 
ness and unbearableness of these rites did 
not belong to the Law in itself, as rightly 
explained, but were created by the rigour 
and ritualism of these men, who followed 
the letter and lost the spirit: ‘omnem 
operam impendebant (says Grotius) ritibus 
urgendis et ampliandis.’ тф Sax. 
аўт@ёу, not abr: the emphasis is not 
оа the pronoun, but on the Зактоће. 
еаресе rule, when the pron. is simpl 

xive, the smooth breathing shoul 
Hd be printed. s=] t what- 
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y ch. vi. 1 al. 
Jer. xxxiv. 
(zzvii) 10. xin (x2 v.) róvovaty ydo i > фиЛактпоа avtiv, Kai 

фос à rn ' wpwroxdsiay € ev тос 
| джу, kat тас * wpwroxaedpiag i ev тас дууа үш үа, 

, астаороўс tv raiç ayopaic, ка! ̀  

t баб [pe Dor. i 
tic yap боту йиш» О б‹даткаАос», 

10. 

z ch. vi. 1190. та * крйотгада, ^ 

Jet. xxvii. 7 
Kai rove 

4 Хх - IE. VTO TUV аудрето» 
as, кАпблге * papi 

277 i mávrec ài i Урис adeAgoi ё tore. 
tic yáe forty 0 Kings n Das. iv. uay "d rie „© 

^ n і Таке 215 A117 t. 
n? 17 only 4. 

m cb. v 

EYATTEAION 

тоойаау rde тб * бєабтуа! то аубротоцс. 1 
° peyaA bvovaww в 

= į L. ch. vi. 5. 
E Lake 39, di, 44. кте; ж. 1 Col. i 

1 coastz., vi. 5. Іза. ivi. 10. K ch. x 
45 (bis). ж наш: John f. 2. 86 4 only t. (-Bov»i, Mark x. 61) 

XXIII. 

Aa- 

каАегоба‹ 

унес Ob дт 

Эка ' warépa a raten: 

m mario Чио» o 
11. Lake (8); nt Bp As 

Mark ix. 8. A 21. xiv. 
* vi. 21. 

5. rec дё, with E rel syr-cu: om arm: yap BDL X-comm 1. 38. 69 latt syrr 
coptt Chr Damasc. rec aft красхеда ins тюу ipaTıiwy avrov (interpolation 
from such places as ch ix. 20, xiv. CCC 
copt arm Chr Op, Orig - lat; 

Ор: т. wpwroxAnoay Г rel: tx 

Twv pariwy LA: om 
8. rec (for ĉe) re (corrn ae more suitable copula 

rel: om Г arm Cypr: txt BDELA 1. © шуут сор , 
t 

G0 b. eer 1. 83 тоја r: ti BORRMSU lat 4 b е f, 

X-comm 
; but Matth sever uses it), with E 

rac трытокмаас 
copt eth arm Bes Hil 

T. om 2nd paf. BLA 1. — latt Syr coptt sth Chr Cypr Op. (The omn was 
easy, and the fact of the r 
genuineness here.) 

ation not occurring below, seems to testify to its 

8. rec (for &idaceadoc) eaOnynrnc (mechanical alteration from below, ver 10), with 
DL rel: txt BU 33 lat-a b c Syr rjr те Orig Eus Chr. 
with E rel syr-cu syr-with-ast ; йу: 
syr-jer coptt wth arm Bas Chr ТЫ 

9. for vutic, эш» рен) latt at 755 sah arm Clem Cypr Aug Opt Op. 
oypavioc) ev тос ovpavoig (ѓо suit emt rac ync), bef o xarnp BU 33 al. 

rec adds о xproroc, 
om BDE?L 1. 83(appy) latt Syr syr-ms 

урыу 

with E rel latt Clem Orig Tert; ‹ ev оорауос DA 1 al: txt BL 33. 69 th arm 

do orm, has but one mo- 
] Heb. Tephillin, were 

E of parchment with certain passages 
of Scripture, viz. Exod. xiii. 11—16 and 
1—10: Deut. xi. 18—21; vi. 4—9, written 
on them, and worn on the forehead be- 
tween the eyes, on the left side next the 
heart, and on the left arm. The name in 
the text was given because they were con- 
sidered as charms. They appear not to 
have been worn till after the captivity ; 
and аге still in use among the rabbinical 
Jews. Their use appears to have arisen 
from a superstitious interpretation of 
Exod. xiii. 9: Deut. vi. 8, 9. See Joseph. 
Antt. iv. 8. 18. The fringes were com- 
manded to be worn for a memorial, Num. 
xv. 88. See note on ch. ix. 20. 
0, 7.] See Mark xvi. 38, 39: Luke xx. 
46, 47. Опт фу rois єт. see 
Luke xiv. 7. | $^ 10 яо .] The рош; 
tion is against loving, and in any religious 
matter, using such titles, signifyi ing do- 
minion over the faith of others. It ask 
be understood in the spirit and not in the 
letter. Paul calle Timotheus his ‘ son’ in 

the faith, 1 Tim. i. 2, and exhorts the 
Corinthians (1 Cor. xi. 1) to be followers 
of him as he of Christ. To understand 
and follow such commands in the alavery 
of the letter, is to fall into the very Pha- 
risaism against which our Lord is utter- 
ing the caution. See (e.g.) Barnes's note 
here. PoBBL = ̂ 31 my master: an 
expression used, and reduplicated as here, 
by scholars to their masters, who were 
never called by their own name by their 
scholars. So the Lord says, John xiii. 18, 
биес $erüri pe O фїдаокайос x. à 
dien cal BAN Mytre, сірі үйр. Вее 
55 or. Heb. ii. 900. The Teacher 

not Christ, as supplied here in 
E rec, but the Holy Зага (вее John 
xiv. 26: Jer. xxxi. 33, 84: . Xxxvi. 
26, 27), only sot here named, because this 
promise was only given in private to {$$ 

А If this t be ao, we have God, in 
His Triunity, here declared to us as the 
only Father, Master, and Teacher of Chris- 
tians; their rar hg, caOnynric (= ö ne 
тьф\д» Rom. й. 19), and дбаакалос— 
the only One, in these relations, on 
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8v. A peur 
occ. ів Plut., Ме юу Univ ата! Боз. Hal, 

"татиуыш= et. Beck. 

баста, kai бете T татышты éaurov Y upwbýosrat. . . ai ziii. 83 
14 

Opere: 
rovc " agiere ысеАбым. | 

A Dtn кота, Ort 

15 

12178. as above 
above ig) “eb. күш. 4. Lote i 50 

t = Зза. ziv, = ch. ili. 35. 
29. Geni. 10. Jonah |. 9. 

ovai à s Univ үрарратас̧ ка! Papisaror ö rocpirai, ort pe. a 

wAsiere Tay BasiAciay тоу ovpavwy kurpoober тшу av- CE 

Vuetc yap оюк etcépxecte, obòꝭ тойс eicenxont- 

ovat ош» Yeanpareig Kai Da- 
“ тера yert 15 

шө, 
Bir. ххіШ. J. 

GM & 
10. IL 3. vi 
B vat. only. 
Lake xiv. 11 
. о м 

bis. 2 Cor 

” даласс ie i ay Kal т> 6. Ps. 

Deut. xvii. 20. 2 Chron. He 16. 
зеш шеш. Phil. B. 8. 

акаш 

10. rec нс уар vpwv toriy o 5 (corra of order from ver 8), with E rel ma 
) eth: (eor. bef 

5 
IL om ò D latt Hil Op. 

60 9 er eO) eu. A 1: om o bef 
txt L 39 BE b) efi un d Ambe Op. (D-gr vulg e ic bel кеч: lat- 

ка. U: om vp. каб al: vp. 

[13.} rec ins ovas et үр. к. фар. vrorp., ort катгсдитг rag orig тоу ynpwy, к. 
жрофаа н џакра wpocevyousvor’ dia rovro ей wepiogorepoy крма (from Mark 

47: xii. 40, xx. thie ts further shewn 
the other vo here, and к 

69 al vulg 

by ort carectsere being conformed to 
кроф. p. 5 ч carelessly left аг in Mark)— 

bef ver 14, with E rel lat rr copt eth Chr Damase - 
А syr-cu Hil (for numerous other variations see Lachm 

aft ver 14, 
lat-b c 

gad гр om BD. DL Zanes) 1. 38 5 em forj fuld gat harl mm) lat- 
FFF ver 15 e rakamopoy) Eus-canon 

kn om г, with E rel lat-/ А syrr syr-cu copt-ms sth arm Orig - lat Eus Hil: 
ins BDL 1 latt copt. 

And the duty of all Christian 
teachers i is to their hearers to the 
confession of the itans in John iv. 
42: obsérs did rhy oy Хамду яіотаф- 

‘ 12 "€ account of the funeral 
hn Wesley, Coke and More's Life, 

p. i, ane Pan орага OC He диш, 
af the book). 1L) It may 

serve to shew us how little the letter of a 
bas to do with its true observance, 

if we reflect that he who of all the Heads 

humiliation of the lofty Pharisees; and "i 
such finds & most 
Ezek. xxi. 26, 27. 14.] In Luke 
xi. 52 it is added pare v)» к\гїда к 
yveoewc— the Key being, not the Key 
i. e. admitting to, Knowledge, but the 
Knowledge tiself, the true simple inter- 
pretation of Scripture which would have 
admitted them, and caused them to admit 

of Heaven by 
the recognition of of whom the 
Scriptures testify; whereas now by their 
5 interpretations they had shut out 

themselves and others from it. See 
a notable instance of this latter in John 
ix. 24. They shut the door as it were in 
men’s faces who were entering. On the 
interpolated ver. 13, see notes in Mark 
agel 15.] And with all this be- 

ог trust as oi бдавка\хо: тоб 
25 dab iii. 10), as if all your work 

were done, уе weptdy. т. @. к.т.\. 
rhage was their work of supere 

80, himself servus servorum not co them, nor in the spirit of 
med Re yal оне saying their law. The Lord speaks not of 

pointe here not only to the universal cha- food Swelling among the 2. who were 
e i 
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хоно "*Enoay тоса: tva ? rpocnAuroy, kai Ота» утта, 
above (x). Sir. 16 ода} xxxvii. Bal. тоште avTOv * viov * ysévyne ° SurAorEpov U. 

8 li. 5. өз + 7 з m 

E xiti- 4 угу с oSnyot rupo: oi Aéyovrec “Ос av орову ev то 
2 Е e э d ә e = - 

fev. xvi s vay, * о0дё» kor, 0с 8 а» * оџоср tv rø ypvoyp rov 
е E 1 в ` , 

sch. rill. 12. yao,  opetAce. 17 uwpoi Kai тофћоі, "ric ydo ниб» 
Kings . " 

a e 

TM -— ёстіу, 0 Xpugóc, 0 0 vaóc o " ayiácac TOY уросбу ; Я Kai Cno 
. V. 17. * x , * ove 

Rer iré "Oc àv ^ ouóog ѓу tw ! босастпрір, ° ovétv tari Ос & BCDEF 
J " , 2 „ э , GHKL 

In ala av “обор tv rq Oupt тш ётауш avrov, офАн. 19 rug- "suy 
ly t. ` - * ` А Ea 1. . 

och. xv. 14 Aoi, 5 ті yap мифо», то доро», п то ' Oucacrnpov то бз. 
. өө a є * „ 9 баң 

«атм, haydov rò Swpov; 20 о ойу “ ouósac Ev r9 ' Üvewern- 
b L - * » - - DLE ? 9 e 

4 oly одур év aur Kai tv тат» то Emávw aurov 
€ = John vill. 91 Vea? 7 9 РА ~ 4 А А p — m = 

ы. 10x. 21 kat o " ouogac tv Tw vao © онуйн EV aurp xat EV Ty 
or. xii A. y e э 25 , - А id 

E dud; катоікђсауті avrov’ xai о "óouósac & ry ovpavg 
absol., here 
only. Isa. xxiv. 2. sce Lake zi. 4. 
it ктйо‹ (of two) Scxaia beri; Xen. Cyr. L 8. 17 
87 al. fr. ver. 

j constr., Lake xili. 4 Acts 1. 19. U. 9, 

15. (>а roinonre D latt. 
16. om о р!. 
17. re yap рибо» Z latt.—peito D. 

g = тбтерое, ch, xxi. 81. zzvii. 17, 91. Lake vii. 49. Phil i. 99. 
John x. 86. xvii. 17, 19 al. Gen. И. 8 ais. 1 LJ 

85. ch. v. 28, 94. Lake 1. 11. xi.51. 1 Cor. ix. 18 al. Сев. vill. 20. zii 7, 8. 
14 АБ, Rev. (AI. 19 v. r.) xvii. 3 ouly. Ps. oxzxiv. 91 al. fr. 

rec (for ayiacac) , (as more sim- 
ple, and used in ver 19), with CL rel latt: txt BDZ. 

18. rec «a», with E rel: txt BCDFKL 83. 69. (Z def.) 
19. rec bef тифАо: ins реро: ca: ( from 

[vv. 18—27 lat -l def.] 
ver 17: no reason could be assigned for its 

omission, if genuine), with BC rel lat-c F syrr copt sah-mnt arm Orig-lat: om DLZ 1 
vulg lat-a e ff, 91.2 A l syr-cu copt-mss eth. 

20. for erave, ex’ Z 
pela D. 

Dpy)- 
91. rec saroixovvri, mith BH 69 (S 1, e sil) latt вуг sth arm: txt CDZ rel 

Damasc. 

ing апа often attending their worship— 
but of the proselytes of righteousness, 80 
called, who by persuasion of the Pharisees, 
took on them the whole Jewish law and 
tts observances. These were rare—and it 
was to the credit of our nature that they 
were. For what could such a proselyte, 
made by such teachers, become? А dis- 
ciple of hypocrisy merely—neither a sin- 
cere heathen nor a sincere Jew—doubly 
the child of hell—condemned by the reli- 
gion which he had left—condemned again 
by that which he had taken. The expres- 
sion dewAérepoy vuăv occurs in the same 
connexion, and probably in allusion to this 

in Justin Martyr, Tryph., $ 122, 
p. 215, of & wxpochAvro: ob uóvov ob 
wisrevovoty, АХА д‹хАбгеро> vuv BAac- 
@npovew siç rd буора avrov. 
16—29.] The Lord forbade all swearing 
to His own disciples, ch. v. 34; and by 
the very same reasoning— because every 
oath is really and eventually an oath by 
God—shews these Pharisees the validity 
and solemnity of every oath. “This sub- 
terfuge became notorious at Rome. ‘ Ecce 
negna, jurasque mihi per templa Tonantis ; 

Non credo: jura, verpe, per Anchialum' 
= am cbai aloh (as God liveth). Martial 
xi. 94" (Е. M.). The gold here is pro- 
bably not the ornamental gold, but the 
Corban—the sacred treasure. (This Meyer 
doubts, because the question here is not 
of vows. But in the absence of any 
exam of an oath the gold of the 
temple, it is just as likely as the other 
interpretation.) They were fools and 
blind, not to know and see, that wo in- 
animate thing can witness an oath, but 
that all these things are called in to do so 
because of saxctity belonging to them, of 
which hee is 1 source—the 
order likewise of the things hallowed, 
being, in their foolish estimate of them, 
reversed for the gold must be less than 
the femple which hallows it, and the gift 
than the a/tar—not as if this were of any 
real consequence, except to shew their 
folly—for vv. 20—22, oath is really 
an oath by God. But these men were 
servants only of the temple (ò окос dn, 
ver. 88) and the altar, and had forgotten 
God. ёфе\е, is bound (see Exod. 
xxix. 87). катошфтауть (not каг: 



— ётауш avrov. 

А1. 33. vouou, my ' крй Kal TÒ PAPE kai m 

8 ға rot!, Kareiva "| ` афыуш. 
" кӧуыта, тї» à * 

25 oval ö ош» урацратис ка! Pagisaior i vroxpirat, , 

16—25. 

* друбы ev Ty * Üpóve той Ücov, xai ev тр ! kaĝnuévy кота. 
ovat Ошу Yponnartic kat Papisator 25 Ж 

Siu Torre rov 

»ovrtc. 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 229 

vil. 49, 

poereet 

ae Vrokprraí, От! ® awodexarovre rò " пдуосроу ка! тд ° avn- vL 1. ail. 8 

Р q a 
GHKL бо» ка! 185 к®ш»оу, Kai agncare та ‚ Варотера т rov ! 85. avii. a 

wiorty’ TauTa oniy. 
1. 43. ^4 yo ruphoi, "а К 15 

kaumAov ? Karari- osiy. | Сев. 
хх 
Deut. xiv. 23. 
Luke xi. 4$ 

see oh. 

Ore * кабар ете то EE He rov wornpiov Kat тпс , tapopi- E EM 
Soc, " {сьде» дї © viuoο⁰ t 

vil. 6. Lake xi. 49 al. 
t = Rom. itl. 8. Tit. Н. 10. Prov. xii. 28. 

юа t. trm Judith x. 31.) 
v. 4. Heb. xi. 20. 

bes ey. see Rev. vili. b. w. gen. ver. 
€ 1 Cor, vil. 6 only #. (-v, 8 Tim. Ш. 8.) 

93. agneere Bl. 

а h D-lat syrr syr-cu copt sth Orig 
txt BL. 

94. rec aft rv$Xo ins ow, with CD? rel (o: д:0№. орга: C!) syrr syr-cu. 
vov D. 

26. «E» D X-comm Clem Chr-y (and Fd’s 
CD X-comm latt copt arm Chr: ins B rel. 

apraync Kat 

raw Cor. х. e гама жу. 7. e. 4 reff.) 

zeh.x d: 1 
1 Pet. v. 8. Rer. uit 16 caly. Мав. xvi 82 5 

а here (and ver. „ 

° akpaciac. E. ES 
м 

s Isa. I. 17. 
v here only. Amos vi. 6 only. 

from Isa. xxv. 
E 

bver.37. Rev. iv. w. IF. 
d Lake ai. 89. Hx 54 only. Isa. Ul. 1d. 

rec rov eheov, with C rel (ro M): txt BDL 33 Chr Epiph Cyr. 
rec om de, with D rel 045 або i- Cr з 91.2 arm Lucif: ins BCELMA 33 lat- 

rec афыуа:, with CD rel: 

for туу, 

mss exc D. 1E (2 as unnecessary), 
E e каас (gloss on 

unusual word, аг ie shewn by the variations below) C rel lat-f Syr Chr ТЫ Euthym 
“Promiss: акр. к. adse. syr-w-ast : 

3 А вуг arm. 

ообут:) is remarkable: God did sot 
then dwell in the Temple, nor had He 
done во since the Captivity. [This 
Tera be во: but grammatical it is 

y probable. Rather should I say 
now, with Meyer, that the aor. refers to 
the one definite act by which (od took 
possession of the temple as His dw 
place on its dedication by Solomon ; 
out any allusion to t rues alien 
1862.) 23, #4.) It was doubtful, 
whether Levit. xxvii. SO applied to every 
smallest garden herb: but the Pharisees, 
in their over-rigidity in externals, stretched 
it to this, letting go the heavier, more dif- 
ficult, and more important (see ver. 4) 
matters of the Law. In the tbreefold 
enumeration, our Lord refers to Micah vi. 
8 (see also Hosen xil. 6)—where to do 

are described as being better 
than all offt А Tavra—these last, 
are the great pointe on which your exer- 
tions should ve (ide, oportebat) been 
t—and then, if for the sake of these 
be observed, the others should not be 

Stier gives an instance of this, 

Op акадареос lat- 1 coptt Clem: 
seoretliacg М Chr-M! : adir, к. кМмоу>. th: cae: ale ter BD [i à A 1. 33. 69 lat-a o 

in рө" philology, which if it be 
applied in subjection to a worthy appre- 
ciation of the sense and spirit of the 
Writer, may rofitably descend to the 
5 F y i. the коа 

and end wi * micro. 
incurs the pwpè xai rvgAb of de Ti. 
sees (ii. 515, edn. 1). ВАС оутев 
т.к.) The straining the gnat, is not a mere 

verbial saying. The Jews (as do now 
the Buddhists in Ceylon and Hindostan) 
strained their wine, &c., carefully, that 
they might not violate Levit. xi. 20, 23, 41, 
42 (and, it might be added, Levit. xvii. 
10—14). The * strain a£ а gnat" in our 
present auth. vers. for strain owt a gnat" 
of the earlier English vss., seems not to 
have been а mistake, as sometimes sup- 
posed, hut a deliberate асаа mean- 
ing, “strain (out the “е at [the occur- 
rence of] а gnat." indicate 
reference to а тазаны ог 7 е camel 
is not only opposed, as af immense size, 
but is also joined with the other, as 
equally unclean. 25—28.] This woe 
is founded not on a literally, but a typi- 
cally denoted practice of the Pharisees. 
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{< here (Lake 
zvil. 2! 
only. 

t here only t. 
here only t. 
“moot, 

MK vli. 8, 
8.) 

1 Mut. oniy 
(ch. x29 

&o. 

Lake 26 Dapısaie Tupé, 

b таророайєте ' тафо‹с 

piv $aivovtat 

De ub уєкрооу Kat таспс * акабарсіас. 

ETATTEAION 

* кабар‹тор трштоу тб 
тотпо!оу, Iva yévnrac ка! “то £ ёктос avrov кадарб». 

7 ovat div ypanpartic Kat Paproator ö rorpirai, ore 

XXIII. 

t? * e 

tvroc TOU 

t кекоуіарёуо:с, | otrivec Ew Ber 
- Фраин, "Eowhev dt ™ yinovaw Р ooréwv 

ü ut ĩc лари 
ө" \ 

2 ovrwo Kal 

Pa v.9. Кебе» utv ' daiveabe тос а›брфттоге Scat зьбе» à . 
ETE * песто! 

129 18 80 
m Acts iH. 2, 10. 
Rom £z 15 

- , 
теу ёкаіо», 

x3 oͤrocgiote c ка! 

only. Deut. Yoennartic ка! Papa o rocpirai, ort 

i9 тойс rap obe 10 трофпто» ка! 

" &vopíac. 29 

" корите tà * pvnuea 

cal Aéyere E? преда € EV rale npeparc тшу 
татёршу йиш», ovk av ! mueBa avrov ` когушуой tv TQ 

only. Sings 31 е 

Ex o* ' айрат Tuy ohr. ӨСТЕ > uaprupttre © éavroic 
Rev. iv. 8. * [4 é * 

ож. Lake Оті viol EGTE тоу d povevaävrwv тоос трофптас 32 ко! 
x t 

lii. 14, from Рэ, x Rev. Iv. 6, 8. v. rf се: xxxvii 25. acc., Rev. xvii. 8, 4. Lake зї edad 
q Qos "pp. here ‹ only. n. Pani only, Rew 1. 24 al. fr. Lev. v. Sal. ў цы Al. 7 та. 

239 (bla Lj t Mark xii. 1б. тан. 1, ‘Gal. 11. 73. 1 Tim. iv. 9. (James v. 12 v.r. раа 
only +. 2 Масс. vL. 95 only. se vii. 28. 2 Cor. vi. 14. Hob. i. 9 (from don Fs, xliv. al re P A as. d 

v ch. vil. 34, 96 wl. ir. 1 Масс xi. w ch, ail. 44) L. )Pet.i bal Back. xxii. 4i. з ch. viii, 
29 a! ^ Gen. x xii. у Aote xvii E. Е b. ij. 8. F dier 10 oniy. 14 
x. 18,90. Heb. K. 88 аі. Іза. i. 33. . xxvii. ЖЫ Р Esek. x xii. 4. ran 
8. Sir. vlii. 16 b совит., Lake iv. a john iti. SA, 98, v. 83. Gal. iv. 1 Gen. xliii. B vat. 

€ 2nd pers., ch. 11. 9 гей, d ver. 35. ch. v. 21. ліх. 18 [and Rom. ulii. 9, 1 Rise ce 10 (08), e 
Dent. v. 17. Jam, И. 11. iv. S. v. 6 only. 

26. rec aft wornptov add xat тпс rapoiòog (repetition from ver 26), with BC rel 
Gg lat-c Orig-lat : om D 1. 209 lat-a e Iren- lat Clem Chr. for sxroc, гЕыбғу D 
em. rec avrev (to suit the insn of к. rnc vrapov. above), with C rel syrr copt 

асн om X-comm vulg lat-c D-lat Iren-lat Clem Orig-lat Chr: txt B!DE! 1. 691а6-а е 
sth hom-Cl. 

27. opoinlere (see varr readd in Matt xxvi. 78, Mk xiv. 70) В 1. for от. ek. 
н. $. p-, &c., eEwOey o тафос gaiverat wpatoc, єс. d. уше D Iren-lat Clem. 

28. rec peoros bef sore (for euphony), with X rel 
33. 69. 

tt Iren-lat Lucif: txt BCDL 

30. гес (for nueda) nuev (twice), with KM'SU 1 Orig Chr: txt BCD rel Orig-ms 
Cyr. rec &otvwvot bef avrw», with C rel latt Orig: txt BD 1. 69 Chr. 

Our Lord, in the ever-deepening denuncia- 
tion of His discourse, has now arrived at 
the delineation of their whole character 
and practices by a parabolic similitude. 

Yépovew i£) not, nir ene by’ (Dr. 

Hebrew. The straining out of the gnat i is 
& cleansing pertaining to the Ide, as 
compared ̂  with the inner composition of 
the wine itself, of which the cup is full : 
see Rev. xviii. 8 lvo. yév.] The ex- 
terior is not in reality pure when the inte- 
rior is foul: it is not ‘a clean cup,’ unless 
both exterior and interior be clean : ‘alias 
enim illa mundities externa non est mun- 
dities.’ Bengel. Observe, the em- 
phasis is on yivnrac: “that its exterior 
also may not appear to 8 
come, pure." The Jews 
used once а year (on pou fteenth of 
the month Адаг) to whitewash the spots 

where graves were, that persons might not 
be liable to uncleanness by passing over 
them (see Num. xix. 16). This goes to 
the root of the mischief at once: ‘your 
heart is not a temple of the living God, 
but a grave of ilent 5 not 
a heaven, but a 
is but the 5 skin-deep.' 

39—88.] The guilt. resting on 
these present Pharisees, from being the last 
in a ive series of generations of 
such hypocrites and 5 forma the 
matter of the last The burden of 
this h is, that they, being one with 
their fathers, treading in their e but 
vainly disavowing their deeds, were, by the 
very act of building the sepulchres of the 
prophets, jomed with their prophet-perse- 
cuting acts, convicting themselves of con- 
tinuity with their fathers’ wickedness. See, 
as clearly setting forth this view, Luke xi. 

BCDEP 

оша! vut» G GHKL 
MSUV 

" owoBonetre ur 1.33. 
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әрис̧ ° ere тд 
33 "Офис * _yervipara 

' крісвыс тїс * yedvyne 5 

KATA MAGOAION. 

f nérpov roy raripun Uutiv, * 

"бф, xoc goym: amo THC sce Gen. xv. 

H ёа Touro ‘доб iyw d ro- 

231 

= Mark 1. 15. 
Pall iv. 19. 
Das, viii. 28. 

f eh. vil. = 
м 

ото ' жос ö ac rpopirrae Kat вофойс Kat ‚ урарнатыс" bi Rom 

n f ауто» ATOKTEVEITE Kat отаорёагге, kai "EE aurov 
P ^ " наотгүшөете | ғу тас 5 Uni» ка} диете ech н-т. 

ато woArewe ис wode, 35 отес VAY € e Uuae way “aipa дА 
h eh. iii. 7 (тей, Еи 3 Heh. x. . 2 Pe. ў. 6 al. La. ilii k ch. v. 22 ref. 
мша. AN окт „ sill. 52 reff. ii Аел 49, xL 1. Ука А, 

- xxv 
— Rev. Hi. 10. Deut. xx vili. 16. Uh yw: 80. Gen ix. 8, 6. iv. 10. 

89. wzAnpwoere B! lat-e: 5 DH al (both corras, the imperative not being 
ood): txt B'C rel Orig 

34. om eye D 33 al Iren-lat, Orig, Chr Phot Lucif, 
copt Orig, r: txt BC rel latt т th arm Iren. lat, Orig Lucif. 
vpac D ev-y. rec ins кон 

отовстгАыш D-gr 33 al 
om spoc 

lst «£ артыш», viti CD rel latt syr-w-ob copt sth 
On Iren-lat Orig Lucif: om ВМА 1. 33. 69 am(with fuld harl') lat-e Syr 

awoxravere D. 
Iren lat Leif 

47,48. ‘(Sit licet divus, dummodo non 
vivus). of the penitent confession, 
* We have sinned, we and our fathers," 
V 
teste their participation in t 
fathers guilt, which nos, are Küng up 

im 
well as ел the measure ‚(оё iniquity) of 
your fathers. Ver. 88 repeats almost 
сана the first denunciation of the 
Baptist—in this, the last discourse of the 
Lord: thus denoting the unchanged state 
of these men, on whom the whole preach- 
ing of repentance had now been 
One weighty difference however there is: 
then it was, tle эк еу opty gvyciv; 

bethonght them- the wonder was, how they 
selves of escaping — now, wis $¢yyre; 
how shall ye escape ! On и, see 
Rev. xii. 9. 

€ чае сън ае "dco yo аг 
t upon g up nities Age 

ien o Р Гены ат азай 
His menge, on rejecting 

Noti otice tl be difference between 5) copla ToU 
0. in Luke xi. 40, and dy, with its em- 
phasis bero ere. These words are no where 
written in Seripture, nor is it necessary 

that to be our Lord's meaning. 
He spesks this as Head of His Chureh, of 

15 
59 

om к. гЁ avr. раст. ву т. ооу. vp. D lat - a 

those whom Не was about to send: see 
Acts xiii. 1: 1 Cor. xii. 8: Eph. iii. 5. He 
cannot, as some (Olsh.) think, include 
Himself among those whom He sends— 
the Jews may have crucified many Chris- 
tian teachers before the destruction of 
peat And see Euseb. H. E. iii. 32, 
where he relates from Hegesippus = cru- 
cifixion of Буши son of Clopas, in the 
reign of The «ai ыш: а the 
cravpweere, the special, from the dso- 
«reveire, the general 3 with, of course, 
somewhat of emphasis, The v 
were the Apostles, who, in relation to the 
Jews, were such—the софоќ, Stephen and 
such like, men full of the Holy Ghost— 
the ypapparets, Apollos, Paul (who in- 
deed was all of these together), and such. 
On . фу т. auv. к.т.\. see Acts v. 40; 
xxii. 19; Axvi. 11. Sras, not 
‘in such a way that’ (?), as Webst. and 
Wilk. : but strictly ‘in order that.’ 
«Іра Six. or áÜqor ів а common expres- 
sion in the O.T. See 4 Kings xxi. 16; 
xxiv. 4: Jer. xxxiii. (xxvi.) 15; and more 

Lam. iv. 18, which oe our 
Lord referred to in speaki 
way al.] Thus in ee hee xviii. 24, 
is found the blood of ali that were nae 
upon the earth. Every such signal ju judg 
ment is the . for а series of 
crying crimes—and these judgments 
not exhaust God’s anger, Isa. ix. 12, 17, 21. 

The murder of Abel was the first in the 
strife between unrighteousness and holi- 
ness, and as these Jews represent, in their 
conduct both in former times and now, 
the murderer of the first, they must bear 
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П 
. MATT ОЕШ dicatov- 

Luke хі. 80. 
8 xxii, "gi 

кеп ny rel, xiou, ov ' фоу:бсате 

i Acts xi. rnpiov. 96 v 
Avi. 10 an.) „ | 
тү 16, be. em тї» ууа» тайгпу. 

w eb. v. 18 

ai, "Take ziz. en ! amearaApevouc ! тобс 
ат. 

bis. Jer. at. 3. 1 2 in baeivovs oivia, Demosth. p. 624. 
84. і. 94. Isa. xxii. 16 Heb. 
el 40. х. 2X. 17 only. 

85. aft отек; ins ay C? M-marg 
L rel 69 Orig : txt CDGUA 1. 38. 
то» D 33. 

em in loc). 

EY ATT'EAION 

,“ ті 

33. 69. 
ош 

om зло» Bapayıov M evv-6-18 Eus (but Iren Orig have it): “In 
Evangelio quo utuntur Nazareni, pro filio Barachiæ, filium Joiada 

XXIII. 36—39. 

me vue, aro той aluaroc 

"ABO rov ducalou Ewe тою aluaroc Zaxaplov vtov Bapa- 

" meračò TOU vaov Kai TOU 

apn Aéyw "ur [ore] 
* @uctag- 

· убн wavra ravra 

Y “TepovoaA np "[tpovsaA ra 7 

aroxrelvovoa rode крофйтас Kal y ABoBorviea тойс 

> ime- 
е Lake |. 45 (0). ziti. l. B. Er. 

* avri», "жовсакс 70:Апса 
1. 85 reff. 

ach. xn bi Lake xlii. Moar 2 Chron. хӯш. 1 
b oh. xxiv. замк Mark i. Lake il. 1. xii. 34 only. 2 Chron. xx 

rec exxvroptvoy, with B(see table 
rov DL 33 ev-y om 

reperimus scriptum *^ 

. Tec om ort пед Luke хі. 61), with BDL 1 latt eth arm Iren-lat Lucif : ins C rel 
^ syrr Orig Chr 
copt Orig Lucif: txt TE rel Iren-lat. 

rec ravra bef ravra, with C D-gr LMS X-comm latt 

37. axoxcrewvovca СОК al Thdrt-ms: -evovca А 33. 69 al Thl: txt BD rel Clem 
His Eus. 
Hil. 

mow See о cie in God’s day 
o Zacharias son of 

Ыр is has been much ted. 
We . with certainty that it 
cannot be (as Aug. and Greswell suppose) a 

Zacharias, mentioned b Apron 
B. J. iv. 5. 4, as son of Baruch, and slain 
in the temple just before the destruction 
of Jerusalem —for our Lord evidently 
speaks of an event past, and never pro- 
рани in this manner elsewhere. Origen 

ed a tradition (in Matth.Comm. 
Series, 24, vol. iii. p. 846), that Zacharias 
Sather of John the Baptist was slain by 
them in the temple; but in the absence 
of all other authority, this must be sus- 
pected as having arisen from the difficulty 
of the allusion here. Most likely (see 
Lightfoot in loc., and note on Luke xi. 40) 
it is Zacharias the son of Jehoiada, who 
was killed there, 2 Chron. xxiv. 21, and of 
whose blood the Jews had a p , that 
it never was washed away till t аре 
was burnt at the captivity. 
Bapax(ov does not occur in Luke xi. 51, 

perhaps was not uttered by the Lord 
Himself, but may have been inserted by 
mistake, as Zac the prophet was 
son of Barachiah, see Zech. i. 1: а cir- 
cumstance suppressed by Dr. Wordsworth 
in his elaborate account of the mystical 
reason of the рта being here, 
as Son of the Blessed, which 
was a name of Christ Himself.” See his 
note. per. т. v. к. T. 0.] He was 
killed in the priests’ court, where the 

for uvryy, ce D arm. (ad te missi sunt latt Iren-lat Orig-lat, r 
rec єт:соуаүн bef opyic, with C rel: txt BDKL 1. 33. 69 latt copt 

altar of burnt-offerings was. On ver. 86, 
see note on ch. xxiv. 34. It is no objec- 
tion to the interpretation there main- 
tained, that the whole period of the Jew- 
ish course of crime is not filled up by it : 
the death of Abel can by no explanation 
be brought within ite limite or responsi- 
bility ; and our Lord’s saying reaches far 
deeper than a mere announcement of their 
responsibility for what they themselves had 
done. The Jews stood in the central point 
of God's г with men; and as they 
were the chosen for the election of grace, 

jecting is messengers, 
hoy’ beam, in an especial and awful 
manner, vessels of wrath. Our Lord 
mentions this last murder, not as being 
the last even before His own day, but 
because it Pay aga 
the cry of the dying man, ‘The Lord 
upon it and require it.’ Compare Genesis 
iv. 10. This death of Zacharias was 
the last in the arrangement of the Hebrew 
Canon of the O.T., though chrono 
that of Urijah, Jer. xxvi. 23, was later. 

37.] ese words were before spoken 
by our Lord, Luke xiii. 84 : see notes there. 
On the construction of аёту», see reff. 
wordavs 40. must be understood of all the 
m of repentance and mercy sent by 
the prophets, for our Lord's words em- 
brace the whole time comprised in the 
historic survey of ver. 85, as well as His 
own ministry. Оп the similitude, see 
Deut. xxxii. 11: Ps. xvii. 8; xxxvi. 7; 
lvii. 1; lxi. 4: Iss. xxxi. 5: Mal. iv. 2, 

BCDEP 
GHKL 
MSUY 
ХА 1.33. 

69. 



XXIV. 1,2. 

Lad a 

cuya ya yeiv та Tikva соу 
L * ГА > «= 
ayu та voc autn¢ f 

auty тас * окодорас rov upov. 

хе 4, xvi. 8 al. 
2 ref. 
19. ziv. 7. Rev. xiv. 18 only. 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 

© бу ° rpórov * орус 

vro rac " wríovyac, kai оюк 
nOeAnoare’ 9 1800 a$ierat ушу о 

39 Ayo yap ошу Ov иң pe 18пте * 
: EvAo-ynutvoc 0 Epy optvoc £v Ovopart cuplou. 

XXIV. I Ка &eAOav o '[nsovc axò rov ie po 
&xoptotro' kai wpocnAÜov oi naÜmrai avrov " emit 

g Luke as above. 
i Hae.1. 9. sce Isa. iziv. iB 

eh. 

p 

b ru старана ге. 

!oikoc vuv 'tonugoc. 23, 20 24 
952 x Y A 4 
am aprt, EWC AV ELWHTE 

8 Kings 
iv. F. ouly. 
(-veov, Rev. 

GL xvii. 2.) 
e here only. 

Rev. iv. B. їх. D. zil. 14 only. b 
k ch. zzvi. 29, 64. Johs 1.87 v 1 ail. 

xxi. Өтей Psa. cxvii. 96. i ^s BOE ref. 
Pas! oniy, 

ш 
ў хек. Al. 2. mel., 
zil 38. Lake xiii. 8. Judg. si. Een . r. P». xvi. 

(see Lu xiii. 34), with C rel Orig, : 
aft wrepvyac ins avrgc B'-marg 

Hil: om B!-txt 

e xiii. 35: see there) BL lat., 

mappropr) : txt 
om ov (see || MX) 

syrr Orig-lat, Chr. 

rec aft oc ov ins un, with ОКО 

EINE (bis). 1 Cor. bi. 9. 900r. v. 1. Bph. I. 21. 1 Chron. axis. 1 P. X 
om. xi v. 19 aL ој. ch. ir. 1, 29. 

р Hag. ii. 10. Q = Í. cb. ххті. 61. Acts ті. 14. 2 Cor. v. 1. Gal. 11 

Orig, Eus, Bas Cyr Thdrt Hil. rec eaurne 
trt Bua) рма 83 uis K Clem Eus Hil. ай т 
А wi t mm -a b c &c вутт copt eth ig Сург 

CDL rel ved(with am forj &c) lat-i arm Iren-lat, Orig, Eus,. 
38. que» D'-gr. om «pnuoc (corre to i 

copt-ms Orig-ms. 
99. aft vn. ins от: (from || Luke) D 1. 69 lat-a ö o f ff, № syrr arm Orig-lat. 

for zvpiov, 0tov D. 

CHAP. XXIV. 1. rec swop. bef aw. г. ир. (corra to avoid ct Ad. aro, see B below), 
with C rel: sc т. up. op. B: txt DLA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr вуг-јег copt sth arm Orig- 
lat Chr Hil Op. 

2. rec (for awokpiÜtic) tnooucg, with C rel lat. вуг (aworp. seeming i 
BDL 1. 33. 69 latt syr-jer copt sth arm Chr: om Н lat-/ 856 
DLX 33 latt coptt eth arm Orig-lat, ТЫ Ambr Op: ins rel 

rec wayra bef ravra, with DEFGESA lat-e вуг: txt BC rel latt Syr copt arm 
Orig-lat, Chr Thl Ambr. aft иш» ins ori D. 
(1. 33, e sil) : om BCD rel Chr Mac Thl. 

and compare ch. xxiv. 28. oix 40. ] 
See Isa. xxvii. 12; xxx. 15. The tears 
of our Lord over the perverseness of Je- 
rusalem are witnesses of the freedom Y 
man's will to resist the grace of God. 

88, 39.] This is our Lord's and 
solemn ure from the temple—the 
true шта[3аї1›ши®> lyrevOew ( motus ex- 
cedentium Deorum.' Tacitus). olxos 
duni no more God's, but your house 
—aid primarily of the temple, then of 
Jerusalem, — and then of the whole land in 
which ye dwell. ob ph ре туте He 
did not shew Himself to all the people 
after His resurrection, but only to chosen 
witnesses, Acts x. 41. dus Gv x.] 
until that day, the subject of all prophecy, 
when your repentant people shall turn with 
true and loyal Hosannas and blessings to 
1 Him whom they have pierced : see 

t. iv. 30, 31: Hosea iii. 4, 5: Zech. xii. 
10; xiv. 8—11. Stier well remarks, * He 
who reads not this in the prophets, reads 
not yet the prophets aright.’ *Jepov- 

ain, which is Lale more frequent 
form, does not occur elsewhere in Matt. 
This is to be accounted for by these verses 
being a solemn utterance of our Lord, and 
the sound yet dwelling on the mind of the 
narrator; and not by supposing the verses 
to be spurious and inserted out of Luke, as 
Wieseler has done, Chronolog. Synops. 
p. 322. His assertion that ver. 39 bas no 
sense here, is implicitly refuted above. 

Cuar. XXIV. 1—51.) PROPHECY oF 
Hi8 COMING, AND OF THE TIMES OF THE 
END. Mark xiii. 1—37. Luke xxi. 5—86. 
Matt. omits the incident of the widow’s 
mite, Mark xii. 41—44. Luke xxi. 1—4. 

1, 2.] St. Mark expresses their re- 
marks on the buildings ; see note there :— 
they were probably occasioned by ver. 38 of 
the last chapter. J us writes, B. J. 
vii. 1. 1, кгЛры Каїсар én rj» re dA 
dxacay cai roy viv катаскаятну .... 
roy & dA ravra тїс woAewe mepi- 
Воло» оўгыс ifeuáMca» ol катаака- 
Rrovrec, ec undi толот olriob iv, ris- 
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r ch. xxi. 1 ref. 3 
8 cb. axir. 18 

Luke ii. 12. 
З Cor. xil. 
У.) Вход, 111. 4 е L es p a 

1з. 4Klogs kai curreXetace TOU atwroc. 

Guapp. 

1 Cor. хт. 23. 1 Thess. Н. 19 aD. 2 Thess. II. 1, 
12. zv. 21 on h. xiii. 89 aly.) v eh. А А 

х here & t Mk. (bis) vv. 11, 34. 2 Tim. Ш. 18 al. Micah iii. 6. 

8. aft (ay ins carevayre rov pov үз" || МА) C. 
CUA Syr copt wth Orig-lat: om BDL rel latt(c ?) syr А 

тес ins тпс bef ооутгАнас, with D rel: om BCL 1. 33 Cyr-jer. 

туў ду irs wapacyeiyv roic mpocedGovery. 
There is no difficulty in оф here used inter- 
rogatively. See a similar case John vi. 
70. Meyer has abandoned his former view 
that we should read od, where ye see, 
&c." and takes the common interpreta- 
tion. He notices some curious renderings 
in his note: Do not look (so wonderingly) 
on .... (ui Bx," Paulus ; * Do ye not 
wonder at . ..?" Chrys., al., and De W.: 
“Ye see not all this . . ." viz. not the 
desolation that shall come. Grulich, de 
loci Matt. xxiv. 1, 2, interp. Torg. 1839 : 
* Ye do not see: all this, I say to you, 
shall not. Bornemann. 8. 
From Mark we learn, that it was Peter 
and James and John and Andrew who 
asked this question. With regard to the 
uestion itself, we must, I think, be care- 

not to press the clauses of it too much, 
so as to make them bear separate meanings 
corresponding to the arrangements of our 
Lord's discourse. As expressed in the 
other Evangelists, the question was con- 
cerning the time, and the sign, of these 
things happening, viz. the overthrow of 
the temple and desolation of Judæa, with 
which, in the then idea of the Apostles, 
our Lord’s coming and the end of the 
world were connected. Against this mis- 
take He warns them, vv. 6, 14,—Luke 
ver. 24,—and also in the two first parables 
in our ch. xxv. For the understand- 
ing of this necessarily difficult prophetic 
discourse, it must be borne in mind that 
the whole is spoken in ad t Ta 

of prophecy, in which various fulfil- 
pe оа. (1) The view of the 
Jewish Church and its fortunes as repre- 
senting the Christian Church and its his- 
fory, is one key to the interpretation of 
this chapter. Two parallel inter- 
pretations run through the former р as 
far as ver. 28; the destruction of Jerusa- 
lem and the final judgment being both 
enwrapped in the words, but the former, 
in this part of the chapter, predominating. 
Even in this part, however, we cannot teil 

ETATTEAION 

кабпифо» & avrov eri rov b po TOV 

T u. . Y. UTW Ol Onrat -à av.3. Або» айт ot naÜnrat 

XXIV. 

* kai атокшбыс о Iuoobe 

5 хо\)о: 

9. James v. 7, 8. 2 Pet. l. 18 a. 1 John il. 28 1. (S Macc. viil. il 
we |. 1 Cor. vii. u. Gal. v. 16. Col. И. S al. 

aft pa05ra: ins avrov 
arm тпс wap. соо D. 

how applicable the warnings given ша 
be to db events of the last times, in which 

tly Jerusalem is again to play so 
inguished a part. From ver. 28, the 

lesser subject begins to be swallowed up 
by the greater, and our Lord's second 
coming to be the predominant theme, with 
however certain bints thrown back as it 
were at the event which was immediately 
in question : till, in the latter part of the 
chapter and the whole of the next, the 
second advent, and, at last, the final judg- 
ment ensuing on it, are the subjects. 
(2) Another weighty matter for the under- 
standing of this prophecy is, that (tee 
Mark xiii. 32) any obscurity or conceal- 
ment concerning the time of the Lord's 
second coming, must be attributed to the 
right cause, which we know from His own 
mouth to be, that the divine Speaker 
Himself, in His humiliation, did sot know 
the day nor the hour. All that He had 
heard of the Father, He made known unto 
His disciples (John xv. 15): but that which 
ihe Father kept in His own power (Acta 
i. 7), He did not in His abased humanity 
know. He told them the attendant cir- 
cumstances of His coming ; He gave them 
enough to guard them from error in sup- 
posing the day to be close at hand, and 

carelessness in not expecting it as 
near. (Regarding Seripfure prophecy as I 
do as a whole, and the same great process 
of events to be denoted by it all, it will be 
but waste labour to be continually at issue, 
in the notes of this and the succeedin 
chapter, with Meyer and others, who bold 
that the el prophecies are inconsistent 
in their eschatology with those affer the 
Ascension, and those again with the chili- 
astic ones of the Apocalypse. How un- 
tenable this view is, I hope the following 
notes will shew; but to be continually 
meeting it, is the office of polemic, not of 
exegetic theology.) 4, 5.] Our Lord 

not answer the wére but by admo- 
nitions not to be deceived. See a ques- 
tion similarly answered, Luke xiii. 23, 24. 

"£Aate» трос- BCDEF 
8 » PQ? 7 » у e „ GHKL 

кат i&av Atyovrtc Euri йш» M 

пбте ravra tora, Kai ri TO ' спино» тпс anc ° тарооа(ас̧ ` 

SUVA 
33. 69. 
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yap eXebaovrat 7 ixi тф 7 ovópari роо Akyorric 'Eyo иш quor 
o Xererac, Kat woANowe * A,B. 6 * peAdAnoere х ү 
акобнь rohinovc ai * акоас roMn⁰ h. opare, n" i ' bpo- oe 
нобе" “Sei yap wavra ` yevéoBat, adr’ ойла tativ TO ro 
réXdc. 1:8 гурбпаєта. yao toro € ёт! ib roc ка! ВаоАніа patie 10. 

ext Вав: ау, ка! Esowrat AMO Kal ostapul " кета тбтоос. “tk Mk- ch у^ 
bo IME. y Thes H. Тош). 1 Dist v: 4 oaly. 1 B. 7 

1. 220. 6. Dan. ii. 39. 
ei racta: ката Y., Philo de Mand, Opt p. 18. 

‚ eb. хаз. 84. ЕИ 
e. Acts xz 19. xiv. 38. Н. 46. v. 43 al. 

5. aft Муоутес ins ort C! al lat-/syrr arm Orig-lat. 
6. pedire D Scr's p Orig, Chr-2. om wayra BDL 1. 88 lat-g, coptt th Orig- 

lat Ps-Ath: rovra al latt syr-jer Cypr: (ravra appearing too general, it was either 
ота || Mk, or cha to ravra after || Ім :) txt C rel lat: syrr Chr. 

T. for sx, ex’ CKL 1 er- y al. rec aft Мурог ins ка: Хоро: (from || Luke, аг 
also the 

P aot et Deleg ади ity 

5 persons, 
the destruction of Jerusalem, we 

have no distinct record; doubtless there 
were such: but (see above) I believe the 
prophecy and warning to have a farther 
reference to the latter times in which its 
complete fulfilment must be looked for. 
The persons usually cited as ful this 
(Theudas, Simon Magus, Barchochab, &c.) 
жайың е чыё or too late, and not cor- 

tothe condition, eri dnd. 
pov, duae My name as the 
their pretences.’ See Greswell on dis 
Parables, v. 380 note. Luke gives an ad- 
dition (ver. 8) to the speech of the false 
Christa, cai ò raipòg fyyirev. 

®6мцоь and éxoel 6 — 8.] and vol pev 
there certainly were during this period ; 
but the must be in 
rather of those of which the Hebrew 
Christians would be most likely to hear as 
a cause of terror. Such undoubtedly were 
the three threats о ig ainat the Jews 
by Caligula, Claudi Nero; of the 
first of which | Josephus says, Antt. xix. 1.2, 
lOve те ry претірр 008 ee ddjyor 
i£eyeyóvu pn оюк dwroleMvas p) ra- 
xeiac аётф (l'ai) re vric wapayevopi- 
yac. Luke couples with roh,, дката- 
oraciac,—and to this aim 
seems also to point. There were serious 
disturbances, — (1) at Alexandria, which 

ve rise to the complaint against and 
ition of Flaccus, and Philos work 

against him (A.D. 88), in which the Jews 
as a nation were the especial objects of 

variations shew), with C rel lat-À cr вуг marg copt sth arm Orig lat: 
VCC Br lt lat-a b е ff, Cypr Hil 
Arnob. 

persecution; (2) at Seleucia about the 
same time (Josephus, Antt. xviii. 9. 8, 9), 
in which more than 50,000 Jews were 
killed; (8) at Jamnia, a city o on the coast 

J near Joppa (Philo, legat. ad 
Caium, $ 30). Many other such nati 

y 
especially B. J. ii. 17. 10, 18. 1—8, in the 
former of wbich places, he calls the sedi- 
tion xpooipoy adwotwc, and mys that 
læaorog re» ptrpiw» irerá and 
adds, ёну) дё Jav ту» ема» iieys 
тарау), kal кйса wóňiç ele ёбо дїрр то 
етратбжгда. Мр, and Aotgóc, which 
is coupled to it in || Luke, are usual com- 
penions : а proverb says, nerd Миф» Ao 
póc. With regard to the first, Greswell 
(vol. v. p. 260 note) shews that the famine 
prophesied of in the Acts (xi. 28) bap- 
pae in = ninth of Claudius, A. D. 49. 

t st Home,—and therefore 
bably and Africa, on which the 

Колан depended so much for supplies, 
were themselves much affected it. 
Suetonius (Claud. 18) speaks of assidua 
sterilitates ; and Tacitus (Ann. zii. 48) of 
‘frugum egestas, et orta ex eo fames,’ 
about the same time. There was a famine 
in Judæa in the of Claudius (the 
true date of which however Mr. Greswell 
believes (Diss. vol. ii. p. 5) to be the third 
of Nero), mentioned by Josephus, Antt. 
iii, 15. 3. And as to Лоо, t h their 
occurrence migbt, as above, be inferred 
from the other, we have distinct accounts 
of a pestilence at Rome (a.p. 65) in Sueto- 
nius, Nero 39, and Tacitus, Ann. xvi. 18, 
which in a single autumn carried off 
80,000 persons at Rome. But such matters 
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de vot 9 rore * Su тауга È Tavra аруй С lv. готе * rapadwoovaty 
Кт. v 
only. Brod. йнас eic ° бн» Kai GTOKTEVOUGUV bac, ка TITIUS 
zai. 17. "n. ' Mg oUpevot uro паутшу tuv tÜvovr Xd то буора pov. 

g=andw. 10 * ока vdan оёпооуто то\А\о: Kai adAnAouc тсия 20 ка! Tore 

b x ‚ _rapadwoovaty | kat pigtjaovauy aA iA ove. II ка! woAAot — 
ots) & P. : evooT rat ° ёусобдђсоута: kat ° жЛауђпсоосіу TOÀ- BDEFG 

aera TOA "4 оофп Y e " HKLM 
1 Mk. Rev. vil. 14 al. fr. Ps. xix. 1 i 1. ch. x. 29. Ezek. xxxvi. S. constr, ch. mower SU VAI. 
. ziii. 21 al. b. xiii. 8. lob. x. 4al. . m ch, vil. 16 al. Jer. vi. 15. Tee 33. 69. 
a vor. 7 Sra У 

9. arocravovow D- gr. elz om rw» bef гуе» (homootel), with D! al: om rev 
giri Iuke) C 1 al lat-/ Orig-lat Chr Ps-Ath : txt BD'L rel vss. 

eyepÜünaovra: D. 

as these are not often related by historians, 
unless of more than usual severity. 
cegpo(] The principal earthquakes oce 
curring between this prophecy and the 
destruction of Jerusalem were, (1) а great 
earthquake in Crete, A.D. 46 or 47; (2) 
one at Rome on the day when Nero as- 
sumed the fag ala A.D. 51; (8) one at 
Аратта in Phrygia, mentioned by Ta- 
citus (Ann. xii. 8), A.D. 68; (4) one at 
Laodicea in Phrygia (Tacitus, Ann. xiv. 
27), A.D. 60; (5) one in Campania (Ta- 
citus, Ann. xv. 22). Seneca, Ep. 91, 8 9, 
in the year A.D. 58, writes: P Quoties 
Asim, quoties Achaim urbes uno tremore 
ceciderunt! quot oppida in Syria, quot in 
Macedonia devorata sunt! Cyprum quoties 
vastavit hec clades! quoties in ве Paphus 
corruit ! frequenter nobis nuntiati sunt 
totarum urbium interitus. The prophecy, 
mentioning ката réroug (place hr place, 
—i. е. here and there, each in its par- 
ticular locality; as we say, “up and 
down"), does not seem to imply that the 
earthquakes should be in Judæa or Jeru- 
salem. We have an account of one in 
Jerusalem, in Josephus, B. J. iv. 4, 5, 
which Mr. Greswell (as above) places about 
Nov. A. p. 67. On the additions in Luke 
xxi, 11, see notes there; and on this whole 

see the prophecies in 2 Chron. xv. 
5—7, and Jer. li. 45, 46. ёрх\ 
éB(vev] in reference to the таћмууғигсіа 
(ch. xix. 28), which is to precede the avy- 
risa тод айдуос. So Paul in Rom. viii. 
22, rd h) ктівис.... cuvedlva дүр 
roù убу. The death-throes of the oe ewish 
state precede the ‘regeneration’ of the 
universal Christian Church, as the death- 
throes of this world the new heavens and 
new earth. 9—13.] rére, at this 
time, —during this period, not ‘after these 
Ki have happened.’ De Wette 

tter meaning, that he may find a 
contradiction to e ver. 12, p дё 
rovrwy rar .... These words serve 

only definitely to fix the time of the inde- 
finite тоге, here and in ver. 10. The rore 
in ver. 14 is, from the construction of the 
sentence, mere definite. For ёжокт. dp. 
Luke has Qavarocovciw # pav, viz. the 
Apostles. This sign was early given. James 
the brother of John was put to death, A.D. 
44: Peter and Paul (traditionally, Euseb. 
H. E. ii. 25) and James the Lord’s brother, 
before the destruction of Jerusalem: and 
possibly others. kv. po] See Acts 
xxviii. 22, j aipeoce abrn.... Yavrayob 
бут уета:: also Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44, 
where Nero, for the conflagration of Rome, 
persecutes ‘ Christianos, genus hominum 
ob flagitia invisos :’ also see 1 Pet. ii. 12; 
ii. 16; iv. 14—16. In chap. x. 22, from 
ыны these verses are repeated, we have 
only ү їч батаны rev 400» is 
added, icularity to the pro- 
nt me з ] See 2 ‚ iv. 16, and 
the repeated AE against apostasy in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews. The persons 
spoken of in this verse are Christians. 
‘Primo conrepti qui fatebantur, deinde 
$ndicio eorum multitudo ingens.’ Tac. Ann. 
xv.44. On peo. AA., compare the deadly 
hatred borne to Paul and his work by the 
Judaizers. In the Apocryphal works called 
the Clementines, which follow teaching 
similar to that of the factions adverse to 
Paul in the Corinthian Church, he is 
hinted at under the name o іхӨрӧс dy- 
Өрәтос (Ep. Pet. to James 2, and Recog- 
nitions, i. 70, cited by Stanley, Essays on 
Apostolic Age, p: 377). These Judaizing 
teachers, among others, are meant by the 
Pevdorpopiiras, as also that plentiful crop 
of heretical teachers which sprang up 
every where with the good seed of the 
Gospel when first sown. See y 
Acta xx. 30: Gal. i. 7—9: Rom. xvi. 17, 
18: Col. ii. 17—end: 1 Tim. i. 6, 7, 20; 
vi. 8—5, 20, 21: 2 Tim. ii. 18; iii. 6—8: 
2 Pet. ii (and Jude) 1 John ii. 18, 22, 23, 
26; iv.1,3: 2 Jobn 7; Pevdardscrodos, 
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2 Сог. хі 13. Even De Wette, who at- garded the Gentiles, but to give to God's 
tempts to deny the historical fulfilment of 
the former signs (ver. 7), confesses buen 
this was historically fulfilled (Ex 
this derte loc.). 135 е is again s 
this especially that James, in his 
Epistle, and Jude, in more than the out- 
ward sense the brother of James, were 
called on to —the mixture of hea- 
then licentiousness with the profession of 
Christiani But perhaps we ought to 
have to the past tense of winOuv- 
gras, and interpret, * because the iniquity 
is filled пр, on account of the horrible 
state of morality (parallel to that de- 
scribed by Thucydides, iii. 82—84, as pre- 
vailing in Greece, which had destroyed 
all mutual confidence), the love and mu- 
tual trust of the generality of Christians 
shall grow cold. rd aum, thus 
we have ch. xxv. 6, ivicratavy таса, 
wai ікадгодоу. Even the Church itself 
is leavened the A rt of the evil 
days. See 2 rine 13.) T 
primary m of seems to 
that whosoever remained faithful till the 
destruction of Jerusalem, should be pre- 
served from it. No Christian, that we 
know of, perished in the siege or after it : 
see below. But it has «/éerior meanings, 
according to which тїАос will signify, to 
rx gp ded patto Ms kag (seo 

ii. 10),— as in the case 
of some » those here addressed,—to the 
Church, endurance in the faith to the end 
of ali thé Seo Luke, xxi. 19, and note. 

"RE We here again have the preg- 
sant meaning of prophecy. The Gospel 
had been preached through the whole 
* orbis terrarum, and every nation had re- 
ceived its testimony, before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem: see Col. i. 6, 28 : 2 Tim. 
iv. 17. This was necessary not only as re- 

people the Jews, who were scattered among 
all these nations, the opportunity of re- 
ceiving or rejecti reachi 
Christ. But i te the dier X iq théword 
imply that the Gospel shall be preached in 
ali the косе 5 =» before the 

t an end come. The apostasy o 
Ke latter days, and the ficu lcd 
sion of missions, are the two great signs of 
the end drawing near. 15. vy. 
T. donp.] The LXX rendering and that of 
Theod. vat. omits rijc) of со vet. Dan. 
xii. 11. The similar expression in ch. xi. 
81, is rendered in the same manner by the 
LXX, but by Theod. 88A. Apavionivoy, 
and in ch. ix. 27, гд Bir. ràv loguwctuv 
in the Vat. MS., and agas ug differently 
in the Alex. t exactly the 
words in Daniel ау is not clear. Like 
other prophecies, it is probable that they 
are pregnant with several interpretations, 
and are not yet entirely fulfilled. They 
were in of Antiochus Epiphanes 
by the Alexandrine Jews; thus 1 Macc. i. 
54 we read yaodépnoay Beirvypa ipnpw- 
otog ixi rò Ovowornnor. Josephus re- 
fers the prophecy to the desolation by the 
Romans: Antt. x. ll. 7, Aa»ijAoc kai 
epi тўс rey ‘Pwpaiwy nytpoviaç åy- 
осие, cai $т ож’ айта» ёруробдђоєта:. 

principal Commentators have sup- 
— P bat the eagles of the Roman 
gions are meant, which were 3д#А+уна, 

inasmuch as they were idols worshipped 
the soldiers. These, they say, s in 
holy place, or a holy place, when the 

Roman armies encamped round Jerusalem 
under Cestius Gallus first, a.p. 66, then 
under Vespasian, A. D. 68, then lastly under 
Titus, д.р. 70. Of these the first is gene- 
rally taken as the sign meant. Josephus 
relates, B. J. ii. 20, 1, that after Cestius 
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Mb. v. r). 
ev. xiv. 1. 
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was defeated, moddol r&v imigavév 'Jov- 
Caiwy, ocxep BaxriZoyivac viwe, йукуй- 
xovro тйс R. But, without denying 
that this ‘ime was that of the sign being 
given, I believe that all such interpreta- 
tions of its meaning are wholly inapplica- 
ble. The error has mainly arisen from 
supposing that the perallel warning of 
Luke „ бта» ёі iügrt se, He 
pévyy und opera Тер. róre yvore 
Or fjyyisev ij tonpwcic abrijc) is identical 
in meaning with our text and that of 
Mark. The two first evangeliste, writing 
for Jews, or as Jews, give the taser or 
domestic sign of the approaching calamity : 
which was to be seen in the temple, and 
was to be the abomination (always used of 
something caused by the Jews themselves, 
see 2 Kings xxi. 2—7: Ezek. v. 11; vii. 
8, 9; viii. 6—16) which should cause the 
desolation,—the last drop in the cup of 
iniquity. Luke, writing for Gentiles, gives 
the outward state of things correspond- 
ing to this inward sign. at the Roman 
eagles cannot be meant, is apparent: for 
the sign would thus be мо sign, the Roman 
eagles having been seen on holy ground for 
many years past, and at the very moment 
when these words were uttered. Also 
rowog áyioc must mean the temple: see 
reff. Now in searching for some event 
which may have given such alarm to the 
Christians, Josephus’s unconscious admis- 
sion (B. J. iv. 6. 3) is important: ў» yáp 
én ric талас Aóyoc ёуёрӧу, ivða rére 
тїй» xóy G\wotoGa, cai катаўф\еүйага- 
да: тй yta vóu поћуџоо, аташ ёд» 
катаскӣ(у, cai yeipeg оїкїїйа+ xpopidywore 
Tò той 0:00 ríutvoc ole ойк årer- 
баутес of LgAwral Sacdvove ќаогофс 
éxidocay. The party of the Zelots, as we 
learn from ib. ch. 3. 6, 7, had taken pos- 
session of the temple,—ró» решу rov 0. 
povprov atroig zoubvrat, xai катафиуђ 
«ai rvpayvtiov brot hy cov. In 
the next section (8) he tells us that they 
chose one Phannius as their high - priest, 
an ignorant and profane fellow, brought 
out of the field, —dcwep inl oenvic 
Gdorpip carecécpouy просытгі, thy 
те фабйта wepiriGivrec ігра», kai тд ri 
det жопу Uri карой diSdoxovrec,—yrtbq 
4° hv ixeivog cai таай тд тућкойтох 
aoifinua,—roig di &МАо с їр йт» ixi- 
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b рт» did AavujÀ той xpognroy, © torüc tv rory “ayip 
iii. 8. > , e f 16 2 є» - 1 8 e 
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15. elz (for готос) ore, with B'D'EKMU 1. 69 Hippol Eus: txt B'D! rel Cyr-jer. 
Z def.) 

Oewpivore roͤßß we warlopevoy roy vó- 
poy darpbe Ime, cai катістгуо» rù» 
rey it тибу caradvow. Iownt 
the above-cited strongly incline 
me to think that if not this very impiety, 
some similar one, about or a little before 
this time, was the sign spoken of by the 
Lord. In its place in Josephus, this very 
event seems to stand a little too late for 
our purpose (4.D. 67, a year after the in- 
vestment by Cestius): but the narrative 
occurs in a description of the atrocities of 
the Zelots, and without any fized date, and 
they had been in possession of the temple 
from the very first. So that this or some 
similar abomination may have about this 
time filled up the cup of iniquity and given 
the sign £o the Christians to depart. What- 
ever it was, it was a definite, well-marked 
event, for the flight was to be immediate, 
on one day (џцёё сов Зате), and uni- 
versal from all parts of Judea. Putting 
then St. Luke’s expression and the text 
together, I think that some internal dese- 
cration of the holy place by the Zelote 
coincided with the approach of Cestius, 
and thus, both from without and within, 
the Christians were warned to See 
Luke xxi. 20: also Dr. Wordsw.'s note 
here, which however introduces much 
mystical and irrelevant matter, though 
coming to what I regard as the right con- 
clusion. $ dvay. уов(те] This I be- 
lieve to have been an ecclesiastical note, 
which, like the doxology in ch. vi. 13, has 
found ite way into the text. If the two 
first Gospels were published before the 
destruction of Jerusalem, such an admoni- 
tion would be very intelligible. Tbe words 
may be part of sap ese discourse ir t 
ing attention to the prophecy i 
(see iis ii. 7; Dan. sy epi un this 
is not likely, especially as erence to 
Daniel ka not N in Mark, where 
these words are also found. They cannot 
well be the words of the Evangelist, in- 
serted to bespeak attention, as this in the 
three first is wholly without ex- 
ample. 1 i The Christian Jews 
are said (Euseb. Н. E. iii. 5) to have fled 
to Pella, à town descri by Josephus 
. iii. 8. 3) as the northernmost boun- 

of Perca. Eusebius says they were 
directed thitber by a certain prophetic in- 

BDEFG 
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timation (revd хеяонд»), which however 
cannot be this ; as Pella is not on the mous- 
tains, but beyond them (but in order to 
reach it would not they have to fly exactly 
kxi rà ópn—over, along, across them? 
See note on ch. xviii. 12):— Epiphanius 
(de mensuris et pond. $ 16, vol ii. 

. 171) that they 2 еХопратісдпвау 
ved dyyidov. 7.) A person might 
run on the flat-roofed houses in Jeru- 
salem from one part of the city to another, 
and to thecity gates. Perhaps however this 
is not meant, but that he should descend b 
the outer stairs instead of the inner, whic 
would lose time. 19, 20.] It will be 
most im 

prohibition. te co. are 
to Matthew, and shew the strong 

ewiah иеш caused ас ее 
Жей such portions of our "8 say- 

That they were not said as ay 
sanction of observance of the Jewish Sab- 
bath, is most certain: but merely as те 
fering to the positive impedimente w 

om rov bef yv» D. 
уєуого fiet D! lat-a be 

might meet them on that day, the shut- 
ting of the gates of cities, &c., and their 
0 scruples about travelling further than 
pat ul ы ты в journey (about 

h); for the Jewish Christians 
adhered to "e law and customary observ- 
ances till the destruction of Jerusalem. 

21, 22.] In ver. 19 there is 
bly also an allusion to the horrors of the 
siege, which is here taken u > the ydp. 
See Deut. xxviii. 49—57, w was lite- 
rally fulfilled in the case of Mary of Pe- 
rea, related by Josephus, B. J. vi. 3. 4. 

Our Lord still has in view the pro- 
phecy of Daniel (ch. xii. 1), and this cita- 
tion clearly shews the intermediate fulfil- 
ment, by the destruction of Jerusalem, of 
that which is yet fature in its final fulfil- 
ment: for Daniel is of the end 
of all thi Then only wi these words 
be accomplished in their ful] sense: al- 
though Josephus (but he only in a figure 
of rhetoric) has Саргона himself in nearly 
the same . J. proem. 5 4): 
rd youy wávrwv бк gs a&rvxnyara 
rpòç rà Ioròd ai yrractai por докгї 
ard обукрісіу. 9. God had 
not in his mercy sbortened (by His decree, 
to which the aor. refers) thosa days (iini 
pac їкфкйсгыс, Luke xxi. 22) the whole 
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nation (in the ultimate fulfilment, aU 
Jiesh) would have perished: but for the 
sake of the chosen ones,—the believing,— 
or those who should believe,—or perhaps 
the preservation of the chosen race whom 
God hath not cast off, Rom. xi. 1,—they 
shall be shortened. It a that be- 
sides the cutting short in 7 Divine coun- 
sels, which must be hidden from us, va- 
rious causes combined to shorten the siege. 
(1) Herod Agrippe had begun strengthen- 
ing the walls of Jerusalem in a way which 
if finished would have rendered them rá- 
onc advipwrivnc креіттоуа Biac, but was 
stopped by orders from Claudius, А.р. 42 
or 48, Jos. Antt. xix. 7. 2. (2) The Jews, 
being divided into factions among them- 
selves, had totally neglected any prepara- 
tions to stand a siege. (8) The magazines 
of corn and provision were burnt just be- 
fore the arrival of Titus; the words of Jo- 
sephus are remarkable on this, caracaijvat 
di A dXiyou måvra roy ciror, de dv 
abroic оёк іж’ ёМуа діпрквсєу irn wo- 
Моркорџіуоцс, B. J. v. 1. б. (4) Titus 
arrived suddenly, and the Jews voluntaril ay 
abandoned parts of the fortification (B. 
vi. 8. 4. (5) Titus himself confessed, 
(B. J. vi. 9. I.) ob» беф Y {тод\ерйданеу, 
kai Bròc ў» ò rd тш» lpvparwy 'Iov- 
даос cab, iwel ytipic re бъбротшу 
ў pnxavai ті Ge ta robrove rovc г торе 
фбуаута: ; (The fo ng particulars аге 
from Mr. Gresw dl, Par v. 348 ff. note.) 

Some such providential shortening of the 
great days of tribulation, and hastening of 
God’s glorious Kingdom, is here promised 
for the latter times. 23— Thèse 
verses have but a faint reference (th : 
an unmistakeable one) to the time of t 
siege (Joseph. B. J. ii. 13. 4, says, are. 
Хар ávOpwsrot ral dxrartovec жросуйната 
навроё vtertptauoüc cal џетоВол дс 

wpayparevopevor, Saporgy rà wAinBoc 
dviwreBoy..... ) : their principal refer- 
ence is to the latter days. In their first 
meaning, they would tend to correct the 
idea of the Christians that the Lord’s 
coming was to be simultaneous with the 
destruction of Jerusalem: and to guard 
them against the impostors who led people 
out into the wilderness (see Acts xxi. 38), 
or invited them to consult them privately, 
with the promise of deliverance. In their 
main view, they will preserve the Church 
firm in her waiting for Christ, through 
етеп the awful troubles of the latter days, 
unmoved by enthusiasm or superstition, 
but seeing and looking for Him who is 
invisible. On the signs and wonders, see 
2 Thess, ii. 9—12: Boas. xiii. 1—3. 
27, 28.] The coming of the Lord in the 
end, even as that in the type was, shall be 
a plain unmistakeadle fact, understood of 
all ;—and like that also, sudden and all- 
pervading. But here again the full mean- 
PA of the words is only to be found in the 
nal fulfilment of them. The lightning, 

beweg yap un d. 1. 
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ligh ing both ends of heaven at once, seen 
all eath it, can only find its full si- 

militude in His Personal coming, Whom 
every eye shall see, Rev. i. 7. 28.) 
The stress is on бтом ёбу and ёкє, point- 
ing out the waiversality. In the similar 
discourse, Luke xvii. 37, before this say- 
ing, the disciples ask, ‘Where, Lord ?’ 
The answer is,—first, at Jerusalem: where 
the corrupting body lies, thither shall the 
vultures (literally) gather themselves to- 
gether, coming as they do from far on the 
scent of prey. Secondly, in its final ful- 
filment, —over the whole world ;—for that 
is the ree now, gon аан the 
angels of vengeance. t. xxviii. 
40, which is probably here referred to; 
also Hosea viii. 1: Hab. i. 8. The inter- 

tion bylact, Euthym., Calvin, 
. Wordsw., &c.) which makes the rh 

our Lord, and the deroi the elect, is quite 
beside the purpose. The mystical г, жын 
of it may be seen in Wordsw.’s notes. 
Neither is any allusion (Lightfoot, Ham., 
Wetstein, Wolf, &c.) to the Roman eagles 
to be for a moment thought of. The 
deroi are the vultures (vultur percnopte- 
rus, Linn 92 usually 5 eg ва. 
cients as belonging to the eagle kin Р 
Nat. Hist. іх. = 29.] 4 all 
the difficulty which this word has been 
su to involve has arisen from con- 
founding the partial falfilment of the 
prophecy with its ultimate one. The im- 

t insertion in Luke (xxi. 28, 24) 
shews us that the Өс includes ёрут) 
T9 Ааф robry, which is yet being in- 
flicted: and the treading down of Jeru- 
salem by the Gentiles, still mg on ee 
note there): and immediately after 
tribulation which shall happen ois тен 
cup of Gentile iniquity is full, and w 
the Gospel shall have been preached in 
all the world for a witness, and rejected 
by the Gentiles, (x\npwOaow каро i0- 
,) shall the coming of the Lord Him- 
self happen On пе indefiniteness of this 
assigned period in the hecy, see note 

А x (The кан. чы д in Mark is 
L. Ф 

в 

on ver. 
Vo 

for «av, ау D 

equally indicative of a considerable inter- 
val; iy dxeivaig таїс тиїртє nerd тђу 
OMA ixeivny.) The fact of His coming 
and its attendant circumstances being 
known to Him, but the exact time un- 
known, He speaks without regard to the 
interval, which would be employed in His 
waiting till all things are put under His 
feet : see Rev. i. 1; xxii. 6—90. 
what follows, 
speaks mainly and directly of His great 

coméng. "Traces there are (as e. g. 
in the litera] meaning of ver. 84) of slight 
and indirect allusions to the destruction 
of Jerusalem ;—as there were in the former 
се great events of which that із а 

wing :—but no direct mention. 
The contents of the rest of the chapter 
may be set forth as follows: (ver. 29) 
signs which shall immediate 
(ver. 80) the coming of the Lord to judg- 
ment, and (ver. 81) to bring salvation to 
His elect. The certainty of the event, 
and its intimate connexion with its pro- 
monitory signe (vv. 32, 83); the endur- 
ance (ver. 84) of the Jewish people till 
ad pe till Heaven ен Earth 
ver. 86) pass away. But (ver. 36) о 
the hour none knoweth. . 

Sorth the blessednese of the watohing, and 
misery of the neglectful servant (vv. 45— 
end), and forming a point of transition to 
the parables in the next chapter. é 
Hues oxor.) The darkening of the ma- 
terial lights of this world is used in pro- 
hecy as a type of the occurrence of trou- 
le and danger in the fabric of human 

societies, Isa. v. 80; xiii. 10; xxxiv. 4: 
Jer. iv. 28: Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8: Amos viii. 
9, 10: Micah iii. 6. But the type is not 
only in the worde of the prophecy, but 
also in the events themselves. Suc 
phecies are to be understood literally, and 
indeed without such understanding would 
lose their truth and signiflcance. The 
physical signs shall happen (seo Joel ii. 81: 
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641 Mk. Rer. 1. 7. Dax. vil. 18. 

29. for ато, er D al Eus. 

Esek. xx. 89. 
12 рев. vil. 18. lsa. zxxxill 17. Acts xxvi. 19. 

yv ta о v9 , v?’ М » \ 

vtov тою ` ayÜpwrov “ toxyoutvov. tri 
е 4 РА æ a 

тшу “vededwy той ovpavov nerd Suvapewc Kat So Ene 
31 ` э - N , ? — 4 

Kat атост:Ає тоос ayyéà оос auTou peta 

teh. zi. 17 ref. Zech. xii. 12. a (ch. xix. 38 al.] Rov. l. 
v ch. vill. 90 rof. ‹ ач 

80. rec ins rw bef ovpavw, with X rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: om ВІ, Cypr.— rov tv 
ovpavorc D. 
D 116 latt(not F) Cypr Ambr Jer Aug. 

Hagg, ii. 6, 21, compared with Heb. xii. 
26, ) ав accom ents and intensifi- 
cations of the a state of things which 
the description typifies. The Sun of this 
world and the church (Mal. iv. 2: Luke i. 
78: John i. 9: Eph. v. 14: 2 Pet. і. 19) 
is the Lord Jesus—the Light, is the 
Knowledge of Him. The moon human 
knowledge and science, of which it is said 
(Ps. xxxvi. 9), In thy light shall we see 
light: reflected from, and drinking the 
beams of, the Light of Christ. The stars 
—see Dan. viii. 10—are the leaders and 
teachers of the Church. The Knowledge 
of God shall be obscured—the Truth nigh 
put out—worldly wisdom darkened—the 
Church system demolished, and her teachers 
cast down. And all this in tho midst of 
the fearful signs here (and in Luke, vv. 
25, 26, ое M ME recounted : ы! 
setting aside, but accompanying, their 
literal fulfilment. al буу. т. obp.] 
not, stare, just mentioned ;—nor the 
angels, spoken of by and by, ver. 31: but 
most probably the greater heavenly bo- 
dies, which rule the day and night, Gen. 
i 16, and are there also distingui 
from the ácríptc, —the Aauspol davacrai 
of Asch. .init, See notes on 2 Pet. 
iii. 10—12, where the stars seem to be 
included in rà crotysia. Typically, the 
influences which rule nien society, which 

ight and desola- 
bright or dark ; and encourage 

is Tóra, 50 em- 

It is quite 
uncertain what the onysioy shall be 
plainly, not the Son of Man Himself, aa 

coy. bef rore D 1. 69. 124. 209 lat-a. rok nc bef к. doÉgc 

some explain it (even Bengel, generally so 
valuable in his explanations, says, ‘ Ipse 
erit signum sui,’ and quotes Luke ii. 12 as 
confirming this view ; but there the swad- 
dling clothes and the manger were the 
‘sign,’ not the child), nor amy outward 
marks on his body, as his wounds; for 
both these would confuse what the pro- 
phecy keeps distinct—the seeing of the 
sign of the Son of Man, and all tribes of the 
earth ког and afterwards seeing the 

This is manifest! 
eavens, by which 

shall know that the Son of Man is at hand. 
The Star of the Wise Men naturally occurs 
to our thoughta— but a star would not be 
a sign which all might read. On the 
ж I think no sign completely answers 
the conditions but that of the Cross :— 
and accordingly we find the Fathers mostly 
thus explaining the But as our 
Lord Himself does not answer the question, 
Tl rd спшїоу тўс oc тароосіас; we may 
аер гат the matter. I mention, just 
to s how sensible expositors can be 
misled X & false interpretation of the 
whole, Wetstein's strange perspurase 0 
тд onptioy r. v. r. dvd. fumus Hiero- 
solymorum incensorum, qui interdiu solem, 
nocte vero lunam et stellas obscurat.” 
waou al $. т. v.] see Zech. xii. 10—14, 
where the mourning is confined to the 
families of Israel: — here, it is universal: see 
reff. Rev.; also ті. 15—17. This coming 
of the Son of Man is not that spoken of 
ch. xxv. $1, but that in 1 Thess. iv. 16, 
17, and Rev. xix. 11 ff.,—His coming af 
the commencement of the millennial reign 
to establish His Kingdom: see Dan. vii. 
13, 14. Sivayis is the power of this 
Kingdom, not, the host of heaven. / 
31.] In 1 Thess, as above, the voice 
of the Archangel and the trump of God 
are distinguished from one another, which 
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SL om gene (as unnecessary) LA 1 ev-y al int-o Syr syr-ms copt arm Orig-lat Cyr- 
jer Chr Thdrt Cypr Hil: per. rng саля. peyadrtne syr(but pwync with ast) syr-jer 
seth: p. салж. cas $wvac ptyadrne D latt Hil Jer Aug: txt B rel sah. ak 

А aft‘avrwy ins Lu xxi. 28 D 184-5 с А. ins rw» B 1. 38. 69 
39. ecgua EFGHKMV latt(nata) wth & Aug: expiy ВОХ 1. 33. 69 D. lat let-ff, 

arm, producit Orig-lat,, miserit Orig-lat,. 
aft Osp., 33. 

ins cori bef т. Ө. D al latt Orig-lat : 

Se eee 1. 88. 69 latt Syr copt arm Chr: txt B rel lat-e вуг 
Orig- 

SA. aft vuy ins erc (from || Mk Га) BDFL 1. 89. 69 latt syrr Orig-lat. ravra 

EE copt arm Chr: om ravra al forj harl* lat-3 
Op. J ff, Orig-lat Bas Ps-Ath 

-tree is a sign that summer is 
nigh. O е тйэта таёта, every one 
of these things,—this coming of the Son 
of Man $ „ which will introduce the 

i regards the 

the conclusion of this parable, and is itself 
joined by wapidOy to the verse following. 

e cannot, in seeking for ite ultimate 
fulfilment, go back to the taking of Jeru- 
salem and make the words apply to it. 

Ая this is one of the points on which 
the rationalizing interpreters (De Wette, 
&c.) lay most stress to shew that the 
"rias ailed, it may be well to 
that has in Hellenistic Greek the 
meaning of a race or family of people. 
See Jer. viii. 8 LXX ; compare ch. xxiii. 
86 with ib. ver. 35, igovedeare ... 
this generation did not slay Zacharias— 
so that the wholes le are addressed : 

вее 
xvi. 17; Luke xvi. 8, where ye»tá is 
predicated both of the viol rov адрес 
rovrov and the woi той $wróc, Acts ii. 40; 
PhiL ii. 15. In all these places yeved is = 
үёуос̧, or nearly so; having it is true a 
more meaning, implying that the 
character of one ion stampe itself 
«pos the race, as here in this verse also. 

This meaning of yeved is fully con- 
ceded by Dorner; omnes reor conceasuros, 
vocem у. si eam vertas ætas, multas easque 
plane insuperabiles ciere difficultates, con- 
textum vero et orationis progressum flagi- 
tare significationem gentis, nempe Judsæ- 
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85. гес жарг\гисоута‹ (from || Mk Ім ae E rel latt Orig, Tert Hila Ambr : txt 
BDL 33 1at-e Iren Orig-ms Nyssen Mac Cyron Hesych Hil, Aug. 

36. ге ше гос bal upar (il ME), with (S 1. 88, e sil) syr-marg Bas Chr ТЫ: om 
BD rel Eus Chr- TA ovpavwy ins ovde о voc 

Jer eth arm Iren-lat Chr Orig-lat 
AL, homing: lato Eil. Hr: an E rel vulg lat-g, , copt; most 

lat-msa and gr-mss, as areis, by Jer(*In quibusdam Latinis codicibus ad. additum est 
neque ; 
habeatur adscriptum ” 
scholl vett ; and at the council of Nice, as rted in Ath, it was that these 
words were in Mk only. om pov (see e | Mk MI) BDLA' 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-jer 

tt th arm Bas Ps-Ath Chr Damasc Ambr Aug Op: ins E rel lat.f. 
Т. for de, yap (on account of дє „„ This is more probable than 

thet i nou have Sn soto ута н The change would be made on 
the second, not on the first occurrence of the DI, ‚исе rr mang cot Orig la 
Did spec Op: VVV era: ins ca. 
Luke xvii. 26), with D rel vulg lat -a b e f F 9 dM Up om BI ) 
L U(Treg) hari’ lat-c ff, b D-lat Syr copt arm Clem 
38. rec остер (see ver е еВ 1. (g) I. 53 Orig. rec aft 

прерац ins raiç xpo, nn rel vulg lat g. 2 copt arm Orig - lat; szevaiç хро Юа); 
sxevaic тас тро В lat-b с f ff, h вуг ут (#4) = om L lat-a e ff, Orig, (The reading 
in (xt seems to have been original one, and to have presented a difficulty which 
was solved by insg тро, raiç иро, or sctuyatc ; and then the readgs were variously 
combined, as in B and D.) aft vivoyrtc ins cat DL lat-a b Syr spec for 
exyap., yapickovrec В; yapitovrtig D 88 Chr-2-6-9-3-p-M : txt I, rel I Chr-Fd's-mse. 

rod W ii. 502.) The continued use 
in vv. 84, 85, should 

жеч му ths the Commentators from the 
blunder of imagining that the then living 
generation was meant, seeing that the pro- 
phecy is by the next verse carried on to 
the end of all things: and that, as matter 
of fact, the Apostles and ancient Christians 
did continue to expect the Lord's coming, 
after that generation had past away. But, 
as Stier well remarks, “there are men 
foolish enough now to say, heaven and 
earth will never pass away, but, the words 
of Christ pass away in course of time — ; 
of this, however, we wait the proof." ii. 
506. wávra ravta—all the si 
hitherto recounted—so that both these 
words, and dpeis, have their partial, and 
their full meanings.  éyyvs lerw— viz. 
ro тёХос. On ver. 86 see Ps. схіх. 89; Isa. 
xl. 8; li. 6; Ps. cii. 26. 96.] dj. èx., 
viz. of heaven and earth passing u^ ; ot, 
perhaps referring to ver. 80 ff. M к. 

' &p.—the exact time—as we say, the hour 

and minute.“ The very important addition 
to this verse in Mark, and in some ancient 
MSS. here (but see digest), o å vids, 
is indeed included in ef py д татӯр pov 
рбуос, but could hardly have been inferred 
from it, had it not been expressly stated : 
ch. xx. 28. All attempts to soften or ex- 
plain away this weighty truth must be 
resisted ; it will not do to say with some 
Commentators, ‘nescit ea nobis,’ which, 
however well meant, is a mere "evasion : 
—in the course of humiliation under- 
taken by the Son, in which He increased 

vidom (Luke ii. 52), learned obe- 
dience eb. v. В), uttered desires in 
prayer (Luke vi. 12, &c.),—this matter 
was hidden Him : and as I have 
already remarked, this is carefully to be 
borne in mind, in explaining the pro- 
phecy before us. 87—89. | This com- 
parison also occurs in Luke xvii. 26, 27, 
with the addition of ‘the days of Lot’ to 
it: see also 2 Pet. ii. 4—10; ii. 6, 6. It 
is important to notice the ‘confirmation, 
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mu. ы Ша lat-c К. f 5: ani Ой шаре: F 
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by His mouth who is Truth itself, of the 
historic reality of the flood of Noah. 
The expression vívovrec may serve to 
shew that it is a mistake to imagine that 
we have in Gen. ix. 20 the account of the 
fret wine and its effecta. The security 
here spoken of is in no wise inconsistent 
with the anguish and fear prophesied, 
Luke xxi. 25, 26. They say, there is 
peace, and occupy themselves as if there 
water bat fear is at their hearts ;— it 
amari id, quod in ipsi foribus angit. 
On the addition in e xxi. 34—86, see 
notes there. 40,417 From this point 
чай ай from ver. 37, as historic 
5 parabolic) the dis- 
begins to assume a parabolic form, 

and gradual passes into a series of formal 
next chapter. These 

Tous et Чин that, as in the times of 
Noah, men and women shall be em оуей 
їп their ordinary work : see Exod. xi. § 
(LXX), Isa. xlvii. 2. also shew us 
that the elect of God will to the last be 

t-f fs вуг syr-jer (sth) Iren 
. om ay D 33. rience Du D 1,(perbaps) L 1. 33. eavrov I, 88. 

* 

3 the incident ore u$; Ha ia 
haps describes the rude of 
on the sense of rapadapf. у ref. 
John), or left. Nor again do ier refer 
to the great judgment of ch. xxv. 81, for 
then (ver. 92 all shall be summoned : — 
but they refer to the millennial 
tion, and the gathering of the elect to 
the Lord then. The “women grinding at 
the mill" has been abundantly illustrated 
by | travellers, as even now seen in the East. 
See especially the Land and the Book, 

526, 7. iv, either because the pair 
of stones nes is the element in which the act 

takes —or, more 
— because that which is gro 
within, between the stones. 
Our Lord here resumes the tone of direct 
exhortation with which He commenced. 
To the secure and careless He will come 
as a thief in the night: to His own, as 
their Lord. See О їй 
xvi, 16: 1 Thess. v, 1—10, where the idea 
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46. rec xotouvra bef ovrwe 
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rec aft коргоо ins avrov (for per 
sth arm Orig-lat Bas Chr br Op: 

Ambr Hesych spec. 
e xii. 42, оет. no where = „ with D S: 

oac N 69 wth E БЫУ Bas Chr: txt B I. LA 33. om rov D. 
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1 ira rel lat. F syrr arm Orig-lat Bas, : 
-lat 

48. rec o cuptog bef pov (|| Luke), with E rel ii hom-Cl Bas Chr: tat BCD I, 1, 
83 Orig. 

is expanded at len Com ver. T 
there with our ver. ‚ and on the distinc- 
tion between those who are of tbe day, 
and those who are of the night, see дең 
there. 45—47.] Our Lord had 
this parabolic exhortation before, ake 
xii. 42—46. Many of these His last say- 
ings in public are solemn repetitions of, 
and references to, things already said by 
Him. That this was the case in the 
present instance, is almost demonstrable, 
from the implicit allusion in Luke xii. 86, 
to the return from the wedding, which is 
here nded into the parable of ch. xxv. 
1 ff. How much more natural that our 
Lord should have preserved in his para- 
bolic discourses the same leading ideas, 
and again and again gathered his pre- 
cepts round them,—than that the Evan- 

ists should have thrown into utter and 
consistent confusion, words which would 

have been 

bring о mind allt er the grit t 
dui He bad add ia эон 

тыт. к. 
dence in a servant can be only 
fuer . to his master. 

verse is especially addressed to the 

Conso- 

om Ad (as unnecessary, see ch xxv. 6) В 88 coptt Iren-lat. 

Apostles and ministers of Christ. The 
thy трофӯу (= rà acropirpioy 

Luke xii. 42) answers to lpyarny dvewrai- 
oyvvrov, брдотоџоё»та réy Adyor ric 
4X9. in 2 Tim. ii. 15. On ver. 47, com 
pare ch. xxv. 21: 1 Tim. iii. 18: Rev. ii. 
28; iii. 21, which last two an- 
swer to the promise here, that each f 
ful servant shall be over all his master's 
goods. That promotion shall not be like 
earthly promotion, wherein the eminence 
of one excludes that of another,—but 
rather like the diffusion of love, in which, 
the more each bas, the more there is for 
all, 48—51.] The question is тік 
here asked again, 5 

о oon refs —.— who says д кїр 
well—but now тут., &c.— 

falls away from his truth and faitbful. 
ness ;—the sign of which is that he begins 
(lit. shall have begun) to rararvpubur 
r&v kAnpey 1 Pet. v. 8, and to revel with 
the children of the world. In conse- 

45—51. 

a Govvat avroig my C eavror 

пакар) о Sovrog t ікнуос Ov BCDEF 
Alov о кфиос aurov ортен bree rotor. 

Al yw мї» Ort ° evi ташу robe " érápyovaty avrov ° kare- 
48 ¢ sàv 8 "eiry о какос dor oc ғ tei voc 

47 а LMaUY 
амт» А 1. 33. 
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. атой, tabiy M Veh. fy. 17 ab 
nte о küproc rov a ‘ch хун, as, 

добою є єкеуоы ey br 5 ov js rpocdocg Kat ev рд y x Joka Inne, 

où * yerwoxer, 5l к oro: auray, kai ro‘ 
avrov perd тш» фор» d Olou’ xei orar О * кАаубидс, 

X төте... kat о Boy xuòe TOV * о8б»тшу, 
Onorar 7 Bastia Twv ойраушу Otka * wapBivorc, " alriyte 

1. Naovea raç ` Аадтадас Eavrwy En siç " Uwavrnow 4 Bere 

з avit. 89. 

XXV. I Tore ‘ oporw- E "n 
ah 

6 = му 1111. 
Rev. xx. 

xxii. 19. 4 Lake xii. 46 only. see Ps. xlix. 18. e cb. vili. 18 reff eb. xiii. 94. xviii. 33 aL 
g **.7,11. ob. L 23, from Isa. vii. 14. Lakei.27 bia. Acte axi. V. 1 Cor. vil. (ge Toa Al. 2. Rev. 

ziv. 4 only. h ch. vil. 16 ref. 1 bere, aud Joha x Acts xz. 8. Rev. iv. 
б. viii. 10 oniy. Gen. xv. 17. 
ver. 6. Acts ХКИШ. 16. ые 17 only. 1 Kings іх. 14, e. always w. cic in N. T. 
(Bot Apoer., 3 Macc. xii. 80 

k dr., John ЕҢ. 18 only. ` Jadg. xi. M vu. only (b ar., 
& LXX. 

49. rec om avrov (see || Luke), with E rel hom-Cl : e BEDIL L 1. 83. 69 latt syrr 
coptt wth arm 

(i| Lake) C 1. * 
61. Once bef pera D latt (a def) Hil. 

Cuar. XXV. 1. rec avrwv, with C I, rel Orig Bas: txt BDL (see note). 

ce, though he have not lost his belief 
e m he shall be placed with those 

ed not, the ites. 
51.] Bx. refers to the punishment of cut- 
ting, or sawing asunder: see Dan. ii. 5; 
iil. 29: Sus. ver. 59: see also Heb. iv. 12; 
xi. 37. The expression here is perhaps 
not without а symbolical reference to that 
dreadful sendering of the conscience and 
practice which shall be the reflective tor- 
ment of the condemned: — and by the 
mingling and confounding of which only 
ia the anomalous life of the wilful sinner 
made in this world tolerable. 

Cuar. XXV. 1—18.] PARABLE OF THE 
VrimGINS, Peculiar to Matthew. 
1] тбте—аѓ the period spoken of at the 
end of the last chapter, Ма the coming 
of the Lord to His personal reign—not 
His final coming to judgment. Bixa 
se een subject of this parable is not, 
as of last, the distinction between the 
faithful and unfaithful servants; no out- 
ward distinction here exists—all are vir- 
сеш companions of the bride—all 

rnished with brightly-burning lamps 
all, up to а certain time, fully ready to 
meet the Bridegroom—the difference con- 
sists in some having made a provision for 
feeding the lamps in case of delay, and 
the others ar and the moral of the 
parable is the blessedness of endurance 
unto the end. ‘In eo vertitur summa 
parabole, quod non satis est ad officium 
semel accinctos fuisse et ratos, nisi ad 
finem usque duremus.’ Calvin. There is 

lat Bas-old-mss Chr ТЫ Euth 
. жача» (|| Luke), with G(rtvny) allat-a: txt BC 

arm Bas ТЫ Euth н хуа ЕНК 69: 

s гор К Pi &o0:ew де к. 
o &свутт copt æth 

ecQ М 33.) for de, re 

rec 

no here of apostasy, or unfaith- 

ic ee at e light t t the coming 
however delayed. 

Ten was а dn aider number with the 
Jews ten men formed a чаш a 
synagogue. In а passage from Rabbi Sa- 
lomo, cited by Wetetein, he mentions ten 
lamps or torches as the usual number in 

ions: see also Luke xix. marriage processi 
18. els dw. т. у.) It would appear 
that these vi had left their own homes, 
and were waiting somewhere for the bride- 
groom to come,—probably at the house of 
the bride; for the object of the 
роса was to fetch the bride to t 

groom’s house. Meyer however sup- 
that in this case the wedding was to 

be held in the bride’s house, on account of 
udi thing signified —the coming of the Lord 

urch ;—but it is better to take 
theo шу custom, and interpret accord- 
Мез wecan. In both the wedding 

see ch. ar the bride does not 
parables or she, being the church, is in 
fact the te of t. the guests in the one 
case, and of the companions in the other. 
We may perhaps вау that she is here, їп 
thestrict interpretation, the Jewish Church, 
and these ten virgins Gentile congregations 
accompanying her. The reading xai тйс 
vópu$rc is probably an interpolation, such 
as are of frequent occurrence in D and ita 

ates. This Ф 9Абоу is not their cogn 
Jinal going out in ver. 6, for only half of 
them did so,—but their leaving own 
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1еһ-1к-1бтей. rod ' уурфіор, 2 ү! òè E aura jour ™ nepal, kai BCDEF 
refi a ch, Vi 34 tur ^ фрбушо!. 3а ydp ^ pwpat Neben rác suv 

"mM Nim: 18 Aapwatac avrov оок tAa[Jov pel favre ° EE at 33.9. 
a^ $póviuot ag аку év тос "a a y yelotc perà TOV р hae & S 

lil. 
only. Jer. 4557 4 FAauxáBwv avrov. 5 * ypovičovroç 8 rov ' vvugiov 

NE xxiv.«s " EvUcratay masat ка! exaQevooy. 7 utone & 'vuxroc 

r $ Pet. Il. S only. Ps. ску. 28 vat. cxx. 8, 4. s hers oniy. В Kings Ш. 90. sce Mark xiii. 85. 

axavrnay (from ver 6), with DL rel: txt BC 1 Method. (Z ш aft 
vuuétov add cat rng vuuénc (prob a clumsy i olation: see note 111 al latt 
Syr syr-w-ast (with a 1 он; “sponsa non in omnibus exemplaribus invenitur 
nominatim in Alexandrino ’ ig-lat Hil Arnob Tich Op: om BOZ rel coptt sth 
Method Bas Chr A ug. 

2. [vv 2—16 lat-a defective.] ins ac bef Ist xeyre Z. rec yeay bef e£ 
avrov, with X rel Bas Chr-H: om e£ avro» Chr-2(and ed-Fd) : txt BCDLZA! 1 lat-b o 
&c arm Orig-lat Bas Chr-6-9-n-p. rec transp $povutot and порах (more natural 
order. It hardl as Mey and De W. been altered to txt to suit ver 8), with X 
rel ша: вутт Bas Chr ТЫ: txt BCDLZ 1. 33 latt syr-jer copt sth arm Orig-lat. 

" ar a: bef xevre (error from the last letters of xa: F), with E rel Bas Thi: 
‘om B р 1. 83. 

. 8. rec airıveç (mechanical repetition from ver 1, arrivec NaBovea K. r. A. f), with X 
rel Bas Chr: а: de Z 1 latt wth: a« ov» D lat. : кас ac Syr syr-ms: ac syr arm: txt 
BCL 88 copt. (yap not being understood, де, ovv, cat were substituted ; or as rec: this 
seeme to me far more likely than that a: yap should have been substituted for ауес, 
as Mey and De W. think.) e газэты» (mechanical repetition from 
ver 1), with Z(appy) (S 1, e sil) : om L vulg lat-f,.9,../ arm: txt BCD rel Bas. 
aft оет ins ev row оууеюцқ avre» D Scr’s д! ev. (one) Arnob. 

4. rec aft a 
lat-h Syr arm иа 

homes: сї.Ха Вофса,—Хабо>, &c. vv. , 4. 
The in n i these are souls come 
out from the world into the Church, and 
there waiting for the of the Lord— 
not h ites, but faithful souls, bearing 
their lamps (т. A. lavràv, cf. 1 Thess. iv. 4) 
—the inner spiritual life fed with the oil 
of God's Spirit (see Zech. iv. 2—12; Acts 
x. 88; Heb. i. 9). All views of this para- 
ble which represent the foolish virgins as 
having only a dead faith, only the lamp 
without the light, the ber d without ва 
rit, &c., are quite beside 
lamps (see ver. 8) were all үү a aa at Ping 
апд for а certain time. Whether the 
equal partition of wise and foolish have any 

m we cannot say ; it may be so. 
9, 4.| These were not torches, nor 

wicks fastened on staves, as some have sup- 
posed, but properly lamps: and the oil 
vessels (which is moet important to the 
pen) were separate the lam 

being the hearts lit with t e 
flame of heavenly love and patience, sup- 
lied with the oil of the Spirit, —Énow comes 

in the difference between the wise and fool- 
ish :—the one made no provision for the 
supply of this—the others did. How so? 
The wise ones gave all diligence to make 

унос ins aur, with C rel latt вуг copt 
om 2nd avrw» CZ vulg lat. 7 ff, g, , A Ang: eavrey В. 

seth: om B D-gr LZ 1 forj 

their calling and election sure (2 Pet. i. 10 
and 5—8), making their bodies, souls, and 
spirits (their vessels, 2 Cor. iv. 7) a means 
of supplying itual food for the light 
within, by ; in the appointed means 
of grace, more and more of God's Holy 
Spirit. The others did not the. but trust- 
ing that the light, once would ever 
burn, made no provision for the strength- 
ening of the inner man by watchfulness and 
prayer. 5—7.) xpovtL. : compare ch. 
xxiv. 48. But the thought of the foolish 
Dm is very different from that of the 

ed servant : his— there will be plenty 
of time, my Lord tarrieth ;'—theirs, ‘surely 
He will soon be here, there is no need of a 
store ofoil' This may serve to shew how 
mi Fea diverse is the ground of the two 

iv. cd. x. ix. ] I believe no 
more is meant here than that all, being 
weak by nature, gave way to drowsiness: 
as indeed the wakefulness of the holiest 
Christian, ир е with what it should 
be, is a sort of slumber :—but, the while, 
how much difference was there between 
them ! сат] dormitabant : we 
have Aristo p ee 2 12, бжуос vverac- 
rnc: and By ae каке 

ordsw., а vvoräkor р мер р W 
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А eter f коаоуп yeyouey Ido о ' vupgiog, руга * uc * aráv- EC 

ассос т, Tore nyépônoay тава: at карбо: ‘кема Kat Rev. а .18. 

TE = pwpat тас̧, 3 

ys $povipoic йа» Aórt nuiv єк тоо °eXatou vpwv, ore at a. only. 
Aapwadee пио» ~ сђдіууоута. 9 атекрібпва» 86 а pos- 40 "Ese 

vipor Аёуоива: * Mirore ou un ? аркёсу йш» ка! Sut». 
торейвобе parXov прос rove wwovvrac, Kai a ayopácart "Lats 

LMSUV " éxdopnoay тас ‘Aapwadac € tauroy. 
33. 69. 

10 = tavratc. 

эурфіос" каї at 

> yapouc, kai &kAticÜn m дора. 

атеруоріуњу & avrov ayopacat Aber 0 

* тошо tic ij Gov 

w ch. xii 
"ч E 

x vili. 5,6. 

per aurou eic TOUC ı Prov. E 
vorepov & Epyovrat · 205. lls 

— 7 Er. . KT HET. b pin, a K. zii 2 Gr ref. мин 

6. for ytyoviv, тото В. rec aft ууифгос ins toxeran with C*X rel latt 
seth arm Orig-lat Bas Chr Op: om BC'DLZ coptt Method E phr Cyr. for e- 
xtab, eEepyeras Di. cuvaryrnacy C. rec aft aras rie ins avrov, with AD 
rel; ашты C latt: om B Суг. (Z 33 defective.) 

7. om execvas D ev-22 (Syr ?) arm. rec (for cavrwy) avrov, with CD rel: txt 
ABLZ. (33 def.) 

8. rec «xov, with ADZ rel: txt BCL 88. 
пры», vwy СО. 

. rec (for ov un) ove, with ALZ 38. 69: txt BCD rel Ephr Bes. 
aft wopeveoOe ins дє, with CZ rel lat-ff, syr copt-wilk: om ABDEGHSVA S et 

latt 
rec 

w wth arm Orig-lat, Aug 
10. for ax. де avr., tec vxayovow oum vadunt D. 

з«Анодд B!. 

шу, understands this verse of sleep in 
But, not to mention that this will 

f the machinery of the le (see 
below on ver. 8), it would assume (α 
that none of the faithful RM beliving on 
earth when the Lord com крелгүў 
ү see Isa. lxii. 5—7: "and the porter's 

„Mark xiii. 84. This cry is 
before the coming: see ver. 10. yiyovev, 
not, was, but to rendered 

now seem alike—all wanted their ix 
trimmed—but for the neglectful, there 
is not wherewith! It is not enough to 
have burnt, but to be burning, when He 
се е 
а it if the ой is spent ? ds 

“by pouring pouring on fresh oil, and re- 
fungi about the wick: for the 

ter purpose a sharp-pointed wire was 
— the lamp, witch is still seen in 
the byonze lamps found in sepulchres. 
Virgil’s Moretum, ‘ Et producit acu mapa 
humore carentes. " Webst. and 

gone out ? "edt ere is окшы, 
the lamps of the foolish virgins are not ev- 

aft уру ins eAator А. for 

аркгавь D 

tro, A ет-уовое. 

tinguished altogether. оё 
åp. ] вее Ps. xlix. 7 ; Rom. xiv. rid. 
can have more of this provision than will 
supply his own wants. wopevec@s ) 
This is not, said in mockery, as some (Lu- 
ther, Calv.) suppose : but in earnest. 
ol тећобутев we are the ordi аро зема 
of the means of greco altimalaiy 
God Himself, who alone can give his Spirit. 
The counsel was good, and well followed — 
but the time was past. (Observe that those 
who sell are a particular class of persons— 
no mean argument for a set and appointed 
э ee for apar ne 

ey sell, t receive or the 
d: cf. our Lord’s ‚ Luke x. 7. 

This selling bears no у with the 
crime of Simon in Acts viii.: cf. 
our Lord's other saying, Matt. x. 8.) 
10—12.] We are not told that they could 
not buy—that the shops were shut—but 
simply that it was foo late—for that time. 
% Pian paren o B the Lord 

, when und of grace wili 
be past, that is —except in so 
far as it is hin 5 
and in the individual application of the 
parable (virtuall lly, not actually) coincides, 
to each man, with the day of his death. 
This feast is the marriage supper of Rev. 
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2. ef cal at Хота! тарбф›о: Aéyovca. Кори кор avoi&ov гоч, 
oy t ̂^ тшу. 120 $ атокоеіс жеу Ашу» Хуш Üptv, ^ ovk ABCDE 

e = Lake iy. 6. ТИ Е" e 1 9 dhe ч е а » H s * FORK 
Aciiivbl oda иас. ! D onyoptire ouv, Ort ouk одате Thy пиѓоау LMSUY 

f ch. хіх. 91 »N ` v v N м d ? - XA t. 
тей Ecke OVSE THY wpav. < остео ydo avÜpemoc © атодпнш» 99 

Е; зи. sret ека есу тойс 18(00с̧ SuvAouc kai ° тарёдшкку ауто та 
ch. xvill.24 fe 7 , - 15 13 v 1. 7 7 b AX oniy. 2Kimp г vrüpyovra avrov, 1° kai " qj piv tOwkev wévre таАаута, 

. а NI € e d 

120%. vus. #05 & бро, "o dd Ev, Exaory card тди 10(а» db, 
` e 

kabel Aes Kat “ GweOnunotv suhéwç. 15 mopsvÜric дё о та wévre 
TI EN Во» "éipyácaro 'év abroic Kai ™ сто! ES = ' radavra «pev : mp yocare: ev avroic Kal © eoincey 

Mam. xvi, 6 аа wévre ["raAavra]. 7 weatrwe xai о та доо 
R a LI Ф Rev. ii. 16. m = ch. ll. 10. Lake xix. 18. Deat. vil. 18. 

11. for epyovrai, m\Oov D lat-c f вуг copt Orig - lat Op. om cat DHZ forj lat- 
b cf h copt wth Aug: ins ABC rel vulg lat-f, , g, , syrr arm Orig-lat Bas Aug Op. 

rec aft wpay ins ғу n о woc rov аудрытоу epyera: (gloas), with C'E ei 
mg: om ABC DLXA 1!. 33 latt syrr syr-jer coptt seth arm Orig-lat Eus(appy) Ath 
Chr Hil Aug. 

14. om yap D arm Orig. 
ауто» А. 

15. for I», eva D. 

: хор. de evÜsug arm. 

aft avOpesroc ins ric CFM al arm. for avrov, 

for 10. дъу., Üvvajw avrov D. 
16. «vOtuc wopevOerc, omg de, В lat-b ff, 1: evt де жор. 1 al lat-o f „А 

q»yacaro DL 69. 
(prob from оо 17, 22) ATBCDL 1. 88. 69: txt A! rel. 

Jer 

for rothe, exepdnacy 
om 2nd талауга (as us- 

necessary : it is hardly possible it should have been inserted) BL 1. 88 latt(not f) Syr 
syr-jer coptt arm Op. 
t for wcavrec, opowc D.—A adds де. 

tol) lat-5 91 · 

xix. 7—9 (see also ib. xxi. 2); after which 
these improvident ones gone to buy their oil 
shall be judged in common with the rest of 
the dead, ibid. vv. 12, 13. Observe 
here, ойк olda iy. is very different, as the 
whole circumstances are different, from 
obdiwore Cyvoy ùp. in ch. vii. 28, where 
the droxwptire ax’ іроў binds it to the 
wopevecOe ёж’ luoõ in our ver. 41, and to 
the time of the final judgment, spoken of 
in that parable. [See the note at the end 
of the chapter. | 

14—80.] PARABLE OF THE TALENTS. 
Peculiar to Matthew. The similar parable 
contained in Luke xix. 11—27 is altogether 
distinct, and uttered on a different occa- 
sion: see notes there. 14.] Sew. y.— 
the ellipsis is rightly supplied in the E. V., 
For the Kingdom of Heaven is as a 
man, &c. We have this parable and the 
pec one alluded to in very few words 
y Mark, xiii. 34—36. In it we have the 

active side of the Christian life, and ifs 
danger, set before us, as in the last the 
contemplative side. There, the foolish vir- 
gins failed from thinking their part too 
easy—here the wicked servant fails from 
thinking his too hard. The parable is still 
concerned with Christians (rovs lov 

om каз C!L 33 am(with em forj fald? 
aft dvo ins raÀavra Хавы» D lat-c eth-rom ; AaBwy vulg lat-a ö 

BovAovs), and not the world at large. 
We must remember the relation of master 
and slave, in order to understand his de- 
livering to them his property, and punish- 
ing them for not fructifying with it. 
155 In Luke each receives the same, but 
the profit made by each is different: see 
notes there. Here, in fact, they did each 
receive the same, for they received accord- 
ing to their ability—their character and 

wers. There is no Pelagianism in this, 
or each man’s powers are themselves the 
gift of God. 16—18.] The increase 
gained by each of the two faithful servants 
was the ful amount of their talents :—of 
each will be required as much as has been 
given. " eloyácoro is the technical 
term, common in the classics, and - 
cially in Demosthenes: see Reiske’s ides. 
ё» is instrumental.“ Meyer. trol - 
gev is not a Latinism (conficere pecu- 
niam), but answers to wouiy каряду 
ch. ш. 10. The third servant here 
is not to be confounded with the wicked 
servant in ch. xxiv. 48. This one is nof 
actively an ill-doer, but a Aider of the 
money entrusted to him—one who brings 
no profit: see on ver. 24. 19—23.) 

qo wv xpóvov.— Here again, as well as 
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10 0 à ro è ey хад» n = 
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19 88 A 2 А шй Kvpiov avrov. шта Е TOÀUV ХҲобьоу £pytrat o кор‹ос pak xviii. 23, 
reff. 

ке» du Ad wivre 

тоу доолор € ёкеіушу Kai ° ewvaipat Adyov per аўтшу. Eas u. 
gei тоовАбшь а о rd wévre " rü avra Aaa wpociwey- 2» 2 36 

" ráAavra М№уеу Корь, burt b = here bis 
таЛаута ' only. (Маск 

, D 5 5 v. 7. Ana 
рог ° еселе 18е аААа wévre radavra “exépdnoa Tew 17 9. Eph. 
evrotc. 3 ken wrd o Kupiog avrov TED ovs „Зуй we Lake a 

Kai moré, " 

re Pal [-4 3 

&c copt Orig-lat. om xa: avrog (as 
seth arm -lat Bes Op: ins us 

18. aft I» ins rahavroy . A lat-a 5 

(not f А). 

Aa гер.) 

rec Ev тй yn А vee rel am зугт: roy улу Ct: 
lat. Hi ath arm. (The decision here is difficult. ЖЕМЕНТНГН was like 

1 

tri oiya d ze maroc, emi ' woddwy ga t kara- ff. ver. 
rie ° седе ec ryv * yapay rov kvpiov воо. 

45, € a Heb. K 11 al., from P». xciv. Ц. 

2 wpoc- , ice Lake X: 

v šoba zv. II. Penes 3 Ох. 

5 5 BC'L 33 latt coptt 

om N „D 5. 36. 59 lat -a 5 c &c 

ул» BL 33 
ely enongh 

to be mistaken, one EN being passed. over, for EENTHTH, and then the TH omitted : 
and on the other hand, ZENTH was just as like 
ZENENTH, and then the TH inserted.) 

19. or xporov bef xoXvv, with A rel 

20. for cat wpoctAO., wpoceAO. де A copt. 
киелә гит latt arm 

; the reading of D &c above, and E &c 
10 BG d. to correct if) BDL 33 latt copt æth arm: ins AC rel syrr, гу avroic 

ewesipénoa D, 
d and appy 

(from ver 1 

ann Orig-lat. € (see Luke хіх. 1 
ext, ext (i. e. етн) ew’ D latt arm: уша in (ori гу) 

in the xpovit. of ver. Б and ch. xxiv. 48, we 
have an intimation that AG interval would 

PE the beginning of judgment at the 
те judgment of the mil- 

to the servants м 
owed с "gr ah ridus ver. 14 
their final judgment—but not that the 
rest of the world. We may observe that 
this br! cera said account differs from the coming 

inasmuch as this is 
io ial 53 with a course of 
action раг that with a present state 
of preparation. This holds, in the indi- 
vidual application, of the account after 
the resurrection: that, at the utmost 
(and not in the direct sense of the parable 
even so much), of being ready for his sum- 
mons at death. ] The faithful ser- 
vant does not take the praise to himself 
—po: тарібевас is his eerte amer: 

rec per’ aurwy bef Xoyov, with A rel lat.ff, syrr Orig : txt 

ly to be mistaken for 
rec awerpuwe, with X rel: txt ABCDL 38. 

: txt BCDGL 1. 33. 5 
1. 

om 4th radavra C'L latt Syr eth. 
om ex avrotg (аг 

below, have 

91. ЕД тш, чи А ., om BCDEKL (MU, Tisch) 33 latt Syr 
А 1(appy) latt Iren-lat Lucif. 

lat Iren Lucif. 
for Ist 

ix’ abroig the enabling cause of his gain; 
—' without Me, ye can do nothing, John 
xv. 5. This is plainer in Luke (xix. 16), 
$ pra cov діка spocgoyácaro prac. 
See 1 Cor. xv. 10;—end on the joy and 
alacrity of these faithful servants in the 
day of reckoning, 1 Thess. ii. 19; 2 Cor. 
i. 14; Phil. iv. 1. 21.] In Luke = bri 
iv Raxiore maroc lyivov, (a0: іЕоосіау 
rapida ітауы ira sóAev— where see note. 
(I cannot imagine with Meyer that «is to 
be taken with iwi diya ўс r., or that it 
will not bear the sense of * Well done! 
Although «dye is the more usual word, we 
have (see Passow) ir in later Greek such ex- 
pressions as pad ù, which is as near as 
posible to that meaning.) The xapá 

is not a feast, as sometimes inter- 
preted, but that joy spoken of Heb. xii. 2, 
and Isa. lii. ll—thet joy of the Lord 
arising from the completion of his work 
and labour of love, of which the first Sab- 
batical rest of the Creator was typical— 
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w ver. 14, 
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ай. avro o кор‹ос avrov 

E оМуа 3 ze maroc, ёт! тоААшу ct * Kara- 

' Eù 8ovAÀc 4a 

M wooc- 

Me беа Abos d cal о ro tv ráAavrov «Мпфос ctv Коре, 
ach. xxvi. 8 
[ur Mk. Gr, урушу GE ore 

Lake l. 2 Жы» is ёстерас̧, kai 
xvii. 
х1. 53. Acia 

Esek. x. 4. tà yec “ro cov bob ax. 14. XE c . 

“oxAnpos є ч зубрытос, 7 бершу Omov ovx 
" ouvaywy obey оу 

s фоВтбеіс, азгеАбш> Ёёкруфа то rüAavróv gov tv ry b 
26 

25 " девокбот‹сас' Kat 

атокрибыс $ o корс avrov 
Handi, втеу avr IIovnpé dos he ка! ° oKvnpé, ўёнс 8 ort 7 бєрїё® 

ljonly. 
vi. 6, 9. e ii ' оточ ovK ёотира, kai " auväyw 80e ov * вскдртіва ; : 
e Mark xi хн. 27 fd сє обу Валк» то apyupiov pov тос °тратейта‹с, 

ebere only f. 
6 Tr evvérote тр p траке тр, Polyb. xxxii. 18.6. Jos. Autt. xil. 3.3. (sco cb. zzi. 18) 

28. om дє B. 
157. 243: om ABCL 1. 83. 69 syrr. 
tÜerec D. 

88. evye and ewe ew, as before, ver 21. 
34. om lst «a: D 1 lat - a b о 9; org Lucif. 

for 20i», отоо D 56 latt. arm Hil -lat Op. 
25. акт\Өо> ка: D al latt eth. 

rec aft ғаћаута ins Aa, with D rel vulg lat-5 с; фес 
. (а space is left in Rettig’s edn of A.) 

for idt, iov D (and ver 25). 
xap- 

xıcroç bef пс B lat -. (om nç lat-c.) 
for Iv, eva Dl. om ce D 46 latt 

26. ovis bef rownpe A latt Syr copt Orig-lat, hom-Cl Chr-ed(not Fd) Damasc Hil 
Lucif Ambr Jer Op. 
N. rec ovy bef ce, with AD rel latt copt Orig-lat Op: txt BCL 88 ev. yen вуг. 

Gen. i. 31 ; ii. 2,—and of which his faith- 
ful ones shall in the end partake: see 
Heb. iv. 8—11; Rev. iii. 21. Notice 
the identity of the praise and ion of 
him who had been faithful in less, with 
those of the first. The words are, as 
has been well observed, “ not, ‘good and 
successful servant, but 'good and faith. 
ful servant :’” and faithfulness does not 
depend on amount. 24, 25.] This 
sets forth the excuse which men are per- 
petually making of human infirmity and 
inability to keep God’s commands, when 
they never apply to that grace which may 
enable them to do so—an excuse, as here, 
self-convicting and false at heart. 
O«p([. бт. oùx for.] The connexion of 
thought in this our rd’s last parable, 
with His first (ch. xiii. 8—9), is remark- 
able. He looke for fruit where He has 
sown—this is truth: but not beyond the 
power of the soil by Him enabled—thés is 
man’s lie, to encourage himself in idleness. 

.] see Gen. iii. 10. But that 
pretended fear, and this insolent speech, 
are inconsistent, and betray the falsehood 
of his answer. (yes rò сбу) This 
is also false—it was not rd сбу—Ѓог there 
was his lord's time,—and hie own labour, 

which was Kog lord’s—to be accounted 
Jor. 26, N.] Luke prefixes ёк тоё 
oréparéc соо кру os,—viz. ‘ because, 
knowing the relation between us, that 
of absolute power on my part over thee, 
—if thou hadst really thought me such 
an hard master, %a се r. r. A., in order 
to avoid utter ruin. But this was not 
thy real thought — thou wert sovopóc 
к, dernode.’ The gees, &c. is not 
concessive, but hypothetical ;—God is sot 
really such a Master. rot трол. 
in Luke (xix. 28) ixi rpawelav. 
333 reted cox vBiorne (see 

. xxi. 12) by Hesychius. There was 
% saying very current among the earl 
Fathers, yiveoOe ббкно rpamreZira, whi 
some of them seem to attribute to the Lord, 
some to one of the Apostles. It is sup- 
posed by some to be taken from this 
and it is just possible it may have 
bat 55 was traditional, or from 
some apocryph Suicer, Thes., 
under the word, the question, 
and inclines to think that it was a way of 

the general moral of the two 
parables in Matt. and Luke. Bat, 
in the tation, who are these тра- 
жета Р The explanation (Olsh., and 
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12 Heb. zl. 10. 
Gea. xxxviil. 

ГД q э › — - * . apare оў» ат avrov то таћаутоу, kai Sore ry EXOVTE e Latesis. s3 
-~ „ 1 ‘ 1 x 

T ydo Exovrt таргі SoBhoerat kai у? ch. xii. 
2 (reff.) only. b Б 5 e \ a Wf t a y * , 

wtpisgtvÜnaerar той & ux) Exovroc, Kai 0 tyt apÜnae- i Lake ssi 10 
rat ат aurov. 

ro * 

* Вооуџос rev одоутшу. 

31 “Orav 82 #А0р о | vide rov ! 

ға аруурка (corra) В. 
Chr(caye). 

С. for дека, vert D. 
29. om таут: D al Syr Chr. 

доке exe 
Tert Ambr 

kai тд» ‘aypsiov Sovrov ix(JàAers ic 
окбтос то * (Ёотеро»" ёкы Lora. KNA Kai о ne 

weptocevosrat D. 
Luke xix. 26), with AC rel syr Orig, Chr: txt BDL 1. 33 latt Syr. 

ее тее тала LA 83. 69 vulg 1а6.7 g, , l вуг Orig, Chr--L Thl-edd 
er Philast 

. Hi. 12. 
k ch. viii. 19 

> = reg. 

аубротоо ev ry ™ добу э 
m ch. xvi. 27 
га. Fa ci. 16. 

syw bef eXOwy A lat. fi g, А Clem(eyw ауе.) Orig 

rec ажо де rov pn (from 
for eyes, 

30. rec exBadXere, with FG*H 69: Badere ew D 51 lat - a b o e fsg: txt ABC rel 
Chr ТЫ Euthym-mss. 

id, &c., 
ightest at least, without trouble to thy- 

self. have provided that I should have 
not been defrauded of the interest of my 
money—but now thou art both slothful 
and wicked, in having done me this in- 
justice.’ Observe there would have been 
no praise due to the servant—but тд 

of the траже та. 
take heed that they be 

rules by stating the great law of his King- 
dom. In ch. xiii. 12 we have explained 
this as applied to the system of teaching 

parables. Here it is icated of 
the whole Christian life. It is the case 
even in nature: a limb used is strength- 
ened ; disused, becomes weak. The trans- 

ference of the talent is not a matter of 
justice between man and man, but is done 
in illustration of this law, and in virtue 
of that inka y power by which God 
does what He will with his own : see Rom. 
xi. 29, and note there. In rò ox. тъ i£. 
there is again an allusion to the marriage 
supper of the Lamb, from which the useless 
servant being excluded, gnashes his teeth 
with remorse without : see ch. xxii. 13. 

31—46.) THE FINAL JUDGMENT OF 
ALL NATIONS. Peculiar to Matthew. In 
the two former parables we have seen 
the difference between, and judgment of, 
Christians—in their inward readiness for 
their Lord, and their outward diligence 
in profiting by his gifts. And both these 
had reference to that first resurrection 
and millennial Kingdom, the reality of 
which is proved by the paseages of Scrip- 
ture cited in the notes above, and during 
which all Christians shall be judged. We 
now come to the great and universal 
judgment at the end of this period, also 

esied of distinctly in order in Rev. 
xx. 11—16—in which all the dead, small 
and great, shall stand before God. This 
last great узете answers to the judg- 
ment on Jerusalem, affer the Christians 
had escaped from it: to the gathering of 
the eagles (ministers of vengeance) to the 
carcase. Notice the precision of the words 
in ver. 31, Stray 82 00 —the бта» setting 
forth the indefiniteness of the time—the 
ч the ина Ar the two parables 
oregoing; and т to mark a precise 
time when all this shall take place—a 
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n ch, xix, 
28. xxiii. 9. 
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och xix 28. 
Isa. x xii. 93. 
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piur., Ob. 

TEL. 172 

v ch. iv. 19. xl. 28. zzii. 4al. Gen. xxxvii. 90. 
м gen., John vi. 45. Philem. 1. Winer, $ 30.2. 

10. xv. 50 al. Gen. хт. 7. Isa. Alix. 8. 

31. ree ins ау: bef ауу (usual epithet : ined 
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мит. Eri ° Өрбуоу ° дОЁтс avrov, 

Gey avrov wavra та Ehen, ка! ° афорш: avrove ат aÀÀn- 

Чафорфи rà тоб[Зата атд торт, 
$3 * , * è , ә 8 de - 2 es * 

Kai otou та uiv тоб[Зата єк Eno avrov, e 
` |t»! эу s э М 

та & epi && *evwvipwv. 
roig ёк "órktov avrov “Acvure ot " evÀovynuévot 

- marpóc роо, * кАпооуоиђсатє thy * qrowacpéwny vpi ı. 
7 21 ZE OZ Вас:Хнау aro " karaßoàñç " kócuov. 

kat ? eSwxaré poe ° фауғу, *edubnoa Kat ‘eworicaré ut, 

у ck. 12. 98 reff, 
* 36. Rev. ziti. 8. zxvii.8. тод, Jobn sviil. 94 al. see ch. xiii. 85 reff. 

ech. A. 49 |. Rom. xii. 20 (from Prov. xxv. 21) al. Judg. iv 

XXV. 

> « ` ү, em ; , + € М n , 
aUTOU, Kal TAVTEC ot ayysÀor er aurov, rore " кадіса 

82 kai Р cuvayOnoovrat Europos- 

4 sore 60е o Bacrevc 

35 а лудса yap 

т Lake i. 78, 42. pergens. exin Отта) Зза. Ixi. 9. 
2 ch. v. 5. хіх. 29. Z.96. xvili. 18. 1 Cor. vi. 9, 

s w. axó, Lake xi. 60. Heb. iv. A 
a ch. v. 6 reff. b cb. xiv. 16 reff. 

» 19. 

Jrom Mark viii. 38, or Luke ix. 
26), with A rel lat F syrr Chr: om BDL f. 33 latt syr-jer copt wth arm Orig Eus Ath 
Chr-x-L(and wlf-ms) Cyr Max Cypr Hil Ambr Aug p 

32. rec соуаҳӨпоєта: (grammi corrn), with А rel Eus, : txt BDEL (G U, Treg) 83. 
69 Eus, Thdrt. for ax’, ато D. 

33. om реу D lat-a b се 
quidem videbatur: contra, 

day of judgment. Compare for the 
better understanding of the distinction, 
and connexion of these ‘two comings’ of 
the Lord, 1 Thess. iv. 16, 17, and 2 Thess. 
i. 7—10. This description is not а 
parable, though there are in it parabolic 
passages, е. g. Gcwep 6 гон. r. r. A.: and 
tor that very reason, that which is illus- 
trated by those likenesses is not tfeelf 
parabolic. It will heighten our estima- 
tion of the wonderful sublimity of this 
scart ию 1 recollect that it was 
spoken by the only three days b 
His sufferings. 7 25 86. abr. Tuis 
expression, repeated again at the end of 
the verse, is quite distinct from nerd 
Suvdp. x. 66&. тойс ch. xxiv. 30; see 
Rev. xx. 11. This His glory is that also 
of all his sainte, with whom He shall be 
accompanied : see Jude, ver. 14. In this 
his coming they are with the angels, and 
as the angels: see Rev. xix. 14 (compare 
ver. 8) : Zech. xiv. 6. 33.] The ex- 
pression wdvra rà ern implies all the 
nations of the world, as distinguished 
from the ixdecroi already gathered to 
Him, just as the Gentiles were by that 
name distinguished from his chosen people 
the Jews. Am these are “the other 
sheep which He has, not of this fold,” 
John x. 16. &форм$ є.т.А.] see Ezek. 
xxxiv. 17. The sheep are those referred 
to in Rom. ii. 7, 10; the goats in ib. vv. 
8, 9, where this same judgment according 
to works is spoken of. 84.] THE 

pu 
epiġtwy В. 

dekias I (‘ut mihi 
om avrov А al Orig-lat Bas-sel Avit. 

KrwG—here for the first and only time 
does the Lord give Himself this name: 
see Rev. xix. 16: Rom. xiv. 9. 
бедте r. 7. A.] Whatever of good these per- 
sons had done, was all Him from 
whom cometh every good gift—and the 
Fruit of his Spirit. And Spirit is 
SUIS ee for min by the work of 
the , in whom the Father is well 
pleased: and to whom all judgment is 
committed. And thus they are the blessed 
of the Father, and those for whom this 
kingdom is prepared. It is not to the 
purpose to say that those ebAcynp. . - - - 
must be the elect of God in the stricter 
sense (ol іклекто) —апа that, because the 
Kingdom hes been prepared for them 
from the foundation of the world. For 
evidently this would, in the divine omm- 
science, be true of every single man 
who shall come to salvation, whether be- 
longing to those who ehall be found worthy 
to share the first resurroction or not. The 
Scripture assures us of (evo resu : 
the first, of the dead in Christ, to meet 
Him and reign with Him, and hold (1 Cor. 
vi.2) judgment over the world ; the 
of all the dead, to be judged according to 
their works. And to what purpose would 
be a judgment, if all were to be con- 
demned? And if any escape condemns- 
tion, to them might the words of this 
verse be used: во that this objection to 
the interpretation does not apply. 
Election to life ia the сасна doctrine 

* vou G I, KL 
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lviii. n ° ётогђоате evi тоў- 

тоу то» adh jian тоу s axisru», ё uot " ётосате. аа 
4l 

' каттранё›о! tic ro "тор TO 

TÓTE іры kat то rk svwvópwr 

a Dh тб 

' Порефео@е à ат гро ot Í 1 Lake 1 os, 73. 
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27 al Ezed.iv.S1. Sir. vii. 85 v үч" ANT x Gen. Al. S$al. leh. 10 26 reff. 
m ch. v. 18 тей. n zi. 18 ly N. xii Be. [жс . Heb. 

11. 11. m= ch. iL 6 ref. 1 Сог. xv. L6. віт. 43. Acts 
v. 41, Gem. тін. 8. t (ch. v. 44 v. r. Mark al. п. "Take vi. 98. Rom. xii 14. James iii. 9 
only. Nam. хіт. 0. uch xiii. K Jude 7 only. er. 84. 

ы rec aa with KMSUV 1: txt ABD rel. (I, doubtful.) 
87. идане» B! I 
38. г:доргу bef os Dal Clem: идаре» I. бз ht «‹доргу ver 89). 
39. for wore dt, n rore D latt copt Orig 

(rom ver 44), with A ; latt: aoOerny A: txt xt BD al Clem Cypr, 
n\Gapev 

т. аътос bef o В. D: о Bac. om lat - a. 

for n, cat D. 
rec (for * 

N, ксі 

om тыу аёеАфеу pov (see ver 
45) B! lat. Fi: Clem, Ambr Aug Gand Chrom. [Either avrwr or rwv аёгАфыу pov is 
written in marg of B, but it is now illegible. From inspection.) 
4L om о: BL 83. (1, defective. TO утоцасџреуоу, о sT0pacty» о cargo 

pov D 1. 22 lat-a Жу, g, ^ Justin Iren-lat, Clem Hippol Aug, Juvenc Gaud Ruf Leo 
Salv Paulin Promiss. ( 

of Scripture; but „5 
the wicked: see below, on ver. 41. On 

tlc olco», or ele бийс, —& meaning 
fined to the LXX and М. T.—received me 
with hospitality—took me in; the ides is, 
‘numbered me among your own circle.’ 

$1—40.] The answer of these ĝi- 
xatos appears to me to shew plainly (as 
Olshausen and > understood an be it) к 
they are not to be 
covenanted servants of Christ. ps 
answer it would be impossible for yes to 
make, who had done all distinctly swith 

fo Christ, and for his sake, and 
th his declaration of ch. x. 40—42 be- 

fore them. Such a supposition would re- 
move all reality, as indeed it has generally 
done, from our Lord's description. See 
the remarkable difference in the answer 
of the faithfal servants, vv. 20, 22. The 
sainte are in His glory—jadging 
the world with Him (1 Cor. vi. 2)—ac- 
counted as tatives of, 
Himself (rer 40) -im this judgment they 

Tert Hil have both.) 

are not the judged (John v. 24: 1 Cor. 
xi 31). But these who are the judged, 
know not that all their deeds of love have 
been done £o and for Christ—they are 
overwhelmed with the sight of the ae 
which has been working in and for t 
and the glory which is now their blessed 
portion. And notice, that it is not the 
works, as such, but the love which 
prompted them—that love which was 
their faith,—which felt its way, though 
in darkness, to Him who is Love, —which 
is commended. Tév AN.] Not ne- 
55 the saints аа гаа іп glory — — 

ough primarily those but also 
the great family of man. Many of Pos 
here judged may never have bad oppor- 
шо of doing these things to the saints 
еши perly во called. In this 
е sita of God to Abra- 

ain: dveud n ij ora iv orépparl 
way when А Irn тїз T Gen та. 
18. 41—43.] It is very important 
to observe the distinction between the 
blessing, ver. 34 and the curse here. 
Blessed — of my аек: — but not 
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‘cursed of my Father, because all man's 
salvation ts оў God—all his condemnation 
тот himself. ‘The Kingdom, prepared 
Jor you;’ but ‘the fire, which has been 

for the devil and his angels’ 
notice Td rip Td ald». rd гоц. .... 

greater definiteness could not be given: 
that icular fire, that Чеги fire, 
created for a special purpose]— not, for 
you: because there is election to life—but 
there is no reprodation to death :—a book 
of L4fe—but по book of Death; no hell 
or man—because the blood of Jesus hath 
slope na ad all: but they who will 
serve the V, must share with him in the 
end. The repetition of all these par- 
ticulars shews how exact even for every 
individual the judgment will be. Stier 
excellently remarks, that the curse shews 
the termination of the High Priesthood of 
Christ, in which office He only intercedes 
and blesses. Henceforth He is King and 
Lord—his enemies being now for ever put 
under his feet. 45.] See note 
on ver. 87. The sublimity of this 
description su all i tion — 
Christ, as the Son of Man, the Shepherd, 
the King, the Judge—as the centre and 
end of all human love, bringing out and 
rewarding his latent grace in those who 
have lived in love — everlastingly punishing 
those who have quenched it in an un- 
loving and selfish life—and in the accom- 
plishment of his mediatorial office, 7 
even from out of the iniquities of a rebel - 
lious world, his sovereign m to re- 
joice against judgment. .] See 
John v. 28, 29 ; and as taking up the pro- 

phetic history at this point, Rev. xxi. 
1—8. Observe, the same epithet is used 
for кбАав‹с and S- which are here con- 
traries—for the фы here spoken of is not 
bare existence, which would have anaihéla- 
tion for its opposite; but D/essedaess and 
reward, to which punishment and misery 
are antagonist terms. [N.B. I think it 

per to state in this Srd edition, that 
having now entered on the deeper study of 
the prophetic portions of the N. T., I do 
not feel by any means that full confidence 
which I once did, in the exegesis, quoad 
prophetical interpretation, here given of 
the three portions of this chap. xxv. But 
I have no other system to substitute: and 
some of the points here dwelt on seem to 
me as weighty as ever. I very much ques- 
tion whether the thorough study of Scrip- 
ture prophecy will not make me more and 
more distrustful of all human systematiz- 
ing, and less willing to hazard strong 
assertion on any portion of the subject. 
July, 1865. Endorsed, Oct. 1858. At the 
same time, the coincidence of these рог 
tions with the process of the great 
things in Rev. xx. and xxi. is never ta be 
overlooked, and should be our guide to 
their explanation, however distrustful we 
may be of its certainty. Those who set 
this coincidence aside, and interpret each 
portion by itself, without connexion with 
the rest, are clearly wrong. 1861.] 

Cuar. XXVI. 1, L.] FINAL ANNOUNCE- 
MENT OF HIS SUFFERINGS, NOW CLOSE AT 
HAND. (Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 1.) The 

blic office of our Lord as a Teacher 
ving been now fulfilled, His priestly 
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office begins to be ewe upon. He had 
not completed all his discourses, for He 
delivered, after this, those contained in 
John xiv.—xvii.—but not in public ; only 
to the inner circle of his disciples. From 
this t е THE о] Т ОР 

2. perà This 
as to the time iln the 

: we do not know whe- 
ther the current day was included or 
otherwise. But thus much of im ce 
we learn from them: that the delivery of 
our Lord to be crucified, and the taking 
lace of the Passover, strictly coincided. 

solemn mention of them in this con- 
nexion is equivalent to a declaration from 
Himself, if it were needed, of the identity, 
both of time and meaning, of the two sacri- 
fices ; and serves as the fized point in the 
difficult chronological t of the 
history of the Passion. The latter clause, 
xal 6 vids c. r.. depends on oidar« as well 
as the former. Our Lord had doubtless 
before joined these two events together in 
his announcements to his disciples. To 
separate this clause from the former, ‘and 
then' &c. seems to me to do violence to 
the construction. It would require xai 
тоте. 

3—5.] CONSPIRACY OF THE JEWISH 
AUTHORITIES. (Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 
2.) This assem has no connexion 
with what has just been related, but 
follows rather on the end of ch. xxiii. 

д Aeydpevoc К. is in Jos. Antt. xviii. 
2. 2, ta ala д wai Каїйфас. Valerius 

VoL. 

Gratus, Procurator of Judæa, had a 
inted him instead of Simon ben Kamit 
e continued through the procuratorship 

of. Pontius Pilate, ud was displaced by 
the proconsul Vitellius, A.D. 87. See note 
on Lake i iii. 2, and chronological table i in 
Prolegg. to Acta, Vol. II. TOV ey. 
does not mean ‘surnamed,’ but (see ver. 
14) implies that some name is to follow, 
which is more than, or каше! from, the 

they could not ler bold of and slay any 
one, as it was a day of sabbatical obligation 
(Exod. xii. 16). See note on ver. 17. 

6—13.) THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY. 
k xiv. 8—9. John xii. 1—8. Оп 

uke ier йкы вее ps there. ie 
анс * our is here 

жү its place. It occurred гіх 
days gags Bofors t 1 John xii. 1. It 
perhaps can hardly be i 
tion here, it accounts in any 
subsequent application of J 
Senhedrim (vv. 14—16), since his name 
is not even mentioned in it: but I can 
hardly doubt that it originally was placed 
where it here stands by those who were 
aware of its connexion with that applica- 
= The paragraphs in the beginning of 
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plot His captare, but not during the feast : 
but when Josue wae in Bethany, &c. occa- 
sion was given for an offer to be made to 
them, which led to its being effected, after 
all, during the feast. On the rebuke given 
to Judas at this time having led to his 
үн into effect his intention of betray · 
ng our Lord, see note on John xii. 2. The 
ms of what I believe to have been the 
original reason of the anointing being in- 
serted in this place, is still further lost in 
Mark, who instead of rob òè "Ine. ye- 
vopivoy .... has cai бутос abrod . 
just as if the narrative were continued, and 
ab the end instead of our rére woptvOric 
... „ has eal ò lebsag .. . as if there 
were no connexion between the two. It 
certainly cannot be said of St. Matthew (De 
Wette, „ that he relates the 
anointing as place two ore 
the Passover : of 8t. Mark it Wg be Lad. 

It may be observed that St. Luke re- 
lateenothing of our Lord's visite to Bethany. 

. Zíaevos rod R.] Not at this 
time а leper, or he could not be at his 
house receiving guests. It is at least pos- 
sible, that he may have been healed by our 
Lord. Who he was, is wholly uncertain. 
From Martha serving (John xii. 2), it would 
appear as if she were at home in the house 
(Luke x. 88 sqq.); and that Lazarus was 
= тд» dvaxeipivwy need not necessarily 
imply that he was a guest properly so 
called. He had been probably (see John 
xii. 9) absent with Jesus at Ephraim, and 
on this account and naturally for other 

reasons woüld be an object шеи 
one of the ávartiptvor. 
rper] dyyoc pipov pů xo» “habe, 
AiOtvoc, Э Ait рородлкту, В 
Herodot. iii. 20. 5 
pot for ointment, with a long narrow neck, 
and sealed at the top. It was thought 
(Plin. xiii. 3) that the ointment kept best 
in these cruses. On the nature of the 
ointment, see note on vápóov mroriune, 
Mark xiv. 3. . ebr.] His кеф 
Jeet, according to John xii. 8. See Lake 
vii. 98, and note there. Ava 
is not to be taken with афто®, but is а 

368, where many eroe are 
8. of E Judas alone is ra oie 
John xii. 4. It may have been that some 
were found ready to second his remark, bat 
that John, from his peculiar position at the 
table, —if, as is probable, the same as in 
John xiii. 23, —may not have observed it. 
If so, the independent origin of the two ac- 
counts is even more striki shewn. 

remarks, Immo tu, Juda, 
es (5 ӧс тйс dewieiac, John 

9. rod] 300 denarii 
(J зо йе more than that (Mark). On 
the si relation which these three ac- 

to one another, see notes on 
viz. the жоло for which 

the ointment might have been sold: the 
subject bein di ua out of the preceding 

бо ix. 8, тӧу Їсбдд> sentence. 
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e ch. 1 

ei Mk. 
х г od. zii 14. xvii. 14. Mal. Hi. 16. Str. X. 17. 1.10. 
xxii. 19. 

b (-аєцбе, | Mk. J.) Jobn xix. 40 
: 41 МЕ. ch. xvi. 9d J. 1 John ii, 

Acts il. 11. Rath fv. 1 vat. Mk. Acts 
g vv. 20, 47 ai. эсе 2 Kings 

13. aft ару» add дє B[ written ever the line by Bi] A(D Tuchdf by mistake) arm. 
for say, ay DL 69 Orig. 

ireiytoy xai o Gv wpdg ride, sc. rd 
reiyog. See other examples in Kühner, 
Gr. Gr. ii. pp. 36, 7. 10. fpy. 
кал. elpy.] Stier remarks that this is a 
stronger expression than fpy. dya0óv 
{тоіпе:у would have been. See ch. v. 16. 
It was not only ‘a work,’ but 
a noble act of love, which should be 
spoken of in all the churches to the 
end of time. On ver. 11, see notes on 
Mark, where it is more fully expressed. 

12.] I can hardly think that our 
Lord would have said this, unless there 
had been in Mary's mind a distirict refer- 
ence to His burial, in doing the act. All 
the company surely knew well that his 
death, and that by crucifixion, was near at 
hand: can we suppose one who so closely 
observed his words as Mary, not to have 
been possessed with the thought of that 
which was about to happen? The яро- 
ages џоріса pov rò сёра of Mark 
(xiv. 8) and the fra «ic т>» iu. rov ivray. 
pov r3pnoag айтб of John (xii. 7) point 
even more strongly to her intention. 
18.] The only case in which our Lord has 
made such a promise. We cannot but be 
struck with the majesty of this prophetic 
ол ent : dede Mq 6 the pecu- 
iar weight v dy. con- 
veying, by im lication, the whole’ 
of the evayyfAoy which should go f 
from His Death as its source,—looking for- 
ward to the end of time, when it shall have 
been preached in the whole world,—and 
specifying the fact that this deed should be 
тесо wherever it is preached. We may 
notice (1) that this announcement is a 
distinct prophetic recognition by our Lord 
of the existence of written records, in 
which the deed should be related; for in 
no other conceivable way could the one 

eality of mention be brought about: (2) 
that we have here (if indeed we needed 1t 
& convincing argument against that view 
of our three first Gospels which supposes 
them to have been compiled from an 
original document: for if there had been 
such а document, it must have contained 
this narrative, and no one using such а 
Gospel could have failed to insert this nar- 
rative, accompanied by such а promise, in 
his own work; which St. Luke has failed 
to do: (8) that the same consideration is 
equally decisive against Luke having used, 
or even seen, our present Gospels of Mat- 
thew and Mark. (See the English trans- 
lation of Schleiermacher's Essay on Luke, 
p. 121.) (4) As regards the practical use 
of the announcement, we see that though 
the honourable mention of a noble deed 
is thereby recognized by our Lord as a 
legitimate source of joy to us, yet by the 
very nature of the case all regard to such 
mention as a motive is excluded. The 
motive was Love alone. 

14—16.] Compact oF JUDAS WITH 
THE CHIEF PRIESTS TO BETRAY HIM. 
(Mark xiv. 10, 11. Luke xxii. 3—6. See 
also йду, John xiii. 2.) When this took 
place, does not appear. In all probability, 
Immediately after the conclusion of our 
Lord'sdiscourses, and therefore coincidently 
with the meeting of the Sanhedrim in ver. 
8. As these verses bring before us the first 
overt act of Judas’s treachery, I will give 
here what appears to me the true estimate 
of his character and вое - а аш 
my view agrees with that given by Neander, 
in his Leben Jesu, p. 688. I believe that 
Judas at first became attached to our Lord 
with much the same view as the other 
Apostles. He to have been а man 
with a practical talent for this world's 
2 
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business, which gave occasion to his being 
inted the Treasurer, or Bursar, of the 

company (John xii. 6; xiii. 29). 
self-seeking, sensuous element, which his 
character had in common with that of the 
other Apostles, was deeper rooted in him ; 
and the spirit and love of Christ gained no 
such influence over him as over the others, 
who were more disposed to the reception 
of divine thi In proportion as he 
found our Lord’s disappoint his 

y anticipations, did his attachment to 
im give place to coldness and aversion. 

The exhibition of miracles alone could not 
keep him faithful, when once the deeper 
rd ges of the Lord's Divine Person 

iled. We find by implication a remark- 
able example of this in John vi. 60—66, 
70, 71, where the denunciation of the one 
unfaithful among the twelve seems to point 
to the (then) state of his mind, as already 
beginning to be scandalized at Christ. Add 
to this, that latterly the increasing clear- 
ness of e Lord's announcements of his 
approaching passion and death, while th 
gradually opened the eyes of the other 
Apostles to some terrible event to come, 
without shaking their attachment to Him, 
was calculated е in more bitter 

i intment and di one во disposed 
to Him as Judas was. The actually 
exciting causes of the deed of treachery at 
this particular time may have been many. 
The reproof administered at Bethany (on 
the Saturday evening probably), p- 
газе at seeing the triumphal entry 
ollowed not by the adhesion but by the 
more bitter enmity of the Jewish autho- 
rities,—the denunciations of our Lord in 
ch. xxii. xxiii. rendering the breach irre- 
parable,—and perhaps his last announce- 
ment in ver. 2, making it certain that his 
death would soon take place, and sharpen- 
ing the eagerness of the traitor to profit 
by it :—all these may have influenced him 
to apply to the chief priests as he did. 

With regard to his motive in general, I 
cannot think that he had any design but 
that of sordid gain, to be achieved by the 
darkest treachery. See farther on this 
the note on ch. xxvii. 8. 15.] - 
сау may be either weighed out, or ap- 
pointed. That the money was paid to 
Judas (ch. xxvii. 3) is no decisive argument 
for the former meaning; for it may have 
been paid on the delivery of Jesus to the 
Sanhedrim. The cvviOerro of Luke and 
Irnyytixavro of Mark would lead us to 
refer the other. TpuÁxovTa åpyópa] 

Thirty shekels, = the price of the life of 
а servant, Exod. xxi. 82. Between three 
and four pounds of our money. St. Mat- 
thew is the only Evangelist who mentions 
thesum. De Wette and others bave sup- 
posed that the mention of thirty pieces of 
silver with the verb ѓетусау, arisen 
from the prophecy of Zechariah (xi. 12), 
which St. Matthew clearly has in view. 
The others have simply друбро». It is 
is possible that the thirty pieces may 
ave been merely earnest-money: but a 

difficulty attends the supposition; if so, 
Judas would have been entitled to the 
whole on our Lord being delivered up to 
the Sanhedrim (for this was all he under- 
took to do) ; whereas we find (ch. xxvii. 3) 
that after our Lord's condemnation, Judas 
brought only the thirty pieces back, and 
nothing more. бее note there. 

17 —19.] PREPARATION РОВ OCELE- 
BRATING THE PassovER. Mark xiv. 12— 
16. Luke xxii. 7—18. The whole narra- 
tive which follows is extremely difficult to 
arrange and account for chronologically. 
Our Evangelist is the least circumstantial, 
and, as will I think appear, the least exact 
in detail of the three. St. Mark partially 
fills up the outline ;—but the account of 
St. Luke is the most detailed, and I be- 
lieve the most exact. It is to be noticed 
that the narrative which St. Paul gives, 
1 Cor. хі. 23—25, of the institution of the 
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Lord's Supper, and which he states he 
* recewed from the Lord,’ coincides almost 
verbatim with that given by Luke. But 
while we say this, it must not be tten 
* the 

i ty of explaining arte ian 
(Matt., Mark), or 4 фр. т. A. (Luke), 

and of reconciling the impression unde- 
poer ое by them, that the Lord 
and his disciples ate the usual Passover, 
with the narrative of 8t. John, which not 
only does not sanction, but I believe ab- 
solutely excludes such a supposition. I 
shall give in as short a com as I can, 
the various solutions which have been ons to 

to in 
supper, which is ionably one and 
identical, is Thursday, the 13th of Nisan. 
Now the day of the Passover being slain 
and eaten was the 14th of Nisan (Exod. 
xii. 6,18: Lev. xxiii. 5: Numb. ix. 3; 
xxviii. 16: Ezek. xlv. 21), between the 
evenings (Сүт r3), which was interpreted 
by the generality of the Jews to mean 
the interval between the first westering of 
the sun (3 p.m.) and his setting,—but by 

Karaites and Samaritans that between 
sanset and darkness :—in either case, how- 
ever, the was the same. The feast of 

that the the А 
Grad ка d 15th (Numb. xvi 

17). All this agrees with the narrative 
3 where (xiii res „ 

where ibo disciples think’ (b. ver. 20 that the disci 

Judas had been directed to buy the things 
peiay хоу elg тй» loprijy,—where 

the Jews (xviii. 28) would not enter into 
ium, lest they should be defiled, 

GX iva $áyeci rb rdexa (see note on 
John xviii. 28)—where at the exhibition 
of our Lord by Pilate (on the Friday at 
noon) it was (хіх. 14) жараокгуў тоб 
wdoxya—and where it could be said (xix. 
81) 45 yap peyddy 5j splpa lecivow rob 
саВВатоь, — as it was a double Sab- 
bath,—the coin ce of the first day of 
unleavened bread, which was sabbatically 

erotpacoyer D 1. 69 Orig Chr- mos. 

ү i zi a T ў 5 4 8 

in inp i е 2 ; 

111 ЕНІН 3 | H 1 5 

see above) to render it improbab 
Lord and his disciples 

Jews at an inaccurate and time. 
(4) Our Lord ate only а хасха pry- 

, such as the Jews now cele- 
te, and not a хасха (Grotius). 

But this is refuted by the absence of any 
mention of a s. pynp. before the de- 
struction of Jerusalem; besides its in- 
consistency with the above-cited 
(5) Our Lord did not eat the Passover at 
all. But this is manifestly not a solution 
of the difficulty, but а setting aside of one 
of the differing accounts: for the three 

manifestly give the impression 
that He did eat it. (6) The solution 
offered by Chrys. on our ver. 58 (Hom. 
Ixxxiv. p. 800), is at least ingenious. The 
Council, he says, did not eat their Pass- 
over at the proper time, but i» iripg 
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Fed fl. n. жасуа ; 18 0 SE siyev Träyere tic тй» ябу wpóc rov 
Em vi. 21. 
sz facér, 9 chron. Xxx. 18. 

i tpg igayor, cai тду vópoy Ava, did 
туу imiüvptav тђу жері тђу сфауђу тай- 
Ty» .... ЕЛоуто cui тд wacya dériva:, 
$xip тоў тђу gomeny abr ірк\ ўса 
éx:Ovpiay. This had been s be- 
fore in a scholium of Eusebius: see 
Wordsw.'s note on John xviii. 28, in which 
it is adopted. But St. John's habit of 
noticing and explaining all such excep- 
tional circumstances, makes it very im- 
probable. [1 may state, as some soln- 
tions have sent me by correspond- 
enta, that I have seen nothing besides 
the above, which justifies any extended 
notice. г) 

I will conclude this note by offering a 
few hints which, though not pointing to 
any particular salution, ought I think to 
enter into the consideration of the ques- 
tion. (a) That, on the evening of the 
18th (i.e. the beginning of the 14th) of 
Nisan, the Lord ate a meal with his dis- 
ciples, at which the announcement that 
one of them should betray Him was made : 
after which He went ito the Garden 
of Gethsemane, and was betrayed (Matt., 
Mark, Luke, John) :— (0) That, is some 
sense or other, this meal was regarded ae 
the eating d the Passover (Matt., Mark, 
Luke). e same may be inferred evon 
from John; for some of the disciples 
must have gone into the pretorium, and 
have heard the conversation between our 
Lord and Pilate [John xviii. 33—38]: 
and as they were equally bound with the 
other Jews to eat the Passover, would 
equally with them have been incapa- 
citated from so doing by having incurred 
defllement, had they not saten theirs pre- 
viously. It would appear too, from Jose 
of Arimathea Y Mrd to Pilate during the 
wapaccevn [Mark xv. 42, 43], that Ае also 
had eaten Ма passover.) (у) That it was 
not the ordinary passover of the Jews: * 

„for (Exod. xii. 22) when that was eaten, 
none might go out of the house until morn- 
ing ; whereas not only did Judas go out 
during the meal (John xiii. 29), but our 
Lord and the disciples went out when the 
meal was finished. Also when Judas went 
out, it was understood that he was gone 
to buy, which could not have been the 
case, had it been the night of ges er 

er, which in ell years was sabbati- 
cally hallowed. (д) John, who omits all 
mention of the hal nature of this 
meal, also omits all mention of the distri. 
bution of the symbolic bread and wine. 

eios hon of the 

The latter act was, strictly speaking, an- 
ticipa : the Body was not yet broken, 
nor the Blood shed (but see note on ver. 
26 ad fin.). Is it possible that the words 
in Luke xxii. 15, 16 may have been meant 
by our Lord as an express declaration of 

anticipatory nature of that passover 
meal likewise? May they mean, ‘I have 
been most anxious to eat this Paschal meal 
with you to-night (before I suffer), for I 
shal) not eat it to-morrow,—I shall not eat 
ef it any more with you?’ May a hint 
to the same effect be intended in ó napée 
pov iyyóc lors (ver. 18), as accounting 
for the time of making ready—may the 
present tense rod itself have the same 
referance ? 

I may remark that the whole of the 
narrative of John, as compared with the 
others, satisfies me that Ле can never Aare 
seen their accounts. It ia inconceivable, 
that one writing for the purpose avowed 
in John xx. 31, could have found the three 
accounts as we have them, and have made 
no more allusion to the discrepancy than 
the faint (and to all appearance undesigned) 
ones in ib. ch. xii. 1; xiii. 1, 29 ; xviii. 28. 

17. чў жр. т. AK.] If this night 
had been the ordinary time of sacrificing 
the Passover, the day preceding would not 
indeed have been strictly the first day of 
unleavened bread; but there is reason to 
suppose that it was accounted so. The 
putting away leaven from the houses was 
part of the work of the day, and the 
eating of the unleavened bread actually 
commenced in the evening. Thus Jo- 
aephus, Antt. ii. 15. 1, éoprg» dyopev ig’ 
iuipag dure, ту» Tüv dZipur Atyopiygr, 
—including this day in the feast. 
mov дед ] The ‘making ready’ would 
include the following particulars: the 

chamber itself 
which however in this case was already 
one, see Mark xiv. 16 and note) ;—the 

lamb already kept up from the 10th (Exod. 
xii. 8) had to be alain in the fore court 
of the temple (2 Chron. xxxv. 6: see also 
ет B. J. vi. 9. 8) ;—the unleavened 
b bitter herbe &c., prepared ;—and 
the room arranged. This report does not 
represent the whole that passed: it was 
the и) ке sent the two ре aeg 
in reply this enquiry was (Luke). 

18.] The person spoken of was un- 
known even by name, as appears from 
Mark and Luke, where he is to be found 
by the turning in of a man with a pitcher 
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of water. The Lord spoke not from 
previous arrangement, as some have 

thought, but in virtue of His knowledge, 
and command of circumstances. Com- 
pare the command eb. xxi. 2 sq. and 
that i in ch. xvii. 27. In the words т 
тфу байта here must be involved the 
tional circumstance mentioned by Mark 
and Luke, but au unknown to our 
narrator: see note on Luke xxii. 10, where 
the fullest account is found. The 
words à &8dex., common to the three 
accounta, do not ‘impl that the man was 
а disciple of our It was the com- 
mon practice during the feast for persons 
to receive тв into their honses gra- 
tuitously, for the of ea = 
Passover : and in this description of 
self in addreasing a stranger, ous Lord has 
a deep meaning, as (perhaps, but seo note) 
im d répot ш с. xxi. 3. ‘Our Master 
and thine says.’ UD йт 
ing’ for the service of the King of this 
. 

is not ‘the fime of the feast,’ 
in 5 for suffering: see John 
vii. 8 al. freq. There is no reason for sup- 
posing from this expression that à dciva 

The bearers of was aware of ite meaning. 
were; and the words, to the 

receiver of it, bore with them a weighty 
„ reason, which, with such a title 

ésddoeaXog prefixed, he was bound to 
respect. For these words we are indebted 
to St. Matthew's narrative. 
20—25.] JESUS, CELEBRATING THE 

PASSOVER, ANNOUNCES His BETRAYER. 

rec г> rw rp 4% bef qv yupa, with C rel Chr: ту» 
txt ABLZ 33 latt seth Orig. 

Mark xiv. 17—21. Jobn xiii. 21 ff. 
е acc ee 
Paschal pes au Co was the 

minimum number. Here 
come in (1) the expression of our Lord's 
desire (о eat this Passover before His 
suffering, Luke xxii. 16, 16; (2 en divi- 
sion of the first сир, ib. vv. 17, 3) 
the washing of the discip lar? feet, "yoke 
xiii. 1—20 (? see note, John xiii 22). I 
mention these, not that I have any desire 
to reduce the four accounts to а har- 
monized narrative, for that I believe to 
be impossible, and the attempt wholly un- 
profitable ; but because they are additional 
circumstances, placed by their narrators 
at this period of the feast. I shall simi- 
larly notice all such additional matter, 
but without any idea of harmonizing the 
apparent discrepancies of the four (as ap- 
pears to me) entirely distinct and inde- 
pendent reports. 21.) This announce- 
ment is common to 
John. In the part of the eventa of the 

which relates to a St. Luke 
is » giv no further rt of 
them 1 vv. n5 The whole шшще 
а by St. John, who bore а 

in it. 32.] In the 
кол оЁ and John, this enquiry 
is made mpóc davtoic or eig 4dAA Aou. 
The real enquiry from the Lord was 
made by John himself, owing to a sign 
From Peter. This part of John’s narra- 
tive stands in the highest position for 
accuracy of detail, and the facts related in 
it are evidently the ground of the other 
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25. ins o bef :ovdac 

accounts. 23.) These first words re- 
present the answer of our Lord to John’s 
questio» (John xiii. 26). The latter (ver. 
23 were not said now, but (Luke, vv. 21, 
22) formed part [A the previous annownce- 
ment in our ver. $5.] I cannot 
understand these b (which are peculiar 
to our ) otherwise than as an imper- 
fect report of what really happened, viz. 
that the Lord dipped the sop, and gave it 
to Judas, thereby answering the general 
doubt, in ‘which the traitor had impudently 
M. la; at share. uer о 

$ clus; before, represen 
т Hove ёзгоробреуоь, and was our 
Sere impression of what was in reality 
not a spoken but a signified question,— 
why now also should not this question and 
answer represent that Judas took part in 
that dropia, and was, not by word Y 
mouth, but by a decisive sign, of whic 
our author was not aware, declared to be 
the traitor? Both cannot have hap- 

ed ;—for (John xiii. 28) so one knew 
tact er even John, see note there) why Ju- 
das went out; whereas if he had been 
openly (and it is out of the question to 
suppose a private communication between 
our Lord and him) declared to be the 
traitor, reason enough would have been 
furnished for his immediately leaving the 
chamber. (Still, consult the note on 

for modifying this view.) T am aware m this A am aware 
that modifying this will give offence to 
those who believe that every part of each 
account may be tessellated into one con- 
sistent and complete whole. Stier (Reden 
Jesu, vi. "i ме the prs aga roca 
v , and speaks of ite upholders 
i тоша ей teras terms. Valuable as are 
the researches of this Commentator into 
the inner sense of the Lord’s words, and 
ready as I am to acknow continual 
obligation to him, I cannot p 7 5 that 
in whole interpretation of this part 

savrov А. aft хараё:ё. add да 
eyernOn А. 

of the -history, he and his school 
have fallen into the error of а too minute 
and letter-serving exposition. In their 
anxiety to retain every portion of every 
account in its strict literal sense, they are 
obliged to commit many inconsistencies. 
A striking instance of this is also fur- 
nished in Mr. Birks’s Hore che iuc 

411: where in treating of this difficulty 
be says, “If we suppose St. Matthew to 

the substantial meaning of our 
Lord reply, rather than tts words, 
the two accounts are easily reconciled. 
The question of Judas might concur with 
St. John's private enquiry, and the same 
sign which revealed the traitor to the be- 
loved disciple, would be an 5 re- 
ply to himself, equivalent to 
the еі Thou hast йү) ik р” very 
true, and nearly what I have 
above: but the literal harmonizers seem 
to be quite blind to the fact, that this 
principle of interpretation, which they use 
when it suits them, is the very one against 
which they so vehemently protest when 
others use it, and for the use of which they 
call them such hard names. On od elves, 
see below, ver. 64, note. 

26—39.] INSTITUTION or THE LoRD’s 
SuPPER. Mark xiv. 22—25. Luke xxii. 
19, 20. 1 Сог, хі. 23—26. We may re- 
mark on this important of our nar- 
rative, (1) That it was demonstrably our 
Lord's intention to found an ordinance for 
those who should believe on Him; (2 
tbat this ordinance had some analogy 
that which Не and the Apostles were then 

due м, E the rite of us Lord's 
Supper, states in relation to it that he had 
received from the Lord the account of ita 
institution, which he then gives. He who 
can set this aside, must set aside with it 
all apostolic testimony whatever. The 

ura кабос yéyparra mepi avrov" oval de TU av- LMSUV 
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second is shewn by the fact, that what 
now took place was dering the celebration 
of the Passover: that the same Paul 
states that Christ our Passover is sacri- 
feed Jor «s; thus identi the body 

and blood shed, of which the 
JFC 

laci ташы be found in owr Lord's dis- 
puel a ied the feoding Y ihe fioe thou- 
sand in vi, since He , and 
there only besides this place, speaks of His 

and blood in connexion found 
here. (4) It is impossible to assign to this 
event its precise place in the meal. St. 
Luke inserts it before the announcement 
of the treason of Judas: St. Matt. and 
St. Mark after it. It is doubtful whether 
the accounts found in the Talmud and 
elsewhere of the ceremonies in the Paschal 
feast (sce Lightfoot ad loc., De Wette) 
are to ded on :—they are exceed- 
ingly complicated. Thus much seems 
clear,—that our Lord blessed and 
round fwo cups, one before, the other after 
the supper,—and that He distributed the 
unleavened cake during the meal. More 
than this is conjecture. The dipping of 
the MA рр нар and dipping and 

also possibly corre- 
Po Jo] wiü of ti the Jewish ceremonial. 

While they were 3 
during the 3 distinguished fro 
the distribution of the cup, which vii 
а, it. No ial stress must be 
Lad on the article r заг у кеййн it would 
be the bread which lay before Him: see 
below. The bread would be wnleavened, 
as the day ты j xperg roy dt (see 
Exod. xii. 8 сіХоүќсоя and cb 

ш to the same in ice. 
ooking up to ie and giving 

construed transitively (1 Cor. x. 16). 
а is governed by all four verbs, Aa- 

v, tübAoys)0ac, Ixracev, ididov (вее also 
Luke ix. 16, And the reff. to text 

did: 

„„ ĩðͤ Кам 
ae in b Master, reaking the 
такт реў thanks for the fruit of the 
earth. But our Lord did more than this: 
* Non pro veteri tantum creatione, sed et 
pro nova, Soa engo i hunc orbem vene- 

се or and blessing the offering, 
the Holy, union has been from the 
earliest times also called баета, viz. 
by Justin Martyr, Cyril of Jerusalem, 
Origen, Clem. Alex., Chrysostom, &c. The 
passages may be seen in Suicer’s Thesau- 
rus, under the word. ёкћасчу ] It 
was а round cake of unleavened bread, 
which the Lord broke and divided : signi- 
fying thereby both the Ў ед 
Body on the Crom, and the participation 
in the benefits of his death by His. 
Hence the act of communion was known 
by the name ij cAdei¢ rod dprow, Acts ii. 
42. Bee 1 Сот. x. 16, also Isa. lviii. 7 : Lam. 
iv. 4. iB(Bov, im He gave to each, 
distributed. pow Our Gos- 
pel alone has both words. 
in Mark: both words, in 1 
they are undoubted : deu н киши 
(see note on Luke, ver. 17) that the Lord did 
not Himself partake of the bread or wine. 
It is pagent by some however that He 

Hom. lxxxii. p. 
783, тд à avrog alpa aéróg ixuy. But 
the analogy of the whole, as well as these 
words, and siere i£ abrod wavrec below, 
lead us to a different conclusion. Our 
Lord's non-participation is however яо 
rule for the administrator of the rite in 
after times. Although in one sense he 
represents Christ, blessing, breaking, and 
distributing ; in another, he is one of the 
disciples, жашо himself, confessing, 

ing. Th out all Church minis- 
trations this double capacity must be 
borne in mind. Olshausen (ii. 449) main- 
tains the te view, and holds that 
the ministrant cannot unite in himself the 
two characters. But setting the inner 
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verity of the matter for a moment aside, 
how, if so, should an unassisted minister 
ever communicate ? тоётб lori Ta 
rds pov] rovro, this, which I now offer 
to you, this bread. The form of expres- 
sion i is important, not being ойтос Ò йртос, 
ог ovrog 6 olvog, but тобто, in both cases, 
or rovro rd wornptov, not the bread or 
wine iteelf, but the oo in ac case ; 
—precluding all idea of a tantial 
change. ёсть] On this much con- 
troverted word itself no stress is to be 
laid. In the original tongue in which 
our Lord spoke, i£ would not be empressed : 
and as it now stands, it is merely the 
logical copula between the subject, , 
and the predicate, my Body. The con- 
nexion of these two will deeper 
consideration. First we may observe, as 
above of the subject, во here of the predi- 
cate, that it is not $ cáp pow (although 
na 5 expression is didactically used 
alie еке bree’), b ar vi. 51, as 

to the ‚ but rd oped pov. 
Tho be is made up of flesh and blood; 
and although analogically the bread may 
represent ote and the wine the other, the 
assertion here is not to be analogically 

тойго, this which I give 

rea e my 7 Bal : the assertion has a 
eral, and VVV 

фойе m And it is the literal 
meaning which gives to the spiritual and 
symbolic meaning its fitness and fulness. 
In the lifæral meaning then, tkis Ga) my 
Body, we have BREAD, ‘the staff of life,’ 
identified with TRE BODY OF THE LORD : 
not that particular áproc with that par- 
ticular capk which at that moment con- 
stituted the Body before them, nor arg 
particular doroc With the present Body 
of the Lord 5 Fs udi rs 
ood of man, wi is 
ныг set forth m J bn vi Dl, eai 
ё Kpros 0i фу iyò 84сы ў cápk pov leri» 
$xip The ToU néopov Now the 
mystery of the Lord's y e on in 
and by it is all created being : тё 
wavra iv abrg ovviorncey, om 1. 173 
iv abre быў zv, John i. 4. And thus 
generally, and in the widest sense, is the 
Body of the Lord the sustenance and up- 
kolding of all living. Our very bodies 
are dependent upon his, and unless by 
his Body standing pure and accepted be- 
fore the Father, could not exist nor be 
sourished. So that to all living thi 
in this largest sense, rd ijv», хротёс. 

And al] our nourishment and means of 
upholding are Christ. In this sense Ace 
Body is the Life оў the world. ̀  Thus the 
ron of the symbol for the кщ ы 
а, is shewn, not naeg O 

ut by the deep verities o 
кн n And this general and lower 
sense, underlying, as it does, all the spi- 
ritual and higher senses in John vi., brings 
us to the symbolic meaning which the 
Lord now first and expressly attaches to 
this sacramental bread. Rising into 
the higher region of spiritual things,—ix 
ing before the Father in seceptad вао 

nght- 

au e of the bread into and 
nourishes our bodies. this feeding 
upon Christ in the spirit by faith, is the 
sacramental bread the symbol to us. When 
the faithful in tbe Lord's Supper 
with their teeth that sustenance, which 
ia, even to the animal life of their bodies, 
the B Christ, whereby alone all 
ыма baing is заа Ду font in 

rishes the body is {һе Body of Christ 
given for all, —so to them, in the inner 
spiritual sense, is the sacramental bread 
symbolic of that Body given for them, — 

eir standing in which, in the adoption 
of sons, is witnessed by the sendi abroad 
of the Spirit in their hearts. is last 
leads us to the important addition in 
Luke and 1 Cor. (but omitted here and in 
Mark) rò rip брёу (&ddópavov, Luke,— 
omitted in 1 Co ip ipo» (d жошіте ilg riv 
ім)» 5 On N we 
remark (1) that the parti is present ; 
and, rendered with reference to the time 
when it was spoken, would be whish is 
being given. The Passion had 
begun; in fact the whole life on 
was this gi and breaking, i 
mated by his hu death: (2) that the com- 
memoratos part of the rite bere enjoined 
strictly depends upon the symbolic mean- 
ing, and that, for ita fitness, upon tho 
literal meaning. The commemoration is 
of Him, in so far as He has come down 
into Time, and enacted the great acte of 
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деи i 1 
i to us as livi speaking Man, 

an object of eur ресс love and affec- 
lied саара :—but the other and 
higher parts of the Sacrament have regard 
to the results of those same acts of Re- 

are etermized in the 

gave, not to each, but once for all: in re- 
markable coincidence with Luke xxii. 17, 
AGBsre тобто к. d:apspisare davroic. This 
-was after the meal was : ecabrec 
cai rò rornpioy pera 76 днкуўса:. (Luke 
and 1 Cor.) Asremarked above, it is quite 
uncertain whether our Lord followed mi- 
nutely the Jewish ices, and we can- 
not therefore say whether the cup was one 
of wine and water mixed. It hardly fol- 
lows from the expression of ver. 29, ік 
vobrov rod yer. т. дрт., that it was of 

ixed wine. The word ése$res (in 
Luke and 1 Cor.) contains our AaGev xai 
edyap. Id r. wiere Uf аўто® vávres] 
Peculiar to Matthew, preserved however 
in substance by Mark's xai ясор iE афтой 
wávrec. The wdvres is remarkable, espe- 
cially with reference to the practice of the 
Church of Rome, which forbids the cup to 
the laity. Calvin remarks: “Cur de pane 
simpliciter dixit at ederent; de calice, ut 
omnes biberent? Ас si Satans calliditati 
ex destinato occurrere voluisset." (Cited in 
Stier, vi. 115.) It is on all accounte pro- 
bable, and this command confirms ur 
probability, that Judas was present, an 
partook f bon parte of this first com- 
munion. The expressions are such through- 
out as to lead us to su that the same 
persons, oi dedexa, were present. On 
the circumstance mentioned John xiii. 80, 
which has mainly contributed to the other 
opinion, = пое there. [ 101 роту 

Park also, oa Ойы уар and кайс. 
In Luke and 1 Cor. there is an important 
verbal difference. rovro rd wornpoy ij 
ко) 0:00. [doriv] iv rq {мш aipar:. 
But if we consider the matter closely, the 
real difference is but trifling, if any. Let 

rec ins ro bef 

5 Mo о рме пе The lamb 
pero rò яасҳа nywyv) being killed, 

Ge blood (ré al, тис Has d Exod. 
xxiv. 8) is sprinkled on the doo ts, and 
is a sign to the destroying ее ру 
the house. The blood of the covenant is 
the blood of the lamb. So also in the 
new covenant. The blood of the Lamb 
of God, slain for us, being not only, as iu 
the кш case, sprinkled on, but actually 
portaken spiritually and assimilated by, 
Ene faithful вош, is the blood of the Bl 
covenant ; and the sacramental cup, is, 
signifies, sets forth (carayyi\Au, 1 Cor. 
хі. 26), this covenant iw His blood, i.c. 
consisting in а participation in His blood. 
With this explanation let us recur to the 
words in our text. First it will be ob- 
served that there is not here that abso- 
lute assertion which rovré фат» тд cep 
pov conveyed. It is not revré фот» тд 
alnd pov absolutely. Wine, ia general, 
does not represent by itself the effects (on 
the creation) of the blood of Christ; it, 
like every other nonrishment of the body, 
is nourishment to us by and is Him, for- 
asmuch as in Him all things consist : but 
there is no peculiar ty whereby it 
is to us his Blood alone. But it is made 
so by а covenant office which it holds in 
his own declaration. Without 1 
of blood was no remission of sins under 
the old covenant : and blood was, through- 
out, the covenant sign of forgiveness and 
acceptanee. (See ref. Heb., where the 
Author, substituting тобто for ido? in the 
LXX of Exod. xxiv. 8, seems to be alluding 
to this very formula.) Now all this blood 
of sacrifice finds its true reality and fulfil- 
ment in the blood of Christ, s for the 
remission of sins. This is the very pro- 
mise of the new covenant, see Heb. viii. 
8—18, as distinguished from the old : tho 
йфесїс драфту, once for all, —whereas 
the old had continual offeri which 
could not do this, Heb. x. 3,4 And of 
this йфетс, the result of the outpouring 
of the blood of Christ,—first and most 
generally in bringing all creation into re- 
conciliation with the Father (see Col. i. 
20),— secondly and indivi. , in the 
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rnc (gramm? emenda), with AC rel вуг: om BDLZ 33 
rel latt syrr copt 
for dedi vxep D Orig [Chr]. 

aft ош ins ori 

rov CL. 
def.) for rive, Tw 
vuwy CLZ 1. 33 eth Eus Epiph Chr Cyr. 

application by faith of that blood to the 
cin 8 soul — do the арс 2 ач 

^ 8. upper partake. Tt 
№» (Luke, jue) ёку.] On the present 
participle, see above. The situation of 
the words in Luke is remarkable; for rd 
worjpoy is the subject of the sentence, 
and у к. d:a@nen the predicate. See note 
there. voir] Bee note, ch. xx. = 
Cf. also Heb, ix. 28. als 

prev] Peculiar to Matthew: e 
above. connexion is not wiere. 
elc Ggeoty ap. In the Sacrament, not 
the forgiveness of sins iteelf, but the re- 
freshing and confirming assurance of that 
state of & is conveyed. The 
disciples (with one exception) were clean 
before the institution: John xiii. 10, 11. 
St. Paul, in 1 Cor. xi. 25, repeats the 
rovro madre бсакс ду vivre ele rjv 
lus)» &vdurgoww. On the words ӧсакс 
ay wxivyre, see note there. In con- 
cluding this note I will observe that it is 
not the office of a Commentator to enter 
the arena of controversy respecting tran- 
substantiation, farther than by his exe- 
gesis his opinions are made apparent. It 
will be seen how entirely opposed to such 
a dogma is the view above given of the 
Sacrament. Once introduce it, and it 
utterly destroys both the verity of Christe 
Body, and the sacramental nature of the 
ordinance. That it has done во, is proved 
Gf ди need be) by the mutilation 
of the Sacrament, and disobedience to 
the divine command, in the Church of 
Rome. See further notices of this in notes 
on 1 Cor. x. 16, and on John vi. 
99.] This declaration I believe to be dis- 
tinct from that in Luke xxii. 18. That 
was spoken over the first cup—this over 

om rating ACD copt. 
eth arm Iren-lat Orig-lat Cypr: ins BLZ 83. (See || Le Paul.) 

rec exyvvouevoy, with E rel: txt AB'CDLZA 1. 33 

|| МЕ), with AC rel gat(with mm) lat ff, 9 
copt : с om BDZ 4. 88. 69 lai? ach arm Tren lat Gig rb). Chr ddp 

rec ytvvn pin ти with GK (S 83. 69, e sil) Clem: txt ABCD rel. z 
em Orig Eus, Chr Cyr-schol. katvoy bef pef 

one of the fo In addition to what 
has been said on Luke, we may observe, 
(1) that our Lord stil? calls the sacramental 
cup тд yiv. тйс dur., although by Himself 
pronounced to be his blood : (2) that these 
words carry on the meaning and continu- 
ance of this eucharistic ordinance, even 
into the new heavens and new earth. As 
Thiersch excellently says, in his Lectures 
on Catholicism an Protestantism, ii. 276 
(cited by Stier, vi. 160), “ The Lord's Sup- 
рег points not only to the past, but to the 

ture also. It has not o Ta commemo: 
rative, but also & prophetic пошао 
it we have not only to shew forth the 
death, until He come, but we have also to 
think of the time when He shall come to 
celebrate his holy Supper with his own, 
new, in bis Kingdom of Glory. Every 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper is a fore- 
taste and prophetic anticipation of the great 
Marriage Supper which is prepared for the 
Church at the second appearing of Christ. 
This import of the Sacrament is declared 
in the words of the Lord, оф ий wie ax 
йрт к.т.А. These words ought never to 
be omitted in any liturgical orm of admi- 
nistering the Communion.” 
30 — 35.] DECLARATION THAT ALL 

SHOULD FORSAKE Him. CONFIDENCE OF 
РкЕтЕВ. Mark xiv. 96—31. See Luke 
xxii. 81—88: John xiii 36—88. Here, 
accurately ing perhaps between nv 
cayrtc and 27А do, come in the discourses 
and prayer of our Lord in John xiv., xv., 
xvi. xvii., spoken (see note on John xiv. 
3) nd шо of place, in the supper- 

vos was in all proba- 
bilit "ho last part Pr the е» ог areal 
H which consisted о exv.— 
cxyiij,; the former part TPs. cxiii. cxiv.) 
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I, LM 83. 69 Orig, Chr. 
"$3. rec aft е: ins каз 
nep Ie аре 3 coptt Orig-lat. 
coptt seth 

84. om ev D fold lat-a 5 c & Chr(so Fd). 

having been sung during the meal. It is 
unlikely that this took place au ev the 
solemn prayer in John xvii. 
Luke (ver. enin adds card rò E 
of every ev 3 his return to Jeru- 
salem. тети шн кты, que 
seems to be el as 
present from the one, who ge out. 

ткау$.] see note on ch. xi. 6. 
The word is here used in a pregnant 
meaning, including what followed,—de- 
sertion, and, i 2 mri denial. RENS 

ретте а very im п 
e. and nus been E misunder- 

from Gro- 
t at Zacharim 

verbis directe Christum putem respici, ut 
multo magis credam inibi de aliquo 
поп bono pastore," &c. But, on the con- 

„if we examine Zech. xi., xii., xiii., 
we must I think come to the conclusion 
that the shepherd spoken of xi. 7—14, 
who is rejected and sold, who is said to 
have been pierced (xii. 1 rag age 
of in ch. Pra 7. Stier Cinta dem 
176 ff.) has gone at length into the wean: 
ing of the whole prophecy, and especially 
that of the word rro», ‘my fellow,’ and 
shewn that the reference can be to яо other 
than the Messiah. The citation is verba- 
tim after the Alexandr. MS. of the LXX, 
ex that wdrafo» is changed into ra- 
raked who commands the striking, 
into God who Himself strikes. 32.] 
In this announcement our Lord seems to 
have in mind the remainder of the versein 
Zechariah : “and I will turn (37, redu- 
сеге manum, i. е. impiis sublatis curam 
agere, &c. Schröder) mine hand upon the 
little ones,” As this could not be cited in 

|| Mark), with FK vulg eth arm 
v Ins ds C'EFG ЕН aft eyw 69 lat-À 

any intelligible connexion with present cir- 
cumstances, our Lord gives the announce- 
ment of its fulfilment, ша 5 
cede them (xpo 
John x. 4) hic alice „Aber they, they should 
naturally return after the feast, was over : 
see ch. xxviii. 7, 10, 16. Schleiermacher 
thinks it “extremely improbable that Jesus, 
if He foresaw so ex the days of His 
resurrection, and therefore ore could not but 
know that He should see his disciples 
again more than once in Jerusalem, should 
here have said that He would lead them 
into Galilee” glish Translation, р. 
298). I confess that I see no improbability 
in the case ; but the three references to 
this promise just quoted make it surely 
zx ar hest degree improbable that it 

ould have been кз билин Soisted in. 
We do eres find such te attempts to 
preserve the a ce of consistency in 
our Gospels. Тъе reade reader who sees in it 
the reference to prop will form a ve 
different plaice. >с. ] Nothing Ц 
bear a greater impress of exactitude than 
this reply. Peter had been before warned 
(see note on Luke, vv. 81—34); ; and still 
remaining in the same spirit of self-con- 
fident attachment, now that he is included 
among the rdyre¢, not ially addressed, 
breaks out into this asseveration, which 
carries completely with it the testimony 
that it was wot the fret. Men do not 
bring themselves out во strongly (el wawrec, 
obe i ye : and not only во, but, ойдётотг, as 
0 to iv rg vurri ravrg) unless 
their Adelt had been previously attainted. 

The very words in their order 
are, I doubt not, reported by 8t. Mark— 
ён» №. eov bri onpepow ravrg тў уокті 
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ярі» 9 дї; dklrropa фыуўсе т. ш ax. 
e contrast to Peter's boast, and the 

climax, is in these words the strongest ; 
and the inference also comes out most 
clearly, that they likewise were not now 
said for the first time. The first cock- 
crowing is at midnight; but inasmuch as 
Sew hear it,—when the word is used gene- 
rally, we mean the second crowing, early 
in the morning, before dawn. If this view 
be taken, the алёкт. g. and dic ал. 6. 
amount to the aame—only the latter is 
the more precise expression. It is most 
likely that Peter understood this expression 
as only a mark of time, and therefore re- 
ceived it, as when it was spoken before, as 
merely an expression of distrust on the 
Lord's part ; it was this solemn and cir- 
cumstantial repetition of it which after- 
wards struck upon his mind when the sign 
itself was literally fulfilled. A ques- 
tion has been raised whether cocks were 

kept or even allowed in Jeru- 
salem. No such bird is mentioned in the 
O. T., and the Mischna states that the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the priests 
every where, kept no fowls, because they 
scratched up unclean worms. But the 
Talmud is here not consistent with itself: 
and Lightfoot brings forward a story which 
roves it. And there might be many ke 
by the resident Romans, over whom the 
Jews had no power. We must not 
overlook the spiritual parabolic import of 
this warning. Peter stands here as a re- 

ntative of all disciples who deny or 
forget Christ—and the watchful bird that 
cries in the night is that warning voice 
which * speaketh once, yea twice,’ to call 
them to repentance: see Rom. xiii. 11, 12. 

85.] This ау 84у again. appears to 
have the precision of a repeated assevera- 
tion. Mark has the stro expression 
{к wipıocoù Лугу, which even more 
clearly indicates that the cvvaxoBaveiy 
was not now first said. The rest said it, 
but not so earnestly perhaps: at all 
events, Peter’s confidence cast theirs into 

the shade. 
86 —46.] Ova Lorp’s AGONY Ат 

GeTHSEMANE. Mark xiv. 32—42. Luke 
xxii, 39—46. John xviii. 1. The account 
of the temptation, and of the agony in 
Gethsemane is peculiar to the three first 
Evangelista. But it does not therefore 
follow that there is, in their narratives, 
any inconsistency with St. John’s i 
forth of the Person of Christ. For it 
must be remembered, that, as we find in 
their accounts frequent manifestations of 
the divine nature, and indications of fu- 
ture glory, about, and during this con- 
flict,—so in St. John’s account, which 
bri out more the divine side of our 
Lord's working and speaking, we find fre. 
quent allusions to his Auman weakness 
and distress of spirit. For examples of 
the first, see vv. 18, 24, 29, 82, 53, and 
|| in Mark and Luke; and Luke xxii. 80, 
32, 37, 49 ; of the latter, John xii. 27; 
xiii. 21; xiv. 90 ; xvi. 82. The right 
understanding of the whole important 
narration must be acquired by bearing in 
mind the reality of the manhood of our 
Lord, in all tts abasement and : 
—by following out in Him the analogy 
which pervades the characteristics of hu- 
man suffering—the strength of the re- 
solved spirit, and calm of the resigned 
will continually broken in upon by the 
inward giving way of human feeblenese, 
and limited power of endurance. Hut as 
in us, so in the Lord, these seasons of 
dread and conflict stir not the ruling will, 
alter not the firm resolve. This is most 
manifest in His first prayer—«i duvardy 
дет» — if consistent with that work 
which I have covenanted to do.’ Here is 
the reserve of the will to suffer—it is 
never stirred (see below). The conflict 
however of the Lord differs from ours in 
this,—that in «s, the ruling will itself is 
but a phase of our Auman will, and may 
be and is often carried away by the excess 
of depression and non; whereas in 
Him it was the divine Personality in 

XXVI. 
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which the higher Will of the covenant 
was eternally fixed,—struggling 

the flesh now overwhelmed with an 
horrible dread, and striving to escape 
away (see the whole of Ps. 1v.). Besides 
that, by that uplifting into a superhuman 
cirele of Knowledge, with which the in- 
dwelling of the Godhead endowed his 
humanity, his flesh, with all its capacities 
and apprehensions, was brought af once 
into immediate and simultaneous contact 
with every circumstance of horror and 
pain that awaited Him (John xviii. 4), 
whieh is never the case with us. Not 
only are the objects of dread gradually 
unveiled to our minds, but hope (iAwi¢ 
acrdbrg тө: oda, Thuc. v. 108) 
is ever suggesting that things may not be 
so bad as our fears represent them. 
Then we must not forget, Ыта ada pe 
gave way under dread of suffering, so the 
Auman Јох was troubled with all the at- 
tendant circumstances of that suffering— 
betrayal, desertion, shame (see Ps. lv. again, 
vv. 12—14, 20, 21; xxzxvm. 11, 12; 
Ixxxviii. al.). i 
over the last and deepest mystery 
Passion—the consideration, t 
holy and innocent Lamb of 
the burden of all human аи 
Him, death, as t sin, 
bore a dark and са ранет incon 
eeivable by any of us, whose inner will is 
tainted by the love of sin. See on this 
part of the Redeemer’s agony, Рв. xl. 12; 
xxxviii. 1—10 al. See also as a com- 
ment on the whole, Heb. v. 7—10, and 
notes there. The three accounts do 
not differ in any important particulars. 
Luke merely gives & summary of 
the Lord's prayers his sayings to the 
disciples, but inserts (see below) two de- 
tails not found in the others. Mark’s ac- 
count and Matthew’s are very nearly 

related, and have evidently sprung from 
the same source. 86.] Mark alone, 
besides our account, mentions the name of 
the Luke merely calls it 6 rörog, 
in allusion to card rò (og before. John 
informs us that it was а garden. The 
name is нуу га or as oil press. It 
was at the foot of the Mount of Olives, in 
the valley of the Kedron, the other side 
of the brook from the city (John xviii. 1). 

кабс.) not strictly and li 
‘att,’ but = peivare ver. 88, stay here. 

wposettona:] Such is the name 
which our Lord gives to that which was 

upon Him, in speaking to the 
ч, who were not to witness it. AU 
conflict of the holy soul is prayer : all ite 
struggles are continued communion with 
God. In Gen. xxii. Б, when Abraham’s 
faith was to be put to во sore a trial, he 
says, ‘I 155 and 
worship.” Our Lord (almost on the same 
spot) unites in Himself, as the priest and 
ictim, as Stier striking! remarks, Abra- 

ham’s Faith and = pad 
dae probab Да me spot deeper 
garden’s At this time the g г: 
of the Kedron would be partly i 
moonlight, partly shaded by the rocks and 

side, 

shade that our Lord retired to pray. 
87.] These three—Peter, the foremost in 
attachment, and profession of it—the two 
sons of Zebedee, who were to drink of the 
ae that peed drank of—He takes with 

not only nor principally as witnesses 
of his trial—this indeed, їп the fall sense, 
they were not—but as a consolation to 
Him in that dreadful hour—to ‘ watch 
with Him.’ In this too they failed—yet 
from his returning to them between his 
times of prayer, it manifest that, in the 
abasement of his humanity, He regarded 
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them as some comfort to Him. ‘In mag- 
nis tentationibus juvat solitudo, sed tamen 
ut in propinquo sint amici.’ 
€ptaro—not merely idiomatic here—He 
began, as He had never done Аң 

Aveeig Sas = ісбарВеїсбаг k. 
* Dicit incursum objecti horribilis.’ азе 25 
(see below on ver. 38). åbn ] 
= Ма» ке сда, иери, б ; rò 
apvOupriy voran, Euthym.; dyegy, 
Кете, &ёдунш›, ò iE дою, 5 lors 
cépow тіудс ) Abmwnc, dvaxewrecec. 
ddnpoyiy, rd dAbey cai An ue, Eus- 
tathius. 98.] Our Lord's whole in- 
most life must have been oue of continued 
trouble оў epirit —He was a man of sor- 
rows, and acquainted with grief —but 
there was an ertremily of anguish now, 
reaching even to the «(most limit of en- 
durance, so that it seemed that more 
would be death itself. The expression is 
said to be bial (see ref. Jonah): 
but we must remember that though with 
иг men, who see from below, proverbs are 
merely bold guesses at truth, —with Him, 
who sees from above, they are the truth 
tteelf, in its very form. So that 
although when by а mas, a prover- 
bial expression is not to be to 
literal exactitude,—when sd reis our 
Lord, it ia, just because it is a proverb, to 
be searched into and dwelt on all the 
more. The expression 4 pov, in 
thís sense, spoken by our , is only 
found besides in John xii. 27. It is the 
human soul, the seat of the affections and 
passions, which is troubled with.the an- 

ish of the body ; and it is distinguished 
the xvebya, the Aigher spiritual 

being. Lord's soul was crushed down 
even to death by the weight of that an- 
guish which lay пров Him—and that Lite- 
rally—s0 that He (as regards his hu- 
manity) would have died, had not strength 
bodily strength, upholding his human 

me) been ministered from ou high by an 
angel (see note on Luke xxii. 43). 

rec waped- 

yenyopeirs épov] not wrpocedyecbe 
per ipo, Aah that ] rk the Mediator 
must be alone ; but (see above) watch with 
Me—just (if we may compare our weak- 
ness with his) as we derive comfort in the 
midst of a terrible storm, from knowing 
that some are awake and with us, even 
though their presence is no real . 

39.] wposMÓóv pucpór tt., 
Mark) = Кызлы an’ abréy «сі 
Aidov Bon» Luke, who in this descrip- 
tion is the more precise. drter., I 
cannot help thinking, implies i 
more than mere removal from them— 
бшш: d the reluctance of parting. 

distance would be very small, 
not above forty or fift . Hence 
the disciples might well catch the lead- 
ing words of our Lord's prayers, before 
drowsiness ov them. Luke has 
however only Өгіс rà yévara, which is 
not во full as опг account. : 

& different prayer from that which went 
before, which John has recorded.' 
still in the same spirit, uttered by the 
same Son of God and Redeemer of men. 
The glorifying (John xvii. 1) begins with 
suffering, as the previous words, IAA 
3 Фра, might lead us to expect. The 
* power over all flesh" shews itself first aa 
power of the conflicting and victorioua 
spirit over his own flesh, by virtue of 
which He із ‘опе of us.’ Mark ex- 
presses the substance of the prayer, and 
saterprets хогӣр‹оу Дра Luke’s re- 
үч differs only in verbal expreasion from 

atthew's. In the address, we have here 
and in Luke Пётер—їп Mark 4834 ô 

prayer itself, 

of the Father—the 
most entire and holy submission to His 
Will. We must not for a moment think 
of the Father's wrath abiding on Him 
as the cause of his suffering. Here is 

XXVI. 



89—41. 

* ғотпр:оу TOVTO. 
40 

pilav wpav 

99. 1 Cor.si.5. Gal iii. 8. 
3,12. Dent. iv. 84. 

gere, with B I, rel: txt ACDEF G(Treg) LA 88. 
Cs. mg 69 al. 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 

A ооу we ? bie, au we 
cal tpyerat трос rode радџтас xai брізке айтоўс 

кабгу$оутас, kai Akyse тф П{трф 5 Ovrwe оок "tax boars 
* үртүорїва‹ per? &poV ; 

rpc e iva ий tie Ar cic | wapacpov. 

h eh. vili. 28 reff 
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Gv. 221. „8а. зх. 

4 a * ypnyopere ка! f y z eh. „акш 

Mkts 
TO pty см vi. 18. 

Jobn avili. 
15. ch. vi. 18. 2 Tim. vi. 8. Jamesi. 

at end add Lu xxii. 43—45 

40. aft arg ins avrov D latt(not am g,) Syr copt sth Orig-lat Hil. 
sayvoac Corra, from re т. above) A gat lat. , 9. syr-marg arm-mss Chr-comm 
J uvenc. 

FF his human ish, the v ten 
of filial love. ы 

T su prayer, thong ht, is 
worthy of remark. el Зууатбу law 
= warra дорат en, = н Bobrdu. All 
these three find their union in one and 

are а ров- 
canet therefore—but 

that in Luke, ‘If it be thy WA ue 
к ке иш will, 
but thine be done. used 

most petty and unworthy appreciation of 
— Sa of Scripture narrative. 
терот) м we should say of a threat- 

It has gone over.’ 
Sate what is the rornpror or бра, of which 
our Lord here prays that it may pass бу? 
Сатани. not the mere present feebleness 

of the bodily frame: not 
us mere section of his but 
the whole—the betrayal, the the 
mocking, the the cross, the 
grave, and all besides which our tho 
cannot reach. Of this all, his in 
bumble subjection to the higher Will, 
which was absolutely united and harmo- 
nious with the Will of the Fatber, prays 
that if possible it may pass over. And 
this prayer was heard—see Heb. v. 7— 
dæò тўс «фАаВнас—оп account of His 
pious resignation to the Father's will, or 
Ше хе d of it, so that it prevailed— 

OL. I. 

He was strengthened from Heaven. He 
did indeed drink the cup to the dregs— 
but He was enabled to do it, and this 
lvicyvore was the answer to his prayer. 

wiv обу ....] The Monotbelite 
heresy, which held bw one will in the 
Lord Jesus, is here plainly convicted of 
error. The distinction is clear, and marked 
by our Lord Himself. In His Auman soul, 

e willed to be freed from the dreadful 
things before Him—but this human x 
was overruled by the inner and divine 

go with Him to prison and death. 
otras] see reff., * adeo ?—it im their 
utter inability, as shewn by their present 
state of slumber. Are ye so entirely un- 
able, &c. фра» need not im 
that our Lord 5 
hour :—if it is to be taken in any close 
meaning, it would be that the whole trial 
wore last about that time. But most 

it is in allusion to the time of our 
LA trial, so often called by that name. 

41.] Luke gives this command at 
the beginning and end of the whole; but 
his account is manifestly only а а. 
dium, and not ќо be pressed chron 
ically. The command has to 

the immediate trial which was about to 
try them, and (for үрүү. aa won оё 
habit, not De as iysiow Eph. v. 15, 
or nerve 1 Cor. xv. one of imme- 
diate import) also to the general duty of 
all disciples in all time. elgedOciv 
elg w. is not to come into temptation 
merely, to be tempted: this lies not in 
our own power to avoid, and its happen- 
ing is rather joy than sorrow to us—see 
James i. 2, where the word is rep:rionrs 
but it implies an entering hs tempta- 
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rær. К тора ! wpovpov, 1 St * сдрЕ асбеуйс. 4 каму " " 
1 ergo are rpoenb Er Myey Пагер pov, * 
e Ert ra " ov Sivarat rovro * xapeAfeivy tay и avro тїш, c 
Aetra. ne zit Ónr то ? M cov. © kai Абы» waXty cbper айтоос 
2 5 our үйр avruv oi oda мо! ? D«Bapmivor. 
ксл к ‘афис̧ айтойс там» ая:Адоу тросяй5ато Tov 

аўто» Myr итш». 45 core tpyerat wpóc rovc uaÜnrac стт 

vga, Hd wat Мун айтос̧ KaOeddere ' Aorróv ка! *avawavecte’ I. 
Thb 

pna 1 Tim. v, 1^ +. Toa. i. Na. eb. iv. 11 ref. 3i Mk rf. FGHÉ 
si ME, Marx 21 81. Best. 22 f. Ph? $0. Naa. A M. * : LMSUV 

А 1. 33. 
гес aft rovro ins TO тогуріоу ver саз, as the varr 60. 

SEA To Orig a 

43. om Хушу B raig t-a е 

Car Hil Leo: i exer СЫ m MA 
43. rec (for super) evpeonts ver 40), with E rel: txt ABCD 1. 33. 69. 
VV rel lat-a syr: tat BCD I, L 1. 38 "eB de Bc 

si a nia BC rel ves; rpiroy EI: em ADK 1 lat-a b. 

ig-lat Ath: txt ABCKL 
у (го also is || М2), with 

in addition, that His sweat was like the 
мант Grotius івкіхти» fall of of blood on the ground : see 
eig *upacuórv 1 Tim. vi. 9. ‘Plenius notes on Lake xxii. 4& [At what pre- 

e intrare in manum tenta- сше time the а to Him is 
tionis, hoc est, in ejus potestatem atque uncertain: I be inclined to think, 
dominium, ita ut ab ea subjugemur atque after the first , before He came 
absorbeamur’ (Witsius, Exerc. in Orat. to his disciples The words are not 
Dom. p. 186, cited 17 Stier, vi. 287). exactly the ваше: “the Lord knew that 

тд рй» av.) I cannot doubt that the Father always heard Him (John xi. 
this is mid by our Lord in its most 42); and th He understands 

meaning, and that He himself ie 
tacluded in it. At that шош an example 
тре кы теа кеш 

of its truth, as the disciples were afford 
um He a low and ignoble one. He, in the spoken in the fulness of self-resignation. 

ingness of the spirit— peo шы Jam addita bibendi mentione, propius ad 
to the Father's will to su die, but bibendum se confert.’ 48.) 
w down by the weakness of the Mark adds, and it is a note of ; 
fesh: they, having professed, and arn zai obr youcay ті йтоєр:дбегу аёт. 
kaving, a willing spirit to suffer wi 44.) тфу ebróv, viz. as the last. This 

ing, overcome by the burden of drowsi- 
ness. Observe it is bere avedpa, not 
‘vy; and compare ver. 88 and note. 
To enter further into the ths of this 
assertion of our Lord w 

Stier's remarks, vi. 237—242. 
Mark merely says of this second prayer, 
réy abróv Aóyor elxay. Luke gives it 
as lersvisripor rpocgéxtre—and relates 

third prayer is merely indicated in Mark, 
by épyerat rè rpiro», on our Lord's return. 

45, 46.] The clause кедеб8ете A. x. 
dvar. has been variously understood. То 
take it interrogatively, does not i 
the sense, and makes an unnatural break 

be but two ways of interpreting it—end 
both with an imperative construction. 
Ether it was said bone fide, —' 



42—48. 

80 Syte KEV a Spa, 
di dora E Харас apaprwhav, 
1800 " Луукгу o ? rapaò doc 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 

pe. 7 wat "fri avrov 
s . 
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ка! о 204 "y ar beer „ тара- 2 t ch. Ш. 3 
РЕ fv. 

e; = = si 
19. 

© iyeipeabe ” 

s 

* AaXowrroc 180 ‘Jovdac tig тоу додека Ad, xat per at е. 
avrov oe robe * 

Tey аруерішь Kat 

зей. 
xxix. 9. yoo 11 17, 8. 
fonly. ЁЛ reer, Herodian W. 7 

AD rel Ath: om BCL Chr. (88 def.) 
"I! 

T. for eas ert, ers 8s D 

not able to watch with Me, now ye may 
„V 

= б ги онан dris 
implies, < is enough’—enough 
to them for drowsiness—en 

"prin 

ар- 
of the hour, of which the Lord 

so often spoken: but at the utterance 
of the second, it seems that they were ie 
VF 

| expression, mapa’. eic xiipac ёрар- 
„ should be noticed, echo of 

SIOK OF вов. Mark xiv. 48—52. 

era C 
which John, vv. 4—9, relates, must have 

pera наҳаре» каі "ан, ако 1 2. 

© wota(jurtpev тоо *Aaov. 
ch. iv. 530.8. II M NL 

Y зае 

439 0 A 
E = oh. 1 

1 xl. 17. xxvb bb Sy bee, tis, ~ 
€ cb. xxi. 98 ref. 

aft d ins yap BE al sah arm Ath: aft 

рле! ж the first approach of the band 
is connected with our éyeipecOe 

Pen. Some particulars aleo must have 
ppened, which are omitted by ай: viz. 

peri бш а. t 

T don foc what 
e place. On the other 

dq EE 

gelista i 
matteras that related by n for they 
(Matt. ver. 49: Mark ver. HR 
the Kiss by an c.. 
specified as siç тё» det pro y абло а 
canse the with 
this | part ia history, had become the 
usual one—thus we have in Luke à Aeyé- 
pevoc ‘lovd. ale ray Sedece—faller still. 
To the reader, this specification is not 
without meaning, though that meaning 

not have been intended. було 

the Ro in 
the tower of Antonia deine the feast in 
case of an uproar, called ў omsipa, John 
vv. 3, 12. (2) The éwrnpiras of the coun- 
cil, the same aa the arpargyol rov lepoð, 
Luke ver. 52. (8) Servants and others 
deputed from the high-priest to assist, see 
our ver. 51. (4) Possibly, if the words are to 
те ае nuncii (Luke ver. 62), some of 
the chief and elders themselves, for- 
ward in zeal and enmity. There is nothing 
improbable in this (aa Meyer, Schleier- 
macher, &c. maintain), seeing that we have 

and 
fixion of 
not clabs—but staves,—or an 

. The intention 

to be crushed, and resistance might be ex- 
T 2 
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p ts d харай$оўс avróv tot» avroic 
“giAnow avroc бот, 

pot, 
вуй. lv. 

IM see ch. tav 
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4 onpeioy Mywy “Ov 
: кратпвате avrov, 49 каї 

Ak. Lake cb rpoce dor M Incov ele © Харе " papi, cal 
xxil. 47 ові 
Ges, xxv : катер ноги guróv. 55 8 'Insovc elrer di 

: La vi ) Eraipe, ip ' " жары. .. Tore тросеАббутес ^£ 
E a s ipaXov rdc piper ті тбу "1поойу Kat 1 
In, — айтбу. 5 kat Sov eic ræv pera ‘Incou Р exreivac 
кө Acis 17. 98 a1. bch. xxiii. 7, 8 ref 1| Mx. Lake vil. 88, 45. xv.90. Acts xx. 87 

only. Сев. хухі. 55. rk ын. К oh. xi. 17 reff, 1 XX M. Lake xxiii. 
38. 1 Cor. vil 96. Jam. m Joha zi. 28. Actax.Slal. Nem. xxii. МЕ. 
zx. 19. axi. 12. nas ti rio (64.1). Gea. xxii. 13. © eonstr., тег. 47 J. Lake v. 17. viii. 29 al. 

p ch. vil. ö f Gea. xxii. 1 

48. rec av (from || MX, where but fov read ва»), with BCDLU (В, e sil) Orig, : txt 
А rel Orig, us. 

copt eth Кав. 
50. grey дг avrw o tne. D, simly latt th Lucif. 

в c f Byr Lucif. 

pected. John mentions also lanterns and 
torches—to search ps in the dark 
pu of the garden, most of which would 
y this time be in the shade. 48.] The 

common of (Bexev as а plusq. 
perf. is and unwarranted: 
the: arn is eim sstorical, — gave 
them a —when is not stated. On sign; 
Marken addition, xal dwayayere 3 
see notes there. 49] ёё 
above on ver. 47. ee of the 

su it to have taken place after 
John vv. 4—6, (and it is surely out of the 
question to suppose it to have taken place 
before, con to А meaning of 
John ver. 4,) been doubted. Yet I 
think on & review of what had happened, 
it is very intelligible—not perhaps as some 
have su to shew that Jesus could be 
approached with safety—but at all events 
as the sign o» with the Roman 
са h bably did not personall who probably n y 
know Him, and who besides would have 
had their orders from the city, to take 
Him whom Judas should kiss. Thus the 
kiss would be n in the course of 
their military duty, as their authorization, 
—notwithstanding the previous declaration 
by Jesus of kem. is hardly 
as in my former editions, another word for 
ФА. It ma well зы, ке common and 

meaning, ‘ ly, 
wit ostentation, ки к: 5 E 
arranged icott, тесе on оп 
the life igen Lord, р. 881 note: and 
comp. Xenophon, Mem. ii. 6. 33, cited by 
Meyer, we rove cahodte Ф joavréc pov, 
$05 & ёуадоёс катафАпааутос. 

In Lake we have "Тойда, fomai 
иче. ш т. 490. wapadidec,—which sense 
is involved in the text aleo: that varia- 

2 о тара bef eracpe D lat- 
Epiph. rec ig’ , with U 1. 83 Eus Chr: txt ABCD rel 

tion shewing that one of the ac- 
counts is not from an eye-witness. 
ératpe—see ch. xxii. 12 and note. óirai- 

ad Vi alienissimo 
loco row 779) abutentis.” Lobeck on 
Phryn. p. 67 note. It therefore must be 
either an exclamation, as Fritzsche, “ad 
qualem rem ades !” which 
would be y alien from the usage of 
5с, exclamations of this sort in Greek being 
erp an interrogative form :—or an 

is, as Euthym., д 9 rapaybyo- 
vec ov» тд card crowdy wparre, тоё 
Wpocynparog ёфцџеуос. And to this I 
should | incline. “Friend, there needs not 
this shew of attachment: I know thine 

But the command 
See Meyer’s note, 

es this view. On any == 
standing of the words, it is an 
the conscience and heart of Ju ia 
which sense (see above) it agrees with 
the words spoken in Luke:—see note 
there. The that at this period our 
Lord was laid hold of and secured (b er 
hand—not yet bound) by Me e 
important, as interpreting e's ao- 
count er оп, 81.] The ee 
(or ele ric of Luke) was Peter ;—John 
ver. 10. Why he was not mentioned, is 
idle to гоа supposition only must 
be avoided— 5 purpose in 

omission. 1 is to suppose 
CCC ka moe D a т 

ABCDE 



49—53. 

тїй P Хира 3 awiowacey 

тб ' wriov. 

AaBorrec #&хшра»> | 
кис оті ov Sbvapat à деп 

Kings ix, 16. 

T 13. oe nd (on xc 
paria 4 

51. for pera ino., par’ avrov B. 
Lucif. 

rec o 
Chr: ы BDL 1. 69 

aym ТЫ, 
‚ Cones gor C'(a 
nk Syr 5 arm Cyr Jer 

BDL. ш ytwver ayytiey 

«ovac D! 

— — - 

the time —— 
* High- 
priest, John ver. 26. The real reason of 
the non- was, that the ser- 

Then, 
те 3 (for ae were but two 
sw in the com was wai for 
the reply, the тм, іп тер о 
spirit of ch. xvi. 22, smote with the sword 
—the weapon of the flesh :—an outbreak 
of the natural man no less noticeable than 
that more-noticed one which followed be- 
fore . АП four evangelists 
agree in this account. Luke and John 
are most exact—the latter giving the 
name of the slave,—Malchus. The 
n bar 5 nar- 
rowly esca ic dy rg стави 
фбуоу Ferrer, from nk uke, теў Bl, we 
learn that our Lord said láre lec rovrov 
(on the meaning of which see note there), 
touched the ear and healed it. rler] 
“ ке corporis ibus dia- 
lectus formam deminutivam tribuit, rd 
puia, Aristot. Physiogn. iii. 57, rd óp- 

KATA MAS AION. 

ri paxatpay avrov 
" атабас o» SovAoy TOU ар рс 

52 sore Ayer айтф о Insouc * “Азботрефоу 

туу paxarpay gov tic Tov " rowoy aurnc’ wayrec J'Y Oi зун 
ua x aipy áwoAoUvrat, n 

” wapaxadioas Tov жатіра pov, 
ка{? тарашты pot *wAtiw Sera * Aeysovac ауу\ө»> ; ' 

жм. T. тому. ie. Taa) Exod. xxiii. 4. 

xxiii. 94, B8. 2 Cor. fv. 
a Mark v. 9 | L., 15 oaly t. 
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kai 3 l ( 
"афећеу avrov 

, 
zx eh. vili. 6. : xviii. 

Gal. 9 Mace, vi. 85. s Acts 

хата» and ins cas bef ageduv D lat-a b о 

ov bef туу pa сита AC rel sah: om cov (see || John) КО 83 Syr 
tt Orig Bas with B!D rel Orig, : тес маха 

for awodovrrat, axoSavovvrat FHKM SUYA 69 syrr eth Orig - ma 

) 1 al syr-marg Orig. арт: aft жараот. pos BL 
rec (for ялеш) wAssovc, with AC rel 

rec ins 9 bef dedsea (for perspicuity), with AC rel Orig 
(grammi corre after кћи. : in AC carelessly 

in after the insertion of 3) AC 193: Va turuy ayyedouc (misunderstanding) KA: 
BD rel. ete meer ) D "n duodecim milia : Ayie B'L: -оушу А: 

pário» iii. 46, 1 ehémoy, cap- 
кіо» (corpus). » Lobeck on . p. 211, 
note. 58. 155 páx. cov, “tuum gla- 
dium : alienissimum a mea causa.’ Bengel. 

Tv 
John. The sheath is the place for the 
Christian’s sword— gladius extra vagi- 
nam non est in loco suo, nisi ubi subservit 
ire diving, Bengel; see note on Luke 
xxii. 86. Our Lord does not say ‘ Cast 
away thy sword ;’ Кау сыт self- 
sacrifice, and in that kingdom which is 
to be evolved from his work of redemp- 
tion, is the sword altogether out of place. 

rares үйр c. r. A. ] Peculiar to Mat- 
thew. There is no allusion, as Grotius 
т! some of the ancients thought, to the 
— intor t y the Roman sword 

ios, etiam te 

sword’—of his own that ven- 
geance which belongs to into his 
own iv ae ésroA. is a 
command ; not m uture, but an 
imperative fature ; mf repetition by the 
Lord in this solemn moment of Gen. ix. 6. 
This should be thought of by those well- 
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° урафаї ore obra "Ee М тос ow " vÀnpeDuct ai * dct ABCDE 
a ин уе ба; ; 55 iv exeivy тү бее бту о Insovc то Syo LMSUY 

n Oc iri Aporm bene pera нахар» kai f EBA бә. 

5 £ avà Naha» pt. 
f ver. 47. 
E 7.) 2116 

L. 
Lake ix. = zn 19. eie eo Меш. fv. 16. 

Vonly. Lev. zil. Job xxxix. 97 

84. for xAnpwOwory, vAnpeOncorra: D. 
55. о ene. bef sure» D lat - a. 

D: txt ABC rel. 
latt syrr arm 

К lata 5 o. Fi 914 (sth) arm-mss Orig-lat 

. Esek. xxvi. 16 only. 

rec eEnAOere, with HKMS 
rec aft каб прерау ins рос 

ig-lat Eus: aft exaOeZ., A wth: om B 
Pec ey Tw itp aft енне via A ra n Д 

"kað пира» ev ry ipp ! exabeLonne 

Sid a ка ovx ? ixparhoaré pe. 
Р yiyover iva pb at 

tore ot naÜnrai wüvrsc 

56 тобто 8d oov 

* урафаї ruby ä 

к apévreç avrov 70 yo. 8 o 
i Lake il. 48. Joha iy.6. 1.90. xx. 1. Acts 

J vv. 48, 50. k = ver. 44. 

eda C 1 al -ed. 
Petr Eus: gAOare 

spec (from | MER), with CD rd 
tt Chr Am 

д, бут: ̂ R екаб. C — 
txt BL 1. 83 Byr (coptt) arm 

. aft набута: ins avrov B al gat(with mm) lat-a А » sah eth Chr. 

ing but shallow persons, who seek to 
abolish the punishment of death in Chris- 

states. John adds the words тд 
wornptoy 8 di der pos ò varfjp, ob д 
Hr aùró; on which see notes there. 

54 are "peculiar to Matthew. 53.) 
The jesty of our Lord, and His Putience 

shewn here. vato 8638. is 
а a strictly Attic idiom, the neuter silo» or 
мч and the un construction 

ting the ў. So Plat. Legg. vi. p. 759, 
tra p a нд латте, 33 ytyorec: Paus. 

кто. е q nit 

Был = — ae given Ec more exam тола їп 
Lobeck, р. 410. 
haps so much from Mogin рр of the 
apostles, who were now оі Isdera, but 
from that of the thew company, viz. the 
Lord and the eleven. es— 
because they were Roman soldiers who 
к Him. The complement of 

power, implied in беш n of Bévapan er, ie 

бе» the “шаш . free self- 
resignation e Lord hout—and 
carries on the samo truth as He ex 
John x. 18, 
How 

ко heavenly aid,—shall the 
be fulfilled, that thus it must be, i 
in thy rashness usest the help ч вану за 
weapons Р 55.) Mark 
with an dwoxp:Oeic—it was an answer a 
their actions, not to their words. Luke, 
here minutely accurate, informs us that it 
was to the 
rod lapoõ liy ers, that thet o or уы ad 

this. It is strange that the exact agree- 
ment of this classification with ne vp&v 
iv "dig ире did not ря eiermacher 
from casting a dou the truth of the 
circumstance (English Translation, p.302). 

In his submission “Р һе 5 
among the гате 

апу suspicion that testa against 
Sou def ua: such: 

. during the week past, and 
other similar times. 
(Matt. only) to ан eom uiet 
and freedom from attack. 
8.Заске» is the 
to àyorijc. .] It is bod whether. 
these words are a continuation of our 

that thus our Lord’s 
its completeness, and that Mark gi 
different words the speech going 
this same purport, we must I think de- 
cide for the other view. Besides, if the 

note there. 
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54—60. КАТА МАӨӨАТОМ. 

8 ! kparhoavrec тб» Io ажітуауоу apoc Kaiagay , an 

' со>йубпдау. | 

paprupia» xarà Tov 
союлу, ® kal ovy 

p ver. A 

. 14) . 2. 4. 

BT. arnyor C. 
58. om aro CFLA 1. 88 arm. 

Ie, Owwc avrov * бауате- у, Оса. 
td οο Kai тоААш» трос̧АӨбугыу In m n 

«dh. v.88. Joha xt 4 al 

m= МА. 
зати. 55 

, Mark z. a. 

ars ` (at phat 
„. 

ai асеА- Rev. EL 
10, 16, 17 

exxxvll 6, 

a rapt (а), 
M. aail oa 

Prov, xxii. № reh. xv. 19 
sch. x. 21. Lake xxi. 16. Rom. vili. 96, from Ps. xiii, 

59. rec aft архирис (o д. apytepeve coptt Orig, : princeps vero lat -a) ins eat о: pe- 
Ber- Fat, Enn Ur An 
arm Orig. na 

1. 33. 69 latt Orig-lat. 
KMSUV: txt A C! *? N rel Orig. 

00. om 2nd xe: (see neat 
Orig, Cyr: re et ка D: ina AC?! 

not flee far. Peter and John went after 
Him to the palace of the High-pricst ; 
John, ver. 15. On the additional cireum- 
stance in Mark, ver. 61, see note there. 

's remark is worth noting : Sre pl» 
yap «ari xiOn, ipevow бте ді 1905уб5ато 
ravra прос tote ÜyAovg, lvyor ov 

Lowey, ёте ofc irs dtaguyeiy ім, 
Id. rrog davréy wapadóvroc abroi¢ nai 
Nyovrog card тас үрафас тойго yi- 
уєсдаи:. 

67—68.) HEARING BEFORE САТАРИАВ. 
Mark xiv. 63—65. [Luke xxii. 54, 63— 
65.] 55 to this took 

hearing before Annas, the real 
igh- price weg note on Luke iii. 2), to 

whom the Jews took Jesus firat ;—who 
of Him about his disciples and 

his (John, vv. 19—23), and then 
(та, 2) sent Him bound to Caiaphas. 

у John, who followed, relates this i first 
hearing. See notes on John, vv. 12—24, 
where this view is maintained. It may 
be sufficient here just to indicate the 
essential differences between that hearing 
= this. On that occasion no witnesses 

uired, for it was merely a private 
unofficial audience. Then the igh-priest 
questioned and our Lord replied : whereas 
now, under false witness and reproach, 
ш (ав before Herod) is silent. 
UT. Kalddey тӧу dpy.] Не was dpycepete 
той dmavrot dceivov, Annas ha been ving 

since then the High- priesta 

), with ACN rel lat-f ayrr wth Orig- lat: om BDL 69 latt coptt 
оло» bef ro auvedquor ( from | ME) N al latt -lat. 

Bavarweover bef avrov (from || MX) A rel arm Orig, Eus: txt BC D-gr LN 
rec Gavarwees: (grammi corra), with B (C! perhaps) 

BC'LN! 1 lat-e b l ашуу, A в bf, gus l» coptt arm 

i 

А syrr ath Orig-lat.—rec woAA. aud. 

having been frequently changed by the 
Roman governors. Srov ol yp.] 
Probebly they had assembled by a ше 
concerted , ӨХ their 

but not the regular assembly, 
demned him and handed Him over to 
Pilate. That took place iw the morning, 
Luke xxii. 66—71 (where see note). 
58.) “dad is а well-known 
pleonasm.  gexpóbey itself is а late Greek 
word. See Lob. on Phryn. p. 93.” Meyer. 

We have aot here the more com 
detail of John xviii. 16—19. The aj 
is one and the same 
which both Annas 

narratives of Peter's 
The circumstance of a fire A З lighted 
and the servants sitting round it, men- 
tioned by the other t n o Evangelists is 
here omitted. —©% pie 
ice ivoig Ice, Sa exc КТ. Kine 
Orig, Yevsopaprvpiay, Euthym. But is 
this quite implied? Is it not the inten- 
tion of the — 

but that 
This hearing is altogether omitted 

in Luke, and only the indignities follow- 
ing related, vv. 63—65. 60.) оёҳ 
pov, i.e. sufficient for the der rego or 
perhaps, consistent with itself. 

- — —— — — —— ———————————— 
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Beat xv. 1. 0 ap yteptüc tler are ^ 

y LM. see 

dd тоо Ütov. 
24. е = 

"ім. Ni ошу, 
mt. v. Ес Joh xv. 6 

ark v. 7 ) 
f ver. 25 only. g ver. SU al. Вії. xlv 

wpoceAO., with CN rel latt arm 
*0ÀAo: porn ov, Wevdopaprupec 
evpov, with AC? rel syr Orig 

ETATTEAION 

` фотероу ài mpoced Bovrec Зоо 61 
ca ru boat тд» >аду rov Brow kai 

etc did трішу uep oicoS Hu. 

рейс ёти атр Ov&tv a атокойу | ri оўто{ gov " kara- 
63 0 & Beese аа. ка! атокрбес 

тою “Lavrog wa йш» тус " 

64 Aya „аот M Insovc "Ej dd elrac. 
Maw арт: буаб: rov шд» rov аудрожоо 

Matt., cb. xx. 81 (reff.) only. 
a a Chron: xxxvi 18. 5 

5 n 69) : 

-lat ; ovy ег ro tEnc rei sequentia D, 
lat J in eum quicquam lat - , exitum rei lat-a, culpam lat.: om BC! 

XXVI. 

clwov 

8 каї avaar ac о apx- 

Еборкі ы as * kara тоу бео 
& cU d o Хрістос о vióc 

A 

d hereoaly. Gen. xxiv. 8. 
aye we e ob. xil. T. d ch. xv 

b ck. xxill. 39 

wpocedO. modd. Wevd. 1 coptt: 
L 38 Orig, —гес bef vertpov ins ovy 

‘go in ео 
1 vulg lat-b 

91 „ . coptt arm Orig Cyr. (The account, I believe, with Meyer and 
Binck, tæi was the original, and the 2nd xai ‘was not understood: thence 
the 2nd ovy evpoy was supplied. The readg of D dc is curious. A note was 
made in the marg, that ro eEnc, i. e. the order of the words,” was, rod. rpg. 
y. к. our 5 Hence ro ek nc was taken into the text, repeated with the second o 
typov, 
latt. 
ы; paprupec А!(ар 

| ME) D к uroy D vg е 
seo t-A: зук. т. A. lat-b c 
9), Bg ADN rel ff 

om B 1. 69 eth arm 
„ 

and interpreted ae above in the old latin vse. 
rec aft дио ins 5 with ACD N(risec Y.) rel latt вуг arm Orig, 

1 a om п, Вуг . 

vulg lat-a f Fi. 2 91.9 rr Orig-lat ; bef ou, CL 33 

for wpocsAOovrtc, ndo» D 

вуг-јег coptt th 
for ovr. t$., rovrov neovcaper Aeyoyra 

rec at end adds avrov Joke ii. 
t-b À Orig, : 

63. om axospibeiç (£o suit the former clause о 1. 83. jid db lat-ff, Jak 1 Ds 
5 ins ACN rel lat-a b ef 
yr. 
64. aft ушу ins ors D al Syr. 

on feat, Mark ver. 56. * 61.] See ch. 
xxvii. 40: the false witness consisted in 
giving that sense to His words, which it 
appears by ch. xxvii. 68 they knew they 
did not bear. There is perha 
in the different reports of att. pose 
Mark, of the discrepancy between the wit- 
nesses. There is considerable difference 
between тд» vaó» тоў Ө... . olxodopijeat, 
and тд> v. rovroy тд» sipowoinroy .... 
Xow å tiposroigroy. instance like- 
wise of zeal for the honour of the 
temple which had so lately occurred, 
might tend to perplex the evidence 
duced to the contrary. 62.] Dost 
thou uot answer what it is which these 
testify egainst Thee? i. e. wilt Thou give 
no explanation of the words alleged to 
have been used by Thee? Our Lord was 
silent; for in answering He must have 
opened to them the meaning of these his 
words, which was not the work of this 

at end ins rov оти ач dl lat.ff, syr coptt сы, 
or kope., opcix D 

His hour, nor fitting for that audience. 
It is not easy to say whether this sentence 
ought to be taken as one question or two. 
Meyer, in his former editions, maintained 
the latter, on the ground that dwospivy 
would require wpóc after it. But he has 
now discovered in his fourth edition that 
dworpivtcOat may be constructed with an 
accusative simply, and that rí may be 
equivalent to bri. So that there is no 
serious objection to the usual 
way of construction. ‚] See Levit. 
v. 1. dfopal{e oe, ‘I put thee under an 
oath,’ the form of which follows. The 
junction of å vlàs т. 0. with must 
not be pressed beyond the meaning which 
Caiaphas probably assigned to it—viz. the 
title given to the Messiah from the sl 
port of the prophecies respecting 

however a very different thing when 
5 this, and 
infesta the words with their fullest mean - 

Z uap 
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69. 

Хода 
тетот „с 

61—69. 

al pavo ёк Otto» тпс * Svváptec ка 

er rov oUpavov. 65 sore o арҳиредс tr TOV 
„ Odppniey тё ipárta avrov Myey * 
ёте 
Р В\аафпіа». ri vi- 
жоу 4 Eyvoyoc 0 d хос avarou torlv. 

то просюто» avrov, ка! 
жата» 5 М уоутес * Профлтгосоу naw Xproré, rie ёотіу О EN chez 
Ы жаісас се; ®© 0 & Пёгрос кабпто tkw ev ry ” 
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i colour avrov, ot a ра- , Jork. vit, в. 

uum 
"ЕВАасфйипог>” ri [ x e, 

x ° Éxoutv paprópwv ; ; ide уйу "kovcart тту 14 T 

кє; ot òè &rokpiÜEvrec “ш. x. Lako 
67 " evinrvoay róre 

ch. ix. 

m abap, och, vi. 8 reff 
Wied. хін. 

kai vpocnAÜev айтф “ша radio Aéyovea Kat où e ыа 
Pe чаят. 18. 

22, Sce) ошу. Gen. xxvi nF 2 Masc. 
13 Nom. xij. 14. Dent. xxv. О ову. (n, Isa. б.) 
п. си; xil. 7 oaly f. 

L. only 3. see 4 Kings vi. 13. 
w ver. 
y 1. Lake xii. 65 al, Gen, xz. 17 al. 

x cb. үш. 19. 

pon., 1 ME: Маки ш. 1 Cor. zi. . Ficb.ii. 18. Jemes Н. 10 (ch. v. 
T | Mk. oh. xxvii. 3508 Mk. Mark x. 84 

65. rec aft Are ins ori, with AC! rel: om BC DLZ 88 latt syrr arm Ori 
rec aft Sia als сфпиа» ins де (ae Ou NR 5 |, 

(with =) lat? f f, Gs syrr goth seth 

Orig Chr 
), with AC rel gat 

vulg lat-ac ff, 9,42 

for ажоєр., axecptOnoav wavrec каз D gat lat-a b c А. 
67. for o де, aAAox дг D sah goth. 

add avrov DG 1 lat-a b c f 
[rec eppaw., with E rel: txt ABCDLZA.] 

19, SYTT. 
69. rec гЕы bef гкадцто, with A Tel syr goth(Treg) : aft aun, A! Chr: txt BDLZ 

1. 38 latt Syr syr-jer сор eth arm Orig-lat. 
252! Syr. 

EF more ma 
Mark’s 77 aly eu: that is a asser- 
tion: thes may refer to the convictions 
535 * 

5i: Жош this шө fem the accompa 

pevov—even as now 
e Him; and the dpx. фи% т. v. 
т. obp. (see Dan. vii. 37) looks onward to 
the awful time of the end, when every eye 
shall see Him. 65.) In Levit. xxi. 10 
(soe also- Levit. x. 6) High-priest is other. In it, 

for уаМмАагов,‚ vaCupawv © 238. 

F but that 
perius Piscis 

dead. Agg. in 1 Mae. 1. hus, 
B. J. ii. 16. ме slr and in da igh- 

? Ки xviii. 87. -] 
rmal condemnation, but only а pre- 

ins vote or expression of opinion. That 
took place in the morning, see ch. xvii. 1, 
and ially Luke xxii. 66—71. 
67.] Luke gives these indignities, and in 
the same as here, adding, what in- 
deed might have been , that it 
was not the members of Sanhedrim, 
but the men who held Jesus in custody, 
who inflicted them on Him. ко\а- 
Olle is to strike with the бет, 
generally: , to strike а blow with the 
ack of the hand—but also, and probably 

here, since another set of persons are 
described as doing it, to strike with a 
staff. 

78.] OUR LORD IS THRICE DE- 
NIED BY PETER. Mark xiv. 66—72. 
Luke xxii. 56—62. John xviii. 17, 18, 
26—27. This narrative furnishes one of 
the clearest асы ссе entire inde- 

of ow of one an- 
all dite, and, sup- 

281 
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e. өмү. "foba дета Ineov rov TadiAatov. 10 о & * npvgoaro ABCDE 
I Lake till G. Jobsi 9041 N Gen. 2L 15, LMBUY 

the denial to have taken place serve to shew what the agreements are, 
differences :— 

posing 
thrice, and stg is thrice, cannot be literally and what the 
harmonized. following table may 

MATTHEW. MARK. LUKE, гони. 

let Sitting in thei Warming bim- M wpic тё ы recognized b 
denial.jhall without,  isiself in the be-|éec is the porteress DI 

harged by а maidilow,—&c. ав Matt.ib ei the maid and|bei introduced 
t with hav-J— goes out intoſe — by other di 

ing been with Jesusithe vestibule—cock|!' Woman, I know|ciple Art not 
the Galilwan. ‘Iicrows. ‘I know|Him not.’ thou also one o 

w not what thouinot, neither under- this man's disci- 
yest.’ stand what thou ples?’ He saith, 

sayest.’ * I am поё’ 

2nd | He has gone outi The same maid) Another (but Is standing and 
denial. into the porch— tote, pi bat вееннаїе servant) says: warming  himse 

was with Jesu and mya: Man, I ma not? | His 5 
f Naz.’ He de-“ This man is о Не denied, 

nies with an oath, them.“ He denies id, ‘I am not. 
‘I do not know the again. 
man.’ 

8rd After a little After about anj One of the slave 
denial. while, the stand-| As Matth. hour, another per - of the High- Pries 

by say, ‘Surely} * Surely thou artſaisted saying, Truly his kinsman v 
thou art of them; of them: for thou|this man was withicar Peter cat off, 

poe oe also а Gali - Him, for he is alsays, ‘Did I not 
thee? Hellean.’ Galilean.’ Peter|soo thee in the g 

to curse anc said < Мап, I know деп with Him ? 
swear: I know not what thou say- tesi then € 

ot the man.’ est. 

Immediately the} A second time} Immediately while Immediately the 
k crew, and|the cock crew, and ha was yet spe s. ооо crew. 

Peter remembered, Peter remembered, the cock crew, e 
ос саш {к‹За-[ШеТ ога turned and 

e wept bitterly. A he wept. looked on Peter, 

e ee eee N E d ерге 
remarks :—that generally sa the letter, will require 
V deve „„ 
independent of one another,—we are not each case be identi reported. See 
bound to requir е accordance, nor would the admirable remarks of Aug. cited on 
there in all probability be any such ас- ch. viii. 25: and remember, that 
cordance, in the recognitions of Peter by stantwe fact of a denial remains the same, 
different persons. These may have been whether ойк alda ri Mytc, oùz ойда ab- 
mang on each occasion of denial, and in- тб», or.ob« alpi are reported to have been 

t narrators may have fired on — Peter's answer. (3) I do not see that we 
t ones among them. (3) No reader, аге obliged to limit the narrative to three 
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> ёитросбдгу буты» A Ovx * oida ri М№унс. 7 sede "zt rae 
la тА x 

70. ins avre» bef wavrev (appy 
weighty МВ8, 

Qu | Mk. Mark 2.86. Lake tx. 88 aj. 

esplany айап, ав б is ота by го 
Aris cc Ps mp serm tobe from бово AC rl 

Chr: om BC*DEGLZ latt sah.—evre» for vayr. aft Ax 2 5 
emsorapas (see || ME) DA 1. 209 mm lat- b я syr-jer Cypr. 

sentences from Peter's mouth, each ex- 
pressing а denial, and no more. On three 
occasions ‚чач Biggs night he was re- 
cognized,— occasions he was а 
denier of his Lord: sach a statement 
may well embrace reiterated expressions 
of recognition, and reiterated and im- 

denials, on each occasion. And 
gms remarks taken into accoun 

gensine truthful accounts 
Лин grant hie Моло and (b) that 

are, and must be, absolutely and en- 
endent of one another. 

For (1) the four accounts of the FIRST 
denial are remarkably coincident. In all 
Four, Peter was in the outer hall, where 
the fire was made (see on ver. 69) : a maid 
servant (Mt. Mk. L.),—the maid servant 
who kept the door (John) taxed him a 
ony won oe the com 

which is very instructive with 
disciple of Jesus: in all ыча 66 

in differing words. I should be dis- 
to think this first recognition to 
5 the variations to 

ce of the re- 

the details of this as of the other denials. 
The ~“ out” (Mt. Mk.) is а super- 
added il, of which the “standing and 

ET A os im Loke: Luke: by 

E T з 
crowns the charge by identifying him in a 

way which ment Be have proved most peril- 
ош, had not TAa pires аА tor 
drawn. This third time че 
are differently reported : t here, wh which 

Mk.’s “ Ав bogan to curse and to swear” a 
very plain intimation, that he spoke sof 
one sentence only, but & succession of 
vehement denials. 

It will be seen, that the main 
aded the 

case, 
Had 
his 

corrected to one another: whereas their 
present varieties and coincidenees are 
most valuable as indications of truthful 

endence. What I wish to impress 
on the minds of my readers is, that in nar- 
ratives which have sprung from such truth- 
fal in dent accounts, they must be 

sometimes (as ө. g. in the details 
of the day of the Resurrection) for discre- 
pancies which, a£ our distance, we cannot 
satisfactorily arrange : pa and then we 
may, as in fhís instance, be able to do 
so with something like verisimilitude :—in 
some cases, not af all. But whether we 
= 5 them or not, being tho- 

of the holy truthfulness 
3 and of the divine guid- 

с under which ‘they wrote, our faith is 
in no way shaken by such discrepancies. 
We value them rather, as testimonies to 
independence : and are sure, that if for one 
moment we could be put in lete pos- 
session of all the details as they ha 
each account would find its tion, 
and the reasons of all the variations would 
appear. And this І firmly believe will one 
day be the case. (See the narrative of 
Peter's denials ably treated in an article on 
my former note in S T van 
server" for Feb. 1853. ta 69. 
oriental house is usually built round a quad 
Чар дер interior court ; into whieh there 

в passage (sometimes arched) th 
the front part of the house, closed next : 
street by a heavy folding gate, with a small 
wicket for single persons, kept by а porter. 
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à Lake xvi. 20. 
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XXVI. 72—75. 

ru òw avróv аА», ка! 
T ut к. Мун avroic exet Kai ovroc mv pera Inooõ той Nalw- 

1.80. 

ёстотес тоу ro Пётр > 'АХудос kai od kk avrov el, 
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b 2xviL i p с Р пи с P р e 

| Mk. 

9 F UK OG 
Hi. 6. pec. 

° $wv5aat тріс ? awapynay pe’ kai £A EC EA 
XXVII. I IIotac 8 yevouévne * evu(306- ; : 3 

„21. Atov 'fAafjov wavrec oi apyıspeiç Kal ot " spto(Jórtpot 
{118 iv. 43. - a — ` - 95 — v — + о 
vil Sealy. TOU " Лаоо ката тоо Inaov, were "'Üavaroaat avrov, 
Job xxiii. 1. 9 

La n П.Лато ro * nyeuove axti at ето пуре 
B AG анаар 

Gea. 1. 1. t ] L. only. there & Isa. xxil. 4. zxxiii. 7, 
ohn. ch. xxi.18. John xxi. 6 oniy. 3 Klogs xxlil. 4. 

23 reff. v oh. xxvi. 60 al. 3 Kinga vill. 9. 

Kai Snoavrec avróv amiryayov Kai rat Поутіф 

w X e» vv. 11, de. Lake вве zx. 90. 
хх. 20. Acts xxii. 34, Ge. xxiv. 1, 10. xxvi. 30. ША. 5 rie 'lovdaíos rev, Jos, Ап. xviii. 9.1. 

JI. eEedOovroc de avrov (corrn of the Hellenistic idiom as also іг the omn of avrov) 
D ev-17 vulg coptt : om avrov BL 
ins rattern D latt. 
Thl: txt ACZ rel. 

73. [at ra, во ABCKLA 33. 
78. om ca: ov D 1: om zai 

|] ME) C! syr-w-ast. 
t-b c^ I. 

evOvc BL. 

88 lat-a : txt AC rel lat-5 arm. aft a 
rec (for avroic) то (for perspicuity), with BDE'GKS 

om xat bef ovrog (аг unnecessary) BD sah. 
for ort, Муш» D lat-b c fz 

for Snr. c. wor., oho (see on || ME) 
74. rec caravaGepariZev, with (some cursive Р): txt ABCD rel 

aft yap ins уаМмАагос & ra:i (from 
: D lat-a b c ff, А. 

Scr's mss Thl. 

15. rec ins rov bef sye., with C KLMSCUV 1. 83. 69 Chr: om ABC!D rel Chr-r. 
rec aft нрукотос ins avre (see also || МХ), with AC rel 1а+-5 f syrr copt th 

Orig-lat: om BDL 29 latc ffi, 9. 4 Г sah arm Chr. 
aft яру ins ņ A al 

Снл. XXVII. 1. for «aov, exorncay D gat lat-a с f arm. 
ow D. 

latt sth. om ore D 

iva Gavarwoov- 

9. rec aft wapedweay ins avroy, with AC? rel Syr syr-w-ob : om BCI KL. 88 er- y latt 
arm Orig 

In the text, the interior court, often paved 
or and open to the sky, is the abu 
where the attendants made a fire; and the 
passage beneath the front of the house from 
the street to this court, is the rpoatXioy 
or ж\е». The place where Jesus stood 
before the High-priest may have been an 
open room or place of audience on the 
ground-floor, in the rear or on one side of 
the court ; such rooms, in front, being 
customary.” Robinson, Notes to Harmony, 
p. 225. otx olBa ri Aéyeu is an in- 
direct form of denial, conveying in it ab- 
solute ignorance of the circumstances 
alluded to. 73.) 4 Au -Wetstein 

om soyri (see || МЕ Iu) BL 83 Syr coptt Orig Petr-alex. 

(ad loc.) gives many examples of various 
provincal dialects of Hebrew. a mere 

could not pronounce proper 
tturals, ing M, у, ап nt and 

74.] кет : : y to 

the class of vulgarisms. катабгиа occurs 
Rev. E 8. ‘Nunc gu um ani- 
me p amisit,’ says Bengel. 78. 
Ќе viz. from the æ v where быз 
and third denial had taken place: the 
motive being, їуа р) каттуорщц®#ў 0:4 то» 
Saxptey, as 

Cmar. XXVII. 1, 9.] Ixsus 18 LED 
AWAY TO PILATE. Mark xiv. l. Luke 

ccc QUPT OCT" 

екв: Z. 
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3 Tóre wv '1офдас o 7 rapadidobe айтор ore " Kar- yoh. . 48, 
expifn, * perapeAnBeic (отоєјеу та rpiükovra °% арубрга 
тос афугередогу —- ка _ *peaBuréporc $ Агуш» "Hnaprov 

T 

к xxi. 99 
ref. 1 Macc. 
zi 10 

тарабобс "* aipa “а фо». oi à d sirov s Ti“ weoc Прас; „erl. 
"Y бул. 5 kai piac тй ` арубра er тф vay  avexw- , A, » 
pnoey ка! rA ano. 6 ot 88 a ap xu ха8д›- а= а= vv. 34, 38 

rec та арубра тау Ovx Forty Bat айта tic rove "mos ix. 

™ kopBavav, £ егы "run аїратос terty. ue uu à i 1. . 
° Аадутес s Wyópacav iE айтш» TOV aypov TOU , Kepa- — 
ul c, sic rap тос Elvoic. 

6 Heb, th. 1. 19, 18, 14 re. 
1—d. xxvi.19. Mark xil. ci. 
Mag d I 9. 4. Ра» Mert vi. M) 

3 

u Judg. li. 6 Р. xv. 19 al 

9. wapal'ovc (corra, the betrayal having 
rec awtorpmpe (corrn for precision), with A 

rec ins roig bef яресВотгрогс, with A rel Chr: om BCL ev-y D-lat(misit) Orig, 
83 E 
1 br abcd, дікаго» (exp 

Orig, Eus Car 
Qoi d): txt ABC rel syr-marg 
ө, uç тоу уаоу BL 83 goth wth One "Eus Chr. 

6. [urav, во BL 88 Eus.) 

xxii. 66 (who probebly mixes with this 
meeting of the Sanhedrim some 

things that took place at their earlier as- 
sembly), xxiii. 1. ii ject 
of this 

eculiar to Matthew. This inci- 

over to the Roman governor, worked in 
him remorse, and that suicide was the con- 

except from the former sayings of 
im. I cannot (see 

ch. xxvi. 14) believe that his in- 
s other than sordid gain to be 
by the darkest treachery. To 

uum dii de ы ш ы 

8 8.0 " 

Іза. xxix. 16. Jer. xvill. 
s here only. Deut. zuxiv. Tt. 

BL 88 latt pari) syr coptt Orig 

киб o ауодс . 
ye? B Kings хі. 

. 3 Kings xvii. 38. Tobit Ш. 10 only. 
— ca w vas дд корба»йе, Jos. 

ver. 9. Acts iv. 84. v. 2, 8. хіх. 19. 100, vl. 20. vii. 
p Lake 271.0. Actsi.1 SEM Jer. 36. 

я. Син, mew) . zzvi. 
t ch. xxv. v. 85, Ко ref, 

Eus Chr: rettulit latt Lucif: txt BL 

Srom ch xxiii. 35) B- L latt (and D-lat) mrja 
з CYPrexpr Lucif Ambr Leo Promiss : txt АВО rel goth 

rec oye One usual en Un with EU 1. "eo (epo; Orig E Eus Ohr 
Chr-wif-ms. 

атгҳер. C. 

by surprise, seems to m 
sistent with the spirit of his own 
sion, ver. & There vapeBobs alpa 40% 

his act—his accomplished pur- 
pose. The bitter feeling in him now is 
expressed фрартоу, of which he is 
vividly and conscious, now that 
the result has ren 5 Ob- 

have in that case received the rest. 
Observe also 6 тараё:доўс abréy, His be- 
trayer, the part. pres. being used as 
a tion, as in 6 wepaZuy, * the 
Tempter,” ch. iv. 8. 5.] v 7$ vag 

money into the rade. 
hanged, or strangled 
account given Acts i. 18, see note there. 
Another account of the end of Judas was 
current, which I have cited there. 
6.] They said this proven by anal 
from Deut. xxiii. 18. ‚ ейи, 
price given for shedding o blood, ix 
wages of а murderer. 7.] тд» 



eme 5. ёкизос аурос atparoc 

gvvéralév pot Kbptoc. 

12 
ка ГГ ry 
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een ael. Gea. vli. 4 Ezod. xit у 
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EYATT'EAION . 

11 ʻO & "Төзөзс {отабд ĩurpoobes TOU 
‘Kai ewnpurnoey avrov 9 
Ave то» E TovBaiwy ; о o & Inoue # фп айтф А 2 Mie. юзе 

™ каттуорнаба: айтд» o rd тоу аруерём» 
rore Aiye Е 
5 

kai [rev] sptoBuripwy оюдФ» а awexpivaro. 
" avrQ 0 П‹датос Oux akobtic това cov 

kai ойк йхгекрЇӨп abr трос ° орд ? êv Ррдџа, "= 
xxvi 19 ref 

ові. Д Lake алй. 70. seo cb. xxvi. rx Pie ee es 
p Acts хдт. 26, see ch. xxi. 34. 

XXVIL 

" быс "т ™ ойраро». 9 х sore 
er Anh” то? рп» dua lepeniov тоў bo Ayer 
roc Kai єАа{3о» та трйкоута va, тө 5 төз 

Ü 5 trusiaavro * ard uh Lepa, 

"ыс rò» aypó» rov "kspauíoc, ° Ere 

=й nóvec" 

dend Aéyow 25 ei o ! Bao- 

13 

9. om iepthiov 88. 157 lat-a b Syr mss-mentd-by-Aug: Zaxapıov 22 eyr- 
esaiam lat. (but Orig Eus я ard testify to the word, and found 

the right reading, but only as a conjecture. and Eus suspect lay. to 
it in old ‘MSS. 

ир. is in 
all MBS vss and fathers not above mentd).—(inp. AC!.) 
d #дыке> A'(appy). 
11. rec (for erabn) eorn, with A rel latt 
13. om rev bef oo B!LX 1. 69 ie Chr. (83 def.) 

катан. bef соо 
lat-b ел,» syr-jer Orig: 

т тоса, тоса Б. 

Orig Chr : txt BCL 1. 33 ma. 
arerpeivero D 

14. om og ovde D gat (with tol) lat-a be ki, syr sah (arm). 

T. durior ists loot аи рос 
at so small a price probab 

from having been rendered necem for til 
lage by excavations for clay: see note on 
Acts i. 19. vois Ё.) not for Gentiles, 
but for stra d Jane came up to the 
feasta. J &үр. . рп, See 
Acta i. 19. боз тїз This ex- ohp. 

shews that a considerable time 
ela since the event, before Mat- 

thew’s was published. 9.] The 
‘citation is not from Jeremiah (see ref.), 
and is probably (рды from memory and 
unprecisely ; we have similar instances in 
two places in the apology of Stephen, Acts 
vii. 4 16,—and in Mark ii. 26. Various 
means of evading this have been resorted 
to, which are not worth recounting. Jer. 
xviii. 1, 2, or perhaps Jer. xxxii. 6—12, 
may have given rise to it: or it may have 
к from a Jewish idea [see Wordsw. 
h. I., < Zechariam habuisse ae 
Jeremie.” The ion here 
different from the LXX, which cd 
not much more like the Hebrew. I 
put it to E 
whether of two presents the greater 

obstacle to his faith, the solution given 
above, or that in Wordsw. "s note, that the 
name of one is here 
that of ano 

1—4. HB I8 EXAMINED BY PILATE. 
Mark xv. 2—6. Luke xxiii. 2—5. Jobn 
xviii. 29—38. Our narrative of the hearing 
before Pilate is the least circumstantial of 
the four—having however two remarkable 

vv. 19and 24. John 

delivered 
up; the Jews not entering the ium. 

The accusation Him primary agsinat 
seems to have been that He Feyer drr 
xpioròy ВасМіа E¹ẽ.. This is presap- 
posed in in the enquiry of this verse. 
съ dyes is not to be rendered as a doudé- 
Jul answer—much less with Th ylact, 
as meaning, Thow sayest st, not Т: but as 
a strong . Вее above on ch. xxvi. 
64. 13—14.] This part of the nar- 
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were Oavpatey Toy * тунба Atav, 15 каға & Форт» I, N. 
сабе D 16 "атоону í tva re dx Slo. 0» ' kaka ir. 1a, 
nde A ov. ger & тоте * dio nor ir ionnor Aeyóptvov ому. Num. 
me ” even yu ovy avrov sixty avroic 9 Ta 
II. Adroc Tiva Ora *awodice ору; Васа Ва», à ret. Acts 
* 'Incovv тд» " Леуоргуоу " xpicróv; 18 де уар ori * ha 279 vast 

Eph. . 1. 9 Tim. (SaL Бой. tv. 14. а Rew. xvi 7 ошу. ag irn 3 Macs. vi. 1. 
8 wa N актера; pora. Ег 10 aed Ane ad.anparav è „ Joa, АЗС. v. 7. 1, 

T= 

15. ins ryv bef герту» D. don Y re охле D ev-36 syr copt: rw oxÀw bef 
гуа Seoproy М e al latt вут jer Orig-lat : rw ox. ё. bef eva 88 arm. 

16. ins то» bef Леуоргуоу ins соъ» bef ВараВ[Зау rid ys and in ver 17) 
1! One crates ve witha tend te inte t ара pa (Treg on ver 16) : 
— mall ver 17 without the addn, but the interpreter of makes a 

alicui iniquorum ;’ 
and 20 others, ascribed to Anastasius or Chr, states каАаоїс wavy 5 ivre- 
yew edpoy cal аўтфд» tóv ВараВВау 'Igeovv Asyópevor oŬrwç your slya» 4 тоб 
Adr тес inii, “ riva Gare rey bo &хо\ёсш piv, Ino roy BapaBfav ђ 

ald have been 

Barabbas the opithet іжісцџоу, wrote in the marg incovy, and it thence found its way 
into the text in ver 16: and, when once supposed to be а profiz to Barabbas, in ver 
17 also. On ver 17 Ed remarks * Hac lectio orta fuisse videtur e litteris posteriori- 

ar tr e Ие 47 b 69 69 al qv 5 (Syr) goth (eth) : bef т 00У, -abe 9 yr om arm. m 
атоћ»сю D lat-c. ins roy fee вва " 2 Orig: ins убор» тоу, 1! s. er arm 

rative occurs only in Mark besides, bot is vincula.’ 16.] The subject of xov, 
explained by Luke, ver. б. The ch as of fe above, is the óyAoc. Не 
were, of azcifiag the people from Gali was one of them, so they had him. The 

name Barabbas, мун N. ‘son of his father,’ 
was not an uncommon one. The plays 
on this name Barabbas (е. g. róv viàv тоў 
warpóc abre», тоб dsafsiéddov, iEyrf- 

Olshause "in loc. vol. E. p.807) sap usen in p. are utterly 
unworthy of serious exegesis. It does not 
appear why this man was iwionpoc. The 
murderers in the insurrection in which he 
was шогы were many (Mark, ver. 7). 

In John’s ны the sug- 
gestion ч iberating Barabbas seems to 
come from the Jews themselves; but not 
чани e he may only be giving, as 
before, a general report of what реве 
The euvnyp. обу aùr. seems to im гору une 
a great crowd had collected outeide 
torium while the trial was going on. 
It is possible that the addition rà» Ле * 

r Daro haard а аА which Pilate could 
ve heard from the Jews, may have been 

familiar to him by his wife’s mention of 
Jesus. Bee below. 18.] The whole 
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R 3 ф05уоу тарідыкау avroy. 
pes Irn. 

a 0,1 i. 
Got. v only. S Mace ‘табох ohn ,. car 

sch vill. 29. 
"^u дЕ xil. 

E KP coy ВараВВа», roy ài соўу ATOM. 

EYATT'EAION XXVII. 

2 oi dd d apxtepec 

21 aro- 

"н, 12, 18 19, крібеіс dé о ° туду теу avroic ° Tiva 0tAere ‘ard гоу 

god dio ' атоАбсв ош» ; oi à elroy BapafBav. 2 Ay 
аўто о Падатос Т; ovv 

" хөютду; ; Aéyouow wavrec * Traupobür v. 

2 0 82 kon Ti yàp ! kakòv кашк ; oi & * reo 
emia Nik. ому. ay. kæpador Myovrec ^ ZravpwÜijrw. 

meet, аААа n ™ > ббръВос yirerat, 

m M. E 

ah Eain. li. poner. 

reff. ovoey 
11 Mh. L. Acts ort vee 
xxii. 9. N ели 

12 P. к r^ id 
m ch. xxvi. б reff. 

21. ins тоу bef ВараВВа» BL 1. 33. 
22. noinowpev D-gr lat-a 5 с ff, h 9 

with L rel lat-f th: om ABDKA 1. 83. 69 
98. rec aft о de ins yen (from ver 21), р 

arm Chr.—ÀAey& avro о gytuw» DL 1 latt copt eth. 

narrative what this verse and 
the next distinctly assert, that Pilate was 
before ee with the acís and ag 
racter of Jesus. 19.) The B4 
in a place called in Hebrew Gabbat tho 
Pavement—John xix. 18—where however 
Pilate does not go thither, till after the 
scourging and Docking of the soldiers. 
But he may have sat there when he came 
out in some of his previous interviews 
with the Jews. yur) abr.] It 
had become the custom in Augustus’s 
time for the governors of Provinces to 
take their wives with them abroad ; 
Cecina attempted to pass a law forbid- 
ding it (Tacit. Ann. iii. 89 ff), but was 
vehemently opposed among 
others) and put down. We know nothing 
more of this woman than is here related. 
Tradition gives her the name of Procla 
or Claudia ula. In the of Nico- 
demus, c. 2, we read that te called 
the Jews and said to them, одате бт 
ў уюй pov ӨгосеВпс dori, cal piov 
тега сд» Suiv. Alyovow abry Nai, 
olga On the question raised by the 
w тайну. 04 abro) ixi rov Biya- 
voc a8 to the which this incident 
holds in the 260 orf, Pilati 
circa Christum judicio, &c., pp. 18 ff. 
å B(xavos ixeivog із a term which shews 
that she knew the character for purity 
and sanctity which Jesus had. h the 
gospel of Nicodemus, the Jews are made 

I Mark x 
1 John vi, 68. xii. 19. Ack. xii. 5 

rotijos, *’Incow rov " Àe- 

24 |$» 8 о П‹Аатос 

ki Mk. M Sots жие th өн. Isa. МЇ. 
al. Sir. xxxi. zxxiv.) 98. 

rec aft меш» ins оте 
syr-jer = coe arm Orig-lat Aug 
rel syr: txt В 88. 69 syr-jer sah 

expotev D-gr Syr. 

„ p) ove cdxaut» cor bri yónc 
dics Tad 5 rende ee 
fü» yuvaicd gov. So Mark 
also. Luke and John ie bus that 
they all cried out, &c. The exci of 
the crowd seems to have taken place while 
Pilate was receiving the message from his 
wife. Хуа conveys a mixture of the 

with the of the iwacay. 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 21.) 

ёлгокр. not necessarily to the incitements 
of the Sanhedrists which he overheard 
(Meyer), but rather to the state of confu- 
sion and indecision which prevailed. 
79.) They chose crucifixion as the or- 
dinary Roman t for sedition, 
and because of their hate to Jesus. The 
double accusative after verbs of doing and 

pacing ond wif in the situation of the 
person addressed, and then requiring a 
reason for his decision: and is generally 
found in this connexion, ri yap, in the 
utterance of impassioned See 
Баце, Partikellehre, i pid 24.) 

to Matt. A 
rightly rendered in E. V. en he pre- 
nei nothing—not ‘that it E 
nothing.’ The washing aed peti 
betoken innocence from 

I? kaÜnulvov. ài avrov éwi ABDEF 
is, rov 7 Buuaroc атёстыћгу _тобс аўтду 95 yv aurov оа 

1. Myovea Mndty * coi Kai TU дка ғ кш woAXa yàp 

* буар ё avróv. 

ai ot rio hb repo € Етесау тойс Nove t (уа " airhowvrat 
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лаф» Удыр : aweviparo тас xe ° axévavrı rov Ao n here oniy. 
Aéyuv Р Абьос иш ато rov аїратос rovrov’ ùne 2 king, xxi. 

— 88 only. 
"ovecOe. ка! атокодес тас о Aaóc stmev To aipa och, axi 3 

avrov "i$ рас kai ‘ext ra ríkva пиех. 26 тбте am- , 2274107 
- æ $ 5 æ ГА i 

Н rev де EAvgey avroic то» BapBBa, rov & ‘Incovy * фоауеХАо- э, there alo 
& OUS... ~ W. awe. 

ABDEF сас тарёдшкгу iva oravpwby. ч = Acts xx. 
INSU 97 Т a 4 - - t€ ? u À Bo 2xiv. 8. val. . Tore ot orparwrat rov ћуєиоуос " wapaAa[Jovrec гете, 

6. rov lgcow uç r Wpaitwoiov gGuyQyayov tmr avrov PPNP . 

dA тй» " arapay’ 28 xai * єкдф отд» У уАанфда 22101, nv " страу" cal ' ёкдоваутес avrov ? Àapüða бану. 
5 , a , » =~ 99 '* b ‚ , 8 W коккіупу * arepitÜnkav aury, Э kat ° тА Ёаутес стёфауоу Ах», 
4E SaxavOav ‘éwiOnxay emi тпс Kepadnc avrov xai Af . 

va Mk. Joba xviil. 28 bis, 88. хіх. 9. Acts xxHi. 86. Phil. i. 18 only t. w | Mk. John xviil. 8, 19. Acts 
z. I. xxi. 81. xxvil.loniyf. Jedith ziv. 11, $ Macc. vill. 28. x1. 20, 22 oy. rovro àé кайта: то 
сута ма Ti» тео» тара 'Peuaiow &oóprie, Polyb. zi. 33. 1. 

vit. 33. . Y. &only. бев. xxx 
Exod. axe. 4 al 

a 2 

я Hebd. iz. 19. Rev. zvil. 8, 4. 
zii. 33 osiy. Reth iil. 3. 

eck. vil. 16 ref. P». evi. 12. 

24. катёуауті BD: arevavrı A rel. 
rec ins rov d:xacov bef rovrov (see oh xxiii. 85, and ver 4 var re 

EX ver. 81 | Mk. Lake x. 
PA gh (ver, 81) osiy +, 2 Мосс. zii. 36 only. 

afk. ver. 484 Mk. J. ch, xxi. 38 § Mk. 1 Cor. 
b 1 (there also w. стіёф.) only, Isa. xxvill.5, Exod. xzviii. 14 only. 

d constr. èm í & ten, ch. хз}. 7 reff. 

aft up: ins eyw D, simly lat-a b o. 
‚ with L ге] 

vulg lat-c f a aft rovrov, АД lat.f I Syr syr-jer coptt th arm: om BD mm lat- 
a — t. 

26. $AaytAA. Di. aft жарадык» ins avroic DFLN 1 vulg lat -a c & syr-jer 
seth. for cravpwOn, eravpececi avrov D gat lat-a b c ff, А syr-jer eth. 

37. gGvymgyayev D-gr. 

lat. 
88. for ecévoavrec, evdue. (from || ME, cf the varne below) BD lat-a ö c f Orig- 

aft avroy ins iparıov roppvupovy ка‹ (|| ME) D lat-a (5) c f ff, Juvenc 
Hil; ra «parta avrov 33 al syr-marg : om АВМ rel vu lat. Ja ves 
rec sepu. avr. bef yA. кокк. (to avoid confusion in ead. avr. XX. кокк.), with AN rel 
syrr wth arm: txt BDL 69 latt syr-jer coptt Orig-lat Eus Chr-wlf-ms. 

is prescribed Deut. xxi. 6—9, and Pilate uses 
it here as intelligible to the Jews. 
The Greeks would have used the gen. after 
ae without &àwó: so 4Өфос Y, 
Aristoph. Nub. 1418. See Kühner, Gram. 
ii. p. 164. 25.] alpa Aiyovot rjv 
rod aiparog катайкт>», Euthym.: but 
more probably with a much wider refer- 
ence—as the adherence of blood to the 
hands of a murderer is an idea not bear- 
ing any necessary reference to punish- 
ment, only to guilt. 26. ayeX. 
is a late word, adopted from the Latin. 
The custom of scourging before execution 
was general among the Romans. After 
the scourging, John xix. 1—16, Pilate 
made a last attempt to liberate Jesus— 
which answers to awaidebcag атоћёсы, 
Luke, ver. 16. 55 the 
Roman soldiers, whose office the execution 
would be. 

27—30.] JESUS MOCKED BY THE SOL- 
DIERS. ark xv. 16—19 (omitted in 
Luke) John хіх. 1—3. The assertion 
wapidwxev iva cravpwOg in ver. 26 is not 
strictly correct there. Before that, the 
ee of this passage come in, and the 

OL. 1. 

last attempt of Pilate to liberate Him. 
27. els td пролт.) The residence 

of the Roman governor was the former 
palace of Herod, in the u city (see 
Winer, Realwürterbuch, ‘ Richthaus’). 
i i т. ст.) The ее із e 

eohort—the tenth part of a legion. e 
„%% I hene l iv 
abróv—to Him to make sport with Him. 
This happened in the guard-room of the 
cohort: and the narrative of it we may 
well believe may have come from the cen- 
turion or шын see ver. 54), е were 

Impressed at the cruci- 
fixion. 28 Possibly the mantle in 
which he had been sent back from Herod 
—see note on Luke, ver. 11: or perhaps 
one of the ordinary soldiers' cloaks. 
29.] It does not appear whether the pur- 
pose of the crown was fo wound, or simply 
Sor mockery—and equally uncertain is it, 
of what kind of thorns it was composed. 
The acanthus itself, with its large succulent 
leaves, is singularly unfit for such a pur- 
pose: as is the plant with very long sharp 
thorns commonly known as spina Christi, 
being a brittle acacia Se the 
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EYATT'EAION 

xaAapey r Ty Eon атоо, cal 
БЫР ark erbse, avrov s evtratcov атр Хёуоутес Харе * o 

` xa@Aapov ка! 
ка! Gre 8 ғуётащау abre, 

XXVII. 

f yorurernoa УТЕС 

* Ld a a 
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very | of the thorns, which would 
meet in the middle if it were bent into a 
wreath, precluding it. Some flezile shrub 
or plant must be understood—possibly 
some variety of the cactus or prickly pear. 
* Hasselquist, a Swedish naturalist, 

mon plant, ваба or nubka 
Of the Arabs, with many small and sharp 
spines; soft, round, and pliant branches; 
leaves much resembli ivy, of a very deep 
green, as if in design mockery of a vic- 
tor’s wreath,’ Travels, 288. 1766. Se by 
Р.М.) . — for a sceptre 
nominative with art. for vocative, a Bebra. 
ism, see reff. 30. ] Observe the aor. a- 
Bov of the one act of taking the reed, but 
the imperfecta ivixa:o» and irurroy of 
the continued and repeated acts of mock- 
pi eves striking. Here follows the 
ex n of Jesus by Pilate, and his last 
attempt to release him, John xix. 4—16. 

31—34.] HE Is LED TO CRUCIFIXION. 
Mark xv. 20—23. Luke xxiii. 26— 83. 
John xix. 16, 17. The four accounts are 
still essentially and remarkably distinct. 
Matthew's and Mark's are from the same 
source, but varied in expression, and in 
detail; Luke's and John's stand each 
alone ; Luke's being the fullest, t, and giving 
us the deeply interesting address to the 

O = ver. 2. ch. xxvi. . Ep.Jer. 18. э 
Lem. iL 97. т ch. xvi. 94 

Acts xii, 19. pt Mk. ch. v. 41 only ¢. 
»1овіу. Judg.ix. 0$. 4 Kings 

20. 5 al Chr-e(and ed Fd): :0y«av KNA 1. 69 lat-a b o: txt AD rel 
гес ryv Kegadnv, with ADN 

rec ext Thy pa 
N rel Chr: rn xegadn Н 88: txt BL 69 al 
mechanical repetition of єкї тпу «$a ny), 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a c ff g., Syr syr-mArg 

syr-jer coptt wth arm Orig-lat Chr-3-y-G-M(and wif ms). 

for \syorrec, ёгроутгс А. 

густа: ау (corra to 

for o Bas., Bao 

rà aft supyy. ins ис axayrnow avrov D gat(with harl ing lux mm) lat-a 5 o ff, 

rec oc (corra fo agree with rosoc), with A(sic) FSVA: 
rec Aon. bef кр. rosroc (for perspicuity), with AN! 

daughters of Jerusalem. а] Poca- 
liar to Matt. and Mark. 
iEáyovew Mark. Executions eon took 
place the eamp, see Num. xv. 35, 
or city, 1 Kings xxi. 18, Acts vii. 58, Heb. 
xii. 11—13. Grotius brings examples to 
shew that the same was the custom of the 
Romans. 82.) Previously, Jesus had 
borne his own cross: John, ver. 17. So 
Plutarch, de sera numinis vindicta, leacroc 
теу какойруш» курк Toy айтой crav- 
рб», c. ix. e have no data to 
ascertain any further about 
this Simon of Cyrene. e only assump- 
tion which we are perhaps justified in 
making, is that he was afterwards known 
in the Church as а convert: see note on 
Mark, ver. 21. He was coming from the 
country, Mark, ibid.; Luke, ver. 26. 
Meyer to account for the selec- 
tion of one out of the multitude present, 
that possibly he was а slave; the indignity 
of the service to be rendered preventing 
their taking any other person. On åyya- 
pese see note at ch. v. 41. 33.) 
an aa in "Ch de иго, in Hebrew 
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okog, оо» (from | 9 -a b idi 9 jer 

twice) sth arm Ath Damasc in Juvene: txt AN bee A seg gg onze) 
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syrr Orig-lat Chr Sev. 
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raises an objection to the explanation, — 
and as the name does not import cpaview 
тблос, but spavíov r. or simply xpavíov 
pom m many, among whom are Cyril of 

Roland, | d, Paulus Lücke, De 
Wette, Meyer, &c., understand it as 
ing to the shape of the hill or rock. 
neither does this seem satisfactory, as we 
have no analogy to guide us (Meyer's j jus- 
tification of the name from cpamoy, or 
&pavtiov, a wood near Corinth, does not 
apply : for that is so called from zpávov, 

cornel tree—De Wette), and no such 
bil or rock is known to have existed. 

As regards the situation, we await 
some evidence which may decide between 
the conflicting claims of the commonly- 
received site of Calvary and the Holy 
Sepulchre, and that upheld by Mr. Fergu- 
son, who holds that the of the 
Rock, usually known as the Mosque of 
Omar, is in reality the spot of our "s 
entombment. See his Article Jerusa- 
lem” in Dr. Smith's Biblical Dictionary : 
and on the other side, Williams's Holy 
City, and Stanley's Sinai and Palestine, 
5 94.] It was cus- 
tomary to give а stupefying drink to 
criminals on their way to execution : 
of which our Lord would not partake, 
having shewn by tasting it, that he was 
aware of its purpose. In Mark’s 
account it is depupyopivoc olvoc—and 
though olvoc and ó£oc might mean the 
same, ispvpvicpivoc and nerd yor. pepty. 
cannot. We may observe here (and if 

| U 3 

prophets non inventa est in duob 
J antiquo syriaco") coptt sth Orig-lat Tit- 

tol!) lat. with em fuld 
5 us ъа ex- 

tho remark be applied with caution and 
reverence, it is a most useful one), how 

Q 
more of the — caste give the 
matter of fact detail; see above on ch. 
xxvi. 15, and compare with this verse, Ps. 
lxix. 21. 

85—88.] Hz 16 св0сІРТЕр. Mark xv. 
24—28. Luke xxiii. 82—84, 38. John хіх. 
18—24. The four accounts are distinct 
from one another, and independent of any 

атеке ht pale e cross was an uprig. 
or beam, rd by a transverse one at 
right angles, in the shape of a T. 
In this ба case, from the ‘title’ being placed 
over the Head, the upright beam probably 

above the horizontal one, as 
usually represented . To this cross the 
criminal, being stripped of his oar was 
fixed by nails driven oe Шә hands 
and 5 pe haps generally, 

Lakes xxiv. 39 ыч the feet, аваси 
or united. е body was not supported 
Tamed botw. 5 of wood which 

een 9 @ ixoyovrrat 
ol ocravpotpeva, Justin Mir те 
Tryph. § 91, р. 188. On the rest of the 
Verse, nee note on John. The words 
omitted in the text are clearly interpo- 
lated from John, ver. 24, with just the 
phrase rò рпі» od (or did) rov трофӣ- 

imilated to Mat rov assi thew's usual form 
of citation. 96.] irápovv—this was 
usual, to prevent the taking cruci- 
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TM vaoy kai tv трів» пиёра‹с оікодороу, осо» сғаотб», e 
(Сис 18 

чт) 4Kings К aic el TOU * боо, 
ech. rs 411: 1м 
d (s. us opoiwe & ! Kai ot арҳирес 

xará fnb. aro TOU araupov. 
? éuTraiLovrec pera то» 

тШ үоариатёш» Kat reo vr ip t qe yov 42” Ad doug Ё awot, 
Jeb. zzvi.6l. « a 
Aca vi, 18. al 000700 ov 
Е 

k see cb. 2^ 6 and noto. 
m vv. 99, 3 

88. тту cegadnv avrev D copt-ms. 
40. aft Агу. ins ova DMA latt(not am lat. 7 

voc Ocov tt 
(taking ei ёс with сысоу osavr.) AD lat-a b c А Syr syr-jer 

41. om де каг AL al forj lat-b: om de BK 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a c 
for wpsof., 5 D al gat lat-a 

lat, Eus, Ambr Jer Cassiod. 

copt arm Orig-lat Eus. 

OUvarat cwoat. 

105 Mk. v. r.) Lake v. 10. x. 89. 1 Cor. vil. 8, 4. James il. $5 only. 

бао‹Аеўс 'lopagA fort 

un Ge erede ber erf 
r-wlf-ms 

J А D-lat (eg) 

Eus Cassiod : хра cat gapicawy A rel lat: Per Orig Orig-lat ТЫ: txt LN se 1. 896 
gr am for eXeyor, Aeyovric lat - 91 : вуг coptt eth. lat. j coptt 

"s. 3 ver 40, as also in D & bef xeroOer below), with 

fied persons down. There were four sol- 
diers, John, ver. 28; a centurion and 
three others. gr.] éré0.—is not to 
be taken as a plusq. perf. — Matthew 
finishes relating what the soldiers did, 
and then goes back to the course of the 
narrative. ‘The soldiers’ necd not even 
be the nominative case to irie. The 
‘title’ appears to bave been written by 
Pilate (see John, ver. 19) and sent to be 
affixed on the cross. It is not known 
whether the affixing of this title was cus- 

. In Dio Cassius (cited i ме, 
but incorrectly) we read of such a title 
being hung round the neck of a criminal 
on his way to execution. So also Suet. 
Domit. 10,—“ canibus objecit, cum hoc 
titulo, ‘ Impie locutus parmularius :’” and 
iem ei eet ди» 

icaret." the 
difference in Pin the four Gospels as to the 
words of the inscription itself it is hardly 
worth while to comment, ex to re- 
mark, that the advocates for the verbal 
and literal exactness of each gospel may 
here find an undoubted example of the 
absurdity of their view, which may serve 
to guide them in less plain and obvious 
cases. (See this further noticed in the 
Prolegg. ch. i. 8 vi. 18.) 4 title was 
written, containing certain words; not 
Jour titles, all different, but one, differing 
probably from all of these four, but cer- 

tainly from three of them. Let us bear 
this in mind when the narratives of words 
spoken, or events, Rhee а а carat man- 
ner. Respecting title, see er on 
John, vv. 20—22. $8.] тбте, after the 
crucifixion of Jesns was accomplished. 
These thieves were led out with Jesus, and 
crucifled, perhaps by the same soldiers, or 
perhaps as Meyer says, inferring this from 
the caOnpevos érfjpovy abróv {кеї, ver. 96, 
by another band. 

89—44.| Hx Ів MOCKED ON THE CROSS. 
Mark ху. 29—32. Luke xxiii. 35—37; 
39—43. Our narrative and that of Mark 
are from a common source. Luke’s is 
wholly distinct. The whole of these in- 
dignities are omitted by John. 89. 
ol тарат. ] These words say nothing as 
to its being a working-day, or as to the 
situation of the spot. A matter of so 
much public interest would be sure to 
attract a crowd, among whom we find, 
ver. 41, the chief priests, scribes, and 
elders. These passers-by were the multi- 
tude going in m out of the city, some 
coming to see, others ww. 
T. кєф.: seo Ps. xxii. 7. o first re- 
proach refers to ch. xxvi. 61; the second 
to the same, ver. 64. 40. å катам») 
Notice the characterizing present partici- 

e, as d weepdaZwy, ch. iv. 5: thou puller 
own of 42.] Luke gives, more 

exactly, the second reproach in this verse 
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xix.88. Rom. 
ach. xx. 2,0,(0,) 9. Acts x. 8, 

44 478 Ò avro 

non Fe uxxix. 6. with асо. of person, Ps. xvii. 19. xl. II. 
Neer ted wt he 8 — | Mk. ob. v. II reff. 

wiorevopey А а] latt 
for avre, ex’ avrov BL 33 Cyr: er 

avre Д rel syrr Thi(corrns to express believe on him’): txt AD 1. 69 latt goth arm 
-lat Eus. 

ins & bef жето бг D 1. 118. 209 lat-a b Al 
Oso», ты 0t» B Eus. 
vulg Orig-lat. 

44. стаорьдғутес DL. 

(sth) arm Eus. for roy 
om vv» AH 69 lat., copt Eus. om 1st avro» BL 33 

rec om cvy, with А rel : ins BDL. rec (for 
avrov) avrw (emenda of constr), with Scr's c (e sil): txt ABD rel Scr’s mss goth 
Antch Thi 

45. om eri wasay тру yny Nl; ins (but % oAny) №". 

as ceeding from the soldiers. 
43. | See Ps. xxii. 7, 8. This is not accord- 
ing to the LXX, which has ffAmeey ixi 
Kipior pvcácÜw abróv, cucarw abróv, 
Sri Өе abróv. This is omitted by Mark 
and Luke. 60íAnu» туб for amare ali- 
quem, occurs in reff. Ps. We have Oi 
with an accus. of the thing in reff. and 
Ezek. xvii. 23, 32 aL: and followed by 
&v with a n, 1 Kings xviii. 22, 1 Chron. 
xxviii. 4 (not Col. ii. 18; see note there), 

44.] Neither Matt. nor Mark is 
in possession of the more particular ac- 
count given by Luke, vv. 89—43, where 
see notes. For the other incident which 
happened at this time, see John, vv. 25— 
27, and notes. 

45—50.] SUPERNATURAL DARKNESS. 
LasT WORDS, AND DEATH OP JESUS. 
Mark xv. 33—87. Luke xxiii. 44—46. 
John xix. 28—30. The three accounts 
are here and there very closely allied ; 
Matthew and Mark almost verbally. Luke 
only, however, contains the words which 
the Lord uttered before he expired,— 
omits the incident which takes up our 
vv. 46—49, and inserts here the rending 
of the veil. John is entirely distinct. 

45.) A ing to Mark, ver. 25, 
it was the third hour when they crucified 
Him. If so, He had been on the croes 
three hours, which ів April would an- 
swer to about the same space of time in 
our day—i. e. from 9—12 4.M. Оп the 
difficulty presented by John's declaration 
ch. xix. 14, see notes there and on Mark. 

сибтов —this was no eclipse of the 

evatne bef wp. D. 

sun, for it was moon at the time— 
nor any ial obscuration of the sun 
such as sometimes takes place before an 

uake—for it is clear that 55 earth- 
e in the ordinary sense o word 

is here intended. Those кезй, Sw! leads 
them to reflect WHO was then suffer- 
ing, will have no difficulty in accounting 
for these signs of sympathy in Nature, 
nor in seeing their applicability. The 
ean Ыгы ee Меи ere 
vangelists, must silence uestion as 

to the universal belief of this kness as 
a fact; and the early Fathers (Julius 

icanus, in Routh, Reli i 

a to profane testimony for ite truth. 
е omission of it in John’s Gospel is of 

no more weight than the numerous other 
instances of such omission. See Amos viii. 
9, 10. dni wacay thy yiv—whether 
these words are to be taken in all their 
strictness is doubtful. Of course, the whole 
globe eris be hal afi сай һе 
ight over of tt. e ques- 
3 
it over which there was day? I believe 
we are; but see no strong objection to 
any limitation, provided the fact itself, 
as happening at Jerusalem, is distinctly 
recognized. This last is matter of testi- 
mony, and the three i are 
pledged to its truth: the present words 
cannot stand on the same ground, not 
being matter of testimony properly so 
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Mk. Acts 

в w ch, xx. N reff, а eh. x. 90. xx. 38 
Axii. 10. (xziiL 6 v. r.) xxviii. 19 only in Matt. 
f ch. xi. 7 reff, g ch. x. 

46. 80e (|| MX) BL 33. 69 Eus. 
ant L. rec Aapa, with D 1 
€ g,: Mpa AKUA 69 lat. вуг 
83 am(with forj harl) lat. i 91 Eus. 

47. єстткогь» (see || Mk) BCL 88. 
48. om rz D. ofov D 69. 

called. 46.] See Ps. xxii. 1. The 
words A\epad саВахбауі are Chaldee, and 
not Hebrew. Our Lord spoke them in 
the ordinary dialect, not in that of the 
sacred text itself. The weightiest ques- 
tion is, In what sense did He use 7 
His inner consciousneas of union with 
God must have been complete and inde- 
structible— but, like His higher and holy 
will, liable to be obscured by human weak- 
ness and pain, which at this time was. at 
its very highest. We must however take 
care not to ascribe all his suffering to 
bodily pain, however cruel: his soul was 
in immediate contact with and prospect 
of death—the wages of sin, which He had 
taken on Him, but never committed—and 
the conflict at Gethsemane was renewed. 
‘He himself, as the Berlenberg Bible re- 
marks (Stier, vi. 442), ‘becomes the ex- 
positor of the darkness, and shews what it 
imports. In the words however, M. 
God’—there s the same union wi 
Е. divine Will, and abiding in the ever- 

ing covenant purpose, as in those, 
‘Not my will, but thine,’ These are 
the only words on the Cross related by 
Matt. and Mark—and they are related by 
none besides. The pmi Océ is v 
seldom rv d in Judg. xvi. 28 vat. 
Ezra ix. 6. The LXX here has the usual 
vocative о бєбє: as also Mark. 47. 
This was not said by the Roman soldiers, 
who oould know nothing of Elias; nor 
was it a misunderstanding of the Jewish 
spectators, who must have well under- 
stood the import of hi: nor again was it 
said in any apprehension, from the super- 
natural darkness, that Elias might really 
come (Olsh.) ; but it was replied in in- 
tended mockery, as olros,—'this one 
among the three,’—clearly indicates. 

d ver. 
49. Av. 86, &o. Gen. xxi. 19. 

bà Mk. J. onlyt. 
За reff. e ver. 

om o D. 8 
mm lat.a b 4 wth arm 555 

Eus Chr-wif- ms: Анна EFG HMSV al: txt BLN 
tyrare kg AEFGHKMA 33. 

om ore DL 88 latt (not f) Syr sth arm. 

This is one of the cases where those who 
advocate an original Hebrew Gospel of 
Matthew are obliged to su that the 

words, in order to make the reason of the 
reply clear. 48.] This was on ac- 
count of the words ‘I thirst,’ uttered by 
our Lord : see John, ver. 28. Mark’s ac- 
count is somewhat different; there the same 
person gives the vin and utters the 
scoff which follows. is is quite intel- 
ligible—contempt mingled with pity would 
doubtless find a type among by- 
standers. There is no need for assuming 
that the soldiers offering vinegar in Luke, 
ver. 37, is the same incident as this. 
Since then, the bodily state of the Re- 

had greatly changed ; and what 
was then offered in mockery, might well 
be now asked for in the agony of death, 
and received when presented. would 
not however absolutely deny that Luke 

be giving a leas accurate detail; 
and may represent this incident by his 
ver.87. The fos is the posca, sour wine, 
or vin and water, the ordinary drink of 
the Roman soldiers. On the other par- 
ticulars, see notes on John. 49.] If we 
take our account as the strictly accurate 
one, the rest—in mockery—call upon this 
person to desist, and wait for Ена to 
come to save Him: if that of Mark, the 
giver of the drink calls upon the rest 
(also in mockery) to let this'suffice or to 
let Aim (the giver) alone, and wait, &. 
The former seems more probable. It is 
remarkable that the words undeniably in- 
terpolated from Johu should have found 
their place here before the death of Jesus, 
and can only be attributed to eesness, 
there igo] no other place here for the 
insertion of the indignity but this, and the 

47 ung Bb тоу tkt torürwy Cum 

48 kai FGHK 
LMSUY 
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21. ziv. o | Mk. 15. Rev. 
xvi. 19. Jade. ix. 48. 
oaly. Joel ili, 16, 

Esek. і. 27. pt Mk. Pt 
q = (ch. xxi. 10. xxviii. 4.) Heb. aH. 36, from Hag. 1. 7. Rev. vi. 

49. for R., away В; urov D 69 lat-a 5 c ff, Jr for cwewy, ewca 69 al 
lat.f g, syrr goth: ка: owou D 1 lat- a b o ff, 11 Orig-lat. at end ins алЛос де 
AaBwy Aoyxnr t avrov rnv wrevpay, каа eEgAOtv. võwp к. аша (from John xix. 
84; see note) BCLU(«. годгыс and arp. к. vd.) R al gat(with mm) eth mss-mentd-by- 
Sev schol(thus given by Tischdf, dri tic rò каб icropiay sbayyidtoy Acodwpou[?) zai 
Tariayov| ?] cal dAAwy діафбрыу ay. waripwy тобто прбскета, rovro Абун cal д 
Xpvedcropoc. бтау обу 6 МатӨ. xp reXeurigg avrov ceatéuevoy отд гоў erparwirov 
Ty Aóyxg «с rò» wrtupdy iHrwoev, {10° obrec vuyOivra redevrijea, ò $% уг I.. 
тойтоу ign MI уохӨўуа: perà 1d rette, ob payne тё elpnpevory брфб- 
Tipo: үйр rò &АуӨіс iunvveay к. т. №.) Chr (but adds ri уѓуот dv тойтш» xapa- 
yopwrepoy, ri дф Onpiwdicrepow of pixps rocofrov rrjv lavrüv paviaw iireavay 
kai tic vecpdy сёра Xouróv 0Врібоутес) : syr-jer has this portion of Mt twice 
the lections of which it consists, one time omg, and the other insg, the doubtful words: 
Orig favours the omn when he says $00 д avrov ёяодаубьтос ele тё» orparwrov 
Adyxy к. r. X. 

miss: txt BC'L 88 copt.—om ис ёоо ( 
Jatt Orig-lat. ax BC al: om azo 

1. rec «c дио bef ат. av. two каты n 

L 

interpolator not observing that in John 16 
is related as inflicted after death. 
50. It has been doubted whether the 
тегАгате: of John (ver. 30) and жатар, 
eic X. Cow паратібіра‹ т. пу. pov of 
Lake (ver. 46) are to be identified with 
таан py or to be taken as dis- 
tinct from it. But a nearer examination 
of the case will set the doubt at rest. 
The wapidweey of John (ib.) tmplics the 

in Luke; which ingly was 
that uttered in this ¢w») ргуалу. The 
ти was said before; see notes оп 
0 
51—56.] SIGNS FOLLOWING HIS DEATH. 

Mark xv. 88—41. Luke xxiii. 47—49. The 
three narratives are essentially distinct. 
That of Luke is more general—giving 
only the sense of the centurion's words 
twice using the indefinite wávric—end 
not specifying the women. The whole is 
omitted by John. 51.] The 180% gives 
solemnity. was the isser veil, 
screening off the holy of holies from the 
holy place, Exod. zavi. 83: Heb. ix. 2, 8. 
This circumstance has given rise to much 
incredulous comment, and that even from 
men like Schleiermacher. A right and 
deep view of the О. T. symbolism is re- 
uired to furnish the key to it; and for 

this we look in vain among who set 
aside that symbolism entirely. That 
was now accomplished, which was the one 

|| Mk), with AD rel latt зугт Orig-lat Pro- 
Orig, Eus, 

Orig. 
aft ec доо ins pepy D 

and great antitype of all those sacrifices 
offered in the holy , is order to gain, 
as on the great day of atonement (for 
сапат вау ве taken as the representa- 
tion their intent), entrance into the 
holiest place,—the typical presence of 
God. What those sacrifices (ceremonially) 
procured for the Jews (the type of God's 
universal Church) through their High- 
priest, was now (really) procured for all 
men by the sacrifice of Him, who was 
at once the victim and the High-priest. 
When Schleiermacher and De Wette assert 
that no use is made of this event in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, they surely can- 
not have remembered, or not have deeply 
considered Heb. x. 19—21. Besides, sup- 
pee it had been referred to plainly and 
y name— what would then have been 

said? Clearly, that this mention was a 
later insertion, to py that reference. 
And almost this latter, Strauss, recog- 
nizing the allusion in Heb., actually does. 
Schleiermacher also asks, how could the 
event be known, seeing none but priests 
could have witnessed it, and they would 
not be likely to betray it? To say no- 
thing of the almost certain spread of the 
rumour, has he forgotten that (Acte vi. 7) 
“a great company. of the priests were 
obedient unto the faith? eander, who 
gives this last consideration its weight 
(but only as a possibility, that some priests 
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rch. II. 28. 52 
s Ac vil 80. в 0 
аш! ва * кекоцітрѓёушу ‘ауу n түр поса» 

ы; at uvnutiev perd тїз 
xiv. B, 18. 

(= Copp. ваза: 2.620590 Cal a 4l, xxvi 10 only. Epp. passim. 

52. for pynta, pynuara А. 
corrns) : 

XXVII. 

A a 2 U , ` a , -~ 
Kal та "рупна аунрублоа», kat T0ÀÀd сшцата тоу ABCDE 

kai k EEA DGE єк тоу LMSUV 

"Zyspaw avrov ыспАбо» ыс ту вә. 

53 

u hore only. Jadg. vii. 19 F. Ps. 

avewy9n A al: gveuy09 C! al Orig У анады 
nvewxOnoay C'L 1. 33: txt BD rel Orig. rec ny 

not as Meyer, the orah. ost altered to suit the context : see above), with AC id: txt 
BDGL 1. 88. 69 Orig, Eus 

may have become converts, and apparently 
without reference to the above fact), 
an unworthy and shuffling note (L. 
p. 757), ending by quoting two di 
monies, one a the other rabbi- 
nical, from which he concludes that * some 
matter of fact lies at the foundation’ of 
this (according to him) mythical adjunct. 

de- not an ordinary 
earth ut connected with the two 
next clauses, and finding in them its ex- 
3 and justification. al эгётраь 

(cÓncev] It would not be right alto- 
gether to reject the testimonies of tra- 
vellers to the fact of extraordinary rents 
and fissures in the rocks near the spot. 
Of course those who know no other proof 
of the historical truth of the event, will 
not be likely to take this as опе; but to us, 
who are firmly convinced of it, every such 
irace, provided it be soberly and pn. 
ascertained, is full of interest. 

thrown into the same probability as the 
earthquake itself: but the following ones 
meet with no mercy at their hands. Ein 
mythiſch apokryphiſcher Anfag’ is Meyer's 
description of them —and as he cannot 
find any critical ground for this, the Greek 
Editor of Matthew has the blame of 
having added them. 1 believe on the con- 
trary that these latter clauses contain the 
occasion of the former ones. The whole 

ion was supernatural and sym- 
bolic: no other interpretation of it will 
satisfy even ordinary common sense. Was 
the carthquake a mere coincidence? This 
not even those assert, who deny all sym- 
bolism in the matter. Was it a mere sign 
of divine wrath at what was done—a mere 
prodigy, like those at the death of Cæsar ? 
Surely no Christian believer can think 
this. Then what was it? What but the 
opening of the tombs—the symbolic declara- 
tion ‘mors janua vita, —that the death 
which had happened had broken the bands 
of death for ever? These following clauses 

which have no mythical nor apocryphal 
t rote, and 
no more, is not the way of any but au- 
thentic history: see the of Nico- 
demus, ch. xvii. ff. in Jonea’s n of the 
М. T., vol. ii. p. 255) require only this ex- 
planation to be full derstood. The 
graves were opened at the moment of 
the death of the Lord; but inasmuch as 
He is the first.fruits from the dead— 
the Resurrection and the Life—the bodies 
of the saints in them did not arise НИ 

reasons: 1) “quia hoc decebat Christum, 
ut fructum mortis et resurrectionis sus 
statim ostenderet in beata hac Sanctorum 
resurrectione : 2) quia anime horum jam 
erant beatz, ac proinde par erat eas non 
uniri corporibus nisi gloriosis et immortali- 
bus: 8) quis exigua fuisset earum felicitas, 
ac longe major miseria, quod mox rursum 
deberent mori: 4) quia congruebat, ut hi 
Sancti Christum tem et scanden- 
tem in colum, ejusque triumphum sua re- 
surrectione decorarent: 5) quia convenit 
ut Christus in colo habeat Beatos quorum 
aspectu et collocutione externa se 
humanitas, ne alioqui solitaria sit, expers- 
que humanse consolationis." On this side, 
he claims Orig. (in Matt. Comm. series, 
р. 928; but wrongly, for Origen gives the 
whole a spiritual sense, More ee J Tes 
Bede, Thos, Aquinas, Anselm 
Strom. vi. 47 р. 164 P.), Euseb. 
vang. iv. 12, vol. iv. p. 284), 

(Her. lxxv. p. 911), al. On the x E 
side are ТЫ, Euthym., Aug. (Ep. 164 
(99) ad Evod. ), al. A е * moved 
chiefly by the fact that David's body ap- 
pears from Acts її. 29, 34, to have been 
still in his tomb after the Ascension. ] 
Moses and Elias, who were before in 
glory, were not from the dead, properly 

i (bank) of per rh explanation tzsche 
Eyepow abrod as Ta tor He МЫ raisi 
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| & &i veh. tv. Gro 
2.24 "rd t. 

* тпрорутес тоу 'Incow, т, 

Ы ёфођпдпсау 2. ie act., 
ziv. 21, 2 

And visc * бео HY оўтос. x rer. 8. 
„ 

“ накрббе› bew- 1 2 TT 
d ? 
ато 

it. 8. 

Aatac ' Saxovovoar avro 55 iv aic 3 Mapia 5 п Мауда- 2, b ob. aiv. 88. 

Хп, ка! Мара 5 7 rov laxé(Jov xai "осӣ unrno, 
purno r&v view ZBB Sa. 

53. „\Өо» D latt (not f). 
rec yevoutva (corre fo sense, end 

желе Di: 
Luke), with AC rel Orig 

à t€ 4а. бск. 68 
кап, 

evegavticay D-corr. 
txt BD 88 latt 

Orig, Orig-lat,. rec Osov bef voc (see oh xiv. 38), with AC ref am(with forj fold 
gat ing) lat-a en Din goth Grigg: r -lat Hil, 

9», tori» C 
. for Lin cat (|| ME) D T mitad exes eat FKL al syr-marg. 

д. CLA 1 syr. 
syr-marg 

56. om ӯ bef pay. Di: даман 9 
> wong D'L 69! al latt (a 

the opening of the tombs. It is to pre- 
vent this supposed, that the quali- 
fication џет. r. I. ab. is added. 54. 
Tw Hb kal тё qw. = bri obrec 
lEixevevoey Mark. Does the latter of 
these look as if compiled from the former ? 

circumstances of our vv. 51—63, ex- 
of the veil, are not in 

k, of the minute ac- 

His report is that of one man—and 
that man, more than probably, a convert. 
Matthew’s із of many, and represents 
their impression. Luke’s is also 
general. тё points to the 

out, as indeed does the obrwe in 
k:—but see notes there. vids 

Geos Fv—which the Centurion had heard 
that He gave Himself out for, John xix. 7, 
and our ver. 43. It cannot be doubtful, 
I think, that he used these words in the 
Jewish sense and with some idea of 
that which they implied. When Meyer 
says that he must rama used them in a 
heathen sense, meaning a hero or demi- 
god, we must first be shewn that vióc 
Grow was ever so used. 1 believe Luke's 
to be a different : see notes there. 

55, 56.) + ‚ the historic aorist 
in a relative clause, ‘seo Acta i. 2: John 
xi. 80 al fr.: and Winer, § 40, 5, end: 

ка N СА Byr. 
си th Orig-la (мото 

where the true account of the idiom is 
given; viz. that in such clauses, the Greek 
merely states the event as a one, 
where we зу use the pluperfect. 

$ May8., from Magdala: see note 
on ch. xv. 89. She is not to be con. 
founded with Mary who anointed our 
Lord, John xii. 1, nor with the woman 
who did the same, Luke vii. 36: see Luke 
viii. 2. Мар. A т. Тек.) The wife of 
Alphwus or Clopas, John xix. 25: see note 
on ch. xiii. 55. 'Jax., Mark adds тор 
керо, to distinguish him from the brother 
of our Lord (probably not from the son of 
Zebedee, sea to Epistle of James, § 
18) рт. v. vl. Z.] Tak, Mark. 
Both omit Mary the mother of Jesus :— 
but we must remember, that if we are to 
take the group as described at this mo- 
ment, she was not present, having been, 
as I believe (see note on John, ver. 27), 
led away ЕА the beloved Apostle imme- 
diately on the of the words, 
‘ Behold th поа And if this view 

to, ziii she could not be 
d here, nor in Mark, except sepa- 
rately from these three for she could 
not have been one of the diarorovea 
abro. There ш have been also 
another group, disciples, within 
sight ;—e. g ru ch a who said, ‘Except 
Т ке in his hands the print of the nails,’ 
&c., and generally those to whom He 
afterwards shewed his hands and feet as а 
proof of his identity. 
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g ch. vill. 18. 
Mark i. 

J intr., here 
only. trans., 
ch. xxviii. 10. 
Acts aiv. 21. сора тоў [navv. 
paie, са. 

- a e 

к r. 30, 17 f. Oya то | wpa. 
1 = ch. Ile. 13 à > , эч» о е = 
теб, evervArkey ауто ev ° owdom кабара "ime 
see Acts iv. 
88 

EYATT'EAION XXVII. 

тоте o П:Аатос éxtAsvaty ™ awodo- 
59 kai Aa ro ! сова о lone 

A эу э 

60 cai EOnxev aurò 
, ~ ~ 9 Tp е a g SN 7 U — 2 
£v Tw Katvp avrov ' пупер O *"tAarounaty EY TY тетра, 

a L. Joha ях, cal rpocxuAicag Al miyav тр ' боса rov ° uvnuttov 
o | Mk. bis. L. Mark xiv. 61, 53 only. Judg. xiv. 13, 18 P. 
al U. i. rj Mk. oniy t. МЕ. only. Іза. xxii. 16. Н. 

ro ovopa D. 
(арру). 

58. rpognAGey . . cas D latt. 

59. яараћове»у D. 

Prov. xzxi!. 24 op : 44, 08. 
4 Hr. Mark xvi. 3 only. pw 

eua0grevÜn (grammi corr») CD 1 syrr 

at end om ro сыра (for elegance, as it is thrice 
ated) BL 1. 88 al syr-jer : avro ( for same reason) copt. 

we, bef ro сына D lat-a(addg ] 
rec om e» (|| Mk Гм), with AC rel lat-g, Hil: ins B 

esu) Syr. om o DL. 
allatt copt. (33 def.) 

60. ins ew: bef ry Onpa A al, ad osteum lat -a b с йс. (osteo D-lat.) 

57—61.] УТовврРн оғ ARIMATHRA BEGS, 
AND BURIES THE BODY OF JESUS. Mark 
xv. 42—47. Luke xxiii. 50—56. John xix. 
88—42. The four accounts, agreeing in 
substance, are remarkably distinct and in- 
dependent, as wil| appear by a close com- 
parison of them. 51.) Before sunset, 
&t which time the sabbath, and that an 
high day, began: see Deut. xxi. 28. The 
Roman custom was for the bodies to re- 
main on the crosses till devoured by birds 
of prey :—‘ non in cruce corvos 
Hor. Epist. і. 16. 48. On the other hand, 
Josephus, B. J. iv. 5. 2, says, 'Ioviaiwv 
wept rde тафйс Tpóvoiav rooupiver 
Gere kai тодс фк катадікдс.. . . dvacrav- 
pepirvovc wpó Qóvroc hon ka0siv cai 
Oawrev. A Ader] probably to the 
Pratorium. Meyer supposes, to the place 
of execution; which is also ible, and 
seems sup by the yt od» cai 
not John ver. 88, and iA dd cal.... 
ib. ver. 89, which certainly was to Gol- 
gotha. wotavos—he was also a 
counsellor, i. e. one of the Sanhedrim: 
see Mark, ver. 48: Luke, ver. 51. 
"Apıpaðalas] Opinions are divided as to 
whether this was Rama in Benjamin 
see ch. ii. 18), or Bama (Ramathaim) in 

im, the birth-place of Samuel. The 
form of the name is more like the latter. 

es The repetition of rd cepa 
is remarkable, and indicates & common 
origin, in this verse, with Mark, who 
after {д=рйтато expresses rò ятёра on 
account of the expression of Pilate's sur- 
prise, and the change of subject between. 

59.] John (ver. 89) mentions the 
arrival of Nicodemus with an hundred 
pound weight of myrrh and aloes, in which 

also the Body was wrapped. The Three 
are not in = pe biel arlene prt 
and John of the subsequent design of t 
women to embalm It. What wonder if, 
at such a time, one party of disciples 
should not have been aware of the doi 
of another? It is possible that 
women, who certainly knew what had 
been done with the Body (see ver. 61), 
may have intended to bestow on it more 
elaborate care, as whatever was done this 
night was Aerried,—see John, vv. 41, 42. 

60.] Matt. alone relates that it 
was Joseph's оюп tomb. Jobn, that it 
was in a garden, and in the place where 
He was crucified. All, except Mark, no- 
tice the newness of the tomb. John does 
not mention that it ed to Joseph— 
but the expression iv œ оёбіхы офдис 
ті0т looks as if he knew more than he 
has thought it to state. His 
reason for the 1 there is, 
that it was near, and Preparation 
rendered haste necessary. But then we 
may well ask, How should the body of an 
executed m be laid in a new tomb, 
without the consent of the owner being 
first obtained? And who so likely to 

vide a tomb, as he whose pious care 
or the Body was so eminent ? АП 
that we can determine respecting the 
sepulchre from the data here furnished is, 
(1) That it was not a natural cave, but 
an artificial excavation in the rock. ® 
That it was not cut downwards, after 
manner of a grave with us, but Aori- 
sontally, or nearly го, into the face of 
the —this I conceive to be implied in 
woocevXicag Aid. piy. тў Өгра тоў py., a8 
also by the use of rapacbrre John xx. 
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63 AMyovrec Kipu, tuvha nuev ort кос 2 
ту tre Loy Mera rte nuipac * 

обу > асфаћеба roy * тафо> * tec тис трїтщє zulgae, ; 

4 пӣтоте АӨбутас oi дабпта{ avrov 

‘Lake it d, 10 
* туос а 2 (2) Mare av 

42. 
64 KEÀtvGOP T. N. 

ИГУ 
кой. xzxzv. 

A veigonai. 

c Mο e avrov 
3 s 9 Cor. vi. 8. лт . 3 Зока 7 his only. саж Jer. гүн 

83 xxvi. 2. ее aie 8. ххі 30. Gal Hl. 8. атеши 4 b here 
eve. (c) d Ast zv. 34 bal opiy. 1а mr 10. "d 

Gal für. xiii. 9, 

61. uapiap з} pay). BCLA 1.—om j Di. 

че 18, Tobit 1. 18. 

om 2nd » AD. cart vori D. 
63. о wAavoc bef гкиуос ВС? Е!(регһаре) G 33. y. 9 acia def) copt arm Chr, Did 

Promiss. 
64. om rnc DL al Chr-e-p. 

aft Cw» ins or: D al syrr arm Orig-lat 
npepac bef rp. D ea om avrov В. 

rec aft avrov ins уоктос, with CIFGLMU 69 arm: aft кА. avrov, S al Syr wth: om 

syr(Treg) АВС!” rel latt 

5, 11, and eib, ib. B, 6. (8) 
That it was im the'spot where the cru- 
cifixion took place. -jer. speaks of rd 
pyipa rb х\доіоу, ö % 17605, к. б iwi- 
rebeic тӯ Өр. Aíüoc, ё xp. onpspoy 
тард те pynpeip кеїнгуос. Cateches. xiii. 
39, p. 202. On ѓХатбиуосгу, the aor. 
in a relative clause, see above, ver. 55 note. 

61.] Luke mentions more generally 
the women who came with Him 
paler ge and specifies that they pre- 
— and ointments, and rested 

th-day according to the com- 

gr ur THE JEWISH AUTHORITIES 
OBTAIN FROM PILATE A GUARD FOR THE 
SEPULCHEE. Peculiar to Matthew. 
62. Tj dr.] not on that night, but on 
the next day. A difficulty has been 
found in its being called the day рата 
ke wapackevny, considering that it was 

the sabbath, and the greatest sab- 
bat in the year. But I believe the ex- 
pression to be carefully and purposely 
used. The chief priests, &c. did not 
to 3 on the sabbath, — but э» Де 

ng, after the termination of the sab- 
bath. 114d the Evangelist said ijrig iori 
tò саВВатоу, the incongruity would at 
once appear of such an application being 
made on the sabbath—and he therefore 
designates the day as the first after that, 
which, as the day of the Lord’s death, 
the wapackevh, was u ost in his 
mind. The narrative following has 
been 8 1 pr and its historical 
accuracy v erally given up by even 
the best of the German Commentators 
(Olshausen, Meyer; also De Wette, Hase, 

copt goth Orig-lat Chr Damase (ТЫ Euthym appy). 

and others). The chief difficulties found 
in it seem to be: (1) How should the 
chief priests, &c. know of His having said, 
‘in three da I will rise again,’ when the 
saying was hid even from His own dis- 
ciples? The answer to this is easy. The 
meaning of the saying may have been, 
and was, hid from the disciples; but the 
fact of its having been said could be no 
secret. Not to lay any stress on John 
ii, 19, we have the direct prop of 
Matt. xii. 40—and besides this, there 
would be a rumour current, through the in- 
tercourse of the Apostles with others, that 
He had been in the habit of so saying. 
As to the waderstanding of the words, 
we must remember that hatred is keener 
sighted than love ;—that the raising of 
Lazarus would shew, what sort of a thing 
rising the dead was to be;—and 
that the falfilment of the Lord’s an- 
nouncement of his crucifixion would na- 
turally lead them to look further, to what 
more he had announced. (2) How should 
the women, who were solicitous about the 
removal of the stone, not have been still 
more so about its being sealed, and a 
guard set? The answer to this has been 
given above—they were not aware of the 
circumstance, because the guard was not 
set till the evening before. There would 
be no need of the application before the 
approach of the third _day—it is only 
made for a watch fes ris тр(тує бро, 
ver. 64—and it is not probable that tho 
circumstance would transpire that night 
(9. Тын mil not to have done so. 
(3) That aliel was of the council, and 
if such a thing as this, and its sequel ch. 
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appayicavrec тб» Aifoy " 

XXVII. 65, 66. 

кро», ка! 
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pera тпс k kovo- 

wea XXVIII. ! ~OA & ? dre, ry * imıpwocovoy 
ch. xxviil. 11 
ом Ich. ii. ref. 

. Acts v. 28. xiii. 17. 
ie “16. Acts xlii. 14. xvi. 18 al. Exod. 
Sy’ , dapur., Herod. іН, 86. 

for ur., epovery 

o Mark хі. "ig. . Anl. 28 
жик}. 16 aL еї: 

ах. 8. S Qr. 1. 29. 2 Rings xxi 4. 
Exod. xxx 

B v LAED viL 

Ai арра а bh. Laks only. 

dicent D. 
rec aft egy ins de, with ACDM'UA (SV, e sil) syr-with-ast Orig-lat : om B rel 

88. 69 latt Syr copt goth arm. 

30$aX.ca» D'. 

xxviii. 11—15, had really | ed, he 
need not have ex doubt- 
fally, Acta v. 89, but would have been 
certain that this was from God. 
But, first, it does not necessarily follow 
that every member of the Sanhedrim was 

t and applied to Pilate, or even had 
they done so, that all bore a in 
the act of ch. xxviii. 12. One | who, like 
Joseph, had not consented to their deed 
before—and we may safely say that there 
were others such—would naturally with- 
draw himself from farther proceedings 
against the person of Jesus, On Gama- 
s and his character, see note on Acts, 

4) Had this been so, the three 
id vangelists would not have passed 
over so important a testimony to the Re- 
surrection. But surely we cannot argue 
in this way—for thus every important fact 
narrated by one Evangelist alone must be 
rejected —е. g. (which stands in much the 
same relation the satisfaction of Thomas, 
—and other such narrations. Т we know 
mach more about the circumstances under 
which, and the scope with which, each 
Gospel was all à priori argu- 
menis 15 this kind are good for nothing. 

€xere—either 1), indicative, 
Ye have :—but then the question arises, 
What guard had rea and if they had 
one, why go to Pilate? Perhaps we must 
understand some detachment placed at 
their during the feast—but there 
does not seem to be any record of such a 
practice. That the guards were under the 
Sanhedrim is plain from ch. xxviii. 11, 
where they make their report (‘ut mos 
militie, factum esse quod imperasset, 
Tacitus, Ann. i. 6), not to Pilate, but to 
the chief priests :—or 2), as De Wette 
and Meyer take it, imperative; which 

єҳгта D(and vrayerat, асфамсасда). 
for е $vAaxac custodes D! lat-a b с] ff, g, arm-usc. for wc, tec L. 

for rng covorwétac, rwv $vAakey D! latt arm. 

doubtless it may be, see 2 Tim. i. 18 and 
note: and the sense here on that hy- 

hesis would be, Take а body of men 
& guard. And to this latter I now 

rather incline, on account of the order 
of the words, in n [xsr«. seems to 
have an emphasis hardl y satisfied on the 
other view. és olbare—as you know 
how:—in the best manner you can. 
There is no irony in the words, as has 
been su belongs to 

ies the means whereby, 
ucyd. viii. 78,— Trip- 

Bo drecreivover perà Xappivow 
doc rev orparnyey,—iii. 66, ob nerd 
той -An8oec )uov elgerSberac,—v. & 82, 
7 ката Qddacoay шта rev 'AÜngvaiev 
iwaywy?) r&v жетбей» Duker, on the 
first of these, ‘perá viwoc fleri 
dicuntur, qus alicujus voluntate, auxilio, 
i consilio nue ы The sealing was 

means of a or strig pasing 
S 5 the stone at the mouth of the 
sepulchre, and fastened at either end to 
the rock by sealing- 55 

Cuar. XXVIII. 5 0.] Jxsus HAVING 
RISEN FROM THE DEAD, APPEARS TO THE 
WOXEN. Mark xvi 1—8. Luke xxiv. 
1—12. John xx. 1—10, The independ- 
ence and distinctness of the four narra- 
tives in this have never been ques- 
tioned, and in berein lie its principal 
difficulties. With regard to them, I refer 
to what I have said in the Prolegomena, 
pa osing us to be acquainted with 

ing said and done, in its order 
pd Per da we should doubtless be 
able to reconcile, or account for, the 
fo Sorms of the narratives; but not 

ving this key to the harmonizing of 
them, all attempts to do во in minute par- 
ticulars must be full of arbitrary assump- 

тюр зр and im 
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тренд. 

avrov. iv oe и 
Bupa айтор Мок» de xe. 
avrov "sgticÜmgcav ot 

Ges, xxix. 8, 4110, Judith xiii. 9 only. 
a. Hl. 44. xvil.7 al Ps. luxv. 6. 
Ps, ек. 8, 

CHAP. XXVIII 1. om эу bef au A. 
9. for ak, ax’ D. 

alex Chr. 

YamwexvAtoey TOV дио, Kai {кабпто " 

EL avrov we | acrpam) kai rò "ive 7 
fe ard $ rov B „ ea 

y ch. xxiv. T x Das. x. 6. 

ins «at bef poche BCL 33 latt Syr 
rec aft Л:доу add aso rnc ыле wit with AC rel lat 

‘тауы “Жуз 1. 
t eh. xxvii. 66 

al. Ps. Ixiii. 

zxzvit. 19. 

“rnpouvrec kai tern ùe VTL. cay 
w ch. xxi. 7 al. = here oaly. Сев. r 

8 ch. яхі, 11, 19 Fei. 
b Esek. хх. 16. och. xxvii. 86, 54. 

Byr copt mth Orig Dion- 
Syr arm: ar. r. 

е. n pynpetov E*(appy) FLM?U 1.33 syr copt Eus Chr: om BD als latt Dion-alex 

8. [идеа ABCDEHM. J reo weet x., with A rel Dion-alex : txt ВОК 1. 
4. rec (for ғуғуђблсау у» (more usual), with A ras P) rel Dion-alex Eus : txt 

BCDL 33. rec weet, with C rel Eus: txt ABDLA 1 

tions, and carry no certainty with them. 
And I may remark, that of айй harmonies, 
those of the incidents of these старата 
аге to me the most uns factory. Giving 
their compilers all credit for the best in- 
tentions, I confess they seem to me to 
weaken instead of strengthening the evi- 
dence, which now rests merely 
objectively) on the unexceptionable testi- 
mony of t dent narrators, and 
of one, who besides was an eye-witness 
of much that happened. If we are to 
compare the four, and аак which is to be 
taken as most nearly reporting the exact 
words and incidents, on this there can I 
think be no doubt. On internal as well 
as external ground, that of John takes 
the highest place: but not, of course, to 
the exclusion of those parts of the narra- 
tive which he ey ad touch. The 
smprobabilit the Evangelists had 
seen one anothers accounts, becomes, in 
this part of their Gospels, an impossibility. 
Here and there we discern traces of a 
common narration as the ground of their 
reports, as e. g. Matt. ту. 5—8: Mark vv. 
5—8, but even these are very few. 
As I have abandoned all idea of har- 
monizing throughout, I will beg the stu- 
dent to compare carefully the осе оп 
the other Gospels. L N raß.— 
not, “аё е The words 
1 and piay ca(38. are opposed, 
both being days. At the end 
abbath. There is some little difficulty 
here, because the end of the sabbath (and 
of the week) was at sunset the wight be- 
fore. It is hardly to be supposed that 
St. Matthew means the evening of the 

sabbath, though iwigwoce is used of the 

а note). It із best to interpret a doubt- 
fal ion in unison with the other 
testimonies, and to that here 
both the day and the breaking of the day 
are taken in Sar natural, not their Jewish 
sense. lav oa. is a Hebraism ; 
the Rabbinical » writings use ттм, , "m, 
&c., affixing nxc3 to each, for Sunday, 
Monday, ы Map. ў M. к. 
$ KA. M] In К, Salome айо. John 
speaks of Mary Magdalene alone. See 
notes there. 5 
anoint the Body, for which they 
Һай bought, since the end of the Sabbath, 
ointments and spices, Mark. In Mark 
it is after the rising of the sun in John, 
while yet dark; in Luke, at dim dawn: 
the two last with our text. 
т must not be taken as pluperfect, 

ich would be altogether inconsistent 
with the text. kal 130% —ѓубуето 
must mean that the Ms were witnesses 
of the nde ue and that which Аар- 
pened. vopés was not erly an 
earthquake, bat was the sudden opentug 
of the tomb by the „„ ая 
the ydp shews. The rolling away was 
not done naturally, but by a shock, which 
= ондимбсе. It mnst not be su 
that the Resurrection of our took 
place at this time, as sometimes imagined, 
and 8 in paintings. It had 
taken place poy r. r. A., are 
the words of the AG 1. It was not for 
Him, to whom (see John xx. 19, 26) the 
stone was no hindrance, but for the women 
and Hie disciples, that it was rolled away. 
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kai are ADS rayv атд rov ' pynpstov 
" Kai Харас "ск ESpapov " 

1Chron. 8 
xxix. 93. 

B ch. ii. LU 
о alib, i 
арз ry 

(об жоу бшу», 
™ дета фо[дом 

amy roi набптас 

freq. a abi. avrov. 9 kai ° ioù Inaove и avraic А уеу 
ry ie i Matt. (ee Lake xxiv. 4 4. ee Gen. xxiv. 1 only. Matk v. p Mutt., here 

2. ије. 18. Lake (xiv. 81 v. r.) xvii. 12 (John iv. 61. Acts xvi. 16 v. Gai 3 Kings Il. 84. br., ch. viii. 98 гей. 

5. ош дє C(app 
6. VVV ins ACD rel latt syrr Chr- 

H-L-M-wlf. 
7. om ато rev vikpev D 

om lst «jov D lat-a ö c ff, А 
lat-a b o ff, g, À 1 arm -lat Jer Ambr А . 
Orig dal te s ол в jer С awa 

„ тес Above (from || HT), with AD rel: txt BCL 88. 69 lat-e Syr RT 
e. rec at beg ins ыс de esropevovro атауүнћа row радуга avrov, with AC = 

lat. вуг wth; ec de ewopevorro, omg rat, 14 lect-58; we д. ва! = arity аха 
hat 235: om BD 33. 69 ev-y al latt Syr feces had book arm Orig Chr Jer Aug. 

had ота J)) ыле ыд рн clause 
more examination, nt osed to 
are not those MSS 

It is def 
ego., with DL NE 1. 88. 69 Orig Eus: 

3.] 4 184, not his form, but his 
appearance; not in shape (as some would 

as John vii. 18; Heb. if. 15. 5.] In 
Mark, a young mon in а while robe was 
sitting in the tomb on the right hand: 
in Luke fwo men in shining raiment (sea 
Acts i. 10) appeared (ёжёстпса») to them. 
John relates, that Mary Magdalene looked 
into the tomb and saw (but this must 
have been afterwards) two angels in white 
sitting one at the head, the other at the 
feet where the Body had lain. Ali at- 
tempts to deny the angelic appearances, 
or ascribe them to later tradition, are dis- 
honest and absurd. That related in John 
is as definite as either of the others, and 
he certainly had it from Mary Magdalene 
herself. ane is тр 

further expanded in Luke, vv. 6,7. See 
ch. xvi. 21; xvii. 23. ô pes (see 
ref.) is emphatic ;—‘gloriosa appellatio, 

homeotel. 5 on 
е оча or its ome 

a 
(3) 

оп this. 

, and Bornemann.) 
4. А Bla) C rel Chr-wlf ma Thi n 

y 
the Ascension. But 5 
accord with his evident design of giviug 
the general form and summary each 
series of events, rather than their charac- 
teristic details. See below on ver. 20. 

Sn is recitative. The spoéáye. 
here is not to be understood as implyi 

ch. xxvi. 82, and there, as here, merely 
implies that He would be there when 
arrived. It has a reference to the 
lecting of the flock which had been scat- 
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éxparnaty аўто® rode ‹ s riu. 
10 тоте Мун aùraiç о rd xn n- 
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G ovra:. 

П Tlopevopivey & avrov iSov rivic ттс " 
Adee ис thy хом» "a 
Gwayra та yevoneva. 13 
poop 
* kava dercn то arpatiórarç | 

Kat 

ot naa avrov уоктос  АӨбутес 

o rhyruoty BC 1 Orig Chr-wif-ms Сут: txt AD rel Eus Chr. 
avrov D latt. 

10. om rg» Di. 
II. avnyyudav D Orig. 
19. om r« D al latt. 

ravra À 
apyupioy uavov 

nor Luk 
appearan 

obderi * ro іфоВобуто 
ut (see above) it does not therefore 

{6 that the narratives are inconsistent. 

шау fairly requirethat the judgment should 
in lack cf er means of 

solving the difficulty. dup. т. т у 
in fear and as | suppliants, for the says 

with which that fear was mixed (ver. 8),— 
joy at having recovered Him w they 

" аъробии * nm “Ворт ? apyópıa 

" атаүунАате тос Кыра 

v= 2 xxii. 

кооотыбйас —— 
z ob on, EM <8 

аттуунХау тос apxtepevow : = m 
" ovvaxÜtvric perà теу s Matt. eT 

зл yovrec Eirare б ort 
*ExAapay айтд» nu 

зв. . 
HIR “1 Mace. 

ach, xxvii. 64. Tobditl. 18. 

aft ход. ins 

офєсда: videbitis D lat-e I. 

vor Dun Syr arm. 

is a portion of another narrative inwoven 
here, and may possibly s т same 
incident as that in ver. 7. 
bility is against this: the Жык шы Pie. 
tinctly consecutive, and moreover both are 
in the well-known style of Matthew (e. g. 
cai [806 in both). ere is perhaps more 
probability that this may be the same ap- 
pearance as that i in John xx. 11—18, on 
account of ni H аттоо there and тос 
nee gon, but in our present imperfect 
state of information, this must remain a 
mere probabili probability. 
1—16.) TuE JEWISH AUTHORITIES 

BBIBE THE GUARDS TO GIVE A PALSE 
ACCOUNT OF THE RESURRECTION. Pe- 

culiar to Matthew. 8. ab.] 
While they were А . 
ахффтез, 1. e. ol wpeis, a ch of 
the subject of the sentence as in Luke 
хіх. 4 al. This was a meeting of the San- 
hedrim, but surely hardly an official and 
open one; does not the form of the nar- 
rative rather imply that it was а secret com- 

between those (the majority) who were 
itterly hostile to Jesus? e circum- 

stance that Joseph had taken no part in 
their counsel before, leads us to think that 
others may have withdrawn themselves 
from the meeting, e. g. Gamaliel, who could 
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19. 

€ 1 Cor. vil. 39 
onig f. Wisd. е 4 
vi. 15. vii. 38 EC TO 
wr dd 

f ch. ix. 81. 
Mark 1. 

xiv. 81 only . дєтафоутос 3% Өпсёме wepi тїс Ova oA ne, Diod. Sic. iv. 62. 
xvii. 8. 1 ch. ix. vi 

14, av DIL. 
83 lat-e eth Orig,. 

15. aft хара ins тос D. 

for ext, vro (corra аг more simple) BD latt. 

for uexpi, swe D Orig,(txt,) Chr. 
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17 cal Wovrec 
18 kat wpoc- L- 

h ver. 9. ich. 

rec om 

nutpac (аг unusual with Matt: sea ch xi. 23; xxvii. 8), with А rel lat-e Orig,: ins 
BDL latt Syr Chr. 

16. om o D. 
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bardly have consented to such a measure as 
this. 14.] not only ‘come ѓо the ears 
of the governor, but be borne witness of 
before the governor, come before him offi- 
cially : i.e. if a stir be made, and you be in 
trouble about it: see reff. 15. ] Justin 
Martyr, Dial. c. Tryph. $ 108, p. 202, says, 
cal où povoy ob perevoncare pa0óvric 
abróv ávacrávra ік уєкрёу, ала dv- 
ёдрас ҳиротоут)саутес ikAekroóg, eic ră- 
cay Tùy оікооріупу ivipiars cnpva- 
correc Sre аїргсіс rig йб юс cai avopog 
dynyeoraa dxd ‘Inout трос TMN ον 
Ad vov (see ch. xxvii. 63) д» cranpwoay- 
Tuv bue» o gua8gral abrov kAiavritc 
r. r. A. ó Adyos —this account 
of the matter. Eisenmenger (Entdeck tes 
Judenthum, cited by Meyer and De Wette) 
gives an expansion of this lie of the Jews 
from the book called Toldoth Jeschu. 

16—20.} APPEARANCE OF THE LORD 
ON A MOUNTAIN IN GALILEE. This 
journey into Galilee was after the termina- 
tion of the feast, allowing two first days of 
the week, on which the Lord appeared to 
the assembled apostles (John xx. 19, 26), 
to elapse. It illustrates the imperfect and 

entary nature of the materials out of 
which our narrative is built, that the ap- 
pointment of this mountain as a place of 
assembly for the eleven has not been men- 
tioned, although тд pos ob seems to imply 
that it has. Stier well remarks (Reden 
Jesu, vii. 209) that in this verse Matthew 
gives a hint of some interviews having 
taken place previously to this in Galilee. 
And it is important to bear this in mind, as 

ing, if not the solution, at least the 
ground of solution, of the difficulties of this 

Ver. 17 seems to present an 
instance of this imperfect and fragmentary 
narrative. The impression given by it is 
that the majority of the eleven worshi 
Him, but some doubted (not, whether t 
should worship Hun; which is absurd and 
not implied in the word. Ор ol 84, cf. ch. 
xxvi. 67. фуоуто гіс Дєк&Мна>, оі д ig 
Miyapa, Xen. Hell. i. 2. 14: see also 
Anab. i. 5. 13). This however would hardly 
be possible, after the two appearances at 
Jerusalem in John xx. We are therefore 
obliged taconclude that others were present. 
Whether these others were the 500 bre- 
thren at once’ of whom Paul 1 Cor. 
xv. 6, or some other disci oes not ap- 
pear. Olshausen and Stier suppose, from 
the previous announcementof this meeting, 
and the repetition of that announcement by 
the angel, and by our Lord, that it probably 
included all the disciples of Jesus; at least, 
т who would а the nature of the сае 

brought together. 18. cres . 
They appear to havo first seen Him is 
distance, probably on the top of the moun- 
tain. This whole introduction, wpogeA8. 
ak. abr. Ady. forbids us to suppose that 
the following words are a mere compen- 
dium of what was said on various occasions. 
Like the opening of ch. v., it carries with 
it 5 assertion иа к was 
spoken then, and there. à t 
r. r. A.] The words аге a reference to ref. 
Dan. (LXX), which compare. Given,—by 
the Father, in the fulfilment of the Eternal 

k ch. xxiii l ref. Gen. ABDEP 

om avrov B TaS 
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Covenant, in the Unity of the Holy Spirit. 
Now first is this covenant, in its fulness, 
proclaimed upon earth. The Resurrection 
was its last seal—the Ascension was the 
taking possession of the Inheritance. 
But the Inheritance is already won; and 
the Heir is only remaining on earth for a 
temporary —the assuring His 
joint-heirs of the verity of his possession. 
“ All power in heaven and earth ;’ see Eph. 
i 20—23; Col. ii. 10; Heb. i. 6; Көш. 
xiv. 9; Phil. ii. 9—11 5 1 Pet. iii. 22. 
19.] od» (in rec.) is probably a gloss, but an 
excellent one. Itis the glorification of the 
Son by the Father through the Spirit, 
which is the foundation of the Church of 
Christ in all the world. And when we 
baptize into the Name (i. e. into the fulness 
= the 533 of the objective cove- 

jective confession) of 
Father Son, and Holy Ghost, it is this 
which forms the ground and cause of our 
power to do so—that this flesh of man, of 
which God hath made жарга тё i0v5, is 
glorified in the Person of our 
through whom we all have access by one 
Spirit to the Father. жор. раб.] 
Demonstrably, this was not understood as 

ken to the A es but to all the 
trethren. ia ыт a деесяар- 
уса»... WARY r&v årooróňwy (Acts viii. 
2): ol ply об baer S. 6ov ebay- 

тӧу Aóyov (ibid. ver. 4). 
is peculiar meaning in paSyrevoare. 

All power is given me—go therefore and 
. subdue? Not so: the of the 

Lord is to bring men to the knowledge of 
the truth to work on and in their hearts, 
and lift them up to be ers of the 
divine Nature. And therefore it is not 
‘subdue,’ but make disciples of (see 
below). wévyra тё {буз again is closely 
connected with жаса i£oveia iwi тйс Ye. 

wévra тё 003] all nations, in- 
cluding the Jews. It is absurd to imagine 
that in these words of the Lord there is 
implied a rejection of the Jews, in direct 
variance with his commands elsewhere, 
and also with the world-wide signification 
of ant тйс Le above. Besides, the (tem- 

OL. 

о Gal. ш 8: 1 Tim. 10.17. Nam. xiv. 18. 

t eth arm Cypr, 
Athen B Bas Amphil Chr Cyr, ТЫ Tert Lucif 

5 aan For ecclesiastical propriety 7) BD: txt AN rel 

Ned ve 

rec om rue (£o conform with av ovp.), with А rel Orig, Chr 

rec aft wop. ins ovv, with BA 1. 
Zeno: уру D lat-a bh n Hil, 

porary) rejection of the Jews consists 
in this, that they are numbered among 
wavra rà 0 n. and not a peculiar people 
any lo : and are become, in the provi- 
dence о God, the subjects of that preach- 
ing, of which by original title they ought 
to have been the promulgators. We find 
the first preachers of the gospel, so pss 
from excepting the Jews, uniformly bear- 
ing their testimon my to them first. With 
regard to the difficulty which has been 
raised on these words, that if they had 
been thus spoken by the Lord, the Apos- 
tles would never have had any doubt about 
the admission of the Gentiles into the 
Church, —I would answer, with Ebrard, 
Stier, De Wette, Meyer, and others, * that 
the Apostles sever had any doubt what- 
олай admitting Gentiles,—only whe- 
ther they should not be circumcised first.’ 
In this command, the hibition of ch. 
x. 5 is for ever Ne ?r(Lov- 
. these present ne es are the 
conditioning componente of the imperative 

тесей The pabnreduy осада 
of. two са initiatory, i 
rite, and the subsequent teaching. It is 
much to be regretted that the rendering 
of pad. ‘ teach,’ bas in our Bibles clouded 
the meaning of these important words. 
It will be observed that in our Lord’s 
words, as in the Church, the process of 
ordinary discipleship is from baptism to 
instruction—i. e. is, admission in infancy 
to the covenant, and growing up into 
тр» xavta c. r. A.— the exception being, 
what circumstances rendered so frequent 
in the early church, instruction before 
baptism, in the case of adults. On this 
we may also remark, that baptism as 
known to the Jews included, just as it does 
in the Acta (ch. xvi. 15, 83), whole house- 
5 5 As re- 

the command itself, no unprejudiced 
ub can doubt that it regards 0 
ward rite of BAPTISM, so well known in 
this gospel as having been practised b 
John, and received by the Lord Himself. 
And thus it was immediately, and has been 
ever since, understood by ̂  Church. As 
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q ch. Alz. 17 
тей. 

1 ch. xvil. 9. 
.7 al. 

Gen. il. 18. 
8 Ch. l. 23. 
Jahn ili. 2. 

ETATTEAION XXVIII. 20. 

p LÀ A и es 4 * ss es a ы е ғ 

ис TO ovoua TOV татбос Kat TOU шоу Kat ed үз appre 
, a - 

wvevparoc, 20 S. dd corte avrovc ° тпрау Tüvra Oca va 1. 

' EveretAduny ошу" ка! 1800 гуш ue onov ш тавас 
беш. aal rdc nuépaç ‘Ewe тс “auvreAciug rov atevoc. 

t ch. zxvi. 20. 
xxvii. 45, 

a Ф 

ach. xiii. 89, 
40 гей. 

Hippol Eus Ath Amphil Chr 

KATA МАӨӨАТОМ. 

Cyr,. om rov bef nov rov D. 
пиш bef реб vp. D Orig (but txt 8 times). rec at end adds ay gv, with A? 

rel am(with forj gat) lat-a ð c J syre copt-ms æth : om A'(appy) BDN 1.88 vulg lat- 
e ffi s 91.2 ^ ^ copt arm Chr Cyr 

SUBSCRIPTION. кота рабба» B: evayyeAcoy ката parÜawy AEH(K)UVA : ev. 
кат. na00aio» eredecOn apyerat ev. ката twayyny 

&c: FM lat-a have no subscr: K al (aft enumerating the marcum for tway., forj 
D, simly lat-b e f; and so, but 

number of eríyo: &c) ro ката par®. (ins ay«ov al) ev. eFedo8n (eypagn al) vs avrov г» 
tepodoAupore (ev wraXdaorevy al syrr, ev. avaro al, d parri or ту BD, 
CiaXexTw) pera xpovove з} rug rov xpirrov (add rov Geov рыр al) avaAgieec (add 
nppnvevOn де ото taxwBov adeAgou rov kvptov, OF vro iwayyov al). 

regards all attempts to explain away this 
sense, we may say—even setting aside the 
testimony furnished by the Acts of the 
Apostles, —that it is in the highest degree 
improbable that our Lord should have 
given, at a time when He was summing 
up the duties of his Church in such weighty 
words, а command couched in figurative 
or ambiguous langu one which He 
must have known would be interpreted by 
his disciples, now long accustomed to the 
rite and its name, otherwise than He in- 
tended it. «ls тд dv... .] Reference 
is apparently made to the Baptism of the 
Lord himself, where the whole Three Per- 
sons of the Godhead were in manifestation. 

Not rà óvóyara— but тд — 
setting forth the Unity of the ead. 

It is unfortunate again here that 
our lish Bibles do not give us the 
force of this ес. It should have been 
into, (as in Gal. iii. 27 al.,) both here and 
in 1 Cor. x. 2, and wherever the expression 
is used. It importa, not only a sxdjective 
recognition hereafter by the child of the 
truth implied in rò õvopa, c. r. A. but an 
objective admission into the covenant of 
Redemption — a putting on of Christ. 
Baptism is the contract of espousal (Eph. 
v. 26) between Christ and his Church. 
Our word ‘in’ being retained both here 
and in our formula of Baptism, it should 
always be remembered t the Sacra- 
mental declaration is contained in this 
word ; that it answers (as Stier has well 
observed, vii. 268) to the rovró tore» in the 
other Sacrament. On the difference be- 
tween the baptiem of John, and Christian 
baptism, see notes on ch. iii. 11; Acts 
xviii. 25; xix. 1—5. 20.] Even in 

the case of the adult, this teaching must, 
in greater part, follow his baptism ; 
though as we have seen (on ver. 19), in 
Мз exceptional case, some of i£ must go 
before. For this teaching is nothing less 
than the building up of the whole man 
into the obedience of Christ. In these 
words, inasmuch as the then living dis- 
ciples could not teach all nations, does 
the Lord found the office of Preachers in 
his Church, with all that 
the duties of the minister, the 
teacher, the scripture reader. This ‘teack- 
ing’ is not merely the єўретма Pod the 
gospel —not mere proclamation good 
news—but the whole catechetical office of 
the Church upon and in the baptised. 

kal . . . These words imply 
and set forth the Ascension, the manner 
of which is not related by our Evangelist. 

фүё—1, in the fullest sense: not 
the Divine Presence, as distinguished from 
the Humanity of Christ. His Humanity 
is with us likewise. The vine lives in the 
branches. Stier remarks (vii. 277) the 
contrast between this ‘I am with you,’ 
and the view of Nicodemus (John iii. 2) 
‘no man can do these miracles—ex 
God be with him.’ pee’ op.) mainly, 
by the promise of the Father (Luke xxiv. 
49) which He has poured out om his 
Church. But the presence of the Spirit 
is the effect of the nce of Christ— 
and the presence of Christ is part of the 
i869n above—the effect of the well-pleasing 
of the Father. So that the mystery of 
на пате 15 de dengel (with О, 
tier remarke, this ins and 

is fulfilled — God is with in Táces 
Tas hpápas all the (appointed) days fur 
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they are numbered by the Father, though 
by none but Him. боз тїз сут. Т. 

—that time of which they heard 
in so many parables, and about which 

had asked, ch. xxiv. 3—the com- 
ion of the state of time. After that, 
will be no more properly speaking sith 

as, but we with Him (John xvii. 24) where 
He is. To understand џеб’ риш» only 
of the Apostles and their (?) successors, is 
to destroy the whole force of these moat 
weighty words. Descending even into 
literal exactness, we may see that dida- 
exorreg abroòg трі» xavra bea іуети- 
Adpyy vpiv, makes abroig into ореїс, as 
soon as they are yutgaÜ0nrtvpgivo.. The 
command is ѓо the UNIVERSAL Сновон— 
to be performed, in the nature of things, by 
her ministers and teachers, the manner of 
appointing which is not here prescribed, 
but to be learnt in the unfoldings of Pro- 
vidence recorded in the Acts of the Apos- 
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tles, who by his special ordinance were the 
founders and first builders of that Church 
—but whose office, on that very account, 
precluded the idea of succession or re- 
sewal. That Matthew does not re- 
cord the fact or manner of the Ascension, 
is not to be used as a d for any pre- 
sumptions ing the authenticity of 
the records of it which we The 
narrative here is ht to a 
termination: that in John ends with an 
express declaration of its incompleteness. 

at reasons there may have been for the 
omission, either subjective, in the mind of 
the author of the Gospel, or objective, in 
the fragmentary character of the apostolic 
reports which are here put together, it is 
wholly out of our power, in this age of the 
world, to determine. As before remarked, 
the fact itself is here and elsewhere in this 

(see ch. xxii. 44; xxiv. 80; xxv.14, 
81; xxvi. 64) clearly implied. 
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KATA MAPKON. 

‘hots I. I. Ag rov evayyeAlov Insov yorsrov viov Ütov. 
. g Оё? 5 атта 1 p» Hoot i nry ° 1800 Рен Ixxii. Sd. с ytypamrat Ф q TQ трофптр а 
сне. iv. 7. ch. v1.45, Acts xiii. 4. эое oh. xiii, 9б. амл. Hi. i. ae 

TITLE. rec ro ката раркоу ayiov» tvayytuov, with some cursives: e£ rov ката А 
нарко» aytov evayyeAtov 69: ката нарко» B[so Verc Tisch Treg] FN: txt AD rel. 

Cuar. Т. 1. om моо Orov №! 28. 255 Iren-gr-lat(but om 110. xp. 
Jer, Victorin. (insd by N-corr!® Iren pen Ambr Jer,.)—rec ins rov bef 
rel: om BDL N-corri з Sevrn. 

9. кабыс BK LAN 1. 38 Orig, Bas Tit Sevrn: txt ADP rel Iren-gr 
(for rw noaa rw xpognrn) тос fpo$nraic (corrn, the cit being 

arm-zoh Iren-lat, Chr Phot: txt BDL 
marg goth arm-mss Iren-gr-lat, One 
фд‹афброс elpnpivac тбтос бокд dbo трофптёу elc 

Hag "Y трофӣту x. r. A.) Serap Porph Eus Epiph 
putamus additum Scriptorum vitio) Aug.—om Ist re 

syr-txt eh 
jer copt 

with AP rel 

Vict Sevrn nomen 
ylypaxra iv 74 yea jet 

N.B. Th hout Mark, the parallel 
paca in Matthew are to be consulted. 

ere tho agreement is verbal, or nearly 
so, no notes are here appended, except 

tical and philological ones. 
Cuar. I. 1—8.| THE PREACHING AND 

BAPTISM OF JOHN. Mt. iii. 1—12. Lk. iii. 
1—17. The object of Mark being to relate 
the official life and ministry of our Lord, 
he begins with His baptism ; and as a ne- 

introduction to it, with the preach- 

Tete bate чар nes. ined in o. ^s i man in com- 
mon with both Mt. and Pk’; but from the 
additional prophecy quoted in ver. 2, is 
certainly үзе Gir od and 8577 see Pro- 
legomena to the Gospp. ch. I. § ii.). 
L àexd r. r. A.] This 3 probably a title to 
what follows, as Mat. 1. 1, and not con- 
nected with ver. 4, as Fritzsche and 

of teow, with A 
Orig. тео 

al and Ма), 
1. 88 latt Syr syr- 

Маркос óo wpogarsiag iv 
v Cuvdywy txt. кабдес 

Bas Tit-bostr 

Lachm., nor with ver. 2, as Meyer. It is 
simpler and gives more majesty to the 
exordium, to put a period at the end of 
ver. 1, and make the citation from the 
prophet a new and confirmatory title. 

"Inc. хр.] of, as its author, or its 
su ject, as ооа may determine. 
“Tf the it. ebayy. is not a per- 
son, it pis that of the object, as 
tba. тйс ВастАіас, тйс cwrnplac, к.т.\, 
par iv. 28: Eph. i. 18; vi. 15 al). If 
вой follows, the genit. is one of the swb- 

ject (ch. i. 16: Rom. i. 1, 15, 16, al.), as 
also when pov follows (Rom. ii. 16; xvi. 
25: 1 Thess. i. 5, al). But if уротой 
follows (Rom. i. 9; xv. 19: 1 Cor. ix. 12, 
al.), it may be either genit. of the subject 
(auctoris) or of the object : and only the 
context can ine. Here it decides 
for the latter (vv. 2—8). Render there- 

LM 

A 1. S. 
6. 
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атоот{АХы тд» «аууб» pov жрд roco cou, 8 de een. 

* катаскеоасы тї» ddor cov $ oww Bowvrog ev ry Sabie, . 
олиф Erowácars р» одд» kvpiov, ш гобас тоште тас Pre iso, 
* "piBouc avrov. | "Eyévero "оауупс 0 › Barrier i EY TU опа. 
tohuo * knpvoowy ‚ Ваттора = peravoiac tic " dgeow JI ть 

auapriwy. 5 cal ° &eroptutro rpòc avrov таса n i constr., cà. 

"lovõaia X kai ot ‘Tepocodvpirat таутас, cal Bar- шыра 
rilovro йт avrov tv ry ордаур dien? icon - Rom. Їй. 3. 

резо: тас ápapríac avrov. xai y o ‘Iwavene Et. s. 
* évieBuntvoc тріҳас canñ Aon kai "(ovy ' 8ериатйлт уш к Matt. iv. эз 
repi тї» usd avrov, kai Lo " акрідас cal pede PU. 
"ауру. ? ка! " ёкӣросвгу Ayo “Epyerat 0 " toxupo- 23 m 

ELE Er Wisd. xi. 28, xil 1 th 1 5 oo eu э Matt xb M. pedes . 
o MI. L. aL fv. E Te a ME н, a1 10,90 af Jer. xxxill, (xxvi) 90. 

ses ver v Met vi e t. Lake xzii. 80 ref. Lev. avii. 
vile ( Mt. rod. nts . ii. 1. ̂  Rings iat беа Exod. XXIII. 5. » 

D 1 al Iren-gr Orig. rec ins eye bef asrocre\\w Matt xi. 10, 
where Z only omits it. E is ined in l. c. of Lxx by А ай, with AP rel vulg syr goth 
seth arm Orig, Eus Phot Jer,: om BD am(with em fuld gat ing mm mt taur tol) lat- 
a b сё Iren yen Orig Sevri Aabe Jer Ang Vigil-taps Bede. axoortAe R. 
rec at end adds susxpoa8ev cov (from Mi хі. 10, Lk vii. 27), with A rel lat-f ff, s 
912 вуг copt-wilk goth arm Orig, Eus Sevrn Phot Tert Jer,: om BDKL am(with 
е en fadi ing mt taur tol) lat-a 5 o l Syr syr-jer copt-schw eh хер Ја Orig; expr, Victor 
er Aug. 
3. for avrov, rov Osov vuwy (from Lxx) D 34-marg, dei nostri mt lat-a b of ff; 7, 

goth a marg ¶ Tren- lat . 
ins rat Ni. rec om o, with A(D)P rel: ins BLAN 83 copt.—e» т. ep. 

bef Bart. 28 ME J) Syr rec ins xat bef enpvcowy, with ADN rel ves 
om В 83. (Р defective.) ™ (The account of the о variations seems to be the i noe 
of the transcribers that we. о Baxrilwy is, with Mk, John the Baptist,—see ch. vi. 14, 
where D al have corrected to Важтістис : thence Barrie» became joined with eyevero, 

^S 8. «E : ( A EFHLSV T (Tisch) harl'(with б. sKasroprvovro ма goth TH. CoAvpirat r wi 
taur) муа LA ун то Th ац ор Diac rec ка 5 
def xavrec, with AP rel вуг go к po om ка: таутгс 69, om ravric al, lat.: txt 
BDLAN 83 vulg lat-a(omg cat) b І copt arm Orig, Eus. (wavrec was as not in 
1м and seeming to assert too much : then re-insd from marg with Barr.) - om kat 

тес ey то :0рд. тотаре bef vr avrov (from || Mt), with ADP rel syr goth: 
55 lat-b c f Fi. 2 91.2 | arm Orig, Eus.— om re bef :орё. Di. —om отаны 

mt lat · a 134i 
6. rec (for kat nv nv be (from Mi iii. 5 copt- 

schw goth ach um NI: txt BLN 38 vulg atd Vi 9a D-lat copt- PS reo 
om o, with ADHSA 83 ): ins BLN for rptyac, dip D-gr lat-a. 

om «a: $. to avrov D lat-a 5 fy reo to, with ADP N-corr$*! rel: 
txt BL!AN! 38. 

7, 8. cat гугу avro Bye шу vpac Ватт и ev әдат: tpxtrat 0s ожсо pov o 

fore, the glad tidings concerning Jesus stood first, it would have been of no note, 
Christ.” 3, 3.] This again as Meyer observes. Consult notes on Mt. 
stands independently, not iyév.'Ied». (0) xi. 10; iii. 3. 4.) arke lig 1. 
Barr. . . . с yiyp The citation here Ватт. per., the baptism symbolic о 
is from two prop ots, Isa. and Mal.; see of the characteristic quality,” A as re- 
dap The fact will not fail to be observed pentance and forgivencss—of the death 

e careful and honest student of the unto sin, and new birth unto righteous- 
doa Had the citation from Isaiah пем. The former of these only comes. 
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x Cometr.. Matt. 
ii. 12 гей 
— & constr 

эм. И, vill i 
BEL.) ! Cor. e 
xv.Uu Ок. 

(и. 10.) n. 6. 
2 ги, п. 2. 9 
(Ex д, iv le. 
Jo wel t. 11. 

g here (а nd 

sohn vin. 6, 

Exod s UTO luávvov. 
T J. n dew d 

pur. repiorepav ' катада 
Str. 

al 
beb, wll, 1. n 1м 94. Lake v. 36. іх, 96 al. 

ch. xv. 88 l. e | Mt. reff. 
hj. Matt, all. 18. xvii. 5 l. aha L 17. 

EYATTEAION I. 

тербе pov отісе pov * oU ойк cipi 7; avèc ce Aveat 
тб» “imavra rov vsroOnuáro» * avrov. * гуд Barrie 
удас voart, abròc oe Barrios орас mvevpare ayip. 
Kal eyévero € év ” Exeivaic raiç прєра‹с, йАбє» ' Inaove ато 

М№аѓаріт тїс T'aAd aac, cal t(Jasrrio0n © ас roy Тордауп» 

10 кај eifuc avaBaivey ex TOU usarog 
a xitou£vovc toùe oupavonc, kai то тууна we 

wor чс avrov 
(xxxiii) 26 EK TOY оурауоу 2 H 0 vtoc pov 0 

Jadg. xvii. 6. = John ix. 7, 
11. Matt. vil. 25. Joha i. 89 al. fr. ° isa. ixil. 14. 
Gen. xxii, 9. = poroyernt, Аф. 

П kat 5 pwr eyivero 

d = here only. эге 
g Lake ix. 85 теб. 

абхиротерос pow, OY ovk иш IEGVOÇ Хоса: rov акта тыу этоддраты» avrov cat 
avroc vpaç Barrio > wvevpart ayww D lat-(a) ff. 

om 2nd pov B [al? 102 = В tox vpog А ev-x. 
lat.. 

. reo aft eyw ins pey 
om BLN 83. 69 vulg lat-ó c ff, g 
(rom || Mt, where none omit P 

&c (see Luke iii. 16). 
р) Orig, : om отсо pov A ev-P 

At I with ded did mt lat-a f ff, вуг goth eth: 
rec ins гу bef védare Е. 

with WADE rel ga rel gat(with mm mt) lat-ac &c: om BH 
AN 33 vulg Orig(addg póvoc MarÜaiog тойтф ктро;&Өке тб tig ptrávoiav) Aug. 
om 2nd vnag Nl: vuac bef Bar riet D 69 lat-a fy rec ins ev bef T». ay. (from 
|| Mt), with ADPN 33(Treg) rel gat(with mm mt) copt Orig: om BL vulg lat-b Aug. 

at end add ra: жор 
9. om Ist ca: B Scr's c. 

tw. bef eig т. ipò., with 5 » 

10. rec evGewc, wi 

|| Mt Le) P al syr-with-ast. 
таш пшрац bef єснуацс DA Ser's e latd F. Fi. a Ir 

ins о bef ine. DMTA 69 Ser's cdeilmn rs w? evv-x-y-z-P-150. rec vxo 

бүз Sy сой г goth eth arm: txt BDLN (1) 33. 69am 

lata beth: txt BLAN 33. rec (for sx) 
one (from || rM with AP i: ү BDLN 33. 69 latt goth wth(appy) arm. 
for оҳ:0., nvuypevoug (= nyvoty.) D, apertos lat-b, aperiri lat-c, i lat-a. 

° гес weet Mt), with MP (1. 33. 69, е sil) : txt ABDN rel (syr-marg-gr). 
saraBowwy Di. add ra: ш о> Joh i. 88) N [10]. 33. 71 [= iun 

]. 86. T t-wilk æt Ambr. (А has a space left.) 
d ис) er (from ||), DM ib rd lat F gi: txt BD if 69. 124 lat-a (b) L 

perly into the notion of John’s baptism, 
Phkh ch did not PERA the тоу Spirit, ver. 
8. T.) кроя А . 4 the ex- 
ression is common to io Mk, Lk., and Jn. 
6. 27). It amounts to the same as bear- 
ing the shoes—for he who did the last 
would necessarily be also employed in 
loosing and taking off the sandal. But 
the variety is iteelf indicative of the inde- 
pendence of Mt. and Mk. of one another. 
John used the two expressions at different 
times, and our witnesses have reported 
both. көз is added by Mk., who, as 
we shall find, is more minute in circum- 
stantial detail than the other Evan- 
geliste. 8.] Mt. and Lk. add xai 
Tupi. 

9—11.] JESUS ІЗ BAPTIZED BY HIM. 
Mt. iii. 18—17: Lk. iii, 21, 22. amd 
Naf. is contained here only. The words 
with which this account is introduced, ex- 

indefiniteness as to time. It was 
nw ili. 21) after all the people were bap- 

tized : see note there. 
ment of this has no marks of an 
eye-witness: it is the compendéwm o 
enerally current essi tad 10. 

Shae, or -, is a favourite connecting word 
with Mk. St. Mark has here taken 
the oral account verbatim, and applied it 
to Jesus, He saw,’ &c.— and abroy must 
mean Himself: otherwise we must under- 
stand à lv. before elB«v, and take dyvaf. 
as pendent, which is very improbable. 
The construction of the sentence is a re- 
markable testimony of the in ce 
of Mk. and Mt. even when parts of the 
narrative agree verbatim. See note on Mt. 

The commence- 

iii. 16. єх. dir to Mk. ; and 
more descriptive Arca, Mt. 
Lk. II.] c? гї, Mk. sigh te ; ойтбс ie., 
Mt. —i» gà sb, Mt.; iv со dis 
Mk.and Lk. I mention these things to 
shew how extremely improbable it is that 
Mk. had either Mt. or Lk. before him. 
Such arbitrary alteration of documents 

* aya nróc* er ool.. 
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!euBoxnaa. 12 kai «009% rò туна айтд» * к34Х\ч eic M Matt xvi 
riv ipnuov. kal йу ix ry gung їрќрас resatpákovra 1 pum 
' wepatouevog 6 u rd тоо garava, cal ny pera тш» Onpiwy, Hat . T 
Kai oi dyyedor ™ dn cb von avro. 20. Hal I. 

17. 

ч Ка пета Tò * тарабобпьа: тд» “едит, IA, о + Matix 
"Incove siç тт» Tat Aal кпровсы» тд 

° (sov 15 М үш» д ore Р wenhinpurat à о? каб Kai 5j By yurer 
* utravotirt Kat 

9 Pet. fl. 4. Ро. Ixxxvii. 8. ooestr., Back. Av. 28 al. fr, 
H. 2, 8,9. 1 Pet. iv. (бахх 26 1 Тїз. |. 3 

p Lake xxl. 94. see Lam. iv. = (| Mt. al. 

n * BactAcia rov * Beov' 

II, 28, 80 and freq. 7. Mik. Lake, Acts 

° evayyé\tov TOU T5 " 7 

m ch. ат. a 

t weorebere EV TU в = Айа id. 
zzvi. 

.9 Rom.i.l. xv. 16. 200. х!.7. 1 Thess. 
ev. tht fue.. Matt. iv. 28. іх. 86. xxiv. 14oaly. 

tw. де, Joha lil. 15 only. Ps. lxxvil. $2. Jer. xii. 6, 

IL om eyevero DN! mt lat, 
D-lat syr- 

exau bef avro» DA 33. 69 latt. 
18. rec ins exes bef «v rn «pnpe (marg corr» 

copt-wilk arm-mss: txt BDLN 1 

K M-marg 1: txt BN rel. 

Esck. 7, 18. сне заа, 
Paal. Joba il üL 8, 5. Rev. xil. 1 Matt. Ш. 9 reff. 

rec (for so) e ( | М), with A rel lat-5 7 
vulg lat-a c ff, 9, 0 Syr 

aft xvevpa ins ro ayiov D. 

corra for «v т. tp. [as appears by «v т. гр. 
being ота by K & aftds айта with it into the text), with A rel syrr arm: om ABD 
LX 33 latt copt goth eth om ev rn e. K 1. 5555 
arm. тевсгракоута bef neepac BLN 33 vu 5 d val (е) f $ l syr-marg copt Orig 
Eus. add к. тесс.рак. уюктас L(M) 13. 33 t- (o) Fi 9, l syr-marg copt 
on Orig Ek ins cat bef хнра$орг»ос D la om o: AM 83 al Sers c d 
evv-y-z-150. 
E One us. cat pera) pera де (|| МЇ), with ALN rel vulg lat-/ 1 92 co seth 

sed окон lat-ó g, D- lat: txt BD (al? s с) co om 
TOY E E om o AEFHKMUV?P rec PA evayythroy 
ins rac Вав‹Ммнас (from M Mt iv. 28), with AD rel vulg lat-a f f, 912 Syr syr-ms eth : 
om ВІ 1. 33. 69 mt lat-^ c ff, syr-ed copt goth (Treg) arm 

15. rec ins ca: bef eye, with BKLMA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-a b & syrr copt: om 
AD rel lat. f 91 go 
каров D (al?) mt lat-a ö c ff, g, 

could never have been the practice of any 
one seriously intent on an important 
work. 

12, 13.] TzwPTATION ОР Jesus. Mt. 
iv. 1—11. Lk. iv. 1—18. 19, 18.] 
ankle = áváyw Mt, = бую Lk. It 
is a more forcible word than either of 
these to 

of the 40 days, and of this we have here, 
as in Lk., an implied assertion. The ad- 
ditional intensity of temptation at the end 
of that period, is ex in Mt. by the 
tempter coming to Him-—becoming visible 
and audible. Perhaps the being with the 
beasts may point to one form of temptation, 
viz. that of terror, which was practised on 
Him :—but of the inward trials who may 

el &үү., ав тё» Ono. generic. 
here to contradict 

the fast spoken of in Mt. and Lk., as De W. 
i Our Evangelist perhaps im- 

goth.—om cat Aeyev M (al?) mt lat-c Orig. wexAnpevrac ot 

plies it in the last words of ver. 13. It is 
remarkable that those Commentators who 
are fondest of maintaining that Mk. con- 
structed his narrative out of those of Mt. 
and Lk. (De W., Meyer) are also most 
m in о с роне сор out what 2 call irre- 

between him and 
them. No apportionment of these details 
to the various successive parts of the 
temptation is given by our Evangelist. 
They are simply stated to have happened, 
com 

14, 15.) JESUS BEGINS HIS MINISTRY. 
Mt. iv. 19—17. Lk. iv. 14, 15. 
14, 15.] See notes on Mt. iv. 12. чтерад. 
seems to have been the usual and well- 
known term for the imprisonment of John. 

TÓ ebay. т. 0.) see reff., and note on 
ver. 1. Ten. xasp.] see Gal. iv. 4. 
* The end of the old covenant is at hand; 

. the Son is born, grown up, anointed 
(in. his baptism), tempted, gone forth, the 
testimony of his witness is given, and now 
He witnesses himself; now begins that 
last speaking of God, by His Son (Heb 
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“козү. cba. 16 ка! тарауш» ragd тї» бдаЛасса» ric 
"Гы. ГаМмХайс де» Zinwva kai "Ауёр{а> rov а8е\фд» Ti- 
- „ pwvoç * appBaddrovrac ё iv ry Oadacoy, й dear "уар ̀ айенс. 

omiow ноу Kai 

18 ral evOiwe C элет 
19 „ a yeveoSas 

72125 гава 17 kai кїт} avrog о "Incovc " Дерт. * 
4 Kings vi тоша ö nac vertodat à tele а>бо@тошу. 
хм афёэтес та ? діктоа [avrov] пкоЛобблаау avt. 
2 rgoBdc 9Myov 10. Такео» Tov тоо ZeBe8aiou Kat D 
M Iv тд» adeA gov avrov, Kai avroug EV TO AH га 1.35. 

к = Mr ( 41 La ` 69. 
T1, 18. 26) * caraprilovrac та Ў Sixrva. 20 ка| evOdc ice 

abrobc ка! * agivrec roy maripa abr 74бедаго» ё Ev тф 13 t. Gal. vi. 

> ,ůõ r * атАбдо» ^ oro aurov. 

] al. киз iv. 
12, 13, 1 

o Joba xii. 19. 

b Jobe x ы, AO perà тоу 
Exod. ai 45. - 1 Lake xv. 17, 19. 

16. rec (for ca: торауеу) м дг е || МТ), with A rel (Syr) syr-txt: txt 
BDLN 33. 69 latt (syr-marg) copt arm. ins rov bef eiyeva D 28. 69. 124. 346. 

rec (for eswvoc) avrov үүле from | Mt), with DGT 33 latt Syr sth: avrov rov 
o, ug (combination of readings) E'FKSUV syr goth: txt BLM lat-a copt arm, rov 
в. AE! A 1. 69. 
txt А(-тес) BD H(Treg) N rel. 
а 2 вуг copt goth; 
98. 69. 124 vulg lat-a c f ff, g 2 
ausc, with EN rel: ае DCL 
-teic also). 

18. for evOewc, evOvc LN 83. 

rec (for ap AA.) BuMXovrac (from || Mt), with ЕМГ 1 arm: 
айс. adds apg:BAnorpor (from || Mz), with А rel 

-тра VES, тра bef BaAXorrag 1 al 
l Syr arm: om BLN 33 æth( 
doubtful): txt AB!A (so in ver 1 5 | ies N has 

гес aft dierva ins avrwy, with A rel lat-f g, syrr 

ва; Ta pm D 12: 

re om BCLR 13. 33. 69 vulg lat. i g copt arm.—for ra durva, тауга D al 
qkoXovOovy (for -05cav) B à: 

18. d eR жроВас ins reger (from P with д rel vulg lat- f ff, 9,4 r 
aft our, 88: om BD 

copt seth. 

om oAcyor №! 1 lat-2 5.59 
aft Seton ins ауте» (from (from | д) 0 ir 1 Syr syr-with-ast 

20. rec svÜeuc, with ACD rel: txt BLN 18. 33: om 124. 433 lat-b eth: ins bef 
agevrec A (69) lat-c f, Syr arm. 
wilk wth 

i. 1) which henceforth shall be 
in all the world till the comes. 
(Stier, R. J. i. 67.) wal тигт.) These 
words are in Mk. only. They furnish us 
an interesting characteristic of the differ- 
ence between the preaching of John, 
which was that of repentance—and о 
our Lord, which was repentance and faith. 
It is not i» Himself as the Saviour that 
this faith is yet preached : this He did not 
poean till much later in his шину: 

t іп the fulfilment а time and 
ach of the kingdom оў God. 

is not instrumental „(ав Fritesche), g i 
means of the Gospel: but in the 
which, in its completion, seta forth Jesus 
Christ as the object of faith. * The object 
of the faith is ep 2s that on which 
the faith lays hold." 

16—20.) CALLING oF or Prey, ANDREW, 
James, AND JOHN. Mt. iv. 18—22. Al- 
most verbatim as Mat. The variations 
are curious: after Zíyera, Mk. omits roy 

ycodovOncay avre (|| Mt) D (al?) latt copt- 

My. Пітр. :—although the name was 
phetically given by our Lord before this, 
in John 1. 43, it perhaps was not actually 
iven, till the twelve became a distinct 

у, see ch. iii. 16. Mt. has ele rjv e., 
for our i» г. 0., an inconceivable varia- 
tion, if one copied the other, as is also áp- 
Baan. for Bax. &ифіВАпвтроу. The 
wapaywy кара, and the ápe. ly r. дал. 
are noticed by Meyer as belonging to the 

phic каш which this Evangelist 
Oves. ] yevéo@as is here inserted 
before ied 1 minute accuracy. 
19.] nerd Z. ғ. татр. abr. (Mt.) is omitted 

„ and Z. inserted below, where Mt. 
has simply т. war. wal avrove, these 
also, as well as the former pair of brothers. 
It belongs only to ѓу ry ole, not to the 
following clause. А тёу 
is inserted for particulanty, and perhaps 
to soften the leaving their father alone. 
It gives us a view of the station of life of 
Zebedee and his sons; they were not poor 



16—26. 

21 Kai acwopevorrat не Ka$apvaoby. 
ис TU» cura, үйө. 

enero Semi ry 818аур avrov, av yap ddr . rena. 
ab rode we " tovaiav f E kai ооу Ge ol ypappareic. $s. o. ch. zb M. 

kat cubic ny ey тр vy айт» аубрытос d “ме 

wvevpare ! axalaory, Kai ! avixpačev 24 yer * Ti шу 8 EET 

ка! coi ‘Tasos Načapnvé ; : Aic an avoAMeat ў прас; - оїда oe 
kai 

"Incovc AH / "DinwOnre kai EEAO: tË avrov. 
Was ын ш. Lake viil 28. шаш Зад. vii. 90. 

caBBaaw &$давкву * 

23 

i 

ric el, о ! аус rob ! дғоё. 

тотуын д see Acts Hi. 14. 1 Johs ii. 20 

21. sigeropevorro D-gr 83. 

сіу CG. 
latt syr goth seth arm: «edid. eccedO. uç r. ovy. al: 

A: гдгдасє. ү Азы саВВ. ис т. соу. C Syr copt: edcdaccey ис тру 
that the construction 

avrey є0:даск. 
cevvayeyny (C) LN Orig 
offence and piu 
syr-with-ast 

98. om o Di Ie А 
А 33 late f g, syrr wth. 

BLN 1. 33. 131. 209 copt 
DL 72 lat-3 c e ff. g, copt- 

KATA MAPKON. 

бос LX 1. 83 Orig, 

rec себш» eic ryv uva yy 0:8аскеу, with ABD ге 

he variations 
9 — ied by CA. or 4MÓ.)—4Adafry Ni. 

813. 

cal dd, rote å piar, Matt d 

2 ка! f eke EUG 
str., vor. 

Matt. 

E. . 
xiii. 19. 

oh. ili. 6. 

h Mant. vii. 39 

* ixeripmoev avro 0 кк 9. el. 

26 kai bis. Isa. ii. 
k EL. Matt. vii эй. 3 ll Uist avi #8 Sade. “Zech 

ins гу bef roit саВВа- 

ehOwy e. т. с. id. al: ис т. соу. 

seem to shew that gave 
add avrove D latt 

aft ypapupare ins avrwy (from Mt vii. 29) CM 

23. rec om ug (аг inappropriate), with ACD rel latt syrr 
ev rn ovv. av. bef ny C (al?) Orig. 
om 2nd ey (app 

goth eth arm: ins 
om айтыу 

є»гкра гу D р, 
24. rec ins ea bef ri Com | Luke. It is not correct rej, with Tisckdf that near 

the same MSS omit tt in Iu, as here: e. g., B has it 

arm Orig Eus,: om BDN! latt Syr copt eth Aug. 
АВГА Scr's e ev-z: со CDN rel. 
oidapev L A- gr & copt sth arm Iren-lat 

прас bef aroàsoas С Vict. 

ACN? rel вуг got. 

ov (confusion of vowels ?) 
for оба, 

ig Eus Cyr-jer Bas Chr Thdor-mops Cyr 
Tert Aug Paulin : txt ABCD rel latt syrr goth. 

25. om о ino. D 142' lat-b g, 
written mane Г) 

avðpwrov D 8-pe latt(not f). 
lat-b c e ff, 9, , goth eth. 

fishermen, but had héred servants. Mt. 
has :xoAov05c. abr. Now may we not 
venture to say that both these accounts 
came from Peter originally ? Matthew's 
an earlier one, taught (or given in writing 
perhaps) without any definite idea of 
1 but this 

y corrected and rendered accu- 
rate, even to the omitting the name 
Peter, which though ly known, 
and therefore mentioned in the oral ac- 
count, was perhaps not yet eT given, 
and must be omitted in the Aistorical 

91—98.] HrALING ор A DEMONIAO IN 
THE SYNAGOGUE AT CAPERNAUM. Lk. 

om Ауе» Al(possibly) N.. 2 oa is 
over an erasure in А: inserted in 18.) 

for «£, ax HL 33 al Scr's c s v lat-f 7, 7, 4 ? Orig - lat Damasc. 
at end add *v«vua акабартоу D (8-pe) gat mm 

Aeyov is 
аы avrov, TOU 

23.) 35 
the end of the Sermon on the Mount, Mt. 
vii. 28, and the first clause of it,—and, i in 
substance, the Vise rq pod the cor- 
respon to this in e iv. 82. 

28— 12 &v0. dv ту.) The use of 
the e in this connexion is unusual : 
see reff. I think the best account of it 
is that it falls under a large class of 
usages of i», expressing the element in 
which the man lived and moved, as pos- 
sessed and interpenetrated by the evil 
spirit,—as in the common expressions фу 
къріф, iv урот, cf. 2 Cor. xii. 2, and 
Acts xvii. 28. This account occurs in 
Lk. iv. 88—87, nearly verbatim : for the 
variations, see there. It is very important 
for our Lord’s official life, as shewing that 
He rejected and forbade all testimony to 
his Person, except that which He came on 
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ос. нень," стараЁа» avrov ro туюна Tò акадартом ка! $ovncav ABCDE 

met i 19 gory Ap &Ё Аб» EE avrou. 

ре x. 24 E dmavrec, were 9 ouvinreiy rode r cavrouc Аёүо»тас { 

Pies. v.a. €or тобто; didaxñ Kaw rar ousiav’ kat тос ту- 

E т ү P 
= ch. 2. 26 
ret. 

8 рч ден ME 

б rv 
pe 

"i в. Eph. "Avéptov pera Lac cal lwayvou. 
* тирфасооса, kai «0с Mm 

t. iv. 94 ref. 8 Kings H. 28. 

TS cà. 1. . Zipwvoc J катёкито 
Gen. xs. cs ~ Mat 

xxviii. 1 Cor. T. i oniy, Isa. xlii. 23. 
x |. yr x. d Lake xii. 68 bis only. Ruth i. 14. 
2f Mt. only f. 

pac тос акабартос " ётітавои, Kai Umaxovouaty aury. 
48 каї #ЕлАбе› à ù * акот avrov evOuc " таутаХоу чс Лт 

" wepixwpov тс ГамМмХайас. 
cura үшүпс Led Bovrec йАбо» ec т» ошау Lipwvog Kat 

29 Ка :00ос єк тає 

90 $ ö wevOepa 

xvi. 20. Luke ка. Acts 
L. ziv. 36 al. — are 11 
,0. Acts zA VIH. 8. Prov. vi 

w Matt. iil. 5 
y ch. d. 4 John v. 

26. к. «£gÀO. ro xv. ro ax. спараЕас avrov к. кра ас $. p. Ёт\Ө. ат avrov D, 
simly lat -s f}. 

|| Lake) СОМА 33 latt Damasc: txt A 
27. #бан3пта> D Orig. 

txt BLUN 157. 433 Orig. 
avrouc, with BGLSN : txt ACD rel. 
txt BDN rel. 
кат’ eEovatay, with C rel (latt) syrr goth 
rig N Sd ecturn N Katyn avro у eLovaiua. ori 

1.2 91: txt BLN 1. 33. 131. 209 al. (Tt seems to have been (and mm mt) lat-b c e 

om ro жуєура B [a1 ? 102 = BP]. 
краЁау (more usual word), with AC ya txt BL 83 

rel goth arm one 
rec (for атаутес̧) ped (1 Luke), with ACD rel: 

om хрос BN [al P 1 

rec (for ф=>лса>) 
for гЁ, ar (from 

rec (for каут.) 
Aeyovrec UE 1 Luke) АСЕ!МА? 33: 

rec (for didaxij aw car’ eovoiay) ric n d n rawn avrm ort 
: Tig кал} aury did. ore А: aliter : 

D, omg re eorty rovro, as also do 

inal, and to have been variously conformed to || Luke.) 
rec (for cac EN.) &EgA0. де, with А rel lat.f вуг goth arm: txt BCDLMAN 

33 evv-y-z-160 latt Syr copt sth. om evOvc Ni 1. 28. 33. 591. 181 al Ser's e 
v lat-b o e ff, g, copt-wilk wth arm: ins A B(see table) CD Nb rel vulg NÉ Y. 
5 th. 

rae 15 час Nl: 

rec om *avrayov (see || Luke), with ADN! rel 
syrr goth arm: ins BC(L N!5, -yn) 69 lat-d e copt. 

rov topdavov 28: exawny Scr’s sl. 
for тс de ipid 

9. rec ғобеюс, with AC rel: om D (al ?) lat-c e P, g, Syr sth: txt BLAR 1. 38. 
tk. de єк т. o. nàbev D lat - (ö с) е. 

1. 69 gat(with mm) lat-(5 c syr-ms-marg eth arm Thi 
НЗ, A0 Mt In) B(D Аб» 9 “т Butlem: eel 

. venerunt mt(with ы) lat 270785 заа. txt ACK rel vulg Syr syr-txt co 
30. rarer. б. p T. op. D latt(exc f). 
b o ff, 9, Syr ath: txt BDLN 33. 69. 

earth to give. The demons knew Him, but 
were silenced. (See Mt. viii. 29; ch. v. 7.) 
It is of course utterly impossible to un- 
derstand such a testimony as that of the 
sick person, irs less of the fever or 
disease. .] We may observe that 
this epithet of occurs under стщ 
contrast to His Majesty and glory; as 
here, and ch. xvi. 6, and Acts ii. 22—24; 
xxii. 8; and, we may add, Jn. xix. 19. 

pas, generic : “communem inter 
se causam habent desmonia," Bengel. 
owapé§.) having convulsed him, see reff. 
Luke adds, that he did not injure him at 
all. 37.) жрдъ davrovs is not, each 
man within himself, but amounts to ярёс 
&dAnAove, see reff. Meyer well remarks, 
that the reason of the reflexive pronoun 

pt 
rec evGeec, with AC rel: om 1 T1?) lat- 

being used, is probably to be found in 
the narrative represen what was seid 
among themselves, not to Jesus and his dis- 
ciples. We may either take caw) with 
kar’ Uovciay, ‘new in respect of power,’ 
as Meyer: or regard caw and кат 
iüKouciav as two separate predicates of 
д&даехп. The latter view is preferable as 
more borne out by the adverbial use of 
ката with nouns si in the 
reff. Render then a new and 

28.) This miracle which powerfal 
St. Mark and St. Luke relate first of all, 
is not stated by them to have been the 
frst. Cf. John ii. 11. 

2909—34.) Нхлілме or Simon’s Mo- 
THER-IN-LAW. Mt. viii. 14—17. Lk. iv. 
88—41. The three accounts, perhaps 

27 kat " Вар[1дпаа» 1 м80У 
€ 
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э ~ a 2 æ 81 
av TEPI autc. 

*кратйсас тїс хирбс, kai афпк у айту o 
cb be, xai °Senxaver avroic. 232 “diag д * yevopévnc, b= 

KATA MAPKON. 

cal wpoceA wy түре» aurny age 

815 

eh. v. 
xe 37.) 

Heb. 1e. 14. 
vi. 18 only. 
Gen. xix. 16. 

l (L. bis). 
bn iv. 62, 

ruperòc 

ore ‘ducer o плос, ip тоос avrov таутас̧ ToUC „ 

t какос #Ёуо»тас Kai rovc 5 8aponLopivovc, 99 cal ўу 

A п sóc ° Excauynypivy тойс THY Өооау. 

xxviii. 23 
вв! у. 

1 с м iv. 11 

Гей. 

KAL A a fr. 
Orparevaey woAXove * какос Éxovrac  sroutAatc vocotc, exe Joon t 

1 $, 4 ÀAa E 7 (1 9 32 РА 16 (xx. 10 

kai Sayova woAAa e£t(JaAsv, xai. ovk nouv Лала» ra „2°йФ® хш.) 
7 = А 1 б A kw s е8, d 

Sauióvia Отг gÓncay. avróv. Kat mowi “évvvya Мау E: iy ° 
93 \ 9 „ æ 9 P . 

avacrdc EnÀbsw xal атп\бг» ис tonpov rórov, каки E Ma 
!apocnéxero. 36 xal " kartDieLay avrov Xiuwv kai of Gs eet) 

only. g h ch. xiti. 97 (Mt. Matt. xxiii. 87. Lake xii. 1. xili. 84 
only. 9 Chron. zz. 26 

pess 

31. exruvac тп» yupa epargoag ny. aurny D lat-(5) f. 
|| Mt), with AC rel latt: om B(D)LN lat-5. 

. 98. 181. 

y .96. 1 Matti 24. 9 Tim. П бл! 
1H. 15. xxii 14 al. Ps.civ.14. k here ошу}. 8 Maco. v. 

im. m bere only. Josh. Н. 16, 29. 

NO., ch. xi. 16 only. = Matt. 
8. Ì abe., Matt. vi. b and ou . 

P». xxii. б. 

rec aft yepa ins aur 
om euer (|| MZ Le) BCLR 

lat-e copt arm: ins aft ca: al: bef apne. D vulg lat-c f ff, 91; Syr: 
bef дїк. al: bef o жор. lat-b : txt A rel вуг goth sth. 

89. for of. yer. ort, cum autem (perhaps the orig tzt, and ow. yev, ined from || Mt) 

гферосау D. aft syovrac 

каг T. Sato. ver 89 as far as каа dat. ver 84 Ni. (insd on 

lat-5. reo 80, with ACN rel: edvesy BD. 
ins voco« хок Хасс (from || Luke) D lat-b ce Р $8 o Ch | ) D9; 

by corr*>.) 

bef Аан» В [al? 102 = B? 
ro uva: (from || Luke) B 
33(арру). 69 ; nò. то» xe. avr. ay. C we g i: txt A 

. rec evyvyov, wit 
avacrac D-gr 226 lat-a c. 
wilk aft eig ins roy D. 

А rel Orig : txt 

from a common source (but see notes on 
Lk.) are all identical in substance, but 
very diverse in detail and words. 
N.] Ane aN, of the fever, is com- 
mon to all, and &«q«xóve ойто, but no 
more. The same may be said of vv. 32— 
84 :—the words cal 4v Sr. A wer. bw. ... 
ббрау are added in our text, shewing the 
accurate detail of an eye-witness, as also 
does the minute specification of the house, 
and of the two accompanying, in ver. 29. 
Observe the distinction between the sick 
and the demoniace : cf. ch. iii. 15. Ob- 
serve also woAXovc, *oÀÀÓ, in connexion 
with the statement that the sun had 
set. There was not time for all. Meyer, 
who notices this, says also that in some 
the conditions of healing may have been 
wanting. But we do not find this ob- 
stacle existing on other occasions: cf. 

rec n rok. oA. emo. ny, with A rel lat -o f (F. 9, з) syrr copt-wi 
goth eth arm: txt BCDL N-corr?> 33 (ev-y) vulg 18-5 e copt: 

aft hp ins avrov D lat- ( f, i, арру). 
84. for ver, c. eUepaxsvoey avrovc к. rovc 5 1 

к. ove ngeey avra Хаћ. ore nidecay avrov, к. & 
к. дан. woa e&eBadev D, simly к. ебєр. to ax’ avrov lat -i g, 

: avra Aadkew D latt (not f. 
1. 124. 131. 209 al ev-y al; rov yp. «v. GM N-corr?b 

w. (om g» ОГ.) 

a wind txovrag (Е.В. avra ат aur 
tpawevoey TOÀ. как. EX. жо. YOGOUC 

ra Jaiporia 
aft avrov ins 

rel latt Syr goth Vict. 
M 1. 38. 131. 209 evv-y-150. om 

om rat ату\є» B 28 2-pe al lat-3 c e ff, g, Syr copt- 
| wpocev€ero orabat D. 

86. кат:д:юёв» ВМО 28 al ev- y vulg lat-ff, g,. rec ins o bef сиы», with AC 

Matt. iv. 24; xii. 15; xiv. 14: Acta v. 
16. On the not permitting the demons 
to speak, see note above, ver. 25. I 
should be disposed to ascribe the account 
to Peter. Simon, Andrew, James, and 
John occur together again, ch. xiii. 8. 

85—88.) JESUS, BEING SOUGHT OUT 
IN His RETIREMENT, PREACHES AND 
HEALS THROUGHOUT GALILEE. Lk. iv. 
42, 43, where see note. Our Lord’s pre- 
sent purpose was, not to remain in any 
one place, but to make the circuit of 
Galilee; not to work miracles, but to 
preach. fvvvxa, acc. plor. neut. of 
Iv»vyoc, ав in the sing. onpepoy, аўру, 
viov, &e., a form not so used in the 
classics. We have however xdvyvya, 
Soph. Ajax, 911. 4£8A8. from the 
house of Peter and Andrew, ver. 29. 
86. of рет’ aùr.) Andrew, John, and 
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‚э. 9 es ? у g э” ~ $ Б 9 Eu d 
az Mut. xl. ner aurou, Y kai spov avrov ка! Aéyovow айтф бта 

xi. 7, 15, 16. 
xiv. bi. 

o here only f. 
= 

, e 7 

WAVTEC Cnrovaty ot. 38 cal Мун avroic *"Ауышу 
° аААаор, “с тас Ре Exontvac 3 keporóAac, í iva кака 

en ov. 39 ка nv cupbο 

B3. Acts xili. ас rdc Gvva'yeyac аотеу ‘бас ОА» ту» TadtAaiay, ка! 

i d 26 only. та дацібъа ixBaAXov. 
80. 

q here only f. 
тд Tor à [xai " 

Arete i. 
р. 887. 0c gc Sivacai ut 
re Хиос, * 

t Ф: oe oh 

arm. ps 
Matt. xvii. 14. pi 19 onig t 
3. ix. 23. Lake vil. U ei Mt. хай 29 75 

rel; o re K 1. 69, 124. 209 al Ser’s de p w; re D! ; rore D? (and lat): om BL 883. 
om o: Bl. 

40 Kai £ épysrat трдс avrov " Aerpoc " таракаћ№» avrov 
yovureray avrov | [eai] Хушу avro Ort tdv 

* кабарта. 10 
Exreivacg тї» угра avrov Maro ка Aya 

E. ET rib. айтф Өгдө, кабарїобцт:. 
ахп\бе› ат avrov ў *Аёгра, ка! 

v «» Matt, xvili. S9 al. Esth. vil. 7 Ald. 

о & Inoobc erna 

42 kai suróüvroc avrov tvÜUc 

* exabepiaOn. 
ww acc., eb. x. 

x | Mt. red. 

91. rec tvpovres, omg 2nd «at, with AC rel lat-a d Jd F. 91.2 copt goth arm: aft Ist 
ra: ins ore and om 2nd ка: D-gr vulg 
Egrovaiw (for emphasis: see Wordsworth " note) А rel lat-a f goth viet: txt BCDLA 
1. 88 vulg lat-(5 с) еў, 2 91.2 8 

: txt BL lat-e copt-ms set. os bef 

88. гес om aAAaxov (as din and not in || Luke), with AC rel latt syrr goth: 
ins BC'L 38 copt (eth arm). for exopuevac, evyve. D: exopeva B(see table). 
кырас̧ к. ис тас̧ толас D, simly latt Syr goth. ins rat bef гї. rec (for 
eEn\Oov) ecKeA A vOa, with AD rel: xX A 28. 69. 124. 346 al (12 i in Ser) latt yr 
syr-marg goth arm: txt BCLN 33 вуг. 

Ni. 
40. for тароо spwrwy D. 

not ined from || М 

89. for ny, MA BLN copt wth: txt ACD rel latt abt кутт goth arm. 
rec e» тар cuvaywyacc, with E rel: txt AB LA 1. 69. 

om кох yorurerwy avrov 
t Lu, the expression is different) BD G(Treg) Г 

nins г „ : 

ef: 
bef жарак. Syr: txt АС (L) rel ae lat-e f ff, Ja вуг copt goth ‘wth (arm) = 
avro» L 1. 209 Scr's g arm. 
bef Агу. BN 69! lat-e copt-mss : ins ACD rel. 

avrov is omd by 69 ev-y.) om cat 
om ауте DI am(with em fuld i ing 

tol) arm om ort D 28 vulg lat- ff, g, L Syr : for ori, кури (|| Mt Lu) CL mm 
(with mt) lat-o e at pet eth arm: ins корсе bef ori В: txt A 83. 69(sic) rel lat-a 
вуг goth. 0i eic for dvvyacat, дуул) B. 

41. for o дас. от\., kat стл. В (al? 102 = B?] lat-e copt-wilk : xas рти 
m ll ви D lata fj ev^. às o iugo. L: txt АС rel vulg lat-c Fi g 

with Sh AD rel rel Ls jaa ef (ff. 
42. om surovroc vid (il 

vulg lat: g, вуг goth wth arm. 
Aexpa M ‹ 
C copt goth: атулбеу n srpa avrov А 235 (al P): txt BDL rel latt Syr 

гкабдер‹сп so AB*CGLA, but кабар. in ver 41.] 

James, ibid. 88.] AAM. = NI 
Lk.: not ‘undertook this journey: 
had not yet begun any journey, and it 
cannot apply to i£5A0£» above, for that 
was not to any city, nor to preach. The 
word has its more solemn sense, as in reff. 
Jn., though of course not understood then 
by the hearers. To deny this, as ыле 
is certainly not safe. x on 
Mt. iv. 28: also on Luke iv. 

ar avrov AK Scr’s ade w вуг: 

POM bef avrov (from || Mt Lu, to асса ambiguity), 
goth arm: avr. gj. avr. D: ae 

Р BDL 69 lat-a b се 
rec evOeec, with ACD ТЕН txt BL 88. 

= ins AC фе 

n Aexpa bef arndt ar avrov (|| м) 
copt-ms arm. 

ктр. ele] not for i», but as 1 05 тд» dino 
Мув», Thuc. v. 46, and similar expres- 
sions: see 
40—45.] CLEANSING OF A LEPER. Mt. 

vii. 2—4 Lk. v. 12—14. The account 
here is the fullest, and evidently an original 
one, from an eye-witness. St. Luke men- 
ons (ver. усе spreading of the fame 
of Jesus, without assigning the cause as 
in our ver. 46. See note on Mt. 

upp 

— 

: беч" 

Ка! ABCDE 
GKLMS 

x. 17. dat, UVIA 4. y Matt. ix. 36 als. ch. vi. 84. тШ. 1. 33. 69. 



II. 1, 2. 

* tpDpumoánsvoc avrp tb hd 

КАТА МАРКОМ. 817 

Ex Bauer avrov “ kai s Matt. ix. 80. 
Аёун аот 0D ниде! und гус, ала 5 vraye ctavrov x 82 оу. 
SuEoy Ty ipt, Kai 

4 cov à тросітабғу Молете, 
* тоосіугуке mepi тор, * кабар:зџоо , 8 

eic 
a - n ver 19 

" парторюу avroic. bi Mi. Matt. 

I А00» fipkaro * npóaonv ̀  ‘ wodda xai * Stagnpi- тш 
Сн» TOY 

uc TOÀ tick eir’ аа IE 
пруоуто тобе avrov ' таугобе». 

II. ! Ка tte rah eic Kapapyaovp © & up 
" nxovaOn бт: eic olkóv " fort, 

f Matt. ix. 14 reff. 
$3. Exod. xviii. 10. 

d v. 2. e 
m eb. i. 58 1 Mi. Acts xxiv. И. Gal. ii. t. Deut. Ix. 1 

Acts xi. 2 Chron. xxvi. 15. 22. 29. 1 Cor. v. 1 
q Matt. xxil. 84 al. 

* Aóyov, were pnxére avróv „омада: ! $avtpoc x. 10. xxii 
tw ойно тбжтос Tiv, ка! elie Lake ii. 

22. Joba ii. 
6. ili. 25. 
Heb. i. 8. 
2 Pet. i. 9 
ы, Lev. 
zv. 18, 

ка! cb сууй x One 4 is ina 
2 Bo. 

. xzviH. 16 only €. T NU 
Ki vit To. "Acta x. B oniy : k = ch. xiii. 

xix. 43. HA sont: Jer. xz. 9. Sir. II. 7. Bus. 23 only. 
в pans, Matt. xxvid.1& John ix. 

ch. і. 80. р pres., John i. W reff. 

43. rises with AC rel: txt BDL 83.—:¥:ß. avrov bef ev. AK Scr’s o w arm: 
om 29. Syr wth 

44. om under (see || М? Lu) ADLA 33. 69 latt Syr copt sth Vict Thl: ins BC rel 
вут goth arm. 
bef ciavrov D latt. 
sth: каб” d 38. 

45. om roAXa D latt. 
292. ис ro bef gavepwe CL 28. 
ed Syr : txt AB rel am(with fld) syr 
txt ACDMA. 

mH [al ?]: om 3 xa: lat-d e. 

rec aAd’, with МГ (SV 1. 33, e sil): txt ABCD 
жросеугүксы (stactem 7) CL. 

rel. дао» 
for d, кабыс (|| Lake) Ci 

om Ist avrov D Scrsk: доуасба: bef avro» 75. = 
33. 124 copt: eceAOuw bef нс том» D 

arm. 
rec (for у ty 1 roii || Lake), with ACD rel: txt 

rec aÀA', with B(Mai) L 
LA 28. 124. 

rec sevrexcley, with EGUVT : txt 

Снар. II. 1. rec там» ис\бвў, with (no greek manuscript?) vulg lat-5 / fi, 
91.2 D- lat: ec930c(v) ra АС rel (most mas, appy) 

Scr's f is Syr: tic. ( 130. хам» Ё@Г 236 
lat-e syr h Thi: гсулбгу o 

y) S lat-c: txt BDL 33 lat-a copt 
seth arm.—rec bef ne. ins kat (to swit the corra above), with ACD rel vulg lat-b e g, 
syrr goth: om BL 33 lat-a o f copt arm. (The 

. t» оке (correction) BDL 33 latt copt: txt occasioned the corra to исе. 
AC rel lat-g,. 

41.] owhayxnotels gives the reason of 
ed н Jesus Аа id with compas- 
sion stretched out his hand and touched 
him. This is characteristic of St. Mark. 
43.] i need not necessarily imply 
that the h was in а house (Meyer) ; 
it m have А 

каи.) 

complete thine own case by getting 
self Беша ee declared 4 
огра t no time in doing it. 

e what Jesus had said to 
Mm, буи of his healing. 
fipxovro iella ai n us more than ўАбо» would 
have done. Our Lord did not wish 
to put a stop to the multitudes seeking 
Him, but only to avoid that kind of con- 
.course which would have beset Him in 
the towns: the seeking to Him for teach- 

of a nom for nroveby has 

ing and healing still went on, and that 
from all parts. 

Cuar. П. 1—18.) HEALING ОР A PA- 
RALYTIO AT CAPERNAUM. Mt. іх. 2—8, 
where see notes. Lk. v. 17—26.— The 
three are evidently independent accounts ; 
Mark's, as usual, the most precise in de- 
tails; e. g. ‘borne of four? Luke's also 
bearing marks of an eye-witness (see ver. 
d "E ); Matthew's apparently at second 

1.] 8c’ fpepév, after an interval 
of a days: seo reff. els olxov, 
i» doors; as sic áypóv, to the country, ch. 
xvi. 12: = «lg тд» оЇкоу, des róy dypóv,— 
the practice of omitting the art. after a 
23 being universal, and apparently 

assignable rule. See ex- 
ups in in Middleton ch. vi. § 1, which 
however in later Greek are by no means 
limited to the class of nouns there men- 
tioned, but are found with nouns of all 
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re Joha 1.6. gay rox Ai, Gere unc ra Nel und та * poc тту 

Nr ЖЕРИ ора» kai Аали avroic roy ™ \ you, cal tpxovrat 
th ir ga. pegorree трос айтд» ` тарайиткд» " aipónsvoy ото reg- 
буе oh. viii саро». кої дї Suvapevor " " wpoceyyicat abrꝰ did roy 
Eur, dx AO arcerł yu ту * gré-yny охоо iv, Kat *орф- Н 

i de Бауте ^ хаосу roy “xpaBarroy б боо о ' wapadurixog 
6. Маа. xi. d катёкцто. 5 wy 8 о Incouc тђу rioriy avrey Aya 

ыш, ry rapauricq Téxvov, * aß iovrai соо ai ; áuapriat, 
6 ўса» O6 тірес rov „_Урариатёы» EKEL cab! Kai 

LL omy. S Ф:аоу vo. h iv raiç кароё!ас avrov " Ti оё obroc обтыс 
Badr. vi. 4 Ха; ' BAaagnper ric db varat “a apiévar ` ‘ арартіас н 

only. Jade. un “tic о kic; ? cal evbic ker οο о ‘Inaovg rp 
E 

1 Kings xi. 2. Formir only. b Lake v. 4, 5. Acts ix. 26. xxvii. 17, 80. 2 Сог. xi. 18 , дет. xiv. 
(xxxviii.) 6 al Td 9, E ae М, John v. 8, Te. Acts v. 15. ix. 8S only f. d cb. i. 30 reff. 

e Man. vi. Шм. “Ps. xxiv. es t. reff, g Matt. xvi. 7, 8 ref. b Matt. xxiv. 48 al. Deat. тШ. 
. Ра. iv. | 251 Mt, ref. К ch. . 18. 1 Matt, xiv. 85 reff. 

9. om «v0. BL 83 vulg 186-5 g, ! Syr copt wth arm Aug Bede. for ауто rov, 
xpoc аитор D 18-5 c fy 

8. rec xp. av. wapadurixoy bef gsporrsc, with AC? rel goth wth: wp. avr. фер. тар. 
C!DG 1. 69. 124. 131. 209 latt syrr arm: txt BLN 83 am lat-g, J. 

4. for xpocey y, 55 BLN (88) vulg lat-f L A-lat Syr copt seth : ip ire 
rel lat-a (b) c e ff 9,5 Vid побара om avre ЮК! arm-mss. 
тоу oxAoy, ато rov oyAov D vulg lat-b о &c. aft п» ins o snoovc DA mt lat-a о 
&c Syr goth sth arm. om eopvfavrec D latt Syr eth. rec (for 2nd oxov) 
„„ || Luke ver 25), with AC rel lat-6 c &o syrr copt goth eth arm (e$ o 
T al): at m 18. 33. 69: txt BDLN lat-a g, for o r. кагекито, NY o ж. KATARE- 
tog t- 
un for dus de, kat (доу (from || Mt Lu) BCL 83. 69 lat-e mih: txt AD rel 
latt syrr goth arm. ins дарсе bef текуо C. афм»та В 88 vulg lat-a c вд, 
syrr goth: ag«ovrat A: agtovrac G 69: txt АСЮМ rel lat-5 f. rec (for cov az 
apapriat) ви at ap. соо (rom || Lake), with AC? rel vulg lat-a c f D-lat syrr wth 
arm Orig - lat: cot a: ap. C! am(with em fuld ing mt) lat-b e fi: : cow at ap. cov М! 
"HE txt BDGLA 1. 83. 69. 

6. at end ins Ағуо ovrec D (al?) lat-a b ас (оорі-шм) ath. 
7. for ri, ori B 8 p. rec (for AaAes ; бето) ae В\асфищшас Orom 

| Lake), with AC rel lat-e syrr copt goth th arm: txt BDL latt copt-ms. 
те = apgapriac Di. om eic D-gr 

8. rec evOeuc, with AC rel: txt BLR 33: om D 28. 64. 2-pe lat-a 5 c ff, 91 Syr sth 

classes of meaning. The els combines are now reduced. pyrén . . . 8] 
motion with the construction,—' that he So that not even the parts towarda 
had gone home, and was there.' $.] door (much less the house) would 
In this verse we have again the B eugait: longer hold them (they once sufficed to hold 
minute depicting of Mark. w.be- them). au, in the strict imper- 
lieves these minute notices . .. to be re- fect sense: He was Speaking to them the 
corded by the Evangelist with a studied word, when that which is about to be re- 
design, lest it should be supposed that, lated happened. 8, 4.] It would ap- 
because he ineo "ре so much which is же that Jesus was ss speaking to the crowd 
in St. Matthew's в роте, he was only a the upper of the house, they 
copyist : and in o shew that he did being assembled in in che court, or perhaps 
so because he knew from ocular testimony (at? less probably) in the street. Those 
that St. Matthew’s narrative was adequate who bore the c ascended the stairs 
and accurate.” I mention this, to shew to which led direct the street to the 
what shifts the advocates of the theory of flat roof of the house, and let him down 
the “interdependence” of the Evangelists through the tiles (did r карана», Luke). 

к. 
АВСОЕ 
GHKL 
MSUV 
Ta 1. 33. 
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" mvtüuart avrov ore ovrwe [avrot ] Е Sadoyilovrat EU A yi 
80. 

KATA MAPKON. 

éauroic, Akyer аотоіс Ti ravra £ dia iL. фу тас 83. Ace xix. 
" capòiaic duo ; › ri to Tiv» 

Y таоаћотікф 

эпа. 

° єйкотётгро», итн» тр . 
A$twvrai gov at 

Eyeipov дроу тд» Р кра[Ватто» sov Kai 
& чёт. ort 1 eCousiay ur exes о 
AN Emi ric ync ' аратіас, Aéyer T 

‘ auapriat, N HEP od s 25 reft. 
10 ~ p vet. 4 reff. 

mipirüret 3 tva 9 Matt. vil. 29 
є < 

* мос той ' аудротоу "7 F Mart. vill. зо 

" тарайуткф з за" - Aot vit 

1 Soi Ху, ёунр. аро» тб» ° kpá[Jarróv gov ка! а "1 
от “с roy OiKOV 600. 

тд» P крааттоу eEnAOey * ivavriov wayrey" 

тавба: wavrac kai " $оЁайи» тоу brov Ori 
ГА 

тоте Eloapev. 

каї nyiobn ка! е000с а абас t Mmt. aii, эз 
Mark, b t čio- 1 а вете 

al. Ezod. 
Av. 1 Ps. 
хе. 1 

were 
@ 

‘ovrwe ovoé- 

18 Kat Tide там» тара тт» ÜüAaccav, ка! тас o 

атта. om avrov D 258 lat -a b c e ff, copt 
e ffs, rec om avro: (аг 
ins AC rel syr goth ТЫ. 

txt BL 33 vulg lat-e f g, bein 
„ ef 91 

rec (for eov at ap.) cot ac a., with ACDra 
wot at sÉ “tayer eo txt B reL 

2 sayings are transposed in D lat-a. 
(S, © ail) vulg lat-o Eus: i 

om erer B (al?) lat-a bc ilk. 
5 with BDGL 1 latt Syr copt eth arm 

rec (for Мун) ягу (from || Mt Le), with ACD rel lat-a 
om avro B lat: , 

goth: txt ACD rel lat-5. the 

neither in ver 11 nor in ||. rec ins 
rel am lat-a g, D-lat syr goth та : om CDL 1. 88 еш fuo) Ia 
arm. 
Iat-a 91 1 Eus. 

10. бте (itaciem 1) "^y ̂  nin emi тїс ync bef aur (from || Mt Iu) CDHL 
MA 33 latt Syr copt goth arm: арарт‹ас bef ex: ric улс B 142. 157 wth: txt A rel 
syr. 

11. rec eyeepm, with LUA: eyepoy К: txt ABCD rel. 
at syr (goth) eth: om BCDLT 33 vulg lat - a b e f fis (|| Zake), with A rel lat-c g, D- 

9, | Syr copt arm Ephr Ath Ambr Aug. 

rec ins cas bef apoy 

12. rec svO. bef rat, with AC? rel IT goth wth: svO. bef уугрдд D 55 Be 
txt B lat-(a f) g, l copt-schw : txt ВС! 

aft бео» ins Aeyovrac (supplemy : 
lat-b rec ovdewore bef ovreg (for 
вуг: txt BDLN lat-(5) e arm. 
10pa9À Ж'. 

18. om жам» D-gr copt-ms Aug. 

See the extract from Dr. Hobinson, de- 
scribing the Jewish d cns in note on 
Matt. xxvi. 69. e ораз the 
first word depreciates : the 

The 
. 
* 

ben D s Mae n 

83 copt-ms arm.—«vOewc ACD 
add avrov HL 33 lat-c Syr copt seth. 

cf var in D), with ACN rel: каз Лун» D: om B 
for svavriov, гитрооб:» BL. 

icwity Т), with AC rel vulg lat-a c f! ff, 
or адашу (rec -до-: txt CD), epavy t» re 

om o D!. 

uired the emphatic address. 
— 23.] THE cALLING ОР Levi. 

FEAST AT HIS HOUSE: QUESTION CON- 
CERNING PASTING. Mt. ix.9—17. Lk. 
у. 27—89. I have discussed the question 
of the identity of че and Levi in the 
notes on Mt. The three accounts are 
in matter nearly identical, and in diction 
so minutely and unaccountably varied, as 
to declare here, as elsewhere, their inde- 

dence of one another, except in having 
had some common source from which they 



11. 

Moe 5 прҳето т00с аўто», ка edloacKey avrovc. M kai ABCDE 
ww | Xt, ref. w  FGHK rap q el der Аеш» тб» той Ah paiov xaOnpevoy emt MSUV 
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N rò * rÀóvtov, kai Aly abr AxodovBe uot. cal 38265. 
аи l ayaarüc ncohobh nor abr. бя ка yiverat £y тф 

к Lx * катакиобап avrov £v м; oixig avrov * kai roAAoi 
ЖАЗДЫН reAwvat Kat dpaprw)ot * сууаукнуто тф "Incov ка! ток 

Boe ому," набптас avrov' our yep. ne cal пко\офбоу» айт. 
e 13 s l6 kai oi ypapparsiç kai oi gator Loovrec avróv 
alf.” w £otovra perà roy auaproh kai ыи éXeyou тос 

e abs., | Mt 
Josh, xiv. 11 
a. 

paĝnraiç avro Оті perà TÜV * reÀwvov kai ápapre ov 
f Lake hv. 28 tobis каї viva. 17 Kai акобвас о 1 noove Аун avroic Ov 

к Mart vit. 16 4M pelav "Éxovow oi * iaxvovrec  tarpov, аА’ oi * какос 
h l. Matt. U. 3. g x vira. ^ Séxovrec. o IA каса: Stxaiovg, adAa apaprw 

14. for Veviv, гако[оу D 18. 69. 124 lat-a b ce mss-mentioned-by-Orig 
15. rec (for yrwerat * | Уа with frag: rel: txt BL 33. om ғу 

то BL 38. 69: ins A OVE idque at avrwv (|| Mt) D lat-a b c 
e ffs. om 2nd ка‹ D 122 28 к: ins e\Govrec bef cuvavereevro 
(from || Mt) AC! : om BC*D rel vas. p^ nd толло: ins ot D latt. тес 
neohovfyouy, with ACD rel lat-a ò c e f syrr: txt BLA vulg lat. Fi g, 

16. for cae о $apicaiot, Twv gapicaiey (see Ve Luke, where it is a papie. cai oi yp. 
abr) BLA 83 lat-b copt-ms. ins xat idoyrec LA 83 copt wth: к. адау D 
lat-b (and x. At yo below D). for avrov ғсдіоута, от: tob: (see note) В 38. 
2-pe lat-6 d ff, Syr: ori усбиу DLN vulg lat-o (ff, g,) syr wth: txt AC rel lat-a f 
goth.—pera rwv анарт. к. red. (Ist) bef to 0õ,hE4ỹ̃ A. rec transp lst reà. and 
opapr. (|| Mt), with ACL? rel vulg lat.f ff, syrr copt goth arm: txt (B)DL' 33 am 
lat-a 5 c ff, g, -ms eth.—ins rw» bef reAwvwy B-corr D 83.—o0m ay. к. (|| Luke) 
69 syr-jer. Ins ка: bef г\еуоу D. rec ins rı bef or: (to make it interrogative, 
as in || Mt Та: see vore in D. The ri cannot be ота homæotel, as that would 
apply to the ori ts ri оті in any MSS in Lk ii. 49, Acts v. 4, 9, where ri 
ors occurs), with A rel: 1: dia re (|| Me Te) DN latt: txt BL 33. 2nd 
Sape. and red. D lat-a sth: txt A B(see table) C rel vas.—aft 4th cat ins re» B 
D.—om : SE LER in kat тун feon expressed above, nor in || с BD lat-a b i 

ins A t-o f syrr (copt) goth (eth) arm- mas. (G -Z0 
L plur, as || Luke.) add o ё rq уро» (|| Mt) LA 69 v lat. . Ў, 9, 
copt-ed eth Aug: ins bef so С (lat-c) th 
Ж ae ry vulg li 55 209 lat-a b c e 91 · ins or: bef ov BA. 

ap ev-y t-c f ff, rec at end adds eic peravoray ( Ы 
Luke, whence it 4425 Уган ined in || Mf), with C rel lata off . om ABD 

Aug. 
| 
di vulg tb e fag d Lyr cont goth with chm Bother 

have more or less deflected. (These re- 

for оюк, ov 

ordinarily entertained where He was in- 
marks do not apply to the diversity of the vited, which will account for ij cod oi 

аўт‹р :—and the change of subject in the 
two, abróv and „афтой, is no uncommon 

: see a in Lk. xix. 3, 
where to be consistent Meyer ought to 
understand 5r: rj IM. рик. ў> of our Lord. 
To help out his in tion he strangely 
enough makes raAíca: ver. 17, mean ‘to 

5 

names Matthew and Levi, which must be 
accounted for on other grounds. See, as 
бош the passage, the notes on Mt.) 

wéw, seo ch. i. 16. On тфу 
see notes, Matt. xiii. 66; 

15.] The entertainment 
was certainly in Levis house, not as 
Meyer, al, in that of our Lord, which 
last is a pure fiction, and is not any where 
ora care in the Gospel accounts. Cer- 

the каса, ver. 17, gives no 
лака to the view. Our Lord, and 
those following Him as disciples, were 

question ule 
the feast, at which, being in the house of 
a Publican, they were not present. 
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18 Ka! йау ot paÜnrai "Iwmavvov kat ot i Фарсан 1 | coma, ann 
ek — ð times. * yngrtUovrtc, kal Epxovrat Kat At you аотф ua Ti 0L муп. та 

рабпта! Iuávvov Kat ot paUnrai roy Hater wortb- и: ат. vile а, 

оошу, ot 32 ' соі uaÜnrai ov * vnorebovaty ; 
avroic o Incov; My Sivavra oi 

° ey 9 о ? уунфїос шт auray gory 

y 

; 19 kal rev zit. 
a) 

"viol TOU " ›унфшуос „ 
к . wnorebey 800 

bn p^s 42 

Р», 
ixxxviil il. 
Matt. тій. 12. 

е лае ax. M, 
$0 re Е. 
"iy Blo 

` Xpóvov Exovow roy rung ior ner айту, ou Sovavrat T DA а, 
нр 20 " eXeboovrat de npipac Отау ' axapüg ar ° 

аўто» 0 a natos, Kai TÓTE 
e 2 , A о р 

nuépg. к; ‘exiBAnua ° ракоюс 

раяте ёх! iudriov rad & à un, ари ax aurov тд 

1. 

x 25 Josh. iv. 14. 
bis) only. Іза. іН. 31 ES 

v | Mt. oaly f. 

k ә опа 

ynarevcovaty ey кә, тр 1 Mali. * 

— ip odor 

att n 

Johs 

"ayvagov " eri i " ed 
vul. 

enr. d Jer. 

IM. XI. 

кееш =! = bp’ бе. xp. Paal, Rom. vii. 1. 1 cor. vii. 89. байл. (see ch. 
в} овіу 5. Gen. xii. 9. Exod. xii. 87. t 

a p Mr. only. Ui wale A Jer. ziv. (xz vill.) II only. 
w bere only f. pas. Jui, Jub xvi. 16. 

18. rec (for ot papıgaıot) об rev фарса (to suit what Jollows), with L rel lat-a 

arm om к. ot p. T. ф. А. 
H 9, l Syr (syr-marg) eth: txt ABCDKM 69 vulg lat-5 c e f ў, ge i ге 

А rec om 3rd ua0grat d Luk e), wi dee 
lat-(5) c ff, 9, Syr syr-txt copt-schw: txt BC'LN 33 lat-e syr-marg T 

om pa0gra. B 1 
19. om o «ge. D 28 lat-b i. 

e fz 9, $ Syr sth. 
om осоу to ynorevey (homaotel) DU 1. 33 lat-a b 

rec ned cavrwy bef eyovo: rwv vvugiov, with A rel lat F, ff, 
fro copt-schw goth arm: alii aliter: txt BCL lat-c copt-wilk.—rec реб’ cavrwy, with 

txt BC 124. 2-pe al. 
90. for axap9n, ap05 C 13. 28. G9. 124. 346 al. 

rec execvarg rau пиерам (|| Luke), with E rel latt copt : txt 
goth seth arm. 

Di. gr FU 
ABCD K LA 1. 38. 69 am lat ff. i l syrr 

vnorevovety (for -соос‹у) 

21. rec ins cat bef ovétic, with E rel th: ovdeg де (1 xi DGM lat-a c (g,) syr- 
Thl. marg : txt ABCKLSA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b e f i syrr 

rec exippaxret, sio! B'KMSUr 33: 
rec uarie raai (from || МЕ 7), with A rel: txt BCDL 

фо EFGLA : txt ABCD rel. 
те D: txt AB!C rel. 

h arm ayva- 
гхісоурах- 

33. rec (for ax’ avrov то xAnpwpa) ro *Ànpepa avrov, with C rel Syr eth 
(arm): ro . аф tavrov В: ro xAnp. ax avrov L N(omg ro) 1. 131. 209. 435 goth: 
ro xÀnpwpa, insg ахо bef rov rakatov, D 13. 28. 69. 124 vulg lat-a b ef: txt AKA 
33 14-7 вуг. (I adopt the reading оў txt, with Meyer, and Tischdf ed 2, as the least 
conformed to || Mt, from which come the axo rov raAawv of D с, the ари ro R. 

18. cal Sev к.т.А.] Mk. here gives a 
notice for the information of his readers, 
as in ch. vii. 8, which places shew that his 
Gospel was not written for the use of Jews. 
It appears from this account, which is here 
the more circumstantial, that the Pharisees 
and disciples of John asked the question in 
the third person, as of others. In Mt. it 
is the disciples of John, and er jan 
бреїс zai ol Фар. In Lk., it is the Pha- 
risees and Scribes, and the ask as here. 
Mey. understands it, that the disciples of 
John and the Pharisees were аё that par- 
ticular time keeping a fast, and that this 
gave occasion to the question. The verb 
subst. with the part. may mean this, and 
Mk. himself apparently uses it so, ch. x. 
32, and xiv. 4: but much more frequently 
it саса a practice or state, е. g. > 

OL. I. 

ydp (xev ктпрата wold, Mt. хіх. 22,— 
ol dor. icovra: Ёк т. obp. xixrovrec, ch. 
xiii. 25. See also ch. i. 6, 22, 39. I can- 
not think that the fact of their being a£ 
that time keeping a fast would be thus 
expressed: it certainly would be Surther 
specified. 19.] . vro reser, 
this ition, contained neither in Mi. 
nor „ is inconsistent with the 
of an abridger ; and sufficiently shews 
р authority of this as also 
the dv ixe(vy rý Hp. ver. 20. St. Mark 

y loves these solemn repetitions : 
cf. ch. ix. 42 ff. It is strange to see such 
a Commentator as De Wette calling the 
iv dceivy тӯ iu. a proof of carelessness. 
It is а touching way, ав Mayer well ob- 
serves, of expressing ‘in that atra dies.’ 

21.] Render, the x add takes 
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78 Se " хАпрына тд кад» Y rov талаю», ка! Херо» * сҳізра 
ln yiverac, 2 ка ода) * Валли olvoy viov eic aaKouc 
а ци wadatoic” нё ип, Hinte а о olvoc тойс "ackoUc, kai о 
DENN otvoc awó\\vrai kai ot dxol. 
Сить а. и B Kal eytvero rer avrov év i ток í áf- ~ere- 
“тиа Васі» да тоу © сторы», kai oi рабпта! avrov „йрЁауто ABCDE 

— ехз”. е ә 

em "l oso ‘пошу "т(ААоэтес тойс 'orayvac. “ка oi MBUY. 
b 

Ее берив Dhu air Ide ri votovatw f 

e | Mt. reff. str, Matt. x к. 18. Lake ш. я. principally Lake and Acts. e eb. із. 30 (w. ded, 
as also Deut, 2.4). A. 20. xv. е зарас rar. в. б, dag уы wf. 

копу. Ges. i. be. Lev. xi. & oa b. . el. Pre. ere only. see note, k i oniy. 
ix. 8. Іза. xviii. 7 only. 11. ch. iv. 28 Ыз only. Davr. xxiv. - 1 (xxiii. 26). 

of B and C, and the ro x. nen dh хире» D. 
gei for un, итүе (|| Mt Ім) CL rec русси (see || М? 5 rec goes 

on to borrow), ith A rel em(with fuld ing) lat e J. aye copt sth arm: txt 
BCDL 88 vulg lat-b ff, g rec aft owoc ins o. »toc (from || М7), with АС? = 
gat lat aye goth wth ‘om BC'DL 69 vulg lat-c ff, g, å Syr copt arm. 

5 (for ахоААьта 
arm: om D lat -a b e ff, i: txt B 
|| Гаде), with ACDN AA att Ert goth harm s cm BD co 
aÀAÀa otvoy vtov tic acrouc Kacvouc DA greov 
f ‘ares also (omg BAgrtov) BN: om D lat-a 6 ff; i. 

гуєугто ins wakiy D (13 f) 

124: txt A 

extirat Сот | [| 00, with ACLN rel vulg lat-c f Fi 9, вуг goth di 
rec aft о вое ins awroAovrrat 

rec further adds 
ll Lake with AC rel vulg lat-c e 

lat-a i 1: pref, (18?) 69. 124 Iis 
ee (from || Luke) BCD latt M r оа еса (from || Mf) 18. 69. 

rel. om e» (| M?) CLA 1. 18. 131 al. avrov (ғу) гос caBBaew 
bef verb BDA latt : (ev) тос са Васі» bef verb CL 33: avrov bef verb U 69. 124: 
cu ua A rel (Syr) syr copt goth (sth).—¢é:a rwv oroptpwy bef ev тос caBBaciw K 265 

69 latt copt 
rec прЕауто bef o: рабута: avrov, with A rel syr goth: txt BCDL 33. 

eth arm.—om avrov D-gr 485 lat-/, arm. for ele ev тошу, одохошу 
Ван: om (|| Mt) D lat-b ce ў, 9; d: odocsropovvrtc 18. 69. 124 846: txt АС rel.— 
for redAovrec, rtÀay D 

' 94. for rat ot, ox де (|| Mt | D latt. 
e к cov (see || МЕ) 

om аита D lat-e d. aft коюша» ins 
M 1. 18. 28. 69. 124. 131. 346 al gat lat-a 5 (c) f fi, 

(91.5) i l syr-jer goth wth Jer: om ABC rel vulg lat-e syrr copt arm(Treg). 

away from it, the new from the old, and 
а worse rent takes place. See note on || 
Mt. The addition here of 1d xeiwóv 
confirms the view taken of the parable 
there. 

33—98.] THE DISCIPLES PLUCK EARS 
OP CORN ON THE SABBATH. Mt. xii. 
1—8. Lk. vi. 1—6 The same may be 
said of the three accounts as in the last 
case, with continually fresh evidence of 
their i Arap of ЕА another. 

раа J He passed 
by, or e чю our Evangelist uses 
the word, see reff.) through, &c. 
клей ыгла rn eral of detail and 
minu iction. e interpretation of 
this narrative given by Meyer, which I 
still believe to be an entirely mistaken 
one, I cannot pass over so slightly as I 
did in my first edition. He urges the 
strict classical sense of dddy rans, * to 
make a » viam munire, or sternere, 
and insists on the sense conveyed by our 

narrative being, as distinguished from 
those in || Mt., Lk. that tbe disciples 
made а way for themselves through the 
wheat field by plucking the ears of corn, 
further maintaining, that there is no allu- 
wd ы чел iro eaten the grains 
of wheat, as in || Mt., Lk. But (1) the 
foundation on which all this is built is 
insecure. For àóó» roul» in the LXX 
does undoubtedly mean ‘to make one’s 
journey,’ representing the Heb. туз Hy, 
in Judg. xvii. 8 (examples are also quoted 
in the exx. from Xenophon (the roman- 
rol 's Ephesiaca and "fion Polyzenus). 

2) as to no allusion being made to 
their aving eaten the corn, how otherwise 
could the ypriay фун» have been common 
to the disciples and to David? Could it 
be said that any у paling compelled them 
to clear the path by p up the over- 
hanging stalks of corn > it ow otherwise 
could the remarkable addition in our nar- 
rative, ver. 27, at all bear upon the case P 

тос f caBBaciw в. 



29—27. 

“ э 4 

9 o Sor. 25 xai 

KATA MAPKON. 

m avroc Dey avroig {Didiwors me vi a. 
avi yvore ri Exoinaw Aaveið 5 Ore " ,, " буг» kat 255 = 
éweivacey avróc Kat о per avrov ; 26 [хес] acide а tie Tait. 
vOv оїкоу rou Qeov "tri „АВ‹бар apxuploc, cal тодс es 
Pa ‚аотоос Tne rp & &£$a-ytv, ode оюк йоту gaye ‚р са 

27 

rec ins ey bef гос caBSaci, with L rel: om ABCDEMA i. 69 latt. 

«t un тос pet, kai fOwKey ка! roi оў» айты оўту; 
cal гугу айтос Tò caBBaroy Sia тд» &vÜpeor 

aft Kaori 
add avrow D lat-a 5 c ff. 

25. om avrog (| At) BEL 25. 69 vulg latd / ff Poi n 
om A rel lat-c e syr. for еАғуг», Муг С M 169 vulg 1а : uvey D 
at-a c J. Syr: txt АВ rel syr copt-ms. aft avrov ins ү f Жы) D; nca» 

20. om «ec (possibly apt с Mt, where there is то varn) BD: ins AC rel. 
[В has E AT i Bt om rov bef 0 Ci. om est 

кее арҳирыс (perhaps to conform n; A Mt Le, perhaps owing to the difficulty) 
lat-a b e ff, i: in Scr's rec ins rov bef apyupsec (vain 

бан: ЭЎ М лы, qam see note), with AC (4) 1. 33. 69 сор: om B rel goth. 
upeec A lat. ятрод0:с:ыс D. 

our sete фауну ип TOC иргусіу D lat-a b 
Luke) BX t тос чене L: ы о pp рес (|| 

83 lat-b ce ў, 9, з " copt-wilk 
427. for каз «Мм үг» avro, Муш de 

Fritzsche's » ' «eperunt viam ex- 
primere spicas which he ex- 
plains, *to mark the way by pl plucking ears, 
and strewing them in it, it still worse. 
The classical sense of ддд> roi must 

und a accoant is taken, Akimelech, 
not Abiathar, is the 3 There 
és however 

Ahimeleeh has a son Abiathar, in 2 Sam. 
vili. 17, Ahimelech is the son of Abiathar, 
‘and in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, Abimelech. 
‘Amidst this variation, we can hardly un- 
‘dertake to explain the difficulty in the 

% dpx. deen а to give t 
words the sense In the time of Abiathar 
the High-priest,’ so that the difficulty 
might be avoided by understanding the 
event to have р ш е time of 
(but not necessarily during the high-priest- 
‘hood of) Abiathar (who was Ме, 
the High-priest. But supposing the reading 
to be so, what author would in an ordinary 
‘narrative think of ing an паг 
thus? Who for instance would speak of 

5 D lat-a We nc i. 

rer TOLC er AVTOV OVELY оу 
(9 efi $ arm. for row spevory, 

aft dou ins povocg (|| Mf) 

om ro са33. диа 

das ы "Goliath fel, eee te dammim, where ell, as 
іт! Aaviid тоў Васіыс? Who ening 
ever d ixi "Емота{ои roù rpo- 
$ńrov, ‘in the time of Elisæus the 
phet, as крс, in matter of fact, an 
other period than that of the prop 
course of Elisha ? (The iyivynocy Aaveid 
roy Вас:Ліа of Matt. i. 6 is not а case in 
point.) Yet this is thə way in which the 
саев of the Gospels have been at- 
tempted to be healed over. A мае 
ton on the article, in loc.) ith the re- 
„5 even this re- 
source fails. to see that Dr. 
Wordsw. vu “ iri 'A dap арҳиріыс 
intimates indeed that it was in the da ys 
of Abiathar, but it rather suggests that 
he was sot the High- priest then: com- 
puse iwi exper Avva, Luke їйї. 2. 

ts urely Dr. W. must know, that such 
a rendering is matical: that dpy- 

TI CUL — tory, w er it or 

quotes as similar, is not a case in point, 
ss any reader may judge: iwi Zípwvoç 
ёрҳчеріес аум к. eren gai jyow- 
párov rey lo iwy: the epithet pe- 
yá^ov makes all the difference. 27.] 
Tb céB. .... A Tb o. is iar to Mk. 
and highly important. The Sabbath was 

Y2 
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q = Matt. xi. 
13 al, 

катттүорашацу avrov. 

Аста TWV. 

x. 33. Judg. xvii. 13 P. 
ж — Matt. H. du. vi. 26 al. fr, 

ө hereonly, Ps. xviii. 20. Isa. Н. 19 овіу(?). 
Job xvii. 7 vat.) 1 Matt. vli D yell, 

to wert ver. 28 D lat-a c e ff, i. 

ETATTEAION 

` = и t 17 ә а / 
THY Хера Nor Ёпрд» "E-yepe ис то Ea. 

9 - e — A 

Alyti avrotc "EÉterww тос caBBaow * ауабокопта: 7 
~ какохоута‹, N "awcat fj атокты>а:; oi 9 t 

3 s М „pd » = c 
cal тер З\ерареуос avroug ` рет opync ^ avv- 

2. Aurobhevoc Emi тр de rwowoe тїс 4 кардас avrov, Аёун 
“ey аудроте ' "Exrewov тту ' ytipa. ка EEkreutv, каї 
. w =} Lake (1 Pet. Bl. 17. 3 ln 11) oa. Gea. xxxi. 29. 

y see Matt. xvi. 25 reif. 

II. 28. 

ёүбето, kai ovy о avÜpurroc Sia то od BBaros. 2 ^ Sore 
кӧрібс tory o viòg rov avOpwxou ка! rov caBBarov. 

III. ! Kai ucnAOt wadw ис ооуаушупь" kai ny exei 
‘avOpwrog ' ғЁпраррёуту Хеу THY Хара" 
ernpouy avrov & тос Gd 

2 xai * хар- 

ас» Qeparevoe avrov, iva 
3 ка Мун rp aXÜpor ry 

Kat 

-wordt, 1 Pet. H. 12.) 
s Matt. xx. 31 ref. alL. eiw. 

b« Eph, vi. 7. 1 Tim. ii. 9. 1 Pot. Н. 15 al. 

rec om 2nd «at, with AC? rel lat-à f goth arm: 
ins BC'LA 88 vulg lat-ff, 91.2 L Syr syr-w-ob copt eth. 

Cua». III. 1. rec aft ис ins rg» (|| Mt Lu, where there is no variation), with ACD 
rel : txt BK 7-pe. 
(Il 20 ”. 

. жарітнрооуто 
BC!L fay à ins ev 
goth. for Gepawevon, дератгон 
ins bef бер. K Scr’s d. 
авто», avrov Di. 

exes bef 3» A: txt BN rel. 

carnyopjoovay (confusion of vowels?) CD. 

for eEnpapperny, Enpay 

|] Luke, where it ie more ee ee аса txt 
roc caBBacw x H(Treg) ev-y copt: om AB rel latt 

eth: 
for 

om 2nd avrov D latt 

8. rec (for т>» xepa eyovri Egpay) т. a&Egoauuevg» exovri rnv хира (see above), 
with A rel Syr goth (arm 
т. х. 83. 435: txt BL. 
pacov, ка отд. ev peow D (lat-o f wth). 

4. for ма аэто, итеу трос avrovc D lat-a b of g, 
rel latt. 

aft сыса ins џо\Хо» D 28. 124. 
Васі» AD 69 copt goth: am BC 
D lat-d e g,. 

: 8X. f. X. eEnpap. D 28 
rec syecpas, with ОГ: txt ABCD rel. 

latt: r. Enp. x. «ex. CAN Enp. ex. 
tig ro 

ins es bef тос eaf- 
for ауадотоғцоси, ri ауадоу хосс 

for awoxcrevat, атоМмеа 
LA! 1. 124. 181. 209 al latt Syr goth arm Vict Thl. 

8. for терюси, vexpwoes D lat-c ff, i. 

an ordinance for тап; for man's rest, both 
actually and , as setting forth the 
rest which remains for God’s people (Heb. 
iv. 9). But He who is now speaking has 
taken on himself Manhood, the whole 
nature of Man; and is rightful lord over 
creation as granted to man, and of all that 
is made for man, and therefore of the 
Sabbath. The whole dispensation of time 
is created for man, for Christ ae He is 
man, and is in his absolute power. There 
is a remarkable parallel, in more than the 
mere mode of expression, in 2 Macc. v. 19: 
ob did róv róxor rò iOvoc, dAAd did тд 
{Ө›ос тд» rówov à кирос ikeAiEaro. 
98] «al, as well as of His other domains 
or elements of lordship and power. 

Cuar. III. 1—6.] HZALIxXxe or THE 

rec aft yeipa ins сою (from || Luke), 

WITHERED HAND. Mt. xii. 9—14. Lk. 
vi 6—11. On Matthew's narrative, see 
notes on ае The o e accounts 
are ate, though eac some parti- 
suani un. T 1.] ur, see ch. i. 
21, = iv iripe saß. 

was at Capernaum. А 
у adds that it was the Scribes and Pha- 

risees who watched Him. 4.] афто. 
Lk. adds iwepwrnow йнйс тї: as his ас- 
count is the most detailed, I refer to the 

pli 

(spiritually) miserable state of 5 
eas. тбриси, seo note, .iv. 

18, and Fritzsche on Rom. xi. 7. 

е as above (d). Rom. xi. 36 oniy f. (- c, FOHKL 



III. 1—10. КАТА МАРКОМ. 825 

t атекатвотабу 1 5 хер avrov. 8 ка! сЕеЛдоутес о! Фарі- рине. 
оао evbe perà rwv HowBavoy * ovpßovňiov * edidovy Сто nicis 
кат аўтой, OTOC аўтду атоћісосіу. idi et 

7 xii. 14 ref) 
Kat о Inode perà тоу uaÜnrov avrov | aveywonoey i Matt ti. 18,16 

тобс Tv ba Aa, xai ro х\пбос а awd ric ГамХагас то " 
лжоХ\оёблогу, kai ато тїс ‘TovBaiac ^ ка! ато ‘Tepooodt- i in x 3 

pev kai arò тїс ‘T8oupaiac kat wtoay rov lopBávov, kai 24.6. aL 
[oi] mepi Tupov Kat X8iva, * «Лабос ходо, axobovrec 1 preg, Jobn 
ова тош, jov roòc avrov. kai "итеу гос na0n- eres i 
raiç avrov iva `“wÀorapiov ° , "pockaprepy avro Ха roy u a 

sx Ao, tva. py ? OAiBwow avrov. 10 4 oÀAAoUC yao ébe- тазан. 
о = Acts vili. 18. х.75. Bass. 4 (Acts l. 14, Col. tu. 2 al. Num. zili, "en p —- here 
only z. (Matt. vil. 14 2 Cor. I. 6al Ps. сктШ. 157.) 

with AC DP i (sic) rel: om BEMSUVT. (def 33.) 
G( Tisch) 1: . т. кагготу C: txt ABP rel. 

rec at end adds vying wc 9 M 
downs om ABC!D 

6. for cat ууа tE. е D vulg lat-b o fg 
ВСА 83. -om DL mt Int- e f, g, $ eth. Te 

ахоп}са› са? ТЫ: wocovvreg 

131 ще b е g, syr-jer 
goth wth arm 

vulg lat-b c &c copt-wilk arm : 
cientes lat-a (the variations tend to shew that excovy, see 

rec arocarecraQn, with D 
aft avrov ins «vOrec D lat: , з (91.3) 6 

At), "ч CL rel; ec у aÀÀg 

А 1. 88 vulg lat-e f ff, g, i syrr copt 

rec evOeuc, with AP rel: txt 
rec (for edtdovy) exocovy, with AP rel 

D-gr, exierunt fa- 
see ch xv. 1, wae substituted for 

the unusual є0:8ооу) : txt BL 69 (syrr ?) copt-schw. 
7. rah AP Al ut bce ror ОД 

avrov, with AP rel lat-b ce fs 
copt arm. 
txt ABC rel. 

1 copt-schw got 
MP. 131. 209 aie 
„„ 

rec aveywpnos bef pera тыу pa0nrov 
: txt BCDLA 1. 88. 69 vulg lat-a g sú Syr 

for хрос, uc D Fast, 209 al Scr’s s evv-y-z ТЫ: wa 9211 69. 124 
е rA. reed D vulg lat-a. 

arth, ap): om a 124 lat-a b o e ў, i: txt ABGK?L 
N М ict ТЫ 

rec 55 with OK rel 

rec aft nrodovd. adds avre, with 
æth arm: avrov A: om BCDL 124 lat-a bce f, i 

ка: аже т. tovdatac bef gro ov. CA 238 vulg lat-f g, , l copt-ms. 
om 2nd ажо D 124 latt copt-wilk. 

3. om mes ажо ep 
lat. /. 
D. at 8 
с:дыуа 
lat-b ce Jat copt goth sth 

ABP rel lat-b c e. syrr goth eth arm. 
BL. Abav D: 3404» U. 

9. жАо рга B. 

seth ine ADP r 

6. "Нреб,ауёе] See notes on 
and xxii. 16. Why the ‘Pharisees and 
Herodians should sow 
apparent. There ait Tato 
reason of which we are not aware, which 
united these ite sects in enmity 

also rd h. as reed ch. xv. 1, is an expression 
peculiar to Mark 
7—12.] A GENERAL SUMMARY OP 

OUR LORD'S HEALING AND CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY THE SEA OF GALILEE. Pecu- 

. 262. 259. 438 Scr’s a copt-wilk. 
wept FVV 

lat-a g, вуг copt goth arm 
ee with ACDP rel syrr arm Vict : txt BA 1. 69 vulg 

for oca, а CD 28 6-pe vulg lat-a g, $ copt: txt 

ins o: bef repay D- gr 

ins o wep: bef 

rec &woitt, with ACDPN rel: txt 

at end add AO. D lat-G i; o: охо: 18. 28. 69. 124 (at-). 

Har in this shape to Mk.; but ut prady 
answering to Mt. xii. 15—21. vi. 17— 
19. The description of th the multi- 
tudes, and places whence they came, sets 
before us, more graphically than any where 
else in the Gospels, the composition of the 
audiences to which the Lord spoke, and 
whom He healed. The repetition of r 
rok (ver. 8) is the report of one who saw 
the numbers from Tyre and Sidon coming 
and going. 9.] Meyer explains the 
construction eise» iva, by that which was 
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4 ABCDE = bere only. pareva, dert l o iva avrov Sjevrai $ ogot ABCDE 

"у, dyor ' нйатгүас' Kat та rveiH⁰A та " акабарта, gh 
T = v ө йети. d ray avrov * ебеброу», " wpoctmerroy aury Kat ixpator 1. 35. 69. 

s xxi 

м. Heb al. Аёүоута 5 ort 9% e L vide rod " бео, 12 kai wodAa 
Pee i J£ exerina avroic iva un аётду ™ фауерд» rod 
. 18 kal * avaBaiver tic "ro 0 орос, Kai , "PockaAurat оёс 
tw. ind. ке, nos avróc, kat ° атпАбо» трбс aurov. М kat 4 éxoin- 
REC теу Bota. iva wow per ауто, ка! tva arr. 
Шек i = 25. avrovc knptooey 15 Kai Exe * ошау ANNE та 

vii. 28 
т.б. ун ш, “$ашдиа* 18 kai ‘ewiOnxey ovopa ry Уилл Iléroov. 
xvi. on Pu. zelv. б. w see Malt. iv. 8 note, x Matt. Ix. 14 reff, 1 А 

а= cb. vi. 16 al. fr. a | Mt. only. b Matt. v. 1 reff с = Matt. xiv. 16 ref. 6 == 
Rev. і. 6. ме Heb. Il. TAN NE. 1 Kings xii. 6. ech, iL 10. Matt. vii. wie. 

f = here bis only. 4 Kings xxiv. 1 

10. eOepawevey (for -cev) K Scr’s e w latt Syr. ins ev bef avre D latt. 
ins ка: bef ogos A 28 lat: Syr copt goth. 

11. om ra (twice) D 13. 69. 124. aft orav ins ovy D-gr. rec быра 
(grammatical corrn), with AP rel (on FH): txt BCDGLA 88. 69. rec Tpoc- 
esorrev, with EHSUV : txt A B(-rrav) D rel Thl. (P def.) rec expaZe, with 
EHMSUY : txt ABCD rel Thl. (P def.) for мута, Е DEN 623: 
txt АВС rel. om от: D latt(exc f) dar copt sth. ins o ypeorog bef o 
"г CMN syr-w-ast ; о dog (omg follg о but retaining viog т. бо) e: om ABD 

yss. 

19. gavepow bef avrov АР rel Vict Thi: txt BCDA 1. 83. 69. rec тойсо» 
(from Mt xii. 16? D! reads тою» there as here), with ABCP rel: txt DKL 13. 69. 

at end add ort nducay тоу xpiarov avrov nva: (from Luke iv. 41) C 
8 ; iam sciebant eum lat-b () 91 

18. for avagawtu, aveBy Р 1. ILE Aber AlL: MO D, venerunt latt Syr 

gre р додека ins ove rat awocro\ove wvopacty (from || Luke) B Ci 
syr-marg copt sth: om AC?DP rel latt syrr goth arm. iva wow AT thee D 
vulg lat-a c 1 Г Aug: wa wo. p. av. bef dud. A. om 2nd «ae В ev-48. 
нуры ins ro гоаууг\оу ‘am(with mt) lat-a b e f FI. z 9g, 6: in both places lata 
s end of ver 16 lat c g,.) 

for exe, wrey avroi D vulg lat -) е f ff, 9, 1 th. rec aft sKoveiav ins 
Otpas ttiv. тас vosovc xai (see МЕ x. 1, Lk ix. 1, and of ch vi. 7), with ACD P(appy) 
rel latt syrr goth (eth à) атта: om В C'(appy) LAM copt. 

16. at beg ins Kat Ewoinoev тойс dw B C'(appy) AM wth-ms; vr 
sipari COM OE 2) 13. 69. 124. 846: om AC*DP rel latt syrr copt goth seth-ed 

тес rw ошен bef оуора, with А D(omg re) P rel vulg lat-a 5 &c ks 
goth om ovopa 89. 157 : txt BCLA evv-y-36-40 lat-c e copt Vict. 

said being regarded as the purpose of ite be- but wenn irgend fie Ihn faben.’ 
ing said. 10.] Lk. vi. 19. 11.] The unclean spirits are here spoken of in the 
Grav... . ddp: вее ref. The indic. person of those possessed by them, and the 
is sometimes found with Sray in the N. T., two fused together: for as it was impossible 
see Rev. iv. 9, but generally amidst variety that any but the spirite could have known 
of readings. Mt. x. 19: . 31. 25: Lk. that He was the Son of God, so it was the 

. ü. 14, Meyer thus accounts material body of wel urne which fell 
for it—that in later Greek the dy became down before Him, their voice which 
completely attached to the bre, and the uttered the a see note on Mt. viii. 32. 
whenever was treated as merely an ex- The notion of the semi-rationaliste, that 
pression of time—so that in German it the sick themselves with the 
would not be wenn fie Ihn irgend [абеп, daemons (Meyer) is at once refuted by the 



‚11—21. КАТА MAPKON. 

17 kai Jace. тд» TOV ZPeBaiov, kat ‚ Тедууду TOV 
rev  GtÀ$Ov rov laxi fov, cal ' &xtÜnkev avroic Ovouara 
ABCDE Boavnpyéc, 0 оту * viol Веоутӣс" 18 ка! `Аъдріа», ка! E ме eh. H. 19 

"suv Didrrov, Kai BapÜoAopatov, kai Маббао», Kat Owpar, 
13269. ка} Такео» TOV TOU urs cal Өаддаго», kai Zi- 

nora TOY Kavavaioy, 
> [4 

З wapiSwksy айтд». 
'Iot9av "скаро, Oc xai 

h 9 Mt. reff. 
i= ob. Ii. 2. 
Eb. v 20 Kai ‚охота! tic око», ка! evvipxerat та» Тес 

S,, were un SracÜa: abrobc unde а арго» фауну. p a5 

21 cal axovcavrec 

S nr bef tarwßov D. 
3 a 

xt BDP AE 

marg arm.) 
LA 33 latt Syr copt sth. 

19. :оодаѕ D 18-5 c. 

“ot map avrov Адо» ! 

ins ro» bef waryny D. 
vro» аак. AF Ser's c e: om rov СКВА 1. 13. 131 al Ser's df g ov: 

for ovouara, ovopa B D- gr 225 Syr. 
18. for Qaddatov, Mea» D lat - a b ff, i 

here or ii. 14. (reAwyny is added aft pa00atov [from 
rec ag cavavatoy) kayavirgy, with i rel syr goth arm : txt BCD 

rec скартуу, with A rel valg вуг copt goth: скарб 

: mss mentd Cen Jin 

7. кїї. 68. 
кратах 2 .45 

for r. гак., avrov G 28. 

Orig had ABN eu n 
in 13. 61. 69. 124 вут- 

D 1а4-5 ff, ‚у, 2 4, scariotha lat-c Syr: txt BCLAN 33 tol. 
eustpyovra: D; introivit lat-e ff, i. 

ABD L(as corrd by origl scribe) A. 
88. for aprov, aprovg D-gr. 

universal agreement of the testimony given 
on such occasions, that Jesus was the Son 
of God. 
1—19.) THE APPOINTMENT OF THE 

TWELVE, AND ITS PURPOSES. Mt. x. 
1—4. Lk.vi. 12—16. See Lk., where we 
learn that He went up overnight to pray, 
and called his disciples to Him when it was 
day,—and notes on Mt. On rd 
see Mt. v. 1. 14.] éwolycev, no- 
minated, 
here the most distinct intimation of any, 
of di з of this appointment. 
16.) wal hr..... for 3 9 i..... 

s the list of Apostles, see 
note at Mt.x. 2. The isa according to 
Mk., seems to be now first given. This, at 
all events, does not look like the 
of Peter: but perhaps the words are not 
to be so accuratel 17.) 

we see marks Lk. іх. 54: Mk. ix. 38; x. 
87 : see also 2 Jn. 10; but this is uncer- 
tein. ётбрате—іпсе both bore the 
name, and the Hebrew word is plural. 
[There is an in notice of the 

three Gospels, published 
since his death by Holzmann, Leipzig, 

— set apart: see reff. We have 

rec om o bef oyAoc, with CL! rel: ins 
reo pyre, with C D(sic ed) rel: txt ABKLUA 

1862.) 
30—85.) CHARGES AGAINST JESUS, — 

OP MADNESS BY HIS RELATIONS,— 
ОР DEMONIACAL POSSESSION BY THE 
8свтвЕв. His RerLies. Mt. xii. 22— 
37, 46—50. Lk. xi. 14—26; viii. 19—21. 
Our Lord Aad just cast out а deaf and 
dumb spirit (see notes on Mt.) in the 

air ота ver. 23), and now they re- 
tire into ө omission of this, 
wholly ocn cable if Mk. had had either 
Mt. or Lk. before him, belongs to the 

tary character of his l. The 
common accounts of the compilation- of 
this Gospel are most capricious and ab- 
surd. In one place, . omits а dis- 
course because it was not his purpose 
to relate discourses ;" in another he gives 
& discourse, omitting the oceasion which 
led to it, as here. The real fact ripe 
that the sources of Mark’s 

йды that one of the abroi is the nar- 
N.] Peculiar to Mark. 

oi si жар" red = his relations, beyond а 
doubt- for the sense is resumed by оўу in 
ver. 31: see reff. 9А. haps 
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mier. аўто», EAeyor yap on ™ отп. = kai о yeapparetc oi ABCDE 

Diti f. ато ТеросоЛороу кага[Заутес #Хеуо» ore ВгеАеЗоохА MSUV 
„ ун, kal Ort kv ry аруоут: rov Satpoviwy P ёк[ВаАес 33. в. встакбта 

Jox кек ra’ Sani, 25 ка! wpockaAtaapevuc avrouc ` ev? rapa- 
Tait. al is [ЗоАас EAsyev avroic Пос Sivarat ' saravac ' caravay 
Ars. BAA; 2 kal tav Зао:Ана "ip аут» ' peproby, 

p Mate. vi 33 oy Qvvarat стадђуш 1 Вао:Ача éxeivn’ 25 каї й» ока 

Mant. aid. , "ep eauryy " utptaÜg, ov Suvnoerat 7) оікіа éxsivn ornvat’ 
vil. 9. 

т Matt.iv.10 
al. fr.* Bir 

kai si 0 " caravac " а»ѓотп ib éavróv cal usuípirat, 
221. J oy. OU Suvarat oraOyvat, aÀÀd rtAoc exe. 7 аА’ ov dba 

8 — | L. Matt 
Xx. 21. 
ziii. 60. 
ayéAny ov- 
etácavr фи: 
toi vo- 
ufar. K. r. X. 
Xen. Cyr. I. 1 2. ti Mt. reff. 

w here (dis) and | Mt. only. Gon. xxxiv. 27, 99. 

? LI av » e o9 - » a Ы a э» № 

Ats rat о0дес̧ та " скер тоб (сууроо aceADwy ec THY oc 
РА [] ` - 4 ә 4 , 4 

avrov " Siapwacat, tüy nn трогоу róv ioxvpóv Өттү, Kat 
? э 9 -æ , ү” 

TOTE THY оікіау avrov." діартаве. 
u эе Acts v. 36, 87 al. Gen. iv. 8. 

B= аиту Aye due 
v= Mt. reff, Deot. L d). 

2 Matt. v. 18 reff. 

91. cat ore пкоосау wep avrov os ypapguartc к. os Хото D lat-a b с &c(not I) 
goth. 

aft avroic ins o ic U lat-5 c (Syr). 

for Sorg, Et erarat (Беста D!) avrovc exsentiat eos D', lat-a b ff. i. 
28. om avro D 33 lat-b.—aft Ayer ins о xvproc ugcovc D lat-a fA 915 $ (wth) : 

г«Валн» D 69. 
25. rec (for Óvrgatra) Qvvarai (from ver 24), with AD rel vulg 1а{-$ o e f ffi: Аи 

BCLAN em(with fuld ing tol) lat-a g, i. rec (for orgva:) era8gva: ver 
with AC rel: «crava D: txt BKLN.—rec or. bef у оша exeuwn (cf ver 24), with A 
rel lat-a (b) вуг copt goth (seth arm): txt BCDLAN vulg lat-c f ff, g, Syr. 

. for avtor. єф е. к. pep. сатауау exBadrrer pepepsorat (da D!) eg savror (see 
| Mt) D lat - a ö (c) 91 i. 
(C! P)L. (See var readd, 1 

producing confusion here.) 
Bae ta avrov D lat-a b g, i. 

97. rec om aXX' (as гир 

for кає pepepsorai, epepioOy xac (C1?) А: ка: epspicOq 
Cor vii. 83, 34, which may have і 

rec orabgvat, with AD rel: txt BCL.—add 3 
ins ro bef ғеХос D. 

, with AD rel latt syrr goth: for akk, ca: C'(appy) G 
eth: txt B C'(appy) LA 1. 88. 69 syr-marg copt arm. 

om ov (simplification) AD rel latt syrr goth arm; txt BCA copt. 

some influence in 

ovdag bef Qvvarai and 

tig T. ок. 

T. tay. єс А. т. ск. avrov дгар. (perhaps transposition for perspicwity) 
BCLA 38 (S 
om avrov latt. 

copt) th: om «ce. е. т. ош. avr. G: txt AD rel latt вуг goth arm.— 
даркаачу Кол» of vowels or conformation to òne¹ 

AEFGKUVT 33: dsapwafe D: txt BC rel. 
28. rec ra ap. т. то r. avOpwxwy (simplification), with М! rel (lat Syr) вуг 

goth; so, omg т. ah., Е: roig adp. ra ap. A: txt ABCDLM? 1. 33 ev-y vulg lat- 

v. 14. They heard of his being so beset 
by crowds: see vv. 7—11. ry 
і. e. His relations — not ric. itler, 
Не is шай: thus E. V.; and the sense 
requires it. They had doubtless heard of 
the accusation of his having a demon: 
which we must su not to have first 
begun after this, but to have been going 
on throughout this course of miracles. 

The understanding this that Ais 
disciples went out to repress the crowd, 
for they said, ‘ It te mad,’ is as contrary 
to Greek as to sense. It would require 
at least abroúç and itierncay, or тд» 
ӧхЛоу for abróv, and would even then 
give no intelligible meaning. 22.) of 

үр. of ётё ‘Iep. .... peculiar to Mk.: 
see note on Mt. ver. 24. Here Mt. has 
ol @apic.—Lk. rivic iE abray, і. е. тё» 
byA. bn В. 5 рн addition is 
most important. e was possessed 
by Beelzebub, the prince of the daemone, 
He would thus have authority over the 
inferior evil spirits. 23.| TposxaA. 
ebrots is not inconsistent Wette) 
with His being in an house—He called 
them to Him, they having been far off. 
We must remember the large courts 
in the oriental houses. iv wap., 
namely, a kingdom, &c., a house, &c., the 
strong man, &c. coravás сат.) The 
exlernal unity of Satan and his kingdom 
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7 афебйогта тос мос тоу avOporwy тд 7 Matt. vi. 19 

" apaprhuara, Kai ai * Phaopnpia: ё беа fay _ВХаефпийсш- OR. iv. 13 yu. "Rom. 

ew. 2 бє 8 a» * Brasgnunoy ис TO wvevpa то dytov, yi 18 ому. 
ойк н ° афеогу “с ii .ativa, аАла * tvoxóc Esri 4 б б 

atwviov * арартйратос” 9 ore EAeyov ? IIveuua * акабар- Er 

Tov ti ҳи. l kai pxovrat ot a&À ġo: avrov kai 9 Hirne . 

avrov, kai о * orhxovrec ажістићау „0с avrov ка- di. 
Aouvrec avróv. & kai éxaQnro wept айтды охЛос. kai 2 Heb. ix. 22. 

Al your avro 180d ñ uiyrng cov Kai oi аде\фо! cov [ко aw. F. aea., Matt 
at ade ga gov Ee Unrovciv ce. 

roig Aéye Tic. tr т) ur np pov 7 ot adeAgot ; 
Pou! only, Rom. xiv. 4. 1 Сог. xvi. 18. dal. v. 1 K. Exod xiv. 13 Р. 

om uc rov atwva D 
BC rel : txt ric 

30. «xav D 77. 235 е bee ff, pgz avro» is 

ANDES к. 9» pn 

«ai axoxpiOtic aù- «йш: 4.1 
ез. 

94 Kai гет l. 95. otherwise, 
Ье Matt. zzvi. 9б vei. 

p. av, with E rel: n unrup айтор kai oi UT QUTOU 
(as |) BCDGLA (1) 88 (att) Syr m: goth sth: о ad. av. к. 9 p. av. AKM.—(rec 
om lst avrov, with EF (vulg) syr: ins ABC rel Syr copt goth eth.) 
rec (for отукоутес̧) sorwrec, with AD rel: гатткотес Ci v ? GL 1: txt BC!A. 
rec (for cadovvrec), $evovrrec, with D rel: Znrovvreç A: om A(but a space is left) 
Jat-a : txt BCL 1. 69 

83. rec o Хдо bef тер: avrov A 7), with E rel wth : txt ABC (D) KLMA 1. 
38.697 Mat. ОД 
vict тот беш. b, SAL 

‚ 1 Syr eyr-me- 
лей in 09 31, SAP) wi 
AD rel lat -a b c f ff, l syr-marg goth. 

ayer goth. —for wepi, трос D. 
syr goth (arm): txt BCDLa 69 vulg lat-5 f ff, .. 
сай om zat at adsAga воо (neglect, or аг not men- 

BOGELAR 1 89 eulg lat-e fJ, 91.2 Syr copt sth arm: ins 

rec (for cas Aeyovoty) 

83. rec artrpibn avr. Aeyev, with AD rel lat-(a) 5 F goth arm: txt B(C)LA vulg 
copt.—Aeyt bef avro C. for fj, za: (see || Mt and ver 5 BCLVA te e 

(GU. Re) frag lata bg, ey esp txt AD rel lat-c e f ff, goth th 
om o: bef adi $o: D. 
rel [vss] : txt B D-gr arm. 

is strikingly declared by this simple way 
of putting the question : see note on Mt. 
The expression must not be taken as 

ing, Can one devil cast out another Р 
The saravüc and сагауйу are the same 

: ef. ver. 26. GANA тд. 

patting of wdyra first, and separating it 
its noun by the intervening words, 

ves it a prominent em 
jo. elevíov 
alwyiov by 
the critical treatment of the sacred text 
that we owe the restoration of such im- 

rec aft adeAgo: ins pov (from ver 34 and || МІ), ч with AC 

portant and deep-reaching ions as 
this. It finds its in тодаугїодг 
iv raiç apapriatc брёу, Jn. viii. 24. 
Kuinoel's ioa, quoted and adopted by 
Wordsw., that арартлра means in the 
LXX the punishment о of sin, seems to be 
entirely unfounded. And as to its being 
“a Novatian error to assert that sin is 
аішую»” (Wordsw.), it is at all events a 
legitimate inference from obs Exe: фесту 
гіс тӧу alova. If a sin remains unre- 
mitted for ever, what is it but eternal P 

20.] explains the ground and mean- 
ing of this awful denunciation of the Lord. 
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vs 22 epi evo в кок rode wept атой rab unte eme 
n rep Мум Ide ù ритор pov Kat ot ad 5 0с av ! тотор Азсрк 
ому. "уаш OcAnpara тоо Üsov, ovroc адгАфбс pov Kai adeAgn MSUVA 

зан, ш. ка а "р éoriv. 
<3 e ; Kai warty netaro d dc wapa тї» даћас- 
хи. de sav kai Sura yerat roòe aurov & AO т\еотос, P wore 
жон») aurov 1 Вата и eic "rò тАого» cab neh tv Ty p баХасот" 

а Matt. Iv. Te 
А.к. ‚Ж. 8Kings 9 

° Matt. xii. 84 
al. m 
vi 

34 зи. 10 

ка! 

928 
Р Watt. ziv. 29. ch. vi. 88 al. 

v part., l. Matt. iv. . Eph. iv. 28 al. 

84. om ca: B. 
the most lik 

rovc жер 

SKings . ка тас о oxAoc * хрос ray Gadaccav imi тс упс Ядау, 

&$даакву ауто®с 
ке. fAeytv аўто), ey TY d. dax ß avrov 

Абе» o ‘ awiipev атыра. 
з e» Rev. xviii. 19. 

гу ‚хароболас wodXa, ket 
Axobere. {дой č- 

kai éylvero £v тр отири», 
t = Lake 221. 66. . iL. SB reff. 

avrov bef кесле (being first omd, it was aft ined in 
place: see below) BCLA copt : rovc cure, omg са eying D 1а; 

T. кок. ©. av. 1. 13. 69. 124. 209: om 61 lat-a e (Syr 
for гүн, «xay DG 69 lat-a с a 

33. 69: txt BC rel. Й 

Cuar. IV. 1. прЁато bef таму D 39) al lat-a 5 c e g, wth Orig-la 
rec (for cuvayerat) соууҳӨп, with D rel latt syr-ms: Irn жара, хрос D. 

|| Mt) A 236 al syrr (goth eth 
LAN 69. for oyAoc, о Хаос D. 

with AD rel: txt BCLAN. 
83 latt arm ТЫ: txt A rel syr copt goth 
CKLM 1. 33. 131. 209 al: ins A B(above the аА d copt. 

tig 7039» 0. А: 5 in litore тпс 0. D-gr: жара туу 0. 1. 118. 209: 
Int-b c e f ff, 9,. 
( 8 $ corr»), 
D-lat. 

9. for тола, тоаг D. 
8. for arovert, акоосатг С 15. 269. 417 2-pe. 

ac то кмш j^» грВаута (from Y. 

om ext rnc y. D lat-a bce fff, 9;- rec ( 
with AD rel vulg lat-a b ff, 9, yr Orig - lat: txt BCLA 83 evv-y-150 

?): txt A arm. 
for (де, , dow (from I. 0 i мо ХІ КМА 1. 

Hoi va: om В lat- 
12 with ACDN rel: 

aótAeg i аА ag a Иш 

for 

arm with nomin pl): evvtpxtrat 1. 
т AW roc) vor m | a6 

t) BCDLUA 
om ro (see on || МЇ) 

for ev rn 0., repay 
Orig-lat. 

for пса») ny 

rec ins rov bef rep. (from 
|| Mt), with AC rel Eus : om B (D) N.—om etat D. 

9L] te ст. Ar. .. . one of Mk.’s 
precise details. 32.] wal ік. .... 
another such. 984.) Mt. here has 
some remarkable and graphic details also : 
dertivac ray ура avr. іті т. pa0grác 

Both accounts were from 
eye-witnesses, the one noticing the out- 
stretched hand; the other, the look cast 
round. Deeply ‘interesting are such par- 
ticulars, the more so, as shewing the way 
in which the records arose, and their 
united strength, derived from their inde- 
pendence and variety. 

Cuar. IV. 1—9.) PARABLE OF THE 
sowER. No fixed mark of date. Mt. 
ziii. 1—9. Lk. viii. 4—8. There is the 
eame intermixture of absolute verbal iden- 
tity and considerable divergence, as we 

have so often noticed: which is wholly 
inexplicable on the ordinary suppositions. 
In this case the vehicles of the parable i in 
Mt. and Mk. (see Mt. vv. 1—8; Mk. vv. 
2, 2) bear a strong, almost verbal, resem- 
blance. Such a parable would be care- 
fully treasured in all the Churches as a 
subject of catechetical instruction: and, 

with the gsthering together of the crowd. 
9.| Out from aru 7 the a 

the great mass of His mits artes 
rable is selected, which He е 4 
it—dy тў |. avrod. 3.) deters 
this solemn prefatory word is peculiar to 
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" 0 ply trtoty тара тї Lor. кай nA0cv та х ererttvd ка! S E Mat vi 
y катёфаую аўто. 5 Kat “алдо f тозе Ext TO " werpwoec 2 10,99 
ка a ov оок alyev уп» ro lin, ка! evbvc * sLavértiAev 1! E ver. "Wl. 

"Sa ro n tyew Вабос ys c ral 6 Ore ° акте еу 5 . cal. 
плос, “каъратісбп ка "даа ro py хну pilav "tEnpávÜn. irane. only.) 

7 kai "алло f treaty sic тас ' akávÜac, kat * aviBnoay at T ten 
carb. cal * сууту ау abr, cal ' Kapwov ойк 'tOwxtv. Kew ari 2, 
8 kai Ma f Éwtgt» 8с ту y тт» * кайт», kai 81800, та 
1 „Ман, 
карто» * aveBaivovra Kat ' aùĚavópevov, kai фр " eic 7 9 75 

тршко»та kai "de eChxovra kai "dc ёкатоу. ?ка! om D 
eAcyev *Oc iyt wra ? акобыу, акооќты. 10 kat ore ae 
» р ° 2 э 1 э Y Р е р 1 тей. Jer. iv. 

eytveTo  Karapor pwrov ауто» ot FEOL aurov auy 8. 
y pereo n p к= b Mt. ver. 

82. їка xxxH.1f. h ver. 19 J. Luke viii. 42 only 4. 11 Mt. only. 427 K., Heb. хіі. 
11. Rer. xxil. 9.) Ta E piis -— 0. Matt. xili. 32 reff. 
er. ch. ix. 6 i Kings x. aiL. ver. 33. v. 35. Deut. РЕС о Isa shall 8. 

Дд iv. 8. p Lake ve xxii 44 ОРТЕГА 1.) Actsxiil13al Esek. 

4 om eyevero DF vulg lat-5 c &c Syr wth. стерео D. ipee: D: Aboy 
HKA 33 Scr's p ev-y. rec aft weretva ins rov ovpavov (from || Luke), "s 
DGM vulg-ed lat-a ff, 9,: m ABC rel sain em fald ing tol) lat cef FV 9,1 
вутт copt eth arm kart$ayav D 

б. rec (for каа aX.) аА. N |- Mt), with: A rdi vulg labe i жойган: ar. 
Кори M! lat-b : 5 BCDLM!A 33 lat-a copt æth. for aÀÀo, adda D-gr 13. 38. 

lat-e.—ewecay D. ra xerpwdy (from || Mt) D 1. 33 vulg lat- ce fl. 
rec om кан (|| MI), with AC rel vss: ins BD lat-a(appy) b се ff, i. for oxov, ors 
D 18-5 ce з 92 $. тес evOeuc, with A rel: txt BDI. (33 def.) tar - 
toride Dl. ins ттс bef утс B (so also in || ME): тт» улу D. 

0. rec (for ка: ore ау.та\е» o тыа) gov. дг avarahavrog (from || М7), with A 
rel lat-a f syrr goth eth arm: txt BCDLA vulg lat. /, i Z copt. гкаоџратісдпсеу 
B D-gr lat-a e. 955 D, ver 5: го also in || At.) eEnpavOncay D-gr lat-e. 

7. for ис, ews CDM? 33 al lat-b(supra) copt-mas. 
8. rec aA (appy conformation to the preceding. This is more probable, as a 

sxecey occurs twice before, than that [ Mey.] it should have been сотта to the plur to 
accord with ele—tlo—ale below, or to suit || МЇ), with AD rel latt syrr goth eth arm: 
txt BCL 33 lat-e copt. for etc, ex: (|| Mt) C 1 rec аъЁауоута кое 
the intrans form being [see reff] more common in N. T, with C(Treg expr) rel: 
ADLA, avtavoptva BR. técoov С: epes D 12А: А5 eret lat-b D- lat. 
rec P» (thrice), with S(e sil) 69 latt(with A-lat) Sep): гу AC D: iv E rel syr 
seth Bas ТЫ Jer: «v twice, «c lst time L: txt BC!A Naz. aft rp. and aft 
eZ. om xai C. 

9. rec aft гАгуєу ins ауто, with M?-marg S(e sil) al: om ABCD rel latt syrr copt 
goth sth arm ТЫ. rec o eye» (from || Mt Le), "with AC! rel : txt BC!DAN. 
FFF i syr-marg 

10. rec ore де, with A rel syrr wth arm: silis ры йе е 
usual : i 

Mk. sa MS эст Мартов the fruit properly so called, the corns of 
a verball n ver. 7 Mk. adds каб wheat in the ears, but of the haulm, the 

ek Boer. anl in vee. 8 aoe first fruit of the successful seed. The 
lal —— . On this latter, corns first come in after igepey. 
eyer remarks, the two present 10—18.] REASON FOR SPEAKING IN 

partt. are predicates of raprôr, which PARABLES. Mt. xii. 10—17. Lk. vii. 
therefore must not be understood here of 9, 10. 10.] of ят. abr. oiv т. 868. = 
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ar. тос Sexa тас ù тарабоАйс. E kat Dey avroic ABCDE 

2 Хш» т0 ' pveriiptoy Sd ora: rnc ВааАнас rov Gov" MSUVA 

s5 16". ёк уос Ob roc "Ebo ev wapaPoAaic та хакта yiverat, 
ee nt iva Brérovrec 3Аёк®о‹» Kat u ес, kat aroborrec 

T 
tl Cor. T: 1з, axovwotv xai um gGuviwGI, pnTore " eriarphbwatv, kai 

& Col. fv. 

i. ee agefy abroic. 13 cal Mya ab roi Ож “oloare тту 
B8 XX 

(той dern sapa[joAiv rabray 5 kai тос wacac тас 3 харао\ас 

ш jM a к, * у»Фокабеє ; 4 0 7 озгерш» roy As yor терн. 5 0 vroi 
Lake af PaT Ly д etai ot хара тї» o8óv, ё отоу omeiperat о dyes, kal 

v c.l. sal. Отау axovoway, бс f Фуга: о garavac kai ' aipe röv w = here only. 

E A тд» towappévor tic аотобс̧. 18 kai ovrot нсі» 
11. y pres. part., ver. 8 reff. 8 « ver. 95 f. ob. id. 31 f. а « 9b. i. 89 wi. Rom. viii 18. 

9 lat: om o: wep. av. L 359. rec thy wapaBodny (|| Lake), n А rel 
таваць fuld) Syr copt-ms goth sth arm: ric 9 тар. avrg Im) D 13. 
28. 69. 124 lat-a 0 c f ff, gi i 1 Orig-lat: txt BCLAN am(with gat ing mm mt) lat-g, 
co 
t Aeyti D lat-a b f. rec aft ded. ins vapa CHOR i At In), with C3D rel 

lat-a с &: om ABC'KL lat-f, copt. d Tes 8. [yv.] bef ro M ir with AD rel 
ped copt-ms goth sth (arm): txt B C'(appy рТ Я om та 

К. for yiv., Aeyerac D 64. 124 late? 291^ 
19. ins un bef Bure (|| Zu) E'FGHA D arovawgiy CM 69. 

for тумыш», cvrwow D' for rage Ang. (see fut, Mt xiii. 15 and Isa 
vi. 10) AK Orig, : абеда D'(lat.f, g, è D-lat eth, Treg): agyow ог e П", 

rec at ner ds ra apaprnyara, with AD D rel syrr goth wth: ra ap. avre» 4 
syr-with-ast seth( peccatum illorum) : ra тараттеџата 237 al Thi (all supplementary 
glosses): om BCL 1. 209 lat-d i co A. cer 

15. for ожор, о‹с D 69? lat - g for кап, o: В. rec evOeuc, with 
AD rel: om 1. 118 arm: txt EMAA 25 69 ev-y. for ара, agepee D: арткан 
|| Mt) CA: auferet lat-c D-lat. rec (for eig avr.) гу тас rapòtaig aur 
| E with D rel latt Syr syr-txt copt-ma-corr : ато т. кардіас avrev 
ww wr MESA г> ауто‹с (corra of tzt) CL A(Treg) lat-c copt syr-marg : txt B 1. 

oi най. abro Lk. 1.) r$ рустўрьоу 
= 17d те ө Mt. and Lk. С А TOUS 
Ќе added here (= roig Aacwele, Lk.) 
means fhe multitudes - those out of the 
circle of his followers. In the Epistles, 
all who are not ee cor- 
respon meaning for t ys,—are 
designated by it. TÀ кута ylvera, 
the whole matter is transacted. Herod. 

RABLE OP THE Sowzm. In rjv wap 

had spe- 
Gal reference to the one which has Hen 
given at length. Or we may under- 
stand, that the question of ver. 10 took 
the form which is given in || Mt.: дей 
ri iy жхарабохайс АаМмїс айтоїс;. in 

ix. 46, рї» ol AG уғубуасі. 19.] which case the тас must be generic: 
We must keep the {уа strictly to its Him concerning parables; or ыт 
telic meaning—in order that. en God bles. The three explanations ( seo 
transacts a matter, it is idle to say that t. хіі. 18—23: Lk. viii. 9— 15) are 
the result is not the purpose. He doeth 
ra after the counsel of His own 
wi t. as usual, quotes a ecy ; 
Mk. hardly шс at the 8 
of his Gospel : Lk., very seldom. 
dd. aùr. = {дора abrovc Mt., it should 
be forgiven them ; i. e. forgiveness should 
be extended to them:’ no need to supply 

any thing, as the gloss of the rec. does: 
the expression is im 

18—20.] EXPLANATION OF THE Рл. 

very nearly related to one another, with 
however differences enough to make the 
common hypotheses quite untenable. Mt. 
and Mk. nearly verbatim. Mt. 
however writing throughout in the sin- 
gular (д owapeic к.т). Mk. has some 
additions, e. g. 6 Aéyov ow 
ver. 14—after ) dw. row rÀ. ver. 19, 
wal el п. та А. ёта. :—and some varia. 
tions, е. g. caravüs for Mt.’s à rornpéc, 
and Lk.'s 3 ёв. Such matters аге 



11—21. КАТА MAPKON. 

ö noice оёт} rd ° тетредт ori te, oi Отау drohe ry 

etw roy Adyov, eu pera ҳарас AapBavovaw avróv, p» 
17 cal оок Exouvew ° pilav iv rote, AAA трбскаро! v. 18. Heb. 

xi St 

eo, tira yevoutync ӨМүлөс 7 "Воуно | Фа тд» Адуо» Ud xi.6 
£vÜUc 

rec, ! 

l cru vi ov roy \уо», kai 

* oxavdaXiLovrat. 18 kat aq Ao. elolv о чс тас bre 
* акй›бас стерошуог ойто{ sow ot TOV As yor à акойеау- * 

9 ка! ai ' pépipvar rov 'atwvoç кай 7 

wXovrov kai at тер та Хота arbeit 
m ükapwoc yivere. 

i I ver e 
vili. 49 ому}. awarn Tov m 1 Mt. b 

20 Kat 8 їн. 

Exeivot stow ot eri тї ym rijv кал» onxapivrec, * olrivec are пе 20. 
i. 12 

acobovotv тд» A or kai " арад оган, ка Р Kapro- Exod 2 call, 
4 

$opovaty Vey rpiüxovra kat 17 ty #Ёлко»та cal ч ё» ёкатду. BI Mt, nf 
21 xai Heyer, аутос ort "ийт іруғта o ARK i wa 

r Matt. vii. 16 
ref. zz vi. 

ото ‘row " podov riÜg 0 ото ‘ray " kMyny, ovy Wa emi . * 10 
t e» Matt. іх. 1. x. 86. ziii. 8 al. б. m Matt, v. 16. Lake xl. 88 only f. ааа 

16. om ороњс D 1. 13. 28. 69. 118. 181. 309 lat-a b o f g, i Byr arm Orig : op. bef 
ишт» CLA 33 n seth. 
copt-wilk: txt 

17. for y, cae D > val 1 91 l. 
LA 33. $5 скауё а. r ai 

om a. «. 1. 69 8 
ovror ctv (confusion from 
ins BC'DLA 1. 69 latt 

18. rec (for ало) орто: (from || Lu), with AC? bg lat. 8 
yr(Tisch) arm: txt BC! DLA latt 
55 ovros &ci at 

вуг 
for arw., Воо D Ser’s с 

rec tvb, with 

8 
h eth arm: txt BODEA 69 Syr copt. 

goth, victus D-lat, -ti lat-c, vitæ lat-b. 

rel Orig : om D al late ff, i 

rec tvÜeuc, with AD rel Orig: txt BC 

) syr goth ru 
or eig, ewe М. 

m ver) AC? rel lat: F th ты: 
rec акороутес (from ||), with A rel latt 

rec aft 
ашу. ins rovrov (gloss), with A rel lat F syrr copt goth wth: om BCDLA 1 Scr's с 
a m к. amara: rov косџоо D arm. om к. at т. f. A. cid. D 1 lat-a 5 

акаржо: yt rat D 124 lat-b o e ff, g, i copt-ms(appy). 
е (for deus ovrot (from || Zu), with AD rel 
txt BCLA т. каму» yn» C Jr. 

406 Ser's d.— es (thrice) ADA, еа C: іу (thrice) E rel 

tt syr copt goth sth arm Orig: 
om 2nd ev B Сару) : om 3rd ev B 

syre, (it tins) L: iv 
(thrice) S(e sil) latt Ty goth (sth arm :—see ver. 8 (I cannot consent with Nod to 
edit slc in ver 8 ond іу The mistake was so o „ that the sense should be 

regarded : sad all the more because || Luke has картофорофогу iv. Noms 

not trifling, because they shew the ee 
deflection of verbal expression in differen 

the same re nor is the 
general agreement of Luke's, which seems 
to be from a different hearer. 16.] 

rdi ue apart 
otice T concluding words 

of the interpretation exactly reproducing 
those of the parable, ver. 8, as charac- 
teristic. It is remarkable that the same 
is found in Mt. but i an another form and 
order: one the climax, the other 
the anticlimax. In Luke, the two are 

„ with ACD rel: ins BL. 
)LA. 1. 83 ev-y 

spy, exrerac D lat-o e (J) ff, 91 i copt-wilk 

rec o Avy. bef epy., with 
=e о ө ff 9, 3) Ї вуг Е —for 

ins cal ovx D. for 

varied. 31—25.] Lk. viii. 16—18; 
and for ver. 25, Mt. xiii. 12. The rest is 
mostly contained in other parts of Mt. 
(v. 15; x. 26; vii. 2), where see notes. 
Here it is spoken with reference to teach- 
ing by parables:—that they might take 
ary 55 from € е е 55 
which they were capable not 
biding thom under a blanted understand- 
ing, nor, when they did understand them, 
neglecting the teaching of them toothers. 

21.) fpxesfa: is also used in the 
classics things without life: cf. Hom. 
П. т. 191, Sppa ке Capa Re cdscing Eà- 
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"зин. . u туу ” Avyviay тебу ; 2 
X | L. Col. ii. 8 

чс  $avtpor. 

a Matt. vii. 9 
ge 

b - маг. 

EYATTEAION IV. 

ov yap ёсті» [ri] xpvsrrór id дї ABCDE 
Ф =. far э ? x? 2 э » d » FGHEL 

Aus. lai. [iva] pavepwOy’ ovde eytvero * axókpuéov, аМ\ fva EAD usuva 
6. Dan. ii. ? ә J » y g y э РА 9 1. 33. 69. 

elric iyu 7 ота ? droben, axovirw. 
.15 24 ` £A > ~ 5 В V е 2 М в т 

сш, Cal ёАгуг» avroic éwere ri über. бу ф шітре 
* ретоите * perpnOnoerar ошї», каї ° жоостедђоєтає бшу. 

Oc yap уы ohora: avro, Kai Oc ovk tye, kai 0 
88. e е » - в 

xii, 31, Zvi exer * apOncerat ах avrov. 26 Ка éXeyev Ovroc tary 

c æ ver. 16. 
d Lake 

п (jacta тою Qeov we avÜperoc “ Валу тб» * owopov 
e Lake vill. 6,11. 3 Cor. iz. 10 only. Dout. xi. 10. 

txt, vxo BIN 33. 69: txt ACD rel. rec А. emreÜg (corre as tore appropr : го 
also in || Luke), with AK rel: txt BCDLA 33. 69. 

rel vulg lat-c f ff, 9, syrr goth arm. 
pn «va B[sic, not as 
& pn wa 1. 69: гау un ACKL 38 

M. for ri, ra D-gr. 

Uva : гуа 

om «at трост. ушу DG ev-y gat lat-b e 91. 
end adds тою axovovery, with A G[sic, Scr. Cod. 
goth: om BCDLA latt copt sth arm. (The whole passage is in 

22. om r: (aft || Ге) BDHKMU 1. 69 lat-b e f, 9: i opt(appy) æth Thl: ins AC 
rec o tay ру, Wi 3 oç av pn U: tar 
D lat-b ff, i: quod non 
rec єс p bef 1103 

with A rel vulg lat-h с &c syr arm: gavepwOn (g 

lat-e f goth: 
Luke), 

гг) В Syr wth: txt CDLA ev-y 

rec at 
Aug. p. X.] rel syrr; credentibus lat: 

considerable uncer- 
tainty : rotg agovovciv appears to have been a gloss ined to explain the connexion 1 
the saying with BA. ri axovere; but on the other hand wpocreOncera:, omd here in 
al, appears as a gloss on doOncrra: below. It seems as if the origi txt did not contain 
the clause к. прост. ушу. At all 

25. rec ins а>» bef еу. 
exy, with А rel: txt DE'FHKLA 69. 

events, тос акоооосіу cannot stand.) 
(from || Luke), with AD rel; га» М: om BCLA (69).—ree 

for ĉo., *pocrsOnotra: D. 
26. rec aft wc ins ғау, with A rel; ау C: orav 1 al: om B D-gr LA 33. 69 tol lat-e 

copt. то сторо» С!.—от. Barn D. 

@wor... and see Palm and Rost. Lex. 
23.) АХА here is almost equiva- 

lent to «i ий. Hartung, Partikel. n. 43, 
cites Eur. Hippol. 638, рфото» & bre rò 
nli» ddd’ ávegeAgc ene, car’ olxov 

[эрта yuri’ софу> d шаш. We may 
add Xen. Mem. iii. 13. 6, ijpe ro atréy, el 
kai фортіоу Egepe; ud Ar ойк Dywy', ign, 
GAA rò іратіоу. See Klotz. Devar. р. 7. 

M серое, Фрі» (see var. condi), 
more shall be added, 1. e. more knowledge : 
so Euthym.: ѓу ф рітрф perptire Ту 
erpocoxfjv, iv rp abr perpnOncerat dh 
3j yo, rovriory, Sony siçpipere poç- 
oxhy, rocavrQ wmapacxeOnceras vpiy 
veo, cai ob pévor iv rq abrQ pirpy, 
Md cal Rio. 8c dv Фуу wpocoxfjv, 

дьбӨлйсетаз aùr yvocic, к. Dc obe Exu, 
ral 3 ixu orippa yrvectec &рёйсета! 
ax abrov. кадажгр yàp 9 стообз) аби 
rd roovroy, ойтш xal ij pgbupia dai 
pe. іу ræ card MarÜaiov dt rpóxov 
črepov ijpg0naav raira, cai кат dA 
[ууоау. 

26—20.] PARABLE OF THE SEED 
GROWING WE KNOW NOT HOW.  Pecu- 
liar to Mk. By Commentators of the 
Straussian school it is strangely supposed 

to be the same as the parable of the tares, 
with the tares left out. If во, a wonder- 
ful and most instructive parable has arisen 
out of the fragments of the other, in 
which the idea is a totally different one. 
It is, the growth of the once i 
secd by the combination of its own de- 
velopment with the genial power of the 
earth, all of course under the creative 

wth. 
out avrotc—implying that He is now pro- 
ceeding with AR ing to the people: 
cf. ver. 38. some difficulty 
has been felt about the interpretation of 
this mans, as to whether it is Christ or 
his ministers. The former certainly seems 
to be excluded by the кабер, and ds 
obs olB«v ahr, ver. 27; and perhap me 
latter by ёжост. тё 8p., ver. 29. But I 
believe the parable to be one taken simply 
from human things —the sower being 
quite in the background, and the whole 
stress being on the SEED—its power and 
its development. The mon then is just 
the farmer or husbandman, hardly ad- 
mitting an interpretation, but necessary 



22—30. 

ќт тс Te. 

KATA MAPKON. 

7! wat xabebdy xai eytiparat 
* mmipay, Kai o ° exópoc s * Власта Kai * umcóvurat ec ob 

335 

fU | f aeo., Lake verra Kai 8 

oldev avróc. 28 avropárm п yn картофори wpwroy JC ae 
А xóprov tira ' отауџу, di ыта rin otroc EV r ora xv. E miy jon. 
29 Grav дї ® wapadot 0 картёс, svÜUc “awoortAAn тд is. (Same 
pere vov, ori ? тарёстпкгу о 4 Ө:рарос. 

оно отыру тї» Васа» тоо Osov; N iv rim “Таг vi. is Iloc ' 
Е е LJ OM ̂  — эш. 

1 Pet. Н. 98.) Ian. xivii. 8. -dos, ch. xiv. 10. 
o. h LH 
onig. e. see Exod. ix 

1 Matt vu. 2. 3d. xiii. 24 al. Tast. l. . 

27. syssperac EFGHLM 69: eyepOn D. 
pnxvyerac ВОН. (Corrn, fancying that Власт was ЕЕН 33): txt BC'DLA. 

indic.) 

o bere only, exe. Rev. xiv. 14—10. | 
q Matt. xiii 

50 Kat гү ahi al 

hv. 14, 

"aar sind oniy; Lev. xzv. * 4 Kings хіх. 20. Wisi. xvii. 6 only. 
Эв. Jer. iz. 32. 1] ch. ii. 23 | only. Сев. xli. 6—7. m — here 

II. see 1 Cor. xv. 23. 
Deut. xvi. 9. е. 

80 bis, 99. 

rec BA\acravy, with AC? rel (ve. 

28. rec aft avrop. ins 5 with A ONE (Syr) syr-ms copt-ms goth: ins or: bef 
avrop. D arm: om ABC 
wrong. | for era (twice), iis B!N. 
(grammi corrn, to put it in apposn with the 

aft wpwroy ins piy A. [Tischdf is 
crayvas D-gr. rec тАђру а:то» 

accusatives), with AC? rel: 
(5 arov Cl(appy) : жАлргс атос В: (latt uncertain :) wAnpy¢ o о‹тос D: txt 

copt. (BC'D 
29. cai ота» D 

with AC rel: txt BDAN. 
30. rec (for Tet) rive 

goth eth arm Orig: txt 
latt: opotwow e (i Јл) K 69 
goth arm: 

69 ТЫ. 

to the machinery of the parable. 
Observe, that in this case 5 

(It will be seen from thi 
„ that I regard the exposition given 

in my first edition as a mistaken one.) 

but it is not easy, and, as far as I know, 
unexampled. It looks like a cor binatior 
FÉ ec 4 0p. W Ys = ій» йур. 
зу. * ‚ к. &y.—i. е. nee 

himself о e about his 
nary occupations. 
heart is in its growth dependent on other 
causes than mere human anxiety and 
watchfulness :— on a mysterious power 
implanted by God in the seed and the soil 
eombined, working of which is hidden 
from human eye. Beware of the mistake 
MCI. NN AMO р ан 

of all the verbe in this verse. 
26. No trouble of ours can accelerate the 

vulg lat-a c f ff, -ARAS ВА „тес xapade (corra to more usual form), 
with AD rel: txt BCLN. 

rom || Ім), with AD rel vulg lat-a(appy) e. ff, i syrr copt 
CLA 33. 69 ev-y 191-0 e syr-marg. 

rec (for rii) ria, with AC! rel Syr syr-txt 
(арру) La 1. 69 ev-y latt syr-marg copt sth Orig. 

opowwcopey С 1 

growth, or shorten the stages through 
which each seed must pass. It is 
the mistake of modern Methodiem, for 
instance, to be always working at the 
seed, taking i£ wp to see whether it ia 

instead of leaving it to God's growing, 
own good time, and meanwhile diligently 
doing God's work elsewhere: see Stier, 
iii. p. 12. Weasley, to сеи his system, 
strangely explains кабєбдү xal dy. vier. 
к. фр. exactly contrary to the meaning 
of the in his th that 12 has it con- 

inora, he puts in—i. e. the 
busbandman, see above. See Joel iii. 13, to 
which this verse is a reference :—also Rev. 
xiv. 14, 15, and 1 Pet. i. 23—25. 

80—84.] PARABLE OF THE GRAIN OF 
MUSTARD SEED. Mt. ан 31—35. Lk. 
xiii. 18, 19. 30. Жы ызы 
method of ‘questioning 
discourse is also found ete ee ine ver. T dn 
without however the ding plural, 
which embraces the disciples, i in their work 
of preaching and teaching,—and indeed 
gives all teachers an example, to what 
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в та here only. 
6 

a Matt. xi. 11 
rell. 

reff, ab 

ix! aurov та wereiva TOU 

%. кабыс ndbvavro ° 
9 e 

xxl ала avrog ' 
a Matt. 1996 , 7 
ref. gs Auer ravra. 
rin iv. 18.) 
© Acts ti, 26 

ою! Job 
avili. E 5 

ETATTEAION 

айт» тараВоћу * bohnen; 
Отау атар єлї тїс ү, 
стерратоу тшу emi tne упс" 

a Raive Kal yiverat peilwy жаутш» Twv 
"тош y кћаёоюс пеуаћоюс, & were Ф0уасда vro rv " скійу 

“ оурароб "© 
v. Totavratc тара[Волас rande аЛа ауто roy Aby 

axovew’ 
кат 11а» 8 тос (ос paOnraic € ér- 

IV. 

81 

Kat Отау oraoy, ara 

" Aaxávov, cal 

катаокпуойу. 33 Kat 

M xwpic & wapaPoAnc оок 

55 Kat Аун avroic év exeivy ry huipa " oviac oe 
© = l Сог. xiv. 9. Gen. x1.7. xti. 33. f Matt. ziv. 

ere (Acts xix, 89) only. сеа. xli. 12 Р. only. Hos. Ш. 4 Theodot. (-Avece, $ Pet. 1.20.) 
h de а H gal. Mt. 1.7% only, exc. John ті. 16 (zz. 19) f. Judith ziii. 1 only. 

rec vapafjoAg wapaBaAwuey aurny, with АС?” rel den,) Orte буг (syr-txt goth) arm: 
txt B C'(appy) LA lat-d e Pan “кеш кое 

t is here somewhat two, wapaBadopey avrny 69. 
both dra М№үбргуа, ж. ырл. and v. TEN 

For (1) it is the less obvious ex 
that it should have been subsid for the other : (2) i 

f it came in with the more elegant arrange- 

merit the preference. 

on its side, making the other appear as 

odit ie. „Оп; тар. Өшџғу av. 
decide between the 

pe the latter seems to 
, and it is possible 
the harsher order of words 

ment : (3) it has the most ancient testimony : (4) we have already a trace of the love 
of such corrns as wapaBodn тараВаћыџгу, in анф3аААо»тас apgiBAnorpoy, also in 
A Ke, in ch. i. 16.) 
3 aft we ins opora eariy D (lat-c) copt. reo кокке (the dat has 

Mt Lu. At all events D із no evidence here, as it takes || Me Та verbatim), 
with 
туу улу DL. 
LMA 88. (homootel in 69.) 

D (кокс A): txt ACL rel Hesych ТЫ. 
rec pucporepos (grammi corre to suit oc), with ACD? rel: txt BD! 

rec n. rar f. Ow. tore T. е. r. y., With E rel; so, 

for oc orav, o ors av D!. 

omg T. e. r. y, C: Аа Чаары утар 7. y. D vulg lat-a e f ff, 9, і; (ins pe» 
aft n. D?:) p. ri T. T, CW. T. 8. T. . 

(all more or less from || Mt, es the d 
various pon of toriy: oy being omd by 
sit lat -o). 

. 89. om к. or. ст. ava. D lat-(b е) i. 
txt BCDL M-marg A 1. 38 latt syrr eth arm. 
ABCELV 33. caracenvow В. 

: р. 1. T. or. тыу ow. Т. у. ест А: 
difficuli constr, as ts also shown by the 
vy txt B L(wv, corra) A (minor cum 

rec sr. rwy А. bef peg., with A rel goth: 
мебо» (corre: see also || Mt) 

` 88. om soAXaic Gm) LA 1. 88 lat-b o e Syr copt-wilk sth arm: ins bef тар. 
D vulg que. / l goth. (C! is lost, толас Aae being in a later hand.) 

, 9 5 AD rel: txt BCUA 83 (FS 1, e sil). 
yen 0 А; rec aft pa0gr. ins avrov (more usual 

beer e f: txt BOLA. for таута, avrac D lat- 

avroic 
34. rat 

ехргп), wi 
e ffs i. 

they may liken the Kingdom of God. 
Caper, as iriðu, of Hepheestus, II. о. 541, 
&., sollers nunc hominem ponere, nunc 
deum, Hor. Od. iv. 8. 8,—see also de Art. 
Poet. 34. 81.] The repetition of ex- 
te verbatim in discourses is pecu- 

to Mk.: so dni тїз yñs here, and оў 
Suv. oradivas ch. iii. 24, 25, 26 : and see 
a very solemn instance, ch. ix. 44—48, 

$2.] xol жом nA. pey. is also pe- 
culiar. See notes on Mt. and Lk. 
$3.] кабат 45. ёк., according to their 
capacity of receiving :—see note on Mt. 

xiii. 12. 34.] xar Wier 82... We 
have three such instances—the sower, the 
fares, Mt. xiii. 96 ff., and the saying con- 
cerning defilement, Mt. xv. 15 ff. To these 
we may add the two parables in Jn.,—ch. 
x. 1—18, which however was publicly ex- 

ined, —and ch. xv. 1—12 ;—and perhaps 
uke xvi. 9; xviii. 6—8. 

] THE STILLING OF THE STORM. 
Mt. viii. 18, 23—97. Lk. viii. 22—25. 
Mk.’s words bind this occurrence by а 
precise date to the preceding. It took 
place in the evening of the day on which 

we * кокко» : ou, бс 8 

“ pikpórepoy б» таутшу Tey MSU 
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pévne ' Дабы ис “ro ripav. каї ' agévrec roy s E rate 
Mor rapaAaupávovaty avròv we qv tv тр Troi, ‚Бы. 

"kai aÀÀa "83 тАоа nv per 
: Аала, peyady ауёцоо, kat та ? кората 8 ‘тіВа\\ ы uc Lr de. 
то sAoiov, “ Here non ' уви ваба: rò пЛоіоу. 58 kai ўу Ew Mee 
auréc iv TU roh ent 70 * жооскефаХаго» кабефдш»» o 

ings xviii 

ы vill, 18 
avrov. cal yiveras 1 Ман. xiti. 

Ps. 

xvi 1 

aie vi. Б 
L. 2 Pet. Н. 
7 SQ: Jer. 

kai éytipovaty avrov Kai муше» avro Asaoxare, ov хихи. (xv) 

Ae до оті àz0À ошда ; 39 ка 
cer ry амр ка! єргє» тў даасту Zora, ! wepipwoo. 2 ме 

ы dun pepheic ireriur- { Dipa 
до, 

rob. xv. 38. Kat * ёкбтасв 0 d xenoc, ка! Eyévero s үаййуп peyaAn. Lake ziv. 28. 
40 

iyere ria т>, 4 y 

b 6. John 
kai hind avroic A ‚дил bore ourwe ; ? тос ойк il. 7 al. Gen. 

32 A 

#фоВпблоа» poor ut yar, kat? к 

Ayer rede Айдоо Tic dpa оўтбс toriv, Ort ка! O e bese oa 11 
а›єдос kai 7 ÜáAacca йтакойы айт; 15 lo . 

vw drs, Lake 

х. 40 on есы: Exil. 16. Arts xvill. 17. 1 Cor. vil. 21. Job Axl. . Tobit x. 5.) 3 
Matt. i. Lake viii. 24. Joha vi. 18. 2 Pet.1.18 il. 1 only 4. 9 Mace. vil. 21. 0 oaly. 

х}. P». ev. v. 1111. 12 seh. vi. жүн T Gen. vili. 1. Jonah РИ, 
18. ИД 
8. (-Ma,9 Tim. L7. Ar. Joha ziv. 97.) 
xxi. $1 гей. el Hi. 

Matt. 12 ref. 
тда Ps. сті. 20 Symm. XXI. 18 omiy. Judg. vii 

в = Matt. xvi. 11. MARS RP. 56. d Matt. 
9. Joush l. 10. (iv. I.) conste., Mait, U. 

36. к. agrover r. ка: D 69 lat-c Syr. 
— 07 ME: copt arm. 

avrov, ra aÀÀa та ovra per avrov mio 1 
(not «nderstood) 

woda: D') эса» per avrov D lat- 
L rel : txt ABCDEMA 1. 38. 69. 

$1. eyevero D vulg lat-ó c arm. 

for т. oyA., avrov А. om d: 
for adda to 

adda de whoa wodda (Roa 
rec х\оара (see John vi. 23), with 

om з» L 1 copt-ms-wilk wth arm: поа» DA. 
rec ау. bef he (iransps : №. av being in 

C av. peyadou C al: txt BDLA 1. 69 vulg lat -b с 8 
rec ra дг (to avoid repetn), with A rel вуг arm: tat BCDLA 1. 69 

latt yr copt goth mth. «Bader D. rec avro non yeu. (corre for е rue 
VV om en vulg lat-b c &e wth: for yep., BOE G 1. 33 
ev-y: txt BCD à Br mane copt mth (ond apparently te mora ancient 8 from 
which R'e text N! omite from x30» fo RO). 

88. avroc Aiha мӯ игна! order) BCLA: txt ADE rel. rec (for ev) emi, 
with E rel: tat A DLA 1. 69 latt. om ro D 1 HERE ARA ud D 181. 

rec Buynpovsiv. ( from || pu with AB*C? rel: биунра»тес (omg cat) D 28 
e lat-5 c ub : eytipayrec (omg к. 

99. гугрдеас̧ b 60 
kat cen D am copt. 

13. 69. 124. 346: txt B! Cl(appy) A. 
к. rn Өаћ. к. urey D 1 lat-b (c) e ff, i arm. for яеф., 

for ore тыс ove, ovx M BDLA latt copt th: ovrec bef дел. 1. 69 arm (ri 2. 
sore; 5 At, the corrn, or mistake, was obvious, and the variations 
followed) : txt A 

41. eariy чре р (al Р) vulg lat-c arm 
Pyre sth. transp n Ө. and ot а>. D lat-a b (е) F 

о avepos DE 1. 83 lat-b c ў, 7, i 
Tec Vracovoudciy 

Le), with A rel: vraxrovovciy (only) D: avre vrarovn (order as in [| 
l| M?) CA 1. 69 Vict: txt BL. 

the parables were delivered : and our ac- 
count is so rich in additional particulars, 
as to take the highest rank among the 
three as to precision. 36.] os $i» — 
without an tion—as he was, 
E. V. Cf. Jos. B. J. i. 17. 7, abròc © ўу 
іт. Өгридс ік rov drAwy Aavgópevoç ye 
Orpariwriewrepoy. A. 82 AR.] These 
were prorabi some of the multitudes 

OL. I. 

following, who seem to have been 
rated from them in the gale. 
8é, d See Hartung, Partikell. i. 
182. aid. àv. is also in Lk., 
whose 8 is in the main во differently 
worded. —not д Aaa 
iwiBadAey rà kóp.—but тё к. ишү, 
—intransitive: see reff. Tò 
жрозк., the cushion or seat at be. stern, 

2, 
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fava У. 1 Kai Abov ис ‘ro wipay rac даћасоњ чс тй» ава 

e Man. vill. Хора» теу Tegen. 2 kat Abri 1 Єк rov MBU 
b Mait. xxvi. у А ооу . 

зм Matt Üperoc "i М жабат: | 
at. EA du siye Ev roic ? hen, ка! o 

erörrvorr t avro єк тшу 1 ay- 

3 бе vay — 
аси obxtri 

* акабарте, 

onig. мо v, ode id ber avrov Sh dia тб avrov ron digte 
38. 

I Matt. х. 1 

Erz. rde ° а\ӧснс Kai rac 

Shag Rg "оуу айтди ' $арйаа,, 
nuipac iv тос " пуђдасцу каї Ls тос ра v p 

a bere (bis AL. v 

is к= сис 
Асы il. 20, vil. 16. Ner AI. 9 only. 
x vi. 80. 2 „к. 
IL. огу. Ps. civ. iin 17 аА 

s Matt. will 28 reff, t James iii. 7, 8 onl 
vem Lake zu 7, Actsix. 84 1 Thess. A. 9. HI. 10. 

е! inv. 4. 

сш V. 1. A CGLMA 69 вутт copt arm 
rec (for укруготу»ы>) yadapnver, with AC rel syrr goth: yrpacy- 

DN latt [Orig] (М узвеп f): txt (see ч, ch vi) LU A-gr 1. 83 ev-y syr-marg 
(elra таму AY e copt mth arm Epip 

Aiyt Ñ d». тос ӧріос rbv Геругспуёу ec ò Aovrüc one 

Lnd 29. 
Das. ii. 40 N on 

Rev. iv. 

Р тас ка! Abos Sed loat xai * иатасда v on avrov 
P тідас ' оъутетрїфба:, kai ovdtic 

5 каї dia wavróc Y yukrOC kai 

ч Matt. Aen. 10 re. 
al, be. ЖАШ. 10. ace, eh. iv. 27 reff. 

for rug Oa., ca: D-gr : om 69 

rà uipg тё» Герүгоцуёу, ac ò Маркос 
à Tadapyroy, ec д 

Матбаїос À Геругваіыу, dc dvriypagd rwa ixu) Thl(rà áxpidiertpa r&v dyri- 
aster tle r. хер. Tey yepytonvey ѓун). 

2. sEe\@ovrog avrov BCLA 1 

du D lat-(5) o e f i goth arm. 
8. ос exe т» 5 Dgr 2-pe s (b) е e ff, goth. 
ы Hr e sil) 60-txt: txt А 

atives, as is also shewn 
к goth sth : Hind т 1. 118. 131 (arm): ins BC!'DLA 

FS 1: txt ABCD rel—terod\pa M. 
tol) lat-i. 

. 33. 69 ev-y lat-b F syrr copt eth: -ovrey avrey D 
attempts to mend the Hellenistic 
* txt A rel am( with mt em al). 

: om В lat-d сеў, i Syr arm: txt CLA. 
1270 BCD G(Iveg) LA i. 69 Damasc : 

constr have been universal ; we 

эләгә (from 
txt A rel. avOpesoc bef гк rwy 

rec pysueous, with 
rec ovre, with A rel: txt BCDLA 

тес alvceaw (corra о эш tha. ollo), with ACID rel vulg lat - bJ] 0..9 
er em goi ай кла, txt BCIL 38 ‘lat-c e. Ay 

the redo e) with AC ras aye £ copt 
rec om ovssrs (on acct 

rec du., with 
avr. bef svv. D am(with fold ing 

ors woAAamic avrov даденг›о» теба kat аћъсасу sy ac бутау Ouamaxtyat 
gat rac тебас avyrerpuievat cat uh avrov ioyw(-xvy!) apasa: D lat-I: simly 
lat-ff, i: фа ro avrov roa redac к. advange ас 5 avrov диестакгуа к. ovv- 

J'rangebat ac Tsrpipivat к. ообнс toyucey avrov дарава 1: 5 
bat (only) seth. rec avrov bef ex., with D rel lat-(b) ei: txt K Bela. 

for dapacat, пса: А. 
5. for cat билк. vvrr., Уюктор де D lat- ө e f, i. p. and py., with 

D rel lat-(b) e i: txt ABCKLMUA 1. 83. 69 vulg lat ff 1 зу les ent goth seth arm. 
pynpeoc D 1. 69. 

used by our Lord as a pillow. Pollux, 
Onom. (cited by Kuin., h. 1 proves from 
Cratinus that the word is put for the 
cushion used by rowers. jo. ora, 
we@.: these remarkable words are given 
only here. On the variations in the ac- 
counts, see on Mt. ver. 25. 41.] the 
dp expresses the inference from the 
event which they had witnessed: Who 
then is this ! 

Cuar. V. 1—20.) HEALING or А D- 
MONIAC AT GERGESA. Mt. viii. 28—84. 

kpatov D: кравуабы» 

Lk. vii. 26—39. The accounts of Mk. 
and Lk. are strictly cognate, and bear 
traces of having been originally given by 
5 or perhaps even by one 
and the same, and having passed through 
others who had learnt one or two minute 
additional particulars. Mt.’s account is 
evidently not from an eye-witness. Some 
of the most striking circumstances are 
there omitted. See t 
Mt., VVV 

8.] о$84 A- not even with a 
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6 каї 180 тд» "чоойу w dere ому. : 
= ако * макрббе» eSpapev ка! ? mpocexdynoty aùróv, 7 kai JE CUN 
крабас gory ur NN Мун. 
тоо Üsov тоо b iorou; ; 
ш Baoavioye. 

s „акабарто> ёк тор а»бофтоу. 
Ovouá co; Kat Atyw айтф ° Деүш» Ovopa uot, ore 
ron, topey, 10 kai f 

xim мын" 
4. w.tva, Matt. x sace. 
М. xz. 13,13. kai 18. Josh. 14. 1. 

g Matt. ia. 14 reff. 

* Tí tuoi kat coi Insov vid 7 Mai. 1e 
* opnive ct róv 0:0» ph ut “teu eem 

8 Аку» yap avro EEG. rò © гона тд I. Lato L 
1» 

kat ewnowrTa avrov Ti 1 
aor 
ре! 

харакаһи avro» * тола 1 iva "m Е (and constr 
avrouc ажост р ikw ric Nabe, 

ve оре! ayéAn ! xolpev peyadn ! Booxopivn’ 1? kai * 
vat) Гуорк., 1 Thess. v. a7. Mops. а, Matt, suv. 8. Gen. xxiv. 8. 

11 2 gv & ғ ки " трос ош. ы, 
21101. 18. 
Neh xil. 25 

Ax d Matt. 
58 only ¢. f = Matt. 2. 81 l. 1 Kiags xxii. 

h = Lake хід. 87. Joha xvi. 
11 ML. (ref) ides 

8. rec idu» pig ll t Siar eot иШ are 
txt BCLA 1. 69 co 
ABCLA. 

7. rec (for ко. emt 
ABCKL 1. 33 am(wi 
syr-marg. 

8. om yep A'(appy) G. 
ee eEedOe А. " yv gab A 38 vulg 

rb em lat -a се 
Ds ‚ With D rel latt Ori ay txt 
| 

em) syr arm. 

| Zu) D latt (copt) Orig-lat 
axer. (only 253 52 be S i: 
seth (arm 

3 bef por, D 
doris to be 

10. харгкаћочу AA 1 
avra aroor. (corra to sap: 

K 229 al Syr seth. 
1L rec ярос та, ору (with а few cursives ?) : om 1. 33(арру 
mss vsa Thi ym. ay. x. p 

om axo AKLM got 

5 
N 

rec avre, with D rel: txt 

VVV 
Be p b. бот / Ob . 10 4 16) A 

TO Fy. ТӨ 

rec got bef оуора (from 
syr goth Damasc.—add ютім 

(A 1. ̀69 vulg lat-g. copt th 
) def) rec етен» (from || Le), with 405. i goth 

ate Nr: a BICDLAR latt syrr copt. ot ins er В 69 vale t£ 5, 
; во, but in different order, A E (the variations help to 
lementary) : om A(sic) CLA rel lat-a e vss Orig. 

vulg-sixt lat-c ff g, arm Damase. 
Pe) ВСА; se 

І, 258 lat-b e: awoor. avrovc fold lat-c f ff, 

for avrovc avocr., 
leret vulg lat-g, , l: avrov axoer. 
$ syr (copt) ра arm: атобт. avrov 

txt ABCD rel Scr’s- ): 
. B. ber mp. т. ор. (e | Za) ADU ayr oopt 

om pey. DLU ev-y aci e ff, i goth: ins aft Воск. М seth. 
8 (see also || Ім) ALA lat-b d 

ehain. 4.) The 8:4 тб gives the reason, 
not why Ае could sot be bound, but why the 
conclusion was come to that he could not. 
The miða are shackles for the feet, the 

in general, without spe- 
for what pert of of the body. 6. 

&тф pax. lp. peculiar to Mk. 7. 
т. @. = она eov Lk. 

Evangelists, Rather are all such tracings 
of discrepancies to their source, most in- 
teresting and valuable. Nor can I con- 
sent for a moment to accept here the very 
lame solution (repeated by Dr. Wordsw.), 
which supposes one of the damontacs not 
to be mentioned by Mk. and Lk.: in 
other words, that the least circumstantial 
account is in possession of an additional 
particular which gives a new aspect to 
the whole: for the plural, used here and 
in Lk. of the many daemons in опе man, 
is there used of the two men, and the 

dæmons. 
note, Lk, ver. 30. 10.] то. 
Ee T. x. = imraky abr. siç r. áBvacov 

a. Gre Lk.: see on Mt. ver. 30. 
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„ ee avràv Aéyovrec Пгруоу n "pac ec rovc ! Xolpoue, 
a. Eth ix Tv tec аўтоўс eictADwper. 18 kai. * ётїто {н> avroic A 
14 ` М ipla. Matt. [epftec o Incobe]. cal єАббөга та < тугбрата та vi. 28 тей. 

"аше акабарта ' tien bor “с rode ' xolpoug, xai " &phαer ў 

) Kings xv. "ауу катӣ TOU "Kpnpvov tic тту баХаова› « we Oe xtA tor, 

Chrva, xav, cal evi yorro iv ty Oaraooy. !“ kai oi ' Béoxovrec 
o Mutts tt. xvi abrobe Epuyov Kai аттүүнХаъ ac ту roy Kat ыс 

14 ты robe aypouc. ка! 7A Gov 6» ті P өт» то yryovác. 
P фот. 15 cal Épyovrat трос тд» gcoU», kai * Bewpover roy 
q ch. lil. 11. 

45 7 cua K. ' SarpoviZoperov cal aerox 'ipariguívov K *ашофро- 
E D tud TOY " éeynkóra Tov ' Aeywuova, kat ёфопбтаау. 

TUE M 16 kai " Sinyhoavro айтос о {$бутес тес * eyivero * rw 
- т. 
21 (Rom.  Bayponoutvy, xai mepi TWV ' xoipwv. 17 Kai йоЁа»то 

зы таракаАну аўто» amsAÜr» azo тоу "opiev avrov. 
"depo 18 kai * tuBaivorroc avrov siç TO Aoi» "sapskaAet 
(Moore айтди о '$шцпомобис "tva per avrov. p. 19 cal ойк 
w ch. iz. 9. Lake vili. 89. саа Acts viii. 88 (from Isa. Illi. 8). ix. 27. xii. 17. Heb. хі. 82 only. Ps. іх.1. (-упесе, 

Luke 1.1.) t. ix. 99 ref. y w. inf., Lake vill. а аата и . B al. 3 Maco. iv. 84. 
8 Matt. 11. 16 reff, A Matt. viii. 98 reff. 1 Macs. x v. . b vv. 10, 12. 

` 19. wapexadovy ADEM vulg lat-b в Ee 91.1 Syr copt(ms ctra). rec aft avrov 
ins iiti ot arpoveç (gloss appy, of varr), wi with A rel syr goth arm: os datpovec 

9 КМ Syr, spiritus tlle lat-b, spiritus vulg, demones lat-c: ra dayora 
ын sil 38) D: universa damonia lat-a: multum sth: om BCLA 1. 69 copt. 
EXT : uxovra D: om 69. awe\Ouper D-gr. 

к. ird £UpiOC tno. en avrovc tic T. xoipovc 150 BC siml ri 5 
Om Hec (00 as || Ім : it is characteristic of Mk) CLA 1 lat-5 е 

Sch arm: ins A (D (D) rel vulg vulg lat.f syr om o ио. (as || Гм) BCELA 1 lat- e Ser 
copt arm : ins А vulg eid rA y goth seth. om ra акабарта A'F Sers 
т. ак. bef xy. 88. cd В 485 al Scr’s a. rec ins усау ĝe bef wc Bex. 

lemy), with AC? rel lata 797 i dg (arm): са» yap 581. 226 Scr's h вуг: om 
Gap BCLs 1 ушр lat- o e fg, SYF copt 

14. гес o: де (from || see also || Zw), п D(sic ed) rel vulg lat-3 c f ff, gi 
arm : txt ABCLMA 1. 33. 69 lat-a e copt goth sth. rec (for avrovc) rovc 
xowovc with A rel вуг goth arm: txt BCDLA 69 69 latt Syr copt (sth). жа ыы l UM 
гес avnyy., with A rel: txt ABCDELM 1. 88 ev-y. (arny. іг too strong 2 Le. 
by MSS to be РӨ i oq) rec e£gA8o» (from || 1м), 
with CD ге] t-bcef Bu- (H. txt ABKLMU 38 er- y вуг copt 

15. ins avrov т. дац. D lat-b (o) rec ins ка: bef natis iron with AC 
куст. uy. D ai om BDLA 1. 83. 69 latt copt arm.—(om к. н. M! al.) om r. 

wenge mt) sth. rec Asyewva, with A (B? бт: rel М-согт: txt "^ 
rox 

gy. à quy | Ta) ion) Lami lat-b c ins avrw bef rw ё. D. 
T. for трЁа>то ыан то р jo pem 2-pe. for ажгАӨгну, iva awedOy 

D Lis 
18. rec enBavrog (fo accord with ||; in error), with E rel syrr 

KLMA 1. 38 latt goth. for 3 nptaro 55 D vul ie ist ( e) f. 3375 
2 ü l. rec ў bef per’ avrov, with D rel vulg lat-5 c f copt sth 0 

14 88 lat-e вутт goth arm. (for ў, n» [retaining wa] BIA.) 

18.] ås Buy. to the number of two mentions the sum. 15, 16.] Omitted 
thousand ;—peculiar to Mk., who gives us by Mt., as also vv. 18—20. e whole 
usually accurate details of this kind: see C 
ch. vi. 737, — where however Jn. (vi. 7) also detail. 18.] Euthym. and Theophy 

ABCDE 
Р 



18—23. 

* афлкеу abróv, алла Мун avro Taye siç roy 
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* ^» 
1 6 — Matt. iii. 

16. zziii. а, 
со» тоос TOUC aobc, kai атауунћоу айтос бта о Küpióc 6 

со * тетоіпкгу ка ° nrénaév ct. * d Mait. viL 12. 
2 49 al. kai arp ber cal Laksi. 

N 

йрЁато knposcuy &y ry AcxawoAn беа iu айтф o «xat. Mari. ix. 37 
"Incotc, kai wavrec éÜaópatov. 

2 Kat ‘Staxepacavroc тою "усо £v тф roi там» 
Бис ro € хёраъ " evviyy Un bxAo¢ тоћос t ix айтды” Kat my 14 

cal оета: tie тш» ‘ao tvv- y 
aywyer ovopart "1йбирос, Kat (69v avrov ire roòg 
тара rv баХаева». 

т оўс dae avrov, 23 kai 

Ayw» Ore rü „ pov 

h Mat. xiii. 3 

„ ivv. Bie 
' тарака aùròr ! тола, of 88, Lake 

* eoxarwe po Piva 
£AOov IER тас ч харас avrg tva выбр xai пер. 067. 10. 

) тарс, Luke 
: 222 xili. p. 581 e. [p зау 

Gea. allil. Y. xvii. i 

Lake vili. 41. eit, Joba xi. .89. bwi, Acts х. 95. 1 ver. ard vil. 
oniy t. 40 Matt iv. sa. xiv. B 25. d x 1s. Acts 

q Matt. хіх. 13, 16 гей. p Eph. v. 83. ses ch. zii. 19. 

19. rec (for rat) o дє noove, with D rel lat-b ce fi 9 Е ано: txt ABCKLMA 
1. 38 vulg lat./ вутг copt goth. rec avayy., wit rel: Stay. D 1. 69: txt 

rec со: bef o Euptog ica Ii i . len cope tres 2 goth (eth) arm: 
со o Өеос D 288 
(from Ln, to suit nrXenceyr), 
ins ort qugouw D lat-5 (c 

20. for oca (so ed 2 

aft repay D lat- a 
tios fai кб 

BDLA vulg lat-a b e ff, 7, , Syr copt æt 
озон. гавр. D lat-a 21 i. "x 

lat-a b 2 ff is tat ACL e f$: txt 88 (lat-g, ,? 
ins eas bef Ае ev D lat-a b fo” д 

lat-o e 
си тас Мур bat ВС}, 

abep, s Jı $ бутт. 

so alter it to wa, as 

: txt BCA am lat- 
with DK 1: txt 45 rel Nds тер). 

с) Vi I, i 1 Syr. 

21. om e» r. тсы (| 1м) D 1 lata b o o fi, i urm.—om re B 447. 
for ert, poç D 69 latt. 

aft ках ins ov (rom || „ AC rel lat-c f l вуг goth arm 

). rec ewotncey 
Sev Thl. 

кам» 
om каз gy» D 

: Om 

for tig, ric D latt(not b). om 
for к. aur. T., к. Ко iai D lat-(e). 

| Le), with B rel vulg lat -o f copt arm: таракалеу D 
om *oÀAÀa D 88. 235 al lat-5 c ff, i. 

br wa to om or: D 18. 69 lat-a c e Syr. 
at аотус гк rw» yepuy cov D lat-b i.—for «va гХӨыу ig., Os афо 

ае avr] rac X- with E rel syr goth arm: 
t-a 

тес (for 2 2nd An org (fo pec 
tranecribers shd take 0 account that org is only 

Meyer supposes), with A rel: txt BCDLA 69. 

aft хера ins cer A lato В 
it is most i that the 

once used by Mark ch iii. 6], and 
rec noera. 

Cfrom || Mt), with A rel lat -e e arm: txt BCDLA 69 vulg lat-a b f ff, copt goth. 

suppose that he feared a fresh incursion 
of the evil spirits. 19.) There was 
be some reason why this man should 
5 

the cities of Decapolis (see also on Mt. 
iv. 25): д piv yprordc ptrpio$povév, тф 
warpi rd {русу dvidneer о дф Ospa- 
wevOcic tbyveuorvày, rg хрютф тобто 
ávtriBu. ym. e commands the 
man to tell this, for He was little known 
in Perge where it happened, and so would 
have no consequences to fear, as in Ga- 
Klee, &c. ; 

91—48.) Rarsıne оғ  JAEIRUe'S 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING ОР A WOMAN 
WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD. Mt. ix. 18— 
26. Lk. viii. 41—56. The same remarks 
apply to these three accounts as to the 
last. Mt. is even more concise than there, 
but more like an eye-witness in his narra- 
tion (see notes on Mt. and se —Mk. 
the fullest of the three. e. 
. = dredikaro abr. д yA. | 
23] Notice the affectionate diminutive 
Ovyérpvov, peculiar to Mk. lox. 
Kxe = dere iredebrnoey Mt. It is 
branded as an idiom of lower Greek by 

ichus : ісХатес ixu ікі roð pox- 
Onpwe ixe cal сфаћмрёс rárrovow 9. 
вўрфакес, ed. Lobeck beck, P 889, where see: 
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rwr sony. 24 cal arid Gey uer. avrov, cal пкоообы атр. öxàoc a AR 
(seat) 1 

id. ому. t pica аїратос try Зо8ека, 28 Cal roa табоюва vro 
aye тоб» "* атро» Kai "датаупааса та “wap auring тйута, 

v ake ay 14 ка итд * wed nfeioa adda paddoy d tic rò т Хароу 
206 

Pata N. * бтисбєъ, iparo тоў iuariou avrov' 2 fAeytr удо 
iN n. бт dv ene * кау roy ipariey avrov, ° ewÜncopat. 
E EA 29 ка! sòc ` eEnpavOn т n “жтуй той ginaroc aurne, ка! 

EO tyre T owpart on "arat ато ттс. " náarvyoc. 30 cal 
дег. ti. 11. 
уеге озу. 16 tuo о Inoodc ётеууобс £v ‘атф тй» &£ avrov " Óbvajuw 

PLN 2 eEeABoucay, тотрафис iv TO ох EXeyev Tic pov 

e Wjaro тшу ipariwv ; 9. xat Ae or abr ot рабпта! avrov 
aas v.16. Bréree TOY idi схуд Зоуга et, Kai Ady Tic pou 
ГУЯ maro; LAE * териВтето деу тй» rovro тойоасау. 
"оъ Э n oe уху) hellen ка! ' трїроува, idvia б © " уёуоує» 

"v. 
4213. ` aury, nArAGev Kat a mpoctrtotv avri Kat tre айт TASAV 
= here o 
(John lv. 6 а) = poor, LL. e pres., John і. 40 reff. f cb. iii. 10 reff. Matt. ziv. 85 * 

S MAE RM. 9 теб, i ver. 94 only. k ch. Ш, 5 reff. IIL. 9 Pet. H. 10 А foe. Inv vi. 2, 6. 
Matt. ix. 29 reff. ver. 16. n ch. iii. 1) гей. 

94. for aride, vu D 124. sxoAovOgcev CL M-marg. 
iis om ric ge peT and not in ||: no reason could Бочи осна). gor pons 

lat-b c e ff. oe copt th: ins D rel lat-a f Syr goth arm. wð. bef «rg 
(ут | t) BCLA 1. 88. 69: tet AD rel lat eyrr goth. 

lst ка, i) D lat-b of ff, (бут). rec та wap’ ваотпс, with C K(Treg 
A: ra гота: Blan AB oi ue tic, ems D. m пке D-gr. 
ins ra wept Va A: om A copt eth arm. 

transp iv rw oxho to end of vac D $- par 
98. for M yap, myers D lat-6 c ff, i th. add ғу eavrn (|| МТ) DK 1. 88 

lat-a c ff, i arm. rec кау rw» ip. av. bef a., with A(D) rel: ca» povov ay. rov 
ip. avr. (|| Mt) 88: txt В(ка>» ‘superadditur’) CLA. rov uuariov D 33 latt. 

«avrov 
29. rec erde, with AD rel: txt BCLA 83. om rac bef даат. C. 
80. rec ode, with AD rel: txt BCLA 39. к. v0. emty. о ig cat ттуу доу. 

«5:30. ат avrov к. етістрафыс ev т. ox: uxey D.—emcy. bef о ine. DL lat-a ff, copt 
sth.—om ev savro D lat-3 c e ff, i wth rw» ou. bef роо D latt(not e). 

31. ox де p. avr. Myovaw avre D 2-pe lat-(a) e 91 i. 
83. aft rpsu. ins jio теток Хабра D 124 2-pe al lat-a ff, ¢ arm. rec ins 

ax’ bef avra (various prepositions were ined to shew VF 
with A rel goth: ғу aury F(Wetst) A vulg lat -e f g, eth: er avra» 18. 69.124: txt 
a es lat-a Syr copt, eavry ev-y. for wpocex. ‘aure, крос̧гкюут)сгу анто» 

“pe. 

Lobeck’s note. Before па understand 27.] 55 eee 
тараш, or аітё оз: or as Meyer suggests, as giving a reason for it: ‘owing to having 
connect it with the fact just юш heard . .. . came.’ 28] Dyer 
‘this tidings I bring, оз ailing aa eke perhaps need not to be pressed to mean 
To do this without any filling up, ‘My that she actually said it to some one—iv 

hter is, &., in aed that,’ ad 
far-fetched, and savours too much of the time, the imperfect looks very like the 
sentimental. Or, it has been suggested minute accura of one reporting what 
that iva might, by a mixture of construc- had been an habitual saying of the 
tions, depend on the f: торекйаМи. woman in her distress. ] On these 
34.) Mt. adds, к cai of pa@yrai abr. particulars see notes on Lk. Eyre T$ 

СОЕ 
oust 

25 MAUY rende cal ' аъ» Bov avróv. Kat узуп тїс oUga " £y (SUYA 
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тї» °а\лбиа›. 3 о 8 а айггу айт Ovyarnp, 5 ? mioric © Joha xei. 
соу otowxiy oe ‚ отауг d c чрпуп», xai 100: ° wye TE 
axe тэс ' пёотгубс 908: 35 fr, avrov Aadoivrog í &£py ovrat Y. L 1 

алд rov Ny von Aéyorrec ё ore 7) Quyarne cov ы 
ат{баув›* ri ёт oro Aue roy éidackaAov ; 966 5 X : mu ы 

I noowe [ббс ]" wapaxoboac roy Nyon, Aadovpevoy „ 

уч re "dpytavva very Mn sov, povoy riertue. x Kai в. ria 
оок " афпкеу ovdiva utr avrov * ewakoXovÜsaa: ei ei рт) TOY . 
Ilérpoy xai акыЗоу cal Iwavvnv rov adcAgov Тако. ә, 

kai Epxovrat eie roy olxoy той ' арҳісуаубүор, ка! DEA 
” беюре * доыјдо» * Kat " kAalovrac kai ` алаАйо»тас E k. 

ei. - kat ис̧ә» Aya avroic Ti ° дооиЗесдг 17 мч. 
Kat “кАайта; тд ха:діоу ойк атідареу, dAAd kavai "RU а, 
40 14 al. 

kai ‘xareyédwy avrov. o & :кВаАш> тйутас © тара- „Se; к®,® 
AauPaver Tov тат{ра той таео» xai riv pxrípa kai 2 M 
TOUC per avrov, kai ticroptberoi отоу nv тд raidòiov. 11 Боот 

ak 
vat.) 9 Mace. il. 4 only. у ver. 18. с МИ акч даі 6. Ман. 
хх red aro eri dien e 1 Cor. zili. only. S: iv. 8. 
іх. 14 ref. e | Mt. Acts xvii. 6. zx. 10 only. Judg. iii. 26. fi oniy. 2 Chron. ххх. 10. 

Е Matt. xvii.) I. xviii. l6 al. t. Nem. xzii. 41. 

34. aft o деїпв соус CD M-marg 1. 69 lat-a b c &c syr-with-ast arm. avre À. 
гес Ovyarep (|| MZ), with AC rel: txt BD. (Gapos Ovyarep (|| МТ) С? aL) 

Atyoyrec ins avrw D 33 lat-b i. 
36. om £vOrec ВОРА 1 vulg lat-b c &c Syr copt sth arm: ins AC rel 83 (lat-a) вуг 

goth. rec акоюсас (from || Lu, the unusual карак. not being understood), with 
ACD rel : txt BLAN lat-e. т. À. тоу Aal. B: rovrov тоу Aoyov D. 

N. rec (for ner avrov) avro, with AD rel latt yr: txt BCLAN lat-e Syr goth.— 
for per’ av. ovvac., mayazoAovOsgcat avrw D 1.—for evvac., akoAovOgoa: AK 33 am 
lat-a b. ef i i еа (1 Luke), with AD rel: ins ВСА. for 
“==, avrow lA 1 lat-a syr txt. — юн 

rec epyeras (to conform to following Өғыри), with -a cf ff, r 
"кап: txt ABC 74 T 25 vulg t5 e , (0 А copt. 8 

гере D. rec [aft бородою) ont zas (as irrelevant, it 
the i the xd. and aN. as 1 ака боео: соры 
ins ABCLMUA 1. 83. 69 vulg lat-g, i syrr goth sth arm: бор. кАагоута к. ak 
Zovrev D lat-a: turbam ac lamentantem lat-b (c) d. 

39. ins r: bef «Хаите It. b. ff 
40. for Ist rat, ot дє D lat-a b c &c. с о анге се Отот ED) PETTA 

83 latt copt goth(appy): о če «goovc М 1 Syr syr-w-ast. rec атаутас, wi 
NS sil): rovc oyAovc s&v D lat-b c e: txt ABC rel. к. T. рутера bef т. табор 
D latt. aft avrov ins ovrag D latt. acgexopsutro D 2-pe lat-a b с &c. 
for oro, ov А. rec at end adds ауакнџеуоу, with AC rel syrr goth wth arm: 
kuptvov al, jacens vulg lat. o. g, 1: катакниыгуо» 1. 28 Thi: катакћулуоу 13. 69: 
saraxechypevoy al: sarajeGAuperov al: om BDLA 33 lat-a b e ff, i copt. 

чо сме by feeling in her [straightway] overheard the message 
$3.) Peculiar to Mk., and in- being spoken: a mark of accuracy which 

dicative of an eye-witness. 34.) val is lost in the rec. text. 38.) The cai 
1o ..... gov peculiar to Mk., and in- after 8épefjov takes out one particular 
explicable, Pad because the Lord really from the general description before given : 
epoke the words, as а solemn ratification вее reff. 40.] How capricious, ac- 
of the healing which she had as it were cording to modern criticism, must this 
surreptitiously obtained: see note on Lk., Evangelist have been, who compiled his 
тет. 48. 36.] But Jesus having narrative out of Mt. and Lk., adding 
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V. 41—43. 

* кратйвас тїс ҳнрос тоў rardiou Муч abrp Ат ABCDE | 
Тамба коюн, 0 боті»  utÜkpunvtvóptvoy To * Kopacioy, coi MBUTA 

42 kai rde aviéorn то * корйегоу kai mepi- 
тс» Swoexa. 

xai P SucorsiAaro avroic ̂  ToÀÀd 
dr iva илде yrot rovro, kai ` enev ob aury Ei. 

Al 1 Kai E єк бє kat Epxerat tic тт» r- 

cal Er tub 

) Lake M. 87, тріда avroy, kai akoAovÜovotw ar oi ua ral avrov. 
49. Mi. 28. AM 
yii. «i. Acts? aj -yevoutvov u ,ν hokaro tv rg avvaye yg &óá- 
vil 7. Esdr. i. 43 (41). m Matt. xii. 98 гей. ch. vi. 6] al. ч Gen. xxvi. 3. Бе. xxvi 18. 

. t. 5. 2. 45. n. KAL. Rel ел aM Mate fr. iS cr ep Mitel dee 
zzvi (zivi.) 16. 

41. туу yupa D 485. aft avrg add paBBa D. rec rovpt, with D rel 
"We c.f syrr(and Fm Bud copt seth arm, covpe A 69: om lat- a 105 txt BCL 

Suid ТЫ CD uk lat-f^ 8 uthym. 

42. rec г006өс, with ACD rel: txt BLA 83. 
„„ with AD rel vas: ins BCLA 33 

^ (for yvor) yve, with C rel: txt ABDL. 

cr CA 124: we 1. 83 arm. D lato? fos 
copt sth. add xavre¢ ef. 

43. ош roha D Ser'selat-bo&e 
for ёодууаи, douva: D. 

rec yupa (itacism 7), wi U al: txt 

for yap, és D latt. add 

Cuar. VI. 1. rec (for epyerat) Ade 57 o || MZ), with A rel goth arm- mas Orig: 
5 (for cas ахз\@. or к. зА. 

AN syr- 

2. for yev. саб. „ nyepa саВВаты» D lat-ff. 
to the usual order,—see ch ii. 28, x. 28, 

minute partieulars—in leaving out here 
aldéreq brs dwifavey (Lk.), a detail so 
essential, if E had really been what he 
откази Can testimony be stro 
to the untenableness of mask a view. and 
the independence of his narration? And 
yet such abound in every chapter. 
4L] Тал. коёр (or кобра) = "pup мр. 

vol My is added in the transla- 
fion. a 3 of күнө в reports, 
—not, as has strangely suggested 
(see Webet. and Wilk. p. 174), the wish to 
indicate that our Lord did not use mystic 
magical language on such occasions,— 
often gives occasion to the insertion of 
the actual Syriac and Aramaic words 
spoken by the Lord: вее. ch. vii. 11, 84; 
xiv. 86. Talitha, in the ordinary dialect 
of the people, is а word of en ent 
addressed to a young maiden; = xopáciov. 
So that the words are equivalent to Rise, 
my child. On the nom. with the article 
sei pui asa oe see Winer, § 29. 2. 

the idiom idiom had originally something hach idiom originally somethi 
in it, being used only i in emphatically i im- 
perative addresses. This however it lost, 
as the present use and that in || L. and 
Luke xii. 82 sufficiently shew. 43, 

4760 thet in || Mi) BCDLA 08 

abiit vulg lat-b c f ff, g 4 1 D-lat: txt 

д.даскну bef ev т. cvvaywyn (corro 
tS f. syrr 

xol «epuew.] Peculiar to Mk. The 
whole account is 5 from 
the testimony of gri dn Чор, who кы 
The 4v yàp érév 
Bengel, to shew inge she “ rediit ad 
tum stati 
tokens an eye-witnees, who relates w 

within. Mt. says nothing of this, 
ut tells what took 

causes. 
CHAT. VI.1—6.] Resection or JESUS 

BY HIS COUNTRYMEN AT NAZARETH. 
Ls xiii. 54—658, where see notes. 

4010. 4#к@®#., not, from the house © 
әд by the expression rj)» тат 
abr. in the corresponding clause. roe 
go out of my own house info a neighbours, 
but I do not say, I go ont of my оюп 
house into Lincolnshire : the two members 
of such а sentence must — 
1 go out of 5 into rarpid. 

1re—90, ав correspon to r. var 
aér., фкеібеу must 5 that 
i.e. Capernaum. This against Meyer, who 
tries on this misin tion to 
a difference between Mt. and Mk. 
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ски», ка [ot] ro Ro а акофоутес * &БегАйосоуто Myorrec ч Matt. vu. 98 
Ы Поб» TOUT ravra, kat 

ооу ovroc tory o 

rie à софіа n Sousa TOUT, 

ка! dora ure тоайтоа did rev 7 хчр=» avrov yivorrat ; 

v 0 Mt. Matt. 
к $8. Lake 
“т Num. 
xi. 18. 
e» Lake x xiv, 

"тіктеу, О vide rie Mapiac, Kat ae 
ae Lace BoD cal lecnroc cal “оода ка Zipevoc ; т і. 38. 

v. 12 хіх. 96 

Kai ovk єсіу ai adedgai avrov wos * трос Яшас; ; Kai 8.2 

% ёскауда\ орто i gy аот. 4 kai ғуы avroic о [noove "Mir v. n 

ore ` ou tor tv трофйтяс qa атрос *u um e тр * war pide s via 

avrov kai ‘év ‚ток * ovyyeriow avrov ка! ep ry otxig 722. ir 

avrov. 5 kai oux " 80уато Exes хода оодешах * диу›ашь, * rt, sant. 
в Matt. zii. 94 

d { Mt. 1 Cor. iv. 10. xii. 38 only. Isa. HiL 8. e ver. I. f = Matt. ai. II al. 
g Lake і. 86 (- me, v. r.), 68. И. 44. xiv. 12. 23L 16. M Acts x.94. Rom. iz. 8. «1 7,11, 21. 

h 1 Cor. x. 21. Gen. хіх. 3$. Lev. xzv. 45. АЙ, 8. 

copt ( (eth) arm. rec om ot, with ACD rel: ins BL E acovgerree D- gr 
LA 18. 69. 124. 236 evv-y-150 lat -a (syrr). aft «EexAnecovro ins exe 

(от ev) rn fax avrov D 2-pe al [not ev-y, as Tischdf] latt syr arm. aft ravra 
ins (a)wavra C (al f) vulg lat F g, , eth: pref ravra A. rec (for rovre) 7 
(corrn for elegance), with AD ral latt- те Ta) s тес ins ori bef ког 

vulg 3 e 
ins ai roavras A. 

тч) ой arm : ava C'DE : om ABC? rel 
ins at bef duvapeg BAN 33: om АСВ rel. 

n rotavras ins ac LA vulg lat-c (co о | м for yivovrat, yivopeva: (corrn ѓо better the consirn, and to conform it to || Mt) BLAN 
83 copt : угушутаг (cf гуа above) DK arm-zoh : txt AC rel seth. 

8. for o rezerwy, о rov rterovoc vioc rat 33. 69 gat (with mm tol) lat-a b сі: o rov 
TeErOVOC p" к. кт al th arm Orig 

ts to get 
1: o row rtkrovoc о wog xat 18: om 

rid of the fact implied. Orig says of Celsus : ob 
ire, эр б офдаро т» ly таїс ікк\даіақ, фгроџріуоу ebayyediwy тіктыу piii д 
"їсоўс dvayiyparrat.) 

lat-e 8 sth, кас o адг\фос DLX. (88 

rec ош тюс, with AD rel: txt BCLA ev-y. 
(for ка cage ges adedgog 82, with А rel syr у, ade xs oc (alone) latt arm: txt BCA 

rec (for twonroc) iwon, with AC 
al ayer ot arm: «wong N 121 vulg lat-b e f у, , eth(Treg) : txt BDLA 88. 69 al 
1а$-а copt. (om iw. к. lato f i.) cat our, ovy: cat D lat-a cf: ov A: nonne 
V ш ad. a, e. т. прас bef uow D 
vulg lat -a £. 

4. тес kat гү.) Ay. де (from || МЇ), with A rel lat-c syr seth arm: txt 
BCDLA 88 vulg lat-a b ef i 1 Syr ins (да bef warped: AL, siml 69. 
eavrov L 69. for то, тақ D! (a ). rvy er: vei BU sic, from i 
T D*EFGHLUVA 1. 83. 69. rer [aft ovyy.] om avrov, with AC! rel lat-a 
СГ) goth ага: ins BC'KL М- seth, savrov A. (88 def. 

rec vert with В?" rel Orig,: txt AB'CKLM Ser's a f p о we- y Orig, 
rec онд. 

txt BCLA 1 al (Syr) copt (sth). 

9.) Before и we must understand 
poms е КА make the construction 

. 6 rer] This ex- 
ио, doe =. seem to be used at ran- 

t to signify that the Lord had 
ооду worked at the trade of his re- 
puted . Justin Martyr, Dial. $ 88, 
p. 186, says таёта Р rà ri«roywá 
love 0 ly ávOÓpermow ev, dporpa 

Cf. the confli 

Theodoret, Н. E. lii. e. 18, p. 940. 

доу. bef xor., with А rel вуг goth: ovd. то. dv. D ev-y lat-a Orig Jer: 

oùs iBóvero—the want of ability 
spoken masia is not absolute, but relative : 
oby dri abrig ácOsync Hy, GAN’ Bri iutivot 
dri TOI near. Thl. уы same voice, which 

cases of human infirmity, it was our Lord’s 
practice to require faith in the recipient 
of aid: and that being wanting, the hl 
could not be given. However, from what 
* а few instances 
it did exist, and the help was given 
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1 Matt, xiv M. gp цу) dive арр®втос 3 табас ràc xeigac tÜtoá re ABCDE 
I S0 only,” GEV. xai байна» Ма ri» *amoriay avtov. MSUVA 
ВР. Mal. 15 н 886 ixi tt A бы a Kai ! repin yer тас кёрас * коке ддаске». кеі 

Tu xix. 18, * poceadeira robe 8дедека, kai в notaro avrouc awoorih- 

ЧЕЗ it fof Ме» ° 8é0 dbo, ка! edtdou avroic ? єЁоџсіа» rev 3 Tveuparey 
. rey 'акадарть», ? kai © тарпуучћ» avroic fva under 

nob b. $4 | Me. * alp чє одд» н u papisov vor, un арто» un 
— @ al. ‘whpay pn eic THY dh " yaAkóv, ? алла “ Vocent 

0 kat 
he 1 

EX vouc * саудаћа, Kat im Ed bono abo xtrõvac. 
os vv. 29, еу avrotc "Опо tav челге tic oixiav, ки i pévers 

Paired P. E Ewe а» Өтте exeiBev. п каї de а» тбтос um] Serra. 
aba und “axovawow Орох, Exmopevonevar іка бее * ix- 
1 w. iva, 5, a 

тіуаЁате Toy 
12. 

з= Matt. iv.6. Leko 
х.б. zii. 10, 16 only. 

5 Gen. xliv. I. 
(м. (ch. 1. 6 reff.) 

эса zxzvid.15. Esek. xvi. 10. only. (-a, ch.i. 7.) 
в Juba ziz. nor 

10. Mt. Acta alll Ы, xviii. 6 only. Neh. v. 
4. xvi. v only. y Matt. 

b Isa. №. 2. 
eM Moit 2 ll. 94 гөй. 9 

6. :баурасе» В E'(appy). 
7. for porta, _Kpoceadecapevoc D 1 lat-a 5 с Gaud. 

bd e ` е е , — = ее ¢ e 
Xov» то» итокато тоу тодоу оршу ttc 

Lake x. 4. wie 86 se iv. 42 Ald. „ le ү Анн w Act xil d Judith 
B. Eph. vi. 16 only. 

x Acta xth 8 гому. ра аз. =. Jadith x. 
Kew. il. 6. 94. Li. 

d Rov 2 xvili. 19 a. isa. xivili. 19. 

for amsoriay, тісті» D. (in credulitatem D-lat.) 
aft дыдека ins 

fai E D lat- ff, 97 5. 5 avrove D lat-a b o e ff, wth Gand. 
ava @' bene B. binos for кох edidev, Seve D 2-pe lat-e ff, i. om 

ini (ie) 5 CLA 69 f (thrice) D transp r atpwoty, те A 69. or un, роте rec тура» 
and apre» (from I Le), with AD rel latt syrr goth arm: txt BCLA 88 copt sth. 

9. [aAAa, so ABCDLU.] elz (for ino evdveacOat (for the construction, 
itaciem confusing , with B'S vulg бор $i 2} вутт wth: evdedveGas 
Lal: exdveacGe B! 83: txt С rel lat-a copt 5 усусдс: ADA. 

10. for Ace, Мум A = b 14-2. 
om Tig owiay D lat- a 

oro Ci. for sav, ay ADLA. 

1L rec (for oc av oe pn deknrat) ово av pn de Fra (from || Lu), with ACID 
rel latt syrr goth arm 
C'(appy) 1. 118. 209: txt 

-lat 

accordingly. 6.) JET this need 
not surprise us, nor be construed other- 
wise than as a literal description of the 
Lord’s mind: in the mystery of his hu- 
manity, as He was compassed by human 
infirmity,—grew in wisdom,—learned obe- 
(cb. Af. Saye not the day nor the hour 

‚ 82 ш iR He might wonder at 
oe ‘ial countrymen. Ob- 
sacra. owing 5 the Gad with an ACCUS., 
that their unbelief is not here said to be 
the object, but A cause, of the Lord's 
wonder, xal терыўүєу — вее Mt. 
ix. 35. 

1—13.] THE SENDING FORTH OF THE 
TwzLvz. Mt. х. 1—15. Lk. ix. 1—5: 
see also Mt. іх. 36—88, as the introduc- 
tion to this mission. The variations in 
the three accounts are very trifling, as we 
might expect in so solemn a discourse 
delivered to all the twelve. See the 

(but «a» AC'DHK 33): ос ау py ÓsEgron (see || ME) 
LAN 13. 28. 69. 124 syr-marg copt sth. om TOF 

notes to Mt. ;—and the subse- 
quent difference between Mc (ver. 16 fl. g) 
and Lk.,—those on Lk. x. T: 
Bóo (вее reff.) is а Hebraism : see тац 
§ 37. 3. The Greek expression would be 
cara, or дуй vo, as in || Lk. Winer ob- 
serves that the Syriac version always ren- 
ders this latter соо һу ee 
the cardinal number. These couples are 
pointed out in Mt.’s list of the А 
not however in МЕ, which again shews 
кэй total absence of connecting 

these verses, of the independence of the 
three re in their present form. 
pnòè ёаВдо» Mt. = ef pà ЧЧ Гак стене = 
pare pdBdoy (-ovc v. г.) See notes 
on Mt., also in the next 
9.) ётобеЗе scil. 
some equi t infinitive. 

єбгсдоз, or 
We have an- 



6—16. 

f , vu | papruptiov avrotc. 

KATA MAPKON. 347 

2 kat tke Oovrec ёкпоуЁа» = va perae Mat. gin 

ro, 19 cal Gauóvia жоААа e€iBadAov, ка! FBA кг vera 
M eXaiy woAAove | appwaorouc xai tÜrpássvov. 14 
ow о Bacrkic Howdnc’ gave 

12 b Lake тй. 46. Kal NKOV- James v. M. 
a » / a . 

p Б &ytvero то з. inge 
i Matt. vi. 17 

буора avrov. ка £A eyav Оте Ioávync o Barride kx Tt, m 

rer ° aviary, cal дй rovro " &vsp-yovatv ai ? Suvaperc 
év abr“ 15 аААо SE EXeyou От: 'HAtac eoriv’ аААо: & 
tAcyov Ort wpojürnc we 8с rov трофттш». 16 akovcac 

дг o ̀ НрФёңс EXeyev Or eyo ' 

att. XIV. 8, 

ner 

A vill. 18ouly. 

ажгкефаћмоса Iwavyny, „ u u. 
1 Cav. iH. 13. FAI. I. 18 al. 1 Maor. xv. 9. uc ch. I. 4 o (Matt. хт. Q v. r.) ch. ix. 9, 
30. xii 25. Lake xvi. 31. zziv. 40. John xz.9. Acts x. 41 al. p= ( Mt. ref, q constr... 
Matt. x21. 49 |, from Ps. exvii. 38. 1 Cor. x. 16 al. ті Mt. тег. 28 only. 1 Kings zzzi U 
compilat. Ps. e. 7 only. 

vrocare (|| Mt) D 83 vulg lat-a b & wth arm. тес at end adds ару» Агуш эш» 
aveerorepoy sara: содонос 4 yopoppoic sy пигра Eptcewe п тп woke exuryg (from 
I Mt: prob, аг Meyer, from memory, || Mt having [as 88 here) yn aodouwv к. yopoppac), 
with A rel lat-a f g, syrr copt-schw goth sth: om BCDLA vulg lat-4 c0 i l arm. 

18. rec (for «xgovtav) tenpvacor (сотта to «KiSaXAXoy. below), with A 
: txt BCDLA Syr syr-marg goth. Exnpvocty 

with AC rel: txt BDL. 
18. e BRD CDMA 33 copt th(Tischdf). 

i om 8rd «ca: D! lat-b с 
14. урьд 

16. rec om 1 3 
om vpo$nryc ec 

)U 
lat- 

latt вуг: 
rec peravongwe: (grammi corra), 

for уМмифо>, aXenjarric D lat-5 c ff, 

, 6 sil) Syr arm: ins ABCD rel latt syr 
e ff, i. rec aft жрофутқ ins готуу, copt got 

with AC? rel vulg lat-a f g, syrr copt goth wth arm: om BC'LA 1. 33 ; 
rec ins ў bef wc, with A 1 ту arm: om ABC rel vulg lat 7 g, 1 Syr copt goth ath Orig 
Vict ТЫ. 

16. om о CDK'UV 18. 28. 131. 846 2-pe Scr’s c fi m pq r s w! evv-x-y-z. 
(for «Мугу) ита» (|| 

rec ins ors bef ov (to 

other ch of construction in 
These b serve to give the narrative a 
more lively form. 12.] It is impos- 
sible to restrict the lve ix pv 
entirely to the telic meaning, as Meyer, 
who is а purist on this point, attempts to 
do. There is certainly the mingling of 

&nd the often 

thing than the oil itself could ac- 

Mt Im), with AD rel lat-a o ff, 
conform 

тее 

: txt BCLA 83 lat- А 
У SDL to preceding), with AC rel copt goth : om 

9 Kings v. 14: Mk. viii. 28: Jn. ix. 
6 

: 14—30.] Hxzop HEARS ор rv. Bv 
OCCASION, THE DEATH OF JOHN THE Bar- 
TIST IS RELATED. Mt. xiv. 1—12. Lk. ix. 
1—9. account of John’s death is 
not in Lk.) Our account is, as usual, the 
fullest of ils. See notes on Mt. 
14.) Herod was not king properly, but 
only стат e above. He re 
most proba the preaching of 
twelve. .] (He is) а prophet like 
one of the prophets ;—i. e. in their mean- 
ing, ‘ He is not The Prophet for whom all 
are waiting, but only some like 
those who have gone before.” ere did 
our Evangelist get this remarkable ex- 

2 in his 1 il te тот 

It. and Lb. f 16.] On this repeated 
declaration of Herod, with its remark- 
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s Matt. xxl. 4 обтос пуѓобп. 

Ar XR 

Es. 9 айту éyápnatv. 

Сакай. 
Job arti 18 

"Ф.к ан. gr. Kai ойк nòvvaro. 
3 Cor 

` Twavony, uec аўто» 

3 Cof. ll. 9, 
3 x ~ noéwe avrov кошу. 

"enr. E et. 0 ore "Hpáànc roc 
T m 
3 

е9. y loaly t. 
ELE Hr 18 ойу, exe. Acts x11—xzv. passim. 1Chr 

1. 33 latt sth arm 
(from || MZ), with AC rel 
c ff 91. 14 Race 

7. for yap, дг A lat-g,. 

ETATTEAION 

“т (a va. 17 оок єстї oot Eye T узака тоу о aden ov. gov. 

8 Rev. vi. 16. za 
в. Till. I. 

VI. 

17 Avroc үр 0 "Нродчс атостєЛас 

Exoarnoey TOV ‘Twavvny Kai tOncey айтду ev фоХакү dd 
Нрш$‹ада тї» quvaika QU ir rov TOU аёгАфоъ avrov, Оті 

18 eAeyev уар ‹ о leávvnc ry Howdy ore 
Bå 

è? "Нреьёдс * Everyev aury, kai nde At avrov dwoxrewat, 
о yàp "Hoóànc epoßeiro тд» 

ard ga дікалоу ка! аую», ка! 
СЕА out rü, ab rev, cal акобвас avrov ToÀÀd ‘тон, Kai 

21 kat vonne прѓёрас * еока{роу 
? yeveaiore QUTOU der vor ewoinaey тос 

ue · yterãoty avro cal тос " у‹Ммаруогс Kal тос ° трето 
. Jonah Ш. 7 al. a Jaha хт. 19. Rev. 

b = Lake xi 3.47. Acts ХИ. 

эз» D. rec aft ovroc ins ғотіу avrog om te 
at-a b í goth (æth) arm : m Нора CO el ае 

rec aft 5 ins sx vecpwy (see ver 14), with А rel lat-b o 
goth wth arm; pref, D 18. 69. 124 vulg lat-a 91 i; axo тыу угры 

(|| P Cal Orig: om BLA 83. syr-jer copt. 
om o D 69 ev-y. ev gviacn bef ка: ednoey avrov 

A: cat sBadey avrov ac ry» gvAacny 28(Schulz) Syr-ed: for ev guviany, cat г Валу 
eic фъЛакду D 13. 69. 124 lat-a 2 J Dt Syr-ms arm. 
with 1 (e sil) : om ABC те s 
marg Bl.] eyapnoty bef avrny D latt. 

18. om o D Scr’s p ev-y. 
со, ot D lat-a. 

19. for no, ax ure Ci lat- b c i D-lat. 
aci: avrov aroga Ci. «доуато 
20. aft ayıov ins eva: D lat-(c) g, i. 

om or: D 28. 181 al vulg lat-c f V, g, eth. 

rec ins rg bef ¢vAacq, 
[туу yvvawa is оша in txt but шай on 

for 

awocrevat bef avrov DU vulg lat- 

om 2nd ка: B [a]? 102 = BP}. 
nope BLN copt: erou: ACD rel syrr goth sth arm. (om eros: kai A.) 

21. aft yevopavgc ins ёе D! lat-(a) 5 c copt-ms. om ore D lat-a b. for 
yaveoeoic, 5 D». gee мос Di.) rec (for топор) ато corre 
to sense, * thinks it a repetn from ver 20), with A 
rel syrr: Мик BDL eo inte ш avrov D f vulg late 5f. 

able attraction of construction, De Wette 
strangely obeerves, ‘Mk. here combines 
the text of Lk. with s “lyó 
has the em given con- 

eyer. The r 1155 pale р) M science," 

ent and execu- 
ditional particulars in the 
count of Jn.’s im 
tion are,—ver. 19, that it was Herodias 

him with pleasure, and even complied in 
many things with his injunctions :—that 
the maiden went and asked counsel of her 
mother before the request :—and 
that a owtrovAdrwp, one the body- 

see note on ver. 27 below), was 
sent to behead Jn. ‚ more 
than once: it was the burden of John’s 

exhortations to him. 20.) снет, 
him ; not, ‘ esteemed him he. 

—k ттары sats that Lo aAA Lot he 
by Herodias. The reading ij vöpes 

is remarkable, and perhaps has some con- 
nexion with the dinwépa of Luke іх. 7. 
The imperfects imply time, and habit. 
Whether Herod heard him only at such 
times as he happened to be at Hacharus, 
or took him ao o eee 
berias, = 1. 8 remarks, uncertain. 

not, a festal day, as 

d. Col. 82) 
for the purposes of Herodias: which shews 
that the dance, &c. Аай been all previously 
contrived her. peywrr&ves, а Ma- 



17—27. 

тпс ГаА:Лаѓас̧, 2 
тїс `Нреёфбдос ка! 
kat то 

КАТА MAPKON. 

кай нсеАбоботс rig Üvyarpóc айтп . 
° opyncapévnc, 

* оууауакынфуогс, | о & 
! корасіф s Airnooy pe о ау Өс, kai Swow cot. 
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vir 
„eren vp “Heddy e Ln 
Вао‹Аеўс {геу тф y е Matt. ix. 10 

f eh s. al, 4 
g constr., Май. 

ка Ф©носг» avry Ore 8 táv pe airhoge deo col, p HEE a. 

"we ipicovg тс „Вааћнас̧ | pov. 
I2. xxvi. 

24 kai AH B “Lake 

elrer TU итте avrnc Ti airhomnat; ù ài теу Tiv Ev 

Kepadny leavvov TOU Baxritovroc. 25 kai нсеАбобса jas soore t 

cvv, ' perà Ч отгоьдпс TpOc TOY Ваа р vrñoaro Al yovoa 
! Oo iva ' i£ айтпс pc но: ёт! 

cal 
о Вас:Хеос, did rove ö prove Kai rode 

‘Twavvou TOU Basrtarov. m 

nQiAnoev ? абетуса: аут». 

ver. 28 and |. Lake 
dr Tata xu S. Ei Vi 7171 76 у. чы E 2 0o, T9 гыз. RE 

22. acedO. de D-gr 28 (vulg lat-a 8 
1. 118. 209 lat- „ 
Ае 
„ 

om ғау DA 1 lat -a 

BA: u r: ay D- gr. 

27 kai evOuc атоот{Аас o Ex 

Ваећеде * emxevAdropa читен ev ye тї» cen 

vill d 8. і 7 vrivakt rv xegadny ho ait. 
° термос yevóntvoc , - de 8 ‹ aly. 

° avaxetpévouc ойк sab), Matt. vii. 12. ch. x. 
36 John 

24. 
43 

хі 11. xxl 
8g. xxiii. 30. 

ch. xiv. “miu ETT 
Mo Matt. ix — her 

T constr. without dat ~ here cals. "Tobit 

for avrgc rnc, avrov BDLA: om аотуе 
rec (for npecev) каз apeaaanc (to 

5 with DE rel vulg lat-a ö f g, (syrr) goth (wth) : txt воа 

CD as yop goth uo ри roy A latc copt : t-a arm: ewey d o -€ 

‘ TE Bac DHL 1: ч 
93. aft arri ins ee D 28 2-pe lat-a ( 

aryang bef pe 

art of pre corra), wi 
txt BC'LA 33. 

ebene A. 
for ort o «av, o ri sav 

A oth arm: om pe HL 69 vulg lat-h c i 

абар d (hoa || M5, pid ACD rel lat-a b f ff, syrr goth: txt BLA rec (for nai) ņn де (from wi t-a ayrr txt 
ү ) xt ABCDGLA 33. rec airncopat, with E rel: rec (for Bar- 

pa Baxrtcrov (corra to more usual ; bat see ch i. 4, and ver 14), with ACD 33 
(Treg expr) rel : ah ваи syr 

25. гес tO, with 
oxoveng D lat-a b c. 

goth. 
А rel: om DL 1 lat-a 5 o $ 2 copt: txt BCA 88. 

Bac. urey бос ро: exi sivaki ode D (see || Mt).—for 
om uera 

отус. Ac y., «xiv DA 1 lat-a (5) ff. {ы ы; aD аги arm.—rec pot дос efavrne, with A rel 
et e: txt BC'LA vulg lat-a 5 i 

. om Ist ка: D-gr. 
dia bef 2nd rovc D vulg lat-a b &c goth. 
| Mt), with AC?D rel: txt B C'(appy) LAS 

BCLA. б AD rel vas: txt 
81. for cat, adda D 2-pe vulg lat-a c f ў, 91 1 Syr. 

om vulg lat-c ff, g, $1: txt BCLA. 

cedonian word, which came into use at 
the Alexandrine See Lobeck 
on ichus, p. 1 He adduces the 
nom. form neytrãvog from Anna Com- 
nena, xi. 324 0. 23.] The contracted 

sedia rallel from Cic. de Senectute, 
, Parallel from Cio. de Senectute, 

Gallia exoratüs In convivio в scott cat. 
ut securi feriret aliquem eorum, qui in 

aft Bacieve ins ec neovcey D-gr lat-c 

vulg om o ЕИ D 1 latt. 
(so || Mt, 800 lug), with AD rel latt syrr: txt BCA copt goth. 
sias: CA vulg lat-c 91. [not 1. 38, appy.) 

for Ваят:стоо, BarriZovroc 

J 92 ĩ ins 
rec Gvvavartiutvove ver 42 and 

rec avrny aberea, with 

reo tvÜeuc, with AD rel: 
rec eyeyOnvat 
at end ins er: 

vinculis essent, damnati rei capitalis." 
97.) ame ese is supposed by 

some to lator, and to mean 
дорофорос, as Sui : by others, specu- 
lator, 555 ‘as Philoxenus, in 
Gloss., one of the guard, which is 
the meaning taken by by Meyer here. The 
Commentators refer to Seneca de Ira, i. 
16, "Centurio supplicio prepositus con- 
dere gladium speculatorem jubet: :” de 
Benef. iii. 26, * Speculatoribus occurrit, 
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1-331 avrói. 2 kai arebo * азекефаМог» avroy £v rp p „ar 
ver. 

2 ines, ка zreycer т» Kepadny avrov eri * wivaxt, каї ык» 
v 

w (f Mt. v. г.) айту di " Kopaciy, cal тб * кораото> ider айту» 
ым чс 29 0 
2 chav, ry unrpi. aurne. wai  &kobsavrec oi рабпта! avrov 
pi: 2 йАбаъ cal "Jpa» тд “ wrépa avrov kat tÜnkav avrò ey 

x xi 

y Lait. iv. 10 пупшір. 

E wari, 7 Kal cvvd-yovrat ot атдвтоо rede тд» "Incovv, 

. 4% f Kai awhyyehav avrp ravra бта troinoay kai баа 
1.1 AN ёётдаЁа». 31 cal A avroic 7 Acure брас avroi * kar 
Ali. 18. Eri (lay чс tpnuov тото», ка 'avawaósacÜe ' oM yov. 
zu rid a yap oi iHv ка| oi Vra yovrec roh, kai 

„Беат 0082 фауни ° cukaipovy. каї атпАбо» sic fpmuov mr 
Sark 2415 TÓXOV TU хлор * кат 18а». 8 ка до» avrovc Ùr- АР 

Eon áyovrac kai tyvegay ToAÀÀoi, kai ver awd macwy MSUNI 
IR EO 17 vat. oniy (f). 65. 

28. Fabii tae учей tlie ro with AD rel syr goth arm: txt BCLA 1 
ev-y lat-a c ff, i Syr copt-schw (sth 
едыкг», ууғукеу C 88 copt-ms. 
arm. om lst LA í lat-b c Syr arm. 

39. ак. à: D 6-ре copt-wilk. 
prnpuw, with D (1, e sil): om ABC 

80. rec aft ravra ins xa (ap 
goth: om BC!DELVA 1. 38 latt copt 

81. rec (for Ae няе», with AD rel 
ins o ic D 69 lat-a 6 c &c arm. 

Rar, so BL 33.] 

to 5 to cat оса below), with A rel syr 
eth arm A 

t-a syr: txt 
for vauc avrot car’ diay, uraywpev D lat-a е 

om avrov D lat-a. for 2nd 
om 2nd avrsv D 33 vulg lat -a c ff, i Syr sth 

Steph ins rw bef 

om 2n "оса Сі 1 latt. 
А 83 vas. aft avrog 

rec ava енен, with DL rel: txt АВСМА 69. om ot bef vr- 
pos 8 

82. cat avaBavrec ис ro ROE атт. uc D vulg lat-a с &c. 
єр. T. (see Mt xiv. 13) BLA (33) 69 copt arm. 

83. rec aft 1 кадыр ins o: oyAoc (from || М? Га 
(Syr) syr copt sth arm. 

for evcaipovy, evearpwe ыҳоу D, -poc Di. (ev. so AB 

ey то WH. нс 

, With 69: om ABD rel latt 
rec eweyvocay, with A iL rel: txt Bin 4. ree 

ins avrov bef ro Rot, with Г rel; avrov; AKLMUA 83 lat. F syrr copt eth: om BD 

nihil se t е uo minus imperata 
it, et 

de “ „ qui nudato gladio 
hominum amputant cervices.” See Suet. 
Claud. 25: and a list of the sources of 
information in Schleusner, sub voce. 

30—44.] FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOU- 
SAND. Mt. xiv.13—21. Lk. іх. 10—17. 
Jn. vi. 1—18. This is one of the very 
few points A 5 ee the 

r Gospels during the ministry of our 
Tord. And here again I believe Mk.’s 
report to be an one, and of the 
very highest authority. Professor Bleek 
(Beitrige zur Evangelien-kritik, p. 200) 
believes that Mk. has used the Gospel 
of Jn.,—on account of the 200 denarii in 
our ver. 87 and Jn. ver. 7;—and that he 
generally compiles his narrative from Mt. 
and Lk. (ibid. р. 72—75), which has been 

elsewhere shewed to be utterly untenable. 
сте Mk.’s to be an original full ac- 

; Mts a compendium of this same 
ee but drawn up independently of 
Mk.’s:—Lk.’s a compendium of another 
account :—Jn.’s an independent narrative 
of his ot» as eye-witness. 30.) Men- 
tioned by Lk., sot by Mt. —9] 
One of the most affecting deseriptions in 
the Gospels, and in this form 
to Mk. Mt. has a brief compendium of 
it. Every word and clause is full of the 
rich recollections of one who saw, and 
felt the whole. Are we mistaken in tracing 
the warm heart of him who said, I will 

and to death ?’ 
—not others ; га 

alone.’ 38.] wel, not a foot, 
by land: and so most usually : e.g. Herod. 
vii. 110,—rovriwy ot uiv тара OR. кат- 
ouquivot iv тўс eiroyro ol 24 
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e ch *ouriSpapor i ка ка oA aurobc. "OC d) 2 
9 kai оу “деу rob N, кай s ioa yyvioÜn i Ick vi. 16 
tx  аўгобс, ort ўса» ec Bara un Norra . оца, ! zat. mie 
Kai notaro ёдаокиу avrovc тоа. 35 xai non | Фрас M Li 

! жол Anc yevoutyne mpoctADovrac aùr о: айтта! avrov 4 e. 
Arvo Ort spnuóc corey о TOTOC, Kai non ' бра ro 

aróňvoov abrobe, iva are (dure чс robe 86 k 

Am h Matt. ix. 86. 
see Nem. 
жат 17. 

! cc эк 
&yposc ка! ru a yopácwety eavroic ri Ener. ке | 
Wo de axoxprBeic ei тву „аўто 

н. $4. k = f Mt. reif. 1 eb. 18. 84 rof. m j Mt. ref 
here only. sre Matt. xzvi. 9. ch. хіт. 8 | Joba zii. 6. 

1 latt arm. 

variations, Meyer, 
foo Lashes Nachdt 1840 Troy Mey 

? Adore avroic upeic = фа- a ere 

уну. kai Aéyovsiw avro Ar ë reg ауорасьшу ° nva- Адн pas, 

B gen. aft. ayop., 

rec at end ins ка: сууулӨоу uc avrov, with E rel lat. вуг: om 
ge ae mostly afar Meyer, te perhaps tla righ T'ke following account of the many 

right one. wpongAOoy avrovc was origl 
: then for wpo-, wpocgÀ0ov avrove L ev-y al, — 

TrpocqA0. avrow A al, —rpogNXG. avre а],—тхрос\Ө. ауто Г,—згросзу\бе» avrovg al, 
—wpocmGey avroc al, &c:—then эжросуАбө» прос avrove al, —svynàboyv avrov D 
lat-b,—cvviépapev spec аутеу A,—eurecn\Gow эрос avrove 69 al, —evvagAOov avro 

—and these either а), —соуућӨоу трос avrov, a8 rec, 
avrove.) 

34. for usv, каз fuv D lat-(a b 25 
syr: pref, AU lat-c f (i) Syr eth : 

not am) lat-f^ 

single or combined with wponAOov 

rec adds ө «ycovc, with A rel 8 8 
ex^ov D 258 vulg lat-a 5 1: om BL 1. 33 

lat-g, copt arm. om a: bef «aw. D lat-a b c ff, i. 
|| 20), pon a teo e txt BDF vulg lat-3 f i 

rec ex’ avrotc (from 
avrovg bef дфаски» АКГ 

insg 92: 
тес mo (ir euro») Aspern, with AD rel (Syr) ayr: txt BLA 88 copt. om e and 

зе. for «veo, eyywra D latt. for tep., ag тас cup. wa D. rec aft 
tavrow ins aprovc, with A rel vulg lat-b с f i syrr eth: veg true my Lid 
arm. rec for rs поа VVV b) f syrr sth 
arm: т aytiy V 6 From ver 
87: then т: еи . viii. 2 or Mt xv. 3 

seth. N. for o де, cae D om lst avroic AL 1. 88: add отс D lat-a (o) i. 
rec дак. bef д>. (see || Jn), with ОМГ vulg lat-o ff, g, Syr sth arm: txt AB 

аётіеу rij pteóyaiav air . 
0 oo EETOVTO, av, 

ha disembarked, e probably. 
Meyer would render it, ‘having come 
Sorth Jrom Ma solitude,’ in Mt.,—and 
‘having disembarked’ here: but I very 
much doubt the former. There is no- 
thing in Mt. to imply that He had reached 
his place of solitude before the multitudes 
came up. John indeed, vv. 3—7, seeme 
to imply this; but He may very well 1 
mounted the hill or cliff from the sea 
before He saw the multitudes, and this 
would be on Ме disembarkation. 
To shew how arbitrary is the assum 
of Mk. having combined Mt. and 
see how easily the same wight be said of 

Lk. himestf, with regard to Mt. and ME. 
here :—iOepdrevoew rove dppwcrove aù- 
r&v», Mt. :—йр$ ато diddecuy abr. roh., 
Mk.;—iAdAe abroic wepi т. Вас. т. Ө., 
к. тос уона» фу. Өгратицас idro, Lk : 
= Mt. + Mk. 35.] See notes on 
Jn. vi. 8—7, and Mt. xiv. 15—17. The 
Passover was near, which would account 
for the multitude being on the move. 
37.) This verse is to me rather a decisive 
proof that (see above) Mk. had sof seen 
Jn.s account; for how could he, having 
done so, and ‘with his love for accurate 
detail, have so the particular 
account of Philip's question ? That gene- 
ralization was i» the account which he 
«sed, and the circumstance was more ex- 



Kings 58 

а. 1 Cor. pab 
T мыкка P yvovrec Aéyouotw Tlévre, kat db tx bac. 

' avaxivat mávrac 

rs 
ty траска! У траси, * xara като» ка! "ката тєуг)коута. 

Aa rove ture aprove Kai roùç 800 ix d 
, * , N wed * d 1 

7 ava рас eie rör oUpavóv ̀  evAdynoey, kai * kartkAa- 

„Lake 
vii Bl, Act ` ётётабни avroic 
Exi. du 8. Echh* тода eri TQ 

. 27. 
аи TL. 

Lake ii. 7. 
(Matt, тїн. 11 41 
гей.) kai 

a here bis only. b 9 
Beth. vii, 

t constr., ver. 7. 

Gen. vii. 

Exod vin. 
14. Etek. 
xiv. 4. 

u Rew. viii, 7. 
Gen. 1. 80 a) 

* аз above (9) 1 

пата owoexa 

wl Mt. d Matt, vi. 20 al. 
ki. | Cor. xiv. 27 pts xxi. 96. 

7. xiv. 22 4 Mt. 
0 bis 22 

» (* of x. 13 Heb. 

20 o ly. Esek. xiii. 19 al. 

. Gen. i 

rel am(with fuld ing tol) lat-a 5 f g, i syr 
тот misunderstanding 
А B[«ic, from inspection LA latt. 

. for o de, ka. D lat-a f g, eth. 
exere bef aprove BLA wth. 

ETATTEAION 

Preis ai: piv Staxociwy à aprovc, cal 

; YE al. Gen. xliii. 81 
хін. 7 g Matt. v. 6. ch. ota 

if ch. dii. 19 plat ey. Judg. vi. 19 vat. Ps. IAAX. 8 ouly 

VI. 

® досореу аўто) " фауну ; 
ô de Aye avroic [ldaove ° dprovc ? EXETE; umayere t ere. 

39 kai 

= 5 ur 
40 к "аитса " Хбртф. 

Lm robe prove cal tdi dou тос lnb vraie, ї tva oe 

ow abroic, ка! rode doo ix d 
Epayov müvrec xai ' exopráaÜnsav- 

bins 

ёпёрсєу waow. к 
s g e 

Kat Прау „Hä 
к wAnpouara, kai azo тоу 

here bls only t. Sir. xxiv. 31 on! үзүмү Meca ep 
Enek. xix. 13 only. L. oh. viii. 

{= Rom. xii. 8. 10 vii. 17. 
Pa, eiii. 18. PE ne EMEN 

96 reff. 
at gr vii 6 al. Ge». xxl. ie be 

d L. onl 

rec dente (corre to ayopaceper, 
the constr: see y dolos); with E rel: ówcwyus» D 33. 69: txt 

aft аотогс ins o ic D lat-b. 
rec ins za: bef dere, with A rel vulg lat-a f ff, syr 

om BDLN 1. 33 lat-d c Syr copt sth arm-zoh. for cas yvovric, үуоутес MA A. 
aft Aeyovoiw ins ауто (see || Mt) AD M-marg 69 tol lat-a b f ff. i i Syr eh 

39. for avrorc, o ic D: ауто с o iç mt lat-a b d 
understood) B'G 1. 69 i Mt, the active not bei 

aft яеуте ins aprovc (|| Mt) D 2-pe T. mm) lat-a c f ff, i Syr copt. 
avucdiGnvat (corre to 

for сырт. cupq., 
kara ray» evusociav D (secundum contubernia vulg 2 € &c: om lat - a): om 2nd 
бурт. L al. (so also ver 40, LA om 2nd яраса: ; lat - a, both.) 

40. [averecay, во BEFGHMVA 1 -] rec for ката (twice), ava (from || Ze), 
with A rel: txt BD copt(retaining the gr words cara р’ ката v 

41. om торс bef revre D. 
pa0gra« ins avrov, with AD rel 

reo (for жарат.) жарабы» (|| Lo), with AD rel: txt BLM!AN 
lat-a 5 &c. 

48. rec «Ласџратеу, with AD rel: om 1: txt BLA. 
rec (for rAnpepara) wAgpac (|| MO, with AD rel: 

avrotc, carevayri aur D: ante eos 

txt B 13. 69. 124. 209. 346. 
txt BLA 1. 69. 

actly related by Jn., as also the foll 
one concerning Andrew. MES 
I prefer Pcr the interrogation at the 
end of the sentence, as simpler and lees 
harsh — the arrangement of Lachm. 
(interrog. aft. dprovc, foll stop at end) 
or Tischdf. (comma, full stop). The two 
verbs will then be rendered must we go 
and buy, & . 700 pee 

ve them to eat! 
ref. Sir.) Аёуоута ra iv тойс кто dtd 
фора «óppara, iv olc gurevovrat ф@фора 
rod Adyava, Theophylact Simi- 
larly Suidas, who adds cai храто» Ad- 
avoy, viz. hore-hound : but the deriva- 

tion is more probably from яравоу, а 
leek. The word occurs in Hom. Od. 3. 

ins wevre bef 2nd aprove 
sth: om BLAN (33) lat-g. к copt arm. 

lat-b о. rec aft 

for 

rec koéuovs, with AD rel: 

127, ivd бі косиутаі яраса! жард veia- 
тоу бӧрҳоу | vavroia: тефдад», where 
the Schol., ai Aaxaveias ); al r&v puruöv 
rerpáyuvos оҳівнс, єс rà х\убіа. The 
distributive repetitions of these words are 
Hebraisms : see reff., and noe on ver. 7. 

41.) катфк\аочу and 
aorists, each express the one act by which 
He broke up the bread, and divided the 
fishes : €8{8ov, imperf., that He gave the 
bread, Bit by bit, to His disciples to dis- 
tribute: with the fish there was no need 
of this bit by bit giving —one assignment 
sufficed. See Dr. Wordsw.’s note. The 
dividing of the fishes, and (ver. 48) the 
taking up 8 from the fishes, are 
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44 kal jo oi $a yàvrec тойс артоос wevrakice |I Mt. ref. ty0bov. m Matt, vill. 23 
7 » 45 V эл 17 ` 4 гей. iod 

xido аудргс. Kal evOuc nvayKkacev тойс наблтас n Mait. xiv. 23 
з - . - ғ ` - , , ` ге 

avrov ™ euBnvat ис то $Aotov Kai " тооауєу tic TO пёрау ° "=. 8. 

прос Bnicatdarv, two avrog ° ато\он тд» ox Aov. T, cu xviii. 18, 
46 1 P , , , — v 2 » A ww 21. 9 Cor. M. 

kat ? атотабаргуос̧ avroic umnÀbev ис ro орос p- 13 aniy {. 
Becl. ii. 20. 

Xe. #0Ёасдає. cal opiaç yevonivng їй» TO mÀoiov ey Ie. l. 5 
PE 7 — ? Т .» 8 , » 3 - " ouly.) 
HERE pta TIC ha Ado, Kat аутос̧ цоуос єлї rnc упс. 48 V Mt. only. 

MSUV 48 ка| 189» avrovc ° BacariZopévouc £v TU T gÀabvtty, „ 21] оа 
e ве iii. 29. 

33. 69 v уар 0 Gvsuoc * tvavrioc avrorc, mepi reraorny ' $v- james hid. 

Aacm тпс vukróc fpysrat poc aùroùç " mepurariv " emi 007,8 la- 
— \ ГА \ 50 \ A0 - , ,,. 49 ° xxxiii. 21. 

ric Oadaconc. xat OA пареХАднь aurovç Ot s =I Mt. Acts 

$2 iovreg avrov “miepewarowvra “imi тпс Oardconc Qt 
xxvii. 17. 1 These. ii. 16. ТИ. H. 8 only. Prov. xiv. 7.) t — | Mt. reff, uf. Job ix. 8. 

44. om rovc aprovc D 1 vulg lat-a 5 Г arm ТЫ. rec ins weet bef revracicx . 
Acor (from || МЇ), with (1 Scr's в, e sil) arm; ec 20: om ABD rel Scr's mss latt syrr 
copt sth ТЫ. 

45. rec evfewc, with AD rel Orig: txt BLA. (33 def.) 
om avrov Orig(expr: тард rg Марк . . dsc robc 

aft wpoay. (xpocay. Di) ins avro» D 1. 69 latt Syr copt eth arm 
for гыс avroc, avroc de D-gr 2-pe lat-b : ewe avrovc L: tec ади» avrov 

rom || МЇ), with A rel, axoAve« Е!КГ 69: txt BDLAN 1. 

D lat - a b e ,, 91 i. 
рабптас). 
Orig. 
A rec aroA vo 

aft gv ins saAÀai 4T. -gr 1 186-5. 

aft г00. ins eLeyepOerc 

t» pean тт Oaracon D 2-ре. 
povoc ins ny AU 131: aft ync, M 271 copt(Treg). 

48. rec (for (dev) ндеу (corrn for elegance, on account of the parenthetic clause п» 
yap .. . ауто с), with E rel, ги AKMVX: txt BDLAN vulg lat-a 5 f 7, copt. 
Вас. nat tXKavvovrag D, remigantes et laborantes lat-a b c ff, ; simly 2- 
буаут‹ос bef o avepoç А 1. 

lat-a ў, i: wp. avr. o iç. 61 lat g, Syr. 

rec ins кох bef wepi (to suit edev abore), with ADX 
rel vulg lat-(c i) f f, syrr eth arm: om BLA lat-a (b). for rpog avrovç, oic D 

nene D 
49. exc r. Ө. bef reper. and ins ors bef фаутаона (from | Mt) BLA 33. 

but it would have been most inconsistent 
with his precision to have omitted ywpic 

vy. к. wat. in ver. 44, had he had it 
ore him. 
45—52.] JESUS WALKS ON THE BEA. 

Mt. xiv. 22—33. Jn. vi. 16—21. Omit- 
ted іп Lk. Mt. and Mk. very nearly re- 
lated as far as ver. 47. Jn.’s account alto- 
gether original, and differing materially in 
details: see notes tiere and on Mt. 
45.) Tò vÀ., the ship in which they had 
come. Bude this certainly 
seems (against Lightfoot, Wieseler, Thom- 
son, “The Land and the Book," al.: see 
Dean Ellicott's note, Lectures on Life of 
our Lord, p. 207) to have been the city of 
Peter and Andrew; James and John,—on 
the west side of the lake—and in the 
same direction as Capermaum, mentioned 
by In., ver. 17. The miracle just related 
took place near the other Bethsaida (Jw- 
аз), — Lk. ix. 10. The pres. Aok 
is a change to the oratio directa, not un- 
ш > eM So Herod. iii. 84, оі 82 

OL. 1. 

Мо хо} r&y. ixrà {боимйоуто we Ba- 
Ма диксабтата отђооута, See Kühner, 
Gram, ii. p. 694: Bernhardy, Syntax, 
р. 389, and numerous examples in both. 

46.) dworafdy. in this sense be- 
longs to later Greek: Phrynichus says, 
ed. Lob. р. 24, &voraccopaí со, ЁкфъХо>» 
vd»v, xp) үйр Nye, dowalopai ве. 
See Lobeck’s note. 48. x. 40. wap. 
abr.] Peculiar to Mark. “A silent note 
of Inspiration. He was about to pass by 
them. He intended so to do. But what 
man could say this? Who knoweth the 
mind of Christ but the Spirit of God? 
Com 1 Cor. й. 11.” Wordsw. But it 
may be doubted whether this is either a 
safe or a sober comment. #0:Ағу has 
here but a faint subjective reference, and 
is more nearly the “would have passed 
by them" of the E. V. See on Luke 
xxiv. 28, for the meaning. Lange, Leben 
Jesu, ii. p. 788 note, well remarks, that 
this 85e» wapedGety, and the hb N 
ob» of John vi. 21, кана explain one 

5 
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"ает. * оба» ”фа»гасна буш, xat *avéxpatav’ 

ETATTEAION VI. 50—56. 

50 ravrec 

"а> {п mooc avroug &c то sÀotov, Kat 

w i Mt. only ¢. N LEES ч Vy? „ 4 эг oy 2 Wid xvi. ydp avrov ибо», kat’ ётараудпса». Kai cb eXaAnoer 
Ы 7 - \ — — з » » a "Peor uer ауто», Kat Аун aùrotç Oapotire, eyw иш, рп 

y Mark, here æ \ 
only. | Matt. poferabe. 51 Kat 

е б м " ` U b е e 9 e 

semis c о üvtuoc" kai Ма» "ёк t p,) £v Еаитос 
ere Only. 3 * 3 < 

Dec l 22. "&Ligravro. 52 ой ya 
(фжерект., x 

d > в \ - »* e S 

соуђкау emt тос aprou ць 

Eph. iil.20. yap ауто» n карда * rerwowpern. 
10.) 

c Mart. xli. 28 
ref. А * , 

4 опит, hore КАС f mpocwopiaÜncav. 
53 Kat f Gra mipácavric nÀOov Emi тй» yn l'evvnsapir 

54 Tal ЕеАдоьтоу avrov EK rov 
eit, Ps. 7 La? ay h 2 , э oA 65 i , е 
zzvi. ö. тА 0:00 evOuc EWLYVUYTEC auroy TepiOpapovrec oAnv 

b», Neh. vii ^ , „ „ E it A Ba 
12. iwi TNV Xp єк» np ато kT ТОС Koa d rrute 

Tl. e robe какос Eyovrag ™ meopépuv Отоу ђкооох Ort Екы 
e ob. vill. 17. X puptp 
John xii. 40. Rom. xi.7. 2 Cor. Ш. 14 oaly. Job xvii. 7 vat. only. (ent, ch. iiL 6.) f Matt. ix. 1 

гей. lea. xxiii. 2. к here only +. t. тей. dere only. Jer. v. 1. Amos 
viii. 19 only. k ch. И. 4 тей. 1 Matt. iv. 24. IA. 12 al. Есек. xzxiv. 4. m 2 Cor. 
iv. 10. Eph.iv. 14 (Heb. Anl. Y. Jude 19 е. r.) only. Prov. х. 24. 1. vii. 8. У Macc. vii #7 only. 

50. om уар avrov edo» D 2-pe lat-a b c ff, i. 
txt ADX rel latt syrr eth arm. 
BLA. 
Aeytt ауто, Atywy D. 

51. ас ro wAotov bef трос avrovc D 2-pe ev-49 lat-a(appy) e i copt. 
D-gr 1 lat-d. 
lat-b : exrtpicowe 1. 
arm: om BLA 1 vulg lat -o i l copt. 

for 2nd rat, o ёг BLA 33 copt : 
rec (ob, with AX rel: om D 83 lat-e i: txt 

for per’ avrwy, трос avrovc D 33 lat-a b ff, i: avroic 2-pe. for ко 

om ма» 

om ex repiccov BLA lat-a(appy) Syr copt(appy) eth: ж.ротшс D 
rec adds ка: eOavpatoy, with AD rel lat-(a) 5 f syrr sth 

58. for nv yap, а\\ ny (corrn for elegance, and to sense) BL M-marg SA 33 eyr- 
marg copt: txt AD rel vulg lat-a c &c syrr eth arm. 
with DLA 1. 69 latt: txt AB rel. 

58. aft даж.раоаътес ins exeev D 45 lat - (a) b c ff, (ij. 

rec у карба bef avrwy, 

€m T. yp» у\боу ис 
yery. BL(A, but om AGov) 88: АӨ. «c ynv угуу. 69: Nd. uc r. y. угу. X al (c 
|| Mt and var readd ; there the same corrn has 
rel latt syrr copt seth. 

latt syrr copt th. 
83. (69) lat-(c) g, Syr arm. 

been attempted by BDA): txt 
om «at vpocwppytoOncar D 1 lat-a b c ff, i Syr arm. 

54. rec evGewe, with AD rel: txt BLA 69. for emiyvovrtc, extyywaay D 2-pe 
at end add o: аудрес rov тотор exesvov (from || Mt) AGA 1. 

55. weptedpapow and ins ка: bef gpE. BLA 33. 69 Syr copt wth: wepdpaporrec де 
D lat-a. 

1 Scr’s c copt 
Toy ing. tiv 

another. 50.] wdvres ... drapay@., 
uliar to Mk. After this follows the 

istory respecting Peter, which might na- 
turally be omitted here if this Gospel were 
drawn up under his iaspection—but this 
is at least doubtful in any general sense. 

59.] Peculiar to Mk. ov yap 
ovv.) They did not, from the miracle 
which they had seen, infer the power of 
the Lord over nature. 5 hardly 
as Kuinoel, al., post, but rather denoting, 
as usual, close superposition of the pre- 
ceding on the following: there was no in- 
telligent comprehension founded on the 
miracle of the loaves. 

rec (for xyupav) reptywpoyr (from || Mt), with AD rel lat-b syr arm: 
txt BLA 38 vulg lat-a c &c Syr copt-gr goth (eth). for repigepecy, $epriv DM 

th. — Gepe таутас т. к. Ex. rep ph yap avrovuc отоо av nroveay 
Ser's c, simly lat-a 5 ff, i wth. 

(latt) Syr goth sth : ins A rel syr copt arm. 
om гкн (аг superfluous) BLA 

58—56.] Mt. xiv. 84—36. The two 
accounts much alike, but Mk. the richer 
in detail: e. g. cal трозирџ(сдцсау ver. 
53, xal Swov .... doGevovrras ver. 56. 

53.] dri denotes the direction of 
their course, «pos the fact of their 
arrival: we can y make the distinc- 
tion in English, but must render ém:, to: 
‘towards,’ or ‘off? would not indicate 
enough. But ‘info’ (E. V.) indicates too 
much. 55.] rep. implies that they 
occasionally had wrong information of His 
being in a place, and had to carry the sick 
about, following the rumour of bis pre- 
sence, Sw. fe. Sra ёк. don, to the 

AIDLF 
LO HER 
MATT 
XTA !. 
$83. 3. 
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кату. 56 ка бто» ° ay ticeroptbtro eic керас à ыс mÓ- ° contr., Acta 

Auc 5 N tic аүроўс, ty raiç Ра a yopatc érifecav robe аобє- pit zi. 16. 

vovvrac, cal E ' wapexadouy avrov iva "кау rov : *коаотё- ааты l Mt. 

Sov rov iuariov avrov ajwvrat cat door ? av nrrovro ' 5.7.35. 
* = te 2 Cor. xl. 16, 

avrov ' tavLovro. jn xc sd 

VII. I Ка" cvváyovrat трос avrov oi Фарса: cal хх. 4 
Boca. rili. 38. 

`ТеровоАўиш». : teh. 74 re. 

Kae tSdvree туа) TOV naÜnrov. avrov “коопс „X. pl, „ x 
rourtorey " avinrorc, taÜiovrac * тойс &prouc' 3 oi үйр 
Фараао‹ kai rarrec ot ‘lovéator, ға» pn ? wuyny 

= эшта: тас ' херес, оюк &GÜtovatv, *° кратооутес тту уги. 8 
Et Me S TE іН. 19. y hereoaly. Exod. xzi.1 

a 3 Thess. И. 16. b ~ Rev. ii. 14. 14, 16, 8. 

тус тоу урарџатёю» ‘АВоутес ard 
2 

ets x 
28. xi. 8. 
Rom. pi га 
(Зее). 
х. W. pe 
Xx 27 onlyt. 

2. 

utn LÀ 

(w. TTO нит iv. 14. vi. "NE 

56. for отор, rov D. ectroprvovro ALM: tic ropt vovrat А. 
and 3rd eic, with A rel copt, om 3rd F: ins BDLA 33 (vulg) lat-c вуг goth arm. с 
аур. N uc rac толас D. for ayopatc, Nara D 2-pe vulg lat- c f F, g, 4,0 
вутт copt goth. (in foro et in platais lat-a.) rec &riÜouv (corrn to conform to 
wapecadouyr below), with AD rel: txt BLA. om ay (see || Mt) DA 1. 33. 
for nrrovro, уфауто (from || Mt) BDLA 1. 33. 69 lat-a f: txt A rel vulg lat - ö e f 
D-lat syrr. for avrov, avrov D: om A lat-a b ff, i. 

Cuar. VII. 2. for idovric, ндотес D-gr. ins ecxow ors bef косу. A.—160(0voiwv, 
insg ori bef sow. (emendation of construction), BL (A) 33 Syr copt: txt AD rel lat-a 
р ant manducare vulg lat-b c f ff, rec om rove (see || МЇ), with A rel: ins BD 

rec at end ins nen re, with FKMU 1 (S, e sil) vulg lat -a c f 
52 9 i ae arm; катғуушсау D; eueyi aro Е! 83 . to complete sense, 
as variations shew) : om AB rel lat-5 copt goth sth 

8. for ruypn, хуур» 59 syr-marg-gr: хову primo D: посуа M: om A. 

rec om 2nd 

[momento lat -a, subinde lat ö, lat- ff, i, prius crebro lat-g,, crebro vulg lat: 
gil syr(Tisc copt goth eth(Treg), * diligenter Syr вуг’ (Treg), ‘sedulo Byr, intense 
th“ (Tischdf.) art £50. add арто» (|| Mt) D Eras кА ады) lat-a b ff, i eth arm; 
rov арго» M? al, panem suum lat-c. 

places, where they heard He was (there). 
—Übrov .... ixi does not signify merely 
ubi (as Grot. Wetst., &c.) by a Hebraism ; 
there is in fact here no unusual construc- 
tion at all: бло» stands by itself, and ise? 
dorty is the matter introduced by the ór« 
recitantis. 56.) In Swow âr als- 
exopevato, .... босо йу ‚ the &v 
belongs not eo much to the verbs, which 
are certain and definite, as to the inde- 
finites roy and бсо, rendering them more 
indefinite, and spreading the assertion 
over every several occasion of the occur- 
rence. See remarks on this in Klotz, 
Devar. ii. p. 145 f. : and cf. reff. and Lucian, 
Dial. mort. ix. 2, ракарос hy abr ðv- 
viva ду cal uóvov xpociBArpa. 

Cuar. VII. 1—23.] Discourse ÇON- 
CERNING EATING WITH YNWASHED 
HAXDS. Mt. ху. 1—20. The two reports 
differ rather more than usual in their ad- 
ш to what is common, and are not 

зо frequently in verbal agreement where 
the matter is the same. 2.] 8. ту, 
T. pa.: see ch. ii. 16. A mark of par- 
ticularity. rouri me буйт. is sup- 
posed by some to be а gloss, explaining 
xowais : but the explanation seems neces- 
sary to what follows, especially for Gen- 
tile readers. 8. *vypj) This word 
рав perplexed all the Commentatars, Of 
the various renderings which have been 
ven of it, two are Sx dude by their not 

grammatiea] —(1 that which makes 
it mean ‘wp ѓо the ' (Euthym. and 
Tul.) „ ‘including the hand as far as the 
wrist,’ Lightf.: (2) ‘having clenohed the 
hand,’ ‘facto pugno’ (Grot. and others). 

The two meanings between which our 
choice lies are, (3) ' fregw ес 
‘ oft,’ and Vulg. * crebro’), ng rvypğ 
= жокуў = xuErec, 85 bowever is 
not very probable: or (4), to which 1 most 
incline, and which K ives, « sedulo, 

Aad 
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T laai P "© raid roy mpsa[juriguy' * xai Sam ауорас EAV «ee 

Pig and ver. à 

e = Loke xi. 38 
ому, r abrôv of apicatot kal ot ypappartic Ara ті ov 
V. 

f = 1 Cor. хі zi. = e , ` * c 48 — 
23. xv.1,8. WaToOuciy Ot pabnra воо ката TNV пара оооу TWP 
Gal. n 9, Her m 
vet. 8. a 

Е K. 12. ha 
vi. 2. ix. 10. x . 
only t. aorov 9 

i here only t. 
(-e«ov, 2 Chron. xxxv. 18. 

al. Dent iii. 11. 
в ver. 2 (reff.). 
Ti 

1 = Acts A1. 21. 
о == ) МЕ. reff. 

Mt. reff. 01 Mt. Lake ziv. 89. xxiv. 28 only. 
8 Kings хх. pu ) 20. v cnustr., | Mt. re 

x { Mt. Col. ij. 93 only. L c. Job жаШ. 11, 12 vat. only. 

4. [ах' so ABDLA.] 

Ty 1 1 l arm, де orav eç bwo 
= 71] al Euthym. 

mootel ?) BLA copt. 

тоєс[Зотіою», adda " 
6 0 8 rey avroic [ore] ca expognrevoev 

"Heatac wept оро» тоу Р опокото», wç yéyparraı 
Ортос o Aaóc roig XH. pe тне, N дё карба 
avrov * пбрро ‘атёун ат tov. 7” párny 8 " с Зоутаї 
ne, SSaoxovreg | :даака№Мас̧ * ғ#утаДиата avÜperrov. 

Job хи. 99. Esdr.1.19 only.) 
Rom. vili.4al. 4 Kings zx. 8. 

here only. Matt. vl. 9, 5 reff, p Mk. 
. 8. Job vil. I 

* LÀ өз 

5 cal emepwrwow 

! mept- 

- A 9 ГЛ п a 

cotvaĩc Xtpatv. toliovoiw " rov 

k Matt. 1x. 9 1 L., 6. ch. iv. 21 l L. ver. 30 
m ~ j Mt. Heb. хі. 2 only. 

Isa. xxix. I 
. CINE tee. = Mt. oaly. 

w |. еши. Paal only, Eph. iv. 14 ol. Prov. il. 17. 

aft ayopac ins orav eXOwny D vulg-sixt(with tol) lat-a 
s c. 

for a raperaBoy, arep tXa(doy B. 
avro турыу D: tradita sunt illis servare vulg lat-c f 1. 

for Baxricwvrat, pavricwvra: B 
for «partv, 

om «at кМуьу (ho- 

б. rec (for каг) exura (corrn for connexn), with A rel lat F вуг goth arm: A has 
both : txt BDL 1. 33 latt Syr copt (eth). 
lat-a (c $. 
bit ach 

aft ypappare:ç ins Aeyovrec DA 69 
тес ot род. cov bef ov wepixarovacy (from || Mt), with AD rel 

arm: txt BLA 33 copt sth. rec (for kowaw) avıwro:ç (gloss), 
with A rel lat-b c f ff, syrr goth (eth): immundis lat-a: txt BD 1. 33 vulg lat-g, 
i copt arm.—cowate xtpoiv aser rocc 18. 69. 124. 346. 
D 28. 

ins тац bef xepow 

6. rec ins ахокрӨнс bef urey (from || Aff), with AD rel latt syr goth arm: om BLA 
33 Syr copt sth. 
lat-b(Tischdf) зуг goth arm. 
(eth). om rwv D. 
qui dizit lat a b ; dicens lat-c. 

om от (see ver 9) BLA 33 vulg Syr copt eth: ins AD rel 
хер: оршу bef noatac А 28 (Scr's а) lat-g, Syr copt 

for wc yeyparrat, wo итеу 1 arm: cai tmt» 
add or: BL S 

lat · i, 
o Хаос bef ovroc (see 

|| Mt) BD vulg lat- c f g, i 4 Syr: om ovroc lat-a F: txt A rel вуг copt goth seth 
arm Clem-rom. for rina, ayara D-gr lat-a b с: honorant me et amant me eth. 

for aeyn ax’, ageornaey аф D: astoriv ar L 2-pe Clem-rom : azecrg ax 
A: est a latt : abest a fuld(with em ing mt) lat-g, ,. 

‘ fortiter, diligently ; «vyp%, he observes, 
meaning ‘the fist,’ answers in the LXX 
to the word түри, see reff. But this same 
word tou, is used to signify strength and 
Sortitude, and strong men are called in 
the Rabbinical writings “ya ‘lords 
of fists.’ And the Syr. interpreter renders 
it by the same word as he does iui oc, 
Luke xv. 8. 4.) ёт’ dy. і. e. (as in- 
deed some MSS. insert: see var. readd.) 
$га» FA Winer, § 66. 2 note, takes 
år’ ayopag with isfiwmny, justifying it 
by Arrian, Epict. iii. 19. 5, фаугї» {к 
Badaveiov. Barr. is variously ren- 
dered, of themselves, or the meats bought. 
It certainly refers to themselves; as it 

would not be any unusual practice to wash 
things bought in the market :—but pro- 
bably not to washing their whole bodies : 
see below. feor., not from EI, to 
polish, but a corruption of sextarius. See 
the passage of Josephus cited in the reff. 

хаАк., brazen vessels; earthen ones, 
when unclean, were to be broken, Lev. 
xv. 12. These Ba as applied 
to u (meaning probably here couches 
[triclinia] «sed at meals), were certainly 
not immersions, but sprinklings or affu- 
sions of water. On the whole subject, see 
Lightfoot ad loc. 5.) The construc- 
tion is an anacoluthon,— n with tai 
lðóvreç, ver. 2, which subject being lost 

и 9 

Ae. ил * Ваттівеуга:, оок to hi%ονν Kai adda ro Ad tori Prag 
Е - , a 3 

a 'waptAa(jov ”xparsv, * Bawrispovg wornpiwy Kat A 
- a - 

Егото» Kat a, Kai x AU MSU 
XTA I. 
33. C3. 

Frag. 
Cant. 
ppu- 
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B 3 афѓутес tay EvroAny rov Ütov * «parere thy ra- у= Matt 
се Soow тоу * аьдоотоеь[, b PBawrrispouc „E r Kat mory- 2 Ce. f. ee. 
aged Я , i» є , - E — 9 ате от 
Е сак: рію», kai aAXa тароцоа тоаута woAXa тоште |. KAL c ver, 18 oniy t. 

&Aeyev avroic Ka * абьгыте тў» evroAny той бою, . 21 cen. 
a ` 8 480 е = [4 ? 10 M ә M 19. Gal. iL 
iva тп» * тарадосіу UVuov ' rnpnonre. evanc ydo 3 us. 
y a a e 5 

enev 6 Тұра тд» татіра cov kai тї» pnrépa aov, Kai О f.. 
f Matt. хіх. 17 

гей. в kakoAo*yuv wartoa n pnrioa : Oavary ! reXeurarw’ Ез» эх. 

П juste 82 Аёует, Edv simy аьдоютос то warpi ў rp 
tk T € „ - LI е DA » 5 v , P I9 nie ch. ix, 

unroi ^ Кор[Зау, 6 tart Swoop, © tav EE éuov ! офеАтбдус, sey 7 
] ? ` p LE , е 9 — - y A 

2 [cal] оокёті ™ adiere avrov ovoey " топта: Ty пато yn ‘6 

ry untpl, 13 ° акороўутес roy №уоу rou дєоо ry * mapa- is 
80 е «= РУ q , уг , M iq Mt. reff. 
оси чишу Py wapeowKare. kat "wapopota rotavra è bere oniy t. 

zoÀAÀd moire, 14 xai троскаАевймеу›ос та» тд» OyAoy Matt . 
1 (Mt. ref. m = ch, v. 87 тей. юв Matt. vii. 12. Lake i. 40. Gen. xx. 0. o | Mt. 

Саі iij. 17 ouly Ф. Esdr. vi. 82 en. (pos, Prov. i. 28. v. 7.) p attr.. Matt. xxic. 50. ch. xiii. 
9. Lake ii. 30. Hi. 29. ix. 48. Joh хт. 20. Acts I. 1 аі fr. Gen. xxii. 2. Winer,$ 24.1. q Lake 

r here [& ver. 8} only t. 

8. homootel in Frag-cant, aéevrec to avÓpexwv. rec aft agevrec ins yap, 
with A rel vulg lat-f syrr goth: om BDLA! lat-a 5 o ff, i copt goth eth arn. 
om Barrispoug to xousre BLA 1 copt arm: ins (AD) -cant rel (vulg) lat: F L syrr 
goth arm-usc.—the 2 clauses of the ver are transposed in D lat-a 5 c ff, i.—Baxriopou 
and om аААа A.—3roinirt bef тола FK vulg: rep а кошта roiavra A D 
lat-a ff, i. (On the whole, the evidence for the clause preponderates. There could be 
no reason for inserting it from то 4, 13,—and were it thus inserted, we should have it 

as it is in those vo. Besides, avOpwrwy is the termination of the sentence 
in || Mt, and was also the end of a lection: and this was very likely to exclude the 
clause. The variations are no more than might be accounted for by a desire to bring it 
better into the contert.) 

9. [В does not om к. (Ағу. avr. as Btly. From inspection. ] for rnonanre, 
raonre B ev-15: ornonre D-gr 1 goth(appy) Syr arm, statuatis lat-a b c f ff, i Cypr 
Jer Zeno. (Griesb approves this readg, and Fritz Tíschdf(od 1] adopt it: bul it seems 
£o have been substd as a more appropr word: Mey refers to Rom iii. 31, Heb x. 9.) 

10. om 2nd cov D 69 arm. reAevrevro I). . 
11. for lst гау, ос av А 33. aft жатр ins avrov D Scr's qi r lat-a c ff, 9, i Syr 

copt goth eth Avit. (aft warps ins avrov K al Byr copt eh.) o ay D: om o A 69. 
pov D'(corrd 1. m., ex me lat: sic cod.). 

19. om ка‹ (fo ease the construction, see on || Mt) BDA 1. 69 lat-a b c ff, i copt 
sth: for каг, or: L. for ovceri, ovk ev D- © confusis re cum x E 

rec aft жатр: ins avrov (from || Mt), with A rel lat ff, Ja l syrr co 
goth wth: om BDLr 69 lat-a b c äh Avit. ) rec aft Ме tS Saga with A rel 
syrr copt goth eth: om BDL 1. 69 latt arm Avit. 
HM энш» add rn дыра D lat-a b o ff, 9, i п syr-marg. 

avra D'-gr. 
14. rec (for хам») wavra (хоћу was not understood, —ravra seemed to suit ray- 

rec below), with A rel lat syre goth arm: aravra ev-y : om 235. 238 lat-c: txt BD 

for roiavra, ra 

а sacrifice. ol корВау афтоўс ôro- sight of in the long parenthesis, is here 
расаутьс ry be. $©роу дї rovro egpaí- renewed with cai dtp. c. r. A. 8.] Not 

contained in Mt., but important, as setting 
forth their depreciating of God's command 
in comparison with human tradition, be- 
fore their absolute violation of that com- 
шапа in vv. 10, 11. 9.] c 
ironically—see ref. 10.] Mave. yap 
«ж. = о уар Osdg iversitaro Mt. 
№.) KopBár = wy, an offering without 

vee ката ‘BAAnvwy yAwrrav—Joseph. 
Antt. iv. 4, 4. 12.] See note on Mt. 
ver, 5. 18.] xol wap., a repetition 
from ver. 8 ;—common in Mk. 14. 
Both Mt. and Mk. notice that our Lo 
called the multitude to him, when He 
uttered this speech. It was especially 
this, said in the hearing of both the 
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siMtref.  gXeyew aurotc Axovoaré pov wavrec ка! auvere. 15 ордї> 
a a gativy Chf rov аудротоо etcropevduevoy sic avróv 0 
11.2.’ Lake Quyarat avrov ° korvoat". UA та ёк rob дубротоо ix- 
zd moptvOnuéva, Exeiva oriy та " когуойута то» avÜpwrov. 
“Миса [16 irec Eyer ота axovev, akovéro,] 17 xat Ore истАбе» 
vj; 93^ ttc oikov ‘aro TOU оухћоо, " етпоштоу auror ot абута! 
(from Deut. 18 
211ii, 21) avrov т» т aA 
only. Wied. e n ар "n T 

1 - e 

kat Аёун avrotc ` Ovrwc ка! 
1. 5. - Ow 2 7 2 "  £ — LÀ - 2 0 » 

x i Mt. Matt. UME AGUFETOL EOTE, OU VOETE OTL rab TO Ёш tv HCT O- 
1 vi. 0, 11 а p э M т » туг 9 s 8 — 
2 Kings xii. Qtvontyorp с TOV avÜpwrov оу Ovvarat auTOv Kolivweéeat, 

y 1 Cor. vi. 13. 19 
Rev. x. 9, 10. 
2 Kings ях. 
10 

з | only 4. 

Av. 1 

oie Lok Ziv. lö. Lake 

Hi il 11. 13. 21 7 
iv. 34 

Rom. xiv. 15 
bis, 20. 
1 Cor. Ш. 2 
al. Gen. xli. 85. 
al Но. it 9. d i ouly. 

LA vulg lat-(a) 5 ff, 9, i l n syr-marg copt eth. 
s | Mi), with A rel: txt BDHL. rec acovere (from || 

with A rel: cumre D: txt BHLA. 
16. for о ёоу. av. cotywout, ro kowovy avrov (|| Mt) B. 

е , » А Ы е 9 ` r * 9 9 a 

OTL OUK tic TropeUsTat avrou etc THY карба» аАА ис THY 

d. ен. бшу srávra. та " popara, 7 Агуг› SE бт: TÒ ёк тор 

towley yao ёк тїс кардіас̧ rov avOpwrwy ot b Sia Ào- 
» 4 є \ Р є - d 7 [4 

y'euot ot KAKOL EKTOOtVOVTGI, woovetat, xAoral, ovo, 

b= j. Lake il. 35. ix. 47 al. Ps. lr. 5. 
Gen. ul. 15. 

€ l. Acts xv. 20, 29. 1 Cor. vi. 13, 18 

for eXeyev, Муг В 59. 
rec соуыте (from || МГ), 

гес (for ra ге т. аубр. 
екхор.) ra (crop. ax avrov (the transcribers eye passed from єк to earopevopera, 
then ax av. was supplied), with A rel syrr arm Aug: txt BDLA 33 latt copt (goth 
seth). 
Birch. From inspection. ] 

om estiva (as superfluous) BLA copt-wilk. [В does not om ror», as 

16. om ver BL A'-marg N copt. (The omn is easily accounted for from its not oc- 
curring in || 

17. cn UN 131 al copt-wilk Vict. 
Mt : the insn, at the end of a lection, was also very obvious.) 

ins rov bef око» A: т» ока» D. 
rec (for т» rapaBoAny) wept rng xapaBoAne, with A rel vas: txt BDLA 33 

latt. 
19. ov yap etcepyerac ас т. кар. av. ax tig т. ко. к. єс rov oyerov r D.— 

for ort one, ov yap D lat-a b i n.—tic тту карбид» bef avrov DA latt. rec rad - 
piov (corrn, see note), with KM Ur 33 (V, e sil): -L D goth, et purgat lat-i: txt AB 
rel Scr's f p ev.y Orig Thaum Chr. 

20. Ac D- gr F. exetva D latt. 
21. om о Dl. rec моу. тору. gov. кХот., with A rel vulg lat.f ff, syr: p. я. 

к. ф. 1. 33 Syr(Treg) arm: p. KR. ж. ф. lat- a b сз D-lat: x. kAtppara p. puvoç D : txt 
BLA copt seth. 

Pharisees and them, that gave offence to 
the former. 17. «ls olxov] Not ne- 
cessarily into a house, so that any in- 
ference can (Meyer) be drawn from it,— 
but within doors: see note on ch. ii. 1. 

ёт... . ol pad. = 4хокр. ò Пітрос 
lr, Mt. 19. кабар му] The masc. 
part. applies to dgedpava, by a construc- 
tion of which there are examples, in which 
the grammatical object of the sentence is 
regarded as the logical subject, e g. Aóyot 
È і» 4ХАйА\ох т» гррббоь» xaxvi, PbrACE 
ü QíÀaka, Soph. Ant. 259. See 
Kühner, Gramm. ii. $ 678. 1. There need 
not be any difficulty in this additional 

clause: what is stated is phgsically true. 
The афғдрёу is that which, by the re- 
moval of the part carried off, purifies the 
meat; the portion available for nourish- 
ment being in its converted into 
chyle, and the remainder (the ráðappa) 
being cast out. 21, 93.) The rapla 
is the laboratory and the tain-head 
of all that is good and bad in tbe inner 
life of man: see Beck, biblische Seelen- 
lehre, § 21: Delitzsch, biblische Psycho- 
logie, ed. 2, $ 12, pp. 318 ff. Mt.'s 
catalogue follows the order of the second 
table of the decalogne. Mk.’s more co- 
pious one varies the order, and replaces 

ABDEF 
GHEL 
MSUV 
XTA !. 
35. 69. 
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Ы porxeiar, 22 f Aso Уа, : rovnpiat, 86Aoc, * ао уна, ç pief) ony. 

ebase тоутобс, * В\Хасфтиіа, ' Umeonpavia, ™ афоо- мак 
sl Pet. fi. 

оўуп. wavra ravra ta vovnoa ёсюб» exmropeverat Kat 146 „= 

n KOLYOL TOV avÜpemov. Esk. xxl. 

A Ekib SE ° üvagrác аттАбг» ис та ° м.ббо‹а “кте Шш. 
Торо». Kai etceAOwv ас otxiav, ovdéva beer yvovat, 555 19 30: 
ка! оок nòvvýðn ` Aaleiv” 25 ФАА’ too axobeusa yeri iret 511 

repi avrov, je ety ev ro * Ouyarpioy " айтте redn к 

. #Абойса ™ mpoctweoey ' rpóc rove " wodac dA wl 

avroi' ME ài yn iv Evic, Хора Dowixiooa тф "TERN 
” yéve, kai поота avrov Íva то dio ék(QáAg ёк тс . erk. 

KAI. 

dere oniy. Dest. xvil. 12 al. rot Lake 1. 51.) ceal 1, 17, n oniy. Job iv, б. 
в vv. 16, &c. o= ch. х. I. Luke I. 89. iv. 8. xv. 18, 20. Rand. xxiv. p here only t. 

Erk. xleil. 8 Syam. фуд. Xe 14775 nai Каттадокіис, Jos. B. J. vll. 1. 1.4 q Luke 
vil. 47. Acta xuvi 36. Heb, хін. 9. 9 Pet. Ш. 5,8 only. Job xxiv. ү ee ‚8. r constr. 
Matt. Hl. 12 reff, PCR. v. 23 val L v. 2 al. Matt X. reg. 

а eb. v. $8 ref. here only, Exod l, 28. Esth. viii. 8. Mir pad — xxxi) i. “тону. Ба x A ae vill. w = Acts iv. 86. xvii. 2, 

22. Acorn D em(with fuld) lat-a 5 15 S $ 8 
sovnpiua D lat-a b c f ff, бут wt на 

wilk goth. vtepngamar D-gr al rare 
24. rec cat кеб. араот. (from || Mt), with A rel vulg вуг goth arm: ef & but om 

екн. lat-a b oi: к. avac. ere. D lat: F ff, gi: какнбеу de avaar. 33 copt: txt BLA 
syr-marg. for џеборит, opta (more usual) BDLA 1. 69 Orig, rec at end 
adds ca: vide voc (from || Mt : there can be no possible reason given why it shd have 
been omitted, had it formed part of the original tzt: see also on ver 81), with AB rel 
vulg lat-c f g, , ves: om DLA lat-a b ff, $ s Orig, rec ins rg» bef omav, with 
D : om АВ rel ТЫ. nòvragðn EN: eduynOn KA Ser's o p ev-y: txt AD 
rel. (89 def.) 

25. rec arovsaca yap yvvn, with A rel 11at-(a g,) n вуг: урул де evOtec (D! adds ec) 
axovcaca D latt: (both attempts to better the construction; of also the variations: 
&vOvc yap axovoaca y. ric Syr: ак. yvvn arm: ак. бе y. and ак. тоо п уо». al: txt 
BLAN 33 lat. F syr-marg copt goth. om аютус DA 1. 69 arm ins cat bef 
wpocenecey D'A lat-a f. 

26. rec пу cen y., with A rel am lat. F g, i syr goth arm: txt BDLAN 1. 83 lat-a 

dod. bef rov. D. 
Власфушаь D-gr al lat-d c g, copt- 

da copt. гес evpoģoiriaga, with vulg 1а{-$ c { nhi. 91.21 D Hack вора $ouviuca 
al lat-a: $eww0a D d. i: GupoQowikig da AK V-marg А goth sth 

Bas: tzt В rel Syr syr( appy) copt arm(‘appy’ Treg) Th Euth чуй оор. and 
фо». ате Оте ei in EFGHMSVX.) 
txt ABD G(Treg expr) rel. 
om L 1. 69 Scr's g. 

Qevdopaprupia by ж\., Tov., ó. doix., 
690. zov., and Braog. by BAaop., „күрү. » 
d$pov. Compare Rom. i. 29: Eph. iv. 
19: Wisd. xiv. 25, 26. &$poc ir, the 
opposite to &wópocóvy, unreasoning folly : 
not in speaking only, but in thought, 
leading to words and acts 
34 —30.] Тик SYROPH@NICIAN wo- 

MAN. Mt. xv. 21—28. Omitted by Lk. 
A striking instance of the independence 
of the two narrations. Mk., who is much 
more copious in particulars, omits a con- 
— and important part of the his- 

: this would be most arbitrarily and 
а inexcusably done, if the common 

rec exSadAn, with FHR! 
for ex, axo D 115 lat-c f}; de Pu ger re. 21: 

df) M (69) : 

account of his having combined and epito- 
mized Mt. and Dk. is to be taken. 
Our Lord’s retirement was fo avoid the 
Pharisees : see notes on Mt. throughout. 

24.] ixeifev is not, from the land 
of Gennesaret (Meyer),—for ch. vi. 55, 
56, has completely removed definiteness 
from the locality ;—but refers to the (un- 
Р pues of the last discourse. 

e place must have been the 
e of Tyre. The word is used 
in Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 16, iv тоїс џгдоріоєс 
roig те abr koi roic Mwy, in a sense 
approaching that in our text: the Bod 
tition of the тос assigning np to 
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y ch. v. 87 ref. Ouyarpog aurinc. 7! kai Edeyev aury Adee тротоу 
8 Matt. т.б. * хортаобльа‹ та тёкъа` ov үр tory cu dy ао тд» 
Pe avh, 18. аото» TWV TÉK vay ка} тос * kvvapíoic Вали». 21 oe 
ere (bis 

„And 1 Ml arecpibn ка! Хув аотф Nai корге, ка! yao Ta * kvvüpta 

9 7 4 - e 

bade. іт. 4 ö rocdr ric тратёле :одіоосту ато TWV x 
reff. Exod. 
eh ræv madiwv, “Эка! cixev айту Ara тойгоу roy уо» Fr Frag. 

@ 

an отау EEA UHE єк тїс Bvyarpoc gov TO дашбмо». — 
90 ка! are bob tic roy oiKoy avrüc eUptv rO ri i ABDEF GHKL 

ez matt . BeGAnuévoy ext тт» «Муцу kai. то Saiponov IEA MSUY 

ert, Абд. pag 
b Mait. xiii эб. 31 Kai rat E&A οο єк тоу E орішу Торо» йАбе» Seq 1.33. 69. 

кү 17 Tidvoc ete тй» Ө4Ласвау тпс TadiAaiac, dvd ^ uégov 

27. rec (for cat eAeyev) o de апос. re (see || MO), with A rel (at- F) syr goth (sth) 
arm: cat Мун D lat-a 91: et dizit D-lat: txt BLA 38 copt. rec кало» bef cori, 
with A rel goth arm: txt BDLAN 1 latt syrr. (83 def.) rec Badew bef roig zv- 
vamoc (from || Aft), with AD rel: txt B 1. 

28. for cat Aey& ашта, avrw Atyovca D lat-a f i n: Aeyovca (omg avre) 1. 69 
at-g, arm). om va: D 69 lat-b e f, i arm. om yap (corra : so also in 

| м) BHA 33. 69 Syr copt wth arm: aÀAa cat D lat-b c rec th (from 
At, where only D reads «a0voiv), with A rel: txt BD A 1. 88. 69. 
99. vrayt bef ба (corra to avoid ambiguity) D 1 lat - a b of g п Syr. om ro» 

D. rec то даси. bef ex r. Ө. сою (simpler arrangement), with AD rel vulg lat-a c 
S 9, i syrr copt-schw goth eth arm: txt BLA -wilk. 

80. om тоу bef око» DL. om auric D 1 lat-ö ff, i. rec ro даци. ek. к. т» 
Ovyaripa BBA. exi ттс клуп, with A rel lat-(a) n вуг goth arm: txt BD(LA) Frag- 
cant 1 (33) vulg lát-(5 c f) 7, 9, å 1 Syr вуг-јег copt eth. (Meyer defends rec, on the 
ground that the transcriber passed from кає aft EM. to кає in ver 81, and then the md 
clause was insd in what appeared the fitting place. But we may answer, that if this 
e,, cmn кен nen o whereas it does not occur 
in any 

81. for ex, ато Frag-cant. rec (for x= ёга ord.) кає ordwvog 3A0« (altera - 
tion to avoid the unlikelihood of the long detour by Sidon : see note, and cf ver 24), 
with A Frag-cant rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLA 83 latt syr-jer copt eth. 

both countries. ovb. 46. үу.) Not А miracle which serves а most important 
(Fritz.), ‘wished to know no man’ but purpose ; that of clearly 5 
would have no man know it. 25.) tween the cases of the меган 
The woman (‘EAAynvis,a Gentile) had been the merely diseased or deformed. 
е Him and His disciples before, man was what we call ‘deaf and dumb, 

26. Хдра Ф., because there the union of which maladies is often 
о also Aiwgoivirec, Carthaginians. brought about by the inability of him 

27. ides *pérov...] This im- who never has heard sounds to utter them 
portant addition in Mk. seta forth the plainly :—or, as here apparently, by some 
whole ground on which the t re- accompanying physical infirmity of the 
fusal rested. The Jews were first to have organs of speech. 31.] He went first 
the Gospel offered to them, for their ac- northward (perhaps for the same reason, 
ceptance or rejection ; it was sof yet time of privacy, as before) through Sidon, then 

28.] cal crossed the for the Gentiles. yàp . Jordan, and so approached the 
see оп Mt. 80.) These particulare lake on ite E. side. On Decapolis, see Mt. 
are added here. В4В\. dri т. кА.) iv. 25. We have the same journey re- 
which the torments occasioned by the e lated Mt. xv. 29; and кефофс XaXovrrac 
spirit would not allow her to be before:— mentioned among the miracles, for which 
cepivny iv elojvg, Euthym. 5 ple glorified the God of Israel. 

31—37.] HEALING OF A DEAF AND rok. аёт.) No reason that we know 
DUMB PERSON. Peculiar to Mark. e be ene why our Lord should take 

- 
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то» © opiwy АмкатбАешс. 32 kal фїрооо» айтф epo пе 1 . 871. 
1 a ch. ix 25 al. 

* роугАаЛо», Kai ' mapakaAoUsciw avrov iva " ery р мом 

abr rij Neiga. 33 kai ° awodaBonevog avro» ° ano 1 oii: 
J 

TOU dx ov Pear tolay 
, y - 

tig та wra aurov ка! 
> = ` з 

avrov, M ка! ra Aa 

nvolyneay avrov ai 

ч Вале» тос ' дактоЛоос aurov 7017 

'mrücac. imparo тпс у\осопс i Ld 

tie то» oUpavOy 
Kai Аун айт "Еффаба, ё 0 отлу ' Stavoiy Bart. 

" akoat, Kat "e о 
vnd avrov, cat {Аала ? орбос. 86 ка 

xzav.6 
Eszod. 

86 reff, 
" torévaley, m Matt. iis. 18, 

© кайаш" 
* Osauüc тїс хата) 

rh we 

* QuariAaro % frit o E 
avroiç iva итди! I A бао> $2 avroic Boer uro, ; p Mat Ale. 18 

aurot paÀAov ° 

т Matt. хк. & reff. 
t =» Matt. xiv. lu "T 

v. Y only. lsa. х 

zxxix. b. 
в Matt. » vi. 20 reff. 

1.23. 9 Cor. vil, 13. 
ach, vili. 30 

rec (for dic) трос, with A rel: txt BDLA Frag-cant 1. 33. 69. 
десажоћеьс D Frag-cant. 

82. aft cedo» ins «as BDAN Frag-cant latt eth arm-zoh Synop Vict. 
exadovy Frag-cant 33 vulg Syr. 
(rac illegible in Frag-cant. 

23. HOH % ЕГ 

re ptoor ep Ek fjovocov. 37 Kal 

ach. vill. 23, Jobs Iz. 6 cay. 
u Gospp., here only. Rom. viii. 7. 

x. 8. v Mark, here (bia v. x МАРЫ sw: Lako (univ. 81 fer; onl 
w Раева vit iz Acts xvii. 20. Heb. v. 1. 2 Macc. xv. 39. 

cant: AaBopevog A. 

* vstp- q= = ohn x zx. 

Samet Sal. 
Ree. хі. 16. Bir. ne 19 only. 

.9.2,4. Heb, xiii. 17. James 

Loke zlii. 16. Pbil.i. is 
y = bere (Luke vii. 48. x. 28. хк. "2) only. 1 Kings x vi. 17. 

b 2 Cor. . 8. Heb. vi. 17. рал. with comp., Phil. 
o here only t. (-ссегег, Rom. v. 20. бтерекя., 1 Thess. v 13.) 

ins гус bef 

xap- 
for тї» Хира, rac хирас А Frag - cant 33 lat-a. 

wruoac bef г Ваћу D lat-a b 
e i: ятосас bef «c та шта 69.—for : rovc SacrvdAovg avrov, exrvoty tig rove 
qa cry our avrov xat  Заћеу, omg жтобас, Frag- cant. 

for 3rd avrov, rov роүүА\аАХоъ Frag · cant. 
sorivate B. 

35. rec aft ка: ins tvOtwe (prob supplied here, as being 

Frag-cant. 
34. antorevaley D Frag-cant 69: 

for 2nd avrov, rov rwgov 

so common in Mk, and in 
narratives of miracles : it is hardly ever omd by the MSS which here om it), with A 
Frag-cant-marg rel on lat-c f syrr goth wth arm: bef edv@7, LA: om BD Frag- 
cant 83 lat-a b ff, i 
rel: »vo:y0gsav Lt txt BDAN 1 
ins rov poyysAadou bef (Avg Frag-cant. 

36. aft илде ins итда» D 28 2-pe. 
in similar passages: 
rel: txt BLAN -cant 83. 

éuor. D lat- b c ff 

cf ch viii. 30, Mt viii. 4, xvi. 20, xvii. 9: 

rec Sinvory8ncay (from ver 84), with A Frag- cant 
a: ax. bef avrov D, aures ejus latt. 

om avrov Frag- cant(appy). 
rec (for Asywoty) uxwaw (very common 

ch i. 44 &c.), with AD 
rec ins avro¢ bef avroiç (prob combination of two 

readings? the omn of avro below in rec makes tt 
æth arm ; aft, 88: m pano -cant 1 vulg lat-a f 7, I copt. 

: ns о: дг bef avro: D'(and lat). 

), with E rel syrr goth 
om oco» to 

гес om avro. (see 
above), with А 2 e lits; 9, 8y? ath. ins BDLA Frag-cant lat-f Syr copt arm. 
wspiocoripes D Frag-cant(appy). 

aside this man, and the blind man, ch. 
viii. 23; but how many might there be 
which we do not know,—such as some 
peculiarity in the man himself, or the 
persons around, which influenced His de- 
termination. It is remarkable that 
the same medium of conveying the mira- 
culous cure is used also in ch. viii. 23. 
By the symbolic use of external means, 
our Lord signified the healing virtue for 
afflicted human kind, which resides in and 

from Him incarnate in our flesh. 
He uses either his own touch,—something 
from Himself, — or the cleansing element 

to which He so often compares his word, 
34.] He looked to heaven in prayer: 

see Jn. xi. 41, 42. He sighed, as Chrysos- 
кер эн Pseudo-Chrys.) in Cramer’s Ca- 

1. says, тлу rov dvOpwrov фісіу 
Duos, {с volay rastiywoir fa айттуу 
б re шоебкалхос bid Bodog, xal ij тӧ» tpw- 
rowAdorwy ampocetia: вее Jn. хі. 36—88. 

"Еффаб& = nagng (Syr.-chald.) im- 
perative. Hithp. from nrzB, aperuit : the 
word used in Isa. xxxv. 5, Then shall 
the ears of the deaf be unstopped, . 
and the tongue of the dumb sing.’ 
85.] à Beopós— the hindrance, what- 
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Me тєритсшс ` skerAnocovro № уо»тєс Калес wavra FE- 
ТИ woinktv, Kat Tove Kw$oUc ° тош акоонь Kai aÀdAovc 

mia AaXetv. | Р 
zr VIII. !'E» éxevatc тас jufpatc таму хо\Ао» 

ox Ao б»тос kai pù Exovrey ri paywa, mpockaAecüpevoc 

cc. l ai ut тойс naÜgrac avrov Аёун avroic 2 * Ута ууу ораг tri 

"Pei 28. тд» було», Ort non * пиѓра‹ тос ' тооспёуоот», Kai ovx 
Д 14 bos ut ri paywou. 3 cal cay awoAvew аўтоўс " уђотес 

$35'Xf. tic oxov айтшу, 1 екЛобптоутає ѓу тр oop’ Kai тес 
‚тей. 9 = ` ә ` — 

m Mait. zavi. abr “aro "накрб@ сіу. < cat awexoiOncay avro 
mch vi.43 е On \ э „ @ 30 , Sv: , 88 
= ot рабпта: avrov От: woGev rovrovc Suynoerat ric wee 

o ch. хі. 4. n , » о.е» p? , . b А * N 
Pax] " Хортасає aprwy "tm Рерушас̧; cal пошта avrouc 

pime [Dlósouc fyere aprove; Oi & rav Erra. $ ка! 

87. for vreprepiogec, таугес Frag-cant : yrepeerepicawe DU 1. for werorncey, 
rote: Frag- cant. add wc В сор (appy). om xat bef т. кеф. Frag- cant. 
rec ins rove bef adaXorg (corre to correspond with rovc кшфошс), with AD Frag- eant 
rel: om BLA 33. 

Crap. VIII. L aft tren ins ĉe D 28 lat-a b с f ff, i Syr goth (eth). rec 
for там» woddov, raps*oÀAov (xaymoAAov for хам» ж. (P) [see X below), then al- 
tered to wapwoAd.—rapwodvue, though not elmo found in N. T., is а very common gr 
word [see lezz and the index to Plato], and might easily occur to a transcriber), with 
А Frag-cant rel syrr: wavwodov X: txt BDGLMA t. 33. 69 latt copt goth eth arm. 

for ovroc, сиуаҳӨгутос Frag-cant(appy). aft eyovrwv ins aur D 2-pe. 
rec aft яроскиЛгсарьуос ins о (g2aove (beginning of lection), with X rel lat-£: om AB 
DKLMA Frag-cant 1 latt syrr copt goth eth arm. om avrov DLA Frag-cant 1. 
28. 209 latt(exc em g,) syr copt(Tischdf) goth. 

9. for rov oyAov, rov oyAov rovrov D.—add rovrov Lal Syr lat-(b с); turbæ huic 
lat-a. rec nut pas, with A 1. 69: прерацс (and гешн») B: txt A Frag-cant rel. 

for rpocptvovsiy, saiw ато wore обе нос» D lat- a b з. rec aft wpocp. ins 
pot (from || Mt, where none om it), with A Frag-cant rel vulg lat-g, “ syrr copt-edd 
goth eth arm: om BD copt- mas. 

8. for sav ат. av., axohveas avrovc D 2-pe lat-a 5 i, si illos remiserimus ire lat- c. 
aft oxov ins ov ӨгАю (see || Mt) D (lat-d). un exrAvOworw D. rec 

(for жає терес) rtu tc уар, with A Frag-cant rel vulg lat. F syr goth eth arm: ori cas 
rite D: quoniam quidam lat-a (b) о (i): txt BLA 1. 33 (Syr) copt. aft revec 
ins e£ D al lat-c f/f. 92 il aT rec om ато, with A Frag-cant rel: ins BDLA 
1. 33. 69 latt syrr. elz (for моги) neovas (prob corrn as more appropriate: го 
also gxamw. It is hardly possible, as Mey supposes, that the pres neaves gare 

ence, and was altered to gkaowwv and ишу. Mt vii. 11; Ім xiii. 29), with 
-cant rel: Steph укаси, with AD 1. 33. 69 (SV, e sil) latt syrr goth eth arm: 

xt BLA copt. 
4. rec om or: (as harsh, and needless, and not in || МЇ), with AD Frag-cant rel: 

ina BLA.—for ort, каа ита» R. om wée DH 69 vulg-ms lat-5 c ff, è Syr goth: 
ins AB rel vulg, aft yopraca: Frag-cant, aft дьупо. 1 lat. ER’ ENNM АКА 

б. rec ewnpwra (by far the commoner word in Mt and Mk), with AD Frag-cant rel : 
exnpwrnoey M vulg lat-b f ff, g, „буг: txt BLAN. aprovg bef exerce D 33 latt 
вутт copt ath: om aprouc X. Ces rar so BAN. } 

о 

t 

ever it was, which prevented him from 
king фбрбшс before. 86.] See 

di i. 45. 87.) cas тфу. тет. 
„... So dra баа lroinoey кала Ма», 
Gen. i. 31. This work was properly and 
worthily compared with that first one of 
creation—it was the same Beneficence 

which prompted, and the same Power 
that wrought it. 

CHAT. VIII. 1—10.] FEEDING or THE 
FOUR THOUSAND. Mt. xv. 32—39. The 
accounts agree almost verbatim. Mk. 
adds cai rivec айтш» ажо нак. tio. ver. 3, 
and again omits xp, yvvaw. к. ward. 



1—12. 

1 тараууЛе ry Ox Ay 

Aa тойс тга артоыс | 
tdi òov тос un nraie avrov tva 

:Өпка» тф оул. 

93 parwy ётта * сторідас. 
‘an 

Kat 

11 

Gnrovvrec тар айтор ° onutiov ато тоу oupavon, f mepa- is. 

ка © avacrevatac rw 
As yet Ti ù yevea айтп Cnret onpetov ; 'apny At yu [vmv], 

f Mart. xin. эк бз х. dr 

Covrtc avrov. !? 

Ша DOE M BO al 
S, $us 39. $ Maco. vi. 80 only. 

KATA MAPKON. 

' avaweativ emt тс упс. 

' ehxaprarhaac c Auger, Kat ri Mnf 

" таратбшт, Kat 
7 kai Чха» 

" «бАоүйоас aura elrey kat ravra "wapariBévat. * 

& ка! " £yoprácÓÜncav, каї Пра» 
oa òè we rerpakicy uot. | 

amíAvoty avrouc, 10 kat evBuc ^ ‘Вас & ис TO тАого» Ti РЕЙ 
pera rev ua avrov Пле» ис rd “ npn AaAyavovÜa. 

363 

kai oliin gi 1 

Mee * ч: 

тч „ Mt. 

t 4. Matt. axvi. 
. der. 

3 
$ 

kat 
b. vi 41 reff. 

{фауо» '‹ Gen. xviii. K 
v fonty f. 

* weptooebpara l A- "4 
ait, ай, 84 

Ме. 
y Matt. ziv. 20 

u wap- 

ix ba e 

Acta іх. 25 
„Жр 

хіт. 16 

kat eEnABov ot Paprseior | xai йрЁауто ° ооуйлтиу aury, VIE viii du 
тей. see ver. 

= Cm Matt. iL $9 
al. fr. Bxod. 

xt 
dw. dat., oh. 
ete үе 
Acts vi. ö al. 

к here овіу. Lam. i. 4. Bir. 
1 Matt, v. 18 reff. 

, 
: wvevpaTe auTov 

il. 8 reff 

6. rec (for wapayyedAts) wapnyyene (see || Mt), with AC Frag-cant rel vss[* que 
ssepe presentem per przt. exprimunt.’ Treg]: 
evyapiorgong (so ver 23, ch xiv. 22, and || Mt) CDSV lat-a 
AB Frag-cant rel vulg lat-b RA т a arm. 
with AD Frag-cant rel: txt BC 

7. [ayer so BDA.) 
ravra voy. АЕК: 
Tavra хар.) хар. к. avra, Wi 

avra ber yc em 
(voy. оо) D rel: tat BCLA copt seth. 

txt BDLAN (copt ?). ins каа bef 
9, Syr goth eth: om 

rec (for raparib.) wapaQwat, 

M Frag-cant 1. 69 latt (syrr) arm, 
rec (for к. 

M! rel вуг goth (wth): к. avra wap. 33: avra wap. V: 
wap. avra Syr: wap. omg к. [r. lav. (see Гм ix. 16), Frag-cant 1 latt arm: txt 
BCLA copt.—for ewey к. ravra aap., к. avrovg extÀevuatv rapareOevac . rec (for 
wapariÜ.) жарабнуаг, with M! rel, rapa0nya. EFHKT 
А evv-18-19-z Scr's c: жарабата С 33 eth: 
prornoag D. 

Frag-cant: waparsOnvas 
txt BDLM?4. for N., tuya- 

8. kai ep ov (see МЕ xiv. 20, xv. 27, and МЕ vi. 42) BCDLA 1. 33 latt Syr 
copt sth : гфауоу de A -cant rel syr 
ro wepioorvpa rev D (g superaverat 

h. ins ra bef reptacevpara C copt : 
tt). 

9. rec aft gcav де ins o: gayovrtc (from ch vi. 44: see also || Mt), with ACD 
Frag-cant 69(sic) rel latt goth : 

10. грЗас bef «v8. AKMO f 

avroc avt D (2-pe) lat-5 i. 
lat-c f arm-usc. 

om BLA 33 copt. 
rag-cant 1. 69 syrr goth. 

Frag-cant rel: om D lat-b c ан $: txt BCLA 1. 69. 
ins ка: bef A0 D 2-pe. 

доХџауоюда В: utAtyala Dl: payada D“: na or A 

rec evOeec, with A 
aft #дЗас ins avroc В: «ai 

for игр, ора D 

1. 69 ves: txt AC Frag-cant rel syr-marg-gr vulg lat: 4 91,3 SYTT copt th (arm). 
IL .£5A00oca» D. ins соу bef avre D-gr latt 
12. «avrov AL: om DM'T 1 vulg lat-3 g, i l. 

ins ro bef озу. D. 
гес (for & ure стр.) onp. emy- 

ret (from || Mt), with A кке rel ү lat. 91 AUT goth arm Orig: txt BCDLA 
1. 33 am(with fuld ing tol) 
Frag-cant rel vas Orig. 

Mt. ver. 38. 7.] We have 8 curious 
instance here of correction and confusion 
in the cipal MSS. The таўга in the 
text, arising from the graphic character 
of St. Mark's narrative к. таг. Rapa- 
тїбї заа = x. таў. waparibere], gave of- 
fence to the transcribers. ence the 
variety of corrections which will be found 
in the digest. 10.] Mt. mentions 
Magadan, ver. 89. Dalmanutha was pro- 

t- a b o i l Byr copt et om ушу BL: ins ACD 

bably a village in the neighbourhood, — 
see note on Mt., and the d and the 
Book, p. 393 ;—a striking instance of the 
independence of Mk.: called by the Har- 
monists “an addition to St. "Matthew" 8 
narrative, to shew his independent know- 
ledge of the fact." Wordsw. What very 
anomalous writers the Evangelists must 
have been. 

11—18.) REQUEST ОР A SIGN FROM 



1 =» Ман.1т.11 T 

6 Kt. Fü.  Dapisatev kai тпс * Zopne 'Hpoov. 16 каї ч die Ao yi- 
t. 14. a э xX е » * vw 17 ^ 

James 1.34, Covro тоос аААтАоус от: aprovc ovx "tyovorr. kat 

20. u. ywouc Аун avroic Ti " & i ore артоос ойк Exer. 
"n obre votre 0084 Guvitre ; " TeTwpwpivyy EyETE THY Kap- 
«иие П € = „ 18 ? 9 X U г) , M t v 

rch. iL 6 1 Мау шо»; | o ноус EXOVTEÇ ou B кекш ота 

al 8 exovrec OUK QkOUtTE ; Kal OU HVTHOVEUETE, 19 Gre robe 
À att. vii. 16. Luke xii. I. t Matt. xiii. 88 reff. uf Mt. ref. v pres., John 1. 40 reff. 
w ch. vi. 58. John xii. 40. Rom. хі. 7. 2 Cor. Ш. 14 only. Job zvil.7 vat. only. 

13. for avrovc, avrov A. 

ETATTEAION 

1 ei Sonora тр уед rabrp спрею». 
avroug там» end атпАбе» ç "ro пёрах" 

° ётеАабдо»то Мади» Gorovc, Kai ei 
уо» реб tavrüv ev ty voip. 

here [1 - XM “О — 1 Aé в 2 * e 24 -æ 

Es. avrO(Q AIV part, [ЗАётете " ато тпс ‘Counce rov 

13 

15 kat P (от Авто 

rec єрВас bef vais, with A Frag-cant rel vulg lat- 
S ffs i.: yr goth: txt BCDLA 33. 69 lat-a i copt-ms eth arm. rec adds ec ro 
плох, with DHKUT Frag-cant 1. 69 vss, so (omg ro) A rel: om BCLA am(with tol) 

к 
13. 28. 69. 124. 131 al. 

16. om оратг D 1 tol lat-a arm. 
lat-e f l copt-schw eth. 

16. rec aft aAA gAovc ins Aeyovrec (to mend construction: 

2 
aft єтеабоуто add ot рабпта: D al lat-e; o: na0grat avrov (|| Mt) U Frag- cant 

om rac and ove D е1 (c ff; i) arm 
C Frag-cant 69 vulg 

m || Mà), with AC 

ins kat BAt xert 

Frag · cant e goth eth arm: om BD 1 lat-a 5 c ff, i. 
rec (for exovaty) exoper (c l| Mt, and above), with АСМ rel vulg lat-/ g, syrr goth 
sth arm: ахах (corra of tense) D lat-a b ff, 9. 6: txt B 1 lat - e co 

17. rec aft yvovc ins o «goovc (from || 

vuwy DU lat-a 

(prob from the last гуй of avviere, —the 

t), with ACD rel am(with feld) lat-a cf g, : 
aft ovr, L vulg lat-b ff, : om BA! lat - i copt. 

с №}, 9, Syr-w-ast. wth arm; ev гаогос (|| ME) M 69; oAryomeoros, 
in addition, (|| МЇ) 1. 69 syr-w-ast(noting on marg “г> r. карі. vp. 
inventum est in 2 exx. græcis neque in antiquo syr.") arm. 

sense seeming also to justify st), with A rel 

aft даћу: 5:00 ins ev raiç карба 

(уох. non 
rec ins er: bef тетер. 

vulg lat.f g, i syrr, eic lat-b e d ff, i, ors 106 goth: om BCDLA 1. 33 lat-a copt th 
Treg) arm. 
( 18. for ov, ойде D 2-pe latt. 

HEAVEN. Mt. xvi. 1—4, who gives the 
account more at length: without how- 
ever the graphic and py dvacr. T$ 
ту. av. ver. 12. 12.) «i 800., a He- 
brew form of strong abjuration: see reff., 
and Winer, 5 55 end. 

14 — 21.) WaRNING AGAINST THE 
LEAVEN OF THE PHARISEES AND OF 
HEROD. Mt. xvi. 5—12. Our account is 
fuller and more circumstantial,—relating 
that they had but one loaf in the ship, 
ver. 14; inserting the additional reproofs, 
ver. 18, and the reference to the two mira- 
cles of feeding more at length, vv. 19—21. 
Mk. however omits the conclusion in Mt., 
—that they then understood that He spake 
to them of the doctrine, ўс. Possibly this 
was а conclusion drawn in the mind of 
the narrator, not nltogether identical with 
that to be drawn from our account here— 
for the leaven of Herod could not be doc- 

sem wpwptyr toriy N кард. D lat-a (b o ff, i) wth. 

trine (xol T. L. 'Hp., ver. 15—Mk. only), 
but must be understood of the irreligious 
lives and fawning worldly practices of the 
hangers-on of the court of Herod. 
14.] dwed. is not pluperfect; see on Mt. 
ver. 5. The subject to the verb is the 
disciples, unexpressed: see next verse. 

15.] ópüre is merely take heed, and 
does not belong to åró. BAév. dad is 
not ‘ (urn your eyes away from’ (Tittm. and 
Kuin. in Meyer), but as in reff. The 
foun ‘Hpwdov here seems to answer to the 
$. Хабдоџкаішу in Mt. But we must not 
infer from this that Herod was a Sad- 
ducee. He certainly was a bad and irre- 
ligious man, which would be quite enough 
ground for such a caution. We have a 
specimen of the morals of his court in the 
bistory of John the Baptist's martyr- 
dom. In the last ote, ver. 21, Meyer 
sees а new climax, and refers the sot yet 

VIII. 

kai ! афес 

14 kat 

и) tva арто» ova 



18—23. 

rere aprovc * каса ' siç тойс mevraxicxiAiouc, тбооус ў hy te 
Adder тАпонс прате ; Myovaw auro 

Abdera. 20 Оте [sé] rove emra 

* кофіуоос 

KATA MAPKON. 365 

att. xxvi. 
19: Lake ix. 

в Mate. ziv. 20 
(гей.). 

а ver. 8 reff, 
Ус TOUC ETP KieXt- 

Move, TOOUV * azvpiðwy ^ тАпрерата" кЛасиато» ñ прате; P Rom. 27.29, 

ка! Ayo avr 'Emrá. ?! 

ouviere ; 

2 Kat Epxovrat “с Влбсада›», 
R cal 

23 kal 

avrov Ёо тпс кӧртс, cl 

ка! EAsyev avroic Орт heb 

- e Mur: xiv, 36 

xai фёроџсту айт QE. мз 
* wapaxaAovoty avróy fva avrov qajmrot. zh ла? чар 

ёзїА\а[Вдиеуос тпс хирдс тоу de 
only. 

Efe cer 1 (uke зт. „эз 
foh. vil. 88 reff. rrboag ис та * öppara aurou, Mat, xx. 83 

a emBeic rac xtipac avro ! érnpera auroy & TL Pérec. ь Mati sis 8, 

19. aft aprovc ins rove D; ove 69 lat-b c ff, i & copt. 
СОМА 83 am(with em fuld ing) lat-f 91 , L eth arm. 

iv. 59, 2, зә. 

ms ка: bef rocovc 
rec wAnp. bef c., with 

A rel lat вуг goth: ур. bef A. D: om xà. 69 lat-a c ff, i k D-lat : txt BCLA 1. 33 
ev-y vulg асе rr (cop 

20. om ёе B BL 2. 

69. 124. 346 al vulg lat-c f g, 2 goth et 
D 49 2-pe vulg lat-a o. 91.2 $ arm. 

* Syr. 
vulg lat-g, , 2 copt xth. 

21. for eye, мун РЕК lat -a b of „д, 4$ k Syr. 

rec om aurw, with ADN rel lat-a b c f f, i k syrr goth arm 

t). 
: ins ACD rel lat-a f ff, i вуг goth eth arm.—for de, car AM vulg 

lat-g, , : atid ca: C lat- f: cat ore (omg ооа i-o oe Ж aft етта ins aprovc CM? 13. 
Tocas cóvpilas, omg тАпррората, 

rec (for cat Atyovery) о де uxor, with AD 
rel lat-b o i вуг goth arm: txt BCLN vulg lat-g, copt sth, so (ош к), ка) А 5012 

тес TWC ой, with В 
rel lat-5 PD. lat copt (wth): roc our (combination) ADMUX 83 vulg lat-a c V 9,5 
$ l syrr goth ТЫ: roc ovr ооты 69 lat-f arm: ov хос K: oro CILA Scrs e ev-y. 

for cvmere, un (from || M?) BD? : соууонтг intellezistis D! lat-b. 
22. rec epxeras (corrn, see ch v. 38), with A rel syrr: txt BCDLA 33. 69 vulg 

let-g, k (a b c f ff) copt (goth wth) arm. 
5 goth. 

23. AaBopevog тт» xepa D. 

for ВпӨдса:дау, Впдаувау D lat-a f ff. 

rec (for e£gyeysev) sEnyayer „ of 
ropriate word), with AD rel vulg lat F vas: txt BCLAN 3 for appy more approp 

are, avrov AKA vulg lat-f i 

to the moment even after the remi- 
niscence of vv. 18—20. It doubt- 
less be so, and the idea would accord 
with the graphic precision of St. Mark. 

22—26.) HuxíLING OP A BLIND MAN 
AT BETHSAIDA. Peculiar to Mk. This 

to have been Bethsaida Julias, on 
the х.к. side of the lake. Compare ver. 
13: and see on this Bethssida, Jos. Antt. 
xviii. 4. 6: B. J. iii. 10. 7: Plin. Nat. 
Hist. v. 15. Wieseler, Chron. Synope. 
р. 273 f. See however agsinst the idea 
that there were two Bethsaidas, The Land 
and the Book, pp. 873, f. 23.] The 
leading of this blind man out of the town 
appears as if it had been from some local 
reason. Їп ver. 26 we find him forbidden 
expressly to enter into or tell it i» the 
town, and with a repetition of көру, which 
looks as if the place had been somehow 

Бут оон goth. 
rel latt syrr goth arm: txt BC Dl. gr A copt eth. 

rec (for GM re) Бы with AD? 

unworthy of such a work being done there. 
(This is a serious objection against Meyer's 
reason, that the мәе of apittle on both 
occasions occasioned the same privacy here 
and in ch. vii. 33.) Or we may perhaps 
find the reason in our Lord's immediate 
departure to such a distance (ver. 27); 
and say, that He did not wish multitudes 
to gather about and follow Him. 
wruces ... im Óeig . . вее above on ch. 
vii. 33. We cannot say what may 
have induced our Lord to perform this 
miracle a£ twice—certainly not the reason 
assigned by Dr. Barton, '*that a blind 
man would not, on suddenly recovering 
his sight, know one object from another, 
because he had never seen them before," 
and so would require a double miracle ;—a 
second to open the eyes of his mind also, 
to comprehend what he saw. This as- 



366 EYATTEAION VIII. 

k Matt. xiv. 19 24 
reff. 

1 Matt. vil. 5. 
Lake ті, 48 
only +. 

m Matt. xil. 18 

we д дра оро перитатобутас̧. та там» eOnxer тас 

" атгкатёст ка " evéBrerev ° rnÀavywç aravra. Kat 
1 > < г ч , ee 7 A Р Ы 
атёстыХе» аўто» ыс оїкоу avrov Хушу M ыс thy 

8 e у i у A» - , 
Сабе Job KATY eic Ape, unde eimyc rivi Ev тр кору. 
Ano, Ps. xvil. 19. -ynpa, Lev. xlii, 23.) ThAavyderepow др», Diod. Sic. L 50. 

24. for eXeyer, Мук D 69 vulg lat -a b fg, ,: erre» C al lat-o ff, Е Syr. elz- 
1633 wc Cevdpa sipur., omg от: and ope, with ёр M-marg 1 latt syrr copt eth arm: 
txt ABC! rel 69 goth Thl Euthym. 

25. for «ra, каа D lat-b c ff, i k eth: om Syr arm. rec cer (corra aft ver 
23), with AC rel vulg lat-bc df f i k: exetuc D. gr lat-a: txt BL. rec (for 
Pug wey) erousi» avrov ауа[ЗАгфа:, with A rel lat-a f syr goth; во, addg к. čie- 
Vey, 69: hokaro ауа Владо: D vulg lat-b c ff, il: A C? : txt BC'LAN 1 lat-& 
copt sth. (The acct seems to be this: dA was not understood. Hence the 
corra of D—then that of A rec, to make our Lord the subject, as before, and ta give 
avai. the same meaning as before, ver 24. The re of C4, BAU, ts a 
mechanical corrn to the word occurring just after. The question of the original txt 
is not without some difficulty, but the above seems to me more probable than that a 
corrector shd have changed to a new subject and dropped exoigoty аотоу. Lachm 
edits as rec: Tisohdf and Treg, as in ігі.) —от к. dup. Syr. rec (for awecareory) 
атокатестабћд, with DU 1: am:xzareoraðn А rel: txt CLA, атокатгатт B. 
rec e At (to correspond with the other aoriste), with AC rel syr copt: were 
avafliejac D vulg lat-b c ff, 5 | Ps-Chr-lat : aN e FM! Thi: txt BL (A) 69. 

BiXavywc C (L) А: dN 83. rec amavrag (corra to suit avyÜpe rovc 
above), with AC? M(Treg, expr) rel goth: om 33 lat-c F: txt BC! D(wavra) LA 1. 
69 syrr copt eth arm Ps-Chr-lat. 

26. rec ins rov bef otro, with GMUXA 1. 69 copt: txt ABCD rel goth. for 
AT y, к. №ун avro D. for Ist илбе, un Ni. aft Агүш» ins vxayt ис rov 
око» gov xat (see ch ii. 11, Mt ix. 6) D 18. 28. 61. 69. 124. 346. 2-pe vulg lat-a b f 
F. Gig L—om pnde ec тп» кырр» ecu D lat-c k: for рпёе, «av 18. 28. 61. 69. 
346. 2-pe vulg lat-a b F ff, g, , l syr-marg arm. om unde eur. riv. €. T. kou BLN 
1'. 209 copt.—for pnde eng rivi, undt vi imr qc D syr-marg arm, semini dizeris vulg 
lat-b f ff, дуз 0: pndere eex nc unde 18. 69: pndeve pnder urne рибе 28. 61. 346.— 
for ev vn кит, tc тту кырпу (confusing the two clauses) D: om vulg lat-à f ff, 9, Г 
(The stumbling-block was, that if he did not enter into the town, Ае could not tell it to 
any one in the town. Hence B (4c om the 2nd clause: D &c alter the lat: others 
insert a saving clause, ‘if thou shouldest enter &c. :’ txt is the reading of AC rel syrr 
goth sth, rec, Lachm, Tischdf 1857, Treg.) 

2. 
xxii. II. 

o here only t. 

kai *ауаАФфас EXeyev Bàimw rove avÜpisovc, Ort ABCDE 

э ` EY , - , З i. 
Xttpag Ext тойс офба\нойс avrov’ kai 18 Aet! Kat 2.68 

sumes the man to have been dors blind, 
which he was not, from ver. 24; for how 
should he know how trees appeared? and 
besides, the case of the man born blind in 
John ix. required no such double healing. 
These things were is the Lord's power, 
and He ordered them as He p from 
present circumstances, or for our instruc- 
tion. 24.) I see men, because I see 
them walking as it were trees; i. e. not 
distinct in individual peculiarity, but as 
trees in the hedge-row flit by the tre- 
veller. It is a minute mark of truth, 
that he describes the appearance of per- 
sons as he doubtless had often had occa- 
sion to do during the failing of sight which 
had ended in his blindness. By no pos- 
sibility can the words convey, as Wordsw., 
three different stages of returning vision: 

“I see men. 1 see them standing still, 
and dimly,as trees. I see them ing." 
For thus the &v is altogether passed over, 
and sxepeirarovvrac taken out of its go- 
vernment, and moet unnaturally made into 
& sentence by itself. 95.) The dis- 
tinction in the text here adopted, between 
GsBrAwWer and iviBrAexey, would be He 
saw clearly (the work of that instant), and 
was thoroughly restored, and (thence- 
forward) saw all things plainly. But 
the text is in much uncertainty. 
96.] See above in this note,—and var. 

d. The first and second hs both 
carry a separate climax with them: he 
was not even to go into the village, no, 
nor so much as tell it to any who dwelt 
in the village. 



24—88. КАТА МАРКОМ. 867 

7 Kat ? EAG, о Inooug ка) оі рабпта! avrov tiq тас накат a. 
керас Кагоарнас тпс ФАбгтов. ка! EV тр o ётпрота 

тоос paÜnrác айтор Myuv аўто Tiva "T Ayova oi 

аудрыто рас; 28 ol ài el rav aury Atyovrtc Ort Twav- 

уђу roy Бажау; cal aN Haiar, ало, SE Ort ec q Matt. L 1 ref. 
20 T ч Matt. zii. 

тоу трофигоу. ка! аотос enger avTOUC While oe таз 

riva pe Aeyere elvat ; a ox ilii ¢ o Пётрос N. abr Xv F . M 
att. 

tio * xpieróc. 90 kai ' éweriunoev avroic iva pndevi Ni- E ath an. 

ywouw mepi auTov. 

ди rov "viov ToU * avÜp«o sov wale таби» xai t атофоки- . 18, 

3l Kal йрЁато 8:8аскну avravg Ота Nam 
I. a. xxvi. 19. 

24 al. 

uaohH Око тоу тра [бот{рш» Kai тшу apxiepiwy каї n Ас 
. xiv. 1, 

ты yeanparéwy ка! axokravÜivat, kai mera IT. тирас 3 al. 3 Maco, 
82 * 

* avaornvat’ ка! 

27. for rac керас ка‹сарнас, катар‹а> D lat -a 5 ff, i. 
om avro« DLA 33 tol lat-a 5 & arm. 

" wappnoig | Tov Aóyor Хады. 

r троса бреғос a 0 Пётрос aurov "npLaro * mirig» avrg. 

3 0 de émarpageic kai id rovc uaÜnrdc avrov * éreri- 

ES - zi үр Matt. ка Mni 
zi 2 "si i 

De Mi. 8 
v. 80. 

john KI. 20. 
1 Kings x. v. 

om 2nd avrov А arm. 
нус: bef ot a»0p. D vulg lat - a 

(c) f f. 
b rec (for мла») awexpcOnoay (see || Lu), with AD rel latt зуг goth arm: txt 

BC!'LAN lat-* Syr copt. 
goth: om Aryovrec С? 83 eth: 
ACID rel latt syr goth : 

rec om аит Atyovrtc (see || Mt Lu), with A rel syrr 
ins BC'DLA 69 latt copt. 

os ue» (|| M?) C'A 69: txt BN Syr. 
rec om lst ort, with 

for каг aAX., aAXo: де 
(|| M£) D 69 lat-a f & copt-ms: алло VA vulg lat-5 c: txt ABC rel lat.ff, i. 
rec (for ort tic) iva (to suit ae and nay), with AC? rel lat-k syrr goth arm: 
ыс era D latt: txt BC!L 

. for cat avrog, avroc Am Iu) D lat-a c ff, : om (|| M?) 1 lat-k eth arm. 
rec (for ernpwra ovr onc) yn avroic (from || МЕ), with AC? rel vulg lat-d (f syrr) 

th eth arm: txt BCD A lat-a c ff, copt. rec aft алоср‹#нс ins de (from 
| Mt La), dip CD rel lat. F. ў, goth вуг: pref cat A 83 lat-a b i (k) wth: om BL vulg 
вутт co 

30. for m ихшобгу (from || Mt) CDG. 
81. rec (for vro) ато Tr 

ажо bef rov apy. D lat - a 
rel: ins BCDEHMUVKX go 
goth : ins BCD rel. 

k Syr. 
|| Mt Lu), with A rel: txt BCDGEL 33. 

rec om rw» bef apy. (|| Mt Lu), with A 
rec om rw» bef ураџ., with AGKSXA 1. 38. 69 

$2. rec avrov bef o werpog (|| Mf), with AC rel vulg lat F Е copt goth arm: om 
avrov D : txt BL lat-a. 

37—-30.] Conression or PETER. Mt. 
xvi. 13—20. Lk. ix. 18—21. With the 
exception of the introduction in Lk., which 
describes the Lord to have been alone 
praying, and joined by his disciples,— 
and the omission of the * ise of and pro- 
mise to Peter by both Mk. and Lk., the 
three are in exact accordance. On this 
latter omission no stress must therefore be 
laid as to the character of Mark’s Gospel, 
as has been done. (Thi. in l.—cited by 
De W.) 

31—1Х. 1.] AnNnouncEMENT oF His 
APPROACHING DEATH AND RESURREC- 

TION. REBUKE OF PETER. Mt. xvi. 
21—28. Luke ix. 22—27. Lk. omits 
the rebuke of Peter. Mk. adds, ver. 32, 
aaponeig т. A. dade and, in the rebuke 
of Peter, that the Lord said the words 
ld rove ваёптіс abrov. In vv. 34, 35, 
the agreement is close, except thut Lk. 
adds cab ўріра», aft. тд» ar. abrod, and 
ze wai rov ebayy. aft. Iod, ver. 35 [it 

rhaps worthy of remark that St. 
«nie ares in ver. 34: possibly from 
the information of him, to whom it was 
said, ri wpóg dt; бй poi йкоАХ\ообн, John 
xxi. 22]; and informs us, in ver. 34, that 
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s = [Mt Rom. ungtv Пётр ка! Мун "Үтаүг o orlom роу carava, Ore ov 
bis. Phil. ili. 
51 Б, ii. * pooveiç " та rov бео, алла * га тшу  аудоот». И kai 

acs. 

T xa mpockaAecáptvoc Ttov було» o тос nab nraie aurov 

b Matt. x. ва. Єтє» avroig Ocric Olet ° отісю pov dx OGL, 
ings xix. 3 , e a 4 3 ГА * a - 

Зо. sec Маш. © amapvnoáoÂw єаотбу Kal араты rov “© атаурбу d aurov 

"petere deall KA xai akoAovÜctro po. © 0 de vag. td 0g тт» ux 
Oly. exc 

Lake xil. 0. avrov swoat, * атоћсе abr de 8 а» °ато\ёон тї» 

ам. тек. Au айтой беу pov Kai тоо ebayyeAiou, сови 
J Mt. reff. see 
s Prov. 1. ia, aurny. 36 ri yap офа [* rov] avÜperrov " и 
тей, Pror. roy косцоу UAOY Kat UnutÜnvet ri Vun avrov; 37 т 
5 па. yap [* осе ávÜpwroc] ' avra\haypa Tig puxne avrov; 
LEN de yàp tav raue не ка! robe tobe Aoyoug ev 
Job zzii. 8 
8ymm. TU yevea ravry тр ° ногуаА‹& ка! е, Kat о 

IMI. reff. Herod. vil. 89. : Mt. мы ч: ie. Gen. xxv € 1t Mt. only. Jer. 
а Matt. xii. 

33. aft o де ins «go. AK lat: F вуг. rec ins rw bef ætrpœ (|| Mt), with AC rel: 
om BDL. rec (for к. Meye) eyo, with AD rel latt syr goth arm: txt BCLA 
lat., k Syr copt eth. om 2nd ra D-gr 225. 

$4. om avro DXA lat-a b c Jai tk. for ocric, & ree (from || М? Le) BC'DLA 
1. 33. 69 latt syr-marg arm Orig Synop: txt AC? rel syrr copt goth sth. rec (for 
ако\оюби») «АӨн» (from || MP, with ABC'KL lat-c g, & syrr copt arm Orig - lat: 
Duv к. akoAovOriyv A: txt СІ” rel vulg lat-(a 5 % fi i n goth æth Orig View Thl 
Ambr. for axapy., паруђпсасдо D. 

85. rec (for га») av, with AD rel Orig, : txt BCKMA 1. 33. for Ist V. avrov, 
gavrov №. B Orig: y. tav. D*. om oc ò ау ar. r. V. av. D! lat-k wth. 
rec (for 2nd amosen) arten (corra, and from || МЕ Le), with A rel Orig: txt 
BCD*ra. for 2nd Фууу» avrov, avrov Puyny C? rel: txt A B[sic cod: see 
table] C'LA.—avrg» DT lat-i!. om spov каа D lat-a b i (А) n eth arm Orig. 

rec ins ovrog bef соса (from || Га) С: M-marg rel: txt AB C'(appy) DKLM!XA 
1. 38 latt syrr copt goth eth arm Orig Dial. 
yu гес ыфеАтси (from || Mt; xol txt from || Iu), with ACD rel vulg lat-b c 

yr Orig: weednOnoera: 33: txt B (L) N lat-a 75 gis rec om ro», wit 
Tv. e sil) goth: ins AC'D Orig.—a»pwros (| Mt La) CEFGHLMXTA 1. 33. 
69 Petr-alex. rec (for кгоёђса: and TAN] ca» xipónog and guuw0g 
(rom || Mt), with AC rel latt Orig: cepdnoag [see Lu] SnpswOnvae L: txt BN.—r. 
к. od. bef керд. C 38 Syr Petr-alex. 

87. ree (for ri yap) a rı (from || At), with ACD! rel latt syrr goth wth: 9 r: yap 
D!-gr: txt BLAN copt arm Orig. om wos аубрыжос д: ins ABCDL rel latt 
Orig. (Prob the origl txt was т: yàp ё»та\\ауүра тїс vvyric афто; as Tischdf has 
edited, биза áv0p. being from || Mt. But the single codex Sangallensis is hardly 
warrant enough for this.)—éor BN, dw L. ins o bef ay0p. В «avrov B: 
avrw C. 

88. rec (for ға») av (see || La), with ОНКО 69 (S 1. 83, e sil) Clem: om A vulg 
lat F: oc ё ay D: txt BC rel. ewatoyvrOncerac epe D. —for ре, реу Al. 

our Lord said these words, having called wavrac contains traces of if. What won- 
the multitude with his disciples. This der that a crowd should here, as every 
Meyer calls a contradiction to Mt. and where else, have collected about Him and 
Lk.—and thinks it arose from а misun- the disciples. P 37.] If (see var. readd.) 
derstanding of Lk.'a жартас. Far rather the words in brackets be omitted, the 
should I say that our account . sense will be, For what сап be an equiva- 
every detail to the life, and that the æpo r lent for his life 1 38.] Mk. and Lk. 
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vide тоў а>бофко» " ётаюҳъдлогта аўтд», Отау 0y d rur 
РЕ iv Ty $бЁр rov warpoc avrov perà roy ayytlwy теу 5 Acts x. 
а ayiov. IX. ! Kat Ау» avroic Арту Мүө ù Ушу Ort , 116 
ttoly rive oe TOV coTnKOTWY, " otriveç ov рт) " yevowvrat P rud ә 

КАТА MAPKON. 

Gavarov t {шс ay lowow ттуу [Зао!Ана> тою Üsov éAnAvOviav бағ). 
t év доуйди. 

2 Kai perà ирас ФЕ" тараАан$дун à о Trove roy 
П{тро» ка тб» Лакы[оу ка! ‚Теау»ту xai 

* дрос e? kar іа» nóvovc, ка}? per- ET айтоўс ис 

np 
Ei FO 

тк 

urpoobev avrov. 
ori Bora, Авика Alan, ola 

упс ov Sévarat ourwe * Aewcavat, 

€ 
xxl а, 

t Rom. i. 4. 
Col. 1. 
seo Mart. 
xxiv. A 

' ауафіри ` AN Koe. im B, 

тей. 
(= dva- Kat та бта avrov 

°ууафеўс " 
4 f» 

коі C Mm 
ауто Hac сб» Mawoy, cal сау $ суААаХой»тес Ty ‚Ж, now. 
'Insov. 5 

Pat, 

трас к coi 
ref. 
xvii 

e Rev. vii. 14 only. 
gw. dat., iL. де i. 

26 oniy. b гей, Matt. 21. 95 гөй. 

kai 

Cuar. IX. L rec ird eee (see || M? Le), with ACD? rel vu 
copt 9050 om wée lat-ö i: txt BD! Л, arm: rw» sornsorey bef edi 18 7 

aft cor. ins аА "ex lat-a 5 (J. m Dn 
ra, so B C(appy 

Frag-cant | тес Ds roy 
cant rel. avaye D Frag-cant 2-pe 

9. rec syrvero (grammatical alteration : єў || 

* ажоко бас о Петрос Хуч TQ Inooõ 

! кабу ют» прас woe eivat, kai тошошргу , t iren. 
‘play kai Mwvop * ша» ка! `НА a eton — rw. 

b here only. 

0 s Ober хар. A. 
wayyy, with CDKLUX 1. 38. 69: om AB Frag- 

Bib oa oe 

Ps. 3 

ы 

sek. XI. 8 aL 
Е » 4 Matt vi- La. v. р 

fj. Lake l. 11. 1 Osr. zv. 5—8 
Exod. xxzlv. 36. Isa. vil. 6. irit „шы греят sper, Lake 

lat: 

om 2nd row XTA 

opéovra: Frag 2 Frag-cant. 
, with BC rel: txt ADGKLVXT 

1. 33. 69 (yuvorrat be rts E BER: aft Мах ins ec xw» (reminiscence of Matt 
xxviii. 8), with AD rel 
ms sah wth arm. 

goth, woe x. К: ош BCLa 1 lat-k D. lat copt- 
we ov Üvrvarat fric Aeveavat emi т as gnc I D (lat-b i) Byr 

rec om Ong "a n rel ) Syr goth: ins BCL 
22 an rde gloss ;’ rary it is in fact en Helene 

69 lat- СУ.)  coptt sth 

^ for goav — ее evvedadovy (see || Le) D 1 lat-a n. (ovAXadovr К.) 
B. for Мун, eren D 2-pe lat -a 

woanow D lat- i 

here agree: and Mt., ver, 27, bears traces 
of this verse, having apparently abridged 
it in transcribing his report, ег адын 
асма said, in ch. х. 38 
сви aise, seo Mt. xii. 89, and observe 

ition iv Ru у. таб. rj p. cal áp. 

Сн. IX. I.) Boe an Mt. ah 
Tév der.] there are some here of the 
stenders-by. Remember, our Lord was 
speaking ѓо to the multitude with hie dis- 
ciples. 
e ] Tua TRANSFIQURATIOX. 

Vor. I. 
Mt. 

(b) Syr: Ne 1. 69. 
: «Мис srfounG epa 69, si vis permet lat-a c. 

трас 0 Le: го B in || M with AD rel Чам t), 

for каз коусыџеу, Otc 
rec Oxwvac 

JS syr goth arm: txt ВСА 88 latt 

xvii. 1—18. Lk. ix. 28—86. Here again, 
while Mt. and Mk.’s accounts seem to 

lars have found their way into our text. 
Lk.’s account is from a different source. 
If we might conjecture, Peter has fur- 
nished the accounte in Mt. and Mk. :— 
this latter being retouched,—perhaps by 
himself : while of Lk. may have had 
another origin. The additional particu- 
lars in our text аге, —the very graphic and 

in ver. 3, — 
Маала аз ab vp in rung... 
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Ew uiav. боо yàp gee ri атокрб,  ёкфо[Зо‹ yap iyé- 
X. 19 only. 7 xar * 
( Adis, Зб. VOTO. " éytvero vepirn " émicxialousa avroic, kat 

iL: 

„Ab ved єк rnc vegiAnc А Естіу о мос pov Fra 

"iem a о? ауатттос, ч акобете avrov. 8 Kal ' ата * 5 

„ BAxpaperor ouKért ov tidor, aA тд» ‘Inoouy póvov 

v l. 2. om uel taur v. kara avro d avrov aro тоо Opov 1 
Маги * StearetAaro avroic tva under! а доу " 8игүйсш»так, ы Cant. 
me um orav о viòc TOU arb єк увкрш» ' avasry. 
"шсш" n cal TOV An. ' ёкраттсау wpóc ќаотобс, gurcnrobv- 
UN rec i ' éeriy * ro “єк vt piv " ávaerijvat. П kai “ewe 
Hi. 5 (reff.). 

t Matt. xvi. 20 nporay avrov Are 

«та. H Ala“ dei (дку woorov; 12 
Lake xuiv. 16 al.. 

b = (see note) ver. 28 only. 

AaAnon, with CSU?! Chr, AaAnoa AD GO[sic] rel syrr Vict 
AN 1. 88 lat-k copt (ажекр‹Өу N Orig). (Peter's words not 

Ман pt 
Daa. v. 12 Theod. 

ach. тШ. 37 al. fr. 

. rec (for axoxpi0n 
TW Euthym: txt bci ) 

X «s ch, zii. 98. 

being strictly an answer, some omd атокр. 
were offended at this атокр‹Өр, which expressed the 

"On "aue ot урациате OTt 
& ken avroic Hac 

у = Matt. ix. 18 те], 8 = ver. B veli. 
в = Matt. xxiv. 6 reif. 

,— others, tolerating it as sdiomake, 
same so much more plainly. 

Hence it was altered to X\adyoe or UE Гот ere avrov XaXovyroc in || Mt.) 
rec (for eng. y. ey.) no ар erg 
vulg lat. / syrr goth: txt CDLA 88 501 

T. for xe, eyevero (from || Та) BCL 
ins At yore 

dE Ne Ea Frag- cant. 
with A rel 1а6-5 f syrr goth: txt BCD. 

8. for Karıya, evBewe D Frag-cant 69 
|] 1 Mo BD Frag-cant 83 latt copt goth sth: txt AC CT a 

(corra to en гуєуоуто кає &yevero), with A rel 

sah(appy) 
A Byr ayr-marg copt arm. rec aft ve. 

(from || 2% Ta), ith. ADL 1. 33. 69 latt Syr syr-w-est sah sth arm- 
zoh; Агуш» A: om BC rel lat-k copt goth arm-mss ТЫ, 

rec avrov bef acovere (from || Le: so also rec in | Mt), 
aft o aya rog ins ov 

-cant 1. 83 vulg lat -a c „д, & l coptt. 
lat-a g Na aìa, н з 

om roy - 
ped (игта B) eavrwy bef аААа rov ine. роуоу B 33 38 lat-o f: om р. tar 

Vrae csi lat-a ff, k l. 
9. for катор. ёе, cat ката. (from || МЇ) BCDLA 

for ажо, ex (from || 
rec ёту . bef а udov (for elegance), with A rel lat-c f ff, syrr &: 

txt A rel lat: F вуг goth arm 
dure ler C 1. 

-cant 83 latt Syr Jr co eta: 
£t) BD 33: txt AC 

txt BCDLA 1. (69) vulg уа 5 91. $ k Ія. —ыдоса» D. 
10. for ro єк. у. avacr., orav ex vtxpwv avaory D 1. 69 latt (S m syr Jer. 
11. for ex gperwv, exgpernoay А 1. 33. 69 lat-a g,. 

ins ог $apicatot kat bef 5 A LN vulg ute 9r 
apwroy bef suy -abe 

ot yp. bef Ху. D lat-a copt. 
om ors D-gr 1 lat-) Turk 

copt. fo 
12. rec (for eg) axospibtic exer (from f o. with AD rel latt syr goth sth arm: 

Mk. omits ir * #ффбктва, Mt. 
The omission of an art. 

clothi ] mone of — 
who appeared, ча, мч бор ‚ on the 
contrary’) Jesus alone. 9—13.] Two 
remarkable additions oocur in our text ;— 
ver. 10, which indicates apostolio autho- 
ив and that of one ГА Three ;—end 

èfovð. in ver. 10.] т. X. 
leger. not, ‘ they kept the command :’— 
for rill he тераше, it to mean kept secret 
the saying, as in ref. vl lony 

т. ёк у. фу. does not refer to the Resur- 
rection generally, for it was an article of 
Jewish belief, and connected with the 
times of the Messiah ;— but to His He- 
survection as connected with Ме Death ; 
the whole was tical to them. 
n. The örn may be merely recitantis, 

asked him, saying (that the Scribes 
ay, that Elias must first соте? leaving 
radi nate to find its application in the 
difficulty thus by them. But 
it is better to take it in the unusual sense 



ov 

ABCDE rovvrac avroic. 

6—15. 

pey 00» протоу 

ка! 

ypamrat * т’ avróv. 

15 

КАТА МАРКОМ. 

* атокабгатйун wavra’ Kai тос yes 
уратта “ert TOV viov тоб arb, í tva wohda wa 

* tiovBtvnÜp ; 18 adda Хуе vu» Ore kai. "НА fac 
гаид», kat * тойса» айт dca he kon, Kabir yé- 5. 

M Kai Mor трос robe pabnrac 
I. 5 eld ev 0x Ao» rod тері аутойс kat ypappareiç * avvčn- E Matt. жор 

каї :000с тас о aN idovrec avròv h W dat, ob. 

al. (дусте, 
Ps.cz vili. 

8 e han un, ка! * тоострёуоутес ! naráľlovro avróv. A тодо, 

gae ver. 10 reff. 
vill. 80 only. Сев. xviii. 2. 

txt BCLA 8 

here as having no дє to c 
rec azocafsora, with 

Ich. xiv. и xvi. 5, 6 Sir. 9 aks l. al) i Maca W. 40, K. 

yr copt. ins н bef quac D. 
sth arm. (So Tischdf edits, pev dale Ae || Mt: but it was likely to 

is 
rel: arocaracryos C latt syr- eth 

arm: arocaracrava D-gr M: txt ABLA 1. 38 lat-& goth. JT marg(appy) copt 

h. 1. 27 reff. 

ка X.17. Acts 

om yt» (D)L 1 latt Syr syr-marg 
cancelled 

hardly to be cited, as it reads и Мас.) 

for ca: жос, кабшс 

(prob borrowed from кабыс yryp. below) АКМА syr-marg Viet Euch 
arm rec eLowdeveOn, with AC rel ; 2 BDL. (korg. E 69) ym: rer ovy 

18. for Ads, nòn Аб,» (I M?) C 1 lat à 
(0 МЇ), with ACA latt: txt B C!(a арру) D-gr L. 

arm. (ar BL) 14. Adovrec and идо» BLA lat- 
сў, i k. 
ver 1 BC ae I. 15 1 latt goth. 

. Tec evOsec, with AD I, rel: 

ins rovc bef ypappareç D I, 69 arm. 

txt BCLA 1. 69. 

rec (lr nov) 90:3 goa» 

for xipi, трос D 28 lat-a b 
for avro, крос avrovg (see 

om o bef oyAoc D. rec 
der avr. sEe0apBnOn (corre to agree with oyXoc), with A rel vulg lat-f g, , & syr-txt: 
txt BCD I, La 1. 33. 69 ev-y lat-a (b c ff) i Syr &yr-marg copt-schw goth seth 
for avrov, Tov snoovy D vulg c ffs 
dentes D lat-c ff, i k. 

answer. But not to mention that such а 
sentence would be without example in our 
Lord's discourses, the sense given by it is 
meagre in the extreme. As it stands in 
the text, it forms a counter-question to 
that of the Apostles in ver. ll. They 
asked, How say the Scribes that Elias 
must first come? Our Lord answers it 
by telling them that it is even so; and 
returns the question by another: And 
how is it (also) written of the боп of 
Mas, that He, &с.? then comes the con- 
clusion in ver. 18 with ФАЛА Adye Sniv, 
statmg that Elias Лаг come, and leaving 
it therefore to be inferred that the suffer- 
F333 

arm.— 
aporpexovreg АС: stpocyaiporrtc gans- 

LUNATIC. Mt. xvii 14—21. Lk. ix. 
37—42. The account of Mk. is by far 
the most copious: and here, which is very 
rarely the case in the official life of our 
Lord, the three accounts appear to have 
been originally different and independent. 
The descent from the mountain was on the 
day FAN the transfiguration, Lk. ver. 

The Scribes were Poey 
И over T disciples, and reason- 
ша со their inability to that of their 

also. there i 
hardly such another contrast to be found 
in the 

glory on the mount; so strong a word 
as ebene, would hardly have been 
used merely of their surprise at His sudden 
краси; see Exod. xxxiv. 29, 30. Жылу 
rightness, however, terrified the 

this atéracte them: see 2 Cor. iii. 7—18. 
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m ver. II. 16 

o Mait. . 88 17 ка! acer in. avro 
EL xvi. „ p! A Ф 

" agpiles xai 

Via ‚ыш ау. 

al) 4 amoroc, "£t t Matt. vil. 6 е, $ * wore 
refi 

EYATTEAION 

kat ™exnpwrnoev avrovc Ti 

Kat бтоь gay avróv 
ride rove ee cal 

gq - Led Р] э “< L , A ? 

* stra тос pabnraic gov iva avrò cal, cal оок 
9 o 8 атокрбас айто Mya. “Q ‚уена 

arten 0 унш»; - „Фёрете айтду тобе nt. 

IX. 

a cuvlnretre тоос avro ; 
le єк тоо ОуАоь Р Ддаскаће, 

ay iverac’ ка! 

roc Урас сораг ; è “Ewe * wore 

kat ve cov 
А L.) 

residen Au avrov оос avrov. Kai "doy aùròv тд ryed h tu hoc 

1 ur avrÓv, kai жесш» Emi тїс упс ‘ éxuAlero 
ch. Ш. 1 14 21 2 , ` { > = & 

Prol Ail, E афо! WY. kat єптриттаєу тоу патёра avrov ilococ 
“эш iv. 8 гей. у ade., Lake xili. $4. TRN: 18. Se» |. Joha xx. 97. Isa. xvii. 10. 
a NCMO. john x. 34. Rev. vi. 10 only. P». xeili. Iti Tied Mt.) eb. vi. 3 ref, 

2 Cor. Al. J, 10. Isa. xivi. 6 d const 7. tv. 1, 8. 21.16. ал iner ej L. ch. 
t n ver. MT 2 Kings xxii. 8. Thue aly. Josh. 2. 18, (обе, 8 Pet. B. Pm g ver. 18 only t. 

16. rec (for 1st em тоес papparac (explanation derived from ver 14), with 
BDLA 1 аа sth arm. (I, def.) 

latt 
AC rel la 
в. езен ома sos ev эме inter vos 

‚ Tec атокр:днс and aft oyAov ins eure, with wt rel vulg lat. syrr goth (sth) 
E txt BD 
lat.f syrr goth arm: ins BCDLA 33 lat-a 
(avro). 

18. rec ау, with CD I, rel: om 1: txt ABKA. 
rec aft r. odovr. ins avrov, with AC? I, rel lat-5 F syrr copt got 

rec urov, with ACD rel: txt BFL 1. (1, =) 
ins exSareyv avro D 69 lat-a b arm. 

19. for o de, кт D 1. 69 lat- a b o fi k eth. 
considered as addressed to the last speaker. This is 
should have been сотта to -то to suit the follg w 

lig, aa ihe eh with Ci rd ag, 1 Byr ra om 

LA 1. 83. 69 vulg lat-a cs kl. 
aft vox. 

not so much the sense fo 
С! 69 lat-k : txt ABDLA 1. 33 ves. (I, def. 

20. om яр. avr. D latt. 

-(appy) LA 33 Mia bcik 

rec содгы ro wy. (to 

rec om avrw, with A rel 
c $ k copt (wth), and (aft swe) I, 1. 69 

pacce applontat D. 
h eth апп: om BC'D 

rec avre (corra, the answer 
ar more like than that re 

A tr would regard 

a riert 

ro ту. from (деу), disconnect 
with A I, rel vulg lat-g, goth: om «v0. D lat-a 5 ff, i: txt BCLA 33 lat-c f g, k syrr 
copt (wth) arm. || Га) BCLA 33: erapater (a testimony ovvecrapakey ( 45 
for tor. not avyea s.) D- gr, conturbavit txt A I, rel. 

- 16. à . % them, i. е. ‘the 
Scribes as a 

part of the ix og. One of the multitude 
answers. 17.] wpdés се—і. е. intended 
to do so, not being aware of His absence. 
From Lk., ver. 88, we learn that this was 
his only son. ahoy, causing deaf- 
ness and dumbness, and fits of epilepsy ; 
€ 18.) np. wastes or 

, ав E. Me or perhaps becomes 
lve combines the A 

pose of the ewe with the pa 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13. арза = 
not addressed to the man, as 
—nor to the disciples,—but generally: to 
the race and generation among whom the 
Lord's ministry was fulfilled. The ad- 
ditional words zai dveorpappivn (Mt. Lk.) 
аге probably from Deut. xxxii. б, see fur- 

ther ib. ver. ani 3 is e 
expressed by ol¢ ob« lor: wiorse dv 
аётоїс. The фе is not asked in a 
spirit of longing to be gone from them, 
but of holy impatience of their hardness 
of heart and unbelief. In this the father, 
disciples, Scribes, and multitude are equally 
involved. 20.] 106» is out of strict 
concord with v, but has regard to 

: see also ver. 26 

stirred into a flercer о 
ing near of the окси 

pec 
occasion to enquire thus of the father, to 
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" дг теу ш 

vts vil. 40, 

$ Cor. Hi. 8. wávra ze iue 
* wie крабас̧ o wario rou Ext 

* wasSiov Are Ilioraóo" = Bonet pov rp Р amoria. "er 
Acts ххй. 30. Rom. vill. 96. 

81. for ec, гыс B: e£ ov CIL (a) 88: ex quo latt 

p Mott. Al. 58 ref. 

copt wth arm: txt AC?D rel 
тес om єк 66 wih L acme) ins BC (D) GI, LA (1). goth. 

i er жа:ос D 2-pe Chr.— ward v ЕІ 1, raid d 
92. rec avrov bef к. «c кэр (for p perepicwity), with AC? ) rel k^: ef i ( 
a goth (eth): avr. eB. aft vdara We txt BC'LA.—om 2n a DT Ts vulg lat- ) 

abi ins го bef mvp 
avr. bef axon. DI, 1 о? 

Corr er (et 2 7 — AOA pi Yl 
aft vier. ins zupie, with 

in the trial of his faith. 
See Mt. ver. 15. « ть dvg) This 
bespeaks, if any faith, 3 
ignorant and weak one. —the 

Mt. xv. 25, Вођди pos. $3.] In rò 
d 8. [N.], the ré putem the sense in 
some difficulty. The most probable ren- 
dering is to make it designatory of the 
whole sentence, Jesus said to him the say- 
ing, If thou canst believe, all 
are,” &c.: a saying which doubtless He 
often uttered on similar occasions. Kui- 
noel quotes a similar construction from 
Polysenus, iii. 9. 11, ‘Igupérac bra 
kon 1d ric dy frio rovro Lose. Some 
(е. g. Tischdf) omitting tbe sicrebcat 
would set an in tion after divy, 
and suppose our to be citing the 
father’s words: “didst thou say, ‘if thou 
55 P—all things are, &c. Others, as 
Dr. Burton, suppose it to mean rà ‘si 
zery wiocrevoat (imperative) :—* Believe 
what you have expressed by your гї rs 
)óvg, A. But both these renderings 
involve methods of construction and ex- 
pression not usual in the Gospels. The 
of 0буу is a manifest reference to the 1 

5 к. мс vd. 12 p* 
for а rt, evs A. on 

senah rih t 
ЭЛП 

ri dévy before, and meant to convey а re- 
„ as the father’s answer testifies. 

e sentence, also, unless I am mistaken, 
is кан to convey an intimation that the 
Dealing Was pot 0 Безе шо 
vt Coévyp, 20 that the Lord's 
be e N ut an ынай 
to faith, which (of course by laying hold 
on Him who rdvra 8évarai) can do ali 

a e 24. ] No сап be more 
touching and living than this whole most 
masterly and wonderful narrative. The 
poor father is drawn out into a sense of 
the unworthiness of his distrust, and “ the 
little k of faith which is kindled in 
his reveals to him the abysmal 
of unbelief which are there.” 

. 867.) “ Thus,” remarks Olshausen (B. 
Comm. ! і. 584), “ docs the Redeemer shew 
к to the ы. a раиотзђс víortec 

Diss He heals his son. In the 
le of his anxiety, the strength of 

ka oe by the sid of Christ, in the 
of ̂  before.” There is 

in the Lord's treatment of 
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секиге res. 
гей. гате, 2t wveluavt тф ' axabapry № уву abr, ‘To ° 

' кыфд» wveuma, ey) 
t constr 

: pria Kat іе исёАӨрє ис avrov. 

„ Matt. 2 dw 
гей. 

n ver. 17. e 

ETATTEAION IX. 

Sev Sto beste і ort " emrouvrpey et oe ererinnoey ABCDE 
a@Aadoy MSUY 

XTa І. 

irc eoi, Ағ & aurov, 33. 6. 
36 xai „крабас Kai oda 

3 " owapakac sind Ger, cal Eyévero J bee, vekpóc, wore 
EO тойс то\Ао®с ‚ Аун» ert avidavev, 1% à Inode 
w ch. L gg refl. * Kparnoac avroy тпс Херос * Пунреу avróv, kat avtara. 

к XN * 28 Kai єсєАӨ@д»та * 
"m MT ̂ kar ‘Мау бтпр®тшъ 

4e 1 Kings Ünnev ixjaAstv avró 5 
év ob deri Stvarar Адну ti pN ev #троскуур Tain dre 

E iu. каї " устна. 
o Matt. ziv. 38 reff, 

(MC f. о, 28. Asts iv. 9,19. 

25. for (доу de o, tai ore аде» D latt(not f). 
Fr. rec ro xy. ro ah. к. reg., with AC? rel (Syr) 

вуг goth wth: txt BC'DLA 1. 33 latt copt arm. 
arm. for Хушу, twv 

d = ver. 11 ealy. 
gli Mt. Matt. xai. 92 al. 

avrov чс оїкоу ot naÜnrai avrov 

d avrov ' "Он "utc ouk gevry- 
29 $ Ld , - E æ a 

kat fire ауто Tovro ro 

# Kings vit. . 111 E. 

ins o bef oyÀoc ALMXA 33. 69 

aft куш ins a 2nd eye B!. 
f cot bef exir., with AD rel am(with fuld ing tol) lat-a ö c fi goth arm Vict: txt 
BCLA 38 lat. V. k copt th. 
Сзр rel кызы {юп 

26. rec краЁау and emapatav (grammi corras), 
тт. ins avrov, with АС? rel vulg lat-a c f 9, k syrr copt A: txt BC'DL. rec aft 

goth th arm: om BCI DLa lat-à ff, i. 
A- gr. for weer, wc D. 
ABLA 83. for Муну, Aeyovrac D. 

for 4E, ax C'A latt (with D- lat): txt AB 

with AC? rel: краЁас . . стара ау 

aft ERH. ins ax avrov D latt; ex avrw 
rec om тоюс (as unnecessary), with CD rel goth: ins 

N. for avrov түс хирос, rnc иро avrov (corrs to more usual constr, —see Mt ix. 
35, ch i. 31, v. 41. 
—add avrov Ct syrr eth. 

Lk viii. $4) BDLA 1.69 ev-y latt copt arm Vict : txt AC? rel goth. 

28. uceABovroc avrov (corra of Hellenistic construction as often elsewhere) BCDLa 
1. 69 syrr: txt A rel goth arm. ins row bef ow. AM copt-wilk. rec er- 
avr. bef xar id., with AC? rel (lat-c) елт copt goth sth : txt BC'DLA 1. 83. 69 volg 
Iat-a ö &c arm.—mnpwrov D 1. 
Byr Thi-ms: or: dia rı U al: pe BC rel 

99. for «v ovd., ov Cl. 

is dea т: (ori not boing understood) ADK 33 

ка vectua BD let-k. (So Tischdf hae edited: 
but the omn most probably arose Aen the transcriber passing from nas to кокнбєу.) 

and when that is proved, the child is 
. healed. The fact is, that the 
rests far deeper: viz. on the ‘inclusion’ 
of ‘the old man’ in Adam and the ‘new 
man’ in Christ; see Rom. v. 19—91. It 
may be well to remind the reader that 
there is nothing “more pathetic and ex- 
pressive” (Wordsw.) in pov rj dmerig 
than in r. dw. pou: see on Matt. xvi. 18. 

25.] This took place at а distance 
from the crowd, among thoee who had 
run forward to meet our Lord, ver. 15. 

dye èr. cof} The personal pronoun 
is emphatic, as o to the want of 

wer on the part of the disciples. This 
is the only place where we have such a 
charge as pyxére 08. ela ad.,—shewing 
the excessive ity and tenacity of 
this kind (see ver. 29) JP pirit. This is 

also shewn by ver. 26. 
v. 41; also ii 

Dan. x. 9, 10. 29. 
given more at length in t. ver. 20, and 
the Lord there distinctly includes the dis- 
ciples in the yeveà ásricroc, оз К telling 
them did r5)» бт:огіау nsr. The as- 
suranee also occurs there, which wi re- 
peated Mt. xxi. 31, where see notes. 
тоёто Td yévos| That there are kinde, 
more and less malicious, of evil spirits, we 
find from Mt. xii. 45—and the pertinacity 
and cruelty of this one shewed him to 
belong to the worst kind. The Lord's 
saying here is rather for their after guid- 
ance, than their present; for they co 
not fast while Ha was with them, ch. i. 
9. 
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50 KaxeiBev tEcADourec ' табеторейоуто Ма тпс Гаћ- 12. 98 rer. 
хаас, Kai оюк ib Aer f tva ric yvot. 

TOUC naÜnrác аўто Kat ENeyev avroi¢ бт © мс тою 

киш. xxiv.9 
геа Eee 

1 p A viid. ЕА 
31 dibaoe уар 

аудрётоу * wapadiorat че хчоас auß pn, kai aro- atid 2. 
krevovow avróv, ка! атоктаубыс mera то zulgae ava- 

Xra l. avrov ётероттоаг. 
33 Kai IAH eic Кафаруаоўн, Koi £v Ty oikig уебрғуос Exod. . 97. 

ёктрота avrouc Tí ev тр ody 

° £u, ? трос аААтАоус уар ™ дуба» | Ev тр 08 
rig * petlwv. 35 cal * кабїсас 

Rom. z.8 al. 
Wisd. xv. 11. 

n им Avi. 7 

oi 8 yvò ou rò pnma, ка! ёфо{Зош»то ой. хх. 81 
р Acts xvii. 17 
(auo w. ар J. 

Gos here 34 44 221 РР. 

oi 2 ald. 
Heb. xi 6. 
Jude 9 only. 

ri. Matt. xxii. 
11 al. 

s Matt, v. 1 тей, 

a SteAoyiecOe ; 

cnc robe да@дека 

Kat Al yt avroic Et fic 05A г. третос eivat, taras Tavrwy F 

‘сҳатос kai тйутшъ " &ákovoc. 

tarnoey ауто ev ne ауто», ке! 

90. rec ra: rectis, with AC rel: txt BDLA. 
usual) B! D- gr lat-a c f goth sth. 
5 om o 

om ахоктаудгс D er- y lat-a c J, k copt. 
E. Mey thinks per. rp. np. а conformation to ch viii. 81, because there 

att. хх. 
nea 96 cai AaBwv та оу | ED 

' evayxaXtaapevog avrò E zs x. 

for raptr., evopsvovro (more 
rec (for yvoi) ууш, with A rel: txt BCDL. 

1, к. атокгеу0усіУ 
гес ғу rpirn pipa (from 

is there 

avOpwrov D-gr. 

Mo cotra f nie | MY Dn. But such corrns were not so systematic as to warrant such 
an inference), me reme Ие цен агаш: txt BC'DLA lat-(a) 5 е 
i (H) syr-marg copt. 

$3. rec Nh No suit омо Following), with AC rel lat syr (copt) goth (ath) 
arm: уАбосау txt B 1 latt Syr. rec aft одо ins ярос eavrovg, wi 
lat.f syr goth eth; aft dceAoy., 1. 69 Syr (arm): om BCDL A(sic) latt 

toto TT OVV C. 

seth, simly latt вуг copt. 
35. for lst каз, rore D lat-d. 
96. ins ro bef raid. D. 

30--39.] SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT OP 
His DEATH AND RESURRECTION. Mt. 
xvii. 22, 28. Lk. ix. 43—45, where see 
notes, as this account is included in the 
two others. 

38—50.| DISCOURSE RESPECTING THE 
GREATEST AMONG THEM. Mt. xviii. 1—9, 
Lk. ix. 46—50. Here again the three 
accounts are independent, and differ in 
some particulars unimportant in them- 
selves, but very instructive for a Иш 
comparison of the three Gospels. 
take Lk. s account.—The disciples had 
been s—our Lord knowing the 
strife of their hearts, took a child, &o. .— 
then compare Mk.—our Lord asked them, 
on coming into a house, what had been 
the subject of ther ute ;—they were 
silent shame ;—He sat down, de- 
livered his sentence to the (welve,—and 

copt. 
om ev ту одо (as superfluous) ADA lat-a b f$ goth: ins BC 

rel vulg lat-c ff, 9, k syrr copt sth arm Orig. 

om eat Хеу. to дгакоуос (|| Mt Eu) D lat-k. 
for lst avro, avrov DA. 

Di, ауаукаћгс. L, evayxahge. X, iao. A. 

rig perlwy yeyrroi avro D 2-po 

а>аукаМма. C, ауакћо. 

Mt. There, the disciples themselves referred 
the question to our Lord, and He took the 
child, &e. Who can forbear seeing in 
these narratives the unfettered and inde- 
pendent testimony of three witnesses, 
consistent with one another in the high- 
est form and spirit of truthfulness, but 
differing in the mere letter? Mk.’s ac- 
count is again the richest and fullest, and 
we can bardly doubt that if the Literat 
exact detail of fact is in question, we 
have it here. 83.) Between the com- 
ing to Capernaum, and this discourse, hap- 

тар ан лга of the tribute money, 
t. xvii 34.] There is no 

real раат in the matter їп question 
here (and in Lk.), andin Mt. The king- 
dom of heaven was looked on as about 
soon to appear: and their relative rank 
now would be assumed as their relative 
rank then. The difference in the expres- 
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irrer auroic 7 “Ос а ау tv тоу roiob re ташу & Enrat aBcor 
ir тр Ovopari pov, tuè Sixerac ка! Oc dv ee y at, 2 

XP ойк ipd dixera, аААа rov атостыЛаута yt. ken E 
Азып, а айт о 'loávvgc Хуш» /мдавкале Topiv туа “ev r 

s = Matt. xi. ovopari gov éxBadXovra Satndvta, Oc ойк axoAovBer 

w — Matt. xix. 
9. Acts iv 
2). see ver. 

"eMe Matt. n йш” 

8 

c je, бст Ос rohe 
у Аа доуоєта: тахо ° какоХоупса! pe. 

37. гео COT Ue HP) tare with та оташ txt ABCDLA 1. 69. 
сӯ, і R ev- y Syr eth arm: ex 69 а], ex lat-d 

rovrwy CAN. for es, гу D 69 
txt BDLA. z 
lat-ó F.: txt BL 69 Iat-a cfg, 

38. төс (for eon) атекр#›»} р ‘(conformation 
tions), with A rel 

FGHESUVT 1.69: ins М. 

e», with A re! ТЫ: ex 
от goth arms nu. 

[22 vi s qa rel latt &: 
often thus repeats. | 

Мылы ыы ш, 
arm: ins АВС rel lat. S 
MIN BA. e STEM 

( 
им — uË пры» (as | 25 

tna., aogpiÜuc D 2-pe lat-a 5 i А: om 1. 69 arm. 29. fo 
(re || Zu) FIS lata 2 K. 

“= J Ошу found besides 
grs the repe- 

characteristic 

ceivi 

thy Name, be receiving Thee; were we 
doing right when we forbade one who 
«sed thy Name, but did not follow us?’ 

ромб еп him; see Numb. 
urge See 1 Cor. xii. 3. 

The ver кө um of the miracle will awe 
him, and prevent him from soon or lightly 
speaking evil of me. We must 2 
ware of su that the application 
this „ы tary A confined to the work- 
ing Of а miracle—ver. 40 shows that it 

Bin."] lat-k Syr copt : cat “| D-gr lat-c ff; 
Ім and 

to ( ү! ) BCLA lat. 
D lat-a & goth. 

LAN 1 
had the clause been 
КЫ лич ee eee L has) DX 1. 69 iatt 

каї ? ікоћ out» aurov Ori OUK arohovbs Пи». 
Е о à Insovc ёте My! kA ere avróv. 

"$о›ашу * 
ovdeic yae 

ewe е. бубнат! ноо, ка! 

40 бе удо оюк їстї» 

om f» DT 
Tey Ж. 

2nd ay) вау, with AC rel: 
rec dra (to conform to 8.8. above, and || Le), with ACD rel vulg 

to || Le, as also by the varia- appears 
-e f ff, goth s paa arm: 3 D- gr vulg lat -b i k l вуг: aro- 

крис de 699 C: ка ахокрӨнс 69: txt BLAN Syr cop 
om Агуш» B(Mai) CA N[sic; not as in “ Notitia Cod. 

t. om o (see || Eu) ADE 

пяєу 69 al lat-a D- lat. Steph om 
2130) Ud. txt BCDLA 1100 aa 

Syr copt sth: tt 
rec exe voayev (from 

om ors ove ак. пш» (аг . 
adopted from || Im, 

-ast copt goth sth, ред que» L al. 

is general of Christian 
6 
bow they presume to limit the work of 
the Spirit of God to any sect, or succes- 
sion, or outward form of Church : ef. Phil. 
i. 16—18. See the way in which the 

ite inference is extracted from 
very curious note of 

ii, 80. They do not refer to the same 
thing. This is said of outward con- 
Sormity—that, of inward unity of pur- 
pose—two widely differing things. On 
that saying, see note there. On this, we 
may say—all those who, notwi 
ou differences of communion 
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de yao à» Е тотоу Unac «Matt xxr. 
i. 

Exod. ii. 16. 
Ayo ù aut ort ov un ávoMey rov 'шофд» айтор. 42 kai eir bv. on 
бс ay * окаудаМізу буа тоу ! раксу ruv " wiorw URS. 
Exóvrem, * kaÀóv ior abr A Ра 4 | mepixewrat 16. Rev. il. 
Ade OrtkOc тері тд» ` rpaxnoy avrov кої BA. E gen., Rom. 
с rav Oaraccav. © kai ёду 

U ? ,» А 

cov, " атокофоу abr 
, 

a кабу éoriv et 

erarö aN di a Хар 

ә е rd 1 Matt, 

Өн» ис ту, Tm, E rác Oto херас or dre Ae * I: M 
, 

auc тт» * yitvvav ис тд тир тд y ас[Зесто», 4 3 отоо 0 MA 43. 
vili. 8,10 

Acts viti. 10 al. Zech., ziii. tt. xvii. 20. хх]. $1. ch. iv. 40. 11. 29 al. B om ver. B тей, 
o w ponts AMET: 16. 1 Cor. ‘x. 15. gal A) Gal. iv. 27 from Toa, iiv. 1) Only p= Matt. xxvi. 

reif. Lake xvii, $. Acts xx 4v. 9. р! t T Mt. ref. 
sp Mt pake кє. 20. xvii. 4 Acts xv. 10. xz. . Rom. xvi, 4only. Оев. xiv. t here bis. Juba 

A vill. 10, 98. Acts zxvil. 33. Gal. v. 12 only. xxv. 12. еї Mt. Matt. zv. 80, 81 oely t. 
v constr., | истот w Matt. xxv. 46. = Matt. v. 80 reff y Matt. il. 13 Í L. only +. 

„8 for guwv) vpev (both times: 
T ̂ one, аг AXA there read nnwv . and time) time), with AD rel latt Ux. . copt 

X Opt: txt BCA 1. 69 lat-k copt syr-marg arm.—vp. этер np. 

41. rec ins rw bef ovonart, with DHMA 69 arm: om ABC rel. 
syr-marg copt goth eth: om ABC! KL 1 syrrarm. 

Mardi ae 
goth sth V 
veep vp. L. 

with C?D rel latt 

Im, but the inference is 

rec adds pov, 
rec om 2nd 

ort, with АС? rel vulg lat-a c f i eth arm: ins BODLA 
) copt goth. rote 

. for ay, tav AC rel : bn BDL Gv. 
aft purpwv ins rovrev 
sth: om C'(appy) X Sé ie 

gat lat - ELS 
7) DE: txt BI sic: ы as сы N 

(Sv, e sil) 1. 69. 
Mt) Web 1 lat-(5) oi (0, I Syr) Oro] r opt goth 

а гес miGTtVOVTWV ис ера (from 
ABC rel vas: wicrevoyrwy (alone) АМ 186-5 ff, i 

скауда№ ёп 

k! сорё-тпяв : txt Cree и 
Codex Ephr a) D lat-a. (mioriveyovrwy was very likely to pase into incisis 

ing conf 
аоты bef cori А. 

Tey, mena а 
has Tischd 

to || Mt. 
VF 

о se 

I have therefore edited it, as also 
wepiecesro D. 

see there), with A rel syr 
pvAevurog МмӨос 69 al Thi: mola D-lat : txt BCDLA 1 latt Syr goth eth 

for терг, ewe D al. uc r. 0 
mas. ока>даМмеаз} (repeated from last ver) BLA 
(for pits 29. * tore f A At), with 
syrr th lat-a. 

with X rel 3 sys (Iveg) goth (arm 

D rg 0 . 

whole purport of his weighty saying. For 
this is the very fault of the disciples, that 
they laid down outward and vimble com- 
munion with them as the decisive criterion 
of communion with the Lord: and this 

fault the Lord rebukes with his >a 
райагогу und. Still, there is a 
priety, a tempering the rebuke with a 

cious reminiscence of their unity with 
Him, and somethi айы exceedingly suiting 

psorov dori in jn. ndr. 
те the divided state of the critical evi- 
dence. the sealing wean De aver м 
fal. 4L] This verse does not take 
up the discourse from ver. 87, as some 

iin D latt. 
lat-a f ff, E; -ou Н. 

rel goth: «eri» ou D vulg lat of fy 2 
rec uc r. Co. со (from || Mt, ver 

): txt ABCDLA latt Syr copt æt 
for «о BAn@nva: D al gat lat-a f (F Р) E. 

om BCLA 1 lat-k copt arm. (The whole history о 
be found in | Mt. No euch addne as оо 44, 46 ocourrg 

с 5 
us 8rd slc, отор «eri» 

the omissions is to 
there, were amd here, as 

think, but is immediately connected with 
тет. 40 :— Even the smallest service done 
in my Name shall not be unrewarded— 
much more should not so t an one as 
casting out of devils be prohibited.’ 
dy Fri ві by reason that, but 
not without an allusion to т. буора pov, 
which furnishes the reason. Хрют. 
core tM ошу pince in tho where 
5 Paul has it; see 

reff Rom. viii. 9: 1 Cor. iii. 4. 
43. | See Mt. xviii. 6. 48—48.) These 
solemn repetitions of former declarations 
(see ud v. 29; xviii. 8, 9) are by no 
means to be regarded as arbitrary inser- 
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4 (Esra 
T 14 compl.) 
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here 49 pe (ew. 49 лас уар жур! 

BRN, 
* exavoaXily вв, ^ Ex(JaAe avrov 

ES nov eiceA Dery ti TRV Вава» rob OS, “7 добо 
i. офбаЛнодс ë xorra BAnBnvac ас ту * ytwvav, 

oc avrov où тета Kat то тор ov 

*aAwoÜnotrai, xat таса боса 

47 kal edv о op Bande gov 

"ка\б>» ge toriv ° pov- 

v e 
48 отоо о 

ße vera. 

ам 

also was, in mas 92. 218. 255, ver 45 which does not occur there: but, the i | persagi 
ending at ver 47, ver 48 was not subjected to the same erasion.  ZVecAdf, after 
has here been misled zy the correctors, and has erased со 44, 46 : not зо Lachm. 

yap AK lat-e. 
“е the verses in brackets.) 

кау D. aft «ai. ins 

Meyer, 

Treg 

rec tert соь (|| ME), with WUT 
valg a of. f D-lat syrr th: gos «ori» D- gr M?S 186-0 goth arm(appy) : txt ABC 

ins atwyioy D latt arm. LA 1 Iat- om gig ro #0р то acBecroy 
Pi k Syr copt arm-zoh 1 also LA Syr in ver 43): ins AD rel lat. F goth wth arm- use. 

47. к. o 090. соо & (omg cay) D. 
€t ariv) coe sors (from || Mt), with zu D-gr rel co 

txt BR. arm): tor et LA: 
rec aft нс t v. 29, 88) BL. 

acavõadıče (itacism Т) DX. rec (for 
pt goth: ter. 5 

for BA., are D 1 lat -o i. ny (seo 
rn» y. ins rov *vpoc (from || Aft), with "AC rel 

тары); i l syrr goth mth: om BDLA 1 lat-a rd ы copt arm. 
1 om жас у. . аћ№ос0. cas (1. e. хас to жас.) D 

om к. ж. Ovo. ads аймабло та: (komootel aden to ins ev bef хор: C al. 
lat-a b o ўуз. 

а№обпсєга) BLA 1 (lat-k) copt-mas arm-zoh: om ads (also Aomaotel) al em (with 
gat harl ing mt tol) lat-a o g, sth. for каа жада, raca уар (corra from txt in 
consequence of the omn : see above) D tol lat-b c ff, i. 

tions by this or that Evangelist, but as 
the truth of what was uttered by our 
Lord; see Prolegemena. Vv. 44, 46, 
48 are only in Mk.; are cited from 
Isaiah (see reff.), where the prophecy is of 
the carcases of those who have trans- 
gressed against the Lord. This triple 

ition gives sublimity, and leaves no 
doubt of the discourse having been ver- 
batim thus uttered. See note on Mt. v. 22. 

49.] In order to understand this 
difficult verse, it will be necessary first to 
examine its connexion and composition. 
(1) What is үйр? It connects era with 
the solemn assertions in vv. 48—48, калбу 
ёст(у oe... and furnishes a reason why 
it is better for us to cut off and cast 
away, &c. wag then is every one, abso- 
lutely: referring back both to the aa, 
and the abrév above—waea byvola is (not 
opposed to [Meyer], but) parallel with 
was, and equivalent to just as. (2) 
This being stated, let us now enquire into 
the symbolic terms used. FIRE, is the 
refiner’s fire of Mal. iii. 2, to which in- 
deed there seems to be a reference; the 

fire of Mt. iii. 11 and Acte ii. 8; of Ezek. 
xxviii. 14 (see my Hulsean Lectures for 
1841, pp. 9—12). Fire is the symbol of 
the divine purity and our God 
is a consuming fire, not only to his foes, 
bat to his people: but in them, the fire 
shall only burn up what is impure and 
D out, 1 Cor. ñi. 13: 

1 Pet. i. 7; iv. 12, 17. Thie very fire 
shall be to them as a preserving salt. 
The sALT of the covenant of God (Lev. 
ii. 13) was to be mixed with sacri- 
Noe; and it is with fire that all men are 
to be salted. This fire is the divine purity 
and judgment in the covenant, w whose pro- 
mise is, ‘I will dwell smong them.’ And 
in and a this purifying fire shall the 
peop ple of ever walk ind тејоісе ever- 

tingly. Rev.xxi.29. This is the right 
understanding of Isa. xxxii. 14, 15, * Who 
among us shall dwell with the devouring 
fire? Ke. He that walketh in righteous- 
ness, &c. And thus the connexion with 
the preceding verses is,—* it is better for 
theo to cut off; &c. for it is part о the 
salting of thee, the living sacrifice ( 

IX. 45—50. 
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dv тім abrò 
" aapnvebere év aAA go. 

avagrac Epyerat чс та 
‘lov8aiag xai wipaw rov lopbávov. 

EIAS ous f: 
iyere Ey m3 ji ah. 

TAT 

8 ат Heo. rh 87 : pia тїс, р, 
ка! auvwopevorrat 61.19.6 

* артосёте ; 

там» Ox Aor pòc avro», «ai ос оде тад» d Se 5 
abrobc. 2 

3 « 

т 4 

"п a. ДЕА адай * att. 
Уа). L aer K. i. e. 

50, for lst ahag, аћа LA. 
aprvatrat (which however 
be from Mt v. 18) oe 
arm : txt BX rel latt s 
A!BDLAN 1.—pref то 

ot à dà Etwa» 

pois A al: 

o & &xopifeic erev аотос TI ош» 
'Erérpepev Мамапс ~“ 

о. хат) сеју, Job 1. 

„Май. vill. 91,81. Esth. ix. 14. w j, fos 

for 2nd aXac, arta ТАМ. 
be no real difference, at „ 

aprvOnceras K 1 lat. F Syr 3 
rec (for ada) аћас̧ (from да) with А? 
upgvevcare V. 

Cuap. X. L rec какиб., with AL (U, e sil) rel: txt BCDEA 1. 69. 

ка! тросеА@д»тес Фара: ' ETT WY abr = Rom. эн. 18. 
н вот аудр! yuvaica ‘awoAveat, ' wupatovrec QUTOV. oy Sings 

* evereiAaro E: i = 

q Matt. xxzvil. 15 sof. . 
ia. vi 11 al. 3 Chron. ix. 1, . M, 

Daor. zziv. 

3 D. 

rel: txt 

rec (for каг 
wepay) йа rov repay, with A rel syr: spa» (|| ME) C DGA 1. 69 ev-y latt Syr goth 
arm(appy): txt BC'L copt (wth). (It t would at first sight appear as tf dia rov being 
the original, was erased or каз ined for conformity to || МЇ: го De W, but Mey justly 
observes that thie does not account for the nat satisfactorily, which ie therefore prob 
original, and the даа rov an erplanat. 
arm: eupwopeverat о ox (1.) 69 lat) c f, c fs 1 (Syr). 
d ff, i. 

cvvepxerai warty o оҳћос D al 
we . bef кш D lat- 

2. rec ins o: bef gap., with СУХ 1: om AB rel copt goth.—om $poceX0. фар. D lat-a 
b K. rec exrgpwrygay, with A rel 
latt. 

8. for ever., erarare Di 28. 
4. [away во BCD.] 

xii. 1), that every offence and scandal 
must be burnt out of thee before thou 
canst enter into life.’ 50.) The con- 
nexion of this (elsewhere said in other 
references, Mt. у. 18: Lk. xiv. 34) is now 
plain. If this eee ‘pay Paty 
act as a g salt to you, have, from 
the nullity and vapidity of the grace of 
the covenant in yóu, so such power,—it 
can only conswne—the salt has lost its 
savour—the covenant is void —you will be 
cast out, as it is elsewhere added, and the 
Яге will be no lo the fire of pwrifica- 
tion, but of wrath eternal. will 
just add that the interpretation of the 
sacrifice as the cosdemned—and the fire 
and salt as eternal fire,—except in the 
case of the salt having lost its savour, is 
онну to the whole symbolism of Scrip- 
ture, and to the exhortation with which 
this verse ends: ‘ Have this grace of God 
—this Spirit of adoption—this pledge 

syr goth: exnpovy С: прете» А: txt BDLM 

rec pw. bef exerp. (see || МЇ, vv 7, 8), with A rel vulg 

of the covenant, in yourselves ;—and,’ 
with reference to the strife out of which 
the discourse sprung,—‘have peace with 
one another.’ 

Cuar. X. 1—12.] Rerry то THE Pua- 
BISEES’ QUESTION CONCERNING DIVORCE. 

Mt. xix. 1—12. See Lk. xvii. 11. 
1. xal wépav] Our Lord retired, after 

discourses to the Jews in Jn. x. and 
before the raising of Lazarus, to Bethany 
(Jn. i. 28; x. 40) beyond Jordan, and 
thence made his last journey to Jeru- 
salem ; so that in the strictest sense of 
the words He did come into the borders 
of Judæa and beyond Jordan. Mt. has 
wipay т. Log. without the copula. Here 

portion of the sa ings and doings 
of ео, is omitted : of t. xviii. 10; 
xix. 8: Lk. ix. 51— xviii. 15: Jn. vii. 1 ff. 

2—9.] See notes on Mt., with 
whose account ours is nearly identical. 
Compare however our vv. 3, 4, 5 with Mt. 
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Is xvii. 

10 ка{ 

ис сарка ша». 
9 8 оўу о beo 

dere ouxirs stow $00, 
‚ ouvllevker, аудрытос̧ 

ГА є * 

ILC nm otav хам» ot ua grat 
n Kat Хун 

chore a Job aurore Оса or deri тї» ‘yuvaika avrov ка! yaunoy 
e |. Lake til.6. Rom. i 

Gosp 

(10 61 h arm: pw. everesharo 1 al copt : txt ae. ev- 50 
rit t) 61 lat-b, dor, урафанх Ch AD ral (ral | lat-c 

deer d какып ак oely. 
p. Rom. vii 86, 80 U 1 Lev | zii. 46. Esek. xlvi 

Mt. only in 3 g | Mt. oaly 

for урафа, 

б. rec (for o д.) cat атокрбис o, with AD rel valg lat Hyri 7284 ep m qe 
(eth) arm: txt ВСТА (lat-c) copt. 
heaven D lat-(5) c (f) J, Ё Syr-ms. 
arm-zoh Quest. 

6. om erisewe D 255 ev-86 lat-5 f, Syr. 
fuld lat-5 f f, & copt goth eth Quast. 
rel vulg lat-a gs шими rong pra arm. 
tothe avrouc, furnishes strong 
Bat „ 
Tischdf and Treg omit them. 

7. ins cat urey bef ever. 
f 31. 2 Quest. om let avrov DM!. 

0 Syr copt goth seth. 
48 goth. 

om ка: яроскоћ. to end (Aomaotel : wat to каз) 

om avroc D 
om ошу D 18. 98. 69. 124 al l. LÀ 

onA Di. om avrovc D 28. 219 
om o Өғос BCLA lat-o f, copt : ins AD 

(The fact that || Mt ver 4 ends аро. к. 09^. 
tion that o Өгос has been struck out here. 
acketed them, as Lachm also has done: 

LEN || Mt, ver 5) D 69 fuld(with gat hari mt) latJ c 
pyr. ins eavrov D (M avrov) lat- a 

er- 

for ярос ту yuvaiwa, ту yuva: (corre to || p if. LXX-À) ACLA 
1 gat with mt tol) аы е Jer: txt (as Lxx-B) D rel vulg la 

(| мў 1 ACFKMUr 1. 69 copt arm: txt 8. capt bef ша 
seth. 

9. om ору D. gr lat-f, & вуг (Clem Dige am ates ff, k syr (Clem). 

BD 2c latt syrr goth 

om o AG Clem. for avval., абаз» 

rec (for uc ru oc, ey n е with AC rel vulg z^ J 9, & copt 
eth arm: txt BDLA ev-y lat-5. ( 

: ins SAD rel mlg lat. 

vv. 7, 8, 9, and we have testimony to the 
independence of the two reports for such 
an arbitrary кшш of arrangement is 
inconceivable. is em- 
hatic. Moses gave an express permissory 

j unction. 7.) Our Lord makes 
Adam’s saying His own: in Mt. it is 
attributed to ò r,, e ax’ дохйс. The 

lel is most instructive. 10—12.] 
n Mt. this saying forms part of the dis- 

course with Jews. Here again Mk. 

om avrov BCLA ып, lat-a © 

Tec ET gpa- 

au bef 

furnishes us with the exact circumstantial 
account of the matter. On the addition, 
Mt. vv. 10—12, see notes there. 
We may notice, that Mk. omite Mt.'s 
card sücav airiay in ver. 2,—and his un 
iwi xi d in ver. 11; as also does Luke 
(xvi. i The one omission seems to in- 
volve the other. The report here gives 
the enquiry without this particular excep- 
tion. As а general rale, Mk, во accurate 
in circumstantial details, is less exact than 

ABCDE о & ‘Incouc ABCD! 
MSTY 
XTAL 

69. 
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Tobit xi. 1 (x. 18), 17 only. 

mt goth: tr 
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Cie TE t аэты» avara: 
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syrr goth arm: om B rel 

15. rec eav, with A rel: txt BCDLA 1. 
18. for граук., wpocradecapevog D lat-b o f fy- 

the unusual carey. and conforming the order to || Mt), т S(e sil) Г 
lat-f g, goth arm: reĝe: т. x. ew av. каа evdoyes avra D з  syrr: 

wth Vict.—rec qvAoye, with S(e sil) T: eye AD 
: karqvAoytt L ev-y : txt BCA. 

(i А: C D) A (ev-y) ev- -ms 
rel: evdoyy K!: бөлгүлө kr! 

Mt. in eee uM onde and connexion 
of the discourses. 19.) This verse 

to ó dwohehupivyy yapheac 
poyara in Mt. ver. 9——Ъп it is expressed 
as if the woman were the active 
and put away her husband, whi 
allowed by Greek and Roman law 
1 Cor. vii. 18), but not Jewish 
Deut. xxiv.1: Jos. Antt. xv. 7. 10). This 
alteration in the verbal expression may 
have ori in the source whence 
Mark’s report was drawn. On powàára:, 
Grotius remarks, ‘Mulier, cum domina 
sui non sit, si, marito relicto, ad aliud 
matrimonium se conferat, omnino adul- 
terium committit, non interpretatione 
aliqua, aut ntiam, sed directe: 
ideo non debuit hic addi, ix’ abróv." 

13—16.) THE BRINGING OP CHILDREN 
TO Jesus. Mt. хіх. 13—16. Lk. xviii. 
15—17. Tbe three are nearly identical :— 
from Mt., we have the additional reason 
каї яростта, and from Mk., ivuycad. 
abrá. 3. rabla) Not only children, 
but as in Lk, infants (Spign) : 
Lord was not to teach them, ut only to 
touch, and pray over them. This simple, 

el 

for a eneral aad 
xh a ot rg á rec nd we sep fea 

(Syr goth, Treg) : 
A).—for auric, avrov 

) L (A) 1. pola er an E bef yap. D. 

16 „ E ы 
Diva ra- Ps 

* s oh. іх. 86 
f Prov. 
— Ө. AAlv. 

t here oa iy +. 
u consir., 3 Cor. Ш. 18. Rev. . 17. 8 Kings Н. 94. 

* rite тас pue ew 

with AD rel vulg lat-f 91 
av. каа (to conform to ver 

eEshOn aso rov avOpog каз D (69) 
rec yaun8n алле, 

. мад. ins avrov D 406 2-pe 
eseriigay ауто (from || Mt) BCLA lat-c k copt. 

rec шетше ды (from || Mt Ім), with ACDLM? t latt 

uc avryv aceAsvoera: D-gr. 
rec т:0. т. y. єт avra yur 

We can 

Bicker occasion. It 
might one day become a question whether 
the new covenant of repentance 
and faith could take in the unconscious 
infant, as the old covenant did :—whether 
when Jesus was no longer on earth, little 

ht to Him, pad 
made 

7 N.! in the pride of the 
human in this question was sure 
one day to be raised: and our Lord fur- 
nishes the Church, by anticipation, with 
an answer to it for all ages. Not only 
may the little infants be brought to Him, 
—but in order for us who are mature 
to come to Him, we must cast away 
all that wherein our maturity has caused 
us to differ from them, and become LIKE 
THEM. Not only is Infant Baptism justi- - 
Лей, but it is (abstractedly considered ;— 
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атоотарйеүс, ripa тд» _waripa gov Kai ray 
90 0 & awoxpibeic теу aury AidacKxaXe, ravra 

с Mt. ref. à 1 Cor. vi. 7, 

17. for тросдр. elc, wou тїр wXovetoc wpocóp. (it seems likely, as Meyer, that the 
title of the section has somehow been mixed with the text: for m ver 22, Rovetog 
could 7 de рене here) AK M(omg ric) 69 syr-marg arm: txt BCD rel vulg 
lat-a 5 f ff, goth eth. 
(|| Ze) D Py 

yovurerev D 69. 
t-a ау ЕЁ tt Syr goth anis Clem, 

aft avrov ins Акуш» 

18. for ele ô, povoc ис D: txt (see on || Mt) ABC rel Origexpr 
19. p. gow. bef u. noix. (corrn to order of s and to || Mt) BCA late 

copt; aft В. RE. E —for p. $ov., н. mopvevonc D-gr Г(ай кЛеф.) lat-k. om 
соь D Cl gr. ins соо (|| Гм) CF lat-a 5 c C 

20. om pene P 2 Im) ВА. for «xev, eon жауга bef r. D fuld 

not as to preparation for it, which from 
the nature of the case is precluded) the 
NORMAL PATTERN OF ALL BAPTISM; none 
can enter God's om, except as an 
infant. In adult baptism, the exceptional 
case (see above), we strive to secure that 
state of simplicity and childlikeness, which 
in the infant we have ready and undoubted 
to our hands. 16.] xarevdAdyer, like 
all such compounds, is more forcible and 
complete than the simple verb would have 
been. It may be rendered He fervently 
blessed them. 

17—31.] ANSWER TO AN ENQUIRER 
RESPECTING ETERNAL LIFE, AND DIB- 
COURSE THEREUPON. Mt. xix. 16—30. 
Lk. xviii. 18—80. On the different form 
of our Lord's answer in Mt., see notes 
there. As it here stands, so far from 
giving any countenance to Socinian error, 
it is a pointed rebuke of the very view of 
Christ which they who deny His Divinity 
entertain. He was no ‘good Master,’ to 
be singled out from шеп on account of 
His pre-eminence over his kind in virtue 
and wisdom: God sent us no such Christ 
as this, nor may any of the sons of men 
be thus called good. He was one with 
Him who only is good, the Son of the 
Father, come not to teach us merely, but 
to beget us anew by the divine power 
which dwells in Him. The low view then, 
which this applicant takes of Him and 

. his office, He at once rebukes and annuls, 
as He had done before in the case of Nico- 
demus: see Jn. iii. 1 ff. and notes. 

The dilemma, as regards the 
has been well put (see Stier ii. 288, note 
——eitÀer, “There is none good, bat 
Christ is good : therefore Christ та Gop ;” 
—or, “There is none good, bat God: 
Christ is not God: therefore Christ 1s 
NOT GOOD." With to other 
pointe, the variations in the narratives 
are trifling, but instructive—ei è Gi. 
eig r. C. elg. тўр. т. ivr. Муч abr, Moiag ; 
ӧ 82 "Ine. жеу Tó, (Mt.) = тас ivroAdc 
аа (МК. and Lk.) without апу break in 
е mr p Matt., the 
oung (Mt.) ruler (Lk.) s, ver. 20, ri 
i bortpé ; 7 but 1 Mi. and Lk., Jesus 
says to him (and here with the remark- 
able addition of lpBA. abr. ty. aùr.), i 
oe î (or cot Acie). Such notices 
as these shew the point at which, not 
short of which nor beyond which, we may 
expect the Evangelists to be in accord ; 
viz. in that inner truthfulness of Saithfat 

ort which reflects to us the teaching 
the Lord, but does not depend on slavish 

literal exactitude; which latter if we re- 
quire, we overthrow their testimony, and 
most 3 y the work of our ad- 
versaries. 17.) els 486v, out of the 
house, ver. 10, to continue His journey» 
ver. 82. The running and the 
are both found in the graphic St. М "Ма 
only. 19.] Mk. here takes exactly 
the commandments of the second table, —. 
py ёкотт. standing for the tenth. Mt. 
adds their summary (áyam. т. whasiov 
Gow ec ctavr.), omitting (with Lk.) p} 

X. 

rcd pa ABCDE 
Y 
1. 
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ravra ° A ёк 5 veórwróc но». 10 & Insovc e mid., — bere 

"ВАХ фас avro myarnecy айтбу, Kai теу avro "Ev os vil e 
ö regel. Trepe, баа Exec run «ai doc ктоо, (т-тү. 

ка бис * Üncavpüv iv сурау" Kat ' 8:5ро ac. e 
но " арас roy “cravpov. 2 0 à ervyvácuc oi ro "riu 
Ауф awh bev P Avmotusvoc, ^ ny ‘yap Xv * erqpara уу SE ver. 
woAÀa. 2 kai rep AN j,J,[̃ 0 о Tneove Atya тос ©. Lake xx 
pa8nraic avróv * Пос ' vckóAwc ot rd Хейвата Eyovrec DONA 
нс тїй» BactAsiay Tov 0cov tic Ae YU ^ oi 8 nab 1 constr, here 
та! * BapPovvro ° Ет! тоқ Aóyorc avrov. о & Inoobe 21. Ms 

wadw awoxpiOtic Atys avroic "Tikva, * rde " SóckoA óy n 
l 

toriv robe * wemoiÜórac erri XP'inacty tic riv Daci cav Eat vili M 

тою brov eic 25У eixowwrepov tarw * kapnAov da e 
ack. XX 

rnc “rpupadiac тис ° рафідос NA  тАойто» tic тї» moraris 
Вас:Анау тоо Otot ис̧єАдн». 26 о de © терссос " :- , 1 as. 

Exod. ке. 9. ныса Т^ Mt. (гей. T aban ch. v. 82. ix. 8 3 
8 == Matt. 1х1. 20 reff. Р tjon af — ach. M $7. тег. 82 oaly. vate 
v eb. II. A. w here only. Jer fl, (анх. 9) only. = Lake xi. 92. sviil 9. 

ti. 18, from Isa. vili. 17. Ps. 1. 12. y i. eb. Ii. m Lake zv. 17 only f. sit. Aib 
16. 1 Mace. fil. 18 only. z f Mt. ref. a here only. Judg. vi. 2 vat. Jer. xiii. 4. 

bim Пу! .) only 4. e Mati. xxvii. 28. ch. xv. 14. Acts X3 vi. 11 only. Ps. ххх. 94 Па. 
i. 183 Р. 2 Mace. vill. 37. d Matt. vil. 28 nf. 

Ner (ien Oni. & copt Clem Orig. t$vXaEa (more strongly attested in || Mt Lu) 

E for avrov, avre C. rec (for ое) co: (from || Le), with AD rel Clem Orig: 
— N Tar rec ins Тос wrwxoic, with CD (1, e sil) copt: om AB rel 

em Thl. om арас ro» стаџроу (see | Mt In) BCDA vulg lat-ò c 
[на EI RIS Clem [Hil Ambr Aug]: ins bef cevpo G 1. 69 lat-a Syr æt 
arm Tren- lat: txt A rel syr copt-wilk goth. 
. torvyvacey contristatus D lat · a b e. ins rovrw bef ты Aoyw D 69 lat-a 5 
Jf; k Syr. ins cat bef awgdGer D lat-d о ff... for ктлната sxoÀÀa, woa 
xpnuora D lat-(a) 

23. for Ac yet, «Ху» C. om ra C. at end, (omg ver 25,) adds rayeov 
кане са ерк раф:дос фигМезоета п ,t т. Baoidsay т. Geov D, 
siml 
a af aft y og Ins avrov DA 1 lat-a b o SIF. om ine. wader А. Terva 

A 1 Clem, filioli latt om rovg to урунат» (homæotel, passing from eorww to 
хотрасу) ВАМ lat-k copt-ms rec ins rog bef yp., with D 69 (1, e sil): om ACX 
rel goth arm Clem. 

25. om ver D lat-a 5 ff (See on ver 28.) aft eve. ins де А; yap al. om 
ric (twice) (see Mt || Zw) | ACKMUA 1. 69 goth: om 1st, ЁГ: om 2nd, G al. 
В (for die dere) исеМӨнъ» (see || ME Lu), with A rel lat-a k syr-marg goth Clem 
Thi: txt B(Verc) CK 1 (69) vulg lat-5 c f g, з rr copt eth arm. 

door on account of us кА. “shifted to this ground: ‘It is easier for 
having gone before. 21.] Notice the a camel, &c. than for a rich man ѓо cast 
graphic details again, of mg on him ој hie trust in bis riches" Yet the 
and loving A or. is power of divine can and does ac- 
added here. 98.) 4v yàp ёҳеу—во complish even this. 24.] тёкуе is 
also Mt 23—31.) Here our ver. 24 remarkable and a trace of exactitude: see 
ів а most important ion; the rest is 86 Tiis кари prin of d 

saying ics and “the proverb," as a The disciples were quite as 
Wesley well observes (Stier ii. p. 290), erp ш The Sip теч gue ы 
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= 1 l. 7 3 Abyorrtc трбс d auroùe Kai ric dbvarac ABCDE 
tert. al n owOnvat; iB аўто о Ineouc Alx. * Napa MsUY 
А (Laket 37.) » 

Gea. хч. arb, adivaroy, a оф "жара. Bey wavra yap Eu 
ar с. Хонага оті хара тф беф. 2 ^ прбато Хуч» о 
Ln n, Пётрос avr ‘Tot 4 npete ' aġhrapev müvra, xai no ov 
крым i Өпкарѓу got. 9 б 0 Insouc Арту Atyw ù Ушу, od cic 

ch. viiL 
; = "— ‘оті бс "афпкгу ок{а> i aden ode À ] adeAgac 5 n нутёра 
Е ысу 3 om -N жатёра n réxva 1 a aypobe čvekev “ov Kai ёуєкєу TOU 
only. 3 Kings к evayyeAtov, o 2» un Хаду " ёкатоутатЛасіоуа vuv 

96. for ravrovc, avro» BCA оте: wp. а\\ућоюс M! arm. 
27. rec aft грВлефас ins ёе (|| , with AC*D rel lat-k Syr (syr) sth arm; pref et, 

lat-b c &c : om B RoT) A A 1 copt goth. ins rovro bef advvarov 
t) Ср 69 lat- e 9,8 for au ov to доу. core, soriy тара бє те 

ы доуатоу D aie ce «D fs ti "mth (Clem). rec ins rw bef Өгө, with AD (ES, 
e sil): om BC rel ct-ms ТЫ om гот» В 28. 124 al evv-y-150. 
om rw bef 2nd Өш В 124. 

28. rec ins ко есетата with D latt syrr wth: add de K al lat-/ copt-mas* goth, 
ov» 406 ev-y rel am ү rec o werpoc bef чү» with 
AD rel lat-a ö c f ff. g, k eth arm Clem: ао ).—om о 
тес epic үй Тм where only D! has -capev, and || Lu, where none has 
6), with A rel 

29. rec (for кыр о per pus ОВ де o «go. rer, with K lat-c ff, k т Clem: атоє. 
ёг owns. D: аток. бе tarts Г: к. аток. o ine. ex. CEFGH 1. 69 вуг eth: aoc. o qo. 
ex. A rel vulg lat - a b Syr goth arm: e aft ургу add or: A Ser's c. 

ртт. om оша» D lat-d. rec 5 war. more natural order), with A 
rel тн lat-b syrr wth arm: om » war. D harl! lat-a ff; Sa: txt txt о p lat-c g copt 
goth rec bef y rec. ins у yuvatca (from || Lu it: the отп 
ardly be explained, as Meyer, by conformation to ver 90), with ACX rel lat/q 
Ac om BDA 1 latt co Enn Ge Origezpr- for cat, D 1 arm TA 
5 evecev, wit A B-txt 8! t-ck: ins B-marg C D(-xa) rel vulg at- à 

copt goth sth arm Clem, Orig-lat Thl. 
or ғау, oc ау D latt syr goth eth. om ууу D-gr 255. 406 lat-a & g. 

with ourselves, that ol rà xorpara Ixovric made, and the words perà Birypâv, which 
and oi 2c r rg ixi xyosuaciw are too light up the whole passage, and shew that 
nearly commensurate, to relieve the mind it is the inheritance of the earth is the 
of much of its dread at the solemn saying — Aigher sense by the meek which is spoken 
which preceded. Of the xal at the be-  of;—see 1 Cor. iii. 21, 22. Observe 
ginning of a question, Kühner remarks, sofhere—nature gives us only one - but 
on Xen. Mem. p. 117 (їп Meyer) "cum love, many (see . xvi. 19). We do 
vi auctiva ita ponitur, ut is qui interrogat not read, fathers, perhaps because of our 
cum admiratione quadam alterius ora- high and absorbing relation to our Father 
tionem excipere, er eaque conclusionem in heaven, cf. Mt. xxiii. 9. On cal төз 
ducere significetur qua alterius sententia eveayyeAlov, Dr. Wordsw. observes, “ Seo 
confatetar.” 28.) Here is an in- above, viii. 85, where this phrase (not 
stance of a saying of Peter's reported, found in the other Evangelists, see Matt. 
without any distinction indicating that xvi. 25: Luke ix. 24) is inserted by St. 
he had a in the report. See Mark. Perhaps it made a greater im- 
FVV pression upon zds mind, because he had 
to the Apostles. 20, 30.) Here our formerly shrunk from suffering recen г. 
report is most important. To it and Lk. ebayyediov. (See Acts xiii. 13; xv. 88.) 
we owe viv фу rẹ e$ eire, withont St. Mark also alone here iuserts our Lord's 
which the ыы "might be understood words, nerd д:ыура», ре from a re- 
“ а “ез life only :—and to it alone we collection that he had been once ee 

the particularizsing of the returne by persecution from doing the work of 
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I. Rom. iy ry ° каре тобто, oikiaç Kai adeAgovc Kal adeAgac -, Bm 
b. fi. 4 7 3 7 t 9 * ` РА 

Kat umrépac Kal тёкуа Kat aypoucg pera di унш», Kai Ev 
Led b œ * ГА », 

L ve ep- TH аи rw ` toxouéve ' Ситу ' atvioy. 
one.. $ — 4 ew - 
A BCDE ECOVTaAL прото EOXATOL, Kat ol EOXATOL тоого. 

i i 
o Matt. и. 21 

31 толе: 8 p Matt. xii, 39. 
Luke хк. 85. 

2 Hoa & iv rg ody *avaßaivovreç tic 1єроабАшна, ig. 
Kai й» 'тройуш» аотоўс о Inoobc, xai * :бар[Зоъуго kai that . es 

xai ' хараХа3д» т@М» тойс „тт 
додека " поЁато айтос Aéyew ra дё{ААо»та avro" 

Ore 1800 * ауа[Заіроџе» єс "ItoosoA vua, kai о 14. Acts iil 

axoAovÜovrrsc ёфо[Зош»то. 

Baivttv, 9 
"wc rov ? аьбротоо * тарадодпсєтає тос apyuepevow FEFE n. 

a ы — ы ` 

Kat TOLC ypapimatevaty, Kai * karakpivougtr aurov Üavare, 
1 EM э < Е 70 34 tb? , 

Kat тара WEOUGIY аџутоу rote EUVEOLV, Kat tu rau у Matt. vill. 20 
U - A е id ? - * Ц 

ауто Kat 5 t u vO UOG avr p Kat : pacriyegougty avrov, в}. Matt. xvii 
23. Esck. 

* э - , 4 a - 

Kal awoKTevovoty ауто», Kat nerd rptic прірас 

b Matt. xxvii. 20, 81, 41 al. Ezod. x. 2. Ps. сій. 98. 
Matt. xxvi. 67. xxvii. 80, and Мав. xil. 14. pass., Lake xviii. 82 only. 
v. 8. тШ. 31 гей. ech. 

aft rovrœ ins ос de agnety D lat-a b 
lat-a 5 ff. ye к. adeAgag bef к. adeAgoue D lat-ö ff. 

е xxiii. 28. ЕЛ 

ауа d contr, 
§ Mt. reff. 

© w. dat., ch. xiv. 65. 1. 19. w. eir, 
d Mait, z.17 ref Jor. 

om oac to Qwypev R. око» D 
к. ugripa (the plur not being 

understood) ACDKMX 1 lat-a b f ў, 1 вуг goth (sth) arm-mss: txt B rel vulg Syr 
copt arm-zoh. 

at end ins Agpiperac D lat- a b c 
$1. om o. ADKLMV X(Tischdf not Treg) A 1 goth. 
32. xposaywy D, but præcedens D- lat. 

Scwypov D-gr Syr eth. а:шуау D. om xa: D lat-d z. 

om «at to ego. DK 1аё-а b. for 
3rd pits ёг B C'(appy) LA 1 (lat-c Ё) copt: «av о. C? eth: txt A rel vulg lat: (J) 
syrr goth. 

83. om 2nd то (|| Mz) CD rel goth: ins ABLMA 1. (69, e +1) copt. 
rov Di. 

$4. rec 

0ava- 

pacriywoovoy and eu mrvcouciy, with A rel syrr goth: om x. nner. 
avr. D al lat. F, 9, k: om к. euro. avr. al: txt BCLA latt вуг-јег copt æth. (The 
sentence fell into confusion 
restored.) 
rec (for uera трис nutpac) rn rpirn 
vulg lat.fg,syrr goth eth arm Ori 
syr-marg copt. 

the Gospel: and desiring to prepare others 
to encounter trials which for a time had 
mastered himself.” Here follows in 
Mt. the parable of the Labourers in the 
vineyard, ch. xx. 1—16. 

$3—34.] FULLER DECLARATION OF 
HIS SUFFERINGS AND DEATH. Mt. xx. 
17—19. Lk. xviii, 31—34. e remark- 
able iculars of ver. 82 are only found 
here. This was (see Mt. xvi. 21; 
xvii. 22) the third declaration of His suf- 
ferings which the Lord had made to the 
disciples, and it was His going before 
them, accompanied most probably by some- 
Шш Temarkable in his gait and manner 
—a boldness and determination perhaps, 
an eagerness, denoted in Lk. xii. 50, which 
n еш with astonishment and fear. 

fou. I. 

om к. ажокт. ауто» AD lat-g,: 
прера (conformation to || 

Orig, (om rg Al): txt BCDLA lat-(a) b (c) fh i k 

the various errors of omission, and was variously 
om avrov BLA 1 lat-ò c arm. 

Mt In), with A rel 

See an interesting note here in Wordsw. 
Observe, that ўта» and dvaBaivorric 

must not be taken together. They were 
in the way, as they went up to Jerusalem." 

р{ато, anew: He again opened this 
subject. 83.] The circumstances of 
the passion are brought out in all three 
Evangelists with great particularity. The 
‘ delivery to the Gentiles’ is common to 
them all. 34.) iper. Mk. and Lk.: 
—cravpwoat, Mt. only, which is remark- 
able, as being the first intimation, in 
lain terms, of the death He should die. 

e арас тду or., so often alluded to, 
might bave had now for them a deep 
meaning— but see Lk. ver. 34, After 
Toig fv. the subject of the verbs (inv. 
раст. &c.) is та 10. " 

| 0 
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3 Kat ‘wpocropevovra: aurp "ако[Зос ка! 

рий "Тоауупс viot 7[Зеда!оу Aéyovreç аот Дгдаскаће, * Ofo- 
ETM. M zaikas 1c, MEV iva 0 av airhowpév ве жосус тш». 
from Ps. cix 55 С ; , - 7 € ~ 
1). xxvii. 88. аутогс Ti ӨғАєте тоса: pe ушу; 

* ее р е h ?’ h - + т {> | э s 
Аде nui iva eic cov "ek " дебои Kai sig &  apioripwv 

кабдісош» ev тту Sp cov. 

Lake i. 11. 
8 Kings xxii. 
19. 

1 Lake xxili.83 ү 

k C) Malt. v 
1 тей. xxii, | 
2. 

1 = Matt. xxvi. ^ Г < " 
89 reff. wot Mt. v. 1.) 0 E 7 тоо, 

Ou of8are ri атеоде. 

n то ? Barrıopa 8 ую a Barrix on 

e 1 Y 

36 о $$ ы» 
є ч s - 

37 of 66 strav aur 

e ae өз ч » - 

38 o 82 Inoobę tizt» avrotc 
- , 

dovaobe тишу ro ' rornpiov 

E є y L ы , e 

шу: оо, Barrio, t 99 oi d era avre Avvapða. о Se 
ә - з » = ` , A » s , 

ш vir) Incovc eimev avrotc To ori pov 9 tyw mivw vitaÓk, 
"xii, ! 1 7 a 7 ГА 

aia” kat r0 "аттана о tyw [Заттбона‹ " Barrio dhο,ñ4a; 
o | Mt. reff. 4 > - K 9. Г 

p constr elitpt., 40 70 92 * cab “ёк " $: Ёр pou n E Cevwvbpwy ovk 
la „ . „ a А , е 1 

Luer.3* Egriy eov Sovvat, GAA’ Р oic ?mroipacrat, 4! ка! 
Mit. тей. » e ‘ - Ve , 

Mbit si 17. akobcavrsc oi dc ' прЁа»то ' ayavakrty * mepi Тако[Воы 
s | Mt. гей, t I MI. Lake U. 18. 2 Cor. 4. 8. 

95. rec ms o: bef vior, with D rel Orig; о дио BC copt: om AKMUX goth. 
for Aeyovrte, кає Aeyovciv D 406 2-pe lat-a Syr Orig. rec om aur (as su per- 

, and to avoid repetition), with A rel vulg lat-b c f k syr goth: ins BCDLA lat-a 
Syr copt æth arm Orig. 

b f goth. 
38. for tirev, Ac. D-gr. 

om гуа D-gr 118 al lat · i. 
for atrnowpey, epwrnowysy D 1. 2- pe. 

k q Syr: ins ABCLA 69 lat-a ff, syr copt wth arm, and bef the verb D 

o т: оу Cl: o ay D 69. 
lat-c i 
1 lat- 

rec om ot, with X rel 

pe bef попса: L: pe woow B; топсь, omg re 
04A. pe, D; rothe, omg pe, C 1.69: woincopas ev-y : iva woow, omg ye, al: 
70190at, omg ре, A al: txt AX rel goth. (The variations arose from Mt xx. 32, and 
our ver 51.) 

37. for ot de, eae D vulg lat-d X. 
соо (|| Mt), with AC*D rel: txt BOLAN. 
with ACD rel: txt BLA. 

38. aft ino. ins атокр:бес D 1. 69 lat - a b ff. i k д arm. 

[tzav, во BCIDLA.] гес єк де. bef 
rec (for арготершу) evevvuwr (|| ME), 

rec adds cov (1 Mt), with AC rel vulg lat-a syrr copt 
goth eth: ins cov bef E LN: om BDA 1 lat- 1 ef fs 91.53% 

an ruy D. rec 
(for п) «ac (from ver 39), with AC? rel syrr goth eth: txt BC'DLA 1. 69 latt syr- 

Ae quit net [evra, во BDLA. om avre D 1 lat-a b c K. rec ins pew bef rornptov 
(from || Mt), with ACD rel latt вуг goth sth: om BC!LA em(with gat) Syr 
copt arm. 

"d rec (for 7) xa: (|| Mt), with AC rel lat-k syrr eth arm: txt BDLA latt copt 
Я гес 

(Scr's 1 m n qr, e sil) 

41. om Ist ca: D-gr 64. 

сак. D 

85—45.] AMBITIOUS REQUEST OF THE 
BONS OP ZEBEDEE: OUR LORD’S REPLY. 
Mt. xx. 20—28, where see notes through- 
out, and especially on the difference in our 
ver. 85. The two accounts of the dis- 
course are almost verbatim the same, and 
that they came from one source is very 
apparent. Even here, however, slight de- 
viations occur, which are unaccountable, 

гушу. ins pou (to conform to OE. pou: so also in || Mt), with 
59 om ABCD rel latt syr copt goth arm ТЫ Euthym. 

nrotnabat [sic] D! : гош ааба: 69. А 
ins Aotzot bef дека D lat -a b с ff, i д copt-ms syr-jer. 

for nok. ay., nyavarrnoay (from || Mt) А 1 gat lat-g, q. 
for tak, к. w., тшу доо айМфш> А (from || Mf). 

ins row bef 

if the one had actually before him the 
writing of the other. Besides, we have 
the whole additional culars of the 
baptism, with which He was to be bap- 
tized: see note on Mt. 88.] Observe 
the present tenses, xivw and SazriZopar. 
The Lord had already the cup of His suf- 
fering at His lips: was already, so to 
speak, sprinkled with the first drops of 
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42 kai mpockacaduevog avroòc o Inoobc "9230s 9. ка} Ieavvov' 
Мун avroic О ате ore oi * докойутес ` аоуну тшу TERA 
tÜvov " karaxvovovow avrov, kai oi * peyddor avrov x "aiv. 20. 
J careLovaidZovaty avro», 43 o obroe à ‘оті £v PROS v.3 

іу = 1. 
Оршу" AA Oc єй» Өг р увиѓздаг * ntyac ё» vui», torai 215 м x li. 
Оду * аковос" 44 ка} Oc iv Ө Чио» yeviobat Jer all. 
тр=тос, фота wavrwy Sovroc. 45 kai yàp о Мос той i. ais. b, 
avÜpirrov QUK TA Gev * бёакоупбпуа, алла * Staxovnoat, 1а 
ка corre тї» "Vexnv avrov * Аётро» а аут! жо\Аш». a} МЕ оһ.1.18 

6 Kai? Epxovrat ис "lepryo. Kai ixwopevopévov avrou 
ато ‘Teptxe cal røv paOnray avrov kai bxAov * iKavoU, 7 
6 vide Tipaiov Baprinawc тоф\ос ° pocairng exaOnro |) o1 (r) oniy. 

тара Hid 080». 47 xai акобаас оті ‘Inoove à 9 NaZa- аз 
pnvog f tarw, * Er краби» ка! Муну ̂ ‘0 vide Aavetd ° e? 
Inooð, ehingoy ш. 48 kai ‘éxerinwy avri mohio: iva i m 

29,82, 41. 
“ отор" o ài тоАА\ф ud AAo Expatey Yi Aaveid thine Е ооа x, Matt. 

cov ut. 49 kai erde о ‘Inovig ёте» ! Фоуђсате avróv. E zi i ae 
T 

Lamp Mt. Matt. U. b. Acta vili. 88. 

48. rec o de ino. троск. avr. || МТ), with A rel vulg lat F у, , l зуг коз 
arm: txt BCDLA lat-a (b c ff, i) & Syr copt sth. raracupiveovery D al Scr’ 
сз ev-y. 

48. om дє (|| MA D 229 vulg lat-a 5 f ff, i. гес sorat S with AC? 
rel lat-q syrr copt goth arm: txt BC'DLA "att. for ғау, av A 
pty- ev vp. evar D, in cobie major esse lat-a b (c).—pey. bef yer. (|| M» BC LA 1. 
69 lat-/ ff, : txt AC? rel syr copt goth. for coral, eerw CX A 69. rec dtaxovog 
bef vywv, with 241(e sil): txt ABCD rel Scr’s-mas latt syrr goth arm. 

44. rec (for tar) ау, with BD S(e sil) A: txt AC rel. ey ид. нус: Wperoc 
ros | Mt 7 BCL(A) vulg lat-b: онш» t&va« яры. D: txt АС? rel syrr goth wth 

or rar, урыу D 40 2-ре lat-a g, th: ip d vp. al вуг. 
"46. toxerat. (corra to || Le) D 61. 258 lat-a b fg, i Опр, for ахо ир., 
кнбе» D 2-pe lat-a b fff; i q goth Orig, for «at, utra D lat-a b (с) f. fii (0) à 
goth arm, rec om o, with A rel goth : ins BCDLSA 1. 69 Orig. 
bef twee (0 SH art has been „ Jor ден); with AC rel ; om BDLAN дөм 
copt g. ins ca: bef rpocairne Ж rec xab. ж. r. одо» mpocarrev 
(order rA 12 Ім), with AC? rel latt syrr goth eth ; 3 каб. ж. т. одо» ewairev (from 
|| Ze) D : txt BLAN lat-k copt arm. 

47. rec Yuri, e (from. | Im), with ACN rel goth: txt BLA 1 latt Orig, vačopņ- 
voc D! (-ырууос D?) lat-/q eoru bef o vat. B. for о злос, we (from 
|| Zee) BCLM?A : мос, авс 0, ЮК 69 Orig: txt A rel. 

48. exuripwy A. avrov B ev-y. expakew D- gr am. vios DF Orig: 
о vioc 1. 118 syr-marg. 

49. rec «srt» avrov dwrnOnva (conformation to || Lu, as арга y exeXevoey. 
This тоте prob than that the oratio directa should have been substituted on account 
Qf иж»: no such change was made in ch v. 43), with AD rel syrr goth wth; exeAcvoey 

spray of His ism of blood. 43.) Mt. xx. 29—84. Lk. xviii. 85—48. On 
Soxotvres av, those who are re- the three accounts referring to one and 

puted to ruie,—who have the title of the same miracle, see on Mt. I will only 
rulers, not = ‘those who rule, which God add here, that a similar difference of num. 
alone does. ber between Mt. and Mk. is found in the 

46—53.] Нклтлис or BLIND Barti- miracle in the neighbourhood of Gergesa, 
MÆUS ON DEPARTURE FROM коно. ch. v. 2. 46.] Bapr. patronymic. 

c2 
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"Mond. Prei ae. 50 o 

cb. xv. 
Matt. xxvil. 

o ch. vil. 12 rell. 

ETATTEAION X. . 50—52. 

cal @wvovary rv rupAov Аѓуоутес avro Өарон, Fer, 
$ aroBadwy rò (pariov avrov ™ a 

у. 7 я ` * ә - 
а constr, { L. wnóncac A трос то» Inoobv. 

aurp о ‘Inoovc time». Ti AU, °xommow cot; о дё 

™ ava- 

51 cot атокр:@Өчс 

p John 12.16 гуфЛОС ere aury P*PaBBouvi, iva ° ама[3А уы. 2 о & 
only *. 

а= Malt. x1.6 5 
reff. 

г Mott. іх. 21 
red. 

Erra iv. 2. 
t | Mt. reff. 
(= awévartt, 

At.) 1 L. ch. 
xii. 41. Matt. 
1 vil. 24 v. 

у 1 only. 
Zick. іх. 9. 

w intr., Matt. 
zxili. 2. ch. 

a в L] 7 

Ov оюдыс avOpwrwy 
x. 87, 40 Jal. 

аут. $wvnÜnra: Scr's c ev-48 latt: txt BCLAN er- y lat - x syr-m 
Aeyovoty rw rug. D 2-pe lat-a b F i д. 
1. 69: txt ABCD M Feta 

Incovc er avro "Yat, i vicriQ cov 'oícwktv at. 

kat є000с * avt(QAejev, kat hroOD et aurp £v ry од. 
XI. I Kat Gre ’ £y yiCovatw «c — lepogoAvuga, tic 

Bnopa y xat BnOaviay трос то *орос тоу Лау, aro- 

стіАЛа дуо rov радптоу avrov, 
3 Chron. “а ayere tic тту корпу Tv І 

єсторєџ0реуос ec aury tupnaere ` тоЛоу Ot&utvov, ED 

* кекабікеу' 

2 kai Аёун ауто Yw- 
a Li e = * м 
катёуауті Ошо, Kat evbuc 

, 92 S A 

AUgart avTOv Kat 

copt. ot de 
rec eyépaa, with U S(e sil) Orig: eyepov 

50. rec (for avaznógcac) avacrac, with AC rel syrr eth arm: om Г: txt BDLM?A 
latt syr-marg copt goth Orig. for тоу ına., avrov D al latt (not em f q). 

51. rec Neyer avro o ina., with A rel lat-a f (Syr) goth: o igo. Агу. avro K al vulg 
` lat-k вуг: txt BCDLA tol lat-g, i 9 copt (eth) arm. cot bef er. попсы (from 
|| е) BCKLA vulg lat-i: Ge. тоса: со Г: txt AD rel lat-a bf copt goth eth. 

for peSBoum, корі paBBe D lat-a b ff, i. 
52. for o де, cat о (from || Lu) BLA lat-q Syr copt. 

B al Orig : txt BLA. neoXou 
rec evg, with ACD rel 

rec re inaov (corrn on account of асте 
preceding), with X rel syr goth Orig Vict : txt ABCDLM?A 1. 69 latt syr-marg copt 
eth arm Orig,. 

Cuar. XI. 1. for eyyitovew, түү! >» Dal em lat-b c f fog; Е 0 Syr copt eth, 
ar (|| M) М 69. 
Jat-a 5 c. 

[sepocodAvpa, во BCDLA 1. 69.] 
om BnOgayn каа (error, passing from 90. to Bnd. ?) D latt Origexpr 

up. ins кав 

(iĉwpev 00 жері тїс Bipa piv card Mar@aioy, BnOaviag d card тд» Марко», 
Bubi ĉè xai BnOaviac, xard тду Aovcáv) and so Lachm. 

B. for axooredA\H, ктер» C [ Wetst and Lachm are in error]: axeoredey 
Ja Ж? Syr copt goth eth arm · mes. 
itt) 1. 69 lat-a sah: x. rer D-gr. 

‹ om sç aur (|| Гм) D lat-a b c ff, i q sah. 
ovduc ins ovre BLA vulg b % i? Orig, ; aft avfpwrwr, C 69 (Syr) 

t с wwwore 

TO 
(|| Mt Le) FH 1 lat-a b c 

2. for cat Aeyer, AT y Y (|| 
ACD rel: txt BLA Orig. 

sah; aft e ov, К (вуг) goth: ov 

won “з :—во Bartholomew, ch. iii. 18, 
Barjesus, Acts xiii. 6. 48.] See on 
Mt. vv. 30, 31. 80.] &wof.—signs of 
an eye-witness, which make us again be- 
lieve, that here we have the literally 
exact account of what took place. 
51.] 'PeBBovv( = суту Master, or My 
Master, see ref. Jn. It was said (Drus. 
in Meycr) to be a more fal form 
than papi. 52.] In Mt. only, Jesus 
touches him. The account here and in 
Lk. seems to correspond better with the 
wonderful strength of his faith. Our Lord 
healed бу a word in such cases, see Mt. 
viii. 10—18, ch. vii. 29, and other places. 

for тыу bef «Aat», 

rec ev@ewc, with 

copt-schw 
avOp. (|| Lv) A: txt D rel em Int-a (е) 

Lk. adds, &otáZw» тд» ged. and that all 
the people seeing him gave glory іо God; 
see also Lk. xix. 37. 

Cuar, XI. 1—11.] TRIUMPHAL ENTRY 
INTO JERUSALEM. Mt. xxi. 1—17. Lk. 
xix. 29—44. Jn. xii. 12—86. Оп the 
general sequence of eventa of this and the 
following day, see note on Mt. ver. 1. 

1, 9.] As far as evpicere, the agree- 
ment in Mt., Mk., and Lk. is nearly ver- 
bal; after that, Mk. and Lk. only mention 
the foal, and add, on which never man 
sat. Com with this Lk. xxiii. 53. 
Our Lord’s birth, triumph, and burial were 
to be, in this, alike. ‘A later tradition, 



XI. 1—7. 

*géoere. 5 
О xbpioc avrov У ҳона» у хе, kai  tvÜUc 

amogréAAe б. < kai. amqAÜov ка evpov 

dt dt ut voy 
Ab 9 „ 5 
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э? е œ wv 7 e ” [ 4 

Kal td v ric ошу ету TI тоте rovro; emare * z; lake xv. 
з < xlvii. 16. 

QUTOV y Matt. v1.8 

V adi в — ch. M. 2. 
r AO ziv. 64 h L. 

* , Ld LA — , , ab ly. 
* трос Өооа» ECW emt той " арфодою, Kat” Xe xni. . 

ххх. (xlix.) 

9 -æ L - ГА 4 es e К] q А 1 

avroic Ti ° rouire Avovreg rov " rodov: 6 ot дё ато» 102. 47. E 
ә - * чї е в - * c ? es э , е == Matt, ili. 15 

a QUTOIC кабыс rer о Inaovc, kai < афпка»у avrove. a De v, 26 
каф чч . 4 LY P a Ы - i] É ABCDE 7 koi * $ípovaiw róv "oov тоос TOv Incovy, kai Hiss Le. 
омга» Badr э е ae ? ^ = 2 0 е, , калә: 

w Д MsUY ' Exi[DaAÀovaw avro та (paria. avrov, Kat ёкабісгь ° em ow meis, 
69. Rev. xz.4, Оез. Alvili. 2. 

91.2 K copt-wilk (wtb) arm Orig,. (‘not yet’ was manifestly interpolated, as naturally 
occurring, and found эп || Lu.) trader || Zu) BCLA Orig. reo 
№саутес avr. ayayere (from || Le), with A (D.gr) rel goth: Avcavriec avr. к. $epere 
L: txt BCAN latt syrr coptt eth arm Orig.— (sai Ж р.) 

3. for «ev, ау D. 
b f ff; i arm Orig, 
ort (|| Lu), with ACD rel 
with A rel Orig,: txt BCDLA Orig,. 
lata 7.79.0214 D-lat A-lat coptt arm 

th. 

тоште. Touro, Avere Tow wor (|| Гм ver 88) D 69 lat-a 
ins cas bef curare C'(perbaps). rec aft ears ina 
lat F Orig: txt BA lit-a boi k eth Я rec ev, 

rec алостг Хы (|| Mt), with GU 1 vulg 
ig,: txt ABCD rel em 146-0 o g, syrr 

aft awoor. ins хаму (see note) BDLA Orig,: aft avrov, С!(арру): om 
AC? rel latt syrr coptt goth sth arm Orig.—axvor. жалу avrov B. (om avro» A: 
a or. bef avrov U.) 

4. rec (for ка атуА.) ax9X0. де (from || Le), with AC rel syr sah goth: x. awed- 
Oovreg (omg «ac aft) D vulg lat-(a) 5 f l copt Orig, : 

we us rec ins roe be wor, with CA sah arm Orig.: om 
rec ins rn» bef борау, with ACD rel Orig,: om BLA 

AN lat- (Syr) eth Оне. 
ABD rel copt goth Оті. j 
coptt goth arm Orig, 

6. om артос D lat-b c f} i &. 

arnàbðoyv ovv каз 1. 69: txt BL 

гес (for urey) avertiAaro, with A rel vulg lat- 
a f D- lat syrr goth: нрлке D lat -b c ff, i (both corras to avoid the recurrence of ut., 
D also to plusq-perf for sense): txt 
DM 1. 69 latt Syr coptt goth eth ТЫ. 

LA 1 (lat-k f) coptt eth arm Orig.—add avroig 

T. rec (for $spovaiww) пуауоу (from || Lu), with AD rel latt syrr coptt goth sth 69 : 
arm-mss: ayovew CN! 1. arm-uso-zoh: txt BLA N corr Orig; d«cere lat-a b ff, i. 

rec (for esiBaAAovoi) ғтгВаћоу (to suit nyayor), with A rel lat (a) с/о, k 
syrr (sah ?) goth wth arm-mss: txt BCDLA 1 vulg lat -b ff. i l copt arm-usc-zoh Orig. 

for avrev, айты» В; avrov D-gr 256: om 1. 28 lat.5 ff, i kq arm. 
каба D.gr 1. 
with А rel: txt BCDLA. 

from the sacred destination of the 
beast (for beasts never yet worked were used 
for sacred purposes, Num. xix. 2: Deut. 
xxi.8: 1 Sam. vi. 7). Meyer. But does 
it never strike such annotators, that this 
very usage would lead not only to the 
narrative being so constructed, but to the 
command itself having been so given ? 

8. 6 wép..... be] The pres. 
ажовтілАн, is used of future things whose 
occurrence is undoubted ; see Mt. xvii. 11; 
xi. 8 al: but the words are somewhat am- 
biguous. From the ancient interpolation 
of талу, it seems that they were under- 
stood all to belong to ò «é6pio - the Lord 
hath need of it, and will immediately send 
st [back]? Lachm., by printing the words 

rec ex’ avre (mechanical repetition from exi. avro above), 

without а stop, evidently adopts this ren- 
dering: and Origen, tom. xvi. in Matt. 
§ 16, p. 741, favours it. But verisimili- 
tude seems to me to be against it: and 
the final clause in ver. 6, rai афўкау ab- 
rob, appears to correspond with this. So 
that I would understand it as in E. V.: 
and straightway he (the speaker o 
owner) will send it hither. 4.] 
The report of one of those sent: qu. 
Peter ? &һфоб$®. (a road leading round 
a place) is probably the street; see reff. 
Wordsw. interprets it, ‘the back way, 
which led round the house.’ But there 
does not appear to be any reason for sup- 
posing the dug: to refer to the house, 
rather than to the whole block, or neigh- 

70 umm unius uo var? uiia 
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tir avrov. Ê kat roAXol rd дата avrov ' torpwoay ttc Thy 
g bere only t. 060v, aAAot de Fore адас̧ b ico артЕс EX тоу a DV, 

Ezek. zivi. ч М i , ` © у E „ yew 

12 100 | Kat oi Tpoayovrtc Kat ot axoAovBuurrec txkoačlov 
Nam. xiii. 24 « 7 e >» П * 
al. ce Mut. © ‘Ogavva, ! euAoynutvoc o tpyoutvoc " ev ovopart коріою 
xi. 17 reff. А j 207 1 РХ , УЗ © 9 A: ? им. мап. 10 гоЛоупиёуп 7 єруоџёут Baoweia тоо warpoc ney 

ц рй ж. Aaveid, Qaavva " ғу тос "одаттс. II kat acnArAOer ыс 

apni. 'IeposóÀAvga нс то ie! kai ° mepi9Aejáuevoc rar ra, 
Фай tet, bia nòn оўатс ric woag EAG eic Bubaviav pera 33 в. 
horeo only VM Ki к ABCD 

seo ch. it. 85 poy додека. IHR 
Xra}. 

8. rec (for cat wor.) wor. де (from || Mt Тм), with AD rel latt syrr sah goth arm: 33. 69. 
«ауто» B: avrov K: om L lat-i. 

ev rn оды АКМ 69! vulg lat-a cf k 1 q sah 
txt BCLA lat-k q copt eth. 
D 1, sternedant lat - a b c ff, i k Syr. 

гес crovGadac, with AC rel syr-marg-gr 
rec єкоттоу tk Twv devdpwy (from || Mt), with AD rel 

arm. 

txt BKLMUA 69 Orig,. 

tarpuvvvov 

) Orig, : orf. EG: eri. D: 

latt Syr syr(ayp. marg) goth arm: exowr. ex т. аур. C copt-schw sah; cedebant ramos 
arborum er agris copt-wilk: txt BLAN rec adds (from || Mt) ка 
tOrpevyvoy tic Tr» обоу, with A D(omg ас) rel latt syrr copt goth arm (Orig); x. е. 
ey т. 009 KM: om BCLA sah ath. 

9. sposayovrec D-gr. 

10. ins za: bef evAoyny. AD'KM Syr wth. 

rec aft expaZow ins Агуонтес (from || Mt), with AD rel 
vulg lat -a b F g, syrr goth th arm: om BCLA lat-c ў, & coptt Orig. om G 

rec aft Baci. repeats ev ovopars 
коргоо, with A rel lat-g syr goth sth Jer Euthymexpr: om BCDLUA 1. 69 ev-y latt 
Syr copt arm 

11. for eien ber, eç buv D lat -a b o f F 9, i. rec aft «poc. ins o {тос (be- 
ginning of a lection), with A rel lat-g вуг goth; bef ес ic p., lat-c f Syr eth arm: 
om BCDLA 1 vulg lat-a 6 

xat bef sepe. D lat-a b ef 7 1. 
om тус wpac В: ric om 
D ev-y al lat- a b с/у, i. 

bourhood, of houses, round about which 
the street led. 8, 9.] On the inter- 
esting addition in Lk. vv. 87—40, see 
notes there. eB. = Bata т. powi- 
rwy Jn. ver. 13: but this word, by its de- 
rivation from oreiBw, signifies not merely 
branches, but branches cut for the purpose 
of being littered to walk on: апа thus 
implies lor elc т. дб», which has 
been unskilfully supplied. Dr. Wordsw. 
complains of the introduction of ray аурёу 
into the text, adding “other instances, 
unhappily far too numerous, might be 
cited, a Ф corrupt glosses and barba- 
risms have been recently received as im- 
provements into the Sacred Text.” Surely 
a Commentator of Dr. W.’s learning and 
piety should know better than to write 
thus. He well knows, that it is not as 
improvements, that any such changes have 
been introduced as those to which he 
alludes, but simply and humbly in defer- 
ence to the carefully weighed evidence of 
the best апа oldest authorities, combined 
with that furnished by the existing phaeno- 

Nez: on BOLMA 69 la AD rel lat th arm : om BCLMA 69 latt Syr copt eth Orig. 
48. Da for офнас, ope CLAN 

245. 2-pe: rnc nuepα 69 al. 

rec ins cat bef tig ro tepov, with 
om 

ig: офоупс 2-pe. 
aft доб. ins pabnrey 

mena of interpolation and adaptation of 
parallel places. The c of 5 
to“ improve the Sacred Text” ils on 
those, who in the face of such evidence, 
with such questions as What writer would 
say, yid cut branches off the fields ?, 
shelter their own rationalizing subjectivi- 
ties under received readings which have 
been themselves glosses and “ improve- 
ments" on the Sacred Tezxt. 10.] 
. . . Aave(B—peculiar to Mk., clearly 
setting forth the idea of the people that 
the Messianic Kingdom, the restoration of 
the throne of David, was come. See 
the additional particular of the weeping 
over the city, Lk. vv. 41—44, and notes. 

1L] See Mt. ver. 12, and notes on 
ver. 1: also on Jn. ii. 18—18. I am 
by no means certain that the solution pro- 
posed in the notes on Mt. is the right one, 
ut I cannot suggest a better. When 

Mk., as here, relates an occurrence 
throughout, with such signs of an eye- 
witness as іп ver. 4, it is very difficudé 
to suppose that he has transposed any 
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12 Kai ту з ётайроо» Ee UV- avrov ато BnOaviac 4 Meth М 

r émeivacty, 15 

“púa, ПАӨгь ei 

14 3 hd a ГА 
ous " сук». ка! 

ot paByrat айтой, 15 
ice bo- eie TO ирд» karo 

ка! we * ovx» ‘ато * пакоббе>» Eyovoav 
dpa ri evonoe ѓу айту, ка! EGov 

“ew айт / оодё горе» ? e un p Aa- 

ка! Epxovrat “с Теровоћыра. 
cBN AA robe rwow- " 

rac ка! rovc i yopátovrac i ty ry teow, Kal rác трат ас * 

29, 35 аі. 
Num. хі. 39. 

- . ~ Май. іт, 2 
reff, 

в Matt. xxiv. 83 

о уар * каірос t Мп. зжата 

* атокр:бе!с el rev avrg Moxére a xxxvii в. 

© etc тд» ауа tc соф ипдис картбу payor. Kat йконо» v tips T Acts How, 
1 xis. x Kai 3.16 xix 

тоу * колат» kai тас * каб:драс x тюАойутшъ = нта E 
тас 'яерістєрӣс * Karéororpev, 
тїс " Stevéyxy ° oxevoc Ùa той ispov. 

16 xxi. 34 
Kai оок ‘nowy " tva 21. F. . 3. 

à \ а Matt. wil. 16. 
l7 kai єў{датк > Kay Lake vi 4. James itl. 13 

osly, 4Kings zx. 7. Миа T үм Sohn viii. 85, 61, 62 al. Deut. xv. 17. 
d ch. x. 98, 32, бе. Matt. xxvi. 29. Matt. . 95 f= f. Luke xix. 2. n li. 

16 oaly1. g |. Jobo ii. 15 only f. b | Mt. Tati. хаш. only. Р». 1.1 
iti. 16 ref. k | Mt. only. ME "n 1 5e. ch. 1. 34 naly. = Matt. Ul. 15 al. Ps. civ. 14. 

m (рсе note) = ver. 28. Matt. lv. 3 al. = here only 1. Esdr. v. $6 (53). o Lake vili. 
16. 3 Н. Su al. Arad. jd 24. 

12. for гЁ. avrev, ov EAV ra Di. gr; cum exisset ч. P e ff, Syr. 
18. aro narpobev bef съкру D al 

apa Ti tvp., дну tay rt кот» D gat 
Orig. m evpnoei bef ri, with Y rel 
lat-g 

le ins povoy 

Max- conf: txt BC. LA Syr copt. 
14. om каг D 2-pe lat- a g 

lat-a 5 f 
with X rel goth arm: ins ABCDLMA 1. 33. 69 latt syrr eth Orig ты. 

тес ош ахо, 
for и 

Be 912 Ori 

lat-b е ff, i k: wc evpyowr re 2- pe lat - a f q 
l syrr goth arm: txt 

om гАбоу ex avrny D lat-b c ff, i k: om ex aur lat - a g, Syr. 
mir figs ерш» D-gr(omg каг, ver 14) 2-pe lat-q Orig: ovõev ovx куре» L. 

1 33. 69 1а1-5 c q eth arm Orig. 
note), with AC? rel latt вуг goth æth arm, so (but insg o bef ratpoc) D 

ABCKLUA 1. 83 vale 

aft 2nd 
rec ov уар nv ка:рос (see 

al Orig 

rec aft awoxpiOeg ins o t., with X rel: 
om ABCDKLMA 1. 33. 69 latt вутт copt goth eth arm Orig. rec ex cov bef “ 
т. at, with A rel вуг copt: txt BCDLA 1 latt Syr goth eth arm Orig, 
One’ with al: om A: txt ABCD rel Orig, Thl. for фауо, $5 DU 1. 69 

15. for tpxovrat, tice Ou» D-gr : venit lat-b  copt-ms sth.—for tig, ore qv D. 
rec aft есе. ins o ujoovc (|| Mf), with A rel lat F g syrr: om BCDLA 1. 33 latt 

copt goth(Treg) eth arm Orig, 
ins ка A; extiÜev D lat-b. 
Orig, : ins ABCKLMU. 

thing ; whereas Mt. certainly does not 
here so exactly, having transposed 

the anointing in Bethany: see notes on 
Mt. xxvi. 2, 6. 

12—26.) THE BARREN FIG-TREEB. THE 
CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE. Mt. xxi. 
12—22. Our account here bears strong 
marks of T AM. e of & beholder and 
hearer : e. g. d eJ. dd В"0.,—ракрб- 
беу, — fxovoay фбААа,— xal Fxovov ol 
реб. аёт. The times and order of the 
events are here more exact than in Mt., 
who places the withering of the tree imme- 
е. after the word spoken by our Lord. 

18.) « dpa, si forte, si, rebus ita 
comparatis ; see Klotz. ad Devar. ii. p. 178. 

å yap x. obx y g.] The ellipsis 

ev Tw ipw in templum D. 
rec om rovg bef ayopatovrac (|| Mt), with D rel 

for rw «pw, aurw А. 
sÜpac rwv N. т. vtpiorepac (|| МГ) N Orig. 

aft exBadXcrw 

катестрефеу bef к. r. cab - 
om «artarp. D- gr 1аё-о & Orig. 

may be supplied, —for the season was not 
one) of figs,—or, for the season was not 
that) of figs, i. e. not yet the season for 

Jige. The latter suits the context best. 
The tree was precocious, in being clothed 
with leaves: and if it had had on it «infer 
fo» which remain on from the autumn, 

n early the next season, they 
Md pass been ripe at this time. But 
there were попе - it was a barren tree. 
On the import of this miracle, see notes on 
Mt. 15—19.] Mt. xxi. 12, 13, where 
see notes: also Lk. xix. 45—48. 16. 
ode ey fva] < Observa, їуа et бфра a 
recentioribus poétis frequentari post varba 
jubendi.” Herm. ad Viger., р. 849. Кее 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13. This was the 
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107. f. 7. EX [avroic] Ov yé Sr: o oixóc pov ? oiko piesa, Nee [avroic] Оо уѓураттає ore о оос pov ? окос 

at dubs Zis, Toncevyne кАпбпоєтає тат» тос eOveoww ; ныс & we- 

Rev. 04 токате avrov 4 отђАаю» "Ayorwv. 18 ка! ўкоюзау ot 
rua apyuptic cal ot Ypanhareie Kal " eLhrovy ы; avrov 
xil. атол сос" єфо[Вооуто уар avrov, тас уар о оу Хос 
Te e ес тИ o iwi ry Sid ap avrov, 19 ral Ore 6 1 Pet. v 8. noaero "xt ry ёёаур avrov. ai бте "о 

э ЕЛ Led 5, 

tytvero, eteropevero E тїс moto. 9 kai - xxii. 2. 
t Matt. vil, 28 ` - П » 

„б n TOptvOptvot * при 10» thy ? соки " єпрариёупу * ёк 
a ы ў е а 

Act it роу. 21 cat “avapvnoOeic o Пётрос Аун avr 

vel. эш в. Pu (8e h N av tiv ° катпрйав En Mu. ка 
е e æ "E - 

11137* атоко быс о Insovc Meye avroic Е Exert de tiari ° ТЯ 

ln цит» ML Uuw Ort Oc av eim » Ope rourw ApOnr x Mait. (xvi, „% шко OC GP RrU TE орн орт 
Mi iu Kat BANOnre ис тт» Baracouy, kat. py 'ф‹акрбр ev ry 
85 xv.1. 7 , ~ 9 x , е A "&g ' 
1".49.— карда avrov, dÀÀd miarevy Ort о Aare © yiverat, torar Juha x vili 
98. xx. I. Acts xxvili. 28 only. Exod. xvi. 7. y ver. 18. S | Mt. ref. а here only. Job ххх. 

19. b eb. xiv. 72. 1 Cor. iv. 17. 3 Cor. vii. 16. Ті. 1. 6. Heb. x. 59 only. Gen. vill. 1 vat. (-j4vwert, 
Lake xx. 10 € Matt. xxv. 41 reff. d Mat .) Matt. xxi. 91 reff. e consir., Acte ili. 16 a. 
Nam. ili. 99. Gal, Ii. 16, 90. iii. 29. James il. 1 al. f= f. Acts x. 20. Rom. iv. 20. James i. 61. 

g = Matt. vi. 10. Сев. і. За! fr. 

17. rec (for к. Mey.) Aeyov, with AD rel latt вуг goth arm: txt BCLA 69 lat-& 
(Syr) copt eth Orig. om avrotg (prob interpolation to suit vpecc below) B 28 
lat-b g, arm: ins ACD rel Orig. om ov D 1 lat-3 c i k copt arm Orig. 
om or: CD 69 lat-a c ff, i k q eth arm-mss: ins AB rel vulg lat F g, Orig. rec 
(for rerotncare) eroigoars (from || Lu), with ACD rel: txt BLA Orig. avrov 
tot. АМ 1. 33 lat-a.—aurny DI. 

18. rec transp yp. and apy., with X rel syr goth: txt ABCDKLA 1. 33 latt бут copt 
th arm Orig. om «at bef eK,. D latt(not &). rec azoAtcovcivr, with 
KM'T4 (S, e в): txt ABCD rel Orig. om avrov AK lat-c ff rec (for 
жас yap) orc жас (to avoid the recurrence of yap), with AD rel latt syrr goth(Treg) 
arm Orig: txt BCA 1. 69 copt. 

19. for оте, orav (to suit || Mt, and to signify that every evening this took place: 
which however the context forbids, only one such exit being here spoken of) BCKLA 
83: txt AD rel. eyivero (emendation with same intention as above, to represent 
it as a daily всі?) AETGHV?X. &Eezropevovro (corrn to suit next ver 7) ABKM 'A 
lat-e D-lat Syr syr-marg arm. for «Ew, вк D lat-b c f k. 

20. rec «pei bef maparopevopevo: (to conform to oye eytv., ver 19?), with A rel 
vulg atf. Ía syrr goth arm: txt BCDLA 1. 33 ev-y lat-b i g copt sth.—ins ro bef 
тро D. 

21. for idt, iov D al Orig. eEnpar@y DLA 1. 83 Orig: cEnparat X 69 ТЫ. 
22. rec (not Mill) om o :70., with (S Р) al: ins ABCD rel. ins м bef eyere DN 

881. 69 lat -a 5 i arm. ins rov bef @eov D 69 arm. 
93. rec aft au nv ins yap (for connexion), with AC rel lat-g Syr-ms syr-w-ast copt 

goth th: om BD 1 latt Syr arm. om or: D 83 em(with tol) lat-g, & Syr goth 
wth arm Aug. «a» A 1. dcacp:On¢ DI: hesitaveritis lat-c. (but -rit D- lat.) 

rec storevan (corrn to dsaxpi8n), with ACD. rel, riorevot ЕГ: txt BL, 
теттин A. rec a Акун (the plur to suit ap0. car BAN: Муш, as a commoner 
word), with AC rel: txt BLA 88.—for or: to end, ro usAAov o ay ито yevnoerat 
avrw D, simly latt. om o «av атл BCLA 1! vulg lat: y g, i Г copt eth: ins A 
(D) 1? rel lat-a 5 (c) ff, k q syrr goth arm. (The omn may be easily accounted 
Sor, о Nahe having preceded ; or even from sorai vu follg : see also || Mt: mot so 
се dier Jor if tora: avrw required a subject to be supplied, why not гота: ушу 
е 

court of the Gentiles, which was used ав —е. g. а pail or basket,—used for common 
a thoroughfare; which desecration our life. 17.] rd rois ðv., omitted 
Lord forbade. axevos is any vessel, in Mt. and Lk., but contained in the pro- 
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avri [oe éay тү). 24 did TOUTO Myo Sui, таута boa 

rock xo be ка! ? 

torai бн. 25 kal Отау arfere wpoctvyóutvot, 

„аітнобе, miarevere Ore tpe Kat h Col. i. 9. 
i ch. Ш. 81 reff.  agiere | = Matt. vi. 

12 reff. ГА 

E т! ' iyare ката Twos, а ка! о! rar i aud 0 £v тою k Mate. v. 25. 

5 ' apy ош» та 

Upetc ойк з афіете, ои о 

j aphan rà m тараттората бру. 

7 Kai tpxorrat тай» eie ‘TeposoAupa. 

96 M. ̀ 4, 14, 

" тараттерата Уро», a) ng 
татр Оро» o év 'oUpavotc 115 4 16 

m Matt vi. 14, 6 ref. 
kat ғу TU ^ L- 

"oT repirarobvroc avrov Epxovrat тоос avrov ot apy- ," Zu xix 

грис rai oL yeonnareic Kat oi токо$йтеро‹ 

тога e ECouoig таота FOLIC, N ric со тту avri „Ey ° 

18. х=. 96 
cal Ae yor al; (3 Kings 

8 8 Kis xiii. 
12. s 

24. rec aft oca ins av (From || Mt), with A rel arm (ғау K al): om BCDLA goth. 
тес wpoçtvyopevot and om каг: (fo make oca governed by ситног as in || Mt), 

with A rel vulg lat-ô f g, з вуг goth arm: txt BCDLA lat-a c ff, k Syr th Cypr. 
rec (for ekaBert) Aaufavere, with A rel syrr goth arm: Anypecðe D 1 latt wth 

Cypr : txt BCLA copt. (The aor not being understood was altered to the pres or fut: 
cf Orig.) 

25. rec ornenre (grammi emendation), with B rel (Orig), erncerre E: eornenrat A: 
txt ACDHM?7VX 1. 33. 69, eorncere L: staditis latt. 
M = bef «v т. ovp D (latt) Cypr. 

for agure, agere С'. 
apnoe D ev-y. om 2nd нш» D 

26. om ver (Aomaotel) BLSAN lat-g, k ¢ copt sth-(rom and ms m) arm-zoh ТЫ: 
ins ACD rel latt syrr goth sth-pl(from ms a) arm-usc. (Т cannot agree with Tisch 
Treg, in supposing our ver 26 to be interpolated from Mi vi. 15. For it varies from 
that ver in a manner quite unaccountable, if it is copied from it.) 
bef ovpavorc, with А rel: om CDKM 1.—om ог» 85 33 ev-y. 

rec ins тоюс 
aft agnou ins 

vpiv (го also in Mt vi. 15) D 33. 69 latt syrr goth С 
27. epyerat DX lat-b c ff, i (k) eth. aft ка ins rov Aaov (|| M?) D. 
28. rec (for ғАгуо») Агуона‹у (corrn to epyovrat above), with AD rel vulg lat-+& 

кутт arm: txt BCLA 1 lat-a b ef co copt goth eth. rec (for n) xas a^ || Mt), with 
A rel latt syrr goth eth arm: txt BLA 124 Scr’s c ev-y syr-marg copt. (C uncertain.) 

18. was ô 12 X sss = This remark, given 
by Mk. and k., is omitted by Mt.: pro- 
bably because he has given us so much of 
the дйдахй itself. 19.) See note on 
Mt. ver. 17. On the Monday and Tuesday 
evenings, our Lord appears to have gone fo 
Bethany 20—26.] The answers are 
very similar to those in Mt., but with one 
important addition here, viz. vv. 25, 26: 
see Mt. vi. 14, and 1 Tim. ii. 8. The con- 
nexion here seems to be, ‘Though you 
should aim at strength of faith,—yet your 
Jaith should not work in all {в as 
you have seen me do, in judicial anger 
condemning the unfruitful and evil; but 
you must forgive.’ 24.] Außer is 
aor., because the reception spoken of is 
the determination in the divine counsels 
coincident with the request— believe that 
when you asked, you received, and the 
fulfilment shall come, gorras. 25.) 

On the matter cf. Mt. vi. 14 f. See also 

ib. v. 23 f., where the converse to this is 
treated of. In бтау стўкете, the áv 
connects, not with the verb, but with the 
бта, giving indeflniteness to the occasion, 
not to the act. See Klotz. Devar. p. 470, 
475. He gives an example from Lycu 
contr. Leocratem, p. 162 ($ 107), bra» 
lv той; ö Aog i«arpartvóytvot tioi. 
26.) In d... . ойк, the negative must be 
closely joined to the verb; the verb, not 
the conditional particle, carrying the nega- 
tive: q. d. “if ye refuse to forgive." 

27—33.) THE AUTHORITY OF JESUS 
QUESTIONED. His REPLY. Mt. xxi. 23— 
82. Lk. xx. 1—8. Our account and that 
of Mt. are very close in agreement. Lk.’s 
has (cf. ver. 6, 6 А. dwag «ar. ny.) few and 
unimportant additions : see notes on Mt. 

28.] ravra need not necessarily 
refer to the cleansing of the temple, as 
Meyer; but seems from || Lk., to extend 
over our Lord’s whole course of teaching 
and putting himself forward in public. 
Tva Tavra woujs is not a periphrasis of the 
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р = ver. 16 
сей. 

q t Mt. reff. 

30 

r Matt. xvii. 7, 
8 ref. 
E x. 96 гей. 

obx ewtorevoare aur; 

t change of 
consir., Lake « 
v. 14. m 
i. 4. xxili . 29, 

« Mit xi. в e Орок оїдаш. 

—om » ric to roine D al lat- : om гуа т. roing 2-pe lat-a b ff, i arm. 

EVATTEAION 

eEousiay rary єдшке› Р {ра Tavra role ; 

соус єтє» GUTOLlC "Emtpwrnow 9 o udc tva ° Ad yo Kat amo- 

kpiÜnré uot, kai ip viv 

бошто»; : awoxpiOnré por. 
Eaurouc AEyovrtc Еа» торку EE ob, вон ма ті 

XI. 29—33. 

2 o & I- 

п, 0 г ЫР А — - 

EV тоа c Cool TAYTA тоо. 
a ГА A 9 ГА 4 , Ld ч K э ? 

то Barriopa то 'Iwávvov ič ovpavov nv m Ё av- 
31 cal Sie Ay iCovro . крос 

33 Ad торгу "EE avbowmury ; 
' epoovvro rov Àaóv* amavrtc yap ° ei «ov тд» lor 
О›гшс Ore профпттс "nv. 33 kai awoxpivrec T "Incov 

Kai о "Inaovc Хун avroic Oude 

о Хуш оргу " ev ° moig iÉovaig rabra wow. 

XII. I Kat йоЁато aùroiç v wapaßoħaiç Аали». 

twr. bef 
r. t£. raurny (from || Mt) BCLM?4 (i.) 33 latt Syr copt arm. 

29. rec aft ino. ins атокр:Өнс (from || Mt Lu), with AD rel latt eyr goth arm: om 
ith BCLA 33 lat-g, i & Syr copt sth. rec aft vpac ins кауш, wi ST: cat eyw 

EFHUVX 69: кауш vpaç AK lat-g, ЁЗ goth arm: txt B C(perhaps) LA lat-&' copt. 
om lst ca: D 28 lat-a 5 cf g, i & (Syr) copt arm. катух tpe LA 33: kai 

eyw Акуш D: ins eyw lat-c Syr copt th arm. 
80. rec om ro bef iwavyov (|| Le), with X rel: ins ABCDLA 33. 

ins vo8«» yy (|| МЕ) C 33 lat-£ Syr sah eth. 
CL 83. 

91. rec кАоуфоуто (prob 
important to suppose 

aft Aeyovric ins ri eexwpey D 69 lat-a 
aft epee ins лш» (|| Mt) DM 1. 69 em(with gat mt tol) lat- a 

rec aft dca ri ins ovv (from 
omit it), with ВС? D-gr rel vulg lat: / 91 вуг sah: om AC! 
D-lat Syr sah eth arm. 

Syr copt goth sth. 
$2. om ала D. (aXXa во A B[sic cod.] CLA 33.) 

(supplied from not understanding txt), with D 69 vulg lat-a b c g, q (Syr) вуг 
om ABC rel lat-& coptt goth Euthym. 
(not am em ing) coptt eth arm. 
rel vee(appy). 
decay -pe lat.a 5 c f ff, arm. 

for Xaov, oxAov (|| 
for атаутгс, каутєс (|| Mt) CD 1. 33: (e AB rel. 

E 

aft pwavroy 
ovparev calo D. om gv 

Al was lost in Al preceding : the MSS are too == and 
taken from || Mt), with A rel: txt BCDGKLMA 1. 33 . 69. 

for «ptc, M D-gr lat-b. 
Hi * 

| Mé whore of BL al 
Ka tol lata be fei 

faik. 

rec ins sav bef urwper 
æth arm : 

goBoupey D': -pba (|| Mt) pe 69 latt 
|| MA BC 33 syr-marg: txt AD 

for uxor, 
тес ort bef ovrwç (corra to supposed 

ден), with А rel syrr copt goth: or: ал\пбес D vulg lat- a f g: om org M! 1 ev-y 
lat k eth arm: txt BCLN? 69.—roy tw. ovrwe wc трофптт> A sah. 

88. rec Aeyovatv. bef rw (550v, with AD rel vulg lat-b c i & syrr goth arm: tat 
BCLA 33. 69 mt lat-a ff, copt. 

D-gr. 

infinitive, but contains the purpose of гђу 
a. r. 16. 29.] In èxepwrhow, the pre- 

sition does not ify in addition, as 
ritz., but merely indicates the direction 

of the question. 82.) The iav being 
omitted as spurious, a note of interroga- 
tion must be set after áv0p.—a question 
which is answered by the Evangelist, 
* quoniam haud facile quisquam sibi aperte 
e adscribere consuevit. Rinck. in 

e 
Опар. XII. 1—12.) PARABLE OF THE 

rec aft tngoug ins алокр:бєс 
repetition from above), with X rel; bef ino., A D(omg ка) К 
i. i 9 8yT goth eth: om BCLTa 33 lat-a ofk Syr coptt arm. 

tic тоау eZovoray in qua potestate Di. 

үе ly mechanical 
1. 69 vulg lat-5 ff, 

for avroic, ауто 

VINEYARD LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. 

This parable is, for the most part, identical 
witb that in Mt. xxi. 33—46, and Lk. xx. 
9—19. The sumber, and treatment of the 
servantes sent, is enlarged on here ;—and 
in ver. 4 there occurs the si word 
кефаћабе, which appears to be used by a 
solecjsm for кефаћ:бо, ‘to wound in the 
head.’ Some have rendered it, ‘ they made 
short work with him,’ which is the more 
usual sense of the word, but not probable 

ABCDE 
FGHK 
LMst v 
XTAI. 
33 63. 

here; for they did wot kill him, but dis- 
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e * w Aut AD z ep brtvotv J avÜpwrroc, ка Е wepitÜnkev "ME mu 

4 * 
le 

*"épayuóv, kai "wovkey SuroAnnov, Kal qxobounaty Lat a.. уз 
- тей. 

wupyov, kai ° єЁёдото avrov ' yewpyoic, xai © axednunaev. y = Matt. xat. 
kai ar жос roUc ' yewpyouc rw " каф SovAoy, * Mrt zuri. 

= - i * = -- «== i Mt. Lak 

iva жара r yespyov AaBy ‘aro rov kapmov rov % Ep. 
w 2 -~ 3 1 е зч ke o , Rem t 

артеХоуос̧, Kat Aafjovrtc avrov tOttpay kat ат&оты-= „ Rt. мш. 
EBV. 18 oaly. \ l , 4 E э, \ ` э > и 

ау xt. kai wadw атёстнАєу прос аотойс аАЛоу 12 

dor or какнуоу " exepadaiwoay kai * птіравау. 5 ка 1 trii. 
dA AO awéoreXev’ какнуо› атіктыуа», kat woAÀAoQUQ "е" Ше." 
аААоос, “ove piv “ 8 0оутес, obe & P amokrtvvorric. : [м ш) 
6 ёте Eva Туу алд» Tayarnrov’ ажфотыАгу avrov tayaroy к i, Si 
трӧс̧ avrouc Хушу Ori 'tvrpamüoovrat Tov viov nov. gh Мысал. 
7 exeivor 8 ol yewpyoi трос 'tavroUc tima» Ort oUróc хову. 

стар 0 *к\тро»бнос* "Ours awoxrelvwpev avrÓv, Kalimataya 
пио» ботап ß к\пооуоша. 8 7 ME 

2 

kat Aae dt 270.4 
крме. reff. 

101. bis. Lake 1.63. Gen. хххі. 49. Dent. xvi. 16. m here only t. Sir. xxav. (ЖхЕН.) 8 only. 
ai L. John viii. W. Acts v.41. Ros. i. 24 Н. . James Hi. a only. Esek, xxviii. 32,26 al. о Matt. 

хін. 8 refi р (-»v-) Matt. x. 28 ref. q = Matt. fii. 17 гей. r f Mt. тей. ach. x. 
26 reff. ti. Rom. viii. 17. Oal.fv. Jal. Juda. xviii. 7 vat. 3 Kings xiv.7. а f. Matt. 
iv. 19. жї, 28aL Gen. xxxvi. 99. » | Mt. 

Снар. XII. 1. rec (for Ха\ну) Asyur (from || Lu), with AC Dr rel lat-k вуг 
goth ; Мушу T al: txt BGLA 1. 69 latt Syr syr-marg coptt. (lat-a def.) avp. 
а гафот. Holst BCA 33 copt sth, a»0p. exoinoey L: oe ric tur. 13. 69 al 

t-e Syr sah Orig: txt AD rel vulg lat-a b f ff. J, i & syr goth arm. ins avre 
ee фрау. С? al sah arm Orig. e£edero ACT. txt B(Mai) D rel. ins тос 

yewoy. D. 
9. rec rov capwov (see || Le), with A (D) rel latt вуг coptt goth eth arm: txt 

BCLA 83 lat F k D-lat Syr. wa апо т. картою т. арт. Swcovaty avro (|| Lu) 
D lat-a b c &c (not g, ,) (Syr) wth. 

3. rec (for war) ог ќе (see || L), with AC rel syrr sah goth eth arm: txt BDLA 33 
r lat -a b ff, i k q copt. aft cevow ins æpoc avrov D lat-a b ,. 

rec ins AidofjoAgdavrec bef гкеф. (from || Mt), with AC rel syrr goth eth: 
om BDLA 1. 33 latt coptt arm: exegadiwwoay KN. rec (for утџаса») axsoreAay 
qripeptvoy (conformed to ver 3), with AC rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLN 33 latt coptt, 
nTrwpacay А. 

5. rec aft ка: ins wader, with A rel vulg lat. F д syrr goth arm: om BCDLA 33 
lat-a b c ff, i k coptt wth. aft awecresAey ins QovAov D lat-a b ( ff.) i д. 
rec (for ойс) rovc (twice), with AC rel: txt B D(l1st time) LA 1. 33.—aAAovc de D.— 
тоу реу È. rovc de XI. rec awoxcrewworrec, with S(e sil) al: -erevovrec X rel, 
-crivvourtec L al, cratvoyrec M, -&rivarrec А, -krsvyvoyrec B: txt ACDEUVT. 

6. rec aft er: ins ovy, with ACD rel vulg lat-g syr: om BLA 1. 33. 69 lat-d $ copt 
seth arm. rec (for tx: viov) viov eywv (as more elegant), with X rel goth arm; 
exov тоу ACID vulg lat - (a) b ff, (sah): txt BC*LA 33 syrr (eth). rec aft 
r rl ins avrov (see || Le), with A rel (lat-c) syr goth: om BCDLA vulg lat-a 
b ff, Syr coptt arm. rec ins cat bef avrov, with AC rel вуг goth: txt BLX*A 
(lat-a) Syr eth (arm).—«acavoy атест. D vulg lat-ff, i. гес трос avro» bef 
to xyarov (rearrangement consequent on inserting кох), with A rel vulg syrr sah goth 
sth arm: om sp. avr. D lat-a ff, tk: txt BCLA 83. 69 copt. om от: (|| M?) 
LA 1. 83 lat-a b c Syr sah. т. Vi. p. bef evrp. D lat-a b i д. 

7. for exervor ds о, oc де D vulg lat-a b &c sah wth arm. rec ня. bef wp. eav., 
with AD rel latt syrr coptt goth: txt BCL A(avr.) 1. 33 (69 ev-y). [e x&v, so 
BCDLA. ] om or: (|| Mt Гм) D 1 latt sah eth. 

8. rec avrov bef aricreivar, with AD rel vulg lat-V, copt goth arm: txt ВСА 

gracefully used him. I must not attention to the sort of difference, in simi- 
allow any opportunity to рава of directing larity, between these three reports, and 
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Mr ы аўтбь, ка! e€éBarov avrov tbe rov “apredavoc. 9 ті 
y Ps4. evil. 

22. | Mt. ref. 

, t x ГА - w 

тосе о "kUptoc TOU 
осе robe ' yewpyouc, kai доси тд» " apmeA ova addnic. 

9 — Ы ә $ » 

aumeAwvoc ; eAevcerat kat AF- 

` , — у b e" 2 сб 
тара коргоо Eytvero aurcm Kat tri au- 

\ е v? ,* ~ 

ка: °elnrovy avrov 

1 ГА * a 

Kat adtvrtc avrov 
t 9 7 A LEY ` - 

kat атостєХЛоусіу трос avrov rivdc тоу 
hb» 
ayotuc ety 

kat ẽA dre A€youaty avro А:даскаде, оїда- 

в Matt. xix. 6. 
reff. 
Lake ii. 1. , ` , , 

" John adi. 7 10 0082 туу Yeaguy тайт» aviyvwre; Aifov б» У dre do- 
"тш; a. каса» ot otko&opovvrtc, ovroc eyernOn “ttc Kearny 
c | Mt, from ` ywviac. lls 
0. (3 Core paor) “у офбаАно!с пф» i2 
1 bot 5 f - 2 n0 : » x „ Y ` е 
Ber-. cpr, ка! єфо[Зпбпса» тд» öyAov' Eyvwoav yap Gre 

Exod zaziv. 8 оос aurouc THY rap elmer, 

whe r amgA0ov, 13 
e i Mt. v. Я E > 
(dig Фарсаішу kai rov Howdtavay, tva. avrov 
g = Acts xxii. 1 A6 14 
80 b. о . 

h here only. ye 9 ` ғ \ эк 7 1 , , > M 
та pev От! an ti Kat Ov perge сог REPI avoevoc, ov yap 

‘ig 828775 !ВАётис ис Toeocwrov avOowrwy, аААа “єт dAndei⁰,ẽẽ 
" . 57. ` [] өе m ГД 

55 тї» % 000» тоо Өєоо didacxec. x I Mt. гет. 
14 Mt. 2 Cor. x. 

miL. Lake iv: ~ а 
е c v. 

27. х. 84 al. T" 
Isa. x xxvii. 18. 

25 only t. 
and passim. 

ev-y lat-¢ k q sah. 

PSouvac N ov; Swpev n un дошу; 
e , q 9 -æ , r ГА L М 

›токо аъ H avroic Ti ne meipatere ;. peveré пос 
xiii. 20. Ps. exvlii. 15 al. 

Heb. vii. 4, 
в]. ets xviii. 90 v. r.) see Acts 

р = l. Loke a xiii. 3. q Matt. хх 

Cru ° knvoov Касар 

; 15 U d «dwc avrov 

o Mt. bis. Matt. x vit. 
т 

tt 
. 28 ref. Matt. iv. 1 

rec om avrov (as superfluous), with LX rel vulg lat-5 k arm: 
ins ABCDMT lat-a c ff, 9 syrr copt goth eth. 

9. rec aft r: ins ov» ( from || Mt), with ACD rel latt: om BL lat-g, copt. 
ytwpyavç ins rovrovc (|| Гм) С! 83 ev-y syrr ; execvoug G 1 ]at-o eth. 

12. т. тар. bef тр. avr. A sah. 
18. om xp. avr. D lat-a ct k g. 

aft 

for аурғисос:у, rayWevowary (|| M?) D 2-pe. 
14. rec (for kat) ox de (to indicate the change of subject), with A rel syrr goth arm: 

txt BCDLA 33 lat-(a b) c ff, i k coptt æth. 
ot $apigatot D: eXOQovrec трЕауто epurav avrov ev доле Atyovrec G 1.69. 

(C)D gat lat-a b c ff, i syr · w· ast; то» ovv iu 
C 

eEeoriv ins ert ovy ушу а (|| Mz) 
M tol lat-g, arm.—ewoy C! : om н C’, 
latt yr 
lat-a b c fa 9 

15. % d 
(videns) D 69 lat-b c ff, i g goth. 

observing that no origin of that difference 
is imaginable, except the gradual deflec- 
tion of accounts from a common, or a 
parallel, source. See notes on Mt. 
throughout. 9.) éd\ctoerar, &c., is 
not the answer of the Pharisees, or of the 
people, as the corresponding sentence in 
| Mt. (see note there), but, here and in 
Н Lk., a continuation of our Lord's dis- 
course. After ver. 11 comes in Mt. 
vv. 43—45. 18.] Meyer makes 6 $xAos 
(and à Хобс in || Lk.) the subject to - 
cav, but I think quite unnecessarily. The 
Sear of tke people is increased by the con- 
sciousness on the part of the rulers that 
He had spoken the parable against them : 
they are as men convicted before the 

coptt weth.—nyag douvac extxaigadaroy коо. D. 
i eth: om n ру д. 225 vulg lat-g, goth arm-mse. 
ins соус DG 1. 69 lat-(a) b c L3 

for «АӨ. Агу. avr., exnpwrwy avrov 
bef 

дооуа‹ bef куус. касс. (i| Mt) BCLA 33 
om ёыр. 9 py ё. D 

cuv з) i goth (wth) arm. 

people. 
18 — 17.] REPLY CONCERNING THE 

LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CÆSAR. 
Mt. xxii. 15—22. Lk. xx. 20—26. The 
parable of the wedding-garment, Mt. xxii. 
1—14, is omitted. The only matters re- 
quiring additional remark in these verses 
аге, —18.] Ady is the instrument where- 
with they would dypevayr: the verb bei 
one taken from the chase. They wis 
to lay hold on him by some saying of His. 

14.] ёж’ dAn9., truly, —indeed, — 
see reff. and ver. 82. Sener 4 pr 8.; 
the originality of the report is shewn by 
these words. They wish to drive our Lord 
to an absolute affirmation or negation. 

15.] Syvdp., Mk. and Lk., = rò 

AECHE 
FGEK 
LMstYV 
XTA!. 
33. өз. 
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Kat Mya auroic gory dae 
~ erm. reff. 

Tívoc ù * exwy arn Kat ij * ётгурафп ; ; О; & «тау аот «рей. хе 96 

Kaisapoc. 

ауто. 
v 

Aéyovow * avacraciv u] tival, kai ётпрете» ‹ avrov Муде Г 

170 о & Inoue а tire “Та аа m x ler it. xi, 17 

ка t * Bavpaloy * 

Isa. iy. 16. 
y Б Ман. vil. 

rec !9 М:даскаће, * Mwvenc ty тшу ore ғау rivoc , OEE g 
ad Ape „атобаур ка! 

тікуо», ` iva “Aaby о 
азоті р" стірра тр aA avrov. 

йау. kul о протос 
оок ̂ agnxey * отёора. 

ка! ат дауу un 
2 1 t 

kai ot 

21 

> karaA Um yuvaixa kai un 
_аде\фдс айтой ту yovatka kai pcs 

EU yovatka ка! атобуйокшу "s Gen. tr 

Kat о Stbrepog 

° катаМт®у , avápna, Kai о rpiroę weav- x. av. b) cal. 

афу 521 ГРА MG 

20 irra aden poi а=: ch. af. 18 

ns. i. 8, 
Юа abrijv A fe (aor. 

x. 82, 

тос, ERTA ойк ° agnxay стёрџа. to yarov í =; Gen. iv. 

16. om 2nd o: de (|| AD m y b ik. for ur., Asyovoty (|| МЇ) А vulg 
lat-6 d i g. (exer, so BC BCDL X А шн) 

17. rec (for o де) кап seme e Sh ̀А rel syr goth arm: aor. де o D vulg lat-a 
b: txt BCLA 33 (аё-с Syr) sah (eth). 
BD. Tec iusta 
arm : txt BCLA (Syr) 
ге Варава» (| 

txt D'LA m Syr copt. 
^n тр. avr. bef саб. D 28. 106 vulg 

rec aft «ar. ins avroic, with AC rel: om 
г та kawapoc (from || Mt Lu), with AD rel sah goth eth 

ins rov bef ка:сарос and rw bef косар: D. 
Ag. pon AC rel lat- -Ё вуг sah goth : 

ex’ avrov D 28. 
lat-b. 

tQavpaQovro D! : В eua foy 

rec exnpwrygay (|| Mt Lu), with 
A rel lat-c syr goth sah : txt B C(-rov») DLA 33 vulg lat-a b { 91. & Syr copt. 

19. npiv bef ғурафеу D al vulg lat-5 ff, i. om or. D 6 g ö катамчфаь 
С: ехо D 28 lat- a b c k. rec rec va, with ACD rel vulg "aid i i q syrr sah goth 
eth : vit BLA 1 lat-a c ff, k copt arm 

t goth arm : txt BCLA 33 sah (wth). 
MO, , with AD rel latt syrr sah goth eth arm: om BCLA 1 lat-& copt. y р 

ornou (sfacism 7) ACH 69, avacrnou Г. 

rec тгк». bef un афу, wit AD rel latt 
rec aft yvvaixa ins avrov (from 

stava- 

20. elz aft rra ins ovv (from || Lu), with C?(D) vulg lat-c eth arm; де (from 
|| Mt) al lat-a вуг coptt : om ABC! rel lat-k Syr goth.—nouy ovv тар n,. & абеАфо 
D lat-a b i: wap тш» also 69 al lat-c syr-marg copt. for атобуђокеу, axeOavey 
ka: D 1 latt syr-txt sah. 

21. rec (for uy катаћмятеу) каз ovde avrog anze (fo conform to ver 20: cf the 
variations), with A rel vulg lat-a (5 f3) 91: Byrr arm; к. ovde av. ovk agncer D; 
к. ооб. ovrog ove аф. X al lat-a D-lat goth: om lat-k: txt BCL 33 lat-c coptt (wth). 

om к. 07 ecavrec D lat: i. 
Pes om «sat DX la lat-a i. rec aft каг ins Хаво» avrny, with A(D)E M-marg 
marg rel vulg (lat-a i Syr) eth; and, addg also wçavrwç «ar, А (vulg) lat-/ syr 
p om BCLM'A! 38. 69 lat-c K сор arm. rec ins rat bef ove agne., with 
М! rel vulg lat-a с i l syrr sah goth eth: om BCLA 33 lat-(5 7) Е copt arm. (Txt 

was evidently the original, and has been variously emended from the context ; this 
agst Meyer and De W.) om tox. тжаутишу D. rec tcyary (corra 
to suit урур, not the neut. from ||), with A rel vulg lat 91 syr goth arm: txt 

yogic. ToU ch., Mt. Hs ddt пож and then coincide almost verbally (Mt. 
palov, imperfect, is graphic. is was ver. 27, Lk. ver. 32. Mk. ver. 23 end, Lk. 

ver. 33). The chief additions are found in going on, when the next incident began. 
168—27.] REPLY TO THE SADDUCEES 

CONCERNING THE RESURRECTION. Mt. 
xxii. 23—83. Lk. xx. 27—40. The three 
reporte are very much alike in matter, and 

Lk., vv. 84—30, where see notes, and on 
Mt. throughout. 19. Fypaipey .... 
Хуа] This is one of the cases where pur- 
pose and purport are mingled in the lva. 
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ra uros ка! h yo aviBavev. 
„ а»авт@оцу, туос айт» ‘ота г узул; ; ot yap ewra 

tpn avroic o ‘Inovve Ov &a rovro 35 us. 

! тЛауасбє из ыдбтес тас * yeadác und "v Obvapw rov 

боо; ; 25 Отау yap l eK украу ! ауастосіу, ovre yanovsty 
n= (enot) gyre | " yanilovrat, | аА асу © Y. oi EV roc oupa- 

тер: & тоу M d ore eysipovrat, оок | avéyvwrs 

| = 1 Mt. reff. 
k John v. 89 24 2 а ab yvvaixa. 

Ich. vi. 14 reff. 

see æ 

z1iv.20. ids ce 
о L. Lake vi. 

EYATT'EAION 

B iy ер 

44. Acts vil. év ту GAY Mevatuc * eri rou ° Bárou, тос EUTEV aurep 
80, E ot 
Exod. 
3-4 Deat. О Ütoc Aéyov ? Bre 0 bebe “ABoaap xat ede Ісаак ка? 
Job xxxi. 40 0:0c Пак; ; 

p Exo» i. 2 ! wAavacbe. P Matt. avi 1d. ro 
xviii. 24 al. 

BCGHELA 1.33. 69 Syr(Treg) copt sth. 

27 ouk Eorw 0:0с ve DV, алла Teur 

в Kai тросАдшу ЧС тоу yon 

туут (from || MO), rec are dat bef к. 
with A rel vulg lat g, , g syrr copt goth eth arm: txt BCDLA 1. 33. 169 ev-y lat - a 5 f3 
i & (sah). 

. rec aft ту ins ovy (from || Mt Lu), with AC: KM (33, e 20. Sye syr-w-ast seth 
arm: aft avacr., DG 1 lat-a ff, l: om BCILXA rel lat-k g copt goth om ora» 

avacrway (as superfluous : а gloss un «v ry avacrace would be out of the 
and the pleonasm is in MV manner) BCDLA 38 (lat-b c k) Syr coptt wth. (ins bef 
ev rn av. 18. 69. 346.) ins y bef уоиз AD!. 

24. rec (for tn avr. о tno.) атокриӨнс o Ind. uren avr. (from || Mt: cf D qe), 
with A rel vulg lat-5 c f, вуг goth eth arm Orig; 

for ed., ywwaxovric BCLa 83 Syr copt. 
25. ауастчтсочс:у resurrexerint Di. 

rec yahl nora, with X rel Orig ; 
BCGLUA 1 Damasc. ins ог bef a 

; 80, but axor ёе, n 1. 69 lat-a: txt 
‘Orig. aft deo ins одате D. 

for Ist and 2nd ovre, ov and ovds D. 
куашокоута AFH: yaygitovaw D 2 

Ф: B Orig. om ot (absorbed by Last 
letters af ayyedoe: see also || МЇ) CDFKLMUA 1. 83. 69 latt вуг copt sth: ins AB 
rel Syr sah goth arm Ori g. 

26. rec (for rov) rnc (from || Lu), with D M(Treg expr) 33(e sil) Orig,: txt 2 
rel. rec (for roch wc (from || Le), with AD rel Orig: txt BCL tices 

om Ist o D 
om BD Orig = 

Ов: rec ins o bef Өєос (see || Mt.), 

rec ins о bef 2nd and 3rd Oeo¢ (see || Mt), wih A A rel 

with AC rel Orig, : txt BDKLM?XA Orig, 
rec ins 0гос bef Дшутшу, with E HMisvr lat- -q вуг(Тгер) wth: om ABCD. "rel latt 
Syr coptt goth arm Orig rec bef толи ins upec ovy (for connerion and 
emphasis), with AD rel vals lat-a b ff, 9, з Byrr sah eth arm; әнис de G 1 lat-e goth: 
om ВСА lat-& copt. 

5 It is better to take 
it so than with Meyer to su iva 23] 
pendent on volo йог оо, Ad 
Stray dvar, here not, when 32] 
(the dead) shall rise,’ but when they (the 
wife and seven brothers) shall rise: see 
on ver. 25. 24.] 8.4 то®то refers to 
the following participle ph «l9óres : for 

reason .... because А know not. 
95.) the Fray . ёфуастбоъу 

here is кас not аз in ver. 93: see note 
there. 361 ar rot Bárov (so also 
[rūc] Lk.) ;—either, ‘in the chapter con- 
taining the history of God appearing in 
the bush,’ or, ‘when he was at the bush.’ 
The former is the more probable, on ac- 
count of the construction of the terse in 
our text. In Lk., if we had his account 

alone, the other rendering might be ad- 
missible, Moses testified, at the bush :° 
but this will not answer in our text. 

28—84.] REPLY CONCERNING TRE 
GREAT COMMANDMENT. Mt. xxii. 34—40, 
but with differing circumstances. There 
the question appears as that of one among 
the Pharisees’ adherents, who puts this 
question, reipalwy abróv,—and i in conse- 
quence of the Pharisees coming up to the 
strife, after He had discomfited the Sad- 
ducees. I should be disposed to take 
-Mk.’s as the strictly accurate account, 
seeing that there is nothing in the ques- 
tion which indicates enmity, and our 
Lord’s answer, ver. 34, plainly precludes 
it. The man, from hearing them disput- 
ing, came up, and formed one of the band 

XIL 

" ауаотави Ота» дасг 
HK ъи 

ecy ov 5742 Y Хо» iran 
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pariwy axoveac avrov " сууйлтойутшу, cid Ore * Kadwg roux 10 ret 

amex piOn auroic eErnowrnocy avrov 
rn " лаутоу; 29 

ы сле; ‚ 7 гей. ' Tota corey ч Evron t Zan. aal 

arecpibn c о 1 neous ort mporn kerl аман елр Lev. lv. 

_—««(е) "Акоме "Чорай, корюс о beoc nu. KUptoc eic ёст, су ссе 
Gren С. 
ABDEP 30 Kat ауатђаес корсор тд» беду cov "Æ отс TC харт "Ж, vi 6. 
GHKL 8x 8 Dzvz. vi. 5. MSUV дас gov, kai Ё o "c тс puxne gov, kai && OÀnc тїс 
лга. `$ it 8x 31 8 x J. Lake L.61, (ауо(ас соо, kai ££ OAne тїс iox de gov. tvrépa Kok iy. 18 

aurn ? Ayarhotie TOv rAnotov соо шс etavróv. eiter f En 
33. 69 

xix, 18. » Ы * , y 

rovrwy @AAn &vroAg ouk Eorw. 22 kai tles aurp o 

98. for avrwy, avrw DI. aft curfnrowvrwy ins sat D al vulg lat- ff, Syr. 
for udwc, wv CDL 1. 69 latt syrr goth æth arm. rec avroig excess 

е || Mt), with AD rel latt goth arm: txt BCL U(Treg) A 1. 33. 69 syrr coptt eth 
aft avrov ins Aeyer &idaskaM D lat-b c ff, 9,1 kq. rec mper: wa. 

be ri with A rel vulg lat-g,: roh wpwrn D 1: txt BCLUA 33 syrr copt eth. 
гес (for ravrwv) таси», with M! al: om D 1. 69 lat-a b c f, i k q arm: txt 

ABC rel lat-g, ТЫ Euthym. 
29. rec o da (go. bef. атеко:0л, addg avrw, with AC rel vulg вуг goth: атокрбис 

де o ane. urey avro D 186-0 ff, (sah eth): txt B(Verc &c) LA 33 c copt. om 074 
D 1 lat-a b c ff, & Syr arm. rec aft эгрштзу ins macwy тш» evroAwy (with Scr's 
Im n, e sil); таргоу rev evr. E rel Scrs mss Syr; xavtwy evroky AKM?U 33; 
пасшу evroAn MI: хаугшу evroAn eariy ачта C lat.: marre» X arm: ins тартышу 
bef хрыт. D 91 lat-a b i: txt BLAN copt. 
Marcell-ap-Eus : ins B (C) LAN 69 vulg lat-c 

80. om rnc (3 times) B: om тус bef кард. 
lat-c ff, 9, & syr-jer arm Сурт Firmic : eer ca c. A. 

| М0), with AD rel (vulg) lat-b с i () syrr goth wth Cypr, 

dt urtpa, addg онша Ге 

aury xpwrn evrodn (see 
Hil: om BELA (at-a) coptt 

81. rec ins cat 
arm Marcell Cypr. 
eariy N. 

: devr. de ор. ravrn 

who gathered together for the purpose of 
Hip a Him. Mk. 's report, which here 

olly unconnected in origin with Mt.’s, 
is that of some one who had taken accu- 
rate note of the circumstances and charac- 
ter of the man: Mt.’s is more general, not 
entering, as this, into individual motives, 
but classing the question broadly among 
the various “ temptations ” of our Lord at 
this time. 28.) The motive, as 
shewn by the subordination of dsoveac 
to rpoceAOwy, and of siduc to ixnpwrn- 
сеу, scems to have been, admiration of 
our Lord's wise answer, and a desire to be 
instructed further by Him. dvr. 
aper Távr. ;—this was one of the nayat 
уошкаі (Tit. iii. 9), -n, was the great- 
est commandment. The Scribes had many 
frivolous enumerations and classifications 
of the commands of the law. тбу- 
теу, not Taco» : прети-лбутеу is treated 
almost as one word, so that wdyrey does 
not belong to i»r. understood, but, q. d. 
* first-of-all of the commandments.’ 
29 f.] Mk. cites the passage entire, Mt. 

E диб ые ins de LN lat- i HiL 

rec om Ist scri, with AD rel 
M tt eth. 

om к. ek od. т. d. cov DH 
rec aft toy. cov ins 

e Il Mt), with A rel lat-e g syrr goth eth 
: txt BL A(n deur.) N coptt. 

aft evrokꝝ ins aÀAy D lat-c. 
add 

8 the command itself: — compare the 
LXX. In this citation the Vat. reading 
é:avoiag and the Alex. rapòiag are com- 
bined : and (суйбос = duvapewc. “Thou 
shalt love the ‘ord with spirit, soul, and 
body: with the inner spirit, and the 
outer life. This is faith working by love : 
for к. д Ө. ur is the language of faith. 

: ús is the inner spiritual 
strength of the heart: see Beck's useful 
little manual, Die biblische Seelenlehre, 
p. 110. 31.] Our Lord adds this 
second, as an application or bringing home 
of the first. The first is the Sun, so 
to speak, of the spiritual life :—this the 
lesser light, which reflects the shining of 
that other. It is dike to it, inasmuch as 
both are laws of love : both deduced from 
the great and highest love: both dependent 
on ‘I am the Lord thy God,’ Lev. xix. 18. 

Stier sets forth beautifully the 
strong contrast between the requirements 
of these two commands, and the then 
state of the Jewish Church: see Jn. vii. 
19. 82, 88.] The Scribe = that 
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2 ver. fl yoappareuc * KaAoc, didacxade’ * ew ane, crac Ore 

i er ic tory, Kat ойк tari» aÀAoc b тАђь avrov. P kai то 
вае rec] RT s , LEES П е - $ n 1 у е 2e 
12 Acta ауатау avrov “(Е öAuc ric kapóiac, Kat EE OAne ric 

ому. Brat. с suvecewc, kai Ё ОАпс тїс Ҹоутс, Kat Е Отс тпс 
e Luke ii, 47. ta x бос, Kai TO ayarav тд» wAÀmciov wc taurov, AL 

(mowia Eory mavrwv тшу ' oAokavrwpürwy ка! Üvawv. * ка! 
Eph. iti. 4. e FNS э м е { - , n ч >. = 

Onl iv, бз. 0 Incovc wv avrov Ort vou h amtkpiUn, eie avro 

. Ov * ракой» єї ато rng Вао:Анас тоо бєоў. ка! OUOEIC 

thereonirt. Лам ылу “Ev rw Ў ry аур ! Eixev Ке g Matt. ale ; ave т (p NV, fi TPY yy {ЖЕР орос 

Acts zvil. 97 al. Josh. ix. 23. b t Mt ref. 1 Matt, хі. 25 гей, J Matt.L L 
k = ] Mt. sec Luke ii. 27. Rev. i. 10. 1 Psa. cix, l. 

33. om Ist ка: B Syr coptt. их. bef didace. D lat-a b c $ Hil. tt reg 
DEFHLVXA. rec lst cori ins Өғос, with EFH vulg-ed lat-a 5 c 

* 

2 8 

syr- w- ast coptt arm Hil; o g, DG 69 Marcell: om AB rel am( with em fuld ing 
prag &c) lat -I Syr goth eth ТЫ. 

33. om Ist тус BUX. 
om ка: to Puync BLA 1. 33 lat-a copt arm Marcell (omd from homaotel. 

om алХос D lat-a Marcell, 
for cuvecewc, Üvvaptoc D 2-pe lat-a $ 9 : 0x voc 1. 33. 

As 
Meyer remarks, if it were an inen from ver 30, it would prob be placed aft xapéiac, 
as it stands there). 

1. 33. 69: om ABD rel. 
$4. om avrov DLA 1. 88 vulg lat-b c ff, ¢ k I вуг th arm Hil. 

OM oberer. b LN': ато т. Вас. bef & А. 
al lat-a. 

85. om eAeyey and aft «pw ins естеу D lat-d (с) . 
U(Treg) A 1. 83. 69 lat-& copt. 

36. rec a 
(see || Lu) D arm: txt BLA 69 lat-a & copt. 

Mt, where wy. is anarthrous.) ins BDLUA 33 arm. (See || 

om «a: to ıexvoç D 33. 
for тлее, xeptagorepow BLA 33 sah(appy). 

etavrov ADLTA“ lat-é. 
rec ins rw» bef Gucwy, with LMA 

om s 
gr al tol сор : eroAga bef out r. 69 

Saved bef soriy BDLM? 

ft avrog ins yap, with A rel vulg lat-d i syrr goth eth Hil: кає ovroc 
om re (twice) A rel: 
for rt», Акун AD 

om ev В. 

rel (Е def) lat-* g goth: txt BLM?UXTA latt syrr coppt æth arm [Barnab] Hil. 

he had entered into the true spirit of our 
Lord's answer; and replies in admiration 
at its wisdom. Observe ovvdocag 
corresponding to éiavoíagc: and see Beck, 
p. 60. éÀok. к. Ө., the things to 
which the outward literal observers paid 
all their attention. 84.) vovveyôs— 
Attice vovveyóyrwe, 0 to d$póvwc, 
Isocr. v. 7 (Meyer). оў paxpdy...] 
This man had hold of that principle in 
which Law and Gospel are one: he stood 
as it were a£ the door of the Kingdom of 
God. He only wanted (but the want was 
indeed a serious one) repentance and faith 
to be within it. The Lord shews us here 
that even outside His flock, those who can 
answer vovrexyec—who have knowledge of 
the spirit of the great command of Law 
and Gospel, are searer to being of his 
flock, than the Jormalists but then, as 
Bengel adds, * Si non procul es, intra : alias 

prastiterit, procul fuisse." ral o 
. . . This is apparently out of its place 
here, as it is after the question which now 
follows, that Mt. relates this discomfiture 
of his adversaries. We must not however 
conclude too hastily, especially where the 
minute accuracy of Mk. is at stake. The 
question just asked was the last put to our 
Lord, and therefore the notice of its being 
the last comes in fitly here. The enquiry 
which follows did more than silence their 
questioning : it silenced their answering 
too; both which things Mt. combines as 
the result of this day, in his ver. 46. 
dwepwrijcas| not, to ask him any more 
uestions :’ see on ch. xi. 29. 
365—37.] THE PHARISEES BAFFLED BY 

A QUESTION CONCERNING CHRIST AND 
Davip. Mt. xxii. 41—46. Lk. xx. 41— 
44. The reports are apparently indepen- 
dent of any common original, and hardly 

ABDE? 
GHAL 
МГТ 
XTa i. 
33. . 
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vy c pou Кабіао» " ёк 8..0» pou two av Өш rove m Matt. аъ, 
£xÜpouc aov " отокате тоу тодо» cov. 
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87 э 4 4 2 t Mi D 

Avroc Aaveid 35. x. 18 ref. 
a Li э A , 1 P Р , - 95 ГУ; s e P= Matt. 

ув avrov кошо», Kal тобу avrov tari %s; Karo мї 3. M, 

* roduc 3 кооєу avrov ' notwe. 
? - EX 8 Г t ? a ~ s - $ 

avrov tAeyty ' ВАётете ‘aro rov ypapparéov rov behov- 
Twv ev "groAaig mepiwarsiv, kai 
a yo ic 9 

* mpwroKAidiac Ev тос &cirvoig, 

окїас тш» хр», Kat * трофасн pakpa 1 pocevy opuevor” a J- oh. xri. D. 
, ~ av. 

ойто. Anjjorrat * wepiccorepoy коша. 
M. xz. 14 opiy. Jonah iii. 6. 

3 Í. Lake (zi. v. r.) xiv. 7, Boniy f. 
14. xviii. б. S L. John zv. 29. 

Kai " трытокабдєдр(ас̧ £v raiç ouvaywyaic kat ‚ 

т Matt. xxiii. 7 гей. 

Acts xavii. 3n. 
al L. (It. v.r.) Lake si. 4 1 Cor. х0. 28 al. Daa. tv, 83 (36) 

58 kai tv тр даур о әш. 

(id. era, 

2 Cor. xii. 9, 

eh vit. 16 e 7 M 1 ot ? caro Hor тас̧, Ha, uas. 
Lake xii. I al. 

“астасцоўс tv тас 

40 

23. 

Rev. vi. 11. 
vil. 9, 18 bis, 

w |. Lake xi. 48 onty f. 
6. 4. 18. x. 9 al. Exod. v. 
ess. il. б voly. Hos. х. 4. 

41 Kat cable 

y b L. re@. constr., Rev. i. 
Phil i. 18. 1 
Theod. 

(I? appears to have been read sometimes Xeye in the Psalm : Justin, according to 
Tischdf, has cited it so twice :. D reads Myt in || Lu, го that the reading is by no 
means certain.) 

а» Өш, Oncw D? (Owaw D!). 

87. rec aft avroc ins ovr 

avr. vi. A (lat - ): txt 
fi g. 

rec ins o bef кир. (corrs to Lxx), with A rel [Barnab]: om BD. 
rec (for ra0icov) ka0ov („хк and || Mt Ім), with AD rel: txt B. 

rec (for кшш) 
syrr goth sth arm Hil: txt B D- gr coptt. 

or connexion, from ||), with A rel t-5) Svr syr- 
w-ast eth: om BDLA lat-a ei k q coptt М » „ 
with A rel lat-b syrr Se (eth): (ort v. avr. D vulg lat-a c ff, 

B o om D! 2-pe. 

for 
vroxoótoy (EXE), with A rel latt 

гес wing bef avrov torte (|| Mt), 
arm Hil: eor. 

nò. avr. bef gr. D al (vulg) lat-b 

38. rec aft еАгугу ins avrew placing it bef ew т. d. avrov, with A rel valg lat-q вуг 
sah goth (wth): o ёе ^ijackwv apa eX. avr. D-gr lat - a b i: txt BLA lat-e & Syr copt. 
(order as txt but adds avrei 33.) 
(et gui volunt D-lat.) 

D 229 
latt Syr. 

41. om кабгсас, insg careZopevoc o ene. aft уа$оф»АХакгор>, D. 

for гоу ONO r, кає Twy red D-gr. 
aft ayop. ins хошобда: facitis D. 

гес zareatiovrec, with Ard : careaQiovery D 1 latt : txt B. 
aft хир. add cat opgave» D 69 lat - a b ce ff, 9, i syrjer.—om rat D 

om rag and rey 

rec aft каб. ins 
o tor, with A rel vulg lat-b c ff, g, i Syr æth arm Orig: om BLA lat-a & copt. 

agree verbally in the citation from the 
LXX. Seenoteson Mt. 85.] The 
whole controversy in the temple is re- 
garded as one: hence the new point 
raised by our Lord is introduced as a re- 
joinder, with ёжокрдебз. 86.] Ob. 
serve dv тё жу. тє Gyly (iv ry., Mt.) = 
iv BígAe Wedpev Lk.: a coincidence not 
to be passed over. 91.] er, from 
whence shall we seek an explanation for 
what follows : see reff. к. & wok. бу. 
к. abr. 18. is peculiar to Mk. 

38 — 40.] DENunctatiox OF THE 
SCRIBES. Luke xx. 45—47. These verses, 
nearly verbatim the same in the two 
Evangelists, and derived from a common 
report, are an abridgment of the dis- 
course which occupies the ter part of 
Mt. xxiii.—with the additions of Bed. dv 
стоћ. wepiw., and ol x e кра 
(zee 5 Mt., text, and var. read.). e 
wen iv тй 815. abr. seem to imply that 

OL. 1. 

Mk. 5 it as a endium. 
dowacpodts and the following accusatives 
are governed by 6«Aóvrev. ol кат- 
éaOovres may either be dependent on the 
preceding by & broken construction, or 
шау be the beginning of a new sentence 
of exclamation, as Meyer takes it. The 
former is to me the more probable, and I 
have punctuated accordingly. It is a 
change of construction not without exam- 
ple in the classics: Herod. i. 51, Aaxedac- 
poviwy $apívev elvai ауабгџа, ove ópÜoc 
Aéyovrtc. See also reff. The art. points 
them out graphically. They devoured wi- 
dows’ houses, by attaching them to them- 
selves, and so persuading them to minister 
to them of their substance. A trace of this 
pane (but there out of gratitude and 

ve) on the part of the Jewish women, is 
found in Lk. viii. 2, 3. What words can 
better describe the corrupt practices of the 
so-called priest hood of bus. than these of 

р 
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beh т P kartvavrt TOU ^ yalogudaxiov eO хос о 6x Aor ABIT 

oie. а Padre XK ыс rò ° уайофьХакоу. Kat woAXor Me" 

"Mei and, o ,E& EBadAov wod, 42 cal ЕХӨооса ‘pia ynoa . 
Joba viii. 20 
aa Neh тогут) 2G * Aexra Sbo б ст» * кодойутпс. 43 ral 

TA v.18 wpockaXecapuevog тойс каднтас avrov Аун avrotc Apny 

aier Агуш эш» öre N xpa aurn 1 rox mAÀeov wavrwy B- 

Fab de. BAnkev r&v BaddAGvrwy tic тб ° yatodvAákiov. 4“ тй тес 
ate" ydo єк той i mepioosvovroç аўто Halo, avr & єк THC 

(йм үш. 19 ) Ugrepfgtec аўтис жарта баа tixev t(JaAev, ОАо> rov 

sii tate * Biow aurne. 
(-wroe, 

Gen. xii. 4.) 
b Matt. v. 26 
only f. 

111. Matt. 
4 A L] , 

хі. 01. (ди kat " лотата! " otkodopat. 
1 Kiugsii.86. › = 

j(-nue. tL) dure 
Phil. iv. 11 k 
oniy t. 

m Matt. vill. 27 reff. 

awevayre BU 33. 

lat-a b c ff, i k q arm. 
48. for Лун, terer (see || Lu) ABDKLMUA 33 lat-a & syrr 

Damasc : txt X rel vulg lat-ò c arm(appy). 
for BeBAncev, Вале» (from || Le) ABDLA 83 Orig,: txt X rel. 

rec (for a.) BaXorre», with FHS: om 1 lat-a b c ff, 9, i arm · usc: txt ABD 

44. aft yap ins оиго: D 1. 88 sah [Cypr]. 

g3 i 9 Orig, 

rel 

XIII. I Kal txwopevopivov abr ёк rov upov AE Yet 
aùr 1 с ёк тоу paÜnrov avrov М:даскаће ide ™ morasroi 

2 (y e » — v 

kai о Inoobe tren 

BAérte тайтас тас peyadag " окодорас ; оо дт 
К = |. Luke vili. 48. xv. 19. Prov. xxxi. (see XXI.) 14. 

n = | Mt. тей. 
1 Matt. xxii. 35 ref. 

om NME xax. to rod. wr. D. 
42. for ca: «A0., «AO. де D 2-pe latt copt-2-mss sah Orig. om xrexyy D 2-pe 

n wrwyn bef avr D ev-y lat- d ff, 

Cuar. XIII. 1. rec om 2nd er (as unnecessary), with BL rel: ins ADFXA 1. 69 
latt coptt. 
g,*lq. 

aft ouodoua« ins row tepov (|| Mt) D gat(with mt tol) lat-5 c ff, 

2. rec aft ine. ins ажокр:бис (see || Mt), with E rel lat-q wth arm; bef u., ADK 
1. 69 lat-(c) f, k зуг: om BL 33 lat-e S 

Brewers (|| Mt) D M-marg lat -a 

our Lord? The ярбфасіє was, to make 
their sanctity appear to these women, and 
so win their favour. wepiordrepoyv— 
because ye have joined thieving with hy- 

41—44.] THE wipow’s mires. Lk. 
xxi. 1—4: probably from a common ori- 
gin. 4L Tov vat.] This is usually 
understood of thirteen chests, which stood 
in the court of the women, into which 
were thrown contributions for the temple, 
or the tribute (of Mt. xvii. 24). But it is 
hardly likely that they would be called тд 
ya%., and we hear of a building by this 
name in Joseph. Antt. xix. 6. 1. Lücke, 
on Jn. viii. 20, believes some part of the 
court of the women to be intended, per- 
haps a chamber in connexion with these 
chests. Our Lord had at this time 
taken his leave of the temple, and was 
going out of it—between Mt. xxiii. end, 
and xxiv. 48.) Ммект& = move, the 

coptt.— rat атокр. tme». avro« о ino. D. 
се}, gi k. ins ару» Агуш эру ort 

smallest Jewish coin: see Lightfoot. Mk. 
adds 5 {сту коё. for his Roman readers: 
—the Aemrósp = } of an as. Aerr. 
Bóo, Bengel remarks, are noticed: she 
might have kept back ome. 43.] 
TÀ«ov—more, is God's reckoning ; — 
more, for her otn stewardship of the goods 
entrusted to her care. Non quantum 
detur, sed quantum resideat, expenditur." 
Ambr. in Dr. Wordsw. 

Cmar. XIII.] JESUS PROPHESIES OF 
Ніз COMING, AND OF THE TIMES OP THE 
END. Mt. xxiv. Lk. xxi. 5—86. The 
accounts are apparently distinct, and each 
conteins some fragmenta which have es- 
caped the others. On the matter of the 
prophecy, 1 have fully commented in Mt., 
where see notes : also those on Luke. 
1.] жотоло NI. Josephus, B. J. v. 
5. 2, 3, says, wirpa: дё reccapacorra 
луч rò шуүос Ўсау той ёорђратос. 
And again, vi. 4 1, t£ npépaig ddea- 
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agel Aiboc iri мб» ôç ov ym P caraduOy. "Kai Bi , 
. э e А a Y - » - Р 

каӨпиф›оуо avrov нс то ' орос rw» 'tÀausv "xartvavri РАСА 
= e - 5 , э 8 в 2 ve 

TOU 1000, єтпоота ауто» ‘kar 1а» Tlérpoc xai larwe ‘seria. 
y , y 8 7 4 9 s e » М РА t Matt. xxi. 1 

Boc ка! 'Ieávvne kat Ar оёас̧ ^ Eurov nuty wore ravra Stan 

ата, Kat ті TÒ " спрею» Отау pnEAÀg ravra ' cuvredtiobas , 26, us is 
£e e в æ- , æ ец. 

пахта; 5 о 8 ly, " nptaro Aéyew avroic * ВАѓтете a Er ge 
un ric vpac * тАауйсу` 6 тоАЛоі Ab te %« ? éwi Tw urb 2 
> > , е 22 „* \ ` ө v. r.) Luke 
ovopari доо, Aéyoureg Ort * &yo ыш, kat тоААодс mÀavyj- i us 

covciv. ? Gray дї " axovere sroAÍpovc xai °акойс mohé- 
роу, ux * ÓpottoÜc “Sei * yevéohar, aXX or rò ríAoc. 

9 * eyep@noerar yap tÜvoc imi tÜvoc xai Вас:Ана imi ат, 
[BaciAstav, Ecovrat ociapoi ‘Kara тбтоос, &соутає Mino Pa fl. хи. 

‘og 7 9 2 ‘hoe — 1 П $22 Kat ` Tapaxat. арха woivey ravra. BAéwere à I aaa: 
€ e є Н өэ ә ГА 

Одес ' aur mapadwoovey брас ac “auvédpia, Kat i, 
S Jobn iv. 98 

Matt. xi. 2. Acts xxiii. 16. 3 Kings x. I. b | Mt. Matt. iv. 
o} Mt. 9 Them. ii. 2 only. Cant. v. 4 only. d e Мг. ref. 

11. Acts 1 lv. ii. 46. v. 

ref, Zeph. И. 16 (lil. 1), 
24. 2 Kings xiii. 30. = A 

„ xiv. 28. here (Jobn v. 4 v. r.) 
hq Mt. Acts li. 24. 1 Thess. v. 8oaly. Med. Av. 14. Job xxi, 

. 8. 12 Soha 8. jm Matt. x. 17. xxvii. 18. k Matt. xxvi. 
21.47 al. Prov. xxii. 10. 

bef ov un agen D 1 lat-(a) b c e ff. g, k Larm; ан» Акуш со G 69. aft афеб. 
ins шде (from || Mt) BDGLM'UA 1.33 lat- a 5 g 1 Эт syr-w-ast (coptt th) arm: 
om A rel vulg lat-ff, i. Ae (|| MA BGLMUXTA 1. 33. 69: txt AD rel (see 
|| Lu, where LX Фс have Ммбо»). at end ins ea а rpwy H,, M avacry- 
otra avtv Rei D lat-a b (с) e ( ff. 2» i E п Cypr. 

3. rec ex npurev, with AD rel latt (Syr) вуг (copt-schw sth) arm: txt BL 33. 69 
syr-marg copt-wilk.—(ewep. AEFGH, етер. А.) ins o bef rerpog D 2-pe. 

4. rec (for urov) ewe (|| Mt), with A rel: txt BDL 1. 33. 69. peu 
РЕМХГА 83. 69 ev-y. rec жауга bef ravra ovvriAucOa, with D rel lat-a п: 
ravra xavra cvyr. AGHKMT 1. 33. 69 syrr copt: om ravra A ev-y lat-(e?) : 
ravra pà. ovr. ravra L: txt BN (eth). 

б. rec aft «go. ins атокрбис (from || Mt), with А rel syr: каз отоєр. o (go. (|| МЇ) 
DG 69 vulg lat-5 (c) eth: txt BL 88 Syr coptt arm. rec avrow bef nok. Aey., 
with A rel вуг: «xe» uvroic D al lat-a k arm: np. avr. ey. A 69: txt BL M-marg 
(Treg) U 83 vulg lat-5 (c) ff, i 1 Syr coptt eth. х\ауђсе ОНГ. 

6. rec aft woAAos ins yap (|| Mt Lu), with AD rel latt вугг coptt arm: ош BLN 
lat-5 th. om or: D 33 lat-& c & sah. 

T. rec. akove rt (|| Ге), with AD rel: acoveere 69: txt В 124. for ӨронсӨг, 
доръВгада: D al. rec aft дн ins yap (|| Mt Ім), with AD rel latt syrr sth 
arm: om BN coptt. 

8. rec ins ka: bef Ist «covrai with A rel lat-g vss: om BDL coptt. rec ins 
xat bef 2nd «corra: (|| Mt), with AD rel sah: om BL copt arm. om 2nd scovras 
D latt arm. om «at rapaxas (probably because confounded with арха follg : 
no possible reason can be given for the interpolation of the clause) BDL latt copt eth 
Vict: ins A rel lat-q syrr sah arm. 

9. for арүа‹, apyn (from || Mt, where there is no var) BD E'(prhps) KLUA 33 
vulg lat-a b ff, 7, k syrr coptt eth arm: txt A rel. om PAewere de ирас avrovg 
D 1 lat-o ff, i п arm. rec aft wapaówcovoiww ins yap, with A rel vulg lat-c f} 
вутт sah: zas vuaç avrove vapadwcoveiw D lat -a ff, i k п: cas парад. vnac 1: txt 

Lk. 4.] ravra ж. implies that they 
viewed the destruction of the temple as 

Mixrwe п arepporarn waaay Rixokie 
rum rovoa róv roiyey obédly recy’ MA 
tai raurng cai тоу kA rò piyeðoç cai 
у ápuovía ray rider iy áptivev. 
also Antt. xv. 11. 8. 8.] Пёт. к. 
I.. ee z ol padyral Mt., = тэс 

part of a great series of evente, which had 
now by frequent prophecy become familiar 
to them. Ali these tenga about which 
thou so often speakest.’ 6.) Apgaro 

рр? 
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1 ver. 8 reff. 
m Matt. xxi. 85 

n 8 zxiv. agiÀéov 
9v. Ihe 10, 

° ora notat 

o Matt, axvil. 
п. ы › А 

то eva yy tov. 

EY ATT'EAION XIIT. 

! tic. ovra yoryàc ? daphotobe, kai "Emi пуғрбушу kac 
P Y 2 < ? q Ф 

EVEKEV EMOU, ис дартуоро» 

avroic, !9каї ис тарта та un wporov deĩ knovyÜnra:t 

1l cal Orav ' aywo upac mapacidorrec, 
p cb. х. 99. - .1 is e , P & 

"a pus py ° vpoptpipvare ri AaAnonre, unde ‘peAtrare, GAA о 
q Matt. vil, " -e о 5 „ 1 - y - = , Ld 

f Zeph pay Y * - its. E td v бобр ош» EV EKELVY TY PEs nore Ханте" ys yap ге 

T Alt. X. » [ 4 - es s 

маха égre vere ot AaAouvrec, aAAa то mvtuua то ayiov. ABDE? 
al. 3 ` 9 Y 8 , * s 

sarc 12 kat " mapaðwoe dd e A adeAgoy “ыс ` Üavarov, xat Tra 1 
* П 7 2 1 = М . 

LE) Mir marno тїкуо>* K ётауастђсоуто: тёкуа ETI -yovtic Kat e. 
15 only. Prov. > , э 7 13 EA 0 Р E 
QU. g Oavarwoovoiw avrovc, kai osole picoupevot vro 

rell. r 8 ` y , 

„Hirt a . jwavtwy dia TO Ovona pov. 

M"Oray d Idurt то ! [38:Аоуда rnc 2 Cor. iv. 11. е L 
ion ll. 12. Qurog cwOnoerat. 

w Matt. x. 21 
only. Deut, 2 

» , * L4 е ? 2i 

ENNMWIEWE ECTNKOTA отоу OU de 

о $ vmoyutivac ис riAog, 

e 9 ГА а , а 

о ava y! VWOKWY VOLT W 
xix, 1]. xxi. 

x Matt. х.3!. rÓTE ot év тр Ioudaig peu yt r ис та боп, 15 о 92 

2 bor. vi. 9. 1 ret. ШІ. 18. 2 Kings vili. S. y | Mt. Lake xvl. 15. Rev. xvii. 4, 5. xxl 27 
only. Deat. xxix. 17 al. sUMt. Luke xxi.20 only. Jer. xxxii. (x2v.) 18. Dax. іх. 27. 11. 

al Mt. reff. 

BL copt th arm. aft nytuo - ins de (see Mt х. 18) АКГ. гуно B. 

10. om ra D'. rec ён bef rpwroy, with A rellat-i(appy) g вуг copt(appy) : txt 

BD vulg lat-a (o ff, 92 H Ё (arm). 
lat: g, i. 

aft «vay. ins ev таш» тор #00001 

ll. rec oray de (corrn from Mt x. 19), with A rel lat., q syrr sah eth arm Orig : 

txt BDL 33 vulg lat-a c k l copt. 
ABD rel Orig Thl. 
eth Vig: ins A rel lat-a n syrr (arm). 
lat-c: execvo 69 al Orig 

rec ayayw0tr, 

om илбе peAsrare BD 
with EFHT(SV, e sil): txt 

1. 33. 69 vulg lat -a сў, i & l coptt 
for «av, av AD. for rovro, avro D 

12. rec rapndwou às (from Mt x. 21), with A rel vulg lat: J; syrr eth Ong: txt 

BDL lat-a c k coptt. exavaornoera (grammatical correction) B. 
14. rec aft eonpwoews ins ro pnOev vxo дауи rov mpognroy (from 

rel lat-c k п? syrr wth; so, but діа for vro, 1 ev- 

| 0), with A 
: om BDLN vulg lat-a f3 йз! 

s! coptt arm Augsespr Vict Thlappy. D torog, with AEFGHSVA: 

A. :) єотукос D: toruc, with КМОХГ: (both from 
aft vottrw ins rt avaywwaxkt D lat-a g,$ 9. 

Aye with this begins our Lord's full 
explanation on the matter. бее reff. 

8.] бтоутаь ...écovrar. By these 
repetitions majesty is given to the dis- 
course. 9.] Apxal is put forward for 
emphasis—the mere beginnings. ре 
likewise has the emphasis—let your care 
be. el ovvay., a pregnant con- 
struction—‘ ye shall be taken into the 
synagogues and beaten there.’ So also in 
ver. 16. Dr. Wordsw. explains the tic, 
“Үе will be exposed before the eyes of 
congregations in synagogues, for their 
pleasure: and dv avv. would mean, in 
the buildings, without any reference to 
the people in them.” But how will this 
apply to 0 eic róv åypòr wv, ver. 16? 
Meyer, with Lachmann al., would puncta- 
ate after ouvaywydc, and take дароетбе 
m This is most improbable, espe- 

y when we remember that the syna- 

orneoy 1. 69: txt BLN. 

gogues were the where the scourg- 
ing was inflicted (see Acts xxii. 19), not to 
mention the objection to taking the verb 
thus by itself, which seems to me (against 
Meyer) alien from the character of the 
discourse. II.] Mk. has vv. 10, 11 
peculiar to himself. Lk. (vv. 14, 16) has 
something very like them Mt. nothing: 
but they occur Mt. x. 19, where see note. 

Meyer remarks that реетёте is the re- 
gular technical word for premeditating a 
discourse—in contrast to extempore speak- 
ing. Observe the emphasis on love 
—it és not you at all, but another. 
12.) = xai &4AAjÀovc wapadwaovety xai 
ptancovary adAndrouc Mt. 18.] торе - 
vas, scil. in the confession implied by dd 
rd бона pov preceding. 14. 
оф Sci—see note on Mt. ver. 15. is is 
a less definite description of the place than 
we find there. In connexion with the 
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txt той "Ooparoc py ^ катаВато ac rnv oixiav илё} r b Matt. x. 2 

tice her т! дра: єк тїс оікіас bros 16 cal о о “tig rov Paes t. Mati, 
Deu 

aypòv Фу uù t ec rà orie doat rò ipártoy Ns X 

avrov. 17 8 оба de тас >; * уаото: a схобвацс Kat Tate Lake ix Ol 

ac ode de Ev екш тас 1 Cate. arpocebyeaQs ITA 

& wa сута ^ vet wyo : ta vi naai оа н? yevn X pwvoç ovras ‚удо ai Wuípat vivas 

exeivat bbc, ala ov yéyovev " тоабтт ат арҳӯс Атылы 

* kríatuc 7c " Ékrtaty о бебс P шс rov "vuv, ка! ov u d 18 
yévnrau. 90 kat ч p» коро % cron H тас "utpac, 1— 1 [Lake 

ххиі. y v. r.] 

оок av owly "таса capt’ adda à тойс * exdexrodg Lake A 27% 
oUc е Бато 3 ёкоХоВосгу тас üptpac. 21 ка{ тоте dáv Ri ne 
rtc etary ©ш» "Ióe шд. 0 qpiróc, ide exet, un riorebere. e . 
22 t eyepPicovrat yap " федотрофпта: | cal т0:100001у . xx 
Y атина kat ` répara moog то drr $ x. it. би. poc momAavav а Suvaroy robe il 4) 

only. see ch 
vii. 98. Rev. vii. 9 al. fr. n « ch, x. 6 reff. о Paul, Row. i. 25 а19. Rev. Iv. 11 bis. x. 
f. Dent. iv. 89. pi Mt. only. Gen. xvii. 19. xpi т. v., Rom, vill. 29. Phil. 1. 6. q here 
& § Mt. bis oaly. 2 Kings iv. 12 on f. see Levit. xxi. 18, xxii. . Е i в bere 
& i Mt. bis. ver. 27 | Mt. Lake zxviii.7. Col. iil. 19. за ii. 10. 1 Pet. Ц. 9. Isa. lav. 23. 
Wisd. fil. 9. t == Matt. хі. 13 ref. а | Mt. Matt. vil id al. Jer. vi. 18. Zeoh. xiii. 3. 

vi Mt. ref. w 1 Tim. vi. 10 only. Prov. vii. 21 

15. om де (see || Mt) BFH lat-o coptt Orig: кос o (see || Le) D vulg lat-a f, k Syr 
seth: txt A rel syr arm. om uç туу outay (see || Mt) BL lat-c k Syr coptt: ins 
AD rel raf lat-a а 9 вуг eth arm Orig. tige bre ADLA. гес ара: bef 
TI i ii £), wi ^D 10 rel: txt BKL. 

. om wy (see || Mt, and ver 15) BDLA 1 lat; FJ. а copt. aemorptiero D'. 
om uç ra (|| Mt) D vulg lat-(a) c J, 9, k 

17. om de D. OM D: evbnAaZoveaic L. 
18. кал xpocevyecGe D lat-a i эъ. rec aft yevgracins у óvyn vpwy (from || Mt 3 

with A rel gat lat-g, & syrr sah goth wth : om BDL vulg arm.—yecpwvog yerwvra 
lat-c I: un xepovoc ytvgrac ravra L lat-a n. 

19. OA, (ifacism) ADA ev-y. orai ore tytvovro roiavrat, and ytvevrai D 
(ev-y) latt (arm). for yc, nv (corre) BC!L.—om зс eer. o 8. Dlat-ac fhi kn 
arm. for xai ov, ovde D: ovd ov FG 1. 69. 

20. exod. bef cupiog (н pn exoXoBuOnaav being the arrangement in || Mt, корос was 
left out, or transposed to enit it) BLN vulg lat-d (c ff?) у, 4 & eth. aft gu. ins 
exuvag ] 'EFGMA 1. 69 mt(with tol) lat-c 72 з Syr coptt æth arm Aug Ор Promiss. 

da rove exdexrovg avrov D lat-a $ q arm. 
21. for «av, av DL. rec ушу bef мао (|| Mt), with ACD rel: txt B sah. 

rec (for 1st E ou (see || Mt), with ACD rel: txt BLN. rec aft 
xp roc ins ņ (interpolation for connexion, as the varr shew: see also Mt), with 
. FFC Syr sah: om LU 69 
vulg lat-k I Cyr-jer rec (for 2nd ie) So with A rel: om C: 
txt BDLN. reo xiorevenre (from || Mt), with X rel: txt ABCDEFHLVA 69 
Vict ThL 

92. for yap, de C. rec aft yap ins Wevdoxpicro: каз (from || Mt), with ABC 
rel: om D 124 lat-i k. rec (for owusovaiv) dwcovc (from || Mt, where there is 
so var), with ABC rel vulg lat-b c ff, k: txt D 69 lat-a Vict. тес ins gas bef 
rove «xd. (from || M6), with AC ves [Orig] : om B D-gr N. 

reading фотлкбта in the text, the Oxf thus perhaps was not likely to report this. 
Catena explains rà Вёіх. rijc ipnp. by тд» 19.] ктісвис fig Laer ..... 
ávóptárra тоё róre т)» TN] lAóvroc. and ia re obs Хато, peculiarities 

18.] Mt. adds мид i» р: of Mk.’s style—for greater solemnity. 
Mk. wrote mostly for Gentile readers, and Meyer remarks that the first « in Oifig, 
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5 кА . 
3 1 Mt. 
: ver. 10 порта. 
м Ж 3 

b constr t GA Екарту О " Аюс * 
сі Mt. reff, > Or * a 47 , 
dMaH.xL7. OU доси TO ` фғууос abr 
Lake vi. 48. d Ф YY c nc, 
Ра. xvii. 7. 

ема vill. 20 
ә Lad ? 

TUME. те. oupavoiç ' за\еубпооута:. 
g Acts xxvi.19. 

Tea. xxaiii, 
12. Dan, sil. 

JS 1.88. то\Айс ка! доЁпс. 

WT. Lake zl. alta Kat 
2 2 ИЩ zx. ar 
$0. Ia. Ш. 
2. 

aL и. Rev. vil. 

k акроо утс tuc 

EYATTEAION 

v ueĩe ài * Bréwere 
^ adda év ésxelvaic Тас npépacc uera тү» 

сокс рабдете ту mapa(oAnv. 

XIII. 

ocriohöũ hoert, ка! А en Le. 

25 kat ot * aarípsc o Fort 

- - , * e , [] [] -D 

EK TOU oüpavov WtiATOVTEC, KAL at 5 Suranetc ai EV TOC 
\ ? * a еч 

2" ко! TOTE aporta то» ° vtov 

Tov ° дьбротоы ' ipxóuevov iv ' vepéAare © pera Suvapewe 
27 kat tore QTOGTEÀEL rode au 

“emeauvatee тойс «кА ектойс € EK тш»  TECoaoWY амру, 
* axpov оррарой. з, Ard d rnc 

бта» айтас nòn о” кАа- 

are дос n атаАйс vt vnro· cal B Lo. та ғ фиАЛа, yiwwoxerae 
к=һ 

. XI. 21) 
only. Dent. 
жхх. 4. 
Neh. i. 9. 
Jer. xii. 19. 

19 Mt. ref, 
o | Mt. only f. Ps. cili. 14 

v.9. Prov. ix. us Cant, L vil. 18. 
5 Jer, viii. 20 

80 * 

елин 

дорагс. 

еге & ` 
үи» s 2 От. EYYUC то ° Gépoc ariv" 

Tavra idnre ywóusva, yuwaxere Ore ye torw 
ант» At ö ui, Ort ov py * wapédOy n = 

p Matt. xxi. 19 reff. 
s Matt. v. 18 reff. 

е 
29 отар 

> a 

Т ent 

ойто ка! UMEIC, 

ni Mt. ara Gen. aani t Lev. ии d 
ти 

са v. 18. 9 Cor. v. 17. 

23. rec ins wou bef тронрпка (from || МЇ), with yc ik vulg lat-b (c) ff, k syrr 
eth. goth arm Cypr : txt BL lat-a copt et 

24. Галла, so BCDA.] LN. B. lat-d is 
awavra A 

defective from execwyy to end of Mk.) 
26. rec rov ovp. bef ecowrai, omg ex, with L rel vulg lat-é вуг goth: ot ёк rov ovp. 

гс. D lat-c f, q: txt ABCU 69 lat-a (e g, 9) S 
exmirrovr:ç, with A rel vulg Promis: txt BCDL 

r-marg Aug Promiss. rec 
heels, (Tol appears 0 haxe orn 

origl. If it had been сотта after || Mt, ато, not ex, would have been adopted.) 
for at t» т. ovp, тшу ovpavey DK lat-a c ff, 91 € (Syr) copt eth arm-msa Th! Aug 
Promise. 

96. ext rwv vedeXwy D. к. 805. bef тоЛА. (see || Mt) AMA 69 вуг eth arm. 
27. rec aft ayyeAouc ins avrov (from || М), with AC rel vulg lat-c syrr coptt goth 

seth arm Orig-lat 0, om BDL lat-a e ff, i k q copt - ms. 
(from || Mt), with ABC rel vulg lat-e g, syrr coptt goth eth arm: om ins avrov 

DL 1 lat-a e ff, i & Orig-lat. 
ae ovp. 1 th. 

rec aft єкАекторс 

arp y. D-gr lat-a sth: єт акрон V. 

38. nin o о «ad. bef avrnc (from || Mt) ABCDL 69 vulg lat-a е f, g, k 1 (arm). 
rec exġún, with FUT 69 lat-a * вуг copt goth wth: 

aft guAXa ins ey avry D al lat-q arm. 
rom || Mt: in ver 29 the same mss have -ra:), with B'C rel latt syrr coptt goth 

lat - e (Е l Syr sah. 
(prob fi 
arm: txt AB!DLA oopt-ms eth. 

exguy E'GHKMV vulg 
гес yipworers 

89. drt bef ravra (see || Mt) ABCLU 1. 69 vulg lat-& 1 syrr coptt goth: dare 
wayra ravra D lat-(c ff, q) s. 

being long by nature, and not by position 
only, ought to be ciroumflexed. 24.] 

& is to be noticed. It is more than 
the simple *5w/:* and is best rendered by 
nevertheless: qu. d., though I have fore- 
warned you “of all things, yet some of 
those shall be so terrible as to astound 
even the best prepared among yon. 
dv ёк. T. ўр. perà т. OA. Ex.—then those 
days come after that tribulation: see 
note on Mt. ver. 29. 25.] JN 
ж. (= ж.доўута: Mt.), Mk. 's usage. Our 

Evangelist omits the mourning of the 
tribes of the earth, and the seein the sign 
of the Son of Man. N.] ёж áxpov 
vm, from the аке of the visible 
plane of the earth, the 
begin: and shall log дкроё où- 
pa vod, to the point where the sky touches 
that plane on the other aide. $8.) 
abr, emphatic, when her branch. 
conveying an a fortiori in the tion. 
If in so humble an example as fig · tree 
you discern the nearness of a season, 

” wposipnka. qui 4 

ХГУ 

BCDE 
FGHKL 
MSI 
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, , 2 - 

warho. 23 ° QAéwere, " aypumvtire ovk. otdare yap wore le 
е 

7 > a 4 3 - ` ^ b - 5 ’ Ql reff. 
онар, EKAGT TO to yov аутоо, KAI TQ дооорф éverctAaro Ea att Н 

- 1 " * ypmyoptire оўу” ойк одате yap wore „лз voir. 
x 

John xiv, 8. 
we dvÜpwroc * awothuoc  adeig x һе onts t. 

. M5. 
Jaa. x xii. 39. 

A b John x. 
жетїї. 16, 17 
only. 4 Kings 

f a * a L 

аћектооофоуіас п 'vgwt. © un Abov © Ба(фупс evpy Man ay, 
42 reff. 

d Matt. zzvii. 1. ch. xf. 19 ouly. Gen. xxiv. 11. Isa. v. 11. 
here only t. (see Matt. xxvi. 34 ref.) 

b Lake ii. 18. іх. 39. Acts іх. B. яхи. бошу. Prov. xxiv. 22. 
only. Judg. xvi. 3. 

80. for pexpic, ewe D 1. 69. for ov, orov В; av 1. 69. 

e Lake хі. 6. Acta xvi. 25. zx.7 
Б ch. xi. 20 гей. Gen. XXII. 24. 

Tec avra 

bef ravra (|| МЕ), with A D-gr rel vulg lat. k? q arm: txt BCLA 69 D-lat syrr 
coptt. 

e ff, 9, arm. 

rec (for ауугАос ev ovp.) or ayytXot oi ev ovp., with AC rel: 
Ot ayy. ғу те ovp. D al: о ayy. ev ovp. KIL: о ауу. rwv ovpavey (|| М?) U al lat-a 91 
Syr wth Сев Max: txt В, seque angelus neque virtus Aug. (The clause seems to have 
been variously adapted to || Mt.) 

38. aft BAerere ins ovy D lat-c ff, 9, i g. 
Fier. (usual addition : see Mt xxvi. 41), with AC rel 

ict-ms Euthymexpr : om BD tol lat-a c. 
84. awoénpev DX 1. 

bef ecacrw, with AC? rel lat-i 
for avrov aft ow. and doud., «avrov В. 
syrr sah arm: om BC'DL latt copt sth. 

rec aft aypuwvrre ins cae $pocru- 
lat J f, syrr coptt eth arm 

om eri lat-a c. 
rec ins ra. 

85. rec om Ist 5j, with AD rel latt syrr arm Orig: ins BCLAN lat-E syr-marg coptt 
eth. 
Orig: txt BCLAN. (uscav. Bi.) 

86. HNO 0 DT. 

ко rather should you in these sure and 
a signs discern the approach of the 
end. 90.) 4 ye«à aitry—see on 
Mt. ver. 84. Meyer, who is strongly for 
the literal and exact уғуға, states in a 
note that ys»iá never absolutely means 
‘nation,’ but that it may by the context 
acquire this sense accidentally from its 
meaning ав race, ‘progenies.’ This is 
exactly what is here wanted. Never were 
а nation во completely one yeved, in all 
MD of meaning, as the Jewish people. 

2.] This is one of those things 
which the Father hath put in his оюп 
power, Acts i. 7, and with which fhe Son, 
in his mediatorial office, is not acquainted : 
see on Mt. We must not deal unfaith- 
fully with a plain and solemn assertion 
of our Lord (and what can be more so 

rec petorucrioy (grammatical correction, to suit aXexr.), with AD rel: -riw 

than obč ô vlóc, in which by the odd: He 
is not below but above the angels?) by 
such evasions as He does not know it so 
as to reveal it to us,” Wordsw. (“non ita 
sciebat ut tunc discipulis indicaret." Aug. 
de Trin. xii. 3.) Of such a sense there is 
not a hint in the context : nay, it is alto- 
gether alien from it. The account given 
by the orthodox Lutberans, as represented 
by Meyer, that our Lord knew this card 
ктш, but not ката xp, is right 
enough if at the same time it is carefully 
remembered, that it was this кгӯс:с of 
which He emptied Himself when He be- 
came man for us, and which it belongs 
to the very essence of His mediatorial 
kingdom to hold in subjection to the 
Father. 83—87.) Peculiar to Mk., 
and contains the condensed matter of Mt. 
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IM ref брас кабейдо›утас. 7 $ de ош» Aiyw, таш» AE, ABOE 

ее ‚° yenyoptire. : = мкг 

НАА XIV. !“ Н» à то 'тасуа cal та к adupa perà бро 1.8. 

Ex Lori пиѓрас, 
a Matt. xxi. 46 avróv 

о = т Mt. John 

zii 9( ы ox cxv. n. Aaov. 
p constr. Col. 

1.8. Hen. 
li. 19. see 
Gal. iv. 11. 
1 ә» Ш. 5. 

q rell. 
e Matt. vill. 8 reff. 

masc.). Herodotus lii. 90 n) M 
1 Tin. 11.9. 1 Pet. ii. 4 овіу. Prov. i. 18. 

m ey Золь " 

? 

casper 

t. reff. 

t алаВастоо» " 

vid. mM. "Cast i. 12. iv. 18, 

kai  ifrrow оі dp Leper Kai ot Ypanpareic TOC 
„ aroKreivwoty" 

dp ° My tv тй ‘орто, Р айтоте P ата! * Gopufsoc TOU 

3 Kai Ovroc aurov £v Bnbavig € ev T] otia „Хішы- 
voc TOU ' Аетрой,* катакешёуоо avrov ЧАВє» yuvñ 38 

s рн» 

2 EAeyor 

* soAureAouc, 
5 e 

т 

е mioriknc 
t. Lake vil. 87 = 

87. rec (for 3) d, with A rel lat-q syr: гуш de D lat-a: txt BCKLXA vulg lat- f 
* 1 Syr (copt) sah arm. 
(homaotel) DE lat-a ff, i. 

Cuar. XIV. 1. om к. ra ac. D lat-a ( f3?) . 
ev hoyw U: om e» A 1. 69 lat-ff, l. 

lst Агуш bef ошу DU 1 lat-a wth. om хао» Aryeo 

om ғу do D-gr vulg-ms lat-a i : 
aft zparraavrec ins eat Dia. 

9. rec (for yao) de (from || MZ), with AC? rel vulg-ed вуг sah wth arm: txt BC! 
DL am lat-a c f ff, i k Lsyr- copt. 

rec Oopv(Joc bef eorac (see || Mt), with A rel lat-a f i 
Bov ovreg Aal: дор. yevgra: (|| Mt) M al vulg 

8. for avrov, rov «вош (|| Mt) D я 9, i copt-ms aah. 

rec ins za: bef соутруава, with ACD rel: om BL copt. 
aperiens lat-a Syr eth : txt ABCN rel. 

ro aAaj., with (GM 1, e sil) 69: rov ad. AD rel: txt BCLA. 

won. P- gr: om рир. lat-d: om vapó 
69. 
Vaca, 0pavcaca D: 

vv. 48—47, and perhaps an allusion to 
the purable of the talents in Mt. xxv. 
The Ovpwp. is the door-porter, whose office 
it would be to look out for approaching 
travellers,— answering у to the 
ministers of the word, who are (Ezek. 
xxxiii.) watchmen to God’s church. 
The construction of ver. 34 is remarkable ; 
the participial clauses being in subordina- 
tion to doit, and constituting part of the 
householder's arrangements of re, 
and the direct tense being assumed at 
ѓугт Лато, as signifying what took place 
at his very going out of the door, where 
the porter would be stationed: as if it 
had been афгіс т. olr. abrov (xai, &c.) 
évereilaro r. r. x. 

CHAT. XIV. 1, 2.) CONSPIRACY OF THE 
JEWISH AUTHORITIES AGAINST JESUS. 
Mt. xxvi. 1—5. Lk. xxii. 1, 2. The ac- 
count of the events preceding the passion 
in our Gospel takes a middle rank be- 
tween those of Mt. and Lk. It contains 
very few words which are not to be found 
in one or other of them ; but at the same 
time the variations from both are so fre- 
quent and irregular, as in my opinion 
wholly to preclude the idea that Mk. had 
ever seen either. The minute analysis of 

рптотг tY тр topr. earar дор. D lat-(a) 
D-lat вуг copt : 8opv- 

arm : txt BC D-gr L lat-k Syr sah. 
om vapé. mor. 

xoAuripou (|| John) AG M-marg 1. 
for боутрг- 

гес (for rg» adap.) 
rec aft karexuv 

any passage in the three will, I think, 
convince an unprejudiced examiner of 
this. On the chronological difficulties 
which beset this part of the Gospel his- 
tory, see note on Mt. xxvi. 17. 1. rò 
wdoya xal rà &.] classed together, be- 
cause the time of eating the Passover was 
actually the commencement of the feast 
of unleavened bread. The announcement 
te our Lord of his approaching death 
(Mt VF 

indicates a certain 
РЕН У of that which is deprecated. 
See Winer, § 66. 2. b. Notice also fora, 
not ye ,,?! “ne, quod suspicamur, 
tumultus futurus sit," h.e. “erit alio- 
quin (neque enim oriendi notio incul- 
catur) ut suspicamur, tumultus." C. F. 
as in Fritzschiorum Opuscula, p. 

3—9.) THE ANOINTING AT BETHANY. 
Mt. xxvi. 6—13. Jn. xii. 1—8. (On Lk. 
vii. 86—50, see note there.) The whole 
narrative has remarkable points of simi- 
larity with that of Jn. and is used by 
bg Bleek (Beiträge zur Evangelien- 

P. 83) as one of the indications 
that I Mk. knowledge of and used the 
Gospel of Jn. My own view, as explained 



XIV. 1—5. 

y 

p 

a "I a Ф і 

уар rovro то " pupoy ° vpaÜnvai 

а Matt. xx. 24 reff. b ch. х. 26 ref. 
e Matt. xlii. 46 reff. 
g Matt. zx. 2 ref. 

ins като, with A rel syrr arm; ex: D ev-20 latt coptt: om BCLa 1. 
ins avrov D vulg lat-a c f ff, i arm. 

4. ov de n, avrov óuvovovvro D 2-pe lat-a ff, i (arm). 
ins каг Aeyorric, with AC? rel vulg lat-(a c) f ( ff.) р 
Syr eth arm: om BC!L lat-i copt-ms. 

5. om yap D lat- eth arm. 

то p. rovrov D 69 18-7 l. 

in the general Prolegomena, leads me to a 
different conclusion. I have already 
remarked (note on Mt. xxvi. 3), that while 
Mt. seems to have preserved trace of the 

thetic nature of this narrative, by 
is rou 8d I. yevopévou (ver. 6), and tére 

wopev@els (ver. 14),—such trace altogether 
fails in our account. It proceeds as if 
continuous. 8. v тістік | 
It seems impossible to assign any certain, 
or even probable meaning, to murruchs (А 
word found here and in Jn.'s narrative 
only). The Vulg. and the lut. mss. c f, q 
render it *epicati." The ancient Com- 
mentators give us nothing but conjecture. 
Euthymius and Theophylact interpret it 
“ genuine :” xaraxtmorevpivny eic kaba- 
pornra, Euth.; ácoXov kai nerd rierte 
karaoctvaaQriaay, Theophyl.; * veram et 
absque dolo, Jerome. Augustine sup- 
poses it to refer to some place from which 
the nard came. Origen’s comment on the 
passage is lost. The expression no where 
occurs in the classics, nor in Clement of 
Alex., who gives a long account (Pædagog. 
ii. 8, pp. 76—79 P) of ointments. The 
word can therefore hardly signify any 
particular kind of ointment technically so 
called. The modern interpretations 
of the word are principally of two kinds: 
(1) agreeing with Euth. and Theophyl., 
‘genuine,’ ‘unadulterated ;! which sense 
however of the word does not any where 
else occur. It is used transitively for 
тиатакбс,* persuasive, by Aristotle ( М 
i. 2), and in some later writers for rioréx, 
as 0 rioricbrarog r&v Op , Co- 
drenus, Annal., cited by Lücke on Jn. 
xii. 3. Euseb. also uses the word (De- 
monstr. Evang. ix. vol. iv. p. 684, ed. 
Migne), but in the sense of ‘ pertaining 
to the faith, as his Latin translator ren- 
ders it, or, as Lücke thinks, perhaps 
‘potable, as a derivative of szicróc (from 
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Malt. xii. 20 cvvrpljaca riv * а\аВавтоо» * Karéytsv avrov rnc ke- Py Zit з 
noay 0ё тірес * dyavakrovvrte "poc 

c E; „ d ө -u ^ H . 52907 tc ri “ атш\на аўтт rov ° ийрооу yéyovev ; ? nòvvaro 

! eravw © Snvapiwy тша- 

he ` 18. 

EQUTOUC xi Mt. (bri 
w. noc.) only. 
Сев. xzxix. 
21. Job All. 
14. Ps. 
Izxxvül. 46 
only. 

e = Matt. xiv. 81. dQ Mt. Levit. vi. 8, 4. 
f = 1 Сот. xv. 6 only. Exod. ххх. 14 al. elsw. uf place, Lake іт. 80 al. 

aft regadne 

rec aft eavrove 
(copt); каа % D 2- 
M) D 64 lat-a ff, ii АГ 

syr 
om ytyove» (|| 

rec om ro pupoy (see || At), with E rel lat-c & 
Syr copt: ins ABCDKLUA 1 vulg lat-a (J) g, i 2 вуг sah goth wth arm Ambr.— a. 

rec трак. bef дп». (|| John), with AB rel vulg lat: J g, 

wivw). This brings us to the second 
modern interpretation, which makes v. ori- 
góc ‘ liquid,’ * potable,’ and derives it as 
above. There certainly was a kind of 
ointment which they drank ; for Athenseus 
(xv. 89, p. 689) quotes from Hicesius, гд» 
piper д ul lori ypipara, d ё' алнрџата. 
клі podivoy ply -pós wérov ёжъгудею», 
ër: 02 рѓросуо», AA тойто dí lori 
xai eborópaxor cai AnPapyuolc vpfjouiov 
... кай 1 craer) 8° éxvn(Beos wpòs 
4rórov, iti 02 vápBos. The only objection 
to this interpretation is, that the word is 
no where found—which however is not so 
decisive as in the last case, for as x:orixé¢ 
from лготбс, ‘faithful,’ so there might be 
TicTwcÓC from miorég, potable — and from 
being а term confined to dealers in oint- 
ments, it might have escaped notice else- 
where. Lücke (from whom the sub- 
stance of this note is derived) seems to 
incline to Augustine's conjecture (see 
above): but then surely the name would 
be more common, as ‘balm of Gilead,’ &c. 

The uncertainty being so great, 
the best rendering would be to leave the 
word untranslated, as Jer. Taylor does in 
his “ Life of Christ” (sect. 15): ‘Nard 
Pistick.’ Dr. Wordsw. sees in the word 
the mystical sense, that “offerings to 
Christ should һе... the fruits of a lively 
and loving rioric, or faith, in Him." 
ouvrp. Thy &àAáB.] can hardly mean only 
having broken the resin with which the 
cork was sealed. In ch. v. 4: John xix. 
86: Rev. ii. 27, the word is used of break- 
ing, properly so called: and I see no ob- 

ion to supposing that the dAáaarpor 
was crushed in the hand, and the oint- 
ment thus poured over His head. The 
feet would then (Jobn xii. 3) be anointed 
with what remained on the hands of 
Mary, or in the broken vase (see note on 
Luke vii. 38). 4,5. ries] See notes 
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h Matt, xix. 9t котїшъ ка! h SoOnvat тос * ятоҳос. каї eve Bg ro ABCDE 
FGE&L k > 

TETA am x avr. 6 o 60€ ‘Inaove eire ) Agere | айтп” ri abrp ко- мз 
Johu ы . e Al. 
1 оос rapi xere; car © {рупу " ырүйтато r шо. 1. U. 

e та»тоте уар robe тгшуоўс yere peb ° tavra», кап 
ушук, бта» OéAnre dörache аўто ab eU “тоша, eu бе ov 

. 4Kings , y 8 2 
Ки Lake | wavrore EXere. 5 "уги roinat, * троАаНе ' ug 
rl. 17. sit. са роо то cupa Feige то» бутафаснду. | 5 алт» Se 

ix. 4. 
1 Matt. v. 16 Хуш i Upiv, Отон EGY ‚кпр»хбү TO eva y y£A io» | ec * GOD ror 

Js хей. ла cdohor, Kai 0 ёто(псє» айтп AaAyOnoera cic | рупибсо- 
can yor aurne. 

rrff. a Matt.xxv.21, 10 Kai ‘Toidag Такар!фттс, © о dle Twv додека, dc 
b Josh. xxiv. robe robe apxtepttc, iva avrov ™ mapaðot avrotc. п о 

саа OF акоусаутєс Еуарцасау Kat ° ewnyyeiAavro aur a 
Cow ed 
Gea. Ax. 9. d see Joha ziv. 80 e 1 Cor. хі. 91. Gal. vi. 1 only t. Wied. xvii. 1? only. constr., 

eb, vil. 4 al. f here oniy t. (-«euée, Judith xvi. 8.) g = Lake іх. Is ref. hiJ. 
(-afecw, j Mt. ад i= ch. I. 89 al. k | Mt. reff. 14 Mt. Acts x. 4 only. Exod. sii. 
14. Mal. til, 16 al m Matt. avii. 22 al. -do8, ch. iv. 29. о = Acts vil. 5. 

syrr coptt goth eth arm Ambr: txt C (D) L lat-a c ff; g, i & q. eveSptpourro 
Č APP?) N. ins ғу bef avrn Di. 

. aft erev ins avroic D 2-pe lat-a e f ff, 9, i k сор arm. поуасато B'DN 
69. rec (for «v spor) eic epe (|| Mt, wich none f our mss: txt ABCD rel Scr’s 
mss syr(appy) Thi. 

T. ре vy ov D 91. 299. rec avrove (grammatical correction), with A rel: 
«avrov; K: txt BCDL U(Treg) ГА 1. 69. add mavrore BL copt: pref, М. 

8. rec гүге», with (М?) 1. 69: txt ABCD rel latt (coptt) goth arm Vict ТЫ. 
rec ins aurn bef exotncey (see || Mt), with ACD rel vulg lat-c f Ct k; v A: om BL 

t 1. 69 lat-a copt. ro сыра bef pov (see || Mt) BDLM? vulg lat-a c f. 
9. rec om бе (|| МЇ), with AC rel vss: ins BD КӨКТҮ T(Tischdf) А Íat-a. for 

cav, ау DL!. rec aft гуаууғА:о» ins rovro Us Л Mt), with AC rel vulg lat- 
(с 4 91.2 Syr coptt goth eth arm: txt BDL 69 lat-a 

0. rec ins o bef wov/ac, with X rel: om ABCDEL 905 schdf) А 1. 69 Orig Eus 
ты. rec ins o bef ıse., with AC! rel copt Eus: om BC'D 69 Orig om o eic 
т.д. A: tc ex. т. д. D. rec om 0 [bef «lc ], with D rel Orig Eu: jin BC (appr) 
LM copt. rec mapa. bef avrov (|| Mt), with A (D) rel latt b 
txt BCLA 69 lat. F k g Eus. rec тараёе (|| Mt), with A v un it B (C ?), 
wpoda D lat-c. om ауто D 28. 91. 299. 2-pe lat-a c ff, i 

1l. for ос de, kat A. om акоосаутес D lat-a c ,, i ik (ius). apyupia 

on Mt. The Sny. rpraxoc. is common to similar praise to that given to the poor 
our narrative and that of Jn. éwave widow, ch. xii. 44—wavra öga ғ угу - 
does not govern tp. чү the genitive is Ae». We have alao the expression этроф\а- 
one of price. 6.] &фетеє abr. also ev puploa, shewing, as I have observed 
common to Jn., but as addressed to Judas. on Mt. that the act was one of pro- 

7.] The agreement verbatim here  spective love, unded on the deepest 
of Mt. and Jn., whereas our narrative in- apprehension of the reality of our Lord's 
ветіз the additional clause cai Sra» GiAnre announcement of His ee death. 
dͤö vue айтофс ed rein, is decisive 9.] See notes on Mt. ver. 13. 
against the idea that Mk. compiled his 10, 11. Compact ОР JUDAS WITH THE 
account from the other two. In these OHIEF PRIESTS TO BETRAY HIM. Mt. 
words there appears to be a reproach con- xxvi. 14—16. Lk. xxii.3—6. The only 
veyed to Judas, and perhaps an allusion matters requiring notice are,—the ellip- 
to the office gf giving to the poor being tical dxotcavres,—‘ hearing the proposal,’ 
his. 8.] We have here again a —and érmyye(XAavro, implying, as does 
riri addition di vias a toMk.—$ io, ocvvideyro in Lk., that the money was 
diroínoev —she what she could: a sot paid now, either as full wages, ог as 
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eo Y e 

убооу ° дооуаг" kal P ти хос айтди * EUKaipwe » тел. 

T zapa$ot, 
12 K ү. = М б, е p ty? " ` 

ai rp тошту пиёра тоу abb, Оте то 
» , = e э — - , 

* бьо», AéyovGtv avr ot paÜ0nrai avrov Поб Ür ac т 

° am:Àbovreç eromsaowper {ра ` $ayyc то ` пасуа 

атостіМАа 800 тоу uaÜmrov avrov, kai Аёун avroig C 
Yaayere tic тру тоћу, kai " атаутйсы ишу» avÜpwroc ©" 
* kepüpioy vOaroc Bacralwv’ akoAovÜQcart айт, 
е A » Z 0 r4 ~y? ld е * g ? 
Отоо av ысё\Өү sirars rw 7 окодеспоту ori о * ёдаока- 
Àoc М№ун Mov ёатә ro * катара pov, Отоу то rd 

15 pera тоу pabyrav pov ` фауо ; 

q (-pia, | Mt. 
L.) 2 Tim. iv. 
Qonlyt. Gir. 
xviiL 

only. (-рое, 
eb. vi. 21. 
ver. 1 (reif.). 
IL. los. 

ха oxa 

* 

; 13 Kat 

U only. 

\ uo Mart. wil. 
каг iv ref. 

v bere (bis) & 
(L. ісе). 

a жуй}. 28 
osiy. Ёз 
vi. 2L. 

w Matt. xxvii. a es 

Kat аотос Ош» Seve «T I Cay: 

» 14 

b^? х А c? 7 Y 5 2 = д , . V. IU. 
avayatoy ut ya taTowptvov t TOtnO Kat ЕКЕ ЕТОЦШАаСате Jer. хш. 

пиу. 16 
(zxzv.) 6 

cal ČNA Üov ot рабпта! avrov Kat Abov єс тт» 5 
x * g 0 N q U - t e , ~ Иа. 

то ‘У, Kat EUpov cd MC ир aurToic, Kat ттопавса» TO а= |. Joha хі. 
28 

a I L. Lake H.7 only. 1 Kiegs iz. 22. 
N Rock. anki ate 

(correction) AKUT syr Eus. 
txt ABCLMA latt Eus. 
а Ore avrov D latt arm. 
yr Orig-lat. 
18. aft доо ins ге D latt Orig-lat. 

vraye D!-gr. 
М. rec «ar, with CP rel: txt ABDA. 

om | L. Acts із. 36 (Matt. xxi. 8 rer) 
а abe, I L. Lake x òS. Gen. ziii 10, 

rec evcatpwe bef avrov, with D rel lat-g goth arm: 
rec тараѓе, with A rel: txt B (С?) D. 

aft erouacopty ins до: (|| Mt) DA vulg lat-c fg, k 

for к. Ac yet avr., Aeyov D 2-pe lat-a ff, i g. 

rec om Ist pov (|| Ze), with AP rel lat- 
€ ff, i k syrr copt goth sth arm-zoh Orig-lat, : ins BCDLA 1. 69 vulg наг q syr- 
marg sah arm-usc Orig-lat,. for gay, $ayopai D 1. 69: $ayegai G 

15. rec (for avayaw») aveysor, with Г 1: aveyaw» B'MSUX syr-marg gr: ava- 
ую» A 69: txt AB'CD P(Tischdf) rel. 
bef usya D Orig-lat. 
Vict ТЫ Euthym. 
sah ig: ins BC (кака) L lat-a f 18 arm Orig : ins „ for * (|| Mt) D lat-a c f3 i (®) g 

16. om avrov BLA 1 coptt. 
arm-ms. 

earnest-money,—but promised; and paid 
(most probably) when the Lord was 
brought before the Sanhedrim, which was 
what Judas undertook to do. The ó be- 
fore siç is untranslateable in English: 
‘that one of the twelve’ is too strongly 
demonstrative: and yet ó is demonstrative, 
and e much. 

12—16.] PREPARATION РОВ OELE- 
BBATING THE PassovER. Mt. xxvi. 17— 
19. Lk. xxii. 7—13. Our account con- 
tains little that is jar. М.) bre 
TÒ ж. Ivar, like Lk.'s expression y #84 
Өбесда‹ rò x., denotes the ordinary day, 
when they (i.e. the Jews) sacrificed the 
Passover ;—for that the Lord ate His Pass- 
over on that day, and at the usual time, is 
the impression ed by the testimony 
of the three Evangelists : see notes on Mt. 
ver. 17, and Lk. ver. 7. We may 
notice that if this Gospel, as traditionally 

om eroipov (see || Lu) AM'A vulg 
тес om xa: (see || Lu), with AP rel lat-a c ff, i k syrr copt-ms 

aft av. ins oov Dg ; EOT pwpevoy 
t-a I syr-w-ast arm 

goth eth. 

reported, was drawn up under the superin- 
tendence of Peter, we could hardly have 
failed to have the names of the two disci- 
les given ;—nor again would our narrator 

fava missed (and the omission is an im- 
portant one) the fact that the Lord first 
gave the command, to go and prepare the 
Passover—which Lk. only relates. [It 
becomes а duty to warn students of the 
sacred word against fanciful interpreta- 
tions A ted Commentator of our 
own day explains the pitcher of water, 
which led Ше way to the room where the 
last Supper was celebrated, to mean “ the 

pti ce” which we have “in 
earthen vessels," which leads on to other 

‚ even to the Communion of Christ’s 
y and Blood.“ 15.) In the midst 

of a verbal accordance with Lk. we have 
here inserted Jrothov, indicating that the 
guest-chamber was aiready prepared for 
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o ch. iv. 35 reff. 
f Matt. iz. 10 

reft. 
t Mt.al. 

att. xvii. 

17 

18 

` 
ка 

, 
тасүа. 

X ` 
ка! owdexa’ 

i (Jobo vist 9.) 

oniy, (Rom. абішу per’ цоў, 
8 1 v. 

k Matt. vu. 16 
rev. 

13 Mt. (John 
Xiil. 28 v. r. 
bi») only f. 

ETATTEAION XIV. 

° оуќас̧ * yevonivnc Epxerat perà rev 

а ауакырфушу abr kai taÜvovrev seirer о 

"Inaove Anus Aéyw ù Univ Ori с ЕЁ vuv тарадосы ut, o 

ms npEavro 
айт ‘ele kara єс Mi TL ey; ; ка! oc, 

ey; 2 0 à ei Чт avroic Ес ёк rov додека o Bar- 
тбреуос per’ nov eie тд 

‚„ Аөтноба!, kat Аё-ун» 
* М» re 

" rpuPXiov. 21 0 Ore о niv vide 

. тоб " avOp wou d ra yes P kac уёүсатта veel avrov, 
19, &o. Bir. 
xix 1. a ovat Ò тф avOpumy ё exeivyy èr où 0 

' кау айтф & оок éyevvhðn о о dyÜpe- 

2 Kai khr, avrov Ааф» a aorov, 

„Шао тоу тарадідотаг 

тос ёк Et voc. 

4, &o. t Matt. xviL 4 reff. 

17. офкас̧ ёе (|| Mt) D vulg lat-c f ff, pe l mode 
18. o ino. bef rtv BCL: MEA o te. 

rection) B (copt 
19. 

th: om BLN co 
traorog C: txt B 

t T (P defective.) 
aft eyw add eui ра[38‹ (see || Mt) A al sah. 

a vioc rov dr 

for o s00., rwv toÜwvrev (cor- 
t). 

rec ins oi 9; bef npEavro, with AD rel latt syrr sah-woide arm: ca: С sah-ming 
rec tig rad“ ис, with ADP rel: ug 

om ca: 

аллос pn T! tyw que from homaotel : or because the structure of the sentence seems 
not to admit the words aft uc ката ис. 

BCDL latt Syr coptt. 

Their — would be 2s One BCL 
PA vulg lat-g, / syrr coptt æth arm: ins AD rel lat-a f. 

20. rec ins awocp:Oecg bef erev avroic (|| Mt), 
for eurer, Ae. D 2-pe latt. 

3:0 свае 
ud T8 "rel lat e txt 

om er BCL. aft 
epov ins тру ҳнра (|| Aft) A vulg-ed(not am em harl! ing prag tol) lat-a c J) 7, 7 
coptt. 
as in || Mt, and then adopted ignorantly) : 
Bartow Di. 

tig ro evrpuSdcoyw (or ły rpoußiov) ВС! (ev was perhaps written in marg, 
ey тш TpvPAcw (|| ME) al sah : ис To тро- 

21. rec om or: (|| Mt: so also i» || Ім), with ACDP rel lat-a f arm: ins BLN 
coptt. for vrayti, xapad dora D lat-a c i. 
ьо» D. om o vt. r. адр. D lat-a i. 
ACD rel vulg lat - a 
п тона (cf A in 4 Mt) ALA: 

for yéyparrat, eariy yeypap- 
rec aft cao ins ny (|| МЇ), with 

sah. 91 8yrr copt eth arm: om BL prag lat-o (ff, ) iT 
н ove ғуғупдл 69. 

aft Aapwy ins о noove (|| Mt), with ACP rel vulg lat-c f syrr copt wth arm: 

the celebration of the Passover, as would 
indeed be probuble at this time in Jerusa- 
lem. The disciples had therefore only to 
get ready the Passover itself. 
17 — 81.] JEsvs, CELEBRATING THE 

PASSOVER, ANNOUNCES HIS BETRAYAL 
BY ONE OF THE TWELVE. Mt. xxvi. 20— 
26. Lk. xxii. 14 (21—23). Jn. xiii. 21 fl. 

The account of Lk. (ver. 16) sup- 
plies the im арасан. saying of our Lord 
respecting the fulfilment of the two parte 
of the Passover feast—see notes there. 
After our ver. 17, comes in the washing of 
the disciples’ feet by the Lord, as related 
n Jn. xiii. 1—20. 18.) The words 
ó de per’ dd aro peculiar to Mk., 
and, as we git seen before, bear a rela- 
tion to Jn.’s account, where our Lord had 
They before cited ó rpwywy r. r. A., ver. 18. 

do not designate any particular per- 

son, but give pathos to the contrast which 
follows. 19.] «ls xerà (or каб”) els, 
а later Greek phrase in which the pre- 
position serves merely as an adverb of 
distribution, is treated by Winer, § 37. 3. 
The Mes following is used as if not «lc 
card lç but only «1с had been used. 
Meyer remarks that such broken con- 
struction is suitable to the graphic ten- 
dency of our Evangelist. 20.] This 
description of the traitor here again does 
not seem to one especially, nor 
to describe an action at that moment pro- 
ceeding, but, as before, pathetically to 
describe the near relation of the betrayer 
to the Betrayed. Now however the rela- 
tion pointed out is still closer than before 
—it is that of one dipping in the same 
dish—one of those nearest and most 
trusted. 
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* «бАоупвас ExAacty ка! EOuKtv 880 Kai кїлєр AaBere s Matt. xiv. 19. 

Toure фот» тд сера pov. 

24 kai eine, auroic Toure * 

"y р Ge rov brov. 
TO ° орос то» P EA . 

` ebyapiornoac tOÓwktv аўто, ка! " Ето» & avrov туте. Em 

corey то 

бакт, rò " ex xuvvópevov o rip TOAA wy. 

Univ От! ойкёт où ий " qu) ЕК то y уғуПратос тс Tau- 

G nnepor тоу * 
ABCDE 
FGHKL 

2 cal Aa Pov потро», 

” aipa Mov. тпс dia- & . ati. 
XIi. II. Esek. % арду A элй. Il, 
Matt. xv. 86 
reff. 

vw. èa, | Mt. 

tg тпс. * nuépac ёкЕіупС Отау avro тірш Каду EV a'ii ret 

26 Kai * d uvnoarrec #ЁлАбо» чє ‘aie 
27 Kat At ye avroic M "Insovc О ort паа 

wavrec ° окаудаћа@поєабь, б Ore уѓуратта: ° Пегаса roy мыш. 

rova, ка} та тосВата * д:аакорт:сбђаоутаи. 

Ni ro * tyeplnvai ре " тройёш ù dude ste тй» TaätAaldv. ат 

29 0 8 Ilergoc Eon aury Ei kai TüvTtC eles ar E 

govrat, aAA ойк yo. 30 

Anl. 1 chron. H. 94. 

om BD lat-a ff, i k sah. 

eth arm. rourecriy 

evioynoev каа D al lat-a (k Met 
AaBere ins gayere (|| MZ), with X rel lat.ff;: om ABCDKL 

28 Ad b zs xxi. l 

CH H. All. 7. 
XXY, 
ref. 

Zech. I. e. Р. 
Kat Ae. abr o Insoic plar; Ман. 

"Aunv M cot Ort ov anutpor rabry ту vukri трі» h f ch. і. 14. xvi. 
19. Acts vii 

h Matt. xiv. 22 гей, 

rec aft 
UA ү latt syrr сор 

g Matt. хүн. $3 гей, 

28. rec ins ro bef rornpio» (|| Ге Past), with AP rel: om BCDLXA 1 arm. 
ewe. avr. bef evy 

24. om avroic B. 
rel lat- i: om CD*ELVX latt. 
with AP rel latt 

txt AB'CDLP U 
25. om oveere CDL куын gat) lat-(a f) c k copt sth. 

[rec ув ули., with DK(S 7) T: txt ABC rel.] 
aft таутес ins vueg (|| MA D 69 gat lat - a 

rec aft cravdadkicOnoecOe ins ғу ego ev ту vUkTI raurg 
syrr sah eth arm: 
ГА am(with 

rec diaorep,ẽEu er., with X rel: txt ABCDFGET 

lat-a f arm. 
27. for lst кап, rore 

cff. Ja i (вутт) sah 
om | Mf), with AC? 

lat-a F i k copt-wilk: om BC'DHLSV 

lat-c F.. 

rel vulg lg late g; 

rec ins ro bef rug (grammatical emendation), with ABD'P 
rec ins cane bef д:адпкпс (see || Lu diei 

syrr sah-woide wth arm: om BCDL lat-* copt sah-ming. 
(for vxep) ren (|| МЇ), with AU rel: txt BCDLa 69. 
rel: 

тес exxvvopevoy, with P 

яросдь теу D 2-pe 

ins only ew грос G al 
) lat., 9, copt-mss-schw. 

rec баок. bef та 
яроВ., with A rel latt syrr copt ath: (х6 BCDL 69 lat-i k g uh arm. 

28. for алла, ка: C. 
29. for sọn, Хун D vulg lat-a f g 

rec ка bef н (и т. after || Mi, 
i; акокрдес Мүн 1. 69 (lat-c Ё) sah-woide. 
with A rel вуг copt: казга» D: txt BCGL 1. 

69 arm. скауёа\с0дпсесъ D 2-pe vulg lat-c ў, g, i k. at end, ins (|| Mt) 
ov акаудаМмо@тсона‹ D lat. F, 1 8 (D? om av.) 

80. rec om av (|| At), with Bale ff q: ins ABL rel vulg lat-c E syrr сор 
seth arm Th] Euthym. 

22—25.] INSTITUTION OF THE LoRD's 
SUPPER. Mt. xxvi. 26—29. Lk. xxii. 
19, 20. 1 Cor. xi. 23—25. See notes 
on Mt. 

26—31.] DECLARATION THAT ALL 
SHOULD FORSAKE Him. CONFIDENCE 
оғ PETER. Mt. xxvi. 30—35 (see Luke 
xxii. 31—34, and notes there). Our ac- 
count is almost verbatim the same as that 
in Mt., where see notes. The few differences 
are there commented on. 29.) el kel 

om onpepoy (|| "Mi) DS lat-a f ff, i q arm. 
rn vurri Tavra (from || Mt), with A rel vulg lat-c g, : { 

rec ey 
тр vurri ravrn 1. 69: om S: 

Tévreg—if even all: cai «d wavrec— 
‘even if all.’ The zai before ei intensifies 
the whole hypothesis: the cai after 21 in- 
tensifies only that word which it introduces 
in the hypothesis. See Klotz on Devar. 
р. 519 f.: where however the account is 
eee er uite as clear as might be desired. 

has here its full adversative excep- 
tional force—not withstanding : cf. II. Ө. 
153, 164, sigep yan в' Ec rep ү какд» cai 
думада phac, GAN’ ob яисоута Toe 
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"i omiy. repioooõ Лала Eav p: " Sep 

315 S ex 

no RFaro ‘кбар[Знаба‹ ках 
Eph iii. 20. s 
Баң pal * dónuoveiw, 5. Kat A avrotc spidurdc é tory 1) LN 

: T LA ноу “two Üavarov: pevare e Kat * уртуорате. kat 
o2 

2 Te Ват 7 троеАбеу кроу Ewiwrey emi тїс Yn Kai * mpocnóyero 

P ET tva ч доуатбу dd * тар Абр ат avruv m Фра, kat 

Porch Ter. eAeyer Р ABBA o warno, хаута Ovvará сос ° wapiveyKe 
reh. ш. 2 reff. ver. 19 t ch. ix. 15 sari D, ытыс t Gir. xxx. 9 only. ul Mt. Гы 3. 

96 ouly. Job xvili. $0 Aq. v 1 Mt. ch. ті Ж. Lake xviii. 15, 24 only. Ps. Ali. б, 11. “ar i Mt. rell 
x Matt. xxiv. 42 reff. y 1 Mt. reff. s w. dra, 1 Cor. х == Mt. HAY Мы (see Mirt x: xxiv. 34, 35). 
b Rom. vill. 16. Gal. iv. 6 only. o = } L. (Heb. Sh Jude 12) ouly. Rara х. 

txt BCDL аьа f ff, i om n (|| М? L. Jn) D 69. om dig (I Mf Le Ja) 
Cip tol! (with C off i k wth arm: ins aft adecr. 69 al vulg : aft фе v. C* coptt. 

rec axapynon bef pe (|| Mi), with A rel: om ys L 69 10-1: txt BCDA latt. 
31. aft o de ins ««rpoc (|| Mt) ACGMSU 1. 69 syr eth arm. 

piurcwc was а gloss on ек кер‹асор, and hence became combined with «x in the text. 
ECT QAO C (we- 

So 
also in the other place in this gosp where ex weptagow occurs, ch vi. 51 ; where see var 
readd) BCD: wepicowc L 29: ex wepeorac A. 

Jf, k sah-ming rel syrr coptt : txt BDL vulg lat-c f 
rec (for Af) «Мүг», with AC 

rec adds uaAAoy (another 
gloss on ex sua), with A rel GE Dy k) syr (ath) ; and, bef єє wep. or мертве, 
1. 69: om BCDL vulg lat-a "^ Syr coptt. 
Syr : txt C rel arm, «av py 

82. for ov ro, С 282. 
e in B “ superadditur." 

деу bef pe (|| MA ABD?L 1. 69 latt 
om «at 

om avrov A lat-k!. 
wpocevtopac DHXT. 

for т. м. avr., avro D lat-a. 

88. rec ins rov bef :акоВоу, with ABKL, of which ABK have also row bef twavv. : 
alii aliter: om CD Frag-neap rel ТЫ. 

akndspovty Dl. 
84. for кан, тоте D 69 lat-a arm. 
35. xposeAOwy (error) ACD Frag-n eap rel lat- 

(for exer rev) execen (|| Mt), with ACD rel: tet DAR cone 
i k q arm. 

B hut. ie. 
(|| Mt) DG 1. 69 lat-a e f f. g 
k at end, add avr 
$e доу. каут. со D lat-a i copt : 

x ои and Klotz оп Devar. 
80.] Notice the climax : 

but not only this—év табтр тў 
via, part of it now present: nor 
only во, but «plv À Bis &áMxropa - 
via, before a cock crow twice, i. e. long 
before the night is over. 81.] к 
теритсобй áe, went on repeating 
superabundantly: the Ake giving 
Peter's continued and excessive iteration, 
the @&cyov following expressing merely 
the one, or, at all eventa, less frequent 
saying of the same by the rest. The 
reading ieyev has ар tly been a cor- 
rection, AaAeiv signifying to speak and 
not to say, and its peculiar fitness here 
being missed. Pee pe with fut. 

rec pô’ eavrov, with А rel: txt BCD 69. 

: txt BFKMN vas. rec 
add exi wpocwroy 

u авв КЕКЕ bef гуа DG 1. 69 lat-a 

ter. add sow D vulg lat F 

indic. makes the certainty of the assertion 
doubly sure. The E. V. attempts to re- 
ү this by adding “in any wise.” 

sometimes give the same effect by 
substituting the objective future for the 
subjective, “ I never shall deny thee." 

—42.] OUR Lonp'8 AGONY AT 
GETHsEMANE. Mt. xxvi. 36—46. Lk. 
xxii. 39—46 (see John xviii. 1). The 
same remarks apply here also. 33.] 
Notice the graphic i ix0npfBricOa:, and see 
note on ch. ix. 15. St. Matt. has àv- 
medha 36.) 4664 = муң an Ara- 
maic form, and after Mk.’s manner in- 
serted, as ‘ Ephphatha,' ch. vii. 34,—‘ Te- 
litha cumi,’ ch. v. 41. $ театр i is 
not the interpretation of Aga, but came 

XIV. 
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то 1 worhpiov rovro ar Euov’ QÀÀ ov ri eyo OEA o, -Ing 
= Mart. vill. 

adda ті оў. 37 kat fpxtrat ка! tupioxe: avrovc каб:й- гм xxiv. 49 

доутас, kai ‚Аун ч, Пёго» Tino, кабеодыс ; : ойк 1 vi. 18. 

* ioyvoac uiay Фрау 

5 qvtupa beer, § 7 à t 

' yemyopnaat ; , 
жросебугобе, i iva un] EAGnre ис 

capt dh.. 
ат:Адо» трос̧поќаго тб» avrov As yo ато», 

уртуорыте ка! ми. 1 

Tttoaopnov. T9 uiv чыи: aes, L 

39 ка! der E 44 
40 kai" Bax xu. 

25. 

dA Abo _tbpey avrouc кабейдоутас” Пса» vag ы Sei 
офба\до! avrov 
a rokpiÜwotv aury. 

avroic Каго дете 

41 

m Ао то» Kai 

плде т J wpa’ 1800 ? rapadiSorat 0 7 woe тоо ard erer ec акан. 20. 
rac xtipac тоу apaprw Aw. 

1800 о ' wapadidobc pe пууке». 

see John xxi. 

* kara japuvónevot, Kai ойк ўдноа» ri Dra 3 Cor. 
ziii 11 

Kat perat ro | тріто» xai At 3 Tim. iv. 8. 
8 Phil. 

` avawabeaBe ^ атёун, „|ы. sk. л. 
81. 

хіі. 18. 

‘7 гунресде, „v. „ 

43 Kai видос tri avrov 2. “Мем. 
AaXowvrog " tapayiverar о lobòae о ‘laxapwrne, ' eic wv БАГА 

al Ezek. ххїн. 28. 
s consir. w. тара, bere опу. (Matt. iu. 1 refl.) 

жаргугүкеь ACK Frag-neap. 

9 = f Mt. eh. i 88. Joha xi. 7, 16, 16. xiv. 13. 
Matt. хей. 23 

r | Mt. reff. 
t ver. 10. 

rec ar spov bef rovro, with EFH SVTr Frag- neap: 
Tovro ro xor. ат tov D 1 lat-a Orig Hil: aw ep. ro x. rovro KM prag lat-c syrr 
zth: txt ABCGLUXA 69 vulg lat ff, l copt arm NA. for ovre, ovx o D: ovx 

0; ( (i we (|| МЕ) 13. 69. 346 2- 
om A: от 91: ате С 

87. om 3rd ка: А. 
38. mrpocevyere В Frag- nea 

= тш A. 

for r1 [bef av], 
aft ov add Oi «c D lat-a ( (c). 

toxvoate (|| МІ) D 1. 69 lat.. k. 
om iva D. 

At) 13. 69. 346 2-pe : 

rec eugeAOnre (from || 00), 
with ACD rel vss : txt BN 345 lat-ꝗ copt Cypr Fulg Paulin (g copt Cypr have edd. 
also, from this place, in || Mt). 

39. om rov avro» Xoyov urwv D lat-a c ff, "2 
40. rec ухострејас ғор. avr. rav. with АС rel and, but caQendovrag bef хам», 

X: om wake D lat-a c f, k q: alii aliter: txt BL copt. (Txt being origi, and in 
Mk’s manner, калу was transposed, and then :hOwv explained and superseded 
wxocrp., а word never used by Mk. So Meyer. avr. bef о 098. (|| Mt) BCLA. 

rec (for „ BrBapnntvo: ү? 4 ̂ with C rel: Sapuropevoe 
M al: caraBapoupevo: D 238. 2 : txt ABKLU 
Өш, with X rel lat F &: txt 5 latt 

rec aurw bef azroxpi- 
oy arm. 

41. rec ins ro bef Aovro» (as also in || Mt), with BH KMUVI T'(Tischdf) A 1. 69: 
txt ACD rel ТЫ. 
D. om rac AFKU 1. 69. 

add ro теАос D 69 lat-a c f F, syrr arm. for NOE, каз 

42. пуу. о rapadddew ps D 8-pe Scr's c, and nyy. bef o wap. pe lat - a cf ff, q Syr 
coptt eth: nyyiwer C. 

43. rec г0бєос, with A rel: om D 1. 69 latt S 
wth. rec om Ist 0 (|| Mt La), with CD rel Orig: ins AB. 

arm: txt BCLA lat F syr coptt goth 
rec om o tcp 

rut (|| Mt Lu), with BC rel am- txt coptt goth: ins БА D) KMU latt am’-marg 
arm Orig Thl.—om o D al Orig. 

to be attached to it in one phrase, as a 
form of address : see reff. PN O rightly 
supplies the ellipsis after 
theless, the stion is not...: not t of 
үйбө, which would an come into con- 
struction with ri. 89.] rò 
ab rd Aéyov, not verde but in sub- 
stance : see || Mt. 41.) à MN, scil. 
your ypnyoptiv per’ ёро. e Lord had 
mo need of it any more, now that the 

om wy (see || 
IT 

t Lu) ABCDKLSU latt Byr 

hour had come: not, as Bengel, Kuinoel, 
al, ‘Satis somnorum est: this as Meyer 
observes, i is refuted by the ca@eddere Аш- 
Tóv. This meaning of diye, sufficit, is 
found in very few and late, but those 
quite sufficient examples. Meyer men- 
tions Pseud.-Anacreon, Od. xxviii. 33, 
ёте, Bri we dp abr: and Cyril on 
Hagg. ii. 9, iu фусі rò dpybptoy кай 
iudy rò xpvoiow rovricriy бб raè 
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" jo. Acn aiu. тоу ‘Swdexa, kai per айтой бхАос E mera нахар» Kat 
. ZEVi. 

vrage M Eb, тара rov apytpiwy ка! Tey yponuartev. kai 

Herodian vii. 2h трео[Вотёрш», 44 $ебеки 3t о " ғарад:доос avTOv 

Judg. 12.88, " oboanpoy афто Му» “Ov а ау pn avroc tare’ 

a m Kparnoare avrov Kat art: *ac$aAcc. © kai 
» LI A 3, a - e є 

211. re.. ЕАӨшу eb раш бшу. ае Хун РгВВе, Bei, 

n f . kat ? KaregiAnoey avrov бо EE ётВаћо» тас х=рас 
a ANLE аут ка! d exparnoay avrov. 7 бс de rov ° rapeorn- 

овіу. Toutt Korwy ' sragapevoc т» ийхара» ° танае тд» SovAoy 

стр.69,76. TOU ap ка! ' ageiAey avrov тд ' wrapiov. 48 cal 
во. ae ‚ атокобыс " "Incove elev avroic Qc єт! ! Aparnv 

а Ar а sEnAOare herd паҲагріу Kai ` дө» * t ut. 
osiy. um. » А 

49 cab биёра» nun тодс Урас ev тр Up д.даакоу, — 

Evid) kai ovk " éxparnoaré pe. aÀÀ "tva коры ai yoa- 
XIII. 98. f| Mt. L. 1 Kings xvii. 61. күн: . only f. red., Matt. xi. A 

i Matt. xxi. 18 гей. k — § Mt. reff. II Mt. ref. m Matt. xiii. M Johni.]. 1 Thess 
ii. 4. n ellips., John і. 8. ix. 3. хін. 18. 

with ACD rel vulg lat-c Ё One: om BL 69 prag lat-a f ff, q syrr coptt goth 
for кара, ато 9 Mt) B ins ажо bef rwv ypappareww D am lat.. 

om ros bef урар. ACK Ma 1. 69. om rwv bef тресВ. AU 1. 69. 
44. for dedwees, dre D- 9 s ck. for eveenpov, отко» D al. 

om avroic D 2-pe prag lat-a c ov tav L: o tav A. тес a*Gyayert, 
with AC rel: ayayere F al: txt зи, e. “add aros D 13. 17. 187 2-pe ev-y lat- 
в 91 Syr syr-with-ob coptt sth. 

сори Бо goth sth arm Orig Vict ТЫ: 5 rec aft ox log ins roduc (from 
ia 

45. om e\Owy D 1 lat-a c f, k Syr arm. rec ғибвыс, with A rel: om D 251 
2-pe lat-a c ff. ak 9: txt BC A vulg lat-f syrr arm. At yet bef avro DF Г E) 
lat -a c ff, ber yr arm: ovrw Мүн aurw Tansv 1 exth(Tischdf). [ра 
ABCDEH P om 2nd paa (see || Mt) BC'DLMA am(with em fuld i ling 
prag) lat ff, Jı k copt sth: yawpe pappe: (|| Aft) С? 1. 69 ev-y latt syr-marg 

46. rec eweB. ew avrov rag x. avrev, with X rel; and, omg aurwy, M'S vulg 
lat- f syrr goth arm: .. т. y. avrev ex avrov AK copt goth: гтеб. r. x. атышу 
(this reading seems to point at txt as original) C A(-rov) : txt B(Mai) DL 1. 69. 
t re BAY В. 

47. rec aft sıç de ins ric (from || Le), with C rel vulg lat-a вуг goth arm: cae ric 
D: cat eic ric 1 lat-c Ag: txt ABLM lat Syr coptt æth. om rw» rapsorne. 
D lat-a. om т>» D 4 er- y. e ratet is itacised into eresey in CDHLTA.] 

rec (for wraptoyv) rio (|| Mt), with AC rel: txt BDN 1 syr-marg 
48. for каз аток. o, о de D lat-a ff, q. om we D. rec ef n\Oere, with Г 

rel: txt ABCDEGHLXA 69 ev-y. 
49. 2:0. bef ev rw ир. P al КУ, q D- lat Syr copt sth arm. tepare: B(Mai 

expr). 

wex\npwpat, kal Gedinpac тёз roth r dwéyere ёсфаћ№| It does not quite ap- 
obütvóc. pear whether rand d is to be subjectively 

43—03.] BETRAYAL AND APPREHEN- taken ‘with confidence; or objectively, 
SION OP JESUS. Mt. xxvi. 47—56. Lk. ‘safely.’ Some sup that it has an 
xxii. 47—53. 44.] On the pluper- ironical meaning—q. d. He will know how 
fect without the augment, see Winer, {о rescue himself—take care that you keep 
§ 13. 9. ovconpory is а word be- Him safe.’ This of course depends upon 
longing to later Greek. We have in Diod. the view taken of the whole character and 
Bic. хх. 42, hype rd avyrtipevav mpóc nem of Judas, on which see notes at 
ax dóccnpov, астіда reypvowuiyny. t. xxvi. 14 and xxvii. 3. 45. 
See other examples in Kypke. PoBB«t appears to have been the usual form 
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bal. 50 ка! ° афёутес̧ avrov Epuyov wavrec. 5l cal P sig отмен. 
ric veavioxoc f ournrodob her aure * терцЗеВАпиё»ос E. 
t oe 
awoova єтї 

yeampareic. 

oy avro 

only. Exod. zziii. 88 

" yupvou" Kai краго?сіу avróv, 
Acre Tv кш үзн»ос Epuyev an аўто», 
aniyyayov тд» Insoov тос TOv арҳирѓа, kai avvépxov- , 
та ar wavrec oi apyuptic kai о тоєс[Зотвро Kai oi 

& kat о [lérpoc " ато ` pakpólev пкоАоёбп- 
"fuc tow tic rm a TOU арҳиріыс, Kai 

х бу ? avykaÜnurvoc perd теу UTNPETWV Kat 

88 |. Lake xxiii. 6. Par ida 2 Chron. xxvi. 8, 
Ald. s ver. 67. Joba xviii. 18 bis, 25. James iL 16 only. 

52 с Жен. si о $ kara- à Matt. xix. 
\ reb. v. 87 reff. 

53 Kaiji Matt tvi 99, 
81 тей. ch. 
хт1-б. 
ch. 

Toun ‘xviL 
10.3 Job xxxi. 

` риант: 1. Mt. reff. 
xv. 

Matt. vii. 29 Acts xxvi. 80 
TT 

50. rec wavrec bef отоо (al vary, insg ot pad. or о p. avrov, or aliter, correcting 
to || Mt), with ADP latt syr (sah eth) arm: txt ВСА 

81. к. уғау. ric (corra to more usual exprn) BCL lat-a Ser oo 
D vulg lat-c f (fz) k I sah: txt AP rel syr goth. 

copt goth. 
t wth arm: v. de rig 

rec (6 for суук.) nkoXovOn 
(corra to more usual word, as in ch v. 37), with D 1 latt Syr arm: gkoAovOncey AP 
rel вуг goth ТЫ: oon A: txt BCL. for ашты, avrovc р. тес 
at end ins o: veastono: (prob arising from the words тоу угазакоу in marg, as а 
gloss on avrov. This is further shewn by oi vtay, exparnoay avr. standing in some 
cursives, and o« у. eparovery avr. in another), with AC?P rel lat-g syr goth wth arm: 
om BC'DLA latt Syr copt ТЫ. 

52. rakter (асет?) DKPX. e om ar avrwv (as sup 
to æparovoty having been mentioned) BCL lat-c k Syr coptt eth: ins ADP rel vulg 
lat-a Ў вуг goth haa 

арх. ins 

DLA 69 latt eth 
transp yp. and трес[В. 

: хрос avroy C Syr. 

in which Judas addressed our Lord— see 
Mt. xxvi. 25. But we must not conclude 
from this with Bengel that he never 
seems to have called Him Lord: see Mt. 
vii. 21, 22. 51.) It is impossible to 
determine, and therefore idle to enquire, 
воло thie was. Epiphanius, Her. lxxviii. 
13, p. 1045, in recounting the traditional 
austerities of James the brother of the 
Lord, says, дс xtr sebrepoy ойк iv- 
ed bor dg TprBwrig ixiypnro Хэр po- 
verdry, radd rep і» ebayysdig фус 
Eguyev ò vtavíag cal dgijce т>» 5 
Nr й» wepeBeBArnuivoc. Chrys. al. sup 
posed it to have been St. John: 
aliter. It seems to have been some at- 
tached disciple of the Lord (probably well 
known to the readers of Mk.), who had 
gone to rest, and had been aroused by the 
intelligence. The 5 were not laid 
hold of: — this person aps was throw- 
ing some obstacle in wg e way of the re- 
moval of Jesus: or he may have been laid 
hold of merely in wantonness, from his 
unusual garb. vod does not re- 
quire сөратос to be supplied, but yvuvóv 
is & neuter substantive: see on this usage 
generally 1 Gramm. ii. p. 118. 

OL. 1. 

„каафа» АКМ 69 (Syr) вуг sah-woide arm Orig. om aure 

om ot bef ур. and bef яр. D Orig. 
ADK latt Syr eth arm Orig. 

54. om 10 D 1 1 am(with gat) lat-a ff, g, & i. for съукаб., кадпџғуос D. 

68—65.] HEARING BEFORE CAIAPHAS. 
Mt. xxvi. 57—68. [Lk. xxii. 54, 63—66.] 
Jn. xviii. 24. See throughout notes on 
Mt. 53.] &py.— Caiaphas, de facto, 
and in the view of our narrator ;—so Mt. 
and Lk.: but Jesus was first taken be- 
fore Annas, who was de jure the high- 
priest: see Jn. xviii. 12—23. It is not 
easy to interpret ouvépyovra: atr@. 
Meyer, relying on the fact that the dative 
after auvipxeoOa: is always one of com- 
panionship, maintains that айтф refers to 
our Lord there come with him.’ And 
so Winer, ed. 6, $ 81. 5 ad fin. But 
surely this is very precarious. For 1) 
St. Mark uses this verb once only besides 
here, and then absolutely. And there 
could be no difficulty in taking it thus 
here and applying abr to the High- priest 
as a dative of direction. And 2) could it 
be said of one whom EA axhyayoy, 
that he Zpyerac to the High-priest? I 
venture therefore to prefer the usual con- 
struction of the words, ‘there come to- 
gether to him.’ The E. V. has ‘with him 
were assembled ;’ and so Winer in former 
editions of his Grammar. 54.] The 
usage of фёч for a fire M аше in Xen. 

E 
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«сех ut voc *трбс ro ? фос. 55 vt dé а apy tepetc kat 5Лоу тд 

b galake хин. | * соу 8 роу ° Ar our ката той Insov paprepuy tic TO 
^ ge 

ain ‘Oavarwoat avróv, kat ооу wUpiskov. — 35 roho yep 

e Matt. v. 93. 8 evdupapripovy car avrov, kai " (cat ai paprupiat оок 
v. al. 

Prov. жай, Поа». 57 kat riveç | avacravrec * tyeudouaprupouy кат 

40. а avrov Аёүоутес 58 ore прес Пкобсаре» аогой Myorroc 
тү . 1 бт eyw * ката\уаш rov уабу rovrov тд» Neiporoinror, 
"Жагыш. ка at * йа ru zue aAAÀov " ахырозтойто> оёкодо- pope 

t lames uhaw. 59 kai ovde oUrec "ton йу ù paprvpia abr. — 

жий 1а. 60 ка! { ауастас o a ? eic too Exnowrnaty то» 

10 ais "Incovv чүш Ок атокріур ovoev F ті ойто! gov З Kara- 3 п 
2 paprupovaw › о Ob "Ewra kai ob arecpiru ro. 
Brad xz. 16. 16. 
ter та» o apyitpec ewnpiora ауто» kai лгу! айт >» de 
a e bin PEN . 

БҮ ere} ч 0 Ag rc о vibe TOU 'ebhoynrov; © o $ `1псоос outs 

2 goes erev Буш eiu, kai wehe rov "viov тою arp % LMSU 
кш Ман. xxiv. 2. xxvii. 4n, зани: 18. Esrar. 13 1 Acta vil. 48. zu 24. ; EN 11. гне in. 11,96 33. 69 

sa. И. 18. sin eb, II. 1. MUR . Gal. . 1. yi Meer Col. ti. Jer. 
o eh. OM aen doba xx. 
т Matt. xx. I тей, 

Qen. ix. 98. 

m gat bef Sepp. Di lat-a c sah. 
ABCD 

66. E Батына», Wevdopaprupiay A al lat - I coptt. 
s aft la порок. BD F(Wtet 

€ và. ins каз Ay 
ur 1. 

67 ̂ i kas тірес, кап aXXo Da al t-a p^ 
for кат’ avr. Aty., ка Ae yo кат’ avr. D; latt 

vulg ne Orig-lat. 58. кага\оь A 2 

pime Qt Mt. Matt. azvi. 1 8. 171 av. €.) оар. д» 
"4 ез mate) Lake I. 68. р 4711 іх. 5. 2 Cor. l. iride 

xlii. d reff, vill. 90 гей, 

elz om ro, with some cursives (P): ins 

iva Gavarecucw D 2-pe 

om каа Di.) 
k 4 Orig-lat; addo: Be 2-pe 69 al lat-c. 

vary. 
om rovrov D- gr lat- goth. 

for аҳер. owod., avagrnow аҳер. D lat-a (c) ff, k. 
59. у» bef 109 DL 1 latt. paprupia во B, Mai expr 5 55 rel он 60. rec ins то bef pisov, with D(M 1, е sil) coptt : om rel Orig Thl. 

атокрьн Н I, ev- for ri, ori B. 
61. гкнуос de D vulg lat-c 

ove arerp. ouder ( 
th: ovdsy axexgiOn D. 
жам» to avre, cat Мүн avre о apy. D 
see Scholz). ins Т. 
uthym. 
62. aft «go. ins атокрӨнс DG 1. 69 lat-a ЛЕ (X) 4 

add avre DG for surev, Aeye D 2-pe Orig. 

Cyr. vii. 5. 27, ol & iwi rode Nr 
rayOivrec lmtcnígroveiww афтоїс rivoves 
rpg фос TOADS. Yoras—con- 
sistent with one another. It was neces- 
sary that two witnesses should agree. 
Deut. xvii. 6. (/сос should not be ac- 
centuated as in Homer, leoc, but as in 
later writers, loog.) 87.] reves,— 
two: see Mt. б8.] A and 
are emphatic. Some have 1 
Wette, Meyer) that they find in these 
words херот. and áxeip. traces of later 
Christian tradition, and an allusion to 
Heb. ix. 11 : Acts vii. 48; but such con- 

y k l: o ds eno. А al Syr. 
brmation to foregoing question) BCL 33 cope. (sah goth) 

ғтершта D his H F(Wetst) I, 

Огоо bef r. evAoy. 

for n , osya D. 

al vary, addg ec Beurepow E 
-d lat, arm-zoh [Clem-lat] 

ын e) Clem-lat Orig. 
ev-y latt dios one -mss seth 

wi ede 

jectures are at best very unsafe, and the 
words are quite as likely to have been 
uttered by 5 here stand. 
The allusion is probably to ii. 84, 

б9.] Perbaps the inconsistency of 
these testimonies may be traced in the dif- 
ferent reports here and in Mt. be. 
—' in asserting this’—i.e. they varied in 
x terms in which it was ex 

On the most probable 
d construction, вее note on Mt. ver. 62. 

6L] тоё «ФА. Heb. mn. the ordi- 
nary Name for God. “This is the only 
place in the N. T. where the well-known 

nctuation 



55—68. 

"ёк Sey каӨпиш о>» тїс r uvdjuwr kai 
* vepe TOU ovoavov. 
r avrov т T f Ere ell. Fr. 

nkobsart rnc 
Ошу 4 gaiverat; oi 02 wavrec * caréxorvay avrov ‘Evoxov | 

65 Kai йоЁаутд rived * eurrbew айт nf 1o. 

! uera тоу 

s &арртЁас robe 

"Éxouev papripwy ; 64 

elvat. Üavarov. 
! b 

Kai 

)* r > s 
paxtopacw avroy © 

кате £V тй 

apytping. 

KATA MAPKON. 

wepixah mre avrov TO mpóçwrov Kat 
avrov, kat Aéyew айтф * Tlpophrevaov” 

адор. 8 Kai o ovrog тоо Пётро» „ H; is 
9 Wisd. "av. p Epxerat pia тоу 

Kat iSovea rov Пётро› Р беоракубрео», n 

419 

* ipxónsvov Y Mat it. sx. з, 

o à à xp “= iva. 

y ver. 431. 
ri ми! Lnke v. 

. viii. у. 
Arta xiv. 14 

° ВАаофпига C. 

' коАафи» „горхи Xu 

Kat et Urnptrai ass, 

reff, 
о тоско» rou | ziii. 16. 

«s Matt xil 
"uk. 

хих”. 12. 

* épPAbpasa abr pe Kai au ut rd roù Natapnvov a 5 
' ğaba тою Inaov. 

841L. xv. 19 | Mt. ouly, 

66 5 8t norhoaro At yo Oure оїда, t! 411 2. 
Num. zii. 14. Dent. zav. U on b Me Yos ару» 

E. urea 5,100: H. 1 802. ll. uxvili. 20. = ings vif. 42. vill. 7 only. i 2 Cor. xii. 7. 

кл „ыыр erem ДЫШ dero ger i 
p ver. q oh. z. 21 ri Mt. oaiy. Gen. Kl. 18 al. 

rec каб. bef ex def. (|| М7), with AI, X ) 1. 33 vulg-ed lat-c f 
'em(with em d ing mt prag tol) 53 б 17 m Mor. Ai an txt BCD 

68. ins кає bef Акун D lat-c M 
64. NM BXaeenpiav (|| Mt) ADG 1. 69. 
a h; rov оторатос avrov 69 al ( 
оке qu Mt) D al sah. vavric ёг 

avre 
BCLA 33 lat-1 q goth. (I, def.) 

om rag bef ди». Di. 

lat-c : kac sravrec 1. 69 lat-a 5f 9. 
rec ett bef evoxov, with А rel latt coptt arm: om eas 

om к. spx. D 

add avrov DG I, gun mt) lat-g 
marg sah-woide arm. for paveras, 

lat z: txt 
65. for Ist avrw, rw xpugwrw avrov (|| Mt) D lat - a f Syr coptt goth arm. 

к. хрис. aur. то 5 (1 Mt) D lat -a 
txt BCLUA 33. [ro їз not omd in B, so Mai expr. | 

th. om 2nd avre I, 1. 69 Syr 
rec (for •АаВоу) £BaXAov (see то), with Н: дало» 

EMUX 33: «ХарВауо» D(bef avr.) G 1. 69 
66. rec ev т. avà. bef като, with A rel vulg 1 ig at T (s) k вуг 

coptt Eus: txt BCLU?X 33 Вуг et 
for rwv "е" уга С. 

om 2nd «a: D. 

with AI, rel vulg.lat-c f, & 
ecodagiloy avrov к. Куе D lat-c & 

om о утур. D. 

lat- 
let 5 (k) а Eus. 
67. Asye bef avrw Dlat-c ff, д sah. 

rec ro xpocw roy bef avrov (|| M2), 

arm. 

syr copt: txt ABC re 
m. om каты D I, 69 
spx. ins vpoc avrov D 

rec mera Tov val. ino. gr. 
е with A rel: uera r. (90. т. val. oha (|| МЇ) — —.— A (Syr) вуг goth sth arm 
Eus: noða pera (0. rov vat. 83 „ pera roll. 

griously reinserted.) 9с 1. 69 Eus. omitted as superfluous: then © 

Benctus Benedictus о f the Rabbis is thus 
absolutely теа: ^ Meyer .68.] The 
ax’ dpri ^ end dri Ard roù уйу of Lk., 
are here omitted. 03.] xvrévas— 
not his ly robe, which was worn 
only in the temple, and when officiating : 
see on Mt. ver. 65. The [ага], то®с 
XiT., perhaps is due to the wearing of two 
inner garments by persons of note: see 
Wirfr, R. W. B. art.“ Kleidung," i. p. 662 

65.) 4pgavre—when the sentence 
was . The res appear to be 
members of the Sanhedrim : servants 

рофќт.) Mt. and Lk. ex- 
* Prophesy, who emote thee?’ 

follow. II 
plain this: 

I.: txt BCL. (r. ine. was 

The reading або» is harsh in 
sense, but the coincidence of é\dpBaver 
in DG al. seems to stamp it with genuine- 
ness. The meaning mast be ‘took Him 
in hand with,’ ‘treated Him with.’ Meyer 
understands it, took Him into custody, 
with ..., for the farther carrying out of 
the sentence against Him. But the un- 
emphatic position of the verb seems to 
preclude 

66—72.) с LORD 18 THRICE DENIED 
BY PETER. Mt. xxvi. 69—75. Lk. xxii. 
66—62. Jn. xviii. 17, 18, 25—27. Seo 
the comparative table, and notes, on Mt. 

00.] коты kára, because the house was 



ETATTEAION XIV. 69—72. 

ovre ётіотарає gU ri Аунс. cal (ЕЛ0 е eic то 
* rpoabUAÀuov, cal актор ‘ E$urnatv. 69 ка! n та: {оку 

н (ovsa aurov " йоЁато Мун» тос ` rapeorwow ori 
n° ovrog ik avrav kr“ 70 9 Ob wadw npverro. 

- * perà °У шкроу кйм» ot 

AMO W EE avrov. ev 

o" поЁато * ava@epariZev 

üvÜpwirov rovrov б» " Aéyere. 

тор ' t$uvuatv. 

ка! 
' таокатштес EXeyow тр Пётоы 
ка! удо ГалмАагос ё. 71 & èe 

A * , е > * * ерте» і 

Kat OuvUvat Ort ойк оїда TOV Н 
72 kai " єк Sevrépou ‘adéx- MIT 

14. e , ` = e AF31 
а = Johu vi. 71. kai * avenvnoOn о Петрос то Pu wc 
b Matt. xxvi. 
49 гей. 

c cb. хі. 21 гей. 

. dd. 

68. rec (for ovre, twice) ove (|| Mt Lu) and ovds, with A rel lat-a: ove and owr 
CEGHSVA: ] ove emer. r: I,: txt BDLN 2-pe vulg lat-c f Eus. rec r: bef 
со (av omd, as tn D al, from || Mit, then reinsd), with À I, rel сори goth arm Eus: 
om cv al latt: txt BCL U(Treg) A 1. 83 2-pe. om Ist ка. D-gr. ec Tq» 
srpocavA gv D. om x. aX. e$wy. (to suit || M?) BL lat-e copt: ins ACD I, rel vulg 
ма FJ. Е syrr sah-ming goth eth arm Eus. 

9 . гес aft avrov ins xav (interpolation, as is shewn by the variation of position), 
with A I, rel (lat-a c) s th: aft goEaro CLAN; bef idovea D(x. de «ovo. avr. у 
таё.) 2-pe vulg (lat-k ут}: om BM coptt eth. for эрЁ. Xe y., ите» В. rec 
wapeoryxoay, with AD rel: txt BC I. KLA Eus. aft or: ins каа D 69 lat-a c ff, 
Syr wth arm. avroc D al. 

70. om o ёг wad. nov. D(having, aft rad. above, о де xadiy npvnoaro x. wpEaro): 
neynoaro о GMXA 1. 69 latt вуг сор goth Eus. raptorqcoreg D: 
жгриститес G 1. om rw werpe D lat - a. rec at end ins ка: у Лала gow 
oho ti, with A rel lat-g syrr P arm; А. о. énAov de тон =; у Лама con 
ёућо» ct opole (sic) 33: om BCDL 1 latt coptt Eus Aug. (The insa seems to 
be from || Mt, where D reads ороабн: homaotel is hardly sufficient to account for 

отп. 
fl a with AC rel Eus: Агун> D lat-(a) g: txt BEHLSUVAXT. 
-gr th. 

Tl. rec opvvew 
om rovrov go 

72. aft xar ins evOvc B(Mai expr) LN latt Syr sth arm: «vOrwc (from || Mt) DG 
69: om AC rel syr copt goth. om ex devrepov LN lat -o. rec (for ro pnpa 
wç) rov pngparoc ov, with M 69: ro p. o D rel latt syr-marg : txt ABCLA 33 сор 

th. om avrw D-gr. om ort to arapynon D 142! lat-a. rec $wrageat 
ber ae, with AC*L rel vulg lat-g, (Syr) вуг goth: om dic (C! P) AN lat-e ff, g, 2 wth 

built round the ahn, and the rooms looked 
down into it. See note on Matt. xxvi. 69. 

68.] o ola, scil. айтбь: an 
union of two separate answers, which form 
the lst and 2nd in Mt. The obre... obra 
simply connect: the repetition being that 
of urgent denial. TÒ троабћ. = róv 
wrviova Mt. The omission of the 
words xal AR. d$. appears to be an at- 
tempt to harmonize the accounts. 
69.] 4 wa8loxn—in Mt. АМ, in Lk. 

meaning has yet been given for this word. 
1) Hammond and Palairet supply rods 
é¢8arpove ry ‘Incov—but besides this 
сапе oe fanciful, fhe fact was not го: 
see Lk. ver. 61. pa e vulgate, Syr., 
Euth., ТЫ.2, Luth., Kuin., take r BAU 
ratte for I ri GAD A, d ‘he began 
to weep.’ But granting that this is a 
later meaning of the word (Kuin. cites 
iniae терет н>, cantillare cepit, Diog. 

(repos. Meyer does not a to be 
justified in asserting that this is neces- 
sarily the same maid as before: it might 
be only the maid in waiting in the 
троайМмо» : see note on Mt. 70. 

pixpdvy = diacraonc wcei Spac prac. 
К. xal yáp, for, in addition to all 

that has been hitherto said.... 
T9.) riß ak- no entirely satisfactory 

Laért. vi. 2. 4, and Suid. has dri Baer 
HpEaro), yet this participial construction 
will not bear that interpretation. Acts 
xi. 4, which Kuin. cites to support it, has 
quite another mesning—see note there. 
8) Grot., Le Clerc, al. render it addens 

it —i. e. he continued weeping (so ix- 
BD ipwray Theophr. Char. B. iria- 
Аюу фус: Diod. Sic. р. 345 в) but then 
his beginning to weep w have been 



XV. 1—5. KATA MAPKON. 42] 

т - es - 

sev avr о "Inaove ort тоу ‘актора dic * pwvhoat, d ме note, 
7 , А ` hr" 

Tpiç ut * awapvnoy. kat * tr exAatev. i-is 
, ө iv.5. Esth. 

XV. I Kai е000с 'ётї тд * трой " evu(JobAov ro, А x. = 
cavrec oi apyteoeic peta тюу прес[Зотёоюу Kal yoaupa- E oniy. 

U a 3 " - i 

réwy, kai 0Àov то ! avvéðpiov, дйсаутес тд» Ino *ar- A8. 
’ 11 /8 7 2 t’ 7 е. Aap- 

reXare HVEyKay kat waptOwxay [iAarw. Kal EWNPWTNGEY воен 
> LY е - t. ‚1 

BCDE avrov о IiMiroc Zi ci о = Вас:Хедс rov lovòal ; о ‚дє * 
GHK > ; . ziv. 66 

ISUV & атоко:дес abr MH) "Td Аёунс. 5 Каі ° karmyó- x Eske ха з. 
53. 69. pov» avrov oi apytepeic v 40 8 П:Латос таль Dns 

Ps. xliv. 14, 

m here, #0. $. Matt. Н. 9. a | only. sce Matt. xxvi. 35, 64. © Matt. sii. 10 reff 

arm: txt B (C! f) lat-& coptt(Treg). тес атару. pe bef трас (order of || Ім), 
with A rel syr goth arm: txt BCLA vulg lat-c ff, k (Syr) coptt wth. к. nptaro 
к\ашу D latt syrr sah goth arm. 

Cap. ХУ. 1. rec svOeuc, with AD rel: om lat-a o sah wth: txt BCLA. om 
exc ro (as unnecessary: no reason could be given for ils insertion) BCDL vulg lat-a 
ST, Е 1 coptt Orig: ins A rel (goth) arm. for voine., erousacayreg CLN : esmoigcav 
and ins каг bef dno. D al lat-a c ff, k syrr sah wth Orig. for ax gveyxav, 
anser (|| Mt) CDG 1 latt syrr goth eth Orig. rec ins rw bef ware, with 
А rel : om BCDLA 1 Orig. 

2. for о дг, каа D lat-a. sth. гес (for avrw Meye) итеу avro (|| Jn), with A 
rel D-lat syrr goth wth: txt B C(avrw[. . .]) D 1 copt arm. 

9. arg yopoveww D-gr. 
4. «x np. avrov bef хам» CD lat-k g sah-ming wth: om хам» U al. reo 

(for exnpwra) ixnpwrncey (corra to above, ver 2), with ACD rel: txt BU 33. 69 
lat-a & syr-marg. [ovdew is оп marg in B.] for ide, 1801 (i. е. [?] iov) A. 

rec (for rargyopovow) carapaprupovety (from || Mt), with A rel syrr sah goth 
1 t. arm: txt BCD 1 latt copt th Orig-la 

noticed before. Grot. wants to give it 
the sense of ‘preterea.’ 4) Beza, Raphel, 
Bretechn., Wahl, al. say, ‘quam se foras 
projecisset ;’ but although італ» 
revi or ixi rt may mean ‘fo rush upon’ 
(see 1 Macc. iv. 2), it cannot stand alone in 
this meaning. The chief support of this 
sense is the & АӨш»>» fw of Mt. and Lk.: 
but this cannot decide the matter. 5) 
Thl. al. supply ro lud rin тр xegadg, * cast- 
ing or drawing his mantle over his head ;’ 
but this, without any precedent for such 
an ellipsis, although it suits the sense very 
well, appears fancifal. 6) Wetat. al. take 
it for ‘attendere? and some supply rj 
dAsrropogovig, others rg phparı: Wetst. 
and Kypke have however shewn that the 
word is used absolutely in this sense, in 
Polyb. and other late writers. One exam- 
ple given by Kypke is much to the point : 
del piv уске, GAdkwe дё rai de 
irpan, cal ралАбу істі» bre cal ўт- 
то», semper quidem cognoscit, sed diversis 
modis res animadvertit, imo magis inter- 
dum et minus: Hierocl. in carm. Pythag. 

p. 14. The above list is taken mainly 
from De Wette (Exeg. Handb. p. 217), 
who while preferring this last sense, yet 
thinks that it was before expressed in 
ávinyioOn. But ixigaXov contains more 
than dvepy.—that was the bare momentary 
remembrance—the pua occurred to him 
—this is the thinking, or, as we some- 
times say, casting it over; going back 
step by ер through the sad history. 
This sense, though not wholly satisfactory, 
appears to me the best. In каму, 
Dr. Wordsw. well points out the imperf. 
“wept, and continued weeping: some- 
thing more than écAavae.” 

CHAP. XV. 1—5.] JESUS I8 LED AWAY 
TO PILATE, AND EXAMINED BY HIM. 
Mt. xxvii. 1, 2, 11—14. Lk. xxiii. 1—6. 
Jn. xviii. 28—88. Our account is very 
nearly related to that in Mt.: see notes 
there. The Sdov тд с. is a touch of ac- 
curacy. From ch. xiv. 63 we know that 
wdyrec were assembled. Lightfoot quotes 
from Maimonides Sanhedr. 3 b., Syn- 
edrium septuaginta unius seniorum non 
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рүм were Bavpaten бу П‹Хато>._ бр Ката à оте 
5 2 reg. жш: q amíAvtv avrog Eva ' ёїашоу, ' бухєр утобуго. 7 3 & 

rint. der о Aeyóutvoc Вара3Вас шта ray ' отатіастоу SeSepévoc, 
Eph. il dar "ойну ir тр *атйасн " jévov " тетошкитау. 8 gai 
TA ava AH o GyAoc nokaro drei 7 кабыс ан eroi 
Vier. avro. 9 о & П:Лагос awexpiOn avroic Аё * OerXere 
EM 1 A Univ тд» " BactAéa тшу ™ Tous av ; 10 iyi- 

да PADS vwoKrey vag Hu 

"ii his. Acts apyuptic. 

w here only. 
gee 

2 see Acte xxl. d 
- Rev. хх. 

y elips, 9C 9 сө ili. 1 
ted. vi. 98 (25). 1 икә. id. 16 only. 

d= { Mt. pedcs e ch. x. 

«оное ov 

6. ins туу bef cor D. 

vu 

l or & doxteptic 
Boy хен. waAAov Tov pun ` атоАфеор avroic. 

Хатос тай» атокрВеіс у» аотос Tt ob 

үн roy 
constr., Matt. 1 

ov rapnrovyro AB!N: 
7. rec avaraciacrwv (to include Barabbas among the 

* терад:докисау аўто» ot 

` ауќснвау то» OxÀov iva 

12 o & De- 

* cA ere 

m Зас‹Аба тоу 
а | Mt. only in Qospp. 

e Leake xxii. 5 ealy f. 141i 323. 

ov av тт. DG 69. 
, as іг expressed in 

|| Le? On the other hand ТҮ may easily have been absorbed in the following ЕТ. 
The unusual word would hardly have occasioned a corra, as Mey. and De W., for 
though the word may be unusual, the analogy which it follows is common Hes lie “with 
A а txt BCDK 1. 69 sah. жет. bef gov. D 2-pe vulg lat-a k sah. 
ews noincecay C'(perhaps) F(Wetst) : ягтонкаса» Г. 

8. rec oe avapac) avaBonsac (corra aft || Lu, avexpayoy 06 &: see note), with 
AC rel syrr (arm 
bef o oyAoc 
mt lat-&. 

9. arotpitic AE avr. D 2-pe lat-a ff. 
10. єтгунушскеу AK: nòs d At) 25 1. 

AEGVXA: харедька» D-gr H 1. 69 ls c I. wah 
(Iat-k) copt. 

11. for 1 en cav (|| M?) D lat-a c ff, & sah arm. 
om ro» bef Bap. D 

: ascendit et clamavit wth: txt BD latt coptt goth. 
see zauz Aun, || Га) D lat-a (k) goth. 

ins өлө 

aft aero ins avrow D 

ae univ D lat.ff,. 
for тараб, wapsdwcucay 
om o: арҳіерес (|| МЇ) B 1 

то oyAw D'.gr. 

12. rec ахокрбис bef таму», with A rel (lat-a a) arm: om жам» DT prag lat: k 
copt: om т. a. 
ipt) aurey (|| 
вуг. 
arm. 
eth arm. 
1. 69 coptt arm. 

8 txt ВС 83 vulg 
Хд), 

necesse habet ut sedeant omnes... cum 
vero necesse est ut congregentur omnes, 
LET: omnes.“ 

BARABBAS PREFERRED ТО 
18 DELIVERED TO BE CRUCI- 

na Mt. xxii. 16—26. Lk. xxiii. 17— 
25. Jn. xviii. 39, 40. Our account is 
€ cognate to, but distinct from that 

t., where see notes. The principal 
ints of distinction will be noticed. 
] ёту —' imperfectum ubi solere no- 
н non nisi де re ad certum tempus ге- 
stricta dicitur, Herm. ad Viger. p. 746. 

T.] The circumstance that Barab- 
bas was one of а set of murderers, shewn 
by the wu crac. and the oUrwes, is 

lat-(c 
with AD rel Ml. (a) e gs т 

om Our: (|| Mt) ВСА 1. 33. 69 Du. 
om ov B: om о» Aeyere AD 1. 69 latt sah arm: ins C rel syrr copt goth 

rec om гоу, with X rel goth: Sacra DI: rw Bac. D! : txt ABCA 

syr (sah) goth «sth. rec (for 
goth: Мун Г vulg lat-f,: txt 

ins AD rel latt syrr goth æth 

to our narrative, and shews that 
it is not compiled from Mt. and Lk. 
г This is also peculiar to Mk.—in Mt. it 

te who first offers them the choice— 
in Lk. they cry out, but it is alpe roùrov 
к.т.М. ver. 68. olreiaóe. 1 
і. е. айтоїс тої», кабс. évefids pro- 
bably implies the rising of the crowd in in 
* perhaps their coming up 

as cuvoypivey in Mt. 
ere our account differs from 

Mt. ж ыз with Jn. ver. 89. 
10.] éylvecnev, imperf. He was aware, 
He peroeived, His 5 of зры 
concurrent with the à 

13.) 6v Myers т 1 

m "lovdarewy 2 
3. 
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13 oi & тайм» kepabav Zratpwaoy aurov. 4% & II- пас. зе, 
Латос t Acer avrog Tt yap exoinaty какбу; oi ge wepta- Cus a 
awe ixpačav Zrabowcov aurov. 15*0 & П:Аагос Bov- 2 = 

* eur 

Adueroc ry OXA ro E ixavov * копта, ori avroic hu. bt 
b 

$3. Esek, 
rov Вара[3}а», kai пар смт гд» J "ovv ' ppayedrw- 11 1 l. 
aac iva отаирыбу. Ог oe orparwrat anh yayov aurov (ANo i5) 
tow rig "abe, 0 tory * gparreptor, kai " oho Е апе attr., 
a Am тй» ° сера», 17 Kat P evà dvorova aurov ° торфй- 16. Eph. |. 

pav, xai "wepiriÜiacw avr "тА атас" aküvÜtvoy arépavov, le 
18 kai i no<avro асабова аотду Харе " о Baarrevc тоу 21 КЕЕ, 

Tov8aiwy. 19 ка{ Erumroy avrov тї» Kepadny ' can Kat MO гөк. 
3.3 

Y ivimrvov avro xai *rBévreg rd yóvara mpocexóvouy "шетш а. 
U - ‘eo э 9 e» . xvi. 19 oa 

aurw. 20 cal ore * ёуѓта ау aurp, " ова» aurov тй» a Kingsi, d 
p 3 bse 2 » < E, * we теб. 

жүр ка! t vid uoa i avurOv ra 5 та «ш; Kat l q (pose #2. 

ver. 86 § Mt. 
1 литі Lm 2 een za viii. В only. 

t Joha хіх. 6 only. Isa. AI AIv. 12 vat. main a voe., Lake: A. 24 тей. v Matt. хі. 7 ref. Ре. ziliv. 1. 
Weh. ziv. AG ref, (ena, Isa. 1.6. х Lake xxii. 41. Acte vii. 60 aP. above La 

v. 8. Rom. xiv. 1) (from іза. 217 34) aL Е a cb, x. #4 al. Krad x . 9. re ar mae 
xxvii. 38,81. Lake x. 30. 2Cur.v.4only. Gen. xxxvi. 23. b Matt. vi. 25 reff. see ver. 17. 

19. exp. bef ктам» D. ins Aeyovrtg bef cravpecov ADKM gat lat-a o ff, 
sah-woide sth; avacaepeves ото rwv арҳирешь cat tÀeyov G 69 syr-marg and, omg 
к. EA y., arm 

14. rec xaxov bef cwougoi» (|| МЇ), with AD rel ves: txt BCA. rec (for 
wepisowc) (|| MZ) wepsecorepwc, with EPUXT(SV, e sil): txt ABCD rel sah. (Tre is 
so very strongly attested, that it can hardly in this case be regarded as from || Mt. 
weptacoripwe is very common in St. Paul, and hence may as been substituted here.) 

ixpolev (reb rom || Mt) ADGKMP 1. 69 latt тА 
15. Воолоргуос тобо: то tcavoy rw oxAw CN Бүт ө cont om D lat-f, b: for 

7019001, кошу В. waged. ё. B copt.—rov да ino. . waped. D 2 
[at-a (as also ö, see ch. xiii. 8) defective from this point M the end of МЕ: a supple- 
ment by a later hand begins at xvi. 7.] 

16. cow ис cA a ark (see ch xiv. 64) DP 1. 69 fuld(with em ing gat mt prag) 
lat-g, copt arm: «ic т>» avAny CM vulg lat-c ff, l. cadovow D-gr. 

17. rec (for svd:dvacovaty) evdvovory (more common коч); with A rel: txt BC 
D(evdvdere.) FA 1. 69. ewir:Geamy D vulg lat-c fh. om wAcEavrec D. 

16. тее (for o безда») Воено (correction), with D (which also have it in || Mt) 

11 aes үсү \ | М?) » la k (sah) bef avrov deus ис T. кефал» 2-pe lat-e : THY кеф. 
avrov C al valg. EVERTUOGY de (appy). =, ae (homaotel) D 268 
ev-32 lat- E. 

20. om everakay avrw D. for та ĝia, avrov (from || Mf) BCA: om D. 

= "Ineoty тфу Агубш уо» ypwrróv Mt. 16.] e$A$s, the court or guard. 
Neither of these expressions can well have room, but open —8ee note on Mt. xxvi. 69. 
been copied from the other. 13.) 17.} We have here а curious in- 
uu only refers to icpafav: cf. ver. 8, stance of à word used in two accounts in 
where this is implied in $pfavro el. the same part of the narrative, but ap- 
veicÜac;—they had not cried out thie plied to different things, in reer, 
before. 16.) và lx. wos., to satisfy. hero said of the crown of thorns, in Mt. 
Wetst. gives examples of tbe expremion of the robe (see Pro . ch. i. § iii. iv. 
from Polyb., Diog. Diog. Laért., and Appian. торфӯра is v y used, to signify 

16—19.] JESUS MOCKED BY THE SOL- different shades of red, and is especially 
DIERS. t. xxvii. 27—30 (omitted in convertible with crimson = кокк Mt. 
Lk.) Jn. хіх. 1—8. See notes on Mt. 390—293.) Hz Is LED TO CRUCIFIXION. 
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ыен. M oo абтду iva атаирфвоуоцу avrov, 21 kat 4 ay- 

E uem yapevovow * wapayovra ria Lipwva Kupnvator £pxó- 

1 pevov ar aypov, тд» татёра "Але&аьдроу cal Pobgoo, 
eii ̂£) iva ару Tov oraupov avrov. 28 ка! фёооосіу aurov ewe 

Eri Tod yoba тото», 5 оті f peOsopnvevopevoy © Kpaviou 

нм. тотос. 28 kai :818ооу аёт " éapuprisutvov oivov^ о & 
Psa. l. 18. 

Konig. Joel оок Paper. 24 Kat . aurov kai ' lantefi Torro, 

и. Joshi. та iparia avrov, ` ВаАХо›тгс * к\про» ' iw aura “хес ті 

ais: i, поа ipe арр. 25 jv & ш ора тот ? kat ёатайрата› avrov. 25 kai 
lex . 4. dy  Cemeypagn rnc Patriag avrov ° ётгуғураццёут О 
ae Acts 

seo Matt. xxvi. 60, 
BUNC nce axe. 18. . Gen. Iv. 18. 

(xxxi.) 88 P. Rev. axi. 12 only. "Prov. vil. 

for ay., ayovew A prag, duxerunt lat-c ff,. 
ammatical correction), with X rel: txt ACDLPA 33. гес craypwocecty 

om last avrov D 1 lat-ff, k. 
21. єууар. B'N. 

BC?FLA 33. 
rel. 

= Lako xix. 48. Jer. AA. (xxxvtil.) 19. 
з.“ (L. v. г.) Acts хуй. 28. Heb. vili. 10 & x. 16, fma Jer 

* row eui. тарауоута Toy 5 D (а6.7,). 
23. for gepovery, ayovoiw D 69 vulg lat-c ў, l 

69. roxoy bef yoAy. D. 

o | L. Matt. xxii. 30 fal f. 
XXIII. 

om last clause (&omaotel) В. 

sah goth. ins rov bef уолу. 
ptÜrpunvevopsvos AB: txt СОР 

28. rec aft avrw ins хин» (from || Mt), with A О(ха») P rel vulg lat-c ff, Ё syrr 
sah goth eth: om BC'LAN lat-» copt arm. 
de B I'(appy) 33. 

for o de, eat D 1 vulg lat-c f, Е: oc 

94. rec к. стаорысаутас avr. ài. (rearrangement of construction from || Mt), with 
ACD rel vulg lat-g, , U ө бутт, а 
omg 2nd xa: L D-lat. 
GtapeptZow ev-yonce: 
txt ABCD rel Scr’s mas. 

95. трт) bef wpa AC'K. 

D (syr) goth; ovroc at end 33. 

Mt. xxvii. 31—84. Lk. xxiii. 26—88. Jn. 
xix. 16, 17. бее notes on these. 
21. 'АМќудроу к. 'Poó$ov] It is 
uncertain whether Alexander be identical 
with either of the persons of that name 
mentioned Acta xix. 33, 1 Tim. i. 20, 2 Tim. 
iv. 14, or whether those, or any two of 
them represent one and the same person. 
There is a Rufus saluted Rom. xvi. 13. 
The words dpydp. dw’ dyp. determine 
nothing as to its being a working day or 
otherwise, any more than ol wapawoptu- 
épevor, Mt. ver. 39: nothing is said as to 
the distance from whence he came. 
23.) Голү. réw.—perhaps Голу. is geni- 
tive, as it t would then answer to rpavíov 
in the inte tion; = гд» тёк. r. ra- 
Мёр. xpavíov. Lk. 23.] фер. olv. 
zz бЁос perà холй рер. Mt. which see. 
(sour, they were giving, i. e. ‘they 
offered.’ 

94—28.] HE Is crUCIFIED. Mt. xxvii. 
85—38. 95. doe | Vd Jn. xix. 18 
— 24. tpiry] This date is 
in ent with the subsequent account, 
ver. 83, and its || in Mt. and Lk., but, 

py) goth: txt B lat-c f, k coptt eth arm, and 
for &apepitovrai) Čiepepoy, with some cursive(?) : 

exaÜ gyro o apte vrac Scrs d: &upepiLorro 69 Ser's a с h: 
om rec rc ару D 157 186.7, E n. 

for ecravpwoay, «$vXaccov D lat ff, k з. 
26. for xac nv n, nv ёе D lat-k (sah); у de D-corr. ins ovrog ter bef o Bac. 

ав now standing unexplained, inconsistent 
with Jn., xix. 14, where it is said to have 
been about the sizth hour at the time 
of the exhibition of our Lord by Pilate. 
I own I see no satisfactory way of recon- 
ciling these accounts, unless there has 
been (see note on John) some very early 
erratum in our copies, or unless it can be 
shewn from other grounds than the diffi- 
culty before «s, that Jn.’s reckoning of 
time differs from that employed in the 
other 5 The difficulty is of a 
kind in no way the 5 
of the 5 nor the truthfulness of 
each Evangelist; but requires some solu- 
е аон ing of which we аге sot 
competent. It is preposterous to imagine 
that two such accounts as these of the pro- 
ceedings of го eventful a day should differ 
by three whole hours in their apportion- 
ment of its occurrences. So that it may 
inp d УЙ и д эру preswmed, that some different 

hod of calculation has given rise to the 
ee pancy. Meanwhile the chro- 
nology of our text,—as being carried on 
through the day, and as allowing time both 

AR T 
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9 a э e E 

7 kai вд» auty стаџорооацу f. 913, 
s Matt. xxi. 18 

t Matt. zx. 21 4 є di ? ЫШ 

Kat ot raparopevopevu " BAacphuovv avróv, a Eos rer. 

Halt тоу " 'IovSatwv. 
Sto 'Ayerác, ‘уа ‘ex део» xat. ‘а ‘ek evwyUproy 
avrov. 

— M > = 1 € y æ (1 Cor. ziv. 
" ktvoUvr£C тас̧ “кефаАас avrov xai Aéyovrec * Ova о Ber 

Р, a a a , еа 4 В . Ж 

У karaÀvev rov уабу kai окодоцоу трісіу прёраєс, іеі 

соаоу gtavróv ката[8ас ато rov aravpov. opoiwe “үм. only. 
Kai ot аруггоес "euwaiZovrec тоб aAAnAouc pera тоу ses Pa. xliii. 

yeamparéwy éXeyor " AAAove fawctr, avrò» ov Sbvarac r7 Ae. 0 

swaai, 9 o xpisróc o Bactede rov 'IopatjÀ. катаВате 717,35 Lake 
vvv ато rov cravpov, iva Lowney kai " morebowpeD. 
ot” cuvecravpwpévor aur D avróv, 33 
voutvnc «poc tkrnc окбтос e ytvero ip 0Ànv тт» ym», 

* Exod. x. 3. 
KU a nabs., ch. xvi. 

уа bt en. Kien 
Kat ye xix. 12. Rom. 

vi.6. Gal. fi. 

ея ev > р 1 = у у e T . 
ёс “woac evarnc. Kat ry ёуатр ора éEBoncev o rf. 

"Incovc gery fue dy "EAwt Хос Лара саВаудам ; б is 
e| Mt. L. 8 Kings zxiv. 18. 

97. eravpovvra: H Agora: Grom At) D'-gr: ғотаерыса» (|| Lu Jn) B lat-o ff, k 
D-lat goth. om avrov C D 1 2-pe 71 lat- ff, k. 4 А Ds 

28. rec ins rat exrnpwOn n ypagn т Acyouca cat utra ауорыу thoy:aOn (see Lu 
xxii. 87, from which place probably tt was noted in the margin here, and thence has 
come into the tert. Mark very rarely adduces prophetic testimony. For n yp. 1 
Aeyovoa, see Jn xix. 24), with L M-with-ast P A - with - ob rel vulg lat-c ff, g, syrr copt 
goth sth arm [Orig]: om ABCDXN lat-k sah Eus-canongppy. | 

29. for wapasxoprvoutrot, wapayorreg D- gr Eus. om avrwy D 59 lat- э. 
rec троху nuepatic bef ouodouwv, with ACP rel vulg lat., syr goth eth arm 

Eus: txt BDL lat-c k э Syr coptt. rec ins e» bef трн» npepaiç, with B rel vulg 
lat. F, D-lat Eus: om AC D- gr PV lat-c & sah. 

. тес (for катабас) «at катаВа, with AC rel lat-c f, D- lat syrr sah(omg к.) goth 
sth arm; к. ката3аб‹ P 1 Eus: txt B D- gr LA vulg lat-& я copt. 

81. om орос D 238 lat-c ff, & n. rec ins де bef ea: (from || МЇ), with C*M? 
88 sah: om ABC'D rel vulg lat-c ff & l (Syr) syr copt goth arm Eus ТЫ, for 
хрос, «c D Eus. 

82. om rov (see || Mt) BDKLA 1. 69: ins ACP rel coptt Eus. aft riorevowpey 
ins avrw CIDFGHMP V(as corrd by origl scribe) Г 1. 69 fuld(with gat) lat-c fF, kl» 
Syr sah wth arm Eus; tv avro, ex. avrw, нс avrov, avroy al: om ABC! rel am(with 
em prag ing) lat-g, : вуг copt goth. aft соугст. ins сиу (from || Mt) BLN. 
om avrw D. 

83. rec (for cat yev.) yrv. de (|| МЇ), with ACP rel eth arm Orig-lat Eus: txt 
BDGLMSA 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c t copt goth. eg oN тув yns D al Eus. 

34. rec гу wpa rn «vvarg (prob conformation to last verse), with AC rel vulg 
lat. z D- lat вуг copt arm: txt B D- gr FL 1. 69 lat-c Syr(Treg) goth sth Eus. 
for Roniin, c j D. om о гло. D lat-x. rec aft peyaàn ins Агуш» 
(from || Mt), with ACP rel vulg lat-c Syr goth (eth) arm: om BDL lat. V & copt. 

nàu nàs D 2-pe 131 lat-c s k = Syr arm Eus. (the aspirate with mas 
of vulg.) [Аана (one p) во BD 1 am(with gat) lat. 5, g, n arm Eus.) 

for the trial, and the events of the cruci- 
fixion,—is that which will I believe be 
generally concurred in. All the other 
solutions (so called) of the difficulty are 
not worth relating. 

29—33.] HE 18 MOCKED ON THE 
CROSS. t. xxvii. 89—44. Lk. xxiii. 36 
—37, 89—43. (Jn. хіх. 25—27.) Our 
narrative, derived from a common source 

with that of Mt., omits the scriptural 
allusion, ‘He trusted in God,’ &c. Mt. 
ver. 43. 29.] oùá. an expression of 
reproach :—sometimes, one of admiration 
and „ аз in Dio Cassius, lxiii. 20, 
where the Romans shout after Nero, on 
his triumphal entry after his victories in 
the Grecian games, é\vpmiovisa, ova, 
тоб:оуіка, ойд abyovers, abyovors. 
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sari ptÜtopnvevousvov `O Bede nov o Beng pov, V ste ri 

* таоготукотыу акоё- 
9 Soamwv d ric 

о & 'Incovc " афес gn peyaAny * ekéwvev- 

8 каї rò " кататітасра rov уаоо *tsyicOn ? ac 
9 (доу & o " Kerruptor 

f ch. v. 41 reff. 

2 Mit. gH i» , 7 1 ` - 
Si ret. ғукат Мтёс̧ ре; ™ kat rute тоу 

hom P Mt. 2 Car. ww м 8 є е 1 РА 

iu etm. саутес ЕАгуо» le HAtay феи. 
en . т уєшівас е aróyyov’ okove ? reprOeic * кабан ' £x OTI У 
Sai. А ор AL sA {8 tE 'HAtac * каде (aas, QCUTOV T PETE {бшщ у ы EpXerat ас kaUsAtv 

7 Ld 

"s aurov. 

a katate ot o alt. А 

ort дро "ат арығы "төс * като. 
Fiat каз. o * wapsornxwe iE " evavriaç avrov Ота ourwe ` eLéwven- 

16.4.2, gey, eimey  AXqÜoc ovroc o аудоотос 4 мос т» Otrov. 
Gen. sxi. 10. 40 v 1 1 — e? * e , - » I Наа» & xai yuvaixec ° awo ° иакробе» Ütepovaas, ew 

tve MARL. 
zii. 39. - 

Joh. vili. 29. TOU 
a Gen. xiv. 9. 
v hore (bis) & I L. only f. w | Mt. L. Heb. vi. 19. ix. 8. x. 20 only. Ezad. xxvi. 81, . хи. 

L. ch. i. lU al. lea. хіт 21. Bech. ziv. 4. Mt. гей, gero Ek. i 97. 
а here and vv. 44, 45 only f. b Tit. li. 8 only. 4 кн Н, 7. dvarr., ch. vi. 48 reff. c Matt. 

xxvi. 78 reti. d = Matt. xiv. 88. e Matt. xxvi. 68 reff. f here only. 

om lst pou AEFGKPra 1. 69 Eus ТЫ. om 2nd o Osog pow B Lren-gr. 
rec pe bef eycaredAcweg (from || Mt), with AC rel lat- » goth: txt B(D)L 

vulg lat-f, copt Iren-gr Eus. 
$5. wapeorerwy DU 89: eergeorev B : exes terror (|| Mt) A: txt C S e) 

rel. peni! ] X.) 
K al: ort (|| 
(X def. a 

om arovsavrec C. 
ae al arm: om D gat(with tol) lat-e & Syr: txt BFLUA 1. 33. 69. 

pe ins артос (|| Mt) D lat-c fy 

rec : with AP rel: өн 

96. for др. dt, cal ёрарьу D 1 2-pe lat-c ff, (æth).—r. dp. wAgeac ow. of. ile g c. 
D (om гт. к. D-lat, siml 
eroriloy av. Aeyowrec 13. 69. 124. 346. 
rel vulg lat-c fF, goth: txt BLA eth. 
rel vulg Syr goth sth arm: om BL lat-e ff, syr copt. 

j^ Кува re follows т\пеас), wit "CP rel vulg s 
arm 

We || 
. 83. 69 copt goth. 

89. for «E ev. avr., екы D 2-pe lat (i? 
(explanatory gloss on ovre), with A 

2-pe): к. драроутес eye OT. ok. к. t pierrec к. 
rec (for ric) elc (see || MZ), with ACDP 

rec ins каз bef yepicac, with ACDP A(sie) 
reo aft тєр бн ins. re 

eth arm: om BDL 
agec DV 1. 69 lat-e i (goth -zoh. 

88. aft duo ins меру D lat- o. an’ so BDL X(appy) 69.] 
» q Orig-lat. 
rel vulg lat-c ff,Orig-lat: om BL copt.— 

ourwe avrov cpakayra kai tax vavaty sic eum exclamaase et егер 

rec aft ovroc ins краЁасс 

irasse D. Tec 
o ағдрытос bef ovroc (|| La), with AC rel am(with fuld ing prag tol) syr arm: tat 
BDLA 33 em lat-c ff, k g Syr copt goth ath rig-lat. Өгоо bef пу BLA vulg 
lat -u (copt ?) eth; bef voc D 2-pe lat- g. (X defective.) 

40. om ny BLN am(with tol prag). 
copt goth arm. (X def. om Ist у D. 
rec ins rov bef (60/306 with A rel: оп BCKLUA. 

om 2nd ка: C'DGUT 1. 33. 69 vulg вуг 
om 2nd з} D F'(Wtst) 83. 69 arm. 

rec (for swoyruc) twee, 
with AC rel syrr mn arm: Joseph vulg lat-c ̂  2131 9 D-lat wth Aug: wenBroc А: 

X ewonwoc 1: txt 

3.) к. of uvtœr.— see notes on Lk. 
8—87.] SUPERNATURAL DARKNESS. 

LAST WORDS, AND DEATH OF JESUS. Mt. 
xxvii. 45—50. Lk. xxiii. 44—46. Jn. xix. 
28—80. Our account is nearly verbally 
the same with Mt. 34.] Aut, the 
5 form, answering to hi in 

att. Meyer argues that the words in 
Mt. must have been those actually spoken 
by our Lord, owing to the taunt, that He 
called for Elias. 86.) On the differ · 
ence in Mt., see notes there. 

DL 83. 69 lat-& ж copt Jer. def.)—ins n bef wc. В 

88—41.] SIGNS FOLLOWING HIS DEATH. 
Mt. xxvii. 61—56. Lk. xxiii. 45, 47—49. 
Omitted by Jn. See notes on Mt. 
89.] & rap. ¿$ évav. abr.— а minute mark 
of accuracy, so common in Mk. obros 
odr деатотак@с, Thi. There was some- 
thing in the manner of this last cry so 
unusual and superhuman, that the Centu- 
rion (see on Mt.) was convinced that He 
must have been tat Person, whom He 
was accused as having declared Himself to 
be. Observe the Latin xevrvplev = iza- 
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бте jv iv тү l'aAiAata якоХоёВору аот ка * Sinxovouy к Matt. xx. 33 

ка! adda олда ai z а aury ыс h хө ziti. 81 oa! avro, 
"I:oocóA vua riu x 8 Цей. 88 rot 

Kai nòn ' oiag ! Jeronivie, “ты nv - wapaakevh, о ni a 
e а. 

2 rea то», 

49. execBy А. 
sabbatum vulg 1 0 ву syrr de der) ) primes sabbatorwn 
sabbati th: txt 

43 Abov Ine à о ото `Ар‹набайас, T: ы 7 * uL 

* toy iv ° ВоьАгэтйс, © Oc Kal aurog HY P тросдехдиз»ос mı m bere anty t 

тт» ӊаа‹АХаа» TOU бео», q тоДићвас̧ tic тоб II Aa- E SM 

то» ка! 'rfcaro TO сора TOU Ib. 

1.6 

50. xvii. [3 
1 Cor. vil. 85 

only. 
4 о de [roc 

: Bavpacey * & dy rtÜvokev: кої жроскаћеаарцос rov For tal 
Kevrupiova exnpwrncev avrovy & * пала antÜavey oft, ua 

‚17 only. 

Pro. 6. Malt. zir 7. a conne. pee Mr aari 1E Toba tlia Da mant IO я: 
xii. 19 (Matt, xi. 31 тей.) only, 

41. om at ACLAN vulg lat-g, , Г goth. om Ist ка: (homootel) B (X Р) 33 
lat- f. k q WT copt sth arm. б тколоьдуса» D. om ка: бик. арты (homootel) 
CDA lat- Th for adda, тера! A. 

трос Cafarov AB*EGL U(Treg) УГ: тр» caBBaroy D: ante 
goth : tempore initi 

43. rec (for A0) nds with D rel vulg late Р, вутт eth: txt ABCKLMUrA 
1. 33. 69 copt goth arm Thdrt. 
lat-c f, k 9 д. 
for ашна, trupa D 

44. eOavpofer D vulg lat-c. 
vulg lat-c ff, I syr-jer copt goth wth arm 

róvrapyoc in || Mt. Lk. 40, 41.] 
Tov paxpos either in age, or in stature, 
so distinguished, hardly, at the time of 
this Gospel being written, from James the 
son of Zebedee, but more probably from 
James the brother of the Lord, the bishop 
of Jerusalem: see Prolegg. to Ep. of 
James, 5 і. 8. This М ЕЕ che wife of 
Alpheus or Clopas ; see Jn. xix. 25. 
Халёру = U unrno r&v view Zededaior, 
Mt.: our 5 mentions that they 
had accompanied Him to Jerusalem ;— 
and we may observe a curious variation of 
the wording, in ђкоЛоёбооу abr Fre zv 
dv à T., and }коАойё@лтау» rq I. bad тїз 
T. — the former rendering necessary the 
additional clause, al r. r. A. 

49 — 47.) JOSEPH ОР ARIMATHEA 
BNGS, AND BUBIES, THR BODY OF 1 
Mt. xxvii. 67—61. Lk. xxiii. 50—56. J 
xix. 88—42. For all notes on the iab: 
stance of the common narrative, see а 

43. . 5 deri птрос&8.) The 
Friday afternoon (à тараск., the name 
by which Friday is now general known 
in Asia and абмен Wordsw.) before 
sunset, at which time the Sabbath would 
begin, and the 5 down, &с. would be 

are eee do not 
imply thet this 5 any thing 

om o 
шад, NRG D. 

for ore nån (repetition of nòn above) BD 

ny bef cas avroc D 2-po 
ше тоу bef xiAaroy BLA 83. 

for area, rtÜvnct D 6-pe. 

especial in it, as Jn. does, ver. 91. It is 
very remarkable, that éw«( occurs only 
here in this Gospel, but is found in the 
corresponding clause of Jn., ver. 81, shew- 
ing perhaps in this place a community of 
source in two accounts otherwise so essen- 
tially distinct. 43.) Au, or 3401», 
is common to Mt., Mk., and Jn., but in 
different connexion—see on Mt. 
e —probably in its later sense of 
noble, ‘ honourable,’ i. e. in station. But 
Meyer supposes it rather to refer to some- 
thing noble in the character or appearance 
of Joseph. @ member 
of the Sanhedrim ;—see Lk. ver. 51. 
“pete T. В. т. @., common to Mk. and 

i Tones als.] characteristic 
of Mk.'s narrative. On the change of 
mind produced in Joseph and in Nicode- 
mus by the crucifixion, see note, John xix. 
89. 44.) There is no inconsistency, 
or but a very trifling one, with the order 
in Jn., ver. 31, to break their legs and 
take them down. The circumstances re- 
lated there had taken place, but no report 
of them had been made to Pilate. And 
the Body of the Lord had not been taken 
down, for some reason which does not 

‚ but which we can easily guess ;— 
if Jose] oseph had declared to the soldiers his 
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45 1 ч ch. v. 43. 
М Ас ix. 24. Kat 

+3. Tropa Tp loot. 
ххх. 20. 

х Маі, . EXwy avrov “EevelAncey Ty 7 atvoom 
98. ch. vi. 99. p 2 

EYATTEAION XV. 45—17. 

* a , a t 7 w +) , * 

vo ато тоо & EVTUQLWVOÇ " Eo0wongcaro то 

46 cal ayopacag ? owdova, * xab- 
4 

ка! ° xaréOnxev 

Ому) aurov tv uvnutip О ту °AeAarounuivow ёк тётрас, ка! 
iva” а qoocebAut» Allov emi тт» ° дура» rov ° uvnuttov. 47 3 

sE spree, O0 Мара i MaydaAnvn kat Mapia h ‘Iwonrog tÜtopovv 
а ћете ол]у. — 0 — 

1 Kings xzi. TOU TEvVEITat. 
9 only. 

b = here (Acts 
xxiv. 27. 
xxv. 9) only. 

ci Mt. only. Isa. XXII. 16. Il. 1. 
xxvii. d only t. 2 Macc. xi. 26 only, but not 

45. for ажо, тара D 1. 
worthier word), with AC rel vulg lat-c copt: txt B D-gr L. 
Syr. for wong, won B. 

46. o de we. D al vulg lat-e | Syr syr-marg syr-jer arm. 
th eth arm: om BD 

: uç rg» owdova D. 
кабгАшу, with AC rel vulg syrr 
Aafwv D. ins ew bef owe. 1 lat-J, 

d | Mt. oaly f. 

XVI. ! Kai f Stayevouevou той са Вато» Mapia ñ 
o | Mt. ch. xvi. 8 only. fActs xxv. 13. 

rec бора (repetition of above: or as Mey, as a 
add avrov D lat-g 

rec ins кає bef 
for кадгАыу, 

for cart once, 
lat-% copt. 

гӨђкеу (from | Mt In Jn) BC*DL 1.88. 69: xa0gkiv А: кат:Өпка»у К: careOucer 
ral: txt C! re avro AM goth. 

єк ттс T. D1: ern т. 69. 
ins rw bef pynpew D: ev uvgpar: B. 

at for xpocecvAtcey, хроскимдас D 1. 
end ins (see || M?) cat атзт\Өв» D; ату\лбе» G 1. 

4T. om n bef дауд. D. rec om 8rd s, with DL rel: ins ABCGA 1. 33. (X def.) 
rec (for swonrog) woan, with C rel syrr goth: wong А 258 vulg lat- ath: 

iar BO D 1 757 пф: iracwĝov x. wanrog pnrnp 69 al syr-jer arm: jacobi et joseph 
lat-c: txt BLA 

TE 
lat-k copt. (The next ver has given rise to much of the confusion.) 

s0cacavro D; notaverunt lat - ff, а D. lat. 
rec riberai (corrn to more usual), with E rel: re. бута (sic) А, 

83. 69 vulg lat-c V arm, rs0nra: І, Scr's c. 

rov roxoy отоо (see ch xvi. 7) D 

СнАр. XVI. 1. for diay. to сале, торгубгеа merely D lat-» : lat-¢ has the passage 
twice, once as D, the other time as txt: diay. т. caB. wopevOercoas lat-k : aft gy. ins sop. 

intention of begging the Body, nay, had 
immediately gone (perhaps with them) to 
Pilate for that purpose,—and roàpýoas 
elsĝàÀ. looks like a sudden and unan- 
nounced application,—they would have 
left the y for him to take down. 
{0айрасе» i Hon riéOvncey—he wondered 
at the fact thus announced to him of His 
death having already taken place. See 
Kühner, Gram. ii. p. 481, and the exam- 
ples there adduced, which make this 
clear, e. g. Demosth. р. 24. 23, — 0av- 
раби, el Аакедацџоуіос piv wore... 
avrnpare, ruvi Č’ dcvetre... 45. е. 
ето] The cited (Meyer, De 

ette) from Cicero (in Verrem, v. 46) to 
shew that it was customary to give 
money on such occasions, is not to the 
point; * mortis celeritatem pretio redi- 
mere cogebantur parentes’ is not said of 
the body after death, but of a fee given 
to the officer, ‘ne diu crucietur.’ 
46. &yop.] Therefore it was not the first 
day of unleavened bread, which was one 
of sabbatical sanctity ; as indeed the 
whole of this narrative shews, but such 
expressions as this more strikingly. 

raSaipety is the technical word for taking 
down bodies from the cross. See the 
examples in Kypke from Philo and Jo- 
sephus. So is кагат:Өғуш for placing 
bodies in the tomb: cf. ibid. iv 
рти.) It is not said, but implied, both 
ere and in Lk. and Ju., that the tomb 

was his own—for how should he place the 
Body there otherwise? The newness of 
the tomb is not mentioned here, but b 
the other three Evangelists. 47. 
М. 4 'Iecfjros—understand, mother ; see 
ver. 40. That she is so called here, and 
Mapía 4 rot 'Iaxéflov in the next verse, 
points to a difference of' origin in the two 
accounts here, of the Orucifizion and 
Resurrection. The mother of the 
Lord had in all probability previously de- 

: see notes on Mt. xxvii. 56 and 
ohn xix. 27. Lk. generalizes, and 

says, the women who came with Him 
from Galilee. Some have under- 
stood by M. "Тестов or Iweĩ or I.. 
the wife or daughter of Joseph of Arima- 
thma—some, the mother of the Lord : but 
both unnecessarily, and without proof. 
The perf. re@cirat is to shew that they 

ABCDE 
GKLM 
SUYX 
TAL 
33. 6. 
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Такё[о» ка! Ladin ElL ME oe 

" айас» avróv. 2 aa 
s В Ман. vl. 17 

is dn: ch. I. 

uvnpttoy ! avarelÀavrOC TOU nAiov. ка! #Аєүо> тоос k 1 t. reff. 
int 

" faurdg Tie " awoxvAioe nuw rov Aidov єк тис ° бооас Е iene 
TOU ^ ptvnutiov ; 4 

* SeEcoic, 
8 Ald. (ф›екбА. vat. &e.) only 

t Matt. vii. 29, 81 reff. ch. xiv. 61 al. 

тос 

Jer arm. (sop. is simly insd elsw.) 
lat-c fy. 

om rov bef са8В. С? 33. 
avrov bef aAsupwoiv D lat-c 

каї Р а>а8Аё&фава! Üsepovotw Ort * ava- 2. Lo 
kexbAtorat o Aifoc zy yap utyac. e$ó0pa. 5 
Óovca: ис то pvnpsiov stooy ' veaviaxov rc, 

! meo BBAnuévov 
г Matt. xix. 90, 29 reff. 

8,10. Jadith 
xiii. 9 only. Kai EÀ- x 

» p= Matt. xiv. 
ғу dr жы 

here only t. ‚ 
Kal ы Br. тА 

3 here only. see Eph. |. 30 al. 

a ron Aeukmy' 

u ch. xli. 88 reff, 

om sAOovca: 
№ k n Qonce. 

2. epyovrat пры шас саВЗатоо D: om мау also lat-c k я Syr arm: ry pia rev c. 
LA copt Eus: 
Dion-alex. 

9. eavrovc D lat-c. 

тї шас тө» с. K: ша теу с. B1: 
а>»атеХ\о>»тос D lat-c n g Nyss Tichezpr A 

пш» bef amor. D 2-pe lat-c 

* uta cag. S3: txt AC rel 
ug. 
a ng. (awoxaduvpa D'.) 

for ex, ажо CD 69 vulg lat-c ff, l goth Eus Nyssen 
4. nv уар pty. 09. к. exo ra x. evpioxoucsy 3 тоу A. D 2· pe 

lat-e ff, n Eus: у 
|| Ze), with AC rel: txt BL. 

5. rec «wABovca: (from || Та), with ACD rel: 

came up after the burial had taken place; 
the pres. (rie rat, rec.) would imply that 
they were present at the entombment. So 
Beer 

НАР. XVI. 1—8.] THE WOMEN, 
COMING TO THE SEPULCHRE, ARE AP- 
PRISED OF HIS RESURRECTION. Mt. 
xxviii. 1—10. Lk. xxiv. 1—12. Jn. xx. 
1—10. On the general difficulties of this 
portion of the Gospels, and m ig view re- 
specting them, see notes on 
1. Bay. т. saß.) It was strictly when 
the ‘Sabbath was ended, i. e. at sunset, 
that they bought the spices. Lk. xxiii. 
55, places it on the evening before the 
Sabbath; a slight but valuable discre- 
pancy, as shewing the independence of 
the accounts. To suppose two parties of 
women (Greswell) or to take an as 
pluperfect (Beza, Grotius, &c.) is 
arbitrary and unwarranted. atv 
This had not been done as yet. Nico- 
demus (John хїх. 40) had only wrapped 
the Body hurriedly in hig spices with the 
ы clothes. 2. 5 т. 

This does not agree wit t., тӯ 
5 tig piar оа. Lk., Sp@pov 
BaOtoc ; or Jn. скотіас ёте obec: —nor 
indeed with Мау хре% of our narrative 
iteelf. If the sun was up, it would be 
between 6 and 7 o’clock; which in the 
East especially, where even public busi- 
ness was transacted early, could not 
be so called. The reading of D, åvaréà- 

jer.—rec aroxecudtorat (repetition from above: see also 

txt B 127. уғаускоу bef 

Aovros, would not help us much, as it 
was evidently some time before sunrise. 
Even Greswell virtually acknowledges a 
difficulty here. 9, 4.] It had been 
rolled away by an angel, v 
V 
they could see that it was rolled away on 
looking up, possibly at some distance. 
This explanation is according to Mk.’s 
manner of describing minute circum. 
stantial incidents; but to refer this clause 
back as the reason why they questioned 
who should remove the stone, is not only 
harsh, but inconsistent with the usage 
of this Gospel. §.] In Mt.—an angel, 
sitting on the stone which he had rolled 
away. Here he is described as Ае 
peared, and we are left to infer what hat һе 
was. In 1К., —йго angels ітістптоу 
abraic in the tomb. The incident to 
which these accounts point, must be dis- 
tinct from that related Jn. xx. 11, which 
was after Mary Magdalene returned from 
the city. It is not worth while to detail 
the attempts which have been made to 
reconcile these various reports of the in- 
cident: they present curious examples of 
the ingenuity, and (probabl 5 
disingenuousness, of the Harmonists 
may mention that Greswell supposes the 
angels in Mt. and Mk. to be distinct, and 
accounts for the éeBapPyOycay in our 
text thus: ‘After seeing one angel with- 
out already, they were probably less pre- 
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vk  "eEan(3n0ncav. 6 & Аун аута My " скдар[десобгє" 
be. 22 f. U. ГРИТ rere TOY Načapnvòv róv ёатазрерёуоу” 

т. мл. ден" пуѓобп, оок Eorty «6r {de о rOTOC Ото»  Өлкау avTOv. 

x E 1 рой 4 vrayers тате тос peOnraic айтор kai ry Пётр» 
— bere oal 
Т, ̂. бте * троаун dude tic тй» ГамАаа»” єк avrov ofeote, 

E кабдс тє ору. ? kai „Бобома фә ov ажо row 
Lika 

Кд. 27. 16. pynpsiou® 7 elev de айтас " rpóuoc kai "tkoragte, Kat 

Take v9. OUOtvi OUDEY єфо[Зооуто ya Luke v.28. OU evi 0 tirov, tho yap. 

^10. AI. 
xxii 17 om KATA MAPKON. Doni. 

«доу D 2-pe. for cEcOapByOqouy, :да»Впса» D. 
6. for o de, ка D lat-c ff, я. азго D- gr. add o ауу:Аос D lat-ff.. 

for ex0., goBeoGe D Eus. ins row bef ene. D. om то» vat. D. for 
пе о rorog, tiere ert row тотоу avrov D, simly 2-pe lat- c f, 2 

ins cat bef «rare T. [AAA, во AB'CDGELA 33.) 
mt) lat-k goth. 

. rec aft e£eA0ovca: ins rayo {| 
вутт вут-јег copt goth sth arm 
copt th arm: txt AC rel вуг goth. (х defective.) 
итеу D. 

SUBSCRIPTION (aft гфоВооуто yap). 
old-mss. 

100, WHOM . ret pt. 

ката ракроу B: 

di ppy) D 33 prag(with 
. нрпка vpi» D. 

Mt), with E: om ABCD rel vulg lat-a? с d 
for б, yap BD vulg bae e J^ kl 

for rpopec, фођос D 

vayy. ката pape. arm- 

THE SUPPLEMENTARY PASSAGE appears to have been added by another hand in very 
early times. The external testimonies (1) for and (II.) against it are as follows. 

I. (1) It is contained in ACD rel vulg lat-a? c ff, g, , ls g Syr syr-cu[recommences 
at r. mior. ver. 17] вуг syr-jer copt goth eth arm-recent-mss. (2) It is cited by Iren. 
Gii. 10. 6, p. 188 [gr in Cramer's addenda]: In fime autem evangelii ast Marcus: Rt 
9 inue Jesus, postquam Locutus est eis, receptus eet in caelos, et sedet ad 
dezteram Det), Hippol, Celsus iria Synops., Ces, Jac-nisib, Cyr-jer, Damasc., 
Phot., Tbl., Ambr., Aug., Nestorius (in Cyril, vi. 46) quotes ver. 20. 

II. @ It is omd in BM lat. EK arm-old-mss. After the subscription in B the 
remaining greater portion of the column and the whole of the next to the end of the 

are left vacant. There is no other instance of this in the whole N.T. portion 
of the ms, the next book in every other instance beginning on the next column. 
Some of the old mss of arm add it, but with the subscr above and a separate title evayy. 
к. марк. 

pared than before to see another so soon 
after within’ (Dissert. vol. iii. p. 187). 

6.] From the дейта of Mt. ‘should 
be inclined to think that his is the strictly 
accurate account. This word implies that 
the angel accompanied the women into 
the tomb; and if so, an imperfect nar- 
rative like that in the text might easily 
describe his whole appearance as taking 
place within. T.] AM breaks off the 
discourse and turns to a new matter— 
But now rather do ye. kal тф 
П.] It is hardly ко likely that the 
denial of Peter was the ground of this 
message, though it is difficult not to con- 
nect the two in the mind. The mention 
of him here is probably merely official—as 

the ‘primus inter pares.’ We cannot say 
that others of the Apostles may not have 
denied their Master besides Peter. 
It must not be concluded from this that 
we have a trace of Peter’s hand in the 
narrative. 8.] The idea of our nar- 
rative here is, that the women fled in 
terror from the sepulchre, and did wot 
deliver the message at the бте, ur they 
were afraid. All attempts to reconcile 
this with the other Gospels are futile. It 
is a manifest evidence that our narrative 
is here suddenly broken off, and (per- 
haps?) that no more information about 
the women was in the possession of its 
author. The subsequent verses are quite 
disconnected from this; and contain the 

X vee 
BR om 
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9 'Avagràc 8 яры: ° тосту саВВатоу ipávn прото» " cuv. wa, 
Wera Mapia r9 MaydaAnvy аф ne exBeBAnca ётта Sauona ме Gen. vili. I y, None -g 

(2) L thus proceeds: giperal wow таўта -+ wavra & rd тартуу\щ>»а rolc жері 
тӧу wirpoy съутбрыс EA nerd дф таёта cai abrég à lebe, axd drarekijg 
cai бхр: donee kariert At d abrév rò (ерду rai ágDaprov enpvypa’ тйс aiwviov 
cwrnpiag + [so far syr-marg and 274 agree] фот: di kai ravra pp perà rò 
igoBodvro yap + ауастӣс di &c. 22 has it thus: igofobvro yáp + ro: then 
in red, iy riot rey avriypagwy loc de wAnpodras б sbayyeArorhe’ iv то\Аойс дё cai 
ravra gips ral. ávaarác 6 &c. 20. 300 have, ѓутгибеу lug rov ridovc iy rim 
rey ávriypáédey ob terav ly 64 roic ápyaio« тауга dwapadurra кіта. 23. 
34-9. 41 have this scholion of Severus of Antioch : iv uiv од» roig depiBeoripose ávri- 
урйфос TÒ card pápror b DAO ui x rov іфоВобуто yàp Exe rd ridoc. ty д riot 
mpo seiras каі rara: йъастас 62 xpet поето caBBarov igádvg трёто>» papig тӯ 
paydaMgrg åp te і«ЗеВАцки ікті дацшбюа` тобто ёё іуаутішвіу туа док фун» 
vpóc rà ѓртросдгу cipr)utyo. 24 has, хард wrticroic avriypagoic ob kayra iv 
T жарбут: evayyedip wc убда уоџісаутгс афта elva add’ уре 4Е áxpidórv ávri- 
pdgwy іу mAriaroig evpéyrec аўтй gai card rò saXaiarivaiov tbayyiħov páprov wç 
It. y ånna сьутедеікаре» ral thy iv афтф ixigepopivyy дескотасђь» ávácraciy 
perà rò deo. yap. Similar scholia are given in 36-7-8. 40. 108-29-37-8-48-81-6- 
96-9. 210-21-2. 374. In 1. 206-9, we have, £v riot uiv r&v йэтгүрафш» Jeg шде 
Aura 6 ehayyedtoring, lec ой cai ebciBiog & wapgidvy lxavonecer’ iy GAdow дё 
Tavra gipt rat ávacrág di &c. 

(3) In ALUTA al», am fald ing“, the numbers of Euseb. and Ammon. are not 
attached beyond ver 8. In many mss the passage is insd with an asterisk. 

(4) Clem-rom, Justin, Clem-alex take no notice of it. Eus. states that it is wanted 
in many таз: iv rohr [1фоВ. yàp] oxeddy lv йтаа тоїс ávriypdéoic той card pdp- 
Kov (bay ytMos тергуѓуратто rà ríAoc, and he calls these rà á«px3ij rar бутчурафеу 
Ad Marin. Qusest. 1. See the whole quoted in Davidson's Introd. I. 164. Sev, 
Vict-ant, Greg-nyse(or Hesych of Jerus), Jer(ad Hedib. omnes Graeciae libros paene 
hoe capitulum in fine non habere), Euthym say that it is wanting in the greater number, 
or, in the more accurate. 

III. It would thus appear that while the passage was appended as таги as the time 
of Irenseus, it was still absent from the majority of codices as late as Jerome's day. 
The legitimate inference is that i£ was placed as a completion of the el soon after 
the apostolic period, the Gospel itself having been, for some reason unknown to us, 
left incomplete. The moet е supposition is, that the last leaf of the original 
ee, was torn away. 

IV. The attempt to account for its absence by the pee that it was erased 
reason of its inconsistency with the accounts in the other Gospp., is quite futile. е 
have no instances of erasure of portions of the ls for any such reason: nor do the 
fathers who mention the inconsis (Greg-nyss, Vict-ant, Sev-ant, Jer), allege such 
erasure to have been made: nor, had it been made, need it have included the whole 
passage. The inconsistency itself is a valuable testimony to the antiquity of the frag- 
ment, as having been composed from independent testimony, and not from the other 
Gospels. 

The infernal evidence, which is discussed in the notes, will be found to prepon- 
derate vastly against the authorship of Mark. 

9. for гфауу тошто», tgavepwoey vpwroic D-gr. om ry D. 
C'DL 83: txt AC? rel Eus. 

for ag’, rap 

substance of their author's information 
respecting the other appearances of the 

9 — 20.] APPEARANCES OF JESUS 
AFTER HIS RESUREECTION: HIS ASCEN- 
8ION. Ап addition to the narrntive of 
a compendious and supplementary cha- 
racter, bearing traces of another hand 
from that which has shaped the diction 
and construction of the rest of the Gos- 
pel. The reasons for and against 

this inference will be found in the var. 
readd. and the course of this note, and a 
general statement of them at the end of 
it. 9.) wpery cepBárov = ша 
саВВёты» ver. 2, and is remarkable as 
occurring so soon after it (see Lk. xviii. 
12). Gd fe ік..... 1 This notice, 
coming so late, after the mention of Mary 
Magdalene in ver. 1, is remarkable. The 
instances quoted by De Wette to shew 
that the unexpected introduction of no- 
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e hake ні. 25. 10 f Ext lvn ropeubeica aviryyalty тос ner avrov уғорё- тез fia 
v. Avi 

11, 18, 19. ос, | re. hob ка! 

рн. Иш. тес ore Cy kat 

iro hee à raura Ovoiv kE avrov wepiwarovoty f 
„мам al. r3 &r£pa * popp, moptvoutvoic - 

xiii di. aweAGavrec arnyyeAay тоюс Хого” 
acra ds évigrevsav. M k bortpov 
Wied. 3 al à Өч. ка: f contr Jobe дека  tpavepw ‚ка 

© kAatovoty. 
» ГА е в э ~ є 

* єбєвбт от aurnc *nrtornoay. 

ш wreidiev тї» 

g Phil. Verr kat ° окАпрокардіау, б Ort roig” Ücacapévotc avróv ч Cymysp- paap па 

l какво asoueay- 

12 pera 

KAKELPOIL 

ы Exeivorc 
; дуакыцёуоц avrotc тос 

* amariav айт б» 

tig aypoy. 

XVI. 

ae 

only 

12 it | uÉvov оюк limiorevoav. 15 cal etwev айтос llopsv- dcr: 
al. i m John v.46. Acts vll 12. Gen. xv. 4. ке Matt. iv. 2 reff. I Mk, bere (ch. HELNE 
v. 40 v. г.) only. «» Matt. xxii. 10, 12 ref. eomstr, here only. Wied. ii. 13. ecc. pers., Мап. х: 20 . UV Ira 

n Mart. xiiL 58 тей, 
p Mark, ver. II only. 

10. aft exceewn ins де C! lat-c ў, g 

Lake xxiii. 55 

1L extevoe де C! D'(appy) E : Ж? lat-c ў, g : exeevoe LU. 
ins eat ove exiorevoay avrm 

12. ins cat bef pera ĉe D'. 

ins аютозс bef ro« D. 
aft утістусар 

14. aft verepov ins de AD 1 lat-c ЕА » о q Syr syr-w-ast Yen (eth). aft 
éynytouevoy ins ax уєкрыу ACI XA 1. 33 
copt æth. 

tices contained in the other Gospels is in 
Mk.’s manner, do not scem to me to 
apply here. This verse agrees with 
Jn. xx. 1 ff. but is unconnected with the 
former narrative in this chapter. 
10.] dxeivog ів no where found used ab- 
solutely by Mk.—but always emphatically 
(see ch. iv. 11; vii. 15, 20; xiv. 21); 
whereas here and ver. 11 it is absolutely 
used (not in vv. 18 b and 20, where it is 
emphati This word, 
never aad by Mk., rope times con- 
tained in this passage (vv. 12, 15). 
тоїз рет’ atrov yev., though found in the 
Acts (xx. 18), never occurs in the Gospels : 
пог does the word џаблтаѓ in this pas- 

и See Jn. хх. 18: Lk. 
xxiv, 11. 601 бт’ atrijs is a con- 
struction only found here in N. T., and 
Өгаора: (which occurs again ver. 14) is 
not used by Mk. amoréw is only 
used in ver. 16 and Lk. xxiv. 11, 41, 
throughout the Gospels. 13.] 
тота, is not found in Mk., though many 
opportunities occurred for using it. This 
verse epitomizes the events on the journey 
to Emmaus, Lk. xxiv. 13—35. wept- 
mwarovow ёфауерыбт, though in general 
accord with Luke’s narrative, is not ac- 
curate in detail. It was not as they 
walked, but as they sat at meat that He 
was manifested to them. фу érépg 

6 —а slight difference from Lk. xxiv. 
15, 16, which relates the reason why they 
did not know Him to be, that their eyes 
were holden, his being in his usual form 

. 69 syr arm: om C?D rel vulg lat-c ff. Syr 

being declared by abróc ó "утобс: but 
see notes there. 18. prem 
Mary Magdalene had done 
TOig Aovmoig—su тос ме. avrov 
yevopivore. éxelvous dricrevoeay 
—not consistent with Lk. xxiv. 33, 34. 
Here again the Harmonists have used 
every kind of distortion of the plain 
meaning of words to reconcile the two 
accounts; assuming that some believed 
and some doubted, that they first doubted 
and then believed ; or, according to Ben- 
gel, first believed and then doubted. 
14.] The following narrative, evidently 
intended by its author to represent what 
took place at one and the same time, joins 
together in one, at least four appearances 
of the Lord: (1) that related in this verse 
and Lk. xxiv. 86—49; (2) that on the 
mountain in Galilee (Matt. xxviii xxviii. 16—20), 
when the words in ver. 15 were spoken; 
(3) some unrecorded appearance when the 
rest of these words (vv. 16—18) were 
spoken,—unless we consider the whole to 
have been said on the mountain in Gali- 
lee; and (4) the appearance which ter- 
minated with the Ascension. The 
latter of this ver. 14 appears to be 
an cs odi of what our Lord aid to them 
on several occasions—see Lk. xxiv. 25, 
88; Jn. xx. 27; Mt. xxviii. 17. 
15.] тфу x &каута = жаута тё 
ivy, Mt. xxviii. 19: see note there. 
курбссеу Td ebayyfAvov, without the 
addition of тйс Bacveiag (Mt.) or roù 
6:ov (Mk. i. 14 only, Lk.), is in Mék.’s 

ooh s Matt. xix. ‘only, Den 16. Sir. хті 10 only. (-dsoc, Esek. M. 7.) 1. 33 cd. 
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ro «rae évre ис TOY косцоь aravra knovuGare ro evayytÀroy rhea. 
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NSU awÜnotrai, о 8 " атістђсас " катако поета. 17 v an- b. 2v. 
CTA. 1. s & т Р - x , e y ә - 44. хіх. 2 al, *. GO. диа бє тос riert qu ravra " mapakoAovÜnaoer ? є» Тф o ver. П re. 

y 3-4 7 8 4 э — ga „ в $ & note. 
Оуораті pou ei ek(JaAovaw, “ yAwacatc Au- 1 r.a 

- » , - я A » Matt. xli. covow P каас, 19 ° офис 4 apovow’ кау ° дарасциоу re “кш йй 
2 = here only f. 

(Lake l. 3 reff.) 2 Macc. viii. 11. y of Christ, Mk., bere only. Matt. never. Lake x. 17 only. 288, 
е . . а Acts, Epp. freq 8 = Goepp., here only. (ch. vil. 88 Lake 1. 64. xvi. 24.) 

И. 4. x. 46 al. fr. b — here oniy. aee ch. i. . Acta xvii. 10. = érépace, Acts il. 4. 
€ Lake x. 19. d = eh. vi. 99. John vili. 50. 1 Mace. tx. 19. € here only. 

15. for avroic, трос avrove D. om axavra D-gr 225 gat copt. ins каг 
bef «npvEare D lat-c syr-w-ob (copt) eth. [Jer cont Pelag says that some mss, 
principally Greek, add e£ illi satisfaciebant dicentes : Seculum ‘stud iniguitatis et in- 
credulitatis substantia (sub satana 108!) est, que non sinit per immundos spiritus veram 
Dei apprehendi virtutem. Idcirco jam nunc revela justitiam tuam.) 

17. zrapakoXovOrae bef ravra АС? 83: axoA. т. C'L. 
copt arm. 

om каша CIL A- gr 

18. ins cat ev raiç xepoiv bef офис CLM?2X A-gr 1. 33 syr-cu syr-w-ast copt arm: 

manner (see ch. xiii. 10; xiv. 9). It only 
once occurs in Mt., viz. xxvi. 18. 
adoy Tj кт.] Not to men only, although 
men only can hear the preaching of the 
Gospel ; all creation is redeemed by Christ 
see Col. i. 15, 23; Rom. viii. 19—23. 
‘Hominibus, primario, ver. 16, reliquis 
creaturis, secundario. Sicut maledictio, 
ita benedictio patet. Creatio per Filium, 
fundamentum redemtionis et regni, Ben- 
gel in loc. xriow appears never in 
the N. T. to be used of mankind alone. 
Bengel's ‘reliquis creaturis secundario' 
may be illustrated in the blessings which 
Christianity confers on the inferior crea- 
tures and the face of the earth by bring- 
шаста 950 in ite wake. By 
t words the missionary о, is bound 
upon the Church through ніч till 
every part of the earth shall have been 
evangelized. 16.] These past parti- 
ciples must be noticed, as carrying on the 
thought to a time beyond the work of the 
preacher : when сед. and кетакр. shall 
take place; and reserving the division of 
mankind into these two classes, till that 
day. On Ватт. вее note on Mt. 
xxviii. 19, There is no cai un Barr. 
in the second clause here. Unbelief—by 
which is meant the rejection of the Gos- 
pel in heart and life, not weakness or 
doubt as in ver. 14—shall condemn а 
man, whether baptized or wabaptized. 
And, conversively, it follows that our 
Lord does not set forth here the ab- 
solute, but only the general necessity of 
Baptism to salvation; as the Church of 
England also teaches. But that general 
necessity extends to all to whom Baptism 
is 5 and it was well ssid Non 

OL. 

privatio Baptismi, sed contemtus, damnat. 
These words cannot be taken, as 

those in Mt. xxviii. 19, 20, as setting 
forth the order in which faith and bap- 
tism must always come; belief and dis- 
belief ате in this verse the great leading 
subjects, and movrevoes must on that 
account stand first. On 6 mor. 
сед. compare Acts xvi. 31. This is a 
solemn declaration of the doctrine of ‘ sal- 
vation by faith,’ from the Lord Himself ; 
but such a faith as is expanded, Mt. 
xxviii. 20, into didacxovrec abrobc туреѓу 
wévre Šoa iveradAduny бру" which is its 
proper fruits. катакр. ‘will be 
condemned ; i. e. in the most solemn 
sense: for the sin of unbelief :—for those 
are now spoken of who dear the 
preached, and reject it. 17.) Thi 
promise is generally made, without limi- 
tation to the first ages of the Church. 
Should occasion arise for its fulfilment, 
there can be no doubt that it will be 
made good in our own or any other time. 

by the influence of powerful Christian na- 

vii. 7; xvi. 18. YM. №. кау.] 
See 1 Cor. xiv. 22: Acts ii. 4 al. On the 

3—6. С кё» dar. . Bip] We 
Ет 
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f Lake 1v. б mimo, ov p) аўтой r Вхауд ert E appoarovc " xseipac 
aont hàni)ncovciv, kai калос T COO. 

ref. wera rò AaArgat avroic ! avednugOn sic ròv ovpavóv Kai 
1 here only. e Я 0» 2 f = Н р 

все Joba i. Бекас, єк дебо rov Ücov. 
j= Acts l. 2, 11, e r æ M 

16 exnputav ? ravraxou, TOU Kupiov " Ccvvtpyovvroc Kat 22. x. 16. 
1 Tim. Hi. 16. x ‚ 

4Kingsii.10. (- t, Lake ix. 61. 
Еа 10: (Aau em Lake Elo ir. 
1 Cor. xvi. 16. 3 Cor. vl. 1. James ii. 23 only t. Ear. vii. 2. 1 Maco. xil. 1 ошу. (Ter, Rom. ЇН. 6.) 

om A rel vulg lat-e Syr seth Hippol. 
Scr’s i: txt AC rel Scr’s mss, 

19. om ovy C'L arm. 

k intr., Matt. v. I reff. 1 Matt. xx. $21, 
n ch. L 28 ref. o Rom. vili. 28. 

for ov pn, ov2ey Cl. rec Rae, with 

aft kvproc ins enoove C'KLA 1. 33 ed lat-c ff, » o 
syr-cu copt sth arm Iren-lat: om АС? rel am lat -i Iren-gr.—for cvp., ine. Н. 

for ex decke, ev деа СА. 

have no instance of this given in the 
Acts: but later, there are several stories 
which, if to be relied on, furnish examples 
of ite fulfilment. Eusebius, Н. E. iii. 39, 
says, . #теро» xapadokoy жері ‘lovcroy 
тд» imuAnÜivra BapoaBay угуоубс, we 
ógAngrüpuv $ápuakov іраібутос kai pn- 
д» andic dud fan тов ve xápiw Haba 

ivavroc. ж\ арб.) хбрас rid. 
" туа is in Mite Ae; see ch. 
viii. 25 ; x. 16. There is no mention of 
the anointing with oil here, as in James 
v. 14. 19, 20.] The рду оўу is not 
to be taken here as if there were no &é 
following :—the pá» answers to the dé as 
in Lk. iii. 18, 19—and the od» is the con- 

ing link with what went before. 
„ 6 короз, and ò xópioc Igoobg, 

are alike foreign to the diction of Mk., in 
Hd of the Lord: we have 6 корор in 

e message (common to all three Gospels) 
ch. xi. 8—but that manifestly is no ex- 
ample. perà тд Аал. can only in 
fairness mean, * when He had spoken these 
words.’ All endeavours of the Harmonists 
to include in them ob pévor rode Aóyovc 
robroug, dd тбугас Seovc MdAgoe 
(Euthym.) will have no weight with an 
honest reader, who looks to the evident 
sense of his author alone, and disregards 
other considerations. That other words 
were spoken, we know; but that Ai 
author intended us to infer that, surely 
is not deducible from the text, and is too 
often allowed in such cases to creep fal- 
laciously in as an inference. We never 
shall read or comment on Scripture with 
full profit, till all such subterfuges are 
Кашы, and the Gospel evidence treated 
in the clear light of intelligent and honest 
faith. We have an example of this last in 
Theophylact's exposition, ravra 0ё Aa- 
Aneug. dveA.] I should hardly say 
that the author this fragment neces- 
sarily implies an ascension from the place 
where they were then assembled. The 

whole of these two verses is of a com- 
pendious character, and as áð. ёк 8. 
т. 0. must be understood as setting forth 
& fact not comprehended in the cycle of 
their observation, but certain in the belief 
of all Christians, so àveljué. may very well 

of the fact as happening, not neces- 
sarily then and there, but (see remarks 
above) after these words were spoken ; 
provided always that these words are re- 
cognized as last in the view and in- 
formation of our Evangelist. I say this 
not with any harmonistic view, but be- 
cause the words themselves seem to re- 
qure it. (See on the Ascension, notes on 

‚ xxiv. 61 ff.) 20.) AHV 
not, from the chamber where they were 
assembled (Meyer)—which would not an- 
swer to ixnpvLtav wavrayov, but would 
require some immediate action of that 
very day to correspond to it (see Mt. xii. 
14) ;—but used in the more solemn sense 
of Rom. x. 18 (cited from Ps. xviii. 4 
LXX), iig хада» тў» уў» Абу à 
#бууос abray: see reff. wavTaxow 
o inference can be drawn from this w 

as to the date of the fragment. In Acts 
ix. 32 Peter is said duspydpevor 8:4 wav- 
Twv caredOely . . .:—the expression being 
only a general ome, indicating their per- 
formance, in their time and degree, of oar 
Lord's words, «ls тфу xécpoy &wevre. 

TOU кър.) The Lord, i.e. Jesus: 
see Mt. xxviii. 20: Heb. ii. 8, 4, which 
last passage some have absurdly прод 
to have been seen and used by о van- 
gelist. éwaxok. and X (ver. 
17) are both foreign to the diction of Mk., 
often as he uses the simple verb. 

A few concluding remarks may be added 
respecting vv. 9—20. (1) For the ex- 
ternal evidence, вее var. readd. Аз to its 
genuineness аг а work of the Evangelist 
Mk., (2) internal evidence is, I think, 
very weighty against Mk.’s being the 
author. No less than twenty-one words and 

ACEGT: 
KLWSU 
VITSI. 
33. ay. 
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1 Cor. і, 6 

EYAITEAION КАТА MAPKON. ini 
xiiL 9 оеју. Ps. Al. 12. cxvill. 28 only. rlTim.v.10,94. 1 Рес. H. 31 only. Job xxxi. 7. 

20. Steph adds ант», with Ci rel am(with gat prag) lat-c o copt th: om АС?(8 f) 
1. 33 vulg-ed(with ing) lat-a? q syrr syr-cu arm. 

SUBSCRIPTION: tvayye!uov ката papeow ACEHLUTA: Treg edits ката марко» 
here on no MS authority, but only by the analogy of B in ver 8. MX have no 
subscr: ОКВ al have ro ката раркоу (add ayiov G) evayyedtov sEt2005 (0905 G) utra 
povovc í (дека K, tf al) тус rov уротом (коргоо G al) avaXAqieuc : al aft numberi 

the vv &, add: eypagy pwpaiors ev рыр (so Syr) or гу atyumrw..... vrnyopevoꝝ 
vxo werpou, єкедобт наркы re tvayyeucrg, к. exgpvx9n «> ам Ёаудрид к. тасу ry 
ж.рїхшр= auric · 

expressions occur in it (and some of them placed аг a completion of the Gospel in 
several times), which are never elsewhere very carly times: by whom written, must 
used by Mk.,—whose adherence to his of course remain wholly uncertain; but 
own peculiar phrases is remarkable. (3) coming to us with very weighty sanction, 
The inference therefore seems to me to and having strong claims on our reception 
be, that i£ ie an authentic fragment, and reverence. 
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b Acts ix. 29. 
Aix. 18 оні. 
Esth. ix. 90. 

o bere only. Eccl. И. 20 Ald. (Aver. vat. &c.) 
(=yete@as, ch. viii. 89.) 
only. (-popia, Col. ti. 2.) 

I. ! Exeidhrep modo: °. exeyeipnoav ° ауатаЕас@даг isn: 

У дтупо:у wept тоу ° жетАпоофоотиѓьшу tv jH Tpay- FALY 
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d here only. Hab.116. Sir. іх. 16. 9 Maos. li. 82. I. 35 =. 
e Rom. iv. $1. xiv. 5. Col. Iv. 12. 2 Tim. iv. 6, 17 only. Bocles. тїй 11 

TITLE: elz ro ката №. svayysuoy : Steph ro kara A. ayiov tevayytitov: ката 
Aovkay BF: Aovkag A? : om A! : ex rov к. X ayiov evayyedtov 69 al: txt ACD rel. 

Cuar. I. 1—4.] РВЕРАОЕ TO Tuzo- 
PHILUS. The peculiar style of this pre- 
face, — which is purer Greek than the con- 
tents of the Gospel, and also more laboured 
and formal,—may be accounted for, y 
because it is the composition of the Evan- 

list himself, and not translated from 
Hebrew sources like the rest, and partly 
because у when also 
dedicatory, are usually in а rounded and 
artificial style. 1. Keep] This 
compound, of rare occurrence, is in keep - 
ing with the rhetorical style of the pre- 
face. See Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 
342. Valcknaer quotes from Ulpian a 
similar exordium : ixednmrep тері rovrov 
woAXoi іжеҳеірпсау dxoX\oynoacBa, 
root]! Much depends on the meaning 
of this word, as guiding, or modifying, 
our opinion on the relation and sources of 
our Gospel histories. (1) That the writers 
of our present Gospels exclusively cannot 
be meant, is evident; since, even гир- 
posing Luke to have seen all three Gos- 
pels, one (that of John) was wholly, and 
another (that of Matthew) was in greater 
part, the production of an eye-witness and 
minister of the word,—which would leave 
only one for the woAAol. (2) Apocryphal 

exclusively cannot be meant: for 
they would not be ‘sarrations of matters 
Sully believed among us,’ nor ‘ delivered 
by a and ministers of the 

» & great of their contents 
being excluded by this very author from 
his ою» Sinynocc. (3) A combination of 
these two may be intended—e. g. of the 
later sort, the i according to the 
Hebrews,—of the former, that ; 
to Mark, but then also how shall we 
make out the wodAof{? Our present 
в һа] arose far later than 
any likely date which can be assigned to 
Luke’s 1: see Prolegomena to Luke, 
§ iv. (4) T believe the only probable in- 
terpretation of the words to be, that 
many persons, in charge of Churches, or 
otherwise induced, drew up, here and 
there, statements (narratives, Фит.) о 
the testimony of eye-witnesses and urap. 
r. X. (see below), so far as they themselves 
had been able to collect them. (I do sof 
believe that either the Gospel of Matt. or 
that of Mark are to be reckoned among 
these; or if they are, that Luke bad seen 
or used them.) That such narratives 
should not bave come down to us, is no 
matter of surprise: for (1) they would be 
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g Matt. xix. 4,8. John xv. 97. Acta xxvi. 4al. 
xiii. 6. xxvi. 16. 1 Cor. ir. 1. Wisd. vi. 4. 

Isa. xim 16, h here only ¢. і = Acts 
= ch. үз 15. Mask xvi. 90. Aots vi. 4 al. 

loonstr. dat. & inf., Acts xv. 29, 96, 28 (84 v. r.) only. L. = Esth. i. 19 

2. for кабыс, када D. 

absorbed by the more complete and sanc- 
tioned accounts of our present Evangelista ; 
and (2) Church tradition has preserved very 
few ents of authentic information of 
the apostolic age. It is probable that in 
almost every Church where an eye-witness 
preached, his testimony would be taken 
down, and framed into some de hynoig, 
more or less complete, of the life and say- 
i of the Lord. e(prcav 
have undertaken; or, as E. V., еа] 
in hand. This does not necessarily imply 
the i 7 of such dinynoec, as 
Orig., Ambr. Theophyl., &c. have ima- 
ined. Nor is any such failure implied 

(as Dr. Wordsw.) in Acts xix. 18, where 
the aorist also is used. The failure then 
was not in the évopaley, but in the issue. 
In Acts ix. 29, the failure is conveyed by 
the imperfect tense, not necessarily by the 
verb itself. The fact of that failure is in- 
deed implied in Luke's description of his 
own work—but that, more because it pos- 
sessed completeness (whereas they were 
fragmen than from any difference in 
kind. 1 ГА draw up,— 
to arrange. Bujy.] a setting forth: 
and so if in relation to things past, a nar- 
ration—history. The word is clearly ex- 
plained in Plato, Rep. iii. p. 392: dp’ ob 
vávra боа ояд џьбо\бушу fj) vowjràv 
Aéytrat, denynote oca. rvyyave ù ye- 
evórey i) бутш» ) ШАбутәу ; Ti ydp, 
en, dAdo; "Ара ody obyi (ro arg 
дтуйси ij did upfjarec ycyyopivg ў d 
арфотёрю» Tepaivovery ; тек\ур. 
according to some, ‘fulfilled.’ De Wette 
supports this by the meaning of AHD, 
Acts xix. 21; xii. 25, rapis 1s lent the 
purpose. The more likely rendering is 
that of E. V., certainly believed. (Meyer 
would render it, ‘which have found their 
completion among we,’ i. e. ‘us of the 
apostolic times; meaning ‘ Theophilus 
and himself, &c. This, I think, gives too 
emphatic a sense to dv piv, which can 
only mean as ordinarily, ‘among ws,’ un- 
leas accompanied with some qualifying ex- 
pression. His objection to the ordinary 
explanation,—that the participle ought, ac- 
cording to it, to be subjective to the трау- 
para, surely is of no force.) See reff. and 
note on 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17. The use of the 

тарыса» AX. yevopevou С. 

cognate noun xAnpogopia supports this 
view : see 1 Thess. 16 P Heb. vi.ll. There 
does not appear to be any reference to the 
filling of the sails of a ship, as Dr. Wordsw. 
The word with ite tes occurs only in 
а figurative sense, derived from «filling 
full” without any special reference. 
aud] among us Christians, і. e. you and 
me, and all members of the Church of 
Christ—4«o also the ni» in ver. 2. 
2. кадо тар.] The Apostles, &c., deli- 
vered these matters orally to the Churches 
in their teaching (see below on katy x.) 
and others drew up accounts from that 
catechetical instruction. It appears from 
this, that Luke was not aware of any 
Synas drawn up by an eye-witness or 
iw. т. X Their account of these matters 
was a wapadoac, from which the dinyn- 
otic were drawn up. He cannot therefore 
have seen (or, having seen, not r 1 
as such, which is highly improbable) the 
Gospel of Matthew. оре 1 John i. 
1—3. åm’ &ápyfjis) Not, ‘from the 
very beginning,’ i. e. the birth of the Lord, 
&c., but from the official beginning : see 
Acts i. 21 бы, differs from € D 
low. афт. к. p. Tov abr. 
most probably i e but k ma 
well be taken with r. A. (see below. 

inrqp.,— see reff., — minis 
servants—-but in connexion with ат’ åp- 
Xüc. The fanciful idea of “remiges in 
navi, sc. ecclesia,” cited by Wordsw. from 
Valckn., is out of the question. ùrnprne 
had long lost trace of its original deriva- 
tion, in its more common meaning; and 
it would be abhorrent from good taste to 
suppose St. Luke to have used it with so 
pedantic an allusion. T. A- not, 
t the Абүос? (i. e. Christ: so Orig., Atha- 
nasius, Cyril, Euthym.), which would be 
altogether alien from Luke’s usage (see on 
Heb. iv. 12. Bleek, in his recently pub- 
lished humous Er der drei 
ersten Evv.," Leipz. 1862, also objects to 
the personal sense as too precise and defi- 
nite for the rhetorical generalities of St. 
Luke in this passage)— nor ‘the matter, 
so that ёт. r. А. would signify those who 
by their labours contributed to bring the 
matter about, ' qui ipsi interfuerunt rebus, 
tanquam pars aliqua'—for this is alien 
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5. om rov BLRTN: ins ACD rel. 

BCDXZ 1. 38. (Н def.) 

5 1 Cor. ili. 

rec avrov, with AC*PR rel 

dw Jer. v. 8. 
Acts xviii xvii 25. Al. 21, 95. "hom I-A 1 Oe: ais: 

a = bere (Acts v. 23. i reece v. 8) oniy $. (Prov. viii. 14 al) (-A. Acts 
v ver. 8 only, S Chron. ziii. 10. 1 CEROX. xziv.10. -e, James ii 15.) 

rec ins y bef yvy», with APR rel: om 
-ed(with gat tol) lat- 

e f 9з вутт copt goth Ambr: avro (sie) am txt BCI DLX 1. 33 am(with bodl em for 
fuld ing mt) lat-c ff, g, l q Jer Aug 

from Luke's usage of urnp.—see Acta 
xQivi 16; but, the word,—'the word 

ached :’—so that exnpirac т. Ady. = 
:ако»ос r. Ady. Acts vi. 4. 8. 

кёроС| Luke by this classes himself with 
these woAAci, and shews that he intended 
no disparagement nor blame to them, and 
was going to construct his own history 
from similar sources. The тарк. dv. 
касі» бкр. which follows, implies however 
а conscious superiority of his own qualifi- 
cation for the work. There is here no 
expressed claim to inspiration, but at the 
same time no disclaimer of it. [The addi- 
tion e£ spirited sancto, after kápoi, which is 
rix ie lat. mse. peus heey 3 
ollowing clause an absurdity.) тартк. 
having traced down (by research), and so 
become accurately acquainted with. The 
word is used in just this sense by Demosth., 
жері т. or., p. 285: istlvoc é кафдс cai j 
"pipa ixelyn où póvov tbvovy xai rovov 
ávpa ікаћы, &ХАа cal коћечдцкбта 
roic траурасіу lE dc. cal ст\№\оуєс- 
pávov ёрдёс̧ rívoc l»eza raver’ ixparrey ò 
Q., zai ri ae l 
from the —i. е. as in ver. 5 ;— 
as distin from those who only 
EM M He official life of the Lord, or 
only fragments pe of that. 

t, consecu ely: see reff. By this 
word we must not understand Lake to lay 
claim to any especial chronological асси- 
racy in writing ;—which indeed is not 
found in his Gospel. He traced the eventa 
in order as they ha : but he may 
have arranged them as 8 considera- 
tions led him. The word is of later 
bre » gt 8. „ 1 be] 
classics have égeZijc. ө 
It is wholly unknown who this nnd 
was. The name was a very common one. 
The conjectures about him are endless, 
and entirely without value. It appears 

om ro À. 

that he was a person of dignity (see reff. 
on cp r.), and a convert to Christianity. 

The idea of the name being not a 
but a feigned one, proper, designating 

‘those who loved God’ (found as early as 
Epiphanius, Hier. ii. 51, p. 429, sirovv Ton 
Өгоф{Аф тбтє урйфш» rovro Ates, ў 
wavri dvOperp Osby &үахшэт:: bod 

in recently by Dr. Words- adopted again 
worth), is far-fetched and improbable. 

4.] imyvés—here in its stricter 
sense, of acquiring additional, more acca- 
rate knowledge—see reff. кетчуу. 
Theophilus had then been orally instructed 
in the narratives which form "the subject 
of this : and Luke’s intention in 
writing it is, that he might have э more 

iterally, 
taught.’ Weck, h. I., reminds 

us that this is not St. Luke’s own usage 
of the verb: cf. Acta xxi. 21, 24, where it 
simply signifies hearing by report. But 
we may answer that in Acta xviii. 25, where 
the same construction oecurs, this is the 
most likely sense. Aver is not to be 
rendered things: seither if, nor papa, 
nor q ever has this meaning, as is com- 
monly but erroneously supposed. In all 
the commonly-cited examples of this, 
* things gx ibid inte are meant: 
here, the h ев, —acoounts. (See Pro- 
legg. to the Gospels, i. 8.) 

—95.] ANNOUNCEMENT BY GABRIEL 
OF THE BIRTH OP JOHN. Peculiar to 
Luke. The style now totally alters and 
becomes Hebraistic, signifying that the 
following is translated or compiled from 
an Aramaic oral narration, or perhaps 
(from the very distinct character of these 
two first chapters) document. 5.) i 
4ф. Ag., which was the eighth of the four 
and twenty courses of the priests (see ref. 
1Chron.). These courses kept their names 
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"Aff xai уху] avr єк rov Ovyaripwy ‘Aapwv, kai "09-119 

rà Ovoua avrnc ЕМоађет. 
ғ X Mark il. 19. 6 < у; Ы 

joay oe Scat appo- (ver. 8 v. rJ 
x? , v beon. T , А , 7. xziv.]9 

HE DT тгғрог évavrioyv TOV tOU, WOCEVOMEVOL ty асос тас : 
ras Н. s’ РА 1 
ABCDE " evroXatc Kat 
FRI. MI 
PRS UV OU 
X Ta A 
i. 33. 69. Kal 

«4 

"cav. 

тїс iu ae avrov : 

Acts vil, 10. 
iti. 32 (from Жа 8 , - 7 b” 7 1 vit. $3 ( 

‘xatwpaoty тоо коріоо apmepmrot. f Kat i fl. 

к "v avroic rixvoy, ° kaÜóri Hv n 'EXtoaGer * отера, y= Kees tx. а. 
au$orepot ° тро[3‹[3кбтєес t» raiç utpaig avrov . J Kings 

viii. 8 ? y y {* , Lone i ж 7 Lx &ytvero & ev rw ` teparevew avrov ev ry б табе "боз. r 
7 — ә \ м kl» 18. t. iv. 
&vavrt rob 000, ° * ката то " їбос & dia 

= Ы » æ — ә › x a Rom. 1. 

-Ovu түс P isparsiac " &Aayev. rov ° дошаса: ысєАӨбш> seç rov 1.26. улла, 

Ea 

vata, ver.9. rena, | Pet. ii. 5,9.) 
. cix. 4. b ver. б (reff.) only. 

k eb. il. 42. xxii. 89 = (2 Macc. х1. 
40. Heb. x. 35 f. isd. xi 
xzix 9al. 
viil. 19 oniy. o here only. 

b 
) ouy. Gen. zi. 

v.16. 1 Зс. х.®9. 3 
а John хіх. 94. Acts 1. 17. 2 Pet. I. I oniy. 1 Kings xiv. 47 (w. тоб & inf.). Wisd. 

Exod. XXX. 7, 8al. fr. (-ана, vv. 10, 11. -атйрю», Heb. ix. 4.) 

a - ГД a - a — я - - р 

„va TOU кыроо. 10 kat та» rò wAnÜoc Av rov Aaov Hem! 
Р ГА = g — ГА 

woocevyousvov e тр юра тоо ? Üvuiüparoc. 
b Phil. H. 15. ili. 6. 1 Thess. iji. 13. Heb. viti. 7 

xxi. 2d, Acts xii. 10 
d ver. 86, ch. ххїй. 29. Gal. iv. 97 (from Isa. Hv. 1 

iv.21 | Mk.) oaly. Gen. xviil. 11. Josh. хх. 1. 

11 woôn Deat. xxx. 16 

only. Gen. zvil. I. (er, 1 Thess, II. 10.) constr., ch. 
e ch. xix. 9. Acta li. 94, 45 al2. L. Lev. xxv. 16 bis only. 

80. e = ver. 18. ch. ii. 86 (Matt, 
f bere oniy. Exod. xxviii. 1, 8, 4 al. fr. 

g Heb. v. 6,10; vi. 90 and vil. u bis) 17 (21 v. r.) from 
Acts vili. 21 only. Gen. xix. 13 vat. Num. xxxii. 18. 
1 as above (k). Acts vi 14 48. L. only, exc. John хіх. 
Maec. xiti. 4 only. m Heb, vii. 5 only. Exod. 

phere bis. Rev, v. 8, vill. B, 4. мы Чы oa Exod. xxx. 1. 

6. rec (for vario) evemtoy, with AC*DPR& rel: txt ВСІХ Cyr, 
T. rec у &uc. bef уу, with ACPR rel syrr copt arm: txt BDLTAE 33. 69 latt goth. 

—om 9 bef X. В 69 ev.y. (F lat-a defective.) noa bef pong. D lat-e. 
8. ғуаут‹оу (corrn) ACFMXA 69 Chr: evwziov К: txt BDPR rel. 
9. ro Өөн. (sic) C. for kvptov, Geov С! D-gr. 
10. гес rov Aaov bef gv (corn of arrangement, which is in the manner of Luke, 

both in Gosp and Acts), with AC DK 1. 69 vulg-ed(with em gat) lat-e F g, вуг copt 
sth arm: уутер Aaov 33: txt BC?PRN rel am(with forj fuld ing) lat-g goth. 

and order, though not their descent, after 
the captivity. ‘The courses, though called 
Egnpepiat, were of a week's duration each: 
darò caBBarov ixi саВВатоу, Jos. Antt. 
vii. 14. 7. Meyer observes that if any use 
is to be made of this note of time to fix 
the date, our reckoning must be made 
backward from the destruction of the 
temple, not forward from the restoration 
of the courses by Judas Maccabeus, be- 
cause it is not certain what course then 
began the new order of things; whereas 
we have a fixed note for the destruction of 
the temple, that it was on the 9th of Ab, 
and the course in waiting was that of Je- 
hoiarib. Comm. ii. p. 194. With the 
reading к. yuv) abrg, we must render, 
and he had a wife from among 

RM.] The LXX rendering, Exod. 
vi. 23, of vym, the wife of Aaron: sig- 

nifying, Deus juramentum. John was 
thus of priestly descent by both parents. 
Cf. Jos. Vit. i. init., ipol òè yivog істі» 
ove donn, add’ IE iepiwy буюбе» rara- 

ВеЗпкбс. Scxep ё) wap’ ѓікастоос GAAn 
тіс істі» ebyeveiac ӧтб0готс, obrec тар 
un ў тўс иресбупс perovoia rexphpioy 

4 This was the most 

lore yivouc Хартрбтттос. 8. A 
dv, а Hebraism, as also проб. ba 
peser and iyévero фу rẹ lep..... 

xev, ver. 8. This last is a construc- 
tion frequent in Luke. In the phrase 
èvroħàaîs к. Bicasdpacw (see reff.) we 
must not press any differenco between the 
terms. д:каіыра, as Bleek remarks, is used 
of an ordinance of God, laying down what 
is Jixacoy for men. apoPalvewy is onl 
found in the classics in this sense wit 
Tv or card тђу тМмкїаъ, or rg HAwia. 

9, 10.] rot Gupiacras (not ee 
nourable office whic 

was allotted among the priests each day, 
and the same person could not serve it 
more than once. On the manner of cast- 
ing the lots, see Lightfoot in loc. 
ToU 0. elschOéy = to go in and to burn 
incense. The gen. rov is in government 
after the verb /Aaxs: see Winer, S 44. 4. 
а. "This verb commonly тетра an accu- 
sative, but now and ther a genitive: wee 
Kühner, § 621: and ef PROS : 
TÓv nud the holy vi, ee Heb. ix. 

1—6, and Exod. xxx, 9 * хо 
of John Hyrcanus the ` SU e 

ху 

a Bá 
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— а, де abre avec cupiov стос " & дейш» rov " Üvota- 

А отпріоо rov ? бишанатос. 12 Ka * erapayOn Zayapiac 
а= matt. И. П] a 

ziv. 96. Gen. до», kai ' фОЗос " éwixecey ёт avróv. те» ÔÈ трос 
ET sr. а avróv o à"y yeAoc Mn $o[jov Zaxagia," Зот: | " испковабл H (a+ 

v. Zi. 

Exod, xv. 16. 1] n * énaiç cov, Kat n yun cov EXcáfler * ууупсе viov биче 

ч А00 A. . coi kai ca iS тб б>уона avrov ‘Twavyny. ч ка! Écrat ёсе 
тек a Хара ао ка! " ауаААгао‹с, Kat ro AO ent p ” yevéoes с 

АРЕ. в. аотой Xp lat. trat yap utyae * evrov rou Pree Se 

Passio In. курго, ка! е otvov ка! “ giktpa ov um rip, kai * тукйнатос ABCDE 

7 Мат ayiou ch AnoOnoerat Tri ёк *xotriac * pnrpoc avrov, Aral 

xiv. 21. Heb. v.7 omy. 555 X Ps. ix. 1 al. fr. LXX. y ch. iL 87 reff. 8 «» тет. 87 regt, Pres ба. 
a ver. 44. 9, from Ps. xliv. 7. Jede 24 only. LXX, Ра. only, xxix. 5 al. b Matt. i è ref. 1. . 62. 
ow. isi, мат жант 18 ме [зэ ы 4. 

.I Jahn Hi. заа 1 Kings iil. 18. 
here ‘only. Nam xxvili. 7 

Acts iii. 2. xiv. & Gal. і. 15. Ps. xxi. 10. 

18. ка: triv D mt lat - c e fs Syr. (s (lat-a def.) 
-gr 1 for dort, ore CIA. om cot 

вутт copt eth arm Thl. 
14. со: bef xapa D goth arm. 

ABCD rel Cyr,. 

d Gorpp-, Lake only, exe: John xx. 80. Actsiv.19. Rass. 

vv. 41, 67. 
h Lake abe caly; exe. Matt. xxii. 40. xxvii. 48. John xix, 39. P». cxx 

xix. 12. 0. IXX. 6. 

t. X. U. Nim .vi.8. Jadg. xlii. 4 P. aL. 
2% l L i. B, f. . ix. 17. xiii. ö. 9 

i = here only. k Matt. 

Zaxapıas Ri lat., 9: 
sah Orig -lat Ambr Aug: ins bef voy A ltt 

rec yevvgott, with GXT 1. 83 (69, e sil): txt 

15. om rov ÁCLTN 1. 33 Tit-bostr Ps-Chr Cyr: ins BD rel copt. 

a vision at the time of offering incense 
occurs Jos. Antt. xiii. 10. 8: фасі ydp ori 
rar ікнуру rjv ўрірау cab ђу ol таїдес 
avrov тф Kudccnvy соуіВаћо», abróc iv 
TU vago uh povoc, àv» д &рхрейс, 
áxobcut фыуўс we ol таїдес abrov vevirh- 
касі» dprisc roy Avríoyov. kal тобто 
хроеАӨшу be rob vaod wayri ry wAnbe 
gavepdy iroinge kai cuviBn obrec yeri- 
сӨдо:. Here also we have the people out- 
side (in the courts of the men and women) : 
—their prayers were offered «ile the in- 
cense was burnt, as the smoke was sym- 
bolical of the ascent of prayer, Rev. viii. 
3, 4. It appears, from the allotment 
having been just mentioned, to have been 
the morning incense burning. So Meyer. 
Theophylact and others understand the 
whole of the entry into the Holy of holies 
on the great day of Atonement, Levit. xvi. 
But this is manifest] an error: for it 
would necessitate Zacharias having been 
High-priest, which he never was; and in 
this case there would have been no casting 
of lots. U.] The altar of incense, 
Exod. xxx. 1, must not be confounded with 
the large altar of burnt-offering : that 
stood outside the holy lace, i in the court 
of the priests. It was during the sacrifice 
on the great altar that the daily burning 
of the incense took place: one of the two 
prone whose lot it was to offer incense, 
rought fire from off the altar of burnt- 

offering to the altar of incense, and then 

left the other priest there alone,—who, on 
a ві from the priest presiding at the 
sacrifice, kindled the incense: see Exod. 
XI. 5, 26. This is no vision, but an 
actual angelic appearance. The right is 
the favourable side: see Matt. xxv. 33. 
«We must understand the right as re- 
garded the officiating priest, who stood 
with his face tothe altar. It would thus be 
on the N. side of the holy place, where the 
table of shew-bread stood, whereas on the S. 
side was the golden candlestick.” Bleek. 

13.] He had then prayed for a son 
—but as appears below, long since—for he 
now had ceased to look for an answer to 
his prayer. Many Commentators (Aug., 
Thl., Euth., Grot., &c.) have thought his 
prayer was for the salvation of Israel by 
the appearance of the Messiah: but the 
former view appears more prohable. 
ILA = = RÄT, 'Iwaváv LXX, 1 Chron. 

15 favourable.’ 15. vór. т. x.) sig- 
ing the spiritual nature of his office 
influence. The priests were simi- 

larly prohibited to drink strong drink ; 
and the Nazarites even more rigidly : see 
reff. atx. = “уф (from "og, ine 
briatus est’),—‘ any strong liquor not 
made from gra жу. Ay. TÀ. із а 
contrast to, and a reason for, the not Enh. 
ing wine nor strong drink : со 
v. 18. Olsbauseg and Meyer роп 



= каг 
атокр- 
дег... 

1 2—1 9; 

16 

тд» Ocov avrov. 17 xai 

уон Swalov, Y erotpacat Kupip Ладу * Kareoxevagpivor, Gon, жаши 
Kai elev Zaxapiac трос̧, тд» ayyedoyr * Ката * 18 

* yresonat robro; 9 eyo уар иш 

pov > roopseBnxvia € Ev тас ui dae: auric. 

q~ here only. 4 Kings ii. 9, 16. 
а. 36 са кізе xviii. S 

Josh. 
™ avróc " троғЛевагтає ° Evwrtoy intr., Acts 

9 — » pa РА 1 pr 7 r1 ' xv. [9 al. 

avrov tv Pl т>ейнат: kat. P Suvape HXiov, " 
» 7 s П » 8 7 1 t? u?’ 47, but w 
capòiac *matépwv emt * réxva, kat 'атибис “tv ` ppo- s, (Mate, 
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Kat ron obe тшу view "арат ' rierte eri кору Pin an 

= Col. 1. 17. er tor а — ch. u Il. 

99 гей.) 

З vat., 14. 
0 ch. d. 7. 
ri Acts И. "m 

vet 

* wpta[Jornc, kai п youn „е d 15 
х, 88. 

ка! ато- J ii. 4. 
1 Thess. i. 6. 

he owt L. Iv. A. see Bir. 

constr., see John iii. 8h v Eph. 18 only. Kings iti. 25. 
w eh ii n" 41 {та Jra. xl 8. xii. (47 al. 2 Chron. Wel d. x Mark L 3reff. y Eph. vi. 

6. Philem. 14 кат айто тобто 33 ao a re 1002. в Gen. xv. 8. a Tit. ii 
3. Philem.Vonly. 1 Kings lv. 1 r. 7. 

IT. zpocedrevoeras (cf прос ХӨюу, Mk xiv. 35) CLV: wopevctras F(Wtst). 
gea BIN, ja L: nAeov В?. 

18. for т. ayy., avrov C'(appy). 

(comparing ver. 44) the meaning is, the 
oly Spirit should in some wonderful 

manner act on the child even before his 
birth. But (see reff.) this is not necessary, 
—nay, would it not rather be in this case 
dv roi. . . .? The ёк seems to fix 
the prior limit of the indwelling of the 
Spirit, at his birth. Meyer grounds his 
view on the meaning of Fri as distinguished 
from 72у, and takes the construction as 
embracing both particulars—he shall be 
во i», and shall become so from... бо 
likewise Bleek, and Hoffmann, Weiss. und 
Erfull. ii. 250 f. 10.) The work of 
John was one of preparation and turning 
men's hearts towards God. For full 
notes on his office, see on Matt. xi. It 
may suffice here to repeat, that it was a 
concentration of the spirit of the law, 
whose office if was to convince of sin : and 
that he eminently represented the law and 
the prophets in their work of g the 
way for Christ. 17. ] i е. 
коріоо тор Ө. abrwy, manifest in the 
flesh. De Wette denies this interpreta- 
tion, as contrary to all analogy: and yet 
himself explains the expression by saying 
that what the Messiah does, is in Scrip- 
ture ascribed to God as ite doer (similarly 
Meyer). But why? because Messiah is 
Gop WITH us. This expression is be- 
sides used (see Zech. xiv. 5) in places 
where the undoubted and sole reference 
is to the Messiah. See Bleek’s note, in 
which he decides for this view, as against 
that which refers aùroù directly to the 
Messiah as the Son of God. iv жу. к. 
Suv.] As а type, a partial fulfilment, of 
the personal coming of Elias in the latter 
days (see note on Mt. xi. 13, 14). Bleek 
remarks that it was not in the wonder- 

ins rw bef куро AK Tit-bostr. 

working agency of Elias that John was 
like him, for “ John did no miracle,”—but 
in the power of his uttered persuasion. 

brwrrp..... ] The first member only 
of the sentence corresponds with Malachi, 
and that not verbatim. The angel gives 
the exposition of the second member, 
kai карйіау dv@pwrov трд тд» xAnciov 
abrov,—for of course that must be under- 
stood in the better sense, of the good pre- 
vailing, and the bad becoming like them. 

Ari, as in reff., not unbelieving, 
but disobedient. On the verb dii», 
see note, Heb. iii. 18, and on 4хн@на, 
note, Eph. ii. 2. év is elliptic for ic 
rodvaiy....seereff. | Augustine, De 
Civ. Dei, xx. 29,—‘est sensus, ut etiam 
filii sic intelligant legem, id est, Judi, 
quemadmodum patres eam intellexerunt, 
id est Prophete, in quibus erat et i 
Moyses :' so also Kuinoel, but al 
for both articles would be expressed,— 
rey watipwy ivi rà тёкуа. 18.] 
The birth of John, involving Awman gene- 
ration, but prophetically announced, and 
supernatural, answers to the birth of 
Isaac in the O. T. But Abraham's faith 
was a strong contrast to the unbelief of 
Zacharias: see Rom. iv. 19. De Wette, 
without noticing the above remark (which 
is Olshansen’s), says, ће same doubt, 
which Abraham also entertained in a simi- 
lar case ;" so that we have here, as often 
elsewhere, in the interpretation of Scrip- 
ture (Gen. xv. 6,8; xvii. 17; xviii. 12), 
De Wette versus Paul (Rom. ав above) :— 
the fact being, that the етт 0 = = 
was not similar. 
Levites (see Num. iv. à 
came superannuated d MU n 
but it appears, by e у 

ld 
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e Mark xiv. 47 „крис о ar tiiv. avri. Eyo иш Гао А о 
ad. 8. ° таргатпк©с &vivtoy тою Ütov, xai 3 ‘AaAnoae 
Hob. із. rp дє ка! ‘ evayyeAicacBat cot ravra. 20 kai iSov Cop 

Es Der"  guwTUY kat nm Svvausvoc Aahnoat * ayot йс nie 
-K. ff yévurar ravra, at àv оюк emtarevoac тос буо рт Patte. 

2 Acts 18. pov, girtvec "Апрыбпооьтаи © йс TOV карду аютшу». bul 
a ii 3. 21 kai ў» О Хаос ° тросдокеи róv Zaxapíav, kat 3 AB! F 

18. Deat. | h че ev тф " ypovidew aurov Ev Ty va. 2 Ee M 

(aere bor à: ойк dare ХаАтса! avroic. Kai _iwtyvwoay TT 
from Ts I m. La. 7. 1 Kings Ore 

Р 

oa мун. VEVWY аўто, Kal 

sures. b Matt. xxiv. 88. ch. xvii. 97. Acts l. 
10 «шу Gen. xxii. 15. Deut. viii. 30. 
vii. 1 m Matt. i. 22 re 

р w. ѓу, һеге ошу. Bir. x1. 21. 
meis 
x. 28 al. Theod. 
Het. 11, from Ps. ci. 96. З Pet. Ш. 4 only. 

19. wrapecrwe D. 
20. axpıç nu. пс usque in diem quo D latt. 
91. for тросдокшу, ятросёеҳоргуос D. 

avrov BL 
92. rec т|дөуато, with BCD 33(Treg expr) rel: txt AB!K. 

а] latt Syr copt sth Tit. 

binical writings given by Lightfoot, that 
this was not the case with the priests. 

19.) epi = 5м, Man of God: 
see Dan. viii. 16; ix. 21, also Tobit xii. 15. 

The names of the angels, say the 
Rabbis, came up with Israel from Babylon. 
We first read of both Michael and Gabriel 
in the book of Daniel. But we are not 
therefore to suppose that they were bor- 
rowed from any heathen system, as Strauss 
and the rationalists have done; the fact 
being, that the persons and order of the 
angels were known long before, and their 
names formed matter of subsequent reve- 
lation to Daniel: see Professor Mill's Vin- 
dication of Luke i,, $ 4, and note A ; also 
Josh. v. 13—16. $ rape r. фу. т. 0.] 
one of the chief angels near the throne of 
God. They are called seven in Tobit 
(ibid.) : 5 Dr. Mill's Tract, as above. 

20.] We must not consider this 
dumbness solely as a punishment; it was 
also a sign, as Zacharias had required. It 
is impossible for us to say what the degree 
of unbelief in Zacharias was, and therefore 
we can be no judges as to his being de- 
serving of the punishment (against Strauss 
and the rationalists). к. р. Suv. AGA. ] 
This is not a repetition, but an explana- 
tion of the ground and reason, of иш кшу. 

Expt fis раз үф. тоте | койа; 

' owractay &Әракғу ty T vay’ 
" Gifuevtv 

Dachs l. 29. v. eu xii 
n constr., Acts xiii. 42. 

ch. wi. ym Acts x. 24, (Luke only, exo. Matt. xi. 3. xxiv. r^ 2 
John v. 35. Rom. ii. 58 а T Matt. xxiv. 

sch. xxiv. 28. Acts xxvi. 19. 2 Cor. 4.10813. КР (Mal Hi. 9. sir. xliii. Aiu ац. = Dun. 
there ouly. Ps. xxxiv.19. Bir. xxvii. 24 & ch. xxii. - 

cal aùròç й» *&а- 
Ld 

" кофос̧. 28 kai Eyévero. we 
ich. xil. 8. xix. 44. Ази. 22. 

from fsa. Hil. 1 
hn xx.7. o 

Pet. Ш. 12, 18, 14) 

23. 
v Mark vil. 34 reff. 

xincOncoyvra DE Orig. 
for Ist ev, ewe D. ey Te vae 

Cepecvew D-gr 

j yivvnore nah, zai ў кўс rod ёуб- 
paroc. Euthym. 4 фу is not a 
Hebraism, but good Greek: вее Passow, 
and Matthie, $ 480. ol ves not 
merely identifies, but classifies : being, 
M LO ees о tea the А 

1.] It was customary for the priest 
at the time of prayer not to remain long 
in the holy place, for fear the people who 
were without might imagine that any 
vengeance had been inflicted on him for 
some informality ;—as he was considered 
the ve of the people. The 
words @@avpafov фу are best taken toge- 
ther, wondered at, аз in ref. Sir. 
may also be taken separately, taking i» as 
‘ during ; and so Meyer: but this is not 
so probable. ла) They knew, by 
some excitement, visible in his manner. 
It was not his office to pronounce the bene- 
diction, but that of the other incensing 
priest ; so that his ‘not being able to 
speak,’ must mean, i» answer ѓо the en- 
quirtes which his unusual appearance 
prompted. This answer he gave by a 
sign: and the question was also by signs; 
for (see ver. 62) he was deaf, as well as 
dumb, which indeed is the strict meaning 
of kedós — obrs алё», оёт’ aon 
Hesych. $3. ós Neg.] The week 
during which his course was on duty. Mr. 
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Е txhnobnoay ai ра rac : Aarovpyíac avrov, атте» 2 
2 * eic TOV oikov aurov. pera дё: зо. Heb. vi. 

° у , , ГА е ` э e 3585 А Das А BEDE суу Ла[Зг» EX.:caBer n yon avrov, ка mepiixpupey Nam. rue. 
Ort ovrec poe "semoukey A. E. 2. 

ptr da о корс ev " пиёраєс ° aic ire ° ace Aer то * ovedoc 

= [ard 
pte 

о ayyeAoc TaBpind ато rob Ütov sic ru ric Tat- è dc adi de, 

Aaíac ў б>она Nacaptr, 27 rde тарб{уо>» ! neuynortv- ̂ Rer. x-7- 
с constr., Acts 

nívqv аудоі œ Ovoua Ieh, Е оїкоо Лаон" kai тд Winer, oda. 
Ovoua тїс rape Mata. 

И. 25 vat. 2 Marc. тШ. 2 
b ver. 19. 

А e Сви. xxx, 98. 
i ch. H. 5. Matt. 1. 18 only. Deut. xzii. 

23. ins rors bef ar D. 
24. for pera de, kat pera D. 
25. om o CDLN 33: ina AB rel. 

C al: txt BN rel. 
26. ev de rw tero иу: D-gr. 

D. om 3 оу. vaZ. D 255. 259. 
21. exynor. АТАХ! : pepynoperny D: txt B!C rel. 

(see ch ii. 4) CFL 1 Thaum Eus Chr Chron. 
28. 0% A'(but сотта by orig! scribe). 

2 kat etceAQuy трос d Acta iv. 20 only. Exod. 
f bere only. Isa. xxv. 8 al. g Matt. xi. 11. 
28, 15. 

rac np. rav. DE 69 copt. 
феде DA Frag sang: epider X 69: киде» 

om ro B!'DLK 1: ins AB?C rel. 
rec (for ато) vro, with ACD rel syr(appy) 

arm Eus: txt BLN Frag sang 1. 69 Syr goth Cyr-jer. for тус yad., yadtAacay 

aft otro ins kac татрас 

rec aft egi ins o ayyedoc, with 
ACD rel latt syr goth; aft avrny F(Wtst) A 69 lat-e f F, h Г q Syr arm-usc: om BLE 

Greswell, by much elaborate calculation, 
has made it probable, but only as one out 
of several alternatives, that this week was 
Tisi 18—25, = September 80— October 
6, of the sizth year before the Christian 
era (Prolegg. p. 85 sq.). А deaf and 
dumb person, we thus see, was not pre- 
cluded from-some of the sacerdotal minis- 
trations. 24, 25.] яерикрођсу — 
either, to avoid defilement : see Judges xiii. 
18, 14,—to hide her pregnancy from her 
neighbours till it was certain and apparent, 
—or, from the precaution which the first 
months of ancy require. Kuinoel 

, that the reason may have been, 
that she might devote herself more unin- 
terruptedly to exercises of devotion and 
thankfulness, and that this is expressed 
by the words following. If so, $r 
must mean ‘ because,’ as indeed is the usage 
of these first chapters,—see below on ver. 
45 ; but it seems here to be only the usual 
particle by which а speech is intro- 
duced : вее Gen. xxix. 83. And indeed Ad- 
yovga really carries the reason of her 
hiding herself—‘ seeing that she said 
8 herself). dwei8ev] 

ere is no ellipsis of Ini or Ir lui, nor is 
the meaning, ‘ hath looked upon me; but 
ёт. is to be taken with the infinitive fol - 
lowing—hath condescended to remove: 
во igopaw, Herod. i. 124: cf. ітгскіфато 
Aafiiy, Acts xv. 14. Tò ÜveBos | of 
barrennese: see ref. 26—38.] AxN- 

NOUNCEMENT BY THE SAME ANGEL ОР 

THE BIRTH oF CHRIST. 26.] T$ 
txrp—referring to the wévre in ver. 24. 

Мафарёт] In this particular the 
information of our Evangelist a to 
be fuller than that of Matthew, who 
seems not to be aware of any residence 
at Nazareth previous to the birth of 
our Lord: but see note on Matt. ii. 22. 

N.] It olxov A. refers to Joseph 
in this place, who (see Matt. i) was 
of the direct lineage of David. That 
Mary was so, is no where expressed in 
the Gospels, but seems to be implied in 
ver. 82, and has been the general beliet 
of Christians. The Son of David was to 
be the fruit of his body (Ps. cxxxii. 11); 
which He would not be, unless His virgi 
mother was of the house of David. 
notes on the genealogy in ch. iii. [Still 
we must remember the absolute oneness 
in the marriage relation, which might 
occasion that Mary herself should be 
reckoned as being in very deed that which 
her husband was. Perhaps this has been 
hardly enough taken into account. Edn. 
5, 1862. ] 28.) xeyapirep., not 
‘gratid plena, as the Vulg. for, though 
xaptréw is not found in classical writers, 
the analogy of all verbs iy -ów must role 
it to mean, the passiv ç we action im- 
plied in the radical eur of лче on the ob- 
ject of the verb—the bats {е . of grace 
or favour, upon. A. So 



К Хашфе ' 
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aurijv ит 

‚ GOU. 

es xv 

сы 
n ver 

S hore only. кере тф bew. 31 

ch. vii. ХО. 
1 John 10.1. 
2 Pet. 111. 11 33 , P 

auTov, 

Keyapirwpivn’ o 
29 J && "ет! те AV ° Sterapay On, Kat die Ao pi. 

"A" Cero % тотатос r et 0 " астасибс оўтос. 
ауу.АХос айту My $o[jov Мари. 

ка! 1800 
‚ Kat , ry viov, kat ? каис тд Yovopa avrov ‘Tnaovv. 

a Matt. vill 37, 32 obroc forar Hy kai "ёс * vjtarov * кАлӨпдета, kai — 

досе avro кёрос o bòc rox bos vor Aavetd тоо warpoc — 

ка! Ga € ёті TÖV olco ‘Tao &C TOUC gan 
° ашъас, Kat тїс Baci iac avrov obx ‘ота: тос." 

EYATT'EAION I. 

4 
™ Kuptoc 

ка! теу о 

"ev * arp, 

те 

tacts vit. . 34 бте, de Мари трос rov ayyeAov Пос ? tarat тото, 
ваа е. с 

ЛЕ. ына 
t). 2 Tim. I. 

ёта адра ov 

h. xviil, 97. pt. el. . #Ой»ашс " viiorov k 
1d 1. Н . 

w ver, 24, x Matt. i. 18 reff. y Matt. 
а = Matt. v. 9, 19. b pl 
d= реге (Matt i, 1. 25) onl Gen. (iv. 1 28.) x 
f Luke (ch. i. „4. эъ se аб v. 
к-на К sil 54. mi^ v. 7 r 

Mt. only. k Acts x. 29. 

1 copt arm-zoh. 

* үгуфак ; 9 

ele airy * Tvevpa ayiov 
EwiaKktacet соп, k Sto Kat ro ye j 

af, 71. 
pow. 1. 26. ix. 5. хі. 86 al. 
хіх. 8. Num. xxxi. 17 Р. Judg. xi. 89. 
i Acts L 8 АР) сві, ехе 

т dat, 
ош. 1. 24. Phil. 

kai азокрабаїс а о аүугЛос 

" ёте ебаетш emt сё, kai 

a Mak Y. Tee ch. A peg rid: 12 4 
John » 

. e Acts l. & 
ph. if. 7. James v. 1. 1 Klee хі. 7. 

ix.7. Acta v. 16. Ps. xc. 4. 
1 Matt. 1. 20. Ps. H. 7. 

rec aft gov adds evAoynyevy av ev yuvat¥ıv (from ver 42), with 
ACD rel latt syrr goth Eus Tert: om BL 1 syr-jer coptt arm Damasc Promiss. 

29. rec aft ņ де ins do and duerapayOn bef ext re Aoyw avrov, with A rel: » de 
tò. дит. (omg rest) Cl: for ovsa, cum audisset vulg(not fuld) Chron: txt B 
D(erapax.) LXN 1 coptt arm Damasc. (Meyer supposes the original mistake was, 
passing from де to дие [cf D], and thus arose the glosses and transpositions, and 
reinsertions of avt Tw Ху.) 
Aeyouoa F(Wtst) X 33 syr-m 
30. aurn bef o ayyetAoc D 69 

C al lat-e goth Chron Cypr Ambr. 
94. xa: ezev D lat-a. нара Ci (appy) Di lat-e. 

aft диҥлоү‹ф ето ins ey cavrg D al arm: ev газге 

at-b Jf syrr eth. (lat-a def.) 
рарга D latt Iren-lat. 

for avrn, тр, avray 

aft «crai ins рог Br. marg 
Сз F(Wtst) MX 1. 33. 69 syr coptt æth arm Thaum Cyr-jer Nyssen Chr 

35. ö A! (appy). 

ing in the only other place (see reff.) where 
it occurs in the N. T. ТЫ. explains it 
as corresponding to per xápv жара 
ry Oep, ver. 30 :—roŭro yáp lorey rd 
ce x apirdo bai, тд cb хар тарӣ rj 
Og. ӧ к. perà соб) i.e. larív : вее 
ref. 32. AevelB rou x. abr.) This 
announcement makes it certain (but see 
note above) that Mary also was of the 
house of David. No astonishment is ex- 
pressed by her at this part of the state- 
ment, and yet, from the nature of her 
question, it is clear that she did not ez- 
plain it by supposing Joseph to be the 
destined father of her child. See 2 Sam. 
vii. 13: Ps. Іхххіх. 8, 4: Іва. ix. 7: Jer. 
xxxiii. 16. 84, 35.] This question 
differs from that raised by Zacharias above. 
It is merely an enquiry after the manner 
in which so wonderful a thing should take 
place; not, how shall I know this ?—it 

aft уғууореуоу ins ex cov (prob a particularizing addi- 

takes for granted that it shall be, and only 
asks, How ? &ү.] the Hoy 
Spirit—the creative Spirit е; God, of 
whom it is said, Gen. i. 2, that He iregi- 
pero irávw тоб béaroc. But as the world 
was not created by the Holy Ghost, but 
by the Son, so also the Lord was not be- 
gotten by the Holy Ghost, but by the Fa- 
ther: and that, before the worlds. No 
more is here to be attributed to the Spirit, 
than what is necessary to cause the Virgin 
to perform the actions of a mother 
As Christ was made of the substance of 
the Virgin, so He was not made of the 
substance of the Holy Ghost, Whose es- 
sence cannot a£ all be made. And because 
the Holy Ghost did not beget Him by any 
communication of His essence, therefore He 
is not the Father of Him, though He were 
conceived by Him." (Pearson on the 
Creed, p. 166, 166.) enen] 

* 
© META ern 

, tüptc уе * хар» ж, 



JE xo: 
2 do. 

29— 39. 

vov ayiov кА\пёпатта! 

9 "evyysviüc | cov kai avri 

KATA AOYKAN. 

us vide ® бор. 386 ка! 1800 "EAtoaBer "as m Matt. xxvii. 

° avvuÀnpuia viðv £v P ype те 

445 

„лч, 4 

Ы \ 3 айтїс, Е „оўтос pay Єктос ёстіу айту ту ка ounivy Gen. mal 2, 

5 стер , 9 ore ovr ' адоуатйан тара тоу бео тау * pina. з ver. 7 тей. 
snee X Е 58 І Matt. xvii. 20 
ABCD} direv à Марар ‘Tou 1 п * SovAn ‚курїоъ” * yévourd por ову Job 

rye Чым то pnua gov. Kai avi Mey а ar abrne 0 dyyrAoc. E iv. 4 
1.33. 69. 39 '"Avacraca д? Марр ғ tv тас прёоаєс ravraic ғору» 

t ver. 48. Acts ii. 18 (from Joel ii. 29) only. 
XIII. J). Gal. vi. 14. Gen. xliv. 17. 

ow see Matt і. 16; Gal iv. 4: го Meyer) Ci 1. 38 vulg-ed(with gat 
о arm Protev-5-mas Iren-lat 

(тоя 8). 
xviii. 16 al, 

а Mark ix. 91. Jahn v.14 Acts vil. 40 (from Exod. 
v = Mark vii. 24 reff. 

рег) lat-a e e 
Orig-lat Юа Thaum Ather Epiph Ephr Chr 

drt Damasc Euthym Cypr Hil Gaud Jer: om "ABCIDN rel am lat- Fa g4 1 зуг 
syr-jer copt goth arm-mss Protev-6-mss Orig-lat Dion-alex Petr-alex Eus ee n 

36. съууғуьс AC7DEGHLAZX 69 syr-marg-gr. Gvv&lÀnótv BLE latt copt : 
ovvednguia ACD rel вутг. тес упра, with S(e sil): txt ABCDZ rel. ins e 
bef un» A. 

9T. rec re Өгө, with AC rel, 07 1 155 BDLER. 
1р, 88. кас urey D lat-a. papia 

39. for avacr. de, rat ауастаса АК. 

The figure is perhaps from a bird (as Gro- 
tius: see ref. Ps.), or from a cloud : see 
the other reff. &yvov] Some take 
this for the predicate of тд yevv., shall be 
called holy, the Son of God.’ But it is 
more simple to take it as E. V., that holy 

, &c., making тд yevv. &y. the sub- 
ject, and vl. @. the predicate. On the latter 
expression, see note on Matt. iv. 3. 
36. суүүсуүв) On the ovyyer(s in the var. 
readd., we may remark, that these fem. 
terminations of common adjectives belong 
to later Greek. evyytvic, loxárec Bap- 
Варо», Pollux iii. 50. It is found in Plu- 
tarch, Quest. Rom. (vi. 314), &c. See 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 4527. Cf. 
ноҳаћ№мс, Matt. xii. 39 reff. What 
relation, no where appears in Scripture: 
and traditions are not worth recounting. 
But we must take the word in the nar- 
rower sense, not in the wider reference of 
Rom. ix. 3. Elizabeth was of the tribe 
of Levi: but this need not hinder con- 
nexion by marriage with other tribes. 
Aaron himself married into Judah, Exod. 
vi. 23. We find in Judges xvii. 7 a young 
man of the family of Judah who was a 
Levite. Philo de Monarch. ii. 11 (vol. ii. 
p. 229), says, por. r ply dpxceped 
practar ui) póvov yuvatsa парбіѓуоу, 
алй ral Co ig lep $59 ixerparn 
ai roig GAdow xal "m iepiwy yaptiv Ov- 
атфрас. 87.] The future, in He- 

w, expresses that which does not be- 
long to any і fixed time, but shall ever be 
во. ] See reff., and above on 
ver. 4. is place, and its original, Gen. 
xviii. 14, which are sometimes quoted to 
shew that gina may mean simply “a 

x. r. 0. bef тау p. D sth. 
for ax XOcv, атести recessit D. 

thing," are in fact most decisive against 
any such supposition. For the declaration 
amounts to this, “ Hath the Lord spoken 
and can He not do it ?" 98.) Her 
own faithful and humble assent is here 
given to the divine announcement which 
had been made to her. I believe that her 
conception of the Lord is to be dated from 
the utterance of these words. So Euthym.: 
ат’ афтӯс—ўдр avddaBotong ана rg 
Aóyq abrov. Similarly Iren., Tert., Ath., 
Maldonat., Grot. Lightfont, holding а 
different opinion, says, Agnosco quidem, 
communiter obtinuisse, quod Virgo in urbe 
Nazareta conceperit, idgue eodem instante 
quo Angelus eam alloquebatur. She was 
no unconscious vessel of the divine will, 
but (see ver. 45) in humility and faith, a 
fellow-worker with the purpose of the 
Father; and therefore her oton unity with 
that ose was required, and is here 
recorded. 89 —56.] VISITATION OF 
ELIZABETH BY MARY. 39.) The 
situation of Elizabeth was not before this 
known to Mary; and on the intelligence 
of it from the angel, she arose and went 
to tulate her kinswoman. But 
before this the events related in Matt. i. 
18—25 had happened. Mary being 
betrothed to Joseph, had no communi- 
cations with him, except through the pro- 
subo ; who, on the first indications of her 
pregnancy, represented it to him. This 
would not take longer time than the ex- 
pression dv rais hp. таф. might include 
poasibly three or four weeks. Then hap- 

ned Matt. i. 19, 20 and immediately 
70 ® betrothed oseph took her hon 
virgin she could nog © у; ‘wok Dow Se 
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w ver. 65 
Gen. ziv.) 
Josh. xi. 31. 

Elieägfer. “ 

1 Pet. ii. 2 1. 
Bir. xix. II. 43 к 

ae Lo 
‘ KotXiag cou. 

К L TOU 

amit xxv. 6. ЕР * ayaA Auct тд 
Acts x xili. 9. 
Epb. iv. 81. Heb.v.7. Rev. xiv. 18. xxi. 4 only. IE 
= Acts il. 30. Geo. xxx. 2. ho 
=æ Ch. i41. 9. Jer. i. 4. 

1. 69 latt arm Orig Cypr Am 

with ACD rel syrr 
43. for pe, eue B. 
44. i 80480 ia ғу ауаХмаси (то Bp. next the verb as in ver 

ТЫ: om ғу ay. 83: txt BCIDLE 1. 69 
lbs of fg, arm Orig, lat, 
mediately, and perhaps for the very reason 
of the circumstances under which Joseph 
had taken her home, prid visits Elizabeth, 
—remaining with her about three mon 
ver. 56. So that we have, five months, 
during which Elizabeth bid herself, 4- 
the sixth month, d which takes place 
the Annunciation, the discovery of Mary’s 
pregnancy, her home by Joseph, + 
three months visit of = nine months, 
nearly her full time: see ver. 57. 
qró)iv loss. may possibly mean “ the city 
of Juttah,” which (Josh. xxi. 16) was 
given, together with Hebron (in the hill 
сау of Judæa : ib. ver. 11), and other 
neighbouring cities, to the children of 
Aaron the priest. But it may also 
mean ‘a city of Judah ;’ and this is per- 
haps more likely, as no place of residence 
is mentioned for Zacharias in ver. 23,— 
and one would hardly be introduced so 
abruptly here. Ses for Lobda thus used, 
Matt. ii. 6: Josh. xxi. 11. It is not 
Jerusalem; for that would hardly have 
been described as in the hill country ; and 
from vv. 23, 65, the Evangelist clearly in- 
dicates some other than Jerusalem 
as the residence of the parents of John, 

4L] The salutation uttered by 
Elizabeth is clearly implied to have been 
an inspiration of the Holy int. No 
intimation had been made to of the 
situation of Mary. The movement of the 
babe in her womb (possibly for the first 
time: vel тиле primum, vel saltem vehe- 

ETATTEAION 

pirno TOU kvpiov pov трос ре; 
do gov нс та. wra pov, 
ео ty тр koadig pov. 

Matt. xiii. 97 Dr * Маш Ed 
1%» Heb. xli. 10. Sir. xliii. 

41. rec n Me. bef r. аст. тпс pap., with АС rel syrr copt goth sth: txt BC'DLX 
Ambr. tor. ey T. коЛ. rnc ed. то Вр. аотас D. 

42. for ave., ау Волоғу СЕХ 38. 69 ТЫ. 
Оті, : txt ВЕК Orig,. 

only. ste туу " üpuviv “Herd * скоодӯс tic тоу Iova, 40 ка! 
x Mark vL 0 sicnAQev siç vOv oixoy Zaxapiov ка Потасаго тт» 

Kai бубуего ex коосу тд» d acwacjuóv ! Кы 

тпс Mapíac i " EAucáfer, * texipruaty rà * Воёфос € ev тр 
г РНЫ 

2 kat Are, Kpavyy ue Ay kai бітеу EN - E 
Pp gr pévn ov kx т каї Rahe 0 0 * kapwoc rac 

‘va Aby 9 

* 1800 yap ec ' tyévero 
" toxipracey 

kat 

u^ n тойто 

45 

e Jadg. v. 96. 

m vy. , 41. 

f Davr. 

rec (for spavyn) eev5 (more usual), 

41) AC? rel late 
(F, e sil) vulg 

snentius, pro more, lightf) was 
pert of the effect ofthe seme spiritual in- 
uence. The ksows mysterious effects of 

sympathy in such cases, at least lead us 
to believe that there may be correspond- 
ing effects where the causes are of a kind 

euch] Not — of Mary T. ot ‘the s 9, 
(the Annunciation)' but Mary's saluta- 

мес ү ту Take usage. 42, рей to °в 
has а double meaning: that of eria 
Jrom above—blesed among women, i.e. 
beyond other women ; and 
below —i. e. called blessed by The 
former is the best ren here: and 

Hi 343 1 
r 

The last is maintained by Bengel and De 
Wette, and supported by Acts 5 25. 
But I own it seems to me vi 
here; the sense and the Td 
suffer ; and the usage of these first chap- 
ters is to render a reason by bri: seo vv. 87, 
48, 49, 68. De Wette and Bleek urge 

I. 

xxvi. 4. 
(тоа я uv, 8 redi. 

M кей. 

pa 

мон 
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40—58. 

ракаріа л firi m Ort torar 
pévotc айт P тара kupiou. T 

ve ui pov "п те "bep TU ' сштӣрі pov, 
" rareiywo.v тис * SovAnc avrov. 

paxapioveiy nt У хаса ai yea LN aaa 
" peyadcia 0 Sur arc ка! ‘ayiov Paa, ai & 

Aer eri тти ̀ 
yap ажо rob yw» * 
496 on * srOinaey pot 
тд roh аўтоу, di 
уғу:ас то * $ofjovnivorc аутбу. 
ev ,' Beaxion avrov, ^ Sueoxdpmoey \Uxepnpavouc * 
voig ! кардїас abr. 52 m 

@ 

ушу kal ° vibwoty РЧ ramtvobc, 
1 Tis. ы 18: el Krxes i. 11. 
Р. xz) w Acts vili. 33 (from 

mdr nk n 2 Ови.ххк.]8. 

b aot af Cod; bere on! see Rom. 
‚ Pa. a1 viii. iban 

zu ̀17 oaly. 
2 Tim. lii. . А 
(Matt. zzii 87 тей.) 11 Chron. ххія. 18. 

Acta viii. 97. i Tim. v1.36 oniy. Prov. XII. 4, 

Jobn vi. 28. 

al. SIR. х. 1 п 
29. Bir.xv. p Ezek. xxl. 26. 
Т ail. J 26.) ach. vi. 36. 

45. om cat C'(appy 

КАТА AOYKAN. 

™ ca Svvásrac ато 0po- 
53r 

see Ps v ch. ix. 
from len. ui. DM In m. л. dees |. 10 {сер 

. it. 21. s Matt. vil. 15. 
dmm nban. oo xvii 19. Poa. uu 19 only. 
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reh, тос AehaAn- oH in 
ка! elev Mapidp 1 Meya- E» xxii. 80, 

odi. ; Л 47 Mat. xxiii. 5 

erona, AUVEL л yx pov TOV корю», ка f е тд xx 

4 Em- 36. Rh. 
b a хах. 
ov r act. Rev. ай. 

Тал, IAI. 19. Kat то "ес айтой E yeved cal . ver . Han. 
51 f 83. 

t rolnotv 1 кратос 2 Cor. vii. 18 

dia- 1 
7 iL 10. iil. 

T on P evéiwAnoev oniy. Pe. 
88. James it. 8 only. 

P». cxxxuv. 
Mark v. wa 
Sir. xvii. 8 

d Ps. cil. 17. r. вате ов! 
John zii P =“ 
4. ixxxzviil. 10 

84) only. Ps. cxviii. 31. 1 00. l. fl. 
m Маг xv. 86, 46. Acts xix. 27. ро. р 

quet 29 тей. т Psa. evi. 9. (JEn. 
xiv.17. Rom. xv. 34 only. 

ташка 

47. for ex, «v D. D deo latt Iren : super deo lat-e.) 
43. aft BN ins къргос D. 

49. peyada BD'L latt: ргуама CD'E!'KU'T'Z Guelph Ver Turin: реуална 
A rel. ins o Geog bef o duvarog D. 

50. rec tig yeveac yevewv (corrn 
er), with ACID 

Guelph Bodl Ver Turin Sang 1. 69 lat F ff. 

genies 
61. ё:ауоаѕ ЕЕН Guelph Ver. 

against it, that we should thus look for 
соќ and not abr. But surely the preced- 
ing  storeboaca, rendering the sentence 
axiomatic, would prepare the way for the 
demonstrative pronoun of the third person, 
on either view of óri. I much prefer the 
former 5 agreeable likewise to 
the analogy ipture, where faith, in 
the recipient of the divine purposes, is so 
often ted as a co-ordinate cause 
of the fulfilment of those purposes. Lightf. 
well suggests, that there may have 

t to the mind of Elizabeth the un- 
elief of her husband, as contrasted with 

Mary's faith. 46—55.] Compare 
throughout the song of H 1 Sam. ii. 
1—10. As connected with the defence 
of the hymns contained in these two chap- 
ters, we may observe, taking the very lowest 
ground, that there is nothing improbable, 
as matter of fact, in holy persons, full of the 
thoughts which permeate the O. T. prophe- 
cies, breaking out into such songs of 
аз these, which are grounded on and 

arising from 
rel lat-a b c syr goth(eth) Chron: 

the formula in ssecula seculorum ;" 
tig yeveay к. yeveay FM 

J, 19 Isid ТЫ Euthym: azo ytvtac uç 
ytveay A(in the Magnif ined at the end 27 

arm: txt BCI LKN am (with em forj fuld ing mt Ptol vat) Syr copt Aug. 
the Psalma) 2-pe sah: a progenie in pro- 

. om каа Ver. 

expressed in the words of Scripture (see 
Dr. Mill, Historical character of Luke i. 
vindicated, p. 40 ff.). The Christian be- 
liever however will take a higher view than 
this, and attribute to the mother of our 
Lord, that same inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit which filled Elizabeth (ver. 41) and 
Zacharias (ver. 67). vun svepa] 
the whole inner being: see on 1 Thess. 
v. 23. сетђр | not merely De- 
liverer from degradation, as а daughter 
David — but, in a higher sense, 
author of that salvation which God's 
people expected. 48.) Bleek remarks, 
that the ir Hat iwi тду vióv pov of 
Luke ix. 38, is éAigody pov róv vióy in 
Matt. xvii. 15. толге{у. ] low condi- 
tion, not Awmili£y ; the noun is an objec- 
tive one. 51—55.) These aorists 
express, not the habit of the , but the 
: uences involved f ine in 

that which the Lord ha е 
5L] The dative езу 8000 greg =. 
presses the realm in wh; QUII OS 

NC 
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ta ia d ya xai "wAovrovvrac “ ' ажотыде» cerobc. Аз 2 
Ex Ad xe avrehapero ПоратА тадос аўтой, urn M E 
n. EN х eXéouc, % kac Ad трос robe татёрас пие», Үш 
Cony. Le Т А ‘ABoaap ка! те страт avrov eic тд» atwva. 

: Ba 10.11 56 уку Se Марр оўу айту wç uh трыс, Kai 
- Ach ax во. d Urtorpeipey eic тд» оїкоу avra. 7 Ту à , Euoáfler 
nly. Isa rA о Xpóvoc тоу " TEKEL айту, Kai % iyévvnaev 

“Aner, 5 y viðv. 59 kat Tkovgav oi ` търіоког Kat ot “© ovyyeveic 
r avri ore * eueyaAuvev корс TÒ AO avrov uer auric, 

ch. н. 20 reff. 

ch. H ̀6, 21, 
22. see Gen. 
хх. 

а Matt. i. 21 

j rovi kapor aury. 59 Kat Eytvero € e тр прёра Ty 
6d n repireutĩv тб тадіо», ка! exadouw avro 

b emi TU óvópari, TOU татодс avrov Zaxapíav. 
1 

60 Kat 
тей. 

b zin 20. n ' drorpibeioa ї n итп abroð eier Ouxi, алла к\пбпогта‹ 
Саі. iv. 94. 

о here oniy. o. ‘Twa ае: 
E 

Dew.17. THC 
-K «і», ver. 621? evévevov à TV татр; avrov 

4 Mark vi.4 63 
e Matt. xxi. avró. kai ° atrhaag b, = Gen xix. %% 

jli. 2. Gen. XIII. 
vil. 8 (from Gen, A. 1), 14 oaly. ' Exod. xii 
ser Mark ix. 28. n = Acta xvi. *1 Cor. 1. 29. Jadg. Y 
Symm 

f ch. xv.6,9. 1 Cor. xii. 26. xlil. 6. gers il. Wise. g on xxi. беу: 
h Rom. v. 14. am unt: Neh, vii. = Matt. xi. 95 

61 ка{ elroy „трос aurny оті ovàtic € teres єк 

* ovyyevelac gov de кайата‹ гр ovópart тоўт‹р. 

aro ri av OcAot каАыаба‹ 

rv acid io Eypapev Р Хушу 
Matt. 
Acts 

re oniy. oo vi. 18. T 3 m fed. 
here ouly t. Esek K. 3 

р (cb. Hl. 4 v. r.) 2 Kings xi. 16. 4 Kings x. I. e. 

55. tuc awvoc A(at end of Psalter) CFMS ee h Bodl Ver Turin Sang 1. 69 goth 
Thaum : in saecula lat-d c. at end ins арлу 

56. ос BL 1: om D 69 lat-a b e ff, g, 2 g copt-wilk sah Orig-lat Ambr. 
58. om 2nd o: D. 
59. om ғ» DL 33 lat-e. 

33. 69 vulg 18-5 c arm Chron. 

om aurnc 
rec т оуд. np., with A rel lat-a(appy) : txt BCDLE 

940a» D!. 
60. aft cAnOqcerac ins то ovopa avrov C!D copt-wilk. 
61. нта» DLAZN 1 Chron. 

txt ABC'LAAZ 33 copt eth Chron. 
62. o reo av 0cho: qui vult D, quem vellet latt.—for ro, о K. 

AC rel latt Chron: txt BDFG 33. 69. 

isshewn. Bleek quotes from Symmachus, 
Ps. 1хху.6,бхтерйфазо: тӯ capòig: but it is 
т» карѓќау: the LXX however in the 
same place has áobverov rj карба. Ver. 
96 is not rendered in the E. V. according 
to the construction; from Ps. xcvii. 3 it 
will be seen that a {Мо T$ 
"АВ. are to be joined together, and here. 
fore cab, nur will be paren- 
thetical. See Micah vii. 20. 67—79. } 
BIRTH a NAMING OF JOHN THE 
Baptist. $9.] ixáñovv—they ` were call- 
ing—wished to call: see Matt. iii. 14 for 
this use of the imperfect. The names of 
children were given at circumcision, 
because, at the institution of that rite, 
the names of Abram and Sarai were 
changed to Abraham and Sarah,—Gen. 
xvii. 5, 15. 60.) There is no reason 

rec ev ту avyytytia, with С?Т) rel latt goth arm: 
ro ovopa rovro hoc nomen D. 

rec avro», with 

for supposing, with Theophyl., Euthym., 
Meyer, that Elizabeth had had the name 
supernaturaly intimated to her. She 
must necessarily have learnt it, in the 
course of communication by writing, from 
her husband. 03.) The natural in- 
ference (see on ver. 22) from this verse is, 
that Zacharias was deaf as well as dumb; 
nor do I think Kuinoel, De Wette, Meyer, 
Olshausen, Bengel, Bleek, aud Dr. Words- 
worth have succeeded in invalidating this 
inference. There could have been no 
reason for beckoning, had Zacharias been 
able to hear articulate words.  Bengel's 
reason, adopted by Dr. W., *' commodius 
est muto innuentes videre quam loquentes 
audire," is surely too far-fetched. 
63.] wwaxlS. (= mivárov, 5 
Vesp. 167.) A tablet smeared with war, 



54—68. 

"Imávvnc tori [то] 9 Оуора аутоў. 
64 4 

КАТА AOYKAN. 

ave yn à то атбиа avrov 
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xat :Вабрава» wavrec. „r 

rapa xh ка! ù r ch. iv. зо als, 

vag Sang Ad avrov, cal Хала " evAoywr rov he 85 ка! керо, 
Eene- 'eyévero "ew тутас Bec robe " таргопкойутас abrobe, ‚! Eee 

cO Tas 
= 

kat ev GA тр " üptivg тїс ‘Tov8aiag * Sihadeiro wavra EDD 

та рпрата ravra, 96 

rp capdig auTwv Ayovrec Ti 

ста: ; kat 

xxiv. 21 reff. Psa. lux: 

тым. 
€ = Acts xv. 8. Job l. 8 

vi. 14.) 

63. mivacida СҶа 
Orig,: txt ABD rel 

yao ҳар. Kupiov Jv ner ab rod. 

Zaxagiag о o rarnp avrov єтАпобп туєіратос ayiov ка! 

em pog fjrevaev Мушу 68 b Еооуттдс к©ргос o 

— * TE ‘Iapand, ore à eweoxiaro Kai ° &roigatv 2 TU p voli м. 

om Aye» D lat-e. 
om to bef ovoua BL Orig, : ins AB'CD rel. 

‚96. 
ка! ? 20evro wavrec oi axovoavrec HT "erii su 

u Acts dv. 88. apa ro таїо> TOUTO „ Y hero only f. 

67 kai E ver. 

r. 89 oaly. 
en. im M. 
& ch. vi. 1 
. ES с Өєос̧ тоу fered 

114. 
Acts v. 4. xix. 21. k 17 2 Kings 13. Air. H. 1.19. я John xxi. кш. 
xiii. II. гшде хант. 17. b Mark xiv. 6) reff. "Pak: xl. n ixi. cv, 48. 

e Matt. xv. 81. Isa. xxix. 28. d ver. 78. ch. vil. 16. Heb. Н. 6, from Ps. РШ. 5. Exod. T. 31. 
foh. H. 38. Нер. іх. 12 only. Ps. ox. 9. cxxiz. 7. (-rpovv, ch. 

«cra, CU 1 syr- 

aft avrov add xa. er. vôn n yAwooa avrov, omg жараур. к. т} y^. 
avr. in next ver, D lat-a 5 

64. om 2nd avrov C! al - 
65. for rat eyev., eyev. de A 

lat-d c. for avrovc, avrov D goth. 
66. acovovric C D- gr copt-ms goth arm: txt AB rel. 

for avrwy, eavrwy В (Mai 
уар (as superfluous or perhaps from хир following), with АС? or? rel ayrr 
ins BCIDLN latt syr-marg copt goth sth. 

lat-e arm: txt ABC rel vas. 

хир 1 al. 

for ex. x. pof., фо. ne g єт. таут. D 2-pe 

тас карас DLR 
s errata). rec om 

Chron: 
om уу D 59 lat-/ g th: ins bef 

67. for expognrevoey, «xtv (omg Мушу) D. [empog., во AB'CL 1. 38.] 

on which they wrote with а style. On 
Myer, з Hebraism, as applied to 
see reff. and Jos. Antt. xi. 4. 7,—Aaptiog 
arene T ped - » s. rade М№ушу. 

афр. cwávres] This also con- 
firms the view that Zacharias was deaf. 
There would be nothing wonderful in 
his acceding to his wife's suggestion, if he 
had known it: the coincidence, apparently 
without this knowledge, was the matter of 
wonder. 04.] For now first had the 
angel’s words, каМоас тд бу. abr. 
"Iwavyny, ver. 18, received their fulfil- 
ment. 65.] For the construction 
Tepiow. ab rote, see Herod. v. 78; Xen. 
Anab. v. 6. 16. ната, words; not 
* thé see above on vv. 4, 37. All this 
fle Boone matter of AA throughout 
&с. 66.] Myovres carries a slightly 
logical force with it; almost 
they said.’ Apa refers back to the cir- 
cumstances which have happened—What 
then shall, &c.: see ch. viii. 25: Acts xii. 
18. кої yàp хбр ja 
remark inserted by the Evangelist himself, 
not a шш saying of the speakers in the 

OL. I. 

verse before, as Kuinoel and others main- 
tain. The убр refers back to the question 
just asked, q. d., “Апа u^ ight well 
enquire thus, for’ &c. .] This 
Hymn of thanksgiving жон to have 
been uttered at the time of the circum- 
cision of the child (in which case the 
matters related in vv. 65, 66 are paren- 
thetical and anticipatory)—and, as the 

ificat, under the immediate influence 
of inspiration of the Holy Ghost. It is 
entirely Hebrew in its cast and idioms, and 
might be rendered in that language almost 
word for word. It serves, besides its own 
immediate interest to every Christian, to 
shew to us the exact religious view under 
which John was educated by his father. 
“It may be well for the student to read 
the beginning of this and the following 
chapter in Hebrew, in which they have 
been published in translations of the N. T. 
and in the book of Co c 5 ren- 
dered into that la » Wo 
68. After ётескіфа e. (for, Ber 
sense of which see үү 9 X ve 
stood, as an object, 4. NS ̂ 

ad ou * wa 
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= ch. iH. 8. 69 каї 
5 Acts xiii. 29. 

Хаф avrov, 

те 

ххіх. 21. 8 TOV a lv e, бтбиатор та» ау 
c . nuac, 

К Acts lv. 95 

©“ aryeipev А 

35 oik * Naved " waiddc e, 
17. B 

ETATTEAION I. 

70 кобше eAaAnoey 

1 roa. xvil. 

TA 1-16, 216. 1н. OV 1ш jpooey rde "АВрааџ roy татёра про», 74 * voy 
Sema “Sovvar ш» "афВыс EK Херос ex Spay t guoÜtvrac 

pex * Aarptbety airy 75 % “Y ogiornrt wat “ дікаюсоуу 
фот, өй, *svwmioy aurov талас тас пи рас nud. 16 cai ov 

ә 

. En > 66, rio, тоофптпс " viblierov kAnÜnay * трооторебер 
10. Pea. cv. 10 o ch. х. 87. Acts xiv. 27. xv. 4. Geo. xxiv. 19. Tobit xil 6. p Exon. H. 94. 
Psa. ст. 45. q Охи, zzvi. 8. r Matt. ыз аыр Jer. Xl. B. a) Cot. кті. 10. PhiL 
1.14. Eng. Prov. . Wind xri domly, (Bor, Prov il 94) t Rom. vil. 26. 2 Cor. 
1.10. Ps.zxx.1 к. M v. 81 from Deot. ‹ E Acts vil 7,43 al Exod m. 19 al. 

v Wied. ix. * Eph. iv. .24 onig. Bes y Matt. x. 18 Nn 
в = vv, 8$, 86. ch. vi. 86. 4 Acts vii. 40 (from Exod. xxxi 1) ouly. “Hest xx & 

69. rec ins rw bef ow, with AR rel Chron: om BCDLM Guelph Sang 1. 33. 69 Eus 
rec ins rov bef watdoc, with ACR rel Eus: om BDLR. 

70. om тшу D. rec ins re» bef ar awyoc, with ACDR rel: om BLAN 
Frag-sang 83.69 Orig Eus.—Tpo$. avr. теу aw ашуос D, simly lat-a 5 c &c Iren. 

avrov bef xpognrwy N Eus. 
71. for «£, ак xe&poc and om ге x. following D. 19. om ras D. 

74. rec ins rev bef :x0pwv, with ACR rel Chron; raren ru» К: om BDL t. 33. 
69 Ori rec aft ғ 

E (Gf) HMSTA Bodl та OE 
rel latt syrr copt goth othe Iren-lat 

rig. рыу ins ие», with ACDR rel latt Orig Chron: om BL 
Frag-sang 1. (88 7) 69 lat-e Iren. (The words have been conformed to ver 71.) 
2 75 хадас тас nue BL дил. lat-b c &c. 

Chron : om A(here and at end of Psalter) BCDR 
-lat Jer. 

rec bef роу ins тус Cenc, with 

16. rec om de, with A rel latt syrr goth sth arm Iren- lat Orig Chr Chron: ins A(at 
end of Psalter) BCDLE 38 copt. 

tained in the following dative. 69.] 
xdpas—a metaphor from horned beasts, 
who are weak and defenceless without, 
but formidable with their horns: see reff. : 
and cf. Hor. Od. iii. 21. 18, ‘addis cornua 
pauperi. There does not seem to be any 
allusion (Selden, &c.) to the Borns of the 
altar—the mere notion of a refuge is 
never connected with the Messiah’s King- 
dom. 70.] Meyer cites тодс dx’ 
alavog pnropac, Longin. 34. 73. 
rote for a similar use of the 
infinitive, see ver. 54. We may take it 
here either as of the purpose, “to per- 
Form. . . , which is recommended b 
the бркоу by K. r. A., below,—or with 
Euthym., Bleek, al, as epexegetic, and 
equivalent to i т келее or in English 
to a partici ‘performing,’ &c. 

5] i siii үч . for бркорь, 
Paes . xxii. 16—18. Calvin, 

al., suppose se б pean Коп to be катд 
roy бркоу dy . . . .; Grotius makes the 
words dependent on Mah goes above, as 
also the infin. moroa: : Bleek thinks that 

for яро mpoçwrov, tvesrioy В Orig,. 

the accusative is directly governed by 
руподђуа!, as well as the preceding geni- 
tive. “The Holy Spirit, speaking 
Zacharias, seems to refer here to the 
providential dispensation signified in the 
names of the Baptist and his parents. The 
Baptist, by his name Joks, spake of the 
{мос or grace of God: Zacharias (from 
“ур recordatus feit, and ту Jah, ЈеАосаћ) 
signifies Oed¢ iuvfgcOn, and Elisabeth (from 
M El, Deus, and Узе, sheba, juravit) is 
connected with the dpxoc 0«ov." Wordsw. 
This seems probable in the case before us: 
but the student must be reminded that 
it is ground to be very cautiously trodden, 
and where a morbid or pedantic fancy 
wil be constantly going astray. 
74 76.] The attempts to remove the 
Jewish worship by Antiochus Epiphanes 
and by the Romans, had been most 
calamitous to the people. This 
dy dan. к. 8.каюс. sufficiently refutes 
the idea of some, that the whole subject of 
this song is the temporal theocratic great- 
ness of the Messiah. 76.] It is not 

o кёрас cwrnolac йш» Ew R. 

1 Sea Авг 
"oT aiwvoç трофптш» aurov, Mast 

cwrnpiav. & &xÜpov тиш» Kat ёк " хчрдс dvr ro f 
72 ° тоса! ec pera rh taripay 

uav | Kal ° pynoOnvat Р dia he ne ayiag avrov, 79 3 8 iie 



x ro» 777 
доза; 1» 

69—80. 

пио, év oic 

79 Erd тос EV 

KATA AOYKAN. 

k скоты Kal 
L - ш а a ? е oo з 

nuévoic, rov "kartuÜvvat тойс подас пио» ыс 
ei. 80 To de тафїо» ° поЁауғу ка! Р ékparatovro 
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yàp трд просото» къріоо ° ётоцшӣсає ° ододс avrov, v. 1 

rov Sovvat yrwow owrnpiag тр Ааф avrov 
e -æ — "X; - C= . IV. 

афісы арартіо» avrav 178 dia * охАауууа ёАёоус beou , Er ® 
f» , e 7 g? 2 be 
єпескёфато прас SavaroAn t& dy ouc 

kl Kk 0 Д k 0 Deut. xv. 
скід ` Üavarov ` kaĝ- «c.i. 120, 

е, xL 3). Rev. 

1 Сог. iv. 4. 

Mark 1. 4. 

xr 

ТИГ Fior xii. 10. 
ver. . одо» Lc: Arth. s. 

iii. 9. 

жуєураті, kai Hv év raic ёрӯрос Ewe nutgac ауадыбкшс "e; A a 
18)1v.8 

1. 33-69. aurou прос тоу ID. 
only. Ps. zvil. 16. 1 ле Acts xxvii, 90 (Tit. il. 11. iil. 4) only L. P. Deat. XIII. 9. 

k Matt. iv. 16, from Isa. ix. 9. 1 iv. 89 гей. m 1 Thess. ili. 11. 2 Tbess. iil. 5 
only. Ps. xxxix. 9 п Roa. Ш. 17, from Isa. lix. 8 only. see Matt. xxi. 89. Acts xvi. 17. 

o Matt. xiij. 39. 40. 1Cor.ziL1& Ера. Ш 18 oni. Ps. xxx. 34. q here i ch. H. 
only f. Bir. xliil, 6 only. (e ch. x. 1. 2 Maco. Ix. 38. x. 21) 

TT. for avrwy, nuwy A(here and at end of Psalter) CMUR(Treg expr) Guelph Bodl 
Turin 1 sah: txt BD rel vulg syrr copt-ms goth Iren-lat. 

78. err B goth arm-zoh, exeoktijatrat L: oieitabit copt: inviset Syr. 
19. aft extgavac ins gue D. 

necessary to in kv of the Mes- 
siah : it may be said of whose people 
ver. 77) Israel was. But the believing 

i а мша ас шсш ыш 
to apply it, especially in connexion with 
Matt. i. 21. Т7.) iv à len, in remis- 
sion, the element in which the former 
blessing was to be conferred. The re- 
mission of sin is the first opening for the 
y»ecu swrnpiac: see ch. iii. 7. 
78. åvaroàń] is (see reff.) the LXX ren- 
dering for rrog, a branch or sprout—and 
thus, ‘that which springs up or rises,’ as 
Light :—which, from the clauses following, 
seems to be the meaning here. 
ФЕ typ. may be taken with dvar., as in 
E. V.:—or perhaps with the verb ётьфа- 
val. But. however taken, the expres- 
sion is not quite easy to understand. The 
word had come apparently to be а name 
for the Messiah : thus in ref. Zech., ido9 
d vp, usibus opa abr: and then 

isi m the meaning of the 
word itself, became mixed with thet which 
was said of Him. The day-spring does 
not come i£ бфоос, but from beneath th 
horizon; but the Messiah does. Again 
the izi$dva: x. r. A. of the next verse be- 
longs to the day-spring, and only figura- 
tively to the Messiah. See Bleek's long 
note. 79.] See reff. Care must be 
taken on the one hand not to d. the 
expressions of this song of praise into mere 
anticipations of temporal prosperity, nor, 
on the other, to find in it (except in so far 
8s they are involved in the inner and 
deeper sense of the words, unknown save 
to the Spirit who prompted them) the 
minute doctrinal distinctions of the writ- 

ве 2 

80. nvtavero Di. 

ings of St. Paul. It is the expression of 
the aspirations and hopes of a pious Jew, 
waiting for the salvation of the Lord, find- 
ing that salvation brought near, and utter- 
ing his thankfulness in Old Testament 
language, with which he was familiar, and 
at the same time under оре influence 
of the Holy Spirit. t such a song 
should be inconsistent with tic 
truth, is $mpossióle : that it should unfold 
it minutely, is in the highest im- 
probable. 80.] A very similar con- 
clusion to those in ch. ii. 40, 52, and 
denoting probably the termination of that 
record or document of the birth of the 
Baptist, which the тенте has hitherto 
been translating, or perhaps transcribing 
already translated. That this first 
chapter is such a te document, ap- 
pears from its very distinct style. Whe- 
ther it had been preserved in the holy 
family, or how otherwise obtained by Luke, 
no trace now a . It has a certain 
relation to, and at the same time is dis- 
tinguished from, the narration of the next 
chapter. The Old Testament spirit is 
stronger here, and the very phraseology 
more in unison with Hebrew usage. 
vais ёр.) The dpecvn of Juda was very 
near this wilderness, and from the cha- 
racter of John's official life afterwards, it 
is probable that in youth he would be 
given to solitude and abstemiousness. 16 
cannot be supposed that the Tasenes, 
dwelling in those bad any, or only 
the most general kind of influence over 
him, as their views were wholly era 
from his. Ass.] open 

ach- 



w Matt. xaiv. 14 reff. Ps. ix. & 

Cuar. II. 1. om às AX. 

CHAP. II. 1—20.] Вгвтн or Снвтвт. 
ITs ANNOUNCEMENT, AND CELEBRATION 
BY THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN. 1, ie e 
We go back again now to the birth о 
John, or shortly after it. In an- 
notating on these verses, I will first state 
the difficulty in which they appear to be 
involved,—then the remarkable way in 
which a solution has recently been found. 

The assertion in these verses is 
this—that a decree went forth, &c., and 
that this enrolment first. took place when 
Cyrenius (Quirinus, see below) was go- 
vernor of Syria. It would then appear, 
either that (Ais very enrolment took place 
under Quirinus, —or that the first did so, 
and this was subsequent to it. Now both 
of these senses till recently seemed to be 
inadmissible. For Quirinus was not known 
to have been governor of Syria till the 
year 758 v. c., after the banishment of 
Archelaus, and the addition of hia territory 
to the province of Syria. тйс ёё 'Apx. 
xepac ÜxortAoUc vpocveunDiionc тӯ Xv- 
Qu», ríumerat Kypiviog отд Kaícapoc, 
дур охатікбс, &Toriunsóuevoc. та dv 
Evpig, cal roy 'Аруг\аоо d:rodwaópevoc 
olxoy. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 18. 5. And 
the birth of our Lord occurred at least 
eight years before this, previous to Herod’s 
death, and when Sentius Saturninus was 
governor of Syria. But in a Commen- 
tatio of A. W. Zumpt of Berlin (the nephew 
of the distinguished grammarian of that 
name), De Syria Romanorum provincia 
ab Casare Augusto ad T. Vespasianum, 
he makes it highly probable that Quirinus 
was TWICE governor of Syria. The sub- 
stance of his researches is as follows :— 

In 9 в.с. Sentius Saturninus succeeded 
M. Titius in the province of Syria, and 
governed it three years. He was suc- 
ceeded by T. Quintilius Varus (Joseph. 
Ant. xvii. b. 2), who, as it appears, re- 
Inained governor up to the end of 4 B. o. 
Thenceforward we lose sight of him till he 
is appointed to the command in Germany, 
in which he lost his life in А.р. 7. We 
also lose sight of the governors of S 
till the appointment of P. Sulpicius Qui- 
rinus, in A. D. 6. Now from the maxim 
acted on by Augustus (Dio Cass. lii. 23), 

EYATTEAION II. 

II. I Eyerero de "ev тшс duigaie kreiraie, * cEnAGev ке 

“тара Каізарос Аоуобатоо 

Y oixoupévny. 
Theod. 

vil. 7. Rph. Hi. 16. Col И. 14 (Heb. xi. 98 v. r.) oniy. Dan. vi. 12. 
ме 7 E v here 8ce and Heb хіі. 23 only. indi. vili. 14 F. Prov. xxii. 20 only. 8 Mace. iv. 14. 

X Acts v. 87 only. 

айту 

wch.vi. 19. Lev. ix 

2 Macc. ii. 1 oniy. 

ins rov bef атоурафесда‹ L 83. 

that none should hold an im province 
for less than three or more than five years, 
Varus cannot have been governor of Syria 

the twelve years from в. c. 6 to д.р. 
"Who then were the missing governors ? 
One of them has been found, L. Volusius 
Saturninus, whose name occurs as “legatus 
Syriae” on a coin of Antioch, A. D. 4 or 5. 
Bnt his proconsulate will not fill the whole 
time, and one or two governors must be 
supplied between Varus, ending 4 B. C. 
and Volusius, 4 or 5 A.D. Just in that 
interval falls the census, of which it is said 
in the text, that it mperg lyivtro nyepo- 
vibovrog тўс Zvpiag Kupaviov. Could 
Quirinus have been governor at any such 
time? From Jan. to Aug. В.С. 12 he was 
consul. Soon sfter that he triumphed 
over the Homonadenses (“ mox expugna- 
tis per Ciliciam Homonadensium castellis 

tus," Tac. Ann. iii. 

48). 
triumphi adep 

Now Zumpt applies the exhaustive 
process to the provinces which could by 
any possibility have been under Quirinus 
d this time, and eliminates from the 

uiry Asia, — Pontus and Bithynia, —end 
tia. Cilicia only remains. But at 

un time, as he shews, that province had 
been reduced by successive diminutions, 
had been separated (Dio Cass. liv. 4) from 
Cyprus, and, as is shewn by the history of 
the misconduct of Piso soon afterwards, 
who was charged with having, as ex- 
governor of Syria, attempted *'repetere 
provinciam armis” (Tac. Ann. iii. 12), be- 
cause he had attacked Celenderis, a fort in 
Cilicia (ib. ii. 78—80), attached to the 
Ree Ey of Syria. This Zumpt also con- 

by the accounts in Tacitus (Ann. vi. 
41; xii. T 65) of the Clitae, a seditious tribe 
ы Cilicia 5 who on two occasions were 

troops sent by the governors 
of Syria. e then appears to have 
been governor of Syria at some time d 
this interval. But at what time? We fin 
him in the East (Tac. Ann. iii. 48), as 
* datus rector C. Cesari Armeniam obti- 
nenti;" and this cannot have been during 
his well-known governorship of Syria, 
which began in A.D. 6; for Caius Cesar 
died in A. D. 4. Zumpt, by arguments too 
long to be reproduced here, but very 

` атоурафьова Y xt 
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1 

kat оуу! 
John vil. 8, 

Neh. vii. 6. 

4 ain $2 ка! Ion aro rie Гаћ:Лаќас EK кр сау 
Р L a L » 

тоХешс NaZapir ис тту ‘lovdaiay siç " rode * Aavetó : 
@ - » 

> тшс каита Buben, Sia rò «уа: avrov Ё oikov, 

ngs v.9 
al., bat not of 
Bethichem. 
ch. ix. 80 
reff. 
Acts fil. 28. 

kai °татиас Aaved, 5 “актоурйфасба S Марш 47 „ 
TD 

xxH. 23, 95. 

axoypagn xpwry D Org-lat.—«syevero 
enpuvow A. 

r 5 cn. 1. 37. 

“guvnoreupivy avr ойор * ёукор. — 9'Eyfvero. 3 инее. 
e here only t. Gir. xli 10 only. Jer. zxxvili. (xxx) 8 alias in Нехаріа. 

3. rec aft avry ins у, with ACR rel coptt Eus,: om BDR Eus,. eyevero bef 
кореуоо В latt Syr sah, Tpwry Nl. 

8. for idiay, savrov (explanatory, of Dbelow) BDL Eus: txt ACR rel syr-marg-gr. 
for wodty, rargia D: ywpay 

4. for ry» vò., ут» оода D lat-(a) e. 
C! gat. 

transp да to daved to end of ver 5 D. 
б. axoypagsc0a: (see ver 8) AD 33 Chr ТЫ: -ec0ac A: txt BC rel Justin Eus. 

нара D Eus, 
AB'C'D'Lz. ois гы B(R)). 

rec Hh, ehe, with BC Dr rel Eus: txt 
rec aft avrw ins yvvaun, with A C (appy) 

rel latt вуг goth eth Eus, (Cyr qer ?) Chr,: om B C (appy) DL 1 per lat -e f q? Syr 
coptt arm Eus, Naz. 

striking and satisfactory, fixes the time of 
his first governorship at from B. o. 4 to B. o. 
1. when be was succeeded by M. Lollius. 
It is true this does not quite remove our 
difficulty. But it brings it within such 
narrow limite, that any slight error in cal- 
culation, or even the latitude allowed by 
the words rpwry iyivero might well cover 
it. I may mention it as remarkable, that 
Justin Martyr three times distinctly asserts 
that owr Lord was born under Quirinus, 
and appeals to the register then made, as 
if from it the fact might, if necessary, be 
confirmed: Apol. i. 84, p. 65; 46, p. 71: 
Dial. 78, p. 176. 
We conclude then, that an dwoypagn 

or enrolment of names with a view to as- 
certain the population of the empire, was 
commanded and put in force at this time, 
unaccompanied (probably) by any payment 
of оет. Mr. т сбат Qus p. 511) cites 
a passage of Suidas—irs Абуооотос Каї- 
сар, ёб&ау атф, тй>тас rode oleńropaç 
‘Pwpaiwy (P) card xpogwroy dpiOpti, 
BovrAdpevog yrawvat Tócoy tori ж\йбос: 
and has made it probable that, notwith- 
standing a difficulty in the numbers, this 
was a census of the empire, and not of the 
city. We know (see Tacitus, Ann. i. 11; 
Sueton. Aug. 28, 101; Dio liii. 30; lvi. 
83) that Augustus drew up a rationarium 
or breviarium totius imperii, which took 
many years to arrange and complete, and 
of which the enrolment of the inhabitants 
of the provinces would naturally form a 
part. the data for this compilation, 
the enrolment in our text might be one. 

That Judse was not а Roman 

province at this time, is no objection to 
our text; for the breviarium of A us 
contained the *regna' of the man 
empire, as well as the * provincias." 
For а statement of the case and its diffi- 
culties, as they stood before Zumpt's dis- 
covery, see Wieseler, Chronol. Synops. i. 
78—122; and а good summary and criti- 
cism of the various hypotheses in Winer's 
Realwórterbuch, edn. 3, art. Quirinus: 
and а new and curious hypothesis in Dr. 
Wordsw. h. L, who inclines to reject the 
above solution. In Dio Cassius, where 
we might expect to find information, this 
portion of the reign of Augustus is ар- 
parently defective. Kvpyv.] P. Sul- 
picius Quirinus (not Quirinius, for Kv- 
йэлос is the Greek form of Quirinus, 
Meyer ii. 222; see Sueton. Tib. 49; 
Tacit. Ann. iii. 48 where however Beck 
reads Quirinius). 

8—5.] There is a mixture here of Ro- 
man and Jewish customs, which is not 
at all improbable, considering the circum- 
stances. In the Roman census, men, 
women, and children were all obliged to go 
and beenrolled. Dion. Hal. iv. 15, йхау- 

extraction. The 
from the Jewish 
its adoption in a case sP ology. * 

OVA 
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садот. Sey rp уш: avrove ére, '"iwAncÜnsuv a: un 
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isre. rov тека» avtrnv’ 7 kai ‘Erexev TOv. viov avrng roy ШП 
Ё Gen. 11. ГА \ k’ , э LY a 1 E] Г 

1. . 1 “ троютотокоу) Kat tGTTadD-yavwotv avrov Kat avix Xaver . 
i y =” e - 

Voriisie avrov ev " $arvg' "Store ovk. ўу avroic °? TOT OC £v re 
Ыы Г | катаАонат. 
only. Gen. 
iv. 4. (-a, aye 

Job xx1viil. 
D. Esek. xvi. 4 only. 

16 only. Job 9. ach. 
ix. 45. pe XXII. 11 Mk. Exod. iv. 24. 

в Хер. Anab. v. 7.1 

A a ü / [] -~ 

ETI Thy OH AHD avrov. 

Lact. eb. іх. 15) Mk. xIL er. (Matt. vill. 11 reff.) 
rh. i. 18 reff. o . 

g bere ошу A 
t = ver. 40. ch. v. 37. Al. 14. Rev. vil. 16. 

8 Kai roipévec сау ev ту xp TY aury 

avAouvrec cal фоЛассоутес * фиоЛакас̧ " тпс * уоктос 
9 1 48 м у , 

Kat tov G'y-y&Xoc Kupiou 
ж vv. 19, 16. ch. кій. 

= ch. SB, 35. 1 Мас 

6. for eysvero to :т\псбђсау, ec ðe wapeystvovro ereao0gsav D. 
T. rec ins rn bef фет», with A rel Eus Cyr-jer Chr,: om ABDLZ goth arm Proter 

Justin Eus-2-mss Cyr(appy). 
8. for cat ro., жон. де D lat-ab e f F. 9, (Syr). 

om ric vvkroc . ins raç bef $vXaxac D 131. 242. 
ravurgy Di Scr's c. 

9. om iov BL lat-e g, syr-jer sah goth wth arm Eus: ins AD rel latt syrr copt- 

for the whole empire, it of course would be 
made so as to include all, after the Roman 
manner: but inasmuch as it was made un- 
der the Jewish king Herod, it was done 
after the Jewish manner, in taking this 
account of each at Ais own place of ex- 
traction. Mary being apparently 
herself sprung from the lineage of David 
(see ch. i. 82), might on this account go 
to Bethlehem, being, as some suppose, an 
inheritress ; but this does not seem to be 
the Evangelist's meaning, but that, after 
the Roman manner, she accompanied her 
husband. No stress must be laid on 
dpvyot., as if she were only the betrothed 
wife of Joseph at this time ;—she had 
ез taken to his house before this: the 

istory in our text happening during the 
timo indicated by Matt. 15 25. j 
7.] Now that * has disappeared 
from tho text of St. Matthew, it must be 
here remarked, that although the term 
mur undoubtedly be used of an only child, 
such use is necessarily always connected 
with the expectation of others to follow, 
and can no longer have place when the 
whole course of events is before the writer 
and no others have followed. The com- 
bination of this consideration with the 
fact that brethren of our Lord are brought 
forward in this Gospel in close connexion 
with His mother, makes it as certain as 
any implied fact can be, that those brethren 
were the children of Mary herself. 
Ancient tradition states the birthplace of 
our Lord to have been a cave: thus Justin 
Martyr, Dial. 78, p. 175, imed) Io 
obe elxey iv ry кону ixtivg жоў kara- 
Ajca, іу ownraly тїї coveyyve тйс 
kúpne кат vo cai тбте, бутыу atrav 
izei, drerécee ) Mapia тд» ypurróv, cai 

iy $áryg abrüv irtÜtizei. And 
aganit Сака, i. 51, р. 367: deodovtws 
ry і» rẹ ebayyedip пері тїс ytvíctec 
афто? leropig Nee Tò % Вчблр 
oryàaior e iyevynOn, kai зу iv ry 
ornai фатуп Ёуда icwapyavedy. Si- 
milarly Eusebius, Athanasius, and others. 
This tradition is nowise inconsistent with 
our text—for caves are need in most rocky 
countries as stables. Bleek has noticed 
that Justin M refers to a ушу! 
in Isa. xxxiii. 16 (офтос oizýoe: iv vim 
orn\aip жїтрас leyvpác, LXX), and is 

i to think with Calov., al., that the 
tradition may have arisen from this. But 
is not the converse much more likely ? 

каталўрать] A publie inn, or 
place of reception for travellers; not 4 
room in a private house,’ for then the ex- 
pression would be, They found no sara- 
Avua? Of what sort this inn was, does 
not appear. It probably differs from rar- 
doxe to, ch. x. 34, in not being kept by ап 
host, wawvóoxtéc: see note there. 
2l Mr. Greswell has made it highly pro- 
bable (Diss. x. vol. i.) that our was 
born on the evening of (i. e. which degan) 
the Bth of April, the 10th of the Jewish 
Nisan : on which game day of April, and 
the 14th of Nisan, He suffered thirty-three 
an after. yis this gd there 
sbundance of grass in the pasturee— 

the spring rains being over: but much 
after it, and till after the autumnal equi- 
nox again, the pastures would be com. 
paratively bare: seo note on John vi. 10. 

Ayp-] spending the night in the 
open field. oui. т. 7.) 
either, keeping watch by night, or, keep- 
ing the watehes of the night. The former 
seems most probable: and so Meyer 
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do Ra cvpiov * wepetapipev avroic, Mr Ж 
7 гфо[Зпдпса» ? poBov péyav. only, exo. 

o ш, Мз фоВеобе" {до® vag „ ош» 2 iva, 
харду nya, 5 пис так тауті TU 

kai elev avroic oniy, LM 

= ch. ix. 81. 
113 "EréxOn " Lev. ix. 6, * Aag, 

бигу onptpov сотто, бє от Хрістос KUpLOG, ev rc noo 
* Даун. 

15% 
13 ка i baipync éyévero our 

x 5 olgoviou 

у 14 ? Agta ™ 

` 
3 Kal Touro ош» 

weSTpan- 

rase Е. 

19. 
Rev. iv. 3. Winer 

iL €^ i- B, G) exe, Rom. x7. 11 rene UE 

om 2nd коро» D 209 lat-b у, 1 
emapjty avrow Ni. for 

10. om yap P. eorw N. 
12. om ro BZ: ins ADP rel Eus. 
те 
1. 33 lat-b c f g. 

om Keipevoy б 88. 
rel goth Eus Cyr. (88 def.) 

. oypavov B!D', 

Orig) : 

Bleek: see ref. Xen., and add Alexis in 
Athen. xv. 68, р . 700—5 pro :0р@у 
pera Avxvobyov тартат» Tic vvxróc, 
hy rig endeuwy roy дактйАшу. 9. 
ta the brightness of God's 

the Shechinah (see reff.) which also accom- 
panied His angels when they appeared to 
men. It is agreeable at least to the ana- 
logy of the divine dealings, to suppose 
with Olshausen, that these shepherds, like 
Symeon, were waiting for the consolation 
of Israel. 10, II.] wavtl rẹ À., not 

. V.) to all people, here: but to all 
THE people,—the Jewish people. To them 
was the first mes of joy, before the 
bursting in of cp ledig as here 
the one angel gives the prefatory announce- 
ment, before t o moltitada of e heavenly 
host burst in with their proclamation 
of peace on earth.’ oerip] 
A Saviour, as E. V.—the name bei 

ticularized afterwards. Xp. кїр 
is the only place where these word 

come together. In ch. xxiii. 2 we have 
xe. Baia, and i in Acts ii. 36 „керу cai 
a (In Col. ili. 24 we have, in a some- 
what different meaning [said to servants], 
TQ корір урот dovAsvere.) And I see 
no way of understanding this xvptos, but 
as CO nding to the Hebrew JEHOVAH. 

] Olshausen hazards a conjec- 

rag ya кої кұреуоу tv 

aivoUvruy тд» eov Kai Ar- „р 

é» патос Өг, Kai єт! ne ep, tv z 4, 

X Acts xxvi. 13 
on 

y Mark iv. 4). 
Jonah i. 10 al. 

тб C evpnoere 
f 
фатур. вант. 

ji. 10 ref. 
5 An TX t 1 rel 

xviii. t4. 
Matt. 1. 91 

тө ауу 

. xix. x. 
m Lake only (ver. 90. оа. ats. dx. 87 [xxiv . 68). 

cxvi 1. Rev. xix xix. 88 (sce Ра. lxx, 

5 lat-c e syr-marg Eus. 
у payav, сфодра В. 

aft «стаз ins ка D. 
aft onpeoy ins agre D. tupnotrai 

rec om ка; bef cetzevoy, with A rel lat-a copt-ms: ins BLPSX N-corr 
1 syrr copt-3-mss 

rec ins ту bef paryn, with Е? (K, e sil): om ABDPZ 
goth wth arm Eus Cyr Arnob Promiss. 

ture that the stable or cave may possibl 
have belonged to these shepherds. But 
think the words fes B., ver. 15, do not 
look as if Bethlehem were their home. It 
seems clear that the spot was somehow 
known to them by the angel's description. 

Bpé$os—not ‘the chi child; — the angel 
in giving the sign, gen neralizes the term— 
they were to know the truth of his words, 

finding a child wrapped in swaddling 
KA thes, lying in a т. 14.] The 
disputes about this short of praise are 
(with one exception, see below) so much 
solemn trifling. As to whether ieri» or 
{отш should be supplied, the same question 

ight be raised of every proclamation 
which was ever uttered. The sense of both 
these és included. n = both There is, 
and Let there be, , &с. The song 
in the rec. is in яа ree т ы forming 
a Hebrew parallelism, in which the third 
clause is subordinate to and an amplifica- 
tion of the second, and so is without a 
copula to it. cb ona (see reff.) is that 
12775 pleasure of God in Christ by which 

e reconciles the world to Himself in Him 
(2 Cor. v. 19). And — it is, whether 
et8oxla or cb rend. Tue inter- 
pretation of the lą ад be Ne n We — 
and R.-Cath. омыл ч. 
“опт Se ate ae | 

NM $ 

on es ve 
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TOUTOU. 
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b , e? se , 

cvverüps rà püuara ravra ° avuad- 
zx Lake only (ch. xix. 6, 6. Acts xx. 16. xxii. 18), exc. 2 Pet. H. 12. 1 Kings 

4, 16. g ? 2 ver. 18. 
b мш: іх. 17. Mark vi. 20 (1 L. v. r.) шу Esek. xviil. 19. 

Acts ii. Ы Р 
"ömsar. Маршан wavra 

11. Вот. 
xvi. 26. Esek. xliv. 98. 

iv. 14, 1 Acts xxi, 4 only 

. X. Id only. L. 9 Chros. zxv. 

18 ` 2 12 ә а 6 Р 1 
Kat TAVTEÇ oi akovoavTég tUaugagav TEPI 

TES 

aw. "epi, here only. see Mark aii. 17. 
o ch. xiv. 81. Acts іу. 15. xvii. 18. хүй. 

14. rec evdoma, with A(in the “Gloria in excelsis” ined at the end of the Psalms) 
BPE rel Turin-Psalter s 
Naz Chr Cyr Thdrt : txt AB!DN! 
voluntatis latt, consolationis D-lat. 

15. о ayy. bef ax’ avr. D (eth); bef £. r. ovp. 33. 69 vulg lat: F g, syrr arm 
discessit ab illis angelus in colum lat-d c e ff. 
latt(not д) Syr coptt arm Orig-lat Eus Aug: ins ADP rel syr goth sth. 
Хаћоо» В 2-pe, loquebantur ad invicem vulg lat-a b &c (not c e q). 
ис Р ev-y forj. eiopev Р, dopey M. 

16. rec No, with AB*DP rel Eus: txt B'LE. 
avevpay BI: evpay L N-corr; evpow D 1. 69 Eus: txt ABN. miorevoavre¢ Z. 

, om re D latt syrr copt Eus. 
17. om д, . 

rovrov DA 1 lat-a e 
18. akovovric D 8 с. 
19. нарса BDR copt-2-mss Eus. 

txt АВРЕ rel Eus. om ravra В al. 

Syr copt æth arm. 

those A е it,’ is untenable in Greek 
as well as in theology. The only passage 
which seems in any degree фо justify 
it is Phil. i. 15, rwic ....0V ї$ок{ау 
тд» ymoróv курёоссоос:у, where however 
we have nothing like the harsh 
which must be assumed here, of the sub- 
jective gen. with the absolute sense of the 
noun. The only admissible rendering is, 
Among men of God's good pleasure,’ i. е. 
among the elect le of God: ef. for the 
gen. Acts Ix. 15: Col. i. 13. And so Bleek 
renders: und auf Erden Friede unter 
ben Menſchen des Wohlgefallens, nämlich, 
des goͤttlichen Wohlgefallens.“ A curi- 
ous connexion of ғйдокіас with грлу is 
found in the of Origen-lat. by 
which the gen. їв supported :—“ Pax enim 
quam non dat Dominus super terram non 
est pax bone voluntatis," This might 
perhaps be admissible as matter of mere 
construction, especially as St. Luke loves 

sth arm Orig, Thaum Constt Eus, Ath Epiph Bas 
ott “tren dat Orig lat Cyrjer lat f. bosa 

ig-lat, 
lq. om cat ot ауӨроәзгоа BLE 1 

gis: LZ: 
aft гыс ins 

y'yovec D! Eus. 
orevBovrec D 61: 

rec Buyvopisay, with APR rel: txt BDLS Eus. om 

tÜavuolov D-gr 241 2-pe. 
съудтери bef wavra DX latt syrr sth: 

savrgc В 33. 

to separate genitives from their nouns in 
construction by an intervening word ог 
words: but it would be difficult to justify 
it exegetically. As regards the reading, 
the evidence is materially affected by the 
fact that B reads eb8oxlag a prima тани, 
as I have myself ascertained at Rome: 
and that » reads the same. I have there- 
fore now edited the genitive without any 
marks of doubt. 1869. 15.] If the 
bracketed words be retained, it will be 
better to understand them as applying to 
the shepherds merely, than (with De 
Wette and Meyer) to suppose of 4. to 
be used as distinctive of the shepherds 
тот the angels. Such distinctions are 
not usual, whereas the redundant 40 
is: see reff. оі woipíévec ifies what 
ol dvOp. stated generally: men, vis. 
the shepherds. 1 m : бем 
тетоту. . may have its li 
sense, words: oe n poke by the 

— = — 
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.owrn* Àovga tv тр карда аутпс. 20 ка! Гот отоєфау ol moi- 11.59, 45, 45. 
z. А , 16 toc ` 0 t be tie i * тій. 87, 40 al. 

ptvec SokaZovrec kai * atvouvrec rov бєй» ° єт: ташу ос бев xiv. 17. 
* 7kovcar kai «доу кабшс EAaAnOn тодс avrobc. ze 
= xar ove 

ecc RA E00 

сест K. 

21 Kal ore “ewAnoOnoav nptpar окто rob weperepety satz Mat 
xxiv. 60. 

me * , , ^ , -æ -æ a 

avrov, " kai " exAnOn ro " ovoua avrov Incobc, то kAnfiy «нё 

ото rov ayyéAou поб тоо "avAAnuéÜnva. avrov év ry к 
Р kotÀig. 

ix. 43 al. 
Jer. xv. 14. 
ch. і. 67 reff. 

. li. 6 al. fr. 
ix. 

2 Kai бте ‘ewAnoOnoay ai ўрёрає rov *xaÜapwpnov . nri 
ete x. 17. э = ` ` , 7 f? 7 э 4 » А 

avrov ката тоу vouov Моџсёос̧, ' аупуауоу aurov eic, без. кті, 
‘TepoooAvpa * rapacrnoat ry Kupiy, 

Matt. I. 21 
0 ̀ 7 reff. 

касос уғуоатта och, і. 24 reff, 
p ch. i. 15 тей, D ^ 7 е - t u - т 2 

ЕУ voup & vptou өт! тару ape dia vol yo иптрау «пахло 

ayiov ry корір KAnOnoerat, 24 
Acts vil. 41 al.), ехе. Matt. iv. 1. Bom. x.7. 

t Matt. xix. 4 reff 
woh. 1. 24 al. 

v. 8. 
19 only. Nox. iii. 19. 

t ow — et , 
kai " rov dovvat Ma $ loko only 

Heb. xiiL 20. Gen. 1. 94. 
u ch. xxiv. 31, 82 ref. Exop. xiii. 2. 

(ch. iv. 5 al. 
а = Rom. ті. 13. Ps. 

v Rom. iv. 

20. rec erecrotjav, with (some cursive?) : txt ABDPR rel Scr’s mss Thl. 
91. for exAnc@noayv, cuvereXecOnoay D: exAnpwOqcay 33. 

ins at bef ocrw D D 33. 69 syr-marg Eus. 
ins а; bef ny. 

rec (for avrov) ro -marg. 
aj, (see ver 59), with DEGHMV em(with zat) late 9, Syr Eus: avro ro raid. Г: 
txt ABRZ rel am(with fuld forj ing mt per) (sth) syr copt goth arm Orig-lat Andr Thl. 

om cat bef гкА. D 69 latt(not e 9) copt-2-mas. for sk nOn, wropacdn 
nominatum est D. for rn кома, кома pnrpoc D. 

28. om а: B(Bch) 242: ins B(Mai expr and RI) rel. om ov B!. elz aur, 
with 76: om 435 evv-x-y copt-2-mss Amphil Iren-lat: avrov D al latt arm-usc 
Ps-Ath : txt ABR rel lat-g syrr copt-ms sah goth arm-zoh Ath Cyreapr Nyssen Orig- 
latezpe Jer. om rw D. 

23. ins rw bef vouw D F(Wtst). 

shepherds :—or its Hebraistic, as above ver. 
15, which is more probable—all these 

now spoken of. ovpB. re- 
volving them—comparing one with an- 
other. 

2L] His CIRCUMCISION. The second 
ка{ must not be rendered ‘also.’ It is 
simply redundant, as in reff. The 
Lord was made like unto His brethren 
(Heb. ii. 17 ; iv. 16) in all weakness and 
bodily infirmity, from which 1 un- 
cleannesses arose. The body which He 
took on Him, though not a body of sin, 
was mortal, subject to the consequence of 
sin,—in the likeness of sinful flesh : but 
incorruptible by the indwelling of the 
Godhead (1 Pet. iii. 18). In the fulfil- 
ment therefore of His great work of re- 
demption He became subject to legal rites 
and purifications—not that they were ab- 
solutely necessary for Him, but were in- 
cluded in those thi which were rpt- 
поута for Him in 

om rw bef курш D. 

TEMPLE. SYMEON AND ANNA RECOG- 
NIZE AND PROPHESY OF Him. 22. 
See Levit. xii. 1—8, where however the 
child is not, as here, expressly included in 
the purification. (Itis hardly possible that 
Joseph should be implied in the abr, as 
Euthym., Meyer, interpret it.) . The read- 
ing atrot is remarkable, and hardly likely 
to have been a correction. atrijs, adopted 
by the E. V., is almost without authority 
(see var. readd.), and is a manifest correc- 
tion. Bengel denies that either the 
Lord or His mother wanted purification ; 
and mentions that some render abr 
t FA the Jews, but does not approve of it 
ohn ii. 6 is certainly no case in point). 

the last note, on the necessity of 
purification for both. 23.] God had 
taken the tribe of Levi instead of the first- 
born that openeth the womb, Num. iii. 
12, and required only the excess in num- 
ber of the first-born Over the Levites to be 

This arrange- is humiliation and redeemed (ib. vv. Я 
‘making perfect: and in His lifting up ment а G — or ko ‘pave = 

of that human nature, for which all these su ed by a o> 5 я 
things were absolutely necessary (Gen. redeem all the fira, Se * че с 
xvii. 14), into the Godhead. the sanctuary (Nu. ort ‚Уо ы v 

22—98.) THE PURIFICATION IN THE 24.) The offering EN 4 Е 

NM 

+ cC, 



ETATTEAION II. 

v.18. ката то " upautvov ey убн Kupiov, ? Lrvyoc " rpryorwy 
п duo "voscovc " жгрістереу. 25 Kai (бой ўи avÜpersoc 

555 є 4 *Y » „ (t у т 
„оу tv Іғрооса\ди v Oropa Tut, kat о аубрытос ovroc 
Va. ni 6, Sixatoc kai арис, ^ mpocdexopevog * тарака» ros 

a here only. орол. kat яуєура П» ayov er auror, © kai л» 
44. 2 airy * kexpnariautvov ure TOU тукйнатос ToU "La ич 

: NP i би» * Bávaror трі ñ {др тоу j Nero rvplov. 
€ Acts ii. 

viui, хай, 77 kat Абе» * ty Te wvebpare tic TO itoov, kai kv Ty 

Fes. tica ya yt rode yoveic TO rad "Ї1чсошу, ™ TOU Tonoa: - — 
(Ban aUTOUC Kara rò eibioni vo той убдоу E avrov, [e 
2 Maec. vi. 1). 

-Веа, Her. 29 Р ка avrüc “ёё ато aura єс тас " аукаЛас ато, ка 
v. 7. 

-e evAdynoev tov Oeov kat cixev 29 Nur * атоЛонс rov Sov- — crá 
d Mark zv. XO t 3 a A to у a? > „ 30 2 тей. о» gov, бістога, ката то püna gou "tw ырыр, ` дт: Parere 
e 22 Cr s amd Cad -1.8, 9 , 

ac. (Heri #1до» ot ОфбаАно! pov rò " owrnpiov cov " птоірасас шы базе!” 
hum liL 7. - - . 
Као" ката TOOCwwov тйутшу тоу Хао», 9? фос ? tc " aro- = f = тет. 40 

83. 9 Chron. g = Matt. H. 12 reif. b Heb. zi. Б. see Joba vili. 51. Pa. хат. at. 
i = Acts И. 37, a 10. j Ps... k Matt. xxii. 43. eb. iv. 1. Col. i. 8 Matt. Ai. 

4, 35. ch. 1.8 al. fr. m ch. 1. 74 al. here only f. санне Age 8 Kings sr 28. 
och. хіх. 57. John x. 83. Acts Xv. . e. $i red. Soir. Coen ' ) Б ver. 21 ref. > 

s Matt. iv ва Num. xx. таа 8 Kings lil. 20. Prov. v. 20 oaly. t of чалат 
24. ЗРе. Н.1. Jude 4. Rev. 2 10 only. 9 Mace. xv. xvi. 36. 1 Cor. vii. 15. xvi. 11 
al. 2 Kings iii 21, 28. v ch. 33 Eph. чал еп edi esty. Ps. xovii. 2. схе. 
166. Іва w = Matt. xx. 23 тей. x Ate ll „5. xzv.1 oru 2 Chron. ziii. 7, 8. x. 6. 

y — Acts xiii. 47, from Isa. xix. 6. 1 Kings xe. 11. Balac dug kero only (Rom. H. 5 

24. ins rw bef vous BDL: om AR rel Coisl-oct-marg. 
rel Ath: txt BEGHSVA Coisl-oct-marg. 

25. om wow D Syr goth eth. avOpemoc bef п» B vulg ltd ft: om yr 
F(Wtst) 1. [B has cvuswv as Mai not атн. as Btly. See table at end of prolego- 
mena. тес ayiov bef т», with D al(latt syrr) goth arm Суг-јег Nyssen: om qv 
1 æth: txt ABR reL 

26. cexpnuariopevogc дг зу D lat-b с ff, £s for тру 9, прі» 69 al: тру ау 
B F(Wtst) Cyr-jer-ms Nyssen: тргу 9 ay X 88 piv пуа 

27. исаунь A al. for e&psyov, toc D, consuetudinem . 
28. om avrov BL lat-a 5 І Iren-gr r geri Did. nud oyνẽ DT Cyr-jer. 
31. ravrog rov Xaov Turin - Pualter 

Jor a i big » and а pigeon for a 
sin-offering : but if the parties were too 

rec yeoccouc, with ADR 

intimation, nothing is said. Symeon was 
the subject of an indwelling and 

to bring a lamb, then two pigeons. 
But as Bleek remarks, we are not hereby 
үм in assuming extreme poverty to 
ave been the condition of our Lord’s 

family. This no where ripur from the 
Gospel history ] It appears 
that this вооа might have been Symeon 
the son of Hillel,—and father of Gamaliel, 
mentioned in Acts v. 84 fl. But we have 
no means of ascertaining this. It is no 
objection to it that he is here more 
áv0peroc.— Gamaliel himself is o 
apicalóc ric in Acta v. 34. — 

Acts xxviii. 20. It was a common 
form of adjuration among the Jews, Ita 
videam consolationem, si ^ &c., referring to 
Isa. xl. 1. On the general expectation 
of deliverance at this time, see on Matt. 
ii, 1 fl. 26.| Of the nature of this 

especial 
of the Holy Ghost, analogous to 

that higher form of the spiritual life 
expressed in the earliest days by walking 
with God—and according to which God's 
saints have often been directed and in- 
formed in an extraordinary manner by His 
Holy Spirit. In the power of this in- 
timation, and in the spirit of 
consequent on it, he came into the Temple 
on this occasion. 28.) ral here again 
is not also, but simpl th introduction to 
the apodosis. .] Aro, not rod 
Су, or ік тўс ус, раё as being тд» 
dob Y cov, he thinks of his death as the 
termination of, and so dismissal from, Аг 
servitude. Meyer. Bleek thinks that there 
is no such allusion, but that the word is 
used absolutely, as in Gen. xv. 2: Num. 
xx. 29. 99.] See Isa. xlix. 6. The 
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káAviliw Evo» kai д0Ёау Aaov cov "ІсрадА. 
„ 0 mario avrov cal 7 nhrug 

AaXoupévorc тєрї avrav. 

JA s Mart 
** PaupaZovrec d l rote аі Esrsiv. 

Kat svAdynosy aurou Tu- b Mark ин. 17 
y с „ат. 

83 ‘as a constr., ch. kai ny R 

ut, cal dire. * „Мара тї» purépa avrov "1800 o PaL i te 
" 17). 1 Thess. 

ас. 4 тоса» kai * avacracw то\Аш» Ev TO ut 
м. wa 

1 
Kai cov о». В Н. 17. 

= here oaly. 

85 b 

aè avrnc ту Vxn die Aba ронфа!а" Oruç ay gen) in 
! avoxadvg¢g0acv ™ 

86 Kat av AvD 

єк тоААш» Kapdtor " Sia Ach. . epi. i 7: 
° трофптієс, Üvyarnp Pavounr, єк зой ir, Fosa: ie 45 

zzvii. 19, #2. vat Tur p rae Tok Jobi из; Н 12. ноа x. 18. mre 
2 Macc. v. 15 $25. see Job 
31 oniy. Ps. xxi. 20. 1 Matt. xi. 2 4 Exod. xx. 26. 

в Matt. xv. 19. ch. v. 23. Rom. і. 31. P».cxxzvili. 90 

33. om sÜvev D. 

k Rev. 1. 16. K. 12, Ia. И 8. xix. | 
m ch. Ке 

o Rev. II. 30 only. 4 Kings xxii. 14. 

88. rec (for o marno avrov) wong, with A(o wo.) A rel lat-a b сеу ў, д 
Syr goth Phot ТЫ Hil: txt BDLN 1 vulg lat-g, syr-ms-marg сор arm бы lat 

e igilur causa exstitit ut eum qui pater non patrem esse memoraret 7) Cyr-jer ( 
Jer-agst-Helvid Aug. (Meyer contends, that if wong had been substituted for o тат. 
avrov here, it would have been also in ver 48. But this has no force: for the words 
in ver 48 are spoken by Mary, who could not with any propriety be made to say 
twon. No probable reason can be assigned for o warnp avrov being substituted for 
twang, whereas the converse correction was certain to be made.) rec aft pnto 
ins avrov (in conformity with the above substitution), with AN rel lat-a b ce f ff, 9, ї 
syrr coptt goth arm Cyr-jer Hil: om B(sic: see table) D 1. 33 vulg lat-g, Orig-lat,. 

34. ins uç bef avacracy D vulg-ed(not am fuld &c) Orig-la 
35. om de BLZ vulg lat-b f. f я. 21 copt æth arm Orig, : ins ADR rel lat-a (с) es 
ig. om ay DX. 

seth arm-mss Hil Ambr Paulin Aug,. 

general term of the last verse (wávr. т. 
Хаё») is here divided into two, the 
Gentiles, and Israel. It is doubtful, 
whether óó£av is to be taken as co-ordinate 
with фес (во Ве Meyer, De W., al.), 
or with dwocaAvyry. The former seems 
more probable ; and so E. V. 
6 war. abrov] In ver. 48 we have Joseph 
again called by this name. Ош Lord 
Himself would lot eak of him thus, see 
ver. 49; but in the simplicity of the 
narrative we may read oi yoveiç abrov 
and such expressions, without any danger 
of forgetting the momentous history of 
the Conception and Nativity. 
34, 35.] кейга, els, is appointed for—see 
reff. ; not (Meyer) ‘ites here, in my arms.’ 

"Tec, аз a stone ‘of stumbling 
and rock of offence (Isa. viii. 14. Rom. ix. 
83), at which they should fall through 
unbelief. évdor., raising up—in the 
sense of ch. i. 52—by faith and holiness ; 
or, the ттёсъ and dévdor. may refer to 
the same persons; as it is said by our 
Lord, * He that humbleth himself shall be 
exalted.’ I prefer this last interpretation, 
ав cohering best with the next verse: see 
note on it. 35.] This prophecy I do 
not believe to have ite chief reference to 

ауакаћофдәнну D. om єк D gat lat-a b c ff, g, з Syr 

the deep sorrows of the mother of our 
Lord on beholding His sufferings (Euthym., 
al), much less to her death 
martyrdom (Epiphan., Lightf.); least of 
all to the Crucifixion, which by i 
the blood of her Son, would also pierce her 
heart and drain it of its life-blood and 
make it childless, as Dr. Wordsw. refer- 
riug to Bede, Aug. who however (cf. Aug. 
Ep. ad Paulinum cxlix. 83, and e, in 
Luc. Expos. i. vol. iii. p. 346 ; Homil. lib. 
i. 15, vol. v. p. 81) say nothing of the 
kind, but simply refer the saying to her 

ief at beholding the Passion: and to 
» who (in Luc. Hom. xvii. vol. iii. p. 

2 gives a totally different interpreta- 
“‘pertranmbit infidelitatis gladius, 

et ambiguitatis mucrone ferieris, et cogi- 
tationes tum te in diversa lacerabunt, cum 
videris illum quem Filium Dei audieras . . . 
erucifigi &c." Doe of these interpreta- 

Symeon's prophecy , yi 4 prophecy V се 
the struggle of lera Woes! 
repentance to MES р e H мет 
among which BN 
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т Mark т. 43 

s= ch. Hi 18. 37 kat avri ҳпра ewe Аса 10. 
xix. ai, 
Маш. avi, 97. оок ' agioraro тоу iẽpoð, 
contr., 

P x 

iv. 1 only. ТАНЯ ;g  Aatpevouca " уокта kat 

ach. i. 18. v. 
B3 al. fr. 

EYATT'EAION 

* maraga y avĝwpohoyeiro тр бир 

IL 

vnoreiace cai den. 

38 ка! avry тр epe * Прёра». 
cal :ХаАн wept 

„валла. айтой ташу тос " wpocóryoutvoic * Aórpwoy [cv] 'Ispov- 
cl T. Heb. 
ix. U. х. 2. 
тати 

саћпи. 

1 (88). Bir. xx. 2 oni 

88. om gy D lat-5 Syr. rat bef aurn D al(S 

89 е e 1 e a a a , г 

Kal we eréXtoay атаута та ката rov оло, Kugtou, 
=ч Act лг my ied 8. 9Tim.iv. 2, 6 only. 

pur a vu Un (88). 8 — r Eds (roll). 
only. Ps. Ix xviii. 

uei. 12 oaly. 

er) етта pera yr). 
aròpoc ADK lat-ff, Syr paw pa avdpog ery ахта B'GLXAZ 33. 69 vulg 
lat-a e f 91. з syr copt goth Nyssen br: (both re-arrangements 
is characteristic of Luke to insert clauses between words in со 

5 
:) txt E rel lat- с 

arm.— pera rov avópoc аотпс ern exra B?(sic: see table at end of prolegomena). 
rec wapQevac, with R rel: txt ABDEMXAX. 

37. rec airy, with G al: txt ЕНКМОГА. rec (for ec) ec, with X rel syrr 
pisa er VVV txt ABL 33 vulg lat-f : g, , 
A-lat co C 
B D-gr F(Wtst Lx copt Constt. 

rec aft agicraro ins aso, with A rel latt goth Nyssen: om 
for upov, vaov D. 

88. rec cat абту афту (arising probably from aurn without accents being 
npepa АГ. 

taken for 
the nom, and then аёту being insd to complete the sense), with E rel Intt syrr goth arm 
Nyssen : txt A B(sic in cod.) DLXAZ 33 copt sth ТЫ. 

goth eth arm: txt BDLX!X lata syr-marg with A rel vulg lat-b c e f „в 
Nyssen. om ey BZ 1 am(with em fi 
В coptt goth sth arm Iren-lat Jer Aug 

30. ж» каиута B(Mai) F(Wtst) LIZ: txt AD rel. 

herself was to be included. The sharp 
of 5 for sin must pierce her 

Кат als esp. Acts ii. 37); and the 
N ae ; that the reasonings 
out of many hearts may be revealed ; 
that they who receive the Lord Jesus 
may be manifest, and they who reject 
Him: see John ix. 39. Similarly Bleek: 
finding moreover in the traces of her 
connexion with our Lord in the Evangelic 
history the piercing and dividing of her 
soul, and in the last notice of her in Acts 
i, the triumph = mo faith after the 
Ascension. тт. cal 8e4.] Not 
merely in the o ordinary ош of prayer, at 
nine, and three, or the ordinary fasta on 
Monday and Thursday, but in an ascetic- 
devotional method of life. эўкта is 
put first, because fasta were reckoned from 
one evening to another. Meyer. Is it not 
rather because the greater solemnity and 
emphasis reets on the religious exercise by 
night ? ag iis The Ard nok. has been 
understood , Calv., Calor., al.) 
to refer to Symeon’s also having 
God: but Winer, Meyer, and ee 
accurately regard the ‚ ав pointing to 
the retributive nature of the offering of 

rec (for Gew) УЫ н 

j fuld ing mt tol) lat-ab ce f ig ta 
: ins (from ver 25?) AD 

om ra DLA 1. 69 arm. 

praise. It was possibly at the bour of 
prayer; as she spoke of Him to numbers, 
who would at such a time be flocking to 
the temple. 

39, 40.] RETURN TO NAZARETH. 
39.] Certainly the obvious inference from 
this verse is, that Joseph and Mary re- 
turned from Jerusalem to Nazareth direct. 
But it is only an inference, and not the 
assertion of the text. This part of the 

History is one where the Harmon- 
ists, by their arbitrary reconcilements of 
the two Evangelistic accounts, have given 
dn advantage to the enemies of the 

ith. As the two accounts now stand, it 
is wholly impossible to suggest any satis- 
factory method of uniting (hem ; every one 
hospes reip anda it has, in some pert or 
other of his hypothesis, violated probe- 
bility and common sense. But, on the 
other hand, it is equally impossible defi- 
nitely to say that they could not be recon- 
ciled by a thorough knowledge of the facts 
themselves ; and such "i . assertion, when- 
ever made, shews t ignorance of the 
origin and course of oral narration. How 
many tbi will a relator say, being 
unaware certain important circum- 

$vÀnc "Астр, аёту Р тро[3«3пкъа € ev nutpatc тоАХ ас, ANDES 

блсаса € ern perà аудрдс € тта ато тпс ° wapbeveiac avra, S 
r erwy оудопкоугатгссары», 1 "o. 

X 
34€ 1. 
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vaga- °®тботр а> eic тї» ГаМ№Лаѓау tic жоЛу avrov Nata- Уут. 2 reg. 
9 н. 20 40 ^ à & c UE t d? - e X reff. 

p20. то òè ratdioy ° nuGavtv Kat * exparatouto Y a) cor xvi is. 
potpevoy софіт, kai ' yapic Ütov iv єт avro. Epe ie 

4l Kai éwopevovro oi yoveiç avrov "xar "trac sic Jor" 
e ~ є oo РА э А 

[єроутаАїн тр &opry rov тасуа. 42 kat Ort ғуёуєто -. 52. 
h? ~ 8608 1 2 e > = k є Sk :0 — 14. 9 Nm. і. 

Aspa “ЕТШУ exa, ' ava(Jatvóvrwv % * ката то ^ EÜoc тпс e. 
ara а " » * š - ‚ 1. 29. 
BCDE ёортїс, 43 kai ! reÀtiwcüyrwv. rdc прёрас, £v ræ ” vmo- . le 
3 vii. 
ISUV X — ver. 62. ch. 1. 80. Ai „н. А AA 1. I- Lit dry 18 re L Linth. M. Leck. xiv 16. FL Fx 

sreorpevay B(Mai) : txt AD rel. 
om BD! 1. 
Treg expr). 
D lat-a. 

40. aft vaio» add inoove D. 
svLavero Dl. 
lat-f д syrr goth eth: om BDL latt coptt arm Cyr Orig-lat, 

rec ins rg» bef толу, with AD! rel: 
гес avrwy, with DH S(e sil) A: txt ABD rel (including Г, 

at end, add кабыс ғрабу даа rov xpognrov ori vatepatog cAnOnceras 

transp nv&. and exparaiovro D lat-b c e.— 
rec aft exparaovro adds wrevpari (from ch i. 80), with A rel 

Ambr Gaud Aug. 
гес cogiag (more usual, cf Acts ii. 28; v. 28 al), with AD rel Cyr: txt BL 83. 

ev avre D al vulg Aug. 
41. ins ev bef rg eoprn D latt(not a). 
42. for erwy, avrw err DL lat- a b 1 q arm Ambr: txt AB rel vulg lat-c e f ff. 9, 

Orig-lat. aveBnoay о yoveig avrov &xovrec avrov D. rec avapuvrwy 

(corr to sense, and to тиыс. below), with A rel: txt ABKLX 33 vulg lat f д. 
rec adds sç tepocodupa (erplanatory gloss, carelessly insd without observi that 
-caAnp and not -codupa із the form here used), with AC rel latt вуг goth eth arm: 
om BDL Syr coptt. 

stances outside his narrative, which seem 
to preclude those circumstances? How 
often will points of time be apparently 
brought close together in such a narra- 
tion,— between which, events most weighty 
to the history have occurred? The onl 
inference from these two accounts, whic 
ts inevitable, is, that they are hol 
independent of one another. If Luke had 
seen the Gospel of Matthew, or vice vers&, 
then the variations are utterly iner- 
plicable; and the greatest absurdities of 
all are involved in the writings of those 
who assume this, and then proceed to 
harmonize. Of the dwelling at Nazareth 
before the Nativity, of the circumstances 
which brought Joseph and Mary to Beth- 
lehem, of the Presentation in the temple, 
Matthew’s account knows nothing; of 
the visit of the Magi, the murder of the 
Innocents, the flight to Egypt, Luke’s is 
unaware. In all the main circumstances 
of the Conception and Nativity they agree, 
or are easily and naturally reconciled (see 
farther in note on John vii. 42). 
40.] nifavev—in боду. —ёкр., in spirit: 
axvebpart is a correct gloss. The bod 
advances in stature, and the soul in 
wisdom ... the divine nature revealed 
its own wisdom in proportion to the 
measure of the bodily growth.” Cyril. Oxf. 

aft rnc coprgc ins rw» afvpwy DX lat-a c e. 

transl. p. 30. Nu., becoming filled: 
see ver. 52 and note there. 

41—52.) VISIT TO THE TEMPLE Ar 
THE Passover. The history of this in- 
cident serves for an example of the 
wisdom wherewith the Child was filled. 
Bleek. “The Evang. next shews that 
what he has said is true.” Cyril. ib. 
41.] See Exod. xxiii. 14—17. Women, 
according to the maxims of the school of 
Hillel, were bound to go up once in the 
year—to the Passover. тў форт} 
at, or in the feast; not fo the feast ;’ 
nor, * on account of the feast.’ 42.1 
At the age of twelve, a boy was called by 
the Jews init үз ‘son of the lat, and 
first incurred legal obligation. At that 
time, then, commences the second step (see 
note on ver. 52) of the life of the Lord, 
the time when the та ярітоуга for Him 
began ; his course of blameless legal obe- 
dience (see note on ver. 1 in his own 
person and by his own will. Now first 
(ver. 49) appear those higher conscious- 
nesses to have found ression, which 
unfolded within Him, M the full time of 
his public ministry arr, — be 
inferred from this ұу Vi. о, Coat it was 
the first time the ho treti qg bad wee: 
panied them to the Ay 
rds Åp., seven das, x 

“хў 

N 

GC "d gò W У. 
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matil. отобу are ™ бтёдире Геос “О waic ev lepouce- ABCDE 
б LÀ - - NC Anu, kai оок Eyvwoay ot yoveic avrov. vouicavrtc MSCVE 

xxii. 10. ч ~ я e і. 

Jo. Aut. v. ÔÈ aurov elvac ev ry "ovvoóig ПАбоу парас * 0860, xai M . 

44 0 

n 1 Kings Hl. 1. r 
1 Mace. Tos 

it. robyrte aurov. 46 

х here (bis) and 
4 э , 2 = » — 7 id 

aly. je ка: акоџоута ауто» kat * єтєрштоута hob. 
ii, 4. ж.б. 

aveZnrouy avrov év тос * ovyyevéow kat roic $ yvesroic 

45 kat un evpovrec ° virtarpejav uc lepovaaA ria. * avaly- 
cal 

avrov ev тф ipp " kaÜsCouevov tv рѓа тш» " ддаска\шу, 
eylvero pera "qu£pac трас єйро> 

47 3 EE. 
„ ©. Р) \ , e 9 [4 * „и g? “ч ^ а 4 

змага хш. (gTGVTO à wavrtc ot AKOVOVTEÇ атоо emt TY TUVECE 
ly 

\ - , [4 9 - 

„er kai raiç " amoKpigtaty avrov. 48 
t ch. ХЕ x 

49 (Acts 1.19 al.) L. only, exc. Jobn zviii. 15, 16. (Rom. 1. 19.) Ps. Ixxxvil 
v Matt. xxvi. 66 reff. w = Jobn iii. 10. Rom. H. 20 f. (9 Maco. i. 10 only.) 

хіі. 18. 1 Cor. xiv. 85. у= . xii. 98 oh. viti. 66. E 
Jer. M. 12. a Mark xii. 88 reff, Пош. iv. 6. 

6 Matt. vii. 28 гей. 

48. recavruv D 6-pe. 
D lat-e f copt th. 

ахєриуеу D 1. 83 Cyr ТЫ. 
* гес (for ғуушбау о: yovtic) кууш wong к. n unrnp (probably 

to avoid repetition оў oi y. avr. aft ver 41: hardly for theological 

t эм, U A Ld 

kat {дб>тєс aurov 5 e£- 
uvv.1,6. Gen. iv. 3. 
x ch. Ul. 10,14. Matt. 

в Mark i. 29 reff. 
boh. xz.26. John i 22, хіх. 9 only. Job xxxv. 3. 

о ха bef ‹псозс 

reasons, for o« y. 
avr. in ver 41 is altered in some old lat mss only), with AC(A) rellat-b c f g, syrr 
gotb eth: txt BDL 1. 38 vulg lat-a e syr-marg syr-jer coptt arm Јег. —(ғууьсау A al 

t- Ad 91 goth.) 
. for vop. de, kai vop. D. 

txt BDL 1. 33 latt (copt wth). 
тес ev rn соуойа bef нус, with AC rel syr (goth): 

одоу bef nutpac D latt syrr. rec ins гу bef 
тос yyworor, with C rel lat F arm: om ABC'KLMS 33. 69 (latt). 

45. горыиткоутес D. 
goth: om BC'DL 1. 83 vulg lat-c e 
Znrovvrec, with A rel: txt BCDL 1. 33. 69, requirentes 

46. rec pe’, with ACD rel: txt BL 1. 38. 
om каг bef acovoyra D al latt sah arm. ka0nyavovy D 1: om G. 

47. om ot акоооутос avrov B. 

44.] счуо8., the company forming 
the caravan, or band of travellers ;—all who 
came from tbe ваше district travelling to- 

ther for security and company. 
S .. . . vet.] The interpretation that 
‘they went а day's journey, seeking him,’ 
is simply absurd: for they would have 
tarned back sooner: a few minutes might 
have sufficed for the search. It was not 
till they laid up for the night that they 
missed him, as at that time (óépec pnrips 
waiéa) they would naturally expect his 
return to their own tent. Olshausen 
remarks, that being accustomed to his 
thoughtfulness and obedience, they were 
free from anxiety, till they discovered He 
really was not in the company. 45. 
dvaLyrotrres abrév] as they went back, 
all the way. 46.) Some 1 
Kuin.) interpret the three days, of their 
one day’s journey out, one back, and one 
in Jerusalem: but they were more likely 
three days spent in search in Jerusalem 
us Wette); or, at all events, reckoned 

m their discovery of His not being 
with them (Meyer). — iv rẹ lep.) In one 

rec aft «vp. ins avrov, with AC! rel lat-a b f g syrr copt 
Jf, 7.5 l wth arm. rec (for avatyr.) 

vulg lat-o. 
ey Tw upw aft каб. D 254. 

of the rooms attached to the temple, where 
the Rabbis taught their schools. A tra- 
dition mentioned by Lightfoot, that till 
the death of Gamaliel the scholars stood 
in these schools, appears to be false, as 
Re has b e No stress must 

id on ; it is only among. 
Nor must it be supposed from ёжерет. 
that our Lord was acting the part of a 
master. It was the custom in the Jewish 
schools for the scholars to ask questions 
of their teachers; and a great part of the 
Rabbinical books consists of the answers 
of the Rabbis to such questions. 
48—50.] The salient point of this narra- 
tive appears to lie in ё wanjp cov con- 
trasted with rod жатрбе pov. This was 
the first time that those wonderful words 
of self-consciousness had been beard from 
the holy Child—when He to be “а 
son of the law," He first calls Hrw His 
Father, Who gave Him the work to do on 
earth, of perfectly keeping tbat Law. 
Every word of these verses is of the first 
importance to modera combatants for 
sound doctrine. Let the adversaries 
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exAaynoav, kai tire трос avrov т umrnp avrov Téxvoy, 4 Met. xx. 36 
? 

реро: &mrovutv ae. 49 

dad? 7 e > e .? ae М * е? ГА 81. 
ті ° ewoinaac йш» ovrec; (800 0 marno соо Kayw od e ch: xvi. 24 

\ © 1 , у {nme s XX. 
ка: emey трос avrouc Ti ore Boniy. Isa. 

Acta v. 4,9. А — y 8 , 58 e ? g — — 7 ef 
eCnretré ut; ouk Youre от Ev rote rob татрос̧ pov Ost Kup Alz. 
A „ 50... t э 
EVAL ME = Kat ауто! OU 

ауто. 51 каї karin per avrov kat Абе» ис NaZapé 

h suynkav то pnpa © éAdAnoey є Gea. xii. 61. Esth. vii. 9. 
9. ^ Matt. xiii. 61. 

„ Ps. zel. 6. 
v ke М ә — $ e 7 > 21 і зз ch. 3. 80, 

kat NY ` ототассореуос AVTOIÇ. Kal N unrnp avTov di- SL Joba iv. 
eb. X. 17, 20. Rom. viii. 7, 90а). 1 Chrou. xxix. 24. 9 Macc. ix. 19. 1 « here 10. k 

(Acts xv. 29) only. Оев. xxxvii. 11. 

48. [syr-cu contains Lu ii. 48—iii. 16.] 
with A rel: txt BCDLX 1 lat-(a) e f Syr goth et 

rec трос avrov 7 ugrnp dvrov bef erev, 
arm Суг. rat eyw C'L 1. 33. 

69. aft oduywpevos add ка: Avrovytyot D gat lat-a e ў, 91 lq syr-cu Ambrst 
Quiest. Znrouper BN 6-pe. 

49. Znrere AN. 
Tert: txt ABC rel vulg lat-g, Orig-lat,. 
lat, Epiph Did Cyr Tert. 

oware Dallat-ab cef JL q syr-cu Iren-gr Orig-lat, Thdrt 
ин pe vat D 1. 69 latt Iren-lat Orig- 

DO. for ka: avro:, avro: de D lat-e Syr gyr-cu copt Orig-lat. 
51. om ка‹ nb C! D F(Wtst) copt: ins ABC? rel latt syrr syr-cu Orig-lat. 

for каз n, n де C'DEGHM 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt Orig-lat Eus: txt ABC! rel latt вуг 

answer us —why should his mother here 
have spoken and not Joseph, unless there 
were some more than usual reason for her 
being put forward rather than his reputed 
father? Again, let the mythical school of 
Strauss give us a reason, why an incident 
altogether (in their view) so derogatory to 
the character of the subject of it, should 
have been inserted, if the myths arose out 
of an exaggerated estimate of the dignity 
of that character? ó жат. cov) 
en up to this time Joseph had been во 

called by the holy Child Himself: but 
from this time, sever. Such words are 
not chance; had Mary said mete, the 
strong contrast with what follows could not 
have been brought out. TÉ бт. N.;] 
vl, Src... what (reason) is there, that.: 
see reff. This is no reproachful ques- 
tion. It is asked in all the simplicity 
and boldness of holy childhood . . . ‘did 
ye not know?’ ... it appeared as if 
that conviction, the expression of which 
now first breaks forth from Hım, must 
have been a matter known to them before. 

84] This is that def so often used 
by our Lord of His appointed and under- 
taken course. Analogous to this first ut- 
terance of His conviction, is the dawn, 
amongst owrselves, of the principle o 
duty in the youthful and well-trained spirit 
about this same age, —this ‘earing time’ 

sense, which embraces all places and em- 
ployments of my Father's (cf. ly тойто 
tot, 1 Tim. iv. 15). The best rendering 
would perbaps be,—among my Father's 
matters. The employment in which he 
was found, learning the word of God, 
would naturally be one of these. 
афт. ob avv.) Both Joseph and His mother 
kney in some sense, Who He was: but 
were not to hear so direct an 
appeal to as His Father: understood 
not the deeper sense of these wonderful 
words. Still(ver. 51) they appear to have 
awaked in the mind of His mother a 
remembrance of cAnOnaerar ийде Өго®, ch. 
i. 85. And probably, as Stier remarks (i. 
5), the unfolding of His childhood had 
been so gradual and natural, that even 
they had not been forcibly reminded b 
any strong individual notes, of that whic 
He was, and which now shewed itself. 

It is a remarkable instance of the 
blindness of the rationalistic Commentators 
to the richness and depth of Scripture nar- 
rative, that Meyer holds this of сырўкау to 
be altogether inconceivable as coming after 
the angelic announcement to Mary. Can 
he suppose that she уйке» that announce- 
mentitself? De Wette has given the right 
interpretation, ‘fie verſtanden nicht den 
tiefern Sinn, and refers to ch. xviii. 
84: so also Olsh., Ebra, 51.] The 

of human progress: see below on ver. 52. high consciousness wh: u had manifested 
iv Tois rod x.] primarily, in the itself in ver. 49 did mat en periere with Bis 

house of my Father (so in Sir. xlii. 10, іу self-humiliation, nor 55% indepen- 
roig warpıxoïç аўтйс: Theocr. ii. 76, rà dent of his parenta "v4 gontan SEES 
Абкеуос̧: Demosth. p. 1071, 74 тоб jection probably sh. “ү; M ч. 
ávoÜavóvroc: seo Lobeck on Phryn. p. at his reputed fut... W. © * a 
100); but we must not exclude the wider 2 and note. * =, Ò pry 
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nch. . 87 а. 
а Rom. х1Н. 12. 

Gal. i. 14. 52 
2 Tim. Ii. 16. 
iii v only. 

EYATTEAION П. 52. 

ernou тауга rd pnpara [ravra] ev ry capdig avrnc. 
kai Inooõc " mpoéxowrev софіа kai ° Aukig kat * xápert 

A s V? 

Li siu 9 тара Dew kai аубоотос. 
1 ©. 5 э æ e 

Cri, Pal . III. ! "Ev kxei & тертека декат тпс ' nyeuoviac Tee- 
17) 7^ eMatt. vi. 27 reff. ch. six. 8 reff p = тег. 40. Prov. iti. 4, qoh. l. . 1 Pet. 

ii. 20. x here only. Gen. xxxvi. 30. Sir. vil. 4. 

goth arm. ra рпцата bef ravra ADK: om та рђрата S.—awavra AK. 
om ravra BDMN lat-a e Syr-ed arm. 
hom«aotel, and was variously restored. 

62. хрогкоттал D. 
and софа DL lat-a b cet 
Cyr Thdrt. ins тара 

no more mention of Joseph: the next we 
hear is of His mother and brethren (John 
ii. 12): whence it is inferred that, between 
this time and the commencement of our 
Lord's public life, Joseph died. «al 
A к%т.] These words tend to confirm the 
common belief that these opening chap- 
ters, or at least (Ms narrative, may have 
been derived from the testimony of the 
mother of the Lord herself. She kept 
them, as in wonderful coincidence with the 
remarkable circumstances of His birth, 
and its announcement, and His presenta- 
tion in the temple, and the offerings of the 
Magi; but in what way, or by what one 
great revelation all these things were to 
be gathered in one, did not yet appear, 
but was doubtless manifested to her after- 
wards : see Acts i. 14; ii. 1. 52.) 
$c, probably not only ‘stature’ (as in 
ch. xix. 3), but age (ref. Matt.), which 
comprehends the other: so that соф. к. 
z. would be wisdom, as well as age. 

During these eighteen mysterious 
years we may, by the light of what is here 
revealed, view the holy Child advancing 
onward to that fulness of wisdom and di- 
vine approval which was indicated at His 
Baptism, by iv col eó0ó«gca. We are apt 
to forget, that it was during this time that 
much of the great work of the second Adam 
was done. The growing up through in- 
fancy, childhood, youth, manhood, from 
grace to grace, holiness to holiness, in sub- 
tection, self-denial, and love, without one 
polluting touch of зіп, —this it was which, 
consummated by the three years of active 
ministry, by the Passion, and by the Croas, 
constituted “ the obedience of one man, 
by which many were made righteous. We 
must fully appreciate the words of this 
verse, in order to think rightly of Christ. 
He had emptied Himself of His glory: 
His infancy and childhood were no mere 
pretence, but the Divine Personality was 
in Him carried through these states of 
weakness and inexperience, and gathered 

ins гу bef «odia В; г>» rn LN Orig,. 
g Буг (syr-cu syr-jer) copt Orig, Ath Epiph Amphil 

f avÜpwsroic D. 

(Meyer thinks that ra p. fell out through 

nA ma 
Nyssen 

round itself the ordinary accessions and 
experiences of the sons of men. АП the 
time, the consciousness of his mission on 
earth was ripening; the things heard of 
the Father' (John xv. 16) were continu- 
aly imparted to Him; the Spirit, which 
was not given by measure to Him, was 
abiding more and more upon Him; till 
the day when He was fully ripe for his 
official manifestation,—that He might be 
offered to his own, to receive or reject 
Him,—and then the Spirit led Him up 
to commence his conflict with the enemy. 
As yet, He was in favour with man also: 
the world had not yet begun to hate Him; 
but we cannot tell how soon this feeling 
towards Him was changed, for He alleges 
(John vii. 7), “Me the world hateth, 
because I testify of it that its deeds are 
evil;” and we can hardly conceive such 
testimony, in the years of gathering vigour 
and zeal, long withheld. e incident of 
ch. iv. 28, 29 can scarcely have arisen only 
from the anger of the moment. 

Cuar. III. 1—22.] PREACHING AND 
BAPTISM OF JOHN. DIVINE TESTIMONY 
TO Jesus AT His ВАРТ1ВМ. Matt. iii. 1— 
17. Mark i. 4—11. 1.] These dates are 
consistent with the &xpiBés apaxoXovÜeiv 
which Luke predicates of himself, ch. i. 3. 
In Matt. iii. 1 we have the same events 
indicated as to time by only iv raic ny. 
leti vaig. The fifteenth year of the sole 
разове of Tiberius began Aug. 19, т.с. 
81, and reckoning backwards thirty years 

from that time (see ver. 23), we should 
have the birth of our Lord in v.c. 751 or 
about then; for Ne трак. will admit of 
some latitude. But Herod the Great died 
in the beginning of the year 750, and our 
Lord's birth must be fixed some months at 
least before the death of Herod. If then 
it be placed in 749, He would have been at 
least thirty-two at the time of His baptism, 
seeing that it took place some time after 
the beginning of John’s ministry. This 
difficulty has led to the supposition that 

ABODE 
GHAL 
MS TTX 
Fa 1. 
. 2. 
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piov Kaicapoc, * тугроугооутос Поутіоо П:Аатоо ric -A. u. S0. 

"Tovdaiag, xai 'rerpapxovvroc тпс ГаймАаас 'Hoo8ov, t here (oe) 

@rAimwov 8 rov adeAgov avrov 'rerpapyovvroc rnc 
pac, cal Avcaviov тїс "Irovpatac kat Tpaywviridoc 

ABR Amie retpapyovrroc, 

xe 

(-x, ver. 
19. 

1 3 2 ri a Mark li. 96. 
єлї аруирёшс̧ ' Àvva oh. iv. 37. 

Cuar. III. 1. wyepomac] ВасАаас̧ B!-marg. (See table at end of proleg.) 
for nytpovevorrocg, exirpostvovroc D Eus, Chron, procurante latt. 

om к. TETP. т. yad. D-gr. roc (thrice) CN. 
ftrpaapyovy- 

npwdov bef rug уаМмАашас AK. 
aft crovpacsac ins орнупс B!-marg. (See table of readings.) 

2. тес ex’ (with some cursive ?): txt ABCD rel Scr’s mss Eus,. rec apyieptev, 
with Scr’s r vulg lat-a c &c copt goth Chron: txt ABCD rel lat-5 e Eus Epiph Thdrt 

this fifteenth year is not to be dated from 
the sole but from the associated principate 
of Tiberius, which commenced most pro- 
bably at the end of u.c. 764. According 
to this, the fifteenth of Tiberius will begin 
at the end of v.c. 779—and our Lord's 
birth would be п.с. 749 or 50: which 
will agree with the death of Herod. This 
latter explanation has usually been adopted. 
Our present æra was fixed by, Dionysius 
Exiguus, in the sixth century, and laces 
the birth of our Lord in 754 v.o. It may 
be doubted, however, whether in all these 
reckonings more has not been 
sought than the Gospel narrative warrants 
any expectation of our finding. The ёе 
ёте» тр. із а wide expression and might 
cover any age from thirty (see note on ver. 
23) to thirty-two or thirty-three. 
See on Matt. ii. 2, where it appears pro- 
bable from astronomical considerations, 
that our Lord was born as early as U.C. 
747. Mr. Greswell has devoted several 
Dissertations to this enquiry ;—see his 
vol i. р. 189 ff. yep. П. ПА] 
Pilate was only Procurator of Judea: 
the words cognate to ij yenëh being used 
promiscuously of the leading officers of 
the Roman government. Pontius Pi- 
LATE was the sixth procurator from the 
deposition of' Archelaus, and came to Ju- 
дев about u.c. 779. He held the pro- 
vince ten years, and was sent to Rome to 
answer for his conduct by Vitellius, prefect 
of Syria, v.c. 789, the year of the death of 
Tiberius. See chronological table in Pro- 
legg. Vol. II. 'HpesBov] See note on 
Matt. xiv. 1. HEROD ANTIPAS became 
tetrarch of Galilee after the death of his 
father Herod, v.c. 750, and continued till 
he was de in 792. Ффь\М(жъхоу | 

næs -]- Auranitis = Iturea), and continued 
till his death in v.c. 786 or 787. He 
built Cæsarea Philippi. He was by far 
the best of Herod's sons, and ruled his 
portion mildly and well. He must not be 
confounded with Ais half-brother Philip, 
whose wife Herodias Herod Antipas se- 
duced. This latter was disinherited by his 
father, and lived in privacy. See note on 
Matt. xiv. 1. Avcav. т. AB. тетр.] 
ABILENE, the district round Abila, a town 
eighteen miles north of Damascus, now, 

ing to Pococke, Nebi Abel. It must 
not be confounded with Abila in Decapolis. 
Josephus, Antt. xix. 5. 1, mentions it as 
among the districts which Claudius gave to 
king Agrippa I. under the name of ABA 
n Avcaviov, and in B. J. ii. 11. 5, as ¿ripa 
ВатАна ў Avsaviov kaXovgíivg. In 
Antt. xx. 7. 1, he has ’AGiAg. Avoavig ài 
atrn bysyve rerpapxía : c also Ptolem 
v. 15, "ABa ёжкАудёса Аусауіоо 
ш ing it, however, one of the cities of 

polis). This Lysanias however was 
son of Ptolemy, the son of Minnseus (B. J. 
i. 13. 1), and was killed by Antony, at 
Cleopatra’s instigation ас 81). Тһе 
Lysanias here mentioned may some 
descendant of the other, since we find 
him here ruling Abilene, whereas the 
other is ed by Dio (xlix. 32), king 
of Iturea. Now at his death we learn 
that the olcog той Avo. was farmed by one 
Zenodorus (Antt. xv. 10. 1), whom (ib. 
8 3) Augustus deprived of his ixapyia, 
and at his death, which immediately fol- 
lowed, gave the principal of his districts, 
Trachonitis, Auranitis (Antt. xvii. 11. 4), 
&c., to Herod, Bc. 23. Among these 
Abilene is not named, and it therefore is 
possible that it may have been granted to 

Son of Herod the Great by Cleopatra, a 
woman of Jerusalem, Joseph. Antt. xvii. 
1.3. He was brought up at Rome, and 
after his father's death in v.c. 750 was 

a descendant of the former possessor. The 

silence of Josephus jg no reason against 

this supposition, as he does not yoinutely 

relate the fortunes of districts which dona 
ев е е W made tetrarch of Batanæa, Gaulonitis, lie in the path of his ү, . The aga 

Trachonitis, Panias, Auranitis (Bata- tion of ABA ù "ow" agan in © 
Уот. 1. №007 у * 

, 
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f rü f. kal Kataga, ixivero, pima Ürov ext "Тшйьул» roy Р Fee 
X. 87 al. 3 ' 
Gen. ху. 1, 4. Zaxapiov viðv er ry орф, kot nA tic тавар 5581 
hr rn " mepiy wpov той "Тор$ауо» * кармады, á Bárrisna ” pira- A781 

ГМ ME. a * афет» apapriwv, 4 we yéyparraı £v BBA 1. 4 U a al. volac ис 

E Aóywv ,Heaiov TOU moognrov 
"eam xix. ойне *Eroiacare тї» *o80v киріоо, ° evOeag тоште 

2 k re тас ' тріВоюс avrov. vaca t фара уЁ n gÀAnpeÜnetrat 

Fen kai тау брос xai ' (Jovvoc " raruvwbhosrat, ко "фота: та 
x у Пеш. а skoda ! чє ° анас ка! a" rpa x“ чс osove 

b Mait. 1. H „ 6 ка operat таса capt тд? сытпргоу rob O. 

~ 7 Beyer обу тос éxropevoptvoic бхА\о‹с Berriobnvat ur 

avrov ч Геуупцата ° Ex ivov, ric ётеди е» d upv pt 

ix. ti, zi ато rnc ^ пеХХоботс å оруп; ; oU. rogare ouv 1 картодс 

Dwm бош»тос tv тр 

e bere ere (bis) & i 

0. 3 
a. 0 Ax 5 € 

fj only. ч а оыс түс * neravotac? Kat 1 га Eno E ttv {ЭР . 

g here only. 1. e. Josb. xv. 7. h Matt. xiii. 48. a 7. ich «Ал. 0 ому: Exed. 
x 10 каб. Phil. H. 8. 1 Matt. xix. 5 1 Mk 2 Cor. vi. № al. 
э 7. Acta ii. 40. Pal. i. 15 TN. i. 18. Dent. xxxii. б. "Ar zarü. 29 

1. е. Jer. H. 96. о here Gen. zavii. 11. Prov. H. 99. A. C. Do Fe 
qt Mt. 9475, r Matt. xxvi. 22. Mark v. 17. ті. 7 al. Gea. xviii. 37. s | Mt. (rcf) 

Sync. [каїфа CD latt (во elsewhere) : txt AB rel am(with ABCD re One copt сы 
rec ins rov bef jaxapwv, with G 1(e sil). 69 Eus: om ABC 

8. rec aft тасау ins туу, with CD rel copt Eus: om ABL Orig, 
4. for өс, кабыс C Eus figi B. rec aft wpognrov ins Aeyorroc (from 

Mt iii, 3), with AC rel lat-f 4 syrr goth wth: om BDLA í latt syr-cu copt arm Orig 
Eus. ins rov bef коргоо A al. for avrov, vywv D-gr. 

5. фараЁ AHL'X ev ў: rec однау (corrn to Lxx), with AC rel lat-e f g Syr 
syr-cu goth (sth) Iren- at- mes: txt BDZ latt Iren-lat-mss Orig,(expr: буті imcow 
Elç ebOctay, . . wAnOuyricdy EbUtíac) Leo. 

0. for Giov, көро» D eth. 
7. for ovv, de D 1. 69 lat-e f copt-dz goth. 

уш» bef umedaker DA. 
8. akwovg bef rapwove B Orig: картоу 11 (| MA D 106 lat-e syr copt goth 

seth oy for e» tavroig, avroic D'-gr æth(Treg): e» avrop L: om latt 
not А 2 syr-cu arm Orig,(txt,): add ore L 83 Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast arm 

om, 

time of Claudius, after this a ion has 
disappeared so long, looks as if there had 

for vr, euro D lat-b e lg. 

power,—and had influence en veo wed pro- 
care the actual high-priesthood for flve of 

been another Avcavíag between. See 
Wieseler, i. 176 ff. Me eyer, Comm. in loc. 
Bleek, 8 moptische p in loc. 2. 
ANNAS = Ananus, J h. Antt. 
2. 2) the high-priest, w by Vale- 
rius Gratus (О.С. 7700. after several 
changes, Joseph or siaphas (Joseph. as 
above), 9, bis son-in-law (John xviii. 13), 
was made high-priest. It would appear 
from this verse (and the use of the sin- 
gular, tc, renders the inference more 
stringent. Cf. also St. Luke’s own parase, 
Acts iv. 6) that Annas, as ex-high-pries 
and possibly retaining in the view TE th th. 
Jews the legitimate high-priesthood, was 
counted still as having the office: he 
certainly (John xviii. 13) exercised the 

Ме sons, after his own deposition, Jos. | 
Antt. xx. 9. 1. А substitute, or deputy 
to the high-priest (called by the Talmudists 
мз үр), appears to have been usual,— 
see 2 Kings xxv. 18; and Annas would 
thus be able to evade the Roman appoint- 
ment and keep tbe authority. Fan 9.] 
See John i. 38. $—98.] Matt. iii. 1. 
Mark i. 4, where see note on fr. uer. 
b, 6.] are peculiar to L They are 
nearly verbatim from the LXX Alex., not 
F., who for ӧдоёс Мас has widia. After 
this there is omitted cai dg@nosras |j 
ӧӧЕа rvpíov, and then «ai dp... . . r. A. 
as LXX. 1—9.] Matt. vv. 7—10. 
John’s speech is verbatim as Matt., ex- 
cept that карт. dk. is cingular, and QóEgra 



9—14. KATA AOYKAN. 

ktauroic Tlarépa č Exouey то» Afjpaán: Myw ydo ушу Ort DE 
Фоуато o бос: ёк тшу МӨ» rovrey бура тёкуа T9 Y - 

"ABpaáp. 9 nón $ ка! 2 сабур ° трос тй» pilav TOV ноа. I 

t d 1 ‚н. 
Sivdowy * кыта” wav ойу Sévdpoy ий " тоору ` Kap- 221 dob 

xov каду " exxdwrerat cal tic тор BN Aerat. 10 ка] тт! еа, 

ётпротоу avróv ot. oyÀot Abyovric Ti оў» rome; - ; x Mge: xiv. 16 
п атокр:бес ôi er auroic 0 ixw cvo xirévac 7 "rue 

K кого $0 а1. әйди з " pera rw Tp un Morte, ка! о fy» * Вроџата с one a 1 Gor. vit F. 

1 тошто. 12 ЧАбо» $ ка: rea Barriob nat, ка! ас et al. 
MSU VX 185 9) NE ues ag vi “тоу трос avrov №.:даскаће, ri тошошнау ; oniy. Dan. 

33. 69. Are трос avrove Моё» тАѓо» ? тара то ler ты 

pívov Og "mpügaere, !< & ernpwrwy de avrov kai D in. 7. 

" отратводнеуо: Aéyourec Ti тосор» kat шыс ; ; Kal 1 гла, 
«Єжєр avroic Mndéva ° Skactionrs рді ° oukoġpav- | сч £u 

y 
zziz 7 Job iv. 16 vat. 3 Maco. vil. 92 t 
iA. Ii. Job axxy. 9. W 133. ut 

9. om Ist cat D]at-5 Syr syr-cu copt goth arm Orig-lat Did, jam enim vulg, jam quid 
enim lat-a. kaprrovs cake D Syr syr-cu.—om кало» am(with forj ре) lat-s ff, 
Iren-lat-mas Orig(rè plv yàp un xov kapxóv оёдё caddy ixu кархбу). 

10. «1 npwrnca» D 244, interrogaverunt lat -b с e ff, д. (interrogabant 
om ov» al lat-b c e д copt-dz. rec т0:7соџг», wit GKU 1 latt Orig-lat : txt 
ABCD rel goth eth. add iva swOwptv (cf Acts xvi. 80) D, ut vivamus gat 
lat-b g, q syr-cu. 

11. rec (for »Aeyev) Meyen with AC rel: txt BC LX 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c f l. 
12. aft reAwyas ins орос D lat - a. aft SawricO8yvat ins vx’ avrov СКХ 

syr-with-ob copt-dz-marg. urav C'D. rec тоглсоргу, with GU 1 latt: 
txt ABCD rel goth eth. add iva cwÜwytv D. 

doh, хіх, 8 овју. Lev. 

18. for ярос avrovc, avroc D al mt lat-a e f q. unde AA Constt. 
R% C. add xpaccere D mt lat-a b c. for xpaccert, xpacouy D Syr: 
om lat-a b c syr-cu eth. 

14. exnpwrynger CD lat-b c ff, 9, g (goth 7). om ĝe C fuld. om avro» 
D lat-c. гес ка‹ прыс bef re Tol., with АС? rel lat. a вуг copt goth wth arm: 
om cat урдас D ev-7 : txt BCI L 1. 69 vulg lat-b o e f l Syr syr-cu.—rec otgooptv, 
with AGKU 1 latt: txt B[sic: see table] CDX rel goth sth. add гуа cwÜwputy 

Matt. — pairs nað: Luke. This indicates a serving in an army. Who these were, we 
common of this Certain! рвов which 
however is s acil thus slightly deflected ; 
and let it be borne in mind that the slighter 
the deflection, the more striking the inde- 
pendence of the Evangelists. ph 
&pfno9« A.] ‘Omnem excusationis etiam 
conatum precidit.’ Bengel. 10—14.) 
Peculiar to Luke. 10.) Olshausen re- 
fers to the answer to а similar question 
under the N. T. dispensation, Acts ii. 87. 
See also Acts xvi. 30; xxii. 10. Deeds of 
justice and charity are the very first fruite 
of repentance ; see Micah vi. 8. 18 
теёусл, вее on Matt. v. 46. 18 
wpdecere, exact: see examples in Wetst. 

have no means of determining. у 
not soldiers of the army which Herod 
Antipas sent against Aretas, his father- 
in-law :—see notes on Matt. xiv. 1 ff. 
Siagalay prim., ѓо shake violently. 
Plato, rác d elc ёта ау àicuat, TE 
p. 85: also met., to confound, dtactiouy 
rà 'AUgvaiev NALE cre pndioat, 
Herod. vi. 109. mung re re 

ress or Vex, co nding to 
ы seems * confined to ec- 
clesiastical use. grace Hom. xiii, 
p. 139, ed. Migne, b in this sense: 

У абраю tic grep sicily of rade 
тас orevdc ddovc 1 3 Kay * 

14.] orparevépevor—properly, men — mapióvrac kai diag, eX: 
on maro 5 but this se not The "n which а rte, e а 
be pressed, ошу that they were soldiers. to act t e part of 1 

H u2 Y 
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„21 Bev thonte, kai * аркесбє role a eriote toy, 15 & хрос- 

т a докоутос oe той Хаов, ai " StadoyZoutrwy mávrev é» 
925 „ . тас карда auTw” wept rov Loro port аотос etg 
11. H. 2. O ‚хогтос, 16 a атекріуато о ‘Twavync а атас Ayer, Eye 
ы рі» voare Ватт ы урас" фута à о * iexvpórepóc 

1 * 9? 
159 Ка. Hou; oU оюк EL 

Matt. [Er Ts párey : avrov avróc ö ag Barrio 

17 l où rò P ттбоу év тр хир! 

" (кабс Avoa тд» ° ipávra теу ° ®тодп- 

ey wvebpare ау; 
1 

! avrov, Kat Res kai торі. 
kj. ob. хі. 29. 

‚ Ж с 3 Siakaapiet тту dhv avrou, Kai 'сууй&ы то» otrov 
‚ Matt ә » 

= C Nun. ис тї» ` акоблецу ‚ао, ro oe ' ' äyupov ' Karaxaweres 

а Mr rof тур! "аот 8 woAda piv ойи oy repa " rapa- 
537% (тей) кайс» отуу ето тд» Хад». 19 à "Нр©ёпс © 
тра? ie 
a œ Acts li. 40 " теграрупс 

toonste, Acts тпс ,yuvauóc TOU adzA pou avroU, kai тєрї ravrey 
21. Avi. I al. . ewoinoey тоупроу о ‘Hpodne, 

a kartkAtigtv rov lwavyny ev [тр] 
Acta xiii, 1 y? 
cooly t. imi таш, [ка!] 
(- ei», ver. 

a XX. 
Tri. , 10 lade. v. 37 1) only. 

D. for «at, o ĝe D lat-e. 
AC! rel goth: txt BC DL 1. 33 latt. 

15. om rov bef wavvov DÆ 1. 69 Eus. 

coe хтШ. 16. 1 Tim. v.30. Gen. xxi. 95. 
. xvi. 96 гей. 

` Aeyyóuevoc vr avrov тєрї "Нрыдга8ос 

* ov 

20 * трос пке» kal rovro 

w attr., ch. И. 90. ir. Hi. 97. see 
S Acts xx vi. 10 oa. Jer. xxxix. — a Wisd. 

rec (for ауто‹с) трос avrovc (from ver 18), with 

16. for ат. o w. аха. №у., ar. Му. хату o iw. BN lat-e Orig: ат. o ш. Aty. тас. 
Brie K?): aw. тас. Aey. 0 tw. 

: жаш» GH: om акад» Г. 
L: extyvoug ra уођрата aurwy uxtv D: om o 

p. Barr. ғу одат: (|| MZ) D 1. 69 late. 
add ис peravouav (|| Mt) CD mt lata b o &c (not fg, I) syr-marg. (Contra, 

póvoc nr 
poc pov oray (|| Mt) D lat-l. € 

om avrov D lat-a b ff, l arm ia. 

. жросгібгке тд elc arn Orig.) о да epyopevog tayupore- 
rov vročņparoç D syr copt Clem. 

17. for «as дакабари‹, ‹акабараа BN copt arm, ad purgandum lat-a, emundare 
Iren-lat. 
ins pew bef oro DEGA 69. 

18. for яаракаћоу, wapavwy D. 

for cvvats:, cyvayayey BN lat-e arm.—rov airov bef tf. D. 
om rg» and 8rd avrov D copt-wilk Orig-lat,. 

19. rec aft yvvawoc ins Аттор (from Mk vi. 17), with ACKX 38 syrr copt eth 
arm-mss: om BD rel latt goth arm ТЫ Euthym Lucif. 
B(Tisch but not Mai) 127 al. 

20. om 2nd cae B(Mai аы ан 1аё-5 е Eus: ins AC rel Lucif. 
LMAX 1 goth arm Eus: ins АС rel. inclusit latt. om тл B 

laying vexatious charges of disaffection 
against persons. In assi a derivation 
for this verb, notice Liddell and Scott's re- 
mark (after Passow) : The literal signif. 
is not found in any ancient writer, and is 
perhaps altogether an invention." 
15—17.] Ver. 15 apium to Luke, but — 
John i. 19—25. posSoxGyros ] not, 

abeut (Bretechneider), but be- 
ing in expectation, —i. e. that John would 
declare himself (Meyer). 16, 17.] 
Matt. iii. 11, 12. ark i. 7, 8. John f. 
26, 27. The four accounts are cognate, 
but vary in expression and arrangement: 
ver. 17 is verbatim (except that aùroð is 

o npwing bef xovnpey 

evecdcoe D; 

after girov and "ar^ T Tuks Matt.) as 
Matthew. 18—320 e only: con- 
taining the ИЖ eee of the account 
us тре ы 20 “ү! boldness in re- 
uking Herod, with this t variation, 

that whereas in Mark Hered heard him 
gladly, and did many things in conse- 
dac here the rebuke for general pro- 
igacy seems to have contributed to his 

imprisonment. These accounts however, 
though perfectly distinct, are by no means 
inconsistent. The same rebukes which 
stung Herod’s conscience and aided the 
desire to imprison John, might work on 
that conscience, and cause the wish to hear 



15—93. 

ro e e i э 8 9 „ ‘a 
To ayiov соцат‹ко elde. we 1:0:6тғ0ау ЄТ аотоу, KAL оу. 

5 . 1. 

xvi. 22. 2 Kings zv. 96, 8 Kings . 9. 
3.5, 2 Kings xxii. 90. Mal. i. 19. 

21. avevyOnva: D. 
22. rec wea, with A rel Eus : txt BDL 33 Orig. 

rec aft yevso@a: ins Aayovcav (see || Mt), with A rel for (Е, «c rov D: ar A. 

lat f; 7. 
A : txt 

KATA AOYKAN. 

3 Chron. іх. 8&. Ps. cxivi. 10. 
j Mark v. 49 reff. 

syrr goth eth arm: om BDL latt copt Ambr. 
B E(Wist) KMUA 1. 38. 69 Eus.] TR 

469 

b w. aor., see 
note. eb. tt. 
27. Esek. ix. 

. reff. 
1 Tim. iv. 8 

1 Matt. xvii. 5. 
k see Acts xi. 4. Gen. xliv. 1%. 

for ex’, uc D latt. 

[rec quóorgca, with 
for dv to evdoenca, тос pov а ov 

enutpov yrytvynca ae D lat - a с "o l Justin [Clem Method ?] Lact Juvenc Hil, 
Faust Aug(who however says that t older -mss had it not). 

98. for ка: avroc nv, nv ĉe D Clem Hi Ath Epiph, Jesus autem erat copt Iren- 
lat. 

more from the man of God. Vv. 19, 20 
are in anticipation of what follows; which 
is in Luke's manner ; see ch. i. 80. 
21, 23.) Matt. iii. 13—17. Mark i. 9— 
11. Luke's account is much more concise 
than usual, and wholly independent of the 
others; see note on Mark i. 10: we have 
here however three additional particulars 
—1. that all the people had been baptized 
before the Lord's baptism : 2. that He was 
praying at the time of the descent of the 
Spirit: 3. that the Spirit appeared in a 
bodily form. On (1) we may remark that 
this is necessarily the meaning of iv ry 
8ar.—for Luke when he means ‘during,’ 
&c. invariably uses the present; see for the 
past tense with i» rq reff. and ch. xiv. 1; 
xix. 15 ; xxiv. 30—for the present, ch. v.1; 
viii. 5, &c., and for a comparison of the 
two, ch. viii. 40 and 42. On (8), see 
note at Matt. iii. 16, § 2. 

23—38.] GENEALOGY or OUR Lonp. 
Peculiar to Luke. 23.] Jesus was 
about thirty years old when He began 

ministry); not, ‘began to be about,’ 
» which is u mmatical  ápyópevoc 

тўс tic roy Ладу ávadtilteg abrov, fjroi 
тйс did acraRiag, Euthym., so also Orig., 
Bengel, Kuin., De Wette, Meyer, Wieseler ; 
see also Acts i. 1. This Stel тр. ad - 
mits of considerable latitude, but only in 
one direction; viz. over thirty years. He 
could not well be under, seeing that this 
was the appointed age for the commence- 
ment of public service of God by the 
Levites ; see Num. iv. 3, 23, 43, 47. 
If no other proof were in existence of the 
total independence of the present Gospels 
of Matthew and Luke, their genealogies 

rec ins o bef 15c0vc, with A rel: om BDLUXN 33. 

‘do, if the genealogy be Aer's. 

GPX. ыси ET. трак. 

would furnish what I conceive to be an 
undeniable one. Is it possible that either 
of these Evangelists could have set down 
his genealogy with that of the other 
before him? Would no remark have 
been made on their many and (on such 
@ supposition) unaccountable variations ? 
It is quite beside the purpose of the 
present commentary to attempt to recon- 
cile the two. It has never yet been ac- 
complished; and every endeavour to do 
it has violated either ingenuousness or 
common sense. I shall, as in similar cases, 
only indicate the landmarks which may 
serve to guide us to all that is possible for 
us to discover concerning them. (1) The 
two genealogies are both the line of Joseph, 
and sot of Mary. Whether Mary were an 
heiress or not, Luke's words here preclude 
the idea of the gen her's; for 
the descent of the Lord is transferred puta- 
tively to Joseph by the os be- 
fore the genealogy begins; and it would 
be unnatural to suppose that the reckon- 
ing, which began with the real mother, 
would, after such transference, pass back 
through Aer to her father again, as it Eo 

e 
attempts of many, and recently of Wiese- 
ler, to make it appear that the genealogy 
is that of Mary, reading viàc (е ivop. ToU 
leg) rou ‘НАМ, ' the son (as supposed 
of е but in reality) of Ней, &. 
are, ав Meyer (Comm, in loc.) has shewn, 
quite unsuccessful ; , Mill’s vindica- 
tion of E 5 
history о opin) 
to have аа i pt 

orit. t юте authority beg Жур» 

see Dr 

ез, Р 
. 180 K. for the 

(2) Lake эрке 
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g x95 eve, wy vioc we | evouitero Iwon$, rov HA, * rov 
MarÜár, rov Atui, тоо Medyei, rov Iorval, rov 'Imos0, 
25 тор Маттабіоо, rov Aube, rov Nabu, rov Eo kei, 
тоо Nayyai, * тоо Малад, rov MarraÜiov, roù Zsusciv, 
TOU Iwony, cov “1682, 7 rov 'loaváv, rov "Руса, rov 

Zopo(saPed, rov Tau, тоо Nupsi, 28 тою Mt уе, тоо 

"Addei, rov Kwoap, rov ЕАдадан, тоо "Нр, ? rov Incov, 

BLXN 1. 88. (69) vulg lat-5 c g, l q Orig Eus Ath, Ambr Vict Queest. тес ec 
evourtero bef moc, with A rel vulg (Int-f) syr copt ath arm: txt BLN 1 (lat-a) Orig 
Eus Ath Epiph, Cyr Queest. aft evopeZero ins sva: D lat-(5) e e ff, 91 l. 

23 to 31. ros Ми to dava] rov «ace rov раббау rov eAtatap rov eXeowd rov 
туну rov садык rov абор rov ear Tov a(jiovó rov ZopoBafer rov салаб rov 
хомо TOU шакир Tov акну Tov otia TOU apwe rov рауастп rov tirna то» 
axag тоо walay rov ota rov apacio rov шас тоо oxoliov rov әрен row пюсафад 
rov асаф rov а{йоъф rov pofjoap rov codopwy rov saved (see || M?) D. 

24. rec 1a, with A rel copt arm: arva X: сауна» Н: iwavva EIA: na 
Tal: wavva 1: txt BLA 39. 69 am lat-5 ff, l Syr copt goth Naz. 

26. rec ceper, with KUVA 69 vulg lat-c f ff, 
тес two 

e arm Naz. 
txt BLN lat-ô e goth, сенинъ copt. 
goth eth : txt BLI'N 1. 33. 69 am lat-b (с) 
with A rel latt syrr copt sth arm: wwata 1: 
ГЇ 83. 69 am(with em forj harl ing mt) lat-g, copt-dz 

91.2 Syrr eth arm: cen A rel: 
nd, with A rel vulg lat-a f g eyrr 

rec :ovda, 
A-lat: txt BL X(wé) 

tb(Treg). 
a ee 

27. rec iwavva, with KM (S, e sil) vulg lat-a c ef (fa) 9 4 goth: «vay» U al sth 
(arm): ava Н al: iwayyay LVXT 1 вуг copt: txt 

ZopopBaped AA. 
98. гес edpodap, with A rel lat g syr eth, ermodam goth: 

txt BLN 83 (latt) copt. 

expression wióc бео as applied to Christ, 
was made good by tracing it up as here, 
through a regular ascent of progenitors till 
we come to Adam, who was, but here again 
inexactly, the son of God. This seems much 
more probable than that Luke should for 
his gentile readers have gone up to the 
origin of the human race instead of to 
Abraham. I cannot imagine any such pur- 
i definitely present in the mind of the 
vangelist. This view is confirmed by 

the entirely insulated situation of the gene- 
re here between ver. 23 and ch. iv. 1. 
(8) The points of divergence between the 
genea ogies аге, —іп Matt. the father of 
oseph 1s Jacob—in Luke, Heli; this gives 

rise to different lista (except two common 
names, Zorobabel and Salathiel) up to 
David, where the accounts coincide again,’ 
and remain identical up to Abraham, where 
Matt. ceases. (4) Here, as elsewhere, I 
believe that the accounts might be recon- 
ciled, or at all events good reason might 
be assigned for their differing, if we were 
in possession of data on which to proceed ; 
but here as elsewhere, we are not. For 
who shall reproduce the endless combina- 
tions of elements of confusion, which might 
creep into a genealogy of this kind? Mat- 
thew’s, we know, is squared so as to form 

rel syrr (copt ?), wavap N. 

ehpwdayv Г lat-g,: 

three tesseradecads, by the omission of 
several generations ; how we tell that 
some similar step unknown to us may not 
have been taken with the one before us? 
It was common among the Jews for the 
same man to bear different names; how do 
we know how often this may occur among 
the immediate р nitors of Joseph P The 
levirate marriage (of a brother with a bro- 
ther’s wife to raise up seed, which then 
might be accounted to either husband) was 
common ; how do we know how often this 
may have contributed to produce variations 
in the terms of a genealogy ? With all 
these elements of confusion, it is quite as 
presumptuous to pronounce the genealo- 
gies discrepant, as it is over-curious and 
uncritical to attempt to reconcile them. 
It may suffice us that they are inserted in 
the Gospels as authentie documenta, and 
both of them merely to clear the Davidical 
descent of the putative father of the Lord. 
HIS own real Davidical descent docs not 
depend on either of them, but must be 
naa derived through his mother. Вее 
much interesting investigation of the 
various solutions and traditions, in Dr. 
Mill’s tract referred to above: and in 
Lord A. Hervey’s work on the Genealogies 
of our Lord. 27.) т. Ta., т. Net: 

ABDE 
GHET 
MSUY 
ITA 
LX e. 
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rov "ЕМ єр, тоо Терни, тоо Маббат, тоо Aevei, 9 rov 
Tutor, rov орда, rov Ing, rov оуан, rob EXa- 
кин, 31 тоо МеАға, тоў Меууа, тоо Маттаба, rov 
Na@ay, тоо Лао, & тоу Ita, rov IU, rov Bode, 
rob Sadpwy, тоо Маассо», 9 тоо` Аџнуаёа[3, тоо Адин, 
тоо Apve, тоо ‘Eepwy, тоо Dapic, rov ‘оода, 3 rov 
“аке[, rov "саак, тоо ABpaau, rov Өара, тоо Nayép, 
35 rov Lepovy, тою 'Payav, тоо Фалек, rov “EBeo, rov 

Sara, 9 тоо Kaivap, rov “Apgatad, rov Thu, rov Nos, 
тоо Aapey,  rov MaÜovcáAa, тоо "Evo, rov ‘lapés, 
rov MaAeAenA, rob Kaiváy, 38 
"Asap, rov Ütov. 

IV. ! 'Insovc 82 * тАпопс svebparoc ayiov brtorp- 

rov Evwc, rov 210, rov 

8. 
b ch. И. 20 ref. 

99. rec (for «ycov) iwan, with A rel lat-g syrr, ioses goth: wany X: iow T 1: txt 
BLN 33. 69 latt copt arm. гес uaTÜar, with B? rel: џатда» Г 1 lat-g вуг: 
parraüuov X al: ратта AK 33: parré [sic] L: paĝar E: txt B' 846. 

. Fee iar, with A rel 
al: txt BIN 1 lat-c e g, Syr syr- 

91. rec (for иғууа) uaivav, with 

вуг copt: iona or ionge latt: iwavay EAA: wwarvvay K 
-dz arm. 

rel lat вуг goth eth: om A 49. 51: pevav Г 1 
lat-g : utvrav vulg-mes copt-2-mss: exam lat-a e, onan lat - ö, cenam lat: V:: txt BLX 
38 vulg lat-c g, , co 

33. rec (for v8 
BM D- gr: («Вул 
seth. rec Booz, with 
69 Int-a 5 e arm. for cod\pwy, саћа 

38. om rov ayvevadaB B(Mai Bic). 

ms arm. 

M 

ADEGHU 1.83 vulg lat-a c f F, 914 Syr 
KMSVAA syr(but mss vary 

уада 
nd, with E rel lat- ? 

30 ы) per ̂  B(V ere Bo) Wes 
rel vulg lat-c f 

) : apap r. epw wth: арар rov ae 1 al: txt BL ( 
syr-marg copt (but адш» М, абру X, аМин» T), adpiv. rov арт[вїс] 69. 

BN lat-o a. 
№, obeth lat-a ) еў, 91: 
МОХА 88. 69 lat-o copt 

A 2 goth : boes copt : txt ABDLM'X 83. 

гес (for адшну rov арун) apap, with 
h: apap rov opa wpap F(Wtst) 

r) N 
reo 

г9роңь, with А rel am(with em forj fuld ing) lat-a c e fA g, , copt: txt B ev-y tol 
Jat-b Syr, асре» D. 

. rec о 
om то» фарс 

1. 69 vulg-ed got 

epovy, with Scr’s a b vulg-ed: txt AB rel Scr’s mss 
ing tol) lat-a c. ff, 9, 2 I copt goth arm, cepovx D lat-d. 

Chron: phalech lat-a f g, copt-ms. 

am(with em forj fuld 
фамү AEGHKMSUTA 

36. rec saiwwav, with A rel latt copt (goth P): txt BLN 1. 38 ath, and A(twice) 
in Gen. x. 24.—om rov xa. D. 

37. for saped, taper B'[sic cod: see table]: гареб AK 186-5 eg, 
каар LN lat. 5: copt-dz. A A(Treg expr) N copt-ms. 

88. for суб, onp A lat -d. 

peg 

Cuar. IV. L rec rvevparog ayiov bef mÀAnpnc, with A rel lat-e goth arm(Treg) : 

in Matt. i. 12, 'Icyoríac yevvd r. Хаа. 
81] Nefáv : see 2 Sam. у. 14; 1 

Chron. iii. 5; Zech. xii. 12. 36. 
Каїуба] This name does not exist in our 
present Hebrew text, but in the LXX, 
Gen. x. 24; xi. 12, 18, and furnishes a 
curious instance of one of two things— 
either (1) the corruption of our present 
Hebrew text in these chronological pas- 
sages; or (2) the incorrectness of the 
LXX, and notwithstanding that, the high 
reputation which it had obtained in so 
short a time. Lightfoot holds the latter 

alternative: but I own I think the former 
more probable. See on the whole ques- 
tion of the appearance of this second 
Cainam(n) among the ancestors of our 
Lord, Lord A. Hervey’s work above cited, 
ch. viii., in which, with much research and 
acuteness, he has endeavoured to shew that 
the ‘name was probably interpolated here, 
and got from hence into the LXX. Cer- 
tainly it appears not to have existed in the 
earliest copies of that version. 

Cmar. IV. 1—13. PTATION OP 
Jrsvs. Matt. iv. 1 II. Mark `- 12. M. 
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e 1 ы L — ә э 

enn . a Jey ато rov lopdavov, kat ° yero d у re wvevpare tv 
h. U. 97. = ? 7 М е < - 

eee ia TY Epnuy 2 nuéoac rtcctpükovra ° weipalouevog ото rov 
iv. 2. f $ A P 4 РЫ „ т 

ek 16r. ти. Sia BGOο ка ойк Epayev obe ғу тас пиёроис EEI- 12. 
à i - - * 7 е A = 

vate, kai 6 ouvreAcaQaowy avrov triivacer. 3 нео & ABE 24. 
fi Mt. 1 Chroa. э > t f , П е < q РА - bh? 1 ES Р 

il об abr 0 dio Ei vióc ef rov Oeov, “swè re Aby ит 
4 » à» , * » 8 f 

e ver 13. маж robry P fva ! ytynrat йртос. * kai awexoi0n woog avrov 1 6 
. 4. 

жа. "9 [оос Гёурахта Оті ойк " & apro ибир * Cnoerat о 

fonts dvÜpuwsoc. xai ' avayaywv avróv Satev айт тавас 

кн rac Заав‹Ае{ас rng " оікооиёутс év ° стгурр xpovov. 6 cal хе 

realy. вее ch. йт Eik. N. r ao. Dzor fm ti. 1. axis. . 3 
іх. П oniy. 

txt BDE F(Wtst) KL 1. 33 latt syrr coptt Ambr Gaud. rec (for e» ту epqpe) 
ec rg». epnpov, with AX rel vulg-ed(with am forj) lat-c e f g, l: txt BDL fuld( with 
em harl mt) lat-a b g, g sah. 

2. for Qia(3oXov, carava D 243 lat-e. roc ins vorspow bef ewervacer (from 
и» with A rel lat f, syrr copt-dz? goth: om BDL latt coptt mth arm 
yr 
8. rec (for eawer де) kat tir (|| Mf), with A rel lat-e g syrr goth sth arm Thdrt: 

txt BDL 1. 33 latt copt Ambr. for re Ow to aproc, wa ot М№до ouros арто 
yevwyra qi Mt) D ev-31 tol Thdor-mops Cypr. 

4. rec (for poc avrov o ıņngovç) inoove трос avro» Мушу, with A rel syr sab goth 
arm(o «go. M1): к. ахокрбас o tgo. curev D: arerp., de ino. Aeyov 69: к. awe. яр. 
aur. о ing. Муш» A lat-c e f g, (et dizit lat-a b ff. 45 q): txt BLN 33 vulg coptt. 

om or: (as || At) D 69. rec at end adds aA)’ exe mavrı pypars Ov, 
with AD rel; aAX' ere sr. p. exropsvopevw dia croparoc Osov 118. 157. 209 Ser'sg г 
evv-z-150 al copt-wilk sth Thl: (both from || Mt: the rec merely a gloss to supply 
the sense, the other verbatim. The omission would be unaccountable :) om BLN 

t-schw sah. 
E rec aft avrov ins о dtaBodoc (from || At), with A rel vulg lat-5 o f syrr goth 
sth; о caravac syr-ms: om BDLN 1 lat-a e сор arm. rec adds гс орос vi/g^or 
(from || Mt. It ts no objection [Meyer] that rec does not add мау. The insn was 
made carelessly from memory, as above, as well ar accurately, in D), with A rel 
lat-o syrr goth; e. o. vij. Jua» D 69 Iat-a A-lat : om BLN am(with em forj fuld 
mt tol) lat- 91.2 coptt Vig Bede. for rnc otcouperne, Tov coopov (i Mt) D 5. 
245 lat: F Orig-comm. 

Ver. 1 is peculiar to Luke, and very im- 
сше Our Lord was now full of the 

oly Ghost, and in that fulness He is led 

tempted (the pres. part. carries a slight 
er деше i force, as usual) during forty 
days by the devil. So that St. Luke, as 

up to combat with the enemy. Не has 
arrived at the fulness of the stature of per- 
fect man, outwardly and spiritually. And 
as when His Church was inaugurated by 
the descent of the Spirit in His fulness, so 
now, the first and fittest weapon for the 
combat is “ the sword of the Spirit, which 
is the word of God." The discourse of 
Peter in Actes ii, like our Lord's replies 
bere, is grounded in the testimony of the 
Scripture. The accounts of Matt. 
and Luke (Mark's is principally a com- 
pendium) are distinct; see notes on Matt. 
and Mar 9.) The literal rendering 
of the present text will be: Jesus . . . . 
was led by (in, in the power of, the i» of 
instrumentality by the conditioning ele- 
ment) the Spirit in the wilderness, being 

also St. Mark, implies that the temptation 
continued the whole forty days. | 
оўк &. ob8. testifies to the strictness in 
which the term ‘fasted’ must be taken. 

8.) rẹ А. r. pointing to some par- 
e—command ticular ston that it become а 

loaf. 4.] The citation is given in 
full by Matt. 5.] There can be 
little doubt that the order in Matt., in 
whieh this temptation is placed last, is to 
be adhered to in our expositions of the 
Temptation. No definite notes of succes- 
sion are given in our text, but they are by 
Matt.: see notes there. Schleiermacher 
апа Bleek suppose that the inversion has 
been made as suiting better the require 
ments of probability: it seeming more na- 
tural that our Lord should be first taken to 
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ч э т» Ф ә * , A › L 

erer аит 0 do doe Zot Siow Tnv о eEouatay тайт» o- - 7, 

атасау Kai THY do dan aura, ort ёдо! P харад доти, Kat 
Rev. xil. 4 
Р vii. 4. 
am Matt. xi, 

Ф dv Өш Sin abr. ^! oU ойу ей» а троскоуйорс ENT 
3 f tvorov роо, ' Eorat cov пава. 

&UTEV 0 Insove Геуразтта: " Проскууйтнс xbpiov rov деду I M. 

MSUV Gov, Kat айт ибуф * Aarpevouc. 
М 

'ТероугаАтн kai оттогу emi то 
kai sime айтф Е: vidg et той beoõ, (are otuuròv Fr- 

evrevdev xd r- 

"en Хиро» 

тб» тода cou. 

ore ? A e Ovx 
18 к 

" ápovaiv дє, шот: 
12 

ar avrov * аур: короо. 
92. 

М Kai * úrtorpepev o Iuoobc év rp ‘Suvaue rov re- >à. 1 
46. 1 Pet. іт. 13 al. Deut. Iv. 84. 
fil. 11. Rom. i. 13. 9 Maco. xiv. 16. 

6. for ауто, трос avro» D lat-a b c Hil. 
with A rel: txt BD. (88 def.) 

T. rec (for epov) pov, with A rel: txt BDE Е 
(with some cursive ?), omnia latt arm: txt AB 

: z tno. ex. avr. FL M-marg(in red) X 1. 
rec aft 

8. их. avr. o ino. АКМ! lat - a dec 
18. 33. 69 vulg Syr copt: avrw o ine. 

BEA 16. 
ка! arorpihele аотф a Rev. ШУ. 

9 5 5 ya yer de айтди eie E: 14. 
а 

t repvytov rob iepob, ings xv. 
о. 2 

= rel 

° уѓуратта „үйр Ore тос аүү хос, il, 

avrov “ evreAtirat wept ооу тоу ' Вафои Gt, 
v bere А. 

kai ore С". 
X 0 ii. 3. 

* троскофус трбс (ор w gen. 

11 

' evvrtÁécac wavra > тиравцд» о gre kee amor ‘ae is: 

coh. Н. 87. Acts v. 88. кира ee Aet 
e ch. iL 30 reff. ts1.8. Rom. хт. 18.1. 

for avrwv, rovrwv D. rec «av, 

tet) HVTAA 1. 
-gr Ж rel Scr's-mss Thl. 

Tec Tavra 

goth: txt B(omg д) rel. 
tnc. ins vrayt отісо pov carava (see || м and Mt xvi. 23), with A rel lat-b e q вуг 
copt-wilk ТЫ: om BDLZ 1. 33 vulg 

rec aft yeyparra: ins yap (from || Mt 
l syrr coptt goth eth arm 

1 5 * "BbFLAX f 

lat-a cf fi 91.2 ves ?) МАН copt-schw ssh goth 
eth arm Orig(speaking of || Mt wholly rejects ox. pov) Am 

„with ОДА lat-d g: om ABD rel vulg lat- a c 
ig Thl Ambr. 

. 33. 69 latt syrr copt goth sth Orig Cypr: txt A rel 

br Vig-taps Bede. 

көр. т. Ө. c. dicun (see 

(lat-a) 

E E rec (for ту. ёе) каз ny., with AD rel: txt BLEN coptt syr-marg Orig. lat. 
rec aft tore ins avrov (see || МЇ), with AD rel: om ВІДМ lat-e Orig-lat. 
rec ins o bef voc, with Scr's b o: om ABD rel Scr's mss. 

П. om ors DEFGHSUVTAA lat-a 5 l Syr sah th Eus ТЫ: ins AB rel vulg lat-c е 
I syr copt goth Orig. 

o ino. bef ит. av. DZ 83 vulg latc f; (Syr) syr copt. 
for прута, yeyparra: D bare beef fg 

18. for caipov, xpovov D 

the mountain and then to Jerusalem, 
than the converse. 0.] Satan is 
set forth to us in Scripture as the prince, 
or god of this world,—by our Lord Him- 
self, John xii. 31; xiv. 30; xvi. 11:—by 
Paul, 2 Cor. iv. 4 (Eph. vi. 12). On the 
signification of this temptation, see notes 
on Matt. 8.] With the words бх. 
бт. p. о. (rec.) here, Luke could hardly 
have! left the record as it stands : being the 
first direct recognition by our Lord of His 
foe, after which, and in obedience to which 
command, he departs from Him. 

om от: N?, 

‚ (ad tempus ler » c, usque in tempore lat-a.) 

10.] rot Sad. oe is wanting in Matt. The 
following the Hebrew adds ѓу wácaic 

raiç ódoic cov. 18.] &урь казр. 
see on Matt., ver. 11, and note on ch. 

. 58. 
14—32.] CIRCUIT ор GALILEE. TEACH- 

ING, AND REJECTION, AT NAZARETH. Pe- 
culiar to Lukei in this form : but see Matt. 
iv. 12—25; xiii. 23—68 \ Mk., and note 
below. $. т. ., N Los 

power of that full {у NE of the Spiris 

for His holy offi 
at His pin Nee 

— — —— —— ¶ F——.—— Арын 

— — — . — — a 
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c tt M, naroc ec тту Takt Aula, kai * pnan гЁп\бг» * каб” ö Axe arver 
GH&L Zvi. 2 (xv. e 1 7 1 , - 15 1 т < А ida ө 

80). 3 vrou. avrOc € GKtw Ey. МС s) мее. TEC  Wiptytpov Tipi avrou Kai avrOC є:давк Met 

az rl raiç guvaywyaic "avrov, | доЌайдрғуос̧ bro жаугер. ine. 
Trat 16 ral AG ис Маёарёт ov >" rsOpappivoc, kat tcqA Oey 
Dew, ili. 18, 14. k Matt. iv. 28 reff. 1 Matt. vi. 2 ref. m on bero only (Matt. vi. 38 

гай.)}. 1 Масс. ili. 83. 

15. om avroc A 11-pe lat-e. 
16. гды» de D lat-e. 

1 Orig. (On the form of the proper name, see 
ауатдраригуос ЁТЕ} 1. 33. 69 Eus Cyr. 

this power was used X Him in doing 
mighty works. Ра еу 3 
logical order of e’s hi ins 
be олш], and the first evident marks 
occur of indefiniteness in ment, 
which I believe characterizes this Gospel. 
And in observing this, I would once for 
all premise, (1) that I have no bias for 
finding such chronological inaccuracy, and 
have only done so where no fair and 
honest means will solve the difficulty ; (2) 
that where internal evidence appears to 
me to decide this to be the cuse, I have 
taken the only way open to а Commentator 
who would act uprightly by the Scrip- 
tures, and fairly acknowledged and met 
the difficulty; (8) tbat so far from con- 
sidering the testimony of the Evangelists 
to be weakened by such inaccuracies, I 
am convinced that it becomes only so 
much the stronger (see Prolegomena to 
the Gospels). 

These remarks have been occasioned by 
the relation of this account, vv. 14—80, to 
the Gospels of Matthew ала John. Our 
verses 14 and 15 embrace the narrative of 
Matthew in ch. iv. 12—25. But after that 
comes an event which belongs to a later 
period of our Lord's ministry. A fair com- 
parison of our vv. 16—24 with Matt. xiii. 
53—58, Mark vi. 1—6, entered on without 
bias, and conducted solely from the narra- 
tives themselves, surely can hardly fail to 
convince us of their identity. (1) t two 
such visits should have ened, is of 
itself not impossible ; though (with the sole 
exception of Jerusalem for obvious reasons) 
our Lord did not ordinarily revisit the 
places where He had been rejected as in 
our vv. 28, 29. (2) That He should have 
been thus treated at His first visit, and 
then marvelled at their unbelief on His 
second, is utterly impossible. Stier, in 
the 2nd ed. of his Reden Jesu, says, with 
reference to the above position of mine, To 
this we give a very simple answer: It was 
at their persistence in unbelief, after their 
first emotion and confusion, after His соп. 
tinued teaching and working of miracles, 

om avrev D lat-a 5 1. 
rec ins ryv bef valaper, with A rel Ens: om BDLAAX 

ena.) oxov D 69. 
om reOpappevog ка: ист\Ө >» D-gr. 

that He wondered.” But it may fairly be 
rejoined, is there any sign of this in the 
narratives of Matt. and Mark? Is it not 
в forcing of their spirit to suit a precon- 
ceived notion ?] (3) That the same ques- 
tion should have been asked on both occa- 
sions, and answered by our Lord with the 
same proverbial expression, is in the highest 
degree improbable. (4) Besides, this nar- 
rative itself bears internal marks of be- 
longing to a later period. The бта }кофе. 
yev. els. rv Кафару. must now refer to 
more than one miracle done there: indeed 
the whole form of the sentence points to 
the plain fact, that our Lord had been 
residing long in Ca . Com 
too its introduction here without any 
notification, with its description as ru 
vhs Tak. in ver. 31, and the separateness 
of the two pieces wil be apperent: see 
further remarks in the notes below. 
Here however is omitted an important 
cycle of our Lord's sayi and doings, 
both in Galilee and J m; viz. that 
contained in John i. 29—iv. 54 included. 
This will be shewn by comparing Matt. iv. 
12, where it is stated that our Lord's return 
to Galilee was after the casting of John 
into prison, with John iii. 24, where, on 
occasion of the Lord and the disciples bap- 
tizing in Judma, it is said, John «was nof 
yet cast into prison: see note on Matt. iv. 
12. pn] The report, namely, of 
His miracles in Capernaum, wrought iv 
тў Suv. T. *v., and possibly of what He 
had done and taught st Jerusalem at the 
feast. 15.] Olshausen well remarks 
(Bibl. Comm. i. 190), that this verse, con- 
teining & general undefined notice of our 
Lord's e-teaching, quite takes 
from what follows any chronological cha- 
racter. Indeed we lad throughout the 
early part of this Gospel the same та 
mentary stamp. Compare i» roig sap- 
Bacy, ver. 31—i» rq imixetoGat, ch. v. 
1—iv rq tlvat abr. dv uid т. кбА., ch. v. 
12—iv реў r. прерду, ch. v. 17; viii. 22— 
ё» ётірш caf., ch. vi. 6—i» raiç фи. 
ravr., ch. vi. 12, &c. &o. 16.) eb dy 
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b » \ Р) с wv 1 e d 9, ? A e ? 26 39. Ex 

агунаАето с ‘афер xai тъфлоқ < avá(JAejiv, ° awo- 26. 
отыл\а‹ ! rsÜpavoutvovc * £v " aptou, ‘xnovtar * &viav- Kx 

a Matt. vil. 9, 16 reff. 
v Isa. lxi. 1. 

only. Isa. lil. 2. 
e Mark viii. 96. Isa. 1.11, б. 
b = here oaly. I. с. 

om avre D lat-a c copt-dz. 

there only. 4 Kings xix, 14. 
here only. 1. e. Hom. II. a. 11, and passim in classi 

е bers only. Xen. Mem. M. 1. 20. 
es. x Acts iv. 27. x, 

Д y ch. 1. 10 reff. w. dat. only, Rom. i. 
i Mt. а = ch. xxiv. 47. b here 

d here only. та: 1-6. ону: $ Я . 10. 
f here oniy. Exod. xv. 6. Deot, xxviii. 85. g ch. i. 77 

17. тес усагоу bef rov хрофптоо, with A rel vulg lat-c e f f} g, copt goth: o 
жрофптпс n2aiac D: txt BLEN 33. 69 am(with forj fuld ing per) lat-a b д Orig-lat. 

for avasrvtac, ауоас (explanatory) ABLE 88 syrr copt th arm Jer: txt 
DN rel latt syr-jer goth Orig-lat Eus. 
LEN 88. 

18. [tswexey, во every uncial ms. rec evayyedao0ac 

om ro В.В\оу D err. om roy 

with 1. 38, e ай): txt 
ABD rel Scr’s mss Orig, Petr-alex Eus, Ath Cyr Thdrt Suid. eer might be from 
LXX: but on the other hand the change to · ⁊tcohai was obvious, and the ms authority 
is overwhelming.) for artera ke pe, art orakhA⁰i Di-gr. rec аййвгасавбоа‹ 
rove соутетрруџеуоос rg» карбау (from Lxx), with A rel vulg-ed(with em gat) lat- 

2 Petr-alex Eus Ath Tit-bostr Cyr Ambr Jer Aug. 
Orig Ры Iren-lat Hil: om BDL 88. 69 am(with forj harl ing mt per tol) copt æt 

. rtÜpavperTwptrovc DI, reOpavpevovg D’. 

+epappivos = iv rà rarpiòùi cov, ver. 
28: see John iv. 44 and note. 
xara Tò «0006 refers to the whole of 
what He did—it is not merely that Не 
had been in the habit of attending the 

but of teaching in them: see 
ver. 16. It was apparently the first time 
He had ever so taught in the e 
at Nazareth. a. üveyv. e 
rising up was probably to shew His wish 
to erplai the Scripture; for so day. 
importe. Ezra is called an dvayrworne 
rod Oslov vópov, Joseph. Antt. xi. 5. 1. 
The ordinary way was, for the ruler of the 
synagogue to call upon ns of any 

ing or note to read and explain. 
That demand of the Lord was so 
readily complied with, is sufficiently ac- 
counted for by vv. 14, 15. See reff. 
.] It is doubtful whether the Rab- 
binical cycle of Sabbath readings, or 
lessons from the law and prophete, were 
as yet in use: but some regular plan was 
adopted; and according to that plan, after 
the reading of the law, which always pre- 
ceded, the portion from the hets came 
to be read (see Acts xiii. 15), which, for 
that sabbath, fell in the het Isaiah. 
The roll containing that book (probably, 

that alone) was given to the Lord. But it 
does not appear that He read any pert of 
the lesson for the day ; but when He had 
unrolled the scroll, (the fortuitous, 
i.e. providentia], finding is the most 
likely interpretation, not the searching 
for and finding) the passage which follows. 

No inference can be drawn as to 
the t$me of' the year from this narrativo; 

on account of the uncertainty above 
mentioned, and partly because it is not 
quite clear whether the roll contained onl 
Isaiah, or other books also. 18—20. 
The quotation agrees mainly with the 
LXX :—the words éwoordika . dv 
&déc« are inserted from the LXX of Іва, 
lvii. 6. The meaning of this prophetic 
citation may be better seen, when we re- 
member that it stands in the middle of the 

1. ob db “үзе ,7 N. 

a- See Nom vow 

— 

— — ee ee 
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1 тег. 34. Acts 
х.85. 9Сог. тд» 
vi. 2, from 
Isa. em E 
ы! 

коргоо 1 Sexrév. 

а ef pot év TQ ona vf our ч arevilovrec айт. 

oe Aye трдс avrovg Ort сђцєроу werAnpurae 5 n t урафи 

айт € Ey role Hol ор». 

ят. тае 
йш тоз, 
oseph. Antt. 

2. I. е. 

HUE o Matt. v. reff. аот, ка! 

p intr., Matt. 

" Baipatoy " 

ETATTEAION IV. 

20 " жгоЁас тд В Ato», 
1 

Kat 

" атодоўс тф ° umnpiry P сєкабдісє»" kai таутшу о opha- ar 

21 йо Wk, a ато АВ: 

cal wavreg ' ‘лартёрову 
‘ті тос \уос т ” харетос 

тос " exropevopivorc ё єк TOU отдратос avrov, kai EA e yo 
exe, 3 бог. Ш. Ovi viog tcr» 'lworn$ обтос ; 23 kat tler трос 
Ads Gl vest avrovc * Партос toetré Lu т» wapaPoAny Tavrny, 

8 F. 
r Mark xi 0, У ‘large Geparevoov ctavrov' Ота 

a U - *ac тт» Kagapvaotp, тосо» kai woe ev rg 
E Matt. xxiii. 81 reff. а Mark 

= al 
16. 

s ch. I. 44. 
Acts zi. 22. Neh. xlii. m 
W. Col. iv. 6. Ps. xliv 2. 

= Acts xxl. 22. Rem . D . LT. Tobie aiv. 8 
14 only. Jer. vil А 

b Matt. xiii. 64, 67 

20. rec ev ry ovvaywyn bef о офба\ио, with D rel vulg 
T» ее noa bef o офда\џо AK lat-b copt goth: 
(т) Eus, 

21. ome ort D arm (Orig). 

8. 2 Macc. iii. 18 onl y 
tr., Acts vil. 13. xxiv. 10. 

= nxovcapev * yevoueva 

Ы nis 

zii. 17 reff. v = Eph. iv 
iv. 20. Num. zii. 934. 

v. 81 1. viii. 43 J. Col fr. 
Ате d. Mark L B9 al. 

и ма. zv. II, &a. Е 

. viii, 46. 

lat-a syrr arm; 
txt BFL 33 lat-(c) а 

22. rec ovx ovr. tar. o wi. :00., with A rel vulg lat-5 of вутт copt goth sth 
arm: txt BDLN 69 lat-a e Cyr, but o voc (BP i. e. Bal) 20 Mai] 69. Uis 

23. y«voutva D. rec (for ec тлу) ev rg (corra to sense), with X rel сор; 
ev AKA Epiph: ec DL 69; txt BN. (The art is retained, as unusual with а 
proper name aft 
read ev тз.) 

Фу.) See John ix. 89. The Hebrew words 
thus rendered by the LX X, mym Озо, 
signify, ‘ to those who are bound, the 
EE ng prison: so that we have here 

e LXX and literal rendering both in- 
cluded, and the latter expressed in the 
LXX words of Isa. lviii. 6. ivavr. 
кур. Ser.] See Levit. xxv. 8—17, where 
in ver. 10 we find that liberty was pro- 
claimed to all in the land in the year of 
Vx, CN (in the prophecy, ктр аа = caigas 

No countenance is given by this 
expression to the extraordinary inference 
from it of some of the Fathers (Clement 
of Alex., Origen), that the Lord's public 
ministry lasted only a year, and some- 
thing over. son re John ii. 18; vi. 4; 
xiii. 1. . Ac It was the 
custom in the s es to stand while 
reading the law, and sit down to explain 
it. Our Lord on other occasions taught 
sitting, e. g. Matt. v. 1: Mark iv. 1; xiii. 
3. The twypérys was the "m 
whose duty it was to k the sacred 
books. 21.] 4p§. 84 A.—implying that 
the following words are merely the sub- 
stance of a more expanded discourse, which 
our Lord uttered to that offect: see 
another occasion in Matt. xi. 4, 6, where 
the same truth was declared by a series of 

@ preposition, and as attested both by B and by the MSS which 

gracious acts of mercy. 5 ve. к.т.\.) 
not ‘this Scripture which is in your ears 
—as the Syriac (Etheridge’s translation, 
р. 407); which would be 9 yp. айт 9 iv 
т. &., and even then an unusual form of 
construction : but, is fulfilled in your 
hearing, by My proclaiming it, and My 
course of minis 22.] ѓрарт. ab., 
bore witness to him (that it was 90). 
The Абүо т. x. must be the discourse of 
which ver. 21 isa compendium. 
frey.] i. e. wawrec, not ric. While 
acknowledging the truth of what He said, 
and the pre with which He said it, 
they wondered, and were jealous at Him, 
as being the son of e асов weber 
roóry тафта; seo Mark vi. 2—4. Be- 
tween this verse and the next, the iccav- 
dadifovro iv айтф is implied, 2 e 
is in а tone of reproof. 
o.—not, ‘ raise thyself from ss 
station,’ but, exert thy powers of healing 
in thine own country, as presently inter- 
preted; the Physician being represented 
as an inhabitant of Nazareth, and ceavréy 
шеш en owo citizens in it. Stier 
remarks, that the re h was ed 
under the Cross. Then, with a Kren 
individual application. on the miracles 
previously wrought in Capernaum, see note 

GHL. 
к! 

зе 



20—29. 

24 € y 
соо. ELTEV 
e ? » L b 

дектос tori tv т rarpid. avrov. 

8 ipa Пасау ќу raiç Wuipatc Hoy ovt Aye; ош», wohdai * 
£y LJ Тара?А, Ore “ExAsiaOn о оураудс [ eni] i ern тоа 
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Дит Му ù шу Ort ovde wpognrnc iier i ee ts 
25 f em абас de а DOM 

59. (M 
zii. f reg.) 

ка! ртрас & we eyévero №рос̧ мёуас eri таса» uL ym «Мак sail 4o, 
` 

26 kai тобе ouòtulav avrov exengOn Hac, & р tie Skies 10 
Rev’ 21.6, 

Уаретта ric Zdoviae rde yuvaixa * хїоа». 27 Kat үле 81. 
keb: xi. 80 

ro, Aewpot ñ joa гу тр "IopanA ' emi ‘EXtoaiou тор, viil s 
трофӣтоо" каї ovdtic ауто» ёкадаріс®п, & i Nagav г 

o Töpoc. 28 ка! 

ауоур акойоутєс ravra, 

24. арту is repeated in D al Cyr. 
h. «avrou 

25. om ёе DK latt(not J) sth Ambr. 
Orig-lat : ins AC rel lat-a syr goth. 

26. rec с:дьуос (more usual), with E rel syrr(Treg): eijevac L am lat-e: 
ABCDV'!XT 1. 69 latt copt goth sth Orig. 

27. rec ew: edia, т. wp. bef ev rw cap. (order of ver 25), with A rel s 
BCDLX 1. 33. 69 latt Syr copt wth arm. 
[vatpay, so "de udin 1. 69. 

98. for xat, o lat-e. 

on ver. 14. That in John іу. 47—58 was 
one such. alg rv К.) Whether we 
read i» ог tlc, the preposition is equally 
local in its signification, in Capernaum, 
not ‘in the case of Capernawm, or ‘to 
Capernaum. 24.) See John iv. 44 
and note. «яву 84] A formula usual 
with Luke—see reff. ; and indicating, if I 
mistake not, the ing to a different 
source of information, or at least a break 
in the record, if from the same source. 

25.] Our Lord brings forward in- 
stances where the two greatest prophets in 
Israel were not directed to act in accord- 
ance with the proverb, * Physician heal thy- 
self: but their miraculous powers exerted 
on those who were strangers to God's in- 
heritance. črn тр. x. р.  ]| So also 
in James v. 17 ;—but in 1 Kings xviii. 1 
we find that it was in the third year that 
the Lord commanded Elijah to shew him- 
self to Ahab, for He would send rain on 
the earth. But it does not appear from 
what time this third year is reckoned,—or 
at what time of the year, with reference to 
the usual former and latter rains, the 
drought caused by Elias’s prayer began [it 

Acts Ш. 10. Dan. iil. 19. 

гей. (Ae- 
vea: 

" ewdnoOnoay wavrec бироо € £v TH ovv- E n 

29 kal avacravrec "г Зало» т — 

n Matt. xxi. 80 reit. 

vut» bef Aeyo AEHVT A(Treg expr) вуг 

om ex: BD vulg lat-b c e f Syr copt 

txt 

вуг goth: txt 
[eAtoatov, one o, so ABDGLUVYA.] 

акоосаутєс D-gr 1 lat-e Syr ТЫ. 

sis, we have latitude enough given for the 
three and a half years, which seems to have 
been the exact time. This period is one 
often recurring in Jewish record and in 
prophecy : see Daniel vii. 25; xii.7: Rev. 
xi 2, 3; xii. 6, 14; xiii. b. Lightfoot 
(ii. 128) produces more instances from the 
Rabbinical writers. The period of three 
years and a half, = 42 months or 1260 
days, had an ominous sound in the ears of 
an Israelite, being the time of this famine, 
and of the duration of the desolation of the 
temple under Antiochus." Wordsw. 
26.] Sarepta, now Sürafend, see Robinson, 
їй. 413,—a 1 ‚ inland halfway 
between Tyre and Sidon :—the ancient 
city seems to have been on the coast. 
27.) Stier remarks that these two examples 
have a close parallelism with those of the 
Syro- Phenician woman (Mark vii. 26) and 
the ruler's son at Capernaum (John iv. 46). 

28—30.] The same sort of rago 
the Jews, Acts xxii. 22, on a 

similar truth being announced to them. 
This whole occurrence, whenever it hap- 
pened in our Lord's ministry, was but a 
foreshadowing of His tre atme mt afterwards 

a fore. apparently had begun some time before the from the whole nat ion of the Jews- 
prophet was sent to be miraculously sus- taste of siç rà 78 Oev, Kak & 198: 
tained, as this very fact implies failure of abróv ob mopio; R 9 . u My $n 
the ordinary means of sustenance]; and expression of ү "у pu c 3 
thus, without forming any further hypothe- mepwotc dxd pi эч Qu yoor t * ` 

1 
$ 
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еза ly 3. 
Lev. xiv. 9 

only. 
pat іх. 69 

q hers only. ^ karakpnpvíaat аутбу, 

zi. i air. aurwy Eropevero, ®! 
о . s 

r Matt. xix. 29 ric l'aMAaiac* kat 
s Matt. 21i. 1 Ва сіу. 32 

12 5 Es ty " &£ovaiq 7) "v 0 Ào*yoc avrov. 
"Ne Re av аудрытос̧ " 

w Matt. x. 1 
гей, w. даць., here only. 

Iv. 

auroy EC rüc woe, Kat yyayov avrov ewe * офобос 

Tov броус ip où n NOME ‚ фФкодбилто avrev, Р were 
0 avróüc ài ФА» dia uécov 

ка! катАде» ac ‚Кафарьаоўи том» 

r d dar avroùç £y rote ' eap- 
ка! ‘elewAgacovro £ eri то даур aurov, Ort t . 

ка! &v ry cuve ywyp emna 
Exwv пура Saovioy " axaaprou, xai 

29. rec ins тс bef офриос, with D! arm, rov D? 69: om ABC rel 
тес avurwy bef wxod., with AC rel vulg lat- f 

rec (for were) ec ro (exp natory), with AC rel goth : txt (о'кодонтта D.) 
BDL 1. 83. 69 copt Orig. 

3: txt BDL 83. 99 lat c e 

81. aft уа\Ласас ins туу mapaÜaXaccwv» ev орос CajovAev к. De (Mt 
iv. 13) D. 

83. п» дє ev ту cov. D late. 

eJ ffs 9 

bas been regarded as corresponding with 
the judicial infliction on these Nazarenes, 
by megns of which our Lord passed out 
from among them. But see my note, and 
Ellicott's, on Eph. iv. 18, from which it 
appears that wwpwetc cannot mean blind- 
ness at all. The modern Nazareth 
is at a distance of about two E 
miles from what is called the Mount of 
Precipitation ; nor is it built literally on 
the brow of that mount or hill. But (1) 
neither does the narrative preclude a con- 
siderable distance having been traversed, 
during which they had our Lord in their 
custody, and were h with Him to 
the edge of the ravine; nor (2) is it at all 
necessary to suppose the city built on the 
ёфпос, but only on the mountain, or range 
of hills, of which the ó$püc forms a part 
which it is: see Robinson, iii. 187. 
Our Lord's passing through the midst of 
them is evidently miraculous : the cireum- 
stances were different from those in John 
viii. 60, where the expression is ёкрй{3 xal 
AEN ёк r. iepob: see note there. 
Here, the Nazarenes had Him actually is 
their custody. 81 f.] Mark i. 21, 22. 
The view maintained with regard to the 
foregoing occurrence in the precedin 
notes, of course precludes the notion that 
it was the reason of our Lord's change of 
habitation to Ca In fact that 
change, as кошш Го on ver. 14, had been 
made some time before: and it is bardl 
possible that such an expression as АӨ. 
ag r5» N. où hy reOpappivoc should be 
used, if He still resided there. The words 
«б\у тўз Г. come in unnaturally after 

aıpoviov акабартоу D-gr vulg lat-a 5 (c) 

the mention of Кафару. in ver. 23, and 
evidently shew that fhis was originally 
intended to be the frst. mention of the 
place. What may have been the 
reason of the change of abode is quite un- 
certain. It seems to have included the 
whole family, except the sisters, who may 
have been married at Nazareth,—eee note 
on John ii. 12, and Matt. iv. 18. 
котўА., acri dn, || J., because Nazareth 
lay high, and Capernaum on the sea of 
Galilee At end of ver. 32, rai оёх 
c ol ypappartic (Mark) is here omitted: 
see t. vii. 29. 

89—37.] HEALING OF 4 DEMONIAC IN 
THE BYNAGOGUE AT CAPERNAUM. Mark 
i 28—98, where see notes. The two ac- 
counts are very close! dr delecta, the 
same narrative, onl Nun ; not 
more, certainly, t might се arisen 
from by to persons, at oral 
some 5 of what they had 
received is the same worde. 83.) 

„ Sain. the personality, 
possessing à 

and St. Luke, writing for Gentiles, add the 
ер thet асабартоу to ĝaıpónor, which St. 

tthew, writing to Jews (fo r whom it was 
not n ), sever does." Wordsw. The 
real fact is, that St. Mark uses the word 
éaipérioy thirteen times, and sever adds 
the eee åxáðaprov toit (his word here 
is 1% ) ; 8t. Luke, eighteen times, 
end only ed it thie once. So much for 
the accuracy of the data, on which infer- 
ences of this kind are founded. The true 
account of the use of акабарто» hero seems 
to be, that thisevil spirit was of a kind, in 
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мае таа * avéixpakey pany peyady 8 sr" Ea, “ч npiv kai aol, aia K. 
GHKL vin. 2a. CET Ivo Каёарт»ё; IAO amodioa "pac" oida се ric єї, zi . 

сколи о * &yroc * vou Ükov. © xai * éweripnoey ET o Жы y here тм. 

Хуе» * Фурот: kai EEA be © ax avrov. p 1 зо. 
аутду ro Sarpónov “с TO péoov Ае а ar avrov nh аа 
d Prayav avróv. % kei * éyévero " баһВос̧ еті wavrac, тыш 
kai ' ovveAaAouy Ыш; aA Mov; Myovrec * Tig о o A voc, v 10 
ovroc, ore Er sÉovaig ка! {ораи ” ewiracatt то е Mute xxii. 19 
акабартос rveihiaois, kai i éÉipyovrat ; $9 к e kerogsbero d geo var. габ, 
xoc тері avrov чє ха>›та тотоу к; Р тєргүшроь. {Mark xvi. 8 

88 " Avaorac & ато ric ауга унуп чспАбь» ис тї» 7 

oixiav Zipwvoç. * wevOepa à TOU Zipwvoc v " evvexontvn fi. I 
18. 

R (ne1- "торг пеуаће” kai ‘ yperngay avrov ‘mepi айтп. | constr here 
пеште хей. 8. 
— kai a єтістас̧ ' rave aurnc " eweriunoer тф * турт, E 1) a 

k 3 Kings 

каї * афпкеу avri» T rapaxpnua oe avacraca Sinxdver I> bere only. 

avro. 0 * Stvovrog dè rov Тоо wavreg бао! elxov 1 
ux. 88 

йсбк›ойутас *vósortç " токіЛас n yu yor avrovc т00с a = here only. 
= here (Acts 

1.9. Heb. wea us in Matt. Ш. б. xiv. 86. ver. Ма Deut. ili. 18, 11. d * " 
Matt. x. 85 1. ch. xt. 63 bis oaly. ath i; 14. T. Mat iv, 20 Ob. vith 87, Aas A8 fl. 
8. Job xzxzi. 28. hers (hs) å al John iv. 62. Acts xxvii. б oniy. Dent. 11, 23 only. 

t Joba x vi. 28 reff. uch. ii . U. xxiv. 48. v Matt. 5. 9. Rev. vi. 8. xz. 8 

EOM рн р Ыл Тү ELI aua "ШЕ 
7 at . Zl. 1 Tin. ui. в. di f. 5 di (i Cioe xxix. 3.) 

34. rec prefixes Агуш» (|| ИХ), with ACD rel latt goth arm Ath: om BLV'EN 
copt Orig om ea (|| МЕ) D 33 lat-a 5 c e f ff, syr-jer copt th Tert. npag 

ахомаа D 68. 
85. rec (for ax) «E (from || MX), with pe^ rel (goth ?) : txt BDLV 1. 69 latt 
ig. (Luke writes dns after verbs with iE : cf ver 41, ch v. 8, viii. 2, 29, 88, 

46, ix. 5, xi. 24, xvii. 29: Mark i£, k i. 25, 26, vii. 29, ix. 25.) polos. р". 
om ro bef penoy DEFGHKSUVTAA Orig. aft ресоу ins avyaxpavyacay 

re D. BGA D!. 
86. aft ӨанЗос ins peyac D 258 gat (with 1750 D at lat-b 91 copt. 
87. for skir. Nx. e&nrABew 9 axon (|| MX) D (lat-e). 
88. rec (for axo) ex (from || МЕ), wich A rel goth: txt BCDLQZ 1. 33. 69 

Orig (a D-lat: de пе. aft cvvaywyne ins o incove AM. ni. D al. 
aft опнш>»ос ins ках avdpatov (|| МЕ) D lat-b c ff, g, 1 Ambr. rec y 110. de, with 
1(Treg expr) al: ņ ёе wev@. C al: txt АВОО Ж rel. (homeotel in 33.) катеХоргут) 
D, detinebatur lat-a. 

'99. for v. de, каа x. CL valg lat-b е Syr.— r. were avacracay avrgv ĉiarovev D. 
40. dvcavrog D-gr: dvvavrog UA. aravrreęg BC 1. for ogo, о. D'-gr 

vulg lat-5 f F 9;- uxar D. ins xat bef ny. A. for gyayor, egepow D. 

ite effects on its victim, especially answer- implied in laying hold of her hand, as she 
ing to the epithet. 35.] pnd. BAáy. was in bed; which particulars are both 
abr. is here only. Mark's owapdfav may mentioned by Matt. and Mark :—this being 
mean ‘having conculsed him'—and our one of those many cases where alteration 
text, ‘without doing him bodily injury.’ (of eparnoag т. хер. ... into imr. ir. 

88—41.] HEALING or SIMON’B WIFE’S adr.) is utterly inconceivable. 38.] wev- 
MOTHER, AND MANY OTHERS. Matt. @epá, anarthrous, being in fact predicative ; 
viii. 14—17. Mark i. 29—84. Our ac- as e all such cases of ap \atives: see ch. 
count has only a slight additional detail, х. 6. жур. An epithet ees 
which is interesting however as giving by Luke, as a DV ahl uA 
another side of an eye-witness's evidence— roic {атроїс 370% . dv e 
it is éwiords wave abrijs. Now this is xai шкрду тера Au Ge de 

а у: 
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ow. gen. part, auTOv" о 86 ‘evi "ikdore avrov тас Xetpac ётєтїбыс 
Acts Н. 8. abe pd aut, avrouc. 

d Mur. vili. $9 e beoõ 

4 Ace xero à kai Зашбиа ато 
Vries. u. 1 rA, краўоута kai Aéyovra. бтї GU tL O * нос TOU 

rai Emer peo оюк “ка aura dads, 6 Ort pᷣdcioav 

ar 19 roy Xpiaràv айтду elvat, 4 s yevouevnc de nufpac ег» 
e soe ite iv. emopevBn etc fpnuov róxo», Kat ot було: * єтєййтошу auror 

E ale. 43 xai. 3A0ov x 

л vi, 8 rope bsh ат avrov. 
р = зуе іх. 38. 

foc атой, 
i 

ка cartixov aurov rov ия 

о $ siwtv rode avrouc ore 

" edayyeNionedal pe да тї» к Philem. 15. Kat тас érépatc s 
Gen. xxiv. , AX 44 

i дук. de " BaotAciav rov бео, д Оті Ext тоого aweoruAny. 
m ch, avi. 16. jv knobaswy ° 1с тас auvaywyac тпс Tovéaiac. 
a Mate.’ хіх. 22 rei. o | Mk. reff. 

om avrwy D lat-b c f f^ Ir 
BDQX 69 Orig. is er 
lat-a b c ef ff, 9, syrr. 

41. r£npxovro CX 1. 38 Orig. 
LMBSVXAX. 

a lat-b fg: avr. rov xp. tuv. 69. 

rec єхїбис, with ACR rel Orig: txt 
rec sÜepastvgt», with ACQRZ rel Orig-mss: txt BD vulg 

краоуаЌоута ADQ rel: кра оуга ВСЕК 
rec ins о yptoroc bef о vioc (gloss), with AQ rel lat g syre 

m om BCDFLRX& 33 latt copt arm Orig Tert Victorin. avrov xp. tuvas 

. rec (for eset.) eLnrovy, with EGHK : txt АВСООВЖ rel Mcion Thl Euthym. 
evt xor 

43. uc rac aMac rokeig and pref ён pe ка: (omg pe ди below) D lat-e. 
ori &. T., E. т. yap bef ре (D) latt syrr wth. 

(|| Mk), with AC(D)QR rel: txt BLN. 
rel: txt BCDLXN 1. 33. 69. 

des 
lat -s. гес (for ext) ас 

rec awecradpas (see || Mk), with АОБ 

44. rec (for мс тас соуаүшүас) +» тар cuvaywyate (more obvious), with ACR 

rel: txt BDQN 69 ev-y. 
wth arm: sovdarag BCLQR 1 syr copt. 

rec уаћЛаас, with AD rel latt Syr syr-marg goth 
[There is no reasonable doubt about the 

reading of B, but the editor regrets not having looked at it himself when at Rome.] 

febr. i. (Wetstein.) Bleek doubts this, 
and 5 у only of the intensity of 
the fever. b xác. abr. T. x. ёт. 
is a detail — to Luke, and I believe 
a aa the same as above: as also the 

; a implied in the other 
Eran pellit but not expressed. 4.) 
Aakeiv, бть . . . to speak, because they 
knew, &c. ; not, to say that they knew: 
—AaAtiv is never to say,’ but to speck,’ 
* to discourse.’ 

42—44.) JESUS, BEING SOUGHT OUT IN 
His RETIREMENT, PREACHES THROUGH- 
OUT Joup A. Mark i. 35—39. The dis- 
similitude in wording of these two accounts 
is one of the most striking instances in 
the Gospels, of variety found in the same 
narration. While the matter related (with 
one remarkable exception, see below) is 
nearly identical, the only words common to 
the two are tlc Epnpov тбтоу. 42.] 
of GXNO = Tin к. oi nher abrov, Mark. 

The great number of sick which 
were brought to the Lord on the evening 

before, and this morning, is accounted for 
by Schleierm. from His departure having 
been fixed on and known beforehand: but 
it is perhaps more simple to view it, with 
Mey., as the natural result of the effect, of 
the healing of the demoniac in the syna- 
gogue, on the popular mind. “| 
see Matt. iv. 23—25 and notes. 
qv кур. . . is a formal close to this section 
of the narrative, and chronologically sepa- 
rates it from what follows. The read · 
ing тїз lovbgalas must, on ©: intelligible 
critical principles, be adop and Tre- 
gelles can hardly be acquitted of incon- 
sistency with his own usual practice, in 
rejecting it. It is utterly inconceivable 
that it should have been a correction, 
seeing that l'aAiaíag stands firm, with 
no various reading, in || Mark, from which 
the rec. reading here has come. (See 
however Mark i. 28, where м! has ‘Ioudaiag 
for ГаМмАабас: and Isa. ix. A ‚ Where 
elc rà pipn тйс 'IovQaíag is to the 
Hebrew, by A, and one other uncial MS.) 

Kat - 
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1 1 А - ` Г - ~ 

V. | 'Eyévero Р év rp row оуЛо AED aurp P Matt. хи. 4 
‘3 М ` , — е ү 1 э os є e ~ q~ here (John kat акойфиу то» Абуоу roù Өгоо, "каї avrüc Hy tara 8 74 

А 1 A д t = e 1 2 oaly. Job 

мне» тара тї» * Ашу» 'evvnaapér, " kat cidev доо ' тАоаріа xix. 8. xxl. 

BCDE r ver. 17 ref. 2 Kings . I. s here Ыз. ch. vill. 22, 38, 88. Rev. xix. 20. 1x. 10, 14, 16. xxi. 8 
;HKL only. Ps. cvi. 85. t Joha vi. 22, ке. ref. 

RSUV 
ГА Cuar. V. 1. rec (for cat) rov, with CDQR rel vulg lat-a b &c syrr copt-wilk goth: 
83. 69. txt ABLX 1 lat-c copt-schw arm. for к. avr. ny ar., corwroc avrov D. 

9. rec яХоа, with BC?D rel vulg lat-6 с: txt AC!LQB II. 33 lat-a f. 

This view is confirmed by the fact that 
two evangelistaria here read rorg Iovòaioig; 
one, rà» ‘Iovdaiwy, both being attempts 
to escape from the difficulty of тйс ‘lov- 
daiag; while one adopts a’rwy, part of 
the sentence in || Mark. So far, however, 
being plain, I confess that all attempts to 
explain the fact seem to me futile. The 
three Evangelists relate no ministry in 
Judæa, with this single exception. And 
our narrative is thus brought into the 
most startling discrepancy with that of 
St. Mark, in which unquestionably the 
same portion of the sacred history is re- 
lated. Still, these аге considerations 
which must not weigh in the least degree 
with the critic. It is his province simply 
to track out what is the sacred text, not 
what, in his own feeble and partial judg- 
ment, it ought to have been. 

Cuar. V. 1—11|] THE MIRACULOUS 
DRAUGHT OF FISHES. CALL OF PETER 
AND THE SONS OF ZEBEDEE. The ques- 
tion at once meets us, whether this ac- 
count, in its form here peculiar to Luke, 
is identical in its subject-matter with 
Matt. iv. 18—22, and Mark i. 16—20. 
With regard to this, we may notice the 
following particulars. (1) Contrary to 
Schleiermacher’s inference (Trans. pp. 75, 
76), it must be, 1 think, that of most 
readers, that a previous and close relation 
had subsisted between our Lord and Peter. 
The latter calls Him irt rare (= pai), 
and kúpu : evidently (ver. 5, end) expects 
а miracle; and follows Him, with his 
partners, without any present express 
command so to do. Still all this 
might be, and yet the account might be 
identical with the others. For our Lord 
had known Peter before this, John i. 41 
ff.; and, in all probability, as one of His 
disciples. And although there is here no 
express command to follow, yet the words 
in ver. 10 may be, and are probably in- 
tended to be, equivalent to one. (2) That 
the Evangelist evidently intends this as 
the first apostolic calling of Peter and his 
companions. The expressions in ver. 11 
could not otherwise have been used. (3) 
That there is yet the supposition, that 
the е in Matthew and Mark may 

Vor. I. 

1A. bef 

be a shorter way of recounting this by per- 
sons who were not aware of these circum- 
stances. But then such a supposition will 
not consist with that high degree of autho- 
rity in those accounts, which I believe them 
to have : see note on Mark. (4) It seems 
to me that the truth of the matter is nearly 
this :—that this event is distinct from, and 
happened at a later period than, the call- 
ing in Matt. and Mark; but that the four 
Apostles, when our Lord was at Caper- 
naum, followed their occupation as fisher- 
men. There is every thing to shew, in our 
account, that the calling had previously 
taken place; and the closing of it by the 
expression in ver. 11 merely indicates what 
there can be no difficulty in seeing even 
without it, that our present account is an 
imperfect one, written by one who found 
thus much recorded, and knowing it to be 
part of the his of the calling of the 
Apostles, appended to it the fact of their 
leaving all and following the Lord. As to 
the repetition of the assurance in ver. 10, I 
see no more in it than this, which appears 
also from other passages in the Gospels, 
that the Apostles, as such, were not called 
or ordained аё any special moment, or by 
any one word of power alone; but that in 
their case as well as ours, there was line 
upon line, precept upon precept : and that 
what was said generally to all four on the 
former occasion, by words only, was re- 
peated to Peter on this, not only in words, 
but by a miracle. Does his fear, as ex- 
pressed in ver. 8, besides the reason as- 
signed, indicate some previous slowness, 
or relaxation of his usually earnest at- 
tachment, of which he now becomes deeply 
ashamed? (5) It is also to be noticed 
that there is no chronological index to 
this narrative connecting it with what 
precedes or follows. It cannot well (see 
ver. 8) have taken place after the healing 
of Peter’s wife’s mother; and (ver. 1) 
must have been after the crowd had now 
become 5 to hear the baie 
teach. (6) Also, that is no menuon 
of Andrew here, as in — there wey 
5 if he * : been TU _ 
7) It will be seen о < 
cileable either of tha e “О ons wo 

S s 
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5 torwra wapa tv luv ot òè "алас ar айтчу 

ke x25 7^ " awopavrec ü Au та? дїктиа.  " ud & eic Ev ro» 
(81), | 

washes тоу 0 пу Z4uwevoc “nowrnsey avrov ато тс ук 
Li . 

iLi. - — 

omy: > P exavayayetv ОМ№уоу, ^ kalícac & ёк rov wAoiou  018а- 
x Rer. vil. 14. 
xxii. Мові. gey тойс OyAovc. < ос BE d етабвато AaAwy, cirer 

Ha u трдс róv ZXiueva *'Eraváyaye sc rò °[Забос ка g= 
Ha > ә 

af una ХаАавате ra › Sixrva биш» "uc " aypar. 5 kai aro- 
rel. бє! , q э = {ә , à л — 

o er kpibele Tine eiwev avro Emorara, б: ö Ang voxkroc 7 
t eni 

ы 7 э с\з эу 2 „ kt ` = 8*5 , R 
Sn, котіасаутес oudey Вошы ext oe тр рпраті cov]. 

e intr Matt. . XaAacw rà ? dixrvov. Kat rovro *onmcavrec ovv- Ft 
1 ref. РА P , , е 1 a 7 — 

aL. PH ее. ёкАаса» тАбос txÜbwv зго\й, " Otpnaatro de та die- 
. „ = \ pi » э - t 

(tom Pr, руд abr. 7 Kai "Karévevoay тос ° MfTOyOtC EV TU 
iv. 1. constr., - э П » -. 1 
Acis v.43. ere хАо{ф Prov ЕХӨоутас̧ a су\лАа3Фоба‹, avroic^ ка 

P т ИГ, 3 , ` e o , 
Bora TÀÜov Kat ExAnoay augorepa rd wAota were * (JuOiZeaDat 
88. 

9 = here only. att. zii. 5 | Mk f Mark ii. 4 reff. e» ch. Ш. 3. ver. 17. 
l eb. viii. Jis. . 23 ay. Ul 18 ДОЯ 4 Kings xxv. 19. Mate. xi. 28 al. Ps. AI. 1. k = Acts in. 

16. Phil Ш. 0. Job xxix. 39. | Rom. xi, 33. Gal. H. 22, 28 only. Exod xiv. 8. m ch. vill. 29 ref. 
n bere oniy t. o Heb. i. 9 (from Ps. xliv. 7). Ш. 1, 14. vi. 4 ХИ. 8 oniy. (-x, 2 Cor. vL 14) Matt. iii. 

4 q ^ Phil. iv. Sonty, Ges. xax.8 F. ri Tim. ті. 9 only f. 9 Mace. xii 4 
only t. (-06, 2 Cor. x1. 28.) 

доо B lat - a e copt. (аАвес ACLQN'. rec awoBayrec bef ar avrw» (ar 
avrev оті, then wrongly reinserted), with AC? rel lat-cf goth: om ат’ avray R 
vulg lat-ó F 19: txt BC'DL 83. rec awtmAvvay, with ACR rel: ewAwvay 
CLX: txt 97 expr) D. 

8. iv mowy D latt. rec ins rov bef сц. (fo suit rov o. below), with ACQR 
rel: om BDLN. exavayayay bef axo тпс ync D lat-a b с. —єкауаун» А l. 

for oAtyov, oco» отоу D. rec ка каб:сас (to avoid repetition of де, . - 
ан. де, каб. ёе, we да), with ACDR rel: txt BLQ lat-a copt. гес edtdaceey bef 
ёк тоо whowv (for perspicuity), with АСОБ rel latt : txt B(D).—for ex rov ялоо, 
ay Tw wow (for perspicuity, aft кабшас) D.—for ex, aro 1. 69. 

4. for wc, ore D lat-a e. 
5. rec ins o bef eiue (from rov сц. above), with AC (D) R rel: om BLA.—o rerpoc 

X.—o ёғ ош. atocpiÜ. urey avre D. om aur B lat-e copt. dt gacraht 
magister D lat - a copt. rec aft oAn¢ ins тус, with CD rel: om ABLN 33. 131 
Cyr. г№аВаргу A. ra ĉıxrva (from ver 4) BL 1 lat-c copt goth arm Ambr, 
and (but transposed to ver 6) D. or ха\. r. der, ov py тарасоэсора: по 
prateribo D'.—xaparovoopey ЮЗ. 

0. for rovro rotnoayrec, svÜvc ҳаћасаутёс ra der D. rec гхӨошу bef 
win Bog, with BD 69 latt : txt AC i copt goth arm ТЫ. (The osn, as Meyer 
observes, has more probably been to bring An? and кому together, than to separate 
them.) reo Suppyyvvro, with X rel, dupyyvvro А al: Qugpgro С: txt BL 33, 
Üuppro. B*.—were ra ducrva pnocsc0a: D lat- f Syr. goth. rec ro ducrvoy, with 
AC rel vulg lat-b е fra syrr : txt B (D) L 1 lat-a c f ff, l сор goth th arm Eus. 

T. carevevoy D Е{(регћарв) gat lat-a e. тео aft ретоҳоц ins тос, with AC rel: 
om BDL lat-a. for evAXafSecOa:, Воуде» D. RGA“ LN 435. [B has 
sxAncay as in text: see table at end of prolegomena.) aft were ins nôn CI; жара 

the idea that Luke used the Gospel of yaddow, of the director, rovjeartes, of 
the doers of the act. b.) vuerdés,—the 

own. .] &edvvov, ut peracto opere, ordinary time of fishing:—see John aS 
Bengel: see ver. 5. 4.) travávo ye, 6.] 8.6рісс. was b 
to Peter alone, who was the steersman of begun to burst. Similarly eaten, 
his ship; yaAddoare, to the fishermen in ver. 7. 7.] They beckoned, on 
the ship со ectively (Mey.). So below also, account of the distance; or perhaps for 
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aura. 

Insov муш: 

eim, кори. 
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8 Bov 8$ Tin Пётрос * !mpocértaty rote t yóvagiy * Mark il. u 
Eke Ade ar toi) ort 
bange yàp * wepréoyey айтд» kai wavrac | „ ga 

an ` apaprwrdc m 
xix.7. 

ch. iv. 38 

тойс оў abr èri тй * ayog тоу гҳӨбыу ý 5 * соу Ладо" =. Acts 
ae Ороіес̧ LN 

i. 25. 
Kat lákwflov kai Twávvny vob ZeBe- | Eon 1.6) 

Saiov, ot ўсау © Kotvwvot ry Luer: Kai erev трдс тд» Te iv. 

Linwva ‘Incovc Мт) E. 

"ср ps. П k 

ато TOU уй» avOparouc з y ch. 1. 47 al 
i мм d oal t. 

8 xarayayóvreç та A. tri pc 
тт» уђу, ‚ аф®тес атаута пкоЛоб0паау abr p. Ms 

12! Kai € rs tv TQ Elvae avrov év ша тоу тбАгшъ, „5, l. 
! kai ov a avnp “wAnpne 'Aéwpac’ kai twv róv ‘Inoovy, 0: (iat 

d ch. 1 48. xfi. 53. с хан. 
xili. 25. ch. I. 20. xvi 

1710s. 21 3 Cor. не Ps. ex il. 9.4 5 29. xvi. 19. Mark 
£2 Tim. И. 96 ошу. 3 Chros. xxv. 19. 

Lake only, exe. Rom. хе Aste al d. pn Leo ih ass. h Matt. iv; 1 al. 1 ver. 17 ref. 

re D Syr syr-marg. om avra D latt. 
8. for ‹дор de, o de D: iwr де o 69. om 7erpoc D 69 lat-a b e Syr. rec 

ins rov bef igoov, with ACFLMXA 1. 83. 69: om B rel.—for yovaciw «gov, avrou 
то woo D lat-e: rose roci» rov «oov 1 al lat-c Syr copt. 
кало D lat- e f Syr goth. 

9. om xai ravrag rovc ovv avrw D ev-47. 

aft Asywy ins xapa- 

wr ВОХ goth ТЫ: j AC rel. 
10. for ver, усау de kotvevox avrov іакш[80с cat wwaveng viot 5: 3:даоо о de итеу 

avroic дерте «ac um ее амис tyOuwy rotnow yap орас амес avOpwxwy D lat-e.— 
om viove te Bt òatov rec ins o bef ıng., with AC rel: om BL. 

ll. for ver, o де aroveavric wayra кат: Анфа» exi тпс уус ка: nxoXovOncav 
aurw D 1аё-е. таута B (D) L. 

12. for «Agpnc Aewpac, Aexpog D. 

the reason given by Euthym. : и duvdye- 
vot AaAHoat awd тїс iewAnkewe xai roù 
Фоо. 8.) Ae Ade & iu od, depart 
from my ship. The speech is in exact 
keeping with the quick discernment, and 
expression of feeling, of Peter's character. 
Similar sayings are found Exod. xx. 18, 19; 
Judg. xiii. 22; 1 Kings xvii. 18; Isa. vi. 5; 
Dan. x. 17. This sense of unworthiness 
and self-loathing is ever the effect, in the 
depths of a heart not utterly hardened, of 
the Divine Power and presence. Below 
this, is the utterly profane state, in which 
there is no contrast, no contradiction felt, 
between the holy and the unholy, between 
God and man. Above it, is the state of 
grace, in which the contradiction is felt, 
the deep gulf perceived, which divides 
between sinful man and an holy God,— yet 
it is felt that this gulf is bridged over, 
that it is possible for the two to meet, — 
that in One who is sharer with both, the ey 

for cat iwy, wv de B lat-e copt. for 

works of Thy hands: Thou hast put all 
things under His feet . . . . the fowl of 
the air, and the fish of the sea, and what- 
воеуег walketh through the paths of the 
sens (vv. 6, ee 10.] doy Leypav :— 
compare, indeed throughout this 
miracle, the striking parallel, and yet 
contrast, in John xxi.—with its injunc- 
tion, ‘feed My lambs,’ ‘shepherd My 
sheep,’ given to the same Peter; its net 
which did not burst : and the minute and 
beautiful appropriateness of each will be 
seen : this, at, or near, the commencement 
of the Apostolic course ; that, at how dif- 
ferent, and how fitting a time ! It is 
perhape too subtle, and hardly accordant 
with the rules of emphasis, to find (with 
Mey. and Stier) a fitness in {оүрёу as 
expressing the ethical catching of men. 
I prefer taking it as the word common to 
both acts—merely as cateh. 
ае ипне OF А LEPER. Matt. 

have already been brought together.” viii. 2—4. In Matt. placed 
Trench on the Miracles, in in loc. The same immediately after the Germon on the Mt. + 

writer remarks of the miracle itself, in Mk. and here, with, К, apy ?' pote of bed 

* Christ here appears as the ideal man, the see notes on Mt. QU ae сеа ааа z 

second Adam of the eighth Psalm ; ‘Thou of medical We емес * 
madest him to have dominion over His "o implies the Ne ot © 

I 
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m `a » im 4 E 0 * -æ 7 РА A, 
m Matt. xvi.6 0 wegoy ext " просото» torn avrov Хушу Кори, tav сч" 
aft a cA ус, Sivacai ре kaÜapíca:. 13 kai " exreivac rrjv ` уна ки 

piine Maro avrov tov ӨёХө, кобарївбтт!. Kai tuÜtec y 
8.0% Aeta | Aérpa arnàbev aw avrov. kal avrüc ° mapnyysdsw ** 
qmail. aurp pndevt smew, аААа PareAQwy dt iT o/ ceauroy ry 
Sree) alte гре, cal тросёуғуке тєрї rov 'kaÜaptsuov cov кадес 

iyi e Е Š 
Bes. E ' wpocérakev Моосӯс, бис партйоо» айто с. 15 ding tro 

„Ва Оё nA о Абуос wepi avrov, Kai cvvüpyovro було 
s Matt. i. 24 a? 7 ` М э < — э 
rf. Lav. woAXot акобыу, Kat бєратеб азба: ато тоу ` acGevauy 

t | MC reff 16» 
a hom v.19. auTwv aùroç & йу " отоуороу tv тас £pnpoic Kai 

Zax 6. Thos, TpoctvyOptvoc. 
v = Matt. viii. F. ch. vil 17 * Kai ty vero & 7 pua тоу 7 преро», * kai avroc y” 

. ORR = 

Sal 2 Mace. didaoc ., каї Nouv KxaGnpevor Фарашо xat * yopo- 57 
yat. sir. xi §:SacxaXor oi ўса» tAmAvÜOrsQ tk mücnc chung тї 
"ому mae. ГамАа!ас ка! "оодаќас xai "ТероџсаАђи, kot Sovapc only Jndg. 

2x. 87. 
x m ы, ob. Ii. 26] viii. 1 al. Gen. xxiv. 80. Nach 1. 1. 1 Kings xvi. 33. y ch. vili, 22, x vii. 22. хх. 

only. 8 Acts v. 83. 1 Tim. I. 7 only t. 

weswy, execey, and om edenOy avrov, D lat-e. 
18. for rat exr., err. de D. for aay, Хушу (from || Mt) BCDLX 33. 69 arm 

Cyr: tat A rel. for 7 Asx. to avrov, єкадаробр D! lat-e. 
14. for adda are N, атгХг ĝe ка: D lat-a e. for uç paprvpio» avrac, ive 

ис рартороу з} ушу rovro D, simly lat-a b c e ff; і q Mcion Epiph Tert Ambr.— 
for 9, gv Di. aft avro ins о de CN nparo kgpvacur car бафтшф ну rov 
Хоуоу were кет. боуаобаз avrov gavepwe tic тому tigt Abe, aXXa Еш цу tv 
&pmuot; тото, kat соупрҳоуго wpoc avrov Kat т\б.» таму ис кафаруаоер (tee 
|| Mk) D. 

16. o Xoyoc bef џа\\оу DMU Syr goth eth. 
C? rel вуг goth; ax’ avrov A al: om BC'DL 1. 69 latt Syr copt avrov, wit 

sth arm. 
M. for кщ avrog ny 0:даскишу, avrov ё:ёаскоутос D lat-c 

ins os bef >оноддавкайхо: фар‹оа‹о! BS copt-schw arm. 
noa to voog., ou N rovc ф. к. уор. D lat-e. 

rec aft OepawevecOas ins vr 

мәз). a 
for oi gcav, gcav ĝe D lat-e. 

cvyiAgAvÜortg (ovy perhaps error from -sav preceding : го Meyer) A'D 1. 
69 lat · a goth. 

14. ] A change of construction from 
the oblique to the direct; see reff. 

15.] The reason of this is stated in 
Mk., ver. 45, to be the disobedience of the 
leper to the Lord's command. 16.) xal 
4posevx. is peculiar to Luke, as often: 
see ch. iii. 21; vi. 12; ix. 18; xi. 1. 
This verse breaks off the sequence of the 
narrative. 

17—26.] HEALING OP A PARALYTIO. 
Matt. іх. 2—8. Mark ii. 1—12. This mi- 
racle is introduced by the indefinite words, 
cai iy. lv uid т. u.: sce тей. In Mt. 
viii. Б— ix. 1, а series of incidents are inter- 

Our Lord there appears to have 
returned from the country of the Gada- 
renes and the miracle on the dæmoniac 
there, to * His own city,’ i. e. Capernaum. 
The order in Mk. is the same as here, and 

aft яаслс ins тус B (al?). om «ai ttp. to ny D: om ка 

his narrative contains the only decisive 
note of sequence (ch. iv. 35), which deter- 
mines his order and that in the text to have 
been the actual one, and the events in Mt. 
viii. to be related out of their order. 
17.) ёк ж. h. not to be pressed: as we 
say, from all parts. Suv. avo. | 
Does this mean the power of God—or the 
power of the Lord, i.e. Jesus? Mey. re- 
marks that Luke uses кбргос feu 
for Jesus, but always with the article: see 
ch. vii. 18 ; x. 1; xi. 89 ; xii. 42, al. fr. :— 
but the same word, without the article, for 
the Most High; see ch. i. 11, 38, 58, 66; 
ii. 9; iv. 19; whence we conclude that 
the meaning is, the power of God (work- 
ing in the Lord Jesus) was in the direc- 
tion of His healing: i.e. wrought so that 
He exercised the powers of healing: and 
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1 - , Г 

F e KUOLOU а “с ro (аабаа avróv. 18 cal 1800 адрес а constr., 
Fi. 

ABCDE 
K LMS 

Rom. 
xiii. 4. 2 Cor. 

фёооутес ёт! ° kAlvnc avOpwrrov oc ny ^ тараћеАуџёуос̧, v Merk vil. 4 
* d Dy? 3 * Ы e * - э ^ Д ? : 

су 21. «at * eCnrovv avrov ° EICEVEYKELY ка! дєгуа: avrov f Evrov reef id 

33. 69. 
ver. 
Acts viiL 7. * - 1 “gf f h Г e ? L > ~ 

aurov, Kat un eupovrec 101ас̧ tit VK QUTOV јх. 88), exe. 
Heb. xii. 19, a a * 4? ld i^ ik с” * es l , 

did rov OxÀov, ava[Jávrec Emi rO “ дона da тоу KtQü- from а. 

19 

РА `~ ~ ә wv ЭЕ 

рш» "кабпка» avrov oùv rø K MN¹ i ac то pésov tpe . 
- 5 РА 20 \ за < ` r] э = Matt. xii. 40 

тоос@є» rov Ind. Kal tÒWV THY vor aurQV ELTEV tefl 
91 "n We 13. 

* > 7 e e [4 и 

AvÜowrre, ° adéwrrat cot at apaprtat aov. ка! побауто 1 
1 Tim. vi 

PStaroyiZecOat ot уоациатес Kai ot Papioator Aéyovrec 7, Beb. zil- 
Tic бот» ойтос 0с “%Аале: * ВЛасфпшас̧; tic Sbvarac f xum. 

арартіас̧ ° ativar & ий uóvoc о de;; 22 ' iriyvoùc д? O ‘Gea илт. Р An p Cs yvouc 9 xiv. б. 

Inoobc rovc * dtaroyiopouc avrov, axokpiltic elev то0с EUN 
аотоус Тї? dia A0 yt, ev та KapStatc vuv ; 23 i E ch. lx. 

tcriv cbco rr po, ёте» ° Apiwvrai aoi ai арартіа воо, !Acix 9. 
илгир» "" Eyeipt Kat WEOLTATEL 5 2 tva 86 atSnre Ore О ghe ын 

vioc TOU avOowrov " t£ovaiav " Éxet emi тпс упс dpi Nan. er. 
xiv.17 (Mk. 

oh. xii. 8. xvii. 81 only. There only 3. (3 Kings xvii. ому) m Acts ix. 25. Е 11. xi. 6 
only. Exod. xvii. 11. B bere bis only +. 0 2 j. Matt. vi. 13. Lev. iv. 20. Matt. xvi. 
7,8 ref q here only. see Rev. A ill. б. т Matt. xiv. 25 reff. s Matt. xv. 19 
ref. Lam. ill. 60, 61. t | Mt. re. a i Mt. Mk. John v. 3. Acts Hl. 6, v Matt, 
vii. 29 re 

дә». cup. ny X. for tig ro, rov D. rec (for avrov) avroug, with ACD rel latt | 
вутт copt goth arm: wavrac К Cyr: txt (see note) BL. 

18. etgeveycer bef avrov D ev-47 lat-a c e. rec om 2nd avrov, with ACD rel: 
txt BL syr-w-ob. 

19. rec ins dia bef xouag, with Scr'sqr: om ABCD rel Scr’s mss.—for тос, 
robe 69: rc Scrsalmn в. for avaBavrec to chividiw, aveBnoay s. r. d. ка 
аҡостёуасаутес тоюс kepapouc отоу ny кабтка» тоу кра[Заттоу соу rw wapaduricw 
D lat-ö. for rov ina. rar B. 

20. aft idw» ins o inoue CS 69 lat., Syr arm-mss, сос D. rec aft urey 
ins avre (gloss, as variations shew), with A rel arm; rw wapaXuricw CD 186.7 
Syr copt goth Cyr; rw а»убрыте, omg тебре below, 1 al lat- a b cg, і: om BLE 
33 vulg lat. / Jz соо ai ap. (from || Mt Mk) D- gr F(Wtst). 

91. aft gapicaco: ins ev тақ rapõıaıç avrwy D lat -ö (e) Ds Iig l for rig 
буг: txt cori ovrog ос, тї ovroc D copt. rec афи»а:, with AC rel BDZ.— 

rec ag. bef auapriag (from || Ac), with AC rel vulg lat-a b f ff, 91 copt goth eth 
arm: txt BDL 1 lat-c е Ambr. for povog, tig C? В.т lat-a syr-marg 
copt goth Сут. om é D'. 

22. om ахокрбис (see || Mt ME) CD lat-a b c ff, g, 1 Syr-ed th. for urey 
rai avrovg, Муй avroic D. for vpwy ins rornpa D lat-c e l syr-jer eth Cypr 

28. cov bef at an., omg со, D ev-48: cov at ap. cov C F(Wtst) XA: со ap. cov, 
omg at, K. rec ғуғ:рол, with ОХА : txt ABCDE rel. 

24. rec eEovciav exes bef о viog rov avOpwzov (|| Mt MX), with ACD rel lat-a c e 
syrr goth wth arm: txt BKL vulg lat-b f f, g, 0 q. om тэ} D'A Суг. 

then а case follows. For construction, see to adhere in such cases, where any uncer- 
reff. афтбу has apparently been altered tainty exists, simply aud faithfully to anti- 
to aùroóç from its difficulty. It might guity, as our best ey: ting ide. 18.] 
indeed be said that -ovg may have been rne of four, Murk. _ 19.) This 
altered to -ov from the apparent difficulty description is that, Y езе Tm bis 
of all these mentioned needing healing. So the genitive of AT oF Cio v * wd 
uncertain are merely subjective considera- poetical, see Ky Wo? 9 аз 
tions either way: and so necessary is it . on N N 
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L auapriac, tlrev Ty " wapadeAupivy Zoi AV, É yeipt, каї 

xn а, арас то Audi gov торебоо eic roy v оф» as 25 ка be. | 

y aca., Matt. 7 тараурпра аъаатдс evtrmtOY ауто», арас Tem "o " кат- - mo 

od Mad . ÉKELTO arg Aber die, тб» oikov avrov Sobre, тд» бф». ип 

‚шпик 26 kai ̂ ce race à аде» awavraç, kat dE rov a | 

aMaki80 бду, ка{ ° ewAnaOncay póßov, А{уо>»тьс Gre дору faapa- — 
el al. Soka ойрароу. 

1 7 Kai шта ravra eher, kai e ed our * тебу 

ame viL 16 дубиат! Лео» кабйш уо» émi ro "reXwmov, kai бте 

78 20% airy | AxoROD% pot. = 3  катамтшу тй>та “ ava- 
ч. (der, стас * пкоЛоббн аўга. і ' éwoinaey ' „Lo xn, peya- 

c Matt. аб? An Аас аутф ev Ty cig avrov, Kai iv OxAoc * тейө- 

Р EN ste, vov n kai aAAwv ot jour psr avrov " катакы- 

: P зо. t : Ls 80 к ° eyoyyuloy ot Paproaios Kai ot yeapua- 12 85 

үз: m rec avtov UE тойс набпгас avrov Aéyovrec Ма ri 
$0. Kath. A ĝi . 31 0d 

nera TOV E тє wey to LETE Kat wivere; ка! ажокр ис 

m as above (1) only. Estb. v. 4 al. ni Mk. Mark ziv. 8. 1 Cor. vill. 10. o Matt. xx. 
1) reff. Num. vl. 41. 

agivat (= auvai) D' Lt. for rte, Мує D end lat-a b e f 91. яараћьтиы 
CD F(Wtst) LMXX 33. 69 arm Cyr Thl : txt AB rel. TOC syupes, with LUT: 
txt ABCD rel. for арас, apow D 157 latt syrr copt sth. for gAunéior, 
краВаттоу (i Mk) D lat-c copt. 

. rec eg œ (corrs to more obvious construction, see reff), with RUA 69 (1, e al): 
txt A B(Mai) C rel. 

26. om cat excracic to 0tov (homaote?) DMSX 69 lat-e. transp 2nd and 3rd 
clauses A. for $o(3ov, 0Oauov DI: 0ayuBovc D?. om ori D. дош» С: 
доре» R. (id. also AB'ELMVX. 

27. for cat pera to Ates, rat MG Tal тара ттуу баћавсау rov акоћовдотута 
aurw oyAov ей!фаоке> cat тарауы» «деу Meve тоу roy adrgatov (from || ME) D. 

т £6tacaro, еде» A al; ie» K al. aft Aeveey 2 the spelling, see 
rip ins kaAovutvoy C! 157. for «se», Хув (|| Mt Mk) D 69 vulg 

t-b f ff. 
28. Eurum AELTAA 88. rec атаута, with A rel: away M: txt B 

С(-тас!) DLRZ 33. rec (for neodovOe) gkoAov0gce» (|| Mt МЕ), with ACR rel 
syrr copt : txt BDLZ 69 lat - a. 

29. rec ins о bef Лер. (with some cursive?): om ABCD rel Scr's mss. 
мин D. rok vc bef теХоушу (|) BCDLR& 1. 38. 69 latt copt syrr arm: txt 
А rel. for о to karakepavot, avaktiutywv D lat-e. 

80. oi фар. к. o« үрарџатас avrov bef eyoyyvtov D lat-c e.—tyyoyyvtav R. 
rec transp o: ур. avr. and ot фар. (|| МХ), wi with À rel (Syr) вуг goth: txt BCDLRE 
1. 38 latt syr-jer (copt) arm.—om avrwy DFX vulg-ms lat: Syr copt eth. om 
avrov C!. rec om тоу bef rewyev, with V (S 83, e sil): ta ABCDRZ rel. 
rec aft теАоушу ins кає apaprwrwy (from ||), with ABC!R rel vas: om C!D Cyr. 

гі ver. 2; also on 5 24.] 
eUrev Ty » probab 30 not parenthetic: 
see in Mt. vapéBobe = 
Oavpaora, MET Hesych. Com- 

the close of the accounts in Mt. and 

Levi, &c.—8see notes on Mt. and Mk. I here 
only notice what is peculiar to Luke. 
97.) Wade, not merely He saw,’ but Ne 
loo on,—-He observed. 28.) «er. 
dura, not merely, * having left Мз books 
and implements, but generally used, and 

27—39. ] Слылмо or LxVI. QUESTION 
RESPECTING FASTING. Mt. ix. 9— 17. Mk. 
ii. 18—22. For all common matter, the 
discussion of the identity of Matthew and 

importing not so much a present objective 
relinquishment, as the mind with which he 
rose to follow. 29.) This fact is only 
expresaly mentioned here—but may be di- 
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о Inoodc elev трос айтойс Ov " хонаи P Exouaw oi p Matt, vi. 8 
q 

q & Si Lake wytaivourec "tarpov, аЛа ot * какос * Éxovrsc. 32 ойк * (ri T — 

EAnAvOa ' can tu Stxaiouc, d qnapro obe ис uera- , Pastor 
m 1. 10 

H osde оа © оі б: та» трдс avrov Ot рабпта! Lare, Lia w S 
ba . y 7 ху у Tit. I. 9 an.) 

vnorevovoty Y wuKva kai cenae тоюуга, Opotwe z exe. 

ol тоу Фарісаіо», ot à aoi tafiovaw ка! rivouoiv. % iTe 
s Matt. iv. 24. 

и 0 82 'Insovc einer трос avrouc My Sivacde robe VLOUG t= 1. Namb. 
-æ b е N , TOU "vuujovoc * ev Ф o "vuuéioc шєт avrov сті» "У ™ 

- v ? Ve ? d € v Matt. iv. 2 
топса. " vyoreveat ; AC, %,“ utpat, cal Orav | тї. 
e? = 3 5B > =» e П , Y Р > * а 

arap0y ar abr О а TOTE — VnartUGOUOIlV ey en. 
в е - е ур à: Ezek. xxxi. 
кича „тас терше. 9 Bey è ка тараВоћту тоб ЗР. 3 Mace. 

5 oniy. 

avTOUC Ort ovdeic f émifAnua a and ipariov Katvou * oxtoag *; xui 
В Kin s vili. 

— . ёт шато» raAatóv' ^ et OE M kai TO katvóv AN > 
a40v ~ y Phil. i 

€ gy ict, Kat TU maap об ! guupwvnos TO 'ériBAnpa то S el 
Tobit vi. SI eng. & Mk. John v. 7. bi Mk. e Mt. reff Jer. xxxi. 
(xivlii.) 12. da sim, use, Amos vili. 11, "era Gen. xii. v. 

there (bis) & | (Mt. w. фх‹аАле‹) aalr. Isa. iii. 21 only. g ch. xxiii. 45 1 Mi. мі, Mark 

1. 10 l. Zech. xiv. 4. Mt. reff. i = here (Matt. xviii. 19 гей.) only. (no: 
3 Cor. vi. 16.) * Ou )only. (-wnens, 

31. for каа атокр., ажокр. ёе D lat -e. om 0 B. for трос avrovc, avroic 
LE 33 copt. [аМха, во ABR. | 

$2. for cAnAvGa, улоу (||) C*D 1 ТЫ. (E has A at end of a line, but Au in the 
next.) for apaprw doug, aceBeg N'. 

83. [et rar, so CDLR 33.] rec ins беа rs bef o (from ||), with ACDRN' rel 
latt goth: om BL Nr 33 copt. aft wavvov ins kac ot pad. rwv Qapisauv 
(|| ME), omg ouowg кап rw» фарса», D. for cot, ua0nra« cov (|| МЇ) D 
[ede e f fa copt goth. for eobiovoiw ка mivovow, ovdey rovrwy тооду 

-е. 
34. rec om «gaovc, with A rel: ins В(Маі) CDLRXZ 1. 83. 69 lat F syr-marg copt 

seth. доуаута: os vios and omg wotnoas (from n D gat! lat-a b o e |. g, wth 
Tert Ambr. tg’ ogoy txovoiy rov vvuéuoy wed eavrwy D lat-e. rec 
vgorevew (see || MX), with ACDR rel: txt BX. 

85. om ка: CFL M-txt 1. 69 vulg lat-b o e f ff, 91 Lsyrr copt arm: ins ABDIUE 
rel forj(with em ing) lat-a goth. 

36. rec om ато (see || Mt Mk), with ACR rel lat-a f goth Iren-lat: ins BDLXN 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b c e ff, g, l syrr copt Ambr. rec om eyxicac (|| Mt Mk), 
with АСЕ rel latt syr goth ath arm Iren-lat Ambr: ins BDLX 1. 88 Syr (copt). 
rec oxifes (see ге |), with A rel vulg lat-ö c f ff, 91 syrr copt goth eth arm. та К: 
txt BCDLX 33 ev-y lat-a e. rec cvu$wytt (see ||), with R rel vulg lat-b e f fh 7, 
goth: txt ABCDLX 33 lat-a e Mcion-e. rec om ro bef 2nd & with 
(D) al: ins BCLXA 1. 33. 69 ev-y copt.—om ro esriAgpa АЕ rel goth æth Thi : transp 
BA. to end of ver D. 

rectly inferred from Mk., and remotely from Gorg. 455 о: óMyov rwwóc &Ёа «ai oùče- 
Mt. "вее on Mt. ver. 10. 33.] On  vóc, ib. Apol. 23 a: see Hartung, Parti- 
the difference in the persons who ask this kellehre, i. p. 146 f. 36.) The latter 
uestion, see on Mt. and Mk. xal part of this verse is peculiar, and is to be 

ws ToL. : вее сһ.хї.1. Theseprayers thus understood: they does, he both will 

must be understood in connexion with an rend the new g (by taking out of it 

ascetic form of life, not as only the usual the éwiBAnpa), « agi the piece from the 
ith the old? prayers of devout men. І have new garment wily ogre! w ee сай 

remarked on the striking contrast between The common in lnot kao? b v2 iban 
"ocu. vyotevoas and vggre?govow, on Tò can the түү “ухе ex. ул NS WAC 
Mt. ver. 15. 85. cal Srav . ] yea, stands rò хад SEN WP uo MENSES 
days when .. .: so rivag kai i cvyrobs, Plat. sistent with N Є 9 p » {у 
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9 kai ovdere “Barre oivov viov uc 
9 a -æ e 

k Mark mM ато TOU KüaGtvov. 

Мобьтас" 

"r)oay i. TÉOV. 
Mati U. 8 . s 

ау. О жаћаос 

ххіт. 2, 5. 
1 Масе. vi. 11. 

N. emPadra C. 

хаћа:оьс D copt arm. 

* 1? , 1 э 8 е ә 8 є 

тойс аскобс̧, Kat аотос ёкуидђаєтає ка ot 
38 > Ы т L » 13 a a 2 À 

aAX’ vlvoyv vlov tic ! авкобс xarwovc BAN 
39 kat ovOtic mwv жаа ° Bide véow” Муч yap 

noròc tori. 

proces СГА gw А goth arm. 
bef owoc, with А rel: txt BCDLMRUXA 1. 33 

for BAnrsov, BadXovery (|| ME) D Iat-a b ce 
rec at i 

V. 87—99. 

om ка: B. rec in$ pe 
evOewe bef Oche (see note), with ACR vulg lat F g, , 9 syrr goth; evOvc X al: om 

txt BLN Syr copt. 

Cuar. VI. 1. for ey. de, кап ey. D lat-a e (goth ?) sth. 

ка:убу is to be coupled with lyártov, not 
with ivífgAnpa. In Mt. and Mk. the 
mischief done is differently ex 
Our text is very significant, and repre- 
sents to us the spoiling of both systems by 
an attempt to engraft the new upon the 
old :—the set loses its completeness; the 
old, its consistency. 88.] This pe- 
culiar and important addition at once 
stampe our report with the very highest 
cbaracter for accuracy. Its apparent dif- 
ficulty has 5 caused its omission 
from Cod. D and mas. of the old Latin 
version. It contains the conclusion of the 
discourse, and the final answer to the 
он in ver. 83, which is not given in 

t. and Mk. The «ióvres wadasdy are 
the Jews, who had long been habituated 
to the old еец the véos is the new 
wine (see on Mt.) of the grace and freedom 
of the Gospel : and our Lord asserts that 
this new wine was sot palatable to the 
Jews, who said ô тела xpuorós ёстіу. 
Observe (against De Wette, &c.) that 
even with the old reading хрпотбтгрос 
there is no objective comparison whatever 
here between the old and new wine; the 
whole stress is on 04е. and Afyea áp, 
and the import of ypnordrepog is subjec- 
tive :—in the view of him who utters it. 
And even if we were to assume such an 
ee comparison, it makes no diffi- 
culty. In time, the new wine will become 
older ;— tho man will become habituated 
to its taste, and the wine itself mel- 
Jowed: and the comparison between the 

rec xpycrorepog (see note), with АСЕ rel latt вуг: 

om devrepoxperw (proi 

wines is not then which is the older, bat 
which is intrinsically the better. Stier 
observes (i. 328), that the saying is a lesson 
for ardent and enthusiastic converts not to 
be disappointed, if they cannot at once in- 
stil their spirit into others about them. 
As tbe readings,—the sentence 
seems to have been tampered with by some 
who wished to make it more obvious, and 
to bring out the comparison more strongly: 
tdi өс being inserted, better to ‹ 
with the fact, and the matter in question, 
and the comparative substituted for the 

itive: but the sentence loses much of 
its point and vigour by the change: the 
old wine is not better than the new (which 
has not been tasted), but merely good, i.e. 
good enough: therefore no new is 
sired. 

Снар. VI. 1—5.] THE DISCIPLES PLUCK 
EARS OF CORN ON THE SaBBATH. Matt. 
xii. 1—8. Mark ii. 28—28. Between the 
discourse just related here and in Mark, 
and this incident, Matthew interposes the 
raising of Jaeirus's daughter, the healing 
of the two blind and one dumb, the misson 
of the twelve, and the message of John. 
need not insist on these obvious proofs 

independence in the construction of our 
Gospels, On the question of the ar- 
rangements, see on Matt. 1. Sevrepo- 
pere] This word presents much diffi- 
culty. None of the interpretations have 
any certainty, as the word is found no 
where else, and can be ол ju of by 
analogy. (1) It is not altogether clear 

: Tas: 
aft aorowg ins теқ gu 
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diu roptbtodat avrov Sia ‘owopinwy, kat FTA MO oi «<. 20.29. 
рабпта! avrov ка! no0tov rove ` стаХоас Ы Ywyovrec raic 

хов». 2 

vili. 86. 
Acts xvi. 4. 
Жош. xv. 24 

~ ~ a only. ° 

rivic & rov PDapicaiwy el roy Ti moire 0 ovk i i Y ai 1B). 
Cd - t 9 4 a 

e ES тос *oaBPaaw; ? ка azokpiÜrtc moóc айтоўс sro = 

X Matt. xii. 1 reff. 

n f oniy. Bara 
ix. 8. Isa. xviii. 7 only. v 1. Mark iv. 28 Ыз oniy. Gen. xli. 5,6. Dzor. xxiv. 1 (xxii. 28). 

w here only t. 

on account of ite difficulty, and as not being in ||: Tischdf omite it in his let and 2nd 
editions, but restores tt in his last. 
(ev- 

rel vulg lat - a f 
Ambr.—éevripw поште ЕГ. 

прЕауто тану D lat-d. 

rope ue С'Х. 
(I| Mt Mk), with CDR rel copt arm: om ABLAA! 1. 

Meyer holds it to be spurious) BLN 1. 33. 69! 
lat-b c e f? lq Syr copt mth: syr-marg notes that it is not in the copies: ins 

91.3 5yr-txt goth (arm) Сев Epiph Chr Isid ТЫ Euthym 
rec ins rw» bef тордо» 

о де padnrat avrov 
тес rovc oraxvag bef каз побгоу, with AC? rel: txt 

BC'LR.—rovc crayvac kat h ο ͥ e; rec raiç xepoiw na€ioy D lat-(a) e f Syr copt th 
arm. 

2. for urov, :№уо» D latt Syr. 

ins rowy (fr 
om BDR 69 latt arm. 
om BDLRU 1. 69. 

that the word ought to be here at ай: — 
see var. readd. Schulz su it to have 
arisen from putting together two sepa- 
rate glosses, in the margin of some MSS., 
one devripy, the other трето :—originall 
inserted,—the fi to distinguish this 
sabbath from that in ch. iv. 31,—the 
latter, from that in ver. 6. (2) Chry- 
sostom, Hom. xxxix. on Matt., p. 431, 
says, ó dé Аоикас ġnoiv E caBBary dev- 
reporp r. ri di loriv, фу Bevrepowpé- 
T9 ; Fray дгтАў n арүуа yj, cal rob ca- 
Barov roù коріои, cai dripac loprijc dia- 
ӧехоџёутс̧. Paulus and Olsh. also take 
this interpretation. (3) Theophylact un- 
derstands,—a sabbath, the day before which 
5 had been a Feast - day. 
4) Isidore of Pelusium, Euthymius, and 

others, think that the first day of unlea- 
vened bread is meant, and is called dev- 
Tépós., because it is Qavripa rov тасха, 
which had been slain on the evening be- 
fore. (5) Scaliger and Petavius inter- 
pret it to mean the sabbath following the 
second day of the Passover, from which 
the seven weeks to Pentecost were reckoned. 
This has been commonly followed ; but is 
liable to the objection that the assumption, 
cd. de ur: pp. = савВ. ric &3дораёос 
д.әтеротрштою = caf. тйс 32. mpornc 
perà т> Čevrépav тё» áZópwv, is an un- 
justifiable one. (6) Toomit many other 

aft херс. ins avrw» CM! lat - ö се Byr copt-wilk sth Ambr. 
rec 

and ||), with AC*R rel; avre D: om BC!LX 1 lat-a c e copt. 
ecde ri тоюосі» ot рабпта: cov тос caBPBacey (|| Mt ME) D. 

om || Mt), with AC rel lat-g вуг copt 

их. ins avrog (supplem, cf varr 
for re moure, 
rec aft deer 

goth arm; aft ca88., L Syr: 
rec ins гу bef тос caf. (|| Mt), with AC rel vulg lat-g, ,: 

тос caBBaow bef o ovk seoriv D lat-e. 

which completed the sabbatical period. 
He shews, by a passage from the enpvypya 
Ilérpov (Clem. Alex., Strom. vi. 5, р. 760 
P.), that the Jews did call the first 
sabbath of the year rpwroy—and that the 
years were reckoned as the first, second, 
&c., of the septennial cycle (see a decree of 
Jul. Cæsar in Jos. Antt. xiv. 10. 6). Thus 
the first sabbath of the first year would 
be vperómQwrov or mporov, that of the 
second Pevrepómpwrov, &c. And accord- 
ing to his chronology, which fixes this in 
A.U.C. 782, this year was the second of the 
sabbatical cycle. lf we follow this con- 
jecture, this day was the first sabbath in 
the month Nisan. The point so much 
insisted on, that this must have been a; 
the presentation of the first.fruits which 
took place on the 16th of Nisan,—on 
account of the prohibition in Levit. xxiii. 
14,—is of no weight, as it is very uncer- 
tain whether the action mentioned here is 
included in the prohibition. As re- 

rds the analogy of the word, devrepo- 
єкта, sometimes cited from Jerome on 

Ezek. xlv. is not to the point: for that 
word represents the fact that “ rursus ex 
ipsis decimis Levite, hoc est inferior 
ministrorum gradus, decimas dabant sa- 
cerdotibus:” so that it wes not “the 
second-tenth,” as Woy row, duc 9 tenth of 

a tenth,—a second удуп. of a tithe. 
conjectures, I may mention that Wieseler 
(Chron. Synop. der 4 Evv., p. 231 ff.) sug- 
gests that it may mean the first sabbath in 
the second of the cycle of seven years, 

T. a * peir Мы 

Luke: te dia in d ёе WMD Mort. the oha. cet фу ANS Re 
the Pharisees ad х 19 m 

e 
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y | Krxes xxi. бте 0 Insovc Ovde тойго аъ ууытє 8 7t Ewoincey Aaveid 
и bere only f. 

аф Mk. reff. 

с тне » Beth. TOU aa) árov. 

242 * owore emeiyacey aur oc kai о per avrov óvrec ; ^ we 
ti ci be etc. rov ol cor тоу Ө:оъ Kai тойс 

* wpobicewe A ёфегугъ, Kai {декғу ток per бе 

одс OUK боті фауну н un uc voc robe leptic ; i 
b constr., ver. 1 Ae yer айтас ore кўрде tor O WOC TOU 200-0 ка пт, 

Eytvero 8: (к ¿ ev {рф за Ват ` * 

" áprovc. TC 

M Kat 487 
a ALS 

=æ |. John v. 8 
NT ON ect A ctv. avrov чс v uva yeryrv kat ф‹баакнь, © ка! m 

2 лк йьбрөтгос єк ^ kai 5 x айтор n деа п gv * Ера. 
24 (Gal. ir. 
10) oaly. oat Aree 

3. for ca: ar., aw. de D. om o bef гдс. B. 

265 maptrnpovvro & ot ypapuarsic Kat oi Qaprcatot ti e 

о (90. turey bef крос avrove 
AC? (D) KMRX 69 Syr, o 199. их. avroic 1 lat-c f F:: o uo. тр. а. ux. L vulg syr 

DHL L. (om rovro HL.) 
Seg defective.) 
yr copt eth: ins ACR rel syr goth. 

то. a. о ino. ex. 33 goth arm.—eAeyew D. 
for owore, ore (|| Mt Mk) BCDLXA 1. 69: txt AR rel. 

for per’ avrov, ovy avrw D. 

for ovds, ovdexore (|| ME) 

om ovreg (|) BDLX 1. 33. 69 

4. for wc, тес (from || Mt Б PAIRS expr) X 1. 83. 69 B er arm: om BD 
Mcion-e: txt AC rel syr. селде» D. wposGicewc D rec (for 
Хао») «Ма» car, with АСЕ T latt syr goth : om n zi M DE 1 1. 69 syr-jer ath 
arm Iren-lat Thi-ms: txt BC'LX (33 Syr-copt, a 
каа (|| Mk), with ADR rel syr eth Thi-ms: om 
Thl-ed Ambr. for ove, ос D. 
mm) lat- c e f Syr Iren-lat Ambr. 
goth.—povo» RA. 

rec aft edv ins 
1 AS Syr oe arm Iren · lat 

for EG r, 1 ny 110 DM gat (with 
povore Torc tepever (|| М D al syr-marg 

5. D reads this ver aft ver 10, and instead of it here, rg орту nupepa 0t«acapsvoc 
Tiva epyaZopevoy rw саВВате ихе» avre avOpwre н pev oac rc жос ракорос 
а & ёе рп odag excearaparog ка: жараба 

om 2nd ка: B(Mai, expr) Syr. 
pus omg «а, (|| М), B; similarly Syr copt wth. 

тйс ei Tov ороо. om or: B 1 sth 
TOU ca Barov bef о vtoc rov аудршто», 
(There is no doubt about the reading af 

e error in the table at the end of the 2nd Roman edition is easily corrected by 
БА а ed. 1 and Beh.) 

6. for the ver, ка: erceAPovrog avrov жам» tic т» auvaywyny aaBBare, «v 3 
nv ayÜperoc Enpay tyw» туу Хира р. 
F. fag, t Syr copt sth arm Cyr : ins AR rel vulg lat-g Pn got 
avtpwrog (I| Mk), with A rel vulg lat-a c &c goth: txt BLR í. Е сорё Сут. 

om Ist ка: B at 83. 69 lat-a b c e 
rec exec bef 

7. rec wapernpovy (|| Mk), with E rel: txt ABDLMRXA 1. 33. 69 Cyr. ree 
aft raper. ins avrov (from || Mk), with BDLX (83, e sil) 69(sic) syrr copt seth arm 
Cyr: om AR rel latt goth ТЫ Tert. 

Thy disciples, &c. 3.] ofS .... 
Have ye not read so much as this! 
E. V.: i. e., Are ye so utterly ignorant 
of the spirit of Scripture?’ see Mark xii. 
10, where the same expression occurs. 

The remarkable substitution in D 
for ver. 5 seems to be an interpolation, but 
hardly an invention of a later time. Its 
form and contents speak for its originality 
and, I am disposed to believe, ita authen- 
ticity. 

6—11.] HEALING OF THE WITHERED 
HAND. att. xii. 9—14. Mark iii. 1— 
6. See on Matt. 6.) The circum- 
stances related in ch. xiv. 1—6 are very 
similar to these; and there Luke has 
inserted the question of Matt. vv. 11, 12. 

om ée D om t» (|) DK am 69 copt. 

I should be disposed to think that Mark and 
Luke have preserved the exact narrative 
here. Matthew, as we see, describes the 
watching of the Pharisees (rode deadoyis- 
po)c abr, Luke, ver. 8) as words acta- 
ally spoken, and relates that they asked 
the question: which certainly arises from 
an imperfect report of what took 
the question iteelf verbatim that 
which our Lord asked on that other осса- 
sion, Luke xiv. 8, and followed by a 
similar appeal about an animal There 
can hardly be a doubt that in Matthew's 
narrative the two occurrences are blended : 
and this may have taken place from the 
very circumstance of the question about 
an animal having been asked on both oc- 
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TQ саВВаты eparcha, 1 iva ' eupwaiv е катпүорну айтоў. rg 10 

8 avróc ài pee robe 

трос avroUc Ertporo v nac 
5 n 
odio; 10 к 

avt "Eernvoy Md хера GOV. 
єкатватабп 1 yelp avrov. 

lat-a 5 c ff, l. 
defective.) rec carn 

* даЛоту:аџоўс айту, бте» & r 
bak avdpi x *Enpdy t No Tür хара 

ка! avacrac боти. 
Ket theory тф vag Bar 

! kakotrormaat, puyi» cua. à 

* atpiDAejáusvoc mávrac айтойс aer n p MK. * 
о $ troinasy, Kai 

П auro: 8 РетАлобтаа»?д!"% 

= giay: 45 

Ф 2 zv. 19 
: "Еунре к ка! orn EE э 
тёр ob о Inoobc et Май. 

k IN ref. 
, 18 Mk. ( (ret) 

e mes Matt. хх! 

“ат 41. xxi. 7 al. 

? ag- og Mt. тей. ` 

rec Oepaxevon (from || Mk), with B rel copt: txt ADL. (R 
opua» (easier construction), with A rel copt arm Cyr 

катпүорпоа: D: txt BSX 1 am(with fuld forj 
ТШ: 

gut) lat-9, q emt goth. (R def.) 
ins car bef avrov F(Wtst) KLR 33 syr-marg copt arm 

D. 8. for née, унуюскеу sciens D. lat-5. 
А rel syr 

ex. E. D 
peow D ае rec 
txt BDLX 1. 33 latt (Syr) copt goth wth 

9. for ovy, бе (see || Mt, ver у BDLN 33. 69 latt goth eth: om Syr 
txt A rel syr om o bef ind. B. 
with AD Eh lat-a b o 

goth wth: Аум D lat-5 f copt: 
arip) а сторите (I| 2%), with A rel: om D: txt BL 1. 33 wth Cyr. 

rec eyeipaa, with S(e sil) Г: 
xai) о de (see below, ver 10), with A rel вуг: 

29,4 ѕутт eth arm: txt BLN 157 v 

rec (for esx. de) ка‹ eur. (|| MP, with 
txt BLX 1. 33. 69 lat-a. rec (for 

Tw T. X. 
syecpow D: txt AB rel. > те 

sora0n 
t arm: 

rec єтерыттүси (see ch xx. 3, Mk xi. 29), 
lat-e 7 l copt goth. 

rec (for 21) re (error), with A rel lat-g syrr goth: txt BDLN 157 vulg lat-a c 
gah g, Г copt К Ох Aug.— 

wale txt BDL am(with fuld em forj) 

BDLX 1. 69 vulg lat-d c ork 
add o: ds sowzwy (from 

DXA 1 lat-a bce 
(i Mt Mk), with 
goth arm-ed Thl. 
copt goth sth arm. 
goth eth arm. 

l syr 

arm 

rec vnag re’, with al lat-g вуг: 
rec тос соВ8Заси, with A rel valg-ed lat-a f syr 

lat-o e 
б azo\scat, атоктеуаг (from П МЕ) A F(Wtat Tel lat-e Syr-ms syr wth 

syr-marg copt goth arm Mcion-t. (lat-a def.) 
x 2D A(-xovy). 

10. avrovc bef xavrac DX lat-b e f fs q Syr. 
arm: рег opync 69 al. 

1. 83. 69 latt syr-marg copt sth arm-mss: txt AB rel syrr 
for see, sEerever (|| Mt MX) DX 1.69 latt Syr syr-marg 

rec adds ovrw, with 
rec azo«artoraÜ0n, with BU: атокатготу 1: txt AD 

rec ins vyiugc (from || МЇ), with E rel: om ABDKLQUXA 1. 33 latt syrr copt goth 
Thl. rec adds wc 9 aAA (from || Mt), with AQ rel lat-5 с/о, ; syrr goth 

sth arm; өс ка: ņ ad. 1: om BL 33 vulg lat-a e ff, l copt. D adds 

vuag т: AEKMSPA Syr 
copt-wilk goth arm 

> (27) Aug. (lat-5 defective. 
: txt 

ins г> ору bef sura (|| Mk) 
rec (for autw) rw ауброте 

syr-w-ob: om ABD rel ола copt 

каз 

eXeyey avrog оті cupiog tor o vioc Tov аубротоо kai rov са33атой. 

casions; Luke omitting it here, because 
he it there— Matthew joining to it 
the question asked there, because he was 
not aware of another similar incident. 

à Set. is a mark of accuracy, and 
from an eye-witness. 9.] The words 
in the rec. text, lw. uãę ri Фест», admit 
of two constructions according as they 
are punctuated: ‘I will ask you what зе 
allowable on the sabbath, —to do good, or 
to do evil? (ёт. vp. ri Ik. c. r. A.); or, “1 
will ask you a certain thing: Is it, &e. 
(ix. ùp. те E c. r. A.) This latter is pre- 
ferable, both on account of the future 
bep. „ and of ite similarity to ipwrnew 
ond кёуф Aóyor, ch. хх. 8. t the 
reading in the text is much preferable to 

either. After the question, Mark adds ol 
дё iow wy—as they did after the question 
just referred to in ch. xx., because they 
were in & dilemma, and either answer 
would have convicted them. 10.] 
Mark adds per’ òpyñc ovAhumobpevoc iri 
тў *wpect тїйє capdiag avrév—one of 
the most striking and graphic descrip- 
tions in the Gospels. It was thus 
that He bare (see Matt. viii. 17), even 
while on earth, our sins and infirmities. 
Their hearts were hardened,—but He 
grieved for it. 11.] dvolas. It does 
not ‘appear that this word can ever mean, 

as in some former 
rage of a senselesg с % дез 
not in ref., nor X v n 
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a- h 9 дуоѓас, ка} ' SuekaXouy трос aAAnAoue ri av womoauy 
zzil. 15. ms — 
rh l. b osiyt. Tt). Lyoov. 
Ps. 660007 Ф п 
Symm. 

constr., ver. 

Y- u P M а 
- "“woocevyy той Oeov. 

12 *’Eyévero Se ғу raiç npépaiç ravrace :ЕєАбыь avrov 

tic TO Орос mpocevEacOa, ка! пу ' SiavuKrepevwy Ev ry 

18 каг Оте ғуѓуєто пиёра, " ж 

Mark xi. 83 гфоупаєо тойс рабттӣс avrov, kai ":kAclauevoc ат 

да vit. 7. 

w John vi. 70. 
Acts 1. 2 al. Gen. vi. 2. 

Ц. for dceAadAovy, дҥ\оуфо»то D. 
syr -w- ob. 

„ , a s 9 е э 2 14 d 
aurwy додека, ойс kat атоатбАоос wvopactv, '* Zipwva 

3.16 Ov xai ovóuactv Tlérpov xai 'Аудоѓау тоу adeAgor 
, - 1 оре 1? 4 1 , ` 

avrov, xat 'lake(Jov K Iwavuny, kat Piderwov ка 

aft wpoc aAAniove ins Aryorree АМ 
rec тоусвау, with E rel, - QX: -seuew A: txt BLA 1. 33(exc). 

69.—for re av rot. rw 190, тес aroAtcwoy avrov (see || Mt Mk) D. 
19. for ravratc, extivaic D copt. rec for ENG avrov, (CAR (bocause а 

lection begins with the word), with Q rel Cypr: txt ABDL 33 lat-e, c£eAOesw bat om 
avrov X. (lat-a defective.) 
0«ov D. 

18. for яросгф., гфоупсеу D 1 Eus. 
14. ins яретоу bef euwva D. 

for xpoceevEacOat, cat mpoctvytoOa: D. 

for evouacty, exadecey D al Eus. 
for wvop. werp., TETP. e evopacty D. 

rec om cat bef iac., with AQ rel vulg lat-e f H gi. copt goth: ins BDKLA 33. 69 
vulg-ms lat-a 5 c Syr arm. 
Boavnpyeg o eoru vioi (povrgc (see МЕ iii. 17) D. 

aft wwayyny ins roy adeAgoy avrov ойс гпеуенавге 
rec om «at guur wor, 

with AQ rel vulg lat-e f ff, g, 4 r copt goth: ins BDL 33 lat-a ò c I Syr eth 
arm Eus. 

Thucyd. iii. 48, there carelessly referred to. 
The proper meaning,  *'senselessnese,' 
‘wicked folly,’ must be kept to. See 
Ellicott's note on 2 Tim. iii. 9, to which I 
owe this correction. Du. — viz. 
the Pharisees and Herodians: Mark ver. 
6, where see note. 

12—19.] CALLING AND NAMES OF THE 
TWELVE APposTLEs. Peculiar (in this 
form) to Luke : see Mt. xii. 15—21; Mk. 
Hi. 18—19. We may observe that Mt. 
does not relate the choosing of the 
Apostles, but only takes occasion to give 
& list of them on their being sent out, ch. 
x. 1 ff.; and that Mk. sid Lk. agree in 
the time of their being chosen, placing it 
immediately after the healing on the 
sabbath,—but with no very definite note 
of time. 13.) фу т. ўр. T. is vague 
in date, and may belong to any part of the 
period of our Lord’s ministry now before 
us. I believe it to be a form of acknow- 
ledgment on the part of the Evangelist, 
that ze did not know exactly into what 
part of this iod to bring the incident 
го introduced. Indeed ilio жле of this 
paragraph is of a supplementary and 
indefinite character, serving more as а pre- 
face to the discourse which follows, than as 
an integral part of the narration in ite pre- 
sent sequence. This of course in no way 
affects the accuracy of the circumstances 

therein related, which nearly coincide in 
this and the cognate, though independent, 
account of Mark. iR Y viz. from 
Capernaum. Tò бров——вее on Matt. 
v. I. a posev—.—see note on ch. v. 16. 
к. Ir Say... . and spent the night in 
prayer to God, see E. V. The whole con- 
text, and the frequency of the objective 
genitive (see Winer, § 80. 1, 6), 
should have prevented the Commentators 
(Hammond, Olearius, &c.) from making 
the blunder of imagining wposevyný here to 
be a proseucha or house of prayer: see 
note on Acts xvi. 18. 13. тросеф. т. 
р. aùr.) expressed in Mark, жроскал ніга 
obe oe: abróc—i. e. He summoned to 
Him а certain larger number, out of whom 
He selected Twelve. We are not to sup- 
pose that this selection was now first made 
out of a miscellaneous number—but now 
first formally announced; the Apostles, 
or most Ld Hag mex i ae their 
special individ ing to be, in a pecu- 
liar manner, followers of the Lord, before 
this. v] not at а previous, ог 
subsequent period, as Schleiermacber sug- 

ts ns. р. 89); but a£ tkis time, 
ark (iii. 14) gives the substance, without 

the form, of the word áwóégrolog— 
lwoinoey додека iva . . . . . тосту 
abroòr кїрўоон»... 14.] On the 
catalogue, see notes on Matt. x. I f. 
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BapÜoAXopuatov, !5 cal Мабдаіо» ка! Owpav, ‘laxwBov * 355. 
, , 1 r ` , x e 16 y 8. 1 Cor. ziv. 
А\фаіюо kat Ziuwva rov KaXoupevoy * Лотто, s Kat 13, багі. 

» 1 Ы 9 “ , A 

1офда»› ‘laxwBov, xai ‘lot8av 'okapwÜ ос eyévero if apati 
y е 17 ` ` э = » 2 4 М 2 Macc. iv. 2. 
mpodornc, |! ка! karu(Jdc ш т avrov torn imi тотоу LXX always 

w. beoc, 
* wedwvov, Kat булос рабптоу avrov, kai mAnÜoc roù s 
той Aaov ато паотс тїс lovdaiac kat JepovoaA nu kat e Let 

— a , М s - А + , - vii. 52. 
тїс "smapaAiov Тороо кає Ziovoc, ot NÀAÂov akovca: 3 Tim it, 4 

avrov kat (абду ard тоу voowy аотоу, 18 kai ot Eve 1 . S. 
А C? s5 2 , ГА с, М only. 

Cele oyAovpevor “aro mvevparwy axafaprwy ° tÜrpamtiovro. = ber omy. 
wev = н » . iv. 

е 19 kai тас̧ о буАос ^ eZnrouy аттесда: avrov, Ort * дб»а- „ 2150.115. 
LMQ 9 7 - “эур \ ded 7 20 1 эм, Gen а 
SUVX ptc тар aurou t npy tro Kat caro Tavrac. Kat auTOG S reset ДТ 

AA. 1. only, = Gen. xlvili. 1 al. c cb. v. 15. vii. 31. vill. 9. d = Matt. xii. 46 reff, 
3. 69. € = Matt. xiv. 2 reff. 

16. rec om Ist xat, with AQ rel vulg goth: ins BDL lat-a ö сі д Syr copt eth arm 
Eus. aft Owpay ins rov emixalovutvoy Oiuuoy (see John xi. 16; xx. 24; 
xxi. 2) D. ins каг bef iaxw(3oy DIL 33. 69 lat-a b c Syr copt th arm: om 
AB D?.gr Q rel vulg lat.e f ff, g, вуг copt-ms goth. rec ins тоу rov bef 
аћфакюо (from Mk iii. 18), with ADQ rel goth: om BL 1. 33. 69 arm. 

16. rec om Ist cat, with А rel am(with em forj ing per tol) lat-e fg, q вуг goth: 
ins BD F(Wtst) LQ 69 vulg-ed lat-a b c ff, l Syr copt eth arm. rec uJkapiernv 
(П Mt), with AQ rel (Mcion,-e) : om lat-a b: txt BL 33 Mcion,-e, exapw0 D vulg 
lat-e f g, l Syr. rec aft oc ins «a: (from || Mt Mk), with ADQ rel syr goth: om 
BL latt Syr copt æth arm Mcion,-e. 

17. aft oxAoc ins vor (usual addition) BL 1 Syr: om ADQ rel vss. om 
тпс [aft тасос] D F(Wtat). for tepove. c. r. R. тор. к. oi., а\\оу толор D. 

for os NO, «kgAvOorwv D. 
18. rec (for svoxA.) ayAoupevor, with DQ rel: txt ABLN 1. rec (for aso) ото 
6 with X 69 (KU 1. 33, e sil): txt ABDQ rel. rec ins xa: bef 
&Üspamtvovro (from the same misunderstanding which produced the reading vro), 
with X rel syrr goth: om ABDLQ 33 latt copt eth arm. 

19. rec re, with АРОК rel vulg lat-a c ff, 9, вуг: txt BLN am lat-d e f Syr 
goth. for arrecOat, афасдг [= афасда:г) D. 

20. om avrog D lat e. om 2nd avrov D al lat-ff, Orig, ТЫ. aft xrwyxos 

16.) Io "Iaxéflov—usually, and I be- 
lieve rightly, rendered Jude the brother of 
James: see Prolegg. to Jude. On the 
question who this James was, see on Matt. 
x. 3, and xiii. 65. 17.) Having de- 
scended from the mountain, He stood on 
a level place—i. e. possibly, as has been 
suggested by some, ona flat ledge or shelf 
on the side of the mountain; but more 
naturally below the mountain: see on 
Matt. v. 1. Whether Luke could thus 
have written with the Gospel of Matthew 
before him, I leave the reader to judge: 
premising, that is, the identity of the two 
discourses, 19.] Luke uses the same 
expression, of power going forth from our 

cannot doubt that we have the whole dis- 
course much as it was spoken; the con- 
nexion is intimate throughout; the ar- 
rangement wonderfully consistent and 
admirable. Here, on the other hand, the - 
discourse is only reported in fragments 
there is а wide gap between vv. 26 and 
27, and many omissions in other parts; 
besides which, sayings of our Lord, be- 
longing apparently to other occasions, ure 
inserted ; see vv. 89, 40, 45. At the same 
time we must remember, that such gnomic 
sayings would probably be uently ut- 
tered by Him, and might very likely form 
part of this discourse originally. His 
teaching was not studious of novelty like 

Lord, in ch. viii. 46. that of men, but spe, x with authority, 

20—49.] SE&MON on THE MovNT(?). as He did, He ASA doubtless utter 
Peculiar (in this form) to Luke, answering again and again , N Yul „хо WAN ones 
to Matt. v.—vii. On the whole question of tences when осе. iy ^ e SL 
the identity or diversity of the two dis- may have arisen > » 6 сеч 
courses, see оп Matt. v. 1. In Matthew I arrangement obs, ХА “0, ОЎ „у 

BN 
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иц. „xvii. 8 A ётарас тойс офдаХроўс афтоо tic тойс набптас аътоё 

b Kat. b. 0 * Beytv Макар!о‹ oi * ттөхо!, От! Uperipa € kerle 5» Baordsia:. Pa 
з, ому. rov feou, 21 pakáptor ot ° тн»шутес ver, бт % yoprac@y- Fm 

— e s ctos. pakaptot ot i kAalovrec vvv, n ! ysAáarre. 22 pará- 

Catt min 9 LOL ёсте Отау „liebe e: Upac ot доброто, Kai Ота» 
I: T Kings aopiauaty рас каї o xeidio mots kai ™ ска осту то 

m here only. ауана v ub we тоупрду Сука тор viov TOU ar dnn. 
LX MM „ Хёрпте ev exeivy тү "tog Kal oriprhoare (дою уа 

° шоббе роу TOoÀUC év T9 ойра” ката та are ran 
yap " P ésrotouv тос трофйтас oi ‚хатёрес avrov, 24 9 An- Put. 

ovat dulv rote mÀovaiorc, 9 Ore 
25 oval уші ot ' guretAnopévot ушу, Ort теуасетг. 

* awtyere ray ' wapacAnow ELE. 

т Matt. vL 2, б. Phil iv.18. Gen. хин. 98. sch. H. 35. 2Tben 5. 
t ch. . 68 ref, 

ins re mvevparı (|| Mf) QX 1. 88. 69 gat lat-a c f syr-jer goth arm: om ABDR re 
vulg lat-5 e ff, 91.2 syrr copt Mcion-t Orig Eus CYprexpr Ambr-comm. 

21. om last clause D: transp 1st and 2nd clauses syr-jer. 
22. uroncovory (itacism 7) DPXA. om 2nd vnag D. transp ovsd'ureeiy 

* Christ. 

and ecBadwow D lat-a b c ff, g, | Сурт, 
28. гес (for yapnre) yapere (more изил, 

for idov yao, or: q Y D 6-pe Syr. S mss. (PQ, Tischdf) R rel Scr’ 
rw ovpavw, Toig ovpavor (|| МТ?) BR 69 lat-e 7 goth Т 

‚ with (some cursive ?) Chr,: txt ABD 
for 

i ADPQZ rel. pr: 
rec (for ra avra) ravra, with EKLMUTA, ravra MR rel vulg lat-5 copt 

p ong: txt BDQX Z 88 lat-a e e Syr copt(appy) arm Mcion.e. 
t 

rec om 1st vv», with ADP rel latt Syr Iren- 
-a Ambr. 

55. om Ist vuy A 1. 69 Tert. 

om 2nd yap 

lat Mcion-t: ins BLQRXA!AX 1. 38. 69 lat F syr-w-ast copt goth wth arm TRL 

because sayings known to have been uttered 
together at one time, might be thrown to- 
gether with sayings spoken at another, 
with some one common link gr chup 
necting the two groups. 
rove h.] The discourse was spoken to the 
disciples generally,—to the Twelve par- 
ticularly,—to the people prospectively ; 
and its subject, both here and in Matt., 
is, the state and duties of a disciple of 

wrexol] To suppose that 
Luke’s report of this discourse refers only 
to this world’s poverty, &c.—and iw 
blessings to anticipated outward р 
in the Messiah's Kingdom (De Sn 
Meyer), is surely quite a misapprehension. 
Comparing these expressions with other 
passages in Luke himself, we must have 
concluded, even without Matthew's report, 
that they bore a spiritual sense; see ch. 
xvi. 11, where he speaks of ‘the true 
riches,’ and ch. xii. 21, where we have 
els беду wAoUrGy. And who would apply 
such an interpretation to our ver. 21? 

See on each of these beatitudes the 
corresponding notes in Matt. $ Bac. 
т. 0.) = 9 Вас. т. офрауй» Matt., but it 
does not thence follow that obpavol = = 

Prec but the two are different ways of 
ting the same kingdom—the one by 

ito situation—in heaven, where ita тоа 
is (j dvw ‘Iepovoahny, Gal. iv. 26), the 
other by Him, whose it is. 22. 
&doplowow and éxBdA. must not be un- 
derstood of Jewish excommunication only, 
but of all kinds of expulsion from society. 

vd бу. óy.—literal: your name: 
either your collective name as Christians, 
—to which Peter seems to refer, 1 Pet. iv. 
14—16 ;—or, your individual name. 
23.] iv ёк. т. Au., not in the most solemn 
sense of the words (see Matt. vii. 22), but 
in the day when men shall do thus to 
you. 24.) Of course (see Prolegg. 
ch. i.) I cannot assent to any such view as 
that taken by Meyer and others, that 
these ‘ woes’ are inserted from later tra- 
dition (gehören zur Formation der parrea 
Ueberlieferung); in other words, 
never spoken by our Lord at ай: C either 
we must suppose that they ought to 
follow Matt. v. 12, which is from the 
context most improbable, —ог that they 
and perhaps the four preceding beatitudes 
with them, were on some occasion spoken 
by our Lord in this exact form, and во 
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26 oval Orav “ калос брас " e'rwaiw MAVTEÇ oi avÜpwmor ' rer "10 
‚ ^ * э 8 1 P? 7 — x , « w = hore oaly, 
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татёрєс̧ avrov. ?ТаААа yi» Ay otc axobougtr, x Muti vit. 15 
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ayarare тойс £xÜpovc vuv, каћос тоште тос рсоосіУ y cb. il. 84. 
Heb. vil. 1 al. obs : — * ^ Geo. xiv. 19. Орас̧, 28 * suroyere rove ™ xaraowpivouc Upac, mpoced- «йош ai te 

t æ b» , e = ELA , 1 t A xtaUe mepi тоу ? emnoeakovrwv vyac. TQ титтоуті GE ^ Pat At ises 
2 1 , a a * » aren - У 4 
Emi тт» ° otayova 7 rapexe kat ту» aÀÀmv, kat ато тоо f. 24. eoe 
e v» , еу ` ` - a f , iv. 184. 
аїроътос̧ соо то (uartov Kat TOV xt py — KwAvOYC, b Matt. v. 44 

MIU. > = j T3" 9 5 - y 
90 аут} & т " airovvri oe Sidov’ ка! ато rov ° аїроутор #16287 

(-реастуе, 
` 4 , 1 ` @ - « Ps. кабыс rd od un атаіты. 31 ка! кадос Obere tva ' rorwow йш» $ =) a 

e = 9 6 tt. v. ew a е e i — 9 - e Г 32 [| 

B PDE о аудоото:, Kal рес MOLITE GUTOIC орогос̧. капа 0917. Inl. 

SUVX a ü йс a т Üpac, ‘rota vuw ‘yao toriv: at SUVX ayawure roUc ауатоутас̧ Upac, ^ тош ошу харс 5 а= here only. 
ristoph. 

33. 69. Rane 669, e = Matt. zxi. 48. xxv. 28, 29. Isa. v. 98. fconstr., Acts х. 47. Сев. 
zxili. б. £ constr., Matt. v. 49 reff, À here (ob. xii. 20 v. г.) only. Deat. xv. 2, B. 

і vv. 23, 26. Matt. хх. 28, &с. гей, 1 «^ 8йт.хх.1б. seo ch. xvil. 9 reff, 

rec aft 2nd ovas ins vw (as above), with ADPQR rel latt Orig-lat, Hil: om ВКТ, (S) 
K 1. 69 Iren-lat Orig. om o: yeA. vvv B. 

26. rec aft ova: ins vary, with DA 69 lat-5 Syr seth arm Iren-lat Chr.: om 
ABPQRZ rel vulg lat-a c вуг goth Orig-lat Mcion- Chr, ТЫ Ambr. vuac 
bef калыс BE 88 lat-e g.— r n bef ърас AHL 88 vuig-ed(not am ing) Syr 
Iren-lat.—for эрас, vuw D al vulg lat-a c: om 69. om каут.с (perhaps as 
seeming inconsistent with the other member of the comparison, oi rar. avr.) D F(Wtst) 
LSVrAA vulg-ed Syr eth Mcion-t Mac ТЫ thym : ins АВРОВЖ rel am(with fuld em 
forj ing mt per) lat-a b c e f fz 7, ї вуг copt goth (arm ?) Iren-lat Tit-bostr Chr, Ambr 
Aug Bede. rec (for ta avra) ravra, with AP rel vulg lat-5 f ff, вуг Tren-lat, 
Tert: txt BDK RN 83 lat-a c e Syr copt goth. (Q defective.) om уар D 29 
am(with fuld em forj ing mt per tol) lat-a bo e f fa 9, l Mcion-t Aug. om о 
warepec aur B. 

27. [aÀÀa, so АВОРЕЖҖ &c.] 
28. rec (for Ist vpaç) ишу», with L rel vulg lat-c f Justin Orig, : txt A B(Mai) 

DKMPRXTZ 1. 33. 69 lat-a b f, 91 Orig, Eus ТЫ. rec ins ка‹ bef mpoçevyeobe 
(from || Mt), with (Ser's b ci W, e sil) vulg lat., Syr: om ABDPRZ rel am(with 
fuld em forj ing per) lat-a b c &c вуг (copt?) goth arm. rec (for wept) отер 
(from | Mt), with ADPR rel copt ath Justin Clem Orig Eus, Chr: txt BL. 

29. for ext, «ic D ( Clem, Orig,]. aft wapeye ins avrw (|| MZ) D vulg-sixt per 
lat-a beef F, g, 4 ! Syr goth sth Ambr,.—orpepor avrw 69 al. aft xirw»a ins 
cov АГ Syr copt. 

30. om ёе (|| Mt) BELR 1 lat-5 ff, Syr wth arm Barnab Clem, om rw 
B Barnab. 

91. worovory vuos А. om cas vueg В Іаё-а ff, L Iren-lat. om opowwe D 
248 lat-e Clem Iren-lat. 

have been here placed in that form. and roig dcovovorw serves the of 
26.] Not said to the rich, but to the theiyó—to you who now hear Me. The 
disciples. The very warning conveyed in discourse being mutilated, the strong anti- 
Ferber . shews this, and shonld have thesis could not be brought out. 29.) 
prevented Meyer from making the blunder. See Matt. v. 39 fl. - $1 Matt. vii. 12; 
The mention of rpog. and Wevdorpog. has but here it seems somewhat out of con- 
reference to the disciples’ office as the salt пехіоп, for the 

not (Meyer) a turning of the discourse to refers to the dut; 
His own disciples, but piv Aéye Toig being out of t 
áxosovgw yd бё Ауе vyiv, which in- This verse again” % 
troduces the same command Matt. v. 44,.— to ver. 81; SRM 

senge of чч. 29, 20, v 

of the earth. The address in ver. 27 is been resist not evil, qnereas this precept 

y en Vo TEL INY 
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4 Kai yap of auaprwAot тоюс ауатеутас̧ avrovc ауажеси». 
art, v. 2 э - є 7 - е — 

"му" 33 kal cay т ayaÜozomre rovc " ayaGerorovrrac трас, ef. 
sc. e: хеш. k 7 е ~ 1 7 ә 7 1 ` ee $ a x IY 

эгей. : Ao то avro pe Nu se Toa ишы Харс Fri; Kal yap ot anpapre 
. ERI. 16, - 7 , > F э , - 

Qi xx. 13 тообссу. xai сей» *Saveilere жар Ov rere ABer, 
v4 a Wola Univ yaptc Ear(v ; ка! анарты\о! apaprwActc ` Sarti- 

Shere (E . iv. „ o? L * p? 35 4 A ? - ы 

wv тошу. GOUGY, tva ° aroAa(woty ra ? іса. An ayarare тоес 
іза. 2112. . 4 - ` э - 1 Р ` 
w. „ Масе. ExÜpovc уро», kat " ауадотошіте, кає " Saveiere иңде» 
eu n. 1 г? , > \1 э? е в Ы e = AG 1 
saia vas amwtAwilovrec’ Kai Egrat о ° шодос инш» жолос, kai 

svt  fotoÜs ‘viol "vit б yroc " )c tore “ёз TOO "m #сгс0е vioi “uyiorov, Ort avroc ` Хопотос > 
r. 1v тойс " ауарістоос kat тоупробс. ire ori ph, 

оа. ua KaQwe kai о тато йн» ? oixrippwy tariv. 9 cat un крі- Ca 
. vert, kat oU ur] копте" Kat py " катабікайєте, xat ov H ART 

il. 8. з 
"T x 2 Tim. Hi. 2 only 4.. Wied. xvi. 39. Sir. xxix 17,25 . Р. 1 w= Hom. xi. 22. Eph. l. 7. Ps. di. 17. А 

y here bis & James v. 11 osiy. Exod. xxxiv.6. (-uor, Rom. xli. 1.) в Matt. 21,7, 87. Jemm v. 6 1 
osiy. Ps. 222 vl. 88. Eu 

22. aft apayreXot ins rovro voiovew (retaining following clause) D. 
33. x. уар «av B, є. « D. аүаботоште (it aciam )) DHMPTAA 33. 

хары; bef ошу D; гата» bef харс P. om yap (see ver 35) BA th. om 
о: А. for ro avro, rovro D vulg lat-a ff. 

94. кау D. rec даун тте, with (but each, according to Treg, e sil) MSUVT 1: 
Savaonre ВЕ: ёомоптг B'N 157: txt ADP rel Justin. for wy, w T. 
rec awodaBey (from arohaBwow below), with ADP rel: txt BLEN Justin. 
харс bef ошу D lat-e. om «ort» В lat-e: ins ADPEN rel. rec aft 2nd каз ins 
yap, with ADP rel vulg lat-a c: om BLZ copt. rec ins ot bef agapreXo: (see сет 
82), with X (HK 69, e sil) copt: om ABDP rel goth. om ra wa D lat-a b c e ff, 
lq Ambr. 
235. unde vd K. aft roku ins e» rose ovpavaic A ev-y lat -e, in codo lat-a i 

Ambr. rec ins rov bef viõ ro, with f(e sil). 69: om ABD P rel. 
36. rec aft yirtobe ins ov» (from Mt v. 48), with AP rel vulg lat f 91. , вутт 

Orig- lat: om Вргж 1. 83 lat-a b ce ff, lq copt goth sth arm Clem, Orig, Tert 
Cypr. om ra: (Mt v. 48) BLZ 1 Int-c copt th Mcion-t Clem, Chr, : ins A D-gr 
P rel vulg lat-a 5 syrr goth Justin, Ori 

37. om Ist ka (see Mt vii. 1) D 1 latt Syr copt arm Mcion-t Thl Cypr. for 
2nd xa: (omg ov), гуа (from || Mt) AD A(Treg, expr) lat-a c e f goth sth [Polyc] 

rec om 3rd «cat, with ACDP rel Tert: ins BLSXZ syr. Mcion-t Cypr Ambr. 
for 4th ка: (omg ov), wa D lat-ace ff, wth Bas фка{. and ё:кас0. В. 

adopted, as there is nothing in analogy 
(атата, droapßávw, ...) to forbid the 
meaning ; and so Passow gives it in Lexic. 

viol ler Meyer maintains that 
this must mean sons of God’ in the sense 

33 ff.] xápıs corresponds to tg, Matt. 
see note on Matt. v. 12. 35. 
wednwiLovres|} Three renderings have 

been given—(1) the ordinary one, pydiy 
an abr idzilovrec, Euthym.; — but 
this meaning of the word is unexampled, 
though agreeing with the context. (2) 
‘causing no one to despair, i.e. refusing no 
one (reading unóí»' : cf. & in various read- 
ings) ;—so the Syr. renders it. (3) ‘ ot 
despairing,’ i.e. ‘ without anxiety about the 
result.’ This last sense of the word is best 
supported by examples, both from Polybius 
(e. g. drem. та траудата, i. 19. 12,— 
т)» owrnpiay, li. 54. 7, al. freq., see In- 
dex), and the Apocrypha,—see reff. But 
as it is an ürak Asyouevoy in the N. J., 
perhaps the force of the context should 
prevail, and the ordinary meaning be 

of partakers of the glory of the Measiah’s 
Kingdom, but without reference to е 
state of believers in this life, which last he 
says is according to the usage of Paul, not 
of the three first Evangelists. But surely 
this is sufficiently answered by ò sar»p 
Орбу in the next verse, where the actual 
present sonship to our heavenly Father is 
а reason why we should imitate Him. 
36.] olaripp. = riño: Matt. v. 48, which 
last is the larger description, comprebend. 
ing in it charity and mercy ; see note there. 

87.) = Matt. vii. 1, 2. The say- 
ing is much enriched and expanded here ; 
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© gega- ch. xxii. 68. 
b here only. 

* Virtoek yvvvóntvoy Swaovety sig tov °кбАто» Me 

; perpere * avrieronOn- 

Ет.» 8 xat mapa(JoArv avroic^ " Мӯт: шу 

o Matt. xi. 7. 
xxiv $9. 
Ps. x vil. 7 

Obvarat ruproc trupov ` одпує ; оюу: au$órtpot EQ (las, 
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here only. Wisd. iv. 8. 
тей. Exod. xili. 17. 

m Cor. i. 10. 9 Cor. xil. 11. Heb. xiii. 21. 1 

Tert 

bef xewtecpevow D 1 Dial. 

defective.) 

only + g here only +. 
k Matt. xii. 11 г) 

b Matt. vil. 16 reff. 1 Matt. xv. 14 
1 Mate X. 24. Phil.H.9. 1 Kings xv. 92. 

.v.10. Bara lv. 

Cypr. rec ins cat bef сгсаћ., with ACP rel vulg lat f syr goth Clem Cyr: 
om BDL 1. 69 lat-a à c e ff, g, l copt eth arm Ambr,.—om cecadevpevov Ж: cecah. 

rec ins kai bef urepexy., with ACP rel vulg Syr goth 
wth Tert: om BDLZ 1. 69 lat-a bc ef 1 Fus. 

[vwrepexyvrvopevoy, so AB'C 
pel P arm Clem Orig (83 

for rw yap avre perp e, 
w yap perpw (from Mt vii. 2) BDL& 1. 33 lat-c e (copt): om avre X al: om уар 
69 al lat-a b / q arm Mcion-t Ambr: txt ACP rel lat F g, вуг goth. for 
аут:ретрпедо., џетрпепо. (|| Mt) ВІР lat-5 е q eth(appy) arm. (38 def.) 

89. At ye D 69 latt. 
F(Wtst) LXX 33. 69 latt arm Thl-ed. 

rec om cat, with AP rel syr copt goth: ins BCD 
rec (for suzeo.) тесоџутає (from Mt 

xv. 14), with АСД rel vulg lat-b е: txt BDLP 1. (69) ev-y lat-a copt(appy). 
40. rec aft ĉıðasrañov ins avrov, with ACP rel syrr copt th: om BDLXZ 1. 

33. 69 latt Iren-lat Mcion-t Orig. (It is true, as Meyer observes, that avrov is 
wanting in Mt x. 24: but the probability of the mechanical addition of avrov 
[especially with o д:Васкаћос avrov in the same verse] ts greater than any influence 
From || Mt, the balance of evidence ts perhaps on the same side.) 

perhaps it was so uttered by our Lord on 
some other occasion ; for the connexion is 
very strict in Matt., and would hardly bear 
this expansion of what is not in that place 
the leading idea. $8.] The simi- 
litude is taken from a very full measure 
of some dry thing such as corn. That no 
liquid is intended by b reptrx., as Bengel 
supposes, ia evident—for the three present 
participles all apply to the same pér. кал. 
and form a climax. Sécovow] The 
subject of this verb answers to the un- 
expressed agents of dvriperpnOijcerat ; 
such agents being indefinite, and the mean- 
ing thereby rendered solemn and em- 
phatic ; see on ch. xii. 20. If we are 
to find a nom., it should be the Angels, 
who are in this matter the ministers of the 

This say- divine so Meyer). 
ing is Pound with a totally different import 
Mark iv. 24; one of the many instances 
how the Lord turned about, so to speak, 
the Light of Truth contained in His de- 
clarations, so as to shine upon different 
departments of life and thought. 89.] 
From this verse tothe end is in the closest 
connexion, and it is impossible that it 
should consist of sayings thrown together 
and uttered at different times. The 
саро г what went before is not so 

OL. I. 

evident, indeed the elrrey dl ж. ab. seems 
to shew a break. The parabolic saying, 
implying the unfitness of an nnchantabi 
and unjustly condemning leader (the Lord 
was speaking primarily to His Apostles) 
to perform his office, leads to the assertion 
[ver. 40] that no Christian ought to assume 
in this respect an office of judging which 
his Master never assumed ; but rather will 
every well-instructed Christian strive to be 
humble as his Master was. Then follows 
the reproof of vv. 41—43 ; and vv. 44, 45 
and 46—49 shew us, expanded in different 
images, what the beam in the eye is, to 
which our first efforts must be directed. 

uk. т. 68.] See this in quite 
another connexion, Matt. xv. 14, where 
Peter answers, epácov npiv rv rapaBo- 
Аў» [rabryv]—measning apparently the 
last uttered words, which the however 
explains not specifically, but by entering 
into the whole matter. Ligelieve this wapa- 
Bok ij to have been one of the usual and fami- 
liar sayings of our Lord. Му. = 
above. xarnpricpivog noe te yin- 

conditioned,’ knowing, “hye © үк 
consistently endeay,. 
Wette, Kuinoel, &« “Ayn 4 E: 

1 is ол œ rendering of tbi ele \ Ww 0 y 
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v Matt. vi. 16 ge той тоупооо ° трофёри тд тоутобу" ёк yàp f wipo- 
x Matt, wn сьйратос̧ кардас AaÀe тд ordua avrov. 48 ri & ре 

y Matt; vi. 16. Makal, 957 James іН. 12 only. bier кх] аса. xx. & ri. 
b Matt. vil 16. Rev. xiv. ig only. Gen. zl. * im 38. 19 only. Deut. xxiv. XU 
d Matt. U. II reff. 1 f Matt. xi. cr (i) only Prov. х. 18. Tobit iz. 
Musk vid. & 2 Gee. vill, 14bis. Beci. il. 16 (only 

ч AUTOS eon a rg» де ev т. ow 090. док. (|| Mt) P 69: for дш, 
ow tt 

49. rec ins j bef ret (from || ME), with ACDP rel: ins ка bef тес 251 am(with 
em forj ing per уан aft тшс ins de M: om B lat-e ff, om adedge (| Mf) 
D 157 lat-a bce ff, і 4. for то ev rw офба\цы ra As єк Tow e (1 Mi) 
D latt Syr eth arm. for avroc to Aexev, car idov ту oroc гу то ow ogbalpu 
vroxtrat (|| М?) D; simly lat-ab ce ff, 19. om 2nd тт» C. гес c RU 
bef ro карфос, with ACD rel: aft ro карфос, Li: txt B 69. 

48. for ov yop, ove D lat-a Syr eth. картоис caxpovc D э. 8 
rec om таму (see Mt vii. 18), with ACD rel lat-a c syrr Lx 1.69 
lat-b g, g copt arm. кароос Kadoug (see Mt vii. 18) D latt Syr. 

44. om VVV D be (de T, according to Tischdf.) 
for iĉtov карто», карто» avrov D, fructu exAsyorras È акауӨш>у D 
lat-a b c rec rpvywcty bef Tragen a (Co Коң 1 to order of former clause), 
with A rel latt Syr goth wth arm: txt 88. 69 ev-y syr.—oragudag (K)L 
69 lat -o e вутт copt goth. 

45. avrov bef тус кард:ас̧ D: om avrov B. (S digest on Mt xii. 35.) rec aft 
rovnpog ins „ M Fa with ашал rel vulg lat-c ef Ў, 9, syrr goth eth arm: 
om BDL 1 lat-a dg aft roynpov ins Oncavpou rag capòtac avrov 

om || At), with 10 W 3 (done) 69 vulg lat- Dial: om ВОІ 1 am 
н forj DE -a f g, arm. rec ins rov bef wepioaevparoc, with CLMSUT 

rec ins rgc bef rapòiac (|| Aff), with C rel Dial: om 
то oropa bef Хаће (|| Mt) б al latt copt [ Dial.—om avrov (|| At) ABD x. А 

C F(Wtat) vulg lat-g, Syr copt sth Dial. 

és 6 8. abr. the predicate—* every disciple 
will be instructed as his Master Master“ But if 
I mistake not, the position of көзүр M 
first in the sentence forbids this ren ering. 

4L] De Wette imagines a 
in the sense here, and а return to Matt. vii. 
8 f.; — but the whole is in the strictest con- 
nexion ; see above. 48.] The xapwag 
canpés = the dosigiy rg 040. If thy life 

for Aadu, cadres D-gr. 

ie evil, it is in vain to pretend to leach 
others. 45.] Again the closest con- 
nexion of sense and ment; nor is this 
verse (De Wette) put here because of the 
similarity of the preceding verses to Matt. 
xii. 88 reminding the compiler of ver. 3$ 
there. Do these expositors 
our Lord only once epoke е 
central sayings, and with only owe re- 



Pewar 
VERE- 

Twv 

da. ev 

VII. 1—3. 

kaXeire Коре кори, Kai ov FOLITE d AV; 
Ep X Spevoc тобс ut ка axobwy ноо ray Хувь ка! Towy 
aurouc, cv roòel & ош» rive от» Орого. 
отчу аураты око8онойуг‹ oixiay, бс 
' (BaBvvev Kat * пке * Oeuédtov ғ єтї тї» rirpay "asi. 

" wpocippatey o тотанбс тй olcig , ix scaly. pupne ài Yevoné£vne 

exeivy, Kai ойк taxvory " оаАкйоа‹ айт», да тб калас , 
os akobcac kai ii rotioac oi cod Het айту. 49 o 
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47 тас 0 E ch. i. i7 | Mt 
Acts in. 
Аана. 
33 биос E b ob. xiii. 8 

‘скае Kat IM 
i here only, 

xel 6. Au- P. 

1 Ten üi. 19, 

$ xh А a 
on 

able: 
duo ori arb К Син» oixiav eri тї» ynv E Pa 

X'vpic Ocperi tov" ў " тоосёррп&> à о morapóc, ка! übe = Mat fee 
о Маш only. 

gurërtotv, Kat &ytvsro то Р рпура тпс оікіас Exeivnc Boek. zxx.4 

ut ya. 
эсе note). 

Р only. 
Amas 12. 

VII. ! ‘Exedy rA ravra ra phuara avrov э: 1 
"ас тас 

éxarovrapyou $: туос Soc 
relevrav, 0 oc т>» abr 

2; 

46. каМите bef pe Ж: pe bef de A. 
Gaud: Лалате К. 

kr loc. 

Inood aréorsÀsv трос айтду " тоғс[Зотёраус rov 
(from Isa. xxviii. 16) only. (ch. ziv. 8.) 1 Kings xxvi. 2). 

Col.1. 25. 
*axoag тоо Aaov, eei bev uc „Кафар»аойби. ; r Gen. Bar al 

какос E medAcy Lr xd 
4. 

3 акофсас $ жері TOU t Matt. iv. 94 
* "Iov- a = Phil. Н. 29. 

1 Pet. ii. 4,6 

v Esra vi. 7, 8, 14. Бэй. vii. 2. 

for кке, At ytre dicitis D 28 Tren- lat 
for 4, ö B lat-e Syr goth. 

47. for тыу Aoywv, rovg Xoyovc (Mt vii. 24) CF(Wtat) M, r. Aoyovug rovrovg X 
lat-b q Syr-ms. 

48. [ xAnpuvpoc, so B'LEN 38. one p in srpocepnEev B'DLN.] for да 
то raÀec осоёоџрысдас avrgv) reÜtue)uwro yap ext THY петрау (Mt vii. . 35), with 
ACD rel latt syrr goth: both are joined in eth: txt BLEN 33 syr-marg copt. 

49. oceodopourrs (from ver 48) С 69. 
£vÜcec, with AR 
ert. 
1. 33. 6 e 

om ў D lat - a b сеў, 91 9. n 
om (At vii. 27) D lat-a c: txt BCLEN 33 ev-y. 

rom Mt vii. 27 7), with AC rel vulg lat-a e f ff, g, ,: txt B(Mai) DLREN 

Cuar. VII. 1. rec (for exu) ewe дь Mi CR rel vulg lat-e f goth arm- 
zoh: ewedy de K al: ү арЫ ore D lat-b f g, 9 : txt A B[sic: без 595 CX. 

for exAnpwOn, ereXecew D. = avrov to Aaov, ÀaAw» D. Qm тас 
E. Abe D. 

8. for QovAoc, ric Di- gr: жш for нава тшшнос D. 
9. for acove. de, xa ама. Du d rur lat-b c Syr. om poc avrov D 69 

lat-a b cef F 9. l. 

Serence ? 46—48.] The connexion ùrò ctcpod . . . Қуртеттокиїа», Thuc. 
goes on here also—and our Lord descends 
into the closest personal searching of the 
life and heart, and gives His judicial 
declaration of the end of the hypocrite, 
whether teacher or private 33 
"x notes on Matt. оке 

iBáðvvev—not a mere hendiadys for 
« dug deep," but, as Bengel observes, 
“ crescit oratio :” he dug, and deepened 
as he dug: was not content with one 
digging, but kept going deeper. 
49. ovvéwecev] So we have ovprirre 
oriyn, Eur, Herc. Fur. 905. ru 

K K 2 

viii. 41. 
Cuar. VII. 1—10.] HEALING OP THE 

CENTURION'8 SERVANT. Matt. viii. 5—13. 
In Matt. also placed after the Sermon on 
the Mount, but with the healing of ue 
leper in our ch. v. 12 ff, inte 
narrative is fuller than that in att. in the 
beginning of the Miracle, pot so full at ne 
б mods on Matt, К rd N ы, 

„ 668 T Or rd 4 > 

though there is no engl? Pa — 
than to connect tic N : А e 
5.) perfi. not el n H уе mys 
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rg. Sato», " ыты? avrov d roc EABwy * Stacey roy Sob Oo 

Асака. aurov, fol Ò ? Tapaytvoptvot тодс roy Insosw * тар- 
eee, era lo avrov e Myovrec ori ?аЁбс terer 

zii MA] e) * тар у Touro" ? ayang yap ro бос ñ "pav, Kat r 
T et. lll. 90) uv Әу auroç q«kKoSoumQct» Hut 5 бе Inoue 1 үөүй фкодби ш, 
„ . m ewopebero оўу auroic. non 96 avrov ov “© ракрау * ar- 
2747 "CAE £Xovroc ако тїс olac кы тодс avroy Ae 

Е Brot tis g о skaróvrapxoc Ayaw аот „Коре pn ‘ скоАЛоо` оо 
uae ap fixavoc &ш iva отд rmv * отёүп» pou сёре, = eii 

a mi 187” "Sto ovde ёпаотбу * пова _трбс oe EA Beir av 
ому “awe ÀOyp, ка! габйты o кас pov. Ê xat yap eye 
Hiir, 8) avÜperróc “ш urs eEougiay " raacóptvoc, 3C or Es 

auf d отратиштас, Kat Ay TOUT ПоргйӨтт‹, ка! PGES 
mopeverat, ка! addy "Eexov, kai Epxerat, Kat rep деб Wis 

3 pov [Ioincov robro, cal тош. axovoag 8: йш: 

„ 0 Inoobe ” Gabpacey aurov, Kat arpaótic Ty akoAov- 
a 5. л Üovvri abr, оуАф тє» у Xem оо$ё £v TQ ‘Topand 

ii. 4 + 
к ому). ucl {оту eupoy. 10 „ i °vroorpipavres of wep- 

i Matt. xzvii. 8. cb. 1. 85 k = here (Acts жт. 
8, x. 99) only. „Р.Н. ис 

су ш- h i Mt. reff. 
xxvi U. 25 2 Thess. i. 11. 1 Tim. v. 17. Heb. Ш. Gen. xxxi. 98. 

only. (2 Maon. ill. 6.) m = Rom. xiti. I. constr., Acts vil. 81. Jude 16. Job xxx. 
$9. see 2 Thess. і. 1 och. Н. 20 reff. 

4. for тоу 110., avrov C.—om прос rov ego. D lat-a o e ff, l 
copt-ms : npwrey DL 1. 69: txt BCR rel. 
lat-f eth: om BC'DRZ rel. 
Ара rel. 

б. [оькоёоџпвгу CD: eur. A.] 
6. emopevero Ce per’ аө, o 110. D lat - a (c e). ov ракр. axey. bef avrov D. 

om ато D 1. 69 goth om тр. avrov B.—for «poc, ex’ А. rec à 
гкатоутарҳос bef (iX ovc, with ADR rel vulg lat-a b goth: om 6 exarovrapyoc A: txt 
BCLXZ 33 lat.c e copt sth.—om ò BL. rec нш bef wavoc (see || ME), with 
ACDR& rel: txt B am(with ing forj) lat-b L g. pov bef vro т. от. (8 Mt) 
CDLMRXT 1. 83. 69 Chr ТЫ: txt AB rel vss. 

7. om дю to (Өну (see | Mt) D al lat-a 5 ce 
(I MO C 69 syr-w-ast. rec (for caOnrw) taOnoeras 
txt BL. 

wopexcahegay A 
aft Ae o reg ins отты AC'KA 

тес wopeter, with GrA(KMSUV ?) : 

povov bef ewe 
Б MO), with L ACD rel lata с: 

8. for wopevOnri, Toptvov DX. 
9. o (go. bef ravra C 157 am Syr. om avrov (|| M?) DRX latt Syr-ms arm. 

ins аруу bef Агуш (|| Mt) DX 69 vulg lat-a c e f ffs 91.2 U copt-dz-marg goth 
arm: om ABCR rel lat-5 syrr copt eth. >ш» ins ors AU syrr arm. 
for ovòe, ovderore D. tvpov bef «v rw topand D. 

gogue. T.] &é, on account of his (who in Luke are dpxicvvaywyoi, Acts 
xiii. 15), but of the people. 4.] If 
the rec. reading rapikei be retain „it 
must be remembered that it is not the 
second person of apiko (for which 
булн, Вооле, оїн are no precedents, being 
peculiar conventional forms), but third 
pers. fut. act. The second n in u 
does not occur in later Greek, with the 
above exceptions. 5.) abr, at his 
own expense. тўу с. our syna- 

unworthiness; which unworthiness itself 
may be connected with the fact, that 
entering his house would entail ceremonial 
uncleanness till the evening. Matt. does 
not express this clause, having the narra- 
tive in a form which precludes it. See 
notes there. The brings into em- 
phasis, not ipavróv, as distinguished from 
others, but the whole following clause; 
“neither did I adopt that course." 
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7 L] A b т ` , =: Ф - $Ütvrtic ис rov oikov tüpov TOv асбдєуооута SovAov p oh. v. m re 
e " р 

Р vyiaivovra. npe 
11 A5 5 » " q tp- 5 , › Ф zzvii. 18 

Kaz ty vero ey тү enc, EWOPEVETO ELC тоМму» Ka- f. L Deut. 
Г ках \ , Nat r 7 э = e urch. xiv. 95 en. Ahe, n Naty, Kal — GcuvETODEUOPTO айт Ol ua nr "eg 
Р э е Е е LI iy , 12 * it» = s@ Matt. 
(pcpg аўто? [ ikavoi | kat oyAog тоћос. we St “туугъ ту атш, 19 
HKL , æ ә 2 е Q 

4RSUV TVAy тус woAEwo, “Kat iðoù ‘ EkexopiZero reOvnxwe, & ar. 1 8 
XTAAZ vw ` aA - LI , — ig € 7 Š qı Ezod. xaxii. 
. c.  MOVOYEVTC мос ту unrpi avrov, kai abr xnpa' kai в 

E X — А st M ` 5 ~ 18 JAS э oe v. 1 

dx Ao тїс тоАгшс " ikavoc GUY avry. Kal 1доу aurny , des сау. 

о Kuptog 7 EomdayyvicOn tr айту, Kai єтє» aury My = фкфёри, 

w = oh. viii. 49. іх. 88. Heb. x1. 17 (John 1. 14 re.) only. (and constr.) T. Ш. 15. х ~ ch. Н. 
86. Acts іх. 86. ат Att. 2 o. 14 ^ s 

Acts v. 
9, 10. 

88. zv. 10. Matt. xiv. 14 al. 

10. нс rov otro bef ot ягифдгутес BDFKLX lat-a b ce copt: txt AC rel vulg 
lat- ff, syrr goth arm.—D adds dovAo:. om And тоу D!.—om rov ac0tvovyra BL 1 
lat-a 6 c e ff, g, lq copt. om dovdor D. 

11. om eyevero г» D lat-e. for rn, rw ABR rel ТЫ vulg lat-a b у, l: txt (see 
note) CDKM (S, e sil) lat-c К copt goth eth arm. тен BR 69: txt 
ACD rel. om avre UXA 69: ins BCD rel. om avot (as unusual 
with oc pab. avrov: Meyer suggests, because followed by zato) BDFLE vulg lat-a e f 
: 91 L Syr syr-jer ow m : ins ACR rel 1а{-ф c вуг goth. 

, simly eyevero бе ec lat-5 c ff, 9. түү е» D(appy) 69. om каг 1800 
D- gr seth. om reÜvggwe А 54 1аё-с: ins BCDREN rel. гес viog bef povoytvnc, 
with ACDR rel wig lat-a 5 &c copt goth: txt BLXZ lat-c. vs aft avr ins 
n, with B(sic) CLV (S f) K 1. 33 latt Syr syr-marg copt arm: om AC R rel вуг goth. 
—for cat ооту ny xl ҳпра ovo D. жоћис oxk. r. ROA. GuvednrAv& aury D, 
во (in part) lat-c. aft txavoc ins gv, with BL (S ?) & 88. 69 copt sth arm: 
om ACR rel latt syrr goth ТЫ Ambr. 

18. for xa: idw», wy де D lat-e Syr. om avrgv D. for gvpuoc, noovg 
D 1 forj(with gat) lat-b f Syr copt eth Chr. ex’ avrgv KRUXT 69. 

9.) After this there is an important addi- 
tion in Matt. on the adoption of the 
Gentiles, and rejection of Israel who 
shewed no such faith. 10.) Here 
Matt. simply states the fact of the healing, 
not knowing of the ol reg. 

11—18. SING OF A DEAD MAN AT 
Narn. Peculiar to Luke. 11. dv 
T iis] With regard to the variety of 
reading here, Schulz remarks that St. Luke, 
when xpévw is understood, uses dv T$ 
каде, see ch. vii. 1. On the other 
hand Meyer observes that when huipg is 
understood, he never prefixes i» :—see 
reff. :—so that internal as well as external 
evidence is divided. NAIN occurs no 
where else inthe Bible. It was a town of 
Galilee not far from Capernaum, a few 
miles to the south of Mount Tabor, ‘on the 
northern slope of the js and barren 
ridge of Little Hermon.’ Stanley. A poor 
village has been found in this situation 
with ruins of old buildings. бее Robinson, 
iii. 220. The run kaXovuivg Nuty Tor 
Naíc) of Josephus, B. J. iv. 9. 4, on the 
borders of Idumea, is a different place. 
See Winer, R. W. B.; and Stanley's descrip- 

tion, Sinai and Palestine, p. 357, edn. 3. 
This is one of the three greatest 

recorded miracles of our Lord: of which 
it has been observed, that He raised one 
(Jaeirus's daughter) when just dead,—one 
on the way to burial, —and one (Lazarus) 
who had been buried four days. 
18. ifjex.] The Jews ordinarily buried 
outside the gates of their cities. The 
kings however of the house of David were 
buried in the city of David; and it was a 
denunciation on Jehoiakim that he should 
be buried with the burial of an ass, drawn 
forth and cast beyond the gates of Jeru- 
salem. Jer. xxii. 19. One entrance 
alone Nain could have had; that which 
opens on the rough hill-side in its down- 
ward slope to the plain. It must have 
been in this steep descent,” &c. Stanley, 
ut supra. The of with 
а dative is classical: cf. Herod. và. 221, 
roy 02 wuida..2 іо 

кузе» 
xüpg: but it is «P 
usage to take it a we 

urd ok pouvoyevia: 
g 5 \куоу Като. 

Hach. Agam, 872, Hoy, 4*5. dew Cursive 
cal obti 

5?” SS ko Luke's 
LY 

— 
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shemo: Кате, 14 cal mpoceÀÜov фато me "sopov ot & 
dob xxi. Ado. * Jacrátovrtc "Eorycav. kai ємнєх ^ Neavioxe, ^ aot Ауы, 

ty nr.. 15 kal ‘avexafioey о vexpoc kai трЁато 
"mE Vahey. ка! EOwktv abrdY ту nyrpt avrov. 16 ғғ. {Зеу & 

A РО? 3 3 7 e 
cal k E то» Otrov Aéyovrtc Ота rpo- 

ғ 

„Enn, gntne plyac "mytoün w шу, kai on i ёпєскёрато o 

3 96 OÀ 
1 Cor. x. 18. Е ; 
Exod. 1.15. 18 Kai "arnyyeAav Iwávvy oi рабпта! avrov wept rav- X* уу уро р e 1.— b Matt. xxiv. А А 2 ` s 

9 kat " rpockaAscáptvoc 860 ° тас rr Іза. , 
Twv TOUTUM. 

xiv. 36. Isa.H.8. k = Ман. zxvet 
iach. i. 68, 

78. Heb. H. 6, from Ps. viil. 6. Oen. I. 94. 1 Cur. 
1 Matt, xiv. BS al. Gen. xix. 17. m — Lake zii.) mf. 

om Acts zix. 14 xxiii. 28. 
15. Mark l. 48. Acts xi. $9. 

а Matt. x. I. Acts xxiii. 17, 18, S8 aL fr. Gen. xxviii. i. 

1. vtavtore is repeated in D lat-a ff,. 
15. for avecad., ecaOccev B lat-c e Iren - lat. 

(33, e sil): txt BD rel. 16. rec ахаутас, with ACFLRTR 
axtówxev А 33 lat-c f. 

rec err 
(apter sense), with R rel Chr: eZnyep8n D : txt ABCLx 1. 33. 

17. ovroc bef o Aoyoc D vulg lat-b e 
FLE 83 аре | 25 
am(with fuld forj ing) lat-5 c. 

kat тас) ту viptyepe bef reps arrer 
rec ins ev bef «acr, with ADR rel vulg lat-a e f: om BFLZ 1 

18, 19. D reads ev oic kat нер v »avvov тою Ватт ттон oc kat xpoccadecaperoe 
доо rev paÜgrev avrov Мун жоргобеутес erare avro ov a K. .A., simly lat-e.— 
rivac is also ота by vulg lat- cf F, 91 l Syr copt goth eth. 
AB'N, similarly elsewhere.] 

ii. 26, 36, and accentuate, as there, айту. 
14.] The copós (= XAápvaE, Jos. 

Antt. xv. 8. 2) was an open coffin. There 
was something in the manner of our Lord 
which caused the bearers to stand still. 
We need not suppose any miraculous 
influence over them. All three raisings 
from the dead are wrought with words of 
power,—‘ Damsel, arise, — Young man, 
arise,’—‘ Lazarus, come forth.“ Trench 
quotes an eloquent from Mas- 
sillon's sermons (Miracles, p. 241), —* Elie 
ressuscite des morts, c'est vrai; mais il est 
obligó de se coucher plusieurs fois sur le 
corps de l'enfant qu'il ressuscite : il souffle, 
il se rétrécit, il s'agite: on voit bien qu'il 
invoque une puissance étrangére; qu'il 
rappelle de l'empire de la mort une 4me 
qui n'est pas soumise à sa voix: et qu'il 
n'est par lui-móme le maitre de la mort 
et de la vie. Jésus-Christ ressuscite les 
morts comme il fait les actions les plus 
communes: il parle en maitre A ceux 
qui dorment d'un sommeil óternel: et 
l'on sent bien qu'il est le Dieu des morts 
comme des vivans,— jamais plus tranquille 
que lorsqu'il oper les plus grandes choses.’ 

15. 18. abr. тўр еф.) Doubtless 
there was a deeper reason than the mere 
consoling of the widow, (of whom there 
were many in Israel now as beforetime,) 
that influenced our Lord to work this 
miracle: Olshausen (vol i. p. 271) re- 

joy to be а true and abiding 

[wave (ѓасігт ?) 

marks, ** А reference in this miracle to the 
raised man himself is by no means excladed. 
Man, as a conscious being, can never be a 
mere means to an end, which would bere be 
the case, if we suppose the consolation of 
the mother to have been the only object 
for which the young man was raised.” He 
goes on to say that the hidden intent was 
probably the spiritual awakening of the 
youth; which would impart а deeper mean- 
ing to (Bextv abr. тў p. ab. and make her 

one. 
16.] 66808, the natural result of witness- 
ing a direct exhibition of divine power: 
compare ch. v. 8. «pod. рќү.) For 
they had only been the greatest of pro- 
phets who had before raised the dead,— 
Elijah and Elisha; and the Prophet who 
was to come was donbtless in their minds. 
Bornemann ay erie Fri in both cases to 
be not merely ör: loquentis, but for that,’ 
and to be ошон кезү ut 
qu. ?). 7.) Meyer refers 6 Aóyos 
d to the ies Saat cited: but it 
seems more natural to interpret it this 
account, viz. of the miracle. And so in 
reff. On the construction é£gA6«v i», 
Meyer cites Thuc. iv. 42, i» Aeveacig 
ámytcav. 

18—35.] MESSAGE OF ENQUIRY FROM 
THE BAPTIST: OUR LORD'8B ANSWER, 
AND DISCOURSE TO THE MULTITUDES 
THEREON. Matt. хі. 2—19. The incident 
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pabnrwy aurov o lwarvvyc теуге» тоос TOV корго» P = Mark xiv, 

P Néyww Eò el o * épxóutvoc, E ало» 1 тросдокфне» ; m 
20 ғ Flapayevopevor & тодс avrov oi ard pte бта» o-, E 

I 

avync о Ваттотӣс antoraXxev ђдас "poc ae Хуе» Zv E D 

e о < ipxóutvoc п алло» * тросдокере» ; 
тр ap ' Depå u Tuo woNove aro voowy ка! 

rornoòu, kai rv$Àoic roh Af E 
Acts xix. 14, 

kai атокр‹бас elmer aVroic 
TlopevBivrec атауунЛатг "lwavvy а ете kai ткойтате' 

Ort rv$Àot ávaß trovo, хело! ивана, *Aempot „8 

riyur Kai wvevplarwy 

" éxapicaro BAémew. 22 

Ti EAn blare ис rv ‘опро 
ото ávíuov f ca evopevoy ; 
avÜpwiov £ tv Е nAαõο P ipariow s NUGLEGBEVOY ; 180 ot ev 

19. om ô bef wavvngc Ж! 1 

69. 
20. om ver ( lat-g, J. 

[нта», во DOLAN, ] syr. for arterahrer, artor ties B al Cyr. 
ure erepov (|| Mt as in ver 19) DLXX 1. 88 Cyr: 

б. cb. 
үн 15. "ri 18. 
viii. 2. 

21 K iG e vy ` 

x Matt. viä, 2 

кабар о»та!, кофо! axovovaty, J уро! ? гуєірортан , “wre 7 ie x sreg, 
BDE хо * evayyeAiZovrat, 93 kal nakápióc tari "Oc. ёй» py "Кеш 
suv oxavoahicOy év epoi. ™ axehOovrwy $ rov ‚ аууш» Jew ls 

d eh, XXIII. 66 

d бєйсасба:; ° kaAapov , S 
25 аула ri &EeAgA vÜare. (да>; па 

— 

rec (for xvpiov) «gov», with AD rel vulg lat-b c f 
syrr copt goth: txt BLRZ 33 am(with fuld tol) lat-a ff, g, eth arm, кино» avrov 

for ао», таро» (| М) BLRXX 88 Суг: tat T^ rel Orig. 
homaotel) R o: avdpec bef трос avrov D 88 ка 

or 

txt AB rel. 
rec (for suvn) аут, with ADRE rel 33(sic) vulg lat - a 5 f ff, g, з syrr goth 

arm: txt BLN 1. 69 ev-y lat-o e g copt Cyr Bas-sel. rec ins ĉe T€" in 
ADR& rel vulg lat-e fg, , syrr goth arm: om BLX 1. 83. 69 ev-y lat-a b c ff; 
Cyr Bas-sel for wpa, nuepa LN 69 Cyr. eGepaxevey D-gr PA {н 4. 

rec ins ro bef ВАғхау (it appears from the weight of MS testimony, th 
of «xapicaro was mistaken for the article, and it thus became inserted fter the serij. 
with a e sil) LUA 1. 33: om ABR rel.—«a« тифАонс swor Ru 

23. rec aft arocpibeg ins o «gjoovc (|| MT), with AR rel lat-e f q syrr 
copt arm Cyr ТЫ. 

о> uv ot 
om or: (see || Mt) BLX 1. 69 lat-a b c 

ins rat bef к 

BDZ vulg lat-a 5 e ff, 9,2! 
for cert kat neovcare, є 

lat-e. 
om хело: Tépimarovcsiy . 
arm-mss: om AX rel latt syr. 

93. for ғау, ay D. 

sth: om 
for awayysAare, amare D. 

ak not cat a пкоосау оршу та era D 
Jf lq (Orig) Did Ambr. 
(from || Mf) BDFPA!A Syr seth кефо: 

24. for ярос rovc oyAovc, row oxAorg (|| М.) DEFGHVTAA copt ТЫ: txt ABZ rel. 
єр tWwavyoU 

ABDLZ 69 : cEnAOere K 1: txt X rel. 
25. eEmAOare (|| Mt) ABDLZ 88. 69: 

there holds a different абы coming after 
the sending out of the Twelve in ch. x 
but neither there nor here is it marked Е 
any definite note of time. wdévrev тотоу 
here may extend very wide: so may rd 
ipya тоб xpucrov in Matt. On the com- 
mon parta, see notes on Matt., where I have 
discussed at length the bable reason of 
the enquiry. 91.| This fact follows 

жрос rovc ox^ovc D am lat-a f copt. гЕу\Өате (from || мә 

eEn\Oere KM 1: tat E rol. for 

by inference from Matt. ver. 4: for they 
could not tdl John à &SAewoy, unless our 
Lord were employed in works of healing at 
the time. Observe that Luke, himself a 
physician, ishes between the dis- 
eased and the possessed. 22 f.] 
Nearly verbatim as Matt. The expres- 
sion éy. does not necessarily imply 
that more than one such mirucle had 
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toh. ix. 39. (parton Nus Kai 'rpupy "Umüpyovrec tr тос 
Ie 2 aE , ВаоАноц чо. % a ri £A nA одате dev; mpopirar; 
88. . 7 Р т > 
A 6. vai, A Уш», kai ° тергсаотероу rpopnrov. оўтос =" 
эй. io EOTLY тері OU уЁүратта P don awoortAAw тд» аууб! ae 

22 ela. поо тро тросютоу doy, de ` karagxevacet тї» о$б» cov E 
13 Pet, Т.а. Eun pooley cov, 28 \№уә ущ», нш» £v " yeynroie u. 

ig, үза» [xpognrnc] ‘lwavvov ovótic є corey, о à * pixpore- 
a оос er тй Вата той бео неш» avrov kor. P ка! 
En. UE тас̧ о Хаос a акойсас kai ol TEÀ vat ' 5 ror O, 
p Mar. "ur * ВаттоВ утес го Banricua Iwavvov. 30 oi 5i Papicain 

“»ошко! тт» BovAny тою Osov " nbérnoay " sic xxi. 27. ка} о! 
Frost: zd , ` , e 2 „ 31 27 ч yf РА 
кол £avrobc, un Barriobevreg от avrov. rivi ой» У opos- 
t = Matt. x 
n iim. о ow TOUC avOpioroug тїс yeveac ravrnc, Kat ri stow 
1 

Ae ÓL0101 ; Sporoi цо то‹йос тос £v "ayopa xaBmpé-?: ra 

oniy, 25 voic, ка! " Fpocéurovety аллос ure, HuAgaa- rn : 
Att. . -æ 

oust d ue йш», каї оюк ерул. * Opnvncaper v dulv, Kai oùx Mert 

w = ch. x. 16 reff. х 9 Cor. xi. 10. vii. 94 ref. аў Matt. xx. 3. киін. 7 ak. j ур. 
Cant. Ш. 9. a V rel. b I. Low sie rade аас o f (rei) 

K Ф:ауоутєс DK Clem. (agent D-lat.) 
26. .£9A0ar:« (|| Mt) BDL 69: eEnrAGere 1: txt A rel. at end ins ort ovde 

toriy pwy ev 3 үзуакшыз жрофутис «eavyou Fov Barrıerov D, omg these 
words in ver 28; lat-a has them in both vv. 

97. rec aft дор ins гую (from || Mt), with A rel syrr goth eth Orig: om BDLZ 1 
latt copt arm Mcion Orig-ms. om Tpo rpoçwrov cov %.—om cov D- gr 57 Tert. 

om sprpooGer cov (Mk i. 8) D 122! lat-a 1 Mcion-t. 
28. rec aft Агуш 5 ai conan ant q yr goth; de D 69 lat-a B c e ff, 

Jı l: pref ашуу syr-jer arm (all corrns) : om BE 33 ev. y S Syr copt. aft эш» 
ins от: D lat-c e. om wpoénrnc (see \ Mt) BELMXER I. 33 lat-ab ce у, І 
syr-marg syr-jer copt sth Orig, ТЫ Euthym: ins A (D ver 26) rel vulg lat-/ ud 
syrr goth Clem Mcion-t.—om ut seo ver 26) utiZov to ovdete oriy 
wwavyov adds rov Baxricrov (from || Mt), with A (D ver On, rel latt еттт as 
Orig, Ambr Quest: om BLZAN 1 Syr-ms syr-jer copt arm Orig à ài, ot д 

aft шкротерос ins avrov D. 
^». eStcatwoas D!, 

80. om ас savrovc D 60. 243 sth. 
81. rec at beg ins ете de o курор (ined ѓо signify that the ver is not part 

of the discourse, and to resume it here), with M-marg етү lat F 91 ; ouzer: exervoeg 
ee yero Aa тос рабпта Ж: om AB Tel am(with fuld em for} gat harl ing jac mm 
mt рег tol) syrr copt goth æth arm Thi Euthym Bede. 
$i ins гос bef та‹бао‹с Di. ins ry bef ayopa D. 

Aeyovci (eee || Aff), with AP rel vulg lat- {гут syrr: a Агун BN 1: о: Asyovow A 
262: Аеүо»та Ж 157: txt D-gr L 69 lat-a b еў, Г copt. "The variations have all 
been corrections of the harsh construction.) om 2nd ьш» (see || М?) B(Mai) 
Ds aT: vulg lat-c e 91; l copt 8 Aug: ins AP rel lat-a b f ff, syrr 
gotb m 

rec (for Ae yo reg) ea 

© the plural is gerieric. 
See Matt. 29, 80.) It 

em been imagined that these words are & 
continuation of our Lord's discourse, 
(Grot, De Wette, Meyer, Dr. Words- 
worth,) but surely they would thus be 
most unnatural They are evidently a 
parenthetical insertion of the Evangelist, 

teken 2720 8 expressive not of what had taken place 
during John’s baptism, but of the present 
effect of our Lord’s discourse on the then 
assembled multitude. Their whole diction 
and form is Aisforical, not belonging to 
discourse. Besides, if ёко?сас were meant 
to to signify ‘when they heard him’ (John), 
then Basrie0. should be Bawrilopevor 
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KATA AO TK AN. 

* лод vag Тоауутс à o Заттттс unre ё d fonly 4. 

20 only. 
oben Borer pure ` mivwv olvov, kai Myere Aaiponoy diu 
Exer * Edndubev о иіс TOU avðpúmov 

mivwv, kai Aéyers Joi avOpwroc ̂  фауос kai * oivos rnc, 

фїХос rtÀwvov kai арартећо». 

софіа * ато таутшь то» ric abrijc. 

Mark vili. 

` сабішу kai 81. 1 Cor. і. 
18. 
Isa. ̀  Av. 26. 

f dawoh n». 112. Mark 
xvi. 97. 
Joha y 47. 

35 Kat 

36 h "Нрёта dé тис айту тоу Фароаішу f tva S yy per dines 

aurov’ Kat sice Baw “с тд» 

! carexXtOn. 97 ка! 1800 yur тіс ny ey Ty Ati а арар- п. Judith 

33. [syr-cu contains Lu. vii. 38—xv. 21. 

olkov TOV Фаргса:оо 

for Ist руте, un B. rec 
aprov bef eoO:wy and oiov bef s'tvwv, with AP rel вуг goth: txt BL vulg lat- 91, 
Syr copt arm.—om aprow and ооу (|| Mt) D 1. 69 lat-a b o e ff, lq sth Orig. 

rec ecOwwy, wi АРЕ М rel: txt BD. 
84. rec reXwvwv bef ф:Лос (|| 20, with HX [Clem]: txt АВОРҖ rel vulg lat-ac e 

fa gia Ger copt goth Р) ТЫ А ug. 
гес rwy rtkvev avrgc bef таутыу, with APA rel вуг copt 
tst) LMX 1 вуг-сп arm Iren-lat Ambr: txt B 69 latt Syr Ambr. (rayroy 

as in || Mt, was restored in the wrong place.) 
DF(Wtst 
being 

86. npwrnow D lat-a b c ef ff; 9, Amphil. 
rec (for rov owov) rnv ouiav (more usual in t 

rel: txt BDL 1. 33. 69 Mcion-e Amphil. 
bef avr. 33. 

txt BDLX 1. 38 Mcion-e. 

goth: om var 

avrov bef ric D 1 latt: rwy 9. 
ne gospels), with AP 

rec avech:@n, with AP rel Amphil : 

87. rec гу тр жоли bef rig ру, with AP rel lat-a b eq вуг goth Amphil: om nri¢ 

1i. 
81—35.) See on Matt. vv. 16—19. 

86—50.] ANOINTING OF JESUS’ FEET 
BY A PENITENT WOMAN. Peculiar to 
Luke. It is hardly possible to imagine 
that this history can relate to the same 
incident as that detailed Matt. xxvi. 6; 
Mark xiv. 3; John xii. 3: although such 
an opinion bas been entertained from the 
earliest times. Origen on Matt. xxvi. 6 
ff. vol. iii. р 892, mentions and contro- 
verts it. It has been held in modern 
times by Grotius, Schleiermacher, Ewald, 
and Hug: and recently by Bleek. But 
the only particular common to the two 
unless in we account the same of the 

to be such, which is hardly worth 
recounting), is the anointing itself; and 
even that is not strictly the same. The 
character of the woman,—the description 
of the host,—the sayings uttered,—the 
time, — all are different. And if the pro- 
bability of this occurring twice is to be 
questioned, we may fairly say, that an 
action of this kind, which had been once 
commended by our Lord, was very likely 
to kave been "repeated, and especially 
such a time as *six days before the ‘ast 
Passover,’ and by one anointing Him for 
His burial. I may add, that there 
is not the least reason for su ai Ph 
woman in this incident to have ary 
Magdalene. The introduction of her as a 
new person во soon after (ch. viii. 2), and 

what is there stated of her, make the notion 
exceedingly improbable. 86.) The 
exact time and place are indeterminate— 
the occasion of Luke’s i the history 
here may have been the ic red к. 
apaprwAwy in ver. 34. Wieseler places it 
at Nain, which certainly is the last rA 
that hes been named : but it is more natu- 
ral to suppose rg rt to refer only to rg 
olxig before—the city where the house was. 
Meyer thinks that the definite article 
points out Capernaum. The position of 
the words фу т. rA in the amended text 
requires a different rendering from “в 
woman їп the city which was a sinner.’ 
We must either render, ‘which was a 
sinner in the city,’ i. е. known as such in 
the рес Ъу public уш carrying on а 
sinful occupation in the place,—or (2) re- 
gard fr. zy dv т. жб\. as parenthetic, 
‘a woman which was in the city, a sin- 
ner.’ The latter seems preferable. 
éápapreAós, in the sense usually under- 
stood a prostitute: but, by the context, 

{у is not however to be penitent. 
taken as a pluperfect. She was, even up 
to this time (see ver. 39), a prostitute 
oun Augustine, Serm. xcix. “Accessit 
ad Dominum immunda, ut rediret munda:” 
which cannot, as Wordsw., be explained 
away by what follows, “ accessit confessa, 
ut rediret professa." The latter was a 
matter of course, otherwise she would not 
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! karükttrat Ev тр orig TOU 
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rA Kal "Emtyvouca Ori 
38 Papicaiov, " кошісаса " aAá(Jacrpov ° џороо 

oro P rapà тоос wodac avrov kAatovca, rotc Saxpuow 

a - 

Kai стаса 

‘ar. notaro “Bpéyev rode wédac avrov, каї raiç дої» rac 

7 тей. 
p oh. vili. 85. 

Acts xxii. 8. 

га) Pa. vi. . 

стег. 44. Joba © 
zi. 9. Ali. 8. 
xili. ò anly . Sir. xli. 11. Ep. Jer. 18, 94 only. 

87. Roth 1.9, 14. t Matt, vi. 17 reff, 
w Matt. viit. 37 reff.t 

n» D eth: txt BLEN vulg lat-c f 07,1 (S 
om xat bef esiy., with DL rel latt syr-cu eth arm: ins 

th Antch. for e., үуоова D. 
rel: txt AB (D) LXA 33 Tit-bostr Antch.—(aft фартакоо D lat-c e.) 

bef а\аВастроу D. 
88. rec тара rove xodac avrov bef orie, with AP rel 

syr-cu copt th arm Orig - lat (Mcion-e) Antch 
rec npEaro Вовунъ Tove жодас avrov bef тою Óacpvcw, with AP 

rel syr copt goth sth Amphil: txt BDL 33 latt syr-cu arm 
&epabiv (аг in ver 44 and John xii. 3) ADLX 33 copt: txt 

1. 33 AL 
TOV (900v 

Врехиу, eBpeEe D. 

I ~ + 4 , < 5; x * 

ngouc tire трос avrov pev, уе 

L Kegadne aurnc * ғ {рассеу, xai °%катєфАн тойс wobac 
` avrov cal IAEA ry ° рор. 

“xaXéoag avrov simev “Фу tavr Alyww Oö roc ei й»®=”ч 
rohe, & Viv ere av тїс kai " moram] ij узу Aric Lew 

amrerat aurov, ort auaptwAu¢ torv. 

0 Bov & о Фаратагос о 

40 kai атокр‹бєс 

OOL TL ж». 

в тет. 45. ch. xv.90. Matt. яхті. 69 | Wk. 
u = Matt. xxii. 8, 9 ref. v Matt 

X = Acts xxiii. 17, 18, 19. xxv. 96. xxviii. 19. 

syr-ca) copt arm Ambr. 
FMPSVXA 69 аутт copt 

roc avacesrat (cf avexdiOn ver 36), with 
pvpov 

syr goth: txt BDLIA 
br. for avror, 

ig-lat.—for gore 

BP rel latt syrr syr-cu Orig-lat, eZepacey E'H'A 69. 
39. for o калесас avrov, rap’ w катгкито D lat-e. 

syr-txt arm Orig-lat Amphil Aug, 
om Мушу DX 69 ist- 

ins o bef тжрофутис B(Mai) Ж: om ADP rel. 
for тїс awrerat, 9 аттоцеур D Orig. 

40. «xev bef o ine. E. arov D. rec gna bef didaceade tori, with P rel 
Amphil; so, but for фло, e$ AD copt sth: txt B I, LX 1. 

have come at all)—and this was the first 
manifestation of her penitence. “Quid 
mirum, tales ad Christum confugisse, cum 
et ad Johannis baptismum venerint P" 
Matt. xxi. 32 (Grotius). It is possible, 
that the woman may have just heard the 
closing words of the discourse concerning 
John, Matt. хі. 28—80; but I would not 
press this, on account of the obvious want 
of sequence in this part of our Gospel. 
'The behaviour of the woman certainly 
implies that she had heard our Lord, and 
been awakened by His teaching. 
ФВ. p.: for the word, &c., see on Matt. 
xxvi. 7. Our Lord would, after the ordi- 
nary custom of persons at table, be re- 
clining on а couch, on the left side, turned 
towards the table, and His feet would be 
behind Him. She seems to have embraced 
His feet (sce Matt. xxviii. 9), as it was also 
the Jews’ custom to do by way of honour 
and affection to their Rabbis (see Wetstein 
on this passage), and kissed them, and in 
doing so to have shed abundant tears, 
which, falling on them, she wiped off with 
her hair. It does not appear that this 

latter was an intentional part of her 
honouring our Lord: had it been, there 
would hardly have been an article before 
Sdxpvorv. As it stands, rots р is 
the tears, implied in кАаіоеса, — е tears 
which she shed,—not ‘her fears, which 
would be éaxpverw only. The ointment 
here has а peculiar interest, as being the 
offering by a penitent of that which had 
been an accessory in her unhallowed work 
“ вїп. i $9. alw. фу dav. urr) This 
phraseo is ape a mark of transla- 
tion from the Hebets e Pharisee 
assumes that our Lord did not know who, 
or of what sort, this woman was, and 
thence doubts His being a i (see 
ver. 16) ;—the possibility of His knowing 
this and permitting it, never so much sa 
occurs to him. It was the touching by an 
unclean person, which constituted the 
defilement. This is all that the Pharisee 
fixes on: his offence is merely technical 
and ceremonial. 40.] 5 
рема to the disgust manifested in the 

arisee’s countenance; for that must 
have been the ground on which the nar- 

Acts xx. 
„ Ма. 9 reff. 

ree 

АЗЕР 
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о 8 Д:даскаће, at gnaw. 4! Abo ? ургофыАёта: no e 
"Savory rim" о siç "where Snvagia mtvrakócia, о & 

42 un > ёх буте» abr Erepog mevrükovra. 
арфотёрос ^ &xapicaro. 

а ~ Matt. xviii. 28. Dent. xv. 9. 
10. xii. 18. Col. ii. 18 L. F. (Bir. xil. 3 AL) 

41. at beg, ins o ĝe cere» D syr- 
[xoco$ec ras so A B(sic: see tab 
=) ш &с.] 

f q э = » 7 - 

"ric OU» auTwy, uré, wAEgioy X 
гей 

ье Matt. xvii. 25 reff. 

ZII. 27. 
Prov. xxix. 
13 only c э - е 

sh ly. amooovvat here only. a 

c Matt. v. 26 reff. d — 3 Cor. Il. 
e = Matt. xxiii. 17, 19 reff, 

marg, and simly X lat-b c syrr syr-cu copt. 
at end of prolegomena) D I, Lias phare by origl 

ins ógvapia bef жєутпкоута D 69 lat -a c Syr syr-cu. 
. rec aft exo ins de, with A I, rel lat-b 7 g, q вуг copt goth eth arm (ef insd 

in lat-e e Syr syr-cu) : om BDLPZ vulg lat-a ff, 9, ¢ Orig-lat Amphil Aug. 
And avre» D I. 69 latt æth arm Ambr Aug: ins AB PX rel lat-e 4 Orig-lat. 
om няе (more likely to be dropped out than inserted, ef the mistake in A) BDLZ 1 
latt Syr syr-cu copt eth Aug: for tert, ewe A: txt I, P rel вуг goth. 

rative relates ver. 89. We must not 
however forget that in similar cases (дагу 
ò 'Inc. rác lvOvpnouc айтюу is inserted 
(Matt. ix. 4), and doubtless might also have 
been here. T ы is an inner рови 
appeal in the w addressing the ” 
risee. The calling by name--the especial 
dye соќ ть «lweiv, refer to the inner 
thoughts of the heart, and at once bring 
the hoses 8.84 ., eld, во different from 
obros < zy «podras. 41] We 
must remember that our Lord is here 
setting forth the matter primarily with 
reference to Simon's subjective view of 
himself, and therefore not strictly as 

the actual comparative sinfulness 
of these two before God. Though how- 
ever not to be poe the case have 
been го : and, I am inclined to think, was 
so. The clear light of truth in which 
every word of His was spoken, will hardly 
allow us to sup that such an admission 
would have been made to the Pharisee, if 
it had not really been so in fact. But see 
more below. $бо xp.) The debtors 
are the prominent persons in the parable— 
the creditor is necessary indeed to it, but is 
in the background. And this remark is 
important—for on bearing it carefully in 
mind the right understanding of the para- 
ble depends. The Lord speaks from the 
position of the debtors, and applies to 
their case the considerations of ordinary 
gratitude and justice. And in doing so it 
is to be noticed, that he makes an as- 
sumption for the purpose of the parable :— 
that sin = the sense of sin, just as a debt 
is felt to the amount of the debt. The 
disorganization of our moral nature, the 
deadly sedative effect of sin in lulling the 
conscience, which renders the greatest 
sinner the least ready for penitence, does 
not here come into consideration; the 
examples being two persons, both aware 

of their debt. This assumption iteelf is 
absolately Jor the parable: 
for if forgiveness is to awaken love in 

rtion to the magnitude of that which 
18 forgiven, si» in such a connexion must 
be the jective debt which is. felt to 
exist, not objective one, the magnitude 
of which we never ean know, but God 
only : see on ver. 47 below. mevta- 
sóma... xovra—a very different 
ratio from the ten thousand talents and 
the hundred pence in Matt. xviii. 21—85, 
because there it is intended to shew us 
how insignificant our sins towards one 
another are in comparison with the of- 
fence of us all before God. 48. ni 
lxóvrev . . . . dy ] What depth 
of meaning there is in these words, if we 
reflect Wno said them, and by what 
means this forgiveness was to be wrought ! 
Observe that the ph Фу. is pregnant with 
more than at first appears: — Лото is this 
incapacity discovered to the creditor in the 

le ? how, but by themselves ? Here 
then is the sense and confession of sin; 
not а bare objective fact, followed by a 
decree of forgiveness: but the incapacity 
is an avowed one, bear forgiveness is Ps 
personal one,—épdorépors. 
обу... The difficulty usually found 
in this question and its answer is not 
wholly removed by the subjective nature 
of the parable. For the sense of sin, if 
wholesome and rational, must bear a pro- 
portion, as indeed in this case it did, to 
the actual sins committed: and then we 
seem to come to the false conclusion, 
‘The more sin, the more love: let us 
then sin, that we may love the more. 
And I believe this difficulty is to be re- 
moved by more accurately considering what 
the love is, which is here spoken of. It is 
an unquestionable fact, that the deepest 
penitents are, in one kind of love for fiim 
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who has forgiven them, the most devoted; 
—in that, namely, which consists in per- 
sonal sacrifice, and proofs of earnest attach- 
ment to the bl Saviour and His cause 
on earth. But it is no less an unquestion- 
able fact, that this love is not the highest 
form of the spiritual life; that such persons 
are, by their very course of sin, inca) 
tated from entering into the length, 
breadth, and height, and being filled with 
all the fulness of Christ ; that their views 
are generally narrow, "their aims one- 
sided :—that though d yar be the great- 
est of the Christian there are 
various kinds of it; and though the love 
of the reclaimed profligate may be and is 
intense of its kind, (and how touching 
and beautiful] its manifestations are, as 
here!) yet that kind is not so high nor 
complete as the sacrifice of the whole 
life, —the bud, blossom, and fruit,—to His 
service to whom we were in baptism dedi- 
cated. For even on the ground of the 
parable itself, in that life there is a con- 
tinually freshened sense of the need, and the 

assurance, of pardon, ever m devoted 
and earnest love. In the dwolag- 
Béve of Simon, we have, understood, 
* that is, if they feel as they ought." 

44—46.] It would not appear 
that Simon had been deficient in the 
ordinary courtesies paid by a host to 
his guests—for these, though marks of 
honour sometimes paid, were not (even the 
washing of the feet, except when coming 
from a journey) invariably paid to guests: 
—but that he had taken no particular 
pains to shew affection or reverence for his 
Quest. Respecting water for the feet, sce 
Gen. xviii. 4; Ж» .xix.21. Observe the 
ae here : 

xcix. (xxiii.) 1), arde ̂  
the ge бич ora 8 :— 

v bp (which was more 
pr ious) rove wóðas. „ fis Сал] 

ese words wil explain one difficulty 
in the circumstances of the 3 
how such a woman came into the guest- 
chamber of such a Pharisees. She 
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appears by them to have entered simulia- 
neously with our Lord and His disciples. 
Nor vv. 36, 37 at all preclude this 
idea :—émyvotca ön xardnevras may 
mean, ‘having knowledge that He was 
going to dine,’ &c. If she came in His 
train, the Pharisee would not exclude her, 
as He was accustomed to gather such to 
hear Him: it was the touching at which 
he wondered. 47.) This verse has 
been found very difficult to fit into the 
lesson conveyed by the Parable. But I 
think there need be little difficulty, if we 
regard it thus. Simon had been of- 
fended at the uncleanness of the woman 
who touched our Lord. He, having given 
the Pharisee the instruction contained in 
the parable, and having drawn the con- 
trast between the woman's conduct and 
his, now as&ures him, ‘ Wherefore, seeing 
this is so, I say unto thee, she is no longer 
unclean—her many sins are forgiven : for 
(thou seest that) she loved much: her 
conduct towards Me shews that love, 
which is a token that her sins are for- 
given. Thus the бті is not the causative 
particle, ‘because she loved much; but, 
as rightly rendered in E. V., for she 
loved much: ‘for she has shewn that 
love, of which mayest conclude, from 
what thou hast heard, that it is the effect 
of a sense of forgiveness’ Thus Bengel, 
bei Aedes Hiat Simoni non co- 
gitata, probatur a fruotu, ver. 42, qui est 
evidens et in oculos incurrit, quum sit 
occulta ;^—and Calov., * probabat Christus 
а posteriori.’ But there is a deeper 
consideration in this solution, which the 
words of the Lord in ver. 48 bring before 
us. The sense of forgiveness of sis is not 

for e, o Ж. aft афта ins 

for оз» avre, per’ avrov D. 

altogether correspondent to the sense of 
forgiveness of a debt. The latter must 
be altogether past, and a fact to be looked 
back on, to awaken gratitude: the former, 
by no means so. The expectation, the 
desire, and hope of forgiveness, the жстс 
of ver. 50, awoke this love; just as in our 
Christian life, the love daily awakened by 
a sense of forgiveness, yet is gathered 
under and summed up in a general fuith 
and expectation, that ‘in t day’ all 
will be found to have been forgiven. The 
йфгсіс r&v ápapriev, into which we have 
been baptized, and in which we live, yet 
waits for that g dgiwyrai воо al 
apapriat, which He will then pronounce. 

The aorist фүбтүс«у is in appo- 
sition with the aorists throughout vv. 
44—46, as referring to the same facta. 

Remark that the assertion regard- 
ing Simon is not al àiya: dgiwrra:, but 
óMiyov áóitrai; stamping the subjective 
character of the part ting to him :— 
he felt, or cared about, but little for- 
giveness, and his little love shewed this 
to be so: on the whole, see Bleek’s note. 

49.] This a to have been 
said, not in an hostile, but a reverential 
spirit. Perhaps the ral alludes to the 
miracles wrought in the presence of John’s 
messe ; 60.] See on ver. 47. 
The woman’s faith embraced as her own, 
and awoke her deepest love on account of, 
that forgiveness, which the Lord now first 
formally pronounced. alg «рут, 
o) 1 Sam. i. 17; not only ‘in peace,’ 
but implying the state of mind /o which 
she might now look forward. 

CHAT. VIII. 1—3.] JESUS MAKES А 
CIROUIT TEACHING AND HEALING, WITH 
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His TWELVE DISCIPLES, AND MINISTER- 
ING WOMEN. Peculiar to Luke. A gene- 
ral notice of our Lord’s travelling and 
teaching in Galilee, and of the women, 
introduced again in ch. xxiii. 55 ; xxiv. 10, 
who ministered to Him. 2.) 
{ктё&: see ver. 80. 3.] Prof. Blunt 
has observed in his Coincidences, that we 
find а reason here why Herod should вау 
to his servants (Matt. xiv. 2), ‘This is 
John the Baptist,’ &c., viz.—because his 
steward's wife was a disciple of Jesus, and 
so there would be frequent mention of 
Him among the servants in Herod’s court. 

This is Herod Antipas. сопе 
is mentioned again ch. xxiv. 10, апа 
in company with Mary Magdalene а 
others. Susanna is not again mentioned. 

deux., providing food, and giving 
other necessary attentions. 
4—15.] PARABLE OF THE SowER. 

Matt. xiii. 1—8, 18—23. Mark iv. 1—20. 
For the parable and its explanation, see 
notes on Matt., where I have also noticed 
the varieties of expression here and in 
Mark. On the relation of the three ac- 
counts to one another, see notes on Mark. 
Our Lord bad retired to Capernaum, — and 

e 
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noovuy A al. 

thither this multitude were flocking toge- 
ther to Him. ovviévrog is the pre- 
sent participio, which the E. V. overlooks. 

ката wédty—‘ ех quívis urbe 
erat cohors all ua, Bengel. dxvrop., 

up idi after another. It was 
the desire of those who had been impressed 
by His discourses and miracles to be further 
taught, that brought them ther to 
Him now. He spoke this parable sitting 
in a boat, and the multitude on the shore. 

14.) тб must not be taken 
(Meyer) as belonging to ж vot (090 
рер. ávri той perà ep., Euthym.), for no 
such usage of the preposition is ound in 
the N. T., and the sense would be tame 
and frigid in the extreme; but ùró 

t- a 5 0 f. 
om ovros D lat-e syr-cu eth arm: 

ins vro bef 

belongs to avvsvíyorra: and soptvópsvos 
(which Meyer contends would have no 
meaning in this case) is in ite ordinary 
sense of going their way, namely, after 
having heard the word : see for this usage 
of rope boma Matt. ii. 8; ix. 18; xi. 4 al. 
(but not Mark, except xvi. 10 ff, where 
. and Luke Mey ad ey 13 al. 

. It is that such a critic as 
Meyer should ore upheld so absurd an 
interpretation as that impugned above. 

Tow belongs to all three 
substantives. 15.] It has been said, 
on Matt. ver. 28, that all receptivity of 
the seed is from God—and all men have 
receptivity enough to make it matter of 
condemnation to them that they receive 
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reXecgopovery om ver 14) LZ. 

16. for Avyvtac, т» \vyvia» (|| 
similar corra in || MX), with A 

to фес (| MA) B. 
17. for yevgatrat, ecrar D. 

Meyer, altered to text, to correspond with Өр: 

Mt Mk) DEM (U) X. 
: ri) D: txt В(яіс) FLARN 1. 69. 

тес o ov yvwc0natrai (from Mt x. 26: not as 

гес ewvwriÜügeiv (а 
om ara 

the rec reading was evidently 
originated by some scribe, who omitted to alter «X05 into accordance with it), with 
A rel: o ov ug yowoOnoera: F: add гра yvecO0n D: txt BLZ 88. (un is over the 
line in L.) 

18. rec yap bef ay, with DKUXA (S 1. 83, e sil); yap «av A rel: txt BLÆ. 
. ax’ avrov bef 5 о Paus «хе» D lat-e. 

9. тар ro B(Mai) D 
RR copt Epiph. 

it not in earnest, and bring not forth 
fruit :—but there is in this very recep- 
tivity a wide difference between men; 
some being false-hearted, hating the truth, 
deceiving themselves, —others being ear- 
nest and simple-minded, willing to be 
taught, and humble enough to receive 
with meekness the engrafted word. It is 
of these that our Lord here speaks; of 
this kind was Nathanael, the Israelite 
indeed in whom was no guile, John i. 48: 
see also John xviii. 37, “ Every one that 
is of the truth, heareth My voice,” and 
Trench on the Parables, in loc. 
калд xal åyaðds has here nothing to do 
Ta its classical sense of єйуєулс, but is 
parely y ethical,—and to be rendered as in 

V., honest and good. iv ёкор.) 
їп patience—consistently, through the 
course of a life spent in duties, and 
amidst discouragemente—ó vropsivac tic 
rédog, ойтос сыђђасгтон, Matt. xxiv. 18. 

16—18.) Mark іу, 21—25, where see 
notes. e sayings occur in several parts 

aft n ugrnp ins avrov DN 69 er- y lat-c e Syr 

of Matt. (v. 15; x. 26; xiii. 12), but in 
other connexions. Euthym. remarks well, 
tiæòg бё card Cragdpouc ка‹родс тё тоаёта 
тд» xpiordy sistiv. On the meaning of 
the rate sayings, see notes on the pas- 
sages in Matt. O е that ver. 18, was 
&кобете = = ri deovere Mark, and бою 
хау = ѓун Mark. 
1031 THE MOTHER AND BRETHREN 

OF JESUS SEEK TO SEE HII. Matt. xii. 
46—50. Mark iii.31—35. The incident is 
introduced here without any precise note of 
sequence; not so in Matt., whosays, after 
the discourse in ch. xii, {тї афто? àa- 
Aob»roc roig бос. .. . and Mark 
kal Ip , . . . . having before stated, 
ver. 21, that His relations went, ont to lay 
hold of Him, — for they said, He is beside 
Himself.” We must conclude therefore 
that they have it tn the exact place, and 
that Luke only inserte it among the events 
of this series of discourses, as indeed it was, 
but without fixing its place. His account 
is abridged, and without marks of an eye- 
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5. 20 аалуууё\ 9 avro [Aeyóvrev] "Н pirno e N. 
cov Kai oi ads ol соо rica Ee (дн oe б{Хоутес. EAS 
21 U 8t aroxpiOtic бітеу прос avrove Marne pov Kat aded- , Ex. 
фо! pow ovroi ' «sw ot то» Adyor тою beou * акобоутгс ка! E? 

ros 8 1% K. T'OLOUVTEQ. 
тей. 

bpgp 22' Eytviro. ài e ar "ше то» перо», ai abròc eri n 3 iP aeris. 
MSUV ис тоюу ка oi uuabnral avrov, ка! elev трос avrouc E чт. dra 

«at “avn хӨпоа». E 18 
mAcóvrey & аўто» * афётушову. ка! * кат Вт" адау ы 

ауёроо tic Tyv ” Alpyny, Kat * ouverAnpovvro kai Ex ony, А 
vor. A тросгАббутес de * de yeipur avrov Myovrec Ker avi 17 

Exiorära emtorara, атола, o ài E yepbeic d: Em- B LANA 

eriunoer тф avépe cal Tw cd той фдатос, Kai ‚к, 
&zavcavro ка! Eytvero 'уаА\Айуу. 25 re & avroic Пор o LU Y Y (ә 2 Pot. 

83. 6. AtéAOwpev c ис TO кра» rie Aluvnc. 
23 y 

17 only. tebar rioric nb; nbi rec òè &Üabpacav, Aiyovrec тоос Ja xd 
p Ree he Bb pe „ашу, or бе. zv. MN Ado xu 00) only ааа: 

МК. reff. gl. P». ст h James i. 6 only. Jonah i. 4, 11, 12 
1 al i P». evi. mina 

20. rec (for аялуу. д.) ка ИАДА „ With A rel vulg lat-e f g, syrr syr-cu goth eth 
arm Bas: txt BDLXZ 33. 69 lat-a ® Йу 9,1 9 copt. om Atyovrev (as unneces- 
sary and harsh 7) BDLAA 1. 83 latt Syr syr-cu copt gm seth Bas. add от: DLX 
1 ev-y lat-a 5 c goth Bas. tw bef гстркасіу D al lat-c e Bas (Mcion-t). 
GeXovrec bef сг BE: Znrovvreç ce (see || M?) D. 

21. avrotg D al lat-c e. ins у bef uurnp and o: bef adeAgor (|| Mt Mk) DXA 
oe om ABX rel. rec at end adds avrov», with V(as сотта by orig! scribe) X rel 
Бүт pilas copt Cyr Mcion-t: om ABDH?LV', 1. 33 latt вуг goth eth arm Tit-bostr 

mbr 
22. rec (for m де) aac eyey., with X rel syr-cu eth arm: txt ABDKLMU 1. 83. 

69 latt syrr copt goth avafinva: avrov D-gr. (ang FLM 69 ТЫ.) 
23. uc THY муп» bef avtpov В lat-a. aft avspov ins vo D. 
24. for exiorara (twice), кори (|| M?) D. диуердес (conforms to above and 

|| MX) BLN 33 : txt AD rel. om rov viaroc 
25. rec aft rov ins tert, with D rel latt: om ABLX 1 eth. трос алою 

witness, which the others have. “| 
If we read e yr, it may be observ: 
that we have the same elliptic gen. absol. 
in Hom. II. +. 665 ff., obrig daegpacar’ 
068" lvónot, pnpov Eepooa ёбрь peidsvor, 
09p irain, ewevddvrwy this Aae ‚1.8, 
0062 {кдбутес &татабуты>у : вее also ob 
ы а МЫ. аккын Thuc. iii 84; vr, 
Pind. Nem. i. 46, and other examples in 

placed in Matthew, must ever be matter 
of obscurity. The fact that it is 20, is no 
leas unquestionable than the proof that it 
е Б of the жиреш of es two 
T vangelists. 

Кары нен to ект ы 
{а Ьу which he could fix the follow- 

jap orat. If he had seen the Gospel of 
Mark, could this have been so? 

Bernhardy, Syntax, p- 481. In ref. Josh. 
we have Myovrec similarly placed. 

$3—395.] JESUS, CROSSING THE LAKE, 
STILLS THE STORM. Matt. viii. 18, 23— 
27. Mark iv. 35—41. The chronology of 
this occurrence would be wholly uncer- 
tain, were it not for the та of 
Mark, who has introduced it by iv ixeivg 
тў hipe dpiag obonc,—i. е. on the same 
day in which the preceding parables were 
E How it has come to be mis- 

OL 

a] ir. belongs to the later Greek, 
even there more commonly si 

* to awaken.’ réf бош the sky 
ps from the mountain valleys 

E us Mit vil. 27, and note on 
Acta xxvii. 14. cvvewA.] They 
(— their ship) were filling. 94.) 
See notes on Matt. 25.) In Matt. 
this reproof comes before the stilling of 
the storm. But our account, and that in 
Mark, are here evidently aie 

st 
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j seo ch. 1. 66. 
Acts zii, 18. 

К = Mark i. 27 

1 bere only t. 
m — ch. ix. 80 

n here only t. 
par, Dent. “йт ariv 

ETATTEAION VIII. 

aie айт imi гї» уй» P rhyrnoer [° айтф] а ar ric EK rac 
PE rate, б Oc * elyev даба ' єк Nh icon, ка? ipa- 

en, iv. 
эе) 10. Ttov ойк ̀ аубйидкако, Kai ev orig оюк 

28 (бору & rov ‘Tnooiv " 
1х 

John іх. m ev тос " нура. 

ae * тросіжєоту abr ка! gory meyady бте» 
а). 2 Macc. ool, "Incov vit rov дєоо rov 

. dil. ue Bac. * 
Mark xv. 17 > 

ytl. 2 Kies 1 n 

„ xvi. 95. 

bef Aeyovrec LX 83 lat-a 5 c. 
26. carexXevcey R al. 

d dat., Acts viii. 11. Rom 

5 eA aro той avBowrov’ 

Pet. Il. 8. Rer. K. 8 Bal 1 Kings v. 8. 

“tuevev, GAA 
avaxpatac 

* tpiorou ; "орог gov ya 
` wagnyyeAXev удо тр турат: те 

rA удо 
эма са. 351 Mk. хя. 18. Jedg. ти 20. 

as „1з. Gal iv. 19 al. . L P.. 
c Mark vili 6 ref. 

om cat vraxovovey avre В. 
for xat rar., кат. ds D am(with fuld em forj) lat-a c. 

rec yaðapnvwy, with AR rel Syr syr-cu syr-txt goth: TED ы LXZ (CP 
2: ver 37] 1. 33 syr-jer copt eth arm: txt (see prolegomena) B (C! sah in ver 37] 

marg Ambr. rec avriR ерау (cf терау, || Mt Mk), with LA: тєра» 8M: 
txt tet DRI rel. 

9T. к. eEnAOov г. r. y. cat D. 
(rw io. ЕА 
&xe», хш» В. (not L, 
ıparioy BLA (i.) 33 2) Byr-jer co 

for owta, окы Me 

L. Tb bef и B: om ric D ev-y tol! lat-a (ath f). 
for ex xp. to eved., к. Хроуш кауы ove evedveato 

om 2nd aur BES 1. 33 arm: ins ADR rel ves. 
for oc 

arm.—for er, ажо D.—for cat, ос D. 
for pynpacty, uvnutioic D al. 

D) LXX 33 latt 28. rec ins cat bef avarpatar, with АВ rel вуг goth arm: om B (D) 
Syr syr-cu copt sth 
ауто ca D. 
lat-g, L. 

avecpaEey D, addg ca. Sef tire, D'-gr.—om xpocemecey 
om oov DR 1. 69 ev-y lat-e copt. om row Geov DX 1 

99. rec харпүугн\М (corre to aor, as го often), with BFMSAX 69 Cyr-jer: eArzyew 
(|| MX) D lat-e: txt A 

26—39.] HEALING OF A DXMONIAC IN 
THE LAND OF THE GERASENES. Matt. 
viii. 28—84. Mark v. 1—20, in both of 
which places see notes. J 
т. T., a more precise description than rò 
ripav Ман or rd я. тўс da. Mark. 

{к тїз TÓÀ. belongs, not to 
oar. Meyer and E. V.), but to dv 
ric certain man of the city. The man 
did not come from the city, but from the 
tombs. I put to any reader the ques- 
tion, whether it were ible for either 
Mark or Luke to have drawn up their ac- 
count from Matt., or with Matt. before 
them, seeing that he mentions two pos- 
sessed throughout? Would no notice be 
taken of this? Then indeed would the 
Evangelists be but poor witnesses to the 
truth, if they could consciously allow such 
a discrepancy to go forth. Of the discre- 
pancy itself, no solution has been proposed 
which can satisfy any. really critical mind. 

rel latt syrr syr-cu. for турат, дарор D late. 

That one should have been prominent, and 
the оеш is of course possible, but 
such a hypothesis does not us one 

for. It is at least reasonable to assign 
accuracy in such а case to the more 
detailed and chronologically inserted ac- 
counts of Mark and Lake. 
оўк фу. is to be taken literally. The pro- 
уюу ы to go entirely naked is a well- 

ptom in certain kinds of raving 
тал Bee Trendi pone atts 
note t. 89.] 
ordering, imperf.: in the rid of this 
ordering, and as a conseqnence of it, the 

man cried out, as in dast verse. 
On «ro^. Plutarch, Thes. 

ро»оқ жоААойс borepar not ‘for 
many years,’ still leas, ‘ oftentimes,’ E. V., 

Above Tie ара oŭróç EaTiv, Ort kal тос dtn Boca 

* emeraooe Kai т одати, kai Umaxovovaty abrꝰ ; 
26 Kal carér Au tie тї» Хорау iy Tepacnywy, xis 

аира THE TadtAaiac. 

АБГЕР 
GHR! 

9 гБеӨдьт: ас 

Tt ғ ної Kat С.е 
28 2— 
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4 - 

“yoovorc “ouvnpwaxe avróv, ка! ' &oputiro * aÀbotauy ° âr vi 12. 
\ . 16. 

cal dal $vAaccóptroc, kat  Stapnoowy ra * dcoud aniy. Prev. 
1 2À , е s - 8 7 » 4 >» 7 90 2 P cem А 
пЛаулиєто ото TOU дӧацомоо EC тас̧ Epnuovuc. Er- 1 only t. 

„ \ э” < e + - 7 i * i ws t Aq. 
ngr note $ avrov о Incovuc Ac yo Tí cor &oriv оопа, o z i Nik. (tee) 

Te 

& rer ™ Acyewy, ore Gaui0via v Ad испА\бе> eic avróy, ^ 1k. bis 
osly. Ps. 

31 kai a тарєкаћы avrov "tva ий ° eriraky avroic ис THY iat згч. 
P&G up. "X M oua dà. vol v.d Ace aBuacov ат&\биу. nv ке ауу “yoiowy y6 А 
1 2 ~ 3 7 , 22 e ` , эса Josh. vii. (кароу * Booxopivey ty тф Opet kat тарекаћєвау avroy raar "1.6 

А - ә Г L - » 17:. 20. хх. 

iva ®єшитрё{лр айтос eic ёкауоос tice Adi kai ' ётётоереу 3% сату. (not 
> гә 33 9 2 ? de a 8 ? 9, a æ 9 , 1 а bere o ? 

avroic. eLeXOovra & та Samora ато rov avÜparmov "iet сў, 
9 =» 3 е L те испАбо» tic тойс " yoipouc, Kai " wpunoev 3) dy ката my Mk. bis. 

58 only f. ' в Matt. xiv. 86 reff. © coustr., Mark vi. 89 гей, Rom. x. 7. 
Rev. ix. 1, 9, 11. 21. 7. xvii. 8. хх. 3,3 rw ren 1. 2. qb (Bit. redi.) т ew Matt. xx viii. 
12 reff. of Mt. reff. th. „ЭШ. 21. Esth. ix. 14. af. Aste vil. 67. хіх. 99 

for к. edsop., edsop. yap D lat-a b c.—edeopevero В.Х 
[&apnoowy, so (with one p) AB'C (D) RUA 1.] denne. 

aft nAavysro ins yop D lat-c е. for vro, ато BZ: txt ACDR 
rel lat-a: txt B(Mai) CIDE'XZ latt: rw» 

eZeXGe D lat-e. 
33: txt ACDR rel. 
(i£aciem 1) D. 
rel. rec daipovos, with AC? 
Saspovwy А al Syr-ms syr-marg. rn» epnuov D Syr syr-cu. 

30. om Агуш» (as || Mk) В 1 lat. a b cef ў, lg Syr. ins or: bef сог "E! (appy). 
ovoua bef corey BDL 1. 33 latt Orig - lat: ov. вос tor. C? : ov. во omg toriy 

(П MX), С! (hence the rearrangements); txt AC?R rel syr Dial. aft Acyewy ins 
ovopa pot (|| ME) D lat-c syr-jer wth. for от: to tic avrov, wokAa yap пбау 
даарозза D.— ice bef дашома по\ћа В vulg lat-b c copt: txt ACR rel lat - a 
S th. 
JI. f. kat wap., тар. ёе D lat- wapecadovy B(Mai) CDFLS 1. 33. 69 copt 

arm Cyr: txt APR U(Treg беу re copt-ms goth. 
82. om ixavwy D al lat-c: for :к., oA (|| Mt) X. Воскоџғут (from || Mt 

MX) B D-gr KU 69 lat-a Syr eth: txt ACP 
goth. for каа zap., тар. ёе D. 
vulg lat-g, 
usual) BCILZ 1. 93 lat-a b c.f ff, q goth. 
exerpeyn LEX 33. 
similarly lat-a 5 % lq. 

rel vulg lat-b c D-lat syr-cu вуг copt 
rec яаракаћоч» (|| Mt), with AC DPR rel 

copt: txt (|| Mk, so that it is not easy to decide, except by tzt being lesa 
aft гуа ins ш! A. ауто bef 

for ewsrpepn ... eiceAÜny, tg т. хороос etceAOwory D; 
for last cat, o de D. 

38. rec kg, with U (В 1. 69, e sil): wpugcav abierunt D: txt ABCPR rel. 

Grot. ;—but during а time. 
суутрт., it had Jg d and carried 
him: see reff. ече the 
imperfect, the sense, it was at- 
tempted to А Sap. т. 8.) 
The unnatural increase of muscular 
strength is also observed in cases of raving 
madness (as indeed also in those of any 
strong concentration of the will); see 
Trench as above. 30.] Lightfoot (on 
Mark v. 9) quotes instances of the use of 
1725, for a great number, in the Rabbinical 

itings. The fact of daemons 
having entered into this wretched man, 
sets before us terribly the utter break-up 
of his personal and rational being. The 
words will not bear any tive render- 
ing, but must be taken literally (see ver. 
2 of this chap., and ch. xi. 24 ff.); viz. 
that in the same sense in which other 

poor creatures were by one evil 
spirit (see note on || Matt.), this man, 
and М ene, were by 

81.] ж many. ь most 
bably singular—tfor the plural is шо] of 
the dmons in the next verse: the man 
besought Him. It has been perhaps to 
prevent this understanding of the verb 
that it has been altered to waperadouy 
in some MSS. There is throughout this 
narrative an interchange of the personality 
of the man and the devils: see on Matt. as 
above. T. ] This word is 
sometimes used for es in general (Rom. 
x. 7), but more usually in Scripture for the 
abode of damned spirits: see reff. This 
last is certainly meant here—for the re- 
quest is co-ordinate with the fear of tor- 
ment expressed above (see Greswell on the 
Parables, v. [pt. 2] 365, and note on ch, 

Lu 2 
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| ові v“ v ac ray Aluvm ка! * awewvt " 2 „ , TOV Kpnuvou tic TH pvn y". 
2 bis op 

xxv. » i? PF 

„An dd oi * [3бокоут с rò yeyovog É$vyov, kat атттуунАау wis! 
ref. › ` з 
жт? AME eic тї» rów kai ис robe ауробс̧. 35 гЁлАбо» 8 

шр ову. (бегу rò yeyovóc, Kai Або» трдс röv ‘Incovy, cal cd 
ar G) , Y M ` А э з gg ` , › » TA is кабђреуо» róv аубоштоу аф оў rà дарома £A 3A Ou 

УТ. e ` = ` bs rd ach vi 88. У ivariapévoy каї ° сефооуооута * жара rovc жодас 
bi Mk. ch. - В — у ә 7 36 » 2 a э „ 
„жета тою Incov, каї t$o[9n0ncav. аттуунХа» бё avrot 

ай. ig [xat] ot дб»тєс “wwe SéowOn o * дашомадис. T ки 
eT hr cb, v ° )prnctv avrov ата» rò wAnÜoc rnc 'wepiycpov row 

оза iv. Ра - 9 æ , e 

4. лсо Tepaonywy ат Аба» ат avro», Ore фО[3ф peyady 

eae. © cvvtixovro' avroc 82 dc siç Ao ' virtarpedev. 
18, 14. 88 к, ~ EH э РА e > s 3 «т 4491 үү Ж ` 

к = Matt, iv. фито 62 avrov o avņnọo аф ov є&єАт та 
M EM М ч М y = 1? » x э 8 үү: 
жа, dà Satpova вуш соу avr. — awéAvoev avrov Àéywr 
Acts А ` 4 - @ 

5 99 BC LT ис тд» OLKOY GOV, ка! " d m yoõ Oca со 
У * › " ә 

pek. iI. 20 2 a ётосєу o Ge. Kat атп\бе> 3 xab’ ö тт» rA 
xvi. i Р ктоўсашу Оса “exoinaev avro o Incovc. 

1 Matt. xiv. 15 reff, m Mark v. 16 ref. Ps. xlvii. 18. n ch. I 49 al, o 3 Macc. v. 2. 
р = Mark 1. 45. v. 20. vii. 86. 

amemyiyovro C lat-b c ff, ; axexntynoay S al. 
94. rec (for yeyovoc) yeyevnuevov, with X rel: txt ABCDKLPRUZ 1. 33. 69. 

ervey DA.] rec ins awed @Oovrec quae bef arnyysAay, with al xth : 
om ABCDPRZ rel latt syrr syr-cu copt goth arm uthym. 

85. for ver, wapayevopever де ex ттс rokteg cat Oewpnoarrey ca0guevov rov 
SatporZopevay Gwépovovyvra cat tpariopuevoy кабпреуоу тара торс тодас rov 19607 
гфоВпдпса» D. for s&nrO. де, каг e&nrO. Capp?) 1 Syr syr-cu sth. [злбе» 
and eepay В!.] rov avOpwwor bef kaÜnycvoy P 1 vulg lat-b c f F, 91.3 for 
«Еее, ENV В lat.. om rov bef «gcov B. 

36. for бе, yap D lat-c.—xat аттүү. C Syr syr-cu. om ка BCDLPX 33. 69 
lat-a b су l Syr syr-cu copt arm: ins AR rel vulg lat , (g, ?) syr goth. for 
даціоусднс, о Anyaiwy D, o Mwy Dev а legione vulg lat F ff. 9, 4 L f. 

37. for cat nowr., npwr. de D lat-a sah. гес лршт пов», with DE rel vulg lat-^ e 
J gi. coptt goth: txt ABCKMPR 33. 69 lat-a syr, exnpwrncey X. for ara r. wi. 
f. rep., тоу ‹ђсоџу wayrey кає y хора D. rec yadapnywy, with ARN? rel syrr 
syr-cu goth: yepyeonvwy CILPXR 1. 33. 69 copt th arm: txt BCD latt sah. 
for ort goBw, ф. уар D lat-c goth. for avr. de en., Вас de D: om де A al 

rec ins ro bef x NOD e, with AP rel: om BCLRX 1. 33 goth arm.—om eig wir. 
D lat-2 Ambr. 

38. rec edeero, with CIRR?! rel: sdearo AP: txt BC?LXM*? 33 Cyr. ra 
datuortda bef kenve CRX 1. 69 vulg lat-b c sah goth. for evar, wa q (see 
| MX) P. rec aft avrov ins o tycove, with ACPR rel vulg lat-(a) f f^ 9: 4 
вутт вуг-со goth Vig: om BDL 1 lat-b c g, 1 сор sth arm Cyr. 

99. for vroorpege, voptvov D lat-c. for cat ёєтуоо, Sexyoupevog D. 
rec eroice bef со, with AC? rel syrr copt goth: a со o 0. ew. D lat: оса oo o 
Kupiog петоке» KAL gÀAenoty ae (| Mk) C^: txt ВІР (R) X 1. 33 vulg lat-a 0 
Tit-bostr Vict Cyr.—sexowxt» CR Cyr. arehOwy ката т. тому exnpvacev D. 

xvi. 23). But, as Dr. Wordsw. remarks, 1d. к. slg r. dy. жарё T. т. T. 
we must distinguish between aBvogoc, IN.] This particularity denotes an eye- 
the ad interim place of torment, and the witness. The phrases common to Mark 
lake of fire into which the devil will be and Luke, е. g. lp. rai cug., ої iĉóvrecç, 
cast by Christ at the end: see Rev. xx. 3, denote a common origin of the two narra- 
10. 35.) dE R., viz. the people in tives, which have however become con- 
the town and country = жаса 7 wédtc, siderably deflected, as comparison will 
Matt.; here understood in dæHh n. eig r. shew. 88, 39.] See notes on Mark. 

Viras 
Eis. 

és. 
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40 Eytvero à Чг» TU y 'Uroorpbja: roy 'Incov», ' ак- 9 

«бато avrov L Ox AoC Поау үйр wavrec ' mpocdoxwwrec 

айтду. 41 

дк 17. 

ка! wou Абеу а аур ф буора Лёнрос, Kat eee .9 

abròc apywy тпс тшуаүшүйпс Urüpyev" kat 21 
too тара t c ait. тә 

тей. 
rode тбдас rov 'Incov " тарекайы aurov ticed beiw tic Tov a Mark v.17 
oixoy avrov, 96 ort buyarnp " povoyevic nv abr we 
" tray бабка, cal abrn * axiÜrnoxtv. 

торебеоба‹ т: ot * ; cvvérvtyov. avurov. 
b a ano ETWY боа, 4 nric Жеш; — ym oba E ` роса аїнатос 

ын 

~ „Ax reff 

eyévero $ c 4 я аюы. Ad 

3 xai dre ver. 

d 
“атоо =росауайдвава 0Àov тб» ue оок "loxvatv АСЫ 
ax ovoevoc Oroame vOnva:, < 

већ. iv. 23 гей. d here only +. 
g Matt. xv. $3 гей. 

wpoctAUovsa * отсе» Maro ler v. 
Eu av. Д 

е = Mark xil. 41тей, ы vill. 38 reff. 

40. «> bef ёе, omg eyevero, BLR 1.33 Syr syr-cu coptt eth Mcion-e: txt АСРОР rel 
latt вуг goth.—vwroerpepay BR. 

41. for ‹до» , bwy D lat-c. 
атодгЕасда: and тоу ox o D. om о Ci. 

ovroc ignorance of reference of 
avroc) BDR 1. 69 lat - a Ы copt: txt АР vulg lat-d ff, 591 вуг arm. (C uncert. 
om BRA“ каа D lat-c 
ACDR iva бүтү С!(арру). 

42. for ors to avrw, т>» yap Buy. avrw povoy. D. 
avoÜvgacovca D Syr syr-jer?. 
vraytiv, with ABC*R rel syrr 

for хара, vro om rov bef igcov hp, ins 
тт» oua» D(appy). 

for ка avr. ат:б., 
гес (for ках eysvero ғу rw sopivtoDa:) ev d то 

syr-cu goth eth: txt C!DP arm. 
соугӨ\№.Воу (|| МЕ) CL 38. 69, cvreOAryor U. 

cuverniyay D: 

. for тє to GspaxsvOqvat, ny ovde ис гоҳо» Oepawevoa: D sab. —tar pote to 
Bov i is also omitted in B arm. 

syrr copt goth eth arm-usc Ambr. 
ea ry txt ABRZ!. 

aft хросгАӨбоита ins de C(appy) copt-ms. 

40—56.] Raisiva or JAZIRUS'S 
DAUGHTER, AND HEALING ОР A WOMAN 
WITH AN ISSUE OF BLOOD. Matt. ix. 1, 
18—26. Mark v. 21—43. Our account 
is that one of the three which brings out 
the most important points, and I have 
therefore vi it for full comment. 

p du., when Jesus had 
"T. "welcomed Him; 

Far y.: here we have an 
eye-witness again. 41.) &pxev—a 
ruler = ec rà» ápywvvayeyev Mark; 
—in Matt. only dpxev. 44. 
peculiar to Luke, but perhaps et in rà 
Ovyárpiov of Mark. é&véüv., was 
АА, In Matt. she is represented as 
already dead. He is not aware of the sub- 
sequent message to Jacirus, and narrates 
concisely and generally. The crowd 
seems to have followed to see what would 
happen at Jaeirus's house: see ver. 54. 

43.] vposavaA. ‘having, besides all 
her suffering, spent,’ &. But,—see notes 
оп un wpoceevroc той ávipov, Acta xxvii. 
7, and on suppaprupsiv, Rom. ii. 16; viii. 
16; іх. 1.—49ós may denote the direc- 

rec (for sarporg) eç «arpovc (with some cursive f); 
tic тоос tarpoug Orig: txt АСРЕ rel Scr's-mss aft for» ins avrgc CX latt 

rec (for ar) vx’, with Pz? rel Orig, vro C: 

om оя:сдгу D 258. om 

tion or tendency of her spending. Mark 
adds, that she к nothing better, but 
rather worse. е omission of this clause, 
larg. я oca». 9A. r. G., in some of the 
best 585 is curious. I have not ven- 
tured to exclude it, on account of the 
characteristic dwak Aeyóusvov Tposava- 
Mono, which seems to betray St. Luke's 
hand. The ёт’ instead of br, which 
latter may have come from the id rod- 
Ху larpwy of St. Mark, conveys a slightly 

ering sense. 7-60 is more of direct 
agency, áró of ultimate derivation. She 
could not get more from any system of 
treatment adopted by any. 44.] Her 
inner thoughts are given in Mark, ver. 
28. There was doubtless a weakness 
and error in this woman’s view ;—she 
imagined that healing power flowed as it 
were magically out of the Lord's person ; 
and she touched the fringe of his ent 
as the most sacred, as well as the most 
accessible pert: see Matt. xxiii. б: Num. 
xv.97—40. But she obtained what she 
desired. She sought it, though in error, 
yet in faith. And she obtained it, because 
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nb za i тоў s cao rov ipariov avrov, Kal ‚ Fapaxprue 
k Shere os . ^ отт n pboic rov aiuaroc aurnc. ® kai єтє» о lgoov 

е е є , e 

ua ыг Tic о avapevog pov $ apvoupivey & wavrwy sire o 

A I Ker, Пётрос kai oi оў» avry |’Extorara, ot було: " cuvéyoveir 
xziil. 8. à n? 7 4 Р, á ГД е e ә e 

a hero onig, „ОЕ Kat ° amolAi(Jovaw, Kai Аёуис Tic o avapevoc pov; 
o att. xi. 460 88 'Insovc. ете» "Haro поб tic’ iyw yap Eyver nt 
v ch. н. P dοUν,EEU½ů  ekeAnAvOuiay ат , % 47 ovca & тү yum 9: H А TP cx 

à е 2 э 2 $ * - о =” 

ine ne ort ovk ° EÀabev ' rpépovoa пАбг», kai тростесооса айту RE 
? . 

1 U. 10 only. Isa. brvi. 2 al. s Mark iii. 11 reff. LIR 

rov rpac recov (|| ME) D lat-a fy om avrov A!(perhaps). 
45. for кас to Ist pov, о де атторс yyovc туу eEeXOovcay ЕЁ avrov devopuy exqpura 

ric pov nharo (see || Mk) D lat-a. om xa: ot cv» avrw Bal syr-cu syr-jer sah.— 
rec (for ev» avre) per’ avrov, with X rel: txt ACDLPRUZ 1. 33. 69. Om Kai 

Мгүнс to 204 pow BL 1 coptt arm: ins AC (D) PRE rel latt syrr syr-cu goth sth.— 
for o ay. pov, pov тато D vulg 1аё- c f. 

46. om igsovc DX lat-a Syr. 
omit ing.) 
Orig, : txt BL 83 Orig, 

this faith was known and recognized by 
the Lord. It is most true objectively, 
that there did go forth healing virtue 
from Him, and from his Apostles (see 
Mark vi. 66: Luke vi. 19: Acts v. 15; 
xix. 12), but it is also true that, in or- 
dinary cases, only those were receptive of 
this whose faith embraced the truth of its 
existence, and ability to heal them. The 
error of her view was overborne, and her 
weakness of apprehension of truth co- 
vered, by the strength of her faith. And 
this is a most encouraging miracle for us 
to recollect, when we are disposed to 
think despondingly of the ignorance or 
superstition of much of the Christian 
world: that He who accepted this woman 
for her faith even in error and weakness, 
may also accept them. 45.] We are 
not to imagine that our Lord was ig- 
norant of the woman, or any of the cir- 
cumstances. The question is asked to 
draw out what followed. 
the part of Jesus Himself, an undeniable 
instance of this, in ch. xxiv. 19—and note 
there. The healing took place by Hie 
will, and owing to His recognition of her 
Jaith: see similar questions, Gen. iii. 9, 
and 2 Kings v. 26. é Пёт. к. of с. 
аў.] A detail contained only here. 
On the latter part of this verse many in- 
structive remarks have been made in 
sermons—see Trench, Mir., p. 192, note 
(edn. 2)—to the effect that many press 
round Christ, but few touch Him, only 
the faithful. Thus Augustine, Sic etiam 
nunc est corpus ejus, id est, Ecclesia ejus. 
Tungit eam fides paucorum, premit turba 
multorum’ (Serm. lxii. 4). Апа Chrysos- 

expressly states that L f s 
гес (for eEeAgAuÜvtay) sEcAM0ovcav (|| МЕ), with ACDPRS rel 

Bee, on 

-cu syr do not 

tom, ó riert be tic rv ewrgpa Exrerat 
abrov’ 0 dt dmicrev GiB, abrór cai 
Avrei. It is difficult to imagine how the 
miracle should be, as Dr. Wordsw., “a 
solemn warning to all who crowd оп 
Christ: or how such a forbidding to 
come to Him should be reconciled with 
дєйтє ярӧс pe wavreg... Rather should 
we say, seeing it was one of those that 
thus crowded on Him who obtained grace 
from Him, that it is a blessed 
ment to us not only to crowd on Him, 
but even to touch Him: во to crowd on 
Him as never to be content till we have 

if it be but His garment for our- 
selves: not to despise or discourage any 
of the least of those who ** make familiar 
addresses to Him in (so called) religions 
-hymns,” seeing that thus some of them 
may touch Him to the healing of their 
souls. I much fear that if my excellent 
friend had been keeping order among the 
multitude on the way to the house of 
Jacirus, this poor woman would never 
have been allowed to Р я near to Jesus. 
But I hope and trast that he and I shall 
rejoice together one day in His presence 
amidst a greater crowd, whom no man 
can number, of all nations, and kindreds, 
and people, and ское 47.) It is 
not n though perha ble), 
from the der. K irre d Tid 46, that d 
woman should also have denied with 
them. She ik have hidden herself 
among the crowd. Our Lord (Mark ver. 
82) looked around to see r5» rovro wo- 

»—а wonderful precision of expres- 
sion, by which His absolute knowledge 
of the whole matter is set before us. 



45—51. 

& n" airtay imparo avro awhyyuder ' Amer таутдс ' 
тоо Àaov, kai we dn mapay pinna. 

Ovyartp, ї n ліста) GOV * стыкі» et, ` wopsbou “с сойуу, 
tri avrov AaÀoUrroc i Apxtral ric тара TOU 

guvayéryov N avre Ort шө " Өууатпр | соу: Bn 4. 

058 Insovc акобаас ar- хрма ма 

erpihn avro [Aéywv] Mn $o[Jov, ? póvov misrevoov, 

1 tceAQwy дё нс тї» оікќау ойк * 

49 ~ 

* ак Мг тд» e 

? awOnoerat. 

KATA AOYKAN. 519 

xii. 9. 
tu 33 Arp xr. 

48 0 € бте aury 

а — ver. 86. 
v oh, vii. 50 

гей. "apye "шт 
vii. . 

ка! ум 

афпкеу s м.ге. 

sictÀÜttv riva сбу айтф et, un Ilérpo» xai 1шйуууу xai 

47. for rptuovca, evrpopoç ovoa D. nvaro avrov Al. rec aft 
rept toed ins аек with C'(appy) РЕ rel syr сов: om ABC?DLX 1. 83. 69 latt 
ут вут-сп t eth for ec, ori D: гобдғыс Ж: 

aft odii ins 1 CMPRXA Syr goth. 
Il Mi), pe ACPR rel lat-g syrr 

Ovyaryp BKL. 
49. грҳоута: and om ric (both || Mk) D 

AD 1 Damasc, а am lat-a 5. 
ACDPR rel latt syrr syr-cu goth. 
BD syr-with-ast sah : txt ACPRZ rel. 

BLXAAX 1. 33 vulg lat- 
гес miorevs (from || Mb. with Ws ACOR X(t ХТ, 

swe 69. 
rec aft avrn ins дарсе (from 

goth eth arm: ош BDL 1 latt ү ба» syr-jer coptt. 
ы. tig com’, ev upnyn D- gr lat-a c coptt. 

lat-o syr-cu. for жара, ажо (|| МЕ) 
om avre (see || МЕ) BLX 1. 33 lat-e сор: ins 

gov bef n Ovyargo D-gr. 
(33 defective.) 

50. aft arov ins гоу име (|| е) D D lat-b ce f Pe 

for un, pneri 

om Re 
): ins ACDP copt goth arm. 
expr) rel Ath : iat BLZ. 

51. for eceAQwy, N (fo avoid repetition, from || Mt and МЕ v. 88) A B(Mai) 
СЕ rel latt syrr syr-cu copt-schw sah goth Thl: txt DV copt-wilk eth arm. 
rec Aor riva) ovdeva (|| МЕ), with ACR rel: txt B[sic: see table] C'DX 33. 69 latt 

rec om cvv» арте, with АСВ rel syr-cu goth arm: ins bef reva D latt : coptt. 
txt BC'LX 33. 69 (syrr) сор wth. 

т + eidvia D yiyover abrg, Mark; 
ыле is implied loe All duh omitted 
in Matt.; and if we had only his account, 
we should certainly derive the wrong 
lesson from the miracle; for there we 
miss altogether the reproof, and the 
shame to which the woman is put; and 
the words of our Lord look like an enco- 
mium on her act itself. Нег еа 
dveéw. тау. т. À., із very striking here 
shewing us that Christ sill have Himself 
openly confessed, and not only secretly 
sought : that our Christian life is re as 
it is sometimes called, 5 
between ourselves and God ;’ but a good 
confession, to be witnessed tveruy кау. 
т. A. 48.] How ае доев опг 
Lord re-assure the woman ; 
her faith saved ee merely in the 
act of touching, but as now com by 
the act of е it “= her me- 
diately, as the connecting between 
herself and Christ: but the ёбуащшс к 
AvOvia ax’ abvrov, working through tha 
faith, saved her energetically, and E 
the 5 cause toi хёрит, a "m 

ch. vii. 60 а Marke addi- 
tion, 100: by. аяд т. ЕЕ. gov, is im- 

rec transp tacwBoy and (ша>уулу, with AL 

portant, as conveying to her an assurance 
that the effect which she felt in her body 
should be ent; that the healing 
about which she he might otherwise almost 
have doubted) эз i surreptitiously 
obtained, was now openly ratified by the 
Lord’s own word. 49.] Little marks 
of accuracy come out in each of the two 
fuller accounts. Here we have épxerat 
ти, which was doubtless the ezact fact :— 

essed. 
t ws that 

ratives. 

house, where He found Oópvßov, rove 
abAnrdc gal rà» бу\о» Qe Mark), 
who were all following Him into the 
chamber of death. On this He declared 
who were to follow Him (obx agiesy, 
k. r. A.), and uttered the words бахете 
ob yàp «.r.A.—Then He entered with His 
three Apostles and the te. I say 
this, not for the sake of harmoniziug, 
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a constr. ch 5 Kai rov waripa тпс та$ос cal тө purine. ABODE 
FELL 

ref) Oc, ExAatoy òè mávrtc kai " exowrovro айтп». о дё Eimer Mist 
zxili. 3. 53 АА 
Aristopb., Мт cAulert OU yap aribaver, алла ° кад:оде. Kal Li 
ите cars yt A avrov, adérec 0 ore аждар. 5% avroc & 
ыст = int , кратпоас тпс ҳарос aurnc epo уьу г H так 

Dan. xii. 2. 55 
. E ot pt. 

T. mapaxpupa, kat ' ёиітаЁгу abrp бобфпъа‹ фаун». 

kai * стоте то турна aurnc Kai aviors 
56 kai 

! gapiryye ev avroic 

IX. 3" ‚ ®оукаАгайне»ос ё ài тойс Owoexa екеу auroic = d 

" eLovsiay emi wavra rà Oauiovia kat убаоқ == 

23 
f voe, ch. xil. born ot _youetc avri" o & 

“к 5 unde vl ti rt. TO vc yovõc. 

EM 
k Dait 1.4 dba, ка! 
1 Mark viii. 6 
гей. m ch. xv. 6 reff. 

"s 
. Tec (for ov yap) ovx 

n constr., ch. x. 19. Rev. vi. 8. 31H. 7. Sir. xxx. (xxxili.) 19. 

S(e si) ХА 33 vulg Syr syr-eu coptt goth mth arm: txt BCDR rel forj(with san tol) 
c e f syr syr-jer Chr Damasc ТЫ Jer. for ric raiòog, rov kopaatov D. 

This, in the very strong concurrence of || Mk. 
MSS, ts more prol] than that trt shd be from || Mt), with AR rel vulg lat e syr- 
marg Orig Ambr: 
goth arm Cyr. 

58. катаугХочу (itacism 7) D'EX. 
54. rec aft avrog ĝe ins 

Meyer suggests that байын «Ёш may be a reminiscence 
rel; mayr. кВ. eke каа AKRSU 33 em lat- 
Ci coptt : txt BDLX 1 latt syr-cu th Ambr 
txt BCDX 1. 33, eyeipat (itacism 55 

65. uxeorpeyer D, convertit lat 

txt BCDFLXA 1.83. 69 em(with per) lat-a c syrr syr-cu coptt 

sxBalwy Ew xavrac kac (probably from || Mt and ME. 
Acts ix. 40), with С? 

4 ы: goth Thl; хаут. к. (only) 
rec syupov, with A 

er:račıy D. obyva: bef аут (|| ME) 
DR t. 33. 69 lat-a syrr syr-cu æth arm Ambr. 

56. o. де yovtc аутпс Orwpovvrec (ч. р сем Өгыр.). for о йе 
wapnyy., wapnyy. ёг D for undi, u D 

Cuar. IX. 1. om ёе C?H K (once). rec aft додека ins рабттас avrov (from 
|| 20), with С:ЕЕНО lat-d f, g Msi 19; e C'LXA 33. 69 Mr ins lat-ace f$ 

thym. syr copt goth sth arm: om 
ди»аш» bef avroig B. 

but to bring out the ence in our 
narrative here, which unless we get the 
right шешш. for deren, seems dis- 
turbed. y e maiden was ac- 
ridi 5 ly appears from the 

The words ойк ая. 
n к. = ind ground for surmising 
the € : see note on Matt. ver. 24. 

ark gives the actual Aramaic 
ds a enr by the Lord, raA04 коён. 

55.] Her spirit returned : see 
reff., in the former of which death had not 
taken place, but in the latter it had; so 
that no inference adverse to her actual 
death can be derived from the use of the 
word. The command fo give her fo eat, 
shews that she was restored to actual life 
with its wants and weaknesses; and in 
that incipient state of convalescence, which 
would ешт nourishment. The testi- 
mony of k here precludes all idea of a 

Syr syr-cu 
sacav рен D?; omne D-lat) даоюо» D!. 

sah arm Dial ТЫ Eu 

recovery from а mere paroxysm—«ai mip- 
„ One who фоуйтес eysv at the 
time of the father’s coming, and then died, 
so that it could be said of the minstrels and 
Чан нае пас бна {о assemble, pape 
rt áviOavev, not, supposing 

they were mistaken and ж фе мы ins 
trance, have risen been 
in a situation to ream da es so short а 
time after. Every part of the narrative 
rot aid tae Giada € raises iow Os 
real, and the miracle a raising from 
dead, in the strictest sense. 58.] 
The injunction, however, was not ob- 
served; for we read in Matt., IAD 3 
onan аёту sig GAny т» үй» гиг 

Cuar. IX. 1—5. SION OF THE 
TWELVE. Matt. x. 5—16. Mark vi. 7— 
18. Mark’s account agrees nearly exactly 
with the text. The discourse is given at 
much greater length in Matt., w sce 



IX. 1—9. 

бєратейкнъ”" 
, ~ - | э= 

Baoıàciav rov гоо ка! асба. 
Мп» ° aipere “с тї» o80v, ийт. раВ8о» pyre P vhpav" 
pij арто» pire apyópiov, unre [^ avà] ovo Xirevac 

kai &c NY à av оікіау „чепте, г EKEL pivert Kal EKei~ 2 oniy. 

5 kai бао: av ил dixwwrat V )pac, &Éepxó- 
їч». 

Oey Eo eat, 

peyot aro тїс moÀsec exeivne rov 

“aworwakare ис ' парторіу "ёт аотойс.' „ uu 

6 cEspyopevor 8 ° Senpyovro xarà тас корас̧ 
Aopevor ко бера жейоутес таута уой, 

" rerpápxuc та ytvopeva такта, kai * биткбон ' 227 H ewdnc а о 

did то MyeaÜa: ú ото Tivwy Ort Теауупс Jg éyiryeprat Ук 
8 vno rivew & Ore HAtac pan, aAvAwy & бт! vEKOWY, 

, ”_ aa? 7 a? 7 
r poi“ ue ric тоу apyalwy avecrn. 

Dan. 21 т.т.) Aets il. 12. v. 24. x. mon 4. 
Matt. v. 21, &c. 2 Pet. il. 6. iv. 

KATA AOYKAN. 

9 4 b , 9 a ә 

Kat ат стећғу avrovg Knpvosuv | 
3 11. 2Chrou. 

521 

o = ch. Anil. 
тту 86. Acts xxL 

kat elev трбе avrovc элд. . 8. 

» X4] ref 
r | Mt. ch. x. 

11. Acts xil. 
M. xxii. 98 
only. Exod. 

Acis акуш. 6 
. 1 Kings 

ауу? t S Thess. 1. 10, 
= = Acts vili. 4, 

OE Wa. Ps. 
a 18. 
e: absol 

xiv. АА 
Бош. av. 

Mt. ch. ТА 
"h. Acta xiii, 

1 oniy 1. 
схе» ch. 

x (oh. tr. 4 
S = ver. 19. 

' kowtoproy ато тоу 

7 » 

Neo 

9 rer 8 Howdn¢ ui 
pue zvii. 9 reff. 

а Mark xvi. 9 al. fr. 

2. rec aft :асдш ins rovc асдгуооутас (|| Mt), with C rel; rove acOevere ADL 
1. 33: om B syr-cu Dial. 

8. om тл» (|| Mt МЕ) СХА 69. 
with AC? A-gr rel goth: txt BC'D 
sah æth arm Cyr ТМ. 
AC?D rel s 

EFHMVXraz 69. б. «av 

єк D al, de latt. 

г раВдоу) paßõovç (see note, || Mt), 
DE'FELM K Ano 1. 33. 69 latt syrr syr-cu 

om ava BC'FL A-gr & latt Syr syr-cu goth arm: ins 

гес ёгЁыута: (cf || MC ME), with C*D rel; 
de bor НГА 69; receperint latt: txt ABC'KLMU i. 33 goth. 

rec ins rat bef rov comoproy, with AC? rel vulg lat-b e ff, 91 
вутт syr-cu goth: om BU'DLXZ 1. 88 lat-a c f coptt eth arm. 

for Ist aro, 

aTorivaggere 

B 1: exriva£ars (placed bef r. к. а. ж. ур.) D lat-c. 
8. for дитрхоуто ката rac cwpac, ката ode кає noxovro D, simly lat-e. 

69. 7. for nrovot v, axovaac D. opeva AX 1. rec adds ur avrov, 
with AC? rel vulg lat-c f g, , 9 goth: Lk BC'DLZ 69 lat-a b ff, lsyr-cu coptt arm. 

om таута Dr 
(rom || Mt) BCL 1. 69. 

8. for ahAwy, а\о D: vro теуш», omg бе, K. 
with A rel vulg lat-5 c sah: om D 69 lat-a e Syr copt: txt BC 
1. 33 ev-y syr copt goth. 

9. rec x. ere (see || МЇ), with A rel 
coptt. rec ins o bef ребус, with B 

notes. 1.] weve belongs to Biv. 
kal dfovo. as lin oier ix. 5; some join 
it with n John v. 26 ; Matt. xiii. 
11. ] pire [dvd] Bio x. N - 
mixed 8 ;—the former clause 
having been in the second person, this is 
added as if it had been in the infin., арау. 
The infinitive for the imperative would not 
be in place here,—see Winer, Gram. § 43. 
5. d, edn. 6. It is remarkable that in 
| Mark, there is also a mixed construction, 
iva pum аїрысіу .. . GAN’ фжодеден&- 
voug.... kai ph ivdbanobe..... On 
dvd, вее тей. ] 8. en abrote, t 
them more determinate than atroig, 

for к. denx., nropuro D. 
for eyn. ex verp., ex veep. ávtorg D. 

for eynyepras, nyepOn 

rec (for re аа 0 2 

syr-cu: txt BCDLXx t. 33. 69 latt 
ai) LX (i. 88. 69, e sil): om ACD rel Thl. 

7—9.] HEROD ANTIPAS HEARS OP THE 
FAME OF JESUS THROUGH THE DOINGS 
OF THE TWELVE. Matt. xiv. 1—12. 
Mark vi.14—29. How inexplicable would 
be the omission of the death of John the 
порае. the Evangelist who has given 
n an account of his ministry, 

(eo i iii. 1—20,) if Luke had had before 
him the narratives of Matt. and Mark. 

7.] tx’ abrov, of the rec., though 
a gloss, points to the right account of the 
matter. Herod (see Mark) heard the ac- 
count of the miracles wrought by the 
Twelve; but even then it was rò буора 
афто® which was spread abroad. These 
works were done in their Master's Name, 
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мос Тоауути EYO " awexegadioa, тїс & £orw ойтос тр! ov 

зери ey axoUe тоабта; ка! “ты (uv avrov. l Ка 
1. 7 

5 fn a а ‚ Утосто&раргес oi атботоћо * dinynoavro айт баа 
E 1 d ch. аб refi ёхоіпаа». xai ‘ sapaAa(Jov айтодс i uude Kar 

o Mari v. (ау siç жоц» ca BnOcaida. ot & Oxo 
кыа уубугес пколообцвау avre” Kai ['ағо)8:Ёанеуос айтоб 

тей. 
"x: 16 (reif. Arun ноток Tepi ric BacrAtiac = he, Kai row 
фы б: 1.45 Neriar x ovrac * Gepamtiag ‹ taro. 12 9 ài nuipa прёате 
T3 vis !xkAvur mpoceAGavrec de oi Sudexa тоу соте Ar- 
k 2 Rev. xxii. 3 (ch. ай Àvsov TOY було», t iva wroprvÜtvrec eic rac cc nog 3 лія 
Ch зя M cal [rovc] ауообс ° ката\ососту kai Р evpwow " Ext- n E 
70 only. (Matt. viii. ret) Judg. xix. 11 Р. Jer. vi. 4. m | Mt. ref. n Mark iñ 84 we 

reff. Gen. xxxv 9 = ch. хіх. "азо, Gen. xxiv. de 2. (-Avpa, ch. 27) гүү; 
pæ Aca M. l. [Bom.iv.L] 2 18. 16. Lami. here oaty. Ges. 1. 1 

г. 
ins or: bef «av. CD сор. om 2nd eye BC'LE late f 2 coptt arm. 

for rota ura, ravra DLX 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu sah.—r. bef akovw avrov bef 
wey D al lat-b Г g goth. 

10. aft exoincay ins к. oga ed от || MX) А. 
[отгҳырпое» as in txt is the reading 
&aXovpevgv) тотоу tpnpov поћешс kaXovuergc (txt, not 

narrative following, was amended from ts of the 

aveyepgatv D ет-у. 
rec (for төм» 
to гий the ге 

| Mt and Mk: cf the 

Cod. B : see table.] 

variations), with C rel: «prp. row. oA. cad. А: roxoy rok. cak. 1: сынуу Aeycptray 
D: txt B XÆ 83 coptt. 

11. rec (for aT o0:£.) a with AC rel: txt BDLXX 1. 33. 69. aft 
oo ins avrov mavrac 

е. for 8e, пёр BI віс: 
awe\Oovrec 
BEX 1. 69: ins ACDRZ rel coptt. 
svp. error. D. 

see table] 

and in popular rumour passed for for 
9.] The repetition of фүө implies 

5 concern and alarm at the growing 
me of Jesus: see notes on Matt. 
10—17.] RETURN OF THE APOSTLES. 

JESUS RETIRES TO BETHSAIDA. FEED- 
ING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND. Matt. 
xiv. 13—21. Mark vi. 30—44. John vi. 
1—13. Compare the notes on each of 
these. 10.] He went in а skip 
(Matt., Mark, John), of which our Evan- 
gelist seems not to have been aware; for 
we should gather from our text that it 
was by land. A great difficulty also at- 
tends the mention of Bethsaida here. At 
first sight, it would a to be the well- 
known Bethsaida, on the western bank of 
the lake, not far from Capernaum. But 
(1) our Lord was on this side before, —see 
ch. viii. 87; and (2) Mark (vi. 45) re- 
lates that after the miracle of the loaves 
He caused His disciples to cross over to 
Bethsaida. But there were two places of 
this name:—another Bethsaida (Julias) lay 
at the top of the lake, on the Jordan: see 

syr-cu. 
| Mé MX), with X rel: txt ABCDKLRA 83. 69 

(caro CLE 1. 83. 69: txt ABD rel latt rr 

lat-e rec (for sropewOerric) 
om rev 

om xara. cat C'(appy) 145 . om rat 

881, edn. 3: Van de Velde. 
voce. Now it is very a 

iint. our Lord may have crossed the lake 
to this Bethsaida, and St. Luke, finding 
that the miracle happened near Bethsaida, 
and not being aware of the crossing of the 
lake, may have left the name thus without 
explanation, as being that of the other 
Bethsaida. Mark gives us the exact sc 
count: that the Lord and the disciples 
who went by sea, were perceived by the 
multitude who went by land, ж.р, and 
arrived before Him. How апу of these 
accounts could have been compiled with а 
knowledge of the others, I cannot imagine 

II.] See note on Mark ver. 3- 
[джо Вес. ] This word includes 

what Mark tells us of His forth 
from His solitude, or perhaps landi from 
the ship, and seeing a great multitu. and 
having compassion on them; having r 
ceived them, i.e. not sent them away. 

12.] As the Three agree in their 
account, and John differs from them, же 
the difference discussed in notes there. 12 

vn d 
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riaudv, Ore woe ev sony тоте topiv. 
avrovc ‘Adore avroic * payew d eic. 

KATA AOYKAN. 523 
«4 

яру O€ moog 11 EE 
Сог \ + 9 Cor. xiii. 6 

ot Òt стау Оюк 
› р 

13 

ti Mt. Gen. 

tiol йш» trÀeov N tre дото: Kat ix bb, 800, "ei pare, 37 
L t Led t? Г u ? 7 « ` А 

wopevdivrec прес * ayopaowpev eic távra тоу Лабу rov- 

‘ ўва» yap “weet avdpec wevraxicyi- Y Ot v.e). тоу ' [бо®ната . 

Ао. 
Й \ 
avro)c * кМоіас [` weet] 7 avd wevrncovra. 

1 
cav ovrec, kat " avéxAwav aravrac. 

Mark vili. 19, 
90. John vi. 

Judg. lii. 20. 
el rey & прос roUc paðnràç avrov " KaraxAtvart web vias 

15 a » , reu. 

Kal twoi- х кеу... 
a 

16 A & rove . iut. 
viii. 11 reff.) 
Mt. тей. wivre dprovc Kai тойс Sbo гудбас, * ауаВА ас etc rows Mt ref. 

э * b x7 > A Yc 
ovpavov " evAcynoev avrovç Kat 

є уу 

kartkAactv, kat #01000 fe LOC 
тос pa@nraic * rapaGewa те vyAy. Y kat É$ayov ка! A omiy. , 

° éxoprácÜnsav wavrec, xai. подп ro ‘ repisceveav avrotc ajuk FAN 
27 

[4 

8 kAaapárev P kóQtvot д@дека. 
e f Mt. Mk. Rev. xiz. 3 x х. Si. Ps, xxxvi. 19. 

viji. 84 Mt., 19, 20 only. Lev. Il. 6. Bek. xili, 19. 

aft avrovc ins o ic C 196.7 ff, (g, ?) Syr syr-cu. 18. for xp. avrovc, avroic L. 

f| Mt. Joba. Matt. v. 30. Tobit iv. 16. 

1 Oor. x. 
а]. Gen. 

xliii, 81, 89. 

g I. Mark 
b | Mk. reff. 

rec орыс bef $ayuv 5 || Mt Mk), with АСОК rel coptt: txt B lat-d. 
[eway, so BCDLEZ 83 for ялнох, wAcoy Dr 1. 

for wevre, enra (mistake) C, but verre below. 
apro: bef revre 

гес доо bef tx dvr 
(|| ME Mk), with DLR 33 vulg lat-d с: txt ABC rel lat-a coptt goth wth. 
прис bef vopevOevrec D al latt copti 

14. for wee avdpec, avdpec we D; 
th. 

milarly 1 lat-a e. 
A rel copt: ins BCDLR& 33 lat-e sah Orig. 

rec om 2nd wee, with 

15. narecArcvay BLZ 1. 33. 69: txt ACR rel.—om ка avecdivay атаутас DX. 
16. ins хросту ато ка: bef «vAoygoty D. 

ins ex’ bef avrov; D lat-a b ff, g, 4 L syr-cu Mcion-e. 
[nvdroynoew A F(Wtat) T 38.) 

om ка karexAaoty D. 
aft тос paÜnraic ins avrov LR 33. 69 vulg lat-c e Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast sah 

wth: om ABCD rel lat-a b f ff, copt. 
ADR rel: жарат.бп»а: 69: txt BC 1, vapa0nra: X. 
D latt syrr syr-cu copt. 

17. for wepwcevcay avroic, xepuocevparey D al lat-e. 
évo D. 

his account, the enquiry 8 from our 
Lord Himself, and is ad to Philip, 
and answered by Philip and Andrew. 
18.] el rA — unless we were to 
go and buy, &с. On the construction see 
1 Cor. ix. 11 (v. r.); xiv. 5; Rev. xi. б 
(rec.); and Winer, $ 41. 2 prope fin., edn. 
6. 14.] xAwrías—by companice—the 
accusative of the manner, or situation, or 
time, in which; see Winer, § 82. 6, edn. 
6. [Фзе%] åvà w.] Mark gives card 
#катфу cai cara v. with his usual precision. 
Besides these companies, there were the 
women and children arranged; see on 
John vi. 10. 10.] On the symbolic 
import of the miracle, see notes on John 
vi. 17.] «rac. in Matt. is joined 
with rò яғр:ссгбоу, — іп Mark with 
cogivoug TAÀnptic: here it may be taken 
with 7d жери. (ordinarily, and De Wette) 
or xó$. (Meyer), but best, it appears to 
me, the latter, —becanse the article is not 

rec (for rapaQeuvat) waparıbevaı, with 
for re ox, rog ox AO 

for dwieca, ёєка- 

expressed as in Matt. Immediately 
after this miracle, Matt., Mark, and John 
relate the walking on the sea, which, and 
the whole series of events following as far 
as Matt. xvi. 12,—the healings in the 
land of Gennesaret, the discourse about un- 
washen hands, the Syropheenician woman, 
the healing of multtodes by the sea of 
Galilee, the feeding of the 4000, the ask- 
ing of a sign from Heaven, and the forget- 
ting to take bread, are sed omitted by 
our Evangelist. Supposing him to have 
had Matt. before him, how is this to be 
explained ? It is also an im nt 
observation, that the omission by Luke of 
the second miracle of feeding is not to be 
adduced against its historical reality, as 
Schleiermacher has done (transl. p. 144), 
since it is only omitted as occurring in the 
midat of a large section, which the accounts 
gathered by Luke did not contain. We 
see also, that the characteristic xodívavs of 
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EU кешл Kat tyévero tv тр. буш avrov wpoctvyóptvor ix at 
karapóvac, ! cuvincay айтф ot paĝnrai. cal ewnpery- Yi: EN Esek. ix. 8. 

k Mark iv. 10 
only. Ps, iv. m f 

1456 xxii FEV avrouc Aly Tiva ut ot õx AO Aéyouaty tivat; Е.Л 

TN pa. 19 ot de arokpilévrec elrar Lear, тд» Bawristny, 
EM au 8: 'Нма», ardor de Gre °жоофйтпс ric rov» ° ap- 

n Ki ch. vili. 96 ха iwy ° avéorn. 

{тй 

ч. vill 541. Р бео, 
т Mark vli. 6 

5 ~ Matt. xxiv. 

t Matt. vili. 20 woAAa wale ка! 

rtv $ avroic ̀ “Ү шыс & riva pe Аут 
stvat ; Пётрос à ‚ атокрабас бт Tov Р уротди rov 

21 0 & 3 ertruunoac avroic ' wapny yeiev underi 

Мун» rovro, 22 urov Ore del rov : viò» TOU t avÜpenrov 

" атодок‹нав@п»а‹ ' amo тш» D- 

ч Matt. xxi. u терю» ка! ‚аохгерё ш> cal YPapuariwv, Kat aroxravOnvar 
v= Matt. xi, 

19 reff. 

"ӨК аш. Er ric Bede " 
x DM 

з. 
y Matt. xxvi. 

reff м 8 
в = Prov. I. 19. 

sir pot. 

kai тр rpirp znipg avacrnvat. 

отісо nov EpyecOat, арупайобе ё tavròr ка! 

х apáre TOv * отаирд» * айтой J xa’ nulpav, kat axoAov- 

ос уар av GEA тту 

23 ENeyev Se трос таутас 

Nn avrov sweat, 

18. aft avrov ins exes ка: avrovs D sah-mnt.—om spoctvxopgrvoy D lat-a се 
rec Asyouorw bef oi oxydor, with CD rel lat-a c syrr syr-cu: Asyouow ot syr-cu. 

рее (|| Mt МЕ) A al lat-e g, : 
19. [ата», so BDN.] 

(christus deus copt.) 

txt BLRZ 1 
for RAO. to artery, 9 «wa Tor we. D lat-e. 

90. rec ахокр. дє o жатр. (see || Mt Mk), with ADR rel 
copt. aft ypugrov ins wow D al lat-e (f goth) Orig-ms. 

(several omit 6) vss: txt 

A. rec (for Aeyuv) sore», with R rel: txt ABODKLMZ 1. 33. 69 Orig. 
Mk) 99. for ато, vro (|| D 1 Thl. 

simly Mcion. 
трт nu. Tt was more 

rec (for avaornya) eyepOnyvat 
thas ural to subst the syep. of || Mt than the avacr. of 

for rn тр. np., ned прерас трас D lat: 
Mt, which also has тя 

Mk, which follows pera vp. np. This agst Meyer), with BRE rel: txt ACD 
Thaum \(Wtet) K 1: 69! Justin 

. тес (for ерувсӨаг) exe (|| Mi), with C*R rel: txt ABC!IDELA 1.33. 69 Orig. 
rec атаруцсавды (|| Мі Mk), with B'(Mai) CE rel: txt AB DKL 33 

om ка: apare row cravpoy ае D lat-a L. 
. МЕ) CDN? rel vulg-ms lat- a b се ў, lg 

om каб surpav (see 
Chr ТЫ Euthym Ambr yr-marg Orig 

Jer: ins ABKLMRZEN!'!? 1. 33. 69 am(with fala em forj) lat F g, , Syr syr-cu syr-w- 
ast coptt goth seth Cyr Thi-ed mas- in-Jer. 

24. «ay CG H-corr! RUVXTAA 1 ТЫ. 

the first feeding is preserved, without any 
confusion of 1 кер гыш always 
used in relating and referring to the se- 
cond,—Matt. xv. 37; xvi. 10; Mark viii. 
8, 90. 

18 —37.] CoNFESSION oF PETER. 
FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE PASSION 
AND RESURRECTION. Matt. xvi. 13—28. 
Mark viii. 27—ix. 1. The Lord had gone 
into the neighbourhood of Cesarea Phi 
lippi е па on Matthew. 19. 
Sn тр T. ёрх. ё».) See ver. B. There 
is no Pimprobability, nor contradiction to 
John's account that the multitudes sought 
to make him а king, in our Lord's asking 
this question. We must remember that 

Buch enquiries were not made by Him for 
information, but as a means of drawing 
out the confession of others, as here. 

90.] See the important addition, 
the promise to Peter, in Matt. vv. 17—19. 

22.) as far as ёжоктеғ. is nearly 
verbatim with Mark: е last clause 
nearly so with Matt. And yet, according 
to the Commentators, Mark has compiled 
his account from Matt. and Luke. The 
almost verbal agreement of the three in 
so solemn and sad an announcement, is 
what we might expect. Such words 
тогол поё һе easily L 

with рта ар > Mark. 
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атећса айту" oc 8 av атоћісу rüv 244 а0тоб ME рав 

evt ctv ‘роў, oUrOC oO abr. ГМЕ Fe 

KATA AOT KAN. 

25 vi yep * шфеХита: of b p ME. rer. 
ar beo woc > keponoac a кбороу бло», € tavróv & a exo ИЗ, 

Маас ñ n * Cope Bete ; 26 5с 

тойс &но®с Aóyovc, rovrov о ис TOU аубротоы 

oxuPhoerac 5 óray Aby ty ry р dp avrov Kai rov warpoc 

Koi ты» ' аушу ' аууы», 

сіу у тш» avrov sorry ot oU Bn era. bava- 

TOV Ewe av wow тту Baaıdsiav тоо Geo. 

dd uera robe As yove robrove 

eic то Орос тросеубасда, 29 
tb avrov ro 
kai о "шатоиде avrov Aeukóc 
1800 avdpec доо " evvsAáAovr airy, 'olriveç gay Mov- 

рз Sor. Mind 22 on 
т T 

P S6. Acts xxv. 13 only. zd 
$, 9 aL 

Ezod. xxi 

25. for Ara, „фен CD 
D! lat-a c Cypr 

20. «av et | Mk) CLM 33. 69. 
syr-cu 

ADHLSUAA am lat / Orig. 
rel Orig Eus Сев Phot : txt BLÆ 1 
Cyr Phot : txt ACDP rel 1. 33. 69 Orig Eus. 

rec ysvoovrat, with НЕГА (G 569, e sil) Orig Ces Phot: txt A 

ка! Evi vero 

del doc тоо N avrov 

ү. wd i. 4, 4 ва. 

dp ay " ewatsyurOy nt ка! La tan L8) 
жас 20m 19 

el Mai xxv 
at al. Fs. ci. 

2 A aè ошу 5 aA ncc, (мне P 
ххі. 8. John 

аа. 

2 'Eyévtro, 1 

ce! йош dere ка fen) EM 

т Ey Te wpoc- Xs 

° črepov 
30 14. ‘ebaorparrwv. KAL , Matt. хш. 4 

S Бого ому. sos Oo x, 40: 
10 Ten Apel bg Ss 
K. 4. | xvi. 19. тай. 16. Heb. ix. 

аудрытоу cepdnea and аходета: зу CqpswOnvat 
: avOpwroc гау p and amoXeog n Znpiwðy ОЗ, 

epe D Огір). 
aft xarpoc ins avrov D al coptt. 

21. ins ufi bef ak nde D al: add ore KM 
rec Si avrov) ыба (from || Mt Mk), with ACDPR 

om Aoyovc D lat-a eZ 

sah.—eA»x0wc is joined to могу in 

rec eoryxorwy (|| ME), with BLRUXTIZ 
for ot, отр Сав Phot. 

DP rel 
for r. Вас. r. 0., тоу viov rov avOpwrow єрҳоџгуоу sv тту QoLy avrov (see Cyr. 

|| Mt) D Origoerte, 
28. гугуоуто P. 

ACDPR rel vulg lat-c e т 
with G-marg-eccles: om RE rel. 

om ка. ВН forj lat- a SOR Cm о! goth 
Syr-cu. ied 

eth arm: ins 
rec ins ro» bef werpoy (||), 

transp «ax. and wav. (|| Mt 
Mk and more usual order) CDLMXX 33 re. lat., g, Syr syr-cu copt goth sth 
arm: txt ABOUT rel lat-a b c «f ga Syr sah. 

89. for ro дос, у :дга D Orig. 
ХХ. syr-w-ast sah arm Orig. 

for erepov кш, gÀÀowwO9 xai D copt: er. к. 

90. о лаа» C! : gv дг D lat-a Arnob : noa дг latt: om syr-cu Mcion-e,. 

There is no allusion to what He had said 
to Peter inthis rávrac. 25. devróv 
= тў» Чулу avrov, Matt., Mark :—his 
life, in the highest sense. 26.) 
Aéyevs, Mark adds iv rj уғу. ra 
но‹хаМмф: cal дџартьћр. eyer 
remarks: ‘the Glory is threefold: (1) His 
own, which He has to and for Himself as 
the exalted Messiah: (2) the glory of 
God, which accompanies as coming 
down from God’s Throne: (3) the glory of 
the angels, who surround him with their 
brightness.’ 97.) See note on Matt. 
ver. 28. 
28—36.] Tue CTRANSFIGURATION. 

Matt. xvii. 1—8. Mark ix. 2—8. I have 
commented on the relation of the three 
accounts in the notes on Mark, and on the 
Transfiguration itself in those on Matt., 
which treat also of E additional particu- 
lars found here. 224 byévero—it was, 
see reff. eset Au. dere — 140 
np. It att. and Mark, the one reckon- 
i ing exclusive, the other iaciwzive. 

wposev§.] See on ch. v. 16. This 
Gospel alone gives us the purpose of the 
Lord in going up, and His employment 
when the glorious change came over Him. 

.] “St. Luke seems to have de- 
clined the use of perepopgeOy (employed 
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b ver. 39. siva, kai romowpey cc TORE, — соќ ке! f ier: <» 
€ bere on M 34 X 
Gen. ай ө, Moves kat nian НА ил bid о о Мун. ravra 
E. % aurov Aéyorrog 5 £ Eyérero E уфа «ai " extoxialey avrove, 
c Matt. zxví. b» 
м. 10м. bear & £v T sige Bar avroUC tic THY N. т 
LAE ко} gure ' iyávero ic THC vegidac A Ог” 
сте а 6 боту o vide pov о * éxdeAeypivoc, evrov axovere. ка! 
* кышк. er те Frida. тї» gen cpi I póvoç. — 
Exod 21.99 kai avroi * ёаѓутвау Kai o amqyyuAav є» ixeiva ; -ax 
к raiç Tipacc ovdey wv Eopaxkav. зт 

k Mark xii. 0. ей, l. u. John 1.70, Zz. . Memb. хуй. 6. Le Rev. zvi 30. Om. xv P. 
26 P, 28, &. meh. xviii. 30 Pw 

81. om о: D latt arm ins rn bef 8оЁу A. ins or bef eleyor P mh. |р Orig, 
, V дето ins бе C'D 69 late e aye pref cat, CM valg latd ffs 9.279 ага 

. пре гу AC, pede D 
88. diaywproOqvas D. 

for rov 17600у, re «qcov D: om lat-a 5 ff. 
om MU 69 lat-? sah. 
f ff, Byr syr-cu coptt sth arm Tert 

om o bef wer, 
for iv, ele 

AP rel: ins BCDELMRXAZ. 
for 2nd saw Gerace (see || МЇ) D: 

трес bef ccgvac D F(Wtst) KL 33. 69 latc e 
bef 2nd qu^ (12 a М, ч Tec pw. 

fone eur cursive ?) Syr syr-cu Tert: txt ABCDPR rel latt syr copt goth 
or o, a 

rec extivoug tigt A De (corra to гре 
rel syr(appy) sah goth: exevoug e 
seth(appy) arm.—cusm 

. for eyevero, nr\Oew D. 
ayannrog 
txt BLÆ gat lat - a 
икошта bef avrov НА 
|| Mk[with BCL 1. is uie 

98. rec ins o bef qaovc, with C? 
for cat avro ауто: де D lat-e sah. 

by the other two Evangelists here), that he 
might not awaken in his Greek readers any 
ideas or feelings connected with the fabu- 
lous 33 of their heathen dei- 
ties.” Wordsw. 31.) This £foBos 
could be = vir than His death—seo 
Е pod to fulfil by divine 

К чш, Заур. not * when Po aa. 
were awake,’ as f. V V.— but having 

kept awake Through the whole. The word 
occurs in this sense in Herodian iii. 4, 
done тйс vvsrüc . . д:ауртуордсаутес. 
It seems to be expressly used here to shew 

M uie (I| 00), with ACDPR rel 
Moses and Elias, cf Syr below), with ADPE 

Адн» 8: 
Mosen et Eliam as 

pov bef o мос P. 
om || Mt 8) with ACDPR п vulg. lat- f goth: xth-rom has 

-marg coptt æth- 
D lat-c e сори. [5 also 

5 (1. 88. 69, o sil): om ABC!DR rel. 
om o 

usual form), with AC'R rel: 10:aca» D, -avro Dr: 

lat-5 c: txt ВІЗ lat-a. 

avrovc uchbur C al: txt. BL œp 

FF ) rec ExAcAsyperot 
r boch: 

add ғу w evdocnca CDN. 
D in || Mt(with B 1. 33] ond is 

ода» D al. 
єыракиса» G: txt BC? 

rec горакасъу (more 
BC*LX. 

that it was not merely а vision, seen i 
sleep. ] while they were 

—with a desire to hinder theif 
departure. pÀ «l8. 8 A. — from fear 
and йонын Ie Ba yap iyiverTs 
Mark. 84. is no 
in the accounts, as Meyer thinks: the iv 
ГЕВ хе 33, is only a 

itional particular, and the rest и 
exactly in accordance. Notice however 
the remarkable word dN NN, of the 
correct text: and compare the ref. 

86.] Luke gives the геги of our 
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no FE wipe, кат АӨбутыу bro "т, n 

ато тоо броус " соудутпогу avro. оуЛос v. 
170 тоу було» % Bo AC Aid dr zii ато rov OyAov * :|Зопогу А уш» Д‹даскоће, E27 
"ет ЗАера: imi TOv. viov pov, ore * 

38 wat poh. a 

Рек rch. I. 48. 
ә L < - James И. 8 

yernc pot gor, 39 kat 1800 туюна * AapPaver auroy Kai Ti aei 
фик краб ка! ' тараса avrov “дета * apo, och vit is ref 

d = ch. v. 
Kai " nóyic * атоуыргі ar avrov "ovvrpi[Jov avróv. Brod ay 2 
40 ка :ғ)0пу тоу nahurY cov iva éxBadwow auro, QE. 

Kai оок nBvvrÜnsav. 1 атокробыс 8 а 9 Inc ode ele ark | ge 
2 ye ° ативтос kai d uorpauniyn, Ewe тоте сона! w soe Ман. 
4 poc урас ка! 

10 42 7 viðv ооу. 
то ) Saipóvtoy kai " ouveomapatey® 

xzvil, 66. 
*avitopas ù Ўро ; ; ' тросауатуе woe Tov ИЫ 

ert oe mpoctpxopntvov avrov s ßer avrov 1 | 

eweripnaey ó о Insouc Eit 18 
only. 

т mvebpart. Te акабарто, kai tdcaro rò» пада ка! гш) 

* ат Burney aùròy тф тато! avrov. 

wavrec 
° Üavuatóvreov " 

d =» Mark vi. 8 ref. 
А "I TM 1 ret ti Їз only. я Gen. х) 
ver 

m imi тр ̀ реуаЛабтпті той bob. 
eri таш» oic imois sime wpoc тойс 

$ Cor. xi. 1, 19. 5 Зза. xivi. 4 

iv 
xix. $7. * 3 Pet. I. 16 only. Jer. xl. (xxxii). Ear. i 6 only. 

43 kewAnocovro Sa} a Matt. ft. All. 30 

Пато» à b] Mt. reff 
{ bia. xus 
gk Rev 

10 only. AM 
хеш. J. 

f Matt. xviii. 94. Acts xvi 
g Matt. vii. 6 ref. h bere oaly t 

t. vii. 28 тей. m = ch. 1. 47 n 
o Mark xii. 17 тей. 

87. rec ins e» bef ту «Enc, with ACR rel valg lat-o copt: om B[sic: see table] LS 
1. 69 lat g dia rnc npepac D lat-a b e ff, 1 sah кат:Адоута avrov D. 
for cvvnyrnoey to холос, синну арта oxAoy ‘wedvy D.—cvvgvrgcav К. 

98. rec aveBonoey, with AR rel: txt BCDL 69. rec Nor (corra, V. 
being mistaken for imperat mid. whereas it is inf-aor-act), with DXA Frag- par 
(E 1. 33. 69, e sil): txt ABCR rel ТЫ. rec sors bef ро, with R rel vulg lat-b с 
JF ffs 9, arm: txt ABCDLX 1. 33 lat-a e coptt goth. 

39. for ка: sdov to крефи, Хард 

for svyrpsBoy, ка: evyrpidu D. 

aves уар avrov гЕЁафуђс wvevpa D lat-e. 
add cat poou (see || Mk) DX 1 vulg copt eth arm. for ноу, porte BR. 

40. rec er HAMA, with (1, e sil) 69: txt ABCR reL—awadAafwow D. 
avrov D al. 

41. azwre D. 
re -cu syr-w-ast th. 

for rpocayaye, тросеугукг D 33. 
тоу viov gov bef шде (шде omitted aad 

add ко LX Frag - par 
wrongly restored) 

rel syr-cu вуг copt goth: om we D am(with per): txt BLXZ 1 lat-(a e) bc f 
Sye wth arm. 

49. avverapatey D al. for rw ту. ты ak., тш ак. пу. D lat-e. for 
tacaro to avroy, aógktev avrov cat стени rov хода D (lat-e). 

48. rar. д: + Е. D lat-c e. 
ABCDLZ Frag-par 

lat - o. 

Lord's command to them: the command 
itself is related in Matt. ver. 9, and Mark 
ver. 9. 

37—42.) HEALING OF A POSSESSED 
PERSON. att. xvii. 14—21. Mark ix. 
14—29. The narrative in Mark is by far 
the most copious, and I have commented 
at length on it. 37. т. i£. Au.] 
The transfiguration probably took place аё 
sight,—see on Matt. xvii. 1,—and this was 

1. 33. 69 latt вуг syr-cu. 
AC rel куту кй om BDL 1 latt syr-cu copt arm. 

rec (for гхои) «xoiggev, with X rel: txt 
rec exor. ins o :1рсоъс, with 

om avrov Frag-par 

in the morning. Luke omite the whole 
discourse concerning Elias a8) ре и 
isis, vv. 9—13). 
ёстъу is peculiar A Luke. E 
—i.e. the child—there is в rapi change 
of subject, see ch. xvii.2; xix. 4 al. and 
Winer, § 67. 1, eda. 6. ourrp(Bov 
is perhaps literal— him. 

43—45.] Our Lorp’s SECOND AN- 
NOUNCEMENT OF His DEATH. Matt. xvii. 
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v, naÜ»rdc avrov < Р OtoÜs Орис uc та wra оро» тоўста» 
Barri s Àovyovc robrovc" 0 ydp vide rov avOpwrou tRNA тара- кх 

гае Sido ис Харас avOpwrwv. 45 о BE " пуусоџи rò x 
I pnpa rovro, kai йу "mapaxekaAuputévor aw abr ‘iva fa. 
Emir un)" аїсбыуға: avró' xai t$o[Jovvro ёрытӣва: avroy тр да 
шө rov gun roc rovrov, 
3 16 * EcC¹,H⁰mͤer & StaXoyiopoc év avroic, “ro тіс ау 
T d sin ре ор avrov, * о & Insovc * (доу roy" StaXoyiopor 

р - 7 > = 7 , 7 LÀ < 

gril. 2,43. тус kapótac aurwy, ° &mila(Jóusvoc maÑiov Earnaey avro 
: d » є - 4 ч Ы & эм æ ` 

viil. 26. тар tauro 48 kai clwev avroic Oc tav deknrat rovro rò -* 
e Matt. xiv. 81. Mark vill. 28 al. Joel fl. 9. f = Joha xix. 25. seo ch. хіх T. 

d ~ Matt. ix. 4. 
sce Lam. Ш. 60, 

evepurgoa: (|| Mk) CDKM : txt ABZ rel. 

rz! 
45. for харакеє., cexaduppevoy D. 

om avro» D 
48. om ein- to avroic D. 
47. for iwy, «dec B(Mai) FKA вутт syr-cu wth arm: txt ACD latt copt goth 

Orig.—(yvovc 1.) 
txt BCD Orig. rap eavrov D. 

48. om avroig D 167 lat- a b c e ff, L syr-cu. 

22, 23. Mark ix. 30—82. 48, 44.] 
wévreg—the multitude—in contrast with 

îe of ver. 44. oùs А. r., not 
(Meyer), ‘the foregoing discourses and 
wonders :’—that would give no sense, —for 
the disciples were thinking exclusively of 
those already : nor strictly (Stier, but cor- 
rected in ейп, 2) ‘what I am about to tell 
you, so that rode А. r. should be || with 
rò pipa below: but these sayings, of 
which this was now the second ; —' these 
intimations which I make to you from 
time to time respecting My sufferings and 
death. The Resurrection, expressly men- 
tioned in the others, is omitted here. 

45.] tva—not to be evaded by 
forcing it to mean ‘so that they did not 
„ but to be rendered t they 
might not, as in Matt. i. 22 al. It was 
the divine purpose, that they should not at 
present be aware of the full significancy of 
these words. 

46—50.] JESUS REBUKES THE DISCI- 
PLES FOR THEIR EMULATION AND EX- 
CLUSIVENESS. Matt. xviii. 1—5. Mark ix. 
88—40. The most detailed account is in 
Mark, where I have discussed the differ- 
ences in the three narratives. 48.] 
There is not the least occasion to confine 
Bua. to the sense of an inward doubt and 
questioning in the heart of each ; indeed I 
will venture to say that no interpreter 
would have thought of doing so, had not 
the narratives of Matt. and Mark, by 
mentioning an outward expression of this 
thought, offered a temptation to discover 
a discrepancy,—of which Meyer, as usual, 

avrwv bef ттс кардас D. rec жашо», with AX rel: 

for «av, а» (B?)DLAX 33. 

has not failed to avail himself. Най our 
narrative stood by itself, we should have 
understood it, as I do now, of a uit 
which had taken place or was ing 
place апа which, though not actually 
spoken out before the Lord, was yet open 
to His discerning eye, so that not only 
the words, but the disputing of ther 
thoughts, was known to Him. The 
idea of và tle à «у p. meaning that 
each one thought “ Who is greater than 
I?” (Meyer, in loc.) is absurd enough. 
Still more absurd however is the harmon- 
istic attempt of Greswell, to make two dis- 
tinct events out of (1) the incident in Mark 
and Luke, and (2) that in Matthew ; one, 
* absente Petro,’ the other * reverso Petro, 
discipuli sponte contentionem suam ad 
Jesum referunt ; de Ille uti prius, sed 
uberius, disserit.’ опу, p. 192, 3.) 
He has been led into this ly by the 
lower, literal-harmonistic spirit which per- 
vades his school, and partly by the assump- 
tion which connecta this strife and dis- 
course immediately with the incident 
about the tribute-money,—for which there 
is not the least ground in the text of 
Matt. 48.] The discourse as here 
related has the closest connexion and 
harmony. The dispute had been, who 
(among the Twelve) should be greatest,— 
і. е. greatest im the kingdom of heaven: 
for other greatness is not to be thought 
of,—the minds of the disciples being 
always on this, as just about to appear 
(against De Wette and Meyer); and our 
Lord reminds them that no such prece- 
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пао» * eri тф бубнат! pov, Ee deer ка! б td» epè 5} Matt. 

SéEnrat, Sixerat roy awoortiAavra ut. 
терос Ey пасі» ушу Утаруы», ovroc torw utyac. 

о ‘yap * шкрб- а шасі 
ich. v. 6 ref. 

amo- jit Matt 
крбіс 9i Iwävvnc eive» ' Extorára, eiBopiy туа іё iri тф Act iv. 7, 
ovopari соу ik Ja ovra дашома, Kat * few боаргу айтб», k į Mk. ch. xi. 

Ort оок LA pel Про», 
o |Incovc My 
e A [ 4 — 9 

URED VWV EGTLV. 
51 "Eyévero & " £y rp " aupzAnpovcÜat rác пиѓоас rac 

то raidtov bef rov D latt. 

* KwAÀUETE' 0с ydp оок сту kaÜ' йд» 

om oc to dexera D. 

17. Num. v 
трос avrov — хем 

T В, xiv. 18. 
нас xiii. 4 

Esek. ix. 

те $ 

E 2з) 

(-pesece, 9 Chron. xxxvi. 21) 

om vrapxev D. 
Ux with AD rel lat-e syrr mss-in-Orig Cypr,: txt BCLX X 1. 33 latt syr-cu cont 

yom & С! 
Ci(appy) D 69. 

(perhaps). 

BLZ lat-a b e. 

rec ins o bef wavvyge, with АСЕ rel: om B. 
ewcorara, ё:даскаћг (|| Mk 8 syr-marg copt. 

for em, ev (|| МЕ) BLXAZ 1. 33. 69 copt: txt ACD rel. 
дацо»та, with H(Treg, expr): om ABCD rel goth arm. 

rec ins ra bef 
exwAvopey (|| ME) 

50. rec (for ex. де) каа ur., with А rel vulg шан s goth arm: txt B(Mai in 
errata) CDLX& 1. 33 lat-a c e copt syr- 
o B. (Ж defective.) 

ърыу bef oc уар LZ 33 s -w-ast 
“урыу vr. npwy AXA (69): txt BCDKLMZ 33 la 

marg. 
aft xe vere ins avrov (|| Mk) CDFLMX em(with tol) copt 

seth: om ABZ rel vulg lat-b c e syrr syr-cu copt-ms goth. 

om рос автоу D toll. om 

ins ov yap tory каб 
rec pam urep ио» (|| МЕ M. with E rel: 

t syrr syr-cu copt goth sth arm 
Synop Tit-bostr Euthym Opt Ambr Aug Jer. 

dence is to be thought of among those 
sent in His name; for that even a little 
child, if thus sent, is clothed with His 
dignity ; and if there be any distinction 
among such, it is this, that he who is like 
that child, humblest and least, i i.e. nearest 
to the spirit of his Lord, he is the greatest. 

“ The whole discourse in Luke іг 
without connexion.” De Wette, strangely 
enough: who also says, x. 9с de ld» ірі 6:2. 
‚ o . - is borrowed from Matt. x. 40; and 
that 0 ydp шир. .. . . obroc lor... 
ought to stand at the beginning of the 
discourse, as in Matt. I quote this as 
one among continually recurring speci- 
mens of the criticism which would cut our 
precious, and most кщ Gospels into 
fragmenta without meaning or connexion. 
We live in times when criticisms are 
making way among shallow minds: let the 

my ок ое sample, what 
Schleier- 

this discourse and the circumstances, 
Essay qn oe translation, pp. 159—162. 

On the connexion of 
this answer with the preceding, see on 
Mark. It is even more strikingly brought 
out here. Our Lord had the 
absolute equality of of al sent in His name 
каш па if there were any difference, it 

OL. е 

was to be made by a er self-renouncing. 
Then arises ideis 15 tbe mind of 
the ardent son of Zebedee, of the exclusive 
and peculiar dignity of those who were 
thus sent, the dxcoroAc:: and he relates 
Mime they had done, as а proof of his 
гасу акча this exclusive dignity. 

to what has preceded, is in the 
bus éwl тф ду. cou . . . see the rest in 
Mark. 
51—Cuap. XIX. 28.] INCIDENTS DUR- 

ING THE LORD'8 LAST JOUENEY TO JERU- 
SALEM. We now enter upon a long and 
most important portion Nm our Gospel, pe- 
culiar in (Ais form, and most of it ontirely 
peculiar, to Luke. At ch. xvii. 15 he 

joins the narrative of Matt. and 
Mark within & few verses of where he 
parted from them. Respecting this 
portion, I will observe, without en- 
tangling myself in the harmonistic maze 
into which moet of the interpreters have 
5 (1) that the whole of it is to be 

here as be to our Lord's 
last Journey Galilee to Jerusalem ; 
see below on ver. 51. (2) that evidently 
that journey was not а direct one (see ch. 
x. 1; riii. 22, 81; xvii. 11; xviii. 31, and 
notes), either in time or in the road 
chosen. (8) that in each of the two other 
Gospels is a journey ph placed at this 
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9 e * 8 [4 > - 

* avaAnubewc avrov, " cal avróc rò " rpocesor [avrov] axi 
? -æ 2 e a 9 

vets ar tornpicev * rou ropH Oat “с lepovcaAnp. 
=» 1 ` - * ГД эе kortiAtr ayytAovc тоб Tpocwrou avrov, Kat хореобеутєсіцє 

ыст\бо» ис корпу Хараритеу, ‘were troinácat. avro. 
t ch. xvi. 26. м. s Matt. xiii. 8 reff. t совт, Май. 

om 2nd avrov BLZ 1 lat-e: ins ACD rel. 
rec eornpiéeyv, with AD rel: txt BCLVXJE 33.—eornp. bef ro rp. LXX 33 lat-a 

copt Jer. for ис, ew A al. 
52. «avrov AEGSVA 69’. 

very time, described Matt. xix. 1, ner np 
ато ric Tak, kai ў\Өгу tle rà dp 
тїйє ‘lovdaiag wípav rov 'Іорёауоъ, and 
Mark x. 1, фк б> й>аатайс ipxera eic rà 
дра тӯс ‘loud. eai пёрах той ‘lopeéavov,— 
which, in their narrative also, is the last 
journey from Galilee to Jerusalem. (4) 
that in John x. 22, we find our Lord at 
Jerusalem, at the feast of dedication, in 
the winter (about the end of December), 
without however any hint as to how or 
whence He came there. (5) that the 
whole time between that feast and His 
Passion is spent thus :—After the attempt 
to stone Him, John x. 31, He retired to 
Bethany beyond Jordan ;—was summoned 
thence by the message from Martha and 
Mary to Bethany near Jerusalem, where 
He raised Lazarus ;—again retired to 
Ephraim, somewhere beyond Jericho, on 
the borders of the desert ;—six days before 
the passover came to Bethany, and the 
anointing took place, &c.; this whole time 
being three months and a few days. 15 1 
believe then that we have obtained a 
critical point in all the four Gospels for 
the last journey from Galilee, after which 
He never returned (in the flesh) thither 
again. And this last journey was fo the 
feast of dedication, or at all events brought 
Him in time for that feast (for it does 
not look like a journey specially to a feast) 
at Jerusalem. It was between the feast 
of tabernacles in John vii. 2, to which He 
went up privately (ib. ver. 10), and the 
occasion when we find Him in Solomon's 
porch, John x. 22. (7) The three first 
evangelists relate nothing of the being in 
Jerusalem at the feast of dedication, or 
indeed at all, except at the last passover. 
We therefore find in them nothing of the 
retirements to Bethany (beyond Jordan) 
&nd Ephraim; but the removal of our 
Lord from Galilee to the confines of 
Judæa through the parts beyond Jordan 
is described as uninterrupted. (8) We 
are now I believe in а situation to appre- 
ciate the view with which our Evangelist 
inserts this portion. He takes this journey, 

for wert, өс B. 

beginning its narrative at the very same 
place where the others do, as comprehend- 

as indeed in strict historical fact it 
did—the last solemn farewell to Galilee 
ch. x. 13—16), the final resolve of our 

to go up to Jerusalem (ix. 51), and, 
—which in its wider sense it did,—all 
the records which he possessed of miracles 
and discourses between this time and the 
triumphal entry. (9) As to arranging or 
harmonizing the separate incidents con- 
tained in this portion, as the Evangelist 
himself has completely by bis connecting 
words in many places disclaimed it (seo 
ch. ix. 57; x. 1, 25, 38; xi. 1, 14; xii. 1 2 
xiii. 1, 10, 22; xiv. 1, 25; xv. 1; xvii. 1. 
5, 11, 20; xviii. 1, 9),—I do not suppose 
that we, at this distance of time, shall 
succeed in doing so. The separate diffi. 
culties will be treated of as they occur. 

Sl.] сортл. not past —not, when 
the days were fulfilled ; but, were being 
fulfilled: i. e. approaching their fulfil- 
ment. ‘ When the time was come," E. V. 
is too strong: when the days were come 
would be better, for that would include 
the whole of the journey in those days. 
See reff. трлр can have but one 
meaning (which, as the word itself is not 
found elsewhere, must be determined by 
the sense of the cognate verb: see 
reff.), His assumption, i. e. escension 
into heaven.  5pípac ric daf 
abroó Мун тб» каф» тду de- 
Өѓута uiypi тўс й>аМмуф ыс abrov rit 
axd уўс ele obpavóv, Euthym. 
atrég resumes the subject, not without 
some emphasis implying his own volun- 
tary action. Tb 4pós. аё. фет. a 
Hebraism, see reff., implying determinate 
fixed purpose; cf. Isa. 1. 7, the sense of 
which, as prophetic of the Messiah going 
to his sufferings, seems to be referred to in 
this expression. The LXX have there, 
lonca rò xpécwréy pov we crepedy 
Tírpav. 52.] éyyéXous, who have 
been assumed without reason to have 
been James and John. Zepep.] On 
the enmity of the Jews and Samaritans, 

1 
“aq 

HE 

XA 
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55 ка! ойк я edeLavro avTOv, Оті ко " тросытоу avrov gy 10 
Topevopevov “с ‘Tepovsadnp. | 54 Sovrec O8 oi nab vrai unm 

Taze- qUTOU Лакы[ос kai oávvnc ei ti rav Коре, " bees Tw- ves tn 
BCDE дер тор * kara [iva: ато тою oupavou ка * avaAwoat nee Matt T 4 
IIK L. 
SUVX avroóc[, * exc kai Hiec тоогу | ; 55 *отрафыс Ф; a = Mark v. a 
SAE I. , , ; b Matt. vil. 5, 
I3. 69. ! exeripnoev avroic. kai eropevOncay ис £r£oav коиуу. ED. 

аана ат сн юп d 4 Kixas i. 10, 19. e Matt. vil 6. xvi. 93 al 

64. om avrov B 1 lat-e. [ате», во BCLE.] for aro, єк CD 1 goth Bas 
Chr: txt AB rel, ах” Lx. om шс cat тумас exouoty (see note) BLE, lat-e 4 
syr-cu copt-dz arm Jer: ins ACD rel lat-a 5 cf вутт copt goth th (Tert P). 

55. ree eft аътос adds Kai eirev Ouk olðare olov mvevmaroc tare 
орис, with D 009 KMUTA 1. 69 latt syrr s 

-areop Antch Thdor- stud Did Epiph(sic) Chr, Dion 
(but of these DFUT'A 69 latt goth Chr, Antch om vat): 

Rad vit gat) lat-9, 1 copt-schw sth Eus(appy) Bas Cyr Gand. 

-n copt Clem(? see Tischdf) 
ysoc Cypr(appy) Op Ambr 

om ABCE rel (see note) 
тес adds further 

© yao vide rov avOpwrov оок AU Vuydc avOporwy aroXéicat 
аААа сова, with F(Wtst) KMUTA t. 69 latt syrr syr-cu Antch Cypr Ambr 
Quest (but of these ОГА 1. 69 vulg lat-a e Antch Cypr om yap, T has puyny, vulg 
Iat-e е Syr syr-cu gotb om a»0pwzwev, and ОГ have amosravat for атоћ.): om 
ABCDE rel lat-s, L copt-schw Chr. 

seo note, Joba iv. 9. The publicity now 
courted by our Lord is in remarkable 
contrast to His former avoidance of no- 
tice, and is a feature of the close of His 
ministry, giving rise to the aceusation of 
ch. xxiii. 5. Gere фт. abré must 
mean something more, surely, {һап to 
provide board and lodging; there is a 
solemnity about the sentence which for- 
bids that supposition. It must have been 
to announce the coming of Jesus as the 
Messiah, which He did not coneeal in 
Samaria, as in Indaa and Galilee, see 
John iv. 26; and the refusal of the Sama- 
ritans must have been grounded on the 
jealousy excited by the preference shewn 
for the Jewish rites and metropolis. 
They expected that the Messiah would 
have confirmed their anti-Jewish rites 
and Gerizim temple, instead of going up 
solemnly to Jerusalem, and thereby con- 
demning them. 54.) The disciples 
whom He named ‘ sons of thunder,’ Mark 
iii. 17. They saw some insult of manner, 
or actual refusal to allow the Lord to 
enter their village. That a collision of 
this kind did take place is plain from the 
last verse, and implied from the occasion 
alluded to by the two Apostles, where 
the fire was invoked in the presence of 
the offending persons. It happened also 
in Samaria. тор, not lightning, but 
fire, as in the passage alluded to, and in 
1 Kings xviii. 88. It is exceedingly diffi 

eult to determine the true reading in this 
passage, which seems to bave been more 
than usually tampered with, or wrongly 
written. It is hardly conceivable that 
the shorter text, as edited by Tischdf., ... 
dvarwoa abrobc ; orpageic 0b lxeripnoey 
abroic, rad lropebOnoay. . . should have 
been the original, and all the rest, in- 
sertion. Homooteleuton may have had 
some share in the omission of the latter de- 
hated portion, from KAIEIII to KAIEII: 
but this does not touch we kai ‘HX. ix. 
It has been suggested that those words 
тау have been removed as involving in- 
direct censure of Elias: but surely this 
lay too far off to create any offence. And 
their insertion into the text is quite inex- 
plicable. In this great uncertainty, I have 
thought the candid way is to let my edited 
text reflect such uncertainty, and I have 
therefore printed these latter debateable 
words in the same type as the text, and 
have annotated on them. Let it be re- 
membered that in both cases, versions far 
more ancient than our oldest MSS. con- 
tein these words. 55.] [obe of8are 
olov nveúparós істе. Besides the mis- 
taken ways of explaining these words of 
our Lord (e. g. Do you not see what a 
[bad] quu you are shewing Г Borne- 
mann) there are two senses which it may 
bear. (1) Affirmative, as in E. V.,— pu- 
tatis vos agi Spiritu tali quali olim Elias 
- . . Sed erratis. Habetis quidem ZA 

Мм? 
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IX. 57—62. 
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h . ch. xil. е 2, * - 

272. н *AxoAovOnow со отоу tav ' ar ND [cvp]. 58 ка E71 

kei vid ety aUTQ о “Їїңсоос Ai *ademenee gelt tx ®® 
е a e ? en РА г . 

119: osiy. Kai та "wertvd rob ovpavov ! катавкђуюсыс, 0 
аа d 70 rb oix bal wed civ Kedai КА 
72 zn 193 шос тоо avUpwsou оок ғун TOU THY KEGaAny KA. 

п 59 теу & poc trepov Ax por. о 8 erer Kipu 
ner  Emiroepov pot aweABorr: wpwrov Bayar тоу татї!ра 
ө Acts x31. 9б. pov. 

$4. rov Otov. 
p Mark т]. 46 

qch. xL 7 reff. 

60 теу & айт "Apec тойс vexpovc Bayar тоқ 
34 Equrwy veKpouc, ov St dr * ia y ye rv Вас:не» 

6l Her & каї Erepoc АкоЛоубђсы cor корг 
тошто» & Exirpepoy por ? атотабавдо тос tic ror 

UT. rec (for каг) eysvero де (beginning of lection: cf D and G below), with А rd 
вуг goth: кає syevero 

arm. 
vxraytnuc D 157. 

D al lat-ace: txt BCLIX 33. 69 Syr syr-cu copt 2th 
rec ay, with D rel: txt ABCKLUZ 33. 69 Ath,. 

om epu (ite unusual place at end оў the clause and ш 
for ек9, 

non-occurrence in || М? account for the omission) BDI. 5(арру) 1 vulg lat-e с rei 
copt arm Mcion-t Ath Aug: ins AC rel lat-5 f g syrr goth. 
58. om o B. 
59. om кур‹є B! [but corrd by origl scribe : see table] DV. 

B D(-0ovra) 33: wp. атгАӨну xac 1 latt 
spero» bef ar 

Orig: ак+\Өн» яр. AK: are, omg 
per., 69 (all more or lese from || Mt): txt CX rel syr eth. 

60. o de ит. rec 
B(D)LX 83 lat-a copt. 

61. exirp. да poi xp. D Iren-gr. 

sed où rar ixiyywov, et qui 
humani est affectus, non divine motionis.’ 
Grot.; or (2) interrogative Know ye 
not what manner of spirit ye belong to 
ee of) Р the spirit meant being the Holy 
pirit. ‘ The Spirit in Elias was a fiery and 

judicial spirit, as befitted the times and the 
character of God's dealings then ; but the 
Spirit in Me and mine is of a different kind 
—a spirit of love and forgiveness. 
The latter of these is perhaps better suited 
to the context: but we seem to want an 
example in the gospels of (ойк) otare used 
interrogatively : see Matt. vii. 11 ||; xx. 
22, 25 || ; xxiv. 42 ||; xxv. 13; xxvi. 2; 
Mark iv. 13 (doubtful, but the construc- 
tion is direct), ch. xii. 56 ; John viii. 14; 
xiv. 4 al. I have therefore punctuated 
according to the former sense : which, in- 
eed, seems more naturaly followed b 

the yáp of the clause following. t 
is very interesting to remember that this 
same John came down to Samaria (Acta 
viii. 14—17) with Peter, to confer the 
ga of the Holy Spirit on the Samaritan 

lievers.] 
57—62.] Matthew (viii. 19—22) relates 

the contents of vv. 57—60, but at a totally 
different period of our Lord's ministry, viz. 

aft avrw ins o iggovc (cf || Mf), with AC rel: om 
for awehOwy, wopevOac D Iren-lat. 

om то» bef око» D. 

His crossing the lake to go to Gadara. It 
is quite impossible to decide which Evan- 
gelist has placed the incidents in their 
roper chronological place. When we once 

to te on such things, it is 
easy to find a fitness, on whichever side of 
the argument we ourselves. Only 
(see notes on Matt.) we must not adopt 
the wretched subte of the harmonists, 
and maintain that the two events took 
place twice, each time ively, 
sach time with the same reply from ovr 
Lord. 57, 58.] See notes on Matt. 

59. ёкоћоббе pov] This command 
is implied in Matthew, where the reply 
is, as here, кори, iwirpeyov pos трето» 
. . which words could hardly be spoken 
without a reference in the spero to it. 

J S. Ay. c. r. A., peculiar to Lake, 
and shews the independence of his source 
of information. Am I wrong in sapposing 
also, that it connects this incident with the 
sending out of the Seventy, which follows 
immediately afterwards ? 61, 63.) 
Peculiar to Luke. vou alg...-8 
mixture of two constructions—dawipysoGat 
els т. ols. pov cai drordk. roig іу т. 
оїкф pov. The meaning is, to bid farewell 
to the persons, not to set in order the 

1971 
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4* p 
оїкбу pov. © пие» & о Inaovc Ovdsic eri BIA rij тън ту; 

— э I э э gw ` , t a 7 р 18 al. see 
€ avrov tw "apooroov kat GAE Matt. xe о porpov Kat p TWV tic та Отісо Matt zzvi 

" tuÜtróc toriy тү aniio rov beou. 8 here only. 

X. I Mera & ravra ‘avidakev о корс [xat] erépouc asa ate 
ha vi, 66. 

avid. 6. 
e , 1 7 U a wt? a А 

:Вдоцпкоута „ Kat атістеХғу айтойс " ava ĝuo TOO тоос̧- zx. Id. m. 
ix. 8. 

ech. хіт. 86. Heb.vi.7 only. Ps. хххі. 6. Susan. 16 only. 
ix. 28. (-er. eb. L 80.) w 
37.3 xxi. A only. 

v Acts i. 94 only. Had. 111.9. — 9 Mace. 
Matt. xx. 9, 10. eh. ix. (8.) 14 (1 Mk. v. r.). Јоһан. 6. Rev. 

69. rec aft urey де ins ярос avrov, with LÆ late Syr copt goth eth arm: 
aft иув.‚ AC rel: om B.—o de tye. ит. avrw D lat-e. оедис йс та отісы 
BAurey» car exmParwey тт» хира avrov 1 агогрои D lat-a b c e q Clem 

Promiss Hil 

тру Bacay (prob as 

урт, Zeno.—om avrov В 1 lat-a b g arm 
Jer.—emtBarruwy (conformation to Bax ev) ADL Clem. 

-gr Orig, Cyr Bas, Tert 
rec (for rg Bae ta) ас 

Meyer, exegetical gloss on the dat, see oh xiv. 35), with ACD 
rel Bas Cyr Chr: txt BL 1. 33 latt Syr arm Clem Orig, Bas Iren-lat. 

Cuar, X. 1. for pera ĉe r. avt. o rup., awedackey де D lat-ab c e. 
BL Syr copt wth: ins ACDN rel latt syr-cu syr Eus Tert. 

om Ist кає 
aft гВдорукоута ins 

доо (prob traditional corrn, to agree with the number of the members of the Sanhe- 
drim) BDM R(in index to chapters) vulg lat-a c e syr-cu arm пар Clem Epiph 

һ set Recog Hil Aug Prud Isid Bede: om АСД rel lat-5 f g syrr copt got 
Cyr ТЫ Euthym Iren Tert Ambr Jer. 

things, as some have rendered it. The 
answer of our Lord again seems to refer to 
the sending out into the harvest (ch. x. 2), 
for which the present seventy were as it 
were the ploughmen, first breaking up 
the ground. "The saying itself is to be ex- 
plained simply from agricultural operations 
—for he who has his hand on the plough, 
guiding it, must look on the furrow which 
his share is making—if he look behind, his 
work will be marred. Hesiod’s precept is 
very similar, Fo. ii. 60, {Өнө abhac’ 
ab vo, pyrén wawralvey реб" бака 
GAN’ ixi ipyep Өоџду Eywv. о, 
not ‘fit,’ but well adapted, ‘the right 
sort of workman.’ The sense is more im- 
mediately applicable to the ministry of the 
Gospel of Christ, which will least of all 
things bear a divided service and backward 
looks,—but of course affects also every 
private Christian, inasmuch as he too hasa 
work to do,—ground to break, and a bar- 
vest to reap. 

CHAT. K. 1—16.] Mission oF THE 
SEVENTY. It is well that Luke has given 
us also the sending of the Twelve ;—or we 
should have had some of the Commentators 
asserting that this was the same mission. 
The discourse addressed to the Seventy is 
in substance the same as that to the 
Twelve, as the similarity of their errand 
would lead us to suppose it would be. But 
there is, as Stier has well remarked (iii. 
89, edn. 2), this weighty difference. The 
discourse in Matt. x. in its three t 
divisions (see notes there), speaks plainly 

Eus, Nyssen 
om avrovc В Eus. aft ava дьо ins 

of an office founded, and a ministry ap- 
pointed, which was to involve a work, and 
embrace uences, co-extensive, both 
in space and duration, with the world. 
Here, we have no such prospective view 
unfolded. The whole discourse is confined 
to the first division there (vv. 1—15), and 
relates entirely to duties. 
Their sending out was not to e and 
strengthen their own faith, as sup- 
poses (Leben J. p. 194), —but to 
the way for this solemn journey of the 
Lord, the object of which was the an- 
nouncement of the nesr approach of the 
ki of God,—and {һе termination of 
it, the last events at Jerusalem. Their 
mission being thus temporary, and ex- 
piring with their return, it is not to be 
wondered at that we hear nothing of them 
in the Acts. This last is surely an absurd 
objection to bring agsinst the historic 
truth of their mission, seeing that the 
Acts are written by this same Evangelist, 
and the omission is therefore an argument 
Jor, and not against, that truth. 1.] 
perà TaUTe—chronological—after these 
things, not ‘besides these things,’ эл 
Schleiermacher and Olsh. render it. 
&vé8., an official word; see reff. Bleek 
bas observed, that 6 cipioc, of our Lord, 
in narration, is peculiar to St. Luke, and 
to narrations which he alone gives. Cf. 
ch. vii. 18; xi. 89; xii. 42; xiii. 15; xvii. 
5, 6; xviii. 6; xxii. 31, 61. But this is 
only true of the Synoptic Gospels. It 
occurs in the fragment at the end of 
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e э Ld ГА е Ld и 

хема (отоу AVTOV ыс жасау wOÀi» Kat тотоу "ow меу e M. ныи 
„мису: аутос tpytoÜa:. 

88 гей, гей, 
b Matt. x. 10. 

AE. 1, 2 al.¢ 
Wisd. avii. 
17 al. 

е иык і, 135 А 0 ` э - 
ohu x. 4. 1 Maco. xil. Epic MOV avTOv. 

d here only. 
La. lxv. 25. 

Ted. 
fm Matt. l. 11. мани. oov aowaanoOe. 5 єс Пу $ ау eicéAOnre otkíav, wowror m 

6 kat єй» y exer 2 мос Pus 

ётауатабсєтш ёт avróv y) sonyn цор" 11 

al. in bo de uhyt, e opac “avaxappea. Tiv айтр & тр owa 
fv. 42 t ? t 0 n 

Е cb. xii. 38 At Е; , = у , 
A i 36 ii iE {рәп Tw OIKY PENTES 

үйүрү Leone, 
. 42 ampl. 

Judith x. 5. xvii. 10, 16 only. 
- ch. xrí. 8. John xil. 86. Eph. ii. 2. v. 6. 
Matt. іх. 17 ref. = 

дъо BK 69 syr-with-ob: om ACDEN rel Eus 
ка: хому D lat-a ö сеї q Syr syr-cu (Eus). 
Eus: txt АВС rel. (33 def.) 
А 1 lat-a e syr-marg 

om avroc D latt Syr syr-cu. 
Eus Thl: беєрх. 69 al. 

2 EA e & poc avrovc O ш» 
° деокорос̧ roduc, ot St "Epyarat оМ№уо" дєпӨзүгє oov rov ame 
kupiou rov "Oepiopov, Omwe ° ёруатас °єкЗаАр ыс ror 

vmüyert' 1808 атост АЛ vpac 
we "apvac v ut T Ace. 4 un ‘Baoratere Bar- Rie: 

e Matt. n. 18 TLOV, un ^ рау an t vroónpara* Kat undi va ката т» два! 
м“ 

i Matt. if. 11. eh. x1. 95 al. Exod. xi. 1. 
k 2» here (Rom. it. 17) only. Nam. xi. 25, 2. 

Exod. AAk. 27. Matt. ii 19. Acts xviii. 21. Heb. xi. 15 onip. 

for пасау s. к. r., ravra тотоу 
[rec єм.А\г>, with DEL (8 £, e sil) 

evstpyxioto: 

2. rec (for Ist de) ovy, with A rel syr-txt: txt BCDLA 1. 83. 60 la-a e e q syr- 
marg copt-schw th arm. om ш> D lat-a c. om ov» D-gr. rec 
ex. bef epyarag (| Mt ix. 38), with ACE rel lat-a b c: txt BD lat-e.—rec ix MN, 
with T: txt A 

8. rec aft дош ins eyw (from 

4. [GR Kari, во ABCDE &c.] 

sic: see table] СОЖ rel Bas. 
t x. 16), with CDæ rel lat-5 c: om AB lat-a e arm. 

for аруос, проВата (Mt x. 16) AM. for ev prow, pecoy D. 
rec (for 3rd un) unde, with ACR rel Clem: 

pnreM 69 vulg lat-a 5 f Ambr: txt B(Mai) DL 1 lat-c e вуг. 
5. av bef 2, Di. rec oway bef verb, with AR rel vulg lat. I syrr copt goth 

seth arm: txt BC F(Wtst) LXE 1.—ins xpwroy between verb and oia» D!-gr, вишу 
lat-a 5 q syr-cu, but om D! үө! lat).—roArw esceAOnre tig оспа» 69(sic).—rec (for 
tige burt) ccipxeo0e, with A 

0. xav D. 
DRE rel Orig, Constt Bas. 

rel: txt BCD F(Wtst) LX X 1. 69. 
rec aft ғау ins ue» (Mt x. 18), with (but e sil) Scr'sdlmns: om ABC 

exti bef n B al vulg lat-a b f? Orig. 
kei (without any ms authority ?): om ABCDR rel Scr's mss goth arm Orig. 

elz ins o bef 
Constt 

ins y &pgvg энш» bef ep’ энас (|| MZ) R Syr-ed copt Orig, lat, —for 
ауакарфи, emearpepe 9 ир. vp. D. 

St. Mark (xvi. 19), and in John (iv. 1 
reff). In the Acts, the is very 
general: see ii. 47 ; v. 9, 14; ix. 1, &c.; 
and in St. Paul's Epistles ; see 1 Cor. vi. 
14, 17 ; vii. 10, &c. «oi ёт. iBB., not 
‘other seventy айо, but others also, 
seventy in number, see ch. xxiii. 32. The 
ётёр. may refer, either to the Twelve, ch. 
ix. 1, or perhaps, from the similarity of 
their mission, to the dy yeXo: in ch. ix. 52. 
But perhaps the first is more probeble, 
from the similarity of the discourses. 
The number of seventy might perhaps 
have reference to the seventy elders of 
Israel, Exod. xxiv.1; Numb. xi. 16 :— 
all sorts of fanciful analogies have been 
found out and insisted on (and moreover 
forced into the text), which are not worth 
recounting. for ої,—вое reff. 

3.] Sce Matt. ix. 37 and notes, 

If dxBddAyQ were read, the „ ав usual, 
would have the force of tle c continually 

ted act: as it is the aor. (ss in 
|| Mt.) indicates the whole mission, con- 
sidered as one great act. 9, 4.) The 
time wus now one of greater danger than 
at the mission of the Twelve; therefore 
ver. 8 is bound immediately with 
their present sending, whereas in Matt. 
x. 16 it regards a time yet distant in the 
future; alsoone requiri ter haste, — 
which accounts for the Ftion, nud к. 
т. 68. dow. These reasons also account 
for merely the healing the sick being 
enjoined, ver. 9. 6.] dids elp., а 
(or more probably, the,—as words like 
warnp, ийгїр, vioc, &. are often de- 
finite though anarthrous) son of peace: 
i.e. persons receptive of your message 
of peace ;— sco гей. 1—19.] See on 
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„ab уде в Mask v. 
Pil. tv. 14 

о "epyarnc TOU " molov aurov. pj) * uera[jatvere Е окїас "b unt 
tie oikiav, 8 

d uac, coBtere ra 

орас̧ 1 Васа rov бео. 19 

Kat СС ny а» woAw ысёрх тобе ка S ута” 

' maparıbépeva univ, 
rovc év айту аобгунс, kai Аё угте auroic 

att. кх. 
В| ref. 

q John vit. 8. 

xai бератгебете ECC АР д 

"“Нузушкк» Ep an quem 

uc zy д av roh tie- ue 

Are ка ий xyevrai Undc, eed Bovreg чс тас 222 мр Ps. 
t тЛат ас̧ аотис пате 1] Kai тд» 

L 2. 
* которто» тд» e, 

* koÀÀnÜévra ўш» ex тс WOAEwWE ù qu &c robe wodac oi. E oe 
v ch. x 

Tui т атонаоабигба ош», 
"тууш 1 Васа vov beo. 

* rA rovro tree, Ore "Ae v 1d. "m 
ae kat OI: 

12 Ayo mm оті {ёкиаве., 

Zobópow € Ev Ty "ntpe exeivy " avexrorepov Eorat н ту p 2 Mt. eid 

work E кур. 13 

Ort & £V Тор» ка: Уд ёүкуйблтау * 

renee k éy * 

х тА» Торф kai Xon » er. "T 

yevouevat Ev ошу, 
кадпрерос ° perevoncay. 

7. rec eofkovrec, with ACR rel: txt BD. 
МЇ x. 10), with AC R(Treg expr) rel атш: om BDLXZ. 

22 тей. 
obal cot XopaCtiv, ovat gat BnOoaida, y Matt: 2) 

є Mk. 

ai Svváptic al wt 
$ e a= Mate. F. 

сакк Kat oro E a reff.. 

rec aft r. uto. avr. ins cori (see 
for ek, ато D-gr. 

8. rec aft уу ins д' (see cer 10), with AKLXA (i, e sil): om B(Mai) CDRx rel Orig, 
Constt Thi. deyovra: E'KL'MRUXTA 69. 

9. for acOeverc, асдгуооутас D al lat-e e. gyyerev I. 
10. rec (for Ar TU нсерхпобг (From ver 8: see above, ver 5), with AR rel: txt 

69 D al. BCDLZ 1. 33 QÓterrat 
II. rec om eic тоюс roðaç gue» (homootel уреу to реу), with EGSVTaA 

eth: ins ABCDR& rel mm lat-a b се i l eyrr syr-ca copt goth arm, but of these vulg 
BDR mm lat-a b c e f éLsyr-cu(appy) eth om прш». rec aft тууш» ins 4 
vpac (from ver 9), with ACR rel mm lat-fisyrr copt-achw: om BDL 1. 83 ev-y 
latt syr-cu copt goth arm Thl Tert. 

12. rec aft Ауе ins де, with DMV (S, e sil) lat-a F copt: om ABCR rel vulg 
lat-b с e вутт syr-cu gotb eth arm. avecrorepoy гота: bef є» тр пира ert 
А 69 Syr syr-cu arm; similar order in D lat-e.—for r3 nytpa кызу, Baci ua rov 
«ov D lat-e, similarly lat-a ö. 

18. for 2nd ova: со, cas D. 
with ACE rel: txt BDLZ 33. 69. 
D rel: txt ABCFLRXT'Z Frag- par 83. 

Matt. x. 11—15. The particular direc- 
tions here are different. 7.] Wve 
Sà тӯ olx. but in the (that) house itself 
(see ver. 5, where it was last spoken of, 
the inhabitants having been since bep 
tioned) remain. Beware of rendering 
in the same house, q. d. iv ài rj аер. ок. 

va wap аётбу, the things which 
come {гош the them; which are theirs, and 
by them set before you: cf. ver. 8. 
9.] йүү ip’ sds 4 p. т. 6. is & later 
announcement than generally уу. у Вас. 
т. оёр. Matt. x. 7. U.) &xopac- 
обреда piv can hardly be with Wordsw., 
“we wipe off from ourselves on yo 

rec (for ayevuOÜncav) syevovro (from М? xi. 21), 
rec xaQnuevas (grammatical corrn), with 

the dat. pron. holds too slight and un- 
emphatic a place for this, and is шч» а 
dativus incommodi : ‘against уон, 
E.V. Cf. cte xiii, SL есе ы 1 
represents е same, and is sim ren - 
dered in E. V. 18.] In T dose 
words, which our Lord had uttered before 
Matt. xi. 21 ff.), He takes His solemn 

well of the cities where the greatest 
number of His miracles had been done, 
and discourses uttered: they being awful 
examples of the $j wéAve dks(vy just de- 
scribed. It is wonderful how De Wette 
can write of these four verses falſche 
Steminifceng, f. z. Matt. xi. 20’—and this 
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Fi Н, 7 avexrorepov ferat ty тр * «piou n билә. 15 Kai n 
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eit 

ког M е "Ебдеорооу тб» caravav ос ° астратцу РЕК TOU Fovparov 

1 Thess. iv. 3. fen. xxiv. 16. Soh. и. 20 ref. 
m Mork xvi. 17 гей. 

vut, P». Hill. 9. o Matt. xxiv. 87 ей. Exod. хіх. 16. 

I eh. â. 91 vef. К eh. viil 13 reff, 
Bch.zxív.98. Mark iil 11. Joba vi.19. Acts vil. S8 al Jesh. зы. 

p Rev. viti. 10. ix. L (a Matt. zx. 75) 

14. om sv тт) zpos: D al lat-e : transposed in 1 lat-a 5 g. 
15. rec (for pn and výwônen) n and e е digest Mi xi. 23), wi with ACR TE 

(69) lat-c f g, g syrr goth Сев Aug: txt BDLZ lat-a b e i copt eth 
rov B'CD: ins B(as corrd by orig! scribe) RZ reL ins у bef 2nd « гыс С D 

11st-abd i i. rec om 2nd rov, with ACDR rel Сав: ins BL Frag pur. (Prol 
the art is origl, cf ch xvi. 23, and was оті to suit || MI.) 
syr-cu Сев: txt ACR rel latt copt goth. 

18. vuwy bef acovwy АК latt Syr Ign Iren-Jat. 
axovwy azout Tov ягшјаутос рг Frag- par 

caraByen (|| Mf) BD 

aft асорн add ga: о pov 
for o de eus to axogreAarre 

pt, о de spov axovwy axove rov атостићаутос ш D 1а#4 1. 
17. aft «Büouncovra ins доо (see ver 1) BD vulg lat -a syr-marg arm. 

Харас bef o: 48донцкоута АК. 
pre 

18. « rov ovpavov bef wc астрахт» В 254. 

when he believes Luke to have had Matt. 
before him. 10.] See Matt. x. 40 
and notes. 

17—94.] RETURN or THE SEVENTY. 
As in ch. ix. 6—10, Luke attaches the 
return of the Seventy very closely to their 
mission. They probably were not many 
days absent. They say nothing of the re- 
ception of their message,—or it is not 
brought out in the. Goer 1, as not imme- 
diately belonging to the great central 
object of narration; they rejoice that more 
power seems to be granted to them than 
evon His words promised, seeing that He 
commissioned them ma onl to heal the sick, 
not to cast js devils, as He did the 
Apostles, ch. ix. 1. That this was a 

nd of joy not to be prominently 
фо ght forward, is the purport of our 

s answer; the whole of which as far 
о ver. 24 incl. із in the strictest соп- 
nexion, and full of most weighty and 
truth. 17.) The dv тф bv. cov is 

rhaps too much lost sight of in the piv 
ere; though I would not lay so much 

stress on this as Stier has done. 
18.] This verse has been generally mis- 
understood, and its force lost, by imagin- 
ing it to refer to some triumph. just gained, 
which our Lord announces as the reason 
for their newly manifested power. The 
truth is, that in this brief speech He sums 

up proleptically, as so often in the dis- 
courses in John, the whole great conflict 
with and defeat of the Power of evil, from 
the first even till accomplished by His own 
victory. The . T. с. refers to tbe 
origina fall of а he lost чя 
lace as an angel of light, not keepi i 
rst estate; which fall bawera kad best 

proceeding ever since step by and 
shall do so, till all things bè pat an the 
feet of Jesus who was made lower than the 
angels. And this 4 belongs to the 
Period before the foundation of the world 
when He abode in the bosom of the Father. 
He is to be (see ver. 22) the Great Victor 
over the Adversary, and this vi began 
when Satan fell from heaven. (In this 
fifth Edition, I would not altogether 
erase the foregoing interpretation: but 
surely it is grammatically more correct, 
with Bleek, to refer the imperfect to the 
time just to the Lord's prophetic 
sight at the time of the mini 
the Seventy. Cf. Acta xviii. 5 for a чт 
lar imperfect. If this view be correct, 
the words do not refer to any “ triumph 
just gained," but to the Lord's glorious 
anticipations of final triumph, felt duri 
the exercise of power by His servanta. 

дет. not the suddenness only 
of the fall, but the brightness of the 
fallen Angel is thus set forth. The de- 
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:Еоџусіау rov rarely. qut. ene 
* 4 a a æ ? 

t imávw 'Oótwv kai “oKxopwiwy, ка! єт! таса» тту dbνẽeô RESTE uc 
v о » — 1 , e = , є g 18 , 90 ^ 1. 
rov £xÜpov, kai ob уџас ov ит " адікцан. TANNY IT. 

э „ ` 7 e ` М e ~ me А 
ЕУ TOUTU um Xatoere, OTt та пуғицата ош» эиготааса та, 

хіт. 20. xix. 
18 * Ма. 

э 7 — » » xiii, 5. Xaipere SE Ort та ovópara UpGv : éyyéyparraı ғу то эй 14 
ovpavoic. éw айту rp wpa AM,) Ty wved- 

jii. 18, &n. 
Зза. ziv. 14. 

t Mark 2 vi. 18. 
= е р 1 «+ a? — 7 , u ch. zi. 19. 

part 7 ayip KAL ы» Ečopooyovpai got, "arto Ee No 

Deut. viti. 15. 
Jsa. x. 20. 
Ps. Av. 9). xvi. 84, Ps. H. 1 

19. rec дд=ш misunderstanding 
does not apply merely to the 

v ^» hezo only. seo Matt. xili. 28, 80, 
x 9 Cor. lil. 2, 8 only 1. 1 Macc. xiii. 40 only. 

1. S == Malt. xi. 26. 

w = bere only, exc. Rev. vi. 6 aH. 
Matt. v.12. Acts И. 96 {irom 

хіт... Av. 8. 2 Kings xxii. 60. 

, into which De W. also has fallen: дгдыка 
past, but asserts an abiding fact), with ACD rel lat - o 

Syr syr-cu Justin Eus Iren- lat: txt BC'LX 1 vulg latd efg, i 1 д syr-marg goth eth 
т Ces. Orig, Cyr Chr Thdrt Mac Epiph Hil Lucif 

i Steph adtenon (grammi corre or itacism Т), ins rg» bef rov ғуброо В. 
with BC rel Th]: txt ADEHLMTA 1. 33 

ins re» bef o$«wv D. 

20. for xvevpara, дарома (gloss) D1 lat-e SJ syrr та copt-mse sth Orig-lat 
rec aft бе Eus Bas Cyr Thdrt Ambr Ambrst Aug). 

X Cyr: om ABCD rel latt Eus Bas Ambr. 
ins NRO, with (S, e sil) 

гес (for eyytypawrat) eypagn, with 
ACD rel Eus,: txt BLX 1. 33 Eus, Const Bas Cyr. rw ovpave D lat-a b o 
Constt Hil, 

BL tavrn АА oopt. add ёе DA lat: /. ins г> bef re туюнат: D F(Wtat) 
LX Frag- par 33 lat-a b c e ff, i l copt Clem. rec om rw ayiw, with А rel lat.f 
goth (Clem) : ins BCDK E 1. 33 latt syrr sth arm Aug Bede. 

rec adds o snoouc, with AC rel: and 

scription is not figurative, but literal; 
i. e. as far as divine words can be said to 
be literal, being accommodated to our 
sensuous conceptions. See on this verse, 
Isa. xiv. 9—16, to which the words havea 
reference; and Rev. xii. 7—12. 
107 Our Lord here,—including all the 
evil and poison in nature in the 
vou dx0.—from the power given Him 
over that reign gives to them, extended 
afterwards to all believers (Mark xvi. 18), 
authority to *bruise the head of the ser- 
pent' (Gen. iii. 15). There is an evident 
allusion to Ps. xci. 13. 90.] The 
connexion is—'seeing that the power 
which I grant to you is so large, arising 
from my victory over the enemy,—make 
not one parti department of it your 
cause of joy, nor indeed the mere subjection 
of evil to you at all but this, the posi- 
tive and infinite side of God’s mercy and 
goodness to you, that He hath placed you 
among Hie redeemed ones.’ và 
ve. is something different from rà 
Beipóvia in those words above, and de- 
notes a wider range of influence—influence 
over spirit for good— whereby the wvev- 
arwá тйс rovnpiag are subjected to the 
ievers in Christ. The ратта 

dv тоё obparois is an expression in various 
forms frequent in Scripture, and is op- 

-cu syr-jer ой 
rw жу ната LX 88 lat-c e ff, Syr ath 

posed to iwi тйс уйс ypagnrwoay, Jer. 
xvii 13, said of the rebellious. But no 
immutable predestination is asserted by 
it;—in the very first place where it 
occurs, Exod. xxxii. 32, 33, the contrary is 
implied, see Ps. ]xix. 28; Isa. iv. 8; Dan. 
xii. 1; Phil. iv. 8; Heb. xii. 23; Rev. iii. 
5; xiii. 8; xx. 12, 15. The тё dvop. ёр. 
seems to be a reference to dv Tẹ ду. cov 
above, which perhaps was with them a 
medium оў self-praise, as so often with 
Christians. ur Lord says, 'the true 
cause of joy for you is, not the power 
shewn forth by or in you in My Name, but 
that you, your names, are in the book of 
life’—as testified by the хура which 
Cuppaprupe тф xv. nuev ori lend ricva 
Oeov, Rom. viii. 16. And this brings us to 
ver. 21, where our Lord rejoices in the 
revelation of these things even to the babes 
of the earth by the will and pleasure of the 
Father :—these thinge—not, the power 
over the 5 les that is implied in 
byyty y T. р This, which 
is КЫ trae! cause of tor to the believer, 
causes even the Saviour Himself to 
triumph, anticipating Isa. liii. 11. 
The words тё åylẹ cannot well be ex- 
cluded бов the text; the expression as 
thus ing, forms an dwak Aey., but is 
agreenble to the analogy of Scripture : cf. 
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Ec 25. "кори тоу "орражо? Kat тїс “ync, on" акёкруфас ravra 
5 ans cop ка ° съузт шу, ка! “awexadupac арта ‘yyriog’ 
itor 7? vat О warnp, ore oroc 4 pudoKia € eyévero " tuxpoober gov. 

ELT 2 [xat orpagetc т00с rovc маблтас теу] Havra po 

e Mar ik 38 таребббп ото Tov татрос pov, ка obi vr rie 
a kor o vidg н un о sario, xat тіс сті fo warno s 
Tg a un! o vioc, kai Л ay Boidnra fo мос éxoxadinpat. аа 
сб, . 217. 38 23 ка) атрафис оос robe paUnrác S кат іа» firey Inr 

Макар: oi 0$0aAuo! ot BAéwovrec à a Brewers. 24 Агу» т! 
yao оши ort то\Ао! mpognrat kat Ваоћес пб Амаа» Р 
и» а vpeic [ЗАётєтє xai ойк дау’ Kal akovcat. atts 
э , A ? * 
akoutrE Kat OUK T)KOUOQGV. 

arm: om BD vulg lat- b i Г syr-cu cuverwy and софы» D. copt. transp 
rec eyevero bef ғидока (from || oes with ACD rel lat-i syrr syr-cu copt goth eth 
arm: txt BC'LXX.33 lat-b c e ff, Г 

22. om cat to ите» BDLM 1. 33. ) ins AC rei 
lat-c ff, l д syrr copt goth. —orp. ба ret 
rec wapedoOn bef pot, with ves: txt AB 
ато D. om pov D am(with forj 
EMLYLVWOEE (1 АП) C F(Wtst) HA 38. 
D Frag-par 8 ovA«rat AX A 
28. for ка! ж orp. de D lat-e. 

ins auroig D 1 copt. 
lat-c e f. 

pad. ne avrov С(арру) Г. 
rel latt goth Orig Eus. for vro, 

) lat-a c Ге arm [Justin Iren- lat ]. 
тес «ay (|| Mt), with ACZ rel Коз: txt 

69. -par 
om rar dia» D latt (not f). aft «ev 

at end ins «at акороутес a axovere D; similarly tol 

24. om xa: Baci nc D lat -a е fi i l Method (Mcion-t) : et iusti latd д. [нда»>, 
во BCLE 88.] 
Rom. i. 4: Heb. ix. 14: 1 Pet. iii. 18: see 
also Rom. xiv. 17: 1 Thess. i. 6. The 
ascription of praise, and the verses follow- 
ing, are here in the very closest connexion, 
and it is perfectly unimaginable that they 
should have been inserted in this place 
arbitrarily. The same has been said of 
their occurrence in Matt. xi. 25; and, 
from no love of harmonizing or escaping 
difficulties, but from a deep feeling of the 
inner spirit of both discourses, I am 
convinced that our Lord did utter, on the 
two separate occasions, these weighty 
words ; and I find in them a most instruc- 
tive instance of the way in which such 
central sayings were repeated by Him. 
It was not a rejoicing before (in Matt.), 
but a confession : compare the whole dis- 
course and notes. That the intro- 
ductory words dv ёк. т. бр. = dy be. rọ 
zap, may have been introduced from 
one passage into the other, and perhaps 
by some one who imagined them the 
same, I would willingly grant, if needful ; 
not that, in the presence of such truths, 
such a trifle i is worth mention, but that 
the shallow school of modern critics do 
mention, and rest upon such. On vv. 21, 
22, see notes on Matt. xi. 25—27, ob- 

aft axovaa: ins pov B. ins vptic bef acovere b lat-3 e f. 

serving here the gradual narrowing of the 
circle to which our Lord addresses bim- 
self, ver. 22, строф. wp. т. n. —tben ver. 
23 the same, with car’ id ia added. 
23.] This verse should not be marked of 
from ver. 22 by a new paragraph, as is done 
in the E. V.: much less, as in the Gospel 
for the 18th Sunday after Trinity, joined 
with what follows: except perhaps that 
the lesson taught us by its occurring there 
ів an appropriate one, as shewing us how 
the grace of Christian love, which is the 
subject of the following parable, falfils and 
abounds over, legal 5 It is in 
connexion with the preceding, and comes 
as the conclusion after the thanksgiving in 
ver. 21. A similar saying of our Lord 
occurs Matt. xiii. 16, 17, but uttered alto- 
gether on a different Шш and ina dif- 
ferent connexion. троеф. к 
Bac. | David united both these, айю Sole 
mon. There may be an reference 
to the affecting last w of David, 3 
Sam. xxiii. 1—6, which certainly are a 
rophecy of the Redeemer, and in which 
he says, ver. 5, This is all my salvation, 
and all my desire, though he make it not 
to grow :”—see also Gen. xlix. 18. 
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25 Kat IS >ошкбс ric ! avíarn * ктар у aurov hive oe 

Аё үш» „ ті rotioac ! Conv LIA " кАпро- 3 12 = Mark ai zir. 

k 8. чең 12 779 
vounow ; : бо à el tier трос е aurov 'Ev TU voy т! yéypa- 12 Veh, zviti. 18 1 

т, 9 тшс av; > 27 0 8i атокр:дес ETEV Aya- =й m Mati XXV. 

n d zl. 80, 
т108с кӧр» тоу Ütóv cov "ek d Aue rnc кардіас соу ка! 32. 150%. vi. 
EE ö Ane rnc Vvxne соо kai tč бАлс тїс tybog соо Кузы ". 

o Matt. x xi. 
ка! ek бАпс тпс, ° Ммауоіас аоу, cal TOv Р тАто{о» coy 8718. 

we сєаотбу, 28 

moie, kat cho h. 7 о òè tiov 

p Matt. v. 48. 
k 

те» & айт %'Орбшс атекр:Өпс" rovro f . 
r = * ` y Epb. iv. 25. 
бкаваа! EQUTOV ELREV Exod. xX. IZ. 

q ch. vil. 48 гей, 
LIV. ix. 18. 

t Matt. xil 37. 1 Cor. iv. 4. Gea. xliv. 16. 

25. for кає ov уои. ric aveorn, avecrn бє ric vouoc D lat-(c) е. 
ins cat bef Агуш», with ACD rel: om ВІДМ lat-e copt. 
Mcion-t. 

om r: Di. gr а]. 

om ё.даскаћ№ "D 

21. [1st cov was at first omitted but afterwards supplied 1. m. in B: see table.] 
ev oàn т. к. соо D 1 lat - a b c ff, i eth. 

v. W. с. c. гу ody T. сх. с. к. ev о\ту т. д. о. 
aud omg ev oAn ry dev. o. ЮГ lat-a b c ff, i Tert 
arm. «avrov AVX 69 Orig,. 

28. for S ne, Cnet, D. ' 

om lst rne BR. sy OAR 
n Mt xxii. 87) BLE 1 copt (eth ?) 

txt AC rel lat-e f syrr syr-cu goth 

29. rec ducatovy (more obvious tense), with AC? rel: txt BC DLX Cyr Isid.— 
savr. bef dex. D lat-c e Cyr Isid. 

25—37.] QUESTION OF A LAWYER: 
THE PARABLE OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN. 
Peculiar to Luke. As Stier remarks (iii. 
101, edn. 2), it is well that Luke bas related 
the other incident ing an enquiry 
of the same kind, for the critics would be 
sure to have maintained that this incident 
was another report of Matt. xix.16. Such 
clear cases as this should certainly teach us 
caution, where no euch proof is given of 
the independence of different narratives : 
and should shew us that both questions 
addressed to our Lord, and answers from 
Him, were, as matter of fact, repeated. 
See however a case to which this remark 
does not apply, ch. ix. 57 ff. 25.) 
No immediate sequence from ver. 24 is 
implied. уорикќс, a kind of scribe = 
уороё:давкаћос, ch. v. 17—whose especial 
office it was to teach the law, see Tit. iii. 
18; = elc rov ypauuariev, Mark xii. 28. 

There is no reason to suppose 
that the lawyer had any hostile inten- 
tion towards Jesus,— rather perhaps a 
self-righteous spirit (see ver. 29), which 
wanted to see what this Teacher could 
inform Aim, who knew so much already. 
Thus it was a tempting or frying of 
Jesus, though not fo entangle Him: for 
whatever had been the Ru this could 
hardly have followed. wt woujoas | 
he doubtless expects to hear of some great 
deed ; but our Lord refers him back to 
the Law of which he was a teacher. 

20. «às dv.;] A common rabbinical for- 
mula for eliciting a text of Scripture. 

тӘ is not merely = ri, but im- 
plies how ? i. е. to what purport; so that 
the answer should contain а summ 
of his reading in the Law. 27. 
The first part of this, together with Deut. 
xi. 13 ff., the Jews had written on their 

ylacteries, and recited night and morn- 
ing: but not the second; so that Kui- 
noel's idea that Jesus pointed to the phy- 
lactery of the lawyer, will not hold. 
Meyer thinks the man answered thus, 
because he had before heard our Lord 
cite these in connexion, and with an 
especial view to asking the question rie 
icriv ow wAgaiov; 16 may have 
so ;—but I should rather believe the same 
spirit with which he began, to have car- 
ried him on to this second question. 
The words GAA. Six. éavr. seem to imply 
this, but see below. 29.] Meyer ex- 
pan this; The questioner, ving been 
y our Lord's enquiry, roc dvay., him- 

self thrown into the position of the an- 
swerer, yet, die dic. dav., wishing to 
carry out the purpose with which he 
asked at first, and to cover what other- 
wise would be his shame at being an- 
swered by so simple a reply, and that his 
own,—as fa deriv pou wAyotov ;—I 
may observe ы we need not take the 
whole of this explanation, but may well 
suppose that 8.камбса, davr. may mean, 
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"кат Варе» ev ry а; exelvy, cal фо” 
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ек атт» 

ката cih 
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L2 La. УОС ^ cara TOV тото», Елдо» ка! Sav ' аутетартдбо. 
Matt. Xa vil. 

3 28 ге 33 T. 
8 Acts xvi. 88 

Ter. i. | A уҳ»ісбт % kai wpoceABwv ™ 

gre y 24, вз. 9 Cor. vl. 5. xi. 98, eisw., Rev. (їх. 18, $0 al.) only. 
€ here only, (= huidenror, | Wy ied: xviiL 38.) 

Lapapeirne óE rte od ebe Абеу * кат avróv, rai t iov 

Karéonaey rà ra- 
b <» Matt. iv. 11, 86 

„ 2 Maco. іН. 9. e hare oalyt. 
f bere bis only ¢. Wisd. xvi. g Matt. xxvii. 41 ref. b == Acts xv. A. xxvii 7. 
€ Kings vi I F. "Tobit vi. 5 onty. k constr., bere ouly. Leh. fl. 13. Matt 

xv. 82 al m bere onip. Bek. xxxiv. 4, 16, a here only. Isa. L 6, (-мат >, ch. xx. H 

80. om да B Ci(perhaps) copt-ms. aft илеу ins avre DP Syr syrcu pas 
for cart Bae, caraBave C! : 

evrov D al. 
AC rel copt. 

81. for cvycvpiay, тууа D: latt DT 
om ev B[sic: see table] 1 vulg lat l g 

82. om tout voc BLXZ 1.88 Аё, 0 
vulg lat-5 е i syr-cu Chr Thl. 
syr-cu copt 

caraBawwoy X. 
om rvyxavovra BDLZ 1. 33 latt syrr syr-cu sth Chr, Viet: Е 

sit dus la 
: om BCA rel lat-c Жы arm. 

om Ist ка: Ci. 

for zarsBauwtv, xaraßaıvwv D. 

copt sth(appy) arm. om rw» D al 
у ins avrov (see last ver) ADTA latt rt 

33. rec aft idw» adds avrov (as above), with ACD rel lat-a copt-wilk : om BLZ i. 
83 lat -b c $ 1 о copt-schw. 

‘to ut himself out of the difficulty :' 
throwing on Jesus the definition 

of А Pt Зай which was very narrowly 
and technically interpreted among the 
Jews, excluding Samaritans and Gentiles. 

30.] vrok. taking him up—im- 
plies that the question was made an 
occasion of saying more than the mere 
answer. See Herod. vii. 101; Thucyd. 
v. 49. котіВ., both because J eru. 
salem was higher, and because ‘to go up’ 
is the usual phrase for journeying t towards 
a metropolis. dw. "Ip. «ls lepix&, 
about 150 stadia distant. The road 
through a wilderness (Josh. xvi. 1) which 
was notorious for the robberies committed 
there. Arabas .... que gens, latroci- 
niis dedita, usque hodie incursat terminos 
Palestine, et descendentibus de Hieru- 
salem in Hiericho obsidet vias, cujus rei 
et Dominus in Evangelio recordatur." 
Jerome, Comment. on Jer. iii. 2. The 
same Father mentions that a part of the 
road was so infamous for murders, as to 
be called the red or bloody way, and that 
in his time there was a fort there gar- 
risoned by Roman soldiers, to protect tra- 
vellers (De locis Hebrwis, under Adom- 
mim). wepiém, exactly fell among. 
They surrounded him. ixBóc., not 

merely of his clothing, but of all he hed; 
—'despoliaverunt eum, Vulg 
туүхбуоута is not = бута: бэта is ur 
derstood with Ahab, in а state of (being) 
half-dead. 31. ] Many priests jour: 
neyed this way, for Jericho was a priestly 
city; this man is 
having been up to 
of his course, and stoning (кафе) 

The Law and Prophets ajase 
the act of mercy which this 
fused ; see Exod. xxiii. 4,5: Deut. ai 
1—4: Іва. lviii. 7, not, it is true, literally, 
—and therefore he neglected it. 
^ The form evyrvpia is uncommon : Poly- 
bius has соукёруна and -paoic.’ » Bleek. 

dvrvmapiAGey, he did not even go 
up to him to examine him, but passed by 
on the ite side of the road. 
$2.] The Levite, the inferior minister of 
the law, did even worse; when he wss s! 
the place, he came and saw him eme 
near, and then passed, as the otber. 
33—35.) The Samaritans were entirely, 
not , Gentiles (= dddAoyevac, cb. 
xvii. 18). Why our Lord mentio 
the name here, see below. іёсч\аүу”.) 
This was the great difference between the 
Samaritan and the others ;—the actions 
which follow are but the expansion of this 
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Tlopevou kai où roit: орос. 
a= Matt. at. 20, 85. zlil. Ко. т Ман. ХЕ. 

y Matt. ziii. 4 al. Esek. ix. 8. sch. хіх, 
Gen. alii. 28, 29 тей. b vv. 

d ver. 80. e ch. 1. 72 reff. 

E = p eh. xix. 35. 
14 5 ao 7 Kat ‘ЕТІ THY AUOLOY f. K (ro 

~ Matt. xxi. B. 

y à > = е '] РА Ara, Аеш 
xavil, 8. СПЕУ OE аотф о noovc teoastr., Merk 

Av. 3. Acts 
Mi. 1. Iv. 5. 
Esth. v. 8 F. 

2 reff. w here only +. x here oniy f. 
16 onty. Gen. I. 6. ach. xix. 8. Malt. v. 26 al. 

C= 1 Tim. fil. 6,7. vi. 9. Prov. zviL 20. 

34. for exc. де, каз esi. D latt Syr syr-cu æth. 
85. for 7, TH A al. om e EAV ( ed out because of similar parti- 

ciple єкВаће» ?) BDL X(Treg expr) E 1. 38 latt Syr syr-cu copt eth Vict Chr Ambr: 
ins AC rel syr arm. 
td rev bef доо čnyapıa B. 
Ambr: ins AC rel lat-a f syrr wth. 
om ғуы 1 arm Chr Ambr Aug. 

36. for ric, riva D. 

table at end of „ 
arm Orig - lat; 

aft ek. ins ка: C! al. 
om ауте BDL 1. 33 vulg lat -ö c syr- cu copt arm 

ey rw ewavepy. ре bef eye D, simly lat-c e: 
om co: D. 

rec aft ric ins ovy, with ACD rel lat-c e syrr 
arm: om BLEN 1 vulg lat - a b syr-cu copt-ms. 

Ógvapia bef доо D lat-c e. 

t sth 
[rwv is not omitted in B: see 

rec doces cor bef mAnaiov, with 1 latt syrr syr-cu 
окис тАџеоу D: txt A B[sic: see table] CX rel.—om s. 8. со 83. 

37. rec (for 2nd де) ov», with AC?P rel lat-g syr-txt: om al lat-c Byr syr-cu arm: 
was tur. al vulg lat-b. fl: txt BC'DFLXAZ 1. 33. 69 lat-a e syr-marg copt. 

copt-dz. om о bef sncoug B!(Verc). avro DX 

compassion. (aov к. olvov] These 
were usual remedies for wounds in the 
East; Galen, cited by Wetstein in loc., 

ibes thus for & wound in the head, 
аас фа rd аталегата тріфас̧ 
харахи Malo xai olvov pidravoc ral 
катбиасае :—see also Isa. i. 6. bri 
vd 18. er., thereby denying himself the 
use of it. кт. is rarely found in the 
sing. in the classics: see an instance, 
Herod. ii. 182. жаубоу«оу] the 
Attic form, as in the cognate words 
іероёбкос, Eevodontiv, бероббкос, &c. is 
яаудокїоу. So Phryn.: of йй roù x 
Abyovrec apapravoverw did yap roù к 
хей Мун» wavÜoktiov x. wavdoxetc x. 
паудокготріа : —р. 807, where see Lo- 
beck's note. This is the only place where 
an inn, ав we understand the word, a 
house for reception of travellers kept by 
G host, as distinguished from an empty 
caravanserai, is mentioned. The Rab- 
binical writers frequently speak of such, 
but under a name adopted from this 
word, pie (Wetstein). Bleek remarks 
that this serves to shew, that there were 
such inns in that neighbourhood, though 
certainly they were not frequent. 

om 

46.0. ....] when he went on his jour- 
ney. jo ётүу.] some see in this, 
two wages (Matt. xx. 2). 
36.] It will be observed that our Lord 
not only elicite the answer from the 
questioner himself, but that it comes i» 
an inverted form. The lawyer had asked, 
to whom he was to understand himself 
obliged to fulfil the duties of neighbour- 
ship? but the answer has for its subject 
one who fulfilled them to another. The 
reason of this is to be found,—partly 
in the relation of neighbourship being 
mutual, so that if this man is my neigh- 
bour, Iam his also ;—but chiefly in the 
intention of our Lord to bring out a 
strong contrast by putting the hated and 
despised Samaritan in the active place, 
and thus to reflect back the pols more 

intedly. “Observe yeyoviva:, to have 
ecome neighbour. The neighbour Jews 

became strangers, the stranger Samaritan 
became neighbour, to the wounded tra- 
veller. It is not place, but love, which 
makes neighbourhood." Wordsworth. 
87. wopetov, c. r. A.] The rendering is as 
in E. V. go and do thou likewise. The 
cai ob belongs, not to the wopevev, but 
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to the тош, which carries the main 
stress, the торгйо» being only secondary. 

The lawyer does not answer The 
Samaritan:’ he avoids this; but he can- 
not avoid it in conviction and matter of 
fact. wole óp., i. e. count all men 
thy neighbours and love them as thyself.’ 

The student accustomed to look at 
all below the surface of Scripture, will 
not miss the meaning which lies behind 
this parable, and which—while disclaim- 
ing all fanciful allegorizing of the text— 
I do not hesitate to say that our Lord 
Himself had in view when He uttered it. 
All acts of charity and mercy done here 
below, are but fragments and derivatives 
of that one great act of mercy which 
the Saviour came on earth to perform. 
And as He took on Him the nature of us 
all, being ‘not ashamed to call us bre. 
thren, counting us all His kindred,—so 
it is but natural that in holding up a 
mirror (for such is a parable) of the truth 
in this matter of duty, we should see in 
it not only the present and prominent 
group, but also Himself and His act of 
mercy behind. And thus we shall not (in 
spite of the scoffs which are sure to beset 
such an interpretation, from the super- 
ficial school of critics) give up the inter- 
pretation of the Fathers and other di- 
vines, who sce in this poor traveller, 
going from the heavenly to the accursed 
city (Josh. vi. 20: 1 Kings xvi. 34),—the 
race of man, the Adam eke Fell; —in the 
robbers and murderers, him who was а 
murderer age the beginning (John viii. 
44);—in the treatment of the traveller, 
the deep wounds and despoilment which 
we have inherited from the fall;—in the 
priest and the Levite passing by, the in- 
efficacy of the law and sacrifice to heal 
and clothe us: Gal. iii. 21 (Trench re- 
marks, Parables, p. 316, note, edn. 4, that 
the Church, by joining the passage Gal. 
iij. 16—23 as Epistle, with this Parable 
аз Gospel for the 13th Sunday after 
Trinity, has stam this interpretation 
with her approval) :—in the Sama- 
ritan, Him of whom it was lately said, 
“Say we not wel] that thou art a Samari- 
fan, and hast a devil?“ (John viii. 48)— 
who came to bind «p the broken-hearted, 
to give them the oil of joy for mourning 
(Isa. lxi. 1 ff.);—who for our sakes be. 
came poor, that we through His poverty 
might become rich: who, though now gone 

from us, has left with us precious gifts, and 
charged His ministers to feed His lambs, 
promising them, when the chief Sh 
shall appear, a crown of glory that fadet} 
not away (1 Pet. v. 2, 4). Further perhaps 
it is well not to go; —or, if we do, only in 
our own private meditations, where, if we 

have the great clue to such interpretations, 
—kuowledge of Christ for ourselves, and 
а sound mind under the guidance of His 
Spirit,—we shall not go far wrong. Bat 
minutely to allegorize, ЖЕ bring the sound 
spiritual interpretation into disrepute, and 
throw stumbling-blocks in the way of 
many, who might otherwise arrive at it. 
38 — 43.) ENTERTAINMENT OF OTE 

LORD AT THE HOUSE OF MARTHA AND 
Mary. It surely never could be doubted 
who this Martha and Mary were, nor where 
this took place,—but that the harmonizing 
spirit has so beclouded the sight of our 
critics. Bengel believes them not fo be tha 
sisters of Lazarus, but another Martha and 
Mary somewhere else ;—and this in spite 
of the deep psychological identity of cha- 
racters which meets us in John xi xii. 

Greswell, still more strangely, be- 
lieves the persons to be the same, but that 
they had another residence in Galilee, and 
endeavours to establish this from John 
xi. 1 (where he says алб only indicates 
residence, ёк origin; and the корр is not 
Bethany, but the village in Galilee; see 
notes there). I shall, as elsewhere, take 
the text in its most obvious апа simple 
interpretation, and where nothing definite 
is inserted in ib, throw light on it from 
what we know from other sources. And 
I believe most readers will agree with meo 
in taking these for the sisters of Lararus, 
and the village for Bethany. As regards 
the name Martha, it is in Aramzan wra, 
from чо dominus, and answers to the 
Greek xvpía." Bleek. 88.] iv т 
тор. need make no difficulty —the whole 
of the events related in this section of 
the Gospel are allotted, as in the widest 
sense they belonged, to the last journey 
of our Lord from Galilee, which ended in 
the triumphal entry into Jerusalem ;—sce 
note on ch. ix. 51 ff. Jesus, as we know 
that He afterwards did, во now probably, 
when at Jerusalem (at the feast of Dedica- 
tion), abode at Bethany. He 'loved'— 
(only used in this sense by John with 
regard to ааш, and to Aimself)— 
Martha and Mary and Lazarus—and this 
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89. om 2nd ка: D lat-a c. 

атокр:бғіс 82 eimev айту o Inoobę Марба Марда, 

HKL P ueptuvac Kal ч MopuBaly mepi roMAä- 42 (voc &“ ату 
n w. iva, Matt. iv. 8 ref, 

1 Macc. xi. 58 
ошу) 

m ch. it, 88 al’, 
Acta x xii. 18 
alla. | Thess, 

© Rom. viii. 26 ому. Ps. 
q here only 1. F Acts хіх. 35. Phil. H. Эй. 

om eic rov ооу avre B. (avrnc [alone, appy] is supplied on the 
om auric CILE 33: ins AD rel, surne Р. 

тес TapakaÜwraca (more usual form), with CDP 
rel: wapaca@nea К 69: txt ABC!LE Mac. 
very uncertain] C*DP rel: txt B!C!L 38 Mac. 

тес (for жрос) тара, with AB'[qu? 
rec (for кюргозу) tnoov, with 

A B'[perbaps: see table] C?P rel lat-b syr-txt: txt B'C'(appy) DLE vulg lat - a с &o 
Бут syr-cu syr-marg copt wth arm. 

40. for exicraca, emoraSac D. 
e sil) : txt AB'CPX rel. 

ху аитп CIDKU 69 copt sth. 

cat D (Clem) Bas Aug,. 

om avrov D. . 
rec carehexe (ifacism 7), with B*D(FSUV, 

careAgiwey bef ре Җ: кат. pe роуд» D latt. 
DL 1.38: uxev Р: elre 69: txt AC rel. 

41. for inoouc, evpiog B*L vulg lat-a i Г syr-marg Ambr, Aug. 
rec (for GopvBazn) rvpßačn, with AP rel 

(-$нс 69) Clem Bas Chr Cyr Damaso: txt BCDL 1. 33 Bas Evagr. 

urov 

o inaovg bef 

om nac 

42. for evog de torı» урна, MV ёг torty урна n evoc BCL 1. 88 syr-marg copt 
sth (arm) Orig Bas Jer Aug: om D lat-a ö o e ff, i 1 (Clem) Ambr, (the variations 
have arisen from understanding «voc to refer merely to the 
prepared,—then softening it by od:ywy, and finally combining both readings): txt 
AC'3P rel vulg lat F g, д Syr syr-cu syr-txt Bas Chr Damasc 

word implies surely hospitality and inter- 
course. 71$ — it does not follow 
that Martha was a widow; the incident 
brings out the two sisters, and therefore 
no others are mentioned. She may have 
had a husband or a father living. At all 
events, it is & consistency belonging to 
real life, that we find the same person 
prominent in the family in John, as here. 

89.] It does not appear that the 
meal MS ее oe is it likely 
that Martha was about preparing it. 
Mary sst at Jesus’ feet, as His disciple, 
while He was discoursing. 40.) repi- 
«cw. (as also the form сдєса 
above) is а word of later Greek. We have 
in Dion. Hal. ix. 49, weprowg wepi тас 
lkw стратнас roy dj no: and in Jos. 
Antt. v. 1. 4, ярёс rocatrac brnpeciag 
діастереуос. See also Diod. Bic. i. 74: 
Polyb. xv. 8. 4. It exactly answers to 
the Latin 'torqueor' used in the same 
connexion by Horace, Sat. ii. 8. 67, and 
to а midland provincial expression ‘to be 
put about,’ meaning to be distracted with 
officious care,’ Sep Phryn. ed. Lobeck, p. 

ions then being 

Aug, for 

415, who gives da yoAog siva: for the corre- 
sponding classical expression. hr. 
generally, but not always, used by Luke 
of a sudden coming into presence. It looks 
here as if our Lord were teaching in an- 
other apartment from that where the ĝia- 
коуіа was going on :—this appears also in 
the naréddevwev. 41, 42.] The repeti- 
tion of her name прас reproof. (fro 

ds expresses the inner anxiety (from 
pants), GopvBd{y the outer bustle and 
confusion. The latter word is not else- 
where found in Greek. rod, many 

. évés, of one thing; perbaps 
we should not express the two words more 
definitely, for fear of narrowing the wide 
sense in which they are spoken. I can 
hardly doubt that our Lord, in the first 
and most obvious meaning, indicated that 
simpler preparation would have been all 
that was needful, but the wodAd leads to 
the fv, and that to the åyaðù pepls, the 
z being the middle term of comparison 
between the natural то\А\а and the spiri- 
tual d abi pepic. So that the whole will 
imply—only within the circle of Christ's 
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c ff, i J: ins АС Chr. (33 def.) om ar BDL lat- a 
Bas, Damasc. 

Cuar. XI. 1. for ca: ey., ey. de A al lat-e syr-cu. 
wc exavoaro DM lat-a b с. 

om ато с D. 
vivi Р Orig,. ins at 

2. for aw. де, o де ecw. D lat-e. 

Clem 
Tu vale ic ла 

wpocevyopevow bef ey тоте 

aft rpocevy noe ins ре 
Barrodoyars wc о, Хото: okova» yap rivec ort ev ry woXvAoyia аэты>» UcaccecOy- 
govrat adda жросоҳошуо D (see М? vi. 7: D throughout conforms 

rec aft warep ins ur о ey Тос ovpavoic (from || 1 
rel gat (with har]! per) lat -a b c e syrr syr-cu copt : ins u (alone) 
sions to Mt). 

disciples, those who act from love (mis- 
taken or otherwise) to Him—much as 
John vi. 27,—and will set before us the 
bread which perisheth on one hand, and 
that which endureth to everlasting life 
on the other. The dya@) papls, the good 
portion, is the i» which is needful —вее 
John vi. 53,—the feeding on the bread of 
life by faith; which faith cometh by 
hearing, and hearing by the pijya xp 
grob, which Feroa now receiving into 
her soul, and which (John vi. 64) shall 
never be taken away, but result in ever- 
lasting life. The two types of charac- 
ter have ever been found in the Church ; 
both, caring for Him, and for love to Him 
doing what they do: but the one busy and 
restless, anxious, and stirring; the other 
uiet and humble, content to sit at His 
eet and learn. We see here which of the 
two He praises. But on the other hand 
we must not derive any argument hence 
against an active Christian life of doing 

: thie is, in fact, to sit at His feet 
and learn—to take His yoke on us, and 
learn of Him. It is the bustling about 
the жоААа of which there is no need, 
which is blamed ; not the working out the 
fruits of the Spirit, which are needful, 
being parts themselves of the dya0/ 
epic. 

й Cnap. ХІ. 1 — 18.] Jesus TEACHES 
THE DISCIPLES TO PRAY. The locality 
and time of the following incident are 
alike indefinite. The only limite are 
those of the great journey which is the 
subject of this section. There is no reason 

many expres- 
, with ACDP 
al: om B t. 

for supposing this to be the only occasion 
on which the Lord delivered this prayer to 
His disciples. In the Sermon on the 
Mount, it stands in close connexion with 
шаг pa before ;—and here also. In so 
weighty a summary of His teaching as 
that was, He was xA likely, when speak- 
ing of prayer, to omit it ;—when asked bv 
His disciples to teach them to pray, He was 
not likely to depart from the once 
given them. Such are ordi probabi 
lities, antecedent to every question affect 
ing the two Gospels: and those critics 
who throw aside all such, are far more 
prejudiced in reality, than those who allow 
them full weight. The peculiar and 
abridged form in Luke," says Meyer, “is 
a proof that the apostolic Church did 
«se the Lord's prayer as a form.” Rather, 
we may say, & proof of the fidelity with 
which our Evangelist reproduced his ori- 
ginal rta, not co ing them м 
others him did (see var. readd.) to 
suit the forms most probably in use. If 
the apostolic Church did not use the Lord's 
Prayer as а form, - hen did its use begin, 
which we find in every known Li ? 
(See Bingham, Antiqq. xiii. 7.) 1.] 
каб. к. "е... .. of this fact we know 
nothing beyond the allusion here. 
8.] бта» pos. My. . . . . more definite 
than obrec spoc. . . . . in Matt. On 
the prayer iteelf, see notes on Matt. vi. 
18. The кш not found in the text 
could hardly by any possibility have been 
omitted by any, had they one formed a 
part of it. Stier’s argument, that our text 

у”. 
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ACDP rel harl Lm tol per) lat-a b c syrr copt mth (but гус is оша in ACDMPA 69): 
om BL 1 vulg syr-cu arm expr Jer 
EX. didor, do 48 U. enptpov (I MZ) 

ra ogeAnuara D al, debita per tol lat-b c d. 
эрес D mm lat-a 5 c. 
rel. 

"Dal (ы mot on аш gat mt per 

for ка: yap ауто, wc rat 
rec aQuyty, with FLMSUVXZ Clem Orig,: txt ABCD 

for ravri ogecdovrs npiv, тос ogereraic nuwy D mm lat-b c Ambr. 
rec at end adds аААа рида: guag ако rov тоупроо 
ACDR rel lat-b c syrr 

5. om жрос avrovc D lat-c Mcion-e. 
Damase: txt ВС rel lat-f ff, g, coptt Orig. 

|| Mt and liturgies), with 
Thi: om BL 1 vulg arm Origexpr Jer Aug 

for urn, epee A D- gr EMER 69 latt Bas 

6. om pov (on account of repetitions, pov, por, pe) CR rel lat-ff, 
Euthym: ins ABLX vulg lat-a b 

-lat. wapeory D. 

has not been conformed to Matt., because 
the doxology has never been inserted here, 
seems to me to tend in quite another direc- 
tion: the doxology was inserted there, be- 
cause that «саг the те general liturgi- 
cal use, and not because this ч 
was never used liturgically. TÓ 
xað’ An... . for that days n or 
for that day, i. е. day by day. No 
paces need be supplied after тб. 

4.) wal yàp aùr. . . . expressed 
here more strongly than in Matt., as the 
plea for the exercise of the divine forgive- 
ness to us, — ‘for it ts our own practice 
also to forgive г but notice the difference 
— there is no here, between man 
and man, only the ordinar rim word 
of this world. =. (ovr. Au.] 
This varied expression (see above) may 
serve to shew how far ‘ Luke’s reporter’ 
(De Wette) was from misunderstanding 
the words of the Lord: that reporter, as 
Stier well observes, (Reden Jesu, iii. 126, 
ейп. 2,) being no other than the Ноу 
Spirit Himself, whose special guidance was 
promised in bringing to mind the things 
said by Jesus (Jobn xiv. 26). 5.] Now 

OL. I. 

8 
& syr-cu вуг copt eth arm Orig, pos DM 69 69 ute 
om хрос pe D lat-d i Orig- lat. 

follows a parable on continuing in- 
stant in prayer, of the same nature as 
that in ch. xviii. 2 ff. In both parables, 
the argument is ‘a fortiori;’ “if selfish 
man can be won by prayer and impor- 
tunity to give, and unjust man to do 
right, much more certainly shall the 
bountiful Lord bestow, and the righteous 
Lord do justice.” Trench, Parables, in 
loc., who further remarks, that here in- 
tercessory prayer is the subject of the 
parable; there, personal. And, that we 
must remember that all reluctance on the 
part of God to answer our prayers is not 
real, but apparent only, and arises from 
d reasons working for our good: 
whereas the reluctance in these two para- 
bles is real, arising from selfishness and 
contempt of justice. The interroga- 
tive form continues to got, ver. 7, ‘Who 
of you shall be i in these supposed circum- 
stances ?” w 0р. ..... c. r. A. 
6. wap. d£ 55.) In the East it was and 
is the custom to travel late at night, for 
coolness’ sake. Why трея áprovç, 
does not appear. I forbear to give tho 
allegorical interpretations су the number, 
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r aury’ 1 какнуос towhky атокрібеіс ry Ma но "re ит: 

non п ° дора °к{кАната‚ Kat тё таби . 
роо per tpou "ac тй» "koirmv sow’ ой Suvapat ' ave-::: 

9 Aye ошу, н ка! ov босы avy 
avacrdc Sia то уа pidov avrov, Sea ye тт» * ауо!баву 

avrov * ғуєобис досе aury Осшу ` xe 

Matt. vi. 6. 
Av. 10. Jobn STOUQC " wapeye’ 

xx. 10, 26. 

xiii $e : : 

25 1. E. sl. стас Oovvat сог. 
3 ‚ 87. т 
Mark i. 89. 

хі. 4)on! 

EYATT'EAION XI. 

үкү 
Exod. 211 Aéyw Агате, cai ohorera: оргу" Cyreire, ка ei pi 

у Mark 
ch. vili. 

DNE: XII. 

s here only + 
ur Өс та, | riva 

ta Matt. H. 18, 
в. Gea. 

4,7 

, * 7 ГА q = 

1 Y kpobere, Kat avoryOnoerar ошу. 0 хас удо 0 ew» 
a e ез ы U 

` AapBaver, kai o Стоу evpioxel, Kat te " cpr ara. 
$ EE usw rov warípa " оттан о vix, 

LÀ ы , a? 8 ГА * - „ J A q › Р ag? " 

арто», pn Abov * єтідосы avro ; ? n Kat ix 0h, un arri 
xii. H ә 3 оа 2 , 2 И, "айю ty Obοο бе» aurp kr; 127 п Kai [idv] arma 

v Matt. vii. 7, 8 
reff. w constr., Matt. vil. 9 reff. 

16. 1 Cus. ix. 8, xvi. Gal. Job ix. 28. 

T. kai er. А: єк. бе D sah. 
lat-5 e ff, g, i syr-cu вуг th. 
Bas. for etary, eariy D. 

8. om e ка: D. 

. ооо» DL rel Orig 
9. rec avorynocera: (rom i Mt), 
10. rec avosyqotrat 

Bas-ms 

x Matt. vil. 9, 10 reff. 

for «urs, spu D lat-b copt. 
for ug Ty» cornr, ey ry cory D al latt sah Cien 

y ob. xvi. П. Маб 

om pov C'M1 

rec avrov bef ф:Хо», with E rel: avro» ф‹Лоу AR: avr 
ф:Хоу avrov D: txt BCLX 33 cedi arii Mac. om акты D-gr Syr 

ac ТЫ: txt ABCKMR (33, e sil) Orig, Bat 
with ABCKLMRXA 1. 38. 69 Clem: txt D rel 

vom || Mt), with CLMRX 1. 33. 69 Clem Bes: avayie 
(corrn to горски, made by B in || Mt also) BD: txt A rel. 

11. for riva, ric DLX 33 lat-c syr-marg Orig Cyr Aug: txt ABCR re №7 
hom-Cl. rec om «E, with E rel: ins ABCDKLMRX 33. 69 Orig Mcion-e Dial 

arnoe bef rov warepa В. 
n ка: В lat. z i 1 sah Orig Mcion-e. 
ACDR rel copt hom-Cl. 

o тос bef атпен D al. 

rec (for ij) н, with (but e sil) Ser’s qr: ti 
aft ix ins airgot D al. 

om apre» to 

for шз, za: B al Mcion-. 
rec 2nd emdwoe bef aur (corra to preceding and || Mt), with ACR rel: txt BDL hre 

19. C places this verse bef у каз «x0. 
1. 69 Dials ins C rel, ау АА. г 

which abound: the significance of the 
thing asked o see below on ver. 13. 

7.) We have an interesting frag- 
ment of domestic life here given us. The 
door is ' barred,’ not only shut; there is 
the trouble of unbarring it: the father 
and children are in bed (els т. x. ela. 
ellipt. for ‘have gone elc т. к. and are iv 
тў r. see reff.); (observe how in all the 

bles which place the Father, or the 
usband, before us, the Mother, or the 

Bride, does not appear ;) and he cannot 
(i. e. will not, cannot from being over- 
come by reluctance) rise and give to him. 

8.] åvaleia is too mildly ren- 
dered by ‘importunity, E. V. It should 

shamelessness. It is here 
that the postulant on knocking and 
asking. 9.) at follows is in the 
closest connexion, and will not bear the 
idea that it is transferred here merely as 
being appropriate. Тһе airtiv, 20те, 
xpobey, all answer to the features of the 

om у C Syr syr-cu. om tar B 
теб ayon (grammi corrm or itacism I), with E 

parable, 10.] declares to us nt 
merely a result observable here amog 
men, (in which sense it is mof иясе! 
true,) but a great law of our Faller! 
spiritual Kingdom: а clause out of th 
eternal covenant, which cannot be 

nn Our Lord oe Карз 5ч 
certain our obtaining the Holy 
(the sid ris gift, in which all other 
брата буада are included,) from ОШ 

Father, by another ‘a fortiori’ argument. 
drawn from the love of earthly parents 
so far less careful and tenderly wise the? 
He is over His children. с 
straction, as before (ver. 5), is а mixed 
one: half interrogative, half h 
For the rest, see notes on Matt. vii. 7 
The egg and scorpion are added here. Th 
serpent and scorpion are the ропе 
mischievous: the samples, ch. x. 19, 4 
the dévapic той lyOpob :—the stone, ths! 
which is simply unfit for food. So thet 
God's answers to our prayers consist d 

- 
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* wov, ил "emidwou avri ” кортіои ; ; Sat ойу bueic "ia l 
тоупрої | * vrápyovrec оїдатє ° Souara 147998. $:00уа‹ тос beh, oh, з. 19 ref. 

rékvotc dub, do paddoy e жатр o * Е ovpavov ои г 
vt d dytov rote ‘ atrovotw avrov; 

14 Kai л» єк[3аААа» dai, kai avrò qv * кыфоу. 
xxi. 8. 

g Mark vii. 89 reff. 

rel: txt ABCDHEL R(Treg expr) PAA 1. 33. 
fuld lat-c Aug. om uy BL 

:18. for vxapxovrec, ovrec (|| Mt) DKMX Clem Mcion-e Dial Ath Cyr 
bef jouara, with (some cursive Р) latt Clem orig- 

aft o xarnp ins vpwv (|| Mt) C 
for *vevpa ayiov, ауабоу дода D mæ-in-Ambr 18-0 c ff, i l. 

rec ауаба 
ABCDE rel Scr’s mss Mcion-e. 
Ambr Jer Aug. 

ө = hero only. see Matt. xxiv. 17. 3 Cor. v. $. 

note. 
pe vii, 11. 
Eph. iv. 8 

vil. 18). 
EE ir. 17 

т: 

feonste., Matt. v. 42 reff. 

wo» bef ar. D R(Treg expr) U 
cxoptiov and exddwaee D. 

: txt ABCR 
lat Hil: txt 
vulg Syr sah 

t 

14. for ver, ravra às esxovrog avrov mpoçpeperaı avre дацоюборгуос кшфос кап 
гкВаћоутос avrov каутгс sÜavpgatov D lat-c ў. 

neither useless nor mischievous 
but of His best gift His Holy Spirit—in 
all the various and fitting manifestations 
of His guidance and consolation and 
teaching in our lives. This is (because 
this takes of and imparte to us by leading 
us continually to Him who is) the áproc 
of the parable;—the *paterfamilias' is 
our Father in Heaven, with whom how- 
ever the night is as the day, who never 
alumbers nor sleeps. It has been noticed 
how by the hungry traveller coming to 
the man, may be imported, in the depth 
of the parabie, the awakening in a man's 
own soul (which is so precious to him) of 
that hunger which he has nothing to 
satisfy, and which none but God can 
satisfy. The student may, as in the fore- 
going parable, follow out this clue for 
himself (provided 16 be done soberly) with 
much interest and profit. otice 
that when we address God (Mt. vi. 9), 
He із ô жатзур ò фу т. obp.—when He an- 
ers us, Не is ó rare ò & ovp. In the 
former case we go up into Him and His 
abode; in the latter He comes down to 
us. The construction is not (Meyer) o iv 
op iE оёр. бшсш: but the one so 
common in good „ & ёк ПгХотоу- 
wnoow wéAepoc, denoting the 
whence the influence implied in К рыта гиф- 
stantiwe comes, which here is the result of 
that relation implied in rari. 

14—36.] ACCUSATION OF CASTING OUT 
DEVILS BY BEELZEBUB, AND DEMAND OF 
А SIGN FROM HEAVEN. Our Lozp's 
DISCOURSE THEREUPON. Matt. xii. 22— 
46. Mark iii. 23—80. The reasonings of 
Greswell to shew that Luke relates an en- 
tirely different incident from Matt. and 
Mark, able and well conducted as the 
are, fail to conviction to my min 
The marks of of identity are too many and 

om «as avro 3v А!(арру) B(D)L 

striking to be mistaken ; and on the plan 
of discrimination which he has adopted, 
I am persuaded that we might prove four 
distinct Crucifixions and Resurrections to 
have happened just as easily. Besides, it 
is quite impossible to ay the ed: 
througbout t this section of Luke's Gospel 
and when it has been once given up, a 
considerable difference is made in the way 
of regarding the various narrations. On 
the side of which Evangelist the strict 
accuracy lies, it is next to impossible for 
us now to decide. I am inclined to think 
with Schleiermacher (transl., p. 190), that 
the section from ch. xi. 14—xii. 53 (or 
rather perhaps 59) i is a connected whole, 
or, at all events, is intended to form such. 
But then the whole is introduced (ver. 
14) without any mark of connexion with 
the preceding, and terminated as ab- 
ruptly. On the other hand, the nar- 
rative in Matt. is introduced by his usual 
тбте, following upon a very general de- 
scription of а retirement of our Lord, 
and His being pursued by multitudes, all 
of whom He healed; but whether the oi 
бх\о are the same, ‘and the rére meant 
to specify that this incident occurred then 
and there, is by no means certain. Nor 
is the close of the section (xii. 50) bound 
very Closely to xiii. 1, which commences 
iv тӯ npipg ixtivy, and can hardly be 
said with certainty to define the very 
same natural day. We may observe that 
the attendant circumstances, as intro- 
duced and closed in Mark iii. 20, iv. 1, 
are equally indeterminate. I therefore 
leave the ifficulty where I found it, and 
where I believe it will ever remain, during 
our present state of imperfection: only 
observing, that the оран incident 
and discourse on it is no 
way thereby in d in authority. It 

Nx2 
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8 ireport de ‘ тераўоутес 

ә э = 9 P 

15 ee 6€ Е avrov sirar * Ent 

“onusiow ЕЁ ovpavor 
17 auvroc 8 adwc айт» ra ” ùa- 

i3 act, vonuara eimev avroic Пава Вас:Ана ep сәт» dop- 

Isa. v. 

° E E ry РА a * 9 N я , 

1 pioheioa к EOnMOUTAaL, Kat OLKOÇ ETI OLKOV WITTE. 
e 

>a 18 . & 

John nix’ а Kal 0 crardc tp cavróv " StesepioOn, soc стабђогта % 
вр гезе. ВаоАна avrov; Ort Aéyere Ev BecAZeBovrA єк[ЗалЛау р 

o | Mt. Rev. 

xvii Е; i, 19 
Sen. aimi. Р 
19. 

р ver. 15. 
q = here 
Exod. v 
P». vill. 3. 

1. 83 copt th arm. 
rel. (for D's reading, see above.) 

15. for rivec de, cat riwec D lat-c 

add (from 
ADKMX вуг wth: om BCR rel vss. 

16. rect 

only. э ге = tF le ауто UWV кр та: ETOVTAL 

eu. 
rec om rw (cf Mt xii. 24), with DR rel: ins B M 33. 69 arm, re» А. 

iii. 23) о ёе ажокрбас rey жос Svvarat сатауас сатауау teahhur 

rd дашома. 19 ч 08 eyo г» ВеА Вох exPadrw та 
ГА -æ ГА e 

datuovta, ot viol Uw Péy rive ek(JaA ovo 5 Ord rovro 

20, St ev 9 da cru бю 

BNN ro ACLX 33. 69 vulg lat-b f i I copt-ms : txt ВЕ 

exav, во B R(Treg expr).] 2d 

тар’ avrov and e£ ovpavov, with R rel lat-b g вуг: txt ABCDL t. 
88 (69) vulg lat-o f fa 91 i Syr syr-cu arm. (X has e£ ovp. ғ пт. bot omits 
жар’ avrov. 

17. та &avogpara bef avre» AK vulg lat-b c. бдарциа@нта bef «$^ ravra» 
ADL 33 Syr syr-cu copt Promiss : txt BR rel vss.—peproOaoa (|| Mf) СЕМХГ. 
for киттин, теста (sic, as often) D. 

18. for dtepep., ,es, C (T) А. 
19. om о ADI: ins BCR rel Ori 

for тос, ov D. 
rec transp крга: and avro, with R ге: 

spirat bef рм» ACKLMU 1. 83. 69 vulg lat: ў, gi 1: txt BD. 
aft а de ins eyw (from ver 19) D al lat-c cion-t Aug; aft бео» (from [| М) 

BCLR 33. 69 lat-/ syr-w-ast Ambr : om A rel vulg lat-b f ff, arm Eus. 

seems to have been a portion of the evan- 
gelic history, the position of which was 
not exactly and satisfactorily fixed; of 
which there have been alread some in- 
stances (see ch. ix. 57—62), iud there are, 
as will be seen, yet more as we proceed. 

14.] xed$óv—and blind, Matt. ver. 
22, where see notes on all the common 
matter. 16. wis d£ афт.) No in- 
ference can here be drawn that these per- 
sons were not Pharisees (as Greswell has 
done), and consequently that the charge 

ed from a different quarter. 
6.) This is not mentioned here by Matt., 

but further on in the discourse, ver. 38. 
No distinction а be drawn Бе- 
tween onp. an i „ for (1) our 
Lord answers the. demand in boch places 
dr eame reply, the sign of Jonas ; see 

Matt. xvi. 1—4; and (2) the ordinary 
Jewish idea attached to стр. would imply 
it obp.: see notes on Matt. xvi. 1. 
17.] elBós : so Matt. also, ver. 26. 
olx. dwt oix.) The ordinary rendering 
and house (divided) t house, 

falleth, is certainly right. Before M 
charged this interpretation with having 
entirely arisen out of harmonistic con- 
siderations, he should have ascertained 
whether such an expression as а kisgdom 
falling окос ixi оїсоу is even tolerable. 
The ruling idea of the saying having been 
given by the Вас. ёф’ lavráv, the em- 
phatic pronoun need not be expressed 
again. Similarly we have, 1 Cor. ii. 11, 
rig older advOpwrey тй rov dyÜpesos, 
ef uy) тд т>. тоб avApwrov rò iy airy; 
the 6 dvOÓp. being the same 

20.) dv Зактоћ 0. = ip ther 
0. Matt. No distinction can be esta- 
blished, as Gresw. attem The one er- 
e er. What Же 
опе ebraisti speaking) b 

Singer of God, was Sone by — Spirit of 
God. We have much ter variations 
than this in sayings demonstrably the 
same. And as to what the same author 
maintains about the relative magnitude of 
the works of the finger, hand, and arm of 
God, a reference to ref. P», where the 
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1 Kings xxx. 

Siépy erat à ‘avidpwy тотоу Tro $ avamavawy, kai py y John xvi. 38 
e ГА e » 

tupigkoy Мун Yroorpijw siç rov oixóv pov Obey"! 
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vi. II, 

only. 
22. Vos ` е г b 1 
££gABov. 25 kat Абд» EVpIOKEL ` cecapwpivoy Kai | xe- fl х. 24 

, e 2 3k xocuzutvov. б тоте wopeverat kai * rapaXapPave érepa Ne. 1 
al. 

cch. xviiL 22. Jobn vi. 11. Acts lv. 85 (Rev. xvii. 18 v. г.) only. Josh. XIII. 6. = ch. 
vi. 12. xv. б. Ezod. lil. 10. яе еї Mt. куе 15. vi.89. 2 Cor. ix. Pr eia НМ 225 л 

f | Mt. 9 Pet. iL 17. из vy ̂ Ps. txil 1. Jer. fi. Ө. @ Matt. xi. 39 reff. he кй 
xv. 8 only t. i i Mt. cb. xxi. 6. 1 Tim. 11.9. sek xxii. 41. k Matt. xvii. ) ref 

21. vacca: (itacism Т) DEMXTA. 
tert, гата: R 

22. for sway, вау D al. 

vinan avrov D. 

ins rore bef Aeye (|| At) 
d eos -cu eth arm. 

. Ber C 
R. 

rec o wy 
ch iii. 16 || ИХ), with ACR rel: txt BDL’ 

for exexo:Oe, werxotbey D. 
94. aft ora» ins de DUX 1 lat-d pu copt. 

LXX 33 lat-b 2 вуг copt Orig-lat : om ACDR rel 

) rel: txt A B[sicincod: see table] ELMS?U V(e sil) az. Eb 

vportpoc (from o 
arm. 

for savr. avà., avg» avrov D. for 

texupoc above: of also 
om avrov D. om 

for & avudpwy, да тыу vipwy D. gr. 

ins syokalorra bef cecapwpevoy (|| Mt) BCLRT 1.33.69 lat 7 I copt sth 
Vict-tun. 

heavens are ‘the works of Thy fingere, 
will sufficiently shew how little reliance is 
to be placed on such subtilties. 
21] This parabolic sentence is in close 
connexion with many prophetic sayings, 
Isa. xl. 10 marg. liii. 12, and most 
pointedly Isa. xlix. 24, 25. It will be re- 
membered that the Baptist called the Lord 
by this name, ò to xvpòripog placing after 
it, it is true, „ but still using it as in- 
dicative of the Almightiness of the Son of 
God, rather than in comparison with him- 
self. The lexvpós is the adversary, 
Satan; his atA¥, this present world,— 
John xii. 31; xiv. 30; xvi. ll. His 
goods, or tools, or spoils, —rà dwdpyovra 
= rå окей = rå ocvAa,—are the sons о 
men,—2 Tim. ii, 26; 1 John v. 19 (Greek). 
With these is he clothed and armed, or 
rather with their evi? capacities, which he 
furbishes and brightens for his use: with 
the тауояћа тоб ĉıaßóňov, compare by 
way of contrast, the savorAía тоо Osov, 
Eph. vi. 11—20. Without these arms and 
tools he would be powerless: the evil one 

for каз kexogp., cat coop. L: om «a: DLT copt. (Both by homaotel 

aft wapaAdapBave ins pt8’ savrov (see || Mi) 

must have evil men—something receptive 
of evil—to work upon. But thee the isyu- 
pórtpoc takes from him, and divides is 
spoils, Isa. liii. 12. He divides his epoile— 
turns to His own use and that of His 
followers all that good which the enemy 
had corrupted into evil. The 
Stronger had already come into the 
strong man’s house—the Saviour, into the 
world—and was robbing him of his cap- 
tives, and making them into His own dis- 
ciples—e. д. Mary Magdalene and others: 
but the work was not fully completed yet, 
till the Lord, by and in His death, over- 
came him that had the power of death, 
i.e. the devil. And that His t victory 
is still proceeding ;—He is still taking from 
him one and another,—rescuing the sons 
of men by the power of His Gospel, till 
the end, when He shall (Rev. xx. 1 fl.) bind 
him in the abyss; and though he be 
loosed for the final conflict by His suffer- 
ance, shall cast him overthrown into the 
lake of fire for ever. Rev. xx. 14. 
28.) See on Matt. ver. 30. 24—26. } 
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* om Matt. xix. 90 гей, w here only f. 

CX 33. 69. 

c (а py) D 38 lat-a b. 
гес yvyn bef $uvny», with ACR rel 

oyAov bef $evgv yvyn К 1 lat-c: txt BL. 
28. for avrog ds, ка: avrog C: o če D. 

rec ex ra bef er. xy. тоу. savr. (|| MZ), with ACR rel latt copt - 
aAAÀa ex ra xv. жоу. eav. D lat -a Vict-tun: er. er. жу». к. e. G: txt BLE ©. 
for tage Ad., A Dora E rel (.Адыу G): txt ABCDHKLRX® latt. om ux 

9 = Phil. Ш. 8. sre Rom. (1.30. 1: 
x Matt. xl. 7 reff. 

copt arm: y. rig гж. $e. Dlate: sv 

rec pevourye, with В'С rel: 1. 
AB!LAZ. rec aft $vAaccovrtg ins avro», with X rel vulg-mss Locf: © 
ABCDLAZ 1. 83 am(with forj) lat-ab c e J. ЛЧ seth arm Mcion-t A 

99. rec om 2nd ye, with C rel Syr: ins 

See on Matt. xii. 48. 27, 28.] This 
little but most instructive incident, here 
interposed, serves to shew the originality 
of Luke’s account, and that, whatever its 
position may be, it is sfse[f' of the highest 
authority. The woman apparently was 
influenced by nothing but common-place 
and unintelligent wonder at the sayings 
and doings of Jesus :—and she broke out, 
with true womanly feeling, into a blessing 
of the mother who bare such a wonder- 
fol Teacher. Such seems to be the ac- 
count of the incident itself. Our 
Lord's reply is indeed wonderful :—(1) In 
reproof. He corrects in her the un- 
apprehensiveness of his word, which had 
eaused her to go no furtber into the 
meaning of it than this ordinary eulogy 
imported,—and gives her an admonition 
how to profit better by it in future. 
(2) In hemility. He disclaims all this 
kind of admiration for Ais humanity: 
and says not ‘my word,’ but the word of 
God, which is in fact the same, but takes 
the view off from Him in his abasement, 
unto the Father who sent Him. 
(8) In ftreth. He does not deny the 
honour hereby pronounced upon his mo- 
ther, but beautifully turns it to its true 
eide—viz. that which was given her long 
since—pacapia  тыттаўсаса„, ch. i. 46. 

Her blessedness oonsisted not so much 
in being His mother, as in her lowly and 
faithful observance of the word of the 
Lord spoken to her ; see ch. ii, 19, 51. 
Nor again does He deny that to have 
borne Him was an honour— piv оўу is ‘imo 

ug. 
sic : see table] DLXX 1. 33. @ stt 

vero. yes, indeed, but.’ (РУ 
photic discernment. It will be cen 5 
this answer cuts at the root of al 3» 
riolatry, and shews us in what tbe t% 
honour of that holy woman Ж 
in faith and obedience. As the mile 
of the Lord, she ts oor hust 
race, unto whom a child is born, ase * 
given; no i»dividwal exclusive homu 5 
due to her, any more than to Corel 
who was singled out from the Gut 
world, and honoured by an angelic mess? 
relative to the divine purposes: —if sh 
were, as there is ev reason to concio 
she was, a believer in Son, the & ¢ 
man, she bore Christ in a far higher wd 
more blessed sense than by being Hs 
mother in His humanity. And this how 
may all believers in Him parteke of with 
her; therefore the Lord says no * 
deovovea т. X. but oi койу: 
The last and boldest perversion of the 
words of our Lord by Father New) 
viz. that He thus does but still fart 
exalt her honour, in that, besides beine 
His mother, she heard His word and kept 
it, need only be mentioned, to shew 
follies to which able men are a 4 
who once desert truth and simplici? 

29.] This is now in answer te 
those who sought of Him а sign ftv? 
Heaven. Tév бул. ett 
perhaps in expectation, as He paused in 

is discourse, that the sign was now 
to be shewn :—see notes on Matt. for tbt 
main subject. Here we have 0% 
part of the sign of Jonas brought 00% 
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Mt. (ref. eder. i. 
99 cab yap eyévero „Гю. 1 Gor. 

"I N » 1 — 
evac тос tveviratg стао», ovrwe отш Kai О tóc a= oh. z.14 

TOU avÜpumov тр. узев rabrv. 353 ВаоіМава d vórov b | Mt. Heb. xi, 

“eyspOncerat € ev T9 * kpiaet пега TOV ard pd rde yevtac oh m Ron. x. 

rabrne cal  катакрі»н avrobc, ore Ade ex тоу т жерйтөъ 

ric ync axoveat тт» ене ZoXopivoc Kal T. AE 5 Matt. 

n аудрес Nwewi ° avaornoovrat év тр, xi Zohopwvog woe. 

15 only. 
cv. 8. 

Heb. 

rus Ps. {. б. 

pio. pera ric yeveac тайттк, Kai ” катакріуоўту аот», f иеш 

ort регетддав» ы 

"оха wee. ® obdeic A 

tic TO vy Tova Kai 180 AEO "o^ 
Matt. x vili. 

2 Tim. il. 

С ис xf e BLM n, 
™ riÜnaw ovt ú ото ° rov ° подго», aAX’ emi ° тт» ° Avxvíav, Exod xxv. 
Туа oi? igmopevdpevot то фос Bree. и о! " Муос заць, 
TOV cüparóc tor o o$ÜaXAuóc cov' Отау o pow Жы 

Каваште лаа 65 v. r.] & Acts zxvili. 2 only. Judith хін. 18. 
e ante, v. 15 (teff.). ver. 7. n here only ¢. o Matt. v 

syr-w-ast copt arm Ambr, 

m = Acts ziii 99. Rev. хі. 9. 
p ch. xix. 80. 

rec emnre (from || М0), with CD rel: txt ABLE. 
rec aft %% ins rov xpognrou (from || Mt), with AC rel lat-e f g syrr copt : 

om BDL am(with em forj fuld jac mt per san) lat-a b сў, g1 i syr-jer copt-ms 
arm Bede. 

30. ins o bef «vac BA. 
tzt BCLX X 33. 

rec anuo» bef тос »iveviraic, with AD rel latt: 
add ка: кабыс iwyaç ev ы кома TOV кугоыс пе трас 

wtpac kat трас vukrac OVTwE xar о vtoc TOU ау it е ғу тп yn D, simly 
pu» 1. om ev rn piou D lat 

89. om ver D. 
аг here) ABC rel latt Syr syr-m 

om rwv av 

for vivevg, viverra: (from || Mt, where there is no such varn 
arm: эшн К al: txt E'HKSVA. 

(see || Mz) C al syr-ca эү» Чы 

33. om de (see ch viii. 16) BCDUT 88 vulg lat-a о Syr syr-cu copt-ms arm: ins AZ 
rel lat-b f ff, syr æth. 

om ovds vro rov podio» LIE 1.69 arm. 
Steph круитғоу, with (S, e sil) 1 Thl-ms : txt ABCD& rol. 

aM, so ABC &. 
rec (for фос) $ryyoc, with A rel: txt BCD 1. 38. 69 

aft ow а ins gov D latt (not i q 
(1 М0), with cu arm: ins ABCDE 

rec om Ist cov Syr copt eth Jer. 
latt rec aft ота» eth Jer. 

6 22), with AC rel syrr syr- eu: om BDLA latt copt eth arm. 

which is not touched on in Matt., viz. his 
after his resurrection to the 

Ninevites, V that would 
necessarily be involved in that preaching — 
the wonderful judgment of in bringing 
him there,—and thus makiag his own 
deliverance, that he might preach to 
them, а sign to that le; which sign 
(ver. 32) they received, and "repented ; — 
мый: а Ынаш than Jonas, shewing and 

a ter sign by far, this 
Prades on shall reject ld 
Чома] not a greater than Jonas,’ or 
‘than Solomon; but Jonah = the sign 
of Jonah,—so that wKetov is He who is 
tke sig» to this generation:—a sign, 
Ati, both in its actuality, ita sigmfi- 
cance, and its conse „ The order, 
here, seems to be for the sake of climax ;— 
for the undervaluing and not appre- 

ciating His wisdom, will not lie so heavy 
о Ше! in the ће judgment, as the rejection 

hang of repentance. 
2936. Оо Our Lord goes on to speak of 
His teaching and miracles, which this 
generation despised, and demanded a sign 
from heaven in preference; He tells them 
that they will not see the significance 
of them, because they shut the eyes of 
their understanding, which should be the 
light of the soul ;—this is set before them 
in a parable concerning the light of the 
body, which is the outward eye. Thesen- 
tences are repeated from the Sermon on 
the Mount, see Matt. v. 15; vi. 22 f. 
(where see notes on all that is common), 
and ch. viii. 16; but, as has been shewn, 
the truth shines from a different side of 
them here. 83.] «pv » (for so it 
should be accentuated,) a orypt, or 
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Mu. gov %атЛоёс D, kat ОАо» rò сера Gov ' $wrttvov tr ivt 
Nut A. ‘trav Ob * хоуподс 9, Kat TO сена cov “ скоты»о». к. т 
au. . H. 35 т , q? s ` - a 05 ` e „ °? : 
ти со. скоты оф» py TO фыс то tv GOL окотос try. 4 
sver. 27 ef. 36 ' 9 ` = р oA ғ , у 4 e 
t Mert vi. н ой» TO сора cov оЛоу ' фыти»бъ, из] Хо» мёрос те 

” a € [ 4 $ - 

us. Je... "окотнуб», tarat per. Ооу ec Grav o ' Avy voc ту 
"Acus “aoroary "¢gwrily ot. 3 k S те AaÀnoat * ipwra 
e Prov. 9 s = а = b? , e э , >. э a 

„Edi uu, aurov Dapisatoc * d rg “apiornoy тар autre, tici ov 
17. r & * aviwecev, 38 о & Фароаос (86 * Mabpacty От: ov 
8. il. ii. 

4. iii. 17 only +. 9 Mace. iv. 5 only.) чойе, Gal. fi. 2. iv. 11. Col. f. & Hen. ii. 12. Winer, $ 56 2. b e- 
- . (Matt. xxiv. 27 ref.) Hab. iii. 11. Rev. хт. I. axi. 33. Ро rvi . 

s ch. iii. 21 (aote). Ezek. iz. В. ach. vil. 3. Acts . b Joba 2 3i. 12, 15 bh. Сев з! 
. | Kings xiv. 24. 8 Kings niil 7 only. € ch. хіх. 17 гей. d = ch. xiv.16. хей. 7. Joba 
xi 19 al. Judith xii. 16. Joha ši 

з] bef o opBadpoc D lat-b e ff, q. om Ist ca: (|| Mt) СОГ 69 laitt. for oXov, 
жау D-gr. for exay, отау D aft скот. ins «ori D al lat-e copt eth Jer. 

35. for ver, н оуу то фыс ro гу сос oxoroc то окотос жобо» (|| ME) D lat-a & e ff; i 
-cu Ang. вуг ug Е 
36. om ver (|| Mt) D lat-a 5 e ff, i syr-cu. 

Iat-c : om т, CLT: txt ABGKMX 1. 33. 69 lat.. 
ЗТ. om ғу de rw AaAnoas D syr-cu. 

69 lat - e f g, i. for «pera [so АВМ 69] avro», 480 ёғ avrov D. 

rec rs bef pepoc, with E rel vulg 
ins ev bef ry acrpawy В. 

aft AaAnoa: ins avro» А; avrov ravra 1. 
rec aft 

$apicatoc ins ric, with AC rel lat-b e syrr syr-cu copt arm: pref, DX vulg lat-a c f ff, 
th: om BL 1. 69 copt. 
lat-a ff 

for ox ec, twa D. rap avre, per avros D 
4. 

38: for ди» savpacey ort, пр ато б:акриуореуос ey savre Муну dia ri D al, 
similarly latt syr-cu Tert Aug. 

covered ; Thy аябкрофо» olcíav, 
Euthym. Athensus, v. 205, describing a 
splendid ship built by Ptolemy Philo- 

tor, speaks of а kpüwr:9) gpaypoic ral 
оріс: wepteyopivn яаутобгу. 

А €. . рў... take heed, lest... 
and the dom, more forcible than y, 
implies the actual existence, in the hearers, 
of the state against which they are cau- 
tioned :—oxdwes шз д vovg 6 $erayeyóc 
тйс xc соо ccorwOy bxd тю» wader, 
Euthym. 86.] “ Tawtological : the 
second member contains the same assertion 
as the first." (De Wette.) — Let us examine 
this. When thine eye is single (ver. 84), — 
i. e. simple,—straight and single-seeing, — 
th whole body will be light.“ Then a 
86),— if this бе #0,—if thy whole body be 
light, having no part dark,—then it s 
all be light as when a lamp with its bright- 
ness illuminates thee.’ Of what is our Lord 
speaking? Of Hie teaching, as appre- 
hended by the simple, single-seeing soul. 
If then the soul be „ no part 
darkened by prejudice or selfish lusts, and 
approach thus to His teaching, it shall be 
wholly illuminated by it, as by the candle 
of the Lord, searching its inward parts. 
So this saying, which, even as it stands, is 
not tautological,—for the second clause 
expresses tho further result and waxing 
onward of the shining light, arising from 

the singleness of the eye,—becomes, in its 
spiritual significance, a weighty declaration 
of truth, answering to ch. viii. 15 :—see 
also John viii. 12. 

87—54.] DISCOURSE AGAINST TRE 
PHARISEES. "There can be no antecedent 
improbebility in the supposition that our 
Lord spoke on various occasions, and with 
various incidental references, the compo- 
nent parts of that great anti-pharisaic di 
course contained in Matt. xxii. Tat was 
spoken in the temple, during the last week 
of His ministry; it formed the solema 
close of His public teaching, —and at the 
end of it He departed out of the temple to 
return no more. I do not think it possible 
to suppose any part of that discourse in 
Matthew о be related otherwise than in 
its true place; all probability is against 
such an idea,—and so is die character of 
the reports of discourses in that 
in general so strictly coherent and exact. 
There is then but one supposition left, un- 
less we suppose Luke to have put together 
at random a number of fragments, and to 
have inserted them here, creating as occa- 
sion for them (for it amounts to this), which 
is equally inconceivable. And that is, that 
our spoke at this meal, the occasion 
being the wonder of the Pharisee at His 
not washing before sitting down to meat, 
parts of that discourse, with which He 

1. 4 
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Ф в 

xii. 17. 
l Matt. vill. z al. Levit. 

. 8. m 2 Cor. iv. 16 only. Esek zii. Matt. xxiii. 27 ref. о Matt. хх. 
25. Heb. x. 34 only. l»a. Ш. 14. p Matt. xzli. 18тей. lsa. i. 16. q ch. xli. 20. 1 Cor. 
xv. 86 al. L P., о 1 Pet. fi. 16. Ps. xiii ге Matt. хі. $9 reff. Judg. 1v. 9. s here 

v. 6. only. 1 Масс. 

89. aft фар‹та‹о,в ins uroepirat D lat-b. 

е 1. 

t Matt. vi. 2, &c. теб. 

40. transp ғсьбеу and гЁобғу CD T(Treg expr) lat-a c e Petr-alex Tit-bostr Cypr, : 
txt AB rel vulg lat-5 f ff, 9, i syrr syr-cu copt ath arm Суг Tert Aug. 

afterwards solemnly closed His public 
ministry. See throughout, notes on Matt. 
xxiii. 87.] Ap rom, the morning 
meal. eilsed. 82 dvéwecev] i. е. with- 
out any delay ; as soon as He had entered, 
He sat down. 88.] The expression 
of this wonder is not stated, but is pro- 
bable. Our Lord would hardly have so 
suddenly begun, dds of Ф., unless some- 
thing had been said, to which by assent 
they were parties. See His proceeding 
when sothing was said,—ch. vii. 39, 40. 

ipewr. ... This use of the 
word shews that it did not imply ne- 
cessarily immersion of the whole body im 
for it was only the hands which the Phari- 
sees washed before meat. 99.] There 
is not the least improbability or incon- 
gruity in our Lord’s having thus spoken 
as a guest at a meal (as Strauss, Schleier- 
macher, De Wette, &c., maintain); — His 
solemn work of reproof and teaching was 
never suspended out of mere compliment, 
—nor were the intentions of the Pharisees 
towards Him so friendly as these invita- 
tions seem to imply. ey were given 
шо тон deference to popular opinion, 
and from no love to Him ;—sometimes 
even with a directly hostile object. See 
vv. 53, 64, and compare also ch. vii. 
44—46. Observe also, that the severest 
parts of the discourse in Matt. (vv. 
13—22, 83) were not uttered on this 
occasion. viv, i. e. as instanced by 
your present conduct— Hero is an in- 
stance of your &c. TOU пот. K. T. 
.- understand, in the proverb’—or 
perhaps the application is left to be enthy- 
mematically filled up, ieu gi TR 
presupposes it. and 
Fuba of a man, are not the outside 
and inside of the body—but the outside 
apparent conduct, and the inner unseen 
motives. Some diffculty has been 
found in the parallelism of rò ££wO«v rov 

wornpiov x. wivacog, and rò (Guw0tv dey : 
and a proposal has been made (to which I 
am surprised to see Bleek giving his 
adhesion) to take busy with what follows: 
* the inside (of the cup and platter) ts 
Jul of your plunder and wickedness.” 
But surely ail verisimilitude is against 
this, as well as the emphatic position thus 
given to оиб». The simple fact is, that 
the parable and its interpretation are 
intermixed throughout the whole, the 
mind of the hearer being left to find its 
own way in allotting each its part. 
2! seems clearly to me to be a question, 
and to mean, as E. V., Did not He, who 
made the outside, make the inside also! 
—i. e. if His works have become unclean 
and polluted through sin, what is the use 
of only partially purging them,—not ao - 
complishing the оаа пан not 

e cleansing, to good for any thing, 
extend to the whole ? The making 8 
жота to mean, ‘he who has cleansed,’ 
and a negative, instead of an interroga- 
tive sentence—* ye fools, he who has 
cleansed the outside has not cleansed the 
inside also '—gives, especially as the same 
was more strongly implied in ver. 39, the 
most frigid sense imaginable; and I can 
only (still, after his second edition) won- 
der that Stier, after Kuinoel and others, 
should have adopted it. 41.] Here 
again I am compelled entirely to differ 
from Stier, who, with Erasmus, Lightfoot, 
Kuinoel, Schleiermacher, &c., understands 
this as ironical—' but ye give айта of their 
contents, and behold, all things are clean 
(in your estimation) fo you.’ But (1) this 
is inconsistent with the imperative 8óre. 
(2) It would require i« réy ivóvrev, for 
the Pharisees did not give та ivóvra in 
this sense. (8) It would be altogether ir- 
relevant to the matter in hand, which was 

f to the Pharisees for their care about 
outward cleanliness, when the inside was 
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ma vec "ewüywe ovx .'otóactv, 45 asxokpiÜeic ÒE rig Ter 
Deut. XXII.; 

xii. 12) only. Bir. xxiii. 9. € ch. xx. 46 | oniy}. 
Matt. viii. 38 al. fr. Соерр. only, exe. Acts xiii. 29. Gen. хЕШ 6, 9. 

meee Matte l. 8 ch. xvid BO den atv. . 1 The! 4 alt. XX А ай. . 6. са. х » Е A h 
p хі. 28 only. Erek. xvi. "ar m Matt. zi. 80. xxili. 4. Ai E. 1d. G i. & = 

хія, 85. n bere (Matt, xxiiL 4 v. r.) only. Prov. xxvii. 8 only. 

41. for ceri, вата. DXT 1. 69 lat-a 
42. for тарругсдь wapepxere А. rov Өгоо is written over the line in B by 

the original scri om ravra to ape D lat-d. aft ravra im й 
(from || Mt) BCKLMX 33. 69 vulg lat-c Syr syr-w-ast syr-cu copt-wilk mth: om AD 
rel lat -a ff, copt-schw arm. rec (for тарика) agua: (from || М), with BN 
rel: wapagtevas (combs of readgs) A: txt B!L. 

43. for тос $apisatoic, Paproaios D lat-a b се ff, i syr-cu. aft ауоращ ins ка 
rag трытокМмоас av тос ёитуоцк (from Mt xxii. 6) CD lat- с: aft ev»ay. (bot 

-mss’ Mcion-t.—eor. bef vps» D al. 

туу -ccav) 69.—om rac D. 
44. rec aft ишу» ins ypappareg kat фарса: virokpirai 

rel em lat-b f g syrr Cyr; yp. к. фар. (but not vrorp.) D 
vulg lat-a c e f} 91.2 U syr-cu copt arm Mcion Aug. 

. om 2nd „ AD rel Thi: ins B[sic: se similarly lat-a 
table] CLM. 

46. ova« bef roig vouexoce D syr-cu. 

left unclean. (4) It would be inconsistent 
with the emphatic position of тё ivévre, 
which are thus pointed out as the true 
material, out of which to give alms. It 
would be altogether contrary to our 
Lord’s usual habit of speaking about 
iving alms, to make Him cast a slur on 

it, as this would do: see Mark x. 21; ch. 
xii. 88, where the expression is very simi- 
lar to this. The command is a rebuke 
Sor their covetousness (see ch. xvi. 14), 
which follows in close connexion with ёр- 
ra vi and wovnpla, ver. 89. The ra év- 
évra are the contents of the vessel, which 
vessel (ver. 89 : вее note above) is бре : 
== therefore, in its meaning, the rd 
Urdpyovra of ch. xii. 33,—and the wévra 
кабарё& law answers to the Oycavpds i» 
obpa N of that verse, the result of which 
is the кардќа iv op,: and such 
persons being кадароі ry xapdig,—to 
them, as roig caQapoic, wávra кабар& 
(Tit. i. 15). 42.) But woe unto 
you, for ye do not this, — but make the 

ее $ syr-cu. 

ME xxiii. 27), with А 
4 Lucif: om BCL1.3 
om wc ra and 2nd ra D, 

ins Варга xac (from МЕ xxiii. 4) bd 

most trifling payments, &c. The c 
nexion, which is thus so close, is quite 
destroyed by the éromical interpretation 
of ver. 41. See note on Matt. xxiii. 23. 

43.) Matt. xxiii. 6, 7. There 
doubtless was ample illustration of this at 
the time and place when it was 

44.) See Matt. ver. 27 ;—but here 
the point of comparison is different. There 
(вве note) the sepulchres are whited, thal 
men may not pass over them unawares: 
and the comparison is to the outside fair 
ness, and inside abomination. Here, the 
graves are not seen, and men thinking tbey 
are walking on clean ground are defiled N 
passing over them. Perhaps the difference 
of expression may have been occasioned by 
the greater wealth and splendour and dis- 
play of the Pharisees in the өне 

they walk over ` бутш 
man appears to have been not а common 
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Kai avroi evi тоу дактёАшь ù uud ov ° тросфайете тосу rre t: 

™ poprior. 

48 > 

47 ovai up, ore otxodopeire ra 

h тоофттошу», ot oe агрес уро» атіктрау aurovg. 

apa náprvpic tore kai one Sci e тоц tpyotc - ror 
e 

Lo 

ere ud 

wartpwy 0 Unov' Ore avro: uiv awixrewvay avrobc, únete & sce Rom. 

окодорете. 49 Fd rovro Kat 1 1 вофіа Tov Üsov теу" r^ 
8 Kin 

xxiii, 

єз x. 
"АтостеЛе ас avroùç xpognrac Kai атостоћоос, Kal "ткөн. 15 
г gk avrov awoxrevovow kai. I ex Jio over, 50 7 де f- EXC 17. 

korn тд aipa mTüvroy rv трофптшу TO * ékyuvvoptvor [px v. 

Aro cara o KOOUOV ато түс yeveac raurne, 51 ато 

2 Kings iv. 11. 

дьс8автакта CX syr-marg. 
om тос фортос D 16-5 4. 

aft avro: ins vut В. 

u Matt. xviii. 85 ref. * Matt. xxv. 94 reff. 

for evt, ext C 1: om X. 

48. rec (for paprupec гот.) рартърнте (Mt xxiii. 31), with ACD rel latt Chr Lucif: 
txt BLN Orig. for каг ovvevõoreire, pn ovvtvOocty» D lat-a b e q Lucif. 
rec at end adds avrwy ra uvguta, with AC rel; тоюс radovc артишу 1 al Lucif; pref 
т. rag. avr. 69 al: om BDL lat-a 5 (e) i Г. 

49. om «cat т] софа rov Ütov rtv (as Mt xxii. 84) D 186-5. 
om «at bef E AKU 1. 69 syrr syr-cu. (Mi xxiii. 34) D 1at-5 Lucif. 

&&0., dtwEovoty BCLX Thi: txt AD rel. 
50. ёккеҳоџеуоу B 83. 69 exxv»vopavov, so ACDEGLUA ]. 

D lat-a b ci д syr-cu Luci 

Pharisee merely, but besides, a „уорикбс, 
whose duty it especially was to in t 
the law. Perhaps he found himself in- 
volved in the censure of ver. 42 ; or gene- 
rally among the other Pharisees. 48. 
See on Matt. ver. 4. 47.) See on 
Matt. vv. 29—32. 48.] See on 
Matt. vv. 34—36. We have here a re- 
markable variation of e ion in ver. 49, 
Å софа rot beo dre here = iyo, 
Matt. Various explanations have been 
given of this. The difficulty is not the 
variation just noticed, so much as that so 
such passage exists in the О.Т. But I 
have little doubt that the true explanation 
is this :—the whole saying ів a reference to 
2 Chron. xxiv. 18—22, and so marked a 
one, that I am no Commentators 
but Olshausen and Stier should have ob- 
served it, and they not thoroughly. That 

opens with remarks of the sacred 
Ж онан an on the delinquency of Judah апа 
Jerusalem after the death of Jehoiada the 
priest: then ver. 19, He sent prophets to 
them, to bring them again to the Lord ; 
and they testified against them ; but they 
would not give ear. And the Spirit of 
God came upon Zechariah the son of Je- 
hoiada the priest, which stood above the 
people, and said «nto them . . And 
they conspired against him, and stoned 
him with stones at the commandment of 

a roort u. 
for 

for 2nd ато, «wg 

the king in the court of the house of the 
Lord. And when he died, he said, 
The Lord ‘look upon it, and require it.’ 
The words in our text are not indeed a 
citation, but an amplification of ver. 19 
there—a paraphrase of them, giving the 
true sense of what the wisdom of God in- 
tended by them ;—enlarging the mere his- 
torical notice which laid hold of God’s pur- 
pose only by one thread let down to the 
earth, into the divine revelation of the 
whole purpose of God as the counsel of 
His will in heaven. In Matt. the Lord 
Jesus Himself, as became the solemnity of 
that final and awful close of His testimony 
to His own who received Him not, stands 
forth as the doer of this work, the sender 
of the Prophets and Apostles. (On ‘son 
y - Barachias see on Matt. ver. 35.) 

haps the strangest solution of the diffi- 
culty above noticed is that of Meyer 
(second ed.), who supposes the words to 
have been inserted here from Matthew, 
and introduced as a quotation by ij соф. т 
0. жеу, which Luke puts into the mouth 
of Jesus Himself, läßt hier Jeſum ſelbſt 
reden. Bleek attributes the fact ot 
our Lord having made this event the 
terminus historicus of their murders of the 
rophets to the position of the books of 
shronicles at the end of the Hebrew 
Canon: and uses it as a proof that 
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w Matt. хх. 
18, &c. reff. 

ж ab», here 
only. 2Chron. 

aiuaroc "A(9sÀ Ewe аїратос Zayapiov тоо  dxoAopirov at 
utratd rou " Üvatacrnpiov xai rov "olxov. wat Àtye mr 

* ovat 1.26 
хах» ö. е = t r 9 4 — — 5 

y— Mark u. йш, cc nrnonoerai ато тїс yereac rabrnc. 

«Mit. 151.19. Guty торс ) vouucoic, ort gars ту * кАнда THE yr 
“ай auroi ойк sicnAGare, ка! тойс tcepyontvouc ° &къыАйаать 

al. 1 
a 5 

b Matt. xix. 14 

only. 
€ here only ¢. 
С Acts ii. 40. Heb. vil. Sal. Nom. ig. 19. 

xiov (from Mt) D al syr-cu copt. 
pecoy (from Mt) D lat-a sth. 

XII. !''Ev olc * &riovvayÜncóv rov ' nvpiáBov rov 
g Acts zziii. $1 only. 

h here ost. Ps. Iviii. 8. = here only. k ch. zvil, Mr 
xii. Jade 14. Ber. v. II. із. 16 only. п. xxiv. 60. 

51. rec aft aro ins roy (Mt xxiii. 35), with A rel: om BCDLX 1. 33. 
выс ins rov (see МІ), with AC rel: om BDLX 1. 33. 

for rov awodopevou ретаЁо, ov egovercay ava 
for oxov, vaov templi b 

62. for npare, expviyare D lat-a (b) ce q syr-cu arm: wth has both. 
bef ауто D 69 lat-a b c il q eth Orig-lat Ambr. 
txt ABC'DE'HLMTA 38. 69. (Ci опсег.) 

Dent. хіх. 11. intrans., Jedz. iz. 15. 
l Acts xix. 19. xxi $9. He. 

тес aff 
aft Zayapıov ins viov Вара: 

lat-e. А 
ins cat 

rec eccnAGere, with X rel Orig: 

58. rec (for ractid t ee OO rg avrov) Хеуоутос ёғ avrov ravra хрос тоу Хао», 
with A rel lat-a, and addg ушл» wavroc т. aov [X oxAov] DX lat-5 c syra: 
txt BCLN 33 copt. (The confusion has probably arisen from 
of the атосторатф и» avrov фе after His dep 
фарса, oc фар. kac ot ›ошко: D vulg lat-b с e 
lat-i. emeyey C: гуну DS lat-ces: суугу. 

for атосторат:н» avrov, ovpBadrAuv avre D 69 lat-b c ei l. 
64 om evidgsvovric avrov D al lat-a b ceil g syr-cu arm: om avrow ХК 150. 

arm. 

seeming incongruily 
for o ypappartiç cat o 

l: о vopexos к. ot фар. 1 al 
al: tzt AB rel vulg copt ætb 

arture.) 

rec adds cat, with (S, e sil) vulg syr eth arm : om ABCDN rel latt Syr syr-cu copt. 
rec ins Zyrouvrec bef Onpevoa:, with ACD rel vas: om BLN 1 copt wth. for 

ver, Cgrovvrec афорицу riva Аан» avrov tva урыу catnyopyca: avrov D, simi- 
larly lat-a b cef ilg. rec at end wa sargyopggwciv avroyu (expensce 
gloss, as іг the above), with AC rel latt syrr arm: om BLN copt seth. 

Cmar. XII. I. for «v oig to oyXov, wodAwy де oyAwy ovprspuxovrey кои D 

they then held the same place as now. 
52.] fp. ràv кА. тїз үу. = 

kAeiert r Вас. т. ob. iuwpocber т. avd. 
Matt. ver. 14, which words are the best 
explanation of our text:—the key of 
knowl (i. e. not of, as admitting to, 
knowledge—but the key is the know- 
ledge), being that right understanding of 
the Law and Prophets, which should shew 
Him to the people, of whom they testified ; 
this the expounders of Scripture had 
taken away, neither themselves entering, 
nor permitting those to enter who were 
otherwise doing 5o,—and thus shutting 
the kingdom of heaven in men’s faces. 

58.] véx., аёт understood, see 
reff., to press vehemently upon Him with 
a hostile view ; a sense confined apparently 
to N. T. and LXX. 3 
тосторатіўн»у фасі ròv д:даскаћоу, 
Ürav кебе тд» кайда Муну атта áxó 

oréparoc, Suidas. So it will mean, to 
examine Him,—to question Him,—eepe- 
cially, we may suppose, on such things м 
would require answers out of, or expository 
of, the Law, as they catechized in schools. 

54. dip. atrév] The accus i 
Hellenistic, instead of the usual dative: 
во ф>ўйбоврта» rác wapGivouc, Јов. Antt 
v. 2. 12. 

Cuar. XII. 1—12.] WARNING agains? 
HYPOCRISY. A discourse spoken immo- 
diately or very soon after the former, and 
in connexion with it ;—consisting for the 
moet part of sayings repeated froin other 
occasions, and found nearly verbatim in 
Matt. It is impossible that there should 
be any reasonable doubt of this view, when 
we remember that some of them have 
appeared before, or appear again, in this 
very Gospel. While our Lord was in 
the house of the Pharisee, the multitude 
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sx low, осте rararareiv аА лос, йрЁато Мун» жрдс m Matt. v. 13 

rouc uaÜnrác avrov тротоу " IIpocéxere cavrotc ато тпс” LN гав 
U 7 , o Matt. xvi. 6 

° Zoune тоу Dapisaiwy, ? nrig éoriv 9 vroxpisic. 2 ob LE Rn 
8 L] U a , * r Y 

€ ' cuyxexaduppivoy tariv О ovk *atoxadug@natrat’ kai q Man. xxi 
a а 9 ЫШ » g @ е ~- , а 

кроттд» © ov hr. 3 avb Фу баа iv ry " akorig there only. 
» - ` " Onn хл. 

timare, Ev то gwri ` akovaÜnstrat ка! 0 xpoc то oc , Hl. 20 
ә › e 7 -~ eff. 

wma- £AaÀnsart év тос" raptiotc, knovyOnoerat ёті rwv d- i bae oniy. 
párwv. < М№ую òè ошу тос PiA, pov, ит " PoBnOnre srt — Eph. 

> - э 7 4 Е ` ` A " 

as по тошу awokrtP»vóvrev TO сона Kal pera ravra un wx Y теш. 

«Boe , - т Mark li. 1 
£yOvre» “wepiscorepov Ti Tomcat. 5 b лоб дё VÉ. a 

РА - a » - M 

ош» riva $o(jwÜnre фо[Впбпте vOv pera rò атоктеуа: f. pax. 
# e? , ds „э * е 7 ` zxvili 8. 
£xovra ° eLovoiay BU ис riv ° yévvavy, vat AL y Matt. x. 37 
Pa 5 50 6 з, f 01 Noo в Matt. x. 28 Ушу rovrov do(9nÜnre. © оюу! vert orpovÂia wwAoUvrat ly. Lev. 
gs? 7 a. A в э = э » ` b ’ xxii 2 Jer. 

5 acgcapiwv Sto > kat t&v ЕЁ avurwy ouk ёст ewtAcAn- ELOA 
m , РА = „„ a oe = 31. 47 | МЕ '-. . Gpévov Evwmriov rov e / adXAa kat at тріуєс тїс Kea- NE: — "P * 

rsss iv. 83 Theod. b ch. iii. 7 1 Mt. vi. 47. Acts K. 16. xx. 28 oniy. 3 Chros. xv. 3. e Matt. vii. 
ne sl d Бае oly: 1 „ ыды R жеце үз 

тей). Lar xxi). 16. кам: н ES pomum 

lat-b, similarly lat-c syr-marg. for катататну aÀAgAovc, aÀAgAovc cuyrMyEYy 
[zpwro» is joined to foregoing in ACDEHKA copt: to following in GLA D. 

ue 4 Syr syr- eu Cyr Lucif.] 
. for qt, yap D lat-a syr-cu syr-marg 

not rat D. 
9. rapi&oic K al, ташос АГ. 
4. rec arocruvoyrwy, with B(Mai) al Orig: 

arocravoyvrer M: txt AEKLUVT f. 
Suvaperwy axoerivat pod: D. 

8. om 2nd фоблбтуге D 69 lat-a Syr. 
Tert: txt ABDKLRX 1. 33. 69 latt syr arm Orig, Mcion-e. 

nrig sory vroxpiocc bef тшу gaptcawy BL lat-e. 
Iren-lat. for avokaAvoOnotrai, $avtpe- 

arokrtyoyrey» DGHSXA 83. 69, 
for cat pera ravra py, тту de vxnv un 

for xepiecorepoyv, xegiooow АПКЕ 33: txt B rel 

rec eEovciay bef eyovra, with E rel sth 
for in BAA ag 

Ty» ter., tic ytey. Ва\ћеу D Mcion-e (Thdot). 
6. гес zwAerac (grammatical correction), with ADR rel Orig Cyr: txt B 

69 Epiph. 

appear to have assembled together again. 
If so, iv ols will mean. during which 
things, viz. those related above. He 
comes forth to them (ch. xi. 53) in the 
spirit of the discourse which He has just 
completed, and cautions his disciples 
against that part of the character of the 
Pharisees which was most dangerous ѓо 
them. The connexion of these twelve 
verses may be thus enunciated :— Beware 
of hypocrisy (ver. 1), for all shall be made 
evident in the end (ver. 2), and ye are 
witnesses and sharers in this unfolding of 
the truth (ver. 3). In this your work, ye 
need not fear men ; for your Father has 
you in His keeping (vv. 4—7)—and the 
confession of my name is a glorious 
thing (ver. 8), but the rejection of it (ver. 
9), and especially the ascription of my 

works to the evil one (ver. 10), a fearful 
one. And in this confession ye shall be 
helped by the Holy Spirit in the hour of 
meed (vv. 11, 12). 1. ярётоу] 
I am not convinced by Olsh., De Wette, 
and Meyer, that this belongs to mposéx. 

very instance which they quote of 
тофто>» being thus used, is where some 
definite matter is subsequent to the thing 
said or done; e.g. Matt. vi. 33. But here 
is no such matter .— 1p. would only mean, 
* earnestly,'—' be sure that you’... 
which meaning I do not think it bears. I 
have therefore coupled it with rots p. aùr., 
as distinguishing this section from what 
follows spoken to the crowd, ver. 18 ff. 
On the rest, see on Matt. xvi. 6. 
$—9.] See on Matt. x. 26—89. 8.] 
dv? Фу, wherefore. 4.] тоф 

— 
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i Matt. э. 9. Ane уроу тата 'npibunvran ил goBucte oor азм? 
ет. v w EA 45 ‘arpoubiwy * Siagépere. ? N & ошу, тас ос а» оре- wuts 
2 x. 80. Aoyney £v ‘поі ^ итросбғ» raw arb peer. cal о мос E 
aMacc.x¥. roy avÜpiwrov ' eng ohen! ev аот "Euxpoober : TOP ayyi- 
ECT. Matt. A oy rov бору. %0 2t" apvnoápsvóç pe o tj, rey 

аша. Ron. аудроте», Р  атарупбчаега‹ Evwwioy TWV ауу еу rod 

mM rov. 10 cai жас Ос epe Аб уо» * ete Toy viðv rov 
R zr _ ‚ arÜperov, ' аф«бйоета‹ avro TQ & 7 чс TO äyov ж жууна 

» Mark cie. 80, * PAacgnpnoavre оик афебпаегах. orav de die pip 
a Matt. avt онас Ewi гас̧ avvaywyâç Kat тас ° аруёс kai rac 
r = vi. 12 ' &&ovoíac, un " ptpipvare тос [n ri] * awodoynonabe я " ri 
s w. ес, Mark 12 

tii. 99 ref. битте еч rò yap ade тууна Фидан ù бнас Ev avrg Ty 

E . . WOE а ди ызгы». Exer 9E rie abr EK тоу әх Ао» 
Nr y AiSécxads, " ti ry кеде pov * џеоісасдає мєт tpov 
“меч. тө "kAnpovopíav. to St cime avro “AvOpwwe, тіс pe 
aale © C : х катістцаг» xpirüv N 1 Ep vuac; erer & 1 
pated х. N 
B. 8. аслы GE, 6 Ng W S eonstr., Mark v. 45. viii. 7. 

Exod, XXIV. Mark vi. 41. Rom. xil. 3. f. vil. 15. x. 94. b Matt. axi. . 
Acts vii. 8 al. Josh. 221 7 . 27 25 Exod. H. 14. Heb. . 

& here only 1. 2 ck. 1.83. xix. 14. 

7. эме» vacat bef тис re Rh D. for spiüunvrat, npiOugutvac ecco (MI 
x. 80) D al Clem,. rec aft nn ins ovy (|| Mt), with yv ia aris еч 
syr-cu sth arm (Orig): om BLR lat-a b ff. i l coptt Am for gofSere@e, 
фоВпепте D. aft холле» ins yap D (Syr?) syr-cu arm. at end ins эрес 
(1 Mt) DFGEM 33. 69 vulg lat-a e sth. 

8. aft vuv ins ors D. for opodoygen, opodoynca (itaciem ?) AB‘ DRTa. 
9. for Ist ever, eu xpoo0«v (|| Mt) ADKQ. for атару., apygOsgosres D al. 

for 2nd evwriov, evwpocGey (|| M?) D al Clem. 
10. aft oc ins a» D al. for tig, крос D. ис дє ro xy. т. ay. omg re 

and, as 69 also does, GA. D. aft ageOncerac ins avre oure €» rw Gu rosre 
oude ev rw pedrAovre (see МЕ xii. 32) D lat-o e eth [Lucif Jer]. 

1. гес wpos¢epwory, with AR rel lat-a: $:puci D lat-b q Clem Orig Cyrjer: 
txt BLX 1. 38 vulg lat-e f i copt Lucif. for ете, «c DR 1. 69 Clem. 
pepipynonre (grammatical correction, and || Mt) BLQRX 1. 33. 69 Orig Cyrjer: 
wpopeocuvare (МЕ xiii. 11) D-gr Clem: txt A rel. om Ist тт: D 157 lat- à e 
e fs $T Byr е са eth Clem Orig Cyrjer Ambr: ins (from || Mt?) ABQR rel vulg 

t.f syr copt Lucif. 
i. 5 rov ox xo bef аита BFLQ 83: txt ADR rel am вуг coptt arm. for ете, 

urov 
14. rec (for rpirgv) дікастуи, with АОВ rel: txt BDL 1. 33 sah-gr Tert.—om 

n peptorny D lat-a(appy) с syr-cu Tert.—spirgv n бикасгт» 69: apxovra cas дкаст» 
167. (The element of confusion has been the арҳоута к. Ówacrqv of Acts vii. 27, 85: 
hence the variations. 

фОом pov: seo John xv. 13—15. гт цап» about the care of Providence 
10.] See on Matt. xii. 31. И, 19.) His friends, and he thought this was 
See on Matt. x. 19, 20. juss Ge care prend рейс. wanted ; 

13—21] ANSWER TO ONE WHO being, as appears, oppressed by his brother 
SOUGHT A DIVISION OP HIS INHERIT in the matter of his patrimony. Possibly 
ANCE. Peculiar to Luke. 18.] The too he had an idea that the Messias, or the 
man was evidently sof a disciple, nor great Rabbi to whom he was listening, was 
paring to be one, (as Schleierm. t hinks,) come to set all things right; —and with 
but some hearer in the crowd, шан mind that feeling which we all have of the 
had been working in him during our Lord’s surpassing injustice of our ows wrongs, 
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£ ? a , 

ажо пасус fmid., 1 Joha 
v. 21 (9 Thess. 
Ш. 2, act.) 
ong: hia 

7 U = 
16 (rer OE c Mark vli. зә 

al Jer. xxii. 
17. Beek. 
zzi. 27. 

oiov ™ eupopnory n" Хера. 17 kai ° die xo yixero Ev tavr f Mark xii. 4 

At yo Ti осе, ori ovk Р iyw тою d avváčw тойс rap- xz, joa хт. 

robe pov; ! ка! a 

om Matt, xvi. 7, 8. 
s Matt. ili 13 tef, 

p Matt. viii. 20 ref. 
t = Matt. xxvi. 20 reff. 

kai тегу Tovro rotho“ ' кад: pov тас idi via 
*атобђкас̧ kai peiZovag otkodounew, kai Tauvatw tke mer onyt 
wavra rà “угупрата [pov] каі та “ayaba pov, 

Zi. 
\ у . 85. 19 ка} san 

Sir. 

Ф = Matt. ili. 18 ref г e» Judg. vi. 95. 
u ~= ch. xvi. 95. Gen. x1v. 18, 20. 

15. rec (for тас) тус, with EGHVTAA (FS, e sil): txt ABDQR rel latt syrr 
syr-cu coptt eth arm Clem Bas Antch Tit-bostr Aug. 

eorty bef n Cwn D lat-c. 
om avrov D Syr syr-cu. 

rec (for ашты) avrov (repetition of foregoing), 
with A rel: txt BDFQRT 33 copt Cyr Bas Tit-bostr. 

16. трос avrove bef xrapaBodgy D sah. 
17. for eavrw, ауте BLI. 
18. for peZovag owocongow, zoow avrac petovagc D lat-e. 

какы uv D al latt Ambr. 

ins AD rel latt syrr syr-cu. 
Euthym Ambr. 

broke out with this inopportune request. 
14.) &v@p., a word of solemn re- 

proof; see Rom. ii. 1; ix. 20. The &v6p. 
also forms a definite subject for Spas to 
refer to, . . . ‘men,’ i.e. mankind in 
general. This question is expressed in 
almost the very words of the Egyptian 
rejecting the arbitration of Moses, Exod. 
ii. 14;—and may shew us the essential 
difference of the two offices of Moses and 
Christ. 15.] abvrovs, i.e. тё» 6xAov. 
He suw into the covetousness of the man’s 
disposition, and made it an instructive 
warning for His hearers. aéons TÀ. 
There is a meaning іп © —every kin 
of xr. This kind, of which they had an 
example before them, was by no means one 
of the worst; but all kinds must be 

(therefore) consist in his goods. 
That is, no man's life igri» ic rov vrapy., 
consists in what He possesses; (obr iz’ 
Gpry uóvq Chet rat ávOperoc) . . . nor 
іу rq періссебцу revi, by his having 
a ‚ can be made to be the 
case. Man's life is of God, not of hes 
goods, however abundant t be. 
And this is the lesson аас ie the 
following parable, and lying at the founda- 
tion of the still higher lesson conveyed 
in ver. 21. den is life in the preg- 
nant sense, emphatically his life; includ- 
ing timeandeternity. This is self-evident 

[yvgopnoay ADGKLIA 33.] 

for gat 9. tru, 
for yevguora [one у ADQ Фе], ro» cirov 

(exegetical alteration) BLTX 1. 69 coptt sth arm. om 2nd pov BLT 1 arm: 
om xai ra ауада pov D al lat-a b o e ff, i l q syr-cu 

from the parable and its application. 
16.] Our Lord in this parable sets before 
us one arrived at the very height of 
worldly prosperity, and that by no unfair 
means; non limite . non 
spoliato paupere, non circumvento sim- 
plice.“ Aug. Serm. 178, с. 3. It was by 
God’s blessing that he became thus rich, 
which might have been a real blessing, if 
he had known how to use it. 

тоф . ‘.... 
inopum sinus, viduarum domus, ora in- 
fantum..... Ist sunt apothecm quse 
maneant in sternum.” Ambrose de Na- 
buthe, ch. vii. 37, p. 575. 18.] “ His 
p Ave ea be as the Giver, 

: its, goods, e greedily re- 
sores all for himself. (vat ixe сете) 
—he imagines such things to be food for 
his soul (NR.. . . ёуат., $., v., ebop.) 

death, which is every day 
possible." (Stier, iii. 146, edn. 2) А 
very striking similarity is found in Sir. xi. 
18, 19, фот: яЛоюгбу бяд яжросоҳӯс коі 
офсуүіас аётоё, kai абёту ij pepic тоё 
шодоб афтоё` iv ry eixtiy аётё» Ейроу 
dvaravaty, kai убу gayeuas ёк тоу 
áyaÜev» pov, xai ойк olds тіс raipòg 
wapededoerat, cal caradeipe айтад ітіроқ 
kal ёяодаугіга. Stier Uere uus & 
convincing proof that our id occa- 
sionally refer to the Apocrypha (?). 
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gow ry Yvyy роо Yuyn, xec moha “ayaba " xeipeva 

viL 36. 
we Hch. viS 20 «v 

ai, r. ЕТЕУ 
Exod. 3 a? M 4 

x Nn A WUXNY Gov * atrovary 
> Өпсаоой оу аит ка! ит ^c heor 

ч a * м * , -æ LY 
ыт» & woóc rovc paÜgrdc avrov Ava 

21 4T М rel. 
Y ch. xv. 22, EGTQE; ovrac o 

333 d X * 2 10% %ↄ h  WAOUTOV. 

de avro о Өгдс "" Афрыу, rabry тр vvxri ту 
э * - € 1 e 7 a 
axo cov’ a $ ўтоішасас, tivt 

SP. rovro Aéyw иш», ит] " рерџуате тр Yuyy ri payne, und 
10. Xil. 12. T owpart ri Erd bonche. „ 

"te^ тпс трофпс, xat TO сода тоо Ф>$бнатос. 
a Matt. xx. 20 

b constr. Matt 
v. 1D, 90 (reff.). Rom. ii. 5. 9 Cor. xli. 14. Prov. i. 18. 
ch. I. 58. a e Matt. vi. 25 (гей. 

iv. 86, 87 ref. 

19. om from repeva to ru D lat-a b c e. 
for Otog, evptog А. (so Cypr, but Өкос twice.) 20. om o bef Geog T. 

g Acts vil. 31,82. Нер. Ш. 1 al. Іза. v. 12. 

-p 
* 4AtstOP £GTUV 

24 Е ката- 

53 Nn 

Р * b s е * 1 , P d i ГА 

voc are тоос cx OP KA, OTL OUTE onrtipoucty OUTE Otoi- 

е =» Eph. L S. eh. xvi. £. 
f Lake, here only. 

h bere only. Ps. calvi. 9. 

elz ed. 1663 афро» (grammatical correction), with KMUV (S?) T 69 Orig: txt A 
B[sic : see table] DLQ rel. 
83 sah(appy). 
Clem Orig, Cypr. 
Iren-lat Clem, Antch Cypr. 

21. om ver D lat-a ö. 
22. om avrov B lat-c e. 

rec astac.rovciv, with AD rel 
a ratr. bef r. jj. соо D (69) lat- i 

for de, ovy D lat-c e Cypr. 

em, Orig, : txt BLQT 
re coptt sth Iren-ist 

т тон, revog D lat-a b c 

for ravre, avrw B lat-c е. (ev avrw L.) 
rec әш» bef Xe (|| Mf), with AQ rel lat 

b c e syrr arm: txt BDLX 69 vulg lat: F | q syr-cu coptt sth. rec aft ry 
Хип ins vpge» (|| Mt), with T rel lat-a e Syr syr-cu coptt Clem,: om ABDLQ 
1 am(with fuld em forj tol) lat-b c F 9, 1 syr arm Ambr. 

Mt) BT 33. 69 lat-a Syr coptt th Clemi. урш» (I 
aft cepar: ins 

23. ins уар bef нул BDLMSVX 1. 69 lat-ó c e Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast copt sth arm 
Clem,: om AQ rel vulg lat-a f fz for REH, Ако» D. 

94. for rag коракас, ra weresva rov ovpavov D mt late l. rec ov ow. ерде 
(rom || Mt, where there is no varn), with AB rel: ov ax. ov M: ov ow. ovys T: 

20.] &фреу, opposed to his worldly pra- 
dence ;—taúrty Tjj v. to the ёту modd ;— 
the «wy in the one case, at its ease, 
eating, drinking, and making merry, to the 
Ni in the other, demanded, rendered up, 
judged. God said unto him,— perhaps 
it is meant, by some unmistakeable judg- 
ment; but more likely, as occurring in a 

ble, the words are to be literally taken. 
у supposing merely a divine decree to be 

meant, without personal communication, 
as Grotius, Kuinoel, and Trench do, we 
lose the impressive part of the parable, 
where the man’s selfishness and folly is 
brought into immediate contact with the 
solemn truth of his approaching death, 
which certainly our Lord intends us to 
contemplate. al rodou, not strictly 
impersonal; there are those whose business 
it is, even the angels, the ministers of the 
divine purposes: see ch. vi. 38 and note. 
The merely impersonal sense may be 
defended: cf. ver. 48: but this saying 
seems so solemn, as to require something 
more. & Frolmacus. which thou 
madest ready; but not for thyself. 

| otras, thus: in utter confusion, and 
sudden destitution of all help and pro- 
vision for eternity. There is no føre: 
because the case, alas, ia an every-day one 
in every place. в... n 
6«óv ... The meaning of these er- 
pressions will be brought out thus: He 
who is rich for himself, laying up treasure 
for himself, is by so much robbing his 
real inward life, his life in and toward 
God, of its resources: he is laying up store 
for, providing for, the flesh; but the 
spirit, that which God looketh into and 
searcheth, is stripped of all its riches. 

These words may also, as remarked 
on ch. vi. 20, shew that Luke does not, as 
supposed by some recent critics, use 
‘riches’ as merely this world’s wealth, 
but with a deeper spiritual meaning. 

22—31.] LESSONS or TRUST IN Gop. 
In the closest connexion with the preced- 
ing ;—Bà тобто, ‘qua cum ita sint, since 
worldly riches are of so little real use, &c. : 
see Matt. vi. 25 —33, and notes. 
24.] rovs xópaxas, who are elsewhere 
spoken of in Scripture as the objecta of the 

p Ra 
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Üovaiw, oic ойк Eorw k raptiov ob de ! dmroÜnkn, kai o бєдє Е вие ову; 

rpipe avrobc. móc ™ пало» орис ™ діафіогте тоу xvi : 
° летыроу; 25 тіс & Ë онш» [° utpiuvov] добрата: Р &xi = Matt н. s 

тей. 
* е ГА э -æ - — › v m^ 

Tiv * пка» avrov ° mpocÜrvat vn] 26 st обу ovse o Mait. vi. з 

- o i. 16. 

> оМубтіюто; Эка! due py Tnreire ті paynre Ñ ті "Маран, 
Tinrt, kai py ‘perewpiecOe. 8 ravra yap wavra та . Yt 3, 
40 ~ М d ' — e = y € ` ч (ооу AZV. 
0% rov кбсноо “exZyrovoww, upwv S o marno оде» Ba 
ort *xpyZere тобто». 31 f ANY € Cnreire тт» ВасАнау „ 

avrov, xai ravra "mpocreOnocrae Ошу. 9? uù do[Jov, x Ден ails. 
Rev. ili. 6 

18 al. Esth. v. 1. y Matt. vi. 80 (reff.). 8 Matt. vi. 80 | caly. Gen. xv. 17. a here 
ouly. sce Matt. vi. 80 reff. b Matt. vi. 30. vill. 96. xiv. 81. xvi. 8 only +. с bere only 3. Micah 
iv. 1. d Matt. vi. 82 reff. e Matt. vi. . ch. xi 8. Rom. xvi. 9. 2 Cor. еш. Judg. 
xi.7 vat. f= Matt. xi. 39 reff. Judg. iv. 9. g Matt, vi. 88. ch. Ш, 20. xii. 95. T iv. 15. 

txt DL lat-e. ovre rap. ovre D. for avrovç, avra D 69. for тосе 
paddroy, ovy: D mt lat-c e ff, i. 

25. om peptyywy D 225 (Tert): ins || Mt?) ABQ rel Eus. rec 
тросбнуа: bef exe rg» nAtccay avrov (from | oa with ADQT rel Eus: txt B. 
rec aft *nxvv ins eva (|| МЇ), with AQ om B[sic: see table] D 1аё- C coptt. 

96. for и to Aotrwy, cat тер: Twy отеу ri D lat-a b c ff; i l. rec ovre, with 
A rel Eus: txt BLQT 1. 33 sah. 

27. rec wwe avtaves ov кота ovde vo (|| Mt), with ABQT rel: txt D lat-a 
syr-cu Clem(quotes vv. 27-8 entire) Mcion-t(appy). aft vp» ins ore (|| Ac) 
ADLMX 1. 33. 69 lat-b c e f ff, i Clem Jer: om BOT rel vulg lat-a t eth arm. 

28. rec ins rw bef aypw, with E rel coptt arm Clem: om ABLMQTUA. — 
rec rov xoprov» bef ғу ауры, with E rel: тоу xoprov cnp. bef «v ауры AKMQTU 
1. 33 vulg lat-b с F g, syrr copt arm Clem: т. хорт. rov aypov (|| Mt) DG*HX vas 

jer: txt BL.—rec onpepow bef ovra (|| Mt), with ADQT rel vas Clem: txt 
BLA lat-e coptt. rec (for арф:ебес) .agQuyvvci (from || Mt), with AQ rel: 
txt DLT, арфаѓн B. 

29. for n, cas (from Mi vi. 25, which our passage more resembles than ib. ver 31) 
BLQT 33 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt-schw Bas: txt AD rel latt syr copt-wilk sah. 

80. rec tr Urea n correction, here and in || Mt), with AQ rel; nres 
р Жан А txt BLTX 33. 69. for vpwy to odey, oidtv yap o татар энш» (|j Mt) 

-a b c. 
9L for жАл>» Eur., Er. де (|| Mt) D lat-a Mcion-e. rec (for avrov) rov Otov 

(corrn here, and in || Mt), with A D*(and lat) QT rel vulg lat-b e f ff, 91.3 i syrr 
eyr-cu Clem Mcion-e-t : txt BD'L lat-a o coptt mth. rec aft ravra ins ravra 
dum || Mt), with ADT rel vulg lat-ô c f ff, g, 4$ Syr syr-w-ast copt th arm-mss 

cion-e Ambr: om BEHLQSVAA lat-a e syr-cu sah arm Mcion-t Tert. 

divine care: see Job xxxviii. 41, Ps. cxlvii. has adopted. For what have high thoughts 
9. 26.] Ad Grow: this shews the to do with the present subject, —which is, 
truth of the interpretation of Лк. given the duty of dismissing anxiety and over- 
in the note on Matt. А cubit would not carefulness, in confidence on God's pa- 
be iAáyiorov to add to the stature, — а  ternal care? Ка pe be sat rid Pe at 
very large increase. 29. «wp(L., sea, tossed about between hope and fear. 
certainly not ‘nolite in ime 70145. Bo Thucyd. (ii. 8) describes Greece as 
veg; which Meyer approves, and Luther being таса periwpoc ii the two first 

OL. I. 0 
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MEL b vÒ шкрду ' тойо», & Ore bd dc 0 marp Ореу 
ти ii, Sobvat 0 йш» тй» Вас:Міау. © wwAhoare rà '0жйруо»та 
2.75 — хх. ошбу, kat Oore " EXsnpoouvny. ™ womaare ° éavrotc ° Bad- 

ere ar Aavria m P та\аобигуа, 3 Üncavpor ' avixAumroy € Ey тос 
Т ч? 28.1 Cor: r: obpavoic, Grou кАёттт оюк Ey. ob ang d tag beige. 

d ron yap ст» o % Gnoavpoc оро», EKEL каї n карфа ре Pan 
£. 205 бро» отш, ёстысау vpwv d oogiec " * таре $шо- 40 ant 

= do шуаш Kai оі ? Хуро " кацбреуог' ка! раҳ ö note PETT 
d * wpocdkxonivore тд» кру favor wore з RUN ауброжоқ 

&е 
"€ 

Es 
xui 9$ м 

» Bek b. 1.1 
(fon Pa. ot 
D viiL 18 
bis only. 

q Matt. „Ца Neb. xii. 12, 
e ch. avili. 40. xiz. 87, al, xziv.1 Gea. xxvii. . 

Tie. vi. 5. Wer vis val. 18 bis oniy. 
it see Rob. ч. 14. 1 Pet. i. 18. x bis. 

. v. 16 
= ch. KI. &. John iv. 6 (t 

e abs., Matt, xv. 11. ch. 2$. 

38. aft ors ins «v avre D lat-e. 

rir cal. ebe * avoikwaw abr, 

оўс Або» о kÜpioc svonos ypnyopourrac. 

" ava boy b ik тоу ` удри», tva #\@д»тос cal " кроўтаутос 
37 накар ot OovÀot Ex D 

арт» Муы 

Tw s. N 
хале Matt. i ТҮҮ d „кәй UE 

.vi l4, Bev.i.1&. xv.6 
à lere Fen- E outy 7- 

cnoey DT.] 
88. [Bax Aria, во A B(sic: вее tablo, DOT be] 
34. «orat bef car 9 кара vpwy D lat-a b e f. 
85. for cerwcav, eorw D. 

36. avrov» D 1. 33. 69 Clem Orig 

А al. 
81. o rupiog bef «Qu» LQ 33. 

cities were at war. 832—394. ] Our 
Lord gives to his own disciples an as- 
surance of the Father's favour as а ground 
for removing all fear from them, and 
shews them the true понов and how to 
seek them. rd pix Thus He 
sets himself forth as their Shep erd (John 
x. 1 fl.), and them (as in Isa. xli. Es 
as а weak and despised peo people. 
Meyer endeavours to evade the force 
this, by supposing it addressed only to 
the Apostles and then existing disciples. 
But it is said to the puxpdy soipyiov, who 
are ali the elect people of God. wed. ] 
This is the true way of investing worldly 
wealth :—‘ He that giveth to the poor, 
lendeth to the Lord.’ See on Matt. vi. 19 
—121, 

35—48.) EXHORTATIONS TO WATOH- 
FULNESS. The attitude and employment 
of the pirpdy торуу is carried on, 
even to their duty of continua] readiness 
for their Lord's coming, These verses are 
connected with ver. 82—"sipoe your Father 
hath seen fit to give you the kingdom, be 
that kingdom, and preparation for it, your 
ehief care.’ There are continual points of 
similarity, i in this of the discourse, to 
Matt. xxiv. 42 ff., but nọ more; and the 

n TA. 
as ooguec bef инш AKQT latt Iren-lat Orig Constt 

Bas Cypr.—vpwy n oc$vc Pip FP D. 
Met 

with GKXrA Bas: txt ABDPQT rel Clem Method. 

for cupnoti, evon D Clem. 

rec ауаћосе (grammatical corra), 
aft кроосаутос ins аотое 

close connexion quite forbids us toi 
that the sayings have been collected 

the Evangelist. 85.] There is a 
ht reference to, or rather another pre- 

sentation of the trath set forth in, the 
jene t of the virgins, Matt. xxv. 1 ff. 

the image here is of servants 
for their lord to return from the ; 
—left at home and bound to 5 
ness to receive him. There is only a hint 
at the cause of his absence—He is gone to 
aw : үброь may mean almost any 
feast or entertainment—and the mais 
thought here only is that He is away at a 
feast, and will return. But in the back- 
ground lies the wedding in all its truth— 
not brought out here, but IS Matt. 
xxii. 1 ff.; xxv. 1 ff. al rẹ. e] 
See reff, and John xii 4 
8 vol] Ses note on Matt. ххү. 1. 

xal Фрая —emphatie i 
Ed the da@. and Абу. above :—ye youre 
selves, i.c. your whole conduct and de- 
meanour, Kpotgavros . 1 
very common construction of the gen. 
abs.; see ch. xvii. 12; xxii, 10 a ead 
Winer, § 30. 11, note, ‘edn. 6, for classical 
examples, 37.] See Rev. iii. 20, 21, 
where the same similitude is presented, 
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rep. фоат: | ка! ' акакМмун айто®с Kat * тар- fact ma Tat” 
11 rediit 

zziv.7. 

ark x. 45 
ch xvii. 

үй. x. 5% 
™ eyon- k see oh. xxii. 

° dopu x пуа: zov olco Li. . 
cal ойыс P yivece i SToqmot, ore 0 «pg OU mMatt xx. 

докегге 0 O VIOC TOV аьбофтоу č R 1 Пяе» & [аот] *сё „ 
o Ilérpoc Kopie, тобс "pac тўи wapaBoAny raurny Eid 

98. at beg ins xat = Md p eomepivn фиХакт Kat орви ovrec тощси D, 
similarly 1 lat-c 

adding | | ve ту devrepa and g 3 m A rel vulg lat. ho copt: 
for evon, pn 

s L er. on copt-dz lren-lat: ins APQT rel vulg lat-c f syrr 
tra is defective vv. 38—59. ] 

39. om rypgyopgoev ay cat D lat-e i syr-cu sah-woide arm. 
reo afb ovx ins a» (Mt xxiv. 48), with ADQT 
rec Osopvynvac (|| Mt), with A txt 

for ehOn xat, rat ehOwy 
gat{with mm) 186-0 в 
copt eth arm. 

ScopuyOnvas roy око» avrov D. 
rel Orig: om BKLPS 1. 69. 
BL 33, 

40. rec aft орис ins ou» (cf || МЇ, dia rovro x. vp.), 
om BLQT latt syr-cu coptt arm. 

41. for cow. de, xac uw. D. 

for ка» twice) cas tav, insg 1X0» bef «v 
txt BLTX 2L 
om os QovyAo, BDL 

om aniy 

rel: 

with AP rel s à D- gr: 
p. aft у wpa ins y L(Treg ex 

om avrw (prob as к г) Mis it seems а to 
give ату accownt of ite insertion) BDLBX 83 14-9 o e ff, gi i l arm? ins APQT 

und the promise carried on yet further. 
to the sharing of hie Throne. The Lord 
himself, in that great day of his glory,— 
the marriage-supper of the Lamb,—will 
invert the order of human requirements 
(see ch. xvii. 8), and in the fulness of his 
grace and love will serve his brethren :— 
the Redeemer, his redeemed,—the Shep- 
herd, his flock. vapeAÓ., coming 
in turn to each. Com the washing of 
the disciples’ feet in John xiii. 1 ff., which 
was & foreshewing of this last. great act of 
self-abasing love. 88.) Olsh. observes 
that the first watch is not named, because 
the marriage itself falls on it: but his 
view that because the fourth is not named, 
our Lord follows the ancient custom of the 
Jows and divides the night into three 
watches, is probably incorrect : it is more 
likely (Meyer) that the fourth is not 
named, the retarn was not likely 
to be so long delayed ;—for the decorum of 
the parable. 89.] І ат surprised that 
Schleiermacher can have imagined (transl. 
р. 198) that this verse has been inserted so 
as to break the ieu and by a later 
hand. Nothing can be more exact and 

than the connexion as it now stands. 
Our Lord transfers, to shew the unex- 
pected nature of his coming, and the 

‘ine 

necessity of watchfulness, the relation be- 
tween Himself and the servants, to that 
between the thief and the olxo8cowdérys. 
For the purposes of this verse, they repre- 
sent the leebe бт wc —olkctirely: as put 

with the Lord's house and house- 
hold (thus the verse is intimately con- 
nected with ver. 42) :—and in the further 
application, individually—each as the olco- 
Seowdrng of his own oxtvoc, to be kept 
with watchfulness against that day :—He 
is represented by the thief—idod tpxopa« 
ec кАйттпс, Rev. xvi. 15; iii. 3. 
Olshausen's view that the оікоё, is the, 
gor той 3 rovrov, is surely quite 

ne the main features of 

а when He а 41. 
d жар. v. not, the two last verses (Stier), 
but the whole : —* Who are they that are 
thus to weit and watch, and to be thus 
honoured at the Lord's coming? This 
question, coming in so suddenly and un; 
connectedly and 5 apparently 
unanswered, is among the m Apr of 
the originality and historic y of this 

Оо 2 
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42 О о кбрк) Tie 
1 = 

ege EUTEV 

Eie d apa torlv о maroc 3 око>бнос © * $póviuoc Ov *кате- 

K 1e. arhat о кйёргос eri тїс ` біратнас айтой [rov] &iove 
aa. We. Еу Kato ` ctropérprov; 4 ̀ накйр‹ос o Sovrog é — > 
NE Prov. б» Аду o cõpioc avrov eupijaet sanari ovrec. 

oMatt.sziv. An Mw ош» "e = тасу ток 7 утаруоют 

байгыш avrov * катаатйом avrov. “ay & ғр о SovAog £xtiv* 
Y^ MF ev p кард: avrov "Keon i о кўрабс ноу ©юхесба, -= 

I4 cal apEnrat ron reis rode a хадас Kal тес > waibiocec, | 
45. cxt обігу те Kal mive «ai " ебйокесба, * 6 05a о кёрюс ү 

viere oniy t. тою добор é ixtlvov ev "шро * y ov “© wpocdoxg ai tv 
75 ора *ў ой ird, col ! Styorounon айтбь, Kai rà 
wd? f*guooc avrou perà TOV атістыу Өпач. 47 f Exetvoc & а M 
z s v дооос̧ " yvouc то Апиа тоо коріои avrov _ kat pu 

„en Feines pnoe тойвас хобс TO na avrov ‘Saon- 

Der erat ro Aa- 
. б. 

ch. 1. gl. Heb. x. 87 (from Hab. ii. es Gea, xzxiv.19. 
c Epb. v. 18. тиз: v. Dor Prov. iv. 17. (вех. ныс 

„Ма UE 18 ref. 
xti. 18. Gal. iv. 22, Ko. Gen. х 
xxiv. 49.) a жан. Ro aL Lem, И. 
бї only. E Ezod. xxix. 17 

тей, 

49 0 de un yvoùç тотвас & * аба 
а =» Matt. vili. 6 ref. b Matt. xvi. 69. Acts 

f Matt. xa. 
Matt. xxi 81 reff. ̂ 5 ent 

constr. aec., 9 Thess. Hi. 15. Mark X. 2. Rev. dE ars Winer, еда cdm. 0, § 29.5. uiae: 
2 Cor. xi. 94. Tee bas, olay 

vulg lat.f syrr syr-cu coptt th. 
om 7 каа трос xavrac D. 

мунис bef rg» wapaBoAgy ravrgv D vulg lat. 

42. rec ied каз eura») итеу ze, with AQRT rel latt syr sah arm: txt BDL 1.33.69 
rec (for 0 bef beg c rat (|| Mt), with ALMURXT Orig: lat - co 

txt BDPQT r rel syr-marg sah. 
careornoey T. 

| мт) АВРЕТ rel Orig,. 

43. aft rvpgor ins avro» D. 
44. for aAg8wc, арту (|| Mt) D al lat-c. 
45. for rvz rtv, титну D. 

ptÜvakoptvoc D-gr. 
46. for rov doHOU гкнуоо, avrov D lat-e Iren-lat. 

asc rev D. 

rm Orpaxeav 
es ins o ауабос D al lat-c e yr. eu. 

om rov DLQX AES ins (from 
rec ins ro bef cron pio, with A kr 

avre MPTTA lat-c e. 
бб» re ка sive, and for cat peOuexecOa, 

Once bef pera тыу 

47. rec (for 1st avrov) tavrov, with AR rel: txt BDE'KLTX 1. 33. 69. 
eroipacac unde D al (Iren-lat Orig Dial) Ambr: om руде топас L lat-d f. ff, i Syr 
syr-cu Jer: for une, ту BT 33 sah. 

discourse (against De Wette, &c.). 
42 ff.] Our Lord does not answer the 
uestion directly, but proceeds with His 

urse, зо as to furnish it with an 
answer ;—viz. that in its highest sense it 
applies to his Apostles and ministers, 
inasmuch as to them most bas been given 
as the оѓкоуброг— but that its application 
is gradationally downwards through all 
those who know their Master's will, even 
to the lowest, whose measure both of 
responsibility and of reward is more 
limited. For the comment on vv. 42—46 
seo on Matt. xxiv. 45—51. Notice that 
(ría Tuv here = òùrorptrõ in Matt. 

4T, 48.) ott 5 to the 
uestion in ver. yrovres = nén, 

the disciples. of ph vvóvres 
whore. the multitude :—but tho appli applica- 
tion is not limited to this: the truth is 
one of universal extent. The 47th verse 
needs little explanation :—after both roed- 
^ёс and SMvas, yd is to be su 
see reff.: and cf. Aristoph, Nub. 969, 
imerpiBero rvsróu&voc soAÀAXác. 

„ not éavróv, but, matters, rpòc г. 
0. aù.: almost in the absolute sense of 
‘making ready:'—it refers back to the 
yiveoQs Eroro: of ver. 40; this readiness 
being not only preparing Mmeejf, but the 
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evi Thy уп», kai ті OA; ‘et nòn °avnpôn. 50 * Ba- 
iv. 19. Tobit iv. 20. p ver. 4 reff. 
ә Winer, eda. 6, § 53. 8, c. 

т — Mark x. 68, 89 (] Mt. v. r.). 

48. for «добр, «£duxay D. 
for rap, aw’ R(Treg ) 1. expr 
DU Justin (Clem) Constt Epiph Bas Mac. 

82. Те 

q constr., Matt. vii. 9, 10 теб. r = Ch. xlii. 
€ James ili. 6 (Acts xxvili. 2 v. г.) oniy. 3Ch 

Zur noovoty ax avrov repacorepoy D lat: V, æth.— 
for repiocorspoy, т Мо» D. eTairgcovcsur 

49. rec eic, with DR? rel Method: emt (from Mt x. 34?) ABKLM Ricrreg expr) 
TUX 1. 33. 69 syr-marg Clem Orig, Eusog Tit-bostr Chr, Vict Hil Jer Aug,. 

matters over which he has charge, ver. 
35. There is reference to Deut. xxv. 2. 

å 8 pd yv.] The case is of one (a 
disciple in the first reference, but then 
generally of all men) who boná fide is 
ignorant of his Lord’s will. That sach 
persons shall be punished, is both the 
sentence of the law, see Levit. v. 17—19, 
and an inference from the truth set forth 
ver. 57, and Rom. i. 19, 20, 32; ii. 14, 15, 
—that the natural conscience would have 
prevented the p} жоўта. (Observe that 
the two classes, not included here, are 0 
yvovc «ai wosjoac, and ó h у>»о®с cai 
жойтас, as far as that can be said [see 
Rom. ii. 14] ;—the reference here being 
only to the u} жо‹ўзас in both cases, or 
rather to the uj) ж. in the first case and its 
equivalent ж. 2 а wAnyay in the second.) 
But the difficulty seems to be to assign 
a spiritual meaning to the 
éMyas. That such will be the case, 
would à priori be consonant to the justice 
of the Judge of all the earth: and we 
have it here declared, that it shall be го: 
but 140, is not revealed to us. It is in 
vain for the sinner to encourage himself in 
sin from such a declaration as this: for 
the very knowledge of the declaration 
excludes him from the exemption. '*Our 
ears have heard the voice divine; We 
cannot be as they." (Christian Year. 

warr &, attr. for тард rayróç, 
тоў . . тол] The second ro- 

is not the roAv that been given, but 
a proportionable amount of result of dili- 
gence, а Troß which he is to render. 
жерте. haps, more than from others ; 
ide gab үр more than been de- 
posited with him, viz. that, and the interest 
of it;—see Matt. xxv. 15 ff, 
49—53.] The connexion appears to be 
this:—the immense and awful difference 
between the faithful and unfaithful ser- 
vants brings our Lord to the ground of 
that difference, and ita necessary develop- 

ment in the progress of His kingdom on 
earth. . wip) It is extraordinary 
that the official announcement of the 
Baptist (ch. iii. 16) —аётӧс opac Saxricn 
lv пу. ay. kal wvpl—connected with the 
mention of a baptism here,—with the 
promise Acts i. 5, and the appearance 
Acts ii. 3, so strikingly expressed as 

pidpevas yAdoca: © p. 
have not kept the Commentators in 
general (Bleek is an exception) from fall- 
ing into the blunder of imagining here 
that the fire is synonymous with, and 
means no more than, the discord and 
division which follow. The fire is, the 
gift of the Holy Spirit,—the great crown- 
ing result of the sufferings and triumph of 
the Lord Jesus. To follow this out in all 
its references belongs to another place :— 
see notes on Mark ix, 49, aud Acts ii. 8. 
This fire, in its purifying and separating 
а on the mass of тарар causes 
the Sapepiopds afterwards spoken of. 

The construction of rh Odd. d 48. 
фу. has been ever a matter of dispute, 
while the meaning is on all hands nearly 

The three prevalent explanations 
it are: (1) which is Origen’s (appy), 

and is adopted by Grot., and defended by 
Meyer and Stier,—making el = tie, and 
rendering, And what wil I! would 
that it were already kindled! Cer- 
tainly thus there is nothing forced in the 
construction; we have s for ‘utinam’ 
joined with an aorist in Josh. vii. 7 ;—but 
the = short ejaculation seems unlike 
the character of our Lord’s dis- 
courses, It is true the structure of John 
xii. 27 affords an instance of a similar 
question, cai ті то; . . . and under 
similar circumstances, of His soul bei 
troubled. (2) which Theophyl., Kuinoel. 
Olsh., De Wette, Bleek, &c. adopt, taking 
ri = 6%, as some do, adopting that reading, 
in Matt. vii. 14 (but see note there), and 
ef = bri, and ing, How I wish that it 
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„1.1916, b imi тоју vonpny аўтїс ка! víu$n E тт» EH 1. 
Num. lil. 29. 

dhere Мете ln. 

= r 13 bis оа. 10 ref. 
= ch. M. 17 а "Mat. zziv.'al. 

54 "EAeyty & xai тос dx Aote Ora tónre [* riv] ve 
fch. 21. 17, 18 rof. = Rom. x. 19 (frem Deut. 

1 eh. iv. s 3 38 reff. 

50. rec (for ого») ov, with X rel: txt ABDKLMRTU 38. 69 Orig. 
51. for Covva:, rornca: D lat-e syr-cu. 
55. rec око bef en, with AT rel 
к e ff, syr-cu Hil. 

53. rec 5 with A rel syrr 
а ы Бы Hil Ambr 

aft татр: ins avrov D lat-c ei g. 
ÜÓapspioÜncovra: bef е D, * lat-b o e$ q Ambr. 

BDLTU vulg 5 cef 
with ADL 1. 69: 

vulg lat-b f syrr 
roe bef dropspepeopever D. 

for aXX зу, adda D 69 coptt. 
arm Eus: txt B D-gr L 

for exe, tv (twice) D 

sah-mnt sth arm Meion-t: txt 
Eucher. rec (for lst eae) 9: А 

rec (for — 
бета te (con 5 ), with A rel: txt BD, ту» Gvyarepa LT 1 Кол 

OT туу e td unrpt, with A rel: txt BDL 1 Eus, rena (omg re») T. 
for te авгус, taUTyC 

were al kindled! But here we have 
serious difficulties of an tdiomatic kind :— 
ri is apparently never thus used—and el 
only after words of wondering, bein 

ieved, &c. : see Mark xv. 44. (8 
at of Enthym., Beza, &c. and the 

E. V. What will I, if it be already 
kindled?’ i. e. ri Tuo» Ofw іду 
dnn ; ri Asoy dvapivw lv rg zou ; 
Euth. This also presents по construc- 
tional, кы & very great contextual diffi 
oot АУ. for by ver. 50 it evidently was not 

indled ; and even if this were over- 
ome, the expression, MY a deep one 
of personal anziety (and be it remem- 
bered Who said it), would be vapid and 
unmea in the extreme. е 
things then being considered, I 
the first explanation. 50. The 
symbolic nature of Ba is here to 
be borne in mind. aptiem = Death. 
The figure in the Sacrament is the 
drowning,—the burial, in the water, of 
the old man and the resurrection of the 
new man: see 1 Pet. iii. 20—22, and 
notes. The Lord's Baptism was Ни 
Death, in which the Body inherited 
from the first Adam (iv дионддат: саркдс 
брартіас̧) was buried, and the new 
Body (rd сёра тўс дбЕпс abrov) raised 
again: все Rom. vi 1—11, but espe- 
cially ver. 10. And He was straitened 

rec aft 
syrr syr-cu: om BDL copt-ms Eus Meion-t. 

werOepay ins avrgc, with AT rel latt 

(the bert possible rendering) till this was 
кое :—1. e. in anxiety and trouble 
of spirit. The 84 here implies, but 
flrst, i. e. before that fire can be shed 
abroad. Here we have then, as Stier ex- 
presses it,  * passio inchoata’ of our Lord; 
the first utterance of that deep anguish, 
which afterwards broke forth so pe 
—but coupled at the same time y 
zeal for the Чеш work to be accompli 

61 The work of this fire, as 
it burns onw in the world, will not be 
peace, but division ; see Mal. iii. 2, 8, 18 
iv. 1, where we have the separating effect 
of this fire in ite completion at the great 
day: see also Matt. iii. 12. On the pas- 
“о see notes оп Matt. x. 36, 36. 

59.] REPROACHES FOR BLIND- 
NESS TO THE SIGNS OF THE TOME. 

The connexion of this with the foregoing 
is natural and close. dd тоў dy (ver. 
52), the distinction shall begin to be 
made ;—the discord and division between 
those who discern rà» catpdy rovrov (ver. 
66) and those who do not. Our Lord then 
turns to the crowd (xal. Не not only 
said to the disciples the foregoing, but also 
to the crowd the following) and reproaches 
them (1) for their blindness, in not being 
able to discern it, as they did the signs in 
the natural heavens; and (2) for ther 
want of (vv. 67—59), in not 
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a= | Matt, xvi, 
11 James 1. 

TpüXTUO GE 'Badet sic | pudAaxny. 2 — 
zi 88. 

t Matt. vii. 11. Phil. Iv. 13 al. 8 Kings v. 6. a Коа. Н. 18. Phil. 5.10. Job xxxiv. 8; 
v Matt. xvi. II. Mark iv. 40. w Joba v. 19 reff, io 1 Cor. x. 15. y = Joho xit. 
8 = ch. xix. Joba vi. 21 £. a Matt. v. 96 ble. ch. xviii. 3. 1 Pet. v. взу. | Kiop 10: 
b om Matt. х. 18. ch. xxi. 19. xxii. 1 al. cm only. d — bere only. ix їз) e xvi. 16, To 9. xix. 

25. Eph.iv.19 only. Ps. evi. 28 al.) е «e» Heb. ti. 15 i As AIX. 18) only. о» ix. 84. 
fhere only. Jer. xxix. (zlix.) 10. f Matt. v. Pb pd xxvii. 9б}. 

only. isa. Ш. 12 only. 1 John іН. 

54. om ry» ABLXA 1. 33. 69 arm: ins DT rel. 
Tel. 
lat-c е rr syr-cu coptt arm Bas. 

55. A RA DL eth. 
56. aft ro ins pey D ev- po 

(more usual order) DKL 
җе, Syr-mss вуг. е жы TOV 

om % D lat-c e i syr-cu. 
с 2 Syr-marg 
f om re de D ) lnt-b(appy) Syr-cu. 
58. ахалАаудав (фасит ?) a avalÀAaysva: D. 

катасъру, «aracpy D 184-5 ff. 
(for At v. 25), with L rel: ү М 

repenting and becoming reconciled to the 
law of God while et there was time. 
Schleiermacher and De Wette can discover 
no connexion, and yet the latter thinks 
Luke inserted the sayings of vv. 54—56 
out of Matt. xvi, because of vv. 49 ff. 

5.) There is а somewhat similar 
saying of our Lord at Matt. xvi. 2 ff., but 
differing both in its occasion and its ; eub. 
stance. Tijv ved., just as rdc veséXac, 
—the eloud,—that usually rises there: 
see 1 Kings xviii.44. The west, in Judæa, 
would be the direction of the sea. 
56.] brav, вс. nre. 56. тё жр. ris 
Үз perhaps ref to er signs of 
rain or heat from the appearance of ie 
hills, &c. Tv 8 к. т...... ] The 
signs of this time were very plain ;—the 
sceptre had departed from Judah ;—the 
gonen expectation of the comi of the 

essiah is testified even by ane au- 
thors ; —the had all spoken of 
Him, and the greatest of them, the 

ist, had announced His arrival. 
N.] In what follows, our Lord takes occa- 

Ban. bef or D latt. 

-cu Ambr,. 
DT 69 Mcion-e.—^7. bef ve D al latt. 

Ati) BadAn, with T al: Badg А rel Bas: Baic: 69 lat-e: txt BDXT 88 ev. y. 

for ато, ext BL: txt ADT 
rec om ors (see Mt xvi. 8), with D rel vulg lat-b f g,: ins ABKLUX 33. 69 

transp rov ovpavov and ттс ync 
ү lar с Syr syr- cu coptt: txt AB rel am( with 
€ коро», xv rov кошо» D al; rov x. L: т. к. 

ovK одате Зокціё нь BLT 88 
coptt wth: ov докшнафете AD rel latt Syr syr-cu arm. 

om ax' B Bas. for 
rec (for rapadwon:) wapaĝw 

rec 

sion from the request about the inheritance, 
which had this discourse, to pass 
to infinitely more solemn matters. There 
is, I think, no denying that the xpívew 
тў Bix. and the 6 ávr(Buós с. have a 
reference to that request, in the ability 
and duty of every man to judge what is 
right: — but the sense of the words far 
outruns that reference, and treats of 
loftier things. ‘ Why do ye not discern 
of yourselves your true state—that which 
is just —the ў of your case as before 
God? You are going (the course of your 
life is the journey) with ра adversary 
(the just and holy law of God) before the 
magistrate (God Himself); therefore фу 
the way take рем (dog ipy., da operam— 
a Latinism : there is no reference to inter- 
est of money, as ThL,—who also has the 
other interpretation,—supposes) fo be de- 
livered from him (by repentance, and faith 
in the Son of God, see Ps. ii. 12), lest he 
drag thee to the judge ee бо ad- 
judges the case and inflicts the fine; that 
is, the Son, to whom all judgment is com- 
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for rot to end, атое rel. 
тоу ecyaroy codpayrny (see || Mt) D lat-b c Syr Mcion-t.—for ro, row (influence 
of Mt v. 26: cf Luke xxi. 2) A rel Orig: txt BM 8(е sil) TT. 

Cuar. XIII. I. om ev D 69 lat-a e gy. 
2. rec aft azoxpiÜric ins o thong, with AD rel lat-o f, g syrr syr-cu copt 

BLT vulg lat-a b e i l copt-dz sah arm. 
syevovro bef apapredor D latt. 

ptravononre ADMXT 1. 69 vulg lat-ae 
е f fa Bas Chr, Antch Vict-tun: txt BLT rel lat-b 

syr-cu. 
ravra BDL: txt AT rel. 

8. adda D, add q (itaciem 7) L. 

sth: om 
орто: bef о, % D 69 latt Syr 

om 2nd ors T. for roavra, 

; peravonre HV. for 
wcavrwc, орош (explanatory, here and im ver 5) BDLT 1. 33 syr-marg: txt A 
rel 

mitted), and the judge deliver thee to the 
exactor (see Matt. xili. 41), and the exactor 
cast thee into prison’ (ditto, ver. 42). 
59.) See on Matt. v. 25, and, on Aerrép, 

: Mark xii. 42. 
Cmar. XIII. 1—9.] ANSWER TO IN- 

TELLIGENCE OF THE MURDERED GALI- 
LAANS, AND PARABLE THEREUPON. Pe- 
culiar to Luke. dv abr. т. kaip., may 
mean at that very time—viz. as He 
finished the foregoing discourse: but it 
js not necessary to interpret thus ;—for, 
Matt. xii. 1; xiv. 1, the similar expression, 
by ёкиіуф т. к., is certainly indefinite. 
pb. . . . ётаүү., came with the news,— 
not, as Stier supposes, ‘were in the crowd, 
and remarked to the Lord 55 
Galilaans,' in consequence of what He had 
said ch. xii. 67 :—such a finding of con- 
nexion is too fine-drawn, and is a fault 
which we may excuse in Stier, for his many 
services in interpreting our Lord's dis- 
courses, but must not (mitate. It is ob- 
vious that no connexion is intended be- 
tween this incident and the foregoing dis- 
course. wapt т. Г.] The historical fact 
js otherwise unknown. The way of speak - 
ing here shews that it was well known to 
the writer. It must have occurred at 
some feast in Jerusalem, when riots often 
took place (see Joe. Antt. xvii. 9. 8; 10,2), 
and in the outer court of the temple, 

Such slaughters were frequent, and would 
not be particularly recorded by the his- 
torians. This mingling of their blood 
with their sacrifices seems to have been 
thought by the narrators evidence that 
they were very depraved sinners: for this 
was their argument, and is unconsciously 
that of many at this day,—'the worse 
the affliction, the more deserved:? see 
Gen. xlii. 21: Acts xxviii. 4. 3.) Our 
Lord perceives this to be their reasoning 
—they did not express it, as is plain by 
the Зокете бту... He does not deny 
that all the Galileans were sinners, and 
deserved God’s judgments, but that these 
were кечем го. The dsavres (the 
force of which is in the E. V., * A. 
wise’ ш арра кш manner, 
as in the Jewish people did perish by 
the sword of the Romans. 4,5.) Our 
Lord introduces this incident as 
that whether the hand of man or (so 
called) accidenta, lead to inflictions of this 
kind, it is in fact but one Hand which 
doeth it all— Amos iii. 6. There is also 
a transference from the Galileens—a de- 
spised people—to the inhabitants of Jeru- 
salem, on whom the fulness of God’s wrath 
was to be poured out in case of im- 
penitence. Of the incident iteelf, or of 
the £ower ie Siloam (probably the dis- 
trict in which the fountain, John ix. 7, 
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4. om 1st cat B D-gr L sah Cyr: ins AT rel vulg lat-ac f fy 
гес ouro: (conformation to ver 2), with E rel copt: 

Syr syr-cu: txt ABKLTX (33) 69 latt вуг sah Chr. 
тоо D- gr. 

ni ins ABDLMTA 69 sah Bas. 

Chr. (33 def.) 
5. aft Агуш ins de D 

1. 69 vnlg 
ADT rel: 

6. ric bef exer» DK lat-e Ambr. 

for ғу rw, 
om D al lat-e 

rec om rovg, with X 
evoucovrrac inhabitantibus D lat - a rec 

ey bef cepovoadrnp, with AT rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt arm: om BDLX 1 lat-e 

rec peravonre (see ver 3), with B rel: txt ADLMTUX 
lat-a c sah Antch Epiph Chr Euthym. 
txt BLM 1. 33 syr-marg Bas Chr. 

rec tv re apredwyt avrov bef т ream 
tt arm Petr 

гес (for egavrec) орогыс, with 

(more usual order), with A rel: txt BDLX 1. 33 latt syrr cop 
rec каржоу bef Cure, with Scr's g(e sil) lat-c ff, i l: ixt ABDT rel vulg lat-a b ef g, 
coptt wth Petr-alex Bas &c. 
evpwy D 157 lat-e 1. 

was situated,—though on the whole mat- 
ter, and the situation of the fountain it- 
self, there is considerable uncertainty), 
we know nothing. Josephus says of the 
wall of the ancient city, wpd¢ vóroy 
опір thy Died ёж:стріфоу ктүй>, 
B. J. v. 4. 2: eee also Neh. iii, 15. In 
B. J. vi. 7. 2, be uses uíypt той TA dE, 
as here, meaning apparently a district of 
the city: see on John 1. c. Sen- 
Adras, sinners,—see Matt. vi. 12; per- 
haps the ваше thought may be traced as 
pervading the saying, as in vv. 58, 59, 
of t the last chapter. (No such idea as 
that the tower was № prison for debtors 
is for & moment to be thought of.) 
See оп ésatres above,—similarly—in 
the ruin of your whole city. This does 
not render it necessary that these words 
should have been spoken to actual dwellers 
in Jerusalem : for nearly the whole nation 
was assembled there at the time of the 
siege. 6—9.] This Parable has perhaps 
been interpreted with hardly enough refer- 
ence еа а own peculiar context, or to үе 

language of Scripture in other 
= pi Ordinarily (also in Trench, Par. 
in loc.) the owner атй vineyard is ex- 
plained to be the Eternal Father: the 
dresser and intercessor, the Son of God: 
the fig-tree, the whole Jewish people: the 
vineyard, the world. But it may be ob- 
jected to this, that the owner comes to 
вее the fruit, which can be properly said 
only of Him who elc rå idia je- ho 
is even in Matt. ö cdnpowdpoc—and by 
implication there, the possessor of the 

for e» avr, ax avrgc D-gr. for ovx tvps», pn 

vineyard Sray Hoy (for that destruction 
He universally represents as His coming). 
The other objections will come out in ‘the 
direct exposition of the Parable, which I 
take to be this :—The link which binds it 
to the foregoing is idv p} peravonre .. .; 
and it is addressed rather to individuals 
than to the whole nation—though of 
course to the whole nation as made up of 
individuals. The vineyard is not the 
world, which would be wholly inconsis- 
tent with Scripture symbolism (for Matt. 
xiii. 24 the comparison is to у Вас. r. ойр. 
—the Gospel dispensation, in which the 
field—not the vineyard—is the whole 
000) but, ая іп Іва. у. 7, the house of 
Israel and the 5 (see notes on 
Matt. xxi. 33 ff.). The fig-tree planted in 
the ee the vines—(a usual 
thing) otes an individual application, 
fixing each man's thought upon one tree 
send that one, Aimself; just as the 

est without the w t in 
att. xxii. He who had the treo planted 

in His vineyard (—‹ АП that the 
Father hath, are Mine'—John xvi. 18), 
came seeking fruit, and found it not : 
Matt. xxi. 19 and note. (The vine: 
dresser, see below.) He commands it to 
be cut down, as encum the soil (ex- 
hausting it, rendering it inactive: see 
reff.); three years has He been coming 
and fruit in this tree, and he find- 
eth none. Then, at tbe intercession of the 
vinedresser, He consenta (for this is im- 
plied) to spare it this year also, until it 

been manured ; if that fail, the Inter- 
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E ic i bere 
only ¢. Jer. mp (ore), } Mace. i 0 69 Р. only. Cela, ch. x uM i К осер. азы. 
42. ханна 1 Kin 

n Matt, iz. 1 

. om de D al late 7. om аф ov A rel sah Iren-lat Orig : 
T latt syr-cu copt arm Petralex, Vict Ambr. ais ins фера roy ck bef e 

aft єккофоу ins ov» ALTX 33. 69 latt syr coptt eth arm: om BD rel late 
en syr-cu Orig Petr-alex. 

8. for каз to eroc, ert rovrov rov eviavro» D arm. 
котр‹ау, with GHK : compoy 1. 69: cogivor котрешу D lat-a b c f alex. Steph 

for туу yn», тоу roxoy B! al. 
aft vraie ins ra T Petr- 

Ni! Ambr Aug: txt ABT rel vulg lat-e Orig Petr-alex Ath Cyr. 
9. kar вау D al: om xa: T. 

вутт syr-cu arm Petr-alex : 
н pn 701901) 69: txt BL 88 сори th. 

cessor himself has no more plea to urge— 
it is to be cut down. Now who is 
this Intercessor? First look at the 
matter of fact. Who were the vine- 
dressers of God’s vineyard ? e 
many. Moses, the Prophets, the Baptist, 
the Lord Himself, the Apostles and Teach- 
ers after Him. But what one Personality 
might be set forth as pervading all these, 
ч 3 with man in them all—as being 
å duwedrovpyés? Clearly, it seems to me, 
the Holy Spirit of God. In the passage 
ре alluded to, Gen. vi. 3, we can hardly 
ut recognize the main ‘features of our 

present parable ; үйгөн when the Days 
of Noah are compared by the Lord Himeelf 
to His own coming to ven ce. The in- 
tercessory office of the Spirit (д wapacAn- 
roc, see on John xiv. 16), pleading with 
man and for man, and resigning that 
blessed conflict when met with inveterate 
obduracy, is often set before us in геа у 
ture. (See the whole history of Sa 
Zech. vii. 12—14: Prov. i. 23.32: Isa. 
хіі. 10: Neh. ix. 20: Rom. viii. 26, 27.) 

7. tpla FN] I have little doubt 
(against Bleek, al.) т! an allusion is 
intended to the three years of our Lord's 
ministry. The objection to this, that the 
cutting down ought then to have taken 
ed at the end of rovro rà troc, does not 

; for all is left indefinite in the 
АДА and the implied answer. In the 

repeat a аа, many thousands 
did bear fruit this very year; and of 

rec es de punye bef ec ro padov, with AD rel latt 
ис ro роу agnotc и ёг py ys T sah: eig ro peàhor де 

those who did not, who shall say eben the 
Spirit ceased pleading with them, and the 
final sentence went h? xal т. 
ү. кат.) Why, besides bearing no fruit, 
2 it impo the soil t 8.; 
ск. kel Bad. x., dig holes about the root, 
and cast in manure, as is done (Trench in 
loc.) to o -trees in the south of Italy: 
and to hops in England. 9.] After 
картбу, Nele, rd єў Eyer, ае bat 
not without reason: to fill the 
aposiopesis did not belong to ths oe 
of ths parable. ` ads rd 
not froc (Meyer), but indefinite (see reff. У 
hereafter :—and 80 ;— because, 
in the collective sense, the sentence In- 

red. 4к , THOU shalt eat 
t down—not er; and I find in this 
an additional proof of the correctness of 
the foregoing interpretation. It is the 
корюс т. ёрие voc who бта> oy. 
какоёс какёс ёто\№№он афтоўс. — AH 

is commétted to THR Sox :—it Judgment 
is not the work of the Holy Spirit te 
cat down and destroy, for He is the Giver 
of life. The above in tion is 
partially given by Stier, who has however 
in my view (in his 2nd edn. егне 
missed the фияеХоәрубс, 

him husbandmen in Matt. xri. 
forgetting that they are destroyed in "the 
sequel that parable, and that their 
position, that of the tenants of the vime- 
yard, does not a at all in this, any 
more than does the du їеАоэрубс in thet. 
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15 arecpibu ài avro о кёргос ка! ety Mrorgirai, te en 

keacroc Ореу re саат ou * Хон TOV Pow. avrou p IQ e. 
тб» ‘dvov ато rnc E фатупс̧ xai aza-ya-yev 5 отн: x Matt xu 19, 

L Han 21. 24 Acorn deir I il ziii. 8. fo i T Wers ui. „ 
Ah. Iv. о, : A „- Matt. 22i. f Mk. " Бы ым. 5 xiv. 6 v. r., 
Fo y. Job xxxix. 9. Matt. xxv. 86, 

10. om End ғу DT 1. 69 latt. 
11. rec aft узуу ins 35, with A rel lat-e: transposed in D: om BLTX 33 latt syr 

coptt arm.—for #эна ка ао@вувнас, ey acGevera ny wvevparoc D. 
вту B'(R)). om ка! 

19. om spoctówvgorv sa: D lat.e. 
syr-cu: om BLT Orig. 

18. rac xupaç bef авто D Syr P Bis 
TU (SV 1, e sil): txt A B(Tisch) eus 

14. om o bef ene. D. 

the line in B a prima manu. | 
1. 69. for ovv spxop., cvvtpyop. А. 

окты B[but ins in ver. 16] T sah.—; 

гугу тш ox bef ors rw саВВагы D lat- a e. 
om 2nd or, with ADT rel: ins BL gat. (88 def. 

rec Tavra, with 

D. 
aft атол:Моса‹ ins ахо ADX 88 syrr 

rec avep0wOn, with віна) EG!K 
' edoEaety D lat. Syr copt- 

rec 
[iv acc is written over 

rel latt syrr syr-cu: txt ABLTX 

15. rec (for де) ору, with AT rel lat-g вуг coptt : txt BDL 1. 69 latt Syr. 
кирос, egoove D-gr FUT 1. 69 forj Syr txt ABT rel syr тес (for vro- 8 
cpr отокріта (corra to avro), with BYE ty! lat.f Syr syr-cu sah-mnt arm: txt ABT 
rel latt syr coptt Iren-lat Hippol. 
1, ka: D. for rov bef оуоу, ry» AV. 

10—21] HEALING OF A WOMAN ON 
THE SABBATH : DISCOURSE THERRUPON. 
Peculiar to Luke, except the les, 
which are in Matt. xiii. 31—88; k iv. 
31— 84. 10.] Time and alike 
indefinite, 11. wv. 400.) Her weak- 
ness was the effect of power of 
the evil one (ver. 16); but whether we 
are to find here a direct instance of pos- 
session, seems v doubtful. There is 
nothing in our Lord’s words addressed to 
her, to imply it: and in such cases He did 
not lay on His hands, or touch, —but only 
in cases of sickness or bodily infirmity. 

els vd vavreMs belongs to dH r H, 
not to évvay.: see note on ref. Heb. 

12.] There is no reason to suppose 
any eminence of faith in her—though we 

ins e» bef rw caBSarw AT for 
arayev B'[sic: see table] 1. 

may fairly conclude that she was there 
with some ectation of a cure: see ver. 

rox HA. expresses the setting 
thee of her muscles from the power which 
bound them down,—and then, ver. 13, the 
laying on of the divine hands confers upon 
m Bs pp йен and stand upright. 

in such а case, one thing to 
8 from the stiffening of years, 
and another to have в at once con- 
ferred to stand upright. 14.] The 
ruler speaks not either to Jesus or to the 
woman ; but covertly and cowardly, to the 
multitude. Stier notices the self-stulti- 
fication of this speech, in making Ospa- 
abe, a reception of divine grace and 
help, a species of ipyaZec@at. 
15. Фкокрьта(] The Lord saw the real 
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Hosea vil. 4, 

16. ins rov bef agpaap D. 
17. om ravra Aeyovroc avrov D lat-e. 

D-gr lat-e sah. 
yevoutyoig В: yeyv. T. 

A wi. 
afoniy¢t. Gen. xviii. 6 Aq. 8ymm. 

b ch. vi. Ire. Сев. xxiv. 62 vat." 
af. 1 Cor. v. 6. Gal. v. ej. 

for rarncyvrovro, катуетуууӨцоау 
г> таси» оц ебкыроиу evdokorg wx avrov унуошгуос D lat-e fl. 

18. rec (for ovy) de, with ADT rel lat- д Syr arm: txt BL 69 vulg lat- b & 
syr-marg coptt. 

19. ins тоу 5 
-cu syr-jer copt-ms arm. 

те copt-dz-txt sah arm Ambr: ins 
катёскђушсау D(T): careccyvouy А 69. 

avrov DFKLUX. om ac D 1 lat-ad eff, ii 
om ptya (|| Mt) BDLT lat-a b e ff, i lhre 
A vulg lat-c f syrr copt stb. 

20. for ver, j rive оной tor у Barısta тоу бр kac тїзї opoiwee avray D. 
om «a: (see Mt xiii. 33) А rel Syr syr-cu sah Thi: ins BGLT 1. 69 latt cort 

eth arm. 
91. rec evicpvijs» (|| МЇ), with ADT rel Eus: txt BELU ТЫ. 
29. ins rac bef толас LTX 1 sah. 

thoughts of his heart, that they were 
false, and inconsistent with his pretended 
geal, and addressed the multitude as 
represented by him, their leader. A man 
hardly could give forth a doctrine so at 
variance with common sense and common 
ractice, without some by-end, with which 
e covered his violation of truth. That 

by-end here was enmity to and jealousy of 
Jesus. The instance chosen exactly fits 
the circumstances. A beast tied to the 
manger is confined down as this poor 
woman was. 16.] The contrast is 
strongly drawn—between а dumb animal, 
and (not merely а human creature, but) a 
daughter of Abraham—one of the chosen 
people (I cannot see any necessity for a 
spiritual daughtership [Ов]. iii. 7] being 
here implied), between a few hours, since 
the last watering, and ‘lo these eighteen 

өн» D-gr. 

years’ (com ver. 7, (дод rp. ir). 
17,1 Во far am I from thinking 

& description of this kind to be a mere 
general close, put in by the KEvangebsi 
that I would take it as an accurste and 
graphic account of the immediate effect d 
m 3 power teat irresistible words, 
and the followi: es as spoken 9 
mediately en ahewing the people 
the ultimate conquest which the Kingdom 
of God should obtain over all 1000, 
however strong. Оп the parables them- 
selves, see on xiii. 31—883. 

22—30.] ANSWER TO THE QUESTIOT 
AS TO THE NUMBER WHO SHALL BÍ 
BAYED. Onr Lord repeats, occasion being 
given by a question peculiar to Luke, pert 
of His locare spoken elsewhere, as re 
ferred to below. 29.] This notioe in- 
cludes what follows in the cycle of this lst 
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Matt. vil. 13, 
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nud &ўдаЁас. 2 xat Тш. 
8. х. 49 al. 

Matt. іт. 17 al. Gen. Al. 6. 
гей, Prov. vil. 6. me: r ch. xlv. A 
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25. for ob, orov D. 
om 2nd rn» дора» D lat-b g sah-mnt. 

for eyepO o oir., o ок. eccedOn D. «av T 69. 
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journey, but disclaims any definiteness of 
place or time for it. But certainly it 
seems to follow in natural order after our 
Lord's solemn warnings to repentance at 
the beginning of this chapter. The 
enquirer can hardly have been а disciple of 
Jesus (see ver. 28), but most likely a Jew 
тот the multitude, who had heard his 
discourses, and either from Jewish pride, 
or perhaps from real desire to learn from 
Him, put this question. 28.) On of 
owldpevor, see note, Acts її. 47. Here, 
the implication of final salvation is ob- 
vious. abroós, the multitude. Simi- 
lar sayings have occurred in the Sermon 
on the Mount, but the connexion here is 
intimate and strict. 24.] See on 
Matt. vii. 18. The description of the 
broad and narrow ways is not here in- 
serted, as probably by this time, i) ore 
Өфра (or 0^9) was a familiar image. 
dur. els. к. ойк loy., not, ‘shall seek to 
enter by it, and shall not be able :'—the 
emphasis of the command is, seek to enter 
at the strait door: for many shall seek to 
enter (elsewhere), and shall not be able. 
After ele«ÀÓ., is to be supplied in both 
places, siç owrnpiay, or elc r. Bae. т. 
de This remark will dispose of the 
punctuation of Lachmann and Tischen- 
dorf in his former editions, who place only 
а comma at icxvcovorw, and connect it 
with ag’ ov. 25.] A reason why 
this dywviecPac is во important :— 
because there will be a day when the gate 

aft Acye ins кори D. 

will be shut. The is the usual one, 
—of a feast, at which the householder 
entertains (in this case) the members of 
his family. These being assembled, he 
rises and shuts the door, and none are 
afterwards admitted. The à$' ob 
extends to doré, end of ver. 25,—and the 
second member of the sentence begins 
with тбтє. {ы ёстбуа and kpovew 
both depend on dp£no@e :— Hearing that 
the door is shut, ye begin to stand 
without and knock. On the spiritual 
import, see note on Matt. xxv. 11. 
оёк of8. ж. lord, Fe are none of my 
Samily—have no relationship with me.’ 

26. iddy. iv. cov к. ёт.] As 
applied to the then assembled crowd, these 
words refer to the miracles of feeding, — 
perhaps also to His having so often sat 
at meat in the houses of various persons 
(the к. éwlopey must not be pressed as 
meaning any thing different from éody. :— 
the expression is a general one for taking 
a meal) ;—as applied to Christians, to the 
eating and drinking whereof those miracles 
were anticipatory. Both these are 
ти соу 5 ны presence; 
v ifferent from the drinki à 
of which He speaks Matt. еј 
from the dexynow per’ abrov cai abróg 
per’ роб, Rev. iii. 20. dv т. wh. ўр. 
48., applicable directly to those to whom 
the words were spoken; and further, in 
ite fuller sense, to all among whom the 
Gospel is preached, even till the end. 
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Чако ка wavrag rove тоофђтос tw ry 
Васе тоў бео, Upac & 

i. f. 400 
1 Macs. ii ae 1 
те, ка 
коі Sehr сайк kai 

x 
14. 1. a" 29 

ar din | 
v Mat vill. 13 

w "oka vl. 37 TOU беор. 

EYATTEAION XIII. 

? 9 7 9 » - 

' awoornrs ат e 

28 inei Caras о ̀ кАаъдиос ка! 

EV. * &Ва\орёзоос̧ 
Kat nkovew ard * àvaroÀav kai Sucher kat [азо] 

' Ворра Kat * бтв, Kat * авакћбаоута: £v тр p Вас: 

ка! доб ысі» ) Eoxarot od fcovrat трето, 
Matt, vidi. 11 хаси па ziv. kai sow тошто: ot tcoveat éoxarot. 

в. 
уйы 

onl 
Tey i 

S Matt. Til. 4 
reff. Eccl. i. a Matt, viii. 11 reff. 

97. № as: see table] T. 
with A rd vulg lat-a ef ff, 
sors toy vnac D. om roher sore D al Jer. 
epyara: (Mf vii. 23), with AKMTUT 1. 33. 69: on PA Gen 

Epiph). rec ins гус bef adecsac, with AT rel coptt Epip 
.—for adwiac, оуошас D al Orig, 

28. офєс0г B! D- gr X 69: txt AB*RT rel. 
arm 

31 "Ey арту ry Gog ron Bay тує Фараон Aiyorrec 
абтф "EEeA 0c ка wopebou tre, Ori “Howdnc GRE ac 

rec aft oia ins эдас (so Mt vii. 23, xxv. 12), 
: om BLRT tol lat-5 i 2 Lucif Ambr Fanst.— ede 

rec ins o« bef 
-rom Justin 

om B(D)LE 
Epiph, 

for тою Өш, avrov A 
29. om Bnd ажо А D-gr rel vulg lat- o ef, i Z oyr coptt: ins BLRT lat-a f q (Syr 

syr-cu) Ambr. 
81. Ju DEMT rec (for wpa) прера, with В?Т rel latt syrr coptt eth 

arm: „F с ii. 88, vii. 21, х. 21, xii. 12, xx. 19, xxiv. 
83 : this may have been those places, but the evidence is very strong, and 
snag tin vi slip LOO 2 Notwithetonding the eotdence of the ancient versions, 
Tvegelles seems hardly consistent with his principles here in npepa.) 
5 B'(Mai) DL.] aurw bef riveg фар. №у D. al. for Gere, 
nre D 

N. lpyáraı ёбьк.] This unusual expres- 
sion seems to mean, persons engaged in 
the hire and 3 wages of un- 
righteousness :—see Matt. vii. 29, where 
ot AE т. e answers to it. 
This m of ipyarne is peculiar : все 

28, 29 See Matt. viii. 11, 12, 
ad notes. е verses occur here in 
a different connexion: * Ye Jews, who 
neglect the earnest endeavour to enter 
now, shall weep and gnash your teeth 
when ye see all the saints, Jews and Gen- 
tiles, in the Kingdom of God, and your- 
selves excluded’ (see ch. xvi. 23). 
In these two verses is the real answer to 
the question of ver. 23 given :—' they shall 
be MANY —but what is that to са, зов 
be not among them?" As the 
words here stand—somewhat different 
from those in Matt. xx. 16—they seem to 
be a prophetic declaration of what shall be 
in the course of the ingathering of these 
guests viz. that some who were the 
first, or among the first to believe, shall 
fall from their high place, and vice versa. 
This former has, as Stier notices (iii. 200), 
been remarkably the case with the Oriental 
Churches, which were tho first founded 

and i :—and, we may add, with 
the mother church of Jerusalem, which 
has declined, while her Gentile offaets have 
flourished. 

31—35.] WanxiNG o» Нкнор'В EN- 
MITY; OUR LORD'S REPLY. Peculiar to 
Luke:—the а postrophe in vv. 34, 35 was 
spoken by our Lord also on another occa- 
sion, Matt. xxiii. 37—39. 3L] ё 
афт. T. i 

y Ha — sent by Herod for the getting 
rid of Jesus out of his jurisdiction. Con- 
sidering his character, it is hardly possible 
that be should really bave wished to kill 
ane who was 30 ; ће refused to 
do so when Jesus was in bis power after- 
wards in Jerusalem ;—but, as mul- 
titudes were now following Hi 
= "iy itious fears, as we know, 

erod, he wished to be quit of Hin. 
Sud took thle arena of ж so. I 
this view is necessary to justify the epithet 
applied to Herod, which certainly implies 
cunning on Мг part. Stier thinks the 
Pharisees invented the tale about Herod : 
but then how can the epithet applied to 
Aim be explained? I cannot for a moment 
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9 kat теу avroic " Поргьбфут:с тат тр» . Matt l. 
A rary 1800 BAA даба Kai = here only. 

d ee (cb. ix. 58 
Mt. an ly. 

rec“, THUEDOY | «ai 'афроо›, ai Sry rpirg " тенобраи. 27908, х4) 

rA ды ns ‘ afiuspov cal avpiov xai ry 

m evdéxerat жрофітц» атоћіс@а« Sas ar ! wopebecBat, От: OVK 
"de^ f James iv. 18. Exod. 
96. John i. 20. Ezred. Axl. 20. 
xi. 22,94 ref. Judg.iv.9. k = Mark i. 
xi, 18 only. (-xouéves, 3 Macc. xiii. 98.) 

AK. I 
— ide. Phil. = is Wisi iv. 18. 

88 reff. = ch, 1. 6 reff. m here 

" iyopévy IE n 
g clliptic fem., Acts xx vii. 

89. rec mr. A (commoner word), with AR rel: asoreXovpac D: txt BL 88 Clem. 
aft rpgiry ins нере В latt copt eth arm. 

33. for exop., «pxopsvn DA 69. 

believe, as he does, that our Lord saw 
through the lie of the Pharisees, and yet 
adopted it, meaning the d n to signify 
themselves. “That Jesus in a public dis- 
course uses such an expression of the ruler 
of his country, is not to be judged of by 
the manners, and ways of speech, of our 
times. The free-spokenness of the ancient 
world, which we meet with especially in 
the Hebrew prophets, allowed such strong 

without any thing peculiarly 
offensive found in them.” Bleek. 

89, 38.] The interpretation of this 
Kun is difficult, for two that 

signification of the ýp., «бр., and 4 
is сар that the meaning 

14. doubtful. The 
d cated are ота su to 
be proverbially used; сүр. for pre- 
sent working —e6piov, for that between 
the present time and his arrival at Jeru- 
salem — 1, Tp., for that arrival, and the end 
of his work and course by his Death. 
Against this, is (1) the positive use of the 
three days, in an tive sentence, 
of which no instance can be brought where 
the erbial meaning is implied :— 
(2) the rope ut o ai belo to ali three 
in ver. 33, whereas thus it only belongs to 
the two first. The in tation 
adopted by Meyer (and Bleek) i is this: 
In three days (literal days) the Lord’s 
working of miracles in would be 
ended, which had excited the apprehension 
of Herod: and then He would leave the 
rele „ not for fear of Herod, but be- 
cause He was to Jerusalem to die. 
The objection to this is, that the sense—of 
ending these present works of healing, &с. 
does not seem a sufficient one for ноб: 
pat. Meyer takes it as middle but qu., 
is a middle present ever thus placed alone ? 
Is not such a form, when standing thus, 
necessarily passive ? And though the word 
Tedecobpas is not found earlier than the 
writings of the Fathers in the sense of 
‘suffering martyrdom,’ it is found in that 

ахолгсда: bef wpogyrny D. 

of being perfected’—which, as applied to 
the Lord, included his Death : :— see reff. 
Iown that neither of the above interpreta- 
tions satisfy me,—and still less the various 
modifications of them which have been 
1 (e. g. by Stier and Wieseler; De 

ette adopts none). Nor can I 
any less open to objection :—but merely 
state my conviction, (1) that the days 
mentioned must have some definite fixed 
reference to three actual days : (2) that 
ri uobpa: is the pres. pass., and is used 
in the solemn sense elsewhere (reff.) at- 
tached to the word. If this 
had been a chronological calendar of our 
Lord’s journey, the meaning would pro- 
bably have been clear: but as we have 
none such, it is, and I believe must remain, 
obscure. Dr. Wordsworth's note is much 
to the point: “It must be remembered 
that Herod was ruler of Persa as well as 
of Galilee: and that John the Baptist 
had been put to death at Macherus, 
where H had a , about ten miles 
E. of Jericho, and mya E. of Jerusalem, 
St. Matt., xix. 1, and t. Mark, x. 1, 46, 
or of our Lord being in Persea, whence 

e passed over the river Jordan, and so 
came to Jericho, and thence to Bethan 
and Jerusalem for His Passion. He 
had put John to death not in Galilee but 
in Perea: and if our Lord was now, as 
0 robable, in Pers or near it, it was 

ely that the Pharisees should еп. 
deer to intimidate Him with a paler 
of Herod’s ds s тӯ x. = 
rpirg above, and is not less precise (Stier). 

as, to journey—the very 
word in which they had addressed Him, 
жор. ivrevOtv. ойк év8., a mono- 
poly not without exceptions, for John had 

put to death by Herod out of Jeru- 
salem. But our Lord's saying is not 
to be so literally pressed ;—He states the 
rn rule, whic in His own case was to 

fulfilled. There is no reference to the 
power of the Sanhedrim to judge and con- 
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n Acts ape 19. 
xxi. 6 
Neh. 2111 "Фо. 

o Matt. 2x1. 86 
тей. 

а= Ман. 

xxiii. 87. 
Rev. zm 
94. Іза. 
zxil. 16 Heb. 

h. I. 46. 
roh. жүй. 84 тас 

„ Mat. xxii. 87 9ш» 0 оїкос Уре». 

"ш ‘lepoveadnp. 

a , 

pévouc кро. “ айтп», 

тікуа соо 'Ov тобто» 

t 
(am vóecia, P Mut . ovopart курго» 

EJ Gen. vi. 

a Mut, xx " 
ref 

v = Matt. iv. 11, 
&е. у 

w = John И. 4. aprov, kai avroi 

ETATTEAION 

rripvyuc, kat оок nOeAnoare; 

М№ую SE ошу [Ore] ov An пт pe 
S. Ewe [" nte öre] eimnre * Evdoynpevoc o tpxontvoc tw 

34 * М + U е 9 
Ispovoaànyu Терооваћтџ, 7 awo- 

crtivouoa тойс трофугас kai ° Л.доВоћооса robe атестаћ- 

'тоойкас nbi 

"Орис тту éavriic 'vocciüd» око 

5 1800 "афієта 

ХІУ. Kat e yirero ev rp £AÜr» aurov ыс oixov — 
тос 10 арубутых тоу Фарса» Ar фаує» 

* доа» * ғаратпробреуо: avrov, 
` 

Kae 
9 Pet. ili, 10. 
IM zzzvi. Sov avÜpwróc Tiç iv P одошто o¢ ur оовбє» avrov. 

x Matt. хк! Qreff. Psa.cxvil. 96. “ue „ s Matt. xix. 23 E. 
а cb. vL 7 геї. b here only f. e Lr. 1 ul. 2 Kings ili. 31 P. 

84. [Гахоктғгууооса AKU!: -crevovea XA 1 al.] ra tavrnc voc (|| ME) 
AXM 1 sah arm: ra voin aur ne D lat -o Iren · lat. 

35. dd EE урыу ins eonpoc (Mt xxiii. 88), with D rel vulg-ed lat-a b c f (g, 1?) 
syrr syr-cu copt-wilk eth Iren-lat: om ABKLRSVTA 69 am(with fuld em forj 
jac san tol ier) lat-e ff, 9, 5 sah arm Orig, E р Cypr Bede. ree (for 
tyw де) артуу де Atyw, with Scr's o (e sil): Aeye alone LE 
ABD R rel Scr’s mse vulg lat: / g syr copt arm. 
mm) lat-6 c e i l д: ins A rel vulg lat-a f ff, 
lat-h сес: txt ABKMR 69 vulg lat-a 
ins ay, with A rel: om BDLR. 
lat-e i Syr coptt arm (om пЁн К): ins A 

Cuar. XIV. 1. ємг\@Өн» DM 98 latt сорі arm (Syr sth ?). 
А. om 2nd re» B(Mai) К 

2. om ric D 1 mt lat -b c ff, i. 

demn false prophets (as Grot., Lightf., &c. 
think), for the fact of &woAddaOas only is 
here in question ;—and our Lord never 
would place himself in such & category 
(Meyer). 34, 35.] These verses are 
in too close connexion with the preceding 
to allow of the supposition that th 
inserted unchronologically, as Grot. „Ney, 7 
De W., Neander, and even Schleierm. sup- 
pe and their variations from those in 

tthew (xxiii. 87—39) are striking and 
characteristic. For yáp, which there 
accounts for the ipypia of the temple, 
then for the last time left by our Lord, 
does not appear here, but di, introdueing 
a fresh saying, having I believe another 
meaning: and the words dr ápri, which 
e (hors there, marking that moment 
as the commencement of the dereliction, 
ie here omitted. Surely these differences 
indicate an uttering of the words pro- 
phelically, previous to their utterance in 
the act of d . Не overleaps 
in prophetic foresight the death just = 
forth as certain, and speaks of the 
to come, during which the holy city shosld 

iones 
om 9 ore 

begate r-cu sah eth : txt 
арт é) BDHLR 1 gat(with 

rec 9 bef e 9 Mt), with DL rel 
rec aft rec 

(|| Mt) КЕМИ. t. 69 gat(with man) 

ins rov bef ower 

be desolate and trodden down of the Gen- 
tiles. That the very words eb. ó lpx. 
r. r. A. were used by the multitude at the 
Lord's entry into Jerusalem, 1 should 
much rather ascribe to а misunderstand- 
ing by them and the disciples of this very 
declaration, than for a moment suppose 
that these words found any sufficient 

in that Erasmus, Paul Nuper 
Cuar. XIV. 1—6.] HALO or A 

DROPSICAL MAN ON THE SABBATH. Pe- 
culiar to Luke. L] iv p OS. r., 
viz. = the rope hto, ch. xiii. 33. 

x. T. Ф., of the chief men of 
the Pharisees; not, ‘of the Pharisees who 
were rulers,’ "which would be ungram- 
matical. Though the Pharisees had no 
official rulers as such, they had men to 
whom they looked up, as Hillel, Schammai, 
Gamaliel, &c. (Meyer.) $. Apr.] The 
Jews used to give entertainments on the 
apy see Neh. viii. 9—12; Tobit ii. 1. 

ractice latterly became an abuse, — 
iernus dies sabbati est : pu in 

oat tempore otio quodam co 

XIII. 34, 35. 

г LI e a 

emovváčat та 

«Аб 7 K. 

AED R 
GH*L 
MSUV 
ITA I. 

33. 65. 
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Kat атоко:е!с o Inoobc eirev трос rovc * уошкоўс kai “жю xxi 

тараш Ar "Ekeorw ry odr ' Вератебса: т LU 
` . 18. 

4 ot &f "ivy авар, kat *ewsAaBopevog í tácaro avrov Е 1 

LA 1.7. 

ка! * ат Хоавь, * Kat [атокрбес] трос abrode tler Tivoc i ii} onty, 

oper мос " Bog eic _фоар тҥюнта‹, Kat оок Өй в = Matt. xiv. 
j? 

оюк 11 at ird 

avaowaoet avrov kv Ty * nuéog Tov 

? avraroxorOnvat тоос ravra. 

oe тодс robe " xexAnpévouc rapafsoAny, ° eméx v тос тас 

ä 6 kai ©.) 25. 

7 Beyer |) 
‘Jone zi 11 
ls Rev. Ix. 

P тротокћаќас ° А уо»то, Aéyov трос avroUc 8* Отау, БАГ 175 
only. Hab. L 15. k ch. iv. 16 reff. 
osiy. Job xvi. 8. п = Matt. xxii. 8, &c. reff 
16.) 1 Tim. iv. 16 only. Bir. es аул 2. eonstr., reds only. 

only ў. x.49. Gen. xiii. 1 v. V.) XXI. 6 | on 

3. om Агуш» D al am lat-a ö e g Syr 
xii. 10), with A rel fuld(with forj san) dal b ce ff, вутт 

rom Mt xii. 10), with re rel: txt BDL 1. lat-f syr-jer. rec Gepamwevew (f 

F аА 
о = Acts ill. б. ах 23. Eli. il. 

p- here bis, ch. (xi. 43 

rom Mt 
DL am 

rec ins e bef eÉtoriv 
syr-cu arm: om 

rec om n ov (M? ib), with A rel vulg lat-a o f, Syr sah-woid arm: ins BDL 1. 69 mm 
lat-b e f q syr-cu syr-w-ast syr-jer coptt sth 

4. aft ex:AaBopevog ins avrov kai D lat-e Syr syr-cu; avrov 1. 69 lat-5 c ff, I coptt 
wth arm. for sacaro, :асаџгуос D. 
cai D. 

om avrov D 69 am lat-e. om last 

5. om axoxpiO ric (not in Mt xii. 11) BDEL 1. 69 lat - a b o e ff, i L Syr syr-cu coptt 
seth arm: ins A rel vulg lat-/syr. (83 def.) 

t eth arm: txt B rel 
орос) latt 8 PAER : 190 — D: ia 7 ovoc Syr-cu: txt AB 

r sah Tit-bostr Euth 

lat-a b cef ff; +i co 
with KLX 1. 83 
rel lat-e fg s 
with D rel: txt ABL 1. 69. 
lat-b сі: ins B rel lat-a e f coptt. 
ка: ove tv8. D Syr syr-cu. 

8. for cat, о de D al lat-e. for sry. аут. awexpeOnoay D al lat-e. 

tire bef трос avrovg (Mt) ADK 
rec (for оос) ovoc (see note), 

ym.—pref ó AU rec eumwecera: (M, 
for avrov, avro À. om ғу ADKLXA 69 vulg 

om rn bef npepa B. rn nu. r. саВ. bef 

rec aft 
avraxocgOnvat ins avre, with A rel (latt): om BDL 1 lat-e 7. 

7. aft Nee дг ins cas D vulg lat-a arm. 

lan ido et fluxo et luxurioso celebrent 
Judzi' Aug. Enarr. in Ps. xci. 2. 
* observa diem Sabbati, non Judaicis de- 

Enarr. ii. in Ps. xxxii. 6. 
cal, usual after iy&vero: not ‘ also,’ 

or even. 2.] ёртр. aùr., not as a 
guest ; seo ver. 4, and compare ch. vii. 37, 
and note on ib. ver. 45. Hy lordpevoc 
xai un rohr piv Cyrijca Otpastíav 
дай rò 484. cai rove Фар. paivópevoç 
di póvov, tva ld оіктирђср robrov 
á$' iavrot cal dwradddky той 6дрыжос, 
Euth It does not appear, though it is 
certainly possible, that he was set there by 
the Pharisees o» purpose. This was бе- 
Sore the meal (ver. 7). 5.] There is 
a strict propriety in the comparison: the 
accident and disease are analogous. 
wids 4 Bots) This reading, which evi- 
dently was the original, seemed incompa- 
tible with the supposed argument d minori 
ad majus: vióç was therefore altered to 
óvoc (аз in ch. xiii. 15) or mpóßarov (Mill 
and Bornemann conjectured dic). But 
our оао мше] is of another and a 

OL 

far deeper kind. The stress is on ùndv: 
and the point of comparison is the owner- 
ship, and uent tender care, of the 
object in question. ‘Those who are in 
your possession and care, whether belong- 
tng to your families, or your herds, are 
sored Jor, and rescued Me perishing : 
am 1, (the possessor of heaven and earth, 
—this lies in the background) to let mine 
perish without care or rescue P There 
may be in the words the m “гов, or 
сае or; but I prefer rendering them 
simp 
7.94] SAYINGS OF OUR LORD AT 

THIS SABBATH FEAST. 1T—11.) It does 
not а that the foregoing miracle gave 
occasion to this saying; so that it is no 
objection to it, that it has no connexion 
with it. Our Lord, as was His practice, 
founds His instructions on what He saw 
happening before Him. As Trench 
remarks, (Par. in loc.,) it is probable this 
was a senda e E and 12. 

ests чаш rsons (ver. 
= 7 и гав xxiii. 6, 

Р 
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смен. н.з "xAnOyc ото туос sc '  Yáuove, un ' karaxAiÜpc ac тї» 
s cb, vil. 86 

reff, 

Eph. ir. 27 

esr. iri" Ade Tobre " токо», Kai TÓTE арЕр шта 
foXarov TÓTOV Kari xu. 10 ФАА’ бта» * кАпбре, жора” 

zus. beic * ауйтесе tie TOV сато» тотоу, iva Отау Өр о 
* кекАткос ct бтр got Dire, 7 =росауаВяб, а>штебо>»” 
тбте Écrat соі доба * бото» wavrey теу * cuvavaxepéver 

II ore тас о "уро È tavróv " raxuveÜnserat, ко! 
ner at. 

x eh. x1 87 ref " кекАпкоті avróv “Orav °тос 
pet TOUC piove соо nn тойс adeAgoug cov ure 
rode i ouyyevec cov unà * yetrovac Avio prwore 

аутікаћсысі» сг, Kal уѓуцтаи ! аутатбдора 
4 . zl. 38. Matt. xxi. 

n 
v 9 Cor. iv. 2. 
РЫП, 111. 19. 
Heb. x 

Rev. iii. 18 

b 
лз. o TATEVWY єаотд» 

here 
Y Exod. НЕ 

38. 
S = Acta т]. б 
аг Num. 
жїн. 24. 

a Mati, iz. 10 ка! avroi 

22 procl, uimore. ' tvruiórepóc соо p" KexAnpévoc 
ue avrov, ? каї Abo о 0 ei кай avrov "xahioag ё р сю 

” atoxbvac то» 

2 EXeyev & kai ry 
d * * - ` 
aptoroy N бизго», п 

b Matt. RU LE 3 е = Matt. жылбы ре a. . 5 
here av ret. 

said ig Joke tS only. Exod all. 4A e here only f. 1 Rom. xi. 9 amiy. Pa 
(-9oe:t, Col. tii. 94.) 

8. om vro rig D vulg lat-e i syr-cu Clem. for yapovc, yapov D al. 
for ў cexAnpevog, Ён D. 

9. for ар э, eon D-gr lat-e. 
10. cAgOecc BIT sic: see table]. 

286: avaresa: (ves ch xvii. 7) B i! bol 
see table] rel. ғ. T. £O X. тот. 
Ды BLX : txt AD rel. 

Ц. razt&vowra: and Wort D-gr. 
12. кєк\Мзукоут‹ A. 

Iren - lat. 
ins rovg bef yerovac D 

; om 1st cov D vb. Iren-lat. 
om unde rovc cvyyevac cov D al lat-a e Cypr. 

D al. ins unde rovc bef yAovciovce D lat-a 5 c arm 

om ur avrov D lat - a b c ff, $ Syr вуг-са copt eth. 
[mera, во ABD &c. ; 
om TopevOec D 
MXAA Scr'sqrs: аустияте D: txt A B! sie: 
avar. D lat-e. 

ins cas bef rore D. 
latt goth arm: om ABLX 1. 83. 69 syrr syr-cu coptt mth. 

om rov Di. 
lat-e. rec avavecov, with 

for awn, гри (mechenical 
rec om яаутеу, with D 

om go: D latt. 

om und т. ad. e. L 69 
for Srd uude, ug B. 

rec os bef 5 with A rel latt arm: txt BDLRX 1. 69 mt 
oro copt goth arm Iren-lat C 
lat-b o syrr syr-cu goth Cypr: txt Bao: 

the middle place in the triclinium, which 
was the most honourable. At a large feast 
there would be many of these. 8.] 
The whole of this has, besides its plein 
reference, а deeper one, linked into it by 
the pregnant word , relating to the 
Kingdom of God. h meanings are 
obvious, and only one remark needed ;— 
that all that false humili ity, » by "d men 
put themselves lowest an ed Me рача 
selves оў set purpose to be 
is, by the very nature of our Lori's pace ^s ино 
excluded : for that is not bond fide raru- 
vov» davroy. The exaltation at the hands 
of the Host is not to be a subjective end to 
the gum but will follow true humility. 

8.] od xal abróv, not, ‘thyself 
also,’ (see ch. ii. 35,) but thee and 
as E. рє, not dependent on р, 
but future. & ‚ кат.] The form 
of expression sets forth the reluctance and 

see table] DLR lat-a е syr-cu copt. 
rec got bef avraxodopa, with А rel vulg 

lingering with which it is done. 10. 
Tva, not expressing the view with viii 
thou art to do it (Meyer, bezeichnet bie 
Abſicht des dvárso.’), but a consequence 
which may follow: the view with which 
the act, as an objective fact, happens: the 
effect, of which it is (however the actor 
may be unaware of this) the cause; as the 
prore in ver. 8. U.] As an ex- 
ample of the first clause, see _ Та, 13— 
15; of the second, Phil. ii. 5— 
19—14.) The composition of fie company 

îm seems to have given occasion 
for this saying of опг Lon. The Pha- 
risee his host had doubtless, with the view 
(of watching Him) mentioned in ver. 1. 
invited the principal persons of the place, 
and with the intention of courting their 
favour, and getting a return. The Lord 
rebukes in him this spirit ;—and it has 
been well remarked, that the intercourse 
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oor. 13 AMA! бта» "sotgc * бох», кайа тты хос, кы 25 
14 ^ avameipouc, xwhove, rupAcuc 

оюк ‚хочет ° dvrazoDovvai got’ 
co. ev TU ° avacracet тоу Oatev. 

~ т 

15 "Акоџсас̧ OE rig е» ? оиуауакыцфушу ravra ELWEV 

Kat ракарюс foy, ort =. з" 

" дугатодобпозта: уар ы 
Rom. 21. 85. 

avro Макарос ё OcTiC * dáyerat арто» év р BaciAsig TOU Те Ш 
дғох. 

18. doyny bef voc В. 
in MSS), so AB'DE'LR ey] 

15. ravra bef rwv ouvav. 
BLPRX 1. 69 syr- пага copt. 

16. for o de, ovée D 

16 0 ĝi Are aury Ard pe тас̧ irois Óttmrvov 
uV каї tcaAeorv ro AO, 17 kat awtoreAeyv row SovAov 
aurov Ty woe TOV dein vor итеу со 
ҳесбг, От: 199 troma tori» [ тауга]. 

fat., ch. zvil. 8. Joha И. 17. Jamesv.8. 

[avaseipovc (n and & are very commonly confounded 

rec (for ocric) oc, with AD rel Clem Epiph : txt 

© обе Joba 12 
п, Rev. zz 

' кекАчріоцс "Ер- vr эти ksin 7 is 
8 ка! inobavro ‘ато qve. 1a. 

Baod. ii. 90. 

f hero only. seo Matt. xviii. 86. Rom. хі 96 al. 

om avre D lat-a 5 e. iP 
Erou) oe (commoner tense in narration), with ADP rel Orig Bas: txt C BRI 1 

реуат B!DA 69 Clem: Let) Ов 

17. 1 тоу Solos, rove SovAoug P al. 
for cory, оу LR. epxecOar (it acim 7) ADKLPRA. 

txt ABI PR rel Orig Eus,. (om X lat-e arm 

om rg wpa rov Üturvov P. 
om ravra BLR 

lat-b c f, i lq: ins AP rel vulg lat.:, and (but bef tro [as in Mt xxii. 4]) D lat-a в 
Syr syr-cu copt. 

and civilities of social life among friends 
and weighbowre are here pre 
(inasmuch as for them there takes place 
an dyraróčopa, and t are off 
the list by this means,) with this caution, 
—that our means are not to be sump- 
tuously laid out upon them, but upon 
something far better, — the providing for 
the poor and maimed and lame and blind. 
When we will make a sacrifice, and pro- 
vide at some cost, let us not throw our 
money away, as we should if an ávrasó- 
дона is made to us in this world: bat 
give it to the poor, i. e. lend it to the 
Lord; and then, as in ver. 14, there will 
be an ávraxód, ly r. dvacr. т. dir., 
which shall not be a mere equivalent, but 
a rich reward. See an excellent note in 
Bleek. 14.] dévacr. т. N., the 
resurrection, here distinctl Се by 
our Lord ; ж. would be 
vapid and anmeaning. See 1 Cor. xv. 
22 f.; 1 Thess. iv. 16; Rev. xx. 4, 5. 
15—94.] Parable of the Great Supper. 
One of the guests takes this literally, and 
imagines the ке to whieh the 
Jews looked forward to be meant. He 
"rd as a Jew, and obably with an idea 

t, as such, his to this feast 
was гиге and 55 5 
swers him by the parable following, whi 
shewed him that true as his assertion was, 

(and He does not deny it,) the blessedness 
would not be practically so generally 
acknowledged nor entered into. The 
Parable, whatever analogy it may bear 
with that in Matt. xxii. 1 fl., 

erent that in many рем 
porns rdg is а well-known future, 

Сос rh a see reff. 
16.] The бет. the Parni r. 
Osov, the feast of t things in Isa. xxv. 

; completed in the marriage-supper of 
the Lamb; but Y. к when са 

tidings of t were proclaim 
i dA. wok.; these first cc AAA 
are the Pharisees and Scribes and learned 
among the Jews. 17.) The 8о®Аов 
is one spirit, one message; but not neces- 
sarily, in the three cases, one and the 
same person. The three m were 
тотка (1) by John the Baptist and our 
Lord; (2) by our Lord and the Apostles ; 
(8) рт o a м those who came 
after. The elder prophets cannot be 

®футе the 

80) they. had John's бараа. and 
(John vii. 48) the Lord himself. The 
palin, e taken strictly without 

i . Nicodemus: but gene- 
y. Бо alan ver. 24 The tempor 

Dr 
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ки... шас wavrec * тарагтаба. o wpuroc elev abr A урд» 
1 Tim. iv. 7. 
1.24 2 Tim. " пудрава, каї EN dvd yr "efe Mn " il» avrov 

ae ёрште ot “EXE pe * rapyrnuévoy. 19 kai eripoc erer Ver 

TA 7 Zwyn oov пубрааа wives, Kai Topevopat Sor. ud үт ЕЁ 
Lab ir ö. aura’ Epwro et х Eye pe rappr évov. ка} Erepoc ОНЫ. 

1 Matt sii 44. 7 Р хе рути РОС мы 
2 Саа." — ELTEV тераа &ynpa, kai did rovro ov dbranat eA sry, YOu 

ш. 21 кај 
Heb. 

yi [A Jade QUT OU ravra. 
“ами um. s e боў avTov Eke 

„=з rd 

* rapa yevouevoc o SovAoc * атпууғнгу Ty Kupiy 
тоте "Фруюбеіс с o * „оікодгстбтт tier те 

* raxéuc “с тас ' wAareiag Kai 

A. Josh. li. * püpac ric оос, ка! rode rr obe ка! * dvameipouc 

Zeon here kai туфАо®с ко xh ticá qe t woe, 2 Kai eier О 
Mark iii k 

La. do Ae Кори, ' yéyovtv 0 ётёгаЁас, cal ere ! rõroc 
у " 

2 сті». 28 kai dre, о cipioc mpóc то» dobο EEA O cic 
» a 

vii, 3° rdc oðovç Kat n poaypouc, Kat ^ aváykacov tict Ad, iva 
1 в 

91. 1 Hel. I. 7 al. Ps. xxv. 2. Prov. xvii. 8. тез. 21. 6 ref b Matt. H. 8 aL кү zie. 13. 
e Matt. v. 22 теб, d ch. xii. 89 ul.. ch. xvi. 6. Joho хі 31 oal in gespp. 1 Cor. iv. 19 

al. 4 Kingsi.11. f Matt. vi. б. хб. 19. ch. x 10. ziii. 26. Acts v. 15. 8. XXI. 21. asd. 
дошу. Joa. xv.8. Tobit xiii. 17 g Matt. vi. 2. Acta Ix. 11. ан. 10 only. ie B. Тоси xii. 
18, IX. 7 only. ver. a ee 19. cb. ev. xvi. 12. Gen. L 3, ас. 

k Mark vi 87, 39 al 88. lw ver. 9. ch. ii. 7. Gon. xxiv. 33, $0. а Matt. xxi 34 rf. 

18. rec таратнсда: bef ха»тес, with AP rel вуг copt goth sth Bas: om savrsc 
syr-cu: txt BDLRX 1 latt Syr arm. 
F i t copt-ms goth arm. 
ABR rel. 
arm.—eEed Gey B(Mai) DL: txt A B( R.) 

ins cat bef o яретос Р lat-c e. 
ауаүкт» bef eyw DP latt: txt 

e EA ins cat, with AP rel: om BDGLR Syr syr-cu copt 
РВ rel. 

"тө. for epwrw k. r. A., dio ov Svvapat Өну D lat-a c ff, i q (5 1) mss-in-Orig(x. да 
тоого .. .). 

20. for гтгрос, аМАос D latt. 
om rovro D. 

for eynpa, «Хадоу D. for диа, ёго ov and 

21. rec aft o JovAog ins eruvoç (see Mt xxii. 10), with X rel syrr syr-cu: om 
ABDKLPR 1. 69 latt copt goth 
D (arm-usc). for rore, ка: D lat-e. 
om rovc bef ттехоус D. 

arm Bas, (33 def) aft avrov ins tayta 
то Sov\e avrov bef «xcv D aL 

[avamewovc, so AB*DL ev-y : avasipovc PR.] 
rec transp xeAÀovc and rv$Aovc, with R rel Syr syr-cu: om cat yeAXovc А 69 syr-jer : 
txt BDFKLMPU 33 latt syr copt goth th Eus Bas. for eigayayt, e: 

99. о dovAog bef ните» D lat-e. aft eure» ins avre А. om « D lat-o a. 
rec (for 9) we, with AP rel latt syrr goth sth: txt BDLR 1 lat-e syr-ca 
copt arm Aug, 

7723. aft дого» add avrov D lat-a b Syr syr-cu wth Bas. 

of these self-excusers is threefold; the 
excuses themselves are threefold; their 
spirit is one. The first alleges an dvayen, 
—he must go and see his land: the second 
not so much as this, only his own plan and 
purpose — ropt bau: the third not so 
much as either of these, but radely asserts 
оф sivapas (i. ө. où BowAopar) “,. 
Also the excuses themselves are threefold. 
The first has his worldly possession (‘one 
to his farm,’ Matt. xxii. 5) to go and see: 
the second his purchase (‘ another to his 
merchandise,’ ibid.) of stock to prove : the 
third his home engagements and his lust 
to satisfy. All are detained by worldis- 
ness, in however varied forms. 2L] 

reo o ewoc bef pov, 

тїз e, still, in the xxii. 
; still, among the зна ды N к. 

Fön., the broad and narrow streets : 
haps the woAeg к. кена through which 
the Lord and his Apostles репе 
preaching. Here appear again 
very persons of ver. 18; the кергеш 
tives of the wretched and despised; = 
o dg SyAoc, Mark xii. 87: not рс 
without a hint, that only those who knew 
themselves to be spiritually poor and 
maimed and halt ind blind would come 
to the Gospel feast. 23.) The palace 
is large, and the guest- room: nee natura 
nec gratia patitur vacuum 2 Bengel. 
23.) The calling of the Gentiles, outside 

з 8. 



19—27. 

° 0n e Y 
та y por 9 оос: 

p Met. то» ахдро» ékelvev тоу kekAnutvov Р ytóceral pou той Рс doh 
Ottmrvov. 

25 а | Zuverropebovro d avro охАо woAAot. ка! ' otpa- * 

фес erer тоос aùroòùç 26 Ei rie tp xerat wpóc nt, 

où 

KATA AOYKAN. 

"шаш rov татёра айтой ка! т)» pnrépa xai тї» 
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% Av удо Ушу ort ovdeic о Mark iv. 87 
xxvii. 

onl Bod. 
Kat zzi 16, 

205. 
ch. vil. 9 aL 

ухуаіка ка! та тёкуа kai rode adeApouc Kat rác адеА- * S Matt. vi 

фас, tri re Kat тт» tavrou * Vvy niv, ov Obvarat є а pov 2. Ges, 

pabnrnc. 7 

1. 

XXIX. 31. 

col ocric ov Bara Tov gravpày £avrOU >и 

ка! Epyerat oro pov, ov duvarat eivai pov набттїс. 8 

xxi. . u — Joba хіх. 17. Acts zv. 10. Gal. vi. 2, 5. 

. with Р rel latt: txt А B(Mai) DKLRX lat-e syr-cu syr-marg copt arm Aug,. 
24. for аудреу ektivwv, avOpwrwy D 
25. om яолЛо D lat-a b c e ff,  syr-cu 
96. rec savrov, with BL Rie 

bef avrov В (69) latt Hil. 

me 

e sil) Sr: txt AD rel 
rec (for re) де, with A D-gr rel vulg lat-o f 

rec pow pabarne 

for rpoc avrovc, avroig D. 
pnrepa ins avrov D, 

2°): txt BLRA. Yuyay 
va, With AD rel lat-a b ce f f. 

goth Orig Hil: pov uv, раб. K 69 vulg Orig-lat Eus Оут Bas Hil, ixi 
BLMRSX fd fuld syr copt seth Aug. 

27. om ver (homaotel) M'RT 69. 
ovy B. 

axoħovôu K al copt Iren-gr Bas. 

for ogric, oc D Iren-gr 
[ov is written over the line in B by the original кыо: see table.] 

rec (for savr.) avrov, with DL! rel Iren-gr: txt ABL?M'A, 

aft остіс ins 

for tpxtrat, 
тев pou bef гуа: ya0nrnc, with АКМ? S(e sil) 

U vulg am! lat-o f, Cyr: pov pad, av. D: txt В], rel gm*(with fold forj) lat-b e f g 
goth Bas Tert, 

the city ; in the att. xxii. 9, 10). 
åváyxarov els. (s there not here 

an allusion to Infant Baptism? for re- 
€ e «сеХ0бутгс are good and bad. 
(i эбе, ө 24.] I think with Stier, 

202, She 2) that our Lord here speaks 
$n his own Person: dulv will fit no circum- 
stance in the parable; for the householder 
and his servant are alone: the guests are 
not present. Our Lord speaks, with 
His usual Aye yàp bur, to the company 
present: and Асар the parable, 
half g it, substitutes it hardi 
for the master 0 the feast, leaving it 
doubtful who &v8pes ёке@йуоь of ech 
vou are. 

25—35. 
TUDES. 

DISCOURSE TO THE MULTI- 
Lord is, at some time farther 

on in the journey, goiug forward, and 
speaking to the multitude on counting the 
cost before any man becomes his disciple. 

26, N.] See Matt. х. 87, 88, and 
note. The remark there made of the 
strangenese of this sound of the Cross, still 
applies : our Lord had not yet announced 
his death by oruci риє Bs 
is well to enquire w t sense this word 
bears. That no such thing as active hatred 
can be meant, is plain: our Lord himself 
is an example to the contrary, John xix. 

25—27 : the hate is the general, not per- 
sonal, feeling of alienation in the inmost 
heart,—so that this world’s relationshi 
as belonging to the state of things in thé 
world, are not the home and rest of the 
heart. This is evident from the Fr тє к. 
т. day. уху which follows. Let the hate 
begin here, and little explanation will be 
farther wanted. This addition also shews 
that the saying was not meant only for 
those times, in which more perhaps of the 
disruption of earthly ties was required, but 
Sor all time : for ij laurob VR is equally 
dear to every man in every It hardly 
need be observed that this hate is not only 
consistent with, but absolutely necessary 
to the very highest kind of love. It is that 
element in love which makes a man a wise 
and Christian friend,—not for time only, 
but for eternity. Beware of thinking, 
with Wordsw., that in «lvaí pov рабптӯс, 
there is any emphasis on pov. Rather is 
it in the least emphatic place in the sen- 
tence, in order to throw all the stress on 
the verb elvai: cf. Туа уєшобр pov д 
olcog, ver. 23; caragaywy cov тфу Воо», 
ch. xv. 30. In ver. 88, the collocation is 
different, and pov has в secondary em- 
hasis. See remarks on this idea of 

Wordsworth’s, i in note on Matt. xvi. 18. 
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v Matt. I. 88 28 rig yao e и ad Owy * торуоу oi con оўу! rpa- 

"= iu то» " кабісас " Хтф н rn ? Sawaya, & tl Exe "ис . a 

2 ia артиб» ; ; 29 * 7 "piyrore : бїутос айо © Uepi гоу Kat pn чш 

„ tox боутос tert A bot, wavrec ot  Ütepovvrec apkevrat mst 
Y Bae N аўтф uralter 30 AMyovric 8 Ort oUTOC 0 ävlpwrocç поЁато LA 

wads окодорну kat ouK  fexvaev ' Ert kk 51 9 N ric Ваве 
ORAT moptuóusvoc tripy Bee" cu uç Асе» озу! 
rep. ver. агае ! кабісас mpwray * Вош\ебета‹ є $оуатде ё істі» | ew ке 

Д е „(Масу " фанар Ы 8 ene bi 
E. ют. b Bere os т а. 1 А 

ELEC 4, &. үз VET Д тШ. 37 al. 2 са "m 161. 8 

28. rec aft exe ins VP Ephr ТЫ: om BDLR vulg 
вутт syr-cu copt lat-b ce Y 

ш у (F1, e 40 Bas, Cyr: txt ABDR 
for кап py toyvorrog cerehevat, un m ошодорттав каа D lat-e. 

apt. аут. ён. Asy., wedAAovaw Мукну D lat-o Aug. 

exth(appy) ге ав rec (for гс) трос (see ver 32), 

N 
rec ,«иха н>» bef avro, with 

A rel vulg lat. F syrr syr- eu nee Petr- alex Bas,: txt A(sio) BKLRUX 1 Ваа. 
$0. om er: D al syr-cu Am 
81. rec суиЗбалну bef erspw d 909 with E rel latt yr copt 

for ооу, ous evOewe D. 
: tat ABDRXA 1. 38. 69. 

txt ABDLRX 38. 
rec атаугусоа, with L rel 
ухаутдва ro p. є. x. & D. 

$8—30.] Peculiar to Luke. The 
same caution is followed out in this para- 
ble. This is to be borne in mind, or it 
wil be ble is that ew The ground of 
the parable t entire self-renuncia- 
tion is uisite, to become a V aini of 
Christ. man wishes to build a tower : 
to raise that building (see 1 Cor. iii, 11— 
15), which we must rear on the one Foun- 
dation, and which shall be tried in the day 
of the Lord. He is advised to count the 
о oe хеше i have enoug gh 

oroughly to finish it. If he 
the foundation, however 5 ей 
it may be done, it is not well done, be- 
cause he has not enough to complete it : 
and the attempt can only lead to shame. 
So it is with one who would be Christ’s 
disciple: but with this weighty difference, 
lying in the background of the parable— 
that in his case the counting the cost 
must always issue in a discovery of the 
utter inadequacy of his own resources, and 
the going out of himself for strength and 
means to build. 1—33.] This same 
lesson is even more pointedly 20 before us 
in the following parable, which, as well 
as the other, is frequently misunderstood. 
The two kings here are, the man desirous 
to become а disciple, to work out his sal- 
vation,—and Gop, with whose just and 

goth wth arm Bes: 
рм vetera: B lat-(a) 5 4. 

аж’ аугоу 

holy law he is safurally at variance ;—it 
is his дэутіё:кос, see ch. xii. 58, and note: 
—these two are going to in war; 
and the question for each man to ait down 
and ask himself is, Can I, with (v,—elad 
in, by, all that I have, all my 
instrument of war) my ten thousand, stand 
the с of Him who cometh against 
me with being only as тазу as He 
pleases to bring with Him for the 
see Ps. lxviii. 17, E. V.) twen 
sand ?'—see Job xv. 24—26. 
inadequacy of man's resources is 
eet forth, not gar Ше бесит reign 
to be inferred. 
je no ore . 5 

there is yet ыа 
Los нары an embass , and sues for peace, aban- 
doning the conflict : throwing himself upon 
the mere mercy and grace of God ne 

waow тоз davrov Fear 
cw, in both cases, The ordinary mis 
interpretation of this parable is in taking 
the king with twenty thousand to be the 
dpx rov rócuov Ie TM destroy’ 
all the sense :—for with bim the пог 
man is at peace, bat the Christ 
at war. 81.) els я. belongs to ewf- 
not to тере aig cas трӧс̧ маҳ? 
occurs Polyb. х. 37. 4 (the instance from 
Xenoph. Cyrop. vii. 1, 20, cited by Meyet, 
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XV. 1, 2. 

pvo € er abr; 2° 

*wpeoBeiay amooreiNag ' pura та de tiphynv. 

төс оў» rac E оно» óc оюк 
шө 
М кадду оў» то dag 
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* euÜeróv. tori’ 
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oure “с yw ovrt eic " котрїау 8. 
t 

bib, * B. abr. 
XV. 1 **Hoay $} аот 

Wayrec ol rehovat ка! ot ёиартеђоі а axovew aurov. 

583 

u ài H, ere avrov d тбрро® Ovrog ° Matt . 1 
e PNEU AN 8 

83 ov- 
25 xix, 14 q 

awordogerat waci» тос р. NS 
" Vrápyovatv, oU 80»ата! pov tivat pabnrhc. „5527 00) 

ud ài каї тд Sac ншраубу, * 762 s v. v 
16. 2 Pet. i. 

0 iX wra . e. 66. 

3 | tyyilovrec Fu A 
Jos. Antt vii, 2 cal K. 18.7 

5a Matt. xix. 91 
i r ие yóyyvčov of те Фарзан Kat oL ypanpareiç Atyovreç ; VE e 
Ort ovrog auaprwÀoùç ' тросдёу ета kat © avvtoÜi& avroic. "ине 

(Rom. i. 33. 1 Cor. рыр 2 Kings xxiv. 10.) 

86. aft Ist ис ins ry» D 69. 

Cuar. XV. I. rec eyy:Zovreg bef avro, with D rel vas 
gyr-cu omit жаутес): savreg bef eyyetovrec LR: tat AB 
om 2nd o DU. 

2. rec om rs, with А rel eopt: ins BDL. 

does not apply, being А wpec rd pa- 
хёнг>о>). 33. тё трос elo.] So rd 
wpdc wéAspoy, Xen. Anab. iv. 3. 10, but 
there, the resources of war ;’—here, con- 
ditions, , Of pence. 
84, 35.) For the third time, our Lord 
repeats the sa concerning salt: see 
Matt. v.13: Kk ix. 50, and notes. The 

both valuable; the former as importing 
the reeurrence of a saying known before, 
the latter as giving force to the suppo- 
sition. The гай, in Scripture symbolism, 
is the whole life-retaining antiseptic in- 
fluence of the Spirit of God :—this, work- 
ing in the elyai pov paðnrhc, is good : 
= if even this be corrupted—if the mere 

ce of this, and not the veritable 
salt (which is the sacowr), be in you— 
wherewith, &c.? Such a ре is Ee 
ВАзутќов. Salt was not used for land, Ps. 
cvii. 34, nor for mingling with manure ; it 
is of no use for either of those purposes, 
but must be utterly cast out. 

СнАР. XV. PARABLES, SETTING FORTH 
Gop’s MBECY TO SINNERS. 1—7.) Tum 

х Matt. v. 18. Merkix. 50. Heb. x. 9. 

ZENE MS See эш de aer, y. эе рыр Coen tr aL 
7 oniy. Exod. x 42. * Г Rom ari d. cult Ti 28. . блат эв, g Acts idu 
A "lor v. 11. Gal Hl. 18 tr. Gon. sill. BS: Ps o $ only, TE 

pw bef avrov AR rel goth Bas Damasc : txt BDLX 1. 69 latt. a reor. 
bef iir. D lat-e copt goth. om ra B. for ярос, «c BK. 

33. aft ору ins xa: D. e£ урыу bef тас D. om хасу DR: ins AB rel 
vas. for sav. vxapx., vrapx. av. DKM. uva bef pow BLR, 38 ea goth : 
paOnrnc bef uva: DU! lat-b сеў, ig: txt A rel vulg lat. / arm Ја 
234. rec om ovy (see Mk ix. 50), with ADR rel latt -dz : ins B Mg t. 
ro aka (twice) ) D. тос om tat qM v. 10, ix. 50), with AR rel vulg-ed 
lat-e Ў ff, i: ins BDLX am(with most o mes of vulg) Syr syr-ca Bede. 

о which, XEM ig ta 
1. 60 goth 

LOST SHEEP. It does not appear iris 
or when this happened, but certain] 
the progress of this same journey, an е 
may well believe, consecutively on the 
discourses in the last chapter. first 

ble had been spoken by our Lord 
ore, Matt. xviii. 12—14: but, as Trench 

Luke. 1] uv . were — 
in dra’ Bear — were continually 
about Him, "His ereking them =k 

into His circle of üdherenü + А 
allows them to sit at meat with Him ;—on 
the journey, or at entertainments, as in 
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„ua. 3 (Тлеу OP тобе avrove тй» wapaoAny ravray, u ant 

175 As xl 4 Tic avOpwrog Ё оро» f«ev кату mpóßara ка 1 WC 
9. These. » 7 Г) э s he * i , ` j A зе 

dil. Ze. пто\ёсас ЕЁ abr ev, ov kurative та ` &vvevnkovra- 
f e L — $ » , 

Sia tvvía Ev ry Eonu Kal жорга: ‘ imi TÒ атол Лос, 5 
Ld 2 , Е 

5 kai cupo iir Eri rode | wpouc aurov 
only. Ges. g » 5^. 

NS SEA гору F d но 
1 Matt. ааш. 4 xai, 6 ка EXOwy tc rov oiko» " суука\ы robe iA ок 

хта. ка TOUC " ytirovac, Аёув» ауто vyxapnré pot, о 
. i. 2 All. r ` 4 4 A э À № 7 A e - е 

ik ates evpov TO wpo(Jaróv pou то ахоАшАос. буе оши on 
21. x. 24. П - » -æ в es e d 

xvii zi ovrec Хара i» тф ovpave бата: "emi evi ? apaprelw 
Mark xv. 10. Exod. vil. 11. n ch. xiv. 19 ref. exc. 

q 1 Pet. iv. 18, from Prov. Kl. 81. 

3. om Муш» D 69 lat-b e Syr syr-cu arm. 

атоосу B'D Method: атоћсас AB? rel. 4. for exw, ос ees D. 

о ch. 1. 68 reff. p ch. I. C rf. 

rec iv bef (Е avrwy, with A rel lat-a b с syrr syr-cu: txt B D-gr 1. 69 late. 
for ката\ћнте, aginos D sah Method. 

ат \Өшу ro ахтохш\ос Cure D, similarly lat-a e f syr-cu coptt. 
ents of F remain in vv. 

: txt BDFKLXTA 1. 69 Method. 
evyraltrrat (see ver 9) DFA 1. 69 Method Bas Bas-eel 

roo «urat bef ev rw ovpave, with AD rel 

AMUAA 1. 69 arm Bas. [Some 
б. rec «avrov, with A г 
6. «Qu» де D (sah). 
T. aft Муш ins де D al syr-cu. 

Matt. ix. 10. Stier remarks (ii. 214, 
edn. 2) that this dpapr. wposSéy. is an 
important and affecting testimony, from 
the mouth of the enemies of our Lord, to 
his willingness to receive sinners. 
The Buyyóy. implies either throughout 
the journey ;—or rather, one to another, 
—responsively. 3—7.) The man 
having the hundred sheep, is plainly the 
Son of God, the Good herd. This 
bad been his prophetic description, and 
that in this very connexion,—of i 
the lost, Ezek. xxxiv. 6, 11 ff. This it is 
which gives so peculiar an interest to 
David as a type of Christ—that he was 
a shepherd: ibid. ver. 23. Oar Lord 
plain] M declares then by this parable—and 
that I take to be the reason why it is 

| равы first (вее below)—that the matter 
which they had found fault with Him 

was the pursuit moat in 
with his divine Office of Shepherd. 
4.) It is the Owner vip red goes to 
seek, see Ezek., ver. 11— i» Christ. 

The фкатфу wpóß. are the house of 
Israel, see Matt. x. 6; but in the present 
application, mankind: (поё, believers in 
Christ ;’ see on ver. 7. The argu- 
ment is to their self-interest : but the act 
on the part of the good Shepherd is, from 
the nature of the case, one of love; or, as 
Stier remarks, also human love for Ме 
own»; for in Him, Love, and His glory, 
are one and the same thing. 
ката\. тё фуу.) These pass altogether 

for wopeverar eri то ark ec, 
aft cec ins os 

into the background, and are lost sight of. 
The character of the good Shepherd is a 
sufficient warrant for their well 
cared for. The fpwuos is not a 

but one abounding in Г 
(John vi. 10, com with Matt. xiv. 
15). 5.] Not mere self-interest, 
but love comes forward here; see Ма. xl 
11 :—no blows are given for the straying — 
no hard words—mercy to the lost one, — 
and јоу within himeelf,—are the She 
herd's feeling; the sheep is weary with 
long wanderings, He gives it rest. Matt. 
ix. 86; xi. 28. 6.] In this return to 
His house, must be understood the whole 
course of seeking and finding which the 
good Shepherd, either by Himself or His 
agente, now pursues in each individual 
case, even until He brings the lost sheep 
home into heaven to himself—not Ш 
reality, so that it should not take place 
till the death of the penitent—but pro- 
lepticallg,—till the same is written 1 
heaven ; —till the sinner is penitent. This 
is clear from the interpretation in ver. 7. 
The фД\о% «al yelroves = the an (and 
ни of just men made perfect ?). 

apoB. rd Ars breathes a totally 
different thought from r. paypi» ў” 
&к\гта. There is pity and love in it, 
which, from the nature of the case, tbe 
other does not admit of. 7. Мү 
and] In these words the Lord often 
introduces His revelations of the ороо 
world of glory ; see Matt. xviii. 10, 
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" ot: r Matt. iH. OLTLVEC "eg 1 Kings 

ric үн? " $ра хид кет 
t ver. 4 

7 атта u Matt. “vil. 15 

y Avxvov, Kai ' сароі тї» oxiay ка! Cure emipediog " Ewe v Matt. vi. 8 

6 ‚ Ото eb oy; ° xai epo 

° yelrovac, Aéyousa 

*Spayunv nv атфАева. 
хара * &vermiov. тор ° 

B. pe 7 pini: 

latt 
bef xpe 
вх exovca bef ópaxpac D latt s 

акоћсава D. om épayuny 
oro, ov В 1. 33, cov LX: om D 69: 

195, р. 

° suyxaAcirat тас фас ка! 

° Zvyyápnré pot, 
obroc, A ‚5н, viverai 

А (rov ғ: Bea ауу Хш» rov Ütov Р &ri evi анар ids as 
Aareal, ch. x. 34, 85. 
Kings xxx. 4. 

вутт те coptt goth sth (arm) Cypr Ambr: txt BL 83(appy). 

syr-cu sth. 
„ syr-cu coptt. 

9. соукаће (see ver 6) BELUXA: a 20. те]. 
А rel; rovc M al: om BL.—rac унт. к. ФА. D. 

reff, А 
zviil. 2. 

w Mark i. 4 

vor, THY бете (S00) 
only. Gen. 
iv. 28. 

. Xi. 88 

ort 

ly f. 
xHL 8. xxiL Asa, Acts xxvii. A) b eh. 

c = mid., here d so Rev. Ш. B. ziv. only. 

tX0vciv 

for sav ахоМазл, xai 
for 

rec ins гас bef yeirovag, with 
nv axe)aca bef Ópaxugy, omg 

10. гес yapa bef yiverat, with A rel: Хара «orat (ver 7) D 69 latt arm: txt BLX 
33(appy) Syr copt Vict-tun. om rwy 

On these Nene, see note at Matt. ix. 12, 
18. They are the subjectively righteous, 
and this saying their own view 
of themselves. (Or if it be required that 
the words should be literally explained, 
seeing that these ninety-nine did not err, 
then I see no other way but to suppose 
them, in the deeper meaning of the para- 
ble, to be the worlds that have not fallen ; 
—and the one that has strayed, our 
human nature, in this our world.) But 
V8 

this parable represents: for 
of the three sets before us a different type 
6 his sin. Bengel, in 

the three, says, Ovis, 
ius 5 .Q) 

кошш (Oer eui plane nescius, —(8) sciens 
et voluntarius. This one is the stupid 
and bewildered sinner, erring and straying 
away in ignorance and self-will from his 
Shepherd, but sought by the Shepherd, 
and fetched back with joy. 
8—10.) THE LOST РІЕСЕ OF MONEY. In 
the following wonderful parable, we have 
un cum 

ht for and found by the 
of the Spirit in the Church of 

Christ. It will be seen, as we proceed, 
how perfectly this in tion comes 
out, not as a fancy, but as the very kernel 
and sense of the parable. The yvvý can- 
not be the Church absolutely, for the 
Church herself is а lost sheep at first, 
sought and found by the Shepherd. 
Rather is the oleia here the Church— 

as тее out by-and-by,—and the 
үчуў the indwelling Spirit, wor in it. 
All men belong to this Creator Spit; all 
have been stamped with the mage of 
God. But the sinner lies in the dust of 
sin and death and corruption—‘ sui plane 
nescius. Then the Spirit, lighting the 
candle of the Lord (Prov. xx. 27 ; Zeph. i. 
12), searching every corner and sw 
every unseen place, finds ont the sinner ; 
restores him to his true value as made for 
God’s glory. This lighting and sw 
are to be understood of the office of the 
Spirit in the Church, in its various ways of 
seeking the sinner—by the preaching of 
repentance, by the Word of read, &c. 
Then сш the joy again. 9.] al 
фа. к. yelroves are invited—but there 
is no return home now—nor in the ex- 
planation, ver. 10, is there any iv obpavqg, 
because the Spirit abides in the Church— 
because the angels are in the 
Church, see 1 Cor. xi. 10 :—nor is it ferat 
as in ver. 7 at the return of the Re- 

er then future) but y(vera:—the 
ministering spirits rejoice over every soul 
that is brought out of the dust of death 
into God's treasure-house by the searching 
of the blessed Spirit. In this parable 
then we have set before us the sinner who 
is unconscious of himself and his own real 
worth ; who is lying, though in reality a 
recious coin, in the mire of this world, 
зар and valueless, till be is searched out 

the blessed and grece Spirit. And 
t such a search will be made, we are 
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жү нев т Twp ' paravooŭvri. | 
see n $0 19 

f here bis ̀  bo viole. 
oaly f. 
Unio Патер, Sóc uot rò 

. 4 ы avis. 8 StetAey avrote TOV 
h = Mark x xi 

i ch. хі . 
EST vi. 12. 
Le ene Хеба» ! пакрбу, ка! EKEL 

oh, xix. B (XE: 47 ҮГИ: v. r. ) only. Prov. vil. 19. k Matt. ani. 83 ref lew 
1 (Matt. xxv. 2.24. 96 гөй.) caly. seo Ps. cxi. 9 

19. aft eweBaddoy ins po D al latt syrr syr-cu (coptt) goth wth. 
eth arm: txt ABL copt. 

rec axavra, with A rel: txt ВОР, 
for ту ovctay avrov, tavrov rov Bio» D-gr. 

eat, with D rel latt syrr syr-cu 
18. for шт ov, ov utra D a 

kat exer, кака DG 69. 

here assured. 11—$3. ‚НЕ Рво- 
DIGAL Son. Peculiar to L * If we 
might venture here to make dou Darin. 
т we do among the sayings of men, 

ble of the Lord would rightly be 
Ae the crown and pearl of all His 
parables.’ Stier, iii. 227, edn. 2. We 
fave here the glad and welcome reception 
of the returning sinner (sinner under the 
most aggravating circumstances) in the 
bosom of his heavenly Father: and agree- 
ably to the circumstances under which 
the discourse was spoken, the dieaco: who 
murmured at the publicans and sinners 
are represented under the figure of the 
elder son :—see below. The parable cer- 
tainly was spoken on the same occasion 
as the preceding, and relates to the same 
subject. Dr. Wordsworth, who for the 
sake of upholding the ранаю interpreta- 
tion denies this, seems me to have 
entirely missed the sco p the parable : 
see below. II.] &9. тм Our 
heavenly Father, the Creator and Pos- 
sessor of all: not Christ, who ever repre- 
sents Himself as a son, although fre- 
quently as a possessor or lord. Svo 
vlods, жоё, in any direct or primary sense 
of the Parable, the Jews and the Gentiles : 
that there may be an ulterior application 
to this effect, is only oving to n wis 

ing the great central truths, of whic 
ihe Jaw and Gentile were, in their relation, 
illustrations, —and of which such illustra- 
tions are furnished wherever such differ- 
ences occur. The two parties stand- 
ing in the foreground of the parabolic 
mirror are, the Scribes and Pharisees as 
the elder son, the pudlicans and a = 
the younger ;—all, Jews: all belo 
God's family. The m stery of the a 
mission of the Gentiles into God's Church 
was not yet made known in any such 
manner as that should be repre- 
sented as of one family with the Jews ;— 
not to mention that this interpretation 

EYATT'EAION 

il 

e рёоос тїс ' ovctac. 
a Biov. 

'avvayayòv wavra о _ vewrepoc vioc 

XV. 

бягу 8 “Аъбрытос TIC elyev 
cal ETEV о tr to avTov Te атр 

o & 
A Ы Ф a + ^? 

5 kat per ov ToÀÀdc "pipec 

for 

fails in the very root of the Parable ; for 
in strictness the Gentile should be the 
elder, the Jew not being constituted in 
his superiority till 2000 years after the 
Creation. The upholders of this 
interpretation forget that when we speak 
of the Jew as elder, and the Gentile as 
younger, it is in respect not of birth, bat 
of thas very return to and reception into 
the Father's house, which is sof ѓо be cos- 
sidered yet. Dr. Wordsworth’s objections 
(in loc.) do not touch the reasoms here 
given. The relations of elder and younger 
have a peculiar fitnesa for the characters 
to be filled by them, and are I believe 
chosen on that account 5 vewrepor ài 
évopate: ray ёрартећду we ae 
wad 5 Euthym. 18.] 
The part of the parable relating to to the 
prodigal himself divides itself into three 
parte—1. hes sin: 2. his misery: 3. has 
penitence. In these verses his sin is de- 
scribed. It consists in a desire to depart 
from his Father’s house and control, and 
to set up for himself, to live a life of 
me 2 carnal man calls liberty. 
N pápos is classical Greek 

rohayovrec ray erguáruv rà i- 
dor, Herod. iv. 115. Sach a "T 
аз this is shewn by Orientalists to 
been known in the East, 6 
among the Jews. 
no distinction is ee as some (Paulus, 
Stier) have thought. The first-born had 
two-thirds of the property, see Deut. xxi. 
17. The father, as implied in the parable, 
reserves to himself the power during his 
life over the portion of the first-born, see 
ver. 81. The parable sets before us 
very strikingly the permission of free will 
to man 13.] paxpdy—probably not 
adverbial 1 but agreeing with ywpas, 
see reff., and Mech. Prom. 814, Xen. Cyr. 
v. 4. 47: compare however ¿yy џакрау, 
Acts xxii. 21. The images of both the 
preceding parables are united here:—in 

k aredhunoey ис А deci 

m dieorõprioe- riv f ovatav avrov – 
m» c gh. xvi. НАГИ 

PRSCT 

rec (for o 30 +” ®- 
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Luv "асштес. | ° Qaxavisavroc & айтой тауга iyévero ee 
“ToS, Prov. 

Мос “суура ката тї» ywpav Exelynv, Kai aùròç yi ie 
ЯрЁато ' vartpriaÜa:, 
t rot тїс Хорас ёкеіус, kai rte avrov sic 

тойс aypoùç avrov " [Збекы» * ynipove. 
"" уйсш: тт» “ко Ма» avrov ато тш» "ktpariw» Ov 

kat wopevitic * éxaAAHOn évi тау 75 Prov. xxviii. 

з o Janes tv. 8. 
Mark v. 96. 
Acta xxi. 96. 
2 Cor. xii. 1 
only t. 
Judith эн. 4. 

16 kai exeOuper 

побу oi xotpot, kai ovdelc ? ediSov aurp. 17 * uc savróv > Em Aas zi. 

Q = Gen. xii. 81. see Matt, xiv. 80. 
в Acts 9.18. vili. 39 al. 9 Kings xx. 2. 

. 84 vat.) only. а 
xvili. 20. xxiv. 15. Jer. xxviii. (li.) 34. 

8 =» bere paly. see Acts zii. 11. 

14. rec ioxrwpes, with РОВЯ rel: txt ABDL Ri(appy) 1. 93. 
vorepecbac AGMSTA Nyssen, 

15. om avrov D al Syr syr-cu wth. 

т = 9 Cor. xi. 8. 

Matt. vill. 80, 

іх. 24Р. 
PhS. 17.19. Dent. xv, 8 F. Cant. vii. 8. 

So. тей. 
р $ 

16. for yepioat ту» коћау avrov, yopracOnvas (ewphemism) BDLR 1. 69 lat-e f 
sah goth(appy) sth Tit-bostr Chr Cyr 
arm.—for ато, ёк BDLR: txt APQ rel. 

фке«$ўрлүтєү we have the straying sheep; 
in his state when he got into the far 
country, the lost piece of money. But in 
this case the search is to be carried on 
within him—we are now on higher ground 
than in those two parables. * Regi 0 
longin est oblivio Dei,’ сово е. 
(Trench, in loc.) dodrus} The old 

glish word retehlessly expresses per- 
baps best the mesning, which is not 
„аврат у” їй ше sense of Каза 

z oubt cete ever being Е 
but. Incorrigibly, past bope of reclaim: 
—dowrog, & бє abróv &то\А\йигуос, 
Aristot. Eth. iv. 1. 14—16.] His 
misery is set forth in these verses. He 
soon spends all :—there is a fine irony, as 
Stier remarks, in 8a „ 88 com- 

with Buowóparursv before — he spent 
is money for that which was no bread. 

сх.) On Ade fem., see 
note on ref. Acts. This famine is the 
shepherd seeking his stray sheep—the 
woman sweeping to find the lost. The 
famine, in the interpretation, is to be sub- 
jectively taken ; he begins to be in want 
(no stress on abréc, which is inserted on 
account of the change of subject from the 
last clause),—to feel the emptiness of soul 
which precedes either utter abandonment 
or true penitence. 15.] He sinks 
lower and lower—becomes the i 
servant of an alien (is there here any hint 
at the situation of the publicuns 7) who 
employs him in an office most vile and 
odious to the mind of a Jew. фко\- 
A6, —no emphasis, see reff., he attached 
himself Notice the abrupt change of 
subject, i&oÀA $0» . . . тецдеу. 
10.| ётеббиа поё merely he desired, see 

; manducare syr-cu: txt APQ rel latt syrr copt 

ch. xvi. 21, where the fact is surely 
implied that Lazarus did eat of the 
crumbs. The mistake has arisen from 
supplying a wrong object to Blov, and 
that from misunderstanding  xepáma, 
‘These are not the husks or pods of some. 
other fruit, as of peas or beans, but them- 
selves а fruit, that of the carob [ог 
caruba, found not only in the East, but in 
South Europe, e. g. in abundance on the 
Riviera between Nice and Genoa. H. A.] 
tree (r:parwvia). . . . They are in shape 
something like a bean-pod, though larger 
and more curved, thence called ceparioy 
or little horn, . . they have а hard 
dark outside and a dull sweet taste 
the shell or pod alone is eaten.’ Trench, 
Par. in loc. His appetite even drove him 
to these for food ;—for—xal, (implying his 
state of destitution) no man gave (aught) 
to him. Meyer, De Wette, Greswell, 
and others supply xeparsa after ididov, 
bat wrongly, I think; the absolute use of 
didnt being very uent, and the other 
constructi ion harsh and unusual. We 
see him now in the depth of his misery,— 
the sinner reaping the consequences of his 
sin in utter shame and extremity of need. 

11—320.) His penitence. And here 
we have a weighty difference between the 
permitted rational free will of man, and 
the stupid wandering on of the sheep, or 
the inanimate coin lying till it is picked 
up,—both these being however true, did 
not God seek and save the sinner : ‘ the 
grace of God by Christ preventing us 
that we may have a good will, and working 
with us when we have that good will?’ 
Article X. of the Church of England. 

els davriv 04у] Similar expres- 
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ave eri & kA, size Посо: *plohot тоб sarpóc pov ve 
"Priv ts, себоуток Gorwy’ &yà & & Аир атбААона. 18 ^ ava- 

. 8. „ grà 4 D м А 1 0 Ur Ix. 8. constr стас goptuenHat троє roy marpa pov Kat E ia aure 

Патер, ^* nuaprov © ис rov ovpavov-kat "tvormtov. Gov 
XXII. 10. 19 > 7 > ч fF 07 e» £ , ү e 

gi ceo god QUKETE иШ ačıoç AHV, мос соо, "rotgcov us we 
= 1 2 * y a a 

tva rov ut cov. ™ xai * avacrdc A0 прос ro» 
у. e — 4 \ LU 1 ` k9 / 18. 

татёра ёаотоо. Ет: & avrov ракрау акғуоутос̧ ti 
е - 1 » LÁ * a 

a aurov о татр avrov kai M vtaÜn, cal Фраре» 
тюп, # 2 A a ao , ? - A Р $1 

EWEMEGEY ENL TOF тоаучХоу aurou xai катеф:А ROEY 
3 ^£ 21 «4 et e е4 , = П Г de @ d * * E 

аутоу. <" лу ÒE о vtoc aur liareo,  nuaprov HC тоу E ese 
, ` лез г 7 — » ft» \ 05 "pP 

ovpavoy ка: EVWFIOV Gov" OVKETL ИШ асос kAnUnvat AB 
— 27 22 ч 4 e є * ` 8 OX з = GHEL 
vtoc Gov. rey дё О marno трос robe дооЛоос̧ AVTOV аав 
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9. k =» Matt. xv. 8 reff. Isa. lv. 9. 1 Matt. іх. 86 reff. m Mark iti. 10 reff. 
87 only. Gen. xiv. 14. xivi. $9. o Mark ix. 59 reff. p ch. vii. 88 ref. Gea. xiv. 15. 

а A A. АА). 
33. 6. 

17. for «ure», e BL 69. тес (for reprogevovrat) srepiaatvovaiw (more , 
with DQR rel: txt ABP 1 Tit-bostr Thphn. reo om оде (Bomosotel, күшбешде), 
with APQ rel sah goth: ins DRU 1 latt Syr copt eth arm Chr, Ambr, Jer Aug; aft 
Arp (i. е. restored in wrong place) BL lat-e syr. 

19. rec ins cas bef ovxtri, with GMP (69, e vy inis pes forj fuld mt) syrr syr-cu 
arm Aug: txt ABDQR rel C117 CU PES) соро коше 
Ambr Jer. тоу bef viog D-gr. om ( tel) from оос cov to мор eov in 
ver 21 Rl. 

20. for avr., avrov DHKLMPQR'XA 69. 
evexcoty D: erte 1. 69 arm ТЫ. 

21. rec avrw bef o vioc, with APQR* rel latt : txt B(D)L 1 (syr- eu) ome 8e 
шос bef влегу D ayr-cu. om rai Р. rec ins ка‹ bef ovktri, with * rel 

syr-cu Constt: om ABDKL 1 latt coptt goth eth arm-mss. cov bef знос 
De А add тосо pt ос tva Twy шодо» воо (from ver 19) BDUX 33 
bod (with gat mm tol) вуг th Tit-bostr Vict-tun. (Contra, Aug., who says, Nos 
addit quod in illa meditatione dizerat “ Fac me sicut unum de mercenariis шз”) 

ins ov bef uacpa» РХ 33. 

sions seem to occur in the Heb. Deut. xxx. 
1 (where Syr. renders “Bedi in temet- 
ipsum ;” but Gesen. understands an ac- 
cus. gi revocabis ea); 1 Kings viii. 47; 
Isa. xlvi. 8. Before this, he was beside 
himself. The most dreadful torment of 
the lost, in fact that which constitutes 
their state of torment, will be this «ic 
lauròy IMAG, when too late for repent- 
ance. He now recalls the peace and 
plenty of his Father's house. loho, 
for he now was а дїсӨгос, but in how dif- 
ferent a case! 18.] 4 , 86e Ver. 
24, wexpdc фу cai aviZnoey. This reso- 
lution is а farther step than his last reflec- 
tion. In it he яо where gives up Ма son- 
ship : this, and the wdrap, lie at the root 
wd his penitence :—it is the taonga of 

ing sinned against (in the parable itself, 
9 and) ‘Thee, Чч works now n 
him, Andaccordingly he does not resolve 
to ask to be made iva ray шос. but dos 
iva r. p. :—still a son, but аг an hireling. 
“ And what is it that gives the sinner now 

a sure ground of confidence, that returnmg 
to God he shall not be repelled, nor cast 
out? The adoption of sonship which he 
received in Christ Jesus at his baptism, 

state of mind. 90—25. реко. 
&жфу.] Who can say whether this itsæif 
was not а seeking? whether his courage 
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> bars, ка! $a yóvrec € eippav- 8 85 
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Back. xvi. 

f nyytoev тр oig, Пкоисеу ' cunpuviag KAL L xix эз. 
Kal троскаЛетйнгъос 7 we тоу 

тою * éxuv@avero * ті [av | sin Tavra. 

Lev. xxv. 82. 
тады» av- 1 Kings за. 

7! 0 d «тс» аўт "(ese dames tt 
AH. 4 w Esth. iii. 10. имеш. п I. X. 10 al. Ges. xiv. 93. „ 
7. 1 ) dere, &c. (fee.) Heb. ix. 12, 19. Шы iv. 7 only. Gen. xx. 14, 

a а T & LXX w. v. u. vv. 20 on Judg. vi. 25, 28Р. Jer. MEME (x)vi.) 21 only. b — Matt. 
xii 10 5 гей, Best. Ar. 2 -— d (ver 83. ziv. 9. 

Ker. ev. жаб. . F.) =. ыгар: = АН эн. M. Esak. E herr i сеси. 
а. 10 оп 

only. Exod. xv. 20. Í = Matt. vil C82 9 эб 7 

22. rec om raxv, with APQ rel syrr sah: ins BLX latt syr-jer copt eth arm goth 
Jer, raxews D eleveyxarrec, and om ка, rec ins туу bef gro x, 
with D'R rel arm: om ABD!K'LPQ. [om rg» bef хара BP] aft vodac 
ins avrov DGPX 69 vulg lat-a b f l вуг coptt goth eth arm Jer. 

28. тес (for espere) eveykavrec (emendation of construction), with AP rel: 
eveycovrec GVA: eveycare D sah: txt BLRX latt syrr coptt th arm. T. от. 
u. D lat-e. ins каа bef Qvcare DX latt вуг æth arm. for gayovrec, paywpey 
каа D latt вутт copt eth arm. 

24. nov bef о vioc A. 
aft aveZnoey ins xai (see ver 82), with E 
latt copt arm Tit Damasc Thl Jer. 
R(Treg expr) 69: txt ABL copt. 

25. Owy де к. Ariea D D. 
26. rec om av, with AD 

LA lat-c ff, 7, i am. 

son: the first (best) robe, for him who 
came in rags,—1sa. lxi. 10; Rev. iii. 18 :— 
not—the robe which he used to wear—his 
Jormer robe—this would not be consistent 
with the former part of the parable, in 
which he was not turned out with any dis- 
grace, but left as a sos and of his own 
accord: but a robe, (yea) the first and 
goodliest. The ring, —a token of a 
distinguished and free person, see James 
ii. 2; Gen. xli. 42. The shoes, also 
the mark of a free man (for slaves went 
barefoot), see Zech. x. 12; Eph. vi. 16. 
These are the gifts of grace and holiness 
with which the returned penitent is clothed 
by his ious Father, see Zech. iii. 4, 5. 

‚ т. роҳ. т. сът. Во Judg. vi. 
25, Gideon is co kill тд» 
pónyov roy ratpoy Uc істіу 0 татрі cov 
Cr. p. r. озттгитд»> тоў татрбс aov 
some calf fatted for a particular feast or 
anniversary, and standing in the stall. No 
allusion must be thought of to the sacri- 
Jieing of Christ :—which would be wholly 
out of place here, —and is pre-supposed in 

for aveZ., Zoey (see ver 32) B Syr copt arm 
rel syrr goth sth: om ABDLPQRX 1. 60 
rec aroA R. bef у», with P rel: om уу DQ 

йүү > АМ 69. 
rel vulg-ed : ins BPQRX 1. 69 lat-a b e f.—for т: ау, riva 
for un ravra, 0.Ан rovro ava D al. 

the whole parable. «ффра»ф.] Бо 
ver. 6, ‘joy in heaven ;’—all rejoice. 
Some of these are JosAo: who have entered 
into the joy god Lord: Matt. xxv. 21, 
28. vex. к. dvd{.,—the lost 

: Aro. xol „—#Ае lost 
sheep : ‘see 1 John iii. 14; Eph.ii. 6; 1 Pet. 
ii. 25. fjpfavro, а contrast to the 
ure in ver. 14. 25—28.] As far 
as regards the penitent, the parable is 
finished :—but those who murmured at his 
reception, who were the proud and fault- 
less elder son,—always in the house and 
serving, but not, as will appear, either 
over-affectionate or over-respectfal, —they 
too must act their part, in order to com- 
plete the instruction. Ав regards the 
penitent, this part of the parable seta forth 
the reception he meets with from his 
Jfellow-men, in contrast to that from his 
Sather ; seo Matt. xviii. 27, 30. 
25.] iv &ypge—probably working, in the 
арі of his 5 as he expresses it, 
ver. 29. ҳбр., at meal-time. 
u. к. ор is опе of those by- 
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iver. 88. „От O ade poe gov ne’ wal 'tucey О rarnp gov TOY 
LC "i no rov 'ctrevróv, б ore ® vytaivovra avrov " атё\а- 
a, Matt (v. Bev. Bo ̂ оруп $ ка! орк йбеде» ticeA Bei. o & 

e — rar ng avrov Ekebo ?  тарекаћы avrov. a о $2 атокос- 
х ай, 
i7) oiy бас̧ гї ei rer тф жтато! avrov 1800 "rocavra Ern "боде 
P хш 3 rl coi Kat оодётоте évroA i GOV ' тарп\бо>, каї epoi ovde 
Se Ge 

UEM. wore &uxac ' čopor, iva perà тор iwy pov eh 

x 8 0 30 8 бте & o ибс cov ойтос 0 ` катафауб» cov тд» * Во» 

r= Pur 14 da. нета rev к ёш Тлеу, " Évcac айтф тб» * evrevróv 

{кк " udo Хор. o de теу abre Tíxvov, ov wavrore рег cam 

(peon i LN &uov el, kal ravra rà ind oa tari! * " ev pavÜnvac 8 ae 
ver. 88) 
Gen. xxvii. 9. u ch, xii. pier з NM siii. 4. as (eh ch. ях. € (9 MK. v. r.). SKlsg 17a 

xviii. 86. w Mark xii. 44 ver. 38 (гей). M ta 

27. om ауте D. то» etrtvrov p. and adds avre D. 
28. 904 qov» ALPQRX lat-a с ў, i: txt BD rel lat-5 e fx rec (for 

2nd de) ov», with PQ rel vulg вуг: txt ABDLRX 1 lat-a e f pg T er 
arm Jer. for таралы, nparo (sic) D-gr, capit rogare lat-a b с: 
D-lat. 

29. гес om avrov, with Q rel вуг goth arm: ins A B[sic : see ind DOTES 
69 latt Syr coptt. for evr. соо rap, таре» cov evroAny 
tn ov2. edweac, ovd. edweac pos D. tp B. aft граф. ins e£ ауыт 
D coptt. for ғєофрауби, aptornow D goth, epslorer lat-a b с. 

30. for ver, rw Js viw cov re катафаүоуті жаута para rov жоруы» cat ed\Oorrt 
tÜvcac rov erevrow росҳоу D lat.. om roy bef foy P. rec om rw», with 
BP X(Treg expr) rel: ins ADLQR coptt. om avere D lat-a е. rec (for re» 
DR и.) he робҳоу то» otevroy (from ver 23), with AP rel latt: txt B([sic] 
D 

81. a Paes D lat-a. 

glances into the lesser occupations and pov—who are these? this elder son also 
recreations of human life, by which the then has friends, who are not his father's 
Lord so often stamps his tacit approvalon friends: see Matt. xxii. 16, г. fr 
the joys and unbendings of men. Would ary pera tev ‘H 
these festal employments have been here 80.] ô vi. eov ode, the last degree of 
mentioned by Him on so solemn and scorn and contempt,—just such as was 
езана an occasion, if they really were shewn by the Pharisees 

those works of the devil which He licans and sinners (see ch. xviii. 11). 
caine Into the world to destroy’? wil ct coat such а pir peru ef 
28—39.] Stier well remarks (iii. 258, brother.’ cov covert 
edn. 2) that this elder is now the reproach of his father ‘for birds gie: s 
ho has lost all childlike filial feeling; be to him. perà тё» hee, a chan 
betrays the hypocrite within. The love table addition on the part of the чіт 
and forbearance of the father areeminently brother, such аз those nted м a 
shewn—the utter want of love and humility always take care to 
in the son strongl y contrasted with them. circumstances. Even каркын т а ne- 

29.) 180% тос. ёту SovÀ. то, the cessary inference from the kind of life 
very manner of speech of а Pharisee: as is which he had been leading, it was one 
the continuation,—ov8ér. ivr. gov wap. which nothing but the bitterest jealousy 
Could 42 Jewish тарча introduced Pipe еды uttered a. parallel wit в ү uk 
saying this, even in the t hypocrisy ? av. T. 9. with duapreo 

ёро\ osBéxore (Buenas answers to rpocdiyerai, bai cvvtcoO(le aóroic, ver 
the younger son's 6с hes in ver. 12;—Àt ‘Thou hast not only made him qual. to 
is a separation of the individual son from me, but hast received him into ү 
his father, and, ав there pointed out, the favour.’ 31.] wdvrore р. dp. of, 085 
very root and ground of sin. Epupev, reason why no extraordinary joy should 
of less value than а calf. т. or. Беа oree Aim; other reum жы 
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cal yapnvat ? Eds, бт: о адвАфбс cov обтос уекрос йу Kat ? z, Met 
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eLnoev, Kat " атоАшАшс kat ғ0оёд. 

XVI. !"EAeyev 8 xai трдс rove paÜnrác " AvOpw- 
0 ï oiKovopoy, Kai ovroc ach. xli. 49 

Syr Constt Jer. 
th eth: txt BLRA Syr 

, ч , y 

жос ric п» TÀoUgtoc Ос siyer 

82. sda bef rat харпуа: О(К) lat-a c f 
ver 24), with ADP rel latt syr 
DX 1. 69 latt arm Antch Jer. 

xviii, 33, 
XXIII. 88. 

rec avenae» (from 
arm. om xat 

rec aft avoÀeAwc ins пу, with P rel Syr 
Damasc. (coptt ?) : om ABDLRX 1. 33(арру) 69 goth Constt Ephr 

Cuar. XVI. 1. reo aft paÜnrac ins avrov, with AP rel syrr copt goth wth: om 
BDLR 69 lat-e arm. otcovopous Bl. 

be assigned, and lie indeed in the back- 
ground, su by his tone and words: 
but this is the soft answer to turn away 
wrath. 1dr. T. ёр. od ёс., because 
the portion of which remained was 
his. 82.] @ба—по{ се, but generally 
—it was right. The Father still as- 
serts the restored sonship of his returned 
prodigal—o &8е\. cov We may 
remark that the difficulties which have 
been found in the latter part of the para- 
ble, from the wnconfradicted assertion 
in ver. 29, if the Pharisees are meant, 
—and the great pride and uncharitableness 
shewn, if really righteous persons are 
meant,—are considerably lightened by the 
consideration, that the contradiction of 
that assertion would have been beside the 
purpose of the parable; that it was the 
very thing on which the Pharisees prided 
themselves; that, besides, it is sufficiently 
contradicted із fact, by the spirit and 
words of the elder son. He was breaki 
his Father’s commandment even when he 
made the assertion,—and the making it is 
part of his hypocrisy. The result of 
the Father’s entreaty is left purposely un- 
certain (see Trench, Par. in loc.) :—is it 
possible that this should have been the 
case, had the Jewish nation been meant 
by the elder brother? But now, as he 
Көй a set of individuals who might 
themselves be (and many of them were 
won by repentance,— it is thus broken off, 
to be closed by each individual for him- 
self. For we are all in turn examples of 
the cases of both these brothers, contain- 
ing the seeds of both evil courses in our 
hearts: but, thanks be to God, under that 
grace, which is sufficient and willing to 
seek and save us from both. 

Снар. XVI. 1—8.) PARABLE OF THE 
UNJUST STEWARD. Peculiarto Luke. No 
parable in the Gospels has been the subject 
of so much controversy as this: while, at 
the same time, the general stream of inter- 
pretation is well defined, and, in the main, 
satisfactory. It would be quite beyond 

the limits of a note to give any thing 
like a recension of the views respecting 
it: the principal ones which differ from 
that which I have adopted, will a in 
the course of my remarks. 1.) Aryer 
84 ко{—а continuation, I believe, of the 
foregoing :—certainly closely connected in 
subject with it, as is the second parable in 
this chapter also: see below. p. 
T. рад., not to the Twelve only, but to 
the multitude of the disciples ; and more 
immediately perhaps to the Publicans, 
whose reception by Him had been the 
occasion of this discourse. I say this be- 
cause I believe them to hold a place, 
though not a principal or an exclusive one, 
in the application of the ble which 
follows. GvOp. т. v . | 
The history in this parable is, in itself, 
purely worldly. The master is a vidc тоб 
al&voc robrov, as well as his steward : 
bear this in mind :—the whole parabolic 
machinery is from the standing-point of 
the children of this world. In the in- 
terpretation, this rich man is the Almighty 
Possessor of all things. This is the only 
tenable view. Meyer, who supposes him 
to be Mammon (defending it by the con- 
sideration that dismissal from his service 
= being received into everlasting habita- 
tions, which it does not,—see below), is 
involved in extricable difficulties farther 
on. hausen's view, that he — the 
Devil, the dpywy тоё кбсроо robrov, will 
be found equally untenable. Schleier- 
macher's, that the Romans are intended, 
whose stewards the Publicans were, and 
that the debtors = the Jews, hardly needs 
refuting ;—certainly not more refuting, 
than any consistent exposition will of 
itself furnish. olxovdépov, а general 
overlooker—very much what we under- 
stand by ал agent, or ‘a man of busi- 
ness,’ or, in the larger sense, a steward. 
They were generally of old, slaves: but 
this man is a an, from vv. 3, 4. 
This steward ially the .Publicans, 
but also all the disciples, i.e. every man 
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"pend Min. 5 аот de s ` :аскорті оу та 
кг * $ovijac abrov eimev avrg T TOUTO axovw wept 

f Ayo тпс * оікоуоріас sov, ov 
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cm cb. Xv. 18 в 
“Май хіт. COU, 

кей деш yep " Siwy Eri 

' ажодос TOV 

е = Matt. xx, 

юй, Rom. xi. 2 {from Ion. Z rtl. y 

3. om avrov D- gr 69 arm. 
ADKLPR 

in Christs Church. We are all God's 
stewards, who commits to our trust His 
property :—each one’s office is of larger 

айе. trust and responsibility, ac- 
conding to the measure entrusted to hiin. 
I say, especially the Publicans, елан 
the Twelve, and probably others, had 
relinquished ай and followed Christ, and 
therefore the application of the parable to 
them would not be so direct: and also 
because I cannot but put together with 
this parable, and consider as perhaps 
prompted by it or the report of it, the 
pd Zacchmus, ch. xix. 8. Other 

tions have been—the Pharisees 
(Vitringa, and recently Z Theol, 
tud. und Krit. for 1831)—but then the 

parable should have been addressed fo 
them, which it was not,—and this view 
entirely fails in the application :—Judas 
Iscariot (Bertholdt), of the vindication of 
which view I am not in possession, and 
therefore can only generally say, that it is 
ear ied preposterous :— Pontius Pilate, 

Stag RAIN not tor 
which the word does not imply n i y 
—but maliciously, which it does imply: 
see Dan. vi. 24. The reason why it has 
come so generally to signify ‘wrongful 
55 is, that malicious charges are 
ЖЕУ eel slanderous. The steward 
himself does not deny it. Meyer (see 
above) in ing out his view, would 
in t — as an accusation by 
the sees the disciples that 
they wasted the goods of Mammon by 
entering the service of Christ :—but then 
(1) this other service never once appears 
on the face of the parable; and (2) surely 
it would hardly be within the bounds of 
decorum that this фдаокорт!‹фи> should 
= the entering Christ's service ;—this 
would bring a train of false interpretations 
with it, and even hold up the а4дийа of 
the steward, as such, for imitation. 
Sao „not that he had wasted 
(E. V.), but was wasting, his goods, 

ЕҮАГГЕЛТОМ 

' oucovoptiv. 
be 22.1" oikovóuoç Ti тогоо, Ort o корс MOU 

82 reff. f Matt. zii. 36. Acts xix. 40 (Rom. xiv. 22] al. Dan. vi. 2 Theod. 
E Eph. „ 30. Ш. 2 V., Onl. 1.26. 1 Tim. i. 4 only. 

dey ta 6. 3 Масс. Hl. 1 

copt-wilk: ins B rel latt syrr copt-schw goth. 
rel: txt ВОР 1. (69) lat-e f, syrr goth(Treg). 

XVI. 

ay Vrapyovra avrov. 

* бте 3i Ev tavr ө 

к эсе e 1 См. 
м 45. Ca. =. сі 19, 21 only. * uu MAKE ieri 

om 2nd cov (cov ov Aas confused the transcribers) 
rec дуусу, with AR 

© DackopriLev = Šri диокбон&е>. So 
ди ‘BadAov ec Avpatwdutvory туз rok 
reiay, Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 23. In this charge 
5 we may see the real guilt of 
every man whois entrusted with the goods 
of our Heavenly Father. We are all 
© scattering His goods.’ If some ome is to 
be found to answer to ol d:afdAXorrec, 
the analogy of 6 8.4Воћоя, ‘the accuser of 
the brethren,’ is too to escape пя. 

2. Tí Tovro . . ..] It makes 
very little difference either in admissi- 
bility of construction or of sense, whether 
we render ‘why do I hear this of thee ? ° 
i.e. ‘what is the ground of this г 
what occasion hast thou given for this 
brought to me? or, © W kat is this that 
hear of thee ?’ i.e. give some account of 
it.’ There is the same ambiguity in Mark 
xi. 8, ri wouire rovro; I prefer rather the 
former, because no opportunity of expla- 
nation what it is, is given him, bat he is 
commanded to produce his books, to shew 
how it has arisen. &кббо . 
give up the account of thy steward- 
ship; for (taking for granted the correct- 
ness of the report, the steward not denying 
it) thou wilt 7 not be able to retain thy 
stewardship any longer,—in ordi 
English, thou canst not, &c. 
бууу — in the nature of things — thou 
art precluded from. The inter- 
pretation of this announcement to the 
steward, is the certainty, spoken by God 
in every one of our consciences, that we 
must give up and give an account of our 
stewardship at death. The great truth 
lies in the background, that that dis- 
missal, death itself, is the consequence of 
the д‹аакоркЁчь ‘ra охарҳоуга abrod, 
—the wages of sin, 8. 
steward sets before himself the certainty 
of povert 7 and misery. He has not by Ма 
waste of his lord's property been laying up 
any store for himself ;—that is not the 
point of the parable ;—he has lived softly 
and effeminately, and cannot do an honest 

! apatpetrar TRY F apar 
pera. — 

AELE 
РЫР. R 

ІМР?5 
Cvirs 
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2 , 25 7 м д ? Y , , 
Atys abr АФ шщ cov ra " ypappara kat ypayov оудо- 

a= ver. 9. ch. іх. 68. Acts Ш $1. see Eur. Med. 506. 
u ch. vil. dt only. Job xzzri.87. Prov. xxix. 13 only. 

v. 10 Aq. Sym. &c. (see ch. xx. 87. 
bis only. 

sch. xiv. 21 гей. 

, A L 

pauuara Kat ? касас ч constr., cb. j 

v 
W eh. i, 98, xxi 17. Epb. JI. 17. 

Jas. Antt. xviil. 6.3, iri ураццат: rai тісте тў айтоб. 
а here only. 3 Kings iv. 29. 

є у ч * 16. 
ETETA ETÉpP єтғу ÈV s icis alii 22. 

xi 

t w. gen. part., ch. lv. 40 ref, 
= bore only v. Kings v. 11.) Isa. 

x ww here 
у = ch. xiv. 28 reff. 

9. ar spov bef ту omovoptay LR vulg lat-b c f ff, g, Syr.—for ar spov, pou D. 
ins xat bef exarrey B copt. 

4. rec om ex, with APR rel: ins B(sic: see table) D 1. 69 syrr copt eth.—for ex, 
ато LX 33(appy) vulg lat-h c e fff, i l: de lat-a. 
rel: txt BPRX. 

5. [хогофићетоу, so ABDPR &c.] 

rec (for гар.) avrwv, with AD 

for tavr., avrov DFGMXA 1. 69. 
6. for Barovc, садою Di al vulg lat-e f 2 Chr-mss Gaud; caBove D? ev; Badovg 

LX Orig. 
o de ex., аж. ò D lat-a b e f. 

rec (for 2nd 0 de) каг, with P rel goth eth: txt ABLR 69 copt Thl.—for 
rec ro уранна (because but one rum is mentioned) 

with APR rel: ro урарратноу X Chr: ypappa, omg ro, M: cautionem lat-a f 
Jer: chirografum lat-e: txt BDL lat-5 c ff. g copt goth Gand. (So again in ver. 7, 
but there R vulg also have txt.) 
Taxtoc B lat-e syr-w-ast eth arm. 

7. ins rw bef erepw D al. 

om каб:сас raxews D al. 

om ov to urey D-gr. 

yoayor bef 

rec ins ка: bef Акун, 
with AP rel syr goth wth arm; o de D: om BLR 69 vulg lat-b c e ff, g Syr copt. 

day's work: re, for all manual 
labours ; so Aristoph. Av. 1432, ccarrey 
yàp офк іхістаџра:є. This speech, of dig- 
ging and begging, must not be sought for 
in the interpretation ; it belongs to the 
truth of the parable itself as introducing 
the scheme which follows, but has no 
ulterior meaning. 4.] tyvev — 
not = ѓуушка, which would be, I know, 
as part of my stock of knowledge, I am 
well aware,’—but implying, I have just 
arrived at the knowledge,—an idea 
has just struck me—I have a plan. 

04— viz. ee who are 
about to be spoken of, the uirai. 
He has theni їй his ade Ob- 
serve, the aim of his scheme is that they 
may receive him into their houses,— 
give him shelter. This is made use of 
afterwards in the inte tion, for which 
see on ver. 9. 5.| It is more natural 
to suppose that these yprogetAir a: had bor- 
rowed, i.e. not yet paid for these articles 
of food out of the stores of the rich man, 
than that they were contractors to the 
amounts specified. TOV к. davrov, of 

Vor. I. 

his own lord,—shewing the unprincipled 
boldness of his plan for saving himself ; as 
we ртом the same when we вау, ‘he 
robbed his own father?’ 6.] Bárovs—ó 
0 Bároc Sévarat хшрй@а атас Bouh- 
кохта Qvo. Jos. Antt. viii. 2. 9 ;—the same 
for liquids as the ephah for solids. See 
Ezek. xlv. 10, 11, 14, where the LXX re- 
present the Heb. n3 by xois«£ and когоо. 

84а е. т. ҮР The steward, not 
et out of office, has all the vouchers by 

tim, and returns each debtor his own bond 
for him to alter the figure (not, to make 
another, which would imply the destrue- 
tion of the old bond, not ita return). 
cov is not emphatic, as Wordsworth, who 
has several times fallen into this mistake : 
see hote, ch. xiv. 26, 27 : but entirely un- 
emphatic : almost expletive. каб. 
тах.) radio is graphie. ruyíec implies 
the hurry with which the furtive business 
is transacted. The debtors seem to be 
all together, that all may be implicated 
and none may tell of е other. š 
7.] xópovs— & кӧрос ёӧуата! pedipvone 
тїш бил. Jos. ac кч. . S. % 
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40 1 n _ alvoc robrov £ фромиётгрог " 0 отр тойс viodg Tov 7. ALS 

p ch. Tel roc * чє uv _yeveay т» avrov eur. 9 ка! eyo Unt» 

©. И i ушн éavroic ‘womoare gidoug ёк rov ™ papwva THC 
ber here onl ст. хи. 

БСҮ Eph- i i pen Wu ow ы a . 7 h ы vv. ric 
З 

8. for 2 ort, dio Акуш уш» D; dizit autem ad discipulos suos gat (with mm mt) 
lat-a b c (e)l 

9. rec (for. cat A» каүш, with ADP rel: txt BLR 1. 
rec xotnoare bef eavroc, with ADP rel Hm вутт айы of age goth 

for pap. тус адизас, adicov papeva 
lat-a c ff, 9, S. 
eth amm Tren lat: txt BLR. 

There does not appear to be any designed 
meaning in the variation of the amount 
deducted. We may easily conceive a 
reason, if we will, in the different circum- 
stances of the debtors. 8.] ô коров 
—of course, the lord of the steward. 
E. V. ought to have been ex his 
lord, and there would have been no am- 
biguity. T. olx. тй àB., not ‘the 
steward for his injustice,’ but (see reff.) 
the unjust steward. He is not praised 
‘for his tnjustice ;’ see below. 
Fri Sportes èr., because he had acted 
shrewdly, cleverly Sor his own interest. 
The point brought out is not merely the 
af bert the chile зе оте 
whose injury was wrought b ve 
shrewdness, praising it: for, ош Savion: 
adds, the сла of this world,—to 
which catego —he who 
conceived axi A who erm e shrewd- 

better aud а higher the 0, fight (Jobn xit 96; Rom: xii. 12» Epio 
v. 8; 1 v. 5), whose interests re- 

ire а b and better wiadom P 
oresight. is hardly nenessary to 
сасе discovery ot к се: trick 
y the master is essential to ble, 

as exemplifying the epovijuc жо] гор. 
pwrevos the master (as Wordsw.) 

ceiv. him into their houses, the pise eould 
hardly have been put in this form. The aor. 
4ҡоіпогу too seems to point at the past 
device, rather than the permanent result. 

9.] We now pass to the озом са 
at once—from mouth of our 

longed entirely to him as a vig rob 
оёбуор тоётои: but even in this character 

мүш» bef ургу DM 

there was a point to and imitate. 
And the dishonesty itself is not inserted 
without purpose—viz. to shew us how 
little the vioi r. al. т. scruple to use й, 
and how natural it is іо them. Now, 
however, we stand on higher ground: 
кабароїс wdyra кабара: —ір bringing up 
the example into the purer air which the 
children of light breathe, its grosser parts 
drop off, and the finer only remain. 
кай bye $ о №. seems to recognize а ne- 
cessary difference in the two situations :— 
‘although yow are children of the light 
and the day, and cas do wo such ferfiee 
acts, yet I say to xov' ..... This view 
will explain. how we may make $(Aovs ёк 
TOU рер. Tis 28. just as we can make an 
€ le for ourselves out of the olxorópos 

.—that which is of itself ris 
nias which belongs to, is part of a 

system of, ableie,—which is the very 
pita vávrev rey како», the result, and 
the aptest concretion, of that of 
meum and tuum (see ch. xv. 12) which is 
itself the result of sin having entered into 
the world. And we are to use this Mam- 
mon of unrighteousness to make ourselves, 
—not nor barns, nor estates, nor 

тү, 
оду dvixhecwroy there) that when it shall 
fafl,—they, t e, tbe gir com 

heaven Атуу, T0, — 3 

нка: А of their prayers, which ‘move 
the Hand that moves tbe world,’ етер 
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aiwvioug ° oKnvac. 

r. rde стуу kat O tv Aa урат d& coc ка! er wodhy а ad 

ll „ od tv тө adicy * nonevg жото оок ‚т aniy. к0с tGTtv. 

Eyéveabe, тд Ed ric du * энатайды; 12 кш а E i, 4) 

ty ‘adXorpiy того ойк e yt, то énérspov rig di 

KATA AOTKAN. 

" тр, б Беътш Хас “с тас" utm 
10 ò maroc iv & Aar Kai ё» тоААф түшү. т 

X Ф е ча: n. ZEY, * 

„т ziv. II. 

2 Cor. 

E = Jobn і. 9 
гей. 

досы ; . 13 ovbeic * oixérag Sbvarac Svat көро. dong еры" E Vr 

" vag тд» "iva “mohou kai тб» "Erépov varia, 3 tròg Car si 

' катафроуйти. 

14 Heovov òè ravra wavra 
172 [каг] oi Фара о, " agp. Urapxovrec, kat ” sk- рају, 25 

Kat Єтє» avroic Ypeic tore ot " д- Kr rise 
„за Ht ү. С (-pia, 1 Tim. vi. 16. -pei», 3 Macc. x. 30.) 

Y а»0:Еєтає ка! тоо ' érípov 

Өгө домАефи> kat ° papwva. 

tuuKrThoČov avróv. 

80. Ш. 9. PhiL ii. 6al 
Erig Pe ei aee hg 14. 

247 Jer рел. Paulin. 
re ^ CT di 

acri, yeveras D. 
12. qperepoy BL lat-e $ 2 Orig Thi Euthym Tert : txt ADPR rel 

деде bef эш» DLR 33 latt Syr syrr goth - . 
Mcion-t Cypr : txt 

14. om ravra D al lat-i 
3 

x Sal 
Ро. xvii 

6 
Ron. xiv. 4. 
l Pot. ii. 18 

= only. о 

ov Sévacbe 

= ch. 
— ttt xxi? al. 

rec (for Ату) 5 bri FU, e sil) vulg 
goth sth-ms Iren- lat Clem, Orig-lat, M кесипте 

Анту D ABIX 69 lat-s Syr syr-marg copt рези arm : hr CB DLR 
aha oenvac ins avrey Р lat-b Syr sth Chr, Cyr, Ambr. 

10. for 2nd AN tre, euye D 1 vulg lat-h е e 4 Syr Dion-areop. 

dee BLE 

om Ist ках BDLR latt Syr copt th arm 
Orig, Cypr Jer: ina AP X(Treg expr) rel syr goth. 

during this life. ^ Deeds then of charity 
and mercy are to be our spiritual shrewd- 
эни уан may turn to our ac- 

ádisovr papwvá,— providing our- 
selves with friends out of it ;—and the 
debtors are here perhaps to be taken in 
their literal, not parabolic sense—we are 
to iu s pim their burdens by timely relief 

only "a which a son of light 
hundred into fifty, or 

ралоо. see Isa. lviii. 6—8. 
pai Closely connected with the fore- 
as (guia against De Wette and Straus :) 

thfulness in the least’ is the 
кылчу as the prudence and shrewdness just 
spoken of ; Ain the case of the children of 
light they run up into one—ric фот» д 
neri оёсоубмос ual > „ ch. xii. 
43 ;—the Adyrorrey = 6 ад‹кос (see above: 
not u fallacious, ” as Wordsw.) paywvac 
= và Are — Хе wealth of this pre- 
sent world, which is not the Christian’s 
own, nor his proper inheritance. The 
тое = rd = d tptrepoy = 
the true riches of God's inheritance : of 
which the earth (see Matt. v. б) forms a 
part, which à дед (implied in the ric ſor 
there will be none to give it you if you be 
untrue during this state of probation ;— 

He will not be your God) shall give to 
you. The wealth of this world is КМ piov 
—forfeited by sin—only put into our 
hands to try us, and to be rendered an 
account of. 18.] See note on Matt, 
vi. 24. Tne connexion here is,—that we 
must, while put in trust with the ddicoc 
нанеуйс, be servin | not it, but God. 

saying here a (as Olshausen re- 
marks) admirably to p* Pharisees and 
Publicans: the former were, to outward 
appearance, the servants of God, but in- 
wardly served Mammon ;—the latter, by 
profession in the service of Mainmon, 
were, by coming to Jesus, shewing that 
they inwardly served God. 
14—3L] By occasion OF THE COVERET- 

осв PHARISEES DERIDING HIM, OUR 
LORD SPEAKS THE PARABLE OF THB 
RICH MAN AND LAZARUS. The Pha- 
risees were not slow in perceiving that 
the scope of ratra wdévra was to 
this world’s goods, and all that the covet- 
ous seek after, at a very low price. It 
will be observed that the sayings which 
follow, are in reference to matters men- 
tioned during the discourses, or arising 
out of the character of the Pharisees as 
commented on in them, 15.] Зее 

9 < 2 
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eua yytÀikerat Kat тас &c auTHy BraZera. єшко- — 
d Mati. . 10 ai c Du ei OAVO i ти» yny ! Хде» Hat: isuk Rev, TWTEOOY ò tr rov oupavov Kal THY ynv wapeABe ті 

- e [^ 

х 18 тас о " ажоћ\ оет Mis 
- ә 7 

xxi. 37 ому. TOU VOROU play 

foonstr. e , > a 8 ` — , w 
Galt. > o " awoAcAupevny ато avdpoc yapwy e poryever. 19" Ap- 

. 6 (Matt. хі. 5 tet.). ect., Rev. xiv. б. = here (Matt. zi. 12) only. Exod. xix. 94. b ch. v. 33 reff. 
bU v e d i k Matt, v. 18 only. ( үм А Josh. ххій. 14. an Мах. т. i = Matt. v. É 
82 rell. n Matt. v. 97 (from Deut. v. 18) al. 

15. for аубрытоқ, аубрызгы В!. 
with X rel vas: om ABDKLPRSV?A goth eth I 

16. rec (for nexo) ғыс (|| Mt), with ADP rel 

for rov tov, короо B. rec adds (отту, 
Constt ThL 

cion-e Огір, : txt BLRX 1. 69 Clem 
aft iwavyov ins ғтрофиутеџосау (|| Mt) D al mm. 

sah. 17. kepatas bef uua» В 
18. rec aft xai ins wag (mechanical repetition), with AP rel syrr goth: om BDL 69 

latt coptt (eth) arm Tert Ambr. 

last note, end. Scat res 
vér. т. dyOp.—a contrast to faprov 
Ir cov, ch. xv. 18: and BAN. 
åvómov т. dd to xapd % rio т. уу. 
roù Geov, ch. xv. 10. 16.) See Matt. 
xi. 12 and note. After wpod. supply 
жхроефлтғоса», not (Meyer) ixgpóccovro, 
which would be inapplicable to the law 
and the prophets. The connexion is, 
—‘ Ye are they that justify yourselves 
before men; ye are no publicans and 
sinners,—no poor and needy,—but right- 
eous, and increased with this world’s 
oods. But, since John, a kingdom has 
ba preached, into which every one, pub- 
licans and sinners too (rde || жаутес, 
ch. xv. 1) are pressing in. The true rela- 
tion however of that kingdom to the law 
is nof as ye suppose, to destroy the law 
(Matt. v. 17), buf to fulfil? Then, as an 
example, our Lord reiterates the decision 
which He had before given on a point 
much controverted among the Jews— 
the law of adultery. But this He does, 
not without occasion given, and close con- 
nexion with the cireumstances, and with 
what had before been said. Ая early as 
Tertullian, cont. Marc. iv. 34, p. 448, it 
was remarked, that an allusion was meant 
here to the adultery of Herod Antipas 
with his brother Philip's wife, which the 
Pharisees had tacitly sanctioned, thus 
allowing an open breach of that law 
which Christ came to fulfil. To this men- 
tion of Herod's crime the uéype 'lwarvov 
gave relevance. Still the idea must not 
be too lightly assumed.  Bleek's remark 
is worth notice, that, had such an allusion 

om azo avópoc D al Syr copt goth arm. 

been intended, the ipe тоси of the verse 
would have been erwise expreased. 
Antipas had not married a divorced 
woman, but abduced a married woman 
from her husband. See on Matt. 
v. 32. 19—31.] Our Lord, in this 
closing parable, grasps the whole covetous 
and self-seeking character of the Pha- 
risees, shews them a case in which it is 
carried to the utmost, by one who made 
no friends’ with the unrighteous Маш- 
топ ; — places in contrast with it a came 
of extreme destitution and poverty,—the 
very thing which the фАару»рос most 
abhorred = then passes e into the 
region beyond the ve, shewing them 
the жай кд there 3 ending with 
a mysterious prophetic hint at the final 
rejection of the Kingdom of God and 
Himself by those for whom the law and 
prophets were insufficient to bring them 
to repentance. And while it does not 
appear that the $«Aapyvpía of the Phari- 
seea shewed itself in this icular way, 
our Lord here grasps the depravity by its 
root, which is, a godless and loveless self- 
seeking—saying in the heart, ‘There is 
no God’—and acting necordingly. 
The explanation of particular points see 
below. 19.] 84 connects this directly 
with what goes before; being an answer, 
not immediately to any thing said by the 
Pharisees, but to their scoffs at Him ;— 
. d. ‘hear now a parable.’ А 
R. ] Tertullian thought (I. c.) that Herod 
was meant, and by Lazarus Jolas; and 
this view has been taken by Paulus and 
Schleiermacher also: but surely with no 
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тоу TÀovciov" adda kat ot. kÜvec Epyouevor * ётЕЛыуоу 
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та "A«n aurov, 22 
6, 14. ix. 2. Mark vil. 80. 

wob. Av. 18. Isa. lviii, 2. 
Шу. Pa. s Ma only. 18. tt. gv. 27. a de 

€ constr., Matt. xviii. 18. Mark iL 28. ch. iil 91. v1.3, 6. Acts iv. 5 al. freq. 

19. at beg ins carey де кос єтерау xapaBoAny D bodl. 
ins cat bef tv$patvoptroc D- b e f eth arm. 

20. rec aft rig ins уу, with AP? rel 
ЭЗ(арру) lat-a e f coptt eth arm Clem Dial. 
AP rel vulg lat-b c f вуг goth: om BDLX lat-a e f 

rec yAcuyeroc, with KMSUVT 1: txt ABDP rel. 
91. rec ins rwy лүш» bef ты» mixrovyrey 

rel vulg lat -a f g, syrr copt-wilk Ephr Chr: om 

трос, eig PT. 

sah Clem Dial Ambr Gaud.—Jixw» D. 
Dial (Ephr) : txt ABLX 33 goth. 

probability. Our Lord might hint with 
stern rebuke at the present notorious 
crime of Herod, but can hardly be thought 
to have spoken thus of him. That the 
circumstances till in some measure apply 
fo these two, is owing, as above in ch. xv., 
to the parable taking the general case, 
of which theirs was a particular instance. 
Zeller (refuted by Bleek in loc.) thinks 
that the rich man sets forth the Jews 
and the poor man the Gentile. In my 
view, the very name of the poor man (see 
below) is а sufficient answer to this. 

Observe, that this rich man is nof 
accused of any flagrant crimes :—he lives, 
as the world would say, as became his 
means and station; he does not oppress 
nor spoil other men: he is simply a vide 
той aiwyog тобгоо, in the highest form. 

торф. x. Pós., the Tyrian costly 
purple—and the fine linen (for under 
clothing) from t. cb p. apr., 
probably the E. V. is right —fared sump- 
tuonaly: ‘epulabatur laute, Vulg. Others 
render it ‘enjoyed himself rumptuously. 

* 20.) The significant name Lazarus 
(= Eleazarus = pm, Deus auxilium) 
should have prevented the expositors from 
imagining this to be a true history. 
Perhaps by this name our Lord may have 
intended to fill in the character of the 
oor man, which indeed must otherwise 

эе understood to be that of one who feared 
God. IB4B., was, or had been—cast 
down, i.e. was placed there on purpose to 
get what he could of alms. wuheva, 
see on ref. Matt. : it was the portal, which 

a Matt. xxvi. 71. 
x ch. ix. 17 | Mt. Mk. Ps. кеі. 15. 

s here only f. 
(-ade, Rev. 

14. e? ГА є ?, E a x " 

t yt vero $ awobavey rov TTW- Sir xalx. р) 
see Matt. vili. 

Acta х. 17 al. Gen. хЇШ. 19. here only t. v 

here (ch. xv. 16 v. r. 
here anis t. b Rev. xe]. 2, 11 only. Jobii.7. 

om ёе DXA vulg lat - a 
goth. 

İnt- с) i syrr sah goth: om BDLP'X 
rec aft AaZapoc ins og, with 
i copt Clem Dial. for 

Mt xv. 27 || Mk), with A(D)P 
L lat-d e e ff, ilq syr-jer copt-schw 

гес ах&Анхо>, with P rel: ехо D 1 

led out of the жроаіћоу into the abd. 
21.] It would seem that he did 

obtain this wish, and that, as in ch. xv. 16, 
the ёж. must mean, he looked for it, 
willingly took it. The АЛА xal 
seems also to imply, that he got the 
crumbs: this verse, relating the two 
points of contrast to the rich man: his 
only food, the crumbs, with which he 
longed to fill his belly, but could not :— 
his only clothing, nakedness and sores, 
and instead of the boon companions of 
the rich man, none to pity him but the 
dogs, who éwéAayov—certainly in pity, 
not ‘dolorem exasperantes’ (Bengel)—his 
sores, as they do their own. Such was 
the state of the two in this world. 
.] The burial of Lazarus is not men- 
tioned, dia ro arnpidtnroy тўс тш» ro- 
x9» тафйс, Euthym. This is the only 
admissible reason. Meyer rejects it as 
arbitrary, and not consistent with the 
received notions about Hades, in which 
not the soul only, but the whole man 
was after death—believing it to be meant 
that the angels carried Lazarus bodily 
into Paradise. But then his interpreta- 
tion halts, when he comes to the burial 
of the rich man, whom he makes go down 
out of his grave into hell. The fact is, 
that in both cases the material corpse 
remains on this earth, buried or un- 
buried; while that personality, to which 
universal consent rightly attributes sensi- 
bility to bliss and woe, and the feelings 
and parts of the body, the man’s real 
self, is translated into the other world. 
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lat-3 е e д arm. 
94. eveurncoc D-gr. 

(If, when parts of the body are removed, 
we still believe that we possess those 
limbe, and feel pain in them, why may 
not the disembodied spirit still subjec- 
tively exist in, and feel the sensations of, 
that sua chance m ыш it is 
loi y separa wevey. 
be. E ase у е тасш dedii A 

tion, the following canon of interpretation 
may be safely laid laid down :— Though it is 
unnatural to su that our Lord would 
in such а parable formally reveal any ge 
truth respecting the state of the dead,— 
et, in conforming himself to the ordinary 
fin 5 on 1 nuce it is 
impossible to suppose that He, whose es- 
sence is Truth, could have assumed as ex- 
isting any thing which does not exist. It 
would destroy the truth of our Lord's say- 
ings, if we could conceive Him to have 
used popular language which did sot 
point at truth. And accordingly, where 
saree ele та current, we find Him 
not opting, ut protesting against it: 
seo Matt. xv. The of the 
spirits of the just into bliss by the holy 
angels is only anal to their other 
employments: see Matt. xiii. 41: Heb. i. 
14. T. u. Aae The above 
remark does not apply i 
a form of speech among the Jews, was 
not even by themselves understood in 
its strict literal sense; and though the 
purposes of the parable require this, ver. 
23, no one would think of pressing it into 
a truth, but all wonld see in it the 

ic filling up of & state which in 
жж is strictly actual. The expression 
piros So wea signified the Aappy side of 
Hades, where all the Fathers were con- 
ceived as resting in bliss. In Joseph. de 
Mace. § 18 we have obrw ydp Өа»б»тар 
vnde 'ABpady к. "Іс. к. "lac. brodiforrat 
ele roòg AH abrev. No pre- 

k Matt. zxvi. 68 reff. 1 ver. 22. piur., here 

тес ins rev bef еВреар, 

i Ер: om BDLX Orig, Dial 
aurov ins avasravogever D 

The death of the rich pad bass 
should be remarked; Lazarus was taken 
soon from his sufferings; Dives was left 
longer, that he might have space to 
repent. * There can be во 
donbt that the funeral is mentioned ss 

S us to his station in 
and, ch к Sin а sublime in 
опур —im t he had 
property „ the purple and 
ч en which he wore in ife, not spared a 
is obsequies. s in - Jeter tion above. 

Dives; one on the blissful, 
the baleful side. „„ 
the i death, which shell 
not prevail Church (Matt. xvi. 
18) Phe Lord holds the Bey of Hodes 
(Rev. i. 18);— Himself went into the 
sme ны of which Paradise is a part. 

taken place; men can only be j ы 
the body, for the deeds done i» the body 
ane the certainty and : 

dwdpas, not necessarily to а Mgler 
sien — that be meant :—900 
reff „ men- 
dicus inferni. J . in loc.) 

On rare ABp. вее — iii. 9. 
Ayl, not subjective only, though perhaps 
mainly. The omission ot the article before 
Bucdvo points no doubt to 
torments;—but where lies the limit be- 
tween inner and outer to the disembodied ? 
Hardened sinners have died crying * Fire!’ 
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üKpov тоў SaxrvAou аутоо » Jobo xii se. 
P vdaroc kai * ! катафоЁр тту yAwacay pov, Оті ' одо›шна! 

Спе» & “ABpecu Téxvoy, pvi- An 
“ayaba cov iv тр Guy cov, kai боз 

Aačapoc ороќос та xaxd” уй» дё ods ' таракалата, ov 
on 
iv. 

P constr., Matt. 
ark “imi таа rob roc * peračv 1 Чие» cal 2.50 fl Mer 

d u ” хаона piya * tornpicrat, dre oi Géidovrec dia- в, SER. 

vat 

трос huac е dare. 27 rer 82 

» 20е» тодс онас un Suvevrat, pati [or] кебе» q ior a fore oniy. 

Epwro сг обу a aa 
„ Wald o . 

хатер, {va wipnbgc avrÓv ис тд» оїкоу TOU татобс Eo 

һо" 

ale ч: жур, Acts 

9 13 al. Gon 
zzi 

"T Acts di. 46 aib. 
ЖИЙ, 8 F. Ezod. xix. St. 

28 exw ydp wivre a U оныс 

айто с, iva uÑ ка! ауто! EABwoww ис тб» тбтоу rovrov 
2 Theos. 8. Heb.1.7. Rer. l. dal) Isa. v 

axi. 41. oat Sal Nas. AxAiv. 14. 
рр AX w mob. ЇЙ. 20. CoL iti. 2 Chron. xxix. 10. = Matt. 

y here only. 2 17 (New. а 80 Ald) um 

1 reff. 
1 Tim. v. 21. 2 Heid. ii. 

38 oniy. 
p^ zl. 99. 

» Ооэрр., pom 

ia K. bu 
ch. x 

98 e ch. xii. 1. J, 19. Ges. а. 18, 20. 

dia aprõgnrat i 

en ch. vii. a 
Heb. Н. dE LF. H den- 

25. rec aft awedaBec ins ov, with X rel lat-5 syr Orig-lat Dial Chr, ; aft ra ауада 
gov, А: om BDGHL 69 vulg lat-a c &c Syr coptt eth arm Ps Ath Ephr Chr Cyr ТЫ 

сасы, сор arm. (hic 
26. for ems, e BL, i» his omnibus 

rec (for ede) ode, with 1: 

vulg lat-b с copt. 
eyrevÜry (more usual), with K 1: om D late e Dial spec: txt AB rel. 

txt ABD rel syrr 

(for evOer) 
om 

os B(D): ins А rel copt arm.—for last clause, pnre axecOew eds diazepaca D latt 
arm Ambr. 

21. rec ov» bef ot, with LX rel Dial Ephr spec: txt ABD 69 вуг ТЫ. 
srartp ins aBpaap DX mt Aug. 

28. om «wa D Dial. 

—Did the fire leave them, when they left 
е е 95. The answer is so- 

represen 
spirits for the lot of the lost. Kl 
cited by Stier, iii. 319, edn. 3: Wehmuth 
ber Himmliſchen die verlorenen Seelen be⸗ 
gleitet.) ri. . .] Analogy 
gives us every reason to suppose, that in 
the disembodied state the whole life on 
earth will lie before the soul in all ite 
thoughts, words, and deeds, like a map 

before a traveller. 

étíxovoiw, Matt. vi. 2, 6, Q6 ee ex- 
и the receipt in Jub бе exhaustion 
dir rapis m 1 Those that were 
са to thee, ra cov, came to 
Es end in thy lifetime: . 
of them. What a weighty, precious 
word is this gov: were it not for it, 
De Wette and the like, who maintain that 
the only meaning of the parable is, * Woe 

aft 

rovrov bef row тотоу D lat-a с Dial Aug, 

to the rich, but blessed are the poor '— 
would have found in this verse at least а 
specious defence for their view ;—tho 
even then ra dy. would have implied the To 
same, in fair interpretation. 
not abrot—for to him they were irren 20. 

: gee ch. vi. 24. 26. 
Even if it were not so,— however, an 
for whatsoever reason, посе decree hath 
placed thee there—thy wish is impossible. 

xdopa муа) In the interpreta- 
tion,—the irresistible decree—£Ae» truly 
во, but no such on carth—by which the 
x ighty Hand hath separated us and 

order that, not merely so that, none 
may it. In the graphic description, а 
may gam chasm impassable. r- 
parat, is fired for ever. This expression 
precludes all idea that the following verse 
indicates the beginning of a better mind in 
the rich man. This is the be- 
lieving and trembling of James ii. 19. His 
eyes are now ed to the truth ; and no 
wonder that his natural sympathies are 
awakened for his brethren. That a lost 
spirit should feel and express such sym- 
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те. Bre rnc ‘Bacavov. 2 Мум & [adr] “ABpaap " Exovot 1557 
46 мете. Е Муса xai rovc є трофђтас" "ükovsüresav abrev. Mit 
16. А е ч , 7 L > oF *» м 7, 
„zt. 80 G бё elev Оюу: татр АВоаар, adA tav ric drô l 4 
мана vEexpwy moptuÜg трос avrovc, i neravonsovatw. ЗЇ Her 

kMakvii4 02 avro Ei * Mute kai rov 5 Tpojuruv оок acovovow, 

are? avd tav ric ix vexowy " avaory | reoOnoovrat. 
Exit 4 XVII. I Ете» 3i moog rob naÜnrac avrov Art- 

~ - 4 

mbceonlyt, бектбу tory " rov ra ° окаудала pn Р Ену, ovat дё &. 
xi. 7. _ o Matt. xiii. 41 гей, Нов. iv. 17, 

40 ch. v, 95. Rom. vi. 21. 

20. for Ағун, c ] D lat - a spec. 

ins A D- gr rel latt syrr copt Dial. 
30. хагур D. 
81. [Lord, во АВР.) 

for *to0gcovrai, micrevoverw D Ephr. 

р = Matt. vill. 7 bis only. q ellips., Mark x. 

rec om де, with EGHMSTA lat-e Syr Dial: 
et ait vulg lat-b c: txt ABD rel lat-a J syr copt arm Ephr. om avre BL Ephr: 

for axo, єк DF 1 latt Iren-lat Dial ТЫ Aug. 
aft avaorn ins cat axeAOn прос avrovc D Iren-lat. 

CHAT. XVII. 1. rec om avrov, with E rel lat-e Tert: ins ABDFLMUX 69 latt Syr 
Syr-W-ast. 
Damasc 

ovat (from Mi xvii, 7) BDL 1. 83. 69 
vulg lat-/ syrr arm. 

pathy, is not to be wondered at ; the misery 
of such will be very much heightened by 
the awakened and active state of those 
higher faculties and feelings which selfish- 
ness and the body kept down here. 
89.] ) жіст:с I акоўс, ) &d ако) did 
Ёйнатос xpiorob. Rom. x. 17. Auditu 
fideli salvamur, non a itionibus.“ Ben- 

This verse furnishes a weighty tes- 
timony from our Lord Himself of the suf- 
ficiency then of the O. T. Scriptures for 
the salvation of the Jews. It is sot so now. 

80, 81.] ob (—not, ‘ they will not 
hear them ? he could not tell that, and 
besides, it would have taken away much of 
the ground of the answer of Abraham :— 
the word deprecates leaving their salvation 
in such uncertainty, as the chance of their 
hearing Moses and the prophets seems to 
him to imply.—‘ Leave it not so, when i£ 
might be at once and for ever done by send- 
ing them one from the dead.’ Abra- 
ham’s answer, besides opening to us a 
depth in the human heart, has a plain ap- 
plication to the Pharisees, to whom the 

rable was spoken. They would not hear 
oses and the Prophets:—Christ rose from 

the dead, but He did not go to them ;— 
this verse is not sq worded, ‘they would 
have rejected Him, had He done so:'— 
the {at merely is here supposed, and that 
in the very phrase which so often belongs 
to His own resurrection, They were not 

elz om rov (with some cursive ): ins ABD rel Scr’s-mse Orig Chr 
à rec pn Abur bef ra ora (to connect av. tarw or rov with the inf, 

or to avoid rov ra), with AD rel latt Orig: txt BLX lat-e. for ova« dt, 2A 
t-a b c e ff, i syr-marg copt: txt A rei 

persuaded—did not believe, though One 
rose from the dead. То deny altogether 
this allusion, is to rest contented with 
merely the surface of the parable. 
Observe, Abraham does not say, ‘ they will 
not repeat? —but, ‘ they will not believe, be 
persuaded ? which is another and a deeper 
thing. Luther does not seem to con- 
clude rightly, that this désproves the pos- 
sibility of appearances of the dead. It 
only says, that such appearances will not 
bring about faith in the human soul: but 
that they may not serve other ends in 
God’s dealings with men, it does not 
assert. There is no gulf between the 
earth and Hades: and the very form of 
Abraham’s answer, setting forth no im- 
possibility in this second case, as in the 
former, would seem to imply its j- 
bility, if requisite. Wecan hardly pas 
over the identity of the name LAZARUS 
with that of Him who actually was re- 
called from the dead, but whose return, 
far from persuading the Pharisees, was 
the immediate exciting cause of their 
crowning act of unbelief. 

Cuar. XVII.-1—10.] FURTHER Dis- 
COURSES. The discourse appears to pro- 
ceed Pauls from the foregoing. 
1. ox. is perhaps owing to some 
offence which bad kappes ;—the depar- 
ture of the Pharisees in di or some 
point in their conduct; such as the previous 
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т pv ту ” у = 9 i 
ov Er. 7 Nveire le avri et Alloc * nvAikóc * mepi- "heon t. 

1 — 4 LÀ ә L 
кита: wept rov " тойут\о>» avrov Kai ‘tppirrat ис TT]V . here oniy t. 

A — — “vot, e 
ÜaXaccav, "n iva * скауёаћср тш» У шкроу rovrwy , 371i. 21) 
oe 

tva, 3 
b 

t Mark ix. 42. 
Acts xxviiL 

7 at «ә 94 e ? ез Ld 

wpoctytre Eauroic. tav анарту o адгАфос GOU, 20. Heb. v. 
2. All. lt 

exiriunoov aurp, Kat tdv “peravonoy, “agec avro. a Mark ix. 4з 
t kai єй» * ёттакіс̧ rnc прёрас̧ 'apaprgog ‘tic oè cal Gl 230 
a? ГА к? , $ Xl e M - dd,» mE) г 
exTüKiC ётотобрр трос се Àtywv таноо; apnoeic EON 

avrQ. ? ки нта>» ot атботоА\о: rw коор ° Побсбес йш» , Ka. v 40. 
тісту. 6 стеу & О kÜptoc Ei уеге riortv шс | кбккоу yo Matt x 

A - 7 , » 

! ewümtoc, Myrt av тр х сокашуф табтр Exp „20%% ү 
xxl. 84. 

v. 35. ax. 28. Gen. xxiv. 6. 
d Matt. vi. 12 reff. 
Eo. xxii. 89. Acts хіт. 16. Dest. ххх. 3. 

a Matt. 

herecaly. 1 Chron. xxvii 28 al. see ch. хіх. 6. 

2. for Avorreder, cvvpeper de D vulg. 

Ш. 9 reff. 
e Matt. xvii. 21, 22 only. Ps. cxviii. 164 al. 

b Mark viti. 89, 88тей. © Matt. iii. 2 reff. 
f Matt. xviii. 15 reff. 

b = ch. il. 8 att. ziii. 81 reff. 1 reff. ім 
1 Matt. zii. 99. xv. 18. Jude 13 only. Jer. i. 10. 

rec (for Ag џьХгкос̧) nuR оугкос 
rom Mt xviii. 6), with А rel syrr Dial: txt BDL 1. 69 latt syr-marg copt arm 
cion -t. терикнто and #pexro D (eperrero ЮЗ). rec eva bef тш» шкрш» 

rourwy (from Mt xviii. 6), with AD rel vas: txt BL. 
8. rec aft ға» ins ds (from Mt xviii. 15), with A rel вуг: om BDLX 83 latt Syr 

copt goth eth arm Clem spec. 
|| 207), with D rel 

apapon (|| Mt) DXA 69. 
vulg-ed lat-o e g syr-ms arm-usc: om ABL 1 am(with fuld em 

rec adds єс сє 

orj gat jac mt tol) lat-a b f ff. 9, 4$ Г syrr copt goth arm-zoh Clem Bas Antch Damasc 
Bede i А al. aft «a: tav ins pev gpec Е 

4. тес apapry (repetition from ver 3), with Е rel Clem Orig: txt ABDLXA 
spec. (avyagryon 69.) ins ау 
Clem. 

2nd exracic (from above) AK 184-6; то 
rec adds тс nuepag (from above), with А rel vulg lat g, ; syrr goth 

wth spec: om BDLX mt lat-abcilq syr-jer copt arm Clem Orig Ambr ict-tun. 

rec (for трос) exe, with 1 (e sil): txt ABDLXA latt syrr copt arm Clem.—om 
хрос at (ота as unnecessary, cf Mt xiii. 15, Lk xxii. 32, Acts iii. 19, al: and then 
variously reinserted) E rel mt lat i 
pera D'. for aggottc, agec 

5. [«xa», so BDLX.] 
6. o de swiy avroic, omg evpioc, D, similarly lat - a bo e ff, i. 

DEGH (S, e sil) latt : txt AB rel. (eynre M al. 

chapter alluded to. dvévBexrév low 
= obs tvdiyeras, ch. xiii. 38. 2.] See 
Matt. xviii. 6, 7, and notes. TéY 
рак. T., perhaps the publicans and sinners 
of ch. xv. 1;—perhaps also, repeated with 
reference to what took place, Matt. 1. c. 

3, 4.] See on Matt. xviii. 15, 21, 
22. The «4poséxere davr. here is to 
warn them not to be too readily dismayed 
at скаудаћа, nor to meet them in a 
brother with an unforgiving spirit. 
mirip.) ‘åyárn begins with dA, 
Stier: — who remarks, that in the Church, 
as in the world, the love of many waxing 
cold,—not being strong or warm enough 
for this imcripnooy,—is the cause w 
offences abound. 5.] 10630. fp. 
1 r., ‘increase our faith,’ of the E. V., 
is not exact: give us more faith, is more 
literal and simpler. Wordsw.’s rendering, 
“Give faith in addition to our other 
privileges, powers, and virtues,” is not so 

h wth Orig Damasc spec. (33 def.) 
HA latt Syr copt-ms Clem. 

rec duxere, with 
aft cAtyers av ins rw opt rovrw 

probable, seeing 1) that faith is not the 
crowning item in such a list, but the first 
and most elementary: and 2) that, had 
this been intended, it would most proba- 
bly have been expressed трбсӨ. piv xal 
wiorty. This is the only example in 
the Gospels in which fhe Apostles are 
marked out as requesting or saying any 
thing to the Lord. They are amazed at 
the greatness of the faith which is to 
overcome oxaydada and forgive dpap- 
rnuara as in vv. 3, 4:—and pray that 
more faith may be added to them. 
6.] See on Matt. (xvii. 20) xxi. 21. On 
this occasion some particular tree of the 
sort was close at hand, and furnished the 
instance, just as the Mount of Transfigura- 
tion in the former of those passages, and 
the Mount of Olives n the latter P 
cvxáptvog is mulberry-tree ; not very 
common in к but still found there. 
It must not be confounded with eveopo- 
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N a Kat ™ gurevBnre ev тр baracoy, ка Ўтпкозати av ору. азот 
a 1 Cor. ix. 10 ому. Dent. 7 vic à ££ оце» Sovrov © хө» " aporpiówra J ? roupat- MstT 
ЕЕ ыу iat vovra, Oc eiceADovre ёк той a {ри abrꝰ Eee 1 3.0 

\) 1 Kings xxv. Р хар:Абоу ° avámest, 
Ti Y 

M € den rio, xat 
saan 

з Matt. zv. 
884. 1 Pet. 
v. 8. 
DX e 10 

Badd’ o ры avr Eroipacov 
" wepilwoapevoc 

уы ка! ‚тө, kai шта ravra фауғса: cal тиса со; 

° и хы "ҳари те. p SobAw Ort éwoinoey ra " Garay Berra 5 ; 

" дакдуы pot fec 

i g5. ob re kai d nec, 5 Отау топот жауга ré dia ra x Givra 

тойса! тетопкангеу. 
t eh. Ali. 86, 

в == Mark x. 45 reff. 
w eh. Ш. 18. Acts xxili. sı. Jadg. v. 9. 
y = Jobo ziii. 14. xix. 7 al. 

m Unt», Al yer: ore dovAa * aypteioi ёш», © ? офаЛорг» 

peraBa evrevOey ки cat pereBatvey кас (МЕ xvii. 20) continuing ry evcapive: pera- 
pure von. ecg ry» баХассау D. 

7. om s£ D-gr L latt. 
copt. rec om avro, with A rel 
copt th arm Aug. [DKMUA join : 

om 2nd av А. 
tx bef энш» QovAo» D. ins py bef epee D lat-e È 

: ins BDLX 1. 69 "iatt Syr syr-w-ast 
, with фи: ELA, with wrapedd. } 

гес avaxeoas, with AMA (1, e sil) 33. 691, avec L, avaravoa X: ауатево» Г: 
txt BD rel. 

8. om ovy: EHV 
83. со bef cat хисо D 

aft сыс ins ay AKLMX 

9. rec хару bef гуе, with A rel vulg lat-b c f D вутт (goth) arm: txt BDL lat-e e 
sth Cypr. rec aft re doe ins exte cf ch xii. 87, and see ch xiv. 31 al), copt 
F гайы Ды о goth (wth) arm Cypr Aug: pref, К: om ABDLX lat-a 5 

Teo e ff lq copt Am 
sth Cypr: om AB rel lat-e вуг goth Antch Thl. 

aft ra QiarayOcvra ins avre, with DX 69 latt Syr copt 
rec at end adds o» доке, with 

AD rel vulg lat-b o syrr goth: om BLX 1 lat-a e copt sh arm 
10. for ravra to уш», oca Муш D. 

от! ns 1 latt (Syr eth ?) Bas,(ins,) Cypr. 
Phi 

Syr 
rec ins or: bef o ефедћореу, with X rel syrr: om ABDL 1 latt copt 

arm Orig Epiph Bas, Antch Thl Cypr. 

pia, ch. хіх. 4, which is the Egyptian fig. 
See note there. Notice the different 
tenses with &v: IA yere dv, ye would say: 
ur hrovot v av, it would (even while you 
were speaking ) have obeyed. ёкр- 
táð.) ‘cum ipsis radicibus, in mari man- 
вога. Tale quiddam fit ipsis fidelibus.’ 
Bengel. 7—10.) The connexion is, 
—‘ Ye are servante of your Master; and 
therefore endurance is required of you,— 
faith and trust to endure out your day’s 
work before you enter into your rest. 
Your Master will enter into His, but 
your time will not yet come; and all 
the service which you can meanwhile do 
Him, is but that which is your bounden 
duty to-do, -- -seeing that pur body, soul, 
and spirit are His." «004% in the 
E. V. is wrongly joined vit ёре : it cor- 
responds to sd taŭra in ver. B. 'Con- 
e cito accumbe : cito cupiunt 
aecumbere qui missis cseteris officiis 
sibi summam conferri oportere putant. 

aft ravra ins ravra А al 
soper bef aypuo: D- gr al 

1. 8.] биз ф. 
Eu iN eaten ы drunken : 
xii. 37, where a different assurance seems 
to be given. But our Lord is here speaking 
of what we in our state of service are to 
expect ; there, of what in our state of ma- 
numéssion (‹ mens servos adhibere manu- 
missioniserat * Grotius, citing from 
Ulpian) and б ети the wonders of His 

the ques- grace will confer on us. Here 
tion is of right ; there, of favour. 
9.] Our Lord is not layi down rules for 
the behaviour of an earthly master to his 
servants,—but (see above) is speaking of 
the xg state of relation between «s, 
and Him whose we are, and whom we 
serve. 10.] This shews the sense of 
the perable, as applying to our own 
thoughts of ourselves, and the impossi- 
bility of cud claim for our services to 
God. In Rom. vi. 23 (see also the 
5 we M the true | edes 
on which we 
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II Kai eyivero * t» rp wopevecOar avróv sic spov- r 4 
* a red., ch. v. 17 carn, "xai avróc дпруето did nicov Zapapeiag каш. рн 

ГамАайас. 12 cal eicepxonévov avrov eic туа, керду SIÉ u 2 
> awnyrneay [aore] dera ° Aero ard pee, ot toryoav a Bob. =, 13 
* =0ррыбг»" 18 kai аўто! ° Лоа» ° фыуь Aéyovrec Ib. Sh. x 
féwigrüra, éAinoov Hpac. kai Sev eirev avror rt за j я ; = A 1 Kings xxx. 
TloprvÜtvrec rid kart tavrove тос itt ка! fob. v. b re 

. EYÉVETO "£y. тө ®таун» avrovc, éxaðapioðnoav. 16 gig E : 
d Е avrov 180 Sri габ», ve ee, пета vic уб 1K 

cal ne yd Sokâ N то» GG, 16 

k = Matt. v.16 м. fy. Isa. xiii. 38. 

11. om avrov BL. 

«эте B(D)L : ins A rel. 
copt - mes. evecrycay BF. 

18. for pav $wvq» Asyovrsc, екраЁа> purn Гретера D (lat-e). 
69 aft 14. aft wv ins avrove D ) D 

D. for каг sy., ty. d. D (co 
15. for 10, exaÜapuw05 D 

ptyadnc bef $wvsc D vulg lat-5 e cop 

before us ;—viz. as the gift of God whose 
servants we are,—not wages, as in 
the case of sin, whose we are not. In the 
case of men this is different ; 11 
servant is ebypnoroc _(Philem. 11), not 
áxprioc, і. е. оў pr) exes fic Xptíay,— 
Etym. Mag. See Acts xvii. 25. 
сазе su introduces an argument à 
fortiori : ‘how much more, when є have 
Jailed in зо many respects.’ ‹ iser est 

em Dominus servum inutilem appellat, 
att. xxv. 80; beatus qui se ipse. 

Bengel. Thus closes the series of 
discourses which began with ch. xv. 1. 

11—19.) HEALING OF TEN LEPERS. 
It does not appear to what of the last 
journey this is to be There is no 
reason for supposing it to have been subse- 
quent to what has just been related :—this 
is not implied. It may have been at the 
very beginning of the journey. From the 
circumstance that these lepers were a 
mixed company of Jews and Samaritans, 
&à р. X. x. Г. probably means * between 
Samaria and Galilee,’ on the frontiers of 
both. Meyer supposes ar to mean ‘ He 
for his part’ Ree €— MET 

up to the who w 
red through Samaria. Xen. has бА 
pícov дф pei тойтыу тоган i. e. between 
these walls.“ Anab. i. 4. 4. This 
seems to be || with Matt. xix. 1, The 
journey mentioned there would lead Him 

for dia, ava 1. 69: om D. 
13. for axnyrnoay, ожо» тоау (error) D lat-e; ef eccelat-a b e ff, i 

avóprc bef Метро D al аб syrr. i oi, ка D 

a 
zrtoty Evi WQOQUROY 1 xu, 

81. Heb. v.7. 
1 Matt. хей. 6 vel, 2 Chron. vil. 8, 

мевот BDL E 2 
om 

Syr 

avroic ins reOcpareveoOe 

te i int-b f 18ут goth(appy) seth Vig-taps. 

did pisov X. x. Г. 18. бебеу, 
see Levit. xiii. 46; Num. 1*ў The 
Rabbinical prescriptions аз to the distance 
are given in Wetstein. Their misery 
had broken down the national distinction, 
and united them in one company. 
On tbe nature of and its signifi- 
cance, see on Matt. viii. 2. 14.) One 
of our Lord's first miracles had been the 
healing of a leper; then he touched him 
and said, Be thou clean: now He sinks 
as it were the healing, und keeps it in the 

nd ;—and why so? There may 
have been reasons unknown to us ; but one 
we can plainly see, and that is, to bring 
т for the Church Bie lesson which the 

lds. In their going away, in 
ра of Jesus they are healed: 
) Him 
thanks? Here was a trial of their love: 
aith they had, enough to go, and enough 

p to be шей, Nass о E with йе о 
кы та — gratitude, they not. 
imbetE.] Bos note od Matt. viii. 4. 
iv тф br. abr.] і. e. while on their way; 
—the meaning evidently being that the 
had ud. far, and that the. whole too. 

n а short time. They had not 
w the 5 as some suppose. 

e av бт 1409, and 
ddr. кч |. a T. деб», set before us 
something immediate, and, I should be 
inclined to think, witnessed by the narra- 
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m ch. кү; n. 
John хі. 4 
cts vl. 

vl. & al. + 
Zapaptirnc. 17 u 

ETATTEAION 

Judith viil & xa ёкадарісдпса» ; > OL | ÒE Evvéa той; 9 

ХҮП, 

тара robe тбдас avrov " ev Xaptarov аут" Kai auroc йу 
awoxpiBeic & o irt eier Ооу: oi 

18 o * еорЕӨпсау 
25. 

EM Н ö ori Vavrec PSouvar РдбЁа>» ry Ot, а 1 55 o * adXo- 
АД evi oUroc; !? cal ere avrp '`Ауаотас sroptiov 

p Joha ix. 34 ù ты cov аёашкфу ot. 
Ert 5 Erxepornbele & ото тш» Dapısaiwv wore ‘ép- 
гое, Nerat, " Вао‹\ейа TOU дьо, arecpibn abroic Kat me 
Gen III. 8, 

T zi 10. Ок t «русса " Baed eia тор бео» " 

Lire in pres. 
vor.80. Matt. A. 8. xvii. 11. Joha iv. 95. vi. 14, 
xli. 49 Aq. (-peiv, ch. vL 7.) 

16. for тара, ярос D. 
gv de D. 

17. om Ist де A. 
aft dexa ins ошто: A al. 

Ambr Vig. 
19. ins ore bef n жота D latt. 

91.3 $ l arm (Cyr). 

tor. 16. abr. y Ta.] Strauss 
su (and Hase, but допу) from 
this, that the whole narrative arose out 
of a parable about Jews and Samaritans. 
Such an absurd notion is however not 
without its use for believers. Every 
miracle is а parable: our Lord did not 
work mere feats of supernatural power, 
but preached by His miracles аз well ав 
by His discourses. 17.] Were not 
the ten cleansed Y but (of those ten) the 
nine, where (are they)! 8. 5 
&AXoy. обт.] The Samaritans were Cen- 
tiles ; —not a mixed race, ав is sometimes 
erroneousl supposed. They had a mired 
religion, but were themselves originally 
from other countries: see 2 Kings xvii 
25—41. There may have been a reason 
for the nine Jews not returning,— that 
they held the ceremonial duty imposed on 
them to be paramount, which the Samari- 
tan might not rate so highly. That he 
was going to Mount Gerizim does not 
appear: from his being found with Jews, 
he probably would act as a Jew. 
19.] clownty oe—in a higher sense than 
те mere cleansing of his leprosy—theire 
was merely the beholding of the brazen 

nt with the outward eyes, —but his, 
with the eye of inward faith; and this 
faith saved him ;—not only healed his 
body, but his soul. 

.] PROPHETIC ANSWER TO THR 

om evyaptoray aur D. 

aft nume» ins avroi D. 
om 2nd ĝe AD lat-a b c 1 Syr copt Orig-lat vi 

18. for ovx to dovva:, (Ё ашты» ovõs:ç evpeOn ъэзгострефш» oc woas D, 

om last clause B. 
91. rec iris 180 bef exes (see ver 23), with AD rel ub Orig: 

D adds py mtorevonre (|| Mt 

pera “ waparnpnoews, 

ovde epovctv leoù wôe n & (800 yap ў aA rov 
u 3 Cor. vill. 4 al. vhere only f. 24 

for cat avrog ҷу, 

for ovy: ot, ouro: Dlat-a b с efi i 4. 

simiy latt 

s BL lat- ff, 
for rov Otov, теу 

PHARISEES. In this discourse we have 
several sayings which our Lord afterwards 
repeated in His last prophetic discourse to 
the four apostles on Mount Olivet ; but 
much also which is peculiar to Luke, me 
most precious ( eine koͤſtliche Perle, De 
Wette). The question certainly 
is asked by the 1 as all their quee- 
tions were asked, with no good end im 
view: to entangle our Lord, or draw from 
Him some direct announcement which 
might be matter of accusation. 

aryp. ] with (accompanied with) an- 
tic cipation, or observation. The 
verb is used ch. xiv. 1 of the Pharisees 
‘watching’ Jesus. 21. ob dp. .... 
Its coming shall be so gradual and unob- 
served, that none during its waxing onward 
shall be able to point here or there for a 
proof of its coming Wor vp] for 
behold the the kingdom of God is (already) 
among you. The misunderstanding which 
rendered these words ‘ within you,’ mean- 
ing this in a тля sense, ‘in your 
hearts,’ should have been prevented by 
reflecting that they are addressed to the 
Pharisees, in whose hearts it certainly 
was not. Nor could the expression in this 
connexion well bear this spiritual meaning 
potentially—i. e., is in its nature, within 
your hearts. The words are too 
and emphatic for this. We have the very 
expression, Xen. Anab. i. 10. 8, —dAA4 «ai 

B a or. 

ABDE 
GH&L 
MESU 
VXTAA 
1. 9.6. 
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æ a е es ә 

Osov “evrog vuwy toriv. 2 

* "EAeócorra: nua Ore excOupnaere ? шау rov ? 
(деу, cal oux OjtoÓk. 

- t æ - ? , 

той шоо rov аудоотоо 
£povciwv duty 1до® ке ‘доб оде" 
Р бо&лте. A а 

ёк "тпс, ото Tov oupavoy ис 

KATA AOYKAN. 605 

ETEV Se трос robe, пабптас “ Me ix. 
75 

"йшерд» Sk. 
ё | Kai y chy 1 

"ат АӨуте unde 06. Гре, un 
=стгр үйр J * aor parry [a] * aorpanrovea Ps. лхан. 12. 

* туу от oùpavòv "Аты, am Matt. vi 
oUrec kor 0 vioc rod аудр@тоо Ev TD прёра avrov. SRI vun 

25 
чо àé ди aurov woAXa таба» Kat bfr or- у. 

Ш. 19, Hag. 

Matt. xxiv. 

xxiv. 4 only. 2 Kings хай. 16 vat, P». exlitt. 6. Wied xi. 18 only. ref. d eh. 
e elio Deut. mxv.19. Job il. 24. вее ch. vil. А ATE 

g Ma (bis) only. Prov. iv. 18. 

опраушу D. 
29. for фе, ovy D al. 

(not e) copt zth. 
aft nutpwy ins rovrw» D goth. 

28. rec dov шде n ov exes (partly 
A(D)R rel: txt BL copt.—om у D 
ахе\Өлте unde B 1. 69. 

L rel: txt ABDER 33. 

f Matt. v. 16, 16. xvii. 9. Acts xli.7. 3 Cor. 

soriy bef evrog ушу Ri Petr-alex. 
aft uaÜnrac ins avrov AX vulg-ed(not am forj) lat-a b c 

for ors exiÜvunosre, rov extOuznaat vac D 69 arm. 
om :дегу D mt Mcion-e,. 

rom ver 21, partly from Mt xxiv. 23), with 
83. 69: seth. 

syr-eu contains Lu xvii. 28 to xxiv. 44.) 
24. om 2nd л B(see table) LXT 1. 69: ins ADR rel. 

om нс ru vr ovpavoy D al. 

for 5, каа М Syr om 

rec (for vro тоу) vx’, with 
for Aapres, aorparrt. 

D. rec aft sorat ins cat (to suit ver 26: so also rec in Mt end 27) with D 
lat-6 c e wth arm: om ABR rel vulg lat- 
rij прера avrov (homaotel, vov and rov: i clause -cu copt got om sy 

„„ 
ty Tn кароста avrov, cf || Mt, and below: го also Meyer) BD lat-a b о в i th: ins 
AR rel vulg lat-f syrr copt goth arm. 

25. холла кади» bef avroy AK lat-e. 

табтпу ioc (ol “EAAnvec) ral ddda 
óxóca tvrdg афтёу cai xpüpara cai 
&vOpewot iyivovro távra laucav :—see 
also John i. 26; xii. 35, both of which 
are analogous expressions. See the two 
ren compared in Bleek’s note. 
The kingdom of God was begun among 
them, and continues thus making its way 
in the world, without observation of шеп; 
80 that whenever men can say ‘lo here or 
lo there,’—whenever t ‘revivals’ or 
‘triumphs of the faith’ can be pointed 
to, they stand self-condemned as sot be- 
longing to that kingdom. Thus we see 
that "е such marked event їп the 
history of the Church is by God’s own 
band as it were blotted and marred, so as 
not to deceive us into thinking that the 
kingdom has come. So it was at the 
Pentecostal ета :—so at that of Constan- 
tine 5.0 at the Reformation. The 
куны ‘among you,’ includes of course 
the deeper т апа personal one ‘ within each 
of you, but the two are not convertible. 

22. J] This wiley Sop taken up from 
ivrog ipev loriv.— is among you, 
who is the Bridegroom,—the Son of Man; 
—during whose presence ye cannot mourn, 
but when He shall be taken from you, 
you shall wish in vain for one of these 
days of His presence. Stier (iii. 362) 

thinks this addressed to the Pharisees also, 
and to apply to their recognizing too late 
in their future misery the Messiahship of 
Jesus :—but this does not appear from the 
text. Meyer tries to prove this in- 
terpretation altogether wrong, from the 
iv т. 59pipaig т. vi. r. á»0., ver. 26. 
But the words have the general mean- 
ing of the days of the Son of Man's 
presence, and this extends on to His 
Future presence, or wapovcia, as well. 
Of course, if they Aereafter desired to 
see one of the days of His presence, it 
would be a second or future presence. 

23. wal dp. d.] Te shall not 
"ud one ;—therefore do not run after 
alse reports of my coming. А warning 
E all so-called expositors, and followers 
of expositors, of prophecy, who cry idud 
ikel and idod шде, every time that war 
breaks out, or revolutions occur. See 
on these verses, 23, 24, Matt. xxiv. 28—27 
and notes. 94. ёк тз... бятђуу.. 
supply xepac ... xepav. 25—80. 
The events which must precede the com- 
ing: and (1) ver. 25, as regards the Lord 
Himself, — His sufferings and rejection, 
primarily by this generation,— but in im- 
plication, by the world ;—and (2) vv. 26— 
80, which unfold this ‘implication as re- 
gards the whole world, which shall be in 

= 
— A 
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^E RS al. paaÜnvac à ако THC yeveuc raurac. ad Kai * кабәс € eyévere А d 

1 Matt. xxii, де ev T raiç ПиЁоа‹с Nor, ob rug стає Kat ev raiç ip row Кы, 

27 à -LRG k Matt. УАН. ноо TOU pórov. йвб‹о›, ё єт‹у0у, eher, E y 
eb. 

са pilovro, & ax йс прќоас eicqA0sv № ыс гї» * «Вето», 
oniy. * oun кой ЧАбе» о ‘xaraxAvopog kai "axeAtotw wavrac. 
vi. 14, &. . é э» 

1 Mart. м, 28 ouoiwç “кабыс éyévero tv raiç Янѓрас Aur". побг‹о>, 
е U. 6 3 P? o’ ^? 2 17 » , . 29 т 
ому. „Gos. Exwvoy, ° nyopalov, hoer, єфотєроу, фкобомовь ? 

- es de иёра ebe Awr aro Ходоџе», Вои тор Kai 

"сана Rer. дом ar одраьой каї ал<есе» wavrac’ 
a 

39 ката 

S 2 га, айта tora Ü huépq о vice той arb pe ажтока- 
p Matt zv. 1$ 

q Matt. v. 45. Aörrerat. 
eh. ей. 

! év ‚жу ry пиёра бє čarati kr row 

8 ° Saparoc Kat та ̀ окей aurov Еу тр oig, p xara plar ee 
17 bis. 

та orie. 

Gus mz se d аа aura, kai ° év aype opoiwe un “emorpepare ^ tec 
2  uvnutovebere UH yuracc Aer. 33 5с 

r Rev. ix. 9 pA 

is elt, Gee. cay " Čnrhoy тї» xd ab rod * weperorqsasDat, ar- 
xxxviii. 73. s T Ron. vii. oÀéc& айту», ка бс tav eller, “Ywoyovnse avrhv. 

"ote Matt. xxiv. 17. Eph. i V == Matt. zii. - * tell. 
zL w = Matt. xli. ра ir 1 n $ Pet. MCu 24 Back. vil. 13. x eh. te xxi 9. 

y gou., Juha xv. 20 al, 1 Chroa. xvi. 15. = zei. 9. 
а 

laa. xliii. 18. 224422 
= Matt. xiv. 26 гей. b Acts x. 1Tim. ony Gem. xx xi. 18. Ion. EX xi 6. 
эй. 19. 1 Ties. vi. 18 only. Exod. l. 17, 18, 33. 4 Kings vid. 4 aL 

26. rec ins rov bef vee, with 1(е sil) : om ABDR rel Clem Damasc ТЫ. 
27. rec «Ёєуар орго (М? xxiv. 38), with AR rel: txt BDLVX 691. 

rec aravrac, with AR rel: txt BDLX. o, eyevero D 
for Afer 

ree (for кабыс) cas ec, with AD rel Iren-lat Clem: txt BLRX 69 vulg lat i 
syr-cu. 

29. om де D lat- e copt-mss. 
"e b wr syr-cu Iren-lat. 

transp «ov and svp ADKM 69: om ка Quen 
rec атаргас, with ДЕ rel: txt BDLAA. 

for ra avra) ravra, with A rel vulg lat-b c e f: avra R: txt (of el vi. 23) 
BDEX lat -s syrr syr-cu copt sth Eus. for у sp. о N. r. avOp., ev тщ урра rov 
шоо TOU 5 y D lat-c J, i l, similarly lat-b g Aug. axocalurrgra B: 
ахока\уфӨ D 

31. rec ins rw bef ауре, with ADR rel: om BL 69 goth. om eç ra B'(appy). 
for excorpearw, emserpagyre D. 

33. for lst ec av OA Zwoyovyoa: ruv фохиу avrov D. ree (for 
перкоцвасба‹) cwoat (from ch ix. 24 al), with AR rel: txt BL lat-be i 
for xat ос, ос & (see ch іх. 24 al) BL 69: txt ADB rel vas. awoleote Lim f) 
нл rec aft ахоћ. adds avray (ch ix. 24 al), with A rel: om BDR 1. 33 

-G arm. 

its state of carelessness and sensuality : at 
that time;—see notes on Matt. xxiv. 
37—39. The example of the days of Lot 
is added here,—end thereby the sanction 
of the Lord of Truth given to another 
pert of the sacred record,. on which 
modern scepticism has laid its unhallowed 
hands. 28.] Bornemann joins ópocec 
with the former verse—but thas the paral- 
lelism = ver. 29, end) is broken. 
$9.) g fev, impersonal, not о Ode tfo. 
That ch an expression as à дедс Воін 
is used Matt. v. 45, is no proof that when 
Boíye is used impersonally the sacred 
name is to be supplied. 91] refers 

immediately to the example of Sodom 
just related. In Matt. xxiv. 16—18 it 
VVV 
азса и Jerusalem, see there. 
ба A solemn caution is here added, 

the warning to the example be- 
—remembor her $ imor 

5 H кай, Matt. x. 39, 
экее ix. 24. connexion here, it 
leads the way to vv. 34, 35. 
should be rendered as a futurus exactus, 
as an aorist with a future 
i must de :—shall пате ia jn sought, 
i e. ‘during his „preceding e, —ahall 
lose it then. * Cuoyorýos, vivi 
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и Aly ошу, rabry тр vucri ќсоута 200 imi kAivmc а Matt. u. зе 

_ Qrarcac шас, 5 eic. ° wapaAnpgOnoerat Kai 0 à ётерос ‘ ageOnaerac, * Км к 
» 7 к 212 be 3 ` b f = Matt. iv 
Едо>та: Ovo Ë aAnGoveat " émi то 

0: 7 э = — , 3 i 8 * — Я 
Kpt EvTEG Aéyouaty a ure Iov, кор, 0 oe ЕР AVTO: Баи. 
“О wj = 2 = % tk» 11? 05 

TOU TO сора, ке Kat QL ао ewecuvay' jcovrat. 4 e 
* Mette zxil. 

XVIII. ! Ele yer д [каг] хтара[Зо\т» аўто " «poc L1 im 
xl. )1. 1 Kings xxxi. 10,12. 
26. Prov. xxr. 17. 
ealy. 2 Chron. xx. 20. 

zÀ. p. ёоо D al. om шас B lat-c. 
e sil) : txt ADR rel Bas ThL 
афта DK goth. 

k Matt. xxi 
l ch. xH. 1. ziii. 86. Matt. 

m constr., here only. Jer. xxxiv. (xxvil) 10. тәбе, see ch. xii. 41. 

34. доо bef «covra: (|| Mf) AEMRU 69 lat-g вутт Syr-cu 

wapaXapBavera: D- gr GK. 

35. rec доо bef «covra:, with АСЕ rel vulg lat., i: txt BDL. 
with BDR 1. 69 copt-schw lat-a copt: om AQ rel i 

xxiv. 98. Rer.iv.7. vill. 18. xii, 14 оају. Job ix. 
xxii, 87. ххіт. 821 | Mk. Mark i. 88 

wth Ambr : ec. ex. 
rec ins о bef tar (|| Mé), with B (1. 69, 

for age@yorra:, 

elz ins y bef ша, 
wilk arm Thl. rec (for 9 

д.) каа n (from foregoing and || Mt), with ADO rel latt : txt BLR 69. 
(36. elz доо єсоутах ev тш aypw tic FapadngOneerat кає o ertpoc ageOnoerat (from 

context here. The MS ? Mt xxiv. 40; the futures adapted to the 
is too weighty to оге an omission 

against it 
through homaotel), with DU (ecovra: om D al 

vas; о bef tic om DU) 33. 69 latt syrr syr-eu arm Victorin Ambr Aug Bede: om 
ABQR rel lat-g, copt goth sth Bas Thl Euthym Ор Max.] 

87. om aur D. rec [aft єєн] om xai, with А D- gr QR rel am(with other mss 
lat-a c e i Syr syr-cu goth: ins BLUA 69 vulg-ed lat) syr copt arm Eus Baa 
Ambr. rec (for exiavvax0.) evvax8gaovrat, with ADR rel latt syrr syr-cu 
Eus: txt BLQ arm.— placed 
ev-y arm. 

in rec aft exu. (as || МЇ), with ADQR rel: txt BL 

Cuar. XVIII. I. om ка: BLM 69 lat-a b c (copt eth, appy) Orig: ins ADO rel 

Acts vii. 19): an expressive word, derived 
animal parturition, bringing forth to 

air and life what was before concealed in 

Here, there are : 
servanta of the Lord in the midst of 
werld out of which they shall be - 
rated: (2) to 

(Kuinoel) but literal—w! shall this 
happen t The know not the 
uniwerasiity of this which our Lord is 

subject: and thus it is an entirely dis- 
tinct discourse from that in Matt. xxiv., 
or our ch. xxi. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1—8.] Tus UNJUST 
JUDGE. This parable, though not per- 
haps spoken in immediate unbroken se- 
quence after the last discourse, evidently 
arose out of it :—perhaps was the fruit of 
a conversation with the disciples about 
the day of His coming and the mind with 
which they must expect it. For observe 
that in its direct application it is eccle- 
siastical; and not individual, but by a 
legitimate accommodation. The widow is 
the Church; the judge, her God and 
Father in heaven. The ent, as in 
the parable of the тйс déuíac, 
so in this of the pri тўс аёекіас, is 
à fortiori: ‘If such be the power of 
earnest entreaty, that it can win right 
even from а man sunk in selfishness and 
fearing neither God nor men, how much 
more wil the right be done by the just 
and holy God in answer to the continued 
prayers of his elect: even though, when 
this very right is asserted in the world by 
the coming of in agn ae He шау 
hardl is people the power 
beliews it thous few of them will have 
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n 3 бог. iv. 1 ^ рӯ ld М +_ < ` ` 
ao:i. TO detv wavrore трос sobar avrovc Kat un 

u 2 Atyov Критпс тс ud Ev rive AL toy beo nm 50 Bob 

Prov. EVO ка! üvÜpwarov un ° évrperrónevoc. 
The 

о - Matt. xxl. 
37 reff. 

p here bis. 
He zil, 19. 
3 Cor. x. 6. 
Rev, ve 10. 
хіх. 2 only. 
Ps. xxxvi. 98. 

q ch. Hb ба 
Ман. 

K ai  ävðpwrov оок 

1 Кіри. eig réÀoç enn 

al. 
s Ман. xxvi. 10 | Mk. Gal. vi. 17. Bir. zxix. + 

ix. i rion Aristoph. Pax 688, vóA er . 
ch.x 

vulg lat-e oSI: I., б вутт syr syr-cu goth arm. 
и A of 
arm 
69: txt BLUA 

2. om Агуш» D 1 Syr syr-cu Bas. 

Chr 

EYATTEAION 

. дасцокос brenmiocuérar (-,, Prov. xx. 88.) 

е that follows), with DEGHA (S 1, e sil) Orig 
Chr Damasc. rec exxcasesy, With R 

XVIII. 

а гукак», 

5 пра N ў» ёр ry 
хоће E exelvy, cal Похето трдс avrov Aéyouga " `Екдікисо» 
us aro тоо ̂ avriBikov pov. 
nera ravra & sity év éavry Ex xat то» беду ou B 

° évrpéropat, Ба ye rò ' тарёуну 
bis. TERR por *кбко> тї» хйра> raurny, 

" Vrw mát pe. 

r Kr f.. A rougare ri o крис ric адас At ei 

4 kai obe Lr er x póvov, 

° exdicnow айтп», tva рп 
6 $; е М бте» & о KUpLOG 

7 o & Өгӧс ov 
u = here (1 Cor. 

у OnT, 

t Matt. x. 23 ref. P». ен. 9. 

rec om avrovc (prob from the gene- 
ins ABQR rel 

Orig, bus: eve. AB‘DHEQ 
for revs, т DLX 38. Orig, 

3. elz aft ynpa de ins ric, with A 1 latt copt: om ABDQR rel lat-e вуг goth Bas 
Damasc. 

4. rec nOiiqoty, with E rel: txt ABDLQRXA 1. 33. 69 Hippol Chr Damasc. 
aft xpovov ins ra D. 

D lat-a b c ff, i Syr syr-cu. 
Hippol: txt ADQR rel. 

„ins asreA Ow bef exdieqow D. 

shewn this unweariedness of entreaty 
ha the poor widow shewed ? 

wpós, with reference to. 
ade deo 1 Ibs. v. 17. The 
mind of prayer, rather than, though of 
course including, the outward act, is here 
intended. The earnest desire of the heart, 
is prayer. бүкакеу (= іскакєї», rec. 
see note 2 Cor. iv. 1) to —to 
give up through the weight of overpower- 
ing evil. 2.] See Deut. xvi. 18 and 
Matt. v. 21, 22. тд 6. pÀ >. к. 8,0. 
ph Фт.] A common form of expression 
for an unprincipled and reckless 
все instances in Wetstein. 3. J. 8a. ] 
deliver me from—the justice of pes cause 
being presupposed—this adversary being 
her oppressor on account of her defence- 
less situation, and she wanting a sentence 
one the judge to stop his practices. 
4.] éwixp..... for some time, not, ‘for 
a long time? ire, giro, cai peivar’ 
ixi xpóvov, Il. В. 299:—for a while, 
E. V. The point of this part of the 
parable is, the extortion of right from 
such a man by importunity. His act was 
not an act of justice, but of injustice; 
his very фкбдїктс‹с was ddicía, because he 
did it from sejf-regard, and not a 
sense of duty. He, like the steward above, 

гес ёе bef ravra, with ADR rel 
for ewe ev tavre, nAOty. eg заотоу cas Мун D ( Vig). 

for кає ауӨрыхоу оюк, оодє аудрютоу BL latt (copt ?) 

: txt BLQ vulg lat-a f. 
om 2nd кс; 

was тйс ddiciac,— belonging to, being 
of, the шу which prevails in the 
world. els Ae belongs to ёрҳе- 
pim, as in E. ү ‚ but has a stronger force 
than there—lest coming for ever, she ЗР 

Фә у] from brio, the part 
of the cheek immediately beneath the eyes, 
signifies literally to smite in the face;—and 
proverbially (see reff.), to mortify or in- 
cessantly annoy. It answers exactly to 
the Latin obtwado, which Terence has in 
this sense, ‘Ne me obtundas hac de re 
sepius, * Adelph. i. 2. 33; and al. fr.— 
Livy, ‘ Neque ego obtundam, sepius eadem 
neguioguam agendo. ii. 16. The Greek 
word does not appear to be any where 
used in this sense;—so that the use of 
it here may be a Latinism, as Grotius 
thought. Meyer interpreta it literally— 
‘lest at last she should become 
and come and strike me in the face.’ It 
has been observed that the apostles acted 
from this very motive when they besought 
the Lord to send away the S 
woman,—‘ for she cried after them.’ Mutt. 
xv. 23. oo ay eae 
and on ch. xvi. 9. e 
widow in this case (the forsaken Church 
contending with her adversary the devil, 
1 Pet. v. 8) has this additional claim, in 
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" ' ‘os a - ~ ny Y топор тй» N ird, ræv "exAexrov avrov тоу v Tln vi. 54 

* Bowvrwy avro du LC ^ ы бона ex v прёрас̧ cal vuxróc, cal пакроборе ёт 
Jedg. хі. 86. 
Micah v. 16, 

qas above (p). 
- e ~ б 7 

avroic ; 3 8 Агуш ошу Ort ? romos тту "A éxOiknotv avrov. Dea. 1 B, 
ev" "таун. 1A о vidg тоу arb o EA bwy za 

epost ? ту Tir emi тїс vues 9 Егу de kat *трбс 

rtvac тос " тетоботас e ауто Ort ой» каю: xai 

al. 
а T MAR хи, 

Col. Ш. 
1s. Tit. і, 1. 
Pa. e ov. pem 

aw Mte 

b éCovÜrvovvrac тойс Aorrobc, т my magaBoAnv тайтпу" ре 

10 "Аъбрыто: : дро © а> Зпта› sic rò пр» тросеб&ааба, el єс Е avii 

Papicaioc ка! о Ereoog rede. 
хххй. кү. 18. бс, Acts xxvi. 8. 
20. k.. Tal. Куз mx 
(dpa 7 тє, 3 80. Gen, xxvi. 8 nus ) ouly. 
xii. 4]. xix. Dal а Mark x. 

€ « John ті. 14. Actsiil. 1. Isa, Н. 8. 

7. rec rooe, with AEHKLRSA Antch: txt BDO rel. 

w= Matt. x 24. Jade. iv 

о Dapioaiog crabkic 2. ч 
N. T. изү ө. dy, Acts xi, 7. Rom. xvi. 

ier 
= ch. 

VEI 11. "Rom ziv 3 18 al. LP. Prov. L7. 

rec (for арт) трос 
avrov, with AR rel: txt BIQ lat-e. —owvrev avrey, omg Twy, D-gr. rec 
paxpoOvpev, with E rel lat-a b c ff, i rr: txt ABDLQX I lat-e syr-cu goth(sppy) 
arm Chr Antch,. (В uncertain, cf Treg and Tischdf.) ev avroic D-gr al la 

8. ins vat dan ort 
ра 69 tol! lat-ö c ff, i Г Iren-lat Mac Aug. 

9. om Ist каг A rel fuld? lat-ó сеї 
RXA 1. 83 vulg. &EovÜsvovyrec 
o^ sapapoXgv raurny D. 

10. доо bef avêpwro: D latt Aug. 
for o erepoc, elc D lat-c Cypr. 

II. aft 1st o ins ёе QX copt. 

which the right of her cause consists, — 
that she is the Elect of God,—His Be- 
loved. hpépas x. vuxrós] This an- 
тле о the н in ver. 1, ak an 
amplification of it к. ri 
р с, ‚ and He delays iis sengoanse. in 
their case:—and He, in their case, is 
long-suffering. ‘Est in hac voce dila- 
tionis significatio, que ut debitori prod- 
est, ita gravis est ei qui тїт patitur. 
Grotius. The rec. reading, 2 
conveys the same meaning, being 
understood as xaízep. This ев 
what the E. V. means Е ан gh He 
bear long with them,’ which is ambiguous 
as it stands. The paxpo. has no doubt а 
general reference also to God's dealing 
with man, see 2 Pet. iii. 9, 15. 
8.] iv тбҳе will not bear the meaning 
< swiftly,’ i. e. suddenly, when it comes,’ 
but (see reff.) is y—s0on, speedily, 
as E.V. And this is no inconsistency 
with ракробдиџеї : вее 2 Pet. iii. 8, 9. 
N ] n the beginning of this 
note. This can hardly be, as Meyer in- 
terprets it, that the painful thought sud- 
denly occurs to the Lord, how many there 
will be even at His coming who will not 
have received Him as the Measiah: for 
4 vicis, though ‘faith’ generally, is yet 
here faith im referemce to the object of 
the кесш which has endured in 

OL. 

Муш GMR 69 em copt arm Iren-lat Mac Antch, А: 
al. om глу bef mori» 

syr вуг-са coptt goth Bas ТЫ: ins BDLMQ 
al. aft Aowwoug ins ауӨрытоус and om 

rec ins o bef «lc, with AQ rel: om BDRX. 

prayer without fainting. Or the mean- 
ing may be general and objective; as in 
reff. 

9—14.) THE PHARISEE AND THE PUB- 
LICAN. parable is spoken not ¢o the 
Pharisees, for our Lord would not in their 
presence have chosen a Pharisee as an 
example; nor concerning the Pharisees, 
for then it would have been no parable— 
but to the people, and with reference to 
some among them (then and always) TOUS 
wen. бт elo 8(к., who trusted in them- 
selves that they were righteous, and de- 
spised other men. e parable de- 
scribes an every day occurrence: the 
parabolic character is given by the con- 
currence and grouping of the two, and 
by the fact that each of these represents 

chologically a class of persons. 
9] pós, to, not concerning: it was con- 
cerning them, it is true ;—but this word 
expresses that it was spoken ѓо them. 
The usage of хрос in ver. 1 is no example 
for the sense concerning, for it is not 
there so used of persons, but with a 
neuter article and infinitive : re poc 
афтоўс тар. is too general a phrase, to 
allow of any other interpretation than the 
ordinary one, where the context will bear 
it. жето). i$ lavr., not, ‘were 
persuaded ор themselves, as Greswell 
Sendari. but as E. Y^ idiots in theme 
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d ch, хи, 28 

e ch, tell. 14 

rM vli. 15. 
1 Сог. v 
11. vi. 10 
only. Gen. 
ЖЇЗ. 97 only. 

28 A 1 e 

(James lr. & кта. 
ov; тос bande 

v. f.) only, 
Jab xxiv. 16. 

h Matt. iv. 3 

érumrev [" dc] то 

12 h 

13 

reff. 
{ е Mark xvi. 
у drs 

k Mait. хай. 
af ob. 21.42. Heb. vil. 5 only. Gen. зхтіШ. 22. 

Esek. xviil. 6. see Ian. H. 6. a 
xxl. 20. Rer. ху. 6 only. Exod. xxviii. 93 (29). 

Prov. xi. 31. 
3. 

q ch. ges xL 46. т Matt. ix. 18. 

BYATTEAION 

PiAdo@Onri por т ' арартећ. 

XVIII. 

трос éaurov ravra трост ето 4*O 0sóc, * tc aptr A 

oo Ort ойк tip бстгр oi Aouroi те» а»брете», x 
v.10, fg dera te, dico, кого, Ñ kai we ойтос 0 теби AL n 

›потеўө dic тоу aA атоёікато аута ова 
каї о т\ш paxpobev taro ob be Aer 

ётара‹ eie róv ovpavov, add 
° отпбос &аитой Мужу 40 Ge, 

M Муш ош, * кат Вет" 
mh: к деви x, 

Matt. xxvii. 80. Prov. xxvi. “99 ch. xxiii. Jabs xiii. 
мын here г ч. 17) LESE us um M. 

s Mark 8 Kings Acto viii. 88 

oe bef xpog eavroy BL 1 vulg lat-e copt arm Bas Cypr. rc re 
41. for өстер, ec DL Orig, 
Viet - tun. É 

19. azodccareva B. 
18. for za: o, o е ВОТ, 69 lat-e Syr syr-cu coptt A 

bef exapa:, with AD rel vulg lat-a D Cie: txt B 

0 mo ovroc AK lat-e Cypr Aug, 

B jat- o g Byr вуг со copi X 83 lat-b c syr-cu 
i d зира : om 2nd єс (аг unnecessary ; see also ch xxiii. 48, where no «c isi 

tt hardly can have been ined ѓо гий Mt xxvii. 80) BDKIAQX 1. 33 latt arm Orig. 
Antch Cypr : ins А rel s 
rel: om 1: txt B[sic: see table] © 

-cu os goth. rec (for eavrov) avrov, wi Ort 0 

14. aft vuv ins or. КОО ta bof B rr syr-cu coptt Antch Thi Hil. 

selves ;: see n 10, 11.] wpds dav- 
тфу belon ‚ Mark xiv. 4, not 
to orabels : tls would be каб’ lavró», 
see James ii. 17. 

effect! "There, in the deepest humility, 
he ascribes it to the grace of God that 1: 

in the year being the йы diy o of atone- 
ment, see Levit. xvi. 29; Num. xxix. 7. 
So that he is boasting of his 2 0 2 L 
supererogation. т. wévta] H 
again, the law perhaps (but cf. Abraham's s 
practice, Gen. xiv. 20; end Jacob's, Gen. 
xxviii. 22) only required tithe of the fruit 
of the field and the produce of the cattle : 
see on Matt. xxiii. 23. rd] not 
I possess, which would be cicrgpa:—but 
І acquire ;—of all my increase; see Deut. 
xiv.22. His speech shews admirably what 

his weroiOnorg bg’ аот was. 3.) 
paxpdéGer—far from the Pharisee ;—a con- 
trast in spirit to the other's thanks that 
he was not as other men, is furnished by 

_ Publican in his h ac- 

tare, „ and 
hands ‚ vi. 5). There is 
a alight ut tro dierence ale in evel 
of Pharisee—' being put in 

seated” of рте 
овоа! of the publican, 
eee e 
maining, in no place or posture. 
So Tacitus, Hist. iv. 72, ‘stabant con- 
scientia flagitii 
oculis >? Ezra 
[els] T. r.] See ch. xxiii. 48, ‘pre dolore 
animi: ubi dolor, ibi manus.’ 
There may be a stress on "е, й 
‘me the sinner. Greaw. But 
where, as probably 
generic. It seems to me "that any em 

tic comparison here would коше 
ring from T aya у pon 2 

e prayer (aget tier, iii. 
The e implies, not comparison 
with others but intense self-abasement : 
* sinner that I am." Nor are we to find 
any doctrinal meanings in Udo@.—w2 
know of one only way, in which the 
prayer could be accomplished: but the 
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obroc d edu rate bro eie rÓv оїкоу aurov “wap Exsivoy, (сет ому. 
end ort хас о d tavróv ` тати>ыбзуакта!, О 02 'татиуфео 

avrov d nal. 
15 Поосёфероу & avro xai “та * Beton, iva айту 

iSovree & oi пата! 
о $$ 'Insovc троскаАгойнгуос aura erer 

Mos xda. трос pt, xai ui 
уар rob фот» n Paodcia rov Gov. 

* стегі» avroic. z^ e. 3 

"Agere та, меп. акт. 

b Kw vere aura’ TOV w Mati. vii. 6 

We ант» Aye EA 1 Mace. 

ошу, Oc а m “8 та‹ тї Bacirciav тоо Gov we 7 TMK. Mark 

waiĝiov, où py асу н “с avri. 

18 Kai ' exnpwryoly el aurov apyu Abyuv Au8&okaAe |: 
a-yabi, т ri roibouc funy ver € kÀnpovophaw ; 

ài avre o Inode Ti nt һ {үнс аүабд»; ; ob Sele ayabóc, | 
20 тас évroAac otdac, ' М» poyevonc, ty Me ref. 

b = | Mk. ref 

а pn etc о Өгбе. 
g Matt. Av. 84 rei. Nem. xxvi, 55. 

on ee TOv ooy avrov D sah.—«avrov BL’. 

15. om cat D al lat-a 5b Syr-ed copt goth. 
arrirat bef avro» I, X.—Aai rai P.—(avrev is written over 

inal scribe in B : see table. 
Botn, тайа D. 
the line by the origi 
digest || Mk), with AI rel goth: exeripgov» 69: txt 

16. ярос̧ькаћгсато avra Aeqw» L lat-a co 

rec (for av) «а> (|| ME), with АТР rel: txt 
Atywr DG 1. for kwA vert, ewAvonrat 

17. aft арду ins yap D al. 
BDLX 69. 

18. om Ауе» (|| МХ) D am. 
. for ax. de av. o ina., o Ge erev avrw DG. 

20. aft oidag ins o ĝe лгу топас axey de о 1300vC ro D. 

words here haee no reference to that, nor 
could they. 14. | The sense is, One 
returned home in the sight of God with 
hie prayer answered, and that prayer had 

the true object of prayer, — the 
forgiveness of sins (so that 18. is in the 
usual sense of the Epistles of Paul, jus- 
tified before God—see reff), the other 
pray yed not for it, and obtained it not. 

erefore he who would seek justification 
before God must seek it by humility and 
not by self-righteousness. ort was 
é thew lavr. has been illustrated in the 
demeanour of the Pharisee ; — татеуы. 
in his failure to obtain justification from 
God : —татеубу davr. in that of the Pub- 
lican ;—inpetic. in his obtaining the 
answer to his yer, which was this 
Justification. as the perticular in- 
stance is bound up with the general 

з Matt. xii. 16 

a = Mark v. 97 

PA rei 
* „ 19 ea wey e Mut. v. 18 

ach vit. 18 
9 Cor. vi. 1. 
UM 

1 Ехор. хх. 19—16. Dor. vi. 16—20. 

om ra D 1. 69 arm Orig. for 

rec exeripynoayr (|| Mt prob : of 
BDGL 1. 

; 90, omg avra, B: wpocecaXtsro avra 

o bef Geog is erased in B. 
for un (four times) 

truth. 
15—17.] LITTLE OHILDREN BROUGHT 

TO CHRIST. Here the narrative of Luke 
em falis im with those of Matthew and 

ark, after a di of nearly nine 
ehapters, see note on eh. ix. 51.— Matt. 
xix. 13—16. Mark х. 18—16. The sar- 
rative part of our text is distinct from 
the two; the words of our Lord are 
verbatim as Mark; see notes on Matt. 
The place and time indicated here are the 
same as before, from ch. xvii. 11. 

.] ca тё eh infants 
also; not the re came only, but also 
brought their chil Or, the art. may 
be merely generic, as in E. V. 
points out more distinctly the tender age 
of the children than «ais. 

1$—30.] QUESTION OF A RICH BRULEE: 
OUR Lonp'g ANSWER, AND DISCOURSE 

R 22 
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F un $oveboge, ий кА лс, un * федораотирпсус, tipa 
E + * e v - 

Joha ait ar. тб» warípa cov xai тп» paripa. 7 о дё erer Tavra 
al . mayra 'epvraka ™ éx “veornroc. P акобсас $ o Ineove 
mk. ref. 7 no Reis эге, тё ө » e Ree вна tial. теу айт Eri év бо ° Леты" тауга оса Exec TwARoOF 
(Pase, James кас ° фабос rr oe, Kai elec ? Ünsavpov tv тос ойра- 

— - ЕД е > - 

xix. d oniy. VOIC" xai " деоро ако\ооди po. ? о 6$ акобсас ravra 

E un 16%, EyernOn, п» yap wAovcioc сфбдра. ?^ id 
* e ^s - s e L 

Tig r € avrov o ‘Inoovc ctrev "Iloc ‘SucxoAwe ot та yp- 
а= „ Fen. " [| 

rita zavi. t, para Exovrec tic thy BactAsiay rov беоо etcwopevovrat’ 

sciat au 2 * ејкототероу yap tor "küumAov Sia 7 трпратос -ame 

reff. 
p Matt. 1i. 11 

гей. 

90 гей, z 7 у › æ A , 2 a г = Err ишу. BeXovne 7 «себе» п жАойао› ес тт» [Зас:Ача» rov 4I? 
= э - ч еэ һу , 9 

„2:20, ml. 0600 eic 26 ciwov & oi акобсаутес Kal rie Ovra- utt 
xvi. 27 опіу?. — M i я 5 э ә йт. ub. rat ohn N 0 8: ётеу Ta adivara * кара avOpwros 1:29 
1 Масс. ili. 18 D. rud idol : 

v (Mi. rer Suvara тара rø Op ёст. 2 wey & [о] Ilérpoc g 
ipa: [900 music ^ adévrec 1d Wia nxoAovOncapiv со. Y o & 

Hi. 16 = в oe Г] “ 

vr) теу аўтос Av Aéyw ушу Ore ovdelg естеу OF 
X here only f. by » 0 A z a 7 a a - A 7 
1 11 dá Mtt. a$nktv olkiay т yvvaika m aósA$ovc т yoveiç m тка 
z=ch x39 2 = et < Oeog. 30 8 » v. «а» AaB 

EVEKEV TNC Baa нас тоо Utov, " ос ovyt un атола 
‚ (ch. 1.87. 
рат b Matt. iv. 20, 22. Exod. іх. 9). е Joba і. 11 reff, 4. 1 

84. xv. 27. Rom.i.97 al. Numb. XIV. 14 92 Macc. (iv. 46. vi. 21) vili. 6 caly. 

ov (with futures) D latt. Wevdopapruenc В. тес aft pyrepa ins cov, with 
E rel lat-a 5 c Syr syr-cu copt eth: om ABDI,KLMPX 1. 33 vulg goth arm. 

21. ravra bef ravra AIK lat-e. rec #фъА\аЁарту» (|| Mk, which our tzt more 
nearly approaches than Ux , with DI,P rel: txt ABL 1 Di rec aft vtorgroc 
ins но» (|| Mk), with AI latt: om BD lat-7 syr-cu Mcion-t Dial. 

99. rec aft acovoag de ins ravra, with AIP rel вуг: om BDL 1. 33. 69 lat-e Syr 
syr-cu copt Thl. for diadog, дос (|| М? МЕ) ADI,LMRA 1. 33 Dial Bas ТЫ. 

rec s» ovpave (|| Mk), with IP rel vulg lat-5 c goth Dial: ev ovpavo (| М) 
ALR: txt BD lat-a e copt. 

23. rec rytvtro (more usual form), with ADI,PR rel: txt BL. 
24. om ò B. ите» bef o (covc D. rec ins sep vwo» ytvoptvov 

bef тшс, with ADI,PR rel: om BL 1 copt. rec sigeAevoovrat (|| Mt ME) e r. 
B. т. 0., with AIP rel: e. т. B. т. 0. eageAcvcovras DR 88 lat-a b с: txt BL. 

25. rec (for rpgpuaroc) трънаМмас i 1 AP rel: троттратос LR: txt BD. 
rec (for BeAovnc) раф‹дос (|| Mt Mk), with APR rel: txt BDL 1 (69) Clem. 
for Ist eceAOery, de (|| Mk) ADMP 1 latt syr-cu вут(асеАӨ. in marg) 

goth ТЫ. 2nd есе. bef uc r. B. (|| М?) D vulg lat-6 c f g, syru copt 
26. acovoyrec D-gr L latt goth. 
97. rec sar: bef тара ты Ote (|| ME), with APR rel vulg lat-b с / вуг copt goth 

Iren-lat: txt BDL 1 lat-a e Jer. 
28. om ò AP rel: ins (|| Mt Mk) BDLRUX (i. 69, e sil). rec agqeapty 

хаута cat (|| M? MX), with APR rel: txt B(D)L syr-marg copt.—ra «à. bef аф. D. 
29. om or: DA latt. оиа (| Mt) DH 69 Syr arm-ed. rec т yor. 2 at 

9 yvy., with Ar rel; so, but insg 9 adeAgag aft adsAgovc, DXA Cypr, : txt BL copt- 
сушке» B. 

90. rec (for ovy:) ov, with APR rel: ғау D: txt B[sic: seo table] L 1. 

THEREUPON. Matt. xix. 16—30. Mark x. rhaps of the syuagogue: see notes 0D 
17—81. The only addition in our narra- att. and Mark. 
tive is that the young man was a rsler,— 
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9 - LE 

ev T P aiv еман. onyt. 
lii. 26. viti. 
18. Eph. ii. 

> ы 21 only трос avrouc . . 

re Ao Hera. „ 
j се , m А - i a e € = € ver. 18. 

wavra та " уғуоациёуа Std тоу трофптоу " Tq vit Tou | маіх. 3 

avOpwrov" 9 ° тара$обйаетаа ydp то &Üveciv, kai ? ép- fl. Aal. fl 
; учу A ite ү 33 cai 16 xxii 87. тасублоета Kai vB prob Hera. ка eurruaOioerat, cal r 

Наотгуфааутес amokrevougty avróv, kai тр Tuíog TY m= uneis 
- onlg. see L 3 , 84 

тот avaornotrat. 

t? 7 a ) 

tyivwoxoy rd Aeyoueva. 

A 7 A 2 М é 

Kai ауто ovdey TOUTUV туутка», 
A g ` LE - 9 LI = * 

Kat т» TO pnua rovro kexkpuuutvov aw auTwy, kai оок "je 

Acts xv. 28. 
2 Cor. Н. 4. 

п constr., Jude 
Matt 

18. laer, 
э Q L - , Р э < , є Ф 

55 Eyévero 8 "tv rp ‘etyyi<ew avrov ac Iepeyo, T. 
Aó ,» „ ` ` fas v? - . B6 2 г om ђаї. Esek. 

туф oc тс exaQnro тара тт» oov kT акоо- xxiii. 28. 

`5 \ х$ 7 у? 04 y 7 ” — Ps 
сас ot ox ойу tawWOOEVOMEVOD, tTUVUGVETO ` TI EL TOUTO. Gen xxxix. 

17. 
q ch. xi. 45 reff, т Matt. xxvi. 67 reff. s Matt. x. 17 тей. t == Mark iv. 18. 
John №. 10 al. Job ix. 11. u Matt. xiii. dal. Esek. іх. 8. v ch. xix. 29 | Mt. Mk. 
xxiv. 38. Ро. xxvi. 3. w ch. Xvi. 8 only. Ps. ovili. 10 only X ch. ті, 1 reff. 
xxiv. 62. y ch. xv. 96 

for ar, Aag (|| Mk МЇ) BDM arm: txt APR rel. 
b c e ff, i syr-ms-marg Iren- lat Cypr, Ambr Aug 

91. for трос avrovc, avro« D vulg lat-c. 

exrax\acwva D lat-a 
Bede. 
[sepoveaAnp, во BDLR Orig.] 

for re viw, mepi rov viov D 69 latt syrr syr-cu copt arm Epiph : rov viov (itacism 7) A. 
82. for rapad. yap, ors wapad. D lat-e. 

gyr- w· ast arm-zoh. 
38. azocravovow D-gr. 
84. for ка; avrot, avro: дг DU lat-o Syr eth. 

каг nv, а’ nv D 1 lat-a ö c e fi Syr syr-cu, 
copt-dz arm. 

35. rec erposairwv (cf || MX), with APQR rel: txt BDL Orig. 
&xaÜ0 aro (|| МЕ) D lat-e Dial. 

86. тараторєоошуоо DX latt goth(appy). 
Orig, Dial : om ABP rel. 

91—34.] FULLER DECLARATION OF HIS 
SUFFERINGS AND DEATH. Matt. xx. 17 
—19. Mark x. 32—34. The narrative of 
the journey now passes to the last section 
of it,—the going up to Jerusalem, pro- 
perl so called; that which in Matt. and 

ark forms the whole jo . Weknow 
from John xi. 54 that this journey took 
place from Ephraim, a city near the desert. 

31. The dative Same | 1 
vl$ belongs to yeypappdva—as in E. V.: 
seo Winer in reff. 82.] The be- 
trayal is omitted here, which is unac- 
countable if Luke saw Matthew's account, 
as also the omission of the crucifying, 
this being the first announcement of it; 
see а similar omission in ch. ix. 45. 
34.] Peculiar to Luke. old rod rey 
—i. e. neither the sufferings nor the resur- 
rection. All was as yet hidden from 
them, and it seems not to have been till 
very shortly before the event itself that 

om cat vBproOnoerac DL lat-a b o ff, $ 
om xat ejarrvaOgoera (|| Mt) PR arm-zoh. 

rovrwy bef оъдгу D. for 
om rovro D 1 lat-a b с syr-cu 

esraiTwy bef 

ins a» bef «eq DKLMQBRX 1. 69 

they had any real expectation of its hap- 

Реа 43.] HEALING OP A BLIND MAN 
AT THE ENTRANCE INTO JERICHO. Matt. 
xx. 29—34. Mark x. 46—52, where see 
notes. I have on Matt. spoken of the 
discrepancy of his narrative from the two 
others. e supposition that they were 
two miracles is perfectly monstrous; and 
would at once destroy the credit of Mat- 
thew as a truthful narrator. If further 
proof of their identity were wanting to 
any one, we might find it in the fact that 
the following expressions are common to 
Mark and Luke. In Matt. of course they 
are in the plural, as he bas to blind 
men.—icd@nro тарӣ т. d0dy éiwxairay 
(xpocairne lc. т. т. 68.)—1лсобс 0 
Nalwpaiog (-apnydc)—imeripwy abr 
iva үсу (gywx-)—abrd¢ (ò) di ro 
наххо> ge rey vi А. Usinody pe—ri 
со Ge кой» (9. к. с-у—кора (фаВ- 
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5 37 dr & avrg От: Ivo o Natwpaios * Tap- 
S эз épyerat. 9 kai 

Ti xxi. eAinaor pt. 

Ora e. Моб» pe. *° arabic & о l exéXcvoev avrov ` 
оа. aD трос avrov. ‘eyyisavyrog a & avrov Í exqow- 
la p. oy *! Ti * M,; “womow; о & diserte la zapp. > THOEY aUTOY { oot uc rob o жөп 
MES з. Kupie, "iva "dva(jJAéfw. 42 xat о Incove siwer арты 
Se ATA ov mior Gov вёскі» сє. $ kai тараурта 
3 * ау Веде», каї neocon aury Sokátwy rov б.б». ка 
Bait siliga- хас о Лаос iwy ° деке» " aivov Ag Be. XIX. I Kai 257 
dern 49 

mT Jobs vi.7. tic: A Gey Spyro тї» Тергоо. 

Kat oi “spoayorrec * 

a yho’ avroc & wore пало» край» Yiè Дав, Таш 

Bie Aéyur Leer амі Q, 

tirer iu aury tra 

n Marta 8 pare ° relle Zaxxatoc, каї avroc jv 'apyereiovac | 
гек 8 1 3 

Nn. cal " abrüc тАөюатос” rai ciel idu» rov Ivo. 
"em "vic стг, Kat ойк novvaro drò roù oxAou, ore ту 

эт 

yiii. #) only. ” nAixig pecpoc ў». < ка rp. d eps poster 

L avin iri "cuxouopíav, iva 1р avrov, Ота ” Exeivnc 
ca. 2 5 X. LJ 

t — Mart. xti. Mark 1. 24. John 
b. ii. 830% Ter. 18 onl (м t. Ld re Beek ali 18 wee v. оп t eek x 

11. Tobit xi 3 daly. а =r Оев. x xai 16. s ck. v. I 
b constr., see ch. v. 19. 

y = ver. 28 only. 
only t. ise Amos vii. 14 Aq. Symm.) 

97. vatapnvoc Dgr i 1 vulg lat-a (e i Г) Orig. 

v = Matt. xvii. 7 at. 3 Chron. v. & & 
„ 1 Kiap vi 

? xai 1800 ard örô- бн 

88. for «as, о de D lat-e gotb. exoakey P. om oov АЕК Orig. 
89. o дг D lat-e Mcion-t. for Tpony., wapayovrec AK. ewerspour AT 

60. тес cuneo (|| Mk Mt), with АОБ rel Orig, : txt BDLPX Orig,. om 
толло D lato Or wit, VIOC 
40. om o ingoug А al Dial.—om o BD. om xpoc avrovc D 1 lat-a e fii 

syr-cu Dial. aft 2nd avroy ins o гусоқ ОХ 69 
41. rec ins Агуш» bef ri, with AQR X(Treg expr) rel: om BDL lat-e eopt Dial. 
42. к. акокрдес amar avro Wr D (Orig). 
43. for Aang, ox og Q 69 Orig, ТЫ. for awov, ёоЁау D. 

Cuar, XIX. 2. om eaXovysvoc DG (latt) Syr syr-cu wth. for Ist rat avroc, ovroc 
D lat-e i goth: каз ovroc 69. rec (for 2nd avrec) ovrog, with АОВ rel: om L 
syr-cu copt pi goth; txt ВКО 1. 69.—rec adds nv, with АЦЕ rel syr-cu syr-marg copt 
goth : om BK 1. 69 latt arm.—om xa: avroc D lat-e, 

8. eduvaro В!К. 
4. xpostpopwy (see digest on Mt xxvi. 39) EP FGHLRVT Na- ms: жроАабыу D. 

add ис ro BL lat-e. 
E'GKU: 
B(Mai expr) LA. 
гкеуә D. 

Воо, Mark as usual) iva dv] 
ý тістес cov тісыєіу ce. 86. rf «ү 
Luke generally inserts dv—see ch. ix. 46: 
Acts v. 24; x. 17 al. and v. readings 
89.] ol робу. = óóyAoc Matt. = нүү 
Mark. 48. Peculiar except Җко\оба 
афтф, which all three relate) to Luke ;— 
his usual way of terminating such narra- 
tions, as it certainly was the result of 
such a miracle—sce ch. xiii. 17; ix. 43; 
v. 26. Не, of the three evangelists, 

Steph and 
-wunpairay А Naz-ms Cyr: -opopaay EXFHMSVEA : 

rec ins 0: bef exerwnc, with A 1. 69: om AB (O) 9 rel.— 

-1633 avenuwnarar (by ifacism ?), wi 
-opwotav 

takes most notice of the glory given to 
God on account of the miraculous acts of 
the Lord Jesus. 

Cuar. XIX. 1—10.] ZíccHEUS THE 
PUBLICAN. Peculiar to Luke, and indi- 
cating that though in the main his parra- 
tive is coincident with, yet it is wholly 
independent of those of Matt. and Mark. 

2.] Zaxxates = n pure. Киз 
ii. 9; Neh. vii. 14; also found in the Rab- 
binical writings, see Lightfoot. He was 



= 

XIX. 1—8. 

LT» v dil xtoba 5 cal de 3o i ті roy тото», * 
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о = Matt. xiv. 
ava- 19 гей. 

BAUM о Inoue [98 ауто», kai] леу рос aurov жел 
Zakxats, ° ожгйтас * катаабг 
соо 8 ds nt. неро. б S kai ^ omtucac ° кат дп, kai "vm- 

Gen. xviii. 6. 
‘ опрероу yap tv ry olc 7 e Mnt. xxiv. 

ria. vi. 11 
Gen. lv. 

td ато avtos харе». 7 kai wovreg wavrec ' Sie yóyyvčov 12 2 аш 

Al yovrec Ore ) тара “ dpaprwdy vögel нстАбв» ' каталь- Aca зү у. 
gai, 87 orabtic oe Zaxxatoc біте» wpoc TOv кїргоу "1800 N ме 

xii. 18 oum. 

та "fiuiouá pou то» ° Vxapyórrev, кори, ток ттөхо Sg, pring’ 

did kal єї тубе ri Р ісокофаутпаа, "S атод{дыш rs- 70 Joha i. Le 
keh.v.8. Gir, x. 23. 

a here only. (, Mark vi. 98.) 
q = св. x. 35. Matt. v. 26 al. Gen. xlii. 28. 

1 e eb. ік. 12 (re.) ouly. 
oom Matt. xix. 91 reff. 

m = ch, xviii. 11. Ай. ут * d 
p eh. Ш. 14 oniy. Ecel. iv, 1 al. 

г here ошу f... (t, 8 Kings vi. 81 (33}) 

б. for 3 Мб» ext тоу тотоу, ғуєугто ev ro диругода avrov eit cat D al lat-a 
bce fyi om 0 B. om «dey avrov каз (passing from e- to &-7) BL 1 
=v Faery) arm: ins AQR rel me lat; У syrr (syr-cu) goth, ндо» каз (omg avro») 

for трос avrov, avrw for . 5 D-gr A lat-e g 
for опи. yap, ort onp. D latt eth Iren-gr Epiph Am 

7. rec атаутес, wi 
om Aeyorrtc D lat-a e ff, i l syr-cu. 

8. inso bef Zaxyatocg D t. 

KMS, e sil) 1: txt ABDQR rel ТЫ. ў — 69.) 

rec (for gua tio) Lm], with E rel Clem Bas, nuvog 
D*: урсо (retaining ra) ARA 69, npvoo: (ot ifacism for v) D': txt BLQ.— (quia 
B'. rec ты» vrapyovrwy bef pov, with ADR rel latt Iren-lat Clem Cypr: txt 
BLQ 1 р сагак pov, por Di al. 
syrr syr-cu goth 

not а Gentile, as Tertullian supposed, 
(contr. Marc. iv. 37, i 451,) but a Jew, 
seg ver. 9. dpxir. | sy m an 
administrator of the revenue derived from 
balsam, which was produced in abun- 
dance in 9555 neighbourhood. 
4. xpobp. fiwp.] So Joseph. Ant. vii. 8. 
5, wpoiweppey 5 mr g 
The Egyptian on f xiii. 14; 
Dioscor. i. Toce a by like the 
mulberry in appearance, size, and foliage, 
but belonging generically to the fig-trees. 
It grows to a great size and height: see 
Winer, Realwérterbuch, under Maulbeer- 
feigenbaum. See also on ch. xvii. 6. 
Notice the changes of subject here, 
dvisn (Zacy.) . . . . tva {др abróv, i 
iccivng TpsAAev. (ò "Igo.) ёир. .*. 
ontboag (Zacy.). See ch. xv. 15: ade 
curious and characteristic note in Wordsw. 
here. б.) The probability is, that 
our Lord’s supernatural know of 
man (see John i. 48—50) is inte to 
be tood as the means of his know- 
ing Zacchsus: but the narrative does 
not absolutely exclude the supposition of a 
personal knowledge of жашт on the 
part of some around Him. But of what 
possible import can such a question be, 
when the narrative plainly shews us that 
Jesus saw into his heart? Cannot He 
who knows the thoughts, call by the name 

rec iwp: bef rose srrexoic, with AR rel latt 
Iren-lat Bas Cypr : txt BDLQ 1. 38.—om гос В al. 

ales Р petvas, probabl er the 
night. See John i. 40. 8. d t is 
my purpose, or even more, I must 
for especially in these last days of our 
Lord’s ministry, every event is е апі 
determined by a divine plan. 1.] The 
murmurers are Jews who were accom- 
panying Him to Jerusalem, on the road 
to which a b house lay (see ver. 1). 

wapa s ore belongs to xara- 
Mgu. profession in life, and per- 
һарв an unprincipled exercise of his power 
in it, had him this name with his 
fellow-countrymen. Cf. his confession in 
the next verze. 8.] This need not 
have bur pid in the morning ; much 
more probably it was immediately on our 
Lord's entrance into the house, while the 
multitude were yet murmuring in the 
court, and in their гапе Our Lord’s 
аата, e . . TQ ойр Tore, 

e were just entering the 
sel not just leaving it; and the eg. 
must be the same with that in ver. 5. 
ratet has 8 formal and pre- 
determined about it: he stood forward, 
with some effort and resolve: see on ch. 
xviii. 11 ff. тё ўр... . ттеу. 8.8.] 
See note on ch. xvi. 9. Zacchsus may 
well have heard of that parable from one 
of his Publican acquaintances, or perhaps 
repentance pave led him at once to 

га 
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e РА | » € 9 e 

i- Mark тратћоо». 9 кїзгє» 82 трбс avrov о Incove От onpepow 
зыр awrnpía TU окф топ * eyivero, ' каббт Kat auroc ° нос 
трат, Job *'АВраав ‘сті. 10 aber удо o vide тоо avÜpesxov 

Gi hr Tnrñcat kat owoat тд "amoAÀwAOc. ! "Axovovrey & 
ме Matt. Hi. avrov ravra * тросбыс єзгє» IN Sta то ey 
"ти etvat ‘TepovoaAnp aurov ка! док avrouc ore тара хрпда 

w Matt svill. „Ла 7) PactAcia той бео d ava$aivtoDai. 12 те» ovr r 
Bees „5 ric “evyernc тореп eic Херау ` ракре» irr 

only. Cant. Aae caurp PaaiAsiav ка! °®тоотрёф а. can lone & Mas: 
"болы ${ка SobAove tavrov, tOwktv avroic Séixa ° uvac kat elmer 1.336 

only 
( 9 Macc. xiv. 42. -vesa, Wied. vill. 8.) a= ch. xv. 23 (ref). 8. 2 Macc. x. 18 only. 

11. 90 reff. here, &c. (7 times) only. 8 Kings x. 17. d = oh. 

9. om o bef ineo B. o ino. bef ярос avro tt. трос avroec B 
lat-a b c ff, $ l syr-marg. ins ev bef rw оке : 

Ц. rec avrov bef «vat upovcaA gp, with AR rel: ey. avr. up. Q: ttv. avr. ey. cep. 
D (attempts to escape the harshness of txt): txt BL. om avrorg D. pera 
bef тарахрдџа D. 

12. for ovy, де DL goth. for exopevOn, exopevero DH (copt Р). om savre 
D lat-a b e g, i 1 syr-cu copt Lucif Ambr. СА 

this act of self-denial. #сукоф.] of our Lord any where: for the whole 
There is no uncertainty in el ri: it = b re: 
whatever I have hin exacted from 

man. бее note on ch. iii. 14. 
9 нра, to him, not ‘concerning him.’ 

e 5555 made fo Aim, though 
not in the second person. cer 
in the stronger sense, salvation. e] 
vlàs "АВ. dori] not, has become (yiyover) 
a son of Abraham by his repentance (Kui- 
noel, &c.), but is а son of Abraham 
though by the multitude, has his 
rights as а Jew, and has availed himself 
ш them by receiving his Lord in faith 
and humility. 10.] For, the greater 
sinner he may have been, the more does 
he come under the description of those 
(sheep) whom the good Shepherd came to 
seek and save (Matt. xv. 24). 

11—37.] PARABLE OF THE MINE. 
Peculiar to Luke. By the introductory 
words, the parable must have been spoken 
in the house of Zacck aus, і. e. perhaps in 
the open room looking into the court, 
where probably many of the multitude 
were assembled. A ble very 
similar in some points to this was spoken 
by our Lord in His last great корее 
discourse, Matt. xxv. 14—30. any 
modern Commentators ah Olsh. Move 
fon Matt.], but not Schleierm. or De 

ette) maintain that the two parables 
represent one and the same: if so, we 
must at once give up, not only the pre- 
tensions to Ajstorical accuracy on the 
pert of our Gospels, (see ver. 11,) but all 
dea that they furnish us with the words 

structure and incidents of the two are 
essentially different. If oral tradition 
thus varied before the Gospels were 
written, in the report of our Lord's 
spoken words, how can we ow that He 
8 any thing which they relate? If 

Evangelists themselves altered, ar- 
ranged, and accommodated those dis- 
courses, not only is the above the case, 
bat their honesty is likewise gg one 
(see Prolegomena to 
we shall here find the pa 5 very 
root and point of comparison, isdéesduat 
and distinct. Compare throughout the 
notes on Matt. 11.] The of 
Jericho from Jerusalem was 150 stadia 
— 15 English miles. Sn sepaxp.] 
They imagined that the present journev to 
Jerusalem, undertaken as it had been with 
such publicity and accompanied with such 
wonderful miracles, was for the purpose of 
revealihg and establishing the Messianic 
kingdom. .] The groundwork of 
this part of the parable seems to have been 
derived from the history of Archelaus, son 
of Herod the Great. The kings of the 
Herodian family made journeys to Rome, 
to receive their Bacı\siav. On Archelaus's 
doing so, the Jews sent after him a protest, 
which however was not listened to by Au- 
gustus. Joseph. Antt. xvii. 11. 1 fl. The 
situation was appropriate; for at Jericho 
was the royal palace which Archelaus had 
built with great m ificence. Jos. Antt. 
xvii. 13. 1. . 84ке] See оп Matt. 
XXV. 1. The ЕР ‘the руа ќо each, is a 



9—19. 

* M A f П М cO g?’ е у 
vpoc avrovç Прауратгосавбе, ev ф Epyouat. 

> woAtrat avrov Euicouy avróv, kai. ariotstÀav ve, 
OTiGt aurov М уоутєс̧ Ov Oédopev rovrov t BactAevoat £L dote т 
kl ? 
e йнас. 15 

AaBovra тй» Baordreiav, ° xa; Реїтє› * $uvnÜnvat avro. Be vun 
тойс SovAouc TOUTOUC oic dsowKe то apyuptoy, tva Ich. xiv. зз 

rape yt vero 0 о mpwroç yvoĩ ri * Stempayparevoavro. 

KATA AOYKAN. 

16 s 

617 

е S fhereonly. 
о 1 1. 99 

(ix. 19) only. 
(rein, 

Н. 4.) 
. 7 

14 

s’? , - P - э 8 я 
kai eyévero "ev ry ° ётау Адну avrov nob: xv 18. 

~ Acts xxi. 30. 

Prov. 

oniy. 2 Macc. 
iv. 11 oaly. 
n, 

At yu Кори, n 'uva cov Sixa ° трос̧пруавато * џуас. , =e," 30) 
V kai grev avro ' Ебуе ауа! Sotie, бт: " tv Лауіотф , i. 18. Gen, 

XIX vii. 8. 
eh. xii. 14. 

5 ху : ivt i 74 ; А т ch. iil. 91 rioròc Eyévov, * iof: ekovoiav 7 ғу шу *emávw Sica wodewy, "ohm 
18 

mívre *uvac. 19 єї 

u here . 
ell. w sco Май. хуй. 12 red. 
Ыз only. Job 

2r 
bis & John Ш. 81 ‚12. 

18. for «avrov, avrov DI. 

w. dat., = here only. 

х constr., Matt. v. 25. 
ххх). 12. 

voayparevecte DA 1: -revob: U. 

«wy e , РА 

ка: Ad о devrepoc Aéywv Kupie, 7) * uva cov * éroinaey "oniy. Gen. 
1 4 U A ^g? 7 7 y ch. Il. 21 гей. elrey & cal roury Kai ov " &ráyw ivo E 2 гй. 

r here only f. s ch. xii. 5) гей, 
v here only. Esek. xzxvi. 9. see Matt. xxv. 2), 28 гей. 

А Matt. vii. 29 тей, 8 = here 
ae Matt, zzv. 16, Deut. vill. 18. 

rec (for «v 
w) гыс, with E rel: ec 69: txt ABDKLR 1 Orig. 

14. om lst avrov D al lat-5 ff, | Lucif. 
exepy. Di. 
СМ А ey rw DA. 

Lucif. 
«беке, with AR rel 
arm. 
reg bef ri, with AR rel syrr 

for awecreday, tvexepway D!: 

avrov (itacism 7) Dr lat-a: om A vulg lat-ó c eth arm 
om rovrovc D 1 latt (not f) eth arm 

lat-b c f copt goth Lucif: txt B(Mai e 
гес (for yvoi yyw, with А rel Orig: txt BDL 83. (R def) 

goth arm Lucif: om BDL lat-e syr-cu 

Orig Lucif. rec (for dedweee) 
) DL 1 lat-a e 

th. rec 
Qunpaypartvcaro (for -тауто), with A rel syrr goth arm: txt BDLR lat-e syr-cu 
copt (sth). 

16. rec трос. bef deca, with AR rel syr-cu зуг copt goth: џуас bef rp. D latt Syr 
Lucif: txt BL 1 lat-a e. 

17. for cat, o de D lat-e. 
rec wpocetpyacaro, with B? rel: txt AB!DE'LR. 

rec (for evye) ev (om Mt xxv. 21), with AR rel 
Syr syr-cu syr-marg-gr: txt BD latt Orig Lucif Ambr. 

18. for Абеу o Qtvrtpoc A7, o ғтгрос A tire» D. 
BL R(appy) txt AD rel latt зугт syr-cu copt goth eth Lucif. 
groge D Syr syr-cu. 

19. rec yuvov 
BL 1. 

totally different thing from giving to one 
Jive, to another fwo, and to a third one 
talent. The sums given are here all the 
same, and all very small The (Attic) 
mina is 4, of a talent, and equal to about 
£3 of our money. In Matt. the man 
gives his whole prop to his servants; 
here he makes trial of them with these 
small sums (Аа toroy, see ver. 17). 
p-] = ipyalecGar, Matt. iv 
їрх.]) while I go and return; — till 
come. 14.] The nobleman, son of a 
king, ebyevýs, is the Lord Jesus; the 
kingdom is that over his own citizens, the 
Jews. They sent a message after Him; 
their cry went up to Heaven, in the per- 
secutions of his servants, &c.; we will 
not have this man to reign over us. 

3 руа соо bef Hy a 
ers 

«тауы, with AR rel Orig Lucif: bef cas av, D (copt): txt 

The parable has a double import : suited 
both to the disciples (o do lavrov), 
and the multitude (ot roàira: abro). 

15. &екр.] what business they 
had carried on: not, ‘what they had 
gained.’ Dion. Hal., iii. 72, has the word 
signifying ‘fo arrange a matter,’ which 
however was not then executed. ‘The 
sons of Ancus having often 
S:raxpayparevoapivey) a plot to 
arquinius 16—28.] See 

on Matt. It is observable here however, 
how exactly and minutely in т 
is стат circumstance. Thy pound һа 
gained ten pounds; the humility with 
which thig jg stated, where no account of 
1) idia дуа с із taken as in Matt., and 

then the Proportion of tho reward,—8ina 



L ? 

Eure то\гш», 
Не. ix. 27 « t 

хіх. 10. 

Jub 14 Botuny yao ве, $n ávÜperroc 
:0пкас xai #бєрфис © ovx Ёатирас. 
Ех rov cróparóc oor кру ве, worppà Sovre. 

it. 45 
ean joke ai. 4 ойк 

в sia. шәт. айтф 
3 Macc. xiv. pon бт. гуф avÜpwsoc * 

„nra Kat * бю шы» 8 L оок towsipa’ 
Boag pov TÒ арубрію» émi 

x TOK av avro pak; 

теу "Apare ar avrov тт» “pray, kai Sort r9 тас Sica 
kai Чтау abr Köpte, Exi dera prac. 

26 diye uv, Ore rare! ry Exori добпота, ато д? 

„>... 

f ch. xiv. 19. 
see Jobn x. 
18. 
Matt. evi ee € 2 421 avy 

Lev. xxv. 87. 
| = Matt. С 

121 M 
John ҮН 15. 

k мас хат; 
270 

* uvae Korr.. 

Lad. AH. TOU и Exovroc Kai 8 Exe, apOnoerat. 
1s ch. iH. 18. еҳбробс pov robrovc rouc am OeAnoavrac pe 
Tied "єт avrovc ayayere Woe Kal 1 Mace. x. 

c it xi. 29 reff. - . iv. 9. 
p = Matt, v. 16. ch. zi 

EYATT'EAION 

п u ооу Iv e Xov ^ awoxeipivyy ey  сохдарир. 

в ver. 34. 

XIX. 

20 kai o trepoc 1АӨг» A Кори, 78 
21 E 

d > M * о ~ a 
avorneoc EA, 

2 Аун 

avernpoc иш, "atpwv O ove 
ко} Std ri ovx 

‘rpamwelav, кауш £A» 
a - =» 

Kat гос тартысу 

7 A rovc 

* Ваез\е®зета‹ 
° катаафаЁате avrovc P čp- 

obere only. Zech. zi 6. 

90. rec om à (the word not here implying ‘the second’), with A rel: ins BDLR 69 
“т syr-with-ast arm. 
M. for «$ofovugv yap, ore «$of9n05» D gat(with mm) lat-a b c e ff, i Lucif. 

for от: аубр., абр. yap D lat-e. a bef avernpog D lat-e. 
28. rec aft Авун ins de (Mt ver 26), with A rel lat-g: om RUE 1. 69 

atpwy, аср» DF vulg lat-a syrr syr-eu copt Thi.—for Агун, о de rer 
lat-a bce fi syrr syr-cu Lucif Ambr. for GepZur, cito D lat-a bee f, i 
syrr syr-cu Luci? Ambr. 

23. for cae дка ті, dia ri ov» D lat-e. 
latt Lucif: txt ABL 83. 
with K al: om ABDR rel. 

rec ro apyuptoy bef роо, with DR rel 
rec ins rg» bef rpaweZay (cf тос те мр), 

[rec cat eyw, with AR rel: txt B.] 
rec tp, bef avro, with DR rel latt вуг goth Lucif: avro averpata A: txt BL 
lat- 
2. for cas т. тар. тєр, urey dt r. rap. D. 

Gore, атау vrort 
25. om ver D 69 lat - e g, syr-cu Lucif. 

om ry» pray D lat-a е. foe 

Ls rav, во BL.] [In B корее is 
written over the line by the original scribe: see table.] 

26. rec aft Агуш ins yap (from Mt xxv. 29), with ADR rel syr-cu syr goth: om BL 
lat-a Syr copt seth Thi-ed. for don otra, srpocri0erac D. rec aft ардтогтаг 
me on avrov (from Mt xxv. 29), with ADR rel latt syrr syr-cu goth Ephr: om BL 

ANLE. lat-ö is defective from xix. 26 to xxi. 29.] 
27. rec (for rovrovc) exuvovc, with ADR rel latt Syr syr-cu goth Orig Lucif: txt 

BKLM ropt "1а, —екеу. bef r. sy. D lat-e. 
Вас:№ов D. ayayare D. 

wé\eus,—s0 according with the nature of 
what the Prince went to receive, and the 
occasion of his return. voy is 
eudariwn, from ‘sudor,’ one of those 
Letin words which entered, with Roman 
habits, into the language of the East. 
Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 1442, gives an 
account of various usages of the word in 
the Targums. Schöttg., in loc., shews by 
rabbinical citations that the Jews used the 
соудёркоу for wrapping and keeping their 

for GeAncavrac, Oe Ao rag DR 1. 69. 
rec om avrovg, with AD rel latt goth: 

2, ЗА King answers them: 
N.] This command brings out both 
comings of the Lord,—at the deatraction 

Jerusalem, and at the end of the 
world: for we must not forget that even 
8 ege 

return:’ ‘we see not yet 
put under His feet.' 



20—37. 

rod pov. 2 

à yere tic т» " катёраугі un 

KATA AOT KAN. 619 

q = ver. 4, Kai итшъ ravra ewopetero q Eumpootey, ? e 
' avaBaiver и ис ТеросоЛыра. Е Kai € eyévero we yy onsite 
ec BnOpayn xai BuÜaviav TEO то орос TÒ каћобреро» a 
Ел», anloreidey doo тоу небпто> 

ev 9 sicropsvópevot evon- v ы e 11 255 

И. 88. 
n. Ry 2. 

i. 87. 
pvo PIE 719 

50 ed Yr- E же 

GETE ro 88го», E$ oy ovdtic тототе arp ын vit. 
" ёкабісг», Kai 
Uuac tpwra Aca vi 

KUpioc айтор " хона» "гун. 

" Aboavres avrov „ a yá yere, 
" Mert ; ; OUrwC ёрге [aere |, ore 

= aneABovrec de о ar- "за 
soradpévor є00оу кабос жг abroic 

31 = Kai ay TIC " e xe 
€ x Matt. vi. 8 
О теб. Prov. 

җе, 9. 

83 v " Avévrey Ò s Tiare (aet, 
e 

aur тб». rooy trav oi ? корко: aurou трос айтоўс Ti dum Fs. Ts. liv. 
Nae as. ” Avere rov wwAoy $ М и Ò simav Ore о корс aurou bo 2 

85 “ хона» Exe. Kat ya yov auroy тобе тд» Inoobv, 
а (see | Mt.) 

oh, к. 33. 
Аека. 24. 
2 Kings vi. 3. 

kai * émtphjavrec айтыш» та inäria єтї ro moov " eme[3i- b here only. 
ivi 

Васа» тд» Insovv. 

vuoy rd (maria, auTwv EV TU оё. 

moptvoptvov $2 avrov v reorgbr- M IH 

97 eyyilovrog Se avrov o Mark v. п 

10 © трос тр ! катаЗаса rov броус тоу * SA йрЁауто ` io fr ем. 

ins BFLE 33 ev-y Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast copt sth Chr. at end ins sat roy axptioy 
doro exBadere мс то скотос то ekwrepoy exes гата: o chavOpoc cas o Вруурос rev 
odovrwv (see Mt xxv. 30) D. 

28. om euwpoo0er D al lat-a c e ff, 
29. 850am$ay5 ВО(Г 69) goth. 

Twy Хатор bef cadorpevoy, omg то, 
ADR rel vas: om BL lat-e / Orig Ambr. 

30. Aéywv (from || M?) BDL 69 Orig: тш» AR rel. 
om zwTort DH lat-a cef B. l q Ambr. om dedexevoy D. 

za (|| Mt Mk), with AR rel latt syrr syr-cu : 
DL: ins aft ayayere AK lat-e syrr syr-cu: txt BR rel. 

81. for «av, ау D. 

cm 
ava. Be ис vpovse) qu D lat-e. 
B(Mai expr) D!-gr am lat-e. 

rec aft рабптоу ins avrov (|| M), with 

for ғу ту, cas D. 

rec om 

ins BDL copt-ms. om avrov 
ayayare D. 

om our (cf || Mt om баа rt Aver: D lat-c e 
Mk) BDFLR lat · e fi l copt eth Orig, : ins A rel z lat-a J Syr syr-cu syr(Treg 

) goth arm Orig-lat. 
“BS. for arex d. de, cat атг. and omits the rest of ver D. 

38. om ver D. [e:xray, во BL 33 Orig, and in ver 34 BL 
84. for urar, avirpiigoay D syr-cu. rec om ort, with R rel Lio of goth sth 

arm : ins ABDKLM 69 vulg lat-a F F syrr syr-cu copt Orig,. 
85. for Ist clause, «a. ayayovric rov N D (lat-e). 

J ff, і th. [eig. (one р), во AB'DEGLRA. 
txt BDL.—ra tparta bef avrw» D. 
syr-cu wth. 

88. eavrwy ABK 1. 
91. yy re de avrev D syr-cu th. 

28.] Not immediately after saying these 
things ;—see on ver. 5: unless they were 
said in the morning on his departure. 

29—38.] TRIUMPHAL ENTRY INTO 
JERUSALEM. Matt. ххі. 1—9. Mark xi. 
1—10. John xii. 12—19, where see notes. 

29.] The name, when thus put, 
must be accentuated dAasev, for when it is 
the eee of gre the article is pre- 
fixed (ver. 87). uses this same 

єтарефау D 1 lat-ce 
rec «avrov, with AR rel: 

ins cat bef єтеВ:Васа» D 1 lat-c e f ff, i Syr 

om ev rn од. D al. 
om nòn DMT lat-a е Syr syr-cu eth. 

expression elsewhere, seo reff. Josephus 
has bea row MAH roc õpouç, Апі. vii. 9. 
2. 99.] теріс rov ied lorquóreov 
said tbis, as in the probably more concise 
account of Mark; ol xópvos aùr. is the 
natural inference as to who they were. 

АЫЛ! wpds T. s not merely т юар 
‘at t lidit of,’ but үч the 
result of iryitovres just а t to de- 

soend the Mount lives. 



620 EYATTEAION XIX. 

deb. 1f. Gray то mAnÜoc ré» набптоу xaipovreç f aivetw rov еб» ar: g = Matt. vil. 
reff. g 38 CEs 

y xii m pp 1 NaN тер! wag wy oy бо» Svváptev, Aé- WE | 

i, 14. yovrec EU о * ph Baaireve ` £v обрат = 

ea kupiov" év ob siphvn Kai *8бЕа e er ö liorotc. 39 Kot 
m 39. Zech. reves тшу Gap ато rov OyÀov tixav крос. abrò- 

a A:saoxaXe, ® emeriuncov тос набптас sov. 40 xat aro- 
9 abs., е 

P239. u.s КО: бес ёте» Агуш йш» Ore cay ойто " отӣсочот», ot 
аа „o. iĝo: xpatovow. (I kal wç °nyytoev, twv ra» wow 
9 Josh. vil. 7 Р YY < 
r = Matt. х. 80. P EcÀavoev Per айтп», 42 Àéywv бт ‘a tyvec cal ov 

cen def u. | kat rli Ev M. nulga [ov] rabrp " rd хрос нрђуц» 
25 (L ber. tv. [sov ] St "гкроВп ато o$ÜaAuov cov. + ore Ce 
8) опіу. Josh. 
) iy. toh. 1. 80. 2Cor. vi. 2, from Im. xlix. 8. u oh. кіт. 83. Acts xxviii. 10. N. L 2 

v Matt. xi. 95. John XII. 86. Deut. vil. 29. 

r caraBaew D al. for npšavro, прЕато DLRUVA 69 Orig. way 
Ра]. om $ev9 utyaAq D lat -. for тасоу, rayrwy BD: txt AR rel Orig. 

for óvvautvey, ytivoutyev D: om syr-cu. 
38. ins o bef Bae ev В. aft kvpiov ins evÀAoygputvoc о Вае:Агис D lat-a c ff, i 

seth. rec нруул bef ғу oupayw, with ADR rel vss: d BL Orig.—ovpavese A. 
39. for rat r., т. de D lat-e. [e rav, во ABDL Ori 
40. rec aft «rev ins арто, with ADR rel latt: om BE. copt arm Orig. 

от. B! 69 lat-a c Orig. гес баштооч» (grammatical emendation), with Е та 
latt: cecynoovory D: txt А B[sic: see table] , tacebunt fuld lat-e i Ambr. 
rec кєкрафоута: (common with Lxx: of Ps xxvii. 1) with AR rel Orig,-ms: 
краЁоута D al: txt BL Orig Orig ed, 

41. rec or are аот, with E rel Orig, org Eus : txt ABDHLRTA 1. 69 Iren-gr 
or 

о 260 7 a ev f?) прера [со] ravri к cas со BL (wth) Orig: txt ADR rel latt 
Syr (syr -00) вуг сон goth Iren gr Orig-lat Eus. om xat ys BDL late f copt 
goth wth Iren-lat Orig: ins AR rel vulg lat-a (c) i syrr вуг-си arm Eus. 
cov ABDL 1 lat-e f i g syr-cu copt th arm Iren. lat Orig Eus Bas: ins R rel valg 
lat-a ¢ mr th. om 2nd cov (influence of ch xiv. 82?) BL Iren-lat Epiph 
Orig, : rel lat- a syrr syr-cu copt goth wth arm Orig Eus, co: D 69 vulg htc 
efi Orig-lat Eus,. 

Tò #96. T. f.] in the widest sense; = ol Luke. 41.] Our Lord stood on the 
ёхло, Matt. e dévapic, which dwelt lower part of the Mount of Olives, whence 
mostly on their minds, was the raising of the view of the city even now is 
Lazarws, John xii. 17, 18:— but as this striking. What a history of divine Love 
perhaps was not known to Luke, we and human ingratitude lay before him! 
must understand him to mean, all that When He grieved, it was for the herd- 
they had seen during their journey with ness of men’s hearts: when He wept, in 
Him. 38.) iv ovpavg = lx d и, Bethany and here, a was over the fruits 
and was probably added by them to fill of six. 42.) el tyves—eiedacww oi 
out the parallelism. eAaiovrec imidwreaGae roòg Aóyovc ord 

89, 40.] THE PHARISEES MURMUR: rijg rov wáÜovc офоёрбтптос, Euthym. 
OUR "Logp' 8 REPLY. Peculiar to Luke. Perhaps in the actual words spoken by 

$9.] These Pharisees could hardly the Lord there may have been an allusion 
in any sense be ua8graí of Jesus. Their to the same Jerusalem :—' Utinam qum 

irit was just that of modern Socinianism: diceris Jerusalem re ipea esses Jerusalem, 
img prophetic expressions used, and the ac videres ea, qus pacem tibi prestare 
lofty epithets applied to Him, who was possent. Wetstein. xal gv, thou 
merely in their view a didderahog, offended also, as well as these My disciples. 
them. 40.] A proverbial expression «al ye] et quidem—even: re- 
—but probably not without reference to marks, ikellehre i. 897, that this ex- 
Habakkuk ii. 11. ion is confined to the Attic dialect. 
41—44.] Our LORD WEEPS OVER But in classic Greek the emphatic word 

JERUSALEM. Peculiar (in this form) to always intervenes between ral and ys, 
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38—48. KATA AOYKAN. 621 

* nkovoww пиЁрас “єтї oè " xai ? weptaAovaty oi судро! "apai 

cov " харака cor cal терікокАосоосі» се Kal > avvittov- E» 

civ ac ° таутобгу, 4 kai ° гдафіоўсіу at kai rd Tikva cou . 7 
U , 1 , e 217 7 » \ П) » г Е? % ref.) Esek. 
Ev got, kat ovk. * apnoovow Мо» émi Alloy &v aol, avb i.i. d 
wy ойк Ê ev TOV KaipOv rng ` ётіскотіс cov. Beek. iv. 8 

45 Kai ict A0 ete ro ttpov Прато єк[За\Лау тойс f t. 

wwrouvrac, 4 Муш» avroig Гёуратта: Kal отш 0 -K.) 
Y» K Y k „ € =» ;, 8 2 ш Kiugs 

о{кос роо olco  TpOCtvXTC  Unutic & aurov eroinoare gis, 
æ o ma " 

, " Agora. 5 ee 
7 Ка zy S8acxev °то каб прѓра» tv tw ієрш" ol He x. 1. 

St аруггрес kal oi урациатес ? sov» avróv атоћса, x7) 
1 e q — р о a 9 tt Ai. 

kat ot прото: тоо Aaoi, Kai ov 
r € K 8 ` 2 я 
EVOLCKOY ТО 1. 20 reff. 

„. 68. 
88. Heb. Al. 88. Rev. vl. 6 only. Сев. xix. 80 al. m А 

o eb. zl. 8. Acts xvii. 11. p= ch. v.18. vi. 10. Exod. И. 16. 
re ch. v. 19 reff. в зев Mark ix. 28 ref. 

43. for vepiBaXovaty, TapruBaXovouy CIL 33: Barovory D.—ai Ваћооссу bef esi 
c s D. 

44. om Ist ғу aov D 1 Orig Eus. 
lat-f syrr syr-cu 
65 2nd Або») At, with AC rel: txt 
D. —eeg caipow emo. cov D. 
45. sOwy де D lat-e. rec aft xeAovyrag ins ғу avro (|| Mt Mk), with ADR 

rel latt syrr syr-cu goth: om BCL 1. 69 lat-e / copt arm Orig.—rec adds further ка 
ayopaCovrac (|| Mt MX), with A С(к. rovc a.) DR rel: om BL 1 copt Orig(iv olg 
дрЕато ікВаХАн» pdvovg rode тећобутас, обҳі dt kai rode &yopáZovrag). add 
cht тас rparelac тоу codrAuvBiorey cekeyetv kai rag кабдгдрас rev wedovytwy rac 
mweptorepac DA lat-a c e ff, 9, i syr-with-ast. 

46. rec om rat, with K rel lat-a e ff, i: for eat, от: (|| Mk) ACDKM 38 vulg 
lat F 91 5 syrr syr-cu copt goth (eth): txt BLR 1. 69 lat-c Orig. rec om carat 
but aft wpocevyne ins ori, with АС!” rel vulg lat-a (е) f ff, 9, у Byrr syr-cu goth: 

rec ғу со bef №Өоу, with ACR rel vulg 
goth: txt B[sic: see table] DL 1 ev-y lat-a с copt sth. rec 

DLRA! 1. 38 ev-y Orig. om ro» 

txt BLR 1. 69 lat-c (copt) arm Orig. ғпотсать bef avrov D al vulg lat- e f ff, 
91.3 Orig Epiph. 

47. om 2nd os AKI A. к. 04 v pur. т. Xa. bef eZyr. avr. ажоћ. D al latt syrr 
syr-cu copt eth arm Orig,. 

—s0 cai сё ys iv тойтос Niyw, Esch. 
Prom. 1009: whereas in Latin et quidem 
is usually found undivided. .] $n 
declares, not ‘the things hidden from thine 
eyes, so that it should be rendered, 
‘namely, that the days shall come,’ &c.: 
but the awful reason which there was for 
the fervent wish just expressed—for, or 
because. хёрака] a mound with 

isades. The account of its being built 
is in Joseph. B. J. v. 6. 2. When the 
Jews destroyed this, Titus built a wall 
round them (Ib. 12. 2),—see Isa. xxix. 2, 
3, 4,—to which our Lord here tacitly 
refers. 44. Aa.] is used in two 
meanings :—shall level thy buildi to 
the foundation, and dash us did 

inst the : see reff. тё 
ів not ‘infants,’ but thy children, 

in general. ob« ёфїс.] See ref. 

Matt. and note there. år? dv... ] 
not, * because of thy sins and rebellions ; 
—those might be all blotted out, hadst 
thou known, recognized, the time of thy 
visiting by Me. is a word of 
ambiguous meaning—visitation, either 
for good or for evil: seereff. It brings at 
once here before us the coming seeking 
Fruit, ch. xiii. 7—and the returning of the 
Lord of the vineyard, ch. xx. 16. It is 
however the first or favourable meaning of 
kso kom?) that is here prominent. 

45, 40.] CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE. 
175 on Matt. xxi. 12, 18: Mark xi. 15— 
17. 

47, 48.] A general description of His 
employment during these last days, the 
үз of which follow. It is rightly 
owever placed at the е A & chapter, 

for it form, a chee to mg section 

" 
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there ову, „ ri rotor о Аадс yap атас ‘ékexpéuaro avrov ыа 
di 

ain) rh akovwv. 

а ch. . ie XX. 1 Ka tyivero ey ̀ pag тш» TuEOQv, &&oxorros :: і + 
v= ch. IX 

= N avrov roy Ладу ё av Ty рф ка ' аууб орёьою, ir- 
Асы iva. COT Sav ot арыс Kai oi Үраннатеыс ovr то Tpeofori- 

wipes оос, 2 Kai siwar rose avror Eivóv "uiv, "ev 7 woe 
„ iS ouoię ravra TUNC, 9) тіс forty o Sobc oot тї» iXovelay 
а Tabrqy ; 3 5 ү атокрибас & ster wpoc avrouc "Eperqee 
EIE Урас Kaye „As yon, Kai erari po. < r0 Bawriops 
T IY, Len. fl. luárvov 53 _obpavov ay ЕЁ ауброжоу ; 5 ot 82 " cuvedo- 
ze y Aet уіёауто трос tavrovc Myovric 5 От! а» тыну "EE ob 

{aiani pa. vov, ipet Aca ті ob emarevaare аот ; 9 га» дё eienr 
— т. 'EE arb po 6 о Ладс araç ь катаабйти нас © TE- 

ere on 

с constr. Acis хаисцёуос yap. с gory "lwavyny rp ewan 7 ка! 

атекрібпвау pn иёёуа! roher. 8 ка! Inoobg siwe 
abroĩc Oudè гуш Ауы оши * év voi E EOο ravra wow. 

48. om ro DUT'A 1. 69 arm Orig. aft Toimcuciy ins avre D al vulg late 
&c(not a e) 585 e уар bef Хаос D 69 Orig. eZeepepere 
85 7) B Orig : expexaro D al. acovay DM 69 syrr copt-ms.—ac. bef avrov 

ev-y latt. 

Cuar. XX.1. for cat ey. ey. de D lat-e. rec aft rw» nuspev ins агызыш, 
with ACR rel syr goth arm: om BDLQ 1 latt Syr syr-cu copt eth Mcion-e. 
ev rw spw bef тоу Хао» D lat-e Syr syr-cu. rec r (from ||), with 
BCDLMQRS 1. 33. 69 (S, e sil) vas: txt A rel lat-a e goth Thl. om Zad « 
AGVTA arm. 

3. [away, so BLR 69.) rec aft прос avro» ins Муоутес ( MT) with 
Ack rel lat-a вуг gotb: pref, BL 1 vulg lat-c ff, i 2 Syr syr-cu: om CD late f g 

t th arm rec (for urov) ere, with ADQ rel: txt BLR 1. 88. — 0 cop 
e ЧЕ (|| Me М? Mk) С. "г ñ, ка: D 1а{-а e Syr. rauryy bef rg» «fora» D 

tt Hil 
8. aft атхокр.бес де ins о igoovc C al. evipergoo D al. rec ins eva bef 

Aoyov (|| МЕ), with CDQ rel goth (wth); aft Xoyov, (|| Mt) АКМО! vulg lat F 9, 
syr- wi dan amr om BLR 1. 33. 69 orj(with tol) lata c e ff, i д Syr copt. for 
Kat, oy 

4. ins ro bef wavvov (|| Mk) DLR: om ABCQ rel. 
5. avviloyizorro g^ as in А), CD latt бут syr-cu: txt ABQR rel lat-e copt 

om ori syr-cu Pi rec aft dea т: ins ov» 
y with ACE 1. 33 бү a ae ely arm Aug: om BR rel hari! 
(with mm) lat-c „428 E syr-cu copt eth ТЫ $- t 

6. for ғау ds, kat sav t-a с syr-cu. ins ort T ber e£ C aan es for ef, 
ато rov ab D lat-a c. rec (for о Хаос атас) тас o Хаос, wi ACQ rel lat-a f ff, 
Byr-cu вуг arm, атас oO NO R: txt BDL 1.33 vulg lat-c Syr copt.——saraA(8actt вес 
bef o Хаос атас D. кетноріуоь yap ory D-gr al latt. for eva, yeyoysrat 
D 69 lat-ac ef Fa i lg. 

T. aft «sva ins avrovg CD. ins ro bef тобе» D 69. 

wherein the last journey to Jerusalem has text. 1.] r&v ўр. of the days, vix. 
been described. of tbis His being in Jerusalem. 

Cuar. XX. 1—8.] His auTHORITY der.] without a dative (see ch. ii. 88) 
QUESTIONED. His REPLY. Matt. xxi. 8 not 8 miy suddenness of ap- 
23—27. Mark хі. 27 —33, where see notes. соне (to speak more 
(The Aistory of the fig-tree is not in our — 

* 

zh 5 » 
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5 * прбато d трос róv Аад» уну тт» тара[Зоћу rav- Бы" 
тп». “Аъбрытос̧ * epurevacy : антеАш»а ка! * (ого е еи 

Tae s yEwpyotc, Kai  атедпипагу Xpóvovc E ixavouc. 
10, 1 Halt. AX. 1 

као атістыХгу moog тойс yewpyouc 9ovAov, 7 tva cioe. "à a 
a aro той картой тоў ' ar Swaovery aury. ol ài DN sies 
h ytuipyoi ° Seipavrec aurov ° 6 атёстыЛа» kevóy. II kat . 8. 
P 7 LÀ 7 — а « ` > « м. Av. 14 
тоос̧ібғто erepov тёш; QovAov* ot 0 какеуоу „eis e 

pavréc xai * éárinácavrc °awicreadav xevov. 1? kai сн 
" wpoctBero трітоу тфа” ot à kai rovrov 'rpavuua- 4 iG Y. 

А = Ps. 1. 3. 

ricavrtc iN 13 elner òè o L кйрос тор ' apra- without bv 
voc Ti sors ; {нш TOv viov pov rov 3535 ee 

loc N аас] : tvrpaijsovrat. M iSovreg 81 баты. 

avróv ot " уру х SueXoyiZovro трос adAnroug № ры}. ты, 
Jorrec Oŭróc ғ сті» 0 7 KAnpovopoc’ Tee avrov, um 
iva цох "уёуңтає Ù " kAmpovopia. 15 kal " ix(JaAóvreg T 127. 
1 och. 1. 68 reff. p = ch. xix. 11. iu aris Gen. iv. 2. vill. 12. xviii. 20. 
q | Mk. теб. т Acta xix, 16 only. Етек. xxvii. 18, a l. Jobn ix. 34, 85. All. 81. Oeni iff. 24. 
t | Mk. Matt. lil. 17 reff. where only, Gea. хххіі. 20. 1 Kings XXV. 21 (oniyf). v | Mt. ref 
w ver. 9. x Matt. xvi. 7, 8 reff. y 0 Mk. reff. s | Mt ref. 

Ө. for npEaro, sAeyev, and om трос rov Хао» Муну D lat. e. 
D ins reg, with A 69 lat-g, Syr syr-cu syr-with-ast: om BCDQR rel latt сор 
gus en sth Orig. auxedwva bef avOpwrog epurevoey С: aus. eg. avd. (|| МЕ) 

lat-a c f: txt ABQ rel (Orig). for last кас, avroc дє D lat-e arm. [txavoug 
only on margin in B.) 

10 rec ins «v bef ca«pw, with AR rel; гу rw СО copt: om BDL.—for кає кафе, каре 
de D. rec (for досо»сіу) дыш, with CDR rel: d 69: txt ABLMQ. 
om oi Ge yewpyot and aft ёираутес ins de D (syr-cu). transp cZaweore:Aay and 
Ótpavrtc BL. 

11. for хросебето, exeney and om sepia D lat-e. aft mpoctÜrro ins ауто 
Q copt: aft gita C' (perhaps) syr rec reh bef ert pov, with СОЕ rel Byrr 
Syr-cu wee goth wth arm: txt ABL lat-a c ff, i, but for erepor, vorepow (by іаст 
ore p 
19. тес wena bef rperor, with АСОБ rel syrr copt goth: txt BL latt arm.— 

r(irov exepiyev, omg wpoceBero, D lat-e (eth). om o: d: D lat-ac e fri i. 
for каа rovrov, какиу>оу (|| МЕ) AK latt (syr-marg) : txt BCQR rel. eke BN, 
sEaxeoruAXay revo (from ver 10) D lat i g. 

18. o ёғ c. r. ap. птеу D lat-e. for wwe, rvxov D. om :доутес (i Mt 
Mk) BCDLQ 1. 33 lat-a c ў, il syr-cu syr-marg copt arm Ambr: ins AR rel vulg 
lat-e f syrr goth (eth). 

14. om os yewoyor D lat-e. ё..Моуџтауто (more usual historical tense) AK 
latt : txt BCDQR rel lat-e syrr syr-cu copt. rec (for aAÀgAovc) eavroug (|| МЕ 
Mt), with ACQ rel syrt arm-ms: tat BDLR 1. 33 syr-marg copt arm. 
rec ins devre bef 9 (from I} with CDR rel tol lat-e Syr syr-cu 
syr-with-ast copt sth(appy) Orig: txt ABKMQ 1 latt goth arm. for «wa 
nu ултан cas рыу cora: (|| МІ) C 1 forj lat-c es q Syr syr-cu. 7] no. 

yey. 

9—19.] PARABLE OF THE VINEYARD Bengel suggests that He addressed it to 
LET OUT TO HUSBANDMEN. Matt. xxi. ple, to guard against interruption 
33—46. Mark xii. 1—12. See notes on on кө! а-и of the chief priests. 
Matt. for the sense; and for compari- П sperm „ж.а Hebraism : seo reff. Gen., 
son of the reporte, on Mark. 9.] The rew and LXX. 14. Wévr. 8&4) 
parable was spoken wpós, to, the people This is taken up from the totrov Cr. 
but (ver. 19), прос, at, with тез of the verse before, and is emphatic 
ence to, the lef primis and scribes. — On the gontrary, when they saw 
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"se xau avrov &ы тоо “ apweAavoc awéxretvay. Ti ойу TONGE 

b Bere onty in auroic о кйргос тою " apwe avoc 5 . 16 eXevorrat ка ` ar- 

Rom itl 4, oAéoet rouc Ye vob тойтоос, kat дове roy * auweAwva 

„ EE aAAotc. akobsavrc à stray ° My yévorro. Wo & 

aTa. "rS BAE ауто «тє» ITI обу бат то Yt yeappevor — == 

„Ui TOUTO, Aldo, ò ov ° атгдокірава» ot oixo8opourrec, ob Акт 
ы exvil, fg 505 8 Xs fh . ]8 da - 

7 Ae . ., EYE eic ` кефа ny ywviac ; жас o тесш» ex k 

éi Pe i7, éxeivoy TOY A 5 ip dy 8 av cp, ae. 
UAE * 5 Aueh avrov. 19 к і elarncay ot ypaunar&ic xai oi 

eres, ag xiegeic a але» à er avrov тас хирас ev „arp т 
bas above (f). Н оре, kai g oB b noa тд» Хабу" Ёууеса» yap Ore 190 

T aurovc TEV THY wapafSodny ravurny. 

tives 20 Kai Р Taparnphoavrec ажістеЛау %  гукабётоыс * vro- 
e ‚8. xptvoutvouc ‘аътобс Sicaiove slvat iva "irá erra: — 
m xxn aurov tAoyov, * were ' тарадойуа: avTOv тр 7247 Kat 
мат сан. ty " 2Боџс(а rou iryendvoc. 2l kai ? éxnpwrasay avrov = 
1 x Myovrsc. Asaonare, одар» & ore * op Bing Aéyec xat. SSa- 
n ch. х b ix › b 
o Ron. zn exec, ка! ov * Aau[Jávtic " redcwrov, d албас Р =~ 
Heb. i 

pch. 71.7 q bere only. кешк аш. 9) anty. Jos. B. J. vi. б. a к мык 2 
к= 1 2 (ch. КЕТҮ 126 142 Mtr ger 15: 

‘x= = ch. zii. 11. Ti. lu xxii. 63. ate xi 
кей. vil. 48 refi. * абай. 1. 6 only. 255 ĩ ЁЁ delia ah 

UM es le. 96. Acts le. 17. x. 84 al. Deut. zzii. 80. (èy d., у Mt. тей.) 

15. for ек8аХоутес, bu (|| Mt МЕ) CL. aft avro» ins E- Ваћоу, and aft 
apredwyoc ins cat (|| Mt) C. om Ist rov артгАшуос Q. om avreic (I| MA) 
D al forj lat-a c e q. 

18. om rovrovc (|| Mk) D al lat-e copt. for ак. де, о: de ак. AD lat-e: txt 
BCQR rel. [ата», so BDGLQR 33.] 

19. for earncay, elnrovy (|| и) CD аы. lat-c f ff, i Syr syr-cu arm: txt 
ABR rel lat-a e вуг goth. рҳоутес and Yer pareg (|| Mf), with 
DR rel latt Syr syr-cu: txt ABC K(Treg exp expr) ) DM U(T lat-e syr copt goth 
seth arm. om ғу D latt. for cat еєфо{3., Ce 3 D lat-e. rec ray 
wapaBorny ravrgv bef serey (|| ME), with АСЫ rel syr goth arm: txt B (D) GL 69 
latt Syr copt.—epneew D. 

20. for raparrncavrec, amoyopncavric D lat-a c e f F. 7g, $ goth th. 
om uva for avrov Xoyov, avrov Aoyov C: avrovg Aoyovc L: avres 
Aoyow КГ: avrov rev Aoywy D lat-ac e ff, il (arm): txt A B[sic: see table] rel. 
(R do, rec (for were) tic ro (never used by Lale), with A rel: txt BCDL 
ev or rn to nyepovoc, rw nysuovi D lat-e syr cu 
11. Ae yeic bef opfwc D lat-a e. for ov, ovdevog (|| Mt ME) D al Aug Promiss. 

tunity (yxaÓ., seo ref., men him . IT.] The оўу infers the 
negation of ph yévovro—‘ How then, sup- 
posing your wish to be fulfilled, could this 
which is written come to pa 19.] 
cal before i$o350. is not but: the clause 
signifies the ый of mind in which this 
their attempt was made: and they did 
so in fear the people. 
20 —26.] REPLY CONCERNING THE 

LAWFULNESS OF TRIBUTE TO CÆSAR. 
Matt. xxii. 15—22. Mark xii. 18—17, 
where see notes as before. 20.] 
жараттур., having watched an oppor- 

suborned, instructed and arranged for 
that purpose. » not „spies, 
but the chief priests. аўто® is not 
the genitive after Adyov, as in E. V., but 
after Al., as in ixdapuáviroi aires 
тйс эл alu Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 12 :—that 
they might lay hold of Him by some 
saying; 5 буүрєбсыс:у A, Mark. 

va ixi to the Roman power 
поя) —тү 6. т. 4., to the authority of 

tie к (species). The second article 
the separation of the two neces- 
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тӯ» “odor rov ° sov SiSacxerc. 2 оті т йрас Касар o |. (Acts men. 
a pópov ° доорон, n ov; B'f karavonaac 42 avrov» ту Pa. cas iis 

€ zavovp'yiav sixev TOC abrode 4 Askaré uot an- "om. xt 
váptov. rivoc ёхи ‘exova xai ert ya pv ; атокр:- AT S 
Otvrec $ тау Kaísapoc. 25 0 $ё elrer трос abrobe En 
3 Toivur  атддоте та Каізарос Кашар, cal rd тоф бео ae io 
ry Ow. 25 cal ovk oxvour irt aB айтор f f Eph. 
e „ Iv. 140 

Рїнатос ° evavriov той Aaov, kai 'Üavuácavrtc P Emi TU Josh. іх. 1. 

i awokgtatt avroU ie 27 ПроосгАбд»тес de TIVE ъ 1 

тшу Хаддоокаіо», ot " avriAéyovrec " avácraciv u sivan! Loci only In 

ётпротпса» айтди 28 Al уоутес AidacxaXe, Моюстс t eypa- = "не 

dew "uiv, E TiVOC „а8,Афдс атобйур t i yuvaika, Maret 
Kat обтос " arexvoc P, tva "Хаду o аёеАфос GUTOU y PO зв, 
ry» yuvaica kai ? ikavaorhop orig TU adeAgy aurov, боо 

7 rd “ovv adeApot foav. Kat & mpwrog Aa 1 1i 10. 
E pent: хн. 9. * Matt. vill. 28 ref. в « ver. 20 only. 
© = Mark Н. 12 reff. AME RE Im. liL 15.. q ch. ii. 47. Johui.22. хіх D only. Job 

xxxv. 3. r ch. 4 ref. ch. ii. 34 reff. t here only. эсе ae II. 22. 
a f Mt. ref. v рист. xxv. б. „ Іва. хіх. 21. x | Mk. Gea 

iv.19. Hos. i. 2,3. y = | Mk. (aor. lutr., Acts xv. б) oniy, Gen. хіх. 89, 84. 
я — John iv. 6. 1 Cur. vil. 96. 

22. rec (for nuac) nuc (more usual), with CDP rel vss: txt ABL 33. 69. for 
Sovvat, &dova: DM.—¢. д. bef катар. D vulg lat-a g Ambr Promise. 

23. for caravoncac, exiyvovc D lat-e. for yavovpytay, wovnpiay (|| Mt) CID 
goth: txt ABC. rel Syr. rec at end ins ri ue srtipatere (|| Mt Mk), with ACDP 
rel: om BL 1 lat-e copt arm.—C adds further uzocpirat At). 

24. rec ewvdecEars (|| Mt), with C rel: txt ABDLMP 33. 69 Euth for 
дпуафроу, ro ›ошода D Orig-lat. add о: 2s edeiay cat urey (gloss Sounded 
on ||) CL t. 33. 69 (lat-o) ye copt arm: om ABDP rel vulg lat-a Syr syr-cu goth 
seth(Treg). ins rg» bef excypagny D. om xa: sTiypaésgv P. for 
acoxpiÜsyrec де, oc де (|| МЕ) BL 33 Syr syr-marg copt: amokpiüsvrec, omg де 
90 Mt), DT 1 latt: ка aw. G al syr-cu: txt ACP rel lat: F вуг goth. Cesar, so 

L 33.] 
25. for o дг rtv, итеу ёе D. rec (for #рос avrovc) avroiç (|| Mt Mk), with 

ACDP rel: txt BL 1. 69 lat-e goth. rec ажодоте bef rowvv, with ACP rel vulg 
latc f ff, syrr: om тороу D lat-a e i Г g syr-cu: txt BL 69 copt goth arm. 
sa bel кавари СЇРЇ, Justin: om ABC?P rel. (cf digest on || Mt Mk.) 

26. for ca: ove (e Xvcav, ove toyvcav ёе D. for avrov, rov BL.—for рпратос, 
pnpa, = avrov p. bef ersAaBraGas, D latt( mg 

for avriXeyorrte, 1 (from || js ) BCDL 1. 33 lat-e Syr syr-cu copt 
goth ‘eth: txt АР rel syr (arm). exnpwrey (| МЕ) B lat-a syr, exnpwrovy 69. 

28. artevoc bef exw» yvvaica, omg xat ovroc, D. rec (for y) aro8avn, with 
A rel lat-e f i вуг goth: om D: txt BLP 1. 33 vulg lat-a ff, g, 2 (Syr syr-cu) copt 
(eth) arm. eEavacrnou  (itacism) АЕНРГА 69. 

29. transp лса» to beg, addg rap nue and omg ov», (|| Mt) D. 

22.] pov rij voor, see another case: so '"Ауброн&уп, Ovyárno 
on Matt. :—differs from ridoc, ‘vectigal? peyadnropog Нетішуос, Heriwy, дс vary 
custome’ duties. . Hom. Il. F. 895. See also к. 437, 
27—40.] REPLY то THE SADDUCEES and more examples in Bernhardy, Syntax, 

RESPECTING THE RESURRECTION. Matt. p.68. The use of árriMy. ph (or rd 
xxii. n Mark xii. 18—27, and notes. ил) is frequent in Xenophon ; вее Wet- 

27.) ol vri M yovres— refers to stein : and cf, Thucyd. i. 96, & Rb ra¹ 
T&v Tab., not to riveg. The main subject тоё pi) ádudy, ee 49, ётор ToU нў 

of the sentence is sometimes pat in the ovydZay, See also Herod. i. в; Sop 
кшен when the construction requires (Ed. Tyr. 57 W.) кына 5 

OL. a 
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» ae 7 ve 

E rb n yuvaixa * ewiÜavty " * атек»ос, 30 Kai о Sevrepoc 81 rei о 
e РА 4 EM A ve 

b Mar. 1910 то{тос "авы abrñ - b осайтос ÒE kat о етта оу кат- 
М. uvr 5 Amo rc va, ка! атіба»о». varepou Kai * y" 

4 

awiBavev. 8 yor ouv ty ыл &vacrácu rive avtur 15 

je. yiverat „үө; ; ot yap erra “фо ov айт» үөн. 

e T Mat. ai. 9 kai simtv avroic o Iyoouc 2 viot TOV а{шуос rohr d= 

Єт, =, yauovsty xai * yapioxovrat, 5 oi à " катабыбёитє 1 тоу a 
xvi.8. Joha PS mien Ede ~ ібуос * f extivou тоу» kai тйс ° avacracewc THC "кч 

еге ble s 36 & 0 LI. 
һе, © рекошу ovre yapoucw ovre yopiakovrat, ovit 19 

bed comet, атобаун» € ere Sivavrat, ^ toayyeAoe yap tions ка! "wa 
. XII. 86 Р svete A г) 1 ti ov ° Geov, rnc avacracewe ' viol утес. 7 ore д: гүн 

E'$ 77 _ (2 Mace. nil. 19 only, bat aot =) 1= Mark x. 99 ref. dunt 
1 e» Acts XXIiv. 3. zxvi. 2$. xxvii. 8. 7 Tim. d. 10. Heb. vill. d. xi. 35 only. 2M Mart. 1. FE 

K 2 Maat. xzii. 81 гей, a here only ў. o Matt. v. 9 rei. P 

30. rec aft cat ins ehaBev, and aft o деиггрос ins rg» yevatea ка: ovroc атат? 
arecvog, with AP rel syrr вуг-со : om BDL lat-e 

81. om MHB avr» (|| М) D lat-a е copt eth. excavrec is written са 
AEVTA goth. om ёг «a: D. elz ins cas bef ov careUror, with GHKM n 
1. 69: om ABD rel lat-e f} i 4 copt sth Thi. for ov cart lr, ove афёкау 

rexvov ЮГ lat-a e copt: отерџа P!. 
89. rec aft voripov ins de xavrw» (|| Mf), with AP rel lat- Р, 9 syr-with-est copt 

om де BDEHSAA 69 latt Syr goth arm-usc: om «arre» BDL 1 late үз i iin 
вуг-са copt. (om ver lat- a e.) rec area bef car n yvvn (Ё BDL 
rec in || ME), with AP rel latt syrr syr-cu copt goth eth arm: 1 0 a) 
1. 33. 
s rec om lst n yv»y, and places ev rn bef ovy (1 Mt), with ADP rel : txt ВЯ 

marg. for emen sora: (| Mt МЕ) DGL 1.33 latt syrr syr-cu copt #0 
tat A АВ rel syr goth кү 
34. rec aft cal ins атокрібис (from || Mt: see also in || ME), with APR rd ̂ 

goth sth arm: om BDL latt Syrsyr-cu copt. for avroig, xpog avrovç D lat+ E 
om o inoa. D lat-e i. aft rovrov ins yeyywrrat kat yervory Don 

вут-са syr- stating “not in да гес exyapiccovrat, Wi 
"үне MPUTA 69: yapovvrat D: tzt BL 88 Clem Orig DLQRS 

rec вкуајшокоута, with S(e sil): exyapeZowras AP x rel: yaptlovrat 
1. 38 Clem: txt B al. * 

36. rec (for orde) ovre, with QR rel: txt ABDLP. for dvvavrat, Шон: 
D-gr lat-a e syr-marg Tert. om cai wot ноу (Bont) D lat-o a 
(Tert) C ins o: bef ано: A ev-y. rec ins rov bef Gov, with (D) 
om ABL в Nyssen. —re Ote (itacism 7) D 

ch. xix. 2. 99.) oiv, well thea— quina of them also), they they who f 
i. e. ‘as as example of this la ound worthy to obtain that “ead, эге 

SL] The eb кат. Téx. coming and the resurrection from the eM e: 
before kal ётё. is by a mixture of con- no longer under the ordinance of marag? z : LÈ 

structions—and they had no children dy for neither can they any more die; » 
her, and died, lea 3 they will hare no need of een wl 
from the 2 being on the leaving no renewal, which is the = н 
children (as in Meyer). It is meant to marriage. 86.) Tb leáyr- 
express the absence of offspring before low is alleged, not as 
their ig: and after. а . 4 be vi ege mat Fel ) ый 
ulol . Peculiar to Luke, een im- as setting forth their immortali. “Мей 
portant. For this present state of men, viol ©. is here used, not in its this 
marriage is an ordained and natural sense, аз applied to believers e s 
a ; but in rg al. iceivy, which ів — world, but ita metaphysical we 

e context the state of the first resur- den the essential state of 
8 (nothing being said of the rest of after resurrection :—' they yam Èy 
the dend, though the bare fact might be their resurrection, essentialiy poris 
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e -` РА 

povrat ot ? vexpot каї ° Mwuene ' tunvvatr * eri rue Ba- Masson 
е u 4 , ` М э ы М * * * x тоо, we " Аун cipioy тд» heòv "AfJpadp ка! Ocov ‘Ioaax . Tom. x. 

xai бб» "Iaxe(J: ee дё ovx fori. vexpov, adda Cov- 
89 Ld a 9 ы т e- 

тоу" wavrec уар аот (ові. 

тр yeapparéov El ray Abáokade, каћос erac. © 

ETEQUTAOV auroy оюдё›. tri „уар ‘обры " 

2 Manc. н. 7. 
5 11. 

атокр‹бёутес $ тес an oni озу. 

xD an 
41 Бл» d K. nr 

Tod. iti. $ 

rde аўтойс Toc Aéyovaw rov Xproroy &vat | Aave (goe) 8r l 
У мб», 2 каї avróc Aavei AL yet ev Bi M * parvo An 

а Mark x. 18 
coe Képroc T Kuo pov Кадоо ° ёк de bro pou * tec SEE u 1 

° Qo тойс єхбрөйс тоо 

y Matt. 1. 1. Xs. 80, 31 aL. 
$1, 23 re 
xvii ö. Bed. l. s. 

37. om 1st ка: D lat-a сеў. i (Cypr). ( 
ins тоу bef бео» (twice), with АРС та, om BDLR 

98. vexpwy bef ove soriy, omg де, D. 
18. for ypapparewy, caddovcawy Q. 

rec (for yap) de, with ADPQR rel 
aft seri ins rivec АКМ syr-wi 

txt BL. 
42. for кач avrog, avroc yap (see digest || Mk) BL R 

«at avroc yap Q: txt ADP rel latt вутт syr-cu goth. 
ins rev bef Van DP 69. 

-ast. 
J) e i уе DA ar Tos om ava D: 

Ps. x zi. 99. ` тотодіоу ray тодо» gov; у w ver ah. 

“ Aaveid ойу avrov sane кела, Kal тос avrov бс 
xX 2 John iv. 9. 

vil. 16. 
1 Cor. xv. 12. 

dee ch. x а.к. 1 b Matt. xx. 
C= г) ха, E Hab. 18. x. is ben Le Eom, iv- Р. Gen. 

for sunvvoev, гёҷ\ысгу D al. тее 
Orig. 

["xa», во BDLQ.] 
goth: txt BL 33 copt. 

rec transp мо» and eivai, with 
wow bef дазаё G al: 

1. 88 lat - : 
he. rij вар 

for eure», Аун (|| МЕ) D lat- a c f 
хес ins o bef cupio¢ (corre to Lxx: го also in || Mt Mk, which of), with APQR rel 
copt: om BD. 

48. for av 0%, т\б D. 
5 Z Syr syr-cu copt. 

om ovy (i МЕ) D al lat-a i 
rel latt (syr): txt ABKLMQRU 83 lat-f copt goth arm C 

for naka, Хун D kvpioy R Syr ук сор&. 

for отоподіоу, urocarw (|| Mt Mk) D al lat-a c e ff, 

ree кино» bef avrov (|| MZ), with DP 
yT. rade: bef avrov 

om ra: D al lat- e fhil r. 
Syr syr-cu rec voc bef avrov (so also in || МЕ: from || МІ), with R 
rel lait ; txt ABKM 1 copt. 

the divine nature, and so cannot die.’ 
When Pp says that the Lord only 
speaks of the risen, and has not here in 
His view the ‘ quick’ at the time of His 
coming, it must be remembered that се 

inference the cont . 
. abr. {. see оп tt. vv. a but 

we have in this argument even a farther 
generalization than in Matt. and Mark. 
There, it is a covenant relation on which 
the matter rests: here, a life of ail, 
living and dead, бв the sight о God,—so 
that none are annihilated,—but in the 
regard of Him who inhabiteth Eternity, 
the being of all is a lioing one, in all its 
changes. 39, 40.] Peculiar to 
Luke ;— implied however in Matt. ver. 34, 

88 2 

and Mark ver. 28. 
41 — 44] QUESTION RESPECTING 

Снывт Au Davin. Matt. xxii. 41—46; 
Mark xii. 35—37, where see notes. Luke 
omits the question of the lawyer, which 
occurred immediately on the gathering 
together of the Pharisees after the last 
incident. This question of our Lord seems 
to have followed close on that, which (and 
not that in vv. 27 ff. here) was their /ast 
to Him, Mark xii. 34 41. | 1 
спее i. е. the Scribes. The same thing 

fled by öç Aéyovecw of yp. in 
Mark. In Matt. the question is addressed 
to the Pharisees. I mention these things 
as marks of the independence of the ac- 
counts. The underlying fon | is, the Lord 
addressed the Pharisees and Scribes on & 
view which they (the Scribes, the Pharisees 

ing) ) entertained about the Messiah, 
Hence ө three accounts diverge. 
42] On dv BiB. Yap., Wordaw. tays, 
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2 45 ? e St А * — i - т є 

o Matt. vil. 16. EGTUY 5 axovovroc zavroc rov Aaov rer прос 
үмут 5, QUTOUC 46*Tloocéyere ато rov урациатёшу rwv be- 
Ree xxi 16. Aóvrwv терітатну Ev f стоЛаїс̧, kai * tr "ac- 

M U > i? - i k 8 e а - 

, Wacpouc ғу in a'yopatc Kai rpwrokaÜ: рас tw тас 

Side. gvva yr, ate kai reine £v ток dein voc 4 oi 

is E n careobiovoiw тас oline Twv Xnper, ка " хрофавн 
2 Thess. 17 +. ° parpa wpoctuyovrat. ovrot Anpyovrat Р wipiGaórepor = 

EE aias A colpa. XXI. К `Ауа3\ё&фас de де» тойс * Вал- 
" 2 87.7. дога tic то ' уабофуакоу та wpa abr rAovatowc, 
mime Ge 2 «19е 0 riva ка! Хпра» EM pay * BadAovsay " ёке део 

P Ww Aerrá, 3 kai mev * AXnfuc At ошу Ort т x Б, 
faa. 12- 18 rroxn aurn mane dvr ‘EBadev t ата»тес удо 

ег, 

ман. "4 ото; ёк TOU ' mtpisetiovroc avro 

o Lt. (Nt. дора, аотп 8 tk rov 
v. r. ] only. 
(вее ch, xv. 13. хіх. 13.) 

r = Matt. xiv. 19 reff. 

* EBaXov Hc та 

* остєрђратос aurnc атакта ror 
qt Mk. ch. xxiii 40. xxiv. 90 шо ли с 

| Mk.(3ce.) Јова vill. 30 ca 
v == Matt. 23 

a (., | ИК) 

weet avi 6 a= |, xxvii. б. Johu 
х. 87. „„ Жы кы Brod. "зай, 2 ; 
eb. xii. 59 only t. (-ятог, Gen. xli. = ch. ix. 97 

жүз eel in Gcopels. 9 Cor Cer Odi: 16. M A. L. r. Jadg. xvii. 10. 
y 1 Mk. reff. 

45. rec (for трос avrovc) тос ua0srai avrov, with APR rel: тос pa8graxc BD 
arm: txt Q. (As ecclesiastical lection begins at «xsv: трос avrouc was ore 
variously specified, rou; рабпта’ avrov being borrowed from Mt xxiii. 1.) 

48. «v crodaic bef repiwarecy (|| Mk) AGLR 1. 33. 69 arm. 
47. for rarecQiovary, kartoDiovric PX, катесдоутгс (|| ME) D: txt ABR rel syrr. 

om ea D latt. pacpav ш? LX. for rpocevyovras, Tpocevyopercs 
(|| МЕ) DPR 69 lat-e: txt ABQ rel 

CHAT. XXI. L rec ra дыра avrev bef eig ro уаѓофьћакоу (after || ME), with АРС 
rel latt syr-cu вуг copt sth arm: txt BDLX 1. 83. 69 lat-e Syr Orig, ins rove 
bef v Aovciovc D. 

2. rec ка: bef т:уа, with DP vulg lat-a e f S 
ка: BKLMQX T(Treg) 33 lat-c ff, i wth Orig, 
of wat occasioned its transposition and omission. 
syr-cu seth Orig, Aexra bef duo (|| Mk) B 
1 DOE txt ADP rel lat-a e syr-marg-gr. 

uh dins bef 9 xn (|| М®) BDL 33. 69 vulg lat- f ў, I arm: txt A rel lat-a 
syr Orig, rec mÀuov (|| МХ), with AB rel Orig: rAuova L: txt DQX. 

4. for атаутес, vavric (|| Mk) BDA Orig: txt AQ rel. rec aft ra дора ins 
Tov Ütov, with AD rel latt syrr: om BLX 1 syr-cu syr-jer copt. for атаута, 
ravra (|| Mk) BDLQX 33. 69 Orig: txt A rel. 

е syr-with-ast copt arm: om 
txt A rel. (The unusual 

om exes D al latt Syr 
X 33 vulg lat - f Syr syr-ca 
at end ins о гот codparrac 

* added here as conveying information ne- 
to Gentile readers.” This might 

be l, did the words occur in the Evan- 
gelist's narrative: but surely not, when 

Cuar. XXI. 1—4.] Тнк wipow's 
MITES. Mark xii. 41—44 where see notes. 

1. арына Our Lord as yet 
has been surrounded with His disciples 

they are in a discourse of our Lord. If 
His words were so loosely reported as this, 
where is any dependence on the accuracy 
of the Evangelista ? 
45 —47.] DENUNCIATION OF THE 

ScRIBES. Matt. xxiii. 6, 7. Mark xii. 
38—40, with which latter our text almost 
тозае agrees: see notes there. 

] This rticular, dxovov. 84 т. T. X. 
is is only in Luke. 

(see ch. xx. 45), and speaking to them 
and the multitude. He now lifts up 
His eyes, and sees at a distance, &e. 

No. belongs to rove Bád., and 
б»тас is not to be supplied, nor a comma 
put after yal. It was not the rich only, 
which that would imply—but 6 &yAec 
Be who were casting gifts in 

] els rà бор, among (into) the gifts; 
not gue donarent (Beza), ‘as,’ or, ‘for, 
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Bior ò ov ie *  Залг». 5 Kai rwv Aeyóvrwv тері eh Mi. ref. 

тоў ров, бт! Aiboic ca Ao каї * avaOhpacw ° Kexoounrat, gem 
„v. r.) 

рн & теу 6 Таёта а ° Oewotire, f éAeücovrai uᷣuigat ev ale ~~ la with 

oun $ ageOnoerat Aifoc emi Ai бс ov ? xaradvOnaerat, ale 

7 E ётпротпаау òè avrov Abyourac Aid wore обу ° Ir t ra. 
Tavra а ; kai ті ‚© , empeioy бта» A ravra Fe 

«олла »yivtaÜa: ; © о & elrer * BAérere BN ‘wravyOnre moAÀAol 347 2 "5 
BDE yap ЕЛейсоутас ™ ert ry ovopari pou М уоугьс [ore] , Ba. vil. 
MEUT S Eyo чш” cat O каюдс ° nyyexev. u тореобтте "ты: det 

33. 69. rio avro». 9 dra 6t " акоботте ro tO kai si. m 

'axaracraciac, ий " rronÜnre * ди yap а Tavra 1 K Matt. Tu. 
трото», arr’ оок tUÜLec rò т ос̧. Tore гуе, ш. 13. 

} Mt. reff. 

avroic *"Eyto@ioerac EÜvoc ёл’ tÜvoc кай Вас‹\е{а Eri ү e 1 
A 

Baotreiav, II сисдо{ re peyadot kat. "Kara rowouc 33 
Acts iv. v. 18. наши. ГМЕ. John viii. 58. xviii. б, бо. Deut. хх. 90. о = Matt. 
XI. 84. ver. 20. ch. xxii. 1 р = Matt. iv. 19 ref. 8 Kings xix. 90. Ln Matt. 
xi. 2. ‘acts axiil. 16 аі. r here only ia Gospels. 1 Cor. xiv. 155 З Cor. vi. 5. xii. 3U. James 
III. 16 only. Prov. xxvi. 98. Tobit iv. 18 only. sch. xxiv. 87 oaly. Deut. xxxi.6. 

t = | Mt. reff. u р. isa. xix. 2. v | Mt. ref, 

б. ауаберасі» ADX 1: txt ВО rel syr-marg-gr. cecocurnrat bef кап ava0. D. 
6. om à DL lat-a c ff, i q syr-cu eth arm. ins шде (|| Mt) bef A«0oc X 1. 33 

lat-e syr-cu sth arm: aft AcQw, BL 69 copt: aft Ju0w ins ev roxyw шде D lat-a с ff, 
A om AQ rel vulg lat syrr. 

aft avrov ins ot рабпта (|| М?) D al. om ovy D 1 latt Syr syr-cu copt th 
for orav to угода, тэс once eAtvoewc D. 

*. om or: (so || Mt: cf D, in || Mk) BLX lat-e sth (Mcion-t): txt AD rel copt. 
rec aft yn ins ov», with A rel vulg lat. (91.2 27) вуг: om BDLX Iat-ace ff, i 

syr-eu copt arm. 
Ө. for хтолбӨзте, oB D lat- g. rec ravra bef уғуєсбси (|| МЇ), with BL 

rel lat-a e copt: txt ADX. 
10. om rore t анто; D lat-a e ff, $ l Syr at ғуғрӯдсгтас ins yap 

D al lat-a c e ff, $ l Syr syr-cu. ex’, 80 AD X 1.33 
11. om re AL am D-lat. rec ката rox ou ber e ка ai (of ||), with AD rel latt : 

gifts,” which would require the omission 5.] Meyer has made the same mis- 
of the article:—nor so that rà dap. = rò take here, and spoken of the rivec as 
ax. those to whom the discourse was deli- 

5—36.] PROPHECY OF HIS ComING, vered. The ёғабірата were many and 
AND OP THE TIMES OF THE END. Matt. precious. Tacitus, Hist. v. 8, calls it im- 
xxiv. 1—61 (xxv. 1— 46). Mark xii. телге opulentia templum: and Jos. B. J. 
1—37. See notes on both, but especially v. 5. 4, gives an account of the gilding, 
on Matt. Meyer says truly in loc. that and golden vines (presented by Herod the 
there is no trace in Luke of the discourse Great) with bunchés of grapes as large as 

delivered on the Mount of Olives— а man, &c. in the temple : see also Antt. 
but he adds, that it belongs to the dis- ху.11. 3. 6.] таёта а 0., —absolute : 
courses in the temple, which begin ch. see reff. 7.] That Luke's account 
хк. I, and that therefore Luke alone men- alone gives us no trace of a different 
tions ávaÜguara. Не seems to have seene or a different auditory, is a proof 
overlooked the break at ver. 7, corre- of its independence of the others; for 
sponding ng to the change of scene. All how could any rational writer have omitted 

ree speak of the opening incident as во interesting a matter of accurate detail, 
happening while He was rting from if he had been aware of it ? обу, on 
the temple; and Matt. and Mark, of the account of what our Lord кй m ver. ы 
enquiry "being made afterwards, on the 8.] à x. i. e. the time of 
Mount of Olives,—i. e. in the evening Kingdon Mey are the words, not 
when He had retired thither (ver. 87) 87), of our Lord, but of the woe: see on 
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» - 99 
en n " Aotuot kat. Amol Ecovrar, ppi re kai сушна ат 

, — , L4 M , кызме ovpavov ptyüÀa fora. 12 тод 8 тойтш» waruy 
[zxvii.] 8; 

rompi. ony d’ ‘^ - ve М ev - e? р , 
„аа vouc imi Вас) kat пуєибуас̧, "tvektv rou À ovóparoc tu 
Im aixi? noy 18 fror 8 йш» d tc paprüpiov. 14 t ч 

5 ээч. avy £v raiç карбїнс Оро» uÀ ' woopeAcray drolo W w К ы», abv iv тас кард\мс нй» ий ' xpowederav ere. it nr Me Bivar 15 iyo удо Siow Ум» grópa Kat софіа», pose 

b Matt. . OuMnoovrat аупатпуш 7) "™avrawey axavrec oi "avr 
eMart. xxvi. 57. eeluevos dh 16 яаоадобпсєсд: 8 xai отд fev ка! T Siig” Кыр»: dhv. арадобпосаі ai ure yovtey 
at, Acta u. 1 адЕМфоу каі соуугуо» kai $diÀAwv, Kai ° Üavarceovar 
еман. хіх. р РЕ yuav, 17 kai tasaÜe швобиьуо: vro wavrev &i ro 
only. 

ur ? ovouá nov. xai “Opie ёк тпс кєфаАтс Uuev ой m 
xxi. 9) . 

oaly. Job Ai. Ja. g Matt. vill. 4ге. Кер. Ш, 8. b ch. i, 16 rei. 1 bere anly? 
k = oh. xii, 11. Acts xxvi.1. Lake only, exc. Rom. ii. 16. $ Cor. 8. 18. Jer. xti. 1. 1 Matt. v. . Arts 

ті. 10 al. Jer. xxvii. (I.] 94. m Acts iv. 14 only. Ab. vill. 8. * p ch. xiii. 17 reif 
o | Mk. 3 9. Exod. іх. 16 vat p = Matt. хин. 34. ch. жі. 49. S Kings 2. $3 . Cor. vi. 9. . тареш. 
q Acts VII. 34. 1 Kings xiv. 45. Duan. ili. 27. 

txt BL 33 copt eth arm. rec transp \ро‹ and Лоро: (Arpo: coming aft the verb 
in ||), with ADL rel lat-e Syr вуг copt: om Лоро: kac X ev-y: om as ABO 69: 
txt В al latt syr-cu Mcion-t. rec фоВутра, with AL rel: txt BD. ак 
ovp. bef спрна В: ат’ ovpavov eat onpea D latt Ambr : onpea реуаћа ar ovparot 
L 33. 69 arm (all corrections : tat is characteristic) : txt A rel Tert. 

12. rec axayrwy, with (but e sil) Sers 1 mns: txt ABD rel Scr's mss. 
ins rac bef cuvyaywyac BD: om А rel. rec (for aray.) ayopevoug, with A rd: 
txt BDL 1 let-e. enna D al. 

13. om és BD. 
14. rec (for dere) 0400: (grammatical correction), with D? rel Orig: txt AB'DLMRS 

83. reo tig тас кардас, with R rel Orig: txt ABDLX 1. 38 latt Cyr Did Сур. 
for #рорећ№тау, ttooutAerevrec D. 

16. оргу bef досы D. rec аугнте» ovde avriargra, with X rel lat-f Syr eth 
avrumsu» p avnorg»a: АКМЕ 1: txt NMai expr) L 69 lat.e f^ arm Org — 
om у ayreurav D lat-a c ff, i вуг-са copt-ms Cypr, reo (for атаэтес) rart, 
with ADR rel Orig: txt BL. 

16. cvyytvtuv A 1. 

which 8, the following words are 
back to the SAiwere before :—in 

Matthew by the gathering up of tbe pares- 
thetical announcements as жауга Tavra, 
and thus casting them off, as the dpr# 
édivwr belonging to the ridoc, before the 

Matt. vv. 4, Б. 10.] rér. A. abr. b 
perhaps implies a break in the discourse t 
which the other do not notice. 

II.] A оёр. belongs to both 
$8. and enn: sodoespeydda. Ge. 
cannot stand alone, especially with re «af. 

the vére taken 18.] Why the words wpd 82 т. т. 
should have made any difficulty, Ї am at 
в loss to imagine. The n of vv. 7, 
8 in Matt., — ver. 8 in wi рано VV. ee 

11 here,—are a parenthetical warning 
what shall happen before the réhes. And 
then having stated, dpxnñ adiywy тайга, — 
these things shall be the very beginning 
of the actual pangs themselves (see note 
on Matt.), the prophetic chronology is re- 
sumed from vtwrw тд rixog in all three 
accounts; here, by distinct statement, 
трд d тойты» wayrey: in Merk by im- 
plication, BAéiwera дё vp. dav. rap. du., 

discourse proceeds with 

ая kts cece ; de arisen not rightly a ing 
deut- ib ro force of é8ivev, as the of the 

end. 18.] «ls . viz. of yor" 
faithfulnese, and (Mark) abroic, ‘agains 
them:' the dativus incommodi. 
15.] Luke only. évrew. co to 

éynoyv. to софа. J 
‘non modo ab alienis, der. 
è óp., of the Apostles. One of the four 
who heard this discourse was pat to 
death, Acta xii. 3. 18.) Not literally, 
but really true; not corporeally, bot in 
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тис ‚Үе, ка! орүй тө ay robr, ?* kai 
' отбнат‹ 'paxaipac cal к 

жакта, Kai ероьваАўи | бота 
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tv ry " тоноу роу ' ктпаеобе rdc Nd prox ж 
oray oe nre ° кокАомшбуцу v ard ' orparowiduy «i » Mut x. 9 

CHE 80. 
James |. 91 

rore OL kv Ty ‘Tov8aig gevyérwoay eie та бот, kai oi &v a Joha x. 26. 
E нёоф aurnc 7 ғ ‘куореітоса», Kai ot ev та `хорес un 

е 

ore 
a тйута rd yeypappéva, Jg. i 

ob тас é * уаото! “гХобвас eai Taic nabe 19-4 ч 

£v ёкеГуацс raiç mpépaic’ ота! удо * avayen meyadn € єн! 

he. rA 20 
(Rer: 11. 9 
v. r.) only. 
Ise. axxvil. zuipai edu jose 

15 | Mk. e 
oaly. Jer. 

‚84. 
mecovvrat y here only. 

Joba 
‚ James m sarovutrm vro бус», 2 Y: daly. 

ayot оў "vAnpeÜuci ^ Kaipo дусу. ко! EcovTat вр. iv.80 

7,8 e «= oh, алй. 81. d- here only. see ch. 1. 38, 67. H. 6. 
e Matt. i. 18 reff. (1 Mk. (ref) =æ ] Cor. vii. 26. 2 Cor. vi. 4 al. Ps. xxiv. h = Heb. ili. 

17. Num. xiv. 83. Jer ql Heb. 31-24 only. Josh. xix. 48 al. E Rab, vil. £8. $ Onr. x. 
$ Tim Hi. 6 ó Kia will. v. 10 ref. m ch. х. 10, xi. 4. ziv 

%. 1 16 oniy. * ; Zren. xH.8. Dax. viii. Та. nw Mark i. 16. Acts vi. 28, 
80 al. о 22 H. 6. Rev. xi. 18. 

19. rec кттсаобе, with DR rel: txt AB 38 latt syrr syr-cu copt-ms arm Orig Mac 
Tert. 

20. rec ins rn» bef фроюса\ти (to shew that iep. is the accusative), with AL rel 
Orig, Eus: om BDR Orig, E us- ms. sepovoadnp bef viro стратокгдшу D. 
for ууыте, yvectoO« DX lat-e Orig, Eus,: үсуыскега: R Eus-ms(txt in ed), yevwoxers 
1 Eus,. nyytoev A 1 al Orig, 

21. ins ри bef exywp. D tol. 
29. rec (for wdnoOnvat) wAnpwOnva, with CX: txt АВОН rel ТЫ. 
28. rec aft ova« ins à: (|| Mt ME), with ACR rel vulg lat F syrr syr-cu copt Eus: 

om BDL lat-a c efi $ Thl-ed. OnrAaZopevarc D-gr. rec ins ev bef re Лао, 
with E rel вуг eth Eus, : om ABCDKLMRX 1. 33. 69 latt arm Eus,. 

94. ins «v bef оторат‹ DR latt syrr syr-cu Eus: om ABC раҳат B'A: 
рорфаас D. 
arm Eus: txt BLR lat -a copt. 
Eus,: txt BCDLR 33. 69 Eus,. 

rec ravra bef ra 10%, with ACD rel vulg lat-c e f ff, i syr-cu вуг 
(axes CDR 69. la 
ins rat &боуто! 

rec om ov, with A rel 
каро‹ 40% B: aft капро:, 

L 25. marg copt-ms : om ACR rel vss Eus.—om ка‹ро: буор D. 
rec (for ecovrat) «oras (grammatical correction), with ACR rel Eus: txt BD. 

that real and only I/ which the disciple 
of Christ possesses. 10.) By your 
endurance (of all these things), ye shall 
acquire (not, possess, which is only the 
sense of the perf. céernpa:) your souls: 
this endurance being God's s appointed way, 
iv (in and by) which your salvation is to 
be put in your possession. Týr. as 
гордости, Matt. xvi. 25—0 , ch. ix. 24. 

.] un., not circumdari, but 
participial, graphically setting forth the 
scene now before them, as it should then 
appear. On the variation of expression 
from Matt. and Mark, see note on Matt. 
ver. 15. 31.) atrijs belongs to the 
аётӣс of ver. 20, and signifies not Judea, 
but Jerusalem. vrais xóp., the fields 
—not ‘the provinces :’ see reff. 
33.) An., а hint perhaps at ch. xviii. 8. 

The latter part of the verse alludes pro- 
bably to the Sie gro of Daniel, which 
Luke has omit but referred to in у 
ірђрысіс avrific, I 20. 93.) n 
T. Y. №. тобтф, particular. 
The distress on all the earth is not so 
distinctly the result of the divine anger, 
as that which shall befall Sent nation. 
94.] A most important tion, serving 
3 other (o0 Brame 
geliste,—-see notes there, and 
on the prophetic announcements, past our 
own times, even close to the sek of the 
end. mecouvrat . . . alyp., viz. this 
people. {стол war.— . xi. 2.— 
The present state of Jerusalem. Meyer 
maintaing that the whole of this was 
to be im the lifetime of the 
hearers, on account of the àvarbyare, 
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sa 9 ГЛ 1 

E. Rom ‘pera Ovwüptec Kai Soknc woAAnc. * apyoutves & her 
**. тобто» ytvtaÜa. $ ауакофате kai “iwapare тас кефаћас Ht 

оно», 'Owr * Еууйы ù ! ато\отрюсіс бреу. ae 1155 
ы ый a - , E c xxl €) elev тара[3оАң» avro" "lóere ту “ouxny xat wavra i 

F. rd Sévdpa. ™ бта» " тоо[Зал\ысі» nèn, [ЗАёжо>тес ° аф 
‹ ” , е ne ® N * р Bé , {у 

* €aurwy ylwwoKere От: ON EYYUC то Éooc tart». 
31 obroc xai Uutig Grav nre ravra yivopeva, Yu: 

х = Matt. ziv. е e — — ә Ы 7 
. ch. zzil. OTe €y'yoc cori ң [ЗатАна rov Gov. B амт» Atye 

7 Fi evil =” 9 з ` а 2 е ` ө v a , 
ыл Ошу ore oU um %тарёАбӨү m уға айтп tec av ravra 

xii. 11 Р е ` t e - 4 , N & 
Я à e ot only. Gen. "yvmrat. о оура>ос Kat э ym fraptÀevcovrat, 

& ш" i n 1. 21.) i s [те sb ̂4 r] Jmm v. I. Judg. ne 
тей. 61 Matt. xi. " a 

ff. Acto xxvi. 12. Isa. xxxili. 17. "Das. viL 1C g eb. xili. 11 (Joha vili. 7, 10 rec.] rey Jab x. 15 
h Matt xvi. 8 reff. ich. 1. 18 reff. í k ver. 8 гей - муң P. H 1K 

23. Heb. si. 85. L. iv. 88 (LXX. 3 собе, Exod. xxl 8. Zeph. . aee амо 
Isa. іи 4. x = 1 i- í m (Acts xix. ony. Prov. xxvi. 18 al.) Jas. Ant. iv. 8. H. 

o John v. 19 рі v. 18 ref. Pa. inxxiz.6. Jer. viii. 2. 

ei gvns R. for 2nd «v, ка. D harl Syr. rec (for ховс) gxovomnc, with 
D rel (eth) Eus: txt ABCLMRX 1. 83. 69 latt syrr copt arm Tert. 
N ins ier bef avOpurwy R. for rev ovpaywy, at ty ты ovpayw D lat 

с Ambr. 
5 . эфа C al lat-ce fi 1 q Syr syr-cu syr-marg Тегі Ambr. 

Üvvaptoc к. očne wodAne, car доуари woAAn к. do D eth. 
28. for apxopsver, epxopevwy D- gr al. om Ist эдш» D lat - i Tert. 

. Aft хро$аАшд ins тоу картоу avrey D lat- чс: om någ At rere 
аф' ravrev D syr-cu: om fXerorric latt Syr. or ort, боот: А. yr 
2nd nên DLR 88: om nån KX vulg lat-a c Syr syr-cu. 

81. aft ovrwe ins ov» R. om yivopeva D (|| Mt) lat - a. 
| MZ ME) D lat-2 Syr syr-cu copt 

w here only +. 

viii. 99 гей. 

for pra 

92. om av D 88. ravra bef wayra 69 
(eth arm). 

83. for Ist яаргЛеусоутан, rapedevoerar (|| Mf) CK 1 lat-ae 9 Thl rec (for 
2nd таргМувоугас) sapevo: (|| Mt), with АСВ rel: txt BDL 33 copt. 

&c. тег. 28. What views of the discourses коро = кебе: no essential difference is 
of our Lord must such an expositor have ! 
—жАур. keipol dóy.—Who could suppose 
that xaipol дубу should have been in- 
terpreted (by Meyer) the appointed time 
until the Gentiles shall have finished thie 
judgment of wrath—to be ended by the 
wapovoia, within the lifetime the 
hearers ? The wasp. ёбу. (see reff.) 
are the end of the Gentile diepensation, — 
just as the киёс of Jerusalem was the 
end, fulfilment, qf the Jewish dispensa- 
tion ;—the great rejection of the Lord 
by the Gentile world, answering to its 
ре, His rejection by the Jews, being 
nished, the карба shall соте, of which 

the destruction of Jerusalem was 9 type, 

to be insisted on. It is plural, because the 
{буту are plural: each Gentile е having 
in turn its carpdc. „ 26.) The 
гое of ore igns are і is 

e. ёлор ovS, 

account of Herodian (sce 
Mey.) iv. 14. 1, iv dwopig . roy 
*paxríov. Ву no penu can ien 
be gen. onpeia, as Wordsw.: the 
cai after dorpac having since ite occur- 
rence ир Ep рет inject ui Ape 
tion. bef. ае ота e 
gustiorem annectit latiori.’ Курке, 
артуу, in loc. The same may be seid 
of the cal bef. эгрозбок. in ver. 26. 
28.) sl., і. е, the completion of it 
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Aoyor pov ov ип “%тарАейсоутш. 

KATA AOYKAN. 633 

мт просёуєте Sete erus 
s Matt. xxvi. 

EavToic, UNTOTE * Вартдоссу du at кардгаг * £y " Kpat- 416 

талу kai Alp xat " pepipvae 

wpocwrov TENC тпс упс. 

~ t= $ Pet. Н. 
х Buwrixatc, xai &mory 15, cans, 

› э e = s 7 7 € ae Р 7 
E> paç “aipvidiog п “тира ёкут 

“gmecceAcboerar yap émi sávrac тос * KaOnpévoug emi 

36 ° a-ypvm vetre & 

€ b ; (Age, 35 C ray Cio 
v bete only fa 

. Rom. 

Gal. v. 21 f v 

kapp Sedpevor Туа 5 катісуботте " Expuyety ravra тауга w au xus 
se а елм s 

та pédAdovra yivecOa, kat ! araÜnvai * furposÜty rov ооо * 195". 5, 
- 7 , 

rov avOpwrov. 

87 1H, & тас ™ nufoac ! {аскер £v тш 1600, тас дё ха: А e Ф PY 8 | Thess, v. 8 

P vokrac eLepyopuevoc "nuAdiZero eic rò орос то kuho- only +. Wisd. 
xvi. 16. 

* , 1 - e * 80 4 . 

ut vo Y EAD 38 kai хас о Aaóc 4 шодо» poc ber AN 
э җ“ 7 — 2 - 9 , э æ- E 

ауто» ÉV те цор AkuvELY аитой. ER 
D 

b Rom. xi. 9 

(from Ps, Ixviii. 22). 1 Tim. ii. 7. ei. 0. 9 Tim. H. 96 only. c here oniy +. 1 Macc. xvi, In only. 
d Matt. iv. 16. ch. I. 79. Jer. xxxii. (zzv.) 29, 30. e Mark ziti. $8. Eph. vi. 18. Heb. xiii. 17 

ty. 82. (-v, 2 Cor. vi. б.) f Eph. vi. 180nly. Ps. ev. 8. guet: xvi 
18. ch. xstii af only Isa. ZA Il. 4. Wisd. хе. 5 avi.27. xix. 16. Nom. 0.8. 3 
хі. 83. I Thess. v Heb. ii. 8. 2fl. 26 only. Judg. vi. 11. eee Rev. vi. 17. Wisd. v. 1 

k — Matt. v. 16 al 1 constr., Matt. xix. cossir., ch H. 37. Matt. xil. 40 
m Matt. zzi. 17 only. Judg хіх. 6, G. 
q here oniy, Сев. хіх. 27 al. 

94. om 2r D 1. 69 lat-2 eth Iren-lat,. 
69: txt ABCR rel Bas Cyr. 
rel copt Method Epiph. 

23 ш 
o « cb. Xl. 7 reff. р ch. xix. 29 reff. and note. 

rec BapvvOwaiv, with D H(Treg expr) 
си карда: bef vue» ABX 69 latt Iren-lat : txt CDR 

rec transp a«$vidtoc and rA, with C rel зуг arm; 
at$. ex. t$ vp. А Syr copt Iren-lat (both appy to put apy. in emphatic place): om ep 
vuac X: txt BDLR latt syr-cu sth Method Meœion-t.— tog (itacism) AD(iviġviog 
Di, ee»ioc D?) FKLMXA, egoidiwe ВГ 1. 33. 69 wth Bas. 

35. rec yap bef exerceAevoeras, putting a colon at end of ver 34, with ACR rel vulg 
lat-/ syrr syr-cu arm Iren-lat Eus: txt BDL lat-a b ce ff; i copt Method (Cyr) Mcion-t. 
—rec t rekt vot rat, with ACR rel Eus: Neue. 69 al: txt BD lat-a e. 

om rayraç D. 5 is characteristic of Luke.) 
AKU?. 

The double 
тпс улс bef rache 

36. rec (for de) ov» (so || МЕ), with ACR rel vulg lat-b c f ff, syrr syr-cu copt ath 
arm: txt BD lat - a e copt-ms. 

txt BK vulg lat -b ce fg 
ис то орос bef nvà:čero D. 

38. for tepw, ops: C'(perhaps) U. 

i l Syr syr-cu. 
nud notro D! : gvAgZero D! : ё. его А. 
acovey avrov bef ey re upo D. 

rec (for катєсҳьстте) karatiwOnr:, with АСОБ 
rel latt syrr syr-cu arm Tert: txt BLX 1. 33 copt eth. 
lat-a e i вуг Tert: om ravra C?R rel am: txt BDLXA I. 38. 69 vulg lat-b V 

N. rec ew rw ири bef ё:даскоу, with ACDR rel lat-a вуг copt: om à 

ravra bef ravra AC'M 

acce» G: 
om тас де vucrac гЕєрҳореуос D. 

[at end 
18. 69. 124. 346 al ins John vii. 68—viii. 11.] 

by My appearing $4—36.] Pe- 
culiar to Luke. davrots and dre 
are emphatic, recalling the thoughts to 
themselves, after the recounting of these 
outward signs. 35.) There is mean- 
ing in кобтр., sitting securely. 
36 эрди, to be set, i. e. by the angels— 
see Matt. ver. 31—before the glorified Son 
of Man. 

37, 38.] Peculiar to Luke. These verses 
close the scene of our Lord’s discourses in 
Jerusalem which began ch. xx. 1. It does 
not appear, as Meyer will have it, that 
Luke believed our Lord to have taught 

after this in the temple. Nothing is said 
to imply it—a general closing formula 
like this applies to what Лаг been re- 
lated. 38.] épOp. is literal, —not 
figurative, ‘came eagerly,’ as De Wette, 
&c. think, from several places in the 
LXX. There is no occasion for a figure 
here. Luke relates nothing of any 
visits to Bethany. He has the name, in- 
cidentally only, in ch. xix. 29 and ch. 
xxiv. 50, where see note. On the 
whole question dip the history of 
the woman taken in adultery (see digest), 
compare notes, John viii. 1 ff. 
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t | Mt. гей. {уп rác xa^ ^ kat eLnrowy ot apyieptig Kai oi yosp- Y 
ach. in qo X pxtp : d 

sh rel. Aaov. 9 sicnAGew 8 сатауас ыс — loóOaw rov cles . 
xai. 29. ; : I d нае 

weh v.26. Ix дБуОУ lexapiwrny, ovra tK TOU apiÜnov тоу Sd >= 
: о a - - 1 

— xxxiv. 4 kai aweAOwy " cuvedadncev тос apyrepevory Kat * отрат- 
. - ` РА — Cad LA , 

х yer. 59. Acts уос " то ТоС avroic " тарадф avróv. 5 cat ip, 
26. xvi.90 i а Д = 9 А - 6 ta? 

Tei Kat cuvifkvro айту арүйшо» Oovvar cal HT 

y Matt. avil 22 Aoyneev, ка! (пты ° euxatpiay “тоъ rap Ob rer 
: + = - 25.5 

12 * areo " буХоу avroic. 7 Hd & h пиёра rev * aper, Р. 
v. 9 v. r. , - 

озү. Kings 5 £r. Obe. ro 'хтасуа` $ xat aséorai ev Пётроу ки 

= bere o Chron. xvi. У eh. x. 19. Acts xvi. 
2 Cx Т B run Teer. s me ver. 85 only 1.32. 15 only. З Ta Acts iih. 1 

CHAT. XXII. 1. ry DL lat-b e g, i g. | 
2. о: бе apyiepric cas ypapparetg bef eLyrovy (omg ка: and 2nd e and insg d) D 

lat-e. om ro D al. for ау Аюсу, аксашы D copt. for yep, de D al 

vulg lat-b c ff, g, i sth arm. M к 
8. rec ins o bef caravag, with U al copt Eus: om ABCDPR rel Orig. 10576” 

bef горба» D. гес ewwaAovptvoy (more usual), with ACPR rel Orig Eus: tst 
BDLX 69 syr-ms copt arm. (om ro» каћовџгуоу G.) 1orapıw® D (- in greek) 
lat-a syr-cu Orig. aft ap:Opou ins єк D. . 

4. aft apyiptvctv ins кап тос yoauparevoiw (probably a mere mechanical add»; 
as Meyer) C P(omg roi) lat-a b oe ds ilsyrr syr-cu wth arm Eus,: om ABDR x 
vulg lat. / copt. rec ins тос bef orpargyoic, with C (S, esil) UA Eus, : om АВР 
rel Orig Eus,.—om erpargyoie D al lat-ab ce ff, i lq syru wth. add rev upo? 
(see ver 52, Acts iv. 1, v. 24) CP Eus. om ro D arm. rec transp avrov 
avroc (cf || Mt MX), with AP rel vulg lat-5 c f arm Orig Eus, Mcion-e: txt BCGEL, 
mwapado: avrov (omg avroic) D lat-a. 
E apyupra (|| Mt) ACKUX 69 syr Eus, Thl: txt BDPR rel Eus,. 
6. om cat eEwpodoynoey С al lat-a b с ff, i lg Eus.—epoX. D; ом. P. _ for "d 

Tapadovra, iva тарады (|| Mt) P. rec avro bef arep oxyAov, with P | 
late f Da syrr syr-cu copt æth arm Eus: om ауто с D vulg lat-a e /: txt ABCL 

t-b i. 
7. om } ACA. for rev ad, ro» тасха D lat-a b e ff, i l Syr rea- | 

rec ins av bef у, with AP rel latt Eus: om BCDL. 
8. ins rov bef xerpow D. 

Cmar. XXII. 1. 2] Corsrinzor or Acts iv.1. The Levitical guard of thi 
THE JEWISH AUTHORITIES TO KILL temple would be consulted, because it 
Jxsus. Matt. xxvi 1—5. Mark xiv. been of late especially is the temple thst 
1, 2. The account of Matt. is the full- our Lord had become obnoxious to = 
est ;—see notes there. The words here (see ver. 53 and ch. xxi. 37, 88). 
give us a mere compendium of what took words evved. and éfepod here pm 

ce. clearly to imply that the money wat 
8—0.] Compact ОР JUDAS WITH тою paid, , 

THEM ТО BETRAY Him. Matt. xxvi 6 
14—16. Mark xiv. 10, 11. Our account Matt. xxvi. 15. Erap XX = 697 
is strikingly peculiar and independent of иб»ас, Theophyl, or perhaps xepic Ort 
the others. The expression «1\0. 8à Gor, Euthym. 
сат. is found in John xiii. 27, —and cer- 7—14.] PRzPARATIOX РОВ CELE 
tainly in its proper place. Satan had BRATING THE Passover. Matt. m 
not yet entered into Judas,—only (John 17—19. Mark xiv. 12—16. Our 800000 
xiii. 2) put it into his heart to betray our is the fullest of the three, related bowers" 
Lord. 4.] cal тойу gTpeTWyois is nearly to Mark's. zue is pot V 
peculiar to Luke: the others have merely — propinquabat, but‘ venit.’—On tbi s | 
the chief priests. On otper., see subject see notes on Matt. xxvi 17, 
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s Hopevbirrec è товат naw тд rex, 1 „i gal 

oi St swav aury [lov 0{\ас € round i my, 
00 Òl стеу ауто Ido ысєАбдътеөу йд» tc 

тому “ouvavrnoe ошу avÜperroc ' керашоу Фдатос 
хз. T3. Red 
п 1, 100uly. 
Nam. хяій. 
16. 
Mk. only. 

axoAoulheare айт ис ту оікіау tie zy he sa. 10 

Kal épsr& Tw  окодесжбту тпс окїас с) 

Aiya got 0 " &даакаХос [lov tori» то к= lin. " karávpa, д OTOU иен. Hi. 11. 
"iz xix. 17 

12 caceivoc Vs con 
P 2 q 2 5. wt dulv edt avüyatoy piya tor pwypivor" іка тоа з= h Jobn 

сата 

Kai nroivacay тб тасуа. 
t» 
айд», ка! ot атбото\о: суу aury. 

avrovc 

13 aweABovreg & ebpov кабшс apnee avroic, 
i Kai бте éyévero à dpa, 

e-. 
aly 1 Kings in. 

2. "6 
» 15 о FEM оа Kal el ev pO > pii уз ji 

Eribenig ere bh TOUTO TO °тасҳа ° фауну (Batt. it al. 8 
реб Ореу “тро rov us " табе» 19 Néyw yap уш оті ov ax 

ch. iz. 68. Gen, xliii. 16. =» Matt. 
1 Acts Iv. 17. v. 28. m zili. 1 

robes i Mi. 
t = eh. xi. 87 reff. 

v constr., Matt. vi. 8 ref. Acts 
zzvi. ©. 
Feu. x 

Joba xvi. 4. 

w = (see note) Acts 1. 8. iii. 18. “Не. ztii. 12. 

9. [ewray, во a (| 1) 
poru» ro хасха (|| Mt) B syr-marg-ms. 

10. om avrei; D 
CLX; атаутдси Dal: er ABPR rel. 

for eaceAorrwy, sicepyonerwy D. 

aft «roigacopsp» ins со. DP gat lat-c e ff, sah wth; оо 

экаутто н 
BaeraZev bef кграшоу véaroc D. 

тес (for tig 9») od, with D rel Syr syr-cu(appy) : ov eav (cf || Mk, orov av) AKMPR: 
txt BCL latt arm, ev 9 

11. om ce (|| Mt Mk) DUX lat-g Syr 
12. for какнуос, execvog D Orig. 

avaytoy C 1.] for peya, ооу D sa 

avroc Ю!, 
14. rec ins дшфдека bef axocroAot, with ACPR rel vulg lat F q syrr 

om BD lat-a 5 c of; i 1 syr-cu sah. o. додека, omg ахостоло, L 
X. rec ins ovcers bef ov un (from ME xiv. 25), with 

Epi 
us от: C'(perhape) 

John xviii. 28. ý Ba, the legal time 
of the Passover being sacrificed. So the 
narrators in the three Gospels evidently 
intend. 8.] It was п solemn mes- 
sage, and for it were chosen the two chief 

In the report of Matthew, 
the suggestion is represented as coming 

the disciples themselves. The ques- 
жоо AA. was asked, but only in 
to t to the command of our Lord. 

10.] There can, I think, be no question 
that this direction was given in super- 
human foresight, just as that in ch. xix. 
30 :—вее also 1 Sam. x. 2—8, and Matt. 
xvii. 27. This person i water 
wonld probebly be а slave, and the time, 
towards evening, the usual hour of fetch- 
ing in water. II.] The olxoB«cw. 
was а man of some wealth, and could not 
be identical with the water-carrier (see 
notes on Matt.). xará). is not here, 
as in ch. ii. 7, an inn, but a room set 
apart at this season of the feast, by resi- 

from 
tion, 

reply 

aft cara\ vna ins pov С al sah. 
Буна во ABDEGHKLMPR S-marg V: 

18. rec ггруєеу, with APR rel: txt BCDL 69 lat-a. (re X al.) for avrotg, 

os arm 

dente in Jerusalem, in which ies 
coming from the country might eat the 
Passover. The question therefore would 
be well understood ;—and the room being 
lotpepdvov, and as Mark adds, fropoy, 
would be no matter of surprise. 
14.] The Spa was evening, see above on 
ver. 10, and Matt. xxvi. 20. 

15—18. ] Peculiar to Luke. The desire 
of our Lord to eat this His last Passover 
may be explained from ch. xii. 50: not 
merely from his depth of love for His dis- 
ciples, though this formed an element in it, 
—see John xiii. 1 sq. The үр in ver. 16 
gives us the leading reason. wabeiv ] 

is the only instance in the Gospels, of 
the absolute use of "ác ye, as in the 
Creed, He suffered.’ We have several 
times rod жибгіу, ch. іх. 22; xvii. 25; 
Matt. xvi. 21 al. тайга xat, ch. xxiv. 
15 and obrac жабгу ditto ver. 46. 

The full meaning of this declaration i is 
“i sought in the words толто rb касуҳа. 
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x ch. xv. $ ref. 
S Kags xi. 

y = John iii. 
Cor. x. 

б al. 
s = ch. il. 28. 

Beov. 

EYATTEAION XXII. 

AaBere rovro cal Stapepioare eic t aqurobc 18 Atye yap 
vi. б. . 8€ = 5 a , a? ^ - - , A - E 

nur Jer. ишу, OU un € miw [ ато TOU vuv] ато тоу * yevnparoc 

(xuv.) 28. 
a ано! 

Эв. rhe арт ою 

Naeh ur. 86 . XV. 

*twc "Orov т} PaaAreia rov brov £AÓy. 
19 Kai Ааф» üprov eb x apiorijouc f ikAactv ка! cowker 

E al. э -æ Г) е p 2 Ld = „ a е a e - 

isd. vill. qurotc Al yuv Tovro *torw то сора Mov TO URED омеу 
b ch. zi. 17, 

18 reff. 
Judg. Ve 80. 20 

cw. à só, here 
oply. фк, 
1 Mt. reff. 

d ch. v. 10 reff. 
e [ Mt. гей. f1. M 

Gen. zii. 96, 97. Exod. xii. 11. E 
i (œ nor) | 1 Cor. Ыз. John zv. 9. 

ҮШ, 8 vat. va 
HL 6. Heb. viii, 8, frum Jer. xxxviii. (xxxi.) 81. 

CDP rel vulg lat-c e вутт syr-cu eth arm: om ABC!HL 1 lat-a coptt. 

Ф . - - h ` i’ s 

did ev TOUTO тоште [ eic] тэ Eu 
A a , 1 e Р m a *^ a - e je 

Kat TO тотоп? 0CcaUuTwC шта TO See rynout, At y Abb 
æ М , eg ^ о , P a æ- + , GHL“ 

Тойго ro rornpiov ij ° xaiw ° Qarn " ev тө alpari pov Haaf 
att. xiv. 19. xv. Sal. Jer. v1.7. 

sek. xxxvii. 11. 
k I 1 Cor. bis. Не. X. 3 only. Nam. x. )0. 

m Matt. xxvi. 89тей, Gen. v. 4, &c. 

кэ 2 а>»арңэпд. 

g = Matt. iH. 57. Joha xv. J. 
h Hi 84. Mark 

Cer. z.4 
ex Matt. v іе. й. 

1 
1. 4. xiv. 

D ch. avii. 8 reff. o 
p Heb. ix. 23, 28. 1Joha v.6. Zech. . II. 

rec (for 
avro) гЁ avrov (from ||), with AC?P rel lat-/ syr-txt mth arm: ar avrov (rom 
below) D 69: txt B C'(appy) L 1 latt syr-marg coptt Epiph. 
Bpw8n D. 

17. ins ro bef rornpsoy (see ver 20) ADKMU : om BCL rel coptt. 
rec (for tig «avrovc) eavroic (from John xix. 24; Pe. xxi. 18), 

rel зуг: txt BCLM 1. 69 latt arm.—avr. L. 
18. rec aft vjuv ins. ore (Mt xxvi. 29, || МХ), with A rel latt Jer: om 

rec om ажо rov vu», with AC rel Syr Iren Jat : ins 

syr-cu вуг-јег coptt. 
with A 

BCDGL 1 mt lat-e wth. 

for A, zawor 

om «ca D 

rr syr-cu вуг 
BKLM lat -e вуг syr-jer coptt sth, and (but bef ov un sw) DG f lat -S syr-cu 
arm. гес yeyr., with K (S e sil): txt ABCD rel. for orov, оу BC'FL 1: 
om C'(appy) : txt AD rel. eOn bef n В. т. Ө. D. 

19. aft Aeywy ins afere А. 
19, 20. om ro vr:p ver 19 to end of ver 20 D lat-a b e 

om e¢ B'(sic: see oer ins ABCD rel. 
2 tt: lat-b e read instead 

vv. 17, 18, omg them above: similarly syr-cu substitutes vv. 17, 18 for ver 20. 
20. rec wcaurwe bef ca: ro srornpiv (aft || 1 Cor), with A rel: txt BL copt. 

It was that particular Passover, not merely 
the Passover generally,—though of course 
that also,—that was to receive its fulfil- 
ment in the kingdom of God. And tothis 
fulfillment our Lord alludes again in ver. 
80, tva ЁсӨлтє xai wivnre ivi тўс rpa- 
тіс pov iv rg Buodeig pov. It is to 
this marriage supper of the Lamb, that the 
parable Matt. xxii. 1—14 in its ultimate 
application refers: nor can we help think- 
ing on the faithless apostle at this very 
supper, in ib. vv. 11—13 :—8see notes there. 

17.) Some (е. g. De Wette) sup- 
pose that it is here implied that our Lord 
did not drink of the cup Himself. But 
surely this cannot beso. The two mem- 
bers of the speech are strictly parallel: 
and if He desired to eat the Passover with 
them, He would also drink of the cup, 
which formed a usual part of the cere- 
monial. This seems to me to be implied in 
B«Eápavos : Ап ш> is the word used by all 
afterwards, when He did not partake of 

e bread and wine. This most important 
addition in our narrative, amounts I believe 
to а solemn declaration of the fulfilment of 

* the Passover rite, in both its usual diri- 
Hed eating the flesh of the lam 
and drinking the cup of thanksgiving. 
Henceforward, He СЕБ fulfilled the law 
for man will no more eat and drink of it. 
I remark this, in order further to observe 
that this division of the cup is not only not 
identical with, but has no reference to, the 
subsequent one in ver. 20. That was the 
institution of a new rite ; —this the abro- 
gation of an old one, now fulfilled, or 
about to be so, in the person of the true 
Lamb of God. This is у sup- 
posea to have been the first cup in the 

ver-meal, with which the whole was 
introduced. On the possible con- 
nexion of this speech of our Lord with the 
celebration of the Passover at this parti- 
cular time, see note on Matt. xxvi. 17. 

After these verses, in order of time, 
follows the washing of the disciples’ feet in 
John xiii. 1— 20, referred to in our ver. 27. 

19, 20.) IxsrrrUTIOX or THE Loup's 
SUPPER. Matt. xxvi. 26—29. Mark xiv. 
22—24. 1 Сог. хі. 23— 26. See notes 
on Matthew. 90. vd mp ipór 

un $áyw аўто Ewe "Orov " rAnowOy ev rp [Заа«АМейа rov 2s 
V kat * 8.ареуос̧ тогоо» "svyapurQgac ёте» Free 

An тр 

L 
8. 
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r wAny {бод ї) yep TOU q Ман каш, 

я е re Matt, xl. 
OTL О gal. Judg. 

iv. 9. 

x. 43. хі. 20. 
` ? , Ld т А 

'тАт» ovat ry аубоотр exeiviy Ò ov тараёідота. Кова 
` > \ э = ` ‹ Г lv. 

ка: ауто побауто ou, re тоос Eavrouc “ro ric only. L-PH. 
am.zzxiv. 

LÀ wie a 9 e - А P 24 в 7 б. 

apa eln && avrwv о rovro utÀÀwv прасоч». E'yEVETO (Oen. xv. 3 
de ! x , » , - т м , э €^ у - q Syma. (see 
€ kai " фАоу ина єу auroig “ro ric avrov Soxet гуа Joan ale. 3, 

а Mark 1. 27 reff. v vv. 2, 4. w opt., eh. ix. 46. xv. 26. sec Acts xvi. 37. xxiv. 
19. Winer, ейп. 6, $ 41. 4. o. x here ri f. 9 Масс. iv. 4 only. (-коз, 1 Cor. хі. 16. -«eiv, 
Prov. x. 18.) y = 1 Cor. xi. 16. Gal. il. 6. 

[exyvsvopevor, so AB'ELUA.] 
21. om per’ euov D al Syr. 
22. rec (for ort) cat, with A rel vulg lat-c 

B-gr DLT copt. 
txt BLT coptt. 

ert 

om e£ avrev D al lat-a b e ff, i syr-cu. 
28. for ка avrot, avro: де D lat-e f sah. 

syr-cu : om lat-a¢ D-lat Orig: txt 
rec pev bef нос (|| Mt Mk), with A rel: pev bef o vioc D: 
rec wopeverat bef ката ro ph, vo (||), with A rel lat. F syrr 

ren coptt eth: txt BDGLT 69 latt arm Orig. om rw avOpwrw D lat-e syr-cu 

om ro DL sah(appy) Orig. 

24. om avrwr, and for доки ewar ау an D lat-a f Syr syr-cu (coptt). 

ixxvvvópevov] These words cannot be 
said of wornpior, ‘nam poculum plenum 
non effunditur, sed bibitur’? (Bengel), 
but are said roc тд onpatrdpevoy, 
which is the wine poured out from the 
grapes (rd уѓууџџа тўс dpwidov) and 
represents the Blood poured out from the 
Lord’s Body. Here follows, in Matt. 
ver. 29, Mark ver. 25, a second declara- 
tion, respecting not drinking any more of 
this fruit of the vine. 

21—23.] ANNOUNCEMENT OF A BE- 
TRAYER. See notes on Matt. xxvi. 20— 
25. I would not venture absolutely to 
maintain that this announcement is iden- 
tical with that one; but I own the argu- 
ments of Stier and others to prove them 
distinct, fail to convince me. e expres- 
sion тАђу 1300 bears marks of verbal accu- 
racy, and inclines us to believe that this 
announcement was made after the institu- 
tion оў the сир, as here related. Notwith- 
standing this My declaration of love, in 
giving My Body and Blood for you, there 
is one here present who shall betray Me.’ 

ёт\ T. тр.) viz. in dipping into the 
dish with the Lord. mopevera:| А 
somewhat similar woptóeoĝa: to this occurs 
ch. xiii. 33 ; but that is used of our Lord’s 
ministerial progress; this of His progress 
through suffering to glory. 

24—30.] DISPUTE FOR PRE-EMINENCE. 
Our Lorp’s REPLY. Without attempting 
to decide the question whether this inci- 
dent is strictly narrated in order of time, 
or identical with one of those strifes on 
this point related Matt. xviii. 1, xx. 20, I 
will offer one or two remarks on it as it 

here stands. (1) Its having happened at 
this time is not altogether unaccountable. 
They had been just enquiring among them- 
selves (ver. 28), who among them should 
do this thing. May it not reasonably be 
supposed, that some of them (Judas at 
least) would be anxiously employed in 
self justification, and that this would lead, 
in some of the table, to a dispute of 
the kind here introduced ? The natural 
effect of the Lord's rebuke would be to 
give rise to a different spirit among them, 
and the question, Lord, is it 17" may 
have been the n en, of this better 
mind ; — but see note on Matt. vv. 20—25. 
(2) It is surprising to find the very de- 
claration of our Lord on the former strife 
related in this Gospel (ch. ix. 46—48), re- 
peated as having been made at this Paschal 
meal,—by John, xiii. 20. May not this lead 
us to suppose that there has been a trans- 
position of some of the circumstances re- 
garding these various contentions among 
the Apostles, and that these words occur- 
ring in John may possibly point to a 
strife of this kind? (3) The iyo гіш 
iv рісф bp&» we б Quxoroy ів too clear 
an allusion to the washing of their feet 
by the Lord, to have евса even those 
Commentators who are slow to discern 
such hints (е. д. De Wette). The appeal, 
if it had taken place, is natural and in- 
telligible; but not otherwise. (4) The 
diction is repeatedly allusive to their then 
employment: ávakiiptvoc — drariGepar— 
ісдыь cai xivew—iv тӯ Васф pou— 
all these have reference to things pre- 
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"dixe ^ обпте kai тіупте ML rie трат тс pov év тү n Вас: 
29 al. 
1 Chroa. xvi. 

a $vÀdc rov Mni 
10, 31 

att. vill. 20 
1 beret bis only la Gospp. A 

m2 cap. А 11, 18. = Matt. 

26. rec paved, with A rel: txt BDLT 1. 
lat-a c ff, 3 I. ё:акоуов D. 

81. or ver, раћ\оу m o avacetpevoc eyw yap ev ресе vyev NAGoY ov 

29 reff. 
s ̂d не. vii. 10 8 4. 16 

pov, Kat _кабпобе txt Üpóvev " xpivovrec тас do 

31 Sinwy Sinwy, 1800 0 caravac 
k ch. iv Deut. 

16 (from Jer хал, (zaxi as ix. 16, U onip. Gan 1r 

for wewrepoc, picporepos D valg 

ec о ara- 

кереуос ] wç о д:акоушу каз унес nuEnOnre ev vg діакома pow wc о Ourkave ©. 
ty ne орау bef нш BLT vulg lat-o f ff, Eus: om аш D (as above): txt A re. 

88 om wpe ба «ore D. 
99. 2:ат:Өпш А 1: add dsaOgeny А. om ноу Dr lat-e. 
80 rec tor, with ao rel Eos: txt BDI. om 2nd pov D am(vith forj 

tol) lat-e Ё syr-cu. rec (for кабпоб‹) cationeOe, with H: quera Dr: 
ga89ge«c0s ABIGLQ 1. 69 ( AL): cat 06:00 (зве Mt xix. 28) X rel: txt B. 
кадподаг В(ав corrected by original scribe: see table) A. ы Т'Ае 59 is too pete 
an itacism to bring the infin seriously into question, as in 

fn syr-cu syr-w-ast sah жын 9 Ath Tert; aft bef Өроу. (|| Mt) DX mm lat-a 5 
Opov., 69 lat -o. 
Subita фьЛас bef cpevovreç BT 

f 
for 0povev, 0povovc (|| Mt) D 69. 

t-i. 

ins додека 

om rac D'. тес 

81. rec pref sre бе о evpiog (to mark the supposed beginning of a new subject), with 
ADQ rel: om BLT coptt. 

I therefore infer that the strife did happen 
at this time, in the order related here. 

25.) See on Matt. xx. 25. The 
expression here ol dt. abr. cb. cal. also 
seems to be connected with what had just 
taken place. Among them, the edepysras 
are those who iovcraZovery abr but 
among yos, I, your ebepyirac (see vv. 19, 
20, vip ороу, bis), do not so, but am in 
the midst of you as your servant.’ 
Ptolemy ebepyérng at once occurs to us;— 
numerous other examples are given by 
Wetatein. -] i. e. Lot. 

M.] Compare John xiii. 18—17. 
28.] These words could hardly 

have been spoken except on this occasion, 
when rd wepi ёрой rikog ун, ver. 87. 

29, 80.] See above, and note on 
Matt. xix. 28, see also Rev. ii. 27. The 
5 Baesiay belongs to both verbs 

‘I appoint to you (as my Father 
hath appointed to me a kingdom) that ye 

&c.,' but, I appoint to you, as ny T 
kingdom, thst 

y 
21, and note on ver. 16. 

31—34.] APPEAL TO РЕТЕВ: A 
FIDENCE, AND OUR LORD'S REPLY. (Ви 
Matt. xxvi. 30—35: Mark xiv. 

in these words of our Lord, of close j^ 
nexion with what has gone before. 
way which the Father d:@ero to Him, й 
to His kingdom but it is through тера 
poi. To these, who have been with Him 
in these trials, He diariberat SaeiMiav.— 
but His way to it must be Heir way, 
here is the ла писе гра qu. 
wheat. The sudden address 
may perhaps have been occas me 
some remark of his,—or, бү ee 
more probable, may have been mad 
consequence of some part taken by bis i 
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ch. iv. 
o O6 erer Ace sot, E zi. 35 

Пётре, ov " $uvijctt опргроу стыр roc ple атаруйоў = LS 
pin etdevat ре. 

¢Rom.i.10. Phil. iv. 10 al. 

x here, бы, foniy. Prov. ххх. 81 
22. with uh, here only. 

0 gy. 

$2. rec exX erg, with AQ rel: txt BDKLMTUX 1. 
ov дє emiorptiyoy cat D lat-e Gelas. 
(X doubtful, see Treg ) 

y i. cb. il. 9. Іза. XXI. 7 only. ses Gal. v. 7. 

Kai nev avroic “Ore awéorsAa v udc (from Pa el. 

а = Matt. xiii. 16 reff. (T) 
10. 8Pet.L19. Ps. 1,13. 8 2 Pet. lil. 17.) 

v а= Acts xviil. 28. Rom. I. 11. xs a6. prim v. 
w =| vv. 60, 61 only. Jer. xvii. 11. 

1 John Н. 

for cat ov wore erf , 
rec ornpiboy, with D rel: txt ABKLMQT 1. 

33. for o де en, итеу de A lat-a b f ffi i д. 
34. rec aft ov ins un (see John xiii. 88), with AD rel: om BLQTX. rec (for 

ewe) piv n (from || ME), with A rel syr-txt eth: spi (|| МЇ) & al: ewe ov (|| John) 
КМХ; ewe отоо D: txt BLT 69 latt Syr syr-marg coptt. pe bef атаруусц 
BLT 69: pe bef edevas Q 1 lat 2 X awapvgon un ecdevac pe D syr-cu: txt A rel 

1 copt: ins AD vulg syrr sah. 

the preceding strife for precedence. Such 
sudden and earnest addresses spring forth 

om pn BLMQTX 

from deep love and concern awakened for 
another. 81. .] not only ‘kath 
desired to have you,’ ‚ but hath ob- 
tained you; — his desire is granted.’ 

tpas—all. This must include 
Judas, though it does not follow that he 
was present—the sifting separated the 
chaff from the wheat, mich chaff he was, 
see Amos ix. 9. 9. tye 82 (8. ж. 
тоз As Peter was the р жы эд (the rest 

ere addressed through him), so he was 
in the greatest danger. It must not be 
supposed that our Lord's prayer was not 
heard, because Peter's faith did fail, in his 
denial; dxA(wy implies a total extinction 
which Peter’s ̂̂  faith did not suffer. 
Though the iss included Judas, he is 
not included in the prayer ;—see John 
xvii. 6—12. We may notice here, that 
our Lord speaks of the total failure of 
even an Apostle’s faith, as possible. 
arp] There can, I think, be little 
doubt that this word is here used in the 
general N. T. sense, of returning as 
tent after sin, turning to God; ed рая 

in the almost expletive meaning which it 
has in such as Ps. Exxiv. 6, д 
0.5%, od ёжістрёфас Loose Hpac (al- 
though even here it may have a somewhat 
similar sense {о the e—see Joel ii. 
14: Acts vii. 42). rip The 
use of this word and the cognate sub- 
stantive thrice by Peter in his two epistles 
(see reff.), and in the first passage in a 
connexion with the mention of Satan’s 
temptations, is remarkable. 33, 34.) 

rel Syr syr-cu sah arm. 

Whether these words are in close con- 
nexion with the preceding, may I think 
be doubted. They may represent the 
same reply of our tort as we have re- 
corded in John xiii. 38. Опе thing 
seems clear, without any attempt at 
minutely harmonizing: that боо an- 
nouncements were made by our Lord to 
Peter of his future denial, occasioned by 
two very different professions of Ме. One, 
—during the last meal, i. e. before 
out, and occasioned by Peter’s ed 
readiness to go to prison and to death 
(— tolay down his life) for and with the 
Lord :—the other,—on the way to the 
Mount of Olives, after the declaration that 
all should be offended, and occasioned by 
Peter's profession that though all should 
be offended, yet would not he. Nothing 
is more natural or common than the repe- 
tition, by the warm-hearted and ardent, of 
professions like these, in spite of warning : 
—and when De Wette calls such an inter- 
pretation eine Nothhülfe, all that we can 
s&y is, to any wish to clear*up dif- 
ficulties, except by у going into | into their depths 
and y and dili- 
gently. If the above view be correct, I 
conceive that the account in John of this 
profession and our Lord’s answer, being in 
strict coherence, and arising out of the 
subject of conversation, must be taken as 
the exact one: and Luke must be sup- 
posed to have inserted them here without 
being aware of the intermediate remarks 
which led to them. This is the only 
place in Gospels where our Lord ad- 
dresses ee by the name Пётре. And it 
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yeyoanutvo? dei ! reAsaÜnva: > Ecel. vi, то 

2 ch. x. m?’ / n , . о 
"nna avopwy ” sAoytoOn 
Mark xv. 24, 

f eilips., ch. iiL 11. 1 Cor. хі. 99. g Matt. xii 
į ~ ch. xviii Bara i. 1. - .81. Rev. х. 7. 
1 Matt. xix. 18. Gal. v. 14. a p res 

only, Isa. ПИ. 12. n Rom. viii. £ 
р oh. ххіе. 27. Acts xxiv. 10. xxviii. 28, 81. 

ii, 5. 8, ravra . . . тёАос Aufa- 

85. (BaXAavrrtov, во ABDQ &c. 
A 1(е sil) Orig: txt ABQ rel.] 

. for ооу, ёе BL 69 coptt: txt AQT rel.—o de маку D lat-e. 
for xwAncaro, ты\ува: D: wwAgoe EGHSYAA 

for ayepacarw, ayopace. DEFHSUVTEA 69 Chr ТЫ. | 
rec ins ert bef rovro, with T rel vulg lat-a ce! т 

D 1 lat-a 5 e ff, i. apu D. 
69 arm. 

37. om өш» D lat-ö. 
syr-cu arm: om ABDHLQX 1 lat-d f coptt sth. 

ins тшу bef avopwy D. e ff, i Ambr. 
ins А B(sic: see table) rel syr coptt 

44. 9 Chron. xzxiv. 11. 
k = cb. xxiii. 81. Matt. Ke li. 19. Joba xiv. 30. 1 Сог. ix. 1% 

2 Thess. И L s ii. 23. 1 . 1 
оз Ps. xliv. 3993). ix. И. 

11. 19, 99. 

ахау, so BDL. 

b 7 Е ve aTa Р - y э = rijgav kat 0 рп EN телпсато то ато» avror 
7 Мус yàp üniv Ort rovro 

* fh enoi, ' ro Kai pera 
cal yao Prò mepi tpov "rx 

b — Matt. zxiv. 6 ref. 

$5.8. 1 Tim. iR 2 NN. U. 
Mart z. Sa 

Cor. ix. 21 Эсе.) 
o Matt. xavi. 73 

q Mark іН. 26 (Heb. vii. 8) only. Jos Ам. 

rec ovSevog, with DLTU 

om arra 

for 2nd ro, or: A lat-s ¢ 

om 2nd уар D lat-a e fz i r-: 
rec (for ro bef жер) ra, with A rel Sr 

syr-marg: txt BDLQ(T) 1 lat-5 syr-cu вуг coptt.—ro bef yap T. 

is remarkable as occurring in the very 
place where He forewarns him of his ap- 
proaching denial of Himself. 

35—38.] FOREWARNING OP PERILS AT 
HAND. Peculiar to Luke. The mean- 
ing of our Lord in аас controverted 
passage appears to be, to forewarn the 
Apostles оў the outward dangers which 
will await them henceforward in their 
mission :—unlike the time when He sent 
them forth without earthly appliances, up- 
held by His special Providence, they must 
now make use of common resources for 
sustenance, yea and even of the sword 
itself for defence. This they misunder- 
stand, and point to the two swords which 
they have,—for which they are rebuked 
(see below). 85.] See ch. ix. 3; x. 
4; also Matt. x. 9. 36.) а реу was 
the very word used in the prohibition be- 
fore. * There is a question what should 
be supplied after ph xov. Very many 
authorities make payarpay un (as 
in E. V.) ;—but the simpler construction 
and better sense is to p un xev in 
contrast with iyw», He who has а purse, 
&с„ and he who has none, let him &c., 
see reff. Thus the sense wil] be complete 
for he who аз a purse, can buy a sword, 
without selling his garment. payatpa 
must be here used in the scnse of а sword, 
—compare ver. 49 :—and not a knife to 
eat with, which some have understood. 
The ‘sword of the Spirit’ (Olshausen and 

others) is wholly out of the questws. 
The saying is both a description to them 
of their altered situation with reference 
to the world without, and а declaration 
that self-defence and self-provision would 
henceforward be n . It forms а 
decisive testimony, the month of the 
Lord Himself, against the views of the 
Quakers some other sects on these 

points. But it does not warrant aggre 

- sion by Christians, nor, as some 
lica (see the bull “Unam sanctam" of 
Boniface VIII., cited in Wordsw. ad Юс.) 
1 the Gospel by the sword. | 
37.) The connexion is this: your situa: 
tion among men will be one of 
and even of danger ;—for I ш iar 
Matt. x. 24, 25) am about to be recko 
among transgressors.’ By the т 
form of the expression it is evident, ths 
the sword alluded to could bave no refe 
ence-to that night’s danger, or the & 
Sending Him it. TÒ 
As ёе) The prophecy cited closes t 
section of Isaiah, which eminently pr^ 
dicts the Lord's sufferings (cb. li. 18— 
lii. 12). та mepi Ines opp] 
7typappivoy, or perhaps more general ̂ 
* determined in the counsel of God. " 
тос Exe does not merely mean ‘mast 
fulfilled? which would be an M 
without &ny special reference bere bo" 
(ав E. V.) have an end;—are coming , 
the completion of their accomplish 
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40 al. Mara Ama ix. Шону: Gen. хіі. 2. 

38. A ac so BDLQ.] 
for акауо» ter, IT 9. for exopevOn, ewopevero D 

line by the origi 

KATA AOYKAN. 

ot à sima Кури, 480 payatpat woe 

*'Ixavór € tarw. 

2 ката то Boc ы &c TO брос тоу „Хак, їкоЛоб@л- ' 

° Просейуеобе pn d tie TEL- JT m 
kai avroc " атестаобп à ат avrov 

* Вола», kai Orc та 7 yóvara тоосбуето 42 Ai = r 

Патер, * El BoD rapereyrei- TOUTO то worüpiov ат 

° ӨғАлра pov алла то вд» ` уєиќобе. “Жолы 
woôn de avro dyysÀoc a ат ovpavov * EviG b avrov. л 

Matt хей. Bal. Exod Ш. 3. 

tov bef кори D. 

641 

m 
59 Kat čehav ero- t Mark ix ar 

© yevópevoç à) * eri TOU 1 EL. 
p 

"осе AiÜov «dri se. 
ad. Ui. 39. 

Gen. 18. 
^ y Mark xv. 19 

reff. 

.) оу: 

e | Mt. "Май. 
© = here only. 2 Kings xxii. 

доо bef payatpas wee D em 
= D. 

[wae (bef ot paðnra:) is written over the 
inal scribe in B: see table.] rec ot paOnra: ins avrov 

(|| MO), with Q rel lat-a b c Syr syr-cu sah sth: om ABDLM?!T 1 vulg lat-g syr 
copt arm. 

40. yevoutvovc T. om ёе T. om rov D. for tic NO, etceAXOnre 
D er- y latt: eursoerw 69: Өну A- gr. [uceAÓuv is written over the line by the 
original scribe in B: see table.] 

for атгстабу, атгатабт D: axeory G al lat-o f l. 
pogt vkaro T. 

42. un to yevecOw bef ei Bovre . 
Wapeveycey, та nd (l Mk) B D- 
жаргутүка : txt AQ rel 
9 At МЕ), with AR. rel latt es Orig. txt xt BDLQT lat F Vi coptt. 
A B)QRT rel (yew. ABA): txt DESXA 69 

ar euov, omg NV, Dlat-ace 
1 B 

wpocevyero D: 

for 
Ambr, 

rec ro хотуріоу bef rovro 
уіугсдш 

Vv. 48, 44 om BRT 124 lat. copt-wilk sah-woide arm-mss, and A(which has 
nevertheless the Ammonian section marked) 69 (but ins “with all known evange- 
listaria” (Scriv.] aft Matt xxvi. 39) Hil: ins DQN rel(and the mass of cursives) latt 
Syrr syr-cu вуг-јег copt-schw sah-ms(Zoega) sth arm Justin Iren-gr Hippol Eus-canon : 

So reréXeoras, John xix. 30. 38.] 
Two of them were armed,—either from 
excess of zeal to defend Him, excited by 
His announcement of His sufferings during 
this feast,—or perhaps because they had 
brought their weapons from ilee as 
protection by the way. The road from 
Jericho to Jerusalem (see ch. x. 30) was 
much infested with robbers ;—and it was 
the custom for the priests, and even the 
quiet and ascetic Easenes, to carry weapons 
when travelling. Chrysostom (Hom. in 
Matt. IXXxiv. p. 797) gives a curious ex- 
planation of the two swords: eled¢ обу 
каї раҳаірас elvas inci 0:4 rò ápviov. 

ce y agrees with the number of 
the disciples sent to get ready the Pass- 
over: but it has no else to recom- 
mend it. They exhibit their swords, mis- 
understanding His words and su 
them to apply to that night. Our Lord 
breaks off the matter with lars LS 
‘ It te enough ;’ not ‘they ате 
—but, It is well—we are 

Vor. I. 

provided—‘it was not to this that My 
words referred.” The rebuke is parallel 
with, though milder than, the one in 
Mark viii. 17,—as the misunderstanding 
was somewhat similar. 

39—46.) CHRIST'S AGONY AT THE 
Mount oF Orrvgs. Matt. xxvi. 36 —46. 
Mark xiv. 32—49. John xviii.1. For all 
comment on the general narrative, see 
notes on Matthew. account is com- 
pendious, combines the three prayers of 
our Lord into one, and makes no mention 
of the Three Apostles being taken apart 
from the rest. On the other hand it in- 
serts the very important additional сены 
of vv. 43, 42 besides the рчс 
excel Aloe Воля», ver. 41. xi 
is not to be rendered ‘utinam, ы: ы, 
and the sentence is broken off at 
thus rendering the meaning орм о to 
а wish. Some suppose big sg epee to be 
an inf. for an imperative, but incorrectl 

43.] The principal testimonies ^ 
the fathers, &c. against ma te vv. 48, 44, 

т 
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417 en, 44 kal yevomevog Ev í aywvig è &krtvíartpov эгоостбуето. AX? 
КЕИШ tyévero & o id oe avrov ‘wea * Opon Boe ашатос мект 
V . vela, Jadith m adis h bere only. Gen. MIB AL: 

ins Tit-bostr Chr Jer Cesar Dion-alex An h &e, but in L the Ammousmn 
Section and Eusebian canon are wanting, and in ESVA 24. 36. 161. 166. 274 they are 
marked with asteriaka, and in Г 128. Ser's d o with obeli. [The chief details 
of the patristic evidence are as follows :— 

I. On the side of the omission. HILARY, after saying that Luke subjoins the two 
facts as above, adds Neo sane ignorandem a nobie est et in gracia et in latinis cedi- 
cibus complurimis, vel de adveniente angelo vel de sudore sanguinis sil scriptum 
reperiri (de Trinitate lib. x. p. 1062). The verses are not commented upon im 
CYRIL’S homilies on this gospel, lately edited in the Syriac by Rev. Е. Payne 
Smith. JEROME says In quibusdam exemplaribus tam gracis quam latins 
invenitur scribente Luca “ Apparwit illi angelus" &c. (cont. Pelag. lib. ii. vol. iv. p. 521, 
ed. Ben.) 

II. Ins of the passage. Justin MARTYA (cont. Tryph. 108, p. 199) ё» yàp тос 
ávouvnpoycopaci й фур rò ro áxogró wv abrov cai r&y ictivac saparoAos0geas- 
rwv gvyriráxOa, Sri “Wows огай OpduBos” rarextiro abro tbyopivou cai Мүөзтөс 
c. r. A. Inkxxus (lib. iii. сар. 22, p. 219) ойё’ à» tpwoe OpopSove аїнатос. Hır- 
POLYTUS (cont. Noet. cap. 18, p. 828) dywmady 18рої, cai bx’ йууй\о» ivduvapesran à 
ivSvvapey rode ele abróv miorevovrac ; and again (quoted in Theod. as given by 

) bre g OpduBor atparog” elev, ob OpdpBove \дрётос ёягфўуато aiparoc, 
and lower down, rosovréy iors káxsivo rò elpnpiver, wc йүү ос fy wapterycwc т 

EPIPHANIUS (vol. ii. p. Cwrip cai lvicxdwy abróv. à nai Rare: 

Karat ivy rq card Aovcá» ebayyedig porady but erroneously referred to ch. xix. 41} 
by roig dopo йут:урафоі ка! к 
card alpicewy pg roóc joe rò» Xr spn 
apsidovro тд ёпт BU reg кай p} уойесаутгс афтоё rò тіЛос gai rò і 

xbarai rj naprypig о йүс Eipgvaioc іу Ty 
гүоутас̧. es di 

re- 
rov' cal ysvópsvoc iv dyavig ĩò pet, xai іуіуєто 6 рос abroõ ec Opp Bos Anares, 
kai d дйүүгХос iviexvwy айтбу.] 

43. for ax’, axe rov DQU 69 copt-dz. 
44. for ect, ec D: we di A. 

are collected in the digest. With the 
any and weighty evidence there cited 
in favour of passage, it is impossible 

hal that it should have been an apocryp 
insertion. It was perhaps, as Epiph. states 
of ixAavoe, expunged by the x, who 

found in it an inconsist- 

We have reason to be thankful, that 
orthodoxy has been better understood 
since. e strengthening by means of 
the angel is physical—and the appear- 
ance likewise. an interesting reply 
to the sooffs of Julian on this point, in 

opsuestia, in loc. ed. Migne, 
723. * 
ve во far deceived hi as to imagine 

that So6y abr can imply a merely in- 
spiritual accession of 

circumstance as im 8. pla 
strengthening pro too ce Be- 
tween the first and the second prayer ;— 

im тузшу L. 
rec saraBawovrec, with AD rel: txt IX 

ee ane 

tbat the sweat was 

I understand ihe exei, as 

distinguishi e drops highly ео- just disti ing th 
loured with blood, from pure blood. Aria- 
totle, speaking of certain morbid stabes of 
the blood, says, і оурагуоріуеи bi Мау 
woc0USu^ yiveras үйө ixwpoedic, 
dior, obrac Gcre 089 rivic Marev А Hist. Anim. ii 

oe eee 55 
agony. interesting example of a 

кеу d under 
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44—51. 

1 7 2 1 a - 
kara[Jatvovroc awe THY үл». 

mpocevync, Abav woóc тойс мабптас бреу 

„Ard rde Abrac, 40 ка: 
° avacravrec mpocevysoOs iva нил vie- ar їй. 

pévouc avrouc 

Ti кайди; ; 
éXOnre tic * wetpagpoy. 

KATA AOYKAN. 

45 kai ауаатас ато ric 7 . 
80 

tir ауто fe CM 
iv 0 al. fr. 

o Mark x. I. 
Gea. xxii. 8, 

Eri aurov AaAovvroc Sov GxAog, Kai о Asyouevoc dx = н.ш. 
Лобас, si ис TOY Sita, * mpotipyero abrobe, ка! ' пуугу Sai мың 

T Ivo Ane аўтду. 
Лоа, 
49 1$бутес 8 "oi тр avrov TÒ 
ju ii warátouev *“ ud " шахар; 

48 '[ncovc Ob siwev avro | по: 

* фанат Tov vióv тоу „а»брфко» тара$$ыс; , Eyi r- 
14. эт. 

" égOutvOv, cl ra Кре, a 1 — zit 
* 

50 kai 7 iwáračey ^ sic Muir dé 
rie 45 ar rov apxyttpéuc roy dodo, ка! * афыАг» =т=. ай. 

тб OUC avrov то дейдь. 
d’ eimev “’Eare g rovrov. 
8 1.97. y Matt. zxvi. 81 reff. 

b Matt. xis, Ы. al. 
48 гей. here only. 
v. 70 Joke zl 26 ову. Deat. xv. 17. 

ler ta e ff, gi. copt-dz. 
45. for soc, ex: D al. 

with-ast coptt eth: om ABQRT rel lat. F arm 

9! awoxpiBeic & о Incobe Ке 
10 reff. ch. cal афареуос той ‘wriov Ж Acts 

2 Jer. ГЕТ ЧЕ riae Matt. xli. 24, 
deha xi. 49. v. . T d Mait. xxiv. e m Mark vi. 23, xiv. Stal 1 tks £V Mi. (Mk. 

rns у QU. 
elz aft дайта ins avrov, with 1 latt Syr syr-cu 

ree avrovg bef coipwpevoug Т? 
МЕ), with АЕ rel latt syrr syr-cu: txt BDLT 69. 

48. om r: D. ыс терасџоу bef eeAOgre D. 
47. rec aft ert ins de, with DEHSVTa lat-ö c e arm: om AB B(appy) T rel volg 

lat -I g syr copt. aft oyAvc ins moive D al syr-cu. for Aeyoptvoc, cadov- 
pevoc D 1. aft tovdac ins акары@ D. for wpogpytro, *oonyrv D 1. 69 
Syr. rec (for avrovc) avrwy (with some cursive?): арто ГА Ser s cf ev-y: 
a ABD rel. for last clause, cat eyywac eq ga». тоу tin D lat-a b се ff, i 

add rovro yap сэціоу дедови ауто ov ay (X gae avrog cri eu copt-mse. 
d. Mt Mk) DEHX 69 lat-h о syrr eth arm. 

48. rec де bef ino, prefixing д 
avre, то D. 
SD 15 8 :соргуоу, vevoptvoy D al lat-ff, 

rec ins avre 
il q coptt.—for кер, rw кори» D. "di rec rov dovAoy bef rov apxuptec (from || 
for афеХгғу, афыћато D. 

avrov ro rio DK : txt BLT 69. 
51. om ёе A sah. om ò B. 

ins avrov, with A rel: om BLRT. 

for December of that year. 
Ts Wm the effect of anxiety and 
watching. The words may possibly ex- 
press an inference of the ev 
(Meyer): but iy would rather understand 

as describing the cause of 
their 
4763. Brruaral аир APPREHEN- 

SION oF Jasus. Matt. xxvi. 47—66. 
T 1 2 

(|| М), with ADR rel: txt BLTX. 

8 marg copt arm. 
bef кэр, with IR rel latt 

for 

Cesar, во 
nor тта: om BLTX 

[paxawy, во B'DL 
р, with ADRT rel da. txt BL 69. 

rec avrov bef ro ovc (from ||), with AR rel; 

for apapevog to avro», revaç тту ҳира 
Maro avrov ка amecarscraQn ro ovg avrov D lat- a e ff, (i D). reo aft wrrov 

Mark xiv. 43—52. John xviii. 1 
Our narrative is bere distinguished ет 
more than beore by minate and кй 
details (see on the whole the notes to 
Matt.). The first of these is the 
address to Judas ver. 48, calling the 
traitor by name, and setting before him 
the whole magnitude of his crime in the 
very words in which the treason had 
lately (Matt. ver. 46: Mark ver, 41) and 
so often (Matt. xxvi. 2; xx. 18; xvii. 22) 

announced. Another is in ver. 
18 where the disciples saing Tù ыгым, 
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" 52 ч \ L es a a z 

g w. èri, here iagaro avrov. etmev Se Incovc трос TOUC # хара 4 
only. 2 Macc. 3 ori 

s - ` а e 
Is. l yt voti £T avrov apytepetc kai Р? стратпуоос rov Y 
re "з, ы - e 0 ` А r * 

ET LEpoU Kat mptaurépouc Qe emi ! Agarriv Е.Л alert "TE 
н М - ГА 9 e 

En dins. * pera наха‹р=» ка LL A ж m каб nuipav оуго 

Еа pov џеб viov ev Tw ltpw OUK tkereivare тас xtpac tT 
я 2 ` , - e e Ve , 2 

1 =} Ate. bis) ené. : QÀÀd avrm triv Оро» т} ° wpa Kat ў " Ekovata rov 

eii. er Ч' akorovc. " -— | 
(Matt, ri 6 54 8 ZvAAaPovrec de avrov пуауоу Kat ti ci qa vor aç 

7 { a ә — e ? t 

S mna ту оікіа» rov apytepiwc. & 8 Пітрос пкоЛоуби po- 
o see Јоћа li. > > 5 | 5 

r£. Kr до, Ke 55 u mepiapavrwv de тоо tv uo THC abi 

q — 1 M xai “avyxaheavrwy ёкабпто o Tlérpoc * péioog avrov. 
т Eph. v. 

. ! t ch. xviii. 13. xxiii. 49 only. (аш. дид N., 0 Mt. ref) Gen. и 1 
а here only +. (8 Масс. №. 7.) = Phalar. Ep. v. p. 28 (said of the Budi), жериўфарце». de avror үкен! at 

=траа Gus. v Matt. xxvi. 8 reff. w intr., bere (tr., Eph. H. 6) only. Exod ave 
x = John I. 26 ref, 

52. rec ins о bef encovc, with RT rel: om AB.—om o «yc. D 1 lat- syr-cu om 
for «pov, Aaov D-gr. for eEeAnAvOare, eEnrOare (from ||) BDLRT 69: 

-Oere КМХ 1 Orig Eus Bas-sel: txt А rel. 
68. ins ro bef каб прау D. гу ғы ipw bef реВ оре» D al. ada, to 

DEGLTUAA. rec инел» bef cori, with A rel: om tor Н: txt ВОСК . 
om 2nd 7 D al. for row oxorouc, ro скотос D-gr. 

54. om cas excnyayov ЮГ 1 vulg lat-a b e f ff, i Byr syr-cu seth (Eus). те 
aft excnyayoy ins avrov, with X rel syr-cu syr-w-ob coptt ath: om ABDKLMBT i 
latt 8 eth ig Eus Thl. rec for rav ошау) rov ошо», with ADR rel: tst 
BKLMT 1 Orig Eus Thl. aft neck. ins avre D 69 em lat-b copt (esh). 
ins aro bef ракробеу DA. 

55. rec (for repay.) афаутыу, with ADR rel: txt BLT Eus, тершабевэте 
DG 1 vulg lat-5 f fF, arm: txt ABRT rel lat-a syr. rec adds avrwy, with A 
vulg lat: J; aft de, Ё: om BDKLTA lat-a 5 e ff, i arm. ins was bef o тетри 
D lat- b cf i copt arm. rec (for uacoc) av. peow, with (AR, eppsow) X rel: Мт 
D: txt BLT 1. aft ауто» ins Oepparvopevog (|| MX) D. 

ask Кри, el ward§. lv payalpy; which venture to say that our report is of the : х фе 
question refers to, and is the filing ор вате saying. Our Lord here | 
of their misunderstanding of our Lord in  tinguishes between the г exerce 

over Him by men, and that by the Fr 
One:—but so as to make tbe отти 

ver. 88. in ver. 51 is iar to 
Luke. 51.) lâre fos тофтоу I un- 
derstand as , not to the dis- 
ciples, but to the multitude, or rather 
to those who were holding Him; — His 

which rules over them to be that of dark: 
ness—while His own assertion of the 
shews that all was by the 

hands were held,—and He says, Buffer, 
permit me, thus far: i.e. to touch the 
ear of the wounded person. If this inter- 
pretation be correct, it farnishes an ad- 
ditional token of the truthfulness of our 
narrative—for the previous laying hold 
of Jesus has not been mentioned here, but 
in Matthew (ver. 50) and Mark (ver. 46). 

58.] There is an important addi- 
tion here to the other reporta of our 
Lord's speech ; ФЛ .... oc ro. It 
stands here instead of the declaration 
that this was done that the iptures 
might be fulfilled (Matt. ver. 56. Mark 
ver. 49). The inner sense of those words 
is indeed implied here—but we cannot 

counsel and foreknowledge of God. 12 
the word oxéros there is also an gen 
to the time—midnight. Compare V 
this declaration of the power of darknes 
over Him, the declaration, in cb. 1". 1$ 
that the devil left Him дура каров. 

64.] Matt. xxvi. 57. Mark ziv. ез 
John xviii. 18. Our narrative nds ! 
undecided who this high-priest €9^— 
inasmuch as, ch. iii. 2, Annas and C 
phas are mentioned as high-priests. From 
John we find that it was Assas; "00 
having questioned Jesus, sent Him bound 
to Caia before whom His trial took 
place. ake omits this trial altoget: 
or perhaps gives the substance of it in thè 



кобни. 
1. 

52—64. KATA AOYKAN. 645 

96 (доба oe avrov ? radio n ric xaGnuevoy * рос ro? у ch, ан. 45 

* фос «ei d reviouca abr siwev Kat оўтос civ avro ny. 2 

57 0 A прупсато [абтб»] At yo Ow оїда ауто», ууа, b Mat x. 38 

3 
ree). 

v. 20 reff, 

© here ові ° perà ga xd € eregoc (ои avrov фт Kat av "d d of time, Acts 
AA vil. 

Кез el. оё Пётрос фп Arpt, оок иш. 59 kai (Н. 47 
f даатастс : осе арас шас aloe, rie * дис upilero (Joke vi, 1.87 12 

Aéywr Er а\лбиас Kai oùroç MET avrov ў», kai yàp aniz.) i la. 
Га№Лаюс + cori, 60 

ода 0 Aéyuc. ка! тараҳоти 

ep * adéxrwo’ Kat 

жу & о Пётоос, “Аъброте, ойк аха 66 
a Ere Aadovvroc avrov teh. b. xaiv 1, 

or pageic о кёр‹ос Eu- P cal 
(-orgqpua, Gee тф Пётоф' kai Ar ehr noh о o Пётоос rov Aoyou Acta v. 7.) 

rov Kupiou we ETEV auro ore "р “ аАёктора * povio ЫШ» 
onutpov, * атарућоу ps roic. 
IIérpoc ] ёкЛаосгу ° т:крос. 

6 Kai ot avdpec ot gu rec aurov 4 бута оу “ra 

ка i wepikaA be. avrov * exnow- Ee p^ 

fTim. 1.4. Tit.iH.]. 2 Pet. L 12. 8 Jobs 10. Juda б onlyt. ie 3 Tim. 1.6, 
) oniy. ,P 7 bere only. (Matt iv. 94 al. 7245. 3 

avro * Kpovrec* 64 

al. Gea. 
zzvii. 80. S Kings vil. 42. viil. 7 only. 

62 cal tebov EE [0 nis M l. 

NT 
s | Mk. ней. 4oaly. Exod. 

t ch. xxl. 6 ref. 

57. om Ist avrov (|| Mt MX) B D- gr KLMSTX 1 lat -a b c f f, 1 Syr вуг-сп coptt 
seth arm: ins AJ)! rel rec yvvai bef ove оа avrov, with А rel latt syr. 
syrr syr-cu ; om yuvac D: txt BLTX coptt ‘eth arm. 

88. for egy cat ov cE aur t, итеу ro avro вут-сп 
J: Ò. rec (for gn) ewer, with A (D) rel: txt BKLMT 69, 

om serpoc D (lat-a 5 

. for Хуе» ex’ arnOuac, er се Atyw D. | 
60. rec ins o bef aXscrwp, with (some cursive?) sah: om ABDT rel Scr's mss 

сор fo: for ка «тра тр. de D sah. ins werpoc bef Аучы (but marked as if thought 
to be an interpolation) T. for £vgioc, enaoug D al 8 Prem syr- txt copt om о 
хетрос D al gat. for Aoyou, onuaroc (|| Mt MX) BLTX : txt AD dm om 
or: D lat-a b c e ff, i arm. aft тргу ins B. rec om onyepow (|| Mt Mk), 
with AD rel latt Syr syr-cu: ins BELMTX (69) fuld (lat-5 f I) syr-w-ast copt sah- 
woide-txt (th). *pic and araprynon at end ins дт) eadeva pe D. 

62. om o rerpog (see || Mt Mk) BDELMTX 1 syr-cu сор arm: ins A rel vulg 
lat-c f 9,4 9 sytr eth. 

63. for cal oi, о. де D int-e sah. 

69 18-а 5 e Syr. 

rec (for avrov) rov» snoovy, with А rel Syr 
syr-cn syr-txt eth: txt BDLMT latt Syr-ms syr-marg coptt arm. om depovrec 

64. rec aft wepicaduparric avrov ins srvzrov avrov ro mpocwwoy xac (for avrov, 

P 66—71) of the morning as- 
a of the Sanhedrim. See notes on 
Matt. 

55—62.] PETER'8 THREE DENIALS OP 
Jzsus. Matt. xxvi. 69—75. Mark xiv. 
66—72. John xviii. 17, 18, 25—27. See 
throughout, table and notes in Matthew. 

58. Trees] In Matt. it is än. 
in Mark ) ха‹д:ску. 6L See extract 
from Robinson's notes on Matt. ver. 69. 
If, as there supposed, the trial was going 
on in an open chamber looking on the 
court (aby), the look might well have 

been given from a considerable distance. 
We need not enquire, how our Lord could 
hear what was going on round the fire in 
the court, as some Commentators have 
done. зе етеп тота eue an enquiry 
necessary, I see no y in answering 
it. The anathemas of Peter, spoken to 
ot тарготётєс with vebemence, and the 
crowing of the cock,—were not these 
audible? But our Lord needed not these 
to attract attention. 
68—65 Ha Is MOCKED. Lake does 

not, аз Some Commentators say, place this 
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T тәу Aéyourec "Ilpojrnrevoov, rie éarty o" таша MET 
T h, 65 cal erepa woAAa " З\асфиџооугес fÀsyov * єс avrov. f. 
е 99 Kat oc éyévero nue, cvvnyOn то * wpea[Suripir то Li 
a" Ado, aoytepttc те kat ypapnparsc, Kai " атпуауоу awo 

y Matt. zili. > ` b , > = 67 1 " a ge 7 
ref. Pai ec TO cuvtÓptov avrov Atyorree Ei ov & o Xpurroc 

1 l. grov nuw. ere & avroic Ей» ©ш» srw, ov m 
eho > — 68 

ach хии $e 76672000 
* 9 a? 

Ei. , П GmoAÀUc»re]. © 
only. Matt. 

tay & towrhow, ov ит) &xoxpiÜnrt [no 

Q той убу St ora o ving то? 

xii аубротоо кабйшуос ‘ix деко» rac © Suvapswe rov бю. 
10. Matt. x vili. 97 гей. d ch. v. 10 reff. 
E vi. 40. xii. 69. Hob. fi. 18, from Isa. viii. 17. 
== oni. 

€ constr., Mart. xvi. 19 bis. 1 
12 Matt. xx. 21, 38 e£. Рал. A I. 

avrov ro xp. from || Mk, then united with txt, erurrev being ined to accom for 
жосас below), with A rel vulg lat-£ 

emm 
eXeyow D (lat-b ff, 9) Syr syr-cu. 

65. for «repa, аХХа D. 

for rtv фе, o de surev D. 

syrr th; avrov ro Tpocerov 1; avrov re spec 
wxoy ervirroy avro» D allat-a д arm: txt BKLMT lat-d c e f, i I copt. 

pere» ins avrov, with A rel: on B(D)KLMTX lat-d. 

rec 
for es opurw» Мүег. 

for «c avro», tc savrovc D-gr. 
66. for apy. re, ка: ару. D al lat-« 5 o: om re EGHSUTAA. 

with À rel: txt BDKT 69 syr-marg Orig. 
гес атувбу, 

rec saurwy, with AA: txt BDT rd 

rec (for uwor) eure, with A rel: txt BLT.—om eror s D. 

68. rec aft ғау да ins «ai (combination of two readings), with AT rel чає шу 
copt: гау, omg ёг, D lat-a b ff, i g: txt BL Syr wth arm Cyr. om ( 
pot n axodvonre BLT copt: om р awoAveonre 1 forj sah: ins AD rel vss. А 

69. rec om де, with E rel Syr copt-dz sah: ins ABDLTX vulg lat-a de fil 97 
with-ast copt th arm Cyr. 

m ore the trial in Caiaphas’s 
house, but in the same place as Matt. vv. 
67, 68, and Mark ver. 65, viz. after what 
happened there. The trial he omits alto- 
ger, having found no report of it. 

ow those who take this view of Luke’s 
arrangement can yet su him to 
have had Matt. and Maik before him 
while writing, I am wholly at a lọss to 
conceive. 

66—71.] HEARING BEFORE THE COUN- 
стт. (Probably) Matt. xxvii. 1. Mark 
xiv. 1. It seems probable that Luke here 
gives us an account of a second and formal 
Judgment held in the morning. The simi- 
larity of the things said at the two hear- 
ings may be accounted for by remember- 
ing tbat they were both more or less 
formal processes in legal courts, one the 
precognition, the other, the decision, at 
which the things said before would be 
likely to be im д 66. ads 
èy. In.] Some trace of a meeting of the 
Sanhedrim after daylight I believe our 
Evangelist to have found, see Matt. xxvii. 1 
—an UC 
ha ing, wing account of what 
really took place at the former meeting. 

67.] Myovreg— but first took place 
the naprvpia referred to in ver. 71; and 
the person who said this was the hg 
ие E with an адјогабор, з 
ver. 63. e ordinary ren 
most natural and ary eat thon 
(not if thou ze) the Christ, 
others, Tell 
Christ ;* and, forced 
us (see the question in ver. 49), are 
and unusual. 68. | 
words to have been sai as a formal P 
test on the part of our Lord against d 
spirit and tendency of the question wm 
Him, before He gives an answer to 1: 
and as such, I regard them as an 07 
and most valuable report.—‘ It is ot 
view to examine and believe, that yos # 
this question: nor, were I to attempt 0 
aduce from your own mouths my "99 
cence, would you answer Me [or reles” 
Ме). Iam well aware of the inteston 
of this question: BUT (Ai, Matt тө, 
64) the time is come for the enge, 
be made :—áeb тоў voy r. f A. ) 
Оп дед т. v. = år’ боты эе обн ts 

кеб. ёк B. т. бер. із comme 
all Three: only Luke adds теб беоб. 

FE ir 

Matt. 
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& «а» 10 та» дї тартес ZU ойу & o " vióc той rou; о & прос . . 6 

ar 

pr 

* 

avrouc Egy Үдыс ‘ХА уєге бї! губ euin. 
Ti ёте kN oucv. ' paprupiag Xp. ; avrot t 

XXIII. ! Kai " avacray еъ": 
9 q E - 

н, avo TOU óroparoc avTOv. 

атау 70 wAnÜoc avrov пуауо» avrov ewi rov [liÀárov. T. 
2 прЕа»то & катпуореу avrov A&yovrsc Тоого» evpapev 
" Qaarpé$ovra то bvoc [оноу | ка! °xwAvorra Р ф0000с = 

Ка{вар‹ d&b, [xai] Aéyovra eavrov yprorov BactAéa " 
буа. 30 д? IIiaroc npwrnce avrov Аёуш» Xo d 

є ч 1 ch. xxiii. 
71 ot $ etrav Эг 

а 5 „ ch. xxi. 8 rof. 
ya e Noba Matt. vi. 8 

XH. 18. 

к<» 

peg 2 
8 a 

н 
. IX. 

ERP D spe 
Phil. iL 18 

о Ba,, rev lovdaiwy; o & атокоес айт ign ym 
ў T AE eic. 

CV 7 ealy. Sndg. i. 38. 

70. [ei rav, во BLT. ] for de, ov» АКМ 1. 69. 

40 8& ПЛатос ere тоос rovc dpxtepeic "nt 
1 Tim. iv. 8. 

q = ch. xx. 29 reff. т «| (and plar., ch. 

om ovy DKA 69 lat-a 
-ms. for трос avrove «$n, trev avroic D. -cu 

71. [ei ra, so aoan 

auros D lat-a 5 c e. 

Cmar. XXIII. 1. for avazray, avacravric D al Syr syr-cu sah. 
om ажа» ro TÀsÜoc avre» D. way R: оХоу L. 

rec ypeay bef ee papreprac (|| Mt Mk), with AD 
rel: txt „ Ar MX) D 69 sah ТЫ Ambr. йко›таргъ yap, omg 

for аха», 
rec gyayev (gram- 

matical correction), with (but e sil) 1 Ser’s c d g oq rs: txt ABDRT rel syrr syr-cu 
coptt arm. om rov D 

2. rec evpopev, with AB*DRT rel: evpoy D'-gr: txt B'LX 1. 
i & а reminiscence of ch vii. Б) BDHKLMRT 69 latt syrr syr-cu 

uthym Aug: om А rel Mcion-e Eus Epiph Cyr Thdrt. rec 
Eus Thdrt : dedovar bef кавар D : txt BL latt 

Eus: ins (per 
coptt sth arm 
каптар bef gop., with ART rel 
yr syr-cu Constt.—4$opov АКМ syr-cu syr coptt Eus Thdrt,. 

om нш» A rel 

om 2nd eas 8 
А Mappy) rel lat- a с coptt: ins BLT vulg lat-b e f зугт syr-cu.—for [кає] Aey., №у. 

for savroy, avrov BGT. 
8. rec ewnpwrncey (|| М. Mk), with AD rel: txt BRT. om o bef Bae T. 

for йхокрибис avre en, атекрӨз avro Aeyev D (i lat-a). 

70.] We find å vids т. @. used as synony- 
mous with ô vi. т. ird. каб. ix B. cim 
Suv. тоб @., e: e. with the glorified Mes- 3 1 8 3 

very same 
asked at the termination of the former 
опе? 

Cuar. XXIII. 1—5.] HE їв ACCUSED 
BEFORE PILATE. Matt. xxvii. 2, 11—14. 
Mark xv.1—5. John xviii. 28—88. Our 

tering at length into the 
words said, gives a particular and original 
narrative of the things transacted at this 
interview. 2.) This was in- 
tended to дев ыды; me their 
previous judgment, ;—whereas, in 
fact, no such matter had boen them : 
but they falsely allege it Pilate, 
knowing that it was the on which 
his judgment was likely to be moat severe. 

The words themselves which they use are 
not so false, as the р and impression 
which they convey. e кећбоута >. К. 
9:8. was, however, false entirely (see ch. 
xx. 22 fl.); and is just one of those in- 
stances where those who are determined 
to effect their purpose by falsehood, do во, 
in spite of the fact having been precisely 
the uc es that which they assert. 

8.] This question is related in all 
four . But in John the answer is 
widely different from the distinct affirma- 
tion the other three, amounting per- 
haps to it in substance—at all eventa 

ing that He was ‘a King’—which 
was the form of their charge. I believe 
therefore that the Three give merely the 
general import of the в answer, 
which John relates in full. It is hardly 
possible, if Jesus had affirmed the fact so 
strongly and barely as the Three relate it, 
that Pilate should have made the avowal 
in ver. 4.-which John completely ex- 
plains, 4.| The preceding question 
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„ A6 Kai robe OxAOUC Ооё» ed pioc alriov tv тр avÜposwe 
only t. ., 

t 15 only t. TOUTY. 
5 e t t? 7 7 е u ? ГА a 

ot oe E, voy At yovrec ore арасыны TOP 

1 Hace. vi à Лабу, &$йвскв» e kaÜ' Ane rnc lovBaiac, [cal] " ap£a- 

v ch. iv. 14. 
Acts ix. Zl, 

87 » -p s 

Ar Aatóc corte, 

минь pevoc "ато ric Га№Лаіас̧ tec шде, 
axoveac [la aav] * exnpwrnoev и о аъдоюжтос̧ l'aA«- 

kai “éweyvouc Ort ёк TNC Eo 

ô IlAároc Sz 

x Маж xiv. “Howdou " tariv, < avémujev aurov трос Howdny, бута 
L 

Kat avrov év 1еросоАйно‹сс iv табта raiç- n, 
1 Hut. Ku. 10 8 0 8 `Новдпс ev тд» "Incovv Ex i de Мар" ^w» 

al. fr. in A S à : 

Gop. сит. ydp ЕЁ 'ixavov ypovwy Өр idav avrov & то 
` axovey тєр! avrov, kai пАжт:Ў ё» ri спрею» isv vr 

9 — k , » , LI э 8 9 l Ld 

он ыт QUTOU — "ytrouevov. 9 ёт nowra &; avrov tv Лоуос 
85 only. e - э A A ЕХ У! > П 9 7 e , 

s constr. John ? (Kavotc, auroc de ovdey ат.круато auro. 10 истукыиса» 
а = eh. vil. 37 reff. b = Eph. H. 2. 4 Kings xx. 18. сут. 11,15. Acts xxv. S1. Phil. 11 oaly f. 
d9John 4. 3 Jobs Sonly. e Matt. fl. 16. Mark i. 86. ix. 8. Gen. J. 81. fMatt. xix. 92 ref. 
g ch. vili. 97 reff. b Matt. xiii. 5 reff. ch. xxi. 7, 25 al. Exod. lii 12. „ RSA. x. 13. 

Acts vill. 18. Gen. II. 4. lch. x3. 8|. Acts H. 40. xxvii. 95. m = Matt. xxvii 12 гей 

5. ғооо» DH 69. 
for vov)aiag, упс D. 
syr-cu copt. 

те 

om ort D T'(a vulg lat-a 5 e f ff, syr-cu th. 
om xat ADE pep) A 

P 
6. om уаМмАа‹а> BLT copt: ins ADR rel vss.—pref rg» D. 

: ins BLT am(with em fuld ing) syrr 

for о OD % 
yaMaioc, awo rnc yaliXatac o а>Өрытос D lat-a ò e ff, і. — [0 is written over by the 
original scribe in B: see table.] 
А for каз emtyv., excyy.de D. 

ты прыб: ovri avre D. 
ins rov bef non B. 

for ravraigc, exetvatc D latt. 
from жрос to avrov, 

8. rec (for гЁ wavwev Хроушу Oedwy) 0i wv гЕ teavov, with AB rel; Oe ex (какою 
Xpovov 

9. om avro» T. 

had been asked within the pretorium—. 
а fact of which our narrator 1s not aware, 
—representing the whole as a continuous 
conversation in presence of the Jews; see 
John, ver. 88. We may remark (and on 
this see Matt. ver. 18: Mark, ver. 10) 
that Pilate must have known well that a 
man who had really done that, whereof 
Jesus was accused, would be яо such 

. object of hatred to the Sanhedrim. This 
knowl was doubtless accompanied (as 
the above-cited verses imply) with a pre- 
vious ae with some of the say- 
ings and doings of Jesus, from which 

te had probably formed his own 
opinion that He was so such King us His 
foes would represent Him. This is now 
confirmed by His own words (as related 
by John); and Pilate wishes to dismiss 

im, finding no fault in Him. 5.) 
Possibly they thought of the matter 
mentioned ch. xiii. 1, in introducing Ga- 
lilee into their charge. bricy.] 
they strengthened, redoubled, the charge 
—or perhaps intransitive, they became 

М 1: 2E ikavov Хроуою 0skwov X 69: txt B (DL) T lat-c.—om bwy L.— 
Oo» iev» avrov bef c£ кауш» ypovwy D lat-b e f i Syr syr-cu. 
ins voÀÀa, with ART rel latt syrr : om BDKLM 1 syr-cu coptt sth. 

for ovdey awteptvaro avro, оок ажєкр:Өп avrov ovdey D lat-e. 

rec aft acovtey 
«Ах н> T. 

$. 
"6 12.] Hx 18 SENT TO HEROD, AND 
BY HIM RETURNED TO PILATE.  Pecu- 
liar to e; see remarké on ver. 12. 
Pilate, conscious that he must either do 
the duty of an upright judge and offend 
the Jews, or sacrifice his duty to his popu- 
larity, first attempts to get rid of the 
matter altogether by sending his prisoner 
to Herod, on occasion of this word Gali- 
lee. This was Herod Antipas, tetrarch of 
Galilee and Perea (see ch. iii. 1 and note 
on Matt. xiv. 1), who had come up to 
keep the feast. 7. ёубтерфеу) “ 

i Romani juris vocem usurpavit. 
am remittitur reus qui alicubi compre- 

hensus mittitur ad judicem aut originis 
sut habitationis. Itaque Pilatus Herodi, 
Bu 5 ejns loci unde = "deca 
icebatur, tatem isit Jesum ab- . 

cognoscendi de ejus causa: ut fleri inter 
Romanos provinciarum rectores solebat." 
Grotius. So Vespasian, in judging the in- 
habitants of Тагісһ (Jos. B. J. iii. 10 
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& oi dpyttptic Kal oi ypappareic " eurovwe каттуо- к-ге tee 
povvric avrov, II koubexnoac à avrov o `Нреёпс 3 

оф» тос ° атратйнаа» avrov Kai ? фита бас̧, ' ck. 
panes " Fer Aapwpay " artrehev avróy Ty Miary. p anadi? 
? iyévovro de pior б 8 TE Heino Kat o П‹Айтос ё tv aury pos 
Ty nuépa Ther aM ov" * wpovmüpxov yao ё» EX DN , Es 2595. 
ovrec трос Ir ' éavroic. 13 _П‹Аатос & uc I 4 
rode арҳирис kai rode dpxovrac cal rov Ладу 14 eizsev 
rpòc avrovc II pocnviyxaré но тд» üvÜpurror. тойтоу 
wc * атоотрёфо»та TOV Хаб», каї {дой вуш уоту 2 
Чио» ^avaxpívac ovdiy eb ˖ο ͤ ғу ry avOpwmy тобто "meii 4.8 

а as above (t 
Rev. xv. ô. хіх. 8 al A овіу{. Sir. xxix. 99 al. Сам. v. 10 Symm. 
only. (ver. 7 гей.) w= Matt. xz. 2. 1 Cor. vi. 6. 
17 only (1). ys Мааз. х. 96 reff, ach. m б тей. ics Bere toh: zii. 11 v. r.] only. 

be bere ору. Josh. xxii ch. v d here oniy ia Gospp. = Acts iv. 
9. xii V me. а Ari. m (1 Cor. 1.14 U. LF. 1 Kings xx. 19.) Susan. 48, 61 only. e vv. 4, 

xxii. 0, xxiv. 20 al. 

^ och. xviii. 9 WEpi~ och x 

rens. 
. в. 

Р ngesdne 

v= Philem. 11 
Acts vili. 9 only, Job xlii. 

1. rec aft яер Валер ins avro», with AD rel lat-b c e f ff, coptt; avr» ВЗОГ 69: 
om BLT vulg lat-a. for avewepwer, exeuier LR lat-c. om Tw 

19. for ver, оутес de «v ania o Arg kac о npwónc КАПУ md ayer ty auri rn 
npepa D lat-c. rec transp wiAarog and ped gc, with A(D) г со arm : 
txt BLT vulg lat-a b e f №, syr-cu sah eth. for eavrove, avrov; ВІЛ 

18. for оэукаћсаргуос, cuvcudecac D. ins ravra bef тоу ua D lat-e 
-cu. 
14. wpocnveyxa (sic) Т.—катлуғукатг D. for cat iov eyw, кау• де D. 

ауакруас bef svwmiov оршу D Syr syr-cu copt. for ev re avOpwrw rovro 

10), allowed ippa to dispose of those in айы Christ (ao even, re- 
{к rijg tavrot Baci tac. 8, 9.] The 

enmity ag 
cently, Wordeworth), are quite beside the 

reason of our Lord’s silence is sufficiently 
shewn, i in the account of Herod’s feelings 
at seeing Him. Noluit Christus mira- 
culis et sermonibus, ut non ad auditorum 
curiositatem aut propriam jactantiam, ita 
ec ad suam ipsius a morte liberationem 

uti.” Drusius. 10.] The accusations, 
of worldly kingship and of blasphemy, 
would probably be here united, as Herod 
was a ie and able to appreciate the 
latter. 1L] страт. are the dody- 
guard in „ 5 Herod. 
e p.] Variously interpreted: 
a as befitti weis 
why by chou this not be Aa uc 
коккіуп afterwards used i: te's sol- 
diers (Matt. xxvii. 21 ; ipártov wop$vpoUr, 
John xix. 2) ?—or white, as Харяжр. is ren- 
dered by some (but see note), Acts x. 30. 

12.] The e of the quarrel is 
uncertain : Ape y something concern- 
ing Herod мы of jurisdiction, which 
was con y Pilate in this sending 
Jesus to Him, ала again waived by Herod 
in sending Him back again. From chap. 
xiii. 1, Pilate a to have encroached 
on that jurisdiction. The remarks 
of some Commentators about their emfing 

purpose. The present feeling of Pilate was 
any thing but hostile to the person of 
Christ; and Herod, by his treatment of 
Him, shews that he "thought Him beneath 
his judicial notice. This remission 
of Jesus to Herod seems not to have been 
known to either of the other three Evange- 
lists. It is worthy of notice that they all 
relate the mocking by the soldiers of Pilate, 
which Luke omite,— whereas he gives it as 
taking place before Herod. This is one of 
the very few cases where the sp of the 
history shews that doth ha 
Let the student ask hi P How could 
John, if he composed his Gospel with 
that of Luke before him, have here given 
us a narrative in which so important a 
fact as this is not only not related, but 
absolutely cannot find any place of inser- 
tion? Its real place is after John ver. 
38 ;—but obviously nothing was furtber 
from the mind of that Evangelist, for he 
represents Pilate as speaking continuously. 

18—26.] FURTHER HEARING BEFORE 
PILATE, WHO STRIVES TO RELEASE HIM, 
BUT ULTIMATELY YIELDS TO THE JEWS. 
Matt. xxvii, Bp Mark xv. 6—15. 
John xviij, 99, 40. Our account, while 
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15 а ove aurov. 

^ avéw empa yap d uãc рос айтб», xat 780 
К.) к 

Tas a оў» E бауйтоо £ Eoriv Hz P t 16 K rar- 
[ ч 

S xxr ds. дебаас оўу афто» ' &moAóge. иго ex 
ху]. 

2X5. droAH, avrog "kara topriv » avixparyor à 
re ° maur Anda Aéyovres 1 Aloe rovrov, ! атоћосо» $ пум» 
Е 

VER Iu er TOV BapaBBay, 19 Serie ir did crácty тоа yeso 

mch; atr, m. Ev „rp, re Kat $óvov * Вхлбас = év тр $vAÀekg. 
vh. S7. 

Heb уй. 47. оў» 0 П‹Аатос " 
“а-к: Insobv. 21 о 8e 7 
Yii роо avrov | only. po au Ы 

Judg. vil 
20. 

р bere only t 
(gje, Ev avrg" 
ЖОЛШЫ: С, $ovaic ee 

89. 
xxi. 86. Isa. 171.1 

sce ver. 96. 
M e a Esdr. ix. 47. 9 Mace. i. 28 on 

16 re a bere only. y vor. 4 ref. 
€ constr., Acts Ш. 14 (vii. 40). Ele, . 

airov, avrioy ey аитш D. 

* wabevoac ойу avrov азго\фоош. 

conny W. aor: part, kars 

om wy to avrov D al. 

20 AA 

хросеффэзевъ OA arousa rov P inà 

Ewepiovoun Aéyorrec Zrabpov oraw- -- 

22 0 & * roirov t rer прос avrovc Ti yee 

какбу ётоцаву о0тос ; ovdey 7 аїтоу Üavarov evpov 17 
230 && 

a 

airovpevot aurov orav- 

= | Mk. ver. 35. Acts xxiv. $. Fror. 
I ze m. W ree v Matt. zi. 16 ved. 

xiv. A wef. nly. z Mark 
(Jobs хі. 88 reif) b Matt. xtv. 21 aL 

om кат ALA 1 latt. 
15. for avewapa уар vnac трос avrov, ауєягифеу yap avrov крос ужас ол owed 

ver 11) BKLMT 69 
mm) syr-· marg 
ты. 

substituted for the ||: 8, they 
яза aft ver 19 as in D, and f. 

a rok vet avrog D. 
18. rec aver E, with AD rel: txt BLT lat-a Cyr. 

сире rovrov twice in D. ата>»х\пбк T. 
1. 69 (8, e sil) Orig 

t-fcoptt* txt AD rel 

ight have been erased here as 3 
haee dropped out: 4, the words ANATKHNAE 

and ANEKPAT'ONAE may have occasioned omn» by homaotel.) 

syrr syr-cu. —veuac B(Btly) 69 рақ 
ins ev bef avre xr шысы 

too soon, and 

ката сорту» bef 

om дє T? 69. 
om roy» А rel Thi: ins BDLTX 

Cyr. 
19. rec (for BAND ev ry фућаки) BeBAnuevoc eic {= with AD rel: BNA 

ptroc ev ry $vÀaxg X: txt BLT.— 

syrr arm. 
91. for evi$wvov», etpatayv D lat-c. 

pese» (from | 

D coptt. 

entirely distinct in from the others, 
is in substance nearly allied to them. In 
& few points it approaches John very 
nearly, compare ver. 18 with John ver. 
40, also va ver. 17, with John ver. 
89. The second declaration of our 
Lord's innocence by Pilate is in John's 
account united the first, ver. 88. 

Mk), with AP rel: txt BD Coi 
. for ovder автоу, оъдгисау отау D vas, ovder abo L 

for evpoy, evpsocw D al vulg lat-b c e f V І syr-cu. 

тә 1: om vg 
20. for ovy, de ABDLT latt Syr coptt: txt X rel зуг. 

avro; BL Aug; avrove D; трос avrove 69 vulg lat cef ў, 7, i 
aft 9 ins 

: om APT rel 

rec (for . oravpov) стазрысо» orav- 
-oct-marg Eus Cyr. 

lat-a c syr-cu syr-marg. 
avoÀvcu bef avrov 

In the three first Gospels, as assorted in 
our ver. 14, the questioning takes place in 
the presence of the Jews: not so, how- 
ever, in John (see xviii. Perg 
15.) éeriv wen. is done by him— 
not to him, see ch. xxiv. 86, dy 
atroic. 16.) 
concedere Pi Pilatus, Bengel. If there de 
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pwbnva, кө a 
4 1 

abr, 
L 

C ae 789 ptvov 

kariay voy ai pawai avrov [xoi тоу apy- «M d Matt. кеш 

2 kat П‹датос ° 5 yevécBac rò ' airnua eir "n. 
25 awéAvoev è Tov Sd отау Kat $óvov 8 BeBAn- з "1а 
"ec фоЛакт», ё oy yrourro, тд» Oi ‘Incow !жар- iar e, 

ф$шкаъ тф *@eAnuats avrov. 26 kai шс  атауауо» i m 
33 ere avrov, " extAaPopevos Lipwva Teva Kupnvatoy X - . * 

Per Pakay avre roy стаърду фін» 5 
хүн. 

— pevov ar d'ypov, zi 2 
° Gro тоо ‘Incov. MD oe аотф то ù row 

r. viii. 18. 
wAnfog rov Aaov, ка! ypvaxwv, al P ékómrovro kat E жк. 
* ебоїъоуъ avrov. 28 отрафгс & rode avrdc ‘Incouc Ep. m 
теу Ouyartpec “IepovoaAnp, pù *KAaiere ir tu, Ec, m 

ix. 27. xvi. 19. xviii. 17 on w. rh. iz. 47 al. Joel ii. 9. 
38. Exod. xxii. 25. S o T zy са tt. zv, 9З (reff) oniy. Gen. xviii. 10. 
ref. Gen. хай. 9. aly. йы zi iy re) Jer 
xali. 6, from Zech. ix. 0. Рэ. схххті. 8. іза. . 5. 

t = er. I. 7. Matt. xv. 89. Acts vii. 64, 

n Joba Ax. 2. Acts xv 
5 Mait. xi. 17 

ге Matt. 
aw. - dei, here bis & ch. хіх. 41 only. 

23. for cravpweOnva, aravpeca: B.—cravpwOnvat bef avrov D. om cat rw» 
aeroben (Aomaotel?) BL volg lat-a b e ff, g, 1 coptt: ins ADP rel lat-e f syrr 
syr-cu 
24. rec (for каг) о де, with AP rel lat syrr sah arm: txt BL vulg lat-a b e ff, 

syr-cu copt sth.—for к. T. exexp., ertxpivey de o хїХатос 
25. rec aft атгЛосгу ins pidge ot || Mt Mk), with KM 1. 69 vulg 1at-5 с &c Syr 

syr-cu syr-with-ob eth arm: om AB Ip rel lat-a coptt. for dta to фоуоу, evexa 
$ovov D. rec ins rg» bef фолакуу, with ACE Pel rel coptt : om BDFK 69 arm Orig. 

26. for xa: we, ec дг D. for urnyayoy, аттуо>» В al. тес Cipwvog TIVOS 
Eupnvatoy TOU nd dr (probably grammatical correction, and rov mistake from the 
preceding -ov), with Scr’s g(e ее, 4 (omg rov) AP rel Scr’s mss: 69 combines both 
(-уа Ttva a,,, -evov): txt BCDLX 38 (om б, Lal, riva bef owe [|| МЕ] CD). 

27. for avre rov YIM o, то х\л®ос avrw D. T yvvatwy, yvvaigec D al 
lat-c f Syr syr-cu. rec aft a: ins ка, with СЭР rel вуг: om ABC!DLX 38 latt 
Syr syr-cu coptt sth arm ТЫ. avrov bef ка tÜpnvov» D. 

28. rec ins o bef 110., with ACDP rel : om BL.—om o ane. l'.—o ino. bef poc avrovg 
C ev-y ; o eno. етеу bef «poc avrove D al. om ex, tg, and exe D lat-b c Ambr. 

no fault in Him, LT should He be cor- salf. 98. ipx àv à See 
rected at all ?—the Jews perceive their on Mark. er "I. ud ee 
„ and гоз this moment follow to Luke, and а note of accuracy. 

rye oae де the 27.] These were not the women who had 
ска followed Him from Galilee, but the ordi- 

25. 555 nary crowd collected in the streets on 
tion is inserted for the sake of contrast ;— sach occasions, and co › ав is usually 
see Acts iii. 14. Luke omits the scourging 
and mocking of Jesus. It is just possible 
that he might have omitted the mocking, 
because he had related a similar incident 
before Herod; bat how shall we say this 
of the , if he had seen any nar- 
dre which contained it? The break 
between vv. 26 and 26 is harsh in the ex- 
treme, and if Luke had any materials 
wherewith to fill it up, I have no doubt he 
would have done so. 

26—33.) НЕ 15 LED FORTH TO CRU- 
CIFIXION. Matt. xxvii. 31—34. Mark 
xv. 20—23. John xix. 16, 17. Our ac- 
count is original—containing the affect- 
ing narrative vv. 27—82, peculiar to it- 

the case (and especially at an execution), 
princip of women. weeping 
appears to have been of that kind of well- 
meant sympathy which is excited by any 
affecting sight, such as that of an inno- 
cent person delivered to so cruel a death. 
This description need not of course exclude 
many who may have wept from deeper 
and more personal motives, as ha 
heard ] Him teach, or received some benefit, 
of healing from Him, or the like. 
28.] erpadele—after He was relieved from 
the burden of the cross. This word comes 
from an eye-witness. bw ipi—His 
future courge was not one to be bewailed— 
see especially on this saying, Heb. xii. 2,— 
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«Mat. zi. 98. uu, еф ёаутас ' xAalere kai t émi та ríkva оне, 29 б, 
im i дой " Epxovras “риёро Ev ale po Maxapiat at "отара, 
aii кас at “коо а? оок ?ё єусуупоа», cal * paaroi oi ovx 

Isa. liv. J 

xw vr eüpeyav. 9 röre 
42,44. Joba p ep mac, ка! тос ° Bovvoic * Kadopare ñ пас. 

° арбоуган №ун» тос üptaw Пёоатг 
31 5 OTt et * ey 

4 t 138, тф y t Eip ravra сесси Ev Ty Eng ri yé- 
1.24. . 34. sch. xi. S7. Rev. I. 18 

ze xviH.97. a: 
"Gal. iv 

км. тма vob. zi Ша. "беп. 
vili. 24 reff. 

nm 69 | 4L) 

aft eue ins unde revOare D. 
99. om 100 D 69 lat-a b e 

sah: eAevaovrai прера: D 69 itt seth. 
arm: ins BCX 1. 69 coptt. 

e Matt. xvil. 19. eh. xxii. 87. 
ае Jadg. Avi. в Job viil, 16 only. == hap., Esok. хх. 47. 

сау. (ch. a Exod. іх. 26. Ten. Anab, vi. 4. 4. 6. he 

2 r- cu th arm Leo. 

pato: C, наофо D!FGT. 

a hon oniy v(Matt. vi. 36 ref n. 
S'on: i (om ша. xL 4) only 1 m nons 

N Ж 
= Rev. iL 7. xxii. 19 

т here only. cess 

for 1A, add’ D latt Ambr Jer Leo. 
nus pati bef грхоутає CX 

rec om Ist at (homaotel), with ADP rel 
rec (for бреда) 

това with AP rel vulg lat-f syrr syr-cu: #.0рғфау C*D 1: txt BC'L syr-marg. 
90. apfervra: APA 83. 
31. om Ist rw BC: ins ADPQ rel. 

ðc &уті тїс sl gia vat: abro xapãc 
EM cravpóv, a oxbync rarappovij- 

me His sacred sufferi cac. gioia az 
a mere popular Pid street-bew 
ing; the sinners sho vidi them- 
selves, not for Him. davras... 
cal éwi тё réxva ù Es 2 en ver. 
25, where the ig called down the 
vengeance of His blood on themselves xai 
ixi тё тёкуа пре». Many of those who 
now bewailed Him perished in the siege 
of Jerusalem. Those who now were 
young wives, would not be more than 
sizty when (A.D. 70) the city was taken. 
But to their children more especially be- 
тше the miserics of which the Lord here 

29. dpxovra: I.] Between 
and then would be time for that 

eft ectual weeping, which might save both 
emselves and their children ;—see Acts 

ii. 37, 38,—but of which few availed 
themselves. These few are remarkably 
hinted at in the change to the third 

n, which excludes them—édpotow, 
1. e. not men in general, пог ‘ My 
enemies, but ‘the impenitent among 
you,—those who weep merely tears of 
idle sympathy for Me, and none of re- 
pentance for themselves ;—those who are 
in Jerusalem and its » which My 
disciples will sot be.’ n the saying 
iteelf, compare the whole of Hosea ix., 
especially vv. 12—16. 80.] This is 
cited from the next chapter of Hosea 

„(x. 8). It was partially and ily 
accomplished, when multitudes of the 
Jews towards the end of the siege sought 
to escape death by hiding themselves in 
the subterranean passages and sewers 
under the city . . obe д iv roig ùro- 
vdpmoic dynptbvey, kai rd їдафос dvap- 

rec weoers, with ABC?DP rel: txt C'LQXA. 
for ravra, rovro C Ambr,. for yavgra:, 

bnyvevrsc боо рі» ivirby xavov d . 
eiptOnaay dt kai (cei. vexpoi wheiovc dec- 
хоу, Jos. В. J. vi. 9. 4 Bot the 
words are too solemn, and too often used 
in a more awful connexion, for a further 
meaning to escape our notice: see Isa. ii. 
10, . 2. and Rev. vi. 16, where is the 

ression awd ric брүйс Tov 
— im who now was the 

about to be offered. And the whole warn- 
ing—as every other respecting the de- 
struction of Jerusalem—looks through the 
11 to the antit the t day of 
зыгы Now, fpxevres ра —ћеп 

Apa ù peyáAn rac épric 
T 958 Bon 1 17 It is interesting 
e Davi e 

in hiding among the rocks of the 
wilderness from Seul, calls the Lord Ais 
Rock (see Ps. xviii. 2, 46; xlii. 9, &c.). 
They who have this defence, will not need 
to call on the rocks to hide them. 
81.] This verse—the solemn close of our 
Lord's teaching on earth—compares His 
own sufferings with that awfol judgment 
which shall in the end overtake sinners, 
the unrepentant human kind—the 44 
tree. These vra—were aj 
ment on sin ;—He bore our sins ;— 
the vine, the green tree, the ee 
tree,—of Whom His people are the 
branches,—if He, if they in Him and 
in themselves, are so treated, so tried 
with sufferings, —wkat shall become of 
them who are cast forth аг а branch and 
are withered? Read 1 Peter iv. 12—18; 
—ver. 18 is a of our text. 
Theophylact’s comment is excellent: ei 
ravra жооёои іу іроі іукартф cai 
ёндаћ№ї kal uoy фа e)» Gsérqra, ri 
yivnrac iv dne daxdpwoag cai wacye 
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A 1L 4 ` 9 ~ vnrat; 32 nyovro & cal Erepor Sto ‘Kaxovpyot aùv avro 9. 
3 avaipiÜnva:. 

` ө Li » s ` , s oniy. Prov. 
33 Kai Gre 9gAÜov twi rov тбтоу TOv is Sih 

РОР "IAN 1 хі. 88. ххя. 

каћоёреуоу ! Koaviov, exe toravpwoav avrov Kal robe (xxxii) 26 
ww Matt. Н. 

! kaxovpyouc, n ду uiv " & " дебои " oy de E aptortpov. arn 

$4 O && Inoobę t Acer Патер, 

oiQagiv ri тообосу. 
23 reff. 

q i Mt. reff. 

yrvgoerai ЮК?А: yivtrai EFS ev-y. 
89. caxovpya bef доо B co 
93. rec N, with A rel: txt BCDLQ 

ins opov D. 

P РА , oo á e 

aeg avroiç’ ov 
A * Ы , ?, 

3 ScapepLopevor $ ra ната avrov 

o Matt. vi. S. Mark x. 57. 9 Cor. ті 7 only. 1 Chron. zii. 4 

83 
for каћоъџгуоу, Aeyoutyoy (|| МЇ) САХА Mcion-e. 

for apiarepwy, tvwvvuwy (1 Mt МЕ) C'LQ 33. 69. 
84. om o de to тогошо» В lat-a b copt 

do lit. ref) 
only. 

=» m Matt. xiii. 8 
тей. 

n Matt. xx. 3), 

p = Matt, ті. 19 ref. 

. 69 latt Syr вуг-сп syr-marg.— 
aft kakovpyovc 

sah: ins AC D-marg(and lat) Q rel vulg 
lat-c e syr-cu copt Iren-lat Orig-lat Eus Eus-canon hom-Clem Constt 

ag inb Jer. Chron (The non-occurrence of the words in the other gospels had 
probably something to do with the omission : the citation of them by Ireneus and their 
occurrence in the ancient versions seems to prove that we have here a grave error 
in Cod. Vat. or in the ms from which it was derived.) 

д:ка:осбупс Zwor oid orepypivarc ;—The 
explanations which make the green-tree 
=the young, and the dry =the old 
(Bengel),—or the green-tree = the women, 
comparatively innocent, the dry = the 
guilty (Baumgarten-Crusius), at the de- 
struction of Jerusalem, —seem to me un- 
worthy of the place which the words hold, 
though the latter agrees with the sym- 
bolism of Ezek. xx. 47, compared with 
xxi. 4. 82.] Fr. 8. как. do not 
together, see ch. x. 1 and note;—t 
comma usually placed after two in the 
E. V. is right, although not required in 
the Greek because implied in Frepo. The 
best translation is, two others, male- 
factors. 

33—49.) Тик CRUCIFIXION, MOCK- 
ING, LaST WORDS, AND DEATH OF JESUS. 
Matt. xxvii. 35—50. Mark xv. 24—37. 
John хіх. 18—30; with however some par- 
ticulars inserted which a later in the 
other gospels. 84. ] Spoken appa- 
rently during the act of the crucifixion, or 
immediately that the crosses were set up. 
Now first, in the fullest sense, from the 
wounds in His Hands and Feet, is His 
Blood shed, sic ёфеаъу ápapriev (Matt. 
xxvi. 28), and He inaugurates His interces- 
sional office by a prayer for His murderers, 
-& abroic. is also is a falfilment of 
Scripture, Isa. liii. 12;— where the contents 
of our verses 33, 34 are remarkably pointed 
out. His teaching ended at ver. 81. 
His High-Priesthood is now begun. His 
first three sayings on the Cross are for 
others: seo ver. 48; John xix. 26, 27. 

for ino., xvpioc Q syr-marg. 

жбтер] Не is the Son of God, and 
He speaks in the fulness of this covenant 
relation —iyw уди» bri wavrori pov 
dcoverc :—it is not merely a prayer bak 
the prayer of the Great Intercessor, which 
is always heard. Notice that though on 
the Cross, there is no alienation, no wrath 
of condemnation, between the Father and 
the Son. at roc: eo are here 
intended ? Doubtless, first and directly, 
the four soldiers, whose work it had been 
to crucify Him. The wowotow points 
directly at this: and it is surely a mistake 
to suppose that they wanted so forgive- 
ness, they were merely doing 
their duty. Stier remarks, “ This is only 
a misleading fallacy, for they were sinners 
even as others, and their obedient and 
unsuspecting performance of their duty 
was not without a sinful pleasure in 
doing it, or at all events formed part of 
their entire standing as sinners, included in 
that sin of the world, to which the Lord 
here ascribes His Crucifixion ” (vi. 408, 
edn. 2). But not only to them, but to 
them as the representatives of that sin of 
the world, does this prayer apply. The 
nominative to тообосу is ol dvOpwror— 
mankind,—the Jewish nation, as the next 
moving agent in His death,—but all of 
us, inasmuch as for our sins He was 
bruised. ot ola тЇ Tor- 
over, primarily, as before, spoken of the 
soldiers, then of the council, who de- 
livered Him up, see John xi. 49, dei 
ойк сате оёёгу, then of all, whose sin 
is from lack of knowledge of the truth, of 
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rionn Jol Ha nAnpous. 35 kai starke о Aaoc бешоо». 
155 2 25 nuurrůpicor & Kai oi apyovreç Atyovrec Aloe E kawsu, 

ICM M. gugürwo ёаџитбь, ei оўтОс ату О _Хетбес. тоо бю o 
ast 86 
pm * exAsxréc. “eviwakay 8 abr kai P erer | 

soe Matt. Tpocepyopevor, Roc тросфїроутэс аёт Y kai Aéyovric 
vem E od & a ah, ray " lovdaiwe, o OO сєаюго». 
v Matt. 

T LEE ка! *ётгурафй єт avr [У yoaMpacty "ЕЛА xor 27 pan: 

x | Mk. ob. xx. 94 l only f. y = Gal. vi. II oaly. (ch. xvi. 6 al.) БЕШ. ү: 

for eg tv, aren АКМ. om жатер A. дин р оуте D sah. for «бау», ye 
deere 0 Mt Mk) D lat-c. reo (for «Ay кАђро» (from Mt МЕ Je), with 

80 leb e: txt AX 1. 83 vulg lat-a of f^, I ayr marg апа dg 
а sortes ‚ quamvis nonnulli codices sortem reperianter 

85. for oper ee оршу tuokrnprzoy D. aft дє ins avrov D1.8 
latt syrr syr-cu arm Eus.—om 2nd ка: D 1 latt Eus. om od apxovrtc D 
rec aft apxovrsc ins cw» avroic (to shew, aft ||, thaé the people aec derided Hm), 
with A rel vulg lat: F syr-cu вуг Eus: om BCD 38, 60 lat-b c a ff, Вут cop ath 

for u yo reg, cas “үа ауте D eth. алывас and atavrov ewsey D 
lat-c. for ovrog, нос BD: for xpiaroc, мос 69. for sare», el D lat-c. 
rec o bef rov Geov, with ACQ rel : o ecXexrrog bef rov 0tov C! lat-c rov бот bef a 
хотос eb insg & twice and omg д, D: txt BL 1 (69) Eus.—[ A es not omit в 
ві ed 1: see table.] 
96. rec evex aifoy (con to eEeuvernpiZoy above), with ACDQ rel vas: txt BL Era forming pi ) 

rec ins cat 
lat-a coptt.—aft o£oc ins re D. 

87. om ка: D am lat-5 copt-dz sah. 
om 186 & (error, supposing it rep 

om 6060» ceavroy and ins sepiÜeyrtc avrw ка: акаубіуоу oregavov D & D lat-e. 
(lat-o syr-cu). 

88. ins bef Fan (1 Mx) CDGSU. 

okog, with Ci rel vulg lat-b c e f'syrr eth arm: om ABCL 

aft Aeyoyrsc ins харе D lat-c Nr. 
eated ? & av u) A 1 lat-a e ffs елет 

rec ins ysypappewy bef er avra 
(Il Mt), with C? rel ayrr syr-cu sth arm; aft ew’ avrw, СХ 83, 69 : ins eseyeypappt?t 
bef ex’ avre (|| Mk) АРС 1at-b: om BL coptt. 
pwpawoic Kas eBparcac (gloss founded. on || John?) BC! 

what sin is, and what it Лаг done—evon 
the crucifixion of the Lord. But cer- 
tainly from this intercession is excluded 
that one sin—strikingly brought out by 
the passage thus cited as committed by 
him who said it, viz. Caia has, —and hinted 
at again by our Lord, John xix. 11—and 
perapi also by the awful answer Matt. 

vi. 64, od elwes—'tbou saidet it 
чш iu рове, John xi. 49; see also 
Matt. xxvi. 26,—and on the sin alluded to, 
Matt. xii, 81; 1 John v. 16. Observe 
that between the two members of this 
prayer lies the work of the Spirit leading 
to repentance—the prayer that they may 
have their eyes раја} and know shat 
they have фо: "Which is the necessary 
subjective condition of forgiveness of ains, 
see 2 Tim. ii. 25, 26. 35.] The 
insults of the people are by no means 
excluded, even with ob» abroic omitted: 
nay they are implied, by the dà xal 
which follows. To find a discrepancy 

pappaciy ehrgmcose tdt 
BOL lat-a syr-cu coptt: 

with Matt. and Mark here, is surely w. 
fair (Meyer, Es Wee) т! 

looking on, по 
their mind towards Jesus: Lake reports 

48; Mark ver. 386; John vv. 28, 2 a 
was about the time of the mid-day mal o 
the soldiers, and they in mockery off with 
Him their posca or sour wine, to drink s. 
them. 38.) Beo on Matt. , 

èx’ аёт, over Him, on the re 
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lov-* s ch, xvill. 6 

IS as n 

b | Mt. reff. 
Hue avtov Оюу: av і 0 Хот; ; додо» sear ov ane 

ка! прас. *0 

Oude 9085 od TOv бео», à Ore év Te org круаті el; 
"utc piv * Sucaiwe” 
Baron od roc & obS " 

айа „удо oy érpáapty * axoAap- nu 
arowov : 

arorpibeiç à а о érspoc rid aur éon 17 2 85 
y 

Pu kai 12525 94. 
. li, 10. 

92 kal гую only. Бем. er paber. 
= Matt. . 8. б : Inooõ pvncOnri pov, бта» "fA0gc є» rg (acuta cov азнав 

h Acts xxv. b. ххтШ.6. 3 Thess. Ш. gonly. Job lv. 8. 1 Job xxvii. 6. tz xvi. 25 гей, 
Matt. xvi. 98. 

A(D)QE rel latt syrr eth arm.—om gas (twice: | Jw) D. rec ovrog, sub- as || 
joining ёсть, bef o Bassdevg rw» wvdaiwy ( култ 10 rel vulg lat-b syrr syr-cu 

seth arm 
[B does not om à as Mai ed. 1: see tab 

39. om «pepacbevrwy D а], 
om BL lat- I. - om ovy 

: om ovrag C lat -o: txt BDL - e fr add seri» D al 1а&-е f. 
le. 

nel | avrov ins Муоу, with АСОБ rel Orig. lat: 
iio ead au well oa Аад» D. rec (for ovy:) & (see ch iv. 8 

and || Mt), with АСЕ rel: txt BCIL lat-a b Ўз вуг. syr-cu te seth arm. 
40. rec rere and (for egy) Asya 

ra) arne), with ACD rel latt вуг 
the two participles axozpibucç and 

arm: (sr, E! syr-ou:) txt BC'LX 
copt. for ovds, ore ov D for и, cone C! syr-cu syr-jer coptt sth Chr. 

at end ins a. gute toper каз дис шу D. 
4L om каа C! coptt. for axoXapjavopsv, axtdaBaper C. for атокоу, 

wovnpor D. 
49. rec ins re bef апае, with AC'QE rel: om BC!L coptt.—for е 1000, 

страфыс трос rov куро» awsy aure D. rec aft pov ins кури (add ingoy 
being mistaken for dative), with AC*R rel lat-5 sy syrr eth arm Orig - lat Eus Ambr Hil: 
bef prnoOnr:, Q lat-o е f ff, 

om ora» Ang Q. ( 
l syr-cu Hil,: om BC!DLM lat-o syr-jer co 

oe also D below. 5 for «v rn Өаа!\на, ис thy 
Вас гау (зев note) BL vulg Hil Ambr: txt АСОБ rel Orig Eus.—e» rn нера тїс 
eAXsvotwe cov, omg orav sA0gc, D ). 

jecting upright beam of the cross. 
Peculiar to Luke. Matthew 

and xd tas have merely a general and less 
accurate report of the same incident. 
All were now mocking; the soldiers, the 
rulers, the mob:—and the ovil-minded 
thief, perhaps out of bravado before the 
crowd, puts in his scoff also. 
40.] Bengel supports the notion that this 
penitent thief was а Gentile. But surely 

promising à 
alludes to the multitude—Dost thou 
not fear God? ёть—(ав thou "AT ipia to 
do), seeing 
Ho casse himself with the other in 

ly. 
is а remarkable testimony to the inno- 
cence of Jesus from one who was кзз 
executed for i 
tumulte which He was accused of ha aring 
excited. 49.] The thief had 

of the announcements which Jesus had 
made,—or at all eventa of the popular 
rumour concerning his om. His 
faith lays hold on the truth that this is 
the of the Jews in a higher and 
immortal sense, There is nothing so as- 
tounding in this man’s faith Ў dogmatic 
considered, as De Wette thinks; he merely 
joins the common belief of the Jews of & 
Messianic Kingdom, in which the ancient 
Fathers were to rise, &c.,— with the con- 
viction, that Jesus ia the Messiah. What 
is astounding, is the power and 
strength of that faith, which, amidst shame 
and pain and mockery, could thus lift iteelf 
to the apprehension of the Crucified as 
this King. This thief would fill a 
cuous place in a list of the triumphs of 
faith * tary to Heb. xi. фут. 

e Vulgate, which is followed by 
u Reid, E.V.,—renders this as 

if it were ee тз)» Bac. (see var. readd.), 

сата Kingdom, thOy iv 
abrov, Matt. xxv. 81, which we 

Év) 
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nemen 48 cal яғ» avr | Ан» со Myo, wün- ner цоо ёсу ABCDE 
"Eni : EV Te " тарадеіар. * Kai nv [nèn] " wel wpa кту, Mans: 
ELT. kai скбтос £yfvero EQ ОА» тт» ynv toc wpac эйтте. 1.5.6 
zxil.4i, 60. Judg. Ш. 29, 

48. rec aft avro ins o theo, with AC (D) QR rel: om BL lat-e' coptt.—for каз to 
Akty, атокрдес de о ig, urey avre Tw exrHGovri дарси D. rec AS bef 
cot, with ACR rel latt syrr syr-cu coptt eth: txt BC'L arm. 

44. rec (for eat пу) qv дг, with ACR rel vulg lat syrr arm: txt BC'DL 
lat-a b e ff, g copt Orig-lat. (There is probably a mistake in the Bentley collation 
of B.) rec om 927, with AC?DQR rel latt Syr syr-cu sah arm Orig-lat : ins BCIL 
syr (copt) Orig-lat,. 

mistake entirely loses FAðys—making it 
merely ‘comest into, just as we say to 
‘come into an estate: whereas it is the 
chief word in the clause, and ѓу rg B. cov 
its qualification, at Thy coming in Thy 
Kingdom. It will be seen that there 
is no necessity for supposing the man to 
have been a iple, ав some have done. 

It i is remarkable how, in three fol- 
lowing sayings, the Lord appears as Pro- 
phet, Priest, and King: as Prophet, to 
the daughters of Jerusalem ;—as Priest, 
interceding for forgiveness . ;—аз King, 
acknowl by the penitent thief, and 
di ак prayer. 48. duty cot 
"PM The Lord s his prayer 
* the answer; the dpyy cot Ayo, - 
pepov, is the reply to the uncertain & rar 
of the thief. pepov] This day: 
before the close of this natural dag. The 
attempt to join it with со Мус, con- 
sidering that it not only violates common 
sense, but destroys the force of our Lord’s 
promise, is surely Ne d My than 
silly ; see below. 
can bear no other m prd an 
shalt be with Me, in the pss sense of 
the words, ‘I shall be in Paradise, and 
thou with Me.’ dv T$ тор.) On 
these words resta the whole exegesis of 
the saying. What is this PARADIBE? 
The word is used of the garden of Eden 
by the LXX, Gen. ii. 8, &c., and sub- 
sequently became, in the J ewish theology, 
the name for that of Hades, the 
abode of the dead, where the souls of the 
righteous await the resurrection. It was 
also the name for а ре or heavenly 
abode, see reff. N. The former of 
these is, I believe, here primarily to be 
understood ;—but only as introductory, 
and that immediately, to the latter. By 
the death of Christ only was Paradise 
first opened, in the true sense of the word. 
He Himself, when eae, о Lazarus 
(ch. xvi. 22), does not place in Para- 
dise, but in Abraham's bosom—in that 
place which the Jews called Paradise, 

buf by an anticipation which our Lord did 
not sanction. believe the matter to 
have been thus. Our Lord spoke (аа 
Grotius has remarked) to the thief 80 as 
He knew the thief would understand 
Him; but He spoke with a fuller and 
more blessed meaning than he could un- 
derstand then. For that day, on ined 
very evening, was ‘Paradise’ trul 

ined ’—opened by the death of 
e know (1 Pet. iii. 18, 19, oe 

note; iv. 6) that our Lord went down 
into the depths of death,—announced His 
triumph—(for His death was His triumph) 
to the imprisoned spirits,—and in 
5 ure es state, to the dis- 
embodied, is 
implies—they perhaps were in ауы А fue. 
dise of God,—in the blessed heavenly 
placo, implied by the os Cor. кїп. 

is not fulness as yet, 
is evident ;—for the glorified бойу is pe 
yet joined to their spirits,—they are not 
yet perfect (Heb. xi. 40); but it is a 
degree 2 bliss com to which their 
former degree was but as im t. 

This work of the Lord бетар 
have been accomplished on the instant of 
Hie death, and the penitent to have fol- 
lowed Him at Me death—some little time 
after—into the Paradise of God. That 
our Lord returned to take his glorified 
00У та in accordance with His 
Ex e became thereby the first-fruits of 
юу dead, who shall like Him put on 

y of the resurrection, and be trans- 
lated from disembodied and imperfect bliss 
in the Paradise of God, to the 
of glorified humanity in His , and 
with Him, not in Paradise, but at God's 
right hand. 44—46.] Our account 
is very short and epitomizing—containing 
however, peculiar to itself, the last word 
of our Lord on (he cross. Theimpres- 
sion conveyed by this account, if we bad 
no other, would be that the veil was rent 
before the death of Jesus;—but the more 
detailed account of Matthew correcta this. 
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той vaov ° pisov. “б 
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° gx lohn тд Р кататФтасца "Мила! 

kai " фоуПсас " $wvg ‘peyady о о | Mt. Mk. 
ch. v. 86. 
Isa. 21111.91. 

Insovc wey Патер, eic yeipag cov ‘ таратібєра: ro v . Mx. 
u 52 TvtUua pov. 

s 1 [4 a L 

rovro $ итш» ` ekérveucer. 
47 болу & EER 

о tkaróvrapyoc TO ysvóutvov ide тд» б.б» Хушу 15 Acai is 
T= ch. vili. 8 reff. в Acts xvi. 
u = | Mt. J. Acts vii. 60, Koel. xli. 7. 

45. for ка: ecxoria@y о э}Ммос, rov MIO eXuxovroc B Cl(appy) L(-Aur-) 
i ezemplaribus”): om А 

ig-lat(“ secundum pleraque exemplaria") Mcion-e.— 
for cat ter., tor. де D.—(Origen (iii. 923) says Et forsitan ausus est 

(appy) Orig i» 
rel latt syrr syr-cu sth (arm) 

98. Rev. xiv. 18. 
v i Mk. bis oaly f. 

t eh. xii. 48 ref. PW A. ххх. б. 
w ch. v. 25, 26 гей. 

38 : txt AC? (D) QR C'(appy 

manifestius aliquid dicere volens pro “ Et obscuratus est sol" ponere “ 
sole” existimans 
confirmed by the 
тд eiwOdc. | 

ver) D. 
. о ena. bef dawn peyadrn С (D) Syr syr-cu 

rec (for wapar:Oesat) F 
i ТЫ (карпбиш ЮЗ): txt ABCK MPQU 83 

rec (for rovro бе) cat ravra, with AC*QR rel 
Constt Ath Bas Nyssen Epiph Cyr 
Justin Orig Thdot Eus, Cyr-jer. 

quod non aliter potwissent fleri tenebra nisi sole deficiente 
Aeta Pilati” (ed. Tischdf. A. xi. 2) Хафис Мо» yiyouey card 
for gat tox, soxicOn ðe (in pursuance of alteration 

BC'L 1. 83: txt ACQR rel latt syrr syr-cu arm. om 

. This is 

Former 
last clause (but see next 

-—peyadn bef фә» D-gr. 
LXX), with L rel: waparcOnu: D'R 1 

vulg lat ў, вуг copt-wilk arm: za: rovro KMP 69 lat-b e І g copt-2-mss Ambr: 
om де L al Syr sah: txt BC'D lat-c copt-schw. (om clause X.) 

р = 
J. for d to yevopevov, kai o гкатоутаруос gwvnoac D. 

D. rec гдо асг, with ACPQ rel Orig-lat; ; ro yeyovoc C! : om 

45.] The words 55 
probably ed to give solemnity to the 
preceding, assigni e so that the 
gloss тоб A. icheixovrog shews a right 
apprehension of the words. It can hardly 
be, as Mey., that the earth was darkened 
till the ninth hour, and then the sun be- 

, 40.] The use of 
ran duvi ory 

to which Matt. and Mark allude. The 
words are from the LXX, varying however 
from the common ing wapa@noopar, 
and giving the verb in the t, which 
is also the rendering of the Hebrew (трн). 

These words have in them an im- 
portant and deep meaning. They accom- 
pany that, which їп our Lord’s case was 
strictly speaking the act of death. It was 
His own act— not feeling the approach of 
death,’ as some, not apprehending the 
matter, have commented; but a determi- 
nate delivering wp of His spirit to the 
Father.—wapidweev rà xvevpa, John : see 
John x. 18—oó£tg alpu айтђу am’ мой. 
d Фу vient atriv ёт ipavroô. 
None of the Evangelists say He died :’ 
although that expression is ever after used 
of His death stated as one great fact :—but 
it is, dgijcsy rò wv., Matt.; ikixveucer, 
Mk. Luke; wrapidwaer rò wyeòpa, John. 

$ Fus we here is the Personality 
OL. 1. 

eten v [. . Joe. 
at end ins (omg last clause of ver 45) cat ro karaxtracua тоо vaov 

та yevopeva R al 
lat-a f Syr 

the human soul informed by the Spirit, 
in union : not separated, so that His soul 
went to Hades, and His spirit to the Father 
(Olshausen). Both are delivered into the 
hand of the Father—by Whom quickened 
(but ZworornOeic xvevpare of 1 Pet. iii. 
18 is to be rendered ‘quickened is the 
spirit’—by the Father is understood in 
ZworoinGeic) He worked His great victory 
over death and Hell. See again 1 
Pet. iii. 18, 19 and notes, and Rom. viii. 

è The latter part of the verse in 
Ps. xxxi. ‘for Thou hast redeemed me, О 
Lord, thou God of truth, is not applicable 
here. The whole Psalm is not strictly 

hetic, but is appie by the Lord 
to Hi : 47 —49.] Our account, 
as well as that of Mark, ascribes the 
impreesion made on the centurion to that 
which took at tbe death of Jesus, 
—i. е. бт. o8rwe і ётугосву. Something 
in the manner and words convinced him 
tbat this man was the Son of God ; which 
expression he uses doubtless with re- 
ference to what he had before heard, 
but especially to the words just uttered— 
* Father, into Thy hands I commend my 
spirit." Luke has not so exactly ex- 
pressed the words, — but the E. V. has 
wrongly and ungrammatically rendered 

them, and made кишш RAS (Luke) 
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Merk . l. Ovroc 0 а>брюжос оўтос Sikatoc À av. 48 кас wares 

oup ^ Ol 7 сиутарауєубреуо: OyÀot " &wi THY " беыріау rabryr, 
y 2 Tim. lv. 16 

only. Pa. " Oewphoarrec та yevopeva, romrovrec та атл or 

iC А ботр:фоу. 49 ёїөтйкнаау Se wavreg ot *-yrworot | ауте — 
). 2. 

T LUN ‘ накоббе>, Kat yvvauxec ai # соуакоЛоубоёсає avrg ажо а.с E 
et тпс ГаААХоќас̧, о opuest ravra. x EI. 

12 * a e 

Mark di I 50 Kai i800 а aviip ° ovopart "Two, | Bovdeurnc ur- I- K +.. 

TU apxev, aviüp ауабдс kai Síxatos, öl obroc obe LL сше 
16 4113. 

Rev. xi. 11, \оуукататебирфуос тй " Bovdy ка! TU * траён ° aurwy, 

pu ;; ато ApthaDai тдАешс тоу lovdaiwy, Ос " троседёуето F sae- 
only. Josh. 52 vil 20 vat Tv Paoidciav тоо brov, ovroc трос Ады» ry П:Лате 

A * в 

c Jobe xiii. $8 „ grücaro тб аёра тоо Ingo" 53 kat che A f 
d a н. 20 3 s ә а , 
TIC ето Ёғ» avro. ‘owdou, kat tOnxey aurov év " uynuart 
fch. axil. 64 reff, rk v. F. xiv. БІ ouly. Nam. хаал. 11 Ald. (езжен. va. P). 3 Mace. ti 4 

only. pres. part., Mark L 4 Is 14. b cb. I. 5 al. tr. і | Mk. only. Job НІ. 14. xil. 17 овіу. k eb. xvi. 
14 reff. Ri only. = Exod. zzill. 1. (- то 2% vi. 16.) m « Acts xxvii. 12, 42. Gea xlix. & 

n Matt. xri. 97 reff. o indef. proa., John viii. 43 reff. M iri 1 Mk. ch. A. 95, Вя. Titas ti. 18. Jadu 
21. Ps. liv. q = Matt 2x vii. 20 ref. ri Mk. Act» x lil. 29. Josh. viii. 20 sine 
John zx. 7 only. ti MC Mk. (bis). Mark xiv. 6), А edt. xiv. 12. а Mark v. 8, U 

syr-cu copt-ms sah Orig-lat: txt BDLR lat-c e f, q copt Cyr. gicatog п» bef 
o аудрызос ovroc D. 

48. [ruvrapayevopevo во AB'CDELPQRA.] for oyAo to raurny, ts: pe 
ox^o: D lat-c. rec Ütwpovrr«c (joining it to foregoing), with PQ rel vulg шр b: 
txt BC D- gr LRX 83 lat-c syrr syr-cu (copt ?).—om Өгөр. та yevoptva А. 
ins eavrwy bef ra orion (reminiscence of ch xviii. 18, where see digest), with C'QR 
rel; avrwy UXT 69: ins cavrwy bef orb P al; om ABC'DL 1 forj arm. aft 
ern i ins cat ra штита D. 

49. rec (for lst aur) avrov, with CDR rel latt syr copt: txt ABL 33. ins 
azo bef ракробг» (from || Mt Mk) BDL 1. 33 latt : om ACPR rel. 
aft каз ins az В sah. rec сиуаколоубтсаса:, with ADP rel: cuvaxcokowGgeas : 
txt BCLRX 33. 

50. ins eat o bef 2nd аулр С; ка, LX 33. om 2nd avnp Dr lat-a d е ff, 4. 
om кох bef dtcatog B sah. 

Sl. evvsarari&tutvog (for -Өөџеуос) CDLXA 1. 69: txt ABP rel—[owve., so 
ABCDHLPA =] rec ins ка: bef wpocedeyero, with A rel вуг; ка: awroc 
(| Mi Mk) KMPUX arm: om BCDL 1. 88. 69 vulg lat-a 5 e 1 coptt.—rec aft 
srpoctót yero further ins cat avrog, with A rel vulg lat: F ff, syr : om BCDLT 69 
lat-a b e l Syr syr-cu copt. 

58. om ovroc D! eth. 
58. rec aft кай.Аш» ins avro, with AP rel lat-b syrr syr-cu ; avro» U al lat-¢ 

om BCDL 88. 69 latt. for avro, ro awpa тоо ingou гу D. к С. тд) 
avro (repetition of preceding), with AP rel lat-c: om 1. 69 lat-e arm: txt B[sic: 
table] CD vulg lat-a b f „сор. к pynparı Ла еоте, pynpese рс жогор 

stand in the place of ‘the Son of God’ self-accusation, at least for the time,— 
(Mark) ;—whereas they only give the which is renewed on the preaching of 
general sense of the persuasion of the Peter, Acts ii. 87. 49.] See on 
centurion. Truly, this man was inno- Matt. and Mark. 
cent :—and if innocent (nay, more, дїса‹ос, 60—56.) BURIAL OF THE BODY ОР 
just, trathfal), He was the Son of God, JEsus Bv JOSEPE oF ARIMATHAA. 
Jor He had asserted it. 48.] Ре. Matt. xxvii. 57—61. Mark xv. 42—47. 
culiar to Luke. тё yevépeva are the John хіх. 38—49: see notes on Matt. 
darkness and other prodigies, after which 61. ovros . . . ] Peculiar to Lake. 
we have no more raillery :—men's tem- The meaning is, he bad absented himself, 
pers are changed, and we here see the and авва поро ш пас оноу) 
result, réwrovres ....asignof determination against Jesus. 
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T АаЁеутф, ov "ойк “Ñv ovdeic ovre keuevoc. 5 kai visse. 
писа Tv " wapacktvge, kai " cáp Barov з ётіфыске cay, Celer , *  Exod.zazziv. 

1,4. r 55 " катакоЛоубпсава: de yovaixec, airtvec oa ouve . Ps. 
zili 6. 

en Avia. aury EK THC TadsAaiac, " :дғасауто то pvnusioy D vii) ap 

ка! ws тёп тб оона avrov, 
cav 'ар®ната rai 5 ubpa. 
вау ката rüv roh hv, [XXIV. J? 

nad саВВат» | opÜpov ™ Babiwe йАбо> ғ ёл! M ° uvnua pipou- 3-: 
2 с0роу дё оу Ау” aro- ому. Jer oat à Tjroipacav apenas 

1 Mace. vi. 28 onl L 21. ix, 89. x. 
xvi. xvi. 11, 14 oaly th, v. * ACT jos I. 14 аі. 

ron. xxii. 6. 9M H. 4. 14. 36 

a Mark 
3, 8, 10. 1 tn alli. 9 only. 

|| МЕ) D. 
-lat : ovéewors 

txt ABL 1 syrr. 

56 e Утостр фаса: à 1 пто{да- * хіх. “тле a 
y I Mt. reff 

Kai TO piv ваВбато» " nebxa- 8 not. Joha 

Matt. 

ry Ob "ug тш» a Matt, xxvii. 
Va zl. 

xvi. bay 

d Matt. vi. 2 aD, (Mark 
oe ap. Paul, Ена т. кг. 90 ову. 1 John i. 1 

36 only e ere (bis) & | Mk. Joba 
Matt. zxvi.7 ref. Exod 28. b = ere only. 

1 [John vii. 2. Acts v. s ca Esth. v. 14. (-pevde, ver. 29. раш meter Peri, Conte rn i (bis v. r.) onl: 

ded бж ovüste ovxw) ovderw ovdesc (|| Jn), with X rel syr-cu arm 
eg А: ovuc ovderw CKMPU 33. 
add ка: Osvroc avrov exeOncey rw pynpew iov ov poyic 

69: ovre ovdeic D Orig: 

&ixogi гкъћоу D lat-c sah: kac wpocecvdsoe Abov peyay exe Tey Óvpav rov uynuuov 
(|| Mt MX) U copt seth-mss. 

54. for ver, ny бе nuspa xpooaBBarov D: = lat-e, adding cen рига. 
(for rapaccevnc) xapaccevn, with АС?Р rel la 

ЕА ACP rel lat-c sah Eus T om каг bef са 
syr-with-ob copt arm Eus. 

55. for rarakoXovOnraca:, carneoAovOgcay D lat-c ff, syrr. 
yuvaicec, with S(e sil); о: BLPX 1. 33. 69 syr-cu 7 

ге тус yaAtAaag bef ауто BL 
for ex, aro D lat-c f Eus. 

TO рупџа avrov, omg каз we єтеду сына, D. 
56. om de C! wth: ка vroorp. С? vulg lat-b o e f ff, Syr syr-cu Mcion-e. 

AC rel Eus Thi. 
wth; txt ACP rel vss Eus. 
D lat-c. 

ката ттуу evroAny D. 

Cuar. XXIV. 1. for ту дв jua, ша de D. 
with EKPUV (8, e sil): txt ABCD rel 

Tec 

з Eus: txt BC'L vulg А 
: ins BCLA 1. 88. 69 latt yr syr-cu 

rec ins cas bef 
доо D lat-a b e ff, 

C'(appy) D lat 
NS phy 97 Дйн 

om 

ордоо (sie) AC. [тее Вабеос, 
Bus. | ex: ro prnpa bef 4400». BLN 

Dion-alex : txt ACD ге] vulg lat.fsyrr syr-ca coptt Tert.—for nàĝov, gpyovro D.— 
for pynpa, uynuttoy -N. 

om apwuara D lat-a b o e ff, 
cvv айтас (harmonislic inen, cf 

for pynpa, руђино» (|| МЕ Jn) C'FXA Dion-alex Eus. 
syr-cu sah. 

ark xvi. 1, and our ver 10), with ACD lat: F g 
rec at end adds cai тірес 

(eyre yrr syr-cu) æth-pl arm Eus: om BC'L 33 latt copt æth-rom Dion-alex Eus Aug: 
lat-c sah add farther (from || МЕ) sXoyiZoyro де гу cavraic, rig ара атокума тоу 

Мо». 
3. ins ehOoucas де bef горох D lat -O sah. 

58.] Notice the similarity of our оёк jv 
ойдеіс obmw reipevoc to St. чеш obdiwe 
офдайс brin. 54.] wapacxevj— 
‘the day before the sabbath, ̂  which now 
dener, drew on;—a natural word, 
used of the conventional (Jewish) day 
кен: н sunset. There із по reference 

of candles in the evening 
s ps e = bath. Lightfoot (in loc.) 
has shewn that such use of the word was 
common among the Jews, who called the 
run (the 62 Ont) M of а day "їн, 

lene and М dd шой: uisa (the 
other Mary,’ Matt.), — Mark. 88. 

Оо $ 

for axo, ex C'H Eus. 

They bought their spices, &c. in the short 
time before sunset. The before caf. 
answers to 84, ch. xxiv. 1, which ought 
therefore to continue the sense, as I have 
punctuated it in the text. 

Cuar. XXIV. 1—12.] Tus Women 
COMING TO THE SEPULCHRE LEARN THAT 
HE I8 RISEN, AND ANNOUNCE IT TO THE 
APOSTLES, BUT ARE DISBELIEVED. Matt. 
xxviii. 1—10. Markxvi.1—8. John xx. 
1—10; see notes оп Matt. 1.] pêp. 
Bað., deep dawn, i. e. just beginning to 
dawn (in Plato, Crito, § 1, we have оф 
wpy lri igriy; wavu piv обу. xnvica 
и&мота; Bpüpoc Ва90с) = скотіас Era 
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| э < æ KE › - a т 

„ Tari ip. кекоћмарќуо» ато rov ? pynpetov. 3 асХдооса: 86 ооу 
q X + a - „ә ГА 7 бы 

jut ib, tupov то сора Tov Kuptou ясор. 

EE aia аторисда: айтас wept rovrov, 
Gen. xxiv. t 2 , = р о ton 

ола" 6 етёстпса аута ёр єой 
1. ) : ITa i * „ни 88 yevoniver айту Kal к сфу TO | c Tu 

et o ' ynv, Ета» трос abrde Ti Coreire rov Govra 7 utra тыз 
v ch. vi. - 

„et. P. oí VERW 5 
we е ~ ww R э — 7 

k n аА пов» ©шу Ert Ov ev тр Ta Aaig, 
ev. 1 РА ову +. Sr. rou аубоотох 

1 Масс. хіі. 
2 vat. only. 

ж Jobo xix. 80. 
(Matt. vill. 20 reff.) 

3. rec (for tige. де) xac есе. (|| 
: txt BC'DL 1. 83 lat-a b l E 

lat- Е „ Th Syr вуса. (Tischaf has followed D &c, 
lat -a b e ff, l Eus: om rov 
but they do not carry weigh 
absolutely in Luke's narrative: and, 2, 

with our Evangelist, see Acts i. 21, iv. 88, 

4. for «ai ey., ғу. de C copt-dz sah. 
txt BCDL. for mept rovrov, 
syr-cu coptt. rec дьо bef avdpec, 
rel lat-a f syr coptt arm Eus, Thi. 
rec (for ғ00)7: aorparroven 
ec qasoxy Aeveate L: txt BD 

5. for eupoßwv to cAcvovewy, 

eupioy 42 

у = ch. хі. 7. xv. 29, 80. xxii. 37. 

МЕ), with AC? rel vulg lat 9 rr syr-cu wth 

t enough alone to 
o cupioc ineo із а very COMMON етргегззов 

үй. 59, viii. 16, xi. 20 фе.) 
rec BtamoptiaÜat, 

epi avrov D Eus. 
with D lat-b c e ff; 

for «viormncav, 

ecÜqeww астражтоосац, with AC rel вуг coptt ; 

latt Orig Eus. 
evpoBar дє yevopevar кка ir D lat-c. 

dri де rapadobnva etc Ne аудроте» 

арартоћ«», cal oravowOnvat, cal rp тоіту nut ava- 
s constr., John vill. 64 ref. 

om rov коргоо ооу D 

decide : besides, I, ro оюна is mot used 

with A T: ря 1: 
om «a: D acf 
Syr syr-cu Eus, : txt Lh 
sapnorncucay Ci. 

for ro xpocwroy, ra просека ( ion to suit the other plurals: cf avruw of 

С! ge) BC'DGLX 1. 33 syrr syr-cu sah: txt AC! rel latt copt. (om ro A.)—add 

avrev C! al D- lat coptt. ins o; де bef их. D lat-c. Luray, во BCDL 

Mcion-e. ] 
6. om ove to nyepOn D lat-a b e ff, l om aM (i| MA C'zlat-g, Syr. [aAXe, 

1 BLX 383.) aft p»ncOnr: ins ĝe for ec, oca D lat-c ff, Syr syr-cu 

cion-e-t. 
T. om Агуш» D lat-o ff wth. 

ACD rel vss Tert: txt 
e Jf, tL 

obonc, John, and rg im@woe. eig piay 
caf). Matt., and Aiav ярыї, Mark; but not 
ávarsilaryroc ToU YÀ., Mark also: see 
notes there. BaSdes may be an old form 
of the gen. as rendered above, or the adv. 

№доу— ће same women as those 
afterwards mentioned (ver. 10) who told 
the Apostles the intelligence. The refer- 
ence is to yvvaixec airivec, &. ch. xxiii. 
55. ponere which (ch. xxiii. 66) 
ag Ра e ready before the sabbath ; 
in Mark xvi. 1, had bought the evening 
before, dia ye v. тоб caf. 8.] This 

with the more detailed account in 
k:—and, as regards the majority of 

the women, may also with that in Matt. :— 
but not as regards the two Maries. 
4.] dr. does not determine the position 
of the angels. It is merely came upon 
them under ordinary circumstances; 
appeared to them, in a supernatural con- 

B Ci(appy) LN lat-a syr-cu. 
rec or: ди bef гоу viov rov аудрытот, with 

om apapreAev D lat-b 

nexion: see reff. On the fo angels here, 

see note on Mark ver. 5; to which I will 

just add, that the Harmonistic view, as re- 

presented by Greswell (loc. cit.), strangely 

enough puts together theangel in Matthew, 

and the angel in Mark, and makes the fao 
an in Luke: see Acts i. 10. 
будреѕ to all appearance; the 
does not mean that they were 
clearly appears from what follows. 
pl Lavra, simply the living, —Him 

who liveth, as addressed to the women; 

but Olshausen's view of a meaning 

in the words (BibL Com. ii. 47) should be 

borne in mind;— rà zvpíec ij кард 

рбуф коріф rvyxave, Orig. vol. iv. р. 71. 
6, 7.] See ch. ix. 22; xviii. 83. 

The mention of Galilee is remarkable, as 
occurring in the angelic speeches in Matt. 

and Mark in quite another connexion. 

Here it is said to the women, as being from 

Tori. 
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ornva. 8 xai ёрупобпоау rov pnuárev avrov, kai к; 20 * 
*vwoorpifjacat ато rov pynueiov "awnyyeAav ravra “мч ul a, 
wavra тос ©удека Kat таш» тос Aorroic. 10 [ jour Si 
9 МаудаАтт Mapia kat IW ка! Марга [5] ela- rn 

Bon kat al Лита! od avraic [et] EAcyoy тоос robe 19. Hi, 2 
E а. 

Te Aowe йтоотбА оос ravra. ll kai “épdyncay * y 
такта o 

3 
Фра, ы 

£VGTLOP ауто» „68 8.4. 
reff, 

i T 2 71 it P 14 авг rie our айта, A 

LMSUY 12 o $ Пётрос ! ауавтас kö pνtt * єтї то pvnpttov, cal e без oniy t. 
EUN ae : | mop Усан 33. 69. таракйфас Hire та ° обома кеша a uóva, Kat am- 44) 

nAGev ° трос ыо Өаорайыу тд ° yeyovóc. 18 Kai Sov Бен 

Sto ЕЁ аотеу o WOpevopevot ev айту TU nuipa ис“ 

Мона HEN 11. James i. 28. 1 Pet. 1. 120nly. Gen. ххті. В 

zzi. 
1. S xii. 

m John xix. 40. xx. Fs 6, у: 
Jadg. xiv. 18 vat, Hos. ii. 5,9 ouly. n John xvj. 89. 9 Kings х7 Ш. 94. 621 tJ. ов 
Num. xxiv. 25. р Mark v. 14. ch. viii. 35, 56. Math. iv. 4. q Matt. xix. 39^ 

xavra bef ravra D rel 1аё-с: 9. om ато rov yygyutioy D lat-a b c Mí Z arm. 
om wayra syr-cu sah sth: txt ABGLM S. sil) 1. 33 Eus. 

10. om уса» де AD syr-cu copt sth: ins B rel lat-o Syr syr-with-ast arm Eus.— 
for noav, ny KU 1. 69 э тш lat b f ff; copt-dz sah. нара bef п uaydaAgvg 
D latt co FGH?LA copt: ins ABD rel вуг sah Eus. (The insn may 
be from t xxvii. 56; МЕ xvi. 1: without the art, it is more Inkes manner, see ch 
vi. 16; Acts i. 19.) om 2nd at ABDEFGHLTA lat- e jf, q syr-cu: ins X rel 
vg lat-a c J Syr syr-with-ast copt arm 

rec (for ravra) avrwv, with AI, rel lat: F вуг arm: txt BDL latt Syr syr-cu 
S -marg coptt Gk h) Eus. 

19. om ver D lat-a b e l syr-jer(ins in marg) Еоз-сапоп (see note). 
(homaotel) B al syr-cu coptt it Eus Thl-comm: роуа bef cecueva (restitution in wrong 
place) L vulg lat-c arm: om pere (homaotel) AK 69 am(with harl mt): txt DI, rel. 
PT C dat) (John xx. 10) A for savro», avrov (see BL ів Js) BL: txt A 

M13. A р до» D. ey avrg rn прера bef goa ВК. 
pevor, noay de доо wopevopevar e£ avrwy D lat-e. 

om cetera 

for cas to voptvo- 
for gpspa, wpa AG. 

Galilee, see ch. xxiii. 65—and meaning, it certainly would not mention Peter 
* when He was yet with you." 9.] See alone. That Cleopas says, ver. 24, some 
note on Mark ver. 8. 10.] It seemsas of us went, &c. must not be too 
if the testimony of one of the disciples who much, although it does certainly look as if 
wentto Emmaus had been the ground of the he knew of more than one (see note there). 
whole former part- perhaps of the whole The similarity in diction to John хх. б, 10 
—of this chapter. find consequently (wapaciWac Piire rà 00буа ceipeva, 
this account exactly with his and djd rpdc lavr., being common to 
report afterwards, ver. 28, 24. Joanna the two ) indicates a common 
was the wife of Chuza, Herod's steward, ch. origin, and, if I та not, one distinct 
viii. 2. On Мара [15] ‘IacwBov, and the 
questions conn with it, see Prolegg. 
оаэ . 4. It will be 
observed (see var. readd.) that the omis- 
sion of second ai (as in Lachm.) 
will make this verse mean: ‘It was Mary, 
pens кан д rest with them К n 

postles these things.’ 
vycay, a plural, with тё pip, 1 not 
without meaning. The gjnara were the 
(perhaps slightly differing) accounts of 
many persons. 19.] This verse can- 
not well be interpolated from John xx., 
for the only reason for the insertion would 
be, to tally with ver. 24, and in that case 

from the rest of the narrative in this chap- 
ter. The of 4pàs davrév, as be- 

to dw7AGey and not to Oavpátev, 
is fixed by the expression in John, 1. c. 

18—35.] JESUS APPEARS TO TWO OP 
THE DISCIPLES AT Emmaus. Peculiar to 
Luke:—the incident (but from another 
source) is alluded to i a the fragmen 
addition to Mark xvi. (ver. 12.) 2185 
i£ афтёу, not of the Aposties—the last 
mentioned were ol 8vdeca xai navreg ol 
о, ver. 9: see also ver. 22, i£ тифу. 
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rem Matt. xv. кб y E act ovugGav Bref, Rack. ^T] X 
Н. 5. РА 3 , 

s John vi. 19 p буора Eunaobe, 
there bie. Acts TES тері таутшу 10 

Prov. Lan. VETO 
к 4.2 y? P x53 Inode  tyyisaç 

w Mark Iz. 10 Bad noi айт» 

14 

EYATT'EAION 

tv re оша» айтойс Kat 
э - 

* guvETODEUETO aurTotc" 
- Ld - 9 

* ёк PI & кек а тее 

е aradiouc вЁйко>»та ато "Тероуваћӣн, 

ка! ауто! ' opidouy трос аАХАтАомс 
° соц: Впкотшу rourwy. 15 

* ouvdnrev, * 

о roù un ̂ 
f. 

zr, ‚°з. viil. V «теу & трос айтоўс © Tivec oi Луо оўго, oUc ^ avri- 
zxiv. 80. 

y oN SE. 83 

ко pa 11. 

мест: lonly. Exod. xx Hl. 1 5 d 
Rom. vi 8 al. Exod. vii. 1 

Where baly d. 2 Macc. xi. 180 ош 

. LI. 8 F. 

ins exaroy bef c£gxovra I. KI NN fuld lat-g, syr-marg-ms syr-jer. 
eppiaouc, оуорат: ovAapuaovc D. 

14. for ка avro: wp., wp. де D lat-c е (sah). 

om 8га cote B! lat-o e syr-cu sah. (ca: is written 
we b om rwv 
Жк 80 ABDGLNPA.] 

85 in B, 
D lat-a c e syr-cu sah eth 
coptt. (I, def.) 

17. for umrev de, o de rev D lat-c е 
aAA got, tavrovc D-gr. 
єстабпса» B; к. cor L: om 
erasure of 5 letters, Al.) 

ow Mat 
f Matt. vi. 16 only. Gen. Al. 7. Біт. zzv. 28 oaly. 

possibly тоо see tab 
rec ins о bef :ус., with DNP rel: om ABLN 

Paddcre трос aAAnAouc wepirarovvrec[; ка! taráðnoav] 

f aekvÜpwroi[. 1; 18 a roc Ie i eic ovoparı КЛеотас, drt 
а= he ere o nly. 47. ziv.18. кх. 

xiv. 85 reff. йч» M. igara vi 3 ch vit B 

for 4 оуода 

for aAA novc, savrovc D: om A 

for avroc, avroec B': om 

om трос avrovc D. for 
rec (for cas 400 rat tore, with AL NP rel; em 

D Cyr.—(xa« sora: [= ка core], followed by an 

18. rec ins ò bef eic, with A rel: om BDE'LNPA 1. 69 syr-jer coptt. (I, defective.) 
rig X. add «£ avrwy I, P 33. 69 
sah wth arm Cyr. 

note оп Matt. х. 3). Who the other was, is 
idle to conjecture. Origen, in several places, 
calls him Simon; apparently from having 
read A\iyowrec in ver. 84, and referring w¢07 
т. T. to the present appearance. ird pipha- 
nius says it was Nathanael ; Theophylact, 
Luke himself. This may shew what such 
reports are worth. Wieseler (Chron. vol. i. 
р. 481) believes the two to have been, James 
the son of Al в or Clopas or Cleopas 
(but see above) journeying with his father, 
and the appearance on the road to Emmaus 
to be the same as «909 аков, 1 Cor. 
xv. 7. Our narrative seems to have been 
from the of Cleopas. Ex- 
posts] Joseph. B. J. vii. 6. 6, mentions 

is Emmaus as sixty stades from Jerusa- 
lem. There were two other places of the 
same name : (1) a town afterwards called 
Nicopolis, twenty-two Roman miles from 
Jerusalem, where Judas Maccabeus de- 
feated the Syrian general Gorgias: see 
1 Mace. iii. 40—57. (2) Another Emmaus 
is mentioned Jos. B. J. iv. 1. 3, трд ric 
TiBepiátoc— where he adds, радгрџ ђує00- 
pívn dt ‘Appaoctc Ospu My or’ д>, lori 
yàp iv айту түт) Oeppèv Тудат» тоёс 
ceo imirndeoc. This was the case 

with the other places of the name. Our 
Emmaus is now called Cubeibi (?). 

t lat-a b f ff. 
rec (for оуорат:) ы ovopa, wi 

i syr-cu syr-jer copt-wilk 
AA 55 rel: txt BLNXN lat -d. 

self, of whom they 

He was here, strictly e e iv 
ігіра poppy, as we find it less precisely 
expressed in Mark xvi. 12. The reason 
why they did not know Him was (ver. 16), 
that their eyes were ги lly in- 
Jimenced, го that they could not ;—see also 
ver. 81. No change took place in Him— 
c ар tly in them, beyond a power 

them, which ented the recogni- 
tion Ба jast so much aa to delay it till aroused 
by the well-known action and manner of 

is breaking the bread. The cause of 
this was the will of the Lord himeelf, who 
would not be seen by them till the time 
when He saw fit. — from be- 
hind : seo ver. 18, where they коле 
had aparently bem walk 

а 

Мм» ddyovs implies to > Наа 
with some earnestness: but there is no 
blame implied in the words. Possibly, 
though both were sad, Fiy ay baronka 

:—and in the answer of 
. one who was 

XXIV. 

kai yé “ABDE 
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трос avrov Zu *góvoc " тарокес ‘TepoveaAnp kai ойк €z! Qr xiv. 
tyvec rd yevoueva iv avrg iv raiç йріраис̧ тафта; На” 

U g э ~ „ ea я Nc 9 аы oF. 19 ка emey avroic Поа; о: & sirov aurp ' Tà тарі 2171 Gen. 
» p "I e À з p k > ` p 1 8. Exod. vi. Incov rov NaCapnvov, Oc Eyévero ауто профптпс dura- id acu E | $0» 12 1112 ; k U U l D ots xx 1. тос e рур кат Мур " &vavriov. rov sod Kai mavròç fe .! 
rov Aaov, 20 ö roc те ° magtówkav avróv oi apyutptic Kai l. 

© y € = » o 7 t» 7 k Acts Hi. 14. 
ог apxovrtc "AOV tC коа Üavarov Kat tcTaupucav d ere tes 

avrov. 21 пикс St nàri 8 ON. е uiu y n is А дис nAwiCopey Ort avroç eariv о péAAwy ^X 

P AvrpovaÜat тб» Ispand. adda yt xai % сй» тасу rove rel 
7 ’ е у г > , вэ ,* v xxi sco Tp THV | Mk. хи 

тартан 7018 трт» Taurny nutpav ayti Ie o v] аф au 40. x Devt. 

si p Tifes H. 14. 1 Ре. 1. 18 only. Ezod. ті. 6. Ро. еті. 3. exxiz.8. Isa. Ii. 4. Jer. xxxviii. (X Ai.) li. 
(трее, ch. i. e q = here oaly. Neh. v.18. 8 Масе. L 23. 12 (Mate. xiv. 

v. k.] Acts xix. 88 ому. 9 Macc. И. 16. 8 ch. xiii. 7 reff. 

(I, dec) 
D-gr I. NP rel Cyr ТЫ. 

19. for cat exer ауто, o Oe eere» avro D. 
valepasov, with ADNP rel Orig: txt BI, L Orig. 
Syr eth. ins г> bef Aoyw А lat-c. 

20. for отес re, wc D lat-a b c e f copt. 
Tovrov wap. D. 

2L NIC on РААК 69: nrmileaper X: Ат: арг B. sic: seo table]. 
rec om rat, with ANP toriy, nv D lat- e e Aug Ambrst. 

gyr- marg arm. 
eth arm: ins bef aye D. 

most disposed to abandon all hope. 
18. póvos тар.) They took Him (but we 
must not think of a peculiar dialect as 
iving that impression) for one who had 

n at Jerusalem at the feast :— and asked, 
Dost thou lodge alone at Jerusalem! 

uc. (with or without iy, see 
теї.) in the LXX is to sojourn in—not 
to dwell in. 19—24.] Stier well re- 
marks, that the Lord here gives us an in- 
structive example how far, in the wisdom 
of love, we may dissimulation, with- 
out speaking untruth. (See the citation 
from Jer. Taylor below, on ver. 29. He 
does not assert, that he was one of the 

at this feast at Jerusalem, nor 
does He deny that he knew what bad been 
done there in those days, but He puts the 
question by, with What things! 
of 82 elw.] Either, one spoke and the other 
assented; or perhaps each spoke, some- 
times one and sometimes the other ;—only 
we must not break up these verses and 
allot an imagined portion to each. Th 
contain the substance of what was sai 

жр. c. r. A.; Bee а similar general descrip- 

om ravrgv D al latt syr. 

rec ins s» bef upovsaAnu, with A 69 latt Orig Hil Sevrn: om AB 
om «cat D lat-a b c e ff, Syr syr-cu. 

om о дє ско» avro D. Tec 
transp Aoye and epyw DN 

for evayrioy, svwsrtoy D lat-c e l Aug. 
avrov bef карадшыка» АКР 1. 69 latt ; 

for 
vss : ins BDLA 1. 83 

om onptpoy BN 1 Syr syr-cu copt 

het: see — y Matt. 
xxi. ll, 46. e phrase Suv. dv Adyous 
к. Epyous occurs of Moses, ref. Acta. 
lyévero, was, not became (or was becom- 
ing), as Meyer renders it. They speak of 
the whole life of Jesus as a thing past. 

20.] ros nds on ovk fyves, 
ver. 18. aer] Therefore the two 
disciples were Jews, not Hellenists, as 
some have su That “they say 
our, not as excluding, but as includi 
the stranger,” as all in former edi- 
tions, is not a safe view from the evi- 
dently exclusive use of рес in the next 
verse. кау, to Pilate. 
2L) dw. is a word of weakened trust, 
and shrinking from the avowal that they 
* believed ' ‘this. Aurpod in 
the theocratic sense — including both the 
spiritual and political kingdom: see ch. i. 
68, 69, 74, 75, and compare Acta i. 6. 

ow ж. T. rightly rendered in 
E. V. beside all this: see reff. 
бує, not impersonal (as al. and recently 

ordsw.), nor to be supplied with a nom. 
case Osdé¢ ог ò Atoc, &c., but spoken of 
Jesus. He is now in the third day, since 
&c. This is the usage of later Greek :— 
and the words are spoken not without a 
reference, ip the mind of the speaker, to 

Him as a 
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t Matt. x2i.91. тауга eyévero. 

: ektarnoav ые,” 
xu. А 93 

Job xii. 17. 

x here only. ` 24 kai 

3. eidov. 

Ex v gay ot mpofijrat. 

1 Tim. vi. 9. 
Tit. Hl. 8) 
only. Prov. zel. 28. 

1 Cor. xvi. 4. 
E = Matt. xxiv. 6 reff. h Mat 

80. ж}, zi. v 18, 97 only L.P.t 3 Mex. 4. 86 only. бене, 1 Cor. xiv. 289 
m ch, xxii. 87 ref, 

уғуо»ув» D. 
22. om «£ guw» D eth. 

P rel: txt ABDK'LA 1. 

EYATTEAION 

yevapevat B al. 

XXIV. 

‘adda ка! yovauéc ти dj nd 
yrvóntvat * ópfpwai Y emi тд pynuttov, 

ка! ui tUpovgat TO вора avrov Або» Azyouoa ка! 

* Оттааіау аууш» ewpaxivat, ot _ Abyouary avTOv Cuv. 

“arhh lov rive r oy тшу emt TO nvnuttov, 

pov oro cab oc at yuvauce Что», 

25 ка{ аўтос etm трос avroüc "Qt: avonrot ка i- K U, 

os Воадыс TU capdig той тіотебн» 
oN ravra *tó« таба» тб» xpt- 

отд» Kat tic AU siç т» do Rar avrov 5 7 kai у аоЁйне»ос 

ато ' Mevatwe cal ато mávrey TOV _трофит©у * dupun- 

vtuot v айтоіс Ev паса тас ! ypapaiç ™ 
d James 1. 19 bis only +. see Exod. iv. 10. 

constr., ха. =e Num. xiv. ab 

беті masw oic NAA 

a A ? - 

та aos avTOv. 

. Acts xi 15. 
w. pers., hom. ix. 88 (from fas- агт 

cts iz. 86. 1 Сог. x xvi 99, 8i. 
ian Joha v. ir 

rec for (opÜpivai) ордрии, with 

$3. om 2nd ка: D lat-c e Syr syr-cu coptt wth. [From this point we have before us 
in every case the readings of Cod. N 
will be found in the Prolegomena.) 

24. ins ex bef ru» D ido bl Es 
ai, with APN rel syr copt: om BD 
ai уоуащгс D 1аё-с e Syr vin 

25. for cat avroc, o де D ]lat-o e. 
хістгону D. 

26. for ооуу, ori D Dial 
27. ins yv 

D al latt. 
A rel: txt BLUN©™.—cpunvevecy D 
lat-g, copt-ms. Step 
1. 33. 69. 

His promise of rising on the third day. 
23.] ХА xal, but, moreover— 

equivalent to etum thus much has 
happened, that’ d pop 
is the later form, for which the Attic 
o po pia has been substituted: see var. 
readd. i£ Ans disciples, as we 
аге’ The Apostles are distinguished 
sently as ol o typi, ver. 24. 37 
This exactly with Luke’s own nar- 
rative, but not with Matthew’s, in which 
they had seen the Lord Himself. There 
seems however to be some hint that the 
women had made some such report in the 
abràv дё obk ò ov said below of ће тус 
ray c)» npiv. 34] Twig... 
see ver. 12 and note. It is natural, even 
in accordance with ver. 12, that the anti- 
thesis to rei before, and the loose way of 
speaking to a stranger, who (they believed) 
was not acquainted with any among them, 
might cause them here to use терс, with- 

Supplementary readings for the preceding pages 

for кабшс, we D. rec ins cae bef 
latt Syr syr-cu sah eth arm. uror bef 
for «do», edopey D lat-e. 

for avrovg, «avrovg A. om rov 

dise D gat(with mm) lat-a b c om 2nd are 
rec (for dteppnvevoer) ертин т du ЕНЕ x Ev, e sil): 

; каг 

«avrov, with A B[sic: 

ÜÓupyuqvery 
Dupumyevty Ni. om тавас 

see table] N rel: txt DELMVX 

out any reference to Peter being accom- 
panied. But what wonder, if the reports 
of such a day of anxiet and confusion 
were ur cue disjointed and confused? 

&vóqro, without under- 
standing i т. к. Sluggish —in dis- 
position — to believe: these were both 
shewn in their not having mY abate 
from the fulfilment of the в 
death of Christ, the sequel of that dent. 
Ae. J Te abe 28. расай “| 
€ e su erings were t appoin 
way DT which Christ should enter into His 

ry. тагї» cai пакос тодбута N 

Stier would take it, stand by itself, lea vi 
ёжо in both clauses to be construed wi 
Stapp. A similar expression is found Acts 
lii. 24. He began with Moses first ;—He 

aurov && ob Arat: 



U 
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пу В оа ти 7 2 , Wen ce. n = ch. xix, £9 nyyteav ис THY Kwuny ° ov troptbovro, Kat avroc s ux 

" тросетотеато 3 торротероу торейеаба‹, 29 cal "wap: кеа 
so $ке%, Mett. 

(Pracavro айтду Myovric Metvov pel пио», ort * трос ГА 

' отра» Есті» cal xéxAucev ndn 1 n nutpa. kai _чспАбе» ? Si zene 
* rov n&vai ody айто. 0 kal éytvero " Ev те х kara- = бар 

323i. 

KkAiÜnvat avrov per Ro AaBey rov prov ? ewAdynoev zzi 
i.) 80) св! Matt. Sreff. compar., ові 1. 15 Gea. xix. r 

ES ER dy. ову a” gy Actair. 8 TIT . MODE т н, eh. ix. 13 ов 
Jude. xix, 11Р. nM ait. Уш. э гей) i tes s cul ETE TT) Esek. 

19. 100r. ais. 16. 1 Kingeix.1& 07 * x gm 

28. n. B. 
lat-b ce 

29. карабоого М 
Syr syr-with-ob copt. 

80. om шт avrev D lat-e syr-cu. 

began with each as He came to them. 
тё ж. avrov, the things concerning him, 
Pas 53 Jesus of пее the 

er regarded as a different 
son. This Кав been missed, and abro? 
altered to lavrov. De Wette remarks, 
* 16 were much to be wished that we knew 
what prophecies of the death and triumph 
of Jesus are here meant. There are but 
few that point to the subject." But I 
take the i wept avrov to mean something 
very different from mere prophetical pas- 
sages. The whole Scriptures are a testi- 
mony to Him: the whole his of the 
chosen people, with its types, and its law, 
and its prophecies, is a shewing forth of 
Him: and tt it was here the whole,—waoas 
al eo He laid out before them. 
This general leading into the of 
the v hole, as а whole, fulfilled in 
would be much more rtune to the 
place, and time occupied, than & direct 
мана of selected pa passages. 
ей кед things 5 Him (E. T is 
right: not, *the parts concerning Him 

Observe the testimony which this 
verse gives to the divine authority, and 
the Christian interpretation, of the O. T. 
Scriptures: so that the denial of the re- 
ferences to Christ's death and glory in the 
polit T. is henceforth sothing less than a 
demial of His оюп teaching. 
wapef., they constrained Him. It is 
not implied that He said any thing to in- 
dicate that He would go further—but 
simply, that He was passing on. Our 
blessed Seviour pretended that He would 
pass forth beyond Emmaus: but if he in- 
tended not to do it, yet He did no injury 
to the two disciples, for whose good it was 
that He intended to make this offer: and 
neither did He prevaricate the strictness of 
simplicity and sincerity, because they were 

гес тросео‹сьто, with P rel lat-a 
ге кортов with DLPN rel: txt 

om scrip D forj(with mm tol) lat-a b c e ff. l Syr. 
rec om này, xu ADP rel gat! lat - 

N txt ABDLN 1 vulg 

-cu sah eth arm: ins BL 1. 93 latt 
om rov bef pava:, and for соу ауто, her aur D. 

D al Eus. 

persons with whom He had made no con- 
tracts; to whom He had passed no obli- 
gation ; and in the nature of the thing, it 
is proper and natural, by an offer, to give 
aD occasion to another to do a good action : 
and in case it succeeds not, then to do 
what we intended not; and 80 the offer 
was conditional.” Jer. Taylor, Sermon on 

om for om кАавас D. 

rien ä Works (Heber), vi 
u does 17 imply that 

they lived at id 3 merel 30 samo 
quarters with us. I believe 
that there was something in ti manner of 
His breaking the bread, and helping and 
giving it to them, which was his own ap- 
pointed means of opening their eyes to the 
recognition of Him. But we must not 

any reference to, much less any 
celebratio tion of, the Sacrament of the Lord’s 
Supper. Neither of these disciples was 

esent at ite institution (but see Wiese- 
в conjecture, which is at all events worth 

consideration, in note on ver. 19); апа сег- 
tainly it had never been celebrated since. 
With this simple consideration will fall to 
the ground all that Romanists have built on 
this incident, even to making it a defence 
of administration in one kind only. See 
Wordsw., who gives, in reply, a solution as. 
artificial and unwarranted as the argument 
of the R. Catholics: shewing the 
of departing from the sense of Holy 
Scripture in search of fancifal allusions. 
The analogy of such a breaking and giving 
with His institution of that holy N 
becomes lost, when we force the incident 
into an example of the ordinance itself. 

office of the master of the house (which 
alone would shew that it was not their 
house, but an inn), perhaps on account of 
the superior place which His discourse had 
won for Him in their estimation :—and as. 
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"Benin каї * кЛавас̧ " reis avrog" 9 ari à Seqvoty boa art 

a Mart. э, oi Scha Ahoi, cal eri yuoar aurov" Kai avroc < афаутос икт 

Exod. EY ° 

поа 

vif. 46. 
14. xvii 8. 
Lake only, 

с ver. 
d here only f. 
€ = bere unly. 

see 
xaxviil. 8. 

fev, 81, 45. 
85 

kal та» wpoc Ahe Oli 

89, 45. EE capdia no “ katopivg ñv [ev av ] we єАа\и "ur 

£v тр оде, we devot yer лн тас 
" ауаатйутес айту Ty ора oͤrkorpe ar tic ‘Tepovoadny, 
ке! supov * nOporopévouc тойс £vÓska xat тойс ob avro, 

“ Aéyourag б orc Ovrwe nyépOn à 0 корс kai 

kai аўто! ‚уон rà év rg ody, xai we ғуушсбя 

1 
3 Kat € yoadác ; 

= op On Урем. 

Бата ^ айто év тр РкЛасн rov aprov. 
b. ii. а Я k here only. 1 Kings vii. 6. Num. Ax. 9 vat. (суг У. Acts zii. 12. . 

8 95 only. f. 1. 41. pot . 47 e. m cb. тЫ ыы a tH Bal Exod. ii 2. 
a Joba i. ref Jade, vil. 18. P. 2 Cor. хіі. 20. p Acts H. 42 onty f. 

for гжтед:доо, rpocedidou D. 
81. for Ist clause, AaBovrwy дє avrwy тоу aprov ат avrov пуоупвау os opb. avr. 

D lat-c е (Orig). 
om cat extyywony avrov 

89. for cat, ot és D lat-c e. 
D. 
tol! lat-c e l syr-cu Orig,: ins rel vss 

denvvyncay [= -voty-] N'. (xo written ever by corrector.) 
(passing from cat to ка) Ri. 

[ecway, во BLN 33. 
for урыу карау пу, пу nE кєкаХинреуп 

4 for aAA gAovc, avrovg 
lat-c l. om e» piy 

oft for añs, eXaA gary A Orig, 
rec ins ca: bef wc, with AP os lat F F, syrr: om BDLN 33 lat-a bce 

syr-cu coptt. for dinvotyev, 9 
88. aft ауаст. ins Avrovpevor 

rel Cyr: txt BDN 33 Eus. 
84. Acyovreç D. 

BDLPN 1 lat-a c 
85. for we, ors 

Syr syr-cu eth arm. 
lat-c е. 

the Jewish rule was, that “three eating 
together were bound to give thanks” 
(Berac. 45, 1, cited by Meyer), He fulfils 
this duty. In doing so, perhaps the well- 
known manner of His taking bread, &e., 
perhaps the marks of the nails in His 
ands, then first noticed, or these together, 

as secondary means,—but certainly His 
own will and permission to be seen by 
them, ШЖ, their eyes to know Him. 

&davros, not abroic, which 
would imply His Body to have remained, 
but invisible to them: but dx’ афгёу, im- 
plying, besides the supernatural Шара 
ance, а фт Jan removal 

‘Was there not ёзара 
heart Lint ling in His соате by the way 
which would have led us to suppose that it 
was none but the Lord Himself P' not that 
they did suppose it, — but the words are a 
sort of self-reproach for not ha done so. 
Compare Matt. vii. 29. et Andy, 
as Bengel remarks, is more than guvsAaAz 
un, :—He spoke to us, not merely, ‘with 
us, as E. V. 83.] *Jam non timent 
iter nocturnum, quod antea 5 

oto comiti' Bengel. The whole 
were not there—Thomas was not 

аи least the appearance which 

Doi e sah. 

rec nyeoon o кирос bef оугыс, with A rel vulg syr: txt 

rec ovvnOporcpevouc, with AP 

follows be the same as that in John xx. 
19, which there seems no reason to doubt. 
Some have derived an argument from this 
incompleteness in their number, for the 

of the travellers being also an T 
tle; see above on ver. 18. 
these oi ody abroij are, we learn from 
Acta i. 14. 94.] This a 
to Simon (i. e. Peter—the other Simon 
would not be thus named without erpin 
tion; see ch. v. 3 ff.) is only hinted at 
here,—but i is asserted 1 Cor. xv. » 
in immediate connexion with that w 
here follows. It is not clear whether i 
took place before or after that on the wif 
to Emmaus. 35.) And they—the 
travellers, distinguished from the others— 
not ‘they also, for thus we should leave 
the clause without a copula. | * 1 
R.] We can hardly after ache 
that sense of in, which gives that — 
follows a share in the instrumentality: be- 
ing the element, in and by means of whi 
The example cited by De Wette, i» rį 
avacraos:, Matt. xxii. 28, for tbe sense, 
‘during the breaking,’ &c. does not apply 
inasmuch as in that case there is no 
John xiii. 85 is far more to the point 
almost decides for the other sense. That 
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36 Tavra $ avrov Aadob’vrwy avrüc Earn бу ploy 12.25 10, 
аўто», Kat Мун avroig % Ер уі». 87 r 0i 1, 26. 

TO T rch. xzi 9 
жопе ору Deut. 

& xai "fu$o[Joi ytvoutvo: esoxouy Y,, "Ükwpev. 222.9. 
A , - Ti т L , 2 M 8 M Kai айт» avroic Ti “rerapaypivor cart, kai баа тї, 

a э » - eo 

Y Stadoytopot * avaBaivovow év ry кардіа оро»; 99 ters 

(-ne«s, 
1 | го: Ul. 6.) 

t ~ Joba iv. 94 
теб. 

ach. xxiii, 48 

rac xt ipac роо Kai robe rde pov, ort eyw "TT avroc. v Matt. 11.8. 

Y ЧуЛафпосатё pe Kai Wers, Ore ‘ тукура сарка ка! 

оюк exe %каб–с tnt ° Oewpetre Exovra. 

Mark vi. 50. 
Gra Joba aii. 97. 

\ M хіі. 21 al. 
40 Esth vii, A. 

Kat TOUTO w Matt. xv. 19 

tir [° er Ji dect ev auroic тас xiipac Kat rove тбдас. 4 “Pat ii 
1.8. Ar. ix. 18. 
1. 1 oalg. Gen. xxvii. 19. 
Heb. xi. 22 only. Gen. Н 

X => Acts vil. 33. Isa. inv. 16, 
n Matt. xxiii. 27. John xix. Б 

. Н. 98. а ch. vi. 81 al. fr. Eccl. vi. 4. b ver. 87. 
Avi. 1. xxii. 19. ch. xvii. 14. Isa. uxzvil. 96, bat not =, 

Acts xvii. 87. Heb. x1. 18. 1 Jahn 
» from Numb. ix. 12. [Eph. v. 89.] 

ver. By. o Matt. 

36. rec aft avroc ins o ino (beginning of ecclesiastical lection), with A rel am 
syrr copt arm; aft гот, P vulg-ed 1at.ff.; o корос Н lat-c: om BDLN lat - a d е 
syr-cu sah Cyr Ambr. for org, ёстадз D. om ca to ушу D lat-a 5 
e ff, 1. (Possibly from || John: but as the whole is nearly related to that narra- 
tive, and the authority weak, Tischdf is certainly not 

at end add (from || John) eye en pn poBecbe G 
eth arm Ambr Aug. 

37. at beg ins avro, and де bef xronOsvrec, D. 
for rvtvpa, фаутасџра D Mcion-t. 

for диа re, ri (mechanical repetition) BA Mcion-t : 
rec (for ту карда) тас rapdiaig, with A rel vulg lat. F syrr 

oN r N. 

38. for 1st xat, o de D lat-c e. 
war: DL Dial. 

£5 in expunging it.) 

lat-o f 9, Syr copt 

for wronGevrec, OponPerree B: 

syr-cu copt Tert, Hil Ambr Vig: txt BD gat(with mm) lat-a b c e f, Г sah wth Vig. 
88. rec avrog bef ғуы cipi, with A rel am syr Eus Th 

txt BL 33 lat-a b f | Dial Ambr. 
for ors, ro D-gr. 

lat-o e : 
syr-with-ob syr-jer Hil. 

for 0twp., BAesers D. 

drt Hil: avrog bef нш D vulg 
om pe D vulg lat-a b syr-cu 

ins ка: bef сарка B! Iren-lat. 

40. om ver D lat-a b e ff, L (see above on ver 86. Had this been interpolated from 
|| John, we certainly should have found xodac by some altered to яћорау, either here 
only, or in ver 89 also). for ewedecEey, едн гу Ue || John, where there is no 
variation) BOHLNXN 1. 33 Cyr Damasc ТЫ: txt A rel. 

this should have been so, does not exclude 
the supernatural opening of their eyes: see 
above, on ver. 31. 

36—49.] APPEARANCR OF JESUS TO 
THE DISCIPLES. Mark xvi. 14. John xx. 
19— 23. The identity of these paaa 
need hardly be insisted on. Mark’s 
narrative, see notes there. That of John 
presents no difficulties, on one su ition, 
P'that he had not seen this of Luke. The 
particulars related by him are mostly ad- 
ditional, but not altogether so. 36.] 

iv while they were speaking 
of these things, —possibly not entirely cre- 
diting the account, as seems hinted at in 
Mark xvi. 18,—the Lord appeared, the 
doors being shut, in the midst (John xx. 
19 and notes). «ір. úp., the ordinary 
Jewish salutation, C3» ОД, see ch. x. 5, 
but of more than ordinary meaning in the 
mouth of the Lord: see John xiv. 27. 

97.] On account of His sudden 
appearance, and the likeness to one whom 
they knew to have been dead. ü 

is a ghost or spectre—an appearance of the 
to the living; not exactly as $ávrac- 

ра, Matt. xiv. 26, which might have been 
ang appearance of a supernatural kind. 

8.] Sta., not merely ‘thoughts,’ 
as E. V., but questionings. 39. 
There seems to be some doubt whether the 
reference to His hands and feet were on 
account of the marks of the nails, to prove 
His identity,—or as being the uncovered 
parts of His body, and to prove His cor- 
poreity. Both views seem supported b 
the text, and I think both were united. 
The sight of the Hands and Feet, which 
they recognized as His, might at once con- 
vince them of the reality of the appearance, 
and the identity of the Person. The ac- 
count of John confirms the idea that He 
shewed them the marks of the nails, both 
by His side being added, and by the ex- 
pressions of Thomas which followed. The 
same seems also implied in our ver. 40. 

The assertion of the Lord must not 
be taken as representing merely ‘the popu- 
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dvi, I Ert & amierob rr avro» “aro тпс Харас Kai 
xxvii ч, банаЁбутш> єї ЕСТЕУ avroic „Exer“ rt BR гдай, > 
‘Rom. Ш. 8. 

70 i. 42 ot & " ewéiSwxay avro ix Bog ' OTTOU nípoc [каї * pr. 
1.2 а ec Matt. хи.  utuaaiov " xnpiov ]. 43 Kat хайд» * tv avrop ЕШ 

fhere only. iger. s бте» дг трос aurouc Ovror oi Aol povi 
28. ea ove “атаа трос брас ert ay ob Ошо, ore ди Aug. foe 
xlvii. 12only. 

s Joba iv. 15, Ovar Tüvra та yeypappiva ev * vouy ° Mevotec xai 
Nx. * wpopirai | cal? Мало wept epou, — *5 Tore * Senvortey 
кеш" aurwy Tov rob * rov ‘ouvmévat rag урафас, 46 

edipi EU rer auroic dri ovrwe¢ yéyparrat таби» тд» Xotor ov cai 
(, Deut. 
L 44. мее Kings xi. 97.) m here only. 1 Kings xiv, 97. 8 a = ch. L оа. 

о see ver. 97. р ~ ch. zx. 
v. xiii, 8. a Matt. Ul. 18 гей. ver. 18. t Matt. xh Te I fi om Isa. ix. 9,10, l. à. 

i 80^ "Hos. xis. 10. u vv. 27, 89. 

41. for avrwy, ашты A. kat Oavpatovrwy bef ато тас харас А latt( not 
gat Par il Cyr Aug. om aaro D vulg lat-a 5 7. for t, де Ni. 

о де, cat D lat-e syr om cat ажо мото» ener (Aomaotel : 
КАТА fo KAIA) ABDLN lates oc CERE. Clem Orig Eus Epiph Ath Cyr: ins N rel Syr 
syr-cu syr-with-ast copt sth 

48. for avrev, ravrwv A. aft epayev ins ca: ra єтЛота єдөкез avro К vulg 
lat-c 2 syr-cu syr-with-ob syr-jer copt sth arm Aug 

44. for итеу бе, kac e D vulg lat-a c jf p eth. reo (for эгрор avrow) 
avro, with ADN rel lat-a e: txt BLXN lat-b c. rec om pov, wi 
rel latt syrr copt-schw Iren-lat Aug: ins ABDKLNX 83 co T Hil. for ert wv, 
є» w уруу D Iren-lat. wAnoOnva: Di. ахаута 

45. ovvevat В!}{оот, 
46. rec aft уғуратта‹ ins cat ovrec ede pg was substd for yeyparrat, from 

ver 26, then both readings were орга nited es ка, with ACN rel rug 
м / q Iren-lat Cypr Aug: om BC'DLN tet (with mm) lat-a b c e ff, i copt eth 
Iren-lat, Hil A A rov Хрстоу bef жабаъ D latt copt Iren-lat Cypr Hil. 
om єк уєкрыу D latt Epiph Iren-lat Cypr. 

lar notion ret spirite’ (Dr. Burton); writing his Gospel, was not aware of any 
He who is the Truth, does not speak thus Galilwan appearances of the Lord, nor in- 
of that whioh He knows, and has created. deed of any later than this one. That be 
Ho declares to са the truth, that those ap- corrects this in Acts i., shews him mean- 

ces to which He was now likenedby time to have become acquainted with some 
the disciples, and irits in general, havenot other sources of information, not however 
flesh and bones. Observe сарка к. óaria— perhaps including the appear 
but not alua. This the resurrection Body ances (see Prolegomena to Lake, $ iv. » 

bably | not,—as being the animal The following discourse apparen parent 
2 a notes on John vi. 51, and John contains a sum of many things 

& тйз x. from during the last forty days before the 
their ii the joy which they felt. ascension ;—they cannot have been said 
Wetstein quotes Livy, xxxix. 49, viz sibi- on this evening ;—for after the 
met ipsi pra, necopinalo gaudio cre- in ver. 49, the disciples would not и 
dentes. 42.] This was done farther ne away into Galilee. Whether fie 
to convince them of his real рну Sivangelisi regarded it as a summary, 5 
The omission of the words xal . to me i hene doubtful Knowing ер 
кур(ох in the best MSS. is remarkable : parently of no Galilean appearances, be 
see var. readd. It may possibly have seems to relate the command of ver. 43, 
arisen from an idea in some transcriber both here and in the Acts, as intended to 
that this meal is the same as that in apply to the whole time between the Re 
John xxi.9. The words could hardly have — surrection and the Ascension. етт 
been an interpolation. 44.) Certainly, ol À., ‘behold the realization of the words’ 
from the recurrence of 84, which implies &. obs A.: see ch. xviii. 31—33; 
immediate sequence, Luke, at the time of xxii. 37; Matt. xxvi. 56 al.; but doubt- 

ral ea Com 



»de N. 

41—50. 

“ avacrnvat Єк vekpuv ту тоту пиёрд, 4 

* emt тр ovópart avrov ? perávotav. kai * 
etc wavra та i hn, арЁйнеуо: * ато ‘Tepovaadnn. 

xai ioù € eye Baro тђу “тшт m 

‚ ётаууеМау TOU татрбе ноу #ф нас" inei dt ca- ! б 
Еос ой 8 дботабе e 

50 ki eEnyayev 8 avroUc [' о) € toc трдс BnÜaviav, Drac xv. 2, 
, Matt. F ed. b 

” pápruptc rourwy. 49 
d 

(сате tv тр. mods | 

vai. 

a Gosp 
5 88 84. Gel. и | odg. xl" 

XXIII. I) al. 

47. for 280 cal, ie B 
with АС? 
Aug, : vn Жү "ut BC'LNX 38 copt sth. 

at beg ins ka: D. 
BC'L mt copt. 

KATA AOYKAN. 

Pe xeil. 1. exxxi. 9, 16. 1 

on for tig, wo exe D lat- e. 
„ -væv DA syr-marg-ms('** from one greek ms”): 
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7 cal xnouyOnvat *; v ja Mark vi 
афо apaoriwy S xavi. 29. 

w 

© шс ES P ТЯ 

1 on. 1. rk Al ove 80- iiy Matt. 

"agri rir ae DM BE HS 

Nati. l. 20. 0 eh. sit ĝo a. 
ots i. 4 

Gen. 
ch. тр Crei. 

ark xv. 20. Өзек Sov: 19. vii. 96, 40 (from O di ЕМ 
] here (Mark vili. 28 v. r.) only. Gen. xv. б. x 

rec ap£aptvov, 
- vog В al lat - a c 2 

rec aft vues ins de, with AC: DN rel latt syr Aug: om 
rec ins tore bef paprvpec, with AC? rel am lat -a b c e f syrr copt 

arm: aft paprupec, C! vulg-ed lat-f,: om BD eth A 
49. om 180 D latt бут copt, for ca: sdov eyw, саум 

rec (for eLawooreAAw) ажост:АЛе, with ACDN rel: txt В (L) XA 33. 
rec aft жола ins wpovcaAngp (gloss), mo ча rel lat: q syrr eth arm 

Ambr Jer Gaud A 9 fi miss Fulg. 
rec ди»ашу» bef et vipovc, with ACID rel latt syr vedi Chr: txt BC'LN 

rarpog D. 
Chr: om BC'DLN latt copt 
orov D 1. 
1. 33 Eug, А 

33: eyw bef cdov 1. 
om rov 

for ov, 

ug. 
Eu om ew BC!LN 1. . ins AC P rel vulg lat-b с вуг 

om гыс D vulg lat-b o e z 1. 

less He had often said things to them on 
these matters, which have not been re- 
corded for us. Soin John x. 25, we have 
edel. This threefold division oi 
cord This threefold division of 
the O. T. is the ordinary Jewish one, into 
the Law (min), Prophets (озеру), and 
Hagiographa (сугу), —the first contain- 
ing the Pentateuch ;—the second Joshua, 
Judges, the four books of Kings, and the 
Prophets, except Daniel;—the third the 
Psalms, and all the rest 'of the canonical 
books : :— Daniel, Esther, Ezra, and Ne- 
hemiah reckoned as one book, and 
the Chronicles closing the canon. 
47. àpkäneret] See reff. The substance 
of the preaching of the Gospel literally cor- 
responded to this description—see Acta! ii. 
38: : Heravonoars, rai gRarriog Hr lcaoroę 
Орбу ixi rq бу. 'Inco? xp. ec афо 
драртібу, — жете the words of the first 
sermon preached at Jerusalem. 
48. ёре] From ze follows, Acts i. 22, 
if these words are taken in their 
strict sense, they шыл have been spoken 
only to the Apostles ;—they may however 
have been more general, and said to all 
present. 49.] This promise is 
explained (Acts i. 5) to be the baptism 
with the Holy Ghost,—and the time is 
limited to ‘not many days hence." 
tye dfawog.} The procession of the Holy 

rec (for ярос) acc, with АС? rel 

Spirit from the Son is clearly here de- 
clared, as well as that from the Father. 
And consequently we find Peter, in Acts 
ii. 88, referring back to these very words, 
in ascribing the outpouring of the Spirit 
to the now е Saviour. In that 
verse, the ¿yú of this is filled up by rg 
dib. той Өгоб офобеіс—е proper sup- 
ement of it here also. The promise 

itself is not found in the three 
but expressly and frequently in John 
xiv.—xvi.: see xiv. 16—26; xv. 26; xvi. 
7—11, 18, 14. The t, K- 
erootAhe, is not = a future, but im- 
plies that the actual work is done, and the 
state brought in, by which that sending is 
accomplished ;—viz. the ving of the 
жава орда, іу ойрауф к. 15 улс, Matt. 
xxviii. 18. No stress need be laid on 
каб(сате : see reff. The word 'I«povo. 
is probably interpolated by some who, 
believing these words to represent the 
Galilean discourse, placed it here for an 
explanation: о E ce Acts i. 4 gave 
occasion to it. command must have 
been (historically) uttered after the return 
Jrom Galilee : see above. біс.) 
Though the verb is used in the О. Т. (вее 
Judg. vi. 34; 2 Chron. xxiv. 20; 1 Chron. 
xii. 18) of + tration by the Spirit, it 
here bas its full meaning, of abiding upon 
and characterizing, as a garment does the 
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person: this, as Stier remarks, was the 
true and complete clothing of the naked- 
ness of the Fall. 50.] The Ascen- 
pii 1 appes to be related as taking place 

above words were spoken—but 
К ere is an uncertainty and want of speci- 
fication about the narrative, which for- 
bids us to conclude that it is intended as 
following immediately upon them. This 
however can only be said as taking the 
other Gospels and Acts i. into account :— 
if we had none but the Gospel of Luke we 
should certainly say that the Lord as- 
cended after the ance to the 
Apostles and others, on the evening of the 
day of His resurrection. - [Ge], 
і. е. probably, after the words iv rij roh 
just occurring, outeide Jerusalem : as in 
ref. Mark: but the iw might only apply 
to the house in which they were, see 
other reff, and Matt. xxvi. 75. 
dus pds B.—not quite to the village itself, 
but over the brow of the Mount of Olives 
where it descends on Bethany: see Acts 
i. 12. (The synonymousness of these 
two expressions may shew that the same 
is meant, when, Mark xi. 11, our Lord is 
said to have gone out at night to dani d 
and, Luke xxi. 87, to the Mount 
Olives.) 5L] Suerq—not, ‹ 
went a little distance from them pies 

to His ascension, —as Meyer would inter- 
pret it; but the two verbs belong to one 
and the same incident,—He was 
from them and borne ap into heaves. 
We need not understand, ‘by an angel,’ 
)). 
the absolute passive signifying 
tense is imperfec ect, the Ein 
tinuance of the going wp diag the 
pom of the next verse. The 
more particular account of the Ascension 
is given Acts i. 9—12, where see notes. 
That account is in perfect accordance with 
this, but supplementary to it. 
52. po. his had been done before by 
the women, Matt. xxviii. 9, and by the 
disciples on the mountain in Galilee. This 
however was a more solemn act of wor 
ship, now paid to Him as exalted to God's 
rig t han 53.] SA vavrós, con- 
tinually,— not ‘all their time; daily, 
at the hours of prayer: see Acts i. 13, 
14; iii. 1. 
A few words must be appended here on 

а point which has been much stirred in 
Germany, even among the more orthodox 
Commentators; THE HISTORIC REALITY 
OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OP THE ASCRX- 
SION. On those them who doubt 
the fact of aa gis i I have 
nothing to say, standing as I do alto- 

° Лб упот» avrov. Акм 
„Fux. 

т M 
Tra 
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gether on different from them. 
The Lord Himself foretold His 

Ascension, John vi. 62; xx. 17 :—it was 
immediately after His disappearance from 
the earth expressly announced by the 
Apostles, Acts ii. 33, 34; v. 31 :—con- 
tinued to be an article of their preaching 
and teaching, 1 Pet. iit. 22; Eph. ii. 6; 
iv. 10; 1 Tim. iii. 16. So far should we 
have been assured of it, had we not pos- 
sessed ће testimonies of Luke, here and 
in the Acts:—for the fragment super- 
added to the Gospel of Mark merely states 
the fact, not the manner of it. But, to 
take first the à priori view, —is it probable 
that our Lord would have left го weighty 
а fact in His history on earth, without 
eoitnesses? And might we not have con- 
cluded from the wording of John vi. 62, 
that our Lord must have intended an 
ascension tn the sight of some 1 those to 
whom He spoke, and that the ist 
himself gives that hint, by recording those 
words without comment, that he had seen 
it? Then again, is there any thing 
in the bodily state of our Lord after His 
resurrection which raises any even the 
least difficulty here? Не sud- 
сеш, and vanished suddenly, when He 

:—when it pleased He ate, 
[em spoke, He walked ; but his Body was 
the Body of the Resurrection ; ;—only not 
et his обра тйс 268пс (Phil iii. 21), 

use He had not yet assumed that 
glory: but that He could assume it, and 
did 5 will be 
inge de all who believe in Him as the 

So that it seems, on d priori 
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grounds, probable that, granted the fact 
of the Ascension, it did take place in some 
such manner as our accounts relate :—in 
the sight of the disciples, and by the 
uplifting of the risen Body of the Lord 
towards that which is to those on this 
earth the visible heaven. This being 
so, let us now, secondly, regard the 
matter @ posteriori. e possess two 
accounts of the circumstances of this as- 
cension, written by the same person, and 
that person a contemporary of the Apostles 
themselves. Of the genuineness of these 
accounts there never was a doubt. How 
improbable that Luke should have related 
what any Apostles or apostolic persons 
might have contradicted? How impro- 
bable that the universal Church, founded 
by those who are said to have been eye- 
witnesses of this event, should have re- 
ceived these two accounts as authentic, if 
they were not so? That these accounts 
themselves are never referred to in the 

istles, is surely no argument against 
ue. 5 arisen, such as 
necessitated the writing of 1 Cor. xv., 
there can be little doubt that St. Paul 
would have been as particular in the cir- 
cumstances of the Ascension, as he has 
been in those of the Resurrection. The 
fact is, that by far the greatest difficulty 
remains to be solved by those who can 
imagine & myth or fiction on this subject 
to have arisen in the first age of the 
Church. Such a supposition is not more 
repugnant to our Christisn faith and 
reverence, than it is to common sense and 
historical consistency. 
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Cua». I. 1—18.] Prologue: in which is 
contained the substance and subject of the 
whole Gospel. THE ETERNAL WORD ОР 
Gop, THE SOUROE OF ALL EXISTENCE, 
LIFE, AND LIGHT, BECAME FLESH, DWELT 
AMONG US, WAS WITNESSED TO BY JOHN, 
REJECTED BY HIS OWN PEOPLE, BUT RE- 
CBIVED BY SOME, WHO HAD POWER GIVEN 
THEM TO BECOME THESONS OF Gop. HR 
WAS THE PERFECTION AND END OF Gop's 
REVELATION OF HIMSELF; WHICH WAS 
PARTIALLY MADE IN THE LAW, BUT FULLY 
DECLARED IN JESUS CHRIST. 

1—5.] THE ETERNAL PRE-EXISTENCE 
OF THE : His PERSONAL DISTINOT- 
NESS; BUT ESSENTIAL UNITY WITH Оор. 
His WORKING IN CREATION, AND IN THE 
ENLIGHTENING OF MEN, BEFORE His 
MANIFESTATION IN THE FLESH; His 
NON-APPREHENSION BY THEM. 
L] Before commenting on the truths here 
declared, it is absolutely n to dis- 
cuss the one word on which the whole 
turns: viz. å AG ys. This term is used 
by John without explanation, as bearing 
& meaning well known to his readers. 
The enq concerning that meanin, 
must therefore be conducted on Atstorical, 
not on mere grammatical grounds. And 
the most important elements of the en- 
quiry are, (I.) the usage of speech as re- 
g the word, by John himself and 
other biblical writers: and (IL) the 

M217 
purely historical information which ve yy 
possess on the ideas attached to the word. 

(a) From the first consideration 
we find, that in other biblical authors, as 
well as in John, the word is never 
to signify the divine Reason or Mind ; nor 
indeed those of any human creature. 
These ideas are expressed by svtéps o 
xapdia, or vobc, or ğ cogia тоб 9. In 
the classics the word Aóyoc never signifes 
the subjective faculty of reason, but the 
reason to be given, objectively, of any 
thing or things. The usual Scripture 
meaning of Aoyog is speech, or wo 
8 Adyos ved 0. is the creative, declarat, 
injunctive Word of God. (В) That this 
is also the im in our prologue, 3 
manifest, from the evident, relation which 
it bears to the opening of the history 4f 
creation in Genesis. o Adyos is not an 
attribute of God, but an ссу ооо 
which the Eternal and Infinite is the 

t first cause of the created and finite. 
() Again this Aéyos is undoubtedly in 
our prologue, personal :—not an abstrac- 
tion merely, nor a personiflcation,— not 
the speaking word of God, once maii- 
fested in the prophets but 
fully declared Christ, as Luthardt 
i. 280 ff.), comparing our prologue m 
eb. i. 1,—but a Person: for д p 

zy wpds tòr бебу, and à Aóye seps 
Fyerero: also Oeds y à Adyoc, not 0н" 

Fue 
Mx 
1A 
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jv,—which certainly would be said of 
none but a PERSON. (д) Moreover, 
the Aóyoc is identical with Jesus CHEIST, 
as the pre-existing Son of God. A com- 
parison of vv. 14 and 15 will place this 
beyond doubt. (e) And Jesus Christ is 
the Word of God, not because He speaks 
the word (as if ò Адуос = 6 Муш», which 
is contrary to all in which it = not 
à Мусу, but rò Мубиғуоу) ;—nor because 
He is the One promised or spoken of, 
== 6 Aeyóutvog,—which is even less ac- 
cording to analogy ;—nor because He is 
the Author and source of the Aóyoc as 

en in the Scriptures, &c.,—any more 
an his being called dei and $é$ im- 

lies only that He is the Giver of life and 
ight: but because the Word dwells in 
and speaks from him, just as the Light 
dwells in and shines from, and the Life 
lives in and works from, Him. (&) This 
Aéyos which became flesh, is not from, 
wor of, Time or Space (ch. iii. 81; viii. 
58); but eternally pra- ecistent, — and 
manifested in Time and Space, for the 
gracious ends of divine Love in Redemp- 
tion (ch. iii. 16, 17). (л) This Adyos 
spoke in the law and ets, yet par- 
tially and imperfectly (ver. 17; ch. v. 39, 
46); but in the personal Адуос, spoke 
forth in fulness of grace and truth. It 
was He who made the worlds (ver. 8); He, 
who appeared to Isaiah (Isa. vi. compare 
ch. xii. 41) ; He, whose glory is manifested 
in His power over nature (ch. ii. 11); He, 
by reception of whom the new birth is 
wrought (ch. i. 12, 13); who has power 
over all flesh (ch. xvii. 2), —and can be- 
stow eternal life (ibid.) ; whose very suf- 
ferings were His glory, and the glorifying 
of God (ch. xvii. 1 al.); and who, after 
those erings, resumed, and now has, 
the glory which He had with the Father 
before the world began (ch. xviii. 6, 24). 
9) Luthardt, in his Commentary on this 

pel, has propounded (vol. i. p. 280 ff. 
the following view of the word Абуос an 
its usage: Jesus Christ is the ess of 
that word of God which was fragmentarily 
manifested in the prophets (Heb. i. 1). 
But in this prologue, ò Абуос is not to be 
taken as identical with Jesus not yet in» 
carnate, nor is He the subject of vv. 1 ff. 
And he urges ch. x. 35, 36 (see note there, 
where I have discussed this) as a key 
text to the meaning of Абуос. It 
seems to me, that while much of his view 
wires ва жашаш that part of it will not 

OL. 1. 

hold which denies the identity of the 
pre- existent Aóyoc with Jesus, in the 
Apostle's mind. Had he intended by the 
Aéyoc of vv. 1—4 any other than the 
personal Son of God who in ver. 14 be- 
came flesh, I do not see how ў» жрдс 
roy Oedy, and Өгӧс jv, could be used of 
à Aóyoc. Nor agsin can I consent 
with him to disconnect the use of Aóyoc 
by St. John from its vious history. 
The reasons given in this note for be- 
lieving such use, as matter of fact, to 
have prepared by the Alexandrine 
philosophy, are no way affected by the 
objections which he alleges, the difference 
between the Aóyoc of St. John and that 
of Philo, and the corrupt character of the 
philosophy itself. II. (a) We are 
now secondly to enquire, how it came 
that St. John found this word Aéyos го 
ready made to his hands, as to require 
no explanation. The answer to this will 
be found by tracing the gradual per- 
soniflcation of the Word, or Wisdom of 
God, in the O. T. and Jewish writings. 
(8) We find faint traces of this personi- 
cation in the book of Psalms: see Ps. 

xxxiii. 4,6; cxix. 89, 106; сті. 20; exlvii. 
15,18. But it was not the mere off- 
spring of poetic diction. For the whole 
form and expression of the О. T. revela- 
tion was that of the Word of God. The 
Mosaic History opens with ' God said, 
Let there be light.“ Spoken commands, 
either openly, or in visions, were the com- 
munications from God to man. It is the 
Word, in all the Prophets; the Word, in 
the Law ; in short, the Word, in all God's 

1 with his people: see further, 
Isa. xl. 8; lv. 10, 11: Jer. xxiii. 29 al. 
(у) And as the Word of God was the 
constant idea for his revelations relatively 
to man, so was the Wisdom of God, for 
those which related to His own essence 
and attributes. That this was a later 
form of expression than the simple re- 
cognition of the divine Word in the Mosaic 
and early historical books, would natu- 
tally be the case, in the unfolding of 
spiritual knowledge and divine contempla- 
tion. His Almightiness was first felt, 
before His Wisdom and moral Purity 
were appreciated. In the books of Job (ch. 
xxviii. 12 ff.) and the Proverbs (ch. viii., 
ix.) we find this Wisdom of God per- 
sonified ; in the latter in very plain and 
striking terms; and this not poetically 
only, but practically ; кошш to the 

x 
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attribute, Zove, to complete the idea. 
But this was reserved for the N. T. mani- 
festation. (д) The next evidences of the 

ual personification of the Wisdom of 
God are found in the two Apocryphal 
Books, the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of 
Sirach, and the Wisdom of Solomon. 
The first of these, originally written ia 
Hebrew (see Winer, wörterbuch, s. v.), 
belongs probably to the latter half of the 
second century before Christ. In ch. i. 1, 
Wisdom is said to be тард cupiov, cai 
per’ abro) tic тд» al&ya: and in ver. 4, 
wportpa wavrwy Lxriorat cogia. Then 
in ch. xxiv. 9—21, the same strain is 
continued; жрд тоб адкос ёт dpyiic 
fericiy pe x. T. A., and the passage con- 
cludes with these remarkable words, oi 
boGiovric ps lri тиуавоюсір, cai ol піуоу- 
ric pe ire Qupaaovoiw. In the book 
of the Wisdom of Solomon, dating pro- 
bably about 100 A. O., we find (in ch. 
vi. 22—ch. ч similar personification 
and eulogy of Wisdom. In this remark- 
able passage we have Wisdom called máp- 
tópoc ry» сёу Өрбушу (ch. ix. 4)—said to 
have been rapoboa dre iroiuç тфу кбсроу 
ch. ix. 9) —perallelized with à Aóyoc cov 
ch. ix. 1, 2: see also ch.xvi. 12). In ch. 

xviii. 16, 16, the wavroddvapog Aóyoc is 
set forth as an Angel coming down from 
heaven, and destroying the Egyptians. 

It seems highly probable that the 
author's monotheistic views were con- 
fused by the admixture of }latonism, and 
that he regarded Wisdom as a kind of 
soul of the world. He occasionally pute 
her for God, occasionally for an attribute 
of God. But he had not attained that 
near approach to a personal view which 
we 8 find in the next step of our en- 
uiry. (ғ) The large body of Jews геш. 

t in Alexandria were celebrated for 
their gnosis, or religious philosophy. The 
origin of tbis philosophy must be referred 
to the mixture of the Jewish religious 
element with the speculative philosophies 
of the Greeks, more especially with that 
of Plato, and with ideas acquired during 
the captivity from Oriental sources. One 
of these Alexandrine writers in the second 
century А.С. was Aristobulus, some frag- 
ments of whose works have been pre- 
served to us. He tells us that by the 

gnosis has come down to us in the works 
of Philo, who flourisbed cir. A.D. 40—50. 
It would be out of the province of а note 
to give a review of the system of Philo: 
the result only of such review (see Lücke, 
vol. i. 272—283) will be enough. Heiden- 
tifies the Aóyoc with the софіа of God; it 
is the eizev Otov (Mangey, vol. i. p. 6 al. 
fr.); the ápyárvsroc к. жарадаїура rig, 
abrüc 02 obótvi rov ytyorórev Sper 
(i. 632): à xpesBurepog ray учту 
elAngérey (i. 487) : xpsecBorepoc vide те? 
r&y Syrwy xarpéc (1.414): д wperóyorot 
atrod, ò dyyekog vpe reg, ec ápy- 
éyyehog wolvavupog Uwapyey (i. 427): 
oud Oto, d кабатгр ópyáre A 
åzorpoxrois (i. 106): ё: об ò коврас car- 
tectudodg (i. 162): r9 dt dpyayyidy e 
xpeoBurary №уф Qwprár іЕаіретоу idw- 
wey ò rà bAa yevvigoag татӯр, tva geb 
erdc rò yevoptvoy Óupivp rev ztred- 
kóroc.—dáydAAerac 02 iwi ry de. 
obre d yávvgroc шс 6 Oróg wy, obdd yovi- 
тӧс éc tpetc, @&АА@ё pésoç röv axpwy, 
dugoriporc Sunpeiwy (Т. 501 f.): ĝo yap, 
wc lower, lepd Өгоё, ly uiv Bde 6 кбенос, 
і» Ф cai dpyuprbc д srperóyoroc ойто? 
Oeiog Абуос т 653) : 0 row Oros бтарує 
i. 808): weptiyee wavra cai жетл» 
ii. 655): Sevrepog Bede, бс Joris iccivey 
Adyoc (ii. 625, fragment, from Eusebius 
Prep. Evang. vii. 13, vol. iii. p. 645). 
These instances, the number of which 
might be much will serve to 
shew how remarkably near to the dictin 
and import of some passages in our Gospel 
Philo approached in speaking of the Aéyoc. 

At the same time there is а side 
and wamistakeable difference between his 
Aóyoc and that of the A . He daes 
not distinguish it from the Spirit of Ged 
(Lücke, i. p. 278), nor does he connect it 
with any Messianic ideas, though thes 
latter were familiar to him.  Bemides, his 
views are strangely рош ае 
tonism and Judaism. в Adyoc seems 
to be one comprehending, or ruling, the 
доуёрес от iéa: of God, which, althoogh 
borrowed from Plato, he Judsically calis 
y vet, and the Adyog their épyayyt^e«. 

e see by this however how fixed and 
таа the term, and many of its attn- 
utes, were in the religious philosophy of 

the Alexandrine Jews. (On the question 
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whether the Aóyec of Philo is to be taken 
as strictly personal, seo Dorner's remarks 
on Lücke, in his Lehre von der Person 

isti, i. p. 22 note.) (7) Meanwhile the 
Chaldee paraphrasts of the O. T. had 
habitual used such expressions as ку, 
от пуф, or муру, the glory,’ or the 
presence,’ or ‘the word,’ of God,—in 
places where nothing but His own agency 
could be understood. The latter of these 
—the Memra, or word of God,—is used 
in so strictly personal a sense, that there 
can be little doubt that the Puraphrasta 
understood. it a divine Person or 
Emanation. (л) From these elementa, 
the Alexandrine and Jewish views of the 
Абуос or софіа of God, there appear to 
have arisen very early among Christians, 
both orthodox and heretic, formal expres- 
sions, in which these or equivalent terms 
were used. Of this the Apostle Paul fur- 
nishes the most eminent example. His 
teacher Gamaliel united in his instruction 
both these elements, and they are v 
5 in the writings his pupil. 

ut we do not find in them any direct use 
of the term ‚ a8 personally applied 
to the Son of God. This chews him to 
have spoken mainly according to the 
Jewish school,—among whom, as Ori 
states, he could find none who held rò тд» 
Aóyov tlvai róv viov той Ütov (cont. Cels, 
ii. 31, vol. i. p. 413). (Ө) We find a much 
nearer approximation to the Alexandrine 
method of speech in the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, written evidently by some dis- 
ciple intimately acquainted with the Alexan- 
drine gnosis m the opening verses, and 
especially gipwy rà тарти rq рђџат: тўс 
Üvváutec оўтой). But even there we 
have not the 

personally spoken of at all, however 
near sdme passages may seem to approach 
to this usage (ch. iv. 12, 18 ; xi. 3). () The 
Alexandrine gnosis was immediately con- 
nected with Ephesus, where the 1 
of John was probably written. Apollos 
(Acte xviii. 24) came thither from Alexan- 
dria ; and Cerinthus is related by Theo- 
doret (fab. her. ii. 8, vol. iv. p. 889) to 
have studied and formed his philosophic 
system in Egypt, before coming to Ephe- 

sus. (x) These notices will serve to ac- 
count for the term Aéyos being alread 
found by St. John framed to his use; and 
the antignostic tendency of his writings 
will furnish an additional reason why he 
should rescue such important truths as 
the pre- existence and attributes of the 
divine Адуос from the perversions which 
false philosophy had begun to make of 
them. (A) In all that has been seid in 
this note, no insinuation has been con- 
veyed that either the Apostle Paul, or the 
writer to the Hebrews, or John, adopted 
in any degree their TEACHING from the 
existing philosophies. Their teaching 
(which is totally distinct from any of 
those philosophies, as will be shewn in 
this commentary) is that of the Holy 
Spirit ;—and the existing philosophies, 
with all their follies aud inadequacies, 
must be regarded, in so far as they 
their terms or ideas subserved the wor 
which the Spirit had to do by the Apostles 
and teachers of Christianity, as во many 
providential preparations of the minds of 
men to receive the fuller effulgence of 
the Truth as it is in Jesus, which shines 
forth in these Scriptures. 

The substance of this note has been 
derived from Dr. Lücke's Commentary, 
vol. i. p. 249—294; De Wette's Hand. 
buch, on John i. 1; Dorner, Lehre von 
der Person Christi, і. p. 15 fl.; Olshausen, 
Comm. ii. p. 80 ff. 

dv ai = жрд rob róv edopoy slvat, 
ch. хуй. б. The expression is indefinite, 
and must be interpreted relatively to the 
matter spoken of. Thus in Acts xi. 15, 
it is the beginning of the Gospel: and 
by the same ны le of interpretation, 
here it is the of all things, on 
account of the rdyra à abr. iy. ver. 8. 

These words, if they do not assert, 
at least imply, the eternal pra-existence 
of the divine Word. For іу ápyg фу is 
not said of an act done iv dpyy (as in 

4 

: Gen. i. 1), but of a state existing iv аруӯ, 
and therefore without beginning itself. 

zv, not equivalent to eri (see 
iyo sip, ch. viii. 58 al), as Euthymius 
and others have supposed; but Ori 
has given the true reason for the indefinite 
past being used,—/» piv кирийтеро> imi 

X 1 2 
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й»; kat h “Cwn qv то фос тш» avbp 

тоб Oso) Aóyov rà Éarw imi A iwel 
хрдс д:афоріу тўс ivavOpwrnctwe ytvo- 
pass {> rim каф, буті той m rg 
y б avayyeXtori¢ rixonra (in Catena, 
ücke, p The existence of an en- 

during and unlimited state of being, im- 
plied in фу, is contrasted with iy£&vero in 
ver. 8, and especially in ver. 14. cal 
$ X. zy redet т. 0.] The usage of póc 
here, as with (i.e. chez), is sufficiently 
borne out by the reff. Basil remarks 
Lücke, i. 297) that John says wpóc тд» 
„ not iv rg 0. iva rd Ий оу ric 

u roordotg тарастђсу, . . . . . iva p) 
xpogacy дф ry yx ot тйс d xoordet og. 
Both the inner substantial union, and the 
distinct personality of the AG yog are here 
asserted. The former is distinctly re- 
pee in the next words. к. 0. Fv 

À.] and the Word was God. As re- 
gards the form of the sentence, it is 
strictly parallel with wv»ebpa 0 Otóg, ch. 
iv. 24. But the генге to be conveyed 
here is as weighty а consideration as the 
form of the sentence. Had John intended 
to say, God was the Word, —what mean- 
ing could his assertion possibly have con- 
veyed? None other than a contradiction 
to his last, assertion, by which he had dis- 
tinguished God from the Word. And not 
only would this be the case, but the as- 
sertion would be inconsistent with the 
whole historical idea of the Aóyoc, making 
this term to signify merely an attribute 
of God, just as when it is said 6 Orde 
ayaxn ioriv. Not to mention the un- 
precedented inversion of subject and pre- 
dicate which this would occasion; ó Aóyoç 
having been the subject before, and again 
resumed as the subject afterwards. 
The rendering of the words being then as 
above, their meaning is the next question. 
The omission of the article before Өгбє is 
not mere usage; it could not have been 
here expressed, whatever place the words 
might hold in the sentence. 0 Aóyoc ўу 
Ф #ебс would give a sense liable to the 
objections first stated, and destroy the 
idea of the Абуос altogether. Өғ0с̧ must 
then be taken as implying God, in suð- 
stance and essence,—not ò OGedc, the 
Father,’ in Person. It does not = Qoç, 
nor is it to be rendered a God—but, as in 
capt «To, cáp£ expresses that state 
into which the Divine Word entered by a 
definite act, во in Cede Fv, 0:6с expresses 

that essence which was His iy ópyg:— 
that He was very God. So that this first 
verse might be connected thus: the Logos 
was from eternity,— was with God (the 
Father) —and was Himself God. 
2.] In order to direct the mind to the 
ifference (in unity) between this Аус 

and 6 бӨєбс, John recalls the reader's at- 
tention to the two first clauses of ver. 1, 
which he now combines, in order to pess 
on to the creative work, which distinctly 
belongs to the Aóyoc. Thus also this 
verse fixes the reference of avrow in ver.3, 
which might otherwise, after the mention 
of Oróc, have seemed ambiguous. 
8.] vávra = rà тауга (1 Cor. viii. 6. 
Col. i. 16), = ò cdopog, ver. 10. This 
parallelism of itself refutes the Socinian 
interpretation of тауға, ‘all Christian 
graces and virtues,’ ‘the whole moral 
world’ But the history of the term 
ÀAóyoc forbids such an ex tion en- 
tirely. For Philo (i. 162) says espousc 
ато» uiv abro (rov xéopov) rór 0», 
0ф ob yiyovev ФЛ» i, rad ríccapa 
crowtia, {5 Qv соугкрабр` Epyarov $, 

9 : see also Aur deod, & оў xa : 
Col. i. 16, and Heb. i. 2. Olshausen ob- 
serves, that we never read in Scripture 
that ‘Christ made the world; but ‘the 
Father made the world dia the Son,’ or 
‘the world was made óró the Father, 
and dd the Son: because the Son serer 
works of Himself, but always аг the reve- 
lation of the Father; His work is the 
Father’s will, and the Father has no 
Will, except the Son, who is ай His к 
(iv ф eddéencer). The Christian Fathers 
rightly therefore rejected the semi-arian 
formula, ‘ The Son was tten by an act 
of the Father's will; for He is that Will 
Himself. kal Хөр. abr. ] This addi- 
tion is not merely a Hebraistic parallelism, 
but a distinct denial of the eternity and 
uncreatedness of matter as held by the 
Gnostics. They set matter, as a separate 
existence, over against God, and made it 
the origin of evil:—but John excludes 
any such notion. Nothing was made 
without Him (the Абуос); all matter, 
and implicitly evil itself, in the deep and 
inscrutable purposes of creation (for it 
obe ùv iv rg архў dd yéyovev), & 
ойтой Mero. The punctuation at 
the end of the verse is uncertain, if we re- 
gard solely manuscript authority, but rests 
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1 = 1 Jobn П. 8. 
John only, 
exc. Matt. iv. 
16 27 . x. 27. 
Luke xil. 8. 
] — Phil. lll. 

б. avrov (B?) 13 al Thdot. (avro B Bch, on the authority of Blanchini.) 

on the sense of the passage, which is ren- 
dered weak, and inconsistent with analogy, 
by расар the period after офдё fv :— 

, because in that case we must render 
‘That which was made by Him was life 
(i.e. having life), and that life was the 
light of men; but Лою was that life, i. e. 
thst living creation which was made by 
Him, the light of men?— inconsistent 
with grammatical analogy, for John never 
uses уєуісӨа: iv for ‘to be made by.’ 
Besides which, John's usage of beginning 
a sentence with iv and a demonstrative 
pron. should have its weight: cf. ch. 
xiii. 35; xv.8; xvi. 26: 1 John ii. 3, 4,5; 
iii. (8,) 10, 16, 19, 24; iv. 2 al. fr. Com- 
pare also iv robr ij aAnOaa ойк loriy, 
1 John ii. 4, —ápapría iv абтф ойк loriy, 
ib. iii.5. I have determined therefore for 
the ordinary punctuation. It is said to 
have been first a owing to an abuse 
of the by the Macedonian heretics, 
who maintained that if the exclusion was 
complete, the Holy Spirit can also not 
have been without His creating power, 
i.e. was created by Him. But this would 
à 59 езуд including $ yíyovev, 
or the Hol irit qv, not dyévero. 
4.] iv „ 1 John v. 11, 
1. 1, 2, and ch. vi. 83. is not 
merely spiritual life, nor ‘ the recovery 
of blessedness,’—as Tholuck, Kuinoel, &c. 
explain it:—the Абуос is the source of 
ali life to the creature, not indeed ulti- 
mately, but mediately (see ch. v. 26 : 1 John 
v. 11). к. ў Lu Fv т. Cs т. 500.) 
This is not to be understood of the teach- 
ing of the Incarnate Logos, but of the 
enlightening and life-sustaining influence 
of the eternal Son of God, in Whom was 
life. In the material world, light, the 
offspring of the Word of God, is the 
condition of з and without it life de- 
generates and expires :—so also in the 
spiritual world that 4fe which is in Him, 
is to the creature the very condition of all 
development and furtherance of the life 
of the spirit. All knowledge, all purity, 
all love, all happiness, spring up and grow 
from this life, which is the light to them 
all. It is not фес, but тд фс: — 
because this is the only true light: see 
ver. 9, also 1 John i. 6. 5.] As light 
and life are closely connected ideas, во are 
death and darkness. The whole world, 

lying in death and in darkness, is the 
axorta here spoken of:—not merely the 
isxorwpiva (Eph. iv. 18; see ib. v. 7, 8), 
but the whole mass, with the sole excep- 
tion (see below, ver. 12) of eot ABO 
abfóvr (repere ch. iii. 19; 1 John v. 19). 

is halve is not merely the his- 
torical present, but describes the whole 

of the light of life in the Eternal 
ord shining in this evil and dark world ; 

both by the O. T. revelations, and (see 
ch. x. 16; xi. 52) by all the scattered frag- 
ments of light glittering among the thick 
darkness of heathendom. xal... 
кат\.) and the darkness comprehended 
(understood, apprehended) it not. That 
this is the meaning, will be clear from 
the context. John states here as a general 
fact, what he afterwards states of the 
appearance of the Incarnate Word to the 
chosen people, ver.11. The sentences are 
strictly parallel. rò 9. iv rg ox. gaives 
eig rà idia je, and к. j ск. abró ob 
rarik. || xai ot 10:0: аётду ob карїХабо>. 
In the first, he is speaking of the whole 
shining of this light over the world; 
in the second, of its Aistorical manifes- 
tation to the Jews. In both cases, the 
Divine Word was rej А інн параВоу 
is used іп the second case as expressing 
the personal assumption to oneself as a 
friend or companion : see reff. Lücke 
observes . that the almost tragic 
tone of this verse is prevalent through 
the Gospel of John and his first epistle, 
see ch. ili. 19; xii. 37 ff. al.: and is occa- 
sionally found in Paul also, see Rom. 
i. 18 ff. The other interpretation of 
rarthaBey, ‘overtook,’ ‘came upon’ (for 
that of ‘overcame’ [Orig., Theophyl., 
Euthym.] is not admissible, the word 
never importing this), is unobjectionable 
as far as the usage of the word is con- 
cerned (see ch. xii. 385: Mark ix. 18); but 
ields no sense in the context. 

connexion of the two members of our 
verse by ral is not, The Light shineth 
in the darkness, and therefore (i.e. be- 
cause darkness is the opposition to light, 
and they exclude one another) the dark- 
ness comprehended it not;" but, The 
Light shineth in the darkness, and yet 
(notwithstanding that the effect of light 
in darkness is so t and immediate in 
the physical world) the darkness compre- 
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nt. Xx. L| " 8 ә 

ay тєр: тоу фотос̧. 
= Matt. i 

$ Я , 
9.1]. nee 
Matt. xxvil. P n 
82. Luke i. 27. U. 25. р 

&o. Actsxxi.)8. 1 Jobn v. 9. Rev. i. 9, 
and im. see Acts A Kili. 11. 
8. вїї!. 18. Mark xiv. 49. 

1. zzvi. 18, 28. 
mit. 11, 17 al. 

а = Joha only. eh. Ili. 19, &c. 1 Juha fi. 8, 9, 10. 
а constr 

voh. iv. 28. vi. 89. 1 John ii. 4. Heb. vill. 4 іх. 24. Jer. il. 21. 

6. for Geov, көро» DI. [V. B. D-lat is defective as far as ch. iii. 16. ] 

＋ ` - ^ v?» 7 е 
9 "dv то фос то " алто», o 

1 Kings іх. 14. q = vet. 19. cb. id. n. 
r w. тері, John only, ver 15. hän 

coast: , d. it. 
Mark i. б, $9. xv. 43. ver. . Acts viti. 98. xxi 3al K 

ins зу bef 
ovoua DIN, simly latt Iren-lat : om N3* (also perhaps N}-corr) &c. 

7. xiorevoovow D. 

bended it not: see cai below, ver. 11. 
6—18.] THE MANIFESTATION AND 

WORKING OF THB DIVINE WORD, JESUS 
CHEIST, THE SON OF GOD, INCARNATE 
IN OUR FLESH. 6.] The Evangelist 
now passes to the historic manifestation 
of the Word. . uerseAghuOung iri ту ixi- 
poser ToU viov, riva à» eipey apyny 
тірау, 3) rd катӣ ràv "leavyny; (Theo · 

dor. Mopsuest. in loc. p. 729, ed. Migne.) 
He enunciates briefly in these verses 6, 7, 
what he afterwards, vv. 19—36, narrates 

with historical detail. Lyévero— not 
belonging to ётестаМрбуов, but to Ap.: 
the ordinary opening of an historical pe- 
riod, see Luke 1. 5. No stress on iyivero, as 
distinguished from ij, ver. 1 (Olsbausen), 
see ch. iii, 1. There was—a man sent, 
o. In ётест. тара Oeod we have 
possibly a reference to Mal. iii. 1. 
1.] The purpose of John's coming was to 
bear witness to а fact, which fact (ver. 
33) was made known to him by divine re- 
velation. ele na rvplav, not as E. V., 
‘for a witness,’ but, for witness, for the 
purpose of bearing witness: so A. V. R. 

Tva . к.т.\. is an expansion of 
alg papr.>—the subject of his testimony 
was to be the Light, —and the aim of it, 
that all might believe (ig rà фос, вое 
ch. xii. 36) through bim (i. e. John: not 
rod $wróc [Grot.], which confuses the 
whole, for then we must understand нс 
бебу after тъст. which is here out of place). 

g.] John was himself 5 Avyvos д 
katépevoc cai gaivwy (ch. v. 85), see note 
on Matt. у. 14, but not тё das. 
Tra, see reff. : it belongs to Ñv, not to He 
above. And thus there is no ellipsis of 
‘came’ or was sent:’ John simply was, 
in order to &c. 9.] The wo à t- 
vév (see reff.) in this connexion imports 
original, ‘archetypal,’ and is used of 
the true genuine sources and patterns of 
those things which we find here below only 
in fragmentary imitations and derivations. 

Such an original was the Light here spoken 
of ;— but John was only a derived light,— 
not lumen illuminans, but lumen slemsa- 
tum. The construction of this verse 

T. к. to be taken with (as latt 
syrr copt Orig Eus, Epiph Chr Cyr Thi 
Euthym and most of the ancient Commen- 
tators and E. V.), or does it belong totò 
фое rò GX. Р The former construc- 
tion can only be defended by a Rabbinical 
usage, by which оўо WM 52 means ‘all 
men’ (Schó i. 228). But it is very 
questionable whether John ever 
thus. Certainly he does not, in any of 
the passages commonly cited to defend 
this rendering, ch. xviii. 37 (which is 
spoken by Christ of Himself and His Mis- 
sion) ; xvi. 21, 28; xii. 46. And even if 
he had thus spoken, how harsh and bow 
ушга is the sentence ; a with 

uthym. we lay an emphasis on xv, © 
with Ур. у. дс, supply rovro before it. 
If this latter had been intended, surely it 
would have been more distinctly expressed ; 
and even when it is supplied, we have in 
this verse only a less forcible repetition of 
ver. 4. It seems then that we must pa 
фрх. ele T. к. with т. фёз т. AA. t 
even then, three ways of rendering are ap- 
parently open to us. The first of these, 
which is that of Socinus, takes dpydp. к.т}. 
as meaning, ‘ a£ its coming into the world. 
This however—besides the sense being Ш- 
consistent with ver. 4—leaves the opening 
clause without a demonstrative pronoun, se 
before. Then, secondly, dpxépevov might 
seem to be used in the sense in which we 
frequently have ipydpevoc, as а quan- 
future, who was, or is, to come; aeo Matt. 
xi. 3; Mark x. 80 al. fr.; ch. vi. 14; xi. 27, 
in which last two it is joined, в» 
here, with eic rò» xóspov. But if this be 
adopted (which even constructionally is 
very doubtful), the only sense wil] be tbat 
the true light, &c. was to соте; i.e. 
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Y poriče таута argon, 
10 ; 

с ll, окбанос avròv ойк Ey. 
a ew * a > 

ot 10:0: avrov ov 
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avrov, &£OwKEY ауто! 

ach. reg Acts iv. 28. 

teh. zi. bu. Rom. vili. 16, (17,) 21. ix. 
1 ref. h ch. i 

10. for avrov, avro» Ni. 
12. om ёг D lat-e Tert Cypr,. 

not yet come ; which manifestly is not cor- 
rect ;—for it had come, when John gave 
his witness; and the whole of these verses 
6—13 relate to the time when He had ap- 
peared, and come to His own. We are 
driven then to the only legitimate render- 
ing, which is to take ўу ipyópivov as equi- 
valent to an imperfect, eame :—this usage 

frequent in the N. T., see reff. :— 
i. e. at the time when John bore this wit- 
ness, the true light which lighteth every 
man, came—was in process of 
Himself,—into the world. Tholuck 
objects to this construction that уу із too 
far from iyxóutyoy :—but Lücke answers, 
that joa and wnorebovrec are nearly as 
far separated in Mark ii. 18. 8 
фет. тағте йу. із а further expansion of 
vd AAN. 10.) The is the 
created worid, into which He came (ver. 9), 
which was made by Him (ver. 3), which 
nevertheless (i.e. as here represented 
mas, the only creature who e- 

Him not. wal is as 
in ver. б. ебтбу, not айтб, because 
sir idis ró cg ird been the subject, yet 

kyérero. brings in again the 
creative Ny bes Who is the Light. The 

members of the sentence form а 
climax ;— He was in the world (and 
therefore the world should have known 
Him), and the world was made by Him 
much more then should it have known 

)» saa the world knew Him not. 
11.] тё (xa here cannot well mean 

the world, or ol Bro mankind in general : 
ib would be difficult to point out any 
Scripture usage to justify such a mean- 
ing. But кзы dance of bear out 
the meaning which та (he His 
own inheritance or i.e. Judæa ; 
and of (Bux, the Jews; compare especiall 
the le Matt. xxi. 33 ff. ; and Bir. iiy 
7 ff. And thus Rl forms а nearer step 
in the approach to the declaration in ver. 
14 He came to His own, On rap. 
see reff.,—and above on ver. D. 
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* épxónevov &C TOV * кбороу, vase 

ev тф Koop nv, kai о eaters & avrov 7¢ e y, ö, Kat {ah 180. 
1. 28. 

"ta iota ПАВ», каї, È Tim. 1. 

12 0 оао ée ° Хао» * E vii ag, (av. 112 E 

f Otot Yevéalas, 
13 of oux. ‘ek 

b Matt. 1. 20, 93. Cant. 
d Matt. xxeiil 18 

e eh. x. 18. Alx. e 11. 
. in-i, 3, 10, v. 9 only. ch. ii. 

Matt. I. 18, 20. 1 Cor. vill. 6. AI. s, 

2 Maco. xii. 29. 
. нах хіі, IPS 

Naga Bl. 

12.] The S. . . primarily refers to the 
dcdoyH among the Jews who have just been 
spoken об: but also, by implication, being 
opposed. to both ê adopor and ol Tos, the 
isÀoy7 in all the world. 

above—as many as recognized 
Him as that which He was—the Word of 
God and Light of men. Boxer abr. 
iovo.) dtv. is not merely capability — 
õóvapıv (Lücke),—still e or 
prerogatwe (Chrysost. and others),—but 
power(De Wette); involving all the actions 
and states needful to their so becoming, 

all the obstacles in their way and 
(e. g. the wrath of God, and the guilt of 
sin). rive 0. yevíaóa.] spi- 
ritual life owes its beginning to a birth 
From above, ch. iii. 3—7. And this birth 
is owing to the Holy Spirit of God; so 
that this is equivalent to saying, * As many 
as received Him, to them gave He His Holy 
Spirit.’ And we find that it was so: see 
Acta x. 44. Tíxva 0. is а more com- 

ehensive expression than viol r. 0. which 
ings out, rather our adoption, and 

of inheritance (Rom. viii. 14 ff.), whereas 
the other involves the whole generation 
and process of our life in the Spirit, as 
being from and of God, and оозе 
our likeness to God, walking in light as 
is in light (1 John i. 6—7)—free from 
sin (ib. iii. Ө; v. 18) and death (ch. viii. 
51). тед ж. als T. бу. eùr.) тд 
буора abr. is-His manifestation as that 
which FC. ie. 
as а Saviour from sin; see Matt. i. 21, 
каМдис TÓ abro9 'Incov»- abróc 
yàp owon roy Хаду abro) ard roy 
dupapriay айтё». 13.] The Jews 
grounded their claim to be children of God 

. on their descent from Abraham. John 
here negatives any such claim, and asserts 
the exclusive divine birth of all who become 
children of God by faith. It is to be 
noticed that the conjunctions here are not 
the merely disjunctive ones обте . . . . ovra 
which UU necessitate the ranging the 
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йт, тыз ‘0° osito ноу ip xoutvoc, ` furpoofi» ноо yéyover, Ori 

„хал Er Tio. * третос pov nv. ore Er той * тАпр®ратос avrov 

aiii, gm. uec таутес̧ . ‚ &A&Bonev, Kat хар 8 avri xáptroc* 8 
@ = ver. 30. ch. Xv, 18. let = Eph. Ш. 19. Rom" xv. 29. sce Ps. xxi. L D. 

AB: 
41 

ossibly the occurrence оў от: thrice following gave offence), L* 1 

f Matt. x. 8. Rom. i. 6. g = here only. aee Lea. iv 

16. rec (for от) ка 
with AC? rel vulg lat-c f syrr мыту Саг: txt BC!'DLXN 33 lat-a b e „а syr-jer . 
copt sth arm Hippol Orig, Eus Cyr Hil 

sistin Kéxpayev] crieth (the of Christ, is not one for us to deal with, 
fect being, in азай ніны "Kork. in tha thos of bo- direct à (timor ie 
стей,’ to that the voice u still sounding), is given to the fact, here and in ch 
see ch. vii. 87: ‘clamat Johannes cum got ff. In all probability, the Evan- 
fiducia et gaudio, uti magnum ргесопещ 
decet.’ Bengel. obros y bv «lwov 

.] This form of the words seems to 
shew, as indeed would appear from the 
announcement of his own office by the 
Baptist, that he had uttered these words 
in the power of {һе Spirit зет Him 
whose forerunner he was before he 
and recognized Him in the flesh. Then, 
on doing so, he exclaimed, 
whom I said, &c. This view seems to be 
borne out by his own statement, ver. 33, 
and by the order of the с in Matt. 
iii. 11, 12, 13. posta dex -] In 
point t time ; JD ds ipo merely or 
rincipa y, nor of commencement of official 
Me but, inasmuch as John 24 Нів 
Forerunner, on account of official . 

брлгрос®фу р. yéyovev] The E. V. 
is here very accurate,—is be- 
fore me; the yéyovev setting forth the ad- 
vancement, {о official dignity before which 
John's office waned and decreased (ch. iii. 
80), which took place even while John's 
course was being fulfilled. The only ob- 
pue to ‘preferred’ is, its possible am- 
iguity. Even Dr. Johnson has fallen into 

the mistake, i in his Dictionary, of quoting 
this passage as an instance of the sense 
“to love more than another.” ‘Te ad. 
vasced, ‘hath come to be’ [which how- 
ever again is ambiguous], are other possi- 
ble renderings. This sense of (uw 
(besides reff.) is justified by classi 
in Plato, who uses iuwpooÜtv 1 
for praponere, . vii. 805. See also i. 
631; v. 743. Demosthenes, card 
Acovvoodsipov, р. 1296. 26,.... „тас 
airiag r&v id αν,ĩ re Ip poctey оўтас 
тоё Óiwaiov. t *pérós pov Fv] 
The only sense which these "endi will 
bear, is, because (or, for, but better be- 
cause) Не was (not éyivero, but zy as in 
ver. 1) before me; і. e. ‘He existed, was 
in being, before me.’ The question raised 
by Lücke and De Wette, whether it is 
probable that the Baptist had, or ex- 
pressed such views of the pre-existence 

information were am 
other Ev . е questioners 
to forget the Baptist was divinely 
raised up and commissioned, asd full ef 
the Holy Ghost, and spoke ia that power ; 
his declarations were not therefore merely 

last is fully recognized dy epe d саа Ec 
61). 16.) imm n 
tom. vi. а р. 103) blames 
for terminating the testimou of Joba John 
at the end of ver. 17, and es it con- 
tinue to the end of ver. 18. Bat this can 

they do to the more mature development 
of Christian doctrines. I cannot doubt that 
this and the following verses belong to the 
Evangelist, and are a carrying onwards 
of his declarations concerning the divine 
Word. Ver. 15 is not parenthetical, 
but confirmatory of ver. 14, and this verse 
grounds siself' on the fact of ver. 14, cer- 
roborated by the testimony of ver. 15,— 
that He dwelt among ча, and that we saw 

тд Арена is that 
tne — , ver. 14, and is not connected with 
л eir See reff. 

All who believe on Him ; 

and that.. 
has been that of recipients out of His 
fulness, and the thing received has been’ 

. So Herod. i. 102, ywy db e 
kor ca, kai йрфбтера loxwepá. 
фут. xdpiros The ancient interpretation, 
Thy cane :адпку» dri тўс raketãg 
(Euthym.), is certainly wrong, for the Aa - 
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0 vóuoc * da Moustwc 4860, n ! xáptc Kai т abe * G4. Т] 
did Inoob x pr o⁵ * &ytvtro. 

& Gel. Ш. 91. Esek. xx. 12 al. 

Bopey is spoken entirely of the times of the 
Incarnate Word : and besides, ò »ópoc and 
хары are distinctly opposed to one another 

FEE properly of any g which super- 
sedes another, or occupies its This is 
in fact its ordinary usage when exchange 
is spoken of: the possession of the thing 
gotten succeeds to, supersedes, the posses- 
sion of the thing gi iven in , and I 
bere ns тобто deri lesivov. Thus also we 

received хару буті xápirog, con- 
accessions of grace; new grace 

porate upon and superseding the former. 
Thus in Theognis, | Sentt. 348 ff. (Lücke), 
reha] ё e ӯ т саков ápTavpa 
ptpipvéov | «ўроїшзу>, doing д' ёут dvuiv 
évíes. And sostom, Secerdotio, 

iesráportc, 6. 13, vol. i. р. 485, ob ёа pe 
ér år? trépas бат iy Oc. 
Philo, i. 264, speaking of this very word 
хар’ ын prag dei хаштас. 
imayay xai rapiuvodpevoc Чєаўб iré- 
pos e dxalvew xai тегез. Arn Sev- 
Tépev, cai йн vías àvrl wadaioriper, 
rere piv аро сар, тбте d' a) xai 
rác abrac did id t. 17.) The con- 
nexion of this verse with the foregoing 
lies in the words той wAnpwy. airov (ver. 
16), and in yápıç к. dA. (ver. 14.) We 
received from His fulness continual addi- 
tions of се because that fulness is not, 
like the law, а positive enactment, finite 

said that it бе but the Bringing in of sai t it but the ng in 
and truth, which éyévera by А 

169% and ¿yi»ero have been 
variously Арксу — Thes uiv 
TÓ tytvero, Sovhicdy дё rò Theophyl. 
Similarly Bengel, * Mosis non yak cat lax 
Christi sua est gratia et veritas.“ Clem. 
Alex. Pred. i. 7, p. 184 P, says: 2: cai 
фта, à урафз) “ò vópoç BA Mv 
46605," obyi dd Mwvoiwc, áÀAà owe 
piv rod Aoyou, did Mavciwg dé rod p- 
жо>тос abrow bad ка трбскацрос iyivero, 
3x 22 atdwc xeon cai 9 dh dea 
"Тео? 5 yévero, c. r. A. 10 See in 
Joan. tom. vi. с. 3, vol. iv. б 
very similarly. But the Фати laid 
down above, which is hinted at by De 
Wette, seems to me to be the most ob- 
vious, and best suited to the context, 
where the яАрера of + Christ is set 
against the narrowness of positive enact- 
ment in the law. Certainly, the distinction 
must not be lost sight of, nor denied, as 
Lücke attempts to do: for Bengel truly 

18 Gov ouðeiç t'opakev Aug a 
j ver. 14, k = Lake iil. 2. ch. я. 35. Коры че 

observes: “ Nullus philosophus {аш accu- 
rate verba ponit, differentiamque eorum 
observat, quam Johannes, in hoc presertim 
capite." х&ри к. А) I must again 
caution the student against any such 
wholly inadequate explanations as that 
these words are put ‘per Hendiadyn for 
харс dA. It is in this way that the 

of Scripture have been covered over 
by the rubbiah of expositors. Such was 
not the method of investigation pursued by 
the great men of former centuries: witness 

іп loc.: ei yap ‘Ineots ieri» é 
acer “iyé га 5 áMQOua," хос з 
dAfüua did Igο xporoù yóvirat ; ab- 
roc yap rec д lavrov où yiveras. 
vonrioy ore з) abroahnOna 9 obe: d 
sai ty ойтес eww wpwrorumog ric iv 
raiç Aoywaig Vvxaic GAyGOeiag . .. . obyi 
did '19c0U xpi ToU iyávero, obà' Bec да 
туос, GAN’ vxó Geos lyivero wç xai ò 
Aóyoc ob ё:а rwwoc, Ò iv йруў wpdc Heid 
Océ, xai j софіа, fjv lcriet v apyny ò 
abrow ò 026g. оф йа Ttvog, or оёд 5 И 
dA фа тос. j 04 тар йудротос 
&\пдна дй Ine xpwros іуі»єто` oloy 
7 iv ПафАф аА. gai roig ажоотёло 
aid 'Inooð ҳр‹стоё ѓуіугго (vol. iv. р. 107). 

18.] The connexion is: Moses 
could not give out of the яАлрырма of 
grace and truth, for he had no imme 
sight of God, and no man can have: 
there is but One who can i£nytic0a: d, 
the povoysrnc vióc, who is no mere man, 
but е . ёр. ж. ni As Father.’ 

. . dép. т sight of 
God here meant, is not only bodily sight 
(оова of that it is true, see Exod. xxxiii. 

: 1 Tim. vi. 16), but intuitive and in- 
ala knowledge, which enables Him who 
has it to declare the nature and will of God : 
see ch. iii. 11; vi. 46; xiv. 7. The 
Evangelist speaks in this verse in accord- 
ance with the sayings of the gnosis whose 
phraseology he has adopted; ric iwpaxey 
abroy E „ Sir. aie 81. 

v] As regards the readi 
ô Pas 6«ós, the authorities for an 

it will be found in the . It 
seems to bave arisen from a confusion of the 
contracted forms of writing, YC and ec. 
The question, which reading to ado 
one which, in the balance of authorities, 
must be provisionally decided by the con- 
sideration that as ал we can see, we 
should be introducing great harshness into 
the sentence, and & new and strange term 
into Scripture, by adopting O:óg: a con- 
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" . *1 ` e^ e ^ А M М . 
welt попот о povoyernc шос, о ш» "с row " коћжоу тое m 

att. H. 98. М o» ^ P? , 
Marki.3, Tarpoc, EKEWOC eEnynoaro. LY: 
av. xiii. 16. Yir 

a Luke xvi. 22 ref. о a ver. 83. ch. v. 11. ix. . x. al. p Joha, bere гају. lalt. | a 
xxiv. 35. Acts х. В. xv.12, 14. KAI. 10 only. Levit. xiv. 67. 1 Chin. xri. 96. 

a Ы 

18. [uovoyernc eo BC'LN 83 Syr syr-marg copt seth-rom Thdot Clem Ep 
syn-Ancyr Epiph, Did,—pref 6 N3* Clem: o џоуоуғуђс мос A rel (and apparently, al 
other mss) latt syr-cu syr-txt sre æth-pl arm Hippol Ps-Ign Ep-syn-Ant Ps-Archel- 
lat Eus, or, Eustath Ath, emp- A (apad Cyr) Naz Chr, Thdor- mops Thdrt Damasc, 
Thdor-stud, Thl Euthym, Tert Hil, Phoebed Ambr, Jer Aug, Maximin-arian Vig-tep. 
[A detailed account of the most important parts of the patristic testimony is in this 
case very necessary. 

TERTULLIAN wrote against Praxeas (cap. xv. vol. ii. pp. 172 ff. ed. Migne) as follows: 
Ecce enim et in Evangeliis et in Apostolis visibilem et invisids. дезип deprehendo; 
sub manifesta et personali distinctione conditionis utriusque. — Exclamat quodammodo 
Johannes : “ Deum nemo vidit unguam, utique nec retro. Ademit enim lemporis que- 
stionem, dicendo deum nunquam virum. Confirmat et Apostolus de deo; пето 
vidit hominum зей nec videre potest,” scilicel quia morietur, qui videbit. ...... Et 
ideo quoniam sermonem dei deum digerat (Joh. i. 1) ne [al. ut] adjwoaret adversari- 
orum presumptionem quasi patrem ipsum vidisset, ad distinguendum infer ineiribilen 
patrem et filium visibilem, superdicit ex abundanti: “Deum nemo vidit an 
Quem deum: sermonem? — Alquin “ vidimus et audivimus et contrectavimus de sf- 
mone vitæ” predictum ert. Sed quem deum? scilicet patrem apud quem deum erci 
sermo, “unigenitus [scilicet] filius qui in sinum (al. est in sine] patris ірге dis- 
seruit.” . . Filius ergo visus est semper, et filius conversatus est semper, d 
filius operatus est semper, ex auctoritate patris et voluntate: quia “ filius nikil в 
semelipso potest facere, wisi viderit patrem facientem ;” in зепги scilicel facientes. 
Pater enim ¶ in] sensu agit. Filius vero, quod in patris sinua est videns . 
Sic “omnia per filium facta sunt et sine Шо 55 est nikil.” There cannot Р 
fore be the smallest doubt that Tertullian really read filius. Equally clear is the 
evidence of HrPPOLYTUS: Op d róv Gedy ob0" ele sl р) povog ò жас, cai тіл 
dv@pwroc, cal uóvoc dinynoapevog тз)» Boudry тоб warpéc. Мун ydp ка! lea 
Ordy ovdeic lüpakty rot- povoyeriie uléc, д dy elg róv cr той жатрёс, айт 
dinvhearo. (Contr. Hær. Noeti, c. v. p. 812, Migne. Patrol. vol. x.) On tbe 
same side is the SyNopicaL EPISTLE OF THE ÁNTIOCHENE CouNcIL which ,eon- 
дешпей Paul of Samosata: 'AAAd py xai roy vógov dpoiwe Mwvag gaply de do 
д:акоуобьтос rod viov тоб 0ғ00 [Оа]. iii. 19: Exod. iii. 2, 4, 16, and iv. 1) 
(Exod. xxxiii. 17—19] bsp reo a obrwe . . . (xxxiv. 6, 6] 6 ydp d rap- 
гХебсесбда‹ ітаууеАареуос, 6 vlòg rov eoù к0ріос` rai ікаћевгу iv бубнат: ævpios TO 
xarpéc. ойтбс tory dc kal dAnOebe Aéyww . Job. vi. 46 and 87]. cai “ Өф» osaic 
éwpaxe тототе 0 povoyeriie їйдє ò dy eig тд» kóXAsov тоў татрбс, lctivog {Епүйвато. 
cai ò ёжботоћос iv Addy... . [1 Tim. i. 17]. rà» d vis, rapa rg тагрі бута бф 
piv cai корю» тё» ytvnrüv awdyrey c. r. A. (was sent from heaven and became 
incarnate). Routh, Rel. Sacr. iii. pp. 295—297, ed. 1846. With regard to 
EvsEBIUS, the facts seem to be as follows: —that he distinctly “quotes the pasa 
“ with the reading vióc not less than six times. In one case indeed (De Eccles. Theol 
“ib. i. с. 9 (vol. vi. p. 840, ed. Migne]) the words ў povoyerie Otóc are added after 
* 6 роуоуғуђс̧ vioc. This Passage alone, however, when examined with the 
“ context, seems enough to disprove this claim ; and when it is taken in connexion 
“at least five other unequivocal quotations in which Eusebius reads vide, there really 
“appears to be no room for doubt.” (Mr. E. Abbot in the Andover “ Bibliothes 
Sacra,” Oct. 1861.) The summary of the chapter in which the passage above referred 
to occurs is “that the Son does not subsist in the same way as rà xoAAd «rispatd- 
After quoting “ This is my beloved Son," Eusebius goes on: Aéro? rotyapovy гоб ТУ” 
dA Өғоб raorgv abrq тї» paprupiayv hia frd e ToU re tbay yea rov aptin” 
абтӧ» Yiòv povoytvij elvat 0:04акоутос Óv wv ign “ Өф» офдейс lp reren 
ò роуоугуђс vidc, i) novoytvijc Oedc, 6 Qv ele roy кбАтоу roð татрбс ciro 
іё түпсато.” * ATHANASIUS apparently knew of no other reading but 1: 
« distinctly quotes the text 4 times, and refers to it thrice in addition. Hir 

sequence which ought to have no weight but may fairly be weighed where this й 
whatever where authority is overpowering, not so. The “ prestat procliviori ardus 
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* has commented on his quotation of Joh. i. 18 (De Trin. lib. vi. cap. 39 [vol. ii. p. 163]) 
“in such a way as to demonstrate that he read Filius. He remarks: Natura fides 
“non satis explicata videbatur ez nomine ‘Filii, nisi proprietatis extrinsecus virtus 
“per exceptionis signiflcantiam adderetur. Prater ‘Filium’ enim, et ‘unigenitum’ 
“ cognominans, suspicionem adoptionis penitus exsecuit. The only passage, so far as 
* I know, in all Hilary's writings, which has even the appearance of supporting the 
* reading unigenitus Deus is in his work De Trin. lib. xii. cap. 24 [yo li. p. 422]. 
“ Having quoted Exod. iii. 14, * Misit me ad vos is qui est? (Sept. 6 à»), and remark- 
“ing Deo proprium esse id quod est non ambigens sensus est, he goes on to argue that 
“ this expression implies eternity, and then says: Quod igitur et per Moysen de Deo 
** significatum ....td ipsum unigenito Deo esse proprium Evangelia testantur : cum 
“in principio erat verbum (John i. 1), e£ cwn hoc арий Deum erat, et cum erat lumen 
* verum (ver. 9), et cum unigenitus Deus in sinu Patris est (ver. 18), et cum Jesus 
** Christus super omnia Deus est (Rom. ix. 5). Erat igitur at dest; quia ab eo 
** est, qui quod est semper est. From this it will be perceived that Hilary's argument pereeiv | “rests wholly on the word est.. [Notwithstanding this, however, the impression 
naturally derived from the passage is that Hilary is here put as distinctly quoting Joh. 
i. 18 (with the reading 0«óc) as Rom. ix. 6 immediately below. H. A.] “The expression 
“< unigenitus Deus’ is a favourite one with Hilary. It occurs in his treatise De 
* Trinitate about one hundred and four times." (Abbot, иё supra.) The following is 
Abbot’s list of the seven places in which Hilary quotes the passage with the reading 
Filius: Tract. in Psalm. схххуііі. cap. 35 [Migne, vol. i. p. 0181. De Trin. lib. її. 
cap. 23 [Migne ii. 40]; lib. iv. capp. 8 [p. 76], 42 [p. 101]; lib. v. capp. 88, 34 
[pp. 125, 126]; and lib. vi. cap. 39 [p. 163]. 

The concurrent testimony of Hippolytus, the Synodical epistle from Antioch, Euse- 
bius, Athanasius, and apparently the whole of the Latin Fathers, is very strong. On 
the other side we have the Excerpta Theodoti, Epiphanius, Didymus, and perhaps 
Clement of Alexandria and the Synod of Ancyra д.р. 358. 
THEODOTUS says, Joh. i. 1 is interpreted by the Valentinians thus: архзђу piv ydp 

Toy poroysvý Aiyovety, 8» cai Өф» тросаүорейко®а‹, ec xal iv тоїс {Ес аутікрос 
Ody abróv ö Aeyev O povoytvi)c Oedc, 0 wy tig roy koX mov тоб warpéc, ікеїуос 
tEnynoaro.” (Excerpta Theod. inter Opp. Clem. Alex. $ 6, p. 958 P: but вее 
§ 9, p. 959.) CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA, speaking of the difficulty of knowing 
God and of the impossibility of declaring God in words, brings forward Rom. xi. 88; 
1 Cor. ii. 6, 7; Col. ii. 2, 8; Mt. xiii. 11; Ps. Ixxvii.; and Matt. xiii. 33: having 
added quotations from Solon and Empedocles, he goes on: каі 'Ieávvge 6 ásóoroAoc 
Өгд» obdtlg lopakey mwrore 0 povoyevic Oedc, 0 wy eic róv cv тоў жатрдс, 
ixtivog iEgyfjoaro. rò 3° déparoy xai dbpnrov, кб\то› óvouácag Oso’... . . rod 
02 dyevv⁴ obdiy xpovxapye. Asizerae 0) Orig yapers ral џбуф тф хар abróv 
№уф rò dyvwcro» vosy’ cad ral ò Aovkdg . . . Acts xvii. 22, 23." (Strom. v. 
рр. 695, 696 P.) The only other passage in which Clement quotes Joh. i. 18 is in 
“Quis dives salvetur," the opening words of cb. xxxvii., p. 946 P: Ti ydp iri det бф 
rd тйс йүйхпс puorngia; kai rór& dxomrtóctg тд» &OÓNwOv тоб marpóg, 0» 0 
povoytv)g vióg Osd¢ uóvog iEnynoaro. It appears then that Clement knew of and 
used а reading or interpretation (it may be only the latter) of Joh. i. 18 which sanc- 
tioned the use of the term nosoytvic бебс. * EPIPHANIUS has quoted the 
" three times with the reading Өебс. (Heer. lxv. cap. 5 [2727] p. 612, and lxx. 
" cap. 7, p. 817.) In the remark, however, which follows the quotation in the first 
* passage, sg and vwióg are interchanged :—xaí $9c:, O povoysvrc Osóç' ё piv үйр 
“&Абуос істіу ік хатрӧс үғуупдгс, d патђр di ойк iyevynOn did rovro povoysvyjc 
“vide. DrpvxUvs has quoted the passage twice with the reading Өєбс. (De Trinit. 
“lib. i. cap. 26, p. 393, and lib. ii. cap. 5, p. 495.) He also says 0 vidc cicAnra: povo- 
** yevr)c Bròc Aóyog, xai elg коріос̧ 'Іпсобс xypeordg (lib. i. c. 15, p. 313). But here it 
„may be doubted whether a comma should be placed after џоуоуғуӣс, or after Өс, or 
‘after neither. The Ѕесохр (semi-arian) SYNOD oF ANCYRA may have read 
" Oed¢ in Joh. i. 18, but the evidence is not decisive. After quoting Prov. viii. 22 &c., 

finds in this case a legitimate limit. not be understood as referring to the cus- 
ё By els т. den] The expression must tom of reclining iv Tẹ кб\х‹, as in ch. 
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(aU) атёотыАа» трӧс avróv ot * Tavdaios ЕЁ Ie po m 

v. 10 al. tr. 
oh 
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“Col. i. 15 &c., and the first verses of the Proem to the Gospel of John, without any 1 
* allusion, however, to Job. i. 18. . . ec буну тђу ixi стбратос бо кай rpusv t 
«Нс ажда» тйс car obciay яоӧс катФра той viov ópotorgrog. `O plv ap leue! 
“той софоб r3» софіау vióv ð d [John] rob Өғой тд» Абуоу povoytvi * 
* Paul] тоё 0tov rà» vióv eledva фпсі (Apod Epiph: Нет. lxxiii. сар. 8, p. 854). We 
«have no reason to suppose, d priori, that the reference to John is verbally accurate any 
* more than that to Proverbs, where we find neither the word wic, nor the expresam 
“ту софіа той софоб. It is not uncommon with the Fathers to give as the language d 
“ scripture, expressions formed from several combined, or which they s 
* fally authorized by scripture though not occurring there in so many words.” (Abbot, 
ut supra. 
Di e) das fun ossa Odes Basil, and Cyril of Alexandria, is contr. 

dictory and uncertain. It is hardly possible to decide what was the reading d 
the copies known to IRENZUS8: he quotes the three times esigeniius Иш 
Dei Hær. їй. 11. 6, р. 189, unigenitus Filius ib. iv. 20. 6, p. 255, enten Dew 
ib. iv. 20. 11, p. ; in no case is either word absolutely inconsistent with ks 
context; as far as Irenæus’ ent is concerned we might read Не who is in the 
bosom of the Father hath Him. In the two first cases we have Fils: m 
the immediate context; in the third, Verbwm, though Filius Des is not far off Оп 
the one hand, the translator may have conformed two of the quotations to the received 
Latin version. On the other hand, had Irenæus read cdc, his: subject (“seeing God”) 
must almost have compelled him to give some distinct exposition of its bearing. 
* ORIGEN has Өебс, In Joan. tom. ii. с. 29, vol. iv. p. 89, and xxxii. с. 18, p. 43 
In both [only the former in Migne) these passages, however, the very literal version 
«о? Ferrari, made from a manuscript now lost, reads seigenifus alone, without either 
* Deus or Filius. On the other hand we have vióc, Contra Cels. lib. ii. c. 71 [vol i 
«E 440] . . . . Во De la Rue and Lommatech from two mas.; the earlier edo. d 
* Hoschel founded on a single ma., instead of ё но»оугус vidg reads xai помете 
‘ye ду Otócg. ... Yide rob Orov occurs In Joan. tom. vi. cap. 2, p. 102, as еш 
“by De la Rue and Lommatech from the Bodleian ms., the earlier edn. of Huet, which 
* was founded on a single ms.; reads vide tóc. A little after, in two allusions to the 
* passage, 6 роуоуғуђс із used alone. BasiL...hss 626g once, and in a 
“passage mentions vide dAnOivdc, роуоуғуђс Өгбс, ĉúvapıç 0205, copia, and Абуо ti 
“names given to Christ in Scripture; but he twice quotes the text in 3 with 
* the reading vlóç. CYRIL or ALEXANDELA, as edited by Aubert, has Gv for 
* times, and vióc three times. His commentary on the passage, as рше; favours 
“дед, but its evidence is somewhat weakened by various readings.” (Abbot, ut supra] 

om o wy Ni. (corrd 1. m. or 2. m.: see plate xxii. ed. Rae .) 
19. гес om трос avrov, with CN rel Orig: ins ВС! 33 lat-a de Бут syr-cu cop 

(eth) arm Chr, and (aft Acverrac) АХ 69 vulg lat-e f ff, lq syr. emtpurgten) 
N-corr'. 

xiii. 29: for by this explanation confusion reason is lost in the i shallow 
is introduced into the imagery, and the method of accounting for it by sey 
real depth of the truth hidden. The ex- 
pression signifies, as Chrysostom observes, 
Gvyyivea cal ѓубтпс rig oboiag: - and 
is derived from the fond and intimate 
union of children and parents. The 
present participle, as in ch. їйї. 18, is used 
to signify essential truth, without any 
particular regard to time. On the 
use of eic, see reff. It is not ‘put for’ iv: 
indeed it would be well for the student to 
bear in mind as a general rule, that no 
word or expression is ever ‘put for’ an- 
other: words are the index of thoughts, 
—and where an unusual construction is 
found, it points to some reason in the 
mind of the writer for using it, which 

that it is ‘put for’ some other s 
So here, гіс тд» кб\хо>» is not =i» TY 
колят, but is a carrying on of the 
thought expressed in ver. I, by трос 1?” 
976: it is a pregnant construction, in. 
volving in it the begetting of the Son sd 
His being the Aóyoc of the Patber, Hi 
proceeding forth fom God. It is a Am 
expression, on the side of His Unity with 
the Father, to «(ui mapå тоў Өгоб, on 
side of His manifestation to men. We har 
similar expressions, uniting the verb of ret 
with the preposition of motion, in ic 9 
vovc Boro, Od. 6.51. ele áváyrg» tt" 
zed’, Eur. Iph. T. 634: see Kühner, Or. 
Gr. $ 622. ixsivos) ‘He, and none 
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20. om 3rd cat С?Т, 1. 33 lat-ö5 f sth : om ка epoXoygotv R. 
eyw, with C? rel vulg lat-c f syrr Hippol Aug: txt ABC 

Cyr-comm. 
for avro», waXty NI: avrov хаму Мэ, 

syr-cu syr-jer arm Orig, Chr-à-4-7-A-- 
21. ewnpwrycay №. 

else; an emphatic exclusive expression. 
tinyijouro | better than 

‘hath declared,’ as E. V. EIO, 1Ёй- 
улса, and éEnynrnc (Gen. xli. 8, 24), are 

hnical terms used of the declaration of 
Divine matters. Wetstein has collected 
abundance of in illustration of 
this usage. See also Müller's Eumenides, 
Excursus D, on the i£gygrai. But Lücke 
(and I think rightly) believes it more in 
accordance with the simple style of John 
to take the word here in its ordinary, not 
its technical meaning. The object to 
be supplied after the verb is most likely 
atrov, i. e. тоу 046% De Wette thinks 
this too definite, and supplies ‘that which 
He has seen, as in ch. iii. 11. Lücke 
supplies т» ydpira к. dk., as being that 
which He has seen; but De Wette well 
observes that yápic is more matter of re- 
velation by act, than of Zy nog. Euthy- 
mius's explanation, ididakey ór: Gedy оёёеіс 
іюракг werxort, is certainly wrong. See 
Matt. xi. 27. 

I. 18 — II. 1] INTRODUCTION oF 
CHRIST TO THE WORLD: BY THE WIT- 
NESS OF JOHN (vv. 19—40): By HIMSELF 
(ver. 41—ii. 11). 

19—28.) The first witness borne by 
John to Jesus: before the deputation 
„тот the Sanhedrim. 19.] abr 
is the predicate, 4 fa the sub- 
ject, in the present form of the sen- 
tence. So very frequently in St. John, 
where commonly the mistake is made of 
supposing the demonstrative pronoun to be 
the subject, whereas it is ever the predicate 
of identification. Euthym., airy .... 
жері ўс ян» ШАМ wpoiwy,.... ) 
угуоџіуп êë No ò i Ore атест. к.т.\. 
of "оудаѓоь] John alone of the Evan- 
gelists uses this expression ;—principall 
as designating the chiefs of the Jewi. 

le, the members of the Sanhedrim. 
t is an interesting enquiry, what this 

usage denotes as to the author or date 
of our Gospel. Prof. Bleek, Beitrüge, pp. 
245—249, has satisfactorily shewn that 
no inference can be deduced from it 
against the Jewish origin of the author, 
as Bretechneider and Fischer endeavoured 

KATA IGANNHN. 

AI. 18. 1 John lv. 16 only. see 2 Macc. vil. 87. 

тес ove e bef 
ILXAN 33 forj lat -a b eq 

the belief that the Gospel was written 
after the Jews had ceased to be poli- 
tically a nation,—and among Gentiles ;— 
the author himself contemplating these 
last as his readers. Im] does 
not belong to oi Iovò.,— nor to lep. к. 
Au., — but to azicrauAay:—sent from 
Jerusalem priests, &c.: so itawocriAA o, 
Acts vii. 12; xi. 22 al. lep. к. A.] 
This was a formal deputation ; —priesta 
and Levites, constituting the two classes 
of persons employed about the service 
of the temple (see Josh. iii. 3), are sent 
(Matt. xxi. 23) officially to enquire into 
the pretensions of the new Teacher (ver. 

` 25), who had collected about him such 
multitudes (Matt. iii. 5), and had awakened 

ular expectation that he was the Mes- 
iah (Luke iii. 15). ov tis «;) with 
reference to the popular doubts respecting 
him; asked in an unbelieving and in- 
quisitorial spirit, —com Matt. iii. 7 ff., 
which had already en place. Even 
among the learned, as well as among the 
people, there were considerable differences 
as to the prophecies ing the Mes- 
siah: see ch. vii. 40—52. 20. 
Gpodsynoey, he openly and formally con- 
fessed. This emphatie notice of his de- 
claration seems to be introduced not with 
any view of removing too high an esti- 
mate of John’s work and office, as some- 
times supposed, but rather £o shew the 
importance of his testimony, which was so 
mur and officially delivered, —that the 

iah was come (see ch. v. 33—35); 
and the way in which he depreciated Aim- 
self in comparison with Him who came 
after him. 21.) оў оўу vt; equi - 
valent to ri Aéyetc тері Geavrov; ver. 
22. 'H «;) The whole ap- 
pearance of John reminded them of Elias: 
—see Matt. iii. 4, and compare 2 Kings 
i. 8. Besides, his announcement that 
the Kingdom of God was at hand, natu- 
rally led them to the prophecy Mal. iv. 
5. Lightfoot cites from the Rabbinical 

* books 3 that the Ден ех 
a general purification or baptism before 
the coming of the Messiah (from Ezek. 
xxxvi. 25, 26, and Zech. xiii. 1), and 

to do: but it is rather confirmatory of that it would be administered by Elias. 
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ETATTEAION I. 
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 asókoutv. dur тос тёрфасі» nuac. ті Atyac s- 
Ey “pwr "Boovrog t» ту 

э 7 e ne ` PRS П N ч e 4 
вопиф ° Еобоуате тт» oðov xupiov, кабос ire Hoatec 

kai ameoraApevor noay єк rwv Фар- 
$ * * - « 

kai journcav avróv ка! tray аот Ti ow 
e o М 

rec rc ovy nac et ov, with AC? rel vulg lat-(b c) f вуг: re ovv ov nà. н C! 33 ton 
lat-(e) ff, l Orig, : тї ovy nÀ. и LN lat-a Syr: txt B. 

ins N3a &c. 
erway, во BC!A.] 

o bef rpognrac №! : 
23. 

om 2nd rae Х. om 

om ovy B (lat-c ?) syr-cu. 
94. rec ins oi bef awecradpevor, with CN? rel latt syrr syr-jer (Orig,) Chr Cyr: om 

BC!LN! copt (Orig;).—o: ате re-written prima талы in A. 
25. om npwernoay avroy ca (komcotel) N. 

к. A. Ove elul] The right 
explanation of this answer seems to 
be the usual one, — that the deputa- 
tion asked the question in а mistaken 
and superstitious sense, meaning Elias 
bodily come down from heaven, who 
таз ex to forerun and anoint the 
Messias. (Our Lord seems to refer to the 
same extra t notion in Matt. xi. 14, 
at uur BítaaÓm, abróc фот» ‘HA. д 
ux EpyecBar.) In this sense, John 
was not Elias; nor indeed in any other 
sense, was he Elias;—but only (Luke 
i. 17) іу wvedpars kal доуаре 'HAov. 

$ wp. el b;] From the prophecy 
of Moses, Deut. xviii. 15, 18, the Jews ex- 

some particular prophet to arise,— 
distinct from the Messiah (this distinction 
however was not held by all, see ch. vi. 14), 
whose coming was, like that of Elias, 
шола. connected with that of the 
Messiah Himself: see ch. vii. 40, 41. In 
Matt. xvi. 14 we have ‘Jeremiah, or one 
of the prophets’ apparently — this ex- 
pected prophet. There seem to have been 
various opinions about him ;—all however 
agreeing in this, that he was to be one 
of the old prophets raised from the dead 
see also 2 Macc. ii. 1—8). This John was 
not: and he therefore answers this also in 
the negative. 22.) Notice—they ever 
ask about his person: he ever refers them 
to his . He is no one—a voice merely : 
it is the work of God, the testimony to 
Christ which is every thing. So the for- 
malist ever in the church asks Who is he? 
while the witness for Christ only exalts, 
only cares for Christ’s work. 23.] 
These words, which by the other Evange- 
lists are spoken of John as the fulfilment 
of the prophecy, appear from this place to 
have been first so used by himself. They 

introduce the great closing section of the 
prophecy of Isaiah (ch. xl.—lxvi.) so full 
of the ге шна and revelations of 

H Messiah is kingdom. even 
is used as compendiously expressing iro- 
dare... . €bOtiag srouirt. Br 

implication, lo 5 this 
openi rop of hi , announces 
the approaching falfünisnt of the whole 
section. 94.) The reason of thi- 
explanation being added is not very cler. 
Lücke, with whom De Wette agree, 
refers it to the apparent hostility of tbe 
next enquiry: but I confess I cannot ке 
that it is more hostile than the ре 
ceding. Luthardt thinks that it imports 
there were some d rtorakgirot present, 
who belonged to the sect of the Pharisees 
(oa d zal ic rev фарр. d xeoraMpiro). 
which the words will hardly bear: see 
below. Might it not be to throw light 
on their question about baptiziag, ss the 
Pharisees were the most precise about 
all ceremoniee, lustrations, &c.? Origen 
makes this а new deputation: but he 5 
plainly wrong: see the оўу below. Euthy- 
mius gives another reason yet: ize 
püvaro ral rij oiprew айту, ipgatver 
TÒ жерієруоу robrwy cai скоћоу. 
Abandoning the ol (sec var. readd.), we 
must render, And they (i.e. the whole 
deputation) were (or had been) seat by 
the Pharisees; which will make it more 
probable that the explanation refers to the 
nature of the following question. år 
ori. . ёк has occurred above, 
ver. 19, which gives additional probability 
to the reading of the text. 95.; On 
o.. . . ob8é, seo note on ver. 13. Thi 
question shews probably that they did not 
interpret Іва. xl. 3 of any herald of the 
Messiah. They regarded beptism as ° 
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Barrie "iv одате 'uícoc Оро» orru Ov UptiQ ойк ге Mat. x. 
xxii. 55. oidare, ? [о] отісо pou tpyóutvoc, "ой ovx нш eye Nem. xav. 

latioc tva. Мосо " 
, - a ке ^ e je , le 

avrov TOV аута TOU o rodiuaroc. ver. 16 reff. Matt. iil. 12 
- e LÀ 

В ravra tv BnOavia eyévero wípav rov "lopOavou, ö ro у assir., bere 
l 

>й» [o] Iwávvnc Barričwv. 
Job zxxiz. 10. Isa. v. 18, . Sir. ххх. (XXII.) 26 only. only. 

m Matt. хіх. 22 гей. ch. 4. 41. 

Lurav, so BC'LX 33 Orig.] 
expr) № 1. 88 Orig, 

. om о A al. 
with AC? rel 
eorneey, with AC rel Origo: «org«u GN 

syr-jer copt Orig,-lat, Cypr. 
N. rec at 

oaly. 
k Mark 1.7 L. 
Acts il. 26 

1 Matt. x. 10 ай, Exod. Ш. 6. 

rec ovre (twice), with E rel: txt ABCLX(Treg 
om o bef zpo$nrnc CA. 
ins rw bef обат: Rl: om ^N? &c. 

ig, Chr: om BC'LM lat. 5, arm Heracl Origon. 
Orig, : txt BL 1 lat- a b e f ff, syrr syr-cu 

rec aft ntoog ins де, 
rec (for orncec) 

Е а ins аютос eni» (to fu out the construction, and refer to ve 15, 30), 
with АС?” rel vulg lat-5 c f q syrr Orig,; ovroc «eru» G al Chr: avroc oriy ov urov 
(ver 30) S lat-e ff, l Cypr: om BC'LN 1. 33 lat-a syr-cu copt th Orig, Cyr Ambr. 

w BN! om o bef ord Orig,: ins ACN** rel Orig.. rec aft epxouevog ins oc 
en woogÜsv pou угуоуєу (from vv 15, 80), with AC? rel lat-a c syrr syr-jer arm-usc 
æth-pl Cypr : om BC LN 1. 33 lat-5 I syr-cu copt eth arm-zoh Orig, Chr-» Cyr Nonn 
Ambr. rec eyw bef ove spe (rye ота, see below, and reinsd), with A rel latt 
Gaud: om eyw CLN 33 lat -q copt 
txt BX 69 syr-jer Orig, A 

тош arm Heracl Clem Orig, Chr Cypr Ambr: 
ug,. 

98. rec (for Вбазна) Bn¥aBapa, with C*KUA 1. 83. 69 syr-cu mss-in-Chr-Euthym 
arm and the approval of Orig Eus Suid Jer &c, in many of whom the variation is 
noticed: al sth Epiph have both, 850apaBa 3b syr-marg: txt ABC!N! rel latt syrr 

hr syr-jer copt arm Heracl C 
aft :орёауоо ins sorapov R. 

aft BaxriZey ins ro zpwroy C. 

significant token of the approach of the 
Messianic Kingdom, and they asked, 
‘Why baptizest thou, if thou art no fore- 
runner of the Messiah?“ 26, 21.) 
[6] бит» іру. is the subject of the 
sentence ; that cometh after mo, &c., 
stands among yon. The insertions 
(see var. readd.) have been made by some 
one not aware of this, and wishing to 

uare the verse with vv. 15, 30. 
answer of the Baptist seems not to 

correspond to the question in ver. 25, 
This was noticed as early as Heracleon 
Origen in Joan. tom. vi. 15, vol. iv. 

p. 131), who said, dwxorpivera: ò 'Iedvync 
folc ік rà» Qapıoalwy wepgOsiony, ob 
тоос d IcH, ixnpwerwy, ЕЛА d avróg 
{Воблето. This however is impugned at 
some length by Origen, but not on very 
convincing grounds. The truth seems to 
have been apprehended Olshausen,— 
that the declaration of John that the 
Messiah was standing among them at 
that moment unknown to them, was an 
answer to their question demanding a 
legitimation 7. Ms prophetic claims ;—a 
onpetoy that he was sent from God :—see 
ch. E 15 Olsh. also suggests that this 

"or, I. 

tyevero bef ғу (350. N. 
rec om 6, with A rel Orig: ins BCN. 

eyevovro А 262. 

may clear up the sa of the Jews in 
ch. x. 41 (see note there). In repeating 
this saying at other times (see Matt. 
iii. 11 and |), the Baptist plainly states 
of the Messiah, that he should baptize 
them with the Holy ое (and fire), as 
here in ver. 33. ere, in праца to 
those learned in the offices of the - 
siah, he leaves that to be supplied. 
baw abrov Y ...) See note on Matt. 
iii. 11. .] The common reading 
ВтбоВарф, is o to а conjecture of 
Origen, the grounds of which he thus 
states :—Sre piv oyeddv dv пас. rots 
Фут:үрбфом xeira: “ табта iv BnOavig 
іуѓуєто’ ойк ayvootper, cai lous тобто 
cai [ri wpérepoy yeyovívav cai тарӣ 
‘Hpackiwm your Buda dviyveper. 
iwsicOnpev St р) дїї» Bylavig дуау‹- 
vr, d\Ad BN yevdpevos by тоїс 
rénxac ivi історіау rey xv 'Incov ral 
ré» pabyrey abroU cai rev профптёу. 
Badbavia yap, өс 6 atric ebayyemorne 
now, ij патріс AaZdpov cal Марбас xal 
Mapiac, ажёҳе rev ‘Iepocokbipwy oTa- 
iove dra vivre ic wéppw істі» à 'Iop- 
dävnc жотаџбс, ёс áxó cradiwy wAari 
№уф px’ (180). ФАМ ога ópervgoc тў 

Y 
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99. rec aft Gert ins о wwavygc (а lection beginning at Ae rei), with CEFGHL 25 
ae eee c Syr Orig,: om ABC'N rel mt lat-a q syr-cu вуг copt sth arm Orig, 

Bg0avíg róroç ібтіу жері róv "Іордауп»" 
Selxvvebas сь хард тӯ бхӨу той 
'Iopdávov rà BnOaBapa, іуда івтороёе: 
róv 'Ioáyvrgv [3:Закткіуа (in Joan. vi. 
24, p. 140). He goes on to shew from the 
etymology of the names that it must 
have been Bethabara ; an argument which 
modern criticism will not much esteem. 
It will be seen that his testimony is deci- 
sive for the universality and authority of 
ByGavig, while for the other he only pro- 
duces a tradition, and that only at second- 
hand; ‘they say that such a place is 
shewn. That no Bethany beyond Jordan 
was known in his time proves but little ;— 
for 800 eventful years had changed the 
face of Palestine since these events, and 
the names and sites of many obscure 
places may have been forgotten. I ab- 
stain from enumerating modern conjec- 
tures on the identity of the two, or the 
etymo of the names, as being inde- 
cisive and unprofitable. The objection of 
Paulus, that wipaw тоў ‘Iopdavov the 
Sanhedrim had no authority, appears not 
to be founded in fact : see Lücke's Comm. 
i. 894 ff. The question whether this 
testimony of the Baptist is identical with 
that given by the three other Evangelista, 
especially by Luke (iii. 16), is, after all 
that has been said on it (Lücke, De Wette, 
Olshausen, &c.), not of great importance. 
The whole series of transactions here re- 
corded, from ver. 15 onwards, certainly 
happened after the baptism of our Lord ; 
—for before that event John did mot 
know Him as ò ipyóutvoc: and рѓвос 
oͤu oy отса ver. 26 shews that Ае had 20 
recognized Him (see below on ry ар 
whereas the testimony in Luke iii. 16 
and || is as certainly given before the 
baptism. But since the great end of 
John's mission was to proclaim Him who 
was coming after him, it is not only 
probable, but absolutely necessary to sup- 
pose, that he should have delivered this 
testimony often, and under varying circum- 
stances: before the baptism, in the form 
given by Luke, épyeras 0 layup. pov K. r. A. 
and after it in this form, obroc hv бу elroy 
ver. 15), where his former testimony is 
istinctly referred to. And among John’s 

disciples and the multitudes who frequented 
his baptism, many reports of such his say- 

ings would naturally be current. Бо that 
there is neither а real nor even an appe- 
rent contradiction between John and the 
other Evangelists. It is a far more 
important question, in what part of this 
narration the forty rd tation и 
to be inserted. From ver. 19 to ch. 5.1 
there is an unbroken sequence of days ё 
tinctly marked. Since then ver. 19 most 
be understood as ha ing after the bep- 
tism, it must have happened after ihe 
Temptation also. And in this supposition 
there is not the slightest difficulty. But 
when we have made it, it still remains to 
say whether at that time our Lord 
returned from the Temptation or not. 
The general opinion of Harmonists hs 
been, that the approach of Jesus to John 
in ver. 29 was His return after the Temp- 
tation. But this I think questionable, оп 
account of the pigog фрак отун, vef. 
26; which I can only understand literally. 
I therefore believe that the return from 
the Temptation to Bethany beyond Jordan 
had Taken place before the deputatos 
arriv 

99—34.] Second witness borne by Joke 
to Jesus: apparently before His di 
ciples. 29.] rj bwospur, the às] 

Those who wish to introduce the 
Temptation between vv. 28 and 29, inter- 
pret it, on some day „Thus Euthym. 
Tj iw, nerd тїз ако ipnpos кабоќо 
abrov dgÀAovór:i. But this sense of ry if» 
although certainly found in the LXX.— 
see Gen. xxx. 33,—is not according to the 
usage of John (see reff.), and would be 
quite alien from the precision of this whole 
portion of the narrative, which, ver. 0 
specities even the hours of the day. 1 
understand it therefore literally, both here 
and in vv. 35 and 44. ‚ж. OT., 
It is not said thence, or why, or whether 
for the purpose of an interview, or not; te 
fact merely is related, for the sake of the 
testimony which follows. I mention thi» 
because on these pointe difficulties have 
been raised. ó ёру. т. b.] The 
is one of the most important and dif 
ficult sayings in the N. The questo» 
to be answered is, In calling Jesus by © 
definite а name as à dpvdg тоў бео, (0 
what did John refer? And this question 
is intimately connected with that of the 
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П , y . оч = Gpupriay rov кбороо. ™ ovrdg tory v rip ov eyw sirov K- A 
2 Thess. ii. I. 

80. rec (for эке) wep (corra to more obvious), with AC PN., rel Orig, 
Eus Epiph : txt BCIN! 

meaning of the following words, ô арыу 
lay ToU xéapov. (а) The title 

must refer to some known and particular 
lamb, and cannot be a mere figure for a 
just and holy man, as Kuinoel and Gabler 
suppose. It is inconceivable, that à durd¢ 
тоб @sov should, in a testimon 
and formal as this of the Baptist, be be 
nothing but an hyperbole, and that one 
wholly d, and to his hearers 
unintelligible. Had no doctrinal consi- 
derations been at stake, we may safely say 
that this interpretation would never have 
been proposed. In its bearing on the 
latter clause of the verse, it is equally un- 
tenable. These i in make 6 ары» 
т. ap. T. coo. to mean, ‘qui pravitatem 
hominum per vitam suam graviter quidem 
etsi innocens experietur, sed agni instar 
mala sibi inflicta putiente et mansueto 
animo sustinebit' (Gabler); or, * Hic re- 
movebit peccata bominum, i. e. pravitatem 
e terra. The first of these meanings of 
aipu» is altogether without example :— 
that cited from 1 Macc. xiii. 17, not being 
applicable. The second, though common 
enough in other connexions, is never found 
with ápapriav : see reff. The common- 
sense account of this of the matter is : 
—John wished to point out Jesus as the 
Messiah: he tes Him as the Lamb 
of God; he therefore referred to some 

ite lamb, —revealed by God, sent by 
God, pleasing to God, or in some meaning 

Whence „ TOU did this 
idea come? "a Ga John have re- 
ferred to the paschal lamb? Further 
than the very use of the name brings in 
with it the general typical use of the ani- 
mal, and thus this particular use may lie 
in the background, J think not,—and for 
this reason The dominant idea in the 
paschal sacrifice has no connexion, in any 
sense of the words, with ари» т» &yap- 
ria. However by the light sow thrown 
back on it since the Spirit has ed the 
things of Christ, we discern this typical 
meaning in the sprinkling of the blood (see 
1 Cor. v. 7),—in the Jewish mind, no 
mention being made of sin or the re- 
moving of sin in any connexion with the 
paschal lamb, the two could not be brought 
forward, in such an announcement as this, 
in close connexion with one another. 
(y) Can the reference be to the lamb of 
he daily morning and evening sacri, УЦ 
or tothe sacrificial lamb generally P 

ne same reservation as above, I think not : 
for (1) this ex n is too definite to 
have a0 ge and miscellaneous а refer- 
ence; (2) of many animals which were 
used for sacrifice, the lamb was only one, 
and that 5 зо promi - 
nent аг го рево бео (уре Sor the whole; 
and (3) the lamb (with only two exoep- 
tions, Levit. iv. 32; Num. vi. 14, in both 
which cases it was to be в male, as if for 
expreas distinction from the ordinary use 
SA ao clad ad Caen. 
оет, pro so called and known. 

n is 6: whether Christ be not 
tried by by all these offeri which we 
now know to be the case (1 Pet. i. nh 
but whether the Baptist ы likely to have 
referred to them in such words as these. 
d ) There remains but one reference, and 
€ 115 Ф the prophetic announcement in 

The wholo of that latter sec- 
к of Тын, as before remarked on ver. 
23, is Messianic, and was so understood 
by the Jews (see my Hulsean Lectures for 
1841, PP. 62—66). We have there the 
servant of God (= the Messiah) compared 
to a lamb ht to the slaughter 

of Him (ib. ver. 4), dat 
про» dpa cai жері урбу 

ad vd rat — ver. 5, abrog ài irgavparíe0n 
Tas —ver. 6, zai сброс 

wapidwaev abray тед 
ver. 8, aiperas aͤrd тйс үйс 7 бен) avrob, 
dxd rv ávoptey той Ааойд pov 5x09 eic 
Üávarov ver. 12, kai abric 

cai did rdg dvopiag 
abre» жаредбдп. 80 that here, and here 
only, we have the connexion of which we 
are in search, — between the lamb, and the 
bearing or away of sin,—expresaly 
stated. 60 that it could i he formally referred 
to in a testimony like the t. And 1 
have therefore no doubt that £Ais was the 
reference. (+) We have now to en- 
quire into the specific meaning of 5 elpev 
Thy TOV (see above under 
[a]). «іреу answers to the Heb. мўр, 
which is used frequently in the O. T. in 
connexion with мырт or sip, in the sense of 
ponie pamas luere :—see Levit. xxiv. 15 ; 
ue xiv. 84; Ezek. iv. 5; xxiii. 

86 al. :—and variously rendered in the 
LXX by dvagipey, as above, Isa. liii. 11, 
13, or „фіри», ib. ver. 4,—or Хакари», 

iv. 5; xviii. 19; Num. v. 31 ; xiv. 
84; Levit. xxiv. 15. афарн» (which 
though not a compound of alps», seems 

5 it is sai 

еа 

— — 
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r ver. 16 (rof), Oro pov ix era ауто ôç "©итровбф pov ytyort», ort rs 

*. Torowroc pov qv. 31 кауш ovk *фдн» avrór, add tra Y- 

31. eyw bef Або» C! al lat- B. om 2nd rw (perhaps conformation to ov 25, 80) 
BCGLPAN 1. 33. 69 Orig, Chr Cyr: ins A rel. 

to have almost been adopted as such, the 
actual compound ázaípe» being intransi- 
tive) is used in the sense of ‘ faking away 
ў sin and ite guilt,’ but taking it away 

expiation: see Exod. xxxiv. 7; Levit. 
x. 17; Num. xiv. 18. The word in 
our verse will bear either of these mean- 
ings, or both conjoined ; for if the Lamb 
is to suffer the burden of the sins of the 
world, and to take away sin and ite guilt 
by expiation, this result must be accom- 

ished by the offering of Himself. But 
C) it is obj that this view of a suffer- 

ing Messiah and of expiation by the suffer- 
ings of оле, was alien the Jewish 

ectations ;—and that the Baptist (see 
tt. xi. 2 f. and note) cannot himself 

have had any such view. But the answer 
to this may be found in the fact tbat 
the view, though not generally prevalent 
among the Jews, was by no means un- 
known to many. The application by the 
early Jewish expositors of Isa. liii. to the 
Messiah, could hardly have been made, 
without the idea of the suffering and death 
of their Messiah being presented to their 
minds. The same would be the case in 
the whole sacrificial economy :—the re- 
moval of guilt 13 was universally 
ascribed to the Messiah) by suffering and 
death would be familiarized to their minds. 
Traces of this are found in their own 
writings. In 2 Macc. vii. 37, 38, the last 
of the seven brethren thus speaks before 
his martyrdom : фу d кабатер ol ddedgoi 
pov «ai còpa ral MMR, тродідыр mepè 
Tov watpiwy vóuev, ёхчкаћобргуос roy 
Ody MAH raxd rg lvu yevioOa, cai 
ot nerd ѓтасрёу каї pacriyey LEopoho- 
50ac0a:, dior povog abróc beôg ста». 
> ipoi дё kai roig addeAgoic pou rij v 
Thy ro’ таутократорос брузу тђу ivi rò 
otpray тишә yivoc cucaiwe imnypivny. 
And Josephus de Maccab. § 17 (4 Mace. 
xvii. 22), says of these same martyrs, 
that they were ёскер ávrij vxor тс той 
&Üvovc ápapríac. sai òid rov аїратос 
rv bo: g ixtivey cai [roù] Aar - 
piov тоб Üavárov arv ў dla wp- 
yora Tov Iopaij жрокакыбфута Oiawat. 
The whole history of the sacrifices and 
devotions of the heathen world abounds 
with examples of the same idea variously 
brought forward ; and to these the better- 
informed among the Jews could be no 
strangers. And as to the Baptist himself, 

we must not fo that the power of the 
Holy Spirit whieh enabled him to recog- 
bes a, Vig ign the Redeemer, айю 
spoke in him, and therefore his words 
would not be the result of educatim 
merely, or his own reasoning, but of that 
kind of intuitive ion of divine 
truth, which those have had who hare 
been for any special purpose 
of the Holy Ghost. And as regards 
Matt. xi. 83, the doubt on the mind of 
John there expressed does not appear to 
have touched at all on the matter now in 
55 have rather р, кз 
of expressing his impatience at 
and quiet progress of Him of whom he 
expected greater things and a more 
rapid public manifestation. See this 
whole enquiry pursued at greater length 
in Lücke's Commentary, vol. i. pp. 401— 
416, from whence the substance of this 
note is noi 30.] See on ver. 15. 

81. the apparent discrepancy 
between thi statement, ob ўба» e-, 
and St. Matthew's narrative, I have stated 
my view on Matt. iii. 14. Both account: 
are entirely consistent with the suppos- 
tion that John had been from youth 
upwards acquainted with our Lord, and 
indeed may have in his own mind be 
lieved Him to be the Christ :—but having 
(ver. 33) a special sign appointed him, by 
which to recognize Him as such,—until 
that sign was given, he, like the rest of the 
people («à ye, I also, see ver. 26), had no 
certain knowledge of Him. Lücke's whole 
note proceeds upon the unworthy view of 
the historical character of the Gospels 
which his school has adopted. The same 
may be said of Neander, Leben Jesu, рр. 
86 ff. De Wette gives the sense well: 
‘This testimony (ver. 30) does not rest 
upon my long nal acquaintance with 

im, but on that which happened during 
my work of baptizing.’ àA’ Tra 4.] 
Justin Martyr {в the Jew 
saying, xptordc d ef kal. yeylvr ora, cai 
lori поо, dyvyworde фот, cai od афт 
то laurdy irioraraı 000 Eye dbvapir 
Tiva, pixpic dy ibay ‘Hàlaç xpicy 
avréy rai davepdy waco жосу, § 8 
р. 110. But our narrative is not built 
upon any such Jewish belief, for it is evi- 
dently only as a spiritual preparation, 
through repentance, for the knowledge of 
Him, that John regarded his baptism not 
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. Hi. 8. 
1 Joba li. 19. xat $uaprbpnotv Iwavyne Муви Ore u ver. s. 

v [4 s — т - е x . 8 ? 
reDéapar rò mvevpa “ kara(Jatvov we mepiorTepav ЕЁ ovpa- ' Lake xxiii, 
өз aw y . р » 25 33 

vov, kat Euacvey ir avrov. 
aÀA' о méupaç pe Ваттійн» " £v одате, " Exeivoc por ele 

э 4 » a э 7 М 
кауш оок $ Qon avrov, i. l. 1. 

x Matt. lil. 16 
reff. 

sT., Matt b за a ГА a — -æ a 

Еф ov ау {80с ro avevpa " kara[Jatwov kai pévow ? ёт 51е 
е .- 

avróv, ourdg torw о Barrio "itv туюнат: ayip. E er- is vel 
м 

rov ° дєоў. 

82. om Aeyey NI: ins N*(appy). 
Orig, we кырыы 

epever, pevoy R. 
88. ins rw bef vdari R. 

С! Orig, Nonn. 

аз any thing ixeivoy $avepóy кй тоюб». 
iv [re ] $8., hardly distinguishable 

in English from ѓу 8ò., but importing, in 
the water which it is my custom to use,’— 
‘in the water in which you see I do bap- 
tize.’ 82, 83.] * Que sequuntur, erant 
testimonii: quse ex ver. 29 sq. dicuntur, 
erant demonstrationis ez testimonio. Co- 
hzrentibus Baptiste verbis Evangelista 
quasi parenthesin in nit: rai ipapró- 
eneev 'Ішауулс Mywv. Bengel. The 
occurrence related by John happened аё 
the baptism of Jesus, which is therefore 
here pre-supposed as known. Although 
this has been questioned (Usteri, Nach- 
richten über den Taüfer J. u.s.w., cited by 
Lücke i. 423), I cannot see how it can be 
reasonably doubted. "We cannot surely 
suppose that such a sign was twice shewn. 
On the appearance itself, see note Matt. iii. 
16. The account here given confirms the 
view which I have there maintained, that 
the appearance was confined to our Lord 
and the Baptist: Ле was to receive the 
sign, and then to testify to the others, who 
were not themselves yet the bearers, but 
the recipients of testimony :—«ará туа 
wvevparieny Oewoiay шфдл pore тф 
*Iwavvy. Theod. Mops. p. 736. 

» perf. I have seen, in reference 
to the sign divinely intimated to him, in 
the abiding fulfillment of which he now 
stood. So again below, ver. 34. 
Фрау èx’ аёт.) By some ap ce 
which is not described, the Holy Spirit 
was manifested to John as not removing 
From Jesus again, but abiding on Him. 
But we are not to understand that he had 
seen the Spirit descending on others, and 
not abiding ; for (see ch. vii. 89; Acta i. 
5; xix. 2 ff.) the gift of the Holy Spirit 
did not ordinarily accompany John’s bap- 
tism, but only in this one case; and its 

э A t5 *a , e т ^5 e 
a ғшрака, ка ptpaprvpnxa Ort OVTOC ЕСТ(У О 

avrog A lat - ö e g. 
94. for voc, exAexrog Ni. (corrd Nas.) 

b es ach. jij. 98. iv. 
viog 44. v. 86 

тес wee, with KMPUXAA 1 Cyr: txt ABCR 
caraBavor N. for «E, єк rov R. for 

at end ins каз кур. (Mt iii. 11) 

occurrence was to point out to him the 
Messiah. otros ёст. ô В. lv ту. ү.) 
Here again we seem to have a reference to 
the synoptic cycle of narratives, for our 
Evangelist has not before mentioned this 
office of the Messiah. 84.) A solemn 
reiteration of his testimony, after the men- 
tion of the giving of this token by Him 
who sent him ;—And I have seen (accord- 
ingly) &c. The token must have been 
given to the Baptist by a special revelation, 
which also revealed to him his own errand 
and office; so Luke iii. 2, iyévetro pijpa 
Огоо ixi “Iwavyny ròv Zay. viò» iv rj 
lpfin v. pe ка is stronger than 
paprupe—I have seen (on the perf. see 
above ver. 82) and have borne testimony 
—it is а reference to his testimony at the 
time, as а thing on record in their memo- 
ries, and as still continuing. å wl. T. 
0.] See ver. 18 = the Aóyos made flesh, 
the Messiah. On the import of the 
descent of the Spirit on Jesus at His bap- 
tism, those who can do so should consult 
Lücke's very able Excursus, i. 498—443. 
In this commentary, see notes on Luke ii. 
41—52. I may ы remark, that 
the Personal Logos, Who cápE ѓуѓугто in 
our Lord, and was subjected to all the 
laws of human development in infancy, 
childhood, youth,—evermore in an espe- 
cial degree under the leading of the Holy 
Spirit, by whose agency the Incarnation 
had taken place,—was the Recipient (rd 
бехбрғуоу) of this fulness of the indwell- 
ing of the Holy Ghost: and that herein 
consisted the real depth and propriety of 
this sign;—the abiding of the Spirit 
without measure (ch. i. 34) on Him 
indicated beyond doubt that He was the 
Aéyoc odpł yeyorwc,—for no mere human 
intelligence could be thus receptive of the 
Holy Spirit of God ;—1e receive Him only 
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c ver. 20 reff. 
d Mark x. 21 

кун. аг мабитоу avrov $00, 36 
Ira. II. I, 2. E , m еа ° 4 — - 

rarobyri Aéyu [de о " аруос rov Gov. e ver. 20 тей. 
f ver. 50, ch. iif, 

ЕҮАГГЕЛЮМА ^ 1. 

* Р э 1 › - 3 Ty сетайрюу там» sorce leávvuc kat tk rev rd 

cal kA e "Тоо Tepi- ук. 
Kat ўкоюса» X. 

"155.54 avrov of Ovo дабцта1 ХаЛооитос, Kat nxoAoVEycar ту 
I 38 orpagetc & o 'Incouc kai ' Ütacaptvoc avrovc 

«01% а axoAovÜoUvrac Аум avroic 39 Tí kette; oi SE urar 

К ex Acts ix. 43 al. Ich. 1. 45 als. Acts x. 22. 2 Tim. I. 18. И. only. Xen. Arab. i 2,5 

35. rec ins o bef wavygc, with ACPN rel Orig,: om BL. 
36. aft Osov ins o арыу Т. apapriav т. коврою C! al forj(with mt) lat-a ff, seth Cyr 

Ammon. 
s 37. Ev i Nei. T 
yr: txt rel t-e f syr. 
88. om de Ni. АМ. Ni or РД d 
89. [exav, so BC!.] 

Nia 33 Orig. (epunveverac 1 copt.) 

о. дио bef avrov C'LX 33 Syr copt, o: d. и. av. BN lat- 

om avro Ri. 
rec (for nee.) epugvavoptvoy, with PN! rel: txt ABCLX 

40. rec (for офесӨг) Were (from ver 47, where there is no variation: (xf is certainly 
not a gloss, as Meyer), with AC PN rel latt copt Epiph Chr: txt BC!L 1.33 syrr syr-cu 

[Abav and ear, so B!C.] Orig. 
ins ABCLX A(Treg expr) № 33 lat-a e copt eyr-marg Cyr ТЫ. 
with (some cursives ?) vulg lat-a c syr copt: om ABCPN rel Scr’s mss foe 

for N extn A. Epiph Cyr. 
aft n» ins дг AA vulg Jat-a c Syr syr-w-ast copt Thl. 

аз we can, only as far as our receptivity 
extends, measure; but Hz, into the 
very fulness and infinite capacities of His 
divine Being. 

35—43.] On account of the testimony 
oe first Andrew, and another of 

is disciples, and through Andrew, Simon 
Peter, become acquainted with Jesus. 
85. rj Tr.] See on ver. 29. I can hardly 
suppose with De Wette, that these two had 
been absent on the preceding day. Rather, 
what they then heard seems to have made 
& powerful impression on their minds, so 
that the repetition of the notice is now the 
signal for them to follow Jesus. (On the 
second disciple, see below on ver. 4l. 

87.] We must not unde 
фко\. in the narrower sense which it bears 
when they kr Ad all and followed Him ; but 
here only of mechanical going after Him, 
BovAspevoe тарау AaBeiv abrov, Euthym. 

89.) On rl Nur. Euthym. remarks, 
eve ayvouy, б roic Aoyiopoic T&v dp 
жоу iuBarebwy, AM iva did rijc igwrg- 
crag olktueenras rovrovg, kai тарасур 
Oappriy. «ікӧс̧ ydp abrade ipvoptay ёта 
Kai dywudy, we йүуштас. 40.] They 
ask wot p GovÀóutvo: karapóvac iv- 
reysiy abr cai p0’ ђсоҳіас. Euthym. 

rec om ovy, with P rel vulg lat-c f arm: 
rec aft ins &, 

t-g ath 

om 2nd т» N.. 

They enquire after His place of lodging 
Jor the night, intending to visit Him 
there; or perhaps he was then apparently 
going thither, as it was late in the day. 

ut He furthers their wish by inviting 
them to follow, and they will see. “ 
Bexárn] i. е. 4 P.M., according to Ње Jew- 
ish oning; not, as some have thought, 
10 A. M., according to that of the Romans. 
Our Evangelist appears always to reckon 
according to the Jewish method, see ch. iv. 
6, 52; xix. 14, and notes, but jally 
ch. xi. 9. And as Lücke remarks (i. 446). 
even among the Romans, the division of 
the day into twelve equal hours was, 
though not the civil, the popular way of 
computing time. So Persius, Sat. iii. 3: 
‘Stertimus . . . quinta dum linea tangi- 
tur umbra. They remained with 
Him the rest of that day, which would be 
four or five hours, and need not strictly 
be limited by sunset. 41.) Who 
the other disciple was, is not certain : but 
considering (1) that the Evangelist serer 
names himself in his nda and (2) that 
this account is so minutely accurate as to 
specify even the hours of the day, and in 
all respects bears marks of an eye-witness, 
and again (3) that this other disciple, 
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42 m evpioxe m press ver. 
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° xpioróç). 45 1 

44 ‘Ty éralptoy t A 

Aaiay, ка! 
"Axodovber por. 

99 reff, 
. XZL 11. xxvii. 67 |. ch. xil. 21. 

FF V 
53 rec ins о bef хрестос, with Scr’s g copt arm: om ABN 
ig, Вр Chr Nonn Thl. 

. rec ins каг bef "Тат, with A m 
Epiph. om BLN copt Chr-comm. 
vulg lat-b c syr-w-ast 
twa (corrs from 
T нса 

er Aug. for 5, o¢ A. 
sar ўе rec aft 7OtAnoev ins o noove, with FGH U(Treg expr) S 

ТЫ. eth arm Epiph, Chr Cyr copt 
am(with fald) lat-e Syr syr-jer 

nyayev айг» трос roy ‘Inoovy. P éu- 
Влас avro о Inaouc ei exe Ev el Ziuev о viog Ivavvov 
gU xAnOnoy a Кпфас (6 épumvsber at [lérpoc). 

ehe, 

рика! Dur TOY kai Аёуи avrg о Iyoobe ' S52"; 257 70 

nv 9€ o Фиттхос "| 
t = ch. v. 60 al. fr. In John. 

121. 23, 

T Dan. ix 
5 Theod. 

Р Mark х. УІ 

q elbow. Paul 
1 Cor. i. 12. 
ш. a. ix. 5. 

Cal. 
tic тө Ta- Гав. "н. Si, 

T 2 

avo BnOcarda, ому. йа K- 
u Matt. xi. 7. rd 10 al. * Matt. xv. 

w ch. xi. I. see vv. 46, 47. ch. vil. 42. 

* 

lat-a o syrr syr-cu wth; ovroc О 1 arm 
epBreWag ins де, with XAA (S 83, e =) 

copt: pref eat al la lat-a e Syr Chr: om ABN rel arm 
Mt xvi. 17 : of ch xxi. 16 var readd), with АВ? rel vulg-ed lios q 

т Chr Сут: руну am: txt B'(-avov) Lx 83 lat-a b f ff, Г сор 

: om ABN rel latt s 
reo [aft aùr] om o ina. with F 

Chr: ins АВ N(omg ò 1. m.) rel vulg-ed 
(with forj san) lat-a b e f fF, l syr copt (eth) arm Epiph,. 

45. om ёе Ni. 

from this last circumstence, certainly 
would have been named, had not the 
name been suppressed for some especial 
reason, we are justified in inferring that 
it was the Evangelist himself. ‘at 

ion. Eu- 

35 6 таёта . 42. or] not 
merely sessive pronoun (ac - 

T Wine; § 22, 7), but а 
to *porov, and 

peaatav) = me? = not à xprorde, 
but ypeordc: being the identification 
simply of the two кой, not here of the 
two titles. 43.) This is evidently the 
first bestowal of the new name on Simon: 
and it is done from our Lord’s prophetic 
know of his future character; see 
note on Matt. xvi. 18. Kygas = мрэ 
Aramaic, т Hebrew, a stone. The Greek 
name Peter became the prevalent one in 
the apostolic Church very soon: Paul uses 
both names indiscriminately. I own 
I cannot but think with Bengel, Paulus, 
and Strauss, that the knowledge of Simon 
shewn by the Lord is intended to be 
miraculous. So also Stier, i. 31 f. edn. 2, 
* I know who and what thou art from thy 
birth till thy present coming to me..... 
I name thee, I give thee à new name, I 

know what I will make of thee in oth 
following of Me and for my 
The emphatic use of In A] here (it i is 
not so emphatic in ver. 36, but still even 
there may imply fixed contemplation, in 
the power of the Spirit, who 
the testimony) is hardly accountable 
except on this explanation of su 
knowl Similarly Abram, Sara, Ja- 
cob, received new namesin reference to the 
covenant and promises of God to them. 

44—59.] The calling of Philip and 
Nathanael. тў ётабр. I and . 
the day after the naming of 
so, the next but one after the visit of 
Andrew and the other disciple, and the 
fourth day after ver. 19. Our Lord 
is on the point of setting out from the 
valley of the Jordan to Galilee, and finds 
Philip, with whom there is every reason 
to believe He was previously acquainted 
(see ver. 45). Here we find Jesus himself 
calling а disciple, for the first time. But 
колоде, does not here bear ite strict 
apostolic sense; the ebpr«apey afterwards, 
and the going to search for others to be 
disciples, unites Philip to the company of 
those who have been before mentioned, 
who we know were not immediately or 
inseparably attached as followers to Jesus. 

45 On the futility of Mr. Gres- 
well's distinction between àwó as signify- 
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1. ri^ xi. 23. 

om гк Ni. 
46. om rov bef wo» BN 33 Orig, on . 

f re 47. om Ist «a: N. aya0ov be 

Topandirnc, ё & 9 $оАос oux torty. 
49 Муга aurp Маба>атА ° Побеу pe y,; dr 

bow Matt, ain 37, 54,56. Mark xii. . Lake l. 43. 

om rov АКМА 33 Chr Cyr ТЫ. 
rec om о (see ver 46, where sone 

ins o), with AN rel Chr Cyr: ins BL 33 Epiph. 
48. for eie», доу Nl. 

om xa: Ni. 

ing mere habitation, and ёк, nativity, see 
reff. and note on ch. xi. 1. This is Beth- 
saida on the Westerns bank of the 5 2 
Gennesareth ; another Bethsaida 
lay at the top of the lake, on the 
See note on Luke ix. 10. 46) 1 It 
does not & where Nathanael n 
found: but he is described, ch. xxi. 2, as 
6 awd Kara тйс l'auAaíag : and as we 
find Jesus there, ch. ii. 1, it is probable the 
eall may have taken place i in its neighbour- 
bood. Nathanael (“ vnm, і i. ч. Otódwpoc, 

of God.” Wordsw.) is mentioned only 
in these two places. From them we should 
gather that Ле was ап apostle; and as his 
name is nowhere found in the catal = 
of the twelve, but Philip is associa 
three of them, Matt. x. 8: Mark iii. 18: 
Luke vi. 14, with Bartholomew, it has been 
supposed that Nathanael and Bartholomew 
were the same person (see note on Matt. 
x. 8). ан ів however mere conjecture. 

фу т. v.] probably in Deut. 
xviii. 15; but also in the promises to Abra- 
ham, Gen. xvii. 7 al.: andin the prophecy 
of Jacob, Gen. xlix. 10, and the prophets, 
passim; see the reff. in E. V. dy 
viðv тоў "ес. т. ётё N.] This expression 
seems to shew previous acquaintance on the 
ag of Philip with Jesus. No stress can 

laid, as has been most unfairly done by 
Lücke, De Wette, and others, on Jesus 
being called by Philip, the son of Joseph, 
as indicating that the history of His birth 
and childhood, as related by Matt. and 
Luke, was unknown to John. Philip ez- 
presses what was the prevailing belief, in 
the ordinary words, as Olshausen remarks. 
In an admirable note, Leben Jesu, р. 23 ff., 
Neander remarks, that by combining the 
two declarations of John, that in Jesus the 
Eternal Word of God became flesh (ver. 

rec ins o bef u., with AK rel: om BH. (33 def.) 
for avrov, rov уабауазу\ Ni. (corrns all by N38.) 

14), and that ‘that which is born of the 
flesh is flesh’ (ch. iii. 6), we cannot 

e the inference, that a eral 
wor of God in the conception of the 
Man Christ Jesus ie implied. 
47.] As Lücke observes, the meaning of 
this question is simpler than at first aght 
appears. It is impossible that Nathanael, 
himsclf a Galilean, could speak from any 
feeling of contempt for Galilee generally : 
and we have no evidence that Nazareth 
was held in contempt among the Galsleaas. 
He alluded therefore to the smallness and 

ificance of the town in 
e great things which were now predi- 

чы of it. Nazareth is never named in 
the O. T. nor in Mur nut 48.] The 
Evangelist certainly intends а supernatural 
insight by the Lord! into Nathanael’s cha- 
racter to be here understood; and there is 
probably no reference at all to the ques- 
tion which Nathanael had just asked. To 
suppose that Jesus overheard that ques- 
tion, is just one of those perfectly gra- 
tuitous assumptions which the very Com- 
mentators who here make this supposition 
are usually the first to blame. Compare 
ch. ii. 25. axmo. Ip. ] An Israelite 
who truly answers to the inner and 
honourable meaning of the name.“ When 
we reflect what was contained in that 
name, and Who it is that speaks, we can 
hardly agree with De Wette that the 
words are spoken merely in the spirit in 
which е nation attaches some peculiar 
virtue, and especially those of openness 
and siraightforvandu se to itself, as 
* beut(d) herausſagen, deutſche Treue, 
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rec н bef (0) Baeuve, with XN rel latt copt rel: om A B(Mai expr) L 1. 33. 

Chr Cyr; vad. car 
c in : see 1 

rec ins o Вас гос, with 

Iren-lat Chr Cyr Thdor-mops Hil: txt ABL 1. 33. 
51. rec om 2nd ort, with X rel vulg lat-c e f ў, eth: ins ABGLN lat-a syrr copt 

Cyr. 
perfect knowledge of his character. The 
question 4róÓ. р. My. is one of astonish- 
ment, but not perhaps yet of suspicion of 
any thing supernatural Our Lord's 
answer first o this to him. ярд 
TOÀ c. r. A.] It would be doubtful whether 
бута rò т. с. belong to devoa or to 
«Ф857 сє, did not ver. 61 decide for the 
latter construction. The whole form 
of our Lord's answer seems to indicate 
that the place where Philip called Natha- 
nael was not now in sight, nor had been. 
The declaration that Jesus had seen him 
there, at once brings the conviction which 

- he expresses in the next verse. This 
would not have been the case, unless the 
sight had been evidently and unquestion- 
ably supernatural: and unless the words 
бута Uxd тђу cueny involved this. Had 
Jesus merely seen Nathanael without being 
seen by him, (De Wette,) or had «ldóv c: 
only expressed ‘I knew thy character,’ at 
first sight, ‘although at a distance’ 
Cano, no such immediate conviction 
would have followed. бута dd Thy 
сокӯу, says Wordsw., is something more 
than wo rg cucg—the accusative indi- 
cates retirement thither as well as con- 
cealment there, perhaps for purposes of 
prayer and meditation.” In fact it con- 
tains in it, ‘when thou wentest under the 
em and while thou wert there.’ 

for ne, nova М. 

= Thou art the Messiah ;’ see Ps. 
ii. 7: ch. xi. 27: Matt. xvi. 16: Luke 
xxii. 70. Olshausen (ii. 77 ff.) maintains 
that à vi. т. 6. was not a Jewish appella- 
tion for the Messiah,—on account of the 
Jews taking up stones to cast at Jesus 
when He so called Himself, ch. x. 33. 
But ав Liicke observes (i. 456, note), it 
was not for the mere use of this Name,— 
but for using it in a close and literal 
sense which was unintelligibleand appeared 

rec oye, with U 1. 69: txt ABN rel. 

blasphemous to them, iy% к. ô warp iv 
éopev,—that they wished to stone Him; 
see note on ch. x. 36. It was certainly not 
во common a name as ‘the Son of David,’ 
for the Messiah. Nathanael can hardly 
have meant the name in other than ita 
popular meaning; and the synonymous 
and better known appellation which he 
adds, confirms this. 51.] Our Lord 
says this not in blame, rather in praise of 
the simple and honest expression of 
Nathanael’s conviction; but principally 
to shew him, that if he believed by reason 
of this comparatively small proof of His 
divine power, his faith would increase 
from strength to strength at the greater 
proofs which should from that time for- 
ward be given. It is perhaps best to 
set a question at wicrtótic ; but see notes 
on the similar sentences, ch. xvi. 81, and 
ch. xx. 29. 52.] And Apr is pe- 
culiar to John. The other Evangeli 
use auny once only in such asseverations. 
The LXX do not use it in this sense. 
Stier remarks (i. 36, edn. 2), that the 
Verily, verily, I say unto you of the 
Lord, is spoken in His coequality with the 
Father: not as the Thus saith the Lord’ 
of the prophets. Фу] The words 
following are then spoken to all the dis- 
ciples present, not only to Nathanael. 

With or without dz’ dort, the meaning 
will be much the same. The glories of a 
ges beginning from the opening of the 

rd’s public ministry, and a£ this day 
not yet completed, are described. For it 
is not the outward visible opening of the 
material heavens, nor ascent and descent 
of angels in the sight of men, which our 
Lord here announces; but the series of 
lories which was about to be unfolded in 
is Person and Work from that time 

forward. Luther, cited by Lücke, i. 458, 
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beautifully says: When Christ became 
man and had entered on His ministerial 
office and begun to preach, then was the 
heaven opened, and remains open; and 
has from that time, since the baptism of 
Christ in the Jordan, never been shut, aud 
never will be shut, although we do not see 
it with our bodily eyes . .. Christ says 
this : ‘ Ye are now heavenly citizens, and 
have your citizenship above in the heavenly 
Jerusalem, and are in communion with the 
holy angels, who shall without intermission 
ascend and descend about you.’” 
The opening of heaven is в symbolical 
expression, signifying the imparting of 
divine grace, help, and revelation. See 
Gen. xxviii. 10—17: Ezek. i. 1: Isa. vi. 
1: Mal. iii. 10: Isa.lxiv.1: also Deut. xi. 
17: 1 Kings viii. 35. The words 
have a plain reference to the ladder of 
Jacob, and imply that what he then saw 
was now to receive its fulfilment: that 
He, the Son of Man, was the dwelling 
of God and the gate of Heaven, and that 
through Him, and on Him in the first 
place, was to descend all communication 
of help and grace from above. 
no allusion is meant to the Transfigura- 
tion, or the ny, is plain; for al? those 
here ad did not witness these ap- 
pearances but Peter and John only; nor 
to the Ascension, for they did not see 
heaven opened, nor did angels ascend nor 
descend. The above has (remarks 
Olsh. ii. 79) been the interpretation 
of all Commentators of any depth in all 
times : i as well as Augustine, 
Luther as well as Calvin, Liicke as well 
as Tholuck : and I may add, De Wette as 
well as Stier. тӧу vi. т. àv.] An 
expression originally (as appears) derived, 
in its Messianic sense, from Dan. vii. 13, 
14, and thenceforward used as one of the 
titles of the Messiah (see ch. xii. 34). It 

is never predicated of our Lord by any 
but Himself, except in Acts vii 56 by 
Stephen, in allusion apperently to Matt. 
xxvi. 64, and —which is hardly an excep- 
tion—in the passages of the Revelation 
(ch. i. 18; xiv. 14) which are almost cita- 
tions from Daniel. 

see ver. 11. . тй трїтү— 
reckoned from the day of Natbanael's 
calling. There would thus be bot one 
day between that event and the marriage. 

Кауф т. T., see ch. iv. 46 ; - not far 
from Capernaum. Josephus (Life, § 16) 
calls it copy тйс l'ajuAaíac. is a 
Kanah in Josh. xix. 28, in the tribe of 
Asher, which must be distinct from this. 
Jerome however in his Onomasticon be- 
lieves it to have been the same. It was 
the residence, and probably birth-place, 
of Nathanael. If his ing took 
in its neighbourhood, our Lord may have 
gone on and spent the intervening day at 
azareth. Dr. Robinson, Bib. Res. 

iii. 204 ff., satisfactorily establishes that 
Káun-el-Jelil, about 3 hours x. 4 и. from 
Nazareth, is the site of this miracle. The 
name is identical and so stands in the 
Arabic version of the N. T. He shews 
this {о have been i in early 
tradition, and its honour to have been 
only recently usurped by Kefr Kenns, a 

i lj hour н.к. from Nazareth, on 
one of the roads to Tiberias. 4 r 
т 4 Ju per aor ве, as bei 

well known (Lücke): or perha 
more Аата {гош 15 pee үй яв е 
nexion with her, in pursuance of the іп- 
junction ch. xix. 26, 27. He never names 
either КЕРИ Pa his own brother, James. 

.] dx , not for a pluperfect :— 
was invited. the Historical past. 
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к. ol pad. abr. ] It gpl not 
these were, we 
were those called in ch. i., b. i, which erm 
most probable. John himself was most 
likely present. Не does not relate so cir- 
cumstantially any thing wbich he had not 
witnessed. In this case, there must 
have been some other reason for the in- 
vitation, besides mere ротом acquaint- 
ance. This would be the probable reason 
for Jesus himself being invited; but the 
disciples, from various places i in the 

Wette) friends Ты family. ‘The fac Wette) of e fact 
of Jesus having attached disciples to Him- 
self must have been known, and they 
were doubtless invited from consideration 
to Him. Our Lord at once opens 
His mi with the character which 
He gives of himself Matt. xi. 18, 19, as 
distinguished from the asceticism of John. 
He ‚ as Trench admirably remarks 
(Miracles, edn. 2, p. 98, note), gives us his 
own testimony against the tendency which 
our indolence ever favours, of giving up 
those things and occasions to the world 
and the devil, which we have not Christian 
boldness to mingle in and purify. Even 
Cyprian, for instance, proscribes such fes- 
tivale, —' nuptiarum festa improbe et con- 
vivia lasciva vitentur, quorum iculosa 
contagio est. De Habitu Virginum, ch. 
xxi. p. 460. And such is the general ver- 
dict of modern religionism, which would 
keep the leaven distinct from the lump, 
for fear it should become unleavened. 
The especial honour conferred upon mar- 
riage by the Lord should also be noticed. 
* He here adorned and beautifled it with 
his presence, and first miracle that He 
wrought." 8.] There is no neces- 
sity to suppose that the feast had lasted 
several days, as De Wette and Lücke do. 
Sia has been s that the unex- 
pected presence of the disciples may have 
occasioned a failure in the previously suf- 
ficient supply : a gloss in the old latin 
сой. Rhedigerianus has, ‘et factum est 
per multam turbam vocatorum vinum con- 
summari? The mother of Jesus evi- 
dently is in a position of authority (sce (ке 
ver. 5) in the house, which was probably 
that of a near relative. The conjectures 

and traditions on the subject are many, 
but wholly unsatisfacto A graver 
Tiao arises as to the intent with which 
this olvov офк fx. was said. She cannot 
have had гов ‹ any reason to 
suppose that her Son would vark a mi- 
со for this (ver. 11) was His first. 
усов suggests (so also Theophyl., 

„ and Neander, L. J. p. 3 
knowing Him to be Who He had 
been by the recent divine acknowledg- 
ment of Him and His calling disciples to 
Himself, led to expect the manifestation 
of His Messianic power about this time; 
and here seemed an occasion for it. Some 
of the other explanations are: ‘that she 
had always found Him a wise 
and mentioned the want to Him merely 
ed t some way of re- 
medring it. Cocceius, cited by Trench. 
V. discedas, ut ceteri item discedant, 
antequam penuria patefiat.’ Bengel. Ut 
pia aliqua exhortatione convivis tedium 
eximeret, ac simnl levaret pudorem spon- 
si.’ Calvin, cited by Lücke Jesus о аз 
wrought miracles, but in secret, bef 
this.“ Tholuck. On the whole, the 
most probable explanation is that of Licke, 
which somewhat modifies the first here 
mentioned,—that our Lord Himself had 
recon T en some reason to expect that 
He would shew forth His glory by won- 
derful works. So, very nearly, Stier, R. J. 
оре 4. | The answer of our 

is on f part one ofr 
and 3 2 * . 
ЕЕ оњ which 

26. Mark 1. гы hea so all the an 
expositors understood it. Irenwus (їй, 
16. 6, p. 206) says, ‘Dominus repellens 
rag intempestivam festinationem, dixit," 

;—and Chrysostom, or Рр, 
davr iv . хойса: 6:4 тоб 
жабс, and erefore Не сфодобтеро» 
ёпекріуато. Hom. xxi. in Joh., p. 122. 
The Romanist expositors mostly endea- 
vour to divest the answer of any aspect 
of rebuke, and maintain that it was so 
uttered for owr sakes alone, to teach us 
that He did not perform His miracles 
from regard to human affinity, but solely 
from love and His object of manifesting 
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His glory. So Maldonatus. And this is 
true :—but first among those to be taught 
this, was she herself, who had ted 
Him to work a miracle from that regard. 

It has perhaps not been enough 
noticed, that this answer the Lord 
declares His period of subjection to her 
as His earthly parent to at an end. 
Henceforth His thoughts are not her 
thoughts. At twelve years of age, see 
Luke ii. 49, He answers ‘thy father and 
I,’ by My Father: —now, He is to be no 
longer before the world as Mary's son, 
but as sanctified by the Father and sent 
into the world :—compare Matt. xii. 48— 
BO, and Luke xi. 27, 28, and see Stier's 
admirable remarks, R. J. i. 89, edn. 2, also 
Olshausen's, ii. 81. ] There is 
no reproach in this term : but rather re- 

. The Lord henceforth uses it to- 
wards her, not calling her ‘mother,’ even 
on the Cross (see ch. xix. 26), doubtless 
for the reason alleged above. обте 
фк. à Špa pov) This expression is gene- 
rally used in John of the time of the 
Death of Christ :—see reff. But it is 
only so used because His death is in those 

the subject naturally underlying 
the narrative. It is, any fired or 55 
pointed timo; —and therefore here, the 
appointed time of His self-manifestation 
by miracles. This time was not yet come, 
but was close at hand. Some have sup- 
posed that the wine was not yet wholly 
exhausted, and that our Lord would wait 
till the miracle should be undoubted (so 
Trench, p. 192): but Stier well remar 
that the known depth of all His early 
sayings forbids us from attaching only 
this meaning to it;—and he sees in it a 
reference to the ¢ marriage-feast and 
the new fruit of the vine in the Kingdom 
of God (i. 41, edn. 2). If this be so, it 
can be only in the background ; the words 
must have had a present meaning, and 
I believe it to be, My time, the time at 
which, from the Father's appointment 
and my own concurring will, I am to 
begin miraculous working, ie not yet ar- 

rived: forestall it not.’ Very similari 
He speaks, ch. vii. 6, to His brethren. 
and yet afterwards goes up to the fess. 
The notion that ; ёра pov refers to the 
hour of our Lord's human infirmity on 
the Cross when (ch. xix. He re- 
know! her ая His mother," Wordew. 
seems wholly unfounded. Where do ve 
find any such ial acknowledgment 
there? And why should we go out of 
our way for a fanciful sense of words 
к bear an excellent meaning as n 
erring to circumstances then present: 

5.] There certainly seems beneath 
this narrative to lie some incident wiel 
ie not told ws. For not only is Mary 
not repelled by the answer just given. 
but she is convinced that the miracle wil 
be wrought, and she is not without a 
anticipation of the method of working Ч: 
for how should He require the aid of the 
servants, except the miracle were to take 

ce according to the form here related? 
believe we shall find, when all things 

are opened to us, that there had been 
a previous hint given her, —where or how 
I would not presume to say,—by our Lord, 
of His intention and the manner of per- 
forming it, and that her fault was, He 
too rash hastening on of what had bees 
His fixed purpose. 6.] These темен 
were for the ings usual at feasts: 
see Mark vii. 4. There could be no collu- 
sion or imposture here, as they were water- 
vessels, and could have no remnants 
wine in them (see also ver. 10). And the 
large quantity which they held could not 
have been brought in unobserved. The 
perpnrás is probably = the Jewish © 
(which, Jos. Antt. viii. 9. 9, held 7? 
отап = the Attic негтрптйс = 8 gal 
7-4 pints), and stands for it in the LXX. 
ref. 2 Chron. Accordiug to this, the quan- 
tity of wine thus created would = 6 
X (2 or 3) x (8 gallons 7:4 pints) = 6 
X (between 17 and 25 gallons) = . 
6 x 21 gall = 126 gallons. The large 
quantity thus created has been cavilled 1 
by unbelievers. We may leave them to 
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Пас а›бовтос TOUTOV тд» c otvov ri, kai Отау 

uv. 86. Loko 

v. 17 

Mark xiv. 54. 
zv. 38 | Mt. 
Lake zziii. 6. 

10 kai Аёун аут ch. iv. 7,18 

№. iv. 11.) - ЫШ ? . 

P usÜvaÜusw, [róre] rov 9 Аассе" ov 'rerüpnkac rov s Dere iee 
b Matt. Xx vil. 84 al. Job zii. 1}, 
40 ref. ver. 5. m ch 

A lll. 28 oniy. Ps. xviii. б. 
. L 49 reff. 

0 «» here only. 
J. 14 al. elaw. neut., Matt. xxiv. 49. Acts ii. 15. 

q = here (Rom. iz. 12, from Gen. xxv. 29. Heb. vil. 7) only. 

12 Matt. iv. 81, Rev. vili. 8. Brod. iv. 8, k presa ch. 1. 
eff. , 10. eb. іН. 29 ) Rev. в Matt. ix. 16 J. xxv. I, 5, 6 

Bel & Dr. 1). p pass, Rev. xvii. 3 oniy. 1 Kings 
1 Cor. xi. 21. 1 Thess v. 7. Rer. xvil. 2, 6 only. 

r= ch. xil. 7. 2 Pet. Il. 17. Jado 6. 

8. rec (for o: де) cat, with A rel vulg lat-5 o f syrr sah-mnt wth: om clause X : txt 
BKLN 1. 33 lat-a syr-marg copt arm. 

10. om avre N. 
rel lat-5 c f syrr arm. 

their cavils with just one remark,—that 
He who creates abundance enough in this 
earth to “ put temptation in men's way," 
acted on this occasion analogously with 
His known method of dealing. We ma 
answer an error on the other side (if it 
be on the other side), by saying, that the 
Lord here most effectually and once for 
all stamps with His condemnation that 
false system of moral reformation, which 
would commence by pledges to abstain 
тот intoxicating liquors. He pours out 
His bounty for all, and He vouchsafes 
His grace to each for guidance; and to 
endeavour to evade the work which He 
has appointed for each man,—by refusing 
the bounty, to save the trouble of seeking 
the grace, is an attempt which must ever 
end in degradation of the individual mo- 
tives, and in social salad mores d ua 
ever present apparent effects may follow 
its first promulgation. One visible sign 
of this degradation, in its intellectual 
form, is the miserable attempt made by 
some of the advocates of this movement, 
to shew that the wine here and in other 
places of Scripture is unfermented wine, 
not ponen power of intoxication. 

The filing with water, and draw- 
ing out wine, is all that is related. ‘The 
moment of the miracle,’ says Liicke, ‘is 
rather understood than ex . 16 
seems to lie between vv. 7 and 8’ (i. 471). 
The process of it is wholly out of the 
region of our imagination. In order for 
wine to be produced, we have the growth 
and ripening of the grape; the crushing 
of it in proper vessels ; the fermentation ; 
— but here all these are in a moment 
brought about in their reswife, by the 
same Power which made the laws of nature, 

om rore BLN! lat-a e ff, l copt sth Orig-lat Gaud : ins AN! 

and created and unfolded the capacities 
of man. See below on ver. 11. 
8.) The ёрҳьтр(к\уоз (cvprociapyoc, 
ixcpednrng тоб Gcupwociov, Euthym.) 
seems to be the same with the nyovpevog 
spoken of, Sir. xxxv. (xxxii.) 1, and with 
the Latin rer, or magister, convivii, It 
would seem (from Sir. 1. c.) that he was 
one of the guests raised to the post of pre- 
siding over the a ents of the feast. 
This is however doubted by the older Com- 
mentators (Severus in the Catena, Lücke, 
i. 472), who make him not one of the 
guests, but а person Aoiding this especial 
office, and attending on feasts. Here, he 
tastes the wine; and therefore probably 
was a guest himself. Liicke quotes from 
Petronius ‘ triclinarches.’ 9. of 
dvrAnxdres] This is the participle of the 
paper (as well as of the perf), and is 
ere to be so rendered— who had drawn 

the water. 10.] The saying of the 
apy. is a general one, not applicable to the 
company then present. We may be sure 
that the Lord would not have sanctioned, 
nor ministered to, actual drunkenness. 
Only those who can conceive this, will 
find any difficulty here; and they will find 
difficulties every where. The account 
of the practice referred to is, that the 
palates of men become after a while dull, 
and cannot distinguish between 
wine and bad. Pliny (Nat. Hist. xiv. 13) 

of persons *qui etiam convivis 
(тіпа) alia quam sibimetipsis ministrant, 
aut procedente mensa subjiciunt.’ But 
the practice here described is not precisely 
that of which Pliny speaks, nor is there 
any meanness to be charged on it: it is 

у that, when a man has some kinds of 
wine choicer than others, he naturally 
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elsw., Matt. хей. 6 (] Mi. v. r.). Acts x. 43. iz. 7% sind Best 

Mark iii. 22. Lake x. 80. Gen. I. le. j= 

ll. rec ins rn» bef apyny, with N rel Eus, Cyr: om ABLA 1. 33 Orig Eus, Chro 
aft уаМмАаас ins wpærny Mi(corrd Nto?) 

ot pad. av. bef ис avrov Nl: txt N“ 4с. 
2nd avrov BL lat-a c e Orig, : ins AN rel 5 eth arm. 

t 

&c. 
12. om 

om zat o paĝnraı avrov М. 
Nonn. 

produces the choicest, to suit the most 
discriminating taste. With regard to the 
word редосдосъу, while there is no reason 
here to press its ordinary meaning, so 
neither is there any to shrink from it, as 
uttered by the dpycrpicArwoc. The safest 
rendering is that of Tyndall and Cranmer, 
“when men be dronke:” eum inebriati 

int,’ Vulg. II.] Without the 
article before doy ny (see rec. in digest) it 
is This ht Jesus as the 
of his 08 :—dpxn being the predi- 
cate. This assertion of John excludes 
all the apocryphal miracles of the Gospel 
of the Infancy, and such like works, from 
credit. nov, which occasionally 
occurs in the other Gospels and the Acts 
in this absolute sense of a miracle (see 
1), is St. John’s ordinary word for it. 
Cf. Luthardt, p. 62. 86а» aùr.) 
The glory, namely, which is referred to іп 
ch. i. 14, where see note. It was a 
miracle eminently shewing forth the 
glory of the Aóyoc, д ob ravra tyivero, 
in His state of having become flesh. And 
this ‘believing on Him,’ here predicated 
of the disciples, was certainly a higher 
faith than that which first led them to 
Him. They obtained new insight into 
His power :—not yet reflectively, so as to 
infer what all this implied, but so as to 
increase their faith and trust in Him. 
Again and again ‘ they believed :’ new de- 

of faith being attained ; just as this 
s since been the case, and will continue 

to be, in the Church, in the continual pro- 
vidential development of the Christian 
spirit,—the leavening of the whole lump 
by degrees. This important miracle, 
standing as it does at the very entrance of 
the official life of Christ, has been the 
subject of many doubts, and attempts to get 
rid of, or explain away, the power which 
was here manifested. But never did а nar- 
rative present a more stubborn inflexibility 
to the wresters of Scripture :—never was 

om ist avro» Ni: ins КЧ 

eperwey AFGH?A 1 copt arm Orig, 

simple historical veracity more striking! 
stamped on any miracle than ou this, And 
doubtless this is providentially so arranged: 
see the objections to it treated, and me 
admirable concluding remarks, in Lücke, 
i. 478. To those who yet seek some sif- 
ficient cause for the mi being wrought, 
we тау besides the conclusive answer that 
we are not in a position to treat this quee 
tion satisfactorily, ign the unmistake- 
able spiritual import of the change her 
made, as miestne the general natur d 
the beneficent work which the Lord cam 

ur i 
star vini est, generosa, sapida, da 
efficax." Similarly Eusebius, Augustin, 
Bernard, and Gregory the Great. Trench, 
ibid. 

II. 12—IV. 64] Етвет mur. 
TION OF HIMSELF a8 THE Bow or 000: 
—and herein, ii. 13—11. 36, ги Inte- 
LEM AND JUDÆA. 

19.] кат, because lay co 
the lake,—Cana higher up the countr* 
There із no certainty as to this visit, whe- 
ther or not it is the same with that histed 
at in Luke iv. 23 : so that no chronological 
inferences сап be built on the hypothess 
with any security. On ol dle. atf. 
see Matt. xiii. 55 and note. Хобе 
the transition from His private to Hs 
public life. His mother and brethren are 
still with Him, attached merely by nsturt: 
His disciples, newly attached by faith. b 
the next verse He has cast off His mer: 
earthly ties for His work. Also in the ё 
rok Ade u., notice less a mere chron 
gical design, than one to shew that He 
ost no time after His first miracle, in 
разоу manifesting Himself as the Soe d 

L 7 RE 

€ MM. 

e zn. 
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Aovar Hirt "Apare ravra ™tvrevÂev un тоште тд» otkov 
g = Matt. xxi. 12. іх. 95] Mk. Acta ix. 40 a Hi 24. 

XX vil. 
^r 2 only. 

m trans, = bere osiy. latrans., Acts v. 38 Matt. хуй. 22 
xn 21 a. i s. ziv. 81. 

18. for cat eyyvc, tyyue де R. 
14. for Boac cat xpoß., кас ra тооВ. ca: Boac Ni. 

. for cat мосас, exoincey Ri. 
(corrns by Ness.) 
lat-5 q copt arm Orig, Eus. 
N 69!-marg : xaropÜwcs 69-txt 

ioci 
b Matt. xxi. 19 f only г. 

k her 4. 1 = Matt. xxi. 121. ‘ake 
rei. ). а Lake 

aft oyoivtwy ins rat Ni. om re Ni. 
rec (for ra керрата) ro zeppa, with APN rel: txt BLX 33 

for avecrp., averpeyew BX Orig; : careorpifer 

16. ins ка: bef pn wowire AUX t. 69 vulg lat - a b e д syrr eth arm Cyr-jer Thi. 

13—92.] The first official visit to Jeru- 
salem, at a Passover: and cleansing of 
the Temple. 18.] No data are given 
to determine whether the reason of the 
short stay at Ca um was the near 
approach of the Nothing 
is said of those who ARCHIE Jesus : 
but at all events, His already called dis- 
ciples would be with Him (see ver. 232, 
and ch. iii. 22), and among them in all 
probability the Evangelist himself :—but 
not the rest of the Twelve, who were not 
yet called. this visit, the . 70 nar- 
rative records nothing. On the 
distinctness of this cleansing fo. that re- 
lated in Matt. xxi. 12 ff., see note there. 

iv T$ lad] In the court of the 
Gentiles, the IE upór, as distinguished 
from the vaóc, the inner temple. This 
market a to have sprang up since 
the captivity, with a view to the conve- 
nience of t Jews who came from a 
distance, to provide them with the beasts 
for offering, and to change their 
money into the sacred shekel, which alone 
was allowed to be paid in for the temple 
capitation-tax (Matt. xvii. 24 ff). This 
tax was sometimes, as in Matt. 1. c., paid 
elsewhere than in Jerusalem ; but generally 
there, and in the temple. The very fact of 
the market being held there would produce 
an unseemly mixture of sacred and profane 
transactions, even setting aside the abuses 
which would be certain to be mingled with 
the traffic. It is to the former of these 
evils that our Lord makes reference in this 
first cleansing ; in the second, to the latter. 

15.) The cyowla were probably 

the rushes which were littered down for 
the cattle to lie on. That our Lord used 
the scourge on the beasts only, not on the 
sellers of them, is almost necessarily con- 
tained i in the form of the sentence here: 
the rá rs wpóflara к. r. Вбас being as it 
stands with те and cai, merely epexegetical 
of rávraç, not conveying new particulars. 
So that it should be rendered as in 
A. V. R., * He drove all out of the temple, 
both the sheep and the oxen.” (It ee 
is the aor., not the resolved form of the 
imperfect: cf. h. Nub. 75, and see 
Lobeck's note on Phryn., p. 222.) It has 
been i ed, that e dealt more mildly 
with those who sold the doves, which were 
for the offerings of the poor. But this 
was not so: He dealt alike with all. No 
other way was with regard to them, 
than to order them to take their birds 
away. This cleansing of the temple 
was in the direct course of His manifesta- 
tion as the Messiah. Immediately after 
the prophetic announcement of the Fore- 
runner, Mal. iii. 1, is that of the Lord's 
coming suddenly to His temple and puri- 
A it. This act also answers (but like 

e fulfilment last mentioned, only in an 
imperfect and still prophetic sense) to the 
declaration of the Baptist * Whose fan is 
in His hand," &c., Matt. iii. 12. His 
proceeding was not altogether unexampled 
nor unauthorized, even in an uncommis- 
sioned person: for all had the right to re- 
form an abuse of this sort, and the zealots 

t 5 right in practice. The disciples 
by their usion in ver. 17 seem to refer 

action to this latter class. 
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xii. 16 only. q Psa. Ixvili. 9. constr., Rom. x. 2. see Acts xziL 3. r Lake тШ. 50.xv. 89. Rev. x. 9, 20. zi. 
4. xx. 0 only. Aristoph. vesp. 387, pind’ e$ rec ceavrov gehe. (care., Lake xz. 47 reff.) fat., Leke xv. 
15. xvii. 8. James v. € = Matt. хі. 35 reff. ch. v. 17. t = Matt. хш. 38. 1 Core 
23. Exod. iv. 8. а Matt. Avi. 8. v e Eph. ii. 14. 9 Pet. 1H. 10—12. Esdr. 

17. rec aft euvga0gcav ins če, with AP rel vulg lat-ó c вуг Cyr; de кеч М: 
BLXN copt Eus,. toriv bef угурарџреуоу B Chr. rec кагефауе (conformation 
to Lxx), with 69 latt syrr Epiph, Hil: txt ABPN rel copt Heracl Naz Cyr. 

18. [exay, so BL 33 Orig. 
19. rec ins o bef «gaovc, with EN 69 (S 1. 83, e sil) : om ABP rel Orig, Cyr. 

16. тоё татрб% роо) The coincidence with 
Luke ii. 49 is remarkable. By this ex- 
pression thus publicly used, our Lord 
openly announces His Meesiahship. Na- 
thanael had named Him ‘the Son of God’ 
with this meaning —see on ch. i. 50,— 
and these words, coupled with the ex- 
pectation which the confession of John 
the Baptist would arouse, could leave no 
doubt on the minds of the Jews as to their 
import: see on ch. iii. 2. olx. dps. 
not yet owndAatoy Ayorwy, as at the en 
of His ministry; see above on ver. 14. 

17.] ёруќсдцсау, at the time, not 
afterwards, which та have been ex- 
pressed, as in ver. 22. But the very re- 
membrance itself was prophetic. The 
катафаүй» spoken of in that passion- 
Psalm, was the marring and wasting of 
the Saviour's frame by His zeal for God 
and God's Church, which resulted in the 
buffeting, the scourging, the Cross. 
катаф& is a well-known future, con- 
tracted caragaynoerat: вее reff. and 
cf. the prophecy, 4 Kings ix. 36, rara- 
@ayovrat оі ces, rde саркис 'Itčáßei. 

18.] On the demand of the Jews, 
see Deut. xiii. 1—3. It was not only to 
justify His having driven out the abomina- 
tion; this any one might have done; 
but to justify the mission and the whole 
course of action which the words rob 
хатодс pov implied. They used the same 
expression at the end of His ministry, 
Matt. xxi. 23. 19.] This answer of 
our Lord has been involved in needless 
difficulty. That He pointed to His own 
Body, is inconceivable ;—for thus both 
the Jews and His own disciples must have 
understood Him, which (see vv. 20, 22 
neither of them did. That He impli 
that their lawless proceedings tn the 
temple would at last bring it to an end, 
is equally inconceivable; both on account 
of the latter part of His declaration, 
which would thus have no meaning,—and 

because of the use of the word vass, — 
which was the holy and the holiest place, 
the temple itself, —as distinguished from 
тд lepév, the whole enceinte of the sacred 
buildings. Stier has well remarked (i. 48, 
49, edn. 2) that our Lord in this saying 
comprehended in the reality,— His own 
Body, its and symbol,—the temple 
then before them. That temple, with all 
its ordinances and holy places, was but 
the shadow of the Christian Church ;— 
that, the type of the Body of the Lord, 
represented the Church, which ia ceri£abiy 
His Body. And so the saying was fal- 
filled by the slaying of His actual Body, 
in which rejection of Him the destruction 
of the Jewish temple and city was in- 
volved,—and the raising of that Body 
after three days, in which resurrection 
we, all the members of His new glorified 
Body, are risen in. It is for want 
of keeping in mind this width and depth 
of the Lord's sayings, that so many Com- 
mentators have fallen into error here and 
elsewhere in interpreting them. Most of 
the best German expositors, e.g. Lücke, 
Neander (L. J. 283), and even Oishansen, 
find insuperable difficulty in the exposition 
given by the Evangelist of these words, 
and even contend that it conld not save 
been the right one. But surely those who 
believe the Apostles to have been under 
the special influence of the Holy Spirit in 
their work of witnessing to bringing 
out the truth of the sayings and doings of 
the Lord, cannot take this ground. It 
is a wholly distinct matter from a chrono- 
logical inaccuracy, or a report of the same 
occurrence ing in minor details ; such 
things the Spirit may have, and has as 
matter of fact, for special reasons per- 
mitted in the Evangelists; but we have 
here,—assumed the genuineness of our 
Gospel, оп which none of these writers 
have а doubt,—the positive declaralios 
of an Apostle (and what an Apostle) of 
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the meaning of the Lord's saying ;—which 
I do not think we are at liberty to ques- 
tion, on any, even the most moderate 
view, of the inspiration of the Scriptures. 
The difficulties attending the interpreta- 
tion are, — besides the double meaning 
which I have treated above,—(1) the use 
of the imperative, as applied to the death 
of Christ. Olshausen contends that it 
must be mandatory, and cannot be hypo- 
thetical But surely Matt. xii. 33 is an 
instance in point, as adduced by De Wette, 
for the hypothetical meaning: and usages 
exactly like that in our text are found in 
the reff. * see Winer, Gram. edn. 6, 
§ 43.2. (2) The words ô abrév,— 
seeing that the resurrection of the Lord 
is ever ken of as the work of the 
Father. Yes,—but by power committed 
to Christ Himself ;—see ch. x. 18, where 
this is distinctly asserted: and ch. vi. 89, 
40, 44, where it is implied, for He is 
the first-fruits of them that sleep, —and 
(though the whole course of His working 
was after the will of the Father,—and in 
the Spirit, which wrought in Him) strictly 
and truly raised Himself from the dead 
in the sense here inten (3) The ut- 
о Re a hecy at so early a 
eriod of His life. But it was 
t & prophecy known and understood, — 
but a dark saying, from which no one 
could then draw an inference ав to His 
death or resurrection. The disciples did 
not understand it; and I cannot 
with Stier that the Jews could have had 
any idea of such being His m 
Chrys. (Hom. xxiii. in Joan. p. 184) says, 
roMAd rotabra ob yxera rot piv тоте 
obe бута d ja, тор ài nerd ravra 
ісбреуа. тіуос d әк» rovro пої; 
tva day Oy xpoudwe dvwOey тё perà 
таёта, órav EAV cai тйс хроббйогоң; 
тд ridog, d 2} xal ixi тйс xrpognreiac 
raórac те rye Lücke remarks, that the 
circumstance of the words being spoken 
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х є-угрис auroy ; " M 

b constr., гака 
і 20. ch. i 

e азат. oh. iv. 5, 50. Tit. Ш. 5. Rev. l. а), 

91. om avrov Ni. (insd Nas.) 
aft Net ins avroic, with K: om АВРМ rel latt syrr copt sth arm Orig, 

rec (for ov) &, with A rel: txt BLN Orig, 

во long before his trial by the Sanhe- 
drim, would make it more easy for the 
false witnesses to distort them. This 
they did, but not so as to agree with one 
another. They reported it, ‘I can de- 
stroy,’ &c. which makes a wide difference, 
and represents our Lord as an enemy 
of the sa ан (Matt. xxvi. 61), and some 
added to v. T4—T. харохойуто>, and 
that He would raise another dystporoinroy 
(Mark xiv. 58). 20.] The buildi 
of the temple by Herod the (reat is sta 
by) Josephus, in Antt. xv. 11. 1, to have 
been begun in the eighteenth year of his 
reign; in B. J. i. 21. 1, in the fifteenth : 
the difference being made by counting his 
reign from the death of Antigonus, or 
from his appointment by the Romans, see 
Antt. xvii. 8. 1. Heckoning from this 
latter, we shall have twenty years till the 
birth of Christ, and thirty years since that 
event, from which fifty, however, four must 
be taken, since our era is four years too 
late. This gives forty-six. The temple 
was not completed till A. p. 64, under 
Herod Agrippa II., and the procurator 
Albinus; so that 0з, БЕ = іп 
building, must refer to the 
of the work now completed. agree apt 
this aor. is N illustrated by a 
sage in Ezra v. 16, тбте ZaBavacdp eal 
уос 38e wai {беке OspeAiovc тод oigov тоб 
0sov ty ЧеровсаХ jp, ral áxó rórs loc той 
убу Frodo rus о iredicOn. 
2500. Воњ by all analogy, must mean 

That the resurrec- 
tion of the Lord is the su ject of O. T. 

prop › We find in sev passages of 
the N. T. see ch. xx. 9; Luke xxiv. 26, 
27; 1 Cor. xv. 4. At first sight it appears 
difficult to fix on any in which it 
is directly announced : but with the deeper 
айгай of the Scriptures which the 
Holy Spirit gave the Apostles and still 
gives the Christian Church, such p - 
cies as that in Ps. xvi. че as 

2 
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23 Qc à 5 ny ev rote a: lepoονiAa £ er TQ °жатуа £v 

ewtorevoay 
є 8 Oswpouvrec avrov Ta ото | à troie, 2 auroc de Ie 

* éwiarevev айтди avroic, За rò avroy Aru 
kat Ore OU ' xptiav ш 

wept rov avOowrou® аўт©с ydp tyivwaxey ri yy Ev rẹ? 

f eic TO von avrov 

! fva rie uagr op 

III. "Н, à avÜpwxoc é EK тоу Daproaie, NucoSnpoc 
M ovopa abr, “аро ov r&v ‘lovdaiwy. 2 ovroc nAGev трос 

avrov 'vuxróc kei trt» avro ” Pappi, oi&auev Ore avo 

23. F ins ABN rel Orig, Chr Cyr. (Treg queries M and Р.) 
om Эга 

94. rec ins o bef ge., with АРМ rel Orig, : om BL Cyr. 
rel txt A'BLN! Orig, (P def. 
9» e ort A Byr copt risa d ?) Did. 

Cuar. III. I. for ovopa avre, ovopars Ni. 
9. rec (for avrov) rov encour, with EFG 

bekaging e in Whom alone they аге 
properly í fulfilled ; see also Hos. vi. 2. 

35.) MANY BELIEVE ON JESUS AT 
THE PABSOVER: His KNOWLEDGE OF 
THEIR OHARAOTEBR, AND WITHHOLDING 
or HIMBKL* FROM таи. 23.) as 
analogous with фу а тї фор 
see ch. vi. 4. . v. . À z.) 
Iriorevov eq. abrór, ANY оф Be Ba. 
éxtives удо áxpiSiortpoy iriortvoy, beo 
PÀ did rd onptia рбэоу, ddAd cai id rij 
D daceahiow афто? iwierevoy, Euthym. 

hat miracles these were, is not 
related : 3 some notable ones, see 
ch. iii. 2. The mention of them pre- 
cludes us from understanding ch. iv. 54, 
as indicating that the healing of the ruler's 
son i iu Д His second miracle. 

ition of drler. | 
аа. d (Là ; De Wette) asa 
sort of play on оа But I should 
rather set it down to the ng E. He aid of 

them as true and earnest disciples: they 
entered into no spiritual relation with Him, 
and He in consequence into none with 
them. The fact of this narrated 
aad that it made an impression on the 

and 
iure 3 him after- 

to place, as һе bere does, on its 
rent d; — His knowing what was in 
man. othing Jem than dioine 
is here set forth; the words are even 

than if тє» dv. and ѓу roic dvd. 
had used. Then some reference 

rec cavroy, with A* 

for ov xP- xp. оик N. 

corrd N?.) 
vulg-ed lat-a e f Syr copt: txt АВК 

might have been imagined to the persons 
here mentioned; but now, the singrolar is, 
and must be on all hands, purely generic. 
—aes in E. V. 
Cuar. III. 1—81.] The Lord's dis 

* bat be is 
tie af don: at Be ia ta 

same conclusion, e. g. Joseph of Arimathea ; 
or it may express that Nicodemus was sent 
in tbe name of several who wished te 
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бю tAnAvOac 8.84окаћос" ovdeic yap $оуата: ravra 1. 
rd спина тошу d o wousic, edv иу y о Geog ner avrov, vois % 

1 Pet. iii. 10, from Ps. xxxiii. 13 al. 

rel am lat-b c Г вуг eth arm Chr Cyr Thi Aug. 

o ch. 1. 62 al. 

amsxpiOy Inoobc kat tiwev avro ° Ант» "auv ° Niyo 2%, 

со, tay uh ric ? -yerrnOy * avuÜw, ov дймата ' (60 т» p = bere, 
18, 1 John fl. 29. ill. 9. iv.7. v. 18 only. see 1 Prt. I. 8, 38. 
93. James i. 17. iii. 18, 17. Job м see also Gal. iv. 9. 4½ d. xiz. 6. 

b. i. 
Aver. 31. ch. xix. 11, 

vurroc bef хрос avrov R. 
rec ravra ra od bef dvvarat, with E rel вуг Chr Cyr: txt ABLN 33 latt Syr copt 
arm Orig. 

8. rec ins o bef sn¢., with AHN rel: om BEFGKLM 1 Cyr. (E and Н as Treg expr.) 
om zai urey ашты Ni. 

know the real character of this Person who 
wrought such miracles. It is harsh, in 
this private conversation, to take the plural 
as merely of singular import, as Lightfoot 
seems to do. His other rendering, vulgo 
agnoscitur, is better, but not satisfac- 
о ; for Ње common people did not gene- 

y confess it, and Nicodemus, as an 
архе», would not be likely to rum in 
their name (see ch. vii. 49). would 
rather take it to express the true convic- 
tion respecting Jesus, of that clase to 
which Nicodemus belonged the dpyovrrec : 
and see in it an important fact, that their 
persecutions and murder of the Prince of 
Life hence found their greatest aggrava- 
tion, that they were carried on against the 
conclusions of their own minds, out of 
bitter malice, and worldly disappointment 
at His humble and unobtrusive character, 
and the spiritual purity and self-sacrifice 
which He inculcated. Still this must not, 
though undoubtedly it has truth in it, be 
carried too far: cf. Acts iii. 17 note, and 
Acts xiii. 27; 1 Cor. ii. 8. Some degree 
of ignorance there must necesearily have 
been in all of them, even Caiaphas in- 
cluded, of our Lord's Office and Person. 
Stier (iv. 11 fl., edn. 2) seems to think 
that Nicodemus, by using the plural, is 
sheltering himself from ex ing his own 
conviction, so as to be able to draw back 
again if n А Birds] Stier 
(and Schleiermacher, cited by Stier, iv. 
12, edn. 2, note) thinks that there is in- 
volved in this word a recognition by Nico- 
пешке of the Messianic mission of Jesus : 
—that it expresses His being 6 ipydpevoc 
(Matt. xi. 3 al). It is meer died of 
any but ‘the Messiah, except by the 
ы ше шык speaking of John the 

ptist as the subject of h вее 
Matt. хі. 14 al.). Leal] In 
this and the following words, Nicodemus 
seems to be cautiously withdrawing from 
his admission being taken as expressing too 
much. For who of the Jews ever a ar 
п teacher to come from God ? They looked 
for а King, to sit on David's throne,—a 

Prophet, to declare the divine will ;—but 
the Messiah was never designated as a 
mere teacher, till the days of modern So- 
cinianism. So that he seems trying to 
ualify or recall his sAjAvOac by this ad- 
ition. The following words exhibit 

the same cautious inconsistency. No one 
ean do, &c. unless—we expect some ae 

ion of the truth, such as we 
from Nathanael in ch. i. 60, but the sen- 
tence drops to merely God be with him,’ 
which is a very poor and insufficient ex- 

ent of азо 0. Адо. inst this 
N the inner knowledge that 
the Kingdom of God was come, and He 
who was to found it, on the one hand, — 
and the rationalizing endeavour to reduce 
this heavenly ki to mere learning, 
and its Founder to а mere teacher, on the 
other,—is the following discourse directed. 

8.] We are not to imagine that any 
thing is wanting to complete the sense or 
connexion. Our Lord replies, It is not 
learning, but life, that is wanted for the 
Messiah’s Kingdom; and life must begin 
by birth. Luther (Stier, iv. 17, edn. 2) 
says: My teaching is not of doing and 
leaving wndone, but of a change in the man 
see von Thun unb Laſſen, fondern von 

erden) ;—so that it is, not sew works 
done, but a sew man to do them; not 
another lif? only, but another birth.” And 
only by this means can Nicodemus gain 
the teaching for which he is come, Be 
ғ. E т. 0.,—' become a disciple of Christ: 

t тоутіст: voham, l. under - 
stand, by sharing '—* have any conception 
of. бумбеу —ої uiv “ie той obpavoð ” 
фаси», ol & “iE dpyic.” Chr.,—who, as 
also Euthym., explains yev. wes Гн 
vertioid: — Orig. Cyr. and ТЫ. taking the 
other meaning. The true meaning is 
to be found by taking into account the 
answer of Nicodemus, who obviously un- 
derstood it of a new birth in mature life. 
Born afresh would be a better rend 
than ‘born again,’ being closer to the 
meaning of ds, from the very be- 
ginning ;—* unless u man begin his life 

422 
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1 Пос Svarar аъдрытос уєуупбтуа. t урш» aw; ий &- T, 

thew ei | varat tic THY co THE иптрос avrov debregor acl в 
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iE vdarog ка wvevparoc bef yevn On N. yevnOn А. 

anew altogether (rdv dvwGer, Gal. iv. 
9), he cannot' &c. It is not impos- 
sible that the other meaning may lie be- 
neath this, —as the Bad is ToU Өвод, 
and so must the birth be ;—but Grotius 
has remarked that in Hebrew and Ага- 
maic (in one of which languages our Lord, 
discoursing with a Rabbinical Jew, cer- 
tainly spoke) there is no word of double 
meaning corresponding to dvwÜrv:—80 
that He must have expressed it, as Nico- 
demus understood it, of an entirely new 
birth. That John never uses the word 
elsewhere in this sense (Lücke) is here of 
little weight, for he uses it only three 
times more, and never with a verb te 
to yerydopaı. The Evangelist most likely 
chose the Greek expression yev. dy. as 
strictly лерш the term dvayey- 
уйлдаг, which, when he wrote, was in com- 
mon use in the Church: see 1 Pet. i. 8, 28. 
Justin Martyr, as Dr. Wordsworth reminds 
us, quotes as our Lord's saying, Apol. i. 
61, р. 79, д» pù dvayevyyOnre, ob pu) 
elciAOnre «ic т. BamdAtiay rev obpavav: 
robably mixing this with Matt. xviii. 3. 
Du the birth itself, see below, ver. Б. 
4.) It is impossible that Nicodemus can 
have so entirely and stupidly misunder- 
stood our Lord's words, as his question 
here would seem to imply. The idea of 
new birth was by no means alien from the 
Rabbinical views. They described a pros- 
elyte when baptized as sicut parvulus 
jam natus?’ Lightfoot in loc. I agree 
with Stier in thinking that there was some- 
thing of the spirit that would not under- 
stand, and the disposition to turn to ridi- 
cule what he heard. But together with 
this there was also considerable real igno- 
rance. The proselyte might be regarded 
as born again, when he became one of the 
seed of Abraham: this figure would be 
easily explained on the Judaical view: but 
that every man should need this, was be- 
yond Nicodemus’s comprehension. He 
therefore rebuts the assertion with a re- 
ductio ad absurdum, which in spirit ex- 
resses, as in ch. vi. 60,—-' This is an 

saying; who can hear it P 
yépev бу: probably he himself was old, 

om 2nd ару» А al 

and he instances his own case. 6 
Our Lord by the question of Nico- 
demus without notice, than that 
this His second assertion takes ав it were 
the ground from under it, by explaining 
the token and means of the new birth. 

There can be no doubt, on sy 
honest interpretation of the words, thst 
yevrnejva: df UBeros refers to the token 
or outward sign of baptism,—y. ёк sve- 
paros to the thing signified, or inward 
grace of the Holy Spirit. All attempts 
to get rid of these two plain facts have 
sprung from doctrinal prejudices, by which 

e views of expositors have been warped. 
Such we have in Calvin: ‘spiritam, qu 
nos repurgat, et qui virtute sua in no 
diffusa vigorem inspirat ccelestis vite;— 
Grotius : * spiritum aque instar emundar- 
tem ;—Cocceius : ‘gratiam Dei, sordes et 
vitia abluentem ;—Larnpe : ‘obedientiam 
Christi ;—Tholuck, who holds that not 
Baptism itself, but only its idea, that of 
cleansing, is referred to and other, 
who endeavour to resolve m са! 
wvevparoc into a of i» vou, 

É deg the cleansing oF 
All the better and 

deeper expositors have recognized the o 

So for the most the ancients: © 
Lücke (in his last edition), De Wette, 
Neander, Stier, Olshausen, &c. Ths 
being then recognized, £o what does but 
refer? At that time, two kinds of ba 
tism were known : that of the proselyt#s, 
by which they were received into Jodaimn, 
—and that of ача DY which, as а р, 
рагабо rite, bolizi tance, 

owas rine really r Him who was 
to ize them with the Holy Ghot 
But both these were significant of om 
and the same truth; that namely of the 
entire cleansing of the man for the ner 
and spiritual life on which he was to 
enter, bolized by water cleansing the 
outw . Both were a 
means,—the one by the Jewish Church,— 
the other, stamping that first with ap- 
proval, by God Himself,—towards thet 
respective ends. John himeelf declared 
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6 тд x ver. 8. 
y W. отг, 
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for tige x ON uc, ide Ni. 
6. yeyeynp. AH al. 

his baptism to be incomplete,—it was only 
with water ; One was coming, who should 
baptize with the Holy Ghost. That de- 
claration of his ts the key to the under - 
standing of this verse. Baptism, com- 
plete, with water and the Pd is the 
admission into the kingdom of God. Those 
who have received the outward sign and 
the spiritual grace, have entered into that 
Kingdom. And this entrance was fully 
ministered to the disciples when the Spirit 
descended on them on the day of Pente- 
cost. So that, as spoken to Nicodemus, 
these words refi him to the baptism 
of John, which probably (see Luke vii. 30) 
he had slighted. But they were not only 
spoken to him. The words of our Lord 
have in them life and meaning for all ages 
of His Church: and more especially these 
opening declarations of His ministry. He 
here unites together the two elementa of 
а complete Baptism which were sundered 
in the words of the Baptist, ch. i. 33—in 
which united form He afterwards (Matt. 
xxviii. 19, 20; Mark xvi. 16) ordained it 
as a Sacrament of His Church. Here He 
speaks of spiritual Baptism, as in ch. vi. of 
spiritual Communion, and in both places in 
connexion with the outward conditions and 
media of these sacraments. It is observ- 
able that here, as ordinaril 5 
exception, Acts x. 44 ff.), the out sign 
comes first, and then the spiritual grace, 
vouchsafed in and by means of it where 
duly received. elseAÓeiv elg is more 
than (defy above, though no stress is to be 
laid on the difference. The former word 
was perhaps used because of Nicodemus’s 
expectation of teaching beiug all that was 
required: but now, the necessity of a real 
vital change having been set forth, the 
expression is changed to a practical one— 
the entering into the Kingdom of God. 

6.] The neuter denotes not only the 
universal application of this truth, but (see 
Luke i. 85) the very first beginnings of 
life in the embryo, before sex can be 
dicated. So Bengel: ‘notat ipsa prima 

The Lord here an- stamina vite.’ 
swers Nicodemus's hypothetical question 
of ver. 4, by telling that even could 
it be so, it would not accompli 
of which He speaks. 

the birth 
n this ráp is 

7 Üavpácunc з сане 8c Ф т. 

н aua 8 9e в т: 
To Acts v. 29 al. 

a ver. 3. 

for rov Ütov, тшу оураушу Ni. 

included every part of that which is born 
after the ordi method of generation : 
even the spirit of man, which, receptive as 
it is of the Spirit of God, is yet in the 
natural birth dead, sunk in trespasses and 
sins, and in a state of wrath. Such fiesh 
and blood’ cannot inherit the Kingdom of 
God, 1 Cor. xv. 50. But when the man is 
born again of the Spirit (the water does 
not a any more, being merely the out- 
ward form of reception, —the less included 
in the greater), then just as flesh generates 
flesh, so spirit generates spirit, after its own 
image, see 2 Cor. iii. 18 fin. ; and since the 
Kingdom of God is a spiritual kingdom, 
such only who are so born can enter into 
it. Т.) The weightiest word here is 
qe The Lord did not, could not, say 

is of Himself. Why ?—Because in the 
fall sense in which the flesh is incapacitated 
from entering the ki of He was 
not born of the flesh. He inherited the 
weakness of the flesh, but His spirit was 
not, like that of sinful man, alien from 
holiness and God; and therefore on Him 
no second birth passed; when the Holy 
Spirit descended on Him at his baptism, 
the words spoken by the Father were in- 
dicative of past approval, not of renewal. 
His obedience was Pyles "i рег сва апа 
the the Father rested on 
Hine Therefore He includes not Himself 
in this necessity for the new birth. 
The pù ба applies to the next verse, 
in which Nicodemus is told that he has 
things as wonderful around him every day 
in the natural world. 8.] Our Lord 
might have chosen any of the mysteries of 
nature to illustrate the point :—He takes 
that one, which is above others symbolic of 
the action of the Spirit, and (wlich in both 

that in which He spoke, as well 
as that in which His speech is is 
expressed by the same word as it. Bo that 
the words as they stand apply themselves 
at once to the Spirit and His working, with- 
out any <— ;—spiritus ubi vult spirat, 

; Origen and Augustine, takes 
tò av. of the Holy Spirit 5 
but this can hardly be. The form of t 
sentence, as well as its import, is against 
it. The ave, ёкобем, olas, are all said of 
well-known facts. And the comparison 
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would not hold on that supposition—* As 
the Spirit is in His working on those born 
of Him, so is every one that is born of the 
Spirit.’ But on the other interpretation, 
we have The wind breatheth, dc. :—so is, 
i.e. ‘so i£ іг with’ (see a similar construc- 
tion Matt. xiii. 45) every one born of the 
Spirit. Notice it is not ô avepog 
here, but тё the gentle breath of 
the wind ;—and it is heard, not felt ;—a 
case in which the өўк 08а$ r. r. A. is more 
applicable than in that of a violent wind 
steadily blowing. It is one of those sudden 
breezes springing up on а calm day, which 
has no apparent direction, but we hear it 
rustling in the leaves around. The 
Srov 004, in the application, implies 
the freedom (2 Cor. Ш. 17) and #sre- 
strawned working of the дн (1 Cor. 
xii. 11). wag 6 V.] Lord can 
hardly, as Stier 5 (iv. 48, edn. 
mean Himself by these words; or, ү 
does, only inclusively, as being y. ёк т. 
TY. not principally. He describes the 

stery of the spiritual life: we seo ita 
ects, in ourselves, and others who i 

it; but we cannot trace its beginni 
nor can we prescribe to the Hol Sit His 
course: He works in us and i us оп, 
accompanying us with His witness, — His 
voice, s arie ue marae * Homo in 

spiritus e spiritu. respirat’ 
Bengel. saying of the Lord—in 
contradiction to i so-called Methodism, 
which prescribes the time and manner of 
the working of the Spirit—assures us of 
the manifold and finable variety of 
both these. ‘The physiognomies of those 
who are born again, are as various as those 
of natural men (Drüseke, cited by Stier, iv. 
50, edn. 2). 9.] The question of Nico- 
demus is evidently still one of unbelief, 
Шош до пога of frivolity : see ver. 12. 

10.] I believe the E. V. is X I 
rendering 6 88. а master; the article is 

VVV "ерат, 
which is expressed as 
to ‘lop. as the berief d. Or wk Or ia it 
possible that д блай may merely be 
meant as ome of oi diddacador? 1 prefer 
either of these reasons for the presence d 

the dpyorrec: see ch. vii. 
less can I with Bp. Middleton, Gr. А 
p. 242, 3, believe any diame 
the title. 11.] Henceforward t 
за ао кы ес навет стон 
V 
. 
eee 

V—fF ийнар 
J 
God. : ien V. .] Why there 
lurals arious interpretations 

been given : À reel Lavrov mal теў тетри 
тобто фто», dj rep poe péóvo» (Ta, 

11 

oluck) ;—of Himself and Jake 
the Baptist (Knapp); of Teachers Ше 
Himsejf (Meyer) of all the born of the 

(Lange, Көш); ;—of the tre 

Wette). I had rather take it as a pre 
verbial saying ; . d. “I am one of thor 
who," &e. thereby brings out 
the 5 of that unbelief which 

is, in the most pregnant sense, ‘the re 

| 
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ceiving of testimony ;’ because it is the 
making subjectively real the contents of 
that testimony. So the ore be «lg ab- 
тфу is, the full reception of the Lord's 
testimony; because the burden of that 
testimony is, grace and truth and salva- 
tion by Himself. This faith is neither 
reasoning, nor knowledge, but a reception 
of divine Truth declared by One who came 
from God ; and so it is far above reason- 
ing and knowledge :—лигтебореу above 

y. But what are the dr ? 
The matters relating to the new birth 
which have hitherto been spoken of;— 
called so because that side of them has 
been exhibited which is upon earth, and 
happens among men; — à тоіс iwi уўс irs 
Ciarpisoumy avOpwrore duvard охар ац 
ri cai yonOjva, Origen. That the para- 
ble about the wind is not intended, 1s evi- 
dent from к. ob swrreórre, which in that 
case would be ‘do not understand.’ And 
the érovpdma are the things of which the 
discourse goes on to treat from this point : 
viz. the heavenly side of the new birth and 
salvation of man, in the eternal counsels of 
God regarding His only-begotten Son. 
Stier supposes a reference in this verse to 
Wisd. ix. 16, cai pods elaZopev тё ini 
тїйє уўс, кай rd iv xepoiv evpiocopey perà 
wévou, тй 02 iv obpavoig ric Lixviacey ; 

18.] The whole verse seems to have 
intimate connexion with and reference to 
Prov. xxx. 4; and as spoken to a learned 
doctor of the law, would 5 
"iro as tbe further question is there 
ask * Who hath gathered the wind in 
His fists?’ (турпту птттри 9), and What 
is His name, and what His Son’s name ?* 
See also Deut. xxx. 12, and the citation, 
Rom. x. 6—8. All attempts to ex- 
plain away the plain sense of this verse 
are fatile and ridiculous. The Son of Man, 
the Lord Jesus, the Word made Flesh, was 
in, came down from, heaven,—and was 
in heaven (heaven about Him, heaven 
dwelling on earth, ch. i. 62), while here, 
and ascended up into heaven when He left 
this earth ;—and by all these proofs, speak- 

ing in the hetic language of accom- 
plished Redemption, does the Lord esta- 
lish, that He alone can speak of rd 
ixovpásia to men, or convey the blessing 
of the Em oi: tothem. Be it remem- 
bered, that He is here speaki ti- 
cally, of results of His course an ds 
on earth, —of the way of regeneration and 
salvation which God has appointed by Him. 
He теры 3 5 the pas- 
sage, the great facta redemption аг 

lished, and makes ЕЕС 
which could not be literally acted upon 
till they had been so accomplished. See 
vv. 14 ff., whose sense will be altogether 
lost, unless this ёуаВ4Вткеу be understood 
of His exaltation to be a Prince and a 
Saviour. å фу фу т. өр.) See ch. i. 
18 and note. Doubtless the meaning in- 
volves ‘whose place іг in heaven ;’ but it 
also asserts the being in heaven of the 
time them present: seo ch. i. 62. Stier 
t 68, edn. 2) speaks well of the majestic 

Фу iv rq оёрауф, by which the Lord 
characterizes His w life in the flesh 
between the rarafairtwv and the áva- 
Baivery. As uniting in Himself God, whose 
dwelling is Heaven, with man whose dwell- 
ing is on earth, He ever was in heaven. 
And nearly connected with this fact is the 
transition to His being the fountain of 
eternal life, in vv. 14 ff.: cf. 1 Cor. xv. 
47—50, where the same connexion is 
strikingly set forth. To explain such 

ions as dvaBaivey sic т. obp., &c., 
as mere Hebrew metaphors (Lücke, De 
Wette, &c.) is no more than aus that 
Hebrew metaphors were founded on deep 
insight into divine truth :—these words in 
fact express the truths on which Hebrew 
metaphors were constructed. Socinus is 
quite right, when he says that those 
who take avaB. elc т. ob. metaphorically, 
must in all consis take 6 ката[Вас ік 
т. ойр. metaphorically also; ‘qualis de- 
scensus, talis etiam ascensus.’ 14] 
From this point the discourse passes to the 
Person of Christ, and Redemption by His 
Death. The Lord brings before this 
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doctor of the Law the mention of Moses, 
who in his day by divine command lifted 
up a symbol of forgivenees and redemption 
to Israel. rabos] We must avoid all 
such ideas as that our Lord merely com- 
ares His death to the elevation of the 
razen uid ap as if only a fortuitous like- 

ness were laid hold of by Him. This would 
leave the brazen serpent itself meaningless, 
and is an explanation which can only satisfy 
those who do not discern the typical re- 
ference of all the ceremonial dispensation 
to the Redeemer. It is an important 
duty of an bai edad here, to defend the 
obvious and only honest explanation of this 
comparison against the tortuous and in- 
adequate interpretations of modern critics. 
The comparison lies between the exalted 
serpent of brass, and the ‘exalted Son of 
Man. The brazen serpent seta forth the 
Redeemer. This by recent Commentators 
Lücke, De Wette, and others) is consi- 
red impossible: and the tertium com- 

parationis is held to be only *the lifting 
up. But this does not satisfy the con- 

i the comparison. ‘The brazen 
t was lifted up: ev one who 

looked on it, lived,’ = ‘The Son of Man 
must be lifted up: every one who believes 
on Him, shall live.’ e same thing is 
predicated of the two;—both are lifted 
up; cognate consequences follow,—Jody- 
healing and soul-healing (as Erskine, 
the Brazen Serpent). There must then be 
some reason why the only two members of 
the comparison yet unaccounted for stand 
where they do, — considering that the 
brazen serpent was lifted up not for any 
physical efficacy, but by command of God 
alone. Noto on examination we find this 
correspondence fully established. The 
‘serpent’ is in ak tira symbolism, the 
devil, —from the historical temptation 
in Gen. iii. downwards. But why is the 
devil set forth by the ? How 
does the bite of the iar operate? It 
pervades with its poison the frame of its 
victim : that frame becomes poisoned :— 
and death ensues. So sin, the poison of 

the devil, being instilled into our ns 
ture, that nature has become odp£ axe 
тіас, а poisoned nature,—a flesh of na. 
Now the brazen serpent was made is (be 
likeness of the which had bitten 
them. It represented to them the poisoa 
which had gone through their frames, and 
it was hung up there, on the banner stal. 
as a trophy, to shew them that for tie 
poison, there was healing ;—that the 
plague had been overcome. In it, there 
was ло poison; only the likeness of it. 
NON was not the Lord „ 
porwparı Capcdc duupriac, ul. 9: 
Was not He жей ‘Sin for us, who knew 
no sin’ (2 Cor. v. 21)? Did not He, оп 
His Cross, make an open shew of, and 
triumph over, the Enemy, во that it was ar 
if the Enemy himself had been nailed to 

Col. ii. 15)? Were not Sin and 
Death and Satan crucified, when He wet 
crucified? {кїї piv, Ursi de’ pew ў Brags, 
де бфешс xal j брака" ivravOa i, іти 
ёе dvOpwrov ò @й>атос +їсйў\Өг› ele ror 
кбороу, дє avOpurov ral ў бю) Tap- 
eyivero. Euthym. Sei, it is мо 
sary, in the Father's counsel—it is decreed, 
but not arbitrarily ;—the very necessity af 

ings, which is in fact but the evolation of 
the divine Will, made it requisite that the 
purs and sinless Son of Man should thus 

uplifted and suffer; seo Luke xxiv. %. 
var} In this word there 3 

more than the mere crucifixion. It bw 
respect in its double meaning (of which se 
a remarkable instance in Gen. xl. 13, 19. 
E. V.) to the exaltation of the Lord on the 
Cross, and through the Cross to His King- 
dom; and refers back to dH N (0 
т. obp. before. Stier quotes the Christian 
proverb, * Cruz scala cali.’ 16.] The 
corresponding clause applying to the type 
is left to be supplied—‘ And as every one 
who looked on it was healed, so. 
тигт. фу абтф] This expression, bers only 
used by John, implies His exaltation.— 
see ch. xii. 33. It is a belief in (abiding 
in, see note on ver. 18) Hie Person bang 
what God by His sufferings and ezaltation 
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ме. This involves, on the part of the be- 
liever, the ish of the bite of the fiery 

om sin is crucified, with the inner 
of faith. бухур l. al.] Just as in 

serpents,—or not all at once,—but healing 
was to be found in the midst of them by 

Snypivog ld abróv FM rf, LXX),—s#0 
the temptations and conflicts of sin shall 

these, with the Eye of Faith fixed on the 
uplifted Son of Man, he has eternal life ; 

on this verse the remarkable 
Wisd. xvi. 5—13, where as much of the heal- 

the great Antitype Himself appeared. 
18. | Many Commentators—since the time 
of 
—bave maintained that the discourse of our 
Lord breaks өй here, and the rest, to ver. 

gelist. (So Tholuck, Olshausen, Liicke, De 
Wette; which last attributes vv. 13, 14 

these discourses of our Lord as intimately 
connected wholes, this will be as incon- 

combined into one the insulsted sayings 
of his Master. This discourse would be 

left Nicodemus almost where he was be- 
Jore, had not this most weighty concluding 

which expands and explains the assertions 
of vv. 14, 15, and applies them to the pre- 

principal grounds alleged for supposing the 
discourse to break off here seem to be (a 

dropped. But this is not conclusive, 
for it is obvious that the natural р 

From questioning to listening: and that 
even had he joined in the dialogue, the 

relate all his remarks, but only those which, 
as vv. 2, 4 and 9, were important to bring 

orth past tenses are used; mak 
it more probable that the was 

place. But does not our Lord speak here, 
as in so many other cases, proleptically, 

hath made Him to be, and being that TO 

в nt,—and the earnest looking on Him 
in 

the type, God did not remove the fiery 

looking to the brazen serpent (тйс д дф - 

not leave the believer, —but in the midst of 

ishes not of the bite, but Xora: 

ing sign is opened as could be expected before 

mus, who first suggested the notion, 

21, consists of the remarks of the Evan- 

also to John.) But to those who view 

ceivable, as the idea of St. Matthew having 

altogether fragmentary, and would have 

part been also spoken to him. This it is, 

sent life and conduct of mankind. The 

that all allusion to Nicodemus is hencefort 

of such an interview on his part would be 

Evangelist would not have been bound to 

out hia mind and standing-point. (3) that 

after the great events alluded to had taken 

of the fulness of the accomplishment of 
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s John, here 
d constr., 
Gal. ii, 1 

only. Winer, $ 41. 5, note 1. t ob. L 14 reff, 

Lid ur written on margin in M by the 

those designs, which i» the divine counsels 
were accomplished? Is not this way of 
speaking natural to a discourse: which is 
treating of the development of the new 
birth, itself not yet brought in till the 
Spirit was given? See a parallel instance, 
with the Evangelist’s explanation, ch. vii. 
37—89. (у) on account of this use of 

‚ Vv. 16, 18, which is peculiar to 
ohn. But, as Stier well enquires (iv. 84, 

edn. 2), whence did John get this word, 
but from the lips of his divine Master ? 
Would he have ventured on such an ex- 
pee except by an authorization from 

im? (è) It is asserted that John often 
continues our Lord's discourses with ad- 
ditions of his own ;—and ver. 81, and ch. 
i. 16, are alleged as instances. Of these, 
ch. i. 16 is beside the question; for the 
whole prol is spoken in the person of 
the Ev t, and the Baptist’s testimony 
in ver. 15 is merely confirmatory of ver. 14, 
and then the connexion goes on with ver. 
16. On the untenableness of the view with 
regard to vv. 31 ff., see notes there. 
It would besides give us a very mean idea 
of the honesty or reverence of one who sets 
forth so sublime a view of the Divinity and 
Authority of our Lord, to suppose him 
capable, is any place, of attributing to his 
Master words and sentiments of his own 
invention. And that the charge amounts 
to this, every simple reader can bear testi- 
mony. The obvious intention of the Evan- 
gelist here is, that the Lord shall have 
said these words. If our Lord did not say 
them, but the Evangelist, we cannot stop 
with the view that he has added hie own 
remarke to our Lord’s discourse, but must 
at once pronounce him guilty of an im- 
posture and a forgery. (See Stier, iv. 81 
ff, edn. 2.) I conclude therefore on all 
these grounds that the words following, to 
ver. 21, cannot be otherwise regarded than 
as uttered by our Lord in continuation 
of His discourse. tydanoey] The 
indefinite signifying the univ and 
eternal existence of that love which God 
Himself is (1 John iv. 8). тфу xóg- 
pov, the world, in the most general sense, 
аз nted by, and included in, man,— 
Gen. iii. 17, 18, and i. 28 ;—not, the elect, 
which would utterly destroy the force of 
the passage; see on ver. 18. The 
Lord here reveals Love as the one ground 
of the divine counsel in redemption,—sal- 
vation of men, as its one purpose with re- 
gard to them. dy 00у... Bene} 
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These words, whether spoken in Hebrew or 
in Greek, seem to carry & reference to the 
offering of Isaac; and Nicodemus in that 
case would at once be reminded by them 
of the love there required, the substitution 
there made, and the prophecy there uttered 
to Abrebam, to which tre wag Ó mor. 80 
nearly nds. Ébexev absolute, 
not merely rq xócpy—gave up, —wapidw- 
zey, —Rom. viii. 82; where as Stier re- 
marks, we have again, in the obe i$eícaro, 
an unmistakeable allusion to the офк 
igsiaw, said to Abraham, Gen. xxii. 16. 

ka. . ] By the repetition of this 
final clause verbatim from ver. 15, we 
have the identity of the former clauses 
established : i. e. the uplifting of the Son 
of Man like the serpent in the wilderness 
іг the manifestation of the divine Love in 
the gift of the Son of God: —ò wliógc тоё 
ávOperos of ver. 14, = in the strictest 
sense, 6 vide abr. ё povoy. of ver. 16. 

17.] The hes, the Gentile 
world,—was aecording to Jewish ideas to 
be judged and condemned by the Messiah. 
This error our Lord here removes. The 
assertion ch. ix. 39, «ls Nu iyw tic r. 
кбе. тойт. Ko, is no contradiction to 
this. The крїра there, as here, results 
from the separation of mankind into two 
classes, —those who will and those who will 
not come to the light; and that result itself 
is not the purpose why the Son of God came 
into the world, but is evolved in the ac- 
complishment of the higher purpose, viz. 
Love, and the salvation of men. Observe, 
the latter clause does not correspond to the 
former—it is not iva cen тфу к 
but Iva cwbj & кбсџоз DV abrov :— t 
free will of the кбсџос is by this strikingly 
set forth, in connexion with vv. 19, 20. 
Not that the Lord is not the cwrgp тоб 
ooh (ch.iv.42), but that the peculiar cast 
of this required the other side of 
the truth to бе brought out. 18.) On 

U 

жыт. els abr. (which is John's usual phras) 
the remarks ооз ver. га 

vided a 
sin; thi 

the man has not accepted, not takes: be 
must then perish in his sins: sar pere : | " Я 

implies more tha 
‘that faith is a definite act in time 
Lücke, De Wette); it sets before os th 
eliberate choice of the man, q.d ‘М 

hath not chosen to believe’ (Lange, 5 
Stier, iv. 98, edn. 2): see 3 Thess. б. ll 
12. els ть бу. not without meaning 
that name was ‘Inovic, abrôc ydp f"** 
тд» Aady aros drò тё» die айт» 
Matt. i. 21. The un 
here seta before us the Aopelessnes! e 
such a man's state: he has no of 

for the deadly bi i 

world (dA Aver, in Te 

to Адас, ver. 2) 
men (=ò céepoc, men in ** 
awful revelation of the future reception be 

loved (the perversion of 
is the deepest 

mankind) the darkness (see note on ch f. 
5; = the state of sin and unbelief) mum 
than (not = ‘and not,’ but as Bengel a 
е ilitas lucis eos perculit, sed dhe 
runt in amore tenebrarum,’ see de 
їй. 49; 2 Tim. iii. 4) the light | 
UM Me cone wet evil (their babe 

oughts, practices —all these 
cluded,—were perverted). Wer 
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cav and zy are the indefinite aorists, im- 
plying the general usage and state of men, 
when and after the фес AH AY elc r. 
кбо. 20.] This verse analyses the 
psychological grounds of the preceding. 
The фос is not here ‘the common light of 
day,” nor light in pu but as before, 
the Light; i.e. the Lord Jesus, and His 
salvation : see ver. 21 fin. There is 
here a difference between gata трёссєу, 
and тойу rjv áX598ua», which is too 
remarkable to be passed пас арса у 
as the same distinction is observed in ch. 
v. 29,—ol rà ё woujoarres tle ává- 
oracw Loc, ol di ra фа®Аа трёф атте 
ele dy. cpicewc. Bengel, who noticed 
this, hardly I think gives the right reason 
for it: ‘malitia est irrequieta, est quiddam 
operosius quam veritas;' nor does Stier 
fully reach it, that трас. signifies more а 
subordination, a being the servants of sin, 
ipydrat adeiac, Luke xiii. 27.“ I think 
the distinction is rather perhaps this, — 
that wpácotiy is more the habit of action ; 
so that we might say ‘he that practises 
evil; but roiv nne true doing z good, 
ood fruit, good t remains. e who 
A осе, has nothing but his траура, 
which is an event, a thing of the past, a 
source to him only of condemnation, for he 
has nothing to shew for it, for it is also 
ablor, worthless ; whereas he that жоі, 

fas his zoínua,—he has abiding fruit; his 
works do follow him. So that the expres- 
sions will not perhaps here admit of being 
interchanged. (See however Rom. vii. 15— 
20, where the two verbs are certainly inter- 
changed more than once.) There may pos- 
sibly be a hint at the coming by night of 
Nicodemus, but surely only by a distant 

ra epya bef avrov LU 88. 69 Iren 

uc ri covdaray yny bef cas ot paOnra avrov М. 

implication. He might gather this from 
what was said, that it would have been 
better for him to make open confession of 
Jesus; but we can hardly say that our 
Lord reproves him for coming even as he 
did. 21.] Who is this тобу т. Л. Р 
the end of ch. i. will best explain to us, — 
іу ф дбАос ойк loriy, see also Luke viii. 15, 
and Ps. xv. e mpáccw» wovnpa is 
crooked and perverse ; he has a light, which 
he does not follow ; he knows the light, 
and avoids it; and so there is no truth, 

eness, in him ; he isa man at variance 
with himself. But the simple and single- 
minded is he who knowing and approving 
the light, comes to it; and comes that he 
шау be carried onward in this spirit of 
truth and single-mindedness to higher de- 

of communion with and likeness to 
* The good man seeks the light, and 

to place his works in the light, not from 
а vain love of praise, but from a desire for 
communion wherein he finds strength and 
security, De Wette. But this is not all: 
the manifesting Ма works, that they are 
wrought in God, is and can be onl by the 
candle of the Lord being kindled within 
him, and he himself born again in the 
Kingdom of God; see Ps. cxxxix. 28, 24. 

We hear nothing of the effect pro- 
duced on Nicodemus by this interview. 
It certainly did not alienate him from 
Jesus, see ch. vii. 50; xix. 89, also ch. xii. 
42. “It speaks for the simplicity and 
historic truthfulness of our Evangelist, 
that he adds nothing more, and even 
leaves untold the immediate result which 
the discourse had.” (Baumgarten-Crusius, 
in Stier, iv. 102, edn. 2.) 

323—36.] Removal of Josus and His 
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xix. 1 гей. 

1 w. gen., ch. 

ai rað 
xix. FU. Rom "ka арзро. 
x. 8 (ата: 
Deut. 
14). xl. m + 
Heb. vi. 8. Ф 
viii, 18 only. 
w. dat, Acta іх. 88. xxvii. 8. 

aH [о] "Iwavyne. 
Gr vote "EK TOV надто» Io pera ‘Tovdaiov тр 

26 kai HA bav тодс тд» Iwavuny kai srar 

avr Papi Oc й» nerd sov wípav той "Ioghavos be De 
c) 'utuaprüpnkac, 18е ovroc arrie, ка! warreg E. 

Lake озат Acts 1. 12.) lor.. Matt. vii. 32. Mark ix. 22. абу ys. 

2 * Se Kai "Iwavync " Bawrilev € ev Aver 

m vOara wodAa zr KEL ка 

24 ovre yap mv Beg. 

25 f eyévero o» 

10. xiv. 7. xvi.4. xvi 1. Eaod. xv. 5 bere ch. vnl, 2 rec.] only. Lake xil. Si АЁ 
v. 21 and freq. Job il. 11. . V. 25. aviil. 80. Luke zii. yt 19, 25. Mo zu F. 

p дош xv; 2. хут. 90. 1 Ties. i. 4. vi. 4. 9 Tim. 4.24. Tit. HL 9 only f. Acts v. 88, 10. ‚ Ва 
29. XII. 18. Rer. li. 9. r cb. il. 6 reff, w. dat., Matt. xxi 31 гей. 

23. ins o bef wwavygc В Orig: om AN 1(Treg expr) rel. 
24. om 6 BN Eus: ins А rel Orig. 
25. for ovy, de N. for Znr., cuvlnrncic М! : ovy Орт. N58, aft робат 

rec toda, with GA? М! sic] 1. 69 D-lat latt syr-cu copt goth r ins rwv B. 
arm m Orig Aug: txt ABN“ rel syrr arm-zoh Chr ТЫ Euthym. 
26. [ MA V and акау, so Bi. for $, ec N'(corrd 1. m.). Yor 18е, dow D fal 

disciples into the neighbourhood of the 
Baptist, who, upon occasion given, bears 
another notable testimony to Him. 
22.) тата: the sequence is not 
У sate; for this, John uses nerd 
rovro, see ch. xi. 7, 11; xix. 28. 
T. Loud. The rural districts of 
Judea, in distinction from the metro- 

lis. iBáwr., viz. by means of 
is disciples;—see ch. iv. 2, and note. 

The place is not named: perhaps He 
did not remain in one fixed spot. 

23.] The situation of these places 
dne uncertain. Eusebius and Jerome place 
Seia саш. Roman miles south of Scytho- 
polis, and Enon at the same distance, on 
the Jordan. If Scythopolis was the an- 
cient Bethshan, both places were in Sa- 
maria: and to this agree Epiphanius and 
the Samaritan chronicle Abul Pha- 
tach. In Judith iv. 4, we find mention of 
9 афў\ш» Ta in Samaria (see note on 
Heb. vii. 1). An non in the wilder- 
ness of Ju is mentioned Josh. xv. 61, 
and ib. ver. 32, on? and pp. мнн к. 
Al (F.), both in Judah, where it is cer- 
tainly more probable, both from the text 
here and from д priori considerations, that 
John would have been baptizing, than 
in Samaria. The name j77, is an intensi- 
tive form of vy, a fountain, which answers 

to the description here given. Both places 
were West of the Jordan: see ver. 26, and 
compare ch. i. 28. 247 к. iB., i. e. 
the multitudes. ere is much 
difficulty, which probabil never will be 
cleared up, about the date of the imprison- 

ment of John, and its reference to the 
course of our Lord’s Between 
Matt. iv. 11, 12, there seems to be a wide 
hiatus, in which (see note there) the frst 
chapters of this Gospel should be i 
But the records from which the thre 

records, and to insert this remark, tha 
might not be imagined, as it reir aris 
them, that our Lord's public ministry (in 
the wider sense, see below оп ver. 26) 

with the imprisonment of the her 
tist. 25.] The circumstances unde 
which this dispute arose seem to have been 
these :—John and our Lord were baptizing 
near to one another. (On the relation of 
their baptisms, see below on ver. еч 
They were both watched jealously (se 
iv. 1) by the Pharisees. One = 
n „і. e. Iov. ric) a to hare 
entered into dispute with the disciples d d 
John about the relative importance of 
two baptisms; they perhaps scene 
that their master's кабарівиќс pre 
to the Messiah was absolutely necessary for 
all, and Ае (the 'Iov2aioc) pointing о out to 
them the a t in this 
Messiah himself authorizing a С on i 
his name, and alleging that if so, ther 
master's baptism was rendered cuperſluou 
We are driven to these co conetur because 
the text gives us no er insight ж 
the fact what the circumstances and 
the answer of John render probable. 
26.] Compare ch. i. 28. vue ipx] 
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6 a ch. xvi. 94. xvii. 18. Phil. Н. 2. 1Jobn 1.4. 2 Jobs 19. 
b Heb. li. 7 (trom P». viii. 5), 9 ошу. Jer. xxvii. (axx.) 19. 

27. for A\apB., Aaßuy N. 
28. om ро: EFHMN harl. 

bef o xc D lat-a(appy) I syr-cu Cypr. 
29. for eornewc, «erue D Thdot. 

Not, probably, any who had been bap- 
tized already by John; but multitudes of 
persons. e baptism now carried on by 
the disciples appears to have stood very 
much in the same position as that of John. 
It was preparatory to the public minist 
of our Lord properly so called, whi 
сн in Galilee after the imprisonment of 
John. It was sot accompanied with the 
gift of the Spirit, see ch. vii. 39. Аз 
John’s commission was now on the wane, 
so our Lord’s was expanding. The solemn 
cleansing of the temple was its opening; 
and now it is proceeding onwards, gather- 
ing multitudes around it (see ch. iv. 1). 

27.] The subject of this answer 
is,—the divinely appointed humiliation 
and eclipsing of the Baptist himself before 
the greater majesty of Him who was come 
after him. Accordingly he begins in this 
verse by answering to the of his dis- 
ciples, ‘that he cannot go beyond the 
кнн of Ви lester see mission.’ 
Non possum mihi arrogare et capere quse 
deus non dedit.’ (Wetstein). Some apply 
the words to Jesus :—«í de Аадтрбтера rà 
ictivov, xai xayreg wpdc abrdy ipyorrat, 
ha vnd łt iN ob yon. тоадта үйр rà Otia. 
Chrys. But the whole tone of the answer 
makes the other view more likely. Of 
course the remark, being general, may in 
the background have reference to the 
greater mission of Jesus; but not pri- 
marily. The parallelism of áv0pwsroc here 
and himself as the subject of elroy in the 
next verse, also supports this view ; see 
Heb. v. 4. .] ‘Not only so, but 
I have always given the same consistent 
testimony ; that I was only the forerunner 
of One greater than myself.’ dxelvov 
does not refer to д хүнотбс, in which case 

80 2 1 Jonah Iv. 6.) Exewov бес Jom "о 
constr, 

81 "ся , ? xxii 15. Ра. 
o dee tpxoutvoc ECCE 

me air Marin Bree 

оюде ew ay B syr-cu. 
aft «roy ins syw B am lat-c syr-cu. om tyw 

avrov bef каз akovev R. 

it would have been 7 (see, however, 
apparent exceptions to this, ch. vii. 46: 
Acts iil. 18; se also Winer, Gr., edn. 6; 
§ 23.1): but fo Jesus, as the subject of 
ver. 26 ; and thus is not merely a general 
testimony with regard to the Messiah, 
but a personal ono to Jesus. 
29.] Here first, (and here only in our 
Gospel) comes from the mouth of the 
Forerunner, the great symbolical reference 
which is so common in the other Gospels 
and in the Epistles. It is remarkable 
that our Lord brings it forward in His 
answer £o the disciples of John respecting 
fasting, Matt. ix. 15: where see note on 
the further import of the terms used. 
The gidog rod yupgiov (Heb. туб) was the 
regular organ of communication in the pre- 
liminaries of marriage, and had the paler 
ing of the marriage feast. It is to this last 
time, and not to any ceremonial custom 
connected with the marriage rites, that this 
verse refers. The friend rejoices at hearing 
the devi roð vupdlov, (вее Jer. vii. 34; xvi. 
9; xxv. 10: Rev. xviii. 23,) in his triumph 
and joy, at the marriage. He yap¢ xalpa 
(see reff. 1 These. iii. 9, is not a 1 
case as to construction, for ў there is only 
by attraction) because he hears in the voice 
of the Bridegroom an assurance of the 
happy completion of his mission, and on 
account of the voice itself, rij olrw 
yAvgeiay, тп)» oUrwc іліравтоу, тђу obra 
бытйріоу.  édarryxes xal belon merely 
to the graphic setting forth of the simil- 
tude. airy... . rer Rp.] ғараёбь- 
roc ixelyw rij vf ne, kai wexAnpexdrog, 
ec брута, тї» byxetpiobeicdy цо: d- 
коуіау. Euthym. 30.] ћаттоёс баз, 
— ec Мои dávartÀavroc iwcóópoy. 
Euthym. See note on Matt. xi. 2 ff. 
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81.) Many modern critics, bezinning with 
Bengel and Wetstein, and includi ücke, 
Kuinoel, Olshausen, Tholuck, De Wette, 
and others, maintain that after ver. 30 we 
have the words, not of the Baptist, but of 
the Evangelist. Lücke and De Wette 
assume that the Evangelist has put his own 
thoughts into the Baptist’s mouth, or at 
least mixed them with his words. The 
reason of this arbitrary proceeding is, (a) 
That the sentiments of the following verses 
seem to them not to be congruous with the 
time and position of the Baptist. But 
some of ien confess (e.g. Lücke, De 
Wette) that this very position of the Bap- 
tist is to them yet unexplained, and are 
dis to question the applicability to 
their idea of it of very much which is un- 
doubtedly recorded to have been said by 
him. So that we cannot allow such a view 
much critical weight, unless it can be first 
clearly shewn, what were the Baptist's con- 
victions concerning the Person and Office 
of our Lord. (3) That the diction and 
sentiments of the following verses are so 
entirely in the style of our Evangelist. 
But first, I by no means grant this, in the 
sense which ishere meant. It will be seen 
by the reff. that the Evangelist does not so 
frequently repeat himself as in most other 
passages of equal length. And even were 
this so, the remark made above on vv. 16— 
21, would apply here also; that the Evan- 
gelist's peculiar style of theologi res- 
sion was formed on some model; and on 
what more likely than in the first place 
the discourses of his divine Master, and 
then such sententious and striking tes- 
timonies as the present? But there isa 
weightier reason than theso for opposing 
the above view, and that arises from what 
modern criticism has been so much given 
to overlook,—the inner coherence of the 
discourse itself; in which John explains 
to his disciples the reason why Hx must 

for 5, о» M'(corrd 2. m.). 

increase; whereas his own dignity was to 
be eclipsed before Him. This will be x=: 
below as we proceed. And there 5 
nothing inconsistent with what the Lord 
himself says of the Baptist in these verses 
He (the Baptist) ever speaks not ar а dis- 
ciple of Jesus, not as itki» the Kingdom. 
—but as knowing the blessedness of those 
who should be within it; as standing by, 
and hearing the Bridegroom’s тосе. 
Nor again is there any thing inconsistent 
with the frame of mind which prom 
the question sent by John to our иг 

in the onward waning of x 
days in prison ; sce note on Matt. і 4 

& &ы. Фру.] This gives w t 
reason why Hx must increase: His poret 
and His words are not from below, tem- 
porary, limited; but are divine and in- 
exhaustible; and, ver. 39], His тхе 
is not, like John's, only of what be bs 
been forewarned to but of thet 
which He has and heard. But o. 
—i. e. in reference to the röcher in^ 
which He is come, the esoria in which His 

light shines,—no one comp ny, Te 
ceives His testimony. The state of men 
minds at Jerusalem with to Jes 
must ere this have been well to the 
Baptist. Notice in ver. 31 the collo 
of the words as regards emphasis; д 87 ir 
тйс yüc dx "з үр iere», к. ёк тї v" 
Хай. 3, 34.] This exception shew? 
the correctness of the sense just assigned 
to obòtic. $ AB abroo tÀ» par 
rupiay каї morebwy айт, IB 
{ди е», brid Gedo adnOrjc {вту 0 are 
ore ac адтбу, obrivdc bare rå uno 
Хам? à Gt ш} AH ard cai drt 
abrq, ro^vavriov Toti, кай otl» irtp? 
$ яроёулыс Orogayr. Euthym. 
The middle фрау! Дона! is more ж. 
this signification. See instances in d 
stein. Anett, not as Wetten. 
* Deum veracem esse,-et, que per 
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Origi-lat, Cyr-jer Chr Naz Aug: om BC'LN 1. 38 la 
written on in B a prima manu. 
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at ins «wa and (for ғун) sxn D 
N. corri. [peve MA lat-b e g '& 
69 vulg lat-a c f ff, D-lat (syr-cu вуг ?) 

e f Сут. [ro xvtvpa is 

om ài Ni. for operat, 1 
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Снар. IV. 1. "Ineovc DAN 1 latt syrr syr-cu copt arm Chr Aug: xvpiuoc 
ABC rel lat./ q syr-marg eth. 8 а SQ 

9. catrot, omg ye, С. 
ins o bef «no. K 69. 

om y ABL: ins B(as corrd by origl scribe) 

avrec bef ino. ADK 83 gat(with mm) lat-f, Chr Cyr.— 

9. aft туу vovóaav ins yg» D 1. 69 al fos(with gat mm) lat-a 5 e ff, Г mth arm Chr 

promiserat, ;” this does not suit 
the context, and besides would reque 

к. Seeing 
is between the enlimited gift of the Spirit 
15 AR that rins from above, and the 

tion of Him by those who 
sin Ты, agis earth; we must not understand 
the assertion generally, but supply abrg, 
as has usually been done, after v. 
‘ Spiritus sanctus non habitavit super Pro- 
phetas, nisi mensura quadam; quidam 
enim librum unum, quidam duos vaticini- 
orum ediderunt.’ (Vajikra rabba, in Wet- 
stein. This unmeasured pouring of the 
Spirit on Him accounts for his speaking 
the words of God. 85.] This, 
is the grownd why the Father gives not 
the spirit by measure (to Him): see 
Matt. xi. 27—29, with which this verse 
forms a remarkable point of connexion, 
shewing that what is commonly known as 
John’s form of expression was not con- 
fined to him, but originated higher, having 
its traces in the synoptic narrative, which 
is confessedly, in its main features, inde- 
pendent of him. 86.] Compare ch. i. 
42, 18 ; ver. 16. årebûv may mean 

disbelieving, see reff. Unbelief implies 
disobedience. ] It was on 
him, see ver. 18, in his state of darkness 
and nature,—and can only be removed 
ота шне Son of God, which he has 

Же IV. 1—64.] MANIFESTATION 
or HrMwSELP as THE Son or GOD IN 
BSAMARIA AND GALILEE. 1—42. ка 
his way back to Galilee through 
ria, he discourses with a Samaritan wo- 
man. Confession of his Messiahship by 

what had 7 in 
бт “Inovds, not ör: atric . ‚ because 
the report which the Pharisees had heard 
is given verbatim: the bri is ‘recitantis’ 
merely. 3.) Probably for the same 
reason that Paul did not baptize usually 
ac pe i о viz. because His office 

and teach ;—and the dis- 
Siles ы et ый о эб» of thia kind, 
To assume a farther reason, that 
beer ight not be ground fs those whom 

himself had baptized to boast of 
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for ö, ov C'DLMS 1. 33 Chr: ве) 69: GO ok rel Cyr. 
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it, is arbitrary and unn * Jo- 
hannes, minister, sua manu baptizavit ; 

' discipuli ejus, ut videtur, neminem. At 
Christus baptizat Spiritu Sancto. Bengel. 

a] If He was already on the 
borders of ia, not far from Ænon 
(see note on ch. їй. 23), the direct way 
was through Samaria. Indeed without 
this assumption, we know that the Gali- 
læans ordinarily took this way (Jos. Antt. 
хх. 6. 1, beginning). But there was pro- 
bably design also in the journey. It could 
not have mere speed (rdvrwe ide 
тодс так) Bovdopivovg d. RO“, д 
dceivng wopevecOai, Jos. Vit. 52),—since 
He made two days’ stay on the way. 
5.) Sychar is better known by the О. T. 
name of Sychem (Xvyip) or rd ®йшда 
(Josephus, Euseb., &c.), or ù Tir iu (LXX, 
8 Kings xii. 25). It was a very old town 
on the range of Mt. Ephraim, in а narrow 
valley between Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerizim, 
Judg. ix. 7. The name Sychar has been 
variously derived: from M a lie, or , 
drunken = xxviii. 1), by some (Reland, 
Lightfoot), who believe it to have originally 
been an opprobrious name given by the 
Jews, but by rcs to have lost ita 
signification, me the usual appel- 
lation: by others from Хоруѓи, b La 
a of the terminating liquid и into 
p, Olah. Very near it was afterwards 
built Flavia Neapolis (extn, vb» ёрюнос, 
Osicvura: d à тбтос iv яроаатніоі iu 
wéAewc, Euseb. Onomasticon, in Winer, 
(sub voce). There is a long and interest- 
ing history of Sychem and the Samaritan 
worship on Gerizim, and the Christian 
church in the neighbourhood, in Robinson’s 
Palestine, iii. 118—186. TOU xup. ob 
ек. .... ] This is traditional: it finds 

however su from Gen. zxxii. 13 
where we find Jacob buying a field nesr 
Shechem, and Josh. xxiv. 82, where, ot 
the mention of Joseph's bones being lid 
there, it is said that it became the m 
heritance of the children of Joseph. 7 
Jorm of the tradition is supposed to рат 
arisen from the translation by the LXI 
of Gen. xlviii. 22, 470 82 бәш om 
Укра {&аіргтоу (тте CQ, ‘one share’) 
jwip rode abeAgode cov: and of Job. 
xxiv. 82, lv rg pepids rov. &үрор оў lm 
сато ‘lacwB тарі r&v 'Apojpawr тет 
катошобутыу іу Tino . . rait 
abriy "Iwan і» pepide, where they арр" 
rently read or mistook rm for ET 
(8 sing. fut. Kal. w. suffix of xy, 4 ve? 
which only occurs in the imperative 
unless it be in the very doubtful place df 
Hos. iv. 18). Our Lord does not allade to 
it in the conversation, though the woman 
does. 6.) Robinson (iii. 112) can 
solve the difficulty of the present 
standing in a spot watered by so may 
йана! Байа by supposing that it my 
have been dug, according to the practice df 
the patriarchs, by Jacob, in connexion with 
the plot of ground which he bought, to 
have an independent supply of water. 
otres—seo reff.—refers to ce & 
т. 88., and may be rendered accordingly. 
There is no authority for the meaning 
dròę Oc A. ‘just as he was,’ or Ian 
as it ha i.e. on the bare stone 

. . Fern, mid-day. Townse 
su the sixth hour, to 
John, to mean siz in the evening, ‘aiet 
the way of reckoning in Asia Minor; — 
but, as Lücke observes (i. 580), this way 
of reckoning in Asia Minor is a рае 1. 
vention of Townson’s. A decisive aner 
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pxtrat yun ёк тїс Tanaptiac ayrAnoa обор. Лун © ver. 15. а. 
H. В, Ө only. 

. X2iv. 8 oi ydp рабпта! avrov 

xvL 6. Prov. 

9 Мун ой» avro 1) yv 1 Zapaptiric "Пос ov IovGatoc , 222" bie 
K 9 з ы - в se [ only. 

wy rap tov we " штыс yvvawoc Lapaptiriooc oven ; 3 iron. a 

oU yap ' evyxotvra: lou Zapapttraic. 
7 

10 awexpiOn JA. 
1 Сог xv. 12. 

Incovg kai elrer айту Et дис ryv " дора» rov Өғоо, „лаш. з: 

kat тїс сту о ХА уву aot ” Абс uot Р тер, ov av ` grnoac 
Judg. I. 14 el. (awd, Matt. ux. 20. La 
only. 

ke xii. 20. 

Acts vill. 20. хі. 17. Bom. v. 16, 17 al. хі. 35. 

7. aft tpxerai ins ric №. 

1. 5. 1 John 
v. 18 oaly. 

t here ouly ¢. u Gospp., bere 
ud v w. acc., Matt. v. 43 reff. 

rec witty, with A B'(probably) C?N? rel: txt ВЕІ, 
ver 9) СЇР N'(myv). (So vv. 9, 10 exc that in ver 9 A also has wiv.) 

9. om ov» VN! 1 
syr-cu arm Aug. 

K-corr!. 
10. ins o bef гло. D 69. 

however to such a supposition here, or 
any where else in our ist, is, that 
he would naturally have specified whether 
it was 6 A.M. or P.M. The asusualness of 
а woman coming to draw water at mid- 
day is no argument against its possibility ; 
indeed the very fact of her being alone 
seems to shew that it was not the common 
time. This purely arbitrary hypothesis of 
St. John’s way of reckoning the hours has 
been recently again upheld by Dr. Words- 
worth : but it hasonly harmonistic grounds 
to rest on. F he urges 
as supporting it, Martyr. Polycarp. с. 21, 
p. 1044, ed. Migne, does not in reality 
give it the least countenance. The бра 
óy0ón there mentioned is much more pro- 
bably according to the usual Roman com- 
putation. 7.] dx r. Z., i. e. a Sama- 
ritan—so уру) Хауа». do r&v» dolwy 
ixcivesy, Matt. xv. 22. 8.] The dis- 
ciples had probably taken with them the 
baggage, among which would be the ávr- 
Ànpa,—see ver. 11. The Rabbis say 
that а Jew might not eat the bread or 
drink the wine of a Samaritan: but that 
appears from this verse to be exaggerated. 

9. lovdates Gv) She knew this 
perbaps by his dress, more probably by 
his dialect. There seems to be a sort of 
playful triumph in the woman's question, 
q. d. * even а Jew, when weary and athirst, 
5 himself to ask drink of a 

aritan woman.’ ob суүхр. 
.. . are the words of the agel to 
explain her question. cvyxpáopa: is pro- 
perly spoken of rade, — but here is in a 
wider signification. Wetstein quotes from 
Polybius, тара Tapavrivo коі Аокрёу 
„ wavrnnovrépovcg xai Tpi- 

OL. I. 

yr syr-cu copt Cyr. ‹ 
rec ovgn¢e bef yvy. o., with СЗ rel latt: om ovonc D: 

txt A B[sic in cod: see table] C'L 33 Cyr. 

ov 35 Data Ta: 

om last clause D lat-a b e: in 

йр шс. Notice "ооё. and Tan. both 
anarthrous—* Jews have no dealings with 
Samaritans.” The fact is abundantly il- 
lustrated in the Rabbinical writings: see 
Schóttg. h. I. The question of the woman 
shews a lively naive disposition, which is 
further drawn out and exemplified by 
Him who knew what is in man, in the 
following dialogue. 10.] The im- 
portant words the gift of God have been 
misunderstood by many Commentators. 
Some suppose them to mean our Lord 
himself, and to be in apposition with the 
next clause, cal rig lori c. r. A. Others, 
‘this opportunity of speaking with me.’ 
Doubtless both these meani are in- 
volved,—especially the former: but neither 
of them is the primary one, эв addressed 
to the woman. The WATER is, is this 
first part of the discourse, the ject, 
and serves as a point of connexion, where- 
by the woman’s thoughts may be elevated, 
and her desire aroused. @ process of 
the discourse in this particular is similar 
to that in Acts xiv. 17. From recognizing 
this water as the gift of God, in its limita- 
боп, ver. 13, and its parabolic import, 
ver. 14, her view is directed to Him who 
was ing with her, and the Gift which 
He should bestow,—THE GIFT OF THE 
Hoty SPIRIT: see ch. vii. 37—39. 
tle ёсть) These pregnant words form the 
second step in our Lord's declaration. 
He wbo speaks with thee is no ordinary 
*Ilovéaiog, nor any ordinary man, but One 
who can give thee the gift of God ; One 
sent from God, and Сой Himself. АШ 
this lies in the words, which however only 
serve to arouse in the woman's mind the 
question of ver. 12 (see аш 
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w ch. vii. 68. 
Rev. vil. 17. 
Zech. xi 

6. xxíi.1,17. 
X = ch. vi. 51. 

Acta vii. 88. 
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avróv, ка! #окғ» av oor b ꝛ T. II AIs avy d у 
жеңет. Yur | Корсе, ovre ? avrAnua Exerc Kat то °фрїар 

Вабо" тобе» оў» Еунс rò dd то Cov; 
a a te 12 

y a е Led 9 , e£ e ~ 21 . 

„ Here. EL TOU warpac иб» Тако[3, ос E C cee huw то '$ou 
8 here his, * >, a 9 m 9 « e 4 . - 1 1 

a A Kat аутос a E aurou "£witv Kal OL UtOL auToU KOL TE 
er. zh b с : - 

es iri 14 Üptupara avrov; 13 2 wexpi0n 'Incouc xai drew avy 
al. — € $ "og d ? , 

Hans'. Пас о h kx rov öòarog rovrov ° Затон sar 
9 i 

b here only +. 
dos. Antt. vii. 
7. 

ee Matt. 
хх Й 

4 > vi. 85. vii. 87. Matt. v. 6. xxv. 86,&c. Іза. zlix. 10. Sir. xxiv. 21. 

vê: D. om ovy DN Scr's c fos ш! 
om ro bef идер and bef Zw» D 49. 91 Syr. 

Sed ere C 69 Orig. 

18. rec ins o bef in¢., with A 69 Orig, : om ABCDN rel Chr 

Cor. viii. 18. Geu. vi. З. 
s for у atn om B. 
yr syr-cu Аш . 
12. мио» Nl. for ос, ocric №. 

om last avrov D. 

14. for oc ò' ау wen, о фе ivo» DN! 
o д. avr. (i.e. айты to avrw, homootel) Ci lat-I sah Orig 

: : а) Сда vith Cs fel ал мий tt тес din un D. en 5 
ABDLMN 1. 38. 69 Orig Heracl Eus Chr Cyr Thdrt 

M бе & av vip Sex rov Одатос ov iyw досы aury ov " 

‘Symon * tic тд» aiwva, du Ad ro vOÓup 0 Doce вте 
e = ch. vill 91, A zii t 

aurocg bef ca К. 

ты. (38 def. 
«p. е. r. ас. ah. 7. x. om ov миз 

Eus Ambr. a 

ins eye bef 2nd дә 
DMX 83.69 vulg(so am &c; not em ing tol &c) lat-a b &c (not с g) arm. om 
артгы R. 

Вер fav] Designedly used in а double 
sense by our Lord, that the woman may 
lay hold of the material meaning, and by 
it be awakened to the Aigher one (see 
reff.). The words bring with them, and 
in oar Lord’s шы mets mie i the 
performance sach prophetic pro- 
mises as Ezek. xxxvi. 25: Zech. xiii. 1 (вее 
also Jer. ii. 13); but, as regarded the wo- 
man, the ordinary sense was that intended 
for her to fasten on, which she does ac- 
cordingly. On the question, how this 
living water could be sow given, before 
Jesus was PERS see on ch. vii. 38, 39. 

11, 18.] Though кёре is not to be 
preesed as emphatic, it is not without im- 
port; it surely betokens a different regard 
of the stranger than o) 'lovBeiog dw 
did:—rópiov atrdr mpocnydpever, vo- 
pisaca piyay >ш туа. Euthym. The 
course of her thoughts appears to be:— 
* Thou canst not mean living water (ava- 
Brey xal ddAXASpevov, Euthym.), from 
this well, because thou no vessel to 
draw with, and tt te deep; whence then 
hast thou (knowest thou of, drawest ск) 
the living water of which thou speakest 
Our father Jacob was contented with 
this, «sed it, and bequeathed dt to us: 
tf thou hast better water, and canst give 
it (notice the t d re in both verses), thou 
must be greater than Jacob." There is 
something also of Samaritan nationality 
speaking here. Claiming Jacob as her 
father (Gray piv eù wpdrrovrac RAD 
тодс ‘lovdalouc, cvyyertig droxadoverr, 

ùc ik lwohwou фбутес, bray дд ктошатт 
lde, офданёбе› ei mpocqens M- 
устеу, Jos. Antt. ix. 14 3), she & 

gift was of water which à x 
bat the water which He should gire 
living power, and becomes sn 
fountain within. This however, ‘thet Р 

$s Lue, which can satisfy. | 
рыу sets forth the recurrence, the ink 
rupted seasons, of the drinking of ert!) 
тас “5 âr gen the fade 5. 
tasted, ever continuing in tbe 7' 
creasing er, and living Боер окб 
of that life-long draught. * 
8. shall never have to go , 
be exhausted, and come again to be flle 
—but shall have the spring at boo, 
his own breast,—so that he can dr. 

È 
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yevinoerat € 
в або», 
TOUTO TO 

1 Ari 16 Ace айту 
and Acts xxv. 17 only. (isis вин. 41. 

m Matt. iv. 10 гей. 

15. for дарш, Ou noo D!. 

eh. і. 40 гей. 

1 aft avrg ins o iycovc, wi 

bef ev gov, wi with ACDN rel: txt B 69 Orig,. 

water with joy out of the wells of salva- 
tion” (Isa. хі. 8) at his pleasure. ‘Ubi 
sitis recurrit, hominis, non aque defectus 
est." Bengel. | verrat J. All 
earthly supplies have access only into 
those lower parts of our being where the 
desires work themselves out—are but local 
applications; but the heavenly gift of 
spiritual life which Jesus gives to those 
who believe on Him, enters into the very 
secret and highest place of their personal 
life, the source whence the desires spriag 
owt ;—and, its nature being living and 
spiritual, it does not merely supply, ‘ly, bak it 
lives and waxes onward, unto everlasting 
life, i» duration, and also as producing 
and sustaining it. It should not be 
overlooked, that this discourse had, be- 
sides its manifold and wonderful meaning 
for us all, an especial moral one as ap- 
plied to the woman,—who, by successive 
draughts at the ‘ broken cistern’ of carnal 
lust, had been vainly seeking solace :— 
and this consideration serves to bind on 
the following verses (ver. 16 ff.) to the 
preceding, by another link besides those 
noticed below. 15.] This request 
seems to be made still under a misunder- 
standing, but not so great an one as at 
first sight appears. She apprehends this 
water as something not uiring an 
ãvrÀnpa to draw it ;—as something whose 
power shall never fail ;—which shall quench 
thirst for ever ;—and half in banter, half 
in earnest, wishing perhaps besides to see 
whether the gift would after all be con- 
ferred, and how,—she mingles in with the 
rovro rò bdwp,—implying some view of 
its distinct nature, her ‘not coming 
hither to draw,’—her willing avoidance of 
the toil of her noonday journey to the well. 
We must be able to enter into the com- 
plication of her character, and the impres- 
sions made on her by the strange things 
which she bas heard, fully to эс» 
the spirit of this answer. ] The 
connexion of this verse with the foregoing 
has been much disputed ; and the strangest 

KATA IQANNHN. 
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" Qe туй UBaroc * AX opíévov ис P Сету free, frat 
15 Аун трос avrov j үну? Коре, dae pot 

удар, tva ni "ino und Selena бад р 
beh iid. 15 ref 

Kinge iv. 

= here bis 

lver. 7. 

rec (for дирх.) x „with АСОСУДМ .согт (8 1, 
е 0: txt BN! rel Orig.— -ҳора ES. see table 

CDN 
ins rah [sic bef vrays Nl. (сотта 1. E 

it evOade, wie Nl. 
om ВС! 88 let.a 
= rov ауёра 

е 

and most unworthy views bave been taken 
of it. Some (e. g. Grotius) bave strangely 
referred it to the supposed indecorum 
of the longer continuance of the col- 
loquy with the woman alone; some more 

у still (Cyril Alex. in Catena, 
Lücke, р. 588) to the incapacity of the 
female mind to apprehend the matters of 
which He was to speak. Both these need 
surely no refutation. The band of women 
from Galilee, ‘last at the cross, and earliest 
at the tomb,’ are a sufficient answer to 

"Those approach nearer the 
truth, who believe the command to have 
been given to awaken her conscience 

aldonatus and al.); or to shew her the 
ivine knowledge which the Lord had of 

her heart (Meyer). But I ant persuaded 
that the right account is found, in viewing 
this command, as the first step йе ы 
ing her request, dog но: тобто rà Sdep. 
The first work of the Spirit of God, and of 
Him who here spoke in the fulness of that 
pos is, to convince of sin. The ‘give 

this water’ was not so simple a matter 
as she su The heart must first be 
laid bare before the Wisdom of God : the 
secret sins set in the light of His counte- 
nance; and this our Lord here does. The 
command iteelf is of course given in the 
fulness of knowledge of her sinful condi- 
tion of life. In every conversation which 
our Lord held with men, while He con- 
nects usually one remark with another by 
the common links which bind human 
thought, we perceive that He knows, and 
sees through, those with whom He speaks. 
Euthymius, though not seeing the whole 
bearing of the command, expresses well 
this last remark :—éycepivne cai Cgrov- 
onc хайа», мүн “Ywaye к.т.\. srpoc- 
sotoptvoc bre xp) кікгїуоу коуыуӯўасаг 
rabry roð dapov. cal dri piv ove ixe 
йуёра véptpow iyivworsy, өс rávra 
идек? iBovdsro d rabryy tre бт: obe 
ixw dvdpa, iva Xovróv, mpopáctwç дра- 
Fápevot, wpoénrtócg rà rar айтђу ка 
ScopOwonras an Өе ydg rar троф- 

3 A2 
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о = Gal. iv. 27, аура ка! 0 
from Isa. liv. 
We see Matt. 
xxii. 28 al. 
ph Kili. 18 

q Lake zx. 80. 

EYATT'EAION Iv. 

* fade. 
[айт], Ovx ° iyw ° аудра. Al yet aury o "Insooc т Kehi 

3 бта; ort ° avdpa ойк уш. 18 qívre уар ° аудрас* "бук, + 

17 ат:кріӨп N yum ка! aw o 

т =аайсопыг., xd yoy OV Exec ойк Eorty oo упр" rovro алс ci ном. 

xiv. 17. 
se ch, ХМ. 90. 
Acts viii. 27. 
xaiv. 11. 

17. om rat urey Ni. 

C!DLN Cyr: txt АВС? rel Orig, 
e e Heracl. 

19. om zupu Ni. 

pa Aye aury i yovi Коре, ' Bewpus Ori po & cv 

E: oi татёрес неи Ey тр Ори тобтф * wpocextyncar, ка 

брис А угте Ore év ‘Lepooordporc ёсті» o roroç oro 

aft ere ins avre BCEFGH 33 се: 51 bee. 

th (arm): o nte 
exec B for 2nd ped S exec DR btd 

om ov D lat-a b e 1 Hil. 
20. rec торте bef rw орн, with (some cursive?) lat-a b e DT е ао, ў 

Orig-lat Tert: txt ABCDN rel Scr's mss vulg lat-c f ff, I вуг Orig 
Thi Hil. om o тотос Ж. rec ди bef wpoccuvay, with С° Tel A eyrr ipe 

coptt Epiph Chr Thdrt Tert: txt ABC DLN 33 latt Orig Cyr Hil. 

бпогшу kai Trey Oavpárev tác á$opuác 
тар atroy AapBavey тӧу pg , 
Ser. cal тй» тоў cevodokeiy ùrórotay čia- 
gebyuy, cai olzeoŭoðas рало» abrobc. 

17.] This answer is not for a mo- 
ment to be treated as something un- 

by Him who commanded her 
Lücke) He Aas before Him her whole 
ife of sin, which she in vain endeavours 
to cover by the doubtfal words of this 
verse. 18.) There was kteral 
truth, but no more, in the woman’s an- 
swer: and the Lord, by His divine know- 
ledge, detects the hidden falsehood 7 е 
Notice it is 4А 106, not áAg0686: 
one word was true: further a а 
the emphatic position of ávópa in our 
Lord’s answer. Tívre yap Ars. 
doxes] These five were certainly lawfkt 
husbands ; they are distinguished from the 
sixth, who wae not ; ;—probably the woman 
had been se from some by divorce 
(the law of which was but loose among 
the Samaritans),—from some by death, 
or perhaps by other reasons more or less 
discreditable to her character, which had 
now become degraded into that of an 
openly licentious woman. The conviction 
of sin here lies beneath the surface : it is 
not pressed, nor at the moment does it 
seem to have worked deeply, for she goes 
on with the conversation with apparent 
indifference to it; but our Lord’s words 
in vv. 25, 26 would tend to infix it more 
deeply, and we find at ver. 29, that it had 
been working during her journey back to 
the city. 19. In speaking this her 
conviction, she virtually confesses all the 
truth. That she should pass to another 
subject immediately, seems, as Stier re- 

marks (iv. 125, edn. 2), to arise, not fra 
. 

Prope: 

deavou to escape from the Lord! 
rebuke al inconsistent with ber те 
cognition of Him as a prophet. 

character. 
but xpo$jrgc, is the word of 
emphasis. v6 has the secondar aras 
by its very expression. ЗЕ 

t Mount Gerizim, on 
Ead pet the national temple T 
Samaritan race. In Neb. = ree 

that the grandson of the 
Eliashib was banished by Nam е W 
cause he was son-in-law to Sanballst, — 
Persian satrap of Samaria. Him San T1 

not only received, but, (Joseph. Antt. І 
2—4) made him high pes of а 
which he built on Mount Germm 
phus makes this appointment 2 U 
by Alexander, when at Туге; but PE 
chronology is certainly not sourate, 161 
between Sanballat and This runi " 

was destroyed 900 years after : 

9. 1; but the Samaritans still to thi 
place of prayer and sacrifice, and spo 

y the few itans resident in N РМ 
(Sychem) call it the holy mountain, 
turn their DR to it in ау 
They defen their practice 
xxvil 4, where our reading and the Heb 
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*тооскиун» ди. ?! Мун айту о [noove IIioreul pot, tear, ch. v. 
22 гей , е ци е a * ° 4 м > , uch. v. 25, 9R. 

yuvat, ort epxéerat ора OTE OUTE EV Ty ook Toury OUTE EV ү, $, 25,89. 

“[epocoddpore ` трос̧киућоєте TP rarpi. 22 nel Tpoc- 7 тей. 
dat., Matt. 

ace.. Lake та a 9 * — — “ " . oo 

Kuvtire О ойк oldare’ nuec " mpockvvouutev О оїдаџеу, Ore „lg, Len 
t v , 2 oe 1 8 М U 7 23 , Ad og 7 oaly. п “owrnoia ex rov Тоудаішу toriv. adha “épyerat 6b . 
@ Г A s › 7 v 1 у a 0 is 1 { 
wpa “Kat уш» tarty, Ort ot ? aÀnÜwoi * троскоупта! wpoc- і l. , 

(from Іза. хия. 6) al. х ch. v. 26 only. y ch. 1. 9 reff. 

21. rec урус: bef sar. poi, with AC?D rel vulg lat-a(appy) c e f'syrr вуг-са copt 
arm Thdrt: txt BC'LN 18-5 g sah Heracl Orig Ath Сү Hil.—om yv». F.—om 
pot À.—rec tert vob, with AC? rel: txt BC'DLN 1. 69 
for оте, от: AV A 69. 

23. aa, so ABDN.] 

and LXX is Ebal, but that of the Sama- 
ritan Pentateuch, Gerizim (probably an 
alteration): also by Gen. xii. 6,7; xiii. 4; 
xxxiii. 18, 20; Deut. xi. 26 ff. Our 
fathers most likely mean not the patriarchs, 
but the ancestors of the then Samaritans. 

å es] The definite place spoken 
of Deut. xii. 5. She pauses, having 
suggested, rather than asked, a question, 
—seeming to imply, ‘ Before I can receive 
this gift of God, it must be decided, where 
I can acceptably pray for it; and she 
leaves it for Him whom she now recog- 
nizes as а prophet, to resolve this doubt. 

N.] Our Lord first raises her view 
to a higher point than her question im- 
plied, or than indeed she, or any one, 
without His prophetic announcement, 
could then have attained. АР 
обтє are exclusive ; Yo shall worship the 
Father, but not (only) in this mountain, 
nor in Jerusalem :—had it been odd? .... 
odi, it would have meant, Ye shall not 
worship the Father, either in this moun- 
tain, or even in Jerusalem.’ The 
4posxvvácere, though embracing in its 
wider sense all mankind, may be taken 
primarily as foretelling the success of the 
Gospel in Samaria, Acte viii. 35 

ß татр, as implying the One God and 
Father he all. бете Е also, as Calvin 
remarks (Stier, iv. 129, edn. 2), a *tacita 
oppositio’ between ё warijp,—and 0 я. in. 
"Iake, ver. 12, oi raripec huò, ver. 20. 

22.] But He will not leave the tem- 
ple of Zion and the worship appointed by 
God without His testimony. He decides 
her question not merely by affirming, but 
by [reed the Jewish worship to be the 
right one. In the Bamaritan worship there 
was no leading of God to guide them, there 
were no prophetic voices revealing more 
and more of His purposes. The neuter & 
is used to shew the want of ity and 
distinctness in their idea of God: — the 
second 8, merely as corresponding to it in 

-gr Orig. (33 def.) 
rovre bef rw ope D lat-a b в Syr syr-cu 

the other member of the sentence. Or 
perhaps better, both, as designating merely 
the abstract object of worship, not the per- 
sonal God. The фрез is remarkable, as 
being the only instance of our Lord thus 
speaking. But the nature of the case ac- 
counts for it. He never elsewhere is speak- 
ing to one so set in opposition to the Jews 
on a point where Himself and the Jews 
stood together for God’s truth. He now 
speaks as а Jew. The nearest approach 
to it is in Hie answer to the Canaanitish 
woman, Matt. xv. 24, 26. $n, 
because; this is the reason why we know 
what we worship, because the promises of 
God are made to us, and we possess them 
and believe them; вее Rom. hii. 1, 2. 
4 сөт. ёк т. I. ёст.) It was in this point 

ially, expectation of the promised sal- 
vation by the great Deliverer (see Gem. 
xlix. 18), that the Semaritan rejection of 
the prophetic word had made them so de- 
ficient in compari of the Jews. But 
not only this;—the Messiah Himself was 
to spring from among the Jews, and had 
sprung from among them ;—-not fora, 
but deriv, the abstract present, but per- 
haps with a reference to what was then 
happening. See Isa. ii. 1—3. 23.) 
The discourse returns to the ground take 
in ver. 21, but not so as to make ver. 22 
parenthetical only: the spiritual worship 
now to be spoken of is the carrying out 
and co uence of the or nbi just men- 
tioned, and could not have been brought 
in without it. ral viv ёст(у) * Hoc 
(verru 21 non additum) nunc additur, ne 
mulier pntet, sibi tantisper sedem in Judæa 
quterendam esse. Bengel. ol 2А. 
wposs., as distinguished a from Ауро- 
crites, who have preten to worship 
Him : (2) from all who went before, whose 
worship was necessarily imperfect. 
The фу wveépare xal dAnOslq (not without 
an allusion to фу roóre тф Spet) is, in its 
first meaning, opposed: to à» {0и xai te 
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1 K.. kuygsovgty To жатр! év ° жуєбраті Kat ° алем. к 
i. 1 „ e e 9 „ : ] b 9 Gr. ML 14. YAP о тагпр rou brovc * Lara тоў " pockvvovvrac avrov. 1х | 

е * ET e 
» ож ; 

чеч ua 28 à weve 0 boc, ка! rovc у wpockuvouvrac avro» P È- 
e- ch. i. 

„Жн; свй * туғбрат: kat dA, дєє троскоунь. 25 Аун азтөз 
ане yun Ода бт * ресвѓас b Epxerat, o Ac yò n Nr 

са. f pres., Lake xvii. 20 reff. 

avre N'. 
24. om avyrov D'N! Heracl Novat. for wvevpars cat а\Му#на, regen 

andi Nil. wpockvvey bef ёе DN! lat-a Novat Hil. 
25. for oda, ordaper Nl. 

det,—and denotes the earnestness of spirit templo vis orare; in fe ors. Sed piw 
with which the true worshippers shall wor- esto templum Dei.’ A 1% 
ship; so Ps. cxliv. 18, dyyte «ópioc жайт» edn. 2.) And how is to be 
roic imıxaħovpivoiç abroy dy Абдес. A cannot make himself the temple of Goi. 

meaning is brought out where the So that here comes in the gift of Ged. 

seoks,—is see . This seeking onthe we have Ps і» wrevpare ayip 
of the Father naturally brings in the Jude 20. beautifully does the ep 
in the woman's answer, of the Mes- sion 4 here bring with it tbe pev 

siah, by Whom He seeks (Luke xix. 10) birth by the Spirit, —and for us, the resden 
His true worshippers to gather them out of the Gospel, does the discourse of c. if 
of the world. rove wposx.) The con- reflect light on this. And so wo 1 
struction is, the Father із seeking for such do these words form the conclusion to tbe 
to be the ol xpocevvotvrec abrév,—‘ for great subject of these first chapters: 
oi wpoce. abr. of this kind.’ тоюб. IB BECOME ONE FLESH WITH US, THAI 
rovs may be the predicate—“ such the WE MIGHT BROOME ONE SPIRIT um 
Father seeketh his worshippers to be or Нім. 25.) These words again se» 
it may be the ohject— euch the Father uttered under a complicated feeling. Fen 
secketh as (or to be) his worshippers.” ber Маай, ver. 29, she certainly had юше 

24.] ena à дебе, was the great icion (in her own mind, perhaps оте 
Truth of Judaism s whereby the Jews were beyond His own assertion of the fet: 
distinguished from the idolatrous people but see note there) that He who bad to 
around them. And the Samaritans held ber all things, &c., Christ; эм 
even more strongly than the Jews the pure from her breaking in with this remark 
monotheistic view. Traces of this, remarks after the weighty truth which had ien 
Lücke (from Gesenius), i. 699 note, are just spoken, it seems as if she Шоц? 
found in the alterations made by them in thus, * How these matters may be Гота 
their Pentateuch, long before the time of understand ;—they will be сіт 
this history. This may perhaps be partly when the Christ shall come.’ 
the reason why our Lord, as Bengel re- ti 
marks, Discipulis non tradidit sublimiora,’ her liking or expectation: she thera" 

pu bas b 
God being pure spirit (perhaps better not said, by a remark on that suspicion ' 
‘a Spirit, since it is His Essence, not His was arising in her mind. It is Bt 
Personality, which is bere spoken of), can certain what expectations the Samante™ 
not dwell in particular spots or temples had ing the Messiah. The Hair 
(see Acts vii. 48; xvii. 24, 95); cannot here advanced might be well dem 
require, nor be pleased with, earthly ma- from Dent. xviii. 15 ;—and the name, ani 
terial offerings nor ceremonies, as such: much that to it, might hare bes 
on ова hand, is only оры borrowed from the Jews originally. 
in t port our being э is spir it 7 Й 

—and even there, inasmuch as He is pure re pte not of the Nn 
and holy, with no by-ends nor hypocritical for in this latter case he would certain! 

but in truth and earnestness. But have used д игсоѓас again in ver. 29- 
here comes in the sense alluded to also the difference of expression where be 
above. How is the Spirit of man to be inserts an interpretation, ch. i. 49; 55 
brought into communion with God? ‘In 18, 17. It is ible that 

: FE 
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Grav Aby € Exeivoc, ava, 1 Tuv d rarra. 28 ‚Мун aury € ach, xvi 13, 

o loc Eyo чш, o Aae cot. 
M, 1 е 

1 Ri. L 14. 
uate: 7. 

27 Kai ! iwi robr 

Або» oi һабптаї avrov, kai * @байнабо> à Ort pera үчушкде + . vil, d. 

але ovdtig pévrot Are, Ti утес: n " Ti Лаас per ЕЯ 

aurie; agnkey оў» тїї " udpiay auric D yon kai = ыш 

aride ис тту wot, Kat Ae тос аубротос 29 Aire EA x d. 

ider: аудротоу 9 Ос лбу Во wavra Ода ётотоа’ 

ME Ex тїс TOÀEGC, Kal 
1 UE, тш °шетаЁф Р nowrap » Мм в Matt vilis 

о bere only. see Acts alii. 4$. 

rec (for ахаута) тауга, with AC: rel: txt BC'N 1 Orig,. 

оўтбс EOTIY 0 Xptoroc ; i 

noxovro xpoc avrov. 

avayyedru D-gr. 
28. ош Ist о A. 
27. for exi, «v DN'. amr gay N 

ormation to Soregoing aor), with E rel 
£ Chr Cyr Thl ; 

Hr: se 11 

* m ch. U. 8 
only. den. 

pe Жш. zv. 23 rell. 

t ex dotted). rec sÜavpaguv (con- 
: txt ABCDGKLMN 1. 33 latt Syr copt 

Orig r aft urey ins avrw DN lat-a (5). 
n уху) bef . ту vdpiav avrgc D lat-b 1 syr-cu sah arm.—e«avryc D. 

29. for oca, a BCi lat-a e д coptt for ovroc, execvog D. 
30. rec aft гЁуЛӨоу ins ovr, Teich AN (1. 69, e sil) vulg-ed lat-e f е Cyr: pref 

cat CD lat-b syrr syr-cu 
. rec 

lat-a(appy) e e g Orig,. 

xpistóc had become common in popular 
parlance, like N other Greek words and 
names. av Ым» is used especially 
of enouncing or propounding by divine or 

erior au „ses тей. 26. 
the reasons which our Lord 

thus to declare Himself to this Samaritan 
woman and through her to the inhabitante 
of Sychem (ver. 42), as the Christ, thus 
. nistry, we surely are not 

ified to judge. There is nothing во 
apposed to true Scripture criticism, as to 
form a preconceived plan and rationale of 
the course of our Lord in the flesh, and 
then to force recorded events into agree- 
ment with it. Such a plan will be formed 
in our own minds from continued study of 
the Scripture narrative :—but by the arbi- 
trary and procrustean system which I am 
here condemning, the very facte which are 
the chief data of such a scheme, are them- 
selves set aside. When De Wette says, 
‘ This early and decided declaration of Jesus 
is in contradiction with Matt. viii. 4, and 
xvi. 20,’—he forgets the very different cir- 
cumstances under which both those injunc- 
tions were spoken :—while he is forced to 
confess that it is in agreement with the 
whole spirit of the Sermon on the Mount. 
He who knew what was in man, varied His 
revelations and injunctions, as the time and 
place, and individual dispositions required. 

dye alps] The verb involved in it 
the te. é cot has a re- 
ference to her words, avayyeddi ny. távra 

th: om AB rel am(with em forj fuld tol) arm 
t» ins дь, with AC? rel lat-b 7 g Syr copt Chr Cyr: om ВСІМ vulg 

gperov» С 69. 

—I am He, who am now speaking to 
thee—fulfülling part of this telling all 
— see also her confession ver. 29. 

] perà vuv, with а woman. 
10 ы” is true, can be drawn as 
to the indefiniteness of the noun, from the 
omission of the article after а preposition, 
see Bp. Middleton, ch. „vi. $ 1: but the 
position of perà yvvawóc before the verb 
throws. an emphasis on the words, and 

robable that the meaning is as 
е. vl {үт ; c. r. A.] either—to 

the woman—What seekest thou? and to 
the Lord, Why talkest thou with her 3— 
or perhaps both questions o Him: and 
then we must suppose a mixture of two 
constructions, of ri &. тар abrfjc and 
ri Хос per’ abric—1 rather prefer the 
former interpretation. She 
does not mention to the men His ows 
announcement of Himself,— but as is most 
natural under such circumstances, rests the 
matter on the testimony likely to weigh 
most with them,—AÀer own. We often, 
and that unconsciously, put before another 
not owr strongest, but what is likely to be 
his strongest reason. At the same time 
вре shews how the suspicion SS 
ver. 25 arose in her own mind. zi 
pxovro—were coming,—had not arriv 

y 
probe у, from the time of day) which our 

had felt before, had been and was 
forgotten in the carrying on of His divine 
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a seo Matt xiv. 
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t Matt. хіт. 16, Lake kl. 1). 1 Oor. z. Sal. e lxviii. 21. 
86. A vii. 4. Acts xx. 24. 2 Chron. viji. 1 

98. for eXeyor ovv, Aeyoveiy Rl. 
Byr-cu. 

EX фауну n 

éXeyov ой» oi рабпта! трд аААтАоус Mu ric уук 1 
avroic o Igo Енд» Bp 

"OtAmua tou пёрфаутбс ре ки 

v relato avrov. тд k © ору Optic М уєте бп in 

a e - * $8 LE 
к otlar o v одыс OU X 

а Matt. viL 21 гей. y d.n. 

for ov», de D- gr lat-a b g: om D-lat lat-e Syr 
for жрос aAX., sv cavroic D-gr lat-ff.. 

34. rec (for тогды) жогы, with AN rel Hippol Orig,: txt BCDKL 1. 33 arm(sppy) 
Clem Orig,. 

work in the soul of this Samaritan woman. 
Although dye and фрев are emphatic, the 
words are not spoken in blame, for none 
was deserved: but in fulness and earnest- 

` ness of spirit ;—in a feeling analogous to 
that which comes upon us when called 
from high and holy employment to the 
supply of the body or business of this 
world. BpGovs, generally distin- 

ished, as ‘eating,’ from Bpõpa, food 
see ref. 1 Cor.),—is here equivalent to it. 

93.] It is very characteristic of 
the first part of this Gospel to bring for- 
ward instances of unreceptivity врї- 
ritual meaning ; compare ver. 11; ch. ii. 
20; iii. 4; vi. 42, 52. The disciples 
bably have the woman in their thoughts. 

мый) Christ ulone could properly say 
these words. In the believer on Him, they 
are partially true,—true as far as he has 
received the Spirit, and entered into the 
spiritual life ;—but in Him they were ab- 
solutely and fully true. His whole life was 
the doing of the Father's will. We can 
* eat and drink, &o. to the glory of God,’— 
bat in Him the hallowing of the Father's 
name, doing His will, bringing about His 
Kingdom, was His daily bread, and super- 
seded the thoughts and desires for the 
other, needful as i£ was for His humanity. 

Tva is поб = dre. The latter would 
imply what was true (but not here ex- 

), that the absolute doing, &. was 
is food ;—as it now stands, it implies that 

it was His food to carry onward to com- 
pletion that work; to be ever, step after 
Btep, pir to its being completed. 
My mest not ѓо do, as E. V., but) 
that I may do, &o. In the AuG 
atrov тд Épyov, the way is prepared for 
the idea introduced in the next verse, 
These words give ап answer to the ques- 
tioning in the minds of the disciples, and 
shew that He had been employed tn the 
Father's work during their absence. 
95.] The tense of these much-controverted 

words will be best ascertained by narrowly 
observing the form of the sentence. 
оўу, dt Srt .... surely c 
be the introduction to am observation of 
what was matter of fact at the time. Had 
the words been spoken a£ a time «hes V 
wanted four months to the harvest, and 
had our Lord intended to express fhis,—9 
it conceivable that He should have thus in. 
troduced the remark? Would not, ses 
not, the question have been a direct one m 
that case—‘ are there not four months! 
&c. 1 know not how to account for this 
оўу ipeic Мугте ёте... . except that it 
e Д some common ing which the 

Jews, or perhaps the people of Galilee 
only, were in the habit of using. Ап 
not ye accustomed to say, that... -! 
That we hear of no such proverb elsewbere, 
is not to the point ;—for sii ei 

ings are among ет e. 
do not know ЭБ i6 dais the four 
months, is again no objection :—there may 
have been, in the part where the saying u 
usual (possibly in the land west of the lake 
of Tiberias, for those addressed were 
thence, and the emphatic ©неїс seems to 
point to some particular locality), 9094 
fixed period in the year, the end of the 
sowing, or some religious anniverssry, . 
when it was a common saying, й 
wanted four months to harvest. And this 
might have been the first date in the Jer 
which had regard to the harvest, and © 
сови үт сше with 13 ы 

i 80, that been ; 
thie saying, as giving а chronological 
date, must fall to the ground. (Light 
foot, Meyer (1), Wieseler, i. p. 215 fl., and 
others, maintain, that since the harvest 
began on the 16th of Nisan, we mus 
reckon four months back from that time 
for this journey through Samaria, which 
would bring it to the middle of Chisleo, 
i.e. the beginning of December.) 
To get the meaning of the latter part dt 
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35. om «ri (homasotel) DL 1. 69 syr-cu 
(cf Heb xi. 23), with H al: txt ABC?DN rel 
have been written rpaynvoc by mistake, or perhaps rotunvog as in 14.) 

drt join nën with what follows: txt (see note) CCGHKUAA 
Jer copt-dz th Chr 

ins ral, with AC? rel vulg lat-o f ff, Syr syr-cu copt-ed eth arm 
copt-dz Tren. la 
ig, Heracl: ins ADN rel. 

lat-b T д syr-cu Eus Cyr Th 
вуг copt-wilk Orig Eus : om nôn lat -a 

36. rec at beg 
Cyr-jer Chr: om BC'DLN 33 lat-a b e 
o ox. BCLU 1. 33 lat-e g syr copt arm 
bef оною x. D Syr syr-cu wth Iren- lat. 

91. toriy bef o Аоуос D 301 Scr's p latt copt arm Iren-lat Heracl Aug. 

s Chr Cyr Thl. rec тетрартуоу 
ig Chr Cyr Thl.—(In C! it appears to 

AC'DEL 

il. 

t Orig Cyr. om каг bef 
«at о Qep, 

хард D. 
om o 

bef а\ле:уос BC'KLA 1. 88 arm Orig, Heracl Chr Cyr ТЫ: ins AC DN rel. 

the verse, we must endeavour to follow, 
as far as may be, the train of thought 
which pervades the discourse. He that 
soweth the good seed is the Son of Man: 
our Lord had now been employed in this 
His work. But not as in the natural 
ear, во was it to be in the world's lifetime. 
e-third of the year may elapse, or more, 

before tho sown seed springs пр; but the 
sowing by the Son of Man comes late in 
time, and the harvest should immedistely 
follow. The fields were whitening for it; 
these Samaritans (not that I believe He 
pointed to them approaching, as Chrys. and 
most expositors, but had them in his view 
in what he said), and the multitudes in 
Galilee, were all nearly ready. In the dis- 
course as far as ver. 38, He is à coreipwy, 
the disciples (see Acts viii) were the ol 
Өгоібоутес :—He was the кєкотчакес, they 
were the tig rò» cho abreõ eiceAnrv- 
Өбтєс. The past is used, as descriptive of 
the office which each held, not of the actual 
thing done. I cannot also but see an allu- 
sion to the words spoken b7 Joshua (xxiv. 
13), os thie spot ; —' I have given you 
а land for which ye did not labour — % 
jv ойк ікотбсете іт abrijc (abrijv F.). 

Taking this view, I do not believe 
there was any allusion to the actual state 
of the flelds at that time. The words 

r. r. A. are of course to be under- 
stood literally; — they were to lift u 
their eyes and look on the lands aroun 
them ;—and then came the assurance; 

‘they are whitening already towards the 
harvest. And it seems to me that on 
this view—of the Lord speaking of spi- 
ritual things to them, and announcing to 
them the approach of the spiritual harvest, 
and none else,—the right understanding of 
the following verses depends. It is 
of course possible that it may have been 
seed-time ;—possible also, that the fields 
may have been actually whitening for the 
harvest ;—but to lay down either of these 
as certain, and build chronological in- 
ferences on it, is quite unwarranted. 

belongs certainly to ver. 35, and refers 
back to (f. Taken with ver. 36, it would 
not agree with tho fruth of the comparison. 
The harvest was sot yet come. Theancient 
MSS. are not trustworthy guides in divi- 
sion and punctuation, which rather form 
matter of criticism, in which we stand on 
the same ground as they. 86.) The 

of йе” is in the yapa here 
implied, in thered many into 
ias life, j E as the Bodo, of the 
omtipwy was His joy already begun in His 
heavenly work. See Matt. xx. 1—16 and 
notes. 87.) à Ady. [ð] dà. ёсть», 
i. e. has place, —applies = avuféflnesv in 
2 Pet. ii. 22. So Winer, Meyer (1), Stier, 
but contr. Lücke, De Wette, who question 
the iety of the art. and take [ò] 
&\тбгубс for the predicate, and as = 
4&Ag8f$c. John’s usage however is to join 
à Ady. & dAnOewsc: see ch. xv. 1. We 
may also take the words, without doing 
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89. om uc avroy Ri. 

irt BC'LN lat-b e l g Syr syr-cu a 
On with AC?D rel vulg lat-c f ff, r um: 

40. [wc is written over the line and vis jar above ovy nàbov a prima mans in R 
for rap avrotc, трос avrovc C. 

доо R 
42. for re фа DE A 

yovaici Ri. 
cov В Orig, 

aft acne. ins rap avrov N. 
al lat: J Heracl Victorin. 

Hered l Victorin Aug. 
. rec aft екиб > ins ка: ard, with A rel vulg or 

к т» L 106 gat(with mm) вуг: om BCDN 69 lat-a eJ fis 1 д syren cop 

violence to the art. bef. dAÀg0ivóc, 
erein is that saying the true one.” 

But I still prefer the other way. If we 
regard the bracketed article as omitted, 
the sense will of course be, Herein 
is that sa true. Such however is 
not St. John’s usage: see above. 
38. 5 as often, our Lord speaks 
of the office and its work аз acoom- 
plished, which is By d. 5 Ша. 
xlvi. 10). e cannot 
mean the O. T. Ells (Grotius, Bengel, 
Lange), for then His own place would be 
altogether left out ;—and besides, all Scrip- 
ture analogy is against the idea of the 
O. T. being the seed of which the N. T. is 
the fruit ;—nor сар it be right, as Olshau- 
sen maintains, to lenve Him out, as being 
the Lord of the Harvest :—for He is cer- 
tainly elsewhere, and was by the very 
nature of the case Aere, the Sower. The 
plural is I believe merely inserted as the 
correspondent word to ®нейс in the ex- 
planation, as it was dÀAoc—dAAoc, in the 

(Treg expr) fos lat-a e ff, syr Orig.— —ка T * 
om ert B[sic] lat-5 f Syr eth Iren hat Orig for сту dad 
for AR, paprvpiav DN! lat-d J. 

ang bef ovrog soriy N: om ale E! 
rec at end ins o үргетос, with ACD palus m Ore, lat-e f 4 

om B[sic in cod: see table] C'N latt syr-cu syr-jer copt eth arm 

for exes, тар аотос Ж. sptpac bd 

„ Мм). 

for avro, avrov D bta 

eth am; 

roverb. (So Lücke, Tholuck, Stier. De 
ette denies their interpretation, bat give 

none of his own.) 39—42.) The 
truth of the saying of ver. ы-н 
manifested. ese Samaritans wore the 
foundation of the church afterwards ban 
up there. It does not seem that any mi- 
racle was wrought there: афто deqeospty 
was enough to raise their faith to a pont 
never attained by the Jews, and hardly # 
yet by the disciples, —that He was the 
Saviour of the world. Their view seam 
to have been less clouded by prejadice and 
narrow-mindednese than that of the Jews; 
and though the conversion of this 
lay not in the plan of the official life of c 
Lord, or working of His A during it 
(sce Matt. x. 6),—yet we have ebundss! 
proof from this history, of His тэс 
purposes towards them. A trace of this 
oocurrence may be found ch. viii. 48, where 
see note. Compare throughout Acts 2 
1—25. (In ver. 42 Aa) is perhaps 2 
to be distinguished from Adyeg before: Кё 
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44. rec ins o bef «gc., with LMA 69: om ABC DN rel Orig, Сут ТЫ. 
45. for ore, ec DN I. efedeEavro D. for ede Ea ro avrov ot ya dẽh,t, oc 

rec (for ова) a (see ver 29), with Cad ut dotted) Ni. &epakorec bef ravra Ni. 
a: ra N': txt ABCLN? 1. 88. 69 вуг 

om гу bef ry ғор. D. for gABov, eAgÀvOisav (sic) N 
46. for n\Oev, nàbav R. 

ch. viii. 48. But it is hardly possible not 
to see in the word something of allusion 
to the woman's eager and diffuse report to 
them 

43—54.] The second miracle of Jesus 
m The healing of the Ruler: 

48.] тёз should have been 
і іп E. V.,—after the two days. 

We find no mention of the dis- 
les again til ch. vi. 8. 

441 Much difficulty has been found 
in üs connexion of this verse, but un- 
necessarily. Some have supposed that 
the Evangelist means Judea by ij ida 
warpic¢ ( . Lücke [second edit, but 
see below], &c.),—which cannot 
be, for there is no allusion to Judæa at all 
here, as He came from Samaria, and the 
verse manifestly alludes to His journey 
into Galilee:—some, that Capernaum is 
meant, or Nazareth, and ‘He went into 
Galilee,’ as Places (Ch inguished gp 9 8 or other 
of these places (Chrys., Eu Cyril, 
Olsh Y bat ies can this „ for our 
Evar does not so lightly pase over 
the reasons of the remarks he makes, and 
there is no allusion to any city i» Galilee, 
but to His going into Galilee in general, 

Some again suppose it to be a 
reason why He did not go into Galilee 
и» but St in or “ Sa- 

һ er (1), and some- 
what hat similarly N i ander . J. 885, and 
Jacobi) ; this. Белата ей be equally 
alien from the simplicity of John’s style, 
and not in accordance with the fact of Je 
almost all His and working 

ing in Galilee. Nor is to be ren- 
‘although’ (Kuinoel)—a sense 

(Lücke, i. 613) which it never has. One 
admissible view is (Tholuck, Liicke (third 
ed.], De Wette), that this verse refers 
to the next following, and indeed to the 
whole narrative which it introduces. It 

et K. Chr Cyr. tepovoaAnp and 

гес ins o 170. bef тал», with S(e in Chr : aft, A rel 
lat-f 9 syrr: om BCDLN 33 latt syr-cu copt seth arm Orig Cyr Ga for ttc 

stands as а preliminary explanation of the 
* Except ye see and wonders, ye will 
not bekeve; and as indicating the con- 
trast between the Samaritans, who be- 
lieved on Him for His word,—and His 
own countrymen, who only received Him 
because they Лаа seen the miracles ware 
He did at Jerusalem. Such use of 
not unexampled (see Hartung, i d. 
lehre, i. p. 467; Lücke, 467; Thol.; De 
Wette; and Matthis, Gr. Gr. § 615). In 
Herod. i. 124 we have & wai КаџВосгы, 
оі үйр Өгоі іхорішаг ob 1605 Gv коте іс 
rocobrov rx di,! od уйу Ait 
ron ctwvrov poxia risa. Soph. Antig. 
393 : GAN’, ij 4 yàp фктдс «ai яар фМхїдас 
хард | O d ийкес obdty sjdovj, | 
ўки r. r. A. And thus the od» in the next 
verse will be a particle connecting it with 
this preliminary reason given. But 

is not to be taken as a 
uperfect. A simpler view still is 

this: the reason (ver. 1) why He left 
Judsea for Galilee was, because of the 
рше чакы was gathering round Him- 

пы his ‚ Не kes him- 
uc to Galilee Ете to avoid fame, 
testifying that His own country (Galilee) 
was that where, as a het, He was least 
likely to be ho 45 | They 
received Him, but in accordance with tbe 
proverbial saying n recorded ;—not for 
ч honour in w themselves held 
Him, or value which t they had for His 
piper Изи on account of His fame in 

the metropolis,—which set them 
the fashion in their estimate of men and 
things. cal афто% ydp, inserted for 
оке readers who might not be aware of 
во ч ctico of the Galileans to frequent 
the easta at Jerusalem. 46.] оўу, 
perhaps (see above) because of the re- 
ceptivity of Him from signs and wonders 
merely,—not as a Prophet from His teach- 
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. мына үүн тобе айтд» ка! * прота tva crap xai iden- 
4 = Matt. ан. Tat avrob TOV ыд nnen At- уар 5 45 Srey 
n оў» 0 Insoüc трос aurov Ед» un * отына kai * répara 

Au "T" s ov рӯ morebonrs, 49 Хун хрос avrov o * Bao- 

ben., кос Коре, " kará(3n0. тр» атобауну 10 rei dio. pov. 
тш. * 50 Aya аот о "соус Tlopebov’ o vióç cov Ty. kri- 

19. 300, xii. 13. 3 Thee ilO. Heb. Н. only. Dent. xiii 13. i= тт, Bl, 53. 22. 43 АМ, 
lark v. 33 (1 МЕТ) only. 4 Kings 

rq», г> B. cava N!.] 
lat-b e f ff, q copt-ms Gaud. 
(го also in ver 49 D ev-y.) 

47. om ovrog Ni. 
sth arm Chr: а>п\б Ni. 

exotncay(sic) Ni. 
Вас:М№скос D ev-31? Chron Synop, 

for av 2À0., qÀ0«v C 1. 83. 69 lat-a 5 е ff, r. en copt-ms 
add ovv Ni. (corrd 1. m. ?) е 

k ch. ii. 22 (reff.). 

for rat уу, у» де DLR 33 
bassdiscus lat-a. 

rec aft 3pwra ins 
avrov, with A rel Cyr: om BCDLN 83. 69 fos lat-a e ꝗ arm Orig Chr, Aug.—(om к. 
npwra G. 

49. for di P ro» voy А 69 Chr. mas: rov хафа R. 
e ff, І Syr 
6). a ds o. D 167 Ber's c. 

ing. But it is hardly safe jin this gospel 
to mark the inference in ой» so strongly: 
it is St. John’s habitual particle of se- 
quence, even where that sequence is not 
strictly logical, only temporal, and thus in 
God’s purposes, no doubt, consequential. 

Васъ\кб<] ij ix leave fia Васко, 
$ ос абора т. кектуріуос nd ovurep 
icadeiro Ваа!Ммкбс (Euthym. i )» 3 
we vr mpéroc баку н (Euthym. e 8 
thinks he may have been one of the house- 
hold of Cesar, having some business in 
Judea at that time. But the usage of 
ока! is perhaps our surest guide. He 

. to distinguish the soldiers, or 
sirena or officers of the kings (Herods 
or others), from those of Rome, — but 
never to designate the royal family : see 
B. J. vii. 5. 2; Antt. xv. 8. 4. So that 
this man was probably an officer of Herod 
Antipas. He have been Chura, 
Herod's steward, Luke viii. 8: but this is 
pure conjecture. The man seems to have 
been a Jew: see below. 47, 49.) 
This miracle is а notable instance of our 
Lord ‘not quenching the smoking flax: 
just as His reproof of the Samaritan woman 
was of His not breaking the bruised reed.’ 
The little spark of faith in the breast of 
this nobleman is by Him lit up into a clear 
and enduring flame for the light and com- 
fort of himself and his house. ка : 
вее on ch. її. = 4 3 

them, dav oes not imply, 
ж. (Raphel and Storr) think, that 
they would not believe signs and wonders 

om pou D 1 lat-à 

rec ins cat bef emicravocy, with AC rel lat-e à 

, but required to see them (thus 
lying е stress on re) —for in this case 
the expression would certainly have been 
fuller, idnre roic ó90aApoic, or something 
similar ;—and it would not accord with 
our Lord’s known low estimate of all mere 
miracle-faith, to find Him making so 
weighty a difference between faith from 
miracles seen and faith from miracles Aeard. 
ым ly the contrast between the 

vis believed because of His 
i — the Jews (the plural reckoning 
the Rara g among them), who would 
not believe but through signs and prodi- 
gies :—eeve 1 Cor. i. 22. And observe also 
that it is not implied that even when they 
had seen signs and wonders, they would 
believe: they these as a condi- 
tion of their faith, but even these were 
rejected by them: see ch. xii. 37. 
But even with such inadequate conceptions 
and conditions of faith, our Lord receives 
the nobleman, and works the sign rather 
than dismiss him. It was otherwise in 
Matt. xvi. 1 ff. 49.) Here is the 
same weakness of faith, - but our Lord's 
тои са made visible impression. 
t is like the ee woman's 

rejoinder, —* Yea, ä » only 
the faith is of а far les iecit kind then 
hers. He seems to believe it necessary 
that Jesus should be on the spot ;—not 
that there was any thing st. or blame- 
able in this, for Martha and did the 
same, ch. xi. 21, 82:—and to think that 
it would be too late when his child Аай es- 

Kat ўу “с * Вав:№кос, ra 

ovroc axoveac 105 
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ef ff, вутт з -cu copt sth arm (L adds ёе): om BDN vulg lat-c і Cyr. rec (for 
öv) E, with rel: e» F: txt ABCL.—for ov няг» avre о ingore, rov iU Nl. 
rec om o bef ıng., with S (е sil) : ins ABCD rel Cyr. 

51. om 2nd avrov D-gr LN 1 latt. 

avrov А al. 
к. пуунЛа» avro (omg Ауоутес) DN lat-d. 

syr-cu syr-marg copt sth Cyr ТЫ. 
lat-a b e syrr syr-cu syr-jer copt eth Orig,: txt ABCR 1 

vtoc DKLU 33. 69 latt S 
avrov) gov, with D-gr 
vulg lat-c f ff, 9 l arm. 

rec awgyrgoay, with A rel Orig 
txt (always used by John, see reff’) BCDKLN 1. 

om x. arnyy. BL syr-jer copt wth-rom: к. avgyy. K 1. 88: 

ig Chr : 
vrnyr. bef о. ovo: D 855 

for vate, 
rec (for 8rd 

om o bef тас Ci. 

52. rec тар avrwv bef тту орау (to bring the governed case close to the verb), with 
L rel Chr Cyr: txt ACDKUN 1. 83. 69 latt a wap avr., exeeyny В. 

eth 
x0tc, with B? rel: om 69: txt AB'CDKLN. 

58. aft o жатир ins avrov C 69 lat-e f syrr syr-cu copt. 
rec ins ore bef o voc, with DI, rel lat-e f syrr syr-cu arm: 

ex. ооу) каа ux., with AD rel latt 

om o ene. Ni. 
om ABULN 1. 33 latt copt eth Cyr. 

pee ;—not imagining that He to whom 
e spoke could raise the dead. 50. ] 

The bringing out and strengthening of 
the man’s faith by these words was almost 
as great a spiritual miracle, as the material 
one which they indicated. We may 
observe the difference between our Lords 
dealing here and in the case of the cen- 
turion (Matt. viii. 6 ff. and ||). There, 
when from humility the man requests Him 
to speak the word only, He offers to go to 
his house: here, when to go down, 
He speaks the word only. Thus (as Trench 
observes, after Chrysostom) the weak faith 
of the nobleman is strengthened, while the 
humility of the centurion is honoured. 

51.) He a to have gone 
leisurely away—for the hour (1 P.M.) was 
early enough to reach Capernaum the 
same evening (twenty-five miles) : in con- 
fidence that an amendment was taking 
lace, which he at present understood to 

only a gradual one. 52, 53.) xop- 
уте ay in this sense is found in Arrian, 

i ‚ Epictet. iii. 10, cited by most of 
the Commentators. örav ò iarpòç eicio- 
хпта!, pH фоЗеівсда ті eiry pnd’ dy iry, 
корфёз буш, Uwepyaipsy...... p 
dy eiry, naxs Eyes, dÜvpriv . . . . 

гес (for 
Cyr: txt BCL 1. 33 arm. rec 
aur В[кіс in cod: see table]. 

om 1st e» BCN! 1. 

Are abr. & rp. ] This was 
bably more than he ae to hear; and 
the coincidence of во sudden a recovery 
with the time at which Jesus had spoken 
the words to him (after ікру rg бра 
understand афўкғу abróv ò жэретбс), 
raises his faith at length into a full belief 
of the Power and Goodness and the Mes- 
siahship of Him, who had by a word 
commanded the disease, and it had obeyed. 
The éalorevoev, absolutely, implies that 
in the fullest sense he and all his became 
disciples of Jesus. It is very different from 
bmíareveiy ry Хуф dy elm. "Inc. in ver. 
50—as believing on Нім must be always 
different from believing on any thing else in 
the world, be it even His own word or His 
own ordinances. Here the advocates of 
the (imagi ; see above on ver. 6) 
Asiatic division of the hours by St. John, 
suppose him to have put that division into 
the mouth of Jews in Galilee. But that 
division would in reality not help the nar- 
rative here at all, as they maintain. The 
Bail. probably set out, as indeed the 
narrative implies, immediately on hearing 
our Lord’s assurance, and spent the night 
on the way. Indeed, curiously enough, 
Dr. Wordsw. makes him do this, and yet 
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54. aft rovro ins де ВС!@ 69 copt Orig, : om АС? М rel latt syrr copt-ds arm. 
emoujoty bef o, R. 

Cuar. V. 1. ins » bef copra (probably to specify the feast) СКЕН I,(appy) UMAR 

maintains the seventh hour to have been 
7 P.M. 54.] The meaning of the 
Evangelist clearly is, that this was the 
second Galileas miracle (see ch. iii. 2, and 
ver. 45). But (1) how is that 0 
in the hs ? Ce onpeia which He did 
at Jerusalem in the feast being omitted, 
the wáà» debrepoy о. naturally carries 
the thoughts back toa former one related ; 
and the clause added (IA c. r. A.) shews, 
not that a miracle prior to this, during 
this return visit, has been passed over,— 
but that as the scene of this second was 
in Galilee, so that former one, to which 
бейт. refers, must be sought in Galilee 
also. And then (2) why should this во 
particularly be stated ? inly, it seems 
to me, on account of the part which this 
miracle bore in the calling out and as- 
suring of faith by the manifestation of 
His glory, as that first one had done be- 
fore. By that (ch. ii. 11), His disciples 
had been convinced: by this, one (him- 
self a type of the weak and unworthy in 
faith) outside the circle of His own. By 
both, half-belief was strengthened into 
faith in Him: but in each case it is of a 
different kind. Jt ie an interesting 
question, whether or not this miracle be 
the same as the healing of the centurion's 
servant (or som, Matt.?) in Matt. viii. 5: 
Luke vii.l. Irenæus appears to hold the 
two narratives to be the same history 
(appears only ; for his words are, * Filium 
centurionis absens verbo curavit dicens 
Vade, filius tuus vivit. Her. ii. 22. 8, 
p. 147: which remark may be simply ex- 
plained by his having cited from memory, 
and thus either made this Вас:Акос a 
centurion,—or, which is more probable, 
having understood the жаїс in Matt. viii. 
as a son, and made our Lord there speak 
very similar words to those really uttered 
by Him, but which are in reality found 
here): so Eusebius also in his canons. 
Chrysostom notices, but opposes the view : 
—and it has never in modern times gained 
many advocates, being only held by Sem- 
ler, бег, and the interpreters of the 
Straussian school. Indeed, the internal 

. Lücke's note, ii. 1—15.) 

evidence is all against it: not only (Chry) 
&жё rov d&twwparoc, áAXÀ cai dws TH 
rierte, does the man in one case dif 
from the man in the other. The inne 
kernel of the history is, in oor case bere.— 
the elevation of a weak and mere wonder. 
seeking faith into a deep conviction of the 
personal power and love of owr Lord; 
in the other, the commendation of a noble 
confession of our Lord's divine роте, 
јана great strength and grasp d 
faith, and inducing the greatest 
humility. And the external point bt 
out in the commendation, obi i» ту 
'"IcpafjA, is not only different from, bat 
stands in absolute contrast with, the de- 
preciating charge here, idw и сина tai 
ripara idnre, où p?) weorevogre. | 
Olshausen (whose commentary on Jobn й 
far less elaborate than on the other Cor 
pels, which may account for my referring 

often to it) well remarks, that ths 
narrative may be regarded as а sequel to 
the foregoing one. NT 

Cuar. V.—XII. Second great divinos 
of the Gospel. JESUS IN CONFLICT WITH 
D Jews. V., VI. JEsus THE LIF 
eginning of the conflict. 
V. 1—41.] Healing of a cripple at the 

pool of Bethesda, during a feast ; andthe 
discourse of Jesus occanoned by the perte 
cution of the Jews arising thereupon. 
1. perà ravra] Lücke remarks that when 
John wishes to indicate immediate &X- 
cession, he uses nerd rovro, ch. ii. 12; 7. 
7, 11; xix. 28; when mediate, after un 
interval, werd ravra, ch. iii. 22; V. и; 
vi. 1; vii. l; хіх.88. So that apart from 

other considerations which would lesd & 

points have been more controverted, than 
the question, what this feast was. 1 wil 
give the principal views, and then sisi 
my own conclusion. (I have 
the following statement principally 

) [геиә un- 
derstands it (Нет. ii. 22. 8, p. 147) to be 
the second Passover of our Lu 
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try. Origen (whose commentary on this 
chapter is lost) mentions this view (tom. 
xiii. P39, р. 250), but apparently does not 
approve it. S. A reads ny prn rwv 
а$оншу x. r. A.) This! is the view of Luther, 
Calovius, Scaliger, Grotius, Lightfoot, 
Lampe, Kuinoel. (2) Cyril Alex. and 
Chrysostom think it to be the Pentecost ; 
similarly Euthym. and Theophyl This 
opinion prevailed in the Greek Church; 
and has been defended by Erasmus, Cal- 
vin, Beza, &c., and more recently by Ben- 
gel in his Harmony. (3) Kepler first 
suggested the idea that it might be the 
feast of Purim, (Esth. ix. 21, 26,) almost 
immediately the Passover (the 
14th and 18th of Adar). This was adopted 
by Petavius, and has been the general view 
of the modern chrono. So Lamy, 

rat. chronol, Hug, йске (1st ed), 
Glhansen, Meyer, Wieseler, Stier, Nean- 
der, Winer. (4) The 17 Cen Tabernacles 
has been Cocceius, and is 
supported by one ms. (131, which adds ›) 
oxnvorxnyia.) (5) Kepler and Petavius 
thought it also possible that the feast 
of Dedication (see ch. x. 22) might be 
meant. So that almost every Jewish 
east finds some d ed] I be- 
lieve with Lücke 8rd ed.), De Wette, 
and Tholuck, that we cannot with any 

babilitg gather what feast tt was. 
as I do no distinct datum given 

in ch. iv. 85, nor in ch. vi. 1, and 
finding nothing in this chapter to deter- 
mine the nature of this feast, I cannot 
attach any weight to most of the elaborate 
chronological arguments which have been 
raised on the subject. It can hardly have 
been a Passover, both on account of the 
omission of the article before loprí) (see ch. 
vi. 4), and because if so, we should have an 
interval of a whole year between this chap- 
ter and the next, which is not probable. 
Nor can it have been the Dedication, in 
the winter; for then the multitude of sick 
would have hardly been waiting in the 
porches of Bethesda. The feast of Purim 
would nearest agree with the subsequent 
events; and it seems as if our did 
not go up to Jerusalem at the Passover 

next following (ch. vi. 4; vii. 1), so that 
no difficulty would be created by the 
рош of the two feasts, unless, with 

Wette, we believe that the interval 
was too little for what is related ch. vi. 
1—8 to have happened. But it may be 
doubted, (1) whether it was a general 
pes to go up to Jerusalem at the 

(2) whether our Lord would be 
likely to o e it, even if it was. 
No reason need be given why John does not 
name the feast ; it is quite in accordance 
with his practice of mentioning nothing 
that does not concern his subject-matter. 
Thus the Passover is mentioned ch. ii. 18, 
because of the buying and selling in the 
temple ; again, ch. vi. 4, to account for 
the great multitude, and as eminently 
suiting (see notes) the subject of His dis- 
course there; the feast of Tabernacles, 
ch. vii. 2, because of the practice alluded 
to by our Lord in ver. 87; that of the 
Dedication, ch. x. 22, to account for His 
being in Solomon’s porch because it was 
winter; but in this chapter, where there 
is nothing alluding to the time or nature 
У the feast, it is not specified. 
voss] and probably His disciples : for 

the same expression is used ch. ii. 18, 
whereas we find, ch. iii. 22, that His disci- 
plea were with Him; compare also ch. vii. 
10 and ch. ix. 2. 2.] іст(у has 
been thought by MEE and others to 
import that John wrote his Gospel before 
the destruction of Jerusalem. But this 
must not be He might have 
spoken in the present without meaning to 
be literally accurate at the moment 
when he was writing (see Prolegg. Ка 
John, $ iv. 6). тў tpo., 
bably near the sheep-gate,— mention by 
Nehemiah, see reff. The situation of this 
gate is unknown ; —it is traditionally sup- 

adis the same me that now ae 
Stephen’s ut inaccurately, for 

no wall existed in’ that quarter till the 
time of ppe (Robinson, i. 472). Eu- 
sebius, Алу) and the Itinerarium 
Hieros. speak of a xpoBariey xoAup(3i0pa, 
so also probatica piscina, Vulg. The 
reading Aeyopxivy would be more usual; 
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ri Loko "$59 тей). Acts ix, 83. xxvi. 8 only, Prov. v. сеју, Jaditb xi 18. Wied. куй. 7. 132. 
15. Lu e x xii. 81. "Heb. xi. 99 only. Isa. 11.8) - Б : ў „зе. * 

Buda B vulg lat -o syr- txt 

Bnlaa (or 3108. M) L 38 lat-e і 
А ravrat¢ ins ovy D. 

roku, with AI, rel vulg lat-o f syrr arm 
coptt Chr,-mss. aft Enowy ins жа 
paralytic) D lat-a d 1. 

carexeivro DA? lat-g? sah. ` 
Cyr: om BCDLX 33 lat-a b eZ r- 

hie sth ТЫ Tert Jer: ВгА?еда D, belzatha lu: 
us. 

rec aft Aren ins 

vruwy» (addition, because this man was 
rec at end ins ! «üsyoyt»wv тту rov vůaroç 9 exvgew 

(see note), with A*C*DI, rel Chr Cyr Euthym ТЫ Tert Ambr: om A!BC!LK іа: 
syr-cu copt-dz sah. 

4. rec ins dyysAog yàp n card u кард» cariBarver ѓу fj РкоХем[390ра cei 
9 irdpacoey Tò dd ò оў» жрётос тіџВёс nerd тлу 5 гараҳђу тоё Béarog "бүх 
tiyiytro Up rore Y kartixero  уосўрат: (insertion to complete that implied ia the 
narrative with erence 
syr-w-ob copt-wilk ; 
i£ obpavod rà тйс koAvufirOpac іЕєтаратто» iq p 

lat-a c arm; aft уар, 69: for кароу, carpe L: for ayyeAog ins коргоо 

to the popular belief: see notes), with AC*I,L rel latt Syr 
card rjv npipay тўс ayiag wevrncocritc dyyeko caragetrawrie 

Cyr :—for yap, de L latt: af 

careB., edovero A 42 forj(with fos) syr seth, ikoveroy K: етарасоєто CGHI,MUVA!: 
eyevero FL 69: for œ dr., ouvónsorovv A, vodnrore L, w д av K(— 42?]: sarqyers 
L al, carnyerw C? :—om BC DN 33 harl'(with san) lat I g syr-cu copt-dz sah arm- 
mes Aug.) 

5. om rig D 11 lat-a b arm. om exer N: ecu bef adp. F al. rec om eut, 
with BKA (SV, e sil) am lat-a Chr: ins ACDI,N rel vulg lat- c syr-cu syr seth arm 

1 Acta xvii. 16. 1 Cor. хі. 88. xvi. 11. Heb. x.18. хі. 10. James v. 7 ontyz. Gen. xliii. 9 al. a bar 
only. Job xvi. 6. nw here only. (Rom. т. б.) see Num. iz. 18. o cb. tit. 36 гей. р ver. 
3 AY K] Мыны (Mark ил pen У saly: мав UE M. of пыл. Matt. vili. 23 гей. с. N 17 

v = here only. aee Rom. vil. «7 Jer. zili. 21. Y^ here only 4. ете зе 

perhaps éwtA. implies that it had another known as Bethesda is a part of the fosse 
name. Втүдєсё4 = Syr. муст ra, round the fort or tower Antonia, an im- 
the house (place) of mercy, or of grace. 
Ite present situation is very uncertain. 
Robinson established by personal inspec- 
tion the fact of the subterranean con- 
nexion of the pool of Siloam (see ch. 
ix. 7 note) and that called the Foun- 
tain of the Virgin (i. 501 ff); and has 
made it probable that the Fountain 
under the grand Mosk is also connected 
with them (i. 509 ff); in fact that all 
these are but one and the same spring. 
(See also some interesting particulars re- 
specting an attempt made subsequently to 
prove this connexion, and mention of a 
fourth fountain with the аше sees 
taste as the water of Siloam, in Williams’s 
Holy City, pp. 381 ff.) Now this spring, 
as he himself witnessed, (i. 606,) is an 
intermittent one, as indeed had been re- 

rted before by Jerome (on Isa. viii. 6), 
dentius (in Trench, Mir. p. 247, edn. 

2), William of Tyre, and others. There 
might have been then, it is obvious, some 
artificially constructed basin in connexion 
with this spring, the site and memory of 
which have perished, which would present 
the phenomenon here described: see be- 
low. The spot now traditionally 

mense reservoir or trench, seventy -five feet 
deep. But, as Robinson observes (i. 489), 
there is not the slightest evidence that can 
identify on with 15 Bethesda of the N. Т. 

is pool is not mentioned by Jose- 
phus. Tévre ттоёл fy.) Probably 
these were for the shelter of the sick per- 
sons, and were arches or porticos, opening 
шо and surrounding the reservoir. ered 
oriy ij; wap туї» Atyouivn capa B cei 
à ӨбХос. Euthym. ма 3.] inpar, those 
who were afflicted with the loss of vital 
power in any of their limbs by stiffness or 
paralysis. Of this kind was the man on 
whom the miracle was wrought. 
[éxBey. . . . ainor, and ver. & The 
spuriousness of this controverted passage 
seems to me more clear than when I pre- 
pared my second edition. The very rea- 
sons which Stier and De Wette allege in 
its favour, and which then weighed with 
me, wil on more consideration be found 
to range themselves on the other side. 
Let us conceive of the matter thus. The 
facte, of the assemblage of sick persons 
round the pool, and of the answer of tbe 
Sick man in ver. 7, were recorded in the 
sacred text as we now find them, and 
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nothing else. In the nd, and 
explanatory of both, was the popular belief 
of the Jews, not alleged by the evangelist. 
In v "ү times, this deficiency was 
supplied by the insertion of the iai 
passage. I say, in very early times: for 
Tertallian refers to py in 2 way which 
leaves no doubt that he read it entire. 
* Piscinam Bethsaidam [ cf. digest on ver. 2] 
angelus interveniens commovebat : obser- 
vabant qui valetudinem querebantur. Nam 
si quis prœvenerat descendere illuc, queri 
post lavacrum desinebat. De Bapt. c. 5, 
p- 1205. So that the fact of so many 
different kinds of sick being men- 
tioned here (Stier), and that of the con- 
nexion of the account almost requiring 
this passage as its explanation (De Wette), 
points to the reason why it was put in, to 
clear up a narrative otherwise obscure. I 
would not lay much stress on the varia- 
tions in the passage, which are only such 
as are ually meeting us in the un- 
doubted text: but the fact that there are 
no less than seven words used cither here 
only, or bere only in this sense, is strong 
against its genuineness: as is the concur- 
rence of B, C, D, and N in omitting it. Of 
N. T. critics, Griesb. brackets it, Tischdf., 
Meyer, and Treg. omit it, —while Lachm. 
retains it in his text. De Wette, Lücke, 
and Luthardt, are undecided, but in- 
clined more or less strongly against it. 
Ав a marginal gloss, it certainly 
service, as explaining both the obscure 
pointe—the assemblage of sick, and the 
answer in ver. 7. катд карс, 
here, apparently, at intervals: and those 
irregular ones, or the sick need not have 
waited there for them. ca rag 
was in the habit of 
imperfects continue throughont. | 5.) 
There аге two ways of taking the construc- 
tion of xev : (1) to regard x iv rg do8. 
as = doteving Exe», and rpákovra докто 
irn ва the accus. of duration; which is 
objectionable on account of the article rg, 
(not on account of the present participle, 
as De Wette, for it is often found with 

VoL. I. 

d lit., bere (ver. 4 v. r.) only. Esek. xzxii. 9. 

rec om avrov 647 eaeio between -a and rov-; so 
Meyer), with ACSI, rel 184-5 f q Orig Aug: ins 
arm Chr Cyr. 

om nån М. 
ins sa: bef кери CIEFGH 33 syrr syr-jer Chr. 

'DLN 1. 33 vulg lat-a c e coptt 

duration of time,) and as being alien from 
John's usage, which is (2) to place Zyw in 
this sense with an accusative of the time; 
see reff, and ver. 6. So that the con- 
struction is {уюу rpidx. der. ёт iv ry 
00. Observe, he had been lame 
thirty-eight years, not a£ Bethesda all 
that time. 6.] yvovs, i. e. iv lavr, 
as on other similar occasions. Our Lord 
singled him out, being conscious of the 
circumstances under which he lay there, 
by that superhuman knowledge of which 
we had во striking an example in the case 
of the woman of Samaria. 60.65 vy. 
v.; Lightfoot and Semler would supply, 
‘licet sit sabbatum.’ But this is very 
improbable, see ver. 17. Our Lord did 
not thus appeal to his hearers' prejudices, 
and make His grace dependent on them. 
Besides, the фу с yevéc0at had in the 
mind of the man no reference to a healing 
such as there would be any objection to 
on the Sabbath ; but tothe cure by means 
of the «ater, which he was there to seek. 

The question is one of those by 
which He so frequently testified his com- 
passion, and established (so to speak) a 
point of connexion between the spirit of 
the 5 т ‚ and his own gracions 
гарови ossibly it may have conv 
to the mind of the poor Triple the еа 
that at length a compassionate person had 
come, who might put him in at the next 
troubling of the water. It certainly is 

ble that the man’s long and apparently 
hopelem infirmity may have given him a 
look of lethargy and e and the 
question may have arisen from this: but 
there is no ground for supposing (Schleier 
macher) blame conveyed it, still less 
that he was an impostor ing under 
some trifling complaint (Paulus and others), 
and wishing to represent it more important 
than it was. 7.] The man's answer 
implies the popular belief which the spu- 
rious but useful insertion in vv. 3, 4 ex- 
reases. Bauer asks why the person who 

ht him there every day, could not 
have put him in? But Es ашыр person 

8 
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13 o 8: абас ove 

гес aAA, with (bute sil) Scr’s c i q. Peri G 69 Sers е: HUN Сї al Cyr: 
txt ABC*DN rel Cyr-jer Chr. 

8. rec eyepas, with S(e sil) 
ADK lat.a 5 e ff, «th. 

9. om xa: svÜtec Ri: 
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33 def.) 

om evOroc D 

А: txt ABCDN: rel. (T, 33 def.) 
Irene so AB'CD N( 

lat-2 arm. 

c€avrov «. UM 

10. rec om rat, with C? rel vulg lat-c f syrr 
C'DGLVN 1. 33. 69 lat-a b e І coptt sth arm 

BL: txt AB’CDIX rel. 
ins cas bef ape 

А &c. crov de à ime) S = 
arero 

7) D 1. 69 lat. 9 f yr mrt 
жер кат AL. om Fy er. T. M 

© су Chr Hil: ins A Nee tab! 
aft r. «p. in e 

C'DLAN 69 latt(exc e) Syr syr-cu syr-w-aat Chr Cyr Hi 
11. ins ос de bef arte. AB С. о de, CGKLAAN foe lat.f syrr copt: om CD m: 

for awicpi0g, awexpsyaro N.. latt syr-cu (th) arm. (88 defective. ) 
М! apa: Nl. om gov NI. 

Гетце 

. rec aft qowrncay ins ою», with AC rel vulg lat-c syr: om BDN fos late «f. 
-cu sah arm. аро», арт Ni. 

(from above), with АС?” rel latt syrr syr-cu copt wth arm Chr : om 
pr NI. 

is implied. The same slow motion which 
he describes here, would suffice for his 
daily coming and going. 8.] The 
&pov т. xp. gov has been treated (Stier, iv. 
168, edn. 2. Trench, Mir. 251, edn. 2) as 
making a difference between the man lame 
from his birth in Acts iii. 8, who walked 
and ed and praised God; and this 
man, w who, since sin had been the cause of 
his disease (ver. 14), is ordered to carry his 
bed, ‘a nt memento of his past sin.’ 
Possibly ; but our Lord must have had in 
his view what was to follow, and have 
ordered it also to bring about this his first 
оре controversy with the Jews. 

ol "Тоъба?оьһ, never the multitude, but 
xis those in authority of some kind, 
whom John ever puts forward as the iir img 
sentatives of the whole poopie in 

jection of the Lord. 
e bearing of burdens on T етей 

was forbidden not only by the glosses of the 
Pharisees, but by the law itself. See Neh. 
xiii. 15—19; Exod. xxxi. 13—17; Jer. 
xvii. 21, 22. And our Lord does not, as in 
another case (Luke xiii. 15, 16), appeal here 

rec aft apov ins rov spear ен 
LN ab. 

to the reasonableness of the deed being b» 
о the 3 salvo pred E (= 

ег ier ground, м 
ae than the Sabbath. аа 

The authority which had overraled -— 
pointment of Providence, 
another. I do ar = that this res b man’s miad; 
very likely epos cals fom nte fei 
of obligation to One who ladder i 

and the Зети eng ty dr 
their blame, tabo ii 
healed him. 11 Not ыс 
that healed thee?” bat they 

— N 
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for avrov, ps 

16. rec rov дош» bef o: оодоо, with A rel lat-a e 4 T copt-wilk arm: txt 
BCDLUN 33. 69 vulg lat-ó е f g Syr syr-cu 

ver 18), with A rel lat-e f g syrr copt-wilk eth t uro avrov axocreva (to justify 
Schw et reo adds cas 

Chr-montf Cyr Hil: om BCDLN 1. 33. 69 latt syr-cu copt-schw arm Chr Cyr, Nonn. 
om e» D lat-a b e q Tert Hil. 

17. om ine. BN. 

out the unfavourable side of what had 
taken place, as malicious persons always 
do. 18.] Difficulty has been found 
here from the supposed improbability 
that some should not have told him, 
seeing that Jesus was by this time well 
known in Jerusalem. But this is wholly 

His fame had not been so . 
: 2 2 

spread yet, but that He might during the 
crowd of at the 

for that would гасу that attention bed 
been attracted towards him which He 
wished to avoid; and in that case he could 
hardly fail to have been known to the 
man and to others. Observe, itivevory 
has for its understood object, the man 
subjeetive 7 Goa te his notice, а crowd 
being in lace: not referring to any 
thing which Jesus had done himself. 
14.] erhe knowledge of our Lord extended 
even to the sin committed thirty-eight 
ears ago, from which this sickness 
resulted, for so it is implied here. 

Tee a a ec Decem 

awxecpivero N: ахекрибт D. 

264, edn. 2), * gives us an awful gli limpee of 
the severity of God's ju ы; — 8e 
Matt. xii. 45. 15.) e man ap- 
pears to have done this partly in obe- 
е to the authorities ; partly perhaps 
vane his apology for himself (Ben- 
i e can hardly imagine ingratitude 

m to have been "ihe cause; especially 
as ò жогђсас abróv vyth speaks во plainly 
of the benefit non compare ver. 11 
o dies 16.] lerer i is not used 
in the sense al 5 in the 
N. T. :—perseeuted is the best word for it. 

17.] The true ing of the rest 
of the Sabbath was not that otiose and 
unprofitable cessation Md even good 
deeds, which they would enforce: the 
Sabbath was made for man; —and, in its 
Jewish form, for man in & mere state of 
legal discipline (which truth cogld not yet 
be brought out to them, but is implied i 
this verse, because His е are even a6 
He is—in the liberty wherewith He hath 
made them free) ; whereas He, the only- 
begotten of the ather, the works of 
God in the world, stands on higher ground, 
and hallows, instead of breaking the Sab- 
bath, by thus working on it. “Не is 
no more a breaker of the Sabbath than 
God is, when He upholds with an energy 
that knows no pause the work of 
creation from hour to hour, and from 
moment to moment ; ‘ Му Father worketh 
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20. for фіЛа, ayawa D Orig Chr. 
wom D 16. epya bef dates aura N. 

hitherto, and I work;' My work is but 
the reflex of His work. Abstinence from 
outward work belongs not to the idea of a 
Sabbath, it is only more or less the neces- 
sary condition of it for beings во framed as 
ever to be in danger of losing the true 
collection and rest of the spirit in the 
multiplicity of earthly toil and business. 
Man indeed must cease from Ate work if а 
higher work is to find place in him. He 
scatters himself in his work, and therefore 
he must collect himself anew, and have, 
seasons for so doing. But with Him who 
is one with the Father, it is otherwise. In 
Him the deepest rest is not excluded by 
the highest activity.” 8 Mir. p. 257, 
edn. 2.) 18.] The ground of the 
charge is now shifted; and by these last 
words (ver. 17), occasion is given for one 
of our Lord’s most weighty discourses. 

The Jews understood His words to 
mean nothing short of peculiar personal 
Sonship, and thus equality of nature with 
God. And that this their understanding 
was the right one, the discourse testifies. 
All might in one sense, and the Jews did 
in a closer sense, call God their, or our, 
Father ; but they at once said that the 
individual use of ‘My FATHER’ by Jesus 
had a totally distinct, and in their view a 
blasphemous, meaning: this latter espe- 
cially, because He thus made God a parti- 
cipator in his crime of breaking the sab- 
bath. Thus we obtain from the adver- 
saries of the faith a most important 
statement of one of its highest and holiest 
doctrines. 19.] The discourse is a 

dacvve D: рт А. а wr arx 

for feke, Sax vv D 28 late. 

wonderful setting forth of the Person 1 
Office of the Son of God in His Min 
tions as the Word of the Father. It c 
has reference to the charge of working 2 
the Sabbath, and the context takes in 07 
Lord's answer both to this, ver. 17, a 
to the Jews’ accusation, ver. 18. In ths 
verse, He states that He cannot work 1 
but the works of God: casaot, by M 
very relationship to the Father, by 
very nature and necessity of the сае;- 
the 4% avro being an imposible sppe 
sition, and purposely ect here to expe 
one:—the Son cannot work of His. 
because He is the Son: His d дие 
presupposes the Father's will an 
as His will and counsel, —and His к 
knowledge of that will and » 
this, because every creaéwre may эр 
freedom, and will contrary to God : " 
THE Son, standing in essential unity 25 
God, cannot, even when become Hi 
commit sin,—break the Sabbath; б" 
whole Being and Working із in 
God. & yap år.. 3 This claus c 
verts the former proposition, and мето 
its truth when thus converted. aves 
is the very nature of the Son to do = 
ever the Father doeth.' Also, 
works épnoleg—after the same 
proceeding, so that there сап be 
cord, but unity. 20.] For ( 
is ensured by the fact, that 
loves the Son, and shews to 
the Lord sets forth to us the 
the wil and p of the Father 
[Mark xiii. Si: Acta i 7) and by 

be 
Eu R 

Fiera T vu 
8, yu 
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i ver. 87. “ miorebwy SEN IE 

Tw пірфауті pe Exe Curb aiv Kal eic Kpiow ойк” im 
1 Matt. v. "n oh. Ш. з, 6,1 11. vi. 28, &c. 

Mart xvi 18, 14. wv 88, 46. ch. iv. 21. х. 87. 

21. for естер, wc N. 
24 om or: D 240. 244 Clem Chr. 

in His Mediatorial office) all lin ads which 
He Himself does (all the of His 
secret counsel ;—for with the Father, 
doing is willing; it is only the Son who 
acis in time); and this manifestation will 
go on increasing in majesty, that the 
wonder which now is excited in you b 
these works may be brought out to "ita fall 
measure (in the acceptation or rejection of 
the Son of God—wonder leading naturally 
to the rip5 of ver. 23). 915 It is very 
important to observe the ша here 
between the working of the Eternal Son 
(in creation, e. g.) as He is iv obpavg, 
with God, and His working in the state of 
His humiliation in which the Father should 
by d advance Him to exaltation and 
put His enemies under His feet. Of the 
latter of these mention is made (ver. 20) 
in the future, of the former in the present. 
The former belong to the Son as His 
proper and essential work: the latter are 
opened out before Him in the process of 
His passing onward in the humanity which 
He has taken. And the unfolding of these 
latter shall all be in the direction of, and 
in accordance with, the eternal attributes 
of the Son: see ch. xvii. 5; resul in 
His being exalted to the right hand of the 
Father. So here,—as it is the Father's 
essential work to Ача the dead (see Rom. 
viii. 11; 1 Sam. ii. 6 al.), so the Son vivifies 
whom He will: this last obs An not іш. 
plying any selection out of mankind, nor 
said merely to remove the Jewish prejudice 
that their own nation alone should rise 
from the dead,—but meaning, that in 
every instance where His will is to 
the result invariably follows, 
serve, this {мотом lays hold of life in its 
innermost and deepest sense, and thus 
finds its illustration in the waking both of 
the outwardly and the spiri dead. 

22. ] the od ydp is implied 

aah 201. 65 
ets viii. 12. 20. 84. тим lii . 1 Jahn v. 1 m oh. 

that pe the аг rng not Himself, by 
ify any, but 

сазан all . power to the Son: 
—во is it with judgment also. And judg- 
ment contains eminently in itself the ойс 
06$1u,—when ёшох. is understood—as it 
must be bestowing everlasting 
life. Again, the raising of the outward. 
dead is to be understood as a sign that 
who works it is appointed 7 of quick 
and dead, for it isa a apart of the office of 
that Judge :—in the vivifying, the judg- 
ment is made; see below, ver. 29, and 
Ps. lxxii. 1—4. 23.] This being so, 
the end of all is, the honour of the Father 
in and by the Son. He (the Son) is the 
Lord of life, and the Judge of the world; 
—all must honour Him with equal honour 
to that which they pay to the Father :— 
and whosoever does not, however he may 
imagipe that he honours or approaches 
God, does not honour him at all ;—be- 
cause He can be known or honoured 
by ws аз ‘THE FATHER WHO SENT His 
Son.’ 24.] What follows, to ver. 30 
incl., is an expansion of the two assertions 
in vv. 21, 22,—the {мотоюёу and the 
xp(vay,—intimately bound up as they are 

. ere is а in vv. 24 
and 25 which should be noticed for the 
ы understanding of the words. ò roy 

yo» pou &xosev in one, answers to ol 
wecpol фкоёсеутаь тўс terc Tov vioõ 
тоў Oso in the other. is а kind of 
hearing which awakens to life,—one ac- 
companied by rioreten rg sápi/avrí pe. 
And this last is not berely ‘Him who 
sent Me, but Him, the very essence 
of belief in Whom is in this, THAT Ни 
SENT MA (see ch. xii. 44). And the 
dative here after torte expresses that 
belief in the festimony of God that He 
hath sent His Son, which is dwelt on so 
much 1 John v. 9—12, where, ver. 10, we 
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N. om cai ү” beg] М. 

forj ing mt &c) lat-/ g q Syr: om ABLN 33 
i i transp epici» and eZovcray М!. arm Orig, Cyr Did Aug Leo Vig. 

have the same д px) micredey rg Orp. 
et {. al.: so 1 John v. 12, 13. The 

mere and the був L. ol. are commen- 
surate ;— where the faith is, the possession 
of eternal life is:—and when the one re- 
mits, the other is forfeited. But here the 
faith is set before us as an enduring faith, 
and ite effects described i» their comple- 
tion (see Eph. i. 19, 20). els xplow 
obe ёрухета&] кргозс being the separation, 
—the effect of which is to gather out of 
the Kingdom all that offendeth ; —and thus 
regarding нє Saar the damnatory part of 
judgment,—he who believes comes not into, 

no concern with, крїос. Compare Ps. 
exlii. 2 LXX. The reckoning which ends 
with ed da do, is not æpicig: the re- 
ward is of free grace. In this sense, the be- 
lievers in Christ will not be judged accord- 
ing to their works: they are justified before 
God by faith, and by God -O д Quai, 
ric 6 karakpivwv ; Their ‘passage over’ 
from death into life has already taken 
place,—from the state of spiritual death 
into that wn alwrioc, which in their be- 
lieving state they fyouc: already. It is to 
be observed that our Lord speaks in very 
similar terms of the unbelieving being 
condemned. already, in ch. iii. 18. The 
perfect sense of peraBéByxey must not be 
weakened nor explained away,—see ref. 

35.) This verse continues to refer 
to spiritual awakening from the dead. 
The &pyera: бра к. vvv den is an ex- 
pression (see ref.) used of those things 
which are to characterize the spiritual 
Kingdom of Christ, which was even now 
begun among men, but not yet brought 
(until the day of Pentecost, Acts ii.) to 
its completion. Thus it cometh, in its 
fulness, —and even now is begun. 

rec ins cat bef ch, with D-gr 

axovoovery В 22. 357 Chr-mas: -away ЮМ 1. 3.8 
om 2nd of Ni. 

rel Hippol Constt : txt BDLN 1. 83 Chr-mss. 
aft o татпо ins о C D. 

bef каз rw viw, with AD rel vulg lat-a(appy) 

rec Zycovras (more smel), with 1 

ың» bef exe N. rec war 

с е syrr syr-cu copi arm: txt BL bt: 
om last clause (homaotel) R. 

rel am(with full e 
vulg lat -b e d e i syr-cu вут-јег copt 

ol vexpol,—in reference to le berater d 
the preceding vorse- the epiriteely ues 

His cal to awake, in its widet n 
deepest sense ;—by His own 

dead. n 
merely, which would be * and baring 
it, shall lire: but ol &ёкофе., 8M dp 
wHo have heard it (or, whe Me! 
shall live. This determines the бн 
be spoken of spiritual, aot м є 

cried so da 
ò ixwy Sra dxobuv, блокты: Ше Б, 
sons who stand opposed acad 
dressed in ver. 40, оф Ө ита Ui, 17% 
pt iva Le)» Гупте. 
is ined in the next verse. : 
96, 97.) We have here again (eer"" 
and кріуну bound as the be 

just uttered; the latter, м 
the great announcement of the next Y?" 
But the two departments spring d 
distinct sources, united in tbe Друя 
the Incarnate Son of бой. The jf 
hath given Him to have life in Hirzel. 
He is тив Son or Gop. We рате 
us life in ourselves: in Him we li 

Bat He, *: 

again the Fatber hath given Him fe. 
to pass judgment, because He v T s 
or MAN; man is to be judged by 7) 
by that Man whom God hath spp»? а 
who is the inclusive Head of — 
to whom mankind, and man’s wori 
tain by right of covenant-purchase. m 
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cpiocy rote leads the thought to the great 
occasion when j t shall be executed; 
which accordingly is treated of in the next 
verse. 28.] p) 0., as ch. iii. 7, intro- 
duces a matter of even greater wonder to 
them ;—the astounding proof which shall 
be given in the face of the universe that this 
is во. Epxeras Spa, but not cai vvv 
iori» this time,—because He is now speak- 
tag of the great day of the resurrection : 
when not merely oi ери, but rávres of dv 
Tots prnpalois, shall hear His voice, and ol 
a roboavrec are not specified, because ай 
shall hear in the fullest sense. Observe 
that here, as elsewhere, when the judgment 
according to works is spoken of, it is the 
great general resurrection of Matt. xxv. 31 
—46, Which (and the notes) compare. 80 
here we have not oi riortbheavrec and of 
p) mcorevoarrec, but the categories reach 
far wider, including indeed in this moet 

form the first resurrection unto 
ife also—and the two great classes are 
described as of T. dy. woujeavres and 
ol тё фа®Аа vpáferres. On the dif- 
ference between хош and ярасоы, seo 
note on ch. iii. 20, 21. Observe, that 
ten} and xplovg stand opposed bere, as 
in ver. 24:—not that there is no such 
thing as an dvacracic Oavárov (Schleier- 
macher, in Stier, i iv. 194, edn. 2), but that 
it iz involved in this æpioic. Olshausen 
observes (ii. 153) that this, and Acta xxiv. 
16, are the only direct declarations in the 
N. T. of a bodily resurrection of the unjust 
as well as of the just. It is implied in some 
places, e. g. Matt. x. 28, and less plainly in 
Matt. xxv. 84 ff.; Rev. xx. 5, 12, and di- 
rectly asserted in the O. T., Dan. xii. 2. In 

1 Cor. xv.,—as the object was to convince 
believers in Christ of the truth of the resur- 
rection of their bodies,—no allusion is made 
to those who are not believers. 80.] 
Here begins (see Stier, iv. 196, edn. 2) the 
second part of the discourse, —but bound on 
most closely to the first (ver. 28), —treating 
of the testimony by which these things were 
substantiated, and which they ought to have 
received. This verse is, however, perhaps 
rather a point of transition to the next, at 
which the testimony is first introduced. 

As the Son does nothing of Himself, 
—but His working and His judgment all 
spring from His deep unity of will and 
being with the Father, — this His great and 
last judgment, and all His other ones, will 
be just and holy (He not separate 
from God, but one with Him) ; and there- 
fore His witness given of Himself ver. 17, 
and called by them blasphemy, is true and 
holy alao. Observe, the urse bere 
passes into the first person, which was 
understood before, because he had called 
himself the Son of God,—but is henceforth 
used expressly. 81.] This assertion 
is not to be trifled away by an accommo- 
dation, or supposed to be introduced by 
Te will say to Me :’—see by all means 
ch. viii. 12—14 and notes. The words 
are said in all earnestness, and are strictly 
true. If such а tion, and indepen- 
dent testimony, as is here supposed, could 
take place, it would be a falsification of 
the very conditions of the Truth of God 
as manifested by the Son, Who being 
the Adyos, not of himself, but of 
the Father. And in this sense ch. viii. 14 
is eminently true also, the фес being the 
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94. av@pwrev DA? mm copt-wilk arm 
85. om де Ni. 

Chr-mss. 
Hil Aug. 

86. om rg» М. 

draóyocpua тўс Có nc тоб warpoc. 
88.) аХАос can, by the inner coherence of 
the discourse, be no other than THE 
FATHER, of Whom so much has been said 
in the former part, but Who is hinted at 
rather than mentioned in this (жатрбе in 
ver. 90 is spurious). It cannot be John, 
—from whom (ver. 34) our Lord took not 
his testimony. Similar modes of alluding 
to the Father occur ch. viii. 50: see also 
ch. viii. 18, and Matt. x. 28 and |. Many 
interpreters however understand it of 
John,—Chrysostom, Nonnus, Theophylact, 
Euthym.:—and lately De Wette has de- 
fended the view with some acuteness. But 
he has certainly missed the inner coherence 
of the . The reason why our Lord 
mentions John is not *as ascending from 
the lesser witness to the greater,’ but pusr- 
posely to remove the idea that He meant 
him or principally by these words, 
and to set his testimony in its right place : 
then at ver. 36 He returns again to the ал- 
Aoc pap. zepi lpov. xal ol8a....] 
This is the Son’s testimony to the Father’s 
truth : sce ch. (iii. 33) vii. 28; viii. 26, 55. 
It testifies to the full consciousness on the 
part of the Son, even in the days of his 
umiliation, of the righteousness of the 

Father: and (for the testimony of the 
Father to the Son is contai in the 
Scriptures) also to His distinct tion 
and approval (Ps. xl. 6—8) of and 

and His wor See ch. i. 19. 
The connexion is,—another testifies of Me 
(ver. 82)—‘ not John only, although he, 
when sent to, did certainly testify to the 
truth ; for’ &c. тӯ AAN, not merely 
(Grot.) *modestedictum ;'—but 5 
iuoí would have been asserting what t 

type and кри , 88 Fi ied to Himself 

rec ayaMAagÓgya,, with BL 1. 69 Chr Cyr: txt ADK r 
трос epa» bef ayak. A al vulg(not am forj fuld &c) lat-s po 

rec (for pegwy) pele, with N rel: uedova D Chr: paver 

next verse denies. 34.) ‘I take mt Er 
testimony (the testimony to Me of shia 
I have spoken) from man, but I mente 
John's testimony, that you may make tk 
intended use of it, to be led to Me f« 
salvation." $5.] This jv к=н 
Stier rightly observes, that John wer . 
cast into prison, if not executed. i 
Aéxvos] The article has been taken Ww 
some (e. g. Bengel, Lücke, Stier) to рот! 
to the prophecies concerning John. But 
we have no passage in the О. T. whit 
designates Elias in euch terms In re 
Sirach we read of him, Arier ТРМК 
ёс wip, rai ô Абуос abrow ec Харт 
dsaiero, which Stier thinks may be ref 
to here. We may, as indeed he also r. 
gesta, believe tbat those words represent" 

ve rise to a common way of 
Elias, as certain Rabbis were called ‘Th 
candle of the Law,’ &c. (Lightf) De 
Wette takes the article as meaning, ‘i 

which was to lead you,’ Ac. 
„ not rale, as it is д Леди 

not rd фес : lemen ilinminatum, not inne 
es : see note pny Te 

$eí(vur (lit up), ing. 
description Ний fr 7 5 арі 
5 nature ohn’s li 
duet .. . J. See Ezek. Arif. 9. 

83. But you wished only to disport ou" 
selves in his light for a time ename ont 
to him in crowds at first, —and ike 
silly children who play with the fire til t 
burns and hurts them, and then shrink 
iua м loathe it,—whon he begs® 55 
8 0 repentance as the prepara 
for God’s Kingdom, and laid the axe to the 
root of ш mes you left pda m 
cared, when he was imprisoned А 
death. And even those few who remsinel 
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м. iii. 9, Ld 

85. see Ps. cxviii 3. 
M n $7, Ke. Acts xvii. 2, 11 al. 

69: txt ABEGMA 88. 
AD rel Chr Cyr: txt BLN 1. 33. 69 Ath. 

" pévovra, оті ду апёстедғу € EKELVOC, го0тф 17. 
9 - a 
Epauvare rac J yeapac, Ori бийс" ch. х 

x ch. vit. 59. Rom. тШ. 

ws „Puly. 

1 john a 14, 

97. 1 Cor. Н. 10. 1 Pet. I. 11. Rev. ii. 23 
y Matt. xxi. 49. xxii. 99 | Mk. xxvi 64, 66. Lake 

rec wes (mechanical repetition from vo 26, 27), with 
rec ins eyw bef wow, with A-gr rel 

vulg pr ef syr goth: om ABDLN 1. 33 12-5 A-lat copt «th arm Cyr, Hil. 
artortiäe v D al Chr. 

37. Tec (for гкн>ос) avroc, with A rel vulg lat-b c ef 
ve the sense of ‘Hims avroc D (avrog imsd to gi 

original execvoc): txt BLN lat-a Ath. 
syr-cu (eth) Orig Еше Aug 

р Chr Сут Tert Hil: exesvog 
Wmself, afterwards absorbed the 

for рерарторпкгу, paprvoe D lat-b c pd 
rec arujroart bef worse, with E rel copt Chr 

ert Quast : txt ABDKLN 33. 69 latt syrr syr-cu goth arm Ath Cyr Hil. 
та гес pevovra bef ev ушу, with ADR rel lat-a ө q syrr syr-cu Ha arm Chr: txt 
BL 1. 33 er- y vulg lat · ö c f ff, g th Cyr Hil. 

true to him, did not follow his direction to 
Christ. For the mass of the people, and 
their leaders, his mission was in vain 
(Lücke, ii. 75). 36. fyo rv p. 
ре еу | literally, I have my witness greater 
(usZwy being probably а solecism like 
ж\потпс in ch. i. 14, a nominative in con- 

amwtcradkty 

fathers did from Sinai,—nor seen His 
visional appearance, as the Prophets did.) 
Nor (ver. 88), i» your case, has it been 
given by that inward. witness (ch. iii. 33; 
1 John iv. 18, 14) which those have (and 
had in a measure, even before the gift of 
the Spirit—see inter al., Ps. li. 11), in 

: cord with an accusative) . . . . ToU ledy- whom His word abides; for ye have not 
( vov, not, ‘than that of John; "but, than His word abiding in you, not believing on 

John „ John was a testimony. Him whom He hath sent. Yet (ver. 39) 
fpye, not His miracles 

alone, although those principally; but the 
whole of His life and course of action, full 
as it was of holiness, in which, and as 
forming harmonious parts of which, His 
miracles were testimonies of His divine 
mission. His greatest work (ch. vi. 29) 
was the awakening of faith, the Cworoui» 
of which we have heard before, to which 
the miracles were but as means to an end. 

there is a form of this direct testimony of 
the Father, accessible even to you ;— 
“ search the Scriptures,” &c. Chrysostom, 
Euthymius, Lampe, Bengel, &c., under- 
stand фи to refer to the voice at our 
Lord's baptism : but, as Lücke observes, 
ore forbids this. I may also add that 
the perfect, denedars, excludes it. Had 
reference been to a distinct event, it must 
have been hrobeart, —and (Lücke) rj» 

A Senay... . Tva reà.: see ch. gurhy. Observe that the testimony 
xvii. 4and note. афта r. ly A wows | in the Scriptures is not the only, nor the 
The repetition is to shew that His life chief one, intended in ver. 37, but (as De 
working*was an exact fulfilment of the 
Father's wil. The works which the 
Father hath given Me to do, those very 
works which I am 
37—39.] The connexion of these verses 
has been much disputed. I believe it will 
be found to be this: ‘The works of which 
I have spoken, are only indérect testimo- 
nies; the Father Himself, who sent Me, 
has given direct testimony concerning Me. 
Now that testimony cunnot be derived by 
you, nor any man, by direct communica- 
tion with Him; for ye have never heard 
His voice nor seen His shape. (Or per- 
haps have not heard His voice, as your 

Wette well maintains) the direct testi- 
mony in the heart of the believer ;— 
which, as the Jews have not, they are 
directed to another form of the Father's 
testimony, that in the Scriptures. 

ware, either indicative (Cyril, Erasm., 
Lampe, Bengel, Kuinoel, Lücke, 

Tholuck, Оаа. De Wette , a 
search the Scriptures, for ye beli 
have &c., and they are they that testify o v 
Ме: and (yet, ver. 40) ye юш not come 
to Me that lg may have life :’ or impera- 
tive (Chrys., Theophyl., Euthym., August., 
apa Calvin, е Paulus, Stier), 
in which case generally а period has been 
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mat ito." Soxerre £v айта " Сопу" atuviow Exstw^ kai ixua uen: 
P тері £go. 40 kai ov © Edere hho 

d — 1 Thess, й, тоос ре, tva Conv Éx nre. 41 d 8E * хара exlpvre - 

ov "Aau(Jave, 2 adda ‘Eyvwxa ©нас Gre тй» yer 
f const: өз - * Ы а ө е Д 

: xxv. d. a TOV *Өгой оюк béxere бу ' éavroic. 43 Eye Хаба п 
ref. h Mark iv. 17. $ Sad pers, Malt. Hf. 9 rof. j Mart. xxi. 9a. 

89. [spavvare, so BK.) exaty bef ey avraic C. ac. D. for a: pagreperta. 
apapravovcat D'-gr. 

40. aft өң» ins aiwvio» D 69 lat-e g Syr Chr. 
4L ar0pwrov AK copt Chr 
48. [ak Aa, so BDL 38.] 

Ni. om ev N. 

laced after фдо®, and а fresh sentence 
begins at kel ob . I believe the 
imperative sense only will be found to co- 
here with the previous verses :—see above, 
where J have given the context. And no 
other sense will suit the word ipauvdre, 
which cannot be used, as in the indicative 
it would be, with blame attached to it,— 
‘yo make nice and frivolous search into 
the letter of Scripture ;’ but, as eprouv. in 
ref. Ps., implies a thorough search (see 
also 1 Pet. i. 11) into the contents and 

irit of Scripture. Besides, the em- 
phatic position of ipavvárs before rdg 
ypagdc. while it does not absolutely ne- 
cessitate the imper. sense, makes it much 
more probable than the indic, which 
would be conveyed by rde yp. ipavväre. 
Luthardt Gi 31) remarks, that the almost 
unanimous verdict of the Greek Fathers 
Cyril however is a remarkable exception) 
or the imper. decides him in its favour. 

ri tp. бок.] Ye (emphatic) 
imagine that i» them (emphatic) ye have 
eternal life U quotes testimonies 
from the Rabbis : Qui acquirit sibi verba 
legis, is uirit sibi vitam œternam, 
c.) but they, like all other secondary 
ordinances, have a spiritual end in view, 
and that end is to testify, from first to 
last (it is their office, ix. tio» al 
rupobœat) of МЕ. 40.] I would 
connect these words with the former, and 

them as describing the inconsis- 
tency of those who think that they дш» 
Ёхыу in the Scriptures, and yet will not 
come to Him of whom they testify, iva 
быђу xwa. So that cal will be spoken 
in a fine irony, And ye will not come to 
Ме! Observe, this command to the 
Jews to search their Scriptures, applies 
д fortiori to Christians; who are yet, 
like them, in danger of idolizing a mere 
written book, believing that in the Bible 
they have eternal life, and missing the 
personal knowledge of Him of whom the 

P exire bef rg» ayas ur D lat-b e : in bà 

Scri ify. The e$ bdsm 
* strikingly the оа i’ 
the will, on which the unbelievers cc 
demnation rests: see ch. iii. 19. 
41—44.] The connexion seems to be. 
the standing- points of our Lord and of t 
Jews were not only different, bat =~ 
inconsistent with and exclusive of ж 
another. He sought not glory from beio. 
from man’s praise or report: the Fa 
testified to Him, in all the ways which r 
been specified; but this testimony wer 
could not receive, nor discover Him in ther 
Scriptures, because human regards and 3E- 
bition and intrigue had blinded ег ey, 
and they had not the love of God (t+ 
very first command in their law, Dent. “ù 
4, б) in their hearte. e$ app. >^ 
merely, I do not desire,’ ‘non caplo, — 
but, ‘I do not receive; — no such prot 
nor testimony accrues to Ме, nor hs 3 
Me that on which it can lay bold” ‘Mr 
glory is altogether from another soon 

АХА draws forcibly the distinct 
setting Himself and them таны pel 
trast. Ќүуека dh.] By 

ing with juu manners these man" 

generations; and personally also:—' Hx 

to have’ is im : тоё 69 of d: 
your God, the God of Israel.’ $0 Ші 
the words are spoken, not of an 00690] 
mind in general, but of an absence of that 
love which God’s covenant people 
have for Him. ‘They would none of 
Jesus: for they were not true Isrselite 
This love, if they had it, would teach thet 
—the whole heart, and soul, and mind. 
and strength being given to God,—to re 
honour only from Hia вы thus to а 
precinte the glo which He hath given V 
is an is testimony concerning 
F x Ain и бек. Him. 43.] The first 
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pov EKEtYOÇ Ш. ауте 

Зва. 11.5 bis. see Acts xxiv. 15. Rom. хт. 19 al. perf., 1 Cor. zv. 19. 3 Сог. I. 10. 1 Tia. lv. 10. v. 6. 
q w. dat., ver. 96 гөй. vi. 17 only. 

44. meorevey AL 1. 33 Chr Cyr. 
(homaotel) B lat-a b copt-dz arm-mes Orig, 

ins poc row татгра bef uwvonc В. 
¿pov bef yap D al. 

45. for let vn, эрас Di. 
46. [pwvoe, во ABD &c.] 

In the latter we have a prophetic declara- 
tion the Jews in the latter da 
This is in contrast with t 
&ХАХос of ver. 32. e testimony of that 
Other, who is greater than 1, ye will not 
к but if another come in his own 

E oke ical The words are 
perhaps en primarily of the false or 
Же, the Antichrist, who shall 

in the latter days (2 Thess. ii. 8— 
12); whose pig shall be кат” 
ivipyaay бы caravà otal ва eir fem s ch. 
viii. 44), & мтду m deriv 
bós, 2 5 ii. 4 — and., doubtless, in 
that their final reference, embrace also all 
the cases in which the Jews Aave more or 
less received those false Messiahs who have 
been foreshadowers of the great Antichrist, 
and indeed all the cases in which such a 
x йшй дөн ган been етш та them, ттр с in the 

Sera 5 p on "о 
GiXere—is the consequence of the carnal 

тоё pe eov, from God 
(E. and De Wette), which is 

ungrammatical (requiring povev to be 
either after Usev, seo Matt. iv. 4; xii. 4; 
xvii. 8, or before roð Өгод, Luke v. 21; 
vi. 4; Heb. ix. 7. Lücke); but from the 
only God: in contradistinction to the 
idolatry of the natural heart, which is 
ever setting up for itself other sources of 
honour, worshipping man, or self,—or 
even, as in the case alluded to in the last 
verse, Satan, instead of God. The words 
той pévow Geos are véry im t, be- 
cause they form the point of passage to 
the next Peg in which the Jews are 
accused of not believing the writings of 
Moses, the very pith and kernel of which 
Vu the aail of Gud, and the having 
по other gods but Him. 45.) The 

тар, so ВОК 69 Orig.] om «ov 
for Znrere, Z urovvrec Ni. 

work of Christ is not xerwyopelv, even 
as He is J but крш, by the 
appointment o the Father. And there- 
fore—though He has said so much of 
the unbelief of the Jews, and charged 
them in the last verse with breach of the 
central law of God— He will not accuse 
them ; nay, it is not needful ;—for Moses, 
whom they disbelieved, while vainly 
hoping in him (see above on ver. 89),— 
iwavaxavopevos убиф, Rom. ii. 17,— 
already accused them : see Deut. xxxi. 21, 
26, and ch. vii. 19. 46.] The former 
part of this verse should not be rendered 
as in E. V. “had ye believed Moses, ye 
would have believed me ;" but if ye be- 
lieved Moses, ye would believe me. The 

[ n Bengel. 
This is an im t testimony by the 
Lord to the subject of the whole Penta- 
teach ;—it is тері дроб. It is also a testi- 
mony to the fact, of Moses having written 
those books, which were then, and are 
still, known by his name. 47. 2 үрёр- 

not =, ie the 
reagaic for raic iscivow урафаїс ‘could 
not be used ;—the ypadgy being ) беа 
yoa$5, not (ij rov) Mwevciwe yoagn,—but 
the ypéppara were those of Moses; 
outward expression of the урафу, —{ће 
letters, and words, as found on paper ;— 
just as the ёйната i in the other case are 
the outward expression of the Aóyoc. 
The m is : ‘men give r weight 
to what is written and publis 
of a book, 3 — 
and ye in algae greater honour 
to Moses, to Me: or qt ye believe 
not what de has written, which comes 
down to you hallowed by the reverence 
of —how can you believe the words 
which are uttered by Me, to whom you 
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the notes to Tischdf's edn) fos ist f, | 
SA 1. 69 Orig-ms Chr-mss. 

Cuar. VI. 1. ins eig ra шр bef тс rifegiatoc D 7T:(Treschow) 249 lat-b e syt- 
mss Chr. 

2. rec (for nco. фе) кає nxoX., with A rel vulg lat 
Chron: txt BDLN 1. 33. 69 lat-a b c e ff, l copt Cyr. 
rec (for efewpevy) ewpwy, with AN rel: txt А 
rec ins avrov bef та onpeaa (from ch ii. 23), with E rel Chr, : 
latt syrr syr-cu copt goth eth arm Chr, Cyr 

8. awnAGew ОК! lat-a ff, copt Chr. 
ка: at beg, N. 

are hostile?’ This however is not all:— 
Moses leads to Christ :—is one of the wit- 
nesses by which the Father hath testified 
of Him: ‘if then ye have rejected the 
means, how shall ye reach the end?’ ‘If 
your unbelief has stopped the path, how 
shall ye arrive at Him to whom it leads?’ 
Meyer is quite right in maintaining that 
the opposition does not lie between 
péupaccy and pnpacty, but between 
[мие and roig ipoic. ose who 
can, should by all means consult Stier, 
whose exposition of the above important 
discourse is very elaborate and valuable; 
oF шшш Jesu, vol. iv. pp. 170—288, 2nd 

it 
CHAP. VI. JssUu8 THE LIFE IN THE 

FLESH. 1—15.] Miraculous feed- 
ing of five thousand men. Matt. xiv. 
13—21. Mark vi. 80—44. Luke ix. 10— 
17, in each of which compare the notes 
throughout. Here we have another ex- 
ample of John relating a miracle with 
the view of introducing a discourse, and 
that discourse carries on the testimony of 
Jesus to Himself. In the last, He was 
the Son or Gop, testified to by the 
Father, received by faith, rejected by un- 
belief: here He is son ОР MAN, the in- 
carnate Life of the world, and we have 
the unbelief of the Jews and His own dis- 
ciples set in strong contrast with the feed- 
ing on and icipating in Him as the 
Bread of Life. I.] pera тебта gives 
us no fixed date;—see on ch. v. 1. 
Lücke remarks, the éwiA0. wépav тўз 
5. .... » if connected with the гоо 
discourse, would Ье unintelli be, an 

syrr syr-cu sth arm Cir 
role N 

DL 83. 69 гӨсерыу 
та om ABDFKLSAR & 

Chron. for ext, wept М. 
for де, ov» D 1. 69 latt goth: om łe, it% 

rec ins o béf 1gc., with А№?а rel: om BDN!.—om о «qe. 2. 

can only be understood the fne 
mentary character of this ae 
lates to mere narration, and tbe wel- 
known fact being presupposed, that Hs 
Ministry principally took place in Gable. 

att. gives this рм over the 

ris T. тўе ТВ.) The last appel 
tion is probably — for the mke 
of Gentile readers, to whom it was bet 
known by that name: thus Pauso. T. 
7. 9, афтёс ойда 'lópdavor» Миц» Тф 
pida dvopalopivagy боодефоута : but it ти 
more usually called, as by Josephus, Ler- 
cáp or Ггууђваџітіс, 1 Macc. xi.67,! 
xvi. 2 (Ptolem. v. 15, Lücke). ras T 
cannot mean that He came from TWe 
rias, however true that may have beet. 
That would have been dwé or ic TB. 
doc. It is possible, though not likely, thst 
тїз ТӨ. may have been a and here 
found ite way into the text very early. Bat 
at all eventa we must not adopt the reading 
of D, &c. siç rà pion т. TeB.,—for the В& 
was just otherwise; compare vv. 2 and 23. 

9.] It is evident from this that 1 
circuit in Galilee and: works of healing #7 
presu (seo Matt. ver. 13; Mark, ver. 
83; Luke, ver. 11). 3. 
perhaps ‘the hill country on the shore 
the lake = lpnuov réwoy car’ idiay, Matt 
The expression is used by John only be 

ies 

| 
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robro д? edeyev b pres eh- i 
e plar., MOL iv. arf. 
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8. rec o ino. bef rove o$0aXpovc, with E rel Syr: txt ABDKLMN 1. 33. 69 latt 
syr-cu syr copt 
d ef ffs. 
with A rel: om BDLAN 
ABDN rel. сото bef gaywor М. 

and in ver. 15, but no inference can be 
drawn from that, for this is the only por- 
tion of the Galilean Ministry related by 
him. 4.] This will account, not for so 

t a multitude coming to Him, but per- 
T ape(?) for the circumstance that the people 
at that time were gathered in multitudes, 
ready to set out on their journey to Jeru- 
salem. We must remember also that the 
reference of the 3 discourse to beri 
Passover being кре the remar 
would doas f be inserted by th the 
Evangelist: but I would not, with Lu- 
thardt (i. 80; ii. 41) insist on this as the 
only reason for his making it. 5.] Here 
there is considerable difficulty, on account 
of the variation from Matt., Mark, and 
Luke, who relate that the disciples came to 
the Lord after He had been teaching and 
healing the multitudes, and when it was 
now evening,—and asked Him to dismiss 
the multitudes, that they might buy ~~ 
—whereupon He commanded, ‘Give 
them to eat ;’—-whereas here a у 
on their first coming, the е apparent, 
suggests the question, How they were to 
be fed, to Philip. This difference is not to 
be over, as it has usually been 

lish Commentators, without notice. 
Still less are we to invent 5 and 
hardly honest harmonistic shifts to piece 
the two narratives ber. There can 
be no doubt, fairly and honestly speaking, 
that the narratives, in their mere letter, 
disagree. But those who are not slaves to 
е пт letter will = рсе та inner 

eeper accordance of which A 
(de Consensu Evang. ii. 46) пара D cee 
menting on this paseage : ‘ Ex qua universa 
varietate verborum, rerum autem senten- 
tiarumque concordia, satis apparet salu- 
briter nos doceri, nihil querendum in 
verbis nisi loquentium voluntatem; cui 
demonstrande invigilare debent omnes 
veridici narratores, cum de homine vel 
de angelo vel de Deo aliquid narrant.’ 

th eth arm Cyr.—om o Ni. 
Ins «at n a Syr syr-cu eth. 

oyAoc bef толис DN vulg lat - a 
rec ins roy bef (uror, 

rec ауорасоџгу, with KU (V, e sil) Cyr: txt 

I repeat the remark so often made in this 
Commentary,—that if we were in posses- 
sion of the facts as they happened, there 
is no doubt that the various forms of the 
literal narrations would fall into their 
places, and the truthfulness of each his- 
torian would be apparent :—but as we can- 
not at present reconcile them in this way, 
the humble and believing Christian will not 
be tempted to handle the word of God 
deceitfully, but to admire the gracious con- 
descension which has given us the evidence 
of so many independent witnesses, whose 
very difference in detail makes their accord · 
ance in the greet central truths so much 
the more weighty. Оп every point of 
importance here, the four sacred historians 
are entirely and absolutely agreed. That 
every minor detail related by them had ite 

und in historical fact, we fully believe ; 
it is the tracking it to this ground in each 
case, which is now beyond our power ; and 
here comes in the simplicity and reliance of 
faith: and the justification of those who 
believe and receive each Gospel as they 
on it written. тру Ф.] Why to 

kilip, does not appear; haps some 
reason lay in the rarila ahe. which 
is now lost to us. From his words in ch. 
Xiv. 8, we cannot infer, as has been done 
by Cyril Alex. (in Cramer’s Catena) and 
stier, that he was weaker in faith, or 
ари іп со етизш apprehension, than the 

the Apostles who appear in 
the Sur narrative, something might be 
quoted shewing equal unreadiness to believe 
and understand. Iwould take the circum- 
stance as simple matter of fact, imp! 
perhaps that Philip was nearest to our Land 
at the moment. We must not fall into 
the mistake of supposing that Philip being 
of Betheaida the city of Andrew and Peter 
ch. i. 46) throws any light on the qnes- 
tion: for the Bethsaida near which our 
Lord now was, Luke ix. 10, was another 
place, see notes there. 10s 
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30, Aoli, iou er, Nam. Er Me MK YN. 19, 99. xiv. B. ch. xlii. 
tt. xv 

th. xxl. 
і. 17. vil. 
1. 40. iv. б. Acts i 15 

6. transp де and yap Ni. 
T. for ажекрабдзу, arokpwerai D- gr Ni. 

al. ove Spressty avrotc bef арто D: om avrov R. 
Dicker a 160 latt syr орі goth wth arm Che Су ix 

Ае. ins AN rel. 
ins азгы», with D rel 8 

om ri (as BD lat- Уу 
9. = iv (easily ра A a 235 

Cyr: ins A rel vulg lat-o f 
emendation), with D'N rel 

goth arm. (38 def.) 
tzt ABD'GUA. (83 def. 

k er. Gal. iv. 19. ür 10. 2 
эе! 

sm oo Ent 
q = Mark v.13. Lake vii. OO 

quie» DEFGMUVA 1 Tul. 
ins o bef ф Мттщ 

rec aft aers 
for avrw, ovy Nl. 

DLN 1. 69 lat-a bel seth Orig C шу бә) 6 
10. re а тг» inde vi A ты td er qu ov» DG vulg lat-c e f 9: а 

BLN fos lat-a Syr syr-cu arm Orig for yoproc, rosoc Ri. [аугтне», n 
ABDN &c. om о DL 1. 38 Cyr. ins avOpwros bef а>дрер AK. 
[rec wee, with A rel: om Syr syr-cu copt: txt BDLK.] for sivrancyden, 
тосмо: Nl. 

II. rec (for ovv) де, with Nei rel lat-b syr-txt goth Aug: txt ABDLe vulg hte 
Ia 9 4 syr-ms-marg copt Cyr.—a« Лабе» G 1. 69 (Syr syr-cu wth). 

whence —'from what store.’ Hence 
Philip’s answer. 6.) He knew: 
—by this St. John must be understood 
not only to rescue our Lord from the im- 
putation of asking counsel of Philip, but 
DI refer the miraculous act, on His pert, to 

purpose of exhibiting Himself a as the 
som of the Life of the World in the 

7.] See notes on Mark. 
8. 8j pu remarks, that «lc dc raw n- 
r&v abroU may seem strange, seeing that 
Philip iris = н that it has its 
ragmatic value, that, Philip 

faving been asked З вр from 
among cae thie circle of the disciples an answers, 
and is киши ified as having been 
Andrew. In the three other Gospels, 
the loaves and fishes appear as the dis- 
ciples’ own ;—and we bave thus a very 
simple but very instructive instance of 
aig in which differences in detail 

бы were their own,—but not 
til ill they ht them. 9.] xpi- 
б, the usual barley bread of the lower 

= ф0ффа, bc re 
эле of later iba сыз :—at first used 
signify any thing subsidiary to bread ы: а 

ins жгут: 

relish, such as meat of all kinds, and eosé- 

manner. ol Idee] This is s ps 
ticular touch of accuracy E, ds eic 

in numbering them? 
true, xeplc yur. c. wai 
inferred tha ies 
distir 

LAN 4 Ё = Ss 

But here we 

cameo be — 
that any account was taken of thea: 
the women and children served pro 
miscuously; who indeed, if the multitode 
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Incoõe cal , оҳаристђсас Sid cer ток ' avaxewpévote, r Lake xxii. 19 

opoiws Kat єк TOV 

` 
та 

13 * 1 

соуутуауоу ойу, kai 

А - , 
píaawoav тос B. BRD. 
8 éwoinosy 

* opapioy ogoy 50 Nor. 
* evewAnaOnoay, Муи тос рабпта avrov 

* geptsccucavra 7 xAacpara, iva pù т 
"гуёшса» Swoexa 

У kAaguárev €x тоу wivTe aprwv тшу ‚_°кр‹бьш», а tre- 
о оби аудрото tSovrec 275 e. 

; отино», Aro 6 От! обтос toriy © aAnÜuc 
o" трофйтпс о ! tpxónevoc eic тд» кбоноу. 

14 

12 ó c à Dent эз. 

"Zuvayáyere 225 13 
r " 

, 7 Jos " 
* aroAnrat. t = Mat ix. 

, 

b Kogivouc ? ver, m 
ге 

15° 

обу yvoug Ort * péAAovow tpxtatat cal BT avrov Bi 18, 20 
oniy. . 

iva "omoworw Bal, “aveywoncey там» ыс Ord f. f, sede. 
о» ER. , s Lake xxi. 18. 
орос аутос uovoc. a Mark iv. 87 

1. . 
к Ир" 4. 18. uie тыну de, 16. тыи: кйш” pen A чы эз feb HT) reg 

3 Matt. xi. 8 ref. ch. i. A k pres., ch. l. 40 reff, 
ances vl. 20er. 3 fl. 1.4 — iv. 27. Rev. xii. 6. ад. хх!. 21. m «eh. v 

1 reff. n Matt. 1. 12, Жс. reff. o Joha, ver. 8 only. 

aprove D. gexapurrgory cat D: rat evyapiarqaev N. edaxey DN 69 lat - 
e Orig. rec ins тос paÔnraıç о: de рабпта: bef тос avaxeipevotc (о q вуг 
correspond with ||), with DN?b rel lat- е Суг: 
syrr вуг-си syr-jer copt goth eth-rom arm Orig Bes Nonn Aug. 
ins de DM 
119. wipieceverra B al. 

18. for ov», de DA lat-b. 
AN rel: txt BD. 

14. e tr. алина, B lat - a arm. 

om ABLN? 1. 83 vulg lat-a c f f.i 
aft орос 

тес exepiocevoer (grammatical correction), with 

rec aft onp. ins o moove (beg of а lection), 
with A rel lat-/ syrr copt goth eth: om BDN am(with em forj fos fuld ing jac mt) 
lat- a b c g syr-cu arm Aug Bede. 
soc pov bef epyouevoc DMN lat-a b ff,. 

. for wa *oujowoiy, каз avadecruva Nl. 
D rel latt вутт syr-cu coptt 
sre got», eei x. 

yr coptt set onn 
= н вете bef avroc М. 

were а paschal caravan (?), or parts of many 
such, would not be likely to be very nu- 
merous and here we have a point 

ew as being the et of the Land Hirmelf, 
and leaves the intervention of the сега 
to be understood. aby, 
here answers to «бута» іп Ње Other 
Gosvels. It was the‘ grace’ of the father 
of t..2 family; perhaps the | the ordinary one in 
use among the Jews. John seems to con- 
неч with it the idea brought out by Luke, 

A. abroús, i. е. rode dyrovc: see ver. 
"1 12.] Peculiar to John. The 
command, one end of which was certain! 
to convince the disciples of the power whic 
had wrought the miracle, is given by our 
Lord a moral also. They collected 
the fragments for their own use, each in 

om ors N. om aìnĝwç D. ис Tor 

rec aft wo:qeworr ins avrov, with 
goth eth arm: om ABLN 1. 38 lat-g Orig Cyr. for 

[avexwpnoev so B, not as Btly : see table.] 
Chr N 

om там» 
ты: ins ABDELAN 1. 83 latt syr-cu зуг goth 

aft povoc ins razu spocgvyxero D. 

ги the 

his e lest ы should be RON by that 
of the people through whose territory he 
passed ; see note оп Matt. xv. 32. Ob- 
serve, that here the 12 baskets are filled 
with the ents of the bread alone: 
but in Mark, with those of the fishes also. 

We must not altogether miss the 
reference to the 12 tribes of Israel, typi 
fying the church which was to be fed 
with the bread of life to the end of time. 

14.] On ó жроф. see note on ch. 
i 21,—ó wpo$. єї eb; 15.] After 
such a recognition, nothing was wanting 
but that the multitudes who were journey- 
ing to the Passover should take Jesus 
with them and proclaim Him king of the 
Jews in the holy City i The 
other three Evangeliste, while they do not 
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In al.) & 
Mark (1. 8 ane 

al.) only f; mépav тс Өа\асотпс ec Ka$apvaobg. 

éyeyove, Kat ойкш éAnAWOan тобс avrovc o lobt, п, 
avíuov peyadou "srvéovroc " Sue yupero. 

19 * EXwAaKdrec обу “we * cradiouc EKootTévre d rpuorn, 
> Ücepovatv róv ‘Incouy " ziprraroUrra " ert тус dl 

Kai " Éyyüc rov тАо!оъ yiwopevov’ Kat € 

omr- 
q == eh. li. 19. 
? rx vhi. 38 

гей. 
s ~ ch. xx.1 

(1.6 гей). 
t Matt. vil. уб, 

t re ÜfáAXacaa 

EYATTEAION 

16 '0c 8 Р ola t yt er, * кат Зпса» ot pabyra: вик" 
< b » т * е 

тй» ÜaXaccav, ' ка! ' euBavrec eç жоюу deve j 

VI. 

МГ ‚ ж“ 

каг скотіа т. - 

Uher. 

v= Mark b | dt Агум avroic " Eye аш, pn фоВесбе. 21 © Fedor ov 
48 (reif) on 

ee o inie 29 onl vat. xil. „ 16, 29 only. 
b J. ch. xviii. b, s. "S co. I. 44 V. . vill. 44. 

17. for euBavrec, avaßavreç AK Chr. 
om BLAN 33 goth. 
Chr. 

for ypxorro, epyovrat N. 
for ка‹ ск. nò. ty., kartlafsy де avrovc n скота DK. 

1 Lake Iv. 18. ch. zi. 18. 1 Cor.iz. 94. Rev. ziv. 90. xxi. )Óonly t. Sheni 
Luke &xifi. 48 гей. si. Job iz. S. a gen, cb. E 

rec ins ro bef Roter, with AD r 
ins eic ro bef repay D 

rec (for eere 
ove, with A rel vulg lat-o ff, syrr syr cu: txt BDLN 83. 69 lat-a 5 e f syrjer o 

N goth eth arm Cyr Nonn 
as Btly.] 

18. for re, de D-gr vu 
rel: txt B[sic : see table] GL 

19. we AD 1. 
20. for o de, ка N. 

ive any intimation of this reason of our 
Lord's withdrawal, relate the facf, and 
Luke preserves in the very next verse a 
trace of its motive,—by the question 
“Whom do the people say that I am?’ 
and the answer, expressing the very con- 
fession of the people here. 

16—31.) Jesus walke on the sea. 
Matt. xiv. 22—38. Mark vi. 45—52. 
Omitted by Luke. An important and in- 
bep | question arises WHY is this 
miracle here inserted by St. John? That 
he ever inserts for the mere purpose of 
narration, I cannot believe. e reason 
seems to me to be this: to give to the 
Twelve, in the prospect of so apparently 
strange a discourse respecting His Body, а 
view of the truth respecting that Body, 
that it and the things said of it were not to 
be understood in а gross corporeal, but in 
a supernatural and spiritual sense. And 
their very terror, and reassurance, tended 
to impress that confidence in Him which 
kept them firm, wben many left Him, 
ver. 66. 16.] &a, here, will be 
during the time between the óyía of 
Matt. xiv. 15, and that of ib. ver. 23. 

xatréByoay| By the command of 
Jesus (Matt., Mark). 17.) 4pxovre 
—denoting the unfinished action—they 
were ma for the other side of the 
sea, in the direction of Capernaum ; трдс 
BnOcatéay, Mark, which would be the 
same thing. It would appear as if the dis- 
ciples were lingering along shore with the 

i wpoc avrovg bef AAG B. [В has not AH 
6 eno. bef трос avrovc D N(omg ò) 80 lat-a th. 

lat-b с um copt goth sth. 
A 69 

rec dewyerpere, with ADR 

cradta stadia ОМ! 106. (txt R · oorri or N2.) 

expectation of taking in Jesus: bot v" 
had fallen, end He bad not come to th. 
and the sea to be stormy (ver. A 

Having therefore (or) set out (ver. l. 
and rowed, &c. The оўу seems to me 7 
render this supposition necessary, — to bis! 
their having rowed twenty-five or tb 
stadia, with the fact that the Lord bed»: 
come, and it was dark, and the sea gel 
into a storm. The lake is (Jos. B. J. in 
10. 7) forty stadia wide: so that, a = 
can hardly assume the to have bees 
toa point directly opposite, they чегет" 
where about píco» тйс Gadaconc, Matt 
т 24. i 18. ] was become 

oroughly agitated: was rising. 
19. wep. iwi rig Gad.) There surely ой 
be no question in the mind of an un 
judiced reader, that it is John's inte" 
to relate a miracle ;—nor sgsin, i 
there could be in the minds of the бірі 
no doubt about that miracle can 
of a mistake as to what they aw. 1а" 
treated of èm тїз Gad. on Matthew, "€ 
25. They were afraid: —dut 919 
being reassured by His voice, they *' 
willing to take Him into the ship; ws 
upon 5 а comps: 
ratively short time (or aps i ^ 
ir dala, but I prefer the other) wae # 

the land to which they had been going. ПЁ. 
by the storm ceasing, and the ship makin? 
smooth way (icówacev ò depo, Mal- 
Mark). It seems to me that tbe⸗ 
interpretation of (chev oby Aefér 93" 
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Маде» avrov siç rò mÀotov, ка! evbiwç tyévero r0 арн, 
wAoiov emi тпс упс tic dy dr. S 

22 Ty ' trabpiov о OyAoc 0 ёстпкес тёоа>» тпс даАёв- Tiere ace. Se 
Mar . 9. стс eld от: ' тЛоарюх аААо ойк Ñv ёки & un tv, Kal fiv- ga тг 

Ore ov * ouverçchÀbev тос набптас avrov о ‘Inoove єс rò ch, xxl. 8 

mÀoiov, aÀÀd uóvot ot uaÜnrat avrov атАдоу' 28 GAA жуык 
[84] na ber Rap ёк ^ TiBepradog “tyytc тоо rówov No 
е a 2 a — . 
Отоу ёфауоу тоу арто» tvyoapisricavroc rov "kvupiov' T 

Ld 4 * * y РА 9 - 9 ГА Ll ver. D 

24 ore оф» eldev G буАос Ore loo ойк | Ёттт» Exel OUSE OF hz ht 
paÜnrai avrov, ®Ф>{Зпоау ато! ис та ‘ wotapta Kat йАбо» ee 4 

А ` - T» e ver. 17. 

ис Кафаоуаоуи Cnrouvrec rov Ino 25 kai tb pòvrec эш 

21. for nA, 3A0ov М. avrov bef Хаве» D 69 lat-e goth Aug. rec то 
х\о‹о> bef syevero, with DN rel: txt ABGL 1. 33. 69 am(with forj fos fuld ing mt) 
lat-c e g l g coptt eth arm Orig Cyr Aug. tyevn@n D. тт yn» Ni. 
for vx nyov, urnyrnoey Ni. 

99. for sorgewc, tere №. rec (for ndov) idw», with E rel: «dw» A: 180% L: 
гдг» DN al vulg lat-b c arm Chr-comm: txt AB lat-a F syrr copt goth eth. 
rec aft ev ins execvo tc о evtBnoay об рабпта: avrov (explanation), with (DM) E rel 
lat-a e syrr syr-cu sah Chr Cyr.—(om seuvo D 33 oy lbs syr-cu arm Chr,.—o» 
avt. A.—for avrov, rov intov D'N 69 lat-a syr-cu sah arm, avrov ino. D'.)—om 
ABL 1 vulg lat-c f ff, g І copt goth æth Nonn. for evyignAOsv тос раб. avrov, 
суул nàvh: avroig Ni. o thong bef тос ua0nraic avrov А. rec (for rotor) 
х\оаро» (as above), with E rel lat-a f q вуг: swAoiaov(sic) N!: txt ABDKL 1. 83. 69 
vulg lat-6 c e f, goth Chr Cyr. novo t-a. om ax9A0oy NI. (ins №:.) 

28. for ал. 0. дА. R., aÀÀwy wrotapiwy eAOovrwv D lat-b syr-cu arm: exiAQovro» 
ovv mowy N.—om de BL 33 lat-e copt: ins А rel vulg lat.a c f ff, syrr goth eth.— 
for wAotagtg, хАо В 157 ev-32 vulg lat-c. 

ins кас bef ega yo» №!. тоу Torov, ovence Ni. 
erp. D 69! lat-a e syr-cu arm. 

94. for ore to «kt, каг idovrec ori ove ny arsi o ĩg Rl. 

ins rag bef rijep «doc B al. for 
om roy R. om tvy. T. 

om avrov Ni. 
rec ins xa: bef avro:, with UT (1. 33, e sil): om AB rel lat-g syrr syr-cu copt wth 
Cyr Thl.—om avro: SN goth arm.—for eve. av. tig ra, ABO savrov D lat-d f} 1.— 
aveBnoay R. 
marg Cyr Thl.—for та rÀ., ro wAotoy Ni. 

solutely necessary to account for the обу, 
and quite in accordance with John’s usage 
of di (see reff.). Some of the German 
Commentators (even De Wette among 
them) have created a difficulty, by strangely 
rendering joe Ao, ‘they wished’ (imply- 
ing, ‘but did not), but (xai) the ship was 
immediately, &c.— i. e. they were already 
close to the land, and so there was no oc- 
casion. Prof. Bleek (Beitrage, pp. 103, 4) 
half adopts this view ;—adding to it, I am 

to see, that perhaps Jesus was on the 
land, and the disciples in the storm and 
darkness thought Him to be on the 
sea. 

922—059.) The multitudes follow Jesus 
to Capernaum, where, in the synagogue, 
He discourses to them on himself as 
the Bread of Life. 22—24.| These 
verses are involved and parenthetical in 
eon таа, but very characteristic of 

OL. I. 

rec (for whoapia) яАоа, with A rel: txt BDL 33. 69 latt syr- 

the minute care with which the Evan- 
gelist will account for every circum- 
stance which is essential to his purpose 
ih the narrative. $ бх\оз] We are 
not to understand the whole multitude 
who were fed,—but that portion of them 
which had remained on the coast over 
the night. Many had probably dispersed 
to the villages about, or perhaps taken up 
their night quarters more inland. 
«ра» nis 6., i. е. оп the east coast. We 
are supposed to be at Capernaum. 
фу is not pluperfect in sense—the meaning 
is regulated by оу — еу were aware 
that there was no other ship there but 
one, and that Jesus did not, &c. Then 
the Aber afterwards, belonging to the 
same set of facts, is in the same tense, but 
not pluperfect: came, not ‘had come.’ 
The wAovdpra had perhaps brought some of 
them thither; or the spot * T. vu, 

3 
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n z Lake x. айтду піра» тпс Өгасстс eros aury Papi, wore wee 
о see Matt. v. . 96 1 A Ы он сойс Kai ёжеу ̂  Ану ри " yéyovaç : | атекрїӨп autoic о ngouc ка um 

m. ae аиту Ayay ош», Cnrsiré pi обу Ort едете Р очиб, M' on 
- a а eva ere ёк тоу арте» col '&хортаобңте. 27 ip yd 
on 1 fark к : 
zi 4. Heb. 2. um тї» * Bpwow тй» " awoAAupévay, adda ra» ‘ Воеси 
xara Т ту pévoucay tic wry афо», ny 0 "мос rov " ардретоә 

ш йш» Dow rovrov ye o татр Logg ver, o бос. 
; 2 2 тоу обу т00с̧ avrov Ti токе», iva v ra :.- 
Ps. 3vi. 1 | 

s 2Joha 8 koya rov Gdõj 29 awecpiOn о Тоо Kai nun ave p 
coe f. ao ref. a = Heb. i. 11 * 

Ran. av. 36 "E Matt. zxvil. 66. S priis. p Ed . S 0 (n 5. F. товч È 5 2 
ch. ii. 91. Matt. axvi.] p 

95. for yeyovac, tgAv0acg D; Meg N; similarly latt Syr syr-cu aab-mnt г: 
arm: th has both. 
26. om ё М. om Znrecre pe Rl. ecare D. aft npea ins cat mate 

D fos(with gat) lat-a 5 f goth. 
N. lst Gpwat» bef un, omg rg», N.—om 2nd rg» Spec EFGHN 69 vulg b. 

Clem, Constt Epiph Aug. for ушу дысы, бб зу ошу DN fos lat-e f, syr-«u pi 
Chr: wos vp. 69 Chr, Hil. 

28. om ouy А Syr syT-cu вут-]ег arm. Steph жоюн», with (EST 1. 33, e = 
Thl: -дсореу 69 latt sah Chr.: -gewpty DG: txt ABLTN rel Orig Chr Cyr.—tran; 
tpy. and soi. D. 

&c. might have been some landing-place of the body which perishes (see 1 Cor. vi. 13: 
merchandise. 95.) wépay v. 0. is now ud +. Вр.) It is important * 
the «est bank;—we have been ng bear in mind that the ipya@Zee@e: spok-- 
the sea with the multitude. of above, which also applies to this, wm 
Stier remarks, includes sé in ines not a ‘working for,’ or bring abou 
Our Lord leaves the question unans of,’ but a following Christ in order to ob- 
00 tain. So the meaning will be, bet seek 
that He had miraculously crossed the lake. to obtain, by following after Me.... 

26.] The seeking Him, on the part And thus i.. . . AM keeps its tre 
of these people,—to Him, who saw the literal force, Do not... . but. 
hearts,—was merely a low desire to profit тђу pév. els }. al.: see ch. iv. 14. If this 
by his wonderful works,—not a reasonable po, remains ѓо eternal life, it must be 
consequence of deduction from his miracles iritual food. . . бете: se 
that He was the Saviour of the world. ch. iv. ib. Фу agrees with Bpmew, »: 
And from this low desire of mere satisfao- with фм». future, because th 
tion of their carnal appetite, He takes great Sacrifice was not yet offered: во a 
occasion in the following discourse to raise ch. iv. ó vide т. àvÓp., emphat. 
them to spiritual desire after HrwSELE, here and belonging to this discourse. 
THE BREAD OF ЇЛРЕ. The discourse forms since it is of His Fiesh that He » 
а parallel with that in ch. iv. 27.) about to speak. тобто” yàp ..... 
ipyáL. imperative: another instance ofthe For Him hath the Father sealed, even 
construction which I have advocated in ch. God. ісфрќуү., by sadoubted tes- 
v. 89. The E. V., Labour not for,’ timony, as at Hia baptism ; and since, by 
does not give the sense of ipyá?. ey His miracles, see ch. x. 56: not, stampul 
had not laboured in this case for the with the image of His Person,’ which is 
Bp&eic dwoddupiévg, but it had been fur- altogether beside the present subject, sod 
nished miraculously. A better renderiug inconsistent with the meaning of o 
would be, Busy not yourselves about,— 28.] The people understand His 
Do not weary yourselves for, —which they ipyál:oð: literally, and dwell upon it. 
were doing, by thus coming after our They quite seem to think that the foud 
Lord. Thr ёжоћ. ‘whose nourishing which is to endure for ever is to be spi- 
power passes away, De Wette. Rather ritually interpreted; and they therefore ask 
perhaps more literally, which perisheth, this question, referring the ipyát. to the 

V.:—the useless part of it, in being works of the law. тё теё бөз 
cust out ;—the useful, in becoming part of must not be taken to mean the © works 
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ә „ ? a y - өз A е a 

> Tovro torı» то #руоу тоо Ütov, ? tva " ricrevnre * siç Оу 7 в ошу, 
атістиће» kxHv,,ẽẽ. © тоу оду aurp Tí ovv тош ov 

* anueioy, tva їдшцг> Kat °лцотейсшц{> со; ri Epyaly ; s. 
oi vartotc пио» тд “pava cpo ev тр Epnuy, кабос 

ariv yeypappivor Aprov ёк той ovpavov ° кву avroic 

31 

* payetv. 

аћ\ o warno pov SiSwow брі» rov артоу ёк тою ovpae E, 
Nem. zi. 

vou rov ‘adnOwov. 

vv. 39, 40. 
oh. zv. 19. 
xvii. 8. 
1 John iii 11, 

v. 21. 

17. 
ach. Ji. 11 reff, 
a ch. ii. 11 ref. o + « $ ~ ер = ә E" А 

ei re ойу avroic о Incovc Auw ант» A bos ыт. 
е - % [d - a E Lad - 34 etf. 

ошо, o Mwvanc tüwxsv йш» тд» üprov ёк rov oUpavoy' ever. Физ 
Heb. 

33 0 yao aproc rov бой toriy d ra => 
7 9 Р © се d Pua. ixxvil. 

24. е Matt. xiv. 16 reff, f ch. I. 9 reff. 

29. om ó N rel: ins ABDKLTA. 
with DN rel: txt ABT 1. 33 

om cv 69 al arm: onpecoy bef av R. 
91. tor. уғур. eor., but the lst гот. erased, D 
82. [rec 8: re, with AT N(so also in 

for ro epyov, ra груа T. 
Orig Bas Cyr, xtorevare L. 

80. om 2nd ov» LN 83 fos lat-/ syr copt arm. 

rec miorevornre, 
awtoraAcey ТГ. 

cv bef хошс D vulg lat-c 6: 

om aprov N!. 
ver 31) rel Orig Eus : txt BDL Clem 

Eus,.] 
33. ins о bef rov Өгоу DN: om ABT rel Clem Orig Eus. 

which God works, but, as in Jer. xlviii. 
10 (xxxi. 10 LXX); 1 Cor. xv. 58, the 
works well pleasing to God. 29.) 
The meaning is not, —that faith 5 
in us zy God, is the work-of God; but 
that the truest way of working the work of 
God is to believe on Him whom He hath 
sent. ёрүо», tpya, because there 
is but this one, pfOperly speaking, and all 
the rest are wrupt up in it (see James i. 
25). This is a most im isa 
of our Lord, as containing the germ of that 
teaching afterwards so fully expanded in 
the writings of Paul. “I know not,” says 
Schleiermacher (cited by Stier, iv. 231, edn. 
2), where we can any passage, even 
in the writings of the Apostles, which says 
so clearly and significantly, that all eternal 
life in men cbr from nothing else 
than faith in Christ." 80, 31.) This 
answers to ch. iv. 12, Art thou greater 
than our father Jacob, &c. It is spoken 
in unbelief and opposition ; not, as many 
have supposed, as a request for the Bread 
of Life, meaning i£ by the sign, but in the 
ordinary sign-seeking spirit of the Jews. 
Stier says well, ‘They have been hesitating 
between better and worse thoughts, till at 
last unbelief prevails.’ The oypetoy here 
demanded is the sigu from heaven, the 
proof of the sealing by God ; such a proof 
would be, in their estimation, compared 
with His present miracles, as the manna 
(bread from Aeaven) was, compared to the 
multiplied loaves and fishes. The 
manna was extolled by the Jews as the 
greatest miracle of Moses. Josephus calls 
it Orlov cai wapado~ow pana: see also 
Wied. xvi. 20, 21. ‘They forgot that ўт 

8 

fathers disbelieved Moses almost from the 
time when they began to eat the manna; 
and that the Psalm from which they quote 
most strongly sets forth this;—that they 
despised the manna, and preferred ordinary 
meat to it.’ Stier. Observe our 
Lord's sicr. els and then жест. со. The 
former, the casting their whole hopes and 
faith on Him, is what He requires: but 
they will not even give the latter, common 

ence, to Him. Their ví dpyéln ; 
Meyer remarks, is a retort of our ^s 
question, ver. 27. There is no e$ ex- 
pe but the stress is on the rf. 
J Our Lord lays open the course of 

their argument. y have not , 
М овез, —пог was the giving of the manna 
a miracle formed by Moses ;—but He 
knew that the comparison between Moses 
and Himself was in their minds, and 
answers à epose the error which re- 
neuve oses as the giver of the manna. 

either again was that the true bread 
from heaven. It was, in one sense, bread 
from heaven ;—but not in thie sense. It 
was a type and shadow of the true breed 
(Bide heaven, 5 1 is giving 

id t, —or perhaps abstract pre- 
sent,—giveth) to you. Our Lord ds 
not here , but asserta the miraculous 
eharacter the manna. 88.] 6 
Spree тоб de =ó áproc dy didwow ò 
warho pov. The words ó xereB..... 
are the predicate of à áproc, and do яо? 
apply, in the construction thie verse, 
to Christ personally, however truly they 
apply to Him in fact. The E. V. is here 
wrong: it should be, The bread of God is 
that (not He) which cometh, &c. Not 
2 
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. t cara[Jatvwv ёк TOU ovpavov kat Conv didadc тө cox. 
i iv. 1 1 , ғ з е 

. M тоу оўу xpoc avrov Коре, mavrore Soc ww тех 
» es 

артоу TOUTOV. cxt». avroic о "асос Eye un 

vum о артос rnc tnc о to Xopsvoc móc ipè ov pm deter 

i eh iv. 13, c. kat o " moreuwy fig Eat ov ur) дрон тототе. adh 
k Matt. 231. 
Svi. Luke 
iv. 39. xiii. 

v e- @ y e 7 П $9 М 
tUTOV ош» ore Kat Ешракатг= ut Kal OV FIOTEVETE. 

S say 

в a a ЫШ , 

эй. chizih 0 Sid wor о татр трос tut Ёш, Kal rov груорти 
Acts vii 6 

zi.9 

a » 1 

in. 40. Rev. тобс pe ov pl * A z ы, 38 ort ката {За axe 
‚ому. 

di donc bef Zany AK 83 vulg lato f f, вут сор goth wth Eus, Aug: txt BDIX 

uS. rel lat - a b e syr-cu arm Clem Orig, 
94. wavrore bef кери R. 
85. rec aft re ins às, with A rel vulg lat-c syr-marg 

syr-txt sah: om BLT fos lat-a b e Syr syr-cu copt arm. 
wesvace D AD rel Orig Eus: txt BTN.] 

; ovy DIK 33. 8 

Tree (t e) ps 
T 1 Eus Chr ThL тее Gym 

with B? rel Orig: deface: D: txt AB'HLTANM 1. 33 Eus Chr ТМ. 
36. om pe AN gat lat-a b e : ins ВОТ rel. 
37. for us, eye EKTAN. 
88. ins ov bef caraBeBnea, omg ovx, Nl. 

41, 61, where there is no varn: see on ver 42), with DN rel Ign 

till ver. 85 does Jesus first say, ‘I АМ 
the bread of life.“ The manna is still kept 
in view—téray xarigg ) дӧрӧвос. .... 
xkaréBewev тд parva ix’ arc, Num. 
xi. 9. And the present participle, here 
used in reference to the manna, is dropped 
when the Lord Himself is spoken of: see 
vv. 38, 41, 58, and especially the distinction 
between ver. 50 and ver. 51 (so Lücke, De 
Wette, Stier, Bengel). $4.] ch. iv. 
15 is exactly parallel. The Jews under- 
stand this bread, as the Samaritan woman 
understood the water, to be some miracu- 
Ts Veit sustenance which тота оссин 
ife everlasting :—perhaps they thought о 
the heavenly manna, which the Habbis 
speak of as prepared for the just in the 
future world ;—see quotations in Lücke, 
ii. 132, also Rev. ii. 17. *ávTOT€, 
empbatic:—not now only, but always. 

35.] As in ch. v. 30, so here, our 
Lord passes from the indirect to the direct 
form of speech. Henceforward it is ‘I,’ 
‘Me,’ throughout the discourse. 
In the genitive тўз [es is implied д 
катабас̧ ік тоё оёр. cal Qui)» ddode т. 
tócp. So bdwp Sew in ch. iv. 
On the assurance of never hungering or 
thirsting, вее note at ch. iv. 14. It is pos- 
sible that our Lord placed the all-satisfying 
bread of life in contrust to the manna, 
which was no sooner given, Exod. xvi., than 
the people began to thirst, Exod. xvii.;— 
but I would not lay any stress on this. 

$ ipydp. тр. Ind is in the same sense 
as in ch. v. 40—that of acceptance of and 
faith in Him. 36.] elwov iniv—wire 

aft к. ov ins py Т. 
om te DN! lat-a b e syr-cu Hil: ins BT rd. 

axo) ec (from т 3. rec (for Eus, Bes St, 

6 rovro slwer abroic ? glade үш М 
Oven ply pù үрафй ус: 0. 
perhaps, as Биш: himself seems to “£ 
gest, and as Lücke and De Wette ur = 
clined to think, the reference mare? 
ch. v. 87—44, and the pir may be = 
generally. Stier and others think thet пт. 
26 is referred to: but this is fart 
We have instances of ge wen 
not recorded, in ch. x. 26; 
have seen the true Bread fem bore у 
onuttoy ter than manna, , 
Музеі Land et have not believed. | 
31.) The whole body of believers © g 
are spoken of by Him, here ur 
xvii, as given іо Him by the. 
But "s observation in very inpr 
ant: ‘way—vocula momentos 

3 à collatis iis quse sequuntur, considersit С^ 
nissima. Nam in sermonibus Jenn Cen 
quod Pater ipsi dedit, id, et si " 
mero et neutro genere, appellator o 
qui ad ipsum, Filium, veniunt, ! eed 
lino genere vel etiam plurali ved 
scribuntur,—omeds, vel ili. Pater > 
totam quasi massam dedit, ut omne Ts 
dedit onum sint; id universum e ы 
gulatim evolvit, in exsecutione. bh a 
in xvii. 2, ot oane gros ойс А 
vitam eternam.’ also 1 Jobn "in 
See further on яа» 8 didwaiv pet à та" 
ver. 44. 3 ix. God 
refer here to the office of the 5000 7 
as Judge; but is another way of Бү? 
ing the grace and readiness with =h 

ill receive all who come to Him. . s; 
88, 39, 40.] His reception of me У 
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84—42. KATA IQANNHN. 157 

-æ 7 -æ * ы * a э 

rov oupavov ovx tva ! токо то ! ÜfAnua то ёр» dd то Mat vis 
GiAnpa тоў méupavróc pe. ™ 

т L 

rovro дё отг» rò GéAnua v., W. 
xvii. 2. Кет. 

rod тёрфаутос pe, “iva " па» 0 Séidwxév pot, u ° атоћМао f. . fa. 
p 43 э с aA Ad q? , ДИ of Ld re é 0 = ch. xviii. u. 

t; аотоо, алла  avagrygow avro т tox ar 1 s.p- $ 0 
rovro уар toriv то "ÜcAnua rov warpoc pov, “iva +. 1.9, 

act., = he 
-æ e - 4 es 4 » ^ y , 

тас о * Өдєшроу rov viov Kai " sicrtUwv "ыс avrov EXY Sac 
` в „ 142 , э < > 4 ” үз , 24 ai.) oaly. 

бөл» QIWVIOV, «xat d vac r аутоу E yo тї t Jar p . xi. 

4l v „„ ' "inépa. 
42 

eyoyyuZoy ovv о: lovdato: mepi avrov, Оті "Fise t 
e » e oh. (vli. 37.) т d , w * wt — , - 

ите Eyw иш о aproc о ката[84с “ёк rov oupavov, 1:34. xii 
48 only. J 

xai EXeyov Ody oùróç Фет» luoobe o vidg luo, ov t! Tei"? t ~ ch. zii. 45 
bis. ziv. 17. 

ach. il. 11 reff. v here bis & ver. 61. ch. vil. 32. Matt. xx. 11. Lake v. 80, 1 Cor. x. 10 bis, 
only. Num. xiv. 27. w see ver. 

txt ABLT 33. 69 (sah f). for row, voce D L'(appy) М Ath Euthym. at 
end add warpoc D 38 syr-cu syr-jer Did. 

$9. om 1st clause (homaotel) CK al.—rec aft seuavroc ue ins жатрос, with E rel 
vulg lat-a c syr eyrjer: om ABDLT 1 lat-5 e f q Syr syr-cu coptt goth Ath Chr Cyr, 
Ambr Aug. ог e£ avrov, иб.» D. for adAa, аМ\' iva rec ins e» 
bef ry ecyarn, with ADEN 69 (S 33, e sil) latt coptt Ath Tert Ambr Aug: om BCLT 
rel am lat-e Ath-ms Cyr Victorin. 

40. rec (for yap) de (from ver 89), with E rel syr(Tischdf) Chr Chrom: txt 
ABCDKLUN 1. 33. 69 am(with em fos fuld ing jac mt tol) lat-a b c syrr syr-cu 
coptt. rec (for rov war. pou) т. repWavrog pt (from ver 39), with A rel Did 
Ст: row ж.ш. ре жатрос A 69 vulg lat-c f Ў, g syr-jer Cyr Ambr A 
txt BD TUN 1. 33 lat-a b o q syrr syr-cu coptt æth arm Clem Ath-ms 

Chrom : 
r, Nonn 

Tert, Hil, Victorin. om tyw AD 1 fos(with tol) lat-5 f copt Clem Chr Tert Hil : 
ins BCTR rel volg lat-a o e fs syr-cu sah goth eth arm. 

em : om BCT rel lat-e Tert. eacyarn ADKLSUN latt coptt goth 
for ovy, ёг D-gr Syr syr-cu goth. 

42. ovx: BT. 

capricious, nor even of His own arbitrary 
choice; but as He came into the world to do 
theFatbher's will, and that will is that all who 
come to Him by faith shall have life, so He 
receives all such ; —loses none of them ;— 
and will raise them all up (here, i» (he fall- 
est and blessed sense) nt the last day. (&w- 
ole again is not ‘destroy,’ ‘condemn,’ 
but lose: see ch. xii. 25; xvii. 12. бра pi) 
££ бийс atriag awéAnrai ric, ку) 
Olshausen remarks, that ‘in ch. iv. we 
only the inexhaustible ing of the 
soul by the water of life ; but this discourse 
goes further ;—that not even death iteelf 
shall destroy the body of him who has been 
nourished by this bread of life’ (ii. 167). 

refers to the only resur- 
rection which is the completion of the man 
in his glorified state;—it does not set 
aside the dváeracic cpisewc, but that very 

* term is a debasement of ávácracig: its 
true sense is only арастао:с C ic. 
Bengel has beautifully given the connexion 
of this last promise with what went be- 
fore: “ hic finis est, ultra quem periculum 
nullum.” But there is much more than 

ins rov bef wong D. 

ins «v bef тл 

this in it. In this declaration (vv. 89, 40) 
is contained the key of the following dis- 
course, vv. 44—59. Тһе end of the work 
of God, as regards man, is the glorification 
of his restored and sanctified nature,— 
body, soul, and spirit, —in eternity. With- 
out this, —salvation, restitution, would be 
incomplete. The adoption cannot be con- 
summated without the redemption of the 
body. Hom. viii. 18—23. And the glori- 
fication of the body, soul, and spirit, —of 
the whole man,—cannot take place but by 
means of the glorifled Body of the second 
Adam. * He who does not see this, will 
never understand either the Holy Com- 
munion, or this testimony of the Lord in 
ite inner meaning.’ Stier, iv. 243, edn. 2. 

The бєъмрдү here is а different thing 
from the mere ópgy of ver. 36. It is the 
awakening of the attention tory to 
faith, килеш to the е оп ће 
serpent brass: тос #аАноїс ric 
Puxiic, Euthym. ; but afterwards he makes 

Oewpeivy = mioredecy, to which it is 
only preparatory. 41.] Not different 
hearers, nor does the scene of the discourse 
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Acta xvi. jo 46 РУ dbva ra EÀ Gary тоос Emé, sav py o Baty 

eas} eMac pe Ac 

a Merk l. s k ТЇ EOwaro mutpa. 45 fr ivory yeypoppivo 
rec (for vv») ov», with ADN rel vulg lat-b c f ff, g вуг Ath: om late e: tr 
BCT copt goth arm Ath-2-mss. rec aft Агүн Ins ovroc, with A rel volg at: 
c e f syrr goth Aug: pref, М: om BCLT 1. 33. 69 lat-a ff, syr-cu сор sth sm 
Chr Cyr Aug. At yt tavrov axo т. о. earaBeBneevar D Chr. 

48. rec aft awexpe9n ins ov», with ADR rel vulg lat-ó e syr: 
om o BLIN 1. 83: ins ACD rel. lat-a e Syr coptt arm Cyr. 

аюто bef канте» R. 
44. rec (for tut) ut, with ACDTN rel Hi 

rec cat eyw, with A rel Did Chr: ini 
am(with ing?) lat-e: ins ABCDT rd «x 

om ò warnp А al. 
1. 18 Cyr. rec om e», with AN 
coptt goth Cyr ТЫ. 

here change: they were the s&me,— per- 
haps the principal among them, the official 
superintendents of the synagogue:—for 
Joha generally uses ol 'lovóaiot in this 
official sense. 42.] They rightly sup- 
posed that this котеђтға dx Tov ov 
must imply some method of coming into 
the world diverse from ordinary genera- 
tion. Meyer gathers from the ofd:uper, 
that our Lord’s reputed father was then 
still alive. But surely the verb will bear 
the sense of knowing as matter of fact 
who they were, and need not be confined 
to personal knowledge. 43.] Our Lord 
does not answer their objection, because it 
lay far from His present pu to disclose 
aught of those mysteries which the answer 
must have indicated. It was not till the 
faith of the apostolic Christians was fully 
fixed on Him as the Son of God, and the 
outline of the doctrine of His Person was 
firmly sketched out, that the Spirit bronght 
out those historical records which assure us 
of His supernatural conception (sce Nitzsch, 
cited by Stier, iv. 244, edn. 2). 44.) The 
connexion seems to be this: They were not 
to murmur among themselves because He 
had said this; for the right understanding 
of what He had said is only to be gained 
by being taught of God, by being drawn 
by the Father, who alone can give the desire 
to come to Christ, and bring a man to 
Him. That this ‘drawing’ is not irre- 
sistible grace, is confessed even by Augus- 
tine himself, in hie Tractatus on this pas- 
sage. ‘Si trahitur, ait aliquis, invitus 
venit. Si invitus venit, neo credit: si non 
credit, nec venit. Non enim ad Christum 
ambulando currimus, sed credendo; nec 
motu corporis sed voluntate cordis accedi. 
mus..... Noli te cogitare invitum trahi ; 

om BCKLT 31.2 
pre В. 

] Orig Did Chr : txt BEMTVS 
res 2 txt DI 

trahitur animus et amore. And jr t- 
fore: *Intrare quisquam ecclesiam pict 

dere non potest, nisi volens.” Rm 
* trahit sua quemque voluptas ' (Vir. fe. 
ii. 65), to shew that the drawi ed 
delight and choice, not of 
necessity. Calvin (?), Вета, and [ax 
understand irresistible to be be 
meant: ‘Falsum est et profanum. »* 
nisi volentes trahi’ (Cslv. Lücke i f. 
note) The Greek expositors, Cyril je 
sostom, Euthymius, Theophylact, take 
view which I have adopted abore. (hr 
кесе says, 9 nai abró трд б) 
vaipet, Ad ралЛою inge 

Gondlelag Seoptvovc. See Article X. of U. 
Church of England, in fine. à 
drawing towards Christ way be @ 
fied in the legal di tion, which vr 
to the Jews а wardaywyia dc “ 
It now is being exerted on all the . 
in accordance with the Lord's pf 
ch. xii. 33 (eee note there), and His ̂7 
mand Matt. xxviii. 19, 20,—by Chris 
preaching and missions; bat, after к 
the individual will тота be turd " 
Christ by the Father, Whose соте" 
promise ія, that He will во tum it ® 
answer to prayer. ‘Nondum trahens: 
ora ut traharis’ (Augustine, ibid). 
The same solemn and joyous "e 
Meyer well calls it, follows, as in ТҮ. 39, 

45.] iv vois may bed. 
general form of citation (Mark i 2 ts 
vii. 42; xiii. 40), or may mean that t 
sense is found in several e 
prophets: see besides reff., Jer. un., , 
84. This clearly intimates the kim ̂  
drawing meant in the last verre 

Р. 

* 
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` 7 only. 

see 1 
1v. 9. 

47 2 e gen., Matt 

48 eyo иш o артос "hc " Conc. oL татЁрєс duo Ega- Ex 
yo” ё» тр Ep TO ' påvva kat ar ™ orte отту > “acts. 
о aproc o ex TOU 5 ' kara[jaivev, 1 iva ric ! e£ avrov Lisas 
! pá yp ка! un amobávy. 5l 57% sipe o aproc "о Civ o o “ex r . 
rov ovpavov "'xara(jác' tav ric 'payy !tk rovrov rov A ‘gouty 

mu vee Ree оо ine и. LE EE Ji. Acts vil. 88, г 
45. rec ins rov bef Geov, with Scr's t': om ABCDTN rel Scr's mas Chr Суг ТЫ. 

rec aft тас ins ovv, with A rel lat-g (syrr =) Cyr: om BCDLSTN 69 latt coptt 
seth arm Orig, Hil. for акообас̧, acovwy 
5 goth Cyr Hil: txt ABC K 

txt coptt 
txt AC rel Orig. (38 def. ) 

A кан v. 24) D rel fos(with y mm) 
t. 83. 69 vulg бү. duc. 

aft дайы» ins ryv аллдна» А. 

46. rec ric bef 5 with A rel syr сор Did Thdrt Chr: txt BCDLTN 88 
for latt Syr syr-cu got 

жатга, coy DN! ud vA bed e Novat Quest. 
41. ins ori bef o rireνõẽ⅛ . N. 

om тор B. for brov, warpoc N. 

om tic exe BLTN arm-zoh: ins (cf ver 35 4с) 
ACD rel latt syrr coptt goth sth arm-usc Hil. 

49. aft egayor ins rov арто» D lat-a b e. 
AN rel vulg lat-a syrr 
san tol) lat-ó c e Orig Eus Chr Aug. 

50. awo€vnocn B Eus. 
51. aft ғау ins ovy D-gr. 

divine opening the eyes of the mind 
ov is an teaching. &xoócas к. 

idi of д‹дактбс. Epx. wpde 
This is the final decision of the 

amid will, acted on by the divine at- 
traction to Christ. The beginning is, The 
Father draws him: fhe progress, he hears 
and learns—here is the consenting will— 
Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth :’— 
the end, he cometh to Christ—here is the 
will acting on the whole man. 
46.} The connexion is: the mention of 
ároúgaç wap тод татрӧс might lead 
them to think of a mal communica- 
tion from the Father to each man, and 
thus the necessity of the mission of the 
Son might be invalidated. This was the 
only way in which a Jew could misunder- 
stand ver. 45; сма рне „ 

of the Father wit es, 
RP eu b jen Hia. 
self; see ch. vii. 29. His knowledge of 
the Father is complete and immediate; 
ours, partial, and derived through Him 
only. 47.) Our Lord now recurs to 
the subject of their murmurs, and gives 
the answer for which He has been pre- 
pering the way, repeating nearly ver. 40, 

rec ro раууа bef ғу rn єр ны, with 
coptt goth seth arm Thdrt Cyr Ambr: txt BCDT am(with ing 

тоо aprov bef rovrov D-gr arm: rov tpgov aprov 

and adding, 48.] If so, (see ver. 47,) 
there is full reason for my naming M 
the Bread of Life. 49.] That bread 
from heaven had no power to keep off 
death, and that, death owing fo unbelief : 
—our Lord by thus mentioning oi warípec 
dna and their death, certainly hints at the 
similar unbelief of these Jews. And the 
same dubious sense of &хоба›>р prevails in 
ver. 50. Death is as being swal- 
lowed up in the glory of the resurrection, 
and the second death—which was hidden 
in the former dxifavoy—has over him 
who eats this Bread of Life, wo power: 
nay, he is brought, even Aere, into а resur- 
rection state from sin and death ; see Rom. 
vi. init. and Col. iii. init. 61 6 div, 
containing life in itself,’ not merely sup- 
plying the waste of life with lifeless mat- 
ter: see on ch. iv. 18, 14. «al ó 
pros. . ] From this time we hear no 
more of Aorog: this flgure is e i 
the reality takes its place. 
difficult questions arise riding | the 
sense and reference of this saying of our 
Lord. (1) Does it refer to Hrs DEATH ? 
and, (2) is there any reference to the 
ORDINANCE OF THE LORD's SUPPER? 
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e dprov, i Coerai Е чс TO» "atra. ° ка! 0 aproc К & or? | 

7. Dag. Cl. eyw dwow Т вйоЁ pov сті» org THC тоо кобо 
28. 

o Matt. x. 18, ch. viti. 16, 17. v. 27. Acts Ш. 24. 1 Jahn I. 3. 2 Масе. v. 15 vat. 5 

om ta: Ni. (omg rovrov) R. {усе DLN 33 Orig, : txt BCT rel Orig,- 
om 5 Dr lat-a 5 c Clem Aug. rec aft tur ins yv eyw wow, with E rel ht. 
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(1) In treating this question I must 
at once reject all metaphorical and side- 
interpretations, as, that the teaching of 
Christ is the Bread, and to be taught бу 
Him is feeding upon it (so Grotius, and 
the modern rationalists): that the divine 
Nature of Christ, or His sending of the 
Holy Spirit, or His whole life of ар 4 
good on earth, сап be meant: all suc 
have against them the plain sense of the 
words, which, as Stier observes, are very 
simple ordinary words; the only diff- 
culty arising, when we come to enquire 
into their application to His own Person. 
The Bread of Lifeis Himself : and, strictly 
treated, when we come to enquire what, of 
that body, soul, and spirit, which con- 
stituted Himself, this Bread specifically is, 
we have His answer that it is His Flesh 
which He will give (for this will be the 
meaning, whether the words i)» iyw duce 
are to be regarded as part of the text or 
not) on behalf of the life of the world. 
We are then specifically directed to His 
Flesh as the answer. Then, what does 
that Flesh import? The flesh of animals 
is the ordi food of men: but sot the 
blood. The blood, which is the life, is 
spilt at death, апа is not in the flesh 
when eaten by us. Now this distinction 
must be carefully borne in mind. The 
JSlesh here, (see ver. 53,) and the eating of 
the flesh, are distinct from the blood, and 
the drinking of the blood. We have no 
generalities merely, to interpret as we 
please : but the terms used are precise and 
technical. Itis then only through or after 
the Death of the Lord, that by any pro- 
priety of language, His Flesh could be said 
to be eaten. Then another distinction 
must be remembered: The flesh of animals 
which we eat is dead flesh. It is already 
the prey of corruption; we eat it, and die 
(ver. 49). But this Bread, is living Bread; 
not dead flesh, but living Flesh. And 
therefore manducation by the teeth mate- 
rially is not fo be thought of here; but 
some kind of eating by which the living 
Flesh of the Son of God is made the living 
sustenance of those who partake of it. 
Now His Flesh and Blood were rundered 
by Death. Death was the shedding of His 
precious Blood, which He did not after- 

wards resume: see ch. xx. 27, and Lake 
xxiv. 39. His Flesh is the glorified mb- 
stance of His Resurrection-Body, now и 
the right hand of God. It is then in Hs 
Resurrection Гота only that His Пећ at 
be eaten, and be living food for the liriaz 
man. I cannot therefore see bow sss 
thing short of His Death can be ber 
meant. By that Death, He has given Н» 
Flesh for the life of the world : not mere 
that they who believe on Him way, in de 
highest sense, have life; but that ё кбтрм 
may have life. The very existence of +. 
the created world is owing to, am bei 
together by, that Resurrection- Body of the 
Lord. In Him ай things ure ДАШ 
together and reconciled to God: га sayta 
iv aùr „ Col i 17. 
(2) The question whether there ts here ong 
reference to the ORDINANCE OF TE 
Іовр’в SUPPER, has been ö К 

. When cleared of inaccuracy n 
terms, it will mean, Zs the dert 
dwelt upon, the same as that which is . 
forth in the ordinance of the Lord's Ser 
per? And of this there can surely be » 
doubt. To the ordinance itself, there 5 
here no reference ; nor could vel 
have been any. But the spiritual verit 
which underlies the ordinance is опе and 
the same with that here insisted оп; and 
во considered, the discourse is, as generally 
treated, most important towards a rigè 
пис x the «ша. Ов 
the Aistory of the exegesis of thi > 
sco Lücke ii. pp. 149—159 (3rd ed), and 
Excursus ii, in his 2nd ed. (omitted in 
his 3rd) ;—also Tholuck and Olshausen. Ш 
loc. To attempt to recount the vanoas 
opinions, would exceed the limits of a note 
in an edition of the whole Testament: fa 
the present subject is one in which 
manifold dogmatical variations of inf- 
vidual belief bave influenced Comments- 
tors to such an extent as to render a- 
curate classification impossible. I may 
roughly state, that three leading opinion 
may be traced: that of those who bold 
(a) that яо reference to the Holy Сош- 
munion is intended,—among whom are 
Origen and Basil, of the ancients; and 9 
the moderna, the Swiss Reformers, Zwingle 
and Calvin (the former however not very 
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decidedly, see Olsh. ii. 173 note), Luther, 
Melanchthon. (8) That the whole passage 
regards exclusively the Holy Communion, 
—among whom are Chrysostom, Cyril, 
Theophylact, Euthymius, the Schoolmen, 
and the Roman Catholic expositors, with 
a few exceptions. (y) That the subject 
and idea of the Holy Communion, not the 
ordinance is referred to: to which cluss 
belong the best modern Commentators in 
Germany, е. g. Lücke, Tholuck, Olshau- 
sen, Stier. Bengel's note to the same 
effect is important: ‘Jesus verba sua 
scienter ita formavit, ut statim et sem- 
per illa quidem de spirituali fruitione sui 
agerent proprie; sed posthac eadem con- 
sequenter etiam in augustissimum S. Coens 
mysterium, quum id institutum foret, con- 
venirent. Etenim ipsam rem hoc sermone 
pronun in S. Cœnam contulit ; tantique 

oc sacramentum est momenti, ut facile 
existimari possit, Jesum, ut proditionem 
Judse ver. 71, et mortem suam hoc versu, 
ita etiam S. Cœnam, de qua inter bec 
verba certissime secum cogitavit, uno ante 
anno preedixisse, ut discipuli ү pre- 
dictionis postea recordari. Tota hsc de 
carne et sanguine J. C. oratio Passionem 
spectat, et cum ea S. Cœnam. Hinc sepa- 
rata carnis et sanguinis mentio constanter. 
Nam in passione sanguis ex corpore eductus 
est, Agnusque mactatus.' 52.) The 
inference conveyed in þayeiv, which first 
comes from the Jews themselves, is yet a 
right one. If He is the Bread, and that 
Bread is His Flesh, we must eat His 
Flesh, though not in the sense here meant 
by them. They contended against one 
another, probably some having more in- 
sight into the possibility of & spiritual 
meaning than others. 58.] Our 
Lord not only ratifies their $aytiv, but 
adds to it a more wonderful thing; that 
they must also do that against which а 
prohibition might seem to have existed 
from Noah downwards,— drink His Blood. 
But observe, this Blood is not to be eaten 
in the Flesh, which was the forbidden 
thing (Gen. ix. 4: Levit. xvii. 10—16), in 
its strict literal form: but to be drunk, 

for gaynre, A\aBnre D lat-a Victorin. 

separate from the flesh : again presupposing 
death. Now as the Flesh of Christ (see 
above) is the Resurrection-Body which He 
now has, and in which all things consist ; 
во is His Blood (“the blood is the life,” 
Lev. xvii. 11, 14) the Life which He gave 
up, paid down, as the penalty for the sin 

the world. By the shedding, pouring 
forth, of that Blood, is remission of sin. 

It is quite impossible that these 
words should, as De Wette maintains, be 
merely an expansion of rj» сарка gaytiv. 
Even had the idea of rò alpa viva been 
one familiar to the Jews, the construc- 
tion would not have allowed such an 
interpretation ;—but sew as it was, and 
abhorrent from their habits and law, we 
must regard it as ially and purposely 

t is this eating and 
drinking? Clearly, not merely faith : for 
faith answers to the hand reached forth 
For the food,—but is not the act of eating. 
Faith is а necessary condition of the act: 
so that we can hardly say with Augustine, 
© crede, et manducasti ;' but * crede et man- 
ducabis.’ Inasmuch as Faith will neces- 
sarily in its energizing lead to this partaking, 
we sometimes incorrectly say that it is 
Faith :—but for strict accuracy this is not 
enough. То eat the flesh of Christ, is fo 
realize, in our inward life, the mystery o 
His Body now in е har ad oet od 
assimilate our own portion in that Body. 

To drink His Blood, is ѓо realize, 
in our inward life, the mystery of His 
satisfaction for sin,—to digest and as- 
uniiate our own portion in that satisfac- 

tion, the outpouring of that Blood. And 
both these definitions may be gathered 
into one, which is: The eating of His 
Flesh and drinking of His Blood import 
the making to ourselves and using as ob- 
jectively real, those two great Truths of 
our Redemption in Him, of which our 
Faith subjectively convinces us. 
And of this realizing of Faith He has been 
leased to appoint certain symbols in the 
oly Communion, which He has com- 

manded to be received ; to signify to us the 
spiritual process, and to aseist us towards 
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67. аягста\кеу D 69. 

68. om ovrog Ri. 
for xarapac, caraBaver Ni. 

warepec ins урыу, with 

om Ze T. 
rec (for Vnos) сега, with E rel: & C'(appy) D-gr, 

Ambr,: txt BC?KLTR 88. 69 Orig Eus Chr Si 
rec (for «E) ек rov, with DN rel Orig Chr Cyr: Ыі 710 

for rpwywy, AapfSavwy D Metern. 
4 2 lat q f 

Cyr-comm. 

os татергс bef e$ayo» R. ree 
D 69-corr! rel Chr; gue» Г 69! a1: om BCLTR opt Ore 

rec adds further ro pavva, with E rel latt syrr syr-jer goth arm: om BCDLTR 

it. офк fx. dev фу davr.] Le have 
not in you that spring of life, which shall 
overcome death, and lead 54.] to 
the resurrection in the true sense:' see 
above, ver. 44, and notice again the solemn 
refrain. tpwyev] It is not neces- 
sary to see any more literal ‘eating’ in the 
word than in ¢gaywy:—it expresses the 
present of $oyov, which must be either 
rpwywy or Lobi, —апа the real sense 
conveyed is, that by the very act of inward 
realization, which is the manducatio, the 
рса of eternal life is certified. 
] Mett is here not = у dAnOvh, 

nor is the sense, ‘My Flesh is the 
true meat &., but My Flesh is true 
meat, i. e. really TO BE EATEN, which 
they doubted. Thus dA is a gloss, 
which falls short of the depth of the ad- 
jective. This verse is decisive aguinst all 
explaining away or metaphorizing the pas- 

Food and drink are not here mere 
metaphors ;—rather are our common ma- 

terial food and drink mere . 
perfect types of this оп! recepit ' 
refreshment and nourishraentinto thebe. 

56.) He who thus liver 51 
Ше, abides in Ме (see ch. xv. 5 s 
note);—and I (that living power © 
nourishment conveyed by the йрт "K 
dj which = 70) abide in hin. Be 
ware of imagining, as Dr. Wordsw. ags? 
(see note on Matt. xvi. 18), that "s 
any especial emphasis on uev becaste ef i 
position. 57.] The same expt 
farther—see ch. v. The two brar à 
of the feeding ou Christ are now ШИ 
under the general expression, rp Р 

8.4 expresses the efficient г?” 
The Father is the Fountain of all Life: E 
Son lives in and by the Father: 
created being generally, lives (is the lot 
sense) in and by Him; but he that e$ 
Him, shall (eternally and in tiv ple 
sense) live by Him. B8.) forms thr 
solemn conclusion of the discourse, refer" 
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back to the Bread with which it and 
to its difference from the perishable food 
which they had extolled :—and setting 
forth the inflnite superiority of its effects 
over those of that sustenance. ovrés 

for отоу, ov D. 

ёстьу, such is. к —past, now: 
because He has clearly identified it with 
Himself. as must = ғогобтос, 
б»: if фиш» тд pdvva (see digest) is to 
stand, the construction must be filled up 
ob кадеҳ TÒ p. $ Фф. r. r. A. 

60—65.) Murmuring of some of the 
disciples at the foregoing discourse, and 
the answer of Jesus to them. 
60.] Lampe shews by reff. and other 
citations that окАлрбс ‘non tam absur- 
ditatem quam impietatem designat. It 
seems clear that it was not the difi- 
cult, so much as the strangeness of the 
saying, which scandalized them. It is the 
whole discourse,—the turn given to it, 
—the doctrine of the Bread of Life,—the 
giving His Flesh and Blood to eat,—at 
which they take offence. dxovey, to 
listen to it—' Who can stay and hear 
such sayings as this ? not, fo understand 
it. 61. ] lv ёаотф, by His divine know- 
ledge. 63.] dav оўу 8e., what then, if 
ye see... not meaning will ye not then 
be much more scandalized ? or, ‘what will 
ye say (or do), then ?’—but appealing to 
an event which they shonld witness, as a 
certain proof of one part of the acAnpoc 
Aóyoc, with which indeed the rest of it was 
bound wp,—His having descended from 
heaven. All attempts (as those of Liicke, 

for ey tavrw ort, ori sv tavroig D Chr. ins za: bef «xev Ni. 
ava. bef r. vi. т. avd. Ж. 

De Wette, and others) to explain this 
otherwise than of His ascent into heaven, 
are simply dishonest,—and spring from 
laxity of belief in the historical reality of 
thats event. That it is not recorded by 
John, is of no moment here: see Prolego- 
mena. And that none but the Twelve saw 
it, is unimportant; for how do we know 
that our Lord was not here ing to 
some among the Twelve? To explain 
it of His death, as part of His going п 
where He was before, is hardi less вш. 
genuous. Lücke maintains that Oe.“ 
need not mean bodily sight: which is true 
enough in some constructions in John (ch. 
viii. 51 al.); but surely, as joined with 
йуаВаіуоута, it must. The whole exegesis 
of the passage in the above-named Com- 
mentators is a remarkable instance of the 
warping of the judgment by unsoundness 
of belief in the historical truth of the 
Evangelistic testimony. 63.] wvetpa, 
cáp£, do not mean the spiritual and carnal 
sense of the foregoing discourse, as many 
Commentators explain them : for our Lord 
is speaking, not of feaching merely, but of 
vieifying: He is explaining the life-giving 
principle of which He had been before 
speaking. ‘Such eating of My flesh as 
you imagine and find hard to listen to, 
could one you nothing,—for i£ will have 
ascended up, &c.; and besides, generally, 
it is only the Spirit that can vivify the 
spirit of man; the flesh (in whatever way 
used) can profit nothing towards this.' 
He does not say ' My Flesh profiteth no- 
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thing, but ‘the flesh. To make Him say 
this, as the Swiss anti-sacramentalists do, 
is to make Him contradict His own words 
in ver. 51. тё php. & dye AA que 
viz. the words ave asd pov 1 
alpa, above. еу are wrevpa and дәл: 
—-spirit, not flesh only :—living food, not 
carnal and perishable. This meaning has 
been missed by almost all Commentators: 
Stier upholds it, iv. 281 (2nddn.) : and it 
seems to me beyond question the right one. 
The common interpretation is, ‘the words 
which I have spoken,’ i.e.‘ My discourses,’ 
are vb, ‘to be taken in a spiritual 
sense, (? this sense of xveiiua,) ‘and are 
life’ But this is any thing but precise, 
even after the forcing of туйда. 
64. ААХ elglv . . . .] ‘This accounts for 
your murmuring at what I said, that ye 
do mot believe. you ү ; 100 
Wette remarks, that the fore e of 
our Lord with regard to Judas renders it 
impossible to apply the ordinary rules of 
moral treatment, as ‘Why did He then 
continue him as an Apostle? Why did 
He give him the charge of the purse, 
knowing him to be a thief? &c., —to the 

Cypr. 

case: and it is therefore better nt to 
judge at all on the matter. The 
fact is, we come here to a form of th 
poem of divine foreknowledge u 

free-will, which, in any d in 
endless combinations of expression, it Ж 
equally impossible for us to solve. 
4 &py $e, from their first coming to Him; 
—the first beginning of their сойлеп 
with Him. 65.) These unbelere 
had not that drawing to Christ, which 
leads (ver. 44) to true coming to 
Obeerve the lism between ў dd. 
pivoy abry here, and д didwaiv pon Ver. 
37. Both these gifts are in the Fathers 
power. 

66—71.] Many of the "up ug jples lest 
Him. 3 Treelee 
through Peter: and the Lord's wert 
ing to them. 66. ix rere] 2708 
this. The temporal meaning 
but does not exclude the causal, #90 
Aol, viz. of the pH wiereborrig: bot 
not all. 67.) The first mente 
of the Twelve by John. The сое 
is asked in order to extract from them 
the confession which follows, and Ши 
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og v » geo. 70 dwexoiOn avroic o "Insovc Ober l 74 у:ос тоу ° беоъ. атекоі) avroic о lgsovc Оюк А4 
% Орас̧ rovc додека ? EMEA, kal iE оро» siç 9 d- 2. a. 

, Д - 71 r ài ` 1 58 7 " m av. 

Bodog tor; :Агуєу dé тоу lobòa Ziuwvoc loka- 16, Mw 
. Y М 7 " 7 т 2 not 

otro ovroc yap 'tusÀAev wapadidovat айтбу, tic ёк VERE. vii a. 
то» додека. со NAE XIV: 

oom Matt. ii 18. Lake x. 1 al. fr. 

69. D adds ce. rec (for o aysoc) о Хрістос о мос (from Mt xvi. 16), with С! 
(see Tischdf N. T. ed. 7) rel syrr goth arm Tert: o нос 17 lat-b syr-cu Chr- mas: 
txt BC'DLN Nonn Cosm. rec aft rov Ütov ins rov Zwvrog (from Mt xvi. 16), 
with E rel lat-f} syrr goth Bas, Chr Cypr Ambr: om BCDLR 11. 38 latt syr-cu coptt 
seth arm Cyr Nonn Coem Victorin Ang. 

10. om орто ЮМ lat-a b c e ff, copt arm: avre 69 forj(with fos) lat-g q Nonn. 
om 6 N. 

lat-5 c e f Chr Aug: om ely Ni. 
71. om ro» DEN! 1. 

Cyr: скари D san lat-a b f}: 
(attempts at ezp 
rec nel, with D rel: ne Nov, prefixing 

ino. ins cat uriy аотос Ж. 
Ег: ange bef дыдгка, omg rovc, №. (rovc insd by №за,) 

ойк, ovyt 
ele bef ek эдш» D al 

тес torapwwryy (more usual), with E rel vulg-ed goth 
avo raptwrov 

lanation) : txt BOGL 33 am(with forj gat harl) lat-/ g coptt. 
69. 124 syr-marg, ато capvwrov Ж! 

eat, Nl: txt BCK LUN’ 1. 69 Cyr Thl. 
rec avrov bef xapadidovar, with M rel lat-a ff, goth Cyr ТЫ: txt BCDL 

69 vulg lat-b c e f g arm. rec ins wy bef ex (from Mk xiv. 48 : had wv been ота 
to suit Mi xxvi. 47, ex would also have been omd), with С? rel latt syr coptt goth arm 
Cyr: om BC'DL Syr syr-cu sth. 

to bind them closer to Himself. We 
must not forget likewise, in the m 
of our Lord’s human nature, that at suc: 
n moment of desertion, He would seek 
comfort in the faith and attachment of 
His chosen ones. 68.] Peter answers 
uickly and earnestly for the rest, as in 
att. xvi. 16. wpde т(уа] What 

they had heard and seen had awakened in 
them the desire of being led on by some 
teacher towards eternal life; and to whom 
else should they go from Him who had, 
and brought out of His stores for their 
instruction, the words (see ver. 63) of 
eternal life ? 69.| wemoretvna 
seems to be used absolutely, as in ver. 64: 
we believe, and have long done so. 
In the following words the readings vary ; 
the common text having been to all 
appearance introduced from Matt. xvi. 16. 

e circumstance of the Lord not being 
elsewhere called ô &угос т. Oeov by John, 
is of course in favour of the reading. The 
idea however is found (ch. x. 36). rd 
the coincidence with the testimony ‘of the 
demoniacs, reff. Mark ||, as a remark- 
able one. Their words appear to have 
been the first plain declaration of the fact, 
and so to have laid hold on the attention 
of the Apostles. 70.) The selection 
of the Twelve hy Jesus is the consequence 
of the giving of them to Him by the 

Father, eh. xvii. 6,—in which there also 
Judas is included. So that His selecting, 
and the Father's giving and drawing, do 
not exclude final falling away. Meyer 
observes, that the solemn addition, roves 
Sena after ipac, heightens the contrast 
to the opposite result which follows. 

Àos] It is doubtful in what sense 
this word should be taken. Whether we 
render it ё:а[Зоћкос (= roð čıaßóňov 
v roupyòg), or ixiPovdoc, (both given by 
уш) it will be an dwak dAeyopevor 
in the N. T. Of the two however the 
latter is the harsher, and less analogous to 
М. Т. diction. Certainly, in the dark act 
here prophesied, Judas was under the 
immediate instigation of and yielded him- 
self up to Satan (cf. our Lord’s reply to 
Peter, Matt. xvi. 23); and I would un- 
derstand this expression as having re- 
ference to that league with and entertain- 
ment of the Evil One in his thoughts and 
purposes, which his ultimate possession by 
Satan implies. This meaning can perhaps 
hardly be rendered any single word in 
another language. . V. * a devil,’ is 
certainly too strong; devilish, would be 
better, but not unobjectionable. Compare 
д vide тўс d rkg ch. xvii. 12. 
71.] On the name ‘Iccapiwrne (here ap- 
lied to Simon, Judas’s father), see on 
att. x. 4. ёреву, not, ‘intended ;? 
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Cuar. VII. I. om ca: C7DN! latt Syr тоа: ins ВС! rel lat-g syr copt. 
rec epurare o inoovc bef pera ravra, with 
txt BCDGKLXN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr syr-cu coptt sit un arm. 

8. for ob,. va, D-gr. 
Өсырпсету (grammatical correction), with B'X rel: Qswpoverw N) : 
N. 

syr goth: om uera ravra Ter. 1: 
om ó B. 

о ад. av, bef прос avrom М. 
txt B'DLM3 

соу bef ra epya B: om cou DGN! 1 lat-a b c e ff, l Syr syr-cu anh Chr Сут 
Bas Thl-ed : txt LN* rel vulg lat- „ 1. 

4. rec sv xpumrw bef ra, 1 
txt BKLXN (lat-3 f.) Syr syr-cu 
avro BD! copt: avro» E! : 
bef avr. D 69. 

see ch. xiii, 2: but simply Динге, = jv. д 
тарадоашь abróv, see ver. 64; ch. vii. 
89; xi. 61 al. 

Cuar. VII.—X.] JESUS THE LIGHT OF 
THE WORLD. The conflict at its height. 

VIL 1—52.] JESUS MEETS THE 
UNBELIEF OF THE JEWS AT JERUSALEM. 
The circumstances [vv.1—13). 1.) The 
chronology of this period is very doubtful. 
I have remarked on it in my noteon Luke 
ix. 51. Thus much we шау observe here, 
that pera ratra cannot apply emphatically 
to ch. vi., but must be referred back to ch. 
v., a8 indeed must the Jews seeking to 
kill Him, and the miracle alluded to in 
ver. 23. Bat it will not follow from this, 
that ch. vi. is not in its right place : it con- 
tains an independent memoir of a miracle 
and discourse of our Lord in Galilee which 
actually happened in the interval, and only 
serves to shew us the character of this 
Gospel as made up of such memoirs, more 
or less connected with one another, and 
selected by the Evangelist for their higher 
spiritual import, and the discourses arising 
from them. I would understand this verse 
as merely carrying on the time from ch. v. 
and cb. vi.,—and its contents as intro- 
ductory to the account of Jesus not going 
up at first to the feast. Ch. vi. is in some 
measure presupposed in our ver. 8, as 
indicating that He had not constantly 
observed the festal journeys of late. 
З.) See Deut. xvi. 13—17. Josephus, 
Апі. viii, 4. 1, calls this форт} éywrárg 

t-a c f fag syr goth arm: om тє sth: 
тоу, omg кон, N. for вегес. 

EDT Le ОТА gene weppans 

xal peyiern. It began on the 15th (ere- 
ing of 14th) of Tisri, and lasted till the 
evening of the 22nd. 3—5 Re 
specting the BRETHREN OF ТИЕ Lorn, 
see note on Matthew xiii. 55. derm 
to have had at this time a kind of e 
in the Messianic character of Jeans, bat < 
the very lowest sort, not excluding the 
harsh and scoffing spirit visible in these 
words. They recognized his miracles, bu: 
despised his apparent want of prodence 
and consistency urpose, in not sbewinz 
himself to the sified Т} In the оа wal e 
һәй. rov c. r. A. *** 
to the desertion of many of his disuphs 
just before. Nay, more than this: the 
орин furnished by this verse of tiw 
practice of our Lord with regard to His 
miracles up to this point is very curious 
He appears as yet to have made Н» 
circuits in Galilee, and to have wrought 
miracles there, in the presence of bat s 
small circle of disciples y so called: 
and there would seem to have been a 
larger number of disciples, in the wider 
ке ре to be gathered in Judzs 
yt t, who yet wanted assuring, 
opm iy, ey oti vendeta 
works. In ver. туа тоа i a 

these brethree 

impossible to modify the meaning of pis 
revoy во as to во that 
have been of the Twelve, bat not believen 
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3 Е? Li 7 a M ы r Ld 
оок ava(Jaive ис THY ортту TavrQV, 

ен. 
Avi. 

* ә Р - 

7 оу Sbvarat o кбонос шен» 120. 
ott, Ort буш " ua © "wept avrov Ort rd mrija AX o LJ шог, y~ "Haprups : HE ibus гә 

upetc ard Bure ис тре , 
1 ob. til. 19 ref. 

Оті k sce Matt. xz. 
17, 18 reff. Ld a 5 a 

9 raura & ито» 97 Maki 16. 

adeAgot avrov siç THY toprhy, тоте kai avroç "ау э, ov 

5. aft avrov add rore D-gr fos lat-a c ff, q syr-cu Jer. 
6. om ovy D-gr Ni lat-e fos Syr syr-cu arm Суг 

for cori, карст» B. 
om гуы N. 

for ovrw, ov Ni. 
T. o косџрос bef диэ»атав Ni. 

Aug. : om д bef in. Ni. 

рартороу Т. 
8. rec aft Ist coprgv ins ravrgv (conformation to following : if ота homeotel, 

as Meyer, why is the omn so general and not found tn any in the fo topr. rav. P), 
with Ni rel vulg lat-/ А, q 85 syr-cu goth Ammon Aug Quest: om BDKLTX N. corri 

r Cyr. 1 lat-a b c e ff, coptt ут 
e. g., charg 

rec (for our) our (fo avoid offence: Porphyry, 
our Lord with fickleness on account of оюк), with BLT rel some-mas-of- 

vulg lat: { g syrr sah goth: txt DKMN 33 latt syr-cu copt th Porph-in-Jer Epiph 
e т Aug . 

txt BDLTUXN 1. 33. 69 Сут. — 

syr-marg coptt 
33(sic) 69 lat. fF, q syr-txt goth wth. 
Juda lat · a. 

rec o tat. o ep. (corra to ver 6), with E rel Chr: 
(om 6 Ni.) 

9. om ĝe DEN 1. 33 latt Syr syr-cu arm Chr Cyr: 
for avroig, avrog (corre from next ver) О! КІ, T(Bch) XN 1 

ins BT rel lat-e f syr coptt. 
lat-b . 

arm Cyr Aug: om al lat-e Syr syr-eu Aug: txt BD? T(Georgi) rel 
uc r уамЛаюу D ev-2 lat-b c Thi: in 

10. гес rore xa: avroc avtBn bef tic тлу eoprny, with D rel latt syr-cu вуг goth 
arm: txt BKLTXN 38 Syr вуг-јег coptt sth Cyr. [тоге not omd in B: see table.] 

in the highest sense. This verse also 
excludes all of His brethren: it is incon- 
ceivable that John should have so written, 
if any among them believed at that time. 
The attempt to make the words mean, that 
some of Mas brethren did not believe on 
him, is in my view quite futile. In that 
case we should certainly have had some 
such expression as ўса» yàp kai фк rev 
ddt abro, oi айк imiarevoy tig аётбь. 
Nosuchattempt would ever have been made 
by a Greek scholar, — except for the fiction 
which has been so long, and, strange to 
say, is still upheld with regard to our 
Lord's brethren. The emphatic ex- 
pression, ob yàp of åB., is a strong cor- 
roboration of the view that they were really 
and literally órethren ; —вее also Ps. lxix. 
8. 6—9.] à кар. & ёр. can hardly 
be taken as directly ing ‘ the time of 
my sufferings and death,’—but as ij @ра 
pov in ch. ii. 4: My time for the matter 
of which you speak, viz. manifestation to 
the world. That (ch. xii. 32) was to take 
place in & very different manner. But 
they, having no definite end before them, 

no glory of God to shew forth, but being 
of the world, always had their opportunit 
ready of mingling with and standing vell 
with the world. Then (ver. 7), ‘you have 
no hatred of the world in your way: but 
ite hatred to Me on account of my testi- 
mony against it, causes me to exercise this 
caution which you so blame.’ In ver, 
8, it is of little import (see var. readd.) 
whether we read оўк or otww: the sense 
will be the same, both on account of the 
present, dvaBairew (not d VE“ Hh, which 
would express the disavowal of an intention 
to go up), and of облы afterwards. ойк 
d vag. would mean, I am not (at present) 
going up. Meyer attributes to our Lord 
change of purpose, and justifies bis view 
by the example of His treatment of the 
Syrophenician woman, whom He at first 
эше, but afterwards had compassion 
on. Matt. xv. 26 ff. The same Com- 
mentator directs attention to the emphatic 
raórgv, as implying that our Lord had it 
in His mind to go up to some future 
feasts, but not to this ome. обте 
erh. із not yet fully como; see Luke 
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s here ouly. А m c „ DM n i uu E, 

Ex хэй, 16 атекр1Ө} ой» ауто о [ncovuc kat etwev Н em йү: 
t Lake xviit. ГА Р ? — , 5 в ё ta’ 
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X ch. viii. 44. 

— [adda, so ET. 
12. rec transp тоЛис and хер: avrov, with E rel vulg 

re oy\e DN 33 latt Syr syr-cu coptt goth. 
arm Thl Euthym : ins BTX f. 33. 69 vulg latc / I 

e ff: txt BLTXN lat-d g Cyr. 
om ёе DN rel lat -ö e g got 
pref e£ lat-a Syr syr-cu. ovy: KT. 

18. [apnoea B'(as elsewhere) DL!.] 
14. uecalovogc D 1.69 Ps-Chr. 

om we DN lat-a b в Chr-mss Cyr. 
lat.f у: om reh Dh: 

wept avrov bef (Хала N: om x. av. lL 

rec ins o bef ino., with D rel: om BLTU1X 
15. rec (for s8avp. ovv) ка eOavp., with E rel vulg lat. F syrr syr-cu: tt BDLTU 

1. 33 lat - a c e ff, l syr-marg coptt Cyr. 
16. гес om ov», with DLX vulg lat-a Syr syr-cu coptt Cyr: ins ВТК re 97 * 

goth ТЫ. om ó BN 33. 

ix. 51 and note. 10.] оф ġar. i. e. not 
in the usual caravan-company, nor pro- 
bably by the usual way. Whether the 
Twelve were with Hes v have no means 
of judging: probably so, for they appear 
а after their 8 once 
attached to the Person of our Lord as 
Apostles, we find no trace of His having 
been for any long time separated from 
them, except during their mission Matt. 
x., which was long ago accomplished. 
II.] These "1оу$. are, as usual, the dpyov- 
тес, as distinguished from the multitudes. 
Their question iteelf haere d shews a 
hostile spirit. 12.] of 5yA. (the dif- 
ferent groups of which 6 àxAoc was com- 
posed) would include the Galilsan disciples, 
and those who had been baptized by the 
disciples in Judea,—whose view &ya8ós 
tori would represent, — as expressed 
mildly in protest against His enemies. 
ж\ауф тду було», possibly in reference to 
the feeding of and then the discourse to 
the multitude, which had given so much 
offence. 13. м5.) This was true 
only of the side who said &éya0é— don: 
they dared not speak their mind: the 
others spoke plainly enough. Here again 
ot ‘Tovd. are distinguished from the 6yAo:. 

14—39.] Jesus testifies to Himself 
in the Temple. 15 —-94.] His teaching 

is from the Father, 14,15.) т. top м. 
about the middle of the feast, Prosit 
on а sabbath (see Wien ume | 

It rs to have been Е 
He ‘ididaceey publicly at Jerunn 
whence (оўу) the wale of the Jews і: 
the rulers of the hierarchy. we 
para: generally letters; bat ako p” 
cularly, seripture.learning,—-peb»P © —- 
cause this was all the literature of be) 

sisted in exposition of the Scripture. 
рӯ pep.: never having been the кёшн 

i. He was Өгойфактщ. J 

prejudice of so-called · learning. = 
words of His enemies, testifying 07^. 
of fact well known to them, are, 3 
observes, decisive against all attemp” 
unbelievers to attribute our Lord's S 
ledge to education in any human eae 
learning. Such indications are not! He 
their valne in these times. Id. 0" 
only does our Lord сай Bis gp 
д&дауй, as being now among the fe 
rale, the Rabbis, in the tempie 15 | 
often so called by the Evangelists '& 

The words may bear two аш, 
Seither, ‘the sense оў Seripture ust 
teach is not my own, but that in е 
was originally penned вг а revelation | 
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20. rec aft oyAoc ins ка: surev (see ver 21, where there is no varn), with D rel latt 
syrr Cyr: om BLTXN 33 А 

D 1а{-с e. for rarrig, урец D. 

God ;* or, My teaching (generally) is not 
mine, but that of Him A gaat D The 
latter is preferable, as agreeing better 
with what follows, and because the former 
assumes that He was nding Scri 
ture, which, though Bur otc dis i. 
serted. 17) Lans vd Ô. abr. кому 
is equivalent to т> áyáwv roð Od 
(xev. iv. lavroic, ch. v. 42. The деу 
should not have been slurred over in the 
E. V.,for it is important. If any man's 
will be, to do His will, &c. As it now 
stands in the E. V., a idea is con- 
veyed: that the bare performance of 
God's outward commands will give a man 
sufficient acquaintance with Christian doc- 
trine:—whereas what our Lord asserts 
to the Jews is, that if the will be set in 
His ways, if a man be really anxious to 
do the will of God, and thus to fulfil this 
first great commandment of the law,—be, 
as Meyer expresses it, in ethical harmony 
with God,—the singleness of purpose, and 
subjection to the will of God, will lead bim 
on to faith in the promised and then 
apparent Messiah, and to a just discrimi- 
nation of the divine character of his 
teaching. 18.] This gives us the 
reason why he, who wishes to do God's 
will, will know of the teaching of Christ : 
viz. because both are seeking one aim— 
the glory of God :—and the bumility of 
him, whose will it is to do God's will, can 
best appreciate that, more perfect humility 
of the divine Son, who speaks not of him- 
self, but of Him that sent him,—see ch. v. 
41—44, of which this verse is a repetition 
with a somewhat different bearing. In 
its general sense, it asserts that self- 
5 ш self-seeking necessarily ac- 

or. I. 

.—asekpiÜ aar ot coud. к. eewoy ашты К al syr-marg. 
21. rec ins o bef h., with DKLTUA (S, esil) Cyr: om BN rel ТЫ. om avroig 

company the unaided teaching of man, 
but that all true teaching is from God. 
But then we must remember that, simply 
taken, the latter of the sentence is 
only true of the Holy One Himself; that 
owing to human infirmity, purity of 
motive is no sure guarantee for correct- 
ness of doctrine ;—and therefore in this 
second it is not тор Ot, which would 
generalize it to all men, but rod тёр. 
abrév, which confines it to Himself. 
19.] There is a close connexion with the 
foregoing. Our Lord now takes the ofen- 
sive against them. The ӨФ\н> rò GA] 
avroð rouiv was to be the great key to a 
true appreciation of His teaching: but of 
this there was no example among them : 
and therefore it was that they were no fair 
judges of the teaching, but bitter oppo- 
nents and persecutors of Jesus, of whom, 
had they been anxious to fulfill the law, 
they would have been earnest and humble 
disciples (ch. v. 46). The law was to be 
read before all Israel every seventh year in 
the feast of tabernacles (Deut. xxxi. 10— 
18) :—whether this was such a year is un- 
certain : but this verse may allude to the 

tice, even if it was not. Enrere 
rorr.] In their killing the Lord of Life 

was summed up all their transgreesion of 
God's law. It was the greatest proof of 
their total ignorance of and disobedience 
to it. .] The multitude, not the 
rulers, replied this. Indeed their question, 
rig o Unrei йхоктайга: ; nhews their ig- 
norance of the purpose of their rulers, 
which our Lord had just exposed and 
charged them with. It would not now be 
their policy to represent Him as : 

1.] The one work m ne sabbath- 
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каз онги 22 Sia rovro Mwvonc © Sidwxev бигу тту © viren, oy : 
Au! бт. ёк rov Mwvotwc tariv, GAA ёк тоу "sartows, cu 

а n. 
h absol., = ch. 

vi. AS. Acts 

u.s 1*9. убцос Mwuotwe, Enoi ! xoAars ori ™ GAov avðpwror ' туй 

£v саВВаср 'wepiréuvere avÜpwxov. у 
B 4171 !AeufjMáva avOpwrog iv саВЗатф wa иң Ar 

23 a V gto 

2060-4 a (woinsa tv са Ват; ^* un? kpivers car "ojo, e) 
o е 

і Lake і. 69. 
ч 

ii. 21. Acts vii. 8 (from Gen. xxi. 4). xv. 1, 5, 91 alf. 1 Cor. vil. 18 bis. Gal. H. 3 aP. Col. ii. 11 saly. =o 
iv. 11. k= Matt. v. 10. ch. v. & х. 36. l hero olf $. 3 Mace. bii. 1 vat. a1 
xili. 10. Tech. iv. J. эне eh. ix. 31. п ah. v. 11, 15 only. о — Matt. vii. 1 ref. pam. 
xviii. 31. 1 Pet. L 17 al. a ch. Al. 4i. Rev. i. 16 Only. = Oca. aiv. 16. Thecpd. vi. 4. 

93. om dia rovro Nl. ins о bef ueveanc N. idee» DL. aft айу = 
ori М. om ¿v В 1а6-5 e. Е 

ins о bef акдрехос В 33. ins o bet 23. aft « ins ош» D 29 lat-a ү 
pevctec(sic) R. ins хыс 

healing in ch. v. 29.] kà тобто is 
variously placed ; either at the end of ver. 
21, во as to come after Өа›даетг, (Cod. 
X, lat.-g, мору, Beza, and many 
the moderns, Liicke, De Wette, Stier, 
Lachmann, &c.,)—or at the beginning of 
this verse (Codd. D, E, G. K, L. T, U, А, 
А, vulg., the syriac versions, coptt., goth., 
Euthym., Chrys., Cyril, Grotius, &c.). 
qe the latter ment: because (1) 

believe robro would not be used in the 
sense required by the other, but aéró [nor 
can I see that the èv Foro makes the 
rovro any more applicable (see Stier, edn. 
2, iv. 315) ; nay, it seems to me to take 
the attention off from tbe particular work 
done, and fix it on the mere dv ѓру. voi - 
cat, abstractedly—‘ Ye wonder that I have 
acted at all']: and (2) because I find д.а 
rovro joined with бт: to be a usual mode 
of speaking with our Evangelist, see ch. v. 
16, 18; viii. 47 (Üavpatuv 0:4 т: is used 
Mark vi. 6; Rev. xvii. 7, see also John 
iii. 29). (3) I see an appropriateness of 
meaning in ver. 22 with the jid roüro, 
which it has not without it. Moses on 
this accowné gave you circumcision, not 
because it is of Moses, but of the fathers; 
[the repetition of ic т. Мер. ier., does not 
necessarily jmply a parenthesis: John con- 
stantly uses these formal repetitions: this 
in answer to Stier, iv. 315, edn. 2]—i. e. it 
is no part of the law of Moses, properly 80 
called,—but was adopted by Moses, and 
thereby becomes part of his law. The 
meaning of оёх Sri, “ not that,” implying 
“I mean not, that," does not seem to suit 
the context so well, because it would leave 
the preceding dd roi ro without any thing 
to refer to. Now you circumcise on the 
Sabbath, to avoid breaking the law of 
Moses, &c. If our Lord had said these 
last words (in ver. 23) merely, the argu- 

tuos D coptt eth. 

ment would not have been et: 
might have answered, that circa" 
was not only a command of the hr. 
anterior to it; whereas ver. 22 takes = 
answer from them; reminding thes 22 
though they regarded its ssnctuo s + 
rived from Moses, it was in fact dd 

8 . en the argumen ] 
Sabbath mE: a usw 

may be set aside by another, Mom — 
but more ancient, 
more general and direct con 
(* circumcisio est, antiquior € 
bati per Mosen imperato — тойс h^ 

that which (after the fathers) cui 
cumcision on the eighth day. | *" 
čvôp.] The distinction is between er» 
cision, which purified only part of 8 =: 
by which he received (Aagev) cere? 

ness,—end that and a 

14,—whoee healing is a mech gro 
benefit than circumcision, even vn 
a sacrament : nam circumcisio esi 
sanatio anime fisis? But this is peti 
too subtle. The Jews could ой b" 
appreciated this meaning, and the 07% 
ment is especially addressed i aa 
Besides, it is by no means certain 
that passage that such was the СМС 

be drehn ‘> 
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* , r , r ту» ÓOwaiav "кріві» * xpivere. 

кт уа; 
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25 Tae yor оў» Tivic ёк Em 
є - F » - 9 >з 86 

r&v * ']:posoAvutrov Оюу оўгбс toriy 0v " Znrovew d ro- a Col. fj 19. 
ка! ids ^ wappnaia Аали, kat ovdty avr . 

L5 

ver. 1. 

At you. d anmore dA Ёууывау oi üpyovrtc бт! 17 2210 

oUróc tory o Xr e; 7 adda rovrov одан» röben At 
&criv' о & үшатдс Gray Epynrat, ovdeic yiwwoKe | sróDev c matt x xP pxnrat, y 95. ch. ix. 

web. xvii. 8. 
PUNTI 

only. Exod. 

&gTiv. 28 kcgaktr оф» iv ry isop SiSacxwv о ‘Inoove So, би. ax. 

cal Хуш» Карі одате, kai oi&ars ' woÜev eini- kai " 
зо) 
QW sg ver. 87. ch. 

Euavrov оюк tÀnAvÜa. GAA’ forw 'aAmÜwéc o wiwtac h eh. v- 19 ref 
(4 a е = , » „ 29, s є 2 7 L4 k 

ut, Ov ирис ovK одате Eyw оіда avrov, Ort 
1 Heb. x. 23. 

1x.16,88. Lekex.7. Phil. iv. 18. 

24. rec (for 2nd epsvsre) круате, with N rel: txt BDLT Constt Cyr. (33 def.) 
25. om ee TR. 
26. for unrort, pyre DN 49. 108 Chr: »«mquid volg lat-a b 

apxovrtc bef ғуушоау D syr-cu arm.—for apxovrec, арҳирес N. 
ins аАзубыс, with E rel lat F g syrr goth wth 

(D-lat). ot 
rec tri 

Chr-txt ТЫ: om BDELTXN 1. 69 latt 
syr-cu coptt arm Orig, Epiph Chr-comm Cyr. (33 defective.) 

. aft ургттос ins orav :ХӨр ру wrAtovacn ша жото n Ni. 
HXA!N 69 (F, e sil): Ау G al: txt ВОТ rel latt Orig, 

o 149. bef «v. т. ир. did. N 1. 69 vulg lat-b e th arm: 98. «корам» D latt. 

elz epxeras, with 
3 

ev T. 1. 150. д. T al lateq: о mo. 8. e» r. 1. D: om о гло. А al.—om о bef ino. B*T. 
for ax og, aA N. 

29. rec aft eyw ins de, with DEN lat-b c f ff, Syr syr-cu syr-w-ast copt goth th 

24. ] No stress must be laid on the article 
(ту) with cpivere: it is merely oxpressive 
of habit, —Let your judgment A rp. Uu ev) 
be a just one. «pívere implies habit 
—in all your ju ts: whereas the 
aorist (see var. .) would enjoin right 
judgment on the present occasion, directing 
the attention on what had just happened. 

25—31] Hz HIMSELF Is FROM THR 
FATHER. 25, 20.] The inhabitants of 
Jerusalem know better than the öxAog the 
mind of their rulers towards Jesus; and 
suspect some change in their purpose, on 
account of His being thus permitted to 
teach freely. 27.] Perhaps they refer to 
the idea (see Justin Mart., Dial. c. Tryph. 
8, 110, pp. 110, 203) that the Messiah 
would not be known (dyyworóç ior: xal 
0062 ab rg пы iavròv iwicraras) until 
anointed by Elias, when He would sud- 
denly come forth from ity. 
They may allude to lsa. liii. 8. The 
place of the Messiah’s birth was known, 
ver. 42. At all events we see here, 
that the Jews regarded their Messiah 
not as a mere man, but one to be super- 
naturally sent into the world. 28, 29. 
icpafey,—in the same open undisgui 
manner referred to in wappncig A 
above; but б,даакы», in the course of His 
teaching. оШате....] It has 
been questioned whether these words are 
to be taken ironically, interrogatively, or 

8 

affirmatively. I incline to the latter view, 
for this reason :—obviously no very high 
degree of knowledge whence Ho was is 
implied, for they knew not Him that sent 
Him (see also ch. viii. 14, 19), and there- 
fore could not know whence He was, in 
this sense. The answer is made ò» their 
own sense : they knew that He was from 
Nazareth in Galilee, see ver. 41,—and pro- 
bably that He was called the son of Joseph. 
In this sense knew whenee Ho was; 
but farther than this knew not. 

moreover—and 
besides = bet. The 5 
une must be ered from con- 
text. I have i) en of Myself, but 
He who sent Me is 4\›)0:›бс—уе know 
Him not, but I know Him,—for I came 
from Him, and He sent Me. Tho matter 
here im on them is the genuineness, 
the realily of the fact :—that Jesus wae 
sent, and there was one who sent Hun, 
though they knew Him not, and conse- 

tly knew not яббеу iari». The nearest 
бае word would be real: but this would 
not convey the meaning icuously to 
the ordinary mind га Ње Е. У. 
true is better, provided it be explained 
to mean objectively, not subjectively, true: 
really existent, not fruthful, which it 
шау be questioned whether the word 
GAn@cv6¢ will bear, alt it is so main- 
tained by Euthym., Cyril, Chrys., Theo- 

D 2 
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1. % avrov sipi, какнубс ue атёстиће». > éLnrovy оўу err 
ch. vi 

аһ. Rev. id“ kat оудис ™ ewéBadev er aurov т» ™ yep. on: 
John 800 In * » 2 eo? 9 es 5] › эз y À & oi vee 

exo. Acts H. ob EA nAU0O тү ° woa avrov. Ex тоу OxÀov & rolle 
$ Cor. ві. 89. p ' / , э 7 E 'O EE M 
Gani is, Етістерса» tic avrov, Kai EXeyor О уро de 

. - ? M Я 

„э; xxvi Ay uñ AC anpa попсы “wy ovrog ETOJN. 

ose ares, 2 j̊cououa оі Фарсао: тоо буАош * yoyyulovroc me 
p ch. ii II гей. э M 

EYATTEAION VII. 

. әз ^9 E * * 

1% arit айтой ravra, kai апёстыЛау oi apxteoeic Kat ot Фариаю 
ch. i). 11, 18, 
28 al. t e a u 7 э „ 

т attr., Mark vrnptra c гуа acht GUTOYV. 
fi. 18 1 

y є 95 » 
sewer ovr o laer 

TX 1d. s Eri Y ypõvov h ш бро» нш, каї Uraye трх 
t — Matt. xxvi. 681 Mk. vv. 45, 46. oh. xvili. 8, Sa. Acts v. 22, 96. 

[vi. 11) az. 8. Isa. liv. 7. 

Cyr Hil: om BT rel vulg lat-a e g g sah arm Orig, Tert. 

for te., BGR Т, misit vulg lata с. 
акгсгалкгу DN 131. 

80. for ur. ovy, ot de eZnr. N. 
[eAnA оде, во В: see table.] 

э ver. 30. v ch. zi i$. Be 

for avrov, avte К. 

SL rec transp woAÀÀo: and er rov oyAov, with E rel lat-g syrr goth erm; rels 
д erior. ек r. охл. DN; txt BKLTX 1. (83.) 69 latt eth Cyr. Өчү D 

rec aft eAeyov ins ors, with E rel вуг: om BDLTUXN 1. 33. 69 latt Syr srt 
coptt goth arm Cyr. 
Chr Cyr. areova DA. 
struction), with E rel syrr syr-cu “ре; 
latt syr(Tischdf) sah-georg sth arm Chr 
lat-a c e Syr syr-cu. 

rec (for un) pyri, with A rel: txt BDEKLTIX1.5 
rec ins rovrwy bef ronori оли out the cos- 

bef onp, M al: om B 
Cyr. for exornory, жо DN! @9 vu: 

TIN 1.5.6 

82. aft укорсау ins ov» KM T(Bch) U 1 аьа f fs sah ; дє DN al lat-c e goth ит: 
t- ravra bef жерг avrov N: om ravra DL 1 abcelsyr-cu arm Chr. 

wwnperac bef о: ару. D M(prefg rovc) rel Jat-a q вуг goth ТЫ: om vryp. syra: Ut 
BGKLUX 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-c Í Yi pour: 
lat-a g syr goth ТЫ: txt BDG 

transp фар. and apy., with E п 
33. 69 vulg lat-c f^ ff, I syr-cu coptt ид 

33. rec aft ov» ins avroic, with T (1, e sil) valg-ed lat-(c) g eth: om BDN ris 
lat-a b c f ff, l syrr syr-eu copt goth arm Thl Euthym Aug Bede. rec риро» bel 

xpovov, with D rel vss Chr Cyr Aug: txt BLTXN 69 lat-e д. 

pres Lampe, Baumgarten-Crusius, Tho- 
uck, and many others. See on this, ch. 

viii. 16 and note. With the 84 of the rec. 
omitted the sense becomes more emphatic. 
It was probably inserted on account of the 
apparent want of connexion, as has been 
the case very frequently throughout the 
Gospel. We have here an instance of a 

of éxetvog which is very common in 
St. John, as emphasizing the main subject, 
not (as more commonly) diverting the at- 
tention to one more removed. In igno- 
rance of this usage, Hilgenfeld, * Die Evan- 
gelia nach ihrer Entstehung, u. s. w.," has 
argued from ch. xix. 35, that the writer of 
this Gospel cannot himself have been an 
ibd irn of the crucifixion, because he 
there distinguishes that witness by i«eivoc 
from himself. In consequence of this as- 
sertion, an article has appeared in the Stud. 
u. Kritik. for 1859, pt. 3, by G. E. Steiss, 
in which the use of voc by St. John is 
gone into, and Hilgenfeld's mistake (which 
Kóstlin had committed before him) is ex- 
posed. Referring to that article for the 

full treatment of the subject, I merely e? 
from among many other instances d 1» 
usage, ch. i. 18, 33; v. 11; vi. 57; >; 
xii. 48; xiv. 12, 21, 26 ; xvii. 24. 
30.] Namely, the rulers, —instigstel № 
what had been above remarked by {У 
people, vv. 25, 26. There was some * 
condary hindrance to their laying bands 4 
Him,— possibly the fear of the people: 
the Evangelist passes at once to the r= 
cause ;—that God’s урн, 
yet come. 31.) The 84 here a 
with what went before— nay, masy ^ 

The indefiniteness of Srey Dh 
implies their belief that the Chris b» 
come. 

$2—30.] Hz WILL RETUBN то TH! 
FATHER. 39.] The wavering of th 
multitude appears to the Pharisees 4 dar 
gerous sign: and the Sanhedrim (v doy. с. 
о} Ф.) send officers specially to lay Dad t 
Him. 83, 34.] The omission or in«* 
tion of abroic makes very little differen 
The words were spoken, not to the offe 
only, but to all the people. inr 
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оў» оі Tovdaios " трос 
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з * Cnrnoert ut, 
kai Отоо tii гуе ö nie ой drache Aber. 

éavroUc 
торайгаба:, OTt Прас ovx EtUpücoutv айтб»; 

° баоторду | rv“ ЕЛАпуюу н ХЛ woptverGac cal 
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= Ps, ix. 15 " ору ere z зд x ELA 

“тоу „5, 
= Mark x 
s. d ch. Ali. 

“ка 

> [lou obroc NA 

exivi. 2. 

eels fa 
Goa 
xiv. * 
ori Roa. |. 

* Ev ài ry ёсуату uta тй f ueyaAg тїс togrñc e = Lake vii 

f = ch. xix. 81. Acts il. 20, from Joel li. 81. Jade6. Rev. vi. 17. rn iv. 5. 

94. гес om 2nd pe, with DN rel latt goth arm: ins BTX 1 syrr syr-cu coptt wth, 
at end ins exes BI sie in cod: see table]. 

85. om хрос savrovc Ni. 
ovrog DLX Syr (syr-cu). 

98. for ric, re N. 
harl Chr: txt B D-gr E'KLX 1. 33. 69 
And ne, with DN rel latt goth arm: ins ВОТ ХТ: X(Treg, 
seth. 

. . . J This a to be said in reference 
to ver. 30, to shew them the useleasness of 
their attempting to lay hands on Him till 
His hour was come, which it soon would 
do. 1p T. ж. ре) It has been 
asked, ‘If Jesus thus specified where He 
was going, how could the Jews aak the 

n in ver. 35?’ but De Wette an- 
swers well, that the Jews knew not ròy 
хірфаута abréy,and therefore the saying 
was a dark one to them. kur. p., к. 
оўу, єӧр.] These words must not be pressed 
too much, as has been done by many inter- 
reters (Chrysost., Theophyl, Euthym., 
eyer, Tholuck, but not in his 6th ed.), 

who would make them mean ‘ Ye shall seek 
My help and not it (viz. in your 
need, at the destruction of Jerusalem); 
for this would not be true even of 
Jews, any one of whom might have at any 
time turned and looked on Him whom 
he bad pierced, by faith,—and have been 
saved;—nor again must it be taken as 
mea * Ye shall seek to hande on 
Me, and shall not be able’ (Orig., Grot.), 
—which is vapid and unmeaning. Neither 
of ее жш сау ааны nor their 15 
will agree with the parallel place, e 
88, ‚ where the same words are used to "die 
disciples. е mea: is simply (as in 
reff.), *My bodily эы ж will be with- 
drawn froni you; I shall be personally in a 
asserted о see ch. xiii. 36. 

am; not (и, go, which is 
. T. Nor need we 
supply rére; the present tense is used in 
the solemm sense of ch. i. 18, and ch. iii. 
18, to signify essential truth. Compare 
ob ёӧуас0е addressed to the Jews, with 

om рис DN 249 latt(not f д). 
for un, pyre D 124, latt. 

rec ovroc bef o эы, with E-corr! N el latt syrr: om T al 

peu bef 

for ov, ori T. rec om 
expr) Syr syr-cu syr-w-ob coptt 

ob Sévacal uot y Uy ёкоћ.., ёколотдђсис дф 
ӧстгроу to Peter, ch. xiii. 36, and it will 
be evident that the Lord had their 
spiritual state in view : “Үе cannot, as ye 
are now, enter there.’ On the whole, 

meant, but some journey which he would 
take in 5 event of their rejecting him. 

The Заст. т. “EAA. must not be 
interpreted * the Hellenistic Jews,’ for Aas 
“EAAnvec are always distinguished 
the Jews; and this would pr pee eal 
any meaning. The sense of d:acwopa 
1s,—see reff. James, 1 Pet.,—' the country 
where Jews lay scattered,’ as qualified by 
the su genitive, where one occurs, 
as here. 80 4 8. т. ‘EX. means ‘ the 
dispersed in the Gentile world ;’—and 
their intent is, to convey contempt and 
mockery. They do not however believe 
Пе age ae but ask again, tig ёсть 

$1—59.] JESUS THE GIVER OP THE 
Sprit (37—39). CONSEQUENCES OF THE 

It is 
5 What — 

The command, 

the first to be а solemn assembly 
feast-sabbath,—then on the eighth d 
another solemn assembly and а feast- 
sabbath:—so also ib. ver. 89. (But in 
Deut. xvi 18 nothing is said of the 
eighth day.) In Neh. viii. 18 the feast is 
kept seven days, and on the eighth is a 
solemn ain id unto the 
manner.’ In Numb. xxix. 12—38, where 
minute directions are given for every day 
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oia стђке о Incove, kat € крае» Aby Ear nc "ida, 

eb. il. 11 reff. toy toto трос ue Kal жерте” 88 5 | morevwy uc ци, 
k = Ang., ver. 

43. oh. 2.36. кабос dme» 1 
«Val, pl. 

ch. v. 80 гей 

87. expotew DN 1. 69 Chr, olamabat latt coptt. 
Victorin, Aug.—epe B. 

of the feast, the eighth day is reckoned in, 
as usual. Josephus, Antt. iii. 10. 4, gives 
а similar account. In 2 Macc. x. 6, we 
read guípac óxre, ocnywparwy rpósxov. 
But the eighth day was not properly one of 
the feast-days ; the people ceased to dwell 
in the tabernacles on the seventh day. 
Philo says of it, dwrd 02 ini, dydony 
imtogpayiZerat, cadicag ikóčiov аўфтй>, 
ойк ёкгіупс wç foe рбуоу тїс ѓортӯс, 
&МАа rasò rev irnoiwy Scag rab- 
norOpnoopmer® redevraia уар tore той ём- 
avrov. Septenario, § 24. And though 
this, as Liicke observes (ii. 224), may be 
pure conjecture, it is valuable, as shewing 
the fact the reason of which is conjec- 
tured; viz. that the eighth day was held 
i» more than ordinary estimation. The 
eighth day then seems here to be meant, 
and the last of the feast to be popu- 
larly used, as in some of the citations 
above. But a difficulty attends this view. 
Our Lord certainly seems to allude here 
to the castom which prevailed during the 
seven days of the feast, of a priest bring- 
ing water in & golden vessel from the 
pool of Siloam with a jubilant procession 
to the temple, standing on the altar and 
pouring it out there, together with wine, 
while meantime the Hallel (Ps. cxiii.— 
cxviii.) was sung. This practice was by 
some supposed—as the dwelling in taber- 
nacles represented their life in the desert 
of old—to refer to the „ the rock 
by Moses: —by others, to rain, for 
which they then prayed, for the seed of the 
ensuing year :—by the elder Rabbis (Mai- 
monides, cited by Stier, iv. 381, edn. 2), to 
Isa. xii. 3, and the effusion of the Holy 
Spirit in the days of the Messiah. But it 
was universally (with the single ex- 
ception of the testimony of R. Juda Hakka- 
dosh, quoted in the tract Succa, which itself 
5 the vontrary), that on the 
eighth day this ceremony did not take 

Now, out of this difficulty I would 
extract what I believe to be the right in- 
terpretation. It was the eighth day, and 
the pouring of water did not take place. 
But is therefore (as Lücke will have it) all 
allusion to the ceremony excluded ? I think 
not: nay, I believe it is the more natural. 
For seven days the ceremony had been 
performed, and the Hallel sung. On the 

om жрос pe DN 81 e Cyr 

eighth day the Halle] was sung, but th 

outpouring of the water did not take pa: 
‘desideraverunt aliquid.’ ‘Thea Jm 

stood and cried, Ae. Was not thi ̀> 
most natural time? Was it pot prov 
that He would have said it at me: 
time, rather even than while the cores! 
itself was going on? Ап az 
has been made to alter the Nami 
thus: id» ric дф, ѓірҳісбы тр N. и 
ire ò rtertbor eic ipt sabes ктт 
5 yo. worapol x. r. A. Of this Lan =; 

ва, 2 

one accustomed to the style of our Ёк: 

gelist can for а moment suppose йр 
ble. The harshness of xai rum“: 

tic Ini is beyond all сор nm. 
ctuation, making ô т:6.: nom. abs., see ch. vi. 39, is the wipe 

missible one,—even it 
greater difficulties than it is. [The po 
аа above mentioned is — е 
eld against this note in , 

In spite of what he there says, I cn 
think it can ever make way among Pl 
scholars, It introduces feo subject 22 
the first part of the sentence, viz. ó d 
and д rtoreber cg ipi, to the ойе г 
fusion of both sense and metaphor. | 
distinction, insisted on by Stier, bets 
the believer on Christ, w 5 
to соте, but to drink,—and the T 
the feast, who.only wi > B 

pouring of the water, and which be f 
as a reason why wevire must stand © 
phatically before à mor. its qualifying 
ject, vill be ше as marked with tbe w. 
punctuation: nay even more .] . ү 
the first clauses, see notes on ch. f. 
14. abies Ar. J yp. ne 
must a to worapoi lc r. & ^ 
д ааа could not form part d 
citation. But we look in vain for : 
tert in the O. T., and an apocryp: 
lost, canonical book is out of the — 

I believe the citation to be ж 
mately connected with the ceremon? ж 
ferred to, and that we most bok а 
place by consulting the passages where е 
Slowing out of water from the tomple 
above) is spoken of. The most ерби, 
of these is found in Ezek. siri l- ", 
There a rorapée of water of Efe (see "€ 

especially) flows from wader ihe еі 

k yeagn, worauoi £x тїс койш emm 

that it is surprising to mebo ur - 

was mi XU | 
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rovro & теу тері rob I only. n. 
» 5 

жъєбратос o ov ku AAo AapBavery о{! жотейтаутес tie GUTÓV' mch.iv. 10,11 
ourw yap | nv тууна [угор], à OTt "Incovc OUT) " едоЁаобп. 

40 o; 

89. for ert, Ee R. 

with DN rel Hil: txt BLT. 
coptt arm 

90 BEKMUVA ТЫ: ‘od DN rel. 
ins ro bef *vtvpa D. 

Orig, Eus Cypr : ins BD rel lat-e g syr goth sth Orig-lat Chr. 

a=ch. xii, 16, 
zm 91. 

єк TOU 6x Aou оф» akoUcavrtc ы Хб үш» rovrwy omc a. во, 

He yor [ôri] оўтбс tori P аА\лбос 4 o трофйтпс. 
. Aor AE av Оўтбс kor o хо óc. ot à At yov М» рек 1251 

Jobn 4. 
41 aA- 

гес TIOTEVOVTEÇ, 
om ayio» КТМ latt Буг 

further дедонг›о» В latt Syr в mee Jer sah Eus Ambr Victorin Aug; er avroic 
D lat F goth sth; ex avrovc TN rel fuld(with harl! san) copt goth sth arm 
Orig, Ath Cyr Nonn Hesych Jer Amb Victorin Aug. rec ins o bef ‹уо., with 
Ве sil): om врти rel vulg Orig ро Cyr Did ТЫ. (for оьте) onder, with 
T rel Orig, ; ovdexwre L: txt 8 85 N Orig, 

40. тес at 
txt BDLTXN 1 vulg coptt arm. 

zt dokaorò Ri. 

beg ins root and places ov» bef ex rov ox Aon, with E rel lat y g 
rec ro» Aoyor, ж with 

seth arm: txt BDTN rel latt Syr сор goth arm 
ХАЗА 69 (8, е sil) sah- mnt 
—pref avrov ЮМ! syr-txt. Orig, 

rec om rovrwy, with E rel Syr: ins BDLTUN 1. 33 latt syr-marg сор goth 
arm, and (bef r. Jer) G; тошто» X wth, avrov K. — ins avrov bef r. Лоу. Ni. 

ins B от: Т rel vas 

B -w-ast : om BTN rel 

is s aA Bec bef ovroc seri N. 
Жы aft 1st al e, ins де i. 69 lat-b c f coptt ins ore bef ovroc DLX 69 Orig. 

rec (for ot) аАА\о‹ DN rel syrr coptt goth: txt 
LTX 1. 33 vulg lat-a c f ff, (eth) arm нк от шн 

BLTX 1. 33 vulg lat-a c e f. ‚сор (eth) arm Orig Cyr. At y 

of the temple. Again in Zech. xiv. 8, men living had the deepest insight into the 
і5е\гбсгта: ÜUOwp Zov iE ‘lepovcaAny. I 
believe these expressions to be all to which 
the citation applies, and the ix тйс xo: 
Мас aùroù to be the interpretation of the 
corresponding words in the prophecies. 
For the temple was symbolic (see ch. ii. 
21) of the y of the Lord; and the 
Spirit which dwells in and flows forth from 
His glorified Body, dwells in and flows 
forth from His people also, who are made 
like unto Him, Gal. iv. 6; Rom. viii. 9— 
11; 1 Cor. iii. 16. 89.] The diff- 
culties raised concerning this interpreta- 
tion of the saying of our Lord have arisen 
from & misapprehension. John does ipod 
= that the words ee 

happened on the day o . 
but of the Spirit, which the believers were 
about to receive. Their first reception of 
Him must not be illogically put in the 
place of all His indwelling and working, 
which are here intended. And the sym- 
bolism of the N. T. is fully satisfied by the 
interpretation. Granted tbat the water is 
the water of life—what is that life but 
the life of the Spirit? rà gpéynpa той 
mvebparoc, Leh, . viii. 6; and 
тд wvevpa, Con}, ib. ver. 10. It is la- 
mentable to see such able and generally 
right-minded Commentators as Lücke carp- 
ing at the interpretation of an Apostle, 
and the one Apostle who perhaps of all 

in nnd analogies of spiritual things. 
The. additions dedopivoy, do- 

gee фк” ^ "roic, are all glosses, to avoid 
a misunderstanding which no intelligent 
reader could fall into. Chr. in loc. quotes 
the verse thus: д ebayyeAorne Pert», 
Ob p. v wvedpa üyiov, тоотёст: do- 
Oiv, ixi Inoodc оёте фбаЁавб@т' ddkav 
кау róv стаорбу. It is obvious that Hy 
cannot refer to the essential existence of 
the Holy Spirit, as this would be not only 
in flat contradiction to ch. i. 32, 33; iit. 
5, 8, 34, but to the whole O. T., in which 
the agency of the Spirit in the outward 
world is even more vividly 
than in the N. T. The h implies not 
exactly dedoni vo, but rather ivepyobv, or 
some similar word: was not, —had not 
come in; ‘the of the Spirit 
a not through 
0 glorified Body of the Lord is 

ihe from under whose threshold 
the Holy Spirit flows forth to us; see ch. 
i. 16; Rom. viii. 11; CoL ii. 9. 40. 
é жрофттүз is here clearly distinguish 
from à xpwrrós : e 21, and 
Deut. xviii. 15. 1 The men- 
tion of the question about Bethlehem seems 
to me rather to curroborate our belief that 
the Evangelist was well aware how the 
fact stood, than (De Wette) to imply that 
ho was ignorant of it. That no more re- 
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а = ch. iz. 80. 
Matt. zzvii. 

BnOAcéiu, rnc "xoyunc 

u. X picTOC ; 431 

*, ә 

‚ avrov ; 46 

Dapicaiwy ; 49 
P r?! ^? р з 

youoy ewaparot оц». 

439. rec out, with DN rel: 
om rov DU 1. 69 Orig. 

ETATTEAION 

txt B*TL Orig; ovx Bl. 
rec o ypusroc bef epyera: (repetition from abore), 

o txt BLT 33 vulg lat-c f} g Syr eth arm Chr 

Ill. 

*yap ^ ik тпс TadtAaiac o урютде * руга; "et 

i yeagn Ете» Ore EK TOU ° owipparoc Aave ка em 

Srov "av Aaveid, руна #2 

cyiopa об» ёуѓуєто Ev r буйр à avra. 
44 мыс 82 beko Е avrov * табса: avrov, add’ ovi 
Bale ёт avrov тас! xetpac. D. 

45 HA оўу oi ® отпріта хрос тойс арис ка! 

Oapicalovc" Kat tiov айтор &xevor Ara ri oux туву 
amexpiOncav oi ™ ùmnpérae Oudéwore аи 

ovrwc а,0оштос [wç ovroç о аудоютос]. 47 атое 

х. avroic ot Dapisato: Mn ка! vpeic ° wewdavnobe ; * 

P rig ЕК ТОУ apyovrwy 4 iwisrevaew etc aurov yj & ти 

алла о ö Ao ovroc о un yureokuv ти 

9 Мум №Мкодпиос тоос аўток, 

for sumi», Arya Dal e 

Cyr.—epx. o xp. bef roc. 

43. rec sv rw oydw bef eyevsro, with E rel lat-q goth: txt B (D) LTXN 33 latt an 
coptt.— sç rov oyAow D- gr. 

44. for hd o, Ae yo Ni. 
goth Chr Cyr: txt BLT vulg lat - a c. 

46. aft amecpiOnoay ins де 
sX\aAncer, with E 

»—704 

sah goth eth arm, we ovroc AN, D lat - 
47. rec aft алекр:Өђса» ins ovy, wi 

ata n e Is Syr sah goth arm Cyr. 
vss. 

48. for emiorevoev, miareves DN’. 
49. [adAa, so BDLT 33.] 

rec ек‹Зам» : " 
for ex’ avro», avre Nl: ex воты К+. 

45. for urov, Nuo T(Bch): Aeyovaw М. 
de отпрєта: amp. R. Orie 

rel vulg lat: ovrec avOpwrog ehadnoew D: txt BLTX 33 
Chr, Cyr,. ovrwc avOpwmrog bef eX\aAncer Nl. 
mootel 7) ВТМ за forj copt Orig Chr-comm 

om avrog BK 69 

ver 30), with DN rel late / 

rec ovret be 

і om we ovroc o арбрехес! 
Cyr, Ang: ins X rel vulg lat f (Syn бт 
: we ovrog Aadu o акӨретос N. 1.8 

rel vulg lat. om DN 1. 
бач arm: ins DI 

rec ewruaraparot (more common, cf Gal iii. 10, 10 

with D rel: txt BTN 1.33 Orig Chr-comm Cyr. 

marks are appended, is natural. John had 
one great design in writing his gospel, and 
does not allow it to be interfered with by 
explanations of matters otherwise known. 
Besides, we may note that De Wette’s 
“probability, that John knew nothing Y 
the birth at Bethlehem,” reaches m 
further than may appear at first. If John 
knew nothing of it, and yet the mother of 
the Lord lived with him, the inference 
must be that ehe knew nothing of it, —in 
otber words, that it never happened. 
oxlopa implies a violent dissension, — 
some taking up His cause, some wishing to 
lay hands oa Him. 44.) These were 
from the multitude. Those who 
wished to lay hands on Him were, 
Euthymius remarks, invisibly restrained. 

45—62.] Return of the officere to the 

; ; consultation on their report 
Either these officers had been wat? 

ing Jesus for some days, or the нес 
section back a little from whet 

The latter is more 
49. There is no intention to Pr” 

nounce a formal ban upon the followert 
Jesus ;—the words are merely а ез 
expression of contem pe 
stop at vépav, and mipplying riero, 
eig abréy, and then maki eu 

lamation (Paulus, Kuinoel), is w. 
to be thought x s 50.) Јев 
had, since the sabbath-healing, 
Jesus, and were to kill him. Bat 

here insisted on by Nicodemus. 
consistency, and development, of the d- 
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e э ^ a э < Ф Ф A » э = 31 ` 
o &Абш» трос avrov mporepov, tic шу &Ё avrov, © Mn ue 
Ф vóuoc hav Kpive *rov avOpwrov, tàv ий ‘axobay Eat l. 
прото» Tap avrov xai YVP т: тош; 52 атгко:Өпса» tb vi. 45 reg. 

EE в = ` t > ‚ з, aw? 2 ro der 
xat &av avr Mn кає ov ex rnc ГаМмАайас ы; ™ epav- „ler f. 13 

50. for Xe ye, wey ёе N. om o Abay трос avrov жротероу Nl. rec ins 
vvurroc bef «poc avrov, with E rel; aft, КОД vulg lat-o f Г syrr goth arm: vvkroc 
wp. av. ro прот. 1. 69, жр. av. уоктос ro ярыто» D 38 wth arm, rp. av. vve. то 
wporepoy X al: txt B (L) T lat-a syr-jer sah.—ro жротероу L. ag ov et aur 
bef o M0 D. 

81. rec тар’ avrov wporepoy, with E rel vulg lat-g syrr coptt Chr: wap. avr. 
трытоу K 1.69: трытоу, omg тар av., X(bef ак.) Ni lat. J,: txt BDLT 33 Orig, Bas 

: extyywoOn D. esoujgey D lat-c Lucif. 
52. [ec rar, so ВОКТ 38.] tpavvnoov, so BI TN.] aft «де ins тас урафас 

D 229; scrutare scripturas vulg-ed(not am em forj gat ing? mm san) lat-ac e f} i 
(not f 9 9) sah. rec жрофитэс bef ex т. y., with DN rel am(with forj fuld ing 
san &c) lat-a c goth: txt BLTX vulg-ed Orig Chr Cyr. rec eynyeprat (cf Luke 
vii. 16: to say, as Mey, that the pres was substituted to remove the historical diffi- 
culty, ie absurd, for it does not remove it), with L rel; гунуғрта: ЕОМ: txt BDK 
S-marg TTAN 1. 33 vulg lat-a с вуг goth eth Orig. 

Ver 58 to ch. viii. 11 is omitted in ABCLTXAN 33 ev-y 2-pe Scr's a! b g. 91. 12-5. 
21-2. 33-6. 44-9. 72. 87. 96-6-7. 106-8-23-31-4-9-43-9-57-68-9-791-81-6-94-5. 210-3- 
28-321-49-60-8-5-61-23-0-84!, 314-31.63!-88-92. 401 (and about 90 evangelistaria : 
but see Scriv. Introd. to Crit. р. 441) lat-a b, f l syrr coptt goth arm-6 mss Orig Apollin 
Thdor-mops Chr Bas Cyr Cosm Nonn Thl Tert(see Tregelles on the Printed Text 
р. 289 note) Cypr Juvenc. А and С are defective, but from the quantity of space 
it is certain that they could not have contained the LA leave & space, but 
not sufficient for the whole. viii. 8—11 is omitted in 77. 242. 824. 

It is marked as doubtful in EMSA Scr's k 1 m n 4. 8. 14-8. 24. 84-5. 109-25-41-5- 
8:1-66.61-4-6-7-78-89-96-8. 202-12-5-26-30-13-41-6-71-4-7-85. 838-55-60-1-3-76-91?- 
4. 408-36, and viii. 3—11 іп 128-37-47. It is placed at the end of the 
in 237, which however has vii. 53 to viii. 2 here as well; 37 (102 ?) 105 retain vii. 53 
to viii. 2 here, but place viii. 3—11 at the end of the Gospel; 259 (and 102 ?) omits 
vii. 68 to viii. 2 altogether and inserts the rest at the end of the Gospel. The 
whole passage is inserted at the end of this gospel in 1. 19. 20. 129-35. 207. 801-47 
ev-86 leips-tisch-iv arm- mas, at the end of Lu xxi. in 13. 69. 124. 346; aft Joh vii. 36 
in 225. 

It is contained in DFGHKUT and about 290 cursive mss vulg lat · öl c e f, g l. marg 
syr-jer wth 5-later-mss-of-arm. (Scholz numbers 469 cursive mss of the gospels: of 
these all but those named above and the following contain the disputed passage. The 
following either do not contain St. John’s gospel or are mere fragments, 41. 92-4-9. 
186-46. 197. 222-8-4-38-43-656-7-88. 300-2-3-4-5-10-1-2-3-20-83-34-6-7 -54-6-62-6-9-78 
-81. 400-17-8-28-4-6-7-32-4. The following are also defective at this point, 67. 176. 
221. 317-72 evv-37-42.8-4. The following numbers ought for various reasons [see in 
prolegg.] to be considered as in abeyance, 42. 81.2. 93. 110. 203. 821-6-7-8-98-9. 
440-1-2. It is hardly safe to reckon 64. 90. 101-21 as distinct witnesses. We have no 
information concerning the reading of 104-14-32. 216-33. 318-48-50-64-73. 437-8-9. 
In ms. 115 the icopa is found, but with ver. 12 written both before and after it. 
The remaining 220 (about) certainly contain the passage without any mark of doubt : 
to these we must add Scr’s 15 mss and evv-18-19-20-377 -41-67.) 

In evangelio secundum Johannem in multis et Gracis et Latinis codicibus in- 
venitur de adultera muliere quae accusata est apud dominum Jer. adv. Pelag. ii. 17, 

racter of Nicodemus, Luthardt has some disposed to join those (mostly Galileans) 
valuable remarks, pp. 126 ff. 51.) who had attached themselves to Jesus. 
There is no nced of supplying котос be- Whether we read iyelperat ог lynyeprar, 
fore d robo and y»q—the judge is implied the assertion is much the same: for Toop. 
in ó wépoc. Не is only its representative cannot mean the Prophet, or the Messiah. 
and mouthpiece. day рў ёк. вее Deut. i. It was wot historically true; — for two 
16. 63. They taunt him with being prophets at least had arisen from Galilee : 
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т „ * э — 7 " JU 

wennt xt 77000 Kat (Qe бт ёк тпс Гай‹Ааас профит oc 
„ k. Eyriperat. 

vol. ii. p. 762. Sed hoc videlicet infidelium sensus exhorret ita «t i wo: 
fidei vel potius inimici vera fldei credo metuentes peccandi impenitatem dari melie» 
suis illud quod de adulter indulgentid Dominus fecit, auferrent de codieba п’ 
quasi permissionem peccandi tribuerit gui dizit jam deinceps noli peccare Ач. ё 
Conj. Adult. ii. 7. Euseb. Н. E. iii. 89 says: deréQecras дё kai. adler r 
тері уоуаідс iwi тоААаїс åpapriuiç Gua AnÜriage imi row курор, фу тё себ ior v. 
edayyidtoy vipiüixei, which history can hardly be other than this. Nicon (cent L) а 
ш the Armenians expunged it, thinking бАаберё» elva: roig rokleit riy raarp 
крбасі». 

Jonah of Gathhepher, and the greatest of haps also Nahum and Hosen. Ther ee 
the prophete, Elijah of Thisbe; and per- tempt for Galilee made them lose spi! : 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

[* xai éxopevOnoay ёкастос eic гб» olco aùrov. lv 4 

53. rec exopswOm, with E rel: rene, U 69 : ая Абер A: tt DYS. 

1 syr-jer arm. for ro» ошко», rov тото» 1 copt-wilk arm: га бк. 

[s3—cuar. УШ. 11.] Тнк нтвтовт or 
THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY.—Seo 

the text of the passage itsclf, ie 
of all treatment to ite eth 

var. reudd. ; and a very complete discussion 
of the authorities for and against the pas- 
sage in Lücke (third edition), ii. 243—256. 
The critical examination of the genuine- 
ness of this passage is attended with many 
and complicated difficulties. Setting aside 
here purely diplomatic evidence (for which 

ment as а part of the sacred тыге 
(4) At the same time it із an embaris- 
circumstance, that the contents of the pe- 
sage are of such a kind, as to give СТ 
countenance to the supposition pedit 
with. Had they been otherwise, web 
have been much more free in prono? 
а critical decision for or agrintt It ? see var. readd.), we may observe (1) that 

at first sight, the reasons given by Aug. 
and Nicon seem enough to warrant the 
inference that it was expunged on account 
of the supposed licence given by it to sin. 
And this has been the hypothesis generally 
adopted by those who would override cri- 
tical difficulties by strong autocratic as- 
sertion. Even Stier and Ebrard decide 
thus, without pausing to examine the real 
complications of the question. But (2) 
granting that such an hypothesis might be 
admissible as regards ch. viii. 3—11, I do 
not see how the whole passage can be in- 
volved in it, especially the opening verse 
53, which would naturally a to form 
a sequel to what has preceded, and would 
surely never have been expunged with the 
offensive paragraph. (8) No such hypo- 
thesis as this will account for the co- 
existence of во many distinct and inde- 
pendent texts, apparently none of which 
owes its origin to any attempt to remove 
matter of offence. This phenomenon (not 
that of the abundance of various readings, 
from which it is totally distinct) points 
undoubtedly to some inherent defect in 

Another difficulty is ted by the v^ 
general concurrence of the MSS. sae 
ing the passage, in placing it her. "' 

in 

but if it was the original ope, it i U^ 
та зари that we should find w 55 
of the fact there, except in four 47 
(best) cursive MSS. Its occurrent 
then, seems to me much is its Je-. 
(7) After all, the most weighty pet 
against the is found in 1» ^*^, | 
diversity from the style of нотай". 
our Evangelist. It is not mere ps 
many words and idioms occur wbich NW 
never uses, but that the whole = ds 
character of the is alien fo, 
manner, in whichever of the ей” | 

| 
; 

| 

| 
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VIII. !2 Пал оў» avroic thaAnver 6 Inooðc Aly 

Cuar. VIII. 12. rec o 1увоюс bef avroic ehad\noer(with al? ): авто o ic . E rel 
Scr's mss Thl таза. eX. avrot; o ic D 33. 69 lat-a f ff, g 1 Syr copt wth arm: 

s txt BLSTUXN 

historical . (Bretschneider ab- 
surdly lays the inaccuracy to {һе charge 
of the Evangelist.) 

12—59.] THE CONFLICT BETWEEN 
JESUB AND THE JEWS, AT ITS HEIGHT. 

k lat-b, and (omg avrorc) Зета s.—om o В. ( om o ene. Scr’s 

13—20.] 109 to Him- 
self as the Light. .] The at- 
tempts of Bengel, Schulthess, and Stier, 
to establish & connexion with the pre- 
ceding verses are forced and harsh. It 

HISTORY OF THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY. 

cope ion eic то ^ üpoc “rör Хасу. — d üpÜpov дё каму» © wapa-* Ret Jabs, 

1. for ine. de, «at o «ge. UT 69. 
povoc T 272 al. 

2. for opOpow de, ка‹ ore T 272. 
only. Prov. vil. 18 al. 
17. see ch. lil. 8. 

we read it. [It would be hardly worth 
while to cite an opinion which affirms that 
‘such a course of a ent is very fal- 
lacious, leads to nothing but endless logo- 
machiez, and can never settle a question 
of this kind’ (Bloomf. ed. 9),—were it not 
earnestly to remind my readers, that the 
more the sacred text is really studied, the 
more such considerations, duly and cau- 
tiously weighed, will be urged and appre- 
ciated.] (8) Balancing all these difficulties, 
I am almost disposed, as а desperate re- 
source, to adopt the following hypothesis ; 
not as by any means satisfying or even 
recommending itself to me, but as really 
the only one which seems at all to shew us 
a way out of the ænigma: That the Evan- 
gelist may have, in this solitary case, in- 
corporated a portion of the current oral 
tradition into his narrative: that this por- 
tion may have been afterwards variously 
corrected, from the gospel of the Hebrews, 
or other traditional sources: that being 
seen in early times to be alien from John’s 
diction, it may have been by some replaced 
in the synoptic narrative, in its apparent 
chronological place, at Luke xxi. fin.: or 
inserted variously in this Gospel from the 
mere fact of having dropped out here. 
Then again the contents of the passage 
would operate with the above causes to 
its exclusion altogether from many MSS. : 
&nd the fact of some excluding only ch. 
viii. 8—11, seems certainly to shew that 
the moral element did operate in the 
matter. (9) Dropping all idea of the hy- 
pothesis just suggested, our conclusion on 
the data must I think be, ѓо retain the 
passage, as we retain Mark xvi. 9 ff., with 
& distinction from the rest of the text. 

exopevero S al. 

aft radiy ins Вабгес U al. 
ow. eit, Matt. H. 1. Aotsix. 28. xiii. 14. xv. 4 only. 1 Kings x. 16, 

at end add b d 1 
w. is 

ere 
there oniy]. 
Acts v. 2 

With regard to the question, what tert 
the passage itself to adopt, it would seem 
idle to attempt to unite into one by cri- 
tical processes texts which seem to be due 
to different sources. Our solution of the 
question must be merely formal and di- 
plomatic. And, thus solving it, it has been 
thought best in this Edition to give the 
text as it is found in the only one of our 
most ancient MSS. which contains it: the 
amount and nature of the variations being 
fully seen in the accompanying Digest. In 
adopting this plan, it will be observed that 
no judgment whatever is given on the pu- 
rity of the text thus adopted, — no approval 
whatever of the Codex Beze as a fone 
lectionum : our proceeding is simply a for- 
mal and objective one, adopted as a neces- 
sity where no other seemed even mode- 
rately satisfactory. 58.] The circum- 
stance that this verse is included in the 
dubious passage is remarkable, and seems 
to shew, ав remarked above, that the doubt 
has not arisen from any ethical difficulty, 
ав Aug. hints (var. readd.),—for then the 

ge would have begun with ch. viii. 1. 
or can this verse have been expunged to 

keep up the connexion with ch. viii, 12— 
for that is just as good eith it, —if under- 
stood, as usually, of the members of the 
Sanhedrim. е must now regard it as 
fragmentary, forming the beginning of the 
account of the woman taken in adultery. 
It is therefore not clear to what the wo 
apply. Taken in conjunction with what 
follows (see on ch. viii. 5), I should say 
that they indicate some time during the 
last days of the Lord’s ministry, when Ho 
spent the nights on the Mount of Olives, 
us the date of the occurrence. Certainly 
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а = ch. ix. B. 
soe Matt. v. 
14. 

сат.) фес bef ru omg ro, N.. 

was, say they, the early morning (ver. 
2 and the sun was just rising, to which 
these words rò фес rov кос. allude,— 
and tbe walking in darkness is an allusion 
to the woman, whose deed of darkness 
had been detected in the night. But not 
to dwell on other objections to this view,— 
e. g. that such an allusion to the woman 
would be wholly out of character after our 
Lord's previous treatment of her,—how 
come these Pharisees, who on the hypo- 
thesis of the above Commentators are the 
same as those who accused the woman, to 
be again so soon present? Was this 
at all likely? We cannot escape from 
this difficulty with Stier, iv. 363, edn. 2, 
by supposing a multitude of the people to 
have been witnesses on both occasions: 
the of Фаріваїо of the one must surely 
extend through the other, if this con- 
nerion is to be maintained. On the 

ETATTEAION IIL 

Ey аш то "$o0c тоо * xoopou" o акоћоеде» ipa 

for грог, pos BT Orig: txt DLR re ir: 

other hand, this discourse comes in 2. 
well after ch. vii. 52. The last ayn: ‹ 
Jesus (ch. vii. 37, 38) had referred i : 
festal usage then just over: He now s~ 
another of the same kind. It wastb + 
tom during the first night, if not dri: 

every night, of the feast of taber. - 
(see authorities in Wetstein), to lig: — 
two large golden chandeliers in tix e 
of the women, the light of which 17-27 

nated all Jerusalem. All that night Ls: 
held a festal dance by the light — 
Now granted that this was on the fre 

night only,—what is there improbe = 

the supposition that our Lord ir 

in the very place where the candle 
had been or perhaps actually wee- 
should have alluded to that prac. v 
He did to the outpouring of water - 

vii. 37,38? Surely to say in both am. 
as Lücke and De Wette do, that i 
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f т. ini, 
here 

only. 

apart, prise. rec xapeyevero, with E rel: gabe UA 69 syr-uss: txt D. 

yiverat elg rò ie pb, kai хйс 0 Хас fjpyero хрос avror. doen 
de of ypappartic kai oi Фаритиїо‹. iri ёрартіф ywraua № 

3i 

for o Хаос, e ex^ 6 xiv. 38, al. о enoouc U al. om last clause 69. mn 
‘si. х9. om T 272. om хрос avro» EGHK : ins D U(Treg 

n. AU rec at end adds car d каб тас edidaccey avrovc, with Eom eT 
1. xili, 48, om D. 
xh 41 only 8. for ayovotw де, жроспуєукау avrw А? 69. om à СГ oe 
[Јоћа, here for ygaupartic, apyispeic 1 copt-wilk arm. rec aft V NUI 
only] Мат. ing трос avrov, with E rel lat-c (i) copt-wilk (eth arm): om DY 

e Matt. xv. 19. 1. 69 lat-e I syr-uss arm. rec (for ewe анар prr 
a Pr ey ёроҳна, with EGHK: yu». 

the end of Luke xxi. seems to be its fitter 
place. Cuar. VIII. 1.] John sever 
elsewhere mentions the Mount of Olives 
(not even in ch. xviii. 1): and when he 
introduces a new place, it is his habit to 
give explanations (see ch. i. 45; v. 2, and 
Aeyopávny ch. iv. 5; xix. 18, 17). [Stier, 
who says (iv. 848, edn. 2), “The simple 
answer to Alford's remark is, that John 
here, and here only, mentions the Mt. of 
O,“ omits all allusion to this habit of the 
Evangelist, which alone gives weight to 
my remark. ] wopevopar with eic is 
not found elsewhere in John ; but (in the 
Gospels) only in Matt. and Luke, and 
the frag. Mark xvi. fin. Nor is óp0po», 
nor rapayivopat tig: nor 6 Aaóc in this 
sense, but always d óyAoc (see д Aude 
ch. xi. 50; xvii. 14): nor such an ех- 

emi рихна M rel: txt D. m 

praen as кабісас iõiĝacsıy tir A 
ut all these are found in Lake ! 

not in John’s manner to relate Фи Је 
taught them, without relating eie d 
taught. 8.] John does not et! 
connect with ŝi, more commonly with af 
but ĉi is found thus used Aere, rr. } > 
(6, where the conjunction of й... ч 
not in St. John’s manner, see да. 11 
6 (twice v. r.), 7, 9, 10, 11 (twice © . 
Thence, there is not one ĝi of svrt** 
nezion (ver. 35 is no exception) ie 
the remaining forty-eight verses of Be 
chapter. Nor. does he ever age? 
yeappareiy elsewhere, but usally ; 
the opponents of Jesus oi lerdeie, © ” 
pxovrec. oi yp. x. oi Ф. is a very a 
expressiou in the synoptic narrati 
The account gives no light as to the ^ 
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ov py wepirarnoy iv ry “oxorig, аА а rò фос ъа шв. 

rec zepiarnoe, with DEHMA (S 1, e sil) Cyr, : txt ВТК rel Orig Суг). 
eee, exei Ni. 

allusion could not have been made unless 
the usage took place on that day, is mere 
trifling. While the feast lasted, and the 
remembrance of the ceremonies was fresh, 

€ eh. i. 6 reff. 

for 

the allusion would be perfectly natural. 
тд és T. к.] See on ch. i. 9, and 

хі. 9, 10. See also Isa. xlii. 6; Mal. iv. 2; 
and on ró фос rfc Lei, ch. i. 4, and vi. 
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urn ral 8 origarreg abri» Biy рёсю < Aéyovaw airg і ёк- g Matt. xvii. 2| Mk. Acts 
iv. 7 only. weipalovreg abr oi iepeig Туа ywo Fxargyopíar аўтой зы; p, 

Arcaoxade, abr jj ух») ! кат іАуттає m ёт’ atropwpe ° uotytvo- 
pérn, © Moücijc ce iv rø коре ixéXeveey тйс rovavrac-P Ммбафы». 

} Lake iv. 19 | Mt. (from Deut. vi. 16). x. 95. 1 Cr. x. only. Ps. IxxviL 18. 
ch. xviii. 39. 1 1 Tim. v. 14. Tit. 1.6 only t. 

m here only t. Theesd. vi. 88. п pass., here and Matt. v. 82 v. г. only. 

Matt. xiv. 6. 
= eit т. 

ёс оу, 

ch. хи. 19, 28. 
k [Lake vi. 7 v. r. 

~ here ре т.г.) only. Ezod. xxii. 4. 
т. 33. 10. trans., Matt. v. 28. 

p ch. x. 81 ref., &. [A«0050A., ове digest, Matt. xxi. B5 ref.] 

lkereA gupiyny, with M rel: caraAggÜ0ucay EGHK : txt D. 
> 1пв rw A 69. 

4. for Asyovoiy, uxov UA 69 latt. 
uptiç iva exwoiy kargyopiav avrov (but see ver 6), with 

for avrn to poiyevopevn, ravrny (alone) EGHK arm: txt D. 
tvpopev гт avrogwpw porxevoperny U.—n yurn bef 

aft 

Доутгс avrov oi 
rel; wetpaZovrec 

Tec om tert 

aurn M. rec 
5 aii with S(e ail); karsÀng05 EGHK: Arran MA 69: txt 

1 

inf. pass., 
5. rec ғи bef ds and ev dt rw хоры bef pw., with E rel: txt D.—rec aft o constr. w. 

pw. ins ш», with E rel: bef rac 

syr-jer copt. 
ins nuwy bef pw. S: om DH syr-uss 

rec (for exeAXevoev) O everes\aro, with E rel: txt D. 
here only. 
int. «ct. 

rec (for Абан») P AiBoffoAcisÜar, with E rel: txt DMSUA 1. 69. Matt f. 28. 
city in which these Scribes and Pharisecs 
acted when they brought the woman. 
Probably, only as tempting Jesus, and 
not in the course of any legal ings 

inst her. Such would have required 
. Xx. 10; Deut. xxii. 22) that the mas 

also should have been put to death. 
4.] The AMyovr» афгф іктерабоутес 
abróy savours much more of the synoptic 
gospels than of John : see Mt. xvi. 1; xix. 
8; xxii. 18, 35; Mk. viii. 11; x. 2; xii. 
15, &c. Obviously our ch. vi. 6 is no 
example to the contrary. (So Luthardt.) 
The difficulty is even greater than the 
last, to say, in what sense this was a temp- 
tation, to lead to His accusation. The 
principal solutions of it have been, (1) 
that the command of the law had fallen 
into disuse from the frequency of the 
crime, and to re · assert it would be con- 
trary to the known mildness of Jesus (Mi- 
chaelis [first part], Aug., Euthym.). But 
what reason had any of His sayings, who 
came to fulfil the Law, not to destroy it, — 
given them to expect such mildness in this 
case? And suppose He had re-asserted 
the law,—how could they have accused 
Him? (2) That some political snare was 

hereby laid for Him, whereby the Roman 
power might have been brougbt to bear 

inst Him (Grotius and others) But 
this does not in any way & 3 for (a) 
the Romans certainly allowed to the Jews 
фу connivance) the power of putting to 

th according to their law,—as they did 
in the case of Stephen: (3) our Lord's 
answer need not have been so worded as 
to trench upon this matter: and (y) the 
accusers would have been more deeply 
involved than Himself, if such had been 
the case, being by the law the prominent 

in the execution. So that I 
ve the difficulty unsolved. ^ Lücke 

(whose discussion on it see, ii. 261 ff.) 
observes: ‘Since Jesus seems to avoid 
ies of decision on the question put 
to Him, it follows that He found in it no 
reference to the great subjects of His 
teaching, but treated it as a purely civil or 
pus matter, with which in His ministry 

e had no concern. Some kind of civil or 
political collision the question certainly 
was calculated to provoke: but from the 
brevity of the narration, and our want of 
more accurate knowledge of criminal pro- 
ceedings at the time, it is impossible to 
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224% "rine Lune. 18 
48. 18.] See ch. v. 31. The assertion 
there was, that His own «nsupp 

ETATTEAION 

orted wit- 

ҮШ, 

тоу ойу аўгф ot Фарсао 23 ' nu 

trustworthy, but that Ніз testime: со 
supported by, and in fact coincident vt. 

ness (supposing that possible) would not be that of the Father. The тегу sm mg — 
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i v. r.] uk 
i. 7 only. 
Exod. vi. 31. 

av дё vow ri Аус; & дё 'Igeovc каты f сујас тр * core 
t cure pee eig ray yir. 7 wo дє Y éxéperoy épwrertec, "or 

s Mott. 338.4. ёлу kai erer айгоїс "О * ávapáprgroc ver xperoc ir ore 
t here bis ony: 
Exod. xvii. 14. 

aif. 80 vat. (only 0). constr. Act» xii. 16 

z. 10. 9 Macc. viii. 4. sii. 43 on 

ere 
only. [avaSAéw., see digest. = John, here bis (ch. ix. 11, &c.) only. Matt. ziv. 19 ref.) 
Deut. xxi 43 only. 

q John, ch. vi. 
6. Rev. 
10. iil. 10 

8yT -USs. А 
u Late zzi. DEGHM. 

lay down definitely, wherein the collision 
would have consisted.’ p. 267. 5.] I 
will just remark that the very fact of their 
questioning thus, Moses commanded, . . . 
but what sayest Thou ? belongs to the last 
days of the Lord’s ministry, and cannot 
well be introduced chronologically where 
it here stands: nor does John any where 
introduce these questions between the law 
of Moses and Jesus; but the synoptic 
gospels often do. The command here 
mentioned is not to be found, unless 
putting to death generally, is to be inter- 
preted as = stoning ;—compare Exod. xxxi. 
14; xxxv. 2, with Num. xv. 88, 36, in which 
the special order given by God would sanc- 
tion such a view. But the Rabbis taught 
* omne mortis supplicium in scriptura abeo- 
lute positum esse strangulationem. Tract 
Sanhedr. ch. x. (Lücke, De Wette.) The 
passage Ezek. xvi. 88, 40 proves nothing, 
or proves too much; for it is added, * and 
thrust thee through with their swords.' 

I would rather suppose that from 
Deut. xxii. 21, 28, 24, an inference was 
drawn what kind of a death was intended 
in ver. 22, the crime bei ed as the 
samo; “he hath humbled hie neighbours 
wife.” We have similar indefiniteness in 
ib. ver. 25, where evidently the same pun- 
ishment is meant: see the whole matter 
discussed in Lücke, ii. 267 ff. 6. 

v (John, bere only.) elsw., Lake (Acts x. 48 al.) & Pael (Row. vi. Lal) ау < 
only. w here bis, Lake ziii, II. xxi l. JAL à 

aft l їз га 

6. rec at beg ins rovro dr cig q rapalorrec avrov ma tyus er^ 

кетфү. els r. viv] бтр айбат roller; 
хону ої pù Af, ávaspirtetei 1% 
robe iperevrag акаа cai dvd. 177 
yap афто» rv poyaviyy apotu” 
ypágtv sic тй» уй», cai pe e 
ideyc. Euthym. The habit was 3 "= 
one to signify pre-ovcupation of it: 
intentional inattention ee in, 2 
Wetetein and Lücke. ТЬе one Gi 
cited from Ælian is irrelevant: we Lich. 
ii. 269 note. The additions артил, 
utvog or иј прост. are : 
does 

can hardly be that any B 
should have held themselves isles. r 

place, finds in ver. 46 an alu (0 
saying. I cannot say that his attempt 
establish a connexion with the 

== 

zb | 
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ctavrov “paprupeic’ Ù uaprvpia gov оок fari adnOnc. 

ment is here used, but the other side o iut 
presented to us. He does witness of 

self, because His testimony is the testimony 
of the Father ;—He being the Абуос rov 
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Badérw Aldor. ° 
zic тй» yar. %€ 

póroc cai i yuvy ir péoy oven. 

rel.—rec [rov] мбо» bef ex’ av. Baderw, with (al f): ( 
E rel latt: trans (r.) А0. and ex’ av. UA 69 eth arm: 

каї таму У катакйфас rg Cacridy t waréypaper у муз only. 
£xagrop & тш» "оудаішу éLiipxero, 

* дко rav mpeaPurépwr, dert ха›тас éAÜriv xai rare 
0 «йраёофас ёё ò Ino 

elev тр yvrawi Пой eigw ; obdeig ae !karéxpavev; 
1 Matt. хк. 18 reff. [John, here Ыз on.] 

° åpěápevot , Matt Дав 
here only.} 
= Lake xv, 
T Acts xviii. 

ih 9. 1 
M. 1. küxti vn 

Р, №0. bef Вал. 
aX. bef ex’ av. 

syr-uss syr-jer: txt DM 1.—fadXerw EGHK 1. 
8. rec кате r кофас̧, with E rel: куас H! : 

. дактәо, with E rel: ins D lat. z. 
E rel; ғурафе»у M: txt D. 
гкастоь avrwr rag анарт‹ас U. 

9. rec (for exagrog de тыу кордаш»). о d acovoayrec, with E rel: K. 
акоьсаутес Os 1 arm: om A 69 syr 
vxo тус ? ovvednaewe Xe voa, with E rel copt-wilk: om DMUA 

arm. 
rel: avexwpyoay ка eEnrA\Gow 69: xai ENO A: txt D. 4 
bec каб uç, with E rel: pref, M vulg lat-e: ас гкастос aure» 1: om b Mark z xiv. 19, 

rec (for were wavrac :Е:АӨну) ewe тыу oniy. (Rom. 
eoxarwy, with В rel: om EGHKM vulg lat-e J syr-uss: txt D (lat-c у). 

aft uovoc ins о enooug, with E rel: pref ino, sy 7 
U lat-e: om D 1 am lat-c syr-uss syr-jer. 

rel а, 
rec ins «at n 

rnc yvvauoc bef re, with E rel ; tbey erm ка: UA 69 sth: 
DMS 1 vulg lat-e e syr-uss syr-jer copt-wilk 

syr-jer: om UA 69: txt D (lat-c) b Acts zziii 

1. 69 vulg lat-c e ff, l syr-uss syr-jer 

D. арЕаџргуов E!. 

om povoc 69. 

with 1 (F, e sil) vulg lat-c syr-jer: txt 
10. ara A 69. 

yvvaixı) avrg, with E rel vulg lat-e ff, 

txt D 1. ree om rw 
rec (for катеур.) eypager, with 

for ec, exe М. at end ins evog 

: txt D. rec adds га: z. 20. Wiad. 
xvi. 16 ur 

rec gpxovro, with E A. Aci. G. 
ad rec I - iv. 2. 

i 5. 
8 M 

rec (for ойша) ecrwoa, „ое се gati. 
ByT-U88. f- = Mak xii. 

>а е Oracaptvog f A 5381. (Jobe, 
om a la 

arm. rec (for ra 6 Xii. 'э? гөй. 

80, 85. xxiv. 
syr- uss. rec ins By уш» bef xov(with al P): yuvac MSUA 1.69: з. 21. 1 
аш D rel -U$8. rec aft нар ins крос ot h gargyopot соу, with leen only, 
E rel vulg-ed copt-wilk mth; ot кат cot, omg «иш, HU 69: om DMA Prov, zviti. 
1 am lat-c e syr-uss syr-jer arm. iw. 6 omiy. 

discourse are to me at all satisfactory : I 
am much more inclined to think with 
Lutbardt (i. 16), that the whole arrange- 
ment and plan of oar Gospel is broken by 
the insertion of this P The 
Lord Jesus was not sent to be a ruler and 
a judge in this or that icular case of 
crime, see Luke xii. 14; but tbe Ruler 
and Judge of all: and "His answer ex- 
presses this, by convicting them ай of sin 
before Him. róv (see digest), if genuine, 
refers to the first stone, which by Deut. 
xvii. 7 the witnesses were to cast. 
8.] iva ий, B^isovroc slc abrobc, аісҳё- 
ушута‹, piov obruc ideyxOivrec, ral iva, 
wç абтой Og8kw &cyoXovpivoy ele rd 
ypagery, itg айтоїс Uxavaxwpijoa тоё 
$avtpwripag катаүу–свиқ’ кті abr 
ydp igeídsro дё UwepBorry xpnorórgroc. 

Euthym. The rv U (see var. read.) 
is curious. They had said, тас 
Tota Tas they now perceive that they 
themselves were rorovro. There is no 
historical difficulty in this conduct of the 
Pharisees, as Olshausen finds ;—they were 
struck nm the power of the word of 

t was а case somewhat analo- 
ne Miele that in which His iyw ely: struck 

is foes to the ground, ch. xviii. 6, 
The variations of reading are very 

wide (see digest) in the latter part of the 
verse. We can hardly (with some) lay 
any stress on wpe per, as indicating 
the natural order of conviction of sin. 
If the consciences of older sinners have 
heavier loads on them, those of younger 
ones are more tender. pdvos, i.e. 
with the multitude and the disciples; the 
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ч 
f ch. iii. B reff, 
g 9 Cor. хі. 18 

only. 
к. сарка 3 д 

5 — t ^» 

1 . 6 tpxopat y wow vayas < 

Ich. laria KPIVETE, Eyw OU кре ovdéva, 

EYATTEAION Vill. 

amexoiOn "Incovc kai etmev avroic Ка» tye " pape" 
L - 5 РД # v | 

“тєр: tuavrou, ann ёст 7 нартура fav, оп ote 

rôbe Abor kai ‘wou йтйушв” ùu⁰dL & ойк oidare тоо. 

15 eig ката "riv {вора 
16 1 1 2 eas kai td» pie ‘6 

14. ins o bef tno. DN 69 Orig.—erey aurotg о ic, omg arer. and cat, К. 
9 нартира pow bef adnOnc єстіу В al lat-b sah arm Orig, Chr Did Fam 

9 u. D аМм]б›”) pov ec. 9 p. D. 
de FHKUN lat-a. om тес for у) cat above), with К > 

om last * MA 33. 69 syr-jer Orie 7 
ug. 
lat-a b c e Syr wth arm-mss Ambt: txt BDKTUXA 1. 83 vulg 1867 F. I st °F 
goth arm-ed. 

Өєой, and the Father witnessing in Him. 
14.) Sri olBa «.r.\.—see on ch. vii. 

29. This reason binds His testimony to 
that of the Father ; for He came forth 
the Father, ch. xvi. 28, and was returning 
to Him. Lumen, says Augustine 
(Tract. in Johan. xxxv. 4), * e£ alia demon- 
strat et seipsum . . . . Testimonium sibi 
perhibet lux: aperit sanos oculos et sibi 
урла testis est, ut cognoscatur lux.’ 

en again, he only who knows can wit- 
ness: and Jesus only knew this. 
Notice $À6ov and px, —І know 
whence I came :—this goes back to the ѓу 
dpxp ў» of ch. i. 1; but ye know not 
whence I come,—‘do not recognize even 
My present mission.’ We must not 

for a moment understand кй» tye far 
with Grotius, ‘even though I shes < 

ness,’ &c. ‘etiamsi mella енем de ~ 
progressa. prophetarum, sulla Jon 
Bapt. testimonia." It does nct 4 
pose a case, but allows the feet. 
15, 16.] There is no apen B 

i i ; the train NC 
pem anotker. * The end of al‘ 
timony, is the forming, or pronoun: 
judgment. Ye do this by fleshly rake ̀- 
cerning me and my mission: | jedz > 
man, i. e. it is not the object nor М! 
this my mission on earth ; in 
called on to exercise judgment, mr 
ment is decisive :’ not exactly drt. 
Der, which rather means ШР 
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k Lake v. 10 
тей. (Joba, 
bere only.] 

тє» arg Obòeic коре. 0 дё elwev OUcé. iyw ot i cararpo” 
Üraye, * ато той vir unsrer. åpáprave. | 

11. rec | for caceyvyn uwev айты) n де erev, with E rel: tst D. 
rec (for o f tir ихе» фе o исоис, with E rel vulg ( 
Eney А: eai o 10. итеу 69: urey аиту о iga. U: txt 
avrn, with (S, e sil) A lat-e (6) f, g syr-jer th: om D 

for zarar., кру E А syr- uss syr-jer arm. 
ropt vov, with E rel: txt D. 
om 69: txt DM 1 (am) lat-e (syr-uss) syr-jer copt-wilk 
кал) lat, arm. 

woman passis Bee palit Him and the 
гона eig on one hand,—and the multitude 
on the other. 10, 1.] ту is 
only found here in John, Gosp. and 

xaraxplve also is not found else- 
where in John, who uses «pirw in its 
strict sense for it. 'The question is evi- 
dently so worded for the sake of obd? iyw 
ct катакріуо : but it expresses the truth 
in the depth of their hearts. The Lord’s 
challenge to them would lead to a condem- 
nation by comparison with themselves, if 

us) . 0 й ret 

. rec 5. 

rel valg 5- 
гес (for vr" 

rec (for ато rou vor) zan with b^ 
and (Р 

they condemned at all: which ther b. 
not done. The words of Jesu wer > 
fact а far deeper and more solemn tet 
mony against the sin than could be E; 
mere penal sentence. And in јод. 
them we must never forget that Не", 
thus spoke knew the hearts —snd нЕ 
was the peculiar state of this woman * 
penitence. We must not apply in all a- 
а sentence, which requires Hu 4°” 
knowledge to make it а just ove.) 

bat eren if! * 
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eye, " cioic L ёну )а\пб ғ tarw, ort nóvoc ойк til, 1 
алл eyo kai 0 тёшфас pe жатр. mi 
! GE TU Оретёрр 

Anbe à оті». гүш ыш о * 
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Rev. xv. 8. 

D EU Kai ev Tw rau ш 
Yiypaxvat ore doo аубротеу й n paprupia 

нартуорб> "epi moros, 
" paprupet * mepi iu 0 rin nt raring. 19 EA 

оу aury [lov tativ 0 татпр соо, arerpiby Inooõ 

Орт. ё ш olòar: ours тд» тат ра pov’ 

TOY татёра pov av p; dire. 
osv tv Te " уабофЛакір | Sidacxwy év тр рр, Kai me 
оуд ! ewiagey avrov, ore ob Азон i n " бра avrov. “е 

21 Eisev ойу тай» айтос 'Eyo vrayw, kai Cnrhoeré ff а. 

ue, Kal ё rg арартіа онш» атобаумнаӨг' 

et fpi gott, kai 

ravra та phuara Aan. dir i -) 
Neh. 

4, 6. 
vil. 86 

only. 

i 
m ch. Н. & rofl. 

ch. 

? Отоо Eyo aie ас 

16. гес (for а\пб‹уп) aXÀn0nc (from со 18, 14), with M rel Orig: txt BDLTX 38 
Orig. aft novo ins syw D ev-40 (sah). 

19. rec ins о Def ıng., wit 
in N. for 2nd ovre, ovde T 

om rar DN!. 
М 69 (S 33, e sil) Orig,: om ВОТ rel.—xo« urey added 

rec пднте bef ay, with N rel lat-g 
Cyr,: om ау D lat-b e ff, Victorin: txt BLTX 1. 88 (vulg) lat-c wth arm Orig, 

Ambr. Cyr 
ab. 

ey то ири N. 
A. for erev, гугу N. 

vulg lat-a (c) f 
а ходаууогс0є 

which a judgment can only be by being 
true and final; see ch. v. 80 and note. 

F.] The seems to give this 
sense to the clause :—‘ So that if you will 
have the mere letter of the law, and judge 
my testimony | by it, I will even thus 
satisfy you; ёрет. thus implying, ‘The 
law a you have made so completely 
your own by your kind of adherence to it.’ 

Augustine (Tract. in Joan. 
xxxvii. 2) an id others i imagine that the Jews 
thought of а human father, in thus speak- 
ing. But surely before this, as Stier remarks 
(iv. 370, edn. 2), the Jews must have be- 
come accustomed to à жатр pov too well to 
mistake its meaning. It is rather a quee- 
tion asked in mere scorn, by who 
know, but will not recognize, the meani 
in a word uttered by another. € 
do. alJ Seo 1 xiv. 9 ff. and note. 

.] See Luke xxi. 1, and note on 
Mark xii. 41. It was in the court of the 
women. otwe UA. . . ] See ch. vii. 
8, 80. 21—59.] Further discourses 
of Jesus. The Jews attempt to stone 
Him.—This forms the great conclusion of 
the series of discourses to the Jews. In it 
our Lord testifies more plainly still to His 
divine origin and sinlessness, and to the 
шш their unbelief; until at last their 

oL. I. 

om хам» R. 
J (cont) sah Chr: om BDLTXN lat- в Orig Chr. 

rec aft eXaAgaey ins о :усоос, with E rel vas lat, ч Ambr: om BDKLTN 
am lat-a b c e f l вутт сор goth eth arm-mss Orig, Chr -comm Cyr. om Qidactwv 

rec aft avroi ins o ic, with E rel 
Znoere Di. 

is worked up to the highest pitch, 
and they take up stones to cast at Him. 
It may be divided into four parts: (1) vv. 
11 to them the i 
evitable consequence of persistence in their 
unbelief on His — them : 
(2) vv. 25—29,—the things which He has 
to say and judge of them, and the cer- 
tainty of their own future recognition of 
Him and His truthfulness : (3) vv.80—47, 
—the first springing up of ma in many 
of them ts by Him corrected and purified 
Jrom Jewish pride, and the source of such 
pride and unbelief detected : (4) vv. 48—58, 
—the accusation of the Jews in ver. 48, 
gives occasion to Hum to set forth very 
plainly His own divine dignily and præ- 
existence. 21.] The time and place 
of this discourse are not definitely marked ; 
but in all probability they were the same 
as before. Only no stress must be laid on 
the оў» as connected with ver. 20, for it 
is only the accustomed forward 
by the 5 Evangelist of the great ss etia 
tation of Jesus. kur. pe includes the 
idea ‘and shall not find me,’ which is ex- 

and shall die (perish) ra ee of 
[Lampe, Kuinoel ]) your nu sin ін 
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"érüyu unc ov Sovacbe kde. 22 Heyer ow u.l 
а Matt. vii. 18. - А Г > = e t e ne MS 
2. % фа. Tovdacoe " Myre amoxrevet eauróv, Ore Au Ore tw ` Maia QU, jure оў наде Dp: B 40 2 е 
emus b ray, ©ныс ov SovacGe ЕАбы»; ^ Kat tATu erw - 

Lad » = › 1 a Г - y, , i 

o Bere ому, "Yucc ic * ror ° кате от гуш bec r “ањ ці 

РЫІ 4. usc єк rovrov тоз кбамоы Scri, Ey% ow щщ ic тя 
only. , Р 94 y y e — е U — et 

е! бо. xv.17. KOGHOU торго». &TOP OU» ош» Ort aT в 
. т e f = ә Ге: 

4 Lin. raç араотіаіс bh⁰E tdv yàp иу err on fw 
= (see note)  » , ” 39 1 2 - e › е = 95 4 
here ойу}. EIL, amoflavitoÜs ‘ev тшс apapriaiç урыу. A i 

чылыы оў» avro Tü ric tl; elwev aùroiç o “зво Iv 

29. eye» DI. avrov D'A 69 sah Orig. aft oro ins ay W. | 
93. rec (for yer) иже», with E rel lat q syrr goth: txt BDLTIR@ г 

syr-marg Orig Cyr.—for кає eX. A. ои» Ni- b. aft eyw ins à рин * 
: rec Ist rov косроь bef rovrov (conformed to following), with DK mi = 

aye Onga Сїт Бетер igi. 
A. om ov» N. aft micrevonre ins por DR 69 lat-s sth. 
25. rec ins rat bef amey, with T rel lat 9 зуг goth wth: add os» D 3: € 

BLXN 1. 88. 69 latt Syr coptt Cyr. 

not unbelief, for, ver. 24, 16 is clearly dês- under the earth (for that more awfu set 
tinguished that: but, ‘your state of ing surely is not excluded) n: 
sin, unremoved, and therefore abiding and came (фк r@v dire). Then i айа 

ing your ruin (вее on ver. 24). obros of course does not only imply ̀® 
e words do not refer to the destruction present state of things,’ but ireke > 

of Jerusalem, but to individual ition. i igi 
In these discourses in John, public of вее ver. 44) and its ead. v1 ̂ 
judgment of the Jews is not prominently ү i 
а-и forward, as in the other Evange- —if ye 

Torr? is the the Deliverer,—and be renewed by НА 
consequence, not the oause (by any absolute ye shall die im your sins (phus vr. 
decree) of their dying in their sins (see ch. as struck nearer home to their cus 
vii. 84; хіі. 93). This latter sense would and implying individual acts of & 
have required бтою ydp. 22.) It is results of the carnal state). On N 
ut least probable that they allude to the see note, ver. 
idea mentioned by Josephus, himself а tion 
Pharisee, in his speech at Jotapata, B. J. 93, 
lii. 8. 5 Seer 00 cal’ lavrav indvycay ёүб last verse. 
al херес, rovrwy piv N Sire rdg to bring oot a plain answer on whid s 

ёс and with the bitter- merus Дат n fasten. j 
est malice taunt Him with thus being reply has been found difficult, prac? 
about to go where they, the children of from 
Abraham, could never come. ó'HpasMey sense 
«2... 99g6l» bre movnpõc боаЛоуг биеьес will 
ol "'Чоьбайо таёта ёМмүоу, кай psi notwithstanding Lathardt’s defence d * 

alúviov, ё 8& Eurip tic фдорд» rai eic alien from the whole character d 
Oa I assume 

this too refined, and that euch а mean- has been usually rendered ‘say, 9 
ing would, if intended, have been marked ‘even the same that I eaid % gt /^* 
in our Lord’s answer. 88.) ‘Ye the beginning, E. V. But 1 
cannot come where I am going, because has observed, AaA& will not bear ths 
we both shall return thither whence we is never to say’ simply, but 
came: I to the Father from Whom (Фк or ‘to bold converse,’ ‘te speck. МЎ 
wav %) I came: ye to the earth and what is v dpyýv? not to be tska% 
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a * n б D kai A $ ü iv. 
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2 rad € iyw mepi úpa 
Хану ка! cpiven / N 6 winpac ps абс € tarı», ra 
a Л 
2 neovo rag айтой, ravra Лало * 

27 оок гууда». ore roy ; 

эў» о ‘Incovc “Orav 

rore ууёсєсбє Оті 1% иш, 

26. aft ue ins warnp N. 

эке emily Mice Ку. 
for ауто, avrov D al 

stantively (as Aug. Ambr. vulg. pri А 
so ав to mean The beginning, as I, £s 
recently, Dr. Wordsw.) : but adver red 
with all Greek i г (вее reff.). And 
adverbially it пат mean (1) is the begin- 
ning,’ ‘fromthe YE л, 
(2) * generally,’ * at all, 
with a neg. clause, but sometime 6 ап 
affirmative. Thus Soph. Antig. 92, ёруђ» 
ad Onpgy ob being rn: Herod. 1. 
9, ápynv yap ly pnxyavhoopa: obre : iv. 
25, retro ойк ivdéconat тђу dpyny: Plato, 
Lysis. р. 265, vac обу of 4ya00i roic áya- 
oic naiv Фо foovra т)» друй»; 1. See 

remarks on Aad will set that rendering 
aside ;—-and together with the assumption 
of Nahe = Data, the meaning, ‘in the 
beginning,’ or ‘at first,’ or ‘from the 
beginning," falle to the ground. We have 
then the second meaning of rjv apy, 
generally, or ‘traced up to its principle,’ 
—for such is the account to be given of 

The this meaning of the word. 
of xai, ‘even,’ and g it 

before туў» dpy., as done in E. » is un- 
It must be taken with Хола, 

being inseparable from it its position 
between the relative 3 т: 
in the clause, Bc cal тардык» афгбу. 

This bei ised, the sentence 

especial 
Moses asked name of 

God, ‘I am that which I AM, wes the 
mysterious answer; the hidden essence of 
the yet unrevealed One could only be ex- 
таар comprehension ; but when 

manifest in the flesh is asked the eame 

ins cat bef cayw(sic) T. 
with E гат txt BDELTUXAN 3з. 69 Сут latt syrr goth. 

(not am san) lat-7 ТЫ. 
add hid Өгоу DN? al vulg(not am forj harl san) lat-(3) c e ff, g. 

. Tec aft ovr ins avrorc, with (D)EN 
m avr. ins wadsy D al syrr sah-woi : aft o ic, N 

1 ch. vi. 45 ref. 
k constr., Mark 

1. 21, 89 al. 

ac roy кбаио». | 

татёра avroic Dey. 28 (Imev 1 PhiL 

u то» эд» тоу avOpwmou, "паи 

Kat MT x ёда vrov row мч Mad v. 15 re, 

rec (for Aahw) Arye, 
aft косроу ins rovrov 

мун DF Chr. 

тшк ltd JJ, а: om BLT 1 lat-a. 
ins ors oray В. 

question, it is ‘I am that which I РЕАК ? 
what He reveale Himself to be, that He 
тее er uberi 8 
is maintained strikingly 
expanded а шибе Lj Be by Stier, iv. 378 

Meyer, “ Do ye ask, what I have been 
long telling you?” іш i but seems 
to be by implication ted by what has 
been said e He ee а good re- 
sumó of the in 86.] He 
is, that which чар and that, Не 
has received ош Father ;—He has 
His definite testimony to give, and His 
work to do: and therefore, though He has 
much that He could speak and judge about 
the Jews, He does it not, but overlooks 

кюбе. oat into the world, as ec rà» dipa 

10; Luke xxiv. 47. This verse is in the 

сре 
тагу pov. bie 

ny Ae after ó wipwac pe хатйр, 
ver. 1 Wette), it is stated as a fact; 
and the Evangelist certainly would not 
have done so without some sure ground :— 
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se a dm ovOtv, аААа кабс tdi dab ре о татпр, ravra dos. 
q Acts vi. 2. 

xii. . ) John 
fii. 28 only. 

avi. б. 
r ob. it. II reff. 

b ch. xv. 9, 10. 3] v 

1 Joba li. 10 А е РА е - 

2 Mace. vil. "Tyydaioug Eav vptic 
dc. sei . = аАтбос naÜnrat pou bort, 
Rom. i. 18 al. "T e? , e. = 

adnOaa ° ғАғидеоове опас. 

avróv ' Ўлѓора 'АВрааџр £outv, cat ovdevt < ёедоућнсавт 

t e 
e Job „86 
onl = "Rom. Kat N 

Gal. v. 1 
only t. (Sir. 1. 23 Ald.) 2 Macc. 1. 97. fi. 22 only. 

g John, bore only. — Acts vii. ?, from Gen. xv. 14. 

29 cai о tuac pe per ёоо tor ow "aja и 
uóvov, Ore tyo rd * ареста 

а соат. ch. v. 30 rabra aurov AaAovvroc soAAot 
EXeyev ойу о Imsovc трос тойс * єзцатккого arv 

> weivnre ev TU Aoyy р т, 

- т ГД 

auty wolw weyrer. 
> „ 1 a? 

T Ewtorevoay tic ad, 

92 cal -yvioataÜs * т» al. 
35 amex pidyoar to 

f= Bom.ts.7. Gal. i N la 

rec aft warnp ins pov, with B rel lat.f g syrr coptt goth arm: om DLTAX @ 2 
coptt æth Eus Cyr Thdrt Hil Faustin. 

99. ove apnee pa povo» bef ner epou sari Ni. 
for ravra, ovrec N. І 

тес aft porov Ш еттк 
with E rel lat: y syrr: om BDLTXN 1. 69 latt syr-jer coptt sth arm Eos Cu. 
Hil. (38 defective.) 

91. om д bef ine. Ni. 
Ist rw, D. om no. Nl. 

88. rec (for wpoc avrov) avrw, with E rel vulg 
add кас sray D 1 lat-e (b c f, сор eth) arm. lat-e ff, i g. 

bef ovòe vt, prefixing ov, D. 

the latter idea is clearly implied here. 
тбтє yvég.] Perhaps, in different bet :— 
some, by the power of the Holy Spirit 
poured out after the exaltation of Christ, 
and to their own salvation ; others by the 
judgments which were to follow ere long, 
and to their own dismay and ruin. 
д construction ra шо F the 
ollowing appears to be this: xal dw’ ёрач- 
кеш ae ds on $n, and an 
expansion of d є: whereas ver. 29 is 
an independent assertion. The inter- 
change of жоко and Aedes is remarkable. 
The construction is not elliptical, so that 
тоф к. Хал should be understood in both 
cases; but the declaration of ver. 25 is 
still in the Lord's mind, His rote being 
all a declaration of the Father, a Aale 
in the widest sense. Cf. Bengel: “ cog- 
noscetis ex re, quod nunc ex verbo non 
creditis." 29.] ddijaey, aor. referring 
to the appointment of the Father by which 
His work was begun, and which the per’ 
ёро? tori carries on through that work: 
see ch. xvi. 32. Sri, because; — not 
‘for,’ as if what follows were merely a 
token that it is so (Olsh.). The rà ёрестё 
abr. wat. wayr. is the very essential being 
of the Son, and is the cause why tho 
Father is ever with Him. 80.] They 
believed on Him with a higher degree of 
faith than those in ch. ii. 23, inasmuch as 
faith wrought by hearing is higher than 
that by miracles; but still wanted con- 
firming. 31.] dv Tẹ А. T. d. = i» 
роі, ch. xv. 7, though that perhaps is 

for paynre, pevyre TA. re en bef h. & 

lat-o b f: txt BDLTIX © 
edo 

spoken of a entrance into the = 
of union with Christ. Remaining « 4 
word is not merely obeying Би ler- 
but is the inner conviction of the tra. 
that revelation of Himself, which >. 
AaMá ог Adyog. dori, for pro 
they had given some outward tokeo 4 " 
lieving on Him, e. g.. that of as 
themselves among His di Aus 
In opposition to the mere 4 
truth. The knowing of the trath urs: 
to the feeding on Christ ;—is the > 
realization of it in the man. And in 
continuing increase of this come -- 
freedom from all fear and error and bo" 
age. 33.] The answerers are tr ̂  
жесгеокбтес, not some others ame - 
hearers, as many Commentator 1182". 
Kuinoel, De Wette, Lücke, third ~ 
have maintained ;—see, as а d'- 
ver. 36, addressed to these same pre 
They had not yet become dish “ 
Onrai, were not yet distinct from the = - 
of the unbelieving; and therefore, in т> 
ing to them, He ascribes to them th 7 

some ie | 

rect. 
generation only, for vert connect? ps 
oxtpp. "AB. ia., and Ai Е 
sertion. As usual (sco ch. ii. $; ̀ 
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TTTOTt' тос ov М№унс 5 оті Ae уғйавабе; 5 : 

есоёбп avroic 0 Insovc "Aunv а арт» At ye ù ош» ort waco 1 

b mowy Thy ‚ анартіву доуАос ғ гот» тпс ápapríac.. о 

à: dodge ou tet ey тр oicig eic róv адра" 
' péva ' eic rovaiwva. tav ouy 0 vibe улас ) ehevOeowoy, 

7 oida о ore стора ‚ АВраёп 
fore’ алла ' Cnretré pe amoxreivat, ort o Aóyoc о 0 _©ндс оу TE 

. a ze 
° nkovoare 

* ovrwe &AtUÜtoot čocobe. 

"хора ev q uiv. 88; 
Мало‘ Kai b ueic ovv а 

Wisd. vii. 28. 3 Масе. Ш. 40. xv. 87 

34. om o bef ine. B. 
85. for «v rn owa, йс тру owiav 

Syr СЕ ОВ (eth) arm Cypr Chr Cyr. 
33 Cl 
36. à shevOepwoet (itacism) DHMA. 
38. rec (for &) 5 (twice), with T rel lat-a с f, 9 
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ar- ve, zi. 7. 
James v. 18. 
1 Pet IL 22. 

ihn ii 4, 
Я. У. 3 Kings 

171. 18 

Vx Í bere bie. ch, 

o voc :? 

35 е 

2), from lsa. 
хі. й. 1 Joba 

only 

12 reif. 
rk xi. 33 

* тара тю татрі Lv 
є PM. xU а 

° тара TOU татрос̧ 47 геї 
m = bere ошу, 

B Matt. vi. 1. Acts ix. 43aL o ch. vi. 45 ref 

om ryc auapria D lat-b Clem Orig Faustin. 
aft 2nd ó ins de DT vulg lat-a 
om last clause (omæotel) XN 

q syrr goth eth Ambr: txt 
BCDLXN 69 lat y copt Orig Chr Cyr Tert.—d bef eyw (more usual order) BCN copt 
Orig, Chr, 5 bef eyw 1: «ye de d 69. 
with DN rel valg-ed(with forj 
BCLTX am(with em fos һап 
ravra bef AA D 33 Chr. 

ncouoarꝭ re warp: 69: 

11; vi. 52), they take the words of our 
Lord in their outward literal sense. Per- 
haps this was not always an стаса 
tional 84. 

d not = duapraver, r tha 
all do; but = ipyalóurvoc тђу dvonpiay, 
Matt. vii. 23. It implies living in the 
practice of sin,—doiog sin, as а habit: 
see reff. The mere moral sentiment of 
which this is the pira expression, was 
common among Greek and Roman 
philosophers. See Wetstein: also Rom. 
vi. 12; 2 Pet. ii. 19. 35.) I believe, 
with Stier and Bengel, the reference to be 
to Hagar and Ishmael, and Isaac:—the 
bond and the free. They had spoken of 
themselves as the seed of Abraham. The 
Lord shews them that there may be, of 
that seed, two kinds; the son ly so 
called, and the slave. The latter not 
abide in the house for ever: it is not his 
right nor his position Cast out the bond- 
woman and her son.’ ‘ But the son abideth 
ever.“ For the application, see on follow- 
ing verses. ô d od Roc and å vióc are in 
this verse generic merely. 98.] Ye 
then, being in sin, are carnal: the sons of 
the oad гаа, and therefore need libera- 
tion. Now comes in the spiritual reality, 
into which the discourse passes from the 
figure. This liberation can only take place 
by means of Him of whom Isaac was the 
type—the Seed according to promise; 

(for 2nd 4, o Ns.) 
вап) lat-a b c eff, syrr goth sth-pl Tert spec: om 

! ing jac) lat-g, J sth-rom Origsn expr, Cyr. 
rec (for neovcart) ewpacare and (for rov warpoc) re 

warps (both for uniformity with preceding), with DT rel latt s 
ракат. wapa rov жатрос Ni: 

rec aft warp: ins pov, 

ins 

æth-pl Tert: 
txt BCKLXN* 1. 33 lat: 

those only who of His Spirit are born 
in, and after His image, are буте$ 

— truly sons of God, and no 
longer children of the bondwoman, but of 
the free. See by all means Gal. iv. 19 
(where the subject really begins, not at ver. 
21) to end, which is the best commentary 
on this verse. There is, and can be here, 
no allusion either to the liberation of 
the sabbatical year ((Ecolampadius) ; nor 
to the „це of Heb. iii. 5, 6 (Euthym., 
after 37. “Үе are Abra- 
ham’s to the flesh and the 
covenant: but — and here the distinction 
appears wowir& т» apapriay by 
Sling to Lill Mo, because My Adyos (see 
above on ver. 31) ob yespet—does not 
work (spread, go forward,—‘ne marche 
pas’) i» you’ (not, among you). Hero- 
fen. 8. 81, says of а report, were ele 
way opioa Tò arpa тштакбу, * it spread 
through the whole army.’ Such expres- 
sions as rd xpaypara xepti card AV, 
Polyb. xxiii, 15. 12,—ravra калос ката 
your ixépu афт‹ф, ib. x. 16. 4 —*é& o)» 
où xwpei roUpyorv; Aristoph. Pax 464, 
seem also to illustrate this meaning. 
$8.] We have the same remarkable rela- 
tion between AaAriv and хобї», ав in ver. 
28: except that here the xou» is applied 
to the Jews only; АаЛгїу being used in 
the same comprehensive sense ав there. 

But notice the distinction in the 
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Afpeap € сті», 
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39 атекріӨпсау Kai га» avre О were wat 
Ax N avroic © Inode E riw te 

Se ' Znreiré nt awoxreivat, ббрыто» ô Oc rav адне» var 

AshaAnca, й л» ° якомса 
p Matt xv. p 41 

al. ойк то ae v. 

° тара тою Osov’ rovro "Айко 
Ўмас тоште та ёруа TOV Tarpo d 

T TM L тоу avro 'H peic єк P ropveiac o z. i 

syr-marg coptt goth sth-rom Origonn expr ) Chr 
ves Chr Tert Ambr: om BLT sah chrom Ongan expr) Сут. 

ie ‚ with CIM + тее —— 

i D. 
39. Leras, so BCD 83 ied. for Агум avrosc, ere» ovy D late: ere 

з IST e an : txt BDLTN t rec 
sey with CKLMXA 1. 83 lat-b wth Orig, lat gy ат TR rel Orig, t= 
Сутјег Epiph Bas Chr. 

Reker see baf мкр G9 ICE Рет th One Tan Tr for кич. 
geovoey Di(and lat) lat-e ff, 
. (wth). rec aft seror ins ev», with CD 7 

valg r syr-with-ast oah goth Cyr: om BLTN fos lat-a b е (frD iem 
rec (for ove ьн в, ov үбугууђіда, with CD* rd 

пазі LTN! : txt BD 

restored text between iópaxa жара * 
rarpi and ijcoboart хард roi жат 
жатӣр being a common term, and ar- 
cles possessive. Jesus was рдс тд» бебе, 

in a relation of abiding unity with His 
Father: they were ix тоў те rob 
dt ag., he 5 r 9 
course, the т of their acte. Jesus 
was the viéc, who remains in the house 
and sees the father's acts: they the òed- 
Aor, merely prescribed to and ander bond- 
age. e edv implies accordingly, 
by the same rule. 89, 40.] There is 
a distinction between and térve. 

te that ree The former our Lord gran 
were (ver. 87), but the latter (by impli- 
cation; see below on the construction) 
denies them. See Rom. ix. 7, ei ydo 
wavrec oi i£ "'Торай\, obro "Терай\” bd 
Fri сіі» стірра '`АВоайр, wévrec тікте. 
The latter betokens Elenas, true genuine 
descent in character and habite. The 
reading in the text is remarkable as con- 
necting together the present zere and the 
imperfect iwouir:. In such a case there 
must be a suppressed change of meaning 
between the protasis and the apodosie. 
The +i 5 in a certain sense: 
the iworelre denies, b poe! an assump- 
tion at variance wih 

another. It might have been, a) el fors 
eo s tere; or, b) ei Ire. . , блоге. 
But аа it stands, protasis a) is joined with 
apodosis b): and thereby the ricva roù 

е. от 7 785 in n any жи sense is dene 
while in the sense it # ~: 

тобто, this; ‘take - 
and , focit, not feet: fe 

re 2 iz gore matey d 
wopyelac Ne ; 

тд {к xopDives yeyevvàoða pun v eb» 06” нЕ. 
2 ra ripa АА, pévov, rev уте r 

: see Deut. xxxi. 16; IX. i 31; 
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srarípa Exopev тд» Osov. © freu avtoic o ‘Incove Ei смога. 
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тоо Gav ':ExAÜov xai new’ ovdi yap "aw ёцаотоо ваа, 

t A, aAÀA' áxetvóc pe awéorercv. 
a 7 s &e. Rev. Ц. 

43 did Tt THY 7, па 
ch. іП. 81 ref. ` $ 4 D РА е 

P Мау тї» Suv où °ywóorere; От: ov дбуасбг f nicis 
d ? фә a Ld a з „ 
акойну тоу Aoyor TOv Emory. 

тою ‘daPorov "éorí, kai тас “* тӨушас rov marpoc sal 

44 e = o? - ` vi. 70. 
оце: єк TOV патро ark lv. 19. нс Рос єм mi 

ch. v. 85, 40. 
e - й » = 9 > 
vuv "Ore тошу. éxeivog ‘avOpwroxrdvoc qv dr 1 2 HL. 28 

+ 

apxnc, Kat {> тр ann ооу 

42. гес aft сете» ins ovy, with DMUXA 
rel lat-a b c e ff, syrr copt goth arm 
жатр B. nuwy (carelessly) R. 

eAnAvGov DI. 
43. for XaXiay, adnOaay Di- gr al. 

А . D ә ) only *. 
! farm», оті OUK ЕСТЕУ кан. 4, 

Reel. iif. 11. 1 = Шов. v. 2. 1 Cor. xv. 1. 

N 69 (8, е sil) vulg lat f sah Cyr: om BCT 
А om o с. B. ins o bef 
for ovde, ov D- gr G 69 lat-o e f ff, q уг. 

44. rec om rov bef Ist warpoc, with 83(e sil) goth arm: ins BCDN rel Clem 
Heracl Origer Dion-alex Nyssen Epiph Bas Chr Cyr ТЫ. (om rov татрос K al em 
Опе.) а\убна bef ove riv D lat-g Syr Orig, Cypr. 

xvi. 15 fl.; xx. 90 al 43.) ‘If you pose an accommodation to Jewish views, 
were the children of God, the et 

timonies for the objective personality of 
the devil. It is quite impossible to sup- 

direct an assertion as this. 
Oftere oui» is important, and 

should have been in E. V. more marked: 
Your will is to do: or, as A. V. Б. “ye 

T 
solemn an i 

ion of 
sinner. ] The most 
obvious reference seems to be, to the murder 
of Abel by Cain: — ee the A в own 
comment on these words, 1 John iii. 12, 
15. But this itself was only a result of 
the introduction of death by sin, which 
was the work of the devil : and Eve 
were the frst whom he murdered. But 
then again both these were only gon 
tations of the fact here stated by divine 
omniscience respecting him: that he was 
á&vÜpuosróvoc. de’ dend, the au- 
thor and bringer in of that hate which is 
будретоктоуіа, 1 John iii. 16. The 
mention of murder is introduced because 
п Jews ы er Cain. Jesus; and 

typica in and Abel is 
certainly hinted at in the words: see 
Lücke's note, ii, 888 ff., and Stier, iv. 
414 (And ейп.) ff. rqrer, not 
© abode not, К. V.; a sense which iornea 
will not bear, NI alwa in 
meaning, and = ‘I have р myself, 
i.e. I stand: see Matt. xii. 47; xx. 6; 
Mark ix. 1; i. 5; John iii. 29; Acts i. 
11; vii 83; наа а 
whereas the pluperfect, гіотукеу, * 
placed myself’ i.e. I stood, is imperfect in 
tense; вес Matt. хіі, 46. And that this 
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m Eph. tv. 

EYATT'EAION Viti | 

E. xxi 25 aAdnOea ev avro. d rav Маа то m Vevéoc, * i fe- 
al. Ps. v. 6. 

m ob. iil. 31 гей. 
o eb. i. 11 

э - . e a t + 

o id "Аалы" Ori ?зфейотпс Eoriv Kai 0 жатар “ети. 
А 7 U г р * 

press o 49 iyo 82 От: ryv aA nay Хув, ov vtortberi ро, “т; 
al. John 
only, exc. iE оно» "уун me пері арартќас̧; & ана» hin. 
Tr. L 10. та L 18. Pere. q indef. pron., Rom. H. 28. Lake xzHi. 6L. I M M U Ал. 

t ch. v. 24 reff, s (ver. V.) w. лєр, ch. xvi. 85—11. Lake iil, 19. Jude 15 cy. Р 

45. om ds D al lat-a b c e f} [де is not omitted in В: see table.] for \ne 
ха» D. aft Агу» ins vui» Ci(appy) al lat-5 f copt Cyr. at еі > 
унес D. 

46. om ver (omæotel) D al. rec aft « ins de, with E rel copt-ms etl: © 
BCLXN 1. 33. 69 latt syr syr-jer ooptt goth arm Orig Cyr. 

place forms no exception, is shewn by bri 
ойк ёстьу (поё ў») immediately following. 
But as the account of this present sense 
shews, it is not a mere present, but a pre- 
sent dependent on and commencing with 
an implied fact. And that fact here 
is, the fall of the devil, which was not an 
insulated act, but in which state of apos- 
tasy from the truth he xey,—it is his 
status. So Euthym.: ipptve, dvarad- 
erat. $ Aeta, as De Wette remarks, 
is objective: the truth of God :—in this he 
standeth not, Because there is no truth 
ро subjective) in him. His 

ie has become his very nature, and 
therefore he is thoroughly alien from the 
truth of God. To take re as ‘not the 
cause, but the proof’ (for, i.e. ‘for we 
see it by this, that’..... ) is not only to 
do violence to construction, but to over- 
throw the whole sense of the passage. 

TÓ wWev8os, a lie; generic: we in 
English have retained the article in the 
expression ‘ to speak the truth,’ but not in 
the мүш опе. Не {Аала rò 
феббос to Eve. dx т. IS., of his own, 
as E. V., not, according to his character’ 
(De Wette),—but ‘out of his own re- 
sources,’ treasures? see Matt. xii. 85. 

6 war. abrod] i. е. either rov peó- 
dove — (absolutely, or as understood in 
Vebornc, —Orig., Euthym., Theophyl., &c. 
Nitzsch [Theol. Zeitschrift, 1822], De 
Wette, Lücke, Wordsw., and Winer, $ 22. 
8. b),—or той (jtóerov (= rà» jvorov), 
of the liar generally. The former is not 
the fact, —for tbe devil is not the father 
ToU e , t тёу ved, b being 

himself one whose very nature has boemo 
rò Vi dò oc. Certainly by this he has be- 
come the author, promoter, of falsehood 
among men; but this kind of paternity is 
not here in question: the object being to 
shew that he was the father of these 
lying Jews. I therefore hold the latter 
interpretation, with Bengel, Meyer, and 
Stier. The construction of this pas- 
enge with the art. bef. жатир has pre- 

sented insuperable difüculty to Bp Y- 
dleton and ea кс Midd. in lor. is 

rendering whi e proposes i t-> 

“ When (any of you) speaks thst — 

false, he after the manner 4 = 

kindred (Фк те» (diev !), for he is (x 

and so is his father,” i e. the * 

To which the late Prof. pee 

an emendation, to take away the «a 

after фот», and translate, For his b. 

also is а liar," not knowing, spp: 

that this was the ancient Мей A, 

pretation according to w : 
abrod was the xg jurge: see Mese. 

8, and Hilgenft : 
1 : : real s 

supporting this rendering. It is М 

moet incredible tha learned -—— 

of our Lord's discourses, фоб э = 

us. It is only an in 

how the judgment may be warps 122 

be omitted, any more i 
bye ein Ò aprog ric ис. n 
account to be given of pui 
that it = dre ет iari», cai 0 . 
abrév: bat by дот yon 
the pronoun is attracted into the 807, 
also. 45.) And the very te?" ; 
үе со “ delete Me IM ie ted 

is, because I speak qs 
sot bet of the truth, bat of him r. 
falsehood itself. This implies з 
wilful striving against 
nized truth. Euthymius 
text—el piv leyo Weider, ee 
pot d», ec rà ior rev тату , 
№уоут‹ : вее ch. v. 48. J 

sin: р ч 
hood.” с а] бге. 5a 

in classical 1d bes 

we FR 
5 05; 

here is strictl 
ment, or ‘ 
meanings are found 
never in the N. T. or LXX. 

referred to by te | 
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рь е [d 9 , e A е - * æ 

Sta -ri оныс ov " meareveré por; “1 о àv er rov до ra 
2 E т ? д ê a 

рпиата тоо bov axove ба 
» жө - э $ 

ore ‘ex rov Ütov оок ‘ tort. 48 

о е Led » 9 

TOUTO удас оик акойете, 
э L * | А 

атгкоідпсау о: Lovdator tw. 2. 44 
каф siway avri Ov * калос Aéyouev тшс Ori Хацарєіттс ч = sh. a. 18 
v a E , vw 

ei cU xat ‘datuovov " єуас ; 49 amexpi0n 'Incouc 'Eyo v eh. vil 20 
v ГА ? ww ? \ a а a 2 1e e 
дагцабэ о>» OUK EXW, алла тро TOY Trarépa роо, kat Uuttc 

~armateré рь. 50 
о {тшу Kat Kpivwy. 51 * 

t dt ov {уто тту Sotay pov’ orv 

айт» аит» Ay üniv, &й> тс 

w Mark xit 4 
reff, 

x ch. I. 69 al. 
fr. зое Matt. 
v. 18 reff. 

47. om last clause (passing from ire to tore) DG. 
48. rec aft amixpiUncav ins ovy, with E rel vulg lat f g q syr: om BCDLXN 

1. 33. 69 fos lat-a b c e ff, l Syr coptt arm 
прас bef Ary. DL syr coptt. 

49. ins o bef eye. D 69 Chr. 
pov bef тоу warepa D. 

they would introduce in this most solemn 
part of our Lord's discourse, a vapid 
tautology. The question is an appeai 
to His sinlessness of life, as evident to 
them all —as a pl for His truthful- 
ness of word: which word asserted, be it 
remembered, that He was sent from God. 
And when we recollect that He who 
here challenges men to convict him of sin, 
never could have upheld oxtward spot- 
lessness merely (see Matt. xxiii. 26—28), 
the words amount to а declaration of His 
absolute sinlessness, in thought, word, and 
deed. Or, the connexion may be as stated 
by Euthym.: ef py Stört т>» áXAg0«av 
Aéyw amoreiré poi, tiwari, тіс ik брду 
Axe ре wepi apepriae un’ ірой ytvo- 
pirne, iva QóEnre d.“ lxeivg» ámriv; 

el ФА. Му.) And if it be thence 
(from the 5 of convicting me 
of sin) evident, that I speak the truth, 
why do ye not believe Me? (not mer. ele 
i but simply pos, give вө to Me. 

41.] gives the answer to the &à т 
and concludes the discourse with the final 
disproof of their assertion, ver. 41,—with, 
as it were, a ‘quod erat demonstrandum." 
This verse is cited 1 John iv. 6. 
48.) The Jews attempt no answer, but 
commence reviling Him. These are now 
properly of озб, ће principal among 
the Jews. Ta.] So called out- 
casts from the commonwealth of Israel: 
and so afterwards they called the Christians 
orn, from nm» (2 Kings xvii. 24). They 

imply, that He differed from their interpre- 
tation of the law,—or perhaps, as He had 
convicted them of not being the genuine 
children of Abraham, they cast back the 
charge with a senseless ‘Tu quoque.’ 
There may perhaps be a reference to the 
occurrence related in ch. iv. 5 ff.; but 
Schöttgen (p. 871) has shewn that “ Sama- 

Orig Cyr. 
om ov №! 

aft 130. ins кає ште» ОМ 1. 69 copt eth (arm). 

Leia, во BCD 33 Orig,.] 

ritanus es” is found in the Rabbis as ad- 
Mu М-ны ee 

ieved. к. Sap. Ex-] As in the 
first clause they sundered ius from the 
communion of Israel, 80 now from that of 
Israel's God.’ Stier. Or perhaps they 
mean the reproach more as expressing 
aggravated madness owing to dsemoniacal 
possession. The xass Aéyopav connects 
with the charge twice brought against 
Him by the Pharisees, ‘of casting out 
devils by the prince of the devils.’ 
49.] The former term of reproach Jesus 
ашы дыш (‘cum jam inter Samaritanos 

„qui in eum credebant. Lampe; 
but qu.?), and mildly answers (1 Pet. ii. 23) 
the malicious charge of having a devil, by 
an appeal to his whole life and teachi 
(see ch. iv. 34), which was not the чот 
of one having a devil. There is no retort 
of the charge in the emphatic фүф, as Cyr. 
and Lücke; this, as Meyer observes, would 
have required oe iyw. At present the 
4% followed by tpets only brings out the 
two parties into stronger contrast. 
к. tp. ёт. ре) The & and бре corre- 
spond strictly to the ›деїс and оё of the 
preceding verse. ‘Our mutual relation is 
not that, but this: that I honour Him 
that sent me, and ye, in dishonouring me, 
dishonour Him. It is the same contrast, 
the ix rov 04100 and ойк ік rov Oeov, as 
before, ver. 47, which lies at the root. 

50.] * Ye dishonour me ;—not that 
I seek my own honour, but His who sent 
me. There is One who seeketh my honour 
(ch. v. 28), and will have me honoured ; 
and who judgeth between me and you, 
between truth and falsehood.' up- 
Рут. дда» pov after Lgrüv, but not 
after cpivwy. 51.} There is no pause 
De Wette) between ver. 50 and this. 

is is the direct carrying on of the dis- 
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N rov ino \уо» 
sae 20 al. c 
] Rings a. нс тд» аа. 
n т bobeeoly кацер Ort Pawóviov 

aei. 48. кы 
е (ver. 86 тей. 

bi, бк ER * тпрїоү, ov un * yebourat 

8. xiv. 16. 
Matt. xxi. 
Mk. Mark [МЕ Mark уву у Kai ol я 

vili. 18. a 54 

ат. zs 5 Тоода 
B al. 

Lake iv. 16. ner. 271. 7. 3 8. 
7. ch. ix. 19. z. 86. 

1 ver. 44 ref. 

51. for ғау ric, oc av D Syr sah (wth Р). 
тоу гроу, with E rel: txt BCDLXN 38 

69. rec aft eo ins ovy», with DL 
5 copt arm Orig. 
D * 

ETATTEAION 

* rapney, батате» ov иң 
52 тоу айту ос lovóaux Nev ey 

pov bef тїс roy Xoyov D. 

ҮШ. 

5 ГА 

"хес. "АВраар arébaver кє 
l тоофпта‹, ка ov Nee 'Eáv rie то» Acyor a 

4 Qavarov ̂  uc тд» ai. ER | 

И ov * мө» a rov жатобс пие» Agen. cric — | 

at атібауоу" т{>а oequror f ro: 1 
атако!бп "Incouc "Edy iyo * добавы ё ёмаътоу, 3 лея 

pov ! ovtv € сөт” tori О татр роо о So ut, 16 
uncle Aéyers Ort бебє їр» фет, 

avróv, eye d оїда avróv' 
k Ouovoc. био» ! Yebornce’ aÀÀAa ода avro 

55 Kai ob tyre 
Ф е » < 

Kat са» ta OTt OVK кеды 

g cc. x. . xix. 7, 19. 1 Јоћв1. 10. v. 10. r 
i = Matt. zziii. t6, 18 ref. Ј commer, Late зх 

Е w. gen., here only. Bir. xili. )€. poa то . Hund. à. Е 

rec il rov epow Aoyov) re» lerer 

r om BY 
Togon (idecnrs 

ree yeveerat, with EFH: txt ACDN rel Orig Cyr.—for ow pg a re безг 
Gavaroy ov pn Geapnon (from cer 51) B al Syr.—om Gavarov Ri. 
awra D al lat-5 c ff Nonn. 

58. om жагрос pwy D lat-a b c e ff, . 
ceavro» ins 8 ыс X expr) rel goth 

syrr ?) сор r 
ug ini bef ine. Date’ 69 
below), with AC*LN* rel vulg lat-b Б oth Chr-montf 

rec vue, with В! 
Chr Cyr Tert: txt A B*(Tischdf) C rel реа 

сеў}, iq Ок, Chr-mss Ambr. 
ве f, iq 

om ec 7» 

for осте, ori D lat-a. ree 12 
(arm): om ABCDGKLANM 1. $3 i: 

єў delator 
bet БОТО За. 69 ы: 
охи corrd I. m.) lat; * 

em биј gat ing jx 

тес dofale (more obvious 

E ug. 

56. [for ca: гау, ка» ВОМ.) 
ABD 1 ТЫ: vuey CN rel. 

course, arising out of «pivem i in the last 
verse, and forming a ‘novam tentamen 
gratis (Lampe). 
the devil, but if ye keep My word ye shall 
be rescued from that dvfpwwoerévoc. 

тфу dp. Ady. mnp., аз dv r. Ady. т. 
ip. pivey, ver. 81, is not only outward 
obedience, but the endurance in, and obe- 
dience of faith. deespdv 6., as ysótoOa: 
0., is а Hebraism for ѓо die, — cee 
aud must not be pressed to mean, shall 
not feel (the bitterness of) death,’ in а 
temporal sense, as Stier has done (iv. 433 
edn. 2). The death of the body is not 
reckoned as death, any more than the ўе 
of the body is life, in our Lord’s discourses ; 
see ch. xi. 26, 26, and notes. Both words 
have a deeper meaning. 69, 63. TR. The 
Jews, not knowing what death Teal y im- 
porta, regard the saying as a decisive proof 
of their surmise ver. 48. ‘Their misunder- 
standing (says De Wette) keeps to the well- 

орос bef c D. 
[aAAa, во BDX.) 

e ~ И 
иір (more srz. 

dai Lath eter к! ff), bat the 
added to carnal ma- 

suia v bo T. Saints died. 
64, 55.) The i 

verses їз: ‘The same who is the сч 
of Abraham, is m Father ;—He it is «> 

that I keep. I was Him = 
Abraham.’ : ify myx 
to this high ion, of being able и 
deliver from death.’ ailing е Oo 

Himself, of the Father, with the 
Israel in the О.Т. The dal here is not · bs, 
nor although ;” the sense is, of Whem ye 
say ‘ Ho is our God,’ and know Him aot 
еи what шо" sets forth the етан 

tween them, the pretended children 
Abraham, who know not Abraham's 00 
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1 ГУЕ 
Ea al. Ps M. 6. 

a= ch. zi. 26, 

ali. . 

xxiii. 32. 
p Leke xvii. 34. 
Pet iL 29 pa ovv ° AtÜovc tva from Jos! li. 

T pres., eb. 1.18. zir. 0. zv. . Coli. 17. Mods Jer. 1. б. 

56. for idm, adn (itaciem) AB'D*XN 69 Orig,. (for «dev, dev ACKLMX Epiph.) 
BT. for our, ovdewe 
58. aft «tv ins ovv DGKX 1. 69 

with ADN rel: om BC. om 
Orig-lat Epiphon Ps-Ath Victorin 
Eus. 

(ав liars), and Him who knows Him, and 
keeps His word, so that His word works in 
and by Him; yea, He is 4 Aóyoc ro? Geos. 
His allowing iheir denial of this state of 
lie in Him, us their assumption с great а 

He has been them 
fe ee cia pAC e 
rejoiced, that He sheuld see; not (Gro- 

ES h he ing therefore & he, in the 

sitio ta as is e к. € к. : 
below. But what is T. An. r. duty? Cer- 
tainly, the day of Christ's appearance in 
the flesh (6 rije iwddnpiacg аётоб caipoc, 
Cyril Alex.). When that was over, 
the attention was directed to another 
and fature appearance, the word came to 
be used of His second coming, 1 Cor. i. - 
&c. бе. But this, as well as the 
His Cross (Euthym., al), is out of the 
question here ;—and the word Rab binically 
was used for the time of the Messiah's 
appearance. бо we have it, Luke xvii. 
22, 26: but here as there, the expression 
must not be limited exclusively to the 
former а ce. From the sense it is 
evident that Abraham saw by faith and 
will see in fact, not the first coming only, 
but that which it introduces and implies, 
the second also.  Technicaly however, 
in the form of the sentence here, the 
First is mainly in view, And to see that 

ovat: ins ABCN rel 

for ewpaxac, twpacev ce Ni. 
sah: pref ка: L al вуг. 
evtoðaı D lat-a b се ff, 1 Ign(ad Magn 9 

vulg lief Iren ist Org) 

rec ins o bef ige., 

F 

Gi. 

Cum dicit, vidit, haud dubium quin 
лой vidisse dicat, quo videre dixerat 

8 
Christum venisse noverit, tempusque illad 
exactum esse quod usque ad ejus adventum 
a Deo constitutum fuisse sciebat. Quod 
enim dicit, EKxsultavit ut videret diem 
meum, perinde valet ас si diceret, Cupivit 
ut veniret, dies meus : venit, et gavisus est. 
Quis enim dubitet Abraham et cseteros 
patres qui cum eo erant (sive ex revelatione, 
quam in bac vita habuissent, sive ex reve- 
latione, quam tunc, quum venit, 
habuerint de ejus adventu) no» ignorasse 
Christum venisse, etiam antequam ad eos 
post mortem veniret ? Only that 1 would 
rether believe, as Stier does (iv. 444 f. 
edn. 2), that the ‘seeing of Christ's day’ 
was not by revelation, but actual—the вее- 
ing of a witness. ‘Abraham then has not 
seen death, but lives through m 8 
having believed and rejoiced in 
of Me, whom he has now seen кашың | in 
the flesh,’ Meyer quotes the Socinian 
interpretation as a specimen of “ monstrous 
perversion :” *exultaferus fuisset . 
et si vidisset, omnino 

from this verse asto the a of our Lord at 
the time, poen ad im flesh. Fifty 
years was wit ews the completion of 
manhood. The readin g Tevvapáxovra 
(see vur. readd.)—B:«p докеї áepudiartpov, 
says Euthym.,—has probably beet EN 
duced for that very reason. 68.] As 
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t [ver. 7.] see 
Rev. xvili.19. 

ach ch, ail. 36. eot - 
Deut. vil. 20. TOU te OU. 

Matt. ix. 6 
reff. 

w here only. 
Levit. xav. 

T yevernc. 

ETATTEAION N. 

t Вальс» ir аутб»" "Incovc 82" expiBy kat Ble u 

IX. I Kai " wapaywy ғу avOpwroy тъфло 4. 
2 * э „ә э “< е 1 , 2] 

Kat поштцсау аотоу Ot pabyrai ros At- 

tob.  yovreç Papi, rie iuaprtr, obroc П ot yoveiç erm, 

59. for урау ovy, rore урау D. 
poou avrwy kat wapgyt» ovrec 
ch ix.), with AN** rel lat 
aft avrwv ins exopevero, cL N 

om ée B. 
Luke iv. 80: the last words (o intrevu 

copt Ath Thdor-heracl, so, but ins a: bef dt 1- 
3a Ath Cyr (erop. к. тар. av. erased but cei nu 

rec aft upov ins гайбәт їч 

2 : aft e£3À0. ins ax’ avrwy dia pecov 69 : om BDN' latt sah arm Orig Cu, 7 
ob. 

Cuar. ІХ. 1. at end ins caOnpevor D Ps-Ath. 
2. om avrov Aeyorrec D lat-e. 

Lücke remarks, all unbiassed exegesis of 
these words must recognize in them a de- 
claration of the essential pre-existence of 
Christ. All such interpretations of «plv 
A. ver., as ‘before Abraham became 
Abraham, i.e. father of many nations 
(Socinus and others), and of elul, as 
‘I was mined, promised by God’ 
(Grotius and the Socinian interpreters), 
are little better than dishonest quibbles. 
The distinction between уебабаа and 
tipi is important. Antequam nasceretur 
Abraham, ego sum?’ (Erasmns.) The pre- 
sent elu( expresses essential existence, 
as in reff., especially Col. i. 17, and was 
often used by our Lord to assert His 
divine Being. In this verse the God- 
head of Christ is ingolved ; and this the 
Jews clearly understood, by their conduct 
to Him. 59.] Probably there were 
stones (for building) lying about in the 
outer court of the temple, where these 
words seem to have been spoken. The 
reason of the Jews' doing this is given by 
them оп a similar occasion, ch. х. 33, drs 
od dvOpwroc Фу ,L ceavrov бебу. 

There does not ap to be an 
miraculous escape intended here, althoug 
certainly the assumption of one is natural 
under the circumstances. Jesus was pro- 
bably surrounded by His disciples, and 
might thus hide Himself (see ch. xii. 36), 
and go out of the temple. 

Cuar. ІХ. X.] JESUS THE LIGHT, FOR 
THE HEALING OF THE WORLD AND THE 
JUDGMENT OF THE JEWS. IX. 1— 
41.] Manifestation of Jesus as the Light 
by a miracle. Judgment of the Jews 
the healed man, and by Jesus. 1. 
This, if the concluding words of ch. viii. i 
the rec. are genuine, would appear to have 
happened on the same day, which is hardly 
likely, for we should thus have the whole 
incidente from ch. vii. 37 (outing ch. vii. 
53—viii. 12), belonging to one day, and 
that day а sabbath (ver. 14). And besides, 

the circumstances under which Jes: 7 
appears are too usual and tranquil: ^ 
succeeded immediately to His eap - 
ch. viii. 59. І would rather there 
pose that there is а break beor > 
verse: how long, we cannot of oare st 
Thus we have the commencement dass 
narrative here, as in ch. vi. I. nd = - 
This is the view of Lücke, Thabo. = 
De Wette; Olshausen, Meyer, asd ̀` 
believe it to have been the same day ; 2 
the former refers the jj» сёй. (ver. li : 
its being the last day of the feast (d 7 
37, where see note). The blind се 
was sitting begging Ayes 8), possibly i7 
claiming the fact of his having ben? 
born; for otherwise the disciples c 
hardly have asked the following 0202 
The incident may have been in the tt 
bourhood of the temple (Acts iii. 2): ~- 
doubtless there were otber Е 

в entrap 

beggars sat, besides the tem ы dx 

but how could Àe himself hare гии 
before his birth? Beza and Огой» 
the question to the doctrine of mete" 
chosis; that he may have sinn 
former state d entao pee hort 
is disproved i 
The i booed that the fod 
only into other bodies, which зә 
exclude this case (see Joseph. Аш зт 
1. 9, and B. J. i. 8 19. e 
ücke, and er it 

bility of sin iw the womb; Thdod и 
inated sin, punished by mcr’ 

tion: De Wette to the general doctnet 
the prm-existence of souls, which Р” 
vailed both the Rabbis and AP" 
andrians; see Wisd. viii. 19, 20 | 
applicability of which passage и дом 
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` атекрібп "Incouc Oure обтос x Mark iv. 

Tpaprey ойт. Ol yore auras, a J iva * javipuÜg тё $ ehai 

ёруа TOU дгоо * ev avrg. 4 pè ён * &оуайєсда та ya n 

тоо пірфаутбос pe, % юс nuipa £ tri epxerat vil, бте 4. unm, 

ovdeic Sivarae epyaleo Oat. os 

ыш. TOU кдароо, 
éxoinoev nsr ex rov 

U reff, ӧтау ғу TU Koo tp о, "фос | LL EE 

ravra eim 8 Eg TvOtV 
k 19 е | e 96. rbondroc, cal eri x pi zi: 

apui, Kat ao re ко 

avrov rór xn iwi rovc офба\нцойс, 7 kai ren avrQ p NN 

Job i. 30 
ch. I. 4. vili 12, 

b ob. еа: Dan. vill. 19. 
16. Bon iz 21 only. Ж, bis. vv. 11,1 

S MAE VE TE viti. 28 only. 
Judith zil. 16. xiv. 18 only. see Esdr, vill 1 

M. k here oaly f. 1 ver. 11 only f. 

f Matt. v. 14, 
Num. хіі. ac Sir. xxviii. 12 only. 

91 (88). 

8. rec ins o bef :џо., with D al Cyr: om ABC N rel. 

nuac B(D)LN! coptt eh-rom Cyr Nonn (де bef np. D): epa ACN'(or N-corr!) 
rel latt th - pl Hil. 
2. m.) Е 

for ре, прас Т.М! copt Sth- rom Суг. (corrd in N 1. m. or 

6. e bef гу тш косры DLX 1. 38 vulg lat-a b g g Chr Cyr. 
6. for exexp., exeOncey B C'(appy). 

Ps-Ath: ins ABC*LN 1. 38 copt 

BLN 1. 33. 

by Stier, iv. 455 note, ейп. 2). So Isidore 
of Pelusium in the Catena (Lücke, ii. 372), 
obroc, ©з Hire lues. — oi yovtic 
atrov, ӧз dacw "охдаїоь. The 
question may have been asked vaguely 
without any strict a 5 of it to the 
circumstances, merely for ted 
that some sin must have led to the blind- 
ness, and hardly thinking of the non- 

licability of one of the suppositions to 
this case. Or pene, m as Stier inclines 
to suppose, the obros, 4 may mean, ‘ this 
man, or, for that is out of the question 
e felbft, oder, ba uns dies doch nicht 
denkbar ift, . . . . ), his parents ? 
Туа as а cause why е should Ье... . — 
used rA : not ікВатікес (Olsh.), ex- 
pressing Hn mere consecution of events. 

After abro? supply Wa т. 
TONO of these was the cause ; but 
тиф. iyevv йӨз), їп order that ооо о А But 

how so ? ob codacricec, ФАА’ olcovoptcec. 
Euthym. In the economy of God’s Pro- 
vidence, his suffering had its place E 
aim, and this was to bring out the 
TOV Ө. in his being healed by the Re- 
deemer (see Rom. xi 11 and note). So 
Lücke :—De Wette denies the interpreta- 
tion, and refers the saying merel do ue 
view of our Lord to bring out 
practical design, io make ne 6 this 
man to prove His divine power. But see 
ch. xi. 4, which is pri parallel 
4.] Connected b T. Ípya to the 
former verse. бы сеа seems {о 
be some reference to its being the sabbath ; 
see the similar ions in ch. v. 17. 
From bro» . . . „ in ver. 6, it seems 

(goth sth), avre D. 
тоо rugAov, with AC rel lat-b e f syrr : avrov D lat-a c ff, 

rec om avrov, т С! rel latt Syr 
rec aft офда\цочс ins 

Iren-lat Arnob Aug : om 

evident that àuipa is the appointed course 
of the working of Jesus on earth, and vó 
the close of it (see the parallel, ch. xi. 9, 
10). It is true, that, according to John's 
universal diction, the death of Jesus is His 
glorification ; but the similitude Aere re- 
gards the effect on the world, see ver. 5 ; 
and the language of Rom. xiii. 12 is in 
accordance with it, as also Luke xxii. 63; 
John xiv. 80. 53 This partly ex- 
plains the д. and »o£ of the former verse, 
partly alludes to the nature of the healing 
about to take place. As before the 
of Lazarus (ch. xi. 25), He states that He 
is the Resurrection and the Life ; во now, 
He sete forth Himself as the source of the 
archetypal spiritual Е. of which the 
natural, now about to be conferred, is 
only a derivation and symbol. 
6.) see reff. Mark. The virtue especially 
of the saliva jejuna, in cases of disorders 
of the eyes, was well known to antiquity. 
Pliny, H. М. xxviii. 7, says, ‹ Lippitadines 
matutina quotidie velut inunctione arceri." 
In both accounts (Suet. Vesp. 7 ; Tacitus, 
Hist. iv. 8) of the restori of а blind 
man to sight attributed to Vespasian, the 
use of this remedy occurs. See also Wet- 
stein in loc. (Trench, 1 293 note, 
edn. 2). The use of с also for healing 
the eyes was not E. ue 
Samonicus (in the time of N pom 
Si tumor insolitus typho se tollat inani, 
Turgentes oculos vili circumline спо. 

No rule can be laid down which 
our Lord may seem to have observed, as 
to using, or dispensing with, the ordinary 
human means of bealing. He Himself 
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mwd, "Y ways via "ec тй» "xoAvu(950par tov LA, 

exe. v 
17. xv. 2 
1 МК. 1 Tim. 

a 

2 chron. f. uur 

P comnvederat d hr 

nA obröc tori» О кабпикуос kai *эгросатш»; AAA Are 

„. la. Ort obrôc tariv' d AO EAcyor Ovx аА оне ос ure 
it. 8. Ы » ы ЫШ + 

37 ig br. ÉKELVOC Acyev Ore , i did че 10 eye» 9 

SML Men m e here (Mark S E v. Menz, сүү 14 only. v esaet, di. zv. 

7. om avre D al forj lat-a e i. om vipa: A! lat-a 5. eeclesie А 
peOropnveverar D. om ovv ka: evtjaro kai уАӨе» ( B. 

8. rec (for rpocairgc) тъфАос, with C? rel: rvgAoc ny cat xpocairag 69 (-e. 

yr jer) : txt ABC'D 
hr-comm Cyr Aug. 
9. om оғ: Ri. 

вут- coptt sth arm 
latt Syr syr-with-ast coptt eth arm 

, om last ore NOT. 
10. for xe, ето» D lat-d. 

determined, by considerations which are 
hidden from us. Whatever the means 
used, the healing was not in them, but in 
Him alone. The ‘conductor’ 5 
raculous power was yt ; 
the Wee and „ 
to awaken that faith, their use would be 
accounted for. T.] The reason of his 
being sent to Siloam is uncertain. It may 
have been as part of the cure,—or merely 
iier the clay. 8 
proba especially as «и must 
taken with vipat, not with brays, and 
thus would imply immersion in the 
So Athen. x. p. 438 Е (in Meyer), Aeóte0a: 
ele Aovrpevac. A blind 
from his birth would know the localities 
sufficiently to be able to find his way; so 
that there is no * 
partial restoration of sight his 
going. The situation of the fountain 
and pool of Siloam is very doubtful. 
Robinson makes both at the mouth of the 
ancient Tyropeon, 8. x. of the city. He 
himself explored a subterranean passage 
from this spot to the Fountain of the 
МЫ ME up on the banks of the 
K . Josephus, B. J. v. 4. 1, says, j dd 
Tay rupoxou» wpocayoptvopive $ápayt 

cabia ply Xawáp* obre ydp еђу 
Tuy», yAvetiay ть cai то\\ђу odaay, 
ќкаћоёреу. Jerome sets it ad radices 
montis Zion (on Isa. viii. 6), and mentions 
its intermittent character: but he also says 
(on Matt. x. 28), ‘ ad radices montis Moria, 
in quibus Biloe fluit: so that his testimony 
exactly agrees with Josephus and Robinson 
(see Robins. i. 403 fl., and“ The Land and 
the Book,” pp. 659 ff.). It is mentioned 

M 1. 83 vulg lat; ff; g rr coptt goth 

for 2nd alot, гғеро D. 
with AD rel lat-(a c e) f вуг goth: txt BCLX N(retaining ёе) 1. 33 

Cyr Aug.—(adAa C.) 

sh arm P»-A- 

eX) dc єт, 
lat-b ọ œo 

. aft exesvog ins je АСК UX! 33 ̀ 

reo (for eAeyov o 

: om BC! De rel am(with forj ean) syr go: 

aft Ist ov» ins ex гозба N: om Меат, 

ym. 
ааа сату izei +, rueghés. 
onnus : p sveddo о n.. 

Meyer takes tha 

—of the name of the fountain, to the ma 
who was sent thither. I should rather 

"nol ue 8 Ё 4 Р fi 3 sd 

Te$Àós was most likely а correction 
of some one who thought mpoceírgc did 
not express 
in him. 

axnAbev ovv xai " ewrjero. : 

kai 1АӨғ» ЗАєте». 8 Oi обу 9 унтоус kai oi Өгөрозетщ 

j "ro “mporepov Ort 'epocairgc б>», fAeyos Osy | 
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abr Пос [ob] vv RI bi cov oi *ogOadpoi; !! ame Mein 

b 

22.88. cb. x. 

єкрібу éxuvoc ГО] avðpwroç [0] Aeyóutvoc "Insovc 5525.6. 
туду éxoinosy ка! * єтёуроіу pov тодс офӨбаАноўдс Kat > ye: $ re e тег. 6 only. 

ert pot “Үтауг ис тд» StAwap xai ° ули. dre A0 4+=.7 ree. 

об» ка! * уцрарвуос ‘ а, Леа. 
Exeivoc; Мун Ovx oia. 
Фарісаіоос тд» * wore rs. 

р "pg тд» D iwotnosy о ‘Incovg kai * avéplev 42 K. 

15 qGÀw ой» nowrwy avrov 
cal of Dapisator soc 'а>{ЗАгул». 
avrov rovc bh 

180 A yeν,ͤrk автоу mpòç rovc L^ 

12 „Т ? 
ка» аотф Tlov EGTIV i r 

ngs ziv. 
aa. xlii 

* * , » “bat, 14 у» dd саВ[Зато» ey TAE 

Gal 1. 14 ез 
al. 

e 4 ч , e 

o & апе» avrog 
> П»Ад» eweOnxéy pov ir rovc офбаХџоёс, каї * ётуарть, 

rec om 2nd ov», with AB rel vulg lat-be e f ff, g coptt goth: ins CDLXN lat-a i 
-with-ast arm. 

table] CDN rel. 
txt ABC D-gr М rel fos(with tol) lat-b s 

сш БОРГИ rdi о, 
rel goth arm: ins BLN 1 
aft uo: ins or. BLN syr-jer 

l sah arm Aug. 
vulg lat-c ЕБ а ИР 

сор: om AD rel latt. 

rec evtwyGneacay, with AKUS Chr Cyr: txt B[sic: see 
elz со, with (Scr's a o, e sil) vulg lat-a c IRI D-lat : 

Aug. syr-jer copt goth arm Chr Cyr 
11. rec aft extsvyoc ins cat urey, with A rel lat-a 3 f rr syr-jer copt goth wth : 

гес om 0 (twice), with AD 
ins only the 2nd о С. 

rec (for rov) ray коЛиџ[Зубрау 
rov, with A rel vulg t-e f g syr goth sth Chr Aug: txt BDLXN 11at-a bc ff, syr-jer 
coptt arm Iren-lat Cyr. rec (for ov») de, with A rel syr goth: txt BDLXN 1. 83 

t Cyr. [B does not omit cat bef ripapevog: see table.] for 
last clause, awyAGow ovy kat evepapny ка: gAOov В\екыу D. 

. rec aft ur. ins ovy, with D 
Iat-l eth Cyr: om A rel am(with forj ing) 
BDR. aft Acyes ins avyroic D 

18. ins ra. bef ayovorw D Syr th 

mm lat - a c ffs 9 syr-marg Cyr. 
15. ernpwrwy D al. 

rel fos lat-a c вуг: pref ка: BLXN 1. 33 vulg-ed 
lat-e Syr coptt arm Aug. 

foe lat-b Syr wth arm. 

14. rec pr s» nuspa) ore, with AD rel vulg lat-e f 

[euray, so 

coptt goth: txt BLXN 33 
for avte£tv, nvottv (i. e. j,.) D aL 

rec ея: rovc o$OaApuovc bef pov, with D (33, e И) lat-a ö: 
pou sweOncey cxi тоос opPadpouc А vulg: txt BLN rel. (A doubtful: ро Н. 

be much more likely to turn on whether 
he was the person who had sat and 
begged (the blindness being involved in it), 
than on the fact of his having been blin 

U.] 4wBX., strictly speaking, is in- 
appropriate in the case of one born blind. 
Lücke refers to Aristotle as using the 
word thus, and cites Pausanias, who speaks 

fecovery. Grotius : 
e quis dicitur, quod communiter tri- 

Datum humans nature ipsi abfuit." 
There is no emphasis on нор here (as Dr. 
Wordsw.) nor in vv. 15, 30: nor on gov 
in vv. 10, 17, 26. See on Matt. xvi. 18, 
and compare Luke xii. 18. 18.) The 
neighbours appear to have brought him 
to the Pharisees, out of hostility to Jesus 
(see ver. 12): and ver. 14 alleges the rea- 

son of this :—or perhaps from fear of the 
sentence alluded to in ver. 22. The “ Pha- 
risess here д have been the court 

iding over the synagogue, or one of the 
local courts of Sanhedrim. Lücke 

inclines to think were an assembly 

body : but 
were there such ? 14.) Lightf. cites 

35 у iam super i 
hibitum.' But the making the slay, a 
servile work, seems to be here prominently 
mentioned. Meyer notices,—and it 
is interesting, as a minute mark of accu- 
racy,—that the man ouly relates what he 
himself, as being blind, had felt: he says 
nothing of the spittle. 15.] raus ro- 
fers to ver. 10. The enquiry was official, 
as addressed to the chief witness in the 
matter. We cannot hence infer with 
Lücke that no one else was present at the 
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Kai BA. 18 EXeyov обу ЕК тш» Фара» тоқ O 
ма" "rry obroc тара Osov о avÜpwsoc, ort то сайъ | 
ige vill. oy ! трн. аАЛо éXeyou Пес Sivarat * ббрытос ua 
EE fwÀOC roiabra nu, тошу; Kat “ oxtona ir & o 
EIL 17 rauer оўу TU rudy там» Ti ov My ть 
M rn avrov " Ort vip tv gov TOUC pe а 0 üs gr : 

„ rpopurne оті». 18 орк ? ewiorevcay our ot love: 
here е 

"ону. see oh, тєрї avrov, ort gv op Ade ка} ^а» A Ae, ‘ақ бтз 

QR nu s i rode vort ic avrov rov аат Bs 

E Протпаау abrobe №уоутес̧ Obróc eoriy o voc 10 L 

BEL RA Одес Aéyers оті тофАдс гүгу»лбл ; ; roc оў» Влах 

es арта; Ж arecpibnoar ot yovec aurov 
ка! drav Ога 

al. Ore ovrag ёст» о мос Jue» Kat ort rohe jail 

* 21 тос $& vuv Pire оок ol dau, 1 3] rig "уо qe 
L 

a z Matt. vi. robe ‚ офбаАноўс mete оок old aner- avrov per rn. 

bæch. vill * акау 5 C avroc wept avrou Аа\йон. 2 тат 

16. rec (for ove to o avOpwxroc) ovrog o а>Өрыкос ove egar: пара rer $us, кїї 
rel, but of these AGK 69 om rov: o ардрыжос bef ovroc тре 6 бео» 33 vale E. 
arm: txt BDLX N(omg д) lat-/. aft а\Ло ins ёе BDN 1. 69 vulg- A с 
15 Syr сор Сут , 

Or Mross, eXeyow D lat - a b c e. rec om ow», with E rel іу. 
goth Chr: ins ABDLXN 1. 69 latt syr-with-ast Cyr. ins sore bef rophu K і 
om хам» D lat-a b c ff, l. аб кам» ins ovy Ni. rec av bef n, wii + 
rel vss: txt BLXN copt Cyr. for avrov, dtavrov N. rec greeks, "- 
ADN rel: ауғь гь KL 1: txt BXA. (83 def.) 

18. om ovy D 69 lat. u b. f, l copt (wth arm). rec тъфАос bef qv (sor 
order), with A rel vulg lat-a c e f Ff: txt BLN lat-b copt Cbr,. (33 def) ^: 
avt(À. D. for orov, ov DX om avrov D al sah-mnít arm. = 

19. exnpwrncay D. for heyorrsc, u Ni. for ovrog eorsy, t t pnr 
Syr. rec apri bef Sexe, with A rel vulg lat-a e f у: txt BDL U(Tre e^ 
83 lat-b c ff, l Cyr. » 

90. aft ахекр:Өпеау ins ov» BN al; de A rel lat-/ о syrr goth: om DGLUG < 
xs б = ins ae bef o: тонер, with AD rel vulg lat- c Syr (b) г 
om 33. at · a в arm 

91. ef А 1. 33: “ыйын rel 225 bef gvoi£ey D latè (7). 
rec aft 2nd офтнг> ins avroc, with AN rel lat-g Syr goth (avroc aft exe K 
B(sic: see table] DLX 1. 33 latt sth Ps-Ath Cyr Áug.—rec диа, exe М emi 
үл: (as in ver 23), with A rel syrr goth: om avrov epergcart Ri: Ut В 
N°" 1. 33 vulg let-a c e f g copt sth arm.—emtpernoare D. om era 

for avrov, eavrov АВККМХАМ 1. 33: txt D rel. 

healing but Jesus and His disciples. own view to corroborate their - 
16. -A] Among the latter party and therefore жара rob d ; 
would be such as Nicodemus, Joseph, The hostile party (ol "levis, D. 
[Gamaliel?]; who probably (Joseph cer- authority among these ар 
tainly, Luke xxiii. 51) at last withdrew, Pharisees), disappointed st his — 
and left the majority to 117 N out their timony against them the 
hate against Jesus. e question to og more closely the еген! 
te but dus, us in E. V. What epet ten f id 
of him, that he hath opened (i.e. for 98 19.] The Ы 
having opened) thine eyes! The "e is fold, and in strict legal formality: 
on ov—‘ What hast £how to say to it, this your son? Was he born e | 
seeing we are divided on the matter P ів it that he now sees? ' 21., Ne, 
Both parties are anxious to have the man’s the emphatic abro au 

33); e 
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Ioudaĩoi iva ѓа» ric avrov сарт ыр 
ы А А 23 & Piae peAa * атосвусушуос yévnrat. (а 4 and constr., 

18. see 7 

* шка» * exe, QUTOY ко opa 
wyncay ойу т 0, E 8 Zick, &ф “ноа! v róv dv parrov "tk turé- E sv 

h xvi. 9 ouly t. Лос Sokav ry Өг" (Шы 

90. 
оў» аа. Josh. 

p. 

avro Tii: txoinatv gots TC Жуй» соо robe ̀ офбалноўс; 117 m Acta xix. 2. 
21 artxpiſn avroic Elwov dul non, xai ovk 

Tl хал Oédere акобыу; 

il 16. Jer. 
a yxovcare’ тахт, s М : 2 , " 24 xxx. 

"pn xot оныс Өте avrov F. 10, b. 
ва = СЬ. vili. 48 гей, B ch. vil. 47, 62. 

22. for avveriÜnvro, avviriÜevro AM syr-marg-gr : evytriftyro О al: сиует:боуто 
Ө. opodoygon bef avrov DK 69. 

23. om ori DL fuld lat-a c e l seth. 
exepwracare BN: epwrare D. 

aft xporov ins eva: D lat-e. 
om exe Ni. ins cas bef avrov A. 

24. rec ex Sevrepov bef тоу аудрытоу, with A rel vulg lat-a Ў вуг goth: txt BDLN 
33 lat-b ce ff, lq 8 
BLR latt Syr goth 

for аудретоу, avrov D. 
т: txt AD rel lat-e Syr.—om ô № (and corr’). 

ovroc bef o avOpwoc 

26. rec aft extivoc ins cas tires, with E rel Syr copt eth Chr: om ABDLN 1. 33 
latt syr sah goth arm Cyr. 
lat-a e f ff, Syr Cyr Ambr. 

26. rec for о ovy) де, wi 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-b c coptt goth Cyr 

aft ev ins де Nl. for wy, nuny каз DL 1. 38 

ith A rel вуг wth: om № lat-a е Syr copt arm: txt BDKLX 
rec aft avre ins rale, with A rel lat-f g 

syrr goth arm: om BDN latt coptt Nonn Aug. exorneay Ni. 
27. for ажекр!Ө avroic, o дє urey D. aft т: ins ovy B wth. Osrere bef 

хам» D al lat-a e вуг. for акорнь, axoveas D. 

тёз. 29.] It is not said when this 25. Sv] See on ver. 8. The man 
resolution was come to; and this also 
speaks for an interval between ch. vii., viii., 
and this incident. It could hardly have 
been before the council at the conclusion 
of ch. vii. ке | Probably the 
first of the three stages Jewish excom- 
munication,—the being shut out from the 
synagogue and household for thirty days, 
but without any anathema. The other 
two,—the repetition of the above, accom- 
panied by a curse,—and final exclusion,— 
would be too harsh, and perhaps were not 
in use во early. Trench (Mirr. 299, edn. 2) 

the resolution not as a token that 
the Sanhedrim had nced Him a false 
Christ, but as shewing that they forbade в 
private man to anticipate their decision on 
this ер by confessing Him (?). 94. 

0.] not, ‘Give God the 
(E V.), і.е. 5 for 
the Pharisees want to overawe the man by 
their authority, and make him deny the 
miracle altogether. The words are a form 
of adjuration (see ref. Josh.), to fell the 
truth, q. d. ‘Remember that you are in 
чон рн ce, and speak as unto Him.’ 

oL. I. 

shrewdly es the inference and states 
again the simple fact. Bear in mind, that 

must here be A kept to its pre- 
sent sense as joined with a 
verb Bréiww : he Sn for the саа айин 
of a pres. part. being, that it is contem- 

with the verb which rules the 
time of the sentence. So that we must 
render, not whereas I was blind, now I 
see," as E. V.: but as A. V. R., being & 
blind man, now I see. The shrewd and 
nalve disposition of the man furnishes the 
key to the atical expression. He 
pute it to them as the problem, the fact of 
which he knows for certain but the reason 
of which it was for them to solve, that he, 
whom they all knew as a blind man, now 
saw. So that the &v carries not so much 
present matter of fact, as common desig- 
nation and title. 96. ] They perhaps 
are trying to shake his evidence,—or to 
make him state something which should 

out some stronger violation of the 
sabbath. N.] oix }коўтате must be 
in its meaning of did not heed it.” 
Tho йет clauso in of coume ironical 
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o Aes каш, 4. дабтгаі yevéoBar ; T oddpneav аутд» kai uso S 

cue Doat wabarnc d H exeivou, nusic & тою Movotur € topiv мый. 

(pot, 1 Gor. 29 sete айбан» б ore Meca P AcA aA ger. о 00%, rovro 

E us оюк оїдарьу тобе» ёстіу. 30 awsxpidn o aspero u 

q eh. vil, 27 bis, elrer avroic "Ev retry ' yàp * Bavpasróv ioro, V 

9 vil, 41. брис оок old are robe kevin, cal art jo mi: 

» Matt. хх). 42 · офбаАроёс. 31 otdapev & о о ббс ёрортедыт ou асын 

агана. 
E E robrou акойы. 2 * 

tom 22 
(- Sasa, 

aAX’ tav rie же: 7 каї тб 

к той 

* Qi nua avro ш: 

" аш»ос ow ̂ койо 0 on 

ЫЛ 
1 ir- 

"v оўтөс " тара боо, оик ndivaro тону oudir. 17 

Ine, ii 19) expiðnoav kai grav abr udi Ey Gpapriatc ow е^ 

l 8. 
she торошу. Ho o Inaoug ort 2 avrov * te" се be- 
Lake. 70. Айу. na Dx Wwe Іва. 1xiv. 4. 

ooh. vili. 94 bis, d eb. vii. 38. 

padnrat bef avrov DLXAN 38 latt Chr Cyr: txt AB rel. 
28. rec aft еАо‹до 

Cyr Ambr : pref ог 
fald em forj fos i ing jae toD tol) Aug 
eth arm Chr Ps-At 

om ёғ D lat -b c e ff, і arm. 
29. for ANR rtv, ehadrncey А. 

акош D. 

$0. om avro D al fos lat-b c. 

cav ins ovv, with 69 vulg-ed 
« DLN 1. 83 (lat-a f) Syr syr-with-ast copt: om A re иги: 

rec el bef ua0grgc, with E rel late 1 
: extivou ber dl D al latt: om el L copt: txt ABN 1. (33) Ces» 

Jat-c : pref ea: BU =è f- 

aft o Өгос ins кає ors бос арартди © 

rec yap bef rowre, with A rel: tn Б 
La 

vulg lat. 7 g вуг Chr Cyr.—for уар, ош» D. ins ro bef Gavpacrey BLE 
Ce e XD arm. qvod» BDLN Cyr: nrewkev X: tt A га. -— 
с 5 with A rel vulg lat-f yr goth ; yap 69 Hil: on M 
1. 33 fos lat-a b c e ff, l coptt arm Cyr. rec auapreAw» o Grog, ийй 
vulg lat · c F txt BDA lat-a e Syr coptt goch 172 
carth Chr, Cypr Aug. 

32. nvewEsy BXA Ath. op pov А. yeyevap. АХ. 
33. ovrog wapa Otov bef nv D sah. m 
35. ins cat bef groe DN! Syr eth. om 6 BN. om wD. ' 

seem so anxious to hear particulars 
about Him, that you must surely be in- 
tending to become His disciples.” 
29.] AcàáÀnxev, not sAdAnoew, is impor- 
tant: it betokens the abiding finality of 
God’s revelation to Moses, in their esti- 
mation : с. “ We пес God's reve- 
lation to —* whether 
from God or not.' МЕ чысы vii. 27, 28, 
where a very different reason is given for 

ieving Him to be the Christ. 
80.] iv т. in E. V. ае тее 
Why herein lotz, p. 242: 
“ үйр respicit ad = fis alter antea dix- 
erat, et continet cum affirmatione con- 
clusionem, que ex rebus ita comparatis 
facienda sit. eis, you, whose busi- 
ness it is to know such t ings. 31] 
He expresses a general conviction, 
that one who could do these things, must 

be a pious man: and (ver. 33) ee © 
sently so, since this mine ти TE 
cedented. Ver. 32, says Mere * 

minor proposition : ver, 53, the 
both in a popular form 

—one pd 
been born blind, and Elta 

‘they cast Mn out of the 
Mald. Grot. Fritzsche, Tholu M 
see next verse, whero it 
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ðròy sixtv [аот] Zò ‘moredec ис тд» шд» той eoù ; 3 
6 алгеко{Өп ¢ Exeivoc [xai rer] Kai rig tore, кори, tva 185 x 

ridrebo ec avrov ; 37 [леу abr о Тасос Kai i бәракас 12 5 s. 

vrov, kai 0 | Аалу pera cov éxtivóc сті. 3 0 ё ton) T s se: 

IItorsba, cope. Kat roceri rn arg. 30 cat ers thf . 

, Inoode Eig “коша iyw tic ro kósuoy rovrov NA do, ч. doo xi 

va oi un * BAéwovrec BA cal ot i PAéwovrec ° тофлої hae эш. 18, 
vévevrat. Пкоусау к тоу Фаріаіњу ravra oi per o = Matt av. 

v ovrec, kat sirov aury Mu ка! пес тифЛог à tonery ; p ver ir. э, 

l «теу avroic о “Inaoug Ei rugAot ire, ойк av a el xere . 

nd aft avrov ins ca: D lat - a b д Syr. 

v. 13. 1 John L 8. 

om avre BDN' lat-e copt-ms: ins A rel. 

avOowrou BDN sah sth-rom Chr-2-mss: Osov A rel latt syrr copt goth 
eth-pl arm Tert Hil. 

36. om аягкр:Өз exuvoc cas urey, and aft goriv ins e$9, B: cas нигу is also оша in 
X al lat- a copt- 
vith ALN latt Hil Victorin: ins B 
ore Ќ. 
orttten кь. 

87. for итеу, axecptOn D syr-marg 

om ver Ni. 
39. om «xa: urey o igo. Ni. ( 

. rec ins cas bef gcovcav, with A 
om BLXN 33 t arm Cyr. 

stated that Jesus heard of it, unless it had 
been some public formal act. 85.) 
' Tune ille es, qui propter fidem in Jesum 
quem dicunt , acerbitatem nos- 
trorum magistrorum expertus est ? An tu 
post has molestias etiamnum in filium Dei 
credis?’ Lampe in loc. 88.) This 
vids r. 6. his present compre- 
hension: and therefore, true to his simple 

further and character, he asks for 
information about Him. кай тіз] 
See reff. and Mark x. 26. 87.) These 
words кої abr. serve to remind 
the man of the benefit he has received, 
and to awaken in him the liveliest grati- 
tude: compare Lake ii. 80. They do not 
refer to а former seeing, when he was 
healed: this was the first time that he 
had see» his Benefactor. $0.] There 
seems to be an interval between the last 
verse and this, and the narrative appears 
to be taken up again at some subsequent 
time when this miracle became again the 
subject of discourse. The blind man 
had recovered sight in two senses,— bodily 
and spiritual. And as our Lord always 
бой GC the spiritan as paramount, sA 

3 2 

-wilk : txt DN rel vas. (каг 5 

ы ‚=, 
rec ovrec bef мат avrov, with A rel goth sth arm: txt BDL 

41. aft awey ins ovy Dal; de Sal: pref cas A 69 lat-g І wth. 

_in the increasing 
те which takes place 

55 oe mn рил) 

кори and cas were easily confounded by the scribes, each being frequently 

marg: «$5 К. 
at- goth: om BDXN 33 lat-a b e syrr coptt arm. 
31. for avrw, avrov D al. 

о omd NA. 
def uc rov косроу rovrov D lat-a b c = ium) 

rec aft ня. ins de, with A rel 
om lst 6 A. 

i in bef «c крда D. Mo 

goth eth f add де D al 18.7, 91: 
N' wird sah-mnt arm. 

N 1. 33 latt Cyr. 
om ó B. 

cluding the bodily, . 
speak of spiri the 
effect of кргогс, not E distinction, but 
judgment; the following out of the divine 
гфдокіо, Matt. xi. 26, 26. ‘We are 
all, according to the spirit of nature, no 
better than than persons born blind; and to 
know and confess this our blindness, is our 
first and only true sight, out of which the 
grace of the Lord can afterwards bring 
about a 5 receiving of sight. The 
becoming blind,” on the other hand, is 
moran y an ironical expression for remaining 

but partly also has a real meaning 
dark and harden- 

unbelief.’ 
(Stier, iv. 668; 475, edn. 2.) The BM. 
wovvres here answer to the loxborrec and 
фкаов of Matt. ix. 12, 18; see note there. 

40.) They ask the i 
understanding the words of Jesus in a bo. 
dily snae; bat well aware of thais in meaning, 
and scornfuly rejoining, ‘Are then we 
meant ind, we, the leaders of 
the P 41.] The distinction in 
expression between the two clauses must 
be carefully borne in mind. Our Lord is 
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mg. Guapriav’ vov & Aéyere От: [ЗА{тонв” d apopra w | 
в * ver. 16 7 
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xxii. a Ted.) E 
X. I арў» ар» Aéyw орг», о uà d 

T did тс Өорас tic r “avAnyv rey por, d 

8. 
в here only. 

Estb. iv. 
Ald. отту. ; . 

UE? Mek боту тоу mpo[Jarov. 
v Matt, vi. 19, 
20 al. w ver. 8. Obed. 6. 

17 only. 4 Linge viL 11. 

om ov» DK 69. 
1. 33. 69 vulg lat-3 c e f f, g q coptt wth Cyr Aug. 
DLXN?*4 83 syr-marg Cyr. 

CHAP. X. 1. ушу bef лгу» B. 

x Matt. xxi. 18 reff. 

ora ‘avaBaivwy d,, Exetvocg e ure ter . 

ila * Aporic. 2580 ' e cto X ouevoc ба тос берес тыг 

d 3 тойт о 7 Өорырос ar. с 
т Mark sii И ёг 

rec ins ov» bef apapr., with A rel syrr goth sh: om В 
аа арартыо and poer: 

а\Лауодгу bef avaBatver D arm. 
9. for rony cory, avroc cori о rony D (lat-5 c f ff, q copt) h Chr. 

referring primarily to the unbelief of the 
Pharisees and their rejection of Him. And 
He says, ‘If ye were really blind (not, 
* confessed selves blind;  Kuinoel, 
Stier, De Wette), ye would not have in- 
curred guilt; but now ye say, * We see ;” 
ye believe ye have the light, and boast 
that ye know and use the light; and 

ore your guilt abideth, remaineth on 
you. Observe there is a middle clause 
understood, between ' ye would never have 
incurred guilt,’ and ‘your guilt remaineth ;’ 
and that is, ‘ye Ласе incurred guilt ;’ 
which makes it necessary to take the Ad- 
yere Eri BAdwopey as in a certain sense 
implying SAéwere: via. by the Scriptures 
being committed to you, by God’s grace, 
which ought to have led you to faith in 
me.’ CHAP. A 1—81.) Сове and 

lsa shepherds. Jesus the g Shep- 
cd. Tis discourse is connected with 
the preceding miracle; and the conduct 
of the Pharisees towards the man who had 
been blind, seems to have given occasion 
to this description of false shepherds, which 
apai introduces the testimony of Jesus to 

imself as the true Shepherd. So that, 
as Moyer remarks, the paragraph should 
begin at ch. ix. 35 properly. The more we 
study carefully this wonderful „the 
more we shall see that the idea of this 
close connexion is never to be summarily 
dismissed as imaginary, and that our Evan- 
gelist never ‘passes without notice to an 
entirely different and disjointed occurrence 
or discourse,’ as I stated in some of my 
former editions. See on the whole subject 
of the parable, Jer. xxiii. 1—4; Ezek. xxxiv.; 
Zech. xi. 4—17. These opening verses 
(to ver. 5) set forth the distinction be. 
tween false and true shepherds. Then 
(vv. 7, 8, 9) He brings in Himself, aa the 
door, by which both shepherds and sheep 
enter the fold. Then (ver. 10) He returns 
to the imagery of the first verses, and sets 

forth Himself as THE Чоор Sg: 
and the rest (to ver. 18) is ot 
the results and distinctions бертіт 
that fact. 1. rjv abh] тусте". 
voc к. SxatOpog ro rer (Fam 
й. 403); just answering, ererft 2 
being а ment enclosure, t. <> 
This fold is the visible Cherch ^^ 

i » Israel зс: 

other folde has | 
luded to in ver. 16: but se xi id 

The terms in this frst pst v 

neral, and apply to all leaders d 
people; in ver. 1, to those who c 
office without having come in bs tr 
i.e. Christ, in the sense, . 
ho О. T. faithful look toe 
Him, as the covenant ke 
God); and in ver. 2 to those who a 
this way; and whosoever does is th К 
herd of the sheep (not T 
“the Good Shepherd,” ss baos, € 
but here it is merely pre `- 
who thus enters, that he is the i" 
of that particular fold: it is the . 
of a shepherd шш {о эк). * 
sheep thro t this parable . 
mingled multitude of good and bi 
the real sheep, the faithful, wbo I 
all in the fold shoudd be. The Ge ̂, 
(goats, Matt. xxv. 32) do m 
it is not the character of the fo: 
that of the shepherd, and the tt, 
tween him and his sheep, bii 
prominent. 3.] Perhaps 2 эди 

e 
1 

вһерЬ ; see frequent use d 

bolism by the Acta sit. Zi 
xvi. 9; 3 Cor. ii. 12; са. ko 
stances of the dp shu 
Acta xvi. 6, 7. (So Theodorus aie 
and Stier, iv. 482, edn. 2.) 
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ы 5 > = $; out? % мо куу ^ „ 
ra v pó[Jara тїс gwyn¢ avrov axove, kat та "1да mpo- = Matt. 47 4. 

oh. 1. 20 reff. 3 a ^b » у Leer- * ^» 4 @ а 

ara wy кат Ovoua kat eCa yet avra. Отау та b8 John 15 
8 , d» 2À ev * = , 1 Mak 

‘a Tavra ex à Y, Ет ровбк>» abr TOptUEtTat, Kat o Mak xv. 
М Ф э ы э — 

ra 1 Brad abr акоћооде, Ort 'oíjasw rüv феуду айыыл. 
7 — 

лото, 5 $gÀAorpgip d ov дї axolovÜncovcw, ada 
ke x. 2. 

1 Macc. Kii. 

7 22 , - , , =< 
pevtovrat ат avrov, ort ойк ‘oldacw тоу *adAorpiwy * тей т 
гї» феуду. 

6 , ` b , Н 87 
Taury т> пароциа» etrey аџтос̧ о Жы 

-.» 7 , 9 ч © bd = m Incovuc* exeivor & ойк Eyvwoay ' riva hw а ғ Хала avrotc.. A is 
7 т y ГА e p — ә > U 7 e е ө 

etmev ouv таъ о Incovc Арп» aun At yo ушу [ore] 

yo tuu 7 бора rov rpoßarwv. таутєс ooo. A0 

bh = here only. ch. xvi. 25 29. 2 Pet. H. 22 only. Prov. 1. 1 n, Sir. 1. 85 M. only. 

I- pake vill’ 9 re." Acta xvil 19, ы " кашу) 

3. for ra i9. троВ., та хро. ra iè. D. 
ABDLXN 1. 33 Cyr. 

rec (for фыун) care, with E rel Chr: txt 

4. rec ins ca: bef отау, with AD rel vulg lat-a e Lucif: add de K lat-5 c f, Z copt 
Cyr : om BLN 1. 83 sah. 

D lat-d c ff, q. 

| rec (for wayra) яроВата, with A rel vulg lat F syrr: 
om N: txt BDLX 1. 33 lat-a e coptt (eth) arm Lucif Cyr. avTov bef тлу gwrny 

б. rec axoAovOgceciw, with N rel: txt ABDEFGA Chr Cyr. 
6. for nv, n B(sic: see table] EFG 69. 

ò B. | ошу bef Aeyw B. 
Lucif. 

Ф. at. Ax.] The voice of such true 
shepherd із heard (heeded, understood) by 
‘the sheep (generally): and he calls by 
‘name his own sheep, that portion of the 
‘great flock entrusted to him, and leads 
them out to pasture, as his office is. 
This distinction between rd pofl. and 
та Tha mpóg. has given rise to exegetical 
and doctrinal mistakes, from not observing 
rohr above. It has been i ined that 
Christ is here spoken of, and that there- 
fore these two descriptions of sheep must 
be different, and so the whole exposition 
has been confused. Even Stier has fallen 
into this mistake. 4.) When he has 
led forth (la BAM AH — Елун») to pasture 
all his sheep (there shall not an hoof be 
left behind), he goes before them (see “the 
Land and the Book," p. 202); in his 
Кыш pointing out the way to them; 
they follow him, because they know his 
voice; his words and teaching are familiar 
to them. But observe that the expression 
here becómes again more general; not rà 
18. rp., but rd яр. as in ver. 8. The vane 
know the voice of every true sheph 

5.] So that the EAASrpt0$ is not 
the shepherd of another section of the 
flock, but an alien: the Agernc of ver. 1; 
—and ry ФАА. is generic, as in E. V. 
Meyer takes it as merely meaning a stran- 

for єкыуоє de, car Ni. 
T. rec aft хам» ins avrog, with D rel lat-a sah goth; pref, АКАМ! vulg 
lat-b c syrr; aft o ic X 33: om B.— om ктам» N- corr 1. 69 lat-e Lucif. ош 

om or. BGKLUX 33 mm lat-a Syr wth arm Cyr 

ger, one who is not their Shepherd : but 
this hardly seems strong enough for the 
context. 6.] жароцыа is not = rapa- 
Во\ п, ав so generally set down. This is 
not properly a parable: but: rather a para- 
bolic allegory. The parable requires nar- 
rative to set it forth; and John relates 
no such. The right word for хараша 
would be allegory: etymologically it is, 
any saying diverging from the common 
way of speech (wap oluov): cf. Meyer. 
We have other examples in ch. xv. 1 ff. 
&nd in Matt. ix. 87, 88. 7.) What 
follows is not so much an exposition, inn 
expansion of the allegory. The key 
to this verse is the Sight understanding 
of what went before. Bear in mind, that 
vv. 1—5 were of shepherds in general. 
But these shepherds themselves go into 
and out of the fold by the same door аг 
the sheep : and Christ is that door; THE 
Door OF THE SHEEP: the оле door both 
for sheep and shepherds, into the fold (see 
4 Opa, absol. ver. 9), into God's Church, 
to the’ Father. 8.] I believe that 
the right sense of these words, Scot iA 

pov, has not been apprehended by 
any of the Commentators. First, they 
can only be honestly understood of time: 
all who came before me (not, ‘ without re- 
gard to me, Olsh. &., nor ‘passing by me 



k ver. 1. 

сат 
хүй. 16.  QUTWY та тоо[Вата. 

m vv. I, 3 
mw here ̀ 

. — (9 Tim. Н. 17) : indi 
xh "vouny ° evpnaet. 

23, 27. 30. 

Acts x. 18. 
хі.7 only, (Mark Xlr. 29 ref) 1 Kings xxviii. 96 

t = here only. see Mark vi. 61. 
18. ch. Kili. 87, 88. xv. 18. 1 John iil 16 bis only. J. 

8. om xavrec D fos lat - Did Quest. 
expr) fos arm 
of the expression by the Gnostics and Manichees 
Syr-ed syr-jer sah goth Bas Chr Cyr ТЫ Euthym 
Syr-ms syr-with-ast copt sth arm Orig, Clem, Did 
Lucif Faust Jer Just 

10. aft eyw ins de D lat-a copt(not dz) goth eth Chr. 

а - „ Н. Wal. 

а IT. . 6. 8H. u. . 1 Pet. iv. 10. 

Orig, Nonn Quast: om wpo spov (possibly 

EYATT'EXION 1 

woo Epov * к\ёкта‹ чої» ка! коста“ d ove тг: 
9 суш иш. п бора" d tpoy еч 

™ ас 00, събдпогта, kai ™ eiceAsvaerat ка! нта, а 

10 5 krruc оок Epyerat n и я 

Eye Або» ba 4 
M гуе иш о торун 

var i” 

rec тро emou bef ар\бву, vith Ux 
on accowal of Ue «vr 

lying to the О.Т) Nr € 
Auge,: tat ADK LX INN ^3 

om каз теретаоу exw (homootel) D. 
II. for ridge, wow DN! vulg lat -e Aug. 

аз the door,’ Camer., nor ‘instead of me,’ 
Lampe, &c.: nor ‘pressing before me, 
(ch. v. J,) which would have been fpyorras, 
not jA0.: пог ‘before taking the trouble 
to find me, the door,’ Stiór, iv. 492, edn. 2: 
nor any other of the numerous shifts which 
have been adopted). What pretended 
teachers then came before Christ? Re- 
member the connexion of these discourses. 
He has taught the Jews that Abraham 
and the prophets entered by Him (ch. viii. 
56): but He has set in opposition 
to Himself and His, them (these Jews) 
and their father, the Devil (ib. ver. 44). 
He was ‘the first thief who clomb into 
God’s fold ;’ and all his followers are here 
окш of inclusively in the language of 

allegory, as coming in by and with 
him. His was the first attempt to lead 
human nature, before Christ came; be- 
fore the series of dispensations of 
began, in which pasture and life is offered 
to man by Him. Meyer understands 
the Pharisees, &c. who taught the people 
before Christ appeared i the Door of the 
sheep: but this does not seem to reach 
the depth of the requirementa of the say- 
ing. «ісќу, not joa, because their 
essential nature as belonging to and being 
of the evil one is set forth, and the in- 
clusion of these present Pharisees in their 
ranks. AM оок...) This of course 
cannot be understood absolutely, —‘ the 
sheep never for one moment listened to 
them ;’ but, did not listen to them in the 
sense of becoming their disciples even- 
tually. So that the fall of our first Pa- 
rents would be no exception to this; whom 
of all men we must conclude, by the con- 

Isid-pel Manichwans-in-Th! Бе. 

aft Zany ins sumo E 

tinuing grace and mercy of God t 
after that fall, to have bem d E. 
sbeep. And since then, the sme ̂ 7 
however the may for s sh = 
to these false they do nA" 

them. The 
do, belong not to the true fod 
9.] expands and fixes ver. /. - 

utaris aditus in ecclesiam, па p” * 
sive pastor osse velis, sive oris. E 

hr. See Numb. xxvii. 16.1. +- 
sequel of the veree shews thst gi 
bined meaning is the true ooe ©.” 
who understands it all of shepherts >” 
finds great difficulty in the inte i 
of the latter words: “shall go n 
before the А did 
them.” 10.] the gracioo 1*4 
the Saviour in this; — to 
abundance. This verse 

жой». Не is here set in oppo 
giis rac (see on ver. 8), and t "s | 

into the place of a . 
n hitherto thus opposed. Т 

den yea binds on to venir m 
and кеі терыс. ix. : q. d. 
dior te pus through, bal 
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KATA IQANNHN. 

o *шобетос St kai ow oy "rm 
Heb. 

тойу, 1 ov оюк tori ra xpoBara I 104a, Bewpet тд» 1.— al. 

* Abkov Epyopevoy kai " áginaw та vpüpara kat proye 
" apwater aura ка 
с eaten oc. отг Kai ov йи abr yroxtr; Acts 

Kat o AM OS 

Bare]: d 

“тер тоу rr. 

x 
Mark 1. 20 
only. Ezod. 
Ali. 45. 
(- Cras, uate 

uv. 17, 19.) 

` exopritn [rà p- 

губ чш О торд» о! колос T1 б. 
ка! qox) та ёна Kai yróorovoiv pe та épa. 
у®оки peo татр кау vir тд» warépa® ка! THY 
* puyny pou * rine Vip roy gore 
para kx, а ойк tory єк ric 

15 кабёс 216 

6 каї aAAa 
а= Matt. jv. 11 

abe табтцс 5 
‚8. 

какеуа ди pe * а aya ytiv, ка! тїс $wvnc pov axovcovay, o Lake ж Өз. 

ever. 11 
2 Cor. 1x. 9 only. SEMEN (даеткор., Matt. xxvi. 31.) 

reff, f vet g = Mat 
d Matt. xxii. 16 reff. 

t. xxi. 7. ch. vil 45. 

12. de bef шобӨштос DXAN 33. 69 Constt Cyr: om ёе BGL 1 am(with fuld forj i ing 
mt) lat-a copt-dz (Lucif). 
sheep are the agents), with D rel: 
om epxoutyvoy Al. om avra Dr vulg lat-3 ff, g l syrr sah-mnt Aug. 

rec се ariy) hip (cf geovcav above : but there the 
1. 83. 69 Eus Constt Chr Cyr. 

om last 
та чыш BDLN 1. 88 syr-jer (coptt sth) arm Lucif: ins A rel latt syrr sah-mnt 

18. rec at beg ins o де шебытос gevye, with A ге] latt syrr goth: om BDLN 
1. 33 syr-jer coptt sth arm Lucif.—A has o ёе pscoOwrog gevye ors шобос(віс) cri 
Kat оо pede: VVT. ra ten 

14. for o т. o ка\„ o кал. v. rec (for yiwworovety pe ra epa) Mien сан 
Lila rev гру, with A rel syrr arm: txt BDLN latt coptt goth sth Eus Epiph 

which is to Jay down His life for the 
sheep. These words here are not so much 

as а declaration, implying 
а а, ver. 15 — — 5 

citly. im is 
somewhat 3 Tho Also she shepherds 
are here compared to „ і. e. those 
who serve merely for gain; the ршсбетбс 
who fulfils the character implied by the 
word. The idea is brought in by ту» ry. 
ab. rid. vxip т. xp., which introduces a 
time of danger, when the true and false 
shepherds are distinguished. т. ÀÓxov) 

р of this wolf are the same 
as those of the thief in ver. 10, and in the 
allegory he is the same ;—the great Foe 
of the lee of Christ, Lücke and De 
Wette deny this, and hold *any enemies of 
the theocracy 
view of the parable will be content 
this, eee Matt. vii. 15, where the Ако 
dprayec are Yevdorpogiru:, the eAémrrat 
к. Ayorai of ver. 8;—and their chief and 
father would therefore be 8 Мбко$, 1 15 ав 
ó жочайу is the Shepherd. 14, 15 
The knowledge of His. sheep here spoken of 
is more than the mere knowing by name ; 

to be meant ;—but no c ERROR 
wit 

it is a know corresponding to the 
Father's know of Him ;—i. e. entire, 

ect, 8 and their know- 
of Him a ors to His of the 

merely the sequel to ver. 14, кой. should 
stand, as the Father knoweth me and I 
know the Father. trip T. ж.) for 
those my sheep—not, for ай; that, how- 
ever true, is not the poist brought out 
here: the Lord lays down His life strictly 
and properly, and in the depths of the Di- 
vine EU EE E those ne are his sheep. 

. are the Gen- 
OMS: de dices бы, ее the Jews, who 
were ‘already in God’s аў\й. By these won- 
derful w as by those in Acts xviii. 10, 
and by the conclusion of Matt. xxv. (see 
notes there), our Lord shews that, dark 
and misera le as the Gentile world was, 
He had sheep even there. Observe they 
are not is other folds, but ecattered ; see 
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` ГД > b , * L 17 М ne 
ъма xxv. KAL yevyoovrat ша TOVN, etc. тошу, а 

Zech. xili. 7. 
Luke ii. 8. ue o татр ayazq, бт: &yo ° т:диш rdv ° феур ш. 

е 2 ix^ э >? б. 
tva там» ' Аа аотуу. 18 ош$е!с аїри айтуу ат 9o. 

- Y , i - M rev lorem Oewat aurny, kai 'ғЁоосіау Eyw таму» AuG ory 
a LAR 1. 12. зіх. 7 

18 : э 7 в ~ э 7 ` D 

аа du 19 5 Zyispa там» суёуєто ev тос Tovdatore às rox 
Col. iv. 10. 

gichndonty. Aóyovc rovrouc. 20 #Агуоу ёё modor & abr on 
i a æ э . 2 y, 

„ u. % моу °ёун kai "uatverat ri avrov axovere; ^ ells 

р Acts xli 15. £Aeyov Tabra rà рђрата оок батп› danone 
1 Cor. xiv. 23 
only. Jer. 
111 
que 928. 

isd. ziv. 28 

10, &c. гей, „ & 8 
ib. 88 Р.) t ck. v 

q Johu, here only. Matt. iv. 94 aM. Mark I. 32 ар. Lake riii. 86 only f. Fx. хе. 6 4 ih 
bere овір. Беа vi. 16, 17 aL. (-vifecw, Heb. іх. 18. х.20. -mepée, Nem. v с 

un дацшбио» Sbvarat тофлсу ' офВаХройс dv; 
22 Eyfrero & rà ‘éyxaina tv тос Lipo 

ead 

rec yevyosera:, with AN?* rel Eus Cypr: txt BDLXN' 1. 33 forj lat f 58 
coptt goth arm Clem Chr-2-mss. 

17. rec o хатто bef pe, with А rel goth Thdrt: txt BDLXN 33 latt Hil, 
18. for агре, npey BN! : txt ADN3 rel vas 

for Лави», ара D lat -o. to tuavrov D al lat-/ gu 
pov D al lat-a b Chr Tert Hil, Novat. 

Origen Eus, Cypr Hi. om fn s" 
om rg» B. — 

19. rec aft oxion⁰e ins ovy, with AD rel tol вуг copt Chr Cyr: om BLIN bt s 
arm. om талу D al tol copt Chr. 

20. for де, ov» DN! 3b 1. 
91. transp ovc гот» and ravra D. 

ins ori bef darpomorv D sah. 
oak org bef rv$Aev D al late f 1 

rec (for avoi£ai) ауоуну, with AD rel: txt BLXN 1. 33. 69 Orig Chr. 
23. eyevovro D. 

e xi. y Cf. also Eph. ii. 14 ff. А 
& ре ду. ..... і. е. іп ће рағрове ап 

covenant of the Eicher, The Lord speaks 
of His bringing them, and their hearing 
His voice: meaning that His servants in 
His name and by His power would ac- 
complish this work. Admirably illustra- 
tive of the converse method o i 
which He employs Matt. xxv. 40, 45. The 
pla тобут) is remarkable—not pla addy, 
as characteristically, but erroneously ren- 
dered in Е. V.:—not ONE FOLD, but ONE 
FLOCK ; no one exclusive enclosure of 
an outward church,—but one flock, all 
knowing the one Shepherd and known of 
Him. alg ropýv compare Heb. xiii. 
20. 17.) The Лала» iv rapoipiace is 
now over, and He speaks plainly,—My 
Pather. In this wonderful verse lies the 
mystery of the love of the Father for the 
Son ;—Secause the Son has condescended 
to the work of humiliation, and to earn the 
crown through the cross (see Phil. ii. 8, 9, 
81). The Туа here is strictly ri 
in order that. ‘Without this purpose in 
view,’ says Stier (iv. 504, edn. 2), ‘the Death 
of Christ would neither be lawful nor pos- 
sible,’ 18.) The truth of this volun- 

for ds, rors (error from ro д.) BL 33 (gat) coptt um 

tary rendering up was shewn by H 
sufferings, from the falling of Ни >" 
to the ground in the garden (ch r= ' 
to His last words, apa rien ер 
pov, Luke xxiii. 46 (see note there). ne | 

ion also was eminently se 
work, by virtue of the Spirit of tie 
dwelling in and filling Him: the Hae 
in both these cases being the irot T 
pointment, ordinance of the pe 
the counsel of whose will the whole ре? 
torial office of Christ : wer 
49. 19—91.] Tho. conetoding oe 
bind this discourse to the miracle o :- 
ir, though not necessarily in тегі 
connexion. И 

98 –39.] Discourse at the Foot : 
Dedication. It may be, thst т " 
mained at, or in the neigh аф 
rusalem during the interval (two iby 
between the Feast of Tabernacles smi t= 
of the Dedication. Had He refers 
Galilee, we should have A | 
mention of it. Still. by the жо" 
roic "IsposoAópoic, it would seem 7 
fresh period and а new visit ber 
why should such a specification be deri 
if the narrative proceeded continu" "' 
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" хинФ» т>, 
“ отой Lodopwvos. 
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ziv. M: 
Heb. x 
(Rev. 

ar- 

ex piu ауто o Insovc Eixoy Ошу, ка! оу TIGTEUETE. "Pun 
та ёруа à i éyo тоф iv "р ovopare TOU хатро; pov, ravra only. P. 

"mepi eov * Haprupe 26 AAA vpsic ov morevere® ov! = акыр!” 

: yao P gore” EK тоу mpoBarey r&v ёро», кабос «i тоу бро], ‚таш, ла 
27 та rpóßara та нё ric $wvnc pov  akobovetv, кау, рос — 

1% er aura, Kat axoAovBovciy pot, Y , р 

om тос DN rel 1. 69 Chr ТЫ: ins ABL 88. 

rec ins rov bef coà. with B(Mai) LX (33, 
om BDGLXN 1. 33 coptt eth Chr-ms. 

23. wepiwares AL. om ó B. 
e sil) : om ADN rel Chr. 

94. exveXevoay B. 
35. om avroic DN goth. 

for ov miorevere, ove exicrevoare В al 
om rw R. 

26. Гале, so A B(sic) LAN. ] 

| S Hig t Syr syr-marg goth wth Orig 
33 vulg lat-c f, g l coptt arm Nonn Chr. 

om avrov Nl. 
for urov, Халы D vulg lat-b ce 

Chr-2-mss. add pos 
for ravra, avra D lat-a e Tert Vig. 

for ov yap, ors ove BDLXN 1. 88. 69 
Chr Cyr. 

кауш дош xxvi 178. 

e piir., ил: М 98 Da 

rec ins xat bef yespwy, with A rel: 

for dri, urov Ni- b. 
191 Tert. 
69 sah arm Chr. 

lat-8 
om кабыс uroy ушу BKLM'R 

N. rec (for acovovsty) acova, with AD rel Clem Orig, hom-Cl-ed Eus: txt BLXN 
33. 69 Orig, hom-Cl-ms. 

See on Luke ix. 61 ff. 32.) This 
feast had become usual since the time 
when Judas Maccabseus purified the temple 
from the profanations of Antiochus. It was 
held on Chisleu (December) 25, and seven 
following days: see 1 Macc. iv. 41—59; 
ceri 1 Jo (not « 7. 
x t was ter (not ‘stormy 
mca ler," as Lampe, al: Matt. xvi. 3) : see 
above. The notice is inserted to «рїп to to 
Gentile readers the reason of our Lord's 
walking in Solomon’s portico. This latter 
nies on the east side of the temple, called 

Jos. rod ávaroAw ng. He says, Апі. 
iral that it was an original work of Solo- 
шор, which "v pour from pilis SiTe 
temple. v aľpeus is generall 
explained: i ) e in doubt, айыр. 
dvaprc perokd "Tiertec к. &micríag, 
Euthym. But there is some question whe- 
ther V. alp. is ever so used. In Josephus, 
it signifles ‘to uplift the soul,’ ‘raise the 
courage; ixi тд» кіуё. rde v. zouivot, 
Antt. iii. 2. 3; 5. 1. So also Aquila, Prov. 
хїх. 18, трёс тд avarassa: афтд»у u 
pyc V. соо. See also Ps. IXxxv. 4; cxlii. 
8 (LXX). These -€—— however, as all 
the examples addu the comm., are 
confined to the act of a man on his own 
soul: when the term applies to effects 
produced on another, it seems to imply 
any strong excitement of mind, whether 

for hope or fear. How long dost thou 
excite our minds} 25.] He had 
often told them, in unmistakeable descrip- 
tions of Himself: see ch. v. 19; viii. 86, 
56, 58, Ke. &c. But the great Teference 
here is to His works, as in ver. 37. 
5 the sharp contrast of éyé and 

36.] The difficulty of xa6 uc 
ei mov ov opty is considerable warrant for its 
genuineness: and it comes much more 
naturally with this than with the follow- 
ing verse. I believe it to refer more to 
the whole allegory, than to any explicit 
saying of this У ; and this is shewn to 
my mind by the following words in ver. 
27 :—the minor proposition, ut ye hear ` 
not my voice,” being understood. This 
was а coro from the allegory, and 
thus it might be said nalts «тоу ópiv. 
This reference to the allegory some two 
months after it was spoken, has been used 
qu rationalists as an argument 

authenticity of the narrative. But, 
as Meyer observes, it in reality implies 
that the conflict with the Jewish authori- 
ties is here again taken up after that 
interval, duriug which it had not broken 
out. 27—29.| This leads to а far- 
ther description of these s The form 
of the sentence is a climax ; pu through 
the dye Jie, and ix т. , to 4 
TeTÜp pov 3 Qidwriv pap ic т. Xe 
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d eb. vili. 51 
reff. 

ө =» Matt. xiii. 
19. Jade 33, 
2 Kings xxii. 

f comp., Matt. 

ETATTEAION * 

abroĩg Tony atviov, kai ov pm ахоАшута dt те 

1 аібуа, kai оху *артаве rig aura єк me хир т. 

o татпр pov © Owrxív pot wavrew ‘puilor ins, 
хіі. 82, Ы эе t 7 ee L » - ы = Ч 

е е ә Ter Ы Pr) т Kat ойдис Ovvarat apwacew єк THC xtupoc TOV Dui, 

g ob. xvi. п, 30 
91, 22. 
Eph. Н. 14 
(1 John v. 8. v. à ) 

hehereonly. , 

N Ohaka. avroic o Inaotc TloAAd cad *Epya tdeka бшу ти 
cts v. 96, 

p ch. vill. 88 re. 

e kai 0 warnp 6 Є» cope. 
AtÜovc ot ‘lovSator, tva ! AdÜacwctv avrov. 

warpóc* & | жоюу avrov t yo ме ‘Abatre; Зат. 

31 Застава» оўу taln 

x artcp> 

o Matt. 111. 81. Lake v. D. Ber 21. 

28. rec Zwny ce bef didi ауто, with AD rel latt syr goth arm Oc: Е 
Hil: txt BLM!XN 38 Syr coptt sth. 

agoXqro: Ni. 
29. om pov Ni. 

(D) Le latt copt goth Tert-ms 
DN rel Tert-ms: txt ABX latt copt 

rec pet. bef wayrev, with A 

Byr Cyr. тес 
81. om ov» BLN 

h 

aft rov татрос ins pov, with AD rel vss Hil: om ВІЛ Ong. 
33 am(with fuld em forj ing јас mt) lat. F, g «ah goth am 4x 

for ovy, ov py DLXN 69 Bas Cyr 7. 
apraon (i£acism 7) DELMXN. 

rec (for 3) $c, with AB? rel sah wth 
Hil,.—for deduaev, ёдысес D. 

Tert-ms ; esc A: tt: 
rec paler, 12 

Ambr Jer Au Fx Tert-ms Hil Cyr mes Ug mr I: tit ВІ 
lat-b c: «orc» bef 

Bede. om хам» D 69 latt copt Hil Aug Ambr. 
89. p bef кала AKAN 1. 33 am(with fuld forj fos ing) lat-a c e f бп y 

arm Ath: spya ede ош» bef carta B 
rel: om BDN'! lat-e Ath. 

al. 
гес Aire bef ja, with AD rel lat-c f n 

rec aft татрос ins МФУ, 
goth En 

Thdrt Hil: txt BLN 33 vulg lat-a b .- ent N. 
33. rec aft cob ins Агуоугес, with D rel lat-e: om ABKLMIIX 1. 33.627 

Hil. om каз R. om ov DK vulg-ms lat-e Syr Chr Quast. 
34. om à B. aft o «gc. ins cas иже» D copt. om ege» DN! a b 

e ff, 1 Eus Tert Cypr Hil: ins N-corr! &. om syw Ni. (ins сотт?®.) ni» 
ort, with AN? tf goth eth arm Ath Thdrt Tert: ins BDLXN! 33 lett ab ^^ 
Ath-ms Cypr Hil. for ежа, ито» ADMSUA 33. 69: txt BN rel. 

ToU werpós. Then the apparent diversity blasphemy, Levit. xxiv. 10 fl. ^ | 
of the two expressions, ix r. x. pow and стаса», sustulerunt (vulg.)—they Ufo" 
ic r. y. TOU тет. pov, gives occasion to 
the assertion in ver. 30, that Christ and 

` the Father are ОКЕ; one in essence pri- 
marily, but therefore also one in working, 
and POWER, and in will. lv card duvapey, 
fjyov» гаюгодъуарог. Euthym.; who adds, 
ei дё lv card дбуашу, 3» dpa ral card 
vi)» Ocorgra cai obcíav xal púca. This 
certainly is implied in the words, and 
so the Jews understood them, ver. 33. 
Bengel remarks after Augustine, per ss- 
mus refutatur Sabellius, per usem, Arius.’ 
It is perhaps more than is actually con- 
tained in the words: but, as Meyer says, 
they are founded on the unity of essence 
of the Son and the Father, and so pre- 
suppose the homousian doctrine. iv, 
not «lg: not pron one, but essen- 
sally. ‚] i. е. as having spoken 

ia the air, in act to throw at him ^. 
more than alpsy,ch. viii. 59. Cf. Hoc. 
A. 594 (Añay BacraZorra ssepe Bar 
rippa), Polyb. xv. 26. 3 . 
ха‹бїо» .” Meyer. $2.) Se 

„ 37. è 8 А пе оа 

(not, the 
Wette], nor, the angels Век) in 
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3 Osoi core; ; 85 et éxeivouc бте» Or трдс obe o \уос < 5 

36 дь о marno " пуѓасгу Kat 
e 

Upetc 

гай fil. тою беоъ ' eyivero, kai ov Suvarat * AvÜnvat n ' ypaph' ED Ia 

' атёатиму " tic TOY kócuov* 7 = ле иа 
" Аёуєте оті В\аафтиес, ё Оті elroy * Yic rob Ocow t ch. vi. эз 

иш; 2n оо TOL) та руа тоо татрос но», nn meorebert ach. zvil. 17, 

por 88 ы & тош, ка» шо un) siréónre, тош Epyorc 9 
жтєстедсате, fva тете каї yivwonnre Ort ev ‘о! o татр "I Jobs т, 

nts ғу тф татр, 

y e. vil. 80 reff, 
XIII. 18, 14, 

E syevero bef rov Oso» D lat-a b в obs 
$6. om rov DEGN 69 (goth Р) Eus Did 

consir., 

Tour [ow] таль avrov da- 18. K. 19. 

at * ÆnA bev “ex ric xupòc ауто», 
в == here only. see 2 Cat. vi. 17. 

l Eus Hil. 
Chr Cyr Damasc. 

Gal. v. 21. 

40 kai awnAGer тай» nir 
33 Taa 

38. for Tarenti TIUTEUETS AEGHUXAAN 1 11. 33. 69: Oire tree D latt 
Tert Cypr Hil Zeno. 

LX 1.89 coptt arm Ath Thdrt H 
Cypr 
lat-b f £6 syr-txt goth 

89. om ovy BEGHMUA copt goth 
kat nrovy D Syr eth. 

for micrevoare, жат уте BDKLUN 1. 33. 
tywoanre) tore vert (see note), with A rel vulg lat.f g syrr goth, 

il.—om xa« yivwounre 
rec (for е татр) avre (not noticing the emphasis), wit 

rec (for 
„ N: txt 

lat-a bce ff, Tert 
ich A rel 

Zeno: txt ERAN 83 vulg lat-a c e g Syr syr- 
сор eth arm Orig-lat Eus Ath sc Hi = 

arm: ins A rel syr 
avrov bef saw AKLXAN 1. 1. 33 lat- y goth 

sah.—for 4 [o 

DN 69 latt (copt 7) Chr Aug: txt B rel. (x:acat bef avrov U th. 
40. for ка: awnAGey, атдАдгу ovy А. 

And in the Psalm reference is made by 
жа to previous places of Scripture where 
judges are so called, viz. Exod. xxi. 6; 
xxii. 9, 28. 85.] wpds obs ó R. т. в. 
èy. to whom God (in those passages) 
spoke. We can hardly build on this 
passage, as Luthardt has done, a theory as 
to the distinction between those to whom 
à Абуос rov Oed came merely in utterance, 
and those to whom He came iw Person. 
See below on ver. 36. ion, 
xal of Boy. A. 4 yp- (which i not a paren- 
thesis, but constructionally part of the 
sentence, depending on d), implies, *and 
if you cannot explain thie expression 
away,—if it cannot mean nothing,—for it 
rests on the testimony of God's word,'— 

„ The argument is d minori ad 
к жы f їп апу sense they could be 

gods,—how much more properly 
He, whom &c. were only officially 
во called, only Aeyopevos Geoi—buat He, 
the only One, sealed and hallowed by the 
Father, and sent into the world (the aorists 
refer to the time of the Incarnation), is 
essentially 0«ós, inasmuch as He is vids 
Tov беоб. The deeper aim of this 
кыш is, to shew them that the idea 
of man and God being one, was not alien 
from their О, Т. spirit, but set forth there 
in types and shadows of Him, the real 
God-Man. Observe set in em- 
phatic contrast to the authority of Scrip- 
ture,—as bv & xarhp fylaouv ...is to 

yond Ji 

dxe(vovs above. 81, 88.] Havi 
the ае of blasphemy aside, our rd 
again has recourse to the testimony of His 
works, at which He hinted ver. 32; and 
here, to their character, as admitted by 
them in ver. 83. ‘If they bear not the 
character of the Father, believe Me not: 
but if they do (which even yourselves 
admit), though ye may hate and disbelieve 
Me, ji ae the unquestionable testi- 
mony of the works:—that ye may be led 
on to the higher faith of, the unity of 
Myself and the Father.’ yore к 
уёскуте] The distinction lies in the 

bese of the present as denoting the con- 
tinuance of a state, whereas the aorist im- 
5 of a чо ae e nearest 

to it in English w рег 
be, that ye may perceive (the Tata 
ст act) and know (the abiding state). 
луй ранет 1 between the tenses not 

ywveakgrs has been 
Sr changed to wiorsbonre. Cf. 

. viii. p. 849 4, r&v 82 iv доти 
ind та obrà ет зат sal фх‹наМмїо- 
Oat r)v тё» áGrvvópev ápxýv. 
ad The attempt to stone Him seems to 

e been abandoned, but (see ch. vii. 30) 
tried again to take Him into custody : 

they as before, He (miraculously ?) with- 
drew Himself from them. 

Jesus departs to Bethany be- 
, and is there believed on by 

many. 40.] See ch. i. 28 and note. 
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-æ` e 9 

bMetrrs gíoav rov ‘lopSavov «c ròv rómov Отоо zy loi 
ref. eh. i. 28. 

€ ch. zii. 16, 
хіх. 30 only. 

d- ch. Н. 11а 
€ ch. il. 11 rof. 
LI — ch. vil. 42. 

xii. 21. хіх. 

M t. Lal. 11 att. . * - 7 
al. nOn V. 

h = oh. I. 48. aX n 

vil. 49. Lake 
11. 4 (b). väi. 
. zzill.7. 
ёк = ато, 

42 

Acts KA HI. 
84. 

f ch, vil. 43 
reff. 

*ró прото» Bawrifwy, kai in,“! exer. < cal rolle 
y `~ э „ t е в e i ё bg 
IA ho трос avróv, кає FAE От: Lwavenc pty < сцино 

eroígoev ob wavra $ баа cer Lwavenc wept rovro 

Kat woAA0t " ewicrevoay tic abrò ікн. 

XI. "Hy X ric аобеубу Aatapoc 8 aro BaÜara, 

` x тпс comune Mapíac Kat Мардас түс ade A aur 
e > a L a Li 

29» & Mapia ù dh, тд» kopiov | pupy kat " u- 
x Mait. тыу. И@Ёаоа rovc wodac avrov raiç Өш» avrnc, Ic o add « 

Mark vi. 7 aril. Lake Ааёарос nose vet. 

nu Al yoνν,ꝰð Коре, "We ov фас acBever. 
m Lake vil. 38 reff. 

only. Gen. | 
XXII. 18. 1 Matt. zzvi. 2 reff. 

om нс rov тотоу N.. 

1. 33 latt Syr coptt wth arm Chr. 

for xpwroy, wportpoy N. 

wavync bef eere» D. 
42. гес emcorevoay bef roho: with A rel syr 

rec exti 

n « cb. EH. Bal. 

for epevey, pever B late 

: txt BDLM X(Treg exp К 
ис avrov, with E rel: om 16 lst 

Syr Chr Aug: txt ABDKLMUXN 1. 33. 69 вуг coptt goth eth arm. 

Cuar. XI. 1. ins тус bef рарас DN. 
avrov À ev-82. 

9. om avrov D. aft gc ins кос D. 
8. хрос avrov bef а: afe $a: N. 

avrov, тоу «gcovy D lat-bo e { Syr. 

- The locality reminds them of John 
and his testimony. The remark seems to 
have а double tendency :—to relate their 
now confirmed masion, that thou 
John did not their expectations by 
shewing & sign or working miracles, yet 
he was a true prophet, and really, as he 
professed, the forerunner of this Person, 
who in jeu inii must be, what John 
had declared Him to be, the Messiah. And 
(ver. 42) the result followed :—many be- 
lieved on Him. The ledvym repeated, 
ver. 42, bel to the simplicity of the 
speech, which is reproduced literatim, and 
expresses the honour paid by the people to 
the holy man whose memory still lived 
among them." Meyer. 
CAT. XL, XII.] Jesus, DELIVERED 

TO DEATH, THE RESURRECTION, AND THE 
LIFE, AND THE JUDGMENT. XI. 
44.] The raising of Lazarus. On the 
5 X е, = chief 1 Lord's 
miracles, by the t other deg ripe А 
see Prolegg. ch. i. § v. 1. 1.] 64, not 
transitional, —but ing & contrast to 
the sojourn in Perge, and thus conveying 
the reason why our Lord's retirement (see 
ch. x. 40) was broken in upon. Meyer 
(but not in edns. 2, 3), and Greswell, main- 
tain that àwó means present resi. y— 
dx, nativity. But this distinction is wholly 

aft ads $a: ins avrov DS 1 Aug. 

ins гис bef napüac Di. for ert, 

ir 

untenable; and all the inferences dr 
from it in Mr. G.'s dissertation (rd. È 
р. 481 E) fall to the ground (ee = 

. Bethany is de, 
nated 4 Che ) of Martha and Улт. 
to distinguish it from that Bethany © 
yond Jordan, which has just beep 
to (not named perhaps to avoid the c 
fusion), ch. x. 40. and Marthe srt 
mentioned as already well known from t» 

oes, че roy “it end Ee 
Lord), q. d. ‘as we all well „ 
striking illustration of that propec* 
John himself relates the occurrence, d 
xii. 8, being for the coarse of 
his narrative. 3.] The message (** 
vv. 21, 82) evidently was to request М 
Lord to come and heal him : and impa 
that the sickness was of a kind. 

4.) The only right 
of this answer, and our Lord's whole pro 
ш here is,—that He knew osd fort- 
saw all from the first, —es well the t 
шалып of Lazarus's e = is 

ng raised n, as * 
miracle would bear in bringing about the 

8 awioreAav ovv at adeAgat 004 error г 
4 axovsac & o - А 

» 
= 



XI. 1—10. 

э — ч @ е э / > Ld М ГА 
Incovc tUTtV Аът N acÜévea оюк torw ° трос Üavarov, 

aAA ri тїс боёл TOU bzo, 97 iva ' 8оБаоб а о шос той 

0cov 8 avrüc. 

7 7 

тї» "Iovóatav таму. 

KATA IQANNHN. 

5 пума de 0 ‘Inaovc THY Марда» kai P= Astey a. 

rv адеАфт» айтїс cal Tv Aátapov. 

Ort * acÜkva, rors uy Éuetvtv. év Q ойу romp ovo 7 Прѓрас. 
éwetra uera Touro Aye тос рабпта ^ 

° Aéyovaw avrQ ot naÜnrai Poppi, f 

CoL й. 28. 
=o 

A 6 de ob y fikovaty ES pal 
ch. vill. 54 al. 

spre. ch: 1. 40 
гей. 

Ax tic 
Pm 16, 

ie. ch. ziv. 

"vuv с eZnrovv сє ° ABacae ot оодар, ка! ra 0 brayac bw. inpert, 
*éktt 9 азгекрїбт Incovc ON Swdexa apai ао» тїс 

e only. 
=. en. Gyr. ir. 

емы. xli. 46, 

nutpac ; 3 tay rie repirarp Ev тр пиёра, ov * троскбкти, d ch. e ah &c. 

бт. TO фос rov Koopov rovrov (JA 10 cay dé те «ймы. 

E. ac 1$. (Май vit. 7.) der zii. 18. mA, Rom. Ба. xiv. t. J Fal. . Jetz. 6 0 f. fom 

4 om lst ò D. aft асдгуна ins avrov D 69 eth. ins aAX’ bef гуа №. 
б. for nyawa, tt amabat D lat-a е. 
0. aft spuvev ins о :9covc D lat-d (c) L 

T. for xera, ura D al Chr. 

om N'. 
8. aft pabyras i ins avrov D al lat-a er e syrr 
9. rec ins 6 bef гусоос, with U (i, e sil 

with E rel vulg-ed syr goth: txt ABCK 
&xet п прера D. 

close of His own ministry. аўту 5$ 
do. ] ‘ Ostendit Christus, notum sibi, quod 
tanquam nescienti indicabatur.' Grot. 
ox ёс. трд 0.] Its result as La- 
zarus will not be death (see Matt. ix. 24 ||, 
en поо); :—but (вее e e К. it 

a higher purpose,—the glory о j— 
the glorification, by its means, of the Son 
of God. And this 80fac@j—how was it 
accomplished? Ву this miracle leading 
to his death,—which in John's diction is 
so frequently implied in that word. (It 
need hardly be remarked, with Olsh. and 
Trench, that the g of the Son of 
God in Lazarus himself is subordinately 
implied. Men are not mere tools, but 
temples, of God.) It is doubtful 
whether these words were the answer sent 
back to the sisters, or were said to the 
disciples. In either case, they evidently 
carried a double meaning, as those 
in ver. 11. 5.] explains bv фис. 
Observe e here; while we have д>» 
Arts in ver. 3, where there was no pos- 
sibility of misunderstanding the import : 
cf. note on Matt. v. 46, and Trench, New 
Test. Synonyms, p. 45. 6.] oiv 
connects with ver. 4, ‘Having then said 
this,—although He loved, &c., He abode,’ 
&c.: pb» pointing on to {хнта p. r. in 
next verse, In all probability Lazarus 

for ev ы HY rov, evt Tw тохи D 

aft ua0nraic ins avrov ADKAA 69 lat-b c f 
syrr copt sth: om BN rel lat-a goth Chr Andr. for raus, хом» А ev-y: 

em ABCD rel. rec но bef ыран, 
1. 33. 69 latt Syr Chr Cyr Thl.—wpac 

was dead, when He spoke the words ver. 
4;—or at all events before the messenger 
returned. 7.) If the оўу in ver. 6 
referred to this verse, the connexion must 
have been made by cai nerd r.: the W 
cuts of all connexion (Gal. i 18), and 
throws back the оўу as explained above. 

The question, why our Lord did 
not go on gt he the 3 is not to 
be answered 3 perra reasons, 
such as the trial of t e faith of U of those con- 
cerned, or the pressing nature of His own 
ministry in Perwa,—but by ref: back 
to ver. 4 —because, for the glory of God, - 
He would have the miracle happen as it 
did and no otherwise. Compare Meyer 

8.] viv = ӨЛ жле WEP hy now. its. 
точу, were dr, art thou 
going ? 9, 7 10. Our Lord's answer is 
first ‚ vv. 9, 10, — then particular, 
ver. ae ob i 848.] See on ch. ix. 4, 
where the same thought is үс! But, 
here it is carried further, —* have a fixed 
time during which to work, appointed me 
by my Father; during that time I fear no 

‚1 walk in His light, even as the 
traveller in the light of this world by day : 
and (by inference) ye too are safe, бан 
in this light, which light to you is myse 

with me :—whosoever walks 
is light,— without me,—without without 
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b = 1 Juha 1.8, repirer p £y ty vuri, * wpockomret, бт: r0 фос ob 
17 ахи. ravra sir, col perà Tovro Аёун a 
45. NT i kil AdLapo ó 0 фос йн ‘ Kexolparat’ алЛа + 

at. 
zzvili. d £v avro. 

Ju отышы aùbróv. 12 
хт.ба 

2 імхі. et | eexotunrat, ' сыбсега. 
k here onl E 

ziv. а = em рђсе–с тоо UTYOVU Abyet. 

Las Matt. ix. Insovc * wappnaig Aalapoc andern, 

ETATTEAION XI. 

` ыркы 8: о Ie Tig 

x. той дауатоо avrov EKELVOL à оба» 8 отч wept тис ® kot- 
. 

4 sore оф» sire avrac 0 

15 ral low + 20 ха е 

= bere only, иас, 47 tva mtarevonre, Ore оок Питу ixe. аЛа "ауын 

pier. only, Gen. хит. 

10. for avrw, avrn D'(and lat) sah. 

у. a трос avTOv. 16 теу оў» Ovwpac o 0 At yõne v * Sidepec 

= ch. X. 96 ref. = ch. x. 83 al. 
s = Matt. xxvii. 38. ch. 1 Ку н xx. 16,94. . 2 Acts ix. 86. 

=} 
N — E Ax. 

11. когато: and (for iva e£vsr.) rov eEvirvicai D. 
19. om o: pa@nra А: V and 

rec 
h Andr: txt ABC DKXN 33 lat-ó coptt arm. 

DEN lat-b Syr syr-marg sah 
gyr-txt 
dormit D latt. 

18. om avrov (homootel 7) N. 
14. om ovy» А al lat-a Syr coptt eh arm. 

aft ер! ins o $ oc nuwv D. 
15. [aÀAe, so ACDEFGHLMUAN 33.] 

the light of the divine purpose illumining 
the path of duty, stumbles,—because he 
has no light in him.’ In him, for ‘the 
light of the body is the eye,’ M eene 
must be in «e in order to guide us. ut 
it out by blinding tbe eyes, and we are in 
darkness. So too of spiritual light. 
The twelve-hour division of the day was 
common am the Jews by this time, 
being probably wed from Babylon (oi 
“BAAnvec rà évadeca а тўс niger 
жара BavXeviev ipador, Herod. ii. 109). 
As the day in Palestine varied in length 
from 14h. 12m. in summer to 9h. 48m. in 
winter, these hours must also have varied 
considerably in length at the different 
seasons (see Winer, Kealwürt. art. Tag’). 
I may remark that this verse refates the 
fancy of Townson and others, recently up- 
held by Dr. Wordsworth (who this 
verse without remark), that St. John adopts 
the so-called Asiatic method of reckoning 
time: see on ch. i. 40; iv. 6, al. 
Notice 808exa emphatically prefixed, im- 
plying (as Bengel, jam multa erat hora, 
sed tamen adhuc erat dies’) that though 
the conflict was far spent, there were yet 
more houra of daylight, and it could not 
yet be said хаб» " &pa, ch. xvii. 1. 
Cf. ch. vii. 30; viii. 20; xii. 27: and con- 
sult Meyer's able and exhaustive note. 

1L] The special reason for going, 
which the disciples appear not to have 

(but aft r. 

for avre) avrov, with C? rel vulg lat- f 
for sexoupyras, cocpara 

[o insd above the line M'.] 

borne in mind, having pro supposed 
from ver. 4 that Lazarus recorer. 

é $0. M.] ‘quanta humanitate 
Jesus amicitiam suam cum ipulis com- 

least of the disciples that other eaying. 
Matt. іх. 24. But the former өф sce 
O. had not been understood,—and that 

evidently understand the aleep 
to them by Jesus as a physi 
rea N a token of a 
vourable crisis, cer (as in 

E. V. he shall do well), = his recovery. 

error ruled in their minds. Arr. 
oOijvas ob уру Мун», dà’ Eevee Ove. 

aneounced 
fact, — if 

V adhe 
breaks off: “indicat, satis argumentorum 
allatum esse.” Herm. ad Viger. p. 811. 

16.) Oe, in Aramaic wie = 
Cidvpoc. The remark means, Let ws 
md ied in the 
xal), that we may die with Him (uot, 

kern 

tiov E [ot мабпта!] ar Кора, 
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тос “ouppabnraic " 

per avrov. 

дек 19 

©ту Марда» Kat Mapiap, í iva 

mepi тоу abeAgov. 90$ ov Марда wç Tkougey Ort 
" Sarhvrnoey avro Mapía ài Ev rw irr 
теу обу n Марда rp тд» Incow 20Р. ` 

fa je ade, ovk ay treOvnxa o adeAgoc pov" 

3 Maco. xv ‚9 ому, ION мев -6o», Phil. il. 1.) 
Acts xvi. 16 oaly f. 

"Incovc "fpysra:, 
oiky °каб ето. 21 

Kópie, 

ver. 80. ch. iv. 

KATA IQANNHN. 815 

Ayer kai йнис, iva z rob Nu N Piat. Euthyd. 

17 (ov od o Inoobc бреу avroy тёссарас̧ v ктө 

nôn i ńnépaç Norra er rip " рипцеір. 
ede У тоу iposoMpnev, we * ато 

ref. 
18 7 iv de n ù Bravia w Matt. viiL 28 

== 9. 
* sradiwy b Sexa- x ch. iil, 23 

woAXot à c ёк тоу lovdaiwy ЕХуЛодесау хрос y ch. v. 8 reff. 
rapauuhn⁰ο a аўтас А) т" 

zvill. В. 3. 
ach. vi. 19 

e ver. 151. 
1 Thess. Н. 
11. v. 14 
only +. 

d Lake vill. 37 à Mt. 2 1 [| MA MES v. еа, 

fevuatr. "chiefly John, e xv. ny. 19 al. Lake vil.89. Acts xviii. 14 1 Cor. xii. 19. 

16. aft evyua0graic ins avrov D tol lat. ff, i goth. 
17. NO and ер 5 s appy) D latt (not f) 

A(as corrd b N?4 38 Syr eth: om [A!] BCX! 
— 585, wi 1 aso d rel а lat-b c f syr Andr: om én A'D fos lat-e Syr coptt 
arm: txt BC! 69 (lat-a g ) goth. (d Man to have produced 

erted : non being ота was poe reine 
DL vulg lat-b c ff, 2. 

18. om ij Ni. om 

aft o ‘noove ins tic Вудауау 
Ni rel vss. гес лиерас 

eth 
the confusion, and 

t» re pvnpste bef єҳоута 

c D Cyr. 
19. rec (for wodAot 30 im wodXot, with A rel lat-£ syrr goth i seth : txt BCDLXK 

83 latt coptt. for ora, upocortupwy D. 
rel: om D: rac, wept, М: 
[арар во BCDKLA.] 
t- arm. 

rec тас тері, ч with AC? 
rny BC'LXN 33 latt Syr coptt goth set 
rec aft adsAgov ins арте», with AC м нө om BDLN 

20. rec ins ò bef i., with N al: om ABCD rel Cyr Thi. 
31. om j A rel Thi: ins BCDELX 1 

wer ae B rl vulg Шш ins AC*DN rel. 
with t-b c e f yr 
1. 9 555 th eth Chr 
none vary) BC'DK 

with Lazarus, as Grot.) This is in exact 
accord with the character of Thomas, as 
shewn in ch. xiv. 5; xx. 26 ;—ever ready 
to take the dark view, but deeply attached 
to his Lord. 17.) Jesus remained 
two days after the receipt of the mes- 
sage: one day the journey would occupy : 
so that Lazarus must have died on 
day of the messenger’s being sent, and 
have been buried that evening, according 
to Jewish custom: see ver. 39, and Acts 
v. 6—10. 18.) The geographical no- 
tice is given, to account for the occur- 
rence in the next verse. A sta- 
dium = } of a Roman mile 
Meyer remarks, that ўу does not neces- 
sarily imply that the places no longer 
existed when the Apostle wrote, but may 
arise from the word in con- 
text with a history which is past. Bo 
Xen. Anab. i. 4. 9, ai & «ёра: іу alc 
donnvour IIapvaáridoc ў joa. But seeing 
that Jobs alone uses this form of 
tion (cf, ch. xviij. 1; xix. 41), and that he 

1. 33. 

rec o adeAgoc pov bef ove ау (from ver 82), 
arm; bef the verb AD: order of txt BOLE 
—for sreOvnce, атг:даугу (from ver 32, where 

N 1. 33 Chr Cyr: txt AC! rel. 

om rov BN. om zupie (soe 

poy wrote after the destruction of 
erusalem, it is more natural (as Meyer 

himself confesses) to «рап the past 
tense by his Jerusalem i 
neighbourhood as 

19.] 
Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. in loc.) gives an 
account of the ceremonies practised during 
the thirty days of mourning. The rec, 
reading, tag wept M. к. M., would mean 
Martha and Mary and their friends—the 
women mourning with them. Thee 
= is foreign to N. T. diction elsewhere, 

ht be used here for decorum. 
р they were men who came: or 
as indicating that the house was one of 
large hospitality and acquaintance. 
20. The behaviour of the two sisters is 
uite in accordance with their: character, 
uke x. 88—49: and thus we have а 

t of connexion be- 

(v. 19, edn. 2), as also Trench (Mirr. 898, 
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z Мм. х1. 22 kat vU» oda Ori боа dv € airhoy row бє» N 
1 Jahn Ki. as. 

со о ббс. 

bere only. 
U мас xx. 19. 

1 Thess. iv. 
16 al. in. 
Avi. 19. 

z Matt. z xil. 
93, . reff. 

k ch. vi. 89, 40 
reff. 

Ich. il. 11 ref 
m cb. vill. 51 

reff, 

EYATTEAION 

23 Aéytt aury o ‘Incove "' Avacrüetru 0. 

Lord, адгАфос вор. A Ауы abr n  Мёрбе Оа 5 Ort E 
serat év тр l ауастаси € ty тр 
айту o Inc odc Eye eye n 

morebwy eic in kay awofavy Choerat, 

Cay kai rtortbov tC Еи? oÙ 1 атобаьр " 

“жиатейис rovro; 27 AH avro Nai коре" tye sest 

ХІ. 

e 

a ауаоту- 

* goxary * йшёре. 25 ise 

i ауастасіс kat n Len. . 

26 кш тас в 
ш 

tt rov ашу. 

92. rec at a РЧ with ACID rel vulg lat-b c e f : om BC!XM 1. 33 lat-: 
r. [«a» arnon R.] 
23. om 186 д А. 
24. rec om у, with ACN rel: 
25. aft «riv ins de NI; ovp X al 
27. om avre D- gr al copt. 

th. 

edn. 2), that Mary did not hear of the 
approach of Jesus, and that we must 
not 60.5 the аан to сс 50 this 
case ва as evi- 
dently | аа the leading thought of the four 
days since their brother's death. Mary 
repeats it, ver. 32. 92.] She seems 
to express some expectation of the raising 
of her brother; but it is too great a thing 
for her to venture to mention :— possibly 
she had not dared to form the thought 
fully, but had some vague feeling after help, 
such as she knew He would give. I can 
hardly вее, as some have done, a ‘verbum 
minus dignum (Bengel) in the form of her 
expression, Sea d» airnog тд» Ө. c. r. A. 
It was said in the PEPOT of her faith, 
which, it is true, was not yet a fully ri = 
faith: but it differs little from our 
own words, ver. 41. The repetition of 
6 бебє after rav бебу is to be noticed, as 
expressive of her faith in the unity of pur- 

and action between Jesus and 
28.] I believe these words of our 

Lord to contain no allusion to the imme- 
diate restoration of Lazarus; but to be 
pedagogically used, to lead on to the 
requisite faith in her mind. I have to 
learn whether dvaerijot rot in this direct 
absolute sense could be used of his recall 
into human life. 24.] She under- 
stands the words rightly, but gently repels 
the insufficient comfort of his ultimate 
resurrection. 25, 26.] These words, 
ав Stier observes, are the central point of 
the history ; the great testimony to Him- 
self, of Which the subsequent сг їв 
the proof. The intention of the saying 
seems to have been, to awaken in Martha 
the faith that He could raise her brother 
from the dead, in its highest and proper 
form. This He does by announcing Him- 

cov bef à adeAgoc D. 
ins BC'DKLX 33 Chr Cyr. 

OP vat kvpit, о tnoore А. 

self (tye, = су dcin ав ‘ITT 
RESURRECTION’ 
in the last day s shall be only by wey Pee 
and therefore 1 can raise now as зы! 
and more than that, THE Live ITSEL?: » 
that he that believeth in me (= Lazar. 
in her mind), even though he have 
(стебле, так past) shall live; and he ths: 
ы, ysically, ‘is not yet dead) sad 

in me, shall never dis: i 
rath i sss ta mare Of rd 

those who 

agat 
Stier) taken of реси life, for 

to кёу ё 
4р4 is the subject of both clauses; = 

the former it is said that he se are 
Thot rat: 
p) d-o8ápy. Olshausen’s ааа nt 
Де» and do. in tho second clause m 
both be physical, if one ts, is wrong; tł- 
antithesis consisting, in clauses, in the 

in ver. 26 to the state of the living fasts 
Jui at the Lord's coming (xávraq o 
kotug0gcópa0a, wávrec 0) kA iG. 
1 Cor. xv. 51), —for although the A post 

of believe there, 

ing Si чш be 
on whose bodies the change from rà pini 
róv to афбарсіа will equally pases, and e 
whom the ч un &ко@д»у here would be 
equally true,. — whereas the saying is am 

2 
| 

| 
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giorde о vidg тоо 0:00 о tig roy oMmt zis 
Kat тоото tixoUga rüber 5 

Ыг 7. : 

[ 4 М т € 

отека Ort OV є O 
кону ° £x omevoc. 

q | Pernot Мари тї» ade rir aurne Хадра торса DN N 

O d.Sdr,ẽ,jdz waptoriy Kal P wrer oe. Pe exeivy r Matt: За i9. 

[è] we коюу, тубт таў ка fipxero wpoc avróy. 18}, jam 
OUT) à ловы а o Insouc eig т> ‘корт, ал\ fv ie жаы 

[Ere] i tv rw Tomy | Отоу " Vriüvrnatv avro n Маоба. 81 
оў» ”[оьдао: oi OVTEÇ per айтпс tv TQ oicig kai " тара- e Mui 
мъбойрвуо. айтйу, (ўбут с тї» Марр " Оті " raxéwe x Luke iie. 21 
aviorn kai etn Ader, roi noa айту á Sokavrec б OTt y Mait. vi? 

“отауы eic TO pynueiov | tva kAabog ea. ™ 1 ñ ovv Ma- "дато ie 
pup | ws "HA bey * Отоо Y Incovc, 18050 auroy кыл A eh. vl; 
avrov " трос тойс " тодас ХА уооса avro Коре, et йс ds, кшк. n. 

Rev. 1. 17 only. sie Mk vi Ok 

98. rec (for rovro) ravra, with AD rel latt syrr sah arm: txt BCLXN copt goth 

oL t ver J. 
г. 20 

seth. (83 def.) [нер‹ар, s0 ABCDKLA 38.] ray афг\ф. av. bef pa. D. 
for Хабра, cw Б ын. for earovea, uxaca BC': txt АСЗЮФ rel. 

(88 def. add от: D. ) 
29. om de AC*D rel vulg lat-a c e arm: ins BC'LXN 88. 69 1а+.7 syr-with-ast coptt 

goth. rec (for ſyipon) eyeperar, with AC? rel syrr: txt BC'DL X(Treg 
expr) M 33 lat -a WC 2 і syr-marg (sab?) goth wth arm Andr. 
прҳєто) epyeras, with AC? 
lat-a i. fr 1 Syr goth wth (arm). 

or our, ov D-gr. 
om ers AD syrr sth: 

а bef уу Е lat-a е sah Andr.) 
31. om ка: bef zapapv0. D fos lat- got 

rec (for dofavrec) Aeyowrec, with AC? rel latt вуг sah 
DLXNM 1.33 Syr syr-marg copt sth arm Andr Nonn. 
Ni(corrd 1. m.). 

3. [нар ар, so BCIEIL.] 
DEXN! 33.—ine. bef пу С!(арру). 
with D al latt arm Chr Cyr: 
AC? rel: txt BC'DLXN Cyr Andr. 

setting forth an exclusive privilege of д 
Феу x. miorebwy eig ёрі. Besides, such an 
interpretation would set aside all reference 
to Lazarus, or to t circumstances. 

21.] Her confession, though em- 
bracing the great central point of the 
truth in the last verse, does not enter 
fully into it. Nor does she (ver. 40) seem 
to have adequately apprehended ite mean- 
ing. Sra pir psyáXa epi lavrov slriv, 
Üyver жез DÀ таўта drev, jyvónov 2:8 
тобто Írepov іретпдгїва, lrepov dworpive- 
ra. Euthym. MX, I, for MIN: me- 
жќстеока, ‘have кшк m жне Кын" 
firmly believe.’ гө 
come: see reff. er UE. хее 
sister is 3 of one who (as in 
Luke x. 40) had not been much habituated 
herself to listen to His instructions, but 
knew this to be the a ы of peti 
Besides this, she eviden 

Vox. I. 

for de, yap D latt ( 

for 
rel vulg lat-c e f syr copt: txt BC'L XCIreg expr) N 83 

t Й goth. tno. bef ARNO, 
ins BCXN 1. 38 latt copt goth arm Aug. 
om 7 D 

h. [mapeap, зо BC'DELA id 
h: txt B C'(appy 

ins «gcovwg bef uraye 

rec ins о bef (go., with CLN rel: om ABC!-? 
om avroy D. 

txt ABCN rel goth Andr Thl.—ree (for трос) eic, with 
om avro DX lat- a copt arm. одг bef 

rec tig rove тобас bef avrov, 

raised, though of a very faint and indefl- 
nite kind. зрос̧ёоксасќ rı буабӧу ахд 
rev Абушу abro). Euth №60 
iva ђ оі тарбутєс "Tou айо! rodro yrs, 
kal oc carapnvioway abróy тойс iwi- 
Bovrsiovery. Euthym. This fear was 
тарс UE D havi сє] This is 
not recorded. Stier thinks that the Lord 
had not actually asked for her, but that 
Martha sees such an es fitness for her 
hearing in the words of vv. 26, 26, that she 
uses this expression. But is it not some- 
shat too plainly asserted, to mean only 
calling by inference? Meyer regards the 
re Ld be roving it to have been a fast. 

va кА. duei—as is the custom 
even now d the East. 82.] The words 
of Mary are fewer, and her action more 
impassioned, than those of her sister: she 
was perhaps interrupted joi a of 
ihe сиңиш : cf. ver. 38. ane’ 
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conr, Nek oye ay pov ат дагу o adeAgoc. 33 "Incovc ow we fen Alv. 63, 
Lak 

al. 
d ver. 88. 

Matr. iz., 80. 
Мат 

Тал. zvij. 18 

е == Mark И. 
хни. 80. 
ouly. Job Ш, 94. 

nc D. rec атедаугу bef 
аёгАф. bef pov 69 latt : txt BC! LAM 33. 

89. om wc N!. 
per’ avrnc D lat-ab ce ff, I. 

ine f = 

g = Май zv. 47. xvi. б. ch. xiz. 47 1 Mt. L. 22.2, 18,16. Aets 

ы. auri» kAatovca» kat rode ore awry lovis. 
kAalovrac, ®г›{Зоийтпто Tre °mvebpari Kai тамі» 

ar. ö a aurov 34 kat siwe Tlov ®т.бнкатт avrov; diyor 
abr Kópie, Epyou rai 18е. 5" eSaxpvoev o Тек 

i * - a . . | Kd. tre eh. xii. 27. xlii. 21. ziv T. 1 

v, with АС? rel: o ад:Афос bef етгбаз» D: er.: 

for rovc to æA Uto rag, tovdatour chatovrac rovc етуд фет: 
for av:Bpipgcaro to sawrov, +тераубц ге т». к 

W D 1 aah-mnt arm: e(jpiuncaro AN'. (corrd by origl corr in K 
. ins rat bef edarpycey DN! 69 latt Syr copt goth wth arm. 

§ 627, anm. 4, remarks that when the ge- 
nitive of the enclitic personal pronoun is 
prefixed to ite substantive, a slight sense of 
the dativus commodi is given: non mibi 
frater mortuus esset. 83.] In ex- 
plaining this difficult verse, two things 
must be borne in mind: (1) that èp- 
Be can bear but one meaning, that 
of indignor (‘infremuit,’ Vulg.),— the ex- 
pression of indignation and rebuke, not of 
sorrow. This has been here acknowledged 
by all the expositors who have paid any 
attention to the of the word. @ 
That both from és еу, Ac. —from к 

. dav., and ver. 35,—the feeling in 
the Lord was clearly one of rising sym- 
pathy, which vented itself at last in tears. 

These two things being premised, I 
think the meaning to be, that Jesus, with 
the tears of sympathy already rising and 
overcoming His speech, checked them, so 
аг to be able to speak the words following. 
1 would read ivef)p. т. s., cai ir. lav., «i 
elrey in immediate connexion, as express- 
ing the temporary check given to the flow 
of Hia tears,—the effort used to utter the 
Sollowing question. And I would thus 
divest the self-restraint of all stoical and 
unworthy character, and consider it as 
merely physical, requiring indeed an act 
of the will, and a self-troubling,—a com- 
lication of feeling,—but implying no de- 
iberate zn {shila of the rising emotion, 
which indeed immediately after is suffered 
to prevail. What minister bas not, when 
burying the dead in the midst of a weep- 
ing family, felt the emotion and made the 
effort here described? And surely this was 
one of the things in which He was made 
like unto His brethren. Thus Bengel : ‘Ita 
Jesus austeriore affectu lacrymas hic cohi- 
buit, еб mox ver. 88 abrupit. Eoque major 
earum fuit auctoritas.’ Meyer's ex- 
planation deserves mention: that our Lord 
was indignant at seeing the Jews, His 

om o Ri. 

bitter enemies, mingling their һурос 

tears (Srocobilétgrdnen) with the tre = 
of the bereaved sister. But, not t > 

how unworthy this seems of the Р 

and occasion, the tion will f»: 

place in ver. 38: for surely the que‘. 
of the Jews in ver. 37 is not enon: ` 

justify it. Still алу conin x: 

to the solution this бесан wort >: . 

to be summarily те} "c 

not the dat. after ‘rebated £ 

epirit/—bot in Spirit: see ir "^ 
ver, 88. Indignation отет ш". 
and sin, and death the fruit of an, 94^ 
less lay in the ; bat bow 
the words (with Olsh., Stier, and Try- 
seems unnatural. ridi 
understood by Meyer, and perbarent* 
as describing an outward motu ‘í - 
body,—He shuddered: and s B 
dior (not, as Bloomf. somewhat i 
dently asserta, а blunder of the rie 
dico o, but the (so-called) int 8 
of tie, in which it was used ио 
act of ‘shaking ’ bodily; cf. Xe ‘. 
ili. 4, al & rd &ra piv dsivure ter” 
крс dd rg obpg oi: ib 91.15, rh 
таїс одраїс dtactiovea: cf. ale the | 
persona Thuc. iv. 52, гое “ 
pnyóc torapivov, tance]. eonpeirt r 
ruyáccotaÜa. rà dveripa pipt r9" p 
in Bprpwptyer. Cyril’s comment i&i7 ̂  
ob uóvov Bede xard gény dl v 7 
Өрытос Hy ô xpioróc, яавҳи eat 7 | 
drOparivow ápxyopiygc di f wr 
mivetoOat тўс Мрктс, cal тю ё 
трдс fà дакрьо» тўс ауіас ee 
loinotm афтйу тоёто rad irte 
od rep {Өос u, ірВруата a т ew 
part, rovríon rj — тоў Af 
ратос ёжітлђгги rpógoy ried gei 
capti ў di, rò тїс (petia ТТ 4 
rurog ойк Ѓугукоёса civnpa, roi эй 
i ip т\ёттетає cyipa се! эн 
wi ydp ойде» д»афитШи!. 
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37 2% ich. Ix. 10, Sc. тои %%. im 
= Col. iv. 6. 

ev. €x: . 

16, 18. Beck. 
ш. 14. 

1 ver. 33 reff. 

Өаур; 8 'Insovc об» warty ' énBomeopevoc év éavr l. Heb xl 
t xtra йс TO uvnpstov" пу òè "оттп\ао», kai Абос !Уозу 

Rev. vi. 
LI 

x. 80 

? ixixaro ёт avrg. 39 Аун о ‘Incove Apart row bov. . e 
At ye аутф n acA pn rov rereAcurnxoroc MápÜa Kipie, 

mon ode P rerapratog yap tori. О 
°Јуводс Our sirov со Оті tav TiGTEUGYC офу туу ° д0Ёау 

оћеге only. Exod. viti. 14 ($w d., Ald., Фе.) onls(?). 
q see Rom. 

[«дь»ато, so B'CDK. ] 
88. exBprpovpevuc (itaciam 7) AU 69: гцВоџипсарьуос С'Х Andr. 

i 

4, 9, жедитыфов, of the dead.) 

37. for «mov, eheyow AK Chr-mss. 

em D. om ex’ Ni. 
89. om ó AD: ins BCN rel. 

syrr coptt eth arm. 
DKLN 83 syr-marg Andr. 

40. om à A 1. 
Cyr. 
ydp ора: onpaivecy rò érápafev davrév. 

95—38.] It is probable that the 
second set of Jews (ver. 37) spoke with a 
scoffing and hostile purport: for John 
seldom uses ĝi as a mere copula, but ge- 
nerally as but: see vv. 46, 49, 61. 
It is (Trench, p. 407, ейп. 2) а mark of 
accuracy in the narrative, that these 
dwellers in Jerusalem should refer to a 
miracle so well knuwn among themselves, 
rather than to the former raisings of the 
dead in Galilee (Strauss has made this 
ve int an objection), of which they 
probably may have heard, but naturally 
would not thoroughly believe on rumour 
only. Again, of raising Lazarus none 
of them seem to have thought, only of 
preventing his death. This second 
én Bpipacba of our Lord I would refer to 
the same reason as the first. iddepvce piv, 
фис тї» pb ivdecitacOat тд lavrij 
e . та áv ipBprpara rp паба. 
Euthym. Only he assigns a didactic pur- 
pose, to teach us moderation in our tears ; 
I should rather believe the self-restraint 
to have been exercised as a preparation 
for what followed. The caves were 
generally horizontal, natural or artificial, 
—with recesses in the sides, where the 
bodies were laid. There is no necessity 
here for supposing the entrance to have 
been otherwise than horizontal, as the 
word o rhRAõον would lead us to believe. 
Graves were of both kinds: we have the 
vertically sunk mentioned Luke xi. 44. 
See on the whole subject, Winer, RWB. 
art. Grüber:' and cf. Isa. xxii. 16; 
2 Chron. xvi. 14; 2 Kings xxiii. 16. 

om yap 

40 Aéyn avrg o 

i here only. Herodot. М. 89. (Xen. Anab. vi. 
vi. 4. 

for tic, 

нарӣл bef n ado D(prefixing у) vulg lat-a f g 
гес (for rereXeurncoroc) ri8vqxoroc, with C! rel: txt ABC! 

D wth Chrysol. 
rec (for on) oes (i£acism 7), with KU: txt ABCDN rel Orig 

Probably, from this circumstance, as from 
‘the Jews’ coming to condole,—and the 
costly ointment (ch. тїї. 3),—the family 
was wealthy. 89.] The corpse had 
not been embalmed, but merely ‘ wrapped 
in linen clothes with spices, as the manner 
of the Jews is to bury,'—see ch. xix. 40, 
and ver. 44 below. j] deip) rob rers- 
Aevrgkóroc, as Meyer remarks, notes the 
natural horror of the sisters heart at what 
was about to be done. There is no 
reason to avoid the assumption of the 
pin fact (see below) stated in 48y 6Le. 
cannot see that any monstrous character 

(Olsh., Trench) is given to the miracle by 
it; any more than such a character can 
be predicated of restoring the withered 
hand. In fact, the very act of death is 
the beginning of decomposition. I have 
no hesitation, with almost all the ancient, 
and many of the best modern Commen- 
tators, in assuming fon dle as a fact, 
and indeed with Stier, believing it to be 
ооп not as a supposition, but as a (sen- 
ble) fact. The entrances to these vaults 

were not Built wp,—merely defended, by 
a stone being rolled to them, from the 
po and beasts of prey. 40.) І сап 

rdly think she supposed merely that 
Jesus desired to look on the face of the 
dead ; —she expected something was about 
to be done, but in her anxiety for decorum 
(Luke x. 40) she was willing to avoid the 
consequence of opening the cave. This 
feeling Jesus here rebukes, by referring 
her to the plain duty of simple faith, in- 
sisted on by Him before (vv. 25, 26? or 
in some other teaching ?) аз the condition 
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puces TOU 0tov ; 4 "Hoav ov» тоу Мох. о $ Io de 
al. see eh. iv. 
uh. Leke 
X vil. 18. Arts 
iv. 24. 
XI. 2. 

aw. Ore, 

1.16. Tie. 
jii, 9) only. 
S Kings i 

v eh. xviii. 40 
тей, 

w Acts vii. 
from Exod. 

jii. 10. Ree. 
xvii. |. xz. 
y. x Matt, zzii, 13. 

only. Cant. Hi. 14. 
xli. 18 vat. only. 

за € P 
avrov urayétty. 

41. for npa» ovy, ort ov» прау D al lat-e arm. 

тойс *офӨа\дойфс avw xat tire Патар, ke 

42 Eyo & рде Ore wavroré po” 

* xetpac 7 xetpiaic, kat ù ö avrov " соода: " трие 

dero. Мун avrotc о Ine ° Asare avro» Kat ‘ager 

45 Ho Ao“ ovv ёк тоу lovdaiwy ot & A0 rec vox rv 
only. Pror vii. 16 only. y here 

а Luke хіх. 20. ch. xz. 7. 
є w Acts xxli. 30. Rev. іх. 14, 15. 

Acta хіх 19 only Ф. 
Jer. xlvii. (Al.) 4. 

гес aft Ade ins o p 
тебупкыс ceipevoc, with С? rel Chr-montf; ov уу AK 1 lat: F syr goth: om BC'DLY 
33 latt Syr syr-jer sth arm Orig, Chr-mss. 

ig, Eus Chr.. 
. om де D (69) lat-c. 

43. ««pabiv C! Chr: expavyater NI. 

aft op дорес ins eren D &. 

44. rec ins xat bef e&n\Ger, with ACN rel lat-a b c Iren-lat; каз tv, D ~ 

lat-f Andr: om BC'L sah Orig. tra хчрас̧ and жодас АА 69 fos(viti er 
lat-a b c syrr wth Andr Jer. kypiaiç (staciem) AXAA 33. srigiliétre о 

ó imcovc bef avroic (B) L am coptt Orig: txt A C(appy) DR rd s^ 
lat-c ff, syrr th. om à B Orig. 
goth arm Iren-lat Cyr Andr: ins BC!L 33 

om er D 1 (copt ?) Orig. 45. for ovr, дг LN sah. 

of beholding the glory of God (not merely 
in the event about to follow,—for that 
was seen by many who did not believe, 
but in & deeper sense,—that of the un- 
folding of the dvacracic к. Zen in the 
personal being). 41, 48.) In the filial 
relation of the Lord Jesus to the Father, 
al power is given to Him: the Son can 
do nothing of Himself:—and during His 
humiliation on earth, these acts of power 
were done by Him, not by that glory of 
His own which He had laid aside, but by 
the mighty working of the Father is Him, 
and in answer to His prayer: the dif- 
ference between Him and us in this respect 
being, that His prayer was always keard, 
—even (Heb. v. 7) that in Gethsemane. 
And this fjxovods pov He states here for 
the benefit of the standers-by, that they 
might know the truth of His repeated 
assertions of His mission from the Father. 
At the same time He this, ver. 42, 
from future miéconstruction, as though 
He had no more power than men w 
pray, by iyw de дбни kre vávrori pov 
Grobeic, because Thou and I are One.“ 

When He prayed, does not appear. 
Probably in Perma, before the declaration 
in ver. 4. 43.] Somo (Chrys. Lampe) 

rec om 2nd avrov, with AC DN rel latt qr * 
copt seth Orig, Bas-sel Chr. 

for ot eAOorrt. Т 

sup that the revivification had akz 
оъ before tóyapesre ен, 000 № 
words were merely a summoning [7 
But this is highly improbable. The c» 

i of ch. v. 25, 28, which are £» 
Togicall: applicable, makes it dew 0х 
фкобсеутев Zýaovra: is the phys » 
well as spiritual 5 Уе 

лү е» was not Hi ; see Bs 

x 19. This cry signified thai gres” 
one, which all shall hear, ch. v. 28. 
44. ] kaspia, soc C e da ce, тег 
towóc ipavri, ў Seopoves rác chives © 
ref.), Suidas. кира ё r&v veriur tps 
yovv ij roivec gaccia (fascia) ге 1 
Cecpover тоўс ver, H 
Kuinoel). It does not appear whether *- 
bands were wound about each limb, * 2 
the Egyptian mummies, so as ment! 
impede motion,—or were loosely wp 
round both feet and both hands, so s - 
hinder any free movement altogether. ГУ 
latter seems most probable, and has bes 
supposed by many, е. g., Basil, Homil & 

tiar. actione, c. 5, vol. iii. p. 29, 0 мр» 
Lworottiro ral à dedepivog тиро" 
бабра і» Өабџраті, кїрїа‹с d t. 
wédac, cai ph сьлбеода: pig crm 
Ancient pictures represent 

| 

| 

| 
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tiov ауто!с а єпоіпсєу Inaouc. 47 g : Y 1 Rer. xlii. 10 cuvnyayoyv ош» ot ai, 2 Chr 
(C. э ne ` 8 E : E ( 

E Nei, Kat oi Фароа о: " сууёдргоу», xai. EXeyor TI niota; bere 

7 О U 0d 
2 — ошу. Matt 

X  worvputv; От: ойтос o avÜpwsroc oA Ad тош “атина. 414 
1. эх 1»,- » € а 

i 

i. 48 iav 'apopev avrov ойтес, wavreg viortboovotv tic 11 A. 
reff. ЫШ РД è 1 L] ГА . e [d a m? e є ге D 

avrov’ kat tAeUgovrat ot Popatot kat. " apovat». Hwy kin 
* a n P $ a y 

Kai Tov % тото» kai. то &Üvoc. 
4 Kings iv. 27. 
14. xil 14. Ps. сИ. 16. 

sAOovrwuv D. 
rel latt Orig,: txt ABCD 1 lat-e sah 

m Matt, xxi. 21. ch. И. 16. zx. 1. 
o Mark xiv. 61. Lake xxii. 50 

for ка: Oeacapevoi, tepaxorec D. 
goth sth. 

egoovc, with C*3D rel vulg-ed lat-a f fJ, g Syr wth Orig 

е 7 р 9 œ -= i А 49 0 fe & ric iE avrov i- 
xiv. б. 

в Rer. Н. 5. vi. 1 Macc. v. 3. 

гес (for б) 4, with Al 
rec aft «mouse» add o 

eggoug М: om AB 
С'(арру) LX Ii am(with fuld em forj fos gat ing Јас mm tol) lat-b c (е) coptt goth 
arm Orig, 

48. for à, 6 CDM 69 lat-5 e copt goth eth: osa A Syr: txt B rel vulg lat - u оу 
syr sah arm Orig. (S omits ver.) 
BCDL. 

47. om or: D. 

rec ins o bef enc., with AN rel Orig: om 

for rok Aa, rotavra D lat-b o e fy rec onpeta bef wore, 
with D rel vas: txt ABLMXN 33 sah Orig Ath. 

48. ins cas bef «a» D al Syr copt-wilk eth. wisrevovery Ni. om кав 
bef rov roro» DK vulg.ed(not am) lat-a b c e f l Syr.—rov тото» bef gue» D 
lat-a e f. 

forth from the tomb, not stepping: and 
that apparently is right. The eov- 
Sdprov appears to have tied up his chin. 

irráyew, probably, to his home. 
45—57.] THE DEATH OF JESUS THE 

LIFE OP THE WORLD. Consequences of 
the miracle. Meeting of the Sankedrim 
and final determination, on the prophetic 
intimation of the High Priest, to put Jesus 
to death. He retires to Ephraim. 
46.] Meyer, with his usual philological 
acumen, takes pains to set right the un- 
derstanding of this. In the last verse, it 
is not woAAoi . . . rev {ХӨбутеу, but rod- 
Aoi... ol Odvres: thus identifying the 
жо\\о{, with those that came: “many .. 
to wit, those that came.” All these iwir- 
re voa гс abróv (see a similar case in 
ch. viii. 30 fl.). Then, revig I avrà», viz., 
the iM0óvre», and sucertvóvrwo», went, 
Ke. The 84 (see on ver. 37) certainly 
shews that this was done with a hostile 
intent: not in doubt as to the miracle, 
any more than in the case of the blind 
man, ch. іх., but with a view to stir up 
the rulers yet more inst Him. This 
Evangelist is very simple, and at the same 
time very consistent, in his use of par- 
ticles : almost throughout his Gospel the 
great subject, the manifestation of the 
Glory of Christ, is carried onward by обу, 
whereas 84 as generally 55 de- 
vel t of the an int manifestation 
of Hatred and rejection of Him. If it 
seem strange that this hostile step should 

be taken by siersvovrtc tig аётбу, we at 
least find a parallel in the above 
cited, ch. viii. 80 ff. 41. | Their words 
may be read two ways; with, or without, 
a question after wovotper. (1) is the or- 
dinary way. (2) as in A. * „ What 
do we, seeing that, — because, this man 
doeth many miracles?’ 48.] They 
evidently ed the result of all be- 
lieving on Him,’ as likely to be, that He 
would be set wp as king: which would 
soon bring about the ruin here mentioned. 
Augustine (in Ev. Joh. Tract. xlix. 26) 
understands it differently: that, all men 

1 by Him to peaceful lives, 
they would have no one to join them in 
revolt against the Romans; but this seems 
forced: for no INC νõ roi would in that 
case be voked. TOv roy] not, 
the temple (sc. dysov, Acts vi. 13. 2 Macc. 
v. 19 hardly applies, being the place which 
the Lord chose to put His Мише there, 
not ò rómoc йу) but our place, as in 
reff.: i. e. our local habitation, and our 
national existence. Both these literally 
came to pass. Whether this fear was 
earnestly expressed, or only as a covert 
for their enmity, does not appear. The 
yet is emphatie, detecting the real cause 

their anxiety. g this man's 
pretensions, they do not pretend to decide : 
all they know is that if he is to go on thus, 
THEIR status is gone. 1 The 
counsel is given in subtilty, and was 
intended by Caiaphas in the sense of 
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p Ow p Lake Kaa ©. 9 a A æ- p - k r] dip dM 

xxu | ata ac, GOXLEPEVE WV TOU EvtavTOU ExeivoU, eis 
Ihi 2) entr Yptic оок oldare ovdiv, 50 o ғ AoyiZecfe ёт m 

non. PEPEL оні» tva єс avÜpumoc ' awoQavy ' vsto rov u 
= ` 

et 94 0t е 

м. # iiy t kai ит OAov rò " tÜvoc awoAnrat. 5! rovro & ap tarro 
q constr., ch. = 

» p 9 A» A = 9 = 9 , y’ е 

x7. Matt. орк ETEV, аААа арулереўс wy TOU £vtaurou ёкнғоу if 
+. » + A P ` 

хей. 8 оа!у. су Ort mutAAev Incovc " атобускы» vrip wi 
m att. xix. 10 ,, 52 1 7 еҷ e » 7 23X «4 3 

cal ооу тёр rov tÜrvovuc uovov, aAA ire ка 

2 Cor, v. 14, kay É ; : 

QA Sey. dr ёкеупс oUv rpc йшёрас " ovveBovAcbearto ot 
= AE. 7 9 о 
Ti alt. i. EWOKTELYWOLY aUTOV. 
4. xxvii. 25. 
Acts Axl. 28. xxvi. 17, 1 xxvill. 17. 

v ch. v. 19 refi. w Matt. 2v. 7 al, fr. 
Zech. xiii. 7 P. Labe i. öl. Acta v. 87 

ach. x vil. 23 2 (1 Jobn v. 8.) 
8 ings xii. 5.) 1 )only. (8 cam ch. vif. 4. 

t Matt. v. 20, 80 rof. а осе ch. xviii. S$ rel. IIa. * 
x ch. L 12 ref, t. xxvi. NI IA is 

Matt. 1H. 19. зні. so! eh. Iv. 36 Dx. Xm | B= 5 
b (and cometr.) Matt. Aa vi. 4 (rb. xvi. IC A h. Ber 2 

50. rec BadoyiZeo0e, with X rel: txt ABDL 1. 69 Orig, Chr,-2-mes Cyr Thit 
rec su», with AT, rel am lat-c f g syrr sah eth arm Orig, : om №: txt BDLII 

vulg-ed lut · a b e ff, l. 
51. om exetvou B. gr. [ree eueAAcy, with N rel Orig: txt ABDLLUA 1.3: 

69. rec ins o bef u., with 69 (S 33, e sil): om Ah DI, & rel Orig Chr 
ina. bef nutxA. D. 

58. rov Otov bef rerra А. 
D lat -a e. 

for uar., escopricpeva D. tig ew bef буувүї! 

53. for сџиугВ., eBovdeveavyro ВОМ 69 Orig, Chr Ath: txt AI, rel Ong, (п 

54. reo (for о ov» tne.) «gs. ovy, with ADI, rel: txt BLMXN 1 Orig, Ath. 

political expediency only. But it pleased 
God to make him, аз High Priest, the 
special though involuntary organ of the 
Holy Spirit, and thus to utter by him a 
prophecy of the death of Christ and its 
effecta. That this is the only sense to be 
given, appears from the consideration that 
the whole of vv. 61, 52 cannot for a mo- 
ment be supposed to have been in the mind 
of Caiaphas; and to divide it and suppose 
the latter part to be the addition of the 
Evangelist, is quite unjustifiable. dpx. 
rod фу. ixelvov | . again, ch. xviii. 
18. He was High Priest during the 
whole Procuratorship of Pontius Pilate, 
eleven years: Jos. Antt. xviii. 2. 2, and 4. 
8. In ved фу. ёк. there is no intima- 
tion conveyed that the High Priesthood 
was changed every year, which it was 
sot: but we must understand the words 
as directing attention to ‘that (remark- 
able) year,’ without any reference to time 
past or to come. THAT YEAR of great 
events had Caiaphas as its High Priest. 
See on ver. 57. оёк of. | Pro- 
bably various methods of action had been 
suggested. Observe ads here, the 
usual term for the chosen people (reff.) and 
then tOvoc, when it is as а na- 
tion among the nations: cf. also ver. 52. 
Meyer otherwise: but Scripture usage is 

as above. * dav. otc de. М 
meraly M ышы! but under tbe i 
of the Spirit, who caused him to uS 
words, of the full meaning of whic к 
had no conception. фру. or ітугф. 
There certainly was a belief, arising Fr 
bably originally from the use of the (r= 
and Thammim, that the Hi : 
indeed every priest, had some knowkix 
of dreams and utterance of prophecr. We 
find it in Jos. B. J. iii. S. 3, and Phi» 
Creat. Principum, p. 728, end. The bn 
says 0 жрд а\ђднау Upsde ний н? 
жрофйтпс. That this belief existed, ш! 
account for the ion bere; sea 
however does not confirm it in sll сх 
but asserts the fact that the Spirit in H 
case made use of him, as High Priest. i! 
this purpose. This confirms tbe #2" 
view of тоб ёмаутоё dnefveu, bere 1 
repeated. See on ver. 49. bn 
ee зае 
of his prophecy. 
from inde Чаман by what follow 

т. тёк. т. беоб . . . ] are the re? 

Ё 

they plotted that 
(not, kow they might slay Him) 
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Е mepitrüret ir ток ‘Lovdaiore, dn drk % cxetÜsv tic еа. ni 
ri hr 

rd тасҳа те» 

gwar баутойс. 

* &yyUc ттс tphpov, ис "Ефраи Asyouivay f 

тому, кака 1 pera Twv natnra». 
* Тоуба" kai avi[jnsav толло “с 

‘TepoodAupa ix тпс херас трд тоо хасуа, iva f ayvi- 

56 _ блтои> оўу тд» ‘Inoovy, ка! Ағуоу 

ech. ave 58 

teh. "X 

55 ТУ б! Eyyòc t 

pir алле» € d тф iepe carnxorec Tt доки v уш» ; ; dre OU uei au. Pw 

un EXOy eic т» корт»; р! Дгдокнса» à oi apxiepsiç ш ш. 98 
j Late 

кеі оі Paproaior ` ёугоћас fva tav 10 ууф TOU toriv, „ 

) unvioy, d rec " wtaowow avrov. 

XII. ! 'O oi» Inoobc „160 Ж nurp o TOU тёсҳа , 
nd ис BuÜaviav, отоу йу Aálapoc [о т:дъпкос| ov 

om гєнб>» (komootel) D al latt eth Orig, ТЫ Nonn. 
imam men sapfurim D; longinguum lat-b; 

(see ch їй. 22), with ADI 
promi 

rel latt Syr: txt 

1 constr. . here 
oalg. (3 Cor. 
xii. 3. 2 Тим. 

1.9. IIt. 1. 8.) Amosi. I. iv. 7. 2 Maco. xv. 26. 

эри» 
ipid 

aft yepa» ins cap 
rec for eptivev) 

Orig, 
надртшу ins avrov, with Å rel vss Chr Chron: om m BBI. Last 1 am{with fald). а 
Orig, Cyr. 

bb. transp rre and y» D vulg lat-b c. 
е овоћура bef жо\Хо D. 

66. ins dan Tow ino. D. 

for кає aveB., aveB. ооу D fos lat -d 
for яро rov, * (uv ro D. 

гостетгс D al. 
UT. rec aft 00. де ins кає (see ко) with DI, rel sah: ош ABELMUXAN 1. 69 

latt syrr coptt (sth ?) arm Orig Chro rec evrokq (because Ong. one is men- 
tioned), with rel latt syr coptt Chron : txt BI,MN 1 syr-marg Ori for 
гау, ау D. yva №. 

Cuar. XII. I. om о тебуукес (аг эры, the fact being suficienti 
without it) BLXN lat-a c e Syr syr-jer h Chr-2-mse Ps-Chr: ins ADI, ge rede 

54.) Observe the "Iovdaio: here as the 
official body. He was still among Jews at 
Ephraim. This city is mentioned 2 Chron. 
iii. 19 in Fare mo Bethel, as also 
by Jos. B. J. iv. 9. 9. toy. т. ёр» 
near the desert of Judah. Its situa- 
tion is at present unknown (see Winer, 
RWB. ed. 3, sub voce). Robinson (Har- 
mony, p. 204) supposes it to be the same 
with Ópbrah (Josh. xvii. 23; 1 Sam. 
xiii. 17: not Judg. vi. 11, 24; viii. 27) 
and Ephron of the O. T. (2 Chron. xiii. 19, 
rey. Keri; үгү, Cetibh), and the modern 
et-Taiyibeh, twenty R. miles from Jeru- 
salem. See also Van de Velde, “ Memoir 
to accompany the Map of the Holy Land,” 

hrab, р. 338: and Stanle FE 
p. 214. ) 

dx т. xép., not es that country, the 
connexion with eic rij хорау above having 
been severed by the note of time, ў» бё 
éyyóc r. r. A.: — but, from the couatry 

у. ta dyv. d.] To purify 
themselves from any Levitical uncleanness, 
that they might be able to keep the Pass- 
over; seo Num. ix. 10; and тей. 2 Chron. 
and Acts. 56.) т{ Box. à x., and dys 

où ph (Mp . . . .; are two separate ques- 
tions, as in E. V. ar making €: = 
is: hardly matical, seeing that 
Ze. mua Lave ure f ; khoroa in 
that case it would be past: ‘what think 
ye that He is not "i e. of His not having) 
come to the feast?’ 87.] The im- 
port of this verse depends on the insertion 
or omission of the xal before oi dpyuptic. 
Without it, it is merely an explanation of 
the people's question: For the chief 

este &c. : with it, it would mean, ‘ And 
des, the chief priests’ &с.; i.e. ‘not 

only di did the people question, but’ &c. 
The former is in my view most probable; 
for the command, having been given, 
would satisfactorily scconat for the ques- 
tioning, and not be stated merely as co- 
ordinate with it. 

Cuar. XII. 1—86. 
CIPATIONS OF THE LORD'S GLORIFICA- 
TION BY DEATH. 1—11.] The anoint- 
ing at Bethany. Matt. xxvi. 6—13. Mark 
xiv. 3—9, where see notes. I.] On xpd 

dp. ‚ вее reff. It is an expression fre- 
uent ah later Greek; во perà rprárovra 

n. тё» үйнш», Dio lix. 20; 3 рата dina 

PBROPHETIO ANTI- 
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= Matt. 1.9 7 голу ™ Ex vekpuv О "Incovc. 2 ° £rotgsa» ovv аку 
az url Setrroy iken Kal n Magda ° Smxovec о & Aalepx щ 
с. Сеп. Axl. у , 

о abs, Matt. 

- > * > bard 

v tK тоу Pavaxemivwy оўу abr. " p 55 o Меш 
хх т ке Aa(Jovsa * Мтрау ' иёроо vd rr, rohre a. +. 

pcb vi. 11. 

Len. N. ue. “А не» rove тобас rou [ncov kat " éčtpačev raic Opis 

Eariri abric roUc móðoç avrov? h & ока * exAnpelly ix , 
only f. 'ocunc той * uópov. 4 Мун ovv lovdac o "екарытк' 

(MEOS. qe ёк тоу рабутоу avrov, о piAXwy avrov rape _ 
` - " 7 AS 

y. 5 Ata ri rovro ro 'ubpov ouk "éxpaÜm "rpukosun : on 
t МЕ. ly +. 
п roi.) Mut, эй. a. 1 Pet. I. 7 only t. . А э cb. те : И саз, 

2. v. 28. w. ёк, here only. Nen ar a v, Xen, Cyr. I. B. 8. y . fl. | 
9. ‘Patt, М 18 only. $ Macc. ix. 10, 14. ^ id s i. Mt. xiii. 46 reff. а asd oat, jE 
eomtr., 1 Mt. 

lat-b f f, g Г вуг copt goth arm. rec om o i40., with H rel lat-e b e e (hr 
«97. (omg ò 1. m.) bef ек M: txt A B(omg д) DEGI,LAA? vulg lat F f, 42 ri^ 
goth eth Thl. 

2. for «soi. ovy, cat eoi. D lat-c e Syr eth. ёдсоун bef papôa, omg 4. D a 
rec om sr, with ADIN rel: ins BL latt syrr Orig. rec (for evatupirer 

соу) curavacttpevwy, with 8g: оруак. ovy 33: txt ABDI,N rel Orig. Р 
8. for AeBovea, ХарВаун and ins ка: bef Мн» D vulg-ed(not am) kt be. 

morene bef pvpov, omg vagas; D lat-e. om rov B. bef arry 3 
rug rt£$oÀ gc I, X coptt. r бе, каз y D latt. exAnaOn B. 

4. for ovy, де (from ||, М? xx. 8, Mk xiv. 4) BN copt goth: om L 33 lat-s e. 
rec aft vovdac ins sipwrog (see ch vi. 71, xiii. 2, 26), with АІ Q rel fos 134/7 ff, em e 
tth-m$: eiie» E'(appy) FGHU lat-b c ff, copt-wilk : om BDLN 1. 33 vulg btg ̀ 

arm Cyr Aug. rec om lst ô, with AI. O rel: ins ABET syr-jer copt-dz sah 
GHLUN 88.—for o iex. ато kapverov D. rec ele se rev pad. ov. d 
tovdac, with ADI Q rel "T copt goth arm: txt BLN 33 Syr aah stb. оюк 

83: ins ADI B(Mai L m 
ќт тоў olenoa: 'ABpaap iv yj Xavady, 
Philo de Congressu, p. 434. See numerous 
instances in Greswell, vol. iii. Diss. 1, where 
he defines the ex ion to be exclusive of 
the period ined ав the limit ad quem or 
а quo (according as жрб or pera is used), 
but inclusive of the day or month or year of 
the occurrence specified. Thus the arrival, 
and anointing, at Bethany, will be on the 
eighth of Nisan, if the passover was on the 
fourteenth. That day was & Sabbath ; but 
this makes no difficulty, as we know not 
from what point our Lord came, or whether 
He arrived at the commencement of the 
Sabbath, i. e. sunset, —or a little after, on 
Friday evening, from Jericho. 3. 
Pri ud It is not said who. It was 

t. Mk.) in the house of Simon the leper. 
m Lazarus being there, and Martha 

serving, he may have been a near relative 
of theirs. See notes on Matt. Laza- 
rus is mentioned throughout the incident, 
as forming an element in the unfolding of 
the ha of the Jews which issued in the 
Lord's death: notice the climax, from 
mere connecting mention in ver. 1, then 
nearer connexion in ver. 2,—to his 
the cause of the Jews flocking to Bethany 

N rel latt Syr. ос gp wapadevvat arr» D 

in ver. 9,—and the joint object with Jew 
of the enmity of the chief priests, m "e. 
10. 3. Мтрағ] What weight b f. 

word, originally Greek, was adopted 17 
the Aramaic, and is found in tbe Bs 
binical writings as equivalent to a m» 
see Friedlieb, je der Leider 

chichte, p. 33. тыт. т 
note on Mark. X v. 1. 
head, according to Matt. and Mark. ‘`6 
note on Luke vii. 88. 4.) For Jw 
we have of pad. иўтой, 06 
merely, Mark. See note on Matt. cer. 

ô Мә» афтду wm 1 
not inserted, nor are any such note 3 
St. John without signi lt bet 
pregmatic connexion with tbe narret” 
in hand. Only one with thought 34 
from Jesus could have originsted sacd $ 
murmur. And on the other hand, P 
well be, as some have supposed, thst ̂  
the rebuke of the Lord on this occae 
the traitorous scheme of Jodas r 
hidden in his inmost soul, may bare gni 
stimulated to immediate pier "m 
tptaxog. yy.) Common (with | 
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6 erer da тойто ову EI 
.1 Ped 

` BaM neve тга 8, 10, 
A астай». 7 «xev ovv О loo """ Афес aurny "Фа Jos, Аай. 

tic Ty» прірау тою 

* 

de ov wavrore exert. 
es Lj ИШ e в 

тоу lovdatwy ore кч 

Ager, . 
"i ins roc bef rroxoic D 33. 
6. transp rovro and ил» D lat-a c e f Syr copt goth. 

Verc. ] rec (for exwy) «xay cat, with 
1. 33 vulg (coptt). (ro үе EX» was 

after it, and st RAe rig, and thas кає was inserted 

' Evragraspou pou 

robe rex yap тогон ‘хее pi ! 
rp abr. . 

Mark xiL 41, 
#аутбу, ene 43, 411 

f — ch. xz. 15. 

Eyre оўу ee roduc {к are Mark lv. 
^ deri», kai Abov ov 

"Ineovv pórov, а\\' tva ка! то» AaZapoy id wor Ov kings iv. 

EF n yeipev EK vtkptov, 

D. xxi. 86. 
а тд» g = = Matt: хе. 

ch. xf. 48. 

k Mark xi. 16 10 p t(9ovAeócavro ài ot apyteptic i uL only t. 

Band ross. Arts xxv. 21. 

Acts v. 38. uv. 87, xxvii. 99. 3 Cor. 1. 17 (Sce) oaly. Neth. iii. в, 

I- Matt. In. 9 ref. Acts хін. 46. 
o ver. 1. p Lake ziv. 3). (ch. xi. 08 v. т.) 

5 not as 
a rel mm lat-a b o goth: txt BDLQN 
" supposed to be а joint predicate with 

afterwards became corrected to 
ext»: this agat Meyer, Lücke, and De F. who hold tywy to be a grammatical 
correction. 

1. rec om ira, and (for rnpnon 5 (зев note), with AI, rel lat. Syr 
jim goth: txt BDKLQXN 33 t syr-marg coptt th arm Nonn Ambr Gaud 

"E om ver D (probably from the infiuence of ). 
9. for гуу to toud., ox. de rok. гк r. cond. кшн D lat-a. 
ILN. om роуоу D al lat-d e 

aft уупрғ» ins o inoovg D; aft vtepuy, А 38 om BQN 
уєкрьу D. 

10. aft às ins ка: В. 

difference of the insertion of imáve) to 
our narrative, and Mark. The sum is 
about 9/. Pu of our money (Friedlieb, P 
81). 6.] үМөтебкороу, dyytiov r&v 
abAgriuéy yAwrreév. Phryn. (De Wette), 
to keep the reeds, or ee of wind in- 
struments :—thus, generally, kind of 
pouch, or money-chest. 9 1 
Josephus, in refl. #В&стеу] It 
seems hardly possible, with St. John's use 
of Вастб еу in ch. xx. 15 before us, 
altogether to deny ae the vei of 
carrying off, i. е. purloining, may ere 
intended. ye we have examples in Jose- 
phus somewhat analogous: e. g., Antt. vii. 
16. 8, where Hyrcanus the High Рн 
wishing to give Antiochus E 
to raise the siege, cal ers ойк ote 
bropr, dvoitac {уа ol«ov rà» iv rg 
Aavílov руўџат!, cal rpiexóua 
radavra, рірос̧ Id, "Avrióy 
See also ib. ix. 4. Б: xii. 5. 4: and Polyb. 
i. 48. 2. And so Theophyl., al.; 
contra Lücke, De ‚ Tholuck, al. 

7.] See note on Matt. ver. 12. To 
suppose t it was a remnant from that 

at the burial of Lazarus, is not only 

ins o bef oxAoc 
ка D latt(not tol f) Vig. 

rel. ins rw» bef 

fanciful, but at variance with the character 
of the deed as apparent in the narrative, 
The rec. reading, eic ғ. un. v. ivr. pov 
Meds net v abró, seems to be an adaptation 

ark xiv. B, in order to escape from 
the difficulty of understanding how she 
could keep for His burial, what she 
oured out now. Meyer understands the Р 

text of the remnant : but Luthardt rightly 
observes that the history clearly excludes 
the idea of a remnant ; cf. іярабу and 
idson. He himself, with Baumg.-Crusius, 
takes rnpycy as * Let her have kept 
sé,’ i. е. blame her not for having kept 
it: but this is vapid in sense, and un- 
grammatical. I understand the words, 
which, like all our Lord's proleptical ex- 
pressions, have something enigmatical in 
them, of her whole act, not regarded as a 
thing past, but spoken of in the abstract 
as to be Пого о or disallowed: Let her 
keep it for the ay of ay оаа not 
mea a future or act, but the pre- 
ое = one to be allowed. 3] 
See note on Mark, vv. 7, 8. гра 
pa the ipyor вай» iier al "i of 

att. ver. 10, Remember, bere 
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. ., iva «at TOv Aalapov aroxreivecy, И ог, rodet à 

2 alba è 1 „ 

Th 1 Bov và ‘Bata тоу " $owixev xai ` £knAOov "ug "wie | 
х cb. zi. 44 

гей. 

там ыт). &p'Xop&voc Ev ovóuarı kupiov, xai o Bade rov Тера). 

e » e РА е - | 

Met ioù о (Jac eve gou Epyerat каӨйдгуос izi "ren, 
4 time») А - * є М - ‹ -J 

f 1 M fSvov. !6 ravra оок Éyvwcav oi рабпта! avrov * ro ý 
(2iv. 6 v. г.) овіу. Gen. xxxil. 18. gch. х. 40. xix. 89 only. 

1L rwy , bef дг avro» urnyov D lat-a се у Syr. | 
18. ins o bef oyAoc BL. om 6 [bef x AN'. rec ins o bef u. #7 

B(Mai) S(e eil) 69(e sil) Orig: om ADLQN rel.—(c. bef epxera: ALX 83 e 
syrr coptt. 

18. съуаугуеу DGLX 69: awayrnow AKU Orig,: txt ВОК rel. for errs 
avrov D. rec (for expavyalov) expaloy (from || Mt ME), with A rd Ox 
txt BDLQK. add Агуоугес АРКОХ 1: om B rel volg lat- c sah goth x 

for evÀoygputvog, evroynrog D. rec om 8га каг, with AD rel lett € 
ins BLQN copt æth Orig. om o bef баа‹Ае»с A М№-сотт(за P) rel ТЫ: ins BDEL 
QXR! (1, e sil), (53 def) 
тез Ovyarep, with N rel Orig: у Ovyargp Bot: txt AB'DELQXAA. a 

eov А. | 
16. rec aft ravra ins ёғ, with AD rel lat-a с f copt Orig: om BLQN = 

lat-b e sah. for eyvecar, tvogsav D. avrov bef o pa8gras BR: eh 

as elsewhere in John, the loud ao are not 19.] тӯ èr., i.e. on the Sxadeg;—9* © 
the people, but the rulers, and persons of ver. 1. &xoég.] From the mui» 
repute: the representatives of the Jewish who had returned Bethany, W 3 
opposition to Jesus. 10.] ABR, The order of the narrative seems to d 
not, ‘came to a (formal) resolution,’ but quire that these people should bare rise 
were in the mind, had an intention: thany late on the Sabbath, after a= 
see Acts v. 83; xv. 37. The High and the anointing. 13. va frt 
Priests, named here and in ch. xi. 57, were The articles shew that tbe pabn- tes. 
of the sect of the Sadducees; and there- on the spot: the branches of the pis 
fore disbelieved the fact of the ge din trees: or perhaps (Lücke) that tbe t 
Lazarus; only viewing him as one w was usual at such festivities. 
it would be desirable to put out of the The classical word is Gai, from the lo 
way, as an object of popular attention in dai. 14—16.) The Evangelist * 
connexion with Jesus. U.] Ayer, to suppose his readers already acquis 
went away (to Bethany); there is some- with the mstances of the tnem; 
thing in the éw- which almost always im- entry, and therefore relates it thus o 
plies away, out from under, the persons or pendiously. бу does not innit 
the place in the narrative. And so here, any discrepancy with the three Nur 
the dpy:epeic being the main subject of lista, but is a compendious term inph 
the sentence, the word gets the sense of their details. 15.] The ргорет ' 
‘fell away: scil. from under their hand more fully cited by Matt. 16. 2 
or power. rtant, as chewing that this and F. 

19—19.] The triumphal entry into Je- bly other prophetic citations under * 
rusalem. Matt. xxi. 1—17. Mark xi. 1— milar circumstances, wore the effect of 
ll. Luke xix. 29—44. On the chro- light poured into the minds of the Ape. 
nology, see note on Matt. xxi. 1. by the Holy Spirit after the Ae 
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то», ӘЛА’ ore ° гдоЁас@т ‘Iycove, róre ёдулабуоаа» dri ка ті. 30 

Tavra ў» ‘er айт ve year Koi Tavra ётоіцсау 
ёнартйры ойу о оуЛос 0 w» per avrov, Ore arp. 17% 

i w dal., here 
only. a.c. 
Mark ix. 13, 
ee Rev. 
x. II. 

4 в — , 1 » h 
тд» Aalapov 'é$üwnsev tk rov pynpeiov Kai " пуцргу "Sic. ay. 

- æ 1 , e e 97, xix. 35. 
avrov "ёк vexpoy' 1? dd rovro kai ° isxfvrgasv айти 0 Lie v.e 
» е * - , 8 , ^ P бы 

oxÀoc, Ori NHKOVEaY TOUTO auTO» TtTO(QgKEvVat TO  THUELOP. 

19 ot 

t amAOv. 

20 He , EMA, тис Ек rwr "ava[jawovrev 
tva " троскоуђвоосіу tv ту орту" 

пАбоь Ф:Мтто Ty “ато BnOcaiSa rnc ГаМмАаас 

е - ч q a 4 a 1 ве be 

оби Фарса: tirov ° прос tavrouç ' Oewpsire mre i 
- « 

"Ori ovk *wpehsre obi; ids, о 

1— Matt. xx. 89 
теб. connif., 
еге ошіу. _. 
і tt. 

xvii. 9 гей. 
, t з ГА Li -o . А 

косцос̧ 'OTiG€ aurou oO H. Hu 
q Mark х. 26 

reff, 
r constr., Mark 

91 т т 
ovrot ой» трос- 

kai n avTOv Atyovrec Kupre, Ө:Моцғ» то» Igcaovv 1 клн, 

Fb. хі. 9. Sir. xxxi. (zzxiv.) 22. 
Neh. vii. 6. 

t Mark i. 20. 
V = ch. iv. 20. Acts villi. 27. 

rec ins o bef igo., with DHA: om ABQN rel. 

, ch. vi. 

Gam ch. vil. в, 10. Acts zavili. 22 al 

w ch. xi, 1 ref 

for ex’ aur, rep: avrov D latt. 
17. elz (for ort) or-, with DE'KL lat-a b c e ff, Syr coptt arm: txt ABN rel vulg 

lat: F syr goth eth. (33 def.) 
18. om ca: B'EHAA tol lat-a b c e ff, l Syr coptt 

vr)yr4gSQv ауте oN. 
for o охћос, ox^oc жойьс R. 

rel vulg lat F вуг eth. 
o oxAoc B. 
txt ABDQN rel latt Syr coptt. 

19. [ra BR.] 
D 38 latt Ser 

90. aft са» де ins cas D Syr sth. 
lat-a g вуг arm goth Chr Cyr: txt BDLMQXN 1. 33 am lat-d ce f fy 
srpocevvgoecip, with ABN rel: txt DLA. 3 

31. ins rw bef quee te D. 

ёт abro] So Esch. Eum. 343, yty- 
vopévates Маха таб іф apiy ixpáy0n,— 
Soph. Trach.997, otay iri pot хану т»йвш; 
Plat. Euthyd. 278 4, õvopa ix’ dvOperote 
ivavru e Ix KsiptVov. rad ra 
éwoíqcev аўтф] viz. the going out to 
meet Him, strewing clothes and branches 
in the way, and shouting ‘ Hosanna’ be- 
fore Him: also perhaps, the setting Him 
on the ass implied in the concise nar- 
rative. Notice the thrice- 1 
each time signifying “this which was 
written by the prophet," “ (he above ci- 
tation.” 17.) The testimony which 
they bore is given in Luke xix. 37, 38. 
Meyer regards the iorno: ic той pyn- 
ut ion є. йүшр >» ic эєкроу as an echo of 
their song of triumph. 18.] I see no 
necessity for supposing this multitude dis- 
tinct from that in the last verse. We 
have had no account of any multitude 
coming from Bethany with Hun, nor does 
this narrative imply it: and surely 6 5yAog 
in the two verses must mean the same 
persons. The gal here does not imply 
another óyÀec, but And on this account 
the multitude also went out to meet 

pu ins A Bor D Q(appy) М 
lat-e Syr. ins xat 

rec корсе, with EGHUA вуг: 
avrov bef rovro R. 

for savrovc, аутоос D al Chr. 
syr-with-ast syr-jer copt th arm Cyr Nonn Andr Ambr Ambrst. 

aft o космос ins oAoc 

rec rere bef cAAnvec, with A rel vulg 
Tec 

Him: i.e. their coming out to meet Him 
and their paprvpia on the Mount of 
Olives, had one and the same cause,—the 
raising of Lazarus. 19.) ‚тй 
A. Aiyovoww. Euthym. awa bey 
can hardly be altogether without allusion 
to the fact, or likelihood, of apos 
тот Judaism. It is used to signi 
entire devotion to Him whithersoever 
He might lead them, as in ref.: and 
thus implies escape and alienation from 
themselves. 
20—36.] FUTURE SPREAD OF THE 

KINGDOM OF GOD AMONG GENTILES 
FROM THE DEATH OF JESUS. Some Greeks 
desire to see Jesus. His discourse there- 

Я 20.] These" EAAnves were not 
ecian Jews,—who would not have been 

so called: but Gentiles, * proselytes of the 
gate,’ who were in the habit (implied by 
the pres. part. &vaBaivóvrew) of coming 
up to the feast; see ch. vii. 35 reff. and 
note : also Acts viii. 27. 31.] For what 
reason Philip was selected, it is impossible 
to say. The Greek form of his name may 
imply some connexion with Hellenistic 
Jews, who may have been friends or re- 
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a мики" Bev. 22 Eoyerat о Ф{мххос ка! Аун TH Ape e 
iTi 8r Xr "AvSpiac kai Ф:Мттос, kai. Atyovew ry lya. 
„ма. U2 23 % Ob "Insouc awexpivaro avroic Ауы» Еф эбе 
"Wer * Soa "tva " Sotacby o “vioc rov " avÜposxov. "uy 
pis cue ur Na Te a реке. M 
miror арду Aly di, tdv ur) o °кбккос rov airov тюш и 
(Lam. iv.6 гру yny aroba auroc povoc pevet’ tav & атой anid тр yn yp, aùròç póroc p n. oniy. 

ri =æ Mark iv. В 
L. only. ro * kaprov “ фёон. 95 6 pwr riv NN ати 

"ове aroAcu айтп», Kai o $ щас» тӯ» 6 Yuyny avtos in 

Bek srl. бсре robrꝙ tic any aiwvtov “gurake awry. “ш 
(vet к, ә 2 i es » 4 ? ? 2 19 вор 

Matis ёро Tic  бгакоур, epoi axohovÂsirw’ Kat Отоо иш fy, 
dcdovas K., 
Matt. xil. 8. àv09i9. z., Rev. xxl. 2 capwogepety, Matt. xiii. 98 ) 

n гей. à == and constr., 2 Tim. i. 13. g Lake xiv. 

92. rec om д, with ADN rel Cyr: ins BLX 33. 
Tay, omg кає bef Aryovey, with X rel; там» o D; к. wad. є. 

fo Wu! 

i Matt. ххт. 4 Acta zis da^ 

reo (for 2nd «yero u 
H: cm таз 

epyerat, retaining кас bef Aey., N: txt ABL 33 lat-a е syrjer æth. 
- for arırpivaro, атокуета BLXN 33: txt AD rel latt syrr. | 

25. for awokece, asoXAvic B(Mai 3H LN 33: txt AD rel vss Clem Сур і. 
[9$uXaEr avrg» on margin in N. 

26. rec Ist Qiakovg bef ric, with E 

latives of these Greeks. If they were from 
the neighbourhood of Bethsaida, they 
would indeed have been familiar with the 
person of Jesus: — but what they here re- 
quested was evidently a private interview. 

93.] Andrew (ch. i. 45) was of the 
same city as Philip: and this reason of 
Philip conferring with him is perhaps im- 
plied in the rg rò B. т. T. Bengel ге. 
marks on this touch of nature: cum so- 

i, audet? Epyerar—eo Frenwi нг 
*Aptatog к. "Apráotoc, Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 
16. 98.) Did the Greeks see (1. е. 
рах with) Jesus, or not? Certainly not, 
if I understand His discourse rightly. But 
they may have been present at, and have 
understood it. The substance of His an- 
swer (adrett, to Philip and Andrew, not 
to the Greeks) is, that the time was now 
come for His glorification, which should 
draw all nations to Him :—but that glo- 
rification must be accomplished by Hi 
Death. The very a of these 
Greeks is to Him a token that His glori- 
fication is at hand. Stier strikingly says, 
* These men from the West at the end of 
the Life of Jesus, set forth the ваше as 
the Magi from the East at ite beginning; 
but they come to the Cross of the King, 
as those to His cradle.” (R. J. v. 69, 
edn. 2.) The rejection of the Jews for 
their unbelief is the secondary subject, and 
is commented on by the Evangelist, vv. 
87—48. Tva, not ‘eventual,’ nor “for” 
any thing, but most strictly of the per- 
pose—the hour has come, that (whose ob- 
Jeet of preparation, and aim, in the eternal 

: for грог ric, ric pos D 1. 33 latt arm: rx 
гро: 69: txt АВК до) MUXR syrr copt goth Chr. aft отог ins ay D. 

counsels, it has been, that) the Sea d Ys 
should be glorified. N. Y: 
thinks, that our Lord begins His ek» 
tion with the double asseverstim i" 
ёру, on account of the unreceftict. 
the mind of the disciples for the un 
ments of His Death. Bat St. Jobn a: - 
uses йд» дий». The grais oft: 
perishes, and is nof apparent (as the + ̀ 
of dicotyledonous plants are) is ik ̂  
plant :—see 1 Cor. xv. 36. ТЬе иг: ' 
more than a mere parabolic mit- 
the divine Will, which has fixed th л 
of the springing up of the whest-or. - 
also determined the law of tbe br> 
tion of the Son of Man, and the e 
analogy with the other: і. e. both tr. 
Death. The symbolism here Бе s 
root of that in ch. vi., where Cur" 
6 Ares rác Tic. siris рт. ! 
itself alone, with its life апсошшапукз: ` 
lived only within its own limits, abd ` 
passing on. 95.] And this ae 
vine Law i че disciples, v 
as for t Master :—see Matt. x. ©- 
note. But the saying here proclaim г ̀ ng | 
plainly its true extent,—by its immi- 
connexion with ver. 34, and by ea fo 

ni is not really in a б< 
sense: as the wheat-corn retains itt “ 
tity, though it die, se the yey: * ^ 
the two senses are, in their dept. | 
one. wey is the life in both ca.: 
the Soul, in the 
that term. ; 5 
ministering to, or intimate union ed 
Christ (the position of Philip and A» 
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éxet kat о * Órükovoc 0 ѓрдс Fora’ tav тїс ро! ! Seaxovy, k Matt лаш, 
riuhote avroy 0 татйо. 27 Nour у Vox pov ' rerápaxrat, 28 

kai ri тю; патер, “awodv us ёк THC a woac rabruc оът, Heb. 

алла да rovro Або» uç rr» ° wpav rabrnv. , зо "5 d v. уо. ju 
Warep, $ ому, Pe. 

x „ a ө y y * Г] - xax.7. 

*POoLacov cov то Povoua. АӨ» ой» + фору t rov EL 

* ovpavov Ka: °:00Еаса kai wadw ° Sotacw. 

охАос O korb Kai akoUcac EAsyev ' Зроутту yeyovévat. 

aAAot ÉAeyov “AyyeAoc abr AeXaAnxer. 
LXX. 

eyw bef eps D lat-a b с Syr. om exec D. 

29, оўу . 
© OUP o = ch. xvii. 5. 

p Rev. xv. 4. 
Mal. i. II. 

: М q „ * 
е . . т атькрӨп т. 

Dan. iv. 98 

T Mark Hi. 17. Rev. 21.19 aD. only. Job zzvi 14. 

rec ins ca: bef 2nd ғау, with A rel 
pu A copt goth ath: om BDLXN 1. 38. 69 latt Syr sah. 

. for cov, pov В al. 
yeveoOas (see ch xvii. b) D Aug Jer. 
ovpavov ins Atyovca D lat-a c e syr copt 

29. om ovv B lat-a. 
om cat DN 1. 69 lat - coptt-goth. 

ins er: bef ayysAoc D 69 coptt. 

and the rest, and that into which these 
Greeks seemed desirous to enter) implies 
Following Him,—and that, through tribu- 

lation to glory. alpí) the essential 
present—in My true place, i.e. (ch. xvii. 
24) in the glory of the Father. 
тұҳсе) By glorifying him in My воп. 
fication, ch. xvii. 24. д mcur- 
rebat horror mortis et ardor obedientiæ 
(Bengel). And to express both these to- 
gether in human speech was impossible: 
therefore vi dre; The following 
words must not be tuken interrogatively 
(as by Theophyl, Grot., Tholuck, al.): for 
thus the whole sense is destroyed, besides 
the sentiment being most unworthy of 
Him who uttered it. The prayer is a 
TUM ; and answers to the pro- 
phetic Messianic prayers in tho ms, 
which thus ran—‘ М, soul is troubled ; 
Lord, help ше” (Ps. lxix. 1; xl. 12, 18; 
xxv. 17 ; vi. 3, 4 al.); and to that prayer 
afterwards in Gethsemane, Matt. xxvi. 39. 

8.4 Tovro] The misunderstanding 
of these words has principally led to the 
erroneous punctuation just noticed. фа 
rovro = {уа cube ix тйс Фрас rairnc. 
*I came to this hour for this very pur- 
Ion et I might be safe from tbis 
our: і. е. ‘the going into, and exhausting 

this hour, this cup, ts the appointed 
way of my glori ation; Bas Pineins 
kommen ift ſelbſt das Hindurchkommen, 
das Leiden felbft die Erlöſung! Stier, v. 
77, ейп. 2: во also Lampe. This inter- 
pretation does not, as Luthardt says, fall 
with the interrogative punctuation of the 
previous clause, but holds equally good 
when that is relinquished. The other in- 
terpretation, that of Meyer, al., is, that 

add «yp ғу doky n exor хара cat кро rov тоу koopor 
for nAGew ovv, кає eyevero D. 

for готыс, єотукес ADGKMX 33. 69: txt BN rel. 
for Bpowrny yeyorevat, ort Bpoyrn yevovev D. 

Thy Name may be glorified. But surely 
this is to do violence to the order of 
thought. This icular does not come 
in till the next clause, and cannot without 
an improbable trajection be drawn into 
this. 28.] The glorifying the Name 
of the Father can only take place by the 
glorification of the Son; and this latter 
only by His death: so that this is the 
‘ardor obedientia’ triumphant. buri] 
This ‘voice’ can no otherwise be under- 
stood, than as a plain articulate sound, 
miraculously spoken, heard by all, and va- 
riously interpreted. So all the ancients, 
and the best of the modern expositors, 
Meyer, Stier, Luthardt, &c. On tbe say- 
ing of the crowd (ver. 29) has been built 
the erroneous and unworthy notion, that 
it was only thunder, but understood by 
the Lord and the disciples to mean as 
here stated. The Jewish Bath Kol has 
no applicability here. 484фаеса] In 
the manifestation hitherto made of the 
Son of God, imperfect as it was (see Matt. 
xvi. 16, 17); in all O. T. t and pro- 
phecy; in creation; and in (Aug. in 
Joan. lii. 4) * antequam facerem mundum. 

ж&Мму is here no mere repetition, 
but an intensification of the dofaZeay, 
a yet once more. 39.] Some heard 
words, but did not apprehend their mean- 
ing; others a sound, but no words. I 
should rather believe this difference to 
have been proportioned to each man’s 
inner relation to Christ, than fortuitous. 

30.) The voice had been heard by 
those, who did not apprehend its meaning, 
as thunder. But ин п ui could not 
by any possibility have been said to them, 
if it only thundered. Our Lord 

— eed aera —ö— ——— — | 
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те "87 avrov. 
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enev Ov dt euè т gun aury yéyone, x 

vuv xl, tGriv тоб KÓGLOV тото” m! 
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cd y Ed». “* ифобо * ёк rnc улс, rdvrac lose vox 
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30. rec ins о bef (gc., with A U(Treg expr) rel: om BDGEXN 33. 69. ; 
иту bef «go. BL: om каз serey N: txt AD rel vas. rec aury bef q perg, * 
E rel ns lat-g pu (goth ?) Tert : txt ABDLMU?XN 1. 33 am(with fuld forj, ‹. 

. r Cyr Hil yeyovey, nàbev D. 
81. om lst rovrov D al vulg lat-b g i syr-jer sah Leo Promises 

архе» rov co rovrov (komootel) Ri. 
2. ка: гуш D av B. 

Om эт: 
ins каз bef exBAnOnerra К. 

for ex, axo DL vulg lat-3 e e f ff, g Chr. 
for xavrac, ravra DN! al latt goth Iren-lat Augexpr. 

88. rovrov Ri. 
94. rec om ovy, with 

does not say that the assurance was sot 
made for His sake ;—He had prayed, and 
His prayer had been answered :—but that 
it had not been thus owte expressed 
for His, but for their sake. This is like- 
wise true in the case of all testimonies to 
Him; and especially those two other 
voices from heaven, —at His Baptism and 
His Transfiguration. pâs is the 
whole multitude, not merely the disciples. 
All heard, and all might have understood 
the voice: see ch. xi. 42. 3L] АП 
this is a comment on iAgAvOtv. j doa, 
ver. 23: and now a different side of the 
subject is taken up, and one having imme- 
diate reference to the occasion: viz. the 
drawing of the Gentile world to Him. 

viv] He speaks of Himself as 
having actually entered the hour of His 
passion, and views the result as alread 
come. fors] not (Chrys, Cyril, 
Aug., Grot.) ‘the deliverance of this world 
from the devil ; —nor, ‘ decision concernin 
this world,’ who is to possess it (Bengel) : 
—but (see ch. xvi. 11) judgment, pro- 
perly so called, the work of the Spirit who 
was to come, on the world, which ö Rog iv 
тф Tovrnpg reiras 1 John v. 19. 
ё Gpy. T. к. r.] The суто w of the Jews, 
Satan, the à Өс rod ai&voc rovrov of 
2 Cor.iv. 4: see also Eph. ii. 2; vi. 12. 
Observe it is axBrnticeras, not ixáA. 
Asrat, because the casting out (IC, ie тїс 
dpxijc. Euthym., Grot., or better perhaps, 
out of ò кбтнос ovroc, his former place) 
shall he gradual, as the drawing in the 
next verse. But after the death of Christ 
the casting out began, and its first-fruits 
were, the coming in of the Gentiles into 
the Church. 88.] See reff. Неге 
there is more perhaps implied in &. than 

eu,, HKUXN 1. 
rel latt syr copt r: ins BLXN syr-marg ssh. ™ 

in either of those places: vis. the Ir 

crucified, is in fact the Savioar ghrt : 
so that the exalting to God's right мм! 
set forth by that uplifting on the (r- 
There is a fine touch of pathos, o 
ponding to the feeling of ver. 7. # 
wets.  Hermann's description d :' 
meaning of idw тобто yérgre n. 
gives it: “sumo hoc fleri, et pote 
nino fleri, sed utrum vere fates | 
necne, experientia r Үш 
832. Tho Lord Jesus, though l- 
all this, yet in the weakness of his b-r- ' 
ity, puts himself into this seeming dr 
* if it is so to be: ef. Matt. ur. 2 
this is missed by the shallow tX с 
scholarlike rendering ‘when,’ wh? | 
need hardly remind my readers іл © 
never bear. See on ch. xiv. 3: 1 J 
2. кте] By the Фос {` 

urch: manifested in 

uplifted, thus exalted ;—the 
of Faith: see ch. i. 52. 2 
can hardly mean more than by what b: 
of death. Lampel non nude significt | ' 
genere mortis, sed in sensu latiri . 
tatem mortis, etiam internam inn 
adeoque ad fructus etiam hujas mm 
spicit’) and Stier find in the wr 1 
whole consequences and character d. 
Death; but see ch. xviii. 83234. 
does not say that this was all thst y^ 
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“Н пес ? nrοõEd "£x той vouov ore o Хрівтдс * u£yst Mor land 
> э a Ӯ гг 

eie TOv atwva’ kai wine унс ov ore dee * bbuÜnvmi i ia met 

tov viov тоб arb p ric сті оўтос о vide тою, "пате 

аудро тоо; 55 simev ovv avroic о Inaove "Er: * pov | 
f = ки iv. 43 
al. f. 
= ks хі, 

4 yodvov 8 * фос fiv Out» tor. wepirarcire foo тб - 
е фес exert, iva un ! скотіа o nac каталабу" Kat d 4. 2 г 
Е „ ki ry zs 

36 s ex ro * poc Exere, " wiortUere чс TO фос, iva " vtol KI Tee. ы 

.exoríg. nd оде»! TOU ,Práya. tà k rh. ps. 
B ref. 

VE ii. 2) ref. 

o ch. il. м, 
фетос̧ yévnobs. ravra #АаАзав› "Incove, xat amsÀbwv Eph. 3. 

b ә 7 LÀ 

cb ar avrov. Deut. vii. 20, 
pch. fi. 11 ref. 

37 хо авта àt abrab P onueia WETOINKOTOG 3 Euwpooey 4 Pii v. 16 

a urwv орк M emtarevor "ас avróv' 

m END 

88 175 o \оуос "Hoatov , tt. "zal 
э dat., Lake 

тоо трофӣтор ee dy Eimer, Kopie, rie e riortvot 20." ch. 1j. $9 

TY dcop nuwv 5 Kai * Ppayiwy Kupiov rive 
isa. liit. 

v 

im- EO 
. : 39 Sa rovro ovk wOvvavro miorevery’ OTe I These i 

xili. 90. 
butts кър i Kings Ш. 

u Lake i. 61. Acts ХПІ. 17 only. Deut. v. 18. 
13. Hen iv. 

т Matt. 2. 96. Rom, 

ov bef унс, with ADR rel latt sah arm Ath Cypr: txt, BLX syrr copt Chr. 
aft er ins ov» D. 

35. rec (for ev эш») pe’ viov, with A rel Syr sah(appy) Chr Cyr, : txt BDKLMX 
1. 88. 69 latt syr copt goth Cyr Nonn Victorin. 
copt Ang. rec (for ec) ewe (From: 
Cypr: txt ABDKLX 1.33 syr-marg coptt Cyr Did. 

aft wepeware:re ins ov» D lat-e 
ing), with M rel latt syr шн arm 

vpaç bef скота 
(not am) lat-a Cypr spec.—ins у bef окота R'a, 

88. rec (for wç) гыс, with E rel: txt ABDLN Did Ath-mss. 
with AN?4 ? rel: om BDL N'(perhaps). 

89. for от: жалу, ка yap D copt-ms. 

meant, but that it was its first and obvious 
reference. 84.] In such passages as 
Ps. Ixxxix. 86, and pl pee cx. 4; Dan. 
vii. 18, 14 ] The O. T.; 
see ch. x. 34. The actual words &rs Bel 
оф. v. vl. т. àv., had not been on this ocer- 
sion used by Jesus; but in His discourse 
with Nicodemus, ch. iii. 14, and perhaps 
in other parts of His —€— Ta nk 
not been recorded. ie ien ..... 
They thought some йыз Son ‘of Nan, 
not the Messiah, was meant; because this 
lifting up (which they saw implied taking 
away) was i licable to their idea of the 
Messiah, usually known as the Son of Man. 

85.] He does not answer them, but 
enjoins them to make use of the time of 
His ce yet left them. &, as, not 
exactly “ while: ” walk, accoriling 1o your 

nt state of privilege in possessing the 
мч which iced ean only be done 

while it ie with you. Tò , Myself’ 
5 vii. 33; viii. 12; ix. 4, 5. 
dy ip., among you: sce ref., and ch. xv. 
2А (or in the deeper rof ch. xi. 10, 
which see, and note). e light is an 

гес ins o bef 15c., 
for axedOwy, as 9,A0cv ка: D latt. 

easy transition from their question, if, as 
above supposed, Ps. Іхххіх. 36 was alluded 
io: ‘His (David's) seed shall endure for 
ever, and his throne аг the sun before Me.’ 

теритат.) i.e. ‘make иге of the 
Light, do your work in it, and by it.’ 

obx 018. ж. dr.] * Has по guide nor 
security, no principle to lead him.’ 
80.] It is by believing on the Light, that 
men become sons of Light: see ch. i. 12. 

Our Lord probably went to Bethany, 
Luke xxi. 37. 

37—50.] FINAL JUDGMENT OX THE 
UNBELIEF ОР THE JEWS. 37—43.] 
The Evangelist’s judgment on their un- 
belief GI 40), and their half-belief (42, 
43). 1 do not regard these verses as form- 

the conclusion to the narrative of the 
public ministry of the Lord, on account of 
ram 44—50 (where see note): but doubt- 
less the approaching close o that ministry 
giver occasion to them, and is the time 
to which they refer. 87.) тосаёта, 
so many: not, so great: see ch. vi. 9; 
xxi. 11. obx ёя(ст.) i.e. the gene- 
rality did not they did not, as a people: 
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, тайн» eiwey ̀ Ноайас “ Terbp herr ауто» ток ogha 
Жыл. pouc, ка; 

2 nri v vi. 13. 
7. Row. 

uy [A 
шщ å oniy. " фео» Kai гавора: avroic. 

" Sokay айтор" kai ‘алас тн ara LN elde тт» 

s Matav i. 42 (d 0 one " utvrot Kat 
1 Tim. 1.7 al. 

х ewwowoer guru» тй» capdiar, он r 
id role офба\нос cal voce тй р карда Kei "e 

4l ravra sizer Hoots : е, 

* apxovrwv той}, єк TOY 

Lr f ewiorevaay eig avrov, AAA да rode Paprsaions : on 
3^ vi. 1. 
€ 1 Cur. xiv. 7. 
бл. Шш. 16 тиса» yap тт» 

фек". ony okay ' rov tov. 
d bere опу, 
Herod. Г. )89 
end. 

e = ch. Hi. 1 reff. f ch. H. 11 reff. g cb. 
bo 2 Tim. т 10. 1 Pet. ІН. 10, from P». xxxiii. 19 ве ч. Hs 

14. m here only t. 3 Maco, xiv. 

40. om rovc офбаћџоюс каз exwpucty avrev 

vou, i a pn ro yévwvrar. 

* {Еау ! тоу avOowawy раћо» "vro 

ач 

44 ne & Expačsv kai жє» О ©зпотбфышу ac is 
iz. 22. Rom. z. 10. R ch. іх. E. зп: o 

кеге шн. 44 iTi s! 
n ch. L 18. ей 2. 27 

tel) D. тес rr 

(conformation to preceding), with B'[sic: see table] rel Eus Chr Thàrt: tat АВ т 
XN 33. 69 Eus. ins py bef vogs. D vulg-ed аса eer р =) 
von r9 карба, тр карда соуыьсі»у N. rec ewicrpagedi, with "n p: 
emcorpepwcr (го 5 KLMX = Did, ме spree tzt при 33. тес шт’ 
(conformation to to ow the fel to be fra 

Lxx), with LU? (i, e sil PEE) Bas, tr txt ABD "Td la lat Ea Eus-m Di 
aft каша шде Did Chr Hil Jer. rec (for ori) ore, with D rel lut ит 

goth wth Eus, Chr Hil Ambr Jer: txt A B(Btly) LMXN 1. 38 lat-e coptt arm Exe 
ins rov fov bef lst avrov D: for avr., т. 0. 69. 

43. for nrep, отер LXR I. ге 69 Chr-ms. 
44. for де, ov» D al. 

Eus. [аАа, so BDLA.] 

see ver. 43. 38.] On Tva wi. see note, 
Matt. i. 28: beware of the ecbatie or 
‘eventual’ sense, which has no existence. 

89.] 8a Tovro refers to the last 
verse, and En sets forth the reason more 
in detail; see ch. v. 16; 1 John iii. 1; 
Matt. xxiv. 44. The common interpreta- 
tion (Theophy L, Vulg. » Lampe, Tholuck, 
Olsh., al.), b which 4 тойго is referred 
forward to re, would require some par- 
ticle, cai, or dé, to denote a transition to 
the fresh subject. De Wette, нае. 
Liicke, edn. 3, Grot. al. oùe 8 
could not —i. е. it was otherwise ordaine 
in the divine counsels. No attempt to 
escape this meaning (as nolebant, Chr. 
Thl. &c.) will agree with the prophecy 
cited ver. 40. But the inability, as thus 
stated, is coincident with the fullest 
freedom of the human will: compare ob 
ӨѓХете, ch. v. 40. бть, not ‘for,’ but 
because. A more special ground is alleged 
why 1 Th yes not believe ri pg 

pphecy is freel 
after йышт the eb. nor 7 he E oe 
is followed in Matt. xiii. 14 f. hat God 
bids the prophet do, is here described as 
done, and by Himself: which is obviously 
implied in the Heb. text. The reading 

for expakey к. uwer, expaley к. Мугу D 69 lat c f.t 

abrüv (Morus) supplying д Rade эйт 5 
the subject of тетәф. and тетер. oa ̀ 
the question,—as su : 
consistent with the gae T т 

* only allow of à кёргос (i. че : 

ic vision wu . 

T u ent. e Iiir 

5 opened to une 

spake pasa 
е. Е. Nicodemos, Joes 

On тоси. 
43. J is a reference? 

e v. 44. reo (in Heep), in thi or 
augments the disjunctive force of §. Y 
Kühner, ii. § 747, anm. 4, where man! c 
amples are given. 44—50.) Pr. 
the guilt of their . 
. Himself. It was by е =) 
. | 

2 44 
and others like 
note, ch. ix. 22. 
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ov moreba eic cu, aÀÀd ис тд» wippavra pe ®© xal & zie 
ziv. 17. 

ч Heep end Oewpet Tov тірфаута ре. 46 ғу be А ис d У т ore 
vOv xocuov n], iva тас o morebwy ыс end Ev ту 1. le 
* exorig py nel. 
roy kai un *gurtaty, гую ov “Kpivw avrov' ov yap 
7A Boy tva койу rov косцоу, аА’ iva сосе Tov Koopov. "we züge 

о "аб - 5» \ 1 n "À ГА 27 7 4 v. 9. 
O aber tut cui un apBavwy rd рпрата pov Fy Et v Jobe, here 48 

47 4 ол 9 e — є L 24. 

Kat tay TIC роо axovcy тау pnya- теин. 

H. 20, 

exvil. 9. see 
ch. vill. 51. 

ii. 18 

a , > 5^. £ , a эм 5» ә - - = vi. 

то» Kpivovra aurov’ о Aoyoc ov eAadnoa, Extivog коюн marra 
avrov ev * ry éoxary йрёра. 49 

8 ғ y 41 , - 9 ee 
ese, iv TL ey & ua vrou оок Ma asir in 

EAA, аА\' о méppaç pe warno avróc pot * évroAny ves Mat, xil 

= SéSwaev ті claw xai ri AaA¹¹,,ẽ& © kai оїда От. vroin xek v. I, 40 
- ap э 2 - ° 

avrov Tn акомбс “torw. a оф» ey Лао, кабшс 7%," J. 
[ 4 7 * М " E 
&tpnkév uot o arho, ovrwe AAG. 

XIII. ! Про & rnc toporne rov ° 

45. om ca: D. 
4T. om us D fos lat-a b c ff, 2 Ambr. 

lat fq eyr-marg goth : txt АВЬ 
or aA iva, adAa Dl. gr. 

49. E epavrow bef eyw D: om eye G. 
Chr: txt ABMX 1. 33. 69 Did Cyr. 

80. aiwnog earey bef Zwn D: гата» bef ai. 69 al. 
D em lat-a: txt ABLMXN 1. 88. 69 vulg lat-b c f ff, g copt arm sah: om eyw 

Bas Tert. 

ч кз period. But this is im- 
probable, no occasion being specified, 
—from ver. 86,—and from the form and 
contents of the ратар, and ite reference 
to the foregoing remarks of the Evangelist. 
I take it—with almost all modern Com- 
mentators—to be a continuation of those 
remarks, substantiating them by the tes- 
limony of the Lord Himself. e words 
are taken mostly, but not altogether, from 
discourses already given in this Gospel. 

44, 45.) = к. бт. not pluperf. 
nor ever), but indefinite, as éiricrevcay, 

wyor., and hydr. above. бкр. is used 
of open public teaching, seo reff. On 
the close connexion with the Father, see 
ch. v. 24, 88; viii. 19, 42; xiv. 10. The 
words are in logical ence to ver. 41, 
in which the i said that the 
glory of Jehovah and Hrs glory were the 
same. 48.) See ver. 36; ch. viii. 12; 
ix. 5. The pelvy here expresses that all 
are originally in darkness, —as piven ch. 
iii. 86. 47.] See ch. iii. 17; v. 45; 
viii. 15. The omission of pý (see var. 
тем) appears to have been occasioned by 

istaken idea that vv. 48 and 47 were 
in contrast to one another. 48.] See 
ch. iii. 18, also v. 46 ff., and Heb. iv. 12. 

On ёбетбу and pij А. seo reff.: and 
VoL I. 

KLXN 1. 33. 69 latt syrr coptt 

Matt. хи. 34. 
кей нй 

ә є е p 
а = ch. xvii. 8. 

waoya, нос о vi. 68. 

1 Joha й. 20. b Matt. xxvi. 9 ref 

40. om хас В. 
rec (for gvAakn) rieren, with E rel 

pia sth arm Ath Nonn. 

rec (for d d rt) :декгу, with DM rel 

reo Аалы bef eye, with A rel 

on the emphatic destvog, referring to the 
primary subject, cf. note on ch. vii. 29, 
also on ch. iii. 28. 49. ] See ch. v. 80; 
vii. 16, 17, 28, 29; viii. 26, 28, 38. On 
ivroM, ch. x. 18. There does not ap- 
pear to be any real difference here, though 
many have been , between fare 
and Aae: both are summed up in 
Aas in the next verse: com tt. 
x. 19. 50.] See ch. vi. 68 (and note), 
68. On olBe, ch. iii. 11; v. 82; viii. 65. 

The évroA} афто® is, results in, not 
as a means merely, but in its accomplish- 
ment and expansion, eternal life; see ch. 
iii. 15; v. 24; vi. 40. Thus all who 
do not believe are without excuse ;—be- 
cause Jesus is not come, and not, 
of Himself, but of the Father, will 
and commandment ing Him is, that 
He should be, and give, Life to all. They 
who reject Him, reject Life, and (ch. iii. 
19) prefer darkness to Light. 

Снар. XIII.—XX.] Third division of 
the Gospel. JxsUS AND HIS OWN. 

XIIIL.—XVII.] His LOVE AND THE 
FAITH OP His OWN. XIII. 1—80. 
His Love ІН HUMILIATION. 1—1. 
His condescension in washing their feet. 
On the chronological difficulties, see notes 
on Matt. xxvi. 1 diis ота 
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(Mei ̂  нет ёоо. 5 Хум abr Zipwv Пітрос Корь, m w 
z. 29. 

Rev. I. б 
об 

ii. 6. 
b Matt. Ш. 14 

e vv. b, de. 
a, misa kat Uuttc кабаро! tort, GAN 

Zeoh. iv. 3 M 

wódac роу povoy, аААа kai тас унрас ка! rq» ujas 
iy. Ezod. 10 Ayer о Inoobc avro O " AeAountvoc ove i V 

& un тойс ° róðaç © vijacÜat, AAX’ Feri кабарес ‘it 
* ойбу: srávric. lain x 

„2. , з ^, ` - t . 3 
=н TOF wapadtoovra ауто» &а TOUTO {ЖЕЎ ОТ! OY! то" 

ech. xiv. 92. 
1 Cor. v. 9 al. 

Г2 ® 

Nom. xxiv. каба O4 ЕСТЕ. 12 Ore ovv Exner roUc © rote o 
17. 1 # ae „ 9 - * з 7 7 > 

feh.x.17,18 Kai kA та tpária. avrov xat av хайт, u: 
а э -æ ? , 7 е = slakexi&” ауто Tuwoxtre ri wewotnka ошу; 

b = here only. 1 
{ som., Luke 

1 Kings Iz. ya р A l4 

vat. 

е 13 орис gen 

О ё&бавка\ос kai о Kiptoc, kat ca Mn,. 
& ойу iyw снра рибу тоўс © robes 0 

К = ch. Iv. 17. viii, 48. Matt. zv.7 al. Jer. I. 12. 

9. rerpog bef соу B: om онъ» D: txt ACN rel vas 
роуоу bef rovc wodag D latt copt. 

Euthym Ainbr spec. 
10. om o bef «gc. B Orig. 

rel Chr 
эпфаоба: D. rec (for а ру) fj, 
Orig, Chr Dion-areop.—om н pn rovc жобас R. 

Chr Cyr 
ue 2nd 

t-a b c f ff, 
ави» AC? L(appy) М 38 ev-y 

for avrov, avrev N: om D lat- e spec. 
with D rel mm: ins ABC!LN 33 Syr copt sth Orig Dion-alex. 
«as not perceived that the apodosis began at awev: hence the 

for aAX' tri, tri yap D Syr arm 
11. aft уар ins «no. D Syr. 

vulg Mes Orig spec : ins BCL 33 
. OM ка 

BC!-3D. 

гес (for ove ex ypecay) ov 
Jer Ambr: txt ABC!M lat-a e д Orig, 

with AC? rel: om EFH: txt L 5 

ig. om cw! 
om eo Ban G c. 

vpe гүн, С 
add ry om 

for эсфаеба!, porer D. 

rec om en, with U^ 

eth az : 
8 мі : 
тес avast" 

oma of cm bf" 

“clause D. суг 
i s 
fos. lat-a b c Syr 

and the other changes), with ADN* rel vulg lat-5 c syr goth arm Chr spec: 7 

Ni lat-a е Syr copt юз Orig. 

the [dial sense of washing, this is not 
во. oever is washed by Jesus, has part 
e Тү ole ы d cdita A 
another an r logic: the act bei 
no longer symbolic, but veritable. = 
9.] The warm-hearted Peter, on learning 
that exclusion would be the consequence 
of not being washed, can hardly have 
enough of a cleansing во precious. There 
surely is (n in this answer an in- 
cipient apprehension of the meaning of our 
Lord's words. The dav рї vie сє has 
awakened in him, as the Lord's presence 
did, Luke v. 8, а feeling of his own want 
of cleansing, his entire pollution. This 
sense (Stier, Bengel, Bau -Crusius) 
is denied by Lücke and Olsh. 10. 
Reference appears to be made to the fact 
that one who has bathed, after he has 
reached his home, needs not entire wash- 
ing, but only to have his feet washed from 
the dust of the way. This bathing, the 
bath of the new birth, but only yet in its 
foreshadowing, in the purifying effect of 
faith working by love, the Apostles, with 

[kat avawtowy maur cawey avrog WHA 2 * 
ma of A, possibly by the original scribe.] 

14. тоос жодас bef эне» DK vulg lat-a c e ff, вуг. ins secw nale M 

one exception, Аай; and this fos «^ 
represented to them, besides its kn 

even a tritual regenerates © 
hands of their divine Master. ? 
vii. 1; James i. 21; Acts xv. 8 9° 
ii, 22. On кеб. dere, ке . 

L 

xv. 3. 1.] r eon Ӯ 

13.) 4 Bé. and ёк. ot W. 
nominatives, as in reff. ("0e `”, 

talis, et ad watdslay docens vt 
humilis, ver. 94, coll, ver. L fg. 
vium discipulorum inter 0 © E, 

ut alter alterum quoquo modo se" 
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бёаекаА\ос, koi vpsic ö gelber u * экти Itaka ani ie; 
` wo8ac. 15 œ úróðuyna _yap "дека ur "фа 

eye тойса Univ Kat vpeic TONTE, 
Ошу, ойк tort Sovdoc ° пешу rov kvpiov ке 
' атостоћос̧ неш» TOU vinjavroc abr. 
оїбате, pakáptoi tore а» wore aura. 

NH if 71. 

ê апт» apiy Aia e. 

17. в ver. 34. 

18 1. ek. ж 
ov rep K av. 29 

а. Tl vill. 
w йн» Aly Eyo оїда тас ebe Ae E¹νę⁰ y ELM m 

| yes жтАпрыбр O 
у "ar Ls ru 

jistr., ch. L S ix.8 Mark xiv 

nl бл. (-ме Ps. I. с. 
ets 7. Rev. ziv. 18 only. pét, ) 

lat-a ff, 118 (Ву). 60 
дыка 

" wrépvay avrov. 

but т00 rov yevéalar, iva wiorevonre Gray тте, = 
. 49. s Matt. xxiv. 88. Боасе сеза зи t (Ps 

9.) =» here oaly. (Lake xxi. ̀48. xxiv. Goal.) 1 Kings xz ~ $ 

троув» pov rox prov 95. $ logs 

19 Ar арт! 

май. xxvi. 99, 64. oh. (i. 84 v. r.) 

5 
Cyr. wore (басат 7) DEFGHMA 1 Cyr. 

b cus T AK T. 69 lat-c | q Syr copt arm Cyr. 
rel Eus: txt BCLMN 33 Orig, Cyr. 

reo (for Fre) ove, 
wAnpwOn bef у ypagn D 

oth. rec (for pov) ner «pov, with ADR rel vulg lat-a b syrr copt go 
zı Eus, : txt BCL tol seth Orig, Eus, C 
$. 

yr-comm. ex gpxeyv AUN 1. 

г orav yernras bef ricrevanre, with ACD rel vulg-ed lat - Orig 
xt BLN Frag-nitr am(with fuld forj ing mt) lat-a beg Las ase Cyr.— 
t BC Orig,: txt ADR rel. (Frag-nitr def.) 

ndam puritatem animse; et ut 
гі pedes lavet, —vel proprie, 1 Tim. 
jue serio, si scil. accidat, ut opus 
mim preceptum affirmativum, ob- 
mper, sed non ad semper: quale 
id, 1 Joh. iii. 16—vel synecdochice, 
genus officiorum, , que alter alter 
vilia et, sordida, modo opportuna, 
potest. Dominus igitur per ipsum 
m purificavit discipulos : 
trum amanter coógit: sed disci- 
avium mutuum non hoc nomine 
; neque adeo tanta est pedilavii 
is imitandi necessitas, quantam 
statuerunt : quum Johannes v. gr. 
edes nusquam laverit; et tamen 
lilavii Dominici et fraterni simi- 
1am plerique agnoscunt. Hodie 
et principes pedilavium ad lite- 

antur ; аа autem admirandus 
gr. pontifex, unius regis, 
pauperum маде: угы cal 
Jengel. custom of literally 
зопіаПу washing the feet in obe- 
this command, is not found be- 
ourth century. 15.] кабыз, 
пә ix. Our Lord's action was 
1, and is best imitated in His 
by endeavouring, ‘if а man be 
а a fault, to restore («arap- 
ch an one in the Aper meek- 
1, vi. 1. 16, 11.] The pro- 

verbial expression ойк fori 8... . is used 
here in a different sense from ch. xv. 20. 
Here it is, ‘if the Master thus humbles 
Himself, much more gris His ibis 
and messengers;' see Matt. x. 24; e 
vi. 40; and on ver. 17, Luke xii. 47, 48. 
The mere recognition of such a duty of 
humility, is a very much more easy matter 
than the putting it in practice. 18. 
I say it not (viz. the id» rore афта) 
you all: for there is one who can never 
be parápıoç. Our Lord repeats His ФАХ 
оёҳі wavrec of ver. 10, and the sad recol- 
lection leads to His trouble in spirit, ver. 
21. éyà of8.] The is em hatic ; 
and the reason of its emp ven in 
ver. 19. Connexion: ‘ It т ht be 
supposed that this treachery has come 
aon Ee mama; but it is not so: I 
(s пу pet) know whom I have selected 

whole twelve; see ch. vi. 70, not 
oniy the true ones [Stier], as in ch. xv. 16, 

when Judas was not present) : but this 
has been done by the 355 counsel 
and foreknowledge of God, declared in the 
Scriptures.’ On the citation, see 

. The words here are given freely, 
the LXX havi 535 E ' ipa гапе. 
viopey. is is another 
the direct and 5 application £ 
the words of the Psalms y our Lord to 
Himself. Thv ær.) ‘congruit hic 
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х аде ите. Ore © Eyo eint. » apy арту» Муш ощ», o? а жаы 
i "а> " rwa T,, tnt У NquBava’ о 9 ipt 7 ерю is 
sch. xi se. У Nan Gaver rov méppavrá pe. 

2l Tatra итш» Ino "érapáyÜm rw ° sveper, +. 
kai * ёрарторпоз» xal eres Auri» аит» Ауы spin ori u. 
„E бре» mapaðóoun pe. 2 EBrewow мс AMA o 
рабптаі “awopovpevar тєрї riroc Абун. P ўр "eme 

d L є в - — * - в = f > o 

ksiutvoc eic Єк тоу uaÜmrov avrov t&v ry lv те 
"Insov, ov © пута 0 Incouc^ ™ * veie: обу rovro L 
-. L . d.. 30. „4 e. lo only. Prov.iv. 28 . 6. habei ut 

90. [rec «a», with D rel Orig, : txt ABCELMXN Frag- nitr 38 Cyr.] 
Aap. eue D Syr Chr [not 83 as Tischdf ]. 
i. rec ins ò bef :n¢., with ACD rel: om BLN. еш» bef Aeye B. . 
99. rec aft «Siero» ins ovy, with ADLN rel Cyr; ?«allat-a wth Orig: om BC 

lat-e arm Orig,. ins ot wovdaror bef tic adAnAove Mi(but marked for omimia by 
the original corrector). a*opovrrec D 69. 

28. rec aft nv ins de, with AC7DN % угаа copt goth: оа 
BC'L Orig,. 8 def.) rec om ex, with UA (S 1, e sil) goth Org: 
ins AUN g-nitr rel latt Syr coptt th Orig, Cyr. aft оу ins ca: D. 
om ò B. 

24. om ovy C! A(Treg expr) 69 lat-c ff, Syr arm. 

sermo imprimis ad lotionem pedem, et ad 
morem veterum discumbentium ad panem 
edendum.’ Bengel. 19.] * Now, from 
this time, I announce it to you, that when 
it shal! have happened, you may believe 
that I am (the Christ)" See ch. xvi. 1, 
and above on iy old., ver. 18. 20. 
See Matt. x. 40. The connexion is very 
difficult, and variously set down. It 
has been pen 
&c.) that the words were to 
Apostles for the disgrace of their order by 
Judas, or in prospect of their future la- 

хх х 
е Ман. xx. 10, 

f Luke xvi. 29 
ref. 2 Ki 
zit. 8. 

C. 0 

rec (for каз Мүн атгы ап 

bours. But then would not dv riva я. 
have been expressed by фийс? Another 
view is to refer back to vv. 16, 17, and 
suppose the connexion to bave been broken 
by the allusion to Judas. But is this 
likely, in a discourse of our Lord ? 
I rather believe that the saying sets 
forth the dignity of that office” from 
which Judas was about to fall: q. d. ‘not 
only was he in close intercourse with 
Me (ver. 18), but invested with an am- 
bassadorship for Me, and in Me, for the 
Father; and yet Ае will lift up his heel 
against Me.“ And the consideration of 
this dignity in all its privileges, as con- 
trasted with the sad announcement just to 
be made, leads on to the irapay9n rq x». 
of the next verse. 

21—30.] Contrast of the manifesta- 
tions of and hate. See notes on 
Matt. xxvi. 21—36. Mark xiv. 18— 
21. Lake xxii. 231—323. 31.) See 

question. 
where in John’é narratice the tnastitetwe 
of the Lord's supper is to be inserted" 

believe certainly this announe- 
ment, as in Luke: and if before it, perlew 
before the washing of the disei 
for I see no b which 
between our ver. 1 and ver. 21. 

85 yard 5 I.] disciple ment » 

legomena to John, § i. 6). 
See note on Matt. ver. 23. peat 
teristi imagines that John, м 
beloved disciple ону know but be, эи 
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є cal reyes aury Eirí rie боті wept оў Мун. 1 Luke xl 87 
аташ» éktivoc 

avr Корее, ric ет»; P а 

óc torv «p eye 

k ovre tmi rò ' ornBog rou Inooõ I Tel. vii. i8. 

aroxpiverat ovv 0 Insovc 

y = Bau TO ™ Ywpiov kai досы _ 

ын P 
Bar. Av. 6 
vd o" 

Baue, ovv rò ™ jupniov ана» Kai Stowaw "tate жт. м. 
. Zipwvoç ‘loxapwrov. 
'испАбк» ис Exetvov о Р Saravac. 

€ ̂ O тос woincoy * ráytov. 

Rom. zii. 
14. Hebd. 

from Prov. Ax 
23 oniy t. 

31.) Р Lake xxii. 3. 
“Wied. u ll. о. 1 Maec. ii. 40 only. 

° ywpiov, ai 
Хуч ойу айт , 
тоого & оюдис (timeni 

kat pera то 

у) тъбгеда: тїс av un (see note), with AD rel syrr cope goth Cyr: wv. ric 
rept ow N Dos kat Муи avro. time ric гот» M: txt 

wept ov Хуе: as well as жер: ov eXeyev.] ане. —[ 
С EWVTEOQV 
: txt BCIK 

rec om ovrec, with ADR 1.69 vas 

id xv. 20, avar. not seemi 

Frag-nitr 83 vulg 

appropriate), with Ac RN 
rec adds de, with A rel 184.7, g вуг 

goth Cyr; ov» DLMXAN T. I om BC lat-e 

‘ttaciem 7] KSUA. 
с om ov», wi 
r-marg Orig. 
sopt eth. ins av bef eye D 1. 

ins BC rel goth Euthym. 

with AC*DN! rel valg lat-5 о; avre D 69 lat-o: txt BC'LXN% 
om ò B(sic: see table] M. aft sno. ins ка: Ar DN 

rec Papas ro фышоу exmdwow, omg 
rn for elegance ; amid. which Meyer thinks genuine, from ite not being elsewhere 
John, might well be а copier's reminiscence of such passages as Mt vii. 9, о 
Inke xxiv. 90, 42), with ADR rg Be m . (rom || Mt, Mk) AD 

Baw. ғо Vy. бесы avre MX: txt BC 
‘ior & iya деси тд ., 4ХАай шта тобе т ы еви ds gaer 

with A rel: ка: Де 

copt sth arm T. ќу е 

ги om ЛарЗауг кты 

om rore DLN vulg-ed(not am forj fos 
for At yet ovy, каз Aye 

esu rec (for Bawag ovv) cat ep ava 
txt BC'LXN (lat-a) Orig, om ro B. 
DN'-3b rel latt syrr: ins BCLMXN* 83 syr-marg калота 
ry (as ch vi. 70), with AM rel copt: ахо картыто» D: txt ВС X Frag-nitr 
Orig,-mss. 
n pera TO 5 lat -e. Ур 
› copt Orig, om 4. 

á нела о bef 130., with АСОМ Frag - nitr rel: om B 
m de Bal, 

, asks of the Lord. It is an 
it for the reading in the text, 
hulz) John never uses the optative. 
"i тананы oe (ying) at 

: f сатаа it, ‘it, that John, who 
те lying close to the bosom (iv T 
of Jesus, now leancd his head 
ly upon His breast, to ask the 

This escaped the notice of the 
he table :—see on Matt. as above. 
8.] This = Matt. ver. 28, Mark, 

Meyer remarks, that the 
erpressed as a contrast to the 

vd ф., probably a piece of 
avened bread, dipped in the поз 
Р bitter herbe. ble Pon 
non cwm Bengel. Ob- 

е Mh stands for the act in 
t pal a principal part. This 
he was one of the closest tes- 
| of y affection. tére 

carries a graphic power and ww with 
it: at that moment. els. els dx. 
ó Z.] See ver. 2 and note. Satan entered 
Sully into him, took full possession of him, 
— 50 that his will was not only bent u 
doing the deed of treachery, but fixed and 
determined to do it then and there. The 
words must be understood literally, not as 
Theod. Mops., as merely betokening rjv 
rip Two» катаборіоу TQ dia 
Aoytopev. ô жойз..... Those 
words are not to be evaded, as being per- 

are like 

Matt. xxiii. 82. ае or sinhal ao- 
tion is presupposed, and the command to 
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q . e us 

s here only. Фуу TUY "атакешітыу " трос ri sire? avry” mc . 
ct. eit т SU" yap окоо», ёте ro ' YAwoadxopoy nd Jesse. $ ine 

t ch. yi ener LLL 
M ыы J ool 

AME 
Rom XL 4j. 1 O. K. 16. xiv. u. 300r.H.4. Gal. iL 10. 

rec ins д bef zowdac, with CD rel 
rec ins ò bef 130., with ACD rel: om BX 

lat-a f q syrr goth: 

29. for ue ore D, quia latt. 
LMUXN 1. 33. 69 А 

30. rec «vO. bef cEnAGew, with A rel lat 

то s 1 éxervoc ЕА Oey ven 
"атап T - обу nA, Ауы “Incovg Nuv 

» Aae owe 

ра. СЕ 
€ ch. vil. 29 reff. 

: om ABF 

txt BCDLMYX 31.9 
"us lat-b c copt arm Orig, Ambr.—rec гибеюс, with A rel: txt BCDLXN Orig, 

. om ovr (Деми Л Jor the most part ors г. to ver 30) A rel fos syrr goth эга 
B Gane ins 

rel: om BLAN. 

go on is but the echo of that mysterious 
appointment by which the sinner in the 
exercise of his own corrupted will becomes 
the instrument of the purposes of God. 
Thus it is not 5, or ef re, жотал, ым 
тохи : that which thou art doing, hast 
just now fully determined to put in 
sent action, do more quickly—' than t 
seemest willing :’—or perhaps better than 
thou wouldst otherwise have done,' which 

his li 
ver. 

deed was so soon to be dose (Lücke. De 
Wette). Stier supposes John to exclude 
himself in saying obdtic r. avar., and that 

i “фә, The first supposition 
agrees with ver. 1,—that it was wpd ric 
фортйс rod wacya. Had it been the night 
of the passover, the next day being hal- 
lowed as a sabbath, nothing could have 
been bought. On the whole quent see 
notes on Matt. xxvi. 17, and ch. xviii. 28. 
On the second supposition, see ch. xii. 5. 
The gift to the poor might be, to help them 
to procure aschal lamb, 30.) 
The remark фу vóg (which certainl 
concludes thia рос. see öre оду, ver. 19 
seems to be added to bring the whole nar- 
rative from ch. xiii. 1 to ch. xviii. 3 into 
precision, as happening on one and the 
same night. It is perhaps fanciful to see, 
as Orig., Olsh., Stier, &с. have done, an 
allusion to the ccoria in Judas's soul, or 
to nd. ij Spa cai ij iEovcia тоё окб- 
rov, Luke xxii. 53; though doubtless there 
the Lord alludes to its also night : 
but I quite feel, with Meyer, that there is 
pg awfal in this termination—it 
was 
A Avi. 33.] His LOVE IN KEEPING 

DLXN 1.33.69 copt arm Orig Cyr. rec ins ò bef пре. with AD 

AND COMPLETING HIS OWN. And herein, 

Announcement of the fost 
tts eom eter. Here commences that 
sr inar ty portion of the Gospel 
(ch. zal edi 26) which Olshauses aa 
without reason calls * X '— te 
most holy place.’ He bea remarks, 
* These were the last аавд аш 
Lord spent in the midst of His own before 
His е. and words fall of hearealy 
m wed duri 
Lips:—all that His heart, glowing with lon, 
had yet to say to His own, was 
into this short s of time. At first the 
conversation with the пери takes = 
the form of usual 
the table, they mournfelly : тайт 
question Him. But when (ch. xiv. 31) 
they had risen from the „ the б 
вае heen, oai e 

ing their Master, the disciples listened 
to the ords of Life, and spoke 
(only ch. xvi. 17, 29). Finally, ia the 
sublime of the great Hi Priest, 
the wh Soul of Christ few forth а 
F 
Heavenly Father.’ Olsh. ii. 329. 8. 
убу Bot.] It was not that the prassace of 
Judas, as some have thought, hindered the 

t consummation imp Bel. 
ut that the work on w 

expression of these words : 15 
quee obice rupto torrentes gratis a labis 
esu effunduntur. Id. 
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wou, каї о leoc * sokacOn iv айт. 
7 9 = EL E] 2 , ш. On > аутф,] xai о Өс Sokace abr ev favro, 18, 

33 у rexvia, * Eri Buc Soface avrov. 

KATA IQANNHN. 

v. G. v 

= шкрд>» реб „© e 
Hg Has E 

иш. їлтйөат pt, kai кабшс girov тос Jovöaioig, only." Jer. 

отом iyw отауо, vpete ov Suvacbe Аби, | kat ty SE ш. 

apri. є 4 
as above 's). d буто» кау ibunt v он, ° fva aya- а xvi. je, 

iAAnrove’ Kabwe n түйтлоа б%шас, iva kai ныс aya- ail ra 

MAU . 85 iy robrw 5 wavrec От: ёро! 
al tore, tav d. yar A = aA oc. 36 Мун 
ver. 88. ch. vii. 31, 23. xiv 4. Rev. хіт. 60 
ДАН, 16 al. fl John 11. 8 & 
. 12. ze. b only. 

ch. xi. 67 ref. € ver. 15. ch. xv. 
— 109r. INS Ces, wit 88. g Mark ix. 60. 

m а o Qeog (доёасӨт гу avre (homaotel) BC'DLXN! 1 fuld(with harl) 
eae Tert Ambr: ins AC m rel vulg-ed lat-e f Syr coptt goth 

for eavrw, avr» BHA 
m un bit dl vulg ht 5 os 
га b q вутт Chr; : . een ыл 

om «a N ft кабыс ins cy D. 
r гу anoc, per’ RAA N. 

This is the glorifying of 
Christ on earth, in His course 
те as the Son of Man, which was 
ed by His death (b rhroog pixp 
» Phil. ii. 8). And His death was 
nsition-point between God being 
| in Him, and He being glorified in 
ianifested to be the Son of God 
wer b His resurrection, and re- 
p to the Father, to sit at the right 
F God. This latter (ver. 32) is 
Xf by Him here as future, but im- 
ee) on His death, and leads 
e address in ver. 33. dy lavrg 
iod (the Father), not in Christ. 
flects back on the subject of the 
': and i» is not ‘by means of,’ 
by the resurrection of Him into 
175 which He had indeed before, 
has аг the Son of Man, with the 
[anhood; so тард ceavry, ch. 
Grotius compares 1 Sam. ii. 80 
Еабоутёс pe ёоЁасы LXX). ávri- 
| abre å жатр rò шї о>» ob à 
Ш ávOpeov seroingiv. . 
tom. xxxii. 18, vol. iv. p. 451. 
wla—here used by Christ— 
ly expresses His not Тоду bro- 
nut fatherly love (Isa. ix. 6) for 
, and at the same time their im- 
and weak state, now about to be 
out Him. ads т.) No- 
ipulis citius hoc dicere: infideli- 
citius." . But naturally the 
ses, Ye s seck Me and no£ find 
shall die in your sins,' also spoken 
ews (ch. vii. 83; viii. 21), are here 

by this omission the con- 

reo vrayw bef eyw, with ЕРОН 
21 goth arm Orig, 

nexion with ver. 34 is supplied ;—‘ Ye shall 
be left here: but, unlike the Jews, ye паї 
веек Ме and shall find Me, and the wa 
that of Love,—to Me, and to one anot 
(so Stier, v. 140 ff. edn. 2 —forming (ver. 

an united Body, the Church, iu which 
shall recognize My presence among you 

as My disciples." 34.] The cacvérng 
of this commandment consists i in its sim- 
plicity and (so to speak) waicity. The 
— kind of love was prescribed in the 
„ xiii. 8) :—'as thyself” is 

the measure of love, and it is there- 
чайы поё їп ‚б, that the new command- 
ment differs (Cyr., Euthym., ge Морз.) 
from the old, nor in extent, but in being 
the commandment of the new covenant, — 
the first-fruit of the Spirit in the new dis- 
pensation (Gal. v. 22) ; see 1 John ii. 7, 8 
(and note), where козу is commented on 
by the Apostle himself. I cannot 
agree with Stier (v. 148, edn. 2), that tra 
in the second sentence is not || with tva in 
the first, but гага (‘I have loved you?) 
‘in order that The sentence is ana. 
logous to ver. 14, and the new point in it 
is the кабас sy. u., which is therefore 
set first, and should be (as in E. V.) 
retained so. 95.] wévres,—all the 
page —and the ‘oes | is to be, not mere 
5 display before the world, 
but t men may be attracted by the 
exhibition of the 8 it of Christ, and 
won over to Him. . f world, notwith- 
standing this LE of His presence 
among them, shall hate them: see 1 John 
iii. 10—15. But among wávric they 
themselves are also included—brotherly 
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avro Эро» llírpoc Кори, “wou vrdyuc; атыр " 
Ino “Отоу vd yo ov Sévacai uos vuv- akeAosUyen, 1 
ако\оудђсес òè doro J Мун awry [lérpoc Kops,:- 

uin. lg ri ov доғара‘ сот akoAovÜnsat aori; тї» N 
Jeb. . II ref. noy unto соо j Опсе. 

k Matt. xxvi. 
84 (reff. 

aroxpiverat 'Incovc Tv 
cov vzip ёроо } @псис̧ ; арқ» арду Муш во, o» pi 

LAGE) S аАёктор K фшупсу, ' бос ov ™ apvisyg me ric. 
xii. 50. 

m Matt. x. 83 XIV 
o ch. ii. 11 reff. 

80. for ажекр‹бзу, Мун D latt. 
(with fos) lat-g syr eth: om BC'L copt 
rel Chr : om ABC'LK. 

Chr Cyr ТЫ. 
axo\ovO@nea add apri (see ver 87) D lat-e. 

aft ото» ins eye D 

. 1 Mn " rapascícÜw энш» ù kapia’ ° suerte: 
ве... gic yòy (cov, Kat ° єс tuè °miorevers. 2 iv rj eue m 

rec aft ажекр:бу ins avre, with АС rd foid 
arm. rec ins д bef :ge., with С 

тл ПН зета 
for vvv, бо D! gat(with mt); pec expec. D. 

rec y and акеле, transp vertpo 
with АС? rel vss: txt. BC'LXN 1. 33 latt Orig, Chr Cyr Ambr Aug.—aft ese). ins pa 
Cs rel: bef, D: om ABC!LXN 1. 83. 
5 rec ins д bef жетрос, with BL'MN 69 (1.33, e sil) Cyr: om AC rel.—om rrp 

for s om кори M! 33 vulg. 
vv» (see ver 36) Ci DLX: om ABC?N rel. 
AC?DN rel. om арт: CILX. 

durant во, dvvawas реє А. add 
for acohovOyea:, azoħovôuv BC': іх 

итер cov bef ray Weyer pow XN. 
38. rec (for ахокр тан) awecpiOn, with C rel C : txt ABC'LXN 1. 33. 69 wr. 

rec adds avrw, with C'EGHSUAA? vulg-ed lat-5 f g Syr copt eth Cyr: са 
ABC'N rel am lat-a e ў, syr goth arm. rec ins 6 bef %., with C? rel: om 
ABC!DELXN 33. 69. ка: urey aure D lat-c А ins or: bef ov p7 
D lat-c syrr goth. тес фыупоєь, with CD rel Orig yr: txt ABGKULAR 35. 

rec awapynon (from ||), with ACN rel: txt BDLX 1 Orig. 

CHAT. XIV. 1. pref cas итеу гос pad. avrov D lat-a c. 

love is the true sign to them of being 
children of God, 1 John ii. 8—5. 
$6.] This announcement of Peter's denial 
is probably the same with that in Luke 
xxii. 88 ff, where see notes: but distinct 
from that on the way to Gethsemane, Matt. 
xxvi. 34; Mark xiv. 80. dx. 82 бет.] 
alluding probably both to the future recep- 
tion of His Apostle into His glory, and to 
the particular path by which he should 
come to that glory ;—as in ch. xxi. 18, 19. 

87.] Peter understands our Lord's 
death to meant;—see Luke, ver. 33. 

88.) The &a rf із not answered but 
Peter's solemnly questioned. See a 
somewhat similar question, ch. i. 51. There 
was at the same time a startling inverrion 
of the subsequent facts, in this boast; to 

ch. xviii. Cuar. XIV. 1—31.) This 
first division of the great discourse (see 
above on ch. riii. 31) spent in more di- 
rectly comforting the disciples for their 
Lord’s departure, by the assurance of His 

going to the Father, and its consequences. 
1—10.] Hz, i» kis anion with the 

Father, will take His own to Him. 
1] т разв has intervened; ‘Peter 3 
humbled and silent’ (Lücke); the rest ат 
Tapaccdpere: т capdig on account of the 
sad things of which they had been bear- 
ing ;—Judas's treachery,— Peter's denial, 
—the Lord's departure from them. 
berg doth times is imperstice. & 
Cyr, Nonn., Thl, Euth., Aug, HiL- 
Lampe, Lücke, De Wette, Stier, Tholuck 
Si 6), and A. V. R. any (Erasmu, 

Grot., Olsh., also E. V.) take the 

of the discourse, which a want 
of belief in God in ite fall and trae seus, 
as begetting trust in Him. Lather taka 
both as indicative. The command is inti- 
mately connected with ch. ziii. ent 

ith in the glorification of Christ in 
Teher and of the Father ta Hoo. 

ee ee reunited 
to their —is administered to them ss 
reevia, in forms of speech simple, and 
adapted to their powers of apprehensum 
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c pov " poval хоЛа! нот" н à am, тоу av p yer Somiy t 

ort wopebopat T roi dci 

lo kai “торасы ' тотоу Оршу, wad’ tpxopat Kei 
Nh °рас трос snavrov, iva Оло» ipi £ 
eic NTE. 

а» М. 

8 only. 
wai га» T не? "xL 

?Kiegs 
Mi 13. 

r here bis & 
Rer. Til. 6 
only. 1Chroa. 

' тотоу Ошу. 

* kat " Отоо éyw " Urayw ore THY одо». s pres, Matt. 
t Mark ix. Steff, Cant, vill. 2. ; 

rec om or: (mistaken for the mere ori recitantis, and so, as often, 

а ch. xlil. 88, 86 reff 

2» with CN rel lat-a e f g goth eth Chr: ins ABC'DKLXN 38. 69 vulg 
(2с copt arm 

in het 
| latt syr eth arm. 

pxopas bef жам» D Am 

iti ins (а 2nd) odr ( 

ето. ADEGÉKMA lat Бут (copt) goth Phat: ins B E see Gre] 
erotpacas DM lat-f£ 

'тохо>, with AC rel vul lat 3 c f f, 9 : txt 
v for re, ааба eritis D. 

‚уш DLX 1. 69 lat. a b e jf q arm Chr Ambr. 

f q Syr copt pt Thl Euthy 
DKLNXN 1. 83 бо t Cyr Thdrt. 

rec ins cas bef гуу odo» 
en filling up of sense), with AC DN rel vulg syrr 

г Cyr: txt BC'LQXN 33 copt (sth). 

ual things. The olx(a is Heaven: 
ii. 13, 14; Іза. Ixiii. 15. In it are 
a number—not in degree of dig- 
Clem. Alex., Basil., Theod., Chrys., 
'lact, Tert., Hil, Aug. &c. at 
such meaning is here conveyed) 

places ; room enough for them all ; 
i дгЕас@да: каї брас cuvecopivove 
i. Euthym. If not,—if they could 
w Him thither, He would not have 
d this from them. This latter as- 
is one calculated to beget entire 
id confidence; He would not in 
ter hold out vain hopes to them ;— 
d to them would plainly state all 
es and discouragements,—as in- 
does, ch. xv. 18; xvi.1,4; which 
se iva pynp..... ore «тоу 
decisive for the above interpreta- 
re, against those who wou join 
bo with elroy àv vpip 
n., Aug., Erasm., Luther, Bengel) : 
| besides does violence to the next 
vhere the ‘going to prepare a 
s stated as a fact. The Sn may, 
e, have been inserted as а Gre re- 
‚ to favour the view just contro- 
but it is much more probably 

, signifying beeause, and belongs 
rhole sense of vv. 1, 2, as a reason 
eir heart should not be troubled. 
Che sense confidently proposed for 
1y mansions by a correspondent,— 
e was going to one part of His 
3 house, while they would remain 
ter, that house being not Heaven, 
Universe,—is entirely put out of the 
1, a8 being frigid in the extreme 
he solemn circumstances,—as being 
y to all Scripture analogy of ex- 
y= as . with ie 
мы ётоцьёсаь térov byiv, where 
‘og is of necessity correlative with 

the poval, which are in that oizía whither 
He is going. Besides, their earthly urpòg 
хобуосҝ could in no sense ed a 

The érousdoat тбтоу is that of 
which we sing, — When Thou hadst over- 
come the sbarpness of death, Thou didst 
open the Kingdom of Heaven to all be- 
lievers:' see note on Luke xxiii. 43. And 
thus it is téwov, not rác Hovde : :—the 
place as a whole, not each man’s place i in 
it. 8.] On las (not ‘when,’ here or 
any where), see note, ch. xii. 82. Here 
there is no translation of feeling: only in 
the extract from Hermann there, we may 
read *experientiá (vestrá) cognoscetur. 

In order to understand this, we 
must bear in mind what Stier well calls 
the ‘ perspective ’ of prophecy. The coming 
again of the Lord is not one single act, — 
as His resurrection, or the descent of the 
Spirit, or His second personal advent, or 
the final coming to judgment; but the 
great complez of all these, the result of 
which shall be, His taking His people to 
Himself to be where He is. This #руораь 
is begun (ver. 18) in His Resurrection 
carried on (ver. 23) in the spiritual life 
(есе egy ch. xvi. 22 fl.), the Sri a 
rea от the place 
сна when each by death is fetched 
away to be with Him (Phil. i. 28); fully 
completed at His coming in glory, when 
they shall for ever be with Him (1 Thess. 
iv. 17) in the perfected resurrection state. 

4.] And where (whither) I go ye 
know the way. They might have known, 
and doubtless did know in some sense; 
but, as Lampe remarks, ‘interdum quis 
laudatur ut officii sui moneatur. We use 
thus ‘you know, leaving to be supplied, 
‘if you would give the matter thought. 

á Srov, to the Father ; àv 86» (in 
our Lord's own case, of which this verse 
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Ы Мун аот Өърас „Кор, ovk сареи тоу е? 

vray, 

Kai тос оїдареу тї» osor; 9 AN avre o "асос Eye 

а иш ù оддс Kat j ' aita kai ̂  6 Сыт orie ї уте 
OCT 86 трос TOV атра, ei un д epou. Tet eyroneeré p, са 
1 John I. 2, E 

xal is Tov татёра pov ay pere хат apre yrvwoxere avrov 
v. T. zii. 19. 8 M Ф ̂  Ki 

Matt xxii. ка! ewpdxare [avrov]. Eye avro Arroc Кери, = 
M. Rev, de Roy Tuv Tov maripa, Kat Y арке пис. 9 Мун avr е | 
dT d Ane *Tosovrov *x )VOV pe vn * ipu, ке оё 

ому. йт. E #үушкас ue, Sur ; ; о бшрак©с м боракгу rov теге 
a lieb. iv, 7 UP 2. kai roc d Хуне Astor npiv тд» waripa ; ; 00 

рет А mored бта eye ev тш тато! ка! о татр £v inoi tere; 

5. aft Owpaç ins д мөнүн édvpoc D al Nonn. om ка: BC'L ]at-e 5. 
rec (for о‹данг> тп» одох) ди>›аш ба ту» odo adevar, with AC: NO) rd: tt 
ВС!” lat-a b е Cyr Tert.—((vvoue0a N.—r. оё. bef dvy. KN.—r. өд. bef a. D 
lat-b e Tert. 

6. om à C'LN: ins ABC DNN rel. 
T. syroxart D'R. DN Chr: om A al. rec (for av ngre) гуғысит єнє 

а», with AC DN rel: txt BC'LQX 1. 33 Cyr Ath. toba: D'R, 
kat bef ax’ apri, with AC DNR rel vulg latc cef fh Iren at, Tert Novat Hil ge: 
om BC!LQX 1 lat-a Victorin. for ytvecesrt, yowourOe (written -ода) К. 
om last avrov ВС! Iren-lat : ins Ac DN rel latt Iren-lat-mss Tert Hil. 

8. ins : bef g sroc М. 
9. om ó AL. rosoure ypo»ve DLQN!-35 Tren- lat Orig-lat Marcell, but L’ 

(арр ) had roceovroy : txt ABN Na rel Hi Orig. om ка хес ВОХ lut 
. Ui Iren- lat Aug Ambr, : ins ADN rel lat-/ syrr goth arm. aft мунг їн 

10. xcorwoeg B'[sic]. rec (for Ауы) Aa, with A rel: Хала Dal 
a 2 ML 

treats), His death. 5.] Thomas is „55 
slow of belief and apprehension. The an- 57). obSele {ру....] This p 
swer to тоё ùráyuç; ch. xiii. 87, which states с хой бяауч, vtr ore 
Peter seems to have apprehended, was not Be ined as ж. édos. 
sufficient for him; see ch. xx. 25: gero ch. viii. 19. * kpn) There 
үр “г Euthym. „ alaOnriy elvai pa difficulty, if we Ee in mind the vw 
rórov bro „е cai dddy quoi ros- ch. xiii. 31. 

T) 
и 

is the future 
raat Lord, as Lücke (after time, beginning with our Lord's giorifa- 

) NEUEN (ii. 596), inverts the order tion, which was now at hand. Lücke re 
т в question, and in answering it marks: ‘dw’ dor: is not entirely fetore 
practically, for them, speaks of мак ш) nor entirely present, but the 
first. He is THE WAY; not merely iti ificats 
Forerunner; which would imply on our sent and future. Christ ks 
part only an outward connexion with Him leptically, in reference to boar of 
as His followers :—but the way, in and on — Sap. & ilip misunderstand 
which we must go, having an inner union 
with and in Him (De Wette) (see Heb. x. ‘seeing in a vision, —and intimstes thst 
20). J.] more than ör: dAg6eóe one such sight of God would ect st ret 

them eu- к. wdvrec iorat тафта, Euth. It is all their fears, and give 
another side of the same idea of the We fidence. 9.) The Son is 
—God being true, and only approached by ponent of the to men: 
and in truth. Christ 18 THE TRUTH, in 44,45; Col. i. 15; Heb.i.8; 1 
Whom only (Col. ii. 8 that Knowledge of This seeing of the Father in 
Him is gained, which (ch. xvii. 3) is eternal only seeing His bodil 
life. 4 Cer] not merely because оёдё à ing Him асад А 10.) See 
Өауатос дастон орас роо, Euthym.,— ch. х. 30, 88, and for нау clause ch. 
5 Ln (see ver. 19: Gal. viii. 28, where the contrast is, as 

о! ii, 20) 
here, 

His, in Whom only they who purposely inexact iu diction,——words being 
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imate жатр £v тф ы. 

Pia dri. MOV, гуы woow. 
4 * ney é ` Ф 16 
Job эң! 2 pac cave. 

ETATTEAION XIV. 

er TL airhowre dr s Ty ortam ит 

у (ау ауатагі ue, тас ‘ irrolc rc 

Kayo ёрытђаы | тд» maripa, wei. = 

TI ar. 6. ао» ! wapax)nrov фоси & ому, iva р аб іа ис rv 
xvi} 
1 рү iv. 

1 = ch. 1.19 

m = ch, vi, 40. xii. 45. 

k alwva, 17 rò Typa 

14. aft a:rnonre ins pe ВЕН U(Treg expr) AN 83 vulg lat-e f 
arm-usc: om AD rel lat-a e g Syr-ms 
т ке table] L 38 vulg late eg о copt arm Cyr Ала: 

dor atis BL Eus Cyr: rapyoyre N 33. 691. 
for epurgew, турушы N'(sic). 

№. 
16. pes во BDQN 1. 
15. om pe 

THE * ахчбеас, 8 0 Keene e^ 
Sivarae Aa, Ort où = дон avrò ov утока 

-ей зуг кз 
t. for eyw, rovro last vr. 

гүш rovro M: ut 

(rom ver 17), with AD Tel Eus ү! СИ) 33 lat-a ETR эт 
-cu syr-marg "Cyr, 

JB: ped vp MUR T 
17. for 8, ov маа o restored). 

He who prays to the Father, prays to the 
Son. This rohe answers to the 
жоон in ver. 12; the reason why yos 
shall do these greater works, is, om ac- 
count of the cole ine Spirit of grace 
and supplication which my pls the 
Father shall bring down upon the Church ; 
i» answer to which Spirit, I will do by 
you whatever in my Name (i. е. in union 
with Me, as being Mine, manifesting forth 
Jesus as the Son of God) ye shall ask. 
And the end of this is, that by these pel- 
tova rovrey, the wonders of grace and 
triumphs of the Spirit, the Father may be 
glorified (His glory shewn forth) ін and 

t 14.) solemnly repeats as 
a promise, what was incidentally asserted 
before: ‘For this is a truth, that what- 
ever’ &c. And besides, adds the T it 
is I that will do it: shewing that t 
of the first person before was emphatic. 
‘iyé hoc jam indicat gloriam, — 

16.) is iat car out of i» rg bn 
pari pov: ‘That er is 
way of loving desi d in Which the 
Spirit is ever found, and which is only 
trodden by His help:’—and also of iva 
Ook. 6 x. iv т. vi, ‘As the Father is ho- 
noured in the Son, so must the Son be 
honoured in you :—вее ch. xv. 10. 
16.] And then the Spirit shall proceed 
forth upon im. Not "re but Pe 
rhou— familiaris petendi 
—rather perhaps, a manner ot aking im. 
plying actual presence and nearnese,— 
and here used of the mediatorial office in 
Christ’s state wapdxln- 
тоу] Olshausen remarks that the inter- 

tions of this word range themselves 
in fwo classes, which again by no means 
exclude one another: — those of ‘Com- 

Lucif.—p«0' uper uc ror ауа bd 

for авто (3 times), avro» D'L, and (я) 

FORTER, and those of ‘ Артосіт- 
* Teacher’ of Mop те 
ee of the word reque t Ma 

etymol the w 
aa ite ЛУ! strict meaning, andis 
meaning it satisfies 1 John i. I. 
кАутоу i xo трос roͤr waripa Hee 
re all the реа с 
it is 0 oly Spiri, —or 
A EU di Son and Spit ra 
And therefore the other . 
forter, including as it does in it» folum 
(вве Rom. viii. 26, where both, the ewerrr 
AapBdresOar and the wewseperreyysew, 
ке united) the Advocate also, has bern 

vol. ii. note J a. He shews that 4 
from whom we have our Comferter, aftes 
used ‘comfort’ for the Latin conforteri, 
as е. g. Luke xxii. 48; Acts ix. 19 al 
Thus the idea of Aelp and strength is an- 
veyed by it, as well as of consolation. 
It was this office comfortari which = 

17.] 7d wv. т. AA., not ‘the true Spirit, — 
but ‘rue Вргатт OP тасти ;’—the Spirit 
Who is truth, 1 John v. 6, —of Whom el 
truth comes, and who alone leads into the 
whole truth, the truth of God, ch. xvi. 13. 

о ына еке жнт 
receptivity of the things 
Ceupei] sometimes = yuwwezre, bet not 
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aver. IS. т тас &vroAác pov Kai “enpav айтас, ° ecevoc iem е 
зз. d ауатоу pe o à ауатёу pe ayarnOnorras WO Tes 

15, 23. Á же 

NIS а хатрос pov, кау ayarhow avrov кой irie evru 

оа НЕ ux" 'éuavrov, 22 Aya avro "Тоёд$ас, ovy o lexepwrx, 
Eri B Кори, [rai] * тї үёуоуг» б Ort тш» нё&ААис rf. U ~~ 
Wis 26 \ ? 98 
ud n ctavróv kai ооу! тр Koop ; awex pin Тозо 4 

AME 41 жеу айтф "Ear rie ауат$ ut, Tov *Adyov pow . i 
ка} о татр pov ar ot айтбу, kai rp avrov ther a 

1 обиеба kai f povùy тар айты тошобуба. * 0 ия aye- | 
мр тоу pe тойс ` Adyouc роо ov “rnpe’ ка o Ms ov 

Tec L181, GKOUETE OUK EOTLY ‘ибс, adda rov winpavroc pe тегро. 
"187. 25 Tatra ArÀaAmxa Ошу ' тар Ошу руш” 350 й 

— xa yw, so BDGLQXAN 1.] 
. for ашты, аштоо N*4(but avre subsequen 

ато rapuwrov D. rec om Ist «at (as erases cad И ы кыты * 
эшан Али кё preceding), with ABDELX 33 latt Syr syr-cu cope gom eth ara 

IM ins QN rel syr lat-¢ Chr ТЫ. for yeyoviy, «eri 
"e sii» D. su$avitus А lat-a Lucif. 
ee an зене оа. om ABDN rel Cyr ТЫ. к 

eXsvoopeOa, Aevoopa: D lat-e for роуту rap’ are, крес «эгет novis D 
Syr. rec (for 5 таш (more usual), with A rel Orig Ath Fink: 
womowpey MAA: тотсорах D lat-e syr-cu: txt BLXM 1. 33. 69 Orig, Eus Ath-m 
эч! Naz Nyssen Epiph Chr-ms Cyr Thdrt Antioch. 

720960 D copt. C 
Е сй, ) 69 ev-y Did Chr-mas. (see ch v. 90; vi. 38, 39, 40; vii. 16 al) 

Aug. in loc. Or perhaps more accuratel or cast doubt on it. So Eur. Med. 1388. 
(with Stier), He who Aas my command- —® rieva gidrara! “ pyrpi ye, ee N . 
ments, as being my disciple by outward  ráxur' crac; See more examples in Bar- 
ars (not thus only: but holds them, tung, i. p. 146, and cf. Kühner œ Ja 

the inner possession of а living faith. Mem. p. 117.] A yéy. In] What Эм 
80 Meyer), and keeps them: see Luke happened, that. . i. 
xi 28. And . - 33, 34.) These 
will to keep them, than the absolute tain the answer to the question 

we 

4 ЕЗ 
observance, which can only follow on high its -e, because love to Chr 
degrees of деше advancement. 3 the keeping of His word, is th 
dup. abr. dp. ] by the Holy Spirit: sonh necessary condition of the indwelling sed 
M 14. This (ns Stier observes) is 55 in man of the er 
VF Son ;—otyi T$ ehe, because 
(see ver. УЙ and yel ie > made (o love to Christ, leading to neglect of Hs every 
man who ѓун к. rnoet the commandments words, necessarily exclades from coms? 
ef the Lord Jesus. Cf. Ехор. in reff. nion with the Father and the Son, and th 
99.] “lov8as, oM & “ск. — Іобдас lexó- Spirit, who reveals the Son in man. “Тм 
Bou of Luke vi. 16: сог rapes additi irs A. к. е 
3. Meyer remarks that t Чока- aùr то. es this шгар 
purus is pragmatically superfluous, after i and more ” Meye. 
ch. xiii. 30, but is added by St. John from For (xal, and hence you may 
his deep horror l Traitor who bore am setting forth) the word which 
the same name, ошооо seems (апд which ob 
to be put with the Jewish idea, that the —із not Mine, but the 
Messiah, the King and Judge of the nations, ‘non tam... quam’). On the 
must necessarily manifest himself to the and wonderful promise of ver. 
world, {nal preceding an in - Rom. viii, 15. 95—31] me 
tion, expresses astonishment at what and the parting bequest of 
just been said, and, assuming it, connects 25.) Мака is 
to it a conclusion which appears to тебе ring, as ито» (ver. 26), 5 isi 2 ER Е 
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э 7 1 - ў є е a e . - 

«emt; Ман. доу ёгі. ™ kal vuv sonka ош» *wpiv wise, m » 
Ivi. 19. 

Ф 3 * e 4 - 

roh- aii, al, бта» yéivnrat, moreonre. 30 ovk ёт: rod Аай» i: 
xsi. II only. m ` e - М tes сек 
ке peril 2: пед une фота! yap ‘о rov ковроо apyev, Kat ' ei: 

s Lake 1 xii. 
А 

A LÀ , 9 1 е е Р е M 

Far at. £uol ойк Eyer ovdey 31 аА’ ‘iva yvy о &ocpoc On aere 
M. IK. 15. 4 [Y 9 , e «4 , @ 

сера. сё. 18. roy warépa, Kat кабшс " tveretlaro pot О татпо, r 
иі K e Я ә , РА ә — 

Р 1407 mow. — " EysipsaÜe, " aywpev &vrevÜev. 
cts 
All. 47 al. Exod. xi. 98. (w. spor, Heth. iz. 90.) iu. nnn 
ch. xi. 7 rell. 

29. aft rtortvoure ins por D. 
$0. rec aft rou коно» ins rovrov, with 1 latt copt Orig,a Ath Thdrt Hi,: са 

AB D-gr & rel syrr Cyr Thdrt Thl-comm Nonn Hil, Aug: aft order ins copus 
D lat-a. 

31. om ка: A'E lat-b F. for eversAaro, evroAqy едык» (cf ch xii. 49) BLI 
VVV goth(appy) arm. om о sarap D b 
e 

Tholuck). And this removes all reason this is rather the fact to be , » 
for fear, as they will be exalted in Him. the growad of what is here ssid, then tie 

The whole doctrinal controversy thing itself which is said. De Wat, 
which has been raised on these words Lücke, Tholuck, and many others rende 
especially by the Fathers against the it, ‘das no over me, ldi айты» 

1 see Suicer, Thes. ii. pp. 1368, 9), | Gavdrov, 31) ‘Bet xy 
seems not to belong to the sense of the is an act of voluntary obediens, 

the her is ter than even the obey the : 
glorified Son, is beyond doubt (see espe- Father in and by Me may be manifested 
cially 1 Cor. xv. 27 f.); but as on the The construction is elliptir: жрут. 
one hand that concession is no concession ‘But (his power over me for dmtà vil 
to Arianism, because it is not in the es- be permitted by Me) thet,’ dc. And к 
sential being of the Son, but m His Me- a period at wow, as dose. 
diatorial office that this minoritas consists, Meyer, al., and Luthardt, would сату са 
—so on the other hand this verse implies in the sense from sous, * But that the . 
itself so such minoritas, the discourse may know that I love the Father, esi и 

viz. ‘the prophecies of My аай arise, let us go hence.’ I need only put $ 
and Ascension,’ &c. meretenre] See to the inner feeling of any who hare lem 
ch. xiii. 19, where 8r: iyo elpe is supplied. to appreciate the majesty and calmnes d 
That ye may believe, in the fullest sense our Lord’s discourses, w a sentence 
of the word. ‘Neque enim Eum Dei Fi. so savouring of theatrical effect is liie 
lium non et ante credebant: sed cum in to have been spoken by Him. We msr 
Illo factum esset quod ante predixit, fides notwithstanding safely believe that the ir. 
Ша que tunc quando illis loquebatur fuit Фу. ivr., without this connexion, бою w- 
parva, et cum moreretur репе jam nulla, doubtedly express the holy boldness of the 
et revixit et crevit? Aug. in Jos. Tract. Lord in going to meet that which ws % 
Ixxix. 1. 99.) еёк @woAAd À.:— come upon Him, and is for that . 
then, as Stier remarks, He had some words — serted by St. John. eig., Ey. r.. 
more to say, and was not about to break These words imply a movement from th 
off at ver. 91, аз some have supposed: ef. table to depart. Probably the rest of tb 
Grotius: “ q. d., temporis tim abri- discourse, and the prayer, ch. svii, urn 
iunt verba." é т. к. бе) i.e. delivered when now all were un, 
tan :—not, Satan in Judas, but Satas гадую deu There would be m» 

himself, with whom the Lord was in con- little pause, in which the preparation fo 
flict during His passion: see Luke іу. 13 departure would be made. Bat the ple 
and note), and xxii. 68. dv ol ote із clearly the same, see ch. xviii. 1, rev? 

. оё8.] ‘nullum scilicet omnino 1 elror à Ineodt TH: —besdes «ЫА 

point of appliance whereon to fasten his xvi. to have been delivered to as mety * 
attack. Hut Meyer well observes, that eleven persons, while walking by the . 
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Тү т, tore daa тб» Aoyor б» Athadnca оу. : ptivert t ene, a 
Геи кау tv уру. кабшс ro '‘кАпра ov доуатає rer. 

a : pipuy ag eaurov, гд» "n нур ty TD ч арте, obras ̀
- 

* i v. ii 0082 upsiQ, EAV ит Ev ENOL pévnre. ғуы ыш à - 
eu. є - a 7 e 7 в b $ и, 

F. теДос̧, шыс та ‘кАђната. О uivw» tw tuoi Kaye е 
о Matt. asi. 19, 

20 reff. 
p = Lake x v. 

18 reff, 
q ~ Matt. zili. 

40. Rer. 
aiz. 20. xxi. 

Deat iv. 11. 
r ch. ziv. 10 

8 ch. v. 88 reff. 

aury, oUroc pipe “Kapow тобу" Ort | өр nov о 
Sivacbe wore ovdev. 6 td uh ric pévy £v tuoi, " us 
n I wc "то 'kAnpa kat ° £&gpavÜn, ka: cuve yovon 

aura xai uç Tò тор BadAovay, kai * кайта. 4 
r 7 › ә * 1 ^ ee , » ео | ' ú 48 

utiyurt év &uot Kat Ta рата pov &v уш» `ptivy, о чо 

4. meyn BL lat-a. 
‚ aft eyw ins yap D'(and lat) lat -a. 

D! (and lat): ov: e» B. 
6. rec uv», with N?* rel Cyr: txt ABDN!. 

rec pavgre, with D rel Eus: txt ABLN. 
om ғу bef «yov D'-gr. om esi 

ewAn053 D!. for avre, ev? 

DLXAN 1. 33. 69 vulg lat-e g q Syr wth arm Cyr: txt AB rel am lat-a bef Д 
rec om ro bef тър (less «swal, cf Mt iii. 10, vii. 19; Lake їй. 9), st- 

Chr 
copt. 
DHX Orig C Thdrt : ins ABN rel Chr. 

T. aft sav ins de D fos lat. F copt goth. 

(see ver. 7) is the purifying principle (ch. 
xvii. 17). But the кайа hare is not 
= cerraGappivor, ned, in the sense of 
ver. 2. The 2» limits it to their present 
capacities and standing. There was more 

ning at hand, when the sap should 
in to flow,—when the Spirit shonld be 

shed abroad; and this future handling of 
the yewpyd¢ is indicated by peivars iv 
ipol .... 4.] zåyò iv op. must not 
(with Euthym., Meyer, and Lücke) be 
taken as a promise, which (see on ѓу ipoi 
above) would be contrary to the sense: 
but (with Aug., Tholuck, ‚ Stier, 
who however modifies it by rendering ‘so 
abide in Me that I may abide in you’) as 
a clause dependent on psivare iv ipoi, 
‘Take care that ye abide in Me and Lin 
i ? both these being necessary to the 
ringing forth fruit: see ver. 6, where the 

iwo are similarly bound er. 
Here the na strictness of the simili- 
tude is d from. The branch cannot 
sever itself from the vine: but, such a 
case supposed, every one will see the in- 
evitable consequence. Bengel says well, 
“ Hic locus egregie declarat discrimen na- 
tur et gratis. It is the permitted fres- 
will of the creature which makes the dif- 
ference between the branches in the two 
cases. 5.) The interpretation of the 
allegory which each mind was forming for 
itself, the Lord solemnly asserta for them. 
Notice obreg—he and no other: “it is 
he, that. ep dk. is more 
than ‘without Me,’ it = ywpabivrec dx’ 
d uuũ (Mey.), separate from Me, from being 

for utt» o, 9 ова R. 

in Ме and I in уса. The én regard 
what is implied in ҳеріс ip. où д. v. ой. 
rather than the words themselves: fer 

that falling is e, амі 
poin out the steps of the fall Ob 
serve this is «ot said of the rei 

E урасы 
Eat) 5 1 

у: (4) is cast into the fire, as the 
of j t; and finally (C) 
eth; not, ‘is burned,’ in 

ing consumed; und m 
I The C 

er as a consequence 
spoken by our Lord as if 
were come : hence also the 
Aovecy and taísrat. 7. 
forth fruit is the result of answered рги! 

тү! АП 
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"mu Üavrg ter à err Д end, " tva ayaware «еқ 
SU. 34 al. кабос nyámnoa vas. 

ref. . b ch. x. 11 
! ре ока тайтас ayarav cr m 

н 3 хи, iva ric тї» "oye avrov " Oy ù vip rev pur arron 
„L 16 15 ö vneie фо, pov bort, fave тоте а . Tre 
f eh. vl 46 rfl 9ш». 15 ouKért . Аё үө „Урас Sos ovc, 5 бта о Sovdoe ove - 

— У ri тош айтой ô кёргюс' z ua dd eic . à оп 
from Ps x 

и. „Кое, ix. тйута a ‘Kovaa f wapa TOU атрос мою 5 утор‹оа v od 

jerome” обу брас ра "асб, aAA ёуф ie wA 
> каї ‘пка vpac tva uutic Erin e kai ! kaprov ! ферит 

1 Hr l 12. 2 T8. L u. Hcb.i2, Ps xo. 9. è . ха 44. 1 AN 

18. owde ис В. om тє ОК! lat-a b ce Ме og 
14. aft vpric ins yap ЮМИ. жое Е гес керг А 8) ove, with Al, 

rel syrr: & В lat-aeg goth eth Cypr La Lucif: tat DLXN 1. 69 vulg tà c f f. 
syr-marg copt. 

15. rec un a. lat Orig dai, Che D-gr I, rel 
copt Constt Iren-lat 
vulg lat-6 c f Chr ТМ! Ren, 

16. ins woAv(sic) bef сархо» А (Ambr). 

19—17.] Union in love with one another 
enjoined on them. 13.] That He 
may shew them that it is no rigid code of 
keeping commandments in the legal sense, 
ver. 11 is inserted, and now the command- 
ment (as including all others) is again 
explained (see ch. xiii. 34) to be, mutual 
love,—and that, after His example of 
Love to them. 18.} A difficulty has 
been unnecessarily found in this verse, 
because St. Paul, Rom. v. 6 ff., cites it as 
а nobler instance of love, that Christ died 
for us when we were enemies. But mani- 
festly here the example in from common 
life, in which if a man did la down his 
life it would naturally be for his friends ; 
and would be, and is cited as, the greatost 

assert of himself, that He laid down his 
life only for his friends (as defined in the 
next verse), but pute forward thie side of 
his Love as a great and a ractical exam- 

for his followers. His own great 
ifice of Himself lies in the back- 

and of this verse; but only in the 
ckground, and with but one side of it 

seen, viz., his Love to them. Sea 1 Tim. iv. 
10, and compere 1 John iii. 16. Фа, 
s in Mid B, depends on abr», not on any 

in ү рр а (De Wette), nor 
ruit с (Ош, And answers to 

е ut: is use of iva, note 
on 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 14] parallel to 
ver. 10,—and, like it, guarded, in vv. 15, 
16, 17, from legal misinterpretation. 
. lepti spoken, of the 

state in «Ш. an place them under 

lat txt ABLIN 33 bt r- 
mad Cyr Cyr Hilad 4 а eee DSE 

om «va Nl. 

the Spirit. Nor is there any 
with а хіі. 18, 16, and ver. 90 ben. 
which are also spoken of their futare са. 
dition: for in that sense both rehtem 
subsist together. It is the lower ssr à 
BovAoc which is brought out in this vert. 
The proleptical character of the saying в 
clearly shewn in the оф oldir ti ran v 
«., for this was precisely their pres! 
condition, but was after His Amema 
Fan adiri ipe ria 

ү jail dr 
in 

ug. ut supra. 
ү John iv. 10, 19. were i proof of 
ve, in his с is, bn bosing E 

pointed : oe Acts xiii. 47 ; 1 N 
and ref. Euth., Chrys, ТЫ. 
alibi in the bolie sense. 
parable seems to be no farther returned | 
than їп the allusion implied in capri. 
“ Ordained,” in E. V., is objectionsble, v 
conveying а wrong idea. ибт. 
кер. $.) ow. pro merely ерге 
(see ref. and Matt. xviii. 15; xix. 21. = 
rope ve, Lake oil 14) the activity 

tap L574 
"v 
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u = Matt, v. 
10, 11. 
Acts 

v ch. 

"uvis. таута т0:7000901у tic орас 
1 John ii. 12. 

edes * одаи roy winpavra pt. 
only. brèp 
кө ' avroic, драртіа» оюк tixooay 

a Du Exouety rep ric арартіас avrov. 

8 John 7. Tov жатёра роо puss, 24 
Trede, 

Ман. э. rn 
Luke x 

xe ch. 1. 563 
al. 

у = here only. 

EYATTEAION 

ui 
al. AM n pnaav, kat TOV upérepov 

XV. 

х dE, cal нас 4 dbu et row ` Age. prow ` irg- 

' терлеозот. 2 алла тезга 
dia rò буора uov, Ort ovt 
2 д i 5A0ov ке: A 

vvv & 7° n ex —a' 

2 0 о ipi мотет кеш 
та уа pn тойа £v 

: абтос а ovdeic Aoc ё стой», арартау_ оюк: dx 

vuv òè ка! ёыракасіх kat ptpionkagt kai rad Kai ro 

атар тае dee oie Мата, ТЫШ Сп Crat. еп 4. (Mark ки. 4001. Acts zzvii. 80. Phil 4. I8 1 Then 8: 
saly. 4.) eat f Dem. p. 

а = Heb. x. 6, Ka. 1 Pet. Hi. 18. 1 John li. 1. iv. 9. Levit. ‘gi ide 

rec (for «c vpac) page with AD*I_N rel vag 
эрас Xal: om Ri: 

31. om wayra DX arm Chr-ms. 
lat-a e f вуг copt goth Cyr Novat : 
b e fa) Syr syr-marg 

526.15. Plato, Rep. 5, p. 4006. Ken. Cyr. Sd. 

руми". 33 (щ- 

for sxyocay) eov, with АР? № rel Orig,: ugar DI: txt ВІХИ 1.33 
om бе N'. Orig mm УГ. 

94. rec (for exotnoey) wewotncey, with E rel: txt ABDI 
rec (for e«xocav) eov, with ADI, rel Cyr: 

KLEN 1. 33. 69 Chr. 
bi; txt BL'K (i.) & иха» 

for ka: tue, pe D lat-a c e ff, copt arm-mss. 

oo has been raised on irgpycay 
‚ тпрйвонту, and some have wanted to 

give this word a hostile sense, (as rapary- 
griv,) quoting Matt. xxvii. 36, and Gen. iii. 
15 (which is altogether an exceptional use, 
the reading being undoubtedly genuine) ; 
see also Jer. xx. 13. But in John this 
cannot be. Nor is (Lampe, е) 
in this latter clause Ка р ing with 
the solemnity of the discourse. . Tus words 
simply mean (as Thl.), the keeping My 
word and the keeping yours are intimately 
joined, and when you find the world or 
any of the world do the first, you 
may infer the other.’ The issue of el r. A. 
p. irnp. was to be с b Е rejec- 
tion and ki of the Lord 
Beware of re ing a as Kuinoel, © “ If they 
had kep t they ыы 
yours,” tng god is ungrammatical. The 
only idiomatic rendering in English is that 
of the E. V., If ee ee word 
they will keep yours. ам 
пау, во far is this from being 1, kiat it is 
on this very account, because ye belong to 
Me, that they will thus treat you. 
таўта vávra—all that is implied i in ресгїу 
and доки». T. ., “ these all of 
them: not ж. r., all, every one of, these 
things: the former order gives the тайга 
in the gross. —“ all this treatment,” — the 
latter in the particular, so that not one is 
excepted from the category. It 
was on account of bearing the Name of 
Christ that the Christians were subjected to 
persecution in the early ages, and that they 

are even now hated by those who know 
Him not: but this is to them comfort and 
joy, see Acts v. 41: 2 Cor. xii. 10: Gal т. 
17: 1 Pet. iv. 14. офк ебет» ] ust, 

know Him not as having seat Me'— 
know not (absolutely) Him whe but 

has sent Me. of God (nat 
desiring the know wy alis the 

Аса, discoursed, : Dot, ar- 
quainted them with sin. The s» 
doen of ie, ned tha generally sinfél dak 
of the world,—nor the sin of unbelief in 

ао Ha aad His. which 
might have been excused otherwise, but 
now that He had come and discourse 
with them, xoa iden since He had 
plainly shown them the proofs of his mis- 
sion бош the Father. Euthym. aye 
well áxoertpé rove "levdaiove тее 
evyyvonnc 40.3 окакебутес. 23., See 
ch. xiv. 9. Human whetber of 
love or of hatred, Him who is the 

Father Himself; see Ps. lxix. 9, cited m 
Rom. xv. 8. 34.) He refers to the 
testimony of His works among them also, 
as leaving them again without excuae;— 

ocular witness of His mission. 
iv abrois—not fo them (as Aug), 

but as Acts li. 22, iv шор sper. 
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xuat z0 XVI. I Tavra Хала ош», iva mì * окаудайобуп. = 

iro. 2 @woouvaywyoug verbs, брас" M ie = 
Ew. Фра 7 7 iva тас̧ о атоктеіуас vac $оЁр * Хатрка» ' spec- 

ICE E Ty бш. 5 xat а rotijoovoiy, OTt OVE ут: 

о TOV татёра oud: ё ené. * алла ravra елачка v эр, m 

ECCE órav tAg n Фра aurey, ' пуцноуебтте атты”, оп ty 
өш ži, Se EE d ti roy on aL — Ger: ғор ушу. гака ош» tg apync оюк 9 n 
P 

32. ch. xii. 98. x om. ix. 4. 211. 1. Heb, 12. 1, vas Exod. nu. 5, 38. fw 
vil. 42, kom anl 95. Heb. xh M Nem. xaxi 60. v. 20 ref, t ck. vi. х; 

Cuar. XVI. 1. om un Ni. 
9. aft axosvvaywyovç ins уар R. тођсесу R. om 2nd эдас B. 

for Otw, коры A. 
9. жопе R. rec aft 555 ins vj, with DLN 1. 69 lat-ec/f.: 

зуг- with- ast copt ; «c vpac 83 al: om АВ rel am(with em forj fos gat mm m v. 
lat-ö e д syrr goth Chr Cyr ТЫ Cypr Lucif. 

4. om айла D! lat-a ø 1 Зу т Chr. for ora», av RI; eav LN. ree om 
ru е with DN rel ү: ins ABL 88. 69 vulg ltd e ^J ffs g їзут киз Сур, 

"t Di; uyguovtvogrs D? 69. om avruy DL R 
уш at def fag ТО ypr, om 2nd эш» Ni. e£ I bos 

WHICH OUR INSPIRED GOSPELS ARE THE iv. 18. But the sense of ißt 
SUMMARY : the Divine side being, Hisown must not be too much pressed, as Stier r- 
indwelling testimony in the life and heart marks, to mean in те == an exp 
of every believer in all time. But both offering; see reff. 
the one and the other are given by the 34; ch. xv. 21; Acts iii. 17; аві 1 Та. 
self-same SPIRIT;—neither of them in- i. 13. 4) AM here indiata зо 
consistent with, or superseding the other. contrast, but only breaking off the moarn- 

Beware of taking e impe- ful details, i 
rative as Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 2, p. 15. ject of ver. 1. 
It would thus be very abrupt un - Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. р. 35. If 
natural The cai... dé, and the reason, are to seek any contrast, it wil be 
бте к. r. A., seem decisive against it. tween the оёк iyrecay of the 
dw’ åpxñs, as in ref. and in the sense of the syqpovednre of the church. 
Acts i. 21 ;—' from the beginning of the know not what they are doing: 
Lord’s ministry. К The present tenses know well what they are a d . 
set forth the connexion between the being Spa eirróv, the time of their happen 
continuing to be) witnesses, and the being y before else is empbati. `1 

ving been throughout) companions of  xvszLr:—that it was I МҮБИЈ vis 
the Lord in His ministry. Cf. dx’ ápyüc told you. A difficulty hes been found ia 
6 dBA apaprdve, 1 John iii. 8. the latter part of the verse, —— 

4 t zf bẹ 

teh 
ze tir: 

herein, vv. 1—15, the conditions of His plainly as here, Matt. v. 10; x. 16, 9- 
coming and His office. 1.] Tevre, 258, al. freq. And hence, De Wette, Mem, 
scil. ch. xv. 18—27,—not only the warn- and Lücke, and even Olah., find ground fr 
ing of the hatred of the world, but the supposing that the chronological order d 
promise of the testifying Spirit (Stier) the discourses has not been followed in the 

2.] On ёжосчу. see re i i 
ува, and, —see reff. It introduces a y no inconsistency, and therefore no ned for 
more grievous and decisive proof of their auch a supposition. This declarative. = 
nature. е) ‘That which shall Aere meant, was nof mede before, bee 
Барро in the Фра, is regarded as the He was with them. Then clearly it w 907 

ject of its coming.’ Meyer. wpos- made, in reference to His immediate 5- 
pew, the technical word for oneri а  parture. And if so, to what will тете 

sacrifice —see reff. Хатре *Quis- moet naturally refer? To thet fall ai 
quis effandit sanguinem Wer em facit complete account of the world's mum 
ac si sacrificium offerat, Jalkut Schi- and their own office, and their comet 
meoni, cited by De Wette, &., seo 1 Cor. under it, which He has been giving b 
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1 e [4 1 * Ld $ A 7 — 
тұрі арартіас xai wept OwatogcUwmc Kat тїрї Kpum. i7 

te.. u. i tc. 9 тері арартќас рё», Ort ov rioreõEͥ i нс in 10 zu v 
g ver. 6. 

Le. 

Stxatostync S£, бт: тобс тд» warépa [nov] " vréye cai 

9. om ov М! 
10. om но» BDLN 1. 33 vulg lat-a b e ff, g 1 coptt sth Chr Cyr Aug Victorin : im 

A rel lat-c f g syrr goth. 

and works subjectively in both the above- 
mentioned ways. See the whole question 
amply di in Archdeacon Hare’s 
Mission of the Comforter, vol. ii. note K. 

Liicke’s comment is valuable: ‘The 
testimony of the Holy Ghost in behalf of 
Christ as opposed to the unbelieving world 
ion xv. 26) is essentially a refutation, 
Aeyxoc, з demonstration of its wrong and 

error. All the apostolic preaching, as ad- 
dressed to the world, takes necessarily this 
polemical form (1 Tim. v. 20; 2 Tim. iv. 2; 
11. 16; Titus i. 9,18; ii. 15). And the 
more difficult was the disciples’ conflict 
against the power of this world with only 
the Word for their weapon, the more com- 
fort was it for them, that the power of 
God the Spirit working by this £Aeyxoc 
was their help. In Matt. x. 19, 20; Lake 
xii. 11, 12, the apologetic side of their 
conflict, which was in close connexion with 
the polemical, is brought into view. In 
Biyxuv is always implied the refutation, 
the overcoming of an error, a wrong,— 
by the truth and the right. And when, by 
means of the ZAtyxoc, the truth detects 
the error, and the right the wrong, so that 
a man becomes conscious of them,—then 
arises the feeling of gest, which is ever 

inful. Thus every #Агууос is а chasten- 
ing, a punishment. And hence this office 
has been called the Strafamt (punitive 
office) of the зрно The effect of the 
čħeyxoc of the divine Spirit in the world 
iia We to harden : but its aim is the de- 
liverance of the world. à xócpuoc, in John, 
includes those who are not yet delivered 
(from the power of Satan to God), who 
may be yet delivered,—not the condemned. 
If the £Aeyxoc of the world is a moral pro- 
cess, its result may just as well be con- 
version, ав non-conversion. Only thus 
did the éAcyxo¢ of the Spirit answer the 
end of Christ’s coming ;—only thus could 
it be a cheering support to the Apostles. 
Certainly, the крс with which the 
AE xog closes is condemnation, not how- 
ever of the world, but of the Prince of 
the world’ (ii. 649 105 De Wette 
denies the salutary side of this уун» 
—but he is certainly wrong: see below. 

These three words, ёһартќа, Sixaro- 
бүт, xplaw, comprehend the three great 

steps of advance in spiritual truth ame 
men. Of itself the world does not know 
what Sia is, what Righteousness is, whi 
Judgment is. Nor can either of there be 
revealed to any man except by the dn 
of God working within him. mat 
conscience has some glimmering of Ці! 
on each of these; some conscioumes f 
guilt, some sense of right, some power d 
аачы of what is transitory and worth- 
eas: but all these are unreal and in- 
practical, till the фАеухес of the Spirit hw 
wrought in him (see Stier, v. 306, eds. 21 

9.] And the great opening of Ss 
to the world is to shew them that its гох 
and essence is, unbelief in Christ as the 
Son of God. UNBELIEP :—for, mankisd 
being alien from God by nature, the frst 
step towards their 
hold on that only safety whi 
vided for them; and that layi 
faith, and the not doing it, when revealed 
and placed before them, is sia. } 
it was also unbelief ;—' The fool batb sid 
in his heart, There is so God bot we, 
—for we can only believe as God be 
revealed Himself,—it is unbelief in Clew 
the Son of God,—the ob Фате {руне 
wpóc ps: see this pointedly tel 
John v. 10—12. „ this | 
belief is not a mere want of historial 
faith,—but unbelief in its cery root, x 
want of a and living recogmtx4 
of Jesus as the Lord (1 Cor. xi. 3 bi, 
wherever the Spirit has opened His ces 
mission? by the planting of tbe 
Church, із the condemning f 

who are brought ont of the : 
ultimately convict those who remsa 9 
it and die in their sins (see Hare, Must 
of the Comforter, vol. ii. note Q)- 
10.] 8ixasoe. cannot be oaly the nghi 
ness of Christ, the mere conviction d 
which would only bring condemnation 7 
that world which rejected and стой 
Him: but, as Stier remarks rightly (^ 
312, edn. 2), rod кбсрою must be m 
after each of the threo dpapria, fuer 
cóv9, cpio :—the conviction being df 
sin that is /Aeirs, a righteousness ths! У 
(or, in the case of condemnation, miei! 
have been) theirs, a judgment which » 
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och.iv.35. Oga акофаы Aadgoe, Kat rd ix 4 i wpis, it 
з wa xiv. 14 gxeivog Epi dog, о ore ex тор ёро? Nö., Kai +- 

p ch. xii. 38, ” avayyeAct Ургу. 15 харта боа Exe O warp tpa ier 
qcoostr,ch. . 4 q’ 
16, даа rovro sirov Ort * ex тоо ёдоо AAN ка * ave ya: he 

т ch. хш. 88 Ургу. i D = TM 35 
а 16 ғ Mixpoy ка! *ойкёт: Oewpetré ue, каї каМ» 'рир». 

Orig, Eus " rec aft ова ins av, with D? rel, еа» АК: om BD'LK 1 Or 
Marcell in- us Ath Cyr-jer Epiph. rec asovocy, with A rel Eus: txt BDR HI! 
Orig Eus Ath Epiph Jen acoves L 83 Ambr,. 

16. om ver (homaotel) N 
16. rer) ov, with A rel lat-s e f q Syr copt goth(Treg) sth Chr 

Cyr : txt 

of individuals, and condemnation of the 
unbelieving. 18.] The woAAd are 
the belonging to жада 9 dAnGea 
in the next verse, which were gradually un- 
folded after the Ascension, by the Spirit. 

18. ] dxcivos, emphatical, as in ver. 8: 
see note, ch. vii. 29. Thy М. «&cav 
all the truth, viz. on those points allud 
to in ver. 12. Lücke observes that the rec. 

ing connects жаса» more with дд›уй- 
ett, the other with 4\70. The Lord had 
ever told them the truth, and nothing but 
the treth, in spiritual things,—but not yet 
the whole truth, because they could not 
bear it. This the Spirit should lead them 
into, open the way to it, and unfold it by 
d No promise of universal 
know nor of infallibility, is hereby 
conveyed; but a promise to them and us, 
that the Holy Spirit shall teach and lead 
us, not as children, under the tutors and 
governors of legal and imperfect know- 
edge, but as sons (Gal. iv. 6), maki 
known to us tho whole truth of 
This was in an especial manner fulfilled to 
them, as set to be the founders and teachers 
of the Churches. ot yàp X. 4ф 
dav. вези Spirit does not, any more than 
the Son, work or speak of Himself: both 
are sent, the one from the Father, the 
other from the Father and Son: the one 
to testify дси deotae of the Father, the 
other of the Father and the Son. 
Sea àx.] from God, the Father and the 
Son. Tà ipx. dvay. d.] As the 
direct fulfilment © the Apostles of the 
leading into the whole truth was the un- 
folding before them those truths which 
they have delivered down to us in their 
Epistles, —5o, though scattered traces of 
the fulfilment of this part of the promise 
are found in the Acts and those Epistles, 
its complete fulfilment was the giving of 
the Apocalypse, in which ra ѓрубрғуа are 
distinctly the subject of the Spirit's revela- 
tion, and with which His direct testimony 
closes: see Rev. 1. 1; xxii.6, 20. On the 

D-gr LAN Frag-nitr 1. 83 vulg lat-b e Ў, g syr arm Ong Cyr Nom Сы 

whole of this verse, see iv. 7—15 
14] Notice the emphatic isi, рге 

fixed to the verb. This is in connersz 
with ver. 12—and sets forth thet tir 
Sn gan info truth is in fact tir 

the truth, for He shall фет 
forth the glo of Christ, by revealing thr 
matters of | —the riches of tir 

а besides Christ ; it 
the Spirit to testify to declare 111 
THINGS OF CHRIST; not any thing ne- 
and beyond Him. And this e5 
coincident with inward advance ia te 
likeness and image of Christ (3 Ох. 
17, 18), not with а mere external devebp 
к 15.) Here we have Ет 

limpse into the essential relation: 4 
leased Trinity. The Father bet) 

не the Son to have life and all thier 
in Himself (Col. i. 19; ii. 2, 3), the ras 
tion being, that the Son рх 
Himeelf bat the Father, by Laon се 
Father, whom He alone knows (Мас. с. 

And this Revelation, the Reresbe 
of the Father b y Christ—is carried ot bs 
the blessed Spirit in the hearts of the & 
ciples of Christ; Who takes (br 
indefinite, of the office of the еше th 
thonn of Christ, and declares, 

с ва Tore] x 
(rigbil : le, ‘this ew 

when said. 
plainest proof "s of the orthu 1 
doctrine of p ji Trinity. 
16—94] The 

drawal, and its mutil ўе 
ultimate (and those soon бр 
consequences for His disciples 
connexion is: ‘ Very soon will the M 
the Comforter, como to уоп: for 1^ 

4 
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d sec ch. vil, 80 "Exe, Ore Абе» à wpa ric Grav & yeay те 
ech. xv. 20 , > 2 e Li - f è LS ` 
E M watdtoy, ovx Ere " uvnpovtvt тис OAnfewc, cea rq» уара 
Eel d S OTt eysvynÜn avÜpwsoc tic TOY косро». 73 ket брас e- 

only. {eee vuv piv Am Seyere’ там» 22 Sh Урас, ки. | 

ьн, m ^ yaereerat xr n " карда, Kal THY Хара» еры» отак 
„Жж. э - >? э * æ в 3 7 = e p} 2 4 3 А б, 

1 Lil 20. CPU ар уре», à ка у сенер 77 прёре Ese сек рет `+ 

2,20) oere ovdevy. арти aunv A уши, ay rt anene W. 
1 

21. for ора, прера al lat- a b c e ff, Syr Ambri. Ergon А. for ub: e 
Aurne D fos lat-c Ambr. eyevnOn : txt АРМ ins e bef epo; 
N'(but сотта 1. m.). 

. rec transp Aveny and vvv, with АС? rel: yvy» per ovv AvrHw K!: txt BC DL 
MYN? 1. 33 volg lat-b e e f ff, rr (copt goth arm) Chr-ms Hil Ambre. 4 
5 to fut above, ver 20) ADLI?* 33 am(with fuld mt) lat- b e Ar- 

syrr(Treg) goth Chr: om BODILY vulg lat-b Orig Cyr Ambr. ree (for ar ni 

changed for joy, but changed into so as which the man was bora into Ux 
itself to Бесоте, —во that the very matter world; and in this very birth of the we 
of grief shall become matter of joy; as man lies the spring of eternal jor, nere: '» 
Christ's Cross of shame has become the be lost, for all, inasmuch as throagh Нс. 
lory of the Christian, Gal. vi. 14. and His power the renovation of the >, 
1.] The ‘tertium comparationis’ is ) is rendered possible" (ii 379). And i+ 

Abwn eig ҳарду yewnoerar: but the com- deed the same is true of every Christa 
parison itself goes far beyond this mere who is planted in the likeness of Cir< 
similitude. À is not merely His ing from sorrow to u- t 
generic, but allusive to the frequent use * Christ be formed in him, is this brh d 
and notoriety of the comparison. We pain. And the whole Church. tbe Spx 
often have it in the O. T.,—see Isa. xxi. of Christ, —nay, even the whole Creation. 
8; xxvi. 17, 18; xxxvii. 3; lxvi. 7, 8: cumwdive, till the number of the det be 
Hos. xiii. 13, 14: Mic. iv. 9, 10. accomplished, and the eternal jov brought 

is bringing viz. watdloy, in. And thus the meaning which Lathardi 
in тд ж. below. 4 Sp. abr.] insists on as against the above remarks d 

her (appointed) time. тд *.] not Olshausen, viz. the mew birth of tb 
necessarily mascoline (‘non puella sed Church, is in inner truth the mme ss bs 
puer, Aug.) but indefinite. The 33.] Sein the same m 
deeper reference of the comparison has meaning as before noticed—will эм yet 
been well described by Olshausen: ‘Here  —at My Resurrection—by Му Spant-« 
arises the question, how are we to under- Му second Advent. 33.] b дал 
stand this similitude ? We might perhaps т. n-, in ite foll meaning, cannot m- 
think that the sufferi “Manhood of the : i 1 
Christ was the woman in her pangs, and did then ask the Lord questios: (th 
the same Christ glorified in the Resur- sense of ipwerü», see vv. 19, 30, mt ʻe. 
rection, the Man born; but the Redeemer 26, where the construction is diferest!: 
(ver. 2) applies the pangs to the dis- —пог this present dispensation of Ur 
ciples: how then will the dv0pwxoc who Spirit, during which we have only Фи 
is born apply to them ? Then, after con- first-fruits, but not the full understand 

-demning the shallow and unsatisfactory ing so as not to need to ask amy thing; 
method of avoiding deep research by as- (for is not prayer itself an asking - 
serting that the details of parables are that great completion of the Chrwstar! 
not to be interpreted, he { i 
Hence the proper import of the figure all doubt shall be resolved, and prayer «bs. 
seems to be, that the Death of Jesus be turned into prei The Besorrecta- 
Christ was as it were an anguish of birth visiting, and the Pentecost-visiting of tbc 
belonging toall Humanity (ein ſchmerzvoller were but foretastes of this. Stier well e 
Geburtsact der ganzen Menſchhelt) in marks, The connexion of the latter part d 
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„ ка, OV marípa тері чно» 2 avroc yàp о тетю e wc. a 

2 ch. vl ` OTi UEC ent vedi art, ка! wemearevcart ort eyw mre ** 
t oh. 1. D ref TOU тағрдс, ̀ еЁпАбо». 28 ̀ £n Boy £K TOU werpoc cel 

eh. Ale. 2, kA ‘ас Tov кборо>” там» " oin TOV кбсрое tei 
„er. %, " mopebopar " poc тоу raripa. Aero, ot жейт 
Eph. vi. fn. аўтой “1де : vuv ew " таррпога Хек, ка! age 

oniy. Wied. e Луне. 80 „5 olSahes б ore оїдас тауга ка ev 

hae A xpriav | 7 унс 7 fva ric oe Epwrg’ * ev robrx WoTEvopIT 
n Ore “awd боо *єЁА\бєс. 9  asexptÜn. avrotc loc. 

ET ied 317, ach. xili. &. sce mt. (a) above, 

26. aft warepa ins pov D. 
27. om rav AN 38 Chr-mss Chr-montf. rec (for Tarpor) Oso» er. 

with AC*N rel latt goth eth arm Hil: txt BC'DLX Syr e ы, 
- rec (for ex) wapa (repetition of 55 with AG; ; txt ВСІХ S 
t Hippol Epiph Hil. for ex A, NN 

. rec aft Acyovery ins avro, with AC?D! rel 852 eyr-marg Cyr Hil: on DN 
lat-e q syr goth Hil-ms. for сеге, avre (ifacism 1) Ni. тес om n 
(overioo looked after vor, or conformation to ver 25), with A N-corr rel Сы Сп: 
ins BCDN'. 

30. for ажо, rapa D. 
SL. rec ins o bef «q4o., with ADN rel: om BC.—{om 1. S al.) 

though it does not express the whole mean- is placed first as corresponding to («s jut 
ing. The Lord is now describing the ful - before :—and it might be mid with pe = 
ness of their state of communion with much reason that cai rtreersbeart 
Himself and the Father by the Spirit. He contains the ground of the reel. ss the 
is setting in the strongest light their re- converse. $8.) ' Recapituletiosem 
conciliation and access to the Father. He maximam habet hic versus,’ Bengel. Asi 
therefore says, Ye shall ask the Father your belief is sound: for I did ind 
in My name: and I do not now say to come forth'.... see ch. xiii, 3. Ern а 
you,—I do not now state it in this form, — Patre, quia de Patre est; in 
that I will ask the Father for you—as if nit, quia mundo suum corpus ostendit 
there were no relation of love and m de virgine assumpsit; reliquit musdum 
between the Father and yourselves :—( керо eee 
for the Father Himsel (Arc. і. e. аё- hominis adscensione, nec mundun de. 
токёлготос [Nonnus] —*proprio motu?) ruit presentis 5 Ang. Tnt 
loveth you;—why? Because уе love and сіі. 
believe on Me. The whole mind of „ why — that as future, vid 
the Father towards mankind is Zove : both Thos 
in Redemption itself (ch. iii. 1б) ead tm yet come for бе iv тафак Yir: 
in an especial manner by drawing those во that we must understand the à 
who come to Christ (vi. 44),——and again remark to be made in weakness, bower 
by this fuller manifestation of His love to true their persuasion, and Магы! ther 
those who believe on and love Christ. The confession. *'Usque adeo son сабе 
aim of this sa is to shew them ps ut nec saltem se non intelligere " 
His intercession (which is still goi Parvuli enim erant.’ Ang. Tract. as. L 
under the dispensation of the Spirit, 1 fun * Dolent, se a Magistro pro imperitis be 
ii. 1) does not imply their exolusion from beri, qui conciones ejus non intelbg 
access to the Father, but rather ensures alioque doctore, promisso Spirito, isd- 
that access, by the especial love which the quent Quare eo usqne a 
Father bears to them who believe in and risto contradicant, et : qu 

love His Son: Снвтвт being still the effi- verba invertant, ue parcemiastice b- 
cient cause of the Father's love to them, cutum esse n 3 i 
and the channel_of that Love. No But by vir 1 
stress must be laid (Lücke) on wegiAqeare ver. 28. п“ 
here coming before ture rare, as to so clearly of our feeling towards Thee, anl 
Faith coming after Love: probably regs. of Thyself, that we have по e М 
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oc in e офдаАпоўс avrov tic rov оорауду єтє Патер, * gb i- 
* 

* 

^" Ф 

А ге „ py , ` р 7 © «0 3X4 
ez Matt v.16. n wpa 8оЁаоф» aov rov viov, tva о мос [cou] de 

latt s 
the 

natio, sed etiam ipsius pro ipsis ad Patrem 
oratio discipulorum est edificatio. Et si 
illorum qui hsc dicta erant audituri, pro- 
fecto et nostra, qui fueramus conscripta 
ag Aug. Tr. civ. 2. 19 irte 
the foregoing discourse. t. John 
very seldom depicts the res or looks 
of our Lord, as here. But this was an 
occasion of which the im ion was in- 
delible, and the upward could not be 
рене отег. els тё» оёр.) Nothing 
ereby is determined as to the locality. 

The guest-chamber no doubt was the place 
of this prayer. The eyes may be lifted 
to heaven in as well as out of doors; 
heaven is not the sky, but that upper re- 
gion, above our own being and thoughts, 
where we all agree in believing God to 
be especially present ; and which we indi- 
cate when we direct our eyes or our hands 
upward. The Lord, being in all such 
things like as we are, lifted up His eyes to 
heaven when addressing the Father (not 
His hands, for He prays not here as a 
suppliant—but as an intercessor and a 
High Priest, standing between earth and 
heaven, see ver. 24, 60. twa ..... ). 

cal elwev] It is impossible to re- 
gard the following prayer otherwise than 
as the very words of our Lord Himself, — 
uit full rendered by the beloved Apostle 
tn the power of the Holy Spirit. The 
view which has led so many of the best 
German Commentators (even Olshausen) to 
see in parte of it the words of the Evan- 
gelist, and not of our Lord, is, it seems to 
me, inconsistent with any earnest reception 
of the Gospels as truthful. If such a pro- 
mise as ch. xiv. 26 was made, and fulfilled, 
then these must be the words of the Lord 
Himself;—and the Greek form of them 
only (and whether even that? see 
Prolegg. ch. ii. $ ii. e) can be 
as bearing evidence of the style and man- 
ner of John. rep] not, Our 
Father, — which He never could вау, — nor. 
My Father, — which would be too ta 
separation between Himself and His for 
such a prayer (see Matt. xxvi. [39,] 42, 

оё 2 кабшс ESwxac abr ‘ekovciay wácnc capkéc, in 

рег "я 

„ the style) BOR Wee f. Orig, Victorin : 

<4 ig 
thi 

] 3 Ї ғ i jr 
m" i 

$ H H I inr } 4 к с 8 Ё ; 
EE 

* 

then subjectively, 26а. pı єў, ver. $ 
putting Himself into the place of rev 
vió» bere. Wwe...) был аду 
are а proof that the Son is to 
Father as ing His Godbead. Wu 

вау, И 1 Ine, that I ma һ 

Thee ??” (Stier.) This дону d 

Gen. vii. 15, 16, 21) ай that hes . к 
that is subject to death, all that is . 
on account of sin. But of this all, ec» 

сарЕ is given by the fram bée 
the foundation of the world to Chr 
the whole creation is His to rule, B»! 
judge, by virtue of His being, in the ros 
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в constr, ch. v. f 

d = Rev. il. 18. 
Matt, vi. 1. 
Prov. il. 1. 

A wl. 1 ке аг : тей. косрџроо 

f Matt. vl. 8 reff. 
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5 

б E ifaviowes тара coi. 

, i , 17.2. 7 2 Р „ 
Prov. tisa. AO yov. соо rernonxay’ “уйу Ёу>шка» Orc тарта оса 

tz. i. 81 reff. 
Matt. vii. 8, 29. Mark Н. 18. ch. iv. 42 al. 

rec (for reAsiwoac) ereAtewoa, with D rel 

i eb. тїн. 61, 52 re. 

lat-c e g 1 д Syr goth arm Hippo! С.е-71 
Did Ath Bas Chr Cypr Hil, Ambr Zeno: txt ABCLN 1. 33 (lat-b FY syr-with-ast f: 

к. wth Jer Hil, 
5. атур Di. 
6. ro ovopa bef cov D latt Hil,. 

DKN Eus: txt C rel Orig. 
to the solemnity of the style): txt ACDN rel. 

i rec rernpyneact, with AC rel: «труса» K 33: tut 1: txt C rel Orig Eos. 
BDL. 

Dr. Wordsworth's explanation here, * the 
aorist is used, not the perfect, inasmuch as 
the work of glorification was still going on, 
and not to be completed before His Passion, 
when He would say reriktora, — I am 
quite unable to imagine. That the aorist 
implies present continuance, is at least a 
startling doctrine. The force of it here 
surely is, that our Lord stands by antici- 
pation at the end of His accomplished 
course, and looks back on it all as past, 
as historically gathered up in one act: 
which is the very sense and propriety of 
the aorist. vd Epyov is not only the 
ministerial life of our Lord, but the whole 
Life, with all its appointed manifestations 
of humility and purity;—the perfect 
righteousness which by that life He has 
planted in our nature,—and His prophetic 
and declarative office, terminated by His 
Passion and Death. ) 
Notice the correlation, which Meyer С 
pointed out, between dys qw before and 

со now. The same Person (iy) who 
bad with the Father glory before the 
world, also glorifled the Father in the 
world, and prays to be again received into 
that glory. A decisive proof of the unity 
of the Person of Christ, in His three 
estates of eternal pre-existence in glory, 
humiliation in the flesh, and glorification 
in the Resurrection Body. This 
direct testimony to the cternal 
existence of the Son of God has been 
evaded by the Socinian and also the 
Arminian interpreters, by rendering elxov, 
— ‘habebam destinatione tua,’ Grot. 
Wetst. On the identity of the dé ga in 
ver. 22 with this ёда, see note there. 

elyov] Nie non dicit accept. 
Semper habebat: nunquam copit habere.’ 
Bengel. xpd тоб т. к. ely.] bofore 

or д.+д.‚ед=кас CDK Hippol Constt Bas. 
for т. к. «wat, yeveoOa т. c. D. 

for lst dedwcac, edweac A B(sic: see tab 
кено: BY 1. 33 (bul каз epos hore beisa: 

for вог, pe 
for ў, av N.. 

for 2nd ddr. ec ABDRLX 

the катоВоћ) zócpev, ver. 24 ;—* before 
all creation.’ ‘Antequam feret mart.. 
gloriam illam habebat Filius; sed euz. 
feret mundus, gloria illa se coepit (7) ег. 
serere." А терд ool) = v, 
тд» Gedy, і 1; ele rer ire г.г 
warpéc, ch. i. 18. 6—19.] He proe 
Jor His disciples. 6.) This vere 
particularizes ver. 4, and forms the tras- 
sition to the intercessory prayer. 
cou T) ] Thy Name of Farman. 
which was so constantly on the lips af oc 
Lord ;—and which derived its living mav- 
ing and power from His teaching: 
Exod. xxiii. 21. No especial amphasis и. 
eov: it carries on the strain of addrum, as: 
points to the emphatic owl which fall. 
and the 3 жард ees in ver. 
7. oüs 58.) The Father gave tha 
to Christ, by ing them to Christ, om 
ch. vi. 37, 44, 46. oa $ew 
Thine (col, from об) they тегә 
Jeraelites — Thy » before :—Bo& соу 
outwardly, but ites indeed, see ch. 
48, and thus to receive Chri- 
(во Stier, v. 411 ff, edn. 2). And tha 
the ёк тоў answers to Хебе, 

perhaps Eke. 
to have been set at the Erud. wE 
tence, іроі аўтофс sid eg. It » 

a = &7 774 
Kat rov ` 
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2 е t 2 > 8 , т * p , €t ume s 
tam.. arep ayie, тпопсо» aurouc tv TQ OvOMGTL бо v At 

P . . y ^ ` - v т ә a7 

ког. SSwxac pot, tva wow * tv ca прас. 12 © 
„ ? = > үә у > ` » 9» $ е a © Ji K 

Mark vi. 38 GuTUV, EYW ernpouy avTOUC EV TQ OvORGTL gov Y &. 1 
\ в 4 , [1 3 э = з» * 

2276 l. кас но, kat. " єфйАаЁа, ка! ovdeic && аугш» атыћто, 
е 

х ch. x. 99. 
y 2 Thess. ii. 8. 
are Eph. v. б. в == Matt. vil. 18 al. Isa. ivii. 4. 

иш D; and, except last clause, lat-e Orig. rarqp В. aft оуокат: cov ins 
ка: ore nuny per avrwy [ev rw косры) eye ernpovy avrovg £v rw ovopatı бөз (ax 
repeat again in ver 12 ‚(> rw “sy pet) rec (for ¢) c, with D! 
glt fag 9 goth wth Ath Ang: $ DU fuld Syr: txt ABCN rel syrr syrọr 

copt ms arm Ath Cyr Thl Euthym. for če., tdw«ac LMR. ше сы 
кү а 69 vulg lat-f g вуг arm Ath Ambr Aug: om АВ*СЮМ rel Syr coptt 

19. rec aft yer’ avrev ins e» ты косры (from ver 11), with AO rel latf g nr 
(arm Chr Jer): om BC!DLN 1 latt coptt Cyr Hil, Aug. rec ob (see above, 

ver 11), with A0 5 rel latt syrr goth eth Orig-lat Hil: txt BC'L 33 syr-jer copi 
arm Cyr.—om w dedweag por N.. #дыкас C. rec om ga: bef ефэлха{а (lo гы 
arrangement), with AC? D. gr E rel latt syrr copt goth: ins BCLR 83 вуг-јег sab ar 
Cyr Hil for epvraka, epuraccoy Nl. 

cluded,—of which this is asserted. to be is the Angel of the Covenant, Exod. 
dv abroig] not ‘by their means, but in xxiii 21, see Іза. ix. 6; Jer. i. 6. 
them; by that iyw iv abroic of ver. 28, This Name,—not the essential God- 
the life of the vine in the branches; so head, but the covenant name, JENOTAE 

of His sene еш. obe ёть elp. That which the Son Бе рле 
фу т. к.) 1 is shews us that 6 cdop. is not disciples is no other than n 
said of place alone, for the Lord Jesus is himself has received from the Father, 
still lere; but of state, the state of menin the essential revelation of the Father. 
the flesh ; sometimes viewed on its darker Luthardt. Cf. Matt. x. 27. а 
side, as overcoming men and bringing iu фу каб. чрез) The oneness here is 
spiritual death,—sometimes, as here, used merely harmony of will or of love,— 
in the most general sense. mal, not some have interpreted it, 
but; it expresses the simultaneous state of to weaken the Oneness of the Godhesd by 
the Lord and His, see ch. xvi. 32, and the cabeg,— but oneness by the indwelling 
note. Axe] Holy, as applied to God, of the Spirit of Christ, the gift of the 
5 expresses that penetration of all covenant (1 Cor. vi. 17), and ultimately 

is attributes by Love, which He only oneness of nature, 2 Pet. i. 4, where the 
who here uttered it sees through in its éwayyi\para didepqras answers to the 
length, breadth, and height :—which an- Ssonmͥ 8 dédwade pos here. Non ait, u 
gels (Іза. vi. 3; Rev. iv. 8) feel and ex- nobiscum sint wnem,— gut simas wmm ips 

:—which men are privileged to utter, et nos, sicut unum sumus nos,—eed ait, ot 
ut can never worthily feel:—but which sint unum sicut et nos.’ Aug. Tract. cri. 5 

devils can neither feel nor worthily utter 19.] Aae: see ch. х. 28—30. 
(see Mark i. 24). They know His Power The aor. should be adhered to agu: 1 
and His Justice only. But His Holiness kept them. The Lord here, as Cyril '* 
is especially employed in this work of marks, compares His keeping of ows, 
ne now spoken of. dv тф фу. cov] to that by the Father, —in a way only * 
not ‘through Thine own Name, as E. V. countable by both Persons being of 74 
which yet renders ‘is Thy Name ver. 12 Power and Dignity. -d 
(so Chrys. Theophyl. Euthym.),—but in pd ...] So that Judas was of the sambe 
the ropa of vv. 6 and 12; see below. of  cidwade pow of ver. 9,—shewing ™ 

J] not only the best supported, but (1) the sense in which those words met 
the beet reading, though Stier maintains be understood (see above); and (2) Un 
that it can bear no meaning ypitroxperiic. of such persons it is true that there is for 

The Name of God is that which was them no ‘gratia irresistibilia,’ no ‘keep 
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* = s. a € , в Ld ' al 

ur avrov iyw 'ayale tpavrór, wa ёсу tei. 
h е ГА 2 7 9 ГА 20 O ю a U ** 

Wytaopévor ev аАтдеа. у » wept robrer d 
se , , 4 \ — e 4 

zan . Dat" брате мбуо>, аААа ка! wept rwv °° suortvorrev *ón 
xv. 19, 

1 Cor. lii. 6. a 
see) Pet. 1. GU 

ch. n. 1 rel 7 М 
p ch. x. 80 reff. (va о 

Ambr Aug. ins у bef akne, В. 

rov Adyou avrov eic tué, 
warnp év ёро! Ka-yw iv col, iva kat айто! £v iur wes, 

Kospog riortbop Sri ob pe атёфотнАес. cy 

21 7 a 4 1 

iva wavrec ? tv wow, кабы; 

om o Aoyoc o сос aARGua XU. 
brst. 18. ins rovrov» bef rov косџоу (twice) D lat-a b c Am 

19. om eyw AN al fos lat-ó c e q Ath Did. rec cai avro: bef weir, with C rel 
syr sah: txt ABCIDKLXYN 1. 33. 69 latt copt goth arm Ath, Did, Cyr. 

20. rec micrevoovrwy, with D'(and lat) al lat-a c sah 
ABCD'N rel lat-5 syrr copt goth arm Ath Bas Chr 

rec хатер, with ACR rel Clem Orig 21. om i» Ci. 
yr Nonn ТЫ. , 

: txt BD Eus] 
ev npiv ins fy, with AC‘N rel vulg lat-f syrr copt goth (wth) Clem Orig, Eus, Tht: 
Cypr Hil, Jer Ambr Aug Leo: txt BC!Dlat-a b c e g sah arm Eus, Ach ee Lb. Ty 

for wicrevon, xtorevg BC'N! Clem Eus: txt ADR! rel Orig. 

Rev. xx. 6. dv, not ‘dy,’ but in: see 
on ver. 11. The truth is the element in 
which the ay. takes place. ô My. 6 
ods] compare Acts xx. 32. Thy word, in 
its inner subjective power. Ver. 18 
is proleptic,—and received its fulfilment 
ch. xx. 21. He does not merely leave 
them in the world, but sende them into it, 
to witness to this same truth of God : see 
ch. xv. 16. 19.] See above on ver. 
17. Notice, says Meyer, the emphatic 
correlation of аўтёу-—фүф nel 
abro. It is clear against all Socinian 
inferences from this verse, that all that 
part of йу и>» implied in ch. x. 36 is 
bere excluded: and only that intended 
which is expressed Hob. ii. 10 . Rer ка- 
Өнаты» renosa Of this, His death 
was the crowning act, and was also the 
one to which the vrip афтф» most di- 
rectly applies ; but the whole is included. 
The confining the meaning to His saori- 
fice (Chrys, Euthym.), and the iva cai 
abroi .. . . to their mart or 

their spiritual self-offering, Rom. xii. 1 
(Euthym.), is insufficient for the depth of 
the words. iv kn.] in trath: 
what truth, is evident from ver. 17, where, 
in the repetition, д Ady. д cóc &\убна 
zoriv, the article is also wanting: see 
ch. 1. 14; iv. 24; 3 John 8,—for 450. 
without the article. But the distinction 
is perhaps somewhat obscured after a pre- 

ition. 20.] The connexion is the 
d riorema abrobc tic r. on., ver 18. 
The present part. expresses the state of 
faith in which all believers are found: the 
future (of the rec.) would refer more to 
the act of belief by which that state is 

begun. But perhaps it is best to take tb 
pres. as proleptic. It is striking! 
set forth here that ай ва t beef 

FE $] EI not merely ‘with,’ but in, 
the Father 

E itin TUS I Я & Ts EP ers 1 $ 8 F U tles; and is therefore not 

8 2B TE i^i 155 if i i Ar 5 
may see them. Ive тот.) not parale 
with the former Туе, as if ever. è 5 
meant the same as ravrec 0» der, that s 
may be brought to believe. Nor «= 
can the words ende, 
and condemned world, at the end, mx н 

a rendering would surely be repoguss! | 
the spirit of the prayer, and the ose of ibr 
word sierebw in our 
— that this their testimony, being ber 
by them all, and in all ages, may conte 
to convince the world, so that many is (5 
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T= пее on 

ro te 26. 
э Tim. iv. 8. 
1 Jobn ii. 39. 
Rev. ху]. Б. 

u ch. ху. 15 
reff. 

та b. ii. 4. 
Kings ziii. 

w [om oaly. 
4 Kings x. 

25 

гү» ms 

XVIII. 
Aal Ünraic avrov sípav rov " yepappou ræv 

х here oaly 
S Kiajs xv. 23. 

25. rec warep, with CDN rel Clem Hi 
am fuld forj ing) lat-b e coptt(not copt 
(а.в f). om 2nd се A. 

26. for ў», ў qua D latt. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1. rec ins o bef iye., with ACD rel: om BL'K. 
for теу кдрау, тою кеё 

a g Ambr Jer: rov cedpov DN! lat-a b sah: txt BCM rel Org 
avrog but corrd N.. 
fos gat mm) lat 
Chr Cyr. 

behold and partake—the very case sup- 
poses it. No mere spectator could behold 
this glory. See Rom. viii. 17 өнү tbe 
Cor. iii. 18. Sn m dy. ра 
most glorious part sight of ae 
will be to behold the whole жа зш of re- 
demption unfolded in the glory of Christ’s 
Person,—and to see how, before the being 
of the creature, that eternal Love was, 
which gave the glory to Christ of шее 
all creation is but the exponent. 
кат. kór. seo reff. , 26.] Mase is 
connected with the final clause of ver. 24. 
The Righteousness of cal is wit- 
nessed by the beginning (xpd xar. n) 
of Redemption, and x Bag. Фаз») by the 
glorification of the from Chr; but 
also by ò rócpoc сг ойк E уы, Һе final 
distinction made by His Justice between 
the world and His. The first cal is 
in the quasi-digjunctive пабе во common 
with our Evangelist, see ch. xvi. 32, note, 
—and contrasts with the 84 immediately 
following : the more classical construction 
would be re—déi (Lücke). The second кеќ 
merely couples the preceding to the follow- 
пе ва горасна оров it: ж урын 27. 

да shew that опг Lord spake hore: of the then 
present time and disciples vas at the 
close of His prayer. is 
by the whole work and iamas of the 

irit completed in the Kingdom of God. 
This promise has been in fulfilment thro: : 
all de. history of the Church. And 

t result of this manifestation of the 
ather's name is, tbat the wonderful Love 

wherewith He loved Christ, may dwell in 
(not the Apostles merely —the future 
yywpicw has again thrown the m 
onward to the great body of believers 

EYATT'EAION XVII. 25, 26. 

S cui 

= к{дре», бте 

: txt АВ. om lst ca: D valgio 
). aft e cocpog ins revrec sic, D 

for cy, eyywea D. 
for pe, avrovc N. 

[тес writtes 
ASA valg-cd(with fl. j 

them,—i. e. the perfect, living knowiedse 
of God in Christ, which reveals, and in fact 
is, this love. And this can only be by 
cá yo iv abroic—Christ d in their 
hearts by faith, and 
ening them by His t. He dom ох 
вау, ‘ Thou in them оен 

Cmar. XVIII TE Far Misi- 
FESTATION OF JEBUS AS THE Lor», D 
REFERENCE TO ТНВ NOW ACCOMPLISHED 
AEJROTION ОР HIM BY THE unn 
ОР ISRAEL, AND THE SORELY TEIRD BIT 
EVENTUALLY CONFIRMED FAITH or His 
own. And herein XVIII. I-III. 16° 
His voluntary submission of Ниме to 
His mmt M to the 5 Iron. 

II.] His betrayal appre- 
1—3.] Matt. xxvi. 30—17. 

Mark xiv. 26—43. Lake xxi. 

would remind the reader — 
said in the pec. on the 
of this Gospel. attempt to find in this 
omission a di between the setting 
forth of the 

is evidently a Greek corruptio 
brew (ҮЕ): and coincides with the LII 
in ref. and 3 Kings xv. 13, where howeret 
F bas тоё xidpwy. If there were cedars i 
foe navia ia would be ea 
accounted for. Suidas, under ‘lafir, quotes 
Ps. 1хххіі. 9 thas, Табір ip rẹ 

warno Strate, ка o косцос e: оюк tyve, tye Ха ac 
e», Kai ovrot Eyvecay ore ov pt awtertilac, 

"гуғораа avroic TO „буора соь кай 
“ауажт nv | туатпаас ре £v avroic 0, кауы ty avrok. 

! Tavra eire» Insovc eEnd Oev GU» тос ae 

m 
vi 

i. эч ise 
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\ 'T 58 e e &S M aoe Ф y > 6 ‹ | 
1 Mark sill, 16. Kat lob о `пабад‹доос avTOP per ee : “= 

а х. ч * э Гад @ ә Г] ? - » a , А 

aril, 81. ch. OUP тёр аутос OTI “eye нш, dba ис та orsu $ 
и 1 4 я е , v2 

4 King, zz. Kat Emtgayp ^ хане!. 7 maw оў» EWWPWTHCEY ауто `` 
10, 11. А - z € y » of ` = 8 · DL 

merica Tiva бттытЕ; oi & eirov 1goovy то» Načwpaiov. " ex- i... 
(refi.) ouly. 

n vv. В, 6. a ik н epi Incovc Eiwov vptv ore ° Eye ире” et ойу ént Umur, 
= e e 

Mur e agers тойтонс Р d rd yeiv. 9 iva wAnowOy о Муос or 
p= Matt. rill. y *n 9 ohe Меже 3 24 K айт 
ало ётер, OTe obe кас pot, оок * enwAcca avrey 

6. om ev» A al. om avroic N'. om or: (as eer 5) ABDLXM 1. 33 х 
) awn Ger, во BD. 

. тес avroug bef exnowrgcev, with DN rel am(with fuld forj ing) lat-a ö e goth 
Orig: txt ABCLUXY (38) 69 lat-e f q syrr coptt sth arm Orig C 
bef reva D sah. 

9. edwaac D al. 

Roman soldiers who had it in command 
* to apprehend Jesus of Nazareth." 
devise... er авфтду] I believe these 
words to be the description of an eye- 
witness;—John detected Judas standing 

them, and notices the detail, as is 
his constant habit, by way of enhancing 
the tragic character of the history. The 
synoptic narrative related the kiss which 
presently took place; but this self-tradi- 
tion of our Lord was not related in it. 
John therefore adds this touch of exact- 
ness, to shew that the answer 'Igco?v г. 
N. was not given because were igno. 
rant of His Person, so as not to be able to say 
* Thee ;'—but because they feared to say 
it. 6.] The question on the mira- 
culous nature of this incident is not whe- 
ther it were a miracle at ай (for it is 
evident that it must be ав one), 
but whether it were an act specially in- 
tended by our Lord, or a result of the 
superhuman dignity of His person and the 

jestic calmness of His reply. I believe 
the latter alternative to be the right one. 
Commentators cite various instances of the 
confusion of the enemies of innocent men 
before the calmness and digmity of their 
victims : how much more was this likely to 
be the case when He in whom was no sin, 
and who spake as never man spake, came 
forth to meet His implacable foes as the 
self-sacrificing Lamb of God. So that I 
regard it rather as a miracle consequent 
upon that which Christ said and did, and 
the state of mind in which His enemies 
were,—than as one, in the strict sense, 
wrought by Him: bearing however always 
in mind, that to Him nothing was wnes- 
pected, or & mere result, but every thing 
foreknown. With this view what follows 
is aleo consistent, rather than with the 

«sa», adding таму, D. 
8. aft алеср:Өр ins avroic DX 1. 69 fos lat-f g sah arm Orig. 

with DX 1. 69 Orig: om ABCN rel Cyr ТЫ. 
for avrwy, avrov А. 

yr- ins Me ywr 

roc ins o bef 180. 

гЁ avr. ovĉeva bef атећмев D. 

other. The distinction is an impo- 
tant опе, as the view which we take d 
our Lord's mind towards His captors nut 
enter, as an element, into our understand- 
ing of the whole of this scene, and indeed 
of the solemn occurrences which folkw. 
Such incidents as this т дыкы 
the Evangelists, and least п. 
as mere astounding facts, but as grounds 
on which we are to enquire, and determine 
for ourselves, as to the “ glory, fall of grace 
and truth,” which was in Him, whom, wt 
having seen, we love. 8.] Bene 
strikingly says of this ly eig ‘Terhes 
dicet ойт’ And Augustine, ‘Quid jañ- 
caturus faciet, qui judicandus жайдан 
Quid regnaturus poterit, qui 
hoc potuit?' Tract. exii, 8. Shere 
To$Tovs] ‘quos Ші cæci adonebante. 
Bengel. This saying was sufficient to 
shew Peter and the rest what wes the 
appointed course for them ;—the é. r^. 
dra yen to the band, is éráyrrt эре 
to the Apostles. 9.) See ch. ут. 
12. An unquestionable , if any wer 
wanted, that the words of ch. xvii. are m 
mere description of the mind of our Lord 
at the time, nor free arrangement of Hi 
words, but his very words themselves. Ths 
is recognized even by De Wette. Os 
the application of the saying, we may re- 
mark that the words unquestionably bed 1 
much deeper meaning than any belong" 
to this occasion ; but that tbe геш» 
often made in this commentary on tbe fu 
filment of prophecies must be borse ? 
mind ;—that to * t а is not 
to exhaust its capability of being . 
and again fulfilled :—that the word d 
the Lord have many stages of i 
—and that the temporal deliverance of the 
Apostles now, doubtless was bat s pst 
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oC HER éxsivou, 14 Fy 8t Katá$ac o? eunova тос Iod 
m. E ore " avpéépt ёа „аубрытоу атодаьєу v тір row * Лаоз. 
4. csi ба. 15 noa & rw 'Insov Zine Пёгоос Kat [о], . 
E» xix.10. ' абпетс. о à paburiic ё exeivoc iv * уушстос те арры, : 

ch. 1. 

Е е каї ‘ouvecnAGey тф Insov а ис тп» * ауу» rov apxeepion, 
r bere bis. 668 [lérpoc нотка e rp bp ы. Абе» | оў» 
а 2t 2, 8, 

„на 0 Haß ric a о e à о * уушот©с rov аруир с, каг eire 
н тр ” борере kat eich ya yu тоу Ilrpo . 17 Хуч o 
a Mart. xxvi з TU Петоф y л 7 тоску 1 " Өорырос * Mq xai GV EK Tv» 

pue радо» et тор аудретоо TOUTOV $ Аун exewoc Ow 

E n a, 6ш. 18 tiorijceicar à ot $о°Ло: каї oi Urwpérat a ar- 

zik soniy, Ө драк:а» тезгопкбтес, Ort ° puxog iv, ка! ` eOcppeiverro 

fem, 2 Kings ny & xai о Пёгрос per ave» tro ка! * Oeppacvo- 

xli. 1 
x Lais i. 2. яз - Qospp. & Acts only, exo. Heb. 1. 6. Gen. хіти. 7. y |. Lake xii. . Gal. iw. 21, 

ёо. Gea. 8 ch. vH 47 гей. а ch. х1. esis Bir. 21.32 . (-Ope€, Rom. 211. за 
b Aets xxviil. а Poor. xL 27 only. Gen. vill. 99. herve his, ver. 28. хіт. 56, 07. June 

Н. 16 oniy. Hagg. i. 6. 

14. rec (for атобауну) ахоМмео®а:, with АСЗ rel вуг goth: txt BCD LIN 33. 69 
Chr Cyr Nonn Chron. 

15. for rw гооо, avroic Ci. om o bef aAAoc АВП#%{ coptt arm Nosa : 
ins CN'* rel. 1 yr. 

16. om «£e N. rec (for o yveoroc rov apxupeec) ос 9» yrworeg fo apyupi 
(from ver 15), with AC!N rel: txt BC'L copt. for tcnyayer, исцугусг М. 

17. rec у жоф окт 9 Üvpepoc bef re werpw, with ACR rel: txt BC'LK 33 volg 
i 

1. Er l. Lal N. om L arm. rec ner avrwy bef o rerpog and om preceding 
5 txt BCLXN 1. 83 lat-a Syr arm Cyr. 

from that in the other Gospels. There, disciple whom Jesus loved. The iden that 
no questions are asked of Jesus sbout His it was Judas Iscoriot (Heumann), is surely 
disciples or doctrine (ver. 19): fere wit- too absurd to need confutation. The fe 
nesses are prodnced, and the „кере Dee тээ. Ty Ige. P» y cec re 

i are after a legal form ёрх. (as a matter of individual tier). 
hearing was in a public court of justice, and the whole character of the incident, 
before the assembled Sanhedrim ; this was will prevent any real student of St. John. 
а private and informal questioning. That style and manner from entertaining sach 
A ras «Майа be во often ‘called ° the High а supposition for a moment. How Joba 
Priest, is no objection to this view: see was to the High Priest we have m 
on Luke as above: see also note on means of ing & conjecture. The 
ver. 24. The íwo hearings are main- palace of the High 
tained to be one and the same by Luther, the dwelling of both 
Grot., Bengel, Lampe, Tholuck, Lücke, It was not 
De Wette, Friedlieb, Wordsworth, &c.; female porters among the Jews: see тей. 
—the view bere taken is maintained by H.] Bee the whole j of 
Сату, Aug., rute n Olsh., Nean- Peter's denials discussed in notes on Matt. 
der, Ba Meyer, Ebrard, vv. 69—75. This first 
Wieseler, Langs, Hom Hess, von Meyer, all appearance rashly and 
von Gerlach, Luthardt, and Stier (vi. z vertently made, from a mere 
edn. 2). 14.] See ch. хі. 49—52 and shame. Lücke suggests that Peter mey 
notes; also on rob dvtavrod ixeivov, ver. have set himself among the servants of the 
18. 16.) [д] us p. is here men- High Priest to bear out his dewial. The 
tioned for the first time. ere is no rea- pi wal ev (ver. 25), 
son to doubt the universal persuasion that implies that the other disciple had already 
by this name John intends Aémself, and been recognized as а follower of Jesus, end 
refers to the mention in ch. xiii. 33 of a had à 

кы pevoc. IO оф» apyiueprüc протпає» rov “Incovy rro: 
ea 
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W. 2 H, & Sinwy Tlérpoc ёотыс каї OH AE 
: mE s. Cor ойу avro Mu xai оў ёк тоу рабптеу avrov d; v: 
nere. прупсато ixtivoc, Kat кїтє» Оук api, 26 Мун eic t Tur. - 

MILE Jobo rov аругеріыс, ° avyytvüc &v ov ' axízojev Пе. 

Det av ir. трос rò ‘wriov, Оюк tyw at 180» Ev re "eme ptt 
eat are. ayroy; 27 таму ov» novncaro Пётрос, кас быс 

mod xin а актор " epovnosv. 
rium 3" Ayovow Оў» TOV Ino aro vov Kaiaġa ис т 

Bursa " wpatreptov. nv 8d тры ка! avroi ovx ticu dor uc 

Шив rò " праторіоу, iva рў ? mavÜucw, adda en 
xxii. 34, УТИ L 16 bie. Heb х0.16. N b. = Levit. v.8 es 

95. for avrov st, & sxetvou C! ; н rov аубр. exityov ОЗ. for «sey, Ar. А . 
27. rec ina ò bef rerpoc, with CÀHMSUXN 69: om ABC! rel Cyr. 
28. rec (for яран) «pow, with ЕОНКҮГ (S, e sil) Chr: txt ABCR rel Cyr. 

тес (for ahha) add’ гуа, with С? rel vulg lat-a ef ff, syr: txt ABC DN 1 vulg 
lat-5 (c) g (Syr) sah goth. 

rendering of ёхёстећеу, to bring about This dee agreement between Lole 
which the офу has apparently been and John further confirms the jetice 
omitted. I believe the verse simply to of the view respecting the tee hear; 
describe what followed on the preceding: maintained above: see note on Lak. 
—Annas therefore sent Him bound te as above. 28—40.] Ne ќт: 
Caiaphas the High Priest. гіта, ниб attempt to deliver Him. 9. c 
olrec sipiccovric ri wAiov, wipxovsw аётоі obe elsqA.] I have already discoved 
abróv dedepivoy wpdc Kaiá$aw, Chrys. the difficulties attending the subject of ocr 
There is no real diffculty in this rendering, Lord's last Passover, in the note on Matt. 
if Annas and Caiaphas lived in one palace, xxvi. 17—19. I will add bere ewe re- 
or at all events transacted public affairs in marks of Friedlieb's, Arch. der Led.) 30 
one and the same. They would naturally ‘The Jews would not enter the Pre 
have different apartments, and thus the torium that they might not be defiled. bat 
sending from one to the other would be that they might eat the Pamover. For 
very possible; as also would the incident the entrance of a Jew into the home of s 
related by Luke xxii. 61 :—see the extract Gentile made him unclean till the етет. 

i i note. 

the hearing before Caiaphas, for he has had yet to eat the Passover, wherem Jen 
related ch. xi. 47 ff.: and we have ere this and His disciples had already eaten it 3 
been familiarized with the habit of our the previous night. And it м no lem . 
Evangelist not to narrate any further prising, that the Jews in the early шети 
the outward process, where he has already should have been afraid of them- 
by anticipation substantially given us ite selves unclean for the Passover, — осе 
result.” Luthardt. N.] Matt. Passover could not be kept till evening, ie- 
xxvi. 71—74. Mark ziv. 69—72. Luke os the sert day, and the uncleannes which 
xxii. 58—61:—see note on Matt. xxvi they dreaded did not, by the law, last tul 
69. Peter was in the court-yard of the next day. For this reason, the pamare 
the house the atAy. 28. This was in John under no small exegrtic 
about an hour after the former,—Luke, difficulties, which we cannot 
ver. 59. Notice the emphatic W.: as we solve, from want of accurate knowledge d 
вау, wi my сат у=. the customs of the time. Possibly the hv 
28—Cuap. XIX. 16.] Jesus before the concerning Levitical defilements and pur. f. 

Gentile governor. Matt. xxvii. 9, 11—90. cations had in that age been made more 
Mark xv. 1—19. Luke xxiii. 1—25. Be- stringent or otherwise modified ; J. 
fore this comes in the section of Luke, they called some other meal, bendes tbe 
ch. xxii. 66—71, containing the close actual Passover, by ite name. This last s¢ 
of the examination before the Sanhedrim, certainly, with our present knowledge of 
which did not happen till the morning. Hebrew antiquities, must assume; for Ux 
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rovrov ; % awekpinsav cal тау aur E: m vv оётос ast 
a gar f. u. какду d тоу, ойк dy cot ropeò cane: abróv. 31 quo Ye 

p обу avroic TL éroc AaBere avrov vptic, kat card тор: 

vőpov vd *xpivare айтбу. simov айт о “овда го 
fch. v. 10 гей. "Ни ovk ‘teorww Gwoxrewat оуд ва" 9 1 па о Аё уос rov 
каліва "Inoov rAnpobp, д» и к enn roi x Oa vary 

nuedAew © amoljvnokew. acnAGev оф» кам» ас то 

80. rec (for како» sow) какотоюс (corre of constr; the word from 1 Pet ii. 12, 
14, iii. 16, iv. 15), with AC? rel vulg lat-b c f Eus: racor wageag NI: 

харєёокеєчиу(віс) N. 
81. rec ins ò bef ziAaroc, with АСМ rel: om BCi. 

83 lat- a: txt BLN* lat-e. 

aft «rov ins ov», with N rel vulg Chr 
coptt arm. 

99. om ov eure» Ni. 

raxoTowusr С! 

om avro» Nl. ree 
; ёе AD'KU 1 syr goth: om BC lat-e 5ут 

[aft ovdeva ins tovdeva sic) M: corrd eadem manu.) 

88. rec «с ro яратыр» bef raus, with AN rel вуг: om таму C? 33 Syr sah : txt 

under which Jesus was t before him, 
he а a formal accusation on which 
n fe proceed: “se scire dissimu- 

t," Rupert. in Meyer $0.] They 
чай not mention the dun of blasphemy 

ht against Him by the Sanhedrim, 
ear of the entire Tejection of their 

ell as by Gallio, Acts xviii. 16. The 
Procurators in such cases had a dis- 
cretionary power. On what they did say, 
Grot. observes, ‘‘Quod probationibus de- 
erat, id supplere volunt sua auctoritate." 

This answer is best regarded 
as an ironical reproach founded on their 
apparently proud assertion in ver. 30— 
and genni зда to this :— If you suppose 
I am to have such implicit confidence in 
yonr judgment concerning this prisoner as 

e his guilt on your word, take him 
ы put him to death (for rpivars must be 
ou understood, —see ow) а g to 
ur law; remin them that the same 
ошай power which reserved capital 

cases for his jurisdiction, also ex 
proper cognizance to be taken of them, 
and not that he should be the mere execu- 
tioner of the Sanhedrin. hp. obs At.] 
From the time when Archelaus was de- 
Eman (A. p. 6 or 7), and Judæa became а 

rovince, it would follow by the 
w that the Jews lost the power 

a life life and death. Josephus tells us, Antt. 
xx. 9. 1, that ойк TEO jv xwpic тўс 
ixelvov (the Procurator's) yvép 2c каба: 
cvyéóptoy,—i. e. to hold a court of judg- 
ment in capital cases. Some have thought 
that this power was reserved to them in 
religious matters, as of blasphemy and 
sacrilege ; but no proof has been adduced 
of this; the passages commonly alleged 
Jos. Antt. xiv. 10.2; B. Jud. vi. 2. 4, and 
Acts vii. 58, not applying (see note on Acts 

ut supra). The Talmud relates that tins 
had taken place есу тепе о тшт = вее 
Licke, ii. 737 note) 
of Jerusalem. a on rel vn Ас», 
рр. 184—167, argues at great that 

e Jews had this power; and the 
words here merely mean that they cou 
not put to death on the Sabbath, which, 
according to the usual custom of executing 
the next day after jodgment, would now 
have been the case. Bot this treatment 
of the words is unjustifiable. Can we 
suppose fora moment that this can have 
been meant, when there is not a word in 
the text to imply it ? * 
the day for such forced in 
is fast passing away. ($31) 
gives the most consistent account of the 
matter. In the Domen provinces gene- 
rally the con- 
ducted judici Bat Jude. 
which belonged to the of Syria, 
was an exception. was а Pro 
curator cum potestate, who exercised the 
right of judicial cognizance. Jerasiem 
however possessed the privilege of of jodging 
all lighter causes before the 
twenty, and heavier causes, iP giri the nde 
exception of judicia de capite, before tbe 
great Sanhedrim : so that none bat tbere 
reserved cases remained for the Procarator. 
Pilate seems to have judged these cases at 
his visits during the festivals; which wonld 
fall convenien | elk и gol серу it being 
the custom in Jerusalem, to execute great 
criminals at the Feasts. In other provinces 
the governors made circuits and held aasizcs 
throughout their jurisdictions. See on this 
subject Lücke's note, ii. 736. 33. 
See Matt. xx. 19 al.;—ch. xii. S2, S3. 
Had the Jews taken Him and judged Him. 
He would have been stoned, not cruci&ed. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

TO THE 

SEVENTH EDITION. 

In this Edition the Digest has been revised with the help of. 

Tischendorf’s 8th Edition of the Greek Testament. Some correc- 

tions and additions have also been made to the notes, mainly 

from Dean Alford's New Testament for English Readers." The 

new matter has been enclosed, as far as seemed practicable, within 

square brackets. 

November, 1876. 

ADVERTISEMENT TO THE SIXTH EDITION. 

THE Fourth Edition of my Second Volume passed under entire and careful 

revision as regards, 1. the critical arrangement of the text, and 2. the body of 

references. Both these labours were carried on under my own superintendence 

by my Secretaries; the former, including the re-writing of the Digest of various 

readings, and of that part of the Prolegomena which treats of the Apparatus 

Criticus, by the Rev. A. W. Grafton, now Vice-Principal of the Theological 

College at Wells: the latter, by the Rev. R. Hake, Minor Canon of Canterbury. 

The alterations in the notes were chiefly those which were rendered necessary 
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by the more complete conformation of the text to the testimony of our most 

ancient Manuscripts and Versions. 

In the Fifth Edition, the Codex Sinaiticus was collated throughout, and in 

certain doubtful passages of the text its testimony decided the reading. 

The references were somewhat modified, principally with a view to render 

each volume independent in itself, and prevent constant cross reference to the 

others. 

In this Sixth Edition, the Codex Porphyrianus (P) has been collated (from 

Tischendorf's Edition) for the Acts of the Apostles: and its readings, and those 

of the cursive ms. 47 have been inserted (from Tregelles) in the Digest, throughout 

1 and 2 Corinthians. 

My thanks are due to P. E. Pusey, Esq., for additional notices and vorrections 

of the readings found in Cyril of Alexandria, and in the Syriac Versions. 

DEANERY, САНТЕНВОВҮ, 

January 2, 1871. 
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PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tue Author of this book is identical with that of the third Gospel, 

as plainly appears from the circumstance that in its address, to a certain 
‘Theophilus, reference is made to a former work, on the acts and words 

of Jesus, similarly addressed. Compare Acts i. 1, Luke i. 3. That. 
Author is traditionally known as Lucas or Luke, spoken of Col. iv. 14, 
and again Philem. 24, and 2 Tim. iv. 11. For notices respecting him, 
see Prolegg. to Vol. I. ch. iv. § i. 

2. Nor is there any reason to reject the testimony of tradition in this 
matter. In chapters xxvii. and xxviii. we find our Author (see below, 

par. 4) accompanying Paul to Rome. In the passages above cited, all 
written from Rome, we find that Luke was there, in the company of that 
Apostle. So far at least there is nothing inconsistent with Luke having 
written this book ; and if this book, the Gospel. 

8. That no other writer has here assumed the person of the Author of 
the Gospel, may be gathered from the diction of this book strongly 
resembling that of the other, Supposing the student to consult the 
references in this Edition, he will be continually met by words and 
phrases either peculiar to the two books and not met with elsewhere 
(about fifty of these occur), — or mostly found in the two. 

4. That no writer other than the Author of the rest of the book has 
furnished the parta in which the narrative proceeds in the first pereon, 
will be plain, if the matter be thus considered. (a) We have evidence, 

both by his own assertion (Luke i. 3), and from the contents of the 
Gospel and this book, that Luke was & careful and painstaking writer. 
Now it would bespeak & degree of carelessness wholly unexampled,— 
for one who compiled & continuous memoir, to leave its component 
parts, derived from various sources, in their original fragmentary state, 
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PROLEGOMENA.] THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. (on. 1. 

some in the third, others in the first person. Unquestionably such a 
writer would in such a case have translated the whole into the third 
person. (8) Seeing that Luke does use the first person in Acts i. 1, 
and that the first person is resumed ch. (xiv. 22) xvi. 10—17; xx. 6— 
15; xxi. 1—18; xxvii. 1—xxviii. 16, it is but a fair inference that in 

one and the same book, and that book betokening considerable care of 
writing and arrangement, the speaker implied by the use of the first 
person is one and the same throughout. 

6. That the author never names himself, either as the author, or 

otherwise, can of itself not be urged as ап objection to any hypothesis 
of authorship, unless by the occurrence of some mention, from which 
the authorship by another may be fairly inferred. But, if we have in 
this book no mention of Luke, we have as certainly no hint of any other 
person having furnished the narrative. On the other hand we have a 
hint by which it appears that some one other than all the specified 
companions of Paul on a certain occasion (Acts xx. 4, 5) was with 
him, and was the author of the narrative. After the mention by name 
of Sopater, Aristarchus, Secundus, Gaius, Timotheus, Tychicus, and 
Trophimus, we read, ‘These having gone forward waited for us at 
Troas ? this pronoun including Paul and the writer, at least (see note 
there). 

6. That Paul himself, in Epistles written during the journeys here 
described, does not name Luke, cannot be alleged as any argument why 
Luke should not have been the author of our narrative. For (a), we 
have undoubted examples of Paul sometimes merely alluding generally 
to those who were with him, as Phil. iv. 21, 22 ;—sometimes sedulously 

suppressing their names while speaking of services performed by them, 
as 2 Cor. viii. 18 : sometimes not mentioning or alluding to them at all, 
as in the Epistles to the Galatians and to the Ephesians :—and 
(B) strictly speaking, no Epistles appear to have been written by Paul 
while our writer was in his company, before his Roman imprisonment. 
For he does not seem to bave joined him at Corinth, ch. xviii., whence 

the two Epistles to the Thessalonians were written :—or to have been 
with him at Ephesus, ch. xix.,—whence (probably) the Epistle to the 
Galatians was written ;—nor again to have wintered with him at 
Corinth, ch. xx. 8,at the time of his writing the Epistle to the Romans, 
and (possibly) that to the Galatians. 

T. But independently of the above arguments to establish the identity 
of the author throughout, we may infer the same from the similarity of 
diction and style, which do not vary through the book. Неге again we 
have, as will be seen abundantly in the references, terms peculiar to the 
writer occurring in various parts of the book ; — favourite terms and 
phrases occurring in all parts of the book ; which could not well have 
been the case, had he merely incorporated the memoirs of othera For 
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compendious statements of these, the whole of which have been inserted 
in my references, I refer the reader to Dr. Davidson's Introd. to the 
N. T. vol. ii. pp. 4, 5. 

8. And again, the notes will be found repeatedly to point out cases 
where the narrator takes up again (with his characteristic uév обу or 
otherwise) the thread of history previously dropped (see e. g., and com- 
pare, ch. xi. 16, i. 5: xi. 19, viii. 1—4: xxi. 8, vi. 5, viii. 5 ff.: xxii. 20, 
vii. 58, viii. 1, Co.). 

9. Another interesting source of evidence on this head is pointed out 
by Mr. Smith, in his valuable work on the Voyage and Shipwreck of 
St. Paul. He has shewn that in the various narratives of sea voyages 
im this book, and in that of the stilling of the storm in the Gospel, Luke 
has, with remarkable consistency, shewn himself to be just so much 
acquainted with the phrases and habits of seamen, as a landsman well 
habituated to the sea, but himself no seaman, might be expected to 
be. To specify instances would be beyond my limits, besides that 
Mr. Smith's very interesting and ingenious argument and illustrations 
would be spoiled by abridgment. I can only refer my reader to his 
work 1, 

10. To the same class belong the intimations, slight indeed but 
interesting, discoverable here and in the Gospel in the descriptions of 
diseases, that the author was one well acquainted with them and with 

the technical language of the medical profession. Of this kind are 
сеоба) ruperg peydAw, Luke iv. 88 ; Tuperois к. Ovctvrepóp avvexópvov, 
Acts xxviii 8: see also Luke viii. 49, 44, —A cta iii. 7, xii. 28, xiii. 11, 
and compare Col. iv. 14. 

11. It will be necessary to mention the various hypotheses which 
have substituted some other narrator for Luke in the parts of the Acts 
where the first person is used, or have merged his personality in that of 
some other companion of Paul: and, irrespective of the above argu- 
ments, to deal with them on their own merits. (a) Bleek and De 
Wette hold TinorgRUs, and not Luke, to have been the companion of 

Paul and the narrator in the first person, and Luke to have inserted 
those portions from a journal kept by Timotheus, and without alteration. 
But this is not consistent with ch. xx. 4, 5: where, when the com- 
panions of Paul have been named, aud Timotheus among them, it is said 
ovroe vpocAÜóvres vov Huds dy Tpwdd:: the escape from this objection 
attempted by making otro: refer to Tychicus and Trophimus only, being 
on all ordinary rules of construction, inadmissible. This reason is, to 
my mind, sufficient: those who wish to see others brought out, and the 
supports of the hypothesis (which sre entirely negative and inferential) 

! A second edition of Mr. Smith's book appeared in 1856, enlarged with much 
interesting detail. See the excursus below “ On the city of Lasea.” 
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mvalidated, may consult Dr. Davidson's e to the N. T., vol. 
ii. pp. 9 fl. 

(B) Sivas was the narrator in the first person, and indeed the author 
of the latter part of the book, beginning with ch. xv. 18 (30 ?), in the form 
of personal memoirs, which then were worked up. This hypothesis, whiclr 
has not any thing resembling evidence to support it, is sufficiently refuted 
by the way in which the mention of Silas is introduced ch. xv. 22 
(included by the hypothesis in his own work) as being a ‘chief man among 
the brethren.’ If it be answered that this notice of him was inserted 
by Luke,—Is it, I would ask, likely, that an author who was at no more 

pains in his work than to leave the first person standing in the narrative 
of another which he used, would have added to the mention of new 

individuals notices of this kind ? 
(y) More ingenious, and admitting of more plausible defence, is the 

hypothesis, which identifies Luke himself with Silas. The latest and 
ablest vindication of this view is contained in an article by the Author 
of the literary history of the N. T. in Kitto's Journal of Sacred Lit. for 
Oct. 1850. The chief arguments by which he supports it are these :— 

(1) ** The author of the Acts appears, in the early part of his history; 
to have been well acquainted with the acts and sayings of Peter, as he 
was afterwards with those of Paul. Now the only persons whom thia 
description would fit, are Silvanus (or Silas), and Mark (seo 1 Pet. 
v. 12, 13). That Mark did not after Acts xv. travel with Paul, we 
know : but Silas did, and from that time we find greater precision in 
the narrative as regards the history of that Apostle." 

But to this it may be answered,—that the difference between the 
kind of acquaintance which the historian possesses with Peter and his 
sayings and doings, and that with Paul and his history, is very observ- 
able even to a cursory reader. No where in the first part of the book 
does he use the first person : and no where, although the testimony has 
plainly come in many parts from autoptic authority, does the narrator 
himself appear as the eye-witness. In fact, all that the above argu- 
ment insists on, is easily and naturally satisfied, by the long and inti- 
mate companionship of Luke and Silvanus as fellow-travellers with Paul, 
during which time Luke may have gathered, if Silvanus must be con- 
sidered as his authority, all that we now find in the former parts of our 
history. 

2 I do not notice in the text the untenableness of the author's hypothesis that 
Silvanus accompanied Peter from Jerusalem into the East, and became the bearer of 
his first Epistle to the Christians of Asia Minor, before the commencement of his own 
connexion with Paul: i.e. before the gospel had ever been preached to many of those 
addressed by Peter, which it Aad already been,—see 1 Pet. i. 12, 25, and remark the 
aorists in both places. This extraordinary hypothesis is not necessary to his theory of 
the identity of Luke and Silas: indeed that theory is better without it, as then the 
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(3) “ Luke and Silvanus (Silas) are no where mentioned together. 
Luke is never mentioned in the Acts: Silas is never coupled with Luke 
in the addresses or salutations of the Epistles. And the two names, 
Silvanus from silva, and Lucanus from lucus, are so cognate that they 
might well be the appellations of one and the same person." 

This ingenious argument, if well weighed, will be found to have but 
little force. As to Luke not being named in the Acts, the fact itself 
goes for nothing. If it have any prima facie weight, it would be against 
the hypothesis. That one who was careful to insert an explanatory 
notice respecting one so well known as YavAos ô xai IIatAos, should take 
no notice at all of the fact hereafter likely to occasion so much confusion, 
—that he who was named Silas in the history, was known by Paul, and 
mentioned in his Epistles, as Lucas, — is hardly probable. But let us 
observe the occasions on which Silvanus and Lucas have been mentioned 
by Paul. In 1 Thess. i. 1, and 2 Thess. i. 1, we have Silvanus joined 

with Paul and Timotheus. In 2 Cor. i. 19, we have an allusion to the 
preaching of Christ at Corinth by Paul, Silvanus, and Timotheus. Ас- 
cordingly in Acts xviii. 6, we find that Silas and Timotheus came from 
Macedonia and joined Paul at Corinth: this occurring in a part of the 
history when (I am speaking according to the ordinary and prima 
facie inference, from the disuse of the first person since xvi. 17) the 
author was absent from Paul. Now let us turn to Col iv. 14, 

Philem. 24*. 'These Epistles belong to & time when we know by 
the latter chapters of the Acts, that the writer of the history was with 
Paul. Accordingly I find Lucas mentioned in both places. So far at 
least is in remarkable accordance with the common view that Silas and 
Lucas were not one, but two persons, and that the latter was the author. 

of the Acts, and not the former. It may be said that Paul called the 
same person Lucas whom he had previously called Silvanus : and this: 
may be supported by his variations between Peter and Cephas. But 
(1) I conceive that the case of Peter was too exceptional an one (both 
names having apparently been given him and used by our Lord Himself) 
to found an analogy upon: and (2) Peter's names are forms of the 
same meaning in two different languages, not words of similar meaning 
in the same language. 

But the principal argument in my mind against this hypothesis (over 
and above that from ch. xv. 22) is, that it would introduce unaccount- 
able confusion into the form and expression of a history, which on the, 
common view is lucid and accountable enough. Imagine Silas to be the 
speaker in ch. xvi., and Luke to be merged in Silas. Then ‘we,’ from 
ver. 10 to ver. 18,— Silas and Timotheus. In ver. 19, it would ba 

tilence of the Acts on Peter's pene after Acte xii. is 5 which on that 
hypothesis it would not be. . Е 8 

3 I omit at present 2 Tim. iv. 11. 
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natural to desert the first person, in order to express what happened to 
Paul and Silas, and not to Timotheus. The same specification of Paul 
and Silas might, for the same reason, be continued during the stay at 
Philippi, i. e. to the end of that chapter. But is it conceivable, that the 
‘we’ should not be resumed when the journey begins again ch. xvii. 1, 
—that it should not be used ch. xviii. 11, seeing that from 2 Cor. i. 19 
it was Paul, Silvanus, and Timotheus, who were preaching during that 

time at Corinth—in fact, that it should never be resumed till ch. xx. 5, 

at the very place (Philippi) where it was dropped before ? 
The argument from the similarity of silva and lucus is too unsub- 

stantial to deserve serious attention. And that built on the assumption 
that the author of the third Gospel and the Acts must have held a place 
of greater honour than we find assigned to Lucas, is purely arbitrary, 
and sufficiently answered by observing that he is ranked with Marcus, 
apparently his fellow-Evangelist, in Philem. 24. Rather would it seem 
probable, that the men of word and action, in those times of the living 
energy of the Spirit, would take the highest place ; and that the work of 
securing to future generations the word of God would not be fully 
honoured, till from necessity, it became duly valued. 

12. I shall now endeavour to sketch out the personal history of the 
author of the Acts, as for as it can be gathered, during the events which 
he relates. 

The first direct intimation of his being in the company of Paul, occurs 
ch. xvi. 10, at Troas, when Paul was endeavouring (looking for a ship) 
to sail into Macedonia. Now at this time, Paul had been apparently 
detained in Galatia by sickness, aud had just passed through (preaching 
as he went, see ch. xviii. 28) that country and Phrygia. It is hardly 
probable that he had visited Colosse, as it lay far out of his route, but 
he may, in the then uncertainty of his destination, have done so. (See 
Col. ii. 1 and note.) I say this, because it is remarkable that in sending 
Luke’s salutation to the Colossians (Col. iv. 14), he calls him 6 larpos ô 
dyarnrés. This designation might recall to their minds the relation in 
which Luke had stood to Paul when in their country ; or more probably 
may have been an effusion of the warm heart of Paul, on recollection of 
the services rendered to him on that journey by his loving care. At all 
events such a designation, occurring in восі’ а place, із not inconsistent 
with the idea that Luke about that time became Paul's companion on 
account of the weak state of his health. Further to establish this is 
impossible : but what follows is not inconsistent with it. We find him 
in the A postle's company no further than to Philippi, the object perhaps 
of his attendance on him having been then fulfilled *. 

4 He may have been put in charge with the church at Philippi, but the conjecture 
is not very probable. 
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13. If we seek for any trace of previous connexion between Luke and 
Paul, we find nothing but the very slightest hint, and that perhaps 
hardly to be taken as such. In ch. xiv. 21, 22 we read, that Paul, after 
the stoning at Lystra, departed with Barnabas to Derbe, and returned 
through Lystra and Iconium and Antioch (in Pisidia) confirming tho 
souls of the disciples, exhorting them to remain in the faith, каї dre &à 
cwoÀÀam Oripew Set ijuãs «себеі els т. Baotrelav tov бєй. This 
pas may be, as commonly understood, spoken by the writer as a Chris- 
tian, and of all Christians: but it may also be indicative of the writer's 
presence: and I cannot help connecting it with the tradition that Luke 
was a native of Antioch’: though Antioch in Syria is there meant, 
Certainly, in the account (ch. xiii.) of the events at Antioch in Pisidia, 
there is remarkable particularity. Paul's speech is fully reported: 
the account of its effect vv. 44—49 given with much earnestness of 
feeling: — and one little notice is added after the departure of Paul and 
Barnabas, ver. 52, which looks very like the testimony of one who was 
left beliind at Antioch. Whether this may have been the place of 
Luke's own conversion, we know not ; but a peculiar interest evidently 
hangs about this preaching at Antioch in the mind of the narrator, be 
he who he may : апа Mark had departed, who might have supplied the 
Cyprian events (see ver 13). 

14. After the second junction with Paul and his company, ch. xx. б, 
we find. him remaining with the Apostle to the end of our history. 16 
would not be necessary to suppose this second attachment to him to 
have had the same occasion as the first. That which weakness of body 
at first made advisable, affection may subsequently have renewed. And 
we have reason to believe that this was really the case. Not only the 
epithet dyarnrds, Col. iv. 14, but the fact, that very late in the life of the 

Apostle (see Prolegg. to the Pastoral Epistles, § ii.) when “all in Asia 
were turned away from him” (2 Tim. i. 15), and Demas, Crescens, and 

Titus had for various reasons left him, the faithful Luke still remained 

(2 Tim. iv. 11), bespeaks an ardent and steady attachment to the person 
of him who in all probebility was his father in the faith. 

15. Of the subsequent history апа death of Luke nothing is known. 

5 The idea that $u&s can by any possibility be applied to the wri/er has been contro» 
verted by Prof. Lightfoot in the Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology for March, 
1856, p. 95. But see note in loc. 

* Tbat the two places of that name would thus be confounded, is nothing surprising 
to those who are familiar with tradition. The nsual ground assigned for this idea, viz- 
the mention of Lucius (of Cyrene) as being at Antioch, ch. xiii. 1, is certainly far from 
satisfactory. 
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SECTION II. 

ITS BOURCES. 

1. The principal enquiry respecting the sources of the narrative in the 
Acts relates to the first part as far as ch. xiii. After that, the history 
follows the Apostle Paul, of whom its writer was subsequently the con- 
stant companion. From Aim therefore the incidents might be derived, 
where the writer himself was not present. I shall before the end of this 
section enquire how far the appearances warrant our supposing that his 
testimony has furnished such portions. 

2. I proceed to enquire into the probable sources of the first part of 
our history. And here something will depend on our answer to another 
question, — When is it probable that Luke was engaged in drawing up 
the book? I shall endeavour to support in another section my firm 
conviction that its publication took place at the end of the two years 
mentioned in ch. xxviii. 80, 81. It may be convenient for me at present 
to assume that to have been the case, but my argument does not 
altogether depend on that assumption. I proceed on the hardly 
deniable inference, that of the last voyage and shipwreck a regular 
journal was kept by Luke-- probably set down during the winter 
months at Malta. It must then be evident, that at this time the pur- 
pose of writing a Sevrepos AGs was ripened in his mind. But how 
long Һай this purpose been in his mind ? Аш I altogether beside the 
mark in supposing, that it was with this purpose among others that he 
became one of Paul's company on the return to Asia in ch. xx. 4, 5? 
Whether (see Prolegg. to Luke, $ iv. 2, 3) the Gospel was written for 
the most part during the interval between Luke being left at Philippi in 
ch. xvi. and his being taken up at the same place in ch. xx., or after- 
wards in Palestine, —on either supposition it is not improbable that the 
writing of the Acts was at this time already designed,—either as a 
sequel to the Gospel already finished, or simultaneously with the Gospel, 
as its future sequel. 

3. It is very possible that the design may have grown under his 
hands, or more properly speaking have been by little and little вир- 
gested by the direction of the Spirit of God. He may have intended, on 
leaving Philippi with Paul (ch. xx. 4, 5), only to draw up а баўузт of 
his own travels in company with that Apostle, to serve as a record of his 
acts and sayings in founding the churches in Europe and Asia, However 
this may have been, we find him recording minutely every circumstance 
of this voyage, which I take to have been the first written portion of the 
book. At any time during that or subsequent travels, or during the 
two years at Rome, he may have filled in those parts of the narrative 
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which occurred during his absence from Paul, —by the oral dictation of 
the Apostle. 

4. Let us now suppose Paul already in custody at Cæsarea. The 
narrative has been brought down to that time. The circumstances of 
his apprehension,—his defence before the Jews, — their conspiracy, — 
his rescue from them and transmission to Felix,—all this has been duly 
and minutely recorded,—even the letter of Claudius Lysias having been 
obtained, probably by acquaintance with some one about Felix. An 
intention similar to that announced in zapygkoAovÜnkór. wâsw ёкрцёѕ 
(Luke i. 8) is here evidently shewn. 

5. But now Providence interposes, and lays aside the great Apostle 
for two years. During all this time Luke appears to have been not far 
from his neighbourhood, watching the turn of events, ready to accom- 
pany him to Rome, according to the divine announcement of ch. xxiii. 
11. But “they also serve, who only stand and wait" What so 
natural, as that he should avail himself of this important interval to 
obtain, from Cæsarea and Jerusalem, and perhaps from other parts of 
Palestine, information by which he might complete his hitherto frag- 
mentary notices ? "That accurate following up of every thing, or rather 
tracing down of every thing from ite source, —what time so appropriate 
for it as this, when among the brethren in Judæa he might find many 
eye-witnesses and ministers of the word, and might avail himself of the 
dapyjoes which of all places would be most likely to abound there where 
the events themselves had happened ? During this interval therefore I 
suppose Luke to have been employed in collecting materials, perhaps for 
his Goepel, but certainly for the first part of the Acts. 

6. His main source of information would be the church at Jerusalem. 
There, from James, or from some apostolic men who had been on the 
spot from the first, he would learn the second and faller account of the 
Ascension,—the weighty events of the day of Pentecost, the following 
acts and discourses. In the fulness of the outpouring of the Holy 
Ghost on the apostles and elders at this time, which raised them above 
ordinary men in power of spirit and utterance, it would be merely an 
inference from analogy, that their remembrance of the words uttered at 
remarkable crises of the apostolic history should be something sur- 
passing mere human recollection: that these hallowed words of the 
Spirit’s own prompting should have abode with the church for its com- 
fort and instruction, and finally have been committed to writing for all 
subsequent ages. 

7. But if analogy would a priori suggest this, the phenomena of our 
history confirm it. The references (which have been on that account a 
singularly interesting labour) will shew to the attentive student in those 
speeches, quite enough peculiarities to identify them as the sentiments 
and diction of the great Apostle of the circumcision, while at the same 
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time there is enough of Luke's own style and expression to shew that 
the whole material bas been carefully worked over and gracized by 
his hand. 

8. It has been much- disputed whether Luke used written documents 
in constructing this part of the Acts”. It may have been so. Detailed 
memoirs of some of the most important events may have been drawn up. 
If so, ch. ii. would in all probability be such a memoir. The letters, 
ch. xv. 23—29 (xxiii. 26—30), must have been of this kind: some of 
the discourses, as that of Peter ch. хі. 5—17, eontaining expressions 

unknown to Luke's style (see reff.) : more or lese, the other speeches of 
Peter, containing many striking points of similarity to (both) his 
Epistles, —see reff. At the same time, from the similarity of ending of 
the earlier sections (compere ch. ii. 46, 47 ; iv. 32 ff. ; v. 42; ix. 31; 

xii. 24), from tbe occurrence of words and phrases peculiar to Luke in 
the midst of such speeches as those noticed above (e. g. стаббта ch. 
xi. 18, and see Dr. Davidson p. 30 for а list, which I have incorporated 
in the reff.), the inference must be (as in the last paragraph) that such 
documents were not adopted until their language had been revised, 
where thought necessary, by the anthor himself. The very minute and 
careful detail of ch. xii., evidently intended to give the highest authority 
to the narrative of Peter’s miraculous deliverance,—so that the house 

itself of Mary the mother of John Mark is specified, the name of the 

female servant who went to the door, her remarks and the answer made 

to her, are all given,—has apparently been the result of diligent enquiry 
on the spot, from the parties concerned. We can hardly resist the 
inference that the very same persons who fifteen years before had been 
witnesses of the deliverance, now gave the details of an occurrence 
which they could never forget, and described their own feelings on it. 

9. Whether Luke at this time can Lave fallen in with Peter person- 
ally, is very questionable. That Apostle certainly does not appear to 
have been at Jerusalem when Paul visited it: and from the omission of 
all mention of him after ch. xv., the natural inference is, that he was not 
there during any part of Paul’s imprisonment. (See note on Gal. ii. 
11, and Prolegg. to 1 Pet. § ii. 6, 7.) 

10. Bat one very important section of the firet part of the Acts is 
concerned with events which happened at Cesarea, —and derived from 
information obtained there, There dwelt Philip the Evangelist, one of 
the seven (ch. xxi. 8): а most important authority for the contents of 
ch. vi. and viii. if not also for some events previous to ch. vi. There 

7 Ses the question discussed by Dr. Davidson, pp. 21 ff. 
8 De Wette (Exeget. Handb. Apostg. p. 6) objects that Philip could hardly have 

imparted ch. vill. 89 im ite present form. At first sight, it seems so: bot the next 
verse ebyyyeM(ero tas N wdeas, u. v. A. enn on the other band hardly have been 
beopested by any bat Philip: and this leads us to think whether subsequent enquiry 
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too, we may well believe, still dwelt, if not Cornelius himself*, yet some 
of the eveAgAvÓGres тоо of ch. x. 27,—the persons perhaps who had 
gone to fetch Peter from Joppa,—at all events plenty who could nar- 
rate the occurrences of that memorable day, and the words which formed 
the great procm of the Gentile Gospel. 

11. Connected with the Cesarean part of our history, is one minute 
touch of truth and accuracy, which is interesting as pointing to careful 
research and information of the most trustworthy kind. The awful 
death of Herod Agrippa I. had happened on а great public occasion. 
It appears that the celebration of a festival in honour of Cæsar had also 
been selected as the time of audience for an embassy of the inhabitants 
of Tyre and Sidon, and during this audience, after making an oration to 
the embassy, Herod was struck by the hand of God. Now of this latter 
particular, the Sidonian embassy, the Jewish historian knows nothing. 
(See the passage quoted, ad loc. ch. xii. 21.) But Luke, who had made 
careful enquiries on the spot, who had spent a week at Tyre, ch. xxi. 4—7, 
—and Paul, who had friends at Sidon, ch. xxvii. 3, were better acquainted 

with the facts of the occurrence than to overlook, as Josephus did, the 
minute details in the general character of the festival. 

12. One or two sections in the former part of the Acts require sepa- 
rate consideration. 

(a) The apology of Stephen, from its length and peculiar charao- 
teristics, naturally suggests ап enquiry as to the source whence it may 
probably have been obtained by Luke. And here I should feel little 
hesitation in ascribing a principal share in the report to him who was 
so deeply implicated in Stephen's martyrdom,—who shews by his own 
reference (ch. xxii. 20) to the part taken by him on that occasion, how 
indelibly it was fixed in his memory,—and who in more than one place 

of his recorded speeches and writings, seems to reproduce the very 
thoughts and expressions of Stephen. At the ваше time, it would be 
improbable that the church at Jerusalem should have preserved no 
memorial of so important & speech as that of her first martyr before his 
judges. So that, however we may be inclined to attribute much of its 
particularity and copiousness to information derived from Paul, it must 
be classed, as to its general form, among those contributions to the 
history obtained by Luke at Jerusalem. 

(B) The narrative of the conversion of Saul in ch. ix. can hardly fail 

respecting the eunuch (who as he had before come to Jerusalem to worship at the 
feast, eo would again) may not have enabled Philip to add this particular, éropetere 
yàp т. 434» abre? xaíper, over and above what he could know at the time. 

? It seems probable that the Roman forces never left Caesarea during the whole period 
from Augustus to Vespasian. The territory during that time (see chronological table) 
was alternately part of the province of Syris, and a dependent kingdom: bet the 
garrisons do not appear to have been changed in such cases. 
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to have been derived from himself. I have shewn in the notes that 
there are no discrepancies between this and the two other relations of . 
the same event, but such as may easily be accounted for by the peculiar 
circumstances under which each is given, and the necessarily varying 
expressions of narratives which were afterwards not reduced into har- 
mony with each other, but written faithfully down as delivered. 

13. Agreeable with the above suppositions is the fact, that the former 
part of the book presents more iraces of Hebraistic idiom, not only in 
speeches, but in the form of the historical narrative !, 

14. I proceed now to ап enquiry promised in par. 1 of this section : 
How far we have indications of the lacuna in the author's personal tes- 
timony in the latter part having been filled in by that of Paul. 

Perhaps one of the best sections for the purpose of this examination 
will be that from ch. xvii. 16—xviii. 5, which relates to a time when 

Paul was left alone. Do we discover in the narrative or speech the 
traces of an unusual hand, and if so, whose is it? That some unusual 
hand has been here employed, is evident: for in the six verses 16—21 
inclusive, we have no fewer than nine expressions foreign to Luke's 
style*, or no where else occurring : and in the speech itself, no fewer 
than nineteen". Now of these twenty-eight expressions, five are either 
peculiar to, or employed principally by Paul“; besides that we find the: 
phrase тд svepa abro?, so frequently (see reff.) used by him of his own 
spirit or feelings. That the dwaf Aeyópeva in the speech exceed in 
number the expressions indicative of his style, may fairly be accounted 
for by the peculiar nature of the occasion on which he spoke. Here I 
think we can hardly fail to trace the hand of the Apostle by quite as 
many indications as we might expect to find. That Luke should, as in 
every other case, have wrought in the section into his work, and given 
it the general form of his own narrative, would only be natural, and we 
find it has been 80. 

15. It may be instructive to carry on the examination of this part of 

1 See ch. i. 15, 28: the connexion by zal ch. ii. 1—4: dwd жрозфто» т. curedp., 
v. 41: ћкобобл ó Adyos eis Tà Sra т. dr A Hes, xi. 22: wats бео (of Christ), ch. iii. 

18, 26; iv. 27, 80; (of David) iv. 26: 3:4 orduaros Aavelb or тё» spop., i. 16,—iii. 18, 
21,—iv. 25 :—ol viol "Iop., v. 21 :—5) yepovela, ib., &c. 

3 éxBexopérov, rapetivero, xarelBeAor, saparvyxdrorras, cxepporcyos, td (bis), 
xarayyeAets, Eevl((orra, nixalpouy. 

3 SeicBapoverrépous, dvalewpdy, сеВёсџата, Вецбу, ётеубуратто, (ayrdéorTy,) 
eboegerre, drOpexivey, (Oepaweverai,) wposBeóueros, dpoGecias, xarowías, (Cure, ) 
xapdypart, (réx»vns,) évüvufjaews, Tò Octo, bwepibór, Larycer. 

4 éxbéxouai, wapotive, ebxaipte, ofBacua, &vÜpdiros.—xarayyéAAe, ӧр((ә, els. 
(xac ros with gen. partitive, are peculiar to Luke and Paul: &yroée is a favourite word 
in the Epistles of Paul. 

5 We have the characteristic Sie (ere, ériAauBdrojm, eis rds HM (Luke viii. 21 
erabels, Biepxóyevos, кадбті. 
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the history somewhat further. At ch. xviii. 5, Silas and Timotheus joined 
Paul at Corinth. One at least of these, Timotheus, was afterwards for 
& considerable time in the company of Luke in the journey from Philippi 
to Jerusalem. But on his arrival at Corinth, no alteration in the style 
of the narrative is perceptible. It still remains the mixed diction of 
Paul and Luke: the dx. Aeyy. are fewer, while we have some remarkable 
traces of Paul's hand*. Again, in vv. 24—28 of the same chapter, we 
have a description of what took place with regard to Apollos at Ephe- 
sus, when Paul himself was absent. "This portion it would be natural to 
suppose might have been furnished by Apollos himself, were it not for 
the laudatory description of ver. 24. If not by Apollos, then by Aquila 
and Priscilla to Paul on his return to Ephesus. And so it seems to 
have been. The general form is Luke's: the peculiarities are mostly 
Paul's “. 
16. The examination of these sections may serve to shew that the 

great Apostle appears to have borne a principal part in informing Luke 
with regard to such parts of his history : the traces of this his share in 
the work being visible by the occurrence of words and phrases peculiar 
to him in the midst of the ordinary narrative from Luke's own pen. 
These he preserved, casting the merely narrative matter into the form in 
which he usually wrote. 

17. It yet remains, before terminating this section, to say something 
of the speeches reported in the latter part of the Acts. Are they Paul’s 
own words, or has Luke in this case also gone over the matter, and left 
the impression of his style on it ? 

These speeches are, (a) the discourse to the Ephesian elders in ch. 
xx. 18—35,—(£) the apology before the Jews, ch. xxii. 1—21,—(y) the 

apology before Felix, ch. xxiv. 10—21,—(8) the apology before Agrippa 
and Festus, ch. xxvi. 1—29. 

(a) The discourse to the Ephesian elders is a rich storehouse of 
phrases and sentiments peculiar to Paul. These are so numerous, and 
so remarkable, that nothing short of a complete study of the passage, 
with the references, will put the reader in full possession of them. Very 
faint traces are found of the hand of Luke*. Of those mentioned in 

6 gvrelxero, ver. б,—кабар$з d, 6,—17apà tò» убџоу, 18, —àšianpa, 14 (seo ch. xxiv. 
20), Aqdiodpynua, ib. (see ch. xiii. 10), 3»«cxóuar busy, ib., Adyou, 15,—&c. 

- 7 karwxsuíros, ёхр:Вёѕ #р{ато wapsnaid(ecOu, ф{40е›то, BieAGciv, ёто8 (асби, 
vrapayeróperos, ebréves SiaxarnAdyxero (an ёж. A,, but in Luke’s manner of using long 
compounds), belong to Luke’s style: (dev тф ether, June (ch. xvi. 37; xx. 20 
only), to that of Paul. 

` 9 Among these may perhaps be counted the opening words диез ёхістасбе (compare 
ch. x. 28, 37)—dwéAny els т. Ac. (ch. xxi. 4), —4jA00r (ver. 25) ;—wposéxere davrois 
(ver. 28),—àraerfsorra: (ver. 80), —5xébe£a (ver. 35). But most of these are sach 
that we can only вау Paul Лаг not used the expressions, or not in the same sense: that 
be would sot have done зо, if occasion had offered, we cannot affirm. 
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the note, scarcely any are decisive, whereas hardly a line of the whole is 
without unmistakable evidences that we have here the words of Paul. In 
the Prolegomena to the Pastoral Epistles, I hope to shew the importance 
of this discourse, as bearing on the very difficult question of the diction 
and date of those precious and to my mind indubitable relics of the 
great Apostle *. 

(B) The apology before the J ws (ch. xxii. 1—21) was spoken in 
Hebrew (Syro-Chaldaic), Another interesting question is therefore 
here involved, Did Luke understand Hebrew? The answer to the two 

questions will be one and the same. We may find the diction of this 
translation either so completely Luke's, as to render it probable that he 
was the translator ;—or it may bear traces, as usual, of Paul's own 
phraseology set down and worked up by Luke. In the former case, we 
may confidently infer that he must have understood Hebrew : in the 
latter, we may (but not with equal confidence, for Paul may by pre- 
ference have given his own version of his own speech) conclude that that 
language was unknown to him. If again the speech is full of Hebraisms, 
it may lead us to infer that Paul himself was not the translator into 
Greek, but one who felt himself more strictly bound to а literal ren- 
dering than the speaker himself, who would be likely to give his own 
thoughts and meaning a freer and more Grecian dress. Now we do find, 
(1) that the speech is full of Hebraisms: (2) that while it contains 
several expressions occurring mo where but in the writings of Luke!, 
not one is found in it peculiar to Paul, or even strikingly in his manner. 
Our inference then is that Luke himself has rendered this speech, from 
having heard it delivered ;—and consequently, that he was acquainted 
with Hebrew. 

(y) The short apology before Feliz (ch. xxiv. 10—21) contains some 
traces of Paul's manner *, but still they are scanty, and the evidences of 
Luke's hand predominate, ав may be seen from the reff. Its very com- 
pendious character makes it probable that it may bave been drawn up 
by Luke from Paul's own report of the substance of what he said. 

(8) The important apology before Agrippa and Festus (ch. xxvi. 1— 
29) is full of Paul's peculiar expressions. It was spoken in Greek, and 

* See Vol. ITI. Prolegg. ch. vii. $ i. 83 note. 
1 core, uE, аїтӯ тў Ёре, Uxoracis, are peculiar to Luke: émords is a 

favourite word with him: and very many other expressions, as may be seen by reff., 
are in the common manner of his writings. 

3 dmpésxores,—ouvrel8nois,—B: ér&v,—and perhaps &3куиа. 

5 Synua: (in this sense never used by Luke, but by Paul 11 times), бута се (aco. 
pendens, see reff.),—8:d,—paxpoOvues (only used bere, but the cognate words are тегу 
favourite ones with Paul),—tpoywdcorres,—0pnaxeía, —dw" ii к.т.А ,—убкта к. 

zul par (see reff.) —raravrÃoa (see reff.), — æplrerai тар” брі», Nota, — d vurrla (com · 
раге ch. xxviii. 17), —é&yíer (in Acte, only ch. ix. 18, of Puul, —and in the section ch. 
ix. 32—43, but in the Epistles passim), - ruupér,—Tàs = dA, —бтдр т. Aout, — 
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taken down very nearly as spoken. Some phrases however occur in it 
which seem to belong to Luke‘; just enough to shew the hand which 
has committed the speech to writing. We must remember however that 
several of these are expressive of meanings not elsewhere occurring in 
Paul's composition, which therefore he may well, in uttering, have thus 
expressed. 

18. Our conclusion from this examination may be thus stated : 
(1) That in all cases the diction of the speeches was more or less 
modified by Lukes hand. (2) That they are not in any case (as some 
have supposed) composed by him for the speaker, but were really in 
substance, and for the most part in very words, uttered as written. 
(8) That the differences apparent in the greater or less amount of 
editorial diction in different speeches, remarkably correspond to the 
alleged occasions and modes of their delivery:—where Paul spoke 
Hebrew, hardly any traces of his own style being discernible,—as also 
where a short compendium only of his speech is given ; while on the 
other hand speeches manifestly reported at length and which were 
spoken in Greek originally, are full of the characteristic peculiarities of 
Paul himself. 

19. For many other interesting particulars connected with the sources 
of the narrative in the Acts, I refer the student to Dr. Davidson’s 

Introduction to the N. T. vol. ii. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The Gospel of Luke commences with a preface, in which he de- 
clares his object with sufficient precision. Dedicating it to his friend 
Theophilus, he describes it as a record of та serAgpodopyguéva èv uv 
=pdypara,—and asserts his purpose in writing it to be, tva dreyvgs 
тєрї Sy xarnyyOns Хушу riy doddA«ay. Now there can be little qnes- 
tion that both these descriptions apply to the Acts also. "The book is 
introduced without preface, as a second part following on the former 
treatise : a Be/re«pos Adyos to the Gospel. 

2. I have stated with regard to the Gospel, that we can hardly sup- 
pose Luke's design to have confined itself to "Theophilus, but must 
believe that he followed the common practice of dedicating his work to 
some one person of rank or influence, and describing it as written for 
him. The same applies also to the Acts: and the class of readers for 

кАўро» d» vois fryiacuévois,—peraroeiv (absol.), — #ёктфз,—жрётоз дф} dvacr.,—owppo- 
Vira, —ir ddl yy,— бтоѓоз, —таректбз. 

© dv Arai KaréxA «ca, d ouela AaBár,— üvaipovuéroy (never used by Paul), 
—trepiMdgnpar, —karameaóvrer,—dcvAAafdp troi — diaz eiploarGa,—axopOéyyouas. 
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whom Luke wrote is the same as before; viz. Christians, whether Jews 

or Gentiles. 
3. If a further specification of his object in writing be required, it 

can only be furnished by an unprejudiced examivation of the contents 
of the book. These are found to be, The fulfilment of the promise of 
the Father by the descent of the Holy Spirit: the results of that out- 
pouring, by the dispersion of the Gospel among Jews and Gentiles. 
Under these leading heads, all the personal and subordinate details may 
be ranged. Immediately after the ascension, Peter, the first of the 
twelve, the Rock on whom the church was to be built, the holder of 
the keys of the Kingdom, becomes the great Actor under God in the 
founding of the Church. He is the centre of the first great group of 
sayings and doings. The opening of the door to Jews (ch. ii.) and 
Gentiles (ch. x) is his office,—and by him, in the Lord's own time, is 
accomplished. But none of the existing Twelve were (humanly speaking) 
fitted to preach the Gospel to the cultivated Gentile world. To be by 
divine grace the spiritual conqueror of Asia and Europe, God raised up 
another instrument, from among the highly educated and zealous Pha- 
risees. The preparation of this instrument for the work to be done, — 
the progress in his hand of that work—his journeyings, preachings and 
perile, his stripes and imprisonments, his testifying in Jerusalem, and 
being brought to testify in Rome,—these are the subjecta of the latter 
half of the book, of which the great central figure is the Apostle Paul. 

4. Nor can we attribute this with any probability to a set design of a 
comparison between the two great Apostles, or of an apology for Paul by 
exhibiting bim as acting in consonance with the principles which regu- 
lated Peter. All such hypothesis is in the highest degree unnatural 
and forced. The circumstances before the narrator's view would, without 

any such design, have léd to the arrangement of the book as we now 
find it. The writer was the companion of Paul ; —and in the land which 
had been the cradle of the Church he gathered materials for the portion 
which might join his Gospel to the narrative with which Paul's history 
began. In that interval, Peter was the chief actor: Peter was the 
acknowledged ‘chosen vessel’ in the first days of the Gospel. But 
Luke does not confine himself to Peter’s acts. He gives at length the 
mission of Philip to the Gaza road and the conversion of the Ethiopian 
Eunuch, with which Peter had no connexion whatever. He gives at 
length the history of Stephen—the origin of the office which he held, — 
his apology,—his martyrdom,—how naturally, as leading to the narrative 
of the conversion of him who took so conspicuous a part in the transac. 
tions of that day *. 

5 Schneckenburger, who (as well as Griesbach and Baur) holds the theory against 
which thin paragraph is directed, is obliged to suppose that Stephen was purposely 
introduced to be exhibited as the prototype and forerunner of Paul. That Stephen 
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5. Any view which attributes ulterior design to tho writer, beyond 
that of faithfully recording such facts as seemed important in the 
history of the Gospel, is, I am persuaded, mistaken. Many ends are 
answered by the book in the course of this narration, but they are the 
designs of Providence, not the studied purposes of the writer :—e. g., 
the sedulous offer of the Gospel to the Jewish people, — their continual 
rejection of it, —the as continual turning to the Gentiles :—how strik. 
ingly does this come out before the reader as we advance,—and how 
easily might this be alleged as the design, —supported as the view would 
be by the final interview of Paul with the Jews at Rome, and his solemn 
application of prophecy to their unbelief and hardness of heart. Again, 
in the course of the book, more and more strongly does it appear that 
God's purpose was to gather а people out of the Gentiles to His name: 
so that by Michaelis this is assigned as one of two great objects of the 
book. .And so we might pass on through the whole cycle of progress 
of the faith of Christ, and hypotheses might be raised, as each great 
purpose of Providence is seen unfolding, that to narrate it was the 

object of the work. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME AND PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. I see no cause for departing from the opinion already expressed 
in the Prolegomena to Luke's Gospel (Vol. I., Prol., $ iv. 1) that the Acts 
was completed and published at the expiration of the two years described 
tn the last verse of chap. xxviii. No reason can be assigned, why, had 
any considerable change in the circumstances of Paul taken place, it 
should not have been mentioned by Luke. The same will hold still 
more strongly of the death of the Apostle. 

2. The prevalent opinion of recent critics in Germany has been, that 
the book was written much later than this. But this opinion is for the 
most part to be traced to their subjective leanings on the prophetic 
announcement of Luke xxi. 24. For those who hold that there is no 
such thing as prophecy (and this unhappily is the case with many of the 
modern German critics) it becomes necessary to maintain that that 
verse was written after the destruction of Jerusalem. Hence, as the 

Acts is the sequel to the Gospel, much more must the Acts have been 
written after that event. To us in England, who receive the verse in 
question as a truthful account of the words spoken by our Lord, and 

was so, in some sense, is true enough ; but the assimilation of Paul to Stephen is a 
result springing naturally out of the narrative, not brought about by the writer of the 
history. Sapposing the facts to have been as related, it was most natural that Paul 
should earnestly desire the whole particulars respecting Stephen to be minutely 
recorded: and so we find them. 
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see in them a weighty prophetic declaration which is even now not 
wholly fulfilled, this argument at least has no weight. 
' 8. The last-mentioned view (which is that of De Wette) differs 
from that of Meyer (Edn. 1), who saw in ch. viii. 26 (айту) dri 
čpņpos) a terminus а quo, and ín the omission of all mention of the 
destruction of Jerusalem, в terminus ad quem, for the publication of 
the history ; which he was therefore inclined to place at the beginning 
of the Jewish war, after the destruction of Gaza by the revolutionary 
bands of the Jews, and before the destruction of Jerusalem. But thé 
notice of ch. viii. 26 cannot be fairly thus taken: see note there, in 
which I have endeavoured to give the true meaning of épyuos as 
applying to 050 and not to Gaza, and as spoken by the angel, not added 
by the Evangelist. Meyer's latter terminus, and the argument by 
which he fixes it, I hold to be sound. It would be beside all probe- 
bility, that so great, and for Christianity so important an event, as 
the overthrow of the Jewish city, temple, and nation, should have paased 
without even an allusion in a book in which that city, temple, and nation, 
bear so conspicuous a part. 

4. Meyer also (Edn. 1, Einl. p. 7) endeavoured to render а reason why 
the subsequent proceedings of Paul in Rome should not have been noticed. 
They were, he imagines, well known to Theophilus, an Italian himself, 
if nota Roman. But this is the merest caprice of conjecture. What 
convincing evidence have we that Theophilus was a Roman, er an 
Italian? And this view would hardly (though Meyer laboured to make 
it do so) account for the narration of what did take place in Rome,— 
especially for the last verse of the book. It is fair to state that in sub- 
sequent editions Meyer has abandoned this view for that impugned at 
the beginning of par. 2. 

5. De Wette attempts to account for the history ending where it. 
does, because the words of our Lord in ch. i. 8 had been accomplished, 
and so the object of the history fulfilled. But how were they more 
accomplished at that particular time than before ? Rome had not been 
specified in that command : and he who now preached at Rome was not 
formally addressed in those words. Rather, if the object of the writer 
had been merely to trace these words to their fulfilment, should he have 
followed the actual Apostles to whom they were spoken, many of whom 
we have reason to believe much more literally preached s éoydrov тїє 
yf, than St. Paul. But no such design, or none such in so formal a 
shape, was in the mind of our Evangelist. That the Lord commanded 
and his Apostles obeyed, would be the obvious course of history; but 

that the mere bringing of one of those Apostles to the head of the 
civilized world should have been thought to exhaust that command, 
is inconceivable as a ground for breaking off the narration. | 

6. Still more futile is the view that it was broken off because the 
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promise of ch. xxiii. 11 was now fulfilled (otrws сє Sef xol els Ph 
рартърђсо). For on this view, the being brought before Casar ought 
to have been expressly narrated : another promise having been given to 
Paul, ch. xxvii. 24, pù фоВо?, ПайАе, Kalcupl сє Set тарастўђуо. Indeed 
this very argument tells forcibly in favour of the date commonly as- 
signed. Without attributing it as an object in the mind of the writer, 
to relate the fulfilment of every divine promise recorded by him, we 
may at least regard it as probable, that had he been able to chronicle the 
fulfilment of this promise, he would have done so, seeing that the apology 
before Cesar was so weighty an event, and that three former apologies, 
those before the Jews, before Felix, and before Festus and Agrippa, had 
been inserted. 

7. If we look at the probabilities of the matter, we shall find that the 
time commonly assigned was by very far the most likely for the publi- 
eation of the book. "The arrival at Rome was an important period i in 
the Apostle's life: the quiet which succeeded it seemed to promise no 
immediate determination of his cause : а large amount of historic mate- 
rial was collected :—or perhape, taking another view, Nero was begin- 
ning in pejus mutari ° none could tell how soon the whole outward 
repose of Roman society might be shaken, and the tacit toleration which 
now the Christians enjoyed be exchanged for bitter persecution. If 
such terrors loomed in the prospect of even those who judged from 
worldly probabilities, there would surely be in the church at Rome 
prophets and teachers, who might tell them by the Holy Ghost of the 
storm which was gathering, and might warn them that the words lying 
ready for publication must be given to the faithful before its outbreak, 
or never. It is true that such a priori considerations would weigh little 
against presumptive evidence furnished by the book itself: but when 
arrayed in aid of such evidence, they carry with them no small weight : 
when we find that the time naturally and fairly indicated in the book 
itself for its publication, is that one of all others when we should con- 
ceive that publication most likely. 

8. We thus get д.р. 63 (see the following table) for the date of the 
publication. 

9. The same arguments which establish the date, also fix the place. 
At Rome, among the Christians there, was this history first made 
public, which has since then in all parts and ages of the church formed 
а recognized and important part of the canon of Scripture. 

10. As regards the title of the book, we may observe, that it appears 
to represent the estimate, not of one culling these out of more copious 
materials, but of an age when these were all the Acts of the Apostles 
extant : and probably therefore proceeded not from the author, but Hom 
the transcribers. 
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SECTION V. 

GENUINENESS, AND STATE OF THE TEXT. 

1. Eusebius (H. E. iii. 25), recounting the óuoXoyovj.evas Ge ypadai, 
says, тактфоу dy mpwros THY бүіау tüv elayyeAiwy Terpaxriy olg Ewer d) 
roy mpdfewy tov ётостбАш» ypaéf And in iii. 4,—Aovkás тд piv yévos 
dy тфу ёт Avrwx«ías, viv $ trio rium larpés, Td тАєста ovyyeyovàs 
тф Hat, kal tots Aovrots $ ой жтєрүїрүшє Tay йтоттбАшу шикас, Fs 
ётф тотоу тросектусато V'vxov Ocpamevruxiis dy voiy yd trobeiypara 
Өсотуєістос karaXéAocre 8. Mot re re ebayyeMg . . . . kal то TÓV 
drocrd\ww ярафєсу, de ober & dxons, ёфбаХиобс 32 афто тораћаВёу 
oẽrd Euro. And many earlier fathers, either by citation or by allusion, 
have sufficiently shewn that the book was esteemed by them part of the 
canon of Scripture. 
(a) Papias (see Euseb. H. E. iii. 39) does not mention nor refer to 

the Acts. He speaks indeed of Philip, and his daughters, but mistakes 
him (?) for Philip the Apostle: and of Justus surnamed Barsabas. 
Nor are there any references in Justin Martyr which, fairly considered, 
belong to this book. Such as are sometimes quoted may be seen in 
Lardner, vol. і. p. 122. The same may be said of Clement of Rome. 
Ignatius is supposed to allude to it (pera & riv dvdoracw cvvépayev 
abroĩs Kai uv. Smyrn. § 3, p. 709. Compare Acts x. 41): so also 
Polycarp (ôv € уер ö Geos, Хдсаѕ тос s rov Gov. Phil. § 1, р. 1005. 
Compare Acts її, 24). 

(B) The first direct quotation occurs in the Epistle of the Churches 
of Lyons and Vienne to those of Asia and Phrygia (А.р. 177) given in 
Euseb. H. E. v. 2. Speaking of the martyrs, they say, trép rov ra Seva 
SwarBévrav ту0ҳоуто, xabdrep Srépavos ô réA«os pdprus’ кїр, py стіјсү 
айтоф Tijv арартіау татту. 

(y) Irenæus frequently and expressly quotes this book: and in book 
iii. ch. 14, p. 201 f., he gives а summary of the latter part of the Acts, 
attributing it to Luke аз its writer. 

(8) Clement of Alexandria quotes it often, and'as the work of Luke: 
e. g. кабд xol б Aovxds dy rais траёєо: TOV. ётостолоу dmouynpoveóe Tov 
abo Aéyovra: “Avdpes Abu, K. r. A. (see Acts xvii. 22, 28) Strom. 
v. 12 (83), p. 696 P. 

(c) Tertullian often quotes it expressly: e. g. Adeo postea in Actis 
apostolorum invenimus, quoniam. qui Joannis baptismum habebant, non 
accepissent Spiritum Sanctum, quem ne auditu quidem noverant?’ (com- 
pare Acts хіх. 1—3), De baptismo, c. 10, vol. i. p. 1211. And again: 
' cum in eodem commentario Luce, et tertia hora orationis demonstretur, 
sub qua Spiritu Sancto initiati pro ebriis habebantur, et sexta, qua Petrus 
ascendit in superiora,’ &c. De jejuniis, c. 10, vol. ii. p. 966. 

20] 
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2. (a) The Marcionites (cent. iii.) and the Manicheans (cent. iv.) 
rejected the Acts as contradicting some of their notions. ‘Cur Acta 
Teepuatis jam apparet, ut deum scilicet non alium pradicantia quam 
creatorem, nec Christum alterius quam creatoris, quando nec promissio 
Spiritus sancti aliunde probetur exhibita, quam de instrumento Ac- 
torum." "Tertull adv. Marcion. lib. v. § 2, vol. ii. p. 472. And of the 
Manicheans, Augustine says, Manichsi canonicum librum cujus titulus 
est Actus Apostolorum repudiant. Timent enim evidentissimam veri- 
tatem, ubi apparet, Sanctum Spiritum missum qui est a Domino Jesu 
Christo evangelica virtute praeditus." Epist. cexxxvii. 2, vol. ii. p. 1035. 

(B) Some modern critics in Germany, especially Baur, have made use 
of the hypothesis, that the Acts is an apology for Paul (see above, 
§ iii. 4), to throw discredit on the book, and to bring down ite publica- 
tion to the second century. But with the hypothesis will also fall that 
which is built on it ; and from the reasoning of the preceding sections it 
may be seen how utterly impracticable it would have been for an imitator 
to draw up narratives and speeches which should present the phenomena, 
in relation to the facts underlying them, which these do. 

3. The text of the Acts, in D and E of the leading MSS., and their 
cognates in the mss. and versions, is varied by many interpolations of 
considerable length. It may suffice to point out a few of these, referring 
the student to the various readings to examine them in detail : 

chap. x. 25; xi. 2, 17, 25, 26, 28; xii. 10; xiv. 2, 7, 18, 19; xv. 2, 
12, 20; xvi. 10, 30, 35, 39,40; xvii. 15; xviii. 4, 27 ; xix. 1; xx. 
3; xxiii. 24; xxiv. 24; xxv. 24; xxvii. 1; xxviii. 31. 

Of these, some are remarkable ав bearing considerable appearance of 
genuineness, е. g. those in ch. xii. 10, xvi. 10: some are unmeaning and 
absurd, as those in ch. xiv. 19, xvi. 39. Considerable uncertainty hangs 
over the whole question respecting these insertions. A critic of emi- 
nence, Bornemann, believes that the text of the Acts originally contained 
them all, and has been abbreviated by the hand of correctors : and he 
bas published an edition on this principle. 

4. The great abundance of various readings in the Acts, and tho 
extent of space consequently devoted to them, will be observed by every 
reader. In no book of the N. T., with the exception of the Apocalypse, 
is the text so full of variations as in this. To this result several reasons 
may have contributed. In the many backward references to the Gospel 
history, and anticipations of statements and expressions occurring in the 
Epistles, temptations were found inducing the corrector to try his hand 
at assimilating, and as he thought reconciling, the various accounts. In 
places where ecclesiastical order or usage was in question, insertions or 
omissions were made to suit the habits and views of the church in after 
times. Where the narrative simply related facts,—any act or word 
apparently unworthy of the apostolic agent was modified for the sake of 
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decorum. Where St. Paul relates over again to different audiences the 
details of his miraculous conversion, the one passage was pieced from 
the other, so as to produce verbal accordance. These circumstances 
render the critical arrangement of the text in this book a task more than 
usually difficult. 

SECTION VI. 

CHRONOLOGY. 

1. The chronology of the Acts has been the subject of many learned 
disquisitions both in ancient and modern times. It must suffice here 
(1) to point out to the reader those recent works where he will find the 
whole matter thoroughly discussed, and the results of older enquiries 
stated and criticized : and (2) to furnish a table arranged according to 
years, in which the contemporary sacred and profane history may be 
placed side by side, according to the conclusions which I myself have 
been led to form. 

(a) The treatise of Anger, de temporum in Actis Apostolorum 
ratione, Lips. 1888, was by far the best complete discussion of the 
chronology which had appeared up to that time : and the student who 
masters this not very voluminous work, will be in entire possession of 
the state of the enquiry when it was published. 

. (B) But the ground has since been again gone over, and Anger's 
results somewhat shaken, by Wieseler, Chronologie des apostolischen 
Zeitalters, Göttingen, 1848, which is now the best and most important 
work on the subject. I have been led in several places to differ from 
Wieseler, but I do not on that account underrate the value of his re- 
searches. His work, as well as that of Anger, should be in the hands of 
every student who wishes to master the chronology of the apostolic period. 

(у) A work often referred to in these Prolegomena, Dr. Davidson's 
Introduction to the New Testament, will be found by the English reader 
to contain a very useful résumé of the views and arguments of other 

writers as well as his own conclusions ; and is accompanied with the 
table usual in the German writers, giving at one glance the various dates 
assigned by different chronologists for the events in the apostolic history. 

2. I proceed to give the chronological table above promised. It will 
be observed that the chronology of the Acts takes us only to the end of 
the second year of St. Paul's (first) imprisonment at Rome. With the 
important and difficult question respecting a second imprisonment, we 
are here in no way concerned. It will come before us for full discussion 
in the Prolegomena to the Pastoral Epistles, Vol. III. (§ ii. 17 fl.) 
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PROLEGOMENA.| THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. [on. 1. 

NOTES TO THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. 

I. On the identity of the Journey to Jerusalem related in Acts xv., with that 
referred to Gal. ii. 1 fl. 

Frvx visits of St. Paul to Jerusalem are related in the Acts. Now the visit of Gal. 
ii. 1 ff. must be either (a) one distinct from ali these, or (B) identical with one or other 
Of them. 

(a) This hypothesis should not be resorted to, till every attempt to identify the visit, 
with one of those recorded can be shewn to fail. Then only may we endeavour, as in 
the case of the unrecorded visit to Corinth (see below, chap. iii. § v.), to imagine some 
probable place for the insertion of such a visit. So that the legitimacy of this hypothesis 
must be tried by the results arrived at in the discussion of the other. The maintainers 
of it are Beza, Paley (hesitatingly; Hor. Paul., p. 71, Birks’ edn.), Schrader (der 
Apostel Paulus, i. 74 ff.), and Tate. 

(B) The visit in question is identical with one or other of those recorded in the Acts. 
1. It is mot tho first visit. The identity of the visite of Acta ix. 26—29 and Gal. i. 18 

being assumed (and it is hardly possible to doubt it), this follows as a matter of course. 
2. It is not the second visit (Acts xi. 29, 80). For we read, Gal. ii. 7, that Paul 

was already recognized as entrusted with the Gospel of the uncircumcision, and as 
having preached vv. В, 9 together with Barnabas among the Gentiles, Now the com- 
mission of Paul and Barnabas to preach to tbe Gentiles dates from Acts xiii. 1, after 
the second visit. | 

Also, at the time of the second visit, it is wholly improbable that Paul should have 
held a place of such high estimation in comparison with Peter, as we find him filling in 
Gal. ii. 8 ff. 

Again, on this hypothesis, either the first visit, or bis conversion, was fourteen years 
inclusive before this, which took place certainly before 46 A. D.; for then the famine was 
raging, and this relief was sent up by prophetic anticipation. This would bring, either 
the first visit, or his conversion itself, to А.р. 82: a date wholly improbable, whichever 
way we take the fourteen years of Gal. ii. 1. 

8. The question of identity with the third visit is discussed below. 
4. It is not the fourth visit. For in Gal. ii. 1, we read that Barnabas went up with 

Paul: but in Acts xv. 39, we find Paul and Barnabas separated, nor do we ever read of 
their travelling together afterwards,—and evidently Barnabas was not with him when 
he visited Jerusalem Acts xviii. 18—22. Besides, the whole character of the fourth 
visit as there related, is against tho idea that any weighty matters wero then transacted. 
The expression merely is dvafds «al дстасбрероѕ Thy exxAnolay xaréßn els 'Avrióxeiur. 
Again, if we assume the identity of the visit in question with the fourth visit, the 
Apostle can hardly be acquitted of omitting, in his statement of his conferences with 
the principal Apostles in Gal. ii., an intermediate occasion when the matters arranged 
between them had been of the most solemn und important kind. This would be scarcely 
ingenuous, considering the object which he had in Gal. ii. 

Б. It is not the fifth visit. For after this visit Paul did not return to Antioch, 
which he did after that in question, Gal. ii. 11. 

6. It remains therefore, that it can only, if identical with any of the five, be the 
third visit. Is this probable ? 

(a) The dates agree. See the Chronological Table, and notes on Gal. ii. 1. 
(b) The occasions agree. Both times, the important question relative to the obliga- 

tion of Christians to the Mosaic law was discussed : both times, the work of Paul and 
Barnabas among the Gentiles was recognizod. What need was there for this to be 
twice done? It is of no import whatever to the matter, that in Acts, the result is 
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a public decree,—whereas in Gal., no mention of such a decree is made: the history 
relates that which was important for Ње church, the Epistle, that which cleared the 
Apostle personally from the charge of dependence on man: all mention of the decree 
would in Gal. have been irrelevant. Similarly we may deal with the objection, that 
in Acts, a public council is summoned, whereas in Gal, it is expressly said that Paul 
laid forth to them the Gospel which he preached to the Gentiles, but car’ lla, тої: 
Вокоёсу. This entirely agrees with Acts xv. 13, where Рац and Barnabas related to 
the multitude, not the nature of the doctrine which they preached, but only the patent 
proofs of its being from God,— боа ёхойусе» 6 Oeds onyeia к. тёрата dv rots love cιο 8г 
abr&r. 7 

(c) Nor is it any objection to the identity, that in Gal. ii. 2, Paul went up xar' 
dvoxdAvpu,—whereas in Acts xv. 2, the brethren Ératar that P. and B. should go up, 
in consequence of the trouble given by the Judaizers. How do we know that this 
revelation was not made ѓо the church, and so directed their appointment? Or if it be 
understood that the revelation was made to Paul himself, who can say whether the 
determination of the brethren was not a consequence of it? Who can say again, 
whether Paul may not have been reluctant to go up, rather willing not to confer with 
flesh and blood on such а matter, and may have been commanded by a vision to do во? 
We have here again only the public and the private side of the same occurrence: the 
one, suitable to the ecclesiastical narrative: the other, to the vindication of his office by 
the Apostle. . 

(d) The result is strikingly put by Mr. Conybeare, Life and Epistles of Paul, edn. 2, 
vol. i. p. 546,—“ The Galatians visit could not have happened before the third visit: 
because, if so, tho Apostles at Jerusalem had already granted to Paul and Barnabas 
(Gal. ii. 8—6) the liberty which was sought for the ebayyéAsoy тўз àxpoßuorlas : there- 
fore there would have been no need for the church to send them again to Jerusalem 
upon the same cause. Again, the Galatiae visit could not have occurred after the 
third visit: because, almost immediately after that period, Paul and Barnabas ceased 
to work together as missionaries to the Gentiles: whereas, up to the time of the 
Galatian visit, they had been working together.” 

(y) It seems then to follow, that the Galatian visit is identical with that recorded in 
Acts xv. 

Those who wish to see the whole question dealt with more in detail, and the names 
and argumenta of the champions of each view recounted, may refer to Mr. Conybeare's 
Appendix І. at the end of vol. i. of Conybeare and Howson’s Life of St. Paul: or to 
Dr. Davidson's Introd. vol. ii. pp. 119 ff. 

II. On the discrepancy of Tacitus and Josephus regarding Feliz. 

Tacitus, Aun. xii. 54, has generally been supposed to be in error in stating that 
Cumanus and Felix were joint procurators before the condemnation of the former. His 
account is very circumstantial, but seems to shew an imperfect acquaintance with 

Jewish matters: whereas it is probable that Josephus was best informed in the affairs 
of his own country. The discrepancy is a very wide one, and if Tacitus is wrong, he 
has the whole history of the outbreak in Тайга circumstantially misstated to correspond. 
Bee Wieseler, Chron. des Apost. Zeitalters, p. 67, note. 

EXCURSUS I. 

Ох “THE CITY or LISA,“ AND OTHER PARTICULARS MENTIONED IN 
ACTS xxvii, 7—17. 

Since the publication of the second edition of this volume, much light has been thrown 
on the interesting questions connected with the topography of this passage, by 
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written to Mr. Smith from the Rev. George Brown, who accompanied the yacht 
St. Ursula, Hugh Tennent, Esq., on a cruise in the Mediterranean, in the winter of 
1855—6. I have to thank Mr. Smith for having kindly forwarded to me copies of 
these letters as they arrived. The substance of them is now printed as an extract from 
Mr. Brown's Journal, in the second edition of Mr. Smith's “ Voyage and Shipwreck of 
St. Paul," Appendix, No. 3. I extract here such portions as regard immediately tho 
geographical points in question, referring my readers to the volume iteelf for the wholo 
account, which is most graphic and entertaining. 

I. * We asked Nicephorus (the old Greek already mentioned) what was the ancient 
name of Lutro? He replied without hesitation, ‘Phoniki,’ but that the old city exists 
no longer. This of course proved at once the correctness of Mr. Smith's conclusion. 
We were told farther that the anchorage is excellent, and that our schuoner could enter 
the harbonr without difficulty. We next enquired the ancient name of the island of 
Gozzo, and he said at once, Chlavda,' or * Chlavdanesa ” (xAadda, or xx alda rijcos), а 
reply equally satisfactory. He told us also that there was а tradition in these parts 
that &yios Паблоз &xócroAos had visited Culolimounias (the fair havens), and had 
baptized many people there.” 

II. “ Friday, Jan. 18th (Calolimounias).—Nothing now remained to be done but to 
ascertain the exact position of Lasse, а city which Luke says is nigh to the Fair 
Havens. . . . І asked our friend the Guardiano, rot фет: Ласёа (Ліса) He said 
at once, that it was two hours’ walk to the eastward, close under Cape Leonda: but 

that it is now a desert place (7dr épfhue). Mr. Tennent was eager to examine it: so 
getting under weigh, we ran along the coast before a S. W. wind. Саре Leonda is 
called by the Greeks Aéwra, evidently from its resemblance to a lion couchant, which 
nobody could fail to observe either from the W. or the E. Its face is to the sea, forming 

a promontory 340 or 400 feet high. Just after we passed it, Miss Tennent’s quick eye 
discovered two white pillars standing on an eminerce near the shore. Down went the 
helm: and putting the vessel round, we stood in close, wore, and hove to. Mr. H. 
Tennent and I landed immediately, just inside the cape, to the eastward, and I found 
the beach lined with masses of masonry. "These were formed of small stones, cemented 
together with mortar so firmly, that even where the sea had undermined them, huge 
fragments lay on the sand. This sea - wall extended a quarter of a mile along the beach 
from one rocky face to another, and was evidently intended for the defence of the city. 
Above we found the ruins of two temples. The steps which lod up to the one remain, 
though in a shattered state: and the two white marble columns noticed by Miss Tennent, 
belonged to the other. Many shafts, and а few capitals of Grecian pillars, all of marble, · 
lie scattered about, and a gully worn by a torrent lays bare the substructures down to 
the rock. To the E. а conical rocky hill is girdled by the foundations of a wall: and 
on a platform between this and the sea, the pillars of another edifice lie level with the 
ground. Some peasants came down to see us from the hills above, and I asked them 
the name of the place. They said at once, Lasea:’ so there could be no doubt. Cape 
Leonda lies five miles E. of the Fair Havens: but there are no roads whatever in that 
part of Candis. Wo took away some specimens of marble, and boarded our vessel: at 
four P. M., sailed for Alexandria.” 

III. Lurzo. “The health-officer told me, that though the harbour is open to the 
E., yet the easterly gales never blow home, being lifted by the high land behind, and 
that even in storms, the sea rolls in gently (‘piano piano"). He says i£ is the only 
secure harbour, in all winds, on the south coast of Crete: and that during the wars 
between the Venetians and the Turks (the latter took the island in 1688, I think), as 
many as twenty or twenty-four war-galleys had found shelter in its waters. He further 
shewed. us an inscription on a large slab which he says was found among some ruins on 
the point, and took us up the hill to see the traces of the site of the ancient Phœuiki. 
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The outline of its ramparts is clearly discernible, and some cisterns hollowed in the 
rock : but the ploughshare has been driven over its site, and it displays ‘the line of 
confusion and the stones of emptiness.’ " 

The inscription here alluded to was afterwards made out accurately by Mr. Brown, 
and is given by Mr. Smith in his Preface. It is interesting and important : 

JOVI . SOLI . OPTIMO . MAXIMO. 

BERAPIDI . ET . OMNIBVS . DIIS . ЕТ. 

IMPERATORI . CAESARI . NERVAR . 

TRAJANO . AYG . GERMANICO . DACICO . 

EPICTETVS . LIBERTVS . TABVLARIVS . 

CYRAM . AGENTE . OPERIS . DIONYBIO . 

SOSTRATI . FILIO . ALEXANDRINO . GYBERNATORE . 

NAVIS . PARASEMO . ISOPHARIA . CL. THEONIS , 

i. e.“ Epictetus, the freedman and tabularius, to Jupiter, only O. M., to Serapis and all 
the gods, and to the imperator Cæsar Nerva Trajanus Augustus Germanicus Dacicus : 
the superintendent of the work being Dionysius son of Sostratus of Alexandria, guber- 
nator (avfB«práras) of the ship whose sign is Isopharia, of the fleet of Theon." 
Now as Mr. Smith points out, we have here several points of union with the text of 

the Acts. 
1. It appears that Alexandrian ships did anchor and make long stay, perhaps winter, 

at Phanice : otherwise Epictetus, the master of one, could hardly have remained long 
enough to superintend this votive building, whatever it was. 

2. We see the accuracy of the Alexandrian nautical language employed by St. Luke. 
We have here xvBeprfrqs (ch. xxvii. 11) as the designation of the master of the ship; 
and vagac fu as indicating the name or sign of it (ch. xxviii. 11). 

The fabularius was the notary, or agent, of the fleet to which the Isopharia belonged. 
Mr. Smith quotes an inscription : 

CINCIO . L . . SABINIANO . TABYLARIO . OLASS . RAVENN. 

EXCURSUS II. 

Ox THE READING 'EÀÀqvwrés IX Аста xi. 20. 

My attention has been directed to a pamphlet by Dr. Kay, late Principal of Bishop's 
College, Calcutta, “Оп the word Hellenist, with especial reference to Acts xi. 19 (20)." 
Dr. Kay defends the received reading ‘EAAy»ords against the modern critical editors 
with considerable earnestness: I wish I could say that he had himself shewn the 
humility and impartial investigation which he demands from them, or abstained from 
that assumption which substantiates nothing, and that vituperation of his opponents 
which shakes a reader’s confidence in even the best cause. I shall deal here simply 
with the residuum of critical argument in his work. 

1. The MS. evidence in his favour is B (now apparently ascertained) D*EHL p 13, 
and apparently the great mass of cursives: strong, it must be admitted, but not decisive, 
with AD! against him, and the testimony of N divided (М! reading Ebay yeirrás, aud 
W, “EAAnvas). 

2. He states that “EAAnras is the easier word, and therefore “more likely to have 
supplanted 'EAAymords in a few MSS., than this latter to have supplanted it in nearly 
all" But it is remarkable that he did not notice the bearing on such an assertion of a 
fuct which he himself subsequently alleges: viz. that in ch. vi. 1, “there is so MS. 
variation at all.” Does not this circumstance shew, that the alteration here has not 
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been to EAA var for the reason ho supposes? Does it not further make it probable 
that ‘EAAqnords being unquestioned there, HA, here so difficult to fit into the 
narrative, has been changed to that other form, which presented no such difficulty ? 
But of this more below. 

8. Dr. Kay has certainly succeeded in neutralizing the testimony of some of the 
versions, by noticing that the Peschito, Vulgate, and others, read the ваше word here 
and in ch. vi. 1. In this respect his pamphlet has done good service, and our future 
digests should be modified by this fact being stated,—the remaining versions being 
carefully examined and discriminated. 

4. As to the testimony of Fathers, Dr. Kay’s argument is one so exceedingly loose 
and fallacious, that I càn only wonder at its having satisfied himself. Chrysostom says 
Yous, 8:4 rb uh «86и ‘EApalorl, “EAAnvas abrobs dxáAovr. Will it be credited, that 
Dr. K. here argues thus: I will venture to say that if you were to strike out the word 
“EAAypas, and put 2 in its stead, simply asking а person to determine from the sentence 
itself, for which of the two, RMA wirds or “EAAqvas, 2 had been substituted, the 
answer would be 'EAAgrierds." My answer would be the other way, seeing that the 
latter word would require no such explanation: but setting this aside, was there ever 
such a critical principle laid down, or experiment proposed, and that by one who justly 
censures Doddridge for the very samo proposal in our text? “Strike out,”—not a 
dubious reading, for there is no doubt about EAAyras in the text of Chrysostom's 
homily, but“ a difficult reading, —put 2 for it, and then say, according to the measure 
of your own apprehension and private judgment, what the word ought to be!” Truly, 
we may be thankful that the text of the New Testament has hitberto escaped the 
application of such a process. 

б. In noticing the Editions, Dr. Kay has shewn singular unfairness. He has quoted a 
rash and foolish sentence from Doddridge, which says that “common sense would require 
us to adopt “EAAnvas, even if it were not supported by the authority of any MS. at all,” 
—and then charged all the critical Editors with having acted in this spirit, administering 
to them a severe admonition about ‘altering the Scriptures by conjectural criticisms, 
from Scott, who however himself believes * Greeks" to be the right reading. In this, of 
course, the whole question is begged ;—and the very reverse of our practice is charged on 
us. It is by no conjecture, which source of emendation I altogether repudiate, but owing 
to conscientious belief that “EAAnvas is the original Scripture text, that I have edited 
it; and consequently all Dr. Kay’s charges, and admonition, are out of place here. 

6. His section on the meaning of the term ‘EAAy»oral,’ as ‘ designating those Jews 
and proselytes who used the LXX version of the Scriptures in their synagogues,’ tells 
us no more than all knew before. But when he proceeds to ‘the suitableness of this 
meaning to the context ' in Acts xi. 20, I cannot but think that he has missed the whole 
point of the narrative; and in treating of the objectors to this view, selecting myself 
as representing them, he has exhibited, as before, remarkable unfairness, and want of 

logical apprehension. I might point out both these seriatim, as indeed any reader may 
trace them in his pamphlet: but it may suffice to deal with two or three instances. 
Against ‘EAAqnords, I have argued, that “the Hellenists were long ago a recognized 
part of the Christian Church :” my inference being, that, were they here referred to, 
there would be no case justifying the phenomena in the text, viz. a special notice like 
Ado ка} (ка! is inserted by our three most ancient MSS., A, B, and N) xpbs rods 

'EAAqrurrds, as distinguished from 'IovSaíovs preceding,—a special mission of an apostle, 
as (for this is also implied in the text, not an hypothesis of mine) on some unusual 
occurrence. Now observe how this is treated by Dr. Кау: 

* [f this be an argument, it must mean something of the following kind : 
* Some Hellenists had been converted at Jerusalem: therefore St. Luke cannot be 

here narrating a wonderful extension of the Christian church among the Hellenist body 
at Antioch." 
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s“ Why not?’ we ask. Because we have made up our mind that at this precise 
period a farther development of the church’s constitution took place.’ It is sufficient 
to reply: ‘ That is а mere arbitrary assumption : we are content to say with Newton, 
Hypotheses non fingo.' " Kay, p. 16. i 

I may safely appeal to the student of Scripture, whether this be not the very height 
of unfairness. I have advanced no hypothesis, but have been led into my view simply 
by the phenomena of tho sacred text itself: by that patient, inductive criticism,” 
which Dr. Kay himself desiderates. His form of stating my argument keeps out of 
sight the very point on which it really turns. Instead of “ therefore St. Luke cannot 
be here describing,” he should have written, “but, from the diction and character of 
this portion of St. Luke’s narrative, it is not probable that he is here describing.” 

7. The only other matter which I feel it necessary to notice is, the way in which he - 
has dealt with what he has pleased to call my ‘hypothesis’ as to Barnabas being sent 
“ not with the intent to sympathize with the work at Antioch, but to discourage it." 
This last word, italicized by Dr. Kay as being mine, has neither place nor representative 
in my note, and is a pure misrepresentation. My words are, “probably from what 
follows, the intention was to ascerfais the fact, and to deter these persons from the 
admission of the uncircumcised into the church ; or, at all events, to use his discretion 

in a matter on which they were as yet doubtful. The choice of such а man, оне by birth 
with the agents, and of a liberal spirit, shows sufficiently that they wished to deal, not 
harshly, but gently and cautiously, whatever their reason was.” This he designates as 
“a strange, and not very reverent hypothesis.” What Dr. Kay may understand by 
reverent, I am at а loss to imagine. I understand by reverence for Scripture, a patient, and 
at the same time fearless study of ite text, irrespective of previously formed notions, but 
consistently with its own analogies. Now the analogy here is not with the mission of 
Peter and John to Samaria, as Dr. Kay represents it, nor was Barnabas sent from the 

Apostles and elders, as in that case: but our analogous incident is to be found in Gal. ii. 12, 
where, as here, the Church at Jerusalem sent down messengers to Antioch on an errand 
of supervision. Had any one ventured to infer the character of that mission, and its 
possible effect even on an Apostle, be would doubtless have incurred even more strongly 
from Dr. Kay the charge of irreverence. But the sacred record itself has set inference 
at rest in that instance, and thereby given us an important datum whereby to infer the 
probable character of another mission from the same Church to the same Church ; and 
our inference is, that the Jerusalem believers, whom we find ever jealous for the Judaic 
parity of the church, acted on this occasion from that motive. The whole character 
of that which is related of Barnabas's proceeding at Antioch shews that he was acting, 
not in pursuance of his mission thither, ‘bat in accordance with the feelings of his own 
heart from seeing the work of God on his arrival. 

It were very much to be wished that able men, like Dr. Kay, would study fairness 
in representing those who differ from them on critical points. The same motives which 
he assumes exclusively for his own side in this matter, have actuated also those who 
maintain the other reading. We depreeate as much as he can, ‘a bold alteration of 
texts, and a supercilious disregard of authority:’ had he dealt fairly with us, and 
attributed to us owr оюп arguments, and not fictitious ones of his creation, he would 

have been the first to see this. 
It is only waste of precious time to spend our strength in jostling one another, when 

we have such a glorious cause to serve, and only our short lives to serve it in. Let all 
our strength and earnestness be spent over the Sacred Word itself. For sifting, elaci- 
dating, enforcing it, rivalry, if our purpose be simple and our heart single, is the surest 
pledge of union. 
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CHAPTER II. 

OF THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP AND INTEGRITY. 

1. Тніз Epistle has been universally believed to be the genuine pro- 
duction of the Apostle Paul. Neither the Judaizing sects of old, who 
rejected the Pauline Epistles, nor the sceptical critics of modern Ger- 
many, have doubted this. Some of the earliest testimonies are : 

(a) Irenæus, adv. Her. iii. 16. 8, p. 205: Hoc ipsum interpretatus 
est Paulus scribens ad Romanos: “ Paulus apostolus Jesu Christi, &c." 
(Rom. i. 1) :—et iterum ad Romanos scribens de Israel dicit, “ Quorum 
patres, et ex quibus Christus, &c.“ Rom. ix. 5!. | 

(В) Clem. Alex., Pædag. i. 8 (70), p. 140 P.: — . otv, фусіу б Пао, 
к. droropiay Geot: K. T. A. (Rom. xi. 22.) See also ib. 5 (19), 

р. 109 P. And the same, Strom. iii. 11 (75), p. 544: n, 6 xal б 
Паў®Ао< dy rj трд “Papalous ёт. ypader olrwes ётебдуорєу т) dpaprig, 
c. r. . (Rom. vi. 2.) See also ib. (76), p. 545, and al. freq. 

(y) Tertullian, adv. Praxeam, $ xiii. vol ii. p. 170: Deos omnino 
nec dicam nec dominos, sed apostolum sequar, ut, si pariter nominandi 
fuerint Pater et Filius Deum Patrem appellem, et Jesum Christum 
Dominum nominem (Rom. i. 7). Solum autem Christum potero deum 
dicere, sicut idem apostolus : ex quibus Christus, qui est, inquit, Deus 
super omnia benedictus in ævum omne (Rom. іх. ö). 

More instances need not be given: the stream of evidence is con- 
tinuous and unanimous. 

2. But critics have not been so well agreed as to the INTEGRITY of 
the present Epistle. The last two chapters have been rejected by some: 
by others, parts of these chapters. Marcion rejected them, but on doc- 
trinal, not on critical grounds, Heumann imagined ch. xii.— v. to bea 
later written Epistle, and ch. xvi. to be a conelusion to ch. xi. Semler 
views ch. xv. as & private memorandum, not addressed to the Romans, 
but written to be communicated by the bearers of the Epistle to those 
whom they visited on the way,—and ch. xvi., as a register of persons to 
be saluted, also on the way. Schulz imagines that ch. xvi. was written 
from Rome to the Ephesians, and Schott fancied it to be fragments 

1 See also the same chapter, § 9, where there are six express citations from the 
Epistle. 
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of a smaller Epistle written by Paul in Corinth to some Asiatic church. 
But these notions, as Tholuck remarks (from whom these particulars 
are for the most part taken), remain the exclusive property of their 
originators. He himself recognizes the genuineness of the portion, as 
also Neander, Credner, De Wette, and Olshausen. The more recent 

objections of Baur are mentioned and refuted, in part by De Wette, 
Comm. juxta finem,— Tholuck, Comm. pp. 2, 3,—Olsh. Comm. iii. 34, 

35, and fully, by Kling, theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1837, p. 308 ff. 
8. Still more discrepancy of opinion has existed respecting the doxo- 

logy at the end of the Epistle. I have summarily stated and discussed 
the evidence, external and internal, in the var. readings and notes in 
loc. : and a fuller statement may be found in Dr. Davidson’s Introd. ii. 
188 ff.: Tholuck, Einleitung, pp. 4—6; De Wette in loc. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. The Epistle itself plainly declares (ch. i. 7) that it was addressed 
to the saints who were at Rome. The omission of the words êv Phun by 
some MSS. is to be traced to a desire to catholicize the Epistles of Paul ; 

—see Wieseler, Chron. des Apostol. Zeitalters, p. 438. 
With regard to the Church at Rome, some interesting questions 

present themselves. . 
2. BY WHOM WAS IT FOUNDED? Неге our enquiries are enwrapped 

in uncertainty. But some few landmarks stand forth to guide us, and 
may at least prevent us from adopting & wrong conclusion, however 

unable we may still be to find the right one. 
(a) It was certainly not founded by an Apostle. For in that case, the 

fact of St. Paul addressing it by letter, and expressing his intention of 
visiting it personally, would be inconsistent with his own declared reso- 
lution in ch. xv. 20, of not working where another had previously laid 
the foundation. 

(8) This same resolution may guide us to an approximation at least 
to the object of our search. Had the Roman church been founded by 
the individual exertions of any preacher of the word, or had it owed its 
existence to the confluence of the converts of any other preacher than 
Paul, be would hardly have expressed himself as he has done in this 
Epistle. We may fairly infer from ch. xv. 20, that ле had, proximately, 
laid the foundation of the Roman church: that is to say, it was origi- 
nated by those to whom he had preached, who had been attracted to 
the metropolis of the world by various causes,—who had there laboured 
in the ministry with success, and gathered round them an important 
Christian community. 
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Of this community, though not his own immediate offspring in the 
faith, Paul takes charge as being the Apostle of the Gentiles. He 
longs to impart to them some xdpipa (ch. i. 11): he excuses his having 
written to them roApnporepoy áró pépous, by the dignity of that office, 
in which, as a priest, he was to offer the Gentiles, an acceptable and 

sanctifled offering to God. 
(y) The character given in ch. i. 8 of the Roman Christians, that 

their faith was spoken of in all the world, has been taken as pointing to 
a far earlier origin than the preaching of Paul. But, even granting 
that some among the Roman Jews may have carried the faith of Christ 
thither soon after the Ascension (see Acts ii. 10; and Rom. xvi. 7, where 
Andronicus and Junias are stated to have been in Christ before the Apos- 
tle),—such a concession is not necessary to explain Rom. і. 8. What- 
ever happened at Rome is likely to have been very soon announced in 
the provinces, and to have had more reporters, wherever the journeys of 
the Apostle led him, than events occurring elsewhere. He could hardly 
fail to meet, in every considerable city which he had visited for the 
second time, in Judea, Asia, Macedonia, and Greece (see Acts xviii. 

22, 23; xix. 1; xx. 1, 2), believers who had received tidings of the 
increase and flourishing state of the Roman church. This occurrence 
of good news respecting them in all the cities might well suggest the 
expression, ў orie ipv Karayyé\Xerat dy бА TQ Kdopy. 

3. The above considerations lead me to the conclusion, that the 
Roman Church owed its origin, partly perhaps to believing Jews, who 
had returned or been attracted thither in the first days of Christianity, 
but mainly to persons converted under Paul’s own preaching. This 
conclusion is strengthened by the long list of salutations in ch. xvi. to 
Christian brethren and sisters with whose previous course in many cases 
he had been acquainted. 

4. It is not within the province of these Prolegomena to discuss the 
question respecting the presence, preaching, and martyrdom of Peter at 
Rome. That he did not found the Roman church, is plain from the 
above considerations, and is conceded by many of the ablest among the 
modern Romanists*, Nor have we any ground to suppose that he was 
at Rome up to, or at the date of this Epistle. No mention is made of 
him,—no salutation sent to him. At present therefore we may dismiss 
the question as not pertinent. In the prolegg. to the Epistles of Peter, 
it will recur, and require full discussion. 

5. That the Roman church was composed of Jews and Gentiles, is 
manifest from several passages in our Epistle. In ch. ii, 17, iv. 1, 12, 

? Tholuck, Einl. $ 2, mentions Valesius, Pagi, Baluz, Hug, Klee: and an article in 

the Tubingen Theological Quarterly for 1824 (written according to Dr. Davidson by 
Feilmoeer) which concludes that though Peter taught and suffered martyrdom in Rome, 
his stay there could not have much exceeded one year. 
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Jews are addressed, or implied: in ch. i. 13,—in the similitude of en- 
grafting in ch. xi., and in xv. 15, 16,—Gentiles are addressed. In what 
proportion these elements co-existed, can only be determined from indi- 
cations furnished by the Epistle itself. And from it the general 
impression is, that it 1s addressed to Gentiles, эв the greater and more 
important part of its readers. Among them would be mostly found the 
‘strong’ of ch. xiv., to whom principally the precepts and cautions 
concerning forbearance are written. To them certainly the expression 
та n in ch. i. 5, 13, xv. 15, 16, is to be applied, in the strict sense; and 
in those places it represents the persons to whom the Epistle is mainly 
addressed. The same may be said of ch. xi. 13, 14, where ipis rà vy 
are evidently the majority of the readers, as contrasted with the revs ef 
avrov, the Jewish believers. 

6. It may be interesting to add testimonies from profane writers 
which are connected with the spread of Christianity at Rome. 

That the Jews were found in great numbers there, is evident. 
(a) Josephus, Antt. xvii. 11. 1, mentioning an embassy which came 

to Rome from Judea under Varus, in the time of Augustus, says, xai 
сау oi pè трќсВес of ётостоћбтес уушру тод vous wrevrjxovra, ovv- 
(rravro $2 айто rév ёті “Pays Тохдаіоу trip óxraxisxUovs. 

(B) Philo, leg. ad Caium, § 28, vol. ii. p. 569, in a passage too long 
for citation, says that Augustus gave them the free exercise of their 
religion, and a quarter beyond the Tiber for their habitation. 

(y) Dio Cassius xxxvii. 17, xai ёст: xal rapa rois "Pepaíos тд o 
тоўто, Kodovobiy рду тоААакы, айё у 8 ёт) тлото», à ere xal és mağ- 
pyciay Tis vopicews ёкуист}тал. 

(8) So far relates to Judaism proper : in the following it is impossible 
to say how far Christianity may have been ignorantly confounded 
with it. 

Augustine, de Civ. Dei vi. 11, vol. vii. p. 192, cites from Seneca, in 
eo libro quem contra superstitiones condidit,'— De illis sane Judæis cum 
loqueretur, ait: Cum interim usque eo sceleratissime gentis consuetudo 
convaluit, ut per omnes jam terras recepta sit: victi victoribus leges 
dederunt.' 

(«) Tacitus, in the same place where he relates the persecution of the 
Christians by Nero on occasion of the fire at Rome, adds, * repressaque in 
præsens exitiabilis superstitio rursus erumpebat, non modo per Judæam, 
originem ejus mali, sed per urbem etiam 

(0) Juvenal describes the Judaizing Romans at a later period in a 
strain of bitter satire, Sat. xiv. 96 ff. 

(3) On the passages in Sueton. Claud. 25, and Dio Cass. 1x. 6, re- 
lating to the expulsion or coercion of the Jews at Rome, see note on 
Acts xviii. 2. 

7. It yet remains to consider the supposed discrepancy between our 
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Epistle, and the state of the Christian church at Rome implied some 
years subsequent to it in Acts xxviii. This discrepancy has been made 
the most of by Dr. Baur, and by him pronounced irreconcileable. The 
flourishing state of the Roman church set forth in this Epistle seems to 
him to be inconsistent with the tone used by the Jews in their speech 
to Paul, Acts xxviii. 22: dgcotpev 06 rapa cod дкобсо ё hes · тєрї E 
yàp ris alpécess ravrys yvwordy ўрїу écTw Gri mayraxod avriAéyerat. 
Olshausen and Tholuck have been at much pains to give a solution of 

the difficulty: the former referring the circumstance to the entire 
severance between Christians and Jews at Rome made necessary by 
Claudius’s persecutions of the Jews,—the latter, following many other 
Commentators, to an affected ignorance of the Christian sect on the part 
of the Jews. 

On this I will remark,—that the difficulty itself does not seem to 
me so serious as the German writers generally have regarded it. The 
answer of the Jews was to a speech of Paul in which he had given a 
remarkable instance of his becoming to the Jews as a Jew. He repre- 
sents, that he had no real quarrel with his nation: that in fact he was a 
prisoner for the hope of Israel. This hope they certainly knew, either 
from previous acquaintance with his name and character, or from his 
own lips in words which have not been recorded, to be bound up with 
belief in Jesus as the Messiah. They had received (see note in loc.) 
no message respecting him from Judæa laying any thing тоуурби to his 
charge: and they were anxious to have an account from himself of his 
opinions and their ground: for as for this sect, they were well aware 
that every where it was a thing dyreydneDq : the very word, be 
it observed, used in ver. 19 (and ch. xiii. 45), respecting the opposition 
raised by the Jews to Paul. Now we may avail ourselves of both 
Olshausen’s and Tholuck’s suppositions. On the one hand it was very 
likely that the intercourse between Jews and Christians at Rome would 
be exceedingly small, The Christian church, consisting mostly of Gen- 
tiles, would absorb into itself the Jews who joined it, and who would, 
for the reason assigned by Olshausen, studiously separate themselves. 
from their unbelieving countrymen. Again, it would not be likely that 
the Roman Jews, in their speech to Paul, would enter into any particu- 
lara respecting the sect,—only informing him, since he had professed 
himself in heart at peace with his nation and bound on behalf of their 
hope, that they were well aware of the general unpopularity among 
Jews of the sect to which he had attached himself, and wished from him 
an explanation on this head. Something also must be allowed for the 
restraint with which they spoke to one under the special custody, as a 
state prisoner, of the highest power in Rome, and in the presence of a 
representative of that power. 

Thus the difficulty is much lessened: and it belongs indeed to that 
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class, the occurrence of which in the sacred text is to be regarded far 
rather as a confirmation of our faith, by shewing us how simple and 
veracious is the narrative of things said and done, than as a hindrance 
to it by setting one statement against another. 

With respect to that part of it which concerns the notoriety of tho 
Roman church,—I may remark that its praise for faith in all the world, 
being a matter reported by Christians to Christians, and probably 
unknown to ‘those without,’ need not enter as a disturbing clement into 
our consideration. 

8. For a judicious and clear statement of the subsequent history of 
the early Roman church, I cannot do better than refer my readers {о 
the former part of the work of Mr. Shepherd, The History of the 
Church of Rome.” 

SECTION III. 

WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. In answering this question, critics have been divided between the 
claims of the unquestionably most important doctrinal portion of the 
Epistle, and the particular matters treated in the parenthetical section 
(ch. ix.— xi.) and the conclusion (ch. xiv.—xvi.). It has not enough 
been borne in mind, that the occasion of writing an Epistle is one thing, 
—the great object of the Epistle itself, another. The ill-adjusted ques- 
tions between the Jewish and Gentile believers, of which St. Paul had 
doubtless heard from Rome, may have prompted him originally to write 
to them: but when this resolve was once formed, the importance of 
Rome as the centre of the Gentile world would naturally lead him to 
lay forth in this more than in any other Epistle the statement of the 
divine dealings with regard to Jew and Gentile, now one in Christ. I 
will therefore speak separately of the prompting occasion, and the main 
object, of the Epistle. | 

2. The eulogy of the faith of the Roman Christians which Paul met 
with in all his travels, could hardly fail to be accompanied with notices 
respecting their peculiar difficulties. These might soon have been set at 
rest by his presence and oral teaching: and he had accordingly resolved 
long since to visit them (ch. і. 10—13). Hindrances however had 
occurred: and that advice which he was not as yet permitted to give by 
word of mouth, he was prompted to send to them in a letter. 

3. The contents of that letter plainly shew what their difficulties 
were. Mixed as the charch was of Jew and Gentile, the relative posi- 
tion in God’s favour of each of these would, in defect of solid and broad 
views of the universality of man’s guilt and God’s grace, furnish a sub- 
ject of continual jealousy and irritation. And if we assume that the 
Gentile believers much preponderated in numbers, we shall readily infer 
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that the religious scruples of the Jews as to times and meats would be 
likely to be with too little consideration overborne. 

4. From such circumstances we may well conceive that, under divine 
guidance, the present form of the Epistle was suggested to the Apostle. 
The main security for a proper estimate being formed of both Jew and 
Gentile, would be, the possession of right and adequate convictions of 
the universality of man’s guilt and God's free justifying grace. This 
accordingly it was Paul’s great object to furnish ; and on it he expends 
by far the greatest portion of his labour and space. But while so doing, 
we may trace his continued anxiety to steer his way cautiously among 
the strong feelings and prejudices which beset the path on either hand. 
If by a vivid description of the depravity of Heathendom he might be 
likely to minister to the pride of the Jew, he forthwith turns to him and 
abases him before God equally with the others But when this is 
accomplished, lest he should seem to have lost sight of the pre-eminence 
of God’s chosen people, and to have exposed the privileges of the Jew 
to the slight of the Gentile, he enumerates those privileges, and dwells 
on the true nature of that pre-eminence. Again when the great argu- 
ment is brought to a close in ch. viii., by the completion of the bringing 
in of life by Christ Jesus, and the absolute union in time and after time 
of every believer with him,—for fear he should seem amidst the glories 
of redemption to have forgotten his own people, now as a nation 
rejected, he devotes three weighty chapters to an earnest and affec- 
tionate consideration of their case—to a deprecation of all triumph 
over them on the part of the Gentile, and a clear setting forth of the 
real mutual position of the two grent classes of his readers. Then, after 
binding them all together again, in ch. xii. xiii, by precepts respecting 
Christian life, conduct towards their civil superiore, and mutual love, he 
proceeds in ch. xiv. to adjust those peculiar matters of doubt,—now 
rendered comparatively easy after the settlement of the great principle 
involving them,—respecting which they were divided. He recommends 
forbearance towards the weak and scrupulous,—at the same time class- 
ing himself among the strong, and manifestly implying on which side his 
own apostolic judgment lay. Having done this, he again places before 
them their mutual position as co-heirs of the divine promises and mercy 
(ch. xv. 1—18), and concludes the Epistle with matters of personal 
import to himself and them, and with salutations in the Lord. And 
probably on re-perusing his work, either at the time, or, as the altered 
style seems to import, in after years at Rome, he subjoins the fervid and 
characteristic doxology with which it closes. 

5. There seems quite enough in the circumstances of the Homan 
Church to have led naturally to such an Epistle, without supposing with 
some critics, that an elaborate plan of written doctrinal teaching, to 
supply the want of oral, was present to the mind of the Apostle. We 
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must not forget to whom he was writing, nor fail to allow for the 
greater importance naturally attaching to an Epistle which would be 
the cherished possession and exemplar of the greatest of the Gentile 
churches. It was au Epistle to all Gentiles, from the Apostle of the 
Gentiles : брі Aéyo rois (veau i’ боох рё [ойу] cipu гуй бубу ётбото- 
dos, riv Scaxoviay pov Sofd{w. It had for its end the settlement, on the 
broad principles of God's truth and love, of the mutual relations, and 
union in Christ, of God's ancient people, and the recently engrafted 
world. What wonder then, if it be found to contain an exposition of 
man's unworthiness and God's redeeming love, such as not even Holy 
Seripture itself elsewhere furnishes ? 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME AND PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. This is more plainly pointed out in our Epistle than in most of 
the others. The Apostle was about to set out for Jerusalem with a 
contribution from the churches of Macedonia and Achaia (ch. xv. 25 ff.). 
To make this contribution he bad exhorted the Corinthian church, 1 Cor. 
xvi. 1 ff., and hinted the possibility of his carrying it to Jerusalem in 
person, after wintering with them. And again in 2 Cor. viii. ix. he 
recurs to the subject, blames the tardiness of the Corinthians in pre- 
paring the contribution, and (ib. xiii. 1) describes himself as coming to 
them immediately. Comparing these notices with Acts xx. 1 ff., we find 

that Paul left Ephesus (after Pentecost, see notes there) for Mace- 
donis, wintered at Corinth, and thence went to Jerusalem accom- 
panied by several brethren, bearing (ib. xxiv. 17) alms to his nation 
and offerings. 

2. Thus far it would appear that it was written close upon, or during 
his journey to bear alms to Jerusalem. But the very place is pointed 
out by evidence which can hardly be misapplied. We have а special 
commendation of Phoebe, a deaconess of the church at Kenchrea, to the 
kindness and attention of the Roman Christians : such a commendation 
as could hardly have been sent, had she not been, as generally believed, 
the bearer of the letter. Again, greetings are sent (ch. xvi. 23) from 
Gaius, evidently a resident, for he is called ó $évos pov каї OÀys rìs 
éxxAnoias. But on comparing 1 Cor. i. 14, we find Paul telling the 
Corinthians that he baptized among them one Gnius. These persons 
can hardly but be one and the same. Again, Erastus is mentioned as 
steward of the city. Therefore, as Tholuck remarxs, of some city well 
known to the Romans, and one in which he must have been some time 
resident, so to speak of it. I may add, that after the mention of 
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Kenchrea, 7 тбМм< can be no other than Corinth: just as, if the Peiræus 
had been mentioned, ) mós would necessarily mean Athens. (An 
Erastus is said to have remained at Corinth, 2 Tim. iv. 20, but the 

identity is too uncertain for the notice to be more than a possible 
corroboration.) 

3. From the above evidence it is placed almost beyond question that 
the Epistle was written from Corinth, at the close of the three months’ 
residence there of Acts xx. 3,—the rapayeiacia of 1 Cor. xvi. 6,—when 
Paul was just about to depart (vvvi бё wopevopuar, ch. xv. 25) for Jeru- 
salem on his errand of charity. 

4. By consulting the chronological table appended to the Prolegg · 
to the Acts, it will be seen that I place this visit in the winter of A. p. 

Сто The Epistle accordingly was sent in the spring of A.D. 58, the 
fourth of the reign of Nero. 

SECTION V. 

LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 

1. It might perhaps have been expected, that ап Epistle to Romana 
would have been written in Latin. But Greek had become so far 
the general language of the world, that there is no ground for sur- 
prise in the Apostle having employed it. Not to cite at length the 
passages in the classics (Tacit. de Orator. c. 29: Martial, Epig. xiv. 56: 
Juvenal, Sat. vi. 184—189) which point to the universal adoption of 
Greek habits and language at Rome, we have the similar -instances of 
Ignatius, Dionysius of Corinth, Irenæus, all of whom wrote to tho 
Roman Christians in Greek, Clement, Bishop of Rome, wrote in Greek, 
Justin Martyr addressed his apologies to the Roman Emperors in 
Greek. And if it be objected, that the greater number of the Christian 
converts would belong to the lower classes, we may answer, that a 

great proportion of these were native Greeks: see Juvenal, Sat. iii, 
60—80. 

2. In speaking of the style of the Epistle, the following general 
remarks on the style of the Apostle Paul, taken from Tholuck’s Intro- 
duction to his Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, p. 26 ff., are of 
considerable interest: As in general we can best apprehend and esti- 
mate the style of a writer in connexion with his character, so is it with 
the Apostle Paul. The attributes which especially characterize the 
originality of Paul as an Author, are Power, Fulness, and Warmth. 
If to these attributes is added Perspicuity of unfolding thought, we have 
all united, which ennobles an orator. But fulness of ideas and warmth 

of feelings often bring with them a certain informality of expression : 
the very n of the productive power does not always leave time to 
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educate (as Hamann expresses it) the thoughts which are born into the 
light,—to arrange and select the feelings. Together with the excel- 
lences above mentioned, something of this defect is found in the style 
of the great Apostle of the Gentiles. Something of that which Diony- 
sius of Halicarnassus de Comp. Verb. c. 22 says of ‘compositio austera,’ 
is applicable to the Apostle's method of expression. ovre тарса Ho- 
Мето Ta KküÀa dos «усл, UTE rapdhota, ovre dyayxaig doe % 
doo, GAN’ ebyevij к. q Ad к. & eh ep. dice т ёокёуол padAov abrà 
BoiXeras, ў тёҳур, к. xarà табо$ ACE Oat uGAXov, 1) kar 005. repiõdous 
de owrdévat ovvaprifovcas Tóv уоўу Ta тоАА& pey ойтє Bora‘ ei бє 
wore abrodru ёті rovro xarevexOein, TÒ èvertrijdevroy eudaivey dre 
xai ёфећёѕ, x. r. A. The high claims of St. Paul to the reputation of elo- 
quence were acknowledged by remote Christian antiquity. Nay, we 
have in all probability an honourable testimony to the same effect from 
one of the most celebrated critics of heathen Rome,—that namely of the 
fragment of Longinus, where he ranks Paul with the first orators of 
ancient times, adding however the remark, that he appears more to 
persuade than to demonstrate. From Christian antiquity we will 
adduco the testimony of Jerome, Ep. 48, ad Pammachium, c. 13, vol. i. 
р. 223:—‘ Paulum Apostolum proferam, quem quotiescunque lego, videor 
mihi non verba audire, sed tonitrua . . . . videntur quidem verba sim- 
plicia et quasi innocentis hominis ac rusticani, et qui nec facere nec decli- 
nare noverit insidias, sed quocunque respexeris, fulmina sunt. Heeret in 
eausa, capit omne quod tetigerit, tergum vertit, ut superet: fugam 
simulat, ut occidat, Add to this the words of Chrysostom de Sacer- 
dotio iv. 7, vol. i. p. 431: dowep ydp Txos ё dddpavros катаскетасбёу, 
оўто Tas mayraxoU THs оікоурёууѕ exxAnoias rà rovrov тех е ypdppara: 
cal kaÜdmep Tis dpurreUs yevvasóraros ёсткє xal viv рёсоѕ, аіҳраћот ои 
wav yma «is rjv UVmaxojv то? xpuwrro), Kai xafaipwy Acywpovs Kal way 
Tapa eraipdpevov Kara THs yvdaeus ToU Geo 

3. After having stated, and visited with severe and deserved censure, 
the disparaging estimate formed by Riickert in his Commentary, and 
criticized in a friendly spirit the other extreme, taken by Rothe 

and Glöckler, of regarding all ellipses, anacolutha, and defects of 

style, only as во many hidden but intended excellences, Tholuck 

proceeds : | 
* We have then this question to ask ourselves : with what ideas as to 

the ability of the Apostle ав a writer ought the believing Christian to 

3 The genuineness of this fragment has been defended by Hug, Einl. ins N. T. ii. 834 

(842 of Wait’s transl), on grounds well worthy of consideration. (The passage runs 

thus: cops & fr Aóyov warrbs kal $porfjuaros ‘EAAnmxod AguocOérns, Avolas, 

Aloylyns, “Стері8тз, “Ісаїоз, A«ívapxos (Anuontérns 5 Kpl@wos), "Iconpárns, "Arriqu»: 

xpos тобтоіз TlaUAos д Tapo es, Syria xal wparór onus wpowTd4eror 8бүротг5 raro- 

delcrov.) 
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approach his works? And what is the result, when we examine in 
detail the Epistles of Paul in this bearing ? The Fathers themselves 
frequently confess, that the whole character of Christianity forbids us 
from seeking classical elegance in the outward style of the New Testa- 
ment:—as the Son or Gop appeared in His life on earth in a state of 
humiliation, so also the word of God. In this sense, to cite one example 
out of many, Calvin says (on Rom. v. 15) :—'Quum autem multoties 
discriminis mentionem repetat, nulla tamen est repetitio, in qua non 
sit åvavraróðorov, vel saltem ellipsis aliqua : Que sunt quidem orationis 
vitia, sed quibus nihil majestati decedit cœlestis sapientie, que nobis 
per apostolum traditur. Quin potius singulari Dei providentia factum 
est, ut sub contemptibili verborum humilitate altissima hzc mysteria 
nobis traderentur; ut non humans eloquentise potentia, sed sola spi- 
ritus efficacia niteretur nostra fides, But it must be borne in mind, 
that this our concession with regard to the formal perfection of the 
apostolic writings has its limits : for were we to concede that imperfec- 
tion of form amounted to absolute informality, the subject-matter itself 
would be involved in the surrender. If the aim of the apostolic teach- 
ing is not to be altogether frustrated, we can hardly object to the 
assumption, that the divine ideas have been propounded in such a form, 
that by a correct use of the requisite means they may be discovered, and 
their full meaning recognized. Assuming this, it is impossible to form 
so low an estimate as Rückert's of the style of the Apostle: while at 
the same time we cannot see that the believing Christian is entitled to 
assume in him ап academic correctness of syllogistic form, а conscious 
and perfect appreciation of adequacy of expression, reaching to the use 
of every particle If we are to require these excellences from an 
apostolic writer, why not also entire conformity to classical idiom of 
expression ? Апа if we besides take into account the peculiarity of the 
Apostle's character above pointed out, are we not obliged to confess, 
that so universal a reflection, such a calculation, as Rothe's theory sup- 
poses, is altogether inconsistent with that character,—that such a pre- 
cisely measured style would be inexplicable from a spirit like that of 
the Apostle, except on the assumption of a passive inspiration? and 
as regards the point itself, I cannot see, that the writings of Paul, 
examined in detail, justify this prejudice in their favour, even according 
to the ingenious and minute exegesis of Rothe himself. (This he 
instances by examining Rothe’s account of the defective constructions 
in Rom. v. 12 f.) * * That the great Apostle was no ordinary 
thinker,—that he did not, after the manner of enthusiasts, carried away 

by warmth of feeling, write down what he himself did not understand, 
is beyond question :—but that all which hitherto has been accounted in 
him negligence or inaccuracy of expression, proceeded from conscious 
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intention of the writer,—can neither be justly assumed a priori, nor 
convincingly shown a posteriori." 

4. To these general remarks of Tholuck I may add some notice of the 
peculiarities of the argumentative style of the Apostle, with which we 
are во much concerned in this Epistle. 

(a) It is his constant habit to insulate the one matter which he is 
considering, and regard it irrespective of any qualifications of which it 
may admit, or objections to which it lies open, —up to a certain point. 
Much of the difficulty in ch. v. vi. vii. has arisen from not bearing this 
in mind. 

(8) After thus treating the subject till the main result is gained, he 
then takes into &ccount the qualifications and objections, but in & man- 
ner peculiar to himself ; introducing them by putting the overstrained 
use, or the abuse, of the proposition just proved, in an interrogative 
form, and answering the question just asked. On a superficial view of 
these passages, they assume a sort of dramatic character, and have led 
many Commentators to suppose an objector to be present in the mind of 
the Apostle, to whom such questions are to be ascribed. But a further 
and deeper acquaintance with St. Paul's argumentative style removes 
this impression, and with it, much ofthe obscurity arising from sup- 
posing, or not knowing when to suppose, an interchange of speakers in 
the argument. We find that it is the Apostle himself speaking 
throughout, and in his vivid rhetorical manner proposing the fallacies 
which might be derived from his conclusions as matters of parenthetical 
enquiry. 

(y) Perhaps one of the most wonderful phænomena of St. Paul's 
arguments, is the manner in which all such parenthetical enquiries are 
interwoven into the great subject; in which while he pursues and 
annihilates the off-branching fallacy, at the same time he has been 
advancing in the main path, — whereas in most human arguments each 
digression must have its definite termination, and we must resume the 
thesis where we left it. A notable instance of this is seen in ch. vi. of 

our Epistle; in which while the mischievous fallacy of ver. 1 is dis- 
cussed and annihilated, the great subject of the introduction of Life 
by Christ is carried on through another step—viz. the establishment of 
that life as one, of sanctification. 
Among the minor characteristics of the Apostle’s style, may be 

enumerated, - 

(8) Frequent and complicated antitheses, requiring great caution and 
discrimination in exegesis. For often the different members of the 
antithesis are not to be taken in the same extent of meaning ; some- 
times the literal and metaphorical significations are interchanged in a 
carious and intricate manner, so that perhaps in the first member of two 
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antithetical clauses, the subject may be literal and the predicate meta- 
phorical, and in the second, vice versa, the subject metaphorical and the 

predicate literal. Sometimes again, the terms of one member are to bo 

amplified to their fullest possible, almost to an exaggerated meaning : 
whereas those of the second are to be redaced down to their least 
possible, almost to a depreciated meaning. To retain such antitheses 
in a version or exegesis is of course, generally speaking, impossible: the 
appropriateness of the terms depends very much on their conventional 

value in the original language. Then comes the difficult task of break- 
ing up the sentence, and expressing neither more nor less than the real 
meaning under a different grammatical form: an attempt almost always 
sure to fail even in the ablest hands. 

(e) Frequent plays upon words, or rather perhaps, choice of words 
from their similarity of sound. Much of the terseness and force of the 
Apostle’s expressions is necessarily lost in rendering them into another 
language, owing to the impossibility of expressing these paronomasiz ; 
and without them, it becomes exceedingly difficult to ascertain the real 
weight of the expression itself; to be sure that we do not give moro 
than due importance in the context to a clause whose apiness was 

perhaps its chief characteristic, and on the other hand to take care that 
we do not overlook the real importance of clauses whose value is not 
their mere aptness, but a deep insight into the philosophy of the 
cognate words made use of, as exponents of lines of human thought 
ultimately convergent. 

(С) Accumulation of prepositions, often with the same or very slightly 
different meanings. That this is a characteristic of St. Paul’s style 
there can be no doubt : and the difficulty created by it is easily obviated 
if this be borne in mind. The temptation of an expositor is to 
endeavour to give precise meaning and separate force to each pre- 
position, thereby exceeding the intention of the sentence, and distorting 
the context by elevating into importance clauses of comparative in- 
difference. | 

(n) The frequency and peculiarity of his parenthetical passages. 

The difficulty presented by this characteristic is, in few words, that of 
disentangling with precision such clauses and passages. The danger is 
twofold: 1. lest we too hastily assume an irregular construction, not 
perceiving the parenthetical interruption: 2. lest we err on the other 
hand, which has more commonly been the case, in.assuming the 
existence of parenthetical clauses where none exist. St. Paul's paren- 
theses are generally well marked to the careful observer; and it must be 
remembered that the instances of anacoluthon and irregular construc- 
tion are at least as frequent : so that we are not, for Ше sake of clearing 
up а construction, to throw in parentheses, as is often done, to the 
detriment of the sense. 
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The peculiarity of his parentheses consists in this, that owing to the 
fervency and rapidity of his composition he frequently deserts, in a 
clause apparently intended to be parenthetical, the construction of the 
main sentence, and instead of resuming it again, proceeds with the 
parenthesis as if it were the main sentence. 

Instances of almost all these characteristic difficulties will be found in 
chap. v. of this Epistle, where, so to speak, they reach their culminating 
point. 

5. Two cautions are necessary, on account of the lax renderings of 
our authorized version, by which the details of the argument of this and 
other Epistles have been so disguised, that it is almost impossible for the 
mere English student intelligently to apprehend them. 

(a) The emphatic position of words is of the highest importance. 
Pages might be filled with an account of misrenderings of versions and 
Commentators from disregard to the rules of emphasis. The student 
will: continually find such instances alleged and criticized in these notes; 

and will be surprised that so momentous a matter should have been 
generally overlooked. 

(b) The distinction between the aorist and perfect tenses is in our 
authorized version very commonly disregarded, and thereby the point of 
the sentence altogether missed. Instances are continually occurring in 
the Epistles: and it has been my endeavour in the notes to draw the 
student’s attention to them with a view to their correction. 

6. For much interesting matter on this subject the student is referred 
to Tholuck, Rómerbrief, Einleitung : and to Dr. Davidson, Introd. 

vol. ii. p. 144 ff. 

CHAPTER III. 

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP AND INTEGRITY. 

1. As far as I am aware, the first of these has never been doubted by 
any critic of note. Indeed he who would do so, must be prepared to 
dispute the historical truth of the character of St. Paul. For no more 
complete transcript of that character, as we find it set forth to us in the 
Acts, can be imagined, than that which we find in this and the second 
Epistle. Of this I shall speak further below ($ vii. ). 
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2. But external testimonies to the Authorship are by no means 
wanting. 

(a) Clement of Rome, in his Epistle to this very Church of Corinth, 
says, с. 47, p. 305 f. :—dvaddBere rv d rA тоў paxapiov au тоў 
dxocróAov. Ti проток Фріу dy ёрхў «vayyeMov €ypajev ; ёт dul], 
wrrevatiKas ётфттей\лу uu, тері афто? re каї Куфа xa Arou, 610 тд каї 
тбтє троѕкмМосєс Spas rer o. 

(B) Polycarp, ad Philippenses, c. 11, p. 1020 :—“ Qui autem ignorant 
judicium Domini? An nescimus, quia sancti mundum judicabunt! ? 
sicut Paulus docet." 

(y) Irenæus adv. Her. iv. 27 (45). 3, p. 264 :—' Et hoc autem apos- 
tolum in epistola que eet ad Corinthios manifestissime ostendisse, dicen- 
tem : Nolo enim vos ignorare, fratres, quoniam patres nostri omnes sub 
nube fuerunt* &c." And almost in the same words Cyprian, Testim. 
i. 4, citing the same passage. 

(8) Athenagoras, de resurrect. mort. 18, p. 331 :—«95Aov avri то 
Aeuróptyoy, Sri Sei, xarà róv ётбеттоАоу, тд фбартду тобто xal дизткєдаттду 
фуёутасбод ёфбдарсќоу *, уа x. r. A. 

(€) Clement of Alexandria cites this epistle very frequently and 
explicitly: е. g. Pedag. i. 6 (33), p. 117 Р. :—ocadéorara yow б paxáptos 
TlatAos ётуАЛаёву ius тўс CM «vs фу jj тротёр троє KopwOiovs $04 mws 
урбфоу" ASA dol, pù radia -y(y«aÜ« rais фрєсіу K. r. A. — And he proceeds 
to quote also 1 Cor. xiii. 11, with там» 6 IIavAos Acye. 

(4) Tertullian de Præscript. adv. Her. c. 33, vol. ii. p. 46,.— Paulus 
in prima ad Corinthios notat negatores et dubitatores resurrectionis." 

See Lardner: and Davidson's Introd. vol. ii. p. 253 f., where more 
testimonies are given. 

8. The integrity of this Epistle has not been disputed. The whole of 
it springs naturally out of the circumstances, and there are no difficulties 
arising from discontinuousness or change of style, as in some passages 
of the Epistle to the Romans. 

SECTION П. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Совтмтн (formerly Ephyre, Apollod. i. 9, —which afterwards was 
its poetic name, Ovid, Met. ii. 240. Virg. Georg. ii. 264. Propert. ii. 
5. 1 al.) was a renowned, wealthy (П. В. 570. Hor. ii. 16. Dio Chrysost. 
xxxvii. p. 464), and beautiful commercial city (Thuc. i. 13. Cic. rep. 
i. 4), апа in the Roman times the capital of Achaia propria (Apul. Met. 
x. p. 239, Bipont), situated on the isthmus of the Peloponnese between 

! 1 Cor. i. 10 f. 2 1 Cor. vi. 2. 3 1 Cor. x. 1 f. 
* 1 Cor. xv. 63. s 1 Cor. xiv. 20. 
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the Ionian and ZEgean seas (hence öimaris, Ovid, Met. v. 407; Hor. 
Od. i. 7. 2,—dpdpbaAaccos, 8:04Лассоѕ) and at the foot of a rock which 
bore the fortress Acrocorinthus (Strabo, viii. 379 ; Plut. vit. Arat. 16; Liv. 
xlv. 28),—forty stadia in cireumference, It had two ports, of which the 
western (twelve stadia distant) was called Lechson (Аёуагоу, Lechæum, 
Lechee, Plin. iv. 5), the eastern (seventy stadia distant) Kenchree 

(Strabo, viii. 880 ; Paus. ii. 2, 3; Liv. xxxii. 17; al). The former was 
for the Italian, the latter for the Oriental commerce : so Strabo, l. c. : 
Keyxpeai кора каї Aug] dis Tis TÓÀeus Ocov &Вдорлјкоута отади. 
TO/TQ pi» xpavras трд ToUs ёк тїс Acías, mpòs $ rots ex ris тоа 
T$ Ácxaip. Arts and sciences flourished notably in Corinth (Pindar, 
Ol. xiii. 21; Herod. ii. 167 ; Plin. xxxiv. 3. xxxv. 5 ; Cic. Verr. ii. 19; 
Suet, Tiber. 34). The Corinthian plate was especially celebrated. But 
these advantages were accompanied by much wantonness, luxury, and 
gross corruption of morals (Athenæus, vii. 281. xiii. 643 ; Alciphr. 
iii. 60; Strabo, viii. 378; Eustath. Iliad В. p. 220). (These vices were 
increased by the periodical influx of visitors owing to the Isthmian 
games, and by the abandoned and unclean worship of Aphrodite, to 
whose temple more than a thousand priestesses of loose character were 
attached. See testimonials in Wetst.) The city (lumen totius Grecis, 
Cic. Manil. 5) was taken, pillaged, and destroyed by L. Mummius (Flor. 
ii. 16; Liv. Epitome lii.) in A. v. c. 608, 146 B. c. (cf. Plin. xxxiv. 3),— 
but re-established (as the colony Julia Corinthus) by Julius Cesar, 
A.U.C. 710, в.с. 44,—and soon recovered its former splendour (Aristid. 

Or. 3, p. 23, ed. Jebb), and was accordingly in St. Paul's time the seat 
of the Roman proconsul of Achaia (Acts xviii, 18). See, on the whole, 
Strabo, viii. 878 ff.; Paus. ii. 1 f.” Winer, Realworterbuch. An inter- 
esting description of the present remains of Corinth will be found in | 
Leake’s Morea, vol. iii. ch. xxviii. | 

2. The Christian church at Corinth was founded by St. Paul on his 
first visit, related in Acts xviii, (1—18). He spent there a year and a 
half, and his labours seem to have been rewarded with considerable 

success, His converts were for the most part Gentiles (1 Cor. xii. 2), 
but comprised also many Jews (Acts xviii. 8: see too ver. 5, and note) ; 
both however, though the Christian body at Corinth was numerous 
(Acts ib. 4, 8, 10), were principally from the poorer classes (1 Cor. i. 26 fl.). 
To this Crispus the ruler of the synagogue (Acts xviii. 8; 1 Cor. i. 14) 
formed an exception, as also Erastus the chamberlain (oixovópos) of the | 
city (Rom. xvi. 23), and Gaius, whom the Apostle calls 6 ёбоѕ pov к. | 
du THs éxxAnoias. And we find traces of a considerable mixture of 
classes of society in the agape (1 Cor. xi. 22). | 

3. The method of the Apostle in preaching at Corinth is described by 
himself, 1 Cor. ii. 1 ff. He used great simplicity, declaring to them 
only the cross of Christ, without any adventitious helps of rhetoric or 
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worldly wisdom. The opposition of the Jews had been to him a source 
of no ordinary anxiety : see the remarkable expression Acts xviii. 5, and 
note there. The situation likewise of his Gentile converts was full 
of danger. Surrounded by habits of gross immorality and intellectual 
pride, they were liable to be corrupted in their conduct, or tempted to 
despise the simplicity of their first teacher. 

4. Of this latter there was the more risk, since the Apostle had been 
followed by one whose teaching might make his appear in their eyes 
meagre and scanty. Apollos is described in Acts xviii. 24 ff. as a learned 
Hellenist of Alexandria, mighty in the Scriptures, and fervent in zeal. 
And though by the honourable testimony there given‘ to his work at 

‚ Corinth, it is evident that his doctrine was essentially the same with that 
of Paul, yet there is reason to think that there was difference enough in 
the outward character and expression of the two to provoke comparison 
to the Apostle's disadvantage, and attract the lovers of eloquence and 
philosophy rather to A pollos. 

5. We discover very plain signs of an influence antagonistic to the 
Apostle having been at work in Corinth. Teachers had come, of Jewish 
extraction (2 Cor. xi. 22), bringing with them letters of recommendation 
from other churches (2 Cor. iii. 1), and had built on the foundation laid 
by Paul (1 Cor. iii. 10—18; 2 Cor. x. 18—18) a worthless building, on 
which they prided themselves. These teachers gave out themselves for 
Apostles (2 Cor. xi. 5, 13), rejecting the apostleship of Paul (1 Cor. 
ix. 2; 2 Cor. x. 7, 8), encouraging disobedience to his commands 
(2 Cor. x. 1,6), and disparaging in every way his character, and work 
for the Gospel (see for the former, 2 Cor. iv. 1, 2 ff.; v. 11 ff., and notes 
in both places : for the latter, 2 Cor. xi. 16—xii. 12). It is probable, as 
‘De Wette suggests, that these persons were excited to greater rage 
against Paul, by the contents of tbe first Epistle; for we find the 
plainest mention of them in the second. But their practices had com- 
menced before, and traces of them are very evident in ch. ix. of this 
Epistle. 

6. 'The ground taken by these persons, as regarded their Jewish posi- 
tion, is manifest from these Epistles, They did not, as the false teachers 
among the Galatians, insist on circumcision and keeping the law: for 
not a word occurs on that question, nor a hint which can be construed 
as pointing to it. Some think that they kept back this point in a 
church consisting principally of Gentiles, and contented themselves 
with first setting aside the authority and influence of Paul. But I 
should rather believe them to have looked on this question as closed, 

6 bs rapcyerduevos cvreBáAero толо тоїѕ wemioreuxdcw 84 тїз xdprros, ver. 27. 
See also 1 Cor. ііі, 6. 

7 See especially 1 Cor. xvi. 12, and поќе, 
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and to have carried on more a negative than a positive warfare with the 
Apostle, upholding, as against him, the authority of the regularly con- 
stituted Twelve, and of Peter as the Apostle of the circumcision, and 

impugning Paul as an interloper and innovator, and no autoptic witness 
of the events of the Gospel history : as not daring to prove his apostle- 
ship by claiming sustenance from the Christian churches, or by leading 
about a wife, as the other Apostles, and the brethren of the Lord, and 

Cephas. What their positive teaching had been, it is difficult to decide, 
except that, although founded on a recognition of Jesus the Christ, it 
was of an inconsistent and unsubstantial kind, and such as would not 

stand in the coming day of fiery trial (1 Cor. iii. 11 fl.). 
7. That some of these teachers may have described themselves as 

peculiarly belonging to Christ, is & priori very probable. St. Paul had 
had no connexion with our Lord while He lived апа taught on earth. 
His Christian life and apostolic calling began at so late a period, that 
those who had seen the Lord on earth might claim a superiority over 
him. And this is all that seems to be meant by the ёуф ёё xpiorod of 
1 Cor. i. 12, especially if we compare it with 2 Cor. x. 7 ff, the only 
other passage where the expression is alluded to. There certainly per- 
sons are pointed out, who boasted themselves in some peculiar connexion 
with Christ which, it was presumed, Paul had not; and were igno- 

rant that the weapons of the apostolic warfare were not carnal, but 
spiritual. 

8. It would also be natural that some should avow themselves the 
followers of Paul himself, and set perhaps an undue value on him as 
God's appointed minister among them, forgetting that all ministers were 
but God's servants for their benefit. 

9. It will be seen from the foregoing remarks, as well as from the 
notes, that I do not believe these tendencies to have developed them- 
selves into distinctly marked parties, either before the writing of our 
Epistle or at any other time. In the Epistle of Clement of Rome 
written some years after, we find the same contentious spirit blamed 
(c. 47, p. 308), but it appears that by that time its ground was altogether 
different : we have no traces of the Paul-party, or Apollos-party, or 
Cephas-party, or Christ-party : ecclesiastical insubordination and ambition 
were then the faults of the Corinthian church. 

10. Much ingenuity and labour has been spent in Germany on the four 
supposed distinct parties at Corinth, and the most eminent theologians 
have endeavoured, with very different results, to allot to each its definite 
place in tenets and practice. I referthe student for a complete account 
of the principal theories, to Dr. Davidson’s Introduction, vol. ii. 

p. 224 ff, and Conybeare and Howson's Life of St. Paul, vol. i. 
chap. xiii. :—and for separate expositions, to Neander, Pfl. u. Leit., 4th 
edn. pp. 375—397 : Olshausen, Bibl. Comm. iii. 475 ff.: Schaff, Gesch. 
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d. christlichen Kirche, $ 64: Stanley, Epistle to the Corinthians, 
Introduction. 

SECTION III. 

WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1, The object of writing this Epistle was twofold. The Apostle had 
been applied to by the Corinthians to advise them on matters connected 
with their practice in the relations of life (ch. vii. 1), and with their liberty 
of action as regarded meats offered to idols (ch. viii.—x.); they had ap- 
parently also referred to him the question whether their women should 
be veiled in the public assemblies of the church (ch. хі. 3—16): and had 
laid before him some difficulties respecting the exercise of spiritual gifts 
(ch. xii.—xiv.) He had enjoined them to make a collection for the 
poor saints at Jerusalem: and they had requested directions, how this 
might best be done (ch. xvi. 1 ff.). 

2. These enquiries would have elicited at all events an answer from 
St. Paul. But there were other and even more weighty reasons why ап 
Epistle should be sent to them just now from their father in the faith. 
Intelligence had been brought him by the family of Chloe (ch. i. 11) of 
their contentious spirit. From the same, or from other sources, he had 

learned the occurrence among them of a gross case of incest, in which the 
delinquent was upheld in impunity by the church (ch. v. 1 ff.). He bad 
further understood that the Christian brethren were in the habit of 
carrying their disputes before heathen tribunals (ch. vi. 1 ff). And it 
had been represented to him that there were irregularities requiring 
reprehension in their manner of celebrating the Agape, which indeed 

they had so abused, that they could now be no longer called the Supper 
of the Lord. Such were their weighty errors in practice: and among 
these it would have been hardly possible that Christian doctrine should 
remain sound. So far was this from being the case, that some among 
them had even gone to the length of denying the Resurrection itself. 
Against these he triumphantly argues in ch. xv. 

8. It has been questioned whether St. Paul had the defence of his own 
apostolic authority in view in this Epistle. The answer must certainly 
be in the affirmative. We cannot read chapters iv. and ix. without per- 
ceiving this. At the same time, it is most probable that the hostility of 
the false teachers had not yet assumed the definite force of personal 
slander and disparagement,—or not so prominently and notoriously as 
afterwards. That which is the primary subject of the 2nd Epistle, is 
but incidentally touched on here. But we plainly see that his authority 
had been already impugned (see especially ch. iv. 17—21), and his 
spostleship questioned (ch. ix. 1, 2). 
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SECTION IV. 

OF THE NUMBER OF EPISTLES WRITTEN BY PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

l. If we were left to infer a priori, it would be exceedingly probable 
that an Epistle had been sent to Ше Corinthians before this, which we 
call the first. It appears from ch. xvi. 1 that they wanted some direc- 
tions as to the method of making “the collection for the saints.” We 
may ask,—when enjoined and how? If by the Apostle in person, the 
directions would doubtless have been asked for and given at the time. 
It would seem then to follow, that a command to make the collection 

had been sent them either by some messenger, or in an epistle. 
2. 'The uncertainty, however, which would rest upon this inference, is 

removed by the express words of the Apostle himself. In ch. у. 9 he says, 
&ypaxya. piv èv тр d A, py cvvavapiyyvebas wépvots. In my note on 
those words, I have endeavoured to shew that the only meaning which 
in their context they will legitimately bear, is, that this command, not to 
associate with fornicators, was contained in a previous Epistle to them, 
which has not been preserved to us. Those who maintain that the, 
reference is to the present Epistle, have never been able to produce a 
paseage bearing the slightest resemblance to the command mentioned *. 

3. The opinions of Commentators on this point have been strangely 
warped by a notion conceived a priori, that it would be wrong to 
suppose any apostolic Epistle to have been lost. "Those who regard, not 
preconceived theories, but the facts and analogies of the case, will rather 
come to the conclusion that very many have been lost. "The Epistle to 
Philemon, for example, is the only one remaining to us of a class, which 
if we take into account the affectionate disposition of St. Paul, and the 
frequency of intercourse between the metropolis and the provinces, must 
have been numerous during his captivity in Rome. We find him also 
declaring, 1 Cor. xvi. 3 (see note there), his intention of giving recom- 
mendatory letters, if necessary, to the bearers of the collection from 
Corinth to Jerusalem: from which propoeal we may safely infer that 
on other occasions, he was in the babit of writing such Epistles to indivi- 
duals or to churehes. To imagine that every writing of an inspired 

Apostle must necessarily have been preserved to ws, is аз absurd as 

з Perhaps the most extraordinary theory ever propounded by one who bas evidently 
spent some pains on his subject, is that of Mr. Paget, in his “ Unity and Order of the 
Epistles of St. Paul,” in which, on account of а fancied resemblance of this command to 
that in Heb. xii. 16 (which if examined proves to be яо resemblance), he maintains 7 
évurroA$ here to be the Epistle to the Hebrews, which he imagines to have been a sort. 
of general circular epistle to all the churches, written previously to those addressed to 
particular congregations. I need hardly remind the student, how entirely all the data 
of every kind farnished by that Epistle are against such a supposition. 
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it would be to imagine that all his sayings must necessarily have been 
recorded. The Providence of God, which has preserved so many pre- 
cious portions both of one and the other, has also allowed many, perhaps 
equally precious, of both, to pass into oblivion. 

4. The time of writing this lost Epistle is fixed, by the history, between 
Paul’s leaving Corinth Acts xviii. 18, and the sending of our present 
Epistle. But we shall be able to approximate nearer, when we have 
discussed the question of the Apostle’s visits to Corinth *. 

5. Its contents may be in some measure surmised from the data 
furnished in our two canonical Epistles. 

He had in it given them a command, py ovvavapiyvvoĝa: ттбруо$, 
which being taken by them in too strict and literal а sense, and on that 
account perhaps overlooked, as impossiblo to be observed, is explained in 

its true sense by him, 1 Cor. v. 9—12. 
It also contained, in all probability, an announcement of a plan of 

visiting them on his way to Macedonia, and again on his return from 
Macedonia (2 Cor. i. 15, 16), which he changed in consequence of the 
news heard from Chloe's household (1 Cor. xvi. 5—7), for which altera- 
tion he was accused of lightness of purpose (éAadpía, 2 Cor. i. 17). 
We may safely say also (see above) that it contained a command to 

make a collection for the poor saints at Jerusalem. Further than this 
we cannot with any safety surmise. 

It was evideutly & short letter, containing perhaps little or nothing 

more than the above announcement and injunctions, given probably in 
the pithy and sententious manner so common with the Apostle’. 

SECTION V. 

OF THE NUMBER OF VISITS MADE BY PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

l. The controversy on this point will be cut very short, if the inter- 
pretation given in the notes of 2 Cor. xii. 14, xiii. 1, be assumed as 
correct :—and, as I have there maintained, I believe that neither the 

words nor the context will admit any other. 'The Apostle had paid 
two visits to Corinth before the sending of that, and consequently of 
this Epistle. 

2. The difficulty in this inference, which has led Commentators to 
adopt an unnatural rendering of the above passages, is, that but one 
visit i8 recorded, viz. that in Acts xviii. 1 ff. For both Epistles were 
written before the second visit in Acts xx. 2, 3. (Compare Acts xix. 
with 1 Cor. xvi. 8, and 2 Cor. ix. 2 with Acts xx. 1, 2.) 

3. But manifestly, the history of St. Paul's apostolic career in the 

9 See below, $ v. 1 See Rom. xii. 9 ff.; 1 Thess. v. 16 ff. 
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Acts is very fragmentary and imperfect. Long and important journeys 
are dismissed in а few words*: some, e.g. that to Arabia, and the 

missionary tour in Syria and Cilicia, Gal. i. 21 ff., not being even men- 
tioned. No notice is taken of the foundation of the churches of Galatia, 
unless the cursory mention of Acts xvi. 6, be taken as such: —and of the 
copious catalogue of perils undergone by him in 2 Cor. xi. 24 ff., but few 
can be identified in the history. That a journey to Corinth should have 
escaped mention, where more extensive journeys and more important 
events have been omitted or slightly touched on, would not be at all 
improbable. 

4. Such а journey must of course be inserted between Acts xviii. 18, 
when his first visit to Corinth ended, and xx. 2, when the second Epistle 

was sent from Macedonia. But these limits are further narrowed by 
the history itself. From xviii. 18 to xix. 9, when we find the Apostle 
established at Ephesus, is evidently a continuous narrative. And as 
plainly, no visit took place between the sending of the first and second 
Epistle, as is decisively proved by 2 Cor. i. 15—23. Now the first Epistle 
was sent from Ephesus, in the early part of the year in which he left 

that city, 1 Cor. xvi. 8. So that our terminus a quo is the settling at 
Ephesus, Acts xix. 10, and our terminus ad quem the spring preceding 
the departure from Ephesus, Acts xx. 1. During this time, a visit to 
Corinth took place. i 

5. Let us see whether any hints of his own throw light on this 
necessary inference. In 2 Cor. хі. 25 we read тріѕ évaudynoa, and this 
in a description of his apostolic labours: so that we must not go back 
beyond his conversion for any of these shipwrecks. Now his recorded 
voyages are these: (1) From Cesarea to Tarsus, Acts ix. 30. (2) Pos- 
sibly, from Tarsus to Antioch, xi. 25: but more probably this was a 
land-journey. (3) From Seloucia to Cyprus, xiii. 4. (4) From Paphos 
to Perga, xiii. 13. (5) From Attalia to Antioch, xiv. 26. (6) From 
Troas to Philippi, xvi. 11, 12. (7) From Macedonia to Athens, xvii. 
14, 15. (8) From Kenchrem to Ephesus, xviii. 18, 19. (9) From 
Ephesus to Cesarea, ib. 21, 22. (10) From Ephesus to Macedonis, 
xx. l. Ofthese, it is certain that no shipwreck took place during (6), 
for it is minutely detailed : it is extremely improbable that any took 
place during (3), (4), and (5), as the account of the first missionary 
tour is circumstantial and precise. The same may be said of (7), in 
which the words of 8 каб:стауоутєс tov ПаёЛоу Ўуауоу gus "Абуубу 
will scarcely admit of such an interruption. It is hardly probable that 
any shipwreck took place in those voyages the purpose of which is 
described as being at once attained, to which class belong (8) and (9), 
aud, if it is to be counted as a voyage, (2). The two left, of which 

* E. g., ch. xv. 41, xvi. 6, xviii. 23, xix. 1, xx. 2, 3. 
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we have absolutely no account given, аге (1) and (10). It is quite 
possible that he may have been shipwrecked on both these occasions, 

and such an assumption with regard to (10) would suggest another 
interpretation of the difficult allusion, 2 Cor. i. 8—10. But even 
assuming this, more voyages seem to be required to account for three 
shipwrecks. It is true that the evidence thus acquired is very slight— 
but however trifling, it is at least in favour of, and not against, the 

hypothesis of an unrecorded visit to Corinth. 
6. The nature of the visit may be gathered in some measure from 

extant hints. It was ono made & Атту, 2 Cor. ii 1, where see note: 

why, we might well suppose, but are not left to conjecture : for he.tells 
them (2 Cor. xiii. 2 and note) that during it he warned them, that if 
he came again, he would not spare (the sinners among them); and 2 Cor. 
xii. 21, there is a hint given that God had, on this occasion, humbled 
him among them. It was а visit unpleasant in the process and in recol- 
l:ction : perhaps very short, and as sad as short: in which he seems 
merely to have thrown out solemn warnings of the consequences of a 
future visit of apostolic severity if the abuses were persisted in,—and 

possibly to have received insult from some among them on account of 
such warnings. 

7. If we enquire what sort of sin had occasioned the visit, the answer 
seems to be furnished by 2 Cor. xii. 21, uj талу A os pov татеуфсе 
ue ô Beds pov mpos Ops, каї жє/буто тоААоў TOv тропџортукотшу Kal pi) 
peravongáyroy ёті тў ёкодорс(а каї mopreiq каї doehyeda ў expafay. It 
was probably on account of these, the besetting sins of the place, that 
his second visit had been made in grief ; it was to abstain from these 
sins and the company of those who committed them, that he had en- 

joined them in his lost Epistle: and accordingly, while we find in our 
first Epistle detailed notice of the special case of sin whieh he had 
recently heard of as occurring among them, the subject of voprela is 
alluded to (vi. 12— 20) only in а summary way, and in one which shews 
that he is rather replying to an excuse set up after rebuke in the matter, 
than introducing it for the first time. 

SECTION VI. 

AT WHAT PLACE AND TIME THIS EPISTLE WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The place of writing it is pointed out in ch. xvi. 8, —ér«eva 2 èv 
"Eddow ews Ts merykooris, to have been EPHESUS. 
A mistaken rendering of the words (ib. ver. 5) MaxeSoway yap &- 

px, as if they signified ‘for I am passing through Macedonia, led 
probably to the subscription in the гес, and our English Bibles, éypadn 
джо S %. But the idea has never been seriously entertained. 
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2. The above notice from ch. xvi. 8 also shews, that at the time of 

writing, the Apostle intended to quit Ephesus after Pentecost of that year. 
And on connecting this with Acts xix., xx., it appears (see notes, and 

chronological table in Prolegg. to Acts) that he really did leave Ephesus 
about Pentecost in the year 57. We may assume therefore (as we have 
no ground for supposing that he referred to & previous year and after- 
wards changed his purpose) that the Epistle was written in the former 
part of the year 57. 

3. It will be seen by my notes on 1 Cor. v. 7, that I cannot see in 
the words кабас ёстє afvpo any allusion to the fact of the days of 
unleavened bread being then present. I have endeavoured to shew 
that external probability, as well as spiritual analogy, is against the 
idea that St. Paul would have so expressed himself. But there still is 
no reason, thy the nearness or presence of that season may mot have 
suggested to him the whole train of thought there occurring, —especially 
when we know independently that he was writing during the former 
part of the year. 

4. It is almost certain tben that the Epistle was written before Pente- 
cost, A.D. 57: and probable, that somewhat about Easter was the exact 
time. 

5. The Apostle had at this time already sent off Timotheus and Erastus 
to Macedonia (cf. Acts xix. 22, and 1 Cor. iv. 17), the former (1 Cor. 
ib.) with the intention of his proceeding on to Corinth, if possible 
(1 Cor. xvi. 10), and preparing the way for his own apostolic visit (iv. 
17). Possibly also his mission had reference to the collection for the 
eaints at Jerusalem (see 2 Cor. viii, and xii. 18); but the language 
used is ambiguous, and we cannot pronounce positively that Timotheus 
reached Corinth on this journey. (See below, ch. iv. § ii. 4.) 

6. The Epistle is addressed in the name of Sosthenes 6 й$є\фб<, as 
well as in that of the Apostle. It is hardly possible that this Sosthenes 
should be the same as the person of that name mentioned Acts xviii. 
17%: see note there. The conjectures respecting him I have given on 
l Cor. i. l. He bears no part in the Epistle itself, any more than 
Timotheus in 2 Cor.: the Apostle, after mentioning him, immediately 

proceeds ebyapwra те дед pov. 
7. It is uncertain, who were the bearers of the Epistle: but perhaps 

the common subscription is right in assigning that office to Stephanas, 
Fortunatus, and Achaicus. For they are mentioned as being present 
with the Apostle (1 Cor. xvi. 17) from Corinth: and as an injunction is 
given (ib. 18) that they should be honourably regarded by the Corin- 
thians, it is highly probable that they were intending to return. 

з Unless indeed, as Mr. Birks supposes, Horse Apostolicm, p. 215 f., he was converted 
subsequently to that occurrence. 
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SECTION VII. 

MATTER AND STYLE. 

1, As might have been expected from the occasion of writing, the 
matter of this epistle is very various. It is admirably characterized by 
Mr. Conybeare, in Conybeare and Howson's Life and Epistles of St. 
Paul, vol. ii. p. 28 (2nd edn.) :— 

“ This letter is, in its contents, the most diversified of all St. Paul's 
Epistles : and in proportion to the variety of its topics, is the depth of 
its interest for ourselves. For by it we are introduced as it were behind 
the scenes of the apostolic Church, and its minutest features are revealed 

to us under the light of daily life. We see the picture of a Christian 
congregation as it met for worship in some upper chamber, such as the 
house of Aquila or of Gaius could furnish. We see that these seasons 
of pure devotion were not unalloyed by human vanity and excitement : 
yet, on the other hand, we behold the heathen auditor pierced to the 
heart by the inspired eloquence of the Christian prophets, the secrets of 
his conscience laid bare to him, and himself constrained to fall down on 

his face and worship God: we hear the fervent thanksgiving echoed 
by the unanimous Amen: we see the administration of the Holy Com- 
munion terminating the feast of love. Again, we become familiar with 
the perplexities of domestic life, the corrupting proximity of heathen 
immorality, the lingering superstition, the rash speculation, the lawless 
perversion of Christian liberty : we witness the strife of theological 
factions, the party names, the sectarian animosities. We perceive the 

difficulty of the task imposed upon the Apostle, who must guard from 
во many perils, and guide through so many difficulties, his children in 
the faith, whom else he had begotten in vain : and we learn to appre 
ciate more fully the magnitude of that laborious responsibility under 
which he describes himself as almost ready to sink, * the care of all the 
churches.’ 

* But while we rejoice that so many details of the deepest historical 
interest have been preserved to us by this Epistle, let us not forget to 
thank God, who so inspired His Apostle, that in his answers to questions 
of transitory interest he has laid down principles of eternal obligation. 
Let us trace with gratitude the providence of Him, who *out of darkness 
calls up light; by whose mercy it was provided, that tho unchastity of 
the Corinthians should occasion the sacred laws of moral purity to be 
established for ever through the Christian world ;—that their denial of 
the resurrection should cause those words to be recorded whereon 
reposes, as upon a rock that cannot be shaken, our sure and certain 
hope of immortality." 

2. In style, this Epistle ranks perhaps the foremost of all as to sub- 
limity, and earnest and impassioned eloquence. Of the former, the 
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description of the simplicity of the Gospel in ch. ii.,——the concluding 
apostrophe of ch. iii. (ver. 16—end),—the same in ch. vi. (ver. 9—end), 
—the reminiscence of the shortness of the time, ch. vii. 29—31,—the 

whole argument in ch. xv.,—are examples unsurpassed in Scripture 
itself : and of the latter, ch. iv. 8—15, and the whole of ch. ix. ; while 
the panegyric of Love, in ch. xiii., stands, a pure and perfect gem, per- 
haps the noblest assemblage of beautiful thougbts in beautiful language 
extant in this our world. About the whole Epistle there is a character 
of lofty and sustained solemnity,—an absence of tortuousness of con- 
struction, and an apologetic plainness, which contrast remarkably with 
the personal portions of the second Epistle. 

3. No Epistle raises in us a higher estimate of the varied and wonder- 
fal gifts with which God was pleased to endow the man whom He 
selected for the Apostle of the Gentile world : or shews us how large & 
portion of the Spirit, who worketh in each man severally as He will, 
was given to him for our edification. The depths of the spiritual, the 
moral, the intellectual, the physical world are open to him. He sum- 
mons to his aid the analogies of nature. He enters minutely into the 
varieties of human infirmity and prejudice. He draws warning from 
the history of the chosen people : example, from the Isthmian foot-race. 
He refers ап apparently trifling question of costume to the first great 
proprieties and relations of Creation and Redemption. He praises, 
reproves, exhorts, and teaches. Where he strikes, he heals. His large 

heart holding all, where he has grieved any, he grieves likewise ; where 
it is in his power to give joy, he first overflows with joy himself. We 
may form some idea from this Epistle better perhaps than from any one 
other,—because this embraces the widest range of topics,—what mar- 
vellous power such a man must have had to persuade, to rebuke, to 
attract and fasten the affections of men. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP AND INTEGRITY. 

1. Tue former of these is undoubted. No Epistle more clearly marks 
itself out as the work of the Author whose name it bears. It is in- 
separably connected with the First, following it up, and only differing 
from it as circumstances since occurring had affected the mind of the 
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writer. See this more dwelt on, when I speak of its style and matter, 
below, § iii. 

2. The external testimonies are, 

(а) Irenæus, Heer. iii. 7. 1, p. 182: 
Quod autem dicunt, aperte Paulum in secunda ad Corinthios dixisse : 

In quibus Deus seeculi hujus excæcavit mentes infidelium. 
(В) Athenagoras, de resurr. mort. xviii. р. 831 : 
evdnAov тауті тд Aeropevoy . . . . ёкастоў кошотутал Sixatws & Sea тоб 

owparos érpa£ev, eire dyad. «тє кака. 
(y) Clement of Alexandria very frequently cites our epistle: e. g., 

Strom. iii. 14 (94), p. 553, P. : 

avrixa erat rov ПаўАоу èx ris dur rh уёуєсіу ovnoravar Myew 

&à тобто" PoPovpac dt py, os ó dh Ебау ёёутбітусе, x. r. X. (2 Cor. хі. 3.) 
Aud again, Strom. iv. 16 (102), p. 607, P. : 
б ётботоћос (specified as IIatÀAos previously) . . elpnxev ёутр 9evrépo. 

трӧ Tous Kop дур. ydp tis cXjuepov ўрќёраѕ rò abró káAvppa. тоф 
roc eri тў ávayvace rijs талас Suis буен. 

(5) Tertullian, de Pudicitia, ch. 13 init. vol. ii. p. 1003: 
Novimus plane et hic suspiciones eorum. Revera enim suspieantur 

apostolum Paulum in secunda ad Corinthios eidem fornicatori veniam 
dedisse, quem in prima dedendum Satans in interitum carnis pronun- 
tiarit, &c, He then cites 2 Cor. ii. 5—11. 

See more testimonies in Davidson, vol. ii. p. 279. 
8. The integrity of this Epistle has not however been unquestioned. 

Semler (in 1767) imagined it to consist of three separate epistles,—(1) 
chapters i. to viii. + Rom. xvi. 1 to 20-+-ch. xiii. 11 to 13. This he sup- 
poses to have been the letter which Titus bore on his second mission to 
Corinth. (2) On receiving intelligence of the effect produced at Corinth, 
the Apostle writes a second Epistle in justification of himself, chap. 
x. l to xiii. 10. (3) An Epistle sent to the other churches in Achaia 
on the subject of the collection for the saints at Jerusalem, ch. ix. 
To this curious theory a convincing refutation was furnished by Gabler 
(De capp. ult. ix.—xiii. poster. ep. P. ad Corr. ab eadem haud separan- 
dis, Gotting. 1782). Weber again (de numero Epp. P. ad Corr. rectius 
constituendo, 1798) thought it had been originally two Epistles, (1) 
chapters i. to ix. T xiii. 11 to 18,—(2) ch. x. 1 to xiii. 10. But Meyer 
(from whom the foregoing particulars are taken) quotes respecting all 
such fanciful discussions а good remark of Hug (Einl. ii. p. 376), that 
it would be just as reasonable to suppose the «epi crepdvov of Demos- 
thenes to be two orations, because in the former part the orator defends 
himself calmly and in detail, and in the latter breaks out into fierce and 
bitter invective. Certainly, on the principle which these critics have 

adopted, the first Epistle to the Corinthians might be divided into at least 
eight separate epistles, marked off by the successive changes of subject, 
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SECTION II. 

CIRCUMSTANCES, PLACE, AND TIME OF WRITING. 

1. At the time of writing this Epistle, Paul had recently left Asia 
(2 Cor. i. 8) : in doing so had come by Troes (ii. 12) : and thence had 
sailed to Macedonia (ibid. ; cf. Acts xx. 1, 2), where be still was (ch. viii. 
1; ix. 2, where notice especially the present nN, , ix. 4). In Asia, 
he had undergone some great peril of his life (2 Cor. i. 8, 9), which (see 
note there) can hardly be referred to the tumult at Ephesus (Acts xix. 
28—41 "',—but from the nature of his expressions was probably a 
grievous sickness, not unaccompanied with deep and wearing anxiety. 
At Troas, he had expected to meet Titus (2 Cor. ii. 13), with intelli- 
gence respecting the effeet produced at Corinth by the first Epistle. In 
this he was disappointed (ii. 13), but the meeting took place in Mace- 
donia (vii. 5, 6), where the expected tidings were announced to him 
(vii. 7—16). They were for the most part favourable, but not alto- 
gether. All who were well disposed had been humbled by his reproofs : 
but evidently his adversaries had been further embittered. He wished 
to express to them the comfort which the news of their submission had 
brought to him, and at the same time to defend his apostolic efficiency 
and personal character against the impugners of both. Under these 
circumstances, and with these objects, he wrote this Epistle, and sent it 

before him to break the severity with which he contemplated having to 
act against the rebellious (ch. xiii. 10), by winning them over if possible 
before his arrival. 

2. The place of writing is no where clearly pointed out. There is no 
ground for supposing it to have been Philippi, as commonly imagined *. 
Nay such & supposition is of itself improbable. In ch. viii. 1 Paul 
announces to the Corinthians the generosity which had been the result 
of God's grace given èv rais éxxAnolas тїз Maxedovias. It is hardly 
likely that he would make such announcement, if he had hitherto been 
stationary at Philippi, the first of those churches on his way from Asia. 
All that we can say is, that the Epistle was written at one of the Mace- 
donian churches ; more probably at the last which he visited than at the 
first. The principal of those churches were at Philippi, Thessalonica, and 
Berea. We know from 1 Thess. ii. 17, 18, how anxious the Apostle was 
again to visit the Thessalonian church : and in the absence of all detail 

! J cannot help being surprised that any one who has studied the character and his- 
tory of the Apostle should still refer this passage to that tumult. The supposition lays 
to his charge a meanness of spirit and cowardice, which certainly never characterized 
him, and to avow which would have been in the highest degree out of place in an 
Epistle, one object of which was to vindicate his apostolic efficiency. 

3 The common subscription assigns Philippi: but whether from tradition, or mere 
Баву inference, is quite uncertain. 
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respecting this journey in Acts xx. 1, 2, we may well believe that he 
would have spent some time at Thessalonica. If then Philippi from its 
situation is improbable, it would seem likely that Thessalonica was the 
place. But all is conjecture, beyond the fact that it was written from 
Macedonia. 

3. The time of writing is fixed within very narrow limits. About 
Pentecost А.р. 57 (see chronological table in Prolegg. to Acts) Paul left 
Ephesus for Troas: there he stayed some little time : thence went to 
Macedonia ; and sufficient time had elapsed for him to have ascertained 

the mind of the Macedonian churches and to have made the collection. 
Here falls in our Epistle : after which (Acts xx. 2) he came into Greece 
(Corinth) and abode there three months: and then is found, after tra- 
velling by land through Macedonia, at Philippi on his return at Easter, 
58. So that the Epistle was written in the summer or autumn of 57. 

4. Two questions belong to this part of our subject, which it is not 
very easy to answer. From 1 Cor. iv. 17, we learn that Timotheus had 
been sent to Corinth by Paul (see also Acts xix. 22, where he is said to 
have been sent with Erastus to Macedonia) to prepare the Corinthians for 
his own coming by reminding them of his ways and teaching. And in 

1 Cor. xvi. 10, 11, we find directions given to them for their reception of 
Timotheus and speeding his return: “ for,” adds the Apostle, “I expect 
him with the brethren.” Here, however, some little uncertainty is 

expressed as to his visiting them, the words being ёду 82 6р Tedbeos. 
Now at the time of writing this second Epistle, we find Timotheus with 
Paul in Macedonia (2 Cor. i. 1), without any hint given of his having 
been at Corinth, or of any tidings respecting the church there having 
come through him. Nay there is an apparent presumption that he had 
not been at Corinth: for in 2 Cor. xii. 18 where speaking of those 
wbom he had sent to Corinth he mentions Titus by name, no allusion is 
made to Timotheus. Had he been at Corinth, or not ? 

I believe, in spite of these apparent obstacles to the view, that he had 
been there. The purpose of his mission, as stated in 1 Cor. iv. 17, is too 
plain and precise to have been lightly given up. Апа, as Meyer 
suggests, the relinquishing of the intended journey of Timotheus as well 

as that of the Apostle, would have furnished to the adversaries another 
ground for the charge of fickleness of purpose, which they would not 
fail to use against him. Had therefore the journey been abandoned, 
some notice and apology would probably have been found in this Epistle. 
That Timotheus is not mentioned in this Epistle as having gone to them, 
is easily accounted for by the circumstance that he is associated with the 
Apostle in the writing of the Epistle. 

Meyer believes that tidings had been brought by him from Corinth of 
an unfavourable kind respecting the effect of the first Epistle ; and that 
the state of the Apostlo's mind described in 2 Cor. ii. 12, vii. 5, is to be 
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traced to the reception of these tidings, not merely to the anxiety of 
suspense. 

5. The second question regards the mission of Titus to Corinth, which 
took place subsequently to our first Epistle, and on the return from 
which he brought to the Apostle the further tidings of the effect of that 
letter, referred to 2 Cor. vii. 6. The most natural supposition is that he 
was sent to ascertain this matter : and this is the view of De Wette and 
others. Bleek however, with whom agree Credner, Olshausen, and 

Neander, makes a totally different hypothesis, which is thus expressed by 
the latter, Pfl. u. Leit. p. 437: “ Timotheus had brought to the Apostle 
painful tidings which excited his anxiety, especially respecting the 
agitation caused by one individual, who insolently set himself against 
Paul and endeavoured to oppose his apostolic authority. (This latter 
view he defends by explaining 2 Cor. її. 5, vii. 12, not of the incestuous 
person of 1 Cor. v. but of some adversary of the Apostle.) On this 
account Paul sent Titus to Corinth with a letter (now lost), in which 
he expressed himself very strongly on these circumstances; so that after 
Titus had set out, his heart, full as it was of paternal love towards the 

Corinthian church, was distressed with fear lest he had written some- 
what too harshly, and been too severe upon them.” This ingenious 
conjecture, while it might serve to clear up some expressions in 2 Cor. 
ii. 1—4, which seem too strong for the first Epistle, can perhaps hardly 
be admitted in the absence of any allusion whatever of a clearer cha- 
racter. All we can say is, it may have been so: and after all that bas 
been written on the visits of Timotheus and Titus, we shall hardly 

arrive nearer the truth than a happy conjecture. 

SECTION III. 

MATTER AND STYLE, 

l. In no other Epistle are these so various, and so rapidly shifting 
from one character to another. Consolation and rebuke, gentleness and 
severity, earnestness and irony, succeed one another at very short inter- 
vals and without notice. Meyer remarks: The excitement and in- 
terchange of the affections, and probably also the haste under which Paul 
wrote this Epistle, certainly render the expressions often obscure and 

the constructions difficult, but serve only to exalt our admiration of the 
great oratorical delicacy, art, and power, with which this outpouring of 
Paul's spirit, especially interesting as a self-defensive apology, flows and 
streams onward, till at length in the sequel its billows completely over- 
flow the opposition of the adversaries. Erasmus strikingly says, Para- 
phr. Dedicat.,—* Sudatur ab eruditissimis viris in explicandis poetarum 
&c rhetorum consiliis, at in hoc rhetore longe plus sudoris est, ut depre- 
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hendas quid agat, quo tendat, quid vetet: adeo stropharum plenus est 
undique, absit invidia verbis. ‘Tanta vafrities est, non credas eundem 
hominem loqui. Nunc ut limpidus quidam fons sensim ebullit, mox 

torrentis in morem ingenti fragore devolvitur, multa obiter secum 
rapiens, nunc placide leniterque fluit, nunc late, velut in lacum diffusus, 

exspatiatur. Rursum alicubi ве condit, ac diverso loco subitus emicat, 
cum visum est, miris mæœandris nunc has nunc illas lambit ripae, aliquoties 

procul digressus, reciprocato flexu in sese redit? We may also apply 
to our Epistle the words in which Dionys. Hal., de admiranda vi dicendi 
in Demosthene, с. 8, designates the style of that orator,—peyaAoxper7, 

Arr. тєрттї, åwépirrow eyNayperyy, owvýðy maymyopucjr, d 
aborupij, Ra счутоуоу, dvapdny’ I ear, Tupay Tuy, тгаблугисту.” 

2. The matter of the Epistle divides itself naturally into three parts : 
1. ch. i. to vii. 16. Here he sets forth to them his apostolic walk and 

character, not only with regard to them, though he frequently refers to 
this, but in general. 

2. viii. 1 to ix. 15. He reminds them of their duty to complete the 
collection for the poor saints at Jerusalem. 

3. x. ł to xiii. 10. Polemical justification of his apostolic Hoe and 

efficiency against his disparagers. 

CHAPTER V. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

SECTION I. 

l. Manuscripts written in uncial letters. 

А. The Сорех ÁLEXANDRINUS, Cent. V. (See Vol. I.) 
B. The Copex VarICANUS, Cent. ТҮ, (See Vol. I.) 

C. The Сорех Ернкжмі, Cent. V. (See Vol. I.) 

D. (Of the Acts.) The Conex BRZ, Cent. V. or VI. (See Vol. I.) 
D. (Of St. Paul's Epistles.) The Сорех CLAROMONTANOS in the Im- 

perial library at Paris, No. 107: a greco-latin MS., of, as Tischen- 
dorf believes, the sizth century. It contains all the Epistles of Paul, 
except Rom. i. 1 wavAos . . . td ayamyrots Ü«ov, ver. 7. Another 
hand, but sn ancient one, has supplied 1 Cor. xiv. 13 ёо о AaAwy ... 
to onpeor, cow, ver. 22. Similarly Rom. i. 27—30. Tischendorf 

remarks : “It is very difficult to distinguish the correctors who 
have at different times touched this codex. The second corrector(D', 
about the eighth century), whom I have oftenest cited, found most of 
the passages which he touched already corrected : hence D* denotes 
generally two persons, of whom the former (D*) seldom differs from 
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the latter (0%), so that the difference can be noted. D' touched a 
few places, and correctors subsequent to D' about as many. Some- 
times when it is hard to say which has corrected, I have marked it 
Deo.” This codex was published by Tischendorf in 1852. It is 
one of the most valuable MSS. extant; none of the texts published 
by Tischendorf is so important, with the single exception of the 
palimpsest Codex Ephrzmi."—Tregelles. Horne’s Introd. iv. p.193'. 

E. (Of the Acts.) The Conex LAUDIANUS (grzco-latin: the latin being 

(E. 

in the left hand column, the greek in the right hand) in the Bod- 
leian library at Oxford. It is written without accents, in rather 
clumsy uncial letters, by & Greek scholar, but probably among the 
Latins. Its place of writing has been imagined to have been 
Sardinia, from the preamble of an edict, which is written at the 
end: àaŭúıos Iayxpdrios civ Üeg dxoemdpgyov Oov Zapdwias dra 
vou) тё Sroreraypéva: but this, as Dr. Tregelles remarks, only 
shews it to have been in that island during the period of the duces. 
Now the Duces of Sardinia were first constituted by Justinian in 
634 (Wetst.): and if, as Michaelis infers from the writing (see 
also Marsh’s note), the MS. is more ancient than this Dux Sar- 

dinie, its date might be at the earliest the end of the fifth or 
beginning of the sixth century. But Bp. Marsh (note, as above) 
has shewn by the writing that it is more recent than the Codex 
Bezz : which circumstance, if the date now usually assigned to the 
Codex Bezæ be correct (the middle of the sixth century), would 
bring it down about & century later. It was brought to England 
from Sardinia, became, it is supposed by Wetstein, the property of 
the Venerable Bede, as it, and no other Greek MS., contains the 

various readings which he has noted in his commentary in the 
Acts. It was lost sight of for a long time, till Abp. Laud became 
its possessor, and gave it to the Bodleian library. Michaelis 
characterizes it as a MS. of the utmost importance, and ascribes 
to it the merit of having decided him against the notion that 
the greco-latin MSS. have been corrupted from the latin. See 
Michaelis, Marsh’s ed. vol. ii. pt. i. pp. 269—274 ; Horne's In- 
trod. vol. iv. pp. 187—189, where there is а facsimile of the greek 
and latin of this MS. It waa published by Hearne in 1715, 
but the edn. is very searce, only 120 copies having been printed. 
Tischendorf has re-examined the MS. and is going to republish it’. 
(Of St. Paul's Epistles.) The Copex SANGERMANENSIS, now 
Petropolitanus (having been rescued from the fire of the abbey of 

[! The text of this MS. as well as those of the preceding is exhibited in “ Novum 
Testamentam Grece, Oxonii 1864," referred to in the foot.note on N in Proleg. to 
Vol. I. cb. vii. $ i. p. 116.] 

[2 The M8. was published by Tischendorf in 1870 in Monumenta Sacra inedita, 
Nova Collectio, Vol. IX.] 
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St. Germain near Paris and taken to St. Petersburg), appears to 
be only a copy, and that a faulty one, of D, the Codex Claro- 
montanus, with its occasional corrections. It abounds with mis- 

takes, and has some monstrous readings made up of the various 
corrections of D: Tischendorf instances dixawownv, Rom. iv. 25 ; 
pera ravera ros Swevdexa, 1 Сог. xv. 5; vidLopevo OearpiLoperot, 
Heb. x. 38. Probably not older than the ninth or tenth cen- 
tury.” (Tregelles.) Only quoted in the lacunæ of D.) 

F. The Сорех Асотемвів, now in the library of Trinity College, Cam- 

[G. 

bridge. It is а greco-latin MS., which formerly belonged to the 
Monastery of Augia Major in Switzerland, and was probably written 
in the latter half of the ninth century (Tregelles thinks, the eighth). 
Published by Scrivener in 1859: 
(Of the Acts.) FRAGMENTUM PETROPOLITANUM, brought from 
the East by Tischendorf in 1859: contains Acts ii. 45—iii. 8. Of 
the seventh century. | | 

G. [Of St. Pauls Epistles.) The Conex BoERNERIANUS, also а grzco- 
latin MS., now in the Royal library at Dresden. This MS., which 

was also written in the ninth century, has a singular affinity with 

the Codex Augiensis, without being a copy of it. It may be 
deemed certain that the Greek of each of these MSS. was a copy 
(mediate or immediate) of a more ancient codex ; from which the 
copyist of each of these departed at times by mere error. The 
general description of the Codex Sangallensis (A of the Gospels) 
applies equally to this MS., to which it was once joined : and what- 
ever shews the history of the one will apply equally to that of the 
other. This MS. of course is not a distinct authority from F 
as to the readings of St. Paul's Epistles : together, however, they are 
valuable as а united testimony to the readings of the ancient and 
valuable codex from which they must have alike sprung.” (Tre- 
gelles.) In this edition we have only quoted this MS. when it 
differs from F, or when F is defective. 

Н. (Of the Acts.) “The Codex Mutinensis 196 [ii. G 3°]: of the ninth 
century. It begins ch. v. 28, ка. ЗоъА\есба„: is deficient from ai 
хро, ch. ix. 39, to 180, ch. x. 19: from Sa, xiii. 36, to repara, 

xiv. 3. From xaxedey, xxvii. 4, to the end, is supplied in uncial 
letters by some hand of about the eleventh century. The other 
omissions have been supplied by а more recent hand, in the fifteenth 
or sixteenth century.” It was collated by Scholz, and sinco then 
more completely by Tischendorf and by Tregelles. 

Н. (Of St. Paul's Epistles.) The Сорех Corsiinranus No. 202 in 
the Royal library at Paris, apparently ( Tischdf.) of the sixth century. 

[° This correction, with several in the list of cursive mss., is taken from Dean 

Burgon's letters on “ Manuscript Evangelia in Foreign Libraries, published in the 
Guardian Newspaper, 1878, 4.] 
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It once contained 14 leaves, but, as is noted in the codex itself, — 

* post incendium librorum impressorum et subitaneam translatio- 
nem manuscriptorum non inventa sunt nisi xii folia." "The two 

missing leaves are in the Imperial library at St. Petersburg. [Four 
more were found in the collection of Porphyrius Antonius by 
Tischdf., who identifies as a portion of this MS., Matthsi's Frag · 
Mosq. (Heb. х. 1—7, 32—38).] Edited by Montfaucon and 
accurately transcribed by Tischendorf. 

I. Fragmenta Palimpsesta Tischendorfiana, Cent. V. to VII. (See Vol. J.) 
K. Codex Mosquensis, Library of the Holy Synod No. xcviii. Cent. IX. 

(Matthei’s g). Formerly belonged to the monastery of St. Dio- 
nysius on Mount Athos. Contains the Catholic Epistles with a 
catena and the Epistles of Paul with scholia by Damascene. It is 
on parchment and in folio. Each page is divided into two columns; 
the text being written in large square uncials ; the commentary, in 
round letters joined to one another. Collated by Matthæi, who 
gives a facsimile of part of the text in the volume of his Gr. Test. 
which contains the Cath. Epistles, and describes it in that con- 
taining the Ep. to Rom. pp. 265-7. Scholz inserted this MS. by 
mistake in his list of Cursives, as Acts 102, Epp. Paul 117. 

L. Codex Angelicus Romanus, a MS. in the Angelican library of Augus- 
tinian monks at Rome, formerly the property of Cardinal Passionei. 
It contains the Acts, beginning viii. 10, шс тоу 0cov, — the Catholic 
Epistles, and the Epistles of Paul to Heb. xiii. 10. “ It cannot have 
been written," says Tischendorf, before the middle of the ninth 
century.” Formerly called G of the Acta—J of St. Paul's Epistles. 

M. The Codex Uffenbachianus, Cent. X.  Consists of fragments at 
Hamburg and in the British Museum. The former contains the 
beginning and end of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Published by 
Tischendorf in his “Anecdota Sacra et Profana.” 

[O. Fragmentum Petropolitanum. Contains 2 Cor. i. 20—ii. 12. Cited 
from Tischdf. N. T. ed. 8.] 

P. Codex Porphyrianus, Cent. IX. Published by Tischendorf, who 
found it in the possession of the Russian Archimandrite Porfiri, 
Monumenta Sacra inedita, Voll. V. VI. 16 contains the Acts, 
Epistles, and Apocalypse. The Acts has been collated for this 
edition, and the readings in 1 and 2 Cor. taken from Tregelles. 

ГО. Fragmenta quedam. Cent. V. Only cited on 1 Cor. vi. 14; vii. 3,13. 
R. A fragment cited by Tischdf. on 2 Cor. xi. 14—18.] 
N The Сорех Srinaiticus, Cent. IV. (See Vol. I.) 
Frag. Coisl. In the scholia of а MS. of part of the O. T. in the Bene- 

dictine library at St. Germain, Wetstein found Acts ix. 24, 25, 
written by the transcriber of the MS., i. e. in the beginning of the 
seventh century. To this discovery Tischendorf has added several 
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more passages; oh. iv. 33, 34: x. 13, 15: xxii. 22, and some from 

the Gospels. The MS. itself is called the Codex Coislinianus 1, 
from Coislin, Bp. of Metz, its earliest known possessor. See 
Wetstein, Michaelis, and Tischendorf. 

Frag. Tischdf. (See“ I.” above.) 

2. Manuscripts written in cursive letters. 

NoTE.—1t is intended to include in this Table mention of those MSS. only which 
contain, and of those particulars which concern, the portion of the N. T. comprehended 
in this Volume. The missing numbers will be found in the Prolegomena to Vol. IV., 
pt. ii.; those in the Acts column being designated Cath., and those in the Paul column 
Heb. 

a. Lambeth No. 1182. “Dates from the twelfth century at the 
earliest £.” 

b. Lambeth No. 1183. Written д.р. 1358. 
c. A manuscript once in the possession of Professor Carlyle; re- 

turned to the Patriarch of Jerusalem in 1817. It was numbered 
1184 in the Lambeth Catalogue. Mr. Scrivener gives its readings 
from a scholarlike and seemingly accurate collation of it with the 
Greek text of Mill, made by the Rev. W. Sanderson of Morpeth, 

in or about the year 1804." Aseribed to the fifteenth century. 

d. Lambeth No. 1185.  * Might also be considered a series of frag- 
ments in several different hands*." Assigned to tho fifteenth cen- 
tury or somewhat earlier. 

e. in Acts, Lambeth 1255. Contains Acts and Past. Epp.—in Paul, 
(== а. of the Apocalypse, Lambeth No. 1186. Contains tho 
Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse. Eleventh century. 

f. Codex Theodori. Bears date A. p. 1295. 

g. Codex Wordsworthianus. Thirteenth century. 

h. (= b. of the Apocalypse.) Codex Butler 2. British Museum, 
Additional MS. No. 11837. It bears date A.D. 1157 *. 

k. Trin. Coll. Cantab. B. x. 16. Written A. p. 1816. 

1. (Scholz's Act. 24, Paul. 29.) Chr. Coll. Cantab. F. i. 18. Written 
about the end of the twelfth century. 

4 Scrivener. The readings of mss. "a" ќо “о” are cited from the Appendix to 
Mr. Scrivener’s edn. of the “ Codex Augieusis." It has not been thought worth while 
to encumber the page with every various reading found in these manuscripts; but 
whenever any variation of the uncials is mentioned, the testimony of these accurately 
collated documents is added. 

5 Formerly Cod. Predicatorum S. Marci 701. 
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ш. Scholz's Act. 81, Paul. 37.) Conex LeicestTrensis. Cited as 
“69” in the Gospels, and as f in the Apocalypse. (See Vol. I.) 

п. (Scholz’s Act. 58, Paul. 30.) Emm. Coll. Cantab. i. 4. 35. Of 
about the twelfth century. 

о. (Scholz's Act. 61 and 111, Paul. 61 and 221.) University Library, 

Cambridge, Mm. 6. 9. Of the twelfth or thirteenth century. 
р. (Tischendorf's **10* " [(edn. 7), Tregelles’ and Tischdf.’s (edn. 8) 

61].) Сорех Lonpinensis TiscHENDORFIANUS. British Museum, 
Additional MS. 20,008. “Unquestionably the most valuable 
cursive MS. of the Acts yet known.” (Scriv.) Can hardly be 
estimated too highly." (Treg.) “Haud dubie antiquissimi codicis 
uncialis, qui ipse periit, exemplum est." (Tischdf.) 

E LE Designation, Cent. Collator, &c. $ Ё 

a 1 за. Basle К. TN 8 (Inte X. Wetatein “ bis atque | accurate.” E 

2 2 iU B. ix. ult.) [A. М. | XV. | Mill (B. 2). — — 
ir. e 

3 3 " ry nonce Vienna, Theol. | XII. | Walker and Alter. 3 | — 
о 

4 4 | Basle (ч. B. x. 20) [A. N. iv 5 J. XV. | Mill (B. 8). Wetstein through- 
= Bop. {Written by several 

5 5 | Paris 106 (formerly 2871). XII. | Stephens (8°) Wetst. Scholz. 6|— 
6 6 | Paris 112 (formerly 8425). XIII. Steph. (е) Wetst. 6 — 

T 7 | Basle (late B. vi. 17) [A.N.i ii. 11]. X? | Readings given in Wetstein. 
Text surrounded by various 
Scholia from Gennad., (Ec., 
Sevrn., &c. On parchment. — — 

B/ эй DARLES WE шс ы — | Steph. (()— Acts 50. Identi 
by some with 132 (Paul) бе — — 

7 9 | Paris 102 (emery 2870). X. Steph. () Wetat. —|— 
( 5) (10), Not identified. — | Stephens (ia). — — 

11 | Cambridge Univ. Lib. MS. Kk. | XI. Steph. (cy) Wetst. (Def. Acts 
6. 4 (also numbered Acts 112, iii. 6—17.) — — 
Paul 225). 

10 12 Paris 237 (formerly 2869). X. Steph. (ie) Wetst. “ de integro.” | — 2 
1], .. | Paris 103 Vo d 2872). X. Wetstein (Acts). Reiche (Paul). 

i (Def. Acts ii. 20—31; 1 Cor. 
| xii. 17—xiii. 2.) = Paul 140. 

— ' (13)| See Vol. III. == 
..  (14)| See Vol. ПІ. (= Acts 47.) XVI. 90 | -- 
— › (15), See Pol. III. — 
12 16 Paris 219 (formerly 1886). XI. | Wetetein. —| 4 
13 17 | Paris 14 (CoLBERTINUS 2844). | XI. | Tregelles. 33 | — 
14 18 | Paris, Coislinianus 199. XI. | Wetstein. 35 | 17 
15  — | Paris, Coislinianus 25. XI. | Wetstein. 
16 19 | Paris, Coislinianus 26. XI. | Wetstein. 
— 20 | Paris, Coisl. 27 (formerly 247). | X. Wetstein. (mutilated.) 
17 21 Paris, Coislinianus 205. XI. | Wetstein. (1 Cor. xvi. 17— 

2 Cor. i. 7, &c., supplied in a 
| ' later hand.) — | 19 

18 22 | Paris, Coislinianus 202 A. XIII.] ‘Wetatein. — | 18 
19 23 | Paris, Coislinianus 200. XIII.] Steph. (9) Wetat. 38 | — 
. 24 Bodleian, Misc. 136. Ebneri- | XIL | Described by Schenleben, ocea- 

anus. sionally quoted by Wetatein. 
= Acts 48. 106 | — 
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ag 1 BF 
20 

21 26 

22 és 

23 28 

24 29 

ee 30 

25 81 

26 82 

97 | 38 

28 84 
29 35 

80 86 

81 87 
82 38 

83 89 

84 40 

85 41 

86 — 

— | (42) 

87 48 
38 44, 

(89) (46) 

40 46 

41 Cs 

47 

26 | Westmonasteriensis (98 

Designation. 

x MORE King's 

Cambridge Univ. Lib. MS. Dd. 
11. 90. 

British Museum Additional MSS. | 1826? 
5116-7. 

Bodleian, Baroccianus 3. 

Ses above, “1” 
See above, n.“ 
Brit. Mus. Harleian 6587. 

Brit. Mus. Har). 5557. 

Brit. Mus. Harl. 5620. 

Brit. Mus. Harl. 5778. 
Geneva 20. 
Bodleian, Misc. 74. 

See above, m." 
Bodleian, Laud. 81. 

Lincoln Coll. Oxford, 82. 

Trin. Coll. Dublin. Montfortianus. 
Magdalen Coll. Oxford, 9. 
New Coll. Oxford, 58. 

Magdalen Coll. Oxford. Has 
been ascertained to be part of 
the same MS. as Paul 27. See 
Vol. III. 

New Coll. Oxford, 59. 
Leyden 77, Voss. 
Situation unknown. 

Vatican Alex. 179. 
Vatican 2080. 

Bodleian, Roe. [16%, not] 2. 

Cent. 

Tints XIV. 

XIII. 

XIII. 

Wetstein. 

Collator, &0. 

(Def. Acts i.—xii.1; xiv. 238 — xv. 
10; Rom. xv. 14—16, 24—26; 
xvi. e ; 1 Cor. i. 15—iii. 
(Er c.) 

xil, Scrivener) (Epp. Cent. 
biter inspectus а Wetstenio. 

Lectiones cap. xx. Act. mecum 
communicavit Rev. Paulus.” 
(Griesbach.) = Puul 76. 

Mill (Baroc.). (Def. up to Acts 
xi.13.) 1 Cor. xv. collated by 
Griesb. 

Mill. (Cov. 2.) Acts xiv.—zrviii. 
Rom. i.— iv. collated by Griesb. 

Mill.(Cov.8) Readings of Acts 
i—ili. in Griesb. (Def. Acts i. 
1—11 ; 1 Cor. xi. 7—xv. 56.) 
К ( Cov. 4.) Perhaps a copy 

Mill. (Sin.) (Def. Acts i. 1—20.) 
Mill. (Genev.) 

| Mill. (Hunt. 1.) Begins Acts xv. 
19. 
1 Cor. xv... 

* Perlegi Rom. v., viii. ; 
P (Griesbach). 

‚| Mill. (Laud. 2. та i—v. re- 
examined by 

Mill. (Lin. 2.) Acts collated by 
Dobbin. (Def. Rom. i. 1— 20.) 

Barrett and Dobbin. 
Mill. (Magd. 1.) 

| Mill. (N. 1.) Apparently the 
MS. from which Cramer’s 
Catena is printed. 

Mill. (Magd. 2.) Contains only 
Rom. Corr. 

‚| Mill. (N. 2.) 
.] Sarrau. Mill’s Pet. 1. Wetstcin. 

Be- Sarran. Mills Pet. 2. 
longed (with Pet. 1 and 3) to 
Paul Petavius. (Def. Acts i. 
е 22; 1 Cor. iii. 16—х. 
13.) 

Zacagniand Birch. Mill’s Pet. 3. 
Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 
= Paul 194. 

Mill. Treg. Rom. and 1 Cor. 
xiv., collated by Griesbach. 

109 

175 

ol. 

| — 

181 

te tf 

[e This correction ia due to the Rev. W. D. Macray, of the Bodleian Library, who states tl 
the ms. was brought from Turkey by Sir Thomas Roe, and given by him to the Library in 16; 
Several readings have been verified for this edition, some by Mr. Macray, others by Mr. E. 
Hake of Ch. Ch.] 
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42 | 48 

43 , 49 
.. | (90) 
(42 61) 
45 52 
46 

48 
..| 65 
— | 66) 
ec | 4 

(50); .. 

— 59 
— (60) 
61 
51 

(32), .. 
53 ee: 

o1 "9 

96 V 

57 
58 | о ё 

ө! 62 

60 63 

612 
.. (64) 
62 65 
— , (66) 
| 67 
63 | 68 
64 69 
65| .. 
66| .. 
67 | 70 
— 71 | 

.| 72 
68 73 

69 74 
| 75 

[7 This number is assigned by Tischendorf (edn. 8) and Tregelles to Scr.'s “ p.“ 
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Designation. 

Frankfort on the Oder. Seide- 
lianus. 

Vienna. Theol. 300 (Nessel.). 
See Vol. III. 
See Vol. III. 
Hamburg. Uffenbachianus. 
Munich 375 (= Paul 55). 

See above, “ М.” 
em 412 (formerly Augsburg 

The same MS. as Paul 14 above. 
The same MS. as Paul 24 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 46 above. 
See Pol. III. 
Vienna. Theol. 23 (Nessel.). 
The same MS. аг Paul 8 above. 
Vatican 165. 

Paris Coisl. 204. 
See Vol. III. 
See above, “о 

is 66. 

The same MS. as Paul 50 above. 
See abore, “ n." 
Paris, Arsenal 4. 

Bodleian, Clark 4. 

Copenhagen 1. 
Bodleian, Clark 9. 

Brit. Mus. Harl. 5588. 

Brit. Mus. Harl. 5613. 

Ses above, “o.” 
See above, «M^ 
Paris 60. 
See Fol. III. 
Vienna. Theol. 802 (Nessel.). 
Vienna. Theol. 318 (Nessel.). 
Vienna. Theol. 808 (Nessel.). 
The same MS. as Paul 57 above. 
The same MS. as Paul 67 above. 
Vienna. Theol. 221 (Nessel.). 
Vienna. Theol. 10 (Kollar). 

The same MS. as Acts 57 abore. 
Upsala, Sparwenfeld 42. 

Wolfenbüttel xvi. 7. 
The same MS. as Acta 929 
above. 

XIV. 

XII. 
XIII. 
XIII. 

1881 
хп. 

XII. 

XII. 

‚| Inspected by Scholz. = 
224. 

Collator, &c. 

Middeldorpf, in Rosenmüller's 
Comm. Theol. (Def. Acts ii. 
3—34.) 

Mill. ( Vien.) and Alter. 

Wetstein and Bengel. 
Bengel (Aug. 8). Ec. s comm. 
(Does not contain the Acts.) 

Bengel. (Contains only Rom. 
vii. 7— xvi. 24.) 

Edited by Alter. — Acts 65. 

Called 

218 

Edited by Zaengni. 
Cryptoferratensis. 

Inspected. Catena. 

Mill’s Hal. 
Inspected by Scholz. = Paul 
133. 

N by Simon and Scholz. 
= Paul 130. 

Inspected by Scholz. = Paul 
227. 
Hensler in Birch. = Paul 72. 

Paul 
234 

Acts хі. хі. xiii, Rom. and 1 
Cor. i.— vii., collated by Gries- 

ch. 
Actsi.—viii., Rom., 1 Cor., 2 Cor. 
iii..—collated by Griesbach. 

Inspected by Gries buch and Scholz. 

Alter and Birch. = Acts 66. 
Alter and Birch. 
Alter and Birch. 

Alter and Birch. 
Alter and Birch. [Def. Rom. i. 
1—9, &c.] 

(2 Cor. XIth cent.) Aurivillius. 
(Def. up to Acta viii. 14. 1 Cor. 
xiii. 6— xv. 88 twice over.) 

Knittel. in Matthei. 80 

See above.] 
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Designation. 

Leipsic. 

Vatican 360. 

Vatican 863. 

72 | 79 | Vatican 366. 
73 | 80 | Vatican 367. 
74 | — | Vatican 760. 

— | 81 | Vatican 761. 

— | 82 | Vatican 762. 

— | 88 | Vatican 765. 

— | 84 | Vatican 766. 

— | 85 | Vatican 1186. 
75 | 86 | Vatican 1160. 
76 | 87 | Vatican 1210. 
77 | 88 | Vatican, Palat. 171. 

78 | 89 | Vatican, Alex. 29. 

90 | Vatican, Urb. 8. 
91 | Vatican, Pio 50. 

— | Barberinus 877. 
92 | Rome, Propaganda 250. 

Acts 173, Paul 211.) 
94 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 1. 
95 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 5. 

Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 20. 
97 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 29. 
98 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 31. 
99 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 32. 

100 | Florence, Laur. Lib. x. 4. 
101 | Florence, Laur. Lib. x. 6. 
102 | Florence, Laur. Lib. x. 7. 
108 | Florence, Laur. Lib. x. 19. 
104 | See above, h.“ 
105 Bologna, Can. Reg. 610. 

ESSA] S888 888 Ss 

S 

106 | Venice 5. 
107 Venice б. 

95 | 108 | Venice 10. 
96 | 109 | Venice 11. 

97 | — Wolfenbüttel. Gud. Gr. 104 A. 

98 | 113 | (Moscow Р) (Cod. Stauronicet.) 
99 | 114 | Moscow D. 

100 | 116 | Moscow 334. 
101 | 116 | Moscow 333. 

ga 
98 | Naples 1. B. 12. (See below 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

.| Birch (cursorily inspected). 

. marg. — 
Inspected by Birch. Comm. on | 
marg. — 

Epp. inspected by Birch. — | 39 
40 

up to v. 3, . . with Tbl.“ 
comm. 

* Rom., 1 Cor. i.—iv. accurate 
examinavi; reliqua cursim modo 
perlustravi." Birch. 

Birch (cursorily inspected). 

Birch (** Per omnia contuli") 
А MS. of the Acta inspected by 
Birch and Scholz. Catena. 

Inspected by Birch.  (Ec.'s 
comm. 

Inspected by Birch. Contains 
Rom., Corr., with Catena. 

Inspected by Birch. Comm. on 

— 

‚| Inspected by Birch and Scholz. |141 
Birch (Acts, Rom., al. **exacte"). 142 
Examined in select places by| 
Birch. Zacagni. '149 | 25 

XII. | Birch (* Per omnia accurate ex- 
aminavi "). (Def. 2 Cor. xi. 16 
—xii. 1.) | 

XI. | Inspected by Birch. — — 
XII. Birch (“ Per omnia diligenter bis 

collatus '). — 42 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. —|— 
1274 | Zoega in Birch. 180 | 44 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. 

X. Inspected by Birch. | —|— 
XIII. Inspected by Birch. — | — 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. L= pz 
X. Inspected by Birch. | —|-— 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. — | — 
1098 | Inspected by Birch. |— | 43 
XII. | Inspected by Birch. Comm. prem 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. Comm. ' — | — 
XI. | Inspected by Birch. Var. comm. | — — 
XII. | Inspected by Birch. Catena. | —|-— 

XI. | Inspected by Scholz. 204 | — 
XV. | Rinck. 205 
XV. | Rinck. 206 Om 
XV. | Кіоск, 209 | 46 
XI. | Rinck. (Def. Acts i. 1—12; 

xxv. 21—xxvi. 18. 
XII. | (Scholz f) (Def. Acts xvi. 89— 

xviii. 18.) — Paul 241. 
XI. | Matthei (a). 
1445 | Matthæi (c). 
XI. | Matthei (d). 
XIII.| Matthei (f). 

[° Burgon's memorandum, letter 8, to Rev. Е. Н. Scrivencr, implies that this MS. docs ni 
contain opm of St. Paul's Epistles. ] 
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The MS. called “ 
Moscow 198. 

Moscow 292. 

Dresden. ian eee Matth.) 
Moscow 380 
Moscow 398, 
Moscow 99. 
Moscow 250. 

Escorial x. iv. 17. 

Escurial x. iv. 12. 

Camb. Univ. Lib. MS. Nn. 6. 27. 

K ” above. 

The same MS. аг “o” and 61 
above. 
The MS. numbered Acta 9 above. 
Munich 604. 
Munich 455. 

Munich 110. 

Munich 211. 
Munich 85. 

The same MS. as Acts 54 above. 
Paris, Coisl. 196. 
Paris 47. 
The same MS. as Acts 51 
above. 

Paris 57. 
Paris 58. 

Paris 59. 
Paris 61. 
Paris 101. 

Paris 102 A. 

The same М5, as Acts 11 above. 
Paris 103 A 

Paris 104. 
Paris 106. 

XIV. 

XVI. 

XVI. 

Matthei ch). Scholia, but Acts 
i, 1—ix. 12 given continuously. 

Matthmi (i) Contains 1 and 
2 Cor., with ThL's comm. 

Matthei (k). 
Mattliai (1). 
Matthei (in). 
Matthei (n). Scholia. 
Matthei(q). Contains Rom. i.— 
xiii. with Thl.’s comm. 

Moldenhauer. See Birch, Gos- 
pels. — Paul 228. 

Moldenbauer. See Birch, Gos- 
pels. — Paul 229. 
A folio copy of the Greek Bible 

rinted Basile per Joan. 
ervagium 1545.” A few 

notes are written on the mar- 
gin. = Paul 222. . 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. Prob. 
copied from the same MS. as 
preceding. 
А transcript of Rom. vii. 7— ix. 
1, as written in MS, Paul 54. 

Inspected by Scholz. = Acte 179. 
Inspected by Scholz Thi.’s 
comm. (So Hardt.) 

Inspected by Scholz. = Acts 132. 
iche. 

Reiche. 
.| Inspected by Scholz. (Def. Acts 

i. 1—2xiv. 27.) 
Inspected by Scholz. 

.| Reiche. 

.| Parts collated by Scholz. (Def. 
Acts xix. 8—xxii. 17.) 

Inspected by Scholz. (Def. 2 Cor. 
i. 8—ii. 4. 

Scholz. (Def. Acts xxviii. 23— 
Rom. ii. 26.) 

.| Inspected by Scholz. 
Scholz. Contains only (in this 
vol.) Acts xiii. 48—xv. 22; xv. 
29—xvi. 86; xvii. 4— xviii. 26; 
хх. 16— xxviii. 17; Rom. i. 1— 
iv. 16. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains 
Rom., 1 Cor. 

Inspected by Scholz. Contains 
1 and 2 Cor. 

[PROLBGOMENA. 



PROLEGOMENA. ] APPARATUS CRITICUS. Len. v. 

og C CI [PPT 

Designation. Cent. Collator, &c. Š Ё 

149 | Paris 124, XVI. | Inspected by Scholz, — Scholz. — | 57 
150 | Paris 125. Х1Ү. | Inspected by Scholz. 
151 | Paris 126. XVI.| Inspected by Scholz. — | — 
158 | Paris 216. Х. Inspected by Scholz. 
154 | Paris 217. XI. Inspected by Scholz. Reiche. 

Thdrt.'s comm. on Epp. Paul. 
156 | Paris 218. XI. | Inspected by Scholz. Catena. | — | — 
166 | Paris 220. XIII.] Inspected by Scholz. Comm., 

txt often omitted. — — 
— | Paris 221. XII. | Inspected by Scholz. (Def. Acta 

xx. 88—xzxii. 3.) — — 
157, Paris 222. XI. | “Coll. magna codicis pars," 

Scholz. (Def. Rom. i. 1—11, 
21—29, iii. 26 — iv. 8, ix. 11 — 
22; 1 Cor. xv. 22— 43.) —|— 

158 | Puris 223. XII. Inspected by Scbolz. (Epistles 
A.D. 1045. —|— 

159 | Paris 224. XI. | Inspected by Scholz. Catena. , — | 64 
160 | Paris 225. XVI. | Inspected by Scholz. Fragments | 

with Thl.'s comm. — — 
161 Paris 226. ХҮІ. | Inspected by Scholz. Contains 

Rom., with comm. —|— 
162 | Paris 227. XVI. | Ins by Scholz. Contains 

1 Cor. xvi., with Cat. — | — 
164 | Paris 849. XVI. | Inspected by Scholz. Thdrt.’s 

comm., with text on marg. 
‚‚ | Thesame MS. аз Paul 181 above. 

166 | Turin C. i. 40 (285). XIII.| Scholz, “accurate coll." | шы 
167 | Turin C. ii. 17 (19). XI. | Colld. Acts iii.—viii.; Rom. x., 

seq., by Scholz. (Def. Acta i. ii.) — — 
168 | Turin С. ii. 88 (325). XII. Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 

(Def. Rom. i. 1—iii. 19.) —|— 
.. | Turin C. ii. 6 (802). XII. | Inspected by Scholz. Paul 170. 339 | 83 

169 | Turin C. ii. 81 (1). XII. | Inspected by Scholz. — — 
170 | The same MS. as Acts 185 above. 
171 | Ambros. Lib. Milan 6. [B. 6 inf.] XIII.] Inspected by Scholz. Rom., 

1 Cor, 2 Cor. i. 1—v. 19, 
written by a later hand. — — 

172 | Milan 16. [A. 51 sup. 7] XII. неч. by Scholz. Comm. 
T — — 

.. | Milan 97. [E. 97 вор.) XI. | Inspected by Scholz. Paul 176. 
178 | Milan 102. [ E. 102 sup. XIV. | Inspected by Scholz. |—|— 
174 | Milan 104. | Н. 104 sup. 1484 | Inspected by Scholz. ies [== 
176 | Milan 125. F. 125 sup.] XV. | Inspected by Scholz. Continuous 

comm. шыл n 
176 | The same MS. as Acts 187 above. 

.. | Venice 646. XI. | (Part Cent. xiii.) Inspected by 
Scholz. Catena. = Раш 215. | — | 74 

.. | Florence, Laur. Lib. vi. 27. XII. парке by Scholz. = Paul 
239. 189 | — 

177 | Modena 14. (MS. II. 4. 14) XV. | Inspected by Scholz. 
178 | Modena 243. (MS. III. в. 17.) | XII. | Inspected by Scholz. 
179 | Part (writteu in cursive letters) 

of the MS. called *H of the 
Acts.” 

180 | Florence, Laur. Lib. vi. 18. XIII.] Inspected by Scholz. 863 | — 
181 | Florence, Laur. Lib. vi. 36. XIII.“ Inspected by Scholz. [Does not 

exist. Burgon.] 866 | — 
182 | Florence, Laur. Lib. 2708 (?). | 1332 | Inspected by Scholz. 867 | — 
183 | Florence, Laur. Lib. iv. 80. Xll. | Inspected by Scholz. — | 76 



MANUSCRIPTS REFERRED TO. 

Collator, &с. 

170 | .. 
172 

210 

174 | 212 
73 

SS 

(178) ! Naples (no number). 
rent 

Florence, Laur. Lib. 2574 (?). 
Florence, Riccardi Lib. 84. 

Vatican, Ottob. 66. 
Camb. Univ. Lib. MS. 
20, 21. 

Nn. 3. 

Brit. Mus. Harl. 5796. 
Rome, Vallicella Lib. E. 22. 
Rome, Vallicella Lib. F. 17. 
Vatican 1270. 

Vatican 1430. 
Vatican 1649. 

Vatican 1650. 

Vatican 1714. 

Vatican 1761. 
Vatican 1968. 

Vatican 2062. 

The same MS. as Acts 41 above. 
Vatican, Ottob. 31. 

Vatican, Ottob. 61. 
Vatican, Ottob. 176. 
Vatican, Ottob. 258. 

The same M S. as Acta 151 above. 
Vatican, Ottob. 298. 

Vatican, Ottob. 825. 

Vatican, Ottob. 356. 

Vatican, Ottob. 381. 
Rome, Vallicella Lib. B. 86. 
Thesame MS. as Paul 186 above. 
Rome, Vallicella Lib. F. 18. 
Rome, Ghigi Lib. R. v. 29. 
Rome, Ghigi Lib. В. v.-32. 
Rome, Ghigi Lib. R. viii. 55. 

The same M S. as Paul 186 above. 
Two MSS. in the Library of | 

the Collegio Romano. 
Appa- 

ly the same MS. as Acts 
83, Paul 93 above. 

Naples 1, C. 26. 

XV. 

XV. 

.| Inspected 

Inspected by Scholz. 
ms by Scholz. Paul 230 
= lect. 37. 

Inspected by Scholz.= Paul 199. 
A copy of the printed Greek Test. 
8vo. London, 1728, interleaved 
and bound up in two volumes; 
contains мё, 
Taylor. = Paul 228. 
kare by Scholz. = Paul 240. 
Inspected by Scholz. = Acts 167. 
Inspected by Scholz. = Acta 170. 
Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 
contains (of St. Paul) only 
Rom., 1 Cor. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

, санан by Scholz. Thdrt.’s 

Inspected by Scholz. 
4. 

(Def. Acts 
i. l—v. Comm. on Epp. 

- Paul ) 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains 
fragments of Acts, Rom., and 
1 Cor. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
“Cursim coll Cod. integer," 
Scholz. (Def. Acts i. 1—v. 28, 
vi. 14— vii. 11.) 
Inspected by Scholz. Scholia. 
Begins Acta xxviii. 19. 

Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 
ү Rom. and greater part of 
1 Cor.) 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

y Scholz. Latin 
Version. Begins Acta ii. 27. 

Inspected by Scholz. Latin Ver- 
sion 

Inspected by Scholz. (Def. Acts 
iv. 19—v. 1 AN 

Inspected by olz. 
Rom. with Catena. 

Inspected by Scholz. 

Contains 

.| Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

Comm. 
Thdrt.’s 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

notes by John 

368 
386 

| 

E 
444 
393 
394 

| 
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192 

* 

I 

229 
230 

— u ü l! — 

Vienna 167 (Lambec 46). 

The same М5. as Acts 140 above. 
Mon, of S. Bas. Messana, 2. 
Palermo. 

Syracuse. 
Leyden. Meermann 116. 

Middlehill, Worcestershire 1461. 
See *' Apoc. m," Vol. IV. 

The same H. as Paul 128 above. 
Strasburg. Molsheimensis. 

Berlin, Diez. 10. 

Thesame M S.as ο and 6 above. 
See Acts Hio above. 
See Acts | 152 | above. 
The same MS. as Acts 58 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 9, Paul 
11 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 56 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 108 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 109 above. 
The same M S. ав Acts 150 above. 

the Island of Patmos. 
T | } Two MSS. іп а Monastery on 

245 

Gr. Mon. Jerusalem 8. 
Gr. Mon. Jerusalem 9. 
Mon. S. Saba, nr. Jerusalem 1. 
Mon. S. Saba, nr. Jerusalem 2. 
Mon. S. Saba, nr. Jerusalem 10. 
Mon. 8. Saba, nr. Jerusalem 15. 
Mon. S. Saba, nr. Jerusalem 20. 
The same M S. as Acta 180 above. 
Thesame MS. as Acts 141 above. 
The same MS. as Acts 153 above. 
The same MS.as Acta 97 above. 
The same M S. as Acta 178 above. 

| ThesameM SS8.asActe182 above. 
Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 34 
(2 Scholz). 

Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 88 
(3 Scholz). ) 

246 | Christ Church, Oxford, Wake 87 
(4 Scholz). 

8-pe | 8-pe| St. Petersburg xi. 1. 2. 230. 

Cent. 

1838 
XV. 

XII. 
XII. 

хи. 
хп. 

XI. 

хп. 

ХУ. 

XII. | 
XIII. 
XIV. 
XIII. 
XI. 
XIII. 
XIII. 
XII. 
XIII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Collator, &c. 

Inspected by Scholz. Scholia. 
Inspected by Scholz. Contains 
Rom., 1 Cor., with comm. 

Inspected by Munter. 
Inspected by Scholz. Begins 
2 Cor. v. 1. 

Inspected by Munter. 
Dermout. (Def. Acts i. 1—14, 
xxi. 14—xxii. 28; Rom. i. 1— 
vii. 13.) 

(Inspected by Scholz?) Once 
Meermann 118. = Paul 242. 

Readings of Acts and Epp. com- 
municated to Scholz. = Paul 
238. 

(Def. Acts i. 11—ii. 11; Rom. i. 
1—27; 1 Cor. xiv. 12—xv. 46; 
2 Cor. i. 1— viii. 5.) 

| Inspected by Scholz. = Paul 243. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

Comm. 

Acts xviii.—xx. 
Scholz. 

Def. Acts i. 1—11. 

Def. Acts xii. 4— xxiii. 32. 

Muralt. 
ue р ы e a ne сштш ЗЕ? LL 

colluted by | | 

[on. v. 

JE 

"" 

— | 87 

ae, 

400 | — 

d s — 

EIS 

457 — 
462 86 

466 80 

| i 

| | 27 

| 
8-pe 



§ 1.] LIST OF LECTIONARIES. — [PROLEGOMENA. 

[Other manuscripts recently discovered * :— 
i. Monasterium Партократороѕ, Mt. Athos (not numbered). Contains 

the (Acts ? and) Epistles with а Catena, chiefly from CEcumenius, 
except оп 1 and 2 Cor. Early half of tenth century. 

ii Monastery of St. Catherine, Mt. Sinai. Catena on St. Paul's 
Epistles, apparently differing little from CEcumenius. Probably 
eleventh or twelfth century. 

iii, Ferrara 187. N. A. 7 (Vol. III.). A well-written Codex, containing 
the whole of the N. T. (Vols. I. and II. containing the O. T.), 
apparently of the fourteenth century. 

iv. Milan Ambros. Z. 34 sup. A small 4to paper ms. Contains the 

Cath. Epp., St. Paul's Epp., and a Synaxarium; followed by the " 
four Gospels. Of the thirteenth or fourteenth century. 

v. Milan Ambros. N. 272 sup. S. Pauli Epp. cum notis marginalibus. 
vi. Florence Riccardi 85. Small 8vo. St. Paul's Epistles. 

vii. Modena (xiii.) ii. A. 13. Contains the Acts and Catholic Epistles. 
viii. Modena (Ixxi.)ii. C. 4. Contains the Acts and Catholic Epistles. 
ix. Modena (cexliii.) iii. B. 17. Contains the Acts and Epistles 

(Catholic and Pauline). 
x. Modena (cii.) ii. D. 8. Contains the Acts and Epistles (Catholic 

and Pauline). 
xi. Modena (xiv.) ii. A. 14. Contains St. Paul's Epistles. ] 

The following is a List il Lectionaries. 

| Designation, ДЕЯ Date. Name of Collator, апа other information. 

lect-1 | Leyden 248. Scaligeri. - XI. XI. | Wetstein and Dermout. Contains (of 
this Vol.) Acts i. 15—26; ii. 22—47; 

| iii. 12, 18, 18; iv. 1-21; id. 28— 
81; x. 84—43; xiii. 34—42; xxviii. 
11—81; Rom. v. 6—19; 1 Cor. xi. 

| 25—82; xv. (= ev-6) 
Bs = Cotton Vesp. XI. | “ Contains the portions of Acts and 

| Epp. appointed to be read through- 
out the whole year. Casley collated 
it in 1735, and Wetstein inserted his 
extracts.” (Michaelis) Mutilated 
at beg. and end. 

lect-2 

lect-3 | Bodleian, Baroc. 202? 995 
lect-4 | Brit. Mus., Harl. 6731. XIV.| Griesbach. Contains the following 

fragments :—Acts vi. 8—vii. 5; vii. 
47—60; 1 Cor. i. 18—24; iv. 9—16; 
xii, 27— xiii. 8, "оер. 117) 

lect-5 | Bodleian, Cromwell. 11. 1225 Griesbach, who says * Variantes lec- 
(Olim 296.) А liturgy tiones collegi e Rom. vi.8—11; xiii. 

book, containing Sthly | ! ll—xiv. 4; xiv. 19—28; xvi. 26— 
(pp. 149—290), ebay- 27; 1 Cor. i. 18—24; ix. 19—x. 4; 
yeAoaxomTÓAe» Tar хі. 23—32, &c." 
nueyáAur duprór. 

The notice of the first two mss. has been furnished by Mr. P. E. Pusey, that of the 
others has been derived from Dean Burgon’s letters on Manuscript Evangelia ” 
in the Guardian, 1873-4. 
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lect-6 

lect-7 
lect-9 
lect-10 
lect-11 
lect-12 
lect-13 
lect-14 
lect-16 

lect-17 
lect-18 

— == 

Göttingen (C. de Missy). 

Copenhagen 8. 
Paris 32. 
Paris 38. 
Paris 34. 
Paris 375. 
Moscow Synod, 4. 

: Moscow Synod, 291. 
| Moscow Synod, 266. 

Moscow Synod, 267. 
Moscow Synod, 268. 

lect-19 | Moscow, Typogr. 47. 

lect-20 

lect-21 
lect-22 
lect-23 
lect-24 

lect-25 
lect-26 
lect-27 
lect-28 
lect-29 

lect-80 
lect-31 
lect -82 

lect-33 

lect-34 

Ject-40 
lect-41 

lect-42 
lect-43 

Moscow, Typogr. 9. 

Paris 294. 
Paris 30+, 
Paris 306. 
Paris 308. 

Paris 819. 
Paris 820. 
Paris 321. 
Bodleian, Selden 2. 
Paris 370. 

Paris 373. 
Paris 276. 
Paris 376. 

Paris 882. 

Paris 383. 
Paris 324. 
Paris 326. 
Riccardi Lib. Florenco 84. 
Vatican 1823. 
Vatican, Ottob. 416. 
Barberini Lib. Romo 18. 
Barberini Lib. Rome (no 

—— d 

— n 

XV. 
1470 

1602 

number). 
Vallicella Lib. Rome, C. 46. XVI. 
Riccardi Lib. Florence 

2742. 
16] 

? 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. у. 

Name of Collator, and other information. 

— — À ———— —— — ce – 

Matthei (v). See his appendix to 
Thess. Contains a large number of 
the usual lections. 

Hensler in Birch. = ev-44) 
Inspected by Scholz. (= v-84) 
Inspected by Scholz. (= ev-85) 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Scholz. An important MS. (= ev-60) 
Маню 0 
Matthei (e). 
Matthei (t). Contains Acta xiii. 25— 

82; xix. 1—8; Rom. v. 6—9; vi. 
18—23; 1 Cor. iv. 9—16; x. 1—4; 
xii. 27—2iii. 7. (= ev-52) 

Contain seve- 
ral lections 
in Acts, and 

Маі (х) у some in | (=ev-53) 
Matthæi (y) | Rom.; 1/(=ev-54) 

Cor.; in 2 
Cor. only xi. 
21—xii. 9. 

Matthei (о). Contains Acts xii. 1— 
11; xiii. 25—82; xxvi. 1—20; Кот. 
xiii. ll—xiv. 4; xv. 1—7; 1 Cor. 
i. 18—ii. 1; iv. 9—16; ix. 2—12; 
x. 1—4; xii. 27—xiii. 7; xv. 1—11; 
2 Cor. i. 8—11; xi. 21—xii. 9. 

(= ev-55) 
Mattbæi (16). Contains Acts ii. 1—11. 

(= ev-56) 
Inspected by Scholz. (= ev-83) 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
ae О. T. lections; only a few from 

а by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. Mutilated. 

(Inspected by Scholz ?) 

XIII.) Inspected by Scholz. Defective. 
XV. | Griesbach. (= ev-26) 
XII. | Some lections from Gospp. and Epp. 

(= ev-94) 
XIII 
XV. | Inspected by Scholz. = ev-82) 
XIII.| Entered in list of MSS. of бо as 

824. 
XIIL| “Cursim coll. magna codicis pars,” 

Scholz. 
XV. | Inspected by Scholz. 
XIII.| Inspected by Scholz. (= ev-92 
XIV.| Inspected by Scholz. (= 67.98 
т See Acts 150 Paul 280 above. 

XIV. (= ev-133) 
XIV.| Some parts of Cent. X. 
XI. | The first 114 leaves are lost. 



$ n.] VERSIONS REFERRED TO. [PRorEGOMENA. 

Designation. Date. | Name of Collator, and other information, 

lect-44 | Glasgow (Missy CO. Р I Manuscript collations by Missy were 
lect-45 | Glasgow (Misay CC). 1199 | once in Michaelis’ possession. 
lect-46 | Ambros. Lib. Milan 63. XIV. | Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-47 | Ambros. Lib. Milan 72. XII. | Inspected by Scholz. = ev-104) 
lect-48 | Laur. Lib. Florence 2742(?).| XIII. Inspected by Scholz. = ev-112) 
lect-49 Mon. St. Saba, nr. Jerus.,16.| XIV. үне y Scholz ?) 
lect-50 | St. Saba 18. XV. | nspected by Scholz. 
lect-51 ' St. Saba 26. XIV. ' Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-52 | St. Saba (no number). 1059 | Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-53 | St. Saba (no number). XIV.| Inspected by Scholz. (= ev-160) 
lect-54 | St. Saba (no number). XIII. 
lect-56 | Frankfort on Oder, Seideli. A leaf of a lectionary bound up with 

ms. Acta 42, Paul 48. Contains 1 Cor. 
ix. 2—12. 

lect-57 | Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 12 (1 | XI. | (= ms. 26 Apoc.) 
Scholz). 

lect-58 | Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 33 (5 | 1172 
Scholz). E 

SECTION II. 

ANCIENT VERSIONS REFERRED TO IN THIS VOLUME. (vs8.) 

The Latin Versions (latt). 
vulg. Tbe vulgate, usually quoted from the Clementine edition 

(vulg-ed.). The Sixtine edition (vulg-sixt.) is occasionally cited 
when it differs from the others ; as also are the following mss.:— 

am. amiatinus, written about a.p. 541. Tischendorf has 

edited it, and considers it the oldest and most valuable 

extant. 

demid. demidovianus. Published by Matthei. Written 
in the XIIth century. 

fuld. fuldensis. Readings given in Lachmann's N. T. 
Written in the VIth century. 

.flor. floriacensis. 
har. harleianus, No. 1772. Collation given by Griesbach 

Symb. Crit. 
lux. luxoviensis. A lectionary cited by Mabillon and Sa- 

batier. 
[reg. Cited from Tischdf. on Acts iii. 3.] 
tol. toletanus. А collation was published by Blanchini in 

his Vindiciæ Can. Script.” 
F-lat. The Latin column of the Codex Augiensis. Cent. 

IX. 
old-lat. The Old Latin Version in use before Jerome's revision is 

cited from the following manuscripts :— 
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D-lat. (Acts) The Latin of the Codex Beze. Cent. VI. 
D-lat. (Paul.) The Latin of the Codex Claromontanus. 

Cent. VI. 
E-lat. (Acts.) The Latin of the Codex Laudianus. Cent. VI. 
G-lat. The Latin written word by word over the correspond- 

ing Greek words in the Codex Boernerianus. 
fri. Fragments of St. Paul's Epistles in the covers of certain 

- Codices Frisingenses at Munich. Written Cent. V. or VI. 
Deciphered by Tischendorf. 

guelph. Fragmenta guelpherbytana. Fragments of the Ep. 
to Rom. in Knittel's Wolfenbüttel Gothic palimpsests. 
Edited by Tischdf. in his“ Anecdota sacra.” 

spec. Mai’s Speculum. 
The Syriac Versions (syrr). 

Syr. The Peschito. Supposed to have been made as early as the 
second century. 

syr. The later or Philoxenian. Cent. V. Revised by Thomas 
of Harkell, д.р. 616, who probably introduced the asterisks and 
obeli !, and the notes in the margin. 

The Egyptian or Copric Versions (coptt). 
зорі. The Coptic or Memphitic. 

copt-dz. Codex Diez. Written about the tenth century. 
copt-schw. Schwartze’s edition. 
copt-wilk. Wilkins’ edition. 
[copt-boett. Boetticher’s edition.] 

sah. The Thebaic or Sahidic. 
sah-ming. Mingarel's edition. 
sah-mnt. Munter's edition. 
sah-woide. Woide's MS. Published in the Appendix to Cod. Alex. 

basm. The Bashmuric so closely follows sah as to be of no critical 
value except where sah is deficient. 

The Gornic version (goth): made from the Greek by Uphilas about 
the middle of the fourth century. 

The ZETHIOPIC version (sth) : assigned to the fourth century. 
eth-rom. The edition given in the Roman polyglott. 
eth-pl. Pell Platt's edition. 

The ARMENIAN version (arm): made in the fifth century. 
arm-usc. Uscan’s edition. 
arm-zoh. Zohrab's edition. 
[arm-rieu. Cited on Acts xx. 25.] 

! Jt is Mr. Pusey's impression that many of the readings thus marked correspond to 
the words in Italic characters in our English version, indicating a necessity of the 
idiom. The same remark applies to certain of the readings of the Syriac versions 
which wo have enclosed in brackets. 
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Su.] ANCIENT WRITERS CITED. [ PROLEGOMENA. 

SECTION III. 

FATHERS AND ANCIENT WRITERS CITED IN THE DIGEST OF THIS 

VOLUME °. 

(N.B.—The abbreviation is designated by the thick type. In the remainder of the 
word or sentence Latin writers are described in Italics.) 

Acacius, Cent’. IV. or V. (from 
Catenz.) 

Acta Concilii Chalcedonensis, д.р. 
451 

Aleimus Ecdicius Avitus. 
Avit.) 

Ambrose, Bp. of Milan, A. p. 374— 
897 

Ambrosiaster, i. e. Hilary the Dea- 
con, fl. 384 

Ammonius of Alexandria, 220 

Amphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, 374 
Anastasius Sinaita, Cent’. VI. 

Andreas of Crete, 635 
Antiochus of Ptolemais, 614 
Antonius Monachus, b. 251, d. 356 
Apollinarius, Bp. of Laodicea, 362 
Archelaus of Mesopotamia, 278 
Arnobius of Africa, 306 
Athanasius, Bp. of Alexandria, 
326—373 

Athenagoras of- Athens, 177 
Augustine, Bp. of Hippo, 395—430 
Avitus, Вр. of Vienne, 490—523 
Barnabas, Cent’. I. or II. 
Basil, Bp. of Cesarea, 370—379 
Basil of Seleucia, fl. 440 

Bede, the Venerable, 731; Bede- 
gr, a Greek MS. cited by Bede, 
nearly identical with Cod. “ E," 
mentioned in this edn only when 
it differs from E. 

Ceesarius of Constantinople, 368 

(See 

Cæsarius, Episc. Arelatensis, 502 — 
544 

Canons Apostolic, Cent’. III. 
Cassiodorus, b. 479, d. 575 
Chromatius, Bp. of Aquileia, 402 
Chronicon Paschale, Cent. VII. 
Chrysologus, Peter, Bp. of Ravenna, 
488—450 с 

Chrysostom, Bp. of Constantinople, 
397—407 ; Chr-mss as cited by 
Tischdf. from Matthæi; -montf, 
from Montfaucon;  Chr-wlf, 
Wolfenbüttel ms. of Chr written 
in Cent’. VI. 

Clement of Alexandria, fl. 194 
Clement, Bp. of Rome, 91—101 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 535 
Constitutions, Apostolic, Cent". III. 
Cyprian, Bp.of Carthage, 248—258 
Cyril,Bp. of Alexandria, 412—444. 

Cyr-p denotes readings supplied 
by Mr. Pusey [Cyr is used 
when the citation is apparently 
uniform] 

Cyril, Bp. of Jerusalem, 348—386 
Damascenus, Johannes, 730 

Dialogue against the Marcionites 
printed amongst the works of 
Origen 

* Dialogi de Trinitate," variously 
ascribed to Ath Thdrt Max 

Didymus of Alexandria, 370 
Diodorus, Bp. of Tarsus, 378—394 

2 Orig - or Chr-cat means Orig or Chr as given in Cramer's Catena. Orig-schol, 
scholium ascribed to Origen. Chru. l., Chr Aoc loco. Hippolytus is cited sometimes as 

Hip, sometimes as Hippol; Gregory of Nyssa, as Nys, Nyss, and Nyssen: in all cases 
the abbreviation marked in the above list is the shortest used in this volume. 
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Dionysius, Bp. of Alexandria, 247 
—265 

Dionysius Areopagita, Cent’. V. 
Ennodius, Bp. of Pavia, d. 521 
Ephrem Syrus, b. 299, d. 378 
Epiphanius, Bp. of Salamis in Cy- 

prus, 868—408 

[Epistle of the Church of Lyons, 
171] 

Eucherius, Bp. of Lyons, 484—454 
Eulogius, Bp. of Alexandria, 581— 

608 

Eusebius, Bp. of Cesarea,315—3820 
Eustathius, Bp. of Antioch, 323 
Euthalius, Bp. of Sulci, 458 
Eutherius, Bp. of Tyana, 431 
Euthymius Zigabenus, 1116 
Faustinus, 383 
Fulgentius, Bp. of Africa, 508 — 533 
Gaudentius, Bp. of Brescia, 387 
Gennadius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
458—471 

Gildas, fl. 581 

Helvidius (cited by Jer.), 888 
Hesychius of Jerusalem, Cent’. IV. 

or VI. 
Hilary, Bp. of Poictiers, 854—868 
Hippolytus,disciple of Ireneus, 220 
Homilies ascribed to Clement, 

Cent’. III. 
Idaciue, the name under which [was] 
published [the] work **de Trinitate" 
[ formerly ascribed to] Vig. [now 
to Ath.] 

Ignatius, Bp. of Antioch, d. 107 
Irenæus, Bp. of Lyons, 178 
Isidore of Pelusium, 412 

Jacobus, Bp. of Nisibis, cir. 320— 
340 

Jerome, fl. 878—420 
Julian, Emperor, 331—363 
Julian (cited by Aug.), Pelagian 

Bp. in Italy, 416 
Justin Martyr, fl. 140—164 
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Leo, Bp. of Rome, 440—461 

Leontius Scholasticus, 580 
Lucifer, Bp. of Cagliari, 354—367 
Macarius of Egypt, 801—391 
Manes, cited by Epiphanius 
Marcellus, cited by Eus. 
Marcion, 130; fragments in Epiph. 

(Mcion-e) and Tert. (Mcion-t) 
Marcosii, cited by Iren. 
Marcus Monachus, 390 

Marius Mercator, 418 
Martyrium Clementis 
Maximus Taurinensis, 430—466 
Maximus Confessor, fl. 630—662 
Maximin, the Arian, cited by Aug. 
Meletius, Bp. of Antioch, 381 
Methodius, fl. 290—312 

Michael Psellus of Constantinople, 
d. 1078 

Nazianzum, Gregory, Bp. of, fl. 
370—389 

Nestorius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
428—431 

Nonnus of Panopolis, Cent’. V. 
Novatian, 251 
Nyssa, Gregory, Bp. of, 371 
(Ecumenius of Tricca in Thrace, 

Cent’. XI.? 
Origen, b. 185, d. 254 
* Questiones et Responsiones ad 
Orthodoxos"ascribed toJ ustinM. 

Orosius, 416 
Orsiesius the Egyptian, 345 
Pacianus, Bp. of Barcelona, 370 
Palladius, Bp. of Hellenopolis, 868 
—401 

Pamphilus of Palestine, fl. 294 
Paulinus, Bp. of Aquileia, 776—804 
Pelagii Ep. ad Demetr. 417 ? 
Peter, Bp. of Alexandria, 300—311 
Philastrius, Bp. of Brescia, fl. 380 
Philo Carpasius, 400 
Photius, Bp. of Constantinople, 

858—891 
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Photinus, Bp. of Sirmium (cited 
by Epiphanius), d. 379 

Polycarp, Bp. of Smyrna, d. 169 
Porphyry, d. 304 
*'Preedestinatus." А work ascribed 

to Vincent of Lerths (434) 
Primasius, Cent’. VI. 
Proolus, Bp. of Constantinople, 434 
Procopius of Gaza, 520 
“ De Promissionibus dimid. temp." 
* Queestiones ex vet. et nov. Testt.” 

Printed among the works of Aug. 
“ De Rebaptismate.” Among Cypr’s 

works 

Rufinus of Aquileia, 397 
Salvianus, 440 
Sedulius, 430 

Senicres, quoted by Iren., Cent’. 
I. or II. 

Serapion of Egypt, 345 
Severus of Antioch, Cent’. VI. 

Severianus, Bp. in Syria, 400 
“De Singularitate | Clericorum." 

Among Cypr's works 
Smyrneorum Epistola de Martyrio 

Polycarpi, 167 
Synopsis ascribed to Athanasius 
Tarasius, Bp.of Constantinople,786 
Tatian of Syria, 172 

ABBREVIATIONS. [ PROLEGOMENA. 

Tertullian, 200 
Thaumaturgus, Gregory, Bp. of 

Neocæsarea, 243 

Theodore, Bp. of Heraclea, 394 
Theodore, Bp. of Mopsuestia, 399 
—428 

Theodore of the Studium, 795— 
826 

Theodoret, Bp. of Cyrus, 420—458 

Theodotus the Gnostic. Extracts 
made by Clement of Alexandria 

Theodotus of Ancyra, 433 
Pseudo Theodulus, Cent’. XII. 
Theophylact, Abp. of Bulgaria, 

1071 ; Thl-sif, as edited by Sifa- 
nius ; Thl-fln, by Finettius, from 

& Vatican MS. 
Tichonius, 390 
Timothy, Bp. of Alexandria, 880 
Titus, Bp. of Bostra, cir. 360— 

377 
Victor Vitensis, an African Bp.. 

Cent’. V. 
Victor of Antioch, 401 

Victorinus, 380 
Victor, Episc. Tununensis, 565 
Vigilius of Thapsus, 484? 
Zeno, Bp. of Verona, 862—880 
Zonaras of Constantinople, 1118 

To this list may be added the following ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE 
DIGEST :— 

aft, after. 
al, alii. 

appy, apparently. 
bef, before. 

beg, beginning. 
comm, commentary— when appended to the name of a Father, de- 

notes that the reading referred to is found in the body of his com- 
mentary, and not in the text (txt) printed at the head of the com- 

mentary. This last is often very much tampered with. 
corr, corrector. 

ctra, contra. 

corrd, corrected. 

[A work on the Trinity formerly ascribed to Vigilius is now assigned to 
Athanasius. } 

Vor. II.—811 f 
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def, defective. 

ed or edn, edition. 

elsw, elsewhere. 

elz, elzevir edition of the Greek Test. 

e sil, e silentio collatorum. 

exc, except. 

expr, expressly. 
follg or filg, the following words. 
gr, Greek. gr-lat-ff, Greek and Latin Fathers. 
ins, insert“ ins коил AB” means that the MSS. А and B insert кос. 

int, interpreter or interpretation—appended to the name of a Father 
means that the citation is made from a translation, not from the 

original. 
marg, margin. 
om, omit—** om xat AB” means that the MSS. А and B omit the xa: 

given in the text or inserted by other MSS. 
Ps, Pseudo—used in citing the spurious works ascribed to Ath. and 

other Fathers. 
pref, prefix. 
rec, the textus receptus, or received text of the Greek Testament. 

This is used when Steph and elz agree. 
rel reliqui—means that all the other manuscripts named on the 

margin have the reading to which it is appended. 
simly, similarly. 
Steph, Stephens' Greek Testament. 
transp, transpose. 

txt, text —when followed by a list of MSS., versions, &c., means that 

the reading adopted in this edition is supported by those MSS., 
versions, &c. (See also under comm above.) 

ver, verse. 
v88, versions. 

vv, Verses. 
The figures 2, 3, &c., inserted above the line to the right hand, imply 

a second, third, &c., hand in a MS. Thus В! means the original 
scribe of B; С", the first corrector of C; С", the second; D', a 
recent scribe їп D, by whom corrections were made or parts not 
originally in the MS. supplied. 

The same figures below the line, imply recurrence of the reading 2, 3, 
&c. times in the author mentioned; е. g. Aug,, Orig., Вав,: similarly 
are used the words ssepe, aliq, or alic (aliquoties or alicubi), ubique *. 

Words printed in the digest in the larger type used for the text 

4 .2-mss appended to the namo of a Father means that the reading cited is contained 
in two mss. of that Father. 
Chr-5-mss, means that in 5 mss. of Chrysostom the reading cited occurs 8 times. 
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itself are to be taken as of equal authority with the reading printed in 
the text : the place in the text where such readings occur being indicated 
by an asterisk. 

Notice referred to on pp. 15, $c. 

атас would seem to be the true reading in 56 passages of the N. T., 
in only 14 however of these is it found without any variation in the 
uncial MSS. In the 42 remaining cases some one or more uncials have 
substituted was. On the other hand тас occurs upwards of 1100 times, 
and in no more than 4, or at the most 10 cases have uncial mas. put 
aras in its stead—so that the tendency of the transcribers has clearly 
been to alter aras into тас ; on examination it also appears that this 
tendency has been alike yielded to by the scribes of the recent and of 
the ancient MSS. In cases, therefore, where the rarer word is supported 
by any trustworthy MSS., however few in number and however great 
the array in favour of was, атас has been accepted as the true reading. 

SECTION IV. 

LIST, AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS OF OTHER BOOKS QUOTED, 

REFERRED TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS VOLUME. 

N.B. Works mentioned in the list given in the Prolegg. to Vol. I. 
are not here again noticed. 

A. V. R. The Authorized Version revised by five Clergymen. Rom., 
1 and 2 Cor. London 1858-60. 

Biscor, History of the Acts of the Holy Apostles confirmed &c., Oxf. 
1840. i 

BisPiNG, Erklärung des Briefes an die Römer, Münster 1854. Rom. 
Catholic. 

BORNEMANN, Acta Apostolorum ad fidem codicis Cantabrigiensis &c., 
Grossenhain et Lond. 1848. 

CATENA in Acta Apostolorum, ed. Cramer, Oxf. 1838. 
Curysostom, Opera, cited by Benedictine pages in Migne's Patrologia 

Greca, voll. xlvii,.—lxiv. The homilies on the Acts and Rom. 
are in vol. ix. (1x.), those on 1 and 2 Cor. in vol. x. (Ixi.). 

ConYBEARE AND Howson, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, with maps, 
plates, coins, &c., 2 voll. 4to. London 1850-52: 2nd edn., 2 voll. 
8vo., Lond. 1856. 

DavipsoN, Dr. S., Introduction to the New Testament, vol. ii., Acts— 
2 Thess.; Lond. 1849. 

De Werte, Exegetisches Handbuch u.s.w.—Apostelgeschichte, 2nd 
edn., Leipzig 1841: Römer, 4th edn., Leipzig 1847 : Corinther, 
2nd edn., Leipzig 1845. 
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Евтгов, Comment. in omnes Pauli Epistolas, 2 voll. folio, Douay 1614. 

Ewsank, W. W., Commentary on the Ep. to the Romans, Lond. 1850. 

FnuirzscHE, Pauli ad Romanos Epistola, 3 voll., Hal. Sax. 1836. 

Hackett, Pror., Commentary on the Acts, Boston, U.S. 1852. 
Hemsen, Der Apostel Paulus u.s.w., Göttingen 1850. 
Hopee, Pror. C., Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 3rd edn., 

London : The Religious Tract Society. 
Humpury, W. G., Commentary on the Acts, Lond. 1847. 
JOWETT, Pror., The Epistles of St. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, 

Romans : with critical Notes and Illustrations : Lond. 1856. (See 
Vol. III. Prolegg. ch. v. $ i. par. 1, note.) 

LACHMANN AND BuTTMANN, Novum Testamentum grece et latine &c., 
vol. ii., Berlin 1850. 

Lewin, T., Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 2 vols., London 1861. 
Merer, Н. A. W., Kritisch-exegetischer Commentar über das Neue 

Testament :—A postg., Göttingen 1835: 1 Corinth., 2nd edo., do. 
1849 : 2 Cor., 2nd edn., do. 1850. 

NEANDER, Abd., Geschichte der Pflanzung u. Leitung der christlichen 
Kirche durch die Apostel, 4th edn., Hamburg 1847. 

CEcuMENIUS, Commentaria, &c., in Migne's Patrologia Graeca, voll. 
exviii. cxix. 

PaLEY, Hore Pauline: ed. Birks, Lond. 1850. 

PEILE, Dr., Annotations on the Apostolic Epistles, vol. i. Rom.—Corr. 
Lond. 1848. 

Рнииррг, DR. F. A., Commentar über den Brief Pauli an die Römer, 
vol. i., Frankf. 1855. 

SchgabEn, Der Apostel Paulus, u.s.w., 5 voll. Leipzig 1829-36. 
SMITH, JAMES, ESQ., On the Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, Lond. 

1848: 2nd edn., Lond. 1856. 

SrAxLET, DEAN, The Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians: with 
Critical Notes and Illustrations“. 

STIER, DR. RupoLr, Die Reden der Apostel, Leipzig 1829.— Andeu- 
tungen für gläubiges Schriftverstindniss: zweite Sammlung, 
Leipzig 1828. 

Stuart, Moses, Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, Lond. 1838. 
TERTULLIANUS, in Migne's Patrologia Latina, voll. i.—iii. 
THEODORET, Opera, in Migne's Patrologia Стаса, voll. Ixxx.—lxxxiv. 
THEOPHYLACT, in Migne's Patrologia Greca, voll. exxiii.—cxxvi. 
Тногоск, Rómerbrief, u.s.w., Halle 1842: 5th edn., 1856. 

5 The reader will observe that I have worked with Dean Stanley's book, and have 
often extracted from, and referred to it. It is a valuable contribution to the literature 
of these important, Epistles : not so much in its scholarship, as in the power of illustra- 
tion, and graphic description of usage and circumstance, which pervade the notes. The 
second edition is referred to in this present volume. 
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TREGELLES, DR, An Account of the printed Text of the Greek New 
Testament, London 1854; Greek Testament, Part iv., Rom.— 
2 Thess., 1869. 

Usereit, DR., Der Brief an die Römer nuf dem Grunde des Alten 
Testamentes ausgelegt, Gotha 1856. 

Winer, С. B., A Treatise on the Grammar of N. Test. Greek. 

Translated with additions, &c., by Rev. W. F. Moulton, M. A., 
Edinburgh. 

WonpswonTB, BisHoP, The Greek Testament, &c. Part ii, Lond. 
1857. 

Readings of the Codex Vaticanus (B) in the text of this volume, which have been 
ascertained by the Editor's personal inspection of the MS. at Rome, February, 1861. 

Acts i. 11. ovros, not ovrws as Bentley. Acts vii. 39. adAa, not алл’ as Mai. This 
ii. 7. in awayres, the first а is written was wrongly extracted from 

over the line by 1. m. my notes of B in my last 
34. o bef xvpios is added by 1. and [Gfth] edition. 

2. m. 47. ood. a prima тапи. 
88. aft ouaprier ins ирер, not 51. xopdiag, not -av as Bentley. 

num as Beh. viii. 25. evmyyeAtfovro, not eveyyeAn. 
iii. 2. the ro after еВаста(е is super- as Birch. 

added by 1. m. 28. Tov проф. yo., not no. тох 
21. the re» before ar aiwvos is po. ns Birch. 

written in the margin by 34. Tovro is a prima manu. 
2. m. іх. 6. «Аа. 

iv. 4. ws, not wsei, as in Mai. 13. gov is in codex, not omitted, 
6. o apxiepevs із the reading of as in Bentley. 

the codex [not as Tischdf. J. 25. after кабукер, avrov, not -ov 
14 тєбарат. and rebepar. are both | as Bentley. 

from the 1. m. 
18. rov before moov is added by 

26. «t cepouc., not e» as Birch. 
36. т:5 qv раб., not Tis pad. as 

1. m. and 2. m. Bentley. 
20. барлау: over the € is written х. 45. т». тоо ay., not wy. ау. пз 

o by 1. m., over the a is Bentley. 
written o by 2. m. (not both xi. 8. ecomAGev, not -0es as Bentley. 

— —— ͤ—¾— — — 
by Tischdf.’s B?). 12. Siaxpeivavra, not -rorra as 

v. 2. cumduiys, but e is written Bentley. 
over by 1. m. and 2. m. 18. a., not avyyy.as Bentley. 

21. The codex bas wapayevopevov | 18. apa xa, not apa ye xa: as Mai. 
a prima таян, not ->оь as | 24. то kvpue is in margin а 2. m. 
Tischdf. (sic). 

25. prima manus has eden. xiii. 1. ve, not сци. as Bentley. 
88. ra is added by 1. m. and 2. m. 11. ewecev, not exerecer as Mai. 

vii. 10. 2. m. has efeA., not ейл. as 13. ar«x0. is 1. m., not arax0. as 

Bentley and Tischdf. Mai. 
11. qupic or is in codex. | 26. pw, ns in Mai ed. 1, not 
17. yd, not -ger as Birch. ишь, as in ed. 2. 
22. RV. к. epy., not еру. к. A . 29. тарта та yeyp., not rarra 

as Bentley. i e ‘yeyp. as Bentley. 
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Acts xiii. 39. «v комо, not Tw хоро as 

Birch. 

xiv. 10. the 2nd xa: is written over 
by 1. m. 

12. реу Bapr.,not Bapv. as Bentley. 

xv. 1. wepiOunre is 1. m., but the ad- 
dition is 1. m. also. (Tischdf. 
wrongly assigns it to his B?.) 

xvi. 12. какесу 413, as in Mai ed. 1, 
not к. Te eis, as in ed. 28. 

xvii. 7. Aeyovresg evar, not eir. Ae. 
as Bentley. 

20. Gera, not Gedo: as Mai ed. 1. 
34. apeor. is 1. m., -wr. is 2. m. 

xix. 2. ovd, not ovde as Mai. 
13. vpas, not new икаѕаз Bentley. 
29. rnsovyx., not ux. as Bent- 

ley. 
40. ov ov urno. as Mai ed. 2, 

not ov диро. as ed. 1. 

хх. 4. Bepowuos, not -poa- as Birch. 
16. xexper 1. m., xexpixes 2, m. 

28. Aeyov as Mai ed. 1, not - 
as ed. 2. 

26. 8:0т: as Mai ed. 2, not d:0 as 
ed. 1. 

82. тту кАтроуошау, not KAnp. 

as Muralto. 
xxi. 9. ауафауаутез is 2. m. So in 

my collation: but Tischdf., 
who has examined this place 
with care, says that В! 
wrote NA; then his B? 

wrote € upon the A, and 
afterwards placed an A over 
the line. Sothat it would 
now appear as if B! had 
rend -erres. 

4. 1. m. repeats eAcyay after 
хуеодатоз, 

5. (6 ed. Verc.) трозєу{$., not 
nut. as Bentley. 

id. adAnAovg ка, not xa: as 

Bentley. 
13. o before rau is added by 

1. m. 

24. èvpnoovra: is 1. m. as Ru- 

lot ta and Vercellone. 
xxii. Б. 1. m. has wpecBurepesoy : 2. 

m., pov. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. у. 

Acts xxii. 24. averafec@a:, not -rak- as 
Bentley. 

28. 1. m. bas woAare:ay. 
xxiii. 7. AaAourros as Bentley, not 

-noayrosas Маі. This was 

wrongly extracted from my 
notes of B in шу lust 
[fifth] edition. 

18. co. is written over by 1. m. 
28. каттуауоу to аотюу is in 

marg. a 1. m. 
35. ceAcvoas, not keAevgas Te as 

Bentley. 
xxv. 25. in avrov 8e Tov ro, Tav- 

Лоу has dots over it a 1. m. 
xxvii. 14. 1. m.docidedly wrote evpaxv- 

Мә»: 2. m. placed v over the 
a, and A between the « and 
v, and altered the A to A, 

but in so doing, lie has left 
the right foot of the A of 1. 
m. visible beyond the corner 
of his own A. 

28. evpoy opyvias eixos, not ev- 
pov e:xoo: as Bentley. 

xxviii. 11. аЛеѓаудрьуо has тү written 
over ће :, but поё by 1. m. 
as Rulotta, and Mai ed. 1. 

16. єтетролгтү, not -те as Birch. 
. Xv tv, not ww xv as Mai. 

12. 2. m. has gvur., not сирт. 

. €xepev is 1. m.: exch 2. m. 
vii. 22. тө voj., not тї vop. as mis- 

printed in Mai ed. 2. 
viii. 2. сє ато, not «so. 

5. та Tov жу. ав Mai ed. 1, not 

TOV ку. ав ed. 2. 

24. т: is added by 1. m. 
ix. (8. сиууєуоу is in the original 

text, there has been no era- 

sure: the words a$eA dur 
pov тоу are in the margin 
by the 2nd hand)”. 

B. тоитєсті» ori а 1. m. (от: 
over the line). 

xiii. 2. аудест., not aec. as mis- 
printed in Mai ed. 2. 

11. миаз, not nuas as Bentley. 

xiv. 6. cl o ecô., not o «c0. as 
Bentley. 

* Tischdf.’s male M. in utraque ed. repetiit receptam " is altogether wrong. Mai 
has not printed the rec. in either edn. 

7 Supplied by the Rev. С, Cure. 
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correction. 
xvi. 7. yeyoray, поб -ас:у as Mai. 

1 Cor. і. 2. ту exxA., not exxA. as Bent- 
ley. 

11. ро is 1. m.: pov 2. m., not 

as Verc. 
ii. 13. Zidarrots, not r. 
iii. 2. SwracGe, not e dur. 

9. cure po 1. m. 
iv. 11. 1. m. yopverr.: 2. m. -wer. 

This was wrongly extracted 
from my notes of B in my 
last [fifth] edition. 

15. eyevvyca, not -ern- as Bent- 

ley. 
vii. 6. There is no writing in the 

margin, as asserted by Woide 
from Mico. 

17. mepepixero xvpros, not o Geos. 

id. ovres reprrarerr kai, not 
omitted, as Bentley. 

viii. 11. o aBeAQos, not aBeAqos ns 
Bentley. 

x. 9. A,, not aroAA. as Bent - 
ley. 

xii. 24. тъ тер:ссотероу, not repiogo- 
теро» as Bentley. 

xiv. 16. evAoyns ev et, not ev- 

Aoyns те rener. as Mai. 
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Ram. xv. 26. somcacóe 1. and 2. m.: no 

[PROLEGOMENA. 

1 Сог. xiv. 39. povis not expunged as Mai, 
but left faint (as 1. m. wrote 
it) by 2. m., with a dot 
over each letter. 

xv. 19. res eopev povov, not 

as Bentley. 
2 Cor. i. 4. єкї тасу TH iet, not ews 

waon 0Aunje as Bentley. 

iii. 15. avayeweckvnra, not -єто as 
Mai. 

iv. 6. оть 0«os, not от: o Geos as 
Mai. 

v. 15. ore as, not or: ei eis as Mai. 
vii. 4. «v т) xapa, not ту xapa as 

Mai. 
ix. 2. териси, not repios as Mai. 

It was stated in my former 
table that 2. m. had cor- 
rected it to wepyos. But 
this was wrongly copied 
from my MS. notes upon 
the codex, and refers to the 

next item. 
8. vuer is 1. m. 7) is written 

above the line by 2. m. 
x. 12. evxpewaiand avrkpewai, with- 

out any erasures of the e by 
1. m. ns stated by Rulotta. 

xii. 1. дес ov, with no punctuation 
as in Mai. 
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2 a = a = he 

only. 2 Macc. xv. N. $ нё» wpdr. Adyos Fv uir, 5 Ocólore, тері к.т.А. Philo. d. Ex prob: liber, 
7 1, vol. Н. p. 444. See 1 Chron. xxix. 29. 

xiii. 25, see Gen. ii. 3. 

i traject., see ch. xix. 4 al. 

d = here only. Xen. Cyr. i. 6.13. éroiqoe 8guócata 
eene rm, Herodian vii. 6. 6. е att., Matt. xviii. 19. ver. 22. ch. ii. 22. Ш. 28. vii. 16. 2 Cor. 
.6. 1 John ili. 24. Gen. ii. 3. Zeph. iii. 11. Winer, } 24. 1. 

g Luke i. 20. xvii. 37. 
k = vv.11,22. Mark zvi.19. 4 Kings ii. 9. (-Аифос, Luke ix. 51.) 

f:- Matt. iv. 17. Mark i. 45. Luke 
h constr., ch. xiii. 47. John ziv. 31. 

TITLE: гес ins Tw» сугу bef атост., with a b d д h k 18 and the subscriptions of 
A'EGH ; rer m p Orig Chr Synop : om B D(-Lis) : om атостолер also N and the margins 
of B(Tischdf).—pref Abra 0, Aovka evayyeAcrov b 13. 40, wpatasogroAos cur O% те» 
туш» атосто\ер` Aovka Tov ештүуєМмттоу d, ai g h.—apyn туу Oeo vpataxocToAos f. 

Cuar. I. 1. rec ins о bef ena. (the о of sptaro was probably mistaken for the ar- 
ticle), with AEN p 13. 36 rel Constt [Orig, Did, Bas, Chr, Enthal, Antch,]: om BD. 

2. ауєАтифет bef evre:Aauevos . . . «е tar D [Syr syr-mg sah J. at end add ка; 
exeAcuoe knpuga eir то evayyeAuor D syr-mg Aug,, simly sah [ Vig, ]. 

On the title, see Prolegomena. 1—3. 
INTRODUCTION. } 1. trav piv arp. A.] 
The latter member of this sentence, тауду 
&6, . . is wanting (see Winer, $ 63, I. 2, 
e. y), and the author proceeds at once to 
his narration, binding this second history 
to the first by recapitulating and en- 
larging the account given in the conclu- 
sion of the Gospel. dvr] What- 
ever latitude may be given to this word, it 
must at all events exclude the notion that 
Luke had at this time seen the Gospels of 
Matt. or Mark, in which many things which 
Jesus did and taught are contained, which 
be had жоё related in his wpéros Adyos. 
On Theophilus, see notes, Luke i. 3. 
zr {рф ато Ino. ] I cannot think fjptaro 
here to be merely pleonastic. Its posi- 
tion here shews that it is emphatic, and 
the parallel cases (see reff.) all point to a 
distinct and appropriate meaning for the 
word. That meaning here sectas to be, that, 
the Gospel contained the àpxás, the out- 
set, of all the doings and teachings of our 
Lord, as distinguished from this second 
treatise, which was to relate their sequel 
and results, Meyer understands it—twhich 
Jesus first of all men did, ас. But this 

Vor. II. 

introduces а meaning irrelevant to the 
context, besides жоё giving the emphasis to 
fiptaro, but to ‘Ingots. The position of 
emphasis given to the verb shews, that the 
beginning of the doing and teaching of 
Jesus must be contrasted with the соз- 
tinuance of the same, now about to be 
related. 2. ivre. т. ёж.) Зее Luke 
xxiv. 48 ff., and ver. 4 below. Sua vv. 
Ay. may be joined either with érre- 
Adyevos (as in vulg copt Chr ТЫ); or with 
dțeaéłaro (ав in syrr sth Cyr Aug Vig). 
In the former case, our Lord is said to 
have given His commands to the Apostles 
through, or in the power of, the Holy 
Ghost. Similarly He is said, Heb. ix. 14, 
Sià avetparos alevíov éavrbr wpoceréy- 
kat Éjupor T 0.9. In the latter, He is 
said to have chosen the Apostles by the 
power of the Holy Ghost. Similarly, in ch. 
xx. 28, Paul tells the Ephesian elders, that 
the Holy Ghost had made them overseers in 
the Church of God. The former construc- 
tion however appears much the best, as ex- 
pressing not, as might at first seem, a mere 
common-place, but the propriety of the 
fact,—that His last commands were given 
in the power of (see John xx. 22) the 

B 



2 IIPAEEIZ AIIOZTOAQN. I. 

12 ch. u 4, 3 ole xal ! mapéornoev éavróv бута peta тд m qaÜciy айтду ABCD 
Rom. vi. 1 12 3, п 2 ^ о 7 э е ^ f EN a be 
16,19. xi.$. 8 dy rp °тєкилрїо ? Ò ue  TeccepáxovTa ата hk 

. xi. 2. mop 

(adj. 9 олтауорероѕ айўтоф; Kal Aéywv тй тєрї Ths * Васєіаҳ 
m nee ^ 

xxii.15. (xxiv. 
46.) ch. iii. 18. TOU 
Heb. ix. 26 al. * 

п = Matt. vi. 7. 
1 Cor. iv. 4. 

o here only t. 
Wied. v. 11. 
xix. 13. 3 Macc. Ші, 24. Xen. Mem. I. 1. 2. 

only. 3 Kings viii.8. Tobit zii. 19 [N def.) only. 
` exl. 5 alius in Hexapl.) 

viii. 56. ch. iv. 18. v. 28, 40. 1 Kings xxiii. B. 
only. Gen. xlix. 18. Wisd. үш. 13 only. 
iv. 1 et passim. Amos іх. 6. 
хх. 18, Winer, 30.7. d. 

9. [for ois, ots C.] 
D-corr!). 

Geov. 

owravonevors Dl. 

* ка} * cuvarsfopevos abtois t тартүүєМ№є» amò 
Tepocodvpwv uù “ywpllerOar, àXXà repiueοẽ,ju) тї» 
" ётахуүєМа» Tod патр * hy )койсатё х pov, 5 бт IA 

р = Heb. ii. 15. (ch. v. 19. xvi. 9. xvii. 10 ?) 
r Luke ix. 11. ch. vili. 12. ix. 8. 

q here 
s here only t. (Ре. 

м 2 . 44. t= Luke 
u = ch. zviil, \, 2. 1 Chron. xii. 8 . B. v bere 

w = Luke ххіу. 49. ch. if. 33. Gal. iil. 14,23. Eph. Hi.6. Heb. 
x constr., Matt. vil. 24,26. rade pov ахоусор, Lucian Dial. Deor. 

тете. bef nyep., omg dia, D(& is written over the Tine by 
ToS Dt, і 

4. cuvadioxopevos Di: cuvarr:cyouevos Ds: gvyavA(oueros b? c d! e m 86%. 40, the 
Greek fathers are confused between this reading and txt (see Tischdf): convescens vulg 
E-lat* [Syr coptt arm] Bede: convivens D. lat [salem sumens вуг]. 
per avro» D [illis lux syrr coptt eth arm]. 
above) N rel 
eM E-gr b d [Eus, Euthal, ]. 
eouaros pov D vulg( with lux | eth Hil 

aft guvar. ins 
А avTois, with В D(see тес wapmyy 

vulg coptt [syrr arm Eus, Euthal, ] (Ec Thi Aug: txt ACE Chr,.—wapny- 
y» nkovdare(s0 D? [nrovea D*]) флот» dia Tov 
Aug; am [fuld] D- lat om $9c:w; and in D-gr 

Pno dia Tov тторато are marked for erasure by a later band. 

Holy Ghost. To take 8a wy. ay. with 
ёуеАђифет (see Olsh. i. 629) seems to me 
inadmissible; as also is Dr. Burton's ren- 
dering, having told His Apostles that 
His commands would be more fully made 
known to them by the Holy Ghost." 

dveAypd.] = dveddpeto eis b 
obp., Luke xxiv. 61. The use of the verb 
in this abbreviated form, without the eis 
T. ойр., testifies to the familiarity of the 
apostolic church with the Ascension as a 
formal and recognized event in our Lord's 
course. 3. iv т. текр.) See Luke 
xxiv. 31, 89, 43. The èv is in its significa- 
tion of investiture, in which it introduces 
the element or condition in which, and thus 
the means by which, an agent operates. 

éwravépevog] où yap Gsrep xpd 
тїз dvactdcews ws йе) per’ abr hy, 
obra kal Tóre ob yàp elre Teroepdxovta 
Spépas, Ax A 80 dpepüv тессербкоута’ 
ёфістато yàp kal agloraro dA, Chry- 
sostom. This is the only place where the 
interval between the Resurrection and the 
Ascension is specified. тё wep. т. В. 
т. 0.] тб, in the widest sense; not fhuara 
merely :—the matters. The article has 
been taken to imply (and so in some of my 
earlier editions), that during this period 
they received from our Lord the whole 
substance of the doctrine of ‘the Kingdom 
of God.“ But this remark seems to lose its 
propriety owing to the present participle 
Aéywr. Both the participles, drraydyevos 
and Aéywy, carry with them a ratiocinative 
force, in dependence on rexunplors: “ proofs, 
consisting in this, that He" &c. Апа 
thus the art. rd gives the sentence the 

meaning, “and inasmuch as the things 
which he said were those pertaining to 
the Kingdom of God; thus serving only 
to define Aeydéueva. [What things these 
were, we are not told. Certainly, not 
future events in their detail,—as the 
next portion of the narrative shews us. 
І should rather believe them to have 
concerned the future founding and govern- 
ment of the Church: though even here 
the greatest Apostles were apparently left 
to the unfolding of the teaching of the 
Holy ү! as years went on. | 
4—14.] THE LAST DISCOURSES AND 

ASCENSION OF THE LORD. RETURN OF 
THE APOSTLES TO JERUSALEM; RECA- 
PITULATION OF THEIR NAMES. 
сууса.) not middle, ‘assembling them,’ 
as Calv. (congregans eos), Grot., Olsh., 
and others, which is without example; but 
passive, = vet, Hesych., as E. V. 
Chrys., the Vulg., &., interpret it ‘eating 
and drinking ;’ so E. V. marg., Thl., Œc. 
&c., кошойду üXGv, mistaking the ety- 
mology. The conjecture of Hemsterhuis, 
ovvadrfoudvois (which however is found 
in Didymus), is quite unneceesary. 
à d “Тер. рў xop.] See Luke xxiv. 49. 
‘Simul manere jussi sunt, quoniam uno 
omnes Spiritu donandi erant. Si fuis- 
sent dispersi, unitas minus cognita fuisset.’ 
Calvin. жари. ] to await, i. e. wait 
till the completion of: the wep: implies 
this. The ancient idea mentioned by 
Wordsw. that our Lord commanded the 
Apostles to remain at Jerusalem for twelve 
years after the Ascension, is sufficiently 
refuted by His own words here, and by 
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vns pev ё8аттитє» даті, pets 06 7 év mveúparı ? Bar- y ман. 1 
тсӨђсєсбє ayip où perà ToXXÀs * таўтаѕ ўиќрас. 
pev оди *auvenOovres “турто avróv Xéyovres Kopie, Bete, а 
Set ev Ta * ypóvo Tovro ° алокабістӣрє THY Bacihelay * = 16 i.e. 

5 "I "Y Tel 8e ^ э э 14 „ 2 2 Ari. 13. TQ Io; 7 elev $ трӧѕ aùroù Ойу fipðv éorw E 
b Matt. xv. 23 al. fr. 

d = Matt. ii. 7 al. 
only. Lev. iii. 16. pres., Matt. xi. 3. 

Iii. 30. 
З. x2i. 87 al. 3 Kings i. 27. 
ziii. 19 

а | Mk. L. John 
6 Ot i. 33. 

z constr., here 
ses 
nd 
ii. 23. 

27. 
xvi. 13. хіх. 

1 Cor. zi. 
17а]. Ezek. 

c = Matt. xii. 10. ch. vii. 1. xix. 
e Mark iii. 5 U. viii. 25. ix. 12 K Mt. Heb. 

f gen., 2 Thess. iii. 2. вее Matt. zx. 25. E 

б. rec Barrio. bef ev rveuu., with АСЕМ? 13. 36 rel [vss] Orig fint, Did, Cyr-jer, 
Chr, Cyr-p, Euthal,} Ec ТЫ Ambr Rebapt, Gaud: s». ау. Barr. id, Hil, Victorin, 
Augisepe}: txt BN! p.— add ка: o ueAAere AacuBaveww D'(and lat) tol Hil, Aug, [Max- 
taur, ]. 

б. for v., eA0orres Nl. 
aft nuepas add ews rns теутлкосттх D! (and lat) sah Augrai:. 

rec empero», with DE rel 36 (Chr-txt Euthal,] Œc, 
-тоу» C3, -roy d 18: txt ABC!IN Chr-comm,. 
om es D*(and lat); for rov, то D*(appy 

axokaracTaves eis тту В. Tov top. D: 
: Aug has sometimes representaberis? et 

quando regnum Israel? sometimes prasentabis regnum Israel. 
Т. exer, omg бе, B! Syr sah [arm-zoh]: emey ovy B- corr: o ĝe етеу C [arm-mes 

Orig-int,] Aug,: xa: erer D, o Be cxokpi&eis ex. E th: txt AN rel vulg syr copt Thi. 
for тр. avrovs, avro:s E vulg coptt. 

the subsequent history: cf. ch. viii. &. 
That, in the main, they confined them- 
selves to circuits in Palestine for some 
years, appears to be true ; but surely would 
not be in compliance with euch a command. 

T. bra yy. т. warpés} See note on 
Luke xxiv. 49. 5.] The Lord cites 
these words from the mouth of John him- 
self, reff. Matt. ;—and thus announces to 
them that, as John's mission was accom- 
plished in baptizing with water, so now 
the great end of frs own mission, the 
Baptism with the Holy Ghost, was on 
the point of being accomplished. Calvin 
remarks, that He speaks of the Pentecostal 
effasion as being the Baptism with the 
Holy Ghost, because it was a great repre- 
sentation on the whole Church of the sub. 
=“ continued work of regeneration on 
individuals: ‘Quasi totius Ecclesi: com- 
munis baptismus.’ I may add, also be. 
cause it was the beginning of a new period 
of spiritual influence, totally unlike any 
which had preceded. See ch. ii. 17. 
Sarı and év яу. ay. are slightly distin- 
guished. The insertion of the preposition 
bef. s». Су. seems to give a dignity which 
the mere instrumental dative, 08ат:, wants. 

Tetras serves to bind on the ob 
*9AA. u. to the day then current; as we 
say, ‘one of these days.’ See Winer, 
§ 23. 5, who instances ‘ante Лог quinque 
dies’ in Lat., and quotes ярь rA 
tarde #нєрй>, from Heliod. ii. 22. 97. 
* Numerus dierum non definitus exercebat 
fidem discipulorum,’ Bengel. 6.] This 
curedOdvres does not belong to another 
assembling, different from the former; 
but takes up again the cuvarr(éuevos of 
ver. 4 Olsh. has mistaken the sense of 
the дд» өф», which refers, not to another 

incident, but to other actors ; they, as dis- 
tinguished from Him who had been speak- 
ing. Kúpte, є...) The stress of 
this question is in the words, prefixed for 
emphasis, lv тё xpóvo roóre. That the 
Kingdom was, in some sense, and at some 
time, to be restored to Isruel, was plain ; 
nor does the Lord deny this implication 
(see on ver. 8). Their fault was, & too 
curious enquiry on a point reserved among 
the arcana of God.  Lightfoot's idea, that 
the disciples wondered at the Kingdom 
being about to be restored to the ungrate- 
ful Jews, at this time, now that they had 
crucified Him, &c., would make our Lord's 
answer irrelevant. See Micah iv. 8, 
LXX. Meyer would refer d» тё xp. 
тоб, to the interval designated by où nerd 
rox. таб. u., during this time.’ But 
this does not seem natural: I should rather 
understand it, at this t period, — 
now. The pres. éwoxaBiarávew, is that 
80 often used in speaking with reference 
to matters of prophecy, importing fixed 
determination: as in 5 épxóueros (ref. 
Mt.) and the like. So that we must not 
render, Art thou restoring?” but “ wili” 
or “dost thou restore?" As to the word 
itself, кайпттйуо (= rut) is to establish 
or set ap, and àxó gives the sense of com- 
pleteness, or the cognate one of entire 
restitution. See Wordsw.’s note. 
Т.) This is a general reproof and asser- 
tion, spoken with reference to men, as for- 
bidden to search curiously into a point 
which Omniscience has reserved — the 
times and seasons of the future divine 
dealings. But it is remarkable that not 
beds, but ó татір, is here used; and this 
cannot fail to remind us of that saying 
(Mark xiii. 32), жер} 82 rijs huépas dxelyns 

B 2 



4 IIPASEIX AIIOZTOAQN. 

v. 1. n. 
ii. 21. 

b = Matt. xvi. 
3. 2 Tim. iii. е 

I. 

yvæva # ypovous 4 8 xatpovs obs б татђр ‘ero ev 755 
{ба éfovaia 8 аХАА AnurecGe * de. émeXBóvros той 

1. ar ch. ar. dyioy mveúparos èp tuas, kal ётєс@Өё pou ™ paprupes čv 
17 

i = ch. v. 4. 
Hag. ii. 19, 

i w 2 L4 ^ ^ 

44. rt. 11. n ews W éoydáTrov TH ™ үт]. 
ch. v. 4. хіх. 
21 k = Luke iv. 36. ix. 1al. Ps. Ixvii. 35. 

xxiv. 48. ver. 22 and Acts passim. 1 Pet. v. 1. Isa. zliti. 10 
o constr., все Heb. i. 2. 1 Pet. і. 20. Jude 18. 

Te ‘lepovearnp kal [èv] таст '1оибайа xai Zapapeía xal 
9 kal rabra evrov N. 
lLukei.36. 1 Kings хі. 7. m = Luke 

n ch. xiii. 47 only, from Іза. xlix. 6. 

8. rec pot (corr to the common constr єсесбе por), with E rel 86 [vss (sth has both) 
Orig [int] Epiph Chr, (Cyr, ] ТЫ: txt ABCDN Orig 
EN ins B SEN rel 36 vulg syrr [arm] 

kavra єгхоутоѕ auTov veoeAn отеВаћєу avrov kas awpÓn axo (ins 
тоу D?) o$0. avr, D, simly sah Aug. un; et cum hee D-lat. 

coptt Orig, Hil: ins 
9. eirovro» N' m. 

A ris Spas ovdels older, ob3t Byyedos фу 
ойрауф, oUbà б vids, « ph ó татр. It 
may be observed however, that the same 
assertion is not made here: only the times 
and seasons said to be in the power of the 
Almighty Father, Who ordereth all things 
ката т» BovAhy Tov OeAfjiaros abToU. 
The Knowledge of the Son is not here in 
question, only that of the disciples. It is 
an enquiry intimately connected with the 
interpretation of the two passages, but 
one beyond our power to resolve, how far, 
among the things not yet put under His 
feet, may be this very thing, the knowledge 
of that day and hour. Bengel attempts 
to evade the generality of the ойх ópn&r 
doriy : —‹ доге apostolorum nondum erat 
повве, рег Apocalypsin postea sunt signifi- 
cata.’ But signified fo whom? What in- 
dividual, or portion of the Church, has ever 
read plainly these xpórovs  sxa:pods in 
that mysterious book ? There is truth in 
Olsh.’s remark, that the Apostles were to be 
less prophets of the future, than witnesses 
of the past; but we must not so limit the 
bub, nor forget that the vaya: xpórovs 
Y ка. has very seldom been imparted by 
prophecy, which generally has formed a 
testimony to this very fact, that God has 
them in His foreknowledge, and, while He 
announces the events, conceals for the most 
part in obscurity the times. хр. N 
кашр.] not synonymous; as Meyer ob- 
serves, xaipdés is always a definite limited 
space of time, and involves the idea of 
transitoriness. See also Tittmann, N. T. 
Synonymes, рр. 39—45. #0. dv тт 18. 
TE Some (De Wette, al.) render ‘hath 
appointed by His own power; I should 
rather take фу Фф. as in ch. v. 4, in His 
own power, and understand by #0ето kept, 
‘ (hath) placed, as E. V. But the aor. 
sense should be preserved: the period 
referred to being that of the arrangement 
of the divine counsels of Redemption. 

8.] ‘Quod optimum frenand» eu- 
riositati remedium erat, Cbristus eos revo- 
cat tam ad Dei promissionem, quam ad 

[Cyr-p,]]. om e AO Da h 
Orig, da [ Euthal,] Did-int, Thl. 

avrer bef AAexovray B. 

mandatum.’ Calvin. d, 'antithe- 
ton inter id quod discipulorum erat, vel 
non erat; tum inter id quod illo tempore 
futurum erat, et inter id quod in ulteriora 
reservatum ernt.' Bengel. Sivan, 
that power, especially, spoken of ch. iv. 33, 
connected with their office of witnessing to 
the resurrection ; but also all other spiritual 
power. See Luke xxiv. 49. дош, not 
emphatic, as Wordsw. here and often else- 
where: see note on Matt. xvi. 18. The 
emphasis would be extremely out of place 
here: it was not their subordination to 
Him, but their office as witnesses, which 
was the contrast to their ambitious as- 
pirings. ] This was the 
peculiar work of the Apostles[: # they 
say of themselves, ch. v. 82, hpeîs dopey 
abToU udprupes TG» тиќтоу тобто»). See 
on vv. 21, 22, and Prolegg. Vol. I. ch. i. § iii. 
5. фу те ‘Iep......] By the exten- 
sion of their testimony, from Jerusalem to 
Samaria, and then indefinitely over the 
world, He reproves, by implication, their 
carnal anticipation of the restoration of the 
Kingdom to Israel thus understood. The 
Kingdom was to be one founded on ap- 
Tupla, and therefore reigning in the con- 
victions of men’s hearts; and not confined 
to Judæa, but coextensive with the world. 

They understood this command only 
of Jews scattered through the world, see oh. 
xi. 19. De Wette observes, that these 
words contain the whole plan of the Actes: 
AfyeoOe Dórvayiv k.r.A., ch. li. 1—end; 
dv 'lepovaaA ju, ch. iii. 1—vi. 7; then the 
martyrdom of Stephen dispersed them 
through Judæa, vi. 8—viii. 8; they preach 
in Samaria, viii. 4—40; and, from that 
point, the conversion of the Apostle of the 
Gentiles, the vision of Peter, the preaching 
and journeys of Paul. In their former 
mission, Matt. х. 5, 6, they had been ex- 
preesly forbidden from preaching either to 
Samaritans or Gentiles. 
pan (see Prolegg. Vol. I. ch. iv. § iv. 2) to 

an account of the Ascension given to 
Luke sudsequently to the publication of his 

9. | This ap- 

ABCD 
Ex a b 
df Sh k 
mopi3 
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auréy emp kal уєфё\л ч ©тёХабе» abrov "ATÒ TÖV p Lake xxiv. 
ó$ÜaXuAy avrav. 10 xal as *árevílovres дса» eis Toy IG met 

Prov. tii. 6. 

7 э л у > А ^. 11 . 9 ii. 15 гей.) 
«стка» autos èv © eo Onoeowy * Мєикас, II of xa elmav шу ee 

18 al. met., 

oùpavòv * тореион&уду aur, " kal ioù dvòpes do ' map- q = bre (cb. 

Lafe “Avdpes Ta Nato, Tí ёстўкате Y f eis Tov" 3... 
^ € ^ aT ch. ABCD ойрарбу; obros 8 "Invoix ó *dvadnupOels ap’ indy eis ҮЛ, 

4f&hk roy oùpavòv oUros vc hren *Ôv Tpómov ёбєасасбє iis. бә. 
B” абтдр mopevopevoy eis Tov” oüpavóv. 12 тбтє °йтёттрєўуа I te 

usw P t abs., Matt. il. 
9 al. fr. e ep. Johan xvi. 7. 

8. 2 Mace. xi. 8. 
xxiii. 371. ch. vii. 28. 3 Tim. iii. 8 

ech. viii. 25 reff. 

u red., Luke ii. 21. vii. 12 (ch. x. 17). 
w here (Lake ххіу. & гес.) only. 3 Mace. iii. 33 only. 

y w. eis, Matt. vi. 26. Isa. Ц. 1,3. 
ii. 8 only. Gen. xxvi. 29. eee ch. xv. 11. 

v ver. 3 reff. eh. xxvii. 23. 
x = Matt. xvii. 2. John xx.12. Eecl. іх. 

a= ver. 2 reff. а Ман. 
b 1 Pet. iii. 22. 

10. rec єсӨзүт. Acvxy, with CS DE rel 36 syr [eth Euthal,] Chr, Cosm, Orig-int Aug:: 1 1 Vng gı 
е, е txt ABC!N p vulg Syr coptt arm (Eus,) [Epip 

BAerortes B Ef- gr] Ni d g k o p 18 Eus, [ 
: tat ACDN? rel 86(sic) Thdrt, ( Cyr, Cosm,] Thl-tin, 

om 2nd eis то» ovp. D 331-4. 105 tol Aug, Vig Avit. 

11. (erway, во ABC!DN p.] 
Thdrt, Thl-sif: Chr-mss vary 
aspicientes vulg E-lat Augu 

Gospel, more particular in detail than that 
in it. He has not repeated here 

details found there; see Luke xxiv. 50—52. 
On the Ascension in general, see note on 
Luke, I. e. imponi] “was taken 
"up,—we may understand of the com- 
mencing ascent . .. Frage by a pregn. 
constr. involves the idea of away as well as 
wp, and hence takes after it 496. This 
verb describes the close of the scene, as 
far as it was visible to the spectators.” 
Hackett. v]; There was a 
manifest propriety in the last withdrawal 
of the Lord, while ascending, not consist- 
ing in a disappearance of His Body, as on 
ormer occasions since the Resurrection ; 

for thus might His abiding Humanity 
have been called in question. As it was, 
He went up, past the visible boundary of 
Heaven, the cloud,—is human form, and 
so we think of and pray to Him. 
10. ётеу({. тау] they were gazing, stood 
gazing. sls т. ойр. belongs to йте›!(., 
not to wopevopu., see reff.  wopevopdvoy, 
not wopev@éyros: implying that the 
cloud remained visible for some time, pro- 
bably ascending with Him.  wapacry- 
кеса, imperf. in sense, as the perf. is pre- 
sent : were standing by them. rie and 
evidently angels. See Luke xxiv. 4; John 
xx. 12. 11. ot ral elway] who (not 
only appeared but) also said. There isa 
propriety in the address, &y8p. l'aAuA aio. 
t served to remind them of their origin, 

their call to be His disciples, and the duty 
of obedience to Him resting on them in 
consequence. zy rpdéwov| in the same 
manner as;—to be taken in all cases 
literally, not as implying mere certainty : 
see reff. otras, i.e. dv уєфёлу, Luke 
xxi. 27 [їп the clouds of heaven : and in the 
same human form). His corporeal identity 

Promiss 

Сут-р;] 

is implied in obros 4 °Іусойз. Ard - 
сета) Non ii, qui ascendentem viderunt, 
dicuntur venturum visuri. Inter ascen- 
sionem et inter adventum gloriosum nullus 
interponitur eventus eorum utrique par: 
ideo hi duo conjunguntur. Merito igitur 
Apostoli ante datam Apocalypsin diem 
Christi at valde propinquum proposuerunt. 
Et congruit majestati Christi ut toto inter 
ascensionem et inter adventum tempore 
sine intermissione expectetur.' Bengel. 
12.] In so careful a writer (see Luke i. 8) 
there must be some reason why this minute 
specification of distance should be here in- 
serted, when no such appears in the Gospel. 
And I believe this will be found, by com- 
bining the hint dropped by Chrysostom,— 
Sones Bé pos ка) caBBdrg "yeyovéra: ravra: 
ob yàp à» oDre Tb DuoTrnua dMjAwcer 
NETUS ei uh épicuérov Ti Air éBábi(or 
ё Tj ui ToU caBBárov with the 
declaration in the Gospel (xxiv. 60) that 
he led them out as far as to Bethany. 
This latter was (John xi. 18) fifteen 
stadia from Jerusalem, which is more than 
twice the Sabbath-day's journey (2000 
cubits = about six furlongs). Now if the 
Ascension happened on the Sabbath, it is 
very possible that offence may have arisen 
at the statement in the Gospel: and that 
therefore the Evangelist gives here the 
more exact notice, that the spot, although 
forming part of the district of Bethany, 
was yet on that part of the Mount of 
Olives which fell within the limits of the 
Sabbath-day’s journey. This of course 
must be a mere conjecture ; but it will not 
be impugned by the fact of the Ascension 
being kept by the Church in after ages on 
a Thursday. This formed no hindrance to 
Chrysostom in making the above suppo- 
sition: although the festival was certainly 
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9 e N 3 * a L d ^ 

a abe EH. i IepovcaA:4 amo Ópovs Tov KaNoupevou éXauwvos, & ABCD 

Јов Ante vi. #утру ёуүі `Тероитайм}ш, та88а@тои ° éxov f д8бр. 
öre ei, eis Tò h UrepQov ávéfBnaav ob! сау * ката- 
pévovreg, б Te Пётроѕ ка} 'leávvgs xal ПакоВоѕ xai 
"Адра, Фмтто$ kai Os, BapÜoXouaios xai. Mab- 

Luks zix. 37 
al 

e see John viii. 
87. ix. 21, 23. 

f = Luke il. 44. 

йаза. Matos, Ide 'AXd$atov xal Zipwv ó rie, xai 
att; "ез 'Тойбас "laxwBov. 

al, ellips., 
14 obro, таутєс̧ ja | mposxapte- 

„бет ont. родитєс m ouoÜvpabov tH "троѕєиу) ov tyuvativ кай 
irap кш. Мара rfj ur тоў "сой kai rois adeAdois айтоў. 
ali. 7. i constr., ch. Il. б 

xv. бошу. L.P. Num. xxiv. 24 al, 

18. N D-gr. 

and tax., with 

cons . 5 reff. k here only. 
xii. 12. xiii. 6. Col. iv. 2 (Mark iii. 9) only. Num. ziii. 21 'od. 

n sbs., Matt. xxi. 18 ||, from Isa. lvi. 7. Pe. iv. 2al. 

Num. xx. 1 al. 1m ch. vi. aM, Rom. 
Rom. у. Sus. 6 The m ch. íi. 46 als. 

rec aveBnoay bef eis т. vr. (corrn to avoid the ambiguity of 
«А. eis то ur. ), with DEN? rel 36 tol syrr 
ABC! p vulg [th arm-usc] (Огір) Chr, Thl-fin-comm, Bed 

) rel 36 вуг [arm-zoh Chr, Thi]: txt ABCDN p vulg Syr [coptt eth 

coptt [arm-zoh Aug.]: om ag. Nl: txt 
e-gr. rec transp iway. 

arm-usc] Aug.—r. акдёр. bef x. «wa». E Bede-gr: petr. et joh. et andr. et jac. Bede- 
lat. om 3rd ка D. 
ur т\т!) Ni. 

ins o rov bef aA$aiov D d. om 7th xa: D. om o 

N has ouoÜvuuaBor both before and after wposkapr., NA disapproving the 2nd. 
rec (aft sposevxm) ins кои rn dene (Phil iv. 6), with C? rel 36 (Orig,) [Cbr] ; кш 
dence, omg тт, m: om ABC! DEN 
Cypr, Aug Jer Bede. ins Tas 

Hr vulg syrr coptt th arm Chr, Thi-fin-comm 
f yv». Di. 

uapiap BE p 40 sah [th]: txt ACD rel 36 [cop 
aft yur. ins kai rexvos D. 
om ту D'(insD?). omrovB. t]. 

rec ins сиу bef rois ad. avr. (corrn, to copt] connecting the brethren of our Lord 
with His mother), with BC?E rel syrr Chr, 

observed in his time (see Bingham, Orig. 
Eccl. xx. 6. 5. There is no mention of it 
in the Fathers of the first three centuries). 
Forty days from the Resurrection is an ex- 
pression which would suit as well the Satur- 
day of the seventh week as the Thursday. 

The distance of the Mount of Olives 
from Jerusalem is stated by Josephus at 
five stadia, Antt. xx. 8. 6,—at six stadia, 
B. J. v. 2.8; different points being taken 
as the limit. The present church of the 
Ascension rather exeeeds the distance of six 
stadia from the city. The use of ea 
-&vos, here (and in reff.) by Luke only is 
remarkable, especially as the whole passage 
is so much in his own distinctive style as to 
preclude the idea of his having transferred 
& written document. Ixor is not for 
&réxor, but as in трк. к. dar. ёту Ex, 
John v. 5, and in reff.; the space or time 
mentioned being rded as an attribute 
ot the subject. ends.] ‘into the 
city;' see reff. Tb фкєрф. | The idea 
that this was a chamber in the Temple has 
originated in low literal-harmonistic views, 
Luke having stated (Luke xxiv. 53) that 
they were did wavrds dv TQ lep. As if such 
an expression could be literally understood, 
ortaken to mean more than that they were 
there at all ee times (see ch. iii. 1). 
It is in the highest degree improbable 
that the disciples would be found assem- 
bled in any public place at this time. 

: om ACI!DN vulg coptt ath arm Cypr, Aug,- 

The upper chamber was perhaps that in 
which the last Supper had been taken ; 
probably that in which they had been since 
then assembled (John xx. 19, 26), but cer- 
tainly one ina private house. Lightf. shews 
that it was the practice of the Jews to 
retire into a large chamber under the flat 
roof for purposes of deliberation or prayer. 
See Neander, Pfl. u. Leit., p. 18, note. 
Epiphanius, de ponderibus, c. 14 (vol. iii. p. 
170), relates that when Hadrian came to 
Jerusalem, єфрє Th» wéAw жасау Ўбафитдё- 
уру ка} TÒ fepdr ToU Өєой karameszarnuévor, 
wapexrbs. SAl-yer olxnudtwry kal ris ToU 
Oeod ёккАта{аѕ uikpüs ofen, ld ö ro- 
erpéjarres of дабтта!, bre ó сетђр àv- 
«Afjpün. àrd тоў 'ЕАшд»оз, АуёВтсау els 
Tb Gwepgov. dre? yap фко5бџуто, TovT- 
écTw éd» тё péper Tr тз awd тїз 
ёрпиёсєюѕ mepreAnpon, .... čas xpdvov 
Matíuov той ётіскбтоу kal Коустаутіуоў 
ToU BaciAÉms, és oxnvh d» dureddn, 
ката rd 'уєурадифуо›. And Nicephorus 
viii. 30 (see Wordew.) says that the Em- 
press Helena enclosed in her larger church 
the chamber where took place q той 
üylov wvevparos kd0obos dv TG бжтерфе. 

сау кат.) not to be taken as 
in E. V. ‘where abode both Peter,’ &c.; 
which gives the idea that Peter, &c. were 
already in the chamber, and the rest joined 
them there :—but, on entering the city, 
they went up into the upper chamber, 

abc 
18 cal dfg h k 

Im op 
13 
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15 Kai °év rats 7uépais тайтад< ? dvaotas IIèrpos ép o dr, 
Luke i. 39. 

péaq I ray 3 аде№фоу elmrev (ўи тє ' ёу\оЅ * Óvopárev | éri p = eh. 5 1 
тд айтд * ёкатдь elo 16 * Avðpes dòe O-, "ёде YTAN- a = ch. ix, 30 

rch. vi. 7 reff. робђуал тїр х ypapny [ravrny] f)v Y rp, e- тд * rveüpa : “ұт 
zxvi. 53. teh. iL, 1, 

u ch. vii. 2 al. fr. v = ch. lv. 13 re 
10. Luke iv. 21. John хіх. 24. 2 Tim. iii. 1 
Rom. iz. 29 al. 2 i 

. 16. 
Heb. iii. 7. iz. 8. x. 15. see 2 Pet. i. 21. 

15. for xa: ev, ev 8е DE sah syr-mg Aug, 

44, 47 (ili. 1). iv. 26 (from Ps. ii. 3). 1 Cor. xi. 20. 
f. w ff. 

хі. 13. Num. 
Pe. хххті. 38. 

= ch. (il. 18 re x =. Mark zii. 

Gal. v. 21. 1 Thess. ir. 6 only t. wpoeíp., 

ins o bef «erp. D. pueru ACE. 
rec for а$еАфо», ua, (oorru, to avoid the triple recurrence of ad. x. in vv. 

14, 15, 16. Meyer and De W. take ab. (o have been a corrn to suit ардр. &8є\фо: in 
ver. 16, but the other ts much more prob), with CO DE rel 36 m Chr ТЫ Cypr] Auga: 
txt АВС! 13 vulg coptt eth arm Aug. 
copt Cypr, Aug: yap praterea D! : om sah tb. 
оғоратох, аудроу E: hominem vulg(net fuld) Syr ath [ Cypr-ma, J. 

rec eucooty, with rel: txt ABCEN f m p 13. 86: px’ D. Thi-fin : vs BDE rel (Chr,]. 

for тє, ĝe CD? vulg D- lat E- lat syrr 
ins o bef oxAos D. for 

* De ACN 40 

16. де, D(txt D-corr!) vulg [copt arm-ms] Iren-int,(principal-mss: given nomina- 
tim by Stieren) Aug, Vig, Gild. (Iren-int has oportebat apud Harvey.) 

where they (usually) sojourned (not 
“dwelt? they did not all dwell in one 
bouse; see John xix. 27, note), namely, 
Peter, &c. On the catalogue of the 
Apostles, see Matt. x. 2, note. 14. 

yuvai$ív has been rendered «it^ their 
wives,’ to which sense Bp. Middleton in- 
clines, justifying it by eb» ywragly xal 
véxvos, ch. xxi. 5. But the omission of 
the articles there may be accounted for on 
the same principle as in Matt. xix. 29, viz. 
that which Bp. M. calls enumeration, ch. 
vi. $2. Here I think we must take ody u. 
not as meaning ‘ with women,’ аз Hackett, 
but, the art. not being expressed after the 

ition ody, as = cbr таз yuy. (see 
iddl. ch. vi. 8 1), and interpret yuv., 

the women, viz. those spoken of by Luke 
himself, Luke viii. 2, 3, —where, besides 
those named, he mentions ётера: roAAal. 
Many of these were certainly not wives of 
the Apostles ; and that those women who 
were ‘last at the Cross and earliest at the 
tomb’ should not have been assembled 
with the company now, is very improbable. 

«al Мара] The xal gives eminence 
to ose among those previously mentioned. 
So rde «Тука, xal yis luépm, Herod. i. 73. 
Seo Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 146. 
This is the last mention of her in the 
N. T. The traditions, which describe her 
as (1) dying at the age of fifty-nine, in the 
fifth year of Claudius (Niceph. Н. E. ii. 21), 
or (2) accompanying John to Ephesus, and 
being buried there (see Winer, Real- 
worterb. art. Maria), are untrustworthy. 
Other accounts, with the authorities, may 
be seen in Butler's Lives of the Sainte, 
Aug. 15. The fable of the Assumption 
has no foundation even in tradition. 
TOU G8eXp. aùr.) This clearly shows, as 
does John vii. 6 compared with vi. 69, 70, 
that none of the brethren of our Lord 

om тартуу» 

were of the number of the Twelve. When 
they were converted, is quite uncertain. 
See the whole subject discussed in note on 
Matt. xiii. 55, and in the Prolegomena to 
the Epistle of James. In both cases of one 
being distinguished from a number, cited 
here by Wordsw. to shew that James the 
Less may have been one of these brethren, 
viz. that of Mapia, as distinguished among 
the women here, and that of Joseph, 
ch. vii. 9, he does not observe that the 
general statement precedes the individual 
distinction, as indeed it naturally must. 

15—26.] ELECTION OF a TWELFTH 
APOSTLE TO FILL THE ROOM OF JUDAS 
Іволвтот. 16. фу т. ўр. v.] In the 
days between the Ascension and Pente- 
cost; during which it appears that the 
number of the assembly had increased, not 
probably by fresh conversions, but by the 
gathering round the Apostles of those who 
had previously been disciples. фу те] 
The very frequent use of те is а pecu- 
liarity of the Acts, and should have its 
weight in determining the reading, even 
where, as here, 8 seems more appropriate. 
It occurs in the Gospel 6 times: in the 
Acta, 121. évopdrey] [that is, of 
persons: but the term would hardly be 
used exoept where the number is small. ]} 
See note on Rev. iii. 4. ёкатёу 
«косъ] De Wette asks, where were the 
500 brethren of 1 Cor. xv. 6?’ We 
surely may answer, ‘not in Jerusalem.’ 
See Neander, Pfl. п. Leit., p. 72, note. 
16.] We may enquire, by what change in 
mind and power Peter was able, before 
the descent of (he Spirit, thus authorita- 
tively to speak of Scripture and the di- 
vine purposes? The answer will be found 
in the peculiar gift of the Spirit to the 
Apostles, John xx. 21, 23; where see note. 

The pre-eminency of Peter here is the 
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le Lo. TÒ * йуу dia * сторатоѕ Aaveid тері Iobòa тоў ryevouévov ABD 
ch. lit. 18,21. ^ ^ ^ ^ EN abe iv 26. 177. b ббтууой тоф; ° тих\\аойета "содр, 17 бт: * каттр!бил- ateh x 

^ ^ a Im o 

vire pévos i èv ш> kal íféXayev тд» Ек\дроу тўс hÓu- is 
1 7 ^ Ф \ Ф 42 7 k , 12 
oniy: E 19 кора тахт. 18 oros pev OUY 'єктїтато ~ хору ‘єк 
ҮШ. 1 only. i Lol, n igOoU Tis ™ adicias, кай P arpnuns Ч yevópevos * ёАа 
al 

c = Matt. xxvi. 65 i. ch. xii. Sal. Judg. vii. 25 
e w. perf. „ch. xzil. 29 reff. 

viii. 19 only.) 3 Macc. vi. 1. 

v. 4 reff. 
p here only t. Wied. lv. 19 only. 

. d he 
f = Pet. i. 1 (Luke i. 9. John ziz. 24) only. 

g cb. viii. 21 reff. h 
k = John iv. б. ch. iv. 34. v. 3,8. xxviii. 7. 1 Chron. zxvii. 27. 

і n 2 Pet. ii. 13, 15. see 2 Масс, viii. 33. 
q = ch. xvi. 27 al. 

€» 

here only. Gen. ü 3. 3 5 
Linge v. е . 

= ch. xx. l4 reff. 7 ich. xxii. 28 ref. 
1 = Matt. хх. 2. xxvii. 7. m = Kom. 

о = Luke xiii. 27. 1 Kings ili. 13, 14. 
т here only t. 

ABC!N p Hr vulg coptt wth arm Orig, Eus, Ath, Did,[int,] Vig, Gild Saria by 
homæotel : or erased as unnecessary with nv, and perhaps, as Mey. and W., be- 
cause no citation immediately follows) : ins C DE rel 36 зугт Chr, Iren-int, Aug,. 

rec ins то» bef гору, with C*DE rel 36 Chr ТЫ: om ABC!N Eus, Didi. 
17. om ny Ri. rec for ev, сиу (corran to better Greek ; see ref 2 Chron), with rel 

&yrr [sth arm] Chr: txt ABCDEN p 18 Hr vulg coptt Eus, Iren-int, Aug, for 
ка, os D!-gr(txt D*). ins отерВа (but in reference to eccl lection: see Tischaf 
LN. T. Vat. proleg. p. xxxii]) bef т. 8:ак. Rr. marg. 

Р 

commencement of the fulfilment of Matt. 
xvi. 18, 19 (see note there). 17.) 
Fre, not ‘although’ (Kuinoel) but be- 
cause: it gives the reason of the previous 
assertion, viz. that Judas held, and had 
betrayed, that place of high trust of which 
the prophecy spoke. Thus the бть has re- 
ference to the substance of the prophecy, 
already in Peter’s mind, and serves to ex- 
plain Frais abro? and ў moror) айтоб. 

Dayev тду к\йроу] not literally, 
but inasmuch as the lot of every man is 
regarded as being cast and appointed by 
God. xAjjpes, first, the Lot itself; then, 
that apportioned by lot; then, any species 
of apportionment, whether possession, or 
office, as here. 18.) This verse can- 
not be regarded as inserted by Luke ; for, 
1. the place of its insertion would be most 
unnatural for an historical notice: 2. the 
piv ody forbids the supposition: 8. the 
whole style of the verse is rhetorical, and 
not narrative, e.g. obros, шобоб тўз àduelas. 

The éxricaro xwplov does not 
appear to agree with the account in Matt. 
xxvii. 6—8; nor, consistently with com- 
mon honesty, can they be reconciled, unless 
we knew more of the facts thanwe do. If 
we compare the two, that of Matthew is 
the more particular, and more likely to 
give rise to this one, a£ a general inference 
Jrom the buying ihe fleld, than vice 
versá. Whether Judas, as Bengel sup- 
potes, ‘initio emtionis facto, occasionem 
ederat ut Sacerdotes eam consummarent,' 

we cannot say: such a thing is of course 
ible[, but 1s certainly not contemplated 

y St. Matthew's account, where the 
priests settle to buy the field, on delibe- 
ration, what they should do with the 

18. rec ins rov bef шоб. (corrn in ignorance of the usage which omits the art af a 
sition ; see Middleton, ch. vi. I), with о [13(e sil, Treg)] Thl-fin: om ABCDEN 

aft adic. ins avrov D [syr-w-ast sah eth Eus, Aug, j. 

money]. At all events we hence clearly 
see that Luke could not have been ac- 
quainted with the Gospel of Matthew at 
this time, or surely (not, he would have 
repeated St. Matt.’é account, as Wordsw. 
unfairly represents me to say, but) this 
apparent discrepancy would not have been 
found. The various attempts to reconcile 
the two narratives, which may be seen in 
most of our English commentaries, are 
among the saddest examples of the shifts 
to which otherwise high-minded men are 
driven by an unworthy system. See as a 
notable example, Wordsw.’s note, written 
since the above. I need hardly say to 
any intelligent and ingenuous reader, 
that his way of harmonizing,—viz. that 
as the Jews are said to have crucified 
our Lord when they were only the occa- 
sion of his being crucified, so Judas may be 
said to have bought the field when he only 
gue occasion to its being bought by the 

ief Priests, —is entirely precluded here 
by the words ёк шобой тїз ёб‹кЇаз‚ ‘out 
of the wages of his iniquity, which plainly 
bind on the purchase to Judas as his per- 
sonal act. cal wp. yev.) The con- 
nexion of this with the former clause 
would seem to point to the death of Judas 
having taken place in the field which he 
bought. See also ver. 19, яруу 
yev will hardly bear the meaning 
assigned to it by those who wish to har- 
monize thetwo accounts, —viz. that, having 
hanged himself, he fell by the breaking of 
the rope. mpnrhs: ёт) wpósexor mertu- 
KOS, Hesych. Mer pty Tb copa кєїтбш 
wpnvis Adyoner, Bra» i niv yaorrhp 
кбтобе», üro0e«p 84 ў Tb vw@rov, Galen, 
cited by Wetstein. rynris, eis robu- 
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*pécos кай ‘ékeyvOn тарта rà “omdayyva avroU, 19 kal «cost, Lake 
Ы ov ee a is * 5 ' , Gen. iv. 10 ryyoaTOv ёуєџєто Tágiw тоё; " karowoÜatw ‘lepovoadnp, , 97 x7 1. 

= (- civ, 

Matt. ix. 17.) dre KAnOnvas тб *yopiov éxévo Tj [> іа) *&aXéxro 2 Rings жа. 
avTOv “AxedSapay, * тоитётти/ х ywploy aiparos. 

reff.) 2 Macc. ix. 5 (6? 
w constr., ch. íi. 9, 16 а15. 

ш. 34 aly. . — x ver. 18. 

om zarra A Thl-sif, Gaud 
19. ins o bef ка: D. gr N(but erased) 18 Aug, : a: rovro sah. 

ауто» bef daa. E 168 Aug,. ins АВ?СЕ rel [ Eus, Chr 

90 . u lt., here only. yé- lit. here ont 
Mets v = John кїй. 16,16. ch. ix. 42. xv. 18. zix. 17. Po. lxxv. 1. 

att. xziii. 31. Luke ziii. 4. Rev. (xii. 12, v. r.) xvii. 2 only. Hos. х.б. 1 Macc 
y зо John х. 12. 2 Pet. iii, 16. 

ach. хіх. C гей. 
з ch. ii. 6, 8 а13. Acte 

om :3:a B!DN arm: 
rec ateASaua, with C 

13 rel vulg syrr copt E arm] Chr: æth-mss are appy divided: txt(-ax) ABD E(-ax) 
К p 40 am demid fuld tol lux sah Eus, Aug, Веде. —ахел8. AN p 40, haceldamach tol, 
acheldamac am fuld lux Bede, akyldamach sah[-ed |, -demach th - pl.— ace da α ͥ  D. 

wpocOer, dx) orduaros, Etymol. Nor 
again is it at all probable that the Apostle 
would recount what was a mere accident 
accompanying his death, when that death 
itself was the accursed one of Aanging. 
What then are we to decide cting the 
two accounts? That there should have 
been a double account actually current of 
the death of Judas at this early period is 
in the highest degree improbable, and 
will only be assumed by those (De Wette, 
&c.) who take a very low view of the accu- 
racy of the Evangelists. Dismissing then 
this solution, let us compare the accounts 
themselves. In this case, that in Matt. 
xxvii. is general,—ours particular. That 
depends entirely on the exact sense to be 
assigned to ANT (pir xal &xfrytaro, 
2 Sam. xvii. 22): whereas tkis distinctly 
assigns the manner of his death, without 
stating any cause for the falling on his 
face. It is obvious that, while the gene- 
ral term used by Matthew points mainly 
аб self-merder, the account given here 
does not preclude the catastrophe related 
having happened, in some way, as a divine 
j dgment, during the suicidal attempt. 

er than this, with our present know- 
ledge, we cannot go. An accurate ac- 

intance with the actual circumstances 
would account for the discrepancy, but 
nothing else. Another kind of death 
is assigned to Judas by (Ecumenius, quot- 
ing from Papias: lerope? Mawlas ô той 
'eárrov ToU ёжост. цабттђз Adyar uéya 
тў &c«Belas бтб8егуџа dy тобтф TQ кбсиф 
vepuesáro er lob das wgna0els yap drì Th» 
сірка, sre uh $ўуасба: DieAO0eiy, audins 
BI Buepxouérns, бж? тїз Gudins éxidoOn, 
Irre rd Üykara abroU exxevwOjva:. Theo- 
hylact quotes the same on Matt. xxvii., 
Ёш without the last words, órd тз åp. 
«.7.A., which De Wette supposes to have 
been inserted from (Ecumenius having 
misunderstood Papias. If so, the tradi- 
tion is in accordance with, and has arisen 
from an exaggerated amplification of, our 
text. See the whole passage from Theo- 

phylact cited, and a discussion whether it 
is rightly ascribed to Papias, in Routb, 
Reliquie Sacre, vol. i. p. 9, and notes. 

фАёктууву | cracked asunder: it im. 
plies bursting with a noise. It is quite 
possible that this catastrophe happening 
in the field, as our narrative implies, may 
have suggested its employment as a burial- 
lace for strangers, as being defiled. So 
tier, Reden der Apostel, i. 10. 19.] 

It is principally from this verse that it has 
been inferred that the two vv. 18, 19 are 
inserted by Luke. But it is impossible to 
separate it from ver. 18; and I am dis- 
p to regard both as belonging to 

eter's speech, but freely Græci by 
Luke, inserting into the speech itself the 
explanations тӯ [ibiq] 8:02. aùr., and rovr- 
tri x. all., as if the speech had been 
spoken in Greek originally. This is much 
more natural, than to parenthesize these 
clauses; it is, in fact, what must be more 
or less done by all who report in a lan- 
guage different from that actually used by 
the speaker. The words and idioms of 
another tongue contain allusions and na- 
tional peculiarities which never could have 
been in the mind of one speaking in a dif- 
ferent language; but the ear tolerates 
these, or easily separates them, if critically 
exercised. . . .] See Luke 
xxiv. 18. ere] in Matt. xxvii. 8, the 
name ‘the field of blood’ is referred to 
the fact of its having been bought with the 
pe of blood : here, to the fact of Judas 
aving there met with a signal and bloody 

death. On the whole, I believe the result 
to which I have above inclined will be found 
the best to suit the phenomena of the two 
passages,—viz. that, with regard to the 
purchase of the field, the more circum- 
stantial account in Matthew is to be 
adopted; with regard to the death of 
Judas, the more circumstantial account of 
Luke. The clue which joins these has 
been lost to us: and in this, only those 
will find any stumbling-block, whose faith 
in the veracity of the Evangelists is very 
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21 бер оди Tov 

1 (Luke 24 ‘ouvedOovrov и> avopdy v парті ypovm ф 8 eie 
a onir, s. Kab EEERAOev EP iu б кіріс LN, ?? ' ápEápevos 

. апо тоў PBanticpatos 'ledvvov ёо tris jupe Ес 

g Exp. Phæn. !й»ємз]нфӨ "аф тш», “paptupa тїз ° avacTac ews 
534 see "E 3 A * e ^ L eg ^ 

d.i: aUTOD oy Тїр ryevecOa eva тойтоу. 
Deut. кїзї. 2. h =: Luke il. 8. хіі. M. Heb. x. 21. 

iv. 17. Esek. ix. 6 ter., vor. I re Д а le тег. 3 
о = ch. ii. 31. iv. 33. Rom. ті. 8. Phil. Ш. 10. 1 Pet. і. 3. Ш. 213. 

23 cal P égTTGOV 
| w. awd, Matt. xx. 8. ch. viii. 35. х. 37. 1 Pet. 

m = ver. 9. n vor. 6 тей. 
p ch. ті. б. xvii. 31. 

20. for Ist avrov, айта» m! o p vulg(not am demid &c) Dl. lat eeth-rom arm [Chry]: 
for er, » D! (txt 03). 

ins rw bef xpove 

вуг mth Aug). 
22. for ews, ахр AN р. 

23. aft xa: ins Trovrwy Acx Cerrar 

weak indeed. *anchSapdy ] ноч . 
The field originally belonged to a potter, 
and was probably a piece of land which 
had been exhausted of its clay fit for his 
urposes, and so was useless. Jerome re- 
tes that it was still shewn on the S. side 

of Mount Sion (év Bopefois той Эф» Üpovs, 
but by mistake, Eusebius), in which neigh- 
bourhood there is even now a bed of white 
clay (see Winer, Realw., art. Blutacker’). 

20.] yap, the connexion being, all 
this happened and became known,’ &c., ‘tn 
accordance with the үр &c. Pa. 
Ixix. is eminently a Messianic psalm,— 
spoken in the first place of David and his 
kingdom and its enemies, and so, accord- 
ing to the universal canon of O. T. inter- 
pretation, of Him in whom that kingdom 
found its true fulfilment, and of His ene- 
mies. And Judas being the first and most 
notable of these, the Apostle applies emi- 
nently to him the words which in the 
Psalm are spoken in the plural of all such 
enemies. The same is true of Ps. cix., and 
there one adversary is even more pointedly 
marked out. See also Ps. lv. ivi- 
oxomjy — (тұр, office, or charge. The 
citations are freely from the LXX. 
21.] обу, since all this has happened to 
Judas, and since it is the divine will that 
another should take the charge which was 
his. dy жауті хрбуф) This definition 
of the necessary qualification of an apostle 
exactly agrees with our Lord's saying in 
John xv. 27: xal nei 8è paprvpeire, бт! 
dw’ àoxfs ner ёро doe. Prolegg. 
Vol. I. ch. i. § iii. 5. «9А. к. AEN“. 
ag’ Andes] An abridged construction for 
ed. eh’ hus к. ERA. à% Hyer. 

rec for Aa ger, Aaßoi (corrn fo гий Lxx), with 
те] [Eus] : txt ABCDN p [arm] Eus, Chr,. 

21. - rec ins er 
om ABC! D-corr М! p vulg Aug,.—ws DI; quoniam Di. lat. 

rec yeverOa: bef cvy u., with E 13 rel [syrr eth] ТЫ, : 
txt ABCDN k m p 40 vulg arm Chry Augi: 

bef w, with C3(and appy C?) EN? rel Chr: 
at end add xpioros D 

eornoey D'(and lat: txt D-corr!) seth-rom 

23. Bex. Тебу.) Not * His being baptized 
by John’ (as Wolf, Kuin., &c.); but the 
baptism of John, as a well-known date, 
including of course the opening event of 
our Lord's ministry, His оюп baptism. 
That John continued to baptize for some 
time after that, can be no possible objec- 
tion to the assignment of ‘John’s baptism’ 
generally, as the date of the commence- 
ment of the apostolic testimony (against De 
Wette). We may notice, that from this 
point the testimony of the Evangelists 
themselves in their roperly be. 
gins, Matt. iii. 1, Mark i. 1, Luke iii. 1, 

John i. 6. рёрт. тїз ávaor.] This 
one event was the passage-point between 
the Lord's life of humiliation and His life 
of glory,—the completion of His work 
below and beginning of His work above. 
And to ‘give witness with power’ of the 
Resurrection (ch. iv. 83), would be to 
discourse of it as being all this; in order 
to which, the whole ministry of Jesus 
must be within the cycle of the Apostle's 
experience. It is remarkable that 
Peter here lays down experience of mat- 
ters of fact, not eminence in any sub- 
jective grace or ity, as the condi- 
tion of Apostleship. Still, the testimony 
was not to be mere ordinary allegation of 
matters of fact: any who had seen the 
Lord since His resurrection were equal to 
this;—but belonged to a distinct office 
(see John xiv. 26: also ch, v. 81, note), re- 
quiring the especial selection and grace of 
God. 23.] Lou, viz. the whole 
company, to whom the words had been 
spoken; not the eleven Apostles. 
I. . . ] The names 'Ivcf$ and 

b Lake xx. 42. 'уратттаа yàp ё ° BíBXo ° уали» Гердт т) * ётауа Авср 
афто Epnuos, cal pù ёст 0 xarowüv dv aùr. кай 
Тл» *ётигкотђу афтод Xafféro érepos. 

Ex abc 
dfghk 
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duo, Ion tov xadovpevov Варта88й>, $$  ётек\2)0л «= "з. 

"одстос̧, каі Mad@lav. * xai зросєиЁбшєеио: бта» Tu „ch. 2. 6 
кїрє " кардіоуудата Trávrov, * арадє: Ёо» by ёЕе Ею ёк 
тойт» tav Üvo ёра 5 AaBeiv tov TÓTOV rhs * Ssaxovias 

ili. 2. = 2 Macc. ix. 23. aee Luke i. 80. 
6 only. Deut. xxii. 7. 

Aug,. for weno, iwon» B(Blc) 5 lect-1 syr sah. 
syrr Eus[-edd, Bas,] Chr: txt ABEN b fg p am fuld coptt Eus-mss,.—fapyafay vul 

D tol setb. (13 def.) 
24. [eia», so ABCDN p.] 

ex т. T. 8. Syr arm. 
25. тотоу bef To» D. 

Aug). 

"lecis, different forms of the same, are 
confused in the M88., both here and in ch. 
iv.36. But Barsabbas (or Barsabas) and 
Barnabas are not to be confounded: they 
are different names (Barsabbas = eon of 
Sabba or Saba: on Barnabas, see ch. iv. 
36, note) ; and Barnabas is evidently intro- 
duced in iv. 36 as a person who had not 
been mentioned before. Of Barsabas, 
nothing further is known. Euseb., iii. 39, 
states, on the authority of Papias, that he 
drank a cup of poison without being hurt. 
[There is a Judas Barsabbas mentioned in 
ch. xv. 22, whom some take to be his 
brother. } In all probability both the 
selected persons (see Eus. i. 12) belonged 
to the number of the Seventy, as it would 
be natural that the candidates for apostle- 
ship should be chosen from among those 
who had been already distinguished by 
Christ Himself among the brethren. 
Justus is a Roman men, assumed ac- 
cording to a custom then prevalent. The 
name Justus seems to have been common: 
Schóttgen, Hor. Hebr., on this place, gives 
two instances of Jews bearing it. 
MaGiay| Nothing historical is known of 
him. Traditionally, according to Nice- 
phoras (H. E. ii. 40, Winer), he suffered 
martyrdom in JEthiopia; according to 
others, in Colchis (Menolog. Grec. iii. 198, 
Winer): another account (Perionii Vito 
Apost. p. 178 sqq. Winer) makes him 
Perg c ш маеке 
ews. Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 9 [45], p. 

452 P., vii, 13 [S2 ) р. 882 P., mentions the 
тараёбсез of Matthias, which pers ps 
were the same as an apocryphal gospel 
once current under his name, mentioned 
by Eus., H. E. iii. 25. See Winer, Realw. 

94.) It is a question, to Whom this 
prayer was directed. I think all proba- 

ility is in favour of the Apostle (for Peter 
certainly was the spokesman) having ad- 

om су D o. 
txt ABCDEN rel [vulg] syr copt Eus Bas 

for ера, ava, ma 

t ver. 17. a Rom. i. 5. 
v = here (Май. xv. 2,3. 2Jobn 9) oniy. Exod. хххіі. 9. (Sir. zziii. 18.) 

rec BapcaBar, with C rel 

гес ex T. T. оо eva bef or ex.: 
Chr, Dion-areop Thl Procop: eva ov «ел. 
ing avadaBew, D'(txt D*). 

rec (for roror) xAnpoy, with C*EN rel syrr [arm Eus,(appy) 
Bas, Chr.]: om eth (туу 9iaxovia» ravrns T. атост.) : txt АВС!” vulg ooptt Proco 

rec (for ag’) e£, with E rel Chr; de vulg E-lat: txt ABCDN p copt Вав, a 
P: 

dressed his glorified Lord. And with this 
the language of the prayer agrees. No 
stress can, it is true, be laid on коре : see 
ch. iv. 29, where unquestionably the Father 
is so addressed: but the & е, com 
with ойк dye duds rods bera fehetá- 
рту, John vi. 70, seems to me almost deci- 
sive. See also ver. 2; Luke vi. 18; John 
xii. 18, xv. 16, 19. The instance cited 
on the other side by Meyer, éteA(faro 
ó Oeds 8:4 ToU стбиатбѕ pov ёкодсаи тй 
ayn k. r. A., is not to the point, as not 
relating to the matter here in hand; 
nor are the perra cited by De Wette, 
2 Cor. i. l; ph. i. 1; 2 Tim. i. 1, where 
Paul refers his apostleship to God, since 
obviously all such appointment must be 
referred ultimately to God:—but the 
question for us is,—In these words, did 
the disciples pray as they would have 
prayed before the Ascension, or had they 
Christ in their view? The expression tap- 
Scoyveora (used by Peter himself of God, 
ch. xv. 8) forms no objection: see John 
xxi. 17, also in the mouth of Peter himself. 
We are sure, from the яроѕкиуђсағтез 
abréy of Luke xxiv. 52, that even at this 
time, before the descent of the Spirit, the 
highest kind of worship was paid to the 
ascended Redeemer. Still, I do not re- 
gard it as by any means certain that they 
addressed Christ, nor can the passage be 
alleged as convincing in controversy with 
the Socinian. évd8ak. x. T. A.] Not, 
as in E. V., ‘shew whether of these two 
Thow hast chosen,’ but appoint (see reff.) 
one of these two (him) whom Thou hast 
chosen. The difference is of some im- 
port: they did not pray for a sign merely, 
to shew whether of the two was chosen, 
but that the Lord would, by means of 
their lot, Himself appoint the one of His 
choice. 25. is from internal 
evidence, as well as manuscript authority, 
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w = Matt. 

xxvi. 62. 

IIPARKEIX AIIOZTOAQON. 

pevOsjva, eis Tov “ rómov TOv Їй. 20 кай * ёдокар I к\л]- 

I. 36. 

ijbivüi:l. nous abTois, kal *érmecev 0 Y к\йроз * ext МабӨ(а>, xai 
Prov. zxvii. 

D-lat Aug). 

‚ ^ avykarejenbía0n peta тди Evdexa dero 
II. 1 Kai év rà auvrdnpoicbas т» ўиёрар т< 

85 l. y = Matt. xxvii. 35 f only. Neh. x. И. see тет. 17. 
b = Luke іх. 51 (viii. 23) only +. (-pewots, 1 Chron. xxxvi. 21.) 

* Jonah i, 7. a here only t. 

1840 тот. C: Tos. T. Sixasoy А. 
26. rec (for avrois) avrwy (see note), with D!E rel вуг [arm] Chr, Aug-mss: om Syr 

Aug-ed,: txt ABCD?N p 18 vulg coptt wth Chr.. 
nq for йа, iB zii D, so also Eus,. туф. D'(but corrd) : кате. Ni. 

СнАР. II. 1. for xai ev ro, ки eyevero er Tas nuepas ekeiraus тоу D. 

the preferable reading. It has been altered 
to Apo to suit ver. 17. Suaxovías, 
implying the active duties; &wocroAis, 
the official dignity of the office :—no figure 
of $i» 8:4 био. TÓv Trov Tov 
I. or] With the reading тбхо» before, I 
think these words may be interpreted two 
ways: 1. that Judas deserted this our 
7Óxos, our office and кокк, to go to his 
own Tóvos, that part which he had chosen 
for himself, viz. the office and character of 
a traitor and enemy of God; 2. regarding 
the former word тбхоз as being selected to 
correspond to the more proper and dreadful 
use of the word Aere, that Judas deserted 
his Tóxos, his appointed place, here among 
us, that he might go to Ais own appointed 
Tros elsewhere, viz. among the dead in 
the place of torment. Of these two in- 
terpretations, I very much prefer the 
second, on all accounts; as being more 
according to the likely e of the word, 
and as more befitting the solemnity of such 
a prayer. At the same time, no absolute 
sentence is pronounced on the traitor, but 
that dark surmise expressed by the eu- 
hemism rò» réroy т. ., which none can 
elp feeling with regard to him. To refer 

the words тор. els т. rdw. т. %., to the suc- 
cessor of Judas (Knatchbull, Hammond, 
al.), ut occupet locum ipsi a Deo destina- 
tum,’ (1) is contrary to the form of the 
sentence, which would require xal wopev- 
oral; (2) is inconsistent with the words 
жор. K.T.A., Which are unexampled in this 
sense; (8) would divest & sentence, evi- 
dently solemn and pregnant, of all point 
and шеш, апа 1 it had mere tau- 
tology. It appears to have very earl 
Шиш! а ыо. for Clement of Romo 
says of Peter (1 Cor. v.), обто дартирйтаз 
rope bon els rò» dpe:Aduevow тбхоу zis 
845, an expression evidently borrowed 
from our text. Lightf., Hor. Hebr. in 
loc., quotes fronr the Rabbinical work 
Baal turim on Num. xxiv. 25,—‘ Balaam 
ivit in locum suum, i.e. in Gehennam.’ 

. (Bex. к\рохє atroig] They 
cast lots for them, aórois being a dativus 

om ё Di(ins D?) m. 

таз 

commodi. The ordinary reading, whether 
al rd is referred to the Apostles or to the 
candidates, would require rods «Afpous. 
Айтфу» has been an alteration, to asad the 
rendering ‘they gave lots to them.’ These 
lots were probably tablets, with tbe names 
of the persons written on them, and shaken 
in a vessel, or in the lap of а robe (Prov. 
xvi. 38); he whose lot first leaped out 
being the person designated. ovy- 
car.] The lot being rded as the divine 
choice, the suffrages of the assembly were 
unanimously given (not in form, but by 
cheerful acguiescence) to the candidate 
thus chosen, and he was ‘ voted in’ among 
the eleven Apostles, i.e. as a twelfth. 
That Luke does not absolutely say го, 
and never afterwards speaks of the twelve 
Apostles, is surely no safe ground on which 
to doubt this. Stier seems dis 
to question (in his Reden der Apostel, i. 
18 ff., which however was a work of his 
youth) whether this step of electing a 
twelfth Apostle was altogether suitable to 
the then waiting position of the Church, 
and whether Paul was not in reality the 
twelfth, chosen by the Lord Himeelf. But 
I do not see that any of his seven queries 
touch the matter. We have the prece- 
dent, of all others most applicable, of the 
twelve tribes, to shew that the number, 
though ever nominally kept, was really 
exceeded. And this incident would not 
0 a prominent place in a book where 
Paul himself has so conspicuous a part, 
unless it were by himeelf considered as 
being what it professed to be, the filling 
up of the vacant Apostleship. 

Cuap. II. 1—4.] Taz OvTPOURING ОР 
THE HOLY SPIRIT ON THE DISOIPLES. 

1. iv T$ ouvwAnpotaba . .. . ] 
While the day of P. was being folfilled : 
‘during the progress of that particular 
day:’ this is necessitated by the pres. tense. 
In sense, it amounts to ‘ when the day of P. 
was fully come,’ as E. V.: but not in gram- 
mar. Professor Hitzig, in a letter to Ide- 
ler, Ostern und Pfingsten, u.s.w.,” main- 
tains that the meaning is, ‘4s thedayof P. 
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only. Томі iL 1. 2 Macc. xii. 32. 
64. Job Ш, 18 Symm. 
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2 ка! ech. хх. 16. 
1 Cor. xvi. 8 

d (ch. xx. 18, v. r.) John iv. 36. xx. 4. xxi. 2. Ezra И. 
€ ch. I. 15 reff. 

rec axarTes, with m rel 
txt ABC!IN? са p [Ath,].—orrov avro» rarror D Syr sth. 

rec (for oov) ouo8vuaSor, with C3 E[-gr] rel 
[Ath-4-mss] Chr, Thi-sif: om D (syrr P) copt sah(infer se for ou. e. To av.) : txt ABCIN 
p Ath,, pariter vulg, simul E- lat [ Aug,, eadem animatione simul Aug, Promiss, ]. 

drew on,—'was a aching its Juif- 
ment: but this view is refuted by Neander, 
„Pflanzung u. Leitung, u.s.w.," p. 10, note. 
Hitzig supporte his view by ver. 5, taking 
«arowovyrres to imply constant residence, 
not merely sojourning on account of the 
J'east, which latter he says wonld have been 
specified if it were so. Neander replies, 1. 
that dy т. currr. T. 4. т. к. must necessa- 
rily mean that the day itself hed arrived; 
compare vAfjpoua тоё xpórov OF TY коирё», 
Gal. iv. 4 and Eph.i.10. In Luke ix. 51, 
it is not said of the day, but of the days of 
His being received up, including the whole 
period introductory to that event: and, b 
the very same interpretation, the day of P. 
must in this case have arrived, (and was 
being accomplished, i. e. in process of pass- 
ing.) And in, if only the a. h of 
that day were indicated, why should the day 
itself have been mentioned, seeing that it 

then be no way concerned in the nar- 
rative? On the propriety of the day iteelf 
as belonging to the narrative, see below. 
2. It is true that in ver. 5, if we had that 
verse only before us, we should interpret 
кето. of dwelling, permanently (no real 
difference being traceable between xaroi- 
кє with an accus., and катошкегу dv); but 
if we compare it with ver. 9, we shall see, 
that the same persons would thus bo xar- 
euoUrTes in Jerusalem und several other 
localities, — which necessarily restricts the 
meaning, in ver. 5, toa temporary sojourn. 
And, granting that there may have been 
some residents in Jerusalem among these 
foreign Jews, the éwi8nyovrres "Popaio: 
certainly point to persons who were for 
some especial reason at Jerusalem at the 
time, as also the proselyfes. And in ver. 14 
Peter distinguishes the Ќудрезѕ "lovdaio1,— 
the residents, from ol xarowoÜrres 'Iepovo. 
&warres,—the sojourners. T. Hp. тїз 
w.) The fiftieth day (inclusive) after the 
sixteenth of Nisan, the second day of the 
Passover (Levit. xxiii. 16),—called in 
Exodus xxiii. 16, the feast of harvest,’ — 
in Deut. xvi. 10, ‘the feast of weeks г— 
one of the three t feasts, when all the 
males were required to appear at Jeru- 
salem, Deut. xvi. 16. No supplying of 
$uépas, or ёортӯз, is required after rev- 
тукостӣз : the word had passed into a 
proper name, все ref. Tobit, where it is in 

appos. with форт, and ref. 2 Macc. At 
this time, it was simply regarded as the 
feast of harvest; among the lator Jews, it 
was considered as the anniversary of the 
giving of the law from Sinai. This infer- 
ence was apparently grounded om a com- 
parison of Exod. xii. 2 and xix. 1. Jo- 
sepbus and Philo know nothing of it, and 
it is at the best very uncertain. Chry- 
sostom's reason for the event happening 
when it did is probably the true one: Ze: 
yàp éoprijs otons wá» Tavra erb · 
Iva ol wapórres TG ттайрф TOU хрістоў, 
obro: kal табта YEwouw (in Catena). 
See a number of other reasons given by 
Wordsw., more suo. The question, on 
what day of the week this day of Pente- 
cost was, is beset with the difficulties at- 
tending the question of our Lord’s last 
5 see notes on Matt. xxvi. 17, and 
ohn xviii. 28. It appears probable how- 

ever that it was on the Sabbath, —і. e. if we 
reckon from Saturday, the 16th of Nisan. 
Wieseler (Chron. des Apostol. Zeitalters, 
p- 20) supposes that the Western Church 
altered the celebration of it to the first day 
of the week in conformity with her observ- 
ance of Easter on that day. If we take the 
second day of the Passover as Sunday, the 
17th of Nisan, which some have inferred 
from John xviii. 28, the day of Pentecost 
will fall on the first day of the week. The 
custom of the Karaites was, to keep Pen- 
tecost always on the first day of the week, 
reckoning not from the day after the great 
Passover-Sabbath, but from that following 
the Sabbath in Passover week—understand- 
ing wd in Levit. xxiii. 15 of the ordinary 
Sabbath ;—but this cannot be brought to 
bear on our enquiry, as it probably arose 
later. *ávres] Not the Apostles only, 
nor the hundred and twenty mentioned 
ch. i. 15; but all the believers in Christ, 
then congregated at the time of tho feast 
in Jerusalem. The former is manifest from 
ver. 14, when Peter and the eleven stand 
forward and allude to tbe rest as obro:: 
and the latter follows on the former being 
granted. Both are confirmed by the uni. 
versality of the promise cited by Peter, vv. 
17 ff. See Chrys. below, on ver. 4. 
Suet] together: the rec. ёиобумад у im- 
plies more, vix. that their purpose, as well 
as their locality, was the same. hri тд 
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4. хн. .  &yévero %йфу® ёк той oùpavoð *7)yos de rep f фєрорёртс ABCD 
zxviii. 6 2. b 12 , "m ` e En abe 
su Jot. Sarvons * Bialas cal en, ̃ e ÓXov тд» olxov ob dfghk 
э) аш, ўсау x кабђшероі, 9 кай ShOncay aùroîs m Ssapepilouevas “is” 
өшу. Ре. Adora "easel Tupos, ° éxáDiaév тє ° ёф Eva Exactov айту, 

тыкат" 4 каў Р ётАл}тбттар» d rares mveúpaTtos dylov, Kal ўрфа>то 
16, 18. 

8 = here (ch. xvii. 25) only. 
i = John zii. 3. Hag. ii. 8. 

xxxl. (xlviii.) 43. 
63 al. Gen. x. 28. 
4. Gen. viii. 3 (4). 

see Isa. vi. 4. 

n = Luke xxii. 44. 

9. aft xa: ins eiSov (i. е. Bov) D [so Cyr, ]. 
for олор, ravra D| -gr], omnem E- lat Vig,: totam vulg D-lat : totum 

ka6«(ouevo: CD: txt ABER rel [ Dion, Ath, Cyr,] Cyr-jer, Thdrt,. 
for єкаб. Te, kai єкаб. B(Mai Btly Tischdf) N 

D 93-62. 

Cypr. 
. for Acc cat wset, улессе Nt. 
D-corr(and lat) (syrr(P) arm Dion] Ath, Cyr-jer, Did, Chr 

big]: exa0. (alone) B(Bch) : єкаб. ёе C! E-lat Did, Aug, 
[valg] syrr[?] copt Eus, Ath, Thdrt, ТЫ. —екаб:сах (corrn £o suit yAwaroat) 
syrr coptt Ath, Did, Cyr,[-p]. 

atré] Where? evidently not in the temple, 
or any part of it. The improbability of 
such an assemblage, separate and yet so 
great, in any of the rooms attached to the 
temple,—the words $Aor тфу olkor in ver. 2 
(where see note). the тиуўАбе» rb wAfj6os, 
ver. 6,—the absence of any mention of the 
temple, —all these are against such a sup- 
position. Obviously no d priori considera- 
tion such as Olshausen alleges (in loc.), 
that “thus the solemn inauguration of 
the Church of Christ becomes more impos- 
ing by happening in the holy place of the 
Old Covenant," can apply to the enquiry. 
Nor can the statement that they were 8:4 
warrbs dy тф (ер, Luke xxiv. 58, apply 
here (see above on ch. i. 13) ; for even if 
it be assumed that the hour of por was 
come (which it hardly could have been, 
seeing that some time must have elapsed 
between the event and Peter’s speech), 
the disciples would not have been assem- 
bled separately, but would, as Peter and 
John, in ch. iii. 1, have gone up, mingled 
with the people. See more below. 
3. hy. Sew. фер. votis Pialag} could not 
be better rendered than in E. V., a sound 
as ofa rushing mighty wind. The dis- 
tinction between х»оўз and wxvedparos, on 
which De Wette insiste, can hardly be ex- 
pee in our language. It is possible that 
uke may have used т»оўз to avoid the con- 

currence of wveduaros Bialov and жуєйда- 
тоз aylov. It doubtless bas its especial pro- 
ргіебу ;—it is the breathing or blowing 
which we hear: it was the sound ns ofa 
violent blowing, borne onward, which ac- 
companied the descent of the Holy Spirit. 
To treat this as a natural phenomenon, — 
even supposing that phenomenon miracu- 
lously produced, as the earthquake at the 
crucifixion,—is contrary to the text, which 
does not describe it as ?xos pepopévns vv. 

Job xzzvii. 10. see Thucyd. iv. 100. 
1.4 k — Matt. iv. 16. Luke xxi. 35. Rev. xiv. 6. xvii. 15. Jer. 

1 Matt. xvii. 3. Luke i. no ch. 22. 26 al. Ezod. fii. 2, 16. 
е 

р = Luke i. 15. ch. iv. 8, 

h here only. = Exod. хіт. 21. Теа. lix. 19. 

m = Luke xii. 
v. I. 14. o constr., Mark xl. 2, 7. Rev. zx. 
31. iz. 17. xiii. 9. see Eph. v. 18. 

for ex, axo [de] E. Bia. bef тро. 

Cyr[-p]: ка: exa. те 
: txt ACID? E[-gr] rel 

-gr м! 

BI., but $xos е p. жу. 81. It was the 
chosen vehicle by which the Holy Spirit was 
manifested to their sense of hearing, as by 
the tongues of fire to their sense of seeing. 

‘épeo@ar ad violentum quo venti 
moventur impetum notandum adhiberi 
solet. A]. Hist. An. vii. 24, éweiBà» т} 
ye ua Blao» txpépnra:: Diog. Laért. 
x. 25. 104, 8:4 тоў пребратоѕ жо\Аой 
epopévov.” Курке. olkov] Cer- 
tainly Luke would not have used this 
word of a chamber in the Temple, or 
of the Temple itself, without further ex- 
lanation. Our Lord, it is true, calls the 
emple д olxos bus, Matt. xxiii. 38,— 

and Josephus informs us that Solomon’s 
Temple was furnished тр:Ќкоута Bpaxéow 
ofko:s, and again éxgxoSdunvro dè rovros 
kvaber repo: оїко: : but to suppose either 
usage here, seems to me very far-fetched 
and unnatural. 3. 6Q0. abrois ]—not, 
‘there were seen on them,’ as Luther; but 
as E. V., there appeared unto them. 
Stapepfdpevar] not, ‘distributed,’ as pe- 
ptopois in Heb. ii. 4: from the construc- 
tion, 8:au. must refer to something charac- 
teristic, not of the manner of apportion- 
ment, but of the appearance itself. & tel 
arvpdé¢] see reff. They were not xvpós, as 
not possessing the burning power of fire, 
but only ésel xvpós, in appearance like 
that element. de] viz. тд Sat- 
yépevoy: not Tb wvedua, nor ) уАлдова, 
but the appearance described in the pre- 
ceding clause. I understand éxd6. as 
usually interpreted, lighted on their 
heads. This also was no effect of natural 
cause, either ordinarily or extraordinarily 
employed: see on ver. 2. 4.] On 
Kravret, Chrys. says, ойк dy elre sárres, 
ка} droorrdAwy бутор ёке?, ef uj kal ol 
BAAa He xo. fjpEavro АЛУ 
érépats yAdooais] There can be no ques- 
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Аайей Vérépats '*Moacais * кабі тд TveÜua 'ébiBoy a =: Cor. aiv. 
xxz. 9. 

9 = eb. zi. 39 reff. 
P». zv. 10). ch. x. 40. ziv. 3. 

t= 
r = Matt. xvi. 17. ch. x. 46. zix. б. 

Matt. ili. 11. 
1 Cor. xii. 10, &c. xiv. 2, &c. С en. x. 5. 

Luke і. 74. John v. 26. тег. 27 and ch. aiii. 36 (from 

4. varres AB'DEN р: txt (see prolegomena, ch. v. § 8, ad fin.) [B-corr'-#] C rel [ Did, 
Ath, Cyr-jer, Chr, Суг,] Cosm. 

tion in any unprejudiced mind, that the 
fact which this narrative sets before us 
is that the disciples to speak in 
VARIOUS LANGUAGES, viz. the languages 
of the nations below enumerated, and 
perhaps others. All attempts to evade 
this are connected with some forcing of 
the text, or some far-fetched and inde- 
fensible exegesia. This then being laid 
down, several important questions arise, 
and we are surrounded by various difficul- 
ties. (1) Was this speaking in various lan- 
guages a gift bestowed on the disciples for 
their use afterwards, or was it a mere sign, 
their utterance being only as ra i were 
mouth-pieces of the Holy Spirit? The 
latter seems certainly to have been the 
case. It appears on our narrative, кабо; 
Tb требра 481800 &ктофӨ@фүүєтӨш афто, 
as the Spirit gave them utterance. But, 
it may be objected, in that case they would 
not themselves understand what they said. 
I answer, that we infer (Ais cery fact from 
1 Cor. xiv.; that the speaking with tongues 
was often found, where none could inter- 
pret what was said. And besides, it 
would appear.from Peter’s speech, that 
such, or something approaching to it, was 
the case in this instance. He makes no 
allusion to the things said by those who 
spoke with tongues; the hearers alone 
speak of their declaring тё иеуалеа тоў 
eot. So that it would seem that here, as 
on other occasions (1 Cor. xiv. 22), tongues 
were for a sign, not to those that believe, 
but to those that believe not. If the first 
supposition be made, that the gift of speak- 
ing in various languages was bestowed on 
the disciples for their after use in preach- 
ing the Gospel, we are, I think, running 
counter to the whole course of Scripture 
and early patristic evidence on the subject. 
There is no trace whatever of such a 
power being or exercised by the 
Apostles, or by those who followed them. 
(Compare ch. xiv, 11, 14; Euseb. iii. 39; 
Iren. iii. 1, p. 174) The cited 
triumphantly by Wordsw. from Iren. iii. 
17, p. 208, to shew that Irenæus under- 
stood the gift to be that of permanent 
preaching in many languages, entirely fails 
of its point :—“ Quem et descendisse Lucis 
ait ре ascensum Domini super discipulos 
in Pentecoste, habentem potestatem om- 
nium gentium ad introitam vite (which 
Wordsw. renders “їп order tbat all na- 
tions might be enabled to enter into life,” 

nptaro D!(-gr](txt D-corr!). aft то ху. ins To 

na to his purpose, but not to the 
original) et ad assertionem novi Testamen- . 
ti: unde et omnibus linguis conspirantes 
hymnum dicebant Deo, Spiritu ad unita- 
tem redigente distantes tribus, et primitias. 
omnium gentium offerente Patri.” Here 
it will be observed is not a word about 
future preaching; but simply this event 
itself is treated of, as a symbolic one, a 
first fruit of the future Gentile harvest. 
The other passage, id. v. 6, p. 299, shews 
nothing but that the giff of tongues was 
not extinct in Irenseus’s time: there is iu 
it not а word of preaching in various 
languages. I believe, therefore, the event 
related in our text to have been а sudden 
and powerful inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit, by which the disciples uttered, not 
of their own minds, but ae mouth-pieces of 
the Spirit, the praises of God in various 
languages, hitherto, and possibly at the 
time itself, unknown to them. (2) How is 
this érdpass yAéooas Хал eir related to the 
Ach ХаЛеіу after wards spoken of by 
St. Paul? I answer, that they are one 
and the same thing. үлёсср Aad. is to 
speak in a language, as above explained ; 
yaAdoous (érépais, or xaivais, Mark xvi. 17) 
AaA., to speak in languages, under the 
same circumstances. See this further 
roved in notes on 1 Cor. xiv. Meantime 
may remark, that the two are inseparably 

connected by the following links,—ch. x. 
46, xi. 15,—xix. 6,—in which last we have 
the same juxtaposition of yAdcoas Аале 
and ярофттейеіу, as afterwards in 1 Cor. 
xiv. 1—6 ff. (3) Who were those that 
partook of this gift? I answer, the whole 
assembly of believers, from Peter’s appli- 
cation of the prophecy, vv. 16 ff. It was 
precisely the case supposed in 1 Cor. xiv. 
23, dà» obr cvréA0p 9) exxAnola BAn dvi 
Tb айт} kal dert: ЛалӘсіу '"yAdaGas, 
eiséA0ugip 82 liras $ Ari rot, ойк poi; 
ow Sr: майн обе; These lıra and 
Ari ro were represented by the érepo: of 
our ver. 13, who pronounced them to be 
drunken. (4) I would not conceal the 
difficulty which our minds find in сопсеју- 
ing a person supernaturally endowed with 
the power of speaking, ordinarily and con- 
sciously, a lan which he has never 
learned. I believe that difficulty to be in- 
superable. Such an endowment would not 
only be contrary to the analogy of God's 
dealings, but, as far as I can see into the 
matter, sclf-contradictory, and therefore 
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1 Chron. xxv. 1, Ps. lviii 
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. 7. Ezek. xiii. 9, 19. Mic. v. 12. Tech. х. 3 only. 

II. 

5 "сар 56 év 'ТероитаМм)ц като- 

rec avros bef атофбеуу. (corra for the sake of perspicuous 
and a governed word 

are characteristic of Luke, and esp in Acts), with СЗ E rel ES syr Cyr-jer, (Chr, Cyr, 
Thdrt,]: txt ABC!DN p vulg (sah ?) arm Ath, Cyr, Did, 

ev cep. bef noay, omg бе, D 5. for ev, eis AN’. 

impossible. But there is no such contra- 
diction, and to my mind no such difficulty, 
in conceiving a man to be moved to utter- 
ance of sounds dictated by the Holy Spirit. 
And the fact is clearly laid down by Paul, 
that the gift of speaking in tongues, and 
that of interpreting, were wholly distinct. 
So that the above difficulty finds no place 
here, nor even in the case of a person 
both speaking and interpreting : see 1 Cor. 
xiv. 13. On the question whether the 
speaking was necessarily always іп a 
foreign tongue, we have no data to guide 
us: it would seem that it was; but the 
conditions would not absolutely exclude 
rbapsodical and unintelligible utterance. 
Only there is this objection to it: clearly, 
languages were spoken on this occasion,— 
and we have no reagon to believe that 
there were two distinct kinds of the gift. 
(5) It would be quite beyond the limits of a 
note to give any adequate history ofthe ex- 
egesis of the passage. A veryshort sum- 
mary must suffice. («) The idea of a gift 
of speaking in various languages having 
been conferred for the dissemination 
of the Gospel, appears not to have ori- 
ginated until the gift of tongues itself had 
some time disappeared from the Church. 
Chrysostom adopts it, and the great ma- 
jority of the Fathers and expositors. (8) 
Gregory Nyss. (see Suicer. Thes., yAdcoa), 
Cyprian, and in modern times Erasmus 
aad Scbneckenburger, suppose that the 
miracle consisted in the multitude hearing 
in various languages that which the be- 
lievers spoke in their native tongue: ula» 
иё» ёпХесдаи purty, wodAds 84 xoves- 
bal. This view Greg. Naz. mentions, but 
not as his own, and refutes it (Orat. xli. 15, 
р. 748), saying, del èy yap trav ёкоџ- 
dvr ky «fg цаллоу 3 ry Acyéyrey ті 
байда. This view, besides, would make a 
distinction between this instance of the 
gift and those subsequently related, which 
we have seen does not exist. (y) The 
course of the modern German expositors 
has been, (1) to explain the facts related, 
by some assumption inconsistent with the 
text, as e. g. Olshausen, by a magnetic 
rapport between the speakers and hear- 
ers,—whereas the speaking took place 
first, independently of the hearers ;— 
Eichhorn, Wieseler, and others, by sup- 

Bas, ] Ambr Vig. (86 def.) 
каток. bef ev гєр. C Syr 

posing yAdaoy AaAeiv to mean speaking 
with the tongue only, i.e. inarticulately in 
ejaculations of praise, which will not suit 
y^éccui$ Aad. ;—Bleek, by interpreting 
уАётса = glossema, and supposing that 
they spoke in unusual, enthusinstic, or 
poetical phraseology,—which will not suit 
yadéooq AN.; — Meyer (and De Wette 
nearly the same), by supposing that they 
spoke in an entirely new spiritual lan- 
guage (of which tbe улсаа were merely 
the individual varieties), as was the case 
during the Irvingite delusion in this coun- 
try,—contrary to the plain assertion of 
vv. 6—8, that they spoke, and the hearers 
heard, in the dialects or tongues of the 
various peoples specified ; — Paulus, Schul- 
thess, Kuinoel, &c. by supposing that the 
assembly of believers was composed of Jews 
of various nations, who spoke as moved by 
the Spirit, but is their own» mother tongues, 
—which is clearly inconsistent with ver. 
4 and the other passages, ch. x. and xix. 
and 1 Cor. xiv., above cited :—(2) to take 
the whole of this narrative in its literal 
sense, but cast doubts on sts historical 
accuracy, and on Luke’s proper under- 
standing of what really did take place. 
This is more or less done by several of the 
above mentioned, as a means of escape 
from the inconsistency of their hypotheses 
with Luke’s narrative. But, to set aside, 
argumenti gratia, higher considerations, 
—is it at all probable that Luke, who 
must have conversed with many eye and 
ear-witnesses of this day’s events, would 
have been misinformed about them in so 
vital a point as the very nature of the 
gift by which the descent of the Spirit was 
accompanied? There is every mark, as 
I hope I have shewn abundantly in the pro- 
legomena, of the Acts having been written 
in the company and with the co-operation 
of St. Paul: can wo suppose that he, who 
treats so largely of this very gift elsewhere, 
would have allowed such an inaccuracy to 
remain uncorrected, if it had existed? On 
the contrary, I believe this narrative to 
furnish the key to the right understandin 
of 1 Cor. xiv. and other such passages, аз 
there hope more fully to prove. ка- 
às x. r. A.] according as (i.e. ‘in such 
measure and manner in each case as’) the 
Spirit granted to them to speak (be- 

v constr., ch. i. 13, 14. vii ES 
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13 h. xvii. 
13 тий, 34 al. 
zi. 15. 2 Chron. v. 13. 

zx. 31. Eph. iv. 

copt Ang, : :0v3a10: bef xarou. E. 
едр. D. 

6. for ori, xa: D(-gr]: qui Dl. lat. 
syrr sah Aug, Bede, : nxovcar 40. 96. 

y ch. iv. 12. Col. 1. 23. Deut. xxr. 19. 
а = ch. I. 6 re 

e ch. із. 22. ziz. 32. кті. 27, 31 only. Gen. zi.9. Jonah lv. 1. 
16. Col. iv. 6. 1 Kings xiii. 20 Ald. 

ardp. bef cov8. СЇ: om 1008. N. 

1. e 
в Luke ix. 35. ch. хіх. M. Rev. 

b abs., ch. ті. 5. xv. 12, 30. ziz. 9. xxiii, 7. 
d Luke iv. 40. ch. 

f = ch. viii, 13 reff. 

evà. bef 

1 Macc. іт. 27. 
e ch. i. 19 reff. 

qxovger BN вуг: nxovey C p, audiebat vulg 
om els EN e 36. for тт 18. daR. Лал. 

arr., AaAovrras то yAwooas айтат» D Syr: Tais yAwooais ауто Аал. syr-mg Aug,: 
lingua sua vulg D-lat E-lat, linguam suam Bede. 

stowed on them utterance). There is no 
emphasis, as Wordsw., on афто, but 
rather the contrary: placed thus bebind 
the verb, it becomes insignificant in com- 
parison with the fact announced, and with 
the subject of the sentence. The word 
ётофоќ) yerba: has been supposed here to 
imply that they uttered short ejaculatory 
sentences of praise: so Chrys. àxoQ8éy- 
para hy таё тар айтё> Aeyóuera: 
Œc.. Bloomf, and Wordsw. But in 
neither of the two other places in St. Luke 
(see reff.) will it bear this meaning, пог 
in any of the six where it occurs in the 
LXX: though in two of those (Mic. and 
Zech.) it has the peculiar sense of speak- 
ing oracularly, and in Ezek. xiii. 19 it 
represents 333, mentior. Our word to 
utter, to speak out, seems exactly to 
render it. It is never desirable to press 
а specific sense, where the more general 
one seems to have become the accepted 
meaning of a word. And this is especially 
so here, where, had any peculiar sense 
been intended, the verb would surely have 
held a more prominent position. Their 
utterance was none of their own, but the 
simple gift and inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit: see above. 5 —13.) Evrror 
ON THE MULTITUDE. 5.] De Wette 
maintains that these xarouovrres cannot 
have been persons sojourning for the sake 
of the feast, but residents: but see above 
on ver. 1. І see no objection, with Meyer, 
to including both residents and eojourners 
in the term, which only specifies their then 
residence. ebdaPeis} Not in reference 
to their having come up to the feast, nor 
to their dwelling from religious motives 
at Jerusalem (rs катошеїу ebAapeias jv 
Тл, ёш} тособтеу Ovary arpibas 
agidvras ка) оікіау xal cvyyeveis, exes 
olxety, Chrys.), but stated as imparting 
& character and interest to what follows. 
: were not merely vain and curious 
listeners, but men of piety and weight. 
фид wavrds iy... . .] Not perhaps used so 

Vor. II, 

much Ayperbolically, as with reference to 
the significance of the whole ovent. As 
they were samples each of their different 
people, eo collectively they represented all 
the nations of the world, who should hear 
afterwards in their own tongues the won- 
derfal works of God. .] Whatever 
тїз Juris ravens may mean, one thing is 
clear,—that it cannot mean, ‘ this rumour’ 
(‘when this was noised abroad,’ E. V.: so 
also Erasm., Calv., Beza, Grotius, &c.), 
which would be unexampled (the two pas- 
sages cited for this sense from the LXX 
are no examples; Gen. xlv. 16; Jer. xxvii. 
(1.) 46). We have then to choose between 
two things to which ger might refer: 
—(1) the #xos of ver. 2, to which it 
seems bound by the past part. yevopévns 
(compare тег. 2, éyérero . . . ў хоз), which 
would hardly be used of в speaking which 
was still going on when the multitude as. 
sembled : compare also John iii. 8 ;—and 
(2) the speaking with tongues of ver. 4. 
To this reference, besides the objection just 
stated, there is also another, that the voices 
of a number of men, especially when diverse 
as in this case, would not be indicated by 
pwrh, but by paral: compare Luke’s own 
usage, even wben the voices cried out the 
same thing, Luke xxiii. 28, of 84 ¢réxewro 
grade peyáAais aiTovuevoi abrdy up- 
Өўуси, kal car lo xvoy al «val arr. And 
when he uses the sing., he explains it, as 
in ch. xix. 84, pwr) éyévero ula ёк кйутоу, 
So that we may safely decide for the 
Sormer reference. The noise of the rush- 
ing mighty wind was heard over all the 
neighbourhood, probably over all Jerusa- 
lem. тё «А00 ] including the scoffers 
of ver. 18, as well as the pious strangers: 
but these latter only are here regarded in 
the cuvexdé@m and in the Jr. «Їз ёкастоѕ. 
On these latter words see above on ver. 
4. Each one heard AaAoórre» ard, 
i. e. either various disciples speaking 
various tongues, each in some one only : or 
the same persons speaking now one now 
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u ge дер, 9 Парбог xai Мдо› xal "Edapirat, kal oi !xar- 
rem. 

‘Sona owoüvres THY Мєсототашіар, "Jovdalay te kai Karra- 

T. rec aft єйат. де ins rarres (from ver 12), with ACEIN! rel 36 vulg syrr coptt 
[arm]; awayres N3 27-9. 69: om BDa e fh m o Ht sth Chr, Aug, rec aft 
Aeyorres ins xpos aAAnAous (explanatory gloss; and hence became a var read also in 
some 721505 mss in ver 12: not, as Hey., genuine here, and thence insd in ver 12), 
with [C*]DEI rel syrr [arm Aug,]: om ABC!N p vulg e sth [Chri]. recowx, 
with ACI] rel [Chr,]: ovx DEN p: txt B (the 1 became absorbed by the follg 1, thence 
ovx (as in LXx-A Judg iv. 14; xv. 2), and was corrd into ove). 
rel: txt A B(see table) CDIN 36. 

rec rarres, with E 
ot Хал. bef eriy C! lect-12: erw bef ovroi p: 

qui loq. Gal. sunt vulg. 
8. [екаттоз bef axovoue» E.] 

(Lachm) fuld) Aug, (once r. Bav 8.) Jer. 
AC? or 3 E! [fi k] p 1. 13 syr- mg Thl- fin. 

9. om ka: єАашта: №!. 
ins D5) vulg (not um! fuld [tol]) [Aug,]. 

another tongue. The former is more pro- 
bable, although the latter seems to agree 
with some expressions in 1 Cor. xiv., e. g. 
ver. 18 (in the rec. and perhaps even in 
the present text). uvex] Observe 
ref. Genesis. 7.] They were not, lite- 
rally, al? Galilesns; but certainly the 
greater part were so, and all the Apostles 
amd leading persons, who would probably 
be the prominent speakers. 8—11.] 
This question is broken, in construction, by 
the enumeration of vv. 9, 10, and then ver. 
11 takes up the construction again from 
ver. 8. As regards the catalogue itself, 
—of course it cannot have been thus de- 
livered as part of a speech by any hearer 
on the occasion, but is inserted into a 
speech expressing the general sense of 
what was said, and put, according to the 
usage of all narrative, into the mouths of 
all The words тї Wig Sad. fy. iv d 
dyevviOrpor are very decisive as to the 
nature of the miracle. The hearers could 
not have thus spoken, had they been spiri- 
tually uplifted into the comprehension 
of some ecstatic language spoken by the 
disciples. They were not spiritually acted 
ou at all, but spoke the matter of fact: 
they were surprised at each recognizing, so 
far from his country, and in the mouths of 
Galilwans, his own native tongue. 9.] 
Пёрбфоь] The catalogue proceeds from th 
N. E. to the W. and S. Mede, Book i. 
Disc. xx., who notices that it follows the 
order of the three great dispersions of the 
Jews, the Chaldean, Assyrian, and Egyp- 
tian. So also Wordsw. ‘Habet (Parthia) 
ab ortu Arios, a meridie Carmaniam et 
Arianos, ab occasu Protitas Medos, а 
septentrione Hyrcanos,—undique desertis 

om 8rd xa: D!-gr(ins D:). 

ту Saar Di-gr(tzt 02) vulg(not am but 
eyernónuev nu. bef 8:ал. E. 

om re Di(and lat: 

cincta, Plin. vi. 29. See also Strabo, xi. 
9, and Winer, Realw. Miso] Media, W. 
of Parthia and Hyrcania, S. of the Cas- 
pian sed, E. of Armenia, N. of Persia. 
ENatrat] in pure Greek ’EAvpato:, in- 
habitants of Elam or Elymais, a Semitic 
people (Gen. x. 22). Elam is mentioned 
in connexion with Babylon, Gen. xiv. 1; 
with Media, Isa. xxi. 2; Jer. xxv. (xxxii. in 
LXX) 25; with, or as part of, Assyria, 
Ezek. xxxii. 24; Isa. xxii. 6; as а provinceof 
Persia, Ezra iv. 9; as the province in which 
Susan was situated, Dan. viii. 2 (but then 
Susiana must be taken in the wide sense, 
"ЕЛораїо‹ tposexeis тау Zovelos, Strabo, 
xi. 18; xvi. 1). According to Josephus, 
Antt. i. 6. 4, the Elameans were the pro- 
genitors of the Persians. We find scattered 
hordes under this name far to the north, 
and even on the Orontes near the Caspian 
уи xi. 18; xv. 3; xvi. 1). Pliny's 
escription, the most applicable to the 

times of our text, is, Infra Eulmum 
шша ab Elymaide disterminat amnis 
uleus, paulo supra) Elymais est, in 

ora juncta Persidi, a flumine Oronti ad 
Characem cexl m. pass. Oppida ejus Seleu- 
cia et Sosirate, apposita monti Casyro,’ 
vi. 27. M«coworapíav] the well. 
known district between the Euphrates 
and Tigris, so called merely as distin- 
guishing its geographical position (Strabo, 
xvi. 1): it never formed a state. The name 
does not appear to be older than the Mace- 
donian conquests. The word is used by the 
LXX, Vulg., and E. V. in Gen. xxiv. 10 to 
express Om") Cw, Aram of the two rivers. 
Similarly the Peschito renders it here, and 
ch. vii. 3. See Winer, Realw. "Iov- 
Salav] I can see no diffculty in Juda 
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Soxiav, llóvrov xal ri 'Aaíav, 10 Dpvyliav тє ra: ch; xvi 2 
Пацнфима», Abyvrrov xai ta дёрт Ts Айн Tijg ази 
cata Kupyvny, ка oi k éminpoŭvres “Pwpaios, 'Iov6atoí xlii. 43 only. 

V PUE xii. 48, 

те kal laposAvro, !! Крӯтє ка} "Apafles, d cobole ™ Luke ө 
only. Ре. 

Хайойутор» aŭta таў їдєтёра& yAwooals TÀ ™ Heyde n mid., here 
i4: n. 

TOU беоб; líéfigravro 82 парте xal "битброиуто i 
M трд &XXov Xéyovres Th av Gera тойто elvat ; 

10. om re D vulg tt arm]. 
11. араВоь DI, arabi -lat(txt 14). 
18. rec čıņropovy, with CDEI rel 36 ( Bas, Chr,]: txt ABN. 

ins кои bef Aey. D. yeyoror: D syr-mg Aug; 

Я m. 
act. Lake iz, 
1. ch. v. 24. 
x. 17 only. 
L.P.+ 

o> ch. xvii. 30 only. Herod. i. 78 al. 

aft ary. ins re D-gr. 

aft adAoy ins exi то 
for ay беХон, hexe (corrn to suit 

the direct form of speech after Aeyorres) РЕВ I(appy) p 36 Chr.: бело: N [Bas]: 
txt E rel 

being here mentioned. The catalogue does 
not proceed by languages, but by territorial 
division; and Judæa lies immediately S. of 
its path from Mesopotamia to Cappadocia. 
It is not “Iov8ate: by birth and domicile, 
but ef xe«rewovrres Th» “lovéalay who 
are spoken of: the &»8pes ebaafeis settled 
in Judes. And even if born Jews were 
meant, doubtless they also would find a 
place among those who heard in their mo- 
ther-tongue the wonderful works of God. 

KewnoBoxíav] At this time (since 
v. c. 770) a Roman province (see Tacit. Ann. 
ii. 42), embracing Cappadocia proper and 
Armenia meg 3 » former 
kingdom of Mithridates, lying along the 
S. coast of the Euxine (whence its name) 
from the river Halys to Colchis and Ar- 
menia, and separated by mountains from 
Cd on the S. It was at this time 
divided into petty principalities under Ro- 
man ‚ but subsequently (Suet. 
Nero 18) became a province under Nero. 

Tiv 'Acíav] i.e. here Asia pro- 
pria, or rather the W. division of it, as 
described by Pliny, v. 27, as bounded on 
the Е. by gia and Lycaonia, on the 
W. by the on the S. by the 

ian sem, on the N. by Pa nia. 
iner, Realw., cites from Solinus, 43: 

“Sequitur Asia, sed non eam Asiam loquor 
que in tertio orbis divortio terminos omnes 
habet, . . verum eam que a Telmesso 
Lycis incipit. Каю igitur Asiam ab 
Oriente Lycia includit et Phrygia, ab 
occid. gs littora, a meridie mare 

ium, Paphlagonia a septentrione. 
us in ea urbe clarissima est. Зее 

ch. xvi. 6, where the same a to be 
in 10. Spvylav] 3$ peyd^n 
@pvyla of Strabo, xii. 8: Jos. Antt. xvi. 
2,2. 1t wasat this time part ofthe Roman 
province of Asia. IIeuévAMav] A 
small district, extending along the coast 

1.—т: Tovro dex А 36(віс) 11 

from Olbia (Strabo, xiv. 4), or Phaselis 
(Plin. v. 27), to Ptolemais (Strabo, 1. c.). 
It was а separate tributary district (x«pls 
rawr форолоуєто, Јов, B. J. ii. 16. 4): 
we find it classed with Galatia and ruled by 
the same person, Tac. Hist. ii. 9. 
Alywirrov | Having enumerated the prin- 
cipal districts of Asia Minor, the catalogue 
passes (see above on the arrangement, ver. 
9) to pt, a well-known habitation of 
Jews, Two-fifths of the population of 
Alexandria consisted of them, see Philo, 
in Flacc. 8, vol. ii. p. 525, and they had an 
Ethnarch of their own, Jos. Antt. xiv. 7. 
2; xix. 5. 2. тё p. T. AcBine т. к. 
meer x By this expression is probably 
meant Pentapolis, where Josephus (Antt. 
xiv. 7. 2), quoting from Strabo, testifies 
to the existence of very many Jews,— 
amounting in Cyrene to а fourth part 
of the whole population. Tho Cyrenian 
eris го numerous in 3 
that they had a ial synagogue (see 
ch. vi. 9). ыы were ristian con- 
Mish see ch. xi. 10 xiii. 1. 

обутес “Рераїоь] The Roman Jews 
dwelling (or then being) in Jerusalem,’ see 
ref. The comma after ‘Pwpato: is better 
retained (against Wordsw.). "lov8, 
т. к. wposyA.}] This refers more naturally 
to the whole of the past catalogue, than 
merely to the Roman Jews. The re xaí 
shews that it does not take up a new 
designation, but expresses the classes or 
divisions of those which have gone before. 
See a similar construction in John ii. 15, 
where rd те pd Rr ко Bóas is 
epexegetic о as preceding. 
11. Kpires к. "A ] These words 
would seem as if they should precede the 

ta} riu, ref. Ps., sce also 
ref. Luke. 13. Frepot] Probably native 
Jews, who did not understand the foreign 
languages. Meyer supposes, — persons pre- 

C 2 ; 
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phereonls+. 13 Erepor 0ё Р dtayAevafovres Edeyov Sts IyAevxous © pe- Р rove 
E , cb. vii 

q bers lp. Joy ЕСТ eo єт, 

3 Mace. v. 

e chal. 13 reff. "Av6pes Iovò aol xal oi * катогкодртєс 'lepovaaA:)u. ётар- Sateh 

Tes, ToUTo úpîv Yyvworòv Caro, xal * e %“, d 
15 où yap G d ueĩe У u re otro: 

з ребдооиси” écTiw yap Фра Tpitn THs ђиќрас` 16 Ad 

t Luke xi. 27. 

püpaTá pov. 

reff. 
x here only. Gen. ir. B. Р s. v. Lal. y = Luke vil. 43 (х. 30. ch. 1.9. 3John 8) only. Jer. aliv. (xxxvii) 9. 
s Matt. xziv. 40. John Ц. 10. 1 Cor. zi. 21. 1 Theas. v. 7. Rev. xvii. 2, 6 only. 1 Kings xxv. 36. trans., t. xxxii. 42. 

18. rec xAeva(., with EI! rel: txt ABCD*I2N a c h k p 18. 36. 40.—8Bi:exA eva(or 
Aeyorres D! (and lat). 

14. ins тоте bef crab. 3e Di. gr [simly Syr]. 
for evSexa, Sexa D' (and lat! : txt 05), and udd axocro- 
aft ernp. ins xperos D!(and lat): aft т. фо. avrov ins 

ABDIN p 40 (Bas, Chr, J. 
ло D lect-12 Syr Aug,. 
wporepor E. 

aft yA. ins ovro: D: also, variously 

aft are. ins Aeywr C [arm] Aug. 

placed, vulg coptt. 
rec om д, with CEP 13. 36 rel: ins 

for axe6. avr., etre D [syrr]. 
varres ABC(D)[i* JN p: txt (eee proleg) EI3P rel 86 vulg [ Bas, Chr,].— arre: 

bef oi кат. гєр. D [Aug, ]. 
D! : cad D'(sic). 

nuur Di(txt D4). om «ai bef «vor. D. evo TiCaTe 

16. ovens epas rns nu. у D!-gr(txt D-corr!) vulg E- lat [Iren-int,] Aug, Gaud,. 

viously hostile to Jesus and his disciples, 
and thus judging as in Luke vii. 34 they 
judged of Himself. M kovs ] P., see 
ref. Job. Sweet wine, not necessarily 
set wine (nor is the “spiritual sense of the 

e " any reason why a meaning should 
be given to the word which it need not 
hear. That sense in fact remains without 
the meaning in question): perhaps made 
of a remarkably sweet small grape, which 
is understood by the Jewish expositors to 
be meant by уур or mr, Gen. xlix. 11; 
Іза. v. 2; Jer. ii. 21,—and still found in 
Syria and Arabia (Winer, Realw.). Suidus 
interpreta it, rd àwoerdàaypa тўз стафи- 
Afjs ярі» таттеў. 
14—86.) THE SPEECH OF PETER. “Luke 

gives us here the first sample of the preach- 
ing of the Gospel by the Apostles, with 
which the foundation of Christian preach- 
ing. as well as of the Church itself, appears 
to be closely connected. We discover 
already, in this first sermon, all the pecu- 
liarities of apostolic preaching. It contains 
no reflections nor fleductions concerning 
the doctrine of Christ,—no proposition of 
new aud unknown doctrines, but simply 
and entirely consists of the proclamation 
of historical facts. The Apostles appear 
here as the witnesses of that which they 
had seen: the Resurrection of Jesus form- 
ing the central point of their testimony. 
It is true, that iu the after-development 
of the Church it was impossible to confine 
preaching to this historical announcement 
only: it gradually became invested with 
the additional office of building up be- 
lievers in knowledge. But nevertheless, 
the simple testimony to the great works of 
God, as Peter here delivers it, should never 

be wanting in preaching to those whose 
hearts are not yet penetrated by the Word 
of Truth." Olshausen, in loc. The dis- 
course divides itself into two parta: 1. (vv. 
14—21) * This which you hear is not the 
effect of drunkenness, but іг the ised 
outpouring of the Spirit on all fiesh,’—2. 
(vv. „ ‘which Spirit has been shed 
orth Jesus, whom you crucified, but 
Dios God hath evalted fo be 2 and 
Christ’ 14. сіу rois ека] Peter and 
{һе eleren come forward from the great 
body of believers. And he distinguishes 
(by the otro in ver. 15) not Афтге!/ 
from the eleven, but himself and the 
eleven from the rest. De Wette concludes 
from this, that the Apostles Aad not them- 
selves spoken with tongues, as being an in- 
ferior gift (1 Cor. xiv. 18 ff.); perbaps too 
rashly, for this view hardly accords with 
Aravret, which is the subject of the whole 
of ver. 4. GvBpes "1ov8.] the Jews, 
properly so called : native dwellers in Jerus. 

ol кат. ‘Iep. &т, the sojourners 
(ver. 5) from other parta.  éverrfoac@e is 
& word unknown to good Greek, and belong- 
ing apparently to the Alexandrine dialect. 
Stier quotes ‘inaurire’ from Lactantius 
(R. der Ap. p. 82, not.). 15.] oro, 
see above. бра “lent the first hour of 
prayer: before which no pious Jew might 
eat or drink: * Non licet homini gustare 
quidquam, antequam oraverit orationem 
suam." Berachoth.f. 28. 2; Lightf., Wetst. 

But perhaps we need not look further 
than the ordinary intent of such a defence 
the improbability of intoxication at that 
hour of the morning. See Eccl. x. 16; Isa. 
v. 11; 1 Thess. v. 7. 16.] This pro- 
phecy is from the LXX, with very slight 

1+ s стаде! $ o Пётрос adv rois ёубека lese 
rheeoaly?, Semper THY 'djev)v айтод xai "dmejÜéyLaro афто; АвсрЕ 

h 

mop 
13 
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ALI? L тобто ёсть» TÒ *eipnuévov did той mpopýrov 11 Era «e i. e 
к év ^ ed r t с.е Aéy е 0 ? d 2 ^ e 9..." b ver. 21 reff. ape €» тай * éeyárais ° Ñpépais, eb ó Geos, exe * ато гиче. 

т 4 Ф ^ m. 1H. 1. 

mop TOU TveUpaTÓs pov ёті !Tácav “тарка, xai профттей- iae 
govo oi vioi Орбу xai аі Üvyarépes урфу, kal oi 8 vea- * z, 2. C. 

7 е^ bhf 7 } е А е a Tit. ili. 6. 
viaxa Üu&v " opáceis d Worra, кай оф mrpecBvrepor бро те. xii 1o. 
1 ёллтріоцс̧ JévurvacOncovra. 18 * kal ke ёт} тойу Laver. 10 
SovAovs pov xal єт} tas SovAas pou èv rais Tjuépaus зг Wii 

a ^ om. . fe 

exeivais 5 éxyeo dr ToU туєйцатде pov, Kal профттєй- Cori 2a. 
govow. 9 kal 'dwow m répara ev TH ovpav@ "dvo Kab ge . 10 ref. 

a a a a = Rev, (iv. 8 
onpeia ёті Tis yas ° като, айра xal wip xai dr a d een, 

^ e , L 

caro ?9о àros 9 иєтастрафтсєта! eig axóros кай Ý 1 heze ош. 
ғ * А , 1 a ` А Ө. a ре у t / ` 1 ара 
oeh eis alua, *apiv ehe ijuepan cupiau Thv avite, 1s. 

e 

only. Jud. vii. 13. k cb. zvii. 37 (Luke хіх. 42) за. (1 Сог. iv. 8.) Joel l. c, A compl. 
1 » Matt. зліт. 24. (n Mk. v. r.) 3Kings ziii. 3, 6. m vh. vil. 36 тей. n John xi. 41. Deut. iv. 30. 
o Matt. xxvii. 61 1 Mk. Mark xiv. 66. John viii. 23. Deut. iv. 39. pan iv. 14 only. Lev. xvi. 13. 
q Gal.i.7. James lv. d only. Deut. xxiii. 5. г Matt. xxiv. 29 4| Mk. Rev. vi. 12 ul. Теа. xiii. 10. 
9 Matt. 1.18, Mark xiv. 30, ch. vii. 3. Iss. vii. 15. t 1 Thess. v. 2. 2 Pet. jii, 10 (1 Cor. & 8. v. 

5. 2 Cor. I. 14. 2 Thess. Ii. 2) only. Tea, ii. 12. 

To. 
4 
1 
* 

16, 17. rec aft троф. ins nN! ка, with ABCEIPN rel 86 vulg E. lat вуг [ Cyr-jer, 
Bas, Chr, ] and, but placing ien bef r., th Gaud (corras: lst, the name of the 
prophet supplied ; and 2ndly, the xa: inserted to suit the LXX): on, omg «as, Syr 
copt [and after «poe, sah}: om D Iren-int(iii. 12, p. 193) Rebapt, Hil, Aug, ог 
e» т. єх. Nu., дета Tavra (corrn to LII) В sah wth-pl Cyr-jer,: мета Tavra er т. €. 
ay. C 103 arm. for о Geos, короз DE vulg Iren-int Rebapt Hil. тасаѕ capras 
Di. gr(tat D-corr!). ^ for оре (Ist and 2nd), avræv D Rebapt Hil ри Dion, ] (corra 
to awit тасаѕ eapkas P) : om 2nd vy. C [ Dion, ]. om Srd уд. D Rebapt. om 
4th vu. (C[appy])) DE [Rebapt]. om a: (bef доу.) (C P) D. apagar DI. reo 
erurria (20 LXX-5x!':32), with EP rel 86 vulg D-lat Chr, Sevrn,: om D!-gr: txt (so 
ІХХ-4и?0) ABC D'[-gr] N f k p 18. 

18. for ye, ey» D'(and lat: txt D*). transpose tous BovAovs and таз SovAas N. 
om er т. nu. ек. and (as Lxx) rat xpopyreve. D Rebapt,. 

19. om (аг Lxx-ABw!) are А m 87! Syr sah (of these Syr omite кате: so also Lxx). 
om аша to karvov D. 

90. џетастрефета: D'-gr(txt D?(and lat): -rpadurra: 1). om # (ae Lxx) 
ACDEN p 18: ins BP rel 86 Chr,. 

variations. Where the copies differ, it 
agrees with the Alexandrine. The varia- 
tions, &c., are noticed below. тобтб 
dori, ‘this is, i.e. this is tbe fact, at 
which those words pointed.’ See a some- 
what similar expression, Luke xxiv. 44. 
1 rade doy. Ax. is an exposition of the 
pera Tovra of the LXX and Hebrew, re- 
ferring it to the days of the Messinh, as 
Ina. ii. 2; Micah iv. 1, al. See also 2 Tim. 
їй. 1; Heb. i. 1. Aéyev é беба does 
not occur in the verse of Joel, but at the 
beginning of the whole passage, ver. 12, and 
is supplied by Peter here. dey cds | 
LXX-AN®>: ка) dcx, BN. It is a 
later form of the future; see Winer, edn. 
6, § 15. фид ToU y.] In the Heb. 
simply “ My Spirit,"—"rrrrw. The 
two clauscs, к. of veay. and к. ol xpecB., 
are tran in the LXX. 18. xal 
ye} LXX-AN®s-}: xal, BN’. Aft. 

Aas om до» BRI. The Hebrew does 
not express it either time, but bas, as 

тес ins Ty» bef шера» (conform to EXX-4B 

in E. V., ‘the servants and handpaids.’ 
ка} xpognredoovew is not in LXX 

пог Heb. 19.] ка) 8óce тфрата dv 
офрауф Ed-vat.: txt АВМ. vw, eque, 
and кёте are not іп LXX nor Heb, 
alpa x. wip... .] Not, ‘bloodshed and 
wasting by fire,’ as commonly interpreted : 
—not devastations, but prodigies, are 
foretold :—bloody and fiery appearances : 
—pillare of smoke, Heb. 20.] See 
Matt. xxiv. 29. fp. кор.) Not the 
first coming of Christ,—which interpre- 
tation would run counter to the whole 
tenor of the Apostle's application of the 
prophecy:—but clearly, His second oom- 
ing; regarded in prophetic language as 
following close upon the outpouring of the 
Spirit, because it is the seat great event in 
the alee arrangements. i ne Apos- 
tles probably expected this coming very 
con (ке ав Ё on Rom. xiii. 11); but this 
did not at all affect the accuracy of their 
expressions respecting it. Their days wit- 
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„ lebe ті. “peyadny xai ‘émipavy. 21 xal ra, was de edv ABCDE 
Jodever.6. хё ; 5 Д 23 Дубое 181 Тайетет.6. Ж Crixadéonta, TÒ буора xuplov У cwOycerat. pes afeh k 

. here only '"IepagMrat дкойсатє ToU; ddyous ou "соду “is” 
aii roy Nalopaiov, йудра * ато той Geot * arrodedevypévov 
Joel e * beis buüs "Ovvápegww xal "épasiw xal onpelow * ols 
u 1 2. ётойсєр St айтой б Oeòs e péow рб», кабдс abroi 

ххіі. 16. Rom. x. 13. 1 Cor.i.2, Tech. xiii. 9. 
. 2 Сог. vii. 1$. Rev. іх. 18. Isa. xiv. 26. 

є = ch. ref. d attr., eb. l. 

and yer corra), with ACEPN? rel 86: om (so Lxx-x) BDN!. 
DN'[ ins N-corr! or 8), 

21. om ver Ni (ins in very small letters N-corr!). 
ins rov bef M Di. N-corr! rel Cbr,: tat BE 36. 

29. :eBpanAirai (во ch. iii. 12 al) N, «rp. B'[ E]. 
aroded. bef ато т. 0. (corrn to avoid am 

33 
9 AB(not N Ed-vat). 1 Mace. . 34. Xen. Hell. iv. 4. 8. 

ii. 13 1 reff. 

y = Matt. x. 22 al, fr. = = Matt. xi. 19. ch. x. 
1 Сог. iv. 9. 3 Thess. H. 6 only. Both. ti. 

b = Luke ix. 19. ch. xxiv. 17 al. 
e Lake li. 48. ch. i. 15 al. Pu. сязліт. 9. 

ach, xxv. 7. 

om xu emi. 

rec os ay (Lxx), with ACDP 

уа(орагоу (so ch. iii. 6 al) Die. 
iguity of адр. avo т. 0.) BC D-corr N 

m p vulg [sah wth] arm Ath, Chr, [ Thdot-anc, Thdrt | Iren-int, Fulg, : txt AD!EP rel 
86 D-lat [вуг copt Ath, Cosm, Tert, ].—8eBokiuao eror D (арру : txt D! : probatum 

lg. D- lat): dengsatum E-lat: approbatum vulg Iren - int Ambr 
for un-, uu, D'(and lat: txt D?) с k 100-27 lect-5 [ Eus 

for о, ота D'(txt D*). 
o 0. bef 8 avrov E d 1 vulg (not am demid [fald tol]) [ Ath, Thdrt, J. 

very common expr), with СЭР 18 rel | vulg-ed] syr 
mi]: om ABC! DEN m p 86. 40 Syr [coptt arm] eth [ Eus] A 

J'actus est apud vos Syr. 
(of these 100-27 have quer below). 

aft кабоѕ ins xa: (кабоз xa: being a 
Chr [Thdot-anc, 

i а Deo videri 

y 
тес 

om o (bef Gees) 

Tren-int,. for ауто, оре varres E; upes 117 vulg arm. 

nessed the Pentecostal effusion, which was especially James i. 18. érobeSaypé- 
the beginning of the signs of the end: then vov] ‘demonstratum,’ more than ‘ap- 
follows the period, KNOWN TO THE ЁАТНЕВ 
ONLY, of waiting—the Charch for her 
Lord,—the Lord Himself till all things 
shall have been put under His feet,—and 
then the signs shall be renewed, and the 
day of the Lord shall come. Meantime, 
and in the midst of these signs, the cove- 
nant of the spiritual dispensation is, ver. 
91—‹ Whosoever shall call on the name of 
the Lord, shall be saved.’ The gates of 
God’s mercy are thrown open in Christ to 
all people: — no barrier is placed, -o union 
with any external association or succession 
required : the promise is to individuals, 
АВ individuals: was $$ táv: which indi- 
vidual universality, though here by the 
nature of the circumstances spoken within 
the limits of the outward Israel, is after- 
wards as expressly asserted of Jew and 
Gentile, Rom. i. 17, where see note. 
98.7 &8р. "Іор. binds all the hearers in 
one term, and that one reminds them of 
their covenant relation with God: com- 
pare was olxos 'lopafj^, ver. 86. or 
Naf{epaiov] Not emphatically used by 
way of contrast to what follows, as Beza, 
Wetst., &c.; but only as the ordinary ap- 
pellation of Jesus by the Jews, see John 
xviii. 5, 7; ch. xxii. 8; xxvi. 9. ёжб, 
not for óró, here or any where else (see 
Winer, edn. 6, § 47, b) : but signifying the 
source whence, not merely the agency by 
which, the deed has place. See reff., and 

oved (E. V.):—shewn to be that which 
e claimed to be. dwoded. must be taken 

with ard т. Geot: not, as some have 
divided the words, Bp. àrd т. бео, 
фжоё. к.т.А.: Gal. i. 1 is no justification of 
this, for there ró refers to йтбетоЛоѕ, — 
and certainly Peter wonld never have 
barely thus named our Lord ‘a man from 
God.’ The whole connexion of the passage 
would besides be broken by this rendering: 
that connexion being, that the Man Jesus 
of Nazareth was by God demonstrated, by 
God wrought in among you, by God's 
counsel delivered to death, фу God raised 
up (which raising up is argned on till ver. 
82, then taken up again), by God (ver. 86), 
finally, made Lord and Christ. This was 
tbe process of argument then with the Jews, 
—proceeding on the identity of a man 
whom they had seen and known,—and 
then mounting up from His works and His 
death and His resurrection, to His glorift- 
cation, —all ТНВ PURPOSE AND DOING ОР 
Gop. But if His divine origin, or even His 
divine mission, be stated at the outset, we 
break this climacterical sequence, and lose 
the power of the ment. The drode- 
Ze ryudvo (elvai) ded beot of Dr. Bloom- 
field is of course worse still. ols (8) 
trolacev 81 айт. 5 0.] not, as De Wette, 
a low view of the miracles wrought by 
Jesus, nor inconsistent with John ii. 11; 
but in strict accordance with the progress 
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oldare 28 тойтор Tp 'dpicuévp ® Bovdy xai + rpoyvace feh. avii. 
a ^ » ` 7 7 гей. T той eoù \Єкботоу dd yerpos ' avopwv ™ тростуёартес c = Late vi, 
9 A ГА ^ 

п áyelAaTe, ?* dy б Beds "ávéaryacv Р Мйтав tàs V ddivas Wes 5. 
той Üavárov, * каббт: ойк ў» Suvatov ' kparciaÜat aùròv 
e 9 3 ^ o ` < 

ur avroð. ° Aaveid yap Aéyes * 
Tov KUptoy e ur dd 56, Ore У ёк Seka pio ито» pou * dia TravrOs, бть У ёк Ocbiv pov | 

1 = 1 Cor. іх. 21 3ce only. Wied. xvii.2. (Luke xxii. 37.) 
© = trans., of Christ, ver. 33. ch. ziii. 32, 34. xvii. 31 only. of 
p =- Mark vii. 35. 

r= here (Matt. zziv. 8 || Mk. 1 Thess. v. 3) only. Ps. xvii. 5. 

Herod. vi. 85. 
m here only +. 

others, John vi. 39, 40,44, 51 only. 
Ӯ An. xii 

k = ch. кі, 30 reff. 
n = ch. v. 33 reff. 

» Æ. Н. An. 
s = Luke i. 7. xix. 9. (ver. 

lii. 2. 1. u = Eph. v. 32. 
only. Раа. xv. 8. 
x. Rom. xi.10. Isa. xlix. 16, 
1. 13. 1 Kioge zziii. 19. 

. 5. 
45.) ch. (iv. 35.) хуй. 31 only. L. 

Heb. vii. 14. 1 Pet. i. 11 only. 
w = Luke i. 19. ch. iv. 10а 51. 

у Matt. z. 21, 23. Luke i. 11. ver. 34. ch. vil. 55,56. Heb. 

b. i. 11. 

h 1 Pet. i. 
w н 
ix. 8. xil? 

3 э A СА « eis avTov ‘ Проорфраи a. . 0 
i here only t. 

Bet & Dr. 22 
Theod. = 

q Job xxzix. 2. ry 08. Abe. 

t = here only. Josh. zvíii. I. Xen. Mem. 
v = here (ch. xxi. 39) 

L Gen. xxiv. х Matt. xviii. 10. ch. 

23. rec aft ex3. ins AaBorres (согуп to fill up the constr), with DEPN? rel 36 syr 
[Eus Cyr, Thdot-anc,} Chr, [Суг-р,) Cosm, : om ABC!N! p 
arm Ath, і orin, rec Херу (corra), with C*EP rel 36 vulg [ ren-int, Victorin,. 

40 vulg Syr coptt eth 
Syr arm- V 

zoh) coptt Chr, (бота Iren-int,: txt ABCI Dx p 13 [зуг stb Eus,] Ath, Суг[-р,]. 
(ars Aare, so ABCDEPN d р [18] 36 ( Eos,] Ath,.) 

24. aft Avcas ins 8; avrov E. for дағатоџ, або» (corrn from vv. 27, 31: see also 
Ps. xvii. 5) D vulg E-lat Syr copt Polyc, Epiph, Ps-Ath, Iren-int, ( Thdrt-int, ]. 

25. ins uer bef yap E 36. 
xuptoy ins pow DN : om evarmioy Syr. 

of our Lord through humiliation to glory, 
and with His own words in that very 
Gospel (v. 19), which is devoted to the 
great subject, the manifestation, by the 
Father, of the g of the Son. This 
side of the subject is here especially dwelt 
on in argument with these Jews, to exhibit 
see above) the whole course of Jesus of 
azareth, as the ordinance and doi 

THE GOD or ISRAEL. 
and «póyvecus 
former designates the counsel of God — His 
Eternal Plan, by which He has arranged 
(cf. фритнфәур) all things; the latter, the 
omniscience, by which every part of this 
plan is foreseen and unforgotten by Him. 

&xBorov] by whom, is not said, but 
was supplied by the hearers. 77 dpiop. Ke. 
are not to be joined to KxSoror as agents 
—the dative is that of acoordance and 
appointment, not of agency :—see Winer, 
ейп. 6, 8 31. 6, b, and ch. xv. 1; 2 Pet. 
i. 21. B. xaupds ávóperv] viz. of the 
Roman soldiers, see гей. - 
Serres] The harshness and unworthiness 
of the deed are strongly set forth by a 
word expressing the mechanical act merely, 
having nailed up, as in contrast with the 
former clause, from 'Їз}тоў» to бид». 
Peter lays the charge on the multitude, 
because they abetted their relers,—soe 
ch. iii. 17, where this is fully expressed : 
not for the far-fetched reason given by 
Olshausen, that ‘all mankind were in fact 
guilty of the death of Jesus:’ in which 
case, as Meyer well observes (and the 
note in Olsh.’s last edn. ii. p. does 
not answer this), Peter must have said 

(жроораџту, во AB'CDEN (not 36).) aft 

‘we,’ not ‘you.’ 94.) There is some 
difficulty in explaining the expression 
Šivas in the connexion in which it is 
bere found. The diffüculty lies, not in 
the connexion of Aber with éBiras, 
which is amply justified, see reff., but in 
the interpretation of é8ivas kere. For 
diras бау. must mean the pains of death, 
i e.the pains which precede and end in 
death ; a meaning here inapplicable. (The 
explanation of Chrys., Theophyl, Œe., d 
Odraros due xaríéxar abrór, к. rà бай 
traoxe, will not be generally maintained 
at the present day. Stier does maintain 
it, Reden der Apostel, vol. i. p. 43 ff., but 
to me not convincingly : and, characteris- 
tically, Wordsaw. also.) The fact may be, 
that Peter used the Hebrew word "33m, ref. 
Pea. ‘ nete, or bands, i. e. the nets in which 
death held the Lord captive; and that, in 
rendering the words into Greek, the LXX 
rendering of the word in that place and 
Ps. cxiv. 3, viz. &dives, has been adopted. 
(But see Prolegg. to Vol. I. ch. ii. § ii. pp. 
28,29.) It has been attempted in vain by 
Olshausen and others to shew that dives 
sometimes in Hellenistic Greek signifies 
bands. No one instance cited by Schleus- 
ner (Lex. V. T.) of that meaning is to 
the point. See Simonis Lex., ban. 
оўфк hv буу. depends for its proof on the 
үйр which follows. 25.] «ls аётбу, 
not ‘of Him, but in allusion to Him. 
The 16th Psalm was not by the Rabbis 
applied to the Messiah: but Peter here 
proves to them that, if it is to be true in its 
highest and proper meaning of any one, 
it must be of Him. We are met at every 
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doriy iva py *тайеобф 6 Sia тоўто * nudpdavOn pov ABCDE 
ў æapòia kai ° туа\\асато т} ү\@сса pou, eri 8ё xai 7 44 к 

13 

z = ch. xvii. 
1 зе. 
11. 2. эге Heb. 
хіі. 26, 27. 

acn. irit. Ор pou è катасктибсє: * ёт * ènmi, 27 бті ойк ! ёуката- 
b ch. avi. 34. А ` , ha ig NN kÀ ` 
M 1, Nel Meise т? E чуу» pov кыр аёти ovde , Scorers on 

Pei 1 . lágióy aov ™ Ide * 8:афборар. 28 ° ёурюритаѕ шог > odovs 
€ here only. 
mech. аш. Cas, 9 TAnpoces дє 'eUjposvuvns “He той ростои 

"Pony Pw 900. 29 dydpes aderdoi, * é£fóv eireiv “pera " Tappnalas 
iv. 1. ^ ^ e Rom.iv.18 mpeg buds тєрї той ' watpidpyou Aaveid, бт. ai Y ère- 

reff. 
f 3 Cor. iv. 9 reff. 

viii. 40 reff. 
vh. 26. P». Ixzxzv. 2. 

n ver. 31. ch. xiii. 34, &c. only. Job xzziil. 28, 
q = ch. xiii. 52 reff. 

zavi. 18. see John vii. 13. Eph. vi. 19. 

g = Rev. vi. 9. ux. (only. Wied. iii. 1. Joe. Ави. vl. 14. 3. 
i Matt. zi. 23. Rev. i. 18 al. Hos. xiii. 14. 

m = Luke ii. 38. ch. xiii. 36 (from 1. c.) Ae. Heb. zi. б. see Ps. Ixzzviil. 48. 
o 1 Cor. xii. 3 reff. 

. . rch. ziv. 17 only. Esth. ix. 18, 19. 
xii.4. 2 Cor. zii. ( only. Esth. iv. 2. w. aor., ch. xxi. 37 reff. 

v ch. vil. 8, 9. Heb. vli. 4 only. 1 Chron. zzvii. 22. * 

h constr.. ch. 
= ver. 4 reff. 17: Heb. 

p = Matt. xxi. 32. Prov. v. 6. 
s constr., here Cr 1. c. ¢ Matt. 

ach. iv. 29, 31. zx vili. 31 к= A Lev. 
att. fi. 

19 al. goepp. only, exc. ch. vii. 15. Heb. хі. 23, 1 Chron. хіх. 28. 

26. (пуфраудп, so ABCDEPN m p 40 Clem,.) rec у кар8. bef pou (corrn from 
` LXX), with ACDEPN? rel 36 : txt BN! Clem,. [C] DN. 

27. тес a$ov (so Lxx-4), with EP rel Orig, : txt (so EXX- un) ABC DR bc f (x ?) op 
40 Clem, Th! [ЕЁрїрЬ,). 

28. yrwpicas D'-gr(txt D;). 
LXX (Field is wrong). 

turn by the shallow objections of the 
Rationalists, who seem incapable of com- 
prehending the principle on which the 
sayings of David respecting himself are 
referred to Christ. To say, with De 
Wette, that Peter's proof lies not in any 
historical but only in an ideal meaning of 
the Psalm, is entirely beside the subject. 

To interpret the sayings of David (or 
indeed those of any one else) ‘ historically,’ 
i.e. solely as referring to the occasion 
which gave rise to them, and having no 
wider reference, would be to establish a 
canon of interpretation wholly counter to 
the common sense of mankind. Every 
one, placed in any given position, when 
speaking of himself as in that position, 
speaks what will refer to others similarly 
situated, and most pointedly to any one 
who shall in any especial and pre-eminent 
way stand in that position. Applying 
even this common rule to David's sayings, 
the applicability of them to Christ will be 
legitimized :—but bow much more, when 
we take into account the whole circum. 
stances of David's theooratic position, as 
the prophetio representative and type of 
Christ ! Whether the Messiah was present 
or not to the mind of the Pealmist, is of 
very little import: in some cases He plainly 
was: in others, as here, David's words, 
spoken of himself and his circumstances, 
could only be in their highest and literal 
senso true of the great Son of David who 
was to come. David often spoke concerning 
himself; but THE SPIRIT WHO SPOKE IN 
Davin, «ls rd» хрстбу. The citation is 
verbatim from the LXX (except in the 
«rder of до» ў xap.: see var. readd.): the 

evppoourny А!(арру) [m] 96(sic Scholz), so A in 

Vatican, Sinaitic, and Alexandrine copies 
agree throughout, except іп inv BN (Tov 
ab. NI) and ov (A), and eùppocúvns (BN) 
and -vnr (A), between which our Mas. 
aleo vary. dra pi cadrev0e] Heb. 
‘I shall not be moved.’ 26. J M 
pov] Heb. v», ‘my glory: so in Ps. 
eviii, 1, where our prayer-book version 
renders “I will give praise with the best 
member that I have.” Cf. also Ps. lvii. 8. 

27. З.офборќу] Heb. me, ‘cor- 
ruption,’ from mig, corrupit,—or ‘the 

pit, from me, subsidere. De Wette main- 
tains tbe last to be the only right render- 
ing: but the Lexicons give both, as above, 
and Meyer and Stier defend the other. 

98.] lyvépuras к.т.л.: Heb. * Thon 
wilt make known.’ wAnpoéoes K. v. A.: 
Heb. ‘Fulness of joys (is) with thy pre- 
sence.’ These two last clauses refer to 
the Resurrection and the Ascension respec- 
tively. 99. Apes &А8Ве\фо{] g. d., I 
am your brother, an Israelite, and there - 
fore would not speak with disrespect of 
David. He prepares the way for the apo- 
logetic sentence which follows. Ic 
supply, not fere, but doris, I may, &c. 

The title Patriarch’ is only here 
applied to David, as the progenitor of the 
kingly race:—Abraham and the sons of 
Jucob are so called in the N. T. reff. In 
the LXX, the word is used of chief men, 
and heads of families, with the exception 
of 2 Chron. xxiii. 20, where it represents 
“captains of hundreds.” Sr] not, 
because; but that,—contains the subject 
of elweiy, and is that for which the apology 
is made. We learn from 1 Kings ii. 
10, and Neh. iii. 16, that David was buried 
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Aci rice kai * ruh, kai то Y џиўра avTod dariw * ёи тифу x1 cer. хх. 
x ^c 3 ‚ 30 , *v 5 fnrd 1 ауре Tis iu тайт. P arpodiprns обу irdpxom ка} ! igen 
cides Sri d pr '"duogev айтф 6 debe ёк * картой Tijs шз. ̀  Nam. 

^ ^ ди. eee OE *daguos айўтой { кабіса: él tov Opovoy avrod, % Empo- * = Late vii. 
-04 2 ` ^ h 2 ^ ^ ^ "| 88 aL $ see id» éXdAnoevy тєрї тўс "àvaaráceos ToU ypioToOD, бт рі 

X Sir. zx. 16. 
ойтє yr are N % eis * Gov ойте ij cap avro) ! «деу v James. 
i éiadQopáv. 32 тойто» tov "Ізсойу ! арёстусє» o beds, . ent, here 
оў Távres нє écuév "náprupes. 99 тў eig оф» той, zi ie 

Psa. exzzi. 
11. = Luke 1. 4$. Gen. xxx. 2. e :- Heb. vii. 5, 10 only. Gen. zzry. 11. f trans., Matt. 
xix. 28. 1 Cor. vi. é. Eph.i300nly. 1 Kings XXX. 21. g Gal. іН. 8 only. = Ps. ехххіх. 3. Wied. 
xix. 1. see Gen. zzzvii. 18. h ch. i. A reff. i fer. 27. k here only. Isa. 
xiv. 19 al. 1 = ver. m ch. i. 8 reff. 

29. то umur D. for er, rap D vulg E- lat. 
30. «dauv D'[-gr](tzt 04).  {огосфиоз, xapdias DI(txt D?-*: precordia D- lat). 

rcc aft ogg. avrov ins то ката сарка ауастутеі» Tov уртто> (explanatory gloss, taken 
iato the tert from margin), with (D! E)P rel вуг Eus, (Chr,) Thdrt Thi—but om ro Dl, 
om то x. сар. E. 4. 27-9 : avacryca: DE 18 : aft то» xp. ins xa: D-gr E 69, 96. 105: 
om ABCD'N p Hr vulg Syr coptt sth arm [ Eus, ] Cyr, lren-int, Victorin, Tonen 
тес Tov Gpovov, with EP? rel Chr[Cyr,], Opovov (only) Рі: txt ABCDN p Orig Eus, 
(£xx-m(B! def) e have -vov, Lzx-Ax! vo: Meyer thinks -vov a grammi alteration to 
suit better the transitive кайта: but qu?). 

91. pe D? 1. 60-9. 100-4-27-63 : wpoeibe» (= жро8.) ACE c e 13.—om яро. 
eA. ж. T. Di (and lat). rec for ovre and ovre, ov and ovde (corrn from ver 27), with 
E-gr(ovx) P rel syrr coptt Thdor-mops ( Thdrt,]: ovx and ovre 13: ovre and ovde В: 
txt ACDN p 36 vulg E-lat Eus, Chr, Cyr, Iren-int Victorin Fulg Bede-gr. rec 
xareAcgéy, with P rel: txt ABCDÈN d f h 13.36 Eus, Thaum, Chr, [Cyr,] Thdrt 
Thdor- mops. rec adds n Wuxy avrov (From rer 27), with C*EP rel syr(aft ад.) [arm 
Thaum(bef ey«ar.)] Chr,(bef eyxar.) Thdrt(aft ад.) Fulg, Philast,: om ABC!DN p 
vulg Syr coptt sth Did-int Iren-int Victorin. any BN b (k?) o p 86 Eus, Thaum,. 

$2. aft rovrov ins ow Di(and lat) E Ambr, Victorin,.— om то» D'-gr(txt 150. 
«cer bef ques N: дарт. bef ene D vulg [ Did-int]: om етде» PI: txt ABCEP? rcl. 

at Jerusalem, in the city of David, i. e. 
the stronghold of Zion, 3 Sam. v. 7. 
J us, Antt. vii. 15. 8, gives an account 
of the high priest Hyrcanus, when be- 
sieged by Antiochus Eusebes,—and after- 
wards King Herod, opening the tomb and 
taking treasure from it. See also xiii. 8. 
4; xvi. 7. 1; B. J. i. 2. 5. Dio Cassius 
(1хіх. 14) mentions, among the prodigies 
which preceded Hadrian’s war, that the 
tomb of Solomon (the same with that of 
David, see Jos. Antt. xvi. 7. 1) fell down. 
Jerome mentions (Epist. xlvi. (xvii.) ad 
Marcellam, vol. i. p. 209) that the tomb 
of David was visited in his time (the end 
of the fourth century). 30.) трофч- 
Tys, in the stricter sense, a foreteller of 
Future events by the inspiration of the 
Holy Spirit. 61855] See 2 Sam. vii. 
12. The words are not cited from the 
LXX, but rendered from the Hebrew. 
On the principle of interpretation of this 

у, see above on ver. 25. 31.] 
word трови distinctly asserta the 

prophetic consciousness of David in the 
composition of this Psalm. But of what 
sort that prophetic consciousness was, 
may be gathered from this same Apostle, 

1 Pet. i. 10—12: that it was not a distinct 
knowledge of the events which they fore- 
told, but only a conscious reference in 
their minds to the great promises of the 
covenant, in the expression of which they 
were guided by the Haly Spirit of prophecy 
to say things pregnant with meaning not 
patent to themselves but to us. 83.] 
From ver. 25 has been employed in sub- 
stantiating the Resurrection as the act of 
God announced by prophecy in old time: 
now the historical fact of its accomplish- 
ment is affirmed, and the vouchers for it 
produced. ob] either masc., see ch. 
1. 8; xiii. 31,—or neut. The former seems 
most probable as including the latter. 
Wo are His witnesses,’ would imply, We 
testify to this His work,’ which work iu- 
plied the Resurrection. rares, first 
and most properly the Twelve: but, se- 
condarily, the whole body of believers, all 
of whom, at this time, had probably seen 
the Lord since His Resurrection; see 1 Cor. 
xv. 6. 38.] Peter now comes to the 
Ascension—the exaltation of Jesus to be, 
in the fullest sense, Lord and Christ. 
тї Bef] by the right hand, not ‘to 
the right hand. The great end of this 
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^ n A L о 9 [4 ^ e = 

n Matt, axil, Өєоў inpodeis THY тє era e N TOU TrveUpaGTOS TOU AICDE 
zili. 17. . ^ ^ a Pradc 

dryioy v №аВфу P тарӣ той патрос d éféyecv ToUro Ò йде df g hk 2 Cor. хі. J. 
. v. Gal. ` , Imo bir, B „ [wai] BXérere xal axovere. 34 ой yap Aaveld' dels 3° 

о = ch. i. 6 reff. M ^ 
[xn TOUS ‘ ovpavous, Aéyes 8ё айтд Ерген кїрї$ TË корі 

. . е 3 ^ ^ ГА 

2. l. 10. рои Kálov e Seftav pou 35 & dv Өф v0 éyÜpovs 
James і. 7 ts М ^ ^ 36 э ^ = 
Revit. gou túmomóðiov tv тоди Gov. u d ойу 
a  queckéro tas "olxos сразу бт. кай кйргор avTOv 24. reff. 
r John iil. 13. 
Rom. x.6 (from Deut. zzz. 12). Rev. xi. 12. 

xx. 43. ch. vii. 49. 
ziv. 44. ch. xvi. 23) only. Wied. xviil. 6 
6, 10 (from Jer. zzxviii. [xzxi.] 31). 

83. for туу re, xav ry» D. 

Ambr. 
DN 1 p vulg Syr coptt [seth | 
ACEPN rel [ves Did.int,] Thdrt 

84. for Aeye Be, eprev yap D [simly 
for ewer, Aeyec D am lat-mss-in- Bede. 

arm Did[-in 

xxii. 44 |) [A] B! (sie, see table) [CE]PN'*. 

elz om Ist каг, with Syr coptt [mth(Treg) Bas, ] Eustath- 
35. om ar D'(ins D?). 
86. ins o bef ox. CD c. 

speech is to shew forth (see above) the 
Gop or IsgARL as the doer of all these 
things. However well the sense ‘to’ 
might seem to agree with the ёк бебу 
of ver. 84, we must not set aside & very 
suitable sense, nor violate syntax (for 
the construction is entirely unexampled in 
Hellenistic as well as prose classical Greek) 
in order to suit an apparent adaptation. 
The reference is carried on by the word 
Sekcd, though it be not in exactly the same 
position in the two cases. And the уу 
els rods ойр. of ver. 84 prepares the way 
for the ёк Sefer following without any 
‘harshness. On the fic dative after 
verbs of approach, see Musgr., Pheenissss, 
310 (308, Matth.), and Hermann, Antig. 
284. See also ch. v. 81, and Winer (who 
defends the construction), edn. 6, € 81. 6. 
Wordsw. denies that the бед беоб is ever 
specified in the N. T. as the instrument by 
which He works. Bat he has omitted to 
state that this and the similnrly ambi- 
guous place, ch. v. 81, are the only real 
instances of the expression being used, all 
the rest being local, ёк ебх or фә dete: 
so that bis dictam goes for nothing. And 
in the LXX the use of God's right band 
as the instrument is very frequent: cf. 
Exod. xv. 6, 12; Ps. xvii. 36; lix. 5 
(where the dat. is used as here), and about 
20 other places; Іва. xlviii. 13; xiii. 12, 
&c. After this, the objection, when ар. 
plied to a speech so full of О. T. spirit and 
diction as this, would, even if valid as 
regards the N. T., be irrelevant. 
trayycAlav} Christ is said to have re- 
ceived from the Father the promise above 

s ver. 25 reff. Pas. cix. 1. 
Heb. i. 13. x. 13. James fi. 3 only. Isa. lxvi. 1. 

. see Gen. хххіт. 35. 

t]. 
: ins BD 13 [arm-zoh]. 

Syr]; dizit autem vulg(not am fuld &c). 

t Matt. v. 35. Luke 
Ре. xcviii. 5. a = here (Mark 

v Matt. х. 6. ch. vii. 42. Heb. viti. 

rec r. ay. Trevu., with DP rel Thdrt, Cosm, Iren-int,: 
txt ABCEN c p 18 Chr, [Cyr-p,], spiritus sancti vss(@ppy)- 
o D'(and lat: txt De): aft rovro ins то 3wpor E [demi ] 

rec ins ии» bef иде, with Co EP rel вуг Cosm, (aft, Iren- int]: om АВС 

for TovTo о upets, vpeiw 
tol syrr) Iren-int ( Did-int 

rec om Ist xa: (ae unnecessary), with 

ins o bef xuptos (аз LXX; see also Matt 

cited from Joel, wlich is spoken of His 
days. This, and not of course tbe declara- 
tions made by Himself to the same effect, 
is here referred іо, though doubtless 
those were in Peter's mind. The very 
word, єєр, refers to dx xe above, ver. 
17. тобто, this influence,’ this 
merely; leaving to his hearers the in- 
ference, that (Ais, which they saw and 
heard, must be none other than the 
effusion of the Spirit. RAe re 
need not imply, as Dr. Burton thinks, 
that “there was some visible appear- 
ance, which the people saw as well as 
the apostles:"—very much of the effect 
of the descent of the Spirit would be 
visible,—the enthusiasm and gestures of 
the speakers, for instance; not, however, 
the tongues of flame, —for then none could 
have spoken as in ver. 13. 31.) This 
exaltation of Christ is also proved from 
prophecy—and from the same pissage with 
which Jesus Himself had silence His ene- 
mies. See notes, Matt. xxii. 41 ff. & 
is not ‘for,’ which would destroy the whole 
force of the sentence: the Apostle says, For 
David himself is not ascended into the 
heavens,—as he would be if the former 
prophecy applied to him: вот he himself 
says, removing all doubt on the subject, 
&. The rendering 34, for, makes it 
appear as if the à»éB» els т. ойр. were a 
mistaken inference from Psalm cx. 1, 
wherens that passage is adduced to preclude 
its being made from the other. 30.] 
TuE CONCLUSION FROM ALL THAT HAS 
BEEN SAID. wee olxos ‘lop. = was 
ó olx. lop., olxos being a familiar noun 
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тодтоу Tov ‘Incoby dy = xa. ir. 
John vi. 

* Res. i. 
мш ‚= 

87 ‘Axoboarres de х Karevoynoay Tv кардіар, «тор bere aly. 
тє тр tov Ilétpoy xal той Aorroùs dmoorodous T. t A 
зтоцсореу, дудрес adedpot ; 38 Пётрос̧ $ mpòs aùToùs , Hat. fl. 3 

ch. 
з Meravonoarte, kai * Валгтитбтугш Exacros орди *éri TQ 

ap-Thdrt, : ins ABCDEPN rel vulg syr [arm-zoh] wth-pl{ Tischdf] Epiph, N мнв 
rec xa: Хрістоу bef avrov, with EP rel At 

: кш Хр:стор о Geos bef аутор c m 4. 100: ауто» bef xupior сор (all 
ers C Cbn] Р [Тег&, ]. 

ili. 19. 
vidi. 22 al. 
Jer. viii. 6. 

z constr., here only. 

spiphs 
trans- 

positiona fe for perspicuity) : om avro» D! (and lat): txt ABCD?N 36 vulg arm Eustath, 
Chr, ara exor. bef o 0«os (corra) BN p vulgſ- ed] зугт copt eth 

[Ban] Ath, Leon Amb, : om о 6. lect-12: txt ACDEP rel am fuld [demid 
Sustath, Bas, б) Ep Epip Iren- -int,. (13 def.) om то» D'(ins D). 
$1. for de, ovr р Ug,.—ToTe wayres oi сиуєАдоутеѕ к. акоисаутез D syr- 

к arqvuyncay rec ттк 
ABCN p [ Ваз, Epiph Dos, (18 def.) 
D?N 1 15. 73. 103 Aug:. 

Bedare яш» DE tol syr-mg Aug. [от]. 

"for exor Te, ки eur. E: 
Kat TIVES e£ avro «тау 

га (see Ps eviii. 16), with DEP rel vulg : txt 
єт. de p: 
om Aowous D 104 

eimorres 

Севт]. 
Cars ö rec тогдсормеу, with D rel Cyr-jer,: txt ABCEPN a h k p Bas Epiph, 

(13 def.) —ins our bef vol. (see Lu iii. 10) D lr ren-int Aug, at end, add vxo- 

38. rec ins en bef xpos avrovs, with EP rel [syr coptt Thdrt,]; флоту bef xa: Barr. 
ACN p pno» bef vulg Cyr-jer, : 

om B 65. 127-63 demid. (13 def.) 
txt AEPN rel Bas, Chr.. 

used anarthrously: see Eph. ii. 21, note, 
and Winer, edn. 6, § 19, who however 
does not give elxos in his list: the whole 
house of —for а. hitherto said has 
gone m proofs and sa belonging 
Eo Torek abd to all Isreal.” 8 dm 
delle, as nay is the ground-tone 
of the discourse. коро», from ver 
84. ; in the full and glorious 
sense in which that term was POPMA 
cally known. The same is expressed ch. v 
81 by dx, к. rer dpa Dyeser. 
The final clause sets in the strongest and 
plainest light the fact to which the dis- 
course testifies—ending with êv vpeis 
kelp ,—the remembrance most 

i to carry compunction to their 
hearts. ‘In clausula orationis iterum illis 
exprobrat quod Eum crucifizerint, ut majori 
conscientise dolore tacti ad remedium aspi- 
rent.’ Calvin in loc. Aculeus in fine.’ 
Bengel. 91—41.] EFFEOT or THE 
DISCOURSE. $7. кетүү.) катаубссо 
is exactly ‘compungo.’ The compunction 
arose from the thought that they had 
rejected and crucified Him who was now 
so powerful, and under whose feet they, as 
enemies, would be crushed. * Concionis 
fractum Lucas refert, ut sciamus non 
modo in linguarum varietate exsertam 
fuisse Spiritus Sancti virtutem, sed in 
eorum etiam cordibus qui audiebant." 
Calvin. жом} терме, the deliberative 

for exi, ey BCD [ 

ретау. D: for werp. Be, ere de rerpos а h 38. 67. 113 
lect-12 Syr wth arm (all these varr shew that inally the verb was not expressed) : 

rjer,] Epiph, (Cyr, Thdrt, | : 

subjunctive, —cf. Winer, edn 
4, b.—What must we do 1 
ретауођсате, not, аз іп Matt. iii. 2; іу. 17, 
perayoeire. The aorist denotes speed, a 
definite, sudden act: the present, a habit, 
more gradual, as that first moral and legal 
change would necessarily be. The word 
imports change of mind; here, change 
from thinking Jesus an impostor, and 
scorning Him as one crucified, to being 
baptized i in His name, and looking to Him 
for remission of sins, and the gift of the 
Spirit. The miserable absurdity of 
rendering ueray., or * paenitentiam agite," 
by *do penance, or understanding it as 
referring to a course of external rites, is 
well exposed by this passage—in which 
the internal changa of heart and purpose 
ia insisted on, to be testified by admission 
into the number of Christ's. followers. 
See Calvin's note. Here, 
on the day of Pentecost, we ы the first 
mention and administration of CHRISTIAN 
BAPTISM. Before, there had been the 
baptism of repentance for the remission 
of sins, by John, Luke iii. 3; bat now we 
have the important addition ё) тф дкбр. 
hee xpurroU,—on the Name—i. е. on 
the confession of that which the Name 
implies, and into the b and blessings 
which the Name implies. The Apostles 
and first believers were not thus baptized, 
because, ch. i. 5, they had received the 

. 6, § 41, a. 
38.) 
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M ч э 7 'I ^ ^а 9 a и a e ^ ` A ? 

n Matt. xxi. Ort Ihe урістоо * eis афесш * анартиор, Kat Anp- ABCDE 
Pr a be Luke iii. 

` ^ € А lA е ^ ^ P ek. nl. . Vece тї» " Swpeay tov dyiov mvevpatos. 39 , уар tghki 
John f. b. égTLV ij  ёлауүєча rai Toig Tékvois m», Kal таа тоф contre ү : i : єз Е М / [4 , z ` 4 e vi. d eis de paxpáv, беоь$ д» d vo ra. cup 0 бебу 

e ch, zzii. 31 pav. *0'Erepow Te №уоі © п\єіосир ^ бєнартирато каї 
Й * p "n * 

ta . rape avTols Aéyuv 'LwOnte ато тїс *yeveds Tis 
c h. al. lexoMüs таўтт$. I Oi uév обу ™ атодєЁашероь Tov Aoyov 
3. Euro э a 8 [ @ ' n 20 ё м е / 
тм. аўто éBamTicÜnsavr, xai “mposereOnoav [èv] TH ie 
uxviii. 23. Luke only, exe. Heb. vil. 23. Num. iz. 19. Ъ ch. viii. 25 reff. i = Matt. i. 

21. Horn. v. 9. Ezek. xxxvi. 20. k = Matt. xxiv. 34 al. Pe. xi. 7. 1 = Phil. ii. 15. 1 Pet. 
ii. 18 (Luke iii. 5) only. Deut. xxxii. 5. m Luke viii. 40. ch. xviii. 27. xxi. 17. xxiv. 3. zxvili. 
30+. 2 Macc. ili. 9 al. (-eards, 1 Tim. ii. 3. v. 4 only.) n ver. 47. ch. v. 14. zi. 34. Num. 
xviii.2. 1 Масс. ii. 43. 

ins rov кирои bef гуа. xp. DE [am] syrr sah arm Cyr-jer, Bas, (Epiph,) Thdrt, Cypr, 
Hil Lucif, Ambr Aug Vig. (Syr copt Iren - int om xpirov.) тшу аиарт. A 
B(sic; see table) N p vulg coptt ath Aug. ne; Ter» ац. quor» C: txt DEP 18 rel syrr 
[arm] Cyr-jer, Bas, Chr, (Cyr,) Iren-int, Cypr, Lucif Ambr Aug. ue. 

39. qui» and que» D Аъ [е]. for ogous, ovs (mistake in copying 7) АС 104 
coptt |. 
t 40. е тє, 9e D.gr К: om c. (Sieuaprvpa ro, so ABCDEN a h p Chr,.) rec 
om avTovs, with EP rel Chr, 36-comm : ins ABCDN р 36-txt vulg [Syr coptt eth arm] 
Lucif, and, bef rapexaei, syr-w- ast. Tavr.bef rns oxoAsas D lect-1 vulg Lucif [ Aug, ]. 

41. for arodet., rio Tevaarres D (syr-mg Aug ins xai vio Tevcarres bef eBawris0noa»). 
rec ins ageres bef axobet. (explanatory gloss on av . from matgin : or from 

ch xxi. 17), with EP rel syrr Chr, Aug, : om ABCDN p vulg coptt th Clem, Aug,. 
rec om er, with EP rel (coptt?) Chr,: ins (possibly as а corra to avoid the 

apparent conn: zion of тт пи. єк. with xposereOnoay) ABCDN p vulg. 

BAPTISM BY THE HOLY GHOST, the thing 
signifled, which superseded that by water, 
the outward and visible sign. The 
result of the baptism to which he here 
exhorts them, preceded by repentance and 
accompanicd by faith in the forgiveness of 
sins in Christ, would be, the receiving the 
gift of the Holy Spirit. 89.] rots 
тёкуом úp., viz. as included in the prophecy 
cited ver. 17, your little ones: not, as in 
ch. xiii. 82, ‘your descendants,’ which 
would be understood by any Jew to be 
necessarily implied. (Thus we have a pro- 
vidential recognition of Infant Baptism 
at the very founding of the Christian 
Church. | Gow TOUS є páv, the 
Gentiles; see Eph. ii. 13. There is no 
difficulty whatever in this interpretation. 
The Apostles always expected the conver- 
sion of the Gentiles, as did every pious 
Jew who believed in the Scriptures. It 
was their conversion аг Gentiles, which 
was yet to be revealed to Peter. It is 
surprising to see such Commentators as 
Dr. Burton and Meyer finding a difficulty 
where all is so plain. The very expreasion, 
rovs ky wposkaAéa sra: ó Oeds u., shows 
in what sense Peter understood rocs eis 
paxp. ; not all, but as many as the Lord 
our God 4posxaA., shall summon to ap- 
proach to Him,—bring wear, —which, in 
his present understanding of the words, 
must import—by becoming one of the 

chosen people, and conforming to their 
legal „ 40.] The words 
cited appear to be the concluding and ip. 
clusive summary of Peter's many exhorta- 
tions, not only their general sense : just as 
if ver. 36 had been given as the representa- 
tive of his whole speech above. rúnta 
is improperly rendered in E. V. ‘ save your- 
selves: it is not (see Stier, R. A. i. 62) 
có(ere davroós, as in Luke xxiii. 85, 37, 
39: be saved, Laffet eud) retten, is the 
true sense, ткоМмёет—вее reff. Peter 
alludes to ref. Deut. 41.) This ret 
барат of regeneration is important on 
many accounts in the history of the Chris- 
tian Church. It presents us with two 
remarkable features : (1) It was conferred, 
on the profession of repenfance, and faith 
in Jesus аг the Christ. There was no is- 
struction in doctrine as yet. The infancy 
of the Church in this respect corresponded 
to the infancy of the individual mind; the 
simplicity of faith came first, — the ripeness 
of knowledge followed. Neander well ob- 
serves (Leit. п. Pflanz. p. 34) that among 
such a multitude, admitted by а confession 
which allowed of so wide an interpretation, 
were probably many perrons who brought 
into the church the seeds of that Judaizing 
form of Christianity which sfterwards 
proved so hostile to the true faith; while 
others, more deeply touched by the Holy 
Spirit, followed humbly the unfolding of 
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кейир ° yuyal Фе TpieyDuas. +2 Рўсау 8 4 прос̧карте- о = ch. чї. u. 
родите Tj ':8ауђ Tv aroctOhwy Kai тў kowovía, TH 1 Pet. Ш. 20. 

Gen. xlvi. 15 
i a a ^ l. «Асе ToU dprov xal тай mposevyais. eve öè p conar., ver. 

q ch. i. 14 reff. r Matt. vil. 28. ch. v. 28. ziii. 12, Rom. vi. 17a). Ps. lix. tit. only. в = Gal. 
U. 9. Lev. vi. 3. t Luke xxiv. 35 only t. a = but w. êri, ch. v. 5 reff. 

exeir bef ту nupepa D [am fuld деті]. ws N! [1]. 
42. for noar Be, кои тта» D Syr. ius er bef ту 818. А 98 vulg D. lat. aft 

exocT. add ev sepovegAnu D. rec ins xu bef ry кАасє, with ОЗЕР? 18 rel [syr 
arm Chr, }: om ABC О! апа lat] Ni p[Syr coptt eth]. 

43. rec eyevero (corra as more usual), with EP rel Chr.: txt А[В?]М vulg syrr, 

that teaching by which He perfected the 
apostolic age in the doctrine of Christ. 
(2) Almost without doubt, this first baptism 
must have been administered, as that of 
the first Gentile converts was (see ch. x. 47, 
and note), by effusion or sprinkling, not 
by immersion. The immersion of 3000 
persons, in a city so sparingly furnished 
with water as Jerusalem, is equally incon- 
ceivable with a procession beyond the walls 
to the Kedron, or to Siloam, for that pur- 

1447. DESCRIPTION OF THE LIFE 
AND HABITS OF THE FIRST BELIEVERS. 
This description anticipates; embracing а 
period extending beyond the next chapter. 
This is plain from ver. 43 : for the miracle 
related in the next chapter was evidently 
the first which attracted any public atten- 
tion: vv. 44, 45, again, are taken up anew 
at the end of chap. iv., where we have a 
very similar description, evidently apply- 
ing to the same period. 49.] түү &- 
бах тоу ётост., compare Matt. xxviii. 20. 

тў xowverviq | community : the living 
together as oue family, and having things 
in common. It is no objection to this 
meaning, that the fact is repeated below, 
in ver. 45: for so is the кАйс:ѕ ToU Eprov 
in ver. 46, and the ярок. tais wposevx. 

The Valg. interpretation of тй c- 
rig (xal) Tjj кМйте т. kpr. by communi- 
catione fractionis panis, per Hendiadyn, 
is curious enough. 1f suggested by 1 Cor. 
x. 16, it should have been * communica. 
tione et fractione panis.’ The adoption of 
the right reading "renders this interpreta- 
tion untenable. The supplying rà» &roc'. 
after xoworlg, as in E. V., is better than 
the last, but still I conceive bears no inean- 
ing defensible in construction. Very dif- 
ferent is the xowevla т. &y. xvebparos of 
2 Cor. xiii. 18, because there the Holy 
Ghost is imparted, is that of which all 
partake, are xotywvol: whereas the ко. тди 
roor. must signify fellowship with the 
Apostles, or fellowship with that Society of 
which the Apostles were the chief; neither 
of which meanings I conceive кош. will 
bear. The special sense in which 
xowerla occurs, Rom. xv. 26, conid not 

be here meant, or the word would have 
been qualified in some way, тӯ кош. (тӯ) 
els rovs rr xxo, or the like. тб 
«doe т. ] This has been very 
variously explained. Chrysostom (in Act. 
Homil. vii. p. 57) says, тд» prov до: Boxe? 
Adyar, кай Thy ynorelay dvravOa onyalvey, 
ral Tòr oxAnpdy Blov’ rpopijs ydp, ob трифӯз 
uereAduBavor. And similarly (Ecumenius, 
and of the moderns Bengel: ‘fractione 
panis, id est, victu frugali, communi inter 
ipsos. But on ver. 46 he recognizes А 
covert allusion to the Eucharist. 
The interpretation of ў кА. т. &pr. [here] 
as the celebration of the Lord’s Supper 
has been, both in ancient and modern 
times, the prevalent one. Chrysostom 
himself, in his 27th Hom. on 1 Сог, р. 
422, interpreta it, or at all events тў 
core ig and it together, of the Holy Com- 
munion. And the Romanist interpreters 
have gone so far as to ground an argument 
on the passage for the administration is 
one kind only.  But,—referring for а 
fuller discussion of the whole mntter to 
the notes оп 1 Cor. x. xi.,—barely to ren. 
der ў кАйо ToU Éprov the breaking of 
bread iu the Eucharist, ae noto understood, 
would be to violate historical truth. The 
Holy Communion was at first, and for some 
time, till abuses put an ond to the practice, 
inseparably connected with the ёуйта, or 
love-feasts, of the Christians, and unknown 
as a separate ordinance. To these йуйта‹, 
accompanied as they were at this time by 
the celebration of the Lord's Supper, the 
Ad ToU Aro refers, —from the custoin 
of tbe master of the feast breaking bread 
in asking a blessing; see ch. xxvii. 35, where 
the Eucharist is out of the question. 
No stress must be laid, for any doctrinal 
purpose, upon the article before &prov: the 
construction here requires it, and below, 
ver. 46, where not required by the con- 
struction, it is omitted. I need hardly 
add thut the sense inferred by Курке an. l 
Heinrichs from Isa. lviii. 7, SidüpusTe rei- 
vorrs тфу prov aov,—that of giving bread 
to the poor, is in the highest degree im- 
probable here, and inconsistent with the 
Christian use of ) xAdeis ToU Éprov else. 
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„in таор puyi S, rd те “ тёрата xal onpeia х b 
om. li. 9. A $ j У 

ri ам. TOY атостоћер éyivero. „ mávres & of qua TeVovres 

reff. 
x AO iv. 16, b 

y ch. i. 26 гей. 
a= 1 Pet. ii. 

12, 16. 
a = ch. iv. 33. 

Tit. 1. 4. Jude 3 only (cb. x. 14 reff., $. 
ix.) 16 c Heb. x. 34 0 Aix.) 16. . 

7. John хіх. 3, from Ps. zzi. 18 

Wisd. vii. 3. 

g abs., Mark ii. 25. ch. iv. 36. 1 Cor. zii. 24. 1 John hii. 17. 
vii. 27 al. Num. iv. 16. 

eyurero-B! CD. 
ins ov шкра E 25. 

for те, 8e BN p copt: yap sah: om D!.gr(ins ЮЗ) m. 
aft Bia ins тою хере» E 40 вуг seth. 

Haav У em тд айтд Kai * elyov áravra * коша, 45 xai тд 
KTH aTa kal tas * тар єн *ётітраскоу xai deni D 

avrà Trüaw f xa àv Tis € xpeíay & elyev, 99 ^ каб ўрёрау 
bcb.v.1. Matt. хіх. 3 | Mk. only. Prov, zzzi. 

iv. 34 тей. e Luke xxii. . 1 

. Ezod. i. 12,17. Thucyd. iv. H8 fin. see ver. 24 reff. 
h Matt. zzvi. 66. ch. іц. 2. xvi. 5. Heb. 

aft uu. 
ey. bef dia т. ov. 

AC Syr copt sth.—eyevero c e: ere E 1 25. 64.—aft атост. add e» зероџсалти 
АСЕК vulg( (bef еу.) am) Буг copt: of these АСК vulg [am] cael фоВоз 

v arm]. Tt ny peyas ews sayras (see 
44. ins xai bef ravres 8¢ АСК р. 

ue urs arm) Orig, Thl.fin. 

каб quepa» bef vac: D. 

. 6 al): om BDP rel [zah sth 
for 8е, те D. 

om neay and xa: R 57 Orig, Salvi. 
к. ото: ктпиата eixo» n vrapteuc D [Syr].—0m та p. 

for xa@or:, rors D'-gr(tzt 06): кадез 13. 

morevoavres (corrs) ВМ f 
varrta D. 

euepi(or А. ins 

46. for каб тиерау, rares D'[and lat]: каб qu. ravres ve De. 

where. rait *posevy.) The appointed 
times of prayer: seo ver. 46. But it 
need not nltogether exclude prayer among 
themselves as well, provided we do not 
assume any set times or formsof Christian 

ip, which certainly did not exist as 
notes on Rom. xiv. 5; Gal. iv. 
43.] ran чуй, designating 

generally the multitude, —those who were 
not joined to the infant church. This is 
evident by the wd»res 88 ol wioredorres 
when the church is again the subject, ver. 
44. dread, reverential astonish- 
ment, at the effect produced by the out- 
pouring of the Spirit. On the [anticipa- 
tory character of the] latter part of the 
verse see general remarks at the beginning 
of this section. 44.) If it surprise us 
that so large а number should be continu- 
ally assembled together (for such is cer- 
teinly the sense, not *fraterno amore 
conjanctos,’ asCalvin)— we must remember 
that a large portion of the three thousand 
were persons who had come up to Jeru- 
salem for the feast, and would by this time 
havo retorned to their homes. «ҳо» 
&wavra xowé] they had all things Gn) 
common, i. е. яо individual property, but 
one common stock: see ch. iv. 82. That 
this was literally the case with the infant 
church at Jerusalem, is too plainly asserted 
in these passages to admit of a doubt. 
Some have supposed the expressions to 
indicate merely a partial community of 
goods : ‘non omnia vendiderunt, sed par 
tem bonorum, quse sine magno incommodo 
carere poterant, Wetstein; contrary to 
the ex assertion of ch. iv. 82. In 
order, however, rightly to understand this 
community, we may remark: (1) It ie 
only found in the Church at Jerusalem. 

wore. 
yet. 
10 

No trace of ite existence is discoverable 
any where else: on the contrary, St. Paul 
speaks [constantly] of the rich and the 

т, see 1 Tim. vi. 17; 1 Cor. xvi. 2 
Gal. il. 10; 3 Cor. viii. 18—15; ix. 6, 
]: also St. James, ii. 1—5; iv. 18. 

And from the practice having at first 
prevailed at Jerusalem, we may [partly } 
perhaps explain the great and constant 
poverty of that church, Rom. xv. 25, 26; 
1 Cor. xvi. 1—8: 2 Cor. viii. ix.: also ch. 
xi. 80; xxiv. 17. The non-establish- 
ment of this community elsewhere may 
have arisen from the inconveniences which 
were found to attend it in Jerusalem: see 
ch. vi. 1. (2) This community of goods 
was not, even in Jerusalem, enforced h 
rule, as is evident from ch. v. 4 [хїї. 12], 
but, originating in free-will, became per- 
haps an understood custom, still however 
in the power of any individual not to 
comply with. (3) It was not-(as Grotius 
and Heinrichs thought) borrowed 
the Hssenes (eco Jos. B. J. ii. 8. 8), with 
whom the Apostles, who certainly must 
have sanctioned this community, do not 
appear historically to have had any cor- 
nexion. But (4) it is much more probable 
that it arose from a continuation, and 
application to the now increased number 
of disciples, of the community in which 
our Lord and Hie Apostles had lived 
(see John xii. 6; xiii. 29) before. (The 
substance of this note is derived from 
Meyer, in loc.) The practice probably 
did not long continue even at Jerusalem : 
see Rom. xv. 26, note. 45.) Ha ru. 
[probably] landed property, ch. v. 1— 
see reff.: éwdpteis, any other possession ; 
moveables, as distinguished from land. 
abr, their price; see a similar construc- 

[G U. 45 
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te трос̧картєродитєс̧ | opodupadoy dv TË (ep, * Dres i ch.1.16 (rm). 
re 1кат' oixov dprov, ™ nerekaugavov " rpodijs ev ° дуаћ- 

k Matt. xiv. 19. 
ch. xx. 7, II. 
Avi. 35. 

Mages каї Y dr кардіас, 41 % aivoüvres Tov Ücóv каї 19 *-16 
Ev s х ` ‚ е gr. л t Jet. xvi. 7. 

éyovres "хары vr бо» TOv Хаби. 0 Se küpios * mpos- !ch. v. a. 
erile: тоў " aetopévovs ' raf nuépav “ ёті тд айто. 

Rom. xvi. 5. 
1 Cor. xvi. 19. 
Col. іт. 18. 
Philem. 2. III. ! IIérpos ёё каї 'lodvvgs * àvéfaiwov eis тд iepòv mech. vis. 
хх. Ф 

m rper un (zziv. 25.) xx vii, кн. 2 Tim. i.6. Heb. vi. 7. xii. 10 only t. Wisd. xviii 
теп. o uke i. 14, Ч. 

р here only +. q ch. 
т = Luke ü. 52. ch. vii. 10. Prov. iii. 4. 

хт. 3 reff, v ver. 46. 
14. lea. ii. 3. 

wposexaprepovy D. er Tw («po bef одоб. C [Syr]: om оров D 8. 108. 

, 9. n ch. iz. 
Heb. i. 9 (from Ps. xliv. 7). Jude24 only. LXX, Psalms only. 

ch. iii. 8,9. Lukeii.13. Luke only, exc, Rom. xv. 11. Rev. хіх. б. Ра. el. 1. 
s= v. l reg. 

w = ch. i. 15 ref. 
t ver. 41. u 1 Cor. 

x Luke xvili. 10. John vii. 

Kat кат 

eixovs ay (om ar D-corr) ext ro avro кЛоутез те apro D. 
47. for Aaov, косро» D. rec aft каб nuepay ins ту exxAnoia (explanatory gloss : 

see note), with EP 13 rel syrr ( Bas. sel] Chr,, aft er: то avro D (D К 19. 40 syrr prefix 
er): om ABC(GJN vulg coptt sth arm Cyr, [ Lucif, ]. 

CnaP. III. 1. rec ĝe bef тетроз, with EP rel 86 вуг Chr, :—ex: то avro is omd at 
end of ch. ii. and insd aft ayefairorin Syr: D ends ch. ii. with exxAnowa, but begins ch. 
iii. ev 8e Tais nuepais Tavrats werpos xai: txt ABC(D)[G]N m? p vulg coptt æth arm 

tion Matt. xxvi. 9; and Winer, edn. 6, 
$ 22. 3. 4. каббть av...) The & with 
imperf. indic. in this connexion implies 
*accidisse aliquid non certo quodam tem- 
pore, sed quotiescunque occasio ita ferret," 

erm. ad Viger. р. 818. See ch. iv. 85; 
Mark vi. 56 ; xi. 24 ; Soph. Philoct. 290 ff. ; 
Aristoph. Lys. 510 ff. 46.] xaf 
Фр. . . . dv Té lepg—see Luke xxiv. 53. 
The words need not menn, though they 
may mean, that they were assembled in 
Solomon’s porch, as in ch. v. 12—but most 
probably, thet they regularly kept the 
bours of prayer, ch. iii. 1. KaT | 
domi, ‘privatim’ (Beng.), as contras 
with d» rg lepg. So also Wolf, Scal., 
Heinr., Olsh., Meyer, De Wette :—not, 
domatim, ‘from house to house,’ as Erasm., 
Salmasius, Kuinoel, al.:—the words may 
bear that meaning (see Luke viii. 1), but 
we have no trace of such a practice, of 
holding the буйта: successively at dif- 
ferent houses. The waders т. Éprov 
took place at their house of meeting, 
wherever that was: cf. ch. xii. 12; and 
see ver. 42 note. per. Tpoé.) they 
partake of foed :— see reff. ;—viz. in these 
agape or breakings of bread. A es- 
rt] In good Greek, à % Ae: the adj. 
&феАўз (вее Palm and Rost) originally im- 
plying '*free from stones or rocks" (à, 
€«AAeós, stony or rocky E aud thus 
simple, even, pure. 47. | alvotrres 
т. . does not seem only to refer to giving 
thanks at their partaking of food, but to 
their general manner of conversation, in- 
cluding the reeurrence of special ejacula- 
tions and songs of praise by the influence 
of the Spirit. Tous celopévovs) 

those who were in the way of salvation: 
compare odOnre, ver. 40: those who were 
being saved. Nothing is implied by this 
word, to answer one way or the other the 
question, whether all these were finally 
saved. It is only asserted, that they were 
in the way of salvation when they were 
added to the Christian assembly. Doubt- 
less, some of them might have been of the 
class alluded to Heb. x. 26—29: at least 
there is nothing in this word to lude 
it. Correct criticism, as well as ex- 
ternal evidence, requires that the words 
фу TH éxxAnelg or тӯ éxxAnolg should be 
rejected, as having been an explanatory 
gloss, (‘est hsec Chrysostomi, ut videtur, 
lossa, Syrum et alios ta; 
engel,) and ёк! rò aùró brought back to 

its place and the meaning which it bears 
in this passage (see ver. 44), vis. together, 
in the sense of making up one sum, one 
body assembled in one place. Meyer attri- 
butes the separation of ёж) 75 abré from 
Tiérpos to an ecclesiastical ion having 
begun ёи тей zupa тайтам П. к. “le. 
аа D. De Wette asks, why should those 
words have been inserted at the beginning 
of a portion? Perhaps in accordance with 
a not uncommon practice of opening an 
ecclesiastical lection with such a pbrase. 
Or possibly, I might suggest, as a mie- 
taken interpretation of dr 1d айтб, 
which was not understood. Then when 
dx. T. ab. became joined to Пётроз, тў 
dxxA. would naturally be supplied after 
жро$ет{бв1. 

Cuar. IJI. 1—М0.] HEALING OF A LAME 
MAN BY PETER AT THE GATE OF THE ТЕМ- 
PLE. 1.] évéfawov, were going up. 



82 

E. ётї T)» фра» Tis Tposevyijs тїр evarny. 
: й>ўр ywros d xoias pntpos афтод *Urapxyev a- 

uke x. 
35. ch. iv. 5. 
Esth. v. 8F 

IIPAREIZ AIIOXTOAQN. III. 

2 ral ru 

d- Lp, oratero, ôv ér(Üovv e турра» Tpós тї» Oúpav той 
з ch. xiv. 8 reff. 
sechi (еро THY №еуорёрти * Gpaíav, * той айтєїр f éXenuoasvgv 
b зе ch. zzi. 36 
(Rom. xi. 16 
MER 

€ ch. Ч. 46 reff. 
d ver. 10. Matt. 

ххіі, 27. 
Rom. x. 15 
only. 3 Kt 
i в! m e constr., 1 Cor. x. 13 reff. 
2,&c. Tobit xii. 9. g Mark i. 21 al. 
(29,35). 1 Kings xvi. 6. 2 Macc. tii. 14 only. 

Cyr, [Lucif,]. 

2. ins 1800 bef тз D'(and lat] Syr. 
E. lat. 

eva: D'-gr(txt D*). 
Hr (reg вуг) Lucif,: ut darent Syr sah sth: ins ABCE 

aft Лад. irs тар’ аитш» E [(copt)]). 
4. euBAeas бе o x. D. 

Tv évérny] See ch. x. 8, 30. mri 
Фрау тїз wp. generic ;—rhv ёу., specific. 
There were three hours of prayer; those 
of the morning and evening sacrifice, i. e. 
the third and ninth hours, and noon. See 
Lightfoot and Wetst.in loc. L.] IBA ., 
was being carried. They took him at 
the hours of prayer, and carried bim back 
between times. ry Gupay . . T. À. 
Фра(ау] The arrangement of the gates of 
the Temple is, from the notices which we 
now possess, very uncertain. Three en- 
trances have been fixed on for the úpa 
épaía : (1) The gate mentioned Jos. B. J. 
v. 5. 3: rev 84 wade al piv dvréa хросф 
ка) ёрубрф кекаХуцифуш таутахбдеу та», 
dpoles те караттфбез ка! та фтёрбира. pla 
88 4 Voler той ved Коріувіои xaAxoU, 
word Th тиў тёз катаруўрооз ка) ras 
weptxptcous bwepdyouca. This gate was 
also called Nicanor's gate (see the Rab- 
binical citations in Wetstein),—and lay 
on the eastern side of the Temple, towards 
the valley of Kedron. Jos. mentions it 
again, as ў àvaroAuc wlan тоб érborépoo, 
xari obca, and gives a remarkable ac- 
count of its size and weight: adding, 
that when, before the siege, it was dis- 
covered supernaturally opened іп Ше 
night, тобто rois I ral dA ror dBóxei 
Tépas" dot yap Tb» bb abrois Thy 
T&v dyalev толу. But some find a 
difficulty in this. The lame man, they 
say, would not be likely to have been 
admitted so far into the Temple (but 
see Wetst. as above, where it appears 
that lepers used to stand at Nicanor’s 
gate): and besides, he would bave taken 

^ 3, э М е 4 

Tapa 70 Seiemopevouévov eis TO iepóv 
Пётро» xai ‘Iwavyny pédrovras “eistévar є тд iepóv 
1 ә , f Xe , ^ 

рота ! éXeguoavvqv ec. 

1 constr., see ch. xvi. 39 reff. 

aft герох ins то Sei eiwor ad 
«vary ту wposevxn D! : ттуу evarny rns wposevxns О (апа lat) arm. 
with p rel: yearn» B(Bch): txt A B(Mai Tischdf) CDE(G]PN a L? 

the то in еВаста(ето is superadded, but by В 
rudi (see ver 10: cf Eng Version) E b o Bas-sel,. 

8. for os id, ovros ar«ricas то opPadpors avrov кеи bwr D[ 
aft np. ins avrovs D [Syr СЕ, coptt. 

38> Sav 

+ k drevioas 5é Пётрос * eis 
f= Lakeat xii. 43. ch. iz. 36 al. e only, exc. Matt. vi. 

ch. zzi. 18, 26. Heb. ix. 6 only. Exod. xxviii, 23, 31 
k ch. |. 10 reff. 

vesperum D. for туз wpos. T. er., 
rec evvarny, 

gh Im. 
om vrapxoer» D [copt(a y) ] Lucif: constitutus 

(not as Tischdf). for bup., 
wap avro eisvop. avra Di- gr]. 

. for estera, 
om AaB«» DP rel 

GIN b o p 18 copt [arm Chr, ]. 

[eis avrov bef rerpos G arm: ] for «i, Tpos N. 

up his station naturally at an outer gate, 
where he might ask alms of al} who entered. 
These conditions suit better (2) the gate 
Susan; as does also the circumstance men- 
tioned ver. 11, that the people ran toge- 
ther to Solomon's porch ; for this gate was 
on the east side of the court of the Gentiles, 
and close to Solomon’s porch. Only the 
name épaía cannot be derived from the 
town Susan (from which the gute wus 
named, having a picture of the town over 
it), that word signifyiug ‘a lily; the town 
being named, it is true, 8:4 тђу dpaéryra 
ToU TÓxov (Athen. xii. 1, p. 573) : bat the 
derivation being too far-fetched to be at all 
probable. Another suitable cireumstance 
was, that by this gate the market was held 
for sheep and cattle aud other offerings, 
and therefore a greater crowd would be at- 
tracted. (3) Others aguin (Lightf. favours 
this) attempt to derive dpala from 5n, 
* tempus,' and refer the epithet to twogates 
opening towards the city on the western 
side, But it is very uulikely that Luke 
should have used фр. in so unusual а mean- 
ing :—notto say (seo Lightf. Descr. Templi) 
that the meaning of myar itself is very 
doubtful. So that the matter must remain 
in uncertainty. 8.] фрета ..... 
Aafeiv,—so Soph. Aj. зө airácoum 84 
v" ob paxpdy yépas ХаВєї», and Aristoph. 
Plat. 240, аїтд»АаВеу ripixpdy dpyupldior. 

р, as in ref. Matt. The 
Jewish forms of asking alms are given in 
Vajicra Rabb. f. 20. 8. 4 (cited by Meyer), 
—' Merere in me:“ ‘In me benefac tibi.“ 
and the like. 4. els às) 
Calvin’s note is important: ‘Non ita lo- 
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50 58 nes xa, 

2—8. IIPAREIZ, AHOXTOAQON. 

avrov our тф edvvy elrev ! ВАёрор ! eis ўраз, sae 
™ereiyey avrois “mpostoxmy ті тар айтӧу ° Ange. Jobn a a a 
6 elmev бё Петрос Ap yipton ка} xpuatov ox P inrapyes m= i М. 
ког 5 86 & xo, тодто co, Siam. dv TË дрбратг Inoob s. 22.145 
Хрістой tov ЇЧафораби [é@yetpas кай] тертате. 7 ка) cg 1. 
'Tiácas avrov тїз Seas xeipòs Tryeipev. abr ' пара- BM v. er, A). 
xpüna бё * éarepecÜnaav ai ' Васе айтой xal rà " opupd, — 3 
8 каў ei gory Kai тергетате, ral eish bev avv 

п constr. 

xxviii. "iy 
3 Mace. xil. 

abeol., 
афто eig TO iepòv i adhd каў “dddopevos xai Matt кайт, 

гэн = eb. U. W reff. p eh. iv. 37. xxvii. T. 2 Pet. l. 8. Bir. xx. 16. q = bere only. ( (ck. eii. 4 reff.) 
== f Lake 1. 64 als. ch. v. 10 ll. Luke on] ү Matt. xxi. 19, 20. Num. vi. me 16 

zxzil.6. izziv, 3. Kings "Exod. zzvi. a met., ch. zvi. 5 only. 
a here only t. 3 Joel ii. K. n only. Isa. AAV. 6. 

= Влефоу, arevaccor (si р Fw wwarryr к. erer Di. 32 . 
AaB. bef rap avr. DE vulg [ (Syr) сори] Lucif.— 

o 
3 $. for ewesxer, aTeveiras s 

N анта 

ВОК sah. (The eing , eyeipe and bi verdi be peal e ДАҢ, 
have left it as I * 

7. viacacas (sic) rec om 2nd avro», with DEP rel Chr, : к В р 
5 syrr coptt sth arm Eus Bas, Bas-sel, Cypr, Lucif;. 

reo avrov bef at Вас, UT EP rel: txt 480 QM tral 
Ваве], Sevrn, Laci rat ora сфидра (sic: but 8 erased) М, 
also have cop [$v3pa Ct. 

8. aft тенек, ins Хароу E; xaipoueros D. wepiw. bef e. то єр. k 13. om last 
kai (see note) A sah Lucif: ins BCEPN rel Iren-int.—om жерт. x. aAA. к. D wth. 

quitur Petrus quin de consilio Dei certus 
sit: et certe his verbis singulare aliquod et 
insolitum beneficium sperare jubet. Queri 
tamen potest, an facultatem habuerint 
edendi miracula quoties liberet. Respon- 
deo, sic ministros fuisse divinse virtutis, ut 
nihil suo arbitrio vel proprio motu tenta- 
rint, sed Dominus per ipsos egerit quum ita 
expedire noverat. Hine factum est ut 
unum sanarint,non autem promiscue omnes, 
Ergo, quemadmodum in aliis rebus ducem 
et directorem habebant Dei Spiritum, ita 
etiam in bac parte. Ideo priusquam clau- 
dum surgere beat Petrus, conjecit in eum 
et defixit oculos, Talis intuitus non carebat 
peculiari Spiritus motu. Hine fit ut tam 
secure de miraculo pronuntiet. Porro, ex- 
citare hoc verbo claudum voluit ad recipien. 
dam Dei gratiam : ille tamen nibil Шаш 
eleemosynam exspectat.’ 6. 
not vo ёфдалиобз (as Bos and ud 
iare e is lied :—but (see reff.) và» 
vous, fixed attention on them. 
6.] ‘Non dubium est, quin etiam iis qui 
non erant de ошаш fidelium, data 
fuerint eleemosynm: sed Petrus tum vel 
nil babebat secum, in via ad templum, 
vel non tantum dare poterat quantum ad 
sublerandum pauperem esset. "Vide 
abstinentiam Apostoli in tanta administra- 
tione, cf. ii. 45, coll. iv. 36.’ Bengel. But 

Vor. II. 

perhaps it is more simple to conclade that 
eter spoke here of Ais own station and 

means in life—‘I am no rich man, DOF Pagel 
I silver or gold to give thee.’ 
дубу. There is no ellipsis (as Heinr. fe | 
Kuinoel) of AC со, which weakens the 
force of the sentence: the name of Jesus is 
that in which, by the power of which, the 
* rise up and walk ” is to be accomplished. 

7. N .. ] obre xal 
ó xpwrrbs drolnoe жолАфз Абуф do- 
pdwevee, wodAdais Epyy, woAAdais ка) 
Th» хера wpofryayer, brov joa» dabe- 
véorepo xara Thy wiorur Туа uh 8660 ded 
ravroudrov vyerda Gas, in Act. Hom. 

м viii. р. 68. See Mark ix. 84 
are the soles of the feet,— pá, the 
ankles. Luke, the physician, made 
himself acquainted with the peculiar kind 
of weakness, and described it accordingly. 

8.) Na. describes his first joyous 
liberation from his w : AG SOON as 
he felt himself strengthened, he leapt up, 
for joy. No suppositions need be made, 
such as veipd(ev tows éavrér (Chrys.) : or 
that it was from ignorance how to walk 
(Bloomf.). His joy is quite sufficient to 

lain tbe gesture, and it is better to 
leave the narrative in its керо. If 
каї before alvéy is omitted (see digest), 
the present participle has ite ratiocinative 

D 



84 IIPAEEIX ATIOXTOAQN. III. 

A cb. u. an gg. ® aipa Tov Ücov. 9 xal elev mâs 0 Xaóg avroy mepira- 
y constr., I Cor. 

ziv. 37 reff. 

b ch. v. 9. 
Matt. zziv. 
33 1. John v. 2. 

e ver. 3. 
d = Luke iv. 

88. v. 26. 

pévros * ёкдарВог. 

. тойрта kal * aivotyta tov дєй” 10 Y ётеуйюскоу $ avrov 
ri офто$ Fv 0 + трд THY * CXennocvyny KaOnpevos ° n тй 

* opala rudy ToU iepei* кай * ётм]тӨтта> ° Üauovs xai 
fixa rácens Eemi TO "avufefnkór. avrà. '!xparobr- 

% ros ё айтод tov llérpov xai 'ledvvnv, К cuvédpapev mâs 
* 6 Ааф Tpós aùroùs dem Tj l ro TH kaMovuévg XoXo- 

12 Soy бё o Петрос "árekpivaro 
(Ber Mark грдс̧ тоу Nady Aròpes "IopagMiras, ti ° dautkLu-re ° ёті 

{= Mark v. 
zvi. B. 

loef) ouly. Deut. xxviii. 28 Rom. vi. 21 reff, 10 . Li: > . vi. . 
35. l Со. х.11. 1 Pet. iv. 12. 3 Pet. f. 22 only. Gen. alii. 4. 

k = Mark vi. 33 only. 
only. Ezek. xlii. 3. 

в = ob. v. 8 reff. 
m here onl 

o Luke iv. 

exe, past. epp. (1 Tim. li. 3 aL) & 3 Pet. (i. 3 

9. rec avrov bef тағ o A, with EP rel Chr, Lucif,: txt ABCDN p vulg. 
Ocoy, xuptor C. 

Judith vi. 16. met., 1 Pet. iv. 4 only. Ps. 2 

Las TOUTQ, ў uiv th P йтер ете ws big Suvape ij % evocBela 
h Mark x. 32. Luke xxiv. 14. ch. лч. 19. xxl. 

і — Jud. xvi. 26 B. eee Matt. іх. 25 al. 
1John v. 2. х. 23. ch. v. 12 lix. 18. 

*. objectively, Dan. vii. 7 Theod. (Beco, Mark 1х. 5 plur., ch. v. 16, 
22. as. al. Isa. Ш. 15. ; , 

4. xiv. 9. zziii. 1 only. Job vil. 8 F(arerot (?) A) (Esdr. vi. 38; only. with eis, ch. i. 10 reff. 
) Isa. xi. 2. Wied. x. 12, 

p w. dat., Luke iv. жий. 56. ch. x. 
q here only, 

for 

10. rec (for 3e) те, with D E-gr P rel вуг [arm Chr.] Lucif,: [om Syr sah:] txt 
ABCN p vulg E-lat copt Bas-sel,. om avro» Ni (written above the line by N-corr!). 

for ourot, avros (corrn as more usual) ACN g p 36 vulg [Syr] Bas-sel, Lucif, : 
txt BDEP rel (syr coptt] Chr Thl. 
correcting тт wpaa but not ru). 

xabeLopevos D. 
for cupB., yeyernuerw D. 

THY wpatay хоћу NI(N3 

11. for ver, exxopevopevou де тоу rerpov kat twayou cuvetemopeveTo кратоу aur % o 
be бацВлбєутеѕ earnoay ev ту ст. 7 (Tn 03) к. с. ex0. D. 
rec for avrov, Tov :a0«vTos 

ins тоу bef ша». ABN m p Chr, 
txt ABCN p vulg syrr sah th arm. 

12. axokpiüeis e о werp. ere wp. avrovs D. 
for lst fj, e (itacism) N. ABCDN k o p 13. 

force, alleging the cause of the walking 
and leaping: and would best be rendered 
in English, in his praising of God. 

11—26.] THE DISCOURSE OF PETER 
THEREUPON. 11. xparotvros | holding, 
physically : not spoken of mental adhesion, 
ut of actual holding by the hand or arm, 

that he might not be separated from them 
in the crowd, but might testify to all, wha 
his benefactorswere. orog Tjj к. ZoÀog. 
Bee John x. 23, note. "ls. ieee . 
veo | viz. to their expressions of astonish- 
ment implied in fx8augoi. See Matt. xi. 
25. &menpívaro never signifies ‘made an 
address, ss Bloomf.; bat always an- 
swered :’ cf. ch. v. 8, note. This second 
discourse of Peter may be thus divided : 
This іг no work of ours, but of God, for 
the glorifying of Jesus, vv. 12, 18 :— whom 
ge denied and killed, but God hath raised 
wp, vv. 13—16 :—throwgh whose name this 
man is made whole, ver. 16:— ye did it in 
ignorance, but God thereby fulfilled His 
counsel, vv. 17, 18.  Ezrhoríation to re- 

t, that ye may be forgiven, and saved 
y this Jeens Christ at His coming, vv. 

for de, re A Syr. 
„ (beginning of an ecclesiastical lection), with P rel 

Thl: txt ABCDEN c p 36 [vulg] syrr coptt (th) arm. om Tor (bef werp.) c.— 
rec xpos avrous bef xasoAaos, with EP rel copt; 

rec om o, with EP rel [Chr,]: ins 
ws эро» Ty iia Üvy. N «va. 

19—21: whose times have been the subject 
of prophecy from the first, ver. 31. Cita. 
tione to prove this, vv. 22—24: its imme- 
diate application to the hearers, as Jews, 
vv. 25, 26. There the discourse seems to 
be broken off, as ch. iv. 1 relates. 
bri Tore] not, a£ thie (event): but at 

man, compare айтбу below, which 
would not be used at the first mention of 
one then present. Their error was not 
the wonder itself, —though eventhnt would 
shew ignorance and weakness of faith, for 
it was truly no wonderful thing tbat had 
happened, viewed by а believer in Jesus,— 
but their wondering a£ the Apostles, as 
if they had done it by their own power. 
Ergo, says Calvin, ‘hoc est perperam 
obstupescere, quum in hominibus mentes 
nostre subsistunt. Bvvápe, power, 
—such as magical craft, or any other 
supposed means of working miracles: eb- 
oeBale meritorious efficacy with God, so 
as to have obtained this from Him on 
our own account. The distinction is im- 
portant :—‘ holiness,’ of the E. V., is not 
expressive of едсеВ., which bears in it the 

ABCDE 
Pr a be 
dfghk 
Imop 
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r reroiirò e * той mepurareiy avtov; 19 б Beas "ABpaàp : t = Mark n. 
ка} `Їїтайёк xai laxe, о Beds Trav rh fip, «ош, rh 

vil. ed Face tov “maia avTrod ‘Incobv, bv ipeis "ép Josh. zaii: 28. 
Y mapeðwxate, кай * npyncacGe [avrov] У xarà просото» % B. Winer, 

ар d при] Р а 6,1 “и. 

ILAárou, *xpívavros ékeivou *amodvew. 14 peis Oi teh. v. тй. 
= ver 

Prov äyiov каў °${као» * oon , xai ‘grjoacde | reff, 
* обра !dovía = yapıoðīvas бшу, 15 mòv DÀ »àpyryòr iam is 
тўс Sais атєктєіуатє` Sv б Oeòs l iyeipe ёк 'verpõv, où” 

n (zavi.) 24 = ch. vii. 35 reff.‘ = 2 Cor. . 1 ne. 
ach. xxvi. zi ref. „ге - 69. „ € abe., ch. vii. 52 reff. 

uke xxiv 15. “Judg. vi. B. f ch. vii. 53 4 constr, Luke zziii. 23. ch. xiii. 28. 5 
Е = = 1 Cor. ti. 12 reff. d ch. v. A. Heb. Il. 10. zii. 2 only. 1 Macc. ік. 61. x. 47. 

i1 Cor. “xv. 13 reff. 

TOVTO wexoinxotey TOUTO (Tov рч) жерги. аот. D (simly Sevrn,]. 
Iren-int Cassiod. 

18. ins 6«os bef таак and bef sax. AD copt sth [arm] Iren-int, ins o 0«os CK 
Chr, (corrns to suit Lxx Ezod iii. 6, and Май xxii. 32 ||): om BEP rel syrr sah 
Sevrn,] Thdot-ancyr,. for rer, то N. for vaiba, е Ni (eo by М? 

Tovro» E vulg 

12th cent)). aft mo. ins xp. D æth- -pl es Ю[- rec om per (erased 
ause no correspondg бе Jol юз , With Dm [18]: i ins 4301 Prt rel 86 vulg [syr Did 

Chr Iren-int Jer,. aft raped. add eis кроти D syr-mg Iren-int; eis xpermpior 
axnprncacba D. om avror (as needless) ABCR p 36 vulg copt arm [seth 

Thdot-ancyr] Did, Iren-int Jer,: ins DEP rel syr sah Chr. телЛатоо Tov креуаутоз 
«керу axoAvei аутор беМоутоз D; cum judicasset ille dismittere eum voluit D-lat (a 
eurious instance of combination of readings); Tov, беХоутоѕ, and voluit are marked 
for erasure. xpivovros C 18. axoAAÀveiw N. 

14. 8:ка:оу eBapvrare ки nrnoare D: so for прута, aggravastis Iren-int. 
uaAAor bef nrncacbe E, aft rug. syr-mg. 

idea of operative, cultive piety, rather than 
Aaracter. . . А 

i At pe 

rum conveniens. Bengel. 
(т$» Gedy) eisu0ei cvrexós els ahs Tpo- 
yévour Туа uh 86р кабу. Ti. єйзбүн» 
Séynar ка) ёкєї (ch. ii.) rod warpidpxov 
€ Ve тн кай 5 r . 

( 
ird as K. V., ‘hath glorified; implying, by 
thus honouring His Name: it is the his- 
toric aor., glorified, viz. by His exaltation 
through death—see John xii. 23; xvii. 10. 

waiSa} not Son, but ‘Servant: 
servant, however, in that distinct and 
Messianic sense which the same ex ion 
bears in Isa. xl.—Ixvi. in the vids 
is the word always used to designate Jesus 
as the Sox of God. The above meaning 
is adopted rs all the best modern Com- 
mentators, Pisc., Bengel, Olsh., Meyer, 
De W., Stier, some of whom refer to а 
paper of Nitzech’s in the Stud. u. Krit. 
or 1828, Heft 2, p. 881 ff. Olsh. says, 
‘After N.'s remarks on the subject, no 
one hereafter can su this expression 
рана to vids т. 0? “In the next 

Wordsw., the term эга; беоб 
applied to Christ aa a Son See Poly- 

rig. ba p. 1040 * and 8. 
carp Мы osoph. x. 33 (in Migne’s 

ins 
ins (m ко bef xapioOnvas vp. E Aug,: 

Origen, tom. vi. p. 640), and contra 
Noétum, $ 5, 7, 11, pp. 809 ff. (Migne), 
&nd the note of Fabricius, i ii. p. 10.” 
катё wpósenrov П. as E. V., is the presence 

P., or better perhaps, to the face of 
te. The expression is no Hebraism. 

Polybius often uses it. xarà wpósorwo» 
Aeyouérer tay Ayer, xxv. б. 2: к. wp. 
&srarrGr тоз roco, xvii. 9. 3, &c. See 
Schweigh., Lexicon Polybianum. 
xpivayros ёк. ёжоћ., seo Luke xxiii. 20; 
John xix. 4, 12. 14. &yvor к. 
not only in the higher and divine sense 
present to Peter's mind, but also by Pilate's 
oton verdict, and the testimony of the Jews’ 
consciences. The sentence is full of anti- 
theses; &yiov к. dfx. contrasts with the 
moral ‘impurity of Ќуд8ра porda,—adpyny 
т, (es, with the destruction of life im- 
plied in So, —while дтектеіғате again 
tM in remarkable opposition to ёру. т. 

This last title given to our Lord 
mplies (as Vulg.) ‘Auctorem vitæ: see 

; 80 px yov к. к кабтүербға тўз Tor 
25 . Polyb. ii. 40, 2: бтер 

il. want of occupation in sol- 
Core) o xe, ds втеу, 5 
afrior ylvera: erdoews, i. 66. 10 al. It 
is possible, that the words dpy. т. C. may 
contain an allusion to the great miracle 
which was the immediate cause of the en- 
mity of their rulers to Jesus. But of course 

D 2 
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į ch. L 8 reff. рес páprupés éc uev. 

m ver. 7 
n l Pet. 1.21 
© = here . e ^ 

ХР V. рх du 

IIPAREIS ATIOZTOAON. ш. 

16 kal кт, т) {тісте той ABCDE 
hd 1254 > ^ A ^ M m Ж a 9 Pal ida. 1 Gyguatos айтой ToUTov by Üewpeire kai oldate m dorepé- ENR 

кер айтф T)» PodoKANpiay TaUTQv "S àmévavr. Távraw 
17 kal viv, àò No, olda бт. 'xarà 'dyvouav 

? 7 7 24 4 ' м е a. e * 

ueri TERI émpátare, беттер xal oi üpxovres buddy j o 8ё Geos а 
phere oniy. Ora re e 8:4 ®стбдато$ парто» TOV трофттфь» 

-va 
Р (not ABM) only. (-pos, 1 These. v. 23. James 

rz ete m) 3. E 2. 1. Phil I. 39. iv. 11. 

15. эде D'(txt D4). 

pe 
в ch. xvii. 30 reff. 

1 zzvii. 34. Rom. iii. 18 (reff.). 
ch. vii. 62 only ¢. uch. 1. 16 reff. 

16. om ex: BR! p [arm]: еу 119 [in] vulg D-lat E-lat coptt eth Iren-int. om 
or D!-gr(ins D5). o8are ins ori Di- gr. 

17. ins avBpes bef abe qo: DE. for o:a) exurraueta [D arm - mos. aft] от: 
[ins] vpeis ue» D. aft expat. add worspor D!, то xornpow D? 84 syr-mg Iren-int, 

Hir. (Aug; А : 
18. for a, o D- gr [Syr]: gui bodl demid hal Vig,. 

Peter had a higher view in the title than 
merely this. 16.) hri т. тісте... 
The V. is right; through, or better, 
on account of faith in His name. The 
meaning, for the sake of (i.e. of awakening, 
in you, and in the lame man himself) faith 
in his name (Rosenm., Heinrichs, Olsh., 
Stier), though grammatically justified, 
seems against the connexion with the udp- 
tupds dopey just before. It is evident to 
my mind that the Ir тоў др. айт. is the 
faith of these udprupes. His name (the 
efficient cause), by means of, or on account 
of (our) faith in His name (the medium 

ke. 

‘hath given.’ к. 
—and that faith which is wrought by 
Him—not ‘faith in Him;’ which is an 
inadmissible rendering. Peter’s own words 
се ы) аге те ыу риш with, 
an t interpreters of, thi res- 
sion: duds robs S. айто® rode dia Ber, 
Tb» dyelparra abrbr ёк vexpür ка) Sata 
aùr Sévra, &sre rh» пісті» рб» ка) dà- 
Tida elva: els Өебу. Some of the Commen- 
tators are anxious to bring in the faith of 
the lame man himself in this verse. Cer- 
tainly it is according to analogy to sup- 
pose that he had such faith, from and after 
the words of Peter:—but, as certainly, 
there is яо allusion to it in this verse, and 
the thread of Peter’s discourse would be 
broken by any such. It is the firm belief 
in His name on the part of us His wit- 
wesses, of which he is here speaking, as the 
medium whereby His name (= the Power 
of the great dignity to which He has been 
exalted, the dpynyla Tis (eis) had in this 
case worked. 17.] viv introducing а 
new consideration: see 2 Thess. ii. 6. Here 
it softens the severer charge of ver. 14: 

sometimes it intensifies, as ch. xxii. 16; 
1 John ii. 28: especially with 180%, ch. 
xiii. 11; xx. 22. No meaning such as 
‘now that the real Messiahship of Him 
whom ye have slain is come to light’ 
(Meyer) is admissible. &BeA $ol, still 
softening his tone, and reminding them of 
their oneness of blood and covenant with 
the speaker. ката &yvovay] There 
need be no аш in the application of 
the Kyo, to even the rulers of the Jews. 
It adinite of all degrees—from the un- 
learned, who were implicitly led by others, 
and hated Him because others did, —up to 
the most learned of the scribes, who knew 
and rightly interpreted the Messianic pro- 
phecies, but from moral blindness, or per- 
verted expectations, did not ize 
them in our Lord. Even Caiaphas him- 
self, of whom apparently this could least 
be said, may be brought under it in some 
measure: eren Ае could hardly bave de- 
livered over Jesus to Pilate with the fuli 
consciousness that He was the Messiah, and 
м е ерт was accomplishing рго- 

so doing. Some of voila 
there ш have [i in acier i 
The interpretation (Wolf) * ye did, ae your 
rulers (did), is of course inadmissible, 
being contrary to the usage of the words : 
wpdocew G&swep xal can never mean to 
imitate, but éwpdtare must refer to a defi- 
nite act (understood), aud Sswep xal must 
take up another subject of éxpdiare. 
18.] wdvrev, see Luke xxiv. 27 and note. 
There is no hyperbole (Kuinoel) nor 
adaptation (Meyer) to Jewish exegetical 
views. ‘Omnes prophete in universum 
non prophetarunt nisi de diebus Messi 
(Sanhedr. 99. 1), was not merely a Jewish 
view, but the real truth. The prophets 
are here regarded as one body, actuated 
by one Spirit; and the sum of God's pur- 

mop 
is 
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* табе» тӧр xpurróv avrob * e Rijpme er ойто. 

87 

19 x PETA v abs, ch. i. э 

уођсатє оў> xai 'émwTpéjare *eis TO " аер ђра “шщ A 2 
Und» Tas ápaprías, * d, > дь ENMwow ° rapo è áva- 

* ато Tposovwov тоў кири, yv EWS 
27 иа и На. E m: Mark s e Luke 

. vil. u xxi. 
ч, 17 аи А). 
44. Heb. ix. 10. P». ікті. d here 

€ = here only. see 3 Thess. i. 9. p xx.]l. Ps. xevi. 5. 

mur hg 
&only. Fs. I. 
m iH. dro Pel 1. Pros 

Mate . . 22 al. 
fr. 2 Chron. 
XXX 

20 ka} doc Tel = d. 3 ren. y Matt. xiii. 15 
& ch. xxviii. 

Miren 19. Rom. 1. 11, 30 al. a 
2 Macc, xil. 43, hohe pee 

only, Exod, viil. 15 only. (fuxan, 3 Tim. 1. 16.) 

е а ре bef табе» (alteration to suit avrov троф. ver 21), with P rel: tat BCDEN р 
alg ever arm Chr, Iren-int,.—aft spop. ins avrov, retaining avrov of txt, A(prob) c 662 
be d Vig,.—om таб. т. xp. (homaotel avrov fo avrov ?) A 

19. for eis, xpos BN. 
екелдосіу D- gr Tert,. 

shewn by their testimony, is, that 
IS CHRIST should suffer. Notice 

the inf. sor. rav, as in ch. i. 3, of a 
definite single act. 19.] otv, qua 
cum ila sint. Ps Tò ifa.) The faith 
d = ёт:стрёфате has for its aim, is 

(by det 's bir see John 
iii. 15,16 15, 18 — ; the wiping out 
of sin . K. r. A.] This 
passege has um е rendered and 
explained. To deal first With the render- 
ing :— S бу cannot mean ‘when,’ as in 
E. V.—8res never occurs in that sense in 
tbe N. T., nor indeed with an indic. at all; 
and if it did, the addition of Ќу, and the 
use of a subjunctive, would preclude it here. 
Peri have but one 55 

is being so, what are калро\ Ara юз ? 
From the omission of the fete Ay some 
have insisted (е. g. Stier, В. d. Apost. i. 89) 
on rendering it times, seasons, of Ava. 
But this cannot be maintained. xa:pós 
and are occasionally anarthrous when 
they manifestly must have the article in 
English. Cf. especially Luke xxi. 24, коро! 
ird, where none would think of render- 
ing, ‘seasons of (the) Gentiles.’ See for 
xaipós Matt. viii. 20 ; Mark xi. 18; 1 Pet. 
i. 5. And, since philologically we have to 
choose between ‘seasons’ and ‘the seasons,’ 
Abus» must I think determine in favour 
of the latter. For by that word we must 
understand a definite arrival, one and the 
same for all, not а mere occurrence, as the 
other sense of xaipol would render neces- 
sary. This is also implied by the aorist, 
used, in а conditional sentence, of a single 
fact, whereas a recurrence or лы of a 
state is expressed by the 
that the times of 9 us come. 
What is dvdy.? Clearly, from the above 
rendering, some d bred es and 
which their conversion was to bring about 
Bat hardly, from what has been said, re- 
freshment is their own hearts, arising 
from their conversion : besides the above 

Tas au. bef сеа р irgend d demid) spec Iren-int Tert, ]. 
ft aut. add 

aft ел0. Bede-gr Syr syr-w-ast copt Iren-int (Tert). 
иш» E tol lat-mss-in- Bede, an 

om Tov E k m 36. 

objections, the following words, às) pos- 
érov ToU kvplov, are not likely to have 
been used in that case. No other meaning, 
it seems to me, will suit the words, but 
that of the times of refreshment, the groat 
season of joy and rest, which it was under- 
stood the coming of the Messiah in His 
glory was to bring with it. That this 
should be connected by the Apostle with 
the conversion of the Jewish people, was 
not only according to the plain inference 
from prophecy, but ipie om was one of 
those things concerning the kingdom of 
God which he had been t taught by his risen 
Master. The same connexion holds even 
пою. If it be objected to this, that thus we 
have the conversion of the Jews regarded as 
bringing about the great times of refresh- 
ment, and those times consequently as de- 

ed by their non-conversion (‘ neque enim 
est Mutate vos in melius, ut Deus mittat 
Christum t non esse t: hoc non 
det a nostra per Morus in Stier 
R. A. i. 91), I answer, that, however true 
this may be in fact, the other is fally borne 
out by the manner of speaking in Scrip- 
ture: the same objection might lie against 
the efficacy of prayer. See Gen. xix. 22 ; 
xxxii. 26; Mark vi. Б; 2 Thess. ii. 8; 3 Pet. 
iii. 12. and тросбт. From 
the presence of God (the "enl who 
has reserved these kapol in His own ue 
When they arrive, it is by His 
which goes forth from His presence. Cf. 
cο Dóyua тард Kale, qb „ Luke 
ii. 1. $0.) dwooreiAy (see above), 
literally, —not 1 һу the 3 : 
—even if the word sand be no where else 
applied to the second coming of the Lord, 
there is no reason why it should not be 
here : the whole ground and standing-point 
of these two orations of Peter are peculiar, 
ша very mention of Ет ‘times or re- 

ment’ proceeding forth from t. 
sence of tat Father ce naturall fend 
to the position here assigned to the 
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бу f Vui òv ‘Incouv, 21 dy 88e? te. sati Tov f mrporeyepiouévov Üpiv potov Incoùv, n 
хт. y. L 

Ered fl. n. oupavóv dea. ype ! xpovav } аптокатастасєоҳ 
$ Масс. iii. 7 
viii. 9 only. 

g - ch. iv 2 

ff. h = Luke іх. 63. xvi. 4,9. 
j here only 7. see note. k attr., ch. I. 1 reff. 

21. Ps. lai. ll. ш ch. 1. 16 гей. 

‘qravrov, * oy . ,. 0 Geds m 014 ттодато$ TOv ? de 
і and constr., ch. xvii. 30. Matt. ii. 7. Luke i. 57. 

1 = Luke xxiv. 25. ch. xxviii. 25. 2 Pet. i. 
n Luke і. 70. 2 Pet. lil. 2. 

90. rec трокектотүреуоу (either a mistake, or a gloss agreeable to the sense of vv. 18, 
21), with Orig [Cosm,], qui 
ABCDEPRN.rel 36 syr-mg-gr Chr, : 

redicatus est vulg, prius annunciatum copt-wilk : txt 
eparatum Iren - inti: destinatum and predesig- 

natum Tert : pradestinatum D-lat E-lat syrr sah [arm]: spoxexpiomevoy wth. 
no. bef хр. (corra to more usual appelin, the connexion of хр. not being perceived, see 

it note), w 
21. xpover D'(txt D-corr!) 

ver ay. ЕР 18 
to -røv preceding): txt 

m]. 

one sent by the Father. See below, on ver. 
26. Besides which, the aor. will not allow of 
the figurative interpretation, confining, as 
it does, the sending to one definite event. 

жрокеҳар ] before appointed, 
as apparently in the first ref.: or perhaps 
po- merely gives the idea of forth, before 
the rest, as in the two others, and perhaps 
even in the first also. бију, to you,—as 
your Messiah. According to the right read- 
ing, Христ. Ie, Хрістбу may be con- 
nected with тфу wpoxexy. ü., Him who 
was predestined your Messiah, namely, 
Jesus. 21. &y 8« оёр. р. Baca) 
These words ndmit of a double rendering : 
(1) * Whom the heaven must receive.’ (2) 
* Who must possess (capessere) the heaven." 
Of these the former is in my view decidedly 
preferable, both as best suiting the sense, 
and as being the natural rendering, whereas 
the other is forced. Only two or three in- 
stances of 3¢xoua: used in this sense are 
roduced, and in these it gets the meaning 
y signifying ' to take to one's self,’ as pro- 

perty or inheritance: which would surely 
never be said of офраубу, thus barely ex- 
pressed. Besides, fhe emphatic position 
of офраубу, with pév attached to it, is 
almost decisive against this rendering. I- 
apprehend that this particle in a sentence of 
the reset form is always found appended 
to the subject, never to the object; and 
thut, if оёр. had been the object, the form 
of the sentence would necessarily have been 
dy uiv bei x. T. A. The reason given by 
Bengel for rejecting the right rendering, 
‘Calo capi, 1. e. cohiberi, concludi, vio- 
lenta est interpretatio, quasi celum Christo 
majus sit; et inimica celsitudini Christi 
super omnes colos, is best answered by 
himself * Non tamen nullo sensu dici po- 
tuit, celum suscipit Christum : admittit 
всі]. nt thronus Regem legitimum ;’ only I 
would rather understand it locally, and re- 
cognize a parnllel expression with that in 
ch. i., also local, vepéay ÓvéAaBev. abróv. 

AC m p rel vas Chr, Cosm, Iren-int, : txt B D- gr EPN a e g hl вуг sah. 
Ú rec for Te» ay., rare ay., with Совт: катор 

[syr] Chr oe to гий ver 24, and тоу ота in rec by mistake, owing 
ABCDN (е?) o p Нг [vas] Orig, Chr, Iren-int, Tert,.—aft ay. 

And во far from seeing in it any derogation 
from the Majesty of Christ, it seems to me 
admirably to set it forth: it behoves the 
heaven (which is his, obeying his will) to 
receive Him till the time appointed. The 
omission of the article cannot be adduced 
either way here: for obpayds ‘the heaven,’ 
is frequently anarthrous, as #мо and other 
similar nouns: see (besides very numerous 
instances of ovp. after a preposition, which 
sre hardly to the point) 2 Pet. iii. 12, and 
тй» ps éa*epor кё\єудоу obparoU, Eur. 
Orest. 1003. Zeós dr ai0fp, Z«bs 88 
уў, Teds 8° obparós; Esch. Frag. i. 96. 
The tragediaus never prefix the article to 
офрарбз, yñ (meaning ‘the earth’), ai0fjp, 
or fjues, except when qualified by an 
adjective, аз d Tbv alwbv обр. 8:фрулотёу, 
Soph. Aj. 832, and even then very seldom. 
Middleton has but very slightly noticed 
tbis, ch. iii. 1, $ 5, note. Ax] Not 
during, as the advocates of the present 
spiritual sense of the passage wish to 
render it, but until; see below. 
pv &токатытт. Távrev k. r. A.] The 
ey both to the construction and mean- 

ing bere, is our Lord's saying, Matt. 
xvii. 11, 'HAías pty Epxera: ка) & o- 
xreracTáce, жута. From this we see 
that dwoxar. wdvtev stands alone, as the 
dxoxar. of all things: and that бу does 
not belong to wárrav. Next, what is ёжо- 
xatdédaragig? We must be guided by the 
usage of the kindred verb ёжокабістуш 
(ог -dre). Certainly, to restore is its usual 
import, and most strikingly so, accom. 
panied however with the notion of a glo- 
rious and complete restoration, in ch. i. 6. 
To render our word fulfilment, and apply 
it to várre» Фу ёЛЁЛ. &. T. A., is against all 
precedent. And, in the senso of re- 
storation, I cannot see how it can be 
applied to the work of the Spirit, as pro- 
ceeding, during this the interim-state, in 
the hearts of men. This would be con- 
trary to all Scripture analogy. I under- 

ABC DE 
P a be 
dfghk 
Imo p 

13 
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"dm a aùroũ n трофттёр. 22 Muc uè elrey бті °= Luke w 
7 p Univ Р йуаестсє, кйрїо$ 0 бєедє *ipay ёк Tov P= = att 3 
a ehh tuo 9 Ф eue. аўто) áxovcecÓe "xarà парта mem P 
боа ёр Мајә трд vpüs. ?З*ёста бё, ‘таса VN e vit 
t iris day ш) axovon той wpodrjrou ékeiyov ' Forel pevOy- re = eh.. zvil, 
getat ёк тоў AaoU. 95 cal mdvres “ $ oi трофйўта ато Е ar He. 
толк kai TOv х abet бето; ёХаМмута» Kal ? каттру- esed 5 

u = ch. il, 43 reff. 1. Ш. 17 
w Matt х. ̂ . Cea ei 81. ҮШ. 18, 17 al. 
y ch. ziii. 5 reff. 

ins ter B. marg( sie: see 1925 EN? c k 18. 
P rel 86: om ат. ашу. D 19 arm Cosm, Iren-int Tert, : 
ax’ at. яроф. : alii aliter (prob the expr was found difficult, as 
strictly aw auos there were no prophets. 

vhere only. Deut. vii. 10 al. Jos. Ante vili M. 1. 
x Luke i. 9. vili. 1. ch. xi. 4. xviii. 23 only v. L. 

гес avrov троф. bef ax auos, with 
13 has it EIN ay. аштоо Top 

i suggests, because 
e Hence it was ejected to the marg and 

Sound its place variously when reinserted) : txt (a very usual collocation in the Acts) 
ABCER (k) p. ins тор bef троф. D!.—om avrov k. 

22. rec aft uer ins yap (fo connect the prophecy of Moses, as an example, with ver 
21), with P rel Syr Chr,: om ABCDEN b! o p 36 vulg s 

rec ins проз rovs warepas bef ewe», with P re Iren-int,. 
coptt sth [arm] Chr 

Thl: aft n (ar DE sah 
wth arm Chr, Iren-int: om ABCN p vulg Syr copt. —(D d ef sah wth Iren- int add 
= aft the above insn; E 24. 43 add us.) 
yr sah th Just, 
Sus [or] Don a elia 

* hie CEPN ar beef hl 0 13 
om B 60 Syr copt Chr, (Chron, Cosm,]: vue» АРК? р rel 

for 2nd vue», sues D -gr a 5. 14. 67. 96 lect-12. 

23. о wit BE 20 [Orig, Eus, Chr]: txt ACPR bedef g Im o p. 
(tox cop., so AB!CD.) 

om 8e 
Chr [Cosm,] Iren- int. 

for ogo, o. CDN vulg: o D!: txt АВ Ci (ap у) СЗЕ rel D- lat 
eAaAncer D! : expooyTrevcay С? arm rec 

жрокаттуувнлАа» (gloss), with С? rel Cosm: txt AB C'(appy) DEPN c Y: ef gkimp 
36 vulg eyrr coptt mth arm Chr ТЫ Iren-int. 

stand it then of the glorious restoration of 
all things, tho saAvyyereaía Matt. хіх. 
28], which as Peter here says, is the theme 
of all the prophets from the bs pups 

No objection can be raised to this 
from the meaning of хрбро: : see ch. vii. 17, 
and Peter's own language, 1 1 Pet. i. 20, ir 
do xdrou r&y xpéver. If the distinction be 
true between xpóro: and ca, as denoting 
a longer and a shorter period respectively, 
which I much doubt,—it does not affect 
this passage: for, either way, the xpóroi 
ётокат. will imply the time or period of 
the ёжокат., not the moment only when it 
begins or is completed, as. xaipós (not 
коро!) ётокат. might. De Wette is hardly 
right in saying that the unexpreased 84 to 
answer to nir is contained in the sense of 
éroxardoracis: it is rather contained in 
the ous clause, xal xoc rel p, K.T.À. 
In order to fill up the elli s, this clause 
would have to be repeated after pon - 
vr —Tóre Bè abtdy &xocreA ei. vv, 
i.e. obs, agreeing with xpdvous, or perhaps 
тері dy, i.e. xpóvæv. It does not refer to 

dee above. On the testimony 
of the prophets, see ver. 18, note. 
23.) This citation is a free but faithful 
paraphrase of the text in Deut. See LXX. 

That the words, as spoken by Moses, 
seem to point to the whole line of pro- 
phets sent by God, is not any objection to 
their being applied to Christ, but rather 
necessitates, and entirely harmonizes with, 
that application. See the ble Matt. 
xxi. 88—41. And sone of the whole pro- 
үе body entirely answered to the és d, 

Christ. The Jews therefore rightly 
understood it (though not always con- 
sistent in this, compare John i. 31 with vi. 
14) of the Messiah. 23. von 
LXX гуф éxbucfoe d£ abrov. This w 
only known to later Greek, is often found 
in the LXX. Bee besides reff., Gen. xvii. 
14; Deut. ix. 8; Ps. xvii. 40; Ixxii.27, In 
most places where it occurs, the readings 
vary between -oAo0p- and -олебр-; see var. 

d. 24.) See ver. 18, note. 
The construction of the Vulg. , defended 
Casaubon and adopted by Valcknaer an 
Kuinoel, тёк xa0etns бео: dAdA., et omnes 
prophete a Samuel, et deince са qn qui locati 
sunt," is not so good as the o one in 
E. V. Cf. àptduevos awd Mare без” ка) ёх$ 
drr TG» хроф., Luke xxiv. 27. Still 
less admissible is the rendering given in 
Dr. Burton's note, as perhaps the literal 
one, * Апа (to the same effect spoke) all 



E 

40 HPAEEIZ AIIOSTOAON. III. 25, 26. 

«cru, yeay TAS ўрќраѕ rabras. 25 Оре ёсте oí "wol TAV ABCDE 
= uke ^ ^ Й e e A * 

хх. 3,36. | TO kal тў z dab jens * Hs ш биебето д bebe p afsak 
ert Eg. roù 'Tarépas f ip, XAéyov трос `АВрадр Kal év TQ 1з 
il. 3, 6. ^ e ` e , h [4 1 

„се! TRE стпёрџаті cou éveurorynOnoovras таса at TaTpua TS 
ziv, 14 . A 

vii. 15 “]7]$. 
Ps. x 

b Heb. 28 бшу трбтоу * йрастіса 0 Ücós tov ! maida avro 
. 16, from ^ ^ 

Jer. prr. d rere айтду  eüwyotvra vpás " év TQ ° атострёфеу 
IXI. . 

. zv. 18. € attr., ch. i. 1 reff. 
e = Heb. х. 16. Exod. xxiv. 8. Jes. ai. 10. 

9 (from P». xciv. 9) only. Num. zzzil. 8, 14. 
from Gen. xii. 3 Ed-vat. (evAoy., А. B def.). 
A гей, 
3al. Gen. zii. 3 А compl. 

f ch. vil, 61, 62. 
g Rom. ix. Treff. Ски. xzii. 18. 
i Luke ii. 4. Eph. Ш. 15 ошу. Num. I. I8. 

1 = ver. 13. ch. iv. 27,30. Matt. xii. 18 only. Теа. хх. 6. 
n= ch. iv. 30 reff, 

4 bove е (Ы), Luke xxii. 20 bis. Heb. 1:26, Ly gi 
e eb. tit. 

as a 
AA vill. Matt. zziii. 32. John vi. 3 

h Gal. lii. 8 only, 
k -= Ver. 

i m = Gal. ili, 9. Eph. i. 
o « Luke xziii. 14, 2 Tim. iv. & Job zzzi. 17. 

25. rec om o: (as unnecessary, or perhaps in the way, as according to the common 
notion ап art with the predicate distributes it), with DP rel Chr, [Cosm 

5 for ns, n» D'(txt D3). bel 
rec quor (corrn, as о! тат. tur is the more usual ; see ver 18, ch vii. 

ABCEN b? c e k р [coptt 
Iren-int,. 

2 

: Ins 

died. BD coptt 

12, 15), with СОРМ! rel vulg syrr copt sah-ms wth [arm-ed Chr Cosm) Iren-int: txt 
ABEN? k m! p sah-woide rp i] Chr, Thi Iren-int-ms. 
(Cosm) : ins ABCD gut rel. 

rec om ev, with E. lat 
Лоу. C: en. B e 8. 15. 27. 100-27- 

63 Chr ТЫ, (Ec: txt (except the initial e) is written over an erasure by А! [bat Өл 
above the line]. 

26. тес o Geos bef avacrr. (rearrangement for регерїенйу ity), with ADEP rel vulg вуг 
coptt [sth arm, Treg] Chr, Iren-int, : txt BCN Syr wth [arm(Tischdf) Chr.]. rec 
aft т. raid. avr. ins inoovy (marginal gloss. All such additions, if at all the subject 
of variations, are spurious), with AP rel Cosm,: om BCDEN p [vulg] Syr coptt eth 
arm Chr Thi, Iren-int,. 

«vAoyovrras D- gr. 

the prophets from S. downwards, as many 
as spoke and predicted these days.’ To 
what effect? And would not the sentence 
thus amount to little more than saying, 
* As many prophets as predicted these days, 
predi these days?’ Peter’s aim is to 
shew the unanimity of ali the prophets in 
speaking of these times. Samuel is 
named, more as being the first great pro- 
phet after Moses, than as bearing any part 
in this testimony. The prophetic period of 
which David was the chief prophet, degan 
in Samuel (Stier). 2a ўр. Tavr.) 
These days, пою present, not the times 
of restoration, as De Wette and others 
understand: which would require éxelvas. 
‘These days are, in fact, connected with 
the times of restoration, as belonging to 
the same dispensation and leading on to 
them; and thus the Apostle identifies the 
then time with this preparation for (ræs 
à» Id.) and expectation of (Бур) those 
glories: but to make ras ўи. таит. identical 
with the касро! dvay. and the xpór. ёхокат., 
ia to make him contradict himself. 
25.] He applies this to (Aem, as being 
inheritors of the promises. They were 
descendants, e яда to the flesh, and 
fellow- partakers, according to the spirit. 

or а full comment on this promise 
made to Abraham, see Gal. iii. 16. 
This is cited freely from the LXX, which 
for of varpial has тё бут. 2.) 
rp, first; implying the offer to the 

єЁстестелеу D Chron. om ауто» Chr, ТЫ, Iren-int. 

Gentiles (but as yet, in Peter’s mind, only 
embracing Judaism) afterwards: seo 

ch. xiii. 46; Rom. i. 16. It is strange 
how Olshausen can suppose that the Spirit 
in Peter overleapt the bounds of his subee- 
quent prejudice with regard to the admis- 
sion of the Gentiles :—he never any 
such prejudice, but only against their 
admission uncircumcised, and as Gentiles. 

It is still stranger how a scholar like 
Dr. Burton can propose the ungramma- 
tical and unmeaning rendering, spwror is 
perhaps used with reference to Christ’s first 
coming, as opposed to his second.” This 
would require rò wpéror,—and would cer- 
tainly imply in the mind of the speaker an 
abso sige exclusion A indie i Jews till the 
second coming. was, not ‘from 
the dead г but as in ver. 22. коба, 
His Servant: see note, ver. 13. 
àéc ev, indefinite, of the sending in 
the flesh; sent, not ‘hath sent; it does 
not apply to the present time, but to God's 
procedure in raising up His Servant Jesus, 
and His mission and ministry : and is dis- 
tinct from the dwoorelAy of ver. 20. This 
is also shewn by the pres. part. e0AoyoUrra, 
авезон. but not quite accurately ren- 
dered in E. V. ‘to bless you.’ Не came 
blessing you (his coming was an act of 
blessing— it consisted in tho edAcyety: an 
anarthrous present participle in such a 
connexion carries necessarily a slightly m- 
tiocinative sense), in (as the conditional 
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Éxacrov amd тёр PTovopibv рду. IV. 1 AaXoóvrov 86 , Ман. ail 
air mpos Tov Xaov VéréoTnoay avrois oi iepeis xal 
ô *®ттратзуүдє той ' iepov xal ot >аёбоиукафо!, ? t $алтоуой- 
nero 8:4 TÒ Gd kei. айтоўѕ Tov Хабу кай “ кататууё№ | NV 
év TQ 15000 ray " ávácracty тїр " ёк " vexpov 3 kal * - iius 

éBaXov * abrois tas х yeipac xal &Üevro eis! тўрта * eis our. 

e і. б. 
k Сйутор Tov Xóyov ém(aTevcav, xal єуєу)бт ápiÜuós тфу . v. 24 
P е = as above (r), Luke xxii. 6. ch. v. 26 (ast 20, ёс.) only K. (Neb. Н. М) 

Mace. ii. 28 Ed-vat. F(mot AB) only. u = eh. xiii. 6 reff, 
uke xx. 36. 1 Pet L3only. without ёк, 1 Cor. zv. 13 

Wonly. Eecl.z.9. 3 
гей, vL 

. les. хіх. 16. see ch. xxi. 37 
cyd 

exag vos D'(txt D*), unus quisque vulg D-lat Iren - int: om Syr. 

s Matt. vi. 94 only. 

t Е K. 22. А 
39. Rom. і. 
29. 1 Cor. v. 
8. 

1 

Luke zzii. 63 
t eb. xvi. 

* zz l Cor. 
refi. ж conetr., 

„FFC L.P. 1 Maec. 
os. ili. 5. a Luke xxiv, 29. ch. Ax vii. 

for aro, ex D. 
for vuer, avray C! 18. 66? vulg D. lat copt Iren-int: avrov 5. 27-9. 69. 100-4-27-68 : 
om B Chr, Thi-ms (corrections and omission to suit exaeror which did not seem to 
tally with ушер) : txt A[C?]DE(P)N rel syrr eth [arm] Cosm,. 

Char. IV. 1. aft Aaor ins ra pyuara ravra D c 8 
oi cep. bef avrois 18: om avr. D vulg 

to more usual word: cf. Lu xx. 1) BC wth [arm]. 
E Lucif,. 

aft со. Syr. 

-mg Thl-sif, [ravra та руи.) 
od. о epXitpers (alteration 

om к. о 07р. T. sepov D: ins 

2. ins xa: bef dar. C'(appy) [eeth-pl]: катат. DT: кагат. D! : om Bias. wth[-rom]. 
avayyetAAcw тоу mou ev ту) avatare: D. for тур ex, ray DPacdfg 

Im o? Ht E-lat sah eth [arm] Chr, Thi, Lucif, 
3. exe:Badorres D- 

complete sense) ACE 
: om wa: (bef єбе»то) D-corr-gr. 
86 ves Chr, Thl-fin; avross m: om BDPN p rel ТЫ, Lucif,. 

aft едеғто ins avrovs (to 

(The пе in C ends ебеуто avrovs eis Tur, either adding туу bef туртот», or omg 
е5 TAPNO 

4. om ror Acyor А. 
ewavpioy D 40 [уаурю» Ni]. 

ка: орібџ. те eyer. arp. D'[om re D]. rec ins o bef 
арроз (from supposed necessity of art), with AEP p rel 86 Chr, : om BDR. 

element of the blessing) turning every 
one from your iniqnities: thus conferring 
on you the best of blessings. eb, in 
allusion to dvevAcy., ver. 26. фу rẹ іп 
tbis sense, see Luke viii. 5. The applica- 
tion to the present time is made by in. 
ference :—‘ as that was His object then, 
so sow :’—but (see below) the discourse is 
unfinished. The intransitive sense of 
фхострёфе», —* which blessing is to be 
gained by (in) every one of you turning 
from your iniquities, —given in the Vulg., 
‘ut convertat se unusquisque, and main- 
tained by Theophyl., (Ec., Bera, Kuinoel, 
Meyer, &c., on the strength of ver. 19, is 
inadmissible,—as ётостріфе is not found 
thus used in the N. T., and we have the 
precedent of ref. Luke and Rom. xi. 26 for 
the transitive sense. The argument from 
ver. 19 tells just as well for i£: * Repent 
and be converted... for this was the 
object of Jesus being raised up, to confer 
on you this very blessing, the turning away 
each of you from youriniquities This 
discourse does not come to a final conclusion 
as in ch. ii. 86, because it was interrupted 

the apprehension of the Apostles, 
Cuar. IV. 1—4.) APPREHENSION AND 

IMPRISONMENT OF THE TWO APOSTLES, 
1.] dr., see reff. ol lepeíis, 

the officiating priests, вв soon as they were 
released from their duties. Тһестрат- 
чүс T. lepoð was the captain of the Le- 
vitical guard of the temple, mentioned by 
Jos. B. J. vi. 5. 8, Bpauórres Bà ol тоб lepot 
фёЛакез ҚуүелЛау тё стратиуф. We 
hear in Јов. Antt. xx. 6. 2, of ё orparyyds 
"Araros: and in B. J. ii. 12. 6, he is said 
to be son of the high priest Ananias. In 
2 Macc. iii. 4, we hear of the wpoordrns тоб 
lepo?, who ap to have been the same 
officer. See Winer, Realw., art. Temple, 
end. aB8ove.] See note on Matt. iii. 7. 
Perhaps they on this occasion had moved 
the guard and the priests to notice the 
matter: for Bawov. seems only to refer to 
them. Cf. also ch. v. 17. 2] iv r. INT., 
—not, as E. V., ‘through Jesus, but in 
the person (or example) of Jesus, alleging 
Him as an example of that which the Sad- 
ducees denied: preaching by implicution, 
inasmuch as one resurrection would impl 
that of all, the resurrection of the dead. 
Tbe dv in reff. carries this somewhat fur- 
ther, but the usage is philologically the 
same. ‘The resurrection through Jesua’ 



"AXétavópos 5xai бто 
Ald. compl. 

е Matt. zzii. 

Neh. vi. 2. 
f = ch. xiii. 37 reff. 

16. Jer. ziviii. (xll.) 1. 
leconstr., ch. x. 29, xxiii. 1 mes Luke vi. Q, 34. 

lil. 12 al. 

TIPASEIS AIIOXTOAQN. 

ávópGp» [s] хдладеѕ rere. 
4айрю» °сиаубђии abr Tob; Íüpyovrae kal то 
mpeoRurépous xal Tous урацџатєіс ёх 'lepovaaMjp, 6 кад 
Aras 0 apyiepets xai Kaiadas xai 'leavvgs «ai 

IV. 

a ёк “vyévous їарунєратикой, 
7 kai * orncavres avroUs k & [T pés ! érruvOdvovro Ex 
m rola ̂ Óvváue d) o èv Toig’ Gvouate ётои}татє тоўто йдє&; 

g Col. U. 1. Herod. I. 87. vil. 185. 
i bere only +. Jos. Antt. xv. 3. 1. 

9. ch. кхіШ, 34. Rom. lil. 27 al. 3 Kings 
о = Luke K. 17. ver. 10. ch. xvi. 18 al, 

b = ch. vii. 13. xii, 90. Rev. zi. 
k Matt. xviii. 2 i Mk. (John viii. 3. 

zv. 2. п = ch, 

rec es, with-EP rel Chr: ws B(sic, see table) D: om АЙ p vulg сор wth Hil,. 
б. aft aupior ins nuepay Dl. 

аууаѕ &c D [simly copt]. 
curnxOncay о: арх. к. о: wpecB. к. yp. and 

om avtov D 3. 95! Syr copt sth. 
8га rovs (supposed unnecessary), with EP rel: ins ABN b co p. 

rec om 2nd and 
rec (for e») eis 

(corrn to suit avrax0nvo,, cf Matt vi. 26, xiii. 30; and esp xxvi. 3), with PN rel: 
txt ABDE b b k o p 36 Chr,.—om ev sep. Syr. 

6. rec ar Tov apxiepea к. кахафау к. 1юаууту к. aAetarDpov, with EP rel 36 [Chr,]: 
txt AB D(see last verse) N р [vulg coptt].—om o (bef apx.) B(sic; see table).—for 
teavyns, i a D. 

7. om r DEP rel Chr.: ins ABN p 86. 
prima manu from erote:te) N. 

does not appear on the present occasion to 
have formed part of their preaching. 
8.] dowépe, perhaps, from their adjourn- 
ing the case till the next day, the second 
evening, beginning with the twelfth hour : 
see Matt. xiv. 15, and note. 4.) yev- 
fs ne form is unknown in good 
reek : but common in Hellenistic, —«oe 

Col. iv. 11; 1 Thess. ii. 14; Winer, § 16. 
16 appears to have been originally a Doric 
form : and is commonly, though this can- 
not always be pressed (1 Thess. i. 5, 6; ii. 
5, and notes there), used where a passive 
sense is admissible, and an agent under- 
stood: cf. e.g. Matt. vi. 10; viii. 18; 
xxi. 42. Here the agent would be 
God: see ch. ii. 47. Tév àvBpév] 
It does not appear whether we are to 
take this strictly as masculine, or more 
loosely as if it were à»0páwer: Meyer 
thinks the former : Olshausen, that as yet 
only mes attached themselves to the church 
(but see ch. i. 14): De Wette objects to 
the stricter view, that Luke does not so 
reckon, ch. ii. 41 (see however Luke ix. 14, 
and cf. | Mt.): but leaves 16 undecided. 
The lazer use of dy8pée occurs Luke xi. 
81, and James i. 20. In ch. v. 14, men 
and women both are mentioned as being 
added to the Lord. Wordsw. sees in 
the 5000 &v8pes a fulfilment of the pro- 
phecy contained in the miracle of feeding 
the 5000. But how will the circumstances 
tally, seeing that these were but new con- 
verte, babes in grace, not yet fed to the 
full as were those others? And again, it 
is not quite certain whether this number 

TovTO bef exornoare (so corrected а 

was that of new converts on this occasion, 
or of the whole Church: but most pro- 
bably the latter. 

5—12.] Tru Á»osTLES NXAMINED 
BEFORE THE  SANHEDRIM. PETER’S 
SPEECH. 5.] abràv, of the Jews; 
a construction frequently used where 
there can be little chance of mistaking. 
to whom or what the pronoun refers, . 
seo John viii. 44, note; Rom. ii. 26; 
Winer, edn. 6, 8 23. 8. 3 b. In this 
place, however, it has been mistaken: 
or Meyer refers abray to the believers 

just mentioned, inasmuch as they were 
Jews: absurdly enough. &px. 
к. тресВ. к. үр.) The Sankedrim: 
rage МЫ rum - 5 ch. v. 21. 
v ‘le is this specified P 
The difficulty 2 кош for it has led 
in some M88. to d» being altered to «ls, 
зо as to imply tbat certain of them who 
dwelt out of town (Lightf. &c.) were sum- 
moned fo Jerusalem. I believe it merely 
implies that the meeting was not held in 
the temple, but in the city. 6.) On 
Annas and Cuiaphas, both called high 
voie Luke iii. 2—see note there. 
obn and Alexander nothing is known. 

Lightfoot supposes John to be identical 
with the Jochanan ben Zacchai of the Tal. 
mud, who however (De W.) was not of the 
Àigh-priestly, but only of the priestly race: 
—and Pearson, Wolf, Krebs, and Mangey 
suppose Alexauder to have been the brother 
of Philo Judmus, mentioned by Jos. Antt. 
xviii. 8. 1. But this is very improbable ; 
for ho was Alabarch of the Jews at Alexan- 

э 7 N 

5 béyévero $ё “ert THY ABDE 
Pn abe 

US dfghk 
` наор 
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8 тоте llérpos PaXnoÜcls mveúparos Фуу elev p N nil tren, 

ек” айтой % "Apxovres тод Ааой kai "pea lvrepoi [той * lo- Р iet 
"ABD раг], 9 ei деб; n * дуакрадраба ч v ebegyeci » rere oniy. 
Pie a be Exod. aris: 1. 

Linn ii avOparrou daGevois, * ev tiv, obros ? aéaoa Tai, 10 *ryyq- Ка. 
Q! із GTÓv ёстә müciw Üpiv kal тарт} TQ Ааф INM Gre" ёр іа. 

1 Bes хх. 
^ a > / э ^ A A / € ^ 

TQ *д>бдать "сод ypiotod tot Natwpaiov, dv vers 
écravpagare, dv б беде . yyeiper ёк °уєкрфр, * èv тоўтф ` “айг. a 
obros © тарётттукєу ® évarrioy Duy * dyes. 
ё Aides ó cker ip 
hoevojevos eis ! кефаћђ " yovías. 

vi. 2 
1 ly. Ps. dv 1 obrós ёст feti " 

Орбу TAV old H O d. A. ts. 14 
reff. 

12 каў ойк ёсті Èy s - hx 

addy older 11]! aarrnpia’ *obre yàp m буоц& ёст " črepov! = =. xiv. 9 

Simro тд» oupavdy тд Sedopevoy ёр ávÉpárrrois, х dy 
13 Qempobüvres ёё Tv той llérpov *}! bi Gor xr. 13 р det 9 собђраг nas. 

Ps. И. H. Mark xiv. 47 al. 1 Kings zvi.2 
13 al. ‘chiefly John) 
only. 4 Kinge xsii.6. Hered. il. 121. Xen. 

| Matt. axi. 420 1 Pet. ii. 7 (from L. c.) only. 
26). 
ii. 9 rir aa 
a. ziv. 22. Dun. i 

1, A. 
in gospp. Tit. ii. 8 only, Isa. xzzviil. 21. 

8ymp. iv.4. 

Rom. 1i. 11. Rev. vi. 10. xii. 10. zix. 1. Obad. 17 дө», АИ. compl. (om ў BN), 
al. och. ii. Sreff, Job 
q = ch. xvi. 30, 31 al. fr. 

Hr e. вв 
© г 

е Е 20 (from 
d = ch. ii. 25 reff. е Matt. au 

f Rom. хіт. 3 reff. E 
h constr., ch. v. 36 reff. Paa. схтіі. 21. 

k ch. xxvi. 26 ге, labsol., John iv. 22 (ch. ziii. 
m = Phil. 

р = ike xxiv. 7. ch. iil. 

at end ins акоосате E 15-8. 86-7 
8. om rov ap. (аг unnecessary aft rov Aaov P) ABN vulg coptt wth Cyr, каш el 

vulg( -ed DEP rel 86 syrr Chr, Iren-int, Cypr. 
(not am fald demid)] Syr eth Cypr. 

9. aft avaxpivou. ins аф rn 
cecwrai Ж. 

10. for жаут, way Ri. 
ins enuepor bef vyms E: aft vy. Bede-gr. 

э Суры. 

зугт seth-pl Iren-int, Cypr,. ex’ D m. 

ins rov xvpiov bef гус. xp. E valg-ed(not am fuld demid). 
add «ai ey NA ovden E 

rec окодорочутор (corrn to suit Lxx and Matt xxi. 42), with Huey D-gr. 
EP rel Chr ( Thdrt, Cypr,]: txt ABDN e 86 Orig, Did, 

19. om у cer. D. 

o 18. 36 [вуг] coptt Did, Thdrt ye 
«rris AE a c h m 18 demid fuld Chr]: 
[Orig-int]: er. ov. ez. R [vulg-ed]: txt BCP] 
m o Hr Thl. o Behogever Di, quod 

om ey D 117-63 valg Iren-int Cypr. 

dria, Jos, ibid. 1. 4 iv тоф Bvváp — 
not = 4» т. élovoíg, ‘in what authority,’ 
—but in what (manner of) power; of 
what kind was the enabling cause, the ele- 
ment in Ети as 5 the deed 
was wrought —4у ать not in 
what name,’ —i. e. ‘by Е authority,’ 
but by ( in,’ seo above) what (manner of) 
name, spoken ав а word of power: see ch. 
iii. 6, 16; Jos. Antt. viii. 2. 6. TOVTO, 
not the teaching (Olshaus., &c.),—nor 
both the miracle and the teaching шеш) 
but the N and that only. 8.] 
he. жу. ày. i.e. specially, for the 
occasion. J al, if, with an implica- 
tion of the fact being so: see ch. xi. 17. 

фу Tivi, not by (in) whom,’—this is 
not yet brought forward: but wherein, in 
what, as the conditional element. No per- 
son had been mentioned in the question, 
ver. 7,—nor does Peter afterwards вау dv 

*ovde (philological correction? so Heyer) ABN a b h k 
ov D [Syr]: ovre EP rel Chr,. er epov bef 

eg. = or. D-gr [syr eth] Bas, Iren- ш 
om ито тоу оурауоу P bc 

a est D-lat, g. d. sit Iren-int : txt ы 
элаз B [Ambrst, ]. 

'IncoU xp., but éd» 78 rah. I. xp. On 
the other band, dv ToóTe, ver. 10, may 
very well be masculine, as referring to 
"Ingovs xp. Himself, included in tlio pre- 
vious words rg è». I. XP. :—it may also 
be neuter, ‘ in this Name: but the masc. 
is preferable, on account of obros following 
80 soon in ver. 11. 10.] 6v . Sy: 
the copula is omitted to make the contrast 
more striking. wapdoTyxev, stands, 
asin E. V. He was there present. 
11.] See Matt. xxi. 42, note. 12.] In 
Jos. Antt. iii. 1. 5, Moses, praying to God 
for Israel, says, dv атф yàp elvai thy 
cr nplar abrov, ка) ойк dy GAA. Term 
pla is used here in the higher sense of sal- 
vation, not with reference to the healing 
of the lume man. See reff. The article 
implies, the salvation for which wo all 
look; our salvation: dere 7 сет. is para- 
phrased in the next clause by де: собўущ 
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t Tappnotay ка "Ioávvov, кай * xaraXaBópevo, ёт: dvÜpa- АВрЕ 
xxviii. 31. Pra 

1 Tim. Ш. 13. grog ' aypapparol eiu xai u (ита, ёбайна$о>, " éreylym- aten 
= к! : E ai axóv те ab ro Öri avv тф "сод cay 1*róv те dvOpw- 13 
gejis Top Baémovres adv айтой; ёттфта roy TeÂepamevpévov, 
*. м” ойдёи Y elyov * йртейтейр. 15 keXeUcavres 06 ab ro & той 

3 „хі. 6 ^ 9 

wir Рәт, 7 суредріои debeo, avvéBaXXoy pds dXXjAovs Né- 
ale ref. yovres 16 Tí *aovjcejev Toiv avOpwirois тобто ; Ste 
. и> yap d ywwordy onpetov yéyovev с $ avràv, waow той 
Не. Ч.М. d катоодо» `ТєроутайМмн pavepov, xai ov би>адеба åp- 
tay Баһ veica 11 dM {а pù “eri wrciov &tareundñ eis 
уам, тди Na [^ dei] ! ателтосоџеба айтеф unréri Мале . , i 7r $ peer iv 
al. E 1 z = here (ch. ul. 18 ref.) X^ melo ai. 5 АМ. compl  асомш, Matt. 

d consir., ch. L. 19 тей. sd. xx.9. тї. €. 3 Tia E : 
zziz. 36 only. m= John zzi. 33. ch. хх 
only. Gen. Yu 42. (em. ch. v. 28 reff.) 

18. om xa: bwr. D. 

sah eth Chr, Thi-fin Lucif,. 

p. E: 6. ауар Ni(txt N-corr!(?)). 

16. rec rormoouer, with D-gr P rel E- 
MEN D 86 D-lat Thl-sif. 

* U. 16. у, Jer, li. 13. 

for те, 8e D 36 E- lat co ve 
14. rec 3e, with P rel 36 copt [arm] Thi-sif: om D 

avrev Di. gr(txt D?). 

om ёе n Der вт о [Syr] ath. 
rec avrefaAor (corra to 

eth eem] un] Tü: txt ABE PN rel vulg Syr co 
t vulg [ Bas-sel,] Chr Thl-fin à Ladif : txt AB 

yeyoveras DI. 

f here "ri. Deut. 
b ch. ix. 1 reff. t. И. 23 

txt ABD3EN c [18] vulg syrr 
«хо» FONTU N аутете»у 

for aweAGer, 
tense), with D c 86 syr sah 

opt Chr, Thl-sif Lucif. 

por eati» D- gr. фа»еро 

аруусасбди (the more common N. T. word), with EP rel ‘Chr: txt ABDN 

for г Ат de АЗ, 

k? o [Thl-fin].) 

ўраз. обте yap .... | lit. for 

neither is there another name under 
heaven (which is) given (by God) among 
men (not to men,’ Vulg., Beza, кш 
whereby we must be saved: i. e., as 
Dr. Burtou's rendering, For neither is the 
name which is given among men, whereby 
we are to be saved, any other than this,’ is 
ungrammatical. 
18—18.] CONSULTATION AND SENTENOE 

OF THE SANHEDEIM. 13.] cxaradaBé- 
having had previous knowledge; 

not as E. V., which would p the partic. 
pres.; see the ch. xxv. 25. Bô- 
ru, the word of contrast to those pro- 
fessionally acquainted with any matter : 
here therefore, laios, men of no knowledge 
on such a subject as this. èweyívegxov, 
—they recognized them; (so Od. 6. 215, 
abràp dyer кен терђсори iA poto, 
af & ёр ёкгүроіт к. фрбссети ёфбал- 
potow: Plato, Euthyd. 801 B, dpa pol 
vore абту (i ‘coola) wapayerhoera: Ssre 
pot oixela yerdoOa:; ‘Excyvolns by abrhy, 
Ф Léupares, Jon, olxelay "уєуоџќуту ;) their 
astonishment setting them to think, and re- 

om gu ( 
Ato Ti D. aft лаби ins та 

woe them that they had seen these men 
with Jesus :—not for a pluperfect, here or 
any where else: nor is foray ;—that they 
(once) were with Jesus. 14.] This, ac- 
cording to De W., is the only place in Luke 
where re couples two sentences. He there- 
fore objects to the reading; and also as 
destroying the contrast; but clearly the 
former is no sound critical reason, nor is it 
correct: see ch. i. 15 al. fr.: and I cannot 
see that any contrast is intended: the two 
circumstances which the Sanbedrim found 
it difficult to gainsay were, the boldness of 
these illiterate men, conferred by their 
companionship with Jesus, and the pre- 
sence of the healed man standing with 
them. 17. Oy) be scattered 
or spread: lit., be distributed: so Plato, 
Minos, 817 р, ris ёжотбноу diaveiua: ёт) 

7 rà owdppara; and afterwards, rís 8 
b трофђ» dr rà тё» dvOperer сброта 
Bcaveipas Ёриттоз; [AreRñ] Ave.] 
for idiom, see reff. The construction 
of ёте ёо with an infin., stated by Dr. 
Bloomf. to be *so rare thnt oven the best 
lexx. scarcely adduce an example,' is its 
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x E TQ д>бнат toute ! раде) AGH mu. 18 ка) каћё- x Lane tx, T 
саутес aùroùs ®mapyyyeiav TO "xaÜóXov ш ° ФӨёу- 
yecha: unde 8:.8аскею * & тф Gvopars ToU Ingot. 190 && I ue 
Ilérpos xai "lwdvvns ámoxpiévres elroy трф avrous 
PEC Sixasoy dori "évarrioy tod Oeod Оңд» * axovew A "VU 
pXXov f) тоў бєой, * xpivare 20 o) Suvdpeba yàp "eis à 
«бане» ка}. ўкобсацер n) Aae. 

Num. 
E". 5. 

m = ch. i. 4 

31 oi de * тросалгет- n bere bere oniy. 
сареро “arédkucay abrobs, pndev " ebploxovr * “тд TOS „тү м. 
х roAdcovras айтой, дй тд» Хаду, Šri mávres ébótabov кел 5 
Tüv Oedv v ni T yeyovóri. 8 *ётӧр yàp Fw TXeóvav ' i36. 
Teccepáxovra б yÜperros e bv yeyoves TO сео alii. 16. 

^ ^ М = vi. 
robro THs "ides. 93" dmoXvÜÉvres $ FAOov тр тойу " тя Thm. 

3. v. 4. 

с 840и xal дттүүє\ау Soa трд aùroùs oi dpytepets xal I Hen 
0. 

тга Matt. аі Sal Tea. zlii. 94. 
з = с 

z 3 Pet Н (4 v. vr.) 9 only t. Wied. xi. 16. 
a 

$i only. Prov. Ш. 8. 6 = ch. xziv. 

for aryÜperrev, ayÜpere P a h 118. 

= Luke ті. 43. 
И Е рт 19. (кед comit) ик. 48. 

„е Mark xv. 33 zx "Loi dk. 
23 reff. 

1 Cor. хі. 13. Pe. Il. 1. t here only +. 
L 

21 reff. s eonstr., Mark 
b ver. 30 and Luke 

18. for ка; кал. avr., 5 de аутору Ty yraun perncarres avrovs D 
syr-mg(exc фе». avr.) Lucif; D goes 

. ins avrois (а common filling 
86 valg syr arm Chr,. om то 

19. 3 де т. x. 1. D Syr wth. 

rapiryyeiAarro ката TO из Ф. гес 
ЕЛ, with P. P rel vss ТЫ Lucif : om AB D-gr EN k 

ins o bef tway. А. rec vp. avr. bef 
error, with P rel ТЫ: txt ABDEN c k 18 vulg syrr coptt [sth] arm Chr,.—e:ray В. 

TovTO vp. Strato pawera: E. 
90. Зоғоцебда B. 

B!-corr: txt ABI DN Chr-wif, 

om то E 18. коласу В 
Tov Хао» wayres yap E. 

23. ins yy bef o avô., retaining n» above, D-gr. 
eyevero k: txt BD. 

23. (rev 8е ark. E. 

ordi construction: seo Palm and 
Host sub oce, and cf. Il. a’. 161; . 143; 
e'. 179, al. : Od. A’. 313; Xen. Mem. 
iii. 5. 4; Hell. v. 4. 7; Eur. Med. 287. 
The use of the middle in ек em 
is confined to later Greek. 
soas to muke that Name the е. 45 
of their discoursing. 

19—323.) Tuz ie ANSWER AND 
DIBMISSAL. A.] wposawah., having 
threatened them addition ; — Mere 
threats superadded to the inhibition of ver. 
18. paddy, no means: not punditry 
afriov, see John xiv. 30. The difficulty 
with the s Sanhedrim was, to find any means 
of punishing them which should not stir 
up the people; 8:4 тд» Aad» belongs to 
this clause, not to awdAvcay abr. 
29.] X. тетт. for TA. à тесо., аз some- 
times in classical Greek ; so ox Hager 
wérre kal efxoci, Thucyd. vi. 95. See 
Winer, edu. 6, $ 87, 5. The constr. d$ 

rec eidouer, with В?(вее table) EP rel (-- P a f): обаце» 
om un D}(ins D*). 

91. for руде», us D k vulg Syr co eoptt лдей, aft evpiox. ins uiay D Syr copt. 
: -corrai P Scr’s mss (Chr Thl]. poBoupervos 

rec eyeyove:, with AEN rel: 
om rovro D-gr Iren-int, Lucif,. 

[амтууела» N(-7iA-) a h Thi-sif. ] transp apx. 

bv yeyóva (sco as in reff.) is accounted for 
by the sense involved in it being the 
access, во to speak, of the event fo the 
person mentioned. In the note on Rev. 
iv. 2, I have noticed that кабӯсба: drí is 
commonly used when the fact is announced 
for the ret time, with an accus. : bat 
afterwards when the same fact is again 
referred to, with a gen. or dat. d 
anp. tis (бс. — the genitive of apposition ; 
80 тфу ájpaBéra TOU wreüuaTos, 2 Cor. v. 
5: Ge тергторлт, _ Rom. iv. 11, &с. 
The circumstance of being more "than 
forty years old both gave notoriety to his 
person as having long resorted there, and 
made the miracle more notable, his malady 
bein ng п more confirmed. 

81.] perm ОР анс CHUROH 
THEREUPON. TOUS lB(ovs, the 
other Apostles, and pol some others 
assembled with them. There is nothing in 
ver. 31 to mark that only the Apostles were 
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dhirt. oi Toca SUrepoy «тар. 4 of 6 deovcavres < биобица$ор anne 
1 

Luke xvii. И К Рм a b 

13. 1 ерау devi» аро TOv беду xai elrav Ac rora, av 4 ts h 
7 Been. [0 Beds] #0 тоијсаѕ Tov f одрардр ка} Thy Ey» kai Tv i 

10. 2 Pe , / э ^ Li ^ ` ғ ^ sa Judet 5ÜdXaccav ка) парта тй ё» avrois, & 0 тоў rar ўро» 
Tala Oa mveúparos ауіоо "aróparos Aaveid 'maiðóç соу 
ii. 1. » N k” 1 12 7 » , А ccna eimav *"Iva ті 'éppvatay ёби) xal Хао) ™ éuedernoay 

ва. xili. 6. ^ * Sine E res PI auvijyÜnaay ¥ eri тд айто * xarà, той xupíov kai * катӣ 
Iaa. xliv. 28. ^t о OP ^ 27 p iy ào ёл àAnÜcL 
(Piers TOD! N ro ‘аўто. 97 Р сиијубусар yàp en àwÜeias 

. . Ч. 9 ^ е — аг. 6 TH Ne тайт en Tov &yiov "таа cou '19o00v, dy 
ere » à C. 

4 m Mark xiii. 11. 1 Tim. iv. 16 only. Prov. vill. 7. m = 1 Cor, zv. 10 reff, $óflos 3 Macc. vii. 34 only. 
K€vós, Xen. Anab. il. 2. 21. o ver. 10 reff. p ver. 5. q = Matt. xxii. 31. Neh. vi 2. 

t Rev. хі. 15. xii. 10. r ch. i. 15 reff. s = Matt. Ax Nl. 1 al. u ch. х. 94 ref. Deut. 
zzil. 20, v = Matt. xxvii. 27. w = ch. Ш. 26 reff. 

and яресВ. E. (ewar, so BDN.) 
94. aft axovcarres ins xai ewiyvovrtes THe Tov беоу erepyeiay D. THY фо». 

avrer E coptt ath: тт» фер. c. (uray, so ABDPR.) om o Geos ABN 
am деті fuld copt Ath, Did, [ Hil,]: ins DEP rel 86 eth [arm] Thl-fin Lucif,.—xvpie o 
Geos, omg ov, 18. 40. 96: су « o Geos 32. 42. 69 lect-1 syrr sah Thl-sif Iren - int.. 
(The variations may be explained by the difficulty found in the position of o Geos, 
aome treating it as voc, others as nom, and glossing accordy.) 

95. rec o ба ттодатос Aafid Tov raidos тоу (see below), with (P) rel 40 (om rov Pa 
e d g h k m 40) Chr, Thl-ün Hil: os Jia xvevparos ayiov Bia Tov стор. AaAnoas Saved 
wados cov D : alii aliter, see Scholz: txt ABEN 18. 36. (It seems to me that every ter- 
timony tends to confirm the more difficult and complicated readg of the text. Meyer 
dismisses it as a congeries of various glosses. But glosses on what? Had the rec 
been the original, no reason can be assigned why it should have been glossed on at all,. 
вог, if it had been, why the glosses should have been inserted into the text in го unusual 
an order of constr. See note.) for eror, Лалтсаѕ D. 

27. rec om «v ту толе Taury (as unnecessary, soe nole), with P rel Thi: ins 
ABDEM bcd eg ko 13 vss Chr, Cyr, Iren- int, Tert, Lucif, Hil,.—aft толе ins 
gov А. cov bef vaa D 137 Hil, 

resent on this occasion. и] duo. the accumulation of parallel clauses, of the 
v феу., not, as Meyer supposes, literally rest of the prayer; cf. ver. 27. Tva Tí 

М peaking together in & known formula En verbatim from the LXX. 
of prayer, but led by some one, and all The Messianic import of this Psalm has 
assenting; not ras gavds, but фий»: been acknowledged even by those who 
see note on ch. ii. 6. vb [5 d] ô usually deny all such reference, е. g. De 
wo.: Thou art God (or, if ó bet be 
omitted, He) who hast made:—not Thou 
O God who hast made :—in this latter 
ease, the first sentence would go on to the 
end of ver. 26, and there abruptly end, 
without any prayer being expressed: 
whereas now it із an acknowledgment that 
it was the same God, who was now doing 
these things, that had beforetime pro. 
phesied them of Christ. 25.] The 
tert of this verse (see var. readd.) is in a 
very confused state. I have kept to that 
of the oldest x88., adopted also by Lach- 
mann. 'lhough harsh in construction, 
their words are not senselese, as De Wette 
styles them,—cóuaros Aaveld . . . being in 
apposition with wreóuaTos &yíov. The rec. 
has been an emeudation and simplification 
of the text, which bears, in this its original 
form, the solemn and stately character, in 

Wette. Meyer endeavours to refer it to 
some circumstances then present, but is 
not bold enough to enter into any vindica- 
tion of bis view. $puváccw is only 
found in the middle in pe Greek (see 
Курке, Observ. ii. p. 80 f. Meyer). pú- 
аур& dori т MAG e rte kirnua, Athanas. 
in Catena. 91.) The implies an 
acknowledgment of the truth of God in the 
fulfilment of the prophecy: Thos art the 
God who hast, &c., for these events have 
happened accordingly. iv тї *óle. 
табтү, which has been excluded from the 
text on account of ite apparent redundance, 
answers to ёт) Zi» Spos vb йу» abro, 
Ps. ii. 6. See also Matt. xxiii. 37; Luke 
xiii. 88. The parts of this verse corre- 
spond accurately to those of the prophecy 
just quoted. тебе, servant, as bo- 
fore, ch. iii. 20. Jesus, the Servant of 
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*éypuras, Hp ) те ral IIóvrios Idros oùv &veouw 2 Lake iv. 18,- 

nat / haois герете 28 тоса: boa 7) "Хер cov ка} Y ! 
go gov » Tpowpisev vert Ba. 29 каў © TÀ * viv, xvpie, 
d ride ёті Tas ° апећдс avTOv, xai f 60e Tois ёо0\о cov L. 

y plur 1 Rom 

5 perà Е . b rdon AaAeiv nm №уоу «оу 80} єр, fee cha {re 

TG THY *xeipá тоу к dre [ze] eis аси, kai onueia . 
™rdpata yiverOar dd ToU ™ бубнато$ ToU d you: dg 

P mados cov Incov. 31 Kal denberror avTOv ' écaXevOn o 
*тдлто$ dv à cav ! сиррурёрої, Kat" érrnoOnoay йтартєс 

` 

re 
акті. a. 

е чы v. 
xvii. 30. кх. 
32. 

^ , ^ ^ id Ma 
ToU фуу wvevpatos, kal !éNáXovr тд» !Aóyov той бєой Р this, } 221. 
8 perà © mappnolas. only, Ps 

ech. is. 1ге. fch.i g ch. ii. 29 reff. h = ch. zx. 19 reff. 
i ch. si. 19 reff. j= ch tlk 26. ае хт. 13. 4 Kings т. 18. k of God, here only. Exod. vii. 5. see 

Matt. viii. x me iie 1. 8 = ch, vii, 36 reff. u ch. х. 43. 1 Cor. і. 10 onl 
o = ch. iii. 16. 2 p ver. 27. absol., here only. 3 Kings viii. 33 B. Sir. xxviii. 
t Matt. i. 7. кзы P». xvii. 7. iim dh vil. 49, "from Isa, lavi. I. t = Matt. кан. 

41. Neh. vi. 2. u ch. li, 6 reff, 

Aaos Е 3. 83 Thl.sif Hil, А 
os om 2nd cov A!B am! Каб! [arm] Hil, Lucif, Aug,. 
39. «ise D [ефеде AE]. for „ y, D!-gr(txt D. corri). тас. cd 

rapp. 
30. for хера cov exreweir oe, x. те ект. А; x. ext. ce В: om сє 

D-gr E volg copt Hil, Lucif, : om жас. g 26. 36. 57. 137 lect-1 Syr mth h [Cyr-Pe] 
МЫт(вев 

Tischdf’s note) e f 18 Chr.: txt PM! rel 86 ТЬ (both pronouns here and cov in ver 
27 agree better with the character of the diction of the prayer). 
(tat D) 183 Thl-sif. 

31. savres Nl. 
Chr, : txt ABD[N] am [ Iren- gr]. 
Iren,(-gr and]-int (Aug,). 

Jebovah, is the antitype and completion of 
David, and of all other servants of the 
Lord: what is said of them only partially 
and h lically, is said literally and 
entirely of Him. 28.) There is an 
ellipsis in the _thought between жогӯсси 
and беа: 
Dias Bovaty, бутыѕ 8%) бта. 
Wette well remarks, curhyOncay косто: 
is used subjectively, ‘they were collected, 
to do,’ and then the speaker changes his 
ground to an objective one in oa (as 
they к! really) as many things 
as Thy han то сон must not be 
rendered, with К Kuinoel, ‘ita ut facerent.’ 
It does not express the result, but the in- 
tention, of their assembling. Still worse is 
it to take roeas with #ур‹таз, ‘Whom 
Thou hast anointed,....to do,’ &c., as 
some have : the parenthesis, as 
well as the whole train of ray for- 
bidding it. херс. АЈ not 
a i» 8:4 боо!» . aE indicates 
the Power, Bovah the Wisdom of God. 
The Wisdom decreed, the Hand performed: 
but the same word xpodépicey is used of 
both by what grammarians call zeugma— 
as in ydAa éuas ч ob Bpépa, 1 Cor. 
iii. 2. See Winer, edn. 6, 5 66. 2, е · 
90.] dv тф, see ref. ch. iii. and note there: 

voou, (ds uiv bérei, Y 
. . As De. 

уеуеєсда: D! 
syr-mg has a note that “some copies have not the word 

тес ту. ayiov, omg Tov (see ch ii. 4), with EP 13. 36 rel vulg 
aft харр. ins таут: To деЛоут: wicTeveww DE 

In Thy stretching forth (while Thou 
stretchest forth) Thine hand for (eis, of 
the purpose) healing, and that signs and 
wonders may come to pass by means of 
the Name of Thy Holy Servant Jesus. 
81.] As the first outpouring of the Spirit, 
so this special one in answer to prayer, 
was testified by an outward and visible 
sign: but not by the same sign,—for that 
first baptism by the Holy Ghost, the great 
fulfilment of the promise, was not to be 
repeated. The rutionnlist Commentators 
bave done good service by pointing out 
parallel cases, in profane writers, of sup- 
posed tokens of the divine presence. Virg. 
ZEn. iii. 89. Ovid, Met. xv. 672. Schött- 
gen, Hor. Hebr. in loc., produces шш 
notices from the Rabbinical writi 
It was on every ground probable t ae the 
token of the especial presence of God 
would be some D uon Ps which кес 
be recognized by those present as suc 
Besides which, the idea was not derived 
from profane sources, but from the Scrip- 
tures: see Ps, xxix. 8; Іва. ii. 19, 21; 
xiii. 18; Ezek. xxxviii. 19 (especial ); 
Joel iii. 16; Hagg. ii. 6, 7. RM - 
д with а ке and renewed out- 
pouri . is personal: 
they were all filled Thea wlth và the Holy Spirits 
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32 To de arDjÜovs rv mitevcavTay Fv ‘xapdia ABDE 
xal * ) pla, kai *ovde els ті TOV 7 vrapyóvrer PN 

IV. 32—37. 

wi. abr 6éXeyev * Buoy elvai, GAN Ñv avrois ravra * коша. жи. 

x Matt. xxvii. 
14. John 1. 
3. Rom. iii. 

b — ch. i. 8 reff. cca 
passim. e ch. i. 23 re 
х.б. (Rom. Ш. 23.) 1 Pet. iv. М. 

J cb. I. 18 reff. 
25. xzvi. 9 fl. ch. il. 45. v. 4 Rom. vii. M only. 

$2. rec ins у bef кардга, with DEP А 
ош ABD'N [arm] Orig, (Ath Thdrt) Eat 
rel 36 Orig, Chr, Bas, (Cyr- 

xepispos, and for ovd., ris E. 
avTOv 

«AA D. 

h bere only. 
k = ch. v. 2, 8. vil. 16. Matt. яктіі. 6,9 al. Isa. Iv 

Exod. xxii. 3. 

сор] 
Bas, [ Cyr, |. 

p]: om ABDN [coptt arm 
aft ша, ins кап ove ny 8:акрісіз ev sais yr D(E) 1 Zeno, 

om [2n 
D: avrer РЪ fg kl]! m 40: om Hr 18. 36. 133. 

rarra BD: txt AE, PN 18 rel 86. 

ка E. 

33 cal b Suvdpes peyady Camedidovy тд * papruptoy oi &тб- 
отоло: тўс °%арастасєюс ToU Kupiov "зсод, {хар те 
peyan 9v 5 ёті парта айтой. 54 ovde yap P evdens тіс 

ак 

here only t. 
I Matt. xiii. 46. x 

ig, Chr, B Cyr-p, }] Leont, ТЫ: 
ret “reels bet ex А with EP 

ED. 
om т: = е 

[eAeyor B!.] zi 
ovses Dol. 

88. rec mey. bef Zur., with EP rel Thi: txt ABDMa ch vulg Chr, Iren-int, Ors, 
Aug, oi axocT. bef то нарт. AE a g h k o Thl.sif Ors, Aug,. 
хрістоо (A)DE(N) Syr copt seth-rom arm Chr, : [bef, copt:] om BP [ 
TOv ко AN 86 [aft кор. ins quer 36 vulg(not am fuld i 
e Syr.—( Very usual varr where the name igo. or xp. occurs : the са 

ins (aft mrov) 
rel] вуг.—г xv bef 

id) copt].—for xv 1v, iv xv 
non being in such 

cases, that the simplest well-supported form of expression was the genuine text.)—r. 
x.s. bef T. ағаст. B 

84. for virgpXer, - (corra to avoid tautology) A(B)M Fr-coisl а h Cyr,: txt DEP 
rel.— j bef т: B. ogoi 
om vrnpx. D-corr (and lat) Nl. 
tas D? and lat, prefg xai) Tipas тоу яжсяраско . 

the meaning being the same with яу. &y., 
the influence of the Holy Spirit, but the 
form of expression varied. ch. i. 8; 
ii. 88, 38; ix. 81; x. 45. 

$2—-37.] THE STATE OP THE CHURCH 
AT THIS TIME. This passage forms the 
conclusion of this division of the history 
and the transition to ch. v. 89. T&v 
morevodyrey| Much the same meaning 
as Tay miorevérrey, but with reference to 
their having become converte, and specially 
to those mentioned in ver. 4,—thoagh the 
description is 1. Ubi regnum habet 
fides, animos ita conciliat ut omnes idem 
velint et nolint Hine enim discordis, 
uod non regimur eodem Christi Spiritu.’ 
lein. On the community of goods, see 

note at ch. ii. 46. We have the view there 
taken strikingly confirmed bere by the ex- 
pressions used. Мо one called (reckoned) 
eny thing of his goods (which were still 
тА ùrdyxorra abr$, not alienated) (to be) 
his own. (Meyer. dicebat : hoc ipso præ- 
supponitur proprietatem possessionis non 
plane fuisse deletam. Bengel.) 21 
The Apostles were the specially appoin 
witnesses of the Resurrection, ch.i. 22: and 
this their testimony they gave with power, 

KTHT. пса» хор. n o«er virgpxor (combination) D! : 
D has weAourres. a: $eporres (а‹феро» (ep. De) 

lat) . теу (-cxoperar D? and lat). 

i. e. with a special gift of the Holy Spirit 
to enforce and uas to e and 
dispute on, those facts of which their own 
experience (see ver. 20) informed them. 
That the Spirit did not inspire them with 
unbroken uniformity in matters of fact, 
our present, Gospels, the remnants to us of 
this very testimony, sufficiently witness. 
Nor was this necossary: each man reported 
what he had heard and seen ; —and it was 
in the manner of delivering this report 
that the great power of the Spirit was 
shewn. See, on the whole subject, Pro- 
legg. Vol. I. i. 8 iii. 6 fl. убри, better 
grace, i. e. from God, than favour, i.e. 
from the people, which would hardly be 
so absolutely designated. 34.) ydp 
gives a proof of God's grace working in 
them, in that they imparted tbeir 
to the poor: see especially 2 Cor. viii. 7. 

Tvrpacxopévev, the which 
were being sold :—the process of selling, 
as regarded the whole church, yet going 
on, though completed in individual cases; 
in the places cited by Wotst. from Demosth. 
and Appian the pres. retains its proper 
force, as here. In Appian, B. Civ. v. p. 
1088, the expression is, тёз тё» Fr. 

kimo 
13 
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cxopevay 95 xai ériÜovv " тарй тойс vr TOV &то-® Matt. xv. 0. 

сто\оу, ° &tedidero бё éxaory ° кабот: dv т °ypeiav 
eiyev. 36 'lmgij $ & P émixAnGels BapváBas Ide tov 

68. 4 Kings 

xviii. 22. 
John vi. 11 

door, б ёст 'ueÜepymvevópevoy * vids * таракћај- our, jon. 
gews, Aevelirns, Kumpios тф ° yéves, 31 Y inrdpyovros a & och. ii. 46 

Dees, 
~ род * ww dijoas ўреүкє Tò! урӯра кай sheep = тард i At 
TOU TOOAS TOV d rooro mv. V. I Avtp &é ris "Avavias үз 
G avy Zamjelpp т) '*ywawl айто) *émoXgcev 
* erpa, З xai *ёросфїтато ато Tis > Tips, © cuverduins , S, po il. 
xai тўс yuvaxós, Kai évéyxas % цёросѕ Ti * apa 

` 17. Luke x. 

1 Thess. v. 5 
7 ^ е - 

móðas TOV апостолу EOnxev. 3 erer è б llérpos $; 28. 
t = ch, ziii. 18. xv. 31. 2 Mace. xv. 11. = = ch. xviii. 2 reff. v = ch. iii. 6 reff. 
w bere only, exc. gospp. Mt. Mk. L. = Matt. xiii. 36,44 al. Gen. xxiii. 9. x 1 Cor. x. 25 reff. 
y sing., bere . phar. Mark х. 23, 96 8 L. ch. viii. 18,20. xziv. 26 only. 2 Chron. i. 11,12. ach. H. 45 reff 
а Titus ii. 10 only. Josh. vii. 1. 2 Mace. iv. 32 only. b = ch. iv. M reff. с=1 

iv. ê (reff.) only. Job xxvii. б. d = John ziz. 23 al. Gen. xlvii. M. e ch. iv. 36, 37 

35. рет во ABI DEN.) ins ер: bef екасто D. кабо (for xq8or:) and 
om ar P m 73. 

38. rec wow (see note, ch i. 28), with P 13 rel вуг sah Chr, ТЫ: txt ABDEN 36. 
40 vulg copt Syr sth arm Chr, Epiph,. 
adgEIm 40 Hr Thi.  epusrevo 
si for суроо, xepiv D*(-1ov D!). 

orou. bef avay. AD bcm : txt BE 
b? g hl o Chr, : 
А E(-pgipn) P k m. 

3. om xa: N'(eadem manu suppletum videtur). 
evreibvias (corre), with DP rel: txt ABEN. 
rel ТЫ: om AB D-gr N 18 arm Chr,. 

epuxrevoueror B: om СЗ. 
for тара, xpos EN 36 Thl-eif. 

CHAP. V. 1. ev avre de Te коро SEPA Cel u of ecclesiastical portion) E. 

rec uro, with D rel 36 Chr: txt ABEPN 
kurp. bef Aeverrns D. 

rel arm] Chr. сатфера (corra) BD a 
: таффира D!(-ipa D-corr) : саџтфір: 13: candipyn N*(rauqipn №): txt 

for axo, єк D. rec 
rec aft yuv. ins avrov, with EP 

«8ero D. 
3. aft етеу de ins zpos ауто» E; aft rerpos с; simly vulg-ms( Matthäi) syr-w-ast 

т:траскорбуор. 85.) терд ToU; 
,—not а Hebraism the whole 

person — but literal. So Cicero pro Flacco, 
с. 28, Ante pedes Pretoris in foro ex- 
pun estauri pondo centum. (Rosenm.) 

etatein gives several other examples. The 
Apostles, like the Preetor, probably sat upon 
а raised seat, on the step of which, at their 
feet, the money was laid, in token of reve- 

rence. 86.] Barnabas, en ^g, is 
vids xpopyrelas—and the interpretation 
has been generally made good by takin 
wapdxAnors as included in wpod$yreía, an 
as in the sense of exhortation: see ch. xi. 
23. Лет] The Levites might pos- 
sess land at all times within the precincts 
of the Levitical cities : such was the case, 
e. g., in Jer. xxxii. 7. At the division of 
the kingdoms, the priests and Levites all 
reso to Rehoboam in Judah (and Ben- 
jamin), 2 Chron. xi. 18; from that time 
probably, but certainly after the captivity, 
when the Mosaic division of the land was 
no longer accurately observed, the posses- 
sion of land by Levites seems to have been 
allowed. The whole subject is involved in 
some uncertainty: cf. Levit. xxv. 32 fl.; 
Num. xxxv. 1—8; Deut. xii. 12; xviii. 8, al. 

Vor. II. 

Kéwpvos] For the state of Cyprus 
at this time, see notes on ch. xi. 19; xiii. 
4—7. 87. ] Very unusual in 
this sense. See Herod. iii. 88, ёт) 260 
à» xpfinar. BovAolaro robs warépas èro- 
буђскоутаз ётосітќесбсаи, and other exam- 
ples in Wetstein. 

Снар. V. 1—11.] THE HISTORY OP 
ANANIAS AND SAPPHIRA. This incident, 
though naturally connected with the end of 
the last chapter, forms an important inde- 
pendent narrative. 1.] 'Avavías, mY, 
Neh. iii. 23, or yxy, Dan. i. 6, in LXX : 
also 1 Chron. iii. 21, al. The cloud of God, 
or The of God. Tarn, per- 
haps from the Greek сбтфегроз, sapphire, 
or from the Syriac rm, beautiful (Grot.). 

The crime of these two is well described 
by Meyer: ‘ By the sale of their field, and 
the bringing in of the money they in fact 
profi to give the whole price as a gift 
of brotherly love to the common stock : but 
their aim was to get for themselves the 
credit of holy love and zeal by one portion 
of the price, whereas they had selfishly 
kept back the other portion for themselves. 
They wished to serve ѓо masters, but to 
appear to serve only One.’ 8.] The 

E 
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blen ам... "Арала, Sid ті 'érAnpwoey ò Zaravüc тї kapDíav cov ABDE 

‚ЕЕ na € Velraofal те тд wehe тд yv кай * vordicaotat [oe] 1 f 
op be. AMÒ THS " Tuaf]e TOU ^ ywplou; < ойуў! pévov aol čpevev, kal ` 1з 

n = eh. 18 k zrpaÜév | év тӯ сӯ !ékovoig отђруеу ; ® ті бт, ° &ov ёр тӯ 
теп. 

i = here only. т Мне ону Кард cov TO прӣура ToUTO ; ойк °фєйсо avOparross, 
k ch. Iv. 34 reff. ^ ^ 
1а. Hi. "аа TË беф. 
Car. тойтоу$ rech) Péfépyvtfev. 
3k ziz. 
23. pn ere ёт} wavras тоў акоўортас. 

5 axovwy 06 б Avavlas rods Xoyov; 
каї "éyévero poBos H 
6 tdayactavTes 9 oi * ved- 

ziv. 0. 
a Luke ix. 44. xxi. 14. Hag. II. 19. see ch. L 7. © constr., here art Josh. xxiv. 87. 2 Kings xxii. 45. Pa. 

lxxvil. 36. p ver. 10, ch. xii. 33 only. Judg. iv. 21 A Хм. comp . Esek. zzi. 7 only. q = ver. 
11. Luke 1. 65. Gen. xxxv. 5. eee ch. il. 43. = ch. vill. 26, 27 reff. a = John xl. 18. 1 Tim. 
v.1,2al Oi »., Tit. ii. 6. Jer. xiv. 3. 

S tt eth) ТЫ. 
[Syr с vulg- mas ( Lachmann). 

rec om o, with DP rel: ins ABEN b m 18 Chr,. for ауана, 
for ewAnp., етуросеу Ni. TO ау. TY. 

D-gr. rec om 2nd се, with ABEN c k o 36: ins DP rel 38. 42. 95-6. 113-77 sah 
Leont,. (I have inserted it doubtfully, as more in character, and very likely to have 
been omitted us unnecessary.) 

4. єреуоу (but corrd) NI: uecor D!-gr(txt D3). 
om ov D[-gr]. 

vovnpor Tovro D sah : facere dolose rem istam D-lat. 
: кап evOeos axover Е. 

syllable of трабеу) P. 

б. axoveas дє D- 
ins ABEPN a b d f g hk m o Chr, Thi. 

om e (confounded with last 
for то тр. Tovro, тотса (ins то D?) 

eyevcov D'(txt рз). 
rec om o, with D rel 86 Orig Bas, : 

rec ins rapaypnua bef жету D. apa 
aft akovorras ins Tavra (see vor 11), with EPR? rel вуг [ (sth-rom) arm Bas, ] Chr, ТЫ: 
om ABDN! vulg Syr coptt eth - pl Orig, Lucif,. 

6. aft avacr. де ins тарахртца E. 

3:4 ri implies the power of resistance to 
Satan— Why hast thou allowed Satan to 
fill, &.! 4.) While it remained, 
did it not remain thine own ! i. е. was it 
not in thine absolute power? and when 
sold, was it not (i.e. the price of it) in 
thine own power, to do with it what 
seemed good to thee? т{ бть, і. e. 
тЇ dri бт: вее reff. ov iv т. 
«ap. = xp dn Dan. i. 8; Mal. ii. 2. 
Satan suggested the lie, which Ananias 
ought to have repelled : instead of that, ke 
put it in Ма heart,—placed it there where 
the springs of action are, and it out 
into an act. obe by. Av., T. 6.] 
This офк, &AAd, is not always an absolute 
and exclusive negation and assertion, see 
Mark ix. 87; John xii. 44& But here it 
seems to be so, and to imply, ‘ Thine at- 
tempt to deceive was not to deceive ws, 
men; but to deceive the Holy Ghost,— 
God, abiding in His church, and in us its 
appointed superintendents.’ This verse is 
of weighty doctrinal import, as proving the 
Deity of the Holy Spirit ; unless it be held, 
that the Holy Spirit whom (ver. 8) Ananias 
attempted to deceive, and God to whom 
he lied, are different. * Нес est sententia : 
Ananias mentitus est Deo et ejus Spiritui, 
non hominibus ct Petro. Aude si potes, 
Sociniane, ita dicere: mentitus est non 
Spiritui Sancto et Petro, sed Deo.“ Bengel. 

б.] The deaths of Ananias and Sa 
phira were beyond question ewpernaturally 

inflicted by Peter, speaking in the power of 
the Holy Spirit. This is the only honest 
interpretation of the incident. Many, how- 
ever, and among them even Neander, at- 
tempt to uccount for them on natural 
grounds,—from their orror at detection, 
and at the solemn words of Peter. But, in 
addition to all other objections against this 
(see on é£olrove:w, тег. 9), —it would make 
man and wife of the same temperament, 
which would be very unlikely. We surely 
need not require any justification for this 
judicial sentence of the Apostle, filling as 

did at this time the highest place in the 
church, and acting under the immediato 
prompting of the Holy Spirit. If such, 

wever, be sought, we may remember that 
this was the first attempt made by Satan 
to obtain, by hypocrisy, a footing among 
Christ’s flock : and that however, for wise 
reasons, this may since then have been 
permitted, it was absolutely necessary in 
the infancy of the church, that such attempt 
should be at once, and with severity, de- 
feated. Bengel remarks : “ Quod gravitati 
pone in corpore accessit, in anima poluit 
decedere,’ к. èyév. SB. x. 1. A.] The 
&xovovres can hardly be (Meyer) those 
present, who (De W.) not only heard, but 
saw : the remark is proleptical, and = that 
in ver. 11. 6. Were ol уєютероь n 
class in the congregation accustomed to 
perform such services,—or merely the 
younger men, from whom they would na- 
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Tepos *avvéaTétla» айтди ка} "éfevéyxavres dN . t= ters oae. 
7 éyévero dé, "ds wpav три» *ÓuiaTnua, xal ў уи Dd 

е. iv, 31. avToU рл] eidvia TO yeyovos eis. 87 атєкрібз) dL mpós až QE. 
avr)» llérpos Bimé pot *ei *тотойтоу Tò "wwepiov 
сатєдосӨє; ў è elmev Nai * тосойтоу. 9g Se Ilérpos 

` эм, d е r е a 7 v. 1000 p айту T. бт : сефот "Univ 8 TELPGTAL тд „№, „а 
hbarveüua “xuplov; 1800 of modes Trav " Өаҳфаутор тди we rer. м р 

^ LA x here 71. 

dvipa cov em тӯ Bupa, kal! éEoloovely се. 10 x ётесеу Bà. ofspace, Gen. 
у = ch. Hi. 13. Matt. zl. 35 al. Deut. zzvi. 5. s = Май. zzvi. 68. Mark zv. 44. a gen. of 

„Matt. х. 28. zxvi. 9. Rev. vi. 6. 4 Kings vii. 1. b ver. 8. c = ch. vil. 9. Heb. 
zii 16 only. Gen. xv. 33. d ver. C reff. e Matt. xviii. 19. xx. 2, 13. Luke 
v. 96. ch. хт. 16 only. 6 Kings zii. В. impers., here only. fdat., Matt. v. $1? James 
Ш. 18. Winer, edn. 6, { 31. 10. gl Сог, x. 9 reff. (= dem. ib.) h 3 Cor. iii. 17. see 
Luke iv. 18, from Іва. 1. 12 iil. 10, 11 reff. j ver. 6 reff. k Mark 
v. . John xi. 32. Rov. i. 17 only. 

7. ews Nl. 8 р астера D. 
8. for arerp., erer D vulgſ (not am &) coptt sth Pad ce ny o тетроѕ eon Е. 

rec (for xpos айттуу) avr», with P rel vulg Chr, 
i rec ins o bef werpos, with DEP rel Orig, Chr: om 36. 40 (syr-w-ast) Orig Lucif. ABR ug. for exh 

Dg sah. 

om xpos Dl. grins D3). 
D. di bef Z D. 

10. xa: ex. D Syr [wth] Lucif,. 

partes’ ре expected ? Meyer and Olshausen 
(also Mosh. and Kuin.) maintain the former; 
Neander and De W. the latter. We can 
hardly assume, as yet, any such official dis- 
tinctions in the congregation as would mark 
off of redrepo: from ol wpecBórepoi, which 
latter are first officially mentioned ch. xi. 
30. Besides which, we have no such eccle- 
siastical class as ol ve@repo:. And the use 
of ol veav(axo: in ver. 10, as applying to 
these same persons, seems to decide that 
they were merely the younger members of 
the church, acting perhaps in accordance 
with Jewish custom,— perhaps also on 
some hint given by Peter. ouviste- 
Мау) So rep MA, Ezek. xxix. 6; Tobit 
xii. 13; Sir. xxxviii. 16, wrapped the body 
up,—probably in their own mantles, taken 
off in ting to carry him ont. The 
context will not permit any more careful 
enfolding of the body to be understood. 
The speedy burial of the dead, practised 
among the later Jews, was unknown in 
earlier times, seo Gen. xxiii. It was 
grounded on Num. xix. 11 ff. The prac- 
tice was to bury before sunset of the same 
day. The immediate burial in this case 
adds to the probability that the young 
men obeyed an intimation from the Ароз- 
tle. T.] The construction is, ¢yévero 
86, . . . wal, It happened, that: and és 
. т. dor. is parenthetical, not the nom. 
to фуфуето. Вее а precisely similar con- 
struction, Luke ix. 28: and Winer, edn. 
6, 8 62. 2. 8.] dwenp., perhaps £o her 
salutation: от, it may be, to her manner, 

for etre uoi ei, етеретусо се e ара D-gr. 
for 2nd де, zu D'(txt D-corr!). 

rec aft werp. ins егте, with AP rel 86 ( vss] : 
aft т: ins оуу NI (M? di 

«cTarTa ext Ty 0. 

: om bl: txt ABDN dem 

то Хору bef lst rocovrov 

ете» de verp. E: txt BDN vulg. 
proving). cuvepurncey 

тел Üvpaus А. 

challenging а reply. The word must at 
any rate be taken as implying some pre- 
vious communication, to which an answer 
was to be given. тосо?т., naming 
the sum: or perhaps pointing to the mone 
lying at his feet. The sense £antilli 

2) is implied of course, but not ex- 
p by тособтоо. No stress on àr- 
é5000¢ as referring to the smallness of price: 
it is the ordinary word for selling, see reff. 

9.] To try the omniscience of the 
Spirit then visibly dwelling in the Apostles 
and the charch, was, inthe highest sense, fo 
tempt the Spirit of God. It was a saying 
in their hearts There is no Holy Spirit: 
and certainly approached very closely to a 
sin against the Holy Ghost. Peter charac- 
terizes the sin more solemnly this second 
time, because by the wife’s answer it was 
now proved to be no individual lie of a 
bad and covetous man, but a preooncerted 
scheme to deceive God. Be] Not 
that Peter heard (Olsh.) the tread of the 
young men outeide (they were probably 

refooted), but it is an expression common 
in the poetical or lively description of the 
Hebrews, and indeed of all nations (вез Іва. 
11.7; Nah.i.15; Rom. х.16; Eurip. Hippol. 
656 ; Soph. CEd. Col. 890, al. freq.), making 
the member whereby the person acts, the 
actor. I take the words to mean, that the 
time was just at hand for their return: 
see James v. 9. The space of three hours 
was not too long : they would have to carry 
the corpse to the burying-ground, at a con- 
siderable distance from the city (Lightf.), 
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debug tree. 1 тарахрђра * p TOUS * rod abro) кад ™ éféjrvyev: 
m ver. 

ig 1x99, eiseAOovres 06 oi n veavioxor {еброу айту vexpay кай ! é£- 
Ivi b. Ча, evéykavres eh, ° mpòs TOv dòpa avris. II xat ?ёуё- 
n obs i i. vero $óBos uE LÀ OXqv тђи éxkXnolav xal ёті тарта 
SR, itt rods dxovovras тайта. 

16. Gal. i. 18. Д " 
2 m. t 12 4 Aià òè TOv Хери TOv. атостоћоу ёүйуєто стреа 
rons Ка} 'тёрата i év TQ Ааф. Kal ўса» * биободаб$дь» 
„иге, Gtravres év TH toro Xokoudvos 18 ray $ "Xovmráv 
t ch. Ill. 11 reff. ы Р 
nE 24 з. abbels erb Y кох^йтбаь avtois, AA). Y eee av- 
„. . в. TOUS 0 Aaóg 14 * A Se ! mposeriBevro * TLOTEVOVTES 
IR Pat 

15 11.1 Ge Low тф корі, * rj ахдр®ру тє kal yuvatKov chere ° xarà 
“=. „в TAS ° п\атєіас * ep Tors aobevets каї è riÜÉva, ° ёті 

= f h х = Luxe v.10. M, ie Kat € „ iva épyouévov Ilérpov h кё» 
y = ch. il. 41 reff. absol., ch. iv. 32 al. fr. a plur., here only. Ре. exlvl. 4. 

. 32 al. c Luke xiv. 21. "Rev. xxi. 31 al. Ezek. xxviii. 23. er. 6 reff. 
e = Rev. x. 1. Luke vili. 16. 

v 

f here only t. see Luke v. 19, 24. g Mark ii. 4, &c. ті. 55. John 
v. B, &c. ch. ix. 33 only t. h = Mark v. 28. vi. 68. 3 Cor. zi. 16. 

rec (for xpos) тара (see ch iv. 85, 87, v. 2), with EP rel [Chr,] Іосі, : ews a 87: vro 
2: txt ABDN 
evpay A: par E: txt BDPN rel [Chr]. 

11. om er: A sah. 
12. for de, re B Syr wth. 

lect-12 Cyr-jer, Thl: txt 
with P rel 36 Fur Thl: om woAAa 

18. ка: ооде:ѕ тоу Лотоу D th. 
14. ins о bef mar. А 18. 

Orig,, яр. т. т. атостоћХоо syr.—for яр. T. T., EvWRLOV 15-8. 36 
суустелћаутеѕ єітуєукау кол D-gr. 

axovoytes D, karowovrras P. 
Steph eysvero, with h 4. 18-4-5. 78. 127-80 

ABDETLP N rel 86 Chr Lucif,. 
188 lect-12: txt 

for axavres, каутез ABE 1: txt DPN rel Chr: add evrmyueroi 
то tepo D 42 sah eth; ev то vac ovrnypero: E. 
rec солороутоз, with Ako (18)] 86 Chr ТЫ: салошә»тос N: 

rec єў то Aaw bef woAAa, 
ÁBDEN m o 18 vulg Syr Lucif. 

Syr copt; er 
aft ev ту ст. ins Th А 

txt BDEP rel. 
о/де B. 

16. for ката, xa: «eis ABD5N k 18. 36, 40; ко ev Tus wAaries E: om sth: txt D'P, 
none of the vss have каг. 
7:0. ins єутросбдєу avrov E. 

and when there, to dig а grave, and bury it. 
èfolgovow] This word, spoken before 

her death, decisively proves that death to 
have been not a result merely of her detec- 
tion, but a judicial infliction. 10.] else - 
Oóvres, when they came in: not implying 
that they immediately entered, but leaving 
room for some interval of time: see above. 

19—10.] Progress OF THE FAITH; 
MIRACULOUS POWER AND DIGNITY OF 
THE APOSTLES. 12.] 84 is merely 
transitional, and does not imply any con- 
trast to the $óBos just mentioned, q. d. 
‘notwithstanding this fear, the Apostles 
went on working, &c.’ See ch. ii. 48. 
&wavres, the Apostles only, not all the 
Christians. It does not follow, from тфутез 
referring to all the believers in ch. ii. 1 (see 
note there), that £rarres necessarily refers 
to the same here also. The Apostles are 
the subject of the paragraph : and it is to 
set forth thetr unanimity and dignity that 
the description is given. They аго repre- 

om tas Di. 
гес kàwæwr (corrn to more usual word), with ETP] rel 

Chr Thdrt: txt ABDN rel Cyr-jer.—pref тоу A. 

aft асбєу. ins aur D. aft 

(xpaBarrey, во AB DN.) 

sented as distinct from all others, believers 
and unbelievers (both which I take to be 
included under the term of Хотой): aud 
the Jewish people itself magnifled them. 
The further connexion see on ver. 14. 
ст. Tok.] See ch. iii. 11; John x. 23, 
note. 18.] тӧу houway, all else, 
whether believers or not: none dared to 
join himself to (see reff.), as being one of, 
or equal to, them: but (so far was this 
from being the case that) the very people 
аши) magnified them. 14. 

not parenthetical, but continuing the 
description of the dignity of the Apostles) 
the result of this was that believers were 
the more added to the Lerd (not wor. 
TQ kvplg, but xposer. тф xup., as decided 
by ch. xi. 24), multitudes of men and 
women. 15.] Gere now takes up 
afresh the main subject of vv. 12 and 13, 
the glorification of the apostolic office, in. 
somuch, that..... It is connected not 
only with éueydAvrer айт. ó X., but also 
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ij ! ский Кётскасу тиі avrov. 
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16 1 / ` ovvipxero 8ё каї TÒ isatt iv. 18. 
WAHOos rev ™ TrépiE morcov Iepovœaiñju, pépovres áoÓeveig Larei. 19. 
каў " OyXouuévovs Отд ° туєиџатор Paxabdprwy, 9 ofrives s.l on. is 
, ә udg. iz. k i; ёбєралтєйоуто Éravres. TOR and constr 

17 "Арастӣс̧ $ о apytepeds xal mávres оќ aby аўто, Браки, 
^ е у. 

7 одса *аїрєсіѕ TOv Ўаддоџкаіор, “ ётМм]сӨтта>» * Хоу s „ 
m bere only v. Jos. B. J. ii. 19. 1. в here (Luke vi. 18 rec.) only t. Tobit vi. 7 (not №). ` ° Matt. 

x. l al. fr. in р. Rev. xvi. 13. xviiL 3. Zech. xiii. 2. Р ch. х. М reff, = ch. x. 41 reff. 
t eb. viii. 36, 27 reff. s ch. xv. 6. xxiv. 5, 14. xxvi. 6. xxviii. 22. 1 Сог. хі. 19. Gal. 

v.20. 7 Pet. Hl. 1 only 2. Jos. Antt. ziii. 5. Ð. eee Lev. xxii. 18. t = ch. Ш. 10 reff. 
u ch. aiii, 45 (гей). 

єтіскійсе: B [m] 13. 58. 188 aft ск. ins avrov E 83 vulg [arm] Тыш, Thl-fin. 
aft avrer add аттААастто»то yap ато magns agOerias ws Thl-fin. 

eixer examros avrey D; xa: росдосіу axo van асбетаз тз eixor E; et liberarentur 
ab infirmitatibus suis valg(not fuld) Lucif.—lideradantur am Lueif; ab infirmitate 
orat apa eg hi am demid. 

for viro, ато D. 
varres D. 

17. for avac. de, xa: Tavra BAexer ауаст. E: om Syr. 

with ver. 13. xerà rds .] down the 
Streets, i.e. i» the line of the streets, — 
see Winer, edn. 6, $ 49, d. uv. 
к. креВ.) Kuinoel’s distinction, that the 
latter isa I and humble bed, the former 
& couch of richer character, appears to be 
unfounded. (So also Bengel.) 
Herpov] As the greatest, in pre-eminence 
and spiritual energizing, of the Apostles. 
Now especially was fulfilled to him the 
promise of Matt. xvi. 18 (see note there) : 
—and even the shadow of the Rock (Isa. 
xxxii. 2, Heb., and E.V., spoken primarily 
of His divine Master) was sought for. 
We need find no stumbling-block in the 
fact of Peter’s shadow having been be- 
Бетей to be the medium (or, as is surely 
implied, Aaving been the medium) of work- 
ing miracles. Cannot the ‘Creator Spirit’ 
work with any instruments, or with none, 
as pleases Him? And what is a hand ora 
voice, more than a shadow, except that the 
analogy of the ordi instrument is a 
greater help to faith in the recipient? 
Where faith, as ap tly here, did not 
need this help, the less likely medium was 
adopted. See, on the whole, ch. xix. 
12, and note: and remark that only in the 
ease of our Lord (Luke viii. 46 ||) and His 
two great Apostles in the N. T.,—and of 
Elisha in the О. T., have we instances of 
this Àealing virtue in the mere contact 
with or accessories of the person. But 
what a fertile harvest of superstition and 
imposture has been made to peng out of 
these scanty examples ! 16.] Keep, in 
both verbs, curhpxero and 40ератебоуто, 
the imperfect sense; ‘the multitude, &c., 

om xai(ins D?) ro Dil. 
rec ins es bef sepove., with DEP rel 36 деті [arm] Chr: circa 

om ABN k vulg Lucif.— from the other cities round about Jer” 
for ovr wes, кош D-gr 88. 118 sah Іосі. 

for тер, тер. Di(txt (e): 

ут (etheridge). 
Фото 

(mAovg Bl. 

was coming together, bearing, &c.,—for 
all such (quippe qui) were being healed :' 
viz. when the next incident, &ávacràs 84 
c. T. A., happened [which forms a contrast 
to this waxing prosperity of the Church]. 

17—42.] IMPRISONMENT, MIRACULOUS 
LIBERATION, EXAMINATION BRFORE THE 
SANHEDRIM, AND SCOURGING OF THE 
APOSTLES. 17. is not re- 
dundant, but implies being excited by the 
popularity of the Apostles, and on that ac- 
count commencing & course of action hos- 
tile to them: see reff. ( Non sibi quiescen- 
dum ratus est, Beng. Supyépón xine: 
ёт) rots yeroudvais, Chrys.) To suppose 
that the H. P. ‘rose up’ after a council 
held (Meyer) is far-fetched, and against the 
ёк\ћҳофтсау Mou, which points to the 
kindling zeal of men first stirred up to 
action. ó ёру.) Annas,—ch. iv. 6, 
and note on Luke iii. 2. ol aiv atre] 
those who were with him (seo ch. iv. 
13; xix. 88; xxii. 9). Not the members 
of the Sanhedrim: but the friends and 
indred (ch. iv.6) of the H. P.: see ver. 

21: Kuinoel’s ‘qui a partibus ejus sta- 
bant’ is too definite (De W.): it was го, 
but this meaning is not in the words. 
od] attr., but implying more than of 

wres dt аЇрќсеюѕ т. A.: the movement 
extended through the whole sect. On 
elp. T. Z., see Matt. iii. 7, note. The 
passage of Josephus, Antiq. xx. 9. 1, is 
worth transcribing: séuxe 84 Катар 
(Nero) 'AABiror els rhy 'IovBaíay Ётарҳоу, 
Фӧстоо thy TeAevr)» wvOduevos. д 84 
Вас:Лебз &oelAero pty тфу “Idonwor thy 
ёрхіерисбут», тё 84 Ard wadl, xal 
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ch. zzi. 27 
reff. 

w ch. iv. 3 reff. 
x = here only ¢. 
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18 ка} " éréBadov tas ' yeipas er Tovg йтостбАоу xal 
e berro avtovs év “ттрсє: х Ónuocía. 

V. 

19 ye de 
ep kyolov 7 & vueròs hjvol ger tas Өйра< тўс * факс, 
ch. (xvi. 9.) 

d xvii. 10. 
xxili. 31. 
Herod. I. 63 
init. & fin. 

з = Matt. ziv. , 

i fps. raórws. 

éfayaryóvy Te avrovs elrev 20 IIopevea0e xal crabévres 
XAaXeire éy TQ iepQ TQ AAD mávra TA püuara Tis gie 

21 dxovoavres 06 eim ND b Ur тд» ° SpOpov 

pasim. Heb eis rò ерди xal éOiDaaxov. "C" mapayevóuevos $ б ару- 
Ш. 

sepeds kai of сй abr *auvexddecav TÒ 'ouvéðpiov xai 
оу. Tücav THY Syepovolay TOv viv ‘IopanrA, xal *ат- 

, 
Sri. ќстєћа» eic 101 дєсшотт)ріоу ù xb, avrov. 22 of $ 
Polyb. I. 53. 4. 
ыч vi» ораѓау (prima estate), Ш. 16. 7. е Luke xxiv. 1 (John vill. 2) only. Joel li. 2. d Luke 

xiL 51. John Ш. 23. Acts, ch. іх. 26. xvii. 10 & passim. Gen. ziv. 13. e act., Mark xv. 16. Luke zv. 
6 only. Josh. zziii. 3. mid., ch. x. 94 al. f ch. iv. 16 reff. g bere only. Exod. Ш. 16 al. fr. (there 
also w. vi. ор.) 

1 here bis. 

18. eweBaddoy A [6]. 

Эл. А 

Chr, : om ABDR}. 
for те, 8е В 78.—ка ef. E. 

91. for axovc. de, ефеАбо»тез de E Syr. 
yevoueroy В\(віс, see table). 

. тоте ĝia у. bef ay. к. 

. h constr., w. pass., here only (7). see ch. xiii. 42 note, act., ch. xxvi. 17 reff. 
Matt. xi. 9. ch. иті. 26 only. Gen. xxxix. 22 bie. x1. 3, 5 only. 

rec aft xepas ins avrer, with EP rel (вуг) coptt [Bas,] 
у om ABDN 36. 40 vulg Syr arm Thl Luci. gr осі оп! es туртсе» E- ucif(omg 

aft nyu. ins xa: exopevOy eis єкастоѕ eis Ta idia D. 
А rec ins rys bef »vxros, with EPN? rel 86 [Bas, ] 

ауоцаѕ АК 86 vulg sah: avewtay D!-gr, avewtery DS Chr,. 

add ек туз фуАакуз E. wapa- 
aft cv» avre ins eyepüerres то трон D. 

cvrkaAecaparos D, retaining the xa: bef aweore:Aar. 

abr Ard Acyonéry, Thy ё:адохђ» тўз 
dpxijs оке. тобтоу Bé фас: Tò» wpec- 
pirates "Aravoy eUrvxéaTaror 'үєуёаба:* 
wévre yap laxe таїбаз, ка) robrovs mdy- 
таз ouvéBy dpxieparedoa: тё Oeo, айтдз 
xal wpórepor тўз runs ёт) жАейттоу àro- 
Aal cat, Sxep obderl cu T&v wap’ pir 
Apxiepéuv. & Bà vedrepos “Avayos.... 
Өрасӧѕ jv Tb» Tpówor, kal ro, Bia- 
фербутоз? @Їрєсъү 8 perja тӧу ZaBBov- 
cal, оїтер elol wep) тёз xploes рої 
корд wárras Tobs ‘lovdalous, xa8ós {89 
8е8]\&карєу. This shews that the famil 
of Annas, if not he himself, were connec 
with the sect of the Sadducees. They (see 
ch. iv. 1, note) were the chief enemies of 
the Apostles, or teaching the resurrection. 

18. Tqp.] see ch. iv. 8. 20.] тӯ 
Tavrys, an unusual expression, seems 

to refer to the peculiar nature of the en- 
mity shewn towards them by the Saddu- 
cees, for preaching the àrderacis (s 
‘of this LIFE, which they call in question.’ 
Or perhaps т. (. т. may import the religion 
of Jeu faving its issue in life. A similar 
expression, ó Adyos rijs awrnplas тайттз, 
occurs cb. xiii. 26. See also Rom. vii. 24. 
Bot beware of assuming in either of these 
passages the use of the figure called by 
the grammarians hypallage, so that rà $. 
rhs C. tabrns = Trà fhuara таёта Tir 
(097: for thus the sense is enervated, 
and the peculiar referenco in each case 

Sriends, may point to a meetin 

D The 55 арыксаной of 
these supposed res o T n, 
and continues to be: one of the worst foes 
of sound exegesis. The deliverance, 
here granted to all the Apostles, was again 
vouchsafed to Peter in ch. xii, and is 
there related more in detail. It is there a 
minute touch of truth, that he should mis- 
take for а dream (ver. 9) what he saw: 
having lain so long in prison, and his mind 
naturally dwelling on thie his former mira- 
culous liberation. 21.] òrò т. $o6p., 
at daybreak: see reff. wapayevs- 

] to the ordinary session chamber in 
the Temple, on the south side of it (Winer, 
Realw.): and therefore, if the Apostles were 
teaching i» Solomon’s porch (ver. 12), not 
in their immediate vicinity. Perhaps the 
wapayerduevos. . . .guvexdAeway. s.. , 
implying that the sammons was not issued 
till after the arrival of the Н. Р. and his 

of the 
Sanhedrim hurriedly and insufficiently 
called, for the purpose of ‘ packing’ it 
against the Apostles. Ifso, they did not 
succeed, see ver. 40 : perhaps on account of 
the arrival of some who had been listeners 
to the Apostles’ preaching. wacay 
T. y«povaíav] Probably the яресВітеро:, 
including perhaps some who were not 
members of the Sanhedrim; the well- 
known foes of Jesus and his doctrine. 
The expression я. T. yepove. tap ul. 
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è sraparyevopevos vmüpéras ovy єброу avTous év TH = G- = ch ay 16 

Na 23 ! dvarrpeyravres $ amýyyedav sor at бт. ш. 
тд ' Seo parrriptov eŬpopev R кек\егс рёроу er пасу de- 1 a 

Eiri vi. б. 

Aeig xai ToU; $UXaxas éoTa@tas m ёті TV „бир, avob Al. 30. Ber. 
tavres 8e з ёсою ovdéva eÜpopev. = 5. 2% ws O6 Ткоитау TOUS Esek. xliv. 

Ld A * e 1, 3, Aeyous roh б Te ° страттүёс той °{ерой ral ol Thess. v. 
ápxtepeis, Р dend hora rep abr Ti dy yévosTo тобто. ra (S. 
25 4ларауєрӧрерос̧ 8 Tis au yetxer айтоф ёт, (00 oi En 
dvdpes ads ёбєсбє èv тӯ * $vAaxi) eiciv éy TQ ќерф sc rrres 

28 тоте S àTreADov б °страт- 
myos тїз то бтттрётагѕ fryaryev avrovs ov ' nerd * Blas, 

La]! ш) *мбаебӨфбо. È f ,h 

каў Ouod wovres TOV Na. 

é$oBobrvro yap ov adr, 
= Мачы а еалт, xxiii, 32. Gen. хі т ch. xxi 

L 14. хіт. 39. 4 e. Jobo xviii 28. Al. 31. ме Winer, oda 8, [56 2 
(тШ. Б.] x. 31, 33, 33. xi. 8. ch. xiv. 19. 2 Cor. хі. 35. Heb. xi. 37 only. 

Lucif,. 
vpor E. for ev T» H., «cw D. 
"23. for Be, кш D!(8e кох D-corr! ). 

[Lucif,]: om ABDN Hr E-lat syrr wth. 
evtekAeiwpervoy D!. 

arp yyeAor R. 
rec aft ro ins uer» (fo answer to 3e folly), with 12 rel 36 vulg coptt 

ABDN m 36, ad am fuld demid 

rec ins et bef естт. (g 
answer £o «eco follg), with Chr-tzt: om ABDEPN rel vss Chr-comm, Lucif. 
for exc, про (more usual), with E- gr] P rel Mon Ri syr copt [arm] Chr: 

-lat E-lat Буг sah 

reff, 
т Aas 35. эана) only. 1 

„ Remark. 
2 Kings xvi. 6, 13 only. 

22. rec утур. bef wapay., with DEP rel 86 sah: txt ABN а h vulg Syr copt ath 
add xa: arv£arres ту» фиЛакту D vulg syr-w-ast. D. 

om от: us vulg S ci. 

nupauer (twice) E [evpauev (15) 13]. 
в to particularize, and to 

rec 
xpos C: txt 

24. rec ins i«peus кош o bef orparyyos, with P rel вуг: о: sepers кох o, omg the 
preceding o те, E: apxiepevs ки o 67. 98. 104 Chr: for o тє to apxiepes, o те 
5 к. о tepeus TOV е: 96; о: apxiepeis к. о страттуо: т. 16. Syr wth: 

«баудаб(о» per те кал Sine. к. avr. Ti ау дело DN e 36 vulg coptt arm 
eva T. E avrey ins To Nite disapprovin 

txt 

yernras D! (txt D). 
25. rec aft avrois ins mit ra 86 [(æth) эшш] (Lucif,): om ABDEPN rel 

vulg Aig coptt seth arm[-ed ] Chr 

“96. Taf страт 

ins D? or $). фоВоџивуо: р. 
13: ins AP rel 36 Chr. indo 

"IgpafA, common in the LXX, is perhaps 
translated from the form of words in which 
they were summoned.  -yepovcía, being 
the ordinary word for the яресВітеро, 
would be the Hellenistic formal expression. 

23. iv ác. ёсф.) Not, as Vulg., 
cum omni diligentia’ (so Luth.), nor as 
E. V. ‘with all safety’ (?); but in ar 
security—‘in a state of perfect saf 

34.] If the lepeós of the rec. 
nuine, it must designate the High 
iest; not that the word itself can bear 

the meaning (com 1 Macc. xv. 1 and 
2), but that the context points out the 

thus d ated to be the Н.Р. 
(Meyer.) 8 страт. T. lap., see 
note, ch. iv. 1. He appears to have been 
summoned to meet the Sanhedrim, per- 

om oi om egrwres(ins N-corr') 

. ins e» Tee iepa EJ for nyay., ye» ВЮК : deducebant D. lat: araya- 
yorres 18: үтүө [01] 1: txt AEP rel 36 vulg Chr, Lucif. om ov Di (and lat: 

om «va (£o connect un with eQoB.) BDEN 

haps as the offence had taken place within 
his jurisdiction. But he was probably 
one Of the ápxiepeis (see Winer, Realw., 
Tempel, end). These latter were the 
titular High Priests, partly those who 
had served the office, partly the presidents 
of the 1 -four courses, partly the kin- 
dred of the H. P. (see Matt. ii. 4.) 
abrév] ‘ The Apostles, the abrots of M 
22: not ‘these words,’ as would a 
at first sight. ті & үф. TOUTO To 
what this would come; * whereunto this 
would grow, E. V. :—not * quomodo fac- 
tum sit, as Kuin.,—nor ‘quid hoc esset 
rei (ri бу A as ch. x. 17), as Grot. and 
others. 26.) [iva] p "М. depends 
upon of perà Bias, not 8 0 é$oB. If, 
however, Туа be omitted, then this latter is 
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u ch. u. 7v. 27 Gryayovres де афто) " ёстђса» ё TQ 'avvebplo. Kai 
т x Ch. iv. 15 

n. 6mupérosev abrois б dpxiepebs #8 Муши "х IaparyyeMa 
3 Thess. i 2 T. i. Xorappyyelbaney ùtals pù Sddoxew Yémri TQ Óvópari 
б, 18 only t. , 

a б,бахй< pv, xai 
до ii. 20. 
Gen. xxxi. 30 
al 

Hag U. 8 
a с ii. 42 

reff. 

Eur only. Gen. 
17. € = Matt. xzili. 35. xxvii. 26. 2 Kings i. 16. 
only t. Sir. xxx. 29 (xxxiii. 37). Esdr. viii. 94 (90) only 

12 aa t 

above (i) 1 Pet. il. 24. 

ohn iv. 90. vi. 31. ch. iii. 13. viL 11, &c. ziii. 17. xv. 10. 
А 187 f. h cb. zzvi. 21 only t. 

k — as above a. Luke xxiii. 39 (Matt. xviii. 6. zxil. 40. ch. xzviil. 4) only. 

ch. TOUTQ, Kal (800 "*'remAnpexare ti 'lepovcaA5& ie 
oUAcaÜe b émaryaryety ёф nas TO H ка 

calpa той ávÜpdvrov rourou. 20 "ArroxpiBels $ Ilérpos Seen. 

d ver. ЭЗ. ch. xxvii. 21. Titus ili. 
: e ch. iff. 13. xxii. 16. 1 Chrom. хіі. 17 al. 
xxii. 14. 1 Сог. x. I. see ch. iii. 25. а= 

ch. x. 30. Gal. Ш. 13, from Deut. zzi. 23. 
Gen. xl. 19. 1 = ae 

27. o sepevs Ю1-рт([апа lat]: txt D5) Lucif,. 
28 . rec ins ov bef 2 . (making it a question, which has evidently been occa- apayy 

sioned by exepernoer), with D[-gr] EPN? rel 36 syrr sah sth [arm Ath, Bas, Chr, Cyr, 
Thdrt: om ABN? vulg D-lat copt Ath, Cyr, Lucif,. 

b 1 Chr, ] Cyr, Thdrt. om lst xa; 
ефауауєу D!(txt D’). 

. rec ins о bef werp., with 13. 86 Thi: 
aroxp. to eia», adding at end of ver o Be werpos etre Tpos avrovs. 
D!-gr.) (eray, so ABER.) 

30. ins Be bef feos AN copt(-wilk J. 

the case. 98. ] 54у épwrfica: трёто», 
кёз dtfAGere; És obBerbs -yevouérov, ёро- 
тфез Aéyorres" к.т.А. Chrys. The same shy- 
ness of open allusion to the names or facta 
connected with Jesus and the spread of his 
doctrine may be traced in the évépart 
Tovre, and the dv@pemwov rovrov, and is a 
strong mark of truth and circumstanti- 
ality. ‘ Fugit appellare Jesum: Petrus ap- 

llat et celebrat, vv. 30, 31.’ Bengel. 
way. è$’ ўраз] not meaning, that divine 

vengeance would come on them for the 
murder of Jesus: but with a stress on quads 
—that the people would be incited to take 
vengeance on them, the Sanhedrim, for that 
murder. The preceding clause (wexAmp. 
c. T. A.) shews this to be their thought. 
Compare the pointed address of Peter 
to the Sanhedrim, ch. iv. 8—12, and the 
distinction between them and the people 
iniv. 21. This being so, the resemblance 
between this сро and the impreca- 
tion of the peop e in Matt. xxvii. 26 must 
not be too closely pressed, though the coin- 
cidence is too striking to escape notice. 

29.] Peter, by word of mouth; the 
Apostles, as a body, by aseent, implied in 
his own utterance and their silence. There 
is no ellipse of &AAo: before йтбет. 
This defence of Peter divides itself into the 
propositions of an ordinary syllogism—(1) 
The statement of the general truth that we 
must obey God rather than men: (2) The 
reduction of the present circumstances 
under that general truth, as being the 

for 8:8аск., Халеу А lect-1 
(апа lat: ins D?). exAnpecare AN Chr, 
exeivov D!-gr(txt Ds) sah. 

om ABEHPN rel [Bas,] Chr,.—D! omits 
[for бе, 8e 

ins Tov када avTov bef «o. E. 

work of the God of their Fathers—shewn 
in his having raised and glorified Jesus, 
for a definite purpoee, to give, &c. (3) The 
identification of themselves with the course 
of action marked out by the жабаруу 
2... іп that they were bearing witness 

to God's work, under the inspiration of the 
Holy Spirit given them as men obedient to 
God. The whole is a perfect model of 
concise and ready eloquence, and of ипаз- 
swerable logical coherence ; and a notable 
fulfilment of the rome, SoOhcera: duc 
фу ékelyp тӯ Spa ri AadAfhonre (Matt. x. 19). 

weWapyxeiv] much stronger than 
axovew, ch. iv. 19, —«s their conduct, in 
persisting after prohibition, had been more 
marked and determined. That was а mere 
‘ listening to’ the proposition then made to 
them: this, a course of deliberate action, 
chosen and entered on. 6«e—opposed 
to rijs 8:8. due of the H. P.; and to 
GvOperov rovrov. In the background, 
there would be the command of the angel, 
ver. 20: but it is not alleged : the great 
duty of preaching the Gospel of Christ is 
kept on its highest grounds. 30. Tév 
rar. ўр.) thus binding on Christ and his 
work, to the covenant whereof all present 
were partakers. J] both from 
the emphatic position of the vorb, and 
from the context, it must refer to the 
resurrection, not merely, as in Matt. xi. 
11, Luke i. 69, Judg. iii. 9, to raising up 
in the ordinary sense. de, answerin 
to the d pas of the Н. Р. dri £oAov 

ABDE 
HPxab 
dfgh 

dvÜpdrrow. 80 ӧ ° Beds tv {татёрә» "иби Sipyewpev kimo 
Inoobv, v dete ^ Steyerpizacbe i xpepácavres eri" Fνο ™ 
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31 тодтоу б Өєдс̧ "àpymyóv xai с®тйра n dw тй = = eh. ias 
ekia abroũ, ° Soivas ? perávoiav тф Ip kal 91 фест» zgr 9 
4 ápaprióv. 38 wal iuels écuév афтод 'paprupes Tov À Tim. ss. 

Wiad. xii. 19. 

8nud ry rovrov, cal тд νẽ,u [* dé] тд dryvov, Ò ESwxey Foy- 520 xx. 
о бейс Tois ° пебаруодсі айтф. 933 Oi Фё üxovcavres 

q Matt. zxvi. 28. Luke i. 77. Ш. 3. ch. ii. 39. Col. i. 14 al. 
в double gen., Phil. 1. 25. fi. 30. Heb. zlii. 7 ziii. 31. Job xvi. 20. 

u ver. 29 reff. 

$1. for Zen, Sot D'(carifate D-lat : txt D?) sah Iren- 
B N'(N? disapproving) Chr.; ex: re Chr,. 
D'(and lat) sah sth-rom. 

p Mark iii. 29. 
Eph. i. 7. 

ch. i. Band A „ т = * c . Constr. . 

д t ch. iii. 24 reff. 

чү ins rov bef Sovra: 
ins тогу bef auapr. D*.—add er avro 

33. for espe» avrov, ev» avre B 691. 100-5 Iren-int,: avre m: om «oper th: 
март. bef ecuey А am D-lat Syr Iren-int,: om avrov AD'N g h vulg Syr [coptt] 
Chr, Did: вуг places avrov aft puuarer: txt (avrov was prob omd from not being 
understood, and tra 
DEH P 36 (tb) [arm] Chr,. 
(corra 7) ABD!N m 
rel 36 Chr, Thi-sif. 

compare reff. and the similar contrast in 
cb. iii. 14, 15. The manner of death is 
described thus barely and ignominiously, 
to waken compunction in the hearers, to 
whom the expression was well known as 
entailing curse and disgrace on the victim. 

31, 32.) . к. сет., not, ‘to be 
a Prince and a Saviour:’ but the words 
are the predicate of rovrov—asa P. and a 
B. ёрхтгүбу, as ch. iii. 15, which see. 
к. сет. not = тўз cernplas. Jesus was 
to be King and Captain of Israel, and also 
their Saviour. The two offices, though 
inseparably connected in fact, had each ite 
separate meaning in Peter's speech: a 
Prince, to whom you owe obedience— 
а Saviour, by whom you must be saved 
from your sins. Tjj 8.4, by (not to) 
His right hand, as in ch. ii. 88, where see 
note. The great aim here, as there, is to 
set forth и the DOER of all this. 
Вобуаа, in his King! tive ; . K. 
аф. åp., to lead to salvation (elg Fi ең н 
as 2 Cor. vii. 10: els (why, as ch. xi. 18) 
by him asa Saviour. Somewhat similarly 
Bengel: ner., qua Jesus accipitur ut Prin- 
ceps: Ефес. qua accipitur ut Salvator.’ 

The key to this part of the speech is 
Luke xxiv. 47—49, where we have, in our 
Lord's command to them, the same con- 
junction of per. x. Ae. au. and imme- 
diately follows, as here, duets udprvpes 
roérer, appointing them to that office 
which they were now discharging,—and, 
co ing to rd wvetpa тд dy. of our 
text, Bod èyè éLazocTéAAe Thy ётауує- 
Alay тоё жатрфз pou d duas. By con- 
joining the Holy Ghost, as a witness, with 
themselves,—they claim and assert the 
promise of John xv. 26, 27 : see also the 
apostolic letter of ch. xv. 28. When we 

for 8, o» DIE: om 
$8. axovorres P c h 104-6 [audientes D-lat E-lat Lucif, ]. 

osed from being thought to belong fo т. pnuarew Tovrwr) 
ins wayroy bef Tw» 

[Syr] sah arm Did, [Chr.] Thl-tin Iren-int, : ins D'E (H?) P 
B 17.75 coptt: txt A D-corr H[ PN rel 36. 

р. т. D! (and lat). om дє 

aft axov. ins ravra E 

remember, how much of the apostolic tes- 
timony was given in writing, as well as 
by word of mouth, this declaration of Peter 
becomes an important datum for judging 
of the nature of that testimony also. See 
a very similar conjunction, 1 John v. 9. 

They were God's witnesses, in the 
things which they had seen and heard as 
men: the Holy Ghost in them was God's 
Witness, in purifying and enlarging by His 
inspiration tbat their testimony to facta, 
and. in unfolding, from (and as inseparable 
from) these witnessed facts,—the things 
which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard. 
And in the Scripture THESE SAME TESTI- 
MONTES are conjoined; that of the Apos- 
tles, holy men under the guidance and 
reminding of the Holy Spirit, faithfully 
and honestly reporting those things which 
fall under human obeervation: and that 
of God the Spirit Himself, testifying, 
through them, those loftier things whic 
no human experience can assure, nor hu- 

see note on Luke i. 4. vous werd. 
jui, which might make an un dis- 
tinction between the Apostles and the 
then believers, and an implied exclusion 
of the hearers from this gift,—but gene- 
rally, to ай the жабаруо%озу афтф, by 
this word recalling the opening of the 
recen and binding all together. So that 

sense of the whole is, * We are acting 
in obedience to God, and for the everlast- 
ing good of our common Israel: and 
otherwise we cannot do.“ And a solemn 
invitation is implied. ‘Be ye obedient 
likewise. It is remarkable that a similar 
word, (mníkovov тӯ vcre, is used of the 
multitude of converted priests, ch. vi. 7. 
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"ам Y бєттрїоуто ка} “ éBovXevovro х àveXeiv. avrovs. 34 áva- 

1 Chron, Я aras 6 т ёи тф  суєдрір Papicaios дибрат: Гацаћмаћ, 

. vopodibacKanos * Tios ° mavti TQ Ааф, éxéXevaey ° ёю 
2. Qi. rivi 3 Bpayd тойс avOpwrovs “moroa, 95 elmév те трд 
p. Е.Н. арто “Avdpes IpαN Tal, е mposéyere *'éavrois 8 dri 

х Luke zzi. 3. л у , , , : 
iii. 33. оф áyÜparmois то\то TÉ uéXXere "rpáacew. 86 др 

cb 21 al L oed Matt. li. M Heb ee vi. B. 31 т L ls = И А „ 9xc. Ма eb. x. 9. » XX = ‚37. ‚ 17. : 
“ET only +) eee Nek. vili. 7 ald. a 1 Cor. Ul. 14. Heb. кш. (. Prov. Hi. 15. аво ч det, ыч. 

20 reff. Hom. Od. &. 38. 
d ch. xxvii, 28 reff. A 
g = Mark vi. 63. TOV TO 

28 syr-w-ast sah. 

vulg [E- lat] syrr Lucif. 
. єк тоу ouvedpiov D-gr E(addg avrov) copt: om e. т. cvre8p. Syr. 

е = here only. see Job zi. 14. zzii. 929. Ten. Anab. vi. б.б. 
e Luke zli. 1. zvil. 3. azi. 34. ch. хх. 28. I Dout. iv. 9.) f 2nd re. 9 Co — 
ётоёцоє Tò xal inl тў Ovyarpá, Herod. Ш. 14. 

еВоулоуто (corrn, «BovAev. not being understood) AB E[-gr] е1 
coptt sth [arm] Chr: exeBovAevoayro b: «BovAeveayro k Thl-fin: txt D 

pers., 3 Cor. vii. 11 reff. 

N rel 

rec aft 
Bpaxv ins те, with (H)P rel [arm] Thl-sif: Врахутут: o: txt ABDEN Chr,.—r. ax. 
Bp. т. Н d e o Thl-sif! : T. aw. «е Вр. жота: D. rec (for avÓperrovs) атоттоАооз, 
with DEHP rel 86 [am? tol] 24 sah mth Chr, : txt ABN vulg copt arm Chr.. 

85. for те, 8e С Е [18] 58 [ 
cvreBpiovs D sah. 
яратте» N. 

83. Buewplovro) sc. ras карда: as ch. 
vii. 54. From its conjunction there with 
#Вроҳоу T. d8érras, it does not appear 
to have any connexion with the phrase 
apley or Siaxpler т. 38. with which 

esych. and Wetst. identify it. They 
were out asunder (in heart). So Persius, 
lii. 8, turgescit vitrea bilis: Findor, ut 
Arcadie pecuaria rudere credas) And 
Plautus, Bacch. ii. 3. 17, *Cor meum et 
cerebrum, Nicobule, finditur, Istius homi- 
nis ubi flt quaque mentio, And Euseb. Н. 
E. v. 1 (in Suicer, sub voce, where he cites 

lat syr] 
eavTOUs e 

they were purposing, ‘taking counsel ied 
the intent,' see reff. 

Gamaliel, үрү (the old man), one of the 
seven, to whom, among their Rabbis, the 
Jews give this title Rabban (= fa8Bovst, 
John xx. 16), a wise and enlightened Pha- 
risee, the son of Rabbau Symeon (tradition- 
ally the Symeon of Luke ii. 26) and grand- 
son of the famous Hillel. His name often 
appears in the Mischna, as an utterer of 
sayings quoted as authorities. He died 
cighteen years before the destruction of the 
city. (See Lightf. Centuria Chorogr. Matth. 
premissa, ch. xv.) Не was the preceptor 
of St. Paul (ch. xxii. 8). Ecclesiastical 
tradition makes him become а Christian 
and be baptized by Peter and John (Phot. 
cod. 171, vol. iii. p. 118 b. Winer, Realw.), 
and in the Clementine Recognn. (i. 65, p. 
1242), he is stated to have been at this 
time a Christian, but secretly. The Jewish 
accounts do not agree, which make him die 

copt. 
axo тоу аудротоу rovrer Е tol [copt]. 

for avrovs, rovs apxorras коц Tous 

& Pharisee, with much more probability. 
Nor is the least trace of a Christian leaning 
to be found in his h: see below [on 
ver. 89]. And considering that he was а 
Pharisee, opposing the prevalent faction 
of Sadducwism in a matter where the 
Resurrection was called in question,—and 
a wise and enlightened man opposing 
furious and unreasoning zealots,—con- 
sidering also, that when the anti-pha- 
risaical element of Christianity was 
brought out in the acts and sayings of 
Stephen, his pupil Saul was found the fore- 
most persecutor,—we should, I think, be 
slow to suspect, him of any favouring of the 
Apostles as followers of Jesus. (See par- 
ticulars respecting Gamaliel collected in 
Conybeare and Howson's St, Paul, edn. 2, 
vol. i. p. 69, f.) Не does not here appear as 
the president of the Sanhedrim, but only as 
a member. (fe тосо) seo reff. to put 
out—'cause to withdraw. They are re- 
called in ver. 40. 35.] The words dl т. 
dv6p. тойт. may be joined either with mpos- 
х. lavr., or with ті цёл. rode. The latter 
would give the more usual construction : 
and the ition of words is not un- 
exampled in the Acts, see ch. i. 2; xix. 4. 

86.) A great chronological difficulty 
arises here. Josephus relates, Antt. xx. 5.1, 
Dádou 32 тӯѕ 'lovBalas éxitpowedorros ‘убу 
Tis Àrhp @evdas дубдет: теде: 1b FATTO 
ÜxXov ёуалабфбута тёз rh, Ёкєтйм 
wpbhs Tb» ‘lopSdyny потарду abr rpo- 
girns yàp Ae ye elvai, ка) wpostdypari 
Toy rorauby d xloas, lobor Ign wapéteyw 
abrots pgbía». ка) тадта AC то\- 
Aobs hrdrnoev. ob phy acer abrods 
THs ahportyns bvarba Фідоѕ, GAA’ & - 
ќтерфе» Lu ixaday ёт айтойѕ, $ris 

C ея... 
ABCDE 
HPrRab 
e df g h 
k Imo 

is 



34—37. 

éavróv, Ф “mposexdlOn avõp®v apiOpos d Terpa- & eech. vi 
cool $$ ™ àvnpéĝn, kal mávres Soot ° ётєібоуто avrQ der 
* ScervOncay кай v éyévovto Peis о0дёр. 8 
h дуёстт) 'loóbas 6 Гамхао$ év rais ўрёраіѕ Tfjs '@то- 
ypapis, xal * ётёстдсє» ‹ Хади e айтоў` Kaxeivos 

1 = ver. Tal. peat, Polyb. iv. 51. 5, 
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roba TOw ўрер®у “dvéorn Өєи$йз Xéyev elvat {тиа n= ch. vii. 18, 

59 

od. i, 

^ {= 1 Cor. Ш, 7 

here only t. 
Hom. Od. . 
138. mpos- 
кМучәә Toig 
*PoSions ò 
ro. кот. 

37 4 wera тойтор 

т. ale 
m ас ver. 33. n = eh. xxiii. 21. zzvii. 

11. Gal v.7. James lil. 3. Prov. xxvi. 36. o here only $. Biad. rr таќ», Xen. Cyr. 
v. 8. 43. p Matt. xxi. 43, ch. iv. 11 and 1 Pet. ii. 7, from Ps. e II. 22. [uke xli. 19. Hom. ki 

ik. 25 reff. т Luke li. 
xiii. 10. Herod. i. 154, and classics 
хк. 30. 1 Tim. v. 18. Rev. xili.$,constr. pragn., see ch. xiii. 8. Luke tv. 38, Rom. xvi, 20. 

3 any r. 3 Macc. il, 1 only. s = here only. (ver. 38.) Deut. 
зи Luke xzlii. 5 al а = ch. 

36. ins neu bef eavro» D: aft, АЗЕ k o 18. 36 tol Syr Cyr, Jer om A!BCH[PJN rel 
vulg syr coptt Eus, Chr,. 
Prof 

aft e ins xa: D- gr. rec wposex non, with [с(-колз-)] 
18, e sil] Chr, : xposexAnOncay Ci(appy) : wposexAeiðnoar D-corr : sposere& 86: 

appositi sunt Jer, : 
accesserunt arm: txt AB(C?]N a? 

rel vulg 
[Cyr,] : txt ABCDEN? h. 
avros ёг avrov D. 

40 copt [ Eus-mss,] : Aa. толуу C 

&wposbéxwros ёт:тесодса жоАЛођз pèr 
dyeiAe, oAAobs 84 (Grras fAaBer abrór 
Te Tb» Gevday (wyphcarres àsoréurovet 
Thy кефаАў», kal xoní(ovsiw els Черосб- 
Auna. But this was in the reign of Clau- 
dius, not before the year A.D. 44 ; and con- 
sequently at least twelve years after this 
go of Gamaliel's. On this difficulty 

will remark, that we are plainly is яо 
ition (setting all other considerations 

aside) to charge St. Luke with having put 
into the mouth of Gamaliel words which he 
could not have uttered. For Josephus him. 
self, speaking of a time which would accord 
very well with that referred to by Gumaliel, 
viz. the time when Archelaus went to Rome 
to be confirmed in the kingdom, says, èr ` 
tobry dè ко) Frepa pupla борбо» ёхб- 
pera Thy “lovdalay xareAduBare, то\\ё» 
woAAaxóce кат’ oixelay #Ат!$аз xepBaw 
xal “lov8alay (xOpas ёт) т) поЛерєїу 
épunuéver. And among these there may 
well bave been an impostor of this name. 
But all attempts to identify Theudas with 
any other leader of outbreaks mentioned by 
Josephus have failed to convince any one 
except their propounders: e. g. that cited 
in Biscoe from Usher, Ann., p. 797, who 
supposes him the same as Judas the robber, 
son of Ezechias, Jos. Antt. xvii. 10. 5,— 
of Sonntag, who tries to identify him with 
Simon, mentioned Jos. Antt. xvii. 10. 6; 
B. J. ii. 4. 2, —and of Wieseler, who would 
have us believe him the same with Matthias 
д MapyaA 00v, Antt. xxvii. 6. 2, 4. The 
assumption of Josephus having misplaced 
hie Theudas is perhaps improbable; but 

inclinaverunt вуг: adheserunt copt: secuti sunt 8 
d h m, mposexAn@y (itacism) CD![ EH]P a! g l, 

consensit vulg E-lat, adsensum est D-lat (the varr have been in 
substitutions for the ата Хеу. in N T, xposexdA:0n). 

Chr,: txt ABCEN ш demid [fuld Cyr,]. 
тетракосюь R! | Cyr, ]. 

om SieAv6ncar D!(ins D). 
87. rec aft Aaor ins ixaror, with [A?]HP rel 86 

sah sth: 

ations of or 
rec api. bef оудр., with ОНР 

rec eset, with HPN! rel 36 
os SteAvOn(arnpeOn D* 

ou e D 33. wwe 
sah [eth arm Суг): pref E k 

gr [Eus(edd Steph and Val)]: txt A!BN vulg 

by по means impossible, in a historian 
teeming with inaccuracies. (See this abun- 
dantly demonstrated in an article on ‘the 
Bible and Josephus,’ in the Journal of 
Sacred Literature for Oct. 1850.) All we 
can say is, that such impostors were too 
frequent, for any one to be able to say that 
there was not one of this name (a name by 
no means uncommon, see Cicero ad divers. 
vi. 10, and Grot. b. I.) at the time spe- 
cified. It is exceedingly improbable, con- 
sidering the time and circumstances of the 
writing of the Acts, and the evident super- 
vision of them by St. Paul, the pupil of 
Gamaliel, that a gross historical mistake 
should have been here put into bis mouth. 

The AC elvai of our text is curiously 
related to the Meyer elva: of Josephus. 

és Terpakogíuv hardly a with 
the rb» vAeia Tov ÜxXar of Josephus above, 
and confirms the idea that different events 
are panes at in the two accounts, But 
the Jewish historian speaks very widely 
about such matters: see note on ch. xxi. 88. 

87.] The decided pera todrov fixes 
beyond doubt the place here assigned to 
Theudas. This Judas, and the occasion 
of his revolt, are related by Josephus, Antt. 
xviii. 1. 1, Kvpfjvios 88. . . . ёж) Xuplas 
xapi», бт) Kalcapos bıxaroðdótys той 
Yavous dweoravudvos, к. Tiumr)s тё» 
obciG» yernoduevos . . . xapyy 8 xal 
Kup. eis T)» "lLovBalm» xposOfany тїз 
Zuplas yevoudyny kxoriugcóperós re aù- 
18 тёз obgías, к. dxodwcduevos TÀ 
'ApxeAdov xpfipara, ОЇ Bé, катер 1d 
war’ üpxàs у дерә pépovres thy бт) 
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M ne ATONETO, Kal mávTes Scot Y ётєіборто айтф = 8:ескортіс®л- ABCDE "A r Сз 8 38 } Е à E y HPR a b 
Tech. ll. 7 Сар. Kal Irà худу Xéyo бш, блтдоттте ATÒ TOV cáfgh 

XM тра" avOpwrav тойтәр кад pere abro dri dày h *ép 13 

= A k avOparr ор ў > Bov) abr) j TÒ ° Epryov тобто, d x 

га m aerat’ 39 є 66 e Oeotd early, ov * quae d xataddoat 
2 Cor. zil. 8. 9 

KEEN айтой, ° pijmrore Kai f Өєсорбуог £ єйребўте. 40 Y erreic Onoav 
x. ag de айтф, kai Tposkahecdpevot TOUS amoatodous h dei- 

a ace Batt ка!. PAVTES Кырдын uf Маме kéml тф дбибдат той 
b ж Luke zziii. 61. ch. Mk 12, 43 e John vii. 21. d = Bom. ziv. 20. 2 Macc. li. 23. 
e constr., here ду. жеө f here wir due om cuna Job xxvi. б. Prov. іх. 18. zzi. 16. 0 vi», 2 Масе. 

vii. 10. Eur. iph. in Aul, 1409.) or. iv. 2 b Matt. xxi. 36. ch. xvi. 37. zzii. 19 
alt 2 Chron. xxix. 34 А (éx8. B) only i = ch. Pun k ch. iv. 17 reff. 

D-lat Eus[ed Hein and Burt] Cyr,. om rares D 96. 
38. om та (not B! : сотта eadem manu: see table) E. aft vu ins eui» аёеАфо 

D (eso is marked for erasure). om иши N!(ins M-corr!). rec (for apere) 
eacare, with DEH rel 86 Chr,: txt ABCN. aft avrovs ins uy шауаутез Tas xeipas 
D 84: un poAvrorres ras x. ино» E. om аиту HP a b c fg h l [arm-mss] Thl-fin. 

89. for e, «a» E. * Suyjnoecfe BCDEN a h k 13(арру) 36 vulg Syr sah Orig, 
Cbr, Thl-fin (alteration to agree with the foregoing future, and the conditional e? 
see note): Bvrac0e AHP rel fuld syr copt [sth] Thl-sif. rec avro (alteration to 
suit єрүоу), with C'HP rel Lvulg- ed] demid Syr coptt Chr, ТЫ Œc : avrov 180 : rovrov 
&баескама» Orig, : txt ABC*DEN am fuld вуг eth arm. aft avrovs add ovre vpeis 
ovre oi apxorTes ороу E; ovre иде ovre acts ovre тораурог amexecÜa, ov» aro 

for ogo, os СЇ, 

тоу ауброкоу Tourer D: simly 33-marg 180 demid syr-w-ast. 
lat: ins D?) 163 [зугт] coptt. 

40. for ereicOncay, erer. 
deletis") D'(txt D3(?)). 

тай 5 dxpéaciv, dwoxaréBncay 
ToU els жАфоу ёуаутіодсдаи . .... Iol das 
82 TavAar(rgs бёуўр ёк wéAcws буора 
Гала... . hrelyero èx) ёкостіси. 
And, in returning to the mention of him as 
the founder of the fourth sect among the 
Jews (xviii. 1. 6), he calls him б T'aAiAaios 
'loó$as. From the above citation it is 
plain that this dxoypaph was that so 
called кат’ tox, under Quirinus: see 
Luke ii.2 and note. His revolt took a 
theocratic character, his followers main- 
taining uó»or» jryeuóva ка) Becwórnv roy 
0eór (Jos. as above). ётећето ) Not re- 
luted by Josephus. Zieoro y» 
Strictly accurate—for they still exis 
and at last became active and notorious 
again, under Menahem, son of Judas той 
kaAovyuéroy  T'aAiAalov, bs Fr софістђз 
Bewdraros, kal ёт) КорпуЌоо wore lov- 
dalous dveBicas. (В. Jud. ii. 17. 7; вее 
also Anit, xx. 5. 2.)  88.] dav qf, d. 
torly : Pr jalan з the first, perhaps, the 
manifold devices of human imposture and 
wickedness, any of which it might be, 
(9. d. Sri ky ў CE dvOpdr.,) and all of 
which would equally come to nought,— 
and, on the Ба hand, the solemnity and 
fixedness of the divine purpose, by the 
indicative, which are also intimated, in 
our text, by the pres. ob dbraobe. 
Or perhaps the indicative is used in the 

aft Sep. ins avrovs E: cæsis eis D-lat. 

om xa, D'(and 

es (“una litera ante ет. et quatuor fere ante es 
aft Аала ins 

second place, because that is the case as- 
sumed, and on which the advice is founded 
[at all events the distinction ought to be 
preserved, which is not done in E. V.]. 

BovMj] The whole plan—the 
scheme, of n this lo vor, the fact 
а усаг resent cognizance, forms а 

The зы йг difficult con- 
зый ог " «bp. may be ex- 
plained,— not by — S2 

- abrods, but by understanding and уе will 
be obliged to give up your attempt’ 
(which thought is contained in ob 8érac. 
кат. abr.) leat ye be, &c. nal} 
Op menta not э? to them, but also to 

—' even,’ in E. V., does not give the 
sense. Ав Gamaliel's advice, we 
may remark that it was founded on a 
view of the issues of events, agreeing with 
the fatalism of the Pharisees: that it be- 
tokens no leaning towards . 
nor indeed very much even of worl 
wisdom ;—but serves to shew how low eho 
supreme council of the Jews had sunk 
both in their theology and their political 
sagacity, if such a fallacious laissez-aller 
view of matters was the counsel of the 
wisest among them. It seems certainly, 
on a closer view, as if they accepted, from 
fear of the people (see ver. 26), this 
opportunity of compromising tbe matter, 
which Gamaliel had designedly afforded 
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Inooũ, xai ! àmréNAvaav. 1 Oi uv оф» érropevovro xaípov- I= ch, zavi. 
A гей. Tes m amò p тоў "avvebpiov, Ste ° катпёкобпсах = ch. vii. s 

` ^ , , ^ ^ 7 / 

P rep тоў Р ovopatos * àr.uacÜ vas, ® * mõodv тє u⁰jjꝭju o Lake z. б 
€v TQ iep xal *кат olxoy ойк 'émavovro Sddoxovres 
кай © evaryyeACopevos Tov хриттд» 'Їтсоўу. 

VI. !'E» è таў тдёра& татаас YrAnOuvovtwy tov 

xxi. 96 v. r.) 
Thess. i. 5 

only. Gen. 
xxxi. 28 
compl. 2 
Mace. xiii. 12, 
$ Macc. iii. 21 . : E (only ?). 

набттфь» éyévero " yoyyvapós tv *'EXXqwucTOv трд p ch; fe lore. 
тоў ¥‘EBpaious, бт *rapeÜccpoüvro év тў * Staxovia TÀ qua 
> xaÜnuepiwr) at pat abr. 

. see ver. 7 reff, 
x ch. ix. 29 (xi. 20 rec.) only t. see 2 Macc. iv. 13. 
з here only t. Xen. Mem. iv. 8. 7, but not =. 
[not BN). 1 Macc. xi. 58 only). 

то E: avrovs А. 

2 TposkaXegdjuevo, ё of John чі. 

u constr., cb. xi. 30 reff. Y 
w John ví. 12. Phil ii. 14. 1 Pet. iv. 9 on 

b hereonlyt. Judith xii. 15 only. 
rec aft awed. ins avrovs, with DEH rel 86 vulg [syrr mth 

nly. 
rk ali. 4. 
e хх.1 

intrans., here only. Exod. 
ty. Exod. xvi. 7,9. 

y 3 Cor. xi. 22. Phil. Ш. б only. Gen. xxxix. 14. xli. 13. 
a = ch. xi. 29. 2 Cor. ix. 1, 12, 13$ / Esth. vi. З А 

€ ch. ix. 39, 41 reff. 

arm Bas,] Chr, [Lucif,]: om ABCN I coptt ]. 
41. aft ov» add атостоло: D 180 вуг. rec ux. т. оу. bef rarnt., with DEHP rel 

вуг [arm] Chr, Thi Lucif: txt ABCN a d h m vulg Syr (coptt) Orig, [Bas,] Thdrt, 
Ambrst, Quest. 
f g l? вуг; moov k 018 vulg Thdrt, ; 

all plainly shewing the 
mmon-c. 

rec aft ород. ins avrov, with c d wth Orig,; Tov короо oou E b 
T. ino. 86; т. xpiorov а е h m fuld tol [ Eus,] 
additions to be spurious): om ABCDHPN Syr 

Syr copt sth-rom: imo. хр. E 65 Chr, : т. курор mo., "y ae d): 135 т. кър. ue 
- ed] fuld syr Bas, Cyr- 

Cuar. VI. 1. ravras bef r. qu. D- gr: for ravr., exewais C? 78 vulg sah. 
тт) D'(ins Do). хера P. 

them. 40. 8alpavres] See Deut. xxv. 
2,— for disobedience to their command. 

41. row àv.] Not ‘this Name’ (as 
Beng. and Kuin. qno ‘his Name’ (as 
Е, y)». but the Name, кат’ étoxíf», viz. 
of Christ. So the Heb. dw is used Levit. 
xxiv. 11, 16: see reff. and compare тӯ: 
68oU, cb. ix. 2, and Euseb. Н. E. v. 18, 
méxpiras (sc. Alexander). . . où 814 ть 
буора, &AAÀ &, As ётдАдттє Apareías. 
42. wacay n-] every day, not ‘all day 
long, which would be wae. rh» ўр. 

car olxovsee note on ref. dy xpi. 
"Ine.] According to the true reading even 
more pointedly than in the rec., тд» урет. 
is the predicate, and ‘Inc. the subject: 
preaching (that) Jesus (is) the Christ. 

Crap. VI. 1—7.) ELECTION OF SEVEN 
PERSONS TO SUPERINTEND THE DISTRI- 
BUTION OP ALMS. 1.) 84, in contrast to 
the former entire unity of the church : in- 
troducing that great and important chap- 
ter in her history of Judaizing divisions, 
which from this time onward disquieted 
her. dv т. ўр. т.) See ch. i. 15:—but 
not necessarily as there, ‘within a very 
few days:’ the expression is quite inde- 
finite. Some time must have elapsed since 
ch. iv. 82. EM r —' EBpaíovs ] 
The Hellenists (from éAAnvi¢ew) were the 
Grecian Jews: not only those who were 

om 2nd 
at end ins ey ту Siakoria тоу epar D'(and lat). 

themselves proselytes, nor only those who 
came of families once proselytized,—but 
all who, on account of origin or habi- 
tation, spoke Greek ав their ordinary 
language, and used ordinarily the LXX 
version. The Hebrews were the 
pure Jews, not necessarily resident in 
Palestine (е. g. Paul, who was ‘ESpaios èt 
"ЕВраіоу, Phil. iii. 5. See also 2 Cor. xi. 
22),—nor necessarily of wnmizred Jewish 
descent, else the dt 'EBp. would hardly 
have been an additional distinction, —but 
rather distinguished by language, as speak- 
ing the Syro-Chaldaic and using the He- 
brew Scriptures. жаребешро®уто 
The use of this appropriate word shews, 
think, that Olsh.’s supposition, that хӯра 
implies all their poor, is not correct. 
Those poor who could attend for them. 
selves and represent their case were served: 
but the widows, who required more 
searching out at their own houses, were 
overlooked. And this because the Apostles, 
who certainly before this bad the charge 
of the duty of distribution, being already 
too much occupied in the ministry of the 
Word to attend personally to it, had en- 
trusted it apparently to some deputies 
among the Hebrews, who had committed 
this oversight. For the low estimation in 
which the Hellenistic Jews were held by 
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а-о, . додека TÒ * т№)0ос̧ тди pabnrav тар Ovx * apectoy ABCDE 
жүй. 4. Luke 
1. 10. 
al. absol 

dei, Фоти iuds i катаћейруартас̧ тду © Xoyov тод € He da- 
«цьо, xoveip ir . 3 & ётокёрасбе ойу, áBeXdol, dvipas 

1 Јоһа і. ÈE йир ! waptupoupévous émrá, e ™ mveúparos Kat 
с, Ler 
x. 19. conatr. 
here only. 

f = Matt. кіх. 
'"godías, obs "xaraerüconev él тўс ? ypelas тайт" 

Ыһ fm * ше; бе тї mposevyy ка} тў d iarovig tod Xóyov 
Gen. Ii. 
$ Pet. ii. 15 . g ch. xl. 1 reff. 

Matt. xv. 27. Luke zwi. 21. ch. кті. 31. 3 Kings iz. 7. ( 
жияіт. 11. = r., Gen. All. 33. 

m ch. vii. 55 reff. n = Col. fv. 5. 
р = here only. 1 Масс. x. . 3 Maec. viii. 9. 

2. om de D!-gr(ins D-corr!) sah. 
avrovs D, eis Syr sah [cth(Tischdf) À 

Bas, Mee M ] Р bef nu. Е 18. 190. 
Bas, Mac, Marc, Chr]. 

for ou, 8) A: бе BN: om sah eth [arm Ваз], om адеАф. 
Orig-int: T: ov» єттї а$еАфо: emioxefacda D: txt күү Т, rel 

et vp. avro bef ау$р. D. AD AEHP k 

rel 86 ( Clem І аге, Chr 
Avrorras Е [К] 5. 18. 40. 180 lect-12 [ 

8. exmcxeyopda B. 
A 18 wth Marc 
[vulg syrr copt Chr, Did-int,]. 

rec aft ven. ins ayiov, with A Ci - aper) 
куроо Syr: om B C'(appy) D(N) am fi 
have been made to suit ver 10: a£ the 

катасттсеџеу (corra), with HP e 13 vu 
Chr,- аиту: D'[-gr](txt DC)). 

4. nu. дє етодеба. 

same time t 
very obvious, and is the more probable of the two.)—N 

D-lat E-lat Marc,: txt ABCDEN rel Bas, 

b = here only. see Matt. iv. 11. Luke x. 40. John xii. 2. 
seco Matt. xxi. 12 1.) 

l = ch. x. 33 reff. 1 Tim. v. 10. 
k = here only. Ezek. 

Heb. xi. 2. 39$. (Num. xxxv. O.) 
o Matt. zziv. 46,47. Luke zii. 42. Gen. xli. 33, 41, 43. 

q = ch. il. 25 reff. see ver. 1 reff. 

(erar, во ABC.) aft eim. ins wpos 
пиу CD Thi-fin: txt ABEHP(N] 

ката- 

EHP rel 36 [vulg-ed] demid sah Bas, 
omission may 
om ver 5 was 

rec 

ах (вуг) copt Chr, ( 
insertion of ayiov 

1 вуг omit «a: also. 

‚ e . wposkaprepovrres D(sumus and perseveramus D-lat [per- 
severamus also syr-mg]): sposxaprepnowpey EH 1 m [18] Bas, Chr, Mare,. 

the Hebrews, see Biscoe, History of the 
Acts, pp. 60, 61. фу тў Siac. т. кад.] 
Some have argued from this that there 
must have been ‘deacons’ before: and that 
those now elected (see below on their names) 
were only for the service of the Hellenistic 
Jews. ut I should rather believe, with 
De Wette and Róthe, that the Apostles 
had as yet, by themselves or by non-official 
deputies, performed the duty. The Sta- 
xovia was the daily distribution of food: 
see on ver. 2. 2.] rà do T. . 
‘the whole number of disciples in Sera. 
salem :’ summoning a general meeting of 
the church. How many they were in 
number at the time, is not said. Clearly 
the 120 names of ch. i. 15, cannot (Lightf.) 
be meant. оўк ёрестбу dori] ‘non 
placet; it is not our pleasure: not ‘non 
suum est, as Beza, Calv. Kuin., and 
others (and E. V.), defending this render- 
ing by дрестбу being used in the LXX for 
the Heb. 1w : but even there it never sig- 
nifies good or rigM absolutely, but is used 
subjectively, with yry ‘in thine eyes: 
see Gen. xvi. 6, ds бу со dpecrdy ў : also 
Deut. xii. 28, rd dperrdy . . . . фудут!о» 
xuplov т. bev? vov. xaradeipavras | 
For to this it would come, if the Apostles 
were to enquire into, and do justice in, every 
case of asserted neglect. Suaxoveiv 
трат алс) It is a question whether this 
expression import the service of distribut- 
ing money (see reff. and Luke xix. 23 al.) 
— or that of apportioning the daily public 

meals. The latter seems to me most pro- 
bable, both on account of the кабтдеруў 
above, and of the of S:axoveiy (вее 
reff.). That both kinds of tables may be 
meant, is possible: but hardly probable. 
8. Arr. obv] The similarity to ref. Gen. 
seems to shew that the look ye out of the 
K. V. is the right 5 рартурох- 
pévovs] For this use of the pass. not 
found in the Gospp., compare besides reff., 
Jos. Antt. iii. 2. 5, rd» cpr "17соду 
éveykepula(e, paprupotueroy ёф’ ols Expat- 
ey dnd wayrds ToU orparov—and Mare. 
Antonin. vii. 62, cuvexds egurrdyva, tives 
«оі» обто, óp Sy paprupcicOa ir. 

mel Some have supposed a re- 
ference to the number of nations of which 
the Hellenistic Jews would perhaps be 
composed: some, to 7000, to which num- 
ber the believers would by this time amount 
(Bengel): some, to the mystic number 
seven, во common in Jewish writings 
(Meyer, De Wette) :—but the best remark 
is Lightfoot's:—' quare septem eligendi, 
dicat cui est audacia." Some present 
consideration of convenience probably re- 
gulated the number. l т. xpelas т. 
‘super hoc opus,’ Vulg. :— ad hunc usum, 
Grot. :—' over this requirement (desidera- 
tum), Meyer: —but the occurrence of the 
ey same expression 1 Macc. x. 37, ёк 
тобтюу karacraÜfjcera: dxl уреб» ris 
Bai elas trav obe els пісті», seems to 
make the sense business (as E. V.), duty, 
more probable. The duty (see above) was, 

HPR a b 



3 — 6. 

т трос̧картєртсоџє». 

TIPAREIS, ATOSTOAQN. es 
5 kal %ўресєр б №ӧуо “ бутору г-и 

vayrós ToU e, ra * ёЕе\ арто Xyréjavov йрдра . xi. 6 
х mAP re, kal nveúparos aryiov, кад f , xai 

Mk. elaw. 
Paul (Rom. 
viii. 8 na. 

t Jer. xviii. 

Проуороу xai Nexdvopa xai Tinwva xai Tlappevdy кай Mace. vii. 
Nuxókaov > тросу\атох 'Avrioyéa, 9 obs *ёстпсау *éy- " TTA 
dq TOV атостӧ\№мәу ка} TrposevÉáueyo, ° éméÜnkay ~ sveci., ch. is. 

w eh. xv. 7 reff. X ch. хіх. 26 reff. 
ach. 1. 23, iv. 7. xxii. 30. Num. xxvii. 19, 22. 

5. aft Acy. ins ovros D Syr sah sth. 
набуте» D. «£eA eta» Tov (sic) N. 

*igTeo? and srevuaros Ni. 
EE [18] : мкора D-gr: ишоруо» syr 
[тше syr-mg-gr]. rapuera D 

6. ovro: єстабцса» D- gr Syr sah. 

not that of ministering to the Hellenistic 
Jews only, but that of superintending the 
whole distribution. 4.] т. З.акоу 
T. ans д in opposition to the d:axorla 
vpare(ev. ‘Hw partes sunt nobilissima, 
quas nemo episcopus alteri, quasi ipse ma- 
joribus rebus intentus, delegare potest.’ 
Bengel. Hine apparet non frustra pre- 
candi studium commendari verbi minis- 
tris Calvin. 5.) rent, — not in the 
lower sense (Kuin.) of ‘truthfulness,’— 
but in the higher of faith, the root of all 
Christian virtues: see ch. xi. 24 (De W.). 

Of these seven, Stephen and Philip 
(ch. viii. 5, 26, 40; xxi. 8) only are else- 
where mentioned. Оп the idea of Nicolas 
having founded the heretical sect of the Ni- 
colaitanes, Rev. ii. 6, 15 (Lightf. and Grot. 
from Iren. adv. Her. i. 26. p. 105, and 
Epiph. Her. 25, p. 76), see note ad loc. From 
his being called xposfAuroy 'Arrioxéa, 
some have (Heins.) that Ае only was 
a proselyte, and none of the rest : some (Sal- 
masius), that all were proselytes,— but the 
rest, of Jernsalem. But neither inference 
seems justified: rather I should say that 
the addition simply imports that he became 
better known than the rest, from the very 
circumstance perhaps of Antioch having 
been а so important a spot in the 
Christian history (ch. xi. 19, note). These 
names are all Greek : but we cannot thence 
infer that the seven were all Hellenists: 
the Apostles Philip and Andrew bore Greek 
names, but were certainly not Hellenists. 
There does appear however, in the case of 
these two Apostles, to have been а con- 
nexion with бтеекв of some sort, see John 
xii. 20— 22. Possibly, though Egpatot, 
they may not have been d ‘ESpaler (see 
above on ver. 1), but g from inter- 
marriage with Hellenists. And so these 
seven may have been partly 'Efpaioi, 
though their names seem to indicate, and 
their office would appear to require, that 
they were connected with Hellenists, and 

raum Ao DEEN] P(-pis) R. 
xpoxepor Е 1 
-mg-gr. 

(txt D-corr? (?)). 
for ках, o:rives D-gr. 

y ch. li. 10. xdi. 43. Matt. zzii, 18 ошу. Ezod, zzi. 49, 49 al. 
а = ch. il, 25 reff, b ch. vill. 17, 19 reff. 

evavrioy C. aft rA. ins re» 
trans- 

-Хероѕ syr-mg-gr ]. vixavepa 
тереуа BID [18]: тоға С? 

avrioxeay C. 

not likely to overlook or di them. 
The title of * deacons’ is nowhere applied 
to these seven in Scripture, nor does the 
word occur in the Acts at all. In 1 Tim. 
iii. 8 ff. there is no absolute identification 
of the duties of deacons with those allotted 
to the seven, buf at the same time no- 
thing to imply that they were different. 
And dxéyxAnror, ib. ver. 10, at all events 
is parallel with our paprupouudvous, ver. 8. 
The universal consent of all Christian 
writers in regarding this as the institution 
of the office of deacons should not be over- 
looked : but at the samo time we must be 
careful not to imagine that we have here 
the institution of the ecclesiastical order 
во named. The distinctness of the two is 
stated by Chrysostom, Hom. xiv. p. 115, 
éwoio» 84 dpa dtlena elxov obron ка} 
volar 286 ауто xeiporovíay, dvayxaioy ua- 
Oeir. dpa Th» тё» Siaxdvey; ка) phy 
ToVTO ќу Tais dxxAnolas obr Here ANA 
тё» wpecBurépwr dry ў olkovouía. 30e 
обте ё:акбуоу, обте xpecBurépay olua: Tò 
буора elvai Ao wal Qarepóy. АЛАЙ 70 
eis тодто éxeiporoyfióncar. So also (Ecu- 
menius in loc.: robs éxAeyévras els Biard- 
yous éxeiporórggar, où karà T» riy фу 
таз ёккАтс(сіз Ba0nór, АЛА тоў Siard- 
pew perà dupiBelas ка) д is ка) xh- 
pais тА rp Siarpophy. Suicer sub 
voce. But that the subsequent office 
of deacon was founded проп this appoint- 
ment is very probable. The only one of 
these seven who appears in the аети 
history (ch. xxi. 8), is called @iAswros д 
еёауує\стіз, probably from the success 
granted him as recorded in ch. viii. 12. In 
these early days titles sprang out of reali- 
ties, and were not yet mere hierarchical 
classifications. кау, viz. the 
Apostles. Their office of giving themselves 
to prayer is here specially exercised. 
The laying on of hands, the eurliest men- 
tion of which is connected with blessing 
only (Gen. xlviii. 14), was prescribed to 
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айтоф tas "yeipas. 7 Kal o *"AXóyos той ° Oeod ** nbEavev, 

VI. 

ан йа. ^ cat et érrAmÜUvero б ápiÜuós TOv дабттфу év Іероџсаћђд 
eas above (d). 

ch. xix. 20. 

пісте. 

сфодра, том Te M TOv tepéov * ійлтјкоџоу ith 

8 Утефауо$ de JarAnpns харитос xal Suvdyews érmole 
12е.  *Tépara кай стреа peydda dv TÈ Ааф. 9!арќсттсау $ 

schil ske Teves TOV ёк THS TUvaywynS тўс Aeyouévns AHD r С ves. 

-. o C. 

Ezek, xxiii. E 
24. h = Rom. vi. 16,17. z. 16 al. Deut. xx. 12. see Rom. i. б. xvi. 26. i Luke xviii. 8. ch. xiii. 8. 1 Tim. HPR a b 

v. 8. j ver. 5. k oh. vil. 36 reff. 1 = Luke x.25. Mark xiv. 67,60. 2 Chron. ziii. 4,6. cdfgh 
kimo 

7. for 6eov, коріои DE vulg(with fuld tol] вуг Chr[-txt, Orig-int,] : txt ABCHP rel 
[am demid Syr coptt arm Chr-comm, ]. 
toviaer №! e o [Syr Thl-fin]. 
AE g vulg [syrr] Chr). 

8. rec (for хартоз) wicTews (corrm fro 

uarDavorrey E for iepewr, 
vrnxovoy ay (or rather av, Scriv) DI: -over 

at end ins rou evayyeAsov syr-mg. 
m ver 5), with HP rel [Chr : XapiTos к. 

жтт. E: xapiros беду wth: txt ABDN k 86 vulg Syr coptt arm Bas, Did КА Procl, ]. 
transp rep. and сти. E 40. 96. aft Aaw add Bia rov оуодатоз kvpiov en ov 

xp. D sah Aug; фа Tov ovoparos Tov кир. 0. xp. К 18; er [Tw] оуорат‹ rov киру Е; 
8. т. оу. кор. syT-w-ast. 

9. каб o ауєст. tives E: adversus quem & E-lat. 

Moses as the form of conferring office on 
Joshua, Num. xxvii. 18, and from that 
time was used on such occasions by the 
Jews, From its adoption by the Apostles, 
it has ever been the practice of the Chris- 
tian church in ordaining, or setting apart 
her ministers. It was also used by the 
Apostles on those who, having been bap- 
tized, were to be fally endowed with the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit: seo ch. viii. 17; 
xix. 6, and Heb. vi. 2. Т.) wal (not 
* therefore,’ as Каш, and, i.e., оп this 
measure being completed; as would be 
the case, seeing that these seven were not 
only servants of tables, but men full of 
the Holy Ghost and of wisdom :—and we 
soon hear of the part which Stephen bore 
in the work.  wodtv¢ 6xA. r. lap] The 
number of priests who returned from Ba- 
bylon, Ezra ii. 86—89, was 4289: and the 
number would probably bave much in- 
creased since then. No evasion of the his- 
torian’s assertion is to be attempted. Ca- 
saubon, approved by Beza and Valcknaer, 
would read, ro Te ÜxAos, ка) r&v iepéwy 
(sc. wis) ör.; and Heinsius, Wolf, Kui- 
noel, and Elsner attempt a distinction 
between z xAO T&v» lep., ‘sacerdotes ех 
plebe, and the 'sacerdotes docti. But, 
besides that the words will not bear this 
meaning, the distinction is one wholly un- 
known in the N. T. At this time was 
probably the culminating point of popu- 
larity of the church at Jerusalem. As 
yet, all seemed going on prosperously for 
the conversion of Israel. The multitude 
honoured the Apostles: the advice of Ga- 
maliel had moderated the opposition of the 
Sanhedrim: the priests were gradually 
being won over. But God’s designs were 
far different. At this period another great 

om Ist ray N. 

element in the testimony of the church is 
brought out, in the person of Stephen, 
its protest against Pharisaism. This ar- 
rays against it that powerful and zealous 
sect, and henceforward it finds neither 
favour nor tolerance with either of the 
parties among the Jews, but increasing 
and bitter enmity from them both. 
8—Сн. VII. 60.] THE ACOUBATION, 

DEFENCE, AND MARTYRDOM OF STEPHEN. 
8.] This is the first instance of any, 

not an Apostle, working signs and won- 
ders. The power was perhaps conferred 
by the laying on of the Apostles’ hands; 
though, that having been for a special pur- 

merely, and the working miracles 
ing a fulfilment of the promise, Mark xvi. 

17,18, to all believers, I should rather refer 
the power to the eminence of Stephew's 
faith. —— xépvros, divine grace (not fa- 
vour with the people"): the effects of which, 
the miracles, were called та. 

9.] AcBeprivey is rightly explained 
by Chrysostom: of 'Peuaíwr &reAeóOepoi. 
Philo, Legat. ad Caium, § 23, vol. ii. p. 568, 
speaks of rhy wépay той T:Bépews тотадой 
peydAny ris 'PPóuns ёхотоиђ» .... karexo- 
ибт» ка olxoundrny v p. "lovbaloyr, and 
adds, ‘Pepato: 96 сау ol wAclovs dweAcube- 
pobdvres® alxud Acro. ax deres els 
Trax las, rb rà» xrncaudrov }Аєубер@- 
0ncav, oldty тё» sxarpley rapaxapdta. 
В:асдбутез (p. 1014, Potter). Tacitus, Ann. 
ii. 85 (A.D. 19), relates, Actum et de sacris 
Agyptiis Judaicisque pellendis: factum- 
que Patrum consultum, ut quatuor millia 
libertini generis, ea superstitione infecta, 
queis idonea stas, in insulam Sardiniam 
veherentur .. . . ceteri cederent Italia, nisi 
certam ante diem profanos ritus exuissent.' 
In this Josephus agrecs, Antt. xviii. 3. 5, 

13 
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кай Kupnvatoy кай "AXefavópéov ка} тди ™ amò Kidselas m =. эя. 
кай Aaías " сиуйттодуте TQ 2/rebávo, 10 kai ойк °toyvov 

constr., 
Mark viii. 11. 
iz. 14 7. w. 

P дртистђисі тї) тофа kai TQ Iavevpats © ЄМ. core en. ix 

ryméBaXov avdpas * Aéyovras бт актукбацер ато Ma- 
о = Matt. vili. 

28. ch. xv. 10. 
xxv. al. 

AoUvros * piata H, dua ‘eis Movoñv xai tov Өєбр. „ Heu. y, 
12 © guyexivnoay тє TOv Aaóv kal rob mpeaBuTépous Kai 

q = Luhe i. 17 al. Dan. vi. 3. uxvi.37. Job xii. 2. 

ch. xiii. 8. 
Rom. ix. 19. 
xiii. 2. Lev. 

т here only v. Josh, 
xxiii, 4 Symm. so Vs offAuros, Jos. B. J. v. 10. 4. s constr., ch. xv. 27. 2 Pet. ii. á. Winer, 
edn. 6, } 45. 1. t eh. zi. 14 reff, u = 3 Pet. Ii. 11. Rev. xiii. Seni. (1 Tim. 
і 13. 2 Tim. lii. 2 M lxvi. 3 only. Wied. i. 8 al.) v constr., Mark Ш. 29. 3 Macc. 
viii. 4. Bel and Dr. 9 od. w here only t. 

Хеуоцеуиу AN e coptt Chr-mss,. 
(ovv(nr., so ABICDEN.) 

10. for xai, ocriwes D: om ка: sah. 

om xai arias AD! (and lat: ins D:). 

тт соф. TH ovg] ev avro к. то пу. то ау 

eo eAaA «i, да то є©Хєуҳєсдш avrovs (Sor eAevyxorro E) vr (er Di; vx D?) avrov дета 
таст xappnaias* un Suvrauevos ovr (ov D!) arroq0aAueiw (so syr-mg, eri ove ndvvarro 
axriAeyi E) ту олтдеа DE: simly from ёга то eAeyx. am? syr-mg. 

11. Aeyorres AN, so probably Dl. [AaAovrras El] Мүдутоз М! [om А!(арру)]. 
Baaapnpras D-gr Ri(but сотта) 187 vulg [arm]. 

19. ins ка: ravTa errorres bef cuves. те E. 

каш a story as one of ite causes, in 
which Ida, a freedwoman, was the agent of 
the mischief. Here then we have abundant 
reason for numbers of these Jews * libertini 
generis" having come to Jerusalem, being 
among the cateri who were ordered to quit 
Italy : and what place so likely a refuge for 
Jews as Jerusalem P Those who find 
а difficulty in this interpretation suppose 
them to have been inhabitants of Libertum, 
n town in Africa propria, or proconsularis, 
from which we find an episcopus Liberti- 
nensis sitting in the synod of Carthage in 
411 (so Suidas, Л:Вертіуо, Üvoua / lorous, 
—Schleusn., al.); or conjecture Augva rire» 
to have been the true reading (so the Arm. 
version, Libyorum, (Ecum., Lyra, Beza, 
Le Clerc, al.),—or even AB, Trà» card 
Kuphyny (Schulthess) ;—or suppose them 
(Lightf.) to bave been freedmen from Jew- 
ish servitude,—or Italian freedmen, who 
had become proselytes. ibn. Arabic ver- 
sion given in the Paris polyglott curiously 
renders it Corinthiorum.) But none of 
these suppositions will bear examination, 
and the best interpretation is the usual one 
—that they were the descendants of Jewish 
freedmen at Rome, who had been expelled 
by Tiberius. There is no difficulty in their 
having had a synagogue of their own : for 
tbere were 460 or 480 aynagogues at Jeru- 
salem (Vitringa, Synag. p. 256. Lightf., 
Meyer). Kvpyvalev] See ch. ii. 10, 
note. "АЁ av) Two of the five 
regions of Alexandria were inhabited by 
Jews (see Jos. Antt. xiv. 7. 2, 10. 1 ; xix. 5. 
2 al.). It was also the seat of the learning 
and philosophy of the Grecian Jews, which 
was now at its height. This metropolis 
of the Hellenists would certainly have a 
synagogue in Jerusalem. I understand 

Vol. II. 

three distinct synagogues to be meant, 
notwithstanding the somewhat equivocal 
construction, —and Aeyouérns only to apply 
to the unusual term AuBeprírov. dy 
ётё K.] It seems doubtful whether this 
genitive also depends on cuvaywyijs. At 
first sight it would seem not, from the 
repetition of r-, answering to the тё» 
before. But then we must remember, that 
as Kvpnralor and 'AA«tarBpéwy both belong 
to towns, and towns well known as the 
residences of Jews, a change of designation 
would be necessary when the Jews of whole 
provinces came to be mentioned, and the 
synagogue would not be called that of the 
KÜukes or "Aciarol (ch. xx. 4), but that of 
ol dwd K. K. A.: — and, this being the case, 
the article could not but be repeated, with- 
out any reference to the r&v before. 
Cilicia was at this time a Roman province, 
the capital being the free city of Tarsus, see 
note on ch. ix. 11. Asia,—not exactly 
as in ch. ii. 9, where it is distinguished from 
Phrygia,—bere and usually in the Acts 
implies Asia proconsularis, а large and im- 
pn Roman province, including Mysia, 
уфа, Caria, and Phrygin—known also as 

Asia cis Taurum. 11.) Neander well 
remarks (Pfl. п. Leit., p. 81 ff.) that this 
false charge, coupled with the character of 
Stephen's apologetic speech, shews the real 
character of Ms arguments with his oppo- 
nents :— that he seems to have been the first 
who plainly set forth the transitory nature 
of the law and temple, as compared with 
the permanence of the latter and better co- 
venant, thus being in a remarkable manner 
the forerunner of St. Paul. 19.] тд 
Мад», first, —that by means of the popular 
feeling they might act upon the wpeof. к. 
vp · the members of the Sanhedrin. 

F 
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IIPAEREIZ AIIOXZTOAON. VI. 13—15. 

TOUS „үрарнатеб, Kal *émioraytes Y cunjpracay avroy ABCDE 
2 18 a Z, ria Lion. wad yayov eis TO clp, eon те páprupas càfgh 

5 yevdeis Aéyovras 

‚ #бдоу. 

ж, '8 only. 
Prov. ххіт. 
33 (xxx. 9). 
- 1 Cor. zv. 

‘O sap peros оўто$ ov °тайєта 
t ната * Хали ? катӣ той * тотоу TOU ° dyiov xai той 

14 дкткдарєу yap avrov Xéyovros Öri ‘сой б 
Napa obros f cara TOv rómov тоўтор ai 
Badrdke та * 455 à ! тарёбюкеу ш>» Moveis. 
X Дтєурісаутєс eis aùòròy &ravres о ' xabeLopevor ёу тб 

15 кау 

e and contr, Е сурєдріф eldov TO Trpósorrov. айтой Фе} N åyyé- 
‘a Pia vu. dou. VII. I an $ б apyıepeùs ™ Ei [= Ppa та тайта v ойто 

m ch. viii. 22 тей. 

om 2nd rovs C! К. 
e coptt [ seth(Tischdf) ]. 

18. ec. 
avrov D (ењ) ]. Aeyorres N. 

om esicTarTes N. 

8e H 18. 40. 96 E. lat copt: кал cr. D. 

o MARET 61 к E v. 

aft ye yo ins avrov А е (Syr syr-w- 

aft феуд. ins ката(кат nd 
our. bef o avy0p. C [om ovr. 13}. rec aft рт 

jns BAac npa (insertion from ver 11), with EHP (k) 36 lux wth arm [Chr.] Procl, Ты: 
-om ABCDN rel vulg syrr coptt [Chr, Procl, ].—ката T. Tow. T. ayiov к. T. vouov Аалу pna. 
BA. k 18 Chr, Procl, 
“Nyss, Chr] Procl, : 
(to agree with ver 14: or 

ve been in а part o 
Procl]: 

14. ehyn Bl(corrd app oem manu). 
16. nren(oy бе avro 

xaÜnuero: D с 137-80. 

Car. VIT. I. aft ару. ins rw стефауе DE tol [illi co 

the temple), with BC 13 rel 86 tol вутт [ 
bef, k: om ADEHPNa bcefhlovulg eth arm Nyss-ms 

erat ОЧ D? (0 lat)): om es N' (ins K-corr! 
TES, WayTes eb TEN. « c Thi iod ош 18: txt (see proleg) D[*]H 

хол. bef pmu. ВСК (k) vulg syrr coptt [ (eth) arm(Tischdf) 
txt ADEH[P] rel [arm(Treg)] Chr, ТЫ 

perhaps because the meeting of the Sanhedrim seemed to 
rec aft ay. ins TovTov 

t] sah Chr, [Nyss, 
hr-comm Damase,. 

for a waped., arep «бекар Р.478!. 116. 23. 
for aray- 

rel Chr,. 
aft ayy. ins errwros ev цес avrov D: тоу Otov sah eth. 

om apa (as unnecessary) tt]. 
ABCR 36: ins D-gr EHP rels syr [(arm)] Chr, : enim v lat: not expressed in vulg D-lat 
[Syr(appy) eth]. TOvTO 

iwwrrávres] The same persons,—acting 
now by the authority of the Sanhedrim; 

Saul, among of &wd Koduxtas, being, as 
is afterwards (ch. vii. 58) implied, among 
the foremost,—came upon m (see i 
and seized him. 3. wevSeis} The 
J'alsehood of their Ета "consisted, as in 
the similar case of our Lord, in takin 
Stephen’s words out of their context, and 
misrepresenting what perhaps, totidem 
verbis, he had actually said. TOU TÉT. 
T. ày.] The temple, seo reff. 14.] We 

may е take the words thus, $71 "Тусойз 
‘ó Na(epaios, obros car., “that Jesus of 

~ N., he it ts who shall destroy’... . (see 
ch. vii. 85; 1 Cor. vi. 4, or бт: lucods, 

ó Na(apaios obros, car., ‘that Jesus, this 
Nazarene, shall destroy . . . .,—or, which 
seems by far the best, take the whole to- 
gether, at this Jesus of N. shall destroy, 
as in E. V. Compare ô Пайлоз obros, ch. 
xix. 26. 15.] It is a question with re. 
gard to this verse, Does it relate any super- 
natural appearance, glorifying the face of 
Stephen,—or merely describe the calm and 

holy aspect with which he stood before the 
council? The majority of Commentators 
suppose the latter: and certainly the fore- 
going description of Stephen would lead us 
to infer, that there was something remark- 
ably striking in his appearance aud de- 
meanour, which overawed his adversaries. 
But both from the plain Jangnage of our 
text, well understood among the Jews to 
signify supernatural brightness (see exam- 
les in Wetstein), and from the fact that in 
uke's own narrative we have белш 

brightness associated with angelic appear- 
ances more than once (see Luke ii. 9; ch. 
xii. 7), I should be inclined to think that tho 
face of the martyr was lighted up with a di- 
vine radiance. That the effect on those pre- 
sent was not such as to prevent the examina- 
tion proceeding, is no argument against this 
view: in the very mildness of the question 
of the H. P. which follows, I see the trace 
of some unusual incident exercising an in- 
fluence over him. Chrysostom (who does 
not, however, seem to adopt the abore in- 
terpretation, his тобто wal f; 84 а Молетёоз 
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^ éyei ; 3 0 бе sn " Avbpes dbx h xai rare, йкойтате, «tere oniy. Ps. 

© Geos тўс ° 80 5 Р0ф0) тб marp ўш» V 'ABpady 
p cb. li. 3 reff. 

Н. 21 only. 

2. aden (sic) D-gr(txt Di). 

being apparently only rhetorical) explains 
well the effect on the council: é¢zlyapiy 
Be abrdy Boxe? ро: жойса Thy dd, rdxa 
drel Tue Ae rid de, ко) Tra. eb, тӯ 
wposépe:  karaxAfp abroós. for: ydp, 
йота ко) ярбзота xd Hr. yéuorra туєи- 
parus ётбраста rois woÜoUo:w elvat, xal 
alBésiua тоз шообс: Kal $oBepd. À xal 
és airlay Tovro elres, 38: hv Hy xorro 75s 
Syunyoplas abroU. ті Sal дф üpyiepe?s ; .... 
Spgs тёз perà dmiexelas 5 épárncis xal 
еёЗі» r форт:ікђ» Ёхоута; In Act. Homil. 
xv. p. 120. Cuar. VII. 1.] On the 
Н. P.’s question, see Chrys. just quoted. 
It is parallel with Matt. xxvi. 62, but 
singularly distinguished from that question 
by its mildness: see above. 2—53.] 
SrRPHEN'S DEFENCE. In order to under- 
stand this wonderful and somewhat diffi- 
eult speech, it will be well to bear in 
mind, (1) that the general character of it 
is apologetic, referring to the charge made 
against him: but (2) that in this apology, 
forgetting himself in the vast subject 
which he is vindicating, he every where 
mixes in the polemic and didactic element. 
A general synopsis of it may be thus given : 
(1) He shews (apologetisally) that, во far 
from dishonouring Moses or God, he be- 
lieves and holds in mind God's deali 
with Abraham and Moses, and grounds 
upon them bis preaching ; that, so far from 
dishonouring the temple, he bears in mind 
its history and the sayings of the prophets 
respecting it ; and he is ing,—when 
(interrupted by their murmurs or inatten- 
tion ? but see note, ver. 51) he bursts forth 
into a holy vehemence of invective against 
their rejection of God, which provokes his 
tumultuary expulsion from the council, and 
execation. (2) But simultaneously and 
parallel with this apologetic ure, he 
also proceeds didactically, shewing them 
that а future Prophet was pointed out by 
Moses as the final Lawgiver of 8 

ple, that the Most High had revealed 
is spiritual and heavenly nature by the 

bete and did not dwell in temples 
made with hands, And (8) even more re- 
markably still does the polemic element run 
through the speech. It is not І, but rou, 
who from the firet times till now have re- 
jected and spoken against God.” And this 
element, just appearing ver. 9, and again 
more plainly vv. 25—28, and again more 
pointedly still in ver. 85, becomes dominant 

Ps. 
& Luke і, 73. (xvi. 24, 30.) John viil. 30, 53 (56). Rom. iv. (1) 12, 16. 

1 Cor. il. 8. 
Heb. iz. 6. 

Kili. 7, 9, 
James 

in vv. 89—44, and finally prevails, to the 
exclusion of the apologetic and didactic, in 
vv. 51—53. That other connected pur- 

have been discovered in the speech, 
as e. g. that so ably followed out by 
Hom.xv.—xvii. (similarly Grot, and Calv.), 
of shewing that the covenant and promises 
were before the law, and sacrifice and the 
law before the temple,—is to be attributed 
to the wonderful depth of words uttered 
like these under the immediate inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit, presenting to us, from 
whichever side they are viewed, new and 
inimitable hues of heavenly wisdom. Many 
of these will be brought out as we advance. 

The question, from what probable 
source Luke derived his report of this 
speech, so iar in ite character cita- 
tions as to bear, even tothe most prejudiced, 
decisive evidence of authenticity, can be 
only conjecturslly answered: but in this 
case the conjecture can hardly be wrong. 
I have discussed the point in the Prolegg. to 
this vol. ch. i. $ ii. 12 (a). Another ques- 
tion has been, in what language the speech 
was delivered. (1) It is a hardly disputable 
inference from ch. vi. 9, that Stephen was 
a Hellenist: (2) his citations and quasi- 
citations for the most part agree with the 
LXX version. Hence it seems most pro- 
bable that he spoke in Greek, which was 
almost universally understood in Jerusalem. 
If he spoke in Hebrew (Syro.Chaldaic), 
then either those passages where the LX 
varies from the Hebrew text (see below) 
must owe their insertion in that shape to 
some Greek narrator or to Luke kim- 
self, —or Stephen must have, in speaking, 
translated them, thus varying, into He- 
brew : either supposition being in the high- 
est, degree improbable. 9. &убр. 28. 
к. тат.) So Paul, ch. xxii. 1, before a 
mixed assembly of Jews. The &vB5p. 48. 
would embrace all: the war. would be a 
title of respect to the members of the San- 
hedrim, in this case, but hardly in ch. 
xxii. 1. 8 det т. 86 ив] Not = Oebs 
&Botos, but the God of (i. e. who possesses 
and manifests Himself by) Glory, viz. the 
Shechinah, see Exod. xxiv. 16, 17, and ver. 
65. The words тф жатр qu decide 
nothing as to Stephen's genuine Hebrew ex- 
traction. Any Jew would thus speak. 

.. . TPA 4 кат. abr. lv Xag.] This 
was the Jewish tradition, though not as- 
serted in Genesis. Thus Philo (de Abrah. 

F2 
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ьн Жаббар, 3 xal elmev mpòs avrov Eee ёк ris n cou — 

t Late i61” xai [èx] тїс tovyyevelas cov, xai “бєўро eis tiw yay fv ABCDE 
Ezod. ай-й. dy go, део. Tore cfe ёк m Ха\даіюу катфкт- S ER. 

= о ^ ^ kim 

"рна те» év Xafpáv. | kàxeiÜey " perà то atroGavely tov патёра 13 
Matt. xix. 
21 1. Jobn xi. 43. Ross. I. 14. Rev. хуй. 1. ххі. 9 only. з cb. zix. 31 reff, 

xappa E[so ver 4] m*: Хара m]: хара» D- gr vulg(not am demid fuld &c). 
3. for lst ex, axo D'(txt D5,de D- lat (vulg E-lat]). om 2nd ex B D-gr sah Thi(-fin]: 

ins (го хх) ACEHPN rel 36 ves [Orig,] Iren-int,. aft ovyy. cov ins (from LXX) xai 
rec om ту» ек Tov owov Tov татроѕ gov E 65-7 Aug, 

( perhaps an error owing to agar V oí 
more indefinite), with [C*(sppy, Tischdf) 

4. aft тоте ins aBpaau D Syr 
e f m o Thl: om 65-7: ew: 13. 

8 15 end, vol. ii. p. 12), having paraphrased 
the divine com says, 8:4 Tovro Thy 
aparny &тоЇа> àrd тїз Ka Garn -yfis els 
Thy Xajfalar Aéyera: woieicOa. But he 
accurately distinguishes between the Ady:ov 
which he obeyed in leaving Chaldma, and 
the eds &pOn afterwards, adding a reason 
after his manner, why God could not be 
seen nor apprehended by him while he was 
yet xaABal(e» and an astrologer. The 
fact of his having left Ur by some divine 
intimation is plainly stated in Gen. xv. 7, 
and referred toin Neh. ix. 7. It wassurely 
both natural and allowable to express this 
first command in the well-known words of 
the second. But we can hardly suppose 
that Stephen adopted the pluperfect ren- 
dering of vo» in Gen. xii. 1, as the LXX 
has elxey. (Josephus, ordinarily cited as 
relating the same tradition, throws, as he 
often does, the whole history into confusion, 
saying, it is true, Antt. i. 7. 1, wararelwes 
T. Халёаіау ... ToU cob xeAeócarros els 
thy Xavavalay uereA0ciy, but omitting 
entirely the sojourn in Haran, and connect- 
ing the migration with an outbreak of the 
Chnldæans against him for teaching the 
worship of the true God.) Xappáv) So 
the LXX for үүн, Gen. хі. 31, &c.; 4 Kings 

xix. 12; Ezek. xxvii. 23,—KdgSa тїз 
Mecortorapías, Herodian iv. 18 (Ptol. v. 
18. 12. Strabo, xvi. p. 747), —* Carras ede 
Crassi nobiles Plin. v. 24,—* Miserando 
funere Crassus Assyrias Latio maculavit 
sanguine Carras, Lucan i. 104. It lay 
on an ancient rond, in a large plain sur- 
rounded by mountains; it was still a 
great city in the days of the Arabion 
caliphs. See Wincr, Realw. 4. pera 
Tò ётобаувїу Tov wat. афт.] In Gen. xi. 
26, we read that Terah lived 70 years 
and begot Abram, Nahor, and Haran; 
in xi. 82, that Terah lived 205 years, and 
died in Haran; and in xii. 4, that Abram 
was 76 years old when he left Haran. 

H 
A кох катокттеу D (and lat). 

for xaxei@ey, каке ny, insg «ai bef perur., D! 

aft Sevpo ins «i D'[-gr]. 
endings: perhaps an attempt to render yn- 
P rel 36 Chr Thl : ins ABC'DEN. eo» Ni. 

for ev, «s Н 

Since then cir. 70 -+ 75 = cir. 145, Terah 
must have lived cir. 60 years in Haran 
after Abram’s departure. It seems 
evident, that the Jewish chronology, 
which Stephen follows, was at fault here, 
owing to the circumstance of Terah’s 
death being mentioned Gen. xi. 32, before 
the command of Abram to leave Haran; 
it not having been observed that the men- 
tion is anticipatory. And this is confirmed 
by Philo having fallen into the same mis. 
take, de Migr. Abrah. § 32, vol. i. p. 464, 
ярбтєроу uty dk тйс ХаАбайкўз dvacras yis 
'ABpaka guncer els Xag Sd teXevricary- 
тоз 8 abrov ToU warpòs dre ка) ёк Tab- 
rns peraviorara. It is observable that the 
Samaritan Pentateuch in Gen. xi. 32, for 
205, reads 145, which has most probably 
been an alteration to remove the apparent 
inconsistency. The subterfuge of under- 
standing the spiritual death of Terah, who 
is, as a farther hypothesis, supposed to 
have relapsed into idolatry at Haran, ap- 
pears to have originated with the Rabbis 
(see Kuinoel ad loc. and Lightf. Hor. 
Heb.) on discovering that their tradition 
was at variance with the sacred chronology. 
They have not been without followers in 
modern Christendom. It is truly lament- 
able to see the great Bengel, warped by the 
unworthy effort of squaring at all hazards, 
the letter of God’s word in such matters, 
write thus: ‘ Abram, dum Thara vixit in 
Haran, domum quodammodo paternam ha- 
buit in Haran, in terra Canaan duntaxat 
peregrinum agens; mortuo autem patre, 
plane in terra Canaan domum unice habere 
ccpit, (This alteration of relation in the 
land being expressed by uerqwicev abr b 
eis!) The way in which the difficulty has 
heen met by Wordsworth and others, viz. 
that we have no right to assume that 
Abram was born when Terah was 70, but 
may regard him as the youngest son, would 
leave us in this equally unsatisfactory posi- 
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айтод " ретфкитеу айтор» eig THY түйө тайтуу * eis fjv Upeis x rer, 43 oniy. 
voy *xaToueire, 5 xal oùe ёдокєу atta У к\роуошіар * а U 
ev aŭti, ovde = Bina modes" ка} * ётүүейхато à Sovas , Eh an 

v. 13. b 
атф eic card yea avri kai TQ 4 or ёрратг аутой 2 Chron. xix. 

"uer айтдь, ойк ÓvTOS айтф rexvou. 
Joa. 

ойтес о Üeóc, Gri Eoras тд cep avToU ! TTápoLKOV ёру а> = here only. 
t. ii. 5. 

ү? t ri, al h dN õ,hjm e айтд kal !како‹соуоц> (eh, h ail. 21 

ёту тетракдста. 

dh s T Ken an s e 
g Rom. zi 

у. ы 8 
10. 1 Pet. iii. 13 only. Ezod. т. 2 

1 Matt. iv. 10 (from Deut. vi. 13). 

(and lat: xace:@e D:). 
6«os E Syr. 

f ver 39. 
h Rom. vi. 18,2%, 1 Cor. — 18 a: Г Gal. iv. 3. 

on] . Wisd. хіх. 14. ү} Mace. vili П only. 

7 ral tò vos ф cà» OovXevsovow"' Eus 
E xpi éyo, б Beas eire», Kai perà таўта efehevoovras ^, ъ= Mark 
kai! Xarpevaovgip pot È&V TQ тоте TOUT. e Se: 

8 kai окер . S e ver. 7-45 only. 
Num. жахі. 8. 

il. 39. 1 Pet. ii. 11 only. Gzx. xv. 13. 
Tit. ii. 3. 3 Pet. ii. 19 

i ver. tise xiv. 2. xviii. 
k = 1 Cor. хі. 31, 33. Rev. A vill. 8. Aix. 2. Gen. I. с. 

m eh. xlr. 14. Rom. i. 9 al. Exon. Ш. 12. (-peia, Rom. In. 4.) 

petrexqaer DI[-ou-](txt D*)([EHP). 
aft каток. ins xa: o: varepes vuew DE syr-w-ast Aug, but for эш», 

aft avr. ins o 

зла» D; D adds further о: яро пио, syr-w-ast o: яро up. 
5. for 2nd ка, aàà D [vulg] am &c sah Iren-int : txt ABCEHPN rel fuld syrr copt 
ты. rec ауте» bef Sovva:: txt ABCDEHP beef g l| m o (vulg arm].—8ourm 

avro» as кататх. ауто AEN а h k 18. for last ауте, avrov C. 
6. for evres, ауте НІМ k [vulg-ed Syr: om am fuld]: ауте ovres b 49. 96 [sah 

aft e 0. ins xpos avrov D Iren.int, : Ac yr xp. avrov Syr. 
for avro, avrovs D vulg coptt sth: avre е 

yr syr-w-ob ; cad vulg coptt sth]; ауте 19.—xax. avro к. дорул. E. 
ar BD: txt ACEH[PJN rel Chr.. 

ewe. (corra to ruit LXX), with BEHPN rel vulg [ D-lat Chr,: txt AC D-gr [sah] Iren- 
int. rec erev bef o 0., with DEH rel 36 vss Iren - int: txt ABCN. 

Aatpevawow С[арру] E-gr. 

sixt Syr coptt wth). 
ins penso 

T. e 120 sah seth 

ede. ins єкебеу E. 

tion:— Terah, in the course of nature, 
begets his son Abram at 130 (205— 75): 
yet this very son Abram regards it as in- 
credible that he himself should beget a son 
at 99 (Gen. xvii. 1, 17); and on the fact 
of the birth of Isaac being out of the 
course of nature, most important Scrip- 
tural ts and consequences are 
founded, cf. Rom. iv. 17—21, Heb. xi. 11, 
12. We may fairly leave these Commenta- 
tors with their new difficulty: only re- 
marking for our instruction, how sure those 
are to plunge into hopeless confusion, who, 
from motives however once begin to 
handle the word of deceitfully. ; 
«br. els] In these words Ste med clearly 
recognizes the second command, to migrate 
from Haran to Canaan: and as clearly 
therefore made no mistake in ver. 2, but 
applied the expressed words of the second 
command to the first injunction, the Avio 
of Philo. 5. obx BWenev] There is 
no occasion here to wrest our text in order 
to produce accordance with the history. 
The field which Abraham bought for the 
burial of his dead surely did not come 
under the description of Apo, nor 
pm any standing as а possessor in the 

To avoid this seeming inconsistency, 

for avrov, cov N L ug- 
какос. 

rec SovAev- 

aft 

Schdttgen and Bengel lay а stress on fexer, 
‘agrum Шаш... non ex donatione divina 
accepit Abraham, sed emit, ipea emtione 
5 eum esse docente (Bengel). 

uinoel and Olshausen take obs for ohr. 
xal before ётууу. is not 

(Beza), nor is éxwyy. to be construed 
pluperfect (id.); and he promised is the 
simple rendering of the words, and the 
right one. The following xal is by Kuin. 
rendered simirum :" but again it is only 
the simple copula, тўл. 6, 7.] A 
free citation from the LX X, with the words 
ка} Aarp. до. d» v. тбт. ToÜT9 adapted 
and added from Exod. iii. 12. The shifts 
of some Commentators to avoid this plain 
fact are not worth recounting: but again, 
the student who would not handle the 
чч of God deceitfully peas be here 
and every where on his against 
them. The round number, 400 years, 
given here and Gen. 1. c., is further 
cified Exod. xii. 40 as 430. 

is inserted by Stephen in passing from the 
narrative form (Tb ow. abrov) into the 
direct (xp. dye). 8.] On the institu- 
tion of cireumcision, it is called a 5:264, 
Gen. xvii. 10, and the immediate promise of 

‘yet’ 
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m = ch, i 28, abr = &i rep Dν,- · 

VII. 

Kat ° обтос éyévynoey TÒV ABCDE 
Е Ezod. a 7 6 "садк xal ? mepiérepev айтб» Tj иёра TH oydon, xai erah 
o "Fom. „n Icade rov аков, xai 'lake тойс Swdexa Чтатр- is 
pice. ne dpyas. 9 xal of %Чттатийрха, * ЁуМюта>»те$ Tov Imo?) 
a bere bi s améðovro eis  Abyvmrov xal zy ò 0є0 ‘per avro 
Hernia 10 xal " éfe(Xaro айтд» ёк macâv tev ,p avro), 
al ral Kexev alto "йры xal cojíav *évavríoy Dapaw 

' T Gor. al T Bacthéws Аѓүйттоо, ка} ? катёстпає» avroy * уойшєрор 
з Әв У ё Abyvirroy ка бло roy *olxoy avroU. II Ve 

: Heb. xi, ie Sè “мищ ёф Any tiv Alyurroy ка} Харад» xal 
mint. 28,38. MA peyddn, xal оўу °nipicxoy * уортісрата oi 
257,1 е ararépes ру. 12 акойса 8 laxo “бута 8 o ^ eis 
= ver. 34. ch. • А ^ ^ “ан. хый. Афушттор !ератёттегАе ro *matépas °*ўшф>» трӧтоу, 
Mart. v. 5. 13 Kal х ёр тф К Seurép ! aveyvæpioðn 'lwand тоф; dd ho 
zvili. 9) only. » ^ ' m ` m AX. ^ ꝙ 3 \ nal Faoi. f g айтод, «ai m $avepóv ™éyévero Trà Фараф тф "yévos 

v 3 reff. 

wach CIoox$.  !*àTooreéNas 8 Iwch °perexadécato 'la- 
xxxix. 21. ^ ^ 

x Mark i i. коВ roy патёра avtov, kai паса» tiv Pocvyyéveiav 
es y Luke xii. 14. vv. 27,35. Heb. vii. 38. Оки. xli. 41. 

2 ref. b Luke 
26. xxiv. 19. ch. viii. 32 dalr. Gen. vi. 8. 

з = Matt. ii. 6. Luke xxii. 26. Heb. ziii. 7, 17,24. Deut. I. 16. а — ch. . 2 
Rom.iv.1.] 2 Тіз. i. 16. Lam. I. 6. а here 
f. f conatr., ch. xxiv. 10 reff. g here 

i ch. iz. 30. xi. 
1 here 

iv. 25. xv. 14. Gun. ХН. 54. с = Luke ік. 12. [ 
only$. Gen. zlii, 27. Deut. xi. 15 al. e ch. v. 30 re 

h = ch. iz. 22 reff. 
k = bere only. 

och. х. 33. xz. 17. xxiv. 

only. Prov. ххк. 22. giro. Сик. xlii. 2. cura, Job zii. 11 al. 
32 AH. Gal. iv. 4, 6. Luke i 88. xx. 10, 1l only. L. P. Gen. zlv. 1. 

Ови. xiv. l. m 1 Cor. lii. 13 reff. n = ch. iv. 6 reff. 
p ver. 3 reff. 

8. for oy9on, eB3ou»n Nl. rec ins o bef 2nd :caax, with ОНР rel 86 Chr, Thl. fin: 
om ABCEN [k] Thl.sif. aft 10. ins eyexynge E (Syr copt, which have it after гак. 
also]. rec ins o bef 2nd :axe8, with D*HP rel 36 Chr ТЫ: om ABCD!EN [k]. 

10. (etei aro, so ABCDEPN m 86 Thi-fin.) xapy bef avr. D- gr: om avro А. 
erarri N k [Chr]. ins ep bef oXov AC E- gr M g vulg syrr coptt[ Tischdf] : 

om BDHP rel 36 E-lat Chr.. for avrov, Tovror B'(txt B- corri ( B3, Tischdf) ]. 
11. rec тту yn» avyvrTov, with EHP rel 86 вуг wth [arm] Chr, : e$ oAns туз aryurrov 

D, super omnem terram aegypti D-lat (see Lxx): txt ABCN vulg Syr coptt. 
(nupioxoy, so B(sic: see table) EP К.) 

19. rec отта, with HP rel Chr, : отто» 18 Thl-sif: erea 15. 40. 100: txt ABCDEN. 
rec ey агуйтто (corrn, аг more usual: Meyer thinks eis агу. to have been a 

gloss to elaxeaeiAer, and then to have found its way into the tzt to the exclusion of 
the original ev агу., but this is far-fetched), with ОНР Chr Thi: txt ABCEN 40. 
etart A Ni. 

13. for ev, ex. D 18. eyrepic8n АВ : єууюсбп 25: agnitus est E- lat: recognitus 
est D-lat: cognitus est vulg: txt CDEH[P'N rel 86 Chr,. om ade A Р. 
eye D. om то (bef papaw) M. rec ins rou bef wand (added for clearness), 
with DHP rel Chr: om BC.—for wwr., avrov AEN 40 vulg arm. 

14. rec ror тат. av. bef iaxwB, with HP rel syrr Chr, : om arg 16-8. 471. 163 wth : 
txt ABCDEN a h m vulg coptt arm. rec aft ovyy. ins dvrov (for explicitness), 
"with DE rel [vulg-ed tol Syr coptt th]: om ABCHPN bf g m o 36 am demid fuld 

of the rebellious spirit in Israel, which the 
EP of the history brings out. 
O.] Observe (Mey.) the simple coupling 

of the clauses by xaí, ва characteristic of 
this speech. : xépw к. соф.] No 

that covenant was $8фете aoi к. TE owdppari 
“gov perd сє Thy уд» hy rapotres, таса» 
th» Vir Xavady eis катбсҳєсіу aldérior 
ка) {сода abrois eis Gedy, id. ver. 8. 
ovres, thus, ‘in this new covenant state;’ 
—or, ‘in fulfilment of the promise of seed 
implied in the above words, In this word 
obe lies hid the germ of the subsequent 
teaching of the Holy Spirit by St. Paul, Gal. 
iii. 9.) Here we have the first hint 

Hendiadys: favour, so that he was ac- 
ceptable to Pharaoh (see reff.): and wis- 
dom, so that Ph.consulted him and followed 
his suggestion, especially in the important 
case recorded. Оеп. xli. 88. кет- 
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aéy Vu,̊e éBOounxovramévre. 15 кай * karégz акд ч. Lure siv. 
eis Alyurrtov, kal *éreAevrgaev autos kal oi u rarépes, Beh. fl 4 
ч фр, 16 xal HereréëhH¹Ua eis Zvyép, ка " éréÜgaav èv. = ch «үш. 

тё * h¹qari '@ *evjscaro "АВрадр rin ^ápyupiov , i er, 
* Gel: x 6. JU vii. "e хі. 5 bis. Јоде 4 only. Sir. xliv. 16. Deut, xxvii. 17. 

Kings xiii. 31. 
ziv. 11. y attr., ch. i. 1 reff. 
lii. 6. хх. 33. Exod. xxi. 32. 

syr] arm Chr. 
hr seem to join ev e. т. . with careBn fi 

u ch. v. 30 reff. 
w — John xix. 41, 

x Luke тій. 27 | Mk. xxiii. 59. xxiv. 1. ch. ii. 29. Rev. xl. d only. Exod. 
s bere only t. a= ch. iv. 34 reff, 

«B5. bef уох. (see xx) DH a (c) f h m: бка é y D (e)]: D вуг 
Deut x. 22 (see LXX 

15. rec xareBy де, with BH rel coptt [arm] Chr,: xareAm (alone) D 40. 78. 96 вуг: 
txt ACEPN 36 vulg Syr wth. (From similarity of кол кат., каз dropped out as in D, 
and then 3e was supplied.) 

Syr: re D. 
18. uerqxénca» D. 

ќстусєу | viz. Pharaoh: a change of sub- 
ject: see reff. Gen. 14. фу чуаш 
iBSouqkorresérre] In the Hebrew text, 
Gen. xlvi. 27; Exod. i. 5; Deut. x. 22, 
seventy souls are reckoned, viz. sixty-six 
born of Jacob, Jacob himself, Joseph, and 
his two sons born in Egypt. also 
Josephus, Antt. ii. 7. 4; vi. 6,6. But the 
LXX, whom Stephen follows, insert in 
Gen. xlvi. 20 an account of the children and 
grandchildren of Manasseh and Ephraim, 
five in number: and in ver. 27 read viol 3% 
Ih of yerópevoi aùr dy yj Aly., puxal 
dyvéa. паси vuxal оїкоо '1акФВ al eiseA- 
бодааш perà Iarbg (om perà 'IaxcB, and 
фуха! below, A, but obviously without any 
effect on the general statement) els Afyvr- 
Tor, val "kovT :—reckon- 
ing, as it a curiously enough, among 
the sons of Joseph, Joseph himself, and his 
wife Asenath; for these are required to 
make up the nine, according to their ver. 
20. And similarly in Exod. i. 5, and in 
Deut. x. 22 A. (Wordsw., who is careful 
to note that A omits nerd 'laxóB in Gen. 
xlvi. 27, omits the fact that it reads rer. 
bere, by stating “seventy” as the LXX 
testimony.) With regard to the various 
attempts to solve the difficulty (66 + 12 
wives, minus (Joseph and his wife, and Ju- 
dah's wife who died in Canaan) — 75, Seb. 
Schmid and Wolf:—that Stephen spoke 
of those who were invited, — Moses of those 
who went, Krebs and Loesner :—that xdr- 
тез should be read for re, Beza :—&c.), 
see above on vv. 6, 7. The remarks of 
Jerome are curious :—he is arguing, on 
Gen. 1. c., that the number really was 
seventy,—and adds, ‘Quod si e contrario 
nobis id opponitur, quomodo in Actibus 
Apostolorum in concione Stephani dicatur 
ad populum, septuaginta quinque animas 
ingreseas esse Ægyptum, facilis excusatio 
est. Non enim debuit sanctus Lucas, qui 

om es aryurroy B. (Omitted as superfluous? or 
perhaps it was a gloss from the marg. Tise 
but the authority ts too weak. [He has restored it in edn 8.]) 

cvxev (Ist) D.gr. 

(ed 7) excludes it from the txt: 
aft avros ins exe: E 

reo (for $) 8, with HP rel Chr.. 

ipsius (istius P) historim scriptor est, in 
gentes Actuum Apostolorum volumen emit- 
tens, contrarium aliquid scribere adversus 
eam scripturam, que jam fuerat gentibus 
divulgata. Philo, de Migr. Abr. $ 86, vol. 
i. pp. 467 f., mentions both numbers (read- 
ing 76 in Gen. and 70 in Deut., see above), 
and gives allegorical reasons for both: 
and really Wordsworth’s solution, that 
Stephen includes those born of Jacob’s line 
in pt to shew that they were equally 
children of the promise with those born in 
Canaan;” is hardly better. When we come 
to understand ретекаћсато. . . хата» Thy 
cvyyéreiay dv puxais éBbouykorraxérre, 
as represented by including, for a purpose, 
those already in Egypt, it seems to me 
that a stigma is cast'on St. Stephen far 
more serious than that of mere numeral 
inaccuracy. 16. „ Viz. 
airds ко) ol xardpes ub, not the latter 
only,—as Kuin., Olsh. and Wordsw., to 
evade part of the difficulty of the verse. 
The facts, as related in the O. T., were 
these: Jacob, dying in Egypt, was (Gen. 
1. 13) taken into the land of Canaan, and 
buried in the cave of Machpelah, before 
Mamre (on the rest of the verge see below): 
Joseph, dying also in Egypt, was taken in 
a coffin (Gen. 1. 26) at the Exodus (Exod. 
xiii. 19), and finally buried (Josh. xxiv. 92) 
at Shechem. Of the burial of the other 
patriarchs the sacred text says воша 
but rather by the specification in Exod. 
xiii. 19, leaves it to be inferred that they 
were buried in Egypt. Josephus, Antt. ii. 
8. 2, relates that they were taken and 
buried in Hebron, and adds, B. J. iv. 9. 7, 
бу kal тй urnueia péxpi той убу d» Tide 
Tf xoAlxyp (stron) Selxvuras, du каз 
papuápov kal фіЛотірьз eipyacudva :—the 
Rabbinical traditions mentioned by Wetat. 
and Lightf. report them to have been 
buried in Sychem: and Jerome (Ep. ad 
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e = Bev. i. 18. emapà TOv viðv Epuòp той Tux. 
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17 d gaDas Se 

QA a ?) Toile б f Y póvos т E èm аүуечаҳ 1 1 * mpodoynaev 

Lale rz 0 Gee TQ А@раанц, ‘ni—noe б rads ral їёт\лӨф›@т 
28. ххіі. 1 al. 
Deut. xxxi. 14. 

f = ch. iii. 21 

g chai deft ойк joer Tov Iweje. 
о , е ^ Р > s X q L 1 ^ 8 ^ 

yévos ўши Р ёкакюсєу ToU; d rare 'ToU *mowiv 
= Matt, xiv. 
1. Jer. li. 
xliv.) 25. Я 

éopro 82.. ò 8è t, Xen. Anab. vii. 4. 13. 
ch. xxvii. 33. Rev. жүй, 17. see Heb. iii. 13. 

n here only. Exop.i.10. Judith v. 11. х. 19 only. 
John vi. 58, vii. 22. ch. xiii. 32. zzvi. 6. Rom. ix. б. xi. 

aft agp. ins o rarnp nj» E(sic). 

ev Аіүбтте, 18 K ypt ob 'avéorn Bacireds ™ Érepos ôs 
19 obros " катасофигарєрос̧ тд 

ich. vi. 7 (reff.). Exon. i. T. k w. indic., 
l] = ch. v. 36,37. Exon. I. 8. та = ch. ii. 40 al. 
o = ch, xviii. 2 reff. ver. 6 reff. q absol. 
28. zv. 8. Heb.i.1. 2 Pet. Ш. 4 only. r — ch 

rec exuop, with 

lii. 12 reff. в = Matt. iii. 3 l. v. 36. Rev. xxi. б. 

txt ABCDEN c g lm. 
EP rel: txt ABCDHN а c h copt Chr. 
AEN? tol: rou ex syr: et 

for rov, e» BCR! [copt] sah arm: rov ev 
Sychem D-lat: txt D-gr H(P) rel vulg wth Chr. (The varr 

arise from this сохєр having been mistaken for a place, as above.) —rov xep (passing 
from v to v) P. 

17. for кабоѕ, ws А. [for xpor., короз A.] rec apocey, with HP p rel 
вуг- хі: ernyye:Aaro DE tol syr-mg : txt ABC N(ouoAoy.), confessus erat vulg. [13 def.] 
(The varr have arisen 

syr-txt Chr. 
19. for ovros, ка D-gr(om D- lat). 

"Eustochium: Epitaph. Paule, 108 (27) 18, 
vol. i., p. 703) relating the pilgrimages of 
Paula to the sacred places, says: “trans- 
ivit Sichem,....atque inde divertens 
vidit duodecim Patriarcharum sepulchra." 
These traditions probably Stephen follow- 
ed; and, in haste or inadvertence, classed 
Jacob with the rest. фуйтато 
*ABpadp] The burying-place which Abra- 
ham bought was not at Sychem, but (Gen. 
xxiii. 8—20) at Hebron, and was bought 
of Ephron the Hittite. It was Jacob 
who (Gen. xxxiii. 19) bought a field where 
he had pitched his tent, near Sychem, of 
the children of Hamor, Shechem's father: 
and no mention is made of its being for a 
burying-place. The two incidents are cer- 
tainly here confused: and no ingenuity of 
the Commentators has ever devised an es- 
cape from the inference. The mention of 
a few such attempts may suffice. — (1) The 
omission of ARD (Beza, Valck., Kuin., 
Schött., al) against all manuscript evi- 
dence (not excepting E, the reading of 
which, variously stated by Meyer and 
Tischendorf, has been ascertained by in. 
spection),—and against the construction 
also; for after uereré&gca», lac could 
hardly be the subject to avfaaro:—(2) ren- 
dering, against all grammar, while omitting 
'ABpadyu, wvhoaro ‘emptum erat’ (Kuin.): 
— (8) construing 'ABpadu, Abrahamides, 
i. e. Jacob (Surenhus. al.):—(4) that of 
Wordswortb, made up of—omitting Jacob 
from the grammatical construction (see 

- above) ;—proving, from Jerome and Bede 
(without any allusion to the pa of 
Josephus above cited!), that the other 

m the unusual sense of онол.) 
18. rec ахр (corra), with AB2EH PN 36 Chr.: txt B!CD Thi-sif,. 

ins ex агууктоу ABCN о 36 Syr syr-mg coptt 
for ndei тоу, euynoOn Tov D 

aft erepos 
[sth arm]: om DEHP p [18(appy)] rel 

rec aft rarepas ins quor, with ACEHP rel 

patriarchs were buried at Shechem :—a 
priori reasons why Stephen should have 
chosen to bring forward Shechem and not 
Hebron ; reasons (see Wordsw.’s note) not 
very creditable, if they existed : &c. &c. 
The fact of the mistake occurring where it 
does, will be far more instructive to the 
Christian student than the most ingenious 
solution of the difficulty could be, if it 
teaches him fearlessly and honestly to re- 
cognize the phenomena presented by the 
text of Scripture, instead of wresting them 
to suit a preconceived theory. I entirely 
agree with Wordsworth, that “there is 
nothing in these difficulties which invali- 
dates the claims of St. Stephen to Inspirn- 
tion,” any more than those expressions 
in Scripture “invalidate its inspiration,” 
which imply that the sua revolves round 
the earth. But as Wordsw. lives in days 
when men are no longer burnt for asserting 
that the earth moves, he surely might 
abstain from railing in such unmeasured 
terms (see his Acts, p. 35, col. i.) at those 
who in contending for common fairness 
and honesty find it necessary to carry some- 
what farther the same canon of reasonable 
interpretation. Humble searchers after 
divine truth will not be terrified by being 
cha with “assumption and conceit,” or 
being told that their exegesis can produce 
no result but “degeneracy, degradation, 
disbelief, and demoralization.” But they 
will deeply feel it to be their duty, to 
caution the student against all crooked and 
disingenuous ways of handling the word of 
God. Non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus 
istis.” 17.] кебез, not ‘when’ (as 

p o xpo- 
706... 

ABCDE 
HP a b 
ofghk 
Im op 

13 
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ta Hp n ° ёкдета айтф» ‘eis тд uù “ fwoyovercBar, tLorei a, 
20 % х xap éwyevvíÜn Moves xal hw ? doreĩos 
*тф Oem. de *áverpád uvas тре ё» т®@ оїкф тоў 

21 d écreÜéyros ё ° айтой d áve(Xaro avróv ту Üvyá- MAT pos. 
т?р Sapa xai *áveÜpéjraro *avrüv éavri) 
28 kai férratóevÜn Mie èv таст cobla Avyvmrríav, ўр 
$ E ÓvvaTOs év Aoyots xai čpyois avro. 
ройто aut@ !Tecaepakovraer!s ypovos, * avé8n ёт} тї» 

vol. ii. p. 63. ёкбетщ, Wisd. xi. 14.) 
xvii. 33. 1 Tim. vi. 13 only. Exod. i. 17, 18, 22 al. 

i к. TOVT., Mark x. 30. 
ii. 2. 2 dat., Jonah ill. 3. 2 Cor. x. 4. James il. 6. (1 Cor. ix. 2.) 
k. 9. xxiii. 6. xxzx.B(Heb.). Lake i. 15. 2 Cor. і. 12. 

1. dr dnei». т. K., Matt. xi. 25. dv 

vii. ВМ F(not г &c. only. 
e eonstr., John viil. 30. xii. 37. 

5. ch. ziii. 22. Isa. xlix. 6. 
g ch. xviii. 24 reff. 

ziii. 18 only. 

36 am-corr! vss Chr,: om BDN am! fald. 
rel 36 Chr: та Bpet avrov exfera m p: txt ABCR. 

РД 

xviii. 15. 
2 Тив. Ш. 15. 
1 ree 11. 2 
only t. 
1 Mace. 1. 61. 
Ps. viii. 3 Aq. 

u here only +. 
e. es Елек. xlii. $ 
€(9 VLOV.  Aliusin 

Hezap. 
(d cru, 
ver. 21. Eur. 

A 

e 2 23 ас 66 h emàn- 
Hist. ii. 7. 
Philo, Vit. 
Moys. } 3, 

v ch. Ні. 19. Rom. 1. 11, 20 al. w Luke 
x bere only. dy айт. т. R., Luke zili. 

Heb. xi. 23 only. Exop. 
Winer edn. 6, } 31. 4 a. see Gen. 

a here bie, ch. xxii. 3 only t. Wud. 
b = here only $. Wisd. zvili. 5. (ch. xi. 4 reff.) see тег. 19 reff. 

респ! С 
= ch. х 

хор. ii, 10. see ch. v. 33 reff. = чег. е 
1.3. 3 Tim. ii. 25 (1 Сог. хі. Q ге). Prov. sus п. 

. 24. ch. 
k w, dri, 1 Cor. ii. D only. Ise. lxv. 16. Jer. Ш. 16. ж. dv, Luke xxiv. 38 only. 

rec exGera bef ra Bpepn, with DEHP 
aft (wo-yo». ins Ta appeva E. 

20. rec nft rarpos ins avrov, with DE g m o 18 ТЫ: om ABCHP rel Chr.—N! has 
роо, but marked for erasure by the same hand. 

31. гес єктебєута ĝe avro», with EHP rel: txt ABCDN р 86. 
ABCDE f! p [-Aero H(Treg, gia neca 

o Cb om avro» (aft ауеЛато) a c e h r, Thl. 

аує: Лато, 80 

с syr-w-ast. 
om ко D!-yr(ins D? or 4). 

es (кара D) тоу xorauor D 

om avro» (aft а»ебр.) Ю!(апд lat) c, ins syr-w-ob; for eauvry, аиту D! 180: txt D3. 
om eis B. 

22. rec om Ist e», with В D-corr HP rel 36 vulg Orig-ms, [ Eus, Did,] Chr, : ins 
ACEN vulg-ms coptt Orig, Ps-J 
rar) Chr, ]. for de, re D E. gr 1 [valg 
[arm Chr,. rec ins e» bef epy., with 
table) СОНК a b fh о 

Thdrt,.—sacay tn» тофа» D! [Clem (om 
Syr sah]: txt ABCHPN rel 36 E-lat copt 

-gr P glm 18 vulg: om A B(sic: see 
86 E-lat Chr,.—epyots к. ev Aoyois с. —еу Лоую к. «v epyo К. 

rec om avrov (as unnecessary), with HP rel syr Ps-Just Chr,: ins ABCDEN 
p 36 vulg Syr coptt [wth arm]. 

23. p’ erns (sic) bef avro D. 

E. V., Beza, Kuin.), but as, ‘in proportion 
as. See ref. 18. той тошу] 80 that 
they exposed, see ref. Meyer maintains 
that the inf. of the purpose is not to be 

from,—‘ in order that they might 
expose: but I do not see that this mean- 
ing would express the fact. The purpose 
A 5 е or als . ) 

. . T9 дее to eyer), 
Hesiod, МЫ ем ие Ia iat. 
and Esch. Agam. 352, беоёз àrausA rs. 
The expression here seems borrowed from 
tradition: Josephus calis the infant Moses 
таа ў Nov. Philo de vita Mos. 
§ 3, vol. ii. р. B3, says, yerrnGels ody ô хан 
є000 N dvéppver &areiorépar 4$) Kar’ 
lié. 22.) That Moses was in- 
structed in the wisdom of the Egyptians, is 
not found in the O. T., but derived from 
tradition, and following as а matter of 
course from his adopted station as the son 
of Pharaoh's daughter. This wisdom of the 
Egyptians, celebrated by so many ancient 
writers (see Wetat. ad loc.), consisted mainly 
in natural philosophy, medicine, and ma- 
thematics, and its teachers were the 

for ert, es H. 

priests. Philo de vita Mos. § 5, p. 84, enters 
into minute detail: &piüuobs piv obs к. 
yeoperplar, x. Tf» те puOucchy к. aͤpuori- 
ichy к. perpuchy Oecpíar, к. цоос:кђу thy 
сбржаса», 8:4 Te xphoews dpydvwy, к. 
Adyor тё» d» таїз réxvas, к. 8: 68015 
Tomucrépas, Al (wy of Adytot wap- 
4Зосау. к. жроѕёт: thy 8:4 cvuBóAov 
Ф:Лософіа», hv ё» rois Aeyonérois lepois 
yedupaciw éridelxruvra к. Sid THs тфу 
(Gor dwo8oyx is, & ка) b Tipais "yepal- 
povot, Thv Bà AA UY фукбкМмоу wadelay 
*EAAnres @3i8acKor ol 8 ёк тё» NN 
xdpor, rd re "Accvpler ypduuara, к. Th» 
тё» oùpaylæv Хаћлдаїкђу ётістћитр. 
Suvards фу Àóyow] So Josephus calls 
Moses wAGGeow ójiA etr. я#:баубтатозѕ, but 
late in his course, during the journe 
through the wilderness;—when the di- 
vine Spirit, as the book of Deuteronomy 
ubundantly testifies, had turned his slow- 
ness of speech’ into the moet fervid elo- 
quence. That he was eo thus early, during 
his Egyptian course, was probably reported 
by tradition, but hardly seems to agree 
with Exod. iv. 10—16. 23. reooepa- 
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аак м, ® карбід» айтой ётіскефасда тобу adehhovs афтод тойу ABCDE 
63. jme i7. m vioù "арал. 2% кай i6ov Twa ° aBucovpevon ° ijubia ro e eren K 
eun xai v érroínaev ?% ёк${ктоцу тф ' xararovovuévo * rarátae is 
n 1 Cor. vi. 7. я 5 7 5 7 ` 7 \ э 1 
2Cor. vila. тор Дфуйттюр. 25 éyOpatey è * тилёраь robe dòe N dois 

o ere aly уто 5 бед аы 5с айтой " Sidwoww T f la f. u. [айтой| бт о Beds " 814 yetpos avrov tv " owrnpiay 
La avii э ^ & ob! ^ 96 „я 12 , , w 

i GÙToÎS ot де ov * сииђках. TH T€ * S j, pépa 7 оф6п 

vat F) only. 
s = Matt. xxvi. 

uch. zi. 30 reff. 

yeh. ii. 3 reff. í г; 
iv. 26, 42. v. m". erat ed N 
p. 728 (W 

e ver. M reg. "Взор. ii. 14. хі. 1,2 гей. 
v. 33 reff. h ch. i. 11 reff. 
vi. 7. John avi. 30. 1 Pet. ii. 12. 

ins rov bef erior. E 180. 

Xen. Cyr. 1. 4. 14. сууеАауубил 

i Sohn le. 68. "Heb. non 4 Klage iz. 26 
1 = Luke i. 29. ch. v. b al. z: 

auTois *payopévois, кай *ourndacey auTous є eipnyny 
, єітор “Avdpes абе\фоќ ётте U 
4. GM N ò de adixdy Tov *arAgaiov d aracato aùtòv 
ehr Tis сё *xaréotncey ápyovra ка ‹кастђ» èp 

i ўдй<; ?9 ш) Savereiv дє ov Oérers ^ bv троптор 8 avetres 
- 14х05 тд» Auron; *9 ёфиуєу 66. Movoatfjs e 79 

р pete Kai ео ш тирик: ev yr Madiap, оф 

b * , » 8 ^ 

гра Tt аогкетє 

vi. 36 reff. w = Luke i. 71. 1 Kings 
z ch. xxiii, 1. ы et 1 Chron. zx. I. see Matt. vi. 11 and note. 

a here only v. 2 
мос айке» eie MA XT, des Cms. 

спай. xili. 9, 10 ref. Exop. ii. 18. d Rom. 
г. 26. Luke zii. 14 only. Peri 1. c. g = ch. 

k — Matt. 
m ver. 6 reff. Exon. ii, 22. 

om 2nd rovs B. 
24. aft абак. ins єк rov yevovs avrov DE Syr syr-w-ast esth.—om avr. D- gr. 

aft агу. add (from Exod ii. 12, LXX) was expviyer avTov ev тт augue D th. 
Кы evoyi(ov D-gr 18. 

а vulg copt. 
р, elz (for те) 8e, with EP va 

ТЫ (Ec.—for ту re, тоте Dl. 
adicouvras Di. 

om 1st avrov BCN v 
rec avr, bef сот., with EHP rel syrr ва 

for oi, ov ah hag сотта). 
coptt [arm]: txt ABCD: 
aft нах. (-vos D'-gr: txt D?) ins xa: eber avrovs 

cevrgAAacce» BCDN о sah sth, reconciliabit vulg, reconciliavit 

ulg(am demid, not tol): ins ADEHP 
[ (eth) arm] Chr: txt ABCDN 

om ov D!. grüne D-corr!). 
M rel 36 i th Chr, 

D-lat: evrgAAacer Н p: txt AEP rel [copt sth arm, appy] Chr. (Zhe varr appear 
C'H. to be occasioned by explanations of the origi evrgAacer.) 

улен (as unnecessary) ABCEN p vulg sah arm Chr, : 
roi; 

s HP rel (syr copt) [eth]. — — in 
Ti коте avdpes aBeAdo: iwa т: adixerra: eis(om eis b» aAAnAovs D 

27. eras D. 
ABCHPN m? p 18: txt DE rel Chr. 

28. (ex6es, во BICDN.) 
29. ovrws ка: epuyadevcey Movers DI(tzt De): 

kovraeris Хр.) A yerduevos M., Exod. 
iL 11, LXX T e exact age was traditional, 
see Lightf. Фит] No nominative 
(ав Jia,, Kuin.) must be su 270 70 
it is impersonal; see reff. 
А(үбттіо», from the history being so uni- 
versally known, that the agent in the a8:«/a 
would be readily supplied: see Winer, edn. 
6, $ 67. 1, d. .] The present, 8(Be- 
ew, sets forth the work of liberation as 
already begun by the act just related, 
see reff. Here we have again the 
resistance to the Holy Spirit hinted: see 
ver. 51, and note on ver. 2. 26.) 
афто, to them, fwo of them, taken as 
representing his brethren the children of 
Isracl. ovvýàacev, not imperf., ‘he 
endeavoured (o unite ? the aorist will not 
bear this sense: nor is it needed :—the 

for ко, » E [demid copt]. nue (from LXX, Exod ii. 14) 

epuyadevcey 9e Move» E. 

act, ов Moses! part, was complete ; ;—not 
‘he would have set (hem at опе? (E. V.), 
but, he set them at one. If the explana- 
tory reading evvfAAacc«v be taken, we 
then have tbe imperfect force—'* Де was 
reconciling,” or “attempted to reconcile,” 
Шеш. m river should be 
taken together, as in Gen. xiii. 8, Ќуброто‹ 
&8еАфо! dopey ueis. See also ch. ii. 14 
(De W.). 27.) The further progress 
of resistance to the Spirit on the part of 
Israel. 29. Masta] So LXX, Exod. 
ii. 16, for уто. Winer (Realw. ‘ Midian’) 
supposes this Madian to have been а somad 
detachment of the more settled Midianites, 
—which at that time was encamped in the 
neighbourhood of Sinai and Horeb. For 
Jethro, Moses’ father-in-law, is not found 
there, in Exod. xviii. 1 ff., but comes to 
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ёуёлтусє» vioùs Sto. 30 kal " п\лробёутоу ёту тєссєрӣ- = 

75 

= чег. 23, 
ver. 26, 

xovta ° @фӨз айтф év T) ёрјио ToU ёроиѕ X«và dryryeXos , Rer.. i U. 
év Piddoryi P mupòs * Bárou. 316 бе Moves до» * elav- 
nate To *ӧраџа` mposepyouevov $ айтоў “Katavojoat 2 

Ps. xxviii. 7. 

esa, i. 8. 
Heb. i. 7. Sir. 

éyévero фор) xvpíov 3 Ey б Geos Tv» marépov a te abore (р). 
cov, ò Beds 'А@райш ral '1сайк xai law. “ évtpopos о 
dé yevouevos Моџисӯс ойк ёто\иа " катауоўсси. 

aly. Judg: у. ° 

. 22. 
83 elorev r Luke vi. 44 

35 only. 
ñi J dè айтф 0 кйро$ х Abcov то " отобтра TOv тоё@у cov’ Nen, ii. 

б yap тбто$ ёф ф EaTnxas yh dyla ёстір. dh 
8 constr. . Lake vii. 9. Jude 16. Job xxxii. 22. Xen. Cyr. iii. 1. 38 

exc. М att. xvii. 9. Gen. Alvi. 2. 
v = John х. 35. ch. x. 13. xiii. 32. Gen. xv 

x. 11 Tbeod. 
Ul. 11. Luke xv. 23. Gen. хіт. 23. 
Gen. xxii. 17. 

dues D'(txt D5). 
90. aft xa: ins дета ravra D. 

. 1, 4. w ch. xvi. 29. 
х = Luke iii, 161 Mk. J. ch. xiii. 25. Exon. iii. 5. 

&c. Deut. 

u Luke xii. 24, 27. ch. xi. 6. Heb. lii. 1. Gen. xlii. 9. 
Heb. zi i Dan 

25 . Matt. 
з here only. Exon. iii. 7 al, fr. constr., Heb. ті. 14, from 

zAÀn98errov avte ern D'(txt D*(and lat)). 
rec aft ayyedos ins куроо (natural addn, and here occasioned by Exod iii. 2, Lxx), 
with DEHP rel Syr [eth апа, : om ABCN р vulg coptt. 

N ACE 36 vulg Syr: txt BDH 
жор: ФЛоуоѕ (see note) 

р rel syr coptt [sth arm] Chr ТЫ. 
31. rec e@avuace (corra to historical tense), with ABC rel vulg [syrr coptt eth 

arm] Chr: txt DEHPN b f g 1 m p 36 Aug,. 
wposep. avr. (x)as кат. Dl. 
єк TOV ovpavyou Aeyouca E. 

о кироѕ emey aur Aeyor D Syr eth. 
rec aft кир. ins xpos avrov, with CEHP rel vulg-[clem] 

om то opaya А. kai 
for rup., 

sab Chr: om ABN p am demid вуг copt arm [Aug, ]. 
82. om o (bef lst Geos) CH! : eyw вш. 0. E vulg(not am fuld) D-lat. 

2nd 0.) C. 
om o (bef 

rec ins o Geos bef (c. and bef tax., with (D)EHP rel Aa Ari am 
demid tol) copt] eth Chr ТЫ: (om o, twice, D:) om ABCN р [fuld] syrr [sah] arm. 
(The insertion has prob been to suit Lxx, which D does still more closely by omg 
the artt.) parvas bef yevouevos M. 

83. om о (bef кор.) А. 
` xpos avrov D. Avoa D*(P) 142. 

k.—cov bef r. т. B. 

visit Moses from a distance. See also 
Numb. x. 29 ff. vlog ved Exod. ii. 
22; iv. 20; xviii. 3. 80. ёт. Teco. | 
This follows from tho tradition of ver. 23, 
combined with Exod. vii. 7, *Moses in 
palatio Pharaonis degit XL annos, in Mi- 
diane XL annos, et ministravit Israel xu 
annos. Bereshith Rabba, f. 115. 3. (Mey.) 

Zwàa] Horeb, Exod. iii. 1. But 
both were points of the same mountain 

,and the names were convertibly used. 
In Exod., Levit., and Numb., the law is said 
to bave been given from Sinai; in Deut. 
from Horeb. 'The desert of Mount Sina' 
is the desert in which Mt. S. is situated. 
So ‘the Peak of Derbyshire,’ originally no 
doubt some single hill, has come to mean 
the whole district in which that hill is 
situated. бууд Неге, ав соп- 
tinually in the О. Т., the angel bears the 
authority und presence of God Himself: 
which angel, since God giveth not his 
glory to another, must have been the gregt 
Angel of the covenant, the vp qu of Isa. 
Ixiii. 9, ' (he Angel of His Presence, —the 

for rup., Geos Е. 
eroApygey N. 

for Ist clause, xa: єуєуето porn 
aft ижод. ins cov ex C! [syrr sth]: ex С2Е 

rec for еф, ev (corrn to suit Lxx), with EHP 
txt ABCD'N p.—for ep е, ov D! : add су C(cv» C!) lect-13 arm. 

86 Chr, : 

Sow or Gop. See below on «ls Siarayás 
AMA, ver. 58. Stier remarks, that 
this second appearance of God, to Moses (see 
ver. 2), introduces the legal dispensation, as 
the first, to Abraham, the patriarchal. 
The readings of the LXX, as well as of our 
text, vary between тир} фЛоубѕ (B) and 
$Aoyl wupés (А). The Heb. is cwr35. 
The construction is, in the fiery flame (or, 
the flaming fire) of а bush. 32.] 
The order of Exod. iii. 6, is bere somewhat 
varied. The command to put off the shoe 
was given o» the approach of Moses, and 
before these words were spoken. оўк 
#тб\Мд. катау. = «iAaBeiro xareuPrdfat, 
LXX. .. 88.] See Josh. v. 15. Putting 
off the sandals was а mark of reverence. 
The priests performed all their ministra- 
tions barefooted. The Arabs to this day 
continue the practice: they always enter 
their mosques barefooted. Among the 
Pythagoreans it was a maxim, дуитоёттоз 

‚60е к. wposxéye:, Iamblich. vita Pythag 
105 (Mey.). So Juvenal, Sat. vi. 158, 
‘Observant ubi festa mero pede sabbata 
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a here only. 3 elðov тїр “xdxwow TOU AaoU pou той dy Айүйтте, kal ABCDE 
Thucyd. vi. той > grep 0 abr Fxovoa, xai ° катё@т» u éerboOarctpnk 62 init. аүро 77 э 1) а an 

le . A A 
1 

"iur Exo. GUTOUS Kal уйу deũpo atrocrelAw ce eis Alyurtov. 13 
ii. 24. „ ^ ^ Ч ез Gen.xi.8. 85 r οõο tov Моисђу ôv {риђсауто eitrovres Tis сё 
Ехор. iii. 8. 

2 f Het. cl. 6 karéornoev üpyovra kal % дікастцу ; Torov б 005 xai е = Rev. xvii. 
А s * 1 A 2 2 k ` M э 

бев. зх. а. AXO rA кай  Murporv алгёттаМмке» * тїз yepi aryyéXou 
f = Matt. x 

ch. ii. 13, M. тоў ! 6фбёәто$ abr ёр 75 m Baro. 36 оўтос п éEsFyaryev 2 Pet. ii. 1 
al 
"ют AÙTOÙS *7roujcas Р тёрата xai onpeia ё» үў Ay ral 
ver. 27 reff. 

i here only. 
Lev. хит. 31, év 4ёрибр& ÜaXácoy xai ё» TH épnuw ern reacepáxovra. 
33 . е ^ € ^ ^ M. inves 37 ойтос̧ ёст б Movotf ó elmas тоф о Ip 
oniy. ү, e a p? , e ` 2 ^ э a е ^ k ei», - 1cor. ТЇрофтут ші» "ауаестт}те› б 0е0 ёк тё» adeddoy брди 

1 eh. ii. 3 reff. m ver. 90 reff. n absol., Mark xv. 20. ch. +. 19. о = ch. i. 22. John 
xii. 37 а N. T. alw. w. Cht., ch. ii. 19, 18 als. Matt. xxiv. 24 | Mk. John іт. 18. Rom 1. p in N. 
xv. 19. 2 Сог. zii, 12. 2 Thess. ii. 9. Heb. il. 4 only. Exon. хі. 10. 

т — Matt. xxii. 24. ch. iii. 22, from Dror. xviii. 15, 18. 

94. ka: Ser уар Dl. 
акткоа D 9. vun СЗ. 

om pov piſ and lat](ins D*). 

а Heb. xi. 29 only. Exod. x. 19. 

for avrwy, avrov BD Syr] 
rec атостеле, with HP rel (Aere, thoug 

алотта\о is accordg to Lxx, the corra to -eAw was so very obvious, that I have re- 
tained the more unusual form, op as the authorities in its favour are so strong): 

Chr. ахоттеМ\ё a: txt ABCDEN c p 
85. aft катт. ins e$ nj» CDN p 36; e$ nuas E k o Chr Thi-fin: so, tol Syr syr-w- 

ast coptt sth arm (corrn to suit Lxx and ver 27): om ABHP rel vulg Thl-sif. 
rec om 2nd каг, with ACHP rel vulg [Syr coptt arm] Chr: ins BDE p вуг: it is 
supplied by №! or N сотт!. 
Avrpernr 8:кастпь №. 

apxnyov А а h Chr,. 
rec avec rever, with CHP rel Chr: txt ABDER c P. 

for Autperny, Sixarryy N! : 

rec (for avv) ev, with HPN rel 36 D-lat (Syr copt sth arm] Chr. P]: per manum vos: 
txt ABC D 1 E c p 18 vulg вуг sah Chr, (ev has appy arisen from á confusion with 
the last sy l of атєтталкеу. I cannot see the force of Meyer's reasoning, that avr 
is a corrn setting forth more strikingly the superhuman powers of Moses). 

36. ins o bef roma D![-gr]. 
EHPN Chr,. 
txt ABCEHPN h k 1 m o p 36 sah Chr.. 

87. om lst о DH a b? c e f h o [Chr.]. 
with EHP rel 36 Chr: txt ABCDN p. 

for yn, ту BC m D-lat sah: om b! : txt A D- gr 
rec aryurrov, with D rel (vulg E?-lat syrr copt eth arm] Thl-fin: 

rec eire (corra fo more usual form), 
rec ins курго bef o Geos, with CEHP rel 

[Syr copt arm Chr,): om ABDN p vulg sah eth: for eos, корооз syr Chr.]. 
rec aft @eos ins идо», with [P] b m 18: удеу EH rel ТЫ: om ABDN p vulg syrr 
coptt eth [arm]. om vuæv N. 

reges.“ On the sanctity of the place, 
Chrys. remarke,—ol8apoi vaós, к. ô тбтоѕ 
& y тӯ dripaveig x. dvepyelg тод xpirrod. 

84.] Bòr «Їбоу, LXX. Emphatic, 
to express the mn 1 of the Heb., as 
often elsewhere. The instances common! 
cited from the classics, of the phrase $ev- 
«ушу ёкфебуєу, Herod. v. 95; Aristoph. 
Acharn. 177; Nub. 168; Eur. Phon. 1231, 
&c., do not apply : for, as Porson observes, 
*in his locis simplici verbo conatus, compo- 
sito effectus indicatur." ётост‹ОХе] 
погізі subjunctive, as LXX, Exod. iii. 10. 
Bee Winer, edn. 6, $ 41. a. 4. a. 85.1 
The second тойто» is repeated emphati- 
cally. So обтоѕ again, vv. 36, 87, 38 [to 
impress on them God’s choice of one 
whom they rejected]. Я 
ver. 27. The rejecter of Moses there is 
regarded as the representative of the 
sation: see note on abTois, ver. 26. In 

this express mention of the rejection of 
Moses by the Jews and his election and 
mission by God, the parallel of Jesus 
Christ is no doubt in Stephen's mind, and 
the inference intended to be drawn, that 
it does not follow that Gop REJECTS 
those whom THEY REJECTED. The 
difficulty of dwioraAxev has caused it to 
be altered into the historic tense, àr- 
érre er. But the perf. sets forth not 
only the fact of God's sending Moses then, 
but the endurance of his mission till now 
— him hath God sent: with a closer 
reference than before, to Him whom God 
had sow exalted as the true Épxorra x. 
AvTperf». See ch. v. 31. a Асы 
ch. iii. 22, notes. Our text has probably 
been altered to agree verbally with the 
former citation. 88.] yívoua: perd is 
not a Hebraism, as Kuin. : see reff. 
That Moses conversed with both the Angel 
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vii. 29. 

év тў php * pera тоў a тоў % айтф év = 15 11 
TQ dpe, Xuvà Kal тфу ' патёрюу " ўш, ds " 28е Ёато * №- «= "LI 32, 
yia. 7 бута = Sovvas muir, 39 dj ove nOEAnoay v cool es Deut. 

бее, 1 
xxxi. 30). 

ryever Bat ot" Tarépes * иб», dd b атпюсарто кад * ќатра- v 30 jeff 
фтрсар èv rais кар${а& атфи eis Аїүуттор, 90 eivróvres T 

теб ті. 

x Кош. iti. 2. 

"Aapov * Поѓйооу йи» Îeoùs o троторейсоутоц рё б 1 Pei iv 11 
do f M ds 8 a А; ES: 4,10 fl. yàp woc оўто$, ёРуаүе» "Ls ёк n Aiyúm- zira 11 3. 

* TOU, ойк old aner tl b éyévero f ar. I xai ' €pooxorrai- "Heb i fe. 
23. 

сау ё» rais Hpyépais éxelvais kal Vávifyaryoy к Qvaíav тф ‚ Sein, | 
e N, xal '®єйфрайуорто dv тоў ®ёрүо TOv "хєрФ» Ek. 2. 11 

d 
азс ү 9. РЫІ. й. 8 only. Prov. iv. 3. b ver. 27. Jer. ii. 37. de Matt. 2vill. 

1. 6. Lam. 1. 20. see ver. 42. d Exon. xxzii. 1. е Latet 76 only. Exod. 
99 r3 ub x. 13. f constr., Rev. li. 28. Ш. 12. Б see ver. 36 h Matt. 
vili. а 1 Macc. iv. N. і here calz t. Exon. xxxii. 8. j= = here only. 3 Kings 
ili. 1 k abs., Matt. ix. 13. Heb. viii. 3 al. Gen. xlvi. 1. 11 Cor. x. 19 reff. 

zd we Luke xii. 19. Rom. xv. 10. 2 Cor. " Gal. iv. 27. w. dy, Rev. xviii. 20. 1 Kings ii. 1. 
n Rev. із. 30 (Heb. i. 10, from Ps. сі. 25; only. Ра. „ш: 15. Isa. zzzvii. 19. 

woe D!. гес aft eue ins avrov axova«a0e (from Lxx), with CDE (axoveo6« D![?], 
г» Tn n E-lat!) rel 36 vulg syrr copt [eth arm]: om ABHPNafghlm p sah 

r -Bi 
38. om 2nd rov D'(ins D). vum N: om e. for edet., eteAetaro B. 

эш» [B] М. 
89. for в, от: D. (aA Aa, во ABCDEHN k о) ажєстр. D m. 

aft єстр. ins xat Ni(but corrd). rec om ev, with DEH rel vulg Chr, ты Iren-int, : 
ins ABCN 36. 40 [coptt Cyr-p] Did-c. 

40. eirarres D. 

Ty карда HP rel вуг copt E Chr, Thl 
Iren-int,: txt ABCDE p 36. 40 vulg Syr æth-rom [arm]. 

aft ovros ins o аубротоѕ N. 
om ауто» 

o cta yayev E. rec 
yeyover (corrn to Lxx, Exod xxxii. 1), with DEH p rel Chr,: txt ABCN 36. 

41. for aynyayor, аттууоуто О! (оутуоуто D-corr! : 

of the covenant and our fathers, implies 
that he was the mediafor between them, 
as indeed ds 5 ат. Ady. (. more plainly 
declares: dxxAnotg probably, the as- 
sembly held (Exod. xix.) for the promul- 
gation of the law at Mt. Sinai, not ‘the 
Church’ generally : but the article does not 
determine this: it would be expressed, 
whichever meaning we take. Wordsw. ob- 
serves on the meaning which the words 
4 ёккАтсіа ё» Tj épfip carry for the 
student of Christian prophecy, Rev. xii. 
1—8. {evra} living, see reff., 
not = (werootrra (Grot., Kuin.), ‘ life- 
giving: still less to bo understood ‘given 
vid voce (Pisce. Alberti). So Soph. Œd. 
Tyr. 482, rà perdupara yas dwovorgl (wr | 
partela: та & aiel | (бута wepirorara:. 

39.] Another instance, brou Mss in 
home мр by the words oi 

rejection of God's appoisisd 
hund er and. servant. ёстрёфтса» } 
they turned back in their heart to Egypt : 
not, ‘they wished to return to Egypt, of 
which in Exod. xxxii. there is no trace (but 
later, in Num. xiv. 4), and which would 
hardly suit рокер pevoorra:; but they 
apostatized in heart to the Egyptian idola- 
tries.’ The very title by which Aaron 

txt D-corr). 

roclaims his idol, is, ‘These be thy gods, 
D Israel, which brought thee up ош! of 
the land of Egypt,’ Exod. xxxii. 4. See 
also Neh. ix. 18. 40. протор.] As 
God had done in the pillar of the cloud 
and fire. The plural is not (as Kuin.) put 
for бебу, but is used categorically : not per- 
haps without implying also, that the only 
two religions were, the worship of Jelio- 
vah, and that of idols, a multitude. The 
pora is nsed by Aaron, see above. 
n the ofros may be implied, as Meyer 

suggests, ‘who was the strong opponent 
of idolatry.’ 41.2 5 
apparently in imitation of Apis, a bul 
worshipped at Memphis as the living sym- 
bol of Osiris. Herod. iii. 28. Diocl. Sic. 
i, 21. Strabo, xvii. 805 (Winer, Realw. 
‘ Kalb’). The oz was a common symbolic 
form of idols in the East; it was one of the 
cherubic forms, Ezek. i. 10; and the most 
recent discoveries at Nineveh have brought 
to light colossal bulls. Sir Gardiner Wil- 
kinson (second series, ii. 97, Winer) thinks 
the golden calves of Israel to have been 
imitations of Mnevis, a bull kept at Helio- 
polis (Diod. Sic. i. 21. Strabo, xvii. 803) 
as а living symbol of the sun. Jeroboam 
afterwards set up golden calves at Bethel 
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abr. < ° стрефеєу 69 0 Üeós xai Y тарёдокєу aùroùs ABCDE 
а 

hk 
ор 

р = Rom. i. 

24, 26, 28. 

VII. 

qvéyxaTé цог ёта reacepdxoyra v TH ,], оїкоѕ Ip, 
cone here 48 wal i буаВете тўр emi тод Молбу, кай тд * dorpoy 

zialen тоб cob "Рефар, robe 7 rurrous obs ётоијсате mposxuveiv 
бошу 007905 ; Kal * реток d hãs *éméxewa BaBvrdvos. 

veh. l. reff w Sr here caly. (ch. 12, 18. M. жай Si. Eph vi. 13, 16. 1 Tun. ie 10) Lee 
axi. 25. ch. xxvii. 20. Luke only, exc. 
421)1.c. only. Jos. Antt. 1. 19. 8, 10. 
27. Hag. Ii. 19. 

49. aft єстр. 8e ins avrovs C sah. 

eb. хі. 12 (from Exod. xxzii. 13). 
2 ver. é reff, & here 

om rwr D. 

. y z- here only. (ver. 
only. = Tea. xvill. 1. of time, Lev. эх}. 

er тт ep. ox. 10. bef ern 
тес. (see LXX-A) A: ev rn epgnuw is in the margin of B: ev ep. bef ern rec. a h. 
at end ins Aeye: куро C [Cyr-p, }. 

43. rec aft 0«ov ins ишо» (corrn to suit Lxx), with ACE НЕ rel vulg syr copt 
[eth Cm]: дог» a! 1: om BD Syr sah arm Orig, Iren-int, 

[Orig,] Chr, Thl-fin : peupau D [vulg Iren-int,]: poupa B [Orig-ms]: poppa» with rel 
Ni [Chr-ms]: pe p vulg-msa( Lachm) [arm]: peda 

ilas,. rec peppar, 

: peppa о: peppar h К 1 (Ec: 
[peppar P :] papay 180 Just: txt (A) CE( NZ) g 13. 36 Syr y Beas coptt Orig · ma 
Thdrt Thl-sif Jer. —9a:9a» AN? [ Cyr- pi]. 
illas partes D-lat, in partem E- lat. 

and Dan, and with the same proclamation: 
see 1 Kings xii. 28. . {стрефєу) 
neuter, changed,—turned, as дғастрёро, 
ch. xv. 16. No word, as éavró», or rjr 
yréuny, or Tb xpósexov айтой, need be 
supplied: nor must #отр. к. rap. be ren- 
dered ‘again delivered them’ (Vitring., De 
Dieu, 1), a Hebraism which has no place 
in the N. T. (Mey.): nor must we under- 
stand at’rots (as C in var. readd.),— 
God turned them; for, though philolo- 
gically there is no objection to this, the 
sense requires that forpeer should form 
an introduction to wapé8axer—God, who 
had hitherto watched over them for good, 
now provoked by their rebellion, turned, 
and delivered them up to their own ways. 

not ‘suffered them to 
Fall into :? all these explainings away of 
the strong expressions of Scripture belong 
to the rationulistic school of interpreters 
(which is not modern merely: even 
Chrysostom has here eface): it was a 
judicial delivering up, not a mere lettin 
alone, see reff. тў стр. т. ойр. 
This fact is not mentioned in the Pen- 
tateuch, but may refer to the worship 
of Baal. In aftertimes we have frequent 
traces of star-worship: see 2 Kings xvii. 
16; xxi. 8,5; xxiii. 4, 5; Jer. xix. 18; 
Zeph. i. 5. See also Deut. iv. 19; xvii. 
8; Job xxxi. 26. PIBA. т. wpod. 
The book of tbe prophete, 5 
whole. The citation (ref.) is from the 
LXX. py oddy. x. 9.] A question 
usually preceding a negative answer, see 
Matt. vii. 9; Rom. xi. 1; 1 Cor. ix. 
8 al.: but not always: see Matt. xii. 23 

for ewex., exi (ra une) D'(txt Di); in 

(xxvi. 22); John iv. 29; viii. 22. Winer, 
edn. 6, $ 67. 3, b. There is no stress on 
pol (‘Is it to Me that ye offered, &c. (i. e. 
to me only F) as Rosenm., Heinr., Olsh., 
Kuin., Stier: the position of до! in the 
sentence will not allow of this). I should 
take the question here according to the 
usual construction, and understand it as 
a reproach, implying that God does not 
receive as offered to Him, sacrifices in 
which He has been imade to share with 
idols :—it is not true that ye offered to 
Me (but no stress on Me) sacrifices, &c. ; 
‘I regard it as never having happened.’ 

48.) The answer, by God Himself: 
Yea, üveAáfere, yo (took up, i. е.) carried 
about with you, (not My tabernacle as 
your sole or chief holy place, but) the taber- 
nacle (газо, the portable tent for théimage: 
Diod. Sic. xx. 65, mentions the lepà oxnrh 
in the Carthaginian camp) of M., &c. 
dd ee was sot the soli dishonourer, i 
а dishonourer, of the holy place—their 
fathers had done it before. Моћу] 
So the LXX : the Heb. has Doy»o, ‘of your 
king;'—the LXX probably followed an- 
other reading (c is actually found in 577 
Kennicot and 440! De Rossi), or perhaps 
explained the expression by the cognate 
name ofthis god. Moloch (Winer, Realw.) 
was the Phonician Saturn: bis image was 
of brass with the head of an ox, aud out- 
stretched arms of a man, hollow; and 
human sacrifices (of children) were offered, 
by laying them in these arms and heating 
the image by a fire kindled within. The 
rigid prohibitions of the worship of Moloch 
(Lev. xviii. 21; xx. 2—5) were openly 

13 
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4 j сктру?) ToU ° џартиріоо hv тоф * татраоу °дфь» év» Bean 

T épriuo, каба * Gverd£aro б A TQ Movoaf) тойса zona 
ccb. v. 30 reff. э S, * ` e , $ е / 45 * f 7 

auriy xarà tov "TvTov by éwpaxer, hv xal f es “ 4 mid, ch. 
X X „ x xX v. 23. 

yov 8 8:а8єЁарєрог oi °татёре$ * judy perà “Inood ё» тў 1 . ug 
i. 5 only t. hparacxéce Tov ёбии {Фи кёсеу ó бед ато ! Tpos- e= Her ios, 

хат. 40. Phil. lil. 17 al. 
h ver. 5 only. Num. zzzii. 5. 

xxiv. 9. 

f = here only. Ken. Rep. Ath. ii. 3. 
i attr., ch. i. 1 reff. 

lch. v. 41. Вее. zx. 11. Num. xx. 6. Охот. хі. 23. 

from Exop. 
к hers only. 2 Chron. xzxi. 12. 

k = here (ch. zzvii. 39) only. Jer. 

44 rec ins ev bef rors, with D! E-gr k? 86 вуг Thl-fin : [eum vulg-clem am’, apud 
wth :] om ABCD*PN p rel am! fuld lux ACE Chr, Thl.sif. 

om ё D. 
eopaxev DH, eepaxev E 36. . 

om k m 13. era£aro Ni. 
wal. . uro (? waparuwov) D'(txt D‘). 

45. u. с7соу» D', cum jesum D- lat. 

transgressed by Ahaz, 2 Kings xvi. 3; by 
Manasseh, ib. xxi. 6; see also xxiii. 10; 
Jer. vii. 31; xxxii. 35. In the kingdom 
of Israel this abomination had been long 
practised, see 2 Kings xvii. 17; Ezek. xxiii. 
87. We find traces of it at Carthage (Diod. 
Sic. xx. 14), among the Phonicians (Q. 
Curt. iv. 8. 23. Euseb. laud. Const. xiii. 4. 
Porphyr. de Abstin. ii. 56), —among the 
Cretans and Rhodians (Porphyr. ibid.), 
and the Assyrian colonists at Sepharvaim, 
2 Kings xvii. 31. 1d бстроу Tov 0.'Pe- 
$érv] Heb. ууз, Chiün; but what the mean- 
ing of either this or Papas (LXX) is, we 
have nothing but conjecture to inform us. 
The principal opinions have been (1) that 
of Kircher, who maintains ‘Pegdy (Pod-) 
to be a Coptic word, signifying the planet 
Saturn, and answering to the Arabic 
* Kewan :’ (2) that of Hengstenberg, Au- 
thentie des Pentat. 110 ff., who entirely 
repudiates Kircher's interpretation, and 
supposes Pd to have arisen from a mis- 
reading of үт for үг. But Winer (Realw.) 
prefers the former opinion, and supports it 
by the authority of eminent modern Coptic 
and Arabic scholars. De Wette and 
Hengstenberg believe rw? to be an appella- 
tive noun, and would render it, Geftell, the 
carriage or frame, on which the star or 
image was carried: ‘imaginem idolorum 
vestrorum, Vulg. Amos. l.c. Wordsw. 
after Cyr. alex. in Catena, supposes pepdy to 
signify oxér:opa, от blindness, and suggests 
that the name may have been one given by 
the Jews in contempt, like Beelzebub, to 
the вой of Ње Ekronites. See Smith, 
Bibl. Dict., art. Remphan. BaBvAévos | 
Дараскод, LXX and Heb. The fulfilment 
of the prophecy would make it very natural 
to substitute that name which had become 
inseparably associated with the captivity. 

44. ў ox. T. papr.] In opposition 
to the ox. just mentioned : but also in pur- 
suance of one of the great aims of the 
speech, £o shew that holiness is not con- 
Jined to locality or building. This part of 

vu Ago: 
autn (sic) N. ката TO 

є{єосеу E N(but corrd) 5. 18. 180. 

his subject Stephen now enters on moro 
particolar Я The words ў ск. т. нарт. 
are the LXX rendering of w] nk (Num. 
xvi. 18, 19 al.) ‘the tabernacle of the as- 
sembly * (or ‘ congregation,’ E. V.) They 
apparently derived the latter word from 
TY, ‘testatus est,’ instead of , con- 

stituit.’ тотоу] (ref.): another con- 
trast, cf. Tówovs obs éeworhoare, ver. 43. 

45. elejy.] absolute: introduced, 
viz. els rhv уйу :—not connected with ёғ 

0 xaracy.,—see below. 8:08] 
ving inherited it, i.e. succeeded to its 

custody and privileges. The sense of *suc- 
cessores,' qui majores exceperunt, is un- 
grammatical; as also is that of posten,“ 
* deinceps." iv Tj кетасухќсе) at 
(or in^) their taking possession, Trie 
Vulg. rendering, *1п possessionem gen- 
tium,’ is philologically inadmissible ; in 
terram a gentibus occupatam ’ (Calvin, De 
Dieu, Grot., Kuin.) is still worse. The 

ge of the LXX, Num. xxxii. 5, 30047e 
p yf) абтэу Tois olkérais тоу èv катосҳќсе, 
brought forward to justify these render- 
ings, is directly against them. The word 
is one of those examples of verbal nouns in 
-ots where the meaning hovers uncertainly 
between the act of doing and the thing 
done. Such is often the case with xavx7- 
ois in St. Paul. Cf. for a very near ap- 
proach to the concrete meaning of this 
word, Num. xxvii. 4, 7. But, abstract or 
concrete, it always, as might be expected 
from the very composition of the word, is 
used of that final and settled possession 
which Israel took of the land, not of that 
transitory possession from which the gentes 
were driven out. So that Wordsw.’s 
rendering, “the portion, or ion of 
the Gentiles,” is out of the question. 

The martyr combines rapidly a con- 
siderable period, during which this xará- 
‘oxeots and this expulsion was taking place 
(for it was not complete till the time of 
David) in order to arrive at the next 
great event of his history, the substitution 
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m-1Timi 0700 ТӨР *rarépov ud, 4 ёо TOv r)uepGv Aaveid, $$ ABCDE 
18. ; 2 с hie 

eb э. ep. 8 уаргу ehrte той беой xai °тутїтато P ebpeiv yis . Gen. 7 ^ ^ 7 5а А 

Si 10. | 40 крда, тф * беф ІакоВ: 47 XoXoudv de r @ к oå un- A 

"werelüpe) тєр abr ' оїкоу. 48 AAN ойу б "Oros év * уєротоі- ch. Ui. 14 reff, p . UX жер 

pe Есе i! rote u karoucet, kalas б mpodyTns Met, 59 "О obpavos р Psa. сккті. 
6. = Heb. 

xii. 17. see 
Hos. xii. 8. 

pot Opovos, т) è «ij v rorõdiov tv Today дош x тофор 
а Petits "olov г оікодоџл)аєтё до, eyes курю, 7) Tis У TOS 

xxviii. б. 
Matt. vii. 24 
30. Luke ví. 
48, 49 (but 
oixtay). 

8 abs., Luke i. 
52, 35, 76. vi. 35 only. Deut. хкї!. 6 al. 

only. Isa. Ii. 18. u of 
i v 124. la vi. 1. wch. il. 

only. Exod. xxziil. 3, 5 al. e here only. 
f here only. Num. xxvii. 14. Herodian vi. 3. 

46. om yrncaro Ni. 
rel 36 vulg syrr [coptt sth arm] Chr,. 

47. талде» АС: caAouor N. 
Thl-sif. 

48. о ёе W. ov(om ov D. lat) каток. ev хер. D. 
m ch xvii. 4), with HP rel 86 [arm] Chr, Aug, : om ABCDEN 

for кабоәз, ws 
49. for ио, pov Di(tzt D*): add eeri» D. 

for rts, жооў 

planatory gloss : or 
p vulg syrr coptt th Pamph-int,. 

вуг [arm ]). окодортсете В 42. 
«сту D [ k] 13 Thdrt,. 

b. 
ii. 21. . Ul. 1 
тей. "m Е ch. 

God, ch. vil. 94. Matt. xx 
lvii. 18. h. il. 36 

a Heb. iii. 11, 18. iv. 1, 3, &c., only. Deut. zii. 9. = Ps. cxxxi. 14. 

тктуюна bef evp. D. 

otxod. B'(sic: see table) D. 

Ths * кататалсєос pov ; 50 ойу 7) * yelp pov émoínacvy тадта 
парта; 51° cxdnpotpaxnrot кай *** йлтєрїтшлүто. TÀ * kapbía 
«al то ° dci», Upeis del TQ mrevpate TQ di fàvrvr(- 

t ch. xvii. 24. Mark ziv. 68. Eph. ii. 11. Heb. ix. 11, 94 
7 oniy. Jaee Eph. il. 32.) Pe. il. В. Isa. 

v. 7 reff. y = ch. 15 31. 
а вее ch. xi. 31 ref here 

e Jer. vi. 10, d Ezek. xliv. 7. Jer. ix. 20. 

* око BDHN! : бе» АСЕРМ? 

«ауто CH 

rec aft херот. ins yaoi (ex- 

: кабех xa: E-gr(nnd lat?) 76. 
ка т) yn (ae Lxx-B) В vss(not vulg 

(s LIX) D. at end add 

50. ravra bef Tavra (cf LXX) ACDEP 1 m: txt ВНК p rel [vulg syrr Cyr-p,]. 
51. for rn кард:а, rapd als (corrd to plur to suit the plur subject) ACD err p. : тоў 

xapSiais N с Chr, [cordsbus vulg вуг wth arm]: j В(віс: see tab 

of the temple of Solomon for the taber- 
nacle. 46. то] asked permis- 
sion, see 2 Sam. vii. 2 ff, in which this 
request is made through Nathan the pro- 
phet, and at first conceded by Nathan, 
thongh afterwards, on a revelation made 
from God, denied :—not ‘wished (Grot., 
Kuin.: ‘desired,’ E. V.). The vow (a 
species of prayer) here referred to, is de- 
fined by the words «$peiv oxjvepa, to be 
that mentioned Ps. схххі. 1—5 (LXX). 

48.] But, though Solomon built 
Him an house, we are not to suppose, for 
all that, that He is confined to earthly 
spots. кодов & wp. A.] We have iu 
substance the same declaration by Solomon 
himself at the dedication of his temple, 
1 Kings viii. 27; see also the beautiful 
prayer of David, 1 Chron. xxix. 10—19. 
The citation is freely from the LXX. 
The student will not fail to be interested in 
observing the apparent reference to this de- 
claration in Stephen's apology, by St. Paul, 
ch. xvii. 24. 51.] I do not think there 
ів any occasion to suppose an interruption | 

m the audience to have occasioned this 
outbreak of holy indignation. At each se- 
parate recital (vv. 9, 25, 35, 39 ff.) he has 
dwelt, with continually increasing fervour, 

e): txt EHP 

on the rebellions against and rejections of 
God by His people. He has now brought 
down the history to the establishment of 
the temple worship. From Solomon’s time 
to bis own, he saw but a succession of 
apostasies, idolatries, rejection of God's 
prophet: ee dark and loathsome cata- 
ogue, terminated by the betrayal and 
murder of the Just One Himself. It is 
not at all beyond probability, to believe 
that the zeal of his fervent spirit was by 
the view of this, the filling up of the mea- 
sure of their iniquities, kindled into a flame 
of inspired invective. I find that this is 
also Neander’s view, in opposition to the 
gencrality of Commentators (P. п. L., p. 92), 
as also that of Prof. Hackett, in his com- 
mentary on the Acts: and I cannot but 
think it far the most probable. ér»ravéa 
Abr karapopixðs TQ AG xx pnrai. 
oA jr» vad)ncia néAXorros афтой àro- 
Ovfoxei* kal yàp xal Tobro ola ab rb 
el8éva:, Chrysost. скћр. к. ётер.] 
Words and figures familiar to the propheta 
in speaking of the rebellious Israel: see, 
besides reff., Deut. ix. 6, 13; Neh. ix. 16:— 
Deut. x. 16; xxx. 6 Heb. See also Rom. 
ii. 29. ©су) I should hardly think of 
any allusion to Ps. xl. (xxxix.) 6,— because 
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rere, 6 dx oi P татёрес ® bye xal dhe. 52 rb TÕV тро- eMe u 10, DuU фт ойк !ё0іоёар oi ^ marépes ^ орь; ка} йтёктеуау h H i, 25 reft. 
» ^ att. v. 10, CDEHP TOU; * rpoxatayyeiAavras тері ijs ! ёейсєос тоў m Buxaíov, 1 chia., 

» EX Na bf g Ф ^ ^ 
i 

| bkim 00 VUP des " продотаг xal °doveis eyéverOe, 53 P or, ii f 
k ch. ili. 18 

81 

Here tov удро» ‘eis *Siatayds ayyédwv ка} ойк 
5% Ax’ , ё tavta ° д‹єтріоуто та ne = ch р ш. 14. 

n Luke vi. 16. 2 Tim. Ш. 4 only . 2 Macc. v. 15. . 13, 33 
o Matt. zzii. 7. ch. UL 14, xzviil. 4. 1 Pet. iv. 15. Rev. zi 

2 , 

t ébvAa£are. 
M. 1 Pet. iil. 18. eee James v. б. 

ix. 31 compl. Wied. xii. бошу. 
iv. 13 at. os. Lill. 1. 
Gal. iii. 19, = ch. кті. 4 reff, 

р rel [tol] spec Syr coptt [ Eus,] Ath, Csr-j 
for ws, кабоѕ D 

62. for o: war. un., екеуи D'(txt De). 
т. (ins туз D?) eA, Di. 

= ch. x. 
y — ch. ii. 39. Уй. 20. 

ins ко; bef ver DI[- 

8. xxii. 15 only. 4 Kings 
41 reff. q = John vii. 39. Rom. 

s Rom. xiii. 2 only. Exraiv.llonly. see 
uch. v. 33 only . 1 Chron. xz. 3 only. 

er, [Orig-int,].—add эшм» N o (Syr sah]. 
om ка dues D [Orig-int, ]. 

атект. avTovs тооз TpoKaTayyeAAorTas 
rec yevyevnote (corra to appy more suitable tense, see 

note), with HP rel Chr, ТЫ: txt ABCDEN k p Orig, [Cyr-p, ]. 
68. ефилагєофде А. 

the LXX have rendered ‘mine ears hast 
thou opened by сёра катурт(со цо. 
T чу. т. dy. Arr.] Apparently a reference 
to Isa. 1х1. 10. e instances as yet had 
been confined to ol war. ö.: now he has 
arrived at their own times. The wo are 
taken up again in the next verse. 
53. tiva т. po .] See Matt. xxiii. 31 ff.: 
2 Chron. xxxvi. 16: where the same general 
erpressions are used of their persecuting 
the prophets. Such sayings are not to be 
pressed to the letter, but represent the 
uniform attitude of disobedience and hoe- 
tility which they assumed to the messengers 
2 God. See also S rable, wee xxi. 

А TOUS прок. office of all the 
prophete, see ch. iii. 18. 3 is 
repeated, to connect them, by this title, 
with Him, whom they announced. 
тоё Butafov] Schüttg. vol. ii. p. 18, has 
shewn from the Rabbinical writings that 
this name was used by the Jews to de- 
signate the Messiah. reff. and note on 
James v. 6. т ] Ву Judas’s 
treachery, of which the Sanhedrists һай 
been the accomplices; Matt. xxvi. 14—16: 
—oveis, by the hands of the Romans; ch. 
ii. 28, note. is preferable not 
only on account of its manuscript autho- 
rity, but as being the Aistorical tense, like 
the rest. It was probably altered to the 

ect, as suiting the fime then present, 
т than the aorist. 68.] The use 

of olrwes, instead of ol, во very frequent 
in the Acts and Epistles, occurs when the 
clause introduced = it contains a Ает 
explanation of the position or classification 
of the person or persons alluded to, and 
not when the relative serves for simple 
identification. See Rom. i. 25, 32. 
els атау ёуүдеу) Many explanations 
have been given. Chrys. 8:атахбёрта 
rau Абуев, Tò» ёүҳерісдбута aig 8. 

Vor. 11. | 

Aye No thy b60évra айтф dv тё Báro: 
and (Ec. э›бдо> AaBórras Stardies Axor 
Ta, alrives lodyyeAor éxolovy wodrrelay 
хе» тобѕ AO %, abróvy. Heinsius 
and Lightfoot understand by ёууќА. the 
prophets: Grot., Calov., and Krebs, 'pre- 
sentibus angelorum ordinibus, taking ĉia- 
таубз = Biardteis in the sense of divi- 
sions of art army (Judith viii. 36), in which 
it never occurs, — not to say that eis will 
not bear this: Beza, Calv., Pisc., Elsn., 
Hamm., Kuin., &c., ‘ab angelis promul- 
gatum, which «ls will not bear (é»): 
Winer, Gr., edn. 6, 8 32. 4, b, *as com- 
mands of angels’ (but see below), which, 
however, was not the fact (Mey., who 
refers to Jos. Antt. xv. 5. 3, ubs Trà kdA- 
мета TOy 8оуцётеу ка} rà d rr Tov 
фу ois убио By dyyéAwy тара ToU беоб 
paðórræv) :—the Syriac version, ‘per man- 
datum angelorum ;—Vulg. and Calv., 
‘in dispositione (or -onibus) angelorum > 
Schéttg., per ministerium angelorum.’ 
These three last are precluded by the fore- 

ing remarks. The key to the right ren- 
ring seems to be the similar expression 

in ref. Gal, ó »óuos Satrayele Bv åy- 
удеу. The law was given by God, but 
announced by angels. The people received 
God's law then, als Siarayas dyyé\or, 
at the injunction (a sense of biar. amply 
justified, вее Palm and Rost’s lex. Z dratis, 
and Polyb. iv. 19. 10; 87. 5: and preferred 
by Winer in bis last edn., ut supra) of 
angels, So Matt. xii. 41, pererénoay elt 
т xhpvypa "IGra, they repented at the 
preaching of Jonas. The only other le- 
gitimate rendering, ‘as the injunctions of 
angels,’ comes under the objections made to 
Winer’s former view, above. 54—60.) 
EFFROT OF THE SPEECH: STONING OF 
STEPHEN. 64.) Scewp., see note on ref. 

55.) Certainly, in so far as the vision 
G 
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кар$йи$ abr ка} 'éfpvyov ToU; д$б›та$ “ёт айтор. ABCDE 
е , r a 

55 х уларуои 66 У т\рт У wvevpatos ? ayiov, d revioas fgh kl 
» mop 

Rer. i. 7. 
x ch. Ii. 30 reff. 
y Luke iv. ]. 
"ren 9. 

з ch. i. 10 ref. & t: 7) 75 zch. i dorf. & rr TOU Өєоў. 
b — Mark v. 15. 
John іх. 8 al. 

e Luke ii. 33 

uiii. 12). 
xxiv. 31 &c. 
eh. xvi. 14. кті. 3. L.- only, exc. Mark xii. 34. 

е x here only. lea. Hi. 15. 
ziv. 5. nA. Rev. xviil. 21.) ch 

i here bis. L 

64. axovcarres бе avrov D. 
ins avro» E k Syr sah sth. 

55. aft vAnpns ins ire kac N о [Syr copt(Tischdf)]. 
м C1 Thi-fin. 9) тоо 0. єст. D. for т. Geov, avrov 

56. rec ауевғуреуоиз (corrn to more usual word) 
[Nyss, Antch,] Thdrt, : nrearyu. D! : txt ABCR pani Cyr-je 
АСЕМ -ed demid syrr copt arm th-pl] E 

68. aft exB. ins avro» А K 18 [Syr syr-w-ob] sah Thl-fin. 
I! m [v 

of Stephen was supernatural, it was not 
necessary that the material heavens should 
have been visible to him; but from the 
words &rerícas elg тфу оўра+бу it would 
seem that they were. We are not told 
where the Sanhedrim were assembled. It 
does not seem as if they were convened in 
the ordinary session room: it may have 
been in one of the courts of the temple, 
which would give room for more than the 
members of the Sanhedrim to be present, as 
seems to have been the case. doverta | 
A reason why the glorified Saviour was 
seen standing, and not sitting, has been 
pleasingly given by Chrysostom (in Cra- 
mer’s Catena) : тЇ обу srra ка) aby) 
xabhyevoy; Tra delign Th» àrrlànpi» mh» 
eis roy * ка} yap repl ToU warpds 
Aéyera: “ dydora d des. Similarly Gre- 
когу the Great, Hom. ii. 29, vol. i. p. 1572, 
‘Stephanus stantem vidit, quem adjutorem 
habuit. So also Arator, i. 611 ff. p. 124, 
ed. Migne, ‘pro martyre surgit, Quem 
tunc stare videt ; confessio nostra sedentem 
Cum soleat celebrare magis. (See also 
the collect for St. Stephen's day.) But 
not perhaps correctly: for ‘help’ does not 
seem here to be the applicable idea, but the 
confirmation of his aith by the ecstatic 
vision of the Saviour's glory at God's right 
hand. I should be er disposed to 
think that there was reference in the vision 

to that in Zech. iii. 1, where Zech. sees 
ine тд» lepda roy na, ёстёта ярь 
aposémou dyyéAov kvplov. Stephen, under 
accusation of blaspheming the earthly 
temple, їз granted a sight of the heavenly 
temple ; being cited before the Sadducee 

eis tov oùpavòv elev Sokav Өєод кай “Inooby éotara * ёк 
бейф» той Oco, 59 ка} elev 'I0oU ^ ewp oU; oùpavoùs 

ы °Sinvovypévous, ка} tov vióv тод ayvOpurrov * ёк Sear 
57 4 koáEayres 66 % ovi) * peyady ° ouv- 

éryov Ta фта avTOv xal 'Фрилутаь 5 бдобудаёдь» ёт’ аўто», 
(from Exod. 58 yai 3 Ege EEw THs тоћ№еос̧ | éu00B0Xovvr. 

f Matt, vili. $2 |. cb. кіх. 20 only. 1 Kings xv. 19. 3 Macc. х. 16. 

om TavT« Nl. 

у е 
ка oL 

d Matt. xxvil. 50. тег. $^. Rev. vi. 10 al. 2K хіх. 4. 

69, ch. 
= Matt. zi. 90 1. Luke iv. 29. Lev. хіт. 40. . Í. 14 reff. h 

Май. xxi. 36. zziii. 37 ||. (John viii. 6, v. r.) ch. хіт. 6. Heb. xii. 20 only. Exod. viii. 26 al. 

ко hp. те Dl. aft o3. 

iNo. TOP kupioy єк Se. 

, with D-corr! HP rel 36 Epiph, Chr, 
r,. етт. bef ex Sef. 

piph, Chr, [Antch,]. 
aft ext. ins avro» D 

High Priest who believed neither angel 
nor spirit, he is vouchsafed a vision of the 
heavenly Нан PRIIST, standing and 
ministering at the throne amidst the 
angels and just men made perfect. 
56.] This is the only time that our Lord 
is by human lips called the Sox оғ Max 
after His ascension (Rev. i. 18; xiv. 14, 
are not instances). And why here? I 
believe, for this reason. Stephen, full of 
the Holy Ghost, speaking sow not of 
himself at all (ver. 55), but entirely by the 
utterance of the Spirit, repeats the very 
words, Matt. xxvi. 64, in which Jesus Him- 
self, before this council, bad foretold His 
glorification ;—and assures them that that 
exaltation of the Son of Max, which they 
should hereafter witness to their dismay, 
was already beges and actual. 
Що т. w5d.] See Levit. xxiv. 14. Locus 
lapidationis erat extra urbem : omnes enim 
civitates muris cincte» paritatem habent ad 
castra Israelis, Babyl. Sanhedr. ad loc. 
(Meyer.) Cf. also Heb. xiii. 12, 18. 
aX v) they stoned him: an an- 
ticipation of the fact, the details of which 
follow : not, ‘they prepared to stone him > 
nor ‘jam in itinere ad supplicii looam petu- 
lanter eum lapidibus lacessebant (Heinr.): 
nor need we conjecture éAd@odéyour with 
Markland. Stoning was the punishment 
of blaspheming, Levit. xxiv. 16. The ques- 
tion whether this was a legal proceeding on 
sentence, or a tumultuary one, is not easy 
to answer. It would appear from John 
xviii. 81, that the Jews had not legally the 
power of putting any man to death (see 
note there). Certainly, from the narrative 
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k udprupes ! ёлтёбєрто rà (jiárta. айтф» ™ тард ro пбёаѕ k = Deut avil. 
"yeaviou xadoupévov Lavrov, 59 ка) !éAigofSóxovv Toy ett xi 1. 
Lrépavoy ° érimadovpevoy Kai №уорта Корі 'Inco Sé£at 8 

ABCDR то ?туєдџа pov. 60 ч eic && тд r yóvara Eu фоуў 
argar "peyary Кіри, uj) orjons abtois тайтту tiv брартіар, = 
"i? xal тойто eimàv “éxorunln. VIII. 1 Халос 8 Ф * ref. 

. XX. 9 reff. 
л Деба only. " cuvevdoxay TH " ávaipéaes атой. — éyévero 8 év ёкєйл) тў „ ck. f. 2 g, 

480 Mt. J. Eccl. xii. 7. q ch. ig. 40. хх. 36. xxi. 5. Mark xv.19. Luke хай. a pees ge 
3 Kings vlii. 54. т ва above (д), Rom. хі. á reff. Luke v. 8. Heb. xil. 12. ‚ө ver. 57. 

t met., here walr, propr., Matt. xxvi. 16? 2K ziv. 26. Zech. xi. 12. u = 1 Сот. vii. 39 reff. 
* 1 Cor. vii. 12, 13 reff. where only. Num. zi. 16. 

Syr syr-w-ast coptt [sth]. om aur HP a b! fg h 1 m Thi-sif: ins A(B)CDEN 
р rel 36 vss Chr,.—eavr. B. veay. ins ruros D [tol] Syr arm: rov f h 13. 

50. aft ino. ins xpiore C d 40 Chr, [Euther, J. 
60. om 8e D'(-gr)(ins D-corr!) 

om Ni. 
orygous D!(txt 05) d 180 [ornoas С]. 

: T€ е. форту деуаАту D! : фоуту peyadn C! p: p 
add Aeyo» D [vulg-ed] am [demid(not fuld lux) ] spec [Syr] copt: 

ree туру ад. bef Tavr., with EHPN rel [ D-la$ 
Ep-of-ch-Lyons Orig, Bas, Nys, ] Chr, Thdrt, : txt ABCD vulg spec Petr, Iren-int, Cypr,. 

before us, and from the fact of a bloody 
tion baving taken place soon after 

it, it seems that the Jews did, by connivance 
of, or in the absence of the Procurator, 
administer summary punishments of this 
kind. But here no sentence is recorded : 
and perhaps the very violence and zelotic 
character of the execution might constitute 
it, not an encroachment on the power of 
the Procurator, as it would have been if 
strictly in form of law, but a mere out- 
break, and as such it might be allowed to 

unnoticed. That they observed the 
of their own law, in the place and 

manner of the stoning, is no objection to 
this view. pes} See ref. 
[where it is enacted that the hands of the 
witnesses were to be first on the criminal 
to put him to death, and afterward the 
hands of all the people]. They dis- 
encumbered themselves of their loose 
outer garments, ёте elva: кобфо: ка) 
drapard tw ron els Tb. АдоВолеу. Theo- 
port & to keep them. 
uch notices are deeply interesting, when 

we recollect by whom they were in all 
probability carefully inse See ch. xxii. 
19, 20, and note on ch. xxvi. 10 :—from 
which it appears that Saul can certainly 
not have been less than thirty at this time. 
He was a member of the Sanhedrim, and 
soon after was despatched on an E xb 
mission with their authority. 69.] The 
attempt to escape from this direct prayer 
to the Saviour by making 'IncoU the geni- 
tive, and supposing it addressed to the 
Father,—in the face of the ever-recurring 
words xipios Ingo (see Rev. xxii. 20 
especially), and the utter absence of any 

or analogy to justify it,—is onl 
characteristic of the school to which it 
belongs. Yet in this case it has been fa- 

voured even by Bentley and Valcknaer, who 
supposed бебу to have been omitted in the 
text, being absorbed by the preceding - or. 
But if any such accus. bad been used, it 
would certainly have been тӧу деб. 
Sake тд жу. р.) The same prayer in sub- 
stance had been made by our Lord on the 
cross (ref. Luke) to His Father. To Him 
was now committed the key of David. 
Similarly, the young man Saul, in after 
years: wéweiopa: бт: Buvarós dori Thr 
wapabhany pou puddia: els éxelyny thv 
zupa, 2 Tim. i. 12. 60.] The 
more accurate philological Commentators, 
De Wette and Meyer, deny that orfops 
here can, as ordinarily саа, refer to 
weighing (reff. Matt.; Jer. xxxix. (xxxii.) 
10), since not the sin, but the punish- 
ment, would be the thing weighed out, — 
and it would be harsh to take the one 
for the other, in a sentence of this kind, 
Meyer would understand íerdr»a: as op- 
posed to &qiévau Thy àuapríay, * Fix not 
this sin upon them? but Do Wette, as 
seems to me more probably, renders it 
Reckon not this sin to them (‘lay not this 
sin to their charge,' E. V.), supporting this 
by Rom. x. 3. This again was some- 
what similar (though not exactly, see note 
there) to our Lord's prayer, Luke xxiii. 34. 

coin] Not a Christian expres- 
sion only: Wetstein, on Matt. xxvii. 62, 
cites Jewish examples: and we have in 
the Anthology, iii. 1. 10, 7858. Ad å 
Aiwvos 'AxárÜios  leph» бжуоу | кората" 
Orhoxew uh Aéye robs wyadots. But it be- 
came the usual Christian term for death. 
Its use here, when the circumstances, 
and the actors in them, are remembered, 
is singularly touching, from the contrast. 

Cuar. VIII. 1-87 PERSECUTION ОР 
THE CHURCH BY SAUL, CONSEQUENT ON 

a 2 
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x20. x1 fuépg * бюнде péyas lèm тўи éxxdyolav тї» év 'lepo- 
LET сомдо" ↄrdyres $ з йеттартта› катӣ Tas *х®рав Tis 4 
rana “lovdaias xal Xapapelas wri тё dwoorohew. ** cv 

вра Lake exopicav 6 Tov Lrépavoy dvdpes eiue. ка} ётойута» 
desen r d. d xoreroy péyav ёт айтф. 9 Lairos 86 ° éAupalvero тўр 
only. Ezek. , { ` " А , b LL 

А ныт. ékxAgoíav {катй tots olxous & eistropevopevos * сури 
aay. Soph. TE dvòpas ка} yuvaixas ! таре доу eis * pudaxny. 

ec U. bref d bere only. Gen. I. 10. Micah l. 8. e here only. — 2 Chron. xvi. 10. and constr., 
Ps. xxix. 13. f -: Lake ziii. 22. ix. 6. viii. 1. g cd. Ш. 2. Mark i. 21 al John 

i eonstr., Luke zai. 12. zziv. 7. cb. xxi. 8. ch. ziv, 19. xvil.6. Rev. xii. 4 оч, 2 Kings at 2 19 reff. 3 Kings { 
. ch. v. 19 reff. хх. 3. xxii. 4. 3 Cor.iv.1lal. Isa. zzziv. 2 al. 

Cuar. VIII. 1. М o join c . . . avrov to ch vii. aft peyas ins ка: Ae -E 
D sah. тес varres Te, with А k o: om 8e № 13. 47: кап каутез N? [et omnes vulg 
Syr wth]: txt BCDEHP р rel вуг сор Ps-Eus Isid, Chr,. om 75s D'(ins D:). 

aft aroc. add oi epeiway ev iepovzaA nu D! sah Aug). 
9. cuvnopicarres [omg ĝe] D!-gr(txt m cvrexouicarro b o. for 8e, re D'(and 

lat) E-gr wth. rec exoimcarro, with EHP rel Chr.: txt ABCDN K p Chr, Thdrt,. 
8. o 3e c. D. eAvuvraro E-gr. ins rovs bef av3pas M1(N* disapproving). 

rape didous (sie) Dl. 

THE DEATH OF STEPHEN. 
Sce reff. : and compare his own confession, 
eh. xxvi. 9—11. m this time, the nar- 
rative takes up Saul, and, at first with con- 
siderable interruptions (ch. viii. x. xi. xii.), 
n after m 2 1 heey follows his 
istory. к. тїї Hp. can hardly mean, 

as some (Dr. Burton, De Wette, Me er, 
Stier) would render it, on fhat very day, 
viz. when Stephen was stoned. For what 
follows, wdvres 82 Sieomdpnoay . . cannot 
have happened on the same day, but would 
take some little time: and it is hardly al- 
lowable to render éyérero ‘ broke out.’ We 
have фу ёк. Tfj Auépg used indefinitely, Luke 
vi. 28; John xiv. 20; xvi. 23, 26. In Luke 
xvii. 31 it has direct reference to a ўиёра 
just mentioned. Távres] Not per- 

ps literally, —ог some of them soon 
returned: see ch. ix. 26—80. It may 
describe the general dispersion, without 
meaning that every individual fled. 
Eapapelas] Connected with ver. 4: this 
word is not without importance, as intro- 
ducing the next step in the dissemination 
of the Gospel, according to our Lord's 
command in ch. i. 8. Id rev 
&xocróluv] Perhaps, from their exalted 
position of veneration by the le, the 

ution did not extend to them: per- 
aps they remained, as of su 

rior firmness and devotion. But this latter 
reason is hardly applicable, after the com- 
mand of our Lord, ‘ When they persecute 
you in one city, flee to another.’ Matt. 
x. 28. Stier (Reden d. Apostel, i. 253) 
refers their remaining to an intimation of 
the Spirit, to stay and strengthen those 
who were left (érdpous yerdo@a: 0pdaovs 
afriot, Chrys.). Mr. Humphry (Comm. 
on Acts) cites an ancient tradition, men- 

1. cuvev8.] tioned by Clem. Alex., Strom. vi. 5 [43], 
end, p. 762 P, from the Predicatio Petri 
(and by Euseb. H. E. v. 18), that the 
Apostles were ordered by our Lord to re- 
main at Jerusalem twelve years: nol» б 
Tlérpos elpniérai bv кері» тоз dwooréAas 
"Edy piv ody Tis 0eAfjay ToU “IapahA pera- 
vocal 8:4 тоў byduards pou wiorevew irl 
Tb» ge, ёфебћсоутси aùr af ayaptla 
perà 8&8ека Try dtéA0ere els Tbv кбтноу», 
pf Tis erp Ойк ёкукбацеу. Bat this could 
not be the case, as we have Peter and John 
going down to Samaria, ver. 14. 

. &у8р. etAaBeis] Whether Jews or 
Christians is not certain. Ananias is 80 
called, ch. xxii. 12 (not in rec.), and he 
was & Christian. At all events, there is 
no contrast implied in the 8“ (as Mey.), 
* Yet, notwithstanding the persecution and 
dispersion, pious men were found who, 
&c. ; the 8“ is merely the transitional par- 
ticle,—and, so far from its being any un- 
usual thing to bury an executed person, it 
was commanded among the Jews. Olshau- 
sen thinks that, if they had been Chris- 
tians, the term à$eAQoí would have been 
used : but this does not seem by any means 
certain: we can hardly reason so minutely 
from the diction of one section in the nar- 
rative to that of another, especially in the 
case of a section so distinct and peculiar as 
this one. (Besides, 48eAgol in this sense 
does not occur till ch. ix. 30: see ref. 
there.) Probably they were pious Jews, 
not yet converts, but hearers and admirers 
of Stephen. 8. Азда) Properly 
used of wild beasts, or of hostile armies, 
devastating and ravaging. (See examples 
in Kuin.) ката ToUs olxovs, enter- 
ing (the houses) from house to house, — 
а pregnant construction. серые) So 
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+ Oi pèv ody ! Ga rapévres = &i Oov " ebaryyeAslopevor | ver. 
tov "Aóyovy. 5 Фїмттоз 56 "kareAÜQv eis TOv vi 

E , P 3 Ld q », ^ * L 6 r ^ х 

Lapapeias v ёкўриссєу  айтоїс Tov хрістбу. mposeiyov vi 

m abs., ver. 40. 
ch. з. 38. ziii. 

66 o було Tois Xeyopévois йтд той Didrrarov * dE“ a- оО 
= Luke iv. 
3 s dav, ‘ёи TQ axovew aùroùs kal BXérew tà onpeia à nl. 

éroie 1 ro yap Tay “ éyóvrov. "Y mvevparta d- 
Gupta " Bodàvra фор peydrAy х 

„ P= with acc. of person, Cor. 1.23. Phil. I. 15. к. т. XP., L. P. к.т. In., 
. 490 ., 2 Cor. iv. 5. see 2 Cor. i. 19 . so 

d constr., vv. 10, 11. ch. xvi. TN 1 Tim. i. 4. iti. 8. iv. 1,18. Tit. 
Ps. v. 2. 

22) only. 
ch. ix. 0 reff. к. 
iv. 16. 2 Cor. ii. 1 For: un 
і. 14. Heb. іі, 1. vii. 13. 2 Pet. i. 19 only. 

u Mark iii. W only. v ch. v. 16 reff. 
X = Matt. xii. 43. avii. 18. ch. xvi. 8 al. 

4. 3A8or NI [sah(Tischdf)]. 
demid) Syr sth ]. 

5. cake D!-gr(txt Do). 
art is not needed, see note) ABN m. 

ch. iz. 32 al. 
(Luke only, 

3 A К ехо. James 

єЁђруорто, ro & 
(Wied. zi. 

ch.xz.2. Matt. iv. 23. Luke 

в ch. i. 14 reff. t ch. іх. 3 reff. 
w Luke xviii. 7, 38. ch. xvii. 6al. Gen. xx Eik. 14. 

at end add rov cov E vulg(with am tol, not fuld 

ins тру bef тол. (exegetical addition. The 
каштараз Nl. 

6. rec for ёе, re, with E-gr HP rel (seth-pl) (Chr,]: txt ABC DN a h p 86 vulg E. lat 
вуг coptt.—es Be укоџоу тау o. oxAo: xposerx. rors Aey. Di(corrd to txt by Di and- 
corr). om rov D'(ins D?) f. for ороб., (.....) orro or -re Di(tzt D3). 

avrev Ni(perhaps: s added or renewed by N*). 
T. rec vA (alteration to avoid the difficulty: see note. Meyer's account, that etnp- 

Xero was first altered to - oro to suit xvevpara [the converse is much more Po ‚аза 
thes zodAwy to -oi to furnish a plur nom to etnpxovro, seems to me very unlikely), with HP 
rel copt [arm] sh) (... )(ж(ар)а)? (aro D*) толло DI: txt ABCEN p 36 vulg syrr 
sah [seth-pl (Tischd 

Philo, in Flacc. 9, vol. ii. p. 526, evpóuervo 
к. тетобреуо: бй vis wÓAems ámdomns 
4 car. *ep«B(Bov] viz. to the 
gaolers—so sapaBiBous eis QvAaxds, ch. 
xxii 4. 

4—18.] PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL 
IN SAMARIA BY PHILIP. Ale oov 
resumes the subject ped at the end of 
ver. 1, and determines this verse to be the 
openiug of a new section, not the close of 
the former. St q Rd.] See refl. ebay. 
т. Ady.) Here first we become acquainted 
with the missionary la so frequent 
in the rest of the book: an м, have TÓv 
Mryov, an expression very familiar among 
Christians when the book, was written, for 
[the faller one which must have prevailed 
at first} т. A. rov беоб. б. ФіЛигтоє] 
The deacon; not, as apparently implied in 
the citation from Polycrates in Eus. H. E. 
iii. 31, v. 24, one of the twelve: this is 
precloded by vv. 1 and 14 And it is 

bable, that the persecution should have 
directed especin Ат жн the col. 

leagues of Stephen. ilip is mentioned 
again as ó elayyeAcor4s,—probably from 
his having been the first recorded who 
einyyryeAlcaro rb» Ad yo, —in ch. xxi. 8,— 
as married and having four daughters, 
virgins, who prophesied. ur т. 
Xep.] Verbatim as John iv. b, in which 
case it is specified as being Sychar (Sichem). 
As the words stand here (xéAw = thr 

rec деу. bef pærn: txt ABCDEH PN rel vulgChr. 
xero (see above), with HP rel Chr: txt ABCDEN k p [sah(Tischdf) arm]. 

rec efnp- 
aft woAA. де 

блу, after eis, compare also 2 Pet. ii. 6), 
seeing that Харбреа (vv. 9, 14; ch. іх. 
31; xv. 8) signifies the district, I should 
be inclined to believe that Sychem is here 
also intended. It was a place of rising 
importance, and in after-times eclipsed the 
fame of its neighbour Samaria, which latter 
had been, on its presentation by Augustus 
to Herod the Great, re-fortified and called 
Sebaste, Jos. Antt. xv. 7. 3, and 8. 5. It 
still, however, bore the name of Samaria, 
Jos, xx. 6. 2,—where, from the context, 
the district can hardly be intended. 
ebrois ] Tbe inhabitants, implied in drr. 

6. ^poseixov . . .] үт; this place 
was Sychem, the narrative iu John iv. will 
fally account for the readiness with which 
these ple received the xfpvyua тоб 
xi r the proclamation of the Christ." 

1.] According to the reading in the 
text, which is too strongly upheld by 
manuscript authority to be rejected for 
the easier ordinary one, woAAo[ is а nomi- 
nativus pendens' (compare ch. vii. 40; 
Rev. iii. 12. Winer, ейп. 6, $ 29. 1), For 
in the case of many who unclean 
spirits, they crying out with a loud 
voice, came out: ё рхоуто being plur., 
as often when the neuter plural betokens 
living agente; see Winer, edn. 6, § 58. 8, 
a. В. woÀÀo( has probably been 
altered to oA, to agree with тё» 
éxórrev, on the difficulty being perceived. 
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7 Luke v. 18, 7 grapaXeXupévot kai * ywroi * eparevOncav 8 éyévero 8 ABCDE 
Luke only,  TTOXAJ) xapà ё» Tj ret éxelvy. 9 арр Sé Tis ovdpuars 

HPR ab 
d f g h k exc. Heb. xii. 

эъ ^ ^ lm 0 

Dani Xy "povm)pyev év TH wore ° payedwov xal d ёёста- is 
z Matt. zi. б 

ch. Ib. 2. Lev. Axl. 18. 
xlii. 17 (only?). e here only t. 

a Matt. iv. 23. xvii. 18}. (Sir. xviii. 19.) 
(-yos, ch. xiii. 6. e 

Luke xxiv. 22 only. see Job xii. 17. Eur. Frag. Avy 1, viv & o 

b Luke zziii. 12 only. Job 
d -arwy here only. trans. 

pe. 
ver. 11.) 

ins xa: E 13 syr Chr,. om xa: О (ins D?) m. eÜepasxevorro D 18. 
8. rec xa: ey, with EHP rel yr хара т. pey. ey. D- gr [Syr (sah) ]: txt ABCN p 

copt. rec x. peyaAn, with DEH? rel ( vulg-ed вуг arm |: txt N p am demid 
fuld [sah] seth. 

9. xpovrapxwy D-gr. om xa: D!(ins D:). rec etre», with ОЗЕН rel 
Chr, Thi: seducens vulg Iren-int: suadens E- lat: mentem auferens D- lat: ec...) 
(eteoravey Wetst) D! : txt ABCPN p. 

9. Tie] Neander, in the course 
of some excellent remarks on tbis whole 
history (see further on ver. 14), identifies, 
and I believe with reason, this Simon with 
one mentioned as living from ten to twenty 
years after this by Josephus, Antt. xx. 7. 
2, каб dy xaipdy тїз Iovdalas dwerpówevce 
eft, 0cacáuevos тайтту (Drusilla) . . . 
AapBdve: тӯ yuvads dwiluular, ка) X(yova 
dvéuart, тёр ёаотф SA, '1ообагоу, Kú- 
wpior è -yévos, ифүо» elva: oxnwrdperoy, 
vépsror vp abthy Hei тд» liybpa xara- 
Atrotcay abr 'yfinac0m. The only diff- 
culty seems to be, that Simon is stated by 
Justin Martyr, himself a Samaritan, to 
bave been Zeuapéa, awd duns Acyoudrns 
rírrev. m it has struck me that either 
Justin, or perhape more probably Josephus, 
may have confounded Ghittim with Chit- 
tim, i.e. Citium in Cyprus. This con- 
jecture I also find mentioned in the Dict. 
of Biography and Mytbology, sub voce. 
The account in Josephus is quite in 
character with what we here read of 
Simon : not inconsistent (Meyer) with ver. 
24, which appears to have been uttered 
under terror occasioned by the solemn 
denunciation of Peter. ustin goes on 
to relate that he was worshipped as a God 
at Rome in the time of Claudius Cesar, 
on account of his magical powers, and had 
a statue on the island in the Tiber, 
inscribed ‘Simoni Deo Sancto’ Singu- 
larly enough, in the year 1574, а stone 
was found in the Tiber (or standing on 
the island tn the year 1662, according to 
the Dict. of Biogr. and Myth.), with 
the inscription SEMONI Sa NCO DEO 
FIDIO SACRVM, i.e. to the God Semo 
Sancus, the Sabine Hercules, which makes 
it probable that Justin may have been 
misled. The history of Simon is full 
of legend and fable. The chief sources of 
it are the Recognitiones and Clementina 
of the pseudo-Clemens. He is there said 
to have studied at Alexandria, and to have 
been, with the heresiarch Dositheus, a dis- 
ciple of John the Baptist. Of Doeitheus 

he became first the disciple, and then the 
successor. Origen (in Matt, Comm. § 88, 
vol. iii. p. 851) makes Dositheus also a 
Samaritan: so also contra Cels. i. 57, 
vol. i. p. 372, and Hom. xxv. in Luc. 
vol. iii. p. 962. His own especial fol- 
lowers (Simoniani) had dwindled so much 
in the time of Origen, that he says 
руу) 89 robs wdvras фу тў olcονÄ ойк 
ёст: Zipercavods eópeiy кё àpiüuby. oluas 
pid ora. ка) rdya wAclovar elwov T&v 
Üvro», contra Cels. ubi supra; see also ib. 
vi. 11, p. 688, and wep) ápxé», iv. 17, p. 
176. In the Recogmitiones and the Cle- 
mentina are long reports of subsequent 
controversies between Simon Magus and 
Peter, of which the scene is laid at Cæsarea. 
According to Arnobius (adv. Gentes, ii. 12, 
p. 828 ed. Migne), the Constt. Apostol. 
(ii. 14, p. 620; vi. 9, p. 932 ed. Migne), 
and Cyril of Jerusalem, he met with his 
death at Rome, having, during an en- 
counter with Peter, raised himself into the 
air by the aid of evil spirits, and being pre- 
cipitated thence at the prayer of Peter and 
Paul. [Isawin the church of S. Francesca 
Romana in the forum, a stone with two 
dents in it and this inscription, “On this 
stone rested the knees of S. Peter when 
the dsemons carried Simon Magus through 
the air.” ] The fathers generally regard him 
as the founder of Gnosticism : this may be 
in some sense true: but, from the very little 
authentic information we possess, it is im- 
possible to ascertain how far Һе was identi- 
fied with their tenets. Origen (contra Cels. 
v. 62, p. 625) distinctly denies that his fol- 
lowers were Christians in any sense: Aar- 
0drei roy KéAcor, бт: obBanés roy lie 
дроћоуобсіх vidy бєой Xiusomiapol, AAC 80- 
rauiy Beo? Aéyovoi Tb» Alen. pa- 

ý | Not to be joined with xpotwriipyer 
tas in E. V. and Kuin.), which belongs to 
dv wéAcc: exercising magie arts, such as 
then were very common in the East and 
found wide acceptance; impostore taking 
advantage of the very general expectation 
of a Deliverer at this time, to set them- 
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vov 70 *éÜvos тўс Zanapeíae, Neyo elval f ru éavróv* a Matt n 
E uéyar 19 poseiyov mavres ‘ard puxpod bus rius 

L ва ! деуаћои Méyovres Oros ern 7 * dura той беоб 7) . 
ABCDE каде) neyáNn. 11 è grposet yov Sè айтф da тд}{ка>ф Lucian, Phi- 
bafgh! рду тай = payelais *ёЁеттакёуа avrovs’ 12 dre de Xd 16, 
pis хіх. 1. o ётістєусау Te Фщ\Мйттгф ? evayyedslouéevp wept ris % Ba- 

atlas ToU 3 бєой xal тод évépatos Ine урістоў, ёВат- 
13g 62 {шшр kal aUTOS n ver. 6 ren. rigovro avdpes те kai yuvaixes. 

i Heb. viii. 11, 
er. ётїттєитєр, xal fBasrruaÜeis "у * Áposkaprepüv TQ ФЕ. пал 

гт, * Oewpav Te onpeia kal "Ovvdpews џеуалас yiwo- , 
1 Luke viii. 27. xx. 9. ch. xiv. 3. xxvii. 9 only. see ch. іх. 23, 43. dat. of duration, Luke viii. 

m here only ¢. see ver. 9. а 
1 John v. 10 al. Gen. xv. 6. 

r constr., ch. ii. 5 reff. 

u. 
29. Rom. xvi. 35. 

9 = Matt. xxi. 25 у, John v. 24. 
q ch. хіх. 8 reff. 

(xxxi.) H. 
= Roam. i. 16. 
1 Cor. i. 18, 

3 Cor. v. 13 reff. perf., here only, 
w. wept, here only. see ch. vii. 52. 

Pug rem sy ch, vii. 56 reff. 
u = Matt. хі. 20, 21, 28 and |. Mark vi. 3. ch. ii. 23. 1 Cor. xli. 10. Gal. ili. 5}. 

om то E. e603 B*. 
10. wpose:yar N. 

гес om «aAovpevy (as 
om va»res HP rel mth-pl Iren-int,: ins ABCDEN k p 13 vss Chr.. 

pearing unnecessary, and being di b , ee note), with HL 
rel Syr sab wth-pl Chr: ins ABCDEN p 18 vulg syr copt ti. rom arm Orig, Iren-int,. 

11. даушы ACDEHN f 18. 
19. Tov QiAnmros evayyeAiQogerow Nl. 

ABCDEN p 36 vulg 
13): om ABCDEHL 

18. ins xa: bef sposx. D!. Ceopesr(: 

etw Takera: АСЕ 

[оор] seth for deo, ко Ni. 
rel Chr ThL—om ee. 13. 

sic) N. 

k m o: txt BDLPN rel. 
rec ins та bef терг, with HLP rel Chr.: om 

rec ins Tov bef ino. (with 
om те А lect-12 vss(some). 

for re, ra B. transp. enp. and 
der. EHLP сат Cbr: txt ABCD k m p 13. 86 vulg Syr сорі th [arm ].—деуала 
E o syr-w-ast 

selves up by means of such trickeries as 
‘some ones. We have other exam- 
ples in Elymas (ch. xiii.): Apollonius of 
Tyana; and somewhat later, Alexander of 
555 1 = gs ее Dict. 

iogr. an : Twà péyar 
Probably not in me definite terms as *. 
followers later are represented as puttin 
into his mouth: ‘Ego sum sermo Dei... 
ego paracietus, ego omnipotens, ego omnia 
Dei. Jerome on Matt. xxiv. 5, vol. vii. 
p. 193. 10. fj 50у. т. 0. 4 xadov 
peycAn] Neander (1. c.) and Meyer think 
that they must have referred to the Aé-yos, 
the creating and governing manifestation 
of God so much spoken of in the Alexan- 
drine philosophy (see extracts from Philo in 
note on John i. 1. The term, but by no 
кеш with се same пета кү Ьу 

pirit, speaking by John, as belongi 
to the Son of God as he same note, end), 
and must have regarded Simon as an in- 
carnation of the Adyos (the uyrpdéwoAis ra- 
сёр тфу Surduewr ToU de, Philo), so that 
their erroneous belief would form some 

tion for the great truth of an in- 
carnate Messiah, preached by Philip. But 
to this De W. well replies, that we can 
hardly suppose the Alexandrine philosophy 
to have been so familiar to the mass of the 
people, and refers the expression to their 
popular belief of a great angel (Chron. 

pl: om HLP rel: txt ABCDEN k m p 18 vulg Syr coptt th - rom Chr. 

Sam. 10), who might, as the angels were 
called by the Samaritans the powers of 
God (for which he refers to d, de 
Samar. § 7. Gesen. Theol. Samar. p. 21 ff.), 
be designated as ў дф». т. 0. ў xaXovuéry 
peydAn. rests on such 
strong manuscript authority, and is so un- 
likely to have been inserted (the idea of a 
scholium to indicate the force of the art. 
(Bloomf.) is quite out of the qnestion, 
no such scholium being here needed), that 
both on external and internal grounds it 
must form part of the text. The lit. ren- 
dering will be, This man is the power of 
God which is called grest: the sense, 
* This man is that power of God (see above) 
which we know as the great one.’ 
Aeyouérn, found in a few later mss., is an 
explanation of кал. by a more usual word. 

11.] ё évas can hardly be as 
E. V., transitive, “he had bewitched them г° 
there appears to be no example of the per- 
fect being thus used. 13.] Simon saw 
his followers dropping off, and was him- 
self astounded at the miracles wrought by 
Philip: he therefore thought it best himself 
also to acknowledge this superior power. 
He attached himself to Philip, and was bap- 
tized like the reat: bat we are not, as the 
sequel shews, to understand that the preach- 
ing of the Gospel had made any im on 
on his heart, but that he accounted for what 
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Tee [PG & еду ! erib Tas ! yeipas " \аиВаул © arvebpa " йур. 
20 Петрос 8ё elmev Tpós avrov To dpryüpióv cov cvv aol 
єй] ¥ eis ?* аптоћеау, Ste TYV * Ómpeàv тод Oeod “" évójucas 

ref, 004 °уртн&ёте» “" krücÜat. l ойк ётті cot 7 pepis ode 
tie 1 Масе. Y K οο’, Èv TQ *Aoyp Toure *) yap "xapóía тоу ойк 

s 2 Pet. if. 1 &c. lii. 7, 16. 
alti 

lvii. 6. see Col. і. 12. 
only. Ps. lzxvii. 37. 

d Luke i. S only. Exod. xxviii. 34 (38) al. fr. 
Rev. H. 21 aH. émé, 3 Cor. zii. 21.) 
ві. 13 only. Xen. Mem. ii. 2. 2. Anab. iii. 2. 22. 

13. 86 Constt, Bas, Chr, Damase[ - mei] Taras,. 
jous wherever there іг any variation in mss), with ACDEHLP rel addition, and 

36 vss [ Bas, ] Chr: om BN sah Constt,. 
19. ins таракалор xa: bef Aey. D. 

ins v. 
20. avrovs Ni. 

арууріоу gov to ch х. 4.) 
21. nepos E L 

Taras, [Iren-int;]: txt ABC 
афтблсета cov D'(txt D?) Ii. 

on of hands is preceded by prayer, ch. vi. 6; 
xiii. 8. 18. 186% Its effects were 
therefore visible (see above), and conse- 
quently the effect of the laying on of the 
Apostles’ hands was not the inward but 
the outward miraculous gifts of the Spirit. 

pu. abr. xpfjpora] De W. ex- 
cellently remarks, ‘ He regarded the capa- 
bility of imparting the Holy Spirit,— 
rightly, as something conferred, as a de- 
rived power (see ref. Matt.), but wrongly, 
as one to be obtained by an external 
method, without an inward disposition / 
and, since in external commerce every 
thing may be had for gold, Ae wanted fo 
buy it. is is the essence of the sin of 
Simony, which is intimately connected with 
unbelief in the power and signification of 
the Spirit, and with materialism.’ 
Clearly, from the narrative, Simon himself 
did not receive the Spirit by the laying on 
of hands. His nefarious attempt to treat 
with the Apostles was before he himself had 
been presented to them for this ose. 
20.] The solemn denunciation of Peter, 
like the declaration of Paul, 1 Cor. vi. 13, 
has reference to the perishableness of all 
worldly , and of those with it, whose 
chief end is the use of it (sce Col. ii. 22), 
* Thy gold and thou are equally on the way 
to corruption ;' thy gold, as its nature is: 

. 2 ul. v constr., 1 Cor. vii. 36. 2 Mace. vii. 19. 
x Luke . 42. ch. xvi. 12. 2 Сог. vi. 16. Col. i. 12 only. L. P. 

л = ch. i. 17. э. xavi. 18. 

e Luke Ш. 4 U, 5 (from Isa. х1. 3,4). ch. ix. 11. xiii. 10. 3 Pet. ii. 15 only. 

f = 1 Cor. ziv. Ж) reff. 

а Matt. z. alt Wiad. 
Д w ch. zzii. 38 reff. 

Deut. zii. 12. ziv. 27. zviii. 1. Isa. 
a з= Luke iv. 36. ch. Av. 6. b 

= ch. ii. 38 reff. 
Pe. xliz. 13 8 

e here only. Jer. viii. 6 only. see Heb. vi. 1. (= u. фк, 
@ ch. (vii. 1) xvil. 37. Mark 

rec aft wr. ins то , (common 

xposnveyxay D'(-gr](tzt D4). 
Steph (for eas) a», with DH a big hl m o 

86 Constt, Cyr-jer, Chr, [Bas, Damasc-ms, ] Taras, : txt ABCELPN rel. 

om To and cov D'(ins D). (N. B. D-lat is wanting from то 

om *yap D'(txt D9) 177!. 
word), with EHLP rel Constt Taras: erarrior Ch p 13 Bas, Chr 

22. rec for xup., деоо (corr» от ver 21: or doctrinal f), with 
EM k o p 18 syr coptt arm Constt, Bas, Chr, Ambr,. 

aft esito 

rec nie (corra to more usual 
: txt ABDI 86. 
HLP rel vulg буг 

thou with it, as having no higher life than 
thy natural corrupt one: as being bound in 
the eóvBecuos тўз AU. The expression 
of Peter, 1 Pet. i. 7, xpvotov ToU &voAAv- 
wévov, is remarkably parallel with this (see 
too 1 Pet. i. 18). dy aor. thou 
thoughtest: not ‘thou kast thought,’ as 
E. V. The historic force of the tense is to 
be kept here : the Apostle uses it as looking 
forward to the day of ётблеа, < Let thy 
lot be àr., and that because thou thought- 
est,’ &с. rd.] to acquire, not pass. 
as E. V., ungrammatically. 31. pepts 
ests pos] synonymous: the first lit., 
the second fig. (see ref.), but not without 
reference perhaps to the wAmporopnía of the 
kingdom of God, the xA. &p@apros, 1 Pet. 
i. 4. TQ ү. ne e matter 
now spoken of, —' to which I now allude.” 

e0Osia] Hardly, ‘right before God,’ 
E. V., but thy heart is not right, —ein- 
cere, single-meaning,—in God's presence, 
‘as God sees it :’ i. e., ‘seen as it really is, 

God, is not in earnest in its seeking 
after thé gospel, but seeks it with un- 
о сы in view.’ 3 at 
if perhaps (not ‘sé sane,” which it will 
not bear: see on its meaning, if, which 
sone can say," Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 
440) : and the uncertainty refers, not to 
the doubt whether Simon would repent 
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* * сог ђ 'érivoa тїз kapblas тош 95 * eig yàp o- 
ш жолу ™ ricplas кай °% субет pov ? ddixias 0 opts сє дута. iC AUS only. 

der Sir 10 

24 дтокрідеіс 66 о Sine єтєр Aere ú bui бтёр ёцоў =. рыз 
трд TOY кўр», a res pndev e ёт epè àv єйрїкатє. rt mh 
25 О; pèv oiv *G&apaprvpápevo,. xai *XaXjeavres тд» 

u jméaTpedov eis 5 TONGS 
тє "кӧрас̧ тёр Lapapertay " eUmwyyeMilovro: 98 

o Eph. іх. 3. Col. ii. 19. ш. 14 only. L.P. only. Ian. 
s Luke xvi. 28. ch. И. Thess. Tie 

пасее. 5 al. fr. pee only) аке: (Mark ziv. 4n rec.) Gal. i. 17. Heb. vii. 

t Aóyov TOU киріоџ, 

reff, 
et. ii. 21. Gen. xliii. 1 

a Tent zxix. 
"8 Ed-vat.,F 

ot . (n ). 
Lam. iii. 15. 

n Rom. lii. 14 

40 F. 1 

att. іх. 30. Luke ix. 52 al. fr. Josh. niii. 30 
8 Tate il 16 eh. xiv. . N. Avi. 10. Іза. z1. 9 (?). 

28. у» (= er? ез D?) yap sixpias. хоАз(хоАзз D?) к. cuvderpue(curdecuor D!) Di. 
Constt, Ch for ope, демро DE 

24. om o EH. 
810. D 137-80 syr-w-ast Constt,. 
тер: D'(txt D?) 96. 
(but vp mg) ) seth. 
Te» rare bef 

Fs. 
aft erer ips тро avrovs D (ath). 

D! has altered SenOyre to 8 ur. for vir 
for xup., бео» (see above, cer 22) D k m o 18 demid fuld she 

for еж ene, wor D: dne e: om ет C. 
for ev, оу D'(txt D?) : ws L. 

ins таракале ы 

ins Tovrey 
aft ер. ins какеу E: 

ar D! syr-mg add also orfom syr-mg ] rA KA ov dA. 
Srapaprupopmevot LPN d f l o Thi-sif,. 

[arm]: om т. x. 3. 41. 66 
CEHLP rel vss Thi: 
common form, see ver 26. 

for xup., 9«ov A 68 demid Syr copt 
rec vreorpewas (alteration to historic tense), with 

wer ABDM р 36 vulg. 
Jt hue been suggested that -cedvpa occurs here as belong 

rec tepovgadynp (corra to 

ing fo a narrative in which this form has been the one used, see vv. 1, 14; whereas 
in the follg narrative, УК is used, vo 26, 27), with HL[P] rel: txt "ABCDEN ck 
o p 13. 36 [vulg] Chr [Aug for те, Ze D. rec eAumrarro (see above, «утуу 
е .), with HLE rel liat syr copt [wth] Chr Thl : tzt ABCD E-gr N p 36 vulg 
[syr arm | sah Aug,. 

or not (see below on ydp): but as to 
whether or not his sin may not have come 
under the awful category of those unpar- 
donable ones specified by our Lord, Matt. 
xii. 31, towhich words the form &oePreras 
seems to have a tacit reference. Peter does 
not pronounce his sin to have been such, 
but throws in this doubt, to increase the 
motive to repent, and the earnestness of his 
repentance. This verse is important, taken 
in connexion with John xx. 23, as shewing 
how completely the Apostles themselves re- 
ferred the forgiceness of sins to, and left 
it in, the sovereign power of God, and not 
to their owndelegated power of absolution. 

33.] gives the reasons, not why 
it would be difficult for forgiveness to take 
place, but why Ае had such extreme need 
of repentance and prayer, as being tied 
and bound by the chain of sin. буте 
ав pregnant construction—having 

en into andabiding ín: notto be taken 
(ав Kuin., cc.) as amounting to, — totus 
quantus es, nil nisi venenum amarum es et 
e i iniquitatis, which is very harsh, 

improbable: nor (as Stier) is it pro- 
с as to what would be the conse- 
quence, if he did not repent: I see that 
thou wilt come to,’ &c. Least of all must 
it be said, here or any where else, that eis 
js put for ќу. I cannot too often remind 
my younger readers, that it is a funda- 

mental maxim of all sound scholarship, 
that xo word is ever put for a i 
yor. wirp.) see reff. ‘the gall which is 
the very seat and essence of bitterness ’"— 
а very gall of bitterness. The poison of 
serpents was considered to be seated in 
their gull: so xeAb dowides d» -yacrpl 
abreU, Job xx. 14. See Plin. H. N. xi. 97. 

24.] Simon 1 bere much ав 
Pharaoh, Exod. (viii. 28; іх. 28) x. 17,— 
who yet hardened his heart afterwards 
(Stier) It is observable also that he 
wishes merely for the averting of the 
punishment. a words Sres pndty èr- 
éA0p ёт dui Sy elpfxare seem remark- 
ably to set forth the mere terror of the 
carnal man, without any idea of the ¢ué be- 
coming another man in thoughts and aims, 

25—40.] CONVERSION OF THE /ETHIO- 
PIAN жен BY PHILIP’s TEACHING. 

25.) piv обу indicates (see note on 
ver. 4) that the paragraph should begin 
here, not at Sen} 26 as commonly. 
корал т. It is interesting to recall 
Take ix. 68, v re on their en into 
а конту Zaj, tke same John wishes to 
call down fire from heaven, ка} àvaA Goo 
abToós. On constr. (etayy. w. accus.), see 
reff. The gradual sowing of the seed 
further and further from Jerusalem is 
advancing : not only is this eunuch to carry 
it to a far distant land, but Philip is sent 
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* , ә. * L з (А 
= Matt. ix. x х = Matt. in. dé „коріои є N трос dier rov Men Aváa nO, ABCDE 
iv. 29 ch. жай Topevou У karà * иєстиВріау ёті thv ^ 000v THY ^ ката- be dfg 

А , » ve ` E 7 А v 2 4 b E Im 
y=ve.%. Байоџсау ато lepoveadny cis T abrg éariv  ёрр- opis 

ch. xv. б. 
(xxvii 12.) Phil. iii. 14. Josh. v. 7. ach. zzii. 6only. Gen. xviii. 1, а here only. see Matt. 

vil. 18, 14. Prov. vii. 27. b = here only? 

98. жорєъбтүть CD.—avacrag rop. D 40. 
B! repeats тэ» обо». for er; «s Н: om p. 

disapproving). om етту p. 

toa desert road, away from town or vil. 
lage, to seek him. The imperfects (altered 
in the rec., see var. readd., into aorists) 
are significant. They were on their way 
back to Jerusalem, and were evangelizi 
the Samaritan villages, when the ined 
apake (aor.) to Philip. 20.] An angel, 
visibly appearing : not ina dream,— which 
is hot, as some suppose, implied by àra- 
gn, see reff. The ministration of angels 
introduces and brings about several occur- 
rences in the beginning of the churcb, see 
ch. v. 19; x. 8; xii. 7 (xxvii. 283). The 
appearance seems to have taken place in 
Samaria, after the departure of Peter and 
John; see above, on the imperfects. 
He would reach the place appointed by 
a shorter way than through Jerusalem : 
he would probably follow the high road 
(of the itineraries, see map in Conybeare 
and Howson’s St. Paul) as far as Gophua, 
and thence strike acroes the country south- 
west ward, to join, at some point to which 
he would be guided, the road leading from 
Jerusalem to Gaza. Гё{ау | The south- 
ernmost city of Canaan (Gen. x. 19), in 
the portion of Judah (Josh. xv. 47), but 
soon taken from that tribe by the Philis. 
tines, and always spoken of as a Philistian 
city (1 Sam. vi. 17 ; 2 Kings xviii. 8; Amos 
i. 6—8 ; Zeph. ii. 4; Zech. ix. 6). In Jer. 
xlvii. 1, we have ‘before Pharaoh (Necho P) 
smote Gaza,'—implying that at one time 
it was under Egypt. Alexander the Great 
took it after а siegeof five months (Q. Curt. 
iv. 6, 7. Arrian, Alex. ii. 26), but did not 
destroy it (as Strabo relates in error, xvi. 
759, see below in this note), for we find it 
a strong place in the subsequent Syrian 
wars, see 1 Macc. (ix. 52) xi. 61, f.; xiii. 
48 (xiv. 7 ; xv. 28; xvi. 1) ; Jos. Antt. xiii, 
5.5; 18. 8 al. It was destroyed by the 
Jewish king Alexander Jannseus (96 A. C.), 
Jos. Antt. xiii. 18. 8, after a siege of a year, 
but rebuilt again by the Roman general 
Gabinius (Antt. xiv. 5. 3),—afterwards 
given by Augustus to Herod (xv. 7. 8), and 
finally after his death attached tothe pro- 
vince of Syria (xvii. 11. 4). Mela, in the 
time of Claudius, calls it *ingens urbs et 
munita admodum," with which agree Euse- 
bius and Jerome. At present itisa 1 
town by the same name, with from 15,000 

for xara, *pos E 180.80 Chr,. 
aft 2nd ту» ins cadouperny N (N? 

to 16,000 inhabitants (Robinson, ii. 640). 
The above chronological notices shew that 
it cannot have been Épyuos at this time: 
see below. airy deriv ipnpos] The 
words, I believe, of the angel, not of Luke. 
There appear to have beentwo (ifnot more) 
ways from Jerusalem to Gaza. The Anto- 
nine itinerary passes from Jerus. to Eleu- 
theropolis—Askalon— Gaza. The Peutin- 
ger Table, Jerus.—Ceperaria— Eleuthero- 
polis—Askalon—Gaza. But Robinson (ii. 
748. Winer, Realw.) found an ancient road 
leading direct from Jerusalem to Gaza, 
through the Wadi Musurr, and over the 
Beit Jiibrin, which certainly аё present is 
Épnuos, without towns or villages. Thus 
the words will refer to the way : and denote 
the way of whichI speak to thee is desert 
(Schdttg. cites from Arrian, iii. p. 211, 
épfiumv 84 elva rh» óbb» 8: йууёр[а>). 
Besides the above objection to applying 
Kpuuos to Gaza, there could be no possible 
reason for adding such a specification here, 
seeing that Gaza had nothing to do with 
the object of the journey, and the road 
would be designated the road from Jeru- 
salem to Gaza, whether the latter city was 
inhabited, or in ruins. ^ Those who apply 
Epnuos to Gaza, have various ways of re- 
conciling the apparent discrepancy with 
history: most of them follow Bede’s ex- 
planation, that the ancient city was ¥pnuos, 
and that the Gaza of this day was another 
town nearer the sea. But how this helps 
the matter I cannot perceive, unless we 
are to suppose that the deserted Gaza and 
the inhabited Сата were so far apart that 
it was necessary to specify which was 
meant, because there would be from Jeru- 
salem two different roads, - of which no 
trace is found, nor could it well be. Some 
again suppose (Hog, al.) that the Acts were 
written after the second Gasa was de- 
stroyed (Jos. B. J. ii. 18. 1), just before the 
destruction of Jerusalem, and that Luke 
inserts tbis notice: but to what purpose ? 
and why so more such notices? In the 
passage of Strabo, commonly cited to sup- 
port the application of #ртиоѕ to Gaza, 
{80 6: wore yevouden, karecwacuérg 5 
бту "AActdv3peu (the Great, according to 
Strabo, which it was sot) ко) uévovca 
¥pnuos, the last three words are wanting in 
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pos. T кай * dvacrde ёторейӨт. xal od àvhp Alo cree. | 
*euvoUyos *Óvváorys Kavdaxns *Baciticons  Aifwrmrov, nie] only, 

. 14 al. 
ds ў» fer таст тўс Eyáëns abris, de NU © mpos- T и, 

only. =:Levit. 
xix. 16. Sir xuvýoœwv eis Тероисаћајц, ?8 ўи те 'inrootpépwv кай rab- ii 

[4 ^ ^ A viil. 1. nuevos er ToU 1йрдато$ аўто) xal m dveylvwonev TOv. sit ай 2 
= еһ.хН.20. Rom. іх. 5. Eph. l. 6. 4 Kings x. 5. хт. 7 only. Jer. xzxvi. (ххік.) 2. f 

g here only. ra vil. 21. Esth. iv. 7. see Luke zzi. 1 . John viii. 20. abs., John iv. 30. xii. 
20. ch. xxiv. 11. Jer. xxxiii. (x2vi.) 2. 1 ver. 25 reff. = Matt. хіх. 28. xxiii, 3 al. 

1 
k 

3 here &c., Sce. Иет.іх. 9 only. 4 Kings x. 15. m ch. xv. 21. 2 Cor. iii. 2, 15. 4 Kings хіх. 14. 

27. rec ins Tys bef Bac. (corrn), with HL[P] rel Chr, ТЫ: om ABCDEN p.—D! 
adds ros. avrov D'(tzt D?). om 2nd os ACID!N! vulg sah CEc[-txt] (corra 
or constr sake, to prevent avnp being pendent, and make it the nom to eAqAvOc) : ins 
PE DEHUR d phas [arm] Chr [e£ Syr sth, hic copt]: œs 18. om es D! : ev 
. 
28. for re, de ВС E. lat вуг coptt Chr,. om Ist кап (as unnecessary to the constr) 

D!(ins D?) 40 copt. om Tov C. om avrov D'(ins D). om 2nd xa; DN! 
a c e f 13(not lst x. as Sz) [sah arm Thl-sif] (adopted by Lachm and Tischdf 1849. 
The omissions in this case seem to me very like attempts to escape from the repetitions 
of ког, which however are characteristic of this section, see v 27, vv 36, 88, 39. The 
те in A may have the same source).—avayiveckev D vulg[legensque] sah.—for x. avey., 

some edd. and are supposed to have been а says, * Ipsum oppidum Meroen ab introitu 
gloss from the Acts. Others suppose Jon - insule abesse LXX m. pass. . . . Regnare 
pos to signify ' enfortifled, which standing 
aloneit cannot. Besides, this notice would 
be wholly irrelevant ;—and would probably 
not have been true, —see Mela above. The 
objection of Meyer to the interpretation 
given above, that if Ion referred to h ó8ós, 
the article would be expressed, is not valid: 
the empbasis is on абтт; ‘that way, of 
which I speak, is desert: not, ‘is the desert 
one:’ no reference is made to the other. 

37. ebvovyos ] The very general use 
of eunuchs in the East for filling offices of 
confidence, and the fact that this man was 
minister to a female sovereign, makes it 
ponens that he was literally an eunuch, 
f not во, the word would hardly have been 

expressed. No difficulty arises from Deut. 
xxiii. 1, for no inference can be drawn from 
the history further than that he may have 
been a lyte of the gate, in whose case 
the pro ibition would not apply. Nay, the 
whole occurrence seems to have one 
design, connected with this fact. The walls 
of partition were one after another being 
thrown down: the Samaritans were already 
in fall ion of the Gospel: it was 
next to be shewn that none of those physical 
incapacities wbich excluded from the con- 
gregation of the Lord under the old cove- 
nant, formed any bar to Christian baptism 
and the inheritance among believers ; and 
thus the way gradually paved for the great 
and as yet incomprebensible truth of Gal. 
iii. 28. K ) As Pharaoh among 
the Egyptians was the customary name of 
kings, so Candice of the Queens among the 
ZEthiopians in upper Egypt (Al@fowes бтёр 
Atybrrov olxobyres, Dio Cass. liv. 5), —in 
the island of Meroe, Plin. vi. 29, where he 

foominam Candacen, quod nomen multis 
jam annis ad reginas transiit. . . . Ceete- . 
rum cum potirentur rerum thiopes, in- 
sula ea magne claritatis fuit.’ válns] 
A Persian term. Q. Curt. iii. 13. 5, pe- 
cuniam regiam,quam garam Perse vocant." 
See Virg. An. i. 119. 8% АМА...) 
This did not only Jews and proselytes, but 
also those pious Gentiles who adhered to 
Judaism,—the proselytes of the gate, see 
John xii. 20. Euseb. ii. 1, prope fin., 
speaking of this eunuch says, i wpõrov 
Fr фуду 1p тоў SiAlwrou Bi! éxipavelas 
тё Tov Belov Adyou Üpyia детатхбуга, rd 
те dvd thy oixoupérny тісту à 
yerdueror x.7.A., taking for granted that 
he was a Gentile. There were (see below, 
ch. xi. 21) cases of Gentile conversion 
before that of Cornelius; and the stress of 
the narrative in ch. x. consists in the mis- 
cellaneons admission of all the Gentile 
company of Cornelius, and their official 
reception into the church by that Apostle 
to whom was especially given the power. 
We may remark, that if even the plain 
revelation by which the reception of Cor- 
nelius and his company was commanded 
failed finally to convince Peter, so that 
long after this he vacillated (Gal. ii. 11, 12), 
it is no argument for the eunuch not being 
а Gentile, that his conversion and baptism 
did not remove the prejudices of the Jewish 
Christians. 2». % ] aloud, 
see ver. 80. Schdttg. quotes from the 
Rabbis: *Qui in itinere constitutus est, 
neque comitem habet, is studeat in Lege.' 

He probably read in the LXX, the 
use of which was almost universal in Egypt. 
The word weowxf; below (see on ver. 82) 
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29 єйтєр бе то n тьєдџа TQ ФМ(ттф - 
30 P arpos- 155 

17 only. GVAYWT KES ; ; 91g 52 «пє Пос yap dv Suvaluny, ёду 
Gen. xviii. 2 
al. 

q аагар. here 

Tul, viii. 8 Bávra кабдісаг aiv айтф. 
r — Mark іт 

13. Luke 
zviil. 34 al. 
Dan. ix. 28. 

s Matt. xv. 
14. Luke vi. a” 
39. John 

ил] тас * 0g yon не; t  тарекёћесёу тє Tov ФіМмттор “ava- 

82 jj 82" терю) Tíjs " урафӣс 
ў» m aveyih re ў» айту "Qs х mpóBarov ёт} У o 
in, xal as * nate Pévayriov ToU ° кеїрауто% aurov 
фаро, odrꝗ]. ойк ° dvotyet TÒ r айтоў. 33 dy тӯ 

. е 

dile ` тдтгєррефеєр avTOD ij € kpiats айтой рл, rijv [52] ! yeveàv 

. (-фх ш, ch. xxii. 26 
в 

а John i. 29, 38. 1 Pet. i. 19 ош. 
хі. 6 bis only. Gen. xzzi. 1 
v. 19. 2 Масс. lil. 29 only. 
iii. 21. James і. 10 only. oen xri. 11. 
22. John i. 29 al. i= Matt. zi. 16 al. 

Exod. xxix. 39 al. fr. 

avey. Te А; avey. де 40. 
$0. rec ro» жр. bef тт. (corra to same 

)] ТЫ: 
уар 

(od vn Bi od.] C[ E]N [13]) 
92. rec xeiporros (so LXX- Ful · Ib), with В 

fk 1! m o! 36 [Ps-]Ign, Chron,. 

is not decisive (Olab.) against this (as if 
there were wepioxal only in the Hebrew, 
uot in the LX X), as it would naturally be 
used as well of one as the other by 
cognizant of the term. Besides, must 
there not have been wepioxaí in the copies 
of the LXX read in the synagogues ? 
99.] This is the first mention of that inner 
prompting of the pw referred to ча 
probably ch. xiii. 2, but certainly 
19; xvi. 6, 7. Chrysostom understands 
the words of the appearance Of an angel, 
but the text hardly allows it. коћ. 
no stress—attach thyself to. 80.) 
ye = Tea, but . . ; q.d. It is well, 
thou art well employed: but. . On the 
force of dpa, used “ubi responsio expecta- 
tur negans id de quo erat interrogatum,” 
вее 5 р. а The ye 
stre t i passing 
5 pet e and select- 
ing this as the most important: see Har- 
tung, Partikellehre, i. 376 f. It assumes, 
modestly, that he did not understand what 
he was reading. von. & dvay. ] 
So 2 Cor. iii. 2. So too Cato 3 
Legere et non intelligere nec legere est. 
* Valck. com the celebrated parono- 
masia of Julian the Apostate, ü»éyrer, 
yr, катЄуғюу, and the courageous 

u = Luke v. 19. хіх. 4al. 3 Kings xii. 18. 

Rom. viii, * reff. 
b ch. vii. 10 re 

d = 1 Cor. зїї. 2 sis 10.) 2 Pet. Н. 16 only. . e. 
cs bere calf. (ver. 36.) f Lue i 

g= 

ovros 
$3. om Ist avrov (corra to Lxx) ABN vul 

syr sah : ins EHLP p 13 rel tol copt [arm] 

v here үр 4 Kings 
a Matt. 2.18. Mark 

з ch. v. 31. zik 6, 8. Dan. Hi. 13. 
ech. xviii, 

w = Rom. ix. 17 reff. 

хах 
ге 13. 2 Pet. U. 11. b = ch. xxii 

ne. bef т. троф. C m vulg(not am fuld demid). 
er as ly), with PEE p rel syr 

txt ABCN 13 vulg sah [Syr wth arm(Tischdf)] Ch 
o 105 sah (Syr ul sth arm]. ue bef o8. С. 

ш ap Origi: = (so Lxr-4x**) ACEHLN 

om ау А, 
for те, 8« Е coptt. 

Fur 0$ 570 (corra to Lxx?) ABCR vulg 
1 Iren-int, ( mss and edd vary]. 

reply of the Christian Назор to him, 
dydyvas, АЛА ойк Eyras «і yàp бзи 
ойк ау karéyves." Wordsw. 
үр gives the reason of the negative whic 
is understood. The answer expresses at 
once humility and docility. — 38.] Per- 
haps it is best to render, The contents of 
the (passage of) Boripture which he was 

g were as follows: see wepiéxei, 
1 Pet. ii. 6. Cicero indeed appears to use 
wepioxf in the sense of a paragraph, or 
chapter; ad Attic. iii. 25, ‘At ego ne 
Tironi quidem dictavi, qui totas weproxds 
persequi solet, sed Spintharo syllabatim.’ 
The citation is from the LXX-A, with 

plos abr. 
655 5 1555 He was aka еди ДЕТ dis- 

But 
the Hob. does not seem to bear this out, 
See the meaning discussed at length, and 
another interpretation defended in Stier, 



IIPAREIXZ ATIOZTOAOQN. 

avro) ris * Seypyjoerat ; Gre h аіретаь анд тўс e ў бо?) x constr. nere 
афтод. % длокридєіѕ $ б 'civodyos TQ Dirne єтєр di. 
m Adopal™ тои, ттер} tives 0 профити №ує тото; пері = 
éavroU ў wept ётёрои тибе; 85 n ávoifas 66 ò Diunros elis, 
тд * стора афтод ка} o арЁацєуоѕ aro THs ? ypadis TavTAS aia. ch. 
4 eU X sro тд» `1әсод 36 we бё emropev Gal. iv. 13 eUryyeMicaro avrà тд» “Incody. 36 ws ёторефоуто т 

ы п = Matt. +. 2. r card THY 060v, Hh éri ть * Ddwp, ral фто б ! evvod- " zii 25, front 
Ps. lxxvii. 2. 

29—88. 95 

yos дой фбер° ті u pe Ваттіс дра ; 88 kal ёкё- ss 
Job Ш. 1. еее Eph. vi. 19. o ch. i. 22 reff. p ch. i. 16 reff. q constr., 
ch. zi. 20 reff. ver. 36 reff. s = John Hi. 23. 

$4. om rovro B-txt: ins B'-marg. for «av., avrov H. Tiwos bef 
етероо 

35. om o EH] с 137. 
36. «Зер (2nd) Ni. 
[87. rec inserts ете дє o Pirros €i morevecs ef oAnS тус kapBias є$єттїр axokpibecs 

Фе eure житу ТОУ wow TOU eov ewar тоу HOL ҳритоу, with (Е) and 10 others 
specified by Scholz(addg “ alii permulti ") (vulg-ed tol] am? demid syr-w-ast arm Iren- 
gr(and int) Thl-fin-tat Cypr, Jer Aug est Pacian—aft бе ins ауто E [e arm] om 
ө Філ. [e] 36 вуг [arm] — for є, ва» E—aft xap5. ins cov E [tol syr-w-ast arm] Cypr— 
for et cru, 0w0g0«; E; alii aliter—aft wor. E has ew Tov xp. тоу viov т. 6.—6рес 
reads the whole thus e£ respondens spado ait Credo filium dei esse Chr Jes. : om 
ABCHLPN 13(sic) rel and 44 others specified by Scholz(addg “alii plurimi") am! fuld 

aft raurys ins xas N!(N? disapproving). 

syrr coptt th Chr, Thi-sif. (The insertion appears to have been made to suit the 
Sormularies of the baptismal liturgies, it being considered strange that the eunuch 
should have been baptized without some such confession.) ] 

Jesains, &., pp. 466—470. Cf. also 
Gesenius’ Thesaurus under W. 
94. dwonpibels] ѓо the passage of Scrip- 
fure, considered as the question pro- 
р : not, to the question in ver. 80, 

e can hardly suppose any immediate re- 
ference in érépov rivds to Christ. 
36. т\ vep) In the scholia to Jerome 's 
Epitaph of Paula (not in Jerome himself) 
оп the words, ‘A Bethsur venit,’ we have, 
‘hee ætate Hieronymi vocabatur Beth- 
sura : vicus est in tribu Juda, obvius vige- 
simo lapide euntibus ab Hierosolyma Che- 
bron. Juxta hunc fons est ad radices 
montis ebulliens, qui ub eadem in qua 
gignitur humo sorbetur. In hoc fonte 
putant eunuchum Candacis Reginm bapti- 
zatum foisse, Jerome’s own words (Ep. 
108 (27) ad Eustochium, 11, p. 700) are: 
“сері per viam veterem pergere quse 
ducit Gazam . . . et tacita secum volvere, 
quomodo Eunuchus Æthiops, gentium po- 

os prsefigurans, mutaverit pellem suam, 
et dum m relegit е 
reperit Evangelii. Atque inde dex- 
teram transit. A Bethaar venit Escol' .. . 
where no reference is made to the tradition, 
save what may be inferred from the men- 
tion of Bethsur. Eusebius also (тер! ré- 
xe») states it to be twenty miles south of 
Jerusalem in the direction of Hebron : and 
so it is set down in the Jerus. Itin. and the 
Peutinger Tab. (Howson's map.) Pocock 

found there a fountain built over, and a 
village called Betur on the left. Fabri 
describes the fountain as the head of a con- 
siderable brook, and found near it the ruins 
of a Christian church. There is no impro- 
bability in the tradition except that, even 
supposing a way going across from Hebron 
straight to Gaza to be called Epnyuos, this 
would not be on that portion of it, but on 
the high road (Winer, Realw.). Ti 
Ke. р. Ват.) There is no reason for sup- 
posing Philip to have preached to him the. 
necessity of baptism : his own acquaintance 
with Jewish practices, and perhaps his 
knowledge of the progress of the new faith 
in Jerusalem, would account for the pro- 
position. [37.] The authorities against 
this verse are too strong to permit its in- 
sertion. It appears to have been one of 
those remarkable additions to the text of 
the Acts, common in D (which is here 
deficient) and its cognates: few of which, 
however, have found their way into the re- 
ceived text. This was made very early, as 
Irenæus has it. The manuscripts which cone 
tain it vary exceedingly: another strong 
mark of spuriousness in a disputed pas. 

See var. readd. Wordsw. retains it, 
citing Bornemann as doing the same; but 
it is Bornemann’s principle that all these 
insertions of D апа its cognates formed 
part of the original text: so that his au- 
thority goes for nothing. Wordaw. also 
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| t ^ u v , э А , teM xs. Neuen *otivat TO “Appa, кай * катёВтса» auddrepor eis АВСЕН 
a vil Job. тд Фор, & re Ф/лтос ка} б edvobyos, xai ёВаттісер 44725 

ie . атор. 39 бте $ё “dvéBnoav ёк тоў bòaroc, eh pis 
u vv. 28, 29. 
w= John v. 7. 

w Matt. iji. 
16. Gen. 
zli. 3. 

x Luke iv. 18. 
~ eh. v. 9. 
: Cor. Ш. п 
inge xviil. 

12. y - John vi. 15. 
xxi, 21. к here only. 
ver. 20 reff. b absol., ver. C reff. 

88. eis то vdo bef ан фот 
39. [ауеВэ (for -Anoay) C 187. (18 def.)] 

2 Cor. xii. 2, €. Rer. zii. 5. #р=аб» à 
Josh. iii. 4. а 

х коріои У ўртааєу tov Ф[{Миттор, xai ойк eldey abròv 
3 7 e 1 3 ^ s é , à \ [| As › A ovxéts б leUvobyos, *émopeúero yàp тў» *óðòv aùroŭ 

yalpæav. % ФіМттос̧ 8ё єйребл eis "А ботор, xai b divep- 

woraudée, Xen. Anah. Iv. 3.6. Judg. 
U. N. xx. 16, Matt. i. 24. Luke xi Tal. ees 

epo: E с k 187-80 вуг copt Chr,. 
for ex, axo E c f o 137-77-80. 

ayyeAos коро npracey Tor ф:іМттоу ayyedos Be короо АЇ1: Trevua ayiov eremecer 
emt то» evvovxoy ayyedos Be (see note) A-corr! 16-8. 27-9. 86. 60. 100 arm, вуг stands 
thus wvevpa киру (ayiov syr-mg) Фететесеу exc тоу evrovxor ayyeAos бе kupiv: 
Jerome's testimony is doubtful. Isa Ixiii. 14, vol. iv. p. 754 [то]. iii. p. 470, ed 
Bened.], ** Spiritus Domini ductor ejus fuit," he says, id est, gregis Domini, Spiritum 

autem Ric Angelum debemus intelligere, qui ductor fuit populi Israel, juxta iliud quod 
scriptum est (Ps civ. 4, Heb i. 14). Consideremue illu d quod in Act. Ap. scribitur, 
Spiritus Domini rapuit Philippum, et non vidit eum ultra eunuchus," an super Angelo 
debeamus acci . Bunt qui Angelum in Spiritu sancto hsec fecisse testentur. But in 
Dial. adv. Luci. 9, vol. ii. p. 182 | vol. iv. pt ii. p. 296], he says Inde venit ut sine chris- 
mate et episcopi jussione, neque presbyter, neque diaconus jus habeant baptizandi. .. 
Ut enim accipit quis, ita et dare potest : nisi forte eunuchus a Philippo diacono baptizatus 
sine Spiritu sancto fuisse credendus est, de quo scriptura ita loquitur “ Et descenderunt 
ambo . . et 
autem illud objiciendum putas 
ported by Chr (who says оёкќт: Ќууелоѕ GAAS Tb wreüua аўтду ёртё(е 
explains spiritus domini by angelus domini). 

states that it is found in the codex amia- 
tinus of the vulgate, which i£ is not, except 
as а correction a secunda manu.] 
88. IR.] viz. the eunuch. 89. жу. 
кор. Apr. T. C.] The reading, ‘the Spirit 
Fell on the Eunuch, and an angel of the 
Lord caught away Philip,’ is curious, and 
lias probably arisen from a desire to con- 
form the results of the eunuch's baptism to 
the usual method of the divine procedure, 
and the snatching awayof Philip to hiscom- 
mission, ver. 26. But the Spirit did not fall 

. on the Samaritans after baptism by Philip. 
The text prp relates a supernatural 

disappearance of Philip: compare дўтоте 
per abr xvevpa коріо, 4 Kings ii. 16; 
no interpretation (as Eichhorn, Kuin., 
Olsh., Meyer) of his being suddenly hurried 
away by the prompting of the Spirit, 
will satisfy the analogy of the above. 
cited passage, and of (see below) a parallel 
one in Luke's own Gospel. The dpwd(ew 
of ref. John, which Meyer cites to justify 
his view, tells in my mind the other way ; 
the fear was lest the multitude should come 
and rear! Him off to make Him a King: 
and in the reff. 1 have therefore marked 
the two as bearing the same meaning. 
ove «Bev aùròv obxéri] Not ‘never saw 
him from that day, though (see below) 
that meaning may be indirectly included: 

uum abscederent ab aqua, Spiritus sanctus venit in Kunuchum.” Si 
quia “ Cum audivissent .. . (vv ud : txt is sup- 

and by Did(who 
avTov bef ту» odo B. [13 def.] 

—but as Luke xxiv. 31, abrbs Ќфартоз 
éyévero dx’ афто», and as in the strictly 
parallel words of 4 Kings ii. 12, obx else 
abrdy Eri, —after the going up of Elijah. 
These last words in my view decide the 
question, that the departure of Philip was 
miraculous. refers to what 
Sollows (Ф. 84 ebp.). ilip was found at 
Azotus: if the eanuch had gone that way, 
he might have met with him again: but 
he did not, for he went from the fountain 
on his own way, which did not lead through 
Azotus. 40. eip. ele At] A constr. 
pregnans,—was borne to, and found at. 
The word edpé0y again appears to refer to 
4 Kings ii. 17. Azorus or ASHDOD 
(Josh. xiii. 8; 1 Sam. v. 6 al.) was one of 
tho five principal cities of the Philistines, 
never, though nominally in Judah, tho- 
roughly subjugated by the Jews:—it was 
taken by Tartan the ian general (Isa. 
xx. 1),—again by Psammetichus, Н . ii. 
167; Jer. xxv. 20,—again by Judas Mac- 
cabæus (1 Macc. v. 68), and Jonathan (ib. 
x. 84), and by the latter destroyed; —re- 
built by Gabinius (Jos. Antt. xiv. Б. 8. 
B. J. i. 7. 7), and belonged to the kingdom 
of Herod, who left it in his will to his sister 
Salome (Antt. xvii. 8. 1; 11. 6). At pre- 
sent, it is a small village, retaining the name 
Esdud, but no remains. (Robinson, ii. 629; 
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NOpevos 
Nhe айтди eis Ka. cdpetau. 
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° єйтүүүєМ ето TAS TONEIS лас as, d Фос тоў © constr, , ver. 

97 

d constr. w. inf 

у. 

IX. 10 82 ZajXos ёт. eu , fámeMijs kal dóvov u. ge 
f eis TOUS pabyras тод xupiou, ^ трос» тф ápxtepei 

xxii. 27 B, F 
(not A) &c. 

n., ch. vii. 

? !9rcato {пар avToU * ётістол4 | eic Aapacxov прёѕ • быт oy 
Josh. x. 40 B (ош gen., AM ти, Fa: av zi. 15.) 

ich. аз. John iv. 9 8. 
ch. av m. zziii. 25, 33. Rom. xvi. zal L. P., exc. 2 Pet. Ш. 1, 16. 

xxiii. 6. ch. szi 
n lé al. 3 Kings n. Хаз. ) 13. 
х 

1 constr., here only. wee 2 Cor. | 111. 1 

40. таз ro. ха. bef ev. A. 

constr. 
f ch. iv. (1 ae крз vi. rye Job 

h = Matt. xxv Joho xii. 21. ch. 
James і. 6. Deut. 

eh. Ц. 7. 
1 Jong v. 15 only. 

(ms 18 is very much defaced from viii. 80 to ix. 1, 
bat the words xwAve: ue BawricOyva: xai can be read, thus shewing the omn of ver 37; 
again, in ver. 39, almost the onl “е legible are ж»єйда куроо урт, thus shewin 
that cod. colb. does not here, as frequenti elsw, agree with A's peculiar reading. Suc 
are the results in two verses alone of Dr. Tregelles' painstaking collation of tle 
nutilated parta of this important ms.) 

Cuar. IX. I. for ert, ori B! : 
2. exioroAas bef жар avrov R. 

iii. 1, 232. Winer, Realw.) тда wé- 
Ми Tágas} viz. Ekron, Jamnia, Jo ра, 
Apollonia, on the direct road: or, if he 
deviated somewhat for the pu , Lydda 
also (which seems implied ix. 82). 

Коштёраау] See note, ch. x. 1. 
Cuar. IX. 1 .] ConNVERSION OF 

SAUL. 1.] The narrative is taken up 
from ch. viii. 3, but probably with some in- 
terval, sufficient perhaps to cover the events 
of ch. viii. dpwvdev] Meyer charges 
the ordinary interpretation, ‘breathing, 
i.e. as in E. V., ‘ breathing out, with an 
arbi neglect of the composition: of the 
word. He would render it ‘tshaling,’ with 
the partitive genitives signifying the ele- 
ment. Bat the sense would thus be flat; 
and there seems to be no need for pressin 
the sense of the compound verb. We sboul 

haps bardly render it breathing ont, 
but breathing; his spiritus, inhaled or 
exhaled, being dweA}h к. $óvos. So (9 
alparéertos dvanvelay dpupaydoi, AE. Cala- 
ber, че and wréer Sm deir = 

5 (Kuin. wv, T 
ye т 8 3 КЕЧ. Со 
ТА where Hermann remarks, ‘Si recte 
observavi, ев est hujus constructionis ratio, 
ut præcedat illud participium, quod, sepa- 
ratim enunciata sententia, indicativus esse 
verbi debet : ut hoc loco sensus sit, 87: col 
éslorevoa, peravarrds.’ тё ире? 
See table in Prolegg. to Acts ;—it woul 
be Theophilus,—brother and successor to 
Jonathan, who succeeded Caiaphas, J pr 
Antt. xviii. 5. 8. 3. imorolds] of 
authorization; written by the high priest 
(in this case, but not always, president of 
the Sanhedrim) in the Due of ха» 7d 
жресВитќроу, ch. xxii. Б. alg Aa- 
pacxóv] Damascus is probably the oldest 
existing city in the world. We read of it 

Уот. IT. 

om Ni 1 24-6. 78. 126 sah. 

in Abraham’s time (Gen. xiv. 16; xv. 2): 
then no more till David subdued it 2 Sam. 
viii. 6) : it became independent again under 
Solomon (1 Kings xi. 24 ff.), and from that 
time was the résidence of the kings of Syria 
(1 Kings xv. 18; xx. 1 ff.), who were long 
at war with Israel and Judah, and at last 
were permitted to prevail considerably over 
Israel (2 Kings x. 82; Amos i. 8, 4) and to 
exact tribute таш J udah (2 Kings xii. 17, 
18, see also 2 Kings xiii. 3, 22, 25). Da- 
mascus was recovered to Israel by Jero- 
boam II. (cir. 825 д.с. 2 Kings xiv. 28). 
Not long after we- find Rezin, king of 
Syria, in league with Pekah, king of Israel, 
against Ahaz (2 Kings xv. 87). Ahaz in- 
vited to his assistance Tiglath-pileser, king 
of Assyria, who took Damascus and slew 
Bezin, and led the peo le captive (2 Kings 
xvi. 5—9; Isa. viii. 4). From this time 
we flud it subject to Assy ria (Isa. ix. 11; 
x. 9; xvii. 1), then to Babylon (2 Kings 
xxiv. 2; Jer. xxxv. 11), — Persia (Arrian. 
Alex. ii. 11, Aapeios тё» xpnp. TÈ ro 
. o » o o тетбифе els Aauagndy, Strabo, xvi. 
756; Q. Curt. iii. 12. 27),—the Syrian 
Seleucide (1 Macc. xi. 62; xii. 82), —and 
from the time of Pompey (64 А.С.), to the 
Romans, and attached to the province of 
Syria (Jos. Antt. xiv. 4. 6; 9. 5). Many 
Jews were settled there, and the majority of 
the wives of the citizens were proselytes, 
Jos. В, J. ii. 20. 2. On its subjection to 
Arctas, see below, ver. 24, note. It was 
later the residence of the Ommiad Caliphs, 
and the metropolis of the Mahommedan 
world. (Conybeare and Howson, edn. 2, 
vol. i. p. 106.) At present it is а large 
city, with [Пакка 250,000 inhabit- 
ante, nearly 70,000 of whom are Chris- 
tians. 11 is situated most beautifully, in 
a large and well-watered plain, on the river 

H 
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== ch. al. TAS TUVayaryas, mws Єйр Tiwas єбрр тўс " 0800 Óvras АВСЕН 
26. хіх. 9 Е ^ 7 А e А LPrab SM dvòpas тє кай yuvaixas, Sedeuévous ayayy eis "lepovcaAjp. cafga 

в Matt. ziii. 4, ане 3 ̂  dy дё TQ topevecOas ° ёүёрєто avrov ? ёүүібеи т) Aa- yis 
baer ts. pack, Ié-aipyns тє айтбу * перијотрафє» pis dm 
eee o5 oboavoD. * ка} Su àmborh» en» (4 v) pda, Luke TOU OUpGvoU, * Kal TETWV THY түй» ""«ovcev фоту 

vii. 12. xv. 7 э ал \ 2 { t 8 , Б eT 6e 
з. кә. Aéyoucay айтф Daovr Xaov, ri ue 'OÜwókew ; 5 elmev 

ON x Tis et [ov], кре; б 8 Ey eius Inoobs, dv ov * диоке. 
q Mark x 
Luke ii. 13. ix. 39. ch. xxii. 6 only. Prov. xziv. 22. 2 rch. zzii. 6 only. 

9. xxvi. 14. John iii. 8. Rev. v. 11 а1. Exod. xxzii. 18. i 
в w. acc., ch. xxii. 

t = ob. vii. 52 reff, 

for таз, та Bl. for ear, a» NI E Chr, ]. 
ovr. 13 [vulg E-lat coptt]. 

8. rec xa: efaipy., with EHLP rel Chr, : txt ABCN p. rec жератрофех bef 
avrov, with EHLP 13 rel [vulg syrr arm) Chr: txt (A)BCN m p.—avr. gos v. A.— 
[elz] repiec rp. [with] C3; во, appy, but perh яерастр. Al: wepwrrp. CI. * èr (corre 
тот ch xxii. 6 Р) ABCLN d p Thl-fin, de vulg E-lat : aro EHP 18 rel Thl.sif. add 
скАтроу со троз кеутра Aakri(eir (from ch xxvi. 14) E 180 am? Syr syr-w-ast (udding 
a note that these words are not here in the text, but where Puul gives the account of 
himself). 

5. rec om (as II) ov, with ABEHLPN rel: ins C. rec aft о бє ins курго eurer 
(xupios appears to have been an insertion to avoid the apparent insufficiency of o 8e; — 
emey, from ch xxvi. 15), with HLP 18 rel syrr [sah] Che, Thi; xupios xpos avrov E О 
11. 27-9. 66; xvpios 100 Hil; ere M k p!:3 43. 105-37 copt mth arm: om ABC p! 36 

ovr. bef rns od. AM p [eyrr wth]: om 

vulg. 
seth Hil, Aug, 

aft ino. add o Na(wpaios (from ch xxii. 8) ACE [demid] Syr syr-w-ast copt 

5, 6. rec aft док. (omg Aa) adds скАтроу то: xpos кєутра Aaxri(eiw Tpejuov T€ Kat 

Chrysorrhoas (Barrada) which divides 
into many streams (see 2 Kings v. 12), 
and fertilizes the plain (Strabo, xvi. 766, 
ў Дараскту) xópa ё‹афербутоз dwoivov- 
pévn),—bounded on all sides by the desert. 
See Winer, Realw., from which the above 
is mainly taken: Vitringa in Jesaiam, p. 
650 ff. (Notitia Damasci et Regni Dama- 
sceni), and a vivid description in C. and H., 
pp. 104—108. pòs T. ovv.) i. e. to the 
presidents of the synagogues, who would 
acknowledge the orders of the Sanhedrim, 
and could, under the authority of the Eth- 
narch, carry them out. тїз 6800) Not 
* this way,’ E. V., which rendering should 
be kept for the places where the pronoun is 
expressed, as ch. xxii. 4,—but the way, 
viz. of *salvation, ch. xvi. 17, or *of the 
Lord,’ ch. xviii. 26. (The genitive, as ris 
yvéuns elvai, вее 1 Cor. i. 12.) The ex- 
pression ‘THE WAY’ had evidently become 
a well-known one among Christians (see 
reff.) ; and it only was necessary to prefix the 
pronoun when strangers were addressed. 

The special journey to Damascus 
presupposes the existence of Christians 
there, and in some numbers. This would 
be accounted for by the return of many 
who may have been converted at the Pen- 
tecostal effusion of the Spirit, and perhaps 
also by some of the fugitives from the per- 
secution having settled there. This latter 
is rendered probable by Ananias’s J/kovca 

ёт? хоААд» тер) той &vDpbs тобтоо, ver. 13. 
8.] The journey from Jerusalem was 

probably made on the Roman road, i. e. 
that of the Itineraries, by Neapolis (Sichem) 
and Scythopolis, crossing the Jordan 8. 
of the lake Tiberias,—Gadara, and so to 
Damascus. Or he might have joined,— 
either the Petra road, by Jericho and Hesh- 
bon, and so by Botsrah to D.,—or the 
Egyptian caravan-track, which passes to 
the north of the lake of Tiberias, and near 
Cæsarea Philippi. In either case the jour- 
ney would occupy from flve to six days, the 
distance being 130 to 150 miles. 
жериўстр. k. T. A.] It was (ch. xxii. 6) wep? 
peonpBpiay,—and from ch. xxvi. 18, the 
light was itp Th» Ааджрбттта ToU lou. 
These details at once cut away all ground 
from the absurd rationalistic attempt to ex- 
plain away the appearance as having been 
lightning. Unquestionably, the inference 
is, that it was a bright noon, and the full 
splendour of the oriental sun was shining. 

His companions saw the light, and 
were also cast to the ground, ch. xxvi. 
18, 14; xxii. 9, see below on ver. 7. 4. 
Adyouoay аёт.) тӯ ‘ЕВраї8: 8:алёкте, ch. 
xxvi. 14. And it isa remarkable undesigned 
coincidence, that the form Tab should 
have been preserved in this account, and 
rendered in Greek in the translation of 
Paul's speech in ch. xxii. In ch. xxvi., 
where he was speaking in Greek before 
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v. 25. ver. 

“auvodevovres айтф єіст)кеса” * éveot, áxovovreg he ge, 

6 ДАЛА “avdornGs xal cisehBe eis тўр TOM», ка} - Manin. 
^ ^ e Sen 

Y AaAgÜrceral cos б ть сє Set тошу. 7 oi 8 avdpes of xS , 
al. 3 Ki 

xzii 10. 1 Cor. xiv. 3. Ezeh. fii. 22. w bere only+. Wied. ті. 33 (35) only. (-8ќа, Luke 
ii 44.) x bere only. Prov. vii. 28. Ша. 1ті. 10. Ep. Jer. 41 only. 

gange erre kupie тї pe бєйє тотса коп о kupios pos avrov (from ch xxvi. 14, and 
xxii. 10. Inserted by Erasmus from the Latin: in his annotations on “Durum est 
tibi he says “ In greecis codicibus id non additur hoc loco, cum mox sequatur, Surge: 
sed aliquanto inferius, cum narratur hsc res. See Treg on the Printed Txt p 23), 
with no Greek manuscript as far as Griesbach (“codices grseci, quantum scimus, nulli ”), 
Scholz ( ting Gb's words), and Tischdf are aware—vulg(demid fuld) syr-w-ast(but 
varies, and вуг ins Ma) stb(but varies) arm(ed-usc : but addg алла) Thl-ed-fin-txt 
Ні (pen. to roi, omg the former part): Aa is inserted and the rec omitted by all 
our manuscripts, by 23 others which Scholz specifies, by am! tol(Tischdf) Syr coptt 
[arm-zoh] Chr. 

6. esh: B. 
E-gr: om се К. 

rec om 8, with EHLP 13. 36 rel: ins ABCN p. Se: bef тє 

T. rec evveot, with L rel [Chr-ed,): tat ABCEHPN a b! h m p 18 syr-mg-gr. 
for uer, де (omg 3e follg) p. 

Festus, he inserts the words тӯ EBD. 8‹ал., 
to account for the use of the form Taobx: 
or perbaps he spoke the solemn words, in- 
effaceable from his n as they were 
uttered, in Hebrew, for King Agrippa. 
See note on Tao, ver. 17. pe 
езйн ;] А remarkable illustration of 
Matt. xxv. 45. The ne is not emphatic 
(agst Wordsw.); but the ет lack of 
emphasis, assuming the awful fact, gives 
more solemnity to the question. 
6. & 84] That Saul saw, as well as heard, 
Him who spoke with him, is certain from 
Ananias’s h, ver. 17, and ch. xxii. 
14,—that of Barnabas, ver. 27,—from ch. 
xxvi. 16 (&ф®ң» co), and from the re- 
ferences by Paul himself to his having 
seen the Lord, 1 Cor. ix. 1; xv. 8. These 
last I unbesitatingly refer to this occasion, 
and not to any subsequent one, when he 
saw the Lord ёи dxordoe:, ch. xxii. 17. 
Such appearances could hardly form the 
subject of autoptic testimony which should 
rank with that of the other apostles: this, 
on the contrary, was no #котас:ѕ, but the 
real bodily appearance of the risen Jesus : 
so that it might be adduced as the ground 
of testimony to His Resurrection. On 
the words excluded from our text, as havin 
been interpolated from ch. xxvi. 14, an 
xxii. 10, see note at xxvi. 14. It is natural 
that the account p^ the Areaan should be 
less precise than that of the person con- 
cerned, relating his own history. In ch. 
xxvi. 15—18, very much more is related to 
have been said by the Lord: but perhaps 
he there, as he omits the subsequent par- 
ticulars, includes the revelations made to 
him during the three days, and in the mes- 

of Ananias. 7.) 1n ch. xxii. 9, 
of 82 сё» dne буте rb ui» фёз ёбеїсарто 
(x. Kapo éyévorro), Thr 8 фий» ойк 

Ќкоусау Tov Халобутбѕ цо. Two accounts 
seemingly (and certainly, in the letter) 
discrepant; but exceedingly instructive 
when their spirit is compared, —the fuct 
being this: that the companions of Saul 
saw and were struck to the ground by the 
light, but saw oj5éva, no person :—that 
they stood (or were fixed :* but I should 
acknowledge the discrepancy here, and re- 

ize the more accurate detail of ch. 
xxvi. 14, that they fell to the ground) mute, 
hearing ris eris, the sound of the 
voice, but not Tr)» $er)r ToU AaAoUrrós 
мо, the words spoken and their meaning. 
Compare John xii. 29, note, (Only no 
stress must be laid on the difference be- 
tween the gen. and acc. government of 
феуў, nor indeed on the mere verbal differ- 
enco of the two expressions ;—but their 
spirit considered, in the possible reference 
which they might have to one and the same 
fact.) Two classes of readers only will 
stumble at this difference of the forms of 
narration; those who from enmity to the 
faith are striving to create or magnif 
discrepancies, —and those who, by the sui- 
cidal theory of verbal inspiration, are effec- 
tually doing the work of the former. The 
devout and intelligent student of Scripture 
will see in such examples a convincing 
proof of the simple truth of the narrative, 
the absence of all endeavour to pare away 
apparent inconsistencies or revise them 
into conformity,—the bond fide work of 
holy truthful men, bearing each his testi- 
mony to things seen and heard under the 
guidance, not of the spirit of bondage, but 
of that Spirit of whom it is said, об rò 
wreUua kvpíov, éAevOepía. I should not 
too hastily determine that tbis account 
has not come from Saul himself, on ac- 
count of the above differences: they are 
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ach. xxii. 11 

HPAZEI$ AIIOXZTOAQN. 

y ch. vi. S ref. THS Povis, undéva 66  Üevpobvres. 

IX. - 

8 7yyépÜn Sé Davros ABCEH 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 Рм 

only, Jude. darò THS , "veqryuévov d тб» офбаћ\ифу айтой ovdéva багкь 
compl. onl ach. sail i. égXemew * yetpaywyouvres ёё айтд» eisiyyayov eis Aapa- 

th. iv. 1 . iv. 16. , e ^ ` 7 ` „„ a 2 
bairt скор. 9 каў ўр nuépas Tpeis h @Мётор, Kai ойк * Epayev 

only. 1 Kings 
nt. 4. 

d ch. viii. 26 
ovoe * EnEV. 

e Matt. vi. 2. " Avavías. 

Luke rio" "Avavia. ó ё єЇтєу © [dav éyo, кірі. 
only. Prov 
III. 23 M 
Isa. xv. 3. 
Tobit ziii. 18 
(not M), Sir. 
ix. 7 only. 

6copovrres N“: opovres Ni. 
8. rec ins о bef cavAos, with HLP rel: om ARCER b! p. 

BHLP rel: txt (A)CE(M) p.—avory. A: ru 
outer (cf ch xxii.) A'BN vulg E-lat syrr sah d gh k 1 o wth armſappy] Chr 

sot, 

10°Hy &é tis pantis èv Aapacke óvópar. 
kai elev mpos avtov ёр Убрйадать б кйрїо$ 

П ó $ё кйрго$ Trpoc 
` abrov %Арастӣс̧ twopevOnts ёті тт» Bu тї kaXov- 
иёти eb bea, xal ёјттооу év oixia LO XZaüXov дуб- 

гес areory., with 
. Ni. for 2nd 8e, re HLP a b (c?) 

[-rom]: txt A*C E- gr HLP rel copt Chr Thl.—in М а seems to have been begun 
nbove the line, but is left unfinished. 

9. for ovde, xa: ovx C. 
10. rec o кир. bef ev op., with HLP р rel vss [Chr.]: txt ABCEN vulg æth - rom. 
11. ауаста fuld syrr(but so also ch x. 18, 20) coptt ; and, adding xa:, vulg(not am) 

seth(but so also elsw when there is no varn in the Greek). 

no more than might arise in narrations at 
different times by the same person. 
eloráxewav] It will be well to warn 
younger readers against an error often 
found in English Commentators (e. g. Dr. 
Burton here),—that gornxa is pu and 
elo rhei pluperfect in signification, — 
ёсттка, ‘I have been standing,’ and elerh- 
keicay, ‘had been standing.’ This error 
arises from forgetting the peculiar charac- 
ter of the verb Tor» with regard to tran- 
sitive and intransitive meanings. #47тука 
is strictly present, —e«larfikew imperfect : 
as much so as sfo and stabam. Mat- 
thie, § 206. And this accuracy is im- 
portant here: they had mot been stand- 
ing,’ but had fallen. Seo ch. xxvi. 14, 
zs is тє karawecorvrev huar eis Thy 
уйу. Wordsw.’s explanation, that elerh- 
кє‹сау refers to the standing still of the 
cavalcade, not to the standing of Saul's 
companions, is untenable: for 1) the éveol, 
which qualifies the elorfjkewar, forbids it: 
and 2) his justifying instances are all 
aoriste, Luke vii. 14; viii, 44; ch. viii. 38, 
not perfect, which surely will not bear this 
sense of mere arrestation in a course. 
8.] On his eyes being opened (it would 
seem that he had closed them on the first 
disappearance of the vision), he saw no 
one. He explains it, ch. xxii. 11, ds 32 
obe éd»éfiAewor ded ris 8677 ToU pwròds 
èxeivov. Не had seen, what those with 
him had not seen, the glorious Person of 
the Lord Jesus. See below on ver. 18. 
9.] Obs. ыў Nr, his personal subjective 
state: ойк To., the historical fact. 
obe &. of 82 ёж.) There is no occasion to 

soften these words: the effect produced on 
him by the odpdsios ówracía (ch. xxvi. 
19), aided by his own deeply penitent and 
remorseful state of mind, rendered him in- 
different to all sustenance whatever. 
10.] Paul adds, ch. xxii. 12, with par- 
ка; as defending himself before the 
Jews, that Ananias was àrhp ebAaBhs 
xarà Tb» vóuov uaprvpoüuevos bwd wdy- 
Te» тё» катоойутоу "lovdaley: saying 
nothing of the command received by him, 
sor that he was a disciple. In ch. xxvi., 
speaking before the Roman governor, he 
does not mention Ыт. . Howson 
(edn, 2, vol. i. р. 114) remarks on the close 
analogy between the divine procedure by 
visions here, and in ch. х. Here, Ana- 
nias is prepared for his work, and Saul 
for the reception of him as a messenger, 
each by а vision: and similarly Peter and 
Cornelius in ch. x. I may add, that 
in ch. viii., where the preparation of heart 
was already found in the eunuch, Philip 
only was supernaturally prepared for the 
interview. 11.) «Wo are allowed 
to bear in mind that the thoroughfares 
of Eastern cities do not change, and 
to believe that the ‘straight street,’ 
which still extends through Damascus 
in long perspective from the eastern gate, 
is the street where Ananias spoke to 
Saul." (C. and H., p. 118.) ох 
'Ioúða) The houses of Ananias and Judas 
are still shewn to travellers. Doubtless 
they (or at least the former) would long be 
remembered and pointed out by Christians; 
but, in the long degradation of Christianity 
in the East, most such identities must have 

kimo 
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pate Tapoéa. 1? {бой yap farposevyerat, xal elðev dv6pa raa, as x. 
Ы LEA э , 2 Li ? ^ ^ 9 reff. 
Avaviay ovopatt єєМӨбөта каў € émiÜévra, айтф 5 уєіра sh, riv 
Gras * араВ\еф. 13 drexpibn $ " Avaví(as Куре, ! xovoa A In gpp. 
‘amo тоХМф» тєрї той áàvÓpóe Tovrov, dca x card Tois 
ldrylows cov ётойуте» ёр `ТєроисаМм}ш^ l cal de ™ eyes 
m éfovaíav» пара Tay ápyiepéov Shoat rávras тойу " ётіка- 

Acts, here 
Эсе, and ch. 
хай. 13 bis 

(- 18. Іза. 
Ixi. 1.) 

i Luke xxii. 71. 

Aoupévous TÒ буода cov. 15 elmey 8 трос айтду 0 KUpLOG , 129015. 
°Tlopevov, бт Poxebos 9 ёк\оүйс̧ daTív poe ойтос ' ToU 
s Вастасаг тд буода pov * évoxrriov éÜvv тє ка} Bacidéwv 

бал, 2 Tim. iv. M. 

xzvii.53. Pe. av. 3 and 
o absol., Matt. ii. 8. ch. xxii. 21 al. fr. Jer. iii. 13. 

iv. 4.) 2 Tim. ii. (20) 21. (1 Pet. iii. т. Ре. хаз. 12.) 
1 Сог. x. 13 reff. a = here only 2. 

and constr., 
4 Kings viii. 
13. w. wpár- 
Teir, ch. 
zvi. 98. w. 
rei - 

1 = here first. Acte, vv. 2, 61, and ch. 2 Ww. lO only. Epp. passim. (Matt. 
m 1 Cor, vii. 37 reff. n ch. H. 21 and Hom. z. 13 reff. 

p = Rom. ix. (21) 22, 23. 2 Cor. iv. 7. (1 Thess. 
Rom. ix. 11 reff. r constr., 

% = ch. ii. 25 reff. 

12. rec aft бе» ins ey орадат: (addition to complete sense, аг is shewn by its various 
position), with EHLP 18. 36 rel; aft одра BC: om AN p vulg coptt eth. 
5 with HLP 13 rel poyer 

N 
орорат: 
a m p vulg arm. тод херад 

гес 

J: om o». sah seth-rom Chr.: txt ABCEN 
3: Xe ACN! p(appy): txt HL 18 rel 

syrr(but Syr(Etberidge) bas the sing in ver 17) sah wth-pl. 
18. гес ins o bef avavıas : om ABCEH[L ]PN. [ins xa: етеу bef кор. E seth. ] 

rec акукоа (corra to seemingly more appropriate tense), with HLP 13 rel Chr, : актко- 
auer lect-14: txt ABCEN p. rec eroi. bef т. ayiois cou (alteration of character- 
istic arrangement to more usual one), with HLP 13 rel [syrr coptt mth arm] Chr (Ec 
ТЫ: er гер. bef exo. A: txt ВСЕМ mp [valg] am demid fuld.—om gov p. 

16. rec po: bef er., with EHLP 13 rel coptt Arche] Thdrt ТЫ Iren.int: txt ABCN 
c m p vulg syrr Did-c [Sev-c]. ins rr bef e@var BC!(Cyr.). rec om 1st те, 
with HLP rel Chr [Sev-c] Thdrt, Thl-sif: ins ABCEN p 13. 36 Thl-fin. 

been lost; and imposture is so easy, that 
it is hardly possible to cherish the ght 
tbat the spots now pointed out can be the 
true ones. And so of all cases, where we 
have not unalterable or unaltered data to 
go on. Still, true as this is, we have 
sometimes proofs and illustrations unex- 
pectedly appearing, as research goes on, 
which identify as authentic, sites long 
pointed out by tradition. So that our way 
seems to be, to seek for all such elucida- 
tions, and meantime to suspend our judg- 
ment: bat never to lose sight of, nor to 
treat contemptuously a priori, a local belief. 

Tapoéa} The first place where 
he is so specified. TARSUS was the 
capital of the province of Cilicia, a large 
and populous city (тўз KA. явл peydany 
к. є«фдаїноуа, Xen. Anab. i. 2. 28) in а 
fruitfol plain on the river Cydnus, which 
flowed through the midst of it (‘ Cydnos, 
Tarsum liberam urbem procul a mari se- 
cans. Plin. v. 27. Strabo, xiv. 678. Q. 
Curt. iii. б. 1), with a swift stream of re- 
markably cold water. Strabo speaks most 
highly of its eminence in schools of philo- 
sophy: rocatrn тоз rüde adrOpérois 
oxovdh xpós те Ф:Лософіау ка} rhy AAA 
Фукікліюу raray waldi yéyover, Ssh 
фжерВ4ВАтәт ка) "Абђуаз ка) 'AAetár- 
Spesay ка} ef туа &АЛо> тбтор боуатдфу 
elre y, dr È cxoAdal xal 8:атр:Ва! тёу ф:Ао- 

cóQur kal r&y Ad-yor yeydract. Biapépei 
84 rocovroy, бт: érrav6a wey ol A- 
Ooürres éxixdpiot v res eisí, xiv. 674. 
He enumerates many learned men who had 
sprung from it. It was (see Plin. above) 
an “urbs libera," i.e. one which, though 
under Rome, lived under its own laws and 
chose its own magistrates. This ‘libertas’ 
was granted to it by Antony (Appian. Civ. 
v. 7): and much later we find it à Roman 

As a free city, it had neither the 
jus coloniarum,’ nor the jus civitatis: 
see ch. xxi. 39, also xxii. 28, and note. It 
is now a town with about 20,000 inhabit- 
ante, and is described as being a den of 
poverty, filth, and ruins. There are man 
remains of the old town (Winer, Realw.). 

19. 4posevxerov] This word would 
set before Ananias more powerfully than 
any other, the state of Saul. 
Av. ày.] А man, whose name in the same 
vision he knew to be Ananias. The sight 
of the man and the knowledge of his name 
were both granted him in his vision. 
18. tots &yíow cov] This is the first time 
that tbis after s well-known appella- 
tion occurs as applied to the believers in 
Christ. 14.) It could bardly fail to 
have been notified to the Christians at 
Damascus by their brethren at Jerusalem, 
that Sanl was on his way to persecute 
them, 15. ск. AA Vn] A genit. of 
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uch 2 8 ref. ифи Te lopand: 16 éyà yàp ‘inrodelfw aùr боа Set 
v and constr., 
Luke (iii. 7 
1 Mt.) vi. 47. 
xii. 6. ch. 

айтди v mèp тоў " óvoparós pov табейу. 17 * атў\Өеу 82 
"Avavias «ai єў ADev eis Tijv оікіар, xai ériDels ёт avrov 

wsh v.4. 3v. тё Y yeipas elmev Ca aberge, 0 KUpLOS áréaTaA«év LE, 

s John 7 only. 'Igeots 6 *дфбє cor фу tH оё ) fjpyov, бта *àva- 
x = ch. v. 

reff. 
y ch. viii. 17 

reff. 
2 ch. ii. 3 reff. 
a ver. 12. 
b ch. il. 4 reff. 

E" 127% 4 ef. f. трофђи ! évicy ue. 
Matt. iii. 16. 

e here only. 
Levit. xi. 9, . 
12. (-wigew, Tobit zi. 13 [&soAes. N].) 

23. I Tim 

17. for 8e, re А. 
Im [sah] sth-rom Thl. 

MEN kal b rNεν mvedparos áylov. 18 xai evOéws 
c améresav айтойў amd rv obGaruav “easel *Xemíbes, 
"dvéBrewev te кай favaoràs ёВаттісбт, 19 кай €" Xaov 

éyévero 8 peta trav ev AapackQ 
^ j Р j 4 90 A > 0 L ё ^ а? 

pabnrav V juépas 3) reds, 90 xai eb, ev таў avraryoxyais 
f ch. viii. 26 гей. Б = John хіх. 30. Mark ху. 

А . iv. 4. b here only. метах. тр» ch. ij. 46. zzvii. 28, 34. просА. TP., xxvii. 38. 
j= here only. Gen. xlviii. 3, trans., Luke zzii. 43 only. 2 Kings xzii. reff. 

таз x. bef ex avr. C [coptt eth]. 
om 7 npxov N(ins N-corr!). 

18. (атетесау, so ABCEHN p [18] Thl-sif.) 

40. J ch. x. 48 

om ino. HLP b d g h k 

rec ат. T. o. bef avr. (more 
usual instead of more characteristic arrangement), with CEHLPN rel: txt AB m. 

ws (more usual word) ABN! p [om copt sth]. 
doubtful. ] 

for те, ёе CRN copt. [Cl 

[sah seth arm-ms]: om ABC! HPN d g 1! m p 86 vulg Syr copt arm[-ed |. 
19. еисхидт BCi. 

c p [13] vulg syrr coptt sth arm Chr.. 
o Chr, tus. i 
uality: as we вау, * the man of his choice.’ 
dee Winer, edn. 6, § 84. 3, b. Paul 
often uses this word скебоѕ in a similar 
meaning, see reff., 5 Rom. ix., &c., 
where it is in illustrating God's sovereign 

wer in election. Baordoas, per- 
aps in reference to the metaphor in 

oxevos. д0уёу ] This would hardly be 
understood at the time: it was afterwards 
on a remarkable occasion repeated to Paul 
by the Lord in a vision (see ch. xxii. 21), 
and was regarded by him as the specific 
command which gave the direction to his 
ministry, see Gal. ii. 7, 8. Вал.) 
Agrippa, and probably Nero. 18. 
КОНАГЫ The fulfilment of this is testi- 
fied by Paul himself, ch. xx. 28, 25: see 
also xxi. 11. 17. Task] The He- 
brew form of Saul’s name is only found 
here, and in the report of our Lord’s pre- 
vious address to bim. к. N. 
жу. áy.] I can hardly think, with De W. 
and Meyer, that these words imply that 
the Lord had said to Ananias more than 
is above related: I would rather view them 
as a natural inference from what was said 
in ver. 15. In ch. xxii. 14, where the 
command to Ananias is omitted, hie speech 
contains much of the reason given in the 
command here. It is remarkable again 

bow Paul, speaking there to an infuriated 
Jewish mob, gives the words spoken just 
that form which would best gain him a 
favourable hearing with them—e. g. д deb; 

rec aft ey. де ins o au 
tical portion: so lect-12 has eye». «wai тоу *avAor), 

rec aft re ins тарахртра (addition for precision), with Jun rel syr 

commencement of an ecclesias- 
with HLP rel: txt ABCEN 

ins orrwr bef ev Зацаско HLP bd g km 

r zartpey u, Ide тду $(кадот,— 
wdrras dsOpérous, avoiding as yet the 
hateful word £65». He there too gives 
дуастдѕ drr ral & A % тёз ёдар- 
qlas cov, éikaAecduevos Tb буора abroU 
as part of the exhortation of Ananias. 

18. ósa AewiBeq] The recovery of 
sight is plainly related as miraculous, the 
consequence of the divinely appointed lay- 
ing on of the hands of Ananias. And this 
scaly substance which fell from his eyes 
was thrown off in the process of the in- 
stantaneous healing. N It 
has been well remarked (Olsh.) that great 
honour was here placed upon the sacra- 
ment of baptism, inasmuch as not even 
Saul, who had seen the Lord in special 
revelation and was an elect vessel, was 
permitted to dispense with this, the Lord's 
appointed way of admission into His 
Church. 19. dx. ] intrans. see reff. 

tp. туба) A few days; of quiet, 
and becoming acquainted with those as 
brethren, whom he came to persecute as 
infidels: but not to learn from them the 
gospel (od yap фүф жард àrÓpdhrov rap- 
éAaBor abrd, ofre ё8:84хӨп», Gal. i. 12), 
nor was the time longer than to admit of 
«b0ées being used, ver. 20, —and indeed 
the same eb6éws of the whole space (in- 
cluding his preaching in our vv. 20, 21) 
preceding the journey to Arabia, in Gal. i. 
16. n places that journey defore 
our фүфето dé, —which however is mani- 

ABCEH 
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k éxrpug тєр TOV uso», б бт. ' obras оті 0 vis той ÜcoD. кер. т. Ме, 
21 ^ ébirravTo ӧё парте oi dxovovres каї éXeyov Ойу 155 ‘Gor. a 4, 
outos ёсті 0 " ropÜ/jsas € ev ‘Tepovoadiys Tous ° ётікаћоу- 
pévovs TÒ P Ğvopa ToÛTO; ка} de "eis тодто d Aube, Luko . эз. 
Фа Sedeuévous алто dyáyg rem тофу apxvepets. ота v.20 
22 Davros O6 aa в ёуєбура робто, кад i auvéyvvvev тойс f u ts 

Od. l. 13, 1 ovdaious TOUS катошойута$ ev Дараскф, u сушВ:Вабо» , ‘aye 
@ ver. NG 

Pr.Colal бте " ойтос ётт 0 ypiaTós. °З dg 8 " éerAgpovro * ipal . 
п А 1 

ry. 23, ®(кауаб, У avvefJovAevcavro oi '1оида{о& * йуєМейу GUTOV. q lohn xcii. 37 
* Merk 1. 38. = Matt. x s Rom. iv. 20 als. Paul only, exc. бен, whieh is 

of Paul, and Heb. зі. 34. "Pa. li. 109). uds. vi. 34 AB. ‘not Ed-vat. F) only. ch. II. 6 reff. 
u 1 Cor. ii. 16 ref, Exod. xviii. 16. v тег. 0 reff. w ch. vii. 23 reff. А ver. 43. ch. 

zvill. 18. xxrii. 7 L. see ch. viii. 11. у constr., Rev. iii. 18 only. 1 Macc. ix. 69. see Dan. vi. 
7 Theod. v. iva, Matt. xavi. 4. John zi. b3 only. v. Sre, John xviii. 14 only. s ch. v. 33 reff. 

30. rec for ng., хрістоу (doctrinal alteration? see note), with HLP rel (arm-mss] 
Chr 
and]. -int. 

. «{фетато Ni(but corrd). 

: alii aliter: txt ABCEN a c h p 13 vulg syrr [copt sth-rom arm-ed] Iren [-gr 

for ev, us AN. eAndvbev (alteration, not 
observing the force Pant the pluperf ?) E-gr HLP p rel Chr, : txt ABCN o (13) 36 E-lat. 

avayayn Р 
22. aft eved. ins то 05 C, ev To А. E. 

сууеҳеєу E 57. 662. 137-80 Thl. fin : 
28. ins a: bef дери: H. 

festly against the sense of the text:— 
Michaelis and Heinrichs, between vv. 19 
and 20,—to which there is the same ob- 
jection : Kuinoel and Olsh., after ver. 25, 
—which the ev@éws of Gal. i. 16 will not 
allow: Neander and Meyer, in the hep 
{кауа{ of ver. 23, which time however in 
our text is certainly allotted to the pro- 
gress of his preaching in Damascus, and 
the increase of the hostility of the Jews in 
consequence. See below. 20. °In- 
gow) The alteration to xpiordy has pro- 
bably, as Meyer suggests, been made from 
doctrinal considerations, to fix on д vids 
той Jeo? the theological sense,—that Christ 
is the Son of God instead of that which 
it now bears,—that Jesus is the Son of 
God, i.e. that Jesus of Nazareth as a 
matter of fact, is the Son of God, i. e. the 
Messiah expected under that appellation. 
Be this as it may, the following 1d буора 
то®то (ver. 21) is decisive for the reading 
noob, and obrós ёст б хрістбх ver. 22 
still more so. 21. wophiicas] Mi- 
litari verbo usus est,' Erasm. So sch. 
Choeph. 680, of "уф, car Ќкраѕ dvdd’ ds 
wopOovpeba. See also Sept. c. Theb. 176 
(194 Dind.). dAyAvGa)}] bad come 
here, implying t the abandonment of 
үт 1 bs a e 

Svvapotro, as va cneath 
which can lie бе. fhe jo journey to 
Arabia. Paul mentions this journey (Gal. 
i. 17) with no obscure hint that to it was 
to be assigned the reception by him, in 
full measure, of the Gospel which he 

eouvexuvery 13: txt 
rec cvvexuvey, with A[B*]HLP rel: 

В'СК. om Ist rovs BN). 

preached. And such a reception would 
certainly give rise to the t accession 
of power here recorded. am the more 
disposed to allot that journey this place, 
from the following considerations. The 
omission of any mention of it here can 
arise only from one of two causes: (1) 
whether Paul himself were the source of 
the narrative, or some other narrator, —£Àe 
intentional paseing over of it, аг belong- 
ing more to his personal history (which it 
was his express purpose to relate in Gal. i.) 
than to that of his ministry: (2) on the sup- 
position of Paul not having been the source 
of the narrative,—the narrator having 
not been aware of it. In either case, this 
expression seems to me one very likely to 
have been used :—(1) if the omission was 
intentional, — to record a remarkable acces- 
sion of power to Saul’s ministry, without 
particalarizing whence or how it came: 
(2) if it was «nintentional, —as а „simple 
record of that which was observed in him, 
but of which the source was to the nar- 
rator unknown. v,, . Ch 
sostom strikingly says, åre e ду 
dre rdu¹ e abrobs xal ойк «а фёёуує- 
obar ёубшсау ёкттАА@х@а: тїз dv mois 
roto rot Вал {ет ёт irre: Ire- 
$árvov, ка) Lrepdvou oc$obpórepor ефро» 
ётероу. (Cramer's Catena.) 83. 
pépa: lcaval] In Damascus, see above on 
ver. 19. The whole time, from his con- 
version to his journey to Jerusalem, was 
three years, Gal. i. 18. avec афт.) 
èx) Tb» loxupdy ovddcyiopdy Epxorras 
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a constr., Phil 24 ^ eyvaaOn è TQ Халл Ñ” ётцВоућ\л) айти.  " raperg- ABCEH 
v. iv. A LPR a b 

>t usus, Hof ёё kal rde rx *"uépas тє kal è уиктдсѕ боқ c атка 
i; ` , a mo 

en. mu. GUTOP *avédAwow  ?P*Xafovres ёё of pabyral айтой pis 
м. 22. 

e mid., Luke vi. 7. xiv. 1. Gal. ir. 10. Ps. хахті. 12. act, Mark ili. 2. Luke xx. 20 only. d gen., Luke 
xviii. 7. Rev. iv. ВАМ. Pa. i. 2. W.x.74dpas, Mark v. 5. 1 Thess. Ц. 9 al. Isa. xxxiv. 10. acc.,ch. xx. 31 reff. 

e Matt. xxi, 35,39. Gen. zii. 5. 

24. [vavAo H.] rec wapernpouy (mistake: see below), with HLP 13 rel: txt 
ABCEN Fr-coisl p 36 Orig,. rec for ĝe xai, те (the -To of sapernpovrro being mis- 
taken for re, no other copula was wanted: and thus 8є xa: was struck out: thus also 
the xai in L do as unnecessary aft бє), with HP 18 rel Syr [wth] Chr: 8« L 137-80 
вуг coptt arm Gb]: txt ABCEN Fr-coisl p 36 vulg Orig. om te A d f k Orig. 

for nu. to AVEA., ото тіасосіу ауто пи. Kat VVKT, А. aveX. bef aurov №. 
25. rec avrov о: pa@yrai, with EHLP 18 rel [vulg] syrr eoptt th - pl [arm] Chr-txt 

(Ec Thl: avrov o: дай. avrov b: o падут ауто» m p?(or rr! P): o: paénra: 86. 69 
lect-12: txt ABCR Fr-coisl pl(perhbaps) am demid Orig (vol. ii. p. 394) Chr(éxévpeye 

di ol 'IovBaioi. obxéri yap сикофёутаѕ 
к. xatnydpous к. wjevBoudprvpas émi(n- 
robo, Chrys. Hom. xx. 24.] In 
2 Cor. xi. 82, Paul writes, dv Дораскф д 
éüvdpxns 'Apéra той Bacirdws eppodpes 
Thy тбл» Aapacknvay, rid дє [9ёлоу]. 
A somewhat difficult chronological ques- 
tion arises respecting the subordination of 
Damascus to this Aretas. The city, under 
Augustus and Tiberius, was attached to 
the province of Syria: and we have coins 
of Damascus of both these emperors, and 
again of Nero and his successors. But we 
have none of Caligula and Claudius; and 
the following circumstances seem to point 
to a change in the rulership of Damascus 
at the death of Tiberius. There had been 
for some time war between Aretas, king of 
Arabia Nabatea (whose capital was Petra), 
and Herod Antipas, on account of the di- 
vorce by Herod of Aretas’ daughter at the 
instance of Herodias, and on account of 
some disputes about their frontiers. A 
battle was fought, and Herod’s army en- 
tirely destroyed (Jos. Antt. xviii. 5. 1). 
On this Antipas, who was a favourite with 
Tiberius, sent to Rome for help: and Vi- 
tellius, the governor of Syria, was com- 
missioned to march against Aretas, and 
take him, dead or alive. While on his 
march, he heard at Jerusalem of the death 
of Tiberius (March 16, A. p. 37), and 
хбАєдо» ёкфёреу obe ópolws Burdpevos 
5.4 Tb eis Г4їоу ueramemrokéra: тА xpdy- 
ката (Antt. xviii. 5. 3), abandoned his 
march, and sent his army into their win- 
ter quarters, himself returning to Antioch : 
Antt. ibid, This perawerrwxdva: тй яр. 
brought about a great change in the situ- 
ation of Antipas and his enemy. Antipas 
was soon (A.D. 39) banished to Lyons, and 
his kingdom given to Agrippa, his foe 
(Antt. xviii. 7. 2), who had been living in 
habite of intimacy with the new emperor 
(xviii. 6. 5). It would be natural that 
Aretas, who had been grossly injured by 

Antipas, should, by this change of affairs, 
be received into favour; and the more so, 
as there was an old grudge between Vitel- 
lius and Antipas, of which Jos. says (Antt. 
xviii. 4. 5), ixpuwrey ópyf», uéxpi 95 ка} 
uer ide, Tatou rhy ёрҳђу wapeiAnoóros. 

Now in the year 38 Caligula made 
several changes in the East, granting Itu- 
га to Soemus, Lesser Armenia and 
of Arabia to Cotys, the territory of Cotys 
to Rhemetalces,—and to Polemon, the 
son of Polemon, his father’s government. 
These facts, coupled with that of no Da- 
mascene coing of Caligula and Claudius 
existing MS might be fortuitous, but 
acquires force when thus combined), make 
it probable that about this time Damascus, 
which belonged to the predecessors of Are- 
tas (Jos. Antt. xiii. 5. 2), was granted to 
Aretas by Caligula. This would at once 
solve the difficulty. The other supposi- 
tions,—that the Ethnarch (see on 2 Cor. 
xi. 32) was only visiting the city (as if 
he could then have guarded the city to 
prevent Paul's escape), —or that Aretas 
had seized Damascus on Vitellius giving 
up the expedition against him (as if 
a Roman governor of a province would, 
while waiting for orders from a new em- 

ror, quietly allow one of its chief cities to 
taken from him), are in the highest 

degree improbable. The above is taken in 
substance from Wieseler, Chron. des Apost. 
Zeitalters, pp. 167—176. His further ar- 
gument from a coin BaciAdws 'Apéra Qtà- 
€AAnvos does not seem conclusive, as it 
leaves the latter title altogether unac- 
counted for. It probably (C. and H. i. 
pp. 101 and 132) belongs to a former Аге- 
tas. 85.) The reading in the text, AaB. 
ol һобтүга\ abro), is ambiguous. Chrys. 
f in var. readd.), al. take it as if Saul bad 
isciples of his own who did this. The only 

escape from this inference is by supposing 
an unusual government of a gen. by Aa- 
Bórres, such as we sometimes in Ho- 
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руктӧ {0:4 той 9 reiyovs " кабђкау айтди ! yaXáaavres t- 3 Cor. xi. 
év *omvpiði. 

33 only 

26 | mapayevópevoşs бё leis єроисаћ)џ tico 21.3. Heb. xi. 30. 

m emeipâTo " кох\йтба ois t xal mávres ёфобофуто CAO timen) 
айтор, ил] ? TIOTEŬO o rer ё ^. 21 Baová xm o NT, TEVOVTES ° TE? oTi пабтттус. apváflas Tale 15. 
$2 "émiXafopevos айтд» yyaryer rp той d ro rh, 

та & , » ^ T ^ ^ "^^ t ` t 2, Ex z туђсато айто5 ms v TH 08ф elòe TÓv * кйрїор, 1. g 
} е М. э ^ } 122 9 A ^ u2 , 4. ral бт. d айт@, xal r év Лараскф °ётар- 

* 

ch. x. 11. 

Luke v. 4, 5. 
ch. xx vii. 17, 

Cor moidcato év тф Gvopatt Ina B kal jv pet айти zis oniy. 
pn Ф Ва левее per Jer. xiv. 

(xxxviii.) 6. Yeismopevóuevos xal d Ens eis Чероџтаћди, , GH) 
A * 31 1 

“ mappnoaķopevos ёи TQ G, e той Kupiou, ?9 dA тє KI 
Att. 

1. (John viii. 2.) ch. ziii. 14. zv. 4 only. Josh xxiv. 1]. 
18 №34, F(not A) Ald. only. 
zv. 31 pres., ch. xvi, 38 reff. 
4.) zziii. 27 only. (Prov. vii. 13.) gen., ch. xvii. 19 reff. r 

s ве abore (г). Mark ix. 9. Luke viii. 39. ix. 10, ch. viii, B. Heb. хі. 32 only. Josh. Н. 23. 
T. K. 1 Cor. iz. 1 reff. 

vi. 20. 1 Thess. ii. 2 only. L.P. Prov. zx. 9 а]. 

Tots pabyrais abreõ · kal yap дайттйс elxer eùbéws). 

xx. 90. (ch. xxii. 18.) 

n ch. y. 13 reff. 

4. xvi. 

ii. 
m ch. xxvi. 21 only. Frov. xavi. 

o Jobn хіт. 10. Rom. 3.9 1 These. іт. 14 al. Job 
q constr., ch. xvi. 19. xviii. 17. Luke ix. 47. (xiv. 

constr., Mark v. 16. ch. zii. 17 only. 
t John 

ach. aiii. 46. хіт. 3aB. Eph. 
v here only. Zech. viii. 10. see ch. i. 21. 

rec xaOnaay bef bia т. Teix., 
omg ауто» (correction apparently, for the sake of ре, to prevent AaBorres and 
dia Tov Teixovs being connected together), with 
Fr-coisl p Orig.—om avrov EH LP m rel: ins ABC Fr-coial p 13. 

96. rec aft wap. 8« ins o cavdos (insertion as in ver 19: 

LP (13) rel Chr: txt ABC(E m) N 
e$vpii [С]К. 

further shewn by о savAos 
fs E Фс), with HLP 13 rel зуг sth-pl (arm) Chr-txt, Thl: o wavdos E 33-4. 105: om 
ABCN p vulg coptt eth Chr-comm,. for es, e» EHLP rel Thi-sif: txt A B(sic: 
eee table) CN a d f g o p(Treg expr, so aleo Scriv) 36. exeipalev (corra to more 
usual form, see reff) ABCN р: txt EHLP 18. 86 rel Chr. 

N. om 8rd ка N'(ins M-corr!:3). rec ins rev bef no., with EHLPN p 13 rel; 
короо, A 98-mg; rov kv ah k lect-12: om BC m o. 

98. om кох ект. (homa@otel) HLP b df 1m o Chr, Thl.sif. rec (for eis) e», with 
Н a h [vulg syrr ath arm] Chr,: txt ABCELPN [m] p 13. 36 rel Chr,. (Meyer holds 
that eis is owing to a wish to have a prep that may apply to one or other of the par- 
ticiples : but surely no corrector would have left exwop. as together, and Н which 
omits x. єкт. reads ev.) rec ins xa: bef rapp., with EHLP rel ves Chr, ТЫ: om 
ABCN p 18. 40 fuld seth-rom arm. rec aft т. кир. ins eov, with НІМ [m(omg 
vov)} 18 rel th - pl Chr, : for т. xv, iv C 3. 10-4. 38. 67*. 80! Syr Chr: om кор. a h: 
txt ABEPN! p 40 vulg вуг coptt sth-rom arm. 

mer, e. g. ёукдг ХаВіту» &ХА%Аш», Il. y. 
711; 'Obvetos AdBe гуобуеу, Od. x. 310: 
see also Il. y. 869, 0, 371; Od. e. 428, т. 
480. Во we have xparhoas rijs yeipds 
аётӯз, Luke viii. 54. But whether this is 
justified in a case where the whole person 
is concerned, as here, may be a question. 
If it is, it must be because not the taking 
and iE ha to the spot, but the act 
of laying bold of him to put him into the 
basket, is intended. StA T. Te(yovs 
Further particularized by the addition o 
8,4 6vplbos, 2 Cor. xi. 33. Such windows 
in the walls of cities are common in the 
nari see Josh. ii. a 1 Sam. xix. 12: 
and an engraving of part of the present 
wall of Damascus in C. and Н. i. p. 124. 

скур.) capydrp, 2 Cor. xi. 33. 
Eee note arig fes on Matt. xv. 37. 

. y. mediately: the purpose 
of this journey was to ко 91790" 
with Peter, Gal. і. 18: а resolution pro- 
bably taken during the conspiracy of the 

Jews against him at Damascus, and in 
fartherance of his announced mission to 
the Gentiles: that, by conference with 
the Apostles, his sphere of пас һе 
agreed on. And this purpose his escape 
enabled him to effect. cal] Not but: 
the 84 follows. 97.) It is very pro- 
bable that Barnabas and Saul may have 
been personally known to each other in 
youth. Cyprus is only a few hours’ sail 
from Cilicia. The schools of Tarsus may 
naturally have attracted one who, though 
a Levite, was a Hellenist: and there the 
friendship may have begun, which lasted 
throngh many vicissitudes, till it was 
rudely interrupted in the dispute at An- 
tioch (ch. xv. 39).’ (C. and H., edn. 2, i. p. 
127.) тоў ётост.) Only Peter, and 
James the Lord's brother, Gal. i. 18, 19. 
Probably there were no other Apostles 
there at the time: if there were, it is 
hardly conceivable that Saul should not 
have seen them. Оп his second visit, he 
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"меат. Kal" avvebyrei * трос Tous х Eddnuoras. of & ётеуеіроиу ascen 
zu з Ž aveXew avroy, 3084 ётгүубәте$ de bog > dOcA doi ra- ^ ate h | 

: ch b t, Mayor avrov eis Karodpeav kal * EF He айтдр eis Sn 
reff.) only. 

Luke і. I. ch. ) y Lube i-1. ch. Тароор. 
31'H риќи оф» ° éxxrdnoia каб "дм ths “lovdaias xai 

ui only. laAaíae kal Xapapeíae 8 єє» Selpyvny, * oixodopou- 
b John xxi. 

only in 

жү ei 
passin. 

e ch. zxiil. 15 
reff. d ch. vii. 12 reff. L. P. 

iv. 14. li. б. ver. 42. ch. х. 37. 
vili. 1. ж. 23. ziv. 4,17. 1 Thess. v. 11. 
ch. ххі. 21. v. dv, Lukei.6. 1 Pet. lv. 3. 2 Pet. il. 10. Josh. xxii. 5 A Ald. compl. 

1 m ch. vi. 7 reff. (reff.) only. = Rom. хіі. 8 reff, 

99. aft сире. ins те (but сотта) Ni. 

e sing. w. two or more places adjoined, here only. 
g Joha xvi. 33. Rom. v Tost 4 , : 

ём) кай ‘aopevopévn TQ * фоб той * xupiov, kai тӯ 
larapaxAynoe: той dyiov ?rveuparos ™ ётћ)Өдрєто’ 32 éyé- 

f Luke 
y. h = ch. zz. 33. 1 Cor. 

і constr., ch. xiv. 16. Jude 11 only. Prov. xaviii. 36. осе 
k 3 Cor. v. 11 

AA A many ves(Grecos): vulg has 
loquebatur quoque gentibus, et disputabat cum Gracis, but am demid &c omit gentibus 
(corrn from ch xi. 20). 
р [vulg] Chr.. 

. for tais., tepovoAupa А. 

rec avro» bef ay«A., with HLP 18 rel: txt ABCEN ah m 

add Ва ruxros E, vucros c 180 Syr syr-w-ast sab. 
om And avror (as unnecessary) AE а? h: ins BCHLPN p rel. 

81. rec as per ovy exxAnorat [add rara: E] & exor.. Poster Chr vi Ej к. 
wopevoueras[ evo E] &с етАтбьуоуто (see note), with EHLP rel вуг Chr, Aug] : txt 
ABCN p 13 vulg Syr coptt eth arm Dion, Thi-fin. 

saw John also (Gal. ii. 9). Perhaps he 
never saw in the flesh any other of the 
Apostles after his conversion. N- 
сото] viz. Barnabas, not Saul. : 
EMM rA] Sce ch. vi. 1 and note. This 
he did, partly, we may infer, to avoid tbe 
extreme and violent opposition which he 
would immediately encounter from the 
Jews themselves, —but partly also, it may 
well be believed, because he himself in the 
synagogues of the Hellenists had opposed 
Stephen formerly. 30. dstyvévres 
8à . . . There was also another reason. 
He was praying in the temple, and saw 
the Lord in a vision, who commanded him 
to depart, for they would not receive his 
testimony :—and sent him from thence to 
the Gentiles: see ch. xxii. 17—21 and 
notes. His stay in Jerusalem at this visit 
was fifteen days, Gal. i. 18. alg Kar- 
сбреау) From the whole cast of the sen- 
tence, the катўухуоу and éfawdrre:Aay, we 
should infer this to be Cæsarea Stratonis 
ен on ch. х. 1], even if this were not 
etermined by the word Kaisdpeia used 

absolutely, which always applies to this 
city, and not to Cesarea Philippi (which 
De Dieu, Olsh., and others believe to be 
meant [see Matt. xvi. 18 and note]). From 
Gal. i. 21, it would appear that Saul about 
this time traversed Syria (on his way to 
Tarsus?). If so, he probably went by sea 
to Selencia, and thence to Antioch. The 
ёатќстелЛау looks more like a ‘sending 
off’ by sea, than a mere sending forward 
by land. «ls Tapaóv | towards, ‘for,’ 
arsus. He was not idle there, but cer- 

tainly preached the Gospel, and in all pro- 

bability was the founder of the churches 
alluded to ch. xv. 23 and 41. 

31.) FLOURISHING STATE OF THE 
CHURCH IN PALESTINE AT THIS TIME. 
Commencement of new section : compare 
иё» обу, and note, ch. xi. 19. The ing 
ікк\ус(а can hardly (as Meyer) be au 
alteration to suit the idea of the unity of 
the charch,—as in that case we should have 
similar alterations in ch. xv. 41; xvi. 5, 
where no variations are found in (he chief 
mss. More probably, it has been altered 
here to conform it to those places. This 
description probably embraces most of the 
time since the conversion of Saul. De 
Wette observes, tbat the attention of the 
Jews was, during much of this time, dis- 
tracted from the Christians, by the at- 
tempt of Caligula to set up his image in 
the temple at Jerusalem, Jos, Antt. xviii. 
8. 2—9. vn] See Matt. 
xvi. 18. It probably refers to both exter- 
nal and internal strength and accession of 

Paul commonly uses it of spiritual 
uilding up: see reff. тор. T9 g.] 

walking in the fear: for construction see 

к. T. T ‚ T. dy. wv. ётл.] 
And was multiplied (reff) by the exhor- 
tation of (i. e. inspired by) the Holy 
Spirit. This is the only rendering which 
suits the usage of the words. Those of 
the Vulg. ‘consolatione replebantur,'—of 
Kuin., ‘adjumento abundabant, are un. 
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vero 82 Ilérpov "биєрүбнеуор 8:4 партои raren hei dé, 
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(with acc., ch. 
ziii. 6 reff.) ё mA 

sr ‘Kxataxeimevoyv ёті ‘xpaBdrrov, de y " mapadedv- o yii. 5 
L 

jiévos. p ver. 13. ^ € ^ ^ 

% kai elrrev айтф о ЇЇётро< Aivéa, láraí сє 190005 constr, eh. i. 
19 

б ypiorós “avdornOs ка} х otpdcov ccavrQ. 35 ral r= Lake rii. 
D X 3 э A / е Ф. x N al. (3 

evÜcvs " dvéotn, xal eld a abtov Távres oi 4 karotxoUyreg 12% 1 
s = Mark i. 

30. ch. xxviii. 8. Prov. vi. 9. t ch. v. 15 reff. uch. viii. 7 reff. v eyo. © Xp-, 
here (ch. v. 42 v. r.) 1 1 ( ch. xviii. 5. w x ver. 6 reff. x Mark хі. 8 bis j| Mt. xiv. 
15 U L. only. Job xvii. 13. Ezek. zziii, 41. constr., bere only. Esth. iv. 3. 

38. гес Avd8av (here and in ver 35 alteration to an inflected form from the original 
Avdsa: cf eis Avdsa харелбоу Jos, B J ii. 19. 1), with СЕНІ, rel 36 y : Avbay Р т 
57 : txt ABN 13. 40. (18 def here.)—N has e» Лидда, but e» is marked 
Ni or corr!. 

or erasure by 

$3. rec aw. bef оуоџ., with HLP rel 36 Chr, Thl-sif: om оуоџ. 18: txt ABCEN 
k m p vulg syrr arm (coptt sth) Thi-fin. 
Thi: txt ABCN p.—xpaBBor. B? ; краВатт. AB'CEHLPN?: крав 

rec rpafBare, with (EHL[P]) 18 rel 
акт. 

34. ins o «vp. bef гут. А 15-8. 36. 40. 68 vulg(uot fuld demid] sah th arm Thi-fin, 
Ambr,. om 2nd o (alteration to the Name ina. xp.) B'(but * superadditur ") CN o 
18 [ ThI-&n]: ins AEHLP p rel Chr, L Thl.sif]. 

exampled, see reff. Neither must тў 
wapaxA. be coupled with тё $óBe, as in 
E. V., and by Beza and Rosenmiiller, 
which would leave olxoBou. standing by 
itself, and render the sentence totally un- 
like Luke's usual manner of writing. 

32—35.) HEALING oF EMAS AT 
Lyppa BY PzTER. This and the following 
miracle form the introduction to the ver 
important portion of Peter's history whic 
follows in ch. x.,—by bringing him and his 
work before us again. 35. Supxóp. 8. r.] 
These words are аре introduced by the 
notice in ver. 31, which shews that Peter’s 
journey was not an escape from persecution, 
at undertaken at a time of peace, and for 

the purpose of visiting the churches, 
*rávTev may be neuter, all parts: but it 
is probably masc. and åyíw» understood. 
Wieseler (p. 145, note) doubts whether we 
can say 8‹ќёрхесди 8:0 1dr т. & yl, 
—but see reff. The xaí makes the masc. 
more likely, as it presupposes some 410. 
in the mind of the writer before. As 
1 have implied on ver. 31, this journey of 
Peter's is not necessarily consecutive on 
the events of vv. 1—30. But an alternative 
peu iteelf here; either it took place 
efore the arrival of Saul in Jerusalem, or 

after his departure : for Peter was there 
uring hie visit (Gal. i. 18). It seems 

most likely that it was before his arrival. 
For (1) it is Luke’s manner in this first part 
of the Acts, where he is carrying on several 
histories together, to follow the one in 
hand as far as some resting-point, and then 
go back and take up another: see ch. viii. 2 
thus taken up from душрќсе аётоб, ver. 1: 
ver. 4 going back to the di:acwapdvres :— 

ch. ix. 1 taken up from viii. 3:—xi. 19, 
from viii. 4 again:—and (2) the journey 
of Peter to visit the churches which were 
now resting after the persecution would 
hardly be delayed so long ав three whole 
years. бо that it is most natural to place 
this section, viz. ch. ix. 32—xi. 18 (for all 
this is continuous), before the visit of 
Saul to Jerusalem, and during his etay 
at Damascus or in Arabia. See further on 
xi. 19. A688a] Lod, Neh. vii. 37. 
A large village near Joppa (ver. 88), on the 
Mediterranean (Jos. Antt. xx. 6. 2, cépnv 
туй Add Acyou., TGA Tb рёуєбоѕ ойк 
&roBéovcar), just one day's journey from 
Jerusalem (Lightf., Cent. Chor. Matth. 
rem. cxvi). It afterwards became the 

important town of Diospolis. 33. 
Alvéav] Whether & believer or not, does 
not appear; from Peter's visit being to 
the saints, it would seem that he was: 
but perhaps the indefinite &v6pwór Tiva 
may imply the contrary, as also Peter's 
words, announcing a free and unexpected 
du from One whom he knew not. 
4. erpéc. cur.] Not ‘for the future :’ 

but ‘immediately,’ as a proof of his sound- 
ness. 85. «ávres ... . oUrwes] Not 
‘all, who had turned to the Lord,’ as Ruin.: 
this would make the mention of the fact 
unmeaning,—and surely more would see 
him than the believers merely. The similar 
use of ofrives in the ref. shews its meaning 
to be commensurate with the preceding 
waves, and to gather them into a class, of 
which that which follows is predicated. All 
that dwelt in L. and 8. saw him; —wbich 
also (i. е. and they) turned to the Lord. 
A general conversion of the inhabitants to 
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ywch aziv.1. Abòda xai Toy Ldpwva, ? oltiwes * ёпёстрера» * ёт} TÒV АВСЕН 
2 ch. xxvi. 20 
mi 3 o. 36 "Ey ‘Jo & n z a падт ae LPM ab 
«ош. " MUptOV. v "отт < 5v NT pia ovopare cat gh 

jog. А m 

Tas Таба, ) > dlepunveuoliern AE r Aopxds айту 9v pis 
. ~ A ? biter ai. a тАлјртє °йуабф» * ёрүшь кай t éXenuoouvay Е dy eroki. 

[4 > A L > , ` 

f — x3 87 éyéyero Oe év Tals nucpats exeivacs " daDevrjacacar аўтту 
iv. 11. ^ H = єһ.аш.в GmoÜaveiw  !Xovcavreg 8 айт» EOnxav ёи * trrepay. 

e Faul only 38 2 \ de » A 66 ^ "lo e 0 1 2 , Wer 38 бууду дё o Abbas rÅ oT oi набттай áxovcav- 
xiii, 3 all1.), exc. hereand TES OTL Пётрос ! сті» ev aùr) dméaTeiXay úo avdpas 
Heb. ziii. 21. 

f plur., ch. x. ^ >. та 1 n un А o 2 marcha. arpos айтди '®таракахойуте; Мә *oxvnons dex ev 
17 only. Dan. iv. 24 (27). see ch. iii, 2 reff. g attr., ch. i. I reff. h = Matt. x. 8 al. 2 Kinga 

xiil. 4 A Ald. Cris; B, F). (Ps. xxx. 10.) i John aiii. 10. ch. xvi. 33. Heb. х. 22. 2 Pet. И. 22. Rev. 
i. 6 only. Exod. ii. 0. k ch. i. 13 reff. Acte only. 3 Kings xvii. 19. l prer., ch. xvi. 36 reff. 

ш = ch. Ai. 23 al. fr. n here only. Num. zzii. 16. о w. des, Luke ii. 15. ch. xi. 19, 22 only. Gen. 
zzii. 6. 

35. (eav, so AB: eba C.) om ror Ni. Steph capevàv (corrn with the 
same view as AvdSayv: but seeing tov before it, the transcriber could not make it an 
accus. fem., and has therefore made it а masc from capwvas, not seeing that it was 
already an accus from capu), with b! c k p 36: accaperar f: ассаршуа HL а b? g h 
1 o 13 Chr, acopera P e 106!: txt ВСЕ d m (coptt) Thi-fin: cappera [A(over an 
erasure) ] N. 

86. еру. bef ay. ВСЕ m 13 vulg spec [pss 
87. cnc. bef avr. AN! р 40: om avr. 

1]: txt AHLÇP] 
txt CEHL[P )N* 13 rel Chr. 

N rel Chr, Thl. 
ins Te 

bef отер. ACE u h o Orig, : om BHLPN р rel Chr. 
88. rec Avdsns, with BSEHLP rel 86 

as ABN agree in Avda ov 32, 35): txt B!C 
om дио av8p. HLPabdfghloChr 

Bas, Ch 
ins й (13 def.) 

: Au AN! (possibly the original 
[aft о. ins 8e H.] 

тес oxynoa D. e. avrer l-eif. 

(alteration to avoid the harshness of the direct constr with тарак. Meyer thinks 
the direct constr has been written in the Ba and found its way into the text), with 

1 C*(appy) HLP 13. 36 rel syrr [wth arm 
(окито( .. ) p.) 

the faith followed. Tov Zápeva] 
Perhaps not a village, but (and the art. 
makes this probable) the celebrated plain 
of that name, extending along the coast 
from Cæsarea to Joppa, see Isa. xxxiii. 9; 
xxxv. 2; lxv. 10; Cant. ii. 1; 1 Chron. xxvii. 
29; and Jerome on Іва. xxxiii, and lxv., 
vol. iv., pp. 486, 780. Mariti (Travels, 

. 850) mentions a village Saren between 
Lydda and Arsuf (see Josh. xii, 18, marg. 
E. V.): but more recent travellers do not 
noticeit. See Winer, Realw., where other 
places of the same name are mentioned. 

36—43.) RaisiNG oF TABITHA 
FROM THE DEAD. 36. dv ‘Iérwy] 
J was a very ancient Philistian city, 
on dé frontier of Dan, but not belonging 
to that tribe, Josh. xix. 46; on the coast 
(ch. x. 6), with а celebrated but not very 
secure harbour (Jos. B. J. iii. 9. 8: see 
2 Chron. ii. 16; Ezra iii. 7; Jonah i. 3; 
1 Mace. xiv. 5; 2 Macc. xii. 3), —situated 
in a plain (1 Macc. x. 75—77) near Lydda 
(ver. 88), at the end of the mountain road 
connecting Jerusalem with the sea. The 
Maccabean generals, Jonathan and Simon, 
took it from the Syrians and fortified it 
(1 Macc. x. 74—76; xiv. 5, 34. Jos. Antt. 
хіі. 9. 2). Pompey joined it to the pro- 

Chr: txt ABC!EN p vulg spec [сор]. 

vince of Syria (Antt. xiv. 4. 4), but Csesar 
restored it to Hyrcanus (xiv. 10. 6), and it 
afterwards formed part of the kingdom of 
Herod (xv. 7. 3) and of Archelaus (xvii. 
11. 4), after whose deposition it reverted 
to the province of Syria, to which it be- 
longed at the time of our narrative. It 
was destroyed by C. Cestius (Jos. B. J. ii. 
18, 10); but rebuilt, and became a nest 
of Jewish pirates (Strabo, xvi. 759), in 
consequence of which Vespasian levelled it 
with the ground, and built a fort there 
(B. J. iii. 9. 3, 4), which soon became the 
nucleus of a new town. It is now called 
Jaffa (Ida, Anna Comnena, Alex. ii. p. 
828), and has about 7000 inhabitants, half 
of whom are Christians. (Winer, Realw.) 

TaB.6d] upp. in Aramaic, answer- 
ing to уз Heb., Sopxds (Al. Hist. An. xiv. 
14), a gazelle. It appears also in the Rabbi- 
nical books as a female name (Lightf.): the 
gazelle being in the East a favourite t 
of beauty. See Cant. ii. 9, 17; iv. 5; vii. 3. 
Lightf. remarks, that she was probably a 
Hellenist, and thus was known by both 
names 87. ѓу Ne No art., as in the 
expressions eis olkor, on deck,’ &c., which 
usually occur after prepoaitions, cf. Middl. 
ch. vi. $ 1. See 1 Kings xvii. 19. 
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E . Ch. 
éornoay ал тйса ai "ура: Kralovaat кай * ériBewc- "zri. io ren. 

uke iv. 5. 

vópevaa “ xiTevas Kal iuj]uia Goa rei х per’ abr ovca M 

ў Доркас. 4 7 ёкВа\оу Se éfo парта o Пётроѕ Kal i Rom: x 

z Geis тд * yovata * прост0Ёато, kal * émiarpéyas трд, TO t= gh iv- 10 

© capa Pun Тавба, 4 audornbi. 7 бё ijvostFer robe . ch. v. 1. 
1 Cor. vii. 8. 

© офда\ћоЎх mi Kai ойда тд» IIérpov f дрекабисєу. |Tim. vs, 
41 є fois 6 avri) £ yeipa " àvéargoev avri ! xvijoas O6 , mild., bere 
Tous )drylovs xai Tàs “утра * тарёстђоєу abr Sa. 

каф ™ d TIS lómmm, Kai v ei- 
ёт} tov xuptov. 43 éyévero 8 ° ўиќрас̧ x= oe күй. 

* ixavas N ueiva, айтор ép lom >тар& тил Slave Hope. 
X. 1 Avho 8 ris é Katcapeía ovopare Коруђ\№оѕ, 

4 ry 8ё éyévero ™ 
стєоса» то\\о " 

zxiii. М. vii. 60 reff. 

62, &c. ^. Jude 9. Josh. viii 
f Luke vii. 15 only t. 

m тег. 31 reff. 
Hed, vi. 1. о ver. 23 reff. 
zzi. 7,8 reff. 
xxiv. 13 al. -xos, Matt. vill. 5, Ac. 

39. ins о bef rerpos C c o 180 [ Bas, J. 
spec Chr,. 

40. wayras bef ete C m vulg [syrr 

roter E sah, bef ovea æth- 
41. for lat Se, re A c [6 SE r sth. 
49. om туз BC! : ins А N rel Chr,. 

ch. a abs., ver. 12. 
xvii, 4. 2 Cor. й. 16. LI E Ezek. xlii. 18. 

= ver. 
sen dais 4 Kinga x. 15. 

uu n = a John i. 49. il. 9 al. Tobit v. 6 (not №). 

p = John i. 39. ch. xvi. 15. Gen. xxiv. 88. 
rch. x. 6, 32 only t. (-, Job xvi. 16.) 

J: om e e. 
13 rel vss Chr Thl-sif : ins abe N р (Syr] copt Thl- fin. 

HA 9al. 
y Mark v. @. 

в John vi. 37. 
ёка- Be. xi. 2. 

hron. 
b = ch. xvi. 18. w. em Luke 

€ Acta, here only. = Matt. xxvii. 
e ver. 8. Matt. ix. 30. 4 Kings iv 

h trans., = here only. eee ch. ii. 34 reff. 
j ver. 13. k ch. l. S Nef. ] eh. 

ach. хі. 17 aH. Rom. iv. 6,24. L. P. Wisd. xii. 2. see 
z ch. 

,* XMS, Matt. vili. 13. eh. 
ch. zzvii. 8 al. Matt. Luke only. = rerrypi en, Mark zv. 39, &c. 

wepterryoar[s0 Ваз, ] avrov c vulg E- lat 

rec om Ist xa:, with LP 
ins wapaxpnua bef 

rec woAA. bef erior., with LP 13. 86 
rel [syrr] Chr, : txt ABCEN m p ўр vulg spec [coptt sth] arm. 

. for inane’, таз C 36. 
b: txt CLP 13. 36 rel Chr,. 

avTov nuepas ик. д. AEN? a h p 40: om avr. BN! 
[om er готту L.] 

CHAP. X. 1. rec aft ris ins yr (corrn, see ch ix. 36; not observing that the constr is 
carried on to «Ber, ver 3), with P rel vss ТЫ: om ABCELN р 13. 36 E-lat Chr.. 

80. жётол al x.] The widows of the place, 
for whom she made these garments. 
rola) ‘was making,’ i.e. used to make 
(i. e. weave): not ‘had made.’ 40. 
dxBaddév] After the example of his divine 
Master, see ref. Mark. 43. Bp] 
From the extracts in Wetatein and Schdtt- 
gen, it appears that the Jews regarded the 
occupation of a tanner as a half-unclean 
one. In this caseit would shew, as De W. 
observes, that the stricter Jewish prac- 
tices were already di by the 
Apostle. It also would shew, in how 
little honour he and his office were held 
by the Jews at Cæsarea. 

CnAr. X. 1—48.] CONVERSION (BY 
SPECIAL DIVINE PREARRANGEMENT) AND 
BAPTISM OF THE GENTILE CORNELIUS 
AND HIB PARTY. We may remark, that the 
conversion of the Gentiles was по sew 
idea to Jews or Christians, but that it had 
been universally regarded as to take place 

by their reception into Judaism. Of late, 
however, since the Ascension, we see the 
truth that the Gospel was to be a Gospel of 
the uncircumcision, beginning to be recog- 
nized by some. Stephen, carrying out 
те, inciples of his own apology, could 

у have failed to recognize it: and the 
re Аа and Cyrenman missionaries of ch. 
xi. 20 preached the word p robs “EA- 
Anvas (not нете , certainly before the con- 
version of Cornelius. This state of things 
might have given rise to а nent 
schism in the infant church. The Hel- 
lenista, and perhaps Saul, with his de- 
finite mission to the Gentiles, might have 
formed one party, and the Hebrews, with 
Peter at their head, the other. But, as 
Neander admirably observes Pfl. u. Leit. 
p. 111), The pernicious influence with 
which, from the first, the self- seeking 
and one-sided prejudices of human nature 
threatened the divine work, was counter- 
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. ch. xlii. 16, 26 al. Prov. tii. 7. 
x = Matt, vi. 1,2. ch. ix. 36. xziv. 17. Tobit zii. 9. 

baol. w. gen., here only. Job v. 8. see ch. іт. 31. 1 Thess. Ш. 10. 

X. 

u ver. 7. 3 Pet. ii. 0 only. Isa. zxiv.16. (see 
7 w = ch. vii. 10. = 

y ch. 

стераѕ BP a b? g hì) Io Chr. : 
2. rec aft тогоо ins re, with LP 18 rel [вуг] sth-pl ТЫ [Iren-int,]: om ABCEN p 40 

vulg Syr (coptt arm] sth-rom Chr, [ Damase-ms, ]. 

acted by the superior influence of the 
Holy Spirit, which did not allow the dif- 
ferences of men to reach such a point of 
antagonism, but enabled them to retain 
unity in variety. We recognize the pre- 
venting wisdom of God,—which, while 
giving scope to the free agency of man, 
knows how to interpose His immediate 
revelation just at the moment when it is 
requisite for the success of the divine work, 
—by noticing, that when the Apostles 
sealed this wider development of their 
Christian knowledge for the exercise of 
their vocation, and when the lack of it 
would have been exceedingly detrimental, 
—at that very moment, by a remarkable co- 
incidence of inward revelation with a chain 
of outward circumstances, the illumination 
hitherto wanting was imparted to them.’ 

1. Kewrape(q] As this town bears 
an important part in early Christian his- 
tory, it will be well to give here a full 
account of it. CÆSAREA (Palestine, Kai- 
odpeia THs Haarig, called wapdaA:os, 
Jos. B. J. iii. 9. 1; vii. 3. 2; Апі. xiii. 11. 
2, or ў ёж! баліттр K., Јов. B. J. vii. 1. 
8; 2. 1, or Stratonis (see below),—distin- 

ished from Cesarea Philippi, see note 
att. xvi. 18) is between Joppa and Dora, 

68 Rom. miles from Jerusalem according 
to the Jerus. Itinerary, 75 according to 
Josephus (i.e. 600 stadia, Antt. xiii. 11. 2. 
B. J. i. 8. 5), —86 miles (Abulfeda) from 
Ptolemais (a day's journey, ch. xxi. 8), — 
80 from Joppa (Edrisi) ;—one of the largest 
towns in Palestine (Jos. B. J. iii. 9. 1), with 
an excellent haven (Jos. Апі. xvii. 5. 1, 
ZeBacrds Ahr, —ёу karackevdcas ‘Hpd- 
dns woAAGy xpnudroy el тй тў Kalsa- 
pos xare? XeBacTóv). It was, even before 
the destruction of Jerusalem, the seat of the 
Roman Procurators (see ch. xxiii. 28 ff.; 
xxiv. 27; xxv. 1), and called by Tacitus 
(Hist. ii. 79) ‘Judes caput.’ It was chiefly 
inhabited by Gentiles (Jos. B. J. iii. 9. 1; 
ii. 14. 4), but there were also many thousand 
Jewish iubabitants (Јов. B. J. ii. 18. 1; 
Antt. xx. 8.7; Life, 11). It was built by 
Herod the Great (Amm. Marcell. xiv. 8, 
p. 29, Bipont. Beforetime there was only а 
fort there, called Xrpáreros wópyos, Jos. 

Antt. xv. 9. 6 al.; Strabo, xvi. 758; Plin. 
v. 14) —fortified, provided with a haven (see 
ch. ix. 80 ; xviii. 22; Joseph. above), and in 
honour of Cesar Augustus named Cæsarea 
(at length Каштёрна X«Barrf,, Jos. Antt. 
xvi. 5. 1). Vespasian made it a Roman 
colony (Plin. v. 18). Abulfeda (Syr. p. 80) 
speaks of it as in ruins in his time (А.р. 
1300). At present there are a few ruins 
only, and some fishers’ hute. (From Winer, 
Realw.) éxarovrdpxys] The subordi- 
nate officer commanding the sixth part of a 
cohort = halfa maniple. See Dict. of Gr. 
and Roman Antt. ow. т. nad. Irak.] 
A cohort (er.) levied in Italy, not in Syria. 
Mr. Humphry quotes from Gruter, Inscr. 
i. р. 434, * Cohors militum Italicorum vo- 
luntaria, quse est in Syria.’ Biscoe (Hist. 
of the Acta, pp. 217—221) maintains that 
this was an independent cohort, not one 
attached to a legion. The legio Italica 
(Tacit. Hist. i. 59, 64; ii. 100; iii. 22) 
was not raised till Nero's time. 
2. «Uc. к. фор. т. b.] i.e ће had aban- 
doned a and was a worshipper of 
the true God: whether a proselyte of tbe 
gate, or not, seems uncertain. That be 
may have been such, there is nothing iu the 
narrative to preclude: nor does Meyer's 
objection apply, that it is not probable that, 
among the many thousand converts, no 
Greek proselyte had yet been admitted by 
baptism into the church. Many such cases 
may have occurred, and some no doubt had: 
but the object of this providential inter- 
ference seems to have been, to give solem» 
sanction to such reception, by the agency of 
him who was both the chief of the Apostles, 
and the strong upholder of pure Judaisw. 
It is hardly possible that uaprvpoóperos 
oͤrd ÜAov ToU "vous r&v 'LovBalw» (ver. 
22) should have been said of в Gentile not 
in any way conformed to the Jewish faith 
and worship. The great point (ch. xi. 8) 
which made the present event so important, 
was, that Cornelius was dh àpo 
Kxev. Doubtless also among his company 
(ver. 24) there must have been many who 
were not proselytes. T$ Хаф | The 
Jewish inhabitants, see ch. xxvi. 17, 28; 
xxviii. 17; John xi. 60; xviii. 14 al. 
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pevos тод бео * ià mavrós, 3 elàev ёи b ópápaTı * фарерд, s ch. it, 25 rer. 
ch. эй, 31 

d gel arepi ef pay ёубтти TÜS f nmépas, дүүєхо» той cob гае (Mark 

eiceABovra, impos avrov каї eiróvra айтф Кори}мєе. < о 86 i. 45. John 
vii. 10) only +. K 9 = Luke zziii. Fárevizas айтф xal "éujogos yevouevos єтєр Ti cori, 4. vas. 

Kúpte ; єтє» & avr Ai! mposevyal соо kai ai 7 éXenpo- 7% 
Li k ? , J 3 m L n w 0 "^ 

сойуш cov de, eis ™ uvquógvvov n éyumpoaÜev тоў 
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ч Fevileras € тара тил, 2iuoi * Bupaci, ф é oixla * парӣ 
7 ws 66 dm, 0 adyyedos б Ааф» abr, 0aXaccav. 

only 7. g ch. iil. 13 reff, 

v. 31. 
only. 1 Macc. xlii. 3 B Ald. (er., AN compl.) Sir. xix. 34 only. 

od. ii. . 1 Масс. v. 31. see ch. xxi. 31. 
m Matt. zzvi. 134 Mk. only. Exod. xii. 14. Tobit xii. 12. 

k * here only. Ex 

TT = i.3al. (1 Kings xvili. 13.) x. 21. ; xviii. 13. 
=. Gen. zzvii. 45. 

zzi. 7, 16. a ch. іх. 43 reff. 
хін. 30. 3 Kings iv. 29. 

3. for eer, weder (but w marked for erasure) Ni. 

um. xxiii. 7. 2 Macc. xv. 31 only. 
5 ch. xxi. 16 (1 Pet. iv. 4, 12) only t. act., ver. 23 

тері), Matt. 
XX. 3, 5, 6, 
9. xzrii. 46 
only t. (with- 
out mepi) 
John iv. 62, 

e. А 
ch. xvi. 33. 
zziii. 23 

b Luke xxiv. 6,37. ch. (xxii. 9) xxiv. 25. Rev. zi. 13 
i plur., ch. ii. 42 alt 
Rom. iv. 3, &c. (from 

n = Luke 
o vv. 22, 39 bis. ch. zi. 13. xxiv. 24, 26. xxv. 3 

p ch. i. 23 reff. pass. = vv. 
reff. т = Luke xi. 37. done 1. 40. ch. 
t Matt. xiii, 1. Mark v. 21, Heb. хі. 12 al. Num. 

= ch. ix. 27. 

om еу N. rec om wept 
(as unnecessary; this іг much more probable than Meyer's suppa that wep: was a gloss 
on ате : comp wept өр. EKT., ter 9), with LP rel [vulg th] (Chr): ins ABCEN k o 
Ip] 18. 86. 40 [syrr copt] Damase[-ms, Iren-int, ].—тер, omg «sei, c d 3. 65-7 (sah 
arm ?).— ws RI [p] 36. 40 „шә, J. rec ewaryy, with L 18 rel: txt ABCEPN 
abghklm р. 
4 om 2nd a: Са d! m p [Damasc-ms,]. om eis urnpogvroy N! [Damasc-ms,]. 

rec evermior (substitution for the less usual eurpoober), with CELP 18 rel Sevrn, 
Chr, : txt ABN p 36. 40. 

D. rec eis гоз. bef avdp., with LP 18. 36 rel Chr, : txt ABCEN m p „ syrr 

coptt [seth] arm. rec om Tiwa (corra from respect to the Apostle. T. is much 
more prob than Meyer's supposn, that Tiwa was inserted to conform the first om. to the 
other. The same considerations have led to the var read in ver 82), with ELPN 18 
rel demid D-lat Syr sah [th] (Orig,) Chr, Iren-int,: ins ABC p 36 vulg syr-mg copt 
arm. Tow €xikaAovpavov retpov (corra from oh xi. 13? or origl, and os rA 
a corra from ver 32? the manuscript authority must decide) ELP 18 rel ТЫ: txt 
ABCN a h p 36 Chr,. 

6. curi bef тір: C m [vulg arm]: om ri D- lat [eeth.pl]. ins » bef оиа C 
lect-12. rec aft бал. adds ovros AaA nocet со т: сє Bei oiv (interpolation from ver 
32, aud ch ix. 6, combined : see also ch xi. 14), with [m-marg - recent] (86 ?) — 
demid seth-rom Thl-fin; os AaAnoe: руи. zpos се. . . to owos cov from ch хі. 14 4-marg 
8. 26-7. 78. 81 copt(-wilk); os Лалусе vo: 133: om ABCELPN p rel vas Chr, Thi-sif. 

T. om 2nd o LP g m lect- 26. rec те xopynAse (explanatory corrn for avro), 

Seéneves т. Geod 8.4 r.] From Cornelius's 
own narrative, ver. 31, as well as from the 

of God's dealings, we are certainly 
justified in inferring, with Neander, that 
the subject of his prayers was that he 
might be guided into truth, and if во, 
hardly without reference to that faith which 
was now spreading ғо widely over Judea. 
This is not matter of conjecture, but is 
implied by Peter's ofBare ть -yerdu. piiua 
ка? 3Ang THs "lovdalas. Further than this, 
we cannot infer with certainty; but, if 
the ; È present in his 
misd be sought, we can hardly avoid the 
eonelusiom that it was connected with the 
apparent necessity of embracing Judaism 
and circumcision in order to become a be- 
liever on Christ. 8. dvópáp. gavepas | 
not in a france, as ver. 10, and ch. xxii. 17, 

—but with Ме bodily eyes: thus asserting 
the objective truth of the appearance. 
ésel тері Gp. dv.] It here appears that C. 
observed the Jewish hours of prayer. 
4. els pvnp.] Not instar sacrificii (Ps. 
cxli. 2) as Grot.: but, as E. V., for a me- 
morial, ' го as to be a memorial.’ 
There has been found a difficulty by some 
in the fact that Cornelius’s works were re- 
ceived as well pleasing to God, before he 
had justifying faith in Christ. But it is 
surely easy to answer, with Calvin and 
Augustine, ‘non potuisse orare Cornelium, 
nisi fidelis esset." His faith was all that he 
could then attain to, and brought forth its 
fruits abundantly in his life: one of which 
fruits, and the best of them, was, the ear- 
nest seeking by prayer for a better and more 
perfect faith. 7. AN] So in 
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э cb. ir. reft. © фез}та$ vo ray ' oikerüv kal orpatiorny “ єйсє[8ў TOV ABCEL 
v Luke xvi. 18. ^ P a d с 

"4. XarooceaptepouvTwy aùr, 8 xai Yéëmynodpevos ù f аг к ш. 

1 Pet. U. 18 
a ^ Im o 

ое аўто, dre re / aùroùs eis thv Ir. Pri dd uu! 
w тег. 2 ге 

x ch. i. 14 re е. з тайріоу * obovrropovvrev exeivov xai TH r "éyyi- y ch. zv. 12,14 Я 

aLa,  Covrwy ° avéBn IIérpos ёті то 4 Sapa * просе) асдаг тері 
Ke. ch. хіт. 
21. Hao. Фрау ёктту. 10 éyévero 8ё f erposmrewos, каї je xe Eyed- 
"Мо тасба. + тараскєабоут–и 8 айтфь ! éyévero ёт aùtòv 
bra. af. К éco agis, 11 kal! дєюрє: tov ™ ovpavoy " avepypévov Kat 
24. A A b dab ch. u. Pxarafjaivov ° скєй0с t @  Gbovny peyaddny, réacapaty 

с = Luke v. 19. Joch. il, 8. 4 Kingalz. 17. d Matt. х. 27 |. xxiv. 17 ||. Luke v. 10 only. 3 Kinge xi. 3. 
е absol., ch. iz. 12. f here only v. g= ch Jos. Antt. vi. 14. 3. . zz. II. Jonah Ш. 7. 

1 Б 4 
хх. 36. 

Cor. iz. 4, h 1 Cor. ziv. 8. 2 Сог. іх. 8,3 oniy: 3 Macc. ii. 27. i = ch. v. 5 re 2 Chron. xiv. 14. xx. 29. 
k = ch. zi. 6. xxii. 17 only: (ch: iii. 10 reff.) Gen. il. 31. xv. 13. l ch. vii. 66 reff. m Matt ai. 

10 L. Rev. xix. 11. k. I. I. see ch. vil. 56. n = Matt. lii. 16. John 1. 52. vi. 3321. Gen. x= ul. 12. 
о Mark zi. 16. John хіх. 29. Ezod. Hi. 22. 

with LP 18 rel syr Chr: [om copt Ч txt ABCEN p vulg Syr [sah] wth arm. rec 
aft ou. ins avrov (explanatory), with LP 18. 86 rel ves Chr: om ABCEN p 40 arm. 

8. rec avrois bef аха»та, with CLP 18. 86 rel (syrr eth] Chr, : ¿klis visum D- lat: 
txt ABEN p coptt. 

9. for exew., avrwy (corra to correspond with avros above) AELN d k o p 18. 86: 
av. єк. с: txt BCP rel Chr,. for єкта», evarny NS [86]. aft ект. ins rns 
nuepas A tol. 

10. rec (for avrov) exewo» (probably from ecm having been in the margin in 
some MSS at ver 9, and thus inserted here by mistake, or аг in note), with LP rel 
Chr,: txt ABCEN p 18. 36 Orig,. rec ewerecey (corra £o avoid the repetition of 
еуєуєто, and to the more usual word, see ch viii. 16 reff. Meyer holds exer. to have 
been origl: but being usually said of xvevya, and thus seeming inappropriate to 
exoracis, to have been altered in conformity with oh xxii. 17, уєуєсди ne ev екотасе. 
But this is very careless : for, Luke i. 12, we have фоВоѕ erer. ex avr., and so ch xix. 
17: and xiii. 11, екет. єт avrov axAvs), with EL 13 rel ves Chr: (erecer 19. 78. 96 

р ch. хі. 6 only +. (-v«ov, John хіх. 40. Hos. il. 9.) 

Clem :) txt ABCPN d p 86 copt Orig,. 
11. rec aft катабшу. ins er avrov (al avro) (inserted to c 

ch xi. 5), with LP rel D-lat Chr, Thl: om A 
Orig, int, ]. (C! has perished.) 

Luke i. 38:—another token of the objective 
reality of the vision: elseA0órra (ver. 3) 
and ётӯл0. denoting the real acts of the 
angel, not the mere dcemings of Cornelius. 

ау must be rded as the im- 
резе participle, as in John іх. 8. 
.] By Sapa, Jerome, Luther, Erasm., 

al., understand an upper chamber. But 
why not then drepgov, а word which Luke 
so frequently uses? It was the fiat roof, 
much frequented in the East for pur- 
poses of exercise (2 Sam. xi. 2; Dan. iv. 29, 
marg.),—of sleeping in summer (1 Sam. 
ix. 26, by inference, and as expressed in 
LXX),—of conversation (ib. ver. 25),—of 
mourning (Isa. xv. 3; Jer. xlviii. 88),—of 
erecting booths at the feast, of tabernacles 
(Neh. viii. 16), —of other religious celebra- 
tions (2 Kinga xxiii. 12; Jer. xix. 18; Zeph. 
i. 6), —of publicity (2 Sam. xvi. 22; Matt. 
x. 27; Luke хіі. 8. Jos. B. J. ii. 21. 5), — 
of observation (Judg. xvi. 27; Isa. xxii. 1), 
—and for any process requiring fresh air 
and sun (Josh. ii. 6). (Winer, ]w., art. 
Dacb.) {ктту) The second hour of 

[екот. bef ew avr. C coptt Orig,.] 
ond with axpis енор, 

ЗЕМ c p 18 vulg syrr coptt eth [arm] 
om peyadny Cz. 

prayer: also of the mid-day meal. 
The distance was thirty Roman miles, part 
of which they performed on the send гт 
evening, perhaps to Apollonia,—and the 
rest that morning. 10. үст. ] sce reff. 
éxelvev is more likely to have been а cor 
rection of adréy as applying better to the 
people of the house, than the converse. 

їкотаси) The distinction of this 
appearance from the paua above (though 
the usage is not always strictly obeerved) 
is, that in this case that which was seen 
was a revelation shewn to the eye of the be- 
holder when rapt into a supernatural state, 
having, as is the case in а dream, so ob- 
jective reality: whereas, in the other case, 
the thing seen actually happened, and 
was beheld by the person as an ordinary 
spectator, in the possession of his natural 
senses, 11. тсс. ёру.) not, ‘dy the 
Jour corners,’ which would certainly re- 
quire the article, as in reff,— but by four 
rope-ends. This meaning of àpxh is justi- 
fled by Diod. Sic. i. p. 104, who, speaking 
of harpooning the hippopotamus, says, elt 
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ч apyais [SeBenévov xal] € кабдиреуои eri тӯ vis, 12 € 2588. F a 
S °0тӯруєу Távra TÀ tu тетралтода кай *'" ёртєтд tis ne ал, 
ка} '"'*zereiwà x 13 › éyév mirli. 1.) s wad тод * ovpavod. каў  éyévero фои) ҮШ. 1.) see 
mpos avTOv, *' AvacTás Пётре * ддсоу xal e. 

D wer Пётро$ elrrey® Mndapars кори" Ste ° ойдетотє Eparyor * Tray 1 e. 
ABCDE ê кобу ка} ° á«áDaprov. 15 kai devi) “талау & ёк Sevrépou "= и Бате K] 
cdfgh pos к “A 6 Oc “éxabdpicey od ш) !xoivov. v. as above (0). 

14 4 б ёё: ech. D 

n. vi. 7 
Tits ши: 18. ck. эй. 6. G 
vii. 5 

was abore (t u) only. 
en. i. 36. 

x Matt. vi. 28. n аш. Lar Luke 
y ch. vii. 31 reff. eh. vii reff. ge Dan. 

a = Matt. Exil. 4. ' Luke xv. 39,37, 30. Зола =. n ch. "ui ony. реш, Св. e 
13 reff.) b eh. жі. 
vii. 2, 6. ver. 38. ch. хі. 

ocak. 

ve . 
Ки. 1 xiii. 1 

ziv. 14 (See). 
8. 1 Cor. - 2 Cor. vi. 17. Вет. хуш. 2. 6 v. ат; 

f Matt. кк 43 only t. 
ch . а Heb. ix. 28 only. Jer. i 

к= ch. xi. 9 (xxi. 36 76.) only f. 

om Sed enero xa: ABC!EN 40 vulg wth arm Orig, Cyr 

Heb. x. 29. Rev. axi 27 calyt. зм im. 

as abore ( 
hz ch. 2. Feb. (s. 29.33. ove 

1: ins (C! perhaps) LP 
p rel 86 (D-lat syrr coptt) bes аот катаВа‹уо>у з Уу c 18 [(syrr) ].—also 
c has reocapaiv apxais immediately aft avewy. xai ; 18, at end of ver.—xaraBaiwor is 
omd by lect-12 D- lat syrr sah; these vss have other varns, e. g. colum apertum ez 
quatiuor principiis = vas 'quodam et(sic) linteum splendidum quod differebatur 
de calo in terram D-lat. 

12. гес rns yns bef lst ka; (тетратода таз yns: see ch xi. 6), with LP rel Chr: om 
т. у. 347. 66%, 163 D-lat sah 
Syr copt arm Clem, Orig 
bef (Ta) e 

Meri hurt, Aug,.—rec ins ra bef epr., w 
rig, Constt. —(C! is illegible.) 

15. nes 8. B. gr. 

vulg D-lat Syr coptt arm Cl 

Orig-int,]: txt EA p [1 3) (36) [vulg æth-pl(Tischdf)] 

ch в) with зто 1 утен ) Ch: 6n . (from ch xi. 6), wit rel s ia syr-mg-gr) Chr, [ x. т. бтр. 
aft ерт. m, aft үз] Е: om АВС p 40 v тор 5 "D e] 

f т. yns rec ins та бурга kai 

em 

LP 13. 86 rel Clem, Chr: om AB "ER 
rec ins ra bef ver. Kee ded orms to n xi. 6), with 

МЕТ 13. 86 rel Clem Cobalt (Orig,-int, Bas, ] Мр 
14. rec for ко, у (conforma to ch xi. 8), with C D- Orie Ce S È rel copt 

txt ABN 13. 86 vulg D-lat syrr sah [arm] Clem t ope 
«кабаре» ACL m T txt BDEN [Fr-coisl] rel. 

Chr: om 

[Cyr-5]: 

for со, со: (itacism ? as E p kvrov for ко.) D 18. 

iy) тёр duxayérror dvdrrovres г ёрхдз ory: 
wlyas dglac: uéxpis dy т The ends 
of the were attached to the sheet, and, 
in the vision, they only were seen. 
At all events, as Neander observes (PA. 
u. L. p. 126, note), these four ёрха! (whe- 
ther ends of ropes attached to the corners, 
or those corners themselves) are not with- 
out meaning, directed as they are to the 
four parts of heaven, and intimating that 
men from the North, South, East, and 
West, now жеге accounted clean before 
God, and were called to a share in his king- 
dom: see Luke xiii. 29. The symbolism 
is, as usual, fancifully by 
Wordsw. in his note. The four dpxal are 
the four gospels, because the word àpxf 
occurs somewhere near the beginning of 
each, &c., &c. Who can wonder, after this, 
at, the distrust of all Scripture symbolism 
by intelligent, but unspiritual minds? 
I have retained the words 8¢3. ка, doubt- 
fully, because it seems difficult to account 
for their insertion, but they may have been 
omitted to assimilate our text to ch. xi. 6. 

12. кута, тё тет.) literally: not 
‘many of each kind, nor ‘some of all 

Vor. II. 

see Levit. xi. 15.) 

kinds,’ in which case ће art., the sense of 
which is carried on from тё тетр. to the 
subsequent words (see ch. xi. 6), would be 
omitted :—in the vision it scemed to Peter 
to be an assemblage of all creation. 
тетр., ёрт., wer.) In ch. xi. 6, from which 
our text has been corrected, Peter follows 
the more strictly Jewish division: seethere. 

14.] Peter rightly understands the 
command as giving him free choice of ай 
the creatures shewn to him. We cannot 
infer hence that the sheet contained un- 
clean animals only. It was a mixture of 
clean and unclean,—the aggregate, therc- 
fore, being «clean. kópu] So Cor- 
nelius to the angel, ver. 4. It is here ad- 
dressed to the unknown heavenly speaker. 

On the clean and unclean beasts, &c., 
These weighty 

words have more than one wp pen 
They reveal what was needed for the occa- 
sion, in a figure: God letting down from 
heaven clean and unclean alike, Jew and 
Gentile, —represented that He had made of 
one blood all nations to dwell on the face 
of all the earth: God having purified these, 
signified that the distinction was now 

I 
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Jh. al. 1 16 тобто & соо I ёті ‘pis, kai «0005 №) dveiupOn тд ABCDE 
TIE m oxevos eis TOV ' oüpavóv. 17 che de év ќаутф " ёиутдре: б д 11575 gh 
a tags l Пётро$ TL ду ° ein то P ёраџа d eldev, [xai] {бой оі йубре$ " 

n ch. l. 12 1 ot área ra o. *атд тоў KopvygA(ov % Dveporrijcavres 
o = Luke v 

9. xv. 26 al. 
Pi cul Tis oik(av ToU ZXuevos er ' ёпі тои * туМф@»а. 
I3 cb. at a. 18 cai ‘hovycavtes "émvvÜüvovro "ei Xíuwev б "émi- 

avii, '81. 
see ch. iv. 1 
reff. 

в Matt zin, 

1. 33 reff. 
йү, 1. бла, чи. 29. T TA, 28. al. 4. Rom. viii. 16, 

a = ch. zz. 10 reff. 

xaħoúpevos Ilérpos vôáðe * беметал. 
х SsevOupoupévou тері тод Popánaros єїтє тд J E, 
abr °І8о0 avdpes Ünrobvrés. ce. 
a krará(9n0i, кад торейоо cvv айтоїѕ uh’ - > Scaxpivdpevos, fil. Pn a 

. ә. бт ёуф &тёста\Мка avrous. 
p pos TOS avdpas cimev "1000 éyó cip bv Ётетє 

кд: Yt. 

b = Matt. zzi. 31. Rom. ir. 90. xiv. 28. Jamesi. 01. der zv. 10.) 

19 той бё Пётроу 

91 а xataBds dé Ilerpos 

х here on] y absol., Matt, 
viii. 26 reff. Gen. zzxv. 1. 

16. rec (for ev80vs) там» (from ch xi. 10), with D-gr LP 18 rel E-lat syr Chr 
(aveAnugpéy bef кам» D-gr): om 15. 86 D-lat Syr sah æth-pl arm Constt, (Orig-int,] 
Ambr, : txt ABC E[-gr] Б p vulg syr-mg copt sth-rom. 

17. avro В К. eyevero. for en, «« Di(txt ОЗ 
(corrn of Hebraism 7) ABN Р 86. 40 vulg [Syr coptt] arm: e CDELP 18 val fald 
[syr] æth-rom Chr,. 
тоо (bef кор».) D Thl-fin,. 
ELP 13 rel 

18. єтибоуто BC. 
18. rec evOup. prob т MN of the significant com 

ка: Siavoouperou ini was]. txt AB '"DELP(N rel 
rec ауто bef то xvevya, with DELP 13 rel Ris 

] Chr: om avr. B copt: txt АСМ m p vulg sah. 

voovuerov 16-8. 
[Didi] 5 N. 
wth bid, 

* uo BER аъ cghop: ато ACDLP rel Chr.. 
perncarres D. 

-sif: ins ABCDN c ер 40 40 Chr, Thl.-fin. 

om 
rec om rou (bef cñ.), with 

compounded verb), with b: dia- 

rec aft a»Bpes ins rpes 
8275. to oh xi. 11 and ver 7), with АСЕМ f p 18. 86 vulg ол syr-mg [sah aes 

Thl-fin; bef av8., copt; ries arm; дио В: om DHL[P] 
a i ias ] "Chr, Thl-sif Aug, Ambr. 

(s nstt Did -jer Chr]: txt Ак 
20. avacra 0! (6х D?) vulg valg [en 

[Did, Chr,]: txt АВСРЕНК 
1. тоте кат, D 

р. 18. 86 rel Thl- if 
oraApevous ажо TOU кору. Tpos avro» ( 

0 Oyri Di 40 Cyr-jer Did 
ins o bef жетроѕ DEL bie 

for т. a»8., avrovs С arm. 

тес ndi sh b AGDEUH]LP + rel 

тес Bior:, with LP 13 rel Constt Bas, 
r- ei]. 

o Chr, Thl-fin: ош ABCHPN 
rec aft a»yBpas ins tous ooh 

5 interpolation, ver 21 beginni 
ecclesiastical portion), with H(but om тош) (f) Thi-sif; т. атест. vro кору. ( бле) 

abolished which was ‘added because of 
transgressions’ (Gal. iii. 19),—and all re- 
garded in his eyes as pure for the sake of 
His dear Son. But the literal truth of 
the representation was also implied ;—that 
the same distinctions between the animals 
intended for use as food were now done 
away, and free allowed to men, as 
their lawful wants and desires invite them, 
over the whole creation of God: that crea- 
tion itself having been pwrifled and ren- 
dered clean for use by the satisfaction 
of Christ. The same truth which is as- 
serted by the heavenly voice in Peter's 
vision, is declared Eph. i. 10; Col. i. 20; 
1 Tim. iv. 4, 5. Only we must be careful 
not to confound this restitution with the 
dwoxardcracis «фәтоу of ch. iii. 21; see 

notes there. 16. ixl тр] denoting 
the certainty of the thing revealed: see 
Gen. xli. 82. 17.] Valcknaer and Stier 
understand éy ёаџитф, as ch. xii. 11, where 
етин is expressed (вее D in var. readd. 
here),—' when he came to himself, but 
without yerduevos this is very harsh, and 
it surely is better not to force from its 
obvious meaning во natural а conjunction 
of words as d» фаутф Sryrópei. 18. 
тете! having called out (someone), 
belt were enquiring. The present, 

Гета, is a common mixed construction 
E the direct and the indirect inter- 
реа 19.) See ch. viii. 29, note. 

20. AMA] ‘make no question as 
to who or what they are,—but ?—во also 
ch. ix. 6. tye | The Holy Spirit, shed 

20 NA = avactas H „дон... 

bcdfg 
hkim 
o p 13 
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22 of 88 era КоруўМмо$ с Lake viil. 
a Beor, 2 i: 2 Mace. 

d sir 2 reff. ° paptvpoúpevós тє °йтд бМюуо той EOvous ràv “lovdalwy, 1 221. 2 
сехрпратісбп ітд Е ayyédou Е dyi˙,ν,ẽr peraréuracbai ce 
eis Tov ойсо» айтоў ка} 'áxoUca, . парӣ соў. 
23 к elo rade оду aùtoùs ! ёЁёроєр. 
n драстӣс ef adv avrois, xal wes TÀy Р фу 
TOV атд бта 9 сиу\боу avrà. 
d eis Gov eis тй» Kalodpeiav. б de W 5 mpos- ixp. eirg 

"gvykaXegáj.evos TOUS Yauyyevels айтой dor айўтойц$, 

reff. 
^ f = Matt. ii. "Th dè ётайрор B. Late fl. 

$$ m 44 бё ёттайрор хаз. (xxv) 

аан Ук» 
Ф 0., 

Joa Ae зі. 
8. &. kal тої " avayKaious ФіХоис̧. 25 as de eyevero * тод I eis- , Bik vi 

eABeiv tov Пётрор, s cuvavrýoas айтф 5 ‚ Kopviuos = xiv. AI 
3 rea àv * ёті той * т08а > arposekvvaev. 

k here only t. 41. Deut. xzziL 1. 
only t. Sir. тїз. 25. 

о absol., ch. vil. Tal. Gen. 
- 

pos der 6 reff. 

Sal. fr. Ruth il, uw t 

y Matt. x. 
vii. 1, 10 only. Gen. xxxii. I. Салем, Ман. ш ч ) 

wapd, Luke vili. 41. €uspoa@ey, Rev. хіх. 10. John xi, 33 v. r.) € Mark v. 22 
ii. 11. EPI KM 

m: om ABCDELPN p 18 rel volg syrr coptt sth arm Chr Thl-fin 
(r D) 9 bef ris n D syr (om 1st n D- lat вуг). 

add xpos avrov D Syr 22. (erar, so ABCEN p.) 
D-gr gr Вуг. for vro, up D. 

s ch. ti. 6 reff. 
Luke iz. 1. xv. 9. xxiii. 13. ch. zxviii. 17 only t. 

йг 08. L.P., © Me» vl. 4. John xviii. 26. Lev. xxv. 45. 7 Б 1 
reff.)¢. Jos. Ante. x. 1. 2, *, as теак 1 . . 
1. Rev. xi. 7 M Hark vi $ 

h rer. 

26 6 è Петрос | Joba rit. 
x 

lact., = ch. poit 20.) Ро. T. пе ziii. 3 
m ver. 9 reff. Num. x n ch. viii. 26 reff. 

= ch. ix. 30 reff. ae I. al reff. 1 Matt. 
t = Leke!.21. 2 Pet. Ш. 12 al. Ps. exvili, 

= here only (ch. xlii. 48 
x ch. Ul. 12 reff. Luke xvii, 

в Luke ix. 37. xxii. 10. ch. xx. 22. Heb. 
а here only. 4 Kings iv. 37. (eis, 

b= Matt. 

ins т: беЛете 
for Tis 9, Ti qm: om 7 B. 

sah. aft кору. ins res 

or eisx. оуу, тоте TposKaA. E[-gr]: тоте eisayayer о werpos D 40 sah, intro- 
ducens vulg E-lat Syr(addg Simon); ingressus D- lat. «ter. bef avr. D 40 V88. 

rec for avacras, o werpos (ауаст. being erased as unnecessary, the vacant space 
thas left in some copies has been filled up with o werp. the subject of the verb), with 
HLP rel Thl-sif: ағаст. o ж. [C]E c k m 18(omg ó) 36 вуг Chr, Thi-fin: txt ABDN 
d p vulg Syr coptt eth. om 2nd re» D. rec ins туз bef гот. : om ABCDEHLPN 
rel Chr. 10 D'(txt D-corr’). urea D. 

94. гес xa: rn (corra appy to avoid the recurrence of rn de, Tn de, o бе 
13 rel Syr seth [arm] Chr, Thi-fin: txt ABCDEN 

, with HLP 
40 vulg [syr] copt hl-sif. 

«хулду (corra fo swit mov ien) BD p [vulg] syr-txt eth Thl-sif: соуулбоу m: 
txt AEHLP 13. 86 rel ( Syr) syr-mg [coptt arm], -üay СК. 

NP wposdexomevos avTovs KAL суук. 
aft ф:Лооѕ add sepieueivev D вут р). 

Н k 36: 25. rec om тоо, with ins ABCÉLPN p 18 rel Bas, Cbr, Thi. 
wo8as ins avrov g o vulg Syr sah sth arm Thi-fin. 

om ry» D m 183 [ТЫ]. 
for avrov, avrovs B'( Tischdf) [om 

aft 
for ver, wposeyi(orros 8e Tov 

Werpov ets THY каптарга, gpobpaumr cis тоу ÜDovAmv Зієсафусєу wapayeyorerat avTOv. о 
бе корутумаз exxndncas кап сиуауттсаѕ avro TETAY 
(avro D-corr!) D syr-mg(but avrov for xposex. autor 

down upon the Cburch to lead it into 
all the ibd had in His divine arrange- 
ments brought about, by the angel sent to 
Cornelius, their coming. 23. tdvicev] 
This was his first consorting with men 
uncircumcised and eating with them (ch. 
xi. 8): though perhaps this latter is not 
necessarily implied. riyes T&v àb 
Siz, ch. xi. 12: in expectation of some 
weighty event to which hereafter their tes- 
timony zu be required, as indeed it was, 
ib. évayxaluvs] his intimate 

ү TOUS тодаѕ mposexurnoey avTov 

friends. So Jos. Antt. xi. 6. 4, ofros 
dvayxadraros тё BaciAci, and Xen. Mem. 
ii. 1. 14, qíAovs vos ois dxayxalos 
xaAovuérois  ÉAAovs ктё»та! Bonbobs. 
These, like himself, must have been 
fearers of the true God, or at all events 
must have been influenced by his vision to 
wait for the teaching of Peter. 25. 
ToU elseÀÓ.] This, the most difficult and 
best supported reading, is a harshness of 
шинча hardly explicable (see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 4% 4) on any principles. It 
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c= Marci. s.  фуєрє abr NEU“ *'AvdaTgÜv Kat yò abrüe dy- ABCDE 
= Ul. T 0 , 9 27 } е ^ 3 A y 7 NAO і HLPR a 

а ne. 10. perros eu. ка с UPOLANOV avro €(0AUEP, Kat bed f g : hkl 
«8 ут eUploxes ‘auvernruOoras ro AO, 28 f тє mpòs avTOUS орз 

(-Aos, Job 
zix. 19 ‘Tueis ётістасде #ф ^áOéuvrov ёст: avdpi IO 

(ане. AA: i *mposépyerða 1&Хлофй\ш kdl 6 
h 1 Pet. lv. 3 

iz. 1 гей. Levit. хіх. . 
here only. = w. OTt, Matt. xvi. 21. Wied. ziv. 4. v. ace., 1 Cor. xii. 31. 1 Kinge zu. 23. 
(reff.). о = Mark x. 18. xii. 37 al. 

cóc ®ёбє єў pndéva "xowov f) "акабарто» ° №уєи 
only f. 3 Macc. vil. 1 ala. Jos. B. J. iv. 9.10. Xen. Mem. |. 1. 9 (-r у. | з ch. v. 13 re ff. k = ch. 

re only. 1 Kings vi. 10. xiii. 3, 8. 1 Macc. iv. 12. m constr., 
n ver. 14 

26. rec avr. bef ny., with HLP rel Thl-sif: txt ABCDEN a c d f h k m [p] 18 [vulg 
rm Bas, ) Chr, Thi.fin. 

ey. C Tha 
for ауаст., т vois D; syr-ing has both. к. aur. 

Ei kat yap eye, omg avros, E Chr,: om avros D sah: x. yap ey. avr. 
[c k 18] 137: txt ABHLPN p rel 86 Marc, Thl-sif.—rec for xa: eyw, кауш, with 
ADHLP a b dfg hlm о 18 (Mare, Thl-sif]: txt BN p lect-12. 

-lat) copt æth. ка: eu D'(and lat) E(om xai 
aft euu ins œs 

97. for x. cvvop. to eup., kai єізєлбоу те ка: evpey D? (and lat). 
28. bef erte. ins BeArioy D Aug Com, J. 

aAAe$. D-gr lect-12 Syr sah. 
p: txt ABCDEN o. 

probably arose from taking the so fre- 
quent rod with the infin. almost as one 
word, and equivalent to the infin. itself. 

ToUs #680) viz. those of Peter. 
Kuinoel's rendering in genua provolutus ’ 
is clearly inadmissible. жтрозекбу. 
* Adoravit; non addidit Lucas, eum. 
Euphemia." (Bengel.) Мау not the 
same reason have occasioned the omission 
of abroð after кбба+? the one abr, would 
almost require the other. It was natural 
for Cornelius to think that one so pointed 
out by an angel must be deserving of the 
highest respect; and this respect he shewed 
in a way which proves him not to have al- 
together lost the heathen training of his 
childhood. He must have witnessed the 
rise of the custom of paying divine honours 
first to those who were clothed with the 
delegated power of the senate (Suet., 
Octav. 52, mentions, “templa etiam procon- 
sulibus decerni solere ), and then war’ d- 
oxfy to him in whom the imperial majesty 
centered. 20. cal tye aùr. &убр. 
elpt) Thie was the lesson which Peter's 
vision had taught him, and he now begins 
to practise it :—the common honour and 
equality of all mankind in God's sight. 
Those who claim to have succeeded Peter, 
have not imitated this part of his con- 
duct. See Rev. xix. 10; xxii. 8, in both 
which cases it is fuxpoc0. r&v wo8éy тоў 
&yy. supporting the above rendering of 
al т. xé8as. (See the gloss in D, ver. 25, 
digest.) $1.) The second «ізяАбеу [sve 
ver. 25] betokens the completion of his 
entering in ; or (as De W. and Meyer) the 
former, his entering the house, —this latter, 
the chamber. 28. ] Spets, you, of all 
men, (best) know: being those immedi- 

абешето» DI. ins ay8p: bef 
rec каь «uot with HLP 18 rel [Chr.]: ка pos 

еец. bef o 0. AEN vulg wth [Orig-int, J. ere dei. D. 

ately concerned in the obstruction to inter. 
course which the rule occasioned. 
dOduirov. . 1 that it is unlawful, ... or 
‘how unlawful it is:’ better the former, 
because in the order of the words, à6éuiror 
has the stress on it: the other rendering 
would more naturally represent às fori 
&8éuiror. In both the reff. the ambiguity 
is the same. There is some difficul 
about this unlawfulness of consorting wit 
those àAAóQvAo: who, like Cornelius, wor- 
shipped the true God. It rests upon no 
legal prohibition, and seems, at first sight, 
hardly consistent with the zeal to gain 
"ees dir predicated of the Pharisees, 

att. xxiii. 15,— with Jos. Antt. хх. 2. 3 
(IovyBaiós ris Iuropos, Ararlas буоџа, xpds 
тёз yuvaixas elsi» тоб BaciAdws ( Mono- 
bazus, of Adiabene) #18аскеу abràs Tòr 
Gedy ebe ge), and with the Rabbinical 
comment Schemoth Rabba on Exod. xii. 4, 
* Hoc idem est quod scriptum dicit Jes. 
lvi. 8. Et non dicet filius advene qui 
adhesit Domino, dicendo: separando se- 
paravit me Dominus a populo suo." But, 
whatever exceptions there may have been, 
it was unquestionably the general practice 
of the Jews to separnte themselves in 
common life from uncircumcised persons. 
Wo have Juvenal testifying to this at 
Rome, Sat. xiv. 103, ‘non monstrare vias, 
eadem nisi sacra colenti: Quæsitum ad 
fontem solos deducere verpos.’ And Taci- 
tus, Hist. v. 5, ‘adversus omnes alios 
hostile odium, separati epulis, discreti cu- 
bilibus,’ &c. .... (] not, but 
God hath shewed me, as К. V.: ка can 
nevcr have this meaning, and in all cases 
where it is so rendered we may trace the 
significance of the simple copula if wo 
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арӨроттор, 9 5:6 xal v ávavrippryros ў\оу 3 perameupheis. phere oniy +. 
TaruvGavouat обу, * rive Noy * ueraréuyacGé дє; 

Polyb. xxiii. 
90 gay 8. 11. (rot 

ка ch. zh 36.) 
q ver. 5 reff. б Kopvýńos ёфт Arò тєтарттє ўрёраѕ " péypi ra TuS ust ek. iv. 

7. xxiii. 19. 
Tis Фрав " juny [* vn rebmy xal] У тўр ёрат * vrposevyó- s constr., Rom 

11.20, 30. 

pevos év TH оїкф pou, kal ioù ár)p ёст) *évomrióv pov tM unt 

er & dairi da Nah. 9! xal фаз» KopvIjxe, elsneouobn rig: 
cov 1) 7rposevy?) xai ai f éXenuoa va, cov € éuvijcOnaay ® évo- Cr en. 17 

32 méuyyov оди eis lom кай ? дєтака- 
= tc 

Места Tuma de ‘druarciras Iérpos: obros * Éevitera, "< 
жо» Tov Üeo. 

ch. xx. 18 al. 

AT 

h. 22.7 reff. 
h. zi. 5 reff. 

Matt. ri. 16. 

év oixía Zipwvos ! Bupaéns ™ тард ÓdXaccav[: de " mapa- s SiL 3,3, 
yevopevos Nadjoe сог). 88 °ёЁ айт обу ётеда mpos ae, з A Jaba iy. 
ov те Р кафе érolncas " mapayevópevos, * уйу A оби mavres "eh nn? 

reff. b Luke zziii. 11. James fi. 
v. r.) xii. 21. James il. 2 only t. 2 Macc. zi. 
only t. Wiad, vi. 12 al. 
ch. іх. 36 reff, 
vii. 14 ref. 

в abeol., ch. A vil. 10. 
vii. N, 38 reff. 1 Macc. xii. 18, 22. 

29. avavripyres BID p. 

Ts apri D. om уст. kat (eras 

21 only. 

ch. xv. 10. xvi. 36. xxiii. 16 only. "a. xiv. 5. 
aft детатедф. ins иф vus» DE. 

30. for rerapr., rns tpirns D'(txt ns 
per 

a = ch. il. 25 
e as abore (5). Lake xxiv. 4. ch. (i. 10 

v. xv. б. xviil. 14. хіх. 8. xxil. 1, 16 
Cant. v. 10 Symm. 9 1 Cor. ziv. 21 ref. Ps. iv. 3. f plur., 
g pass., Rev. xvi. 19 only. Ezek. xviii. 22. mid., ch. xi. 16 al. fr. h ch. 

i тег. 5. k ver. 6 reff. ch. ix. 43 reff. m ver. 6 reff. 
o Mark ті. 25 ch. хі. 11. xxi. 32. xxiii. 30. Phil. li. 23 р = 1 Cor. 

q 

: sustertiana D-lat). for тарт. тт, 
рг, as nothing is said of fasting above, 

ver 3) Al BCN p vulg copt wth arm: ins A?7DEH(L)P 13. 36 rel syrr sab.—om ка 
. +. pov L. 

E. for 2nd pov, «uov №. 

for wa: T. er., ту» evarny Te D'[-gr]. 
with HP 13. 36 rel Chr, : om ABCDN p 40. 

rec aft ev. ins орау, 
Kal Wposevx. ахо єкт. op. eos EVATNS 

31. 4 xposevx. cov E 96. 142 lect-12 vulg D-lat: у бете cov е 80. 
83. for ev ow. с. B., тара Tiva c. В. (corrn from ch ix. 48) C 86. 180. 

хал. coi (to suit ver 6?) ABN р vulg copt æt 
om os rap. 

rom: ins CDEHLP 18 rel ves Chr,. 
33. aft xpos се add яаракаћоу «Абеу xpos nuas D(D? and lat ins ce aft eb.) syr- 

w-ast. for re, 8е D E-lat coptt. 
Sov D!-gr(.8ov D-corr! : txt D*(and lat)). 

examine. Here, for instance:—the two 
ies concerned are óueis, кёуб. * Ye, 

though ye see me here, know, how 
the prejudice is which would have kept me 
away: and I, though entertaining fully 
this prejudice myself, yet have been taught 
&c.' 29. rim Муф) on what aoc- 
€— d чане of the cause dey reff. : 

. Hes. Theog. 626: yalns фрай- 
pootrpaw drfyayer,— Winer, edn. 6, $ 81. 

Meyer and others, * From the fourth day 
(осоре back) down to this hour have 

been one o is ungrammatical; for 
(1) this would require rse rijs Spas, 
and (2) fux» cannot possibly reach to the 
free time, but is the historical past: 

was fasting. This being so, dd те- 
тйрттз juípas must indicate the time de- 
noted by un — quarto abhinc die’—four 
days ago; see reff. (2), which fully justify 
this че De tele) da акаа 
rendering, ‘For four (whole) days was 
(i.e. had I been) fasting up to this hour 
ca bour in which he saw the vision), 

not satisfy rar 75s Spas, which 

ins еу taxes bef тарау. D. for ov», 

must m that case be dxelyne, if indeed 
such am expression eowld be at all used 
of *tbe time when the following incident 
took place.” The only legitimate mean- 
ing of тайт. т. Sp. I take to be this hour 
of the day: and this meaning is fur- 
ther established by the omission of Spay 
after éxdrny. The hour alluded to 
is E the sizth, the hour of the 

i meal, which was the only one 
partaken by the Jews on their solemn 
days. (Ligbtf)  Аартрё] bright. In 
Luke (ref) the brightness was in the 
colour: here, probably, in some super- 
natural splendour. The garment might 
have been white (as in ch. i. 10), or not,— 
but at all events, it was radiant with bright- 
ness. $1.) The two are separated 
here, which were placed together in ver. 4, 
and each has ite proper verb : eisnx.... 4 
wposevy) к. al ià... . duvhað. 83.] 
The reading dvr. cov, for dvdr. ToU Geo, 
is remarkable, and had it more manuscript 
authority, would seem as if it might have 
been genuine. It was much more likely 
to have been altered into т. od (as making 
the expression more solemn), than the con- 
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r here only. 
a ver. 48. ch. 

xvii. 26. 
Matt. i. 24. 
viii. 4 . only. 
constr., here 
only. Jonah е * 

il. 11 в OTL OUK 
Alet (not A) „ 

t = ch. И. 2% € 
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pueis ' évovriov тоў ÜeoD *таретие› axovoat парта TÀ ABCDE 
*orposteraypéva aot ‘amd тоў *бєой. 9*"'Avoífae 8e 
IIérpos 76 u отбора eirev Ex adnOelas* xaradapBavopat op 1з 

ёст» * тросотгоћајилтттс̧ б Beos, 35 AAN év mravri 

Ovet б 7 hoBovpevos айтди xal * épyatopevos * Sucatocv- 

X. 

Th. эш. vg» "Oexros айтф dori», 86 тоу * Xoyov bv ° améorterhev 
reff. 

v Luke iv. 25. ch. iv. 27 al. Job ix. 3. 
11. Luke ях. 21. у ver. 2 reff. 

а e: 1 John ii. 29. Ш. 7, 10. Rev. xxii. 11. Ina. lviii, 2. 
18 only. Levit. і. d. с P». cvi. 20. 

for 1st T. Oh, cov D'(and lat) vulg Syr sah eth arm[-usc]. (See note.) 
axovoa: ins BovAouero: тара cov DI; volumus D-lat: rapecue r D! sah. aft 

Box on. (alone) Syr: тара cov(a'one) ЮЗ, 
тоа bef тарта А. 

w = ch. iv. 13 reff. x here only +. see James il. 9. Rom. ii. 
s = Matt. vii. 23. Heb. 21. 33. James i. 20. Ps. aiv. 2. 

b Luke lv. 19, 24. 3 Cor. vi. 2. Phil. iv. 

om 

om ravra I) 96. 142 sah: та xposr. 
гес уто, with BHLPN! p 18. 36 rel Chr: rapa E: txt ACDN?, 

* cupiou (corra to avoid repetition of Geov?) ABCEN c [p'(Treg)] 18. 86. 40 
vulg вуг copt arm: бео» DHL р rel Syr sah Chr.[—om rov р 18.] 

84. то стора bef тетроѕ D [am copt mth]. aft то стора ins avrov АСЕМ? 
d k o 36 [vulg-ed demid syrr ру arm: om ВОН1РИ! p am fuld [tol] Chr.. 

karaAauBarouevos D'(txt D? 
95. алла А. eorat A Constt. 
36. ins yap bef A. C'(appy ] D-gr с 187 [spec] Syr syr-w-ast sah. om or (corra 

to simplify the constr) AB c p vulg [D-lat] coptt sth [arm]: ins C D[-gr] EHLP(N!) 
rel 86 syrr Cyr-jer, Chr., (18 def.)—o» is marked for erasure by Ni, or more probably 
by N-corr!. 

verse: and the sense, ‘We are all here 
present before thee,’ follows better on the 
two preceding verses. тё *posT.] Not 
doubting that God, who had di i 
to Peter, had also directed Peter what to 
speak to him. 34. dvolfas rò r.] 
Used (see reff.) on occasions of more than 
ordinary solemnity. ёт’ dAnOelas кат.) 
For the first time I now clearly, in its 
Sulness and as a living fact, apprehend 
(grasp by experience the truth of) what 

read in the Scripture (Deut. x. 17; 
2 Chron. xix. 7; Job xxxiv. 19). 
85.] AM gives the explanation, —what 
it is that Peter now fully apprebends: 
but as opposed to wposwroAfurrns in 
its now apparent sense. iv 
Sve. к.т.А.] It is very important that we 
should hold the right clue to guide us in 
understanding this saying. The question 
which recent events had solved in Peter's 
mind, was that of the admissibility of men 
of all nations into the church of Christ. In 
this sense only, had he received any infor- 
mation as to the acceptableness of men of 
all nations before God. Не saw, that in 
every nation, men who seek after God, who 
receive His witness of Himself without 
which He has left no man, and humbly 
follow His will as far as they know it, — 
these have no extraneous hindrance, such 
пв uncircumcision, placed in their way to 
Christ, but are capable of being admitted 
into God's church hough Gentiles, and аз 
Gentiles. That only exch are spoken of, ia 
agreeable to the nature of the case; for 

men who do not fear God, and work un- 
righteousness, are out of the question, not 
being likely to seek such admission. It is 
clearly unreasonable to suppose Peter to 
have meant, that each Aeathen's natural 
ligM and moral purity would render Мт 
acceptable in the sight of God : —for, if so, 
why should he have proceeded to preach 
Christ to Cornelius, or indeed any more at 
ali? And it is equally unreasonable to 
find any verbal or doctrinal difficulty in 
ёру. Sixasoobrny, or to suppose that B. 
must be taken in its forensic sense, and 
therefore that he alludes to the state of 
men after becoming believers. He speaks 
popularly, and certainly not without re- 
ference to the character he had heard of 
Cornelius, which consisted of these very two 
parts, that he feared God, and abou in 
good works. The deeper truth, that the 
preparation of the heart itself in such men 
comes from God's preventing grace, is not 
in question here, nor touched upon. 
36. тфу Adyov | The construction is very dif- 
ficult. Several ways have been proposed of 
connecting and rendering this accusative. 
(1) Erasm, Wolf, Heinrichs, Kuin., &., 
take rb» Adyor with ofüare, and understand 
TÒ yev. Pip. K. r. A. ав in apposition with it. 
“ The word which, &c., ye know, viz. the 
yev. p. But this immediate connexion of 
Ady. and old. is hardly consistent with the 
interruption of the sense by obros . . . кйроз. 
(2) Meyer, and Winer, ейп. 6, $ 62. 8 
end, adopt virtually the same construction, 
but understand дд. 018. to be a taking up 
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то %шо& Тора ef evarpyedslopevos ei de IHeoũ a oà. y.al. vi 
arabe Е оўтду ётт› P тайртоу h кӯри. 
тд ! yevopevov pjua * каб * бот Tis *Tovdaias, ™ 

37 jets olüare Erodi 
apa eos 13 "Rev. if. 

Pág) n laAalas petà тд Ваттісра д " юру з - 
"Таауиу, 88 "асоду tov °йто Natapéü, Pas “%ёурисє»‹: 

from isa = 
1.) . ii. 17 only. Nah. i ch. ix. 20 reff. h = Rom. x. 12 (Gal. iv. 1) on! 

i — Luke „18. Hn Joba a: 35. ch, vil 31 al. en. xv. 1. Jer. i. 1. k ch. ix. 3 ret ̂  
1 constr. ch. i. 23 reff. n Luke iii. 3 . Exod. ккк. б. 

Tall. l. Matt, azi. 11. John L. le. ab I. ll. 21 al. p = ver. 28 reff. q ch. iv. 27 reff, 

87. om vues В wth-rom 
Ist rys Di( ins D?). 
ной facium est. 
Ла: txt ABC D-gr E-gr Н 40. 
$8. сИ CCC 

case) the two parentheses ebayy. . . . . . 
xporod, and obros .... kópios. This 

is the rendering of E. V. But it 
does not sufficiently account for the two 
clauses parenthesized. Besides, it is an 
objection to both these, that the hearers 
did not know the AG noverant audi- 
tores historiam de qua mox, non item 
rationes interiores, de quibus hoc versu.' 
Bengel. (3) Rosenm. and others «sder- 
stand werd, ‘secundum eam doctrinam 
uam Deus tradi jussit Israelitis, or 

(4) take it as an accusativus pendens, 
‘ad sermonem filis Israel missum quod 
attinet? . . . . But an accusative is 
never found thus s alone, unless 
there be an anacoluthon, which (3) ‚ре 
cludes, and which would, if assum 
(4), give us a construction of unexampled 
d sill (6) Grot. and Beza take rd» 
Adyor Sy, for $» Aóyor, quem nuncium, 
jastifying it it by Matt. xxi. 42, and so nearly 
(6) JN m quod misit . . . . illud 
in omnes ha testatem,’ a rendering 
altogether xL of all N. T. analogy, as is 
also (7) that of Heinsius, who understands 
Aéyos as * Verbum quod misit 
Deus, omnium est, Dominus,' a usage con- 
fined in the N. T. to the writings of St. 
Johu, and, even if admissible, most harsh 
and improbable here. (8) I agree in the 
main with De Wette, who joins rò» Ad 
with xaraAaufBároua:,—and regards ver. 
36 as exegetic of ёт... . P 
deri. Of а truth I perceive, &c...... 
org recognize this as) the word which 

sent to the children of Israel, 
preaching (see reff.) through Jesus 
Christ: (then, for the first time, éx' àAn- 
Oclas xaraAauBaróueros this also, on the 
mention of Jesus Christ, he adds obrós 
dor жутчу kópios,) He is Lord of ALL 
MEN; with a strong emphasis on хбутоу. 
I the more incline to this, ан серое 
and most forcible rendering, fro 
ing that so far from dpeis ofare being 

; yeranevor E: -yeyoro 
rec арада, with LP [m] p 

‚ incipiens vulg E- lat Iren-int, 

om руна D. 
e 56 rel [ Dial, 1 Chr, Thdrt, ; 
Їй, Ambr Td caspisset 

aft opt. ins yap AD vulg Com T. tat BCDEPR 

(Meyer's objection) а harsh beginning to 
а new sentence, 16 is the Jorm in 
which Peter began his address to them 
ver. 28, duets éwloracbe, &c.: and, as there 
it answers to кёроѓ, so here also (ver. 39) 
to xal дес. 8:4 “Ino. xp. belo 
to ейаууел., not to elphrny. 37. 
T) рӯра) the matter: not the thing 
hare < or any where else: but the thing 
said, the ‘materies’ of ы mation, 
in this case Pos] Not сю ‘the his 

pevov | Not ‘ which took place,’ 
but, which was spoken, ‘published,’ as 
E. V. See reff. This meaning, which 
ñua itself renders necessary, is further 
supported by xa6' SUS т. lord. „ Which 
can only be properly said, and is used by 
Luke (only, see reff.) of a publication, or 
spreading of a rumour, not of the happen- 
ing of an event or series of events relating 
to one person. . ёж. T. Ta.] It 
was from Galilee first that the fame of 
Jesus went abroad, as Luke himself re- 
lates, Luke iv. 14, 87 (44 v. r.); vii. 17; 
ix. 6 (xxiii. Б). Galilee also was the near- 
est to Cesarea, and may have been for this 
reason expressly mentioned. dptduevog is 
an unex transference of the case 
and er into that of the prime agent, 
` construction 1 тош ш the 

iv. 1 re ut surprisi 
in in Bt. Tors. тд Barr. 80 
also Peter dates the ministry of our Lord 
in ch. i. 22. (See note there.) 
88. 'Incotv т. Ad Nat.] The рен 
subject of the -yexduerory pia, q. 
‘Ye know the subject which was preach- 

... vi. Jesus of Nazareth.’ 
és бур. a] how that God anointed 
him..., not as Kuin. and ke, ‘ how 
that God anointed Jesus of 12 taking 
abróv as redundant by a Hebraism. 
See а construction very similar in Luke 
xxiv. 19, 20 The fact of the anoint- 
ing with the Holy Spirit, in His bap- 
tism by Jobn, was the historical opening 
of the ministry of Jesus: this anointing 
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r = Luke l. 17. 
vi. 19 al. 

bf, tevepyeTay Kal iopevos Trávras ro " катадирастєџорёроис bed fg 
^ m 

1 brd тоў O.afóXov, бт o Beds " zy per avro 99? ral opis 
Im, Luke e a w у 7 x2 , » ^ , 

ait ie ueis "uáprupes dvr х ov émoíncev Ev re TH хора 
ar. . qy Iod? кай év ‘lepovoaAnp: dy ка| Y dv * rpe- 

udoavres èm * Ё Хо. 

iii. 15. xxvi. 16. x attr., ch. I. 1 reff. 
a Matt, x. 8. xi. 6. zzviil.6 1. Rom. iv. 25. 
c Rom. x. 20 only, from Isa. lxv. 1. 

k m vulg сор Chr, Did [ Bas, Iren-int]. 
D? adding avrov) syrr arm Faustin,. 
bef ryeuu. D. 
Thi( -fin,. rad ura feuert D: 

39. vues А D- gr. 
ABCDEN p 36 syrr eth 
avrov D. om ev (bef гер.) 
am [arm] Chr Cosm Iren-int. 
rel [ ] 
c E arm Chr,. 

lat). 

however was not His first unction with 
the Spirit, but only symbolic of that which 
He had in His incarnation: so Cyril in 
Johan. lib. xi. vol. vii. p. 998, ob 8 f HA 
éxeivé paper бт: rére yéyover Éyios дф катй 
odpra xpiords, бте Tb rena ved dra. 
xaraBaivoy d Bartıorhs' &yios yap ћу ка} 
ё» éuBpby kal д}трф . . . АЛАА Bébora: pdy 
els стресу тё Bantıeri тд Odapa:—which 
unction abode ngon Him, John i. 82, 88, 
and is mpi n here as the сори 
anointing which was upon Him from А 

Stier well remarks, how entirel 
all personal address to the hearers and ail 
doctrinal announcements are thrown into 
the background in this speech, and the 
Person and Work and Office of Christ put 
forward ав the sole subject of apostolic 
ресин, ка .] Subdued, 
do that he is their 8usdorns,—and this 
power used for their oppression. Here, it 
alludes to physical oppression by disease (see 
Luke xiii. 16) and ion: in 2 Tim. 
ii. 26, а very similar descri ion is given of 
those who are spiritually bound by the 
devil. 8 беде Fv abr.) 80 Nico- 
demus had spoken, John iii. 2; and pro- 
bably Peter here used the words as well 
known and indicative of the presence of 
divine power and co-operation (see Judg. 
vi. 16): beginning as he does with the 
outer and lower circle of the things re- 
garding Christ, as they would be matter of 
observation and inference to his Aearers, 
and gradually ascending to those higher 
truths regarding His Person and Office, 

1 Сог. xv. 4, &c, Tea. 1 19. 
d here only +. see ch. Ш. 20. 

4 тойтоу 6 Ücós "Tryeipey TH трїтт 
nme pa кай 7 ёбокеу аўтду ° épdavij yevérOar * où таут 

ch. TH Ааф, AAAA дартисш re * прокєує:ротортиќрос ÙTÒ 
= ch. v. 23 reff. ach. v. 30 (reff. ). 

b = ch. il. ( re . 

for ws exp. avr., ov exp. Di (and lat: 
ins ey bef ху. ау. EL b m ; ay. 

for os, ovros D tol Syr sah Iren-int Faustin: ws N! 18 lect-12 
for daß., сатауа E-gr. 

rec aft nu. ins ene, with HLP 18 rel [vulg] Cosm, : om 
[arm] Chr 1 ; 

D p [vulg-ed] demi 
rec om Зга xa: (its force not being seen), with 18 

vulg | fuld [Syr(appy)] coptt Cosm Iren-int: ins ABCDEHLPN rel 86 am demid 
(avei ar, во ABCDEN р 18.) 

ins e» bef ту тр. zu. C N!(N? disapprovi 
for avrov, avre Di ауто ue» D3(Scriv)] o 45 

for таутиу, 
fuld: ins ACEHLPN 13. 36 rel 

) m: дета rq» трт» nuepay D'(and 

which were matter of apostolic testimony 
and demonstration from Scripture, — His 
resurrection (ver. 40), His being appointed 
Judge of living and dead (ver. 42), and 
the predestined Author of salvation to all 
who believe on Him (ver. 43). 89. 
xal yen Answering to duels ofare, 
ver. 37. You know the history as matter 
of universal rumour: and we are witnesses 
of the facts. Ву this jets Peter at once 
takes away the ground from the exagge- 
rated reverence for himself individually, 
shewn by Cornelius, ver. 25 (Stier): and 
puts himself and the rest of the Apostles in 
the strictly subordinate place of witnesses 
for Another. dy cal Av.] Whom 
also they killed. ка! is not ‘yet,’ as 
Kuinoel, but merely introduces, in this 
case passing over it without emphasis, a 
new fact in this history. He even omits 
all mention of the actore in the murder, 
speaking as he did to Gentiles: а striking 
contrast to ch. ii. 28; iii. 14; iv. 10; v. 80, 
—when he was working conviction in the 
minds of those actors Ives. 
xpep. dd F.] So also ch. v. 30, where seo 
note. 41.) Bengel would understand 
cure. к. uver. of previous tntercourse 
during His ministry, and parenthesize ob 
rar. abr¢,—finding a difficulty in 
their having eaten and drunk with Him 
after His Resurrection. But this would 
make the significant ofrives (“ people 
who“) . . . aùr very flat and unmean- 
ing, especially after ver. 89: whereas the 
fact of their having eaten and drunk with 
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тод ÜcoU uiv, * otruves f avveddryouev xal © cuverrlopey айт@ « Matt. xri. эв. 
h * 17 ^ > 4 12 ^ k 7 са. v. j. ° 

peta TÒ 'ávaa Tiva, avTOv {ёк vexpav. 4 кай ЮКтарууү- (вои) 
yeitkev "niv xnpv€ac TQ Ааф xal 'StapaptipacOat Ori tinke 13. 

^ - ch. хі. 3 

m ar ётт ò ®@ритцёуо$ отд ToU Oeo ° kpvrije Üovray Сочи 
^ ^ 43 p ? 2 e ^ q ^ only. Gen ral VEKPÕV. тойтф "rávres oi трофўта % paprvpoüaw, Sls. 

s, c. 5 only. C. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ARDE ‘ adeow ' ápapriv AaBeiv * 14 тоў * дроратосѕ айтой тарта к here only. 
H LPa в a t ? t э э LÀ 44 * m ка. aie 

bedfg TO MWtoTEVOVTa єє айтор. "Er. AaAXovUvrTOS TOU , ЇЇ Symm. 
hk Im b ch. xix. 21 
opl3 reff. 1 Chron. ii. 24. 1 Mark vi. 14. tz. 9, 10. xil. 25. Luke xvi. 31. zxiv. 46. Jobn pia 9. ch. 

vil. 3. Eph. v.14. see ch. iv. 2. 
m Matt. vill. 17. Luke xziv, 31 al. 

Anthol. xii. 156. 7. 

Jobn ii. 11 and passim. ch. ziv. 23. xix. 

41. ушу bef viro т. 0. C syrr sah [Iren-int, Vig. 
aft cuver. avre ins xa: cuvaverrpagnpey D3 

add further ауте sepas и syr-w-ast. 

dat. and aor., ch. xvi. 18 reff. 

о = 2 Tim. iv. 8. James v. 9. 
a = Luke iv. 22. John iii. 26. ch. xiii. 22. xv. 8al 

4. Rom. x. 14 al. 

1 ch. vili. 25 retf. 
n ch. жүй. Gs reff.) 313. d. do epus Saiuey, 

s. vii. 11. р ch. iz. 20 reff. 
r ch. v. 31 reff. 6 x ch. iv. 30 reff. 

aft curved. ins ауте C вуг. 
syr: cvverrp. Di, conversi D- lat: 

om avro» D [E-corr). aft vexpur add 
wuepas p D sah wth; 3: nuepwr теттаракоута E. 

42. for wapryy., єуетеЛато D. for avros, ovros (corrn, but wnnecess ) BC 
D-gr E-gr L[e sil, Tischdf] k 13 syrr сор: txt AHPN p rel vulg D-lat E-lat sth 
ы Cosm, Iren-int,. 

. rovrov HL: Tovro m! [o] 19. 663. 78 lect-2. 

Him after His Resurrection gives most 
important testimony to the reality and 
identity of His risen Body. And there is 
no real difficulty in it: Luke xxiv. 41, 48 
and John xxi. 12 give us instances; and, 
even if evrexíouer is to be , it is 
no contradiction to Luke xxii. 18, which 
only refers to one particular kind of drink. 
ing. жрокеу. бт. T. Geo} Had not 
Peter in his mind the Lord's own solemn 
words,—obs 88окёз цо: ёк той xócLov, 
John xvii. 6? 49. тё Мыр] Here as 
elsewhere (ver. 2; John xi. 50 al. fr.), the 
Jewish le: that was all which, in the 
apostolic mind, up to this time, the com- 
mand had absolutely enjoined. The further 
unfolding of the Gospel had all been 

t abont over and above this first 
injunction. Ch. i. 8 is no obstacle to this 
interpretation ; for although literally ful- 
filled by the leadings of Providence, as 
related in this book, they did not so un- 
derstand it when spoken. крат. {. к. 
эєкр.] So also Paul, ch. xvii. 31, preach- 
ing to Gentiles, brings forward the 97 
ment of a Judge over all men as the cen- 
tral point of his teaching. This expression 
gives at сосе ‚ысып to the шо 
and mission о rist, whic the 
way for the great trath declared in the next 
verse. t is impossible that the living 
and dead here can mean (as the Augsburg 
Catechism, and 5 the righfeous 
and sinners :—a canon of interpretation 
which should constantly be borne in mind 
is, that a figurative sense of words is never 
admissible, BXCEPT WHEN REQUIRED BY 
THE CONTEXT. Thus, in the passage of 
John v. 25 (where see notes), the sense of 

vexpol is determined to be figurative by 
the addition of xal уду dri after ёра, no 
such addition occurring in ver. 28, where 
the literally dead, ol d» rois uynpelois, are 
mentioned. 48. тбуте ol «pod. | 
All the prophets, generically: not that 
every one positively asserted this, but that 
the whole bulk of prophetic testimony an- 
nounced it. To press such expressions to 
literal exactness is mere trifling. See ch. 
їй. 21, 24. &. åp. AaB. к.т.л.] The 

al sacrifices, ав well as the declarations 
of the prophets, all pointed to the remis- 
sion of sins by faith in Him. Апа the 
universality of this proclamation, rd»ra 
Tb» Tier., is set forth by the prophets in 
many places, and was recognized even by 
the Jews themselves, in their expositions 
of Scripture, though not in their practice. 

44.] Peter had spoken up to this 
point: and was probably proceeding (cf. ё” 
T &р$асба{ pe Aaret», ch. xi. 15) to in- 
clude his present hearers and all nations 
in the number to whom this blessing was 
laid open, —or perhaps beyond this point 
his own mind may as yet have been not 
sufficiently enlightened to set forth the 
Full liberty of the 1 of Christ, —when 
the fire of the Lord fell, approving the sa- 
crifice of the Gentiles (see Rom. xv. 16): 
conferring on them the substance before 
the symbol, —the baptism with the Holy 
Ghost before the baptism with water: and 
teaching us, that as the Holy Spirit dis- 

once and for all with the necessity 
of circumcision in tbe flesh, so can He also, 
when it pleases him, with the necessity of 
water-baptism : and warning the Christian 
church not to put baptism itself in the 
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u ch. riii, 16 
reff. 

v2 Cor. v.13 
reff. 
h. xi. 2. ^ ^ ^ 

" Rom, n. of “ёк “ періторђс < тісто! бето ! сииђ\Воу TÓ Петро, „потоа 
а]. m. 
Si ыу. бт, ка} ёт} тй ёт Д : берей тоў ayiov . BDE 
E с, хав: ê cKMEXUTAL, 46 7коиор 7a айтди Майойутшь » H) He be ** 

\. 1. 

„ кай ° реуаћалбитау tov Üeóv.  Tóre åmexpiðn Ilérpos pis 
бе» 47 Myre rò фбер Sivatar "f keX0cal is is ToU ш) Bar- 

- h. il. m ^ 
EON к T8 iva. TOUTOWS, oltives тд P TveÜua то ^ ayir h éAaov 

ch, il K rem. . уе a i , , э \ з бүз / сны. we кай їрєй; 48 Ilposérafév 5 k év тб * óvópart 
Paii. ТОЙ xuplov k Bonam Tore !jpoTQcav айтди m er- 
Matt us ueiva, ? ?uépas ? red. 

i © d Matt, vil. 26 John іт. 29. Mal. Iii. 8 B. етан и f Gen. xxiii. 6. 
1 Cor. x. 13 cx Pp. vill, 15, 19 reff. i constr., рата oal ref.) Isa. xxxvi. 21. 

m ch . xxl. xxviii. мтч 14. 1 Cor. 10. avi. 7, 
n ch. iz. 19. xv. 36. avi. 12. xxiv. 26. xxv. 13 only. 

ps ch. viii. 16 reff. comatr., ch. xvi. 39 reff. 
al. L.P. (exc. Jobn viii. 7.) Exod aii ti, 30 B. 

44. aft ev: ins ĝe P? b e f g o (syrr) sah [( TM execey (mistake? or simple 
word for compound) AD 18. 86 [rel]: txt BEHLPN n ор. 

45. for ovo:, o: B vulg D-lat coptt: txt A D-gr ЕНИ PJN 18. 86 rel Chr, Rebapt,. 
cvyrgA0a» BN. тоу жу. T. ay. B(sic: see table) D? 40 (vulg Rebapt]: rou 

ay. D! : txt AEHLPN p 13. 36 rel Chr. 
"40. from AaAouvrwy to . . v Tov Ger is obliterated in D! (seeing (1) that D* fills up the 
space with txt written “ laxius," (2) that Wetstein reports D! to have read peyaAuvew 
(omg xai?), and (3) that D-lat has prevaricatis linguis : we may conjecture that D! 
possibly may have read yAwoous SiauepiCopeva:s). for Tore awexp., eurer бе D. 

rec ins о bef verp., with DEHLP rel: om ABN p Chr,. 
47. rec көл. bef Zus., with D-corr HLP 18 rel Chr: ‘kaha cored by D5) т. bw. D! : 

Buy. т. KR. E? 40: [om коћ. E! :] txt ABN p. for rovrovs, avrovs D- gr. 
rec кабоз (corra to more usual expr : or to tuit ch xv. 8), with EHLP rel: wszep D: 
txt ABN a c h k p 18. 40 Epiph, Chr-comm, [Iren-c, ] 

48. for re, ĉe vo d p 18 syr coptt : txt AHLP M eth [arm] Chr, Rebapt,.— 
Tore wposer. D S avrots AN 33. rec Barr. bef ev тор ov. Т. c., with 
DEHLP rel vas Chr Rebapt: txt ABN p 40 am demid [fuld tol arm] Cyr-jer,. 
for Tov xup., tcov xpiorou (corre, as giving тоер cision to the Барто! formula) 
ABEN cd k gd 18. 86 am [tol demid] s r coptt [arm] C ppt "i 2 Rebapt, 
кур. ime. xp р! fuld [vulg-clem вуг: т. кир. не. a : txt H E те 

for прот., тарекалєсау D. 

lace which circumcision once held. See 
rther in note on Peter’s important words, 

ch. xi. 16. The outpouring of the Spirit 
ou the Gentiles was strictly analogous to 
that in the day of Pentecost; Peter himself 
describes it by adding (ch. xi. 15), ётер 
«al Ф jus dv àpxũ · Whether there was 
апу visible а appearance іп this саве, cannot 
be determined: perbaps from ver. 46 it 
would appear sot, .] We do not read 
га Реќег uum was 5 He 
ad been specially prepa у the vision: 

they had not. The Aalst үу\әссаяд 
here is identified with the A. birds y^. 
of ch. ii. 4, by the assertion of ch. xi. 16, 
Just cited ;—and this aguin with the éad- 
Aovy yAwooas of ch. хіх. 6:—80 that the 
gift was one and the same throughout. 
On the whole subject, see note, ch. ii. 4. 

47.] One t end of the unexpected 
cffueion ү the Holy Spirit was entirely {о 

ins xpos avrovs bef dd D-corr vulg-ed 
Syr [coptt(Tischdf)] sth, во but диде. Dil. 

preclude the question which otherwise 
could not but have arisen, * Must not these 
men be circumcised before baptism ?? 
тд Gwp... rÒ 4TveUpa] The Two great 
PARTS of. full and complete baptism: the 
latter infinitely greater than, but not 
superseding the necessity of, the former. 
The article should here certainly be ex- 
pressed: Can any forbid THE WATER to 
these who have received THE SPIRIT? 

The expression xeAtoa, used with 
Tb D. is interesting, as shewing that 
the practice was to bring the water to 
the candidates, not the candidates to 
the water. This, which would be implied 
by the word under any circumstances, 
is rendered certain, when we remember 
that they were assembled in the house. 

48. wposérafev] As the Lord Him- 
self when on earth did not baptize (John 
iv. 2), so did not ordinarily the Apostles 
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ХІ. 1"Нкоџсау è oi апбстол\оь kal oi аде\фоі of e en, u. в. 
Xill. 1. xv. 

Byres ° &arà тї» lovdalay бт xal vd Ovn v ёбеўарто Toy i 1 
7 a ^ 9t 3 125, э_ е p ch. тШ. 14 a Aóyov той бєой. ? öre бё dv Ilérpos eis 'lepovca- E EM 

Anu, * Svexpwovro mpòs avTOv ‘ot * ёк * пертошђс 9 M- 
vyoyres Ere u eiue " трӧс̧ Gvdpas “" акроВистіар * Éyovras «ec 11, 

14. ziii. 44, 
&с. 1 Cor. 

kal *auvédayes avtois.  *'àpfánevos 82 llérpos * ét- set dal 
eribero avro % кабе ўс Xéyev 5’Eym funy ёр TóXe cuz pere 
"Толгау ° mposevyópevos, xal el6ov év d éxa ác, * papa, v dat. Jude 

^ , „ Фет. Ev. 10. 

f xataBaivoy e т. Фф f óÜovgv peydrny тёттарсш t» xt 
э ^ , 3 ^ э ^ м u ch. х. 3. xvi, füpyais 5 кабієшёти ёк тод ойрауод, xal Me h dypi Fr J 

ark ЖҮ ёро. 6* eis v ' árevícas k xarevoouy ка «доу тд ! rerpá- am. 

лода Tis үўѕ xal та Onpla xal rà lépmerà xa TÀ "Ga ni. 
14. 

w bere and Paul (Rom. iii. 20 0118.) only. ach, к. 4! reff. у ver. 15. 
vil. 21.) xviii. 26. xxviii. 23 only. (Job xxxvi. 15.) Абуоу éxPyoopmat, Jos. Antt. i. 12. 2. 
i. H reff. + b constr., ch. х. 30. хай. 19, 20 (Paul). Mark xiv. 49. Gal. i. 22. 

€ absol., ch. х. 9 reff. d ch. x. 10 reff. e ch. vii. 31 reff. 
deg iz. 25 reff. b = ch. xiii. 6. zx. 4. 2 wl. 15. 2 Cor. х. 13,14. 
ch. i. 10 reff. k eh. vil. 31, 33 reff, Ich. ж. 13 (reff.). 

2 = ch. 
& ch. 

see ch. ii. 5 reff. 
f ch. x. 11 (reff.). 

Rev. xiv. 20. zvili. 5$. 

Cuar. XI. 1. акоосто» de eyevero Tots ат. к. тоз ad. о: ey ту 1008. D Syr (audito 
vero apostoli &c D-lat, тоз ev т. 1008. Dr). eetaro D'(txt D*). 

2. rec xa: ore (alteration because the fact related seems a consequence of, rather 
than opposed to, ver 1?), with HLP 13 eth Chr,: txt ABEN p 36 vulg coptt 
[arm]. rec :ересеЛора, with (D)EHLP 13. 36 rel Chr: txt ABN р. 5 reads 
the verse thas: o ue» ovr werpos dia ixavov xporov nOeAnoa:(-cer D?) ropevOnra: eis 
uepogoAvua' Kat wposdorncas Tous adeAgous кап exurrnpitas avrovs (thus far also syr- 
w-ast, prefixing et benedicebant Deo, and adding exiit [and w-ob] et docuit eos, кол ore 
are gn x. r. A., as in rec) woAvy Acyow woiovuevos да Tew Херо» (civitates D-lat) d .d ao 
avrovs' os kai (quia et) катууттоє» ауто кол аттууу\е» avrois THY xapw тоу бео" 
ог ĝe (quia erant) ex wepirouns а$еАфо: д:єкріғоуто wpos avrov ( judicantes ad eum). 

9. rec яр. av. ax. ex. bef tires, with EHLP 18 rel syrr Chr, Thl-eif: txt ABDN 
a h p vulg coptt sth arm Thl-fin. 
13. 36 Syr „ mg) arm-zoli. 

4. rec ins o werpos, with HLP rel: om ABDEN p 13. 40 Chr,. 

om swposevyoperos N!. 

e:snAGev and cvreqaryev B(sic : see table) L c p 
ins cvv bef ауто: Dl. 

ins Ta bef 

om 2ud e» D!-gr(ins 
abet ns D. om кадеётз [L]! 4! copt. 

5. ож. bef жол. D copt. 
D-corr') 96. xaraBawey (error?) А а р. rerpaciw D Epiph,. rec 
axprs, with B'EH(L]P 18. 36 rel: ews D: txt AB'[N]. 

6. om та (lst and 8rd) D!(ins ЮЗ), 
aft ертета 11 Syr. 

(sce 1 Cor. i. 13—17, and note). Perhaps 
the same reason may have operated in 
both cases —lest those baptized by our 
Lord, or by the chief Apostles, sbould 
arrogate to themselves pre-eminence on 
that account. Also, which is implied in 
1 Cor. i. 17, as compared with Acts vi. 2, 
the ministry of the Word was esteemed by 
them their higher and paramount duty 
aud office, whereas the subordinate minis- 
tration of the ordinances was committed to 
those who 8inxdrour tpard(ais. iv тф 
.] = ёж) rj òr., ch. ii. 88, where see 
note. Wahl compares dwoxrelvew è» Tfj 
vpoQáce Taórp, Lysins, p. 452. 

Crap. XI. 1—18.] PETER JUSTIFIES 
BEFORE THE CHUROH IN JERUSALEM, НІВ 
HAVING CONSORTED WITH MEN UNCIR- 

6 

in epwera, ep is written above the lino by N!. 
om trys yns Р 3. 73. 801: ins aft Onpia d 

om Ach ra B. 

CUMOCISED. 1. xarà т. low.] in 
Judæa, or perhaps more strictly, through. 
out Juda. (See reff.) бтъ к. т. Ev. ] 
They seem to have heard the fact, without 
any circumstantial detail (but see on тд» 
Ke or below, ver. 13); and, from the 
charge in ver. 8,— from some reporter who 
gave the objectionable part of it, as is not 
uncommon in such cases, all prominence. 

2.] ol ix територӯє must have come 
into use later as designating the circum- 
cised generally: in this case ald those 
spoken of would belong to the circum- 
cision. Luke uses it in the sense of the 
time when he wrote the account. 
4.] ‘Having begun, set forth to them: 
i. e. and set forth: not for fjptaro 
éxriOdva:, as Kuinoel. 5.] 440. &xp. 
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m ch. x. 13,14 
reff. 

IIPASEIZ AIIOZTOAQN. 

1тєтеу& той ovpavod. 7 ўкоџса è xal devis Neyovons А! 

XI. 

п Май. ., цо m °Драстдс Пётре m дбсоу kai paye. 8 elmov è m Mn- ve 
x. 

och. x. 15 
т 

A ? h k 

dae xúpie, Gre ™xowor f) '®%акабарто» oùðérore "eis- pis. 
p ch. x.16 only. Mer " eis TO" стора pov. 9 атекрібп 8 форт ° Єк Sevrépov 
q Luke o 5 

asi a Ald ёк тод ойрароў “A б Geos ° ёкабарісєу cU pr ° xoívov. 
corn pi. a \ 7 , 2 7 7 
Ameirt:. 10 тойто дё ёүёрето P Er трі, xal "áveomácÓ: там» 
only. Bel , ^ , r b ia тарта eis тд» oùpavóv. 
Theod. 

т ch. x. 33 reff. 
s ch. x. 17 reff. 
tch. x. 19 reff. 
u = ch. i. 21 

N kai ioù 'éf abrije тре 
avdpes * ётётттта» él thy oixiay dv} x fjumv, d reo ra- 
рео ато Kaucapeías прос pe. 12 єйтє» $ тд ' veüuá 

„Has «u.s рор ч ouvedOery abrois. Ў\Өоу $ ody pol kal oi & abeh- 
al. fr. 3 Ki 
xiii. 7 En „A n W. POL OUToL, xal ' єіс̧у\дошер eis Tov olkov тоў avdpes, 
Luke viii. 20. 
cb. xv. 27. 
Gen. хі». 13. 

13 w amýyyeiév Жтє "uip TOS eldev TOv äyyerov èv тф 
оїкф abr * стабёрта xal eiróvra айтф `Атостєћоу eis 

iru "олти кай У uerámeuwyas Tur Tüv Y émwaXoUpevov 
zi. zar 15. М IIérpov, 1* ôs = Ааймуте, pa dura трос ae % ols ® содда 

ych. х.б. 
z Luke ii. 17 

60. John lii. 

xvili. 30. 
d ch. іх. 3 reff. e ver. 4. ch. i. 

av xai was б "olxos cov. 
але f érréreaey TO пуєдра TO äyiov ёт abtous, 5 @стєр 

t. 
ii. 20 ach. іт. 9, 12. Rom. v. 10 only. Hos. 1. 7. 

1 reff. f ch. viii. 16 reff. 

15 d êy 02 тф °йрЁасба{ pe 

b= Matt. i. 21. ch. ii. 40. е = ch. х. 3 reff. 
g ch. lii. 17 only. 

T. rec om Ist ко, with HLP rel вуг Chr, Thl-eif : for түк. бє ai, ка qx. D 15-8. 36 Syr 
sth: txt ABEN o p 13 coptt. 

8. ета D. 

wrote only axa, N-corr! supplied - Gap 

фоуту Леуоисау D. 
rec ins тау bef корор (insertion from ch х. 14), with HLP rel: om 

ABDEN с o p 18. 36 vulg syrr sah arm Chr, Epiph, Damasc. 
„ NS roy. 

avacra D-gri(txt D*) [vulg]. 

of axadaproy, N! 

9. rec ins uo: bef форт (from ch х. 15), with EHLP rel syrr th [arm-zoh ] (Epiph ?) 
Chr,: om ABN р 36. 40 vulg coptt arm(-usc].—eyervero (add де D? and lat) феру єк 
TOV ovp. xpos pe D. 
ex 8. D 4. 

ex Secur. bef фо. BE a h вуг [eth-pl(Tischdf) arm] Chr: om 

10. rec хал: bef арест. (see ch x. 16, where таму was introduced in this order), 
with EHLP rel Chr,: txt ABDN р [18] 40 vulg [syr] copt eth arm. 

11. ж#ўреєр AB PD. gr N 40: erant D-lat:-yu»» EHLP p 13. 36 rel ves [arm ?] Chr,. 
que Nl. 

12. rec uo: bef то wy. (corre of arrangement), with EH LP 13. 36 rel syrr [eth arm] 
Chr, : txt ABDN p vulg coptt. rec aft avrois ins an Siaxpivopevor (interpola- 
tion from ch x. 20, as is shewn by the number of variations: some inserting it 
accurately, some from memory), with HLP rel Chr, ; under дгакріуаута А B(sic : see 
table) N3 p 13: under ё:ахріғоута EN! 86: om D syr. om 2nd ĝe D [arm]. 

13. * & ABDN a h p 36 vulg вуг copt Chr, Thl-fin : om sah: re EHLP 18 rel Syr 
eth [arm] Thl-sif. om Ist тоу D. 
ves Chr. for атост., reuwor ( from ch х. 6) B. 

om ауто ABN р copt: ins DEHLP 18 rel 
rec aft отк. ins аудраѕ (From 

ch x. 5), with EHLP 13 rel вуг Chr: om ABDN a h p 36 [vulg] Syr or seth arm. 
15. aft Лал. ins avrois D wth. 

дроб is a fresh detail. 12. otro] 
They had accompanied him to Jerusa- 
lem, and were there to substantiate the 
facts, as far as they had witnessed them. 

18. ròv &yyeAov] The art. almost 
looks as if the history of Cornelius’s 
vision were known to the hearers. The 
difference between the vision of Corne- 
lius and that of Peter is hero again strik- 
ingly marked : while the latter is merely 
‘praying in the city of Joppa,’ no place 
nor circumstance being named, the former 

ere ce D a. ex avrots D'(txt D:). ws D. 

sces the angel ‘standing im his house.’ 
Notice also that Peter never names 

Cornelius in his speech—because he, his 
Character aud person, was absorbed in 
the category to which he belonged, —that 
of men uncircumcised. 14. iv ols 
ow). x.7.A.] This is кро in the angel’s 
speech: especially if the prayer of Cor- 
nelius had been for such a boon, of which 
there can be little doubt. 15. iv &à 
T$ Apache. . .] See note on ch. х. 
44, as also for the rest of the verse. 
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Bxal ёф nas "év apy. 18 éuvacOnv $ той PÅUATOS ьол. 
a if э , ` E P Gen. Ii. 1. 

ToU киру, !àx ÉXeyev 'ledvvgs ,, éfámrwev batt, 15 5. 28, 
ü es дё * Ватт об@сесбе *éy тт>еўдат aylo. 
h ln {сту % дорєйу ESwxey avrois 0 Ücóg ws xai u, 

3 Ф kch. i. 5 ref. 
17 є ойу 1 Cr. xi is. 

Luke vi. 34 

v do (afl. 
° титтєйтааш en Tov xúpiov "собу ypiotov, éyà [96] m spore (1). 
Р ГА » $ a а ^ A 7 18 э ГА Matt. хх. o 
tis jun òuraròs d ко\ћдса, TOv Ge Axoboarres Mark xiv. М, 

hn v 

66 тафта 'novyacay kal 'ébófatov TOv бед» Xéyovres © Piu 
^ 16 only. *"Apa [ye] xai rots Overw б Beds т» " uerávowv ele n ch.i. 3% rer. 

A 
Cony &OÓoxev. 

19 О; pév obv " дгастарёртєѕ хато rìs GA ẽ,jũ2 тс 
49 4 Mk. ch. x. 47. Num. хі 28. 
Y. s ch. xx 

хх.21. 2 Tim.ii.25 f. 
ті. 32. 2. 1. 2 Cor. vii. 10. Jud 
zziii. 4. Esek. zzzi. 16. Exod. vi. 9. 

16. exoncOnper A. 
fin: ins ABDEN р rel Thl.sif. 

17. Se3axer N o Did]. 
13. 86 vulg Syr 
вуг sah Thl.sif.—om ris p. 

i. 20 reff. 
(Prov. xiv. 15.) Wisd. 

e 21. 

0 ch. ix. 42 reff. 

Luke ix. 
т Luke xiv. 3. uxili. 66. ch. xxi. 14. 1 Thess. iv. 11 озу. L.P. Neh. 

t Matt. vil. 20. xvii. 26. Gen. xxvi. 9. 
хі. 24. xii. 10,19. Sir. xliv. 16 only. 
w ch. vill. I, 4 only. 

uz ch. 

v= Rom. 
Ezek. il. 15. х — Matt. 

у = ch. хх. 23. 2 Thess.i.4al. 2 Chron. az. 9. 

rec om Tov (bef кири), with HLP b d g [Didi] Chr, ТЫ. 
aft (Are ins or: N? a e h (Thl.sif]. 

om o Geos D Aug, Rebapt,. 
copt] mth arm Chr Didi int] Thl-fin Rebapt,: ins EHLP rel 

aft Tor Geoy ins rov ит Sovva: ауто *rvevua ауу 

om 8 ABDNahkop 

miorevoasy ex avro D, simly 8 syr- w- ast (eri кир. ino. xp.) Aug,. 
18. «Зоѓаса» ВОМ c h p vulg syrr coptt th Chr, Thl-fin: edo D! : txt AEHL[P 

13[e sil] 36 rel [ага Thl.sif. 
А B(sic: see ta 
HLP 13[е sil] 36 rel syr-mg-gr Chr. 

(ye omd, its force not being seen: cf. aH 
le) D-gr М k p 40: forsitan D-lat Syr: «tique E-lat: apaye E- gr 

om ту» D. rec «Зоок. bef eis L., with 
EHLP 13 rel vss Chr, : [om es (. arm: ] txt ABDN p 40 am demid fuld tol. 

16.] ch. i. 5. This prophecy of the 
Lord was spoken tohis assembled followers, 
and promised to them that baptism which 
was the completion and aim of the inferior 
baptism by water administered to them by 
John. Now, God had Himself, by pouring 
out on the Gentiles the Holy Spirit, in- 
cluded them in the number of these ners, 
and pronounced them to be members of the 
church of believers in Christ, and partakers 
of the Holy Ghost, the end of baptism. 
This (in all its blessed consequences, = the 
gift of perdvoia, els (why, see on ver. 18) 
was (ver. 17) the fon Saped bestowed on 
them: and, this having been bestowed, — 
to refuse the symbolic and subordinate or- 
dinance,—or to regard them any longer as 
strangers from the covenant of promise, 
would have been, so fur as in him lay, 
keA Uca: Ty бебу. 17.] Here 
belongs to both abrois and zu; setting 
forth the strict analogy between the cases, 
and the community of the faith to both. 

[8€ (omitted in some mss., the tran- 
scribers perhaps not being aware of the 
construction) brings out the contrast after 
el оду, as frequently after del, е. f. Od. &. 
178, roy ёте) Opépav Geol, Kpvei leor... 
ToU Bé тїз Gbavdray BAdye фрќуаѕ Кубо» 
d'aras: Herod. iii. 68, ef uh abr) Xuépbw 
e... . "yiréokeis, ob 84 жар& 'Arócons 
av@ov. See more examples in Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. p. 184.] ria funy 
uv. ] A junction of two questions: (1) 

Who was I that I should...., as ref. 
Exod.,—and (2) Was I able to. We 
have a similar instance in тЇз тЇ &pp, Mark 
хү. 24. See Winer, edn. 6, 5 66. 5. 3. 
18.] [& pa ye is more than &pa. ye has the 
effect of insulating the sentence, q. d. what- 
ever may be the consequences, or however 
mysterious the proceeding to us, this at 
least is plain, that God gc. Compare 
Matt. vii. 20, ‘therefore, whatever they 
profess, from their fruits, &c.: and the 
other reff. : and вее Hartang’s chap. on ye 
in his Partikellehre, vol. i. p. 344, ff. 
alg [wv] to be taken with 1h uerásoiav 
exer, not with T)» детбуоау alone, 
which would be more probably r3» els 
(ay, hath given unto the G. also re- 
pentance,—that they may attain unto 
li The involved position of the words 
in the present text is quite in St. Luke’s 
manner. 

19—30.] THE GOSPEL PREACHED ALSO 
їн ANTIOCH TO GENTILES. BARNABAS, 
BEING THEREUPON SENT BY THE ÁPOS- 
TLES FROM JERUSALEM, FETCHES SAUL 
FROM TARSUS TO ANTIOOH. THEY CON- 
TINUE THERE A YEAR, AND, ON OCCASION 
OP A FAMINE, OARRY UP ALMS TO THB 
BRETHERN AT JERUSALEM. Our present 
section takes up the narrative at ch. viii. 
2,4. In vv. 19—21 it traversesrapidly the 
time occupied by ch. ix. 1—30, and that 
(undefined) of Saul’s stay at Tarsus, and 
brings it down to the famine under Clau- 
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t = ch. X yevopévns *émi Утефарр * биў\бо» *čws Powlens xai ABDE 

a ch. ix- ref. Kvmpov ка} Avtioyeias, {дєр} d A tov b AG be ate 
9 

b ch. iv. 29, 31. A , з ^ 20. rl. ab el pù uovov lov6alow. 20 ўсау dé rives é£ айт@ь» dvòpes різ 46. xvi. 6, 32. 
Phil. i. 14. 

19. ex: orepavov AE 13. 40 vulg D-lat Thl-sif: ато rov orepavov D-gr[om rov D2): 
txt BHLPN p 36 [Bas,] Chr, Thl-fin. то» Хоу. bef Aad. D. povas D c vulg. 

оуоболо: (sic) R. 
20. rec eager. haps from ver 3), with HP 18 rel vulg Syr [arm] Thi: ue“. 

a: txt ABDE Le sil, Tischdf] М o p 36 вуг coptt [sth] Chr.. rec om 2nd ка: (as 
not being understood, the whole sense having been confused by the reading AAN r 
below), with DEHLP 13[e sil] 36 rel fuld [syrr eth arm] coptt Chr: ins ABN(marks 
for erasure were added, but rubbed out by NS) p [vulg] am demid.— ai соғе(утоџу 40. 

rec eAAqrurras (apparently a correction, induced by the difficulty of preaching 
to Greeks as distinguished from Jews, having preceded the conversion of Cornelius : 
see note), with BD'EHLP р 13. 36 rel (vulg and many versions do not seem to observe 
the distinction) Chr-txt,: evayyeAioras N': txt AD'NS c [arm] Eus, Chr-comm, Œc- 

dius. 19. оўу] А resumption of 
what had been dropt before, see ch. viii. 4, 
continued from ver. 2: not however with- 
out reference to some narrative about to 
follow which is brought out by a ёё an- 
swering to the дф›,—вее ch. viii. 5, also ch. 
ix. 31, 32; xxviii. 5, 6,—and implying, 
whether by way of distinction or exception, 
a contrast to that A. ёті Ут.) on 
account of Stephen; seereff. Wolf, Kuin., 
Olsh., &c. render it ‘after St. the Vulg. 
eub Stephano, reading ёт) Zregdvov. 
8.7Адоу) so ch. viii. 4, 40; ix. 32. 
Govis ] properly, the strip of coast, about 
120 miles long, extending from the river 
Eleutherus (near Arndus), to a little south 
of Tyre, and belonging at this time to the 
rovince of Syria: see ch. xv. 8; xxi. 2. 
ts principal cities were Tripolis, Byblos, 

Sidon, Tyre, and Berytos. It is a fertile 
territory, beginning with the uplands at the 
foot of Lebanon, and sloping to the sea, 
and held a distinguished реша for com- 
merce from the very earliest times. See 
Winer, Realw. Kvwpov | Cyprus was 
intimately connected by commerce with 
Phasnice, and contained’ many Jews (оф 
pévoy al repo: цеста) ray ‘lovdaicar 
жод» eli, АЛЛА ка) whore al Boriudra- 
то, ЕбВоа, Kéwpos, Korn. Philo, Leg. 
ad Caium, 8 86, vol. ii. p. 687. See also 
Jos. Antt. xiii. 10. 4). See on its state 
nt this time, note on ch. xiii. 7. 
'Avnoyxelos] A city in the history of 
Christianity only second in importance to 
Jerusalem. It was situated on the river 
Orontes, in a large, fruitful, and well- 
watered plain, 120 stadia from the sea 
and its port Seleucia. It was founded 
by Seleucus Nicator, who called it after 
his father Antiochus. It soon became a 
e and populous city (Avr. ў e, 

ilostr. Apoll. i. 16), and was the residence 

of the Seleucid kings of Syria (1 Macc. 
iii. 37; vii.2; хі.18, 44; 2 Macc. v. 21), 
and (as an ‘urbs libera,’ Pliny, v. 18) of 
the Roman proconsuls of Syria. Josephus 
(B. J. iii. 2. 4) calla it peyéðous те vera 
Kal тўз AAA ейдаиоу(аѕ rplroy àBnpi- 
Tes ёк) тїз ted ‘Popalois oikovuérns 
Éxovca rózov. Seleucus the founder had 
settled there many Jews (Jos. Antt. xii.3.1. 
See also xiv. 12. 6; B. J. ii. 18. 5; vii. 3. 3 
and contra Apion. ii. 4, abr yàp quar 
ol thy 'Arrióxeia» катоодутеѕ, "Arri- 
oxeis óvoud(orrau тђу yàp томтеау abrois 
rer & rler SéAevkos), who had their 
own Ethnarch. The intimate connexion 
of Antioch with the history of the church 
will be seen as we proceed. A reference to 
the principal passages will here be enough : 
see vv. 22, 26, 27; ch. xiii. 1; xv. 23, 
95 ff.; xviii. 22. It became afterwards one 
of the five great centres of the Christian 
church, with Jerusalem, Rome, Alexan- 
dria, and Constantinople. Of its present 
state (Antakia, a town not one-third of 
its ancient size) a view is given in C. and 
H., where also, edn. 2, vol. i. pp. 149 ff., is 
a minute and interesting description of the 
city and its history, ancient and modern. 
See also Mr. Lewin's Life and Epistles of 
St. Paul, vol. i. p. 108 ff. (Principally from 
Winer, Realw.) 20. It ab rv] not, of 
these, last ча Jews: but, of the Bia- 
owapévres. is both the sense and the 
form of the sentence (uty об» .. . . 80) re- 
quire. Kvupnvoiov] of whom Lucius 
mentioned ch. xiii. 1, as being in the 
church at Antioch, must have been one. 
Symeon called Niger, also mentioned 
there, may have been a Cyrenean prose- 
lyte. EMS] The retaining and 
advocacy of the reading ‘EAAqnerds has 
mainly arisen from a mistaken view that 
the baptism of Cornelius must necessarily 
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xupiov "IncoUv. ?!xal ў» *xeip *xvpiov per abrôv, a tore: ce. 
‘modus Te dpi б mioreúsas !émécTpeev ёті tov 

22 8 nxovaOn дё о " Xoyos ! cis 1d Ota THs l errin- 
cias Tis ev lepovaaAzju h тєрї айтфь, xal k ёЁатќстећар 
BapvaBay & ex de ’Avtioyeias: 28 $$ ! maparyevó- 
pevos xai av T)v "xápw tiv той Өєод éyápm, 

кро». 

14. Mark i. 1. John iz. 32. 1 Cor. v. I. 2 Chron. xxvi. 1б. 

„ xiii. 11 

Job zxzviii. 

f ch. xxvi. 20 ch. xxvi, 
cal ret. 

g pass., Matt. 
. xxviii. 

h Luke v. 15. vii. 17 only. 2Chron. 
in. 8. OA. тері zur, Xen. Anab. vi. 6. 13. i Matt. x. 27. Luke i. 44. іх. 44. Тва. v. 9. 

j ch. viii. 1. Bom. xvi. ) al. k ch. үй. 13 reff, 1 absol., ch. xvii. 10 reff. m = John 
i. M, Ke. 1 Cor. l. 4. 2 Сог. ix. f. Col. I. 6. 

comm, Thl- in · ms. aft :70. ins xpioror D 96 Sth-pl. 
21. ny 3e D-gr. rec om d (as unnecessary, not perceiving its force), with 

DEHLP 18 rel Chr, : ins ABN p 36. ' 
23. aft 2nd rs ins ovoys BEN с k p 13 

E[-gr] k Chr. 
in а manner) ABN p vulg Syr copt sth arm: ins D 
e Ade sah. ins rys bef arr. 

23. ins xa: bef тарсу. D- gr. 

Chr.. 
2), with EHLP rel [vulg] Chr: txt ABDN p 36. (13 def. 

rec (aft туу хар) om тор (as unnecess 

тес єротоАуно:з (corrn: cf ver 
ins ra bef repi aur 

om Siege (аг unnecessary ; to simp iy the constr: died. ews is 
HLP 13. 86 rel syr Chr, ; 

reason can be given for its insertion in so unusual a connexion. 1 has peculiar force, 

have preceded the conversion of all other 
Gentiles. But that reading gives, in this 
place, no assignable sense whatever : for (1) 
the Helleniste wero long ago a recognized 
part of the Christian church,—(2) among 
these Siacrapéyres themselves in all pro- 
bability there were many Hellenists, —and 
(3) the term 'Iov3aio. includes the Hel- 
leniste, —the distinctive appellation of pure 
Jews being not “Iov8aio, but 'Efpaio:, 
ch. vi. 1. Nothing to my mind can be 
plainer, from what follows respecting Bar- 
nabas, than that these “EAAnves were QEN- 
TILES, «ncircumcised ; and that their con- 
version took place before any tidings had 
reached Jerusalem of the divine sanction 
given in the case of Cornelius. See below : 
and Excursus ii. at the end of Prolegg. 
to Acts. 31. Fv хер xvp. р. a.] 
By visible manifestations not to be 
doubted, the Lord shewed it to be His 
pleasare that they should go on with such 
preaching; афта» being, the here 
to the Gentiles, whose work the nar- 
rative now follows, .] Hun. els 
va Sra, a Hebraism, see reff. Bap- 
veper]. himself a Cyprian, ch. iv. 36. 

is mission does not seem exactly to 
have been ndent to that of Peter 
and John to Samaria (nor can һе in any 
distinctive sense, be said to have been an 
Apostle, as they were: see ch. xiv. 4, and 
note): but more probably, from what fol- 
lows, the intention was to ascertain the 
fact, and to deter these persons from the 
admission of the uncircumcised into the 
church : or, at all events, to use his discre- 
боп in a matter on which they were as yet 
doubtful Tbe choice of & man, one 
by birth with the agents, and of a liberal 
spirit, shews sufficiently that they wished 

to deal, not harshly, but gently and cau- 
5 their reason was. 

It is on these verses principally 
that I depend as determining the character 
of the whole narrative. It certainly is im- 
lied in them that the effect produced on 
rnabas was something different from 

what might have been expected: that to 
sympathize with the work was wot the 
intent of his mission, but a result brought 
about in the heart of a good man, fall of 
the Holy Ghost and of faith, by witnessing 
the effects of Divine grace (т. xdp. ry той 
Geov, not merely, ‘the grace of God,’ 
but the which (evidently) was that 
of God {мые һе 5 as that of 
God]: the expression is deliberately used). 
And this is further confinned to my mind 
by finding that he immediately went and 
sought Saul. He had been Suul’s friend 
at Jerusalem : he had doubtless heard of 
the commission which had been given to 
him to preach to the Gentiles: but the 
church was waiting the will of God, to 
know Aow this was to be accomplished. 
Here was an evident door open for the 
ministry of Saul, and, in consequence, as 
soon as Barnabas perceives it, he goes to 
fetch him to begin his work in Antioch. 
And it was Aere, more properly, and 
not in Cæsarea, that the real commence- 
ment of the Gentile church took place, 
—although simultaneously, for the con- 
vincing of the Jewish believers at Jerusa- 
lem, and of Peter, and for the more solemn 
апа authorized standing of the Gentile 
church, the important events at Cæsarea 
and Joppa were brought about. Wordsw.'s 
argument, that, as even "EAAxwas may 
include Jews, we need not suppose this 
to have been a preaching to Gentiles, 
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n ch. l. . — "TapexdXe, Trávras TÀ ° TrpoÜéae, THs Kapdias ? mpospévew ADE 
iv. 22 a]. fr. A , L < =F ii тф rupiy, 24 ёт qv йўр dy e kai ù т\рт TveUnaros beats 

„езш. d'yíov xai mistews. ка} ‘aposeréOn *üyXos * ixavds is^ 
„dee ch. ili. 

6$. (ch. avi TÓ | xupl. 25 u e£9A0ev 92 "eig Tapoov y а>абуүтўсав 

q ch H. Orel. Tab o, Kal eUpov Jyyaryev eis AvriOxeiav. 
^ e 9 ^ ? 

бё "ajTois xal éwavróv ÜXov "*avvayÜjva. ev т) èx- 
к\асіа wal SddEac *Sydov “ ixavóv, Y xh“ a rica те 

a here bis. 
Mark x. 46. 
Luke vii. 12. 
ch. xiz. 26. 
1 Macc. zili. 

26 v éyévero 

t zasabore(). 8 прото Ev “Avtioyela ToU pabytas * Xpiotiavots. 
ch. xx. 3T. 
zzi u 

i x.6. 2 Macc. xiii. 31 only. 

тоза 11. 6 a ch. zx 

see note), with DEHLP 18 rel Chr, : ins ABN. 
[permanere in domino] coptt. 

24. anp bef т> R. 

1. 6. John 1. 44. Matt. хі. 7. ch. ziv. 20. xvi. 10. 2 Cor. li. 13. 
11. 4. " w constr., here only. see ch. xxil. 6, 17. 

= Rom. vil. Sonly (ch: x. 22 reff.) 2. Ҳечнат at ФеЛіЛАЛур, Јов. Antt. ziii. 11. 3 al. 
4 . Xx ; c vi. 28. 1 Pet. iv. 16 only. : 

v Luke ii. 44, 45 only. Job 
x ch. iv. 5 гей, 

з here only t. Polyb. 

ins er bef то «vp. B 40 vulg 

om то кори Bl(ins B?-marg (see table)). 
25. for ver, axovcas 8e от: aavAos «aw es бВарсоу(тарс. 08) nA ara, avror 

xa: ws(om ws D-corr) cvrrvxoev жтарекоЛесех (add avrov De) eA0«w eig avrioxeiay D 
Byr-mg. rec aft rape. ins o 

ava(nr., avac rco Bl. rec aft 
ob): om АЗЕМ a c h p 36 Chr Chron,. 

BapraBas, with EHL[P7] p 13 rel вуг Chr.: [pref 
(ава am:): ] om AB(D)N am! fuld [деті] Syr (s E coptt 2 1 [p 

evp. ins ауто», with 
for 

LP rel vsa(most, but syr-w- 
rec aft sryay. ins avrov (supplementary), 

with EHLP rel [syrr eth] coptt Chr Thi-fin: om ABN a d f h k o p 86 [vulg] arm 
Chron Thl-sif. 

26. for ver, o:rives wapayeropevo: eviavTov оАо» cuvexubncay (cuvavaxveyva: TA 
exkAnoia ко 8i8atas 05, which conforms the follg to txt) oxAor kavo»? кох тоте sporror 
expnuaTıTey ev аут. 0: даб. xp. D: syr-mg has the former part. 
of constr), with HLP Did, Chr.: txt ABER c p 18. 36. 40. 

rec avrovs (corrs 
rec om Ist xa: (as 

unnecessary), with EHLP rel 86 vas Chr: ins ABN [18] вуг Ath[-int, Did,]. 
om оло» E sah Chr,. om Ist e» HLP a bcd eg h1 Thl.sif. rec vperov, 
with ADIEHLP rel [Didi Cyr-jer, Chr.]: txt BDN 36. eis arr. А. 
xncriarous Ni (but corrd) p. 

is best answered by the context, in 
which the pyder) el ph ифуо» `Iovõalois 
is clearly contrasted with foar 329 
ка) ярь тофз “EAAnvas, which contrast 
cannot be maintained without excluding 
Jews from this latter term. 
23. vap«xáAev] in accordance with his 
name, which (cb.iv.86) was interpreted ulds 
rapax Het. 25.] This therefore 
took place after ch. ix. 30: how long «е, 
we have no hint in the narrative, апа the 
question will be determined by various 
persons according to the requirements of 
their chronological system. Wieseler and 
Schrader make it not more than from half 
a year toa year: Dr. Burton, who places 
the conversion of Saul in A.D. 81,—nine 
ears. Speaking d priori, it seems very 

improbable that any considerable portion of 
time should bave been spent by him before 
tho great work of his ministry began. Even 
supposing him during this retirement to 
have preached in Syria and Cilicia, —judg- 
ing by the analogy of his subsequent 
journeys, a few months at the most would 
ave sufficed for this. For my own view, 

sce Prolegg. to Acts, $ vi. 26.] The 
unusual word wperws seems to imply 
priority not only in time, but also in usage: 

at Antioch first and principally. So we 
have in Aristot. Eth. Nic. viii. 6, rpéres 
ка} kvpíes. x vous ] This name 
is never used by Christians of themselves 
in the N. T. (but of paðnral, of sicrol, 
or of тістебоутеѕ, of d8eAgol, of Ey:01, ol 
тӯз 4809), only (see reff.) as spoken by, or 
coming from, those without the church. 
Апа of those, it cannot bave arisen with 
the Jews, who would never have given a 
name derived from the Messiah to a hated 
and despised sect. By the Jews they were 
called Na(wpaio, ch. xxiv. 5, and Gali- 
dane: and Julian, who wished to deprive 
them of a name in which they gloried (see 
below), and to favour the Jews, ordered 
tliat they should not be called Christiani ; 
but Galilei, Greg. Naz. Orat. iv. (in Jul. 
i.) B6, vol. i.p. 114. That it has a Latin 
form is no decided proof of a Latin ori- 
gin: Latin forms had become naturalized 
among the Greeks, and in this case there 
would be no Greek adjective so ready to 
hand as the Latin possessive, sanctioned 
as it was by such forms as Pompeiani, 
Cesariani, Herodiani (Christus being re- 
garded as a proper name, see Tacit. Ann. 
xv. 44, *...quos vulgus... . Christianos 
appellabat. Auctor ejus nominis Christus, 
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27 Ey rabrate 8 таў дёрт ?катў\бо» do 'lepo-* ch, vili. в 
соћдрор ° профӯта eis 'Аутбуєау. 99 4 арастдс òè els e таша. 
айтф» dvopats " AyaBos *danpavev f & d € тоў fS кэе нато zi 
ù Qunuóv peydrny { др | Ever Gar к èp k Anv тўр ! oo 
рро, Iris [ка] éyevero ™ ёт} KXavóiov. 

мез zviil. 32. хх]. 19. ch. xxv. 27. 1. 18. vi. 9 al. Eurax. 8. е John 
li. 22. constr., here only. fch.i 2 

g ahe., ch. х. 18 reff. 
| EccL i. 9 Symm. Ja. дав 

zv. 334 L. ch. v. 11. vii. 11 l= 
26. Lake Ш. 2. iv. 37. Isa. liv. 9. 

37. avras B с. 

h fem., Luke хт. 16. 1 Maec. Iz. 24 A. 
b. lii. 1. 2. 1 pe. 

Lake ii. 1. zzi. 26. 

29 70% Se e TI 
р Esth. 

B 16. 2 These. Ul. 5 L. F. H. 
i ch. xxiv. 16. xxvii. 10. (fat, 

k 
v. 6 al. fr. 

. xxi. 4. Rom. v. 6. Eph. 

98. for avart. Be ers, ny Be woAAN ayyaAAlacts’ cuverrpapperen Se =“ nee 2 р 
Aug. 

(18 def.) 
id, ] Chron,. 

rec ois (see above), with 

Tiberio imperitante, per procuratorem Pon- 
tium Pilatum supplicio affectus erat’). 
The name soon became matter of glo ing 
among its bearers: ref.1 Pet., Eus. Н. 
нА in the epistle of the churches of Lions 
and Vienne, rod jryeuóvos . . . . uóvor 
тобто жуборбғоу ei ка) abrds eri Хрета- 
vós, rov 8d (Epagathus) Aauxpordry peri 
époAoyfcarros, . . . and again, vpbs várra 
тё ésnpernuéva kvenpívato (Sanctus) тӯ 
"Peunawp Sei, Xpiorcavds «ш. And іп 
the Clementine Liturgy (Humphry, Comm. 
ou Acts, p. 84), —ebxapwrroüpé» со, Bri Tb 
von ToU уротой cov éwicéxAyra: ёф 
duas, ка) col rp e. Before 
this, while the believers had been included 
among Jews, no distinctive name for them 
was needed : but now that & body of men, 
compounded of Jews and Gentiles, arose, 
distinct in belief and habits from both, 
some new appellation was required. 
It may be observed, that the inhabitants 
of Antioch were famous for their propen- 
sity to jeer and call names; see instances 
in C. and H. i. p. 148, note 2. See seve- 
ral interesting particulars respecting the 
name collected in Wordsw.’s note: who 
however maintains that it was given b 
the Charch herself. 27. iv T. т. án] 
п was during this year, ver. 26. 

] Inspired teachers in the early 
С istian church, referred to in the Acts, 
and in the Epistles of Paul (see reff. and 
ch. xix. 6; xxi. 9; Rom. xii. 6; 1 Cor. 
xii. 10; xiii. 2, 8; xiv. 6; 1 Thess. v. 20). 
They might be of either sex (ch. xxi. 
9). The foretelling of future events was 
not tbe usual form which their i апо 
took, but that of an exalted т 
human teaching, ranked b by £ Bt. Paul al а 
‘speaking with tongues, in being the 
utterance of their own conscious intelli- 
gence informed by the Holy Spirit. This 

Vor. II. 

еу B vulg D- lat Chron, : -gr. 
: om e: txt ABDIN 
P rel 56 Chr: txt-A 

om xa; ABDN р 13. 40 vss E 
rz. rec aft xAavd:ov ins ка:бароз, wi 

om АВЮК р 18. 40 vulg coptt sth arm Chron [ Did, ]. 

ona 
not), with DIEHLP rel 36 Chr, Chron JE 

L 

enatvor D- inte п, 

40 ( ph, id, ). 
DEN nn Ваз 

топ, : ins EHLP rel 86 36 Ву! 
P rel 36 syrr Epiph, Chr: 

9 95 

inspiration was however, occasionally, as 
here, and ch. xxi. 10, made the vehicle A 

phecy, properly во called. 
A esied Paul's A yaBos ] The same who 
imprisonment in Je m, eb. xxi. 10, 
ff. From the form of his announcement 
there, we may infer the manner in which 
he dohuavev 8:4 тоб wvedparos here. It 
was TéB« доге d та Nile 7d буо» 
The fem. usage хурда prevailed among 
the Dorians (c (ef. jus Acharn. 708) 
and later Greeks: see Meyer, cdn. 2, and 
Lobeck on Phryn. p. 188. We find it 
sometimes also in Ionic poets, e. g. in 
Hom. Hymn to Demeter, 311, мрой ór 

éns: see other examples in Palm 
and Rost, sub voce. Sr т. ol- 
xovpdyny ] not, ‘ай Judea,’ though in 
fact it was so: the expreesion is a hyper- 
bolical one in ordinary use, and not to be 
pressed as strictly implying that to which 
its literal meaning would extend. That it 
occurs in a prophecy (Meyer) is no objec- 
tion to this: the scope and not the wording 
of the prophecy i is given. But see below. 

KAavB(ov] In the fourth year 
of Gane A.D. 44, there was a famine 
in Judæa and the neighbouring countries 
(Jos. Antt. xx. 2.5). And three others are 
mentioned during his reign : one in Greece 
(Eus. Chron. i. 79), and two in Rome (Dio 
Cassius, lx. 11. citus, Ann. xii. 43), so 
that scarcity ёт) Hard lou did extend 
through the greater part of the * orbis ter- 
rarum," if it be thought necessary to press 
the words of the prophecy. The queen 
Helena of Adiabene and her son Izates 
helped the Jews with subsidies on the occa- 
sion (Jos. ibid., see also xx. 5. 2, where he 
calls it ror u Ммдби), both of corn and 
money. I do not believe that the words 
dw) KA. imply that the events just related 
were not also in the reign of Claudius: 

K 
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“сын "TOP "xao. ° evmopeiró Tie, Pópiwav «actos abr „АВрЕ 
Nem кчы. elg 4 8:акоџіау ' пёрлрал тоф * катокодат "ё тй Jord aa bedfy 
e I adeA.pois, 30 8 xai émoígcav arocre(Aavres 7r pos TOUS баз 

r = Phil. iv. 16. ech. i reff. h. i. 20 al. 
Ke. 1 Tin. v. 17, 19. James т. 14 al. Acts, past. and cath. epp. mw . 

Num. zzii. 4. see Rom. iz. 9 11. 2 Chron. xzxiv. 14. 

zv. B (xxvii. 48). 

v eh. хіх. 23 only. 
60, Luke хх. 19. ch. iv. 9. v. 18al. Gen. xzii, 12. constr., here only. 

wy." tepeafdvrépovs u Sid yeipós Bapváfa xai Lavrov. 
XII. 1 Kar " éxeivov 8é tov * карду " émréBaXev 'Hpo- 

dus 0 Haile, tas yelpas * какфсаі Tiwas TOV Уатд 
t = here for first time. cb. xiv. 23. xv. 2, 

u ch. il. 23, vii, 28. xiv. 3. хіх. 
Matt. xxvi. 

x cb. vil. 6 reff. y=ch. 

29. (avwoparo, so AB(DJEHP!(but altered eadem manu)N 13 a b eg k | [Eus-ms, ] 
Thl-sif.) os 8e pad. кабоз «viropovrro D. 

80. for o, о L. 

vp. o B. D. 

but they are inserted to particularize the 
famine as being that well-known one, and 
only imply that the author was not writing 
boar Claudius. i 2 There is “ 
need to suppose that t р 0 
Agabus preceded by any br. time. the 
outbreak of the famine: nor would it be 
any derogation from its prophetic cha- 
racter to suppose it even coincident with 
its first beginnings; it was the greatness 
and extent of the famine which was par- 
ticularly revealed, and which determined 
the Christians of Antioch to send the relief. 
Baumgarten (vol. ii. p. 5), in tracing the 
gradual. transition of the apostolic narra- 
tive from Jewish to Gentile Christianity, 
calls this contribution, sent from Antioch 
to Jerusalem, the first stretching out of 
the hand by the Gentile world across 
the ancient gulf which separated it from 
Israel. тё» 84 pad. к.т.А. із а mix- 
ture of two constructions, of 8 дабута) 
naß eUxopeiró tis abra. The 
church at Jerusalem was poor, probably in 
connexion with the community of 
ign would soon и this a ; е 

‚ 11. 44, note. . жресђот 
These were the overseers ог афі гуаг 
of the congregation,—an office borrowed 
from the synagogues, and established by 
the Apostles in the churches generally, 
see ch. xiv. 23. They are in the N. T. 
identical with éxfloxowo., see ch. xx. 17, 
28; Titus i. 5, 7; 1 Pet. v. 1, 2. 
Theodoret on Phil. i. 1, éxioxó*ovs Tobs 
vpecBurépovus кале? dupdrepa yàp elyor 
rar dxeivoy roy kaipòy Tà дубрата. The 
title ёк(скотоз, as applied to one person 
superior to the xpecBórepo:, and answering 
to our ‘ bishop,’ appears to have been un- 
known in the apostolic times. Respect- 
ing the chronology of this journey to 
Jerusalem, see note on ch. xii. 25, and the 
table in the Prolegomena. 

А 951. epicar 
aft xa: ins о N'(marked for erasure by N-corr!). 

Снар. XII. 1. o Bac. bef np. М c! p [syr Eus-5-mss, Chr,(txt,)]. таз x. bef 

Cuar. XII. 1—25.] PERSECUTION ОР 
THE CHURCH AT JERUSALEM BY HEROD 
AGRIPPA. MARTYRDOM OF JAMES THE 
BROTHER OF JOHN. IMPRISONMENT AND 
MIRACULOUS DELIVERANCE OF PRTER. 
DzaTH OY HEROD AT СЖЗАБЕА. RETURN 
ОР DARNABAS AND SAUL FROM JEBU- 
BALEM TO ANTIOCH. 1. rar dx. т. 
xaip.] Before the arrival of Barnabas and 
Saul in Jerusalem. The famine in Judæa 
broke out under Cuspius Fadus, and con- 
tinued under Tiberius Alexander, procu- 
ratore of Judæa. Now Cuspius Fadus was 
sent to Judæa 1 on the death of 
Agrippa (i.e. after Aug. 6, A.D. 44). Tho 
visit of Barnabas and Saul must have taken 
place about the time of, or shortly after, 
Agrippa's death. Hsm д 
HEROD AGRIPPA I., grandson of Herod the 
Great,—son of Aristobulus and Berenice 
(Jos. Antt. xvii. 1.2; B. J. i. 28. 1). Hav- 
ing gone to Rome, to accuse Herod the 
Tetrarch (Antipas), and fallen under the 
displeasure of Tiberius for paying open 
court to Caius Cæsar (Caligula), be was im- 
prisoned and cruelly treated ; but, on Ше 
accession of Caligula, released, and at once 
presented with the tetrarchy of Philip . 
chonitis), —who had lately died, and the 
title of king. On this, Antipas, by persua- 
sion of his wife Herodias, went to Rome, 
to try to obtain the royal title also, but 
was followed by his enemy Agrippa, who 
managed to get Antipas banished to Spain, 
and to obtain his tetrarchy (Galilee and 
Persea) for himself. (Jos. Аш, xix. 8. 2.) 
Finally, Claudius, in return for services 
rendered to him by Agrippa, at the time of 
Caligula's death, presented bim with Sa- 
maria and Judæa (about 41 A. D., Jos. Antt. 
xix. 5. 1), so that he now ruled (Jos. ibid.) 
all the kingdom of Herod the Great. His 
character, as given by Josephus, Antt. xix. 
7. 8, is important as illustrating the pre- 
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Ts *éxxdnoias. ?*üpeiAev 8 'Idxofov тӧр dex Казен. Matt, 
"Iedvvov Hej,: 3 idv Se бт * ápearóv %ётт тоф Ir A 
lovóaiow, *7poséÜero  avXXaBeiv kai Ilérpor haav 56» Matt. zzvi. 

ry .€ 
e т 9 , 

[as] € z4épa« ray & абфодор». 
al Exod. xv. 9. ech vi. 2 re 

. Gen. iv. 2. vili. 12. xviii. 29. 
xz. 6 (Matt. zzvi. 17) only t. 

i John vii. 30 a7. cb. iii. 7. 2 Cor. xi 

4 Ov xal | miacas * Elero k eic 
d i. 

f eh. i. 16 reff. к 
has above (g). Mark ziv. 1 L. 1 Cor. v. 7. 8 only. Lev. xaiii. 6. 

xvi. 27. 
Rom. viii. 38 

е = Luke хіх. 11. хх. 11 
Mark xiv. 12. Luke xxii. 7. cb. 

only. Cant. ii. 16. Sir. xxiii, 21 BM F(not A) only. r. хі. . Rev. кіх. 30 
k = ch. iv. 3. xiii. 39. Jer. XII. (xxzii.) 14. eee ch. v. 18, 28. Gen. ali. 10. 

aft єккд. add ev ту t,, D syr-w-nst. 
8. om e 96 sah: xa: are er D Syr wth: are. de ки g 76. 177° [ТЫ іб]. 

(махагрҷ, so AB'D!(P) К p.) 
3. rec xa: 18. (appy corra to avoid recurrence of 8е : аг rsen аг agreci 

with the continuation of the same line of conduct), with DH 
txt ABEN p 13. 86 vulg coptt Chr-comm,. 
€mixeipyaeis avrov exi Tous morous D syr-mg 

ng better 
rel [syrr wth] Chr-txt,: 

om ec rw Nil. aft sov8aiois ins 9 
ins rov bef «vAA. E. 

rec om at, with BHLPNK b! c I o [arm]: ins ADE p rel 86 Chr [-txt]. 
sent chapter: ётефбке dd 5 gab obres 
еберуетисдз elva: dv Bupeais, xal peyado- 

joa: {бун QuAÓTqos, kal reer: 
з Sararhuacw àrirràs abrdy els èri- 

way, foóueros TË xapl(ecOu, xal TE 
Biotw dr ebpnule xoíper . .. (see ver. 8) 
. . wpads 8 д rpóros "Ayplexg, ка) xpds 

as rb eb runs Üpotor. em your 
афтф $їшта ка} cuvexds dv vois lep 
pos Ўр, ка) ra wárpia кадарёѕ фтўре:. 8i 
udays -yosv abrbr pa d yvelas, ob $pdpa 
т): sapábever abrQ ris vouluns xnpebovra 
Ovelas. This character will abundantly 
account for his ting the Christians, 
who were so odious to the Jews, and for 
his vain-glorious acceptance of the impious 
homage of the people, ver. 23. k . 
т. хар.] A pregnant construction. In 
fall, it would be éréB. ras x. èri rar 
vé» dnd T. ёкк., тод какдсси abroús. Some 
expositors (Heinr., Kuin.), not seeing this, 
have endeavoured to give to éréB. т. x. 
the unexampled meaning, not justified by 
Deut. xii. 7, xv. 10, of ‘took i» hand,’ 
‘attempted.’ The E. V. ‘stretched forth 
his hands’ (or, marg. *began") is equally 
inadmissible. It should be, H. the X. laid 
his hands on certain of the church, to vex 
them. Tv dnd] See reff., and com- 
pare ch. vi. 9. . IáxeBov] Of him 
we know nothing besides what is related in 
the ls. He was the son of Zebedee, 
called (Matt. iv. 21) together with John 
his brother: was one of the favoured Three 
admitted to the death-chamber of Jairus's 
daughter (Mark v. 37), to the mount of 
transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 1), and to the 
agony in the garden (Matt. xxvi. 37). He, 
together with John his brother (named by 
our Lord ‘ Boanerges,’ ‘sons of thunder’), 
wished to call down fire on the inhospitab 
Samaritans (Lukeix.54), —and prayed that 
his brother and hiinself might sit, one on 
the right hand and the other on the left, 
in the Lord's kingdom (Matt. xx. 20 —24). 

It was then that He foretold to thew their 
drinking of the cup of suffering and bei 

al with the baptism which He was bapti 
baptized with: a prophecy which James 
was the first to fulfil. This ie the only 
Apostle of whose death we have any cer- 
tain record. With regard to all the rest, 
tradition varies, more or less, as to the 
place, or the manner, or the time of their 
deaths. Eusebius, H. E. ii. 9, relates, 
from the Hy potyposes of Clemens, who had 
received it ёк wapadécews tay xpd айтод, 
that the accuser of James, struck by his 
confession, became a Christian, and was led 
away with him to martyrdom, jj 
ca» обу бифе, onal, ка} xarà Thr 485. 
)tiecer дфедђуи abrg órd той 'laxdfov. 
à 8$ dAlyor cxepducvos, eipfrn cot, elre, 
kal careplAncer "e ка} обтозѕ duddre- 
ро: биой dxaparoufügcar. рахат 
Probably according to the Roman — 
of beheading, which became common 
among the later Jews. It was a punish- 
ment accounted extremely disgraceful b 
the Jews: see Lightf. in loc. 8. 
See Ше character of Agrippa above. 
«pos. ovAX.] A Hebraism: see reff. 
a ap: T. &.] Wieseler (Chronol. der 
Apost. Zeit. pp. 215—220) regards the 
whole of the following narrative as poring 
happened on one and same day an 
night, viz. that of the 14th of Nisan (April 
1), 4. p. 44. He takes Tr) wdoxa in the 
strict meaning, ‘ the passover,’ i.e. the eat- 
ing of the ver on the evening of the 
14th of Nisan, and thinks that Herod was 
intending to bring Peter forth on the next 
morning. He finds support for this in the 
four quaternions of soldiers, the guard for 
one night (see below), and maintains that 
the expression rb rde xa cannot apply to 
the whole festal period, which would have 
been r3» doprhy, or тайтаз тд: hui,, But 
Bleek (Beitrage zur Ev.-kritik, p. 144) calls 
this view moet arbitrary and even un- 

K 2 
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зман. т.з. Pahv, I mapabois réocapaw " rerpaðlois отратотбт ABDE 
Lake sii. е. "urdooey avrov, Bovhopevos herd rd "Tácya Рар- ъсагв 
e b qyayeiy айтдр TQ aw. 56 nv обу Пётроў“%ёттреїто èy 1 
тит Je. TH $vAawir 'mposevyh bé ў» *ёктербс * үгрорёр u 
zur, 1, one éxxdnolas "pos tov Oedy ®% тёр айтой. 6 dre de 

„ктш ла. "ўи о Пётрос̧ х xospapevos У perat? úo ттратиәтфь бєбє- 
&c. |. 4 Kings 
zziii. 22. 

phe (Lake 
xxii.66 v. r.) only. 3 Macc. vi. 10 A 

т Rom. хт. 20. 2 . xxxiii. 18. see e vi. 12. 
ui. 8. (-vécrepor wposwíxero, Luke zzii. 44 only. -veus, ch. xxvi. 7. t, 1 Pet. iv. 8.) 

v = Matt. v.44. wepi, Col.1.9. Luke vi. 28. xxii. 33. Col. ix. T. xiti. 17. xxiii. 8. Eph. v. 12. 

pévos * áXóaceaw duo, * фйХакё Te TPO THs Üvpas * érjpovv 
4 = Matt. rzvii. 36. ch. xvi. 29. xxv. 4,31. Prov. xix. 16. 
о constr., ch. ii. 6 1e ff. t 1 Pet. i. 23 en. Jonah 

u Luke 

1. 3 al. w = ch. (avi. 30.) avii. 5. xxv. 36. 3 Maec. v. 18. Jos. Antt. xvi. П. 6, wpoeya-pioy (ò 
"Hpwdys) TeV E X = Matt. xxviii. 13. Luke xxii. 45. (1 Cor. 
vii. 39 reff.) Prov. iv. 16. y = Luke xi. 61 li. xvi. 96 t. (ch. zv. 9 qua^ ЕР z here bis. Mark 
v. J. &c. ll. ch. zzi. 33. xxvili. 20. үр vi.20. 3 Thm. 1. 16. Rev. xx. 1 only t. . xvii. 17 епу. Exod. zzvii. 
23 Aq. 8 Theod.?j. see LEX ib. а ch. v. $3. ver. 19 only. Cant. v. 7. 

4. for o» кш, Tovror D [Lucif er $vAaxy E-gr. wapadi8ous A, tradens 
vulg E-lat. om тессарсіу НЕ: : ined in marg eadem manu]. om ist avrov D 
vulg(not am [fuld )). A «ушуну А ө. 

$. rec єктезүүз, with AEHL р rel 86 [Bas,] Chr, Sev-c,: txt А!(арру) ВИ 18. 40 
vulg E-lat Lucif,—woAAyq Be xposevxn ny e» exreveia wept avrov сто TNS exKA. 
тр. т. Ө. тер: aur. (sic) D(om Ist тер: avrov D-corr). 

ж лері A-corr ВОМ o p 18. 40 (probably a corra, see eh. viii. 15 : 
«sed in this connexion, see Голл and reff: but wepi is the 

тоу 0«o» B. 

the two are indifferent 

yerouerg Р e p. om sp. 

more usual): vrep (A! P)EHLP rel 86 [Bas,} Chr Sev-e. 
6. (queAA., во BELPN c 1 p 13.) rec xpoayey (corre), with DEHLP rel Chr: 

7, сека сара aer ee rec avr. bef rpo., with HLP rel 
Thl : txt ABDEN a h k o p 18. 86 Chr. om Ist o D lect-13. KOOV- 
pevos Di(txt D). for re, 8е D E-lat copt: om e 133. wpos Ty бора A. 

natural; and I own, with all for 
Wieseler's general acumen, I am di 
to agree with this criticism. The whole 
cast of the narrative, — the Яса» al judpas, 
not 3» {ўе тё» &(., Luke's own expres- 
sion in his Gospel, xxii. 7,—the intimation 
of enduring custody in the vapaBobs .... 
guadecew аїт., the delay implied in the 
BovAÓp.eros,—in the imperfects érgpeiro,— 
3i» ywoudyn (not éyérero), —the specifica- 
tion of rf уукт) éxelyp as presupposing 
(notwithstanding what Wieseler says to the 
contrary) more nights preceding. —all this 
would be unaccountable in the precise his- 
torical diction of Luke, unless he had in- 
tended to convey an impression that some 
days elapsed. But still more decisive is 
his own definition of rdoxa, Luke xxii. 1, 
à ёортђ r&v ålúópev, 4 Aeyopé vy wao xa. 

t perà Tb wdoxa may well Herd rà» 
dopriy rar ё(биоу. The argument from 
the four quaternions of soldiers proves no- 
thing: the same sixteen (see below) may 
have had him in permanent charge 
number being appointed as adequate to the 
duties required. тіс terpa- 
Siow] In military arrangements, Herod 
seems to have retained the Roman habits, 
according to which the night was divided 
into four watches, and each committed to 

, that. 

four soldiers (8184 $vAdxeia 800° ті 32 
QuAdxeiór dew dk тессёроу дуёрёр, Polyb. 
vi. 88. 7), to two of whom the prisener was 
chained, the other two keeping watch be- 
fore the doors of the prison, forming the 
first and second guards of ver. 10. It is 
plain that this nomber being mentioned is 
no sign that the custody was only for one 
night. pera тд rd] (see above) 

the days of the feast, i. e. after the 
21st of Nisan. Herod, who (ver. 1, note) 
observed rigorously the Jewish customs, 
would not execute a prisoner during the 
feast: Non judicant die festo’ а oed 
Katon v. 2, Meyer). dvay. abr. ry 
Хаф) See ref.: to bring him out and sen- 
tence him in sight of the people. 
5.) On the duration implied by this 
verse, see above. 6. ёк | em- 
phatic: that very night, viz. which pre- 
ceded the day of trial. practice 
of attaching а prisoner to one keeper 
or more by a chain is alluded to by seve- 
ral ancient authors: e. g. Seneca, de 
Tranquill. 10, * Eadem custodia universos 
circumdedit, alligatique sunt etiam qui 
aligaverunt, nisi tu forte leviorem in 
sinistra catenam putas? and Epist. 
5: ‘Quemadmodum eadem catena et 
militem et custodiam copulat.’ In the 
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THY heey: 7 kai {бод dyyeros коріои > ётётту, kal vg. v. i 
с das 

ы т\\еирйу той Ilérpov ^j iryerpev айтди Xéyov ''Avácra i. ре j peo, 
кай * ё{ётетау аўто? ai *dduces ёк Tay! ts above {c). 

8 «лбу тє ó аүүє\оѕ трд abtov Z xai 
érroinaey $ obras. 

"ABDE lév таҳе. 
HLPM а 
A ot gh хєрфу. 

117 m тобо Ta °саудаћ№ма cov. 

Ha her бу тф * ойнату {тата as $ e 16. 
(Prov. 

мен ic p 
zvii. 24. 
pa iv. 6 

kai 
„ Berg only. 

Aéyei avr °Tlep:Barod rò ivatiuv cov xal àkoXovÜet is. he аст: 
ро. 9 каг ёё є\МӨ#д» тукохойбе, кай ойк бе Ste dn (бе. avi 
Рєстұу TÒ yevopevoy d dd ToU ayyédou, édoxes & "paua “Terre B) 
BXérew. 

Tépav Аба» ёт) ту толар тўр 
eis THY mouv, " 

10 г dle dh rex de 1p t факт» xai Sev- e . 
" очдлрӣу Thy " Pépovoay I. x 

irie ab roud ri ойуп abroĩg kai een. ушы, m 
Görres Tarpon Gov = púp plav, kal ebÜées * дтёсту б iw ВАН. 

1 

. 3 Chron. ziii. 16. Esek, xvi. 10 oniy. 
only. 

i ch. iz. 6 reff, 4A 90 ref. 
1 John xxi. 18 bis only. Neh. 18. 

m Mark vi. 9. Eph. vi. 15 only n Mark vi. 6 
only. 11. 2. Judith x. &. xvi. 9 Acts Mire caly Luke xii. UN Rev. lii. 8 
al. Esfh.v.1. Esek. чыт. p pres, ch. avi. 85. q ch. ti. 43. iv. 16 al. 

r ch. vii. 31 reff. ‚ону ен. нп. бте = ere only: Xen. Cyr. i. 6. 43, 
n Rev. il. 17. ix. 9. xli. 5. xix. 16 only. Deut. = here only. Xen. v. 4. 41, 
w ch. хі. 38 al. fr. x Mark iv. LI Yen xxv. B, 11. 4 Kings xix. . 99. Wied. ‘avi. бо = Jos, 

B. J. vi. 6. 8, rn. у constr., lare oniy. Xen. 
s ch. ix, 11 reff. а= ch. xv. 

ref, Kings se 

7. aft exeory ins то тетро D syr-w-ast sah eth. eweAauyer, omg ep follg, D. 
for dieere ty rutas D syrr, compungens Lucif,. Teen so ABDEN p.) 

р ал. ex т. X. bef] avrov D-gr vulg [syrr] arm [Lucif, 
атов ation, as often, to more usual copula, but те іг characteristic 

of the Acts) BDEH а c 86 [vulg syr] sah Thi-sif: txt ALPN p 18 rel Syr wth [arm] 
r, Thi-fin. тр. avr. bef o ay. L b (Syr wth]. rec wept(woa: (alleration 

For more precision, and perhaps, as Meyer, to agree better with vro8yaa, also a com- 
pound), with EHLP rel: txt ABDN a p 18. 36 Bas, Chr-comm,. vrofuca: Bl. 

9. P" iie efeA Dwr neodovOe (ка to xai) P. rec aft r. ins avre (supplemen- 
orresp to po: above ыза EHLN? rel am [syrr coptt sth] Chr.: om ABD 

[Fie ме abore)] è Ni p 18. 40 to yoroun. L b c for dia, uro (corrn, 
observing the peculiar Torak of dia here, said of the secondary agent. This іг 

pan more probable than the converse. Both exprr are used by e: cf for Bia, 
reff: for vxo, Luke ix. 7 ; xiii. 17; xxiii. 8. But this latter he uses always of our 
Lord, the prime Agent in the miracle. See also Eph v. 12) АН e 1 syr-mg [arm] 
Chr, "Thi-fin: тара c: txt BDELPN 13. 86 rel [volg | вутт copt] Chr, Thi-sif. for 
8e, yap D 8. 15-8. 86. 95. 180 tol Syr sah arm: 

10. x. Seer. bef фьл. D vulg Lucif. 
фер. eis T. т. L Syr: 
txt ABDN p 18. 36. (nvvyn 
С° Babpovs kai D. 

account of tbe imprisonment of Herod 
Agrippa himself by Tiberius, Jos. Antt. 
xviii. 6. 7, we read of the cursed end 
abr стратібтте. And we have an edict 
of , Constantius, commanding, for binding 
prisoners, prolixiores catenas, si criminis 
qualitas сга catenarum acerbitatem ров- 
talaverit, ut et crucintio desit, et perma- 
neat sub fida custodia,’ (Wieseler, р. 414.) 
Bee note on ch. xxiv. 28; see also ch. 
xxviii. 16, 20. роху тђу 5M 
bat kept the watch (Rap pd] elei = 

t guarded the prison. pan, 
the chamber. It is in 8t. Luke’s manner 
to relate simultaneously the angelic ap- 

D e y 
троѕтл. D[ L(-0a»)). 

pret во ABN 18.) 
rec wees with EHLP € Сг: 
aft e[«A0. ins xareByoar тоот 

атулдєу A. 

реагапсе and the bining of a light around: 
cf. Luke ii, 9; xxiv. 4; ch. x. 80. The 
light accompenied, or perhaps, ass 
here y^ syr-marg, shone from, the angel. 

Meo, viz. from the оїктџа. 
10. The first and second watch or 
cannot mean the two soldiers to 

whom he was chained, on account of 
dtex above: but are em bably the other 
two, one at the door of the chamber, the 
other at the outer door of the building. 
Then ‘the iron gate leading into the city’ 
was that outside the md buildin 
forming the exit from the premises. e 
situation of the prison is uncertain, but 
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see Luke xv. 
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‚ Фууєо» avrod ка} * €einaro pe ёк !yeipòs 'Hpoov ка} 
only. "Exod. maons Tis © rposdoxlas тоў Xao0 Tav Loa. 12 суу. 
(my (00р тє MD en Tiv oixiay Tis Mapías Tis u)pòs теп. 

ee чо 

ез Tiv. КА! 
John x. 38 =a, == m cuynbpoopuévot kal" mposevyópevot. 

"Iwavvov тоў * ériuadoupévoy Mdpxov, оў joa ' ixavol 
13 о ¢povcavros ё 

g Lake zai. 28 айтоў THY °Ovpay той 9 ти\Ф»о$ * mposhhbev *waidiony 
хі. „ inraxodeas, бубдать "Роб 1% кай * érvyvoboa thy " ovv 
М; 1 ToU Ilérpov ‘ard тўс yapas ойк ро є» TOv %ту\Фна, 
е 5 

* той d rv O. 

Leh. le. 21. хіх. 19 al. 1 Maec. zlii. Deut. 1. 41. 
o and constr., Luke zii. 26 (Rev. hi. gie Judg. xin. vc er v. 3). ш ziv. 14 on 

+. J 8. Tals ) K ( ch. х. 17 reff. у. 1 

т i 1 King. xxvi. 17. on хх 

ee t. еп: 26 on] 

ac w. 1 

хі. ло. All. 36 onl 
z Matt. hen d 60 al. Gen. xz. 

Y — E Мас. xiii. 44. xviil. 7 
i here oni 

1 Cor, ziv. 23 oniy. Jer. ааа сри W. ziv. 

" есдраџодса $ х алгтуүүе!Ме» * ёттйуа тд» Пётроу тро 
15 of de r аётђ єїта» / Маб. 75€ 

te 3 Siia yup teeta = obTos * Axe». oí 5é &N % O b dryyeXós 
z. 25 only. 

1. = he a x 8, E i. 11. reo en. 
: Та aea уы A im w here 

20). 3 John x. 20. ch. zavi, 39 E RUE 
а Luke zxii. 59 only t. 

11. rec vero. bef еу eavro, with EHLP rel [syr coptt апа! ae txt ABDNacp 
18 Lucif. — avre Bl. 

куров 
18. 86. 
:19. суу. de А а k o p 18. 86 
HLPN rel ( vulg syrr arm] Chr. 
cessary 7), with EHLP 

18. [xpovcarres D-gr pl.] 
beginning 
р 18 vulg Syr coptt [sth] arm Thl-fi 
reading which occupied more space having been obliterated: foris D-lat. 

2," 2100100) N 3 [processit vulg]. B*(Mai: “ B? et fortasse jam 
K'(txt N-corr!). or. pod. bef этак. 

14. aft notes ins ауто E c Syr з ЕР 
ins коз bef eis8p. де О! (апа lat). 

16. o(sic) 8. (о avr Di: 
13. (eas, so ABN [p].) 

seems to have Puis in the city. The addi- 
tional clause in D (see var. readd.) is 
remarkable, and Ty eg do be other раз 
genuine. „ as 
coming to himsels: eti recovered his 
self- consciousness. He was before in the 
half consciousness of one who is dreaming 
and knows that it is a dream: except that 
in bis case the dream was the truth, and his 
supposition the unreality. 12. ovv- 
Bov) Not, considerans (as Vulg., Beza, 
Grot.) : nor, * being aware of the place of 
meeting, with reference to what follows 
(Meyer), against which the aorist is de- 
cisive, importing some single act and not а 
state: but, as reff., referring to what went 
before (ola aandas k. T. A.), having be- 
come aware of it. "ledvvov] It is 
uncertain whether this John Mark was the 
same as the Evangelist Mark: but they 

оті bef алубоз 
с 180 [Chr]: о Geos а 27-9. 86. 105-63. 

ins єк bef "i E 78 vulg Lucif. 
[E-lat] сор: om те 59! : иш avr. D: txt B E[-gr] 

add o тетроѕ P f. 
о) Chr, : 11 ABDN p. (18 def.) 

rec for avrov, Tov werpov (е lanatory, cvvider 
an ecclesiastical portion ) mi with EH rel 36 syr Chr Thl-sif] : txt ABD[L]PN 

E th Chr, L ins o bef 
(алана à ABDEH[L]K P 
om Tov Aaov А Syr 

rec om Ist туз (аг unane- 

wvÀevos is written by D*(?), the former 
wponrAGe 

vraxovouca 

for тоу vvAwra, туу бурау E. 
om 2nd то» D'(ins ЮЗ), 

oi де wpos avr» (without ет.) D? err. bef wp. avr. 
for eAeyor, erra» B lect-12 [Chr. aft eAeyor 

have been generally believed to be the 
same. For а full account of him, see Prole- 
gomena to Mark (Vol. 1.5 i.). His mother 
Mary was not sister, but aunt of Barnabas: 
ree Col. iv. 10, note. 15. tor. 
avrov] No other rendering but his angel 
will suit the sense: and with a few excep- 
tions (Camero, Basnage, Hammond, and 
one or two more) all Commentators, ancient 
and modern, have recognized this menn- 
ing. Our Lord plainly asserts the doctrine 
of guardian angels in ref. Matt. (sce note 
there): and from this we farther learn in 
what sense His words were understood by 
the early church. From His words taken 
with the context (аў xaragporhoyre irès 
TOY pinpdy rodrey) we infer that each one 
has his guardian angel: from this passage 
we find not only that such was believed 
to be the case, but that it was suppcsed 

П kai б IIérpos ^ èv éavro P yevópevos ABDE 
e 2№)005 Sri 4 кон кїрїо$ TOV y befgh 

ор 3 
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164 К cri abro). 16б 8% Пётроѕ * èmépevev * кройюи" ° vol- c (este. Joha 
favres $ «бар avrov kai ee. ётебеу 17 8 сатаа de e 

avrois TH ҳєрі % avyáv, дирүђсато афто ! mas 0 кїрс «d 
avTOv к ébiyanyev К ёк ris! $vAaxijs. 
[акеде Kai тоф; йде\фо$ тайта. 

elrév re Алгагууєате | v. v 
kai m cbe éropeíór ** е — Matt 

lute Би. 25. eis " repov тотор. 18 evo de o uche qv ?тарауоѕ f. 20 
Іва. zzii. 22. 

a oh 90№үос̧ "èv Tois отралшта *Ti dpa 0 Петрос t7; f = 3 Cor. v. 13 

з éyevero. 19 “Нрофтс Se ' ётгбтттјсаѕ aùròv ка и?) ebpov, E 26. ani 
“dvaxpivas Tos 'dUXaxas éxédevoey " йтаубӨйуаг ка| Jos. лан. 
x xatlov ато тўс ‘lovdaias cis Karodpevav Y Gvérpiev. 

Luke ix. 36. xviii. 39. хх. 26. ch. xv. 13, 13. Rom. xvi. 28. 1 Cor. ziv. 38. 20, 38 only.) 
34 only. L.P. Pers bi 218. 24. 
vill. 97 Ezod. хх. 2. 1 = ver. 5 а 

ich. іх. 27 reff. k ch. vii. 40. Hi. 17. Heb. 
tn absol., vv. 9, 10. 54 42 Exod. xvi. 6. 

B = eh, zvii. 7 o = Luke hi. dX. fl. 13. ch. zvi. 35 aL L. ziz. 23 omiy. 1 Kings 
v.9. Wied. xiv. 35 ABON AH. compl. ( xf, Ea vat.) ouly. Lx, Ma Mark zili, el q ch. xiv. 28 
aM. Acte oui: Isa. = only. see John zzi. 21. Luke i. 66. 

t Luke lv. 42. 1 mr u ch. iv. 9 reff. ver. 6. w = absol., here 
only. (see Gen. 14) “Matt. 2 1 Ep. Jer. 18. constr., ch. xxi. $3. x ch. viii. & reff. 

y ch. xv. 35 aM. Acte only, exc. John Ш. 22. Jer. xlii. (xxx.) 7. 

add pos avra» rvxor D Syr. om à N! ('Chr-comm,]. rec avrov bef єст., with 
DEHLPN? 13 rel Orig, [Eus, Chr, ]: tat ABN’. 

16. om zerp. D. 
IT. катасісаутоз 8e avrov ary. А. 

einde кец bef ny. D Syr syr-w-ast. 

etarod. Je kai worres avr. kai et. Di. (ebay, BO AB. ) 

for evyar, wa cerya..ow П). ins 
om 200 avras AN a p 13. 33. 69. 100-5 

lect-12 valg arm: ins BDEHLP rel 36 Chr. avtov bef о кор. A: efnyayer bef 
avro» p 13. 40. 73 [Thl-fin, ]. rec for тє, 8e (see above, ver 3), with DHLP rel 36 
syr copt Chr, : txt ABEN р vulg Syr sah eth. 

18. om ovx oAcy. D 76 Lucif, : peyas 15-8. 36. 180 Syr sah arm. 
18. for Ze, re Au eth. 

gives also вуг eth - pl) ]. 
HLP rel Chr: om A DEN a e p 13. 40. 

that such angel occasionally appeared 
an the semblance (seeing that he spoke 
with the voice) of the person himself, We 
do not, it is true, know who the speakers 
were: nor is the peculiar form in which 
they viewed tbe doctrine binding upon us : 
it may bave been erroneous, and savouring 
of superstition. But of the doctrine itself 
this may not be said, аг the Lord Him- 
self has asserted it. See Wordsw.'s in- 
teresting note here. For what с 
pose they supposed this angel to 
come, dees not appear in the тны 

17. xatası ] see reff. His mo- 
tire was aste: be tells briefl 4 the par- 
Бе of his deliverance, and, while it 
as yet night, hastily departa. 

Лех Be] James, the other of the Lord, 
whom we find presiding over the church 
at Jerusalem, ch. xv. 18; xxi. 18; Gal. ii. 
12. See Gal. i. 19; ii. 9. He appears 
also to bo mentioned in 1 Cor. xv. 7. I 
believe him to have been one of thoso 
à3eAqol тоб xvplov mentioned Matt. xiii. 
55; John vii. 5; ch. i. 14; 1 Cor. ix. 5, of 
whom I bave in the note on the first of 
these passages maintained, that they were 
His real maternal brethren, sons of Joseph 
and Mary: —to have been an Apostle, ns 

axoxrayOnvas D!-gr(txt D-corr!-3) Syr copt [nrm. (Tischdf 
rec ins тту bef кас. (insertion to answer to rns 10d. ), with 

8:єтргфеу А [copt]. 

Paul and Barnabas, but not of the number 
of the twelve (see note on ch. xiv. 4) :— 
and to liave been therefore of course dis- 
tinct from James the son of Alpheus, 
euumerated (Matt. x. 8 [) among the 
twelve. The reasons for this belief I re- 
serve for the Prolegomena о the Epistle 
of James. els Trepov тбт ol bine 
in these words a minute mark of t 15 in 
our narrative. Under the circumstances, 
the place of Peter's retreat would very 
naturally at the time be kept secret. It 
probably was unknown to the person from 
whom the narrative came, or designedly 
left indefinite. And so it has remained, the 
narrative not following Peter's history any 
longer. We find him again at Jerusalem 
in ch. xv. Whether he left it or not on 
this occasion is uncertain. It is not asserted 
in te, which only implies that he 
left the house. 18. yevopdvns ўч 
Wieseler argues from this, and bin 
rightly, that the deliverance of Peter must 
have taken place in the Last watch of the 
night (3—6 a.m. in April), for otherwise 
his escape would have been perceived before 
the break of day, viz. г the next шр 
of the watch. ti ‚ tyévero] 
Theocr. Id. xiv. 51, idiota Topyoi, ті 
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пыте ontys, 20 y бё *будодауф» Торіоцс ral SiSwvios: * ópofvualóv ADE 
Polyb. ix. 4. a b ^ b \ э р Ye 7 „ HLP? a 
4. Lu ris дё > Trapijcav ®mpòs айтоу, kai * пєісаутєс В\астоу TOV y ctgh 
Pind. deml ro) ° котдуос$ тоў acies 'yroüvro eipsjvgv, Sia * is? 
unn a- ^ 2 9 ^ ` ГА y^ * ^ d ^ is 
sive. 70 Е pee a айту thy хора» % ато ris ! Васдакӯѕ, 
S l f f 215 тактӯ 56 ўрќра б ‘Hpwons ! dvducdpuevos ™ dobra Ba- 

20 . 
cm Matt. zzvii 16. Gal. і. 10. 3 Масс. iv. 66, 
f =æ ch. xvi. 29 тей. €, 

bie. John iv. 46,49. James И. 8 only. Num. xz. 17. 
Matt. vi. 26 al. Gen. xxxviii. 19. m ch. x. 30 reff. © = 
vil. 191 J. ch. (vii 5.) xviii. 12, 16, 17. xxv. 6, 10, 17. Rom. хіт. 10. 3 Cor. v. 10 only. Neh. vill. 4. 3 M. 

i p bere only. Prov. лих. (eee xxiv.) 81. (Neh. viii 4 (6) Ald.) only. dógawyópec d» аў ziii. 26. 
Jos. Antt. ix. 13, 1. 

20. for de, yap D sth. 

5 d ch. 
= Matt. vi. 26 al. 3 Kings xviii. 13. 

z 

сіу kai n кабта< ёт) тоў ° Búuaros ? ёбтштруоре apos 
vili. 27 reff. s here only. Exod. vii. 3. 

i bere h = Jude 23 al. 
k here sr Job хіі. 5 only. 1 constr., 

n constr., ch. zzv. 6 reff. Matt. 

ао, 

rec aft 3e ins о проз (as being the commencement 
of a new history, —that of the death of Herod), with HLP rel 86 вуг Larm] Chr,, 
риён: E a b! ko Thi-sif: om ABDN p 18. 40 volg Syr coptt sth Lucif. reads 
о: Be ород. e£ срфетериу тоу олет» тартса» wpos Tor Barica [simly syr-w-ast }. 

A for rov gar., avrov D.gr(om D. lat) o. Tas хораз avtur D птусауто A sab. 
vulg Lucif: avrovsa: avr. тту толу E-gr[and lat!] 18. 89-4: civitates E- lat. 
for axo, «x D 40. 105. 

21. om o B a. 

yevolueba ; 19. кат. .... els Kato. 
These words аге to be taken together, an 
dxe? or dy К. to be supplied with 8:ќтрВеу. 
Knin. takes els K. as = d К. with &iérp., 
and x«xareA0éó» alone, which is not so 
natural on account of the position of the 
words. 20. Ovyopexev] It is im- 
possible that Herod should have been at 
war with the Tyrians and Sidonians, be- 
longing as they did to а Roman province, 
and he himself being in high favour at 
Rome:—nor is this implied in our text. 
The quarrel, however it originated, appears 
to have been carried out оп Herod's 
by some commercial regulation opposed to 

eir interest, dependent as they were on 
supplies from his territory. dr бид. is 
. ^in idis NS n 

hly displeased. . жарїйе. viz. by 
ва Blastus is а Roman паше 
(Wetst. from an inscription), and, from 
Herod's frequent visits to Rome, it is likely 
that he would have Romans as his con- 
fidential servants. Blastus was his eudicu- 
larius, or prafectus cubiculo (Suet. Dom. 
16) : see ch. viii. 27. elpyivyy) not 
(see above) peace, in its strict sense, but 
reconciliation. ба тә ota 
We learn from 1 Kings v. 11 that Solomon 
made presents of wheat and oil to Hiram 
in return for the cedar and fir-trees for the 
Lord’s house: and from Ezek. xxvii. 17, 
that Judah and Israel exported wheat, 
honey, oil, and balm (or resin) to Tyre. In 
Ezra iii. 7 also, we find Zerubbabel givi 
meat, drink, and oil to them of Sidon and 

re, to bring cedar-trees to Joppa. Mr. 
umphry quotes from Bede, ‘Tyrii neces- 

sariam habebant vicini regis amicitiam, eo 
quod eorum regio valde angusta et Galilææ 

om ка BN p 40 [Bas-3-mss, ]. 

Damascique pressa finibus esset." Ап 
additional reason for their request at this 
5 time may have been, the preva- 
ence of famine. 81.) The account in 
Josephus is remarkably illustrative of the 
sacred text: rplroy 8d {тоз ar Bacı- 
Aeborri тїз 8Ans "IovBalas wewAfjperro, ка} 
тарӣ» eis хм» Katodperay.... GuretéAei 
8% dvraiéa Spi els T)» Kaloapos tue, 
oͤrdp Tis dxelvov cornplas doprhy twa 
табту» tmordyevos (probably the *quin- 
quennalia,’ B. J. i. 21. 8. Wieseler, p. 
183). ка) wap’ abr)» fj0powrro TG» Kata 
thy éxapxlar dy TéA« xal HHN -D 
els Фау wATn0os. Bevrépg $$ тё» de, 
iu столђу ёу8осбиероз Фф} àpyópov 
wexompdyny жасау, фз Oavudcsiov ӧфђу 
elvai, rapide els т Өќатроу üpxonérns 
juépas. Фа rais rp r tay }Ммакд» 
driver ёя:Волаїз & Epyupos катаууасдсіз 
Oaupaclws kxécTiA Be, uapualper т: SH 
ка} тоз els abrdy ёте»!(оос: pie; 
«0б; Bà ol kóAaxes тёз odd ёкеіуф vp 
yabo? MOS ЌАЛобеу фоуйз дуеВбоу Gedy 
wposayopeborres, Ейцеуўйз те «fos, éviAd- 
»yorres, el xa) péxpi убу s Ќубротоу ёфоВ%- 
Onuev, ЛЛА robrreU0er xpelrrovd те дуптӯз 
obe виз ёролоуобреу. ойк exdwAnte robras 
ó Bae о084 Thy koAakelay ёсеВодса» 
drerplyaro. ёуакбфаз Ў оду ner dal-yor 
Tò» Bog тйз фаитой кефаћӯўз ö rep - 
(suevoy elde ex) axowlou ri Byyedor 
Bè тобто» ebobs dvóncer xaxdy elvan... 
wal Biaxdpdioy Urxev буту. (This owl, 
Eusebius, H. E. ii. 10, professing to quote 
Josephus, wakes into an angel. Having 
үл his quotation, abrois -ypdupasiw 

é тоз Tb бабра Biyeira:, he cites thus: 
.. . . фуакйбаз 8% per’ AI, тїз avroð 
кефадхйз бхеркабе(бреуор elder ЌуүєЛоу. 
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avrovs. 22 о бе 99рос ere, Beod фору) xal ойк ч Acts ony. 

avOpwrov. ?5'«apaypijua $ 'émáratev abróv dye Net 30, 5. 
4 a 3 Ф э v y ` y L ^ ^ ` al. fr. : 

ævpiou “av Qv ойк * &ev Tiv dH TQ беф, Katt Lure xi, 

eyevopevog " axoXnkófporos eg E. 
TOU Geod Уй ауе» xal У édnOivero. 25 BapvaBas $ xai Baden, 47 

94. ххіі. 
24 only +. 

. 23. 
94 5 Bà 7 Aóyos 

Tad os * отєстрерар * é£ ‘lepoveadsp * vXgpocavres Tiv TO 
1. 3 Macc. іх. 

1 reff. 
18. ch. 31. 25. xiv. 26 al. Ps. xix. ( 

viil. 21. б. u Luke i. 20. xii. 3. хіх. 44. 2 Thess. li. 10 only. L. P. Don vil 20. 
va Luke xvii. 18. John ix. 94. Rom. ir. 20. Rev. іт. 9. xi. 13. xiv. 7. 

where only t. oxesAnf, Mark iz. 44, Kc. (from Isa. lxvi. 24) only. 
z ёл, here only. Huthi.6Ald. &ró, Luke iv. 1. xxiv. 9. 

x. 4. b Col. iv. 17. 

xvi. 9. xix. 7 only. Josh. vii. 19. 
x ch. v. 5 reff, y ch. vi. 

а -: Matt. iii. 

22. at beg, ins xaraAAayerros 8e avrov rois тироз D: reconciliatus est iis autem 
syr-w-ast. 

. GUT. bef erar. D e 180 Thl-fin. 

DEH LP rel: ins ABN d h k pis. 36 [Bas,]. 
eA nkoBperos(sic D! : скол. 

for део короо B vulg. 
25. areorpever D'(txt De). 

vulg Chr-ms: es B!-corr HLN k 1 p syr-mg [th -· rom 

Qury bef 0«ov HLP?(P! has erepwry 0v кап (sic)) b ef g lo vasi not 
(5524 parn коріо с: devas D'[and lat ](txt Ds) vulg Syr Lucif,. аубритыу №! 

om rg» (alteration to more usual expr) 
ai катаВаѕ ато Tov Втдатоз уєрор. 

) eri (ev каз ovre etejuter D. 
nutavero A: cutare 2 bab ntavey (sic) P. 

for ef, ато B'(appy, Tisch D(E) b c o 86 
hr-mss Th]: txt A 18(sic) 

rel coptt [syrr sth-pl(Tischdf) arm] Chr,.—aft єр. add «is avrioxeia» E а b e o Syr 
sah. (The variations have apparently arisen from a confusion of marginal glosses. 
eis аут. may have been an explanatory gloss, afterwards substituted for e£ cep.; then 
аут. may have again been corrected (o iep., leaving the «s standing.) 

тоўтоу eb0ts evénoe xaxd» elvai afrioy 
r. r. A. On the рыш of acquitting 
the ecclesiastical historian of the charge 
of wilfal fraud, see Heinichen’s second 
Excarsus in his edition of Eusebius. It 
may be a caution to us as to how much 
we may believe of his quotations of authors 
which do not remain to us.) &0póor Bà 
офт Tfjs xouMas rposépucey GAynyua pera 
офоёрфтттоз dptdueroy. dvadewpay обу 
wpbs rods $íAovs O Oeds фи» dyd, фс, 
Nu катастрфеу exitdrroya Tò» Віоу, 
жарахрӯра тїз eluapuérgs тёз Ar. Lov 
cerre e vod фшу&ёз dAeyxobaons ка) 6 
KAnGels G8dvaros bp ua» $$] Cardy 
drdyoua. .... our K , dd dp judpas 
wévre тё THs yar dAyhyari Siepyac- 
Gels rd» Bloy катќстрефеу. Antt. xix. 8. 2. 

The circumstance related in our 
text, of the answer (o the Sidonian em- 
bassy, of which Josephus seems not to 
have been aware, having been one object of 
Herod on the occasion, shews an acc 
of detail which well accords with the view 
of the material of this part of the Acts 
having been collected at Cæsarea, where 
the event happened (see Prolegg. to Acts, 
8 ii. 11). 23.] The fact may be cor- 
rectly related by Josephus (sec above): 
but our narrative alleges the cause of what 
happened to have been the displeasure 
1 God, and the stroke to have been in- 
icted by His angel. Compare 2 Kings 

xix. 85; 1 о xxi. 7 M cae no 
appearance of an angel is implied: nor 
was I aware that such had ever been in- 

ferred; but I see in Valesius’s note on 
Euseb. ii. 10, ** Quasi vero non utrumque 
fleri potuerit, ut et bubo supra caput 
Agrippœ, et ex alia parte angelus eidem 
appareret." oxwAyxdBpwros] An- 
other additional particular: and one to be 
expected from a physician. In several 
cases of deaths by divine judgment we 
have accounts of this loathsome termina. 
tion of the disease. So Herodotus, iv. 
206, ) Seperlun ... . (са ebAéo deere: 
which he alleges as an instance that 
excessive indulgence of revenge, such as 
Pheretima had shewn against the Bar- 
ceans, is looked on with anger by the gods. 
See too the very similar account of the 
death of Antiochus Epiphanes, 2 Macc. ix. 
5—9. So also Jos. Antt. xvii. 6. 6, de. 
scribing the disease of which Herod the 
Great died, mentions efus окФАтказ 
фитооўса. So also Euseb. (viii. 16) of 
the death of Galerius. So also Tertullian, 
ad Scapulam, c. 8, vol. i. p. 702, Migne, 
* Claudius Lucius Herminianus in Сар. 
padocia, cum indigne ferens uxorem suam 
ad hanc sectam transiisse, solusque in 
rætorio suo vastatus peste vivus vermi- 
us ebullisset, Nemo sciat, aiebat, ne guu- 

deant Christiani, Postea cognito errore 
suo, quod tormentis quosdam a proposito 
suo excidere fecisset, репе Christianus 
decessit." 24. ] Similarly, ch. v. 12 ff.; 
vi. 7; ix. 81, a general statement of the 
р s and prosperity of the church of 
God forms the transition from one portion 
of the history to another. .] The 
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, A 5 7 ` ? сні de Staxovlay,  сиџлтараћ№аВортєѕ [xai] Twdvvyy tov * éT- 4 wepa- 
Te P ’ 7 

ach. xr m, KAnÜévra Маркор. 
only. Gen. 
zix. 17. Job 
i. 4 only. 

е ver. 12. 
f ch. xi. 1 reff. 
g ellips. of 

XIII. !*Hea» de èv 'Avrioxeía “'катй Tiv &ойсау 
éxkAgaíay ®ї\трофїта xal *Siddoxador, б тє Bapváßas 

теў,» 

cllips. . c Supemy 6 ка\ойдеуо$ Niyep кад Лодки 0 Kupnvatos, cos 
ch. xxii. 12. 

h ch, хі. 71 
reff. 

11 Cor. zil. 28,29. Epb. iv. II. 
Ш, 19. ix. 7 Mt. only. (-xetr, Luke iii. 1.) 
diseases), Xen. Mem. ii. 3,4. 

^ Mara Mavajv Te ‘Hpwdou тоў !Terpápyov '®тўутрофо$ кай... 

for 2nd ка, roy D! : om ABN 36 vulg Syr [sah]: txt DPEHLP p rel вуг copt [wth] 
Chr. (18 def.) exixadoupevoy AN k p 18. 36 Thl-fin. 

Cuar. XIII. 1. rec aft ngar de ins rives (see note), with EHLP 13. 36 rel syr [arm] 
Chr, : om ABDN a p 40 vulg Syr [copt] sah sth. 

exixaAovp. D о 180 lect-12. 
(апа lat: txt D). 

iat, |: add э» xa: Dr. gr [ Ath-int,]. 
xupnvasos) D. NP. кол TETP. 
[copt sah-2-mss], трарх. B.. 

journey (ch. xi. 80) took place after the 
death, ог about the time of the death, of 
Herod ; see on ver. 1. The purpose of the 
mission would be very soon accomplished : 
Saul would naturally not remain longer 
in Jerusalem than was unavoidable, and 
would court no publicity : and hence there 
seems an additional reason for placing the 
visit after Herod's death: for, of all the 
persons whose execution would be pesing 
to the Jews, Saul would hold the foremost 
place. Our verse is probably inserted as 
a note of passage from the last recorded 
fact of Barnabas and Saul (ch. xi. 30), 
to their being found at Antioch (xiii. 1). 

"Ieávv. | See above on ver. 12. 
Cuar. XIII. 1—XIV. 28.) First mys- 

SIONARY JOURNEY OF PAUL AND BARNA- 
BAS. Henceforward the history follows 
Saul (or Paul, as he is now (ver. 9) and 
from this time denominated), Ais minisiry, 
and the events of his life, to the exclusion 
(with the sole exception of the council in 
ch. xv.) of all the other Apostles. 
XIII. | the wives of the rec. has been 
interpoluted, to make it appear that the 
persons mentioned were not the only pro- 
phets and teachers at Antioch. The enu- 
meration is probably inserted on account of 
the solemnity of the incident about to be 
related, that it might be known who they 
were, to whom the Holy Spirit entrusted so 
weighty а commission. That those enu- 
merated were all then present, is implied 
by the те... xal: see ch. i. 13. тро- 
фӯта] See on ch. хі. 27. 8:84ск.] 
Those who had the xdpioua 8:8аскал(а;, 
see 1 Cor. xii. 28; Eph.iv.11. They were 
probably less immediately the organs of 
the Holy Spirit than the xpodfrai, but 
under His continual guidance in the 
gradual and a aie work of teaching 
the Word (see Neander, РЁ. u. L. p. 58). 

for o re, er ois D! vulg | Ath- 
om o 

Tunes 5 ка\. Nlyep} Nothing is 
known of him. From his appellation of 
Niger, he may have been an African pros- 
elyte. Aoóttos] A Lucius, probabl 
the same person, is mentioned Rom. xvi. 
21 as а cwyyerfs of Paul. There із no 
reason to suppose him the same with Aovaas 
(Lucanus), —but the coutrary; for why 
should Paul in this case use two different 
names? See Col. iv. 14; 2 Tim. iv. 11; 
Philem. 24. Wetstein, believing them to 
be the same, quotes Herodotus, iii. 131, på- 
To: piv Kporeritjrai lyrpol éAéyorro àyà 
13)» "Еллада elvas, Beórepo: 84 Kvprvaiot, 
which certainly is curious enough. 

rerpaapx. N(but a 1 

yr 

k Rom. Il. 20. 1 Tim. Il. 7. 2 Tim. I. 11 f. 2 Macc. i. 10 only. 1 Luke үү 
m here only t. = 3 Масс. ix. 29 only. Thuc. ii. 60 (of bed 

к 
hkiop 

13 

Mavaty] The same name with Menahem 
(Ма»айд or -ny LXX) the king of Isracl, 
2 Kings xv. 14. A certain Essene, of this 
name, foretold to Herod the Great, when a 
boy going to school, that he should be king 
of the Jews (Jos, Antt. xv. 10. 5). And in 
consequence, when he came to the throne,he 
honoured Manaen, and wdrras às? ékeírov 
robs "Eoonvots Tipar DieréAei..— It is then 
not improbable that this Manaen may 
have been a son of that one: but see below. 
The Herod here meant was Antipas, who 
with his brother Archelaus (both sons of 
Herod the Great by Malthace а Samaritan 
woman, see Matt. xiv. 1, note) rapd Tw 
{бїтї Tpopàs «Їҳоу èrì PG, Antt. xvii. 
1. 3. Both were at this time exiles, 
Antipas at Lyons, Archelaus at Vienne. 

aivrpodos] Probably ‘collactaneus’ 
(Vulg.), foster-brother; not, ‘drought up 
with,’ for, if. he had been brought wp 
with Antipas, he would also have been 
with Archelaus: see above. In 
this case, his mother may have called 
her infant by tho namo of the person 
who had brought the Essenes into favour 
with Herod, and no relationship with that 
person need have existed. Lavhos ] 
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2°Xetroupyourroy 2 айтди TQ kvpio cal = ah 
> Б eb. x. II. 

°ymotevovtwy etre тд mveüua tÒ бую» ?`Афортатє 
185 pot tov BapyaBav xai Tab eis TÒ čpyov 8 d. f. rf 
*тро$кёкМ]нш aGUTOUS. 3 тбте °ynotevoavres xal *mpos- ' 

Lev. xx. 26. 
-= ch. xv. 36. evEdpevos kal u ériDévres tas yelpas avrois Y атё\осар. Tol iis. 

39. Gen. күй. 4. 

10. J 
uch. viii. 17 reff. 

2. aft егт. ins avros E volg[-ed(with demid, not am fuld] syrr sah[?] sth. 
ор 18: om ABCDEHLPRN rel vesſappy] Ath, Cyr-jer, 

Bas, Chr, [Thdrt,}. rec ins то» bef card., with HLPN! rel [Bas,] Thdrt, ТЫ: 
om ABCDE N-corr? p 18 Epiph, Cyr-jer, Chr, LDamase, 

avr. bef таз Хер. 

aft то» ins re, with a k 

3. aft wposevt. ins rarres D. 

1 Cor. ri. 
r constr., ver. 39 (Luke l. 25?) only. терд wóAecny, als (i.e. тер’ als) 

» Thuc. i, 28. see Matthies, 595. 4. 
ii. 33, so ch. xzv. 12. [Joba із. 22.) 1Pet іт. 3. cw Wü, t absol., 

v = Matt. xiv. 15. xv. 33, 32. ch. xv. 30, 33 al. 1 Масс. x. 43. 

9 := Ch. ii. 39. perf. pass., ch. xvi. 
ch. x. 9 reff. 

(Gen. xv. 2.) 

тес 

b оза [(valg Syr Lucif,)]. 
om ателосау D: add avrovs E vulg syr-w-ob [Syr сор] Lucif,. 

mentioned last, perhaps because the pro- 
ne are first, and he was not one, 

t a teacher: or it may be, that he him. 
self furnished the account. This cireum- 
stance, wbich has been objected to by some 
as invalidating the accuracy of the account, 
is in fact an interesting confirmation of it, 
аз being eminently characteristic of him 
who spoke as in 1 bor. xv. 9; 2 Cor. xii. 6; 
Eph. iii. 8. See Baumgarten's striking 
remarks on this, vol. ii. p. 7 ff. From the 
arran t of the copula, it would seem 
as if bas, Symeon, and Lucius were 
prophets,— Manaen and Saul, teachers. 

3. Aevrovpyovvrev | The general word 
for the priestly service among the Jews, to 
which now had succeeded that of rpo hne 
and 3:84скалЛо: in the Christian church: 
ministering is therefore the only word ade- 
quate to render it, as E.V. after the Vulg. 
* ministrantibus Domino ^ more closely to 
define it is not only impracticable, but is 
i Кав expression purposely left ge- 
neral. туз. explains it by круттбутооу, 
—alii aliter: and the Romanist expositors 
understand the sacrifice of the mass to be 
meant; but in early times the word had no 
such reference (see reff., and Suicer sub 
voce). rer 13 ту. rò Éq.] viz. by 
one of the prophets present, probably Sy- 
meon or Lucius: see above. The announce- 
ment being to the church, and several 
persons being mentioned, wo can hardly, 
with Meyer, sup it to have been an inner 
command merely to some one person, as 
in the case of Philip, ch. viii. 29. 
gives precision and force to the command, 
imply! that it was for a special purpose, 
and to be obeyed at the time: see reff. 

TÒ Epyov] Certainly, by ver. 4, we 
may infer that there had been, or was 
simultaneously with this command, adivine 
intimation made to Barnabas aud Saul of 
the nature and direction of this work. 
In general, it had already been pointed 

out in the case of Saul, ch. ix. 15; xxii. 21; 
xivi 17. It consisted in preaching to the 
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ, 
Eph. iii. 8. In virtue of the foundation of 
the Gentile churches being entrusted to 
them, Saul and Barnabas become after 
this Apostles, not vice versa; nor is there 
the least ground for the inference that this 
was & formal extension of the apostolic 
office, the pledge of itscontinuance through 
the episcopacy to the end of time. The 
apostolic office terminated with the apos- 
tolic times, and by its very nature, ad- 
mitted not of continuance: the episcopal 
office, in its ordinary sense, sprung up 
after the apostolic times (see the remark- 
able testimonies cited by Gieseler, I. i. 
р. 115 f. note, from Jerome on Tit. i. 5, 
vol. vii. p. 694 f., and Aug. Epist. Ixxxii. ad 
Hieron. 33, vol. ii. p. 290): and the two 
are entirely distinct. The confusion of the 
two belongs to that unsafe and slippery 
ground in church matters, the only logical 
refuge from which is in the traditional 
system of Rome. See the curious and 
characteristic note in Wordsw., in which 
he attempts to prove the identity of 
the two offices: and compare with it the 
words of Jerome, on Tit. i. 5, p. 696 f., 
* Episcopi noverint se magis consuetudine 
quam dispositionis dominice veritate pres- 
byteris esse majores, et in commune debere 
ecclesiam ”  8.vncer. к. тросе] 
not, ‘jejunio et precibus (viz. of ver. 2) 
peractis, Koin.: this was а sew fusting 
and special prayer for Barnabas and Saul. 
Fasting and prayer have ever been con. 
nected with the solemn times of ordina- 
tion by the Christian church; but the 
*jejunia quatuor temporum, or ‘ember 
days at the four seasous,' for the special 
purpose of ordinations, were probably 
not introduced till the fourth or even 
fifth century. See Bingham, iv. 6. 6. 

іт. т. x. abr.] Sce on ch. 
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w eh. avil, 10 4 айто) цёр оби “ ékmreudÜÉvres Отд той dylou mvevparos ABCDE 
only. Gen. à ^ 
xxiv. , , х катор eis ZeAeUxewap, dxeiÜÉv те ? атётћеџсар eis 

z ch. viii. 6 
теш. 

y ch. хіт. 36. 
xx. 15. xxvii. 
1 only +. 

s ch. lii. 24. lv. 
2. 1 Cor. ii. 

Kémpov, 5 xal yevouevos v Zaħapivı ™ xarnyyeddov tov 
a Aóyov ToU P"ÜcoU év тай cuvaywyais Trav ‘lovéaiwv . 
elyov $ё xal "lwdvyny °tarnpérnv. 6 * 8:е№Өортес 60 & 

* 

1. ri. 28. a A e w , Ф м 1 с ғы, тўи vnc dp Пафоо єйроу avdpa тид fpáyov 
(-Aes, ch. xvii. 13.) а ch. xv. 36. xvii. 13. 

36. 1 Cor. iv. 1. (Prov. ziv. 35.) 
1 Oor. xvi. 5. Heb. iv. 14. Deut. il. 7. 

4. rec ovroi (corrn to more usual expra), with E-gr HLP copt(epp 
Lucif,]: е P- r lect-12 Ath[-int, Ps-Ath,]: txt ABN a p 36 vulg D- 

(B(Mai Tischdf e 
rec Tov xy. TOv ay., with EHLP rel 

Ambri. (C illegible.) 
Beh. 
М a p 13 [Ps-]Ath,. (C! illegibl e. 
bef сел. and bef xvrp., with Anbr rel: ins 1st but om 2nd ry» 18 

o p D-lat syr-mg sah Thl: om D-gr 64. 
gr: ev талашуу А E. gr р 

Ni: Salaminam vulg[ -ed] Lucif, : Salamina am fuld D-lat E-lat: txt BC [H, e sil) 
Lo e gl K p: катутуунАа» D 78. 96. 142. 
urnperourra avrois D syr-mg : in ministerio vulg: exorres ped 

. (The corrections have appy been made for perspicuity.) 
6. кап (we) pA. (die Abo re, omg каг, D*) ёе ovre» D. 

je inconsistent 7), with HLP rel [sah-woide] Thi: 

for re, 8e HLP bdf 
er тү талада: 

a o p Chron. 
б. yev. 8е D. 

rel. каттууелоу 
D-gr Syr Lucif. 
dar кои ио. es Siaxoriay 

and axpi тафоу being supposed to 
ins ABCDER k p 86 vas Lucif,. (13 def.) 
[o seth-pl(Tischdf) arm Thl-fin . 

vi. 6. 4. ёкттєрф.] Under the guid- 
ance of the Spirit, who directed their 
course. <eAcv«eay | Ае strong forti- 
fied city (supposed impregnable, Strabo, xvi. 
р. 751), fifteen miles from Antioch,—on 
the Orontes, and five miles from its mouth. 
It was founded and fortified by Seleucus 
Nicator (Strabo, xvi. 749), who was buried 
there (Appian, Syr. 63). It was called 
Seleucia ad mare, —and Pieria, or q; èv 
ILepíg, from Mount Pierius, on which 
it was built, to distinguish it from other 
Syriantowns of the same name. Thismoun- 
tain is called Corypheeus, Polyb. v. 69, where 
is & minute description of the town and 
ite site. Among other particulars he men- 
tions, »pósBaaiw 82 шау Exe: xarà Thy dad 
далёттуѕ wAevpàv кМммдакетўу ка} xeipo- 
wolyroy, ёукл\рас: ка) тках@даа! покуоїз 
kal evrexéai 8:6:Ауцибуту. This excavated 
way is to this day conspicuous amongst 
the ruins of the city. It was under 
the Seleucid kings the capital of a dis- 
trict Seleucis,—and, since Pompey’s time, 
a free city. Strabo, xvi. 751. Plin. v. 21 
8 iner, Realw.; апа Mr. Lewin, Life of 

t. Paul, from an art. by Col. Chesney in 
the Geogr. Society’s Transactions.) 
els Кутроу) The lofty outline of Cyprus 
is visible from the mouth of the Orontes 
(С. and H., edn. 2, i. p. 164). See below, 
ver. 7. It was the native country of Bar- 
nabas,—and, as John Mark was his kins- 
man, they were likely to find more accept- 
ance there than in other parts. . 

b ch. xi. 1 reff. 
d constr., Luke ii. 35. ch. xii. 10. ziv. 24. 
ech. zi. 6 reff. f here b 

€ = Luke 1. 2. ch. xxvi. 
хе. 3, 41 al. L. only, ехе. 

re bis. Matt. ii. 1, &c., only. Dan. il. 2. 

) Chr, (Did, 
t E-lat syrr 

г) has ектерфбеуте not ектешфаутез as 
di]: т.ж». ey. D! : txt D. oorr 

атулб. A: karaBarres де D- gr. reo ins ту» 
1: om ABC*DN 

LN? p: eis caAapurg 
P 

for 6«ov, коріои 

rec om oe (oA 

тороу E: ev add єкє C 

Salamis was the nearest port to Seleucia on 
the eastern side of the island. It bad a 
good harbour (Aura Éxovca xAavordy 
xeuiepirór, Scylax, Peripl. p. 41). It was 
the residence of a king anciently (Herod. 
iv. 162), and always one of the chief cities 
of the island. There were very many Jews 
there, as appears by there being more than 
one synagogue. Their numbers may have 
been increased by the farming of the 
copper-mines by Augustus to Herod. On 
the insurrection of the Jews in the reign of 
Trajan, Salamis was nearly destroyed, and 
they were expelled from the island. Its 
demolition was completed by an earthquake 
in the reign of Constantine, who (or his 
immediate successors) rebuilt it and gave it 
the name of Constantia. The ruins of this 
latter place are visible near the modern Fa- 
magosta, the Venetian capital of the island 
(Winer, Realw., and C.and H. pp. 171, f.). 

©тарёгуу) Probably for the admi- 
nistration of baptism: see also 1 Cor. i. 
14—17. 6.] Paphos is on the west- 
ern shore, with the length of the island 
between it and Salamis. It is Nea Paphos 
which is meant, about eight miles north of 
the Paphos more celebrated in classic poets 
for the temple and worship of Venus. It 
was destroyed by an earthquake in Augus- 
tus's reign, but rebuilt by bim, Dio Cass. liv. 
23. It is now called Bafa, and contains 
some important ruins. (Winer, Realw.) 

Twà pdyor, K. r. A. On the preva- 
lence of such persons at this time, see ch. 

HLPra 
bedfg 
hklop 

13 

par А. 
гес om аудра (аг superfluous), with HLP rel: ins 
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Eyevdorpopiyrny ‘lovdaiov, @ бона Вариутойс, 1 5 zy « Mats. vu. u. 
ow TQ “avburdre Tepyip Пау, avdpi 'ovverĝ. 3 Pet. ii. 1. 

Jer. vi. 13. 
Zech. хіі. 2. ойто *mposaAecdpevos Bapváßav ка} ZaüXov !ёт- ьан 

єбјтає» акодса, tov > Хоүоу той > Geod. 
$ айтоф "EAUuas 0 ! payos G ойто yàp ° weOepunveveras аа 
тд буона ab rob), v тё» 4іастрёраь Tov h буббтатох (fom tm. 
апд тйс 'miorews. 9 ZaUXos $ 6 xal IlaüXos, r- EC dd 

viii. 12. 
8 m iz. 38 onl avOlotato ut 8 іу 

att. xi. 25. 

{. 19 

xxix. 14) 

zz ch. v. 
al Gen. zzvii. 1. 1 Rom. xi. 7 reff. constr., here only. m mid., 2 Tim. iii. 5 
only. Pa xxv. T, (ch. vi. 10 reff.) п = Matt. vi. 9. Mark ii. 12 al. o ch. iv. 36 reff. 

p = Luke vi. 19. ix. 9. хіх. 47 al. fr. Exod. il. 18. q here Мае. ch. хх. 30. Luke iz. 41 Mt. zziii. 
2. Phil. ii. 15 only. Ezod. v. 6. r* Ch. vi. T. xiv. 22. xvi. 6. ech. ii. 4 reff. 

ABCDNk o p [am] syrr [arm] Chr, Thl; so, but aft тоа, E 36 тш {гей fuld demid] sah 
Lucif and, omg Tiva, coptt sth(Tischdf)). 
or -н) 

оуорат: KkaAovjueror Bapinaova(v 
1: Barjesuban Lucif,: Barsuma Syr: Bapiyrovr ADSHLP pm syr-mg-gr 

l-fin. Thl-sif: Bapıngov N 40. 96. 105 vulg copt arm: txt BCE 18 sah Chr, 
add o ue8epunrevera: Avas E; 80, but paratus, i. e. eroias, вее on ver 8, demid Lucif. 

7. evvxoAecaperos D. 

E, nepunv.(eic) p.) 
s avray nxover E syr-w-nst. 

viii. 9, note. The Roman aristocracy were 
peculiarly underthe influence of astrologers 
and magicians, some of whom were Jews. 
We read of such in connexion with Marius, 
Pompey, Crassus, Cesar, —and later with 
Tiberius: and the complaints of Horace 
and Juvenal shew how completely, and for 
how long a time, Rome was inundated with 
Oriental impostors of every description. 
See Hor. Sat. i. 2.1; Juv. Sat. iii. 18—16; 
vi. 542—546 ; x. 93, and С. and H. pp. 
177 fl. Bapinoots] He had given 
himself the Arabic title of Elymas, ‘the 
wise man’ (from the same root as the 
Turkish Ulemah ), psc eu $ pdyos 
in our text. 7. T$ ёудотбтф) The 
Greek term for the Latin ' „the 
title of the governor of those vinces 
which were (semblably) left by the empe- 
rors to the government of the senate and 

le. The proconsul was appointed by 
as in the times of the republic ; carried 

with bim the lictors and fasces asa consul : 
but had no military power, and held office 
only for a year (Dio Cass. liii. 13). This 
last restriction was soon relaxed under the 
emperors, and they were retained five or 
even moreyears. The imperial provinces, on 
the other band, were governed by a mili- 

officer, a Propretor (d»riorpdriyyos) 
or tus (wpecBevr4s) of the Emperor 
who was girded with the sword, and not 
revocable unless by the pleasure of the Em- 
peror. The minor districts of the imperial 

vinces were governed by Procurators 
e (C. and H. pp. 178 ff.: Dio 

sius, liii. 18, 15: Merivale, Hist. of the 
Romans under the Empire, ch. xxxii.) The 
title fryeuóv, used in the N. T. of tho pro- 
curator of Judæa, of the legatus of Syria, 

кох e(nrnoer Di(ra is marked for erasure by D. corr). 
8. for Au., er(oor ajuas D!, efoemas D-lat : eAvipas Dt. [for peð., epunveveras 

aft житез ins ereny битта kover aur D'(and lat): ori 

and of the emperor himself, is а general 
term for any governor. But we never find 
the more definite title of дубйтатоз as- 
signed in the N. T. to a legatus. Cyprus, 
as Dio Cassius informs us, liii. 12, was ori- 
ginally an imperial province, and conse- 
quently was governed by a proprator or 
legatus (so also Strabo, xiv. 685, yeyore 
страттукђ ётарҳіа xa ай» ..... 
dyévero ётарҳіа ў vicos, xafdwep ка} 
vU» dori, orparyyixh): but immediately 
after he relates that Augustus бстероу rhy 
Кфкро> к. Th» Tadarlay T)» wep) Ndp- 
Bova тё Búp ётЗоксу, abrds 3è Thy 
Aaduatiay àvréAaBe. And in liv. 4 re- 
peating the same, he adds, xal oftas à»8- 
бтато: ка) és dxciva та бәп méysecÓm: 
parro. The title of Proconsul is found 
on Cyprian coins, both in Greek and Latin. 
(See C. and H. p. 187, who give an in- 
scription (Boeckh, No. 2682) of the reigu 
of Claudius, A.D. 52, mentioning the -- 
фкато‹, a former and a present one, Julius 
Cordus and L. Annius Bassus.) No- 
thing more is known of this Sergius Paulus. 
Another person of the same name is men- 
tioned by Galen, more tban a century after 
this, as a great proficient in philosophy. 
He was of consular rank, and is probab 
the Sergius Paulus who wns consul with 
L. Venuleius Apronianus, д.р. 168, in the 
reign of M. Aurelius. Another S. P. was 
one of the consules suffecti in д.р. 94: but 
this could hardly have been the same. 

8. °EAvpas] See above on ver. 6. 
Bur, . . . rd] A pregnant con- 
struction, as Ажќстусеу ётсе, ch. v. 97. 

9. 8 cal adios] This notice 
marks the transition from the former part 
of his history, where he is uniformly called 
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uch. zix. 
us r \. ww . , х у 

EC CDS ardnpns travtos "" orou kai татту х padioupylas, Y v 
Bir. xix. 28. w Matt. xxvi. 4. Rem. I. 29. 1 These. ii. 3. Job xiii. 7. 

xiv. 6. (ua, ch. xviii. 14.) 

9. Ahe, DP. 

10. om Ist raens Di(ius D 

Saul, to the latter and larger portion, where 
he is without exception known as Paul. I 
do not regard it as indicative of any change 
of name at the time of this incident, or 
From that time: the evidence which І 
deduce from it is of a different kind, and 
not without interest to enquirers into the 
character and authorship of our history. 
Hitherto, our Evangelist has been describ- 
ing events, the truth of which he had ascer- 
tained by research and from the narratives 
of others. But henceforward there is reason 
to think that the joint memoirs of himself 
and the greut Apostle furnish the material 
of the book. In those memoirs the Apostle 
is universally known by the name PAUL, 
which superseded the other. If this was 
the first incident at which Luke was pre- 
sent, or the first memoir derived from Paul 
himself, or, which is plain, however doubt- 
fal may be the other alternatives, the com- 
mencementof that part of the history which 
is to narrate the teaching and travels of the 
Apostle Paul,—it would be natural that a 
note should be made, identifying the two 
names as belonging to the same person. 

The xal must not be understood as 
having any reference to Sergius Paulus, 
‘who also (as well as Sergius) was calle 
Paul.’ Galen (see above) uses the same ex- 
pression in speaking of his Sergius Paulus : 
Xépyis те, ó kal MlavAos...., and then, 
a few lines down, calls him ó Habbos. It 
signifies that Paulus was a second name 
borne by Saul, in conformity with a Jewish 
ractice as old as the captivity (or even as 
Senh: see Gen. xli. 45), of adopting a Gen- 
tile name. Mr. Howson traces it through 
the Persian period (see Dan. i. 7; Esth. 
ii. 7), the Greek (1 . xii. 16; xvi. 11; 
2 Macc. iv. 29), and the Roman (ver. 1; 
ch. i. 23; xviii. 8, &c.), and the middle ages, 
down to modern times, Jerome has conjec- 
tured that the name was adopted by Saul ix 
memory of thie event: ‘ Diligenter attende, 
uod hic primum Pauli nomen inceperit. 
t enim Scipio, subjecta Africa, Africani 

sibi nomen assumpsit, et Metellus, Creta in- 
sula subjugata, insigne Cretici suse familia 
reportavit ;—et imperatores nunc usque 
Romani ex subjectis gentibus Adiabenici, 
Parthici, Sarmatici nuncupantur: ita et 
Saalus ad predicationem gentium missus, 
а primo ecclesi; spolio Proconsule Sergio 
Paulo victori? sum tropa retulit, erexit- 

IIPAREIZ ATIOZTOAQN. 

thiom. 601$ amvedpatos dryiov, tatevicas eis айтди 19 ehre "О ABCDE 
es a 
{© bodig 

XIII. 

х here only 1. Xen. Rep. Lac. h 

rec ins xai bef ате», with DEH rel [syrr eth arm] ТЫ: om 
ABCLN c f p 13. 86. 40 [vulg sah] Chr, Lucif;. 

) arm Orig-int, Lucif,. vio, D'[-gr](txt D). 

In Ep. ad Philem. 1, vol. vii. pp. 746 f. 
tis strange that any one could be foun 

capable of so utterly mistaking the charac- 
ter of St. Paul, or of producing so unfor- 
tunate an analogy to justify the mistake. 
(I may observe that Wordsw.’s apo- 
logy, that Jerome does not say that the 
Apostle gave himself this name on this 
account, is distinctly precluded by Jerome’s 
language, **erexitque vexillum ut Paulus 
diceretur e Saulo.” This Wordsw., trans- 
lating the final words “and instead of 
Saul was called Paul," has missed seeing. 
Notice too Augustine's “ amavit," below.) 
It is yet stranger that Augustine should, 
in his Confessions (viii. 4, vol. i. p. 753), 
adopt the same view: ‘Ipse minimus 
Apostolorum tuorum . . . . ex priore Saulo 
Paulus vocari amavit, ob tam magne 
insigne victoris.’ (Elsewhere Augustine 
gives another, but not much better reason : 
* Paulus Apostolus, cum Saulus prius vo- 
caretur, non ob aliud, quantum mihi 
videtur, hoc nomen elegit, nisi ut so osten- 
deret parvum, tanquam minimum Aposto- 
lorum.' De Spir. et Lit. c. 7, vol. x. p. 207.) 
So also Olshausen. A more probable way 
of accounting for the additional name is 
pointed out by observing that such names 
were often alliterative of or allusive to the 
original Jewish name :—as Grotius in his 
note: Saulus qui et Paulus: id est, qui, 
ex quo cum Romanis conversari ccpit, 185 
nomine, a sao non abludente, cepit a 
Romanis appellari. Sic qui Jesus Judwis, 
Grecis Jason (or Justus, Col. iv. 11): 
Hillel, Pollio : Onias, Menelaus (Jos. Antt. 
xii. 5. 1): Jakim (= Eliakim), Alcimus. 
Apud Romanos, Silas, Silvanus, ut notavit 
Hieronymus: Pasides, Pansa, ut Suetonius 
in Crassitio: Diocles, Diocletianus: Bigli- 
nitza, soror Justiniani, Romane Vigilan- 
tia.’ drevicag elg аўтбу] It seems 
probable that Paul never entirely recovered 
his sight as before, after the 86а rov dards 
éxelvov. We have several apparent allu- 
sions to weakness in his sight, or to some- 
thing which rendered his bodily presence 
contemptible. In ch. xxiii. 1, the same ex- 
pression, &rev(aas r$ avreBply, occurs, and 
may have some bearing (see note tbere) 
on his not recognizing the high priest. See 
also Gal. iv. 13, 15; vi. 11, and 2 Cor. xii. 
7, 9, nnd notes. The traditional notices of 

(i vexillum ut Paulus diceretur e Saulo.’ 
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OaBoXov, *éyOpe таст * Sixavocdvns, où “matey y see Matt. xlii. 
ч фааттрёфор tas d dos коріои rde è єйбєіаѕ ; II xal уй» . Eph t 
• (бой ‘yelp f kupíov Е ёті аё, каї ёту туф\д< uÀ HRE h T pud 

^ » thing, Phil 

er avrov dN xal ce, kal P teptayov ébyre ue 
Ф , * d 2 

a XeiparyaryoUs. 12 тоте Sav o 'ávÜvmaros Tò eyeyovòs к TH 
s 2! tu 2 X 7 ri a tr S. Sai ^ lo Dean ЫЫ 
emiotevoey ™ écmAnacopevos ёт) TH Xf той коріои. Due 
13 w'AvaxOévres 82 dao tis lládov * of пері abo Mett. v.e 

в. 
єзї. 9. b constr., Luke v. 4. ch. v. 43. vi. 13. хк. 31. xzi. 33. Eph. 1.16. Heb. z. 2. Isa. 
axxviii. 20. t = Rom. xi. 33. Heb.iii. 10. Hev.xv.3. Ps. xvii. 21. d ch. viii. 21 reff, 

ech. ii. 7 reff. A f ch. zi. 21 reff. Ezek. xl. 1. g = Matt. xxvii. 25. ch. xviii. 6. Rom. i. 
18. ii. 2,9. 2 Kings i. 16. h Eccl. xi. 7. i ch. xx. 6 reff. k Luke iv. 13 only. 

1 ch. UL 7 reff. m ch. vill. 16 reff. B here only f. Job iii. Symm. Hom II. v. 321. 

w. acc., Matt, ix. 35. zziii. 15. Mark vi. 6. w. dv, Matt. iv. 23. trans., 1 Cor. ix. 5 only. q here 
enlyt. (-veir, ch. ix. 8.) r ver. 7. s absol, John iv. 53. ch. iv. dal. fr. t Matt. 

. vii. 38. xzii. . Mark i. u. xi. 18. Luke iv. 32. u Mark vi. 2 al. Ecel. vii. 17. Wisd. xiii. 
4. 2 Mace. vii. 12 anl w = Luke viii. 22. ch. xvi. 
11 alll, L. f. 3 Mace. v. 9. 7 um 

ff. 
х = here (John зі. 19 v. r.) only. see Mark iv. 10. Luke xxii. 49. 

ins тоу bef xvgiov BN'(N® disapproving). ins ovcas bef evderas Dl. 
11. ins 4 bef хер (but marked for erasure) Di. rec ins тоу bef «xvp.: om 

ABCDEHLPN rel. aft ru$Aos ins xa: P o (вуг). for axpi, ews D. 
for õe, re CN p vulg Syr copt eth Lucif, Jer, : for rapaxpnpa Se, xa: «v8ews D (corras, 
the copulative conj seeming more appropriate). exegey (corra to more simple 
expra than ererecer ex) A B(sic: see table) DN [p] Thl-sif: txt CEHLP 18. 36 rel 
Chr Thl-fin. om ex^ avrov B [om er A(appy)]. 

12. 8 de D- gr [(Syr а) ] Lucif,. ins edavuacer ка: bef err. DE eth Lucif, : 
err. bef exic T. A yr : aft esi T. ins те Gee D; то kup., omitting the rest, sth. 

1 ек=Атттор. В а b? g 3. for т. kup., т. 0cov C Vig,: Tov xpiorov 63: топ 
aroro 4. : 

18. avexOevres(sic) Bl. 

his personal appearance (see C. and Н. 
р. 181, note) represent him as having con- 
tracted and overhanging eyebrows. 
Whatever the word may imply, it appears 
like the graphic description of an eye-wit- 
ness, who was sot Paul himself. So also 
repid yy drei xeipayeyots, below. 
10. vi4 $ia Meyer supposes an indignant 
allusion to the name Bar-jesus. This is 

ible, though hardly probable (see be- 
ow). Staß., which usually has the article, 
is elsewhere found without it only in 
(1 Pet. v. 8) Rev. xii. 9, 22. See Moulton's 
Winer, p. 155, note 1. vár. Six., of all 
that is right. Stacrp. . r. A.] The ob 
ratop evidently makes this apply, not to 
Elymas’s conduct on this occasion merely, 
but to his whole life of imposture and per- 
version of others. The especial sin was, 
that of laying hold of the nascent enquiry 
after God in tbe minds of men, and wrest- 
ing it to ^ wrong direction. xvplov, 
here and ver. 11, is Jehovah. If, as some 
suppose, the reading of tlie name Bar-jesus 
is Bar-jehu, the repetition may be allusive: 
as in the other case might the éx0pà хат. 
Sinasoodvys to the name Jesus. But Meyer 
supposes the various readings in the forms 
of the name (Barsuma, Barjcsuban) to have 
arisen from a desire to reverence the Name 
Jesus. туф\м рӯ AHT] во urho- 

rec ins то» bef savAor, with HLP rel [Dion-6-mss] ТЫ: 

Ont: ph driAdOp, Deut. ix. 7. 1L 
&хрь xatpov] The punishment was only 
temporary, being accompanied with a 
gracious purpose to the man himself, to 
awaken repentance in him. The sense 
given to бур; x. by Tittmann and Meyer 
here and at ref. Luke, of gas TéAovs, is 
one of which it seems to me incapable. 

åxàùs x. Gros] In the same pre- 
cise and gradual manner is the healing of 
the lame man, ch. iii. 8, described: ory 
(first), к. weprerdre:. So here, first a dim- 
ness came on him,—then total darkness. 
And we may conceive this to have been 
evinced by his gestures and manner under 
the infliction. 12. hi rj 8:8. т. 
up.] Hesitating as he had been before 
between the teaching of the sorcerer and 
that of the Apostle, he is amazed at the 
divine power accompanying the latter, and 
gives himself up to it. It is not said that 
he was baptized : but the supposition is not 
thereby excluded: see ver. 48; ch. xvii. 
12, 34; xviii. 8, first part. 13. of 
жері II.] Is there not a trace of the nar- 
rator br. among them, in this expres- 
sion? enceforward Paul is the princi- 
pal person, and Barnabas is thrown into 
the background. Mépyny т. an.] 
Perga lies on the Cestrus, A flows into 
the bay of Attaleia. It is sixty stadia from 
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y Matt. vi. 23 Abov eis Пруту vie ПарфумМмас 
j ? » 9 9 ^ z e *» € , 14 3 onl Е xopicas ám айт» Into ve er єє Ієросоћаџа. i аўто} bear є 

iv. 33 ony. de d ex hovres amò ris Tlépyns  rapeyévovro “eis Ar- 1з 
ch. vili. А 
“бо, тбхеау тї Пистдіар, xal eise he eis тўр ouv- 
n. ауоуђи Ti) ""uépa TOv ° caBBárev è ёкадитар. 15 Mera 
тей. А $ ` e 2.2 һү ` ^ f ^ 8 3 

„ха a бё THY Savayvwow ToU ! vouov xai тфу 'трофлүтфу Ear- 16. : 
dixi. rea oi hàpyigvváryavyo, Empòs ⁰ s 5 XéyovTes 

5 7 ^ [4 Luis si u, Aròpes aderdol, єї т Eoriy Xoyog Fév ù uu | rapakXj- 
Treff. кы d abs., ch. zri. 13 reff. € 2 Cor. Ш, 14. 1 Tim. iv. 13 only. Neh. vili. B. 

f Matt. v. 17. Luke xvi. 16. ch. xxvi. 14. xxvii. 23. Rom. Ш. 21. f Matt. xxvii. 19. Mark 
iil. $1 al. 2 Kings xix. Il. h = Mark v. 22, ёс. Luke vill. 49. xiii. Id. ch. xviii. 8,17 only t. 

i Heb. ziii. 22 only. 1 Macc. x. 24. k = 32 Cor. хі. 10. 1 Cor. viii. 7 al. 

om ABCDEN c p 18 Dion,[-in-]Eus Chr,. ағахор. E 180. vrecoTpeiyaoy Ni. 
14. for avro: бе, vavAos бе коз BapraBas Е. єуєуорто А. rec 79S re, 

with DEHLP p 13 rel [vulg syrr arm]: que est Pisidia tol: txt ABCR. 
туу(віс Di: ту D-corr) nuerepa Tw aaBBaro D. €iseA0., AH e . BCN! р copt. 

16. reo om tis, with D- 
р 18. 36 vulg Syr copt. 

corr EHLP rel [syr sah wth arm] Chr, ТЫ: 
ev ишу bef Aoyos (alteration to connect Aoyos with wapaxA.) 

for 

ins ABCD!N a 

ABC(H)N a c p 13 vulg [syrr sah arm]: txt (D)EL(P) rel [(copt)] Thl.—om e» H. — 
aft Лоу. ins copias D : sermo et intellectus in vobis exhortationis D- Iat.— vu is written 
above the line appy by Pi. 

the mouth («10 à Kéerpos rorauds, dy àva- 
sAebcarri oradlous étfkorra Пёруп wéais, 
Strabo, xiv. p. 667), “between and upon 
the sides of two hills, with an extensive 
valley in front, watered by the river Ces- 
trus, and backed by the mountains of the 
Taurus." (C. and H. vol. i. p. 195, from 
Sir C. Fellows’s Asia Minor.) The rema'ns 
are almost entirely Greek, with few traces 
of later inhabitants (p. 194 and note). 

The inhabitants of Pamphylia were 
nearly allied in character to those of Cilicia 
(of TiduóuAo, толь тоб Koukloy фло» 
peréxorres, Strabo, xii. 5 7): and it may 
have been Paul's design, having already 
preached in his own province, to extend 
the Gospel of Christ to this neighbouring 
people. John in took the oppor- 
tunity of some ship sailing from Perga. 
His reason for returning does not appear, 
but may be presumed from ch. xv. 88 to 
have been, unsteadiness of character, and 
unwillingness to face the dangers abound- 
ing in this rough district (see below). He 
afterwards, пата rig the subject of dis- 
sension between Paul and Barnabes, ch. 
xv. 87—40, accompanied the latter again to 
Cyprus; and we find him at a much later 
period spoken of by Paul, together with 
Aristarchus and Jesus called Justus, as 
having been a comfort to him (Col. iv. 10, 
11): and again in 2 Tim. iv. 11, ae pro- 
fitable to him for the ministry. 14. 
SchOdvres] It is not improbable that 
during this journey Paul may have en- 
countered some of the * perils by robbers’ 
of which he speaks, 2 Cor. xi. 26. The 
tribes inhabiting the mountains which se. 
parate the table-land of Asia Minor from 

the coast, were notorious for their lawless 
and marauding habits. Strabo says of Is- 
auria, Apr rasa катошіси (xii. 6), and 
of the Pisidians, кабёжер of KDukes, Apa- 
тркдз Ҷокууто, xii. 7. He gives a similar 
character of the Pamphylians. *Ay- 
Tix eia ў Mobla or wpds Ilioidſg, Strabo, 
xii. 8, was founded originally (Strnbo, ib.) 
by the Magnetes on the Meauder, and 
subsequently by Seleucus Nicator, and be- 
came, under Augustus, a Roman colony 
(fxovea éxoixlay "Poualer, Strabo, ib. :— 
‘Pisidarum colonia Cesarea, eadem An- 
tiocheia.“ Plin. v. 24. In Pisidia juris 
Italici est colonia Antiochensium,' Paulus, 
Digest. i. 15). Its position is described by 
Strabo as being on a hill, and was unknown 
or wrongly placed till Mr. Arundell found 
ite ruins at a place now called Yalobatch, 
answering to Strabo's description: where 
since an inscription has been found with 
the letters ANTIOCHEAR CAESARE (C. and 
Н. pp. 205, 207 note). 15.] The divi- 
sions of the law and propheta at present 
in use among the Jews were probably not 
yet arranged. Before the time of An- 
tiochus Epiphanes, the Law only was read 
in the synagogues: but, this having been 
forbidden by him, the Prophets were sub- 
stituted :—and, when the Maccabees re- 
stored the reading of the Law, that of the 
prophets continued as well. ёт- 
ќстећау ) Then they were not sitting in the 
wpwroxadeSpla:, Mutt. xxiii. 6, but some- 
where among the congregation. The mes- 
васе was probably sent to them as havin 
previously to this taught in the city, an 
thus being known to have come for that 
purpose, Sec, as illustrating our narrative, 
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gews 7rpós Tov Nady, Aéyere. 16 !арастдс бе TlavAos xal 1= ch. vi. 9 

m кдтасєісаѕ TH хер} etre “Avdpes IopanMirai кай оі= 11 
з þoßoúpevos TOv ?Ócóv, axovoate. - ch. x. 2 

179 @eds тоў Ааой “тей. . z, 
o 340 " le 

Tovrov Ip *ébeXéfaro ro ?marépas ?judw, xal riii. 
Deut. iv. 87. Tov Aaóv S Üyrocev év TH 'mapowia èv y) Афүйтте, kal Na. 

9 «л n с p eh. v. X 
Herd Bpaxiovos inynrdod rover avrous é£ are. A глед 
18 cal ws * reca epaxovraeri) xpóvov ° Єтрофофортсєу avTovs ёсе: 
2 ~ Г э , ô 

er Tj cpu 
r l Pet. l. 17 oy. Esra vili. 35. 

16 al.) w ch. xi. 17 reff. 

r. ell ee nme a = ch. xix. 

16. ins o bef ravàos D. 

p 19. 1 Chron. 
19 kal * кабе Evn éwra év уў Xavaày zi. rt. 

s — ch. v. 28. zxiv. 7. 
w. dv). u Luke і. 61. John xil. 38 (from Jsa. liii. 1) only. 

ch. vii. 23 only. 

Sir. I. 22. 
t bere only, Exod. vi. 1,6 al. (but 

v ss here only. (Bom. xii. 
y here only. Deut. 1. 81 bis 

з * Matt. iv. 1 l. ch. vil. 30, c. Deut. 

aft o: ins ey ушу Н lect-11 Chr,[-txt(om comm)]. 
17. for rovrov, rov B: от 40 vulg eth. om sopandA (as unnecessary) EHLP rel 

syrr Chr, Т: ins ABCDN a g p 18 vulg copt sah(omg Aaov торт.) [seth arm]. 
for 186 каг, ёа D'(txt D*[-gr)). ins ту bef y Di. aryusrov ABN а b с? d 
p 13 vulg: txt CDEHLP rel 36 Chr ТЫ. _ 

18. om ws DE vulg Syr [coptt ]. ern и (omg xporor) D. тес етротофор]се» 
(alteration to what seemed а more appropriate word ; see notes), with BCDHLPN р 
rel 36 vulg(mores eorum sustinuit) syr-mg-gr Orig Chr (Ec Thl-fin (етрофотор. Thl- 
sif): txt AC'E [epp] 18 syrr coptt wth arm Constt(see Tischdf) Cyr Hesych. 

p sah. 18. om ки B 

Luke iv. 17 ff. and notes. 16. ката- 
сеісол T. хер) As was his practice; see 
ch. xxi. 40. See also dxrelvas Thy хера, ch. 
xxvi. 1. On the character, &c. of Paul's 
speeches reported in the Acts, see Prolegg. 
§ i. 13 ; ii. 17. The contents of this 
speech (vv. 16—41) may be thus arranged : 
I. Recapitulation of God's ancient deliver- 
ances of His people and mercies towards 
them, ending with His crowning mercy, 
the sending of the Deliverer and promised 
Son of David (vv. 16—25). II. The his- 
tory of the rejection of Jesus by the Jews, 
and of God's fulfilment of His promise by 
raising Him from the dead (vv. 26—37). 
III. The personal application of this to 
all present,—the announcement to them 
of justification by faith in Jesus, and 
solemn warning against the rejection of 
Him (vv. 38—41). It is in the last de- 

unsafe to argue, as Wordsworth has 
Joas, that, because Strabo asserts the 
language of the Pisidians to have been 
neither Greek nor Lydian, St. Paul must 
have spoken to them by virtue of his 
miraculous gift of tongues. To the ques- 
tion put by Wordsw., “In what language 
did St. Paul preach in Pisidia? ” we may 
reply, seeing that he preached in the syna- 
gogue after the reading of the law and 
prophets, * In the same language as that 
in which the law and prophets had just 
been read.” of dof. T. 0.] The (un- 
circumcised) proselytes of the gate; not 
excluding even such pious Gentiles, not 
proselytes in any sense, who might be 
present. The speech, from the beginning 

VoL. IT. 

ev ‘yn xavaay bef erra E: om e» y. x. 18. 

and throughout, is universal in its applica- 
tion, embracing Jews and Gentiles. 
17. tov Aaov TojTov) Hoc dicit Pisidis, 
Judæos digito monstrans’ (Grot.) Ог 
rather, perhaps by the robrov indicating, 
toithout gesture, the people in whose syn- 
agogue they were assembled. т. жат. 
Auer] It is evident that the doctrine so 
much insisted on afterwards by Paul, that 
all believers in Christ were the true chil- 
dren of Abraham, was fully matured al- 
ready: by the rot Aao? rotrov he alludes 
to the time when God was"the God of the 
Jews only: by this usr he unites all 
present in the now extended inheritance of 
the promises made to the fathers. 
Views] Evidently an allusion to Isa. i. 2, 
where the word is also used in the sense 
of ‘ bringing up,’ nourishing to manhood. 
This was done by increasing them in Egypt 
во that they became a great nation: вее ref. 
Gen. There із no reference to any ezalta- 
tion of the people during their stay in 
Egypt: whether by their deliverance 
(Calv., Heinr., Elsner), or by the miracles 
of Moses (Meyer), or by Joseph’s prefer- 
ment to honour (Вега, Grot.). 18. ётро- 
фофёрточ«у] That this is the right read- 
ing, is rendered highly probable by manu- 
script authority here and still more in the 
LXK of ref. Deut., and, I conceive, de- 
cided by the Heb. of that passage, and by 
the expansion of the same image in Num. 
xi. 12. The compound verb (from 4, not 
i, трофбз, as the similitude is that of a 
man (n) bearing his son) implies carry - 
ing and caring for, as a nurse: see ref. 

L 
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phere only.» MaTeKANpovopncer au rote] THY үй» айти. xal perà ABCDE 
HLPR а UP. Ра 

і. 28. 1.3, rab G rect) тєтракосіоҝ Kai TMEVTKOVTA © éDokev vcátg xxi. 16, B. 
1 Macc. iil. 36 A.) с constr., Eph. iv. 11. 3 Ringe ii. 35. 

гес xarexAnpoSorncey (corra to fir the active sense on the verb: as also in „хх, зев 
ref’), with a о: txt ABCDEHLPN rel 86 Chr, Thl. 
40 coptt : ins ACD*EHLP rel (vulg syrr arm Chr]. 
Di: avrev аллоф. D? syr-w-ast. 

om avrois BD!N p 13. 
for avre», Te» аАлЛофиЛоу 

20. ws er. TeT. к. wevr. bef rat pera ravra (see notes) АВС p 13. 36. 40 vulg (coptt) 
arm: om м.т. Di syrr: txt D'EHLP rel wth.—for ws, ews Dl. gr: om AC [Syr copt] : 
et quasi annis D- lab: quasi 
ins avrois E [syrr aru perd T. 

Macc. 19. dwra] See Deut. vii. 1; 
Josh. iii. 10; xxiv. 11. The unusual 
transitive sense of carexAnpovduncer, justi- 
fied by reff. LX X, has not been understood 
by the copyists, and has led to the rec. 
reading. From the occurrence of mani- 
fest, references, in these opening verses of 
the speech, to Deut. i. and Isa. i., combined 
mn the gi that these two chapters form 
the present lessons in the synagogues on 
one and the same sabbath, Bengel and 
Stier conclude that they had been then 
read. Т6 may have been so: but see on 
ver. 15. 20.] Treating the reading 
of ABCN (see var. readd.) as an attempt 
at correcting the difficult chronology of 
our verse, and taking the words as they 
stand, no other sense can be given to them, 
than that the time of the judges lasted 
450 years. The dative Érecir (see ch. viii. 
11) implies the duration of the period be- 
tween таёта (tbe division of the land), 
and Samuel the prophet, inclusive. And 
we have exactly the same chronological 
arrangement in Josephus; who reckons 
(Antt. viii. 3. 1) 592 years from the Exodus 
to the building of Solomon’s temple,— 
arranging the period thus: (1) forty years 
in the wilderness: (2) twenty-five years 
under Joshua (orpariyyts 82 perà Th» 
Moves TeAeur)» пбуте к. elxoet, Antt. 
v. 1. 29): (8) Judges (below) : (4) forty 
years under Saul, see on ver. 21: (5) forty 
years under David, 1 Kings ii. 11: (6) four 
years of Solomon's own reign. This gives 
592 — 149 = 443 years (about, às, 450) for 
the Judges, including Samuel. That this 
chronology differs widely from 1 Kings 
vi. 1, is most evident, — where we read 
that Solomon began his temple in the 
four hundred and. eightieth (LXX, four 
hundred and fortieth) year after the 
Exodus. All attempts to reconcile the 
two are arbit and forced. I sub- 
join the principal. (1) Perizonius and 
others assume that the years during 
which the Israelites were subject to 
foreign tyrants in the time of the Judges 
are sot reckoned in 1 Kings vi. 1, and 
attempt, by adding them, to make out 
the period—in direct contradiction to 

t annos vulg: ei post annos wth-rom. aft «box. 

the account there, which is, not that the 
Judges lasted a certain number of years, 
but that Solomon began to build his temple 
in the four hundred and eightieth year 
after the Exodus. (2) Calovius, Mill, &c. 
supply vyerónera after wevrfkorra, and con- 
strue, these things ‘which happened in 
the space of 450 years,’ viz. from the birth 
of Isaac to the division of the land. But 
why the birth of Isaac? The words too 
will not bear this construction. (3) Ols- 
hausen conceives the 450 years may in- 
clude all from the Exodus, as far as the 
building of the temple. But to this the 
objection which he himself mentions is 
fatal, viz. that pera Tavra and éxeer 
must beyond dispute give the termini a 
quo and ad quem of the period. (4) Others 
su various corruptions, here or at 
1 Kings vi. 1, and by arbitrary conjecture 
emend so as to produce accordance. 
It seems then that Pan отө) kh chrono- 
l current among the Jews, and agree- 
ing with the book of Judges itself (the 
spaces of time in which, added her — 
exactly 450), and that adopted by Jose- 
phus, but not with that of our present 
Hebrew text of 1 Kings vi. 1. The objec- 
tion to this view, that Josephus is not con- 
sistent with himself (Olsh.),—but in Antt. 
xx. 10. 1, contra Apion. ii. 2 gives another 
chronology, has arisen from not observing 
that in the latter places, where he states 
612 years to have elapsed from the Exodus 
to Solomon's temple, he reckons ія the 
twenty years occupied in building the tem- 
ple and the king’s house, 1 Kings vi. 88; 
vii. 1. His words are, Antt. xx. 10. 1, 
àp’ Fis Ap, of wardpes фрбу Фтор 
Afyurroy Mwvodws yorros, péxps Тїз 
той rao) kaTagxevis, ð» Toon б 
BasiAebs d» 'leporoAóuows Arfryeiper, Ern 
боокаЇ$ека wpbs Trois éfaxoglois. To reckon 
in the thirteen years during which he was 
building his own house may be an is- 
accuracy, but there is no inconsistency. 
| Wordsworth, contrary to his usual 
practice, takes refage in the amended text 
of ABC, and then characterizes in the 
severest language those who have had the 
moral courage to abide by the more diffi- 

hklop 
13 
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3 кретас & Ъадошух [той] mpopýrov: ?! drehe“ f prý- a= 
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here only. 
сро. ii. 16. 

cavro Bacthéa, каї 8čwrev aùrois ó Ücóg Tov Laoù) * time, here 
i k f ch. xvi. 29 viov Кеб, avdpa ёк фи Bevapely, Eri recaepánovra ‘ra. Ene, 

3? каў РЪдетаатттаў avrov iyyepev tov Aaveld avtois s taie 
‘eis Васа, @ кай etre ! uaprvprjeas Едро» Aaveid tov » -= 

^9 той lecoai, dvópa ™ катӣ Thy ™ xapdiay pou, ôs " roi 
23 Ртоутоу б бед ато тоў dra Ta ™OeAnuata pov. 

21. ver. €T, 1 Kings xv. 1 

vii. 15 
KISS 

i. 13. 
Luke xvi. 

(ch. zix. 
26. 1 Сог. 
xiii. 2. Col. 

M. eh. vii. 
m = here only. 1 Kinos ziii. 14. 1. 1 = ch. x. 43 reff. 

n lsa. хе. 38 (of Cyrus). Matt. vii. 21. xii. 60. John vii. 17 al. o plur., Eph. ii. 3 only. Jer. 
zziii. 26. p eh. ix. 20 reff. Rom. i. 3 reff. r Gal. iii. 29. 3 Tim. і. I only. 

B ch. i. 4 reff. t = кси. lii.9 (8). Іва. xlviii. 15. u ch. v. 31. Іза. ziv. 15. v here 
only t. w Matt. xi. 10, from Mat. lii. I. 

om тоу A(appy) BN p. 
21. (xus, so ABCDR.) (Beriautir, so ABCN: ne p.) 
23. rec avrois bef тоу 8. (alteration of arrangement, to connect avras with the verb), 

with CEHLP 13. 36 rel [vulg syrr eth arm] Chr,: txt ABDN coptt.—om то» D. 
оро» E. for rov, wor D 34. 
кат. T. к. pov os E. 

28. o 0. ow ато т. cw. avrov D: om ато т. стериатоз Ni. 
la 

mo., cwrnpias (see mote), Н(ор‹ a») Lbdf 
om «e. о 4%. 141.6. 23. 37. 46. 56. 66. 76: 

cult reading, charging them with *'arbi- 
trary caprice," “ gratifying a sceptical ap- 
petite,” &c. I cite this as an example of 
that elastic criticism, which by any means 
witbin reach, and at any price, smooths 
away every difficulty from the sacred text. 

A) mentioned as the terminus 
of the period of the Judges, also as having 
been so nearly concerned in the setting 
up over them of Saul and David. 
21. Zao$À &vBpa ix $. B.] It may 
be not al irrelevant to notice that 
а Saul, а man of the tribe of Benjamin, 
was speaking; and to trace in this minute 
specification something characteristic and 
natural, тє а] So also 
Josephus: éfacíAevgse ЖаофА Zayovhrov 
(@rros Ern дкто mpds тоз dra TeAev- 
thoavros 84 800 ка! «fxoci, Antt. vi. 14. 9. 
In the O. T. the length of Saul’s reign is 
not ified; 1 Sam. vii. 2 gives no reason, 
as Bengel thinks, why Saul’s reign should 
have been less than twenty years, as the 
twenty years there mentioned do not ex- 
tend to the bringing up of the ark by 
David, but only to the circumstances men- 
tioned in the following verses. Biscoe has 
well shewn (p. 399), that as Saul was a 
young man when anointed king, and Isb- 
bosheth his youngest son (1 Chron. viii. 38) 
was forty years old at his death (2 Sam. 
ii. 10), his reign cannot have been much 
short of that period. It is clearly against 
the construction to suppose Samuel's time 

L 

om ау$ра BIE [Ath-3-mss Hil-mss,]: om also 

rec for ууау., yeiper 
(erp alteration, see ver 22), with CD 18. 86 rel tol syrr sah [arm] Thdrt, Thl- 
fin: txt ABEHLPN b g l p vulg copt sth Ath, Chr-comm, Thl-sif. for сот. 

g 118 wth Chr, Thi-sif: с. ror tiny. D: 
txt ABCE[P]N rel 36 vulg syrr copt arm. 

as well as Saul’s incloded in the forty years, 
following as they do upon the boxe». 
Yet this has been done by the majority of 
Commentators. 23. тел] 
having deposed him (reff): in this case, 
by his death, for David was not made king 
till then. Or perhaps детаетт. may refer 
to the sentence pronounced against Saal, 
1 Sam. xiii. 14, or xv. 23, 28, and Fyeiper 
to the whole of the exaltation of 
David to ў king. yi I pd the former. 

к. ele р. two 
Ps. lxxxix. (Ixxxviii. LXX) 20, aud 1 Sam. 
xiii. 14, are interwoven together: both were 
spoken of David, and both by prophetic 
inspiration. They are cited from memory, 
neither rb» ToU 'leccaí nor 5s . . . . pov 
being found in them. These latter words 
are spoken of Cyrus, seo reff. That such 
citations are left in their present shape in 
our text, forms a strong ешр that 
we have the speeches of Paul verbatim as 
delivered by him, and no subsequent general 
statement of what he said, in which case 
the citations would have been corrected by 
the sacred text. 23. кат” dwayy. 
ffyayev] viz. the promise in ref. Zech. 
(LXX), where the very word byw is used; 
not however excluding the many other pro- 
mises to the same effect. The reading 
cerrnplay has probably arisen from the 
contracted way of writing ’Incody, thus: 
cwrnpaiy; and then from ver. 26 ewr»pla» 
was adopted. 94. elséBov] referring 
2 
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xl The 1. B. D тўс х єісодоу aùroð Y BámrTwopa Y! peravolas ABCDE 
He, арт) TQ Ааф lopan. 25 оҳ de * ётм]роо_ Тешик TOV be df g 
„en 1; b a $рёрор, Edeyev Ti éué > darovoeire elvai; ойк ° eipi ey, aa Ned 
curé AAA 1000 Epyerar her ene ой ойк cipi dis тб 

| RE. е imóðnua Tov тоду ° Aca. 76 Aròpes dòe Nh, viol 
е f (4 3 e 3 e ^ 4 s , M. 2 Tin. Deo ABpadp xal ot èv ùpiv Е doBovpevor тд» Ücóv, 

“uty б PAóyos тўс 'owTnpias 'ravrns *éfameoraAs. b ch. xav 18. 
A vii. 27 e ^ є 4 e м 
only. L. Pp. 27 1 res ! ш aly LP. o ol yàp | катокойуте$ év lepovoaAnu ка} оф ™ ápxovres 
гашиш. | aUT@Y TOUTOV Pdryvoricavres Kab Tas ° фюуӣс TÀv трофт- 
21 only. Dan. [o] * р 4 р a ? а 9 L 1 [4 

vii. 35 Theod. TOV TAS P ката Pray саб8атор è арауиюскорќрас * xpi- 
Cia, ) Tim. 8 М 98 7 t 9 „ 7 

alle, Met. VOVTES érAnpwoar, кад pndepiav ‘airiay Üavárov 

ira „. eüpóvres " тјаауто ILiXarov * Lai ia aurov, 20 аҳ 
24. 8. 

a = v. person, Acta only. ыш (Раш v. 37. reff. f = ch. iv. 6 reff. 
g = ch. х „eh. ak 306 Paul). хх. A . "Cor 1 8. 2 Cor. v. 19. vi. 7. Eph. 

1. 12. "Ри. iL 16 al. (Paul). Heb. v v. 15. James і here on k ch. vii. nnt. 
хі. W reff. m = eh. ili. E RAT M Cor. li. 6,8. sen. . 15 al. fr. scis 
Paul). Bom. z. 3. al. 36. ™ Cor. xiv, 38. 3 Cor. ii, 11. 1 Kings xxvi. "Eod зї Pe s 
(Сыл p ch. xv. 2 36. eli. Y» 8 = Lure iv. 16. ch. xv. “a. 3 Cor Neb. 

8. = 1 Cor. xi. 31. 1 Pet. iv. 6 в = ch. Ш. 18 reff. and passim. t = John 
xviii. 98. хіх. 4,6. chi. зеш. 18. Tor xxviii. 17. u constr., ch. Ш. 16 reff. veh. v. 33 reff, 

94. om arri HL ТЫ, arri and Aaw Pd ef g h 1o Chr-comm: om Aa only A: 
om p. 68. 104 sah: txt BODEN р 13. 36 ves. (Zhe variations have perhaps been 
occasioned by those in ver 17 above.) Ni began to write iA. bef Aaw, but marked 
the letters for erasure. 

25. exAnpow DI. 
om ABCDEHN a l p Thi-sif. 

68 lect-12 tol Thi-fin. 
96. om «a: B. ушу AD р. 

(for nui») ошо, with CEHLP rel (vulg syrr copt th arm 
aft o Aoyos ins ovros C d 6. e p 18 syr-m 

C 183-80 Syr seth (hie sermo vita) arm]. 
ABCDN a h p 13. 86. 40 Chr,. 

97. om е CE bd bk 518 vulg Chr. 
T. ayvourres 

28. aft e«vporres ins e» avro D 

to Hyayer above—his coming forward 
publicly. 25.) As John was ful- 
Alling his course (the expression is pecu- 
liar to Paul, see reff.) he said (not once 
but habitually). rl dpa ёт. «Їу.) Not, 
* I am not that which ye suppose me to be,’ 
as Vulg. (reading TÍva,—quem me arbitra- 
mini esse, non sum ego); Luth., Grot., 
Kuin.,—making 71 (or Tiva) relative, which 
it will not bear (see note on 1 Cor. xv. 2); 
but What suppose ye me to be? I am not 
He. See Luke iii. 15 ff. 26. [The 
same two classes (see on ver. 16), Jews and 
God-fearing ын, ue bere again ad- 
dressed. (as tavrys | viz. the 
salvation implied in UM being а rn — 
salvation by Him. 27.) The position 
of ӯ zu at the commencement of its clause 
in the last verse shews the emphasis to be 
on it, and now the reason is given—/or 

for к. T. S, 
-papas ?) D'(txt 09): ауу. т. yp. E [simly Syr]. 

vulg syr-w-ast coptt mth. 
avTov wapeduxay тіЛато iva es avcipesuw Dl(ut interficeretur lat): 
x. aveped., without erasing any portion of D! : 

rec ins о bef seayrns, with LP 13[е sil] rel Chr Thl-fin : 
rec (for тї eue) тоға ue, with CDEHLP 13 rel (volg 

rr copt arm] Chr: txt ABN sah "Tet J. Tt pas (= тї we) p. 
E aAAa, and деб D'(uer D’). 

aft eye ins o Хрістос 

aft de ins axovcare E. rec 
: txt A B(sic: see table) DN 

. 65. 183-80 arm [om raurys 
rec areoraAn, with EHLP rel Thi: txt 

for avr. торт. ., аот . s D'(avror 
‚+. TUS тоз ур . . as (дт) evrierres т. 

ins xau bef кру. D. 
for тпа. &c, xpeivavres 

De reads ттусауто 
for yrncarre, nrncay Tor(sic) №. 

the Jews in Jerusalem have rejected it. 
See eh. xxii. 18—21. Tag is 
not governed by ayvo§carres, which makes 
the sentence an unusually harsh one in 
5 requiring abr to be supplied 
after «pw, and abrds after ёкАўресау. 
The аз often, merely iniroduces s with- 
out the emphasis implied by our ‘even,’ 
a new element into the sentence. It is 
perhaps hardly possible to find in our 

nguage or the Latin any one word which 
may give exactly this slight shade of mean- 
ing, and no more: paraphrased, the sense 
might be (but imperfectly and clumsily) 
thus represented: in their ignorahce of 
Him (not only rejected His salvation, but) 
by judging Him, fulfilled the voices of 
the prophets, &c. 28. | Not, ‘though,’ 
but rather because they found no cause: 
when they found no cause of death in 
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8e "х ётелесау пбрта ta пері avtod х yeypaupéva, 
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у 2 w - Luke ti. 
каб 39. Exra l. 1. 

ж = Lake viii. 
31. xxii. 37. 

у = Luke xziil, 
53 4 Mk. 
Josh. viii. 29. 

е т\еіоис тоф; ‘ouvavaBaGow aùr ato тў Гам\хайа< eic zi "9 
‘lepovcadsjp, t orie e viv eicw "uáprvpes афтод mpòs `i. & ch. iv. 3. xii. 

Ruth iv. 
* ГА M e A 

6 ‘Tov Aaov. 32 ка nyeis buds | evayyerrkopeOa тт» трӧс >! Сот: P. 1 
k ro Ктатёрас | éraryyedlay ™ уєуорёруи, drt "татту incirally. 

Cor. xv. 5, е N РА ^ A t. 

о Geb °ёктет\ађрәокє» Tois Tékvoig *abrÀv E Р ava- corte, ch. 
Ld 

eTjcas ‘Incoiv, S @ xai ép *тф Yaru yéyparraı TË 3. xix. 8, &c. 
xxvii. 20. 
Heb. zi. 

30. (see Rom. vii. 1 al.) e ch. il. 40 reff. f Mark xv. 41 only. 2 Chron. xviii. 2. 
= eh. x. 41 reff. beh. I. 8 reff, i double acc., bere only. acc., ch. viii. 25 reff. 
abeol., eh. vii. 19 reff. l cb. 1. 4 reff. m = ch. vii. 31 reff. n ch. ix. 20 reff, 

о here only. Exod. axxii. 29 Aid. 2 Масс. viii, 10 only, but not =. ras dre éxwAgpovr, Polyb. i, 
67.1. (-ресес, ch. xxi. 26.) 

99. ет«хҗта» A( Woide]: ereAovy D'(-«c«v D-corr!). 
alteration for more completeness ?) [with 13]: txt ABCDEHLPN rel. 

aft yeypaupera add 
crap, xai exirvyorres таму коц Di, syr-mg has post 
Tor are ut de ligno detrakerent cum: avrervxor et 

wept avrov B (Syr wth]. 

sepulchro. for tvAov, ттауроу E Syr. 

р = ch. ii. 24 reff. 

rec axarra (error ? or 
yeyp. bef 

апу rourro TOP TetAaTor TOVTOV ne 
am crucifirus esset nrovyro 

г oum posuerunt in 
ins xa: bef єблкау Di(and lat). 

90. for ver, o» o Geos (add vero D-lat) syeper D: add tertia die vulg(not tol). 
avror bef yeiper E Chri. 

3l. ovros wpby Tois cvvavaBawovew avre ax. T. "y. eis iep. e nyep. wWAciovas D 
{-avaBacw D-corr, s»A«ovs D$). rec om ru» (as unnecessary ? hardly for Meyer's 
reason, that they had been now for some time His witnesses), with BEH LP rel ætb-pl 
Chr.: «оз bef rv» № [ th- rom]: txt AC a k p 18. 86 Syr coptt [arm ].—axpı v» D c 137 
vulg syr. om avrov H. 

38. туу rp Tovs із written over an erasure by M! or N.corr!. 
yevou. bef ewayy. D Hil, эше» DE [vulg Syr wth]. 

aft warepas ins 
* рф (to avoid the 

difficulty of ei фоВеоџєуо‹ тоу дєеу being present, ver 16, besides the ayBpes ich tra-) 
ABC DN vulg(vuer tol) eth Ambr,: om тш» sah Bede-gr: avrw» ушу C'EHLP p 
13. 36 rel syrr Chr, Thl-fin. 
insg "uer aft кур. 187 Hil,; то» кир. npæv 

yap D. 83. for es кол, ovres 

for moour, тоу куро» ino. xp. D sah Ambr, ; eo, 
I ead ina. | syt-w-ast: avTov ex vexpuv АЗ, 

гес TQ . TQ бєйт. yeypaTrrat, 
with ELP rel vulg [syr] Chr, [Cosm,] Ambr, [simly Syr coptt mth]: т. Sperre y. yey. 

him, they besought, &c.: see Luke xxiii. 
22, 23. 29.) The two verbs éréAecar 
and {0укау have still the same subject, viz. 
oi karouoUrres x. r. A. De Wette rightly 
remarks, that Paul, in this compendious nar- 
rative, makes no distinction between friend 
and foe in what was done to our Lord, but 
regards both as fulfilling God's purpose 
regarding him. I may add, that there is 
also a contrast between what men did to 
Him, and à 8 Gade Syeiper abró». Jo- 
seph and Nicodemus, be it observed, were 
both ápxorres. Paul touches but lightly 
on the cross of Christ, and hastens on to 
the great point, the Resurrection, as the 
fulfilment of prophecy and seal of the Mes- 
siahship of Jesus. $1.] The vir gives 
peculiar force to the sentence. Who are 
at this moment witnesses,— living wit- 
nesses: q. d. ‘I am not telling you a mat- 
ter of the past merely, but one made pre- 
sent to р of the Jews (ré Aag) 
by living autoptic testimony. 

82. Ae tas] He and Barnabas were 
not of the number of the cr gd rer, 
тег. 31, nor was their mission to the Jewish 

le. * They are at this moment witness- 
ing to the people, we, preaching to you.’ 
Stier observes (Red. d. Apost. р. 367) how 
entirely Paul sinks Aimeelf, his history and 
commission from Christ, in the great object 
of his preaching. & вз] The 
meaning having raised Him from the 
dead is absolately required by the con- 
text: both because the word is repeated 
with ёк vexpey (ver. 34), and because the 
Apostle’s emphasis throughout the passage 
is on the Resurrection (ver. 80) as the final 
Sulfilment (фккєкАўрокеу) оў God's pro- 
mises regarding Jesus. This is maintained 
by Luther, Hammond, Le Clerc, Meyer, 
&c.: the other meaning, ‘having raised up,’ 
as in ch. vii. 87, rpophrny d ui ёуастћсе 
$ xtpios,—by Calvin, Beza, Calov., Wolf, 
Michaelis, m., Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 
Olsh., and by Mr. Humphry. Meyer well 
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a Heb. 1. 6, v. сй a Tios роу el cú, bun стўшероу yeyévvnrá ce. 

r trana э. 34 jr, de r åvéo Toev avrov *ёк vekpüwv илукёть * uéXXovTa 

i EU MT oel eis ®*бафборйр, ойто elpnkev, Öri Scho 
асс. 

‚йв, бру та “боза Aaveid rà " тіста. 85 & Kai èv * érépo 
sech ni Абуев Ov 7 бюсе tov Yov cov Y ideiy У бгафбора». 
Ti п 36 Aaveió дёр yap (діа **yeved * brnperrjcas тй той Oe ан. 
= [NA b BovAj © ёкоџил)бт ка} 4 mposerébn r TOUS татёраў Гра 77 
њ.ш", айтой кай У єбє d tapονe 57 dy Bi б бєдє ° ўуєреу js lop 
Rer: xii. 8. ойк Yelbev Y ÓuadÜopáy. 38 © үуюстӧу ойу 6 ёстю div, zxli.6. Ps. 
1хххуііі 28. 

x = ch. xvii, 7 reff. y Psa. xv. 10. see ch. ii. 27 reff. в = ch. ziv. 16. Epb. iii. 5. Judg. ii. 10. 
ach. xx. 34. xxiv. 23 only t. Wiad. xvi. 24 al. Gen. xlix. 18 Aq. Symm. (?) b ch. il. 23 reff. € = 1 Cor. 

vii. 39 reff. TEmo ii. 10. d ich. ii. 41.) = Gen. хіх. 29. Judg. i. 10. ө ver. 30. cb, ж. 
40 NT. f ch. i. 19 reff. `g ch. U. 14. iv. 10. xxviii. 22,28. Easra iv. 12, 13. 

D (no vss) Orig-scholezpr Cypr-mss, Hilsespr: тө devr. V. yeyp. H о 4. 66. 76. 100: txt 
АВСК a c p 18. 40 arm. at end, D syr-mg add (rom Pe ii. 8) arrnoa: wap єцоо 
kai Doc со: PN THY kAyporopiay соу Kal THY катат ҳесіу соу та жерата TNS . 

34. ота D 137 HiL. 
ins avrov E k 32. 66 Chr,. 

ABN p! : om Dl. gr Syr wth. 
36. om ver D 26 vulg. 
87. for ov, о D'-gr(txt D-corr!). 

remarks, that this meaving would hardly 
in our have been thonght of or 
defended, had it not been that the sub- 
joined citation from Ps. її, has been thought 
necessarily to apply to our Lord’s mission 
upon earth. 88.] The reading dr rẹ 
wpóre wWeAug is explained thus: “hic 
pealmus qui nobis secundus est olim pri- 
mus fuit, quod is qui preecedit, tanquam 
proai ion; numeratus non esset.” Rosenm. 

Ps. ii. St. Paul refers the prophecy 
in эр full completion to the Resurrection 
of our Lord: similarly in Rom. i. 4, pır- 
0évros оЇоб Өє00 dy Surduer...... & 
&racrácems vexpõv. 94. pyrén 
péXA.] Compare Rom. vi. 9, xpiords éyep- 
dels ёк vexpàv obxéri ётобдућђакеє` Өйра- 
Tos айтой ойкёт: коребе. It is interesting 
to trace the same shades of thought in the 
speeches and epistles of Paul; and abun- 
dant opportunity of doing so will occur аз 
we proceed. But here the фхоеттр. els 
баафб. does not merely imply death, во that 
Jesus should have once undergone it, and no 
more hereafter, as the E. V. seems to imply : 
but we must supply * to die, and in conse. 
quence to* before the words, understanding 
them as the result of death, if it had do- 
minion over him: thus the clause answers 
éven more remarkably to Rom. vi. 9. 
та бола is the LXX rendering of "jon, ref. 
Isa., which in 2 Chron. vi. 42, they have 
translated TàéAén. The word ‘holy should 
have been preserved in the E. V., as an- 
swering to rh» Jide тоу below; the mer- 
cies of David, holy and sure: or my holy 
promises whioh I made sure unto David. 

aft avrov add o беоз E 68 Syr Thi-fin. 

35. rec (for biori Bio, with CEHLP p? 18. 86 rel Chr,: 
erepos Df 

[om rovs C (Apo, for ж.т. С). ] 

aft meAXr. 

: propter nos E-lat: txt 
: alias vulg : alia D-lat : ey ro er. 18. 

85. B.óri cal] wherefore also, —cor- 
respondent to which purpose, of His Christ 
not seeing corruption. ] viz. 
фалиф, referring to ver. 38. ned 
viz. ó bes, not David: the subject is con- 
tinued from vv. 82 and 34, and fixed by 
«Ipn««» and 8écm just preceding. béres 
and zoo accurately correspond to óra 
and боза before. See on ch. ii. 27. 
86.] The psalm, though spoken by David, 
cannot have its fulfilment i» David. 
16% yeveé ] The dative commodi, not *sua 

neratione, whicb is flat in the extreme. 
avid ministered only to the generation in 

which he lived : but 3:4 rovrov, remission 
of sins is preached брі», and to ali who 
believe on Him. Tjj rod 0. BovA is 
best taken with óxzperfoas, not with 
ёкошћёп : —as E. V., after he had served 
his own generation by the will па 
according to the appointment) of 
His whole course was marked out and 
fixed by God—he fulfilled it, and fell asleep. 
I prefer this, because joining ry тоб 0. B. 
with éxoufy seems to diminish the im- 

rtance of that verb in the sentence. 
See, on the whole, 2 Sam. vii. 12; 1 Kings 

ii. 10.) poser. x. T. A.] An expres- 
sion arising from the practice of burying 
families together: see reff. and passim in 
O. T. 38.] Paul speaks here of jus- 
tification only in its Lloret sense, as nega- 
tive, and synonymous with remission of 
sins; he does not anfold here that higher 
sense of Sixa:de, the accounting righteous, 
which those who have from God are 8ixa:os 
ёк xlorews, It is the first office of the 
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dvdpes dex Sl, бт; Sid " rovrov Üpiy ‘ddeors | duapriw » ais soren. 
* eara IN rat, 99 [кай] !amó mávrov ™ dv ойк jd un- Hen. .f 

I тає. Cure " ёи убре Mowaéas ™ S, Y, ^ dy ^ тойтф mâs б 
17977 aricre om) ™ dixaovrar. % ° Here оби ил) Р érrérOy [ip 
bklop 0405] To %є{рти&уо> èv тоф mpopýrais *1 "I8ere of * ката- 

dpovrraí, ка} Oavydoate kal *adavicOnte, Öri * Epyoy M. v.4. 
more usually 

t / ^ ^ e e ^ > 4 w. ёк. épydfouar éyo ёо таў Ñuépais tua, &pyov $ où py Het ai. 
41. 1 Cor. тШ. 9. х 13. Gal. v. lal. f ch. viij. 24. Luke zzi. 26. James v. I. Micah 

1. 9 Pass., Luke il. 6. iv. 13. ch. Н. 16 Rom. iv. 18. (act., ver. 3. Heb. I. 13. iv. 3,4 1.) 
. Han. I. B. fi. В. s = James iv. 14 (Malt. vi. 16, 19, 20) only. Jobiv.9. Hab. 1. с. (во 

Heb.) t Matt. zzvi. 104 Mk. Jobn iii. 21. vi. 28. ix. 4. 1 Cor. 40. 10. Po. aiili.1. Hab. I. е. 

88. vu. bof ес. AN. 8: avrov E d 65-7. 188 th: Sta rovro B! 15-8. 84. 78. 101-80. 
89. om xa: AC!N am(with fuld demid) mth-pl: ins BCS DEL rel [vulg-ed tol syrr 

coptt seth-rom arm) Chr,. aft xa: add детауоа D (syr-w-ast has it aft auapriew ver 
88). eBvrgünTe A: nBurgÜnuer D.-corr!-gr. rec ins rw bef vou. (corrn : but the 
art іг not needed aft a preposition), with ELP rel ТЫ: om A В(віс: see table) CDN 
h p 18. 40 Chr,. aft e» rovro ins ovr D eyr-mg. M sic. ins ew avro І sab. | 

for Sinasoura:, 8колод уруси (but сотта) Nl. at ins тара бею D 137 syr-mg. 
40. ателер Ni. om e$ оназ (as unnecessary? or because a difficulty was 

Sound in identifying uses with the xarappornra: of the citation?) BDN 13. 36 am tol: 
ins ACEILP ad [vulg-ed fuld demid syrr coptt th arm]. 

41. for ‹3., axovgare E. karaQporngare Ni. ins ka: exiBA jare (From 
LXX) bef ка Gavpacare I о syr Chri; aft к. 0. E(but om ка) а 27-9. 57. 69. 105-6. 

6avuacere NI: - (ere c. aft lst epyor ins o Nl. rec eyo bef epya(. 
(corra to Lxx), with CEILP rel 36 demid [sth] EH eyo epya(oue eyo N: txt 

m constr., ver. 
гей. 2 reff. 

n Rom. v. 9. 

ABD k 13 еа ут aab апо. om 2nd e DELP b cd f g h klo tol syrr 
æth-pl Chr, Thl-sif: ins ABC I[from the space] N p rel vulg coptt æth-rom [arm] Thl- 
fin. rec &, with c d h 136: txt ABCDEILPR rel Chr ТЫ. 

Spirit by which he spoke, éAdyxew тері 
&uaprías, before He éAéyxei тері Sixaio- 
ciyns: therefore he dwells on the &$ecis 
Guapriay, merely just giving a glimpse of 
the great doctrine of justification, of which 
he had such wonderful things to write and 
to say. 39.] [And] from all things, 
from which ye could not in (under) the 
law of Moses be justified, in Him (as ёў 

10 , фу корі passim) every believer 
H (habitual pres.) justified. awd rárray 
(a¢’) àv, from all things (sins), from 
which .... but not implying that in the 
law of Moses there might be justification 
from some sins;—under the law there is 
no justification (» ибир obdels QikaioUTau 
тара r9 be, Gal. iii. 11) :—but = Christ 
shall do for you all that the law could 
not do: leaving it for inference, or for fur- 
ther teaching, that this was absolutely 
ALL: that the law could do wothing. The 
same thought is expanded Rom. viii. 3, 4, 
T) yàp &Bóraror rod duo, ёу & hod: 
8:4 тїз саркбз, ó Oeds x. r. A. . Iva TÒ 
Sixaleua т. yduou тАпробў dv Sui». This 
interpretation will be the more clearly 
established, when we remember that 8,- 
casovy ded арартіаѕ was not in any sense, 
and could not be, the office of the law, by 
which came the knowledge of sin. The 
expression 3:caioiv dvd is only once used 
again by Paul (ref.), and that where he is 

arguing against the continuing in sin. 
ó wicTe)w» is not to be joined with 4» 
тойт, which (see above) is contrasted with 
dy убиф M. It is quite in Paul's manner 
to use wis d rr thus absolutely: 
seo Rom. i. 16; iii. 22; x. 4 (Gal. iii. 22). 
Still less, with Luther, can we take as far 
as QikaucO vai with ver. 38, and make èr 
TOUTQ .. . . DikaioUTa: a separate sentence. 

40.] The object of preaching the 
Gospel to the Jews firat was for a testimony 
to them: its reception was almost uniformly 
unfavourable: and against such anticipated 
rejection he now warns them. roĩs 
жроф.] The book of the prophets: see 
ch. iii. 18, note. 41. катоф ral] 
So the LXX for d. ha, among the heathen, 
for which they seem to have read du. So 
the Arabic, videte arrogantes:’ and the 
Syriac, * videte transgressores. (Kuinoel.) 

The prophecy was spoken of the 
judgment to be inflicted by means of the 
Chaldeans: but neither this norany other 
prophecy is confined in its application to 
the occasion of which it was once spoken, 
but gathers up under it all analogous pro- 
cedures of God's providence : such repeated 
fulfilments increasing in weight, and ap- 
proaching nearer and nearer to that last 
and great fulfilment of all the promises of 
grace and all the threats of wrath, by which 
every prophetic word shall be exhausted. 
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чае, John ai, Ч тютеўозүте ёа» т " ёкӧитуйтаь tiv. € "'Efdvrwev ABCDE 
gii 7. hn бё x thou Уе TO erat са8Ватоу bed fg айтфь тарек& is реа 
= тш З % аўтой tà piyata rubra. 43 *AvOeions 8 n' 
Se тї аузу nxorovOncay "roXXol Trav 'lov0aiev кад 
Exed ru. TOV сєВорёроу e rον S ‚ h. TÓ Пар кай TQ Вар- 

L contr — 44, a ойтирєс̧ ° ттроўМахофуте$ avrois éreov avrovs 
7 z ken, mposuévew TH E xapere tod Geo ** Té re héyouévo 

(cay Bre › caBBáro xd таша J том "ouvnyOn | axovaas 
sai Zoho- tov m Aóyov тоў ™Beod. 4 iSovres è of “Iovdaioe тоў 
icr ÜyXovs "? émjaÜncay 99 DjXov, kal SàyréNeyov Tois лд 

„ Kei метафо 8 "Алё а>бро» Toy vid. actin e Јов. B. J. v. 6. 2, aloo Apion, і. 21. @dAcwwov . 
а = here only . Diod. Sic. хіх. 35, 6Аусе Thy ёккАтсѓау. Polyb. v. 16. э Plutareh. Inst. Lac. 63. 

Ave т. cvvovaiay. b Acta (ver. 60. ch. xvi. 14. xvii 4, 17. xvill. 7, 13. xix. ir Matt. xv. 
9 | Mk. (from Іва. ped t zm Josh. iv. 24. € ch. ii, 10 reff, d ch. x. 41 reff. e ch. s 
20 only. Exod. iv. 16 AB2 Ald. Wisd. ziii. 17 only. f = 1 Tim. v. б only. see ch. хі. 23 

w ch. xvii. 15. 

ziv. EX zv. M. vill. 27. xx. 24, 32. hz zz. 15 ich. xix. 36. Heb. iz. noit: I 
1 k — ch. iv, 5 reff, 1 constr., ch. xv. 6. xx. 7. see 2 iti. 94. 

n ch. lii. 10 reff. о eh. v. 15. = Rom. ili. 13. 1 Cor. Ш. 3. еа 
l. 14. 10. 1 Mace. vill, 16. q Luke xx. 27. L.P., exc. John zix. 1 Hos. iv. 4. 

ек8туета AL: -уђсета DI. at end ins xa: eceryncar D, к. єтгүтте» Hr 
42. rec om avro», addg instead Se ex rns avrveyeryns Ter rovBateey (supplementary, аё 

beginning of an ecclesiastical portion: 98 has тоу атостолеу ex TNS соу. x. r. A.), With 
P rel: аутору ex v. соу. т. 1008. L Thi-fin: txt ABCDEIN а p 13. 36 vulg syrr opi 
arm Chr. om wapexadouy E; so B 81, insg ntiovr bef AaAnOnvat. rec aft 
wapex. ins та e0yy (added because i£ was considered necessary that (his request should 
be ascribed to the Gentiles, on acet of the hostility of the Jews, ver 45), with LP rel: 
om ABCDEIN ack o p 18. 86 vulg syrr coptt eth arm Chr Th! Cassiod. for 
peratv, ens D. om та D!(ins D$). om ravra Ре! [Н 36 Thl-sif). 

43. aft de ins avrois NI (R“ disapproving). aft wef. ins тоу бео» E (syrr 5 [copt ]. 
om те (bef Bapr.) DL [b]. om auras (as unnecessary ) ELP rel vu 

(Ec Thl-sif : ins ABCD HL the space] М a k p 36 (vss) Chr, тъ 8 М (18 def.) 
eridorr. үе ог -Govro P) D [for avrovs, avrov Al, ауто p.] rec emere 

erhaps corra to avoid mposAadourres ‚+ Tpospeveiw), with LP 18 rel Thl-sif: txt 
ABCDEN e d k o p 36 Chr Thl-fin. (I?) [for бо, xv B*( Tischdf).] at end ins 
eyevero de кад о\тх тз woAews died тоу Acyor Tov Geov D, во syr-mg, omg т. 0. and 
putting an asterisk at BieA0eiv ; ey. бе ката Tagay том» фушобдп»си тоу A. E. 

44. reo for re, de, with ACDN a bo p 18: om sth-rom : txt BE(L)P rel 36 syrr 
soth-pl Chr, Thl: rore for rw re L 69. (1?) reo epxoner (alteration (so D (which 
every where alters exoua: in this sense) AN 69 in Lu xiii. 33), the sense of exouero not 
being perceived), with BC'DE?ILPN p rel 36 Chr: exepyouevo 8. 95: txt AC!E! 13. 
40 Syr. for таса, o^ D. for deo, rupwv АВ?М a an 13. 86. 40 am fuld 
tol sah: txt B'CELP rel [vulg-ed] demid coopt [syrr arm] Chr. (I def)—D has 
akovGai TavAou жойуу T€ ÀO'yOP ToC GACVOU тєрї TOV курду. 

45. for iBorres 8е, кои borres D. for тооз oxA., ro vAn0os D (sah) [arm]: om 
geth-rom. aft rais ins Aoyois D'(and lat): Aoyos rois D! E Syr: om 186 rois D", 

49.) The insertions in the rec. have of Luke, to mean thenextsabbath-day, not 
been made (see var. readd.) partly perhaps 
to remove the ambiguity in айта», and to 
supply a subject to vapexdAovy, But they 
confuse the sense. ilóvrwv aùr., As 
they (the congregation) were going out, 
they (the same) besought. On the 
N.T. construction, wapexáAovy AaXn6fvoa, 
i.e. the passive inf. after verbs of command- 
ing, exhorting, &c., see Buttmann, Gram- 
matik des N. T.-lichen Spruchgebrauchs, 
8 141. 6, p. 236. He traces it to the in- 
fluence of the Latin jubere and the like. 
See, among his many examples, Mark v. 
43; vi. и ch. v. 21; xxii. 24; xxv. 21. 

vd pero о oáß. appears, by 'the usage 

‘the following week.’ This last rendering 
would hardly suit els, which fixes a definite 
occasion,—nor ver. 44, which gives the 
result, The ref. to Josephus abundanti 
ip this use of ретаѓй, 48. À 

т. с.) After the breaking up of the 
synagogue. olrives| Paul and Barna- 
фаг; and abrois, to the Jews and prose- 
lytes : not vice versd, aa Calvin inclines to 
believe: seea similar expression ch. zi. 23. 
There too, we have ў ydpis ToU беоб simi- 
larly used of the work of the Gospel begun 
in the hearts of the converts. See also 
reff. 44.| Whether épx. or éx. be 
read, the sense will be on the following 
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[rod] IlaóXov Xeyouévow [8 дут Хёуортес кай] H- ise cn. 
сфтноўрте;. 48 * парртсасашероі te б llaüXos каї б 

». TOP I. Ba 
ABCDE 

pváBas elmav ‘Tuiv jv ‘avayxaioy трф©то» AadnOjvat 
LPR ab TOV ™ Aóyovr TOU m єой" " ёте: ё " àareÜeiaÜe avrüv xal 5, mi 

, 9» fo? + 1 * х ^ x 3 , x ^ y $2 A 

ue dF tous kpivere éavroUs * THs х aioviov х lwijs, У {бой 
5 отрєфбиеба * єс ta ёби. 47 ойто yap * évréradrat 
йш» б кро; ° ТЕбека сє "eis ° фёс ёдхо, тоў elvai 
ce eis pi ‘ews féayárov Tis ìs. 18 áxovovra 

2 Macc. x. 3%. 
8 ch. iz. 27, 28 

reff. 
t = 2 Cor. іх. 

Phil. i. 

Heb. viii. 3 

reff. 
v Rom. zi. 1, 

бё тд ё0т Eyatpov kai € eSokaloy тд» Е Xoyov той xvpíov, ch. «n. 
«al éríarevaav бсо: ўта>» ? reraryuévos ‘eis Conv aiwviov 

x John vii. 3. 1 Tim. vi. 12 only. (eee 1 John і. 3. ii. 25.) 
on] ach.i,2. John xiv. 31. perf., here y. eee ch. vii. 39. 
nt Ач compl. 1 Thess. v. 9. 1 Tim. i. 12. 1 Pet. il. 8. 

x. 13 reff. ө = ver. 22 reff. 
h = ch. zv.2. Rom. хіі. 1. 1 Cor. xvi. 18. (w. wpé¢ and a dat., 2 Macc. vi. 21.) 

: but it has force here) ABN c: ins CDEILP 18. 86 
EN p 18: eipnuerois 64. 97 (the varr have perhaps 

, *uch as o^ xvi. 14, and ver 40): txt CDILP 
om аутіА. ка ABCLN a d e p 18. 86 (vulg) Syr coptt th arm: 

om Tov (аг «nnecess 
rel Chr.. AaAoupevois 
been introduced from other similar ex 
rel 36 Chr. 

15. xxvi. 8. 
Rom. ziv. б. 
Prov. xvii. 16. 

ch. ii. 7 reff, з = bere 
у. == 1 Kings xxi. 2. b Isa. 

c Luke ii. 32. d I Cor. 
f ch. i. 8 reff. g 2 Thees. iii. 1 only. 

i = Rev. ziii. 10. 

ins DIP rel syr Chr Thl : «vaxriouero: xa: E (both the omission and the clumsy attempt 
is E seem to be emendations of the apparent tautology ayreAcyoyr . . 

46. жаррпс:асареуоѕ D- S D!) 105. 
ayriAeyorres). 

rec Be (as bringing out the contrast), 
with EIL [eyrr copt] Chr, : om sah [arm]: tuso vulg : txt ABCDN o p 36. 40 mth. 

om 2nd o D c 68 Thl.sif. 

C p Orig, (Chr 

(exay, so ABDN p.) 
D. om n» C o 177: it is aft трет. in D. 

].—om 8¢ (from the two syll., · Inde, occurring together) BD'N! вуг 

aft ет. ins жроѕ avrovs 
om ағаук. D- gr for ere:dn, eret 

coptt Thi-sif: Ins ACDSELPN® В 13 rel [vulg(sed quoniam) Syr eth arm] Orig, 
Thdrt, Chr, [ Bas, Cyr,] Th, I- fin]. 

savrois Bech ) tet -corr!3), 
orped. [ins] през E. 

4T. evreraA«er D! o 47-marg Cyr, Thdrt,: exreAA era: p. 
D*) 57![арру]: nu. bef err. [c] 76. 95-7, 187. 

pus (omg es) те. се D! Cypr. LXX) lov DE Cypr,. 
demid [fuld tol Jer,] Aug. 

48. ка; axovorr. та D Syr eth. ex atper (sic) Pofghlo. 
eBefarro (corrn: see ch xi. 1) D Aug: fer Р(арру) e g 97. 1773. 
бео B P- gr E-gr copt [arm] Aug,: om 105 

xpware D! : крието D? : judioastis D-lat. 
caur. bef кри». E vulg Thdrt,. [aft] 

om ушу» D!-gr(txt 
aft o кир. ins ( ан 
то €Üreciv D am 

om ó Ni. 

for eSofa(., 
for коргоо, 

Chr.: [c] 68syrr sth have rov бео» for 
тоу А. TOV KV. [but c вуг ins т. A. т. к. aft eric. ], and 84, ro» бео» kai тоу А. rov ко. (all 
corras, or misunderstanding of corras, from ch xi. 1): txt ACLPN р vulg D- lat 
E-lat [sah Chr, ]. шома» В. 

sabbath-day: not, as Heinrichs, ‘on the 
Sollowing week-day.’ Өт] * In 
the synagogue ;’ it was the sight of the 
Gentile crowds in their house of prayer 
which stirred up the jealousy of the Jews. 

46. дут. ral] These words (see var. 
readd.) form a graphic repetition, passing 
from the particular thing whioh they did, 
viz. contradict the words spoken by Paul, 
to the spirit in which they did it, viz. a 
contradictious and binspheming one. It is 
no Hebraism. 46. pro] See ch. iii. 
26; Rom. i. 16. 47.) Agreeing with 
LXX.AN, B reading 84бока for тека. 
They refer the ce not to themselves 
as teachers (аз Meyer seems to think), 
but to Christ. 48. reraypévo.) The 
meaning of this word must be determined 

the context. The Jews had judged 
lves unworthy of eternal life : the 

Gentiles, as many as were disposed to eter- 
nal life, believed. By whom so disposed, is 
not dere declared: nor need the word be 
in this place further particularized. We 
know, that it is Gop who worketh in us 
the will to believe, and that the prepara- 
tion of the heart is of Him: but to find is 
thie text pre-ordination to life asserted, is 
to force both the word and the context to 
a meaning which they do not contain. 
The key to the word here is the com- 
m of ref. 1 Cor. «ls Siaxoría» то 
ylos Fratav davrove, with ref. Rom. 

al oda (dfovala:) dd тоб Oeod Teray- 
pévar «сбу : in both of which places the 
agents are expressed, whereas here the 
word is absolute. Seo also ch. xx. 13. The 
prne pal interpretations are: (1) Calvin, 

„ who find here destination in the 
strongest sense : * ordinatio ista nonnisi ad 
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here only, $9 x Biedépero 520 > \дүо< тод У коріои Se бАлу$ rhs Ne. ABCDE 
юке. 50 of бё Ioudaro * mapwrpuvav tas *aeßopévas yuvaixas o dfgh 

7 ay, 30,38, vds %ейсуђиорас kai rods °трфтоу$ Tis TrÓÀewS, wai 13 
oth us ee ph *Üwryuóv en rov Пай\о» xai Bapvafgav, 
Quo «ai € éféBaXov avrous 5 апд TOv h pm avtay. 51 oi ё 
13 (1 Cor. vii. er watápevos тд» k xoviopray TOV today lém avro xii. 94) 
only. Prov. 1. 6. Або» eis Ixóviov. 5 of тє hanf ™ ётМлройуто yapas 
1 40. -moovrn, ch. xii. 23.) z and constr., Mark vi. 31. Luke са. #1. ch. (ач. 4) xxv. 

2. xxviii. 7,17. 
g Matt. vii 4. "Mark xvi. 9 only. 2 Chron 

only. Exod. viii. 2. 
M. ch. xxii. 23 only. Exod. i 
Av. 1i 

49. na: deb. Da [Syr] th. 
60. waperpuvoy D 

d ch. ziv. ош 1 Kinge iii 12 al. 

oe x. pi м. Cie dada 1 oo xr v. 18. 

e 2 Cor. xii. 10 f ch. viii. 1. 
h sisw., Matt, (ii. 16 ald.) and Mark (v. ‘17 alt.) 

k Luke ix. Тар 
крае. ch. ii. 28 (from Ps. 

1. Rom. gv. 13, M. $ Tim. i. 4. L.P. Ps. 15х30. ч” 

код o AN а k 13. 73. 
-gr(txt D5) : rapwEuvay p (Ec, rec ins xai bef ras evo x. 

(attem à at corrn, from misunderstanding), wich ЕРИМ! rel [vulg eth] Chr, : om 
ABC DN. p 18. 36 [syrr coptt] arm. 
OA. к. E. om 70% D. 

es E. 

ins OAenyew peyadny ки bef Quy. D; 
rec ins тоу bef Bap. (for uniformity), with Р 

rel Thl-sif: om ABCDELN а c k p 18 Chr Thi-fin. 
51. ins ато bef то» тоб. E c d g 133-7 вуг Thi-fin. 

with DELP [бут coptt mth} Chr: om ABCN a k p 18. 86 vulg вуг arm. 
or 9A0., xarnynoay D-gr : A0 188. 

om auTw” 
rec aft жод. ins ауте», 

for єт, 
ins то bef x. E. 

52. rec for те, де (corrs), with CDELPN p rel syr coptt [arm] Chr: txt AB 18. 36 
vulg Syr wth. 

eternum Dei consilium potest referri’. . . 
* ridiculum autem cavillum est referre hoc 
о credentium affectum, quasi Evangelium 
сре; qui animis rite dispositi erant.’ 

e Vulgate, “ praordinati : and Aug. 
€ heri (2) * Qui juxta ordinem & Deo 
institutum dispositi erant ’ (Franz, Calov.: 
but not Bengel (as De W.), wlio explains 
it as I have done above) : (3) ‘Quibus, dum 
fidem doctring habebant, certa erat vita 
beata’ (Morus, Kuinoel): (4) ‘Qui ad vitam 
externam se ordinarant ? (Grot., Limborch, 
Wolf, al.): (5) * Quotquot erant dispositi, 
applicati, i.e. apti facti oratione Pauli ad 
vitam set. adipiscendam (Bretschneider): 
(6) taking тет. militari sensu, ‘Qui de ag- 
mine et classe erant sperantium vel conten- 
dentium ad v. W.“ (Меде, and similarly 
Schottg.) Thero are several other ren- 
derings, but so forced as to be mere cari- 
catures of exegesis: see Meyer. It may 
be worth while to protest against all at- 
tempts to join éxícrevcay with els (оўу 
alémoy, which usage will not bear. Words- 
worth well observes that it would be in- 
teresting to enquire what influence such 
renderings as this of preordinati in the 
Vulgate version had on tlie minds of men 
like St. Augustine and his followers in the 
Western Church in treating tho great 
questions of free will, election, reproba- 
tion, and final perseverance: and on some 
writers in the reformed churches who, 
though rejecting the authority of that 
version, were yet swayed by it away from 
the sense of the original here and in 
ch. ii. 47. The tendency of the Eastern 

Fathers, who read the original Greek, was, 
he remarks, in a different direction from 
that of the Western School. 50. ras 
се. yuv.) Women had a strong religious 
influence both for and against Christianity : 
see for the former ch. xvi. 14; xvii. 4; Phil. 
iv. 8; 1 Cor. vii. 16: for the latter, com- 
pare J osephus’s statement (B. J. ii. 20. 2), 
that the majority of thewives of the Damas- 
cenes were pee with ch. ix. 22—26. 
Strabo (vii. 8: C. and H. i. p. 219) says, 
Aravres rijs Bewibuporlas Apxmyovs otor- 
Tai Tas уџуаїкаѕ’ abrou 3¢ cal robs Érbpas 
wpoxadovvra: wpbs тёз ёж) xx or Gepaxrelas 
TV деду ка) éopràs kal rorviacpous. 
These were proselytes of the gate, or at 
least inclined to Judaism. ite RR 
Though the ярёто Tis xóAeos, at the 
instigation, pm of their wives, were 
concerned, this seems to have been no legal 
expulsion : for we find them revisiting An- 
tioch on their return, ch. xiv.21;—but only 
а compulsory retirement for peace, and 
theirown safety's sake. б1.] As com- 
manded by our Lord, Matt. x. 14, where 
see note. "Ixéviov] A populons city, 
east of Antioch in Pisidia, lying in a fertile 
plain at the foot of, and almost surrounded 
by, Mount Taurus. It i$ reckoned by 
Xenophon (Anab. i. 2. 19) as belonging 
to Рһгуріа, —by Strabo (xii. 568) and 
Cicero (ad Famil. xv. 4) to Lycaonia, 
of which it was N the capital, 
—by Ammianus Marcellinus (xiv. 2) to 
Pisidia. At tbis time, it was the capital 
of a distinct territory, ruled by a tetrarch 
(Plin. N. H. v. 27), and probably on that 
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xal mvevpatos aylov. XIV. 1° "Еуёиєто 8 ép 'Imoviq x contr. ch. 
°ката тб айтд eiseMÜeiv avToUs eis THY cwuveyoryv тфу ° here ony. Xvi. 

"TovGaiev xai Marioa ? ойто ? dere rt rον, . fie” fü. 18. 
E p John iii. 16 

ve ka EMM том) mhlos. 2 oi 8 S ате:Әјђсартєс̧ Jem ys, 
э ^ ^ ^ . хіх. 9. 

lIovéato: e кай * ékáxoc av tas uydas tev éÜvàv Rom. av. » 
^ . Exod. 

card TÀv aderpov. 38 *ixavóv pév оф» *xpóvov "Oi xum. 
érpiav * appnauabopevos “ eri тф корю TQ *paprv- I Ыш 

^ -^ e ^ 7 ^ ^ теп. роўут› TH Y Муф тїс xdprros avro), SiSovTe onpeia uch, xii.9 
кай ° тёрата yiverOar % did TÀv yetpwy айтфу. * ° éoxia0n ' <=: 7,19 

^ w= Luke viii 
2 Cor. i. 

* , { 4 А А q 9. vil. 13 al. 

Iovòaloss, oi ё fov» тої fàmocroXos. 5'Ds de =. =-43 
y ch. хт. 32. a constr., cb. xili. 26 reff. а = ch. zlii. 49 reff, b ch. il. 4 reff. 
€ ch. vii. 36 reff, d ch. v. 12. xix. 11,26, Mark vi. 2 al. 2 Chron. xxxiv. 14. е = ch. 

xxiii. 7. 1 Macc. vi, 46. f 1 Cor. ху. 10. see 3 Kings ii. 10. = ver. 14. see note. 

Cuar. XIV. 1. for avrovs, avrov (see xiii. D-gr: om a. om тоу гои8огои Ni. 
aft ovress ins xpos avrovs D: pref E, simly Syr. for minreucat, wirTevtiy 

D: 6avyuaca: E, addg at end xa: miorevoa. [transp 2nd 1008. and «АА». L.] 
9. rec aveiffovrres (appy а corra to the simpler and more usual pres part. Meyer 

believes that the pres has been altered to the aor to give the plup sense, but this is 
hardly likely), with ELP rel Chr [Thl-sif]: txt ABCN a o p 13. 36. 40 Thl-fin.—for 
о: 8е to ewryeipay, о: Se арҳ:сиусусуо: тогу 100. кал о: арҳоутеѕ TNI CUVAYWYNS ermyayoy 
auras Durypor ката тоу Sixaucy D, simly syr-mg [E also aft ery. ins 9irypov]. at 
end ins o бе xvpios «Doer Taxv eipnrny 

3. BierpiBor А. 
жарпоєасаџеро: D| -oia4- Di]. 

coptt Chr.—$:Sorros RN [p]. 
4. nv бє ec xicuevor D. 

ins ert bef то Aoye А NR! (N35 disapproving). 
ins ка bef 3:3., with CL а b p wth [arm] ТЫ: om ABDEP(N) 13. 36 rel vulg 

for аиту, avrov D! (but corrd). 
for oi де, aAAa Se D. 

emid syr- mg; o бє cup. espyyny exoincer E. 
aft Bierp. ins exei E Syr syr-w-ob [сор]. Siarpesparres 

rec 
Syr 

at end ins coAAmpevo: dia 
то» Acyor Tov Geov D syr-mg ; xoAAcperoi(alone) Syr. 

account is not reckoned to any of the above- 
mentioned districte. It became famous in 
the middle ages as the capital of the Sel- 
jukian Sultans, and had a great part in 
the growth of the Ottoman empire. It is 
now Konia, a town of 30,000 inhabitants. 
(Winer, Realw.; C. and H. i. pp. 220, f.) 

52. ] See, for similar “joyful per- 
orations," as Wordsworth well designates 
them, Luke xxiv. 62; ch. v. 41 ; xii. 24. 

CHAT. XIV. 1.) ката тд афтб, toge- 
ther (reff.): dn, Hesych.: not, ‘in the 
same manner,’ as Wolf and others. 
otras бете, as in E. V.; not dyévero.... 
Sr. „ 88 Vater. “EA fve] Pro- 
bably here these are the ceBóucvo: Tb» 
Өеб» [see ch. xiii. 43, 50; xvi. 14; xvii. 4, 
17 ; xviii. 7 and ch. x. 2 reff.}, those of the 
uncircumcised who were more or less at- 
tached to the Jewish religion. 2.] The 
past part. indieates who believed not, 
viz. when Paul preached. ixáxecav, 
‘male affecerunt,'— xaxoópyos  Mé0nka», 
Chrys. So Jos. Antt. xvi. 1. 2, xaxovy, 

. ко) тїз ebvolas hs elxer eis той 
zaibas ёфорєіу. Ver. 8 gives the se- 
quel of ver. 1,—ver. 4, of ver. 2. The ui» 
оў», as usual (see ch. xi. 19), takes up the 
narrative which had been interrupted. 

3. тарб. ёті т. кор.] A pregnant 
construction :—‘ speaking with boldness, 
which boldness was grounded on confidence 
in the Lord.’ T$ кор(ф is Gop: see 
cb. iv. 29, 80, and ch. xx. 32, r9 0—9 x. 79 
Ady ris xdpiros abrov. 8.8dvre, 
without kal defines paprupoty7:: viz. by 
giving, &c. 4.) So Virg. JEn. ii. 89, 
* Scinditur incertum studia in contraria 
vulgus.’ Such a split into two factions was 
а common occurrence, on far less important 
occasions, in these cities of Oriental Greeks. 
(C. and H. i. p. 228.) tois ётостб- 
Àow) This is the first place where Paul 
and Barnabas are so called. St. Paul 
constantly vindicates the title in bis 
Epistles: cf. Rom. i. 1; 1 Cor. i.1; ix. 1; 
xv. 9; 2 Cor. i. 1; Gal. i. 1; Col. i. 1; 
1 Tim. i. 1; 2 Tim. i. 1; Tit. i. 1. It seems 
to have been borne in this higher sense 
also by James the Lord's brother: see 
Gal. i. 19, and note, and the prolegg. to 
the Epistle of James: and by Barnabas, 
here and in 1 Cor. ix. 5,6: see also Gal. 
ii. 9. So that there were, widening the 
word beyond the Twelve, fifteen Apostles, 
usually so called. The word was also used 
jn a still wider sense: see Rom. xvi. 7; 
2 Cor. viii. 23; 1 Thess. ii. 6: in which 
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h T tt éyévero "open trav дәб» тє xai ‘lovdalwv сй» ois ABCDE 
(- LO &pyovcw avtav, '0Bpica: xal K M аўто, bedte 
vil. 1.57. 61 5. m à re A hklop mais rate. Ô | ouve óvTes катёфиуоу eis Tas re THs Auxaovias 13 
111.22. AjgTpav kai AépBnv kal тї "Trepixcopov, 1 каке ° evary- 

: зат аг ryerrCouevor ? сар. 
1‹ iat n nt. 8 Kal Tus 4% dv Avatpous A dò ar тоў ro 

only. Gen. ea ёкабто yoros *ёк rolas unrpòs афтод, $$ о0дётоте . — 
n Matt. iii. 5 al. 
o Gen. len. Trepiemrártaev. 9 obros ğxovev ToU llavXov XaXoüvTos к ept à. 

p esate ch, de ‘arevicas айтф xal av Öri W ёує, “пісті “тоў Hues 
zzii. 29 re befgh 

q = Rom. Сй ауа а lonly. (Lake күш. 77 al.) Joel iil. 10 r abeol., Matt. ei artes Mark v.15. Luke klop 
v.17. John a Matt. xix. 14. Luke i. 15. ch. l. 2. Gal. i 15. Ps. xxi. 10. lxx. 6. t constr., 13 
oe is ree а., ch. xvi. 38 reff. v Matt. zzi. 21. MERI IM. "Rom. ziv. A. I Cor. a 

1 Tim. i. 19. Juste. 1, &c. 
10. ret. dr. 17. Winer, J 44. 4. а. 

б. om re D 183 e. Chr,. 
6. ins xa: bef кате 

Avxassrias Dl, simly ver 11. 
DE: pref vulg. 

ins Te» bef ou. D. 
aft катеф. ins o: атостоло: С? 40 'Thi[ -sif-ma]. 
ins es bef Лост. CID: 

7. rec сау bef evay., with CEHLP rel Chr: txt AB D.gr М 18. 86 c p. 

w constr., Luke zzii. 6. ch. xx. 3. Rom. xv. 23. 1 Cor. ix. (0,) 

avrous bef к. №0. E. 

kai d. aft repix. ins o 

at end 
ins xa: exeum0n оАоу To Anbos єт: TH Dibaxw о де s. кш B. 8:єтр:Воу єў Avarpois 
D; то» Xoyov Tov Ücov kai efewAnoceTto ката п woAvgATÜOIa exi ту 8:8. avrer о De sr. 
K. B. 8:етр. er А. E[, simly] vulg-sixt. 

8. aduv. bef еу A. BN! : екаб. bef адо». D 187: om ev A. DE. om xx. D. 
ins rns bef unrp. Dl. rec aft avrov ins vrapxer (interpolated from ch iii. 2), 
with HLP rel [copt] Chr,: om ABCDEN c p 13. 36 [vulg syrr wth arin). elz 
xepiererarnke:i (see note), with 57. 73-6-8. 80. 95-6: Steph жергтетатуке, with 
DEHLP rel Chr: wewarnxe: 187: txt ABCR a p 18. 36. 

9. [at beg ins xa: E (c) вуг wth. | aft ouros ins ovx N. vkovger (alteration 
to suit the other aorists, the force of the imperf being overlooked : see note) ADEHLN 
b c e p 13. 86 [vulg Syr copt eth arm Chr): txt 17755 rel [syr] sah. for AaA., 
Aeyorros Ni. лал. ins итарҳор ev фоВш D arevicas de avr, o v. D: 
Tpos ov GT. o Ж. rec mor. bef ex., with 'EHLP rel [vulg-clem arm] Chr: 
txt ABCDN ak p | 19 am demid fuld [tol syrr eh sah. 

latter place Silvanus and Timotheus seem 
to be included in it. 6.) pp is 
not a rush (‘impetas,’ Vulg.: * Am uit: 
E. V.). but as Hesych. BovAfh, 4х‹бъша,— 
as is manifest from ovmddvres, rightly 
rendered in E. V. they were ware of it; 
which it would be strange if they were not, 
if an assault had been made on дош. 

6. Avorpay] тд A. also, тег. 8 
This, as well as Derbe (of both which very 
little farther is known), was probably a 
small town at the foot of the singular 
mountain-mass known as the Kara-dagh, 
or black mountain, Lystra being S., and 
Derbe S.E. from Iconium. The sites are 
very uncertain. There are the ruins of 
about forty Christian churches on the 
north side of the Kara-dagh, at a place 
called by the Turks Bin.bir-Kilisseh (the 
1001 churches), which the moat recent 
travellers believe may be Lystra (C. and 
H. i. pp. 225 fl.). In one of these places 

robably at Lystra, see note, ch. xvi. 1) 
aul found and took up Timothy on his 

second journey; and from réxvoy, 1 Cor. 
iv. 17, compared with warfp, as defined 

ib. ver. 15, we are justified in concluding 
that he had been converted by the Apostle; 
and, if so, during (Ais visit. There 
appear to have been few Jews in the dis- 
trict: we hear of no syna e. 
Avkaovías | Strabo describes Lycaonia (xii. 
6) as а hilly plain among the mountain- 
spurs of Тайга, very ill watered, cold and 
bare, but exceedingly adapted for sheep- 

ture and the growth of wool. 
тө Not ‘dwelt, as Kuin., bat 

sat, probably in the forum or some place 
of resort. weptewaryoey is the his- 
toric past: who never walked. The pla- 
perfect seeming more apt, it has been 
altered in the later mes. accordingly. 
Meyer supposes the alteration to have been 
the other way, from “the constant pre- 
ference which the Greeks gave in narration 
to the aorist over the plusq. perf.: bat 
qu. ? .] The imperfect 4xovev is 
important. He was listening to Paul's 
preaching, and, while listening, his coun- 
tenance, read by the Apostle's gift of spi- 
ritual discernment, gave token of faith to 
be healed. &rev. abr.) See note on 
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х caf va:, 10 elmev Y реуа№? тӯ ? dai) Adern émi тоў x = aci. f · 
das cov *ópÜós. xal *\ато xai тереєтате. II of тє 

y ch. xx 
only. Prov. 
xavi. 25. 

xo, iBóvres $ ётойсєу Laboe v ED T)» " фору ' m 
Prox. iv. 26) 

v 
avrQv Avxaovott Xéyovres Oi beo °óporwbévres dy- only. Mark 
Oporois * karéfB aav трд< “ö. 12 dxadouv тє Tov Bap- n 

ch. Ш. 8 vaBav Aia, róv $ llaüXov 'Epyuijv, ° reih abre thy ідзі. и 
niy. Isa. 

e ^ , * A 

о ‘sryoupevos той Aoyou. 188 те 8iepeùs тоў Atos той b ch. щт. 
= Rom ix. 

буто “arpa тїс modews Tavpovs xal 'oréupara er 2 (trom ioa. 
d Matt. xxviii. 3. e eh. xv. 24 reff. 

Iamblich. de Myster. init. 
14. vago’ Oyra xpd ósunt, Zech. 

i. 9). 
f = here only. Dan. xi. 22 Theod. à тө» AG 7 oy 

& of false gods, here only. 4 Kings zi. 18. т“ 
. Theb. 162 (Dind.). 

h ch. zii. 6, 
i here only v. Zech. vi. 11 alii (Tromm.). 

10. om ту (as unnecessary, its force being overlooked) BC DIN k p: ins AD?EHLP 
rel. aft gern ins сог Аеуш ev тоў ovouaTı Tou kupiov 190. xp. (interpolation from 
ch iii. 6) CDE a [е] o 13 [Syr syr-mg sah arm] Thl-fin (om то, and aft кир. ins Nu v 
E [om т. «vp. e 13]): om ABHLPN p rel 

Ist xa: ins wapaypnua E 

та syr-txt copt eth Chr, Thl.sif. 
[орёроз A:] opóws E-gr HP [syr-mg] Thl-s 

[tol] ; evôews xapaxpnua D syr-mg. 
: add ка: жер:тате: D syr-mg. aft 

тес YXAe ro 
(alteration to suit the imperf xwepierare:), with LP 13 rel syrr [arm] ТЫ, nAero Н: 
ГО Chr. aynAAato D3: e£yAAaTO 
co "n. 

E: txt ABCN [p] vulg(ezilivit et ambulabat) 
om 2nd «a: B'(ins B!-corr, see table) [copt 

11. rec 8e (alteration from the characteristic re), with CDRHLP p rel 18 [vulg syr 
sah arm] Chr: txt ABN 86. 40 Syr stb. 
with HLP p rel: om ABCDEN c 18 Chr. 
тоз bef av6p. D 1. arOpenroi(sic) Ni. 

19. for re, 9e Da b g 40 [E. lat Cyr- ei] Chr,. 
to the follg de), with B(sic: see table) СЗЕНІР 
AC'(D)N p 36 vulg [sah arm].—om тоу also D. 
for ewe:dn, ewe: N? k. om o C!'D [е]. 

[ores C.] 
om тз» D. 

rec ins o bef ravAos, 
om aur Ni. ins 

rec aft Ist Tor ins per (fo answer 
13 rel вуг copt Cyr. с, Chr: om 
дау DEHL P-corr o p 40. 

18. rec for те, de, with DEHLP rel вуг coptt Thi: txt ABCN [а c] 86. 40 vulg 
[Syr] seth Chr—rore o p lect-12: тоте Cl, but т is erased.—o: Be cepecs . 

тоу оутоѕ 8. D c 187. 
rec aft rox. ins avro», with CSEHLP rel вуг Chr: om 

ABC'DN a p 13. 36 vulg coptt [Syr (th) arm]. 

. . бело» D 96. 
om rns D! : ins D. 

cb. xiii. 9. 10. pey. rj ф.] Raising 
his voice above the tone in which he was 
before speaking. The article is important. 

11. Avxaoviar(] The nature of this 
dialect is uncertain: its existence is further 
mentioned by Steph. Byzant., ef. Tj тё» 
Avxaórer фоур, in note on ver. 20. The 
notice is inserted to shew that the Apostles 
had по knowledge of the inference drawn 
by the crowd, till they saw the bulls being 
brought to their doors, ver. 13. So Chry- 
sostom : obe Яу тобто obddaa DAor тӯ 
yàp olxeíg pærj ёфӨбуүоуто, Adyorres 
. r. A. 8:4 тобто ov8ty abrois HA 
(meaning, * for this reason they, the Ly- 
enonians, spoke unintelligibly to the Apos- 
tles: fAeyo» taking up the Aéyorres. 
Wordsw. bas, in his ardour to vindicate 
Chrysostom frum heterodoxy, fallen into 
the mistake of rendering, therefore the 
Apostles said nothing to ћеш”): dre d 
eldor тд ordupara, rére d(eA0Órres x. v. x. 
Hom. xxx., p. 235 f. See, on the real na- 
tare of the gift of tongues, and the bearing 
of notices of this kind on its consideration, 
the note on ch. ii. 4. These éviQáreia: 
of the gods are frequent subjects of 

. €reykarres 
xpos C!: wpere» толеу p.] 

aft raup. ins ауто; D: aft oren., 

heathen poetry and mythology. Hom. Od. 
p. 484, says, xal те Geol [elrowiw douóres 
&хАодатог о: Паутого: reAéDorres ётістро- 
pão: wéAnas. It was in the neighbouring 
country of Phrygia that Jupiter and Mer- 
cury were said to have wandered, and to 
have been entertained by Baucis and Phile- 
mon: Jupiter huc, specie mortali, cum- 
que parente Venit Atlantiades positis ca- 
ucifer alis’ (Ov. Met. viii. 626, f.) Dio 

Void aeris (Orat. xxxiii. p. 408) says, 
фас! Tobs olucràs fpeas À беофз ro- 
Adris ётістрёфесбш таз abrür хи. 
im Mr. Humphry's note.) 12.] 
his distinction is (besides the reason 

given) in accordance with what Paul him- 
self cites (as the saying of his adversaries, 
it is true, but not therefore without some 
physical foundation), ў wapovela ToU o- 
paros doe. So Chrysostom, ёро! Boxe? 
xal ded ris Čyews åkiorperhs elvai д 
BepráBas, Hom. xxx., p. 237 
eee. тоё Aéyov] So Iamblichus, 
of Hermes, in reff.: vocis et sermonis 
potens, Macrob. Saturn. i. 8: Aéyou rpo- 
phras, Orph. Н. xxvii. 4: Ллалістатоѕ к. 
Acywbraros бей» ddr, Lucian, Gal. 
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n TOUS ‘aruddvas évéykas ody той; було ideen u Өфе. ancor 

w. inf. pres., 
John xvi. 19. 
Luke x. 29. 

теп. , ^ HL 

= and constr. 14 "А койсаутєс 66 oi "аттотто\о Bapvafas xai Паўло ъс 
klop 

oP Siappntavres Ta °іратіа avTOv 9 éEerndnoay eis tov 
һ. xvii. 18. ` ^ 

= Makai SyAov “xpatovres 15 кай *Xéyovres "Avbpes, Tí тайта 
Saly feh. x, тоетє; Kal pueis * дӧроютабєі spev u dvb pe, 
1: Р > 7 е ^ м 5 ^ a a 9 

Exod. кш. Y evaryyeAsCouevos йшй " аттд rovrov TÀV * датайәр “У ёті- 

Рм a 
fgb 

13 

A ^ 

nye dia oTpéhew !émi *Ücóv * Gavra, 8 *ётойутє» tov * ovpavov 
65. Joah. ^ А 

б ка? THY *‹уй» Kai THY % да\асса» Kal парта TÀ ev айтоф, 
р as above (0). Ж m 
Mark ziv. à. 16 ds év rais “crapmynuévais qe ea clacey тарта Ta 

a bers en.. Eh  торєйєсдаг таў "o0oís avTOv, 17 f xaitovye ойк 
"dan xxxiii g з 7 е N B 245 12 að ^ k „> А 0 е ^ m 
Bina, 6 брбртирор Saur дфӯкер ' ayaboupyév,  ойраробер ipiv m оте. 

* љ ene 

„Mett. анз. Werovs 8:800 кай ™ xatpovs % kaptrodópovs, ° ёитет\лфи ABCDE 
ch, xvi. M. ^ q ? , X 8 7 e ^ 18 LPr a 

ix. P roope xal Teugpocurns Tas Kapdias vor. Kal def g n 
od. v. kì 

u James v. 17 only t. Wisd. vil. 3 onl v constr.. ch. xvi, 10. Gal. i. 9. 1 Pet. i. 12. w ch. zzvi. mo 
18. 1 . 9. х = Сее only. (1 Cor. їй. 20 reff.) Levit. xvii. 7. Іва. ii. 20 al. у ch. ххуі. Р 13 
20 reff. ssee note. 1 Kingi xvii. 36 (16). & ch. iv. 24 reff. b here only Ф. Xen. 
Anab. ii. 4. 1, end. € - : ch. xiii. 36 ref, d constr., eh. ix. 31 гей. e = Luke 
1. 79. ch. ii. 29, Prov. f. 31. f John iv. 3 (ch. xvii. 97 v. r.) only. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 3. i 51 
on) — Matt. +. ойк doe 8 apdprupor rb péyeðos т. wpoecpnudvey xpyarey, Jos. Antt. хіт. Т. 2. 

1.2. es 71 Tim. fl. 10 only . Uk eh. zxri. 1$ only +. Æschin. 
p. 13. 5, from Hesiod. lch. zzvii. 2. Heb. vi. 7. James v. 18. Rer. хі. 6 only. Deut. xi. 16. Job 
v. 10. Ep. Jer. 53. m =: here only. TO4€ KGipots ede, Polyb. lii. 9. 7. n here only. Ps. 
evi. У. cxlviiL 9. Jer. Н. 21 only. (-petr, Rom. vil. 4, 5.) ‚ о here only. Ps. eil. 5. cxliv. 16, see Rom. 
zv. 94. p ch. іх. 19 al. fr. Ps. cv. 25. q ch. ii. 98 only. Іза. xxix. 19. 

E [c] 137. Ne H 1 p tol Thl-sif, во also D (see above). emduew D. 
14. axovcas de omg (so Syr) о ат. D. (In М the as of BapraBas is supplied perhaps b 

corr!.) eautoy ABN? 13. 36 : txt CDEHLPN! p rel Chr.. aft avr. ins xa: Dl. 
rec ewennbncar (corrn to suit eis т. oxAov), with CSHLP rel Thi-fin: txt ABC DEN 

a c p 18. 36 vulg syrr sah [copt th] arm Chr Thl-sif-comm. for eis, ет: Cl. 
15. for Acores, фоуоџутез Di. ins ec (eis P) bef т: Al. om 2nd ка: D. 

vu bef cou. C [f h о] 38. 98. 113 Chr, [ Thdrt, Thl-fin]; om vy. Н c 187: aft 
ard p. 13. for vuas, иш» Tov Geow D flor [spec] Iren. int. етістрефтуте, insg 
osws bef ато, D flor [spec] Iren-int: ex:orpepyre, insg iva bef ато, E. rec тоу 6. 
тоу C. (alteration for more precision: see note), with HLP rel Chr.,: тоу 6. {. D! 
[Thdrt, ] : 6. rov (. Ri: txt ABC D-corr EN? a k p 13. 40 Ath,. Tov жопетаута, D. 

18. for os, o D. for zarra, ката Di. [for 2nd rais, rors L(Treg).] 
17. като ABCN? a p! 13 Ath, : warye DE (probably corrections: the ye or the ros 

being deemed unnecessary): txt CHI. PNI p? rel 36 [Ath(ed pened] Chr, Thdrt,. 
for «avr., avrov ABEN? с: txt CDHLPN? 18 rel Ath Chr Thdrt.—agnex. bef 

eavT. D. rec ayabowowwr (allera to more usual word), with DELP rel Chr Thdrt: 
ауадотшу Н: txt ABCN [a p 13] А. rec quis, with a: om AN? p 13 vulg eth 
ag ]-2-mas: avrots Syr sah : txt BCDEHLPN! rel flor spec вуг ferm] Ath Thdrt 
Thllren|-int,. 88. bef ver. АМ [a k] p 13. 78 lect-12 vulg [copt]. chr Aer 
DE[P]. om tas D! (ins aft xapbias D*). rec nu (corrn, the assertion seeming 
to be of general application to the speaker as well as his hearers), with AHLPN? 18 
rel [vulg-ed] copt sth Chr,: avre» Syr sah [Ath-3-mss]: txt BCDEN! befklop 
am(and demid flor fuld tol) spec syr [arm] Ath Thdrt Thl-sif Irenſ - int]. 

lii. 1s. Heb. ii. 8. Ezek. xvi. 

стоћо] See note on ver. 4. The Apos- 
tles were within: on being told, the 
éterfibnoar—rushed forth, into the crowd. 

lus, 2. 18.) wpd т. ж. (see reff.) ; i.e. 
of Zebs ярбятилоѕ: no ellipsis of lepoU or 
any thing else. таў к. ordp- 
рата] Not for raópovs ёстециёуоиз : the 
garlands may have been to hang on the 
doors of the house where the Apostles 
were: or for manifold purposes counected 
with the sacrifice. Ipses denique fores, 
ipese hostis, ipsse ате, ipsi ministri et sacer- 

tes eorum coronantur.’ Wetst. TOUS 
avàâvas are not the gates of the city, 
but the doors of the outer court of the 
house : see ch. xii. 18. 14. of åró- 

15. ротаќеу ] viz. бебу [contrasted 
with беду (Gwra!: the wo of ref. 
1 Thess. éwecrpéjare xpbds 1b Gedy dd 
тё» elSéAwv, are remarkably like these. 

беду (бута, without the articles, 
is characteristic of Paul: see Rom. ix. 
26; 2 Cor. iii. 3; vi. 16; 1 Thess. i. 9; 
1 Tim. iii. 15; iv. 10 al. It also occurs 
Heb. iii. 13; ix. 14; x. 31; xii. 22; Rev. 
vii. 2. 16.) Compare Rom. iii. 25, 26, 
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тайта Xéyovres hu *xaréravoay r Sydouvs ‘тод zt, 
py d ν avro. 19“ °"Елтӱ\бау $ё amd "Avtioyelas xai 
"Ixoviou 'lovbaios, xal «eícavres тої ÓyXovs xai ¥M- 
Gacavres tov llaüXov *écvpov Y ёёю tis r, vopi- tane., Hed. 

» onl 

bri ётайро» ° ébe сї» TQ Bapvafa eis AépBmv. t eh zx. 20,31. 
х. 20 only. Gen. xivi.1 al. fr. 
xxiv. 20. w ch. v. 26 reff. 
30. Neh. zili. 20. 
zziii. 7. a = ch. ix. 6 reff. 

18. доү D сори. 
es Ta 18 C k m p 18. 36 syr-mg arm. 

19. at beg 

v abeol., Luke zi. 23. 
. жеп. тШ. 

з = John x. 24 (hake sat 20 

катетаутауто Ci. 

u dat., 1 Cor. 
h. ii. 7. James v. 1. Prov.iv.18. Josh. 

y Luke ziii. 33. ch. zzi. 5, 
Кет. хх. 9) only. 2 Chron. 
e ch. xi. 25 reff, 

reff. 
. Heb. хі. 30. 

b ch. x. 9 reff. 

at end ins aAAa ropever@a: єкатто» 

ins 8:атр:Воғтоу Se (so ЮЗ: om 8e D!) aur xai 8:3аскоутегу, omg de follg, 
DE a b f k m o p 13. 36. 40 syr-mg ; so, but om ка, C; and, but om 8:8ас7коутор, 
arm Cassiod. 

esiceuwarres D Syr: om 2nd ка D-corr. 

(ектАба», во ABN p.) 
GT. а. к. 1. 108. E vulg : oi ar. arr. к. uc. kai tou 16-8. 180. 

tue i0vO. ат. коў. к. аут. D, ir. 
for тесаутеѕ, 

ka: Scareyouevay ауто» tappoa 
eregas [verear m p] T. oxA. атосттии ax(om al) avrer Aeyorres от: oude» adnbes 
Aeyouow aAAa Tayra pevdorrai 
arm. 
om eto Nl. 

Са k m p syr-mg(adding xa: exiceicayres Tous oxAovs) 
A:@oBoAncarres А 15-8. 36. 180. 

rec yvoucarres, with CEHLP rel 36 Chr Œc Thi: txt ABDN p 18. 
[eoupay DEL Chr,. 

40. rec тебуауш (corrn : the contracted form was the more common: so Meyer), 
with DEHLP rel Chr: txt ABCN а k p 18. 36.—r«60». bef avr. D. 

20. xvxAccarres D'(txt Dr). rec avr. bef т. pab., with EHLP : т. nad. avrov 
(see ch ix. 25) D'(and lat): txt ABCDSN c h k m? p 13 Chr.—avre» L Hit aps adds 

ins Averpar bef толу D. 
[eugnrd. H.] 

avTov. 
for rn, rn» Di. 

and ch. xvii. 30. 17.] Compare Rom. 
i. 19, 20. The words obpavdGey derods 8:- 
8ойѕ had a remarkable applicability in a 
country where we have seen from Strabo 
(on ver. segs there was great scarcity of 
water. He relates that in one city of 
Lycaonia, where water was reached by 
digging the wells very deep, it was sold for 
money. The idea of Mr. Humphry, that 
the conclusion of this speech is a citation 
From some lyric poet, seems improbable on 
otber accounts, and is rendered more so b 
the above-noticed propriety. 19. N- 
curves Tots Sx. раан yàp Auxdoves, 
és kal *ApiororéAns џартирє. Schol. on 
Homer, II. 8. 88, 92. They stoned him, 
not in the Jewish method, but tumultuous- 
ly and in the streets, dragging him out of 
the city afterwards. e refers to this 
stoning, 2 Сог. xi. 26, & rat 4A10do09v. 
20.] кекА., not to bury Aim, but, as would 
naturally be the case, in mournful anziely 
and regret. évartds] The prima 
facie, and I think the right impression is, 
that this recovery was supernatural. It is 
not indeed so strongly implied, as to leave 
no doubt: especially as a blow from a stone 
would be likely to stun and occasion the 
5 of death. Adpar) See 

ve, on ver. 6. Strabo, xii. 6, says of it, 
ths 5 “сазри dori фу wAevpais ў 
AepBn, dA Tra тӯ Kawxatoxlg èrme- 

om oA to жол: next ver homeotel) Ni. 
our is written by Ds, D! has perished. 

guxds, тд тоў Arrirdrpou rupayveiow той 
АерВћтоо (cf. Cicero, Epp. xiii. 73, ‘Cum 
Antipatro Derbete mihi non solum bospi- 
tium verum etiam summa familiaritas 
intercedit?) . . . % quay 88 xal rà "Icavpa 
к. Th». AdpBny 'Auórras elxev, émiüéuevos 
TQ AepBhrn, x. dveddy abróv. And Sto- 
phanus Byzantinus, A log ppoúpiov 'Icav- 
plas ка) Миў» (for this, evidently an error, 
the French translators of Strabo propose 
to read Alun. There is a large lake, now 
called Ak Göl, near the presumed site of 
Derbe, see C. and H. i. 289) . . . . raves 82 
AeABear, 8 ёст: тў тё» Avkaóvor p 
Epxev0os. (Wetst.) From this variety of 
the name, AéABeia, Mr. Hamilton thought 
the modern Divlé might be Derbe. Mr. 
Lewin (i. 167) objects, that there is no lake 
near Divlé: but this objection only affects 
the conjectural emendation mentioned 
above. From Derbe not being enumerated, 
2 Tim. iii. 11, with Antioch, Iconiam, and 
Lystra, as the ecene of any of Paul’s suffer- 
ings, we may perhaps infer that none befell 
him there. They may have fled to 
Derbe, as being in a different jurisdiction 
from Lystra; the latter being comprised 
in the Roman province of Galatia, whereas 
Derbe seems to have belonged at this time 
to Antiochus, king of Commägene. 
Lewin, i. p. 168; Strabo, xiv. 5; Dio, 
lix. 8; Ix. 8; Jos. Antt. xix. 5. 1. 
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4 сомы. ch 21 d eügrwyeAtg djevol те THY Toh e kai ° дабзтеў- ABCDE 

zzvii. 57 

only t. 
f — ch. zii. 13 

ff. reff. 
g ch. viii. 25 

reff. 
h . ch. av 

yuyas tev набттфь, 

, , (4 k 

ш) зат. Iæ % “Kat eis ‘Avrioyerav, d ^ ётигттрібоутєс Tas 
1 larapakaNoUvres * éupévery ‘17 

тісте, кай бт "^ 8:4 толи A ,õ,wG "де ий ™ eis- 

Tae b «Меги eis Thv Ha, той v deo *3 < Херотортјсауте 
3 Kings t. 8. 

i £ eb. хі. 23. 
" xiti. 42 al. fr. 

xliv.) 25. 
ir. xxviii. б. у 7 

àundrev, 
Ten. Mem. 

TRE аўто "xaT éxxAnolay * pea vrépovs, * тросєиёаџеуог 
oniy. Jeri. u perà Y vga euOv. v rapéÜevro aùroùs TOÀ Kuplp "eis dv 

A cal у бє\Өд»тє< Tv П:с:діау = 
eis IIauduMav, % ка} *XaXjaavres év IIépyy tov Ayo 

. 4. 4. , ^ 

"а n а катВуса» * eis 'Аттамазр, ?9 káxeiÜev ° йлтётАгиса» eis 
dy) Gal. Н. 
10 оч Deut. xxvii. 26. Heb. vili. 9 (ch. xzviil. 90) onl 
{з |. Luke zviii. 25. John . 2, 9. Ңош.+.1 

o Matt. т. 20. Mark x. 23. Jobniii.5al. Paul, never. 
т = ch. xv. 21 reff. 
v 3 Cor. vi. 5 reff. 

бте. Josh. xvi. 4. 

s = ch. zi. 

ach, zi. 19 reff. 

з. Heb ix. 12 only. Jer. xvii. 25. 

reff. 
w Luke zziii. 46. ch. хх. 383. Ps. ххх. 6 

1 ch. zili. 8 reff. m Matt. vil. 
n ch. iv. 13 гей. 

p ch. ziz. 8 reff. q 2 Cor. viii. 19 only +. 
t absol., ch. x. 9 reff. uz 1 Tim. iv. 14 al. 

. 6 x ch. x. 43 reff. y ch. ziii. 
ach. xvi. 11,22 reff. b ch. zlii. 4 reff. 

21. evayyeaLopevo: (corrn aft ver 7: see also ch xi. 20) ADEHP а: txt BCLN® 
p rel 36 vulg [Bas, ] Chr,. 
ту толе D-gr. 
D- gr.. 

for re, 8e D 40. 96 coptt. 
padnreveay Bl(Tischd.). 

om тту (bef Averp.) D [h] 98. 118 Chr, Thl-fin. 

for тту rok. €x., Tous ev 
for ic. ure p., ToAAOUS отестрефоу 

rec om es (bef ur. 
and bef avr.) (as 5 É the circumstantial repetition of eis te original), with 

r DHL (vulg) E-lat [Bas,] 
аут. m: txt AC E-gr Na p 13. 86. 40. 

23. ins xa: bef карак 
vulg(not fuld tol). 

23. rec wpeoB. bef кат exxA., with EHLP rel 
wposev£. 8e D: xai wp. c f ува (simly]. 

vericrevxagw D c e 78. 137. 
aft died. ins eis N. 

m р 18 vulg Syr arm. кате D. 
avrov L. 

24. Jie Ad. Be D copt. 

: ins bef ix. but om bef аут. В: om bef cx. but ins bef 

. C a с 69. 100-5.87 syrr [eth] arm Thl- fin: тарак. re D- gr N° 
(for eup.erew, ë LP rel fe) N.) «A6ew Di. gr. 

syr coptt sth] Chr: txt ABC DN ak 

7A8ay D. ins туу bef 
харф. (to correspond with rq» тіс.) ВСЕМ p 13. 40: om ADHLP rel Chr. 

95. eis терут» А ат demid : es туи repyny Ni (and * ?) [p]. 
тоу куроо ACN (К) p 13. 40 vulg Syr syr-w-ast arm; rov beou E. 

b at end, D 137 ayr-w-ast add e«vayyeAi(opevoi avrovs. 
26. om axexAevcar B!-txt (insd in marg). 

AB'CDEN.) 

91. ётќстр.] They were not far from the 
famous pase, called the ‘Cilician gates,’ 
which leads direct into that province: bat, 
notwithstanding all that had befallen him, 
Paul prefers returning by the churches 
which he had founded, to a short and eusy 
journey to the coast by his own home. 
29. nas] Is not this a token of the pre- 
sence of the narrator again? My own 
conjecture would be, that he remained in 
Antioch during the journey to Iconium, 
&c., and back. "The events between those 
two limits are much more summarily re- 
lated than those before or after. In an art. 
in the Journal of classical and sacred philo- 
logy, Camb., March, 1856, where the justice 
of the above conjecture is called in ques- 
tion, the writer says, here ĝe? quads elseA0. 
&c. is the language of the preachers them- 
selves, as the word бт: shews:’ and proceeds 
to remark justly on the transition from the 
oblique to fhe direct narrative, as especi- 
ally characteristic of St. Luke’s style, and 
corroborative of the unity of authorship 

aft т. Ао уо» ins 
(атталга>, во 

between different parta of the Acts, and 
between the Acts and the Gospel. But 
if so, should we not rather look for фиёт 
than 24ás? The writer, I am glad to see, 
joins with me in rejecting the ‘common °’ 
explanation (see Prolegg. § i. 18) that $us 
is used by the writer *as & Christian, and 
of all Christians:’ to what then would he 
have it referred? I would rather, regard- 
ing the &r: as marking a transition to the 
direct narrative, take ud as an insensible 
translation into the first person on the 
part of the narrator, speaking of an exhor- 
tation which he heard and felt. 23. 
херот. | ‘cum euffragiis creassent,' Erasm.: 
not necessarily as the meaning of the word 
conventionally,—which had passed to any 
kind of appointment, eee ch. x. 41: but 
by the analogy of ch. vi. 2—6. See ref. 
2 Cor. 'The word will not bear Jerome's 
and Chrys.'s sense of laying on of hands,’ 
adopted by Roman Catholic expoeitors. 
Nor is there any reason here for departing 
from the usual meaning of electing by show 

; ELA 
cavres ! ixavods Є 0тёстреја» eis tiv Лустра» kal eis deter 

Imo 
р 13 
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"Avrióyeiav, Bev дса» °napadedopévos TÅ xápvri тод 7 oh x. 2 
^ э 4 2 L ы 0co0 eis 70 : eo д Ё érMjpocav. Т f Traparyevopevor к Bi 

Ôè кай € ouvayayóvres T)v ékkXgaiav h àvýyyehov боа = . . 
7 е э ^ E reff. 

i ésroisaev ò Geos ! рет avrv, xal Gre * ўро$є Tots EOvecwy • = Ф xi. 3 

bedfg gùy Tois дабтта. 
hkim 
op 13 XV. 1 Kal tives ° kareAÜóvrec amò тўс lIouòalas é8i- 

баскоу ToU; dòe N hοο бт dav uù v reprrunbijre тф 

бйра> Tríarecs. 98 ! BiérpiBov $ ypóvov '® ойк ™ drtyov f absol., ch. 
xvii. 10 reff. 

g = Matt. ii. 4. 
ch. x v. 30. 
Ps. xlix. 5. 

h = cb. xv. 4. 
zix. 18. 
Rom. xv. 21. 
2 Cor. xii. 7. 
Deut. zzvi. 3. м e^ 3 СА ^ ч 20е: TQ Mowoéos, od du, e ¾ vl. °? yevopévns ody! cae 

Ld , 9 ^ . 

"cTdcewse xal *ẸnTýoews "ойк "OX/ygs TO lla/Ao xal шу. Ge. 
k = 3 Cor. il. 13 reff. 
o ch. viii. 5 тей. 

vi. 1. 
1.4. vi. 4. 2 Tim. Ц. . Tit. Ш. 9 only t. 

97. cvrefarvres D: соуауоутез p. 
sual), with HLP rel vulg [syr eth arm]: 
Ek Bas, Chr.: ажтуунАо» 
DN [a] c 96. 133.80 sah [ Bas, ]. 
pera rov vxor avrov D. 

leh. xii. 19 reff. 
р 1 Cor. vii. 18 reff. 1 = 

r a eh. xxiii. 7, 10. (xxiv. 6 al. Prov. xvii. 14.) 

: txt A В[аутуел. В!) CN 18 copt. 

xxiv. 12. 
m cb. xii. 18 reff. n — Rev. xii. 12. 

ch. vi. 14 reff. constr., Tobit ili. 3. 3 Macc. 
a John iii. 26. ch. xxv. 20. 1 Tim. 

rec aviyyyetAar (corrs to aorist as more 
«Ао» p: armyyeAay m: аттууєлау 

o Geos bef eros. 
or wer’ аотеу, avrois(partly erased by D-corr) 

28. rec aft 8:етр. 8e ins exei, with EHLP rel [syrr coptt] Chr: om ABCDN p 18. 
36. 40 vulg seth arm. 

Cuar. XV. 1. aft i0vBaias ins тө» wemtorevxotar ато TNS pereus тоу dapicawy 
8. 187 syr-mg (see note). [for ea», av Al.] 
the aor, in the sense of the faturum exactum, may be ав emendation. 

rec vepirejpnoüe (Meyer thinks 
I shd rather 

think the present to have been the corrn, as being the simpler, and not therefore * the 
more genuine,’ as Bloomf.), with EHLP rel [Amm-c] Chr.: txt ABCDN p 18. 36. 40 
Constt, Epiph, (жер:битте B! : but corrd eadem manu: see table). rec om 

2nd rw, with C*0r* DEHLP rel Constt [Amm-c] Chr: ins ABC!N p: rov 170. 
wo то еде ро. тер:таттте D syr-mg [simly sah]. 
8Svrgoyo0a: C: -сєсбе 86. 180. 

ебу: (but » erased) N. 

3. for ovr, 8e BC D- gr LN] a b h k p 86 Syr coptt : txt AEHP rel vulg D- lat вуг 
[arm Constt,) Chr. (18 def. exracews D- gr : c races l. rec ou(nrncews, 
with Thl-fin: om xas (sr. E 68 vulg copt: txt ABCDHLPN p rel 36 Constt Chr Thl- 

of hands. The Apostles may have admitted 
by ordination thoso presbyters whom the 

arches elected. p,. р. vor. 
belongs to тареб., not to xeiporoy. 
25. Arräketar] A maritime town at the 
mouth of the river Catarrhactes, in Pum- 
phylia, not far from the border of Lycia, 
built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Per- 
gamus, in a convenient position to com- 
mand the trade of Syria or Egypt. It is 
still an important place, called Satalia. 
(Winer, Realw. C. and H. i. p. 242.) To 
reach it they had to croes the plain from 
Perga. 20.] Ser, ns being the centre 
whence their apostolic commission had 
spread. 27.) per’ афтёу, with (i. e. 
in dealing with) them, see reff.: not fo 
them, as usually: nor per ipsos, as Beza, 
&c. Өчрау vier.] The same meta- 
phor is used in the reff. by Paul, and 
shews, perhaps, his hand in the narrative. 

On xpév. obec ёМү., see chronol. 
table in Prolegg. 

Cuar. XV. 1—35.] DIFFERENCES ВЕ. 
SPECTING THE NECESSITY OF CIRCUM- 

Уот. II. 

CISION FOR THE GENTILE CONVERTS. 
CoUNCIL OF THE APOSTLES AND ELDERS 
aT JERUSALEM. 1. e] Called in 
Gal. ii. 4, wapelsanros vevbdBeA Qoi, ofrives 
wapeisijA0ov катаскотђса: Thy dAevOeplar 
hye hy Éxouer dv xpurrQ ‘пособ. See 
the addition in var. readd. probably from 
ver. 5. Doubtless it represents the fact. 
In spite of the special revelations which 
had accompanied the reception of the first 
Gentiles into the church, the strong 
Judaizing party adhered to their old pre- 
judices respecting the necessity of con- 
formity to the law of Moses. With this 
party Paul was in conflict all his life; and 
even long after, we find it raising its head 
again in the sects of the Ebionites and the 
Nazarenes Neander (Pfl. u. L. p. 185, 
noto) notices the account in Josephus 
(Antt. хх. 2. 4), where Izates, king of Adia- 
bene, is converted to Judaism by a certain 
Ananias, who, for fear of а commotion 
among his people, allows him to remain un- 
circumcised— when a certain Eleazar, *árv 
тері 7a xdrpia 8окё» ёкр!Вўз elvas, pre- 

M 
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tact atse, TQ Bapváßa Tpós avrovs, * ётаўар u ávaBaivew Паўћор ABCDE 
here (1 Cor. p ` ` a 

avi.is)oalr. cal Bapváßav xat трас A ef айтф» Tpós ros p cafe 
Vous » е ^ ^ hklm 

u cb. saree, бтостб\ои Kal TpeaBuTépous eis '"lepovcaAs)u, Trepi тоў opis 
E ii. 6, T. А ех 
"ені . grrijuaros ToUrov. $ ої pèv обр ~ mporrenpbevres Отд 
nay THS ek Maas * Bujpyovro туў тє Фоџікти кай Ўарареах, 
Erek. i. ^ ^ 
Namor) У éxdemryoupevor тїи * ётістрофђу tav éÜydv кай * ётоіоиу 

. only. 
ch. è ` A A A 2 ^ 4 b L "шш к. Харду реу тйс тоф á Se ois. ‚ * 8 mapayevopevos 
Lp. exc 82 » eis “Tepovoarnp ° rapedéyOnoav vo Tis ékxkXnaias Kat 

A A [4 

1Mece xi thy dzocTÓAov kal TOv "rpecBvrépov, * азуууєћ№ау Te 
Antt. xx. 2. 5 x ch. ziii. 6 reff. y ch. xiii. 41 (from Hab. i. 5) only. a here 

only. Cant. vil. 10. Esek. xlvii. 11. a = Luke i. 68. Job x1.15(20). $ófov wacovrres то кто, 
Xen. Anab. I. 8. 18. ch. ix. 26 reff. c Mark iv. 30, ch. xvi. 21. xxii. 18. 1 Tim. v. 19. Heb. 
ЕЙ. 6 (from Prov. iii. 12) only. Exod. xaili. 1. d cb. xiv. 27 (reff.). 

sif. [18 def.] om e (bef Bap.) DE. for xpos аот., соу ауто D-gr: avrois 07. 
for eratay to xpos D syr-mg have єЛеуєу yap [autem D- lat] o жауЛоѕ pevew ovros 
KaÜes exiorevoay Buoxvpi(ouervos (om D- lat) о: бе exXnAv6Oores awo еро›таАтд тартү- 
yeay avros (for avT., оиу syr-mg) re *xavAe к. Tw Вару. Kat тісі» аХАо:$ avaBaureir 
pos . . . om xpos D-lat, and in conseq has alios ascendere apostolos бс. ef аитор 
bef aAAovs N. ins rovs bef spec B. C 180. for eis, ey E: om b! c. ins отот 
крбосіу ex ауто! (ex ovra» D? 137) bef тєр D 187, syr-w-ast at end of ver. 

8. cxreunp?d. E. rec om те (as unnecessary), with AEHLD rel Chr: ins BCDN p 
86. ins ттуу bef тад. DH b d f m o Thi[-sif]. di youne vo NI (txt N-corr! 3). 

4. wepocoAvua АВ k p [vulg]: txt CDEH LN rel 86 Chr. (18 def.) тес 
awedexOnoay (appy а corrn, as being the usual word, ef Luke viii. 40, ch xviii. 27, 
xxviii. 80,—and see reff"), with CEHLP Chr: жаредоблсау DI; отед. 86. 180; ярогед. 
k: txt ABD!N р. 
Ambr,. 

kai N' (ins N-corr!-?). 

vails on him to perform the rite, for that 
without it he could not be a Jew. On 
the idea that Cerinthus and Ebion were 
the rivés here spoken of, see the patristic 
reff. in Wordsw.'s note. 2.] Compare 
Gal. ii. 5. trat ar mH I assume 
here what seems to me to be almost be- 
yond the possibility of question (see note 
to chronological table in Prolegg., where I 
have given the reasons), that this journcy 
was the same as that mentioned Gal. ii. 
1—10. In that case, Paul there (ver. 2) 
says that he went up xarà dwoxdAuyiy. In 
this expression I cannot see it necessarily 
implied that the revelation was made ѓо 
himself, but that there was some intima- 
tion of the Holy Ghost, similar perhaps to 
that in ch. xiii. 2, in accordance with which 
the church at Antioch sent him and Barna- 
bas ;—there being ярофӯт а: there, by whom 
the Spirit spoke His will. Twas 
&AAovs] Titus was опе, Gal. ii. 1, 8, and 
that, in all probability, in order to give an 
example of a Gentile convert of the uncir- 
cumcision endowed with gifts of the Holy 
Spirit. Titus is not mentioned in the Acts: 
but only in 2 Cor., Gal., 2 Tim., and the 
epistle addressed to him. 8. wpo- 
ren.] This seems to have been some- 
thing of an official escorting of them on 

add ueyaAos CD (nes Di, mire D-lat) 187 syr-w-ast sah 
for vro, aro (perhaps originally, аг in C, а corrn to suit стедехб., 

and thence adopted even in copies which read харед.) BC 36. 180. 
amnyyeAarres DI: олгууунлАа» те D-corr b. 

om lst 
om re Ni. 

the way, and perhaps parting from them 
with solemn commendation to God: not, 
as Morus and Heinrichs, ‘rebus ad iter 
suscipiendum instructis, which would 
hardly be thus specified, being a matter of 
course. At all events, it shews that the 
mind of the church was with them, not 
with the Judaizers. This was also the case 
in Phenicia and Samaria, as is shewn by 
vüci below. 4.] On their arrival at 
Jerusalem, there seems to have taken place 
an official reception of them and their mes- 
sage, in public. There they related—as 
a most important datum for the determi- 
nation of the question— God's dealings 
with them (see on ch. xiv. 27), and re- 
counted the places where churches of be- 
lieving Gentiles had been founded. This 
having taken place, a protest was entered 
on the part of the Pharisee believers,—in 
no way doubting the truth of these 
conversions, nor in any way disparaging 
the ministry of Paul and Barnabas,— 
that it was necessary to circumcise abr, 
those of whom they had spoken, and to com. 
mand them to keep the law of Moses. 
It may be objected, that this view would 
not be consistent with Paul's statement, 
Gal. ii. 2, àve8é£un» айто v ebaryyéAior Ф 
xnpboce фу Tois ürecir, кат’ \8(ау $4 то 
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5 * Eavéornoay de тірес е Mark ай. 191 
xviii. 16. 
хіх. 32, 34. 

f ch. xii. 1 reff. 
ch. v. 17 reff. 
absol., ch. 
xvii. 12, 34. 

6 m / , е auvýyðņoáv те ot тї 

1 = 
17. xxiii. 8. 

Ilérpos etre mpòs avrov; "Avópes aderdoi, рє èri- { Prol 
rs 2 , e£ ^ et > u 2 € a v 2 L бун * стасбє drt "аф * juepüv “apyaloy " ép ipiv Y HN Haro m= ch. iv. 6 

eh. xiii. 44 reff. 
xxviii. 20 v. r. only +. (-Teîv, ch. vi. 9. үн 

) Eze хх. б. r = ch. х. 30 reff. ar 
v. 21, &c. Luke ix. 8, 19. ver. 21. ch. 
zliii. 1. 
1 Chron. xxviii. $, 5. 

xxi. 

exoi. bef o 0. D 88. 96. 137-42 [Thl-fin: ew. д. avr. bef o 0. р]. 

n = here only. Wied. ii. 17. 
‚ 1 Cor. 1. 20.) 

. xzxviii. 8. а оге „ 26. 
16. 3 Сог. v. 17. 2 Pet. il. 6. Rev. xii, 9. хх. 3 only. Ps. 

u = Mark vi. á al. constr., 3 Кі 
v with inf., cb. l. 24 (Pet.). 

p ch. о = ch. viii. 21 reff. 

at end ins 
(from ch xiv. 27) xa: от: nyoker Tois €0veci бира» wiorews CSHL a b d f g Thi-fin. 

5. for tar. to ахо, D syr-mg have о: дє wapayyetAavres avrois avaBaivery проз 
тооз pec Bvrepovs єѓауєсттсау Aeyorres Tives ато (et. kara Twv axocT. ovres [rio reu- 
orres) axo syr-mg: D om Ae. follg). 
L b I? o 27-9. 99 Jer. for ori, ws E. 

aft rives ins avdpes А. ert Teurer 

for те, 8e D![-gr](txt D3(?)). 
6. rec for те, 3e (alteration of the characteristic re to more usual copula), with 

ADEHLPN rel 36 coptt [syrr arm] Chr.: txt BC d p 18 vulg eth. om 2nd о D. 
for Хоуоу, (nrnuaros E 0 137 вуг: pnuaros 65. 

7. rec ou(yr., with HLP rel (Chr,]: (roc. ABN a c p 13. 36. 40: txt CDE. 
area T0 €» er ту, verp. Kai «are» D'(avacras D* ; om er zu and ки D-corr): aft avrovs 
ins ev s». ау 137 : aft werpos syr-mg. 

Soxovow, pres els кеуђу трёхоо 9) #8рацор. 
But I cannot see any inconsistency, if the 
words used in both cases be accurately 
weighed. То the éxxanola, àwócToAo! 
and тресВітеро‹ Paul and Barnabas gave 
asimple recital of how God had dealt with 
them among the Gentiles: but Paul did 
not lay before the whole assembly the 
Gospel which he preached among the Gen- 
tiles, viz. the indifference of the Mosaic 
law to their salvation (Gal. i. 7—9), for 
fear of its being hastily disparaged or re- 
pudiated, and so his work being hindered 
(Ars K. T. A.). But, in private inter- 
views with the chief Apostles, James, 
Peter, and John (Gal. ii. 9), he did unfold 
the whole freeness of this Gospel, and во 
effectually, as to prepare the way for their 
fall and public accordance with him at the 
council. 6.] The Apostles and elders 
only are mentioned as having assembled : 
in which case way Tb Abos (ver. 12) 
must mean 7. wxpecfvrépor, and the 
decision of ver. 22 must have been arrived 
at in a larger assembly. But most pro. 
bably the deliberation of the Apostles and 
elders implied the presence of the brethren 
also, who are intended by way rb wA.,— 
and there was but one assembly. The ob- 
jection, that no one place could have held 
them, in nugatory: the official presence 
of all is assumed continually in such cases, 
where the assembly is opes фо all. 
Aéyov! matter (in this case) of dispute: 

om or: Ri. rec o 0. «v quy etex. 

see reff. 1.] A promiscuous debate, 
not perhaps without some angry feeling, 
ensued on their first coming together,—and 
among the multitude, as is implied in ver. 
12,—man disputing with man. IIérpos] 
Partly on account of the universal defer- 
ence paid to him, but principally because 
of his peculiar fitness to open the apostolic 
decisions on the subject, from having been 
made the instrument of the firet public and 
approved reception of the Gentiles. 
bpeis dwiorr.] In Peter's speeches in ch. x., 
this phrase occurs at the beginning of a 
sentence, ver. 28, and spets ofSare, ver. 37: 
and we have traces of the same way of 
expressing the personal pronoun in his 
speeches, ch. ii. 15; iii. 14, 25. Such 
notices are important, as shewing that 
these reports are not only according to the 
sense of what was said, but the words 
spoken, verbatim. ёф ўр. Sex] In 
regard to the whole time of the Gospel up 
to that day (about 20 years), the date of 
the conversion of Cornelius, аё least fifteen 
years before this (cf. Gal. ii. 1, and notes 
to chron. table in Prolegg.), would very 
properly be so specified. The length of 
time elapsed is placed by Peter in the 
strongest light, to shew that the question 
had in fact been settled by divine inter- 
ference long since. Notice (in reff.) the 
idioms, &c., peculiar to Peter: — & ex et. 
with inf., — td т. rd., — kapSwyr. (most 
probably); or characteristic of him, xer- 
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varie б Org " 8:4 тод "oróparós pov dcBHαd Tà be Tov ABCDE 
кошу. * Ayop той x evayyeAlou xai титтейта. 8 kai б? кардю- ъсатв 

озуно u e Oeds *épaprúpnoev avtois, Sovs тд mveðpa TO 
Ко yov каб xai щй” ? xal ov0c» * dt eplver b дета 
a 1 Gor п. иф» тє каў abr, °тў пісте d кабарта de Kapdias 
Ezra. abr 10 *yüy *obv тё farepálere tov бєбр, © ёлтїбєбга& 

5 Tig iue М фуду emè tov {Е TpáymXov TOv pabntav, bv obre of 
iv. T0. a P rar pe. uv obre 7jueis ^ tay vaagev " Вастаесала; 1 dA 

; A. ore 2:4 7 Харітоѕ тоб киру Incoó P титтейонер ^ cavas 
ia," каб dy rpomrov какеѓрог. 1? * ётйүтсєй dè wav то ' rn, 

v. 5. ххїй. 26. 4 Kings uM ee u Gel e 1. Matt xi. 19,97 "тї. A. (Rev. vi. 5 prn 

C en ck. li e, fag ази ыы 
ziv. 27. John xix. 17. Gal. vi. 2, 5. ыр zviii. 14. och. xiii, 43 ref, p with inf. (absol.), 
Rom. хіт. only. Job xv. 22. ý xpóvov &8&{ф > се, Xen. Anab. vil. T. 4T. with бте, Rom. vi. 8 al. 

q inf. pass. absol., Matt. xvi. 25. Mark v.43. °° 0 xavil.25 only. bee ch. I. 11 reff. Rom. Ні. 3. 
s æ Ch. Ii. б red. 

IPAZEIX AIIOZTOAQN. 

opis 

ch. III. 17 reff. L. P. Exod. ziv. 14. 

(corre of order :—and iu. corrn for vu. as it seemed more according to ecclesiastical 
propriety for Peter to describe the selection as made “from us apostles,” than “ from 
you the whole church), with EHLP rel (h o vu.) [vulg-ed вуг: in nobis elegit deus am 
fuld demid]: nue o 8. ef. Di (er nu. o 0. e£. D-corr! с [Rebapt,]) 187: om er un. m 

bkim. 

99 Syr sah th: txt ABCN a(nu) k p 18 [ (copt Iren-int,)] Constt. 
стор.) Di(ins D3) E [m!] 96. 

8. o de кард. o 0. D. бьєдартуртуте» C. 

om Tov (bef 

om avros E vulg sah Ambr, 
Rebapt.—rec aft бооз ins avras (supplementary addu), with CEHLP 86 [vulg syrr 
coptt æth arm] Constt Chr Iren-int, ( Rebapt,]: ex avrovs D: txt ABN p 18 Did. 

9. om xa: Al. 
om re D. 

10. at beg ins xa: E eth. om our(app Ci. 
11. rec om rov (with c?) : ins ABCDE LPR rel Chr, Thdrt,. 

ins xptorov, with CD a m 13. 36 [ vulg-ed ] Syr copt[-ed arm] eth-pl Thl-fin 
syr [copt-ms] sah æth- rom Chr om ABEHLPN рге] am demid d [tol 

miorevooney Dl. gr R. 

rec обе», with ACD EN rel 36 Chr,: txt BHLP bg КІ m. 

om (vyo» N}(ins corr! 7). 
rec aft гут. 
Iren-int, ]: 
drt Tert,. 

12. cvrkaraTeÜeueror Be тоу vpecBurepor тоу vxo Tov rerpou eipnuevas edevynaer 
ray u. . x. D syr-w-ast. 

pat. т. бебу, — (xa) hs xal ui (ch. x. 47: 
во Oswep xal, ch. iii. 17; хі. 15), —àp- 
xalo now, compared with èv àpxp̃ ch. xi. 
15. Compare also with weipd¢ т. бебу, — 
awdrtoa т. Gedy, ch. xi. 17. iv dtv] 
among you. If zu be rend, then 
‘among us (Apostles) :’ see var. read. 
There is no ellipsis of ‘me’ after et.: the 
Е. V. expresses the construction rightly. 

8, Ө.) The allusion is throughout to 
spiritual circumcision, as the purification 
of the eart. God, who saw deeper than 
the mere fleshly distinction between Jew 
and Gentile, who knows tbat the hearts of 
all are unclean, and that the same all- 
sufficient sacrifice can cleanse them all, if 
applied by faith (compare the remarkable 
parallel, 1 Pet. i. 18—22 incl), put no 
difference between us and them, but has 
been pleased to render them spiritually 
clean. Tj wlore, not simply ‘by 
faith ? but by their faith, or by the faith 
in Christ. 10. «reip. (as xwAtoai, ch. 
xi. 17), tempt, by putting obstacles in the 

eceyncav С c. aray E a! f m 18 Thl-fin. 

way of His evidently determined course. 
dridedvat, infin., marking the in- 

tended result of weipá(ere: cf. BI 8 Oder, 
B5 5' va, рістер & éAdar, &c. See 
Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 865. té] 
See ref. Gal. Peter could not be so muc 
referring to the mere outward observance 
of ceremonies, which he himself and the 
Jewish converts thought it expedient to 
retain, —but to the imposition of t tion of the law, wand 
as a condition of salvation, on the con- 
sciences of the disciples. So Neander (Рад 
u. L. p. 214). This being во, ofre.. . 
Baordoa: will refer, not to the burden- 
someness of ceremonies, but to the far 
more grievous burden of legal death, of 
which Paul cries out so bitterly in Rom. 
vii. 24,—and says, Gal. v. 3, uaprópoua: 
. . . тарт! ürÜpówq wepireprouérp, Dri 
Sparérng ѓстіу 5Лоу тду vépov rora 

П. Seeing that we all in common 
believe that the grace of Christ is the suf- 
ficient, and only cause of our salvation, it 
can neither be reasonable nor according to 
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«ai jovov Bapváfga xai ТЇайлоо "éfwyovuévev боа uber- vn. 
Luke xxiv. 

ГА е ы ^ e^ 

erroincey ò Ücós onucia xai " тёрата v тоф &Üvecip Òr 18. Johni. 
avrav. 13 wera $ TO * avyijaas avrovs атєкріӨт Тако8Во 
Aéyov "Avópes абе\фоі, áxovcaré pov. 14 Tuned u . 

ch. vii. 36 

syyrnaaro " кабі трФтор б Geds х ércoxédjraro RME ёЁ x Lene 1 вв, 
78. vii. 16 

ёдбуди Мад» Y TQ ovopars avro. 
voUcw oi “ayo: Tdv *трофтт©›, кабс *yéypamrai 
16 Mera ravra d арастрёјо xal ° àvoucoOopsja c thy d orn- 

xxv. 1. ach. v. 9 reff. 
e here bis only. Awos ix. 11. 

\ ГА . 

15 cal Tovro 5 сишфе- fers wait, 
Jer. XxIIX. 
(xxzii.) 41 
w.t. wee 

Luke i. 25. 
Ps. vii. 17. Isa. 

a Luke iii. 4. Deut. xiii. 3, ch. v. 23 reff. 
d = here only, and Amos l. е. 

BapraBav кап xavAor efyyoupnevo: DI(txt Do). 
13. avacras ах. ewe» D S 
14. for eweox., eweActaro E : «еле. c! 187! : eteA «C. коп 13. ef eĝræv bef ХВ. C. 

rec ins єк: bef r ovo., with HLP rel copt: om ABCDEN p 13. 36. 40 vul 
syrr sah [arm] Constt, Chr, Procop, Iren-int, Jer Rebapt,.[—om тв or. av. also wth. 

15. for rovrw, Tovro HL o 13: ovrws D'(and lat: txt 3) sah Iren-int,. Tur- 

фоуцсоусу „ fd n D3 [consonat D- lat ]). 
16. uera 3e D'(and lat). 

God's will, to fetter that grace with super- 
fluous and vexatious conditions. See nearly 
the same argument retorted on Peter him. 
self, Gal. ii. 14 ff. xdxeivos аге the 
Gentile Christians, not our fathers ;— 
their ground of trust is the same as ours : 
ours, по more than theirs. 12] The 
multitude (see above) then,—and not be- 
fore, on account of their mutual disputes, 
—being tranquillized by Peter’s speech, 
quietly received from Paul and Barnabas 
an account of the seals of signs and 
wonders by which God had stamped the 
approval of their ministry among the 
Gentiles. The miracles at Paphos and 
Lystra would be among the ише! of 
these. 18.] atrove, viz. Paul and 
Barnabas. Both had spoken : doubtless 
wonders, unrecorded, had been wrought 
by the hand of Barnabas, which he had 
recounted. °"1&кеВоѕ] See note, ch. 
xii. 17, and the prolegg. to the epistle of 
James. I assume here, that this is James 
the Just, the brother of the Lord, the 
author of the Epistle: and though an 
ёжбстолоѕ (Gal. i. 19: see also note on 
ch. xiv. 4), not one of the twelve. If 
we may presume to judge from the cha- 
racter of his Epistle, to say nothing of the 
particulars which tradition has handed 
down concerning him, his decision would 
come with remarkable weight on this oc- 
casion. For he is, among all the sacred 
writers of the N. T., the representative of 
the strictest adherence to and loftiest ap- 
preciation of the pure standard of legal 
morality. All that the law was, from its 
intrinsic holiness, justice, and goodness 
(Rom. vii. 12), capable of being to Chris- 
tians, Де would be sure to attribute to it. 

[avacrpeve A}, but сотта eadem manu: ] ewwrpefo D. 

And therefore when Ais judgment, as well 
as that of Peter, is given in favour of the 
freedom of the Gentiles, the disputers, even 
of the Pharisaic party, are silenced. There 
does not seem to be in the following speech 
any decision ez eathedra, either in the 
&кофтатё pov, or in the dy иріус (ver. 
19): the decision lay in the weightiness, 
partly no doubt of the person speaking, but 
principally of the matter spoken by him. 

14. Zvp«óv] James characteristically 
uses this Jewish form of the name: so also 
Peter himself, 2 Pet. i. 1. The name occurs 
Gen. xxix.33, LX X; Luke ii. 25 ; iii. 30; ch. 
xii. 1; Rev. vii. 7: the name Simon, else- 
where used in the N. T. for Peter, is found 
in 1 Chron. iv. 20 (Heb. Ten, LXX-ed.- 
vat., but Хешу B( Mai), Зеєр, A). 
TQ ду.) for His name: dat. commodi [for 
the service, or the making known, of His 
name]. On ёхеск. Aaf., see reff.: the 
infin., as éxietvai, ver. 10, note. Aady, 
answering to the Aads, во well known as 
His by covenant before. 15. rovry] 
Neuter, to this: not, ‘to Him, in which 
case we should expect not of AG ray xp., 
but of жрофӯта: (Meyer). 16—18.] 
The citation from Amos is made freely 
from the LXX: differing widely in the 
latter part from our present Hebrew text, 
which see in loc. E. In all probability 
the LXX had another reading before them, 
substituting perhaps "nit үйүү, for rw збу", 
and pw for Drm. The existing Hebrew 
mss. contain several minor variations, for 
which see Kennicott and De Hossi in loc. 
Of this we may at least be sure, that James, 
even if (as I believe) he spoke in Greek, 
and quoted as here given, would not him- 
self (nor would the Pharisees present have 
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e Row. хі. 3 
only, from 

3 Klaga xix. 1 
f Luke xiii, 13. 

Heb. xii. 12 
only. Ps. 
xvit. 35. 
ch. iii. 19 reff. 
z Rom. iii. 11, 
from Ps. xiii. 
2. Heb. хі. 6 
(Luke х. 50, m бт aiv 
61. Heb. zii. 08. 

j constr., Mark 
vii. 25. Rev. vil. 2. Levit. xv. 4. 

1. 70. Gen. vi. 4. 
12. 2 Macc. хі. 25. 

71. 1 Macc. x. 86. Demosth Avi. P . È 242. 1 
r ch. xxi, 25. Heb. xiii. 22 only. 3 Kings v. 8 A(not F.) only. 

awd, 1 Thess. iv. 3. v. 23 ч oe vii. 6 al.) Job i. lal. without, ver. 29 reff. 
Mal. i. 7, 13. Dan. i. 8. Sir. 

IIPAEREIZ AIIOZTOAON. 

уђу Aavelò тә Trerrokviay, кай TÀ ° катеткани&уа айтй$ ABCDE 
c ә a , * f 9 ГА 9 7 17 E Y Е a h 9 

avoixodounow, Kat { арорбюсо айттуу Gras E dy ёк- bo 
, ^ hkim 

Eytjcwow ot !karáXovros tay üvÜpexrev TOv кўру, opis 
xai парта ta bn, I éj obs ! ётікёкћ\аутал то * Óvoud 

J э э , ГА / / € ^ ^ 18 1 pov lèr айтоуѕ, Neyer küpios 0 поку тайта 18 !yvwrTtà 
19 0:0 yw ?xpíve uù ° mapevoyheîv тоф 

U * A A 2 * Ld ато TOV eOvav %ётттрёфоусоц› de тд» cov, W AAAG 
eri rA aùToîs *той * améxerOas [ато] тфу " duoyg- 

k James ii. 7 on} y. Ich. i. 
n w. inf., ch. Ці. 13. xx. 16. xxv. 25 (xxvii. 1 

o here only. w. dat., Job xvi. 3. 1 Macc. xii. 14. 
6. 

XV. 

1. 19 reff. m ch. iii. 21. Luke 
). 1 Cor. il. 2. v. 3 (vii. 37). Tit. iif, 

Diod. Sic. xiv. 27. w. acc., Jer. 
p ch. xii. 1. (xxvii. 44). q ch. xxm. 20 reff. 

iii. 12 reff. t = with onstr., ch. i 

u here only +. (ve, 

ac 

Kareotpeupeva В: -orpappeva (so LXX-4) N 18 o) C : aveckaupera E [ cxappeva 
(the o above the line) Н]. 

17. om ау E a k Chr.. 
075 D$): om o BRN l. 

for rup., бєо» 
rec aft rav. ins wayra, with Н 86 Syr [ 

окоёортсо (2nd time) C'(appy) 68. 
wth. for o vow, тосе Di. gr. 

arm) Chr: pref., 
LP efg 1 вуг Thl-sif: om ABCDN m p 18 vulg copt sth Constt Iren-int Rebapt. 
18. rec at end adds egr: то ew тарта та epya avrov, with EHLP rel вуг Constt, 

Chr, : уммстоу ax’ си. (add есту D vulg syr-mg Iren) то корш (om syr-mg) то epyor 
avrov AD vulg syr-mg [arm-usc] Iren-int, : txt BCN a p 13. 29. 36. 68-5. 100-5-33-80 
coptt arm[-zoh eth]. (In the presence of го many apocryphal insertions as we find 
in the Acts, taking into account also the great variety, and seeing in it (cf many more 
variations in Scholz ad loc) аз argument against the genuineness of the worde, —seeing 
also that no possible reason can be given for their omission, if originally genuine, I 
have followed the authority of BCN, as also have Scholz and Tischdf (ed 7 [nnd 8)). 
Lachmann has adopted the reading of AD al (see above), which, as Meyer observes, ia 
evidently an emendation of still later date than the rec.) 

20. [алл BCH cd m o p. om Ist тоо (E)H. om eso (as unnecessary 7) 
B D- gr & p 180 E. lat (Ec, : ins AC E-gr HLP 13 rel vulg ( D-lat] Constt Chr Iren-int. 

allowed it) have quoted any rendering, espe- 
cially where the stress of his argument lay 
in it, at variance with the original Hebrew. 

The prophecy regere that glorious 
restitution of the kingdom to (the Son 
of) David, which should be begun by the 
incarnation of the Lord, and perfected by 
His reign over all nations. During the 
process of this restitution those nations, as 
the effect of the rebuilding, should seek the 
Lord,—to whomsoever the gospel should 
be preached. There is here neither asser- 
tion nor negation of the national restora- 
tion of the Jews. Be this as it may (and I 
firmly believe in the literal accomplishment 
of all the prophecies respecting them as a 
nation), it is obvious, on any deep view of 
prophetic interpretation, that the glorious 
things which shall have a fulfilment in the 
literal Israel, must have their complete and 
more worthy fulfilment in the spiritual 
theocracy, of which the Son of David is the 
Head. 17. ёф ots AN.] Notice 
the same expreasion in the Epistle of James 
(ref.). 18.] The variation of reading 
hereis remarkable. Thetext which I have 
given is in all probability the original, and 
the words inserted in the rec. have been in- 

tended as а help out of their difficulty. Not 
only are they wanting in several ancient 
M88., but they bear the sure mark of spu- 
riousness, —manifold variations in the M88. 
where they do occur. The sense, and ac- 
count of the text seem to be this: the 
Apostle paraphrases the 6 жобу (хута) 
taŭra Of the LXX, adding y»yecrà à» 
aldvos, and intending to express ‘saith 
the Lord, who from the beginning revealed 
these things,’ viz. by the prophet (of old, 
see reff.) just cited. The addition in the 
rec. has been made to fill up the арра- 
rently elliptical yrword àr’ alòvos, which 
not being found in the passage of Amos, 
was regarded as a sentence by itself. These 
last words, kúp. ó wot. тай. yy. ёт” al., may 
perhaps be an allusion to the mystery 
of the admission of the Gentiles into the 
church, which was now being revealed prac- 
tically, and had been from of old announced 
by the prophets: cf. Rom. xvi. 25, 26; Eph. 
iii. 5, 6, &о. 19.] trierpépovew, not 
as E. V. ‘are turned,’ but are turning :— 
the converts daily gathered into the church. 
In wapevoyA. there is no meaning of 
‘preter, . . . insuper, molestiam creare:’ 
but simply ‘molestiam crearo:’ see reff. 

HLPe & 
bed f g 
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párav Tv ' єдаћоу kal тїз “ mopvelas xal той * прыстод т Rom. umm 
. 

каї той айнато;. ?! Mwvoñs yàp ? ёк yeveðv ? apyaiav 
= катӣ TOMY TOUS *Knpvocovtas айтди eyes ev тай ouv- 

^ ^ 7 il. 2. 
ayaryais card mây aágBarov ° dvaywwoxopevos. 22 Tore » 2 ch. 
с &&ofev тоў алтоттбАов Kal Tois прєсВитёроіс со» 4 5\2) 

li. 4. y see ver. 7 reff, 
conatr., ch. viii. 5 reff. 

d ch. v. 11. 
b ch. xiii. 27 (reff.). 

Rom. xvi. 23. 1 Cor. хіт. 23. 2 Chron. xxx. 24 Ald. 

х Lake ҮШ. &. ch. ziv. 33. Tit. i. 5. & — and 
€ = vv. 25, 28. Lake i. 3. Eath. i. 19. 

om kai Tov тиктоо (appy, as Meyer, because in Levit no such command іг 
JSormally expressed) D Iren-int, Cypr Tert Jer(who says it was in some mss) Ambrst 
who ascribes it to Greek interpolators): om rov AB p 13. at end ins xa: oca 
add ay al) из) 0«Aovcir (-wcir al) eavrois (avr. al) ici. єтєро uy копте D a be oO 
7. 27-9. 60-9. 98-marg 106 sah sth Iren-int Cypr. 

21. rovs ктр. [av. bef к. тол.) C m: exe т. x. avror e(xet) D(three letters lost, 

erased by D-corr).—for avrov, avrov(sic) Ni. 

20.) erm, to send an èri- 
ered: then ro? àr., of the purpose of such 
epistle,—to the end that they may ab- 
stain, &c. dducy. belongs to elawr 
only. Meyer understands it to refer to the 
four genitives, the pollutions of (1) idols, 
(2) fornication, (3) things strangled, (4) 
blood. This he rests on the non-repetition 
of ётб before тӯѕ жору. But in this case 
the members do not correspond. The Gen- 
tile converts needed no command to abstain 
from the pollution of idolatry : and the use 
of the Alexandrine verb AA e in reff. 
sbews it to apply most naturally to pollution 
by eating. The дл. т. eið. are the things 
polluted by being offered to idols, about 
which there was much doubt and conten- 
tion in the early church: — cee Exod. xxziv. 
15, aud 1 Cor. viii. and x. 19. тїз 
wopvelas] It may seem strange that а 
positive sin should be made the subject 
of these enactments which mostly regard 
Pula, n in themselves indifferent, but ren- 
dered otherwise by expediency and charity 
to others. In consequence we have the 
following attempts to evado the simple 
rendering of the word: (1) Beza, Selden, 
Schleusner, explain it of spiritual fornica- 
tion in eating things offered to idols: (2) 
Morus and Heinrichs, of the committal of 
actual fornication at the rites in idol tem- 
ples: (8) Salmasius, of the sin of the 
whore-master : (4) Calovius, of concubis- 
age: (Б) Lightfoot, of marriage within the 
forbidden degrees : (6) Teller, of marriage 
with heathens: (7) Bentley would read xor- 
pelas, cine r. flesh г (8) ropxelas has also 
been conjectured (probably not by Ben dep 
as stated in Meyer, De W., and this work, 
edn. 1) :—see other renderings in Meyer 
and De Wette. But the solution will best 
be found in the fact, that wopreia was 
universally in the Gentile world regarded 
on the same footing with the other things 

mentioned, as an 43:4форор, and is classed 
here as Gentiles would be accustomed to 
hear of it, among those things which they 
allowed themselves, but which the Jews 
regarded as forbidden. The moral abomi- 
nation of the practice is not here in ques- 
tion, but is abundantly set forth by our 
Lord and his Apostles in other places. 
жуктоо] as containing the blood,—sec 
Levit. xvii. 13, 14. alparos] blood, 
in any shape: see Gen. ix. 4; Levit. xvii. 
18, 14; Deut. xii. 28, 24. Cypr., Tertull., 
and others interpret the word of homicide, 
which is refuted by the context. 21. 
Living as the Gentile converts would be 
in the presence of Jewish Christians, who 
heard these Mosaic prohibitions read, as 
they had been from generations past, in 
their synagogues, it would be well for them 
to avoid all such conduct and habite as 
would give unnecessary offence. Other 
meanings have been proposed: as ‘that it 
was superfluous to command these things 
to the Jews, for they would hear them 
in the s es (so an ancient Schol., 
L and Neander),— whereas no question 
whatever was raised about Jewish con- 
verts :—‘ neque est metuendum, ut Moses 
propterea antiquetur,’ Erasmus, al.: * Pu- 
dori vobis foret et ignominism, si vos, ho- 
mines Christiani .. .. hac in re inferiores 
a Judseis deprehenderemini, quod vos com- 
munione cum epulis sacrificialibus poly- 
theismo favere videremini, quum illi Judsi 
.... monotheismo adhsereant tenacissime, 
eumque quavis septimana sibi inculcatum 
audiant, Heinrichs. “Маш quod ad 
Mosen attinet, non possunt, qui ex Judseis 
sunt, queri, eum sperni ab alienigenis nostri 
gregis, quando in nostris (?) non minus 
quam in Judaicis conventibus Moses, ita 
ut ab antiquo factum est, legitur, et quidem 
sabbatis, Grot., Hammond. Оп the read- 
ing of the law, &c., in the synagogues, se 
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e Јоһан. т. TH 8 EE ° exdefapévous адрас é айтф» Tép as eis a 
zv. 16,19. ch. 

* A r ГА н Р v1.5. Ich. "Aprioyeray avv. TQ. IlavAo xai Bapvafa, ‘lovday v ъ 
f Luke xxii. 26. 

Heb. xiii % kaħoúpevov Варса88ӣ» xal XíXav, avipas !ýyovpévovs op 13 

Skapis gy Tog & абеХхфоф, ?3 Зураууарте; {8:4 yetpds avtav Oi 
Bir. xxxv. 
(xxxii. a ores. d7ogTOXo, kai оі Trpeavrepo, 8 adeAdol тоф * катӣ тї» 
constr., ch. 
xxvi. 3 reff. 

i ch. xi. 90 reff. 
k ch. zi. 1 reff. 

22. eSofacer D!. 
Chr, : ins ABCEN a c p 13. 

BapcaBay, with a 36 rel 
eth rom]: txt ABCEHL 

om e£ аутор А. 
ins то bef 

(explanatory corrn), with HP rel Chr: txt ABCDELN p 13. 36 Constt,. 
vulg-ed demid arm] Chr: ВараВВау D: Bapvaßav fuld 

b e m p 18 am coptt Constt. 

'Avrixeiav кай Lupla кай Кїмк(а> 8 dd Nh тоф; èë 

om tw (for uniformity) DHLP rel 
Bapy.ac 13. гес ewtcaAoupevoy 

rec 

yovue rot: Nl. 
. rec aft аутор ins rade (addition as the variations shew), with EHLPN? p 13. 

36 вуг [arm] Constt, Chr, ; er rA mepiexovcay rade С D(but emer. bef 8. x. a.) 
eeth-pl ; eria Tony kai weuyjarres wepiexoucay 187 syr-mg ; ovrws Syr ; exi. ovres sah: 
om ABN! vulg copt sth-rom. rec ins ка ot f o3eAd. (see note), with EHLPN? 
rel 36 syrr copt sth [arm.zoh] Constt, Chr,: om ABCDN! p 13 vulg color 

1 Iren-int, Ath[-int,] Pac, [om ad. also 34 sah Orig-int, . 
for kOuxiuay, kiray A, клеау D. 

ch. xiii. 15, note. p ixdcapévous 
must not (with Kuin., al.) be taken for 
éxAex0érras ; the 1 aor. middle can never 
have a passive signification: see Lobeck’s 
note on Phrynichus, p. 819: where he 
gives a collection of seeming instances of 
such usage and explains them. Such 
irregularities of case in words in apposition 
as we have here (4roordAos . . . . ёкАєа- 
pévovs . . . . "ypdiarres . . . ) will not 
surprise any one versed in Hellenistic Greek. 
Bee e.g. Lukei. 73, 74; ch. xxv. 27 ; Heb. 
ii. 10; also ch. xxii. 17, éyérero dé uoi фко- 
op rf к. Tposeuxonérov pov 
ooo» "yeryég0o: pe dy exordve. . . an 
ref. (h). ВарсоВВёу) Of this Judas 
nothing further is known than that (ver. 
82) he was a ‘prophet’ (see cb. xiii. 1). 
Wolf and Grotius hold him to have been 
the brother of Joseph Barsabas, ch. i. 23. 

Z(Xav] otherwise Silvanus (ZiAova- 
vås): the former name [із found] in the 
Acts, the latter in the Epistles of Paul. 
He also wus а ‘ prophet’ (ver. 32). He 
accompanied Paul on his second missionary 
journey through Asia Minor and Mace- 
donia (ver. 40—ch. xvii. 10),—remained 
behind in Bercea (xvii. 14), and joined 
Paul again in Corinth (xviii. 5; 1 Thess. 
i. 1; 2 Thess. i. 1), where he preached 
with Paul and Timotheus (2 Cor. i. 19). 
The Silvanus (1 Pet. v. 12), by whom the 
first Epistle of Peter was carried to the 
churches of Asia Minor, seems to be the 
same person. Tradition however dis- 
tinguishes Silas from Silvanus, making 
the former bishop of Corinth, the latter 
of Thessalonica. On the үрөн which 
identifies Silas with Luke and mnkes 
h'm the author of the Acts, see Prolegg. 

om lst rois Cl(appy) 18. 
то e€ «0. bof ad. D [om e£ Н]. ) 

to Acts, $ 1. ll. B, у. І may repeat 
here, that in my mind the description of 
Silas here as one of the ?ryosuero: év Tois 
а8еАфоїѕ, of itself, especially when con- 
trasted with the preface to Luke’s 1, 
would suffice to refute the notion. It has 
been also supposed (by Burmann) that 
Silas (0) [third] is the same name with 
Tertius, who wrote the Epistle to the Ro- 
mans, Rom. xvi. 22: but without reason: 
see Winer, Realw., “ Tertius,” and Mi- 
chaelis, Introd. vol. iv. p. 89, Marsh’s 
transl, 23.] The omission of xal 
ol before à3eAdoí, found (see var. rend.) 
in all the first mss., can (as Neander 
observes against De Wette) hardly have 
been occasioned by hierarchical conside- 
rations, seeing that it occurs as carly as 
Irenæus, and that it would be equally 
against the strong hierarchical view to 
call the presbyters тресВ. &ðeApol, writ- 
ing, as they were, to the àb Porr. 
It seems very much more probable to 
me that the words xal of were inserted 
to bring the decree into exact harmony 
with the beginning of ver. 22. In this, 
the first official mention of wpeaBórepo,, it 
is very natural that the import of the term 
should be thus given by attaching àSeA фо! 
to it. See, on the whole, Bp. Wordsw.'s 
note. К.ка] This mention of 
churches in Cilicia, coupled with the fact 
of Paul's stay at Tarsus (ch. ix. 30—xi. 25: 
see also Gal. i. 21), makes it probable that 
Paul preached the gospel there, and to 
Gentiles, in accordance with the vision 
which he had in the temple (ch. xxii. 21). 

xaípew] Not a rendering by Luke 
of the Hebrew mw, as Grotius; for the 
Epistle was certainly written in Greek, 
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і. 
1 осту (4 John 
i li. Isa. 
хітці. 22) $. 
Esdr. E 9. 
2 9. 

ch. xiii. 48. 
хіт. 12. 1Cor. 
i. 21, 22 al. 
L.P. (Matt 

26 а dyÜpaymrois * Trapabeóokociw tas ud avTOv * Umép zie) 
Av. 3. 

ix. 20 al. v=] 

ax. 24. Rom. xvi. ё. Rev. xii. 11 al. 

24. for ere:dy, exi 0e Nl. 

[ағаскєгүа(оутез L. rec 

n Matt. й. 6. 1 John ii. 19. Deut. ziii. 13. 
LT. v. 10. Prov. xii, 25. 9 таратте се... ore 
ch ке 6.) Thy Ax«vOor Vr vend к. ауаск «vdgas, Thuc. iv. 116. 

. т ver. 22 (reff.). reff. 
i. 7. xvi. 5,8,9. 1 Cor. х. 14. PhiL ii. 12 only. 

ech. i. 14 

Cor. zili. 3. Dan. iii. 29 (95). 
Exod. zxi. 23. 

for npe, ver NI [mi Thl-sif]. 
а! [ th- rom] arm Constt [een Amir] : 

o = ch. xvii. 8, 13. Gal, 

p here only t. (see 
q Mark viL 36 al. Ezek. 

t =. gen. (Matt. zii. 18). Rom. 
u = Matt. xiii. 45. Gen. 

w = Matt. ii. 20. John x. 11. ch. 
x ch. іх. 16 гей. 

. Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 17. 

Pe. exxvi. 2. 

23 

om efeA@. BN! 
eAdorres [H]L. eferapatay D! al. 

useov ins Aeyorres жерітєцуєсба: (add бе: 
E) xa: Tnpew тоу vou (gloss from vv 1, 5), with CEHLP syrr æth-pl [arm ТЫ) 
Iren[-int](aft SseoresA.), wepirepvew avrovs та Tekva [к. т. т. .] 
ABDN p 13 vulg coptt sth-rom Constt, Epiph, Ath[-int, Orig-int,]. 
diere NOHA D'(txt D4). 

Chr-edd,: om 
LS tac r. p:] 

25. exActapevors (grammatical correction) ABL р 18 rel: txt CDEHPN bf g 1 36 
Constt, Chr,. 

26. wapadedexacw D. 

ая intended for Gentiles. The only other 
place where this Greek form of salutation 
occurs in an apostolic document (we have 
it in the letter of the chief captain Lysias, 
ch. xxiii. 26) is in James 1. 1, which Bleek 
has remarked as a coincidence serving to 
shew his hand in the drawing up of this 
Epistle. 24.) Neander remarks (Pfl. 
u. L. p. 223, note) that ¢ tev &. is a 
presumption in favour of the reading ка) of 
A8 Aol above: for that these men could 
hardly have gone out from among the 
Apostles and elders. But such a suppo- 
sition is not necessary: дё» implies the 
church, the à3eAQoí of whom they were the 
speoBórepoi, whether ка} ol be inserted or 
not. évacx.| See ref. Thucyd., where 
it will be seen that it implies turning up 
the foundations : for Brasidas cleared the 
ground and consecrated it. Cf. Passow, 
sab voc. The words Aéyorres mepi- 
Téíur«aUa к. туре Toy vópor, inserted in 
rec. after uud, are manifestly, in my view, 
an interpolation, from the desire to spe- 
cify in what iculars these persons had 
sought to unsettle the souls of the Gentile 
brethren. The defence of the clause set 
up by Meyer and De Wette, —that if in- 
terpolated it must be from ver. 5, not from 
ver. 1, and tbat this is improbable, —is best 
answered by observing that in E, one of 
the principal authorities for the insertion, 
the 2 after wepiréuveo@a: betrays in very 
fact that the interpolation was from ver. 5, 
as also, but in a less degree, does the Aéyor- 
ves. The reasons given ру Meyer and De 
W. why the words should have been omit- 
ted, the similarity of ending in ó-MON 

for ng., эде» D-gr [k mi(?)]. 
THY Wuxnv D n-int,. 

and vé-MON,—or to square it with ver. 1, 
seem бо me nugatory. The former is very 
improbable,—and the latter would have 
required the preservation of Aéy. sepi- 
Téuverða:. The variations also in the 
clause are strong presumptions against it. 
The persons to whom the epistle was ad- 
dressed would very well know what it was 
that had disturbed their minds, and the 
omission of formal mention of it would be 
natural, to avoid prominent cause of offence 
to the Jewish converts by an apparent de- 
preciation of cireumcision and the observ- 
ance of the law. 25.] yev. duo@up. may 
mean either ‘assembled with one accord,’ 
as (perhaps) ch. i. 14; or ‘having agreed 
with one consent’ as Meyer. I prefer the 
former meaning. So we have adverbs as 
predicates after verbs substantive, e. g., 
elvai S:apepdvrws, Plato Legg. x. p. 892 o, 
катіжерде ylrec@a:, Herod., &c. See Bern- 
hardy, Syntax, p. 337. Bapv. x. Пал. ] 
Paul has generally been mentioned first 
since ch. xiii. 43. (The exception, ch. xiv. 
14, appears to arise from the people calling 
Barnabas Jupiter, and thus giving him the 
precedence in ver. 12, after which the next 
mention of them follows the same order.) 
But here, as at ver. 12, we have naturally 
the old order of precedence in the Jeru- 
salem congregation preserved. 20. 
wapad. T. w.] See reff. The sacrifice of 
their lives was made by them: they were 
martyrs in will, though their lives had not 
as yet been laid down in point of fact. 
This is mentioned to shew that Paul and 
Barnabas could have no other motive than 
that of serving the Lord Jesus Christ, 
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ЖТТ a xy? ^ 7 е ^ 7 ^ 5. 97 э 2 ABCDE 
темн, v0 ôvópaTos той коріои uv [соў v, N ат ABCDE 
r „ egrá\xapev оўу о/а» xai 24Aav, J kai Yavtovs * did beate 

21." Aóyov dra rf e та айта. 28 "доЁєр yàp TË opis 
a 2 55 Е 13 reff. 

constr. 
vi. 11 reff. 

b ver. 10 reff. 
€ = Rev. ii. 24 

Matt. хх. 12. 
Cor. iv. 17. 

і. 2 

only t. Sir. 
хін. 2 (2 Macc. iz. 10) only. 

p. 106. 22. (¢wavayxagrge, Job Ш. 18 Symra.) 
vii, 10. (w. amó, тег. 20 reff. 
Ц. 51 only. — Ps. zi. 7. lea. iri. 3. 
21. 3 Macc. ix. 19. 

f 1 Cor. viii. 1 reff. 
i = 2 Cor. vii. 11 reff. 

k here (ch. xxiii. 30 ree.) only. 3 Macc. xi. 33. 

ch. е / , Moe ^ de X [4 b 2 i0. 0 e ^ ch. ayip E L,jEm,jF̈q xai ud undev mhéov  éreriÜecÓa, bu 
с Bápos, wAny Tv * ётаратукєс, 29 ° атёуєсдаг f єібоћо- 
Üvrev xai aiparos xai Е TvwTOV ка} 8mopveias e£ àv 

Gal. vi. 2. 

1 These. ii 6) b бдттройутє$ ‘éavrous ev ! mpá£ere. 
d here only t. Jos. Antt. xvi. 11.2. Demosth. card Tizoxp. 

к D ie. 30 Oi 

e gen., 1 Tim. iv. 3. 1 Pet. ji, 11 only. Jer. 
g ver. 20 (reff.). h Luk 

j sce note. not aa Eph. vi. 

at end ins es mayra терасџоу DE 137 syr-mg. 
ЗТ. aft Aoy. ins толло E. axayyeAovrras D-gr [-yeAovres a m p]. таота 

Ю! (апа lat: txt D?) sah sth-pl: каи ravra вуг: om æth-rom [om та m . 
. To КУ. TO 

Actor 

Bas, [ Cyr- pi] Ce ТЫ [ Iren - int.] Cypr, Pac,. 
[a] 105. 

rec aft тоу exavay. ins rovrov, with ELP rel ml Chr: pref 
marked it for erasure.) 

18 vulg (syrr coptt] Constt [Did] ТЫ Iren-int, [Cypr, 
Clem, Epiph, Cyr, Orig-int Pac-mss (rovre seems to have 

ay. ABN k p 18 Clem,: txt CDEHLP rel 86 Constt, Cyr-jer Chr, 
(after эш» Ni has written x, but 

for уш», nue DE D*(?)). 
CDUN amp 

: om A 15-8. 36. 48. 180 
cena marginal eupplemen- 

gloss, which some inserted before, some after tev ewavayxes).—om тою D'(ins 
D*(P)) NI 13.[—ew avaynxaus (itacism 7) ACN Constt-edd, Cyr-edd,.] 

29. rec к. riero (alteration for uniformity with ver 21), with A*EHLPN? 13. 36 
8 h Tischdf wA syer (wth) arm(Tischdf)] 

t, Ambrst, Рас, Jer, (see on ver 21): txt A 
nstt, Chr, Œc ТЫ (Did, Ath-int,]: om D Iren-int, 

BCN! р coptt Clem, Orig,. 
aft repr | ins кол ота дт) Acre eavrois yererGat erepe [-pars al) um wocerre (cf ver 20) 
(wove 

Cypr. 
E. 
(vectante or rectante vos sp. г.). 

for «t, аф D. 

and to awaken trust in the minds of the 
churches. But, although this was so, the 
Apostles and Elders did not tbink proper 
to send only Paul and Barnabas, who were 
already so deeply committed by their acts 
to the same side of the question as the 
letter which they bore, —but as direct au- 
thorities from themselves, Judas and Silas 
also, who might by word confirm the con- 
tents of the Epistle. On the present part. 
(d ray.) see reff. and Winer, edn. 6, $ 45. 
1. One aecount of it is, that during the 
mission implied in dweordAxauey they 
would be dwayyéAAovres. Buta far more 
probable one, that the pres. part. here, as 
so often, designates merely, carrying rather 
a logical than a chronological force: “as 
announcers of.” 37.) rà abr, as 
above, the contents of the Epistle (and 
any explanation required): not, as Nean- 
der, ‘the same things as P. and B. have 
preached г> 8.4 AG, by word of mouth, 
ns opposed to ‘by letter, decides agninst 
this interpretation. . TQ Áy. пу. 
xal Au.] Not = r$ ay. v». lv . (as 
Olsh.), —but as, in ch. v. 32, the Holy 
Spirit, given to the Apostles and testifying 
by His divine power, is coupled with their 
own human testimony,—so here the de- 
cision of the Holy Spirit, given them as 

1; -ep тац(віс) D*) a е 25-9. 82. 42. 57. 69. 105-6-87 syr-w-ast th Iren-int 
spatare C D[-gr, agitis D-lat] HL mth-rom: wpatyre 

D adds $epoperot «> Tœ ayuo srevgari: also Iren (ambulantes in гр. г.) Tert 

leaders of the Church, is laid down as the 
primary and decisive determination on the 
matter,—and f£Aeir own formal ecclesias- 
tical decision follows, as giving utterance 
and scope to His will and command. The 
other interpretation weakens this accuracy 
of expression, and destroys the propriety of 
the sentence. Neander, in bis last ейп. of 
the Pfl. u. L. (p. 224, note), has given up 
the rendering of his former ones, ÉBoter 
yp (T9 ayle vveipar:) kal fuir, It seemed 
good (by the Holy Ghost) to us also, i.e. 
as well as to Paul and Barnabas. It was 
plausible, but quite untenable. Such am- 
biguity, in such a document, would surely 
be out of the question. The judginent 
as to what things were érdvayces is implied 
in Woter, бс. émir(8. had been used 
by Peter, ver. 10. 89.] On the con- 
struction of ётбҳес дах with ётё in ver. 20, 
aud with & simple gen. here, Tittm., de 
Syn. N. T. p. 225, says well that the differ- 
ence arises 'non quoad rem ipsam, sed 
modo cogitandi, ita ut in priori formula 
sejunetionis cogitatio ad rem, in posteriori 
vero ad nosipsos referatur. His following 
remarks are worth reading. i£ Gv, 
from which things; not, as Meyer, ' ac- 
cording to which precepts ; see John xvii. 
là. eù траЁ.] Not, ‹ ув shall pros- 
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ка} Ich. ziii. 3 reff, 
m ch. vill. 5 reff, 

з gyyaryaryóvres TÒ o п\00с ?ёпёбоюкау T)v 9 émicTOMjy, az 1 
3l драғурбутє 06 ' ёуарсар e тӯ *aapakMjoeét. 5 2 Tube h. 
3? "IojBas re xal Tias, ' xal t abroi " трофўтах буте, did 

17. xi. 11, 12 
А Mt. xxiv. 
30, 42 (ch. 

Aoyou TOoXXoU '"rapexáNegav тої аде\фоїс ка} "ém- i Da. 
coTnptEav. 

83 xy 7 5 x , 12 , ч! l. Tovjcayres; $ *ypovoy lámeXó0naav ach.tx.2 
z ner. * eiprjvns amo T&v adeApav трд ToU; üroaelXavras vf, 10.5 

э + 
AGUTOUS. 85 IIa & xai BapydBas *Oérpigov év I^ av. 4,6 
"Avrioyela Siddoxovres кай > єйаүүє\{0џєроь perà Kai lvii. 18. 

t ver. 27 (reff.). 
^ a h. zi. 21 А 

* érépwy толу Tov » Xoyov тоў киріоу. талй 
EX 

al fr. Dent. xiii. 6. 
ётоќуса» xpóror ovra. 

z Heb. xi. 31 
vii. ( only. see l Cor. xv. 2. 

30. aft aroAvé. ins ev nue 

Thl-fin. evrayorres Di(txt 13). 

w ch. xiv. 28 reff. 

y. Gen.zzvi.29. ses ch. xvi. 36 re 

x eh. xviii. 23. Demosth. p. 302, 068" 
d = ch. хх. 3. 2 Cor. хі. 25. James iv. 13. Prov. xili. 23. 
н. ach. ай. 19 reff. b ch. 

е = ch. zvii. 7 reff. 

s oAryaus Di[and lat]. 
with EHLP rel Ceyrr coptt] Chr, Thi-sif: txt A 

rec (for катл.) nA8or, 
DM a p 18. 86. 40 vulg th [arm] 

exibebokar E. 
39. elz (for те) 8e, with D-gr vulg E-lat T copt Thi-fin: om sah seth-rom [arm 

(Tischdf)]: txt ABC E-gr HLN p 18 rel D. 
orres, vrapxorres E: aft ортез ins Apes xvevuaros ayiov D. 

at (Syr) æth-pl Chr, Thi-sif. for 
om «oAAov D 18. 

єкесттрта» CE 73: txt ABDHLP N.corr! p 13. 86 rel Chr: om xai exec'r. Ni. 
83. rec for атост. avrovs, axocroAovs (perhaps an explanatory gloss, substituted 

For the genuine text ;—but more bably a mistake, owing to awocr. being common to 
the two words), with EHLP rel syrr copt[-wilk] Chr,: txt ABCDN a p 13. 86. 40 
vulg (copt-boett] sah wth-rom Thl-fin.—N had eavrovs, but the е bas been marked and 
then erased. 

[34. rec eBo£e Se то с:Ла етшеуа avrov 
CD 18 rel ( vulg-ed) syr-w-ast sah [copt-wi 

(ев акау anticipation of ver 40), with 
1 sth] arm (Ec Thi-fin (cei ca D: Tavio 

seth: for елдеш, sustinere eos D-lat : for avrov, avrovs CDi, xpos avrovs D-corr!: 
om ABEHLPM c d g h 1 m p am(and demid fuld) Syr copt[-boett | Chr Thl-sif). 
add farther povos de iov8as exopevOn D vulg-ed [tol] arm(not ed-1805). 

35. o de v. D. 
in Di, is supplied by D*(?). 

per: but as xaAGs éxolnoas, ch. x. 88; 
8 John 6,—ye shall do well. See 
the curious additions in var. readd. 
ig g The customary ‘valete’ of the 
conclusion of epistles. 81. rapa- 
к\т] It does not appear, because 
wapexdAecar follows in the sense of ex- 
horted, that this word need mean er- 
hortation.’ There was (De W.) very little 
exhortation in the letter: and it is much 
more natural to render it consolation here: 
it was the matter of their joy, which surely 
could not be said of the orders to abstain 
given in the letter. It has been observed 
by Mr. Pusey that вуг. renders rape de- 
са» v. 32, by comforted. 82.) wpod. 
бут. gives the reason for their superadding 
to the appointed business of their mission 
the work of exhorting and edifying. 
On яроф., see ch. xi. 27; xiii. 1; Eph. ii. 
20, and notes. 33.) wos. xp., having 
continued some time: see reff. 34. 
On every account it is probable that the 
words forming this verse in rec. (see var. 
readd.) are an interpolation. For, (I) manu- 
script evidence against them is weighty, 

ка uera єт. D'(txt D3). at end ко., which bas perished 

especially as D, in the case of insertions in 
the Acts, is of very low authority. (2) The 
abrov is abrodg in C and D, and abro:s and 
ard in some cursives; and D and the 
Vulg. add dos 84 '1ой8. d*opeót ; the 
former shewing the copying of an indistinct 
marginal gloss which was not understood, 
and the latter betraying the secret of the 
whole, viz. that the notice was interpolated 
to account for Silas being found aguin at 
Antioch in ver. 40. (8) Internally con- 
sidered, the insertion is very improbable : 
coming after dreAdOncay unexplained 
(which from its voice and tense implies 
that the dismissal actually took place and 
they departed) and followed by ПаёАоѕ 84 
after (Bote 3? rg XÍAg. On Silas's subse- 
quent presence at Antioch, see note, ver. 
40. We learn from Gal. ii. 10, that a 
condition was attached to the cordiality 
with wbich the Gentile mission of Paul 
and Barnabas was re ized by the chief 
Apostles: that they should remember the 
poor, i.e. tho at Jerusalem :—that 
tbe wants of the mother church should 
not be forgotten by those converts, whoso 
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d ch. к. 48 ref. 

1 Cor. vi. 20. 
Gen. xvii. 4. 

g ch. vii. 23 
reff. 

h ch. xiii. 37 
reff. T 88 & 

1 osa nd а IIaüXoe ё 
see Matt. iv. 

xvi. 18. 
Ich. xii. 25reff. 
m = ch. xxviii, 

IIPAEEISZ AIIOZTOAQN. 

36 Mera 2 è rivas * ўрёрас dre трде BapváBav Паўд- AncpE 

XV. 36—41. 

tov xuplov, * mås * ёуоиси. 31 BapváBas 8 ёВойлєто 
lowrapaXafeiv xai ‘lwdvyny тд» Kadovpevoy Марко” 

m оу Tov "àTocTávra dm афт» ard 
IlaujvA(as kai шў ° cuvedOovta avrois eis тд > ёруор, us) 
lavvrapaXauávew d тотоу. 89 éyéyero ё * тарофис- 

2. K Tb fs, dre "àToyepuÜnva. айтойў;$ dr dXX, TOV 
1. 11 

lii. 3. x. 39) 
only. 1 Macc. хі. 28. n L 

тей. p = ch. ХШ. 2. xiv. 26. Phi 
xxix. 28. Jer. xxxix. (xxxii.) 37 only. (-¥veo@at, ch. xvii. 16.) 

t = Matt. xvii. 1. Num. xx. 41. ut not «. іх. 33.) Ezek. zlii. 21 ошу, зч 
‚ 23. onlyt. Xen. Anab. v. 6. 

. 1 Tim. ^ zi me. re BapváBav *rapaXaBóvra tov Mápxov " ёкт'\єўта& eis 
uke ii. E 8 ch. zii. 10. ziz. ö al. Ре. IX zi. 18. о == ch. i. 31 

q ch. ziii. 7 al. г Heb. х. 24 only. Deut. 
s Rev. ті. 14 only. (Stay., Lake 

п ch. xviii. 18. xx. 6 

36. rec wava. bef яр. Bap»., with DEHLP rel [syrr coptt eth arm(P) Bas]: txt 
ABCN m p 18 vulg Thl-fin.—ins o bef ravà. D. for 89, бє Nl. rec aft rous 
ad. ins роу (not perceiving the sense of т. aBeAQ.), with HLP rel th [Bas,] Thl: rovs 
D c 86. 187-80: om ABCEN a p 13. 40 vulg [syrr] coptt arm Chr. 
woa., with DEHLP 13. 36 rel [vulg Bas,] Chr: txt ABCN k m. 
karmyy., exnpvtauev C 15-8. 36. 180 [arm PJ. 

rec жат. bef 
os D. for 

ins To bef rws E. 
$7. rec eBovAevaaro, with HLP rel Chr, Thl-sif: eBovAevero D[-gr]: txt ABCEN 

а c e p 13. 86. 40 vulg ШАН nr copt sth Thl- fin. 
peas Р 13 rel Syr sah wth Thl.sif: om Dac: xa: rov BN 

p: txt ACE h k 86 vulg зуг copt arm Chr Thl-fin. 
for кол) тох, with 

corrd)] c d k p 18. 40. 
88. for Nttou, ovx eBovAero Aeyor D. 

à om ато rau. С? [Ci doubtful]. 
D aft epy. add «is o ereupOnoay D tol. 

cuvrapadapSavey А (18). 

ewtxadoupevoy CD [N*(but 

axocTarqGarra(sic) A: arorrngarra 
uvex dora Bl(but corrd). om avros 

rec guuwapadaBew (corra for con- 
formity to ver 87), with EHLP rel Chr.: txt АВСК a о p 86.—(cvvr., во ABICEN.)— 
for рӯ curr. r., 

89. rec for бе, ovy (corra to suit the 
has Tovroy un eivat guy ауто. 

uence of the rapot. on the last verse), with 
CEHLP rel 36 syrr [arm] Chr,: txt ABDN p vulg coptt. атохертса E. 
тоте Вар». тараЛаВоу T. р. ewAevoey D: тоу ye(or o ye) вуг [om ror A]. 

Judaical bond to her was thus cast loose. 
This was an object which Paul was ever 
most anxious to subserve. See Gal. 1. с. 
and note.] 35.) 8.86скоутес, to those 
who had received it, — ebayyeAr{épevor, to 
those who had not. 
86—Cn. XVIII. 22.] PAUL/8 SECOND 

MISSIONARY JOURNEY (unaccompanied by 
Barnabas, on account of a difference be- 
tween them) THROUGH AsIa MINOR TO 
MACEDONIA AND GREECE, AND THENOE 
BY SEA, TOUCHING AT EPHESUS, TO JE- 
RUSALEM AND BACK TO ANTIOCH. 
88. pera 84 Twas яр.) How long, we 
are not informed: but perhaps (P) during 
this time took place that visit of Peter to 
Antioch mentioned Gal. ii. 11 ff. when he 
sacrificed his Christian consistency and 
better persuasions to please some Jn- 
daizers, and even Barnabas was led away 
with the dissimulation. Оп this occasion 
Paul boldly rebuked him. See, on the 
whole occurrence, notes to Gal. 1. с. 
84, see above, ch. xiii. 2. lv als, be- 
cause тӣсау vd involves a plurality: 

so Xen. Mem. i. 2. 62, dd» vis $arepbs yé- 
этти . . . тобто Odvards dori h (nula: 
cf. Herm. ad Viger. p. 40. 88. Е оъ) 
Not as Vulg. 'rogabat:' but ‘ squam 
censebat,'as Beza. It gives Paul's refusal 
in the strongest manner. The position of 
the accusatives also forcibly expresses his 
decided rejection of one who had not dared 
to face the dangers of the untried country 
before. But Paul thought proper (as to) 
one who had fallen off from them from 
Pamphylia, and had not gone with them 
to the work, not to take with them that 
man. We may well believe that Paul's 
own mouth gave originally the character to 
the sentence. tov åror.) See ch. 
xiii. 18. It hence is evident that his de- 
parture was not by the authority of the 
Apostles (as Benson). 39.] à Падлоғ 
((firei Tò Bleacov, 6 BapydBas 7d pdr- 
Өротоу, Chrysostom: who also remarks 
on their separate journeys, — ёро) Boxe? ка} 
kara ovesi» yeyerijcOa roy ywpicydr, 
ка} wpbs GAAfAous elweiy Öri dredh eye 
ob Bobo, od 88 BoóAc, Wa ph paxd- 

HLPNa 
bed fg 
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Kúrpor 4 Iabaos $ 'émiXebáuevos THM eFH v= here (John 
v. 2) only 

х тарадобеі< тӯ yapitt ToU коріои trò Tv dò ex àv. Kand aei 

Tobe, vids yuvaixòs "lovdaias * тист, marpòs de т 
"EXAgvos, ? ôs ¢ ёдартирейто un тӧр ёр Aústpois xal," 
"комі aderpav. 3 тобто 70éAnoe 6 Iañhos cvv aùr a 

а , N . 11. ziv. 
"еее, xal & XaBàw Pepiéreuev avtov ‘bia тої s. Eph. iv. 

Ш. 11 only. 3 Масс. ir. 44. v. &, ch. хх. 15 only. L. P. (т. às, 2 Kings Hl. 29 only. 
Tru reff, 7 я чу T ng Tan. xi. 11. xil. 7. zzvii. % al. 

8 red., Matt. xiii, 31 al. of persona, here only. Num. ій. б. 
iv. 21. x. 21. 

40. Sau E- gr. evibetaueros D. 

e eh. 
А zv. 4 reff. 

h 1 Cor. vii. 18 reff. i = ch. 

om Tov Diſins D*). rec 
(for кор.) oc, with CEHLP rel 36 [vulg-clem arm] syrr copt Chr, ( Thl-sif]: txt 
ABDN p 13. 40 am(and demid fuld tol) sah Thi-fin. 

at end ins vapabibovs ras evroAas Tw» wpea- 41. ins тту» bef кл. BD Thl-fin. 
ато 17. 

Bvrepor D [vulg] demid #14 (поб am tol) arm(not ed-1805) (£radebantque tis ad cus- 
todiendum mandata apostolorum presbyterorumque syr-mg |. 

Cuap. XVI. 1. ö A Be та ебут ravra каттут. D syr-mg. 
ins eis bef Aver. ABN c p. 

rec aft yuv. ins Tiwos, with HLP rel Syr sah Thl: 
om ABCDEN a k p 36. 40 vulg вуг copt wth arm Chr. (18 def.) 

8ерВ. АВ a m 13. 36. 40 вуг copt. 
y» D: om exe: 32-7. 57 wth. 

2. комоч [ EIN. 

реба, йа›ецфбцеба robs тбжоуѕ.  Gsre xdvv 
eleovres àAMfAo:s тобто érolovy. Hom. 
xxxiv., p. 262. Yet it seems as if there 
were а considerable difference in the ейа- 
racter of their setting out. Barnabas ap- 

rs to have gone with his cousin [see 
Col. iv. 10, note] without any special sym- 
pathy or approval; whereas Paul was com- 
mended to the grace of God by the as- 
sembled church. We find Mark after- 
wards received into favour by Paul, see 
Col. iv. 10; 2 Tim. iv. 11; and in the 
former of those places it would seem as if 
be was dependent for his reception on 
Paul’s special commendation. 40. 
У{Аа»] He may perhaps have come down 
again to Antioch (sce ver. 83) i» Peter's 
company. We find (see above on ver. 22) 
& Silvanus in 1 Pet. v. 12, the bearer of 
that epistle to the congregations of Asia 
Minor. 41. Xwpíav к. Как.) See 
note, ver. 28. Here we finally lose sight 
of Barnabas in the sacred record. 

Crap. XVI. I.] We have Derbe first, as 
lying nearest to the pass from Cilicia into 
ycaonia and Cappadocia. Paul probably 

travelled by tbe ordiuary road through the 
‘Cilician gates, a rent or fissure in the 
mountain-chain of Taurus, extending from 
north to south through a distance of eighty 
miles. See various interesting particulars 
in C. and H. i. p. 801 ff. and notes. 
duet} At Lystra: which, and not Derbe, 
was in all probability the birth-place of 
Timotheus: see on ch.xx.4. This view is 

ins xai bef es 
exe: bef 

om ioudaias E. 

confirmed by ver. 2. He had probably 
been converted by Paul during his former 
visit, as he calls him his so» i» the Lord, 
1 Cor. iv. 17; 1 Tim. i. 2; 2 Tim. i. 2; 
perhaps at Antioch in Pisidia, see 2 Tim. 
Hi. 10, 11. His mother was Eunice, his 
grandmother Lois, — both women of well- 
known piety, 2 Tim. i. б. Whether his 
father was a proselyte of the gate or not, is 
uncertain : he certainly was xacircumcised. 
He would be, besides his personal aptness 
for the work, singularly fitted to be the 
coadjutor to Paul, by his mixed extraction 
forming a link between Jews and Greeks. 

7. Some of these testimonies were 
probably intimations of the Spirit respect- 
ing his fitness for the work; for Paul 
speaks, 1 Tim. i. 18, of ras троауоѓсаѕ ёж) 
сё wpodnrelas (see ch. xiii. 1,3). He was 
set apart for the work by the laying on of 
the hands of Paul and of the presbytery, 
1 Tim. iv. 14; 2 Tim. i. 6, after he had 
made a good confession before many wit- 
nesses, 1 Tim. vi. 12. 8. AaBew weps- 
ér.] As E. V. took and circumcised him. 
Every Israelite might perform the rite; see 
Winer, Realw., art. Beschneidung.“ 
Sià т. '1оъ8.] That he might not at once, 
wherever he preached, throw a stumbling- 
block before the Jews, by having with him 
one by birth a Jew, but uncircumcised. 
There was here no concession in doctrine 
at all, and no reference whatever to tho 
duty of Timothens himself in the matter. 
In the case of Titus, a Greek, he dealt 
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g- ner, "lovySa(ovs тоў бита ёр тоў К толто éxeivors ! jj6cwav ABCDE 

XVI. 

xi. 24 l. zx. yàp &mavres tov патёра avro), бт EM ™ un. v cát 
1 y. ch. 

2 Chron. 
xxxiv. 6. 

1 constr., 2 Cor. 

zi $4. 40> тоору кад qrpea9vrépav тфу év `1ерото\йдо:ц. xxi. 27. 
m ch. Н. 30 reff, 
n acc., here 
(Luke vi. 1. 
xili. 22. 
xviii. 36. 
Rom. xv. 24 

5 Ai py ody * exkXgaía, * éarepeoüvro TH u ret, xal 
Y érrepiacevoy Ta ар@дф " каб дра” 9 х &ujXBov ё ти 

oniy. Ре ! Фриүіар кай Гаћатикђь урар, Y koXvÜÉvres id той 
] Масе. lil. 37. о ас 1 Сог. 21. 2 reff. (ch. zii. 4.) p. Luke xi. 28. ch. vii. 

53. x11. 24. 1 Tim. v. 21 al. Eccles. xil. 13. q Luke li. 1. ch. zvil. T. Eph. li. 18. Col. li. 
14 only. Ezek. xx. 26 В АМ. Kc. (but appy error) only. Dan. vi. 9 Theod. r = ch. xz. 16. 1 Cor. 
v. 3. Ai. N. Tit. Ш. 12. 3 Macc. xi. 36 t ch. Ui. 7 reff. 

u eh. lil. 8 reff. 
7 = Matt. хіх. 14. ch. vill. 36 al. 1 Kings xxv. 

8. varres CD m: txt ABEHLPN p rel Chr,. 

d s 

ү 2 Cor. іх. 13. Phil. i. 9. Weel. lii. ii. 46 reff. 
96. pass. Rom. i. 13. Heb. vii. 23 only. Exod. xzxvi. б. 

per.. Rom. xvi. 16 reff. 
w ch. x ch. xiii. 6 reff. 

өт: XA o татур avrov (corra 
Jor simplicity) ABCN a m 18. 86. 40 [copt] sah Thl-fin: txt DEHLP rel Chr Thl.sif. 

4. for ver, Siepxouevot de Tas wores екпроссоу Kai wapedidocav avrois pera тасу 
WAPPNTLAS TOV xv inv xpv ара Wapadiorres kat таз evroAas атост. (rev ат. 05) к. wpecB. 
T. € цер, 
[for dier., ewopevorro Н ТМ]-вїї. ] 
rape did o 

sepovoaAnp, With EHLP [rel Bas] Chr Ы 
5. om ту mor. D. repieo evor 3 

D: aft ras rok. ins єкуриссоу pera тас. wap. т. кир. (0. Xp. Syr-mg. 
rec rape didour, with HLP rel 36 [Bas,] Chr: 

: txt ABDEN p 13 [Thl.fin]. 
uniformity), with EHLP rel Chr Egg 

l- 

rec ins тоу bef wpec B. (corrn for 
om ABCDN a р 13 Bas Thl-fin. rec 
sif]: txt ABCDN a p 18 vulg Thl-fin. 

. 66. 95! Chr-mss,. 
0. rec 8:є^Өоутез, with [HLP rel vulg(éranseuntes . . velati sunt) Chr, Thi: txt 

ABCDEN a c d e k m p 18. 86. 40 syrr coptt [е Epiph, Did, 0 , | гес 
ins тт» bef ya. (corre for uniformity), with 
ABCDN р 13 Ces. 

otherwise, no such reason existing: Gal. 
ii. 8. 4. rag тб.) Iconium, and 
perhaps Antioch in Pisidia. He might at 
conium see the elders of the church of 

Antioch, as he did afterwards those of 
Ephesus at Miletus. If he went to An- 
tioch, he might regain his route into Phry» 
gia and Galatia by crossing the hills east of 
that city. .] This general notice, 
with uè» ob», like those at ch. ix. 31, xii. 
24, marks the-opening of а new section. 

6—9.] This very cursory notice of 
a journey in which we have reason to think 
so much happened,—the founding of the 
Galatian and Phrygian churches (see ch. 
xviii. 28, where we find him, on his second 
visit, ornpl(w» ябутаѕ robs pabnrds) ; 
the sickness of the Apostle alluded to Gal. 
iv. 13; the working of miracles and im- 
parting of the Spirit mentioned Gal. iii. 5 ; 
the warmth and kindness of feeling shewn 
to Paul in his weakness, Gal. iv. 13—15,— 
seems to shew that the narrator was not 
with him during this part of the route ; an 
inference which is remarkably confirmed 
by the sudden resumption of circumstantial 
detail with the use of the first person, at 
ver. 10. e. Ф y] There were 
two tracts of country called by this name: 
* Phrygiam utramque (alteram ad Helles- 
pontum, majorem alteram vocant .. 
Eumeni restituerunt, Livy, xxxviii. 89. 

LP 86 Epiph, Did, : om 

It is with ‘Phrygia Major’ that we are 
here concerned, which was the great central 
space of Asia Minor, yet retaining the name 
of its earliest inhabitants, and on account 
of its being politically subdivided among 
the contiguous provinces, impossible to 
define ошм (е C. and Н. i. p. 280, 
note 1). e Apostle’s route must 
remain very uncertain. It is probable that 
he may have followed the great road (ac- 
cording to his usual practice and the natu- 
ral course of a missionary journey) from 
Iconium to Philomelium and perhaps as far 
as Synnada, and thence struck off to the 
N.E. towards Pessinus in Galatia. That 
he visited Colosem, in the extreme S. W. of 
Phrygia, on this journey, as supposed by 
some, and maintained with some ingenuity 
by Mr. Lewin (Life and Epistles of St. Paul 
i. 191 fl.), is very improbable (see Wieseler, 
Chron. d. Apostgsch. pp. 28 ff). 
Гоћатікўу X.] The midland district, known 
as Galatia, or Gallo-grecia, was inhabited 
by the descendants of those Gauls who 
invaded Greece and Asia in the third cn. 
tury B. O., and after various incursions and 
wars, settled and became mixed with the 
Greeks in the centre of Asia Minor. They 
were known as a brave and freedom-loving 
people, fond of war, and either on their 
own or others’ account, almost always in 
arms, and generally as cavalry. Jerome (їп · 

' ‚ a hkl aur 4 be 02 "OLemopevovro Tas móres, “mapedidocav avtois opis 
PóvAdcoew Ta "0Óyuara TÀ 'kekpuuéva отд TOY àro- 

3 
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Фуюо mvedpatos A Tov N ép Tf) `Асіа, 1ch. x. ib en 
7 re. 82 card тў»  Mucíav > érelpafov eis Twv 

a of piace, here 
only. of per- 
son, Luke 

Bibuviay vropevbijvas, xal ойк *elacev айтоўѕ тд Tvedpua » = & contr., 
"Incod® 8 “arapenOdvtes $ё Tj» Миса» *xaréfgoav eis 

ch fee 6 
only. 

e eh. In 16 al. 

Toeáóa. 9 xai fópaua © 8:4 [Tis] vuetds rë IIa a constr, Mark 
only. ch. Axlv. 7 al.) Deut. ii. 14. 
ch. v. 19 reff. 

ins under bef AcAnoa D. 
T. for eA0ovTes, "yevoueyny Di- 03). 

e ch. xviii. 22 reff. f ch. vii. 31 reff. g see 

aft то» X. ins rov Geov D vulg-ed spec Syr copt [wth-pl]. 
rec om de, with HLP rel Chr (Ec ТЫ : 

ins ABCDEN a b! d k m p18. 36. 40 вуг [(Syr)] coptt ( (sth) arm Ps-]Ath, Epiph, Did,. 
for ewe:p., ne A D Syr. rec (for eis) xara ( perhaps merely a mistake, 

occasioned by ката т. рис. before : if an intentional alteration, the reason is not clear), 
with HLP rel Thl-sif: txt ABCDEN c k m p 13. 40 Epiph, Chr Cyr, Thl. fin. 
2nd ту» D. 

ош 

rec wopevegOa: (corrn for the less usual inf. aor.), with CDHLP 13 
rel [Epiph] Chr Thl-sif: txt ABEN m p 36 Did, Thl-fin. rec om ino (see note), 
with HLP [p?] rel sah [arm-3-mss] Chr Thi; кирои C! demid: txt ABC!DEN m р! 
18. 86. 40 vulg TT copt th arm[-3-mss Did, Суг-р] Orig-int,. 

8. BueA0orres D [syr arm-mss]. 
9. ev opayar: D-gr E-lat Syr. 

the introduction to book ii. of his comm. 
on Galatians, vol. vii. p. 429) says that 
their speech was like that of the Germans 
in the neighbourhood of Treves: and per- 
haps Avkaor«rri, ch. xiv. 11, spoken of the 
neighbouring district, may refer to this 
peculiardialect. But Greek was extensively 
spoken. They were conquered by the con- 
sul Cn. Manlius Vulso, 189 в.с. (Livy 
xxxviii. 12, see 1 Macc. viij. 2), but retained 
their own governors, called as before te- 
trarchs, and afterwards kings (for one of 
whom, Deiotarus, a protégé of Pompey's, 
Cicero pleaded before Cæsar); their last 
king, Amyntas, passed over from Antony 
to Augustus in the battle of Actium. 
Galatia, after his murder, A. D. 26, became 
& Roman province. The principal cities 
were Ancyra,—which was made the me- 
tropolis of the province by Augustus,— 
Tavium, and Pessinus: in all, or some of 
which, the Apostle certainly preached. He 
was detained here on account of sickness 
ы de bdvecay тїз aprds, Gal. iv. 18). See 

rther in Prolegg. to Gal. § ii. KwÀv- 
Oévres] By some special intimation, like 
that in ch. xiii. 2. "Aciq] This name, 
applied at first to the district near the 
river Cayster in Lydia (Aci ёи Аєшфу, 
Kate rpíov dui péebpa, Hom. Il. B. 461), 
came to have а meaning more and more 
widely extended, till at last it embraced, 
as at present, the whole vast continent, 
forming one of the quarters of the globe. 
But we never find this meaning in Scrip- 
ture. The Asia of the Acts is not even 
our Asia Minor,—which name is not used 
till Orosius (i. 2, p. 16) in the fourth 
century A.D.,—but only a portion of the 
western coast of that great peninsula. (A 
full account of the history of the territory 

катуттсау 
om 8a С. 

gr. 
rec ins туз, with CEHLPN p 13 

and its changes of extent will be found in 
C. and H., i. pp. 275 ff., and in Wieseler, 
рр. 32—35. I confine myself to its im- 
port in the Acts.) This, which was the 
Roman province of Asia, —Asia Propria, 
Plin. v. 28,—as spoken of in the Acts, 
includes only Mysia, Lydia, and Caria, — 
excluding Phrygia (cb. ii. 9 and here: 
1 Pet. i. 1 it must be included) as in 
Pliny 1, c.,—Galatia, Bithynia, Cilicia, 
Pamphylia, Lycia. See ch. xix. 26, &c. 

2 Bid vvtav] At this time a Roman 
province (senatorial: Hadrian, whose fa- 
vourite province it was, took it from the 
senate), When they were come to (i.e. 
to the borders it bene they attempted 
to go into B. he expression жу. Iod 
is remarkable, as occurring in all the great 
Mss., and from its peculiarity bearing 
almost unquestionable trace of genuine- 
ness,—the idea being quite untenable that 
the word 'Igco? has been inserted here, 
and no where else, on doctrinal grounds. 
If the report of this journey came from 
an unusual source, an unusual expression 
would be accountable. 8.) wapeA- 
Oóvres must from the context mean ‘ having 
passed by,’ i. o. as regarded their work 
of preaching (c ch. хх. 16),—and not 
‘having pa by’ as avoiding it; for 
they could not get to the const without 
entering Mysia. I adhere to this inter- 
pretation, notwithstanding what has been 
said against it by Dr. Bloomfield (Gr. Test. 
edn. 9). For this sense of wapépyouai, 
which is not figurative at all, but involved 
in the literal, cf. Hom. Il. 6. 239: Aristoph. 
Vesp. 636, 7: Plato, Phædr. p. 278 fin. 
Tpwd8a] Troas (Alexandria Troas, in ho- 
nour of Alex. the Great: now Eski Stem- 
boul) was a colony juris Italici (see on ver. 
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h eb. и. зет. P OGON, avnp Македо tis ёст  птаракаћь aùròv кай ABCDE 
i ver. 16 reff. ; y B Н 

k Hie e ! A&yov * AtaBds eis Maxebovíav ! BoxOncov piv. 10 de b 0 t f 
E 7. d de rò fõpapa «деу, ebe m d yrrjoapev " ёЁєМӨєїр з eis p13 
Mark ix.22, туур Maxedoviayv, ° сиџВ:Вабоутєс̧ Ste ? rrposnéeAntas "ps 
EM hom, dea lx. 8. Heb.H.18. Rev. xii. 16 only. m — cb. xiii. B reff. nch,zxi.25re . 

o 1 Cor. ii. 16 reff. p ch. xiii. 2 reff. 

rel Chr: om А? (and appy A!) BD 40. rec o0» bef rw rav, with ACD!HLP 
rel 86 syrr [coptt sth arm] Chr, : txt B D-corr EN m р 13. 40 vulg. ins озер bef 
ауур D Syr sah. rec Tis bef are do, with HLP rel Chr: [om ris copt th: ] txt 
ABCDEN m 1295 Thl-fin.—rec aft ауур Tis ins ny, with HLP rel Chr Thl-sif: aft 
uaxe d ris ABCD5N а m p 13 Thi-fin (these variations of position shew the word to 
be spurious, inserted to fill up the imagined constr, it not being observed that arnp &c 
із in apposn with орада): om DIE 8. 47. 951. 103 Syr copt eth arm. aft «c Tes 
ins ката To проѕотоу avrov D syr-w-ast[: simly] sah. ins кап bef wapaxaAwy 
supplementary corrn) ABCEN a р 18 vulg (syrr) mth: om ЮНИР rel coptt [arm] 
hr,. om avToy D. 
16. for ws to ori, BieyepÜeis ov» duryncaro To орада тшу kai єуопсацеу от: D, simly 

rah. efnrncaper(sic) N [mi]. om туи (for uniformity with «s pax. above: 
but that was the first this the second mention) BCELPN a k p 13 Thl.sif: ins АН rel 
Thl-fin, om nuas Nl. 

12), and a free city, and was not reckoned 
as belonging to either of the provinces 
Asia or Bithynia. Whether it was for this 
reason that Paul and his companions visited 
it, is uncertain. He may have had the 
design of crossing to Europe, if permitted, 
which the subsequent vision confirmed. 
See ch. xx. 6 ; 2 Cor. ii. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 18. 

9.] The vision seems to have ap- 
red in the same way as that sent to 

eter in ch. х. It was an unreal appari- 
tion, designed to convey a practical mean- 
ing. The context precludes our under. 
standing it as а dream. Max«Bóv]) 
known probably by the affecting words 
spoken by him. There would hardly be 
any peculiarity of dress by which a Mace- 
donian could be recognized. 10. 
i[nrjcagev] by immediate enquiry for a 
ship. This word is remarkable as the 
introduction of the first person in the 
narrative: which however is dropped at 
ver. 40, on Paul's leaving Philippi, and 
resumed again, ch. xx. 5, on occasion of 
sailing from Philippi. Thence it continues 
(in all places where we have reason to 
expect it: see below) to the end of the 
book. On the question, what is implied 
by this, we may remark, (1) That while 
we safely conclude from it that the writer 
was in company with Paul when һе thus 
speaks, we cannot with like safety infer 
that he was not, where the third person 
is used. This latter must be determined 
by other features of the history. For it 
is conceivable that a narrative, even where 
it concerns all present, might be, in its 
earlier parts, written as of others in the 
third person, but might, when more inti- 
macy had been established, or even by 

preference only, be at any point changed 
to the first. And again, the episodes where 
the chief person alone, or with his principal 
companion or companions, is concerned, 
would be many, in which the narrator would 
use the third person, not because he was 
not present, but because he was not con- 
corned. This has not been enough attended 
to. If it be thought fanciful, I may refer 
to an undoubted instance in the episode, 
ch. xxi. 17, yevoudveor ўир eis ‘lep., to 
ch. xxvii. 1, és 8t explén т. dwowAciy 
$uás,. . .; during the whole of which time 
the writer was with or in the neighbour- 
hood of Paul, and drops the we, merely 
because he is speaking of Paul alone. (2) 
One objection raised by De Wette to the 
common view, that Z«ke accompanied Paul 
from this time (except as above), is, that 
several times Paul's companions are men- 
tioned, but Luke is never among them. 
On examining however one of the passages 
where this is done, we find that after the 
enumeration of Sopater, Aristarchus, Se- 
cundus, Gaius, Timotheus, Tychicus, aud 
Trophimus, we аге told, obro: vpoeA68órvres 
Éuevor Aas d» Tpwdd:: во that the writer 
evidently regards himself as being closel 
associated with Paul, and does not thi 
it requisite to enumerate himself among 
the companions of the Apostle. This may 
serve as а key to his practice on other 
occasions. On the whole, and after careful 
consideration of the subject, Isee no reason 
to doubt the common view, that Luke Aere 
Joined the Apostle (whether, us Wieseler 
suggests, as a physician, on account of his 
broken health, must of course be matter 
of conjecture, but is not improbable), and 
from this time (except from ch. xvii. 1— 
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llrg 4 ^ ávayÜévres 8 4 сон, ch, 
amò Tpwddos *eUOvópou5capuev eis Харобракти, тӯ 8 "ій. 1з 
t eiii eis Мєалоћа, 1? какєїбеу eis Ф\йтттоу, " ўт 
сті» mpwrn тў ° рерідоѕ ris MaxeSovlas mós, “ко- 15 

uch. x. 41 reff. 11) only. Prov. xxvii. 1. 

s ch. xxi. 1 

v ch. viii. 21 reff. Ezek. xlv. 7. w here only t 

rec (for Geos) xvpios, with DH LP rel syrr sah [arm] Chr, Thl.sif Iren-int, : txt ABCEN 
a l p 13. 36 vulg copt sth Thl-fin. aur А [d k] 18 Thl-sif: rovs ev rn pared. D. 

11. rec for 3e, ovr (corrn to suit the sequence on the foregoing ver), with BCHL 
Р(арру) rel 36 syr-txt sah [arm Iren-int,) 
copt Chr Thi-fin.—77 be eravpior ax0. (avax0. D*) ато D Be mg]. 
rns bef троадоѕ, with HL P(uppy) rel Thdrt Thl: om ABC 

H rel vulg wth [arm] Chr ТЫ: ка тә D: txt A В(8°) 
CELN a b c k m o p 13 зуг coptt. (P uncert.) 

rec (for ту бе) 7» те, with 

хом» ABD!N. 

l-sif: txt A(D)EN m p 18 vulg syr-mg 
rec ins 

EN c m p 13. 40 Chr.. 

aft emiovc. ins nuepa D. veav 

12. rec exeide» те, with HP rel Chr (Ec Thl-eif [, e£ inde] vulg Syr copt th: ex. бе 
L [с] 137 syr sah: txt A B(sic: see table) CDEN a m р 13. 36 Thl-fin. 

om Ist rns В: om rms мер. D c 14!. 96. 105-87-42 syrr th 
om 2nd rns (to make the sense clearer: paxedovias rox. 

onian city’ better than Tys paxedovias тол.) ACEN a m p 40: ins 

xegary D Syr. 
Chr, : рер E-gr [arm]. 
expressing ‘Ma 
BDHLP Chr. (13 def.) 

xx. 5) accompanies him to the end of the 
history. See the question of the author- 
ship of the Acts further discussed in the 
Prolegg. § i. 12—14. 11.] They had 
a fair wind on this occasion: in ch. xx. 6, 
the voyage in the opposite direction took 
five days. ‘This is also implied by е00и8ро- 
phooper: see ref., where it has the same 
sense, viz. ran before the wind. The 
coincidence of their going to Samothrace 
also shews it: determining the wind to 
have been from the 8. or S. S. E. It is only 
a strong southerly breeze which will over- 
come the current southwards which rans 
from the Dardanelles by Tenedos (C. and 
H. i. p. 836) : and this, combined with the 
short passage, is another mark of the vera- 
city of our narrative. They seem to have 
anchored N. of the lofty island of Samo- 
thrace, under its lee. els Nedwodsy] 
In an E. by N. direction, past the island 
of Thasos. It was not properly in Mace- 
donia, but in Thrace, and twelve (ten, 
C. and H. i. 339, from the Jerusalem Itine- 
rary) Roman miles from Philippi, which 
was the frontier town of Macedonia strictly 
spenking: see below. 16 was by Vespa- 
sian, together with the whole of Thrace, 
attached to the province of Macedonia 
(Winer, Realw.). Some Roman ruins and 
inscriptions serve to point out the Turkish 
village of Cavallo as its site. 12. 
Ф.М№ттоъв) Philippi was built as а mili- 
tary position on the site of the village 
Krenides (also called Datoe, Appian, Bell. 
Civ. iv. 105, of 8$ (Acro: wéAts deir, $ 
Adros évouá(ero dA, ка) Kpnylbes lr. 
ярі Adrov’ крўуаи ydp єс: тері те Абфф 
rand rev wodAal), by Philip the Great of 
Macedon. The plain between the Gangites, 

Vor. 1I. 

for vpwr., 

on which the town is situate, and the 
Strymon, was the field of the celebrated 
battle of Antony and Octavius against 
Brutus and Cassius (cf. Dio Cassius, xlvii. 
41 ff.: Appian, ubi supra): see more 
below. There is now an insignificant 
place on its site retaining the name Filiba 
(or Philippigi 7). Winer, Realw. 
per, тїз peplSog тїз MaxeSovlag 
жкбМмз | The first Macedonian city of the 
district. It was the first Macedonian 
city to which Paul and his companions 
came in that district, — Neapolis properly 
belonging to Thrace. And this epithet of 
vpóry would belong to it not only as re- 
garded the journey of Paul and Silas, but 
as Wieseler remarks (Chron. d. Apgsch. 
р. 37, note) as lying furthest eastward, for 
which reason also the district was called 
Macedonia prima, though furthest from 
‘Rome. The other explanations are, (1) 
* chief city, as E. V. But this it was not: 
Thessalonica being tbe chief city of the 
whole province, and Amphipolis of the 
division (if it then subsisted) of Macedonia 
prima :—(2) ярётэу is taken as a title of 
honour (Hug, Kuin., De Wette), as we 
find in the coins of Pergamus and Smyrna 
(but not in the case of any city out of 
Asia Minor): (3) vóAis xuAwy. are united 
(Grot.), — the first city which was a 
colony.  Butthere could be no reason for 
stating this: wherens there would be every 
reason to ке the fact that they 
tarried and preached in the very first city 
to which they came, in the territory to 
which they were sent. p(Bos would 
seem to import that the division into Mace- 
donia prima, secunda, &c., made long before 
this by Emilius Paulus (Livy, xlv. 29), still 
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seam Ара. реу 82 év тайту TH ret дьатріВоутєс ? ўрќраѕ ABCDE 
yeh. b 0. У rds, 13 Tfj те * цёра r&v * caBBatov * efi Gone EF bedfg 

ris У тулт тарй Trorapóv, ob ° ёрошібєто * трос̧єиу?) elvat, opis ch. ziii. 14 

a Matt. zzi. 17. Heb, xiii, 13. b Luke vii. 12. Heb. ziii, 12. Rath 

only. Exod. 
8 

d ver. 16 only $. Jos. Antt. ziv. 10. 23 (see note). 

ax. 8. see 
ch. zx. 7 reff. Luke ziv. 5 a]. 

iv. 1. € =hereonlyt. 2 Macc. ziv. 4. 

тим» DI[-gr)(txt Ds). for ravrn, avra D-corr HLP rel Chr, ТЫ: txt ABCD!EN 
a k p 13. 36 Syr.—rn bef avr b o. 

18. for те, de D a e o 13 vulg E-lat вуг coptt ТЫ. rec for rvAns, woAews (per- 
haps a margl expl of rns xvAns: perhaps an error), with EH I. rel 36 вуг [copt-ms 
arm) eth-rom Chr: tzt ABCDN a p 18. 40 vulg coptt. ins Tor bef worayu. D 1 142 
Thi-sif. єуош(орлу ABC 18. 40 copt seth-rom (-a, C): evoui(ev N: eBoxec. D 
Epiph (alterations from misunderstanding : see note): putabant arm: videbatur vulg: 
txt А!(арру) EHLP rel 36 Chr ТЫ. 

subsisted ; this земете is not ке, 
uepls might be merely a geographical su 
division." Wordeworth finds bis solu- 
tion of the difficulty in “the Hellenistic 
sense of the word pepis, viz. a frontier or 
strip of border land, that by which it (?) is 
divided from some other adjacent territory : 
see Ezek. xlv. 7." But this supposed sense 
may be questioned. Certainly in the place 
cited uepís has no such meaning. It there 
represents pP which is merely a part or 

portion. nodevia] Philippi was made 
а colonia by Augustus, as a memorial 
of his victory over Brutus and Cassius, 
and as a frontier garrison against Thrace. 
Ite full name on the coins of the city 
was Colonia Augusta Julia Philippensis. 
A Roman colony was in fact a portion 
of Rome iteelf transplanted to the pro- 
vinces (Aulus Gellius, xvi. 13, calls them 
© ex civitate quasi propagatæ—populi Ro- 
mani quasi effigies рагу simulacraque ’). 
The colonists consisted of veteran soldiers 
and freedmen, who went forth, and de- 
termined and marked out their situation, 
with all religious and military ceremo- 
nies. The inhabitants of the colonim 
were Roman citizens, and were still en- 
rolled in one or other of the tribes, and 
pane the privilege of voting at Rome. 
n them the Roman law was strictly 

observed, and the Latin language was 
used on their coins and inscriptions. 
They were governed by their own senate 
and magistrates (Duumviri, as the consuls 
at Rome: see on страттууо{ below, ver. 
20), and not by the governor of the 
province. The land on which they stood 
was tributary, as being provincial, un- 
less liberated from tribute by the special 
favour of the jus Italicum, or Quiritarian 
ownership of the soil. This Philippi 

, in common with many other 
colonie and favoured provincial towns. 
The population of such places came in pro- 
cess of time to be of а mixed character: 
but only the descendants of the original 

zposevxxv ACN р 13. 40 copt ath: evxy 

colonists by Roman wives, or women of а 
people possessing the civitas, were Roman 
citizens. Hence new supplies of colonists 
were often necessary. See article ‘Colonia’ 
in Smith's Dict. of Antt., and C. and H. 
i. pp. 341, f. iv ravry тў A] 
In this city,—as distinguished from the 
suburben place of prayer to which they 
afterwards, on the Sabbath, ё ЁЯАбох le 
тўз wiAns. Perhaps raórp may have been 
changed to а?тӯ, to make the contrast 
stronger. éd» аётӣ тр wóAe, as distin- 
guished from fte тїз vs, would be too 
strong an expression for the calm simplici 
of St. Luke's narrative style. 18. 
vorapóv] а (or, the) river; viz. the small 
stream Gangites, or Gangas: Leake, p. 217, 
cited by C. and H. i. 841; not, as Meyer 
and De Wette, the Strymon, the nearest 
point of which was many miles distant. 
The name Krenides, formerly borne by the 
city, was derived from the fountains of this 
stream. From many sources we learn, 
that it was the practice of the Jews to hold 
their assemblies for prayer sear water, 
whether of the sea, or of rivers: probably 
on account of the frequent washings cus- 
tomary among them. Thus a decree of the 
Halicarnasseans in Joseph. Antt. xiv. 10. 
23, allows the Jews тёз xposevyds жогеѓс- 
Oa: vp тӯ ба\ёсср xarà ті wárpior Eos. 
Thus Juvenal, speaking of the * madida 
Capena* at Rome, adds, * Nunc sacri fontis 
nemus, et delubra locantur Judsis,’ iii. 18. 
And Tertullian, de Jejuniis, ch. 16, vol. ii. 
p. 976, Judaicum certe jejunium ubique 
celebratur, quum omissis templis per omne 
litus quocumque in aperto aliquando jam 
recem ad celum mittunt? And ad 
ationes, i. 13, vol. i. p. 579, he speaks of 

the ‘orationes litorales’ of the Jews. See 
also Philo in Flacc. $ 14, vol. ii. p. 586. 

оё ёуор. mpos. dvar Where а 
meeting for prayer was accustomed to be: 
i. e. ‘where prayer was wont to be made,’ 
as E. V. That this is the meaning here, is 
plain from the use of elves, which 
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кай ° кабітартес ёХахойне» таў { сиуё.боўта yuvarkiy, esta. n. v. 
14 cai Tis түшлл} ovopats Avdla, STropdvupóras Toews ch. xiii. 14. 

1 Cor. x. 7. 
ххх. 8. I GOuareipov, “'ceBouévn tov i0eóv, Tuovev, Fs Ö кїрїо$ rei S ret 

X dr vorF ev тї кардіау 'aposéyew тої AaXovpévois U Tw 
ToU llavXov. 15 as бё ёВаттісбр, xai б m olxos aris, Eo 

1. 

here only t. 
h. xiii. 43 

7 
Job 

a ld n 4 А > o , М! ays ; парехамає Nov Ei кекрікатё pe P тісту тоф * = Lake xiv. 
\ , У 

P курир elvai єїє\МӨбртє; eis Tov olkóv pou *9 pewaTe Фм . 4 
1 = ch. viii. 6 

reff. m = ch. x. 3 теб. 
46 reff. Р 

m 99: txt Al (appy) BEHLP rel 36. 
CE N'(N? disapproving) sth. 

14. ins rys bef redet D. 
mw ins gris bef ук. E. 
om Tov BD. 

bere ouly. see 1 Cor. iv. 17. 
ю Matt. viii. 5. xviii. 29. Mark v. 12 al о = ch. xlii. 

q = ch. xxi. 7,8 reff. 

ure D. aft cure Ad. add тш» 

[for бео», короо» Di(and lat, but -gr corrd eadem 
nico: Dl. gr L a e k 13 vulg Chr Thl-fin. 

15. ins avr» bef к. o ок. EN? d h 86.8. 98-7. 106-marg 113-77-80 demid fuld [вутт] 
sah arm Chr,. ins was bef o ou. D а 43. 69 wth. for кирсе, de D-gr wth 

* uépere (corra to more usual?) ABDEN p 18: peware CHLP rel 36 Chr 
[Ва]. 
could certainly not be said if the rposevy4 
were in this case a building dedicated to 
prayer. Were there no such qualification, 
we should understand the word of a rpos- 
eur ijpior or synagogue, as frequently used: 
тоё; 32 ofkovs éavrois karagkevdaarres 
Q Tóvovs wAarcis Qóper Sinn», wposevyas 
таўтаз éxdAovy’ кай та» uà» 7d wadady 
wpesevxé&v drei ty re rois "lovbalo:s {о 
wéAees, kal v то TZauapel rats. Epi- 
phanius, Her. 80, § 1, p. 1067: and again, 
soon after, àAAk aal wposevy?s тбтоѕ iv 
Auclpois, èv тӯ vun) kaAovuévp NeazóA ei, Се 
Tis тлее, ép тр wediddi, Ss ёт) anuelov 
dúo, rp. očrus iv At к. olüp(e 

істі naracxevacGels, úrò тй» 
Жанаритдёу тбута тё тё» "lovsDalwr шиди- 
MÉrev. Josephus, Vita p. 54, says, qur- 
éryorrat пбуте els Thv wposevyfir, néyurror 
оїктда толь ÜxAor ёк:86 ас ба Bvráueror. 

The xposevy4 here was probably 
one of the open places spoken of in the 
above extracts from Epiph. The close 
of the verse also best with an open 
place of resort. cre seem to have been 
few, if any, Jews in Philippi: this assem- 
bly consisting merely of women attached 
to the Jewish faith. We hear of no oppo- 
sition arising from Jews. There appears 
(ch. xvii. 1) to have been no synagogue. 

14. торфърбтећ ] The guild of dyers 
(ei Bagets) at Thyatira have left inscrip- 
tions, still existing, shewing the accuracy 
ofour narrative. The celebrity of the pur- 
ple dyeing of the neighbourhood is as old 
ns Homer: as & Fre ris т dAéQarra yurh 
фо! кї шї» Mporls $$ Kdeipa, Taphiov 
Zupevas Irres, II. 8. 141. So also Clau- 
dian, de Rapta . i. 270: * non sic 
decus ardet eburnum Lydia Sidonio quod 

Femina tinxerit ostro’ (Lewin, i. 242). 
Thyatira was a city of the province of 
Asia. Thus, although forbidden to preach 
the word in Asia, their first convert at 
Philippi is an Asiatic. Lydia isa proper 
name, not ‘ita dicta a solo natali, as 
Grot.: though its origin may have been 
that. It was a common female name. 
See Hor. Od. i. 8; iii. 9. ep. т. 0.) 
А proselyte ; see тей. М.Т. fjxovev, 
was listening, — when Schroder, the act 
of God, took place. Вус ёсу) cor 
clausum рег se: sed Dei est id aperire.’ 
Bengel. T. Aadouptvors} It appears 
rather to have been a conversation (éAaAo0- 
меу, we spoke and not тфу Adyoyv) than 
a set discourse: the things which Paul 
was saying. 15. Barr., x. ô olxos 
evr.] It may be (as Meyer maintains) that 
no inference for infant-baptism is hence 
deducible. The practice, however, does not 
rest on inference, but on the continuily 
and identily of the covenant of grace to 
Jew and Christian, the sign only of admis- 
sion being altered. The Apostles, ar Jews, 
would have proposed to administer baptism 
to the children, and Jewish or proselyte 
converts would, as matter of course, have 
acceded to the proposal ; and that the prac- 
tice thus by universal consent, tacitly (be- 
cause at first unquestioned) pervaded the 
universal church, can hardly with any rea- 
son be н ST 5 n 1 Cor. vii. 14, 

«i xexpixare | If ye have judged mo; 
modestly alludiug to the decision respect- 
ing her faithfulness implied by their bap- 
tizing her, and assuming that such a judg- 
ment had been passed. Similarly el ueis 
dvaxpivyéueba, ch. iv. 9. 16.] This 
happened on other occasions; not on the 

N 2 
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agen каў r тареВ:Ќќсато ͤ ud. 1% éyévero 8ё Tropevouévov * uà 
124 els тўр *aposevyny “radionny twa "Ééyovcav "vega 

YarvOwva *vravrca. *juiv, Bris J*épyacíav тои 
xxi. 17 re a ^ ^ b ГА з ^ e H 17 nf 

tver. 18. ga Tapetx ee TOIS "kuptois QUTNS ~ pavTevopuevr. айт?) 
Gen. xx. 17. ‚ ^ s e c, eF exZ Е = John si. d катакоћоибђсаса TQ IIavXo кай м», ёкрабеу Aeyoura 

йс. ch. xis. Oö roi of йудротог f ÓoUXot той E Beod той © inplotou eiaív, 
* ее 

I Lare vil. #7 oirwes “xatayyéAXovow Naiv odo ! соттріаѕ. 18 тойто 
Mt. . e 
т. г) siran. $2 eroici * ёті тола huépas. !:атортдеіѕ $ б Пайло<с 

Y. . 

zi. 20, 30. хіі. 18 only v. Tobit vij. 1 (not М). 20 ® = here bia. ch. zix. 24 (25. Luke 

b Matt. x. 14. L 

1. Rev. vil. 3. Dan. Ш. 26 Theod. 4 Kings x. 23. 
‚ 48. ch. ziii. 6 reff. 

k ch. xlii. 31 reff. 1 ch. iv. 2 (reff.) only. 

vpas Ni. 

y ch. xix. 24. 
L.P. (Gen. xxix. 27.) Xen. Mem. iii. 10. 1. a = Ch. xvii. 31. xzviii. 2 al. Ps. 

16. rec om ту, with DHLP rel Chr, : ins ABCEN p 18. 40 Orig, Thl-fin. 
oxougay Nl. 
syr-mg 
hr: txt BCEN p 13. 36 Orig Е ушу Ni. 

dia rovrov D'[-gr(but marked for erasure); per Лос D- lat]. 
17. xaraxoAov6ovca B D- gr N 36. 180. 

pref. xa: D!-gr(txt D$). 
karayy., evayyeAiCorre D(-res D!). 
erson speaking 

[C! uncert.] 
18. om 1st 3e H sah. 

same day, as Heinrichs and Kuinoel fancy. 
In that case (besides other objections), 
if they had gone back from the house 
of Lydia to the place of prayer, the word 
would certainly have been éteA6órre», and 
not wopevoudverv. In ver. 15 is implied 
their taking up their abode with Lydia: 
in this verse that they Aabitually resorted 
to this place of prayer to teach, and that 
what follows happened on such occasions. 

It may be remarked that the E. V. of 
wopevopévæwy eis (Thv) wposevxfir, ‘as we 
went to prayer,’ has given rise to a curious 
abuse of the expression * going to prayer,’ 
in the sense of ‘ beginning to pray,’ among 
the lower classes in land. ov- 
gav тура wilwva | the whole sub- 
ject of dæmoniacal possession, see note on 

att. viii. 82. This was а case in which 
the presence а 19 mes bs a patent 
act, recogniz the heathen possessors 
d consulters of this female slave, and 
by them turned to account; and recognized 
also by the Christian teachers, as an їп. 
stance of one of those works of the devil 
which their Lord came, and commissioned 
them, to destroy. All attempt to explain 
away such a narrative as this by the sub- 
terfuges of rationalism (as e. g. in Meyer, 
and even Lewin, i. 248, and apparently 
Hackett, p. 222), is more than ever futile. 
The fact of the spirit leaving the girl, and 
the masters finding the hope of their gains 

rec тодоров (see note), with D-corr! ЕНІ, Р(яо:0.) 18. 86 rel tol 
-gr Chr: txt ABC!D!N p vulg Orig. rec атаутуса, with ADHLP rel 

vapeixero C. for avrys, 

om то Orig. expa(or and 
om ауброто: D'(and lat! : ins D5) Lucif,. for 

elz ушу (alteration, as better suiting the 
), with BD E-gr N a b o 86 vulg syrr sth-pl [arm] Thdrt,: txt 

AC*HLP р(віс) 18 rel E- lat coptt s&th-rom Orig Chr drt[-ed-rom,] Eustath Lucif,. 

om o ABN: ins CDEHLP rel 36 Chr,.—emiorp. Beo т. те 

gone, is fatal : and we may see, notwith- 
standing all his attempts to account for it 
psychologically, that Meyer feels it to be 
80. 350uva] Plut. de Defectu Oracul. 
p. 414, says Sswep rods é-yyacTpiuó8ovs 
EvpuxaAdas (from a prophet, Eurycles), 
wdAa, ую} üg e posayopevouérovs. 
It is difficult to decide internally between 
the probabilities of ré@wva and s6wros : 
I have retained the ancient reading, both 
from its external authority, and because 
I find so many Commentators explaining 
rudy to be a name of Apollo, or the 
serpent Python, that the alteration into 
the gen. may thus be easily accounted 
for. Bp. Wordsworth has an interesting 
note on the probable reuson for this new 
term appearing in the narrative, now that 
St. Paul is brought directly into contact 
with Greek and Roman divination. 
17.] Éxpal«v, used to ory out: several 
occasions are referred to. The recogni- 
tion of Paul and his company here by the 
spirit is strictly analogous to that of our 
Lord by the demons, Matt. viii. 29; Luke 
iv. 84: and the same account to be given 
of both: viz. that the evil spirit knew and 
confessed the power of God and His Christ, 
whether in His own Person or that of His 
servants. 18. Na ron] Not mere 
annoyance is expressed by this word, but 
rather holy indignation and sorrow at what 
he saw and heard; the Christian soldier 
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xal m érurtpépas Ta ттуєйнат el rep u Haparyyéhheo ot dy m — ch. ix. 0. 
дубиатг ‘Inoob xpua ToU P ёЁє\бєў ar айт. ral? eher „ы n int sor, 

%айтӱ TH "dpa. 
Mark viii. 6. 

19 res 86 oi > кўри: айт бт! é- ch x. 42. " 
Me 1) eme rìs * épyacias айтд», er ,t Tov 1 Tim. vi, 13. 
Пад\о» ка} Stray ‘efrxcucay eis тй» “аура ёті TOUS p ch, vi vl. c 

&pxovT as, 20 cal ™posayaryov Tes auTous Trois " стратзрүо& q Luke u. 38. 

elrav Ойто oi dvOpwirot * ёктаратсоиац iu Thy ir 
'Тоибао. Yimdpyovres, ?! xai *xatayyéddovew *&05 à 

vii. 21. x. 21. stg am 31. хх. 19 only. L. Dan. v. 6 
8 acc., ch. ix. 27 тей. 

32. xviii. 10. xxl. 6, 11) only. Jer. xlv. (xxxviii.) 13. see ch. xxi. 30. 
1. 18. iv. &. Col 

zzvii. 12. v Matt. xvi: 

ту. xai 8:ато. D. rape C а [s paper]: тарсуүё\а 

xxiv. 33. ch. 
xxii, 13 only. 
Dan. iii. C 5. 
iv. 30 (33) 
Theod. ) only. 
w. ay, Lake 

r constr., Gal. v. 5. Eph. 
t= рога e (John vi. 4. xii. 

b. zvii. 17. Ezeh. 
24. Ілаке іх. 41. ch. zzvii. 27. 1 Pet. Ш. 18 only. — 9, 

x here onl 1ххкүй, 16. у. Ps. И. 30 reff. 

rec ins то bef 
or, with DHLP T rel Œc Tt (Ec Thl: om A CEN chp Eustath, [Ps jAth Chr, [Eucher, ]. 

wa eleA05ns D: єёелбе 13. for e[3A0. avr. т. u., кыйы €{A0. D wth-rom. 
19. ка: 180 r. B Syr wth: om õe A! D.-lat.— де eBay oi xup. туз weds:onns orc 

стєстерђсбо THS еру. 

«сурау E. 
90. яроѕауауоутаз D'[-gr](txt D-corr!). 

та efyn D'(and lat!) 15! : 21. [xarayyeAovew Н b! m o p.] 

was goaded to the attack, but the mere 
satisfaction of anger was not the object, 
any more than the result, of the stroke. 
It is doubtful here, in mere grammar, 
whether the dat. ré пуєбрать is to be 
constructed with éxierpéyas or with «Ire». 
But considering 1) that the spirit could 
hardly be the object of & bodily movement 
on the part of the Apostle, except as re- 
presented by the possessed damsel, and 2) 
that ётістрёфе is never elsewhere found 
with a dative, but always with а pre- 
position, eis or wpós or dl, it is much 
the best to take те xvetdyar: with erer, 
and believe it to be thrown forward before 
its verb for the sake of emphasis. 
19.] Her masters (а partnersbip of per- 
sons, not plur. for sing. They may have 
been the hzredes of some опе to whom 
she had belonged) perceived that the hope 
of their gain bad gone out (with the 
damon). A.. . . Ax. gives the 
idea of force having been used. So we 
have ‘obtorto collo ad prsetorem trahor,’ 
Plaut. Реп. iii. б. 45. Paul and Silas 
only are apprehended as having been the 
p persons in the company. When 

ette says that, if Luke here were 
us narrator, he must say something of 
Timotheus, as he mentions him ch. xvii. 
14, xviii. 5,—and yet holds (on ver. 10) 
that Timotheus himself is the narrator, n 
forgets tbat the same reasoning will арр! 
to him айо, if it applies at all, whic 
I much doubt. When two persons of a 
company are described as being appre- 
hended, we do not need an express asser- 

aur. ns «uar ĝi анттуу D. 
uniformity), with ABEHLPN р 13. 36 rel Eustath Chr: om CD 1. 

гес ins тоу bef oA. (corra for 
qAxvoay C: 

(eray, so ABE He sil] N p.) 
on L: sectam tol 

tion to 5 us that the rest were not. 
i т. Äpxovras said generally : they 

did them to the forum to the au- 
vu wae diari as страт- 
ayol. ] The Duum- 
viri of the м чыш о whom at Capua Ci- 
cero says, cum in ceteris coloniis Duum- 
viri appellentur, hi se Preetores (orpar- 
wyots) appellari volebant. De Leg. Agr. c. 
34. Messinenses,’ says Wetstein, etiam 
nunc (cir. 1750) Preetorem sive Presfectum 
urbis Séradigo appellant.’ The name, as 
a rendering of Prector, had come from the 
Greek title of similar magistrates: so Aris- 
totle, Politic. vii. 8, ёи rats Ap Y 
pla wep) тбутоу (àpxh): carota: 8 orpar- 
wyots ка} wodeudpxous. '[ov8. ddp 
xovres .... Poe. обслу) The distinction 
between "bvdpxws and &» seems to be, 
that the former is used of something which 
the speaker or narrator wishes to put for- 
ward into notice, either as unknown to his 
reader or hearer, or in some way to be 
marked by him for praise or blame: 
whereas the latter refers to facts known 
and recognized, and taken for granted by 
both. Thus, we may notice that, when 
the fact of Paul and Silas being Romans 
is announced to the jailor, it is not à»0. 
*Peuaíovs Svras, but Uwápyovras ; whereas 
here, both parties, the speakers and the 
addressed, being indisputably Romans, we 
have 'Peuaíois otow. The account of this 
may be, that owdpye is predicated of some- 
thing of which the speaker informs the 
hearer, some prior knowledge which he 

aud now iiparts—eluí being 
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Pp ОЙК E Fec re npiv ° rapabẽxeoda. ойбё тогу ‘Pwpalos 
aril. ойо. ?? ка} îguveréorn 0 ÓyXos кат avTOv, Kal oi 

сауа. “OTpaTmyol vr pi res abr Ta ipátia ékéAevov 
Mark iv. 20. "РаВЦеш, 23 mods тє SémiÜÉvres aùrois 5 п\арууйѕ 

a + 

(trom Prov. h a eis h фиХаклы, ! raparyyelAavres TQ * de,] NH 
{. 12) only. 12 E 

ae, daas ‚айтор * 05 "map abr 
compl. dá Mao héBaXev avTovs eis THY ° éowTépay h dvXakz xai 

e here on 

2 Mace. I^» ro móðas v ўсфаћісато айтфь eis To 4 Хоу. 25 г катӣ ёё 
ra cer. ai d 

"ru a Judg. 

ch. i. 4 ref. 

тд* pec ovi iov IIabXos кай ZiXas * rox HO ч ğuvovv 
TOv Ge Y ётткрофуто ёё abr oi " $ётшо 78 х ádyo 

. 18. 
h Matt. v. 25. xviii, 30. Luke хіі. 68. xxiii. 19, 25. Rev. ii. 10. (see Jer. xliv. (xxxvii. jal.) 

k here, &c. 3ce only f. (see Gen. xxxiz. 21, &c.) 
only 2. (Gen. xxxiv. ten CU Tobit vi. 4 (5) (not Nj. 

inf. 
= Mark xiv. Pris H. 2 

ш ch. iara n ch. v. 28 reff.t 
o Heb. Tu. 19 only. Levit. xvi p Matt. бае) 84, 65, 66 only. Isa. xli. 10. Wiad. xiii. 18. 
q = bere only. Job xaxiii. 21 BN Fac. inet A). co зк ы Heb. ili. 8, from Ps. xciv. 8. 
s Mark xiii. 35. Luke xi. Б. а хк. oniy. Ps. cxviii. 82 absol., reff. u w. acc., Heb. 
d $ заг Іва. ке 4. Dan. lii. p eod. absol., Matt. xxvi. 20 |; Mk. oniy. 51 "Mace, xiii. 47. * here 

Cosar „1 Kings xv. ar w Acts, here bis, ch. xxviii. 16 v. r., 17 ah. Matt. xxvii. 15, 
16 : k. aul, Eph. Ш. 1 а14. Heb. х. 34. xiii. 3 only. Lam. iii, 34. x ch. H. 2. xxviii. 6 only. Josh. х. 9. 

Laucif,. a ovk et. nuas wapadetacOa ovre wor. pe. urapxovew D. 
22. ка: woAus oxA. ouveresrncay кат aur. kpa(orres Tore (xa: De) о: D. 

(repipnt., во ABICDEHLN р 13.) 
23. for re, ĝe B р 40 E. lat copt. 

rnpecba D. 
24. for os, o de D[-gr, gui D- lat]. 

txt ABCDEN a m p 18. 86. 40. 

ev то [vA D al. 
35 om то N. ara de uecov туз уоктоѕ DI(txt D*). 

ins xa: bef oc Sean. C Orig. ins o bef Aas C. 

predicated of the bare matter of fact. See 
ch. xvii. 27, 29; xxi. 20 (for both); xxii.8; 
Gal. ii. 14 al, for óxdpyo»: and for б», 
Jobn iii. 4; iv. 9 bis; Kom. v. 10 al. 
* Versute composita fuit bsc criminatio ad 
gravandos Christi servos: nam ab una 
parte obtendunt Romanum nomen, quo 
nihil erat magis favorabile; rursum ex no- 
mine Judaico, quod tunc infame erat (espe- 
cially if the decree of Claudius, expelling 
them from Rome, ch. xviii. 2, had at this 
time been enacted) conflant illis invidiam : 
nam, quantum ad religionem, plus habe- 
bant Romani affinitatis cum aliis quibus- 
libet, quam cum gente Judaica.’ Calvin. 

21. ..] “ Dio Cassius tells us 
that Mecenas gave the following advice to 
Augustus:—Tb ply беїоу wdvrn wdyros 
abrós те oéBov xarà тй тйтра, ка) robs 
BAAous тиб» ürdyxa(e« rods è LeviQov- 
tds тї пер abrd ка) шае ка} кблабе 
and the reason is alleged, viz. that such in- 
novations lead to secret associations, con- 
spiracies, and cabals, rep fera povap- 
xig cupdépe:.” (C. and H. i. p. 356.) So 
Julius Pnulus, Sentent. v. 21. 2, cited by 
Wetst, *Qui novas et usu vel ratione 
incognitas religiones inducunt, ex quibus 
animi hominum moveantur, honestiores de- 
portantur, humiliores capite premuntur.’ 

for тараууєАаутез, wapa yiAas Te Nl. 

rec (for AaBev) e:Angeas, with HLP rel Chr: 
for eBaA ev, eAaBe» А. 

co of order), with C?7DEHLP rel 86 Chr.: txt ABON p 18. 
rec avtay bef noe. 

псфал:сауто 

ins o bef ravàos D b o. 
8есро D!(txt ЮЗ), 

23. The multitude probably cried 
out tumultuously, as on other occasions 
(see Luke xxiii. 18; ch. xix. 28, 34; xxi. 
80; xxii. 22, 23), —and the duumviri, with- 
out giving them a trial (àxaraxpírovs, 
ver. 87), rent off their clothes, scil. by the 
lictors (rois paBócóxoss dxérevoav Thy 
ёс0ўт& Te wepimarappijta: kal rais ф48- 
dois ть сёра galver, Dion. Hal. ix. 89). 
The form was, * Summove, lictor, despolia, 
verbera, Seneca (C. and Н. i. 857). Ses 
also Livy, ii. 8; Valer. Max. ii. 28, in 
Wetst. Erasmus fancied tbat the duum- 
viri rent their оюп clothes from indigna- 
tion: but, to say nothing of the impro- 
bability of such a proceeding on the part of 
a Roman magistrate, a man could not very 
well wepip his own garments. 
24. тд [Xov] Also called калор, тобо- 
Kdim, and яжодострёВт, and in Latin, 
servus: so *noctu nervo vinctus custodi- 
bitur, Plaut. Cap. iii. Б. 71. Eusebius 
(v. 1, vol. ii. p. 16, ed. Heinichen) men- 
tions, speaking of the martyrs in Gaul, 
тёз dv TË UN бататез TV . és] 
xéuxTo» Diarewouérow тр 
25. wposevx. Üpv.] Not ав E. V. ' prayed. 
and sang praises, — but, praying, sang 
praises, or in their prayers, were singing 
praises. The distinction of modern times 
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oe! сеси éyévero péyas, бете * caXevOnva тё % dene y “Terre 

тод *Ócaperrppíow qvewyOnoav $ %тарахойиа ai Өйрал 
таса, kal парто» TÀ * Secud * deb. 
hyevouevos ó ‘SeopopuAak xal бор dvepypévas tas > зе piar., 
Gupas ri фиХакђс, N cracdyevos Tijv ™ payaspay juedrev З 

Rev. vi. 12 

27 & é£vmrvos de z ch. iv. 31 reff, 
a Ps. lxxzi. 5. 

Heb. 

éavtòv * dvaipeiy, уой» ° éxmepevyévas тойс " бес ои. Mat xi. 8 
18 P epwrnoev 66 SN UE: au о Пайлос Аёуо» Mudder only. Gen. 

xxzix. 23 bis. 
xl. 3, 6 only. 

mpatns ceavrQ "xaxov йлаутє yap ée * évOdde, ас ih. 1 ret. 
39 ^ a/rrgas de ‘dora " eiserjónacv, xal " ёутроцдо$ "yevó- 

pevos " Tposemegev TQ IIa xal Zira, 80 wai * po- 

q = and constr., w. , ch. Ix. 13. 
24 only t. 

only 1. (Ezek. i. 25 A Ald. 2 yt (Бел. [26] t compl.) 

eneut pL,Luke 
«iit. 29. ch. 

те 
Mark xiv. 47. Num. aii. 31. 

в = ch. v. 33 reff. о absol., Heb. 
p Luke xxiii. 66. Rev. ziv. 18. 

John iv. 15, 16. ch. x. 18. xvii. 6. xxv. 17, 
21. 3 Kings кіх. 6. = here y s Matt. vii. 10. Luke i. 63. ch. zii. 20. ziii. 21. 

С) Xen. Hellen. v. 1. 8. 

w — Mark iil. 
x ch. zii 6 ref. К 

26. rec axewxô., with HLP rel Chr.: qvoix0. AEN p 13 Orig: txt BCD m Thl-fin. 
rec for 2nd дє, те (perhaps to avoid the recurrence of de, —perhaps because 

the copulative is more natural), with CHLP rel (vulg Syr eth arm] Chr: txt ABDEN 
а c! h k m p 13 вуг сор Thi-fin. 
[relazata sunt D-lat] Ri. 

91. for e£. Ze, кол e. D Syr seth. 
C vulg(not am demid fuld ftot). 
AEHLPN p? 13. 36 rel Chr.: ins BCD pi. 
avec Ci. exmepuyeva А. 

om zapaxpyua B Lucif,. ayeAu8 D! 

Sec uo$vAas(sic) N. T. бор. bef are. 
ins cat bef стас. D-gr!. rec om тт», with 

(n4€A4., so ABCELPN p.) 

28. неу. bef purn AB D-lat am [fuld tol] coptt.—1»avAos bef реу. фе». B [vulg 
Syr (copt) Lucif].—om o BC! 13 Thl.sif. 

er., virapxor C! 
ins xpos rovs rodas D![and lat] vulg (syr-w-ob) [copt] sah Lucif;. 

29. фета de єтҷсаз D. for 
romans E. ins т: bef xaxor 

-gr c k? 40. 
-gt. 

aft rposer. 
rec ins te bef 

сіЛа (corra for uniformity), with AczEHLPN p 13(0 sil] 36 rel: om BC'D. 
30. к. тротусує» avr. efe D: add rovs Aorwous arpadicaueros ки D(om ка D-corr) 
T-w-ast(adding further appropinquavit).—T*poaye» Nl. 
coptt [Syr sth]. 

between prayer aud praise, arising from 
our attention being directed to the shape 
rather than to the essence of devotion, was 
unknown in these days: see Col. iv. 2. 

* Nihil crus sentit in nervo, quum 
animus in colo est.’ Tertullian ad Mar- 
tyres c. 2, vol. i. p. 623. The 
imperfects shew that they were singing, 
and the prisoners (in the outer prison) 
listening, when the earthquake happened. 

26. r тё Seopa 809) i. e. 
of all the prisoners in the prison: see be- 
low (ver. 28), Ararrer ydp spev ё,048е. 
Doubtless there were gracious purposes in 
this for those prisoners, who before were 
listening to the praises of Paul and Silas ; 
and the very form of the narrative, men- 
tioning this listening, shews ewbseqwent 
communication between some one of these 
and the narrator. Their chains were 
loosed, not by the earthquake, but by 
miraculous interference over and above 
it. It is some satisfaction to find, that 

for ефт, eurer avrois 

neither Meyer, De Wette, nor Kuinoel 
have attempted to rationalize this won- 
derful example of the triumph of prayer. 
See some excellent remarks on Baur's 
attempt to do so, in Neander, Pfl. u. L. 

. 802, note 3. 27. fpe. gavr. 
vap.) The law de Custodia Reorum 

(Wetst.) says, ‘Ad commentariensem 
receptarum personarum custodia obser- 
vatioque pertineat, nec putet, hominem 
abjectum atque vilem objiciendum esse 
judici, si reus modo aliquo fuerit elapsus. 
Nam ipsum volumus bujusmodi pons 
consumi, cui obnoxius docebitur fuisse, qui 
fugerit. Dean Howson notices, by the 
examples of Cassius, Brutus, Titinius, and 
many of the proscribed, after the battle,— 
that Philippi is famous in the annals of 
suicide (p. 361). 29. ra] Not as 
E. V., ‘a light,’ but lights, neut. plur. 
30. wpoay. atr. Efe] Into the outer prison: 
not perhaps yet outside the prison, which 
(from ёуауауб», ver. 34, when he takes 
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ch. ix. 43 
d f. те е 

e ch. х. 3 reff. 
ach. xi. 19 reff. 
b = John zir. 

4. cl 18 . xxiii. 18. 
cch. xxii. 23. 33 
d ch. ix. 37 reff. 
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31 of 8à elrav ? Пістєусор У em tov курор 'Igcoüv, xal 
coc» c) xal 0 *olxos cov. 39? xal *ёМйМмута> айтф 
Tov * Aóyov той Kupiou, сўз тйа Tois èv TH оікіа avro. 

xai "aapaXafàv aùroùs èv xelin т) * pa. TÄS ° vuKTOS 

XVI. 

Su. nr.. d EXoucey * amd TOV nany, ral éfazríaUn айтдсѕ Kai oi 
zzxiv.) 28 

& id. Тт 
ch. ix. 39 А 

f = Mark viti. 
6,7. 4 Kings 
vi. 22 

21 
P». lxxvii. 20. k ch. II. 26 reff. 20. ff. 1 here ur fe 

m dat., = ch. zvili. 8. John v. 24. vili. 81. Rom. iv. 3, from Gen. xv. 6. 
эй. 18 reff. 

31. (era, so AB C(appy) DEN р.) 

ef abr Tyres 'mapgxpijua, %* € dvayaywv тє aùroùs eis 
тд» olxov %тарёбпкєу !cpámetav xai * nyaddato ! mav- 

Я т ` A A керне; Оше) 0 тєтигтєикі TH беф. 35 juépas ёё % yevouerns 
Exod. і. 1 В compl. only. Jos. Дац. iv. 6. 6. 
Tit. i. 8. 1 John v. 10. а ch. 

miorevoay Ni. for ert, eis. E lect-19. 
rec aft inoour ins xpioror, with CDEHLP rel 36 [syrr sah wth arm) Thdrt, 

Chr, : om ABN p 18 vulg copt Lucif,. 
83. om Tov D. for up., беоо BR}. 

ins was bef o ооз E a g 13 th arm. 
rec (for avv) xa: (alteration for 

simplicity, and to suit av каз o oix. above), with EHL syrr [copt wth arm) Chr: txt 
ABCDPN p 13. 36. 40 vulg Lucif, (cup К p). 

88. eAvcev D(and lat: txt D:). 

illustrate the practice of insertion to fill «p any ellipsis. 
84. xa: avay. тє D'[-gr]: ar. 8e C 18. 86 copt syr. 

ADEHLN 13 rel ves Chr: om ВСР c p 86. 40 [Chr.] Lucif,. 
coptt arm. Di. [aft жареб. ins avros E vulg 8 

avros bef eB. D. 
A; шо: m lect-17: ner Thl-fin.—o omos avrov 40 oh 

ins оке: bef avrov 
(These exs may serve to 

exarres BN [c]. 
rec aft ox. ins avrov, with 

ins xa: bef wap«Ünxev 
rec gyyaAAiagaro (alteration 

to more usual historic tense), with ABC? E-gr HLN р 13. 86 rel vulg copt [wth ann 
Lucif,] Thl-&in : txt C'(appy) DP bg h m o E-lat syrr sah Chr Thl.sif. 

: guy T€ око avTov D: om E: txt ABICN 18. ravoi, with B'HLP re 
bew, exi Tov бео» [in domino] D. 

them to his own houso) seems to have been 
underground, or at all events on a lower 
level in the same building. In this same 

ce they seem to have been joined by 
the jailor's family, —to have converted and 
baptized them, and to have been taken (to 
the well?) and washed from their stripes ; 
and afterwards to have been led up (by 
stairs ? see ref.) to his house, and hos- 
pitably entertained. The cireumstantiality 
of the account shews that some eye-witness 
related it. His question, connected with 
the 533» geryplas of the dwmoniac in 
ver. 17, makes it necessary to infer, as De 
Wette well observes, that he had previously 
become acquainted with the subject of their 
preaching. He wanted no means of escape 
from any danger but that which was spi- 
ritual: the earthquake was past, and his 
prisoners were all safe. Bengel admirably 
remarks: ‘Non audierat hymnos Pauli, nam 
dormierat, sed tamen vel antea vel posten 
senserat, quis esset Paulus.’ 81. ivi 
T. KÓpvov] Not without allusion to the 
коріое, by which name he had just addressed 
them. So Bengel: ‘non agnoscunt se do- 
minos." Considering who the person 
was that asked the question,—a heathen in 
the depths of ignorance and sin,—and how 
indisputably therefore the answer embraces 
all sinners whatever, —there perhaps does 
not stand on record in the whole book a 
more important answer than this of Paul: 

rec 

for Te 

—or, I may add, one more strikingly cha- 
racteristic of the Apostle himself and his 
teaching. е may remark also, in the 
face of all attempts to establish a develop- 
ment of St. Paul’s doctrine according to 
mere external circamstances,—that this 
reply was given before any one of his 
extant epistles was written. kal ó 
olxós cov does not mean that Ais faith 
would save his household,—but that the 
same way was open to them as to him: 
* Believe, and thou shalt be saved : and tho 
same of thy household.’ 93. Novœer 
évó] A pregnant construction: washed 
them, so that they were purified from the 
blood occasioned by their stripes: see reff. 
This is much more natural than to take 
àxó (as in ded тӯѕ хараѕ (ch. xii. 14) 
and the like) as signifying ‘ou account of’ 
ve Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 225). 
4.) dvay., see reff. and note on ver. 30. 

wemirrevxes | Winer renders ‘as 
one who has placed his trust in God: but, 
as De W. observes, remorevads must give 
the ground of his rejoicing (see 1 Cor. 
xiv. 18 (rec.), eùòxapırrâ . . AAG. I 
give thanks. . that I speak’). Thus the 
meaning will be, rejoiced that he with all 
ns house had been led to believe send 
thus as а necessary consequence to believe 
in) God. The 8 veri. TY беф 
could only be used of a converted heathes, 
not of a Jew: in ch. xviii. 8, of a Jew, 

ABCDE 
HLN a 
bedfg 
hkim 
opis 
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Gréoretkay оќ °страттүо тойу Р paBdovyous, Aéyovres о 39,2 
q'ATóXvcOP TOUS ah parrous éxeivous. 
б * беснофиуА\аё Tous Aoryovs тойтоуў трос TOV арлом, 

ver Е в ol +. 
а=. zzvi. 

т Sed . 
a constr., John 

36 caripyyethev de 

Sort *атёттаМка» oi ° етратэуүо iva à amonubijre t poy iena iv. 9. 

37 о 2 ТТайло< éd a 
avi. 11ге 

ABDE прос avrous ' Acipartes Bas d nuocia dcaramplrous, 3 Kings i. 
"Ma . D 

ъсагк d dvÓparirovs J'Popaiovs * Umapxovras, a éBaday eis Su- Tate it 80 

ор 13 Макар, Kai уди » Хабра iuãs °éxBudrovow; où yàp iu. per 
GANG éA80vrec avrol Huds „ 38 de N 

w ch. xviii, 28. xx. 30 only *. 2 Macc. vi. 10 only. ier 
30. 5 1.) E xxii. 25. (Matt. siti. 32. cb. Axl. 

иисе й.7. John хі. 28 only. Pe. c. 
d here only. see Soler 

cone 

24 v. 40 reff. 
x ch. Е пеп. 

з ch. Il. O reff. 
e Matt. ix. 23. ch. ix. 40, p iv. 30, from е 
е 19. vil 36. Gen. Al. 1 

85. nu. Be yer. cvyndGor о: corpariyoi(sic) ext то avro єз THY суорау кш avaurya- 
Berres тоу сесроу тоу yeyoroTa epoBnOncar xa: awerre:Aay rovs D syr-mg. 
Aeyorras D 68. at end ins ovs exes wapeAaBes D вуг. 

36. xm eiseàbuwy o Seopogvaak аттуу. D[, et cum audivisset custos carceris ingressus 
dizit] Syr. for де, re E-gr sab wth. 
BC 
Chr,. тес avecTaAkagiw 

. om яр. avrovs E wth. 

we have éxlorevoer tẹ коріф. 35.) 
What had influenced the istrates is 
not recorded. We can hardly suppose 
that the earthquake alone (as suggested 
by the addition in D: see digest) would 
have done #0, as they would not have 
connected it with their prisoners; they 
may have heard what had taken ‘place : 
but that, again, is hardly probable. I 
should rather sct it down to calmer 
thought, repudiating the tumultuary pro- 
ceeding of the evening before. paB8- 
ovxous ) The lictors,—' bearers of the 
rods,’ bacilli; which, and sot fasces, were 
carried before the colonial duumviri: sce 
Cicero, de Leg. Agr. ubi supra, on ver. 20. 

36.) Paul and Silas had returned to 
the prison : whitber the jailor goes, accom- 
panied by the lictors (д 3è П. Len яр. 
abrovs, ver. ihr ere the order. 

poole an pa are ор- 
posed : tha; injury had been public: the 
reparation, not to Paul and Silas merely, 
but to the Gospel of which they were the 
P must be pudlic also. &у®р. 
"Pep. Укёру.] By the Lex Valeria, passed 
A-U.C. 254, an the Lex Porcia, A. v. 0. 506, 
Roman citizens were exempted from stripes 
and torture: by the former, till an appeal 
to the people was decided, —by the latter, 
absolutely. The following passages of Cicero 
illustrate our text: * Porcia lex virgas ab 
omnium civium Romanorum corpore amo- 
vit, Pro Rabirio, c. 8. ‘ Cedebatur virgis 
in medio foro Messans civis Romanus, 
judices : cum interea nullus gemitus, nulla 

ins aratreiovs bef deip. D 
avr. nuas bef «Аборт. E: om nu. HP. 

38. rec avyyy., with HLP rel (Thl-sif] : 

uie», and 499, ф 

v 

om rovrous ( from similarity of ipi 
-gr a 36(sic) [arm(appy)]: ins AEHLPN p 13 rel vulg D-lat ((Syr) вуг coptt 

(grammatical corrn), with DEHLP rel 36 Chr: are- 
ereAar C p [Thl-fin] : txt ABR. (13 def.) for ev eip., es ртути N: om D. 

(Baray, so ВЮК.) 

txt ABDEN a m o p 36 Thl-fin. (13 def.) 

vox alia istius miseri, inter dolorem crepi- 
tumque virgarum audiebatur, nisi hc: 
Civis Romanus sum.’ In Verrem, lib. v. 
62, 63. Facinus est vinciri civem Ro- 
manum; scelus verberari; prope parrici- 
dium, necari! Ibid.66. Many others are 
given by Kuinoel, Biscoe, &c. On the 
question, how Paul came to be born a Ro- 
man cilizen, see note on ch. xxii. 28: and 
on óxdpx., note, ver. 20. Another 
irregularity bad been committed by the 
duumviri, in scourging them sacondemned : 
“causa cognita multi possunt absolvi: in- 
cognita quidem condemnari nemo potest." 
Cio. in Verr. і. 9. Inauditi et indefensi 
tanquam innocenter perierant. Tac. Hist. 
ii. 10. 4кВ&\\. ] are they thrusting 
us out! 16 does not follow, because 
éxBdAAc has no such sense in ch. ix. 40, 
&c., that therefore it has not here. The 
circumstances must determine ; which here 
seem to require this sense: the iA UA 
м having a tinge of degradation in it, 

said of casting out that of which one 
. ob ydp] An elliptical an- 
swer toa question or position, the negative 
of which is self-evident: see Hartung, 
Partikellehre, ii. p. 48: Kühner, Gramm. 
$ 741. 6: Hermann on Viger, p. 462. 
When it occurs with &AAd, it is best written 
without a ор кич cf. Aristoph. Ran. 
58: uh скёттќ и, & & ov yàp ём 
Exe cars: —ib. 193: uà rò» АР оф yap 
(scil. ve vavud xyuxa) GAA’ Érvxor q p- 

фёрє 3h Taxéws abr’ ob 
d vecTéor. Мг. Humphry re- 
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tva , Өё той; r olf B νοο, rà huata rabra ABDE 

a djofífnrav Bi dxotcavres ёт "Papato i eic, 9? ral itate 
kim 28. Heb. al. ЄАӨОртє$ ParapewáAecap avrovs, ка} *éfaryaryovres i- оъ 13 

Winerein. qoy drehe & d тїз modews. #0 éFeMovres 8% 
BAT de тйс фићакӱс̧ leisjAMÜov mpos тї» Avodiav, кай 
Ur soar m res "apexdáAecav тоў adedhous, xal N. 
c. diana X VIT, 1р Avodevoavtes è тй» AgpdjímoMv ral 'AToA- 
xxiii. 38. 
1 Thess. v. 12 only. w. tra, Mark vii. 26. Luke vii. 36. w. Ores, ch. xxiii. 20. k = Mark v. 17. 

] w. €póc, ch. xi. 3 гей, m = Luke viil. 20. ch. xxviii. 20 al. 4 King» viii. 29. В -= ch. xv. 32 reff. 
о = ch. xv. 40 reff. p Luke viii. 1 only. Gen. xiii. 17. Іза. lix. 8. 

for 1st 8e, те E-gr N Syr eth. for rots, avrois ot Di. aft ravra 
ins та pnberra xpos rovs страттүоуѕ D[, simly] Syr. rec xa epoß. (corra to more 
natural copula), with EHLP rel vulg [syrr sah eth] Chr: txt ABN p 36. 40 copt.—e: 
de axovGarres от. pw. eur. epofnd. D, simly Syr]. 

89. for к. єАбоут., кол тарауєуоцеуо: uera фію» тоААшу eis THY QvAaxzv D [137 зуг 
also add eis r. SR. ]. nperrouy A Thi-fin: -тусау E. rec (for aweAGeiw aso) 
eteAGew, with HLP rel Chr: e£cA0. ex (D)E: e£eA0. ако a: txt ABN p 13. 36. 40.— 
wapexaAecay avrovus efeAOew eurorres Tryroncauer та кад vpas, ori era avdpes 8иксдо: 
(вуг thus far w-ast) кап efayayorres жарекалесау avrovs Аеуоутез єк TNS rot ravr)s 
efeAOare umore жалі туутрафонт!у s exikpa(orres каб vpwy D, simly 137 [вуг]. 

40. for ex, aro BN a h 88 Thl-fin. nAGoy D E-lat. rec for Tpos, es 
(see note: and cf Mark v. 12, 13) : txt ABDEHLPN rel vulg sah arm Chr ТЫ. 
rec dor. т. абеАф. wapex. avrovs, with EHLP rel 36 vulg syrr sah th [arm] Chr: 
txt АВК p 13. 40 copt.—.3. т. ad. Quy yncarro оса €woi)oev kupios avrois TapekaAeGavres 
(vapaxaAecar(sic) re D-corr) avrovs ка D. є{ Аба» DN. 

Cuar. XVII. 1. $:eM0orres E. for aupır., ro R' (txt N-corri). ins ry» 
bef awoAA. (for uniformity) ABEN a p 13: om (D)HL[PT] геЇ.—тзу ar. к. Tyr au. E. 

wat каттлдоу (om кои D-corr: kargAO. xa: D?) eis awoAAwriba какебеу eis D. 

marks, * St. Paul submitted to be scourged 
by his own countrymen (five times, 2 Cor. 
xi. 24): for, though he might have pleaded 
his privilege as a Roman, to the Jews he 
“became as а Jow,” observing their cere- 
monies, and submitting to their law.’ 
88. JB.] For the account which they 
might have to give at Rome, as in Verres' 
case, or even for their popularity with the 
very mob of Roman citizens who had de- 
manded the punishment. 89. wap- 
exáAecav] Not ‘comforted :’ but, as E. V., 
besought them: viz. not to make their 
treatment matter of legal complaint. In 
the request to depart from the city, the 
preetors seem to shew fear of a change in 
the temper of the mob. See the curious 
addition in the var. readd. 40.] The 
do not depart hastily, or as though forced, 
but wait to reassure the brethren. wpós 
has probably been altered to eis, on account 
of the verb, not because Ли (ау was mis- 
taken (Meyer) forthe country of that name. 

жареєк.] exhorted, is better than 
‘comforted,’ E. V. The one in this case 
would imply the other. Crap. XVII. 
1.] Here (or rather perhaps at é£5A00», in 
the preceding verse) we have the first per- 
son again dropped,—implying apparently 
thnt the narrator did not accompany Paul 
und Silas. I should be inclined to think 

that Timotheus went with them from 
Philippi,—not, as is usually supposed, 
joined them at Berca: see below on ver. 
10. S.oSevcavres] The ó5ós, on 
which they travelled from Philippi to Thes- 
salonica, was the Via Egnatia, the? Mace- 
donian continuation of the Via Appia, and 
so named from Egnatia (* Gnatia lymphis 
iratis exstructa, Hor. Sat. i. Б), in the 
neighbourhood of which the latter meets 
the Adriatic. It extended from Dyrrha- 
chium in Epirus to the Hebrus in Thrace, 
a distance of 500 miles. The stages here 
mentioned-are thus particularized in the 
itineraries: Philippi to Amphipolis, 33 
miles: Amphipolis to Apollonia, 30 miles: 
Apollonia to Thessalonica, 87 miles. See 
more particulars in C. and H., i. pp. 868 ff. 

"Apolwodw] Anciently called e 
dol, Thucyd. i. 100. Herod. vii. 114, lyin 
in a most important position, at the end 
of the lake Cercinitis, formed by the Stry- 
mon, commanding the only easy pass from 
the coast of the Strymonic gulf into Mace- 
donia. (* Amphipoleos, quæ objecta clandit 
omnes ab oriente sole in Macedoniam adi- 
tus,’ Liv. xlv. 30.) In consequence of this, 
the Athenians colonized the place, calling 
it Amphipolis, ёя’ dupdrepa sepiipéorros 
ToU ZXTpunóvos, Thuc. iv. 102. It was the 
spot where Brasidas was killed, and for 
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Awoviav HAGov eis BecaaXovixs», rov ўр [5] cvwvayoryi) Larei.. 
um. xxiv. 1 

tov lovdaiwy. 8 4 xara $ тд ar eiwOas тф Паўл eiii * чао" (9). 
mpos avrovs xal en саВВата тра 'OwXéyero avrois rim. 

Sir. xxxvii. , ` ^ ^ 

"ато tay ‘ypadav 5" dvavotywy кай х maparWépevos , . un 
е? M H ^ 2 ^ б бт. Tov xpua'róv ! čet wabeiv kal = dvacrivas + ёк vexpáv, w. п. 
Kai бт, * ойтос сті 0 урістос б Iyooũs dy éyà b katay- 
e NA piv. * kai tives & avTOv ° ётєісбпсау каї è mpos- Ў 

u — ch. viii. 23. 
11. ch. xviii 24, 28 al. Paul, Rom. xv. 4. 1 Cor. xv. 3, ( only. 

z Matt. хіі. 24, 81. — Iz. 7. v. фть, here only. 

9. Exod. vi. 27. 2 Mace. хі. 20. 

ref. 
E = ch. T 41 reff. a ch. ix. 20 reff. 

eh. xviii. 19. 
zx. 7 al. 
Acts ошу, 
xc. Mark ix. 

. Heb. 
zii. 5. Jude 

v = plur. absol., John v. 39. ver. 
w = Luke xxiv. 32. (ch. rii. 56 

= ech. iv. 13 reff. 

b ch. xiii. 6 reff. ea „ ch. zzi. M reff. 
d here only +. Tw... тетрі тер ÖÀANY проскекАзрырќуоі, Philo de Fortit. J 7, vol. li. p. 381. 

ins r3» bef дессол. B 104. 
EHLP rel [arm-ms] Chr Thi. 

9. xa: ката D'(and lat) [Syr] eth. 
[E-lat arm] Syr wth. 
lat ABN 
E-lat [sah eth arm 

3. om то» D!(ins 

есодоз(віс) bep дія (a 

om 7 (see note) ABDN p 13. 40 [copt]: ins 

o vavAos D vulg 
8:еХе lteration to historic om xa: D 5 

18 [syrr copt]: dteA xn D Er c 86. 40 Chr-comm, : txt HLP rel vulg 
Chr.. for ато, єк D. 
5) Fr. xp. aft edem 40 Syr arm(Tischdf) Tul. fin]. rec 

о Xp. n0., omg 2nd д, with HLP 13 rel ТЫ: xp. eno. AD p Chr.: o. o xp. Ee f h 
Chr, : mo. xp. N: [ Chr. Jes. am demid tol вуг sah eth arm-ed: Jes. Chr. vulg-ed 
Syr copt arm-mss :] txt В. 

previously failing to succour which Thucy- 
dides was exiled: see Thucyd. iv. and 
v. and Grote's Hist. of Greece, vol. vi. 
p. 625 ff., where there is a plan of Amphi- 
polis. After this it was а point of conten- 
tion between the Athenians and Philip, and 
subsequently became the capital of Mace- 
donia Prima,—see Livy, xlv. 80, where 
Paulus Emilius proclaims, at Amphipolis, 
the freedom and territorial arrangements 
of Macedonia. It is now called Emboli. 
"Ато\\еу(ау) Its situation is unknown, 
bat was evidently (see the distances above 
given) inland, not quite half-way from Am- 
phipolis to Thessalonica, where the road 
crosses from the Strymonic to the Thermaic 
gulf. Leake saw some ruins at about the 
right spot, but did not visit them: and 
Cousinéry mentions seeing, on an opposite 
hill, the village of Polina. Pliny mentions 
it (N. H. iv. 10), ‘regio Mygdonis sub- 
jacens, in qua recedentes a mare Apollonia, 
Arethusa. It must not be confounded 
with a better known Apollonia near Dyr- 
rbachiam, on the western coast, also on the 
Via Egnatia. See C. and H. i. pp. 376 f. 

Ge ] At this time the 
capital of the province Macedonia, and tbe 
residence of the proconsul (Macedonia had 
been an imperial, but was now a sexatorial 
province). Its former names were Emathiu, 
Halia, and Therma: it received its name 
of Thessalonica from Cassander, on his re- 
building and embellishing it, in honour of 
his wife Thessalonica, sister of Alexander 
the Great. So Strabo, lib. vii. excerpt. 10: 
who, ib. excerpt. 3, calls it ӨєссалоғікеЃа. 
It was made a free city after the battle of 

Philippi: and every thing in this narrative 
is consistent with the privileges and state 
of an «едг libera. e read of its 854os 
ver. 5, and its woA:tdpxa: ver. 6: not, as 
at the Roman colony of Philippi, of pa 
одхо: (lictors), and orparnyol (duum- 
viri), ch. xvi. 20, 86. It has ever been an 
important and populous city, and still con- 
tinues such (pop. 70,000), being the second 
city in European Turkey, under the slightly 
corrupted name of Saloniki. For a notice 
ofthe church there, see Prolegg. to first Ep. 
to the Thessalonians, §ii. — [AI суусу.) 
The article is in all probability genuine : 
implying that there was no other syna- 
gogue for the towns lately traversed: and 
shewing the same minute acquaintance 
with the peculiarities of this district as our 
narrative bas shewn since the arrival at 
Neapolis. 2. card т. бед.) See marg. 
reff. in E. V. Paul was moet probably 
suffering still from his ‘shameful treatment’ 
at Philippi, 1 ‘Thess. ii. 2. BuMyY.) 
argued, see reff. awd T. ypad. is best 
taken with 8ceAdy., not with Заро уму: see 
reff. 8. En оётоє ....] ех- 
amples of the change of construction, ch. 
i. 4; xxiii.22; Luke v. 14 The render- 
ing is nearly as E. V., literally, that this is 
the Christ, namely, Jesus, whom I preach 
unto you. So Meyer. Тһе ô xpiords takes 
up toy xptordy above, and attaches to 
6 "Inoois the office concerning which this 
necessity of suffering, &c., was predicated. 

Even the particularity of this za6eir 
(are dare) к. dvacrrijva: is reproduced in 
1 These. iv. 14. 4. ape ee 
were added (as if by lot, that being deter- 
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ech rues єк\робсау rà Lad ral Te Liia, Tow Te * ceBopevey AEDE 
t= Mat ш. "Enjoy т\Айбо$ wow, ryvvatcv тє TÀV {проти = ойк ded tg 
Sore, Dan, E Ауа. 5 h CyrAwoavres $ё of "Iovdaios xal ! прос̧\^а[80- ore 
алети. реро, TOv K dyopaiwy йрдраѕ Tivàs movnpoùs Kai M- 
(75 . TOUjcavres m ёдор0Воо» Tv TÓMw, kai " єпістартєс TH 

26. Mat. ri. „ „ уз, : е A dedi е 

niei, oia Іасороѕ ° ёбјтоџу айтой$ P mpoaryaryet eis Tov 8 cnor 

nE nereta, б д] €üpóvres 8 айтойу * éavpov [Tov] '1йтоуа xai twas 
xix. 38) ^ Y e a , 48ND émi robe * томтарҳаѕ, " BoGwres ёт of THY Herod. ii. АБЫ 

‚ Жеш) Y oixoupévny * йуаттатфтауте$ * оўтоь kai" éyÜa3e rápeunw, 
re only t. 

m Matt. іх. 23 Mk. ch. xx. Ю only. Judg. lil. 26. Nahum ii. 3. Wied. xviii. 19. Sir. Al. 6 only. (-Bor, cb. xxi. 34. 
m ch. vi. 12. (absol) Jez. Al. 2. mpi p = ch. aii. 6 reff. а ch. zii. 23 d 
т ch. viii. 3 reff. s = ch. ix. 30 reff. t here bis өйү. е u 

xxiv. б. w ch. xi. 36. Gal. v. 19 L. P. Dan. vil. S3LXX. Ps. z. 1 Aq. 
y ch. xvi. 38 reff. 

4. exvotevoay E c 18. 40. om 2nd rw B. aft то сіЛоа(віс) ins ry di daxij 
woho, omg те, D. ins «a: bef eAAwrw» AD 13. 40 vulg copt. гес re. 
bef wA., with HLP rel Chr, Thl-sif: txt ABDEN a c h k m p 13 vulg arm Chr, 
Thi-fin. for yuv. те, xa: yuvaxes D. 

б. rec ins awei&ourres bef tovdaio, with D b k o; inse: атаб. aft ov. HLPadfghm, 
and aft xa: трезАаВ. с 137: om AB [E(but see below)] N p 13. 36. 40. 142 vulg вутт 
coptt [sth-pl] arm.—om (mAecarres and ка, transposing h aH. to beg of ver, 
HLP bdfghlo 142: txt ABEN p 18. 86. 40 vulg syrr coptt arm.—o: 3e ате. sovd. 
«оустрефаутеѕ, omg к. яроѕА., D.—(nAecarres wposAaBoneroi, omg all the rest, 66 
seth[-rom ]. rec Twas bef аудраѕ, with DHLPN rel [Thl-sif]: txt ABE a h k p 
18 vulg Thl-&n.— (rir. ау. bef rev ay. D (arm].) aft wernp. ins awe:Oncarres E. 

om Kat oxAosz. D. єдориВоусау D. rec ewiorayres Te (for x. er.), with HLP 
rel Chr.: кас етестеосар(віс) 13: txt ABDEN a k m p 18[Treg] Thl-fin. tageavos 
ADE d h k | m Thl-fin, so (exc A) in vv 6, 9. [avrov Al (appy).) rec «усуе», 
with HP rel Thi: rposayay. E(-gr] c 197: avayay. L 11: efayay. D-gr 104 coptt 

та ch. 
x ch. іх. 20 reff. 

th - pl: txt ABN a bk o p 13. 86. 40, producere vulg D-iat E- lat. 
6. «сура» DE a b Chr: evpoy NI: tat ABHLPN? 54 p 36 ТЫ. om тө» (as 

unnecessary : or from similarity of endings, -pov тоу) ABDN р [18]: ins EHLP rel 
88 Chr. samevray Di. 
pourras A lect-2. 

mined by God, who gave them the Holy 
Spirit of adoption: $s xal dvepyeira: фә 
duty rots weatetovoiw, 1 Thess. ii. 13) to 
the great family of which Paul and Silas 
were members. The sense is passive, 
not middle. The word is not uncominon 
in Philo. се. ' EAM.] See reff. 
The aptitude of women for the reception 
of the Gospel several times appears in 
this book,— see above, ch. xvi. 13 ff., and 
below, vv. 12, 84. 5. wposAaf. } 
Having taken to them, as their accom- 
plices, to assist them in the dxAoworjoas 
which follows. éyopalev) Such men 
as Aristophanes calls хорду dt àyopàs, 
— Demosthenes, терітрира ayopas, — 
Xenophon, rè»  &yopaiov» ÜxAor,— Plu- 
tarch, &yopaíovs kal 8иуаиќрооз ÜxAar 
сираүауєу : see many other instances in 
Wetstein, who mentions the modern ‘cn- 
naille’ (canalicole). Cicerocalls them ‘sab- 
rostrani:' Plautus, subbasilicani.“ These 
may be alluded to іп of ior avadvAéTa:, 
1 Thess. ii. 14. (See note ou &vyopaio:, 
cb. хіх, 88.) dwir., having fallen 

tues D'(txt D?). 
aft Boov. ins xa: Aeyorres D. 

aft riras ina aAAovs E. 
aft оиго: ins «сі» Dl. 

upon,— beset. 'Iécovos ] With whom 
(ver. 7) Paul and Silas 1 He ap- 

rs, perhaps (?), again with Paul at 
rinth, Rom. xvi. 21, but did not accom- 

pany him into Asia, ch. xx. 4. 6. 
rouräpxas] The following inscription, 
found on an arch a£ Thessalonica, is given 
from Boeckh, No. 1967, in C. and H. i. 395: 
woketrapxourvray Zwoixarpov Tov KAeo- 
rarpas ка: Aovxcou Tlorrev  Xexovrüov 
TovBAiov @Aaeviou XoBewov Anuqrpov 
TOV Savorou Anuyrpiov тоо NixoroAces 
Zoo Tov Tlappeviavos Tov кал Menoxov 
Гао» AyiAAniov Потетоу . . . . Here 
we have this very title applied to the Thes- 
salonian magistrates, shewing the exact 
accuracy of our narrative; and, оо] 
enough, we have three of the names whic 
occur here, or in the Epistles, as companions 
of Paul: viz. Sosipater (of Berea, ch. xx. 
4: see Rom. xvi. 21, and note); Secundus 
of Thessalonica, ch. xx. 4) ; and Gaius (the 
acedonian, note, ch. xix. 29). Tiv 

olx. ávacr.] The words presuppose some 
rumour of Christianity and its spread 
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7 ods v rode de rat Ido: ка} obros 7rávTeg % дтёрарть « Luhe x. 38. 
х. б. 

tov > боудато» Kaloapos Trpáaaovotw, Васа Aéyovres 
e érepoy. elvai Inooũõv. 

х 
James ii. 25 

, : өш Tobit 
9 ` A. 8. 

8 de grapakay && TOv “SyAov кай іма. xri 
15 only. 

ToU; ‘qoditdpyas aKxovovtas таўта, 9 kal f Xafjóvres TÒ * 7 bere only. 
(Rom. iii. 18 

L 2 ? A A 

€ ixavoy {тара той lácovos kal Tay Мотф» “arrédvcay Ting. 
17 B Ald 

avrous. 10 of бе adeAgol evBéws ! ò d vu * єёётєшлгай > sh. xri. 4 ret. 
tov te abo kal Tóv Хау eis Bépoiav, otrives |mapa- 

ech. xv. 24 reff. 
xxvi. 32 reff. 

fch. it. 33 ref. 
19 re A ich. v. ff. 

Luke zii. 81. zix.16. John iii. 33. ch. v. 21, 22. 
k ch aiii. 4 only. Gen. xxiv. 54, 56, 59 
ix. 39. x. [32] 33. 1 Соғ. xvi. 3al. fr. Gen. xiv. 13. 

T. (zpargovow, во ABDEHLPRN a bcd fg hklo p 13 Chr, Thl.sif.) 

ii. 17. xiii. 
36. zv. 25 al. 

d ver. 13. 
h = ch. 

М labsol, 
= here only. see Lev. zzv. 26. 

ere pov 
bef Aeyorres ewa: A B(sic: see table) М ac f h k [p] 13 vulg syr [arm Chr.]: леу. 
ev. er. E: txt DHLP rel [Syr coptt] Chr,. 

kai erapatey Tous TOÀ, Kai TOP OYA, Gkovcarres 8. for ror ox^., тту жом» 
(та D?) та». D.—[Syr also transp oxA. and хол‹т.] 

10. om ev8. 8:а vurr. А om д v. р). 
туз bef жукто, with EHLP rel Chr, Thl-sif: om BDN a m 13. 40 Petr, Thl-fin. 

ete rena bef Bia vurros R. rec ins 

om тє D 3. 82. 42. 57. 95! sah [arm]: de pi. 

having before reached tbe inhabitants of 
Thessalonica. 7. or Adres] All 
these people, i.e. Christians, wherever 
Sound. A wider acquaintance is shewn, or 
at least assumed, with the belief of Chris- 
tians, than extended merely to Jason and 
his friends. ёябуауть . . тросс.) Not 
‘do this in the face of the decrees,’ which 
would require тобто with xpdoc., but as 
E. V. The 86урата in this case would be 
the Julian ‘leges majestatis, — BaouMa 
. T. A.] This false charge seems to have 
been founded on Paul's preaching much 
at Thessalonica concerning the triumph- 
ant rapovofa of Christ. This appears 
again and again in his two Epistles: see 
1 Thess.i.10; 5.19; iii. 13; iv. 18—18; 
v. 1, 2; 2 Thess. i. 5, 7—10; ii. 1—12: 
and particularly 2 Thess. ii. 6, where be 
refers to his having often told them of these 
things, viz. the course, and destruetion of 
Antichrist, by whom ur "m might 

aps misrepresent Paul as designatin 
Кы d 9. AeBóvres Tò . 
*Satisdatione accepta ;' either by sureties, 
or by a sum of money, or both. They 
bound over Jason and the rest (vias 
&3eAGobs, тег. 6) to take care that no more 
trouble was given by these men: in ac- 
cordance with which security they sent 
them away; and by night, to avoid the 
notice of the Ix x0. 10.] It does 
not follow, because Timotheus is not 
mentioned here, that therefore be did not 
accompany, or at all events follow, Paul 
and Silas to Berœa. He has never been 
mentioned since he joined Paul's compauy 
at Lystra The very intermitted and 
occasional notices of Paul's companions 
in this journey should be a caution agninst 
rash hypotheses. The general character 

of the narrative seems to be, that where 
Paul, or Paul and Silas, are alone or 
principally concerned, all mention of the 
rest is suspended, and sometimes so com- 
pletely as to make it appear as if they were 
absent: then, at some turn of events they 
appear again, having in some cases been 
really present all the time. I believe Timo- 
theus to have been with them at Thessalo- 
nica the first time, because it does not seem 
probable that Paul would have sent to them 
one to confirm and exhort them concerning 
their faith (1 Thess. iii. 2) who had not 
known them before, especially as he then 
had Silas with him. And this is confirmed 
by both the Epistles to the Thessalonians, 
which are from Paul, Silvanus, and Timo- 
theus. From these Epistles we learn that, 
during his residence among them, Paul 
worked with his own hands (1 Thess. ii. 9; 
2 Thess, iii. 8) to maintain himself : and 
froin Phil. iv. 15, 16, that the Philippians 
sent supplies more than once towards his 
maintenance. Both these facts, especially 
the last, seeing that the distance from 
Philippi was 100 Roman miles, make it 
very improbable that his stay was so short 
as from three to four weeks: nor is this 
implied in the text : much time may have 
elapeed while the Apes жоё of ver. 4 
were joining Paul and Silas. See further 
in Prolegg. to 1 Thess., Vol. III. § ii. 2 ff. 

Bépoxav] According to the Anto- 
nine Itinerary 61, accordiug to the Peu- 
tinger Table 67 Roman miles (S. W.) from 
Thessalonica. Bercea was not far from 
Pella, in Macedonia Tertia, Liv. xlv. 30, at 
the foot of Mt. Bermius. It was afterwa: ds 
called Irenopolis, and now Kara Feria, or 
Verria, and is a city of the second rank in 
European Turkey, containing from 15,000 
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xxxiii. 8. 
n ch. іх. 20 reff. 

хіх. 132. 
1 Cor. i. 

HPAEEIZ AIIOZTOAQN. 

mbere only. YEVOMEVOL eis TI cuvayeyny '®&ттетар tav '1оибайо». ABDE 
^ 2 ? 

II n Oro de сау ?evyevécrepot TOv év Өєсааћоріхр, redfs 
hk!m 

lg. 12. P Or 4 06 Ёаруто Tov Aóyov "perà maons * пробдишіас, opis 

XVII. 

26) N е 2 э ГА Р 3 » oniy. Do trò маб Tjuépav " àvaxpivovres tas * үрафас, ei " éyot 
x. 13 only.) 

p ch. х. 41 reff. 
q ch. viii, 14 

ff. 
1 T Mark iH. 5. 5 А 7 Эм 7 piw aydoayv Youx У О\уог. 

rab ra " ovTws. 12 AO ev оў» Е abrÀv ériactevoay, 
каў TOv 'EXXqvibov yuvaicav trav *eloynpovey кай 

13 фу бё &yvecavr of ?атд TS 
GeacaXovücns ‘Tovdaio: бт kai év тӯ Bepola * xariyyédn 

14 є0Өёюс̧ 5é тотє 

w ch. vil. 1 reff, 
ach. xiii. 8 reff, 

ch. xvi. 28 ul.) 1 Macc. vi. B. 

a 2 Cor. viii. 11, EN M 2 t ab А ES А oer К 

Buts vro ToU ILavXov о * Ao ToU дєо?, Abov каке * саћєй- 
lv. 23 only. 
(uos, Rom. OVTES Kat %таратторте$ TOUS ® булду. 

. 14.) m > А 
e, TÓy abo °ёёалтёттегАд» oi d N порєйєсбдаг f òs 
вее ch. ii. 46 reff. ts = ch. iv. 9 rell. v ver, 2 reff. 

E ch. xiii. 50 reff. y ch. xii. 16 reff. z = ch. ii. 5 reff. 
b ch. хі. 1 reff. с zx ch. ii. 25 (from Ps. xv. 8). 2 Thess. il. 2 only. 
d ver. 8. e ch. vii, 12 reff. f see note. 4 Kings il. 11 B Ald. (des, A compL). 

rec Tor sovSaier bef axrnecay (correction of order), with ABDN а k m p 13. 36 vulg 
Thl-fin : txt EHLP rel Chr, Thl-sif.—«wnecar» E vulg [Syr sah]. 

11. evyevers D-gr. 
for raons кробишаз, vappnaias E-gr. 
36 ошаш : ins BHLP rel Chr, ТЫ. 

12. om ovy E a! Thi-sif. 
for eAAqr. to oAryo: D! has eAAgrov kat тор evoxnuovay 

Tives uev ovy аутору D. 
ттістусау D 187. 

ins ry bef 0«cc. D. aft Aoyor ins Tov беди E. 
om то (as unnecessary) ADEN a h p 13. 

exes Di(txt D?or*) E c 1 Tbl-sif. 
aft erior. add Tires бе 

avBpes x. yuvaixes ixavo: emicrevoay (Grecorum et non placentium et viri et mulieres 
pleres[sic] crediderunt D-lat: eAAnvidev, and ins xa: bef аубрес, Dr. gr: for Ist xai, 
eyvraucooy 

18. om rys DE. 
: for ауёр. к. yuv., судроу оик о\гуо: 0%: tx. err. are omd by D-corr). 

ori (o) Ac. (rov) Beou warnyy. es Beporay (xai) exurrevsar 
kai Або» (eis avrny) D(o rov are insd by 05, ка and ei аиту» ошӣ by D-corr). 
rec om ко Tapag corres, with EHLP rel eth Chr, : ins AB О%(таттоутес Di) Nac mp 
13. 40 vulg syrr coptt arm. at end ins ov 8:єАцитауоу D Syr. 

14. for «v0. 8e тоте тоу, Tov pev ouv D Syr: statimque D-lat: om тоте c 40. 187 вуг 
sah [th]. о ad. ear. axed Oew D. Y és (see note) ABER p 13. 40 [vulg 
Syr copt]: om D b! eo sah [wth]: «es HLP rel 36 [вуг arm] Chr, Œc ТЫ. 

to 20,000 souls. (Winer, Realw. C. and H. 
i. 399 f.) Wetstein quotes a remarkable 
illustration from Cicero in Pisonem, c. 26 : — 
* Thessalonicam omnibus iuscientibus noc- 
tuque venisti, qui cum concentum ploran- 
tium et tempestatem querelarum ferre non 
posses, in oppidum devium Berœam pro- 
fugisti. 11. ebyevéorrepos | Theophyl. 
and (Ec. explain it by éwiesnéorepor, but 
this is rather its result, than its mean- 
ing :—more noble is our best word for it; 
—of nobler disposition ;—stirred up, not 
to envy, but to enquiry. тафта | viz. 
the doctrine of ver. 8, which Paul and Silas 
preached here also. 12.] The designa- 
tion conveyed in 'EAAqv(b5wr is to be sup- 
plied before dv8pay also. So eis wücar 
TóAw к. Tórov, Luke x. 1. See Winer, 
ейп. 6, $ 59. 5. 18.] ol àv т. O. 
as E. V., of Thessalonica. No inference 
that they came from Thess. cau be 
drawn from this expression: but it is as- 
serted below. See Heb. xiii. 24. 
Ad какё caÀ.] Not, as E. V., they 
camo thither also, and stirred up....,’ 

which destroys the force of the sentence : 
but they came, and stirred up there 
also. . . : no journey having been related 
of them before, but a precisely similar act of 
exciting the people. From the distance, 
some time must have elapsed before this 
could take place: and that some time did 
elapse, we may gather from 1 Thess. ii. 18, 
where Paul relates that he made several 
раа revisit the Thessalonians (which 
could be only during his stay at Bera, as 
he left the neighbourhood altogether when 
he left that town), but was hindered. 
14. és dvi т. 0.) The various readings 
seem to have arisen from not understand- 
ing és, —which cannot, here or any where 
else, be redundant (as De Dieu, Raphel, 
Wolf, Heinrichs, &c.) : nor can it well here 
signify that his going, ‘as if to the sea,’ 
was only a feint, to deceive his enemies 
as Beza, Piscator, Grot., Olsh., Neander, 
c.): for, as there is no mention of any 

land journey, or places passed through on 
his way to Athens, there can be little 
doubt that he did really go by sea. But 
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15 Oi 88 "xaÜiarávevres тфу Па\оу yu q | fas ье 
"AOnvav, kai k XaBóvres *évroXv mpos TOv XíXav kai 

— 
I viii. 15. 

* е И 

Tipobeov, va ws тёуіста EMOwow трос avrov, 'dEnecar. Tuns l. 1 
э у ^ 9 2 m 2 Д Ы \ ^ Га ch. xxiii. 

16 dy 5 ais "AOjvass ™ ékDeyopévov avtovs той llaUXov, x john x. is. 
n ? * 0 ^ э ^ > ?, ^ P 0 em 

7 apwtuveto TO YU айтоу єт avTQo €opouvTos 

reff. 
n 1 Cor. хі. 6 only. Deut. ix. 18. 

zili. 21. ch. ziz. 31 (of Paul). 
principally. 

(-va óc, ch. xv. 
Rom. i. 9. 

р w. particip., = ch. viii. 13. xxviii. 

2 John 4 

o =з Luke i. 7. Joha » Starr i 
і. 16 zii. И: Py Cor, if. 11. v. 3, 4. xiv. 14, Ke. Раш 

rec vreuervor, with HLP rel 36 Chr, Thi-sif: vreuewar BN a e p: awexewary E 13: 
етереуау m Thdrt, Thl-fin (corrections to suit constr): txt AD [c] Syr sah. rec 
for re, 8є (correction of characteristio те, an і (o avoid recurrence), with DHL rel 
vulg coptt [arm] Chr, кем e : txt ABEN o m p13 syrr eth Thl-fin. 
bef o те a:Aas om re D. 

15. rec кабістоутеѕ (corrn of unusual form), with DP*EHLPN? 13 rel: ávoxa£ic- 
Terres. 36 [awokaBuwrTarovres p) : катастауо Tes DI: кабісжаутез(віс) NI: txt AB. 

wy. ins avrov, with EHLP rel 36 [vulg-ed am syrr сорі arm] Chr: om rec 
ABDN c m p 13 fuld tol ТЫ-бо. 

тщш. B[ EJN p 18 [Chr. (om: )]. 

(ins Юз or 4), 
than that, as Meyer 

ins Ter bef ab. E. 
салах’ єкоћобп yap eis avrovs ктруфа Toy Aoyor AaB. Be D. 
E-gr Syr: add тара xavAov D: ат avrov E [vulg] Syr arm[-usc]. 

for iva ws Tax., отот єў Taxe: D. 
16. for avrovs, avrov D'(txt D?) Ni 96 Syr.—om тои vavAov N!. 

reo Gewpourrt (corra to agree with avro. 
ects, avre should have been altered to the gen to suit the 

rapide Se тту 0«c- 
for е>то\., eri ro 

ins ror bef 

om то D! 
This is much more prob 

susp 
gen absol before), with DHL rel Chr, Thl-sif: txt ABER a k p 13. 40 Tbl-fin. 

és ёт) т. 0. I believe simply to indicate the 
direction in which the Beroan brethren 
sent him forth [implying probably that all 
that was known at Bercea of his intended 
route was, that it was in the direction of 
the sea]. ds is used thus before par- 
ticiples and prepositions, without any as- 
signable reference to ite (more usual) sub- 
are reference in such a connexion. Thus 

ermann on Soph. Philoct. 58, says ‘ cogi- 
tationem significat particula és. Sed multo 
usu factum est, ut aliquandoetiam ibi usur- 
paretur, ubi non opus esset respici id, quod 
quis in mente haberet. We have the same 
expression in Pausan. ii. 25, xaraBávre» 
32 (the walls of Tyrius) ds ёт) 0dAaccav, 
drradba ol 0dXauo: T&v llipolrov Ovyaré- 
pur eigir, and Diod. Sic. xiv. 49, xeAeócas 
ката Tíxos Ad0pa Ach às ёт) Zupaxo- 
oflovs,—and Polyb. passim in Wetat.,—e.g. 
кадђкоџса» (Thy ЖеАХоуке!а>) és ёт) 0d. 
Aascar, v. 59,—and with the same signifi- 
cation. Where he embarked for Athens, is 
not said : probebly (C. and H. i. 403) at 
Dium, near the base of Mt. Olympus, to 
which two roads from Bera are marked 
in the ancient tables. 15. car.] So 
Odyss. v. 274, rots и’ dxéAevaa Hod. 
rarer iet ка) épécoa,—end Arrian, 
Ind. xxvii. 1, катастђсеу abrods péxpi 
Kapparías. Who these were is not said. 

The course of Timotheus appears to 

havo been, as far as we can follow it from 
the slight notices given, as follows :—when 
Paul departed from Berea, not having been 
able to revisit Thessalonica as he wished 
1 Thess. ii. 18), he sent Timotheus (from 

гова, not from Athens) to exhort and 
confirm the Thessalonians, and determined 
to be left at Athens alone (1 Thess. iii. 1), 
Silas meanwhile remaining to carry on the 
work at Berca. Paul, on his arrival at 
Athens, sends (by his conductors, who re- 
turned) this message to both, to come to 
him as soon as possible. They did so, 
and found him (ch. xviii. 5) at Corinth. 
See Prolegg. to 1 Thess., Vol. I1I. . 
'A0qvév] See а long and interesting de- 
scription of the then state of Athens, its 
buildings, &c, in C. and H. chap. x. 
vol. i. pp. 407 ff.; and Lewin, i. pp. 268 ff. 
It was a free city. Strabo (ix. 1) gives an 
epitome of its fortunes from the Roman 
conquest nearly to this time: ‘Payatos 
3 об» паралаВбутеѕ aùToùs 8nuoxparov- 
pévous épbaAatay thy abtovoulay abrois 
к. Thy drcvOeplay. dreh Ў ӧ Mi6pi- 
Baricds xdAcuos торбууооѕ abrois кат- 
dorncey obs ô BaciAeds ёВобЛето, roy & 
lexócarra һёмота Tb» Apo rl к. 
тайт» Biacduevor thy км». ёк ro- 
№оркќат dA XóAAas à тё» 'Popnaíwr 
ye dxóAace тў weve 84 cvyyrduny 
Éreiue, кай péxpi эй» dv dreu@eple те dari 
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а bere oniy t. 9 кате(дозХор ойсар Tv тч, is d биєлёүето пёр оў» ё ABDE 
re тў cvvayoryr Tois ‘lovdaiow кай Tois *aeBouévow, xai bed 11 
Hos vt. dy тӯ dryopá “ cad " mücav ° нёрар rpós Ho, “ aparvy- ‘opis 
10. af. . avovtas: 18 tyes 8 ка TOv "Етікоиреіюи xal Xroixdw 
Ade" фїМотбфо» " cvvéBaXXov alte. ка тес édXeyov Ti dy 
Ke. .. х 00: б ? стєриоћоуос ovTos Ауе»; of d Zé 
атаб 

катоВбструҳос, Ear. Pheen. 146. 
u here only. х Heb. lii. 13. 
w Luke xiv. 31. ii. 19. ch. iv. 18. xvili. 27. xz. 14 only. 
X = ch. xiv. 13 reff. 

ver. 21 only. Ruth li. 10. 

17. ins тоз bef e» rn ay. D 187 syr-mg sah. 

r ver. 2 reff. 
v bere only +. w. dat., Јов. Antt. ii. 9. 6. absol., Xen. Apol. Socr. 11. 

1 Macc. iv. 34. 
y here only +. Demosth. 269. 19. 

в = ch. zili, 43 reff. 1 ch. siti. 27 reff, 

tg. „Eur. Iph. Aul. 896. 
z = Matt. xzv. 35 al. Luke, here and 

raparuxorras Di(txt D3). 
18. rec om Ist xa: (as unnecessary), with E c f k 86 [mlg syr coptt (eth) arm] ТЫ: 

ins ABDHLPN p 18 rel Syr Chr,. 

Thl-fin. cvreBaAor L a be 
D-corr!). 

x. тїй тард rots ‘Popalos. See also 
Tacit. Ann. ii. 53. 16. xare(BuAov] 
This Arat Aeyóueroy is formed after the 
anal of xarduwedos, xd@v8pos, &c. 
See nit The multitude of statues 
and temples to the gods in Athens is cele- 
brated with honour by classic writers of 
other nations, and with pride by their own. 
A long list of passages is given in Wet- 
stein. The strongest perhaps is from Xen. 
de Repub. Ath., who calls Athens JAn Be- 
pós, AA OUpa M es ка} dvdOnua. 
17.] The odv (as De W. remarks against 
Meyer and Schneckenburger) does not ne- 
cessarily give the consequence of what has 
been stated in ver. 16, but only continues 
the narration. See above on ch. xi. 19. 

iv тї àyopò] Strabo (х. 1) speak- 
ing of the Kretrinns in Eubos says that 
some suppose them to have been named 
ard тўз "A@hrnow "Eperpías, h уйу d 
&yopá (as distinguished from the Cera- 
micus, which was the old forum). It was 
the space before the стой woixlAn, where 
the Stoics held their Sax ез. 18. 
*Em«ovpelev] The Epicurean philosophy 
was antagonistic to the gospel, as holding 
the atomic theory in opposition to the crea- 
tion of matter,—tho disconnexion of the 
Divinity from the world and its affairs, 
in opposition to the idea of a ruling Pro- 
vidence,—and the indissoluble union, and 
annihilation together, of soul and body, as 
opposed to the hope of eternal life, and 
indeed to all spiritual religion whatever. 
The Epicureans were the materialists of 
the ancient world. The common idea 
attached to Epicureanism must be dis- 
carded in our estimate of the persons men- 
tioned in our text. The summum bonum 
of the real Epicureans, far from being a 
degraded and sensual pleasure, was dra- 
patla of mind, based upon ¢pérqeis,— 

ericovpiey AT 
bef сток», with DHL P(perhaps) rel Chr: om ABEN a c d 1 p 18. 40. 
orexey, with B p rel Chr [Тыз]: txt ADEHL Р(реграре) 

1 f g h m 86 Chr, Thl.si 
Gean D(txt D*) : деле: c 18. 40. 

DEN e k p. rec ins r 
rec 

N acfk 18. 36 coptt 
: cuvedaBor D'(-gr](txt 

perhaps the best estimate of the highest 
formed in the heathen world ;—and 

their ethics were exceedingly strict. But 
the abuse to which such a doctrine was 
evidently liable, gave rise to а pseudo-Epi- 
cureanism, which has generally passed cur- 
rent for the real, and which amply illus- 
trated the truth, that * corruptio optimi est 
ера. For their chimerical &rapatía, 
aul offered them тў» «рйи» rhe irep- 

éxovcay пута уой», Phil. iv. 7.- 
£ZrToixév] So named from the стой srowíAs 
(see above), founded by Zeno of Cittium 
їп the fourth century B. o., but perhaps 
more properly by Cleanthes and Chrysip- 
pus in the third century в.с. Their philo- 
sophy, while it approached the truth in 
holding one supreme Governor of all, com- 
promised it, in allowing of any and all ways 
of conceiving and worshipping Him (see 
below, vv. 24, 25),—-and contravened it, in 
its pantbeistic belief that all souls were 
emanations of Him. In spirit it was di- 
rectly opposed to the gospel, — bolding the 
independence of man on any being but him- 
self, together with the subjection of God 
and man alike to the stern laws of an in- 
evitable fate. On the existence of the soul 
after death their ideas were various: some 
holding that all souls endure to the con- 
flagration of all things,—others confining 
this to the souls of good men,—and others 
believing all souls to be reabsorbed into the 
Divinity. By these teneta they would ob- 
viously be placed in antagonism to the doc- 
trines of a Saviour of the world and the re- 
surrection,—and to placing the summum 
bonum of man in abundance of that grace 
which dv ёсбеуе(ф телета, 2 Cor. xii. 9. 

Ties .. . . OL 84) These are 
not to be taken as belonging the one to the 
Epicureans, the other to the Stoics,—but 
rather as describing two classes, common 
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ш Satpovleov Sone’ "xarayeXeUs єраг 
«ai тў» < арастасір * єүүүёМ єто [avrois]. 
Aafouevoi Te айтой ёт} tov “Apewov cov ya yr 

zzii. 22, B. 30 L. John zi. 24, 25. ch. zziii. 8. 
constr., Matt. xiv. 31. Luke iz. 4T. ch. яхі. 30, 

kaTayyeAAevs [ А-сотт! E н. 
ауто bef evyyyeAi(ero, with 36: om avrois BL 
«vmyy. ауто a 14. 27-9. 68-9. 105-6 Syr copt Sheed Ey 

(The varr have principally been produc 
avacraciy, tt being imagined that the rosurr of Jesus was intended. 
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бт, TOV Incoüv a = here only, 
i 1. 

19 e Si- d here only *. 
(AA, ver. 
23. 

e absol. " pig 
ai. 20 reff. d constr 

33. lan. iv. 1. (aee cb. . 27 roy 

om last clause D. rec 
1 rel syr sah arm Chr: avrov 

txt AEHN? c f k m p18 
avrov being inserted after 

Hence the origt 
ауто was transposed and altered, and, from avrov and avrois being alternately 
erased, finally disappeared altogether. So Meyer.) 

19. pera 8e nuepas Tiwas em aB. avrov yy avTov ext тоу apioy way. тууба»одеуо: 
кш Aey. D 187 

for re, Be B p 13. 36 сор. 

perhaps to both schools, —the one of which 
him and his sayings, and the 

other were disposed to take a more serious 
view of the matter, and charge pis аба 
bringing in new deitics. 
Aéyos] стерролбуоѕ el3os lori» К 
ле 8юнфуоу rà ттёрдата”' dE оў о1”Абтуаго! 
стериолбуооѕ ékdAovr тофз жері фибра 
xal &yopàs S:arpiBorras, 8:4 Td дуалёуєсӣа 
та ёк тё» perl ете ка) Quar 
ёк tobrey. Eustath. ad Odyss. е. 490, 
where Damm observes, схериолоүєї», 
‘verbum recentiornm; dicitur ёк) тё» 
&Aa(ortvopéruv 4048 ќт) рабћрасі» ёк 
тоа» таракоџс ибт», ві quis quid arripuit 
forte ex disciplinis, eoque se imperite 
jactat: babbler is the very best English 
word : as both signifying o one who talks 
wently to no purpose, and hinting also 

that Азик is wa at own. E 
ба. iei Loon с... KO al- 
póvia elspdpwy, was one of the charges on 
which Athens put to death her wisest son. 

бабта is not plural for singular, 
as Kuin.: nor merely, though this is 
itis more probable, marks the cate- 
gory, as Meyer : nor can it refor (Chrys, 

phyl., Eeum., Hammond, Heinric в) 
to Jesus and the Ade racit: mistaken for 

ess (& sufficient answer to which 
дае ‘dea 1 is, that ў évágracis is merely 
а statement in the mouths of others, of 
the doctrine taught by Paul, which he 
would hardly ever, if ever, specify by this 
word, compare vv. 31 and 32): but 
alludes (as De Wette) to the true God, 
the God of the Jews, and Jesus Christ 
His Son: the Creator of the world (ver. 
24), and the Man whom He hath appointed 
to judge it, ver. 81. xaTa yyeeós ] 
Compare ver. 23, end; which is un и 
answer to this charge. 19 
at violence is оре, see reff. 
TÓv" Apaor т ү There is no allusion 
here to the Areiopagus, nor should 
the words have been so rendered in E. V.— 

Vor. II. 

т. (om то» Di: ins ЮЗ: д. бе тд. Tiv. are marked with ast in вуг.) 
aptoy ADEN, so ver 22. 

especially as the same 'Apeíov wd-you below 
(ver. 23) is translated ‘Mars’ Hill, We 
have in the narrative so trace of any ju- 
dicial proceeding, but every thing to con- 
tradict such a supposition. Paul merely 
makes his speech, and, having satisfied the 
curiosity of the multitude who came toge- 
ther on Mars’ Hill, departs unhindered :— 
they brought him up to the hill of Mars. 
Wordsworth believes he finds a trace 
of a judicial proceeding in “Avdpes "AQy- 
yaiot, denoting rather a public apology 
than a private discussion: and in the con- 
version of Dionysius the Areopagite. But 
what words other than those would St. Paul 
have been likely to use in making a speech 
to a concourse of Athenians ? for no one sup- 
poses it to have been a private discussion. 
And why should not Dionysius have been 
present ? As a convert of note, he would 
natarally have his title attached. The 
following note is borrowed from Mr. Hum- 
phry’s Commen —‘It might be ex- 
pected that on the hill of Mars the mind of 
the stranger would be impressed with the 
magnificence of the religion which he 
sought to overthrow. The temple of the 
Eumenides was immediately below him: 
posite, at the distance of 200 yards, was s the 
Acropolis, which, being entirely occupied 
with statues and temples, was, to use the 
үш of an ancient writer (Aristides), ёт’ 

afhuaros, as one great offering to the 
в. 

jtm when they besieged the Acro- 
polis (Herod. viii. 82; from the same 
place the Apostle makes his flrst public 
attack on Paganism, of which the Acro- 
polis was the stronghold. Xerxes in his 
fanaticism burnt the temples of Greece 
JEschyl. Pers.: Cic. de Leg. ii, 10). 
hristianity advanced more meekly and 

surely: and though the imediata. effect 
of the Apostle's sermon was not t, 
the Parthenon in time became a Christian 
church (Leake, Athens, p. 277). Athens 

о 

The Persians encamped on the 
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(ма um п. Vyorres Auvd ea туудура tis 7)! кай) abr ў отд сой ABDE 
1s only $. ̂ hol f ббауз] ; 20 8 fevitovra yap тиа * eishépers beat s 
ist. “Die Died. els тӣс ! акойѕ Huey Воу\ореба обу уудаг * ті др к Oe opi 
of Gari тафта elvai. 91 A@nvator 8ё mávres кай oi érrudnpotvres 
emm {ёо "eis о0бёу črepov o nixaipovy J Xéyew т, 1) axovew 
3 тоў P каубтеро. 22 a gTaÜel; бё o Пай\о$ ёр peop той 

ha here Matt. "Apelov rd you ёфт “Avdpes "A@nvaiat, xard парта * ax 
олаш Бшш 1 Tim. vi. 7. Heb. xiii. 11) onl 80 heh 

11. 1 Cok: s. xvii. 44. n 
i Lake vil. 1. Heb. v. 

zii, 17. Mark vil. 36. Р k = ch. il. 12 only. eh. H. 10 
m тег. 18. n = Matt. v. 18. ch. ix. 27 al. © Mark vi. 31. 1 Cor. zri, 

xi SI . — yee ver 2E ЫЗ r . . nr ck k. 
=æ 1 Cor. x. 16. 2 Cor. vi. 13. 

om 2nd » BD. ато [for vro] ш) [88 (Ser) ]. Aeyouern E p: катау- 
. D- gr: narratio doctrine 

20. pepeis D: eispepe: NI: add rues a DE. (P has lost а few words in vv 
20, 21 . *riva Өё\єг (mistake in writing ri av; which was the easier on acct of 
the plural ravra) A B(sic: see table) N p 18 S 40, que Мес sint [copt] sah: Tira de 
a 69: [quinam hi sint syrr: 

i aft єт:3. ins eis avrovs 1 5 sah 

ceased to be a in сес 
the repugnance of the Greeks to im 
became во great, as to be a principal оа 
of Ње schism between the бышсын of the 
east and west in the eighth century.’ 
The hill of Mars was во called according 
to Paus. i. 28. 5, бт: vp&ros "Apos футайба 
ёкрібл. It was on the west of the Acro- 
polis. The Areiopagus, the highest criminal 
court of Athens, held ite sittings there. To 
give any account of it is beside the pur- 
pose, there being no allusion to it in the 
text. Full particulars may be found sub 
voce in Smith’s Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Antt. 

үуёу.] A courteous method 
of address (not ironical, as Kuin. and 
Stier). 21.] A remark of the nar- 
rator (as I believe, Paul himself, see Pro- 
legg. to Acta, § ii. 14) as a comment on 
the кау} and £er[(orra of the verse before. 

eUxatpé, vaco, Gloss. Vet. It is 
not a classic Attic word: edxa:pety obeis 
«руке тй» талиб», “EAAnves 84, Mooris. 
«оуоХђу буш,” ко) “еб тхо\йз tye,” ob 
* c xoAd(w"* rd 84 '* ebxaipeiy vd T? 486- 
xipoy, Thom. n this character 
of the Athenians, compare that given of 
them, Thucyd. iii. 88, perà xawdérnros 
pir Adyou ётатӣсба: Épwrroi, where the 
scholiast evidently has our text in his 
mind; таўта wpbs rods ‘A@nvalous al»íT- 
тета, bd 7i peAerarras TARY A¢yew Ti 
ка) dxovew kauvór :— Demosth. (Phili lippic. 
i. p. 48),  BotaAcobe, elxé not, wepliovres 

quanam sit æt 

(quidnam velint hac esse) Chr Thlſ- fin кве) 
]Tia» беле: Р: т: а» дело: DEHL rel vulg 

ravra bef be. c 187 : om ravra К. 

айтё» ruht od xarà rhv &yopàr Aéyeral 
тї кабу; "yévorro yàp by ті kawéórepor Ф 
MaxeBà» àyhp x. . A. (во alse in Philipp. 
Epist. pp. 166, 157.) The comparative, 
kcuvór epor, is ‘used as here by Theophr. in 
giving the character ofa loquacious person : 
olos dpwrijon: "Exes wep) rovde eiweiy rar- 
убу; kal ёт:Валё» ёротё» Mh Aéyeral т: 
newdrepoy; It implies, as we ye вау, 
the very last news. 23.] The Com- 
mentators viewith each other in admiration 
of this truly wonderful speech of the great 
Apostle. s0stom : тоётб dor: vd elpy- 
pévoy TG ётоттбАф, eyerduny то: à»ó- 
pos ws буоцос, Tra кердђсе dvdpuous* 
*A@nvalos yàp dnuryopòr, ойк ard Hee 
фттё» ob awd тоб wduou 8cerdyOn, АЛА 
ard Bapot T)» wapalveow re gee 
ard тд» olxeleey abrobs éxeipócaro Boy- 
páre» Bib ойк «теу “&vopos,” arr’ 
* és  уодоз.” ‘The oration of Paul be- 
fore this assembly is a living proof of bis 
apostolic wisdom and eloquence: we see 
here how he, according to his own words, 
could become a Gentile to the Gentiles, to 
win the Gentiles to the Gospel.’ кыш, 
Pfl. u. L., p.817. And Stier very properl nly 
remarks ( en der Apostel, ii. 131), * 
was given to the Apostle in this hour, what 
he should speak ; this is plainly to be seen 
in the following discourse, which we might 
weary ourselves with praising and admiring 
in various ways; but far better than all so- 
called praiss from our poor tongues is the 
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t SecaBatuoveorépous hi Oewpar 38 1 Suepysuevos үйр ral timone. 
dvab epd ta " ceBdauara !uͤ edpov xal х Bapov dy 1258, 18е. 
Ф 'émeyéypamro *'AqvóaTo беф. * оби > дгуроодутес 5, Cn 

19 only.) 
compar., rer. 21. u absol., ch. vili. ( reff. v Heb. xiii. 7 only r. d. Thy как(ау 
TOv Toa dT, Diod. Sic. xiv. 109. w 3 Thess. й. ( only. Wisd. xiv. 20. xv. 17 ВМ, F(not 
A) &. 1 and Dr. 27 Theod. only. x here only. Jer. vil. 31 al. ark xv. 

. Rev. xxi. 12. Heb. viii. 10. x. 16 only. Num. xvii. 2, 3. z here only t. Wied. xi. 18. xviii. 
3. 2 Macc. i. 19. H. 7 only. al Cor. vii. 24. b ch. хШ. 37 reff. 

23. for avabewpwy, Sucroper Di(tx& Di, perspiciens D-lat); rope Clem[tzxt,]. 
сеВаста N. 3 (% D?) yeypauueror D. rec ov and rovroy 

humble recognition, that the Holy Ghost, 
the spirit of Jesus, has here spoken the 
=, and therefore it is that we 
in his discourse a masterpiece of кеше 
wisdom.’ The same Commentator gives the 
substance of the speech thus: He who is 
(by your own involantary confession) un- 
Known to you Athenians (religious though 
you are)—asd yet (again, by your own 
confession) able to be „t а 
sufficing Creator of the world, Preserver 
of all creatures, and Governor of mankind, 
—now commandeth all men (by me His 
minister) fo repent, that may know 
Him, and to believe in the Man He 
hath raised from the dead, that they may 
stand in the judgment, which He hath 
committed to Him? & 40. 
The regular and dignified appellation fami- 
liar to them as used by all their orators,— 
of whose works Paul could hardly be alto- 
gether ignorant. xara v., in eve 
point of view: see reff. Seoba- 
peveorripovs | your religious 
reverence very far: an instance of which 
follows, in that they, not content with 
worshipping samed and known в, 
worshipped even an unknown one. Blame 
is neither expressed, nor even implied: bat 
their exceeding veneration for religion laid 
hold of as a fact, on which Paul, with ex- 
quisite skill, engrafts his proof that he is 
introducing яо new gods, but enlightening 
them with regard to an object of worship 
on which they were confessedly in the dark. 
So Chrysost.: Beo., rovrérri» ebAafec- 
vrépovs . .... Ssxep ёукюшё(ер abrods 
Borei, о084» Вар} Афүшу, To understand 
this word as E. V. too superstitions’ (su- 

itiosiores,’ Vulg., so Luther, Calov., 
olf), is to miss the fine and delicate 

tact of the speech, by which he at once 
ies the charge against him, and in 

oing so introduces the great Truth which 
he came to preach. The word itself 
has both senses: Sec:3aluwy, ô eboeBhs, 
Hesych. :—é» тё тоюобт (in battle) yàp 
Sh ol Bewibaluores rror rods àvOpdrrovs 
$oBovrra;, Xen. . їп. 3. 58: and 
on the other hand, Theophrast. Char. 16, 
explains 3ec:Saipovla by S«AÍa яріѕ Tb 
Заибтоу : and Pollux, ебсебёт, бєй» diri- 

ue ., 6 8% бкертшау, de ка) deri- 
беез. The character thus given of the 
Athenians is confirmed by Greek writers: 
thus, Pausan. i. 24. B, "A@nvalo:s repicod- 
rep Ti À то BAAos ds rd Ovid dari 
тстоо$й:;. See other instances in Wetatein. 
Josephus, c. Apion. ii 11, calls them єйте- 
Вестітооѕ ray ‘EAA hve. 23.) dvad., 
looking over, ‘reconnoitring.’ ot- 

] not, as E. V., ‘devotions? but: 
objects of religious worship, йш; 
altars, statues, &c.: see reff. 
over and above the many altars to your 
own and foreign deities. woAAd yàp ray 
tei lepdy is peo dir .. . Kal 8ў ка} 
Tà Opgxia xal тё Spiryia, Strabo, х. p. 472. 

& беф) To an (not, the) un- 
known God. That this was the verita- 
ble inscription on the altars (not as Jerome. 
on Tit. i. 12, vol. vii. p. 707, ‘Inscriptio aree. 
non ita erat ut Paulus asseruit: ignoto Deo: 
sed ita: Diis Asie et Europe et Africa, 
Diis ignotis et inis. Verum quía 
Paulus non pluribus Diis ignotis indigebat 
sed uno tantum ignoto Deo, sin i verbo 
usus est"), the words & éweyeyparro, on 
which had been inscribed, are decisive. 
Meyer well remarks, that the historical fact 
would be abundantly established from this 
panam, being Paul’s testimony of what 
e himself had seen, —and spoken to the 

Athenian people. But we have our nar- 
rative confirmed by the following: Paus. 
i. 1. 4, dvyratOa: ка) Bepnol бєй» те ropa- 
борбую» dyvdorey, xal fpówr ко) ral- 
dor Trà» @hoews kal GaAfpov:—Philos- 
tratus, Vita Apollon. vi. 8, ceqporéc repor 
Tb тері wdvrow Gedy ed Aéyew, ка) тайта 
"Abhypow, ob xal Афубстиу Sapdver 
Bepol purra. On which Winer well 
says, that it by no means follows that each 
altar had the inscription in the plural, бео 
&yrácTois, but more naturally that the 
plural has been used to sait Aayol, and 
that the inscription on each was ав here. 
The commonly cited passage of (Pseudo-) 
Lucian, Philopatr. 9, and 29, sh roy A- 
уосто» dv 'A0fjrais, is no testimony, the 
dialogue being spurious, and the reference 
to our text evident. The origin of such 
nltars has been variously explained: Diog. 
Laert. (vita Epimenid.) says, that Epime- 

02 
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er . cbeegetre, тоўто éyà % катағууё\№о бщ». 
r3 : тојсаҳ Tov ко xai rdyra Tà ёр айтф,'оўто$ ® oupa- bedfg 

s vod кай Sh yis '©таруе» eh корис ойк ёр * уеєротоијтоқ ‘opis 

XVII. 

те 

КИНЕ 25 vaois * катошсєї, 5 0084 tra yepõv Ad peotrivesy m Hep 
£ ` qreveras n ee vis тиб, autos SiSods пас: Gory кай 
à Josh, li. 11 i ch. viii. 1 Eeh ih se (т); 1 Rem. vi. 19. gu 

il. 13. iig as. James lii. 7, T Pet dl 8.22. Nam. v. б. = here only. Pror. zziz. 26. 
liv, N. n here only. Prov. xii. 9. „Зай. 

see note), with A7EHLPR® 18[e sil] 36 rel [coptt(appy) иш] Сш Pejani сш 
1 Aug: o and тортеу p: txt A'BDN! vul es sg ' 

94. rec cup. bef vrapx., with DHLP rel Clem, т, (Thdrt, Thi f : ыб 
ABEN aku m p 18. 40 з хокони sit dom.) [syrr coptt sth arm] Clem, Thar, 

катоо: ату 
25. for ovde, ode Di(tæt D-). rec аудрете 

18 rel [vulg syrr coptt arm] Chr, Thdrt, Cosm, : txt 
Thdrt, Iren- in 
disapproving) 

op. bef дири М. (Р 
D-lat E-lat 

for ros, [ri] avros D*: он D! lectt-12.8. 

v (probably ап error), with E[-gr] HL 
DN a p vulg ( E-lat] 

ins ws bef sposBeoueros iid — 
drt( t wiee, but once in only one ms) Iren · int. 

om avros H 16. 87. 56. 100 
Chr,. оті ovros o Sous Di ([or« ovros] did D-corr! 013): 30 Н Clem, Chr,. 

nides, on occasion of а plague, advised the 
Athenians to let go white and black sheep 
from the Areiopagus, and on the spots 
where they lay down to erect altars rg 
wpos(kovri беф : 68e», he adds, ёт: xal viy 
dori edpeiy xarà rods Bhuovs тё» 'Абу- 
vale» Bepovs dvevtpouvs. Eichhorn con- 
jectures that they may have been ancient 
altars erected before the use of writing, 
and thus inscribed in after-times. Bat 
I should rather suppose that the above 
anecdote furnishes the key to the practice: 
that on the occurrence of any remarkable 
calamity or deliverance not assignable to 
the conventionally-received agency of any 
of the recognized deities, an unknown God 
was reverenced as their author. That the 
God of the Jews was meant (as su 
by Calov., Wolf, al.) is very improbable. 
боой! ignotis Diis altare erexernnt, signum 
erat nihil ipsos tenere certi: habebant qui- 
dem ingentem Deorum turbam , . . . . sed 
dum illis permiscent ignotos Deos, hoc ipso 
fatentur nihil de vera Divinitate se habere 
iin m..... Inde apparet inquietudo, 

se nondum defunctos fatentur, ubi 
popularibns 1 Diis litarunt,' &c. Calvin. 

s... The 8» and тойто» of the 
rec. have bly been alterations from 
reverential motives. The neuters give 
surely the ‚ and the more appro- 
priate sense. For Paul does not identify 
the true God with the dedication of, or wor- 
ship at, the altar mentioned: but speaks 
of the "Divinity (rà бео») of whom they, 
by this inscription, confessed themeelves 
ignorant. (It may however be a warn 
of the uncertainty of d priori end 
evidence for readings, that De Wette and 
Meyer suppose the masculines to have 
been altered to produce this very sense, 
and to avoid the inference that Paul iden- 

tified the unknown God with the Creator.) 
Bat even a more serious objection lies 
against the masculines. The sentiment 
would thus be in direct contradiction to 
the assertion of Paul himself, 1 Сот. x. 20, 
A Odovery, Sapoviers cal оё 12 
Compare also our Lord's words, John iv. 
22, duets wposxvre?re 8 ойк ої$ате. In 

ira, we have another confirmation 
of the sense above insisted on for dee 
povecTépovs, He wishes to commend their 
reverential spirit, while he shews its mis- 
direction. Ап important lesson for all 
who have controversies with Paganism and 
Romanism. кетеүү.) зн above, 
катаууелебз ver. 18.) Та аш declaring,— 
making manifest, to you. ópeîs де spo- 
«AdBere, gnaly plage ù⁰,i ў бератеіа 
và dpdv iüpvyua. Chrys. 24.] *No 
wonder, thut the devil, in order to diffuse 
idolatry, has blotted out among all heathen 
nations the recognition of Creation. The 
true doctrine of Creation is the proper re- 
futation of all idolatry.’ Roos. Кіп]. in die 
bibl. Geschicht., cited by Stier, Red. der 
Apost. ii. 140, who remarks, ‘Only on the 
firm foundation of the Old Testament doc- 
trine of Creation can we rightly build the 
New Testament doctrine of redemption : 
and only he, who scripturally believes and 
apprehende by faith the earliest words of 
Revelation, concerning a Creator of all 
things, can aleo apprehend, know, and 
scripturally worship, TER MAN, in whom 
God's word, down to its latest canonical 
Ber sore together all things. 

iv уєр.] A remarkable remi- 
niscence of the dying speech of Stephen: 
see ch. vii. 48. Mr. Humphry notices 
the similarity, but difference in ita concla- 
sion, of the argument attributed to Xerxes 
in Cicero, Leg. ii. 10: ‘ Xerxes inflammasse 

24 ò дейс 0 ABDE 
HLP а 

=. „= — — a " зм 

a. 
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© -= here (ch. roh ка} rà wavra, 95 érrolnady тє e & [P аїџатос] * is bro 
жй» EÜvos ávÜpormev 9 катокефр d ÈT} тарт " rpocdrmov p J . 13 
тїз "уў кыы ‘mposteraypévous “xaspods xal tàs Ed 
Y ӧробєсіас̧ ris " катоікіаѕ abròùy, J =I буте» rov ? Ücóv, ії TÉ 

xxxviii. 12. r = Luke xxl 36. (xil. 86.) Gx. xL 8. 1 БА ie 
il. 23. x. 43. хі. 39. ver. 31. Hom. і . 4. Heb. iv. 1 caly. I. F. H. е 
only, (ch. x. 39 reff.) sm * Geri Me тыш 

х a: Rom. х. 20 ош). Exod. ан, шш here only. 1 Chrom. хн. 30. sd: 

h (for кш та) кота, with HL P(' certe videtur," Tischdf) rel Thdrt, Thl-fn. 
Meyer є kara таута ver 22 was still in the сорумРг mind. At all events, it 
rolg но) was ката 40: txt ABDE(N) р 36 vulg вуг sth arm Clem, Chr, 

Thl-sif.—om та N![E p].—om капта rarra 13 Syr. vulg -v 
18. 40 coptt æt 

Chr, Cosm 

seit. (-4 ( Herein, xiu 

26. om нараа: вуг [arm]: 8e m. om aparos ABN р 
(wth-rom om e£ eros also) Clem, Bede: ins DEHLP rel 96 syrr Th upe 
ТЫ Iren-int. (Meyer well remarks on the omission, that it ie more likely to have 

owing fo «rog aatos, than that шцатоѕ should be a gloss on evos,—for that 
this would be rather given by avêpærov.) 
42 vulg [ E-lat] усш СІ Clem Thl-fin Iren-int. 

96. 104-37- 
тес way To 

for evt, уєуоѕ a c 23. 69. 
avOperov D-gr. 

Jor ease of E with HL rel Cur The Thdrt, Cosm: way wposerror яросютоу (corra 
EP Thdrt,: txt ABDN р 13. 86 
prafiaiess Iren-int,: тетауџ. а 14). 
Chr Thi. ката 

9T. ins ARA ra bef (уте» D- gr. 
hardly E W. and dd 
V difficulty of Paul 

are uniformly го careless where these 
siderations very e 
есті» D Iren-int : txt AB 

two 

templa Grecis dicitur, quod parietibus 
includerent deos, quibus omnia deberent 
esso patentia et libera, quorumque ee 
mundus omnis templum esset et 

Where Paul stood, he might see the 
celebrated colossal statue of Athena Polias, 

Ged, standing 
with spear and shield 

n T enclosure " the ссора ds 
] (epasresera,, is (really truly) 
d So Oeds оё pvirupl(erai, Gal. 
vi. 7. pn.] de мб» dori Tò 
Teroa pÀ ixur яроздеісдаи BÀ ті Few 
pèr dps, Er. $$ SeigGa: wpds 7d TéA «wr. 
Шш (in Wetat.). As the assertion 
of Creation contradicted “the Epicurean 
error, so this laid er dingnisod, een 
truth, which, however секои tschool 
bad apprehended : 
divüm natura necesse est | Тыш ye 
summa com pace fruatur. |... Ipsa 
suis pollens opibus, sikil indiga mostri, 
Lucret. i. 57. “there la a тене in 2 Macc. 
xiv. 85, remarkable, as compared with the 
thoughts and words of Panl here: ой, кёрге, 
Té» MMA &rposbehs brdpyeav, ebdoxhoas 
vaby vir cis Katackyvécens dy hpi» 
ye Twós ] neuter, as referring 
to the temples and statues offered b ra 
Athenians. LDwàv к. v) 
the Preserver, as well as the "ed оё 
all; and all things come to us from Him. 
Compare, on тё wévre, David's words, 

rec яротетау., with D! 13 b f k [Cosm,], 
a GB: txt AB beetle EHLPN eel [vulg] Clem, 

оробестау D'-gr(txt 05) Iren-int. 
rec for бео», ау (і this case we cas 
55 

eee as to leave end 
with EP rel Cosm, Thl-sif: то (for Tt, or Ti To? jw 

LN ad p 13. 86. 40 vulg syrr coptt [arm] Chr, 

1 Chron. xxix. 14, cà таё wávre, ка) ёк 
тд» сй» 8е86каџќу coi. 26.] 4£ divòs 
[aXp.] was said, be it remembered, to a 
people who gave themselves out for abró- 
xGoves : but we must not imagine that to 
refute this was the object of the words: 
they aim far higher than this, and contro- 
vert the whole genius of polytheism, which 
attributed to the various nations differing 
mythical origins, and separate guardian 
gods. It is remarkable, that though of all 
people the Jews were the most distin- 
guished in their covenant state from other 
nations of the earth, yet to them only was 
given the revelation of the true history of 
mankind, as all created of one blood: a 
doctrine kept as it were in store for the 
gospel to proclaim. Not, ‘ hath made of 
one blood,’ &c., as E. V., but caused every 
nation of men '(sprung) of one [blood] to 
dwell, &c. adiing з 52; 5 37. 

erposermov omission 
of the art. may be accounted for by the 
words Zander dri „= ee vi. 1): 
or, perhaps, by the parallelism of way 
teres, varrbs Жул ла or perhaps, as 
was olxes lepath, ch. ii. 36, because wpós- 
што» THs ir is regarded as one вч 
Mure: See note on жаса oixodouh, 

. 6p08.] He э 
was before (ver. 24 24) i the Creator, then 
(ver. 25) the ‚ is now the Gover- 
sor of all men: prescribing to each natiou 
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* = here (Luke ei dpa ye s NenNadriaeav avrov кад pee a kal * ye ov 

ru 18. b ракрду * ATÒ eve ёкастоо nev ! bmápxovra: 28 e dy 

m "io. ор, айтф yap der кай f кшойнеба кад 5 éauév, йс Kal тірес ~. 
к 

кү вт. TOV “каб” aua ти eiprikaaw Тод yap xai 
b Man vili. 20. 

ark xii. 34 
та e vii. 6. 

v. 20. 
John xxi. 8. 
0 il. 13, 

eh. 

Р; xxii. 

b Мн. T 
6. Rev. H. 5. ті. 14) only. Gen. vii. 16, 21 al. Xen. i ger 1. 1 gem phat. Matt. i 18. xxili. 3S 

h eb. xviii. 18 reff. i = bere only. (Rom. ii. 13 ref.) wee iv. 6 red. 121 
зі. 7 v. 1. m= из (Кат. at wr 17 bait ) onl ch. хуй. 
Sreff.) 3 Kings" vii, 14. Matt. zi. . Heb. ir. 12) only T. pd job exl Symm.) 

p here only v. Xen. Mem. I. 4.18. (2 Pet. l. 554. Exod, E) 

ynAagnoaway D: -caiey a 8. 64. 95!. 105: -rerev EN 40 (Ec. avro D! 
(tx txt D4) [Iren-int,]. for xa: (bef evp.), n AD 36. 40 vulg(not tol) sah [Clem,) 

int.. eupot u- гес xarrot ye (alteration to more usual word ; the 
readg kai Tot is not, аг Meyer thinks, any sign that rec is genuine, but merely that voi 
in the marg had been sometimes MUT to the ye, sometimes substituted for it), with 
Pe a Chr 
86 rel Did Whl-sif. 

28. avry D'(txt D*(P)). 
паз В 33. 68. 95-6. 105-87 copt. 
teth-rom ] Iren · int Ambrf. pe). 

avrov E? 85. 68: ipsius E-lat Hil, 
$9. ins ovre bef xpvow Tode adr] t]. 

fin: Христе n pepe N 
аубротиу E- gr eth. 

ite space to dwell in, and its time of en- 
durance. wposTer., not wpor., ap- 
pointed, * ordered by Him." 27.) tn- 
qav does not depend on éxolncey, but 
gives the intent of the above-mentioned 
providential arrangement: that they 
might seek God. dy крио» (as rec. and 
two uncial M88. have) has probably been a 
careless mistake of a transcriber: т} тд 
Geiór dor, which appears to have been the 
reading of D, В опе of its own strange 
losses. el Apa] if by any chance, 

oting & сабаса apparently not 
x likely to happen, see Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, H 440. Фт\афќсесу) Ori- 
ginally an olic form, but frequent in 
Attic Greek, for wAaphcaer, seo Luke 
vi. 11. On the word itself, compare Aris- 
toph. (Рах, 691): прото piv ody | èm- 
Аафёдеу d» скбтф tà wpáyuara, | ууу} & 
ravra rp Atxvoy BovAeócouev. These 
lines, as Mr. Humphry observes, ‘ seem at 
once to illustrate the figurative use of 
the verb, and to ex the condition 
of man ү ree subsequent to revela- 
tion.’ 25 Not that HE 
is distant from a but th at Àj are igno- 
Tant of Him.’ , 8; Jer. 
xxiii. 28, 24. Bon vt, urs pid ; see 
Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 398 f. 
38.) There is no justification for the pan- 
‘theiet in this. It is properly said only 
of the race of men, as being His offspring, 

Cosm, Thl-fin: кито: AE Clem: 
ov макра» ov(er D?) аф D. 

xorros E lect-12 Clem: axexorra a [2] 69. 98-marg 105: om Di (txt D*). 
esper ins то каб yuepar D. ome - 

тоу к. vu. bef reves D. 
for Tov, rovrov D! e 12 199, 21. 9 96 Iren int: 
: Tourer 8: Tovro 137. 

ки Te Di: txt B [D-corr] HLP p 13. 
удар AlL k m. vrap- 

mro» D 

Хросіо т} apyvpus AE 40 Damasc, Thl- 
for ка, т D- gr Iren-int,: om coptt sth-rom. 

bound to Him: proceeding from, and up- 
held by, and therefore living, moving, 
and being is Him :—but even in a wider 
sense His Being, though а separate objec- 
tive Personality, involves and contains that 
of His creatures. See Eph. i. 10, where the 
sae is said of Christ. iv a must not be 
taken for ‘by Him: the subsequent cita- 
tion would in that case be irrelevant. 
Dép. ку. ] ‘A climax : ont of God we 
should have no Liſe, nor even movement 
(which some things without life have, 
plants, water, &c.), nay, not any existence 
at all (we should not have been). Meyer 

- Storr’s explanation of (Guer by ‘vivimus 
beate ac hilare,’ and Kuinoel and Olshau- 
sen’s of ¢opér by ‘real being,’ i.e.‘the spiri- 
tual life,’ are evidently beside the purpose ; 
the intent being to shew the nd з de- 
pendence for thing of man on God,— 
and thence the absurdity of supposing the 
Godhead like to the works of his (man ̂ s) 
hands. Tov yap к. y. ѓор.) Aratus, in 
the opening lines of the Phenomena .... 
туту 9$ Aids xexphueda Hire тоў yap 
ral *yévos gué».  Kleanthes also, Hymn. 
in Jov. 5, has ёк coU yàp i dopds. 
Aratus was a native of Tarsus, about 270 
B. C., and wrote astronomical poems, of 
which two, the qaiwópera and Sio nuelo, 
remain. Kleanthes was born at Assos, in 
Troas, about 800 в.с. The A postle, by 
the plural, seems to have both poets in his 

те 

ryévos ADE 
HLN a 

29 X wévos ойу 5 v dmdpxovres TOU ÜcoÜ ойк ' opeiho- bed fg 
pev voultey «puso ў арүйрф 1%) мб» = xapdypare 
n теит кад ? iiim ора avOpwmov, ? rò ? Âeĉov elvai 
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био о>». $0 rods uéy оў» * ypovous тўс ' dryvoías * йлтерї$фи ч сон, ch. 
о Geos ‘ta ‘viv "arapayyéXXe, тоф avôpæmois тарта 
Y таутауой " petavociv, 9! х кабдт, 7 ёстпаєу ђиёрар év on 

Ш. 21 reff, 

1 Pet. i. 14 
T Levit. 

xii. 14. 
Ф , A > L b 2 3 Ü ее *кршеш Tiv *oixouperny èv ^ Sixavocivy, * dy "hers oniy. | 
dvópl * à dp ,  тісти 8 таратуФи rd, h dvacticas Deut. xxii. 3. 

бтердд» 
^^ ^ i avrov ®ёк vexpdv. 9? áxovcavres дё !aváotacıv 'vexpav e e, 

i al oi pev ® éyXevatov, 
тойтоу ai там» 

38. xvi. 20. Luke іх. 6. ch. xxiv. 3. xxviii. . 1 ae 58 17 only. Yea. xlii. 22. 
reff. w absol., ch. fi. 30. iii, 19. xxvi. 30 al. 

Dion. Hal. ol öde elrav '"AxovaójeÜd cov тері, Ass ие. 
ch. iv. 39 reff. 

38 otras 6 Падло "éEjAOev ёк "04. 
Xi, ch. xxi. 28. 

„ А" „ 

ili. 6 (кбтдоу). Psa. ix. 8. xcv. 13. zevil. 10. zx ch. ziz. 21 гей. b absol., ch. 
xxiv. 2б. Rom. in. 28. ziv. 17 al. Ps. se above (s). Sir. xiv. 26. с з Matt. xii. 24. Luke 
zi. 15. 1 Cor. vi. 2. d attr., ch. L 1 re в ch. х. G. (ver. 36 гей.) f here 
only. Jos. Аа. xv. 7. 10, wior. wapetxe т. Абуоу т. 

11 Coe, zv. 1 h ch. il. 34 тей. 2 reff. 
ziv. 9 Aquil. (dax. 15.8 ‚ бахА., ch. Н, 13. 

ы UA IUS vi. 17, from I 

:80. aft туз c ins rau. D'[and lat] vulg. 
vapibey D)(txt D.corr): 

vale ln се BN! [Ath-ms,). 

Báfa т " = ch. xvi. 16 reff, 
k here only 7. Wisd. zi. 15. 3 Mace. it. N only. Prov. 

1 Rom. v. 12 reff. m 2 Cor. 

was TOUS Xpov. pev оуу E: et 
Bao D* 108 : despiciens 

rec vag (a ion, to agree with arOpw- 
тоз. Meyer and De Nettes idea, that тас: was altered to rarras to soften the 
assertion that God commanded arb. тат: varraxov,—is in the highest degree impro- 
bable), with HLP rel eth ers Chr Thdrt Cosm ТЫ Iren-int: wa varres D!: 
omnibus ut omnes Syr: txt AB 
panitentiam agant vulg D- lat. 

81. rec ior: ( 

for ev з) n. xp., pea: D: j 
"E Aft av8p: ins moov D Iren · int. 

. (єтау, so BEN. гес калг» тер: Tovrou. 

EN 18. 36. 40 [ерес] Ath, Cyr, : «t omnes ubique 

[eornoay D-gr.] 
om 2nd e» 

ezplan of xaBori), with HL rel Chr, Thl-sif: кабо 18. 36. 180: txt 
ABDEPN a c 18 Ath, (Ps-Ath Bas, ) Thdrt, Cyr, Chron Thl-fin. 

D: judicari lren-int,; judicare Aug,. 
rapeo x eiw(sic) ezibere b, тарасхе» 82. 57. 

33 коц ovres, with HLP rel 36 
ретт copt] Chr, Tul ele : [weps т. жал. к. ovr. E:] tat AB(D)N 18. 40 [(vulg] arm) 

fin.—om xa: D [ vulg arm]. 

mind. The тоў refers to Zeus in both 
cases, the admission being taken as a por- 
tion of truth rding the Supreme God, 
which even heathen poets confessed. The 
xal has no connexion here, but is (see 
&bove) part of the verse in Aratus. 
30. (wepiBóv] In this word lie treasures 
of mercy for those who lived in the times 
of ignorance. God overlooked them [the 
rendering of the E. V. bears the same 
meaning, but is to our ears in these days 
objectionable]: i.e. corrected not this 
ignorance itself as a sin, but the abuses 
even of this, by which the heathen eunk 
into deeper degradation. The same ar- 

ment is treated more at length in 
m. i. ii. The waco: of the rec. and Tra 

zdrres of D! have both been corrections 
occasioned by the apparent difficulty of rois 
dOpérois xdyras. The genuine reading 
ives the emphatic wdyras rarraxod, fol- 

ing on the foregoing assertion of vv. 25, 
26, its proper place. 31. кабётъ] 
See var. read. and reff.:—used by Luke 
and him only: seeing that,’ inasmuch аз. 

dv Sixatoc.] Suo. is the cha- 
racter of the judgment,—the element, of 
which it shall consist. фу dv8pl] Not, 
*in (by) a man,’ but by (i. e. in the person 
of) the man: the art. is omitted after the 
preposition: sec Midd. vi. 1. Tho iv is 

not instrumental, properly speaking, here 
or any where else. Its judicial nm lo only 
a particular case of its usage of investiture 
or elementary condition : inthe judge the 
judgment consists, is constituted ; heis its 
vehicle and expression. See ref. 1 Cor. 
and note for examples of this use. 
lr. x. r. A.] ‘Quia res erat vix credibilis, 

mentum adfert eximium.’ Grotius. 
32. ёубст. vexp.] Perhaps here, 

‘when they heard of a resurrection of dead 
men, viz. of that of Christ, rexpá» bei 
eneric. But the same words are Ud 

in ref. 1 Cor. was Aéyovow dv ópir tives 
ёт: dvdoracis уєкрёу ойк Ir], so that 
I would rather take them here to mean 
that they inferred the general possibility of 
the resurrection of the dead, as a tenet of 
Paul's, from the one case which he men. 
tioned. of .... of 84] We must 
not allot these two parties as some have 
done, the former to the Epicureans, the 
latter to the Stoics: the description is 
general. The words ёкоусбреба . . .. 
need not be taken as ironical. The hear- 
ing not having taken place is no proof that 
it was not intended at the time: and the 
distinction between these and the mockers 
seems to imply that they were in earnest. 

83. ] ‘In this state of the 
popular mind:' (with an expectation of 
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mn 16 raw 84 тирес 82 avdpes °xodrAnOeyres айтф ABDE a ss above (m). TP цесоу ауто" (VES pes 7 . 
ch. axili.10. Per rev ёу ols kai Aiovúcios б Apeorrayirns cai yuri) beate 

o V. d " 7 
A 

m STi li. 2 OvopaTe Айдар xai % Érepo, avv аўто. XVIII. I Merà ois 
Eu x. [8] таўта ' Хорс бес ёк Tov 'AOnvàv rDev eis Коридор, 
p absol., ch. 2. reg. 2 xai epav Tia 'lovSaiov дубцат Axa, Ilovruov 
а = cb. хіх. 39. 
те. here " TO cet, " тротфата$ ёМмлү\уӨбта, алто THs lraX/as, xai 

onlyt. w. 

e. nt ПріскАХау yuvaica avro0, d тд " Siaterayévat KXai- 
1 Chroa 

^ Mast ** &ov € ywplfecOat mávras robe Ioudalous ато тїйє “Pans, 
тег. 34. tr eh. vil. 19. 2 Cor. zi. 26. Esth. it. 10. u here only. Deut. xziv. 5, (- vos, Heb. 

z. 20.) v Luke ҮШ. 66, 1 Cor. vil, 17 al. L. P., exo. Matt. xi. 1. Esek. XI. 19. (-rayj, ch. vil. 53.) 

94. exodAAnOnoary D'(-gr)(txt D’). 
apto. ins eva x nue» complacens D. 

for o (bef apeow.), ris D: om В. aft 
om кеи yur. ov. 8. D: aft yvy. ins uua E. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1. om 8e A B[pueravra B!) M а 13 valg copt [arm]: ins (D)EHLP 
rel 86 * sah Orig-int,] Chri.— al wera Tavra Syr sth.—araxepncas de, omg дета 
TAUTA, rec aft xepicÓes ins o тауЛоѕ (inserted just аг Be was omitted, at 
beginning of an ecclesiastical m with AEHLP rel 36 [syrr wth arm Orig-int] 
Chr: om ВОМ 18 vulg [copt] sah. 

9. [evpor P e gi. 

(txt D- corri): om B. om tous D. 

for ex, ато D. 
ageAnA. 18 :] ANV Di(txt р»). 

fk m 18: rex (віс) NI: wposrerax. а d: Ziareraxbera 187.78. 
reraxeva: DELP 

клаудиз DI 
rec (for 2nd ато) ex (prob corra to suit 

Херюб. «x in ver 1. бо De Wette: Meyer thinks the ато to have boen а corra to 
awit axo туз єтол., but the other suppn 

being heard again?) [The “so” of the 
E. V. does not give this forcibly enough, 
but looks like a mere particle of transition. ] 

84. Avovógvos à Ap.] Nothing 
more is known of him. Euseb. H. E. iji. 4; 
iv. 23, relates that he was bishop of 
Athens, and Niceph. iii. 11, that he died 
а martyr. The writings which go by his 
name are undoubtedly spurious. . 
үч] Not, as Chrys. de Sacerd, iv. 7, 
vol. i. p. 412, seems to infer from the form 
of the expression, —ћколоѓбзсеу айтф werd 
Ths "yuraucós, the wife of Dionysius: this 
would have been ў yur) abroù. 

Cuar. XVIII. 1.) Corinth was at this 
time a colony (see note, ch, xvi. 12), the 
capital of the Roman province оў Achaia, 
and the residence of the proconsul. For 
farther particulars, see Prolegg. to 1 Cor. 
§ ii. 3. "lovBaiov] It appears that 
Aquila and Priscilla were sot Christians at 
this time: it is the similarity of employ- 
ment only which draws them to Paul, and 
their conversion is left to be inferred as 
taking place in uence: see ver. 26. 

Поутькду т. v.] It is remarkable, 
that Pontius Aquila is a name found in 
the Pontian gens at Rome more than once 
n the days of the Republic (see Cicero, ad 
Fam. x. 33; Suet., Jul. Сев. 78; Sinith's 
Dict. of Biogr, art. Aquila, Pontius); 
whence some have supposed tbat this may 
lave been a freedman of a Pontius Aquila, 
and that Torrt. T$ yéve may have been an 
inference from his name. Bat besides that 

is much more likely, the same verb о 
in both), with HP e f h 1 Chr,: om 18: txt ABDELN rel. aft pens ins о: ке 

Luke’s acquaintance with the real origin of 
Aquila could hardly but have been accu- 
rate. Aquila, the translator of the O. T. 
into Greek, was also a native of Pontus. 

From the notices of Aquila and Pris- 
cilla in the Epistles, they appear to have 
travelled, fixing their abode by turns in 
different principal cities, for the sake of 
their business. In ver. 19, we have them 
left at Ephesus (sce also ver. 26) ; in 1 Cor. 
xvi. 19, still there; in Rom. xvi. 3 ff., 

at Rome; in 2 Tim. iv. 19, again at 
Ephesus, А тд иатетахфуол . . .] 
Suet. Claud. 25, says, ‘Judsos impulsore 
Chresto assidue tumultuautes Roma expu- 
lit ? but as he gives this without any fixed 
note of time,—as the words impulsore 
Chresto’ may be taken in three ways (as 
indicative either (1) of an actual loader of 
that name, or (2) of some tumult connected 
with the expectations of a Messiah, or (3) 
of some dispute about Christianity), — 
Neander well observes, that after all which 
bas been said on it, no secure historical in- 
ference respecting the date of the event, or 
its connexion with any Christian church at 
Rome, сап be drawn. It was ага Jew that 
Aquila was driven from Rome: and there 
is not a word of Christians here. If one 
could identify this expulsion of the Jews 
with that of the * mathematici" in Tacitus 
(Ann. xii. 52), which took place Fausto 
Sulla, Salv. Othone Coss. (a.p. 58), we 
might be on surer ground,—but this is very 
uncertain, and even improbable. The two 
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* mposijAÜev avrois, kal 814 тд х ópórexvov. elvas У ёдерер » = bare . 
Утар avrois xal *npyalero, cav yàp *akmvomow rH =t olt. 
DC ** SN re Sé év Tfj avvayoryfj ката way 
саВВатор, ° ётєдёр re lovdalous kal “EXXAnvas. 
катђ\до»у amo Tis Maxedovlas & тє X(Xas xai б T. 

y ch. іх. 
в absol., Matt. 

ххі. 28. zzv. 

5 ақ дё 

робєос, 5 avveiyero TQ Ayo б IIatXos, ^ Stapaprupopevos «here ошу+. 
xazil. 215 Symm. -mwoda, Deut. xxxi. 10 LXX-mes. & Alius in Hezapl.) 
vil. 29)only. Sir. xa xviii. 34. (-vírgs, ch. xix. 24.) 
6,0. хх. 9. Gir. xiv. 30, BM F(not А) АМ. 

(votet, Tea. 
b = Rer. xviii. 22 (ch. 

om ch. xvii. 2 reff. abeol., ch. xiz. 
d ch. ziii. 37 reff, е = ch. xix. 30. 2 Cor. 

наив f = oh. vill. 5 reff. , ch. xi. 37. xii. 19. zv. I. g 3 Cor. 

катекусеу(-сау D-corr!) as ry» аҳоау D, simly syr-mg. ате D'-gr(txt D). 
add o raus D. 

3. om ewa D. eueter E[-gr] HL [a c(?) d m Chr, ТЫ: manebat E-lat. 
zpos avrovs D. Еге ] зо nos 155 a po 

Orig-int ]). om last clause D. 
c g l 13. 40 Chr, 

reo Tyv rex, with H rel 86 
№] k 18: -forro МВ copt(Tischdf) 

: txt ABELPN 

4. om ver am! fold lat-mss-in-Bede: e:isropevopevos de eis THY avra yeryny ката way 
caBfaror 8:еЛеуєто кап erribus( i onens] то oropa TOV кирои inoey ко (om Kat 
D-corr) esie» 3« [om D. lat] ov porov iovdaiovs A xas eAAnvas D; simly vulg-ed syr- 
"s caBBaror ins еэтбе$ то n TOV кури (oov. 

. for es 8е каттАбо», тареуеуоуто 8е D. 
om o bef riz. D 42. 178. 

from misunderstanding : or perhaps, as Meyer, originaly a scholium on cuv- 
the place of the origl re Xoye), wi 

rel 36 syr-mg arm Chr, : txt ABDEN c 18. 40 vu 
Biauaprvpovyueros D! 40. 66 

Di- gr: or: o. к 

eixero, and thence has usu 

om д (bef тау.) D. 

could hardly have been united. The cir- 
cumstance related by Dio Cassius, lx. 6, 
which seems to contradict Suetonius and 
our text,—rods “lov8alouvs sAcovdcarras 
alis, 8те yarerés dy Gvev тарахўз órd 
той ÜxXov oder ris Mt elpyOnra, ойк 
iM Aage nd, à 8è warply vóuy Ble xp 
pévous exddrevoe ph H b oled. pro- 
dably describes a step taken by Claudins 
peers to this expulsion, which not 
improbably occasioned the tamults which 
made the expulsion necessary. The 
edict soon became invalid, or the pro- 
hibition was taken off: we find Aquila at 

Rom. xvi. 8, and many Jews 
resident there, ch. xxviii. 17 ff. 8. 
рү ето] “The Jewish Rabbis having 
no state pay, it was their practice to 
teach their children a trade. ‘ What 
is commanded of & father towards his 
son P asks a Talmudic writer. To cir- 
cumcise him, to teach him the law, to 
teach him a trade.’ Rabbi Judah saith, 
* He that teacheth not his son a trade, 
doth the same as if he taught him to 
be a thief: and Rabban Gamaliel saith, 
* He that bath a trade in his hand, to 
what is he like? He is like a vineyard 
that is fenced?” С. and H. i. p. 58. 

The places where Paul refers to his 
supporting himself by his own manual 
labour аге, —ch. xx. 84 (Ephesus) :—1 Cor. 
ix. 12 fl.; 2 Cor. vii. 2 (Corinth) :—1 Thess. 
ii. 9; 2 Thess, iii. 8 (Thessalonica). ln 

for тау, шау Н: warra 18. 
om rns Lh k. for o те, тоте 
rec for ve Acye, re rrevpar: (sub- 

Н [Lísic, P 
гда wth Bal had p» 

2 Cor. xi. 9, we learn that supplies were 
also brought to him at Corinth from Mace- 
donis, i. e. Philippi, see Phil. iv. 15. 

The general opinion now is, 
that Paul was a maker of tents from the 
‘cilicium,’ or hair-cloth of Cilician ts. 
Thus Kuinoel, citing from Hug and Eich- 
horn, says of the former, Ad hanc sen. 
tentiam comprobandam monuit, Ciliciam, 
Pauli patriam, refertam fuisse hircis et 
capris villosis, eorumque villis Cilices usos 
esse ad conficiendum pannum, Cilicium 
inde dictum. Suidas : K(Auxos vd yo: д 
Васіз’ тообто: yàp èr KAI ylrovras 
pd ot, 8бєу ка) rh ёк тё» TpixGv evr- 
т.ббиеуа КІЛікіа калодута. Hoc panno 
usos esse milites, nautas, Nomadas, ай ten- 
toria conficienda, v. Vegetius, de Re Mil. 
iv. 6. Plin. N. Н. vi. 28, Nomades, in- 
festa ue Chaldworum scenite . . . et 
ipsi vagi, sed а tabernaculis cognominati, 
que ciliciis metantur, ubi libuit.’ Solin. 
88, ‘Scenite caussam nominis inde ducunt, 
quod tentoriis succedunt, nec alias domos 
babent, ipsa autem tentoria cilicina sunt ; 
ita nuncupantur velamenta caprarum pilis 
texta." If it be objected, that Paul would 
hardly find the raw material for this work 
in cities far from Cilicia, it may be an- 
swered, that this would not be required in 
the fabrication of texte from the Aair- 
cloth, which doubtless itself would be nu 
article of commerce in the markets of 
Greece. Chrysost. calls Paul sometimes 
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1 Rom. xiii. 2. тоф 
James iv. 6. 2 ^ 4 7 7 e s Pr a 

. 8. k 1 РЫ de айтди ка} * SXaaduobvrov ! écrivafápevos тй іраітіа bedfg 
гот. lu. м) only. elmev mpòs avtovs Tò айда ùv ® ёт} тї кєфаћ)и Орди" олз 

ngs xi. s A a 
‚ M. Hit" кабардс e dr той "vüv eis ta ёбу) Topevoouat. 

0 
= 2 

^ 
f кр 7 kal P weraBas ёкеіӨєу eU cis oixiav Twos дудцат! 

1 ch. xii. 51 x E 
к u. Lovatou 9 сє8одёуоу тди ! He, оў Ñ oixia Hy * cuvopopoica 
Matin. тб guyayoryg. 8 Kplomos 8 0 'àpyicvváryovyos èri- 

p Matt. xi. 1 al.¢ Wied. vii. 27. xix. 19. 2 Macc. vi. 1, 9, 24 only. 
s here only t. 4 Mark v. 22, Ke. Luke 

n zs ch. хх. 26 Ed 

10 KopiuwÜiev axovovres Y érlatevoy ка} égarrritovro. 
3 Cor. v. 16 

чїй. 49. xiil. 14. ch. xiii. 18. ver. 17 only t. u = w. dat., ch. xvi. 34 reff. v ch. x. 3 ref. 

iXmg 4. GTevcev TH киріф aiv бмр тф “olsy айтой, Kal ro 

o Luke 145 aH. 
І.Р. (ехе. Joha viii. 11.) Ps. сй. 2. 

q ch. xiii. 43 reff. ғ = ch. xri. 14. ver. 13 only. 

w absol., ch. zv. 5 reff. 

om ros cov. AH 1771. ins ewa: bef r. xp. (see ver 28) ABDN a b d k o 13. 86 
vulg Syr syr-w-ast [coptt eth] arm Bas, Thl-fin: om EHLP rel Chr Thdrt Thl-sif. 

ins куро» bef mc. D. om «mc. P. 
6. at beg ins толло» de us] A %% yewouerov kai урафо» S:epunvevonerav D syr- 

mg. for axriracc., (eri racc. Di-gr(txt DV): аубістацеғоу 15-8. 86. (D!-gr is 
very imperf in vv 6, 7. aft exrivag. ins o xavdos D tol. aft та varia ins 
-avTov D b Ко [vulg-ed tol syrr copt] sah [th] Thi-sif; pref, 40. 69. eye аф 
upeo)y ууу D!(?) (and lat). vopevouac: D!H!L Chr(some mss). 

7. om ка D'(? ins D:). for exeiDev, (ато rov axv)Aa DI [3e ато ax., Scr]) 187. 
et Ne A D'(P) N а 13 vulg Syr syr-mg sah eth[{(appy) arm] Thl-fin : txt BD*E 

HL[P] rel 86 syr-txt copt Chr, Thl-sif. or onay, тоу оюду DI. окодат (o) 
Di(txt D?) : om A 2. 30. 104 sth. ins TiTıov bef vorov B! D?-gr syr; rcrou EPR 
7. 15. 86. 81 vulg copt arm [Thl-fin] Jer, and (omg :overov) 2. 30 Syr sah (originally 
prob a mistake arising from ovouaTuovor., the ті. being taken for the abbreviated form 
of Tirov or tirtov): om АВ? Diſand lat] HL eth Chr Thl.sif. cuvopopoovea AD. 

8. o de арҳ:с. крст. D. as Tov kupiov [in domino] D. for соу, er H? [corrd 
eadem manu ?]. exovrayres HL c m Thl. at end add rirevorres то bew да 
T. OVOMATOS тои Kupiov vuv тоу xpurrov D, somewhat simly [from 3ia] syr- w-ast. 

aoxnvoppdpos, sometimes oxvrorduos, a 
leather-cutter, imagining that the tents 
were made of leather; ér? cxnvoppapelov 
écràs 8ериота Essaxre (in Catena). 
5.] See ch. xvii. 15; 1 Thess. iii. 6. 
cvve(yero. тф À ‘When Silas and 
Timotheus arrived [see ch. xvii. 15 note] 
Jrom Macedonia, they found Paul anz- 
tously occupied in discoursing to the 
Jews, This I believe to be the meaning: 
that they found him in a state of more 
than ordinary anxiety,—more tban usually 
absorbed in the work of testifying to the 
Jews (seo reff):—a crisis in the work 
being imminent, which resulted in their 
rejection of the word of life. (On the 
whole character of his early preaching at 
Corinth, see notes, 1 Cor. ii. 1—5.) Thus 
only, the 8é in ver. 5 and that in ver. 6 will 
both be satisfied: he discoursed in the 
synagogue, &0. ... . but when Silas and 
Timotheus arrived, he was earnestly 
occupied in discoursing, &o. But, as they 
opposed themselves and blasphemed, &c. 
Wordeworth adopts the view that after 
the arrival of Silas and Timotheus with 
supplies from Macedonia, Paul gave up his 
tent-making and gave himself up Ет 
x«ro) to preaching. But surely this is 

ungrammatical. The aor. (ds катӯлбо) 
and imperf. (cvvelxero) require the render- 
ing ‘when they arrived, they found him 
ouvexduevor.’ 6.] alpa as in ch. xx. 
26. The image and nearly the words, are 
from Ezek. xxxiii. 4. De Wette should 
have known better than to call a citation 
from the LXX an ‘unpaulinifder Sprach⸗ 
ebraud.’ тоў vuv] Not - 
ately, only a£ Corinth: for ver. 19 we find 
him arguing with the Jews again in the 
synagogue at Ephesus. I have adopted 
the punctuation of Lachmann, erasing the 
colon after yó : I shall henceforth with а 
pure conscience go to the Gentiles. 
7.) In order to shew that he henceforth 
separated himself from the Jews, he, on 
leaving the syna e, went no longer to 
the house of the Jew Aquila (who appears 
afterwards to have been converted), but 
to the house of a Gentile proselyte of the 
gate, close to the synagogue: q. d. ‘in the 
sight of all the congregation in the syna- 
gogue: for this seems to be the object in 
mentioning the circumstance. 8. Оп 
this, a schism took place among the Jews. 
The ruler of the synagogue attached him- 
self to Paul, and was, together with Gaius, 
baptized by the Apostle himself (1 Cor. i. 
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9 ейтєу $2 0 кйрїо$ * ev *vunri ёе Y opáparos тф Паўл x1 Thes. v. 
` ^ 9 * 7 ` , 0 ^ r э / oniy. Ps Мз) фоВо?, àXXà AA kal pù *owwmýons, 10 * Score ёуф „іи 

b eit herd тоў, kai ovdels ° ёт:Өјсєтаѓ тоь d TOD * как@есайё x Lute i. оэ. 
ce, & Na сті pot monis év TH TONE тайтл. 

ххх". 1. 

Acts, here 
only. Paul, 
never. Isa. 

11 f éxaOurev 66 éviavróv kal uijvas GE £ 8:8аскоу ev айтоф$ . Label. isal. 
Tov E уор той ÜcoU. 12 Taddlwvos ёё? ávÜvmárov битос рў; 

L.P. princi- 
Іва. 

тў Axalas ! катєпќстпоау * биобидабду oi "оџудаёог TQ bo bete anl. 
d constr., 1 Cor. x. 13 гей. 

zl. 1 reff. b ch. xiii. 7 reff. 

9. om o D. 

e eh, vil. 6 ref. 
i here enl 

Gen. хіі. Te. 
f = Luhe axiv. 49. Judg. xi. 17. gch. 
yt. k ch. i. 14 reff. 

rec 8: opauaros bef ev vueri, with E H[rys vueros] LP rel вуг copt 
[sah] wth Chr.: 3: op. то ravie ev yur: D Thl-sif: e» орамат: туз vvktos с: e opa- 
рат: (omg ey vve.) A, as also Syr: txt BN a m 18. 40 vulg arm Thl-fin. 
(sic) D! (txt D)). 

10. at beg ins аААа (but marked for erasure) Ni. 
(есті, во ABD.) t bef err: L.] 

Terns 

om то: D- gr E. 

11. rec re (for 3e), with E-gr HLP rel eth Chr, Thl: txt ABN a c 13 vulg E- lat 
S —xas exad. D. 
кү udin 

add er xopirÜe D Syr syr-w- ast: exe: 40 [vulg-ed 
aft ev r. ins к eva N (but x is marked for erasure by Ni). 

for ev avr., avrovs D- gr 4 [arm]; ауто 87. 66. 100. 
12. (for 3e, re D Syr.] 

40. 
rec avy@umarevoyros, with EHLP rel Chr: txt ABDN 36. 

oi зоу$шо: bef оџобоцадоу В g coptt. for то raue Kai, соуЛалусаутеѕ 
реб eavroy ет: тоу wavAoy kai eie rer ras xeipas D; ins ет. T. x. avro syr-w-ast sah. 

14): and with him many of the Corinth- 
ians (Jews and Gentiles, it being the 
house of a proselyte), probably Aquila and 
Priscilla also, believed and were baptized. 

9. AGA. к. ph сот.) So, for solem- 
nity's sake, we have an affirmation and ne- 
gation combined, John i. 8. See also Isa. 
lviii. 1. 10. em. соь] See ref. and 
examples of this usage in Wetst. :—shall 
set on thee, as E. V. Aaós irri por 
тол) See John x. 16. As our Lord 
Jorewarned Paul in Jerusalem that they 
would not receive his testimony concerning 
Him, so here He encourages him, by a 

ise of much success in Corinth. The 
word Aaós, the express title beforetime of 
the Jews, is still used now, notwithstanding 
their secession. 11.] The year and a 
half may extend either to his departure, 
or to the incident in vv. 12 ff. Meyer 
would confine it to the latter, taking éxd- 
Өссе» in the sense of remained in quiet: 
but (see reff.) it will hardly bear such 
emphasis: and seeing that the incident 
in vv. 12 ff. was a notable fulfilment of 
the promise, —for though they set on him, 
they could not hurt him,—I should be 
disposed to take the other view, and re- 
gard ver. 12 to ixavás, ver. 18, to have 
appened during this time. 12. Trad- 

Alves] His original name was Marcus 
Annus Novatus: but, having been adopted 
into the family of tbe rhetorician Lucius 
Junius Gallio, he took the name of Junius 
Anneus Gallio. He was brother of Lucius 
Annsus Seneca, the philosopher, whose 
character of him is in exact accordance 
with that which we may infer from this 

narrative: ‘Nemo mortalium mihi tam 
dulcis est, quam hic omnibus: ‘ Gallionem 
fratrem meum, quem nemo non parum 
amat, ейаш qui amare plus non potest.’ 
He is called ‘dulcis Gallio’ by Statius, 
Silv. ii. 7.32. He appears to have given 
a province of Achaia from ill health: 
“Ша mihi in ore erat domini mei Gal- 
lionis qui cum in Achaia febrem habere 
cœpisset, protinus navem ascendit, clami- 
tans non corporis esse sed loci morbum." 
Senec. Ep. 104. He was. spared after the 
execution of his brother (Tacit. Ann. xv. 
73): but Dio Cassius, lxii. 26, adds, oí 
43є^фо) ботероу ётат&Лоуто, and Euseb. 
Chron. ай апп. 818 (4.D. 66), says that he 
ut an end to himself after his brother’s 
eatb. &vÜÓvirárov) See note on ch. 

xiii, 7. Achaia was originally a senatorial 
province (Dio Cass. liii. 12), but was tem- 
ре made ап jw sides one by Tiberius. 

acit. Ann. i. 76,‘ Achaiam ac Macedoniam, 
onera deprecantes, levari in præsens pro- 
consulari imperio, tradique Cesari placuit.’ 
Claudius (Suet. Claud. 25) * Provincias 
Achaiam et Macedoniam quas Tiberius ad 
curam suam transtulerat, senatui reddidit.’ 

T. Axatas] The Roman province 
of Achaia contained Hellas and the Pelo- 
ponnesus, and, with Macedonia, embraced 
all their Grecian dominions. It was so 
called, according to Pausanias (vii. 16. 7), 
because the Romans éye:pdoavro“EAAnvas 
Bi Axa dre той 'EAAqvikoU яроєсту- 
core (the Achaian league), “The Rane 
is mentioned three times in the course of 
this narrative (see vv. 16,17). It was of 
two kinds: (1) fixod in some public and 
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m = Вов... M тард Tov убор "айуате(бе› ойто то dvOpirmovs Ъ be ate 
Е ow 0 céBecÜas TOV Ged. 
ER 4) 1 

14 wédNovros & ToU llavAov P дроі- 
К yew тд отдра єтє ò T'adAlwv vr) TOU; "Тоьба{ри$ 

Men. dt, Е; дё» [оду] hv Iadlenud T. ӯ" радгобрупџа vrovnpóv, & 
o ver. 1. "Iov0ato,, "xarà *Xóyov dy t) MET xóm Ind. 16 ej 90 

„шз guard бету тері “буо кай дрорётоу кай vdH 
q ch. zxiv. 30. Be ari 6 ToU “каб ©нйз, deo афто xpiris уф тойтор ой 

BLE волоро das 
Кузы ! Bnpatos. 

.iv.9. Heb. xiii, 33. Job 
9. 11.8. Heb. il. 3. ынал. 
Xen. Сут. v. 1. 11. Matt «чм (E ае 

es., avii 8 only. с Xen. Mem. u. (. 13 

16 ral Yanrndacey avrovs drò тод 
17 3 ётеаВорероь & тате; Lwoberny тд» 

ES ш.м. K ё $» airley VA E ee e ка кета Мүге, Diod. Sic. iv. 11. t =z 3 Cor. 
vad Тип. . I. TL 

ch. x RC EXTR Eph. 1. 15. йет raw fie поб dyriw doĝ, 
n А y bere ошу. Елек. жлхіт. 12. 

for ext, тара N, syr has тро rov Anyuaros, prefixing, w-ast, xpos ауботатор. 
18. ins caraBowrres xa: bef Acyorres D. 

teristic order), with DEHLP rel 86 vulg [(syrr) сори] juri (ТЫ. 
40: avarpere: 1. 65. 1 k 18 arm Thl-fin. тебе H 

bef avar. (corra of charac- 
: txt ABN ah 

тес ovTos 

14. om ov» (ase note) ABDEN a b c o 18. 36. 46 vg ey [copt] sah eth arm Chr,: 
ins HLP rel.—om s» L d m 26: 9 A!. ins avdpes bef :оудаго: D vulg. 
ayer xous» BN! 18 ; so, omg a», A 83-4-6 (confusion dns Linn ачи. 

15. rec (uua (corra to suit adun 
ing, see note), wi 
1 tt arm ТЫ 
xpirns ins yap, with BHL 

for BovAopa, OA D. 
16. aweAvoer Di(txt D$, 
17. [а roa He D'-gr(txt D ). 

pa and paSiovpynua above : 5 
Diſand lat] HLP rel 18 [E. lat] Chr Tul. fn: age AB Dgr 

for есті, exere D-gr. rec aft 
rel 36 syrr sah [arm] Chr: om ABD ЇЗ vulg copt eth. 

jecit D-lat) 193. 
rec aft arres ins oi eAAnves (see note), 

with DEHLP 18 rel qn rr sah wth [arm edipi ; ot iovðaio: 86. 180; 48. 15-8: 
Г от АВК е! 1 бе сорё 

open place: (2) moveable, and taken by the 
foren magistrates to be placed wherever 
ey might sit in a judicial character. Pro- 
y here and in the case of Pilate (John 

мт. 18), the former kind of seat is in- 
tended. See Smith’s Dict. of Antiquities, 
under Sella.“ See also some remarks on 
the tribunal—' the indispensable symbol 
of the Roman judgment-sent,' in the Edin- 
burgh Review for Jan. te р. 151.” 
С. and Н. vol. i. 494. 8. тард т. 
бро») Against the Mosaic За; :—the exer- 
cise of which, as a ‹ religio licita, was al- 
lowed to the J ews. 14.) Though manu- 
script authority is so strong against the 
оф», I bave retained it, as also has Tischdf. 
(ed. 7 [not ed. 8]). Its omission may be 
easily accounted for, from the copyists 
finding it unnecessary and seemingly out 
of place: but on no supposition can iis 
insertion be rendered probable. It stands 
very appropriately here, referring to the 
complaint of the Jews, either as uttered 
by them, or perhaps recapitulated by Gal- 
lio:—* Ye have charge ага man with 
lawless conduct. If now this really 
been #0..... ката Абүоу) See 

-comm(but om таутез too 
but the writing has perished) bef cacGerny D: adpre 

ins pera (? неде нр анде 

reff. We have the opposite Adyor 
in 2 Macc. iv. 36. ir moa ted Т 
should "Ave Leyes with (patiently heard) 
you. ] £"rfipara has apparently 
been Шыны to (frrnua to suit the sense, 
there being but one question before Gallio. 
But the plural expresses contempt: If it 
is questions, ёс.: as we should say, ‘a 
parcel of questions.’ See ch. xxiii. 29. 

Twv] e. g. Paul asserted Jesus 
to be the Christ, which the Jews denied. 
This to a Roman would be a question of 
names. т. kaĝ’ duds, with emphasis: 
see reff. So Lysins (ch. xxiii. 29) declined 
to decide Paul's case; and Festus (ch. xxv. 
20), though he did not altogether put the 
enquiry by, wished to judge it a£ Jers- 
salem, where he might have the counsel 
of those learned in the Jewish law. 
17. wávres] Apparently, all the mob, i. e. 
the Gentile population present. Sosthenes, 
as the ruler of tho syna е (ёру. = 
either the ruler, or one of the rulers; per- 
haps he had succeeded Crispus), had been 
the chief of the complainant Jews, and 
therefore, on their cause being rejected, 
and themselves ignominiously dismissed, 

0 13 
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*apyiouvdywyov Erumrov »éumrpocbey тод | Вўцатос' 
о08у тойтюу TË TaddrAlom ° рер. 18°O $ IIa 105 r. 

here ёт; “arpospelvas * ўрёраѕ ° ixavds, тоў; d de ND f drora- mp |! Cor. 
7 131 э М , \ э ^ xc £4 
арерос̧ ® N eis Tij» Zupíav, xal avv айтф IIpíakiXAa , ык 

кад 'АкфАа$, Pkeipápevos dv Keyypeais T)v кефаћар” 25 5 * м. | 
4з. 1 Tim 1.3. v. бошу. Jndg. ill 25 A Ald, Wied. fii 9 only, e ch. ix. 33 reff. 

f = ver. 31. Mark ті. 46. Luke іл. 61. хіт. 33. 2 Cor. ii. 13 eu бег. II. 2. 1 Mace. xi. 3 only.) Joe. Antt. 
vili. 13, 7. g cb. xv. O reff. h ch. vili, Cor. zi. 6 Ыз only. 3 Kings хіт. 26. 

D-lat. емеАА«» EHLPR. tuno Gallio fingebat ewm non videre D-lat(txt 
"ет, D? has r.. . . e AA. . . ev, but tho rest is illegible). aft rovrov 
ins rw» Bil. 

Nei). erAcucer, navigavit D : eke- 18. aft wavdos ins % N' (erased by 
igavit E-lat. wAcucer E?, 

was roughly treated by the mob. From 
this, certainly the right explanation, has 
arisen the gloss of “EAAnves. The other 
gloss of 'IlovBaio, has sprung from the 
notion that this Sosthenes was the same 
7!» ee 

istian and a companion of Paul. But, 
not to insist on the improbability of the 
perty driven from the tribunal having 

ten one of their antagonists in front of 
the tribunal, —1Ày did they not beat Paul 
himself? There is no ground for supposing 
the two persons to be the same, Sosthenes 
being no uncommon name. If they were, 
this man must have been ariel after- 
wards; but he is not among those who ac- 
companied Paul into Asia, either in ver. 18, 
or ch. xx. 4 The carelessness of Gallio 
about the matter clearly seems to be a 
farther instance of his contempt for the 
Jews, and indisposition to favour them or 
their persecution of Paul. Had this been 
otherwise meant, certainly xal would not 
have been the copula. ‘So little did the 
information against Paul prosper, that the 
informers themselves were beaten without 
interference of the judge. Meyer. 
18.] It has been considered doubtful 
whether the words кєр. T. кеф. x. r. A. 
apply to Paul, tbe subject of the sen- 
tence, or to Aguila, the lust subject. The 
Jormer is held 1 by Chrys., Theoph., Aug., 
Jer., Isid., Bede, Calv., Calov., Wolf, 
Olah., Neand., De Wette, Baumgarten, 
Hackett, Wordsworth (whose note may be 
profitably consulted), al. :—the latter by 
(Vulg.), Grot, Alberti, Kuinoel, Meyer, 
al., and more recently Dean Howson, vol. i. 
р. 498. But I quite agree with Neander 
(Pfl. u. Leit. p. 848, note), that if we con- 
sider the matter carefully, there can be no 
doubt that they ca» oniy apply to Paul. 
For, although this vow differed from that 
of the Nazarite, who shaved his hair at the 
end of his votive period, in the temple at 
Jerusalem, and burnt it with his peace- 
offering (Num. vi. 1—21), Josephus gives 

enaciga rec Ty» кефал» bef er xeyxpeais, with DEHLP 
rel [syrr sah æth-pl arm] Chri: om ev xeyx. th - rom: txt (characteristic order) ABN 

us a description of a somewhat similar one, 
B. J. ii. 15. 1, rods yap # убсф xaravorov- 
pévovs H тісі» Azais dvdyxais, {боз ебхес- 
Өм wpd tpideovra ћрерёу hs ёхоёбсеу 
MéAAoiv Ovalas, ofrov те ёффесба: ка} 
E тёз xóuas,— where it a 
from gvphras®a: (which, as Neander ob- 
serves, if it applied to the end of the time, 
would be ѓорбсесда: (or perhaps rather 
Өрёре»)), that the hair was shaved thirty 
days before the sacrifice. At all events, 
so sacrifice could be offered any where 
but at Jerusalem: and every such vow 
would conclude with a sacrifice. Now we 
find, on comparing the subsequent course 
of Aquila with that of Paul that the 
former did not up to Jerusalem, but 
remained at Ephesus (ver. 26): but that 
Paul hastened by Ephesus, and did go up 
to Jerusalem: see ver. 22. Again, it 
would be quite irrelevant to the purpose 
of Luke, to relate such a fact of one of 
Paul's companions. That he should do so 
apologetically, to shew that the Apostle 
still countenanced conformity with the 
law, is a view which I cannot find justi- 
fied by any features of this book: and it 
surely would be a very far-fetched apology, 
and one likely to escape the notice of 
many readers, seeing that Aquila would 
not appear as being under Paul’s influence, 
and even his conversion to the Gospel 
has not been related, but is left to be 
implied from ver. 26. Again, Meyer’s 
ground for referring xeipdu. to Aquila,— 
that his name is here placed after that of 
his wife,—is untenable, seeing that, for 
some reason, probably the superior cha- 
racter or office in the church, of Priscilla, 
the same arrangement is found (in the 
best mss. at ver. 26, and) at Rom. xvi. 8; 
2Tim.iv.19. Lastly, the very form of the 
sentence is against a change of subject at 
кербреуоѕ. There are, from ver. 18 to 23 
incl.,—a section forming a distinct narra- 
tion, and complete in itself, —no less than 
nine aorist participles, eight of which in. 

` 
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inn ele) yàp ebx ju. 19 ™xarjvrycav è eis "Edecov 
к= Luke эн, KaKeivous " kaTéAvmrev °avrov, autos 86 eie eis тўр 
E 1 T cvvayary)v dtex той; "lovóaíow. 20 t éporrovrwv 
е a8 abov e 1) ^ ^ 

Games v. 18) Bé aur e п\еіоуа ypovoy peîvat ойк * émévevoev, --хро * 
. LJ 7 ccc QU 

su L MA tåmorağápevos xal єйтф> там» “ч дракарлуо zane 
а Luke xv. 4. ch. xxiv. 27. 22. 14. 1 These. Iii. 1. Dan. x. 13. 

only. 3 Rings xx. p ch. xvii. 2 reff. 
och. (xv. 54 т.т.) zzi. 4. Matt. xzvi.3 be f g h 

qaii ch. xvi. 39 reff. ? = ch. 1111.31 k m o 13 
reff. s here only. Prov. xzvi.24. 2 Macc. iv. 10. zi. 15. ziv. 2b only. t ver. 18. u Matt. 
il. 12. Luke x. 6. Heb. хі. 16 only. Ezod. zzzil. 27. Judg. zi. 30 A Ald. compl. 

а m 18 vulg Thl-fin. *p(o)sevxu» DI, orationem D. lat. 
19. rec xarnyrnce (alteration to singular to suit катемтеу below), with HLP rel 

86(sic) vulg syr copt [ &eth-rom) Chr: xarayrycas D-gr [arm]: txt ABEN k 13. 40 
tol D-lat Syr sah seth-pl. cat exeysovs EHP b де ae Im o Chr Thl-sif: xa: те 
exiovri caBBare exeivovs D: aft ефесоу ins то ет. caf. 187 syr-w-ast. warehacwer 
AHLP 18. for avrov, exe: (more usual word) ADEN 18 rel 40: txt BHLP 38 
Chr. die Ac Faro (corrn ѓо more usual form) ABN a 13 Thi-fin: d:eAeyero D k 
ташча am disputavit): txt EHLP rel 86 Chr (Thdrt,). 

for 3e, re Ю!1([апа lat: ] txt D*) Syr wth. om avrer 197 : avrov Dr] 
(txt D!) L b d g? k m? o [arm] Thl-fin. тло» D. emuura N3. rec 
pewa: ins жар ауто: (explanatory adds), with DEHLP rel Syr syr-w-ob copt Chr.; 
exec tol sah arm: sapautirai avros 25: txt ABN с 13. 86. 40 vulg seth. 

91. (On the whole verse, see note.) (алла, so ABDEPN b c f g k o 13 Thl-sif.) 
гос атетаѓато, omg xa; with HLP rel вуг copt Chr Thl-sif: txt ABDEN a 13-5. 

86. 40. 105-80 vulg sth Thl-fin.—om алла arora. ки Syr. rec (aft awerat.) 
ins avrois, with EHLP rel 36 ТЫ: om ABDN. rec aft eurer ins беп pe artos 
THY ортту THY epxoperny Tomoa eis :еросолиџа, with (D)HLP rel 36. 40 demid syrr 
Chr, ТЫ, bnt D has тту еорту» nuepay solemnem diem, and omits the second s», D! 
(corrd by De) has also де for ue: aft Roni ins sed nunc volo agere festum venturum 
in Jerusalem wth-pl: om ABEN a 18-5. 106-80 таа tt sth-rom arm. rec aft 
хам» ins de, with HLP rel 15. 103-80 Chr Thi-sif: om AB D(omits тал also) 
EN a 13. 36. 40 vulg “т wth [arm ].—Syr demid Thl-fin have xa: таму. кашф 
of avaxayye bas perished in Di(supplied by D)). 

disputably apply to Paul as the subject of 
the section: leaving it hardly open to 
uestion that xeipdueves also must be re- 
erred to him. There need be no en- 
quiry what danger can have prompted such 
a vow on his part, when we recollect the 
catalogue given by him in 2 Cor. xi. Be- 
sides, he had, since his last visit to Jeru- 
salem, been yós karaxorvoónervos (see Jos. 
above, note on ch. xvi. 6, and Prolegg. to 
Gal. § ii. 8): it is true, a considerable time 
ago, but this need not ent our sup- 
posing that the vow may have been then 
made, to be paid on his next visit to Jeru- 
salem. That he had not sooner paid it, is 
accounted for by his having been since 
that time under continual pressure of 
reaching and founding churches, and 
ving finally been detained by special 

command at Corinth. That he was now 
so anxious to pay it (ver. 21), consists well 
with the supposition of its having been 
long delayed. dv Keyxpeais]. Key- 
xpeal кбит к. Aia» wéxeow тїз wóAeos 
oov éBBoufikovra Mrd. тобтф py 
Хр@ёәтоз xpos rob ёк тўз Aar, wpbs 84 
Tobs ёк THs "Італіаз тё Acxaly. Strabo, 
viii. 880. There was soon after a Christian 
church there: see Hom. xvi. 1. 19. 

ECC or] Ephesus was the ancient capital 
of Ionia (Ptol. v. 2. 8), and at this time, of 
the Roman proconsular province of Asia,— 
on the Cajster, near da coast, between 
Symrna and Miletus. It was famed for its 
commerce, but even more for its magni- 
ficent temple of Artemis (see ch. xix. 24, 
27, and notes). See a full account of its 
situation and history, secular and Chris- 
tian, in the Prolegg. to Eph. § ii. 2—6; and 
an interesting description, with plan, in 
Mr. Lewin’s Life and Epistles of St. Paul, 
i, 844 ff. тот) Perhaps this may be 

to Palestine (De Wette): 

synagogue was (ns sometimes the case, see 
iner, Realw., *S n?) outside the 

town, and that Priscilla and Aquila were 
left in the town. Buy On, aor., refer- 
ring to one, and a transient occasion: bie- 
Aéyero, imperf., ver. 4, of his long stay, 
and continual discourses in the Corinthian 
synagogue. 81.) The omission of the 
words here in in rec., ĝe? pe wárrws 
Thr toprhy thy épxouérny жогђсах els Legs 
cóAvpa, seems necessitated on the principle 
of being guided in doubtful cases by the 
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mpos ö u i той de,] ‘ Ө\оутос̧, "àwjy0g ато TÄS vee 
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1 Cor. iv. 
19. (Heb. vi. 

"Edécov, ?? xai х kareX8ov eis Каісареар, I àvaBàs каї 3) јен. 
*domracapevos THY ёкк\та(ау * катё@т) * eis " Avrióyetav. «siiis 

A ren. 

23 кай Varovjcas "xpóvov тид eFH, 9 Örepyópevos x chvil. s ren. 
, 

e кабеЁђѕ T» Га№атікђу хора» xal pia, f ornpiveov Hae ЙМ 
Р * 2 vii. 8, 10. 
аут раб : H. 20. т as TOUS та E + xu 

vil. 6. a= ch. xzL 7. ихт. 13. Exod. xviii. 7. a John Ц. 13. ch. vii. 15. xiv. 25. xvi. 
8. Jonah i. 3. b = ch. av. 33 reff. € abeol., ch. zv. 40 reff. d ch. ziii, 6 reff. 

e ch. iii. 24 reff.t f = Rom. I. II. xvi. 28 al. Ps. 1. 13 (М). 

ins ка: bef ayyx09 EHLP 13[arny.] rel 40 ssth-pl Chr.,: om ABD а 15. 86. 106-80 
sab wth-rom arm: aft avyx Oy ins бе N'(N? disapproving). 

avafas, акоЛау de kareAumer er «Deco avros 
ағаВ. де syr-mg ; simly 97. 137: Et Aquilam et 
iter fecit per mare ас venit Caesaream Syr. 

for arnxên to 
yap «v тлош аҳбез лбе» eis kcugapeiay 

iscillam reliquit Ephesi, et ipse 
for rns, Tov D'(txt De). 

ins ка: bef avaBas D [зугт sah wth]. (This кап was perhaps intended to be 
placed bef ауцҳбт, but insd here by mistake. 

23. ins xa: bef кабефуз N'(N* disapproving). катетз D'(txt D4). rec 
emornpi(er, with DEHLP rel 86 Chr.: txt ABN 18.—pref ка D 38. 

testimony of our most ancient mss. The 
text thus produced is tbe shortest aud 
simplest, and the facts, of other glosses 
having been attempted on this verse, and 
of ms. 36 inserting the words without alter- 
ing the construction to suit them, and D 
omitting the ка! before drix@y, and the 
84 before дуакбифо, tend perhaps to throw 
discredit on the insertion. e gloss, if 
such it be, has probably been owing to an 
endeavour to conform the circumstances 
to those related in ch. xx. 16. If they 
stand, and for those who read them, it 
may still be interesting to enquire at what 
feast they may be supposed to point. (1) 
Not at the Passover: for the ordinary 
duration of the mare clausum ’ was (Livy 
xxxvii. 9) till the vernal inox. Ас- 
cording to Vegetius de Re Milit. iv. 89, 
* ex die iii. Id. Novembr. usque in diem vi. 
Id. Martii, maria claudebantur) And we 
are not at liberty to assume an exceptional 
ease, such as sometimes occurred (Philo, 
Leg. ad Caium, § 29, vol. ii. p. 578; Tacit. 
Ann. xii. 43; Plin. ii. 47). Hence, if the 
voyage from Corinth at all approached the 
length of that from Philippi to Jerusalem 
in ch. xx., xxi, he would have set sail at 
а time when it would have been hardly 
possible. (2) Not at the feast of Taber- 
nacles. For if it were, he must have 
sailed.from Corinth in August or Sep- 
tember. Now, ns he stayed there some- 
thing more than a year and a half, his 
sea-voyage from Вега to Athens would in 
this case have been made in the depth of 
winter; which (especially as a choice of 
land or water was open to him) is impoesi- 
ble. (3) It remains, then, that the feast 
should have been Pentecost; at which 
Paul also visited Jerusalem, cb. xx. 16. 
(The above is the argument of Wieseler, 

Chron. d. Apostelgesch. pp. 48—50, who 
however allows too long for the voyage 
from Corinth, forgetting that from the 
seven weeks’ voyage of ch. xx. xxi. are 
to be taken seven days at Troas (xx. 6), 
seven at Tyre (xxi. 4), one at Ptolemais 
(xxi. 7), иёра wAcious at Cæsarea (xxi. 
10),—in all certainly not less than three 
weeks.) The Apostles promise of 
return was falfilled ch. xix. 1 H 22, 
ávaBás] To Jerusalem: for (1) it would 
be out of the question to suppose that 
Paul made the long detour by Cæsarea 
only to go up into the town from the 
beach, as supposed by most of those who 
omit Bef .... 'lepoc. in ver. 21, and 
salute the disciples,——and (2) tho ex- 
pression xarégm eis Arr., which suits a 
journey from Jerusalem (ch. xi. 27), would 
not apply to one from Cæsarea. 
Gow. T. ёкк\.] The payment of his 
vow is not mentioned, partly because it 
ei m the mere mention of 
the vow itself, ver. 18,— partly, perha 
because it was privately Pin and with p 
view to attract notice as in ch. xxi. 

23.] PAUI'S VISIT TO THE CHURCHES 
IN GALATIA AND PHRYGIA. — Either (1) 
Galatia is here a general term including 
Lycaonia, and Paul went by Derbe, Lys- 
tra, Iconium, &c. as before in ch. xvi., 
or (2) he did not visit Lycaonia this time, 
but went through Cappadocia: to which 
also the words Adra 1à дуотерікд мёр 
(ch. xix. 1) seem to point, ) l 'Acía 
being the country east of tho Halys. We 
find Christian churches in Cappadocia, 
1 Pet. i. 1. On this journey, as connected 
with the state of the Galatian churches, see 
Prolegg. to Gal. § iii. 1. кобеЁўв im- 
lies taking the churches in order; regu- 
arly visiting them, each as they lay in his 
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[mint ?4'Tovbatos 5é tis Aro ovouats, 'AXcbavbpeUs ABDE 

‚Де. ere be, àw)p *Aóyios, !1катуттае» eis "Ефесор, bote ^ 
‘io b. fl. E. К duraròe dy ép rais 'ypadais. 

peevos тї» "P одди Tod ° коріои, каў r Lewy t V dart 
de xal éBibagkev ‘axpiBas ta тері той "сод, 
ч r rdνẽ“ S povoy TÒ Bamrw ua 'leárvov 26 * otros тє 

Jer. xxxix 

n Luke i. 4. 
eh. xxi. 31, 
24. ‚И. 
18. 1 Cor. xiv. 19. Gal. ті. 6 only v. Jos. vita } 65. 

xvii. 31 = ch. ix. 2 reff. (Matt. til, 3 f.) . Р 
ВМ ес. Philo, vita Mos. Ш. 7 38, vol. H. p. 178. 
3. Eph. v. 15. у 
ch. xxvi, б. - Bt, xxii. 3. -Bovy, Matt. il. 7.) 

25 m obras Jy " каттрут- 

о = here only. cee Luke хх. 21. ch. xiii. 10. Ps. 
q Rom. xii. 11 only. т Job zzzii. 19 

8 = ch. xvii. 16 reff. t Matt. li. 8. Luke l. 
1 Thess. v. 2 (ver. 28 reff.) only. Deut. xix. 18. W IId. xix. 17 only. Dan. vii. 19 Theod. (-R, 

veh. u ch. xix. 15 reff. ix. 20 reff. 

24. cxoAAevios D: areAAns Ni 15. 180 scholl copt arm: Apollon wth-rom: Apollo 
vulg E. lat Syr (syr].—orouar: bef ar. D 18. 

&yr)] 
25. T carijxnueros ev тт rarpid TOP Acyor TOv короо D. 

D(as above) a. om rov (bef кър.) B k Thl-sif. 
axeAaAei Di, eloquebatur D-lat: Aae 8e B. 

reo (for ino.) коргоо (see notes. The varn in the art 

Лоуо» D(as above) a b о 86. 663. 76. 
«Хале: Ni (erased by №3). 
2nd rov D 18. 40. 68-9. 187. 

yeve: bef алеѓаудрехѕ, omg те, D 

for ттр обо», To» 
ins e bef 

om 

is no argument (as De Wette) aget the genuineness of the readg : the constant omn vd 
artt aft prepp mig ight easily lead to this: thus we have it omitted also bef xvpiov), 
with HP rel Cbr, Thl-sif : txt ABDE [L(sic, Treg)] М ac h 18. 86. 40 vulg syrr coptt 
sth arm Thl-fin. 

route. One work accomplished by 
him in tbis Journey was the ordaining (but 
apparently not collecting) a contribution 
for the poor saints at Jerusalem : see 1 Cor. 
xvi. 1. Timotheus and Erastus pro- 
bably accompanied him, see ch. xix. 22; 
2 Cor. i. 1; and Gaius and Aristarcbus, 
ch. xix. 29; and perpe Titus, 2 Cor. xii. 
18 al. (and Sosthenes? (1 Cor. i. 1), but 
see on ver. 17.) 

24—98.] APOLLOS AT EPHESUS, AND 
IN ÁCHAIA. Ато] abbreviated 
from 'AsoAA rios [as Lucas from Lucanus, 
&c.): see var. read. "AMEeyBpeis | 
Alexandria was the t seat of the 
Hellenistic [or later Greek] language, 
learning, and philosophy (see ch. vi.9). A 
large number of Jews had been planted 
there by its founder, Alexander the Great. 
The celebrated LXX version of the O. T. 
was made there under tbe Ptolemies. 
There took place that remarkable fusion of 
Greek, Oriental, and Judaic elements of 
thought and belief, which was destined to 
enter во widely, for good and for evil, into 
the minds and writings of Christians. We 
see in tho providential calling of Apollos to 
the ministry, an instance of adaptation of 
the workman to the work. A masterly 
exposition of the Scriptures by a learned 
Hellenist of Alexandria formed the most 
appropriate watering (1 Cor. iii. 6) for 
those who bad been planted by the pupil 
of Gamaliel. Aéyvos] either (I) learned, 
as Philo, Vita Mos. i. 5, vol. ii. p. 84, 
Alyurrio of Афу, and Jos. В. J. vi. Б. 
8, who distinguishes, in the interpretation 
of the omens preceding the siege, of Ibiéras 

from ol Adyiot,—or (2) е : во Jos. 
Antt. xvii. 6. 2 calls Judas and Matthias, 
"IovSaler Acyiéraro: and rarple dura 
vóuer. The etymologists make the for- 
mer the ancient,—the latter a subsequent 
meaning. So Thom. Mag.: Acylous robs 
woAvieropas of ёрҳаїо: `Аттшкі(оутез, б 
ка) 'Hpóboros Мм 84 robs Siarexricods 
ol ботероу. The latter meaning is most 
appropriate here, both because the pecu- 
liar kind of learning implied by Афугот 
Ls rari with stories and legends 
wo not be likely to be predi 
of Apollos,—and because the subsequent 
words, Suvards dv т. ypapais, sufficiently 
indicate his learning, and in what it lay. 

See on Adéyios as applied to Papias by 
кешес рош. to Matt. § ii. 1 (a) note. 

à Ae had received (from 
h th?) the true doctrine of tbe 
Messiahship of Jesus, as pointed out by 
John the Baptist; doubtless from some 
disciple of John: but more than this he 
knew not. The doctrines of the Cross,— 
the Resurrection, —the outpouring of the 
Spirit, —these were unknown to him- but 
more particularly (from the words misr. 
pévey Tò drr. "lady.) the latter, as con- 
nected with Christian baptism : see farther 
on ch. xix. 2, 8. The mistake of 
supposing that he did not know Jesus to 
be the Messiah, has arisen from the 
description of his subsequent work at 
Corinth, ver. 28, but by no means follows 
from it: thie he did before, but not so 
completely. The same mistake has led 
to the alteration of "усо? into the xvpíov 
of the rec., it having been well imagined 
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ipEaro "таро оба éy тў cvvayory)). дкобтарте 3 
$ айтод Lale ка} 'AxjiXas * mposehaBovro айтор, , 2 T idi: 
Kai 7 axpsBéorepov abr Feber vo T)v * 086. 

Ахай ‹ vori: * ia ot 
éypavray то pabytais  дтод басда айтор. v5: l1 w a 

ôs *rapayevópevos ! ouveBddero TON) Tos ÜTremicTev-. 
коси n 644 тўс P vapiros: 28 K edrovas yap ois Торба; f 

` pévov 6à avrod > SserOeiv > eis тўи 
oí dd Nh & 

27 BovXo- (re Tl ) 

iel. ert 
TM: zi. 7 

' бизкатт\бүуето m ónuocia ? ёт:дєисиі 8:4 àv °‹тураффь 4 T t reff. 
elvas Tov ypuaróv "содр. 

only. * „ ia e . W 
Cyr. і. 
Ша 
Eccl. vii. 1 1 here 
only $. (ch. ix. 39 Isa. xxxvii. 26.) 

26. for ovros, тоз D'(txt D$): ovres m. 
kes axovearros Di(et quem audivissent D- lat: om тэ D'(ins D). 

D-corr!) Syr. 

rere e 
wpérraras f = here 

Cy, Xen. 
absol, Gal. i. 16. . 

а ге, 1(8) only. (-эо,3 Macc. Xil. 33 only. bia 
only t. rei, m cb. xvi. 37 a = Heb. vi. 17 

och. xvii. 2 гей. 

ppp piel iurata a 

rec акулаѕ Kat pig kiAAa (alteration o of characteristic агу ре 
Rom xvi. à: 2 е iv. 19), with DH LP rel 86 syrr sah [arm] Chr,: txt ABEN 13 

«ебоуто D: -bero Н. rec ins Tov бео» bef обо», with HL 
NO а? id («ev ABN c к m 18. 40 am fuld tol вуг [copt] sah arm Thi-fin: 
т. 08, т. Kuptov Е g 86. 177 [ vulg-clem] demid Syr: тоу Acyor тоо 661. 98. marg 
106 lect-58: [r. 3 ferae domini eg, (all thes, ae chew by the 
varr, are supplementary tons of the simple тп» odor): txt D 

27. for ver, ev Be Ty epeces evibypovrres exeuntes] Tires корбо: кол акоосаутез avrov 
Wapexadovy diebe сор avrois eis THY татрба ауто» сиукатауєосаутоз[ redeunte] 80 
avTov o: eQegio(aleA Qoi syr-mg) eypayay Tas e» kxopuOe pabyrats owes axobetlwrrai Tov 
avipa D 
[contulit] ep Tats exkA 90425. 
67.99 Thi-sif: evreAaBero $0. 183. 

28. aft nuoria ins xai xar око» E. 

r-mg: D adding os ex:dqpuyoas ew туу axaiar pa dean D!) evreBaAA ero 
eis Ty» ахшау bef die Ade E. 

om ёа туз хартоз (D) c 197 vulg(not tol) syr. 
veBaAXero A D-gr 

ins 8:аЛеуоџеуоѕ xai bef exibeixros D 187. 
TOP ing. ewa xpioroy D ((syrr)] sah : om тоу E. 

that he could not teach àxpsBós та т. тоё 
"Iyood if he did not know him to be the 
Messiah: whereas by these words is im- 
ported that he knew and taught accurately 
the facte rospecting Jesus, but of the con- 
ттен of that which he taught, of all 
which may be summed up in the doctrine 
of Christian baptism, he had no idea. 
ine. ) Meyer well remarks, that 
it is not meant that he was absolutely 

rant of the fact of there being such a 
ing as Christian ba , but ignorant of 

its bei any thing ifferent from that of 
John: he knew, or ized in baptism 
only that which the baptism of John was: 
a sign I "The former a 26. нр 
orepoy е er accuracy was y in in 
J'acte : this is the still more expanded ac- 
curacy of doctrine. That was merely та 
wept тоў INH, as He lived and minis- 
tered on earth: this included also the pro- 
mise of the Spirit, and its performance. 

$7. «r, J probably Pris- 
cilla and Aquila principally. It may have 
been from their account of the Corinthian 
church, that he was desirous to go to 
Achaia. After хтротреф. not Apollos, but 
the disciples (at Corinth) must be under- 

Vor. II. 

reading of owe. 
Vulg. contributed, to their S 
ier тїз e bein 0 Bengel, Olsh., Meyer, 

ese words with cuveBd- 
= per understand them ‘by the Grace 
of God which was in him.’ Bat this, from 

ir position, is very unnatural; and 
hardly less so from the 3:d, whereas such 
a sense would rather require тў ydpere. 
In the only other two where the 
expression occurs (reff), it refers (1) to 
the electing grace of God, ref. Gal., (2) to 
the assisting believers to His service, 
ref. Heb. So that I adopt the more 

had believed through grace. " The ve ev grace. “The 
should be noticed. His coming mig 
valuable assistance to the Christians 
against the Jews, in the controversies 
which had doubtless em ing on since 
Paul's departure. H., edn. 2, ii. 
p- 10. 28.] м Myxero, argued 
down, as we say,—' proved it in their 
teeth and then the did gives the sense of 
continuity, —that this was not done once 
or twice, but continuously. 

P 
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r ХІХ, 1 mEyévero $ё “dv TQ Tov A elvai ey Appz 
нне Koolvp, IlaüXov ° $є\Өббута тд ? дуютерий pép Mi beter 

reff. э у ` e ^ ? 2 , к 013 
phereoalrt. eis "Exbecov xai єйреїў тра pabytds, ?еїтё тє тро 
уиме. айтоў 4 Ee " туєйра ' дуго» € ere * питтейсаутех ; ol 82 
ive "hein, трд айтду AN “odo "ei пуєдџа Фур " ёст ir 
sod al “we capev. 9 elmév тє * Eis ті ob х ёВаттісбттє; oi $ elrav 

q ch. I. 6 reff. r ch. тШ. 18 reff. в = Rom. ziii, 13. 1 Сог. ili. 5. zv. 2. Eph. i. 13. t ellips., 
eh. т. 9. ix. 5 al. -u Luke zziii. 15. 1 Cor. ill. 3. iv. 8. Gal. li. 3. v zx eh. 2.16 Joba 
ix. 28. 1 Cor. vii. 16. Jer. xxxvii. (zxz.) 6. w pres., ch. zvi. 38 reff. x eh. viii. 16 reff. 

СнхАр. XIX. 1. for eyerero to Ade, D syr-mg have O Ao ros de Tov *avAov ката 
Tn» Bay BovAny ropeveco da eis iepocoAvpa етеу avra» TO Treva uro vpe [revertere 

oA D-lat syr-mg] eis THY acia» die bν 86 та ар. и. epx cr. 
for eA0., Se, Р: care AEN a b o 18. 40 [arm] Jer,. 

тес evper, omg те in ver 2 (alteration fo simpli 
Any M! 180. 

AL 40: aweA- 

ify constr and get rid of the cha ac- 
teristic re), with (D)EHLP rel sah Chr: txt ABN 18 vulg copt [arm]. 

9. re see above. rec 

rel 86 Chr Marc: txt A B(sic: 
3. егт. Be D а 183 lect- 

see ta 

HL rel (Syr coptt sth] Chr Marc: om 
[k] 40 lect-12 Thi-&n. 

Cuar. ХІХ. 1—41. 
DENCB, AND ACTS OF 

ARRIVAL, RESI- 
AUL AT EPHESUS. 

: ] By this 
name were known the eastern parts of Asia 
Minor, beyond the river Halys, or in сот. 
parison with Ephesus, in the direction of 
that river. So Herodotus, speaking as a 
Halicarnassian, calls even the neighbour- 
hood of Sardis rà Eve rijs 'Acías, i. 177; 
including in the term, however, many of 
the inland districte, Assyria, Babylonia, &c. 
So that the reading dvaroAud, which із 
found in three cursives and Theophyl.sif., 
is a good . тум These 
seem to have been in the same situation as 
Apollos, see on ch. xviii. 25. They cannot 
have been mere disciples of John, on ac- 
count of sireócarres, which can bear no 
meaning but that of believing on the Lord 
соме wat they had received only John’s 
baptism, and had had no proof of the de- 
scent of the Holy Spirit, nor knowledge 
of His gifts. 9. mere. 
The aorist should be faithfully rendered: 
not as E. V. ‘ Have ye received the Holy 
Ghost since ye believed? but Did ye 
receive the Ghost when ye became 
(not, when ye had become: cf. xposevid- 
pevai elrav, ch. i. 24, and Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 45. 6. b, also note on ver. 29) believers ! 
і.е. 1, f the Sp img believers, had ye 
the gi irit conferred on you?’ 
— Оч cb. viii. 16, 17. This ie both 
grammatically necessary (see also Rom. 
xiii. 11, éyyóérepor hpv ў gærnpla 4 бте 
фтістебсацеу), and absolutely demanded 
by the sense; the enquiry being, not as to 

aft о: Be ins вто», with HL rel [vulg-ed demid Syr coptt 
seth arm], erra» P Chr: om ABDE 18. 40 am tol зуг. 4i 
vies uxoveauer Di(and lat: txt D*) syr-mg, simly eah. 

le) B. 
aAA ovde try. cy. VON 

rec ovde, with (D!)EHLP 

: о de ет. AEN (k(oi бе eswev)] 18 vulg copt Jer: emer 
оу» с вуг Marc, : txt BHLP rel 86 eth [arm] Chr А rec проз avrovs, with 

ABDEN a ch 13. 86 vulg вуг arm; arrets 
(етеу, во ABER 18: eAeyor D.) 

any reception of the Holy Ghost during 
the period since their baptism, but as to 
one simultaneous with their first reception 

фўкобсерлу] Here in, not, ‘we have 
not heard,’ which would involve an ab- 
surdity: ‘nam neque Mosen neque Jo- 
hannem Baptistam sequi potuissent, quin 
de Bpiritu Sancto i оо (се ; 
—but we did not ‚ at the time of our 
conversion :—Our reception into the faith 
was unaccompanied by апу preaching of 
the office or t ifts of the Spirit,—our 
baptism was not followed by any imparting 
of His gifte: we did not so much as hear 
Him mentioned. êsri cannot, from its 
position, be emphatic, nor does it mean 
* were to be had” (Wordew.), as John 
vii. 89. "The stress of the sentenee is on 

declarative verbs or verbs of sense, in the 
clause which contains the matter declared, 
seen, or heard: the action being transferred 
pro tempore to the time en of. See 
reff. 8.) Paul's question establishes 
the above rendering, to what then (oiv, 
if ye did not so much as hear of the Holy 
Ghost at your first believing) were ye bap- 
tized? If the question and answer in 
ver. 2 regarded, as in E. V., the whole in- 
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* Eis rò "ledvvou BSárriwpa. 
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* cimev $ё Пайў\о$ Tanen y omstr., Luke 
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y ёВаттісеу у Ваттісџа * ri itia тф Aag * Nr, eis Late. is: 
тд épxópevov * per. айтор *® va ° тістєйсосі, * TovTÉGTLV = wie 
eis tov lgcoüv. 5 áxovcavres & * ёВаттісблоар = eis rò (ее otn)" 

3. zii 16. Mark iii. 
t of worda, ichn zili. 29. nom 

xxvii. 46. Mark vii. 2. ch. 1. 19. 
zi. 31. 

4. for Be, re Н 192 Thl-sif [om Syr sah 
тее aft wavyyns ins деу (see ch i. ds Vith 
a 13. 40 vulg sah [arm]. 

= eis, ch. x. 43 тей. 
1 Cor. ix. 15. 2 Cor. if 

Rom. (i. 12.) vii. 18 aM, Philem. 13. pM U. 14 ай. 1 Pet. iii. 20. 

нір. 
rec ins ypioror bef ., with HLP rel 36 Chr: 

w. person, ch. xiii. Turn iet. 
att. 

ins o bef wavAos D а 180 lect-58. 
rel syr copt Chr, Marc, : om ABDN 

for то» 
., xp.rror D: add хр. 105 lect-12 (Syr) sah sth-pl arm: om ABEN a 18[from 
the 40 th- 

б. кучы уюы АМ к D (Syr). 

terval since their conversion, this enquiry 
would have been more naturally expressed 

the perfect. See Gal. iii. , where 
is the same necessity of preserving 

historical sense of the aorists. 
тї] unto (with a view to, as intro- 

ductory to) what profession? They an- 
swer, unto (that indicated by) the bap- 
tism of John, viz.: repentance, and the 
believing on Jesus, then to come, but now 
font 25, note) the object of our 

4. els т. ipx. . . tra т.) 
inversion of words, see reff., 

seems to mark the 7 Paul. Tva does 
not give (as Meyer mere purpose о 
his alum (saying that Ае baptized in 
order that. . . ), but combines, as in 
ie uses of трена Tva veria is 

e purport purpose together: 
* He commanded them that they should 

)—and he spoke to them, that 
sight (purpose). Вее this тое 

on 1 Cor. xiv. 18. 

(1) the Anabaptists use it to 
Christian bap- 

tism, whereas it is not Cristian baptism 
which was repeated, seeing that John’s bap- 
tism was sof such, but only the baptism 
which ig etd for the first time received ; 
ra ad (2) Calixtus, Calov. э Suicer, 
lass., Buddeas, Wolf, and al., to 
care apre of the banda of the 
Anabaptists, oddly enough su i 
verse to belong still to Paul’s discourse, 
and to mean, ‘and the 

B 

in 

esus. This ые 

са 
it to impose his 1 = if it were ax 
ficient. «ls Tò Sy. т. кыс 
Two questions arise here: (1) jas Yoo 
ordinary practice to bape those who 
had been baptized either by John or by the 

disciples (John iv. 1 f.) before 
came, by the e smi of the Н Spirit 
Aovrpbr wadryyevecias? This we cannot 
definitely answer. That it was sometimes 
done, this incident shews: but in all pro- 
bability, in the cases of the majority of the 
original disciples, the greater baptism by 
the Holy Ghost and fire on the day of Pen- 
tecost superseded the outward form or 
ден olay ot themselves received only 
cao (besides probably that of Jm). 
m likely the same was the case with 

believers. But of the three 
тэй who were added on the day of 
Pentecost, very n. үш, have been 
гата baptized T 

2) What 
дар ран can we ee ee, e (8), verse 

ng the use or otherwise of baptism respecti 
in the name of the Father, and the Son, 
and the Holy Ghost, in the apostolic 
period P The only answer must be, that at 
that early time we have no indication of set 
formule in the administration of either 
sacrament. Such formals arose of neces- 
sity, when precision in formal statement of 
doctrine became an absolute necessit 
the church: and the materials for 
were found ready in the word of God, who 
has graciously provided for all necessities o£ 
His church in all time, But, in matter of 
fact, such a baptism as this was a baptism 
luto the name of tbe Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost. As Jews, these men were already 
servants of the living God—and by puttin 
on the Son, they received in a new 
more gracious sense the Father also. And 
in the sequel of their baptism, the impo- 
sition of hands, they sensibly became reci- 
pients of God the Holy Ghost. Where 
such manifestations were present, the form 
of words might be wanting; but with us, 
who have them not, it is necessary and 
imperative. Deun Howson regards (1. 617 ; 
ii. 13) St. Paul's question in our ver. 8 as 
indicative е: the name of the Holy Ghost 
was used in the baptismal formula. Bet 

P2 
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6 kal f émiÜévroc айтоф TOU asvE X буода, тоў xuplov 'Їтүтой. 
Tlaóxov f yeipas € He то 8 7rveüpa. rò фүгор 8 èr’ avrows, beri 
Фор» Te ®‹умбтаташ кай émpodsjrevov. 7 ўса» 8 oj ^ ̂ ?" 
advres dvdpes * Oe *'Sadexa. 8 cisehOaw Se cis тїр 

^ 7 3. Е з 

SHITE REL 1725 

ber E 4854 < > 
ppf Ў 

reff. 
och. xvii 

reff. 
eh. 1 

p cb. xviii. 6. constr., here (cb. xzviil. 23 rec.) only. 
23, 31 =: Luke and k 
zv. 6 МЕ. (from Exod. zzi. Me ix. 39 only. 
2. 2 Jobs 6. w absot., ch. il 

Luke vi. 23. 
a Еа + (Gen. xxxiii. 14. Prov. zxviil. 19 

om тоу D'(ins D?) lect-58. 

. il. 6 reff. . Е 
2 Cor. vi. 17. Gal. ii. 13 only. (ch. ziii. 3 reif.) Gen. H. 10 

only.) 

cuvayoryny ™ érappnodtero "èm. uias v ee dia- 
. pevos каї ? пєібюу rd пері тўс °Bactrelas тоў 9 cov. 
9 de && Ties 'éoxAgp/)vovro xai "spre(Dovv * какоћо- 

i. yoUvres. THY " 080и " évarriov ¥ roù wWANnOous, d roc rde ат’ 
aùrâv 'd$jopwer Tov; џабттас, "xaU зђрёра» ° dcadre- 

„ wYóuevos ev TH “oxori Tupdyvov. 
abel, ndm} ёту Sto, Gere wavras ToU; "xarowoUvrTas THY 

10 тобто &è ёуєуєто 

A eh. 1. . viii. 13. ziv. 23 (кх. 35 v. r.). xxviii. 
i-e pea, хаса r Rom. іх. 18 reff. sch. 

u = ch. ix. 3 гей. v= 1 Cor. l. 
ch. xv. 38 reff. у = Matt. ziii. 49. xxv. 

А i s ch. il, 46 reff. 
constr., ch. I. 19 reff. 

aft mo. ins xporev D 64. 187 syr-w-ast [Syr sah 
wth-pl] Jer, Ambri: add further as apeow apapr iem D syr-w-ast and Jer in ver 4). 

6. exwerro(sic) D'(txt D'). rec ins ras bef xepas, wi EL rel 36 Chr 
Marei: om АВНРИ с m. (18 def.)—xepa Dam demid Syr mth, D also places хера bel 

em TOV wavAov. 

avrov D'(tzt D*) lect-58. 

ipsi. vives Se syr - mg. 
ABDN 36. (18 def.) 

for Ad., evôews ететесеу D Jer,: continuo venit tol. 
for re, 8e D-gr o 25 E-lat 

aft -yAeccas ins erepas [зо sah] e£ senserunt illi in sei 
гес троефтүт., with ЕНІ, 

uri gloss 
et interpretarenter 

rel Chr: e$yrevor a!: txt 

Т. *rec Sexadvo, with HLP rel Chr, Thi-sif: 3e8exa (soe ch xxiv. 11) ABDEN 
а k m 18. 86. 40 Thl-fin. 

8. aft езелбму Зе ins o ravàos D Syr eth. 
om та BD lect-12 vss: ins AEHLPN 18. 36 Chr,. 

for 0«ov, коргоо 86 (во c in ver 10; and for короо, 0«ov К in ver n 
i aft туу обо» ins Tov кирои р 

aft rov wAnGous ins rer e DE Syr ayr-w-est. 
ins] тоте [bef axocras] D Syr syr-w-ast. 

ins то bef каб ynuepay D c. 
търаумо» D-gr 8. 961. 

eia(ero D syr-mg. 

Ө. ries ue» ovr атте D[-gr]. 
demid : Tov беоо 5. 8. 78 Syr. 

D Syr [syr-w.ast th]. 
afterwards supplied eadem mane. 

ins er Üvrauei ueyaA9 bef erappy- 

vulg-ed tol] ат? 

[aft] атостаз [ins] o A 
om er Ni: bat 

rec aft vpayvou ins 
Twos (see ch x. 22, xiii. 15, xvii. 84, where also D wserts тіз), with DEHLP rel 36 
(vulg-clem am syr arm] Chr,, add farther aso epas е ews Bexarys D 187 syr[-mg]: 
om ABN [18 from the space] 37-9. 81 fuld tol [ Syr] сор. 

10. for esre to «AA., e(w)s[ ita ut] sores ei xaroucovrres THY acia» (M корса» v 

the inference seems to me insecure. 
@.] See ch. viii. 17; x. 46, and note on 
ch. ii. 4: and on фтроф., ch. xi. 27, note. 

ТЛ ol ябут., in all: so Herod. vii. 
4, BaziAeócarra тё wdyra rea dE тє x. 
rprhxovra: Thuc. v. 120, тетбәуте 84 тё» 
rer roAAGy. See Kühner, 5 489 e. 
9.] Probably the school of Tyrannus was 
& private synagogue (called Beth Midrasch 
by the Jews), where he might assemble the 
believing Jews quietly, and also invite the 
attendance of Gentiles to hear the word. 
But it is also possible that, as commonly 
supposed, Tyrannus may have been a Gen- 
tile sophist. The name occurs as a proper 
name, 2 Mace. iv. 40 ra puer AB), 
— and with rivos (see var. e 
10. {тту 860) We cannot derive any certain 
estimate of the length of Paul's stay in 

Ephesus from these words,—even if we 
d the three months of ver. 8.—for 

vv. 21, 22 admit of an interval after the 
expiration of the two years and three 
months. And his own expression, ch. xx. 
31, rpreriay, implies that it was 1 
than from this chapter would at first 
sight appear. He probably (compare his 
announced intention, 1 Cor. xvi. 8, with 
his expectation of meeting Titus at Troas, 
2 Е ii. ае which shews that he was 
not far off the timo previous! иие) 
left Ephesus about of anon aftar the third 
Pentecost after that which he kept in Jeru- 
salem. See Prolegg. to 1 Cor. § vi. 
оа iei VL AR ig :—allhad the 
opportunity, an some of ev 
considerable town availed ане of K. 
To this long teaching of Paul the seven 
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"Aciay dxodcat tov "Xoyov тоў ° uplov, "IovSaéovs ^re ecb. xu. e 
reff. 

кад EM. II *80vvduew te ой rde ,TuxoUcas oto 
Geds ётоіє 8:4 trav yepåv TlavAov, 1? dere. xai ёті . is 

D ә ^ 2 7 LEY ^ h * 3oalyf. 
то асбєуодитас 8 атофёрєсбаь amd тоб *ypwròs eren 

42 айтод ' сообйра 5 * сцикіб:а xal lámaXMáccecÜa, am’ rit wyo- 
PABDE GUT@Y Tas vÓGOUS та тє n туєйдцата Ta n ' rrovnpa n éx- Polyb. e 
HL Fu а * bearg Торейесба:. 13 ° dreyeipnaay 8ё rwes кай тёр P тєрїєрдо- е» ёте 
hkmo 42.12. M à туд» àvýp (said of Moses), Longin. de Subl. } 9. f ch. xlv. 3 reff. 

13 gv. фаб, Rer. zzi. 10. eis, Luke xvi. 23. 1 Cor. xvi. 3. Rev. xvil. 3. 2 vi. 7. absol., Mark xr. 1 
h here ат Eae xxviii. 38 142). i Lake хіх. 20. John xi. 44. 22.7 only t 

k (Luhe xii. 66. 3 ti. y. Lakea Job iz. 34. conatr., Xen. Anab. vii. rf 
m Labs Kn 21. viiL 2. Аси, here, &c., 4 dle A exc. Matt. xii. 45. 1 Kings xir. 9 
A^ =з түз тшшш ch in 20 ral. = here only. Xen. Econ. х. 10. (ch. 

et avrey sah: om ABDEN a c d k 18. 36. 40 vulg syrr 

Aeyous Tov кирои oa, kas eAAnves Di-gr(txt (but ararras) D)). rec aft кър. 
pa arem with [Hí(sio, Treg)] LP rel: om ABDEM ack 18. 86. 40 vulg syrr coptt. 

] arm 
11. for те, 8e Dl. gr(txt D!) a h 88 syr copt Thl-sif. rec еко bef o Geos, with 
te [ dem] eye copt sth Chr, Thl-sif: txt АВрЕМ m 18 am(and demid fuld 

stis 
gn есбш (prob corra to suit exi т. ac.: see note), with DHLP rel [wth 
mn) Сы edi 96. 142: txt ABEN а 18. 36. 40 [syrr(appy) arm), deferreatur 

— ! repeats ет:ф. aft avrov]. for #, коз 7. 68. 104-5 Бл e tol) Thl-fin: 
gr arm. атаААатчоб B! hi o. [for rvevuara та, туа) та D[E]. 
rec efepyecGai (more usual word for the g going out of evil spirits, seo Luke iv. 

35, 36, 41, viii. 2, 29, 88 al, ch viii. 7, xvi. тч with HLP rel Chr: txt ABDEN acd 
k 13. 36. 40. rec adds aw айт» (supplementary 55 with HL rel Curs : 

18. rec (for кеш) ато, with LP 18 rel copt Chr: xa: axo Н 26. 8. . 95 95.8.9 (syr) arm: 
et de vulg: ex D 48 (the xa: has been omd either аг unnecessary, or 5 eyer, 
because it seemed unworthy of St. Paul to couple him with with these; then Ав ато or ек 
inserted, to define the gen more exactly): txt ABEN а c m Syr. 

churches of Asia owe their establishment. instrument in doing this, or what instru- 
ment, must depend altogether on His own 
Еге in the miracle—the effect to be 

3 
on the . beholders, or 
Without special selection 

and enabling, ald instruments were vai»; . 
with miraculous power. 19.) The with these, all are eapable. In the present 
rec. reading, éwipdpecOa:, may have been case, as before in ch. v. 15, it was His pur- 
occasioned by the art ing: the other, Кетеш His Apostle as the Herald оѓ. 

gospel, and to lay in Ephesns the strong 
к of His c rdi. And He there- 
fore oT him with this extraordinary: 

again, by the ard following: in such un- 
certainty the reading of the ancient Mas. 
must covB.] handkerchiefs : 
see ref. Luke, and notes there. 
eur] not napkins, but semicinctia, 
aprons, such as servants and artisans use. 
ns Ынар анг ue elo, Schol. Diseases, 

by evil spirits, are here 
Phainly distinguished from each other. The . 
rationalists, and semi-rationalists, are 
much troubled to reconcile the fact related, 
that such handkerchiefs and aprons were 
instrumental in working the cures, with 
whst they are pleased to call а popular 
notion founded in superstition and error. 
But in this and similar narratives (see ch. 
v. 16, note) Christian faith finds no cur 
culty whatever. All miraculous working is 
an csc gm of the — ратат i 111 l- 
pow ; a suspension by Him is or- 
dinary laws: and whether He will use any 

power. (Wordsw. sees an ial fitness . 
in this having occurred at Е dem: 
n 19), and refers to God having 
in Keypt that His power was greater than 

Satan volar by cians: and 
i may well have been so.) ut to argue 
by analogy from such a case,—to suppose , 
that because our Lord was able, and Peter, 
and Paul, and in O. T. times Elisha, were 
ee to exert гае peculiar үе, Бев 
оге the same w possessed by the 
or relics of every real or supposed saint, wA 
the height of folly and fanaticism. ТЬе 
true analogy tends directly the other way.. 
In яо oe but these o we ace the power 
even in the apostolic and the general - 
cessation of all ex Cordi of the. 
Spirit would lead us to the inference that, 
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qhereontyt. pevew “lovdaiwy %éFopxicray  "Ovoudlew | "érl тойс АВрЕ 
т м , \ \ ^ НІРМ a 

coer * Éyovras rd m трейдата, TÀ * Trovnpà TO" брода тоў * короо v cate 
Fon ant "Inood, Aéyovres *‘Opelto spas tov "Inooby "êv ados 13 
5 mea). §=Venpvoce. 4 сар дё tives Leeda ‘lovéaiou " apy- 

rere only. vepéws Era viol [ot] тото х погодите. 15 атокр:Өёу $ тд 
8 » là. 19. ^ ` ^ ^ 

cb r m ребра TÒ " arovnpov erer айтоф Tov 'Igooüv ywooKxe 

“ы constr) Жай TOV IIlaüXov Уётттадаг tyeis $ tives doré; 16 Kai 
ark v. 7 7 e у э э э \ Ф \ a s 

oniy. з ёфаМбиеро$ 0 avOparros ёт’ avrovs év & iv TÒ ™ mveüpna TO 
eid , Өй , з 15 бы ? 3 + ^ 

Neh. ziii. 25 m Jroynpov, RATAKUPLEVTGS арфот epov loyva EV кат аттоу, 
&c.) фә» 

end 1 Thees. v. 37. Neh. as above, A. dfopxí[w, Matt. xxvi. 63 only. Gen. axir. 3. Judg. xvii. 2 A 
AM. compl. only. v ch. ix. 30 reff. w = here only. z constr. (without 04), ch. ii. 5 reff. 

у w. acc., ch. xviii. James lv. 14. Jude 10. Dent. zzzi. 77. s here clr 1 x. 6. xi. 
6. xvi. 18 only. а = bere (Matt. xx.254 Mk. 1 Pet. v. 3) only. Num. xxi. 94. u, 29. P». ix. 35. 

b = Rev. zii, 6 only. Ezod.i.9. Ps. xii. 4. 

reptepxener D!(-gr]. 
the plarals ing), with HLP rel 
ao 86: txt ABDEN 13. 40 vulg copt 

om rov Di(ins D3). 
[s 

arm]. 
о bef таоло, with L rel Thi: om ABDE Н[е sil] PK c m 18. 40 Съ. 

rec opii(opav (alteration to гий 
sah eth arm-mes] Chr: pe 

ins кир» bef me. Nl. reo ins 

14. for ver, e» ois[i* quo) xai om syr-mg | vio: (add erra syr-mg) oxeva Tiwos iepews 
nGeAncay To avTo тотса едоѕ exar Tous ToiovTous elopri(eu кеп eiseADorres wpos Tor 
Sane ri(opevor [iniroierunt adimplentes] nptarro ewucaAeiurÓat то ovopa Aeyorres tapay- 
уеАЛореу Got ev indov or ravAos куроссе селдер (e£. bef ктр. D!) D syr-mg. 
төз B(D) E-gr 86 demid Syr copt [arm] (alteration, tives not appearing to the 
eopyist to agree with the definite cy туа m: txt AHLPR 13 rel E-lat 
syr Chr,. rec мог bef oxeva (omg it after erra), with (D)HLP rel 86 (Syr copt) 
syr Chr: om m 180: txt ABER а 13(sic) 14'-5-8. 40 vulg arm (eah). скела А. 

1оъдагоь L. om o: (originally perhaps owing to o: of vio: preceding) ABN а 18. 
16. тоте awexpiOn то sr». то тоу. (kai) erer D, ка insd by D-. rec OM дәтогз, 

with EHLP rel Thl-sif: ins ABDN ac m 13. 86 vulg syrr coptt eth arm Chr, Thi-fin. 
ins uer bef meovr В E-gr N? c 40. 137 вуг [Cassiod, ]. 

16. rec ефалЛорероз, with (DI)EHLPN? rel Chr, : NA. D: txt ABN!. rec 
er aureus bef o аудротоѕ (alteration of characteristic order), with (D)HLP [vulg- 
clem Syr coptt sth] Chr, Thi-sif: om ex avrovs a 69. 106 arm: E places it aft re 
srornpoy : txt ABN c m 13. 40 am(and demid fuld) вуг Chr-comm, Thi-fin.—es avrovs 
D vulg. res ins xa: bef xavaxupieveas, with HLPN! rel 96 vulg (arm, Treg] Chr: 
om ABDEN? a c 13. 40 copt [sah] атт. xvpievcas D: кратттаз 15.8. 36. 180: 
waraxupievcay AEHLP rel: -rev а: txt BN с о 13. reo for адфотериу, avraw 
(corrn to exit етта above: see note), with HLP rel Syr: avrovd : (eorum septem sah : 
eorum] omnium sth-rom: om E: txt ABDN а 18. 86. 40 vulg syr-mg-gr [copt arm] 
Thi-fin. evicxuoey M! е: котісҳисе c. 

à fortiori these, which were even then the 
rarest (ойх al rvxoUca:), have ceased also. 

13.] See note on Matt. xii. 27, 
respecting the Jewish exorcists. These 
men, seeing the success of Paul's agency in 
casting out devils, adopt the Name of Jesus 
in their own exorcisms. 14. dpy- 
vepéus] The word must be used in а wide 
sense. He may have been chief of the 
priests resident at Ephesus: or perhaps 
chief of one of the twenty-four courses. 

Twes does not belong to rtd, вее 
cb. xxiii. 28, but stands alone, recalling the 
Tires of the preceding verse. Without 
the of it would be, ‘certain men, &c. were 
attempting thie, qoa and rowtrres being 
taken together. With it, They were (it 
was) certain men, seven sons, dc. who 
attempted this. 16.] The narrative, 

from describing the nature of the attempt, 
passes to a single case in which it was tried, 
and in which (see below) two only of the 
brothers were apparently concern 
No difference between угубске and ётіста- 
pas must be pressed :—the two verbs are 
apparently used as ting Jesus and 
Paul, so that they do not stand together in 
the same ves чын in E. V., Jesus I 
know,and PaulI : theOne being God 
in heaven, the ова e iplis " 

: e weight of manuacri 
evidence r tht reading is even surpassed 
by its internal probability. There would 
be every reason, as seven have been before 
mentioned, for altering it into abréy: but 
no imaginable one for substituting it for 
abrà». Two only, it would seem, were 
thus employed on this particular occasion: 
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dere ue xal ° rerpavpariopévous 4 dxpuyeiv ёк той «Lu. чы 
оїкои éxelvov. 11 тойто $ éyévero ° f maow 'lov- Tm 
баб те kai °ЁМАлочә тоф ‘xaroxotow Tiv "Ефесор, « or a D" 
кай 8 érréreaey poBos ёті wavras abr, xai ^ épeyaMvero f constr, eb. 1. 

TÓ дора тод курбоо IH 18 mool re rv memi- Ewa" 
OTEVKOTWY ўруорто * dfopoħoyoúpevos мад 1 dvarpyéddov- = KaR 
res Tas "páfew abrav. 19 ixavot 8 TOv Tà °тері- x Hini. e. 
epya pH ouveveynavres tas 4 N 'xar- mpg 

éxatoy °% éporrriov. ráyrov kal * avvevyriduaav p Ы тиде a 25 i к 
abr кад " ebpov " apyupiou X pupiáðas Tévre. 20 ofrwg win 1. 
7 катӣ v крйато$ той = kupiov б * Néyos Ee xai" lee. ү! à) Cal. 

zii, 16. n = ch. хіі. 12 reff, 
шь fir. 1.4 ia, Sir. xli. 22. 
Lal Dan. iz. ти» T iatt эшш. 30. T 

t here only t. 
F 1 Chron. Ax. 2. vi re only. 3 Kings x 
x Luke xil. 1, ch. xzi, ЭЛ, Heb, эн, 2. Jude M. Rev. v. 1] lx. 8 ын 17 

= 

Xen. Cyr. vi. 1. 24. aee тег. 14. 
only v. Jos. Апи. viii. 

b = here only. Ezod. і. 20. 

aft є«кфьу н» ins avrovs А. 

o = bere (1 Tim. v. Ш) only t, NE ae 
= here onl 7 Xen. Anab. vi. 4. 9. q Matt 
Lake lii. 17 ај. Gen. axxviii. 24 » ch. 
5 ро п. 20. vii. 23. Ps. xlviii. 8. 

Ad m Matk паш}, 

a intr., ch. vi. 7 reff. 

17. ins то bef sov3. EP 192. om re DE sah. om туу ALE с 187. 
execer (mistake : or ота as unnecessary) AD 18, ereer E.— oos bef 

ew. D. ins o bef $oBos Ni. om Tov DP (o! ?) 101-83. 
18. for те, 8e D(-gr] 36 coptt. 

28. 
1 Tevorroev D vulg E-lat]: -cavray E(-gr] 

Mai state expr aget Bch that there is in B no insn aft en. 
19. om де D!-gr: re Е syr Bas, Chr.. 

aft cuveveyxayres ins ки D. 
om last xa; D'(ins 

катексъса» E 
тө» пер: ra epya D'(-gr)(txt s 

vulg. ournareyngicar E 

20. rec о Ayos t. TOV Kvpiov (corra of characteristio order), with HLPN?* 18. 86 

fald ihe. )] ва) arm: txt ABN 
тоо Geov nutave xai AMET РАВ D!) D: Syr 

ic xvgev N. 

and Lake has retained the word as it stood 
in the record furnished to him. Whether 
any similar occurrence һа to the 
rest, wo are not informed : this one is se- 
lected as most notorious. Matri 
With their clothes torn off them. 
The natural effect of such an occurrence 
was to induce a horror of magical arta, &c., 
which some were still continuing to coun- 
tenance or , together with 
a profession of Christianity. undi pter 
now came forward and conf their 
error. The хр нз of this verse denotes 
the association with such practices: the 
next verse treats of the magicians them- 
selves. 19. wep * male sedula’ 
(‘curiosa,’ Hor. Epod. xviii. 25). тіз тё» 
vepidpyer i in Aristenet. Ep. ii. 18, is ‘a 
5 (Koin.). ты N Ma- 

vr mala, or receipt- or written 
„нее d These last were celebrated by the 
name of 'E¢éoia -ypáuuara. So Eustath. 
ad Hom. Od. т. p. 694 (Kuin.): "Ефќста 
урбииата — ётеда) *yáp tives gals dnei- 
vas Roar, Qs xal Kpoicos фи тўз wupas 
сіб» феб" ка) dv OU, 82 paci, 
MiAyolov ка) 'Ефес{оу  vaAaórro» тфу 

arm] copt Chr, : „Се A. т.) Geou Е [k] 21. 73. 1062 vulgſ-elem( with 
оотез ката KPATOS EMO XUTEY Kat N FICTIS 

also has » migris Tov Geov. 

MA, ph SEN n таме Zid Tò Tòr 
ётероу тер) TẸ àerparydA xew тё E 
ee фә rb rer ka) Лидбутеу 
aùr, трюкоутёкз rd dd жесе тфу 
"Ефќсіох. Вее more illustrations in Wotst. 

engraved on the image of the Ephesen engraved on the t an 
Artemis. Eustath. in C. and H. ii. 16. 

ёрү. pvp. «év.] 50,000 drachmes, 
i. e. denari: for the drachma of the Au- 
gustan and following ages was not the 
real Attic drachma, but the Roman de- 
narius—about 8jd. of our money: which 
makes the entire value about 21770. That 
drachms and not shekels (Grot., Hamm.) 
are meant, is plain : for Luke is writing of 
& Grecian town, and to a Greek. 20. 
кета крёто$] EO modo dicitur urbs 
alceio@a: xarà крітоѕ, qua ri ezpugnatur, 
apud Plut. Apophth. p. 176. Hine lucem 
mutuatur locus, Act. xix. 20, ubi dicitar 
verbum Domini xarà xpdros ic xem, per 
vim 5 quasi oppugnans et vi 
plas ana corda hominum." Hermann 
on Viger, p. 682. So xarà juxpór, car 
dAlyoy, xaf dbwepBodhy, xarà xócporv. 
See Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 241, f. 
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c = Lake vii. 1 
d Luhe ix. 

44. zzi. 14. 

Hugg. li. 19. 
E peóec bat eis ‘TepoooAvpa, elr@y ӧть S nerd TÒ ryevé Bas 
E ue exe? h беё де kal ‘Popy ! бер. 
"Bes. т)» Maxedoviay dio TOv * бдкоуойуто» айтф, T«updóÜeov 
К tx xe. ка} "Ераотор, GUTOS охе: xpóvov ™ eis Md Ac iar. 
1 of. place, = 
here only. 

k Matt. xav. 44. 
Rom. zv. 26 

т rotcbv 

Gen. vi. "E uY тарєуєто тоф " reyvirais °ойк °orsyny " ёруасќар, 

o G тєрї v is 0000. N. Anpoyrptos yap тє дубнать 
* ›аоў$ * dpyupois `Артёибо$ 

12. a 
m == Mark i. 39. ch. viii. 40. xxi. Wu ues 11. zzv. 4 al. n ch. xii. 1 ош. Num 

Tall. 4. о ch. zii. 16 (reff.). p ch. iz. 2 reff. q here only. Judg. х B. Jer. 
vi. 20 only. (-wety, Jer. ib.) А M зс) xv. 29. xvi. 36. Ln N. Wines ads. ote © 

e = bere only. éirepyar 84. . - Kpwerovs узо, Diod. Bie. ax. И 14. ¢2 Tim. il. 20. Rev. х. 30 only. len. 
ii, 30. uch. zv 16 (reff.). „ = Соц, lv. 1. Ти. il. 7 ‚ see Winer, edn. 6, } 38. 6. 

w ver. B. Rev. xviil. 22. Heb. х1. 10 only. Dent. xxvii. 3 3.), 

21. nes "T P тезге, тоте D. 

for uniformity) A 

(o) wavdos bef ебето DE 187.— om o D 187. 
40. 68. die bete ADEP К. 
E a bd o 18: om BHLPN rel 86 Chr.. 

ins ту» bef ахша» (corra 
ins xa: bef wopeveo@a: 

Dr. res tepovcadnp, with HLP rel 36 Thl-sif: tat ABER c k [18] 40 vulg Chr- 
xu п (Orig-int, J. ieporoñvooiupa D. 

92. fi seth. т атост. 8е, xa: awoor. D Syr 
5 ауте, Siaxovovw (= -œv ?) auter А! Ене ауте, ауте» [H] е. 
R! has written err, but marked it for erasure. 

er ту acia ра 
-lat sah. 

e(r ing the termination о 
fasion from tois felts) AIDE: txt A7BHLPN rel 

rel syr Chr Thl-sif : txt ABDN k m 18 vulg [arm(Tischdf)) Thl-fin. 

Tira xp. 40 arm. 
94. for ovopari, ny NS om 

ins os bef rape: 

оАгуцу, with EH 

21. таўта] The сЕ of vv. 19, 20. 
T$ av.) An expression mostly 

used by Paul, see ref. 84) kokosi 
sent to the Gentiles, he saw that the great 
metropolis of the Gentile world was the 
legitimate centre of his apostolic working. 
Or perhaps he speaks under some divine 
intimation that ultimately he should be 
brought to Rome. If so, his words were 
literally fulfilled. He did see Rome after 
he had been at Jerusalem this next time: 
but after considerable delay, and as a pri- 
soner. Cf. the same design expressed b 
him, Rom. i. 15; xv. 28—28; and Paley’ 
remarks in the Hore Pauline. ] 
He intended Aimself to follow after Pente- 
cost, 1 Cor. xvi. 8. This mission of Timothy 
is alluded to 1 Cor. iv. 17 (see ib. i. 1); 
ist 10. Theobject of ít wasto bring these 
churches in Macedonia and Achaia into 
remembrance of the ways and teaching of 
Paul. Itoccurred shortly before the writing 
of 1 Cor. He was (1 Cor. xvi. 11) soon 
al return: — but considerable uncertainty 
ngs over this journey. We nd him = 

wich Paul in Macedouía, 2 Cor. i.1: but 
apparently he had not reached Corinth. 
See 1 Cor. xvi. I. e.; and 2 Сог. xii. 18, where 
he would probably have been mentioned, 
had he done so. On the difficult ques- 
tion respecting a journey of Paul himself to 

тт» ЕМ bk m o. for 
aft avre 

aft xporor ins oAryor D- gr 25: 

Corinth during this period, see notes, 2 Cor. 
xii. 14; xiii. , —and Prolegg. to 1 Cor. $ v. 

"Epecrov) This Erastus can hardly 
be identical with the Erastus of Rom. xvi. 
23, who musthave been residentat Corinth : 
see : and therefore hardly either with 
the Erastus of 2 Tim. iv. 20; see note 
there. ele r. Ala] i. e. in (but beware 
of imagining «ls to be* put or èv, here or 
any where. It gives direction of the 
tarrying, as in the expressions ds 3dueus 
pévey, Soph. Ag. 80, and d:exaprépour 
els thy warpl8a, Lycurg. cont. Leocr, 
p. 168. It is far better to take it thus, 
with Meyer, than with Winer, Gr., edn. 6, 
8 60. 4. b, as importing in favour of,’ for 
the benefit of’) Ephesus: Asia is named 
by way of contrast with Macedonia, just 
before mentioned. This is evident by the 
following event taki расе аб ев Ephesus. 

94. vacvs amall 
models (àpiðptuara) of the celebrated 
temple of the Ephesian Artemis, with her 
statue, which it was the custom to carry on 
journeys, and place in houses, as a charm. 
Chrys. xal пез ёи vaods pous ye- 
vécÓm ; tous фз кВбра pue Ammian. 
Marcellin. xxii. 18: ‘ Asclepiades philoso- 
phus. .. . des cœlestis argenteum breve 
figmentum quocunque ibat secum solitus 
e .. . . Diod. Sic. i. 15 :. h xpv- 

vaov ap'yvpovy Nl. om apyupous B. 
„ торе: Хе (oon · 

rec еруаеча» bef ove. 

2D 8a ° ёт\лроб) тафта, ‘Mero 6 IIabos év тф ABDE 
e mveúpatı bà T)» Maxedoviay xai "Axalav ro- edt d ate 

ЕН 
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% ods х сураброісаѕ, xal rovs ? тєрї rà rotabra épryáras, арн ms 
elev " Aybpes, ётістасбдє бту * ёк rar THIS " épyacías 9) y Lanes. 
a єйлгоріа "uiv = éa rw, ?9 кай b дєюрєіте xai axovere P бту oU 
povov 'Edécov АХА ° суєдд» maons тўѕ Alas б Падло 
оўто$ *Teícas ° peréornoev f ixavòv fÓyXov, Xéyov бт: " 
ойк €iciv Geo oi 8 did yeipõv »yivopevos. ?Т où uóvov 

40,41. жерї 
v 

^ ^ з ^ һе nl; *. 

тобто ! x due syuiv тд K pépos eis dN ei, ` Juag. vei 

iv. 19. zii, 19. ch. xxvii. 10. (Dan. iii. 27 (94).) € ch. Lill. & reff. 
е = here only. (ch. xiii. 22 гей.) Josh. xiv. В. va dees ябута 1 s Aaxedaipovieve нетёстусчу, Xon 

Hell. ii. 2, б. fh. at 24 (re) cb. ziv. he e 

zix. 3 Isa.) 
o here (vv. 26, 37 v. т.) only v. 
> = Ch. xz. Mal. 

тоў деоё Bf, Diod. Sic. iv. 8. 

ob ххх. 28 BR F(not A) ах. 
х. 4 гей. 

iver. 40. absol., Luke viii. $$. 1 Сог. хт. 30 only. Іва. xxviii. 13. v. TOU 
k= here only. 3 Macc. v. 17. 

m — John ғ. 24. J 
р = ећ 

в ~ 2 Сог. х.б. J 

1 here only t. (éAeypós, 4 Kings 
ch. тій. 9 гей. n ch. 

q Rom. Ii. 36. iv. 3. 1х. 6. Wied. iz. 6. 
er. xxi. 16. (xlix. 17.) constr. here only. кабара Tt THE 

е 

25. for ovs, ovros (omg ко) D 187 tol [Syr] sah: c bas ovros but retains каг. 
Touavras(sic) №. 
for «er, єфу D. add xpos avrovs D [Syr sah wth]. 
D syr-w-ast sah. emoracrai(sic) D. 
with HLP rel syrr eth Chr 

96. axovere кол Gewperte b Syr. 
14! : rys а m Thl-fin.—ipsius 

for еруатаѕ, rexveras D-gr-corr(-rais D!) : artifices E-lat. 
aft ardpes ins cuvrexverras 

тес пие» (corre, as more usual constr), 
Thl-sif : txt ABDEN c d 13. 40 vulg coptt [arm] Thl-fin. 

om or: DI - gr]. 
Teri D- lat 

ins ews bef ефес. D · gr 
egeorou D. aft aAAa ins ка: A 

D-gr L 18. 36. 40. 106-80 demid Syr Chr, Thl-sif: om BEHPN rel vulg D- lat 5 be 
[syr eth arm] Thl- fin. 

É om zeas М. 

iip. Iu. А c 187. om aA Ni. 

om rys Di(ins D?) m. 
aweotycer E. 

yeroneva: DI (Yen. [B']D*) 68. 
naw bef kirBvrevei D m (-vevg«i DN (vulg). 

rec apreuidos bef :ероу (corrn of characteristic 

aft ovros ins тїз Tore D! : 
aft ori ins ovro: D-gr. 

ro pepos bef 

order), with ABLN 13. 86 rel Thl-fin: txt DEHP b f g o Chr, Thl.sif Jer,. 
rec ou, with DEL 18. 36 rel Chr: txt ABHPN d f. AcyioOnoerau (emendation 

constr) ADE vulg Syr: txt BHLPN rel 36 Chr ТЫ. реле A! (D!) а e vas 
[Jer, ]: txt BD*SEHLPN 13 rel Cbr (Ec.—aAAa xafepiaÓai: peAAei(v) D. Steph 

for re) be, with HL rel vulg Chr, Thl: om a e: txt ABEPN c 18 ((Syr) syr coptt 
wth) arm] Jer,. om ка E c. 

gots 8бо. 300 em ur 20: veds 
*Hpas Bpaxbs tx) rpawd(ns Tids ярӧз 
&raroAG iBpuuévos. We may find an 
exact parallel in the u of that corrupt 
form of Christianity, which, whatever it 
may pretend to teach, in practice honours 
similarly the E ey goddess of its ima- 
gination, . Tù Tova Vra ] All sorts of 
memorials or amulets connected with the 
u. P "о. еар Howson 
ii. p. 98) suggests that possibly Alexander 

the coppersmith may have ees don of these 
craftsmen : see 2 Tim. iv. 14. 36.) 
The people believed thatthe images them- 
selves were : тё халка ка) тё yparra 
xal МӨ ша ph pabdrres, unde died res 
&ydAuara ка) vids бей», АЛАА десу 
кале. Plutarch de Isid. p. 879, o (Wetat.): 
see чаі xvii. 29. And с ty invariably, 
w er images are employed profi 
аг media of worship. The genitives Eꝙ. 
and Ar. are governed by було». N.] 
un is best taken as the dativus incom- 

modi, not for guar, nor with Tb uépos, 
but with xuw8urede:. рро, as we say, 
department. АМА nal] but that 
eventually even the temple itself of the 
great goddess Artemis will be counted 
for nothing. peydAn was the usual epithet 
of the Ephesian Artemis: Xen. Ephes. i. 
р. 15: фиэфә те Th» wdrpioy hui» Ocór, 
Thy peydAny "Epecian "Артешу. There 
is an inscription in Boeckh, 2963 с, con- 
taining the words туз weyaAns Geas арте- 
pios яро wokews. The same inscription 
also mentions ypayyareds and dréuraros. 
C. and H. ii. 98. The temple of Arte- 
mis at Ephesus, having been burnt to the 

апа by Herostratus on the night of the 
irth of Alexander the Great (в.о. 355), 

was restored with increased magnificence, 
and accounted one of the wonders of the 
ancient world. Its dimensions were 425 x 
220 feet, and it was surrounded by 127 
columns, 60 feet high. It was standing in 
all ite grandeur at this time. See C. and 
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at тўс { деуаћебттос айт fw &, ‘Agia xal h oixov- „вок 
only. Jer. 3L. бру) gerd. 99 axovoavtes 06 xal yevópevos " arsjpew 
LXX. ket. = бицой ёкрафор Aéyovres ? Meyd ; Apreute "Ефесіор. 
i. 6 only. 

u — ch. xvii, 
31. Rev. iil 
10. Ali. 9. 
Ре. iz. 5. 

v ch. xlii. 43 
reff. Bel and 
Dr. 23. 

w = John i. 14. 
ch. vi. 3, 5, 8. 

.. 99 кад * ёп\№ајсбт ù mos Tis * cuyxUcews, ° Фршсар те 
b ouoÜvuabóv eis то ° Ücarpov * avvapmácavres l'àiovy kai 
"Apiorapyov Maxedovas, ° cuvexdnpous IIavAov: 39 Пай- 
Aou ёё BovXouévov eiseAÜeiv eis TOv {ӧӱиоу, ойк elo 

: 10 Taas l t айтди oi абута 3! revès $ё xal TOv ' Aciapyüv, Ğvres 
æ. iiw auT@ No, wéeupavres mpòs abr © wapexadouv, pÀ 81. Rev. xil 
13al Gen. 
xlix. 6. y ver. 37 a). see notes. 

a here only. Gen.zi.9. 1 Kings v. 12, xiv.20 only. (-үй#ФУ, ver. 32.) 
bis. 1 Cor. іт. 9 +. (-трбесбал„ Heb. x. 33.) 
. xii. 23 reff. = Стр ү ff. f eh. g constr., ch. vili. 31 re 

8 — Lake iv. 38. v. 28. ch. v. 17. xiil.45. Gen. чі. 11. 
b eh. vil. 87 (reif.). c here 

d ch. vi. 13 reff, e 3 Cor. viii. 19 only t. 

rec туу neyaAeiorgra (see note), with HLP rel vulg Chr Thi: txt ABEN a о 13. 86. 
40 вуг sah,—om т. реу. aur D. 
not om аутуз nv.) for у>, 3 D!. 
om 2nd n Bk m. 

28. ravra de axovc. D [arm]. 
BE syr-mg. om у Di(ins D*). 

(Mai Tischdf note expr agst Bch that B does 
om 1st » BD [Thl-sif: y acia олз m]. 

aft бироу ins Üpaporres eis то auposor D 187, 

rec aft n roàs ins оАт (see oh xxi. 80), with EHLP rel вуг sah Chr.: pref олту, 
D 36(віс) Syr eth: om ABN 13. 40 vulg 
k 18: ins A В(віс: see table) DEHLPN 

for те, 8в D-gr m copt: om sah arm. 

t arm. rec om rys, with (D) EN. 
Chr,.—cvrexvüm oA. 1 т. aurxvrns Di. gr. 

ins xa: bef ayres D. cvraprag: 
paxedoves Di(txt 04 or ғ); naxeBora 16. 180: uaxeBorias d 56. 117-77! : om 100. 
rec ins rov bef savAov (with ef): om ABDEHLPN rel. 

80. rec rov Be rav (possibly from the concurrence of ravAov ra, with EHLP 
rel 86 Chr: BovAoyerov Se Tov ravAov D: Tov wavAou 8e N? k: txt ABN! m 18. 
for оок егеу avTov o: рабята, ot даб. exeAvor D(non sinebant D-lat) Syr sth. 

81. for ортез, vrapxorres D. 
avro» N! [c] 100. 

H. ch. xvi. vol. ii. pp. 84 ff. - 
is ika mors difficult ар а 

bably original reading: and that she should 
be deposed from her greatness, whom &c. 

99. alg тд ббатроу] The resort of 
the populace on occasions of excitement, 
as Wetst. shews by many instances. So 
Tacit. Hist. ii. 80, * Tum Antiochensium 
theatrum ingressus, ui illis consultare mos 
est.’ ‘Of the site of the theatre, the scene 
of the tumult raised by Demetrius, there 
ean be no doubt, its ruins being a wreck 
of immense grandeur. I think it must 
have been larger than the one at Miletus ; 
and tbat exceeds any I have elsewhere 
seen. .... Its form alone can now be 
оз of, for every seat is removed, and 

e proscenium isa heap of ruins.’ Fellows, 
Asia Minor, p. 274. ‘ The theatre of Ephe- 
sus is said to be the largest known of any 
that have remained to us from antiquity.’ 
C. and H. ii. p. 83, note 8. ‚] 
It is not implied that they seized Gaius 
and Aristarchus defore they rushed into 
the theatre: compare wpesevtduero: етар, 
ch. i. 24, also ch. xviii. 27, and Winer, 
ейп. 6, § 45. 6. b. I'élov] A dif. 
ferent person from the Gaius of ch. xx. 4, 
who was of Derbe, and from the Gaius of 

avrov E-gr: amici ejus vulg. for eavror, 

Rom. xvi. 28, and 1 Cor. i 14, who was 
evidently a Corinthian. Aristarchus is 
mentioned ch. xx. 4; xxvii. 2; Col. iv. 10; 
Philem. 24. He was a native of Thessa- 
lonica. 91. 'Acwapyév] The Asiar- 
che were officers elected by the cities of 
the province of Asia to preside over their 
games and religious festivals. Of these it 
would be natural that the one who for the 
time presided would bear the title of à 
"Acidpxos: cf. Eus. H. E. iv. 15: but no 
more is known of such idency. Wetst. 
quotes several inscriptions and coins in 
which the name occurs, and cites many 
analogous names of like officers elsewhere : 
Ciliciarcha, Syriarcha, Phoniciarcha, Hel. 
ladarcha, &c. The Asiarch rony at 
Smyrna is mentioned by Eusebius (H. E. 
iv. 16) as presiding in the amphitheatre at 
the martyrdom of Polyearp. These 
sian games in honour of Artemis took 
in May, нау тр (another sin- 

coincidence wi e practices of 
тобан Christendom) was sacred to, and 
named Artemisian after, the goddess. In 
Boeckh, Inser. 2954, we have the decree 
Srey vb» pna Tb» dr,) ToU del 
dvdparos elvas Гердт ко) дуакеісби vB 
Ocg, KyerOas 82 ёт abrais (sciL rod pwès 

HLPR а 
bedfg 
ҺЕ 
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ls ras ipn- 
тї Expator Fv yap 9 *éxxdnola | ovyxeyupévn, xal Ioi pias asro 
™ordelous ойк ўдесау Tivos Evexa n ud ,)“ . 8 ёк Amt ЗД 
$2 той буо» *°лтрое8Васаъ "Алёѓардроу, ? mrpoBaAóvray Ex | 
avróv TOv Jovòal⁴ͥũm б ёё "AMEavBpos a катасеітаҳ Tr» b 
хера je Ne * аттохоуейт@а тб f ре. 38% * émiyvóvres de p sh. val 
ori "lovdaios * ёстір, фору éyévero pia к таутор OS ee. 
en брас vo xpatovrow Meyd u j "Артешҳ '"Edeciov. | 

m 1 Cor. ix. 19 
reff. 
= ch. i. 6 
reff. 35 w кдтастеіћас 06 & *ypaupareds Tov - ol „A e. 

Ard pee "Edécios, tis У уар otw avOparrav de où түгу®- 

ске, тўр "Ефесіюу ody * vewxopoy * одсау Tis " реуаћа sd 
Tò рарёкоо elg Adyous Awoppyrove, Polyb. xxiv. 3. 7. avp., 1 Cor. II. 16 reff. 
fis a zzi. 30) only. Jer. xxvi, (zivi) 54 Ne AM. оюн. 
1. xxi. 16. Acts, ch. zziv. 10. zzvi. 
zxxi) 6. и ziii. 26 only. 

trees eh xvi, 38 
were cir 22 — iv. 31 only. 

Job 

de Prof. 1 ll, vol l. p. 580. 

89. om т: D 42 vulg. 
rec evexev, with DE 
-Avéncay L [g!] Thi-sif. 

Umm a ale t ie 
yap exkA cia ту D 

LP rel: ert ABN 13. 36 md. i 

q ch. zil. 17 ref. r Luke xli, 
P 3с. zi. 19 only. L.P. Jer. zii. 1. zzzviii. 

e xxiii. 7. ch. zzii. 29. xxviii. 1. Jer. v. b, 
“ею и. Jone fl. 28 al. v ch. ziii. 31 reff, 

= here only. (Esra vil. 6, ёс.) y Matt, 
v deri, Philo 

b = ch. vv. 27, 28, 34, 

тлеосто D-gr. 
сууелтлодасіу Н: 

33. * cuveBiBacay ABEN а (согуп, perhaps on acct of the unusual word, perhaps 
to avoid the repetition of яро): ovr «В:Васах 13(арру): 

J: wpoeBiBacar D. lat, defraz. vulg [ E-lat : их. tol 
катеВ:В. Di, distrazerunt 

or s HLP rel 96 Chr,. 
elz яроВалћоутеу, with DLP b? c g m[Scriv] o 18. 86 Thi: txt ABEHN [ [m( 

avrer LI 40 Thl-sif. 
ту хер: DN? 40 Chr Thi-fin. 

rel 40 Chr. 
for NA de, nOeAcr Ni. 
o ow А К [am] demid fuld tol: о & ov» Re 

for 8де, Aaw Е. 
$4. rec ewvyrorrev (corrn, to drole the pendent nominative), with a b o 86 (Ec: txt 

ABDEHLPM 18 rel Chr, Thl.sif. 
xpa(orres AN. 

om ex D, so Тев E. 
om 7 D!(ins D). 

ese. В 13. 
арт. еф. is Sod 

85. xarac«wras DE c 187 Thl-sif: compeecuiseet D- lat e vulg E. 
тоғ охХо» bef o ypauparevs В m 130 copt. 
aBeAgo: M! [arm]. 
Thl-sif: txt ABEN a c k m 18. 36 
for „ nuerepay vestram D. epes. 
[reox. ELP a с(?) 18]. 

ефт dizit E vulg. for epecior, фе 
тес ova (corra), with D(pref 4 D) HLP rel syr eth Chr 

- ( rer er volg Syr copt (sab) arm Thl-fn. | 
voAur bef eper. E 

for оота>, eva: D: add xa: R'(N? disapproving). 
уаокоро» Di (txt D») 

aft peyaAns ins feas, with HLP rel eth [arm] Chr: om ABDEN с 18. 86. 40 vulg Еа, 
сорі Isid,. 

$pépais) ras фортйз xal Thv r&y 'Артешсм» 
— dá CB 95. Sotva: 

Курке remarks: ‘latet in phrasi, qu 
periculum Paulo in theatro immineat.’ 
E. V. adventure himself; an excellent 
translation. 39.] ix т. XM. some of 
the multitude. . urged for- 
ward, throu crowd ; the Jews h- 
ing him on fon t behind, propellentibus. 

It is uncertain whether this Alexander 
is mentioned elsewhere (but see on 2 Tim. 
iv. 14) He appears to have been a Chris- 
tian convert from Judaism, whom the Jews 
were willing to expose as a victim to the 
fory of the mob: or perhaps one of them- 
selves, put forward to clear them of blame 
ou the occasion. 84. im 
The nom. is en 55 as in ch. xxiv. 
Б al. See Winer, edn. 6, 5 68, i. 1. 

They would hear nothing from a 
Jew, as being an enemy of image-worsbip. 

— When be had quieted | 
lulled, the crowd. é 

office 
keeper of the archives and public reader 
of decrees, &c., in the assembl Thucyd. 
vii. 10, Te dio reh dxd8ocar à 84 pan 
pards sis véAeus тареАдй» дубуую vois 
"AGnvalois. Among the Ephesian inscrip- 
tions in Boeckh, we find the following : : 
M. 1. Aup. Atorvsio» Tor 1ерокурока xai В 
асарҳо» ex тиу dn T. ФА. Movrar:ios 
ф:ХосеВастоз о ypauparevs Kal i ion 
No. 2990.“ C. and H. ii. 96. 

ves a reason for p" 3 
erm. on Viger, p. veeendpov ] 

Probably a айа ог Е (Suidas says, 
not a sweeper: å roy уефу косдбу к. cbr 
rler, ААМ obx é caper) of the tem 
here used as implying that Ephesus had the 
charge and keeping of the temple. The 
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c here oniy t. 'Артёш$о$ xal той ° Sromeroðs; 86 4 dvavrıppýræv obv inp 
aur v ^ 

тә ёуална бутор TovTay °бёоу doriw tas " xarecTaMuévovs Un- tite 
Scowerds, , 277 K ` , 87 h 3 i hkmo 
© Aéye- apyew ка} pndev E mpomerés Tpacaew. 7yayere yàp 13 

SH 
Р dian Lu. tous dvòpas Tovtous ойте 'iepomUXov; ойтє * Bacen- 

immo. pouvras THY | Өєӧу ўир. 99 ei uév оди Anyurtpios кай of 
aw) o айтф ™ Teyvitas čyovow трос Tiva " Xóyov, ° &yópaios 
1 Pet. i. 6 

Е only. 1 Mace. P @yovrat kai % й>Өйтато! claw * ёукаћ№ітоса» adArjdors. 
ech. шн, & 2 Тип. Ш. 4 овіу. Prov. к. М. aii. 3. Sir. iz. 18 only. _ h absol., Matt. 

zzi. J. John vii. 45 al. Dan. Ш. 13. . . ihereonlyt. 2 Масе, iv. 43 only. (-etr, Rom. ii. 23. da, 2 Mace. 
ziii. 6.) k constr., Matt. zzvii. з. 4 хіх. 22. (Rom. ii. 24 al.) 1 fem., here only. 

m ver. 24 reff, n = here only. 440i... 9 tini td Demesth. rp Aaxp., p. 941. 17. see 
Heb. iv. 13. о = bere (ch. хүй. 6) caly t. тё динхое, ёр als ras éyopaiove wewurras, Strabo 
ziii. p. 933 (Wahl). pot yorti Tò» 
ii. Je cb. xiii. 7, 8, 12. xviiL 12 only. 
and gen., Rom. 

ayopaiop, Jos. Antt. ziv. 10. 21. 
вее notes. 

. 33, pass. ver. 40. ch. zziii. 29. xxvi. 2,7 only. L. P. 

p = Luke xxiv. 21. 2 Macc. 
т constr., ch. xxiii. 28. Sir. Alvi. 19. v. ката 

Siogwerovs D(-gr] 68: Aujys jovis D- lat: joviseprolis E- lat: jovisque prolis vulg. 
86, aravripn rev BIL. 

err. тоот.) 
[om ov» E!-gr: E-lat has an empty space for avarr. ovv 

тоутоу bef orrer A bo: om tourer Ni 18. aft xpoweres ins т‹ №3. 
(xpagoew, so ABDEHL[P ]M 13 rel(not m) Chr.) 

97. from myoyere to rovrous is inserted in the margin of P by a later hand. 
aft rovrovs ins ev@ade D syr-mg [ arm: in hunc locum sah). for ovre (twice), pyre 
D. rec туу беа» (corrn), with D'E*P a b! [c e Ti 18 Thl-fin: txt ABDEeE!HLN 
rel 36 Chr-c, Thi-sif. rec эде», with Е!-рт HL rel vulg вуг copt th- rom Chr, 
Thi-fin: txt ABD ER b f o 18 E-lat Syr sah seth-pl [arm] Chr. oi Thl-sif. 

98. aft 5 os ins ovros D Syr: pref ó c 187. 
с ov bef «xovciw (alteration of characteristic трох Tiwa Avy 

ot bef xa: DI. gr (н! ails 
„ wit rec 

18(арру) : txt AB(D)EHLPN rel vulg [syr (coptt) arm] Chr Thl.—ins avrovs bef riwa 
D, cum aliquos quendam D-lat 

title is found (Wetst.) on inscriptions as 
ing to Ephesus: у Ф:ЛосеВастоз 

Ефесу fBovAg xası о vewkopos прот 
xaDiepecar ет: ayÜvirarov ITeBovkauov Прес- 
xerou фуфісарєуоо Tig. KA. IraAuov TOV 
*ypayguarems Tov nuov ( Boeckh, No. 2966) ; 
and seems to have been specially granted 
by tbe emperors to particular cities: thus 
we have jos éwertxopey тард TOU Kuplov 
Kaícapos *Adpiavod 8:' "Arrwrlov Ho- 
vos ёебтероу Bóypa ovyxAtrou, ka" d Sis 
veexdpo. *yeyórager : and on coins of Ha- 
drian, 'EQecíerv Big veaxdpwr, &.: and 
similarly of Elagabalus, NixopySéer три 
veexdépey: of Maximin, М ev e- 
кёре» °Артбш$оз. Вее also C. and Н. ii. 
p. 89, where will be found an engraving 
of a coin exbibiting rum e vans рег» 
кбӧроѕ and dx@bwaros (ver. i 
на йота To give peculiar sanctity to 
various images, it was given out that they 
had fallen heaven ; so Euripides of 
the statue of Artemis at Tauris, I “Apre- 
pus oh otyyovos Bapods xe | AaBeir т’ 
&уалда бєй; b фас!» dvÓdBe | els тойз8е 
vaobs офрауой reise Kwo. Iph. Taur. 
86, and 977, he calls it дююхетёз Ayia, 
obpavot wérnua. So also Pausan. Att. 26, 
Tb 84 &угбтато». . . ёсті» 'AOnvas kyai- 
ра dy тў viv дкротбле .. . (fing & és 
abrd Éxei, чесе ёк тоё obparov. The 
image is described by Pliny, xvi. 73: ‘de 
ipso simulacro Dem ambigitur. Ceteri ex 

ebeno esse tradunt: Mucianus ter consal 
ex his qui, proxime viso eo, scripsere, viti- 
gineum, et nunquam mutatum, septies re- 
stituto templo. 87.] From this verse it 
appears that Paul had proceeded at Ephe- 
sus with the same caution as at Athens, and 
had not held up to contempt the worship of 
Artemis, any further than unavoidably tbe 
truths which he preached would теше it 
contemptible. This is also manifest from 
his having friends among the Asiarchs, 
ver. 31. sostom, however, treats this 
-— ion of t 5 merely as a 
evice to appease the people: тобто ve 

TaUra uà» vp roy die. уќ 
refers to the wpoxerés with which he had 
charged them: *and this caution is not 
unneeded, —for & see Meyer; and 
Herm. as above, on ver. 85. 88. 
Фүбрелог) court-days (the grammarians 
distinguish àyopa:os, ‘ circeumforaneus,' an 
idler in the market, and ёубрегоз, as in 
our text: so Suidas: bat Ammonius vice 
versá : and the distinction is now believed 
to be mere pedantry): and &yovre: im- 
plies that they were then actually going 
on. They were the periodical assises of 
the district, held by porani and his 
assessors (see below). е Latin phrase 
for &yopalovs byer was conventus agere, 
or peragere, or convocare ; cf. Cas. B. G. 
i. 64; v. 1; viii. 46. Hence the district 
itself was called conventus. See Smith's 
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39 ef 4 rs тері * ётєрюи*ёт:Йутєіте, ёи rf) %ёу>бдф Y exxAnala s~ ch. хти.м. 
gi erat. 4 ral yàp * xevduvevopev , ere 

„ 

3 

* gTáceos тері тїз * onpepov, pnòevòs ° аітіои ° отаруортос Сы Prob 
тері оў [ой] Suonoopneba ` atrodovvat Mor Tis ° систрофӯѕ — 
тайт. 41 cal тайта, evrav < áréXvaev Thv " ёккАМлс(ау. Xen uo 

XX. 18 Мета de TO ®тайесаесбаь Tov ™ ÓópvBov ттро$-` тайчы: 6 
каћесашєроѕ abo ToUs рабутйз xai * тарака\ётав, " TA * (Mark 

1 daraadpevos m eMe то 

b Lake a —.— M, 33 b. v. 
1 vi {Rom МА оро. Dan. я. з 3 Theod. 

ch. zix. 21 re баа аг 3 reff. 
h zv. 33 reff. 

reff. n cb. xiii. 6 

рал eis [Thv] Maxedoviay. 
2 по Srel ð ra ° ep ékeiva Kai * паракаћсас ? GUTOUS x rei ай, 

p Mark av. 7. Luhe zril 19,38. ch. eie 6. Prov. avii. М. T ha 

ly here only. (ch. xviii, саласа Xen. Anab. vil. 1 

Gen. berg 12 
onl 
3 Pat. 1.205 

a constr., leis only. 
€ ch. viii. 16 гей, Ma 36. Luke 

. zzxili. 12 ошу. Amos vii. 10. 
h Judith vi. " ch. xxi. 34 reff. 

m = ch. zv. 40 

89. for тер: erepwy, wepartepay (seeme like a mistake from itacism) d 36: териштеро 
к ү [18(veper.) : ulterius D-lat]: wep етєро» E. 

[6 En er Tw ve exxAnoia D'(so, but exxAnoias D? and lat: txt D)). 
. cuuepor sie. oracess undevos airiov orros D. 
(Crrere 

ewi(nrecras (itacism 

wept ov ov Surnconeba 
. as Meyer, from а careless repetition of ov: more ө, as „ in 
loc, inserted 
аг а new of the sentence 

those who placed a colon at vrapxorros and re rg arded ve 
) A B(sic : see table) Н L(for o or Li) P B oe fgh 

n. m o syrr [eth(appy)) arın: om od DE 18[е sil] 86 rel vulg coptt Chr-comm, Thl- 
Bovra 

18. 86 rel Chr, (Ec-ms Thl-fin. 
тостр. as in apposn with (ле proceding сев 
d k m 86. 40 D-lat arm Thi-fin : om 

d. thi gti HLP rel [үш] Chr Thi tt (18 def) 

(prob the simple verb was substituted for the compd rather than vice 
versá: both ezprr are in ordinary use) HL(P] bd eg [Chr.] 

ins жерг bef 
l-sif: txt ABDEN 

THs състр. (consequent on regarding 
ABEN 

Cuar. XX. 1. for wposkaA., ретатекфареуоз BEN m 18. 86. 40 coptt sth-rom Thl- 
fin: pueracrei agros а 69. 98-marg 106 : 

ins woAAa bef D. 
txt ADHLP rel Chr, 

rec om sapaxaAecas (see note), with HLP rel Chr, 
Thl.sif. om d D. 

харак. 
Thl.sif: ins AB(D)EN а e m 18. 36 [vulg syrr copt [sah sth arm] Thi-fin.—*apa- 
келе(и)саѕ DI? 
a c m 86 Thl-fin. sropeveg Da: 
HL 18(sic) rel Chr Thl-sif. 
AHP l8[e sil] rel Chr, Thl.sif. 

9. ins тарта bef та деру D. 
xpuo(anero)s(?) D!- а рз). 

Dict. of Antiquities, art. Conventus. 
Pliny, Н. М. v. 29 fin., mentions Ephesus 
as one of these assize towns. ёб. 
тато] there are (such things as) pro- 
eonsuls: the fit officers before whom to 
ссе causes: а —— plural. So 

mentators generally. But may not 
the ‘ consiliarii" of the proconsul who were 
his assessors at the * conventus," csse ide in the 
provinces, have themselves popularly borne 
the name? We find in Jos. B. J. ii. 16. 1, 
that Cestius, the ўуєрбу of Syria, on re- 
ceiving an application respecting Florus's 
conduct at Jerusalem, perà ryeudrer 
eBovAetero,—which ꝓyendres were his 
assessors, or consiliarii. (See on ch. xxv. 
12, and Smith's Dict. of Antt., ut supra.) 

укол. МА) let them (the plaintiffs 
and defendants) plead one an- 
other. 39.] Legitimus cetus est, 
qui a magistratu civitatis convocatur et 

for gr., axorwacapevos 
(corra) ABEN 36 Thl-fin: om D 27. 662. 106: us 
om ry» BDE L(esil] N a bck mo Thi-fin: i 

екеу Di(txt D*). 

1: was аст. EN: астатанеро$ Te D* 

for sapaxaAecas avrovs, 

regitur. Grot. The art. points out the 
regularly recurring assembly, of which 
they all knew. 40.] ydp assumes that 
this assembly was an unlawful one. 
pubes K. r. A.] There being no ground 
why (i.e. in consequence of which) we 
shall be able to give an account, i.e. ‘no 
кош. whereon to build the possibility of 

iving an account.’ The reading жер1 
ob ‹ où (see digest) seems to involve the sen- 
tence in almost inextricable confusion. To 
read жері ris сист. т. and take it in 
apposit. with жері об, * hujus rei, videlicet 
а hajus’ (Bornemann), is very 

Снар. XX. 1— ХХІ. 16.] JOURNEY or 
PAUL TO MACEDONIA AND GREECE, AND 
THENCE TO JERUSALEM. me Tapa- 
«aAécas has probably been omitted on ac- 
count of the two participles coming to- 
gether : or perhaps on account of the same 
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q ch. zv. 33. 
rch. zv. 33 reff. 

t ch. хіі. 13 
sch.ix 3f ирас тре, yevouerns avTQ eo ira тфу lo- bedf fa 

ч nd u. S, H ÉXXovTC 

Deer iz. 10 12. 80 

t Aud yec hal eis Trjv Suplav éyévero” 
"vens 10 бтгострёфер Sua Maredo 4 х ouv- 

ix." elmeto дё abr d тў “Actas Tararpoe Пёрроу 
т constr 

iii. 1 41 
w -: ch. vi 

„ Веро фо, Өєтсалоикёю» $ 'Apizrapyos xai Lexoivdos, 
N " kal. Talos AcpBaios | kal Tryd8eos, “Aciavoi $ Tuyexos 

2 Macc. xv. 
2 оазе, 
YE 

баада" 
b « here euly. йаша d. "(see ver 23.) 

8. for те, 8е D 38 E-lat copt. 

E. a yet E. 
18. 36.—yGeAnoer 5 eis су 
накебо›:асз D syr-mg(proceeding as 

Kai Tops. 5 Or [$ё] * этроє\@б»те$ " épevov Y ν 
a= ver. 13. 2 Cor. tu. б. (ch. zii. 10 al.) Gen. хик. 14. 

for yevou., кай yernOaions 02: x. yeryóeis Di. gr. 
exifovAgs bef ауто ABER a h 18: txt DHL rel vulg Chr 

rec vrenn: wi with B*HLP rel syr-mg-gr [бт]: txt АВ!ЕМ 
tay etre de TO weng вите vrocrpepe Bia rys 
below as far as tte). 

ue AA 

4. for evreirero бе avro ax, ueAXorros ouvr[autem D- lat i Da on 
pexpi D (comitari eum D- lat). 
BR 13 үш [coptt seth Bede. 
Chr Thl-sif: ins А 

Bepowos NI: 
doveriws D'(and lat: n D‘). 
for rvxixos, evrvxos D 

5. rec om ĝe, with DHLP rel 86 vulg Syr 
syr copt Thl - fin. 
єреуор (but : erased) N 

word occurring again in ver. 2. 2.1] 
Notices of this journey may be found 2 Cor. 
ii. 12, 18; vii. 5, 6. He delayed on the 
way some ‘time at Troas, waiting for Titus, 
—broke off his _ preaching there, though 
prosperous, in of mind at his non- 
arrival, 2 Cor. ii. 12, 18,—and sailed for 
Macedonia, where Titus met him, 2 Cor. 
vii.6. That Epistle was written during it, 
from Macedonia (see 2 Cor. ix. 2, xavxé- 
pas, * І am boasting’). He seems to have 

to the confines at least of та, 
‚ xv. 19. abroós] The 

donian brethren: so ch. xvi. 10 al., see 
reff., and Winer, edn. 6, $ 22. 3. "ЕА. 
Musa] W eee ch. xix. * és * 
woujoas stay was made at с 
most bly : m 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 7: 
was during the winter, e AE Б. 
During it the Epistle to the Romans was 
written : 3 M LONE § iv. P 

yerba is purpose, 
poing g from Corinth to Palestine by sea, is 
mplied ch. xix. 21, and 1 Cor. xvi. 8—7. 

Tov drr J The genit. is not (ав 
Meyer) governed directly by yrduns, which 
would be more naturally 5 b 1 Tb 
óx.: but denotes the pu 

4. py: т. Act lt is not herby 
implied that they went no further than 
Ака: Trophimus (ch. xxi. 29) and Азы 
chus (ch. xxvii. 2), and probably others, as 
the bearers of alms from Macedonia 
and Corinth (1 Cor. xvi. 8, 4), accompanied 

om exp: THs at (fo conform to fons 
rec om xuppou (see note), with HLP rel КА рн 

DEN ab m o 13. 36. 40 vulg 
B«pvuuos D-gri(txt D. 

for aciaroi, e$egio: D (syr-mg) sah. 

syr-mg coptt arm Thl-fin int. 
ins о bef SepBaos А [13]: BovB(e)pios 

[arm] Chr, Thl-sif: ins ABEN a c 18. 40 
eee (see ver 18) 100 bi E.gr HI. PN f g K m. 

for suas, avrov D- gr. 

him to Jerusalem. Zéwarpos IU 
Вєрогаїоз] This mention of his father is 
perhaps made to distinguish him (?) from 
Sosipater, who was with Paul at Corinth 
(Rom. xvi. 21). The name nov has 
been erased as that of an unknown 
and because the mention of the father is 
unusual in the N. T.:—no possible reason 
азота бега insertion by copyista. 

og | See ch. хіх. 29; xxvii. 
2; Col. i 10; Philem. 24. Secundus 
is altogether anknown. The Gaius here 
is not the Gaius of ch. xix. 29, who was a 
Macedonian. The epithet AepBa:os is in- 
serted for distinction’s sake. agp 
was from Lystra, which probabl 
oceasion to his bein mentioned 
close com у with Gaius of та kore ja 

in the construction are fatile. 
was not of Derbe, see ch. xvi. 1, 2: and 
the name Caius (I'dies, Gr.) was far too 
common to create any in there 
being two, or three (see note, ch. xix. 29) 
companions of Paul so called. With con- 
jectural emendations of the text (AepB. 8 
Tipo., Kuin., Valck.) we have no concern. 
Arve T. к. Т.) Tychicus is men- 

tioned Eph. vi. 21, as sent (to 
from Rome) with that Epi He bore 
also that to the Colossians, Col. iv. 7, 
at the same time. See a also 3 Tim. 
iv. 12; Tit. iii. 12. bimus, an 
Epbesian, was in Jerusalem with Paul, 

13" 
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Luke iv. 13. 
Rom. i. 13 al. 
2 Macc. zir. 

irri, , 88 trj jud тё» f саббате» ther; fe 
ии { кАйсаг арто, ó IlabXos k & r avrois pér- Hark 20 . 

2). see ch. ziii. 14 reff. 
k ch. xvii. 2 reff, 

6. om ту» D. 
Thl-sif— for axpt удерш» serre, ren T 

T. for 8e, re D Syr sth. 
rec for nue, rer 

eh. xxi. 29: and had been, shortly before 
2 Tim. was written, left sick at Miletus. 
(See Prolegg. to 2 Tim. § i. 5.) 8. 
otros] The persons mentioned in ver. 4: 
not only * апа Trophimus. The 
mention of Timotheus in this list, distin- 
guished from ўраз, has created an insuper- 
able difficulty to those who suppose Timo- 
theus himself to be the narrator of what 
follows: which certainly cannot be got over 
(as De Wette) by supposing that Timotheus 
might have inserted himself in the list, and 
then tacitly excepted himself by the judas 
afterwards. The поез opis here, as 
well as before, ch. xvi. 10 (where see note), 
that the anonymous narrator was in ver 
intimate connexion with Paul; and on this 
occasion we find him remaining with him 
when the rest went forward. * Д 
&.T.A.] For what reason, is not said: but 
we may well conceive, that if they bore the 
contributions of the churches, a better ор- 
portunity, or safer ship, may have deter- 
mined Paul to send them on, he himeelf 
having work to do at Philippi: or perhaps, 
again, as Meyer suggests, Paul may have 
remained behind to keep the days of un- 
leavened bread. But then why should not 
they have remained too? The same motive 
may not have operated with them; but in 
that case no reason can be given why they 
should have been sent on, t as above. 
It is not impossible that both may have 
been combined :—before the end of the days 
of unleavened bread, a favourable o - 
tunity occurs of sailing to Troas, of which 
they, with their charge, avail themselves : 
Paul and Luke waiting till the end of the 
feast, and taking the risk of a less desirable 
conveyance. That the feast had something 
to do with it, the mention of pera т. ў. T. 
&(. seems to imply: such notices being not 
inserted ordinarily by Luke for the sake of 
dates. The assumption made by some (see, 
e. g. Mr. Lewin, p. 587), that the rest of 
the company sailed at once for Troas from 
Corinth, while Paul and Luke went by land 

heh. iv. 5 reff. comstr., eh. xiii. 44 reff. 
‚ Evi. 

ich. li, 46 reff. 

rec axpis, with H rel: axo EN 18: infra E-lat: txt ABLP d 
D. for ov, отоо AEN 18: ov xa: 40. 

187: кше: ey тука D: txt BHLP rel 36 Chr. 
om ту E k. Br. 

pabyter (alteration to suit avrois—see note), with HLP rel Bas, 
Thi-sif: txt ABDEN a! c 13. 86. 40 vulg syrr (copt) 
rec ins rev bef xAaca, with D Thl-fin: om ABEHL 

[for етта, xevre L'(but corrd).] 
aft ша ins яроту D- 

sah] eth arm Chr, Thi-fin. 

to Philippi, is inconsistent with ovrelxero, 
ver. 4. From the notice here, we learn 
that Paul's stay in Europe on this occasion 
was about three-quarters of a year: viz. 
from sbortly after Pentecost, when he left 
E (see on ch. xix. 10), to the next 
Easter. 6. Exp. tp. буте] in five 
days, see reff. The wind must have been 
adverse: for the voyage Jrom Troes fo 
Philippi (Neapolis) in cb. xvi. 11, seems to 

T. iv тў 

seems to have begun immediately after the 
Resurrection (see John xx. 26), of as- 
sembling on the first day of the week for 
religious purposes. (Justin Martyr, ApoL 
i. 67, p. 88, says, тӯ той Alou Acyoudry 
huipa wdvtey xara wéAcis $ &ypobs perdy- 
теу ёт) Tò айт) cuvéAevors era.) Per- 
haps the greatest proof of all, that this day 
was thus observed, may be found in the 
early (see 1 Cor. xvi. 2) and at length 
3 i» the Gentile world, 

of the Jewish seven-day period as a divi- 
sion of time,—which was entirely foreign 
to Gentile habite. It can only have been 
introduced as following on the practice of 
especial honour paid to this day. But we 
find in the Christian Scriptures no trace 
of any sabbatical observance of this or any 
day : nay, in Rom. xiv. 5 (where see note 
Paul shews the untenableness of any su 
view under the Christian dispensation. 
The idea of the transference of the Jewish 
sabbath from the seventh day to the first 
was an invention of later times. 
RA J See note on ch. ii. 42. 
The breaking of bread in the Holy Com- 
munion was at this time i ble from 
the дуба. It took place apparently in 
the evening (after the day's work was 
ended), and at the end of the assembly, 
after the preaching of the word (ver. 1) 

evrois, in the third person, the dis- 
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o of time, Matt. 
xi. 93. ch. 
x. 30. 
1 Tim. vi. 14 al. Pe. civ. 19 
xzv.l,&c. Jobn xvili.3. Rev. Iv. 4. viii. 10 only. Gen. zv. 17 

t ver. 7 al. s oh. i. 13 reff. Acta only. 
only. L. Zech. ii. 4 

Tod °rpiotéyou като Kai *1JjpÜm vexpós. 
p Mark xiil. 36. Luke zi. б. ch. xvi. 28 only. Judg. xvi. 3. 

w 2 Cor. хі. 83 only. Josh. ii, 18, 18. 

10 е caras 
> а Ман. 

т Luke xxiii. 9al. 1 Macc. xv. 28. 
v ch. vii. 68. xxiii, H 

2 = here bis (ch. xxv. 7. xxvi. 10) 
PaL 

u ch. vi, 16 reff. 

onlyt. Pe.lxxv. 7 Aq. Dan. v. 20 Theod. Herodian |. II, ef the буаАда Scowerds,—df oUpayoy x 
. (катефора Aq., Gen. fi. 21. xv. 12.) 

221. f. ( 2 vor. 7. absol., ch. xvili. 4 reff. 
Ezek. lil. 6. стоа\ тріст 
е = Matt. zxiv. 17. ch. z. 30,81. 1 Kings ix. 

y Luke xziv. 1 (John iv. 11, Rev. И. 24) only. Bir. 
а ch. iv. 17 reff. b = ch. zii. 14 ref. 

t, Dion. Hal. Antt. iti. 88. d = Mark 
71. Xen. Cyr. I. 4. A. 

тес for nuev, утау (see above on nue», ver a 
with e k [copt seth-rom Thl-sif] : txt ABDEHLPN 13. 36 rel vulg syrr sah (seth- 
arm Chr, Thl-fin. om curpypero: E. 

9. rec кабтшеуоз (corra to more usual form), with HLP rel Chr.: txt ABDEN a 
18. 86. om yveavias 
om Tov (bef sravAov) D. 

кш os рбп Dl. gr. 

course being addressed to the disciples at 
Troas : but the first person is used before 
and after, because all were assembled, and 
partoo of the breaking of bread together. 

ot observing this, the copyists have 
altered judy above into тё» дабут@», and 
Jue» into Joa, to suit афто. 8. 
Aapráð. 1к.] This may be noticed, as 
Meyer observes, to shew that the fall of 
the young man could be well observed: 
or, perhaps, because many lights are apt 
to increase drowsiness at such times. 
Calvin and Bengel suppose,—in order that 
all suspicion might be removed from the 
assembly (‘ ut omnis abesset suspicio scan- 
dali, Beng.); Kuin. and partly Meyer, — 
that the lights were used for solemnity's 
sake,—for that both Jews and Gentiles 
celebrated their festa] days by abundance 
of lights. But surely the adoption of 
either Jewish or Gentile practices of this 
kind in the Christian assemblies was very 
improbable. 9.] Who Eutychus was, 
is quite uncertain. The occurrence of the 
name ав коош 0 slaves and freed- 
men (Rosenm. and Heinrichs, from inscrip- 
tions), determines nothing. im ris 
Ovp(bog] On the window-seat. The wiu- 
dows in the East were (and are) without 
glass, and with or without shutters. 
xaradepépevos бту. ] Wetstein gives many 
instances of the use of xarapépopai either 
absolute, or with els brvor, signifying * to 
be oppressed with, borne down towards, 
sleep.’ Thus Aristotle, de somn. et vig. 
iii. p. 466. b. 81, ed. Bekk.: rà dwrerixd 
.. . wdera . . . xapnBaploy... voii... 

ек: Tn 60р:8: karexoueros утуо Варе D. 
for ато, vro DH b o 40 Chr тесто», omg кои follg, E. 

kal "iiis duni ка) rua rd(orres тобто 
oroo» тасҳе, ка} &BvraroUci alpew 
Thy кефалђу xal тё BAdpapa: and Diod. 
Sic. iii. 57, катеуєубеісау eis бтуоу Zer- 
bj. l believe the word is used here and 
below in the same sense, not, as usually in- 
terpreted, here of the effect, of sleep, and 
below of the fall caused by the eleep. It 
implies that relaxation of the system, and 
collapse of the muscular power, which is 
more or less indiented by our expressions 
‘falling asleep,’ dropping asleep.’ This 
effect is being produced when the first 
participle is used, which is therefore im- 
perfect, —but as Paul was going on long 
discoursing, took complete possession of 
him, and, having been overpowered,— 
entirely relaxed in consequence of the 
Sleep, he fell. In the ion vexpds 
here, there is & direct assertion, which can 
hardly be evaded by explaining it, wae 
taken up for dead,’ as De Wette, Olsh. ;— 
or by saying that it expresses 5 
of those who took him up, as Meyer. It 
seems to me, that the supposition of a 
mere suspended animation is as absurd 
here as in the miracle of Jairus’s daughter, 
Luke viii. 41—56. Let us take the narra- 
tive as it stands. The youth falls, and 
is taken up dead: so much is plainly 
asserted. (First, let it be remembered 
that Luke, a physician, was present, w 
could have at once pronounced on the 
fact.) Раш, not а physician, but an. 
Apostle,— gifted, not with medical discern- 
ment, but with miraculous power, goes 
down to him, falls on him and embraces 

hkmo 
13 
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o ÔÈ 6 Iañhos féméreocv айтф кай $ avwmepiXaBàw. єйтє tw. m. (a. 

Gema. Mj) v борбейсбе ў yàp N) абтоб d» abr доти. , at 
reed.) 1112 à $ ' k А N y 1l А Ezek. v. 3 
ABCDE III ара84с дё xai * xAdcas тд» prov xai ! yevodpevos, р 
НІРм a 

ta рєтргоҳ. 
ўуагуо» 8 тд» тайда ута, kal * тарєек\л]Өпса» * ov 1 u, s. 

ch. li. 46 reff. 

13 рес 58 YmpocrÂóvres ert тӧ mAoîov l= ch. z. 10 

AauSáveww tov Паё\ом otras yàp * батєтатуд&уо$ ўр, 1 
*.) abròs rege. 14 @с̧ бё “cuvéBadrey и» 

o here only. Isa. іх. 9. 2 Mace. xil. $ only. 
. = ch. xv. 40 reff. 

s — Matt. ii. 18. v. . Luke xvi. 25. Gen. xelv. 61. 
only. (-es, Sir. xzxiv. (xzxi.) 20. Xen. Mem. iv. I. I.) v ver. 3. 

3,1. y = here bis. ch. zxili. 31. 2 Tim. iv. 11 only. (ch. i. 2. vli. 43.) 

xxii. 30. 
xxvii. 17. see Heb. vi. 18. 

z= vv. 

vii. 17. zi, 34. L. P., ene. Matt. I. I. 1 t Chron. ix. 33. 
бусту ў стратий, Xen. Anab. v. 5. 4- (-C, Mark vi. 33.) 

10. aft exexrecer ins ex! c 106: execer ex D. 
C [буте coptt arm)]: evurapaAaBer c К 40. 105 : add а»то» а 86. 

rec om тор (the force of the art being overlooked, 
неу - 

11. (om 1st ка: B (sah).) 

M, 15. ch. 
zxiv. 36 
only. т. 

= John iv. 6. ch. 

t here only. 

a here only +. s dra 
b = here only. (ch. vii. 16 reff.) 

oupwep:Badey С, and add avrov 
ins xa: bef 

es note), with DIEHLPN? rel Chr, Thi-sif: ins ABCD!N! 13 Thl-fin. . for 
те, 9e D-gr E-gr Thi-sif. (ахрь so AB!C*EN Thl-sif.) 

1 has acwa(ouero de avrov 1ryayev[ adduzerunt] Tov 9. for wyayor бе тоу waida, 
peavug or. 

avrns Ni. 

18. pod. (see ver 5) ABIEHP f gh k m o Chr, Thl.eif: котел. D[-gr] Syr 
ascendimus yum for Ist exi, es D d 188. 

l-sif: txt ABCEN [а] 13. 40 Thl-fin. HLP rel 36 Chr 
rec (for 2nd eri) eis, with 

for accor, 6acor, or 
0accor L(but not in ver 14) P o 73-6-8. 99. 100-1 syrr sah: acor b! f k 13. 106 sth: 
»ато» 15-8. 86, and so in ver. 14. rec ny bef Biarerayueros (fv Biar. is St. Luke's 
habit almost uniformly, but it ie not the habit of the great mss to alter this order), with 
DHL rel Chr: evreradpevos ny C 15. 86. 180: txt A B[-rov B!] EN a m 13. ins 
ws bef ueAA wv D 86. 

14. om 8e CI 
avros [bef ueA.] E. 

rec cvreBaAer (alleration to historic aorist as so freq), 
or 

). 
with CDHL rel 86 volg E. lat Chr: evreBaAAor RI; txt AB E-gr PN? 40. 
Ist eis, evi Nl. 

bim, —a strange proceeding for one bent on 
discovering suspended animation, but not 
зо for one who bore in mind the action 
of Elijah (1 Kings xvii. 21) and Elisha 
2 Kings iv. 34), each time over a dead 

and kaving done this, not before, 
bide them not to be troubled, for Ais life 
was i» him. I would ask any unbiassed 
reader, taking these details into considera- 
tion, which of the two is the natural in- 
terpretation,—and whether there can be 
any reasonable doubt that the intent of 
Iuke is to relate a miracle of raising 
the dead, and that he mentions the falli 
on and embracing him as the outwa 
significant means taken by the Apostle to 
that end? 11.] The intended break- 
ing of bread had been put off by the acci- 
dent. TÓv Apr., as ch. її. 43. Were 
it not for that usage, the article here might 
import, ‘the bread which it was intended 
to break,’ alluding to &pr. above. 
Y«vcépavos ] having made a meal, see reff. 
The agape was а veritable meal. Not hav- 

"Vor. II. А 

ing tasted it, viz. the bread which he had 
broken ;—though that is implied, usage 
decides for the other meaning. or. 
‘ After so doing :’ see reff. 12.] As 
in the raising of Jairus’s daughter, our 
Lord commanded that something should 
be given her to eat, that nature might 
be recruited, so doubtless here rest and 
treatment were necessary, in order that 
the restored life might be confirmed, 
and the shock recovered. The time in- 
dicated by atyf must have been before 
or about Б A.M.: which would allow 
about four hours since the miracle. We 
have here a minute but interesting touch 
of truth in the narrative. Paul, we learn 
afterwards, ver. 18, intended to go 
afoot. And accordingly here we have 
it simply related that he started away 
from Troas before his companions, not 
remaining for the reintroduction of the 
now recovered Eutychus in ver. 12. 
18. “Ассоу] A sea-port (also called Apol- 
lonia, Plin. v. $2) in Mysia or Troas, oppo- 

Q 
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а ch, aiti. 4 мү, 15 хакебер %йтотАейсауте$ Tjj ° ётюйср f каттуу- ABCDE 
e ch, xvi. 11 g XL & h éré j HLF а 
тей. after åvTixpùs lou. tH дё рф rape gd oe bed te 

gbere or We eis Xá év Tpwyvrlp тӯ * хору) mois ы. 66 apon, kai peivavres ev THG Чә тў А 
» zi #\Өорєу eis Midntov. 16 ! een pixes yap 0 Паўл m тара- 
3. E Cyr. mAeücas THY "Ефесоу, re ш) Ara. abr ° ypovo- 

17 here (лаа 7 éy тў "Aaía: Р éameviev 740, є; Suvarov ely 
sag i i abr. THY gu тўс "V TevTnKOCTIs vert ha. бє 

Tey 

EE 
RBS 

'JepocóAvga. \1'Атд $ё tis Moüuojrov тёрлраҳ eis "Ede- 
rv. сор * цетекаћсато TOUS "" 5 THs " éxxdnoias. 

k- Marl . 36. Luke zlii. 33. ch. ziii. 44. xxl. 36. bd tue zii. 1 = eh. xv. 19 reff. 
m hers only t. Xen. Anab. vi. 3. 1. пи 141 13. Gal. vi. M. [m aliv. 7, N. o here 

calyt. oi D aiy xpürres bear à ie é evovrberes, olov rò 
Bew, Aristot. Rhet. Ш. 3. Luke ii. 16. ziz, at eh. zzii. 18. 3 Pet. iii. men. 3 Chron. х. 18. 

q ch. if. 1 гей. f = Matt. zzvi. 6. Luke х. 32. хх в Luke iv. 23, ch. zzi. 17. zzv. М. 
t ch. vil. 16 reff. u James т. 14 only. (see ch. ziv. * v eh. ai. 90 reff. 

15. xas єкедеу E. 
18. 36. 40 Thi-fin. 

rec аутікри (corra), with B'HP rel ( Thi-fin] : txt A EM 
for erepa, errepa В 15-9. 73. sapeAaBouer D!- 

D om xai Heir res ev T], and aft тт ins ёе ABCEN [а] 13 vulg [сон 
-pl arm]: txt (the occasion of the omn has probably been, that Trogylium is not in 

Rea, which at 
Thl.—rec Tpe"yvA 
Trogylio D-lat. 

16. rec expire (an ecclesiastical 

rst sight the text appeared to imply) DHLP rel 86 syrr sah Chr, 
, with HP rel 88: txt (D)L h m o (e f g К) Chry nau. D-gr, 
epxouevn D! а m 951-6. 1 

portion begins at ver 16, which has occasioned the 
alteration of of the Р! ес into the independent historic aor), with GHL rel Chr 

i Thl-sif: txt ABC 18. 86 vulg. for owes pn ‘yernra ауто [avrov H] 
ни umore *yernÜ avro катат хес тіз ut non contingeret ei morandi quis 

rec (for em) уу, with LP rel 40 Chr Thi: txt (but looks like a ү” o 
ABCEN a 18. 86.—om е Bvraror « DH th - rom. 

for eis, er Di(txt D*). 
1T. pererepyaro D. om rovs E. 

site to Lesbos, twenty-four Roman miles 
(Peutinger Table) from Troas, built on a 
high cliff above the sea, with a descent so 
peces аз to have prompted а pun of 
tratonicus, the musician (see ге. viii., 

Р. 859), on а line of Homer, Il. (. 
Accor 10, ёз кеу = 0A é0pov теіраб 
Tanas. Strab. xiii. l, p 126, Tauchn. 

Paul's reason is not given for 
wishing to be alone: probably he had 
some apostolic рну to make. 14. 
Mvrv J The capital of Lesbos, on the 
E. coast of the island, famed (Hor. Od. i. 7. 
1: Epist. i. 11. 17) for its beautiful situa- 
tion. It had two harbours: the northern, 
into which their ship would sail, was a 
к. Ваёіз, xéuers oxeraCiperos ср 

Frogs, to his 
tman, sr, rapaga od, 180; and 271, 

sapaBaAoU Té cr: see many examples 
E Wetst. Then they made a short run in 

e evening to Trogylium, a cape and town 
on the рад coast, only forty Р айба dis- 
tant, where they spent the n ht. He had 
passed in front of the bay of Ephesus, and 
was now but a short distance from it. 
Mü«vrev] The ancient capital of Ionia 

eus тту прера» D: 
герохсалчи AEN а с 18. 40: txt BODHLP э rel 96 96 j Chr. 

(Herod. i. 142). See 2 Tim. iv. 20, and note. 
kexp(xev] We see here thut the 

ship was at t Paul's disposal, and probably 
hired at Philippi, or rather at Neapolis, for 
the voyage to Patara (ch. xxi. 1), where he 
and Rs compan n a pcan ag 
vessel, going to е separation 
Paul and Luke Коп the rest at the be- 
ginning of the voyage may have been in 
some way connected with the hiring or out- 
fit of this vessel. The ex 
(or бире, which will amount to the same 
thing, E nal it must not be taken ‘for the 

here or any where else) is too 
несне] strong to allow of our su 
ing that the Apostle merely followed the 
previously determined course of a ahip in 
Which he took a passage wepewk. т. 
“Еф.] Не may have been afraid of deten- 
tion there, owing to the machinations of 
those who had caused the uproar in ch. xix, 
F. M., in his notes, gives another reason : 
“ He seems to bave Feared that, had he 
run up the long gulf to Ephesus, he might 
be detained in it by the westerly winds, 
which blow long, especially in the spring.” 
But these would aff affect him nearly as pix 
at Miletus, 17.] The distance from 
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18 de dé " тареуёроуто * mpòs avrov, eimev айтоф “Где w wate uii 
, э S Д e 54 э 2? э f э А 9 

ётістасбе, Yàmò трӧтис ўрёрах Tap’ Js *éméBqe eis Ria ` A e A * e е [4 - " Tjj» `Асіар, *rüs реб йд» tov парта ypovov * éyevopny, xc x. 9 ref. 
b ГА ^ a c d r e ГА сми е 

19 0 доу\ейюи TH кирір * petà è máons * татемофросу Sia 
` Sax ГА E a ^ ^ g В. 7 д only? see 

wai Saxpvov ка 'терасдФ» TOv © cupBdvrwv jot ch. xxiv. U. 
a ^ ^ t= coustr., 

vais PémiovAais TGv ‘lovdaiwy, 20 ws obdey 'ümeaTew- ch zit. 
2. azv. I. (zzvii. 2 reff.) Josh. ziv. 9. = Mark v.16 ch. ix. 27. 

vii. (6) 26 4. only, exe. Matt. vi. 24. Я . H. 11. 
il. 1. Hom 3Pet.i. ö. Jude3al e Eph. 

ld 

refl 

15—20. 

Rom. 
d (‘all possible ] ch. iv. 29. zziii. 1. 

iv. 3. Phil Ы. 3. Col Ы. 18, 23. Ш. 12, Paul only, exc. | Pet v. 5 t. (ge v, 1Pet. li. er 
Ро. еххх. f x» Luke xxii 29. Gale 14 аі. Deut. MES И g ch.i 10 

h ch. ix. 34 гей. ver. 37. Gal. Ц.13. Heb. x. 38 only. Diod. Sic. ill. 70, eit TÒ Aouróv ó i 
Kipos éxdAcvoey ейте», paddy ОтостеААбиеуор. бо Jos. B. J. i. 20. l. 

18. for vapeyerorro, exxAnpuvortro E- gr. aft avrov ins ouov оутоу avrev А: 
оросс ovr. avr. D'(ouwc corre» D!) 40-marg : ouofvuoBor E 73: et simul essent vulg 
(interpolations for particularity): om BCHLPN rel 36 [syrr coptt sth arm] Chr. 

for avrois, spos avrevs D!(zp. avrois D$). exioracde ins adeAgo: D: 
pref. b. 8. 73 sah. for аф, % D'(txt D*): om h 88. 93. for eis, ew: E. 
for тоз to eyerouny, D has es трет» N кап TACO” sorawws цеб vj n» Garros xporov: 
D-corr has тоз for sorazws, D*(P) roy xarra xpovov, and D* adds eyevouny: fui per 
omne tempore D-lat. 

19. aft кор: add деб vua» C c 15-8. 36 
бакр. (prob interpolation: see 2 Cor ii. 4), 
Chr: aft syr: om ABDEN 18. 40 vulg Syr coptt sth-pl Lucif,. cvuBat 
Ter C. 

He probably, therefore, stayed three or 
four da 

two, bishops and presbyters, distinguished, 
as if both were sent for, in order that the 
titles might not r3 3 to се same 
persons,—and (2 r neighbouring 
churches also t in, in order that 
there might not seem to be érfexowos in 
one church only. That neither of these was 
the case, is clearly shewn by the plain words 
of this verse : he sent to Ephesus, and sum- 
moned the elders of the church (see below 
on 3:5A Gor, ver.25). So early did interested 
and disingenuous interpretations begin to 
cloud the light which Scriptare might have 
thrown on ecclesiastical questions. The 
E. V. has hardly dealt fairly in this case 
with the anced text, in rendering ёт:- 
oxérovs, ver. 28, ‘ overseers ; whereas it 
ought there as in all other places to have 
been bishops, that the fact of elders and 
bishope having been originally and aposto- 
lically synonymous might be apparent to 
the ordinary lish reader, which now it 
is not. 18.] The саа арра 

this speech as to the li report in t 
Mota of ne words spoken by Paul, is most 
important. It is a treasure- 

вуг} Chr-tzt,. 

of words, 
Q 

rec ins voAA wr bef 
with CHLP rel 86 sth-rom arm (Bas,] 

vor- 

idioms, and sentiments, peculiarly belong- 
ing to the Aponte bimself. Many of these 
appear їп the ref., but many more lie 
beneath the surface, and сап оу be dis- 
covered by a continuous and verbal study 
of his Epistles. I shall point out such in- 
stances of parallelism as I have observed, 
in the notes. Тһе contents of the speech 
sry lo thus given: He reminds the elders 
о 

Fro 
earnestly to them the flock committed to 
their charge, for which he himself had by 
word and work disinterestedly laboured 
(vv. 26—35). — d rp. u.] These words 
hold a middle place, partly with ёхістасде, 
partly with rd. The knowledge on 
their part was coextensive with his whole 
stay among them : so that we may take the 
words with dríeragôe, at the same time 
carrying on their sense to what follows. 

úp. tyev.] So 1 Thess. i. 6, 
ofüare olo, éyerfünuer d» buiv,—ii. 10, 
bu. uáprupes .. . ӧз doles... di Tois 
тістєбоисіу  d"yerfünuer. Зее 1 Cor. ix. 
20, 22. 19. Bov ever p.] With 
the sole exception of the assertion of our 
Lord, Te cannot serve God and mammon, 
reff. Matt., Luke, the verb Zorc for 
‘serving God’ is used by Paul only, and 
by him seven times, viz. besides reff, 
Rom. xii. 11; xiv. 18; xvi. 18; [Phil. ii. 
22(P)] Col. iii. 24; 1 Thess. i. 9. 
per. т. rar.] Also a Pauline expression, 
2 Cor. viii. 7 ; zii. 12. wepacpey 
2" especially Gal. iv. 14. 20. ore- 

— 
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zii. 7 
e 35. ч 

v. r3 zii. 

Deut. A Lue. pópevos Лоџдаіоіѕ тє xai He Tv eis Ücóv % wera- 
te(cTw ee Tov e iu 

22 з kai уйур * {бой * дєбєрёрос ya TQ " ттуєйпать Tropevopat 
“ТєероитаМм]ш, Tà èv aùr 'cwavrücovrá pot iy 

улар ка 

1 Pet. 1. 12. 
кз кай. 8. eis 

ch. xvi. 31 
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к part, 1 Сот. Adumv rev *ovudepóvrov ! тоў ш) m dvaryyeiAas Univ кад ABCDE 
daa. ipas "OÓnuocía kal "xar olkovs, ?1 р Stauaptu- beate 

XX. 

, 

Incobv. 

б MU шн. 6005, 3 " тАз)» Sre TÒ mvua TÒ Óywov х xara * том» 
71". (ch. xiv. э. ёте.) 5 рог У AE бть *бєтцй ка} * Orirpers pe 

pen. viii, 28 

p ouem > Lévova'w. 
т =æ ch, xziv. 24 reff. в ch. lil. 11. 

1. 13. al u = ch. xvii. 16 reff. 
w ss bere 0 Amos ix. 8 

xii. 2. E . iv. 17, 18. "Rev. iv. 8 
ach. zi. 19 re see ver. б 

A Mobb ° Xoryov ° тоюдиа THY è xh 
кэм we ые, only. роте ár mx (св. а. vr bnt) reff. 

x cb. zv. 21 (38). Tit. i. 5. 
8. кіх. ua Winer, edn. 6, ) 50 

y masc., Mark Iz. 1 Cor. 
ach. M pers 

c = and constr. , bere only. see Job ziv. 3. хий. 4. 

om an D Lucif,. om vuas D 

d ch. xv. 26 reif. 

20. тоу cupdeporrey bef итетте\адту C. 
Thl.sif Lucif, Jer,. кат oixous kai 8троста. D. 

21. Biauoprvpaueros Н m Bas-ms, Thl-sif: -povuevos Dl. rec ins To» bef бео» 
or for uniformity), with ADHLP 13. 36 rel Bas-ms Thi-fin : om BC Exe d h k Bas, 
shy, Tbl-sif. 

also D, which reads б.а Tov коргоо nu. ino. xp 
aft ior ins т» EHLP rel Bas Chr Thl: om ABCR a 18. 36; : 

om ноу E. rec aft (с. ins 
хрісто» (common adds), with ACDEN 13. E^ rel Syr copt th - pl [arm] Chr, Thl-fin : 
om BHLP b cg h syr sah æth-rom Bas, Thi-sif Lucif,. 

22. rec eye bef 5eBeperos, with DHLP rel ат [tol "s Did, Thl-sif] Chr, Epiph, : 
txt (characteristic order) ABCEN a k 18 vulg Ath-[4-]mss Thi-fin. 

originally a mistake) А D-gr E-gr H [M D. сузаутто@ута (prob 
oupByoopera (gloss) C а 15. 36 .68-9. 180 lect-12 : txt BLPN rel ves Ath Chr ( Thl-fin]. 

BR}. до: 

Е. 
13. 40 Ath-[2-|m 
Thl-sif: ins A 

for e:8es, yerrwoxer D. 
$3. то ay. ту. D. gr: то wy. uoi то ay. c 47. 187 Epiph Chr. 

ins vaca» bef ком» D vulg syrr eth Lucif,. 
om ката том» 

Siexapruparo AEN® 
БА у rec om до: (ae unnecessary 7), with HLP rel sth-rom 

CDEN a b de k m 18. 36. 40 vulg syrr copt [sah] sth-pl arm Ath 
Bas, (Epiph, Thdrt-ms, ] Thl-fin Lucif, Jer. 
СК rel: trt DEHLP 18 f (k?) 11 mi 86. 

rec Aeyo», with A B(sic: see table] 
rec pe bef xa: OArpeis (alteration 

perhaps to avoid pepevovoiw), with LP rel Thdrt Thi-fin: pow aft uervovcir D : txt 
АВСЕНМ a c k 18. 40 vulg arm Cyr-jer Bas, Did, Chr Thl.sif. at end add er 
teporoAvuors D vulg[ -ed(aft 04.) am!(but marked for erasure) (not demid) syr-w-ast 
sah [Orig · inti] Lucif,. 

rec Aoyov, with AD'EHLPN? 13 rel 40: txt BCD‘N! sah eth arm. 
aft rotounal ins ove exo, with EHLP rel 86: ins exe ov8e bef sowvpa: AM? 18. 40, 
exo uoi ovde D! : om BCD‘N! Syr sah eth arm. 

ст«\\&рлүу | So again ver. 27. The sense in 
Gal. ii. 12 1s similar, though not exactly 
identical—' reserved himself,“ withdrew 
himself from any open declaration of senti- 
ments. In Heb. x. 88 it is e. 
TeV сү peep.) See reff. A. els 0. . 
els т. de. '].] This use of els is mostly 
Pauline : and in ch. xxiv. 24 it seems to be 
taken from his own expression. 22. 
ScBendvos тф wvevpart) bound in my 
spirit. This interpretation is most pro- 
bable, both from the construction, and 
from the usage of the expression 7d rebua 
repentedly by and of Paul in the sense of 
his own spirit. See ch. reff., where the 
principal instances are given. "The dative, 
as here, is found Rom. xii. п, TQ ту. 
(éovres, —1 Сог. v. 8, тарди тф wvebp. 
(1 Cor. xiv. 15, 16 ?),—2 Cor. ii. 18, obs 

rec aft ту» xu ins pov, with 

foxnxa vesi» TQ vr. pov, and al., see also 
ch. xix. 21. How he was bound in the 
spirit is manifest, by comparing other 
passages, where the Holy Spirit of God is 
related to have ay his apostolic course. 
He was bound, by the Spirit of God leading 
captive, constraining, his own spirit. 
As he went up to Jerusalem 8eBeuéros 7$ 
vveipoT., во he left Judæa again 8еЗерќроѕ 
т ME: prisoner according to the 

He had no detailed know- 
“ of faturity—nothing but what the 
i Spirit, in general forewarnings, re. 
d at every point of his journey 
(xarà wéAww; see ch. xxi. 4, 11, for 
two such instances), announced, viz., im- 
prisonment and tribulations. That here no 
inner voice of the Spirit is meant, is evi- 
dent from the words xara sóAw. (Two of 

bie 
o 18 
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°тцийа» épavtQ ws ! reXevoat Tov E Ópóuov pov Kat THY • = Jamesy.7 
hStaxoviay Àv 'Enaßov пара той xvupíov Inooõ, * ŝia- 
нартйўрасба tò evayyédov tis *ydpitos той Өєоў. 
25 ! cal, vUy ! {бой éyw olda Sts ойкёт: ' OvreaDe тд + Árposerrrov 

1 Pet. i. 19 al. 
Prov. iii. 18. 
viii. 11. 

f = John iv. 84 
al. Sir. I. 19. 
see Phil. Ш. 

iv. 13 
^ A , i ( " i. 

pov dels Trávres, év ols u &jABov " enpvoowy thv '“ Bacı- * is. Mini 
viii. 6. 

i ch. il. 38 reff. 
only. Gewpeiy, ver. 38. 
reff. 1 Chron. xxi. 4. 
ch. хаті. 31 only. 

k = cb. xiii 

DiC-gr (tat РУ). 
[quam TeAeuozo BN. 

с теб. 5 

par, Col. U. 1. 1841, 1 Thess. ii. 17. Hi. 10. 
vhere only. к. Td evayy. THs B., Matt. ix. 35. R. т. B. r. Өво® 

w abeol., Mat eu” 8 : 

D'!EH vulg: om ABC D*(and lat) LP c 13[for ., «vxnv] 36. 40. 

* er. 

h = ch. L 17,38. vi. 4% Bom. xl. 13+. (ch. vi, 1 al. L.P., exe. Heb. | 16 Bev, il. 19. 
. 43 reff. ver. 22. t = here (Rev. il. ( 

u -= ch. vili. 4 

1. 12. ziii. 19 

euavTOV 

for ws, ews МЭ: waste E be d o 18. 40. 187: ws то C 104: Tov 
rec aft rov popoy pov ins uera xapas (interpola- 

tion appy : see Phil i. 4, Col і. 11, Heb x. 84 fo: the finishing hie course appeari 
not emp 
Syr coptt th Lucif,. 

Geov) D'(ins D*). 
25. om 1800 E 1 18. 40. 73 Lucif,. 

for ovxeri, ovx N [D-lat]. 

the three other places where this phrase 
occurs are from the mouth or pen of Paul.) 

23. +o пу. Biapaprýp.] Compare 
Rom. viii. 16, то wvetpa содиарторег T$ 
wr. jur. 24.] The reading in the text, 
amidst all the varieties, seems to be that 
out of which the others bave all arisen, 
and whose difficulties they more or less 
explain. The first clause is a combination 
of two constructions, od erb Adyou тогой- 
ши Thy фихђи duavro), and ой soi Una: 
(fryotpas, Phil. iii. 7, 8) rh» Woxdy Tudor 
duavrg. The best rendering in English 
would be, I hold my life of no account, 
nor precious tome. Then again the con- 
fused construction of the former clause 
shews itself in the és of the latter, which 
is not ‘so that,’ but ‘as,’ q.d. before, ‘so 
precious.” ‘I do not value my life, in 
comparison with the finishing my course.’ 
Render then the whole verse: But I hold 
my life of no account, nor is it so pre- 
.cious to me, as the finishing of my 
course. wTeAavooar) See the same 
image, with the same word, remarkably 
expanded, Phil. iii. 13—14. There in ver. 
12 he has used rereAclopa:,—and,—as is 
constantly the case when we are in the 
habit of connecting certain words together, 
—the 8póuos immediately occurs to him, 
which he works into а sublime comparison 
in ver. 14. 8рброу] А similitude 

iar to Paul: occurring, remarkably 
enough, in his speech at ch. xiii. 25. He 
uses it without the word 3p., at 1 Cor. 
ix. 24— 27, and Phil. iii. 14. cal 
T. 8.] and (i.e. even) the ministry, &c. 
xal in this sense gives that which, in 
matter of fact, runs el with the meta- 
phorical expression just used, stands be- 

tic enough), with CEHL rel 36 syr [arm] Ch om ABDN 18. 40 vulg T,: 

aft Suaxoriay ins rov Acyou D vulg{ with demid tol(not 
am fald)] Lucif Ambr.—for y», or D!.gr(txt D.). 

aft 8:ацарторасда: ins iovõaiois ка eAAnow D sah Lucif. 
vapeAaBor D b c k о 187. 

om то» (bef 

ода bef eye C m : om eye 180 Iren-int,. 
rec aft rn» BaciA tar ins Tov Geov (гирріе- 

side it as ite antitype. fAaBov] Com- 
re Rom. i. 6, ЗР os didBopev 1 Се к. 

жостолђу. 95.) It has been argued 
from ёи ols SHA, that the elders of 
other churches besides that of Ephesus 
must have been t. But it might 
just as well have been argued, that every 
one to whom Paul bad there preached must 
have been present, on account of the word 
adyres. If he could regard the elders as the 
representatives of the various churches, of 
which there can be no doubt, why may not 
he similarly have regarded the Ephesian 
eiders as 5 of the churches 
of procons Аза, and have addressed 
all in addressing then.? Or may not these 
words have even a wider application, vix., 
to all who had been the subjects of his 
former personal ministry, in Asia and 
Europe, now addressed through the Ephe- 
sian elders? See the question, whether 
Paul ever did see the Asiatic churches 
again, discussed in the Prolegg. to the 
Pastoral Epistles, $ ii. 18 ff. I may re- 
mark here, that the word оа, in the 
mouth of Paul, does not necessarily imply 
that he spoke from divine and unerring 
knowledge, but expresses his own convic- 
tion of the certainty of what be is saying: 
see ch. xxvi. 27, which is much to our 
point, as expressing his firm persuasion 
that king Agrippa was a believer in the 
prophets: but certainly no infallible know- 
ledge of his heart :—Rom. xv. 29, where 
also а firm persuasum is expressed: — Phil. 
і. 19, 20, where olda, ver. 19, is explained 
to rest on àxoxapaBoxía ка) diris in 
ver. 20. So that he may here ground his 
expectation of never seeing them again, on 
the plan of making a journey into the west 
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, 96 L x , e e^ ^ y » y e 2 

x + et 2. May, bore | Haprupopat wu ёи Tf) дерд "EP, ABC DE 

ph in 1., 076 5 кабаро< eius % ато тоў "atuaros парто» 27 ov yap ved g 
only t. P. cf 7 c ^ Ae? ^ ^ \ d ` ^ bkim 

u rec reid um “Tov uy * йкатүүе Ха тайса» туи * BovAny той олз w. ох 
Jos. В. 

ascend. Oeod du. 28 © тросёуєте otv * Cavrois ral ravi à) {тос 
y Matt. xxviii. ой UMEN: p oseXeT uv уто Ф и 

15. Rom. хі. , 3 Ф e A * e^ ` 4 g Hi) h , [4 

8. 3 Cor. um €» @ илас TO r ТО aytov €TO €T LO KO TO, 
Ш. 14 only. 
Josh us 9, Jer. i. 18. s ch. wii. 6. Gen. xxiv. 8. а = Matt. xxvii. 24. 2 Kings iii. 28- 

b ch. xviii. 6. c ver. 20 (reff.). 4 ii. 23 ref. Wied. vi. 4. e Luke xii. 1. xvii. 3. xzi' 
34. ch. v. 35 only. Deut. iv. 9. f here bis. Luke хіі. 33. 1 Pet. v. 2, 3 only. Jer. xiii. 17. 

g = 1 Cor. zii. 18,28. Gen. xvii, 5 h(bere first.) Phil. i. 1. 1 Tim. iii. 2. Tit. i. 7. 1 Pet. ii. 25 

only. 2 Chron. zzziv. 12. Іва, lx. 17. (mj, 1 Tim. tii. 1. 

mentary айап, аг shewn by the variations), with EHLP rel valg Syr [copt-wilk 
arm-rien] eth Thdrt ТЫ: rov meov D sah; т. кир. no. Lucif: om ABCN c 18. 36 
syr copt arm Cbr,. 

26. rec (for 8io7:) 8:0, with C(D* HL 13. 96 rel [Bas,] Thi: txt A B(sic: see table) 
EPR g: 8:0 xai f 82. 57. 104.—10r ioti to ort, axpı ovr THs onpepor nuepas D'(propter 

hodierno die D-lat : txt D*). rec (for eiu) eyo (see ch xviii. 6, where there 
ts no varn), with AHL rel [Syr] copt Bas, Chr, Thi-sif: eye еш a 69. 106 arm: 
еш eyw sah Jer: txt BCDEN с 18. 86. 40 vulg syr [sah] Amm, Bas, [Iren-int, 
Іосі). aft rarrer add идо» E a de l syrr copt eth [arm-mss]. 

27. om un D'-gr(ins D*(P)) 663. 78. 81. 1771 [arm(Treg) ] Lucif,. тес еш» bef 
жата» T. Bovd. т. 0., with AEHLPN? rel syrr coptt [seth arm] Bas, Chr, Iren-int,: 
txt BC(D)N! m 18 vulg [Iren-int, ].—vwu» D?[-gr (txt D4) [om Lncif,]. 

28. om ovr (xposexere is the beginning of an ecclesiastical portion) ABDN o 18. 86 
lectt vulg copt [sth arm] Did, Thdrt Lucif,: ins CEHLP rel spec syrr Chr, 
[ Bas, ] Iren-int,. 

after seeing Rome, which he mentions 
Rom. xv. 24, 28, and from which, with 
bonds and imprisonment and other dangers 
awaiting him, he might well expect never 
to return. So that what he here says need 
not fetter our judgment on the above ques- 
tion. 26.) The use of paprépopa: is 
peculiar to Paul, see reff. 28. ж | 
davrott] If we might venture to trace the 
hand of Luke in the speech, it would be 
perhaps in this phrase: which occurs onl 
as in reff. т. тофу) This simili- 
tude does not elsewhere occur in Paul’s 
writings. We find it (reff.) where we 
should naturally expect it, used by him to 
whom it was said, * Feed my sheep,’ But 
it is common in the O.T. and sanctioned 
by the example of our Lord Himself. 

жу. T. бү. | See ch. xiii. 2. Mero 
80 Paul, reff. 1 Cor. 
See on ver. 17, and Theodoret on Phil. i. 1, 
фкїткфкоуз rob крес Bvrépovs кале: ёифб- 
тера yap elxov кат” deo vd калрфу vd 
òróuara (Olsh.). The question be- 
tween беоб and къріоу rests principally on 
internal evidence—which of the two is 
likely to bave been the original reading. 
The manuscript authority, now that it is 
certain that B has беоб а prima manu, as 
also M, is weighty on both sides. The early 
patristic authority for the expression olua 
cov is considerable. gnat. Ephes. i, 

. 644, has дуа(отирђсаутеѕ dv aluar: Ocov. 
ertull ad Uxor. ii. 8, vol. i, p. 1298, 

* pretio empti, et quali pretio Р sanguine 
Dei.” Clem. Alex., ‘Quis dives salvus,’ o. 
84, vol. ii., p. 844, has Surdue: Oe татрбз, 

[avrois (for воют.) Di 1!,] то ay. ж». D. gr [spec]. 

x. alpat: 000 waidds, к. 8рбоф wvevpares 
&ylov. On the other band Athanasius 
(contra гах ii. 14, vol. ii, р. 758) says, 
оф8амоў alua беойё lya тарк$$ rapa- 
Bedóxacıww al ypapal, ) deb Bixa варкіз 
хтабфута } àracrárra. In attempting to 
decidebetween the two readings, the follow- 
ing alternatives and considerations may be 

t: (I.) IF xvplov Was THE ORIGINAL, it 
is very possible (1) that some busy scribe 
may have written at the side, аг го о 
occurs, deo This having been once done, 
the interests of orthodoxy would perpetuate 
the gloss, and by degrees it would be 
adopted into the text and supersede the 
original word, or become combined with it, 
ав is actually the саке in HL and а vast 
body of mss. Or, continuing supposition 
I., it may bave been (2) that the expression 
dxxAnolay ToU xuplov, not found any where 
else, may have been corrected into the very 
«sual one, ékkA. (той) eov, which occurs 
eleven times in the Epistles of Paul. Or 
(8), which I consider exceedingly improba- 
ble (see below), the alteration may have 
been made solely in the interest of ortho- 
dozy. Such are possible, and the two 
former not improbable, coutingencies. 
On the other hand (II.) ї 6«ov was THE 
ORIGINAL, but one reason can be given 
why it should have been altered to xvplov, 
and that one was sure to have ed. It 
would stand asa bulwark against Arianism, 
an assertion which no skill could evade, 
which must therefore be modified. If beo 
stood in the text originally, it was sure to 
be altered to xvolov. The converse was 
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эз John xxi. 
16. 1 Pe с 

29 ёуф olda бт! єйеўеўтортав зага э. 
pera TIW "р роо а AUXOL рар ei; Upüs дї) oniy. Gea. 

S 16. ite 
Ф. 3 Месе. vii. Is Herodot. ік. 1T. 

A zs here only. (ch. 

* &vplov AC'DE a 13. 86. 40 syr-mg coptt arm (Eus,) Ath-ms, (Conatt,) Did, pb 
Eph iv. 12) (Thdor-stud,) Thl-fl-ms Iren-int, Lucif, (Aug) Jer, Sedul: xpıerov В 
and 2-mse[7th cent and ater) æth-pl ( Ps-Ign,] Ath-4-mas Thdrt, (cf currpixere eis 
dxxdyolay ToU киріо» hy тер:етогбсато TE 
CHLP rel; коргоо беди 3. 06? : 0«ov BN c vulg 

h, sibi constituit i 
(alteration, says Meyer, owing ге беоу, because тоо бду might be 
(as a gen): but surely this is carrying subtlety somewhat too far. It 

ғ simplicity, not observing the зані, К HLP rel Ath, ui [Anteh, 

lect Ign, Ps-Ath, Epiph, Bas 
aft теріетотюето ins eavre D 

a corr» fo 
Thi: txt ABCDEN а c m 18. 86. 40[ 

Chr,: 
псі. vulg Iren int, 

тоё хрстоб Constt): короо xat Mel 
Syr-s-mes(6th and 7th cent] вуг syr- 

теп TOV {оь чдато$ 
erred to Christ 
been evident 

renſ -int, ]. 

arm Did, Iren-int, L 
29. rec aft eye ins yap (to connect — 1 the sentence), with GEH rel 

от: eyw B: c бе N? copt: xa eyw eth: txt AC'DN! 13. 36 
rec aft o:a ins rovro (like preceding), with C'EHLP rel 

syr Chr: om н АВС а 18. 36 [vulg Syr coptt sth arm] Iren - int, Lucif. 
apetu D[E: ai L]. 

not sure, nor indeed likely, from similar 
reasons, the passage offering no stumbling- 
block to orthodoxy. (III.) PAULINE 
USAGE must be allowed its fair weight in 
the enquiry. 16 must be remembered 
that we are in the midst of a speech, kr 
is (as observed in the Prolegg. to Acts, § 
ue a complete storehouse of Pa 

and expressions. Io picis D 
balle, that he should use an expression 
which no where else occurs in his writings, 
nor indeed in those of his contemporaries? 
Is it more probable, that the early scribes 
should have altered an unusual expression 
for an usual one, or that a writer so con- 
stant to his own phrases should here have 
remained so? Besides, in most of the 

where Paul uses дккАҗа!а ToU деоў, 
is in a manner precisely similar to this, — 

as the consummation of a climaz, or in a 
position of peculiar solemnity, cf. 1 Cor. 
X. 32; xv. 9; Gal. i. 18; 1 Tim. fii. 5, 15: 
and, ceteris. paribus, I submit that the 
present passage loses by the substitution 
Of короо the peculiar emphasis which its 
structure and context seem to require in 
the genitive, introduced as it is by троѕ- 
éxere .. . . renale, and followed by 
the intensifying clause fj» тергето тато 
8:4 тоб aluaros тоё lieu. (IV.) On the 
wbole then, wei the evidence on both 
sides, —seeing t it is more likely that 
the alteration should have been to xvplov 
than to gc, - more likely that the speaker 
should have used беоб than xvplev, and 
more consonant to the evidently empbatic 
pem of the word, I have decided 

һе rec. reading, which in Edd. 1, 2 I 
had rejected. And this decision is con- 
firmed by observing the habits of the 

that B has яо bias for beds 
where the others have wópios: we find it 
thus reading in Luke ii. 38 (во DLX'2N); 
ch. xvi. 10 (so АСЕН); xvii. 27 (so 
AHLN); xxi. 20 Ben nd Col. iii. 16 
(so AC lr M); while on the other hand it 
bas av iw in Hom. xv. 32, where the others 
have 6v or ' xv tv; xv in Eph. v. 21, where 
rec. has бу; xv in ch. viii. 22, with 

ACDEN, where rec. and the mss. have B : 
similarly in ch. x. 33, and xv. 40: 
Rom. x. 17 хо, with CD'N?, for 6v: xiv, 
4, кт, with ACIN, for 05. This evidence 
seems to remove further off the chance 
of deliberate alteration here to беоб, and 
leaves the above considerations their full 
weight. (V.) Of courseany reading which 
combines the two, kvplov and 6«oi, is by the 
very first, principles of textual criticism in- 
admissible. .) The principal names on 
either side are—for the rec. 0«o), Mill, 
Wolf, Bengel, Matthii, Scholz: for auplov, 
Grotius, Le Clerc, Wetat., Griesb., Kuin., 
De Wette, Meyer, Lachmann, Tischendorf, 
en lles. перит.) Luke and Paul 

toral Epp. only), see гей, 39.) 
is here used in an unusual sense. 

An instance is found, Jos, Antt. iv. 8. 47, 
where Moses says, ёте) xpbs rods фкетб- 
азі Kretz wpoydveus, ral Oeds Thre pos 
Thy duépar тїз wpòs dxelvovs AD 
Gpice... ss which is somewhat analogous, 
but more easily explained. That in Herod. 
ix.77 an a rug iud seems analogous. In De- 

ce, р. 58 (fin.), we have 795 
нтр ipi els robs woAeplous ёкойстатг, 
which is most like the usage here. Per- 
haps, absolutely put, it must signify ‘ my 

ге маз. respecting the sacred names. 
appears 
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XX. 

31 &ià " ypiryopeire, * un- 
т х im Ез. доуєйорте;$ “бт: * rpwríay Y vóxra xal Y ýuépav ойк 

ч TW ke * éravoduny Herd dacpiο d ›оибєетф> ° ёра xa Tov. 
xxiii. 2. ch. 
zili. ö, 10. 
Phil fi UM 

t = here (Matt 

32 xal та уду ° тарат(беда bus TQ be xai тф ® Хоую 
THs €" yáprros abrob, TQ Svvapévo | оікодорђсаг каў So 
тј * xAnpovopiay * èv тоф; * ν,j буо tao. 33 dpyu- 

с: 1.4, . piov ij xpuciou ў ! iparua o0 oddevos ™ ётебйртса` % айто 
ch. х 

u eh. v. 37 reff. 

E 16. eleew. gen. oh: U. 
b Rom. xv. 1d. сяле M. 

ee (-десќа. 1 Cor. x. II.) 
хаи саген, хіт. 23. Бе ххх. б. 

А зе С. іх. 31 гей. 
vil. 25. ix x. 29. John эй, 24. 1 Tim. 
vil. Fal) Prov. ili. 3, 6. 

30. om Ist avro» B e sah wth. 
rec (for чо) avro», with CDEHLP rel Bas 

for ка, $e D![-gr](txt Dh. 
Ig (syrr) coptt sth [Antch,] Thl-fin Lucif, Jer, Ors,. 
E ryukTay A. 

vat 81 to ch xxi. 4 
39. vuv (sic) M[ 

as Meyer observes, t. 
rel 86 æth-rom Chr, : aft rw бео, c 187 lect-58 : om A 

for de, корие В 88. 68 coptt. 
e etre oikobounaat алл E Seicvus oTi 787 wxodopnOyoay. 

of its alteration, to render the word more 

[arm] Jer, Ors,. 
быгы, 

But тау not thie 
йы, 

have been the histi 

aft еу ins av( . 

[Antch,]: txt BCDHLP rel 36. 

„ 
er ch. 17.8. „ ch, А 

k —an constr. , Eph. I. і. 18 (rs ch. xxvi] 5) 
rm Pe. xliv. 9. 

ap : txt ABCDEN 13. 36 [adi 
E 29. 76 lect-58 Syr sah ath: pref, a b 0 1 

rec oo aft Bovy. ins wur, with CHLP 18. 86 rel vas: om ABDEN vulg copt. 
om vu, with DHL rel [Chr]: ins А B(sic: see table) CEN. 

s (P avrois) Di. 
83. for lst n, ка D vulg ( did [not am 15 spec emen 

v= Matt.» zair. s ce xvi.13al (Jer. v. 6) 
Chron. xzıi. 16. rige, 

1 Luke 
tr., 1 Tim. iii. I only. (Rom. 

for М стка, атострефе» D-gr Syr. 
Chr,: txt ABN. 

at end ins vu» DE abcd ko 
(D-lat is deficient from 

rec aft vuas ins aBeAdoi (for solemnity ; were it genuine, 
would be no possible reason 1770 omitting it), with CEHLP 

DN 18 vulg syrr coptt sth-pl 
rec ежогкодоитси, with 

re vulg E-lat Jer]. add 
. 661-9. 76. 81. 106! Chr.. 

rec 

add avrov À. 
for vaciw, Tw» таутор D. 

оидеуоз AEN 
vnc 

$4. тес aft avro: ins 8e, with 18[(e sil) рт Thl-fin] : yap 106: I" vos Syr seth- 
rom: ] om ABCDEHLPN rel vulg syr [sah] eeth[-pl] arm Bas, (Ch 

death ;’ see the above passage of Josephus. 
Aókot 6) not persecutors, but 

Jalse teachers, from the words else). als 
Saas, by which it appears that they were 
to come in among the flock, 1. e. to be 
baptized слее „ышк ver. 80 is 
explanato the metaphoric meaning of 
ver. 29. siio is only used by Paul, 
except 2 Pet. ii. 4,6 30.] Spe abr. 
does not necessarily signify the presbyters: 
he speake to them as being the whole au 

81. 5 
E 

on is ende £^ e Hare it {е pressi 
reff.) in Mark, but Lake always ч. the 
genitive, except in the speeches. ul: 
aud eo Paul Dini except as in reff. 
уоъбетду ( reff.) is used on y by Paul. 
On the three years spoken of in this verse, 
see note, ch. xix. 10. We may just remark 
here (1) that this passage being precise and 
definite, must be the master key to those 
others (as in ch. xix.) which give wide and 

indefinite notes of time: and (2) that it 
seems at first sight to preclude the idea of 
& journey (as some think) to Crete and 
Corinth having taken place during this 
period. But this apparent inference may 
require modifying by other circumstances: 
cf. Prolegg. to 1 Cor. § v. 4. 83. т. 
Ady. THe ҳар. абт.] I should be inclined to 
attribute the occurrence of this expression 
in ch. xiv. 8, to the narrative having come 
from Paul himself, or from one imbued 
with his words and habits of thought. See 
ver. 24. T$ Buv.) Clearly spoken of 
God, not of the word of His grace, which 
cannot be said добра: kAspor., however it 
might olxodopijoa:. The expression 
клпроу. èr т. Hy. was. is strikingly similar 
to Tis kAnporouías айтой dy Tois &ylois, 
Eph. i. 18, addressed to this same church. 
See also ch. xxvi. 18. 38.] See 1 Sam. 
xii. 8; and for similar avowals by Раш 
himself, 1 Cor. ix. 11, 12; 2 Cor. xi. 8,9; 
xii. 18. 94.1 See 1 Cor. iv. 12, whioh 

lm 
o13 
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3 бт. тай " xpelass pov Kas тоф оўо дет ch n = ch, ах. 
реда al Хере айта4` 35 P тарта 9 ева ТУ n Phil. fi. 

. ir. 16, 19. 
T Sri ойто € кот:дитаҳ Sei * йртАац8а›еаба! v * do- air de эз. 

уоўутоу, © uvnuovebeiv тє TOV Y Ayav TOU “ æuplov "соў, рае 

ёт, autos єтє» “ Макарду oriy " padrov &ёбоуа d) . 16. X 
AauBávew. 38 kal тайта eimav 
оўу пӣсіу ajrois ттроўтуй{ ато. 

х бе тё * yóvara айтод « ii (ш. ̀ 
37 Y ca e 66 * кАаобдд< 

15. P 

ёуёрєто ?rávyrov, кад W érureaoyres ёт} tov de трёхт\о>» той iv.6. 
IIa ou ? катефілоти айтбу, * 

iu xv. 10 

е oduvapevot soup ёт e s. 
1 Tim. vi 

тф Хур € Ф eipnxet, бт ойкёть% D тд ! тросотоу only. L. Р. 

айтой ! Өєюрєу.  проётєртоу Ф айўтбдь» es TO т\офо>. 2 o 
t = here only. (3 Cor. xii. 10. Job lv. 4.) see 1 Thess. v. 14. en., Luke xvii. 32 al. 1 Chron. 

zvi. 16. v 1 Tim. vi. 3. w constr., Mark ix. 4x Cor. ix. 15, see Matthim, а = 
x ch. vii. 60 reff. к zi. 24 тей, z Matt. 8. H. 18. li. 12215. Luke xiii. 28 only. 

alvi. 29. uke xv. io only. Gen. ayer € ch. xv. 10 p 
d Matt. € 49 1 Mk. Luke v "ul 26, 45. xv. 20 ошу. Ezod. іт. 77. Ruth i. 9, e = Luke 

go M en. ee n. = James v. 1 al. Zech. All. 10. g attr., 
‚лз zs ch. xix. 27 al. Í see ver. 25 reff. k ch. xv. 3 reff. 

[for ү. oare А. таз xpeas(sic) D'(txt D). aft xp. pou ins 
rac Di. aft avra; ins pov D sah: pov avrei Syr copt е 

: 88. ins ка bef тарта CD? b o 86. 40 Syr [arm]. 
тоу acGevourray bef a»riAauBareotat A. 

тоу Acyor LP a d? e fk 4 143. 22. 42. 67. 65-9. 73. 96-9. 126-56-63-91-2 рз, 

на warra, тас: D'(txt D3). 
om re (Al?) Di coptt: ins 

lect-58 sah sth arm Chr Thl-sif : rov Aoyov h 26. 88. 40. 98 lect-18 vulg (both corras, 
нае but опе saying is 

«xag Di(txt D-corr!). 
om ауто; C! 86 arm. 

N. for de, re N [(Syr)]. 
kAavOuos and xarrwr together), ка HL rel [вутт copt arm] Thl-si 
a Cee) h k m 18. 40 volg [sab] ТЫ 
катефілеу Ni. 

88. parira exi To Лоуо bef oSurepero:, omg œ ертке (ius D- corri) and addi 
јо от: етеу, D'(om eurer D-corr). 
(txt D. om avrov D'(ins D*). 
коор) Р. 

he wrote when at Ephesus. pela, with 
а gen. of the person in want, is an expres- 
sion of Paul only ; see among reff. 
бяурет еі» is beet f only twice more; once by 
Paul, ch. xiii. 36, once of Paul, ch. xxiv. 23. 

A dd construction i is varied in this sen- 
теі Xp. pov, ка) (not тд» бутш», 

bat) төр оёдол per’ duoi. This is not 
t meaning—his friends were among 

his xpeia;!—he supplied by his labour, not 
his and their wante, but Ais wants and 
them. al x. abr] also [strikingly] 
in Paul’s manner: com тё» Sec! то 
тоу, ch. xxvi. кзы Н ch. xxviii. 20. 
35. wévra] In all things: " Paul (only); 
see геї. xowvévras] A word used 

Paul fourteen times, by Luke once ony 
uke v. 5 (xii. 27 v. r.)). 
evotvrev] Not here the weak in aith 

Rom. xiv. 1. 1 Cor. viii. 9), as Calvin, 
rot., l, Neander, Meyer, Tholuck, 

—which the context both before and after 
will not allow :—but the poor (robs wérs- 

cited). om moov А[2(?)] 2. 30. 68. 96. 142 Epiph, Chr, 
ovros and uaxapios D'(txt D"). 

tod бут Bas,]: txt ABCDEHLPR 18 rel vulg spec вуг arm [Bas,] Ch 
rec 3:80ras bef „ with a m 

om avrov D!(ins De) [f arm]. тейин ЦР]. 
wposevtaro B!D. 

rec eyevero bef «AavOuos (corre of order to bring 
: txt ABCDEN 

om Tov D-corr c 180 Thl.sif. 

(aft 
for over: HNA, peAAe: (со): D! 

for eis, exi D. om To (bef 

Tas doGerovrras, Aristoph. Pac. 636. 5 те 
yàp &a8«réaTepos д wAobciós тє Thy Bin» 
Tow Ax e, rum ze Stob. cxv. (Wetst.)), 
as са Heinrichs, Kuin., 
Olsh., De Wette. Max. ёстіу K. r. A.] 
This saying of our Lord is one of v 
few not recorded in the Gospels, whic 
have come down to us. Many such must 
have been current in the apostolic times, 
and are possibly preserved, unknown to 
us, in such epistles as those of James, 
Peter, and John. Bengel remarks, alia 
mundi sententia est:’ and cites from an 
old ре іп е viii. 5, Auro 5 
8:800, eùruxhs 8 à AauBárer. But we 
have some sayings the other way: not to 
quote authors who wrote after this date, 
and might have imbibed some of the spirit 
of Christianity, we find in Aristotle, Eth. 
Nicom. iv. 1, paard» dori тоё dAevOeplov 
Td Biddva: ols бє: ) AauBdrew Oev Sei, 
kal ph AauBdrei bey ob Bei. тїз дретӯўз 
yàp padAoy Tb «D rote À т} еб wdoxew 



ae Luke xxii. 
. (ch. xz. 
reff. 

2 Масе. xii. 

och. xvi. 11 
only t. 

р аА 1 0 17. 

Lake i 11 

M he 

m avi,. 

q Matt. Iz. 1. ziv. 34 Mk. Mark v. 21. Dakine T. Deut. = 
Rom. vi. 1T. Gai. n Heb. zi. 2 al. s Luke хіх. 11 only. Cant. vi. 4 (only ?). constr. 

here only. u = ch. xxvii. 
w constr. (see note), ch. Il. B reff. Winer, edn. 6, à 45 

Cuar. XXI. 1. om avayé. e 555 
8. 100. arocxacbertes 
avynxOnuey arormacOerror Se (nuo)y 
om ту» D. 

om тт» (bef о Ср 40 Chr, 
pupa D vulg-ms, [еви к.) puppa 
. 9. Biarepovy E 

8. Steph 5 ч re. sof 

IIPAEEIS AIIOZTOAÓON. 

XXI. I dg $! éyéyero ™ dvi, pâs ? ётостастдёрутас 
dm avràv, ° eiÜvopourjcavres fjMÜouev eis T» Ko, Pj 
62 » ee eis rhv “Podov, какєідєр eis Патара. 
bpb res mhoîov 9 d,] eis Potvixnu, 'émiavres Е )- 

8 2 åvahavévres de тӯи Kum pos кай * kaTa- D Da 
Млттдуте$ айту tebovuuov émAéouev eis Luplav, ral L Fu ab 

cdfgh 
"rarüADouev eis Túpor "éxeigce yap тӧ mXotov " фу ©! m o 

(txt Р“). 
rec кеу, with HLP 1 m: Coum vulg: Chio tol: txt ABCDENM rel 

36 зугт coptt arm (Ec Thl-fin Cassiod, Cho am. (13 def.) 

XXI. 

2 ка} 

F abaa here oniy. = ch. zzvii. 3, 
conste., 

veh. xxii. 6 only. Job xxxix. 39. A pii 6 reff.) 

ins aft nuas АЗ: avaxOerras Ni: ахти P d 
L а b. (13 uncert.) ] (ка): em(B)arr(«)s 

for satair; ткоре> D. 

for ekus, er:ovon D. 
serepa АС. at end ins каг 

qi mae LN а k Thi-fin : Ssaropevoperor 187. 
the force of the passive), with B!(see perceiving 

table) N a! b c о Chr(some mss): tat ABt(seo co table) СЕН Р] 13. 36 rel Сш], 
aft бе ins es ту» P [40 

tol] demid(not nm ees 
om exAcoper A| 3 (ap. 
D-lat. : 

exec Н d 133 vulg. 
txt ABCEN c 13. 187 [vulg]. 

XXI. 1.) The E. V., After we had 
gotten from them,’ does not come up to 
the original: Selxyvo: T) Blay Tg eixeiv 
ётостасбдбутаѕ ёт abràr, Chrys. 
cdu 1 See ref, having run before 

win Cos, opposite Cnidus and 
Halicarnassus, celebrated for its wines 
(«бкартоз таса, ole 52 xal dplorn, каба- 
wep Xios к. AéafBos, Strab. xiv. 2), rich 
staffs (‘nec Сою referunt jam tibi pur- 
ure, Hor. H 13. 13), and ointments 
ooa i 82 pópa кёлліста warà rTtórovs 
bg e wo» 8d Kéor xal ufpjuror, 
Athen. zm p. 688). The chief town was 
of the same name (Ною. Il. В. 677), and 
bad a famous temple of Xaculnpius (Strabo, 
ibid.). It was the birth-place of Hippo- 
crates. The modern name, Stanchio, is a 
corruption of és rà» Ke [as Stamboul for 
Constantinople is of ds ray wéAw]. See 
Winer, w. Rhodes was at this 
time free, cf. Strabo, xiv. 2; Tac. Ann. xii. 
58: ‘Redditur Rhodiis libertas, adempta 
вере aut firmata, prout bellis externis 
meruerant, aut domi seditione deliquerant.’ 
See also Suet. Claud. 25, * Rhodiis (liberta- 
tem) ob penitentiam veterum delictorum 
reddidit, It was reduced to a Roman 
province under Vespasian, Suet. Vesp. 8. 
The situation of its chief town is praised 
by Strabo, I. c. The celebrated Colos- 
sus was at this time broken and lying in 

om 
катайазго›тез AHL h! 13 (but -wéyres HL). 

J: ezAeveauer. E9(-gr]: savigavimus 
rec (for катулборе») xarnxOnper, with CH LP rel 

E-lat : venimus vulg: enavigavimus D-lat : txt AB E-gr & 18 [syr 
rec nv bef то жЛоюу, with HLP rel 

om xu Ak m [v 

E- lat: éollavimue 
: deposti sumus 

бор wth. 
[syrr arm Chr, ]. 

ruins, ib. Patara, in Lycia (‘caput 
gentis, Liv. xxxvii. 15), a large maritime 
town, а short distance E. of the mouth of 
the Xanthus. It had a temple and oracle 
of Apollo Herod. i. 152. ‘Delius et 
Patareus Apollo, Hor. iii. 4. There are 
considerable ruins remaining, Fellows, 
Asia Minor, p. mx ff. Lycia, p. 116 ff. 
Winer, Healw. Here they leave their 
Dr hired at Troas, or perhaps at Nea- 
fremere note on xx. 16), and avail 
Th ves ч a merchant ship bound for 

es] for the con- 
а N: те and Winer, edn. 6, § 89. 
1: having been shewn Cyprus, literally. 
Wetst. cites from Theophanes, p. 392, 
тер:ефёроуто dy TẸ N, Av 
dd abr&r тў» уйу, el8ov айтайу ol evpar- 
syol. ‘The graphic language of an eye- 
witness, and of one familiar with the 
phraseology of seamen, who, in their own 
anguage, appear to raise the land in ap- 
proaching it. Smith, Voyage and Ship- 
wreck of St. Paul. But would not this re- 
mark rather apply to the active participle? 
Com aerias Pheeacum 1 
arces,’ п. iii, 291. atedvupov 
sc. abr, i. e. to the E. This would be 
the straight course from Patara to Tyre. 

ёк\. alg Z.—we held our course, 
steered, for Syria. 
„ . 
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х 2тофорт:Ќорєуоу rov Y удрор. 
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& avevpovres & TOUS x here ошу+. 
rue 

Па éXeyov * 4 тоў mvevpatog uù *émiBalvew eis dvor ixo- 
e А - vicerat 
Ieposóñvpa. 5 Gre ё féyévero E Fare pâs rde Раьд ' 

vol. ii. p. 413. y Rev. xviii. 11,13 only. Exod. xxiii. б only. z Luke ii. 16 only +. 
a = ch. x. 40 reff. b ch. viii. 19 reff. ech. x. ni reff. d ch. zi. 28 reff. 
€ = and constr., ch. xx. 18. (xxvii. 2 гей.) 

M)only t. Jos. Antt. Ш, 2, 3. 

4. rec xai aveuporres (corres of с 

f 
h = Lake ii. 6, , 43. 

la, as frequently), with CHL rel D-lat syrr 
seth [arm] Chr, Thi(-sif]: txt ABC'E a m 18. 36. 40 vulg copt [sah] Thl-fi 
om rovs (corru, the art not seeming in place) HLPbcdef 

constr., ver. 1 al. Б = here (2 Tim. id. 

-fin. 
h k lo 187 Chr Thl[-sif]. 

avrog (alteration to suit orie which follows) AEL k Thl-fin: tpos avrovs 
Chr, apud eos D-lat E-lat [вутт coptt eth]: tzt BCHPN 13 rel. 
repeated by B! after srevuaros (see table). 
usual word), with EHLP rel vulg Chr Di 
40 Thl- fin. rec гєроисалзи, with 
18. 36. 40 vulg D. lat Thl-fin. 

eAeyar В: 
тес avafaireiw (substitution of more 

d, [Ерірь, Thl-sif: txt ABCN 13(appy) 38. 
P rel Epiph, Chr Did,: txt ABCEN a k 

5. rec nuas bef efaprioa (alteration of order to avoid «uas ras nuepas), with B(see 
below) CHL (Р[оть.. 
transposition) 

. «артса |) R rel 86 Chr: txt A B(but marking the words for 
: оте Be cyerero е{єАбе nuas quepas etaprnoa єт. (9. 100) 18: 

sequenti autem die exeuntes ambulamus viam nostram D-lat: post hos autem dies amb. 

down upon. Tépov] This city, во 
well kuown for its commercial importance 
and pride, and so often mentioned in the 
O. T. prophets, was now a free town (Jos. 
Ant. xv. 41. Strabo, xvi. 2, obx órd raw 
Baci éev 3 dxpléncay abróvouot %, АЛАА 
cal nò тё» Ponal) of the province of 
Syria. dae] If this is an adv. of 
motion as generally, the reference may be 
to the carrying and depositing the cargo 
in the town (De Wette), or to the thither- 
ward direction of the voyage (Meyer): but 
in the only other place whero ёкеісе occurs 
(ref. [see ulso ref. Job]) it simply = ёкег, 
зо that perhaps по motion is included. 
&тофорт.] The pres. part. indicates the 
intention, as З:атерб» before. 4. 84 
Implying, ‘the crew indeed were busi 
with unlading the ship: but we, having 
sought ont (by enquiry) the disciples.’ 
a+.» ‘Finding disciples’ (E. V.) is qus 
wrong. lt is not improbable that Paul 
may bave preached at Tyre before, when 
he visited Syria and Cilicia (Gal. i. 21) 
after his conversion, — and again when he 
confirmed the churches (ch. xv. 41): rode 
раб. seems to imply this. tp. Arr.] 
The time taken in unlading :—tbey appa- 
rently proceeded in the same ship, see 
ver. 6. The notice here is very 
important, that these Tyrian disciples 
said to Paul by the Spirit, that he should 
not go to Jerusalem,—and yet he went 
thither, und, as he himself declares, 8е8- 
pévos T xvetpari, bound in spirit by the 

leading of God. We thus have an in- 
stance of that which Paul asserts 1 Cor. 
ziv. 82, that tbe spirits of prophets are 

ject to prophets, i. e., that the reve- 
lation made by the Holy Spirit to each 
man’s spirit was under the influence of 

that man’s will and temperament, moulded 
by and taking the form of his own capa- 
cities und resolves. Sohere: these Tyrian 
prophete knew by the Spirit, which testi- 
fled this in every city (ch. xx. 23), that 
bonds and imprisonment awaited Paul. 
This appears to have been aunounced by 
them, shaped and intensified by their own 
intense love and anxiety for him who was 

bably their father in the faith (see 
ее аб. above, and] ver. 5). But he 

id no dis inde to the prohibition, being 
imself under a lending of the same Spirit 

too plain for him to mistake it. See 
below, vv. 10 ff. 5. артбтаь] This 
is ordinarily a naval word, signifying to 
At out or refit a ship (with or without- 
TÀoior, Passow). But this can hardly be 
the meaning here. Meyer would render 
‘when we had spent these days in refitting,’ 
во that т. ўр. would be the accusative of 
duration, — when we had refitted during 
the days.’ But not to mention that тёз 
$4., without raóras, would be harsh in 
such a connexion,—is not the aorist дар» 
la fatal to the rendering? Would it 
not in this case be present, if implying 
the continued action during the days,— 
perfect, if implying that that action was 
over (in which latter case u. would be 
dative)? The aorist, as almost invariably 
in dependent clauses, must refer to вопше 
one act occurring at one time. So that 
if the meaning given by Theoph., (Ec. 
wAnpwoa (Hesych. телеси) be found 
no where else, it is almost necessary so to 
understand the word here. And it is 
doing no violence to its import: the 
same verb which indicates the comple- 
tion of а ship's readiness for a voyage, 
might well be applied to the completion of 
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іе в.» Ñuépas, { ёЕе\Өдртес émopevóueÜa, * тротерлгбутюу Huds ABCER 
, : ^ , LPN ab koh. i» зей. тартар avy yuvatti каї réxvois | ёос I Efa Tis re, catgh 

Linke nair, rai v Üévrec тд " yovata ёті Tov ° аѓуаћдр ? arposevEdpevos 13 
no ee 7 , / r 2. 7 э М a mi 6@@тоестасанеба аХА\оиѕ, kai ' avéBnuev eis TO TrXotov, 

Neb uw. exervos. дё *trréatpeway. eis тё tòa. 
u N ‘diavicavtes amo Tupov “ катуртјсашер eis 
Птоћера а, xai * üarracájevo, тойў adedors  épetvapev 
juépav play Утар avrois. ®*тў 8ё erravpiov * éEeAOovres 

n ch. vii. 60 reff, 
o Matt. xiii. 2 

48. John xi. 
4. ch. xuvil. 
39, 40 only. 

1A . v. 
Ald. compl. 
Sir. xxiv. 14 

7 nets 06 TOv 

AotP) в fABouev eis Kaucapewav, kai eiseAOovres eis TOv olxov 
p abeol., ch. . 

9 ref. Erra 
x. 1. 

q here only t. r = Matt. xiv. 32 || 
sch, viij. 25 reff. t John xvi. 2. xix. 27. Eath 
where only +. 2 Macc. xii. 17 only. rohe bòr 8‹фрусау, Xen. Cyr. iv. 2. 15. 

ohn i. 40. iv. 40. ch. ix. 43. xviii. 3 

ФАіттпоо тод "evayyeMuaToU, Üvros rèc erh ётта, 
Mk: zv 89. John xzi. 11. Jonah I. 3 Ed-vat.(not B) АМ. 

u ch. xxvii. 9, 10 only t. Wied. ziv. 1 only. 
w ch. zvi. I reff. 

a x ch. xviii. 22 reff. . x ch. х. 9 гей. Eph. lv. 
11. 2 Tim. ir. 5 only. b Luke xxii. 68 al. c see ch. II. 14 al. 

v. п. Syr. om efeAGovres A 105. uralte CE(H]P : txt AB[L]N rel. om 
ews N D-lat. in N xposevgauerva: is written before єт; т. ary., but marked for 
erasure by №! or 3, and repeated in its proper place. 

5,6. rec for wposeviauevo: атусптасацеда aAA nAovs kai, хрозтуф$адеба kas астасацеуо 
aAAqAovs, with HLP rel vulg Chr, Thi: txt A B(sic : see table) CEN a d 18. 36. 40 Syr.— 
zposevt. LP 4. 100-6 Сг. —атегтасареба C: атустасацеро: 40: аттткасиеба А08 : 

6. гес eweBnyev (corra to more usual term), with HLP 13[e si] rel 
«veBnuer к. usual) BEN? k 73 Chr.: txt ACN! a c d 86. 40. 187 Thi-fin. 

7. ката 
ewepewaney А К 40. 

8. rec aft et Adres ins о: wept тоу жайло» (efeAO. begins an ecclesiastical 

uey (corrn to more usual word) АЕ}. roc H,‚ͥ / Ni. 

tion), 
with HLP rel eth - rom Thl-sif; о атостоло: 47 lectt-18-4: om ABC [D(Wetst)] E(N) 
c e h k 13. 36. 40 vulg D- lat syrr copt [sah soth-pl} arm Chr, Thl-fin.—N has c written, 
but marked for erasure * prima manu. Steph AGow (£o гий о: тєрї т. талон»), 

rec ins Tov 
with HLP rel Thl-sif: txt A(B)C сок EN k 18. 86 yolg [D-lat] syrr coptt th 

fin ill]. [arm(Tischdf)] Eus, Chr, [| Thl- 
bef ovros (for precision), with а 18[e sil]: om A 

.—nà laney B [eieA0. Di 
EHLPN rel Eus, Chr. 

(D-lat is deficient in vv 8—10; but readings are preserved in Scriv’s notes.) 

a period of time. Our own word ‘fulfil’ 
has undergone a similar change of meaning 
since its first composition: and wAnpaca 
is used both of manning a ship and of ful- 
filling a period of time. eh.] from 
the house where they were ден 
fos Ќо т. т.) " We through the 
city to the western shore of the ancient 
island, now the peninsula, hoping to find 
there a fitting spot for the tent, in the open 
8 between the houses and the sea.” 

binson, iii. 392. dwt тфу ауа] 
“Үе, had we looked a few rods further, we 
should have found a very tolerable spot by 
a threshing-floor, where we might have 
pitched close upon the bank, and enjoyed, 
in all its luxury, the cool sea-breeze, and 
the dashing of the surge upon the rocky 
shore.” id. ibid. 1. Ro ĉia- 
W.] Having ended our voyage, viz. 
the whole voyage, from Neapolis to Syria. 
The E.V., ‘when we Аай finished our 
course from Tyre,’ is allowable, but this 
would more probably have been тд» awd 
Tópov. ‘ With their landing at Ptolemais 
their voyage ended: the rest of the косу 
was made by land.“ (De Wette.) às 

Tupov will thus be taken with катуугђса- 
per. IIroleuatBa] Anciently Accho 
(Axxo, LXX, Judg. i. 81,—in Gr. and 
Rom. writers Arn, Ace), called Ptolemais 
from (probably) Ptolemy Lathurus (Jos. 
Antt. xiii. 12. 2 ff., seo 1 Macc. x. 56 ff.; 
xi. 28, 24; xii. 46, 48; 2 Macc. xiii. 24). 
It was a large town with a harbour (Jos. 
Antt. xviii. 6. 3). It was never (Judg. i. 
81) fully possessed by the Jews, but be. 
longed to the Phonicians, who in after 
times were mixed with Greeks. But after 
the сарып а colony of Jews is found 
there (Jos. B. J. ii. 18. 6). The emperor 
Claudius gave it the civitas,’ whence it is 
called by Pliny, v. 17 ; xxxvi. 65, * Colonia 
Claudii Ceosaris.” It is now called St. Jean 
d'Acre, and is the best harbour on the 
Syrian coast, though small. It lies at the 
end of the great road from Damascus to 
the sea. Population now about 10,000. 
The distance from Ptolemais to Cesarea is 
forty-four miles. For Cesarea, see on ch. 
x. 1. 8. did. т. ebayy.] It is possible 
that he may have had this appellation from 
his having been the first to travel about 
preaching the gospel: see ch. viii. 5 ff. 
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Y éue(vauey У тар alte. 9 rovro 99 ўса» Üvyarépes Téa- 4 ch, nix. 6 ref 
capes парбёрог *«rpodwrrevovaa:. 

h. x. 48 reff. 
e 2 2 a Ee ; Ы 10 e émıpevóvroæv Se f ch. il. 0 

juépas . Neos, #катўМбё@› т дтӧ tis lovdalas "ae" 
h ch. xi. 27 rell. , э ^ ^ 

D яро- Ё трофтутс ovopate “Ауа[ 80, II ка} ёА\Ө®» трӧѕ ijuãs i = Mark av. 
Фут... 112 ` k pr ^ ГА $ , е ^ * k here bis. ASCDE Kat dpa thy * борт» той Habxou, ёђсас éavroD tous Hatt if. 
HLPR a , 4 ^ , м. ` ^ Mx. x. 9 

bedfg mocas Kai rde уєірас єтє» Tade & TO mveðua TO . ве 
hkim „ io» е 3 kp үн 3 Ў 13. av. 6 
ois &yiov, roy dvòpa оў ёст 7) {орт abro ойто ёђсоисии Lus. 

év Тероосаћђш of "lovato: kai ! mapaĝócovoi eis yeîpas zar t. 

Е 9. тес т 

10. 
туз vovsaas L. 

11. om xa: D- lat: areA0w» 8е Di. gr: txt 02, 
misunderstanding some late mse adrov robably 

hands and feet that bou 

арбеуо: bef reccapes, with EHLP rel (syrr] Thl: ж 
txt AB [D(Wtet)] Ма k m 13 D-lat [am fuld demid tol arm(Ti 
rec aft exwiuevorroy de ins quer (adds for precision), with ELPN? 

[arm] Chr, : avro» NI: txt ABCH k 18. 86 syr[-txt) Bas. 

Job xvi. 12. 

арбєуог bef Ovyarepes С 
schdf) ]. 

syr-mg 
трофуттѕ bef axo 

rec for eavrov, re avrov (in 
, supposing that it was Paul's 

„ with HLP rel [Syr] Chr,: txt ABCDEN a b c (m) o 
18. 96 [зуг coptt arm] Cyr-jer, Bas,, also Orig(8nc. «avro» дер x. xodev) Aug 
Cassiod. гес Tas xeipas kt rovs Todas (corra from Imke xxiv. 39, 40? see var 
read John хі. 14: so De W. Meyer thinks rod. к. x. arose from its being the natural 
order of binding: but surely this would be more likely to be the origl order of narrating, 
than to strike a copyist as necessary to be observed) ; With А a! c d m coptt sth 
Chr (omg ras and rovs) Orig (above): txt BCDEHLPN 13 rel 40 vulg syrr arm Cyr- 
jer Bas, for ev, «s D 26. 63. 97-8. 106 Chr, Epiph, and (prefixg aweA@ovra) 
Orig,. 

The office of Evangelist, see reff., seems 
to have answered very much to our 
missionary : Theodoret, on Eph. iv. 11, 
says, devot wepiidvres éxfipurroy: and 
Euseb. H. E. iii. 87, Epyor dwerdrouy 
ebe Ard, qois Fri dura ёуукбоз 
тод ris wioress Adyou ктріттею Tb» 
Xpirrdy QiAorquobueros, ко) Th» тё» bela 
cbcryye Ale wapadiddéva:ypaphy. The latter 
could hardly have been part of their em- 
ployment so early as this; nor had ebay- 
yéAcoy in these times the peculiar meaning 
of a narrative of the life of Christ, but 
rather embraced the whole good tidings of 
salvation by Him, as preached to the Jews 
and Heathens. See Neander, Pfl. u. L., 
pp. 258, 264. Euseb., iii. 31, appa- 
rently mistakes this Philip for the 4 : 
as did also (see Valesius's note, Euseb. 1. c.) 
Clement of Alexandria and Papias. 
Kyros фк т. êwrá] See ch. vi. 6, and note. 
Meyer and Winer (edn. 6, § 20. 1. c.) well 
remark (see De Wette aleo), that the par- 
ticiple without the article implies that the 
reason why they abode with him was that 
he was one of the seven: ‘ut qui esset,’ 
&c. and in English being (one) of the 
seven. The fact of Philip being settled at 
Севагеа, and known as д ebayyeAcorhs, 
seems decisive against regarding the occur- 
rence of ch. vi. 3 ff. as the establishment of 
any permanent order in the church. 
9.J This notice is inserted apparently with- 
out any immediate reference to tho history, 

om o: D'(ins D?) Chr Thl-sif. aft eis ins таз N. (N3 disapproving). 

but to bring so remarkable a circumstance 
to the knowledge of the readers. The four 
daughters had the gift of zpognrefa: see 
on ch. xi. 27. Eusebius (see, however, 
his mistake above) gives from Polycrates 
traditional accounts of them,—tbat two 
were buried at Hierapolis, and one at Ephe- 
sus. From that and one cited 
from Clement of Alex. (340 Ovyarépes 
abrov -yeynpaxvia: тардёуо:, Polycr., Euseb. 
iii, 81. @lArwwos ras Óvyarépas ày- 
Spdow ddt ., Clem., Eus. iii. 30), it 
would appear that two were afterwards 
married, according to tradition. To 
find an argument for the so-called * honour 
of virginity’ in this verse, only shews to 
what resources those will stoop who have 
failed to apprehend the whole spirit and 
rule of the gospel in the matter. They are 
met however on their own ground by an 
argument built on another misapprehen- 
sion (that of Philip being a deacon in the 
ecclesiastical sense): Ssre обу xal тф xoi- 
verhoarrs yduey Siaxoreiy Heri. 
10.] This Agabus in all probability is iden- 
tical with the Agabus of ch. xi. 28. That 
there is no reference to that former men- 
tion of him, might be occasioned by different 
sources of information having furnished 
thetwo narratives. 11.] Similar sym- 
bolical actions accompanying prophecy are 
found 1 Kings xxii. 11; Isa. xx. 2; Jer. 
xiii. 1 ff.; Ezek. iv. 1 ff., 9 ff.; v. 1, ke. 
De Wette remarks that т48е Aye rd 
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26. constr. 
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12 de ёё Grova ajay таёта, m тарєкаћадшеу TELS ABCDE 

HLPN а 
те Kai oi u évroTios ° тод pÀ P dvaBalvewy айтди eis Iepou- beats 

XXI. 

hk 
13 тоте атєкрібт б IIaüXos Te * morire к№аѓоите ols 

14 дт) 

a bere al. саћу. 

ume. e кай r сирбріттортё pov Ti» кардќар ; éyà yàp ой póvov 
ds iE о-н dd ка} d rodavecẽõe * eis 'lepovaaX9, e rotu⁰,e 
rhereoalyt. Ч буш “тер той " болап той киріоу "сод. 
ei r4 ш.м. eth ohh $ адтой * novyacapev єйтбөте$ Tod xuplou 

у 0ём]да 7 yivéo Oo. only. ve Dan. тд 
only. 

15 3 Mera 8 tas ui, S Tavras 
БЫТЫ )* ёттиткеиаа@рнеуоь P åveßalvopev eis Іеросб\ира` 19 > ouv- 

" “as abore( y. ўМбо» $ xal tov набттб» ато Katcapelas aù uu, 
ch. v 

v ch. ix. 16 reff. 
217 

y Marr. vi. 10. xxvi. 42 on! 

19. wapaxndrouper Сати D4). 
ins тоу wavdoy D seth. 
end add тоте (see next ver) C m 18. 40. 

emiBaureiw D. 

absoL, c 4.4. Luke xvi. 31. ке. iv. 4 B Ke. Xen. 
х = Luke ziv. 6. T oh. zi. is pue zxiii.54. 1 These. iv. u only. Neh. v. 8. 

2 here (ch. i. 5) only. aee ch. xv. 36. хліт. 24. fed. viii. 10. a here 3. 
onlyf. 2 Chron. zxxiv.10. dr. бта. ¿ĝúvarto vrroQVyia, Xen. Hell. vil. 2. 18. ьа. 

om ve D Thl.sif. aft oi evrowios 
om avro» E 98-5 Bas. at 

18. rec awexpién Зе, with C! 18 вуг Chr, [Bas]; он re HLPdfghklm 
eth Thi: erer respondit] de xpos nuas D (from the various assignment of tore фо 
ver 12 or ver 13, it was omitted altogether, and then some copula became necessary) : 
txt ABC*EN 13 rel 36. 40 vulg Syr coptt arm. 

aft savAos ins xa: етеу AEN abd К о 18 vulg Syr (sah(Tischdf)] wth 
cvvOpurrovres P с: GopuBovrres Di(txt D») 

vulg-ms Tert, 0 

table). 
arm. om 5 kas Nl. 
Tert Jer. 9e E- gr 95! vu 

for es, 
єтоциооѕ ex d eis iepovgaA su. А [f] seth. 
Thdrt, Т er, Ambrst Aug,. 

14. ins о 3 D'(-gr ]. aft eir. ins zpos aAAgAovs D. 

om o Bl(ins B!-corr: see 

aft Зебра: ins Bovhopas D. 
ey ey ыи es is Sitten over the line * prima ut videtur manu). 

aft путо» ins xpurrov CD Syr arm (Cyr, 

rec TO 

0«Атда bef rov кургоо (alteration of characteristic order), with DHLP rel vss Chr, [ Bas, 
Ter]: txt ABCEN m 13 vulg arm.—for xup., 0«ov D- gr 82. 78 sth ( Tert, ] 

yeveato (corrn to more usual), with HLP 13 rel Chr Bas]: txt A CDR fgmo 
86. б: AB! DER.) 

10. van Mu (omg tavr.) D- 
wapacxevas. C 7. 69. 73. 105: 
prolem vulg syrr copt seth : 

8т. 
aroratanzevos 0-рт: 

parantes E-lut: refecimus nos D-lat : txt AB E. gr 

reo eTockevacapervo with с 13: 
evickeyauero. H 68. 106: 

pra 
P(N) rel 36. 40 Pamph xe Thi-sif Thl-fin-comm.—esickevasajevov (but corrd) Ni. 

araBawouer CDL-N*(om Ni). 
Thl : txt ABC D[ West Mill] EN a 86 Euthal, Ch 

16. om cvrygAPor Be wat Tw» цабутиу Dil Wtet 
for aro, ex D'( Wtat](txt D3). рад. E vulg. 

wveüua Tb Ќу» is tbe N. T. prophetic 
formula, instead of rdde Adye: 6 xúpios of 
the О. Т. 12. roð py] A similar 
gen. after exhortation, is found ch. xv. 20. 

18.) The róre, which has been 
changed in the rec. for the ordinary copula, 
gives solemnity to the answer about to be 
related : q. d. It was then that Paul said. 

pwrovres| The present 
does not imply the endeavour merely, here 
or any wbere else, but as Meyer quotes 
from Schaefer, Eurip. Phen. 79, Vere 
incipit actus, sed ob impedimenta caret 
eventu. үёр] Either, ‘your pro- 
ceeding іг in vain, for. . or ‘cease 
to do го, for... .' le ер.) on my 
arrival at: the motion to, which was the 
subject in question, is combined with that 
which might result on it: see reff. and ch. 

a tepovgaAnp, with HLP 18 rel vulg 

Mill (and lat). ins ex bef Tw» 

ii. 39. 14. т. x. Tò 84. yw. ] One of 
the passages from which we may not un- 
fairly infer, that the Lord's prayer was used 
by the Christians of the оноо age: See 
note on 2 Tim. iv. 18. 15. ётьскета- 

] The remarkable variety of read- 
ing in this word shews that much P difüculty 
has been found in it. The rec. ётоскеџа- 
cduevo: (which may perhaps have arisen 
from the mixture of dworatduero: (D) 
with észickevacdueroi), would mean, not, 
‘having deposited our (useless) baggage,’ 
bat, ‘saving discharged our baggage,’ 
‘unpacked the matters n for our 
jouruey to Jerusalem, from our coffers.’ 
But ётск. is the better supported reading, 
and suits the passage better: having 
packed up, made ourselves ready for the 
journey. ‘ Carriages’ in the E. V. is used, 

lm 
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° dyovres. тар È ° Ёєлсбдрер Mvdowrl тил Kvmplg = . . in 
, , ^ ^ 7 

“дра pabi. 17 € yevopévwv 66 uav Seis ‘Tepo- 22 5 — 
oN, j acpévas *ámeüétavro "jjuás oi dedol. 18 TÅ e ch.x.o ret. 

% » e ` е ^ ipia á $2 ! ériovag ™ eisnes ò Паё\ос cav uiv * apis ако[Вор, . 16 
D , n [4 е o » 19 N p » h const; 

Dever, Tavres те mapeyévovro oi прес Bvrepoi. cal ? d 
HLPM dhe айтойу ч ёбтуєіто Kal!’ dy" ёкастоу * Qv érrolnce | 
DA & bebe dv dc £0 ^ t , > ^ 90 „ RS 
hkim о Geds Єр rois ёбрєси did тўс * Staxovias abro. oi MK 2n 

7 - Pe re (ch. И. 
dxovaarres * ё$0$афо» tov Üeóv, elróv те айтф " Geupeis, «reir. 

12. х. 33 A (-v, B &с.\ only. k ch. ii. 41 reff. Leh. xvi. 11 ref. m ch. 
Ш. 3 тей. na och. жүй. 10 reff. och. zi, 30 reff. р «ch. xviil. A ref. 

q ch. х. 9. zv. 12,14. Luke зліт. 35. Luke only, ene. John i. 18. Judg. vil. 13. rch. zvii. N reff. 
8 attr., zv. 18 гей. t ch. ux. 26 reff. u Matt. zv. 31. Luke v. 25, 28. ch. zi. 

18 Exod. xv. 3. v = John iv. 19. zii. 19. ch. zzvii. 10. Heb. vii. 4. 2 Macc. іх. 23. 

for ayorres, ovroi be yayov DUWtat Mill]: simulgue adducerunt D- lat. add «uas 
DE sah arm. for жар о, xpos ovs D'-gr(Wtat : txt Ussher). aft gerig. add 

A} bef apxaie D(Wtat). . мабутт 
venerunt in quendam civitatem fuimus ad nasonem 
antiquum et inde exeuntes venimus hierosolyma (thus far, nearly, 

opeyervouere: eis Tiva (туу syr-mg) корту eyeroueÜa жара D syr-mg. 
упс»: Di(and lat) fuld tol: ато»: М demid did copt : дуасо B g 1. 18. om 71 

D-lat has the passage thus: et cum 
wendam cyprium discipulum 

-mg also) suscepe- 
runt autem nos сит latitia fratres. (readings of D- gr [vv 16 —18) are in Scriv's notes, 
see above on ver 8.) 

17. rec edgar (substitution of sim "рт word) 
[vreBekar re D(Wtst), vredegav 3e a ber Ne а, ABCEN а k 13. 36 40 Chr-comm. 

18. for 3e, re A E-gr N 40 syrr æt 

„with HLP rel: vredet. D(Mill &) 

LP 18. 36 rel vulg D. lat E- lat coptt 
Chr, for тареу., уса» Be тар avre D:[and lat}(txt De). aft oi mpeg Bur epos 
ins съутуреғо: D 84. 

19. ovs agraperos(sic) Boryecro eva екастор œs exarnoer D!-gr(txt D3). om i» 
D!(ins D-corr!). om dia N l. 

90. axovorres HL k. ebotagar DN Thi-fin. rec (for бео») корсор, with 
DHP rel syr sah: txt ABCELN a d f g k o 18. 36. 40 vulg Syr copt arm Chr. 
for error те, errorres CD c g h m вуг Chr. (urar EN: erer 18.) om avre D. 

as at Judg. xviii. 21 (where it answers to CÆSAREA. 17. ot AKN] The 
ть Bdpos, LXX-B), for baggage, thinge Christians generally: not the Apostles and 
carried. ато renderings аге elders, ав Kuin., who imagines from vv. 
given to the latter clause of this verse: (1) 20, 21, that *cotus non favebat Paulo.’ 
making М»бсор:, &c. depend on &yorres, But (1) this is by no means implied: and 
and agreeing by attr. with ¢, as E. V., (2) James and the elders are not mentioned 
and brought with them one Mnason, ... o till ver. 18. 18. 1 ) James, 
with whom we should lodge’ (so Вета, 
Calvin, Wolf, Schdtt., &c.) : and (2) re- 
solving the attraction into Éyorres тард 
Mrácwva, тар $ t. ‘bringing us to Mna- 
гоп, Ge. (So Grot., Valcknaer, Bengel, De 
Wette, Meyer, al.) Both are legitimate: 
and it is difficult to choose between them. 
The probability of Mnason being a resident 
at Jerusalem, and of the Cesarean brethren 
going to introduce the company to him, 
seems to favour the Larter: as also does the 
fact that Luke much more frequently uses 
Ќум with a person followed by а preposi- 
tion than absolutely. Of Mnason nothing 
farther is known. dpyaly probably 
implies that he had been a disciple & 
&pxfis5, and had accompanied our Lord 
during His ministry. See ch. хі. 15, where 
the term ét дрхўз is applied to the time 
of the Pentecostal effusion of the Spirit. 

171—XXIII. 35.) Paul at JERUSA- 
LNM: MADE PRISONER, AND BENT TO 

‘the brother of the Lord:' the president 
of the church at Jerusalem: soe ch. xil. 17; 
xv. 18; Gal. ii. 12, and notes, — and Pro- 
legg. to the Epistle of James, vol. iv. pt. 1, 
i ‚ 24—87. 19.] On the particular 
ind of attraction (reff.), in a gen. plur. 

after a partitive adjective, see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 24. 2. b. 20.] While they 
praised God for, and fally recognized, the 
work wrought by him among the Gentiles, 
they found it requisite to advise him re- 
specting the suspicion under which he 
laboured among the believing Jews. They, 
—led, naturally perhaps, bnt inco y 
(see 1 Cor. vii. 18), by some passages of 
Paul’s life (and of fis already written 
Epistles P), in which he had depreciated 
legal observances in comparison with faith 
in Christ, and spoken strongly against 
their adoption by Gentile converts,— 
apprehended that he advised on the part 
of the Hellenistic believers, an entire 
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w = Luke an, iis qócat " pupiáðes eioly ёр Tots Tovéaiois TOY ABCDE 
1, rot xix. 19 HL 
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ef exits. Gpyoucty: 21 % ка сау òè тєрї cov Öri атостасіар ois . GA СЕС А 

1 Pet. ill. 13 
(Luke vi. 16. 
ch. i. 13) on 

с б6баескев aro Mwvoéws ° roù d xarà Tà ёди) Trávras 
'Ilovóaiovs, Aéyov py ° mreperépyei айўтоў Ta TÉKVa pnde 

1 

2 Mace. i d. Toi; !é&Üeciuw € . 22 h ойу ёстір; Távros 
(E zx.5 

AL sore, 060 * E, e hne, &коўсорта! yàp бт, &. 
"SE ^7 9З тобто оду тпой)аоу & cot Aéyouew єісір Suiv dvdpes 
b 2 Thess. ii. 

тёттаре$ “evyny ™ čyovreçs " ip ёаутф' 24 ° Toúrovs 
P TrapahaSav ч ayvla Өтті avy афто, ка} ' балгйрттор er 

xix. 

19. Jer. f 19 буто iva * Évprjeovra THY кефаму}р, каў yvacovrat TAV- 
(xxxvi. d 
32 com 
bere 

18. (ees. ch, ix. 31.) 

1 масе. 11. са. 
Cor, үй. 18 reff, 

h 1 Cor. хіт. 16, 26. 
(v. 10.) ix. 10, i xvi. 13 only t. L.P. Tobit xiv. бро ent. 3 Mace. iii. 13 only. 

reff. m ch. xviii. 18 (reff.) on I abéoi., see ch. il. 6 
p= ch. xvi. 33 reff. 

3) only. Exod. xiz. 10. 
v.26. Luke xv. 14 only *. 1 Macc. xiv. 32 

q - here bis. 
rw. ivi here only. ү: 

«с. Mare John хіт. 26. Heb. v. 12. Prov. хай. a 
g constr., Gal. v. 18. 3Cor. x 

i = Luke tv, 23. ch. zxviil. 4. (Rom. їн. 9.) 1 C. 
ко аг 

n.» hire o8] 20 reff. Ch. iz. 20 
pu 18. John ai. BS (James L. B. 1 Pet. l. 23. 1 John ill. 

„ 2 Cor. xii. 18. v. dy, James iv. 3. Abeol., Mark 
1 Cor. 8, 6 only. No». vi. 18, 19. 

reo (for e» rots rovõa:o:s) sovdaiey, with HLP rel syr Chr [and, after rewier., 
arm] Thdrt, ТЫ: 
86. 40 vele: copt mth Ambrst,. 
Ambrst, Aug, T earns кш 13]. 
al. каттхтта» 25. 40 : ned PNE D!(diffamaverunt D-lat : txt D3). 

for жаутаѕ, чу О (апа lat): om AE 13 vulg copt: txt 
BCDIHL[P]N rel 86 [syrr sah wth arm] Chr,. 

[ins] ohe [bef] тереге E vul 
то eOveciy D, neque gentes ejus pay) D vd 

Sd ee pn as not understood) ВС! 15. 73. 

om ra Di. 

Aeyer D: Ae NI. 

22. om Be сизелде тАтбоз and yap (е 

ey тт) sovdaia D Syr sah Aug, : 
aft varres ins ovroi(rovro: D!) D 88 tol Syr 

om e» T. i0v8. N: txt ABCE a 13. 

om ĝe 

tov8aiors D'(txt D. om 
pius ae Dé Pr. 

t.—ins avrov(avrovs D*) bef wepis. Di. 

187-80 syrr coptt th arm: ins AC?7DEHLPN rel vulg Chr {инг то bef rA D*.— 
rec Ads bef cuveAOew, with DHLP rel Chr: txt АС? 

NA B. 
for ep’, аф(вїс) B(Tischdf) N. 

yap Сї, om yap от: Nl. 
23. for 3, owep E. 
24. ex avrovs A a 18: 

ped. rel 36 Chr; fuperyra: Dl: 
«15 auTous P. гес ¿vpn 

txt Bi(ric) D DzEPR cklo 13. 

N adh 18. 40 valg.—om 

certau, with AB*CH L[tvpwwr 
тес r 

rammatical corra aft iva), with HLP rel Cbr, Thl.sif, cognoscant D- lat: txt 
ABC D-gr EN a d m 18 (86) 40 vulg (Thi-fin) —(-cevras 36 Thi-fin. ) 

tasy from Moses and the ordinances 
of the law. Gewpeis ) This can hardly 
be a reference (as Olsh.) to the elders 
present, as representatives of the pupiddes 
of believing Jews ; for only those of Jeru- 
salem were there:—but refers to Paul's 
own experience, and knowledge of the 
vast, numbers of the Jews who believed at 
шеп, and elsewhere i in Judæa. 

Bes is perhaps not to be 
т. take en: see reff. Baur suspects, 
on account of this expression, that the 
words rà» wemior. are spurious ; but quite 
without reason. Eusebius quotes from 
Hegesippus (Н. E. ii. 23), roa» ка} 
TG» dpx vr moreudyrwr qv OdpuBos 
Té» “lovdaler xal ypauparéwr ка} Фарі- 
caley Хеубктоу Sri kivðuveúei was б Aads 
"собу rà» хрістӧ» xpos8oxgr. On the 
other hand, Origen (tom. i. in Joann. § 2, 
vol. iv. p. 3) says, that probably the whole 
number of believing Jews at no time had 
amounted to 144,000. On «lely . . . rdp- 
ovo i, see note, ch. xvi. 20, 21. 21. 

kum ab ro. they were sedulously in- 
formed (at some time in the mind of the 
speaker. The sense of the aor. must be 
reserved. Below, ver. 24, it is the per- 
ect): Mary v den anti-Pauline judaizers. 

gw] The dat. of the rule, or 
form, yer which : see reff. 23. r- 
тис 8. cvveAO. AR.] Not, as E. V., Calv., 
Grot., Calov., ‘the multitude must needs 
come. together,’ i.e. there must be a meeting 
of the whole church (r5 AJ, ch. ii. 6): 
but a multitude (of these Judaizers) will 
certainly come together: ‘ they will meet 
and discuse ыт proceeding in а Aostile 
manner.’ 23. ebyyv] А vow of Na- 
zarites, This vow must not be confounded, 
historically or analogically, with that of 
ch. xviii. 18: E note there, and Num. vi. 
2—21. wapaolaBév] having 
taken to thyself & as comrades, dyv. 
o atr.] become a Nasarite with them. 
The same expression occurs in the LXX, 
Num. vi. 8, in describiug the Nazarite's 
duties. Sawáv. ёт abr.) “Moro 
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tes бт ‘hy * катуутута тєрї сод "ojOév doriw, AAR t attr, Luke 

Y стогуєїс " kal “ аўто х puàdocwv tov vóuov. 25 epi" i ^ 
de tov У тетістєукбтюр éÜvàw ўреїс * émearelAapev, * rpi- ` 
vayres pndev то:одтор ° ттрєїу aùroús, ei ил) ° фуМйстетба б. 

- avrous TO Te * єіболобито» xai [Tò] alua xai *тиктдә 
«ai vroppelav. 26 тбтє ó llaüXos f«apaXafjv тойу ww 
» 5 ^ g 3 [4 € [4 x , ^ f e @ ` h > / 

й>брав ті) 5 éyouévn nuépa сї» айтоф © áryviaÜeis ^ eisher 

v ellipe., here 

iii. 16 only. 
Eccles. xi. 6 

bat 

w ch. xv. 21, 
33. Matt. 
zzvii. 57. 

eis тд iepóv, & rij» ! ёкт\лјрюси tv нерф» E =" 
той * dynopod, Ews оў m arposnvéyOn тёр " évòs ёкастои 

у= ch. xv. 5 
reff. 

2 ch. xv. 20 reff. 

arb ў = mpospopd. #1 e B? Eueddov ai ётта sipépas “ne” 
e w. acc., = 2 Tim. iv. 15. 2 Kings zx. 10. reff, 

zv. 20 (reff.). f ver. 24. 
1 Luhe іх. 60. Rom. ix. 17 (from Exod. ix. 16) only. 

y bere only. Num. vi. 5. 
m 

ch. xiii, 33.) 
2, 3 al. 
14, 18. Ps. zzxix. 6. 

ins тер: bef wy C а е 36. 40. 
D-lat : txt D? or 4), 

eb. x. B. n ch. xvii. 27 reff. 
P — Luke vii. 2. John iv. 47, ch. zzvii. 38. Jer. xxxvi. (uxix.) 10. 

ins ка: bef rox A: ori sropevov D!-gr(ambulane 
om «as Р! (апа lat: txt D2 or 4), 

ref. 
b «= ch. zv. б 

d 1 Cor. viii, 1 reff. ech. 
g = ch. zx. 15 reff. h ch. iii. 3 reff. 

j here only t. 3 Масс. vi. 14 only. (-робу 
1 ch. vil. 42 Jeff. Heb. v. 1,3. ix. I. Levit. i. 

© з СЬ. xziv. 17. Heb. х. 6, 10, 

rec Tor popoy bef 
QvAaccwr, with HLP rel Syr Thl-sif : txt ABCD E[$vAacew] Ма c m 13 vulg [вуг] 
Chr, Thl-fin. 
ab. for ебусу, аубрюто» E. 

npes) D sah. 

D? or 4) 100. 

aft «бую» ins ovder exovat Acyew xpos сє, and (aft 
уар атестеЛадех (more usual word) В D[-gr] 1 40 вуг copt [arm]: 

txt ACEHLPN 18. 36 rel vulg D-lat Syr sah [eeth(appy Chr,. kpivorres Di(txt 
om unde Toiovror туре» avrovs e: uy ABN 13. 40 vulg Syr copt [sah] 

seth[? | ( prob because no suoh clause is рыч in the apostolic decree ch xv. 28 It can 
hardly have been interpolated) : ins C 
om re De 187 [Chr,). 

sah Jer Aug: om кап 15. 86. 

26. om o DE. 
donec D. om 4 D [g]. 

ins то bef s»ucror 1 m 40. 99 Chr Thi-fin. 
seth-pl invert the order, sop». к. тукт. к. aipa. 

[for ехоџ.,) erioven D. 

EHLP rel 86 зуг arm Chr Aug.—roiovro CE. 
om To (bef аша) ABCDN a c 18: ато iBwAo0vrer 

kat aiaros Kat туштоо Ka: woprias E [syr]: txt HLP rel Chr. om xai жукто D 
Syr 

esnàÀbev D. for ews ov, owes 

27. evrreXovyerns de 775 eBbouns »uepas D: cum advenisset dies septimus Syr. 
nuer ELP c h m. [om « E.) 

apud Judsos receptum erat, et pro insigni 
Кее officio habebatur, ut in pauperum 
asirœorum gratiam ditiores sumptus ero- 

garent ad sacrificia (see Num. vi. 14 ff.) 
qus dum illi tonderentur, offerre necesse 
erat." Kypke. Jos. Antt. xix. 6. 1, relating 
Agrippa's thank-offerings at Jerusalem, 
says, 8:0 xal Na{ipaiwy Evpacba: Diérafe 
иёЛа cvxroós. On the shaving the head, 
see Num. vi. 18. De Wette remarks: 
* James and the elders mnde this proposal, 
assuming that Paul could comply with it 
salvé conscientid,—perhaps also as a proof, 
to assure themselves and others of bis scn- 
timents: and Paul accepted it saled con- 
scientid. But this he could only have 
done on one condition, that he was sure by 
it not to contribute in these four Nazarites 
to the error of justification by the works 
of the law. He might keep, and encou. 
rage the keeping of the law,— but not with 
the purpose of thereby deserving the appro- 
bation of God.’ 25.) See ch. xv. 28, 
29. 28.] Paul himself entered into 
the vow with them (aiv etrois &yv.), and 
the time settled (perhaps the least that 

Vor. II. 

could be assigned: the Mischna requires 
thirty days) for the completion of the vow, 
i. e. the offering and sbaving of their heads, 
was seven days. No definite time is pre- 
scribed in Num. vi., but there seven days 
is the time of purification i» case of un- 
cleanness during the period of the vow. 

Sia ev} making known to 
the ministers of the temple. 
dxadyjpwow] the fulfilment, i.e. that he 
and the men had come to fulfil: an- 
nouncing their intention of fulfilling. 

(us ob wposnvéxên] ‘donec offer- 
retur, Vulg. The aor. indic. is unusual in 
an indirect construction, where the aor. 
subj. is almost always found (ch. xxiii. 12, 
21; xxv. 21). But we have Pinto, Gorg. 
p. 506, #8605... ау... ё#еАХеубит», lus 
abr Th» ToU "Audlovos &sréBuxa pow, — 
and Cratyl. 896, ойк А» évavóunv дейд» 
.. . . Cos dwewerpdOnry тїз coplas ravrno) 
тЇ тоте. (De W.) A *posd$opé] See 
Num. vi. 18—17. 27. al ёжт. ір.) 
Of the votive period: not (as Chrys. an 
Bede) since Paul's arrival in Jerusalem. 
Five days of the seven bad passed : sce 

R 
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а Mark аш 4. q cvvreMiaOa:, oi amo тўс Acías Iovdaĩoi Өєасашеуог ABCDE 
eiv a 

Rom аа avTov ёр та depo 7 uveges парта tov ÜxXov, кайы bedfs 

‚безе а теба * ёт айтди tàs * xeipas 28 крафоуте$ "Avbpes * 9 15 
ue Io, t Вопбєїте. ovros éaTiv 0 dvÜparros б xarà 

d. той XaoU xal той vópov kai тоў "TOT OU TOUTOV таутаб 
“лартау) 8:84скор, Eri тє кай “EdAnvas * eierryaryev 

4, el тд lepoy wal? кекобуокер Tov " &yioy u тотоу тойтор. 
J Marc. i is. 20 * 3oav yap ** rpoeepakóres Трофіџоу TOv ' Edéatov €v тӯ 
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" Pe п. rt ody айтф, dv бәби ор Sts eis тд iepòv * eicrryaryev 

LR б IlabXos. 30 -dxsvnOn Te 9 ru &, kal eder 

EC *gvyvOpous) ToU Xao), ка} d En t тод Паў\оџ 
Aor ме *elAxov айтӧи 'ékw ToU ієрод, xai evÜéus € éxXeicÜncav 

"pieni ai бйраз. 31h бттобутоу re айтди бтоктеіац, ' avéBn е 
x ABDE Es, 6 фасіс T „. px Tis ™ aTeípns Gre & " cvyyuvverar ABOE 

ёс. ||. heb. iz. 13 (ch. x. 16. э) он constr., ch. zzii. 29 reff. а = here (ch. li. 35from bed f R 
Ps. xv. 8) only $. Lir Tu 5 (xvii. 28 reff.). eee 1 Macc. хіі. 44. e hereonly +. Judith h k I Mm 
z. 18. 9 Macc. iil. 8 only. серет, eb. iii. 11.) d ch. xvii. 19 ч 5 Есі. o Ti 
i. б. see ch. xvi. 19. ver. б. g ch. v. 23 reff. ch. xiii. 8 reff. 
ch. . 4. keen oniri Busan. 65 Theod. l= John xviii Ш" vr. 25, , Ke. 1 Kings xviii. 13. 

aft o: ins 8e D-gr. a only of axo is written by Dl, the rest supplied by рг. 
aft ovaio: ins eAgAvOores D. дєасареуо‹ avTov ey To epo bef oi a. т. a. оида 
C 180: беас. avrov bef о: a. т. a. 1098. c 187. cvrexea» C 180: cvreo xor 20. 41: 
cuvexeuynoay те E: concitaverunt vulg E- lat: confuderunt D- lat. om "e = 
2. 41. ere HA AN! : ex:BaddAovow D: exeBaAAor b! o Thl.sif. 
хе раз bef ex avrov (corra of ement), with HLP rel coptt Thl-sif: txt ABCDER 
ach (k) m 18. 40 vulg syrr arm Chr Thi-fin. 

TovTOvS (but s marked and then 28. aft тото» ins rov ayiov AC? 78 lectt-13-4. 
erased) Ni. rec rurraxo (alteration to more usual word), with HLP rel Chr: 
txt ABCDEN b c o 18. 86. om re D m. esnyer Di(txt D?) 951. 
om то D'(ins D?). kexoiwevnke BIE o 36. 197 : exoiwergoer D: exoiwecer D-corr: 
xexowevcer (but » marked and erased) Ni. 

99. for xpoeap., eopaxores HL, eopaxores Pdfghkim valg(not tol) sah wth Chr, 
Thl-sif. om To» N. «vou (but putaverunt) D om o 

80. rov ravàov E d. om avrov D fuld. for xa: to бирт, «кмабзта>» evOews 
(cay being written above the line) N!. 

91. rec (for те) de, with D'[-gr] HL[P7 rel 86 vulg вуг coptt Chr: txt ABEN a Syr 
seth. (13 def.)—(xa:) cur. D'[ and lat]. rec avy&xvrai, with EHLPN? rel Chr, 
confusa est D- lat E- lat: txt AB! D- gr Ni, cuyxuvera: В? 18, confunditur vulg. 

on ch. xxiv. 11. Cf. on the whole, Bp. 
Wordsworth's note. жд T. 'Ag.] 
From Ephesus and the neighbour 
where Paul had solong taught. ‘ Paulus, 
dum fidelibus placandis intentus est (viz. 
the believing Jews), in hostium furorem 
incurrit (vis. of the unbelieving Asiatic 
Jews) Calv., in Meyer, who adds, In 
how many ways had those who were аы ы, 
Jerusalem this Pentecost, alread 
cuted Paulin Asin?’ Notice t кыш simi- 
larity of the charge against him to that 
against Staphen, eb: vi. 18. 28. 
EdAnvas] The generic plural: only one 
is intended, see next verse. They meant, 
into the inner court, which was forbidden 
to Gentiles. Трёф.] See ch. xx. 
4, note. We here learn that he was an 
Ephesian. 80.] The Levites shut 

the doors to prevent profanation by a riot, 
and possibly bloodshed, in the temple: 
hardly, as Bengel, * ne templi tutela ute- 
retur Paulus :’—the right of asylum was 
only (Exod. = 13, 14) for murder un- 
re (Meyer). But by ver. 14 there, and 

Joab's fleeing to the altar, 1 Kings ii. 
ff, we seo that it was resorted to on 

other occasions. 381. Curovvreey x.7. A. 
By beating Aim: see ver. 32. dvéBy 
went (was carried) up; «p, either because 
of his high station, as commanding officer, 
or because he was locally stationed in the 
tower Antonia, overlooking (from the 
10 Ш ae temple, where the riot was. 

"NEM e T. cv.] Claudius Lysias (ch. 
хей 26), 7 tribune of the cohort (whose 
proper complement was 1000 men). 

ós. Svat] See ch. xii.6. He would 
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Kai S & xa ro rd "катёдрашеу ёт? aùroús. of 82 Irres, Pu ice 
tov ‘yirlapyov xai тої стратиотас * ётаўсарто 
arrovtes tov LlavAov. 33 tore 

ч ётех&Вето avtov кай * éxéNevoev det va. " aͤx doe. Svo, 5 
xai éruvOdvero tis [Av] eln xai ті ёст memomnas. | si 
34 хало, && A Ti I ётефороџу év 78 бадар ш) 

^ r here onl 
TU- зк Kings six, 

‘éyyicas 0 yiMapyos 

xviii. 40. 
ic 15. 

Suvapévov Se айтой тууура тд * ác$aMs &à tov * дори- Gea. t i 
Bov, * éxéXevcrev yea ba. avrov eis Tj» b raDοen¹ . udi eh. avil. 19 

35 Fre Se ёуёието er Tous ° avaBabuors, a cvvégn * Ba- тре 
cTálecÜa,. dur отд TOV стратиютёу 0:4 Thv ! Blav тоў . дар. за 
було" 36 дколоўбе yap тб п\)0оѕ тод N крабортєх * Де эш 

37 HEN. те єіс̧фуєсбаг eie T » Trape- 
Hod 0 Паўћоѕ reyes TQ хдчаруф ^E: ' есті ко 
віле TL pes ce; a de ёфт x EMM, quwockeis ;. 

Jer. алк, (alix) 2. (Ве, ch. avito) 

в Alpe avrov. 

M. v. 88, ch. хх 18 only. 
bis. che Al. 24. кын io, roa "Heb. (хі. 2 d xiii. 1 

d impers. 

1 w. aor., ch. ii. 28. Matt. ziz. 3. 
k John хіх. 20 only. vri Enaissi, Xon. An. vil. 6. 8. Greed scire, Cic. 

40 only. % Kings а. 19, 20. 
ch. lil. 3 f cb. v. 26 reff. 

82. for тарал., Лабе» B, sumptis D-lat. 
86 Chr: txt ABD'EN 18. 

83. eyyicas бе HLP rel Syr(xa) eyy.) Ec Thl(-sif] : 
aAvceciv vow D 

rec ins a» bef ei, with EHLP rel Chr: om ABDN а 36. (13 def.) 
vulg m [ont] sth Chr, Thi-fin. 
ABLN 18 rel. 

тщ cru wewoixws(sic) Di. 
34. for алло Ti, aAAa Ds 

xii. 6 reff. 

кыЛ хай. 
* $. xav. 26 

Phil. iii. 1. 

Mem.iv. 
Matt. xxvi. 6 
Mk. xxvii. 

b = гаме 
18. Rev. хх. 
ата er iil. E oit 2 Macc. 11. n 

uke xxi lvii. 1. see ch. xxii. 23, 
Cor. хіі. 4. th. iv. 3. Esra iv. 14. 1 Macc, 

rec exarorrapxovs, with D'HLP rel 

ixt ABDEN а c m 13. 36 
DEHP: Avec 9vcir m: txt 

rec (for erepevour) неч 755 SHE rel yr Chr,. 
Chr Thl-sif: eweBowy c (m) 25. 40: txt ABDEN 18. 36 Thl-fin. bvraj.evog 
Зе and om avrov (emendation of atyle), with HLP rel 36 Chr [ Thl - aif]: | txt AB(D)EN 
m 18 Thi-fin.—xa: иу доу. i D. 

35. for exi, eis D. 
Aaov D. 

88. om Tov Aaov D. 
[vulg(with am fuld demid tol) E-lat i] Chr: txt AB E-gr N a b d 
copt ТЫ. ағшресбш tollite D. 

37. om o vavAos D: o s. bef ess arm Жен 
D. for етеу, AaAnoa D [arm ; 

thus be in the custody of two soldiers. 
Tís [Rv] «iy, who he might be 

(subjective possibility): and rl de rw wer., 
what he had done (assuming that he must 
have done something). 84. wapenB. ] 
The camp or barracks attached to the tower 
Antonia;—or perhaps into the tower’ 
itself: but the other is the more usual 
meaning of vapeuB. For а full history 
and description of the fortress of Antonia, 
sea Robinson, i. Pp. 431, 485; Williams, 
Holy City, i. 99; ii. 403—411; Howson, 
ii. 311.“ Wordsworth. 35. &абай ] 
The steps leading up into thetower. The 
description of thetower or fort Antonia in 
Jos. B. J. v. 5. 8, sets the scene vividly 
before us :—ятуруое 5}: $ обса Tb wav 

for gar. avrov, To» rau Bact. D. 

тес кра(оу (grammatical emendation), with DHLP rel 

for oxAov, 

o 13. 36. 40 Syr 

Te хемарх. asokpieis erer 
tt]. om Ti pui A 

seth[?] arm Thl-sif: ins ABEN 13. 36 a vulg as copt Chr Thi-fin [ти m 

сҳӯра, ката ye rércapow érépois 
dielAurro xúpyois” Sy ol ul о: жеу- 
Tíkorra. Tb Dyos, б 8a ёт!) тӯ цестиВруўӯ 
cal кат’ dvarodhy Y, xelpevos &8$о- 
иђкоута r* Je, as каборб» SAoy ёж’ 
abrod Tb lepó». каба 82 сиуўтто тай 
ToU {ероб стоаїз, «is ёдфотёраз elxe kaTa- 
Bác«w B) Sy xariórres ol ppovpol, kað- 
ўсто yàp del ёт abrfs туңа "Popaler, 
ка) diiordpevor жері ras orods perd тё» 
SwAwy, dy rais doprais Tb» 8ўиою, ds uh- 
Ti vewrepiobeln, wapeplAarror фройр:ор 
yàp réxeiro TH тбле pèr Tò от 
lepg 84 4 'Arroría. 87. “ЕМ туст 
үсү. ] as * Grece nescire," Cic. = Flacc. 4, 
rob Хорст) éxigrauévovs, Xen. Cyr. 
vii. 6. 81: and reff. There is no ellipsio. of 

R 2 
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38 9 э? \ Ф € 3 7 L4 ^ Ф ^ ^ 
1 eh. xvii. тей. "9 O ара OU €L О Аруотто$ о тро TOUTOV TOV ўрер@у ABDE 
m here only +. 138. „ fl. ldygg-a recae кай ёЁ Gv eis THY ёрпцоу TOUS тетра- s 13:5. noo Msi dod ci | Md ida S i A Ld e^ 

EDU xisyidious avdpas Tov ™ atxaplwy ; 99 elmev 8 б IIab os олз 
o here only 2. ^ ^ 
беп. тах. "Буф п avOpwiros pév eiut ‘lovdaios Tapoeus, ris Kas 

7 [4 , L 
pin, 18. ойк °йсђиои Toews ? то\ћіттс, дора, 8 aov 3 ёттїтрєўүбө 

ix. 14. Heb. ^ ` ^ väi Moniy. uo, A, трд tov Xaóv. 0 4 émirpéyyavros 8 avro 
«Mut iii е. 0 TTagAos éco Os єтїї TOv' йа>а8абдФь * karéaciaev TH yeipi 
d TQ Ааф, ro 8 *avyis yevopévns “ mposebovgsev TH 
zani. 14. $ v, "] y p т 

r ver. 35. och. xii. 17 reff. t Rev. vili. 1 only. Wied. vill. 14 only. $v ro жаутауббе» 

27 only: dic, ch. kal. 
38. for ovx apa, ov D. 
89. om epu N!. 

D-gr. 
ins A bef Аал. N'(N? disapproving). 

ekavacrarwoas E. 
for rapaeus to xroAcTys, e» тарсо Se туз киса уеуєрупицеуозѕ 

for extrp., cvvxwpnoa D(oujus rogo obsegro autem mihi D-lat). 

u adsol., Luke ziii. 12. zziii. 20 only. 2 Chron. ххіх. 28 Ald. 2 Macc. 

сірькари» E. 

40. ins xa: bef exirpeyarros де D!-gr: xa: exir., omg ёе, D-lat Syr: om 8e L 96. 
for avTov, Tov 7 D sah. 

for tw Aaw, Tov Лао» Н c 
Te novxeias D. 

AaAety. 88. ойк бра od ef] Thou 
art not then, as I believed. ‚„... The 
E. V., after the Vuig., art not thou’... 
(* nonne tu es ...’) would require dp’ оф 
or otkovr, Winer, edn. 6, 8 57. 3. Seo 
also Luke xvii. 17; John xviii. 37. 
Alytewrios] The inference of the tribune 
was not, as in Bengel, Grece loquitur : 
ergo est Egyptius; but the very contrar 
to this. His being able to speak Gree 
is a proof to Lysias that he is wot that 
Egyptian. This Egyptian is mentioned 
by Josephus, Аш. xx. B. 6, йфк»єїгш 8 
тіз e Alyéwrov xarà robror тё» Kaipdy eis 
Tà ‘lepoodAupa, xpophrns elvai ACV, ко) 
uno ο⏑,ůAq u TQ Snoring TAO сбу 
афтф rpbs Spos Tb wposayopevóneror ENalor 
ox od, $ kal тїз dA, Evrixpus rel- 
uero ü&méxei orddia rere Өле» ydp, 
{фаскеу, avrots creer eri ca, & xeAeó- 
carros abroU alxro: TÀ TG» '1єротоАйўде» 
relxi, 8 Gy thy efsobor abrois жарёф еу 
dr) & Nero. DRAE 34 ds ётїбето Tavra, 
neee Tovs стратіётаѕ üraAaBeiy ra 
ra, ка)... . wposBdAAet тоз тер) 1b 
Alytrrio ка) rerpaxoclous niv abray 
àve Re, 8:акос(ооѕ 8è (Orras Mager. ё 84 
Alyérrios abrds Stadpdoar ёк тїз udyns 
ёфауўх éyévero. But in B. J. ii. 13. 5, he 
says of the same person, жері tptspupiovs 
&0pol(eu 78% hrarnudvoy, wepiayayay 5t 
abrobs ёк vs épnulas eis Tb Eat кал. 
бр. x. T. J. . тє o vuBoATs yevoudyns 
datus . Stach ap к. (orypnBfva: whel- 
orovs tay civ abrg. It is obvious that 
the numerical accounts in Jos. are incon- 
sistent with our text, and with one another. 
This lntter being the case, we may well 
leave them out of the question. At dif- 
ferent times of his rebellion, his number 

Chr(some mss): wpos avrovs D Syr. 
yevoperns bef oiyns B 

єстоѕ о T. єт. T. ау. Kat Ceiras D. 
for бе ovyns, 

yevanerns А. 

of followers would be variously estimated ; 
and the tribune would naturally take it as 
he himeelf or his informant had known it, 
at some one period. That this is so, we 
may see by noticing that our narrative 
speaks of his leading out, — whereas Jose- 
phus's numbers are those whom he brought 
back from the wilderness against Jerusa- 
lem, by which time his band would have 
augmented considerably. тоў Terp.) 
the four thousand, —-the matter being one 
of notoriety. From sica, 
а dagger; they are descri 
B. J. ii. 18. 8, Frepo elbos Aporay d» 
epo ji бтефбєто, ol калофдеуо: 
съкбрьоь, реб ўиёрау kal ё» џќср тӯ ré- 
Ae povebovtes àvÜpdovus" udAwTa $ dr 
vais doprais pioyduerat TË TAHOE, ка) 
rar ёсӨћђсесіу Swoxpuwrovres puxpda gi- 
ld ta, todros Ivurroy rods 8:афброиз. 
.. . . "peTos uir. об» bx’ abrür "Imrá- 
Ons б àpxiepeùs Ard perà Bà 
al rd каб ђдёрау àvppoUrro тоЛАоЇ . . . 
The art. is generic. 89. pér] Our 
indeed, —implying not the Egyptian, but,’ 
—exactly renders it: I indeed am: во 
Aristoph. Plut. 355, uà AC éyà per об. See 
Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 413. ойк 
ёсурох x.] See note, ch. ix. 11. 
The expression is an elegant one, and very 
common. Wetst. gives many exainples, 
and among them one from Eurip. Ion 8, 
ёст\у yap ойк konuos 'EAAhrær Is. 
There was distinction in his being a sro- 
Alrys of an urbs libera. "Many of the 
coins of Tarsus bear the epigraphs unrpó- 
rot: and abrórouos." Wordsw. from 
Akermann, p. 66. 40. тї “EBp. 
Sah.) The Syro-Chaldaic, the mother. 
tongue of the Jews in Judæa at this time: 

by Jos.’ 



XXII. 1—5. IIPAEEIS AIIOSTOAQN. 24.5 

"Ебра; " ёахёктр Xéyov [XXII] I Aròpes aepo? ven. хан... 
xxvi. 14 

каў rarepes, * йкойтатё * pou * тўс mpòs йџӣс vuv YatroNo~ оу". 
yas. ? dkovaavres 66 Sts т) " Efpalóu * ё:аМёктф 

w. прбс 
here only. 
Xen. Mem. 

Ts Камка, *avareOpappévos 06 ey тӯ morei тайтр det, i Car. 
f ` , , А S NÉ 15 ton : тард TOUS тб$а$ Гараћмћ, E men asdevpévos ard pone 
deep,, e rod \татр«оо vóuov, ! б\т  Vmápyov „а.а. 

той Geod кабо mávres Uneis dore onpepor * de rab 
vj)» * od ! Siwka m ãypi ™ Üavárov, " Seapevwy ка ° mapa- 
Sdovs eis dvXaxàe dvdpas Te xal yuvaixas, 5 ws xai 

a — w. dat., 
Luke vii. 33 
| Mt. Байг. 

11. 60. 

0 арҳгєреіҳ Р рартирє pot Kat wav To 9 a pea Burépiov ur up: 
с Job xxziv. 29. 

iit. 4.) 
iv. 35, 57. е. 3a}. 6 Kings iv. 37 Ald. 
16 (see note and ch. zviii. 25 reff.). 
vi. 1 Ed-vat. Ald. compl. &c.(not AB). 

k ch. ix. 2 reff. ] z ch. vii. 52 reff. 
xiii. 14. 

р Rom. х. 2. Gal.iv.15. Col lr. 1 
Ald. compl.) 

for pa, id А. 

n = here (Matt. Kili. 4) 22 Gen. xlix. 11 
a = 

d -= 1 Tima. ii, 11, 12 (2 Thess. ill. 12) only. Prov. vii. 9. (-tot, 1 Tim. ii. 2. 1 Pet. 
e ch. vii. 20, 21 only t. Wied. vii. 4, BN F(not A) Ac. only. f Luke viii. 35. ch. 

Hd = ch. vii. A reff. here only. Dan. vii, 
ch. xxiv. 14. xxviii. 17 only. Prov. xxvii. 10. 2 Macc, 

j ch. xxl. 20 reff. (-Aovv, Num. xxv. 18.) 
m Rev. ii. 10. хіі. 11 only. мүр дау., 2 Mace. 

. © constr., ch. viii. 3 reff. 
e xxii. 68 (1 Tim, iv. 14) only t. (Susan. 50 Theod. A 

Cuar. XXII. 1. rec yv», with a f 13[е sil] Chr: txt ABDEHLPN rel 36 ТЫ. 
9. яроѕфоуе: D E[-gr] Н am fuld tol Œc Thl-sif: wpose$derncer L a b c К o 86. 40, 

adlocutus est E-lat: txt АВРМ rel [Syr coptt eth] Chr, Thl-fin, loquebatur demid 
(logueretur vulg-clem. (18 uncert.)] (D- lat is deficient from this point to ver 10.) 
om avros D: avro» A'(perhaps for rapecxor novxiay, novyacay D. 

3. rec aft eyw ins ue», with Nur rel вуг copt th Chr, : om ABD EN a 18. 36 vulg 
sah [arm]. 
ти D: yeyevnuevos А o. 

«ттш оре ssa»res D. 
4. for os, xa: D Syr eth. 

80 am. 
6. om o D'(ins D-corr!) 66. 180. 

paprupnae: D: єдартире В: extpaprupe: 137. 

his motive is implied (ch. xxii. 2) to be, 
that they might be the more disposed to 
listen to him. CHAT. XXII. I.] This 
speech of Paul repeats the narrative of his 
conversion to Christianity, but this time 
most skilfully arranged and adapted (with- 
in legitimate limite) to avoid offence and 
conciliate his hearers. Proofs of this will 
appear as we go on. See an enquiry into 
ite diction and rendering into Greek, in the 
Prolegg. $ ii. 17 В. 8.] De Wette 
and others would place the comma after 
табтр, во to make the two clauses, begin- 
ning with yéy. and á»ar., exactly corre- 
pons But (not to insist, with Meyer, on 

e reason that а new circumstance is 
introduced with each participle) it is surely 
bettor, as the rule of the sentence веешв to 
be to place the participles before the words 
which qualify them, to take d» тӯ ябле 
табтр жард T. ж. T., all as the qualifica- 
tion of дуатебрациќуоѕ, and punctuate, as 
commonly done, after Ганал‹ўл. On 
Gamaliel, see note, ch. v. 34. The 

avnp bef ei RI: :i0vBatos bef ауур D. 
yauaAimAov B 86 Chr,. 

aft wewa:devnevos ins де Н k m [syr] Chr,. 

mexpi D с: eos k (Chr, ]. 

«y тарсо T. c. bef 
waiSevopevor 

om „хархо» D vulg. 

' $vAakqv D 96. 142- 

aft apxiepevs ins avarias 187 syr-w-ast. 
for za», odor D [arar k 40]. 

expression rap т. óð. (see ch. iv. 35, 
note) indicates that the rabbi sat on an ele- 
vated seat and the scholars on the ground 
or on benches, literully a£ Ais feet. 
ka rà йкр.] (The art. omitted aft. a prep.) 
According to the striot acceptation of the 
law of my fathers; = xarà rj» àxpife- 
ordryny alpecir тїз jerépas Opnoxelas, 
ch. xxvi. 6 ;—і.е. as a Pharisee. So Jos. 
B. J. ii. 8.16 Фарсаїо: . . . of Sokobrres 
pera dxpiBelas & ye тд убшца. 
Some of the older Commentators make roi 
жатрфоо yduov governed by wewatd., and 
take xarà акрЇВ. adverbially: which would 
give a very vapid sense, the accuracy and 
carefulness of his education having been 
already implied in wapa T. ж. lT'auaAifjA. 

rabas .. Not meaning ‘in the 
same way as YE are all this day’ (but now 
in another way): but as ye all are this 
day: ‘I had the sume zealous character (not 
excluding his still retainingit) which you all 
shew to-day.’ A conciliatory comparison 

5. 5 dpy.] The High Priest of tha. 
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gu. тар Фи kai 'émiToAàs Óebápuevos mpos ToU; aderpods АВрЕ 
«азма, eis Дараскду Émopevóumv, üfoev xal тойс * ёкєїсє Üvras v vate 

xxxix. 29. e , ^ AL hkim 
rov dete. Oc0ejévous cis Тєроисаћајы, iva * tyswpnOacw. 6 " éyévero олз 

1452 "tia 1. 66 до Tropevouévo ral " eyyifovts т) Дараскф “ тєрї 
only. Eek х neonuBpiav *éfaldyns ёк Tov ойрарод Y meptactpdypas Pas 
vue Fixavoy тєрї éué, 7 ёпєса ve eic tò * Eades xal конса 
. 13. ch. davis Aeyovons шог Laon Daovr, Tí pe ? dla reis ; 8 ёүф eno à, 
Sf. de darexplOnu Tís el, кіре; elmév re трб$ ue Exe Нн» 
"кыз, eiut “Incots 0 Nabwpaios dy ov Stones. 9 оі ё ody kimo 
„20ке. 2 . duol буте тд pèv Has éÜcácavro [xai ° ёшфоВог ёүёуорто |, 
sii” тўр 82 фору ойк *Jxovca» той XaXoUvrós pot. 10 er 
E o 4, 99 TI orie, кйрє; ó $ё кїр; elmev прос pe *'Ava- 
abes oy. бта Tropevov cis Дараскор, хакеї сог * XaNnÜrjaeras тері 
b 2 dri dv {тётактаќ соь пођсо. II ф; дё ove 8 èv- — 
асуы. Ger amo THs !OóÉge тоў Sr éxelvou, * Хераү®- вени. 
es.iee — yoUuevos Umà TÕV ! турбут» por Abov eis Даџаскби. fen kf 
f = ch. ziii. 49. zv. 2 al. 1 Mace. xii, 26. constr., 
g -= Mark vili. 25 only $. 

41. 2 Cor. от, 18. Exod. xvi. 10. 
Luke ix. 

rov abeA or D. 
ut adducerem inde vinctos vulg. 

bere only. Xen. de Rep. Lac. хі. 6, rots 82 ётесбдах réroxrat, mois 
b = ch. zii. sei xod. vi i = Luke іх. 31, 33. 1 Cor. xv. 40, 

ch. ix. 8 onl *, 39: 36A compl. ош! ch. xiii. 11 
18 only. Jer. iif. 20. Esdr. vi. 2. 3 Mace. и d only. y- Judg. pl. only. (e, ) 

om xa: (bef err.) D З fuld coptt Syr sth]. for xpos ovs ab., 
afa, E [et d sic) 18 : om ate to 5 H. exet 

for es (bef 1ероос.), e» D 
6. for cer. to иєстиВр. D! has n. 8(е p)os peanpBpias (ins ту D?) bauacke 

‘(txt D6). for ex, ase) D'(txt D repteo Tpoyey E 187: -ya ne) D! 
(yai D-corr) : терастрафау Р 

7. for ex. те, koi ex. D [ex. Be сор]. 
Ты.) 

5 во ABEHPN d f m 36. 40 Ath, 
cavie сауле (аг lat, ver 13) D] for еш, et Di(txt D£ or 2). 

at end ins скАтроу со: xpos xerrpa AakTi(ew i demid syr-mg Ath,. 
8. aft awexpiOny ins ка: era N [Syr]. 

питво [Di(txt D3)] Ni. 
9. N! has omitted cay in «0cacarro. 
r copt arm: 
d possibility of omn from similarity of 

for re, ĉe D. p [A]BN!. 

om ког eupoßo: еуєуоуто ABHN 18 vulg 
ins DELP rel (36) syr sah eth Chr,. (On the one hand we may place 

endings (so Meyer) ; on the other, interpola- 
tion from the е@ҥттткитау» evreoi of ch іх. 7: the fact noticed by Tischdf (N. T. ed 7 
[not ed 8]) that «ue. yev. is a phrase almost peculiar to St. Luke does not tell dis- 
tinctly either way : evveo: could not be used in this connexion.) novo E- gr №? 
[ Thi-sif | 

10. ежа D. 
тои BI. 
de omnibus qua te oporteat facere volg ( 

gth. 
for тер: to cot, т: те Bei (res ch ix. 6) Н 41, 84. 95'-8-marg 100 Chr: 

om ruptos D К, ba ( sah evreraxra: BI: evrerad- 

lat). om со: E. 
11. ovBereBA eror (i. e. either ovder eBAexor or o eveBAexor) B: eBAeror Е 18, 

aveBA. 68. 100 Thl-fin: «f autem surrezi(surrextt D!) non videbam D- lat. for 
vro, axo А. 

day, who is still living: i. e. Theophilus, 
see on ch. ix. 1. 

who were there. кессе if resolved, 
Similarly, the whole San- would be els Aauacxór,—a similar con- 

hedrim = ‘ those who were then members, 
and now survive.’ Er wat from 
whom, moreover. жрд rode >. } 
to the Jewish (fAeir) brethren (see ch. 
xxviii. 21). Bornemann's rendering, 
‘against the (Christian) brethren,’ is al- 
together inadmissible. If ever Paul spoke 
to the Jews аг a Jew, it was on this 
occasion. xol rovg ёк.) even those 

struction to eis olxó» deri», Mark ii. 1, 
‘those who had settled at Damascus and 
were then there.’ 6.] On Paul's con- 
version and the comparison of the accounts 
іп chapp. ix., xxii., and xxvi., see notes on 
ch. ix. I have there treated of tbe dis- 
crepancies, real or apparent. 11.] See 
notes, ch. ix. 8, 18. 19.] That Ananias 
was а Christian, i is not here mentioned, — 
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12 "Avavías бё тіс av m єўї "KATA TOV u VÓHOV m ch. ll. 6 ref. 
Ж paprupoupevos ойто птаутоу TOV P катокойутоь» 'lovoa(ov, 

n ch. xxiv, ae 

Heb. "iia 

13 éA cv трос pe кай * erde elmév pos XaoUA Berge, EV : 
f агахеуо». кауш * айтў TÅ ёра „ eis айтор. 
140 6€ eire» O u Geos TOY * татёроу " нф» " троеуер{- q mie 

i 

ff. 
p ellips., ch. 

сато сє * урдура то х nna avToU kal ely tov Y ${кадор EM. re. 
kai axovcas * фои * ёк TOU атдратос ae, 15 бт; Lon Baa 
páprus alte po парта avOpanrous ° àv éwpaxas xai Ea que 
Ракі 16 kai vow ті °pédXets;  драстдс Ватто „+ 

Kai °amoAoucas tas ápaprías cou, ! ётікаћесацеуоѕ тд 

буора афтод. 11 èyévero бё por ® op r. eis Чероџ- 2b. Шу: - 
carn ka № 5 pov ё» TQ lep ere pe EIE, 

3 . 

er \ёкотӣсє, 19 xai. {бей к айтди Aéyorrá pot ! ZareÜaoy _ vii touts. 
xai ё e ™ ép tdyer éE Чероџсаћаји, ббт où "apa- . x 

b. v. 17. 
deforrai соо [15v] *? paprupiay ? пері ёдой. 19 кау elrrov Са. ів, 

y absol., ch. 5 1 ch. хі. 9 а]. Isa. IZ vi. б. Cr rb L8 nem ў d attr, 
eh. I. 1 ref. see € bers only. re Ore be: d ver. 10. 

e 1 Cor. vi. П ову. Job iz. "90 only. f ch. il. 21 reff. R ch. vill. 25 reff. 
W гей. eh. х. 10 reff. керми 38 al. l ch. xx. 16 

сози. ake xviii. 6. тый 16, 30. ш Rom. xvi. 20 = Mark iv. 30. ch. 
xvi. 21 (reff). Ezod. zziii. 1 о = Joha i. 19. ee 1 John v. 9. "Rev. 1.2, 9. xi. 7 al. 

р bere only. вее J 

12. rec (for evàaßns) йш, with E rel: 
because the sentence is complete 
8 36. 40. 
ey дадаескео ( 
008., 78: om A | ABEPN fg vulg Syr copt» 

13. «ue ABN. eBAepa A. 
14. vpoexeignoaro AL k: por xen N but s marked and erased) P. 

lst ка A! om rov Ak 1 96 
15. дарт. av. яр. т. аубр. За А 

куроо, with HL rel Thl-sif: айа уто 

without the A 
om А vulg (the om» has prob been 

evo egi, a gloss on evàaßns) : txt 
eros A}, aft xaroutovrTor ins uaprupo 

lementary gloss) HL 13 rel demid tol вуг [sabh] eth arm Chr,: aft 

om 

aft or ins re E-gr b c o 36 [Thl-sif-comm]. 
16. the second A of ueAA eis was арру added by P-corr. rec (for avrov) Tov 

48. 99 (explanatory corrections) : txt ABEPN 
a c 18. 36 vulg D-lat syrr coptt t arm Chr, Thl-fin. 

17. wposevyopere, omg pov, Е в 98-5. 
25. 40. 96. 105. 

18. {ог i ior N [36] 180. 

and drhp . . . "lovdaley is added: both, 
as addressed toa Jewish audience. Before 
the Roman governor in ch. xxvi., he does 
sot mention him at all, but compresses 
the whole substance of the command given 
to Ananias into the words spoken by the 
Lord to himself. A heathen moralist could 
teach, Quid de quoque viro, et cui dicas, 
мере videto’ (Hor. Ep. i. 18. 68): and a 
Christian Apostle was not unmindful of the 
necessary caution. Such featares in his 
speeches are highly instructive and valuable 
to those who would gather from Scripture 
itself its own real character: and be, not 
slaves to ita letter, but disciples of its spirit. 

18. dvéBA. «ls abróv] De W. re- 
marks, that the two meanings of àvaBAézo 
here unite in the word: I looked, with 
recovered sight, upon him. 14—16 is 

for ue, po: L a*-marg 99. 106-37 : om 
in Noba of yerveo@a: is written twice. 

rec ins zm with EHLP rel 86 Chr: testimonium 
meum D-lat : om (as unnecessary ?) ABN a 1 

not related, but included, in ch. ix. 16—19. 
14. 6 6. т. war. Ak-] So Peter, ch. 

iii. 18; v.80. In ch. ix. 17, & xópus is 
the word : this titlo is given for the Jews. 

тфу BSixarov] So Stephen, ch. vii. 
52. How forcibly must the whole scene 
have recalled Айз, whom present! pe 
20) he mentions by name. 18. 

e . J This was the Jewish as well 
as the Christian doctrine of baptism. 
See ref. 1 Cor. and note. avrov] 
of Jesus, ToU Sixalov. Paul carefully 
avoids mentioning to the Jews this Name, 
except where it is «navoidable, in ver. 8: 
во айтбу again, ver. 18. 17.) viz. as 
related ch. іх. 26—30, where nothing of 
this vision, or its having been the cause of 
his leaving Jerusalem, is hinted. 18.] 
ragt роб і is to be taken with иартьріау, 
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a constr en. Kúpte, avtol èmistavrai бт: yw © йити * флак » xai ABEH 
zl. 5 reff. a 

rhereoalyt Sep; ‘xara tas cuvaaxyàe ro “miarevovtas “ÈT. cfghk 
4 овіу. Д 90 } е v2 е ` H > 7 ^ wf Imo 13 

ech. v.40 ref. O. xai Gre Y éEeyuvvero Tò alpa >тєефауоу ToU Hip- 
t Luke ix. 6. " „ 23 1 2 ` ` у ^ 
ch. . . TupOs тои, wal айт Inuny * ёфєттй xai ? cuvevdoxaw 

ка} * $vAdccov TÀ ipatia TOv *åvaipoúvræwv айтбу. ?! каў D ке 
A ver. I3. perf.,ch. . 

2 = Luhe хі. 21. Exod. 

n. 
з ch. ix. 43 

ref. 

т -XVV., Matt. zziii. . xxvi. 28. Luke zi. 50 al. 
xxviii. 2. 3 Tim. iv. 6 only. Zech. i. 10. 

а = Ch. v. 33 reff. 

w see note. 
y 1 Cor. vii. 12, 13 reff. 

19. wesicrevxoras E-gr: qui credebant vulg D-lat E-lat. 
20. rec etexevro (corra to more usual form), with HLP rel Chr, ( Tbl.sif]: txt 

ABEN 18. 36 Thl-fin. (etexvrero B*E 13. 36: txt ABIN.) om стефауоо А 68: 
T. рарт. bef orep. 38. 73 (the оти is hardly accountable, if it was originally in the 
text : at the same time, the manuscript authority ts too light to allow of ite being now 
omitted. Meyer suggests the similarity of ending, crepavov тоо: but this would 
occasion the omn of Tov, not of areQarov) : txt BEHLPN [vulg &c] Chr. 
erperouaprupos Lack m: sporov нарт. 7 вуг. єстоѕ А 37. rec aft curev- 
Boxer ins TH avapere: avrov (interpolated from ch viii. 1), with HLP rel (13) 36 вуг 
[arm] Chr,: ту BovAy Ter avaipouvtey avrov (and Aifagorrer for ауар. below) Syr: 
om AB D(appy : D-lat ends with consentiens) EN 40 vulg coptt sth. om ка: (bef 

Pb фоЛассеу) H 
197. 

not with the verb, as Meyer and Winer 
maintain. Their objection, that then it 
must be тў» дарт. пері éuoU is an- 
swered by remarking, (1) that Paul does 
not always observe accuracy in this usage 
of the article: e. g. Eph. vi. 5, dwaxotere 
тоз Kuplous xarà adpxa, for T. кир. Tois 
xarà odpxa, or тоз катй adpxa muplois, 
which he has written in the ||, Col. iii. 22, 
—1 Thess. iv. 16, ol vexpol d» Хрстф 
évaorhcorra: wpé&ror. See also Rom. vi. 
4; Col. ii. 14, and notes:—aud (2) that 
there may bave been a reason for the irre- 
gularity , inasmuch as, if either the 
article had been expressed after napr., or 
Thy т. фи. корт. had been used, cov would 
have a to be governed by rapa- 
8étorra.—* they will not receive from thee 
thy testimony concerning me, —wbich is 
not precisely the meaning intended to be 
conveyed. (See Mr. Green's Gram. of 
N. T. p.163.) 19.) The probable ac- 
count of this answer is, that Paul thought 
his former great zeal against Christ, con. 
trasted with his present zeal for Him, 
would make a deep impression on the Jews 
in Jerusalem: or, perhaps, he wishes by 
his earnest preaching of Jesus as the Christ 
among them, to undo the mischief of 
which he before was the agent, and there- 
fore alleges his former zeal and his con- 
senting to Stephen’s death as reasons why 
he should remain in Jerusalem. афто{ 
can only refer to the same persons as the 
subjecta of wapaBéforra: above: not (as 
Heinrichs) to the foreign Jews; —** Idcirco 
iter apostolicum extra urbem detrectat, 
uod undique odio petitum se iri previdet, 

Hierosoly ais autem in apostolorum col- 

cf 1 o syr Chr, Thl.sif: ins ABDEN rel 36 vulg coptt.— ua. Te c 

legio delitescere se posse opinatur:"—a 
motive totally unworthy of Paul, and an 
interpretation which happily the sentence 
will not bear. 30. vov) 
* E. V. ‘thy martyr,’ following Вета: 
Vulg., and Erasm, festis tui. The Apostle 
may have here used the (Hebrew, тр, as 
Wordsworth) word in its strict primary 
sense; for a view of Christ in His glory 
wus vouchsafed to Stephen, and it was by 
bearing witness of that manifestation that 
he hastened his death (ch. vii. 55 ff.). The 
pe meaning of the word martyr did, 
owever, become attached to it at a very 

early period, and is apparently of apostolic 
authority: e. g. Rev. xvii. 6, and Clem. 
Rom. 1 Cor. v., p. 217 (cited in note on ch. 
i. 25). . . . The transition from tbe first to 
the secondary sense шау be easily accounted 
for. Many wbo had only seen with tho 
eye of faith, suffered persecution and death 
as a proof of their sincerity. For such 
constancy the Greek had no adequate term. 
It was necessary for the Christians to pro- 
videone. None was more appropriate than 
pdprup, seeing what had been the fate of 
those whom Christ had appointed to be His 
witnesses (ch. i. 8). They almost all suf- 
fered: hence ѓо witness became a synonym 
for fo suffer; while the suffering was in 
iteelf a kind of testimony.” (Mr. Hum- 
phry.) Bp. Wordsworth well designates 
this introduction of the name of Stephen 
“ A noble endeavour to make public repa- 
ration fora public sin, by public confeasion 
in the same place where the sin was com- 
mitted.” xal abrdés] І myself also. 

21.] The object of Paul in relating 
this vision appears to have been to shew 
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elev mpos пе llopevov, бт ёуф eis Ovn " waxpay © ёЁ- » ea Luko 
ATOCTEAD CE. 22 Tjcovov 2 avrov бур! тофтоу тоў 
\буоо, Kai 46 epa тўр 4 Grin, abr Méyovres. * Alpe 

fl. - Eu 
28 reff.) Eph. 
U. 13, 17 
onig: Zech. 
x 

amò тўс yas TOv “то ойтор, où yàp ®кабўке» aùtòv tiv. с ch vii. 13 
23 h xpavyatovrew тє air Kai 5 тд ‘рата 
xal k xovtoptov Bf ei$ TOY aépa, 

ае ii. 14 reff. 
е = ch. viii. 33 

reff. 

34 éxéXevoev б . WO » 
хїМаруо$ eisáryeaÜas aùtòv eis тй 'ттарербо\, m ira di 2, ас) 

"астр ° áverdteataa abróv, iva PémvyvQ ё, fy 4 airíay 7 
odr s érredwvouy айтё. 
той ‘ivaow, elmev трӧѕ Tov u rr éxaróvrapxov [0 n 

xil. m. Ezra ili. 13. 
] ch. zzi. 34 

vi. 29 А Ald. compl. only. Susan. 14 Th 
q ch. x. 21 reff. 
t Mark {.7| L.J. only. Job xxxix. 10. 

p. , end. 

91. вде C. eOvog E-gr 25. 
avogTeAAo(but mittam) Е. 

22. nrovoay D syrr. 
hended, as the varr shew), with 
n с. txt ABCD'EHLPN rel 

Corre» О c g l o Chr, Thl-sif. 
with D HLPN rel 36 vulg [зуг m cs 

prrrorror DEHL a b o 40 Th 

» 37 reff. = Mark т. 43. x. 49. 
zi. 36 (Mark iil. 10. v. 29, 34. "Luke vit. 21) only. 

eod. 
т ch. xii. 22 reff. dat., bere only. 

Iea. v. 18, 27. 
u abeol., ch. xvi. 9. Matt. zx. б. XVI. 73. John ail. 29 

Chr: txt ABC Syr eth. 
for аера, оурауо» D Syr Cassiod, 

Deut. 
. 17. Sir. 

25 ds 8e Trpoéreway avtov — 
= св. xxv 

и Matt. 
{ = (вее note) here only. Herodot. iv. 94, 188. k eh. дій. 51 mc 

uke хіх. 18. Exod, xxxv. 1, n = Heb 
Prov. xxvi. 3. 6 ver. 29 only. Jude. 

p = ch. zziii. 28 reff. Gen. Tiaki 
в here only +. 2 Mace. xv. 15. 

Sır. xxx. (xzxiii.) 26 only. 3 wept rapang. 

efaxooreAAw D e Ath, : arore [B Chr,, 

rec кабуко» (the meaning of the imperf not being appre- 
D-corr] a Thi-fin: «a@nxe: 68-9. 982, 106 : каблка» 
Hip, Ath, Chr, Thl-sif. 

rec 8e (alteration of characteristic те), 
om аутеу D? 

: аера» Nl. 
94. тес avror bef o N 1 . with HLP rel 36 Thi-sif: om с 137-49: txt ABCDEN 

a h k m 13. 40 vulg Chr, Thl-fin. 
txt ABCDEN a m 86. 40 rus Chr, 
out when the order was altered.) 
rel 36 Chr: ете de k: txt ABCDEN. 
«ler. 4. re А 18. 36 Chri. 
D: avrov 187 [Chr]. 

rec ayeo@a:, with HLP h [13(sic)) rel th · rom: 
Thl-fin. 

rec eruv (more usual form), with HLP 
avera(av Di(txt D? 

катефо»оуу D c 137. 

(The eis- seeme to have been dr a 
18) 

: raf E m 40: 
for ауте, wept avrov 

25. rec wpoerewer (lo suit the subject o xiX., по more persons having been mentd : 
this the varr shew), with Pk 1 m o: wposereiey Н Thi-sif: wpoerewor AE Thi-fin: 
txt BLN a bc g b 13. 36 Chr(some mss have sposerewor), mposereirav CD 40. 187 
ay vulg, extendissent E-lat, simly syrr copt eth arm]. (f doubtful [sah 

) exarorrapxny D 78. 

that his own inclination and prayer had 
been, that he might preach the Gospel to 
Ж own people: but that it was by the 
mperative command of the Lord Himself 
that he went to the Gentiles. · 28. тоў- 
тоу T. Àóvov viz. the announcement that 
he was to be sent to the Gentiles. * Populi 
terrarum non vivant,’ was the maxim of the 
children of 3 сыч / fol. г 2 
(Meyer). xaSyjcev ] ‘decuerat:’ imply- 
ing, he ought to have been put to death 
long ago (when we endeavoured to do it, 
but he escaped). 28. purrotvrev] 
Not ‘flinging off their garments,’ as pre- 
paring to stone him, of even as representing 
the action of such preparation : the former 
would be fatile, as he was in the custody of 
the tribune,—the latter abeurd, and not 
borne out by any known habit of the 
Jews: but shaking, jactitantes, their gar- 
ments, as shaking off the dust, abominat- 
ing such an expression and bim who uttered 

om о rau D вуг Chr, : ins ABCEHLPN 

it. The casting dust into the air was part 
of the same gesture. Chrys. explains ie 
фетта(оутеѕ, dxrivdocortes. 94] Th 
tribune, not understanding the че als in 
which Paul spoke, wished to extract from 
him by the scourge the reason which so 
exasperated the Jews against him. In this 
he was acting illegully : сл esse a tor- 
mentis incipiendum, . Augustus con- 
stituit.’ Di . Leg. 48. tit. 18, c. 1 (De 
W.). ётефеу.) 1 they were thus cry. 
ing out against him. 26.] And 
while they were binding him down with 
the thongs. Dr. Bloomfield quotes from 
Dio Cassius, xi. 49, 'Arri-yoror (uaa Tí-yoce 
стаурф жробђса»тез, and explains rightly, 
I think, the spo in both verbs to allude to 
the position of the prisoner, which was, 
bent forward, and tied with a sort of gear 
made of leather to an inclined post. De W. 
and others render rois iuüci», ‘for the 
scourge’ (dat. commodi) ; but why should 
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veie Падло) * Et " dvÜparrov Po, каї * дкатӣкрітор EE. ABCDE 
reff. ‘ 
"a5 grt bui *#цаат ш; *%dxovcas 06 ó ёкатоутаруос bofgh 

1 vi. ^ 7 2 m o tms  mposebàv TH üudpyo åmýyyeev №үюу Ti Ше 13 ут. 

y w. pres., ch. a è á з 

ivi mov; б yap avOpwios ovTos ‘Pwpaios otiw. *7 mpos- 
з here only. 

1. Wid. „ NU $ ò XM ah elrev айтф Aéye pot, av Pha 
у. 

twi, el; ó 2 ёфу Nai. *8 drerpibn 6 xiMapxos Ex To- z Д ( А 
: de m hod “xehadaiov тїр PvoMreíav тайтту ° ёктђсарли. 0 

А s ^ Ы / 4 E EA $2 IlaüXos ёфт "Eyw 86 xal yeyévynuas. *9 є00ёюс̧ ойу 
А9 ге ра. ^ v 

its) oat. à dméornoav ат abrob оѓ uéXXovres айтд» *áverdbei. e 5 
e ^ Ы 

e ipd exu, кай 0 yudiapyos de édofhjÓn & éreyvous ӧть "Рораї0с „ВСЕ, 
osh. EXIT. 

$3. . dx, ch. l. 18. w. Sid, ch. viii. 20. Matt. x.9. (Luke xxi. 19. 1 Thess. iv. 4 only.) d eh. v. 88 ref. be fg R 
e ver. 24. f Matt. x. 18. John vi. 61. viii. 16, 17. ch. iii. 24. g ch. xix. 34 reff. k n ° 

18. 86 rel vss Thl (Ec, but copt arm put it after ere». (If the words originally formed 
part of the text, it is very unlikely that they should have been omitted, while insertions 
of this kind are very common: but the manuscript evidence being so very strong, it 
seems best to insert the words in brackets.) efeoriy ушу bef avOpwxoy ... D | Syr 
sth : раст. bef ор. H: ] for e£eorir, єттї Ni. 

28. for axovcas ёе, Tovro ax. D. exarovrapyns ACDN! : txt BEHLPN? 18. 
86 rel Chr. add ort рюцооу eavror Aeye D 187. rec amyyye:Aer bef 1 
х!Ммархо i aciei of order to avoid the ambiguity, wposeA0. re x. or то x. ammyy-), 
with HLP rel Thl.sif: txt ABCDEN a (e) h k m 18. 40 vulg (syrr sth) copt arm 
Chr, Thl-fin.—(e) vy. D!(Wtst, Kipl : txt D3 [avmy. с]). om Aeyar D c 137 
вуг: D syr-w-ast ins avre in place of Ac. rec ins ора bef 7: (interpolated 
appy to give precision, and break the abrupinese of the text), with DHL rel wth 
Chr, : om ABCEN 13. 86. 40 vulg syrr copt arm. om уар D!(ins 02(?)) eth. 
97 . тоте ?tposeAÓ. o x. єттроттсе»у avrov D. from еАӨш» де to evfews o ver 29 

has been re-written by Bl. for ауто, то *avAc L. om до: Nl. rec ins 
« bef av (interpolated, to make the interrogation plainer), with LP rel [vulg-clem] 
demid Chr, : om ABCDEHN a c f m 18. 36 am fuld tol syrr copt arm Amm-c. 
for epn rai, eurer eiui D). 

28. rec aft arer. ins re, with HP rel vulg (Syr (tb)] ТЫ: 3e ВСЕМ ack 13. 36 
вуг copt: om AL 40 arm Chr.: ка avoxpideis o x. (xai) ewe» (avro) D(xat erased, 
avro added by D?(?)). for soAAov, oiBa тосоо D and “ alia editio" mentd by 
Bede. (Remarkable, and possibly original, woAdov being a gloss : but sf so, the 
genuine reading has been now overborne by the intruder.) om ty С. razor 
de e$» D: om Н. om 2nd ĝe CN! 42. 96. 142 Thi-sif: om 3e кап copt. 
y pa: A D. corr e m! 18. 

om де Ni. . for evdews ovv, тоте D [(xth) ]. ins woAstns bef pauaios E vulg. 

нетти» be varied Р and can it be shewn 
(as Dr. B. asks) that the word in the plural 
will bear this meaning? ёкатбут- 

ov) Tbe ‘centurio supplicio prmpo- 
situs’ of Tacitus and Seneca,—standing by 
to superintend the punishment. el 
&v0. K. r. X.] See ch. xvi. 37, note. 
28.] Dio Cassius, lx. 17, mentions that, 
in the reign of Claudius, Mesealina used to 
sell the freedom of the city, and at very 
various prices at different times: ў woAc- 
Tela. ueydAov тд r ro xpnudray p- 
beta, Ёкєё” обтоѕ xd тїз ebyepelas 
éxeverhOn, ste xal Лоуототђуа: бт! 
way ö d Aud Tis акей cvrrerpiuuéva ёф 
Tw, woAlrns tora. dye 84 kal 
үсү.) But І (besides having the privilege 
like thee of being a Roman citizen) was 
also born one. How was Paul a Roman 
citizen by birth? Certainly not because 

he was of Tarsus: for (1) that city had no 
such privilege, but was only an ‘urbs 
libera,’ not a Colonia nor a Municipium : 
and (2) if this had been so, the mention 
of his being а man of Tareus (ch. xxi. 39) 
would have of itself prevented his being 
scourged. It remains, therefore, that his 
father or some ancestor must have obtained 
the civitas, either as a reward for service 
(‘ urbes, merita erga P. R. allegantes,. . .. 
civitate donavit, Suet. Aug. 47) or by pur- 
chase. It has been suggested that the 
father of Saul may have been sold into 
slavery at Romé, when Cassius laid a heavy 
fine on the city [of Tarsus] for having 
espoused the cause of Octavius and Antony, 
Appian, B. C. iv. 64, and very many of the 
Tarsians were sold to pay it. He may have 
acquired his freedom and the citizenship 
afterwards. See Mr. Lewin, i. p. 4. But 
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héorw кай бт. avrov {ўр && er. 30) 79 $6 I émaípvoy n pres., с. 
ou n > k dodarés, 175 ті m „ ovdopevos ryvQyvat TO * асфаћс, 70 ті  kamryyopeiras "tI on 
tro TOV lo, CAvocv avrov каў éxéAevoev ® ouv- 

.‚ С. 

1. 17. vii. 16. 
iz. 33. xii. 6. 

ch. x. 9 reff. ауауфу tov IlabüXoy Ч éargacv cis avrovs. XXIII. 1 arte- LEa, xxi. 34 
vícas $ 6 Палос тф ° auvebpíp «тє» “Avdpes ddl, ! Laxe ı. 4 

. Rom. viii. 36. 
o ch. Iv. 16 reff. 

m pass., Matt. xxvii. 12. cb. xxv. 16 only t. 
zz tf. 

т w. dat., ch. iii. 12 reff. Ёр. 
15 re q constr., here 

rec n» bef avrov, with HLP rel Chr, Thl-sif: txt ABCEN 13 Thl-fin. 
SeSeaxes A! 86-8. 73. 99. 101.6 Thl.sif: 8e8yxas A*C : Je does 963, 105. add 
кап тарахртиа еЛосе» avrov 197 syr-w-ast. (Henceforth in Acts, D being deficient, ite 
readings may be approzimated to by noticing those of its nearest cognates, 187 and 
syr-w-ast.) 

30. o с 187. om то E 
with HLP g [1] m Thl-sif: txt ABCEN 1 
bef еЛисє» 137 syr-w-ast. 
gloss), with HL 

Chr. arm 
caused the omn 

каттүорєто с 137. 
8. 36 rel 187 Chr, Thl-fin. 

rec aft avro» ins ато Tw» дете» (supplementa 
rel æth-pl ТЫ: om ABCEN а 13. 40 vulg syrr coptt eth тош] 
rec еАбеу (зев note: or the preceding -oey perhaps, as 

of cv»-), with HLP rel Syr copt sth Thl.sif: eigeAdel 99. 187 : 

rec (for vro) тара, 
ins eeu as 

сует, 

cvreiseAÓeiww с: txt ABCEN а bk m о 36. 40 vulg вуг sah Chr Thi-fin. (18 def.) 
rec for жар, oo (see Mk xiv. 55), with HLP rel Thl.sif: txt ABCEN ach k m 18. 
86. 137 Chr Thl-fin, ата» 40. (omne vulg, but so also in Mk xiv. 55 and Matt xxvi. 59.) 

rec aft cuvedpioy ins avrwy (gloss, referring to sov8a:er above), with HLP rel 
(Syr) ТЫ: om ABCEN а c k 13. 36. 40. 137 vulg вуг coptt sth arm Chr. 
Tor E.] 

[om 

CHAP. XXIII. 1. r evrebpio bef o rau ACEN а 13 vulg Lucif, : txt (B)HLP 

this is mere conjecture. 29. kal... 
84] moreover, more than that. 4фоВ.] 
There is no inconsistency (as De W.) in 
the tribune's being afraid because he had 
bound him, and then letting him remain 
thus bound. Meyer rightly explains it, that 
the tribune, baving committed this error, 
is afraid of the possible consequences of it 
(* facinus est vinciri civem R., scelus verbe- 
rari,' Cic. Verr. v. 66), and shews this by 
taking the first opportunity of either ил- 
doing it, or justifying his further deten- 
tion, by loosing him, and bringing him be- 
Sore the Sankedrim. His fear was on ac- 
count of his first false step; but it was now 
too late to reverse it: and the same reason 
which leads him to continue it now, operates 
afterwards (58écjuos II., ch. xxiii. 18) when 
the hearing was delayed. That $» Sedexds 
cannot, as Bloomfield and Wordsworth 
suppose, refer only to the binding before 
scourging, its immediate juxtaposition 
with {Лисе in the next verse sufficiently 
shews. Besides, the mere circumstance of 
& preparation for scourging having been 
begun in ignorance, and left off as soon as 
the knowledge was received, would rather 
have relieved, than occasioned, the fear of 
the tribune. A more cogent reason still 
is, that $y de dens can properly only apply 
to an action still continuing when the 
fear was felt: that he had put him into 
custody. ‘The centurion believed Paul’s 

word, because a false claim of this nature, 
being easily exposed, and punishable with 
death (Suet. Claud. 25), was almost an un- 
precedented thing.’ Hackett. 80. тё 
тС) The art. is epexegetical: see reff. It 
seems remarkable that the tribune in com- 
mand should have had the power to sum- 
mon the Sanhedrim : and I have not seen 
tbis remarked on by any Commentator. 
Some of the ancient correctors of the text, 
however, seem to have detected the diffi- 
culty, and to have altered cvreA8ei» into 
the vapid éA8ei» in consequence. ^ 
karay. | From Antonia to the council-room. 
According to tradition (see Biscoe, p. 147, 
notes), the Sanhedrim ceased to hold their 
sessions in the temple about twenty-six 
years before this period. Had they done 
so now, Lysias and his soldiers could not 
bave been present, as no heathen was per- 
mitted to pass the sacred limits. eir 
present council-room was in the upper 
city, near the foot of the bridge leading 
across the ravine from the western cloister 
of the temple. Lewin, p. 672. 
XXIII. El drevicag seems to describe 

that peculiar look, connected probably with 
infirmity of sight, with which Paul has 
already been described as regarding those 
before him : and may perhaps account for 
his not knowing that the person who spoke 
to him was the high priest, ver. 5. See ch. 
xiii.9,note. Тһе purport of Paul's asser- 
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a ^ b l \ с 4 , 4 ` Toîye "kexowauéve kal со ° кабр kpívev pe катӣ TOv 
ретт VOLOV, kai *«apavopv ce ehẽ,j,¶,e pe TUTTETOa; * оі Se 

iré. tf ^ ^ ^ A 

sec Y mapeorôTes elmov Tov аруієрёа ToU Өєод * Xoiopeis ; 
Teva 

Jou) Life, } 49 and } 3. rots € wodstever@as, 2 Macc. vi. 1. (-Tevua, Phil. lii. 20.) x w. inf. 
pres., here only. Xen. Anab. li. 3. 6. w. inf. aor., Mark vi. 39. Luke vili. 31 al. Esth. i. B. y z Mark 
ziv. 41,69, 70. Luke xix. 24. John xviii, 22, xix. 36. ch. xiii. 34 reff. а here 
only. Exod. ххк. 3 al. (see Eph. ii. 14.) 

€ = Matt. xxii. 44 (from Pe. сіх. 1). xxvii. 19. Rev, Iv. 2, &c 
iv. 4,21. (-ia, 2 Pet. ü. 18. -os, Prov. il. 22.) 

з= la 

b Matt. zziii, 27 oniy. Deut. zzvii. 2, 4. Prov. xxi. 9 only. 
ere only. Ps. cxviii. 51. Xen. Mem. 

е w. acc., John іх. 28 only. Deut. xxxiii. 8. pass., 1 Cor. 

iv. 12. 1 Pet. й. 23 only. (-ta, 1 Tim. v. 14. 1 Pet. iil. 9. -os, 1 Cor. v. 11. vi. 10.) 

rel 86 l'syrr coptt mth arm] Chr,.—om d B c 40. 187 Chr,. 
c m 18. 137 [syr]. 

2. for eweratey, exeAevcer C а 36. 
ауто Nl. 

rns nuepas bef raurns 

T. wapeor. avro bef exerater c 187: om 

3. xpos avrov bef o rau N: eurer bef xpos avrov C vulg(not am fuld tol) [Syr сор 
sth]: om p. avr. 100. [18 def.] 
пара Tov уоџо» E vulg [arm] Lucif. 

4. aray BN [18]. 

tion seems to be this: being charged with 
neglecting, and teaching others to neglect 
the law of Moses, he at once endeavours to 
disarm those who thus accused him, by 

. asserting that up to that day Ле had lived 
a true and loyal Jew,—obeying, according 
to his conscience, the law of that divine 
sroA Tela of which he was a covenant mem- 
ber. Thus weroAlrevpa: TQ de will have 
its full and proper meaning : and the words 
are no vain-glorious ones, but an important 
assertion of his innocence. 2. 'Ava- 
vías] He was at this time the actua! high 
priest (ver. 4). He was the son of Nebe- 
dwus (Jos. Antt. xx. 5. 2),—succeeded 
Joseph son of Camydus, Antt. xx. 1. 8; 
5. 2,—and preceded Ismael, son of Phabi 
(Antt. xx. 8. 8, 11). He was nominated 
to the office by Herod, king of Chalcis, 
in A.D. 48 (Antt. xx. 5. 2); and sent to 
Rome by Quadratus, the prefect of Syria, 
to give an account to the emperor Claudius 
(Antt. xx. 6. 2): he appears, however, not 
to have lost his office, but to have resumed 
it on his return. "This has been regarded 
as not certain, —and the uncertainty has 
produced much confusion in the Pauline 
chronology. But as Wieseler has shewn 
(Chronol. d. Apostelgeschichte, p. 76, 
note), there can be no reasonable deubtthat 
it was so, especially as Ananias came off 
victorious in the cause for which he went to 
Rome, viz. a quarrel with the Jewish pro- 
curator Cumanus,—who went with him, 
and was condemned to banishment (Antt. 
xx. 6. 3). He was deposed from his office 
not long before the departure of Felix 
(Antt. xx. 8. 8), but still had great power, 
which he used violently and lawlessly (ib. 

kekoriagu ere C! Orig). for тарауороу, 

9. 2) : he was assassinated by the sicarii 
[see cb. xxi. 38, note] at last (B. J. ii. 17, 
9). 8.] It is perfectly allowable (even 
if the fervid rebuke of Paul be considered 
exempt from blame) to contrast with his 
conduct and reply that of Him Who, 
when similarly smitten, answered with 
perfect and superhuman meekness, John 
xviii. 22, 28. Our blessed Saviour is to 
us, in all His words and acts, the perfect 
attern for all under all circumstances : 
y aiming at whatever He did in each 

case, we shall do best: but, even the 
greatest of his Apostles are 40 far our 
patterns only, as they followed Him, 
which certainly in this case Paul did nof. 
That Paul thus answered, might go far to 
ercuse a like fervent replyina Christian 
or a minister of the gospel, - but must 
never be used to justify it: it may serve 
for an apology, but never for an ezample. 

TUTTev сє AU x. r. A.] Some 
have seen a prophetic import in these 
words ;—see above on the death of Ananias. 
But I would rather take them as an expres- 
sion founded on a conviction that God’s 
just retribution would come on unjust and 
brutal acta. Toya кекоу. ] Lightfoot's 
interpretation, * quod (Ananias) colorem 
tantum gestaret pontificatus, cum res ipsa 
evanuerit," is founded on the hypothesis 
(for it is none other) that the high priest- 
hood was vacant at this time, and Ananias 
had thrust himself into it. The menning is 
as in ref. Matt. ; and in all probability Paul 
referred in thought to our Lord's saying. 

кёб Kplvev pe] This must not be 
taken as favouring the common interpreta- 
tion of ver. 5 (see below): for the whole 

13 
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d pee В каке. 6 yous ёё о IIabxos бть то ёр pépos ‘early 
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Exod. 1. c. 
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5. rec om 2nd ort, with CEHLP rel 36 Chr, Thl.sif (Ес: ins ABN k 13 Thl-fin. 

Sankedrim were the judges, and sitting to 
judge him according to the law. 4. 
Hence we see that not only by the Jews, 
bot by the tribune, who was present, Ana- 
nias was regarded as the veritable high 
priest. 6.] (1) The ordinary inter- 
pretation of these words since Lightfoot, 
adopted by Michaelis, Eichhorn, Kuinoel, 
and others, is, that Ananias had usurped 
the office during a vacancy, and therefore 
was not recognized by Paul. They regard 
his being sent to Rome as a virtual setting 
aside from being high priest, and suppose 
that Jonathan, who was murdered by order 
of Felix (Antt. xx. 8. 5), was appointed 
high priest in his absence. But (a) there 
is no ground whatever for believing that his 
office was vacated. He won the cause for 
which he went to Rome, and returned to 
Jerusalem: it was only when a high priest 
was detained as hostage in Rome, that we 
read of another being appointed in his room 
(Antt. xx. 8. 11) : and (В) which is fatal 
to the bypothesis, Jonathan himself (д 
dpxrepevs) was sent to Rome with Ananias 
(B. J. ii. 12. 6, robs àpxiepeis "Iová8nr 
ка) ‘Avayiay dveweuver ёт Kal- 
сора). Jonathan was called by the title 
merely as having been previously high 
priest. He succeeded Caiaphas, Antt. xviii. 
4 3: and he was not high priest again 
afterwards, baving expressly declined to 
resume the office, Antt. xix. 6. 4. Nor can 
any other Jonathan have been elevated to 
it, —for Josephus gives, i» every case, the 
elevation of a new high priest, and his 
whole number of twenty-eight from Herod 
tbe Great to the destruction of Jerusalem 
(Antt. xx. 10. 5) agrees with the notices 
thusgiven. (See Wieseler, Chron. Synops. 
der 4 Evv. p. 187, note: and Biscoe, pp. 
48 ff.) So that this interpretation is оп. 
tenable. (2) Chrys. and most of the ancient 
Commentators supposed that Paul, having 
been long absent, was really vnacquainted 
with the person of the high priest. But 
this can hardly have been: and even if it 
were, the position and official seat would 
have pointed out to one, who had been 
himself a member of the Sanhedrim, the 
president of the council. (8) Calvin, Ca- 
merar., al., take the words ironically: ‘I 
could not be supposed to know that one who 
conducted himself so cruelly and illegally, 
could be the high priest.’ This surely 
needs no refutation. as being altogether 

out of place and character. (4) Bengel, 
Wetst., Kuinoel, Olsh., Neander, al., un- 
derstand the words as an acknowledgment 
of rash and insubordinate language, and 
render ойк Ёдер, ‘I did not give it a 
thought,’ * I forgot ? and so Wordsworth. 
But as Meyer remarks, ‘reputare’ is 
never the meaning of elsa; and were 
any pregnant or unusual sense intended, 
the context (as at 1 Thess. v. 12) would 
suggest it. (5) On the whole then, I be- 
lieve that the only rendering open to us, 
consistently with the simple meaning of 
the words, and the facts of history is, I did 
not know that it (or he) was the high 
priest: and that it is probable that the 
solution of his ignorance lies in the fact 
of his imperfect sight—he heard the inso- 
lent order given, but knew not from whom 
it proceeded. I own that I am not entirely 
satisfied with this, as being founded per- 
haps on too slight premises : but as far as 
I can see there is no positive objection to 
it, which there is to every other. The 
objection stated by Wordsworth, “If St. 
Paul could not discern that Ananias was 
high priest, how could he see that he sat 
there as his judge?" would of course be 
easily answered by supposing that Paul 
who had himself been a member of the 
Sanhedrim may have known Ananias by 
his voice: or indeed may not (as above) 
have known him at all personally. It is 
hardly worth while to notice the rendering 
given by some, ‘I knew not that there was 
a high priest Had any such meaning 
been intended, it would have been further 
specified by the construction. Besides 
which, it renders Pau!’s apology irrelevant, 
by eliminating from it the person who is 
necessarily its subject. yéyearras 
үр] Implying in this, ‘and the law is the 
rulo of my life.’ Even in this we see the 
consummate skill of Paul. 0.) Surely 
no defence of Paul for adopting this course 
is required, but all admiration is due to his 
skill and presence of mind. Nor need we 
hesitate to regard such skill as the fulfil- 
ment of the promise, that in such an hour, 
the Spirit of wisdom should suggest words 
to the accused, which the accuser should 
not be able to gainsay. All prospect of a 
fair trial was hopeless: he well knew from 
past and present experienco, that personal 
odium would bias his judges, and violence 
prevail over justice: he therefore (Neand.) 
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vi. 12. HLPM a 

tLukei.42, Rev. хіт. 16 only. Neb. v. I. as above (t). Matt. zav. 6. Epb.iv. 31. Heb. v. T. Rev. de fe h 

zzi. 4 only. v = ch. 1. 15. xv. 7 al. 2 Chron. ax. 5. w ver. 6. x here kì w á 

sei. ү 02 ziv. 6 (compl.). арша uu 28. li. 19 Ed-vat. &c. (not ABN) only. y = Luke MT 
Mal. i. 6. 

8. [aft erepor ins то» L.] 
arm] Chr, : txt BCN 86 [Syr . 
relation being conceived to 

[sah Tert,. (C! doubtful.)] 

rec expaker, with AEHLP rel vulg [syr coptt mth 
] rec (for 2nd $apicaiwv) $apuraiov (corrn, the 
that of а son to his father only), with EHLP rel [coptt 

th arm] Chr: txt ABCN 18. 86. 40 vulg Syr syr(sic) Tert,. om 2nd eye B copt 

7. for AaAgcarros, ecworros AEN? a b k o 18. 40 Thi-fin: ecwarros NI: AaAovrTos 
B(sic: вее table) 661. 100: txt CHL[P] rel 36 Chr, Thl.sif. 

rec ins тоу bef cab. (inen for uniformity), 
m o Thl-sif.—ror са88. ка: фар. EN c g m [13 

Thl-fin.—om xa: gadd. (homaotel) Р 78. 101-4. X ; 
om per B o vulg E-lat sah: ins AC E-gr 

rec for Ist ите, unde (corrn, see note), with HLP rel Chr 

вуг. B! ; eregev B-corr!-4(appy) [c] 
with HL rel 86: om ABC b k 

8. cadSovxa:(sic) Ni. 
вуг copt [arm] Chr. 

for eye«rero, erevecer 

вут 
HLPN rel 86 

Suo xio05 E 

hi-sif: txt ABCER a c h k l 13. 36. 40 Thl-fn. 
9. rec (for т.е rer "ypaupareos) ot ypayuaTes, with rel Thl.sif: урациатез HLP f 

sth: tives (and om rov pepous) AE 18 vulg copt: ries -ypaupgareis k 213 Syr: rives 
Tor (фарах) ypaxpareay m : txt B(C)N а с 13. 36. 40 вуг sah arm Chr, 

scribarum et para phariseorum sah: scriba et pharisai wth: for pepovs, quidam 
«rovs 99. 106 : ins ек 

om er NI 187. 

uses, in the cause of Truth, the maxim so 
often perverted to the cause of falsehood, 
* divide et impera.’ In one tenet above all 
others, did the religion of Jesus Christ and 
the belief of the Pharisees coincide: that 
of the resurrection of the dead. That they 
looked for this resurrection by right of 
being the seed of Abraham, and denied it 
to all others, — whereas Āe looked for it 
through Jesus whom they hated, in whom 
all should be made alive who had died in 
Adam,—this was nothing to the present 
point: the belief was common—in the 
truest sense it was the hope of Israel —in 
the truest sense does Paul use and bring 
it forward to confound the adversaries of 
Christ. At the same time (De W.) by this 
strong assertion of his Pharisaic standing 
and extraction, he was further still vin- 
dicating himself from the charge against 
him. ch. xxvi. 7. vi. Фарь- 
calev)] A son of Pharisees, i. o. 4 Pha- 
risee of Pharisees, —'by descent from 
father, grandfather, and upwards, a pure 

f T. ураци. C. 

-fin.— 

aft Sseuaxorro ins xpos aAAqAovs N. 
rec aft ayyeAos ins un Geouaxoner (interpoln from ch v. 

Pharisee. This meaning not having been 
apprehended, the -ev was altered into -ov. 

Ar. к. ёуотт.] the hope and the 
resurrection of the dead. The art. is 
omitted after the prep., see Midd. ch. vi. 
8 1. 8.] See note, Matt. iii. 7, for 
both Pharisees and Sadducees: and for an 
account of the doctrine of the latter, Jos. 
Antt. xviii. 1. 4; B. J. ii. 8. 14. In the 
latter place he says, yuxñs Thy Suporfy, 
xal rds каб {800 tipeplas ка! Tipàs àra- 
powcr. The former pre has been 
altered to 4954 to suit rà duddrepa, be- 
cause with dvacr. pyre буу. ufre wy. 
three things are mentioned (and thus we 
have hac omnia as a var.): whereas, if 
andé is read, the two last are coupled, and 
form only one. But rà dug. is used of 
both things, the one being the resurrection, 
the other the doctrine of spiritual er- 
fstences : the two specified classes of the 
latter being combined generically.—rà 
čuo., them both,—both ef them, — tho 
two. 9.] The sentence is ап apo- 
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10 m 82 суєрорёутѕ erde, * фо бе} 0 xiMapyos avert | 
j * Stactrac6y o IlaüXos йт’ avrav, ёкё\єисє» TO ^a - omy. Jer. u. 

d q e , », | 3 Р = 
Teuua * катаб8йь» * артасаь avrov ёк uécov avTOv Ayew 221. n. 

, A 7 V. . 27 

re eis 1h S rape II т) 8 № етіойср vurrà Ман. хай. 
^ е dom idmioràs айтф 0 курс elmev Өарсє” ws yap * бієрар- Isbin oat 

ABCE f 1 1 2 ле melt 7 ө n N ` асс. ix. 
ABCE, TUD тд l Trepi ёро ™ eis 'lepovcaAsju, obros сє ° де xal aa 2. 10 
bod fs" eis Po paprvpijcat. 12 ° уерорёртс d ° ђиќраѕ Toh- , = Joha 5h 
ор13 gayres Рсустрофђи оё ‘lovdaios "áyeÜeuári.cav 6avroUs, *. 3e 

XII. 21. 
Aéyovres uijre * hayely pire" иір Ews ov dmokreívociw tòp , i 
Падло. 13 oa òè mhelovs reaaepáxovra oi TavTHY THY EI 

н 11 reff.). i ch. iv. I reff. 
Exod. xviil. 20, 

n ch. iv. 12 reff. o ch. xii. 18 reff. 
&c. 3ce. Mark ziv. Ті only. Num. zzi. 3. 

k ch. 
1 ver. 15, ch. xxviii. 31. Sir. xix. 30. 

P 

g ch. zx 34, 

ch. vii. 26 
viii. 25 reff. w. acc. ch. xviii. 5. xz. 21, 24. xxviii. 

m -- ch. хіх. 22 reff. 
ch. хіх. 40 геї. 4 Kings xv. 15. 
rch. ix.9. Tobit vii. 11 N. 

q here, 

89), with CHL rel 36 sah; guid est in Лос? Буг: om ABC'EN 13. 40 vulg вуг copt 
seth arm, also (from their explanations) Amm Chr, Isid 

10. стасеюѕ bef yevoperns AC vulg: txt BEHLPR р 18. 86 rel Chr,.—[yivop. B(yew.) 
N,] -neros (but з is written above о) Ni. 

C 
Syr Chr. om ex uecov ауто Nl. 
deducere vulg: txt BCHLPN р 13. 86 rel. 

: poBnGas АВСЕХ a c p 13. 86. 40. 187 arm Chr, Thl-fin Іосі. 
E. катаВтусл ка H[L]P rel 137 vulg вуг sah Thi: txt ABCEN a f p 13. 36 

* rec evAaBnbeis, with HLP rel Thl- 
ах avTOo» 

araye» (corrn for particularity) AE, 
om re B m copt. 

11. rec aft барое: ins жауле, with CHL p rel arm-zob(1805) Thl Ambrst, ; 
aft erer ins Paulo Syr th, avrw b o: om ABC'EN [а] 18. 86. 40 vulg syr coptt 
arm mss] Chr, Lucif,. 
11 for 8e, ve B o вутт seth. 

Sienaprupov С. 
тес Tives тоу tovdatey TvoeTpo (corrn to suit 

ver 13), with HLP rel vulg Syr sah Thi-sif Lucif: txt ABCEN (a) р 18. 36. 40. 137 
syr copt sth arm Chr Thl-fin.—(L k m have cverpo$qn» bef ries ; c 187 в 

om Aeyorres CN? a b c h o 40 syrr(ins syr-mg) fin, aft o: :008.: a omits o.) 
arm Chr,. rei B(so ver 21). 
118 Chr. 

siopesis, not reqniring any fillin up: an- 

1 (species) ha Р k ^ nus) or an angel (species) have spoken 
(Bs Ыш Perhaps in this they referred to 
the history of his conversion as told to the 
people ch. xxii. Оп the recent criticism 
which sees in all this a purpose in the 
writer to compare Paul with Peter, see 
Prolegg. to Acts, § iii. 4. 10.] The 
fact of all our best mss. reading po 
here, and not the unusual word ebAa HO, 
must carry it into the text. It is one of 
those cases where, notwithstanding our 
strong suspicion that the later mss. con- 
tain the true reading, we are bound to fol- 
low our existing authorities: no sufficient 
subjective reason being assigned for the cor- 
rection either way. B] to be 
taken literally, not as merely = ‘should 
be killed.’ The Pharisees would strive to 
lay hold of him to rescue him: the Sad- 
ducees, to destroy him, or at all events to 
secure him. Between them both, there 
was of his being pulled asunder 
by them. 11.] By these few words, 

swering to our Engl. But what 

Chr Thl- 

for aroxteiwvwgiv, ауеЛисіу Ah 14. 38. 

the Lord assured him (1) of а safe issue 
From his present troubles; (2) of an ac- 
complishment of his intention of visiting 
Rome ; (8) of the certainty that however 
he might be sent thither, he should preach 
the gospel, and bear testimony there. So 
that they upheld and comforted him (1) 
іп the uncertainty of his life from the 
Jews: (2) in the uncertainty of his libera- 
tion from prison at Caesarea: (8) in the 
uncertainty of hie surviving the storm in 
the Mediterranean : (4) in the uncertainty 
of hts fate on arriving at Rome. So may 
one crumb of divine grace and help be 
multiplied to feed five thousand wants and 
anxieties. els, see reff. and ch. ii. 39, 
—pregnant. 12.] of 'Iov8. as opposed 
to Paul, the subject of the former verse. 
The copyists thought it unlikely that ай 
the Jews were engaged in it, and so altered 
it to reves 787 '1ov8., and then кан it 
for euphony. Wetstein and Lightf. ad- 
duce instances of similar conspiracies,—not 
to eat or drink till some object be gained. 
See 1 Bam. xiv. 24 ff. ; and Jos. Antt. xv. 8. 
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ziv. TM 
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ff. reff. 
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* cuvwpociay Trova áp.evot, 1* ®оїтше$ “aposeNOovres Tots 
v dpyiepeüauv xai Tois Tpeavrépois єйта>» '"*А>абёдат! 

ч" дрєбдєцатітареу *éavrois une 7 уєйсас бдаг čws оў d o- 
kreivoj,ev Tov Hab ov. 15 зуду зобу йде * éuhavcate 

v Deut. sii. 15. то N Ў oly Te *avvebpim, ö rw 5 катауйүп айтди rr. hi. 1 Te X PX Ф рі 2 S ayayn 

y = and constr., eis Upüs ° а MÉNNoVTAS r булш wew 8 ápiBéc repov 
Luke ziv. 
1 33 xiv. 

2 к x. 33 reff. 
a = ver. 23. 

ch. iv. 1. 
zxr. 2, 15. 
Matt. zzvii. 

John 
ziv. 21, 22.) 
Heb. TCR 24.) 
хі. 14 only. 
Esth. i 

b= 1 Cor. l. 2. 
PC. Eh 

d act., = Luke 

bra тері abroð neis 8 apd тоў * éyyleat айтди ! Eror- 
poi éa uev той m avedety avTóv. 
адел ПайлАо» тз» ° évédpay, ? тарагуєрдшеуоѕ кай eis- 
Mav eie T)» 4 тарешВоћђ блтуүєеу TO Пау. 

17 TposKkaheoapevos $ о Падлоѕ ёра тди ёкатоутарх@ь 
фп Tov € veavíav тойтор ' andyaye mpòs Tov xiMapyov: 

Ee iret. Exel yàp rav т: айт@. 

16 n axovaas 66 0 0105 TS 

18 g này оў» " rapaXagav 
yi chi айтдр fyaev Tpos тд» xiMapyov, kai dnow ‘О " de ио хе. 
Rom. 'z 15 Падло Tposkanerduevds ue “npwrncey ro %“õ,ꝭ,ẽ Tov ABER 

Р Ri a 

1.33. рам, рєаріскоу a@yayely прос се, 'éyovra т A,, сог. df E N 
xaviii. 12. e = Luke zziii. 14. ver. T ch. xxvii, 30. xxviil. 19. f ch. xxiv. 22 only. Num. Imo 
SIME B6. 2 Mace, lx. 18. (vus, ch. xxv. 21. ~yrupigew, Luke ii. 1T) g ch. xvii. 26 reg, P 13 

i Luke хий. 15. Gal. ii. 12 41. “Gen. xlii. 10. у> xxi. & reff. 
vias ‘only. (Luke xxii. 33.) 1 Kings xiii. 21. 

2. Luke xxi. 9al. 3 Kings x. I. 
al. fr. in LXX. -Opevecy, ver. 21. 

rch, xx. 9 reff. 
xv. 26 al. u ch. xvi. 33 

18. rec veroimkores (corran арру to connect тех. сау as 2 
. 126 : om o: txt ABCEN a [ 

rec unBervos (corra to incre usual form), with 
Thi: vomcarres Le g 11. did 

14. (erway, во ABCEP р) 
BCEHPN rel 86: txt AL k. (18 def.) 

Y га е xlii. 18. (ch. m ds 1.) 4 
гей. v ch. 201. 25. re 

1 conste., 
m =: ch. v. 33 n constr., Matt. zi. 

o ch. xxv. 3 опіу. Josh. viii. 1. gen Josh. viii, 2. Wied. xiv. 13 
beol., Am xvii. 10 reff. ch. xxi. 34, 37 reff. 

хі. 4. i= uke vii. 40,43. ch. 
f. w ch. xvi. 39 reff. 

771 8 HP rel Chr, 
18. 36. 40 ТЫ. fn. 

15. syr-mg (and simly sah Lucif,) after nunc igitur has rogamus vos ut hoc nobis 
5 ut quum congregaveritis consessum, indicetis chiliarcho ut deducat eum ad 

rec aft owas ins apo (interpoln from ver 20), with HLP rel Thl: om 
АВСЕМ а p 18. 36 vulg syrr copt th arm Chr, Lucif,. 
with HP rel Chr, : 

To 137. om 2nd rov EN! a g. 
16. elz то eve 8 po, with HLP rel Chr, Thi-sif: txt ABCEN ack p 13. 36.— 

Thv ÉveBpay(sic). wapayevauevos Bl. 
17. for epn, eure» [C] p p 36. 180. 

with CHLPN rel 36 vu 

txt ABCELN a g h k m p 13. 40 vulg arm Chr.c 
(for eis) xpos (corra to more usual), with CHLP rol 36 Chr: txt ABEN р sub. 
акр:Вестероу bef d:aytwwoxew (C) c 1 m 40. 137 vulg [arm] Lucif,. (irc. C.) 

araye BN p 
g [syrr wth vel Chr: txt ABE k p 13. 

rec avroy bef xarayayn, 
Lucif,. rec 

om 
at end ins ear Sen xa: arobarey 187 syr-mg. 

? has 
[for rapeig., cuvaywyny А. | 

гес т: bef arayye:Aa, 

18. rec vearıay (from preceding verse), with BHLP rel 36: txt AEN а g p 13. 40. 
coi is written over the line by Bi. 

3,4. 14.]Itisunderstood from the nar- 
rative that it was to the Sadducees, among 
the chief me р апа elders, that the mur- 

у. 16. ] о oiv ту сб. 
belongs to ópeis, or perhnps better to 
éuparícare—do you give official intima- 
tion (intimation сеа by the whole 
Sanhedrim). resses the pur- 
pose of duday.,— Tov гы , that of ётог- 
pol ёсу. (Meyer). Bavo. &xp.] not 
as E. V. ‘enquire something more per- 
fectly: —but (sco reff.) to determine with 

greater accuracy, or perhaps, neglecting 
the comparative sense, to determine ac- 
ourately. 18.) It is quite uncertain 
whether Paul’s sister’s son lived in Jeru- 
salem, or had accompanied him thither. 
The jas of ch. xx. 5, will include more 
than merely Luke. But from this know- 
ledge of the plot, which presupposes other 
acquaintances than he would have been 
likely to make if he had come with Paul, 
J should suppose him to have been domi- 
ciled at Jerusalem, possibly under instruc- 
tion, as was formerly Paul himself, and 
thus likely, in the ке to bave heard 

an 
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19 х 5 de тє * xeipis афтод б хдЧарҳоҳ Kal x Mark vill. 3. 
У ávayeprjcas *кат' ilav * éruvOdvero Ti otiw b eyes reci 
atvrayyetAal pos; 2 ere 66 бт: of “lovdator d ovvéÜcvro 
стоў “épwticat сє ‘draws °айрор roy amo ‘xar- 

. ziv. 13. 

ald. Mark 
iil. 7. John 
vi. 16. eh. 
zzvi. 31 only. 
10 Kings хіх. 

„ , A T. 

ayüryys eis TO € cuvédptoy h dx py TL cp; repor s Matt. zir, 13, 

x ruvOdver Oat rept айтой. 21 ov ойу rere аўто 
fr. 3 Macc. 

He 5 only. 
3 7 

m eve Spe yàp avrov et avrav Gvdpes mhelovs тєсоє- , LE. iid. 

pd corra, " obrives п й>ебер@тита> éauTous wire d 
tv pes 1 23 

Kings 
Exil 13. Dan. 

pre n тцей» Ews ой " dvéXwoty avTOv: kai рду eiatv тошо, сотни. 

97rpos0eyóuevo, THY amò сод ° ётатууеа. 
yilapyos З àéXvaev Tov veaviaov, ' тароо unbeyi 

*ёкАаМйта„ бт. TaUTa ' ёрефаритаҳ тро "ue. 

Wb 1 vel, 22 0 цёр o a Lake vii. 3. 

Cus zv. 3 
reff. 

23 ка f тег. 15 reff. 
ch. iv. 15 reff. 

ү i otim dn dd úo rde TOY éxarovrápyo ehre f= I 
" Етоџасате ттратийта$ dea oo tous, & rropevÜagi Us rene 
z ews Ka:capeias, ка} 7 Umrets psa ai kai * бебол k w. à bere 

Бан Staxocious, * ато тріттѕ ° дра тў > риктд$, 4° ктт] _ 
үг We» 

те d ларастђса, tva * ériBiBaoavres tov IaüXov f ёіасо- ES oe 
11. „бра, ver. 16. ch. zzv. 3. 
muc A Ea 
9only. Tie ò ёкЛаАфсас; Demosth. тері т. тараяр. 

& de с тер керер үр и B Sal. here only. Wied. xvi. 31. 
wand conte, Вет. viii. 6. (ix. =k 
х here cent = Matt. xxvii. 45. 
d cona суни see Col. і. 

n seo vv. 12—15, о ch. xxiv. 15 reff. 
s here only t. Judi 
t ver. 15 reff. pagan 

т = Luke vii. 19 L. 
2 ch. zril. 18. y тег. 33 only. Gen. I. 9. 

b ch. xvi. 33. € 1 Cor. zv. 39 reff. 

т Ch. xvi. 18 reff. 

є Luke x. 36. хіх. "35 only. 3 Kings vi. 3. ace Matt. xxi. B. 
{= di лат . (43; 4. xxviii. 1.4 (Mati: ziv. 96. Luke vil. 3. 1 Pet. iiL 20). v. elg, Gen. хіх. 19. Jos. Ави. 

zii. 4. 9, 

19. exiAaBoperov(sic) №. 
20. сууеборуто Hl. 

f g k 36. 187 
Н (та H?). 

21. rec етогно: bef eair, with HLP rel 36 vulg Chr, : 
22. rec veariar (ver 17), with HLP p rel 36 Chr, : ‘txt ABEN a 18. 40. 
23. riwas bef доо BN p 18: om таз 73 

for eBSounxorra, exarov 197 syr-mg sah xth-rom. 
Erasm) : jaculantes dextra Syr: lancearios vulg sah wth: jaculatores copt. 

j aft vavAor ins rviros 137 syr-mg. 24. [om re H(Treg, expr) 

the scheme spoken of. 21. (r) 
érayyeA (av | not, ‘ an order’ (as Rosenm., 
"i „ nor ‘a message’ (as Grot., Beza, Wolf, 

: bat the [not a, as E. V. J promise (to 
2 5 as constantly in N. T. 

а variation of person, as 
in le. E^ úo Twás] some two: 
see ref., and Winer, ейп. 6, $ 25. 2. ö. 

стратьбтах, the ordinary heavy- 
armed legionary soldiers: distinguished 
below from the ixweis and 8¢t:oAdBor. 

бео Bove] This word bas never 
been satisfactorily explained. Suidas, Pha- 
ee Beza, Kuin., al., explain it wapa- 
фёЛакеѕ :— Meursius, in his Glossarium 
Greecobarbaram,—a kind of military lic- 
tors, rap Tb AaBeivy Th» той seoplov 

Vor. II. 

exurOavero bef кат iia» А. 
ree eis To Cuyebpior катау. тоу таоло», with HP rel Thl - fin 

(Ec: xarayayns bef Tor таоло L c [(k)] 187 [vulg-clem] 
transpositions to avoid avpiov тоу wavAov): om Tor vavAor 
a m p 13 am(and demid fuld tol) [arm] Chr. 
with b? c d 1 [vulg syrr sah arm] Thl-fin: ueAAovra HLP а то 

r: txt ABE o p 40 copt mth, деллоу Ni b! 18. 

rr coptt [(eeth)] (perhaps 
[^ homaotel) 40: txt ABEN 

rec ueAAorres (corrn to suit ver 15), 
l-sif: peAAortar RI 

ins ri bef wept 

tzt ABER а m p 18. 40 Thl-fin. 
que BN. 

not exprd in vulg Syr (coptt f) arm]. 
Se{wBorovs A (ms mentd by 

diaraoc: ВН] 

о ;—the Vulgate, lancearios (spear- 
E. V.) :—Meyer, a sort of light-armed 

эел rorarii or velites, —either jaon- 
latores or funditores. He quotes a pas- 
sage from Constantine Porphyrogenitus 
(of 5 Aeyóneroi Ter upudpxa: els órovpylav 
Ter „стратту®»у ёт хбђсау. enpalve: 84 

тоюбтоу Afleua toy Éxovra bp” iavròv 
orpariéras тоѓофброоз пеутакос(ооѕ, ка} 
weATaoras трмакос(ооз, xal Sed O 
éxardy) where they are distinguished from 
bowmen and peltaste, — and derives the 
name from grasping the weapon with the 
right hand, which the peltaste and bow- 
men could not be said to do. The reading 
of A, det ogdxovs (jaculantes dextrd “ak 
is apparently a correction. 
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g FOTW apes Dýra тд» © Hyyepnova, 25 Jod ya b Sr ABEN 
Llo. аат. [lvepi]éyovgav tov * rýmov ToUrow 99 К\а0д10 Avoias edfgn 
Tabs A's TQ 'xpatiorm € iyeon Pý ™yalpew. |?! тор dydpa pis 
Т ЖА ToUrov " суМмуифбӨ%ута imo тфу ‘lovdalwy xal uéXXorvra 

p ch. is. 2 ref. ° dvaipeiaÜa, UT’ avTOv v erde oly TQ IoTpaTevpaTe 
[DD "ёБеАМйшт» [adrov] paler ór.'"Popatós ёст. 28 Воуо- 
эсс. я, pevós тє ‘érvyvavas tiv airíav 8г fy *évexáXovv 
inwo abr, “ каттруаүор айтди eis тд “ avvéOpiov афти" 99 dy 
си... edpov ‘éyxaXoupevoy тері " Snrnudrwy Tod vouov айтфеь, 
dos att ай. under Oe х7 dEcov х Üavárou ў * Seopa * ёхорта " eyxdAnua. 
k S Mase. ш. 50. 1 Lake l. 3. ch. xxiv. 3. xzvi. 25 only $. m ch. xv. 23 гей. 
SA UTE dead PC MIS Je E О О c ui itane ree eer шт. 
v ch. iv. 16 гей, w ch. zv. 2 ref. plu., ch. xviii. 15. x Luke zziit. 18. ch. zzv. 11, 25. xzvi. 

31. Rom. i. 33 oniy 
. 90 ref. xxvi. 29, 31 al. Pe. ii. 

i" as abore (к). 
xvi 

b en. xxv. 16 only t. 

0: Stacwcovew E m: Stacecorra: 40. 
(aft S:acwoworw) syr-w-ast. 

Luke xii. 49. ch. xiii. 46 al. Deut. xxv. 2. ach, 
а :ж 1 Tim. v. 12. John iz. 41. zv. 23,24. ліх. 11. 1 John l. 8. 

aft yeuora add eie касареоу 951. 187, во 
at end ins «$ofin05 уар uxore apwacavres avrov oi 

sovdaiot атоктеуоо Kat avros петао eykAnua exn ws apyupioy eAnpæs 187 syr-w- 
ast, so also vulg-ed(not am demid fuld tol &) and (aft Suxreciw) arm-usc(rejected by 
Zohrab). 

25. rec vepiexovcar, with AHLP rel 36 Chr, repsexovoa f: om sah: exovray BEN 
а ср 13. 137. 

21. (efe:Aauny, so ABEN 
ABEN ad 

28. rec (for re) 8e, with 
E. gr M 36 vulg Syr sth ТЫ. 
М a c k p 13. 86, 137 Ст. ma. 

p 13) om avro» (as superfluous in the constr) 
13. 36 vulg [arm] Chr: ins HLP rel ТЫ. 

P rel E-lat syr copt [arm] Chr,: ov» sah: txt AB 
rec ra, with EH 

om (passing from avro to avrwy) xarnyayor ато 
P rel Chr,: tzt A B(sic) 

eis то cuvedpioy ауто» B! (ins B!-marg(see table)) p (om eis то со. avr. ath-rom]. 
om avro» AN k 13. 187. 

29. aft avrev ins pwugews кси ujgov Tivos 137 m 
rec eykA»pa bef exovra, with E 

expr)] Na bk I mo p 13. 40 vulg [syr arm] ТЫ. 
187 Chr,. 

ному тт) Bia 197 syr-w-ast(but aw7y.). 

odcucy] escort safe the whole way. 
Ma] FELIX wus а freedman of 

the Emperor Claudius : Suidas and Zonaras 
gave him the prenomen of Claudius, but 
Tacit. (Ann. xii. 64) calls him Antonius 
Feliz, perhaps from Antonia, the mother 
of Claudius, as he was brother of Pallas, 
who was a freedman of Antonia (Tacit. ib. 
and Joe. Antt. xx. 7. 1). He was made 
sole procurator of Juda after the capan: 
tion of Cumanus (having before been three 
years joint procurator with him, Tacit. ib.) 
principally by the influence of the high 
priest Jonathan (Antt. xx. 8. 5), whom he 
afterwards precured to be murdered (ibid.). 
Of his character Tacitus says, ‘ Antonius 
Felix per omnem sævitiam et libidinem 
jos regium servili ingenio exercuit, Hist. 
v. 9. His procuratorship was one series 
of disturbances, false messiahs, sicarii and 
robbers, and civil contests, see Jos. Antt. 
xx. B. 5, 6, and 7. He was eventually 
(a.D. 60) recalled, and accused by the 

Sd om 8 LP b g hop 40. 
P rel [((Syr)] Chr: txt AB [H(Treg 
fin. at end ins єфүусүс» avror 

Cesarean Jews, but acquitted at the in- 
stance of his brother Pallas (Antt. xx. 8. 
10). On his wife Drusilla, see note, ch. 
xxiv. 24. 25.) [wept]éy., Túr., see 
reff. 26. крат(стф] See ref. Luke. 
This letter жаш to be given (translated 
from the Latin) аг written, not merely ac- 
cording to its general import (see the false 
statement in ver. 27): from what source, 
is impossible to say, but it may be ima- 
gined that the contents transpired through 
some officers at Jerusalem or at Cæsarea 
friendly to Paul. Such letters were 
called elogia : so Modestin. Dig. lib. 49, tit. 
16, leg. 3(Facciolati): * Desertorem auditum 
Rd suum ducem cum elogio præses mittet,’ 
‘with ч abstract of the articles еш 
ngainst him." 7. ow T$ orp.) wit 
the troop: see above i note, 
ch. xxi. 82. ifa. Sn P. 
doriw) This was a» attempt to conceal 
the fault that Ав had committed, seo ch. 
xxii, 29. For this assertion cannot refer 
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30 е unyubeions 5é poi d ётЗоуМ}$ eis тд» dvdpa ceola, 
re айт Streuner mpós ce, 8mapayyelħas rai тої 
! каттуубро Méeyew ird 'mpòs avrov * emt тоў. 

259 

c Luke xx. 37 
John 

31 О; pe 1 
8 98 1 4 y m 4 ch. in & rab. ody етрат!фта Kata тд батетатүрдуор аўто m áyaXa- 42 Kr 

Bévres tov abo Favor n 3:4 vurrò eis тў» Arri- LT x. 33 rof, 
татріда, 32 "vp 88 ? ётаўріюу Péácavres тойс d ire Е Dona vi ею 
1атёруєсбда: сй” айтф, *®тёттре\ууар eis тї» * mapep- 

33 з or єісє\Өортєѕ ei тў Katodpeay ка} 
Ydvadovres T)v " ётистоћђу тф x reno, y rap rn 
poXjv. 

-фуыр, 
xal tov Пабло» айт. “dvayvots $ xal = ётер®тт]- i eb. xviii. Шаб? 
сас *ёк rolas ° érapylas der, кай ruh ohe ёте 1 

к мам. 
й. 14. eh. %ато Кака, 35° Ataxovcopai cov, ёфт, Grav xal of 220, if. use. 

. xxvi. 
dried ve 9,10. 1Cor. Амы u L.P., eze. миси. Poer a v. 9. m ch. 22.13, 14. 2 Tim. 

ксы peer eb. i. 2. „„ d = here 
pinu 4 тет. 332° r = ch. v. 26 s ch. vili. 25 reff. 

t eb. xxi. меги „ ches oly. Sir. I. 33 only. н 
с Tas d rod, Diod. 8 

у = Matt. xxvi. 53. ch. iz. 41. nor "iv. ars Gen. xlvii. 2 АМ. 
xvii. 66 A Ed-vat. Фе. (B def) a fr. 
zzv. I only t. (-ort, Ezra v. 3.) 
ix. 33 BN F(not A) &c. only. 

. li. 5 те 
d pres., ch. xvi. 98 reff. 

w ch. iz. 2 reff, 
z Matt xii, 10 al. "i lags 

bed 7 reff. 
е here only. Deut. I. 16. Job 

90. rec ins ueAAeir bef єсєсби (see ch хі. 28; xxiv. 15; xxvii, 10), with HLP rel 
вуг Chr: om ABEN a p 
— se анна 
vulg syr copt arm 

18. 36. 40. 137 vulg sth. 
glosi} with HLP rel Syr sah: om ABEN а c p 18. 36. 40. 137 

or ef aur, et aur AEN а о p 13. 40 вуг arm [Chri]: txt BHLP 

rec aft evec@Ga: ins vxo тоу 

rel 36 Syr pem [sah] Thl.—er:8. егеси eis Tov аура «E are eren к.т.А. 13: eb 
ари mihi perlatum esset de insidiis, quas 
ins оуу L. aft T. каттүүоро:з ins avrov 
AN 13 vulg[s dicant : not represented in] coptt [sth] : 
arm]. om ex: gov p: for eri, тєрї 67. 187. 
SLN p rel 36 (vulg-clem) деші tol syrr th - pl (СЪ -imont£)) Thl (Ee; еррос 

26. 78. 100-1 Chr(mss and ed[-morel]): om AB 13 am fuld coptt ch xv. 29) H 
seth-rom. 

81. [aft avrois ins єтогоуу L.] 

ртн illi, misi dc vulg: aft ef avrns 
for та wpos ауто», avrovs 

avrov 40: om ra B E-lat Syr 
rec at end adds еррогсо, with 

Өе (see 

Syr coptt. 

ras bef vurros, with HL rel Thi-sif: rec i 
m T 19; xvi. 9; xvii. 10) ABEN p 18. 40. 137 Chr, Thl-fin. 

for 

syr а ТЫ, 
eTpeyar N. 

93. ro yeni bef туу err L m 40 [arm]. 
тоу 137. 

акерх.] opevegÓa. (corra for less usual exprn), with HLP rel 36 
ire E- lat, at irent vulg: txt AB E-gr N e p 13, abire copt. 

om ка Tor vavAoy E: om 

84. rec aft avayvovs 3e ins о туєцоу (supplementary), with HLP rel sah Th]: om 
ABEN p 13. 86. 40 vulg syrr copt th arm Chr,. 

arayrovs Se тту ENICTOANY єтүуроттсе TOV WavAoy єк TOLAS marked for erasure) 68. 
aft Aas ins egri» А RY but 

ewapXias є кси ermev KAAN ки wuÜoperos теу akovgouas отау x. r. A. BYT-INg : simly 

187 ins туу ewiocroAny [ка exepwrncas |, bas e for есті, and continues e xou£ x. 
тоб. en axovd. соу отар N.T.À. 

ю the second rescue, see next verse. 
30. ] Two constructions are combined here: 
(1) puvv@elons dri ris dcopuérys, 
and (2) umnvvOérros, éxiPovahy {сєсда. 

91.] ANTIPATRIS, forty-two Roman 
miles from Jerusalem, and twenty-six 
from Cesarea, was built by Herod the 
Great, and called in honour ^ his father. 
lt was before called Kapharsaba (Jos. 
Antt. xiii. 15. 1; xvi. 5. 2). In Jerome's 
time (Epitaph. Paule, 8, vol. i. p. 696) 
it was а ‘semirntum oppidum" (Winer, 

S 3 

Realw.). They might have well made 
so much way during ‘the night and the 
next day,—for the text will admit of that 
interpretation, r; ётайр. being not neces- 
sarily the morrow after they left Jeru- 
salem, but after they arrived at Antipatris. 

33. rovs lwwets] As they had now 
the lesser half of their journey before 
them, and that furthest removed from 
Jerusalem. The SefeoAdSo: appear to have 

back with the soldiers. 
custo. ) ‘The expression is in conformity 
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tver. ref. f каттууороі € буоута, keXeUcae év TQ Tfal- ABEH Wb f каттуоро; cov Е тарағуєуоутал, Acuc as P fal- ABEH 

El rf торі tov ‘Hpwdov ! $vAáacecÓa: айтор. edtgh. 
mire XXIV. Merà 8 qrévre ўрёрас * кат 8) б apyrepers “pis” 
pta, Avavias perà пресВитёрюи тиди xai ! propos Teprud- 
„аъ, ХОИ Twos, m olriwes ™ ёрефаритау тф ? yen ° катӣ тод 

тп во ch. iz 
here oal. „ Пау\ои. 29 &XmgÜévros 66 афтод їр ато 'xarryopeiv 0 
n eh. xxiii. 1б 

reff, o and constr., ch. zzv. 2. 
т ver. 19. ch. xxv, 16. xxviii. 19. 1 Масс. vil. 6. 

35. om xa: 37. 101-87 vulg(not am demid) syrr copt th Thl-sif. 
P: -yevovra: f p[ Scr]: -уоута: HL [p(Treg)]. 

p ch. xxiii. 24 &с. reff, $ = ch. lv. 18. 2 Kings ix. 9. 

wapaytvorrTat 
гес exeAevce Te (emendation of 

style), with HLP 18. 36 rel (vulg Syr copt eth] Chr,: «eAcvoayros N! : txt A B(sic: 
see table) [E]N* c k p 40. 137 вуг Thl-fin. 
txt AEN c h m p 18. 

for rov, то B: om HLP rel 187 Chr,: 
rec аутор bef ev r xpa:rwpie, with HLP rel 36 Chr: txt 

ABER ck p 18. 40. 187 volg [coptt] arm Thl-fin. 

CHAP. XXIV. 1. for serre, Tiras А. 
with HLP rel Syr copt sth: txt ABEN ck m 
ThL [ауеф. K:] етефау[7сау] P. 

with the Roman law; the rule was, Qui 
cum elogio mittuntur, ez infegro audiendi 
sunt." Hackett. iv T$ прот. T. 
*Hp.] The procurator resided in the former 
pelace of Herod the Great. Here Paul 
was ‘militi traditus (Digest. cited by 
De W.), not in a prison, but in the build- 
ings attached to the palace. 

Cuar. XXIV. 1—XXVI. 82.] Pavr's 
IMPRISONMENT AT CÆSAREA. 1. pera 
aévre A.] After five days—or on the fifth 
day—from Paul's departure for Cæsarea. 
This would be the natural terminus a quo 
from which to date the proceedings of the 
High Priest, &c., who were left in Jeru- 
salem. That it is so, appears from ver. 11. 
See note there. apoB. тубу] The 
more ancient M88. reading this, all we can 
вау is that we have not sufficient authority 
to retain the reading of the rec. rà» wpec- 
gur epo, though it appears more likely to 
be original, aud to have given offence as 
seeming to import that the whole San- 
hedrim went down. This is one of the 
cases where, in the present state of our 
evidence, we are obliged to adopt readings 
which are not according to subjective 
canons of criticism. Mropos] An 
orator forensis or causidicus, persons who 
abounded in Rome and the provinces; 
sometimes called ovrfryopo, or бкоАфүо:. 
Kuin. says: ‘Multi adolescentes Romani 
qui se foro dederant, cum magistratibus 
in provincias se conferebant, ut caussis 
provinciulium agendis se exercerent, et 
majoribus in urbe actionibus preepararent.’ 
So Cælius (вее Cic. pro Celio, c. 80), in 
Africa. T« Men, A diminutive 
from Tertius, as Lucullus from Lucius, — 
Catullus from Catius. The name occurs 
Plin. Ep. v. 15; and Zertulla, Suet. Aug. 

rec (for spec B. туох) Trav s*peavrepor, 
p] 13. 36. 40. 187 vulg syr sah arm 

3. om avrov B. 

69 (Wetst.). bveddvicay] (not, * ap- 
peared, éavroós, sub.;—see reff.) laid 
information; and, as it scems, not by 
writing, but by word of mouth, since they 
appeared in person, and Paul was called to 
confront them. 2.] ‘Inter precepta 
rhetorica est, judicem laudando sibi bene- 
volum reddere. (Grot. Certainly Ter- 
tullus fulfils and overacts the precept, for 
his exordium is full of the basest flattery. 
Contrast with *oAATZs eip. tvyx., Тас. 
Ann. xii. 54: Interim Felix intempestivis 
remediis delicta accendebat, smulo ad de- 
terrima Ventid. Cumano, cui pars provincise 
habebatur : ita divisis, ut huic Galileorum 
natio, Felici Samarite parerent, discordes 
olim, et tum, contemptu regentium, minus 
coercitis odiis. Igitur raptare inter se, 
immittere latronum globos, componere їз- 
sidias, et aliquando pralits congredi, spo- 
tagas et prædasad Procuratores referre ;' 
—Hist. v. 9, quoted above, on ch. xxiii. 
24;—and Jos. Antt. xx. 8. 9, of spw- 
тебоутеѕ Tay Thy Kaicdpeiar катообетеу 
'lovjale» els 7)» ‘Péuny draBalvoven, 
Ф#мкоз karmyopoUrres* kal drs dy 
ф8е$@ке тіцоріау T&v els 'lovBaíovs buen- 
ud ry, el uh жоААй abrdy d М№ірюу TQ 
ade h TldAAarr: паракалісауті u- 
exdépnoce . . . . There was just enough 
foundation for the flattery, to make the 
falsehood of its general application to Felix 
more glaring. He had put down some 
rebels (see ch. xxi. 88, note) and assassins 
(Antt. xx. 8. 4), ‘ р tamen his omnibus 
erat nocentior’ (Wetst.). It has 
been remarked (by Dean Milman, Bampton 
Lectures, p. 185) that the character of this 
address is peculiarly Latin (but qu. ?); and 
it has been infe from a in Va- 
lerius Maximus (cited at length in C. and 
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Téprudros Xéyov 9IILoAAs єірђипс *Tvyxávovres * dia TI 
coU xai "OwpÜwuarov ‘ywouévoy TQ eves Tovro did 
Tis 015 "Tpovoias, *mdvrn Te Kai I wavtayod * aro- 

. ch. zavi. 
22. xxvii. 3. 
2 Tim. il. 10. 
Heb. viii. 6. 
xi. 35. L.P.H. 
1 Macc. zi. 

Seyoueda, * кратитте DE, ° perà * таст * eéyapiarías. , ш, 
* % de uù) em mXeióv сє f éykómTo, є птаракаћ) дкод- iurs ха, 

Р ^ s d ^ ^ , Ut. ота. 

gat сє "này n сиртдроѕ Tf) of  émiewela. 5 ® ebpovres y5 ke, 
` L4 A ^ 

yap tov йу$ра ToUTov 'Xowjv xal ™xwodvta ® ordo H 
К, "n pe „ 7 w Rom. xiil. 14 

пасі тоф 'Їоуба{о тоф; ° катӣ THY °Р oikovpévmv, S TpoTo- оңу. Joab. 
r ^ ^ е2 ` н ғи статти тє Tis TOv Nalwpalwy ‘aipécews, 90e xal тд ©т т. 

^ 3 Macc. iv. 
iepòv * éreipaaev t He, ðv xai u ёкратјсарєу [ха боз}: | 

POR: ағ, 

Rom. xli. 17.) 
И. 41 reff. a ch. xxiii. 26 reff. 

x here only t. пое ош. -— puni m 
ch. xvii. тел. 

& в 

е = ch хх. 19 reff. e b 

d = 1 Cor. xiv. 16. 2 Cor. 1v. 18. іх. 11, 12 al. Paul only, exc. Rev. Iv. 9. vil. 18 1. Wisd. zvi. 28. Bir. xxxvii. 
11. 3 Mace. ii. 27 on} 
1.18. 1 Pet. iii. 7 

ch. vili. 31 reff. 
х. 

k = Rom. vil. 10 al. 

. e ch. lv. 17 reff, 
y t. Dan. ix. 26 Theod. ( Ald.) 

h here only. Prov. zziii. 28 only. 1-05, 2 Macc. li. 31.) 12 Cor. 
lonlyt. Wied. ii. 19. Cie Phil. iv. 5. 

f Rom. xv. 22. Gal. v. J. а. 
= Matt. xviii. 29. ch. хіі. 42. constr., 

, 1 К il 22.) constr. dat., Matthim, } 499. 1 hinge ird. Phi 2 = here (Luke xxiv. 11) only. inge xxx. Ps. i. 1. h. 
zri. 30 (xvii. 28 reff.). n = ch. zix. 40 reff. o here only р = ch. 
xvii, 6. q here only. Job xv. 21 only. rch. v. 17 reff. 8 and constr., 
eh. xvi. 7 only}. 

u = acc., Matt. xviii, 28 al. Ps. lv. tit. 
t Matt. xii, 6 only. Neh. xiii. 17,18. Ezek. хай. 26. (-Aos, 1 Tim. i. 9.) 

3. rec каторбодатоу, with HLP rel Chr, Thi: txt ABEN p 13. 36. 137 Chr-ms. 
yevouevor L с 137 Thl-fin: -yryvapercy m. 

4. єккотто L Thi-fin: corre Al(appy) m 18. (єукотто A2BIEN.) ce bef akovaai 
E: om oe Le m 36 Chr. [om cvrrouws Al(appy: ined eadem manu).] 

б. eracus (corrn as suiting better тасу T. wvd.x.7.A.) ABEN р 13.36. 40 vulg copt 
Chr, Thi.fin: txt HLP rel syrr sah eth Thl.sif. 
6—8. om from xa: ката to xpos се ABHLPN d gi h 1 p am!(and fi 

H., vol. i. p. 8), that all pleadings, even in 
Greek provinces, were conducted before 
Roman magistrates in Latin. But Mr. 
Lewin has well observed (ii. 684), ** under 
the emperors trials were itted in 
Greek, even in Rome itself, as well in the 
senate as in the forum (Dio Cassius, lvii. 
15, says of Tiberius, woAAds uir dl dv тӯ 
Starr табтр (viz. Greek) xal ёкеї (in the 
senate) Aeyouéras dxotwy, roMAà; 3è ка) 
abros éxeporáv) ; and it is unlikely that 
greater strictness should have been ob- 
served in a distant province. The name 
Tertullus proves little, as the Greeks, and 
even the Jews, very commonly adopted 
Roman names." On this latter point, see 
note, ch. xiii. 9. ipa is an amelio- 
ration or reform :’ катдрӣгра, ‘res preeclare 
facta,’ generally, whether military or civil 
(‘ques nos aut recta aut recte facta dica- 
mus, si placet, illi autem appellant катор- 
@%дата? Cic. de Fin. iii. 7). Phrynichus 
remarks, p. 250, ápaprárovatv ol phropes 
ойк «iBóres бт: Tb катордёоси, Sóxipor. 
Tb &' àrd тоўтоо Üvoua add xu, Tò катбр- 
бора, —where see Lobeck's note. I have, 
as alwnys where reason to the contrary is 
not very clear, followed the authority of 
the most ancient mss. шаре Ан 
* providentis.’ ‘ Hoc vocabulum ssepe diis 
tribuerunt (Beng.). ‘ Providentia Cæ- 

for тє, de E 13. 
tol) coptt: ins 

saris” is a common phrase on the coins of 
the emperors (Mr. Humphry). 3. 
жбуту к. TavraxoU] belongs to drodex., 
not to yiwoudvey, in which case they 
would naturally precede the participle, — 
We receive, &c., not only here in thy 
presence, but also at ali times and in 
all places. A refinement of fluttery 

4. bri wiciov] viz. than the matte: 
demands: too long. tyxéwr.] Seo 
reff. covvrépesg] As Meyer observes, 
we need not supply Аеффутоу, but take 
суут. as the measure of the time implied 
in ёкоёоси. б. Хобу] See reff. 
and Demosth. р. 794. 5, obros od» abrir 
darhoera: d фарракбѕ, & Aoiuds .. . The 
construction here is an anacoluthon, there 
being nothing to follow up the part. ебрќу- 
тез. The part. cannot be taken for the 
finite verb. See Winer, edn. 6, § 45. 6. b. 

ў olxoupdyy] would here mean the 
Roman *orbis terrarum." Мофор.] 
This is the only place in the N. T. whe 
the Christians are so called. The Jews 
could not call them by any name answer- 
ing to Christians, us the hope of a Messiah 
was professed by themselves. [6.] 
Considerable difficulty rests on the omis- 
sion of the words xal xard to xpds e. 
Their absence from the punc M88., 
their many variations in those which con- 



reff. 
y ch. xxiii. 17 

тей. 
в ch. zziii. 30 

reff. 
a ch. iv. 9 reff. 
b cb. xxiii. 28 4 каттууороўцеу avTov. 

IIPAREIZ AIIOXZTOAQON. 

u. ката тд» ўиётероу vóuov NOeAncapey Kpivat. 
` ` ' e - , ‚ L 

Abav дё Aue б ytAlapyos " perà ToXMjs " Bias ёк сате 
TOv *yepav uv dνπν⁰jBjũñ yer, 8keXeUgas тойу *кал- 
nyópous айтой ÉpyesÜa. тро с]: тар ob диэт) abròs 
*dyaxplvas тєрї партеру TovTwy "émvyvüva,. “dy Tis 

XXIV. 

9 е guveréðevro 5é xai oi Iov- 

сан. Safor, {фаскоутєс̧ тайта войтос Séyew. 10 длтєкрїӨ тє 
d constr., ch 

xxv. 11. 

if. 7 AN Ald. compl. 
g ch. vil. 1 reff. 

Mark xv. 3,4. 1 Macc. vii. 28. see Luke zziii. 14. 
fch.zzv.19. Rom. і. 22 ому. Gen. zxri. 20. 2 Масс. xiv. 27, 32 only. 

e here only. Deut. zxxli. TI. Ps. 

(with consid varr, see below) E 13 rel 86. 40 eyrr mth Chr, ТЫ Cassiod. (See notes.) 
for ne., nBovAnOnueyr (or e.) [f ] m 40. 66. 

круш E a b g* k mo 13. 86 Chr Thl-aif. 
aurov єк Tay дерш» "uev Tempas xpos тє f. (cf m below.) 

for amryayer, афе!\ето 
се ахєстеЛе» 82. 42-6. 57. 66): [simly буг: 

aft amyyayev ins avrov [and transp bef) ex 
8. aft xeAevoas ins ко a g? 32. 42. 67. 69. 133 arm. 

rec ert, with rel: xpos E a 46. 133. 

46. 57. 66'. 

xatnyopas epxecOo exi со: 180. 
ro ҳереу nuar m. 
om avrov [в о] 68. 

тес xpivay, with rel Thl-fln : 
7. for дета xoAAns to проз ce, ypracer 

Bia. ron g? 82. 
3 32. 42[ -Aaro]-6. 67.—[add] ка xpos 
s weAevoacOa: ERL CE TOPAYYEAAS Tous 

8. for ob, % E 36: «v b m! o 8. 15. 27-9. 66'. 106-80: txt ABHLPN vulg copt Chr 
Th! (Ec. om avros A: avTovs 40. 
ayr-w-ast. 

at end ius єско»тоз $є avrov Tavra 197 

9. rec соғебеуто, with b 0: axexpwarro sah wth: adjecerunt vulg E. lat: lifigarunt 
Byr: txt AB E-gr HLPN p rel 86. 40. 137 syr Chr.: соруете:боуто 18. 180. 

10. rec 8« {alteration of characteristic те), with HLP 13. 86 rel E-lat [vulg вуг 

tain them, are strongly against their genu- 
ineness; as also is the consideration that 
no probable reason for their omission can 
be suggested. Оп the other hand, as De 
Wette observes, it is hardly imaginable that 
во little should have been assigned to the 
speaker as would be if these words wero 
omitted. Besides this, the historic aorist 
éxparfoauey seems to require some sequel, 
some reason, after this seizure, why he was 
there present and freed from Jewish dur- 
ance. The phenomena are common enough 
in the Acts, of unaccountable insertions, 
and almost always in D (here deficient). 
See a list of such in Prolegg. to Acts, 
$ у. 3. But in this place it is the omission 
which is unaccountable, for no similarity 
of ending, no doctrinal consideration can 
have ledto it. The two reasons cited from 
Matthi by Bloomfield, ed. 9, —1) “that 
the critics believed the Jews b. rdly likely 
to have accused Lysias himself,“ —2) * be. 
cause the words тар' ob, at ver. 8, must be 
referred to Paul: though by its (sic) posi- 
tion, it secms to refer to Lysias," are futile 
and childish enough (on the latter of them, 
see below); and I only refer to them, to 
shew by what sortof considerations English 
readers are still supposed to be influenced, 

I still retain the words, in dark 
brackets, being as much at a loss as ever 
to decide respecting them, and being 
moved principally by the aorist ёкра- 

rhoayer, inexplicable without any sequel. 
It may of course be said that this very 
circumstance may have given rise to their 
insertion. But of the two it seems to me 
less likely that Tertullus should have ended 
with ёкратфсашеу, than that an abridg- 
ment of his speech should have been at. 
tempted. It may be a question how fur 
we сап detect traces of deliberate abridg- 
ment, in our early мв8., of the text of the 
Acte.) 8.] жар оф, if the disputed 
words be inserted, refers naturally enough 
to Lysias; but if they be omitted, to 
Paul, which would be very unlikely, — 
that the judge should be referred to the 
prisoner (for examination by torture (Grot. 
and al.) сп one who bad already claimed 
his rights as a Roman citizen can hardly 
be intended) for the particulars laid to his 
charge. Certainly it might, on the otber 
hand, be said that Tertullus would hardly 
refer the governor to Lysias, whose inter- 
ference he had just characterized in such 
terms of blame; but (which is a strong 
argument for the genuineness of the 
doubtful words) remarkably euough, we 
find Felix, ver. 22, putting off the trial £i 
the arrival of Lysias. 9. cvwverdé. | 
joined in setting upon him, bore out Ter- 
tullus in his charges. 10. ёк odv 
érév] Felix was now in the seventh year 
of his procaratorship, which began in the 
twelfth year of Claudius, д.р. 52, The 

kim 

7 Y map- ABEH 
Prab 

h 
о · 
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е ^ ^ ^ о llaXos, ^ veaavros айтф той { ўуєидрос Aéyew, * Ex » Art- Ne, 
Woda érüv d ce cpr тё ive тойтф ётиттӣшерос , Pony 

э , ^ ^ Д m ebe тй n rep ёџаџтоў o длтоћоуодшаа, 11 Bvvapévov x < (a эз. 
21 al. 

p 

20, 23. och. хіх. 33 reff. 
ышт coe: е. eee ch. xz. 18. а т = 

t Mark iz. 34. ch, xvii. 17 only. . теп. 

v 3 Cor. xi. 28 only t. 3 Macc. ri. 3 only. 

coptt Cassiod, | Chr, : txt AB E-gr ^N a! c p 40. 187 Syr wth Thl-sif. 
ensionem habere pro se, stalum aulem assumens xptryy syr-mg has 

multis annis es judez.] 

gov ? érvyvávas бт oU "rXelovs elalv ? wor tuépar * dea 1 conte. par 
a "ать 'mposkvviaew eis "ероџсаћлји, 12 ка) i 

ойтє ёи тё iep@ edpov ue 'mpós Twa " Sadeyouevoy 1) 

for етеу, eviavro» E. 

af. 

tici ake 
iv. ai iii. 

b 

* "0$, 

n ch. zziii. 15. zzviti. 16. Luke zzii. 31. Phil. ii. 19, 
Ё constr.. p d Wig Hom. II. X: 155. ГА 165. 

ch. xi. 2 ref. Ezra e, 1. 8 ж ch. 
Exod. vi. 27. ч = Ch. xvil. 3 reff. 

Jor Леуе» to 
ivinum dizit, 

aft xpirny ins Jura E 
cehk 38. 40. 187 вуг Chr. (obe fort ravra xoAaxeias rà fhuara, 7d paprupiica: тё 

p Sixasootyny) Thi Avit. rec evévuorepov, with HLP rel Chr Thl-sif : txt 
ABEN c d p 13. 36. 40. 137 (vulg coptt wth arm] Ath, Thl-fin. 

11. om сео А. 

137 ТЫ. 
rec yræva, with HLP 18 rel Chr.: txt ABEN beko p 36. 

rec aft u, Za ins : om ABEHLPN rel. ` * rec Sexaduo (see oh 
хіх. 7 reff), with HLP rel 36 Chr: Jedera ABEN c m р 18. 40. 137 ТЫ. 
vposkvrncas E 137 sah, adorare vulg · vn 
[syr] Cbr: om 13: txt ABEHN a? d p 13. 

19. riras E-gr. rec ewigveTagiw, with HL 
(There is the like varn in the Mss in the only other 

for 8rd ovre, ovde p. 

-gr 

[Scr]: txt ABEN 13. 40 vulg. 
place where the word pest 

contrast between Tertullus’s and Paul's 
‘captatio benevolentis? is remarkable. The 
former I have characterized above. But 
the Apostle, using no flattery, yet alleges 
the one point which could y win atten- 
tion to bim from Felix, viz. his confidence 
arising from speaking before one well 
skilled by experience in the manners and 
custome of the Jews. 11. ġpépa: 

The point of this seems to be, 
that Felix having been so long time a 
jadge among the Jews, must be well able 
to search into and adjudicate on an offence 
iiie ет те comprised 3 
so short a period. he twelve 
be thus made out: 1. his arrival in кты 
salem, ch. xxi. 16—17; 2. his interview 
with James, ib. 18 ff.; 8. his taking on 
him the vow, ib. 26; 3—7. the time of 
the vow, interrupted by—7. his apprehen- 
sion, ch. xxi. 27 ; 8. his appearance before 
the Sanhedrim, ch. xxii. 30 ff.; 9. his de- 
parture from Jerusalem (at night) ; and so 
to the 13th, the day now current, which was 
the 6th inclusive from his leaving Jeru- 
salem. This, which is also De Wetto and 
Meyer's arra ent, is far more natural 
than that of Kuin., Olsh., Heinr., &c., who 
suppose that the days which he had already 
spent at Cesarea are not ѓо be counted, be- 
cause his raising disturbances while in cus- 
{оду was out of the question. The view 

ce р). rec (for eis) e», with LIP rel 
36. 40 [Syr wth] ТЫ. 

rel: етостас:а» pl: arorragiay р? 

advocated by Wieseler (Chron. der Apost.- 
= pp. 103 ff.), that Paul was appre- 

aded on the very day of his appearance 
with the men in the temple, I cannot but 
regard, notwithstanding his arguments in 
its favour, as inconsistent with the text of 
ch. xxi. 26, 27; as also his idea that the 
Apostle did not take the vow on himself : 
the expression оў» афто & yr % clearly 
negativing the latter supposition ; and тё» 
zuepd той &yriopod, ver. 26, being mani- 
festly, unless to one warped by a hypothesis, 
identical with al dwra up of ver. 27. 
See note there. I mention this Aere, 
because these suppositions materially affect 
his arra t of the twelve days, 
which be gives thus: 2nd, from Cæsarea 
to Jerusalem ; 8rd, interview with James; 
4th, (Pentecost) visit to the temple with 
the Nazarites, and apprehension; 5th, 
before the Sanhedrin; 6th, departure 
from Jerusalem; 7th, arrival in Cosa- 
rea; then, five days from tat (but see 
note on ver. 1), Ananias, &c., leave Jeru- 
salem (bat how does this appear from 
ver. 1 Р дат Ву must surely denote their 
arrival at Cesarea, where the narrator, or, 
at all events, the locus of the history is); 
18th, arrival of Ananias, &c., at Cesarea, 
and hearing (improbable) of Paul. So that 
the above hypotheses are not the only rea- 
sons for rejecting Wieseler's arrangement. 
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"imeni Card THY TOMY 13 odre * apaaíjaas Suvavtai сог тері ABER 
‚ ЖҮ 

3 ^ ^ ^ Phab 

х = here oniy. Yop YU KaTyyopoud (v и, 140 Ó бё тойто сог, cáfgh 
марасттђов^ à kimo 
ri ab Öri xarà Tij» * одор fy Aéyoveww " айрєет ойто * Xarpevo pis 

3 ^ ^ 

Jw. Аай. ' 70 d атрос беф, ° r.a Tevov пӣси тоф; f karà TOv E удроу 
um Kai [rois ё] h rois &vrpodijrais yeypappévois, 15! E -. 

y constr., John e >»... 

avii. 9» Heb. Evy eis tov бебу fv xal K abrol * otros | aposdéyovras, ABCEH 
. 8. na 

iara, “avacracw " ие " éccaÜa, Sicaiwy Te каі adbdixav. cafgh 
mo тег. 8. ° , n ` з 2 ^ , , 

er + 16 ^ dy Tovro xai avrog "acko “%алтро$котгор * cuvelOnow pis 
b ver. б. 
ech, vii. 7 reff. d ch. xzli. 3 reff, е = dat., Luke і. 20 al. fr. 2 Chron. ік. 6. f ch. 

x zii. 12 reff. g ch. хіі. 15 reff. h constr. (if dat. of agency), Matt. vi. 1. Luke xxiii. 15. xxiv. 
35. Gen. xxxi. 15. 11 Pet. i. 21. (John v. 45. 2 Cor. i. 10.) see 1 John iii. 3. (ch. Az ri. 18.) 

k ver. 20. ch xzv.25. Кот. хіі. 6. 2 Cor. II. 3. vii. II, ас. = ch. xxiii. 21. Tit. ii. 13. Jude 
21. 2 Масс. viii. 11. m cb. xvii. 18 reff. see Dax. xii, 2. „ n ch. zi. 28 reff, "LE Matt. 
vi. 7. John xvi. 30 al. p here only +. 2 Maco. xv. (only. dre тоате voUv & auos мбуеіу, 
"we * 1024. q l Cor. х. 33. Phil. I. 10 only. P.t Sir. xx Xv. (xxxil.) 31 only. r 4 Cor. 
14 те ә 

18. ov8« BN p. Steph aft wapacryoa (Tischdf (ed 7) is wrong) ins ue, with 
c f g 1 m 66!.9. 78. 96-7. 100-4-6-42 [copt eth(Treg)] ; po: 2.18. 161; со: 15. 133-80; 
pe vu» HP 27-9. 98-9 Thl-sif ; uo: vv» 177 : [yvy bl o:] om ABELN р 19(sic) rel [vulg 
syrr sah arm]. 
p 18. 40 vulg Syr copt arm. 
80: txt ABN d m p 137 Thl-fin. 

rec om goi, with HLP rel syr sah eth Chr: ins ABEN a? d g k m 
rec (for уши) риу, with EHLP 13. 36 rel: om k 8. 

14. ins pov bef de 197: patri deo meo [am demid fuld, p. et d. m.] rulg -clem]. 
H om жас:х B. om roy B 56 Chr,. Steph o:n rois ev, with A Ne» 

vois) 18 rel vulg coptt sth [arm] Thl.sif: elz om тош, with (syrr) Epiph, Chr.: txt 
BEN! b ck m o p 36. 40. 197 Thl-fin. 

16. for eis, zpos СК a 68-9 Thl-fin. om тоу С 180. om ovro: N [arm ?]. 
rec aft «ceca ins vexpowv (supplementary addition), with EHLP rel 36 syrr 

eth Thl.sif: om ABCR k p 18. 40 vulg coptt arm Chr Thi-fin. 
16. гес 3e (xa: not being understood), with HP 13 rel copt: дє xa: c g 25. 80. 100- 

77 arm Chr, Thl-sif: re xa» m: txt ABCELN b d k o p 40. 187 vulg syrr sah [wth] 
Thl-fin. 

19. ката T)v R.] throughout 
the city, ‘any where in the city у as we 
say, ‘up and down the streets.’ 14.] 
The 8é here has its peculiar force, of 
taking off the attention from what has im- 
mediately preceded, and raising a new point 
as more worthy of notice. But ( thou 
wouldst truly know the reason why they 
accuse me’), * hino ille lacryms.’ 
efpeciv, in allusion to aloe, used by 
Tertullus, ver. 6. The word is capable ofan 
indifferent or of a bad sense. Tertullus had 
used it in the latter. Paul explains what 
it really was. = ката тайттуу. 
Notice in the words жатроф беф the skill 
of Paul. The term was one well known to 
the Greeks and Romans, and which would 
carry with it its own justification. © In- 
visum quippe erat gentibus, nominatim 
etiam Romanis, si quis se rinis aut 
diis aut deorum cultibus addiceret ; præ- 
terea Judmis per multa imperatorum et 
magistratuum decreta et senatus consulta 
sancita erat potestas, Deum patrium co- 
lendi, patriis ritibus et sacris utendi. Jos. 
Antt. xiv. 17 ; xvi. 4" (Kuinoel). In his 
addrees to the Jewe (ch. xxii. 14) the similar 
expression д 0. ray wardpey ўрёх, brings 

exer HLP rel 86. 187 Chr: txt ABCEN d p 18 vulg syrr coptt Thi (Ec. 

out more clearly those rarépes, in whom 
Felix had no interest further than the 
identification of Paul's religion with that 
of his ancestors required. катё т. v.] 
See on кат. т. dA, above. Then (if the 
words in brackets be omitted : and it is not 
easy to imagine that St. Luke wrote them) 
the dat. is used of the personal agents, the 
rophets. He avoids saying ‘dy Moses, 

use the mention of the law would ca: 
more weight. 15. atrol raha t 
would appear from this, that the High 
Priest and the deputation were not of the 
Sadducees. But perhaps this inference is 
too hasty; Paul might regard them as 
representing the whole Jewish people, and 
speak generally, as he does of the same 
hope ch. xxvi. 7, where he assigns it to rb 
desde rd ho judy. vexpey, inserted 
here in some M88. to fill up the meaning, 
is not likely to have been spoken by the 
Apostle. The juxtaposition of those words, 
which excited mockery even when the Gos- 

1 was being directly preached, would 
rdly have been hazarded in this defence, 

where every expression is so carefully 
weighed. 16. iv rovro] Accord- 
ingly, i.e. ‘having and cherishing this 
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v в \ b! 0 д X 4 9 9 ГА t 8 E Й 

xe * тро tov беду xal тої avOparrous & TAVTÓS. «= п. vi 
174 & ётфь Bé * wrecovmy " ёАМетдосула * птои)соу ! eis TO $5136 reff. 

EOvos pov * mapeyevóunv xai * Trposdopás, 18 ^ év * als ebpov 
= Matt. xxii. 
61. Gal. iL 
lal. Deut. 

A ^ Av. I. as 

pe *Tyyuapévov -Èv тф iepo, ой d pera Mo ode 4 werd "= ie 

fÜopuflov, tives 86 amò tH Acías '1оибайо!, 19 obs Eber rr” 
€ ёт} сой ^ qrapeivas xai ! каттуореќи el * ть * ёуоєу ™ трі ri T? 
2.7 20 n P ' n4? з у Р е ’ 3.4 ran. ы; = 
épé. ў "avToi “otro: eiatwoay ті ebpoy [ev époi] LE 

bsol. 2 
xvii. 10 reff. ach. xai. 26 reff. b = Mark vi. 48. Luke 2vi. 1b l. E ch 
zzi. 24, 25 reff. d = ch. v. 26 al. e Luke zzii. 6. Ezek. zziii. 24. f ch 
xxi. M ref. Елек. vii. 11. 

edu. 6, $ 41. b. 4. 

aft xpos ins re L bc dh 1 o 187 вуг Chr Thl-fin. 
om dia wayros 32. 42. 571. 187. 

ch. xxiii. 30 reff. h see ch. х. 33. 
k Matt. v. 23. Mark zi. 25 al. 1 ety idea he ibility), = ch. xvii? 27. Luke xxii. 23 aL 

c. m = ch. zav. 19. 1 Cor. vi. 1. Col. iii. 13. 

{ ver. 2. 
Winer, 

n ver. 15. 

dia wayros bef xpos E с: 

17. rec wapeyevounv bef eAenuocuvas к.т.\. (transposn for perspicuily), with HLP 
rel [syrr coptt d Chr.; xai pos. bef sapey. EN? c 187: om rape. A: txt BCR! 
m p 18. 40 vulg Thl-fin. 

18. *rec ols, with HLP rel Chr, Thl-eif : as (corra £o suit xpospopas ?) ABCEN b! 
c o [p] 18. 36. 40. 187 Thl-fin. 
et dicentes tolle inimicum virum demid. 
ins ABCEN p 13 rel 36. 40. 137 vulg вуг coptt Thl-sif. 

оубшеу E b c o 36 вуг. о 86. 40. 187 ТЫ. 

aft бориВоо ius ef a ehenderunt me clamantes 
elz om de, with HLP [eth arm] Thl-fin : 

ins Ter bef aro CE b c f 

19. Steph 3e, with HL b fg k l m o 187 sah wth Chr.: txt ABCEPN p 18. 36 rel 
vulg syrr copt [arm] Chr, ТЫ. 

20. for n, «i (фаст?) AC. 
rec ue, with HLP rel 36 Chr: txt ABCEN p 13. 
rec ins e: bef т. (corra from ver 19), with a c 

vulg syr [(eth)]: om ABCEHLPN p 13. 36 rel Syr copt arm Chr.. 
N 

om er едо 
ABN p 18. 40: ins CEHLP rel 86 [vulg syrr copt arm] Chr. 

hope; see reff. xal] also, as well аг 
they.’ — 17.] 84 refers back to the former 
86, ver. 14. “Bat the matter of which they 
complain is this, that after an absence of 
many years,’ &с. See 1 Cor. xvi. 3, 4; 
2 Cor. viii. ix. notes, ch. xx. 4. 18.) 
De W. observes, that jryrwg. can only 
refer to ярозф., not to drequ.: thus als 
may have been altered to ofs, to give a 
general neuter sense, amidst which occupa- 
tions: and the sense will be among ог 
engaged in which offerings: it being in 
the temple. But this seems far-fetched 
and unlikely, and Meyer’s supposition, that 
ols has been altered to als to suit spos- 
форіз, certainly has an air of probability. 
The use of в verb referring to two sub- 
stantives, to only one of which it is appli- 
cable, is too coinmon to require illustra- 
tion. But, as so often in this book, we 
must follow the best mss., our only fixed 
evidence, as against any questionable sub- 
jective considerations. The construc- 
tion is irregular. A subject to ефро» has 
to be supplied by а reference to some 
nominative case implied in où perà by. 
obs. u. Oop., thus: amidst which they 
found me purified in the temple, none 
who detected me in the act of raising a 
tumult .. . . but certain Asiatic Jews 
.... This would leave it to be inferred 
that no legal officers had apprehended him, 

but certain private individuals, illegally ; 
who besides had not come forward to sub- 
stantiate any charge against him. Borne- 
mann would supply obx obro: u before 
Tires 84; but the objection to this is, that 
the negative où perà bx. . . . . stands al- 
ready as the proper opponent clause to 
vives 84, and we should thus have two 
negative clanses her. On this sense 
of 36, see Viger, ed. Hermann, p. 16, note 
24; and Hermann’s note, p. 702.19. The 
latter remarks, “intelligitur in hac formula, 
кат malum, stultum est, vel simile quid.” 

19.] #хому, not Éxovciw, implying 
the subjective possibility merely, and dis- 
claiming all knowledge of what the ch irge 
might be. The sentenco is an anacoluthon : 
bei is absolutely asserted in the present: 
then fyoier in the opt. follows, as if the 
hypothetical T8 had been used: and 
hence the correction to е, (So I wrote 
in former editions, and so I still believe: 
but the text must follow the evidence of 
the great mss. [1870.]) On the opt. 
after the hypothetical indicative, see Bern- 
hardy, Syntax, p. 386 ff. This also 
is a skilful argument on the part of the 
Apostle :—it being the custom of the Ro- 
mans not to judge a prisoner without the 
accusers face to face, he deposes that Ais 
real accusers were the Asiatic Jews who 
first raised the cry against him in the 
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och xri 9 adienpa стӣутоѕ род 5 eri тоў? ouvedpiou, 21$ ш тері plas ABCEH 
pd iv. er q tjs 8 af б є Put a b {сагай т тайт т ёкёкр a ev айтоф éotas, бт т єрї odfgh 
rattr,chit * драстасєс rc буф u хрбуонал сђиєроу ®ёф Оши. pis 

reif. 

enar. deis 097 åveßáňero 66 aùroùs o DE, 
х 0809, elmas "Отау Avolas 0 yilapyos ? kata- Nem a 2. 

med almost тєрї тў 

tT Gor iv 12 Bi, z бирүрфтоши â rà 

u ^ xxii. 6 
с 

" йкр8ёстерой ei dhe тд 

^ra фий», 23 b d arab ltevos 75 
è caro rh ° тпреісбаг айтор, exe re ‘dveow, xai 

fs winavi pndéva * ewdrvew Tow f idm abro) © inrnpereiy avrQ. 

Lar. Y. T. in voe.) Tò siovcueréoer ray sów moiy буе 
w ch. xviii. 26 

t ch, zaii, ib only (reff.). 
€ = ch. n 

— ch. 
a ch. zzv. ef. Eph. vi. 21. Phil D ү; К iv, b eke vili. "sb. eh. 

хә (2061 it 13. vii. 5. viii. 13. 2 Thess. i. 7) 
Ly „„ ch. xvi. 6 ref.” =ch.iv. 23. 1 Tim. v. 8. see John 

n tus і. 12. g- ch. xiii. 36 (reff.). zx. 3% only. 

21. Prins bef ravrns E c k 137 syr Thl-sif. rec expata, with EHLP rel 36 Thl- 
fin: txt ABCR a b d m o p 18. 40 Chr, Thl-sif. rec eros bef «v avrois (corran to 
avoid ambig of reference of «v avr. ?), with HL rel syrr [ [arm] Chr: txt АВСЕМ с k 
m p 13. 40. 137 vulg copt Thl. (corrn, the force of eye С. 
ep not being клу with EHLPN rel 86 б vulg (copt] Chr: (аф e:] txt АВС mp 
ma Syr (eth). 

2. rec at beg ins axovcas бе ravra (omitting the Зе following), with [H]LP rel 86 
ТЫ: om АВСЕК c p 13. 40. 137 vulg syrr copt (th 
avrovs L &c as above: о фух bef avrovs с Chr: avrots p. 
more usual form), with EH LP rel 86: txt АВСК р. 

23. aft Ziarataueros ins те, with Н rel vulg( jussi£que (so E- lat) eth] Syr Chr,; 8e 
L: om ABC E[-gr] РМ b! c o p 18. 86. 40. 137 syr copt arm Thi-fin. l: 
Trorrapxe E ERE xiiapxn Ni, but corrd by Ni or N-corr!. 

P rel Syr eth Chr [ Thl.sif ] : 
rec aft vrnpereiw adds v xposepxerGa:, with HLP rel 36 

br: om ABCEN p 13 vulg syrr copt arm. 

wavaoy, with H 
e вор copt arm Thi-fin. 

temple,—not the Sankedrim, who merely 
received him at the hands of others, —and 
that these were not 20.] Or 
let these persons 8 say, sat 
fault they found in me while I stood 
before the Sanhedrim, other than in the 
matter of this one saying..... TÍ serves 
for rf AAo. So in English: What fault 
but this: i. e. What other fault but this.’ 

21.) 1% óp., before you: less usual 
than b u., which is probably a correc- 
tion. 22. SB Te abr. ‘ampliavit 
eos :’ viz. both dup. (80; 
тё ж. т. д8. a енен will bear ouly 
one philologically correct interpretation, 
having more aocurate knowledge about 
the way: not, ‘till he should obtain more 
accurate knowledge’ (ungrammatical) : nor, 
* since he had now obtained’ (viz. by Paul's 
speech: but «1865 cannot be rendered *cer- 
tior factus"). But this, the only right ren- 
dering, is variously understood. Chrys. 
says: éxirndes бтерёбєто (he adjourned 
the case purposely), ой Seduevos рабе», 
АЛАА BiaxpotcacGa: BovAdueres тойу Iov- 
alous. deva ойк Here 81 exelvous. 
Luther and Wolf: “distulit, . . . non quod 
sectio ignarus esset, aut pleniorem sibi no- 
titiam ejus comparare vellet, sed quia, cum 
satis illam jam cognitam babere, Judsos 

) arm Chr.—o At ауеВалето 
rec ere (corra to 

for каб, karece(but corrd) Ni. 

ека- 
rec (for avror) тоу 

txt ABCEN c k p 13. : 86. 40. 137 vulg 

amplius sibi molestos esse nolebat." But 
these interpretations, as De W. observes, 
overlook the circumstance, that such a 
reason for adjournment would be as un- 
favourable to Paul, as to the Jews. Meyer 
explains it, that he adjourned the case, 
‘because,’ &c. But this (De W.) would 
imply tbat he wus favourably disposed to 
Paul, The simplest explanation is that 
given by De W.: He put them off to an- 
other time, not as requiring any more in- 
formation about ‘the way,’ for that matter 
he knew before, — but waiting for the ar- 
rival of Lysias. Whether Lysias was ex- 
pected, or summoned, or ever came to be 
heard, is very doubtful. The real motive 
of е“ ampliatio' appears in ver. 26. The 
comparative implies, ** more accurate than 
to need additional information үу. 

JI will ay ee ya matters. 
. aleo. 28. ratdéucvog is 

sition with efras, La both belong to 
Avec] De W. and Meyer 

ain ‘this of ia libera, филакђ 
&Secuos (Arrian, Exp. ii. 15). But this 
can hardly be. Lipsios (Excurs. II. on 
Tacit. Ann. iii. 22; vi. 3, cited by Wieseler, 
Chron. d. Apost.-g. p 880) says, ‘ Praeter 
custodiam militarem Plia duplex, apud ma- 
gistratus, et apud vades. Apud inagistratus, 
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24 Merà 5é % иёра ^ twas ! mapayevópevos 0 SNF nch. x. 48 ren. 
A ^ y э , i absol., ch. 

civ ApovoldAn Tjj yuvatkl, oven IO, * дєтет'ёнл}гато , ib mr. 
tov llaüXov xai Ñxovoev айтой wept ris ‘els ypurrüv Taris, 
тістєоқ. 25 "^ ÓkaXeyouévov Ó€ avrod тєрї vo Stxacoovyns Faul. on 
kal Péyxpateias Kat ToU "Kpiparos TOU * uéXXovTos, x. y 
8 E. 4 e A 3 2 t 4 t ^ t * п Isa. іх. 1. 

ёрфо8о< yevouevos ò DUE amexpiOn Id ‘viv 'éyor oshal, a. 
^ 

mopeúov, “кебу 8 ' нєтахабй» “ neraxaMécopat oe? Spure 
, 

26 Gua kal éXrritov бте * ypruara SoOnceras avr лд 
Heb. vi. 2. 1 Pet. iv. 17. Fea 

x. . 
25.) а= 

т = Matt. zii. 33. Rom. v. 14 al. 
u = Gal. vi. 10. Hagg. i. 2, 4. 

94. vivas bef quepas AE c 187 vulg Syr [Chr]: txt BCHLPN 18. 86 rel [вуг Thl]. 
rec aft uraixi ina avrov, with EN!-? rel val [yrr copt arm] Thi-sif Gc: pref 

фа HE bk m o] 36 [syr-mg(appy)] Amm-c, Thi-fin: ins both A (N-corr!) p: om 
both CI HLP [c £g h 1] Chr. (Both фа and avrov are additions to fix the sense оў 
yurari.) aft тообаа ins wapaxaAoven orws id тоу wavAoy кох axovoy тоу Лоуоу ws 
оу» eBovAcro ixayoy коптон exorger тоуто Byr-mg. ius xai bef детєтешрато Ri Ne 
disapproving). om avrov Ci. aft хр ето» ins e ELN' d fg hl m p 36 
vulg N вуг copt Chr Thl-fin ; ‹и(віс) B: pref, am(and fuld tol) eth [arm]: om 
А Ci-(appy) HP &-corr!-? 13 rel Syr Thl-sif. 

. еукратеаѕ кш Sicaiocurns N. p«AAorros bef крдатоз (omg rov) C ш 40 
arm Chr-comm,. rec aft ueAAorros ins eceoOa: (appy а corrn aft ver 15), with 
HLP rel Chr,: om ABGEN p 86. 40. 187 [not exprd in vulg syrr copt sth arm]. 

aft єдфоВоз ins ёе A[ H copt(Treg)]. exer L 18: exov» Н. wapa- 
AaBer A: Aag a b d k o p 13. 40 Thi-sif. 

26. rec ins de bef ка, with copt Thi-fin: om ABCEHL[P)N p 18. 36 rel 187 vulg 
вуг [arm] Chr, Thl-sif. 

qom reus Consuli, Prætori, Ædili, inter- 
um et Senatori, etiam non e magistratu, 

committebatur: quod nonnisi in reis illus- 
trioribus usurpatum, eaque custodia libera 
dicta: vid. Tacit. Ann. vi. 3; Sall. Cat. 
xlvii.; Liv. vi. 36; Cic. Brut. хсті.; Dio 
lviii. 3. Custodia apud vades, quum eorum 
periculo fidejussoribus reus tradebatur: 
vid. Tacit. Ann. v. 8; Suet. Vitell. 2.’ 
Now, Wieseler argues, as Paul was not 
bailed,—and was not e reis illustrioribus, 
and besides was delivered to a centurion 
to keep, his cannot have been custodia 
libera, but militaria ^ relaxed however as 
much as was consistent with safe custody. 
He cites Josephus, who says (Antt. xviii. 
6. 10) of the custody of Agrippa, qvAa) 
pi» yàp ral тёрт >, perà pérroi 
&végeus тїз cis Thy $Їїштау. on, 
or relaxation, would be a better rendering 
than ‘liberty.’ 24. wapayev.| Into 
the hall or chamber where Paul was to 
speak. А ] She was daughter 
of Herod Agrippa I. (see ch. xii.) and of 
Cypros,—and sister of Agrippa II. She 
was betrothed at six years old (Jos. Antt. 
xix. 9. 1) to Epiphanes, son of Antiochus, 
La of Commagene; but (Antt. xx. 7. 1) 
e declining the marriage, not wishing to 

be слава and become а Jew, she was 
married to the more obsequious Azizus, 

om Ist ауте B: aurea bef 8обусетс с. 

king of Emesa. Not long after, Felix, 
being enamoured of her beauty, persuaded 
her, by means of a certain Simon, a Cyprian 
magician (see note on ch. viii. 9), to leave 
her husband and live with him (Antt. xx. 
7. 2). She bore him a son, Agrippa: and 
both mother and son perished in an erup- 
tion of Vesuvius, in the reign of Titus 
(ibid.). The Drusilla mentioned by 
Tacitus (Hist. v. 9), a granddaughter of 
Antony and Cleopatra, must have been 
another wife of Felix, who was thrice 
married, and each time to persons of royal 
birth; ‘trium reginarum maritus,’ Suet. | 
Claud. 28. 25.) It is remarkable 
that Tacitus uses of Felix (Ann. xii. 54) 
the expression ‘cuncta malefacta sibi 
impune ratus.’ The fear of Felix appears 
to have operated merely in his sending 
away Paul: no impression for good was 
made on him. 26.) “Тех Julia de 
repetundis precipit, ne quis ob hominem 
in vincula publica conjiciendum, vincien- 
dum, vincirive jubendum, exve vinculis 
dimittendum; neve quis ob hominem con- 
demnandum absolvendumve . . . . aliquid 
acceperit.' Digest. xl. 11. 8. Cited by 
Mr. Humphry, who observes: Albinus, 
who succeeded Festus, so much encouraged 
this kind of bribery, that no malefactors 
remained in prison, except tbose who did 
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w 1 Gen vi. 18 obre “eis róv vópov Tv “lovdalwy obre eis TO iepòv ойте ABCEH 
zhan e Кайтара тї "jjuaprov. 9б Dijotos 8 Oédwy тоў eaten 
Д РИГА хуарш *катабёсба:, бӧтокр:дєіѕ T Пар pis 
fam Ps “ч erer @dreug У eis 'IepocóAvua Y àvaBàs éxei тєрї rohr 

acha. EE. ®ёт' ёдой; 10 ейте дё 0 ados * "Еті тод ! Bi- 
"r» Lue patos Каісарос otos b єм, ой дє дєў * xplvecOas. Iov- 
isich  Ba(ous ovdey ndienoa, Ws kai со ° кайӘцор ® érvyvockem. 
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с compar. = 
ch. tai. 13. 2 Cor. vii. 7. vili. 17. 2 Tim. 1, 17, 18 al. Winer, edn. 6. 1 35. 6. 

e ch. xxiii. 20 reff. 
d ch. zziii 28 reff, 

above), with HP rel 36 Chr, Thl-sif : rov wavAov axoAoyovuerov avrov L: txt ABCEN 
c m p 18. 40. 187 vulg syrr copt th [arm] Thi-fin Lucifi.—add де (aft the first word) 
Е 86 am(and demid fuld [tol)) Thl-sif Lucif,, те Syr. 

rec ros wovdaiors bef белеу, with HLP rel Chr 9. for de, ov» A (k 40[ omg o]). 
om 7:57. 80. 105: rixa 187. 

Thl-aif : txt ABCEN c E m p 13. 40. 187 vulg[-clem(after rar abeo bat) am fald demid 
tol syrr copt] arm Thl-fin. 
96 Chr [Thl-sif]: txt AB 

10. om o A f. 
both places. 78:кука BN (p). 

11. rec (for ov») yap (corrn, as Meyer, 

xaptra А. 
CEN d k p 13. 40 Thl-fin. 

«cres bef eri rov Bnuaros казтароз Ж! m [(copt)]: B bas it in 
уғоскез C o d! 2. 80. 187. 
because ev pev оиу seemed contradictory to 

rec круетда, with HLP rel 

eder y8ucqoa), with HLP rel [vulg вуг mth) Thi-sif: om 40 E-lat: txt ABC E. gr 
N dk p36 copt [arm] Chr-comm, Thl-fin. (18 def.) 

8.] These were the three principal charges 
to which the жол. n. Bap. alr. of the Jews 

. referred (Meyer). 9.] крїбйга, the 
aor. refers to the one act, of deciding 
fn» concerning these charges. This not 

ving been seen, the later mss. have sub- 
stituted ple which is more going to 
law,’ ‘ being involved in a trial.’ The 
question is asked of Paul as a Roman 
citizen, having a right to be tried by Ro- 
man law: and more is contained in it, 
than at first meets the eye. It seems to 
propose only a change of piace; but 
doubtless in the duet кр:Өўус; was con- 
tained by implication a sentence pro- 
nounced by the Sanhedrim. ёж” ipo? 
may mean no more than ёх) ооб, ch. 
xxvi. 2, viz., that the procurator would 
be present and sanction the trial: so 
Grot., “visne n synedrio judicari me 

te?" Otherwise, a journey to Je- 
rusalem would be superfluous. Festus 
may very рову have anticipated the 
rejection of this proposal by Paul, and 
have wished to make it appear that the 
obstacle in the way of Paul being tried by 
the Sanhedrhn arose not from im, but 
from the prisoner himself. 10.) Paul's 
refusal has a positive and a negative ground 
—1. ' Casar's tribunal is my proper place 
of judgment : 2. To the Jews I have done 
no harm, and they have lherefore no claim 
£o judge me? (De W.). èr. т. В. 
Kale.] Meyer quotes from Ulpian, * Quse 
acta gestaque sunt a ratore Csesaris 
sic ab eo comprobantur, atque si a Cesare 

for xai, n E 29 vulg [Syr] 

рю ta sint." In оў ре Bei кр(уєсдаь, 
ordsworth has again fallen into the 

mistake of supposing pe (and again in 
ver. 11) to be emphatic (see note, Matt. 
xvi. 18), which it cannot possibly be under 
any circumstances. The form of the sen- 
tence which would express the sense built 
by him on this error, would be, ob бег dud 
кр:0ўуои, or ob dh Bei pia, But the 
sense, when thus given, surely is wholly 
alien from the person spcaking and from 
the situation : as is also the understanding 
def as alluding to divine intimation made 
to him. The 877 is simply of bis right as a 
Roman citizen: the ue simply enclitic, and 
of no rhetorical force at all. Aue 
Not for thé superlative,’ here or an 
where else: — the comparative is elliptical, 
requiring than. . (о be supplied hy 
the hearer: so also in reff. Here, the 
ellipsis would be readily supplied from 
Festus's own speech, which appeared to 
assume that there was some ground of trial 
before the Sanhedrim. xdAAi:» will there- 
fore mean, better than thou choosest to 
confess. We have an ellipsis of the same 
kind in our phrase ‘to know better? Or 
it may be in this case as in 2 Tim. i. 18, 
* better, than that I need say more on it: 
but I prefer the other interpretation. 
11.] Both readings, «i uà» ydp, and el иф» 
оўу, will suit the sense. Їп the former 
case, it is, For if I am an offender,....:’ 
in the latter, If, now, I am an offender 
„ taking up the supposition gese- 
rally, after having denied the particular 

— a m — 
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f raparrodima тӧ атобауе” ei Sé Fovdey istw © dv (Lube air, 19, 
obras ^ xatryopovoly pov, ойде pe Öúvataı abrois ! ya- 
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il Tim. 
iv. 7. Heb. 

8 P.H. En. B Tóre о Фӯотос̧ а 
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13 Hep 8ё Р Searyevomevev ° туф» Ap u 6 Ba- 2 
4 times. ch. хиті. 33. xxviii. 19 only. ове ch. fi. 31. 
Luke iv. 96. dat., Luke іх. 30 | Mk. zzii. 4 only. Exod. xzziv. 35. 
хі. 14 al.) Prov. zv. 22 Theod 

ch. xxiv. 8 

- here, &c., 

lw. nerd, Matt. xvii. 3. хоб, 
?. att. 

ix. 11. xvii. 16. Sc aoe: 
p Mark xvi. I. eh. zzvii. 9 only t. 2 Mace. xi. 26 only. 

for то, Tov H f 1 m o ТЫ. 
txt ABEHPN p rel Chr. 

for pov, po: L 781. for avrois, rovrois CL 36: 

12. cupBovdcy L 18: сиуедріоо С: cuved. к. cn. 68. 
13. om тоу c k 1. 86. 137 Chr: трго» 3. 95. 108. 

ease of his having offended the Jews. 
Meyer and De Wette are at issue about the 
internal probability of these readings: I 
am disposed to agree with Meyer that a 
difficulty was felt in the od» (no expression 
is more frequently misunderstood and al- 
tered than иё» ody) and it was corrected 
into ydp. This el assumes the conviction 
after proof; as the following «l does the 
acquittal, ob. pe Sóv.] Said of ? 
1 ‘pon fas est aliquem..... 

dilemma bere put by Paul is, “1/1 
am guilty, it is not by them, but by Casar, 
that I must be (and am willing фо be) tried, 
sentenced, and punished. If I am innocent, 
and Caesar acquite me, then clearly none 
will be empowered іо give me up to them: 
therefore, at all events, guiliy or innocent, 
I am not to be made their victim." 
Kalo. фиъка\.] I call upon, i. e. appeal to 
(proroco ad) Cesar. This power а he 
vocatio ad populum") having exi in 
very early times (e. g. the case of Horatius, 
Livy i. 26), was e to Roman citizens 
by the Lex Valeria (see Livy ii. 8, U.C. 
245), suspended by the Decemviri, but 
solemnly re-established after their deposi- 
tion (Liv. iii. 55, v.o. 806), when it was 
decreed that it should be unlawful to make 
any magistrate from whom there did not 
lie an appeal. When the emperors ab- 
sorbed the power of the populus and the 
tribunitial veto in themselves, the ‘ provo- 
сабо ad populum ° and ‘appellatio ad tri- 
bunos’ were both made to the princeps. 
See Smith's Dict. of Antt. art. Appellatio. 
In Pliny's celebrated Epistle respecting the 
Bithynian Christians (x. 97), we read, 
'* Fuerunt alii similis amentise: quos, quia 
cives Romani erapt, adnotavi in urbem re- 
mittendos." 12. (ov] The 
*conventus,’ or gúroðos of citizens in the 

vinces, assembled to try causes on the 
ае (qu pas), вее ch. хіх. 88. A certain 
number of these were chosen as judices, for 
the particular cnuses, by the proconsul, 

and these were called his ‘consiliarii’ 
(Da Tib. 83), or assessores * (xdpepor, 
uet. Galba 19). So in Jos. (B. J. ii. 

16. 1), Cestius, on receiving an application 
from Jerusalem respecting the conduct of 
Florus, пета габру sin éBovAeóero, i. е. 
with his assessors, or cvuBoóAwr. He con- 
sulted them to decide whether the appeal 
was to be conceded, or if conceded, to be 
at once acted on. (Mr. Lewin cites from 
the Digests, xlix. 5. 7: ‘Si res dilationem 
non recipiat, поп permittitur appellare.”) 
The sense is stronger and better without a 
question at ёж:кёкАтса. Thus were the 
two—the design of Paul (ch. xix. 21), and 
the promise of our Lord to him (ch. xxiii. 
11) — brought to their fulfilment, by a 
combination of providentia] circumstances. 
We can hardly say, with De W. and Meyer, 
that these must have inflwenced Paul in 
making his appeal; that step is naturally 
accounted for, and was rendered necessary 
by the difficulties which now beset him; 
but we may be sure that the prospect at 
length, after his long and tedious imprison- 
ment, of seeing Rome, must at this time 
have cheered him, and caused him to hear 
the èn) Kalcapa жорейер of Festus with no 
small emotion. 18.) HEROD AGRIPPA 
II., son of the Herod of ch. xii. (see note 
on ver. 1 there), was at Rome, and seven- 
teen only, when bis father died (Jos. Antt. 
xix. 9. 1) Claudius (ib. 9. 2) was about 
to send bim to succeed to the kingdom, 
but was dissuaded by his freedmen and 
favourites, and sent Cuspius Fadus as pro- 
curator instead. Soon after, Claudius gave 
him the principality of Chalcis, which had 
been held by his uncle Herod (Antt. xx. 
5. 2),—the idency of the temple at Je- 
rusalem and its treasures (Antt. xx. 1. 3), 
—-and the appointinent of the High Priest. 
Some years after the same emperor added 
to bis jurisdiction the former tetrarchy of 
Philip, and Batanse, Trachonitis, and Abi- 
lene (Antt. xx. 7. 1), with the title of King 
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m iv. 27. 
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geperixn C? arm: Bepnvixn (appy) Ci, but ver 23, C bas Beporucns, and so here E-lat 
demid tol Cassiod,. [каттутзуте» 
E-lat_syrr [arm] "Chr, Thi-fin: txt AB 1 
Thl-sif. (C is uncertain.) 

14. d:erpiBer HP d f g К 1 seth-rom Thl.sif. 
16. eveQaricÜnaa» В\(6х6 В2°3, Tischdf). 

rec acracoperoi, with p rel 86 vulg 
-gr HLPN [ki l'(appy) m(Scr)] copt sth 

[om та А! kY(appy).] 
aft evepavicay ins poi E- gr vulg arm. 

rec бїкт» (see note), with EHLP p rel 36 Chr,: txt ABCN 13. 40 Bas,, 
damnationem vulg. 

18. pupuaiovs Р m 101. qın C o 27-9. 105. rec aft avOperoy ins es 
столеау, with HLP rel 86 Syr syr-w-ast Chr, ТЫ: om ABCEN c p 18. 40 am fuld 
coptt [sth] arm Ath, Thdrt, Bas,; damnare (= хар... «is axe eia») vulg-ed 
[demid tol]: donare am fuld. 

(B. J. 11.12. 8). Nero afterwards annexed 
Tiberias, Tarichea, Julias, and fourteen 
neighbouring villages to his kingdom 
(Antt. xx. 8.4). He builta large palace at 
Jerusalem (ib. 8. 11); but offended the 
Jews by constructing it so as to overlook the 
temple (ib.), and by his capricious changes 
in the high priest hood, —and was not much 
esteemed by them (B. J. ii. 17. 1). When 
the last war broke out, he attached himself 
throughout to the Romans. He died in 
the third year of Trajan, and fifty-firet 
of his reign, aged about seventy (Wiuer, 
Realw.). Веру(кт) The Macedonian 
form (Beperlæn or Bepovixn) for Фереуікт. 
She was the eldest daughter of Herod 
Agrippa I., and first married to her uncle 
Herod, prince of Chalcis (Antt. xix. 5. 1). 
After his death she lived with Agrippa her 
brother, but not without suspicion (Shun; 
dri ðũðx voi, Eri TE àd A сиўе, Antt. 
xx. 7. 8; see also Juv. Sat. vi. 156 ff.); in 
consequence of which (ofrws yap HEN 
dero yevbeis тёз SiaBoAds, Antt. ib.) she 
married Polemo, king of Cilicia. The mar- 
da was, however, soon dissolved (ib.), 

she returned to her brother. She was 
afterwards the mistress of Vespasian (Tac. 
Hist. ii. 81), and of Titus (Suet. Tit. 7; 
Winer, Realw.). éqragdpevor] on 

exo: bef xara wposeroy N. for те, 9e В E-gr. 

his accession to the кешир to gain 
his favour. 14. Aver] laid be- 
fore, so reff. He did this, not only because 
Agrippa was a Jew, but because he was 
(see above) governor of the temple. 
15.] It seems more probable that the un- 
usual word xaraBíeg should have been 
changed to 8ixny, especially as xard pre- 
cedes, than the converse. Luke never uses 
бїктї, except as personified, ch. xxviii. 4; 
and in the only two places besides where i it 
occurs in the N. T. (2 Thess. i. 9; Jude 7), 
it has the sense of condemnation or pun- 
ishment ; andin neither place is there any 
various reading. 16. хар есбаь] The 
words inserted in the rec., els Ar, aro 
а correct supplement of the sense; to give 
up, i. е. to hie enemies, and for  desiruc- 
tion. De W. remarks, that the con- 
struction of xpiv with an opt. without бу, 
is only found here in the N. T..(not that 
it occurs with бу). Hermann, on Viger, 
р. 442, restricts the opt. with xply f to 
cases where ' res narratur ut cogitatio ali- 
euj us: во Paus., uh ярбтеро»у páva - 
тойут! pyvicey xply Ñ of ка) èv "Акро- 
xoplvOy -yévovro D5cp. On the practice 
of the Romans, here nobly and truly al- 
leged, seo citations in Grot. and Wetat. 
in loc. тбжоу) This use of róros 
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17 ^ cyuveAÜóvTov од» [айт] m ch. зай. 29 
o yd de Р ávaBoXiv undeuia топтацеуо$, 4 TÀ чс n = ch. fret. 
каша ётї тоў! see éxéXevoa dx тд» dvEpa: prere ou; 

18 тєрї оф ой grab eres oi *каттуүоров ойдєшѓар “airiav “čepov 
dy éyà “úrevóouv [movnpár], 19 * EnTýpata $ tiva Trepi 

^ IQs 7, £s \ э__/ M 1 THs id as 7 decovdatpovias elyov * трд avrov, kal mepi Twos 
ёфаскеу б Пайлхо< Sp. "Іәсод тебипкдтоѕ, by è 

(Neh. v. 13.) 
avaBorny 
ToU d ei 
фкоп}тато, 
Thucyd. ii. 

42. (-BáA- 
Aeo@a:, ch 
“xiv. 22.) 

q ch. zzi. 1 reff. 
r vet. 6 (re 

20 b aaro- 

poúpevos de ёу& [° eis] Thv тєрї TouTwy 4 бутта, * Exeo sch ai 13 E 
t ver. 16. 

e 1 < el gold orro пторєієс даг eis ‘lepocodupa каже ! xpiverOas "Aw " 

тєрї TovTav. 
vive айтдр ! eis Tv тоў 

21 той 66 ПайлАо» & ётікаћесарёроу b . 
k HO ro ' ёийууост, éxéXevoa П only. see 

v. 13. 
зе 27 xviii. 
29. 2 Pet. ii. 

 rnpetaOat айтор & où m ávamén ro avrov rpos Кайтара. 55 - 
x ch. xv. 2 reff. 

у here only +. = Jos. Antt. хіх. 5.3. (- peor, ch. xvii. 2) = ch. xxiv. 19 ге. ach. 
xxiv. 9 reff. Ъ Mark vi. Luke zxziv John хі. z. ̂ 2 Cor. iv. 8. Gal. iv. 20 only. Gea. 
xxxii.7. w. eic, here pase paly: see Mathie, 578. (-pia, Luke xxi. 28.) 6 = Rom. iv. 20. 

d = 1 Tim. vi. & 2 Tim. Tit. ti. v John ii, 25° ph zv. 2. 1 Tim. i. 4) only t. e constr., 
here only. f ver. 9. Е T Ls h ch. zii. 5,6 7 ей, 12 Fet. ii. 4. 

k = ver. 25 ы only t. see ch. xxvii. 1 yt. Wied. iii. 18 only. un, ch. zziii. 15. 
azir. 22.) m = Luke xxiii. 7 an ie le. 11) only t. Polyb. i. 

17. rec ins ауто», with AEHLPN p 13(sic) rel Chr.: 
рудешау bef avaBoA n» E k. 

une epo 80 lect-5 : txt ABCELN c p 13. 36. 
rec vrevoov» bef eyw, with EHLP rel 36 Chr Thl-sif: txt ABCN m p 

rec om wornpay, with HLP rel [copt] Chr Thl-sif: ins xorgper 
vornpias arm; rornpa AC! c k m 13(sic) 86. 

evOade bef avræv C c (137 Atay 
18. rec єтеферох, with HP rel Chr.: 

40. 137. 
18 vulg Thl-fin. 
BEN? p; malum vulg; rovņnpa C?N!; 
40. 137 am(malam) syrr stb Thi-fin. 

19. avrovs A. 

om B 40-2. 57. 81. 951-7 : 
тогусадеуоь Rl. 

for ефаскеу, eee с 187. 
20. rec ins es, with CEL rel (Tbl-n]: om ABHPN b d f h k lo p Thl.sif.—om 

тер c m 137: aft wep: ins тър h k. rec TovTOV (corrn to suit rau, or moov 7), 
with HP rel Chr,[-txt Thl.sif]: txt ABCELN c h k m p 13. 36. 40 syrr copt mth 
[апа)] Chr, Thl-fin. 

1. for турубууси, Tnpeioða: C. 

for wogevec@ai, xpivecOa: Nt. 
18[е sil] rel TThl-aif]: txt ABCEHN ck m p 36. 137 ТЫ-ба. 

avTov bef ттретба: c 18. 68. 187 "Thl-sif]. 

rec iiie ad with LP 
кри 

Tec rene (neglect of force of compound), with HLP rel Chr, ( Thl.sif]: txt 
ABCEN c k m p 13. 36. 40. 137 Tul. fin. 

as the Lat. ‘locus,’ is not found in good 
Greek. 18. wept оў стад. ] See ver. 7: 
E. V., against whom,’ supposing жер! ob 
to refer to (er) фероу, is wrong. The word 
woynpdy or wornpwy; added in the best 
мав, at the end of this verse, looks very 
like a gloss to explain &= ог alriay, and 
this suspicion is strengthened by the varia- 
tions in its form and place. ‘Hinc iterum 
conjicere licet, imo aperte cognoscere, adeo 
futiles fuisse calumnias ut in judicii ra- 
tionem venire non debuerint, perinde ac si 
quis convicium oN jactet.' Calv. 
19.] бє id by Festus in a middle 
sense, Certainiy E as = ‘ superstition, 
E. V., speaking as he was to Agrippa, a 
Jew. 20.] See the real reason why 
he proposed this, ver. 9. This he now 
conceals, and alleges his modesty in re- 
ferring such matters to the judgment of 
the Jews themselves. This would be pleas- 
ing to his guest Agrippa. &vop. els] 

Уот. II. 

во ob 3 els тё pnrpds uh Good vuudet 
para, Soph. Œd. Tyr. 980; and ёдфуод 
és répas, Antig. 372. Meyor] There 
is a mixed construction between I said, 
юш thou?’ as in ver. 9, and T "iss him 
whether he would... .’ mP- 

ів not for eis +d ттр. (аз iot. and 
De W.), but follows directly on éxikaAeca- 
névov. The construction is again a mixed 
one between ‘ appealing so as to be kept,’ 
and * demanding to be kept.’ oeBac- 
ToU] This title, = Augustus, was first con- 
ferred by the senate on Octavianus (abris 
yevóuevos архђ тєВатдойў kal Tois ёхета, 
Philo de Legat. ad Caium, 21, vol. ii. p. 566), 
and borne by all succeeding emperors. 
Dio Cassius (liii, 16) says: Абуоџистоз, ws 
ко) wAcióv Ti Ñ Kata 4»дрбтооѕ Gy, dxe- 
кАў®т. dera yap тА évripérara kal rà 
iepárara ауоутта xposayopevera:. dé ob- 
wep кої сеВастђу avroy ка) éaanviforrés 
was, &swep туй сєхтбу, dxd той ceBd- 

T 
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ich жай.) той avOpanrou акоўта. ° Айрюу drgoiv axovey avro. 

u 4x0» o Паўхос. 
l. Wisd. 
xviii. 17 only. 

eis тд *акроаттр оу avy тє xiMpxois Kai avdpdow ois 
xaT ‘éEoyny rijs TOXeos, kal keXevcavros той Photo 

24 cal dnow о Portos q Apr 
Bactred kal mávres oi * avumrapovres тиу avdpes, Ücopeire 

nll’ тойто» тєрї оў йта» тд TAfjÜos TOv lovdaiwy " évérvyov 
в here only t. 

1] 
there c Job ххтіх. 38 only. 
w 

only +. Wisd. xiv. 1 only. Ôeoùs 

re only 2. y u ver. 6. 
Rom. d 27,34. xi. 2. Heb. vii. 25 only t., 3 Macc. iv. 36 al. 

bs d,, 

рог čv тє ‘lepocoAvpors кай * évOdde [у eri Boðvres ш) Sev 
v here only. Prov. vill. 27. Wied. iz. 10 only. 

x ch. xvi. 28 reff. y here 
Thucyd. tii. 60. Polyb. xviii, 6.1. Вофу, ch. viii. 7 reff. 

99. rec aft фусторіпѕ epn, with CEHLP p tel 36 [demid: pref dizit vulg-ed:] erer 
а: om ABN 13 am 
aupior, with СЕНІ, 
both these insertions I take to hace 

fuld]. (es was written and rubbed out by N?.) 
18 rel (86) [(Syr) вуг]: om ABN vulg copt. (The account of 

hat as the words stood, 

rec ins о де bef 

ргҥказ а 
to be the subj of pnoiww,—and «dv and о de were inserted to distinguish the speakers.) 

28. avgeASovros E[-gr ]. 

Chr,: om A р 13. 40. 187. 

axpwrnpiov N! [axpor. H]. ар- 
хоз (the yid СА оту art aft а preposition not being recognized), with HLP rel 36 

Nc 

rec ins rots bef хм 

[aft av8p. ins xa: E-gr : то: e.] rec 
aft кат’ efoxnv ins ove: (supplementary interpola), with EHLP rel 36: om ABCN p 
13. 40 Chr-comm,. 

94. (away, so ABCEN [not L] c k p 18. 86. 40. 187 Thl-fin.) 
40 [vulg syrr. 

evervxer B 25. 
for ках ev0a8e to ovk exes ver 26] syr-mg has ut traderem eum iis ad 

tormentum sine defensione. Non potui autem tradere eum propter mandata quae 
habemus ab Augusto. Si autem quis eum ассигаіигиг esset, dicebam ut sequeretur me 
in Casaream, ubi custodiebatur. Qui quum venissent, clamaverunt wt tolleretur e 
vita. Quum autem hano et alteram partem audivissem, comperi quod in nullo reus 
estet mortis. Quum autem dicerem: Vis judicari cum iis Hierosolyma? Casarem 

ellavit. De nihil cerium scribere domino meo habeo. rec erifloorres, 
with CEHLP rel [Chr,, acclamastes vulg-ed demid]: Bowvres ABN p [clamantes 
am fald tol]. 

(есд, wposecrov. On dvawduye, Borne- 
mann cites Lucian, Тох. § 17: 686 Васе 
T$ nei дуатќите aùróy. 22.) éBov- 
Ash does not (as Сау.) imply any former 
wish of Agrippa to hear Paul. It is, as 
Meyer explains it, a modest way of express- 
ing a wish, E in 89 5 case м е е 
procurator was в ing, but spoken of b 
Agrippa as if now гай by, and therefore 
not pressed. We say somewhat similarly, 
* I was wishing.’ See ref. Rom. and note 
there. Cf. Aristoph. Av. 1027: ёкклту- 
adoa 8° оду dBeóunry оїко: pévæwy: and вее 
other examples in Bernhardy, Syntax, 
p. 878 ff. Agrippa, as a Jew, is anxious 
to hear Paul's defence, as a matter of na- 
tional interest. The procurator's read 
consent is explained, ver. 26. 23. 
gavracia is of frequent use in this sense 
in Polybius and later Greek writers. He- 
vodotus uses the verb фаутё(єсба for 
*superbire, vii. 201: дрёз és та бжер- 
éxorra (Ga kepavro; д Oeds, ob dd pav- 

Cerba. See Wetst., who finely remarks 
on the words, In cadem urbe, іп qua 

pater ipsorum a vermibus Velim pin 
perbiam perierat." ёкроатуріоу 
{һе Latin ‘auditorium 2 haps d. fixed 
hall of aya but the chamber or ade. 
set apart for this occasion. - 
хош] Jos. (В. J. їй. 4. 2), akor of 
Titus's army, says, wposeyérorro Bà xal 
ard Kacapelas wévre (стери). These, 
then, were the tribunes of the cohorts sta- 
tioned at Cesarean. Stier remarks (Red. 
der Apostel, ii. 897), ** Yet more and more 
complete must the giving of the testimony 
in these parts be, before the witness de- 
parts for Rome. In Jerusalem, the long- 
suffering of the Lord towards the rejectors 
of the Gospel was now exhausted. In 
Antioch, the residence of the Preses of 
Syria, the new mother church of Jewish 
and Gentile Christians was flourishing ; 
here, in Cæsarea, the residence of the pro- 
curator, the testimony which had begun 
in the house of Cornelius the centurion, 
had now risen upward, till it comes beforo 
this brilliant assembly of all the local 
authorities, in the presence of the last 

22 °Агуріттаҳ 8 трӧ тд» Фӱстоу * "ЕВоу\оцти kal avros АВСЕН 
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eya de * катећаВдрти under * dF“ = ch. iv. 13 

275 

avrov * Üavárov эл ны Paurod O6 ?тойтоуо °ёл:-* рс 
каесацёуоуо тду * ceflacróv, ° éxpwa йй SE т. 

ver. 1]. 
26 «rep 

ой ‘da panes TL od yu. TQ є кирір ойк ^ yo, 810 ! mpo- ES NAM 
7yayov avróv lèp Üudv xai #@Ммета Jem соў, Bao , 75, 121. 2 
'"Аурйтта, Gres ris k dvaxpicews evo ern * Tis = tor. vill. 

vod * ddoyov уар por докєї пёштоута "б$ётшдор ^h xli n 
un kai Tas Kat’ айтой ° airías v ua. 

XXVI. 1 Aypimras de трёф Tov Пафло» en Em- 
. co, тері сєаџтой Aéyew. 

e. 1 see ch. iv. 14 reff. 
NM ü iur ae vi. rA Wied. zi. 15 only.) 

о ver. 1 

12. Xen. Сут. viil. 4. r> ww. грит) zzi. 39, 40 гей. 

Try 4. 6 

тбтє o IIabuos * èx- 

m= bere (2 Pet. tL i MIU do 10) 
xv » 1 

q and constr., ch. zxviil. 16. 1 Cor. xiv. 4. 1 Tim. iL 
T Matt. vill. 3al. Gen. ziv. 2. åvérave 

тўр де ‹ду ws Oguryopijawr, Polymn. iv. p. 317. (Wahl.) 

rec Cn» bef avro», with HLP rel Chr,.Thi-sif: om gu Bi(Tischdf): txt A B-corr! 
CEN a! b k m o p 18. 40 vulg [Syr] arm Chr-comm, Thl-fin. 

25. rec xaraAaBoueros and ins ra: aft эг 
зуг ТЫ (13 Thl-fin retain ка): txt ABCEN 
бауатоу bef ауто» (transp of characteristic order), with 

expaxerau, with HLP Ni(but om ко) rel ig 
p 40 vulg вуг copt farm). 

LPR rel 36 [ vulg-ed] Сит: 
om avrov p 73: avror bef айо» g 68 Thi-fin: ы exp. av. bef 0. с:] 0. жекрахеу ы bef 
avrov 105-87: txt ABCE 18. 40 am(and demid ‘ald tol). for rovrov, Tov wavAou 
Bl(bot vavAov has dots placed over it by the original scribe, see table: txt B?). 
rec aft veure: ins avroy, with EHLP rel (вуг copt] Chr ТЫ : om ABCN p 18. 36. 40 
vulg [Syr] arm 

26. асфалеѕ с. хрозтгуа 
N-corr!-3), крісвоѕ [for ауакр.) E. 
(for уралу) ypaya, with EHLP 

. Teuxorri L 37. 43. 193. 

Cuar. XXVI. 1. al: єтєт 

y E-gr 116-7: єхтүшү. А. 

86 Chr, : 
E vulg place 

ретт exirerparra: b c o p 187 Thl-fin. 
о) veep, with BLP rel Chr.: txt ACE H[Aey. v. се] N c p 18. 86.—AaA ew тер: о. с 
137 

om gov N'(ins 
for схо, exw AE p 187 Thi-fin. Tec 
txt ABCR p 13 (syrr). 

un aft arrias. 

rec (for 

aft ravos ins жєлогбөз KAL ev туейцат: түшө каракАлубез syr-mg. 

of the Jews.” 94. Sway тд т\.] 
At Jerusalem (ver. 1) literally, by the po- 
pular voice (probably) of some tumultuous 
ше: :—here, by their deputation. 
25. абтоё 82 rovrov] he himself more- 
over. These reasons did really coexist as 
influencing his determination. Mr. Lewin 
cites, on ver. 12, Dig. xlix. 1. 16: ‘Con- 
stitutiones quse de recipiendis, necnon, ap- 

tionibus loquuntur, ut nihil novi fiat, 
cum non habent in eorum persona quos 

damnatos statim puniri lici interest, 
ut sunt insignes latrones, vel seditionum 
concitatores, vel duces factionum." 
26. és] fixed, definite. The whole 
matter bad been hitherto obecured by the 
exaggerations and 5 of the Jews. 

p ко viz. Nero. Augustus 
and Tiberius . this title; Caligula 
and (apparently) all following bore it. 
40 Thus Tertullian, Apol. xxxiv. vol. i. р. 
450: ‘Augustus imperii formator ne dom 
num io m dici se volebat; and Suet. 
Aug. 53: é Dominam ве appellari ne а 
liberis quidem aut nepotibus vel serio vel 
joco passus est;' and Tib. 27: * Dominus 

appellatus а quodam denuntiavit ne se 
amplius contumelie causa nominaret.’ 
Caligula accepted the title, according to 
Victor, ap. Eckhel, viii. 864. Herod 
Agrippa had applied it to Claudius (Philo 
ap. Spanheim. Numism. ii. 482); but it 
was not a recognized title of any em nei 
before Domitian. Suet. Dom. 18: 
tial. Edictum Domini Deique nostri! » 
Mr. Humphry. vpe has appa- 
rently been altered to ypdýa: to suit the 
Tl ypdya: above. Olsh. remarks, 
that now first was our Lord’s prophecy 
Matt. x. 18, Mark xiii. 9 fulfilled. But 
Meyer answers well, that we do not know 
enough of the history of the other Apostles 
to be able to say this with any certainty. 
James the greater, and Peter, had in all 
probability stood before pa I. See 
ch. xii. 2, 3. XXVI. I. stretching 
out of the hand by a speaker was not, as 
Hammond sup „ the same as the xara- 
oclew тӯ xeipl of ch. хіі. 17; xiii. 16. 
The latter was to ensure silence; bat this, 
a formal attitude usual with orators. Apu- 
leius, Met. ii. p. 54 (Meyer), 8 it 

1 2 
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haic) терас THY * Хера * атехоүейто ? Пері mávrov dv ABCEH 
REC : t ёукаћодраь vmó “lovdaiwy, Васед Ap fa, " yuat с dfgh 
x РЫ it. épavróv ракаріюу T émi сой uéXXev onpepov * ámoXo- pis 
„ie Vera, 9 даметта Y yvworny * бита сє партоу TOv ! катӣ 
w bere only. "Jovdalous * ёбу те ка} * Оттпиатор. & Séouas " ракро- 
із Вуша акойта{ pov. A тўи uév оўу ° Віюсір pov [rv] 
TO ch i ék 1^ veóryTOS, тї» ат * yevopévny d TO ees pov 
353 ёр тє вост Е icact waves {оудаѓог | i. 

Faul ehiehf. скоутє дє ! dym er, éàv ӨёМмшснь» ) paprupeEty, бт xarà 
see Winer, 

ein. 6 16i. тур Kk йкрЗеттатт» aE,,Qu Tij ўретёраѕ = OpnoKeias 
2. а. 

y = ch. xviii. 
ff. 15 reff. 

ach. vi. 14 reff. 
ach. xv. 2 reff. 

п пса ? Dapiaatos. 

bove (d). 1 Tim. iv. 13 only. 
т 2 5. е}, хіі. 17. James i. 19 only t. 

i3$. (Wiad. xix. б.) 

n constr., here ош. 
ch. xxiii. 6. xxiv. 21.) 

j = ch. xxii. 6. John iii. 28. 

25. xxxiv. (xxxi.) 24. xxxv. (xuxii.) 3 only. (-Bes, ch. xviii. 25.) 
i. 26, 27. Col. M. 18 only t. Wied. xiv. 18, 27 only. 

о = ch.iv.9 only. ФукАубесау ёті þappareiq, Diod. Sic. iv. бб. (во тер, 

6 kai viv °ёт Еті Tis eig тойс 
b here only +. (-jo$, Exod. xxxiv. 4. -рѓа, Rom. Il. 4. Metz, 1 Cor. кій. 6.) 

€ here only t. Prol. Sir. ү Ps. xxxviil. 6 Symm. ( uM 1 Pet. iv. 2.) d Mark . 224 L. Jer. ud 21. 
f Matt. хіх. 4,8. Lake i. 2 al. Isa. lxiii. 19. g Eph. 

h zz 2 Pet. lii. 17 only. (Rom. viii. 29 reff.) 1 -- Luke 
k here only. Bir. xviii. 29. xix. 

Ich. v. 1? reff. m James 
(-xos, James i. 28. eber. Wied. zi. 18. xiv. 16.) 

rec атеЛоуєіто bef ект. тту Хера, with HLP rel вуг Chr, Thl.sif: txt ABCENk mp 13. 
40 vulg Syr copt [eth] arm Thl-fip.—ras xeipas c 137. 

2. for жер: rarror to ÇyTnuaTæv, 197 has жер: тактар тоу ката tovuBoiovs ебут тє кап 
матор eri Trans. rec цєААо» атолоуєади ex: cov onpepoy (simplifn of ¢ 

order), with [(copt)]: er: g. н. axoAoy. ттдеро› EHLP rel vulg вуг Chr, Thi-sif: txt 
ABCN m (p) 18 [err (eth) arm) Thl-fiu.—for A, pedAdrAw p. 

3. се bef orta 
tovdaev AE d f. 

N! m? 78: om ge 180. 
no HLP a d f g m Thl-ün : efvæy А 15. 27. 105. 

om varto» А 17. 26 copt mth. 
aft 

(утпиатеу ins єтєстацеуоѕ ACN? 18 : aft pariera (above), 15-8. 36 Syr: aft oe, 7: aft 
се ius едо 6. 29 [aft rarre ml, aft orra m]. rec aft $eoua; ins cov, with CHLP 
rel Syr сор Chri: om ABER k p 13. 86. 40 vulg syrr eth arm. 

4. rec ins ry», with ACTELPN p 18 [rel] Chr: om BC! H m.—r3» aw apxns bef тту 
єк veornros E. 

txt ABI HL)N rel. 

rec om re (misapprehension), with CHLP p 13. 86(sic) rel vulg 
[E-lat syr copt eth arm] Chr: ins AB E-gr N 40 Syr. тасу СЕР [p(Scr)]: 

rec ins o: bef ou. (more usual ezpr&), with AC'HLPN rel 36 
(Chr, Thl]: om BC'E d k m p 18 Chr-comm,. 

5. xpogyiwwewoxorres Cl. om ue c 137 [arm 
6. rec (for eis) тро (corrn, see note), with CHLP rel 36 Chr: txt ABE[N] dp 

very precisely: ‘ Porrigit dextram et ad 
instar oratorum conformat articulum, duo- 
busque infimis conclusis digitis ceteros emi- 
nentes porrigit The hand was chained— 
тобтоу T. derp., ver. 29. 2.] There 
is no force in Meyer's observation, that by 
the omission of the art. before lov8aler, 
Paul wishes to express that the churges 
were made by some, not by all of the Jews. 
That omission is the one so often over- 
looked by the German critics (e.g. Stier 
also here), after a preposition. See Middl. 
ch. vi. $ 1, and compare xarà “lovdalous in 
the next versc, of which the above cannot 
be said. Ake contains the ground 
of Хутро, in that I am to defend myself. 

9. yv. бута сє] For the construc- 
tion see reff. ; and cf. Viger (ed. Hermann), 
p. 837, where many examples are given — 
e.g. Herod. vi. 109: dy col vir Écriw 4 
катаёооАёсо: 'A0fjvas, ) ёлєодёраѕ roi- 

gear рупибсоуоу A ,œl x. r. A. 
ы, Тһе м ody takes up ётолоуєісбо : 
q. d. ‘well, then, to begin my apology.’ 

б. &xpiBearárqv ] Sce ch. xxii. 3: 
xara àxpíBexar ToU татрфоу vópov. Jos. 
(B. J. i. 6. 2) calls the Phnrisees cdvrayud 
Ti lov8aler Bokoüv eboeBéarepoy elvai àv 
AXA, kal тойѕ vóuovs ёкрВќстероу йф- 
ye dq The use of the term finds an- 
other example in Eph. v. 15, BAérere wes 
&xpiBGs wepiwaretre, which command it 
illustrates. prota) 7 Aarpela: bber 
Kal érepdOpnoxes, érepóbotos. Suidas. 
We have an instance here of afpecis used 
in an indifferent sense. 6.] The rec. 
text has apparently been corrected after 
ch. xiii. 32; for there we have xpds, and 
no ўиёу. The eit bas its propriety here, 
combining the ideas of address towards, 
and of ethical relation to, ita object: so 
és & браз ep ибо», Esch. Pers. 159: 
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P татёрас̧ P nua ётаүуеМас< ‘yevouevns Ud тод Өєой p eb. v. m тт. 
ёстпка 9 kpivoj.evos, 7 єі Hv то 'OmOexddvXov иби èv 
*éxreveia * vuKta Kal nuépay ? AaTpevov éXmrite, Y катартӣ- 
саг, Trepi hs EATrIOOS © éyxadovpat vro '"lovbaiev, BaciXeb. 
8т{ х тісто» Yxpiverat * пар Üpiv * el б Üeós vekpoUs 

u Acts vii. 7 reff. 
w ch. xix. 38 reff. see above (o). 

АГ oùĝèv dri TOV tows 
vi. 9. 

13. 40. 

7. Aarpevey 

18. 40 vulg Syr eth Chron, Thl-fin. 

Wdyos és “EAAnvas péyas, Eur. Bacch. 778 
(735): 8nuokparí(as катіста «is тёз яблаз, 
Herod. vi. 48. See Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 
217, where many more examples are given. 

The promise spoken of is not that of 
the resurrection merely, but that of a 
Messiah and His kingdom, involving (ver. 
8) the resurrection. This is evident from 
the way in which he brings in the mention 
of Jesus of Nuzareth, and connects His 
exaltation (ver. 18) with tbe universal 
preaching of repentance and remission of 
sins. But he Aints merely at this hope, 
and does not explain it fully; for Agrippa 
knew wel what was intended, and іле 
mention of any king but Cesar would 
bave misled and prejudiced the Roman 
rocurator. There is great skill in bind- 

ing on his former Pharisaic life of ortho- 
doxy (in externals), to his now real and 
living defence of the hope of Israel. But 
though he thus far identifies them, he 
makes no concealment of the differenco 
between them, ver. 9 ff. 7. Tò Be- 
8екёфъ\.] The Jews in Judea and those 
of the dispersion also. See Jaines i. 1. 
There was a difference between Paul and 
the Jews, which lies beneath the surface 
of this verse, but is yet not brought out: 
he had already arrived at the accomplish- 
ment of this hope, to which they, with all 
their sacrifices and zeal, were as yet only 
earnestly tending, having it yet in the 
future only (во Rom. x. 2: (Лоу Oeo? 
£xovcir, GAA’ ob кат éxlyvwow). It 
was concerning this hope (in what sense 
appears not yet) that he was accused by the 
Jews. The adverb dcr, and subst. 
éxréyea are disapproved by the philolo- 
ists, as belonging to later Greek. See 
beck on l'hrynichus, p. 811. We have 

the adj, Esch. Suppl. 990: éxrerhs 
Філоз. 8.] Having impressed on his 
hearers the injustice of this charge from 

q ch. xxiii. 6 
reff, 

т here only t. 
в here only t. 
Judith iv. 9 
bis. 2 Macc. 
xiv. 38 only. 

(js, 1 Pet. 
iv. 8. “vas, 

] Pet. i. 22.) 
xz.31 reff. t ch. 

v = Paul (1 Cor. z. 11. xiv. 36. Eph.iv. 13. Phil. iii. 11) only. (ch. xvi. 1 reff.) 
х = here only (1 Cor. vi. 6 al.) 3. Demosth., p. 15, ult., cai ий 

m z- Ch. xiii. 46 reff. 
а Rom. viii. 13, 17. Col. iis. 1. 

2 = Matt. vL 1. Hom.li.13. Eph. 

rec om su», with HLP 13 [arm, Treg] Thl-sif: ins ABCEN bed mo p 
86. 40. 137 vulg syrr copt sth arm[Gb] Chr, Thl-fin. 

Н 13 73. xarayrncev B. 
arm-edd |: om ABCEHILPN rel [arm-mss Chr, ]. 
-with HLP rel 40 syrr [seth Chr.]: om BCEIN p 18 vulg [copt arm] Chron, Thi(-fin]. 
—rec Вас. аур. bef vro (rev) sovdaiwy, with HLP rel вуг [arm 
(aypirwa) А 18. 86: BasiAev (with or without ayp.) aft vro tov. 

om Tov L 142. 
rec ins re» bef io, [with 

rec aft BacgiA ins aypirra, 

Chr: om Bae 
CEIN a? d k mp 

the Jews, with reference to his bolding that 
hope which they themselves held, he now 
leaves much to be filled up, not giving а 
confession of his own faith, but proceeding 
as if it were well understood. ‘You as- 
sume rightly, that I mean by {ліг hope, in 
my own case, my believing it accomplished 
in the crucified and risen Jesus of Naza- 
reth” Then, this being acknowledged, he 
goes on to shew how his own view became 
so changed with regard to Jesus; drawing, 
by the u olv (ver. 9), a contrast in some 
respects between himself, who was super- 
naturally brought to the faith, and Лет, 
who yet could not refuse to believe that 
God could and might raise the dead. АП 
this he mainly addresses to Agrippa (ver. 
26), as being the best acquainted with the 
circumstances, and, from hia position, best 
qualified to judge of them. It may be, as 
Stier suggests, that if not open, yet prac- 
tical Sadduceism had tainted the Herodian 
family. Paul knew, at all evente, how 
generally the highly cultivated, and those 
in power and wealth, despised and thought 
Ёхттоу the doctrine of the resurrection. 

el... үре) not, as commonly ren- 
dered, ‘that God should raise the dead’ 
(E. V.): but the question is far stronger 
than this, if the conjunction be taken in 
its literal meaning: why is it judged by 
you & thing past belief, if God raises the 
dead? i.e. ‘if God, in His exercise of 
power, sees flt to raise the dead (the word 
implying that such а fact has veritably 
taken place), is it for you to refuse to be- 
lieve it? mpare the declaration of our 
Lord, Luke xvi. 81: o' ede тїз ёк vexpáv 
ёғастӣ vecOfjcorrai, We have many in- 
estances of this use of el: — Xen. Mem. i. 1. 
18, ё0айра(є è cf ph pavepdy abrois dorir: 
ib. 18, бта 84 wdyres ў5єсау, Өауцастђу 
ef ph тобто» édveÜvyfincav: ib. i. 2. 18, 
dye B el фу i candy èreiry thy v 
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b_chxdo DP dyeipes; 9 ёүф he ody Edo duaur 4трос̧ TO Óvoua 
: 3 Inooũõ тод Natwpatov defy rd ° évavría трафа, 

ier 10 $ ка} “тойса év 'IlepocoAUuow, xal ToXXoUs тє TÓV y Xen. Hier. i. 
1 

Wes f ayiov eyo év dvXaxaie 8 катёк\аса, THY Tapà TOV 
Ve.. Goyuepewy * éfovcíav ! XaBov, ! dvaspovpevwy те abr 
18 en x катууеука Vo, II кай ™ karà das Tas cuvaywyas 

e = ch. (xxv в , ^ 
Vrbe i. là. ToXXMdKis " TiuopOv aùroùs ° vd r P Braodnpeiv, 

. б. ^ L A Ek. n. 9 тгерига б Te 'éjupawopevos abrois *édiwxoy 'Éws xal 
t= eb i15 elo tas "Ew amore. 12° ёр ole «opevouevos eis тїр 

бшу e. Aapacxoy "uer  éfovcíae xai * ётїтротїз rhs тард 
бтн. s Bowie le 18 ‘ee Maii card тў» odo / єідор, h eh. iz. 14. PX jn , А 
Er Ich. li. 33 k се ch. zxv. 7 (xx. vx. 9 bis) only. Gen 
ххх". 2. 

тай. 4 Kings xix. 4,6 
S xzvili.19, Gal. ч. 3, ME (Pm ag 

Matt. Mark 
E "e fs P а ace oe уе ke ru ziv. 23.) 

Xx 220 г, Mace. v. : tw "p.e xil 6 reff Ta = here only. 4 Kings xvi. 
18. see 1 Cor. v. 12 reff. v eb. xxiv. 18 (v. T) w sz Luke xxi. 27. Isa. ax. 17. Dan. vil, 
13 Theod. x here cuyt. ыч 3 Mace. i 3 (-wos, Matt. xx. 8.) y here only. seo Matt. 
xxv. $. e eh. viii li. 2. 

9. om де» В. va(opaiov Ж. 
10. for o, 340 B. exomgar Ni(but 

ins 8e 36. 180: txt ACEIN p 13. 

E- lat syr copt Thl-fin. om ауто» E. 
11. om re B: де E-gr copt [eth-pl]. 
12. rec ins xai bef sopevoueros, with HLP rel Syr Chr 

p(Tischdf [Trog(expr) ) 18. 36. 40 vulg syr copt sth arm T 
hko om Tys тара (as unnecess 

хара BN c : 157: om туз 80 Thl-fin : txt CHLP 18 rel вуг [wth] Chr, 
for ката тту, каттуу(вїс) N. 

арс 

18. om guepas М1. 

drotnod ri ойк Aro ναν,/jU: on which 
examples Hermann remarks, ad Viger. 
p. 504, “in his locis omnibus rem non 
dubiam et incertam indicat el, sed plane 
certam et perspicuam.” Hence- 
forward he to hie оюп history, —how 
he once like them, to believe in 
Jesus: and shews them both the process 
of his conversion, aud the ministry with 
which he was entrusted to others. 
иду otv, well then, resuming the character 
described vv. 4, 5. 10, 11.] This is 
the дигуд$з nas of cb. viii. 1. We are 
surprised here by the unexpected word 
&ylev, which it might have been thought 
he would have rather in this ce 
avoided. But, as Stier remarks, it belongs 
to the more confident tone of this speech, 
which he delivers, not as a prisoner defend- 
ing himself, but as one being heard before 
those who were his audience, not his jud, е 
ca rive wWidov can hardly be 
figuratively, as many Conmmeatators 
trying to escape from the inference that 
the veavlas Saul was a member of the 
Sanhedrim; but must be understood as 
testifying to this very fact, however 

ins rov bef ina. abi al рыт ie [о]. 
rec om Ist re, with BHLP rel: 

8 om 2nd ey (as unnecessary), with HP rel 
Chr: ins ABCEILN b k m o p 18. 86. 40. 187 vulg. for 2nd те, 3e Н а? с 137 

каттуєукау N. 

Thli-sif: om ABCEIN с 
rhi-fin, om ту» ГАЈЕ 

ary) AEI 40 vil Syr [co а: ош 
-sif. 

strange it may seem. Не can hardly 
have less than thirty when sent on 
his errand of persecution to Damascus. 
The genitive is supposed by Elsner and 
Курке to be dependent on «arhveyxa; 
but this is harsh, and it is better to tako 
(s m as most Commentators, and Meyer, and 

it as absolute, and катђуєука 
ав lovai ‘ detuli sententiam > when their 
deaths were being compassed, I gave 
in my vote (scil against them, as in 
ref.). On the fact, cf. ouvevBoxay it 
cherie abro), ch. viii. 1. 

viz. ourging ; ELS. 
Matt. x х. M hy Вы doa. not imply 
Pug any did blaspheme (Christ : so Pliny, 
Ep. n. 97, speaks of ordering the Bithy- 
nian Christians ‘ maledicere С. Christo,’ and 
adds, ‘quorum nihil cogi posse dicun- 
tar qui sunt revera Christiani"): the im- 
perf. only relates the attempt. The per- 
secuting the Christians even to foreign 
cities, forms the transition to the narrative 
following. 

of the 8 real or only apparent, 

ABCER 
ILPM a 

opis 
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Baathed, * obpavobev ue тїр °Мартрбттта roD Mo ach, xiv. 17 
, ^ а опу. 

d тергМйнлдуа» pe ds xai roù abv ёро) Topevopuévovs, > Cr. 6 
14 dir Te *xaraTecóvrowv иф» eis THY yi ©ўкоута ° Prio. ; У 
фоти Xéyovcar Tpós pe тӯ = Е Враг ^ d& ф ZaoUA, me 

Dan. zii. 

P. ГА 

Tao, ті pe ‘Suoxess; ®етк\л}рбр соь трд !кёртра „ц в 
n Aaxritew. 15 Ey 8 elma Tis el, kúpte; б è xúpios 
elrev Eyo eip "Inoods dy av ! Sweis. 

ch. xzviii. 6 
only. Ps. 

: y ur сапу. 14. 
16 алла п ava- crane eh ix. 

ch. xxi. 40. от: кай °естйб: ° ёті тої móðas соу Peis тойто yàp f sont 
a phy сог, * rpoyeipicacbai сє * 

жхт. 24. John vi. 60. James ili. 4. Jude 15) only. Gen. xxi. 12. 
m here only t. (ámoAax., Deut. xxxii. 15. xiii. 14), 56. Her. ix. 10 only. 

iz. 6 reff. 
ii 3 reff, 

garnet Bi(Tischdf). 
14. rec 8e (altern of characteristic те), with [C]HLP rel copt Chr, ( Thl-si 

ABEIN c р 13. 36. 40. 187 vulg зугт Thi-fin. Ге] АЛЫ, рани 
то» фоВоу eyw povos 197, simly syr-mg. 

о Rev. xi. 11. Ezek. ii. 1. 
т ch. iii. 20. xxii. 14 (reff.) only. 

К * „t » h ch. > ata 

wm)peryv Kat ^ papTupa f. 
k = here (Matt. 

11 Cor. xv. 55 (from Hos. 
n ch. 

p Mark i. 38. ch. iz. 21 q ch. 
А t ch. х. 39 reff. 8 — ch. xiii. 5 reff. 

: txt 
om ney aft u ins За 

rec (for Aeyoucay xpos ue) Аа^о›та» pos 
pe kat Aeyouoay, with LP rel [ AaAovons and Aeyovens a] sth Chr, Thl-sif: om 18: во 
also, omg xa: Aeyovca», Но [arm]: pærns Aeyouens xpos pe E-gr m, vocem loquentem 
ad me E-lat, simly vulg: txt ABCIN p 36. 40 syrr. (The shorter reading Хеу. xp. це 
may perhaps have been adopted 1m ch ix. 4, xxii. 7, or, аг also Хал. яр. pe, to avoid 

0 what seemed, but is not, a tauto 
15. om 8e II. 

3 def.) 
m] 40. 187 [demid] Syr syr-w-ast. 
16. om xa: ern: B' (ins B-, Tischdf). 

between the three accounts of Saul’s con- 
version. See also ch. xxii. 6—10. 
M. тӯ EBp. Sad.) These words are ex- 
pressed here only. In ch. ix. (see note) 
we have the fact remarkably preserved 
by the Hebrew form 1aoóA; in ch. xxii. 
he was speaking in Hebrew (Syro-Chald.), 
and the notice was not required. (Beware 
again of the supposed emphatic дє of 
Wordsworth.) oxAnp. со wp. к. R.] 
This is found here only; in ch. ix. the 
words are spurious, having been inserted 
from this place. The metaphor is derived 
from oxen at plough or drawing a burden, 
who, on being pricked with the goad, kick 
5 it, and so cause it to pierce deeper. 
(See Schol. on Pind. 1. c. below.) 16 is 
a Greek, and not (apparently) a Hebrew 
proverb; but this is no reason why it 
should not be used in Hebrew, just as it 
is in Latin. Instances of its use are 
Pind. Pyth. ii. 173: xe» dè wpbs Gedy 
ойк épl(ew . . . . pépew 9 dradpis ётаџ- 
xéviov AaBóvra (уду el. worl x- 
тро» 8d то: Aaxti(éuey телде: ÓA100npbs 
olyos. JEschyl Agam. 1633: xpds xév- 
тра ph Adarile, uh тћсаз poys. Eurip. 
Bacch. 791 : óvuoóperos wpbs кёутра Аакт(- 
(ош, ӨғутЬѕ dv beg. See also sch. 
Prom. 323, and other examples in Wetat. ; 
Plautus (Truc. iv. 2. 69); and Terence, 

m Aa. and Хеу. not being equivalent.) 
(eva, во ABCEH kl p [13] Thl-fin.) 

HP rel sth-pl Chr Thl-sif: ins ABCEILN k m p 36 [137] vulg 
aft erev ins xpos де E Syr copt seth-pl. 

rec om xvpios, with 
copt arm Thi-fin. 

tno. ins o va(epauos 

srpox eipaataa А. for се, со: № [es m]. 

Phorm. i. 2. 27: ‘Nam qué inscitia est 
advorsum stimulum calces ?’ 15— 
18.) There cau be no question that Paul 
here condenses into one, various sayings 
of our Lord to him at different times, in 
visions, see ch. xxii. 18—21; and by 
Ananias, ch. ix. 15; see also ch. xxii. 15, 
16. Nor can this, on the strictest view, 
be considered any devintion from truth. 
It is what all must more or less do who 
are abridging a narrative, or giving the 
general sense of things said at various 
times. There were reasons for its being 
minute and particular in the details of 
his conversion; that once related, the 
commission which he thereupon received is 
not followed into sts details, but summed 
up as committed to him by the Lord kim- 
self. It would be not only irreverent, but 
false, to imagine that he put Ais own 
thoughts into the mouth of our Lord; but 
I do not see, with Stier, the necessity of 
maintaining that all these words were ac- 
tually spoken to him a£ some time by the 
Lord. The message delivered by Ananias 
certainly furnished some of them ; and the 
unmistakeable utterings of God's Spirit 
(tò ж»єйда Ing, ch. xvi. 7) which su- 
pernaturally led him, may have furnished 
more, all within the limits of truth. 
16.] «ls Tovro refers to what follows, 
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(4 

ueonstr se Фр TE eldes "dv Te T6POncopal со, Y! * éEaipodpevos 
vage" ge ёк To) Aaov Kal ёк TOv едир, eis ods eyw " ато- 
w constr., Mark Р 

iii. 14. 1 Cor. OTEAA® 
1. 17. 4 Kings 
хіх. 16. вее 
ch. v. 21. 

x 1 Cor. x. 13 
reff. 

у ch. xiv. 15 
reff. 

1 ver. 20 reff. 
al Pet. ii. 9. 

сє 18 дуо а офбаћиоіҳ айтфь, * той Y* émiatpéyrat 
y * * a , э a ^ A ^ b 1 ГА * ^ 1. 

amo *oKoTous eis “has xai тўс "éfovsias тоў caravà 
z E tov Ücóv, * тоў XaBeiv avTovs ° йфетш ° auapridy Kai 
de кароу v то ° aytacpevois {пісте TH eis cu. 
19 € §0ev, BaciXeU "Аурітта, ойк eyevounv ^ але: TÀ 

- 

orpoja: 

r- 

beluas ays тө = Luke xx. 

20. xxii. 83. {ор lo k on fa. 20 ай Tol 3 576 C. баты | oUpavig rasia, 20 а tots ёр Дараскф трфбтб» Te ER 

d ch. 117 ref. esee ch. хх. 3. Eph. i. 18. f ch. xxiv. 24 reff. g = Matt. ziv. 7. Heb. ur “Р 
jl. 17. iii. 1. үй. 25. viii. 3. ix. 18. хі. 19. Judith viii. 20. h Rom. i. 13 reff. ifem, C df g 
Luke li. 13. (Matt. v. 48. vi. 14, 26, 32. xv. 13. xxiii. 9 only. Esdr. vi. 16. 2 Mace. vil. 34 AB(not Ed-vat.) &c. іх. klmo 
10 only.) Dan. iv. 23 (26) Theod k 2 Cor. xii. 1 reff, pis 

aft ebes ins де BC'(appy) 137 syr [Syr arm] Ambr, Aug). 
17. rec om 2nd ex, with CHLP rel 86 vulg E-lat Chr, Thi-sif: ins AB E-gr IN k lp 

18. 40 fuld Thl-fin. 
eyo): om c e: vulg Thl.ün have both: txt 
arm Chr, Thl.sif Aug,. 

rec for eyw, vu» (marginal gloss, which has overborne the 
BCEHILPN rel [Syr] вуг copt eth - pl 

rec се bef атостелЛо, with HLP rel Chr: txt ABCEIN 
cd f k m p 18 vulg [arm] Thl.—azocreAw HIP! а cd g k demid copt Thl.sif: && 
awooreAAw С m p 18. 36 Thl-fin. 

18. for avro», тофлоу EI tol Aug 
Aug:: vroorp. P 27. 78 : txt BCEILN 13. 36 
rns орпа CEL ac 86. 137 (vulg) Thl-fin: om ABHPN 

aft nyiacu. ins raci» (see ch xx. 82) E. (Ec. 

жрохер. &.,—ydp gives the reason for 
&rdornti, &c. (Meyer.) Tpoxttp. | 
See reff. pa Фу те eldes] Stier 
remarks, that Paul was the witness of the 
glory of Christ : whereas Peter, the first 
of the former twelve, describes himself 
(1 Pet. v. 1) ns ‘a witness of the sufferings 
of Christ, and a partaker of the glory that 
shall be revealed. So true it was that this 
Éxrpeua among the Apostles, became, by 
divine grace, more than they all (1 Cor. 
xv. 8—10). The expression dxnpérny àv 
eldes may be compared with óxypéra: той 
Aéyov, which Luke calls the айтбтта, 
Luke i. 2. Gv тє dpthjcopal cor] 
(1) ö. must be passive, not (as Borne- 
mann, Winer (not in edn. 6, § 39. 3, 
remark 1), Wahl, al.) causative (© videre 
faciam’),—but as E. V., I will appear 
unto thee. (2) the gen. is exactly paral- 
leled (Meyer) by Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 788, 
dy uiv ixduny = тоўтоу (rather ёкеЃус») 
S? å ixóugy. So here dy = rotray 
(dxelvev) Bè & àpo., the things in (or on 
account of) which I will appear to thee. 
That such visions did take place, we know, 
from ch. xviii. 9; xxii. 18; xxiii. 11; 2 Cor. 
xii. 1; Gal. i. 12. 17. éfarpovpevds сє] 
delivering thee from, as E. V.: not, as 
Kuin., al, aud Conyb., ‘choosing thee 
out of? see те. ToU Моб] as 
elsewhere, the Jewish people. ‘Hic ar- 
matur contra omnes metus qui eum ma- 
nebant, et simul preparatur ad crucis to- 

ажоттрефш AH b c m o p Chr, Thl.sif 
vulg [Clem Zal An ins ато bef 

p 18 |Clem,] Chr Thl-sif 

lerantiam." Calvin, els ots] to both, 
the people, and the Gentiles; not the 
Gentiles only. 18. tov ётист. 
not, as Beza, and E. V., ‘to turn them: 
but, that they may turn; see émiorpé- 
pet, ver. 20. The general reference 
of obs becomes tacitly modified (not ex- 
pressly, speaking as he was to tbe Jew 
Agrippa) by the expression oxéros and 
étovaía ToU татауй, both, in the common 
language of the Jews, applicable only to 
the Gentiles. But in reality, and in Paul's 
mind, they had their sense as applied to 
Jews, —who were in spiritual darkness and 
under Satan's power, however little they 
thought it. See Col. i. 13. TOU 
AaB.] A third step: first the opening of 
the eyes—next, the turning to God—next, 
the receiving remission of eins and a place 
among the sanctified ; see ch. xx. 32. 
This last reference determines тісте 75 
eis dud to belong not to fyiaguévois but to 
AaBeiv. Thus the great object of Paul’s 
preaching was to awaken and shew the 
necessity and efficacy of rioris 7 eis. dud. 
And fully, long ere this, had he recognized 
and acted on this his great mission. The 
epistles to the Galatians and Romans are 
two noble monuments of the APOSILE OF 
FAITH. 19. ёте0е ) See Іва. I. 5 in 
LXX. 20. Trois iv Aap p.] See ch. 
ix. 20. «ls belongs to атўууел. (De 
W.), not to тоу (èv Дад.) as Meyer; see 
Luke viii. 84; and on this sense of eis, 
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«ai ‘leporodvpocs, [! eic] тата» Te h хорау Tfjs Іоџдаіас 1 = and const, 
kai тоф EOveosy | аттуує\\№ор ™ ueravociv kai " ётїттрёфе 
n ёт} tov Geov, ® AE, THs ° peravoias épya прассортаҳ. vel. eh. 
21 vexa rovro pe oi 'Iovbatos IavANaBopevar dv TH ієрф „іше 
г ётєрфрто * dwayetpiocacbar. = érikovpías ойи " тууфь 
Tis ато tod Ücoó ayps THs "uépas тайттс " ётттка, 
" paptupopevos * шкр@ тє Kal * шеуаћр, ovdey „ere 
AE.“ 5 Фр тє of трофўта: 

reff. 

{ect}, ch. ix. 
5. xi. 21. 

o Matt. iii, B! L. 
e dn ap ° ue Adr WV p = Luke кх. 

t ` ^ 93 b ? c ` e , b? t. 

ive da x Mons, еб °табттб о Хрістос, ” eta =. 

only. Prov. zzvi. 18 №8 F(not A) АМ. only. 
alii. 18 only. 

2 constr., ver. 16 a. 
c here only t. 

20. rec om 1st re, with EHLP 18. 36 rel Chr: ins ABN p. 

y u = ch. xxiv. 2 reff. 
a ch. viii. 10. Heb. vili. 11. Rev. xi. 18. xiii. 18 al. Isa. ix. 14. 

ach. xiii. M reff. Ioa. xlviii. 6. 

Я r ch. іх. 26 
sch. у. 30 only t. t bere only t. Wisd. 

v = here only. weh. кх. 2 reff. 
у = 1 Сот. xv. 27. lsa. xxvi. 13. 

b = ver. 8. 3 Kings i. 61 al. 

ins e» bef sep. AE k 
86. 40 (Syr) Thi(-sif] : ross ev c 187 lect-12: om BHLPN p rel Chr ( Thl-fin]. 
om es ABN [tol] (on acct of oi preceding 1). 
96. 142. 

[om 2nd re L.] om ry» Н! 
Steph arayyeAAwy, with HLP g m: axayyeAAc [rel] 14. 38. 65. 76. 

95-7-9. 104. 18-38-77 Chr,: awyyeAAw 13: жартуеАЛоу 96: txt ABEN р 36 vulg 
102150 copt th arm]. ins (erra bef 0«oy m 36. 40 arm. aft atia ins те E. 

1. oi covd. ovAAaB. bef pe A a? c 137 [copt cht erie ty tovd. bef pe EL m p 
Chr, Thl-fin: om дє 180. 
pevat N [ovAAapBavonevo: P]. 
vulg вуг Chron: orra pe Nl. 

om o: BLN! m p 13 Chron 
ins ovra bef ev rw ENS [c] m p 18. 36. 40. 137 

8:ахеросасда: N}. 

1-fin. AA Ho- 

22. rec for axo, жара (more usual), with HLP rel Chr, [Thl-sif: vro c]: txt ABEN 
p 18. 36. 40 Chron, Thl-fin. rec paprupovpevos (see notes), with E a f g Thl-fin: 
paprupepevos 18: txt ABHLPN р rel 36. 40 vulg Chr Chron Thl.sif. 

note on ver. G above. 75 The оф» 
refers to the whole course of deliverances 
which he bad had from God, not merely to 
the last. It serves to elose the narrative, by 
shewing how it was that he was there that 
day,—after such repeated persecutions, 
crowned by this last attempt to destroy 
him. pépevos] The mere love 
of paradox and difficulty, as it seems to me, 
has led De Wette and Meyer to prefer the 
ordinary reading -podmevos, although very 
weakly supported by mss., and yielding 
hardly any appropriate sense. paprupov- 
pevos must be passive, and signify (see 
reff. below) * testifled to,’ ‘borne witness 
of the datives шкоф and peydAy must 
be the agents, ‘dy small and great’ (to 
which there is no objection grammatically, 
but every objection analogically, see ch. x. 
22; xvi. 2; xxii. 12, in all which papró- 
pova: is followed by óró), and Adyar 
must be predicative, ‘as saying? i. e., that 
I say? But this would be contrary to the 
fact: Paul was not thus borne witness 
of by all, but on the contrary accused of 
being a despiser of the law by a great 
majority of his own couutrvmen. There 
сап, 1 think, be no question either critically 
or exegetically of the correctness of the 
other reading paprupéueros, bearing wit- 

ness, as directly appropriate to the office 
to which Paul was appointed, —that of a 
юйлеге (ver. 16) ; and then шкрӯ те ка} 
ue yd, to small and great, so flat and 
meaningless on the otber interpretation, 
admirably suits the occasion, —standing as 
he was before an assembly of the grentest 
of the land. 28. 4 not for $r.—but 
just as in ver. 8, —if, —if at least: mean- 
ing, that the things following were patent 
facts to those who knew the prophets. 
See Heb. vii. 15, where el has the same 
sense. rab urs] not, as Beza, 
t Chrislum fuisse passurum’ (so E. V., 
‘should saffer’): but as Vulg., ri passi- 
bilis Christus.’ Paul does not refer to the 
prophetic announcement, or the historical 
reality, of the fact of Christ's suffering, but 
to the idea of the Messinh as passible and 
suffering being in accordance with the tes- 
timony of the prophets. That the fact of 
His having sutfered on the cross was in the 
Apostle’s mind, can hardly be doubted : 
but that the words do not assert it, is evi- 
dent from the change of constraction in the 
next clause, where the fact of the bringing 
life and immortality to light by the resur- 
rection apa of, — ei алиги? Lm 
e... a 5 n Justin 
Martyr, Trypho c. 89, p. 187, the follow- 
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4 Ce. l 1. Тр©то$ de *ávaaTágeos ° vexpüv pas * пее, f raTa- ARE 
e 1 Cor. xv. 12 

reff. 

„ Ел А e Фә h £A bet h ^ 
Lue mii- il. áToXoyouuévov 6 Фїсто$ В реуму "TÀ povi фла» 
„вте Maiy, ace. тй moXAá сє *ypdupata eis 'paviav 
only. Prov. m crenerperet. ?5 б дё Où !nalvouaí now," кратісте Diote, 
REC GANA àXnÜcias каї ° owppooúvns hij ? алтофбёүууонан. 
is Ear. 26 ётістата: yàp тєрї тойт» б Ba, mpos Ov xai 
bere А , ^ 4 
B^ xb. 4 таррта:абошерос Nad. * XavyÜdvew үйр айтдӧу ть той- 

І. Hos. і 
B F(not ir 8. Wied. v. 4 only. 

Jos. Anti. il. 14. 1. 
only Ф. 2 Macc. iv. N only. ch. 1 

q ch. ix. 27 reff. т and constr., 2 Pet. iii. 5, 8 (Mark vil. 2&. Luke viii, 47. Heb. lil. 

23. neAA civ HPN! m! р 40. 

m here only t. Wied. v. 24 only. TÒ Üetov—eis ópyv жерг 
n = Luke i. 3. ch. кїй. 26. xxiv.3 only 7. 

, 
o 1 Tim. li. 9, 15 

11. 4, 16 only. 1 Chron. xxv. 1. en Dent юы] 
only. Lev. v. 

rec om те (as unnecessary), with LP rel 36 Chron, 
Thl-sif: ins AB E-gr HN bh k lo p 18. 40 Chr, Thl-fin. 

AaAovrros avr. к. axoA. E vulg sth-pl [avrov атол. Н]. гес en (corrn to 
historical tense), with HLP rel: eQwrnoe 85: есте с 64. 187: txt ABEN k p 13. 40 
ты. 

25. aft o бе ins таулоѕ ABEN d p 18 (86) 40 vulg [Syr copt seth-pl arm] Thl-fin : 
om HL rel вуг Thl-sif. 

26. om xa: B 25 [copt arm. 

ing words are put into the mouth of 
Trypho the Jew: жаблтђу Tb» xpiordy, bri 
al урафо) ктріссоџси, pavepdy ёст. See 
also the same, Trypho c. 36, p. 183, and 
с. 76, р. 173. apuros i£ dvarrdcens 
= xpwros üàracTás, or wperóTokos ёк тё» 
vexpov, Col. i. 18, but implying that this 
light, to be preached to the Jews (6 Aads) 
and Gentiles, must arise from the resurrec- 
tion of the dead, and that Christ, the first 
dë дуастбсєоѕ, was to announce it. See 
Isa. xlii. 6; xlix. 6; 1x. 1, 2, 8; Luke ii, 
82; ch. xiii. 47. 24.] The words 
тафта à*xoAoyovuérov must refer, on ac- 
count of the present part., to the last 
words spoken by Paul: but it is not 
necessary to suppose that these only pro- 
duced the effect described on Festus. 
Mr. Humphry remarks, Festus was pro- 
bably not so well acquainted as his pre- 
decessor (ch. xxiv. 10) with the character 
of the nation over which he had recent] 
been called to preside. Hence he avails 
himself of Agrippa’s assistance (xxv. 26). 
Hence also he is unable to comprehend the 
earnestness of St. Paul, so unlike the indif- 
ference with which religious and moral sub- 
jects were regarded by the upper classes at 

me. His self-love suggests to him, that 
one who presents such a contrast to his own 
apathy, must be mad: the convenient hy- 
pothesis that much learning had produced 
this result, may have occurred to him on 
hearing Paul quote prophecies in proof of 
his assertions.” palvy! Thou art 
mad, not merely, (how ravest,’ пог thou 
art an enthusiast’ nor are the words 
spoken in jest (Olsh.),—but in earnest 

(aAAa, so AELPN rel(not h) Ch 
for Лало, Ae y 18.] 

ri. 
om 7: B a 36. 187. 

(Oupod у к. друйз i erf, Chrys). Fes- 
tus finds himself by this speech of a 
more bewildered than before (De W.). 

тё жо\\ё ypdpp.] Meyer under- 
stands Festus to alade to the many rolls 
which Paul had with him in his imprison- 
ment (we might compare rà В;Вліа, ud- 
мета Tas ueuBpdras of 2 Tim. iv. 13) and 
studied (so also Heinrichs and Kuinoel), 
— but the ordinary interpretation, thy 
much learning, seems more natural, and 
so De W. ela р. epi, éra) Is turn- 
ing thy brain. 26.) &\чбеа may 
be spoken warmly and enthusiastically, 
but cannot be predicated of a madman's 
words: bvy is directly opposed to 
pavla. So Xen. Mem. i. 16, recounting 
the subjects of Socrates’ discourses, тЇ 
dll, tl bior ті ce$porórm, ті 
parla тЇ dvdpla, тЇ Bea. ‘The expres- 
sion &Ax6elas Фс. fhuara, though of 
course in sense = fhuara Ae, &c., 
yet bas a distinctive force of its own, and 
is never to be confounded with, or sup- 
posed to be put by a Hebraism for the other. 
Such forms occur in classic as well as 
Hellenistic writers, and indeed in all lan- 
gunges : the idea expressed by them being, 
the derivation of the quality predicated, 
Jrom its source:—so here, Words (not 
merely true and sober, but) of truth and 
soberness, —springing from, and indicative 
of, subjective truth and soberness. 
26.] Agrippa is doubly his witness, (1) 
as cognizant of the facts respecting Jesus, 
(2) us believing the prophets. This latter 
he does not only assert, but appeals to the 
faith of the king as a Jew for ita establish- 

^ ^ ^ ^ a LPN ab уёХАе тё тє №аф xal тоф &Üveaiw. ?%тайта Sé айтой catgh 
kime 
p 
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тор ov *тє(бона oh? ov уар * éaw dv yavia p = Lake az. 
ypévov тобто. 27 титтєйє, Baothked 'А'урйтта, тоф; ‘аы... 
mpopyrass ; ola бт. miorevers. 28 0 Bà ”Атүрїттта< mpos “акак. ch, 

` ^ v? A / w ` a v. 1, 1 тб» Iaido EY OXéyp дє теібр " xpurriavóv vodjca iti 
^ Mer Гү. "m a 8 only. v here bis. Eph. lii. 3 only. see 1 Pet. v. 12. wch. 

тес order, with HLP rel [ov5ev wed. m] Chr: om A E(but see below) 18. 40: txt 
B N!(N? disapproving) p: om Ist ov a be op. for 2nd ov, ode Е? m 86. 40: 
ovdery E! (and lat). om eri H[L]P f g bl [ins aft yor. m 40, aft rovro a]. 

28. rec aft zpos тоу rann ins epn, with EHLP rel 36 Chr [ait tol]: om ABN 
18. 40. 187 vulg. тес reibe xp. үєуєсди, with EHLP rel 36 [vulg Syr syr-txt] 
(introire wth-pl) Cyr-jer, Chr,: тебеғ xp. топтош BN p 18. 40 syr-mg copt: txt A. 
(The reading of BN has apparently been the result of some confusion. I have pre- 
Jerred therefore that of A: see note.)\—xpyotiavor(but corrd) Ni. 

ment, dv уму(ф . . . . Tovro] This, 
the act done to Jesus by the Jews, and its 

uel, was not done in an obscure corner 
of Judæa, but in the metropolis, at a time 
of more than common publicity. 
28. iv lyy] These words of Agrippa 
have been very variously explained. (1) 
The rendering ‘propemodum, ‘parum 
abest, quin, (almost, E. V.,) adopted by 
Chrys, Beza, Grot, Valla, Luther, Pis- 
cator, Calov., &c. is inadmissible, for want 
of any example of ёи дАГуф вата this 
meaning, which would require dAlyou 
(dAlyou р? ётелќсаѕ, Aristoph. esp. 829, 

ap Aly. and al), or óAÍyov Bei, or ж 
e Calvin, Kuinoel, Schóttg., Olsh., Nean- 
er, take it for ё» фАГуф xp, which cer- 

tainly is allowable, but does not co nd 
to neydA below, nor, as I believe, does it 
me up to the general sense of the expres- 

sion. (8) The phrase фу ёл(уф occurs in 
Greek writers with various nouns under- 
stood according to the nature of the case,— 
and sometimes it will bear any of several 
supplements with equal propriety. Thus 
in Demosth. p. 33. 18, 580 els тафтф 
dy боа BotAeral ris &Opolcarra dv 
dy, where Schaefer in his Index Greci- 
tatis says, scil. xpórg, aut xp, aut Adyy, 
aut vóre. So also here we may understand 
Adye or 165% (or xpóry ?)—or still better 
as it seems to me, leave the ellipsis unsup- 
plied (see Eph. iii. 8). We have a word 
in English which exactly expresses it,— 
one which has fallen into disuse, but has 
no equivalent; lightly: i.e. with little 
pains, few words, small hesitation. Then 
next ав to the reading, I have followed the 
most ancient M88., in editing жота and 
not yerégða:. This being so, we have to 
choose between welders of BN and vel of 
A. It is almost impossible to give an 
assignable meaning to the former; and 
suspect it has come in by a confusion of 
the two readings. Whereas weíÓp seems 
to take up the wel@oua: of ver. 20. The 

received reading has probably found its 
way in from first imagining that же:6- had 
to do with Paus persuading Agrippa, 
and then the жойса: having no sense, 
became conformed to the yen in the 
Apostle's speech below. And now, as to 
the sense of Agrippa’s saying. In deter- 
mining this, enough attention has not been 
paid to two points: (1) the present tense, 
weíüp, thou art thyself, art 
imagining ; and (2) the use, in the south 
of a Jew, and that Jew a king, of the 
Gentile and offensive appellation xpic- 
tiavés. To my mind, the first of these 
considerations decides that Agrippa is cha- 
racterizing но effect on himself, but what 
Paul was fancying in his mind, reckoning 
the welSona: which he bad expressed 
above: the second, that he speaks of some- 
thing not that he is likely to become, but 
that contrasts strangely with his present 
worldly position and intentions. I would 
therefore render the words thus: Lightly 
(with small trouble) art thou 
thyself that thou canst make me a 
Christian : and understand them, in con- 
nexion with Paul's having attempted to 
make Agrippa a witness on his side, —' I 
not so easily to be made a Christian of, as 
thou supposest.’ Most of the ancient - 
mentators (especially as reading wel@es) 
take the words as implying some effect en 
Agrippa's mind, and as spoken in earnest : 
but this I think is hardly possible, philo- 
logically or exegetically. I may add that 
the emphatic position of both dv MAV 
and ypiotiavéy, before their respective 
verbs, strongly confirms the view taken 
above. I must again caution the reader 
against the mistake committed by Words- 
worth, in supposing the enclitic ue to 
be emphatic, which it cannot be, éué 
being required in such a case. Indeed, a 
more insignificant position than it here 
holds, next to the most emphatic word of 
the sentence, cannot be conceived. 
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x dat and 20 0 де IIabxos х Evgaluny Уй» тф de xai ‘ev ОМуф rs 
ou g, wal év peyáMop oU póvov аё àXÀà xai Távras тоў ABHL 
TET f r e a a 
Hen», dxoUovTds роо onpepov yevéoOas rotor * 017005 dfgn к 
r. Jen. cd eiui * ттаректд$ TOv “Secuav тойтәр. 80 арёстт 12 
ысыр ТЕГ №0 Lo yen ў тє Bepul. і oi 4 ovy- у » тє 0 Bae Kato ° syyepuoyv 7 тє Вєриікп xai оі * ovy 
Хеп. Меш 

: T is rah uevot avrois, i ral * Gvaxeptjaavres éadouy mpos 
1 Тһе. ә. GAANNOus Aéyovres Ste ovdev f Gavarov {афор 1) f Se 
£t x Tpácce, б avOpwios obros. 82 'Aypírmras 66 ta Фест 
зан Deut. ёф S'AsoXeAvaÜa, eSvvato б avOpwiros ойто, є u 
beans d ётекёк\ауто Kaícapa. 
Sore XXVII. 1 ODS 86 !ékpiün * rod 'ámwomAeiv рас eis &c., reff. 
d Mark xiv. 54 

Exod. xxiii, 33 Ald. (Tromm 21 Pa. с. 6 only. ech. xxiii. 19 reff. f cb. zziii. 29 (reff.;. only. 
g= Matt. xxvii. 15, &c. ch. iii. 13. iv. 21, 23. v. 40. xvi. 30, 36. xxvii. 18. Heb. ziii. 23. 2 Macc. xii. 25. h ch. 

xxv. 11 reff. і = ch. xv. 19 reff. k constr., ch. Ш. 12 reff, Ich. xiii, & хіт. 28. xx. 

29. rec aft o Be vavAos ins erer, with HLP rel [Syr copt mth arm] Chr, egy 36: 
om ABN p 13. 40. 187 vulg вуг. evéauny ( H'LN! c! l p (qu£. P f]. rec (for 
peyarw) колло (see notes), with HLP rel 86 sth Chr,: [ev жолЛо к. ev oA. m:] txt 
ABN k p 13. 40 vulg syr-mg-gr copt arm. 

80. rec ins xa: ravra єгтоутоѕ avrov bef averrn (addn for perspicuity), with HLP 
rel syr-w-ast Thl: xa: ravra evxovros 187 eth-rom: om ABN c p 13 vulg Syr eth-pl 
arm.—rec om тє: txt as above, but c 13. 40 вуг copt Chr, have de. 

31. atio“ bef Gavarov А c copt: j Sec» bef atio» BN k m p 18. 40 vulg[exc tol]. 
ins т: bef xpagce:-AN k m p 18 vulg[not demid (copt) }. 

38. exwuexA. AL 40 Thi: txt BH[P)N p 13. 36 rel Chr. 

Car. XXVII. 1. was оутоѕ exper o туєцш» ауатешуш kawapa 64: xai ours 
Expiver auToy о тү. ауатешуш kaucapi O7 : ws ovy. expivey о тү. тоу wWeuwecOat avrov 
"pos катара TN ERIOVTN єкаћесєу єкатоутарҳоу TIVA ovouart iQvALxpor d meus сеВастут 
rape di do avro то» wavAoy сиу erepous beauorrais Syr-Mg : kat expiwe тєрї avrov о фрстоѕ 
EuTEF avrov pos кабара eis Ty» тал. x. T. A. Syr. for nuas, rovs жер: wavAov 
(ws begins an eccl lection, see ch xxi. 8 rec) Р[ж. тоу vavAov] m lectt: eum vulg. 

29.] I could wish to God, that whether 
with ease or with difficulty (on my part), 
not only thou, but all who hear me to- 
day, might become such as I am, exoept 
only these bonds. Не understands ёх 
al y just as Agrippa had used it, easily, 
‘with little trouble,’ * with slight exertion г 
and contrasts with it ёи деуйАф (oA 
-has been an alteration to suit the imagined 
supplement xodvy), with difficulty, * with 
great trouble,’ * with much labour.’ Those 
interpreters who understand xpóvw above, 
render this ‘seu tempore exiguo opus 
fuerit, seu multo’ (Schótt.); those who 
take ё» dA. for almost, non propemodum 
tantum, sed plune’ (Grot.): ‘not only 
almost, but altogether, E. V. In cx 
6« the dative implies the direction of 
the wish or request to God: so Esch. 
Agam. 852, 0«oic. ярёта Betiónoua : II. 
. 918, 6«oici 8 xh àvéa xor, and freq. 
See examples in Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 86. 

ёєсрёу ) Не shews the chain, which 
being in * custodia militaris, he bore o» 
Àis arm, to connect him with the soldier 
who bad charge of him. (This exception 
may be regarded as a proof of the perfect 

courtesy of the great Apostle. ] 81. 
трёсетвь generally, of his life and habits. 
No definite act was alleged agninst him: 
and his apologetic speech was in fact a . 
sample of the acts of which he was ac- 
cused. 32.] Agrippa in these words 
delivers his judgment as a Jew: ‘ For 
aught I see, as regards our belief and 
practices, he might have been set at liberty.’ 
But now he could not: ‘nam appellatione 
potestas judicis, а quo appellatum est, 
cessnre incipit ad absolvendum non minus 
quam ad condemnandum. Crimina enim 
integra servanda sunt cognitioni superi- 
oris. Grot. 

Cmar. XXVII. 1—XXVHI. 81.] 
PauL's VOYAGE TO ROME AND SOJOURN 
THERE. I cannot but express the benefit 
I have derived in my commentary on this 
section, from Mr. Smith's now well-known 
treatise on the voyage and shipwreck of St. 
Paul: as also from various letters which he 
has from time to time put into my hands, 
tending further to elucidate the subject. 
The substance of these will be found em- 
bodied in an excursus following the chro- 
nological table in the prolegomena. 
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mv Ira la, ™ Tapeb(óovv tov тє llaüXov ral та m = en. fu. 
xxviii. 16 v. r. 

érépous ? дєсиотас éxarovrápyy дудраті Io ° стеіртс ®t ou. 

P сєВастђѕ. ?*9émigávres 8 mroiw 'AO0panvrrgvà дё\- 
NO r 'Aety [eis] rovs xarà THY 'Aaíav тото, * аруу- 

21,25. 
only. 

Gen. xxxix. 
20. (-r*jpcor, 
ch. v, 27. 2.) 

o ch. x. 1 reff, 
р = here only. 

ch. xxv. 
13 ch. zzi. 2 (Matt. xxi. 5, from Zech. іх. 9. ch. xx. 18. xxi. 4. xxv. 1) only. dat., here 

т Luke viii. 23. ch. xxi. 3. vv. 6, 24. Luke only, exc. Rev. xviii. 17. constr. (accus.) here 
only. Isa. xlii. 10. тА. т. OaAacgay, Sir. xliii.24. 1 Mace. xii. 29. j; ЯА. rà meàdyn, Polyb. iii. 4. 10. 

s ch. xiiL 13 reff. 

rape didov А в 40 demid Syr copt Thl.sif. om erepovs c p! 187 вуг: бетд. bef er. 
ins i0vA:€ bef as well as after ovouar: Nl. 

2. aft єкї. ins ey c 137. а$рац rv7nve AB! (18 copt arm), al vary. 
rec ueAAorres (corre to suit emarres), with HLP rel vulg[ with fuld demid tol] Chr: 
txt ABN a bed o p 13. 36. 40. 137 am syrr copt eth - pl arm. rec om es, with HLP 
rel Chr, Thl-sif [circa vulg] : ins ex: c 86. 137 вуг: ins es ABN p 13. 40 Thi-fin. 

1.] Tov (see reff.) contains the purpose of 
éxpíÓn. The matter of the decision im- 
plied in éxpl@y is expressed in this form 
as if governed by the substantive xpiocs, 
as in ch. xx. 8, ёуёуєто yrduns тоў 
brocrpépey. Meyer remarks that the ex- 
pressions «xeAetew Туа, elzeiv Туа, e 
Та, &c. are analogous. pâs] Here 
we have again the first person, the nar- 
rator having, in all probability, remained 
in Palestine, and in the neighbourhood of 
Paul, during the interval since ch. xxi. 18. 

wapeb(Souv] Who? perhaps the as- 
sessors with whom Festus took counsel on 
the appeal, ch. xxv. 12: but more likely the 
plural is used indefinitely, the subject being 
‘they,’ = ‘on’ (Fr.), or ‘man’ (Germ.). 

érépovs 8.] This expression, says 
Meyer, is purposely chosen, to intimate, 
that they were prisoners of another sort 
(not also Christians under arrest). But De 
W. shews this to be a mistake, by érepa: 
ro Aal, Luke viii. 3, = GAAa: хоАла!, 
Mark xv. 41, in both places meaning ‘ many 
others of the same sort? Here also they 
are of the same class, as far as єсибтси is 
concerned : further, nothing is implied in 
the narrative, one way or the other. 
oxelons ceBaoris} There is some dif- 
culty in determining what this cohort was. 
We must not fall into the mistake of several 
of the Commentators, that of confounding 
this or. ceBacrá with an fan Irre 
xadounéyy ЗеВастчтуёу, mentioned by Jo- 
sephus, B. J. ii. 12.5, and Antt. xx. 6. 1, 
this latter implying ‘ natives of Samaria’ 
(Z«Baarf), — whereas our word is the same 
adjective as that, name itself, and cannot 
by any analogy have reference to it. More 
than one of the legions at different times 
bore the honorary title Augusta.“ Wetst. 
quotes from Claudian de Bell. Gild. * Dic- 
taque ab Augusto legio:' from inscriptions 
in Mauritania, Legio III. Aug., II. Aug., 
VIII. Aug.: from Ptolemy, ii. 8, Aceh 
devr epa сеВастћ (in Britnin); iv. 8, Ae- 
yeàr y. сеВастћ; but of а ‘cohors Au- 
gusta,’ or * Augustana,’ wenever hear. De 

Wette and Meyer suggest (but we have no 
historical proof of the supposition) that it 
was one among the five cohorts stationed 
at Cæsarea (see note, ch. xxv. 23) thus 
distinguished as the body-guard of the em- 
peror (?), and therefore chosen for any ser- 
vices immediately concerning him, as in this 
case. Meyerthinks it may be the samo 
(but then would the appellations be ditfer- 
ent P) with the cepa '1тал‹кў of ch. x. 1. 
It is remarkable that almost all the Com. 
mentators have assumed, without any rea- 
son, that this ow. ceBacf; must have been 
stationed аі Cæsarea, whereas it may well 
have been a cohort, or body of men so 
called, at Rome. Wieseler is the only one 
that I have seen who has not fallen into 
this error. He controverts the other inter- 
pretations (Chron. d. Apost.-g. note, p. 
391), and infers that Julius belonged to the 
Augustani, mentioned Tacitus xiv. 15, and 
Suet. Nero, 20 and 25 (see also Dio Cass. 
lxi. 20: v uiv ydp тї ка) Nor abrg 
сбатпиа ds wevraxisyiMovs страт:ётаѕ 
wapeckevacuévov: Абуобстєюї re фуо- 
иё(оуто` Kal i ð*õ тё éxalvey, and 
Ixiii. 8), who appeur to have been identical 
with the evocati (veterans specially sum- 
moned to service by the emperors), and to 
have formed Nero's body guard on his 
journey to Greece. The first levying of this 
band by Augustus, Dio relates, xlv. 12. To 
this Julius seems to have belonged,—to 
have been sent on some service into Asia, 
and now to have been returning to Rome. 

We read ofa Julius Priscus, Prefect of 
the Prætorian guards under Vitellius, who 
killed himself? pudore magis quam neces- 
sitate,” after the military murder by Mu- 
cianus of Calpurnius Gulerianus. This was 
ten years after the date of our narrative; 
but the identity of the two must be only 
conjectural. 2. 'ABpauvrrQvé] Adra- 
myttium (Ad paανjðx, u,, ee, or Arpa - 
ubrrior, and in Plin. v. 32, Adramytteos) 
was a seaport with a harbour in Mysia, an 
Athenian colony. It is now a village called 
Endramit. Grotius, Drusius, and other 
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M onuev, буто$ abv cui» “Apistdpyou Maxedovos GeacaAXo- 
Xen. Cyr. iv. 
6. 10, m 

pos ..... Poly' 
w = (sce 2 Сог. хіі. 10.) Gen. xxvi. 29. 

zzvi. I reff. у = 3 John 16. 
av. B. Arch, Luke х. 34.) 

apirrapxos Nl. 
(see ch xx. 4). 

8. for re, de LN? k m p 40 vulg copt Chr. 
Steph om rovs, with c o: ins ABHLPN p 18 rel Chr ТЫ (Ec. 

sopevüerra, with HLP rel Chr, Thi-sif: txt ABN p 13. 86 Thl-fin. 

erroncously suppose Adrumetum to be 
meant, on the north coast of Africa (Winer, 
Realw.). whey [els] ro .] 
The bracketed els is in all probability an 
insertion to help off the barshness of the 
construction. But the accusative is indi- 
cative of the direction. We have ЎАбє 
TloAuvelans xo, Eur. Phoeniss. 110. 
See Winer, edn. 6, § 82. 1, on the accus. 
after neuter verbs, and Bernhardy, Syn- 
tax, pp. 114 ff, and other instances in 
Wetstein. Ap х.] See ch. xix. 
29; хх. 4; Col. iv. 10; Philem. 24. In 
Col. iv. 10, Paul calls him his M n- 
Awros, but perhaps only figuratively: the 
same term is applied to Epaphras, Philem. 
23, where follows "Aplarapxos, Anas, 
Aouxas, of góve pov. 3. Tas] 
This celebrated city is generally joined in 
the N. T. with Tyre, from which it was 
distant 200 stadia (Strabo, xvi. 756 fl.), 
and of which it was probably the mother 
city. It was within the lot of the tribe of 
Asher (Josh. xix. 28), but never conquered 
by the lites (Judg. i. 31; iii. 3). From 
the earliest times the Sidonians were re- 
nowned for their manufactures of glass 
(‘Sidon artifex vitri,’ Plin. v. 19), linen 
(rer rar Epya yuvaxay Zi- 
Soviay, Il. (. 290), silversmith's work (Il. 
y. 748, апа Od. о. 115, &c.), and for 
the hewing of timber (1 Kings v. 6; Ezra 
iii. 7). In ancient times, Sidon seems to 
have been under Tyre, and to have fur- 
nished her with mariners (see Ezek. xxvii. 
8). It went over to Shalmaneser, king of 
Assyria (Jos. Antt. ix. 14. 2); but seems 
under him, and afterwards under the Chal- 
dwans and Persians, to have had tributary 
kings of its own (Jer. xxv. 22; xxvii. 3; 
Herod. viii. 67). The Sidonians furnished 
the best ships in Xerxes’ navy, Herod. vii. 
96, 99. Under Artaxerxes Ochus Sidon 
freed itself, but was by him, after a severe 
siege, taken and destroyed (Diod. Sic. xvi. 
43 ff.). It was rebuilt, and soon after went 

olyb. i. 68. 13. (oc, Wied. i. 6. ria, ch. xxviii. 2. 
Xen. Mem. iv. 6. 6 (often). 

vixéws, 3 rjj Te *ётёра " xarny One eis Ydava, S 
Oparras те б Io тф Ia " ypnoápevos * érérpedrev 
mpos Tovs Y hidous mopeuGévrs * érripedelas * rvyeiy. 
кєдє * àvaxÜévres rene qνẽ tiv Kumpov 8:4 тд 

b ver. 7 only t. 

ӨєссаЛоикему, adding 3e [те с] aprorapy. x. сек. [0] 197 syr 

sovAvavos А. 

тес 

cibora Ni. 

over to Alexander, keeping its own vassal 
kings. After his death it was alternatel 
under Syrian and Egyptian rule, till it fell 
under the Romans. e present Saida is 
west of ancient Sidon, and is a port of eome 
commerce, but insecure, from the sanding 
up of the harbour (Winer, Realw. See also 
Robinson, vol. iii. pp. 415 ff., who gives an 
account of the history of Sidon during the 
middle ages). wopev@éyr. | This dat. 
looks very like a grammatical correction : 
the wopevðévra of the rec. would be an 
instance of an acc. with inf. after a dat. 
preceding, as ch. xxvi. 20; xxii. 17. The 
otro here mentioned were probably Chris- 
tian brethren (see ch. xi. 19, where the Gos- 
pel is said to have been preached in Phœni- 
cia; and ch. xxi. 3, where we find brethren 
at Tyre); but it is usual in that case for 
àBeA$ol or џабтта! to be specified: cf. 
ch. zi. 4, 7. The ériueAelas rvxeiv was 
perhaps to obtain from them that outfit for 
the voyage which, on account of the official 
precision of his custody at Cæsarea, he 
could not there be provided with. 
4. inrewav sailed under, i.e. ‘is 
the lee of,’ Cyprus. Ubi navis vento 
contrario cogitur a recto cursu decedere, ita 
ut tunc insula sit interposita inter ventum 
et navem, dicitor ferri infra insulam." 
Wetst., who also says, Si ventus favisset, 
alto se commisissent, et m ad dex- 
teram partem reliquissent, ut Act. xxi. 8, 
nunc autem coguntur legere littus Ссі, 
inter Cyprum et Asiam." With this ex- 
рава n Mr. Smith agrees; and there can 

ly be a doubt that it is the right one. 
The xara rh 'Acíar róvo: of ver. 2 being 
to the west of Pamphylia (which was not in 
Asin, ch. ii. 10), the direct course thither 
would have been 5. of Cyprus; but having 
the wind contrary, i.e. from the W. or 
N.W. (“the very wind which might have 
been expected in this part of the Mediter- 
ranean at this season (summer). Admiral 
de Saumarez writes, Aug. 19, 1798, We 

4 ка- ... 
H 

e, 2 Macc. zlii. 23.) 
x inf. aor., ch. xxi. 39 reff. pres., ch. 

з here only. Prov. ili. 8. (-Axs, Prov. zi. 2 Sym. At, Luke L 
a эв ch. xxiv. 2 reff, 
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Tovs ávéuovs elvai ° évavr(ovs, 5 TÓ тє d пеё\агуос TÒ ° KATA ax vi 
T)» Kouxíav кад ПадфумМа»  діатћейсартєѕ 8 xarnOopev 
eis Muppa tis Локіас. 9 каке єйрф» о éxarovrapyns 

i Mt. (xv. 

a 5 i a h А 9 N 9 , 12 А 2 . v. 
mroiov "AreEavipivoy ^ mAéov eis rv "талар, !ёрє8{- 1 oniy. 
Bacev ўрӣс eis avr. 
тАоойўутес$ ка} ! H ™ yevopevos d ката thy Kvidov, 

= cb. xxi. 3. (ch. viii. 6 reff.) 
іх. 23 reff. = cb. k here only t. 

б. om туру a 137. 
syr-w-ast. 
118 lect-b : nASoper 25 vulg Syr. 

h ver. 2 reff. 

wAevoarres Ht. 
катулбареу AN : катпхёпие› b d h o 14 88. 67. 66. 76. 93-7-8-marg 

or д 
Bede,: Avorpay N: opar НЇ: cuvpyar m 
[syr-mg-gr Jer], and дра LP 13 rel syrr Chr 

6. каке!бе> А 1 24: какетє m 15. 25. 36. 40. 180. 

i here only. Prov. iv. 11 only. 
m = ch. xx. 16 al, 

g. 
1 ch. xiv. 18 reff. 

add & nuepwr derarerre c 137 

А vulg copt rm ed] weer: Beis gr ede gt Jer,]: euvpa arm[ 

om туу Hr beh klo. 
aft avro ins rovro RIGG disapproving). 

have just gained sight of Cyprus, so invari- 
ably do the westerly winds prevail at this 
season.'" Smith, p. 27), they kept under 
shelter of Cyprus, i. e. between Cyprus and 
Cilicia; and so 8:атлебсаутеѕ, having 
sailed the whole length of the sea off 
Cilicia and Pamphylia, they came to Myra. 
See the account of the reverse voyage, ch. 
xxi. 8, where, the wind being nearly in the 
same quarter (see ver. 1, eb@v3pophoarres 
els T. Кё), the direct course was taken, 
and they left Cyprus at a distance (for so 
Ava. seems to imply) on their left, in going 
to Tyre. On the PiazAecarres, &c., it 
may be well to quote (from Smith) the 
testimony of M. de Pagée, a French navi- 

tor, who, on his voyage from Syria to 
arseilles, informs us that after making 

Cyprus, “the winds from the west, and 
consequently contrary, which prevail in 
these places during the summer, forced ws 
to run to the north. We made for the coast 
of Caramania (Cilicia), in order to meet the 
northerly winds, which we found accord- 
$agly." 5. Mégfa} «та Mópa èv 
«їкос: oradlos bxtp тїз dad ёк) 
ретеброо Aóqov, Strabo xiv. 8,—AérrAos 
ёттерфбедѕ Ard ріку  Mupéur éxively, 
Tfj» re Avoir fonte тоб Мдбуоз, xal els 
Mipa дуе. The neighbourhood is full 
of magnificent ruins; see Sir C. Fellows's 
Lycia, ch. ix. The name still remains. 

e various readings merely shew that the 
copyists were unacquainted with the place. 

6.] The Alexandrian ship may have 
been laden with corn for Rome; but this 
cannot be inferred from ver. 38, for the 
ship had been lightened before, ver. 18. 
On her size, see below, ver. 37. Most 
probably this ship had been prevented 
taking the direct course to Italy, which was 
by the south of Crete, by the prevailing 
westerly winds. Under such circumstances, 
says Mr. Smith (р. 82), “ ships, particularly 

those of the ancients, unprovided with a 
compass, and ill calculated to work to wind- 
ward, would naturally stand to the N. till 
they made the land of Asia Minor, which 
is peculiarly favourable for such a mode of 
navigation, because the coast is bold and 
safe, and the elevation of the mountains 
makes it visible at a great distance; it 
abounds in harbours, while the sinuosities 
of its shores and the westerly current would 
enable them, if the wind was at all off the 
land, to work to windward, at least as far 
as Cnidus, where these advantages ceased. 
Myra lies due N. from Alexandria, and its 
bay is well calculated to shelter a wind. 
bound ship. The Alexandrian ship was 
not, therefore, out of her course at Myra, 
even if she had no call to touch there for 
the purposes of commerce.” т\ќоу, 
the present, should be rendered on her 
voy Т. BpaBvwA.] It is evident 
that the ship was encountering an adverse 
wind. "The distance from Myra to Cnidus 
is only 180 geogr. miles, which, with a fair 
wind, would not take more than one day. 
Mr. Smith shews that the wind was N.W., 
or within a few points of it. We learn 
from the sailing directions for the Mediter- 
ranean, that, throughout the whole of that 
sea, but mostly in the eastern half, includ- 
ing the Adriatic and Archipelago, N.W. 
winds prevail in the summer months; . . . 
the summer Etesis come from the N.W., 
(p. 197); which agrees with Aristotle’s ac- 
count of these winds,—o! érnola Aeyó- 
шеро: plg Éxorres trav те ded Тїз 
€ $eponévor x. (ефдроъ, de Mundo, 
ch. iv. According to Pliny (ii. 47), they 
begin in August, and blow for forty days." 

] with difficulty: not as 
E. V., * scarce, which being also an adv. 
of time, gives the erroneous idea to the 
English reader that the ship had scarcely 
reached Cnidus when the wind became un- 
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mere only+. A) m TrposedwTos ju α s той Avé ov, "UTemAeUcauev THY ABL 
„4 only +. a be df 

озет-1зошу+. Korrgv xarà Lardywvnv, ö Te "apaMeyóuevo, gni 
ire an avr AN] , 7 à * 7 K Ao m o p 13 

ny M ,t eis тотоу тий Karovpevov Ka 
pen vin Affi, d бүү zy mods Aa. ? Pixavoü ёё 

теп. 

7. wposcewyros N. 
8. om Tiva А 183 Syr [ th- pl]. roàs bef ny AN a? 13. for Aacea, adacca A 

40. 96. 109 syr-mg (Alasa): Thalassa vulg xth and mas inentd by Jer: Thessala al: 
отта N3: txt BHrLP р 18 rel syr copt xth-pl Chr ТЫ Œc Jer, (of these, HTLP rel 
(exc m) Cbr ТЫ have (through common confusion of vowels) Aasaia), Aagoaa N!. 

favourable. yev. xará] having come 
over against, as E. V. Ern 
Cnidus is a peninsula at the entrance o 
the Ægean Sea, between the islands of Cos 
and Rhodes, having a lofty promontory 
and two harbours, Strabo, xiv. 2. With 
N. W. winds the ship could work up from 
Myra to Cnidus; because, until she reached 
that point, she had the advantage of a 
weather shore, under the lee of which she 
would have smooth water, and, as formerly 
mentioned, a westerly current; but it 
would be slowly and with difficulty. At 
Cnidus that advantage ceased." Smith, 
p. 37. À *wposeavr.] The common 
idea has been that the prep. in composition 
implies that the wind would not suffer 
them to put in at Cnidus. But tliis would 
hardly be reconcileable with the fact; for 
when off Cnidus they would be in shelter 
under the high land, and there would be 
no difficulty in putting in. I should be 
rather inclined to regard this clause as 
explaining the uóA«s above, and the wpós 
in composition as implying contribution, 
or direction: ‘with difficulty, the wind 
not permitting us by favouring our course.’ 

trewd. Tsee above on ver. 4] т. Kp. 
к. LaAdpdvyny] “ Unless she had put into 
that harbour (Cnidus), and waited for a fair 
wind, her only course was to ran under the 
lee of Crete, in the direction of Salmone, 
which is the eastern extremity of that is- 
land.” Salmone (Capo Salomon) is de- 
scribed by Strabo (х. 4) as df) àxporfpior 
Tb Zaudwior, ёк) T)» Alyurrov ve dor, kal 
тёз 'Poblov vfjcovs. Pliuy (iv. 12) calls it 
Sammonium. 8. рбл тар. | After 
passing this point (Salmone), the difficulty 
they experienced in navigating to the 
westward along the coasts of Asia, would 
recur; but as the south side of Crete is also 
a weather shore with N.W. winds, they 
would be able to work up as fur as Cape 
Matala. Here the land trends suddenly 
to the N., and the advantages of a weather 
shore cease, and their only resource was to 
make for a harbour. Now Fair Havens is 
the harbour nearest to Cape Matala, the 
farthest point to which an ancient ship 
could have attained with N.W.-ly winds." 

Smith, ib. жара\еү. does not, as 
Servius on Zn. iii. 127 supposes, imply that 
the ship was towed (“ funem legeudo, i. e. 
colligendo, aspera loca preetereunt ”), but, 
as Meyer expluins it, that, the places on the 
coast being touched (or perhaps, rather, ap- 
pearing) one after another, are, as it were, 
gathered up by the navigators. Mr. 
Smith (p. 42) exposes the mistake of Eus- 
tathius (adopted by Valpy, from Dr. Fal- 
coner) by which the ship taking the &. 
coast of Crete is nttempted to be explained; 
viz. BusAlueros ў Крӯтт wpbs rh» Bópar: 
whereas there are, in fact, excellent har- 
boars on the N. side of Crete, —Souda and 
Spina Longa. Kakobe Andras] The 
situation of this anchorage was ascertained 
by Pococke, from the fact of the name still 
remaining. In searching after Lebena 
farther to the west, I found out a place 
which I thought to be of greater conse- 
quence, because mentioned in Holy Scrip- 
ture, and also honoured by the presence of 
St. Paul, that is, ‘the Fair Havens, near 
unto the city of Lasea ;’ for there is un- 
other small bay about two leagues to tbo 
E. of Matala, which is now called by the 
Greeks good or fair havens (Autres 
калойз):” (Calolimounias of Mr. Brown’s 
letter: see excursus as above.) Travels 
in the East, ii. p. 250 : cited by Mr. Smith, 
who adds: “ The most conclusive evidence 
that this is the Fair Havens of Scripture, 
is, that its position is precisely that where 
a ship circumstanced as St. Paul’s was, 
must have putin. I have already shewn 
that the wind must have been about 
N.W. ;—but with such a wind she could 
not pass Cape Matala: we must therefore 
look near, but to the E. of this promon- 
tory, for an anchorage well culculated to 
shelter a vessel in N.W. winds, but not 
From all winds, otherwise it would not 
bave been, in the opinion of seamen (ver. 
12), an unsafe winter harbour. Now here 
we have a harbour which not only fulfils 
every one of the conditions, but still retains 
the name given to it by St. Luke." Smith, 
p.49. He also gives an engraving of the 
place from a.sketch by Signr. Schranz, the 
artist who accompanied Mr. Pashley in his 
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P ypóvov %Stayevopévov xal буто Hin ' émichadois тод «acne г, 
*ardoos 8:4 TÓ Kai T)» ‘ynorelay Hon “rrapednrvOévar, зт. „ү 
Yarapyve. б llaüXos 10 Аёуш» афто; “Avdpes, " Ücopó Ir 
Öri * peta 7 08реос xal words * Ünuías ob дбуо› ToU 

only. 
only ?. 
А G 14 

only. (-Asee, 
Wind. iv. 4.) 

з фортіоо xal rob п\оіои GANA xai TOV "syvydw Huan the bis. ch xzi. T only t. 
Wisd. xiv. 1 рее ° ёсесдаі Tov * т\одр. 11 & & éxarovrápyns TQ cay. 

* куЗєрәїїт Kal тё *vavxMjpe uüXXov fémeiDero f) roig Зс ч. 
ziv.1&. 1 Pet. lr. 3. Jer. vill. 20. Dan. (1. 9 Theod. 

w cb. xix. 36 reff. J 3 ie 
y = тет. 31 (3 Cor. xii. 10) only. thw awd rær SuBpwr Оргу, Jos. Antt. Ш. 6. 4, 

зо.) 

only. (-v, Wied, viii. 9.) 
ix. 37. 
end. (- беу, ch. ziv. 5. (crit, Rom. i. 
36. (-b, 1 Cor. Ц. 18.) 
enly$. (Sir. xxi.16. -ri<esy, Matt. хі. 28.) 

Р u = Matt. 
v ver. 22 only 7. 3 Масе. vii. 25, 26 

X = ch. v. 26. axv. 23 al. fr. 1 Macc. 

з ver. 21. Phil. Ш. 7,8 only. Ears vil. 
a ах here (Matt. хі. 30. zziii. 6. Luke xi. 46 bis. Gal. vi. 6) 

b = ch. zv. 36 reff. € ch. Al. 28 reff. 

d Rev. xviii. 27 ошу. Prov. zziii. $4. Esek. xxvii. 8, 27, 38 only. (-v, Prov. xii. 5. nis, 1 Cor. XII. 28.) 
в f == ch. ёе. reff. . е here only 4 

10. беоре Nl. [ue m.] 
p 13 rel 86. 40. 187 Chr, Thl-sif. 

v. 3, 

rec goprov, with b c! o Thl-fin: txt ABH™LPN 
VL ischdf] МЭ lect-12 [copt]. 

11. rec стедето bef parior, with HLP rel syrr [arm, Treg} Thl-sif: txt ABN k m 

travels. There is no ground for identi- 
fying this anchorage with rah ёктў men- 
tioned as a cify in Crete by Steph. Byzant. 
For this is clearly not the name of a city, 
by the subjoined notice, S éyybs Fr rd! 
Aac éa. Nor is there any reason to sup- 

with Meyer, that the name кало 
. was euphemistically given, —because 

the harbour was not one to winter in: this 
(see above) it may not have been, and yet 
may have been an excellent refuge at parti- 
eular times, as now, from prevailing wester? 
winds. Ласа) This place was, until 
recently, altogether unknown ; and from 
tbe variety of readings, the very name was 
uncertain. Pliny (iv. 12) mentions Lasos 
among the cities of Crete, but does not 
indicate its situation. It is singular, and 
tends to support the identity of Lasos with 
our Lasea, that as here Alassa, so there 
Alos, is a various reading. The reading 
Thalassa appears to have been an error ofa 
transcriber from -aAacca forming so con- 
siderable a part of a word of such common 
occurrence. There is a Lisia named 
in Crete in the Peutinger Table, which may 
be the same. On the very interesting 
discovery of Lasea by the Rev. G. Brown 
in the beginning of the year 1856, see the 
excursus at the end of Prolegg. to Acts. 
The ruins are on the beach, about two 
hours eastward of Fair Havens. 9. 
ікауо® хр.) Not ‘since the beginning of 
our voyage, as Meyer:—the time was 
pene at the anchorage. rod whode] 

ot ‘sailing,’ but the voyage, viz. to 
Rome,—which henceforth was given up as 
hopeless for this autumn and winter. 
That this is the meaning of 5 wAois, see 
ch. xxi. 7. And hy observing this, we 
avoid a difficulty which has been supposed 
to attend the words. Sailing was not 

Vor. II. 

unsafe so early as this (see below) ; but to 
undertake so long a voyage, was. 
T)» vnoTeav] The fast, xar’ dtoxf», is 
the solemn fast of the day of expiation, 
the 10th of Tisri, the seventh month of 
the Jewish ecclesiastical year, and the first 
of the civil year. See Levit. xvi. 29 fl.; 
xxiii. 26 ff. This would be about the time 
of the autumnal equinox. The sailing 
season did not close so early: ‘Ex die 
igitur tertio iduum Novembris, usque in 
diem sextum iduum Martiarum, maria 
clauduntur? Vegetius (Smith, p. 46, note) 
de Re Milit. iv. 89. 10. | From the 
use of 6e«wpó here, and from the saying 
itself, it seems clear to me that Paul was 
not uttering a£ present any prophetic inti- 
mation, but simply his own sound judg; 
ment on the difficult question at issue. It 
is otherwise at vv. 22—24. As Smith re- 
marks, The event justified St. Paul's 
advice. At the same time it may be ob- 
served, that a bay, open to nearly one half 
the com could not have been a good 
winter harbour.” Ris 47. 
SBpews is interpreted by Meyer as sub- 
jective—' accompanied with presumption 
on our part but not to mention that this 
would be a very unusual sense; ver. 21, 
кердеех: Th» ÜBpw abr. к. T. (nula, is 
decisive (De W.) against it. n... 
HAlur] A mixing of two constructions, 
see Winer, ейп. 6, $ 44. 8, remark 2. 
This is most flagrant in later writers, as 
Pausanias and Arrian,—see Bernbardy, 
Syntax, p. 360; but is also found earlier, 
е. g. Plato, Charm., p. 165 : ойк ћу alexvr- 
бєй» Bri ph ойх) dp0ds фйуа: elpnadvas. 
Ieseus, тер! rod ФіЛокт. кАтр. p. 57: dredh 
9$ тро:8:ацерартёртке» &s vidy elvai yrh- 
dio» Ebirfuovos тобто . . See other refer- 
ences in Winer, I. e.  11.т.»аукАўре] 

U 
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g here only t. tro [той] IIab ou ^еуодёро. 

XXVII. 

12 8 дрєудётоо 86 тоў 
Г) і е / ` k l е / „лкен. &) POupévos 'inrdpyovros mpòs * wapayeipaclay ! oi mheloves 

reff. m here only. Judg. хіх. 30. 
p Bom. i. 10. xi. 14. Phil ili. 11 only. w bere ош 

11. 1Cor.zvi.6. Tit. fii. 12 0 T5. 
note. (ch. vili. 26, 36. Phil, ili. 14.) u 

p 18. 40 vulg arm Chr-comm, Thl- fin. 
om ABN p. 

HrP rel 
ёиуаутси 

the owner of the ship. Wetst. cites from 
Plutarch, ғабтаѕ n ёкАёуєтои xuBepyfrys, 
kal коВерућту» vaókAnpos. Hesych. : 
уабкАтроѕ, ó Seondrns т. wAolov,—and 
Xen. (Econ. viii. 12: $opríe», бта удокАт- 
pois Képliovs évexa Aera. (Kuin.) 
12.] See above on ver. 8. The anchorage 
was sheltered from the N. W., but not from 
nearly half the compass. Grotius and 
Heinsius's rendering of xps wapaxeiu., 
‘ad vitandam tempestatem, is con 
to usage, besides being singularly incon- 
sistent with the fact in more ways than 
one, For this ратом the anchorage was 
ebGeros, and in it they had (see next verse) 
actually ridden out the storm, before they 
left it. dxeiÓ«v] The кёкєїбєө of the 
rec. would be thence also, as from their 
former stopping-places. Фо(ука] 
Ptolemy (їр. 17) calls the haven Фош:коѓз, 
and the city (lying some way inland) 
Sone. Strabo (б. 4) says, T5 54 бубеу 
le0uós dorw фз éxardy cradley, Éxor 
катокіау 2p pui» тў Bopely bad rr 
"AudiudAAXar, wpbs 82 тӯ уотіф Goch Tv 
Aar. This description, and the other 
data belonging to Pheenice, Smith (р, 48) 
has shewn to fit the modern Lutro, which, 
though not known now as an anchorage, 
robably from the ost up of the har- 

boar, is so marked in the French admiralty 
chart of 1738, and “if then able to shelter 
the smallest craft, must have been capable 
of receiving the largest ships seventeen 
centuries before.” ^ See an inscription 
making it highly probable that Alexan. 
drian ships did winter at Lutro, in the 
excursus at the end of Prolegg. to Acts. 

xarà Alg x. xarà yâ- 
pov] looking (literally) down the 8.W. 
and N.W. winds; i. e. in the direction 
of these winds, viz. N.E. and S.E. For 
Aly and xé&pos are not quarters of the 
compass, but winds; and xard, used with 
а wind, denotes the direction of its blow- 

. opt. Е 
(ass above ск). а — 

bere only. Gen. xiii. 14 al. 

12. тес ОНЕ with H'LP 13. 36 rel Chr.: txt ABN 
т txt ABLN boeh k op 18. 36. 40 vulg 

m hevro ™ Bovdiy ° ávaxÜfjvat éxeiÜev, v el Paras Suvasyro 

o ch. alii. 13 reff. 
я r ch. zaviii. 

only. Ezek, xi. 1 al. 
v here only ¢. 

rec ins rov, with H*LP 13. 86 rel Chr, : 

rec каке:бєу, with р 40. 
yr [copt] arm Chr. 

ing,— down the wind. This interpretation, 
which I was long ago persuaded was the 
right one, I find now confirmed by the 
opinion of Mr. Smith, who cites Herod. 
iv. 110, ёфёроуто xarà xüpa 
and -Arrian, Periplus Euxini, p. 
veer} dxavacraca éepidyn кат” еброр. 
So also xarà for, Herod. ii. 96. And in 
Jos. Antt. xv. 9. 6, the coasts near Cæsarea 
are said to be 80ѕориа 8:4 тёз ката Alfa 
xposBoAds. See also Thucyd. vi. 104. 
In the reff., the substantive is not one of 
motion like Aly, xépos, or фбоз, but of 
fixed location, as HeanuBpla, oxéxos. The 
direction then is towards the spot indi- 
cated, just as in {һе present case it is in 
that of the motion indicated. The harbour 
of Lutro satisfies these conditions ; and is 
even more decisively pointed out as being 
ге "pot by a позе Ps the Synecdemus of 

lerocies, Sowley fro: 'ApdBeva yros 
KAabBos. Now Mr. Pashley found a vil- 
lage called Aradhena a short distance above 
"de ert ang al к= by called Ano- 
polis, of whic teph. Byz. says, ’Apddny 
хфМмз Костаг ӯ 82 уйды Aéyera:, 
8:4 Tb ral byw. From these data it is 
almost demonstrated that the port of 
Phenice is the & port of Lutro. 
Ptolemy's longitude for port Pheenice also 
agrees. See Smith, pp. 51 ff. Mr. Smith 
bas kindly sent me the following extract 
from a letter conteining additional con- 
firmation of the view: *Loutro is an ех- 
cellent harbour; you open it unexpected 
the rocks stand a 4 rt and the town appears 
within. During the Greek war, when cruis- 
ing with Lord Cochrane, ...... chased а 
pirate schooner, as they thought, right 
upon the rocks; suddenly he disappeared, 
and when rounding in after him,—like a 
change of scenery, the little basin, its ship- 
ping, and the town of Loutro, revealed 
themselves.’ See Prof. Hackett's note, 
impugning the above view and interpreta- 



12—14. 

Gécems * кекратткёраг, *apavtes ° дсаоу "apeXéyovro i Lg 
il. 29. Re 

13. Sir. хИЦ 16 al. 
iii. 8. z — here only. (Heb. vi 
only. Se Thucyd. ii. 23 al. b 

d = here only. see note. 

18. vrorrevcarres(sic) R. 

tion; which however does not alter my 
opinion. Dean Howson gives his solution 
thus: “ The difficulty is to be explained 
simply by remembering that sailors speak 
of every thing from their own point of 
view, and that the harbour (see chart in C. 
and Н. ii. 897) does look— from the water 
towards the land which encloses it—in 
the direction of S.W. and N.W.” But 
I cannot believe, till experience can be 
shewn to confirm the idea, that even sailors 
could speak of a harbour as ‘looking’ in 
the direction in which they would look 
when entering it. 18. twonveicavtos | 
as E. V., softly blowing, compare öro- 
pedido. The S. wind was favourable for 
them in sailing from Fair Havens to 
Phoenice. 86E. T. проб. nexpa 

it would now bo a very easy matter to 
reach Phonice. “may be 
translated either ‘weighed,’ or ‘set sail ;’ 
for ancient authors supply sometimes ras 

- Фукбраз, and sometimes rà lorla..... 
Julius Pollux, however, like St. Luke, 
supplies neither, which is certainly the 
most nautical way of ке айты A he 
says, alporres àwb тўз is, lib. i. "dd 
Smith, p. 55. &ccov rap.) They 
crept close along the land till they 
Cape Matala. A ship which could not 
lie nearer to the wind than seven points, 
would just weather that point which bears 
W. by S. from the entrance of Fair Havens. 
We see therefore the propriety of the ex- 
ression &ggov vrap., ‘they sailed close 
у Crete,’ which the author uses to de- 

scribe the first part of their passage." 
Smith, p. 56. The Vulg. has: ‘quam 
sustulissent de Asson, connecting lparres 
with "Accor, and understanding the latter 
asthe name ofa Cretan town. There is an 
Asus mentioned by Pliny (iv. 12), but it is 
in Medi , not on the coast, —and 
the construction would be inadmissible. 
Erasmus, Luther, &c., have taken”Acgoy as 
the accusative of direction, ‘ when they had 
weighed for Assus.' But besides the Local 
objection, this construction also would be 
a harsh, as үү! «з does к с 

progress of their voyage, but only the 
setting out. Heinsius took dpayres = àra- 
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i. 

е i. 
t. 

$arérres, ch. xxi. 8,—'postquam Asos 
attollere se visa est’ (Meyer). But there 
can be little doubt that all of these are 
mistakes, and that decor» is the adverb. 

14. v кат’ abre] These dif- 
ficult words have been taken in three ways: 
(1) (The common interpretation) referrin, 
айтђт to Th» » just antionad 
Thus they might mean, (a) ‘drove (ss 
against Crete, or (В) ‘struck “(blew 
against Crete,’ i.e. in the direction of 
Crete. Now of these, (a) is contrary to 
the expressed fact :—they were not driven 
against Crete. And (B) is as inconsistent 
with the implied fact. Had the wind blown 
in the direction of Crete at all, they, who 
gare themselves up to it, and were driven 

ore it (dwibórres epepducba, ver. 15), 
must have been stranded on the tan 
coast, which they were not. (2) referring 
abris to the ship, understood. This is 
adopted by Dr. Bloomfield and Mr. Smith. 
(The latter, I find by a letter received since 
this note was written, now understands it 
as I have explained it below.) Bat not 
to mention the harshness occasioned by 
having to supply a subject for abrijs whi 
has never yet been mentioned,—a decisive 
objection against this rendering is, that the 
ship throughout the narrative is rb Ao 
not ў vais, in every place except ver. 41,— 
and 7d wA. occurs in the very next clause, 
which, had this been meant of the ship, 
would certainly have been Fg nets Cvrap- 
rache loi 8%, or соуартасб‹істѕ 82 айтӯз. 
(3) referring abris to wpoóérews. In 
that case IAN xar abris must either 
(a) = xaréBaAe» pâs йт airijs, as 
Plato, Euthyph. 15 K, ёж’ ёлт(805 pe xara- 
Raabs деуйАтз à&répxe which is harsh, 
and hardly allowable; or (8) be under- 
stood, taking the neuter sense of BdAAw 
(roraubs «is Aa ANA, 11. A. 722), as 
meaning ‘ blew against it, so as to thwart 
their desi And so Luther: erhob fid) 
wider ihr Bornehmen.“ But this mixture 
of literal and figurative is also harsh, and 
hardly allowable. (4) A method has oc- 
curred to me of rendering the words, which 
seems to remove all harshness, whether of 
reference in айтӯз, or of construction. 
There can be no question that the obvious 
reference of abr3s is to Crete. What 

17 8 
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. ln ei t. GUTAS dveuos * тифок б xaXovpevos * єйраку\оу. 
my àg- 15 8 guvapmaaÜEvros 8ё той TrXolov xal pù Svvapévov ^ ávr- 

re vi. 12 reff. 

14. for car avrn5, kara Taurns R. 
P-corr). 
xrvsev В? 40. 133: evpaxdAvdar u. 
о кал.) wth: euvrpaxnAwy coptſ- wil 

gr 

txt (see note) A Bl(see table) N с 

е. och ha ED TQ àvéuo !émibovres k & HH. 
t. 

A h here only T. Wisd. xii. 14 only. 
(nautical) here bia only. Diod. Sic. zx. 16. (Lev. zzvi. 38. see ch. il. 2.) 

і = "€ ip (ch. zv. 30 reff.) 

om о кал. evp. and avr of evrapr. Pi(ins 
rec evpoxAvday, with H'L P-corr p(evpo x ud) rel Syr Cbr, : evpv- 

: evpaxuxAgwy arm: aquilo maris (omg тоф. 
: evpaxgAer sah: evpaxoder (itacism) 13: 

J, confirmed by Euroaguilo vulg Cassiod,, 
by 18 sah and in some measure (єирак.) by вуг arm copt[-wilk . 

16. Suvopevov Bl. АЙ, exiborres ins Te тЛеоуті к, CucTEe:AarrTes та тта с 137: 
TH жуєоост к. соуауоутеѕ та 10 ria syr - w- ast. 

then is Haley кат’ abris? RAA ap- 
plied to wind may be understood as above, 
neuter, or reflective, ‘blew, ‘rushed.’ 
Assuming this, and that there is no object 
to be supplied between {Валеу and the pre- 
position, xar’ афтйз may surely be ren. 
dered, as in BÑ 82 кат’ ОфАйитою raph- 
vy, rr 'Ibalwy дроу, —катй wérpys, 
&c., viz. down (from) Crete, ‘down the 
high lands forming the coast. It is a 
common expression in lake and coasting 
navigation, that ‘a gust came down the 
valleys? And this would be exactly the 
direction of the wind in question. When 
they had doubled, or perhaps were now 
doubling, Cape Matala, the wind suddenly 
capped. and the typhoon came down upon 
them from the high lands ;—at first, as 
long as they were sheltered, only by fits 
down the gullies, but as soon as they were 
in the open bay past the cape, with its full 
violence. This, the hurricane rushingdown 
the high lands when first observed, and 
afterwards cvrapxd(e» Tb wAoiov, seems 
to me exactly to describe their changed cir- 
cumstances in passing the cape. А confirma- 
tion of this interpretation may be found by 
Luke himself using caregn to express the 
descending of & squall from the hills on the 
lake of Gennesareth, Luke viii. 23, where 
Matt. and Mark have only фуфуето and 
vl rar.. Mr. Smith also suggests xarà 
ToU xnu⁰h,o , Luke viii. 88, as confirma- 
tory. The above is also Dean Howson’s 
view. See, in the excursus appended to 
the Prolegg. to Acts, the confirmation of 
this view in what actually happened to the 
Rev. G. Brown’s party. és 
“ The sudden change from a south wind to 
a violent northerly wind, is 2 common oc- 
currence in these seas. (Captain J. Stewart, 
R.N., in his remarks on the Archipelago, 
observes, “It is always safe to anchor 
under the lee of an island with a northerly 
wind, as it dies gradually away; but it 
would be extremely dangerous with south- 
erly winde, ae they almost invariably shift 

to a violent northerly wind.”) The term 
*typhonic’ indicates that it was accom- 
panied by some of the phenomena which 
might be реа in such а саве, viz. the 
agitation and whirling motion of the clouds 
caused by the meeting of the opposite cur- 
rents of air when the change took place, 
and probably also of the sea, raising it in 
colamns of spray. Pliny (ii. 48), speak- 
ing of ‘repentini fintus,’ says, ‘ vorticem 
faciunt qui Typhon vocater:’ Aul. Gell. 
xix. 1, * ines etiam crebriores . . . et 
figure quedam nubium tremende quas 
Tupavas vocabant?” Smith, p. 60. 
5 I have adopted the reading of 
ABN, according to my principle of going, 
in all cases where there is no overpower- 
ing objection, by our most ancient Mss. 
It may be that edpaxtAewy had become in 
common parlance corrupted into etpo- 
AU, an anomalous word, having no 
assignable derivation, but perhaps arising 
from the Greek sailors having changed 
the Latin termination into one having sig- 
nificance for themselves. Mr. Smith, in 
his appendix, On the Wind Euroclydon,’ 
has satisfactorily answered the objections 
of Bryant to the compound ebpaxtawy,— 
by shewing that epos properly, was not 
the S. E., but the E. wind; and that com- 
pounds of Greek and Latin in the names of 
winds are not unknown, e. g. Kuro-Auster. 

The direction of the wind is established 
те S., from what follows, to have been 
about kalf a point V. E. N. Z.; and the 
subsequent narrative shews that the wind 
continued to blow from this point till they 
reached Malta. 15. cvvapr. 
hurried away, ‘borne along, by it: see 
reff. & бу] It is hardly 
likely that this term, which is used во 
naturally and constantly of men facing an 
enemy (Polyb. i. 17. 3, and eight times 
more), and also metaphorically of resisting 
temptation (uh sévacba: той xpfinacw 
дутофёолиеїу, Polyb. xxviii 17. 18), 
should have been originally a naval term, 

ABLPxw 
abe df 
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84 ti uro res xadovpevov К[М]аў$а, "loytoapey m rer yr 
п = ch. vi 10 

o pós P repucpaeis yevéoOas тўс d ,, 17 Ay &pavres "7...1 
-. ! BonÜclais * éypavro, ‘irofwvvivres Tò Nh, фоВой- p here oniy +. 

only +. Bel & Dr. 33 (33) only, but not =. (-ор,2 Mace. zii. 9, 6.) 
10, Sir. zl. 24 al. (- десә, ch. 2zi. 28. , Heb. xhi. б.) 

6. 

т Heb. iv. 16 only. Ps. vii. 
s ver. 3. 1 Cor. vil, 21 al. L. P. Wied. 

there only. 3 Масе. lil. 19 only. Polyb. zzvii. 3. 4 Plato, Rep. х. 616. 3, elvas yàp ii. 

тобто 1b фес сурбесиоу тоў оўрауоё, 
wepupopar. see Thucyd. I. 29. 

16. [vwexdp. a:] vroBpauovrres В! 93-5. 

„та та T. nn, ovre тата» фууфуоу тї» 

rec xXav-, with AH?LP N(but a 
erased) p rel 18. 36. 40. 197 вуг syr-mg-gr [copt arm] Chr Thi (Ес: xav- B vulg sth 
Jer, Kyra or Keuda Syr, Gaudem Cassiod 
12, -dam fuld: -3a BM p 18. 40. 187 vul 
KAA, the remaining letters are gone at t 

j ree -9n», with HLP rel: -9a» с 26 lect- 
syr syr-mg-gr copt eth [arm]. (A has only 
end of a li ne.) rec d bef tex u- 

py (corre of order 7), with HrLP rel 86 syrr copt sth-pl Chr.: txt ABN m p 18 

17. Вонёчаз Hr c p 86. 96 lect-12: -hay Nei. 

derived from the practice of painti 
on either side of the beaks of ре. ̂  Mere 
prorabi the expression was transferred to 
a shi its usage in common life, 

] So Plutarch de Fortun. Rom. 
cited in note on ver. 26. Either ‘the 
ship,’ ог ‘ourselves,’ may be supplied: 
or better perhaps, seither, but the word 
taken generally—giving up. фарё- 

) ү: we were driven . 0 
6. ier surdus running under 

the lee of. “St. Luke r here as on 

most to his language by selecting 
the most appropriate: they ran before 
the wind io ала of Clauda, hence it 
is фтоЗрамбутез : they sailed with a side 
wind fo leeward and Crete: 
hence it is #werAcvoauer” (Smith, p. 61, 
psg o $i ] Here in, there 
can be little doubt that the name of the 
island was Кадда, or Taba, as we have 
in some mss., or, as in Pliny and Mela, 
Gaudos: bat Ptol. (iii. 7) has KAaédes, 
and the corruption was very obvious. The 
island is the modern Gonzo. б 
сар. pó. r. r. A.] Ороо reaching Cla 
they availed th ves of the smooth 
water under its lee, to prepare the ship to 
resist the fury of the storm. Their first 
care was to secure the boat by hoisting it 
on board. This had not been done at first, 
because the weather was moderate, and the 
distance they had to go, short. Under 
such circumstances, it is not usual to hoist 
boate on a but it had now 5 
necessary. In running down upon Clau 
it could not be done, on account of the 
sbip's way through the water. To enable 
them to do it, the ship must have been 
rounded to, with her head to the wind, and 
her sails, if she had any set at the time, 
trimmed, so that she had no head-way, or 
progressive movement. In this position 

she would drift, broadside to leeward. I 
conclude they passed round the east end of. 
the island : not only because it was nearest, 
but because * an extensive reef with nume- 
rous rocks extends from Gozzo to the N. W., 
which renders the passa idee the two 
isles dangerous’ (Sailin irections, 
р. 307). In this case the ship would be 

ught to on the starboard tack, i. e. with 
the right side to windward.” .... “St. 
Luke tells us they had much difficulty in 
securing the boat. He does not вау why: 
but independently of the which was 
raging at the time, the boat had been towed. 
between twenty and thirty miles after the 
gale had sprang up, and could scarcely fail 
to be filled with water.” Smith, pp. 64, 
66. 17.] &pavres, having taken 

measures to 
en the ship, strained and weak- 

ened by labouring in the gale. Pliny (ii. 
48) calls the typhoon * precipua navigan- 
tium pestis, non antennas modo, verum ipsa 
navigia contorta frangens' Grot., Hein- 
sius, &c., are clearly wrong in interpret- 
ing Bonbel., ‘the help Y passengers.’ 

iroluvrévres т. тА.) u А 
or frapping the ship. “To frap a ship 
ceintrer an vaisseau) is to pass four or 
ve turns of a large cable-laid rope round. 

the hull or frame of a ship, to pe Lan her 
jn а great storm, or otherwise, when it is 
apprehended tbat she is not strong enough 
to resist the violent efforts of the sea: this 
expedient, however, is rarely put in prac- 
tice.” Falconer’s Marine Dict. :—Smith, 
p. 60, who brings several instances of the 
practice, in our own times. See additional 
ones in C. and H. ii. 404, f. Horace 
seems to allade to it, Od. i. 14. 8, ‘ac sine 
funibus Vix durare caring Possint impe- 
riosius Equor. See reff. Ty сурту] 
The Syrtis, on the African coast; there 
were two, the greater and the lesser (al 
фоВера) kal тоб dxotovas Xópreis, Jos. 
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where only t. evo Te шӯ) eis THY " aUprw * éxrécwow * yaXdcavres TÒ АВСІР 
aur, Bet. orebos обтоҳ & ёфёроуто. 18 7 офобрбҳ de * yepalopévov ter к! 
Saane, ен рди * Tf * 680 > HRM émowüvro, 19 xal тў r . t 
i. ^ 

„u. bf. è айтбоуере$ THY ° скєиђи ToU TXolov f ёдрерар' 20 unre 
timi de Аби ure 5d һ ётфагудьтот ! ёт} x mAelovas Su Yeu. ÔE "Mov parre 8 àa pay en pawovtov TAEVAS N E- 

ii. 12. A 3, 9 r bere шу, ‚ Pas, 1хєдФуо$ Te '® ойк ™ OXryou % ётікєциќёроу, ° АХогтд» 
en. 1 

compl. Bir. xiii. 13 (only ?). (t, Exod. з. 19.) z bere only. Prov. zzvi. 10 only. а ch. zzi. 
1 reff. b here only, Jonah i. 6. € alone, Luke xiii. $8 only. Exod. xxi. 39. v. dupa, Matt. 
avi, 21 al. fr. d bere only t. e here only. Gen. zzzi. 35 Ald. (Jonah l. 6?) only. oxevay 
da rde spujpecs, Diod. Sic. xiv. 79. f а $9. Matt. іх. 36. xv. 30. xxvii. 5. Luke iv. 35. xvii. 3 

g ch. vil. 43 reff. only. Gen. xzi. 15. (-wvety, ch. xxii. 23.) h Luke і. 79. Tit. ii. 11. iii. 6 
only. Deut. xxxIIl. 2. (-veca, 2 Thess. Ii. 8. ie, ch. ii. 20.) i ch. xili. 31 reff. k = ch. ii. 

reff. l = Matt. xvi. 3 (xxiv. 20 1 Mk. Johu x. 22. 2 Tim. Iv. 21) only. Job zzzvil. 6. m ch. 
. ^ii. 16 reff. в = here дне v. I. xxiii, 23. John хі. 38. zzi. 9. 1 Сог. іх. 16. Heb. іх. 10) only. Job 

хіх. 3. ^ o = 2 Tim. іт. » 

exnÀeaocir Ni. 
18. for Ze, re А 25 spec Syr wth-pl. 

wore probable than that, as De 

ins xa: bef хал. P [arm]. om то Ni. 

19. rec eppujapa» (corrs £o first person to nit avroxeipes : so Meyer, which ie mach 
ry 2 -aper should have been altered to · ar, to гий 

Totoryro: see note), with HLP rel syrr copt eth-pl Chr.: txt AB*C a b o p 18. 36. 
40 vulg spec [arm], epenyar Bl, ерга R. 

20. rev №! ci appy] g 101. 

B. J. ii. 16. 4), of which the former was 
the nearer to them. іктёсысу] See 
reff. and add фербреуо: тё wredpati.... 
dtéwimror pb tas vérpos, Herodot. viii. 
18. xad. T. скедов] It is not 
ens to imagine a more erroneous transla- 
tion than that of our authorized version : 
‘Fearing lest they should fall into the 

icksands, they strake sail, and so were 
riven.’ It is in fact equivalent to saying 

that, fearing a certain danger, they de- 
prived themselves of the only possible 
means of avoiding it.” Smith, ү Не 
goes on to explain, that if they struck 
гай, they must have been driven directly 
towarde the Syrtis. They therefore set 
what sail the violence of the gale would 
pam them to carry, turning the ship’s 
ead off shore, aha having already been 

brought to on the starboard tack (right 
side to the wind). The adoption of this 
course would enable them to run before 
the gale, and yet keep wide of the African 
coast, which we know they did. But what 
is xak. Tò oxetos? It is interpreted by 
Meyer, De W., and most Commentators, of 
striking sail (as E.V.): but this (see above) 
could not be: “In a storm with a contrary 
wind or on a lee-shore, a ship is obliged 
to lie-to under a very low sail: some sail 
is absolutely necessary to keep the ship 
steady, otherwise she would pitch about 
like a cork, and roll so deep ав to strain 
and work herself to pieces." Encycl. Brit. 
art. ‘Seamanship:’ Smith, p. 72, who 
interprets the words, lowering the gear, 
i. e. sending down upon deck the gear con- 
nected with the fair-weather sails, such as 
the suppara, or top-sails. A modern ship 

om Aorro В. 

sends down top-gailant masts and yards, a 
cutter strikes ber topmast, when preparing 
for а gale. In this case it was perhaps 
the heavy yard which the ancient ships 
carried, with the sail attached to it, aud 
the heavy ropes, which would by their 
top-weight produce uneasiness of motion 
as well as resistance to the wind. See a 
letter addressed to Mr. Smith by Capt. 
Spratt, R.N., quoted in C. and H. ii. 
p. 406, note 5. ovres] i.e. “not 
only with the ship undergirded, and made 
snug, but with storm-sails set, and on the 
starboard tack, which was the only course 
by which she could avoid falling into the 
Syrtis.” Smith, ib. 18. #кВо\. dros. ] 
“Tbe technical terms for taking cargo 
out of a ship, given by Julius Pollux, are 
ard ob дтофортісасбоі, cola Thr 
рабу, éweAdQpurat, фкВо\ў»> rorhoacGa тё» 
Q$opríer. So that both bere, and after- 
wards in ver. 88 (фкофф:(о» т. rA), Bt. 
Luke uses appropriate technical phrases." 
Smith, ib. Of what the freight con- 
sisted, wo have no intimation. Perhaps 
not of wheat, on account of the separate 
ee oN ies oF See ref. 19. v. 

T.T oxevh is the furni- 
tere of the shi eae ене all 
kinds, cooking utensils, and the spare rig- 
ging. atréyapes is used with ¥pýnpav 
as shewing the urgency of the da 
when the seamen would with their own 
hands, cast away what otherwiso was 
needful to the ship and themselves. This 
not being seen, abróx. has been vr at 
to imply the first person, and dg, 

crept in: see var. readd. 20. 
The sun and stars were the only guides 
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P терірреѓто éXrris traca d тоў cater Gas Jude. 21 r P = 3 Cor. Ш. 
te ‘aottias “unapyovons, tote ‘'orabeis ò llaüXos у 87 e 
péow abr elmev “Ede her, à avdpes, © тебарҳјсазутаҳ a conair., ch. 
но pÀ ' åvárjeaðaı апд Tis Криту, " кердўсаѓ тє тїр r ders oniy t. (төш, үш. 

х 8ш» таўтту каў тђр x лий». 22 cal Y Tà Y vow * тараб 2 1 

v * ны * yap ANN ol dena ё TA. & ~ti, Job 
nr 6.) 

ind 2 тм» той molov. B ттарёттт yap ио тайту тӯ te bai лате. 
vukri той Өєо? ob eim [éyo] Ф xal °Хатрєйю dryyexos, Ca xii 13 

34 Xéymy M5 фоВо?, Пайле Кабар ce бе f mapa- “ Чә: 12. f 

ш Kat idov Е xexdpiorat got б Geds партас той vb piast- 
һ mAéovras peta gov. ?5 040 * evOupeire, dvòpes · rio reo pes — 

Jos. Antt, ii. 3.3, y ch. iv. 29 reff. s ver. 9 only (ref. 
a here bis. James v. 13 only. Pa. lavil. li 16 (17) AM. [Trom.] aniy. (елт. 36 al.) 
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xi. heey Al (nr, Mark x. 50. Heb. x. 35.) er ch. xv. Xn à [Joha 
viii. 10.) ch. xv. M. хх. 23. Deut. i. 38. e ch. vii. 7 re = Rom. ziv. 10, 
vii. 10, g 3 Cor. ii. 10 reff. 1 fly 

rec таса bef Aris, with СНІРМ rel 86 Chr,: s. у eà. L [а]: txt AB k m p13 vulg 
spec. 

21. rec de, with HLP rel вуг copt Chr, : txt ABCN c p 18. 40. 187 vulg spec Syr 
seth-p] [arm] Thl-fin. om tore A 2]. eppeow А. for avTær, quer с 137. 

om rns Hr (9). (npsyua»(sic) P. 
23. axoBAn(sic) оидеша bef yuxns Ni 80. 
s ins pil ere эң Nl. 

g [spec] arm Chr 
of order), with Ht "LP 

rec тт vuxTi bef таит: txt ABCH'TLP(N) rel 40. 187 
Thl.sif (Thl-fln om таот.). rec ayyeAos bef rou бео» (corra 

rel vulg ; bef w x. Aarpeve 13: txt ABCM m 40, 
rec om eye, with BO HLP p 13 rel spec Chr, : ins ACN 40 vulg copt 

th arm. 

the ancients when out of sight of land. 
The expression, all hope was taken away, 
seems, as Mr. Smith has noticed, to betoken 
that a greater evil гр the mere force of 
the storm me haps had some little 
abated :— Alyou seems to imply 
that it still үкө raged, but not as before) 
was afflicting them, viz., the leaky state Y 
the ship, which increased upon them, as 
shewn by their successive lightenings of 
her. 21. Artes] What caused the 
abstinence? А ship with nearly 800 people 
on board, on a voyage of some length, must 
have had more than fortnight's provisions 
(and see ver. 88): and it is not enough 
to say with Kuinoel, * Continui labores et 
metus a perieulis effecerant nt de cibo са- 
piendo non cogitarent.” Much abstinence’ 
is one of the most frequent concomitants of 
heavy gales. The impossibility of cooking, 
or the destruction of provisions from leak- 
age, are the principal causes which produce 
it." Smith, p. 76: who quotes instances. 
But doubtless anxiety and mental distress 
had a considerable share init. rére brings 
vividly before us the 5 of the 
фота — when they were in that condition, 
ENIM and exhausted with fasting and 

J 'lecrifecisse, to 
moe gained, not = io have incurred, 

bat to have turned to your own account, 
i. е. ‘to have or avoided.’ So Jos. 
in ref. Aristotle, Magn. Mor. ii. 8, $ xarà 
Adyor (aplay a AaBeiv, Tò» тоюбтоу 
nepidvarra ebrvx$ v (*if he сесара 
it’). Plin. vii. 40, eee uidem injuria 
lucrifecit ille." err. i. 12, eiu. 
eretur indicia “з js mmi (‘may have 
them wiped out, and so make gain of 
them by getting rid of them). w] 
See on oe pius ÜBpw was to their 
persons, the е оет E d 
C. and H. ii. 410, note 4. The 
neglect of precision in ётоВолђ wih où- 
deula .. . . тАў» ToU *Aolov is common 
enough. Во Rev. xxi. 27, ob ph eiséàðy 
d Kel коуфў» si тод» 5 ce 
е of yeypappévoi dv тё В. т. (wis. 
See Winer, edn. 6, $ 67. 1. е. i 
Paul characterizes himself as dedicated to 
and the servant of God, to give solemnity 
to and bespeak credit for his announce- 
ment. At such a time, the servants of 
God are highly esteemed. 34. xexá- 
piorar] “ Etiam centurio, subserviens pro- 
бепе divine, Paulo condonavit capti. 
е «^. Non erat tam periculoso 
rea in tempore pericnlum, ne videretur 
3 iai cal gloriose 

dicere." соё] Paulus, 
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inar. yap TË беф бт. obrus tc rat ! каб dy \трбто» NeXdAnTal 
, uot 26 els иўсоу 8 r Set zue * dr H e. 7 "Ос 8 

k == ver. 17. 
1 ver. 33. 1 reaoapesxatdexnatn vu éyévero ™ Stadepopévey yay év 
Gen. ziv. 5. a? п 0 „ ^. o хр ё [4 ra ^ meh. aii.. тф 'AÓpía, card ° џёсоу тўс ° vuKTos ? Uirevoou oi 4 раўтад 

n zs ch. 
Heb. iil. 8, 
from Ps. zeiv. 

o here only. 
вее т 

: «4 here 
xvi. 30 "t. Josh. Ш. 9. 1 Kings vii. 10 al. fr. 
xiz.19. 1 Chron. xx. 
iL. 7 (from Ps. тШ. 5), 9. zii. 22) only. Іза. lviL 17. 

96. nuas bof dei B. 
97. eweyevero А р vulg: txt BCHrLPRN rel 86 Chr,. 

B3: wposaxew BI: жрозеуу еу с 187: wposoryeyew 40 : spoayaye 
opyvas (twice) b! p 18, so (once) Н“ o. 98. for lst xai, oirives Ni. 

for 2nd evpor, єирореу C!. 

in con u Dei, princeps navis, et con- 
siliis 3 Ib. 26. 8ei] Spoken 
prophetically, as also ver. 81: not perha 
from actual revelation imparted in the 
vision, but by a power imparted to Paul 
himself of penetrating the fature at this 
crisis, and announcing the Divine counsel. 

Mr. Humphry compares and contrasts 
the speech of Cæsar to the pilot under 
similar circumstances: réAua к. 84810: 
pn0ér, àAAà dwibíBou тр тӧхр тё lorla 
ка) 8400 rb %,, TQ жуфоут: wioTeÓuy, 
Sri Kaloapa pipes ка) rh Kalaapos тохту, 
Plut. de Fortun. Rom. p. 518. 27. 
Y driven about, or up and down, 
as E. V., not ‘drifting through,’ as Dr. 
Bloomf., though this may have been the 
Jact; see examples below. Plutarch 
speaking of the tumult during which 
Galba was murdered, тоб popelov xabdwrep 
dy xAtBan Seipo kåre? Scapepopdvoy ( 
bably from Tacitus, ‘Agebatur huc illuc 
Galba, vario turba fluctuantis impulsu, 
Hist. i. 40); Philo, de Migr. Abr. p. 464, 
Фтацфотерісто) robe éxárepor Toixor, &s- 
жер oxdgos bn’ dvayriwy wrevuáror čia. 
Qepóuerov, droxAlyovres. The reckoning 
of days counts from their leaving Fair 
Havens: see vv. 18, 19. iv rẹ 
"А8р(ф) Adria, in the wider em- 
braces net only the Venetian Gulf, but the 
sea to the south of Greece:—so Ptolemy 
iii. 16), $ 3è MeAowdvyngos ópl(erau . . . 
zb дусу kal ueenufplas те "Adpariag 

weAdyei, So also (iii. 4) ) è XueMa 
ópi eTa . . . . dad 84 dvaroddy órd Tob 
'ABplov weAdyous. In fact, he bounds 
Ital. on tbe 8., Sicily on the E., Greece 
on S. and W., and Crete on the W. by 
this sea, which notices sufficiently indicate 
its dimensions. So aleo Pausanias (v. 25), 
speaking of the straits of Messina, says that 

e sea there is Oardcons xemepordry 

u here bis only t. 

r arposaye туй айтоі урар, % кай * Bodicavtes * ebpov 
"ópyviàs elxosı, " @рахй & " Stactycavres xai тамь 
s Borlcavres * єйроу “opyuids бєкатёуте, ?? hoPovpevoi 

bis, Rev. хүШ. 17 only т. (-reads, 3 Kings ix. 97. Jonah i. 6. ) r а here only. (ch. 
s here bis only v. Ot Luke хай. 41. t.-ch. 

v га Luke zzil. 56. ch. v. 34 (John vi. 7. Heb. 
w Luke Exil. 00. xxiv. 61 only. trans., Іва. lix. 3. 

for wposa-yew, wposarvexew 

dens. of те yàp бео rapdocovow 
abrir yt idein Tb кдра éwdyorres, 
ёк rod "ASplov, xa) d &répov werdyous b 
калета: Tuponvér. umwevéouv] What 
gave rise tothis suspicion? Probably the 
sound (or even tbe apparent sight) of 
breakers. “If we assume that St. Pual’s 
Bay, in Malta, is the actual scene of the 
shipwreck, we can have no difficulty in ex- 
pang in these indications must have 

. No ship can enter it from the east 
without passing within a quarter of a mile 
of the point of Koura: but before reaching 
it, the land is too low and too far from the 
track of a ship driven from the eastward, to 
be seen in a dark night. When she does 
come within this distance, it is impossible 
to avoid observing the breakers: for with 
north-easterly gales, the sea breaks upon it 
with sach тоа, that Capt. Smyth, in his 
view of the headland, has made the break- 
ers ite distinctive character.” Smith, p. 79. 

I recommend the reader to study the 
reasonings and calculations by which Mr. 
Smith (pp. 79—86) has established, I think 
satisfactorily, that this ydépay could be no 
other than the point of Koura, east of St. 
Paul's Bay, in Malta. po ye] 
was approaching them. The opposite is 
évaxepeiy, ‘recedere.’ ‘Lucas optice lo- 
uitur, nautarum more.’ Kuin, 28, 

vres) Волі(е», Hyour BdOos Bardo- 
ons petpeiy poduvBtivy xadéry, $ тоюбтф 
Til. Eustath. ou II. e. p. 427 (Wetst.). 

J épyvià onpalves thy {кта- 
ow rd xupõr ody TQ wAdre ToU oThOous 
(Etymol. Magn.) = therefore very nearly 
one fathom. very particular here cor- 
responds with the actual state of things. 
At twenty-five fathoms depth (as given in 
evidence at the court-martial on the officers 
of the Lively, wrecked on this point in 
1810), the curl of the sea was seen on the 

ABCLP 
Na be d 
fghki 
m op 13 
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x vv. 6,7 reff. 
ёк ктт f. 5 

с eÜyovro Sets Іва. xl. 

$vyeiv ёк ToU TÀolov xai íyaXasdvrov Tv & кафт $ ` ceri rel 
eis ту» ÜáXaccav, ?трофаасв; | ds 

1 éxreivetw, yea uren 

e 3 

ёк ® трораҳ » у" Ši 
e ch. x 29. 

31 Флер 6 Палос Bois 
2 Cor. шы: 2 

TQ ёкатортіару Kal той стратиотаіѕ '"Eà»v pù ойто, CER isha 
y- zi. 2. d ch. xii. 18 reff. 

g ver. 36. 
i = ch. zxlii. 18 reff. 

Их. 8 (10). elew. w. xeip, ch. xxvi. 1 lal. 

29. for те, 3e СК c p 13 vulg вуг copt Thl-sif. 

k ver. 41 only v. (-pevs, Ezek. zzvii. 99.) 

6 = eh. ziii. 8 reff. 25 reff, f ch. íz 
h Mark xii. 40 h L. John хт. . PhiL i. 18. 1 Thess. Н. 5 only. Ps. enl. 4. 

l=hereonly. Ps. 

ure (corra to simpler rec 
word), with HrLP rel 36 copt Chr: pyre A: txt ВСК c p 18. 40 Thi-sif. (zov is 
written above the line by №! or corr!) 
Chr, : txt ABCN c p 13. 40 Thl.sif. 
Thl]: txt ABCH'L 

. екфуүн» А c 96. 137-42. 
тоу bef ayxupas (corre of order for ы 
txt ABC m p 18. 40. 

rocks in the night, but no land. The 
twenty fathoms would occur somewhat past 
this: the fifteen fathoms, in a direction W. 

‚ by N. from the former, after a time suffi- 
cient to prepare for the unusual measure of 
anchoring by the stern. And just so are 
the soundings (see Capt. Smyth’s chart, 
Smith, p. 88), and the shore is here full 
of Trpaxeis тбжоі, mural precipices, upon 
which the sea must have boen breaking with 
great violence. 29. ix mpúarns)] The 
usual way of anchoring in ancient, as well 
as in modern navigation, was by the bow: 
anchora de prorajacitur.’ But under cer- 
tain circumstances, they anchored zy the 
stern ; and Mr. Smith has shewn from the 

re of a ship which he has copied from 
the * Antichità de Ercolano,” that their 
ships had hawse-holes aft, to fit them for 
anchoring by the stern. That a vessel 
сап anchor у the stern is sufficiently 
proved (if proof were needed) by the his- 
tory of some of our own naval enga 
ments. So it was at the battle of the 
Nile. And when ships are about to attack 
batteries, it is customary for them to go 
into action prepared to anchor in this way. 
This was ‘he cans at Algiers. There is 
atill greater interest in quoting the in- 
stance of the battle of nhagen, not 
only from the accounts we have of the 
precision with which each ship let go her 
anchors astern as she arrived nearly oppo- 
site her appointed station, but because it 
is said fhat Nelson stated after the battle 
that he had that morning been reading 
Acts xxvii.” C. and H. ii. p. 414. The 
passage from Cæsar, Bell. Civ. i. 25, ‘has 
quaternis ancoris ex quatuor angulis dis- 
tinebat, ne fluctibus moverentur,' is not to 

reo exzecogw, Wi 
5 t Chr. 

ree (for. ката) ess, with HrLP rel 86 
with c d f p sah ¶ th · pl arm 

(«vxorro, so BC : 
s A[N?] d 18: ràwps Ni. rec EAA 
) with H'LPN rel am (demid tol] Chr: 

the purpose, for it was in that case a plat- 
form composed of two vessels, and anchor- 
ed by the four corners. ‘ The anchora 
in St. Paul’s Bay is thus described in tho 
Sailing Directions: ‘The harbour of St. 
Paul is open to E. and N. E. winds. It is, 
notwithstanding, safe for small ships; the 
ground, gene у, being very good: and 
while the cables hold, there is no danger, 
аг the anchors will never start.’”? Smith, 
р. 92. eUxovro] Uncertain, whether 
their ship might not go down at her an- 
chors: and, even supposing her to ride 
out the night safely, uncertain whether the 
coast to leeward might not be iron-bound, 
affording no beach where they might land 
in safety. Hence also the ungenerous but 
natural attempt of the seamen to save their 
lives by taking to the boat. See Smith, 
p. 97. 30.) „We hear of anchors 
being laid out from both ends of a ship 
(ixarépeter), Appian, Bell. Civ. p. 723.” 
ib. diereíveww] because in this case 
they would carry owt the anchors to the 
extent of the cable which was loosened. 

81. dav рў k. r. A.] “Mirum est 
quod reliquos vectores salvos posse fieri 
negat, nisi retentis nautis : va vero Dei 
romissionem exinanire penes ipsos fuerit. 

pondeo, Paulum hic de potentia Dei 
precise non disputare, ut eam a voluntate 
et mediis sejungat : et certe non ideo fide- 
libus virtutem suam Deus commendat, ut 
contemptis mediis torpori et socordim 
indulgeant, vel temere se projiciant, ubi 
certa est cavendi ratio Neque tamen 
propterea sequitur, mediis vel adminiculis 
alligatam esse Dei manum, sed quum 
Deus hunc vel ilum agendi modum 
ordinat, hominum sensus continet, ne 
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m Mach i. 43, petvogty ёр T Toly, Ù z eis свота ov SivacGe. 53 тоте ABCLP 

Gal. 
only. 

n Joht ii. 15 
сау. 2 Kings 

only. "pent «ai elaaav autiy °ёкттєтефу. 33 Р dype $ ob чўрера r- 

Aevy A уіесдаг, * тарєекйМе: б IlaüXos йтартаѕ Heraa- 
o= rs 17 Bey u трофӯс, Ne * Теттарекадбдек@тть onpepov ђиёрау 
кт Tl. 18 

d nt s groe O res, * сто: d tarex etre under Eo. 
Mx xzi.27 34 to * mapa bus Hera agel “трофз" TOUTO yap 

а Da constr., a 
ch. xxiv. 4. 

t ch. ii 46 reff. 
u ch. ix. 19 reff. 
* ver. 21. 

трӧѕ тў Uperépas owrnplas "imápyev oùðevòs yàp 
орь “Opie awd ris reparis * алтоћєітси. 35 rag Se 

watscl Mat, rabra Kal Aav dprov ° ebyapiaTgaev TH беф ! évorriov 
бо. * giv. ch. 

(Ш. 5. х. 24 
reff.) xzviil. 
6. 

х here only t. 
(-ría, ver 
21. 

y dere only. 
Deut. іх. 7. Jer. xx. 18. 3 Macc. v. 27 oaly. 

E Luk 
xxiv. ôl. 
vv. 24 n) 

R so ch. xix 

ch. И. 46 

1 = ch. li. 41 reff. 

dry, kal &к\ісаѕ ўрЁато obie. 
vevópevo, "rávreg Kat ёйтоі *rposeMáfovro "' трофў<. 
87 1 Hue 68 k ai * тйтаз! Wuyai dv TÈ пћойр бакбаии 

s zs ver. 36 only. (ch. xr uci 3 al.) 
омоси ёбу ть 4 * wpoc Adyou 5 Hi 459. 

xiv. 

here on! үт 
gen., Rer. Hi 17. W 6,3 

36 t ebÜvuo, ёё 

a= here only. èm- 
h, viii. 16 reff. c Mats. 

e Rom. l. 21 reff f — Luke i. 19. Gen. 
*. 73 Mace: хі. 26 only. (-t, ch. xxiv. 10. Y, 

j Matt. xxiii. 30 bie. Eph. ii. 3 anly. 

91. e» те RN bef peveow Ni e h [vulg syrr Thl-sif]. 
89. rec o: страт:юта: bef алекофа» (corra of order for per. ity) т with HLP rel 

abed Jc 
түш; dou, m dn Hour oí r f t Ta " R, THs S скафт, МЕВАИ 

m ор13 

coptt [arm а bral, : txt ABCN с m 13. 40. 187 vulg syrr Thl-sif. 
33. rec едеАЛе» bef пиера, with HrLP rel (Syr] syr æt ci Cree aye т Thi: txt 

АВСК р 18 vulg. (mpeadAer, 20 BCLP с ] р 18. 40 Thi-sif.) тес under, with 
CHrLP rel 36 Chr: txt ABN 40. wposAapgBavopueroi (corre to suit wposboxurres) 
A 40 lect-13, :AapBop., but д marked for erasure, P. 

34. aft io ins xa: B. vapaxa(sic) М. rec wpogiafew (From po. above), 
with HrLP rel Thl-sif: txt ABCN b d hk op 13. 86. 187 Chr, Thl-fin. add +: 
Ni: rwos с [187 Thl-si 
fin: txt BC Hm р 13 

dir for xpos, тро В 101. 
[vulg Syr “н seth-pl arm] Chr Tbl. aif. 

querepas ALP а h syr Thl- 
ft. ovBevos A. 

гес 1 axo) ex (corre from Luke xxi. 18), with H™LPN rel Thi: txt ABC p 
18. 86. 40. 1 
2 Kings xiv. 11. аг 
reese not have pe Lu Ae future, but as 

rec regera: (corre £o LXI, see 8 Kings i.52, 1 Kings xiv. 45, 
Meyer supposes, ато\. were a corra 

there, ov pn erat), with НЕР rel вуг sah 
Jrom Luke xxi. 18, we 

txt ABCN m p 18. 40 vulg Syr copt sth arm Thi-fin. 
ur rec ere (corra to more usual form), with НР p 18 rel 86 [ Bas, Chr,]: txt 
ABCN 24. "qvx 
[evyapiorycas re(appy) К]. 

36. avavyres Ni(but a erased). 
Bare 187: ueraAaBar(sic) N. 

. P [l m) p 187: evyapiorncas №: ка ео дарттт}таз 40 

wposeAaBor А 40: wposeAauBaror с: pereAap- 

87. гес nuev (corra to more usual form), with CHTLP 13. 86 rel Chr.: txt ABN p 
rec e» то wAow bef a: жаса v. 

arm (Chr-comm,) ' 
for 8iaxocia: eBOouskorra et, Coe p(so Scriv; [ Tischdf also, ed 81) 

Siaxocia:, ws (mistake arising from œ of N and С оў the numeral, so Tischdf 

ккк sibi metas transiliant.” Calvin. 
38.] This precaution on the part 

of Paul was another means taken of 
providing for their m All would, 
on the Бас have their 
N fully tax po 0. therefore 
eeded recruiting by food. &хрь... еб 

« » . . until it began to be day: i.e. in 
the interval between the last-mentioned 
occurrence and daybreak, Paul employed 
the time, &e. жрозбокдутев waiting 

(corrn of order to connect puxa: and нда 
with HrLP rel [(Syr)) вуг Chr ( Thl-ün ]: txt (A) 

Toluit —om a A k m p, жасо bef a (18 
N (x m p) 18. 40. 137 vulg 

ЫЕ аа, Caracas m]. 
for 

the cessation of the storm. The following 
expressions, бот. Star., б. mposdA., ага 
spoken hyperbolically, and cannot mean 
literally that they had abstained entirely 
from food during the whole fortnight. 
wpós with a gen. (“e salute vestra °) is only 
found here in ЇЧ, T.: compare ref., and 
Arieas xpds devrot Tbv xpnopby elvai, 
Herodot. 1. 76. 35.] „Paul neither 
celebrates an yd (Olsh.), nor acts as 
the father of a family (Meyer), but simply 
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éfSousxorraé£. 38 m gopeégÜévrec be | трофүк " éxoudsfov mi Сор. 

Tò Toiov ° éxBadrAopuevos Tov oro eis тў» Oddraccap. 
39 4 A / Р > / X ^ U a 9 , a re 

Gre $ Pýpépa Péyévero, tiv түй» ойк 9 ётеүйююскор, ionis. 

u égovAevorro, et Suvatvro, "éfocat TÒ Xotov. 

zzzi. 30 
only. 

40 kai p ч 20, 33. 
= and constr., 

[4 a Q 

Tas " ayxupas *tepsedovtes el eis ту Oddaccay, Gua 115.139 
^ А ili. 1. 

з дуёуте$ tas *Cevernplas TOv »arndadiov, xal © érrápavres «= here (Lake 
32,23. John l. 18. zili. 23) only ў. (Gen. xvi. 5.) "ge 

ff. u = Ch. v. $3 reff. zzi. 5 reff. 

ch 

х vi. 
8 Matt, vii. 30 L. 3 Mace. ix. 25. b. 

v — here (ch. vii. 45) only. Thucyd.ii. 90. vv 90 w 
Luke xxii. 51. Exod. Il. 29, 30 reff. x «= here only. (ver. 20 reff.) = 10. 

в ~ ch. xvi. 26 (reff.). a here b James ili. { сыу +. e ch. I. 9. 

[ed 7]) B sah. for ef, verre А: om m. 
~ 88. ins rys bef трофуз HLP dg 1 m Chr,. exBaAopervo: L а. om тз» N'. 

89. for exey., eywockor B 25. for eis, wpos A. rec eBovAevgarro, with 
H'LP rel Chr.: eBovAorro А р gth-pl: txt BCN t) 18(sic) 86 volg [syrr copt arm]. 

for 8vrairo, Bvraror 
vulg [syr] Thl. 

40. wposdortes Ni. 

as a pious Jew, who asks a blessing before 
he eats." De Wette. 86.] When we 
reflect who were included in these rdyres, 
—the soldiers and their centurion, the 
sailors, and passengers of various nations 
and dispositions, it shews remarkably the 
influence acquired by Paul over all who 
sailed with him. 87.] Explanatory of 
wdyres: д. d., ‘and thie was no small 
number ; for we were,’ &c. 38. 

‚т. ж\оїоу ] See above on ver. 18. 
This wheat was tag ay еше of we 
ca rt of wbi isposed 
{азе 18 o was the fore for their sue- 
tenance, the cargo having consisted of some 
other merchandise. And this latter is much 
the more likely, for two reasons: (1) that 
sires is mentioned here and not in ver. 18, 
which it would have been in all probability, 
had the material cast out there been the 
same as here ; and (2) that the fact is re- 
lated immediately after we are assured 
that they were satisfied with food : from 
whence we may infer almost with certainty 
that å eros is the ship’s provision, of 
of which they had been partaking. It is 
a sufficient answer to Mr. Smith’s objec- 
tion to this (“ to suppose that they bad re- 
maining such a quantity as would lighten 
the ship is quite inconsistent with the pre- 
vious abstinence,” p. 99), that the ship was 
provisioned for the voyage to Italy for 276 

ns, and that for the last fourteen days 
ardly any food had been touched. This 

would leave surely enough to be of conse- 
quence in a ship ready to sink from hour to 
hour. 39.) It may be and has been 
suggested, that some of the Alexandrian 
seamen must have known Malta ; —but we 
may answer with Mr. Smith that “St. 
Paul's Bay is remote from the great bar- 
bour, and possesses no marked features by 

TLP rel 86 Syr sth. 
exowoa: BIC copt wth [arm]. 

) arm] Chr, : txt ABN [m!] p 18 

which it might be recognized.” p. 100. 
xéhwov .... Kerr. al ja 

ereek having a sandy beach. Some Com- 
mentators suppose that it should be alyie- 
Аф» Éxorra кбАхо», since every creek must 
have а beach: but what is meant is, a creek 
with a smooth, sandy beach, as distin- 

ished from a rocky inlet. ёсе] 
ot, ‘fo thrust in,’ as Е. V., but to 

strand, ‘fo ru» a-ground:’ so Thucyd., 
ref., and more in Wetst. 40.) (1) 
They cut away all four anchors (the rep: 
may allude to the cutting round each cable 
in order to sever it, or to the going round 
and cutting all four), and left them in the 
sen (els т. d. in the sea, into which they 
had been cast’). This they did to save 
time, and not to encumber the water- 
am. ship with their additional weight. 
(2) They let loose the ropes which tied up 
e Зу rs. Bir ipi ships hdd steered 

by two la es, one on uarter. 
When баа by the stern in s gale: it 
would be necessary to lift them out of the 
water, and secure them by lashings or rud- 
der bands, and to loose these bands when 
the ship was again got under way.” Smith, 
p. 101. (3) They raised (évaípew, ‘to raise 
up, contrary to xaréxew, ‘to kaul down,’ 
a sail) their йрт фе» to the wind. , It would 
be impossible in the limits ofa note to give 
any ct of the long and careful reason- 
ing by which Mr. Smith has made it a 
pear that the artemon was the fores 
of the ancient ships. І will only notice from 
him, that the rendering mainsail' in our 
E. V. was probably a mistaken translation 
from Bayfius or De Baif, the earliest of the 
-modern writers ‘de re navali,' and perhaps 
the only one extant when the translation 
was made: he says, “est autem artemon 
velum majus navis, ut in Actis Apost. xxvii. 
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d bare only t. TOV * åprépæva 75 eon f careĩxov ! eis. Tov * аёуюћбу. ABCLP 
NS өчү. 21 8 5 de d тотор * d. hae ооу, 1 ётёкећа» fg chk l 

Polyb. L2 mop 
. T» к vaüv' ка} ij дё ! трдра m ёреісаса &petvev ? асаћ№и- 

E X. ToS, 5 $ o mpúpva ? i ro vm тўс ч Blas [T&v ' куратор]. 
only. 2 Kings 43 

Ъ here onl 

тоу elvai TO 

13 only. Ps. смі. 25 
ubere only t. Diod. Sic. xx. 88. вв. (codvpuB., тег. 43.) 

Кыке v. е 08 iva, here only. 

tov ёё ттратиотфь s Воиз) éyévero iva. robe t ea pob- 
ойк хія. Tas aToxTeivwow, uris “éxxohupByoas 'бафоуу o 

riot rb 'АтАаутибе, Strabo, i и. 
only. 3 Каз ix. . ii 

n Heb. xii. 28 . 1 Exod. xiii. 16. шч Ma Ы 2 18 — Ae 
2. Esdr. i. 56 (82). cts only. 

Hom. Od. 4. 148. k here 
nly. Prov. +. б. те, iii. ^r 
reff. - Rev. 

r Matt. тШ. 24 | Mk. sit. 21. Jude 
t тег. 1 oniy. Gen. ххкіх. 30. 

v here only. Josh. vili. 22, 

d here syt Ho 

o ver. 29 

rec артенора, with LP 13[e sil] rel: txt AB*CH'N a b? c d f g 1 m? р syr-mg-gr, apro- 
pora В!. 

41. rec exexe:Aay, with B3H?(erox:Aar) LP rel 96: txt ABI CNR p 18. 40. 
wpupa, xpwry А. єцеғеу А HI(Tischdf ; e чыш. Treg] e h vulg: txt BCLPR 
18 rel Chr,. трууа BI. ie vero L m [b о] 187 lect-12: eAvro К. ата 
Ni k. om тоу kuparer (possibly because the transcriber'e eye passed from тоу 
fo rev in ver 42) ABN! 
er ita s cup, йы Bias 

49. om 3 ins wa bef pnis Rs. 

ir copt]: ins CHrLPN? 13. 86 rel [arm(Treg); but Griesb 
a vi maris vulg : a fluotibus maris wth. 

єкколиВтсаз(віс) N: еукол vu. g 
тес 3:афууоь (grammatical emendation, see note), with k m: txt ABCHTLPN P jt rel 
36. ше ry 

es etenim etiam nunc nomen Veneti vul 
retinent et artemon vocant," These ан 
*velum majus," they rendered by mainsail ; 
whereas the largest sail of the Venetian 
ships at the time was the foresail. The 
French ‘ artimon,’ even now in use, means 
the sail at the stern (mizen). But this is 
no clue to the ancient meaning, any more 
than is our word migen to the meaning of 
the French misaine, which is the foresail. 

The usual technical name of the 
foresail was 8éAay, that of the mizen, èri- 
8роџиоѕ. See on the whole question, Smith's 
Dis issertation on the Ships of the Ancients, 
appended to his Voyage and Shipwreck of 
St. Paul. Mr. Pusey informs me that 
Am translates àpréuema by ‘armnon par- 

rmuo» being its word for aweíos, 
че: r. . and syr. in a note says that 
apre ner is a small armnon at the ship’s 
head." f veven] scil. абра. Dat. 
commodi ;—for the wind (to fill) ;—or 
(according to Meyer and De Wette) of 
irection,—to the wind. (4) They made 

for the beach. The expression, катфуе 
(rav or rnt) els . .. for “ to steer to land,” 
is not uncommon in the classics: cf. 
examples in Wetst. It seems to get this 
meaning by a pregnant construction, “{о 
keep the ship (or, to keep one's course in the 
ship) i E^ m 1 direct it) towards 

J At the west 
end of dt Paul's mals Bay is an island, Selmoon 
or Salmonetta, which they could not have 
known to be such from their place of an- 
chorage. This island is separated from the 
mainland by a channel of about 100 yards 

wide, communicating with the outer sea, 
Just within this island, in all probability, 
was the place where the ship struck, in a 
place where two seas met. ir- 
duadav] dried\Acy is used by Homer 
ref.) in the sense of *adpellere navem.’ 
ts commoner use is intransitive: see 
Hom. ib. ver. 188, and Apollon. Rhod. ii. 
852, 382 ; iii. 575. In Od. e. 114, it is said 
of the ship itself, $те!рф dréxeàce. The 
droxdAAay of the rec. is used several times 
by Thucydides, and has the same twofold 
usage : cf. Thucyd. iii. 12; iv. 28 ; viii. 102: 
they ran the ship a-ground. ** The 
circumstance which follows, would, but for 
the iar nature of the bottom of St. 
Paul’s Bay, be difficult to account for. 
The rocks of Malta disintegrate into ve 
minute particles of sand and clay, which 
when acted on by the currenta, or by sur- 
face agitation, form а deposit of tenacious 
clay : bat in still water, where these causes 
do not act, mud is found; but it is only in 
the creeks where there are no currente, and 
at such a depth as to be undisturbed by the 
waves, that mud occurs. . . . А ship there- 
fore, impelled by the force of the gale into а 
creek with a bottom such as that laid down 
in the chart, would strike < bottom of mad, 
graduating into tenacious clay, into which 
the fore part would fix i Fend be held 
fast, while the stern was exposed to the 
force of the waves.” Smith, p. 108. 
49.) Туа gives not only the ‚ but 
the substance of the Borns. eir counsel 
was,—to kill, &.: this it was, and ѓо this 
it tended. дафуо has probably been 
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8г ёкатоутарулр, Bovropevos " басфта tov Падло», w pse ch. axlil. 
*éxwmducev aùroùs той Y BovAnuatos, éxéXevaoév те Tous zt оа 
Svvapévovs 5 koxvu Pav * ávroppiyavras mpárovs em i Xem 

Cyr. ii. 4. 23. 

THY viv *r, M kal тойс АМАотой$ "obs pé eri Pu iL G. 
à gaviow om ds éri тую» 10 *атф тод molov.’ i Pet. ir. $ 
Kai ottws { ёуёрєто mdvras " бас u ёт} tv wi. 

XXVIII. 1 Kai ” S:acwbévtres 
MeXitn з) voos каМметал. 2 of тє ®ВарӨароь ! rapeiyav 

3) Zo xv. 
5 only. 
ire rep fy 

Beim 
09. 15. 

rote Е éméyvoney бт! 

ov тўи * rod ! ФАаудрютіаь huir = diyavres dp =hereoniy+. 
Tea. xxv. 11 

Symm. ( John v. 2 а = and constr., here only. Lucian, Ver. Hist. i. 30, å 
тес ivy pass., . 19 В ас b ch. sill. 43 reff, € 1 Cor. xi. 31 гей. 

4 bere only. Kings . 5 Kl. ‘vat F(aot AB) АМ. Cent. viii. 9. pres er e see ch. zii 
f constr., ch. iv. 5 гей. g constr., Luk 29. Esek. 2 vi 

44 же ch. zavil. 0. bie. Ron. l. Id. 10 air Il (ls). Cal Ul. 1 а Esek 
xxi. 31. 12 ch. xvi. 16 reff. xxii. 2. 1 Tim. vi. 17 cb. xix. 11 reff. 

1 Tit. fii. ( only . 2 Mace. vi. 22. (- wt, ch. xxvii. 3.) 
55 v. r.] only. Judith ziii. 13. 

48. «xarorrapxos P[ HL Chr, Thl.sif ]. 
for BovAnyaros, Byuaros Ж! : 

yr copt. exxoAvufar В. 
BovAevparos a f. 
awopiparras CN. 

k — 
m = Lube vill. 16, zi. 33. zv. 8 (xxii. 

то» каућо» bef gazura: А 13. 68. 8-po. 
for re, 8e C c p 18. 40. 187 
Tns ys М! c [137]. 

Cuar. XXVIII. 1. aft 3:абосаутез ins oi wepi (rov) sravAor ex Tou $A00s (beginning of 
an ecclesiastical portion) C*-marg L b bg k m o Thl-sif: то» is omd by C? : alii aliter: 

1 1- ot rep T. т (corra to suit ch xxvii. 89 P), with . ВарВаро: 1-marg. ereyrogar 
C?-marg HrLP rel 86 Chr,: txt ABCR c! p 13. 187 vulg syrr copt sth [arm]. 
henry В! [syr-mg-gr arm]. 

2. rec де (alters of characteristic re), with 9 5 = bed vulg arm] copt Chr, : 
tat ABC c p 13. 40 syrr mth Thl.sif. 
(corre to more precise word), with HTLP 

a correction to suit ¢yévere. But the sub- 
junctive after the past is merely a mixture 
of constraction of the historic with the 
historic present, and is where the 
scene is intended to be vividly set before 
the reader. 43.) ica is 
reflective, sc. éavroós. 44. rovs 
Aovwots ] scil. dx) rh» yf» ёби. 
тушу tev dad T. r.] probably, as E. V., 
broken Pon of i ер :—some осе 
р ы ы p: the са»{без being whole 

rhaps of the decks. dia · 
ке ixi] ] may be = diac. к. ddixdrba dxi, 
—а constructio ns, but this need 
not be, as Diac wOfjva: is to get safe through, 
and dt is simply the direction in which the 
act is carried out. XXVIII. 1. Me- 
Мя) The whole course of the narrative 
has gone to shew that this сал be no other 
than MALTA. The idea that it is not 
MALTA, bat Meleda, an island off the 
Illyrian coast in the Gulf of Venice, seems 
to be first found in Constantine Porphy- 
rogenitus, de Adminiculis Imperii, р. 36— 
vicos деубАт тё MéAera Fro Td Мало- 
(ата, hy dr rois xpdteot T. Àwocr. ё 
&yios Aovxüs néurgra, MeAlrny eru 
wposayopeówsr. It has been adopted A a 
our own countrymen, Bryant and Dr. 
coner, and abroad by Giorgi, Rhocr, and 

121 86 Chr, : 
rec 5 

tat C ABÓN [е] p 13. 40 

more recently Paulus. It rests principally 
on three mistakes :—1. the meaning of the 
name Adria (see above on ch. xxvii. 27),— 
2. the fancy that there are no poisonous 
serpents in Malta (ter. 3),—3. the notion 
that the Maltese would not hate been 
called aranea bra idea itself, when 
compared wit e facta, is reposterous 
enough. Itssu are obliged to place 
Fair Havens on the sorf^ side of Crete, — 
and to suppose the wind to have been the 
hot Sirocco (compare ver. 2). Further 
notices of this question, and of the state 
of Malta at the time, will be found in the 
notes on the following verses. Observe, 
their previous state of ignorance of the 
island is expressed by the imperf. éxeyí- 
уюскоу the act of recognition by the 
sor. èréyvøpev [ch. xxvii. 30]. 2. 

) A term implying very much 
what our word natives does, when speak- 
ing of any little-known or new place. They 
were not Greek colonista, therefore they 
were barbarians (Hom. i. 14). If it be 
necessary strictly to vindicate the term, 
the two following citations will do so: 
ler 84 ў ricos abra (Malta) Sowixey 
Kroos, Diod. Sic. v. 12.—4» 8è кел 
korn TdBe dorly, 'E8vrol, Але. 
Жкело!, Dolvixes, Tpões, Scylax, Periplus, 
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Р John xviii. 18. 3 Cor. xi. 21 only. Gen. viii. 22. 
ф, eh. xix. 

1. Luke ix. 6 al. Bir. zziv. 3. 

only. 

ярозвуєларВажоу Ni с [xposeAauf. 187]. 
праз 
ба Ri [vulg]. 

9. сфроуауоу (but с marked for erasure) Ni. 

EIZ ATIQZTOAON. 

a турду ° TposeAáfdovro т 
Tov 4 dea rra. xal Sid то "4rüyos. 3 * систрёјартос дё 

` той Палоо * фроуброу re * п^дос xal ёт:Өёртоѕ ті 
ò тўи "тирд» 'éyióva “ard Tis *бӨЄрилє > 8:еЁе\додса 

з rab her Tij Xetpos avtod. < ws 8ё eldov oi ^ ВарВарог 
a kpepápevov TO Onpiov ёк Tijs Херд GUTOD, трос 4 

гет. 2 Nous éXeyov ° Партос ° форєй ёст б ávÜpwros obros, 

Y itat. Lt TIL. ai 94. 34. xxii. 33 only t. lsa. liz. 6 Aq. 
x hereonly. Job vi. 17. (-Maírectat, Mark ziv. 51.) 

з here only +. trans., Polyb. viil. 8. 3, n papas ry bpyarew eis Pp sets 
9. a Ch. v. 30 ref. 1 Macc. L 61. 

bef rarras 13 lect-12 [vulg] : om nuas 40. 

dvras zuds bia tov P beróv 

s here (Matt. xvii. 22 v. r.) only. Judg. zi. 3 B. 2 Mace. 
only. --Jobxzz.T. Isa. xL 34. 

b eh. xai. 23 reff. 

om rarrar А copt sth[?] Curiis 
rr L 18. 

гес om т: (as unnecessary), with 
H'LP rel 86 syr [Syr arm Thl-sif] Chr,: ins ABCN(perhaps prima manu : in small 
letters) 18. 40 valeot am) Thl-fin, re p. 
A. 

ет:дєутез(гіс) N. add то» ravAou 
rec (for ало) ex (see note), with rel Chr Thl-sif: txt ABCH'LPN be k o p 

18. 36. 40. 187 Thl- fin, a calore vulg. rec еѓелборса (corra, the оом und Out. 
not being elno found in N T, and ile “үе not being seen, vide s гак 
p 13. 36 rel Єһг-сошш, Thl-fin: txt HrLP a d f g 11 10 Thl.sif. кабтфа 
о 36. 40. 137 Chr. 

«ау B. rec eAeyor bef xpos aAAqAovs (corre of order for perspicuity), with 4. 
HLP rel copt [eth(Treg) arm) Chr: om spos aAAgAovs Syr: txt ABCN c m p 13. 
40.137 valg syr ТЫ. 

received a not 

beróv] 
` sequi. 

on us: 1 instance of overlookin 
the present sense of стука. = 
This is decisive against the Sirocco,-whic 
is a hot and sultry wind even so late as the 
month of November, and moreover (Smith, 
р. ae seldom lasts more than three days. 

8. cv rp e]! vincti officium 
faciebat submisse, aliis quoque inserviens." 

1. e] F From the circum- 
stance of the concealed viper, these were 
probabl ен of neglected wood gathered 
in the fo éwiOévrog x.7.4.] The 
difficulty h Es is, that there are now no 
venomous serpents in Malta. But as Mr. 
Smith observes, * no person who has studied 
the chan agan which the operations of man 
have produced on the animals of any coun- 
try, will be surprised that a particular 
species of reptiles should have disappeared 
from Malta. My friend, the Rev. Mr. 
Landsborough, in his interesting excur- 
sions in Arran, has repeatedly noticed the 
gradual disappearance of the viper from 
the island since it has become more fre- 
quented. Perhaps there is no where a 
surface of equal extent in so artificial а 
state as that of Malta is at the present 
бау, апі no where has the aboriginal 

forest been more completely cleared. We 
need not therefore be surprised that, with 
the disappearance of the woods, the noxious 
reptiles which infested them ‘should also 
have disap ” pp. 111, 112. The 
reading ёк т. бри. has been an explanation 
of aed, which here signifies from locally, 
not оп account of.’ To suppose the con - 
verse (“the ard was adop by those who 
as У t the sense was ‘on account of the 

Dr. Bloomf.),—is simply absurd; 
for 1) no man ever could suppose the sense 
of èx in such a connexion to be this: and 
2) even if any one did, he would not have 
substituted another ambiguons preposition, 
ard. Paul had placed the faggot on the 
fire, and was settling or arranging it in its 
luce, when the viper glided out of the 
eat and fixed on his hand. Sto. 

gives the more precise sense, and is a less 
usual word than ¢feA@. The serpent 
Ee out through the sticks. 
афо. attached itself: a usage un- 
кымы in earlier Greek. The narrative 
leaves no doubt that the bite did veritably 
take place. 4.) The natives, who were 
sure to know, here positively declared it 
to have been a venomous serpent. I make 
these remarks to guard against the dis- 
ingenuous shifts of rationaliste and semi- 
rationalists, who will have us believe either 
that the viper did not bite, or that if it did, 
it was nof venomous. тбутив фо». 
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oe by î дсасобёрта ёк тўс Ва\асотс 1) dien Gv ойк єїасєу. а mech. ziu. 
nacer С. 5 4 о үэ , К E $ A A H ar 
двіРн 5 0 pé» ой» ! атотишаёас то Onpiov eis tò пёр čmabev "ы", 
єһк! ойдёр xaxov. бо 02 Етроѕєбдкюр айтӧр b uéAXew Demosth, ӨЗ, 
m o p 13 ; 11; 20. 

‘cripapacdas 1) * кататіттер ! афро vexpov. m émi m ‘Late iz, 
n only. Judg. 

ё adrav " mposõoxwvræv xal ° дєюройит–у e, v йтотоу compl 
` , 1 x.2 

eis avTov yivópevov, * uerajaXopevo, EXeyov айтору elvat € 
7 , ^ ^ ^ : = Geov. 7 Ey бё 'Tois "mep tov тотоу éxeivoy ,] воле 

g ch. iil. 6 reff. h eh. zai. 27 reff. i here only ?. t d toi каї тіряратох d 
cepa, Diod. Ble. ii. 12. k Luke viii. 6. ch. zzvi. М only. Ре. caliv. 14. Leh. ii. 
2. xvi. 26 only. Josh. x. 9. 
rod àrréXtt, Tbuc. il. 

B. J. v. 9. 3, кайф» rp avytég TOv 
vi. 29 Ed-vat. F(not AB) Ald. 
Diod. Sic, i. 65. see ch. xiii. 13. 

om 2nd rns Ni. 
5. «хоту 

187 — 
6. wposeboxovr Hr. 13. 40 Thl.sif. [Ae AA A.) 

m here only. (see ch. zx. 9, II.) 2 Kings lil. 1. peiros ovx d 
6. n absol., ch. xxvii. 33 reff. 

p Luke хай. 4l. ch. xxv. 8. 3 Thess. Н. 2 only. Job iv. 8. 
— peraBaléaÓo:: and freq. act. inter., Job x. 8. 1 Maec. 

т = here only. zotaro тазешойўабав rà тері rag Ogg, 
е 

о w. particip., ch. xvii. 16. 
q here only. Josh’ viii. 21. Joe. 

s cb. iii. 6 

os (corra from ch xiii. 51, xviii. 6? so De W.) AH'L p rel 13. 86. 40. 
hl-fin : txt BPN afm Thl-sif. for какоу, woynpoy с: om Nl. 

т‹красда: А о! 1. 3. 4. 
68: wrexpac@a: lect-12: еџртутрасби 27-9: eusirpag 0a; N! 40, 663. 98-marg 105. 
жроз$окоуутоу A: core L fk p. 

under B. 

40 «Aeyar В. 

беоршщутоу NI: бешртүтаутоу c: Oewpevey 1. 
rec ueraBaAÀoueroi with HTLN 13 rel Съ, : txt ABP be p 

rec бео» bef avror ca, with HTL rel farm] Chr: ewas 
autor бео» A: avrov бео шаа c k m 18 [syrr] Thl-sif: txt BN p vulg Thl-fin. 

ёст.) * vincula videbant, Beng. The 
idea of his being a murderer is not to be ас. 
counted for (as Elsner, Wolf, Kuin.) by the 
member which was bitten (for this would 
fit any crime which the hand could commit), 
—nor by supposing (Heinsius) the bite of 
a serpent to have been the Maltese punish- 
ment for murder ; it is accounted for by the 
obviousness of the crime as belonging to 
the most notorious delinquents, and the apt- 
ness of the assumed punishment,— death 
for death. à 8ixy) Justice, or Nemesis. 
What the Phonician islanders called her, 
does not appear ; but the idea is common to 
all religions. б.] Luke does not во 
much as hint, that any divine intervention 
took place." De Wette. True enough: but 
why j Because Luke believed that the very 
dullest of his readers would understand 
it without any such hint. According to 
these rationalists, a fortunate concurrence 
ef accidents must have happened to the 
Apoetles, totally unprecedented in history 
or probability. Besides, did not the natives 
themselves in this case testify to the fact? 
None were so well qualified to judge of the 
virulence of the serpent, —none so capable 
of knowing that the hanging on Paul's 
hand implied the communication of the 
venom :—yet they change him from a mur- 
derer into a god, on seeing what took place. 
Need we further evidence, that the divine 
Eu which they mistakenly attributed to 
aul himself, was really exerted on his be- 

half, by Him who had said Seis ápovci» ? 
See below on ver. 8. The fact that St. Luke 
understood what the natives said, is ad- 

duced by Wordsworth as another proof 
(see his and my note on ch. xiv. 11) that 
the Apostles and Evangelists common! 
understood unknown tongues. But su 
an inference here has absolutely nothing 
to rest on. Are we to suppose that these 
В4рВаро had no means of intercourse 
with Greek sailors ? 6.] Both these, 
the inflammation of the body, and the fall- 
ing down dead suddenly, are recorded as 
results of the bite of the African serpents. 
Mr. Humphry quotes from Lucan, ix. 790, 
* Nasidium Marsi cultorem torridus agri 
Percussit Prester (аз Africam serpent 
named from this very verb xluxpac@a:): 
illi rubor igneus ora Succendit, tenditque 
cutem, pereunte figura :’ and, of the bite of 
the asp, ix. 815 : * At tibi, Leve miser, fixus 
precordia pressit Niliaca serpente cruor: 
nulloque dolore Testatus morsus, subita 
caligine mortem Accipis, et somno Stygias 
descendis ad umbras." жрос8окбу- 
теу) not, as E. V., ‘when they had looked,’ 
—but when they were g looking. 

.] There is no need to 
supply т. yréuny, though it is sometimes 
expressed :—so ol Acer T ёубрбтер 
к. neraBdAAorrai vp TÀ srapórra, к. TaS 
TÓxcis efkovgi, Lysias, pro Nicia fratre 
(Wetst.): ueraBdAAecSa: Boxe? ка) ob 
Éxer тісті» Т} 2s, Demosth. pro Me- 
galop. (id.), —in neither of which places 
can т. yropny well be understood. 
бебу) Comparabant vel Herculi qui in 
ulnis adhuc jacens angues superavit: vel 
JEsculapio, qui cum serpente pingitur." 
Wetat. and so also Grot. But so much as 
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, Heb. мп 8 у SD, oe TOV татёра тоў llomAiovy * Truperois каў 
21 "де ч. 
(ж, dusevrepip » cvveyópevov с катакєсда” тро dv б 
whe oirt, IlaüXos 4 eie h, kai ° mposevgapevos, fémibeis de Li m 
Xem tyr. 
5. 33. xsipas абтф, ас ато афтдр. 9 тоутоу òè yevopévov kal 
(f. oi Xormrol of ду тй . éyovres 5 acbevelas poor ro t 
rec. -фро- 
vety, 3 Масс. kal h ёдералгейоуто, 10 of xal ToXXats U ,t J éripnoay 

; EXE nef. Huds, каў * àvaryopévots | éméÜevro m rà I^ трд Tas In ypeias. 
gy ge m 

з Matt. тШ. 18 0. Jobn iv. 82 oniy. Deut. xxviii. 33 only. (-docew, Matt. viii. М. a bere only v. 
b == Matt. iv. 34. Luke iv. 38. viii. 37, 45 al. Job Ш. 24. 5 t „ 3 Сог. il. 4.) ae 

1. 30 nag“ Prov. vi. 9. d w. wpds, ch. xi. 3 reff. absol., ch. x. 9 
f ch. vii. 1 g -~ Matt. vill. 17. Luke v. 15 al. fr. Tue B 31, 22. h ch. all.? re. 
і — Rom. Al. 7 вее note). j Sir. xxxviii. 1. k ch ит 18 reff, = here 

only. Xen. Cyr. viii. 2, ( V 2 Pet. i. 3, n ch. xx. 34 reff. 

7. rec rpes bef u,, with AHTLPN p (13) rel 86 Chr.: om а 69: txt Be k m 
40. 137. 

8. rec ы еен with no rel 36 [Synop.] Chr.: -Tepiois 18: -as 25. 40: txt ABHT 
LPN m. 
for erasure. 

wposevt., evtauevos is repeated by Bi, but marked 

9. rec for de, ov» (seemingly more natural copula), with HrLP rel 38 Thi: txt 
ABIN c g k p 18. 40. 187 вуг copt Chr.. 
ко B [copt]. 

10. om o: P 73 lect-18. 

aft yevou. ins vyiovs Hr. om 1st 
rec exovres acdeveras bef еу rn ynow, with Н.Р rel 86 вуг Chr, 

[Thi-sif]: txt ABIN k m p 18. 40 vulg (Syr) сор Thi-fin. 
for ra, Tas A 187: om Ni. 

wponpxor В. 
гес түу xpeav (Meyer 

thinks ras xpeias а gloss for та xpos тт» хреау, — Ре W., that the plur has crept in 
But From ch xx. 34. Bornemann rightly objects (1) that the ras preceding in A 137 

shews the transcriber’s eye to have passed on to ras of таз xpe ias in earlier copies, (2) 
1 that the use of the plur is much rarer than of the sing г: see also note), with 

H7LP р rel 86 Chr,: txt ABIN 13. 40. 137 vulg вуг. 

this can hardly be inferred: nor are we 
sure of the theogony of these Phonician 
barbarians. т Мел:тајоу 
was probably an official title: the more ю, 
as Publius сап hardly have borne еа 
lation from his estates, during his fat ers 
lifetime. Two inscriptions have been found 
in Malta, at Citta Vecchia, which seem to 
establish this view: a Greek one, contain- 
ing the words a(vAos) x(acTpi)kios кор. 
wpovÜus теи po. третоѕ ueAiTOUY коц 
татриу ч Kai 3 ag (Абуобстеф 
сеВастф) % ...., and a Latin one, 
with the ee title, ‘Mel. primus.’ If so 
(and his Roman name farther confirms it), 
Publius was legatus of the Pretor of 
Sicily, to whose Horne Malta belonged ; 
seo Сіс. in Ver. й. 4. 18. фраз 
Hardly perbaps more than Puul an 
his companions, and, it may be, Julius. 
At ver. 10, а special reason had occurred 
for his honouring Paul and his company: 
at present, his hospitality must have been 
prompted by the courtesy of Julius, who 
could hardly fail himself to be included in 
it. The three days were probably till they 
could find a suitable lodging. 8. u · 

is] Hippocrates also uses the plural. 
t probably indieates the recurrence of 

fever fits. бъфвутерр] duserrepia, Ar- 
Tuas" -piov, “EAAnves. Moris ;—dysen- 
tery. Dr. Falconer makes this an argument 
against ‘Melita Africana’ being meant. 
* Such a place, dry and rocky, and remark- 
ably bealthy, was not likely to produce a 
disease which is almost peculiar to moist 
situations.” But Mr. Smith answers, that 

cireumstances of the island 
might produce this change also: and be- 
sides, that he is informed by а yee of 
Valetta, that the disease is by no UR 
uncommon in Malta, bre 
xetpas abre] It is remarkable, that i 
soon after the ‘taking ир of serpents,’ we 
should read of Paul having ‘ laid his hands 
on the sick and they recovered.’ See the 
two in close connexion, Mark xvi. 18. 
10. тоз] The ordinary interpretation 
of this as rewards, gifts, may be right, 
but is not necessary. In allthe passages 
quoted to support it, ref. Sir., Cicero, ad 
Diversos, xvi. 9 A Curio misi ut medico 
honos haberetur"), the expression Tih is 
general, and the contert renders an in- 
ference probable as to what sort of rud is 
meant. Sce especially 1 Tim. v. 8, 17 and 
notes. Here there is no such unavoidable 
indication, whereas the other meaning 

ASILP 
Nabe d 
Tehel 
mop is 
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11 Мета 8 тре uijvas * ávijyOnuev iv тАойр °ттара- och. sin 

cexetia cori èv tH ујсф, “Adetavipivp, ?ттараттд vies mitt 
Atosxovpows. 1? кай < катаубёртєс eis Уџракойсаѕ * èm- у= xxvi. 
єдєей'аце» ђиёраѕ te 18 Bev * 
сарєу є Pio ка} peta plav иёра» " émvyevouévov 

mepehOovres * каттиті]- "Eso 
ech. ziz. 13. 

1 Tim. v. 13. 
^ r , Heb. xi. 37 * vóroy “Sevrepaios Mo eis IlorióXovs, 1$ ob ebpovres fur. jobi 

dd h * rapexhyj@nuev rap avrois ' émipetvar T)uépas «ал. 
only, but not =. wrevpmaros ё ion, Th 

w here only. see ова хі. 39. 1 Kings E. 20. Xen. Cr. 3. 2, beg. 
pass. here only. 

р? 

12. суракоуссаз B(Tischdf). 

1:) ewipeira(sic) A. 

ia rendered probable by the form of the 
sentence, which o to these rial, 
bestowed on them during their whole stay, 
тё Tpbs т. xpelas, with which they were 
loaded at their departure. Render it there- 
fore honoured us with many honours 
(or ‘distinctions,’ or ‘ attentions’). Thy 
xpelay has perhaps been an alteration after 
St. Paul's Arat x. Bls els thy ypelay por 
éréuyare, Phil. iv. 16. 11.] They 
probebly set sail (see on ch. xxvii. 9) not 
Ce. M than o» sixth of the ides of March 
i.e. Mar. 10). Avos- 
xotpovs ] with the sign бү Dioscuri, 
as дубдат: TloxAÍg, ver. 7; not, ‘with the 
Dioscuri as a sign.’ So in the inscription 
found by the Rev. G. Brown at Lutro 
(Phænice) in Crete, given at length in the 
excursus at the end of the prolegg. to Acts, 
we have “ gubernator navis parasemo Iso- 
pharia.” The ancient ships carried at their 
prow a painted or carved representation of 
the sign which furnished their name, and 
at the stern a similar one of their tutelar 
deity. Sometimes these were one and the 
same, as appears to have been the case 
with this ship. Cyril, in Cat., says, Too; 
del was d» rais °`Алеаудрќху pddAwra 
vavo: wpós ye TH *pápp Belid Te ка) els 
«Ud rvpa 'урафёз elvai Total ras. See Virg. 
An. x. 209; Ovid, Trist. i. 9. 1; Pers. 
Sat. vi. 30. Castor and Pollux, sons of 
Jupiter and Leda, were considered the 
tutelar deities of sailors. See Hor. Od. 
1.8.2; 12. 28. 12.] Syracuse is about 
cighty miles, a day's sail, from Malta, 
18.] жериеАббутеє apparently denotes the 
roundabout course of a vessel tacking with 
ап adverse wind.  Tbat the wind was 
not favourable, follows from érryerouérov 
below. Mr. Lewin's account is, “as the 
wind was westerly, and they were under 
shelter of the high mountainous range of 

Vor. II. 

б хеше [for arnx.] H'a b! k 1m o. 

nuep s Tpiow В. 
14. rec (for rap) ev’, with HLP rel Chr, Thi-sif: txt ABIN d m! ы 
I- fin. exiuerarres НҮ с 187 syr(adding apud eos with ast) T 

Ep. Jer. 47 
v Ch. xxvii. 13 reff. 

з constr., ch. ziii. 42, but 
. iv. 90. 

diosxopois P'(corrd appy eadem тали) 

18. vepieAorres BRI. 
18. 86. 40 

: [wewapres 

Etua on their left, they were obliged to 
stand out to sea in order to fill their sails, 
and so came to Rhegium by a circuitous 
sweep." And he cites а case of a passage 
from Syracuse to Rhegium, in which a 
similar circuit was taken for a similar 
reason, p. 736. The day at Rhegium, as 
perhaps the three at Syracuse before, was 
spent probably in waiting for the wind. 

em y. vór.) the South wind having 
sprung up,—succeeded the one which blew 
before. Sevrepatos] viz. after leaving 
Rhegium : a distance of about 180 nautical 
miles. Поть$А\оу$ ] Puteoli (anciently 
Dicearchia, Strab. v. 4, now Puzzuoli) 
was the most sheltered part of the bay 
of Naples. It was the principal port of 
Southern Italy, and, in particular, formed 
the great emporium for the Alexandrian 
wheat ships. Strabo, xvii. 1. Seneca (Ep. 
77) gives a graphic account (cited by 
Smith, p. 117) of the arrival of the Alex- 
andrine fleet at Puteoli: Subito nobis 
hodie Alexandrins naves apparuerunt, quee 
premitti solent et nuntiare secuturz classis 
adventum; tabellarias vocant. Gratus 
illarum a tus Campanis est. Omnis 
in pilis Puteolorum turba constitit, et ex 
ipso genere velorum, Alexandrinas quamvis 
in magna turba navium intelligit, solis enim 
licet supparum (the topsail) intendere quod 
in alto omnes habent naves. Nulla enim 
res que adjuvat cursum, quam summa 
ple veli; illinc maxime navis urgetur. 
taque quoties ventus increbuit majorque 

est quam expedit, antenna submittitur, 
minus habet virium flatus ex humili: cum 
intrare capreas et promontorium ex quo 
* Alta procellos speculatur vertice Pallas,' 
ceters velo jubentur esse contents, sup- 

rum Alexandrinarum insigne est.” 
14.] These Christians were perhaps Alex- 
nudrines, as the commerce was во con- 

X 
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16% re 8e es, eis “Pony, *hémerpámm тф 
d here only. avaA. 6., Job xvii. 9. (e, ch. хх. 11 .} € = ch. zzvii. 1 reff. 

һа constr., ch. zzvi. 1 reff. 

rec nAGoner, with HrIP p rel 86 : eisgA0ouev L: txt ABN.—mA0. bef eis (ruv) ponny AI 
[b k o] p 13. 40 vulg [Syr copt æth(Treg)].—om cy» Al a b c k o 13. 40. 137 Thl-fin. 

15. om o: B 96. 
13 def.) vrarrgcw NI [40]: cuvarrnow g. 
ba Thl-sif: эш» 8). тес аур» w 

g 
ith HrILP rel 

rec e£nA0or, with HrLP rel 36 Chr, : txt BIN, -% A p 40. 
nu, I c d g кор 13. 86. 40 
36: txt ABN p 13. aft 

axpi, х was written by Ni, but marked and erased. 
16. rec Абоце» (the force the compound not being regarded), with LP rel 36 9 

vulg syr Chr, ТЫ (Ec: Або» йт: txt ABIN d m p 18. 40 Syr copt th. (-баде» А, 
but not BN rel. [I doubtful. ]) 
lect-12 8-pe. 

ins ry» bef роит» LN'(N* disapproving) c 187 
* rec aft ins бёкато е тарёбо b f de- rec ренү їз oexaTovTapwos ° тарєоокєе TOUS т 

pious TQ € arparomebápyn(-xo H'LP g! (k P) 1 m), going on тф Sè Пало 
érerpam, with H™LP rel 36 syr-w-ast ТЫ: om ABIR p 40 vulg (Syr) arm Chr, 

siderable between the two places. 
ovres ) after this stay with them : imply- 
ing that the request was complied with. 

15.] The brethren at Rome had 
heard probably by special message sent by 
some of their fellow-voyagers. See a de- 
tailed account of the сае of the journey 
not here mentioned, in C. and H. ii., pp. 
438 ff. тё гері б>] the news con- 
cerning us, i.e. that we were coming. 

"Awalov Spo к. T. Tefe«pvév ] 
Luke writes as one of the travellers £o 
Rome, who would come on Appii Forum 
(forty-three miles from Rome) first. It 
was on the Via Appia (“ Censura clara eo 
anuo (v.c. 442) Appii Claudii, et C. Plautii 
fuit: memorim tamen felicioris ad posteros 
nomen Appii, quod viam munivit et aquam 
iu urbem duxit, eaque unos perfecit." 
Liv. ix. 29), which leaving Rome by the 
Porta Capena, passed through the Pontine 
marshes, as far as Capua. Being not far 
from the coast (Strabo, v. 233), it was the 
resort of sailors ( Forum Appt differtum 
nautis, cauponibus atque malignis.' Hor. 
Sat. i. 5. 3. It has been suggested to me, 
that these ey азе been sailors belonging 
to the canal boats, as Appii Forum is too 
tar inland to have been resorted to by 
sailors from the coast), and an unpleasant 
halting-place for travellers, baving, besides, 
‘aqua deterrima’ (ib. ver. 7). The 
‘Tres Tabernee? was a ‘ taberna deversoria, 
or way-side inn, ten miles nearer Rome. 
Cicero mentions both in the letters to 
Atticus, ii. 10, ‘Ab Appii Foro hora 
uarta: dederam aliam paullo ante Tribus 

Tabernis. The brethren were in two 

parties : some had come the longer, others 
the shorter distance, to meet the Apostle. 
We have in Jos. Antt. xvii. 12. 1, an ac- 
count of the pretended Alexander, on his 
way to Rome, landing at Dicsearchia (Pu- 
teoli, see above), and it is added, wposeA- 
0óvros els T)» 'Póug» Adyou ToU тері 
abroU, way Tb трде “lovdaley wAT6os 
Üxavrid(orres He Suet. relates, on 
Caligula’s return from Germany, “ populi 
R. sexum, eetatem, ordinem omnem usque 
ad vicesimum lapidem effudisse se." ; 
c. 4. And Tacit. Ann. iii. 5, speaking of 
the honours paid by Augustus to the body 
of Drusus, says, “ipsum quippe asperrimo 
hiemis Ticinum usque progressum, neque 
abscedentem а corpore simul urbem intra- 
visse." gap] Both encouragement 
as to his own arrival, as a prisoner, in the 
vast metropolis, —in seeing such affection, 
to which he was of all men most sensible ; 
and encouragement as to his great work so 
long contemplated, and now about to com- 
mence in Коше, —іп seeing so promising а 
beginning for him to build on. 16.] 
[The omission of the words ô éxar. . . . to 
стратохеёарҳе(-хүр) [though too strongly 
attested to allow us to retain them in the 
text] may have been originally caused by 
the transcriber's eye passing from -apxos 
to -apxo, as in Syr. (‘permisit centurio 
Paulo’): this done, the emendation of the 
text so as to construe by ejecting ó éxardy- 
Tapxos was obvious. It does not follow, 
from the singular being used, that there 
was but one prefectus pretorio at this 
time, and that one Burrus;—though it 
may have been so. The prefect mentioned 
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IIa pévew {каб éavrov ov tö * SN,, ore i James i 17 
» s ГА 2 e ^ : ` 

avróv cTparwoTy. 17 '!éyévero бё perà zupa тре І CE 
* * ^ , = 8 

m cvykaMécacÜa. avróv tous бита TY» Iovò ju " mpo- N.. 
TOW" uv Ne $2 abr & Ne отоо Кош. s.s rous” “owvehlovren aura &Xeyev x abro) Eye, , iz 
avdpes dde N ho, ovdév Y évavrioy тоијсас̧ TQ Ааф Å rois nch zi. so 

ie 4 e is * 5 s бет Е 1 AU t Bene M sposo- 9 EÜecip Tois ' татрооіс, * deoptos EF ‘lepocoAvuoy * map- Auer I. o, А f a cf ^ £ ; p = ch. азуї.® 
ABLPN eO00m» eis rde xeipas Tàv ‘Pwpatwy, 18 otrwes “dvaxpl- „Ў u rer. 
a bed f h. xxii. 3 
Ehki vavrés pe €Bovdovro * длто\йтаа 814 TÒ unõepiav “ airlay a. 
шор , ^ Я * 

"Üavárov *imápyew v poi 19 &pvriXeyóvrov 86 70 c. 70 l. 
xvii. 23 'Iovóaiov *fvaykácÓnv * ёткаХётасба: Каісара, оўу 1. “ob avi. 

Pax той EOvous pov E ть * karnyopeiv. W $14 тайтуу v 0.1". 9 rn. 

w ch. ziii. 28 reff. x ch. vill. 16 raff. 
John хіх. 13. Hos. iv. 4. 
1 b = ch. кдй. 15 raff. 1 тей. 
40. xii. 60. Winer, } 44.3. 

[txt and comm). (18 def, but has not space enough for the addition.) 
add еѓо rns vapeuBoA ns 137 demid syr-w-ast. ауто» B. 

8 — ch. zzvi. 11. 

d ch. xxiv. 2reff. 

Y = ch. хаті, 
33 reff. 

Luke хх. 27. eh. xiil. ne Rom. x. 21. L.P., exe. 
al. ii. 3, 14. 1 Macc. Ii. 28. а oh. xxv, 

e constr., cb. xxi. 13, zziii, 17, 15. Luke vil. 

for avr., 

17. тес for avrov, rov таоло», with HrLP rel Syr seth[-.pl(Tisehdf) СЪ]: txt 
ABIN k p 13. 36. 40. 137 vulg вуг copt eth (Treg) arm]. 

гес ard ade bef eyw, with HLP rel 36 Syr Chr written twice by N!. 
de aft cuveAO. is 

( Thl-sif]: txt ABI(N) c p 18. 40. 187 vulg вуг copt arm Thi-fin.—for ey, Ae мхі 
(but сотга). 

18. ins woAAa bef avaxpiwayres с 187 syr-w-ast. 
pe N'(N disapproving). 

ndd arakpuorres Ni. 

10. aft covBater ins kai exipa(orrwr aipe тоу exÓpor hær с 137 syr-w-ast. 
pov ins ov (but marked and erased) Ni. 
txt ABN p 18. 40. 
syr · w-ast. 

might be one of the two who preceded 
Burrus, or one of the two who followed 
him—so that no chronological datum is 
here contained (against Wieseler, who 
builds upon it: Chron. der Apostg. p. 86). 
He attempts to meet the above argu- 
ment by accounting it improbable that 
the prisoners would be coxsigned to either 
of the prefects; this may have been so,— 
but they certainly would be delivered to 
one, not to both ; and the fact might well 
be thus related. Luke is not so precise in 
Roman civil and military matters, as that 
he necessarily should in this case have 
written фә} 28 отратотедарҳо». The 
‘ prafectus pratorio ' was the person offi- 
ciully put in charge with the prisoners sent 
from the provinces: so Plin. Epp. x. 66, 
* Vinctus mitti ad prsefectos preetorii mei 
debet." The prastorian camp was out- 
side the Porta Viminalis, where it had been 
fixed and fortified by Sejanus : see Tacit. 
Ann. iv. 2. [It was incorporated in Aure- 
lian’s walls, and now forms a square pro- 
jection from their line.]] фитрату 
T$ П.) This permission probably resulted 
from the letters of Festus, expressing that 
no crime was laid to the charge of Paul; 
perhaps also partly from the favour of 

aft 
гес катэуортсех, with HrLP rel 36 Chr.: 

add aAA гра Autpacepas Тө Wuxny pov ex Bavarou с 137 

Julius, and bis report of the character and 
bearing of Paul on the journey. 
етратибтү] а Pretorian, to whom he was 
chained ; see below, ver. 20; and note on 
ch. xxiv. 28. 17.) The banishment of 
Jews from Rome (ch. xviii. 2) had either 
tacitly or openly been abrogated some 
time beforethis. Priscilla and Aquila had 
returned when the Epistle to the Romans 
was written, Rom. xvi. 3. Paul was 
naturally anxious to set himself right with 
the Jews at Rome—to explain the cause 
of his being sent there, in case no message 
had been received by them concerning him 
from Judsa,—and to do away if possible 
with the unfavourable prejudice which 
such letters, if received, would have created 
respecting his character. The fact of 
his sending for them, and their coming to 
him, seems to shew (as in the gloss on 
ver. 16: see digest) that he was not im- 
prisoned in the Pretorian camp, but was 
already in a private lodging. 18. 
àBovA. Aroon] This may have been 
at ch. xxv. 8. The possibility of such a re- 
lease is asserted by Agrippa, ch. xxvi. 82. 

19.] ‘My appeal was a defensive 
and necessary step—not an offensive one, 
to complain of my nation.’ The inf. 

X 2 
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Xen. Сут. { 
5. 7, дат 
wapexda- 
Леса. 

f = ch. vi. 40. 

IIPASEIZ AIIOZTOAQN. 

оу THY airíav *rapexáNeca, Ups f Beiv kal t rposNaMjsav 
verev үйр tis ^ éXari&os тоў ‘Iopanr thv !áAvatw ri 
к тєрїкєцмщ. ?loi öde mpós aùròv elrav Heis obre 
lypappata Trepi cod ébetápeÜa ато тїз ‘lovdalas, oUre 
m aGpayéróuevos Tis TOV. ° а8єфӧу amryyerey ў d- 

` М№јаё Ti тєрї coU Tovopóv. L d 8 тард соў 
axovoat à ? jpoveis пері pèv yap Tis 9aipécems Taŭ- 

2." rys 'qvecTóv "uiv otri ӧть "mavraxoó *айут\ёуета. 

XXVIII. 

Ра. lxiv. б. ich. xii. 6 гей. k Luke vil. 25 Mk. Heb. v. 2. xii. 1 only T. 4 Macc. xii. 3. 
1 = here only. (Luke xvi. 6, 7. Gal. vi. 11.) 1 Macc. v. 10. m abeol., ch. xvii. 10 reff. а = ch. 

xxii. ut. xv. 3. о = ch. xv. 38 /reff.) only. р = Rom. хіі. 3 al. 2 Macc. хіт. 28. 
q ch. v. 17 re T — ch. lil. 38 reff. ach. xvii. 30 rell. t ver. 19. 

20. rape (but y erased) N'. 
so R, but , erased. 

21. The greater 
(erway, so ABH'N р. 

for яроѕА., AaAnoa: Hr. ewexey A, 

rt of this ver is def in P, and smaller portions of vv 22 and 23. 
edetaueha bef weps cov А P[sppy] 13 vulg æth-pl 

Thi-fin: txt BH™LN p rel 36 syrr Chr, ( Euthal,] Thi-sif.—for жер, ката R. 
22. axovoa: bef rapa cov LN b d о 40: om axovca: 13.—for т wept Нг. 

rec eri bef ушу, with HTLP rel vulg spec Chr, Thl-sif: txt ABN k m p 13. 40 [Pa- 

aor. of the rec. would point to some one 
definite charge: xaTqyopeiv means to 
play the accuser against my nation in an 
thing:' indicating the habit. 3 
тарєкбћеса is here in its primary mean- 
ing, I have called you to me. 
Sid Tavr. т. alr., for the reason just stated: 
because I have no hostile feeling to my 
nation. Then ёуєкеу yàp . . . adds another 
motive; for not only so, but I may well 
wish to see and k with you, being a 
prisoner for the hope of Israel (see ch. 
xxvi. 6, and notes). 21.) It may 
seem strange that they had received no 
tidings concerning him. But, as Meyer 
well remarks, (1) before his appeal, the 
Jews in Judæa had no definite reason to 
communicate with the Jews in Rome re- 
specting him, having no expectation that 
aul, then a prisoner in Judæa, and the 

object of their conspiracies there, would 
ever go to Rome, or come into connexion 
with their brethren there. And (2) since 
his appeal, it would have been hardly pos- 
sible for them to have sent messengers who 
should have arrived before him. For his 
voyage followed soon after his appeal (ch. 
xxv. 18; xxvii. 1), and was so late in the 
year, that for the former reason it is as 
unlikely that any deputation from them 
should have left before him, as for the 
latter, after him. ad any left within a 
few days, the same storm would have in all 
probability detained them over the winter, 
and they could not certainly have made a 
much quicker voyage than Paul’s ship to 
Puteoli. Still, as casual, non-official tidings 
might have reached them, Paul shewed this 
anxiety. It appears, however, that none 

had come. Olshausen’s view, that the 
banishment of the Jews from Rome under 
Claudius had interrupted the relations 
between the Roman and Judsan Jews, is 
hardly 5 see on ver. 17. 22.) 
Тһе é and дё» are inverted: “pér si 
dicitur non sequente 80, aut intelligi potest 
de, aut omittitur illa pars orationis in qua 
sequi debebat 84, que aliquando precedit." 
Herm. ad Viger., p. 839. It precedes, be- 
cause it connects with the foregoing. 
GE. тарё соў, we beg of thee: вее reff. 

йз alp. ravr. ] To which they perhaps 
inferred that Paul belonged, from ver. 20: 
or they might have wes thus much gene- 
rally respecting him by rumour, though 
they had received no special message. 
Their short notice of Christianity is per- 
haps the result of caution, seeing as they 
did the favour shewn by the authorities 
towards Paul (see Hackett, p. 892): or 
perhaps of dissimulation. Many Com- 
mentators have noticed the omission of all 
mention of the Christian Church at Rome, 
and of Paul's connexion with or work 
among them. And some recently in Ger- 
many (e.g. Bauer) have called in question 
the credibility of the Acts on this account. 
But without any reason: for the work 
of the Apostle among churches already 
Sounded is not the subject of our history, 
and is seldom related by Luke, without а 
special reason. Of the three years at 
Ephesus (ch. xx. 81), —the year and a half 
(ch. xviii. 11), and three months (ch. xx. 8) 
at Corinth, we know from the narrative 
nothing that took place among the Chris- 
tians themselves. Besides, one great object 
of this history is to shew forth Paul as 
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?3 u rakduevor 66 айтф hudpay * Abov трд айтдь eis T u = ch. av. 2 
tt. xxviii. 

Y Eevlay “ arXeloves, ols ®*ё єтЇбето Y Gapaprvpópevos тїр — 
з Bacideiay той * єой, reid тє abroùs тєрї той 'Їттой LI 
%ато Te той *vouov Maucéws xal rv ° rpodnrav, * ánó кы 
de qr pot è ёо  éorrépas. 9% кай ot pèv € érelDovro rois Ne- Hari 
youévow, ot 66 ^ ric rouv. 251 d de дите TOS XXL Var. 

is ili. 

e x Are oro el rr ros тоў Паі\оџу ! pha ' éy, = T юте. 
4 reff. 

бт, ™xadas TÒ mvebpa тд йуюу * inge Sia ‘Hoatov 7%; yp 

ag., ToU mpopijrou robe rois *rrarépas ih 26 N IIopeó- | mel ‚ үт 

АВЕ Р бүт, трос TOV Aaov TOUTOV Kat єілду "Акоў GKOUGETE ka aw. v. wept, here 

ma poe er xvii. 2. (аһ 1 ov ш) cvvijre кай BXérovres BXéyere xal où py тте. c c ch. xi 18 
abd F éraxóvOn yàp 7 xapóía ToU Хаод TovTov, Kal тоф; 43 Kings zzu. 

osiv *Bapéws Tj«ovcav, xai Tos офба\№џойѕ айту o Mate (4,2) 
; ёкйниусаз” шўтоте wow rois ójÜaXuois кай rois doiv гїлї» e zair. 29. 

ly. 

акойдоо KAL тў кардід cuvacw xal" ётотрёўшсы ка, iar uH id. 
25 eh. xvii. 

do aurovs. 8" ууюстӧр оф» úpiv ёстю Ste ois UR A 
ark x , 

16. Luke zziv.11, 41. Rom. iii. 3. ID MIS Wied. z. 7 al. i here only t. Wied. xviii. 
10 only. do. яр. &JAxjÀove, Diod. Sic. i k = ch. xill. 3 reff. 1 Matt. дый. a see 
Ман xxi. 36, m— мч zv. Ta Jer. 1. 13 n ch. iii. 31 reff. ili. 

тей. netr., Rev. um V Bal. see ch. xxi. q Isa. e x 10. 
MAE ziii. 16 from L e) only. "Deut. хал s Matt. ziil. ы еа. 0 only. оа: zzzi. 

35. TE 1. ziv. 37 ” t Matt. хш. 10 only. Іза. 1 Lam. іц. 44 only. 
u = ch. ili, 19 reff. Y ch. xili, 

23. *rec cov, with HrLP rel Chr, : Або» A(-6a») BN k p 13. 36. 40. dia- 
paprvpovp.evos p 36 Thi-fin: &ёанартирадеуо%ь NI; · paueros Ns: таратедецеуоѕ A.[—add 
avreis L.] om Ist re RI; кои reiben d. rec ins ra bef wep: (as rec in ch viii. 
12, and tzt in ch xix. 8), with L rel Cbr,: om ABH'N a c p 13. 86. 40. 187 vulg spec 
[зугт copt æth(Treg) arm]. 

. aft uer ins ovy Ni. 
25. for Ist Be, те NI (96. 40 vulg Syr]. for Zia, жер: ЇЇ. T. T. rarer 

орау bef dia тт. T. poo. A.—rec тудо (most prob altered to conform it to Paul's being 
a Jew, and to the tone of his other speeches: not as Meyer and Bornemann, altered 
to vu. to distinguish him from the Jews, or because the А was solely addressed 
to Jews. The vu. here has an important and characteristic meaning), with HrLP 
rel 86 vulg spec copt [sth-pl arm] Chr, Ambr, : om syr: txt ABN k p 13. 40 Syr 
Ataf ot] Cyr-jer, Bas, Did, [Amm-c,] Quæst,. 

rec Aeyor, with AHF rel 36 [ Bas, | Chr, : txt BLPN f 18 En [Has жүл 
ewe (commoner form), with c Tay. Thi: txt ABEH'*LPN p 18 rel 
axovoyre and Me AE [ml (p) 18 Thi-sif -rere and -yore НЕҢ o rel 
36 [Вав ) Chr Tbl - fin. — om x. BAe. BAey. p cvreire L р Tal- an: тузете 13. 

31. eBapvr6n Ni. aft lst ws» ag ауто» AN b d o 13 tol (Syr) eth - pl arm 
err hl-fin Jer,( (eut: om ках то кард:а тууат» NI. exicTpejovour 
во ELT. N] AE p Thi[-s rec iagwpa (зо in Matt xiii. 15), with E p 13 Chr, : 

txt [so m ABELIN a 1187 Sev ТЫ. 
28. гес er bef ош», with AEHTLPN rel: txt B m p. 

rec 

ormed that indicated working out the Lord's implied command 
ch. i. 8), to preach the Gospel ‘ to the Jew 
rst, and also to the Gentile,’ and, having 

every where done this, it is but natural that 
he should open his commission in Rome by 
assembling and speaking to the Jews. 
23. т. Eevlay] Probably the uíc8wua of 
ver. 80: hardly, as Olsh., the house of 
Aquila. reihe] persuading: not 
* Васы ' as Kuin., nor ‘trying £o per- 
suade.’ leyer well remarks, Рао], on his 

part subjectively, 
by теде»; t that this did not produce its 
objective effect in all his hearers, does not 
alter the meaning of the word. 25. 
alwévrog] they departed, but not before 
Paul had said one saying. It is very 
remarkable, that the same prophetic quota- 
tion with which our Lord his teach- 
ing by g by parani [ Matt. xiii. 14, 16), should 

e solemn close of the historic 
эү] мый 98.] the wopedé. к. cindy 
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gn . €Overw " йлтєетт@Млу TovTO TÒ “* сотђрюру той Ücoi* aol 
x = Lake il. kal! dxovgovra: *. 

i. 17 only. i 
лия. 59 *"Evéuewev Sè * Sveriav б\т èv liw * HE¾i fart, xal 
sa. 15. б. 

. i d , 1 Р \ 3 H ` 7 jan di &тгебёуето тёртаѕ TOUS и eómopevouévovs M айтор, 
wiss, ^ ^ Acte (eh li 31 fenpicoay т?р f$ Васіћ\єіар той 8 Geod кай 8:даскоюу ^ тд 

, 2З. xvii. Á * ^ 

Sen wept ToU Kupiou "сой ypiotod { peta паст ‘rappnoias 
E Ch. xv. 7 , , 

(reff.) only *. FO KO AUTOS А 
ach. xiv. 22 

reff. 
d ch. zziv. 27 IIPAZEIZ AIIOXTOAQN. 

с here only $. (Deut. xxiii. 18.) (-oUoÓet, Matt. zx. 1,7.) d ch. II. 41 reff. 
e w. wpds, here only. Esth. li. 14. f ch. xx. 25 (reff.^. g ch. xix. 8 rell. heb. 
ч n Sir, xix. 30. ich. ii. 29 reff, k here only +. Job xzziv.31 Symm. (-706, Wied. 
vil. 22. 

rec om Tovro (as unnecessary I), with E[-gr] HrLPN? tol Г (Treg) copt(Treg) arm 
Euthal,] Thl: ins ABN! c p 13. 36. 40 vulg E-lat syrr [seth-pl( ischdf)] Chr,. 

(29. *rec ins xai таёта avToU eirovros áTr)AÜov oi 'IovOatot, ro 
ÉxovTes év éavrois * ov rn, with НЕР rel 86 syr-w-ast seth[-rom(Treg) arm- 
usc] Chr, Thl: om ABEN c p 13. 40 am(with demid fuld &c) apec[from the space] 
Syr copt [&th-pl arm-zoh]. (In the paucity of uncial MSS, and seeing that there are 
no considerable varr in the omilted passage, I have treated it аг doubtful. It is 
perhaps one of those many additions which D alone of the firat class Mss would have 
contained, had it been preserved to us, and was inserted on acct of the abrupt transi- 
tion from ver 28 to ver 80: but see notes.)] 

90. rec (for even.) ue , with AEHFLPN? rel 36 Chr.: exenerwer c 137-56: txt B(N) 
є 

р 18.—еуешуау(віс) Ni. rec aft de ins o ra, with HrLP rel 86 tol Syr syr-w-ast 
sth Chr: om ABEN c p 18. 40 vulg copt arm. aft avrov ins iovBaiovs 187 : iov- 
Óuiovs те kai eAAnvas c tol syr-w-ast. 

91. aft 8:8аскеу, add quoniam hic est Christus filius Dei, per quem omnis mundus 
judicabitur tol: aft axeAvres, Ayer ori ovros cri христо rovs o vios rov «ov bo 
OV KOTHOS 0À0S цеАЛє: кріуєсбси вуг demid. om :усоу Nl. at end add agn» с 
15-8. 86. 40-8. 96 am fuld harl вуг Chr-ms. 

SUBSCRIPTION. жрафе тоу аууш» arocroAer AEH'L: om dglm[k 18]: N- 
Oncay ai тр. т. ay. ат. P: TeAos тө pater b 0: TeA. соу беш теу xp. т. ar. 137 : 
T€À0S т. xpat. T. ауу awoor. f: spakeis тою атоєтолоу p: txt BN. 

is referred to himself, in his application of 
the prophecy. These words are not cited 
hy our Lord (Matt. xiii. 14). 28.] 
тобто was probably omitted as superfinous, 

the soldier who kept him,—(1) from the 
expressions here ; he received all who came 
in to kim, but we do not hear of bis preach- 
ing in the synagogue or elsewhere: he 

and Pe pe to suit Luke iii. 6. It adds 
tly to the force: this, the message of 

d's salvation, q.d. ‘there is no other 
Sor those who reject this.’ atrol kal 
ёк.) They will also (besides having it 
sent to them) hear it. “Quod expertus 
erat Paulus in multis Asie et Europe 
urbibus, ut apud gentes sermonis felicior 
esset seges, idem et nunc futurum pro- 
spiciebat." Grot. [29.] This verse 
has not the usual characteristic of spurious 
passages, the variety of readings in those 
manuscripts which contain it. It moy 
perhape, after all, have been omitted as 
appearing superfluous after ver. 25.] 
80, 31.] It is evident that Paul was not 
released from custody, but continued with 

preached and taught with all boldness and 
unhindered, both being mentioned as re- 
markable circumstances, and implying that 
there were reasons why this could hardly 
have been expected: and (2) from his con- 
stantly speaking of himself in the Epistles 
written during this period, as a prisoner, see 
Eph. vi. 19, 20; Col. iv. 8, 4; Philem. 9; 
Philipp. passim, Оп the whole question 
regarding the chronology of his imprison- 
ment,—and the reason of this abrupt end- 
ing of the history, see Prolegg. to Acts, § iv. 
4—7 :—and on its probable termination 
and the close of St. Paul's life, see the 
Prolegg. to the Pastoral Epistles, § ii. 
17 ff. 
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> CANTOS G- Phil. imer. I. 1 IIaüXos * 00\ос̧ "сод ypioroù, 

том b w. 6, 7. 1 Cor. I. [1]2,26. Jude 1 al. enn. 

788585 TITLE.—rec wavAov tov атоттоАо» N wpos pwpatous EFITTOAN : ew. wav. wp. pw. |: 

de df g TOv ayiov kas zarevoruov ажост. тай. єт. mpos po. L 14. 44. 80: wavAou [Car. ] ev. яр. 
rim pe. m: яр. ри. wav. ew. К: wav. es. wp. ро. 17: [Der. т. таусуюи s. т. ar. яр. рш m P: 
nol? 25. p. ew. h:] txt ABCN n о [47] and DLF] at head of pages. (xpos p(. .)a(.)us is [legible 
(47] in C.) 

Cuar. I. 1. xpiorov bef incov з нан see table) am(with fuld tol &c) [arm] Orig, Aug, 
Ambr, Ambrst, [Cassiod,] Bede 

CHAT. I. 1—7.] ADDRESS OF THE EPIs- 
TLE, WITH AN ANNOUNCEMENT OF PAUL'8 
CALLING, TO BE AN APOSTLE OF THE GOS- 
PEL OF THE SON ОР Gop. “ Epistola tota 
sic wnethodica est, ut ipsum quoque exor- 
dium ad rationem artis compositum sit. 
Artificium quum in multis apparet, quse 
suis locis observabantur, tum in eo maxime, 
quod inde argumentum principale deduci. 
tur. Nam Apostolatus sni approbationem 
exorsus, ех ea in Evangelii commendatio- 
nem incidit: ques quum necessario secum 
trabat disputationem de flde, ad eam, quasi 
verborum contextu manu ducente, delabi- 
tur. Atque ita ingreditur principalem totius 
Epistole qusestionem, fide nos justificari : 
in qua tractanda versatur usque ad finem 
quinti capitis." Calvin. Paul in the 
addresses of his Epistles never uses the 
common Greek formula xaípeiv (James i. 
1), but always a prayer for blessing on 
those to whom he is writing. In all his 
Epistles (as in both those of Peter, and in 
the Apocalypse) this prayer is for xdpis and 
elphyn, except in 1 and 2 Tim., where it is 
for xápis, #Аеос, and elpfiry, as in 2 John. 
In Jude only we find fA«os, elphyn, and 
&rydirn. 'The address here differs from 
those of most of Paul's Epistles, in having 
dogmatic clauses 5 inserted: 
—such are found also in the Epistle to 
Titus, and (in much less degree) in that 
to the Galatians. These dogmatic clauses 
regard, 1. the fore-announcement of the 
Gospel through the prophets: 2. the de- 

scription and dignity of Him who was the 
subject of that Gospel: 3. the nature and 
aim of the apostolic office to which Paul 
had been called,—including the persoas 
addressed in the objects o its 1 
tion. 1. 8otdos I. x.] eo also Phil. i. 
and Tit. i. 1 (80x beot, ётбот. $ x. y 
— but usually år. x. I. (2 Cor. Eph. 
1 Tim. 2 Tim.): pe yd Fai x- I. (1 Cor.). 
—simply &хботолоз (Gal.), — Sch x. I. 
(Philem. ), but in almost all these 
the reading varies between ypicrov "Ingo 
and Iny xpicToU. The expression an- 
swers to the Hebr. mim "тур, the especial 
O. T. title of Israel, and of individuals, as 
Moses, Joshua, David, Daniel, Job, and 
others, who as prophets, kings, &с., were 
raised up for the express work of God. See 
Umbreit's note, Der Brief an die Rómer 
auf dem Grunde des alten Testaments 
ausgelegt, p. 153 f. It must not be ren- 
dered slave with Schrader, vag eultor 
with Fritzsche: because, as Mehring re- 
marks, the former excludes the element of 
freewill, while the latter does not express 
the entire dedicntion to Christ. 
wAnrds àwócr.) In naming himself s 
servant of Jesus Christ, he beapenks their 
attention as а Christian speaking to Chris. 
tians : he now further specifies the place 
which he held by the special calling of 
God : called, and that to the very highest 
office, of an apostle; and even more— 
amoug the Apostles, not one by original se- 
lection, but one specially called. Ceteri 
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eAcsau.1. TOM, ©афор!тцёро$ ele d ebayyémov * дєоў, ?ф o- 
Gal. I. 15. : А ar r Ф 
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o Р ^ ca ^ ғор... грог, ace ато ! Даше1д k катӣ k сірка, * тоў ! ôpiobévros vioð Oeod ABCEK 
g here only. [PIN a 

h = Gal. iv. 4. Phil. U. 7. Acts ziz. 26. i Luke i. 85. Joha bcd fg 
k = ch. ir. 1. ix. 3, 6. 1 Cor. x. 18. Gal. ir. 23, hk Im 

1 Acts күй. 28 гей. n 017 

see ch. xvi. 26. 2 Tim. ill. 16. 
vil. 42. (Acts xiii. 23.) 2 Tim. ii. 8. Jer. zzii. 30. 
29 al. Paul only. see John viil. 16. 2 Cor. хі. 18. 

quidem apostoli per diutinam cum Jesu 
consuetudinem educati fuerunt, et primo 
ad sequelam et disciplinam vocati, deinde 
ad apostolatum producti. Paulus, perse- 
cutor antehac, de subito apostolus per voca- 
tionem factus est. Ita Judei erant sancti 
ex promissione: Greci, sancti ex mera 
vocatione, ver. 6. Precipuam ergo vocatus 
apostolus cum vocatis sanctis similitudi- 
nem et conjunctionem habebat." Bengel. 
&vócToÀos must not be taken here in the 
wider sense, of а missionary, as in ch. xvi. 
7, but in its higher and peculiar meaning, 
in which the Twelve bore the title (obs xal 
dwoordAous &róuacer, Luke vi. 18), and 
Paul (and perhaps Barnabas), and James 
the Lord's brother. This title was not con- 
ferred on Paul by the dgopicare 34 uo: of 
the Holy Spirit, Acts xiii. 2, but in virtue 
of his special call by the Lord in person ; 
compare oxevos éxAcyis, Acts ix. 15, with 
dferAetduny, John vi. 70; xiii. 18; xv. 16; 
Acts i. 2. Neque enim iis assentior, qui 
eam de qua loquitur vocationem ad æter- 
nam Dei electionem referant." Calvin. 
ёфәр not in Acts xiii. 2, merely, 
though that was a partu application 
of the general truth: — but (as in Gal. i. 
15, ó ёфорісаѕ де ёк xotAlas unrpds pov) 
from his birth. “Idem Pharisaei etymon 
faerat: hoc autem loco Paulus se non 
solum ex hominibus, ex Judmis, ex disci- 
pulis, sed etiam ex doctoribus segregatum 
а Deo significat." Bengel. alt] for 
the purpose of announcing. ebay- 

бео = Tb ebay. ToU 0., which (see 
reff.) is the usual form. Bp. Middleton 
(on ver. 17) remarks on the anarthrousness 
of Pauls style, and cites from Dion. 
Hal. de Comp. Verb. c. 22, as a character 
of the atornpa àpuoría, that it is Aryo- 
otrieruos, RvapÜpos. See the passage 
cited at length in the Prolegomena, § v. 2, 
—the good tidings sent by (not concern- 
ing) God. The genitive is not, as in т} 
ebayyéAior тїз Вас:Хіаз, Matt. iv. 28, 
one of apposition, but of possession or 
origin; God's Gospel. And so, whenever 
the expression ‘the Gospel of Christ’ oc- 
curs, it is not ‘the Gospel about Christ,’ 
but Christ's Gospel; that Gospel which 
flows out of His grace, and is His gift to 
men. Thus in the very beginning of the 
Epistle these two short words announce 

t 

that the Gospel is of God,—in other 
words, that salration is of grace only. 

2.] This good tidings is no new inven- 
tion, no after-thought,— but was long ago 
announced in what God’s prophets wrote 
concerning His Son:—and announced by 
way of promise, so that God stood pl 
to its realization. éwe:dh 88 ка) каото- 
play évexdrouy TQ яріуџат:, Selxvvorw 
abrb mpecBbrepoy ‘EAAhvev by, ка) dv 
тоў pophras xpotiaypapduevory. Chrys. 
Hom. ii. p. 481. vp. &y.] not, ‘in 
sacred writings, —nor ‘in passages of 
Holy Writ?—but in the Holy Sorip- 
tures. The expression used is defined 
enough by the adjective, to be well under- 
Mood without the article;—so яуебиа 
бус. below, -. бую» passim. Sce 
Winer, edn. 6, § 19. 2 (and for nouns in 
government, Middleton, ch. iii. 8 6). Put 
one set of writings being holy, it was not 
necessary to designate them more particu- 
larly. See also above on ebay. Hen. This 
expression (etayy. 8 wpoemnyy.) is used 
in the strictest sense. Moses gave the 
Law: the prophets proclaimed the Gos- 
pel. See Umbreit’e note, р. 159. 
8. wept тоб vloU афто?) belongs to 5 
xpoer. above,—which he promised be. 
forehand, &c., concerning His Воп, i. e. 
* which (good tidings) He promised before- 
hand, &c., and indicated that it should be 
concerning His Son.' This is more natural 
than to bind these words to ebay. бео 
which went before. Either meaning will 
suit ver. 9 equally well. Christ, the Son of 
God, is the great subject of the good news. 

J] not буто, see John i. 
1—3, and notes [nor as in E. V. ‘was 
made. There is nothing in the word 
indicating creation, however true that 
may have been: see John i. 14]. 
kara odpea On the side of His humanity, 
our Lord éyévero; that nature of His 
begins only then, when He was yeróueros 
ёк yuvads, Gal. iv. 4. Ё is here 
used exactly as in John i. 14 4 Adyos 
capt ёуќуєто, to signify that whole nature, 
body and soul, of which the outward 
visible tabernacle of the FLESH is tho con- 
crete representation to our senses. 
The words ёк owdpparog Aave(B cast a 
hint back at the promise just spoken of. 
At the same time, in so solemn an enuncia- 

(47] 
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m éy m dude " xarà " 7rveüua P de 5 ёЁ "арастасеюс m макал. 
Tyexpov, ‘Inood урістод той короо "uv, 5 & ой d- 

n Gal. iv. 29. 
vi. 

ii. 18 (bis). Rev. viii. 11 al. 

tion of the dignity of the Bon of God, 
they serve to shew that even according to 
the human side, His descent had, been 
fixed in the line of him who was Israel's 
anointed and greatest king. 4.] Tho 
simple antithesis would have been, тор uà» 
yevonévou . . . бутоз è víoU Geot xarà 
reha, see 1 Tim. iii. 16. But (1) wonder- 
ful solemnity is given by dropping the 
р and taking up separately the 
uman and divine nature of Christ, keep- 

ing 5 vids abrod as the great subject of 
both clauses, and thus making them, not 
contrasts to one another, but correlative 
parts of the same great whole. And (2) 
the Apostle, dwelling here on patent 
J'acte, —the announcements of prophecy, — 
the history of the Lord's Humanity,— 
does not deal with the essential subsistent 
Godhead of Christ, but with that manifes- 
tation of it which the great fact of the 
Resurrection had made to men. Also (8) 
by amplifying xveiua into sry. &yveg vns, 
he characterizes the Spirit of Christ as one 
of absolute holiness, i.e. as divine and 
partaking of the Godhead: see below. 

épigOévros ] “ Multo plus dicit quam 
&pepiauévos, ver. 1: nam àqopí(erai unus 
e pluribus, ópl(erau unicus. quispiam." 
Bengel. See reff. Nor does it = spoopic- 
Odyros, as vulg. pradestinatus, and as 
Irenæus (iii. 22. 1, p. 219) and Augustine 
de Prsdest. Sanctorum, c. 15, vol. x. 
p. 982:—“ Preedestinatus est ergo Jesus, 
ut qui futurus erat secundum carnem 
filius David, esset tamen in virtute Filius 
Dei secundum Spiritum Sanctificationis: 
uia natus est de Spiritu Sancto et Virgine 
aria.” But this is one of the places 

where Augustine bas been misled by the 
Latin:—the text speaks, not of the fact 
of Christ's being the Son of God barely, 
but of the proof of that fact by His Re- 
surrection. Chrysostom has given the 
right meaning: 71 od» tori ópvaOtvros ; 
тод Üex0érros, &àzoparüévros, крдбутоз, 
брохоупдбутоѕ жара тўз &xárrur yrouns 
kal фђфоо . . . . Hom. ii. p. 432. That an 
example is wanting of this exact use of 
the word, is, as Olsh. has shewn, no objec- 
tion to such use; the ópí(e«wv here spoken 
of is not the objective fixing,“ appoint. 
ing’ of Christ to be the Son of God, but 
the subjective manifestation in men’s 
minds that He is so. Thus the objective 
words то» (Acts ii. 86), yerrgy (Acts 
xiii. 88) are used of the same proof or 

5 о here only. see John ziv. 17. 2 Tim. I. T. 1 John iv. 6. 
ii.1. 1 Thess. iil. 13 only. Ps. xcv. б. xcvi. 13. cxliv. 5. 

r 1 Cor. xv. 12 reff. L. P. H. 

19. 1 Cor. iv, 
. 43. 

2 Macc. ill. 12 only. q = James 

manifestation of Christ’s Sonship by His 
Resurrection. So again é3:xacé6n, 1 Tim. 
iii. 16. èv Suvdpat belongs to бр:сббутоз, 
—not to viot de, nor again is it a parallel 
clause to кат. жу. йу. and dt dvacr. vex. (as 
Chrys., who interprets it ётё тар 0avudrov 
&xep tnparre, Theophyl. &c.) manifested 
with power (to be) the Son of God. 
See reff. Kara жура Фусу) 
&ywec. is not = буу»; this epithet woul 
be inapplicable here, for it would point out 
the Third Person in the Blessed Trinity, 
whereas it is the Spirit of Christ Himself, 
in distinction from His Flesh, which is 
spoken of. And this Spirit is designated 
by the gen. of quality, via ers, to shew 
that it is not a human, but a divine Spirit 
which is attributed here to Christ,—a 
Spirit to which holiness belongs as its 
essence. The other interpretations cer- 
tainly miss the mark, by overlooking the 
xarà odr and катӣ жх»єйда, the two sides 
of the Person of Christ here intended to 
be brought out. Such are that of Theo- 
doret (8:4 rijs úrd той xavayiou svedparos 
dvepyovpérns Surduews),—Chrys. (ard той 
wvetuatos, 80 ob Tb» &yuagubr Ewxer), 
&c. Calvin and Olshausen seem to wish 
to include the notion of sanctifying 
(&y:aouss) in aysootyn,—which however 
true, is more than strictly belongs to the 
words. See by all means, on the whole, 
Umbreit's important note, pp. 164—172. 

èf] not ‘from asd after’ (as Theo- 
doret, Luther, Grotius, al), nor = rd, 
which could not be used here, but by, us 
indicating the source, out of which the 
demonstration proceeds. ávag Tác eos 

Ev] not = dvacr. ёк vexpav,—which, 
besides the force done to the words, would 
be a weakening of the strong expression uf 
the Apostle, who takes here summarily and 
by anticipation the Resurrection of Jesus 
as being, including, involving (¢yé «lps ў 
dvdoracis, John xi. 25) the (whole) Resur- 
rection of the dead. So that we must not 
render as E. V. the resurrection from the 
dead,’ but the resurrection of the dead, 
regarded as accomplished in that of Christ. 
It was the full accomplishment of this, 
which more than any thing declared Him 
to be the Son of God: see John v. 25—29. 
Thus in these words lies wrapped up the 
argument of ch. vi. 4 ff. lng. xp. T. 
кър. Au.] Having given this description of 
the Person and dignity of the Son of God, 
very Man and very God, he now identifies 
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this divine Person with Jesvs Cu RTST, the 
Lord and Master of Christians, —the his- 
torical object of their faith, and (see words 
following) the Appointer of himself to the 
apostolic office. 5. BV об] as in Gal. 
i. 1; 1 Cor. i. 9, designating the Lord 
Himself as the Agent in conferring the 
grace and Apostleship. iMéBopev] 
not * all Christians, —but we, the Apostle 
himself, as he not unfrequently speaks. 
No others need be here included in the 
word. Thoge to whom he is writing cannot 
be thus included, for they иге specially 
contrasted with the subject of éadBoper by 
the following óueis. Nor can the aor. 
4М&Вореу refer to any general bestowal of 
this kind, indicating, as it must, & definite 
past event, viz. the reception of the Apos- 
tleship by himself. To maintain (as Dr. 
Peile, Annotations on tle Epistles, vol. i. 
Appendix) that the subject of éAdBouer 
must be the same as the zar which has 
preceded, is to overlook, not only the con- 
trast just noticed, and the habit of Paul to 
use indiscriminately the singular or plural, 
when speaking of himself,—but also the 
formulary character of the expression, 
* Jesus Christ our Lord,’ in which the * we? 
alluded to in our is too faintly indicated 
to become the subject of a following verb. 

xápw] Hardly, as Augustine, 
* gratiam cum omnibus fidelibus, aposto- 
latum autem non cum omnibus communem 
habet (Olsh.): for he is surely speaking 
of that peculiar xápis, by which he 
wrought in bis apostleship more than they 
all; see reff. ётостоћ№у] Strictly, 
apostleship, ‘tho office of an Apostle,’ see 
relf.: not апу mission, or power of sending 
ministers, resident in the whole church, 
which would be contrary to the usnge of 
the word. The existence of such a power 
is not hereby denied, but this place refers 
solely to the office of Paul as an Apostle. 
Keep the ҳар. к. ётост. separate, and 
strictly consecutive, avoiding all nonsensi- 
cal figures of Hendiadys, Hypallage, and 
the like. It was the general bestowal of 
grace, which conditioned and introduccd 

the special bestowal (xal, as so often, 
coupling а specific рос оп to а whole) of 
apostleship : cf. 1 Cor. xv. 10. eis] 
with a view to, —' in order to bring about. 

traxohy , rens] The anarthrous 
character above remarked (on ebay. беоб, 
ver. 1) must be here borne in mind, or we 
shall fall into the mistake of supposing 
ó. ж. to mean ‘ obedience produced 
Jaith’ The key to the words is found in 
ref. Acts, woAós те ÜxAos тё» lepéwr 
Ўтукохоу тў wlore, compared with Paul's 
own usage of joining an objective genitive 
with öraroh, see 2 Cor. x. 5, els The 
braxohy ToU Хрістод. So that rere: 
is the faith; not = ‘the gospel which 
is to be believed’ (as Fritzsche, citing 
eh. x. 16), but the sfate of salvation, in 
thich men stand by faith. And so these 
words form an introduction to the great 
subject of the Epistle. iv row т. fv.) 
in order to bring about obedience to the 
faith among all (the) nations. The Jews 
do not here come into account. Thefe is 
no inclusion, and at the same time no ex- 
press exclusion of them : but Paul was com- 
missioned as the Apostle of the Gentiles, 
and he here magnifles the great office on- 
trusted to bim. тёр т. ду. айт.) on 
behalf of His name, i. e. for His glory: 
see reff. ** In the name of Christ is summed 
up what He had done and was, what the 
Christian ever bore in mind, the zeal which 
marked him, the name wherewith he was 
named." Jowett. See also Umbreit’s note. 
The words are best taken as belonging to 
the whole, from 8. оф to f@veow [as de- 
claring the purpose for which the grace 
and apostleship had been received ]. 
6. iv olg ... ] The whole to уретоў 
should be taken together: among whom 
ye also are called of Jesus Christ; other- 
wise, with a comma at ers, the assertion, 
‘among whom are ye,’ is flat and un. 
meaning. De Wette and Calvin would 
take °17соб xp. аз а gen. of possession, 
because the call of believers is generally 
referred to the FaTREE: but sometimes the  . 
Son is said to call likewise, sce John v. 25 ; 
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c see introdue- 

e Matt. xxvii. 46 bis: Mk. (from Ps. xxi. L) John 
m. $4. Rev. ii. 7. lii. 12 (four times) 

rec (for wepi) отер (see note), with D*GL[P] 
rel Chr Thdrt: [pro latt вуг arm Orig-int,:] txt ABCD!KN o 17 [Syr] Damasc. 

1 Tim. i. 12:—and with @yawnrol 6«o0 
following so close upon it, the expression 
can I think bardly be taken otherwise than 
as called by Jesus Christ. éxAexrol aù- 
Tov, Matt. xxiv. 3], cited by De W. is 
hardly parallel. T.) This verse follows, 
in the senee, close on ver. 1. Фү. ê., 
Rur. y.] Both these clauses refer to ай 
the Christiane addressed : not (ав Bengel) 
the first to Jewish, tbe second to Gentile 
believers. No such distinction would be 
in place in an exordium wbich anticipates 
the result of the Epistle—tbst Jew and 
Gentile are one in guilt, and one in Christ. 

dw. 0. rar. Sp. к. кор. I. у.) Not, 
as Erasmus, from God, the Father of us 
and of our Lord Jesus Christ, —but 
God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus 
Christ. God is the Giver of Grace and 
Peace, —Christ the Imparter. 

8—17.] OPENING OF THE EPISTLE. 
His thankfulness for the faith of the 
Romans: remembrance of them in his 
prayers: wish to visit them: hindrances 
hitherto, but still earnest intention of 
doing зо, that he may further ground them 
in that Gospel, of which he is not ashamed, 
inasmuch as it i£ THE POWER OF GOD 
TO ALL WHO BELIEVE. This leads to the 
announcement (in a cilation from the 
Seripture) of one great subject of the 
Kpistle,—viz.: JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH. 

8.] This placing himself in intimate 
connexion with his readers by mention of 
and thankfulness for their faith or Chris- 
tian graces, is the constant habit of Paul. 
The three Epistles, Gal., 1 Tim., and Titus, 
are the only exceptions : Olsh. adds 2 Cor., 
but in ch. i. 3—22 we have an equivalent : 
see especially vv. 6, 7, 11, 14. pév) 
The corresponding 8 follows, ver. 18. “Үе 
indeed are prospering in the faith: but I 
still am anxious further to advance that 
fruitfolness.’ There is no Érerra to follow 
to wpirov. тф деф pov] бра pef 
Sons Siabdoees ebxapirTei. ob yàp elre, 
TQ be, ёлла TQ беф pov b Kal ol rpo- 
фӯта mots, ть Kowdy iBiowototpervoi. 
xal tl Bavpagrtòy el ol профӯта:; abrds 
yàp abrb cuvexas ё Oeds фа!уето: voir 
ёті тё» 800лоу, Ocdby 'АВрайд ка) Ia 

«al Iaxchg idiaérvres Аёуш» éavrdy. Chrys. 
Hom. iii. p. 436. Sua I. x.] * Velut 
per Pontificem magnum: oportet enim 
scire eum qui vult offerre sacrificium Deo, 
duod per manus Pontificis debet offerre." 
rigen. So also Calvin, Hic habemus 

exemplum, quomodo per Christum agende 
sunt gratie, secundum Apostoli prsecep- 
tum ad Heb. xiii. 15."  Olshausen says, 
“ This is no mere phrase, but a true ex- 
pression of the deepest conviction. For 
only by the Spirit of Christ dwelling in 
men's hearts are thanksgivings and prayer 
acceptable to God." But perhaps here it 
is better to take the words as expressing 
an acknowledgment that the faith of tho 
Romans, for which thanks were given, 
twas due to, and rested on the Lord Jesus 
Christ: see ch. vii. 25, and rendering 
there. wepi) This prep. and фхёр 
both occur in this connexion, see 1 Cor. i. 
4; Col. i. 3; 1 Thess. i. 2; 2 Thess, i. 3; 
Eph. i. 16; Phil. i. 4:—and it is impos- 
sible to say, in cases of their confusion 
by the mss., which may have been sub- 
stituted for the other. The internal cri- 
ticism which would adopt óxép as being 
the less usual, may be answered by the pro- 
bability that бтёр, being known to be some- 
times used by Paul, may have been substi- 
tuted as more in his manner for the more 
usual жері. So that manuscript authority 
in such cases must be our guide; and 
this authority is here decisive. The differ- 
ence in meaning would be, that ó»ép would 
give more the idea that thanks were given 
by Paul os their behalf, as if he were aid- 
ing them in giving thanks, for such great 
mercies: whereas тері would imply only 
that they were the subject of his thanks, — 
that he gave tbanks concerning them. 

4 alone h.] In ejusmodi gra- 
tulationibus Paulus vel totum Christianis- 
mum describit, Col. i. 3, sqq..—vel partem 
aliquam, 1 Cor. i. 6. Itaque hoc loco fidem 
commemorat, suo convenienter instituto, 
vv.12,17." Bengel. «xatrayyé\Aera:] De 
Wette notices the other side of the report, 
as given by the Jews at Rome, Acts xxviii. 
22, to Paul himself. This praise was in 
the Christian churches, and brought hy 
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асока, yerreras éy Op TQ кбтне. 9 8 uáprus ydp pov re б 
hil. i. 8 P Д 1 Thew.it.s, бейс, B “Aatpeiw év T ! туейџаті pov lév тф eb, 

en. 
axzi. 50, 
constr., Ac 
v. . 

h Acts vii. 7 

„ тоў v айтой, * фу ! аё:а№ейттоҳ un uveiav 0ши  TroLoO- 
да тйутоте e тфу ° mposevyðv pou 10 Seouevos, Pel 

Ас 11.16 mws 9509 'Toré *evod@Ojconas * év тф *Өєм]дат Tod 
j 3 Cor. viii. 

18. x. 14 al. 
ch. iz. 2. 2 Tim. i. 3.) 
1.3. 1 Thess. iii. 6. 3 Tim. i. 3 onl 
Diod. Sic. iv. 3. p ch. xi. 14. 
iv. 10 only. Thuc. vill. 69. 
Num. xiv. 61. Seer, Prov. zzz. (eee xxiv.)39.) 

k = Acts z. 28. Phil. i. 

9. картор Dl. 
quomodo G (Orig-int,]. 

8. 
m Eph.i.16. 1 Thess.L.2. Р 

y. о Eph. 
Phil. iii. 11. Acts xxvii. 13 (w. opt.) only. 

s l Cor. zvi.3. 3 John 3 bis, only. Gen. хххіх. 3,23. 3 Chron. sili. 12. (-8ос, 

for 1st xov, до: D!G b! o vulg зугт arm lat · . 

1 1 Thess, I. 2. ii. 13. v. 17 only *. 2 Масс. xv. 7 al. (-тос, 
hilem. é в. ex. 6. n as abore (m). Phil. 

1. 16. 1 Thess. і. 2. Philem.donly. dm rær дебитни, 
q ch. xili, 11. r Phil. 

t Heb. x. 10. (Col. iv. 12.) 

for œs, wees 

10. for e: vos, or L o 5. 71-7. 98 lect-12. 

Christian brethren. iv dN ré xócpe] 
А popular hyperbole, common every where, 
and especially when speaking of general 
diffusion through the Roman empire, the 
‘orbis terrarum. The praise would be 
heard in every city where there was a 
Christian church,—intercourse with the 
metropolis of the world being common to 
all. 9.] “ Asseveratio pia, de re ne- 
cessaria, et hominibus, remotis presertim 
et ignotis, occulta." Bengel. There could 
be no other witness to his practice in his 
secret prayers, but God: and as the as- 
sertion of & habit of incessantly praying 
for the Roman Christians, whom he had 
never seen, might seem to savour of an 
exaggerated expression of affection, he so- 
lemnly appeals to this only possible testi- 
mony. То the Eph., Phil. (see however 
Phil. i. 8), Col., Thess., he gives the same 
assurance, but without the asseveration. 
The thus calling God to witness is no un- 
common practice with Paul: see reff. in 
E. V. $ Aarp.] The serving God in 
his spirit was a guarantee that his profes- 
sion was sincere, and that the oath just 
taken was no mere form, but a solemn and 
earnest appeal of his spirit. See also Phil. 
iii. 8 (present text), and John іу. 24. “The 
LXX use Aarpeów generally (not so, but 
only in а few places, e. g. Num. xvi. 9, 
Ezek. xx. 82; it is mostly rendered by 
Aesroupyely; Aatpedew for the most part 
rendering y) for the Heb. nv, which 
mostly implies the service of the priests in 
the temple: e. g. Num. iii. 81; iv. 12; 
xviii. 2, &c. The Apostle means then, 
that he is an intelligent, true priest of 
his God, not in the оше but in his 
spirit,—not at the altar, but at the gos- 
pel of His Son.” Umbreit. фу T$ 
ebay. ] ў ToU ebayyeAlou жроѕ@ћкч Td eldos 
8nAoi ris S:axovlas, Chrys. Hom. iii. p. 
438. His peculiar method of Aarpela was 
concerned with the gospel of the Son of 
God. ‘Quidam accipiunt hanc particu- 

lam, quasi voluerit Paulus cultum illum, 
quo se prosequi Deum dixerat, ex eo com- 
mendare, quod Evangelii prescripto re- 
spondeat: certam est autem, spiritualem 
Dei cultum in Evangelio nobis precipi. 
Sed prior interpretátio ag melius quad- 
rat, nempe quod suum Deo obsequium 
addicat in Evangelii predicatione." Cal- 
vin. See ebayyeAloy, Phil. iv. 16. [és 
é8cadeleres | how unceasingly: the words 
may also mean ‘that without ceasing,’ but 
the former rendering seems the better of 
the two.] жфутоте belongs to the 
following, not to the preceding words. 
This latter construction would not be 

ABC DG 
KL[P)x 
abcd f 
ghki! 
mu o 17 

(47) 

without example,—é» rarrl кар b - 
ros, 1 Macc. xii. 11, but this very exam- 
le shews that if so, its natural place would 
be close to a dA err. The whole phrase 
is a fuvourite one with Paul, see reff. 
“wdyrore vice nominis accipio, ac si dic- 
tum foret, ‘In omnibus meis orationibus, 
seu quoties precibus Deum appello, adjungo 
vestri mentionem.'" Calvin. Tpos- 
evxal pov must be understood of his ordi- 
nary stated prayers, just in our sense of 
my prayers: “quoties ex professo et 
quasi meditatus Deum orabat, illorum quo- 
que habebat rationem inter alios.” Calv. 

10. «{ wos] if by any means. 
No subject of Beduevos is expressed, but it 
is left to be gathered from this clause, as 
in Simon's entreaty, Acts viii. 24, Je ihre 
ipeis bwep dpo? . . . . brws und- ётќл0р 
er dpe д, еірћкате, where Swas k. .A. is 
not the contents of the prayer, but the end 
aimed at by it. before 
long: —lit., ‘at last, some day er other.’ 

«фобыбўтоцаь] I shall be al- 
lowed, prospered: sce reff., and Deut. 
xxviii. 29: and cf. Umbreit’s note. The 
rendering, ‘I might have a prosperous 
journey’ (Vulg. and E. V.), isetymologically 
incorrect ; the passive of 8де, ‘to shew 
the way,’ ‘to bring into the way,’ must be 
t to be shewn the way,’ or ‘ brought into the 
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These 
il. 6. * 

xviii. 2) 
pixbiva, брав, 12 тодто 06 dori * суртаракћабђиш év ese a Gor. ix. 
iptv ба тўс ev ANN TcTews ру тє каї po. 
13 où d O ё tas % dyvoeiv, abedtol, 

v ch. zii. 8 reff. 

T There. ii. 8. 
COT, rod 2 Mace. vil 

є ттроебёнлү He агрӧѕ бас, kai * ec typ той be 

в бєўро, va tia * kapmóv туф ка} ev к Kagan кай èv w æ ch. v. 15, 
16. vi. 23. 
zii.6. 1 Cor. 

гасын Ad vii. Мы MM eni, exc. 1 Pet. iv. 10 t. ＋ Col. Ш. 1 
и s= = Luka кай, 28. ch, avi, al.” . Tui, nly t. 

d ch. x pora . xii. 1. 2Cor.1.8. 1 Thess eh. Н. 4. vi. 3. "Wind. zii. 10. 
4 2 Erb. l. v (ch. ll 25 only i. Exod. 2). 4. avi. 6 reff. oes Acts xxviii, 81. f Acta 

23. 6 reif. К = and w. art., bere only. „(Acia vil 3 reff.) h = John iv. 36. ch. vi 22, 
32. Phil. 1. 33. iv. 17. James Ш. 18. Jer. xvii. 1 

12. тоот ест», 7, omg Зе, A latt (but G-lat has id est aut hoo enim est) [Orig-int,: 
om Syr 

d T 2nd 770 

rec к f rira: 

om 2nd xa: Q [1] o 48. 109-78 [fald] eth. 

way. So Herod. vi. 78, 4 1$ KAeouével 
ebed60n т ds rbv Anudpnroy vu. 
iv тф 00. тоё део] In the course of, — 
by, the will of God. g, belongs to 
ebobe0fjroua,, not to Zednevos. 11. 
dre] not I vehemently desire ? фк! 
does not intensify, but merely expresses 
the direction of the robo, see erod. v. 98, 
and compere such expressions as Bh Tpos- 
— finds ToU dyduov, Acts TE 7. Б 
va paree wpa жу.) That the 
Хірова еге spoken of was no mere super- 

wer of working in the Spirit, 
the rds context shews, as well as the 
meaning of the word itself in reff. And 
even if xdpiopa, barely taken, could ever 
(1 Cor. xii. 4, 9 are no examples, see 
there) mean technically a supernatural 
endowment of the Spirit, yet the epithet 
wvevparixéy, and the object of imparting 
this xdpicpa, confirmation in the faith, 
would here preclude that meaning. Be- 
sides, Paul did not value the mere bestowal 
of these gifts so higlily, as to make it the 
subject of his earnest prayers ошо. 
The gift alluded to was vapáxAnocis, 
Wette observes. avevi., spiritual :— 
springing from the Spirit of God, and im- 
parted to the spirit of man. els то 
ornp. dh.] Knowing the trials to which 
they were exposed, and being conscious of 
the fulness of spiritual power for edifica- 
tion (2 Cor. ziii. 10) given to him, he 
longed to impart some of it to them, that 
they might be confirmed. The Apostle 
does not say els ть ornpl (ew ón., for this 
belongs to God; see ch. xvi. 26. He is 
only the instrument: hence tbo passive." 
Philippi. 12.) elra dre xal rovro 

5 . B?(sic: see S) ТЕР]: txt AB'CDGN. 
rns [bef] moreas G 

18. for ov OA, ovt pel Di[and lat]! G Ambrst,. 
kl. om rwa L 42. 115 Syr copt [sth(a txt 
ABC(D)GK do rel vulg gr-ff lat-ff.—for ria, т: Di. "er Г РУ 

Чот de, yap C 73 fuld: om 

for exe, exe G 

e$óbpa poprindy hy, Spa xs айт} rapa 
pvOeira: 8:4 rijs éxayeyijs. Tra ner ч 
Ac yo, тЇ ydp ; ; тайеобдеба kal wepi- 
pepópeða, ка) ris арй соб 8ебџеба улёт- 
ans els ть cría BeBales, тролаВё» 
dvaipes Thy томабтту dvr [Zino ore Adyar 
Seg 12). és à ef {леуе, uh browretonre 

1 xaryyopey фий» elwoy, ob Tabrp Tj 
yréup epbeytduny rd pijpa GAAS 71 word 
dori, Swep IBO” elweiy ; TIoAAds 
ö route rere AN , бть тёр 8:00кбутер repi- 
аутАойцеуо:" drebigenoa tolvuy браз 18е», 
Tra. таракалќсе, аллоу bà oby Tra wapa- 
колёс uóvor, AAN Та xal abrds тарб. 
xAnow dE Chrys. Hom. ii. p. 440. 
The inf. cvuxapaxAn67ra: is parallel with 
сттр:хӘдуи, du being understood: that 
is, that I with you may be eomforted 
among you, each by the faith which is in 
the other. That the gift he wished to 
impart to them was sapáxAncis, is implied 
in the ewvxapaxA. See the same wish 
expressed in different words ch. xv. 82, and 
the partial realization of it, Acts xxviii. 15. 

dy à dorus, which might otherwise 
be ambiguous, is explained by бид» те код 
éuoU to mean which we recognize in one 
another: or as above and in A. V. R. 
The expression “mutual faith," of the 
E. V. should properly mean, faith which 
each has in the other. ж(тт is used in 
the most general sense— faith as the neces- 
sary condition and working instrument of 
all Christian exhortation, comfort, and con- 
firmation; producing these, and evidenced 
by them. 18. of 04e Bà ip. йу.) A 
Pauline formula : see reff. kal dixe. 
&хрь т. $є®ро is best as a parentbesis, as 
it is impossible that Tra can depend on 
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14"EAAnoiy te xai ' BapBapas, 
2, 4 reff. ^ А 7 М En. gogos тє кай x áverrow  офеетас eipi 15 m ойто "тб 
1 Ti 

3 only, L.P. 
Prov. avi cada. 

1 ch. vili. 12. 
zxv.27. Matt. vi. 12. viii. 94. Luke xiii. 4. Gal. v.30only t. Soph. Aj. 690 

nch.ix.6. Eph.vi.21. Polyb. х. 44. 1. eee cb. xii. 18. 
31. (-us$,1 Pet. v. 2. i,, Acta xvii. 11.) p constr., Gal. iv. 13. pass., 1 Pat. iv. 6. 

a mew. "жат epè ° тробдиџо» Kai Upiv rois ё» ‘Poun PevayyeAt- 
16 où yap d érata yvvopat TÒ evayyémor de 

, į m = Rev. iil. 16. 
о Matt. zzvi. 41 1 Mk. only. 2 Chron. aziz. 

q Luke 
ix. 26 (bis) 1 Mk. ch. vi. 31. 2 Tim. і. 8. Heb. ii. 11 al. Job xzziv. 19 BN. Isa. L 20 ANU» АМ. compl. only. 

r = Acta viii, 10 reff. 

15. for ro кат еще, о ex exe G-gr: guod in me promptum est vulg G- lat Sedul, 
Pel: quod in me est promtus sum D-lat Ambr Ambrst 
D? (and lat!) b! o am fuld? G- lat: ex G-gr. 

16. for To, ex: super G: de Aug, Vig. 

ul,. 
om Tos еу pen G. 

rec aft evayyeAior ins rov xpurrov, with 

ins er bef уш» 

өү, rel Thi Œc : om ABCD!GN 17 vulg syrr copt arm Orig,[{-int,] Eus, Bas, 
Oyr(-p 

ékeA 8g». So Demosth. p. 488. 7, duo! &', 
Ф üvbpes 'A0., Boxe? Aerrírns (ral до: wpbs 
Ads ans, dpyicbis’ ob8ty "yàp фАайро>» 
épà се) À ойк dveyvaxéva: Tods XÓAovos 
vóuovs 4 ob cunévat. The reason of the 
hindrance is given in ch. xv. 20—22: it 
was, hie фФіЛотшіа to preach the gospel 
where it had not been preached before, 
rather than on the foundation of others. 

картфу] Not, wages,’ or result of 
my apostolic labour,’ for such is not the 
ordinary meaning of the word in the N. T., 
but fruit borne by you who bave been 
planted to bring forth fruit to God. This 
fruit I should then gather and present to 
God ; cf. the figure in ch. xv. 16: see also 
Phil. i. 22 and note. 14.] The con- 
nexion seems to be this: He wishes to have 
some fruit, some produce of expended la- 
bour, among the Romans as among other 
Gentiles. Till this was the case, he himself 
was а debtor to every such people: which 
sitaation of debtor he wished to change, by 
paying the debt and conferring а benefit, 
into that of one having money out at in- 
terest there, and yielding a xaprés. The 
debt which he owed to all nations was (ver. 
15) the obligation laid on him to preach 
the gospel to them; see 1 Cor. ix. 16. 

EMA. — ВарВ. — соф. — dvorjr. ] 
These words must not be pressed as apply- 
ing to any particular churches, or as if any 
one of them designated the Romans them- 
selves,—or even as if co] belonged to 
EXA UI, and &rofrrois to BapBipois. They 
are usod, apparently, merely as compre- 
hending all Gentiles, whether considered 
in regard of race or of intellect ; and are 
placed here certainly not without a pro- 
spective reference to the universality of 
guilt, and need of the gospel, which he is 
presently about to prove existed in the 
Чеп е world. Notice that he docs not 
call himself a debtor to the Jem for they 
ean hardly be included in BapBdpors (see 

br Thdrt Procop Damasc Phot Tert, Arnob Hil,. 

Col. iii. 11). Though he had earnest de- 
sires for them (ch. ix. 1—3; x. 1), and 
every where preached to them first, this 
was not his peculiar épelAnya, see Gal. ii. 7, 
where he describes himself as semi revué- 
vos TÒ ebayyduov тїз dxpoBvoriag, кабі 
Ilérpos THs weprrouijs. 16. ores] 
% Est quasi . . . . Шабо a toto ad partem 
insignem." Bengel. ‘ds to all Gentiles, 
so to you, who hold no mean place among 
them. 16.) The оё v- 
тора, seems to be suggested by the pozi- 
tion of the Romans in the world. ‘Yea, 
to you at Rome also: for, though your 
city is mistress of the world, though yoar 
emperors are worshipped as present deities, 
though you are elated by your ps and 
luxuries and victories, yet am not 
ashamed of the apparently mean origin of 
the gospel which I am to preach; for 
(and here is the transition to his great 
theme) it is, &c. So for the most part, 
Chrysostom, Hom. iii. p. 444. 

j yàp б. deriv] The gospel, which 
is the greatest example of the Power of 
God, he strikingly calls that Power itself. 
(Not, as Jowett, ‘a divine power,’ nor is 
8исагос. Geos below to be thus explained, 
as he alleges.) So in 1 Cor. i. 24 he calls 
Christ, the Power of God. Bat not only 
is the gospel the great example of divine 
Power; it is the field of agency of the 
powet of God, working in it, and inter- 
penetrating it throughout. The bare 
substantive 8/rauus here (and 1 Cor. i. 24) 
carries а superlative sense: the highest 
and holiest vehicle of the divine Power, 
the Zbrauis rar &coðũ h. “It is weighty 
for the difference between the Gospel and 
the Law, that the Law is never called 
God's power, 05, but light, or teaching, 
in which a man must walk, Ps. xxxvi. 10; 
схіх. 105; Prov. vi. 23; Іва ii. 5.“ Umbreit. 
And the direolion in which this power acts 
in the gospel is «ls cernpíav—it is a 

м 
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yap co ётт “eis союттрід» парті TÈ пістедоуті, 'lov- »= vers ren 
aip тє прётоу каў “EAN. 

om eis соттріау G. 
BG Tert, : ins зории 17 
Chr, Thdrt Damasc Thl (Ec Bede. 

healing, saving power: for as Chrysostom 
reminds us, there is a power of God els 
dA, and eis ardéAccay, see Matt. x. 28. 

But ѓо ekom is this gospel the power 
of God to save? marri тр wmiorevorn. The 
universality implied in the rarrí, the con- 
dition necessitated in the suo7esorr:, and 
the Strays Geou acting els casrnplay, are 
the great subjects treated of in the former 
part of this epistle. All are proved to be 
ander sin, and so needing God's righteous- 
ness (ch. i. 18—iii. 20), and the entrance 
into this righteousness is shewn to be Ё 
faith (ch. їп. 21—v. 11). Then the 5 
кари бєо® in freeing from the dominion of 
sin and death, and as issuing in salvation, 
is set forth (ch. v. 11— viii. 39). So that if 
the subject of the Epistle is to be stated 
in few words, these should be chosen : тд 
eba „ буар беоб alg cerrnpíav 
wavtl T9 TicTevovri. This expresses it 
better than merely ‘justification by faith,’ 
which is in fact only a subordinate part of 
the great theme,—only the condition neces- 
sitated by man's sinfulness for his enter- 
tng the state of salvation: whereas the ar- 
gument extends beyond this, to the death 
unto sin and life unto God and carrying 
forward of (he sanctifying work of tke 
Spirit, from its first fruits even to its com- 
etion. "lov8. woérov . EX.) This 

is the Jewish expression for all mankind, as 
“EAA. x. ВарВ. ver. 14 is the Greek oue, 
“ЕЛА. here includes all Gentiles. 4 pérrov 
is not first in order of time, but princi- 
pally (compare ch. ii. 9), spoken of na- 
tional precedence, in the sense in which the 
Jews were to our Lord of 1101, John i. 11. 
Salvation was ёк тё» 'lovBalor, John iv. 
22. See ch. ix. 5; xi. 24. Not that the 
Jew has any preference under the gospel; 
only he inherits, and has a precedence. 
odd yap drel 5 wparós dots, кай rd 
AauBáres Tis xd pro: ij yàp abrh d pe 
каў тойтф küxelrp Sd АЛАА Tdfeds 
ёст: Tish ибуоу Tò wpõros. Chrys. Hom. 
iii. p. 445. 17.) An explanation, sow 
the gospel is the power of God {о salva- 
tion, and how it is so to the believer :— 
because in it God’s righteousness (not His 
attribute of righteousness, —‘the righteous- 
ness of God,’ but righteousness flowing 
from, and acceptable to Him) is unfolded, 
and the more, the more we believe. I sub- 

for ov dale те, ode (sic) N}(txt N-corr!). 
rel [vulg syrr copt eth arm] Orig ind int, Eus, Did, ] 

t ch. iil. 5,2], 

17 t dαẽꝗ Urn ydp * Oeod dy. f ber. . 21. 
James i. 

20. 2 Pet.i.1. (Micah vi. 5.) 

om яретоу 

join De Wette’s note on Bix. O The 
Greek Six. and the Heb. уту аге taken 
sometimes for virtue and ‘piety’ which 
men possess or strive after,—sometimes 
imputatively, for ‘freedom from blame’ or 
‘justification.’ The latter meaning is most 
usual with Paul: диг. is that which is so in 
the sight of God (ch. ii. 13), the result of 
His justifying forensic Judgment, or of 
‘ Imputation’ (ch. iv. 5). It may certainly 
be imagined, that a man might obtain jus- 
tification by fulfilling the lat : in that case 
his righteousness is an iôla (3:macoctvn) 
(ch. х. 3), а дик. ёк rod >бшо» (Phil. iii. 9). 
But it is impossible for him to obtain a 
‘ righteousness of his own,’ which at the 
same time shall avail before God (ch. iii. 
20; Gal. ii. 16). The Jews not only have 
not fulfilled the law (ch. iii. 9—19), but 
could not fulfil it (vii. 7 ff.): the Gentiles 
likewise have rendered themselves ob- 
noxious to the divine wrath (i. 24—32). 
God has ordained that the whole race 
should be included in disobedience. Now 
if man is to become righteous from being 
unrighteous,—this can only happen by 
God's grace,—because God declares him 
righteous, assumes him to be righteous, 
ducato (iii. 24; Gal. iii. 8) : —Buraiovr is not 
only negative, to acquit,’ as утул Exod. 
xxiii. 7; Isa. v. 28; ch. ii. 18 (where how- 
ever see my note), but also positive, ‘to 
declare righteous :; but never ‘to make 
righteous’ by transformation, or imparting 
of moral strength by which mora] perfec- 
tion may be attained. Justificatio must 
be taken as the old protestant dogmatists 
rightly took it, sensu forensi, i.e. impu- 
tatively. God justifies for Christ's snke 
(ch. iii. 22 ff.) on condition of faith in Him 
as Mediator: the result of His justifica- 
tion is Sicaiocivn ёк alorees, and as Ho 
imparts it freely, it is d cao део (gen. 
subj.) or ёк беоб, Phil. iii. 9: so Chrys. 
&c. (Sir. Geov ів ordinarily taken for Su. 
тард беф, as Luth.: die Gerechtigkeit 
bie vor Gott gilt:’ compare ch. ii. 18; iii. 
20; Gal. iii. 11; but that this is at least 
not necessary, see 2 Cor. v. 21). This 
justification is certainly an objective act 
of God: but it must also be subjectively 
apprehended, as its condition is subjective. 
It is the acquittal from guilt, and cheer. 
Sulness оў conscience, attained through 
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„att. l. GUTQ u алтокаћ\отптетаь ёк rio rem * eis Tria Tw, cad yé- 
25. xvi. 17 у У 2 4 u Bai ypaTrat O dé Sleasos ёк wlarews joera. 

v Has. II. 4. 
w = Luke xvii. 

30. 1 Cor. ili. 
13. 2 These. ii. 3. 

17. for yap, де A Clem . aft Bucaios ins pov (аг ET -A) Ci; 

18 w ' Acroxadutrreras yap * opyn * Veo ат ойрарой ? em 
х John Ш. 36. (ch. Ш. 6. ix. 22.) Eph. v. 6. Rer. ziz. 15. 7 = Acte ziii. 11 reff 

aft ex sic reos (as 
LxX-BN) syr Eus (Orig-int,] Jer, : txt ABDGEL[(P]N rel Clem, (Did,] Chr Thdrt Iren- 
int, Ambr. 

faith in God's grace in Christ, —the very 
frame of mind which would be proper to 
a perfectly righteous mnn,—if such there 
were,—the harmony of the spirit with 
God,— peace with God. All interpretations 
which overlook the fact of imputation (the 
R.-Cath., that of Grotius Baumgarten-* 
Crusius, &c.) are erroneous." To say, 
with Jowett, that all attempts to define 
8:киос. Geov are “the after - thoughts of 
theology, which have no real place in the 
interpretation of Scripture,” is in fact to 
shut our eyes to the t doctrinal facts 
of Christianity, and float off at once into 
uncertainty about the very foundations of 
the Apostle's argument and our own faith : 
of which uncertainty his note here is an 
eminent example. iv abre ] in it, 
‘the gospel ? not, in TG тістебоутиі. 
&sroxaÀ veras ) generally used of making 
known a thing hitherto concealed: but here 
of that gradually more complete realization 
of the state of justitication before God by 
fuith in Christ, which is the continuing 
and increasing gift of God to the believer 
in the Gospel. ік wlorews] “dx 
points to the condition, or the subjective 
ground. xíceris is faith in the sense of 
trust, and that (a) a trustful assumption 
of а truth in reference to knowledge = 
conviction: (b) а trustful surrender of 
the soul, as regards the feeling. Here it 
is especially the latter of these: that trust 
reposed in God's grace in Christ, which 
tranquillizes the soul and frees it from all 
guilt, —and especially trust in the atoning 
death of Jesus. Bound up with this (not 
by the meaning of the words, but by the 
idea of unconditional trust, which excludes 
all reserve) is Aumility, consisting in the 
abandonment of all merits of a mun's own, 
and recognition of his own unworthiness 
and need of redemption." De Wette. 
els wlan] àrò wíorews Ќрҳета: к. eis 
тіттебоута AM (cum. ) seems the most 
probable interpretation, making slorw 
almost = robs wiorevorras, see ch. iii. 22: 
but not entirely,—it is still the aspect, 
the phase, of the man, which is receptive 
of the 8ixasoodrn O õο, and to this it is re- 
vealed. The other interpretations, —' for 
the increase of faith’ (Meyer), —' that faith 
may be given to it’ (Fritzscbe, Tholuck, 

Krebs),—' proceeding from faith, and 
leading to a higher degree of faith’ 
(Baumg.-Crus.),—do not seem so suitable 
or forcible. It will be observed that ёк 
т. els ж. is taken with dxoxaAtrrera:, not 
with Sucaiocóvs. The latter connexion 
would do for ёк r., but not for eis ж. 
кабо yéyp.] Ho shews that righteone- 
ness by faith is no new idea, but found in 
the prophets. The words (ref.) are cited 
again in Gal. iii. 11; Heb. z. 38, in the 
former place with the same purpose as here. 
They are used in Habakkuk with reference 
to credence given to the prophetic word : 
but properly speaking, all faith is one, in 
whatever word ог act of God reposed : so 
that the Apostle is free from any charge of 
forcing the words to the present purpose. 
The two ways of arranging them, д 8{xaos 
—éx wícrews (ает, and 6 бїкшоз ёк 
alorews—(fhoerat, in fact amount to the 
same: if the former, which is more agree- 
able to the Heb., be taken, (erat must 
mean, ‘shall live on,’ endure i» his 8:- 
kaiog un, by means of faith, which would 
assert that it was a Sucaiogór of faith, 
as strongly as does the latter. See by 
all means on the quotation, Umbreit’s 
note: and Delitzsch, der Proph. Habakuk, 
p. 51 ff. This latter remarka (I quote 
from Philippi), The Apostle rests no 
more on our text than it will bear. He 
only places its assertion, that the life of 
the just springs from his faith, in the 
light of the N. T." 

Cuar. I. 18—XI. 86.] Tax Ооствікат, 
EXPOSITION OF THE ABOVE TRUTH: THAT 
THE GOSPEL I8 THE POWER OF GoD UNTO 
SALYATION TO EVERY ONE THAT BELIEY- 
етн. And herein, ch. i. 18— iii, 20, — ina 
much as this power of God consists in the 
revelation of God's righteousness in man 
by faith, and in order to faith the first re- 
quisite із the recognition of man’s unwor- 
thiness, and incapabilit to work a righte. 
ousness for himself, —the Apostle begins 
by proving that all, Gentiles and Jewe, are 
GUILTY before God, as holding back the 
truth in unriyhteousness. And FIRST, ch. i. 
18—382, oF THE GENTILES. 18.] He 
first states Hed ia fact, of all mankind ; 
but immediately passes off to the considera- 
tion of the mayority of mankind, the Gen- 
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h. zi. 36 
(from 18a. lix. 

/ ? ^ ^ éy адикіа *kareyóvrov, 19 b & TÒ "vearüv ToU Oeod 2 i. H 
15,18 only. Jer. v. 6. (- ch. iv. 5. -Beiv, 2 Pet. ii. 6. 

Bi Pns, € = Acta i. 19 "e (вее note.) constr., see Winer, } b = Acts xviii. 10. or 1 Cor. xv. d. 

18. ins rw» bef аудротоу DIG. 

tiles; reserving the Jews for exceptional 
consideration afterwards. ёток. ydo | 
Tbe statement of ver. 17 waa, that the 
RIGHTEOUSNESS of God is revealed. The 
necessary condition of this revelation is, 
the DESTRUCTION Of the righteousness of 
MAN by the revelation of God's anger 
against sin. dwoxahvwrerat, not is 
the Gospel (as Grot.): not i» men’s con- 
sciences (as Tholuck, ed. 1, Reiche) : ‘not 
in the miserable state of the then world 
(as Köllner): but (as implied indeed by 
the adjunct dx” obparov,—tbhat it is a 
providential, universally-to-be-seen reve- 
lation) in the PUNISHMENTS which, ver. 24, 
God has mude to follow upon sin, see also 
ch. ii. 2 (во De W., Meyer, Tholuck, 
ed. 5, &е.). So that &ro«. is of an ob- 
jective reality here, not of an evangelic 
internal and subjective unfolding. 
Spy} cod is anthropopathically, but with 
the deepest truth, put for the righteous- 
ness of God in punishment (see ch. ii. 8; 
v. 9; Eph. ii. 8; Matt. iii. 7; John iii. 36). 
It is the opposite, in the divine attributes, 
to Lore (De W.). dm’ оёр. (see above) 
belongs to dwoxaAv’rrera:, not to eov, nor 
to Geo’ () ax” obp.). ёсеае», 

Ф8.к(ау, iniquity: but 
neither term is exclusive of the other, nor 
to be formally pressed to its limits. They 
overlap and include each other by a large 
margin : the specific difference being, that 
дсВ. is more the fountain (but at the 
same time partially the result) of àBucía, 
—which &i. is more the resulé (but at 
the tame time partially the fountain) of 
&céBeia. & dx. ів the state of the thoughts 
and feelings and habits, induced originally 
by forgetfulness of God, and in its turn 
inducing impieties of all kinds. We may 
notice by the way, that the word &céBeia 
forms an interesting link to the Pastoral 
Epistles [where it, and its opposite ebodBera 
are tbe ordi terms for an unholy and 
a holy life]. Фубр. trav Thy GX. iv 
Au karexóvruv] of men who hold back 
the truth in iniquity: who, possessing 
enough of the germs of religious and moral 
verity to preserve them from sbundon- 
ment, have checked the development of 
this truth in their lives, in the love and 
practice of sin. That this is the meaning 
of karexórvre» here is plain from this 
circumstance: that wherever кате in 
the N. T. signifies to hold,’ it is emphatic, 

Vor. II. 

i 
h.12. Jude 

а r: 2 Thess. ii. 6 (see note). 
м. 2. 

‘to hold fast,’ or * to keep to, or ‘to take 
or have complete ‘possession of г” see for 
the first, Luke viii. 15; 1 Cor. xi.2; xv.2; 
1 Thess. v. 21 ; Heb. iii. 6, 14; x. 23: for 
the second, Luke xiv. 9 (every other place 
except the lowest being excluded) : for the 
third, Matt. xxi. 88; 1 Cor. vii. 30. Now 
no such emphatic sense will apply here. 
If the word is to mean ‘holding,’ it must 
be only in the loosest and least emphatic 
sense: ‘having a half and indistinct соп. 
sciousness of,’ which does not at all corre- 
spond to the xard, indicating vehemence 
of purpose, as in cara, &c. But the 
meaning * keeping back, ‘hindering the 
development of,'—while it has a direct 
example in Paul's own usage in reff., and 
in Luke iv. 42, and indirect ones in (the 
spurious John v. 4) Acts xxvii. 40; ch. vii. 
6; Philem. 18, —admirably suits the sense, 
that men had (see vv. 19 ff.) kuowledge of 
God sufficient, if its legitimate work had 
been allowed, to have kept them from 
such excesses of enormity as they have 
committed, but that this àAf$9«a they 
rateîxov фу &3:xlq, i.e. crushed, quenche 
in (as the element, conditional medium in 
which) their state and practice of un- 
righteousness. It is plain that to take é» 
@5:кіс for dines (as Theophyl. and Reiche) 
is to miss the force of the expression 
altogether—the pregnant фу, ‘ix and by,’ 
implying that it is their àdxſa, — the 
very absence of Sir,“) vn for which the 
argument contends,—which is the status 
wherein, aud the instrument whereby, they 
hold back the truth lit up in their con- 
sciences. 19.) 846, because, may 
either give the reason why the anger of 
God is revealed, and thus apply to all that 
follows as far as ver. 82, being taken up 
again at vv. 21, 24, 26, 28 (so Meyer) : or 
ma lain тё»... . karex. (во Thol.): 
which latter seems most probable: the 
subauditum being, (this charge I bring 
against them), because.’ For he proves, 
first (ver. 20) that they Aad the ёлӯбна; 
then (vv. 21 ff.) that they held it back. 

TÒ бу, that which is known, 
the objective knowledge patent and recog- 
nized in Creation :—so Chrys., Theodoret, 
Luther, Reiche, Mever, De Wette, al :— 
not ‘ that which may be known’ (as Orig., 
Theophyl., Œc., Erasm.. Beza, Grot., al. 
[and E. V. ). which would assert what, as 
simple matter of fact, was not the case, 

Y 
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а u. $avepoy dativ ёи айтоф” 0 беф$ yàp autois * ёфауёросер. ABCDG 
e eh. tii. KL[P 21. 

Жү» inn 20 тё yàp fáópara айтой & тд Prrícews kócpuov Tois s be 7 
‘aroujuacww Fvoovpeva ! кадоратаг, ij re ™aldws avToU nell Т ) 6 

саң. м.и. ўраш kal n бебтт, ° els тд elvat айтоўу v драпоћоүт)- 
inm a ur 

5k к = Matt. xx 

a (net. AN}. ) 

vul De Se. Mal. 1. 11. Dan. v. Al. 2 18004. 

19. for Jiori, ori Did Chr, 

oniy. on Tous, 91 4 Sore " vóvres Tov * бєд ойу Фу Ücóv * é&oFacav 
Mark к. 6. zili. 19. 2 Pet. ү: E 

TOY. s 
he 

x E Matt xxiv. T 2 Tim. II. 7. НеЬ.х!.3. Р 
„ „ (-órws, Wied. f. 28 

o ch. iv. 11 
1 Cor. 1. 21 reff. 

rec yap bef ‘е. with D°KL(P rel] Ath, ТЫ 
(Ec: txt ABCD!GN m 17 Orig, Eus, Ath, Chr Thdrt 

20. for aop., opara G- gr 11 

that all which could be known God 
was pavepby dy abrois. Не s в пою 
not of what they might have known cf 
God, but of what they did know. Thus 
Tb ууест. т. @еоў will mean, that universal 
“йе knowledge of God as the Creator 

ich we find more or less in every nation 
under heaven, and which, as matter of his- 
torical fact, was proved to be in possession 
of the great Gentile nations of antiquity. 

фа». lor. iv афто] is evident in 
them, i.e. in their hearts: not, fo them 
as Luth.), —nor, among them (as Erasm., 

t., &c.): for if it had been a thing 
acknowledged among them, it would not 
have been xarexduevor. Every man has 
in him this knowledge; his senses convey 
it to him (see next Yer) * the phæno- 
mena of nature. 6. y. ёф.) gives 
the reason why that which is known of 
God is manifest in them, viz. because God 
Himself so created the world as to leave 
impressed on it this testimony to Him- 
self. Notice, and keep to, the Aistoric 
aorist, igavdpwcey, not ‘hath manifested 
it’ (perf. ) but manifested it, viz. at the 
Creation. This is porn nt for the right 
rr of ded кт. kócp. ver. 20. 

or (justifying the clauso 
ней). invisible attributes (һепсе 

ur. applying to Т and @e:drns 
whic follow), ётё xrícews xócp., from 
the time of the creation, when the mani- 
festation was made by God: not = ёк 
atloces к. by the creation of the world ; ' 
which would be tautological, ois то:- 
fiac: vootpeva following, besides that 
erícis кбтдоу cannot = ў «riots, in the 
sense of the creation,’ i.e. ‘the creatures.’ 
Umbreit has here a long and important 
note on O. T. prophecy in general, which 
will be found vell worth study. TOS 
Town. being understood (appre- 
hended by the mind, see reff.) by means of 
His works (of creation and sustenance, 
—not here of moral government), ob. 

om adios L. [Peorns Р Did, (хак) ] 
ората, are регоеітей; not, = plainly 
seen, — this is not the sense of мата in 
kagopde, but rather that of looking down 
on, taking a тазу of, тра 80 5 
or perceivi 5e] 
His ete "Power. 7 пы je evi- 
dence of Creation is plainest of all: Eter- 
nal, and Almighty, Бате always been re- 
cognized epithets of the Creator. 
к. Odrys} and Divinity (not Godhead, 
which would be Gedrns). The fact that the 
Creator is divine ;—is ofa different nature 
from óurselves, and accompanied by dis- 
tinct attributes, and those of the highest 
order,—which we call divine. els тд 
elves aùr. dvawod.] els 76 with an inf. 
never properly indicates only the result, 
‘so that; but is often «sed where the re- 
eult, and the intention, are bound together 
in the process of thought. This is done by 
a very natural habit in speaking and writ- 
ing, of transferring one's self to the posi- 
tion of the argument, and regarding that 
which contributed to a result, as worked 
urposely for that result. And however 

true it is, that in the doings of the Allwise, 
all results are purposed,—to give the sense 
‘in order that they might be tnexcusable,’ 
would be manifestly contrary to the whole 
spirit of the argument, which is bringing 
out, not at present God’s sovereignty in 
dealing with man, but man’s inexcusable- 
ness in holding back the truth by unright- 
eousness. «ls тб, then, in this case, is 
moet nearly expressed by wherefore, or 80 
that. See Winer, edn. 6, 8 44. 6. où 8:4 
тобто таўта wenolnxer d beds, el ка) тоёто 
de Rn. оё yàp Iva abrobs dwoAcylas àwo- 
orephop, 8.8аскаліау rocatrny els џќсоу 
mwpobOnxey, GAA’ Iva abrdy ётгуудоіу` &yre- 
porfcarres 54 5 £avrobs dweardpncay 
dod oylas. в. Hom. iv. р. 450. 
21. бы) ex е sende is dvarohoyfrous—é with- 
ouf excuse, yvs 
‘with the knowledge ‘above stated.’ This 
participle testifies plainly that matter of 
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{Ффбартой ávÜperrov kai € merewâðv кай " rerparóðwv kal 551). 
А р amuite 

eher % * 8:0 [ cal] !тарёбокеу avrov 6 debe ёи fen, 
vii. 

att. xxiv. 291 Mk. Luke xziiL (6. Rev. viii. 12) only. 
n y Acts xxiv. 9. zzv. 19 ому. Gen. zzvi, 20. 2 Macc. xiv. 27, 32 

Е = 1 Cor. i. 20 (Matt. 8 Luke ziv. 34) o 
. Deut. x zil. 21) only 
only. 

a Psa. ст. 20. 1 Cor. xv. 01, 62 reff. 
only t. Wied. zil. 1. xviii, (only. (-i, ch. Il. 7). 

Deut. iv. 17, 10. 
f 1 Cor. iz. 20. xv. 63, 64. 1 Pet. 1. 18. 23 only r. Wied. ix. 18 all. 2 Macc. vii. 16 only. 

i h Acte x. 12. xi. 6 only. 

14. vi. б. vili. 8. Phil. i1. 7. Rev. ix. 7 only. 

12 reff. 
James iii. 7 only. 

Deut. xiv. 19, 20. 
Gen. i. 24 ). ‚24. 

G constr., vv. 26, 28. ch. vi. 17. Eph. iv. 19. Іва. zxxiii. 23. Sir. iv. 1 

91. om » A. 
Thdrt ТЫ.) алла B. 

Ас 
x Matt. xv. 16 1 Mk. тег. 31. ch. х. 

ар; Jer. x. 13. 2 xziv. 10. 
b 1 Сог. iz. 35. xv. 62. 1 Tim. I. 17. 1 Pet. I. 4, 33. Ш. 4 

c constr., Ps. 1. e. d eh. v. 
е ch. viii. 39 reff. 

g Acts х. 
1 Acta as above 

1 а= Acts vil. 
Gen. AIV. 23. 

k = (ch. iv, 22.) DE li. 9. 

(nuxapiorncay, so ACDR cd k 1 m n 17 Clem, Orig, Eus, (Meth,] 
кард:а bef ауто D'G vulg [Orig-int, Aug]. 

23. qAAafarro K c g К Orig,[and mss,] Eus. 
24. om xa: ABCN 17 TE (ерес Syr copt arm] Orig,[and int,] ee Aug 

Ambrst Pelag : ins DGKL[ 

fact, and not of possibility, has been the 
subject of the foregoing verses. From 
this point, we take up what they MIGHT 
HAVE DONE, but DID NOT. оўу ©з 
беу 484$] They did not give Him glory 
(Std here principally of recognition by 
worship) as Gop, i.e. as the great Crea- 
tor of all, distinct from and inflnitel 
superior to all His works. Bengel w 
divides é8éfacav and тёҳарістусау— 
* Gratias agere debemus ob beneficia: 
glorificare ob ipsas virtutes divinas." They 
did neither: in their religion, they deposed 
God from His place as Creator,—in their 
lives, they were ungrateful by the abuse of 
His gifts. iparawsðnoav] 533, vanus 
Suit, is used of worshipping idols, 2 Kings 
xvii. 15; Jer. ii. Б, and 533, vanitas, of an 

idol, Dent. xxxii. 21; 1 Kings xvi. 26 al.: 
and hence probably the word parade was 
here chosen. Stadoyiopots) their 
thoughts: but generally in N.T. in a bad 
sense: they became vain (idle, foolish 
in their speculations. loxorío9n } 
dav. abr. xap8.] &córeros із not the re- 
sult of ёскот., - became darkened so as to 
lose ita understanding,’—but the converse, 
—their heart (xap5ía of the whole inner 
man,—the seat of knowledge and feeling) 
being foolish (unintelligent, not retaining 
God in its knowledge) became dark (lost 
the little light it had, and wandered blindly 
in the mazes of folly). 29. фаскоутес 
«lv. соф.] Not, because they professed 
themeelves wise,’ but while they professed 
themselves wise—professing themselves 
to be wise. The words relate perhaps not 
so much to the schools of philosophy, 
as to the assumption of wisdom by the 
Greeks in general, see 1 Cor. i. 22, of 

.Y2 

rel syr Ath, Chr Thdrt. 1(арру) Did, 

which assumption their philosophers were 
indeed eminent, but not the only examples. 

. 83. #АХаҝау x. r. A.] quoted from 
ref. Ps., only rhy Bóta» айтёь, 'then 
glory,’ of the Psalm, is chan to * God’ 
glory,'—viz. His Power and Majesty visi- 
ble in the Creation. 4v represente the 
conditional element in which the change 
subsisted. áprov and Ü 
shew by contrast the folly of such а sub- 
stitution: He who made and upholds all 
things must be incorruptible, and no cor- 
ruptible thing can express His likeness. 

hart elkóvog] the simili- 
tude of the form—elxévos generalizes it 
to mean the Auman form, it not being 
any one particular man, but the form of 
man (examples being abundant) to which 
they degraded God,—and so of the other 
creatures. Deities of the Auman form pre- 
vailed in Greece—those of the bestial in 
Egypt. Both methods of worship were 
practised in Rome. 9 —32.] Immo- 
rality, and indeed bestiality, were the 
sequel of idolatry. 24.] The xaí after 
3:6 may import, As they advanced in de- 
parture from God, 20 God also on His 
part gave them up, &c.;— His dealings 
with them had a progression likewise. 
55 merely permissive, but 
judicial: delivered them over. As 
sin begeta sin, and darkness of mind deeper 
darkness, grace gives place to judgment, 
and the divine wrath hardens men, and 
hurries them on to more fearful degrees of 
depravity. iv rats ётад.) in the 
lusts—not by nor through the lusts (ns 
Erasmus and E. У.) ; the lusts of the 
heart were the field of action, the depart- 
ment of their being, in which this dis- 

om o Geos 
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Shere bis only. 1 Kings i. 
1 =» Aeta зій. 13. ch. iv. 18. кі. 24. Gai. 1 

18. 1.6, Eph. ii.3. James tii. 7 bis 1 bet I. Gonlyt. Wied wil. 50 only. 
Luke ii. 23. Gal. T. 28. nen Ali. 2, 13 only. Jer. zz. 16. Matt. zis. á u Mk. 

1 БА п. 21. Isa. zliv. 20 

e ch. з 
8 xr avi. vi Ваша ехе Mee: fic 10. wy 

3. 2 Cor. vi. 8. xi. 21. 3 Tim i i. der. ii 

98. Wied. xv. 1, i, Жы 2 ll. бошу. Tied 1. б. 

= пете сау; see 1 Thess. i. 9. aS Eee te 
w here only Ф er. 9. 

а Mark ziii. 19. Eph lii. 9. ; iH. 10, 1 Tim. iv. 3 
і. 88. Heb. ai п, 8. er. 94. 

fch.iz. £l. 1 Cor. зі. 14. zv. 
6 fem., here bie only. Lev. zzvii. 4. neut, 

h here bis. '2 Pet. ii. 12 only 7. -g. Jude 10.) 
К = Jamesiv.9. Rev. zi 6. 

eh. ii. M, 11. xi. 931,24 (3ce). 1 Cor. хі. 16. Gal. ii. 
n hers only. see 1 Cor. 

vil. о hers Lee. 
p = Mate sill, 23. Rev. u. 4. Judg. iz. 9, &c. A Ald. compl. propr., Matt. iv. 11, 22 

Ath- mes. 
D:EGKL[P] 17 rel 
055. eceBao tía» тту ,, P.] 

for xpnaiw, ктісіу D! : sensum P- lat. 
arm [Ambrst] Jer 
US. for re, 5e ADIG[P] d 1 17 [471 vulg syr Clem, 
Thi ern [npin] É на, Ambrst: om C a! b h o copt Orig, 
Syr wth [ Ephr 
with AC 

honour took place. av] 
more than mere profligacy in tbe satis- 
faction of natural lust (as Olsh.); for the 
Apostle uses cognate words &riud(«o00i 
and &riuía here and in ver. 26 :—bestial- 
ity; impurity in the physical, not only in 
the social and religious sense. rod 
ArGe] the genitive may imply 
either (1) the purpose of God's delivering 
them over to impurity, ‘that their bodies 
should be dishonoured, ог (2) the result 
of that delivering over, 20 that their 
bodies were dishonoured, or (8) the 
nature of the dxa@apala, as din &riulas 
below. impurity, which consisted in 
their bodies being dishonoured. The se- 
cond of these seems most аа with 
the e of the Apostle and with thea 
Ше ard (erba. | is most likely 305. 
sive (Beza, al. De Wette), as the middle 
of &riud(w is not found in use. And this 
is confirmed by the old and probably 
genuine reading adrois, which has been 
altered to éavrois from imagining that 
‘they’ was the subject to Aru eat. 
So that their bodies were dishonoured 
among them. 25,] This verse casts 
light on the rh» àA40. d» d3ixig var 
re» of ver. 18. The truth of God (the 
true notion of Him as the Creator) which 
they professed, they changed into (see on 

[om eis акабароча» Al(insd eadem manu, appy). } 
Ов] Chr, Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCD!N. 

om o: L k [ Euthal. ma]. 
е sil] L[P]N rel Ath, Chr Thdrt [ Ephr, 

rec eavros, with 

aft тара фиг, add хрусту Did vulg 

Eus ] Ath, Chr, Thdrt Damasc 
and i in «gen: txt BDIKLK 

) (let) appeves, 
MAS txt ВО (c? 7) 

d», ver. 28) a lie (Wed8os , used of 

mes Jer. xvi. 19), сш 55 m 
egitimate agency and depriving it o 
did for good Г сч ори, of the 
onour of pase and observance and 

reverence,—atpete, of formal worship 
with sacrifice and offering. Both verbe 
belong to rj кт(се:; though ceBdfoua 
would require ап accusative, Aarpeów, the 
nearest, tukes the government. тү 
кт.] the thing made, the creature—a 
general term for all objects of idulatrous 
worship. beyond—which would 
amount to the exclusion of the Creator. 

The doxology expresses the horror 
of the Apostle at this dishonour, and puts 
their sin in а more striking li But 
we need not su ply el cal obras (puras as 

rys. YnTós is Blessed, кат' 
étoxfiv : the LXX Me for it the perf. part., 
Ps. cxvii. 24. The adjective is usually of 
God: the participle, of nan. — 20.] re 
Arik ,—ave above, ver. 24, —stronger thun 
kripa ráðn, as setting forth the status, 
&riula, to which the den belonged. Con- 
trust 1 Thess. iv. 4, тд éavroU oxevos ктй- 
oha фу тц. xpijow] usum vene- 
reum; see examples in Wetstein. This 
abuse is spoken of first, as being the most 
revolting to nature. “In peccatis a 
endis мере scapha debet scapha dici. Pu- 

ABCDG 
KLP)» 
a be d f 
C h КІ 
mn o 17 

[47] 
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3 éEexavOnoay év т) opéker айт» eig AAANXOUS, ° ápaeves q bere only. 
sèv “dpoeow тїў * агупиосірти “xatepyatopuevos kal Ty $9. ед. 
Y дртцисбіау hy ёбє THs " плас avTav èv éavrois * йтто- 

28 cal xa ойк У ёдокіцаса» TOv Oeov 
"yew ё» ^ érvyvoaei, ° парёдюкєу avrovs б Geos eis 
©adoxinov vovv, тоу ta ил) d кабдђкорта, *9 *mremXgpo- 
pevous ‘racy © abdixia, ?Ї® ron], " mheove¥ia, m xaxia, 

XapBávovres. 

zii.23. ne,, 1 Cor. vii. 36 
w= James т. 20. 2 i 

zxziv.1& 2 Macc іт. 46. vi. 21. viii. 6 only. 
23 reff. 1 Cor. iii. 18 reff. 
Vige 

зай, fa only. Deut. zzi. 17. 3 Масс. vi. 4. 
21. 

R Acte iii. 28 reff. 
Sal. Ezek. zzii. 27. 

Athen, Orig, Eus, (Ec 
тъй, txt BDGL 
Clem Orig Ath, Thdrt: txt BC 
Tul Ee. for «avr., avrois BK 35. 

Pet. ii. 18. Jule 11. Ezek. zii. 10. 

s = l Tim. lil. 4. so 
. il. 20 reff. Hos. т, p. 249. ach, й. iv. I. ver. 

ziil. 5 Н 7. 2 Tim. ili. 8. Tit. l. 16. Heb. ті. 8 only. P.H. Prov. икт. 6. Jea. 1. 23 only. 

f = Acta жк. 19 reff. 
{ Mark vii. 22. 

m : 1 Cor. aiv. 30 reff. 

$ ve 
[KP] N. corri | Eus, Damasc] ТЫ (Ec. 

КЕР) N-corr! [ Eus, Ephr, Damasc] Ath, Cbr 

Polyb. ix. 19. 
16. 

t here onir +. 
Sir. xxii. ба]. 

в = 1 Tim. . 16. 
t = here( Rev. 

xvi. 15) only. 
Exod. zz. 

(uur, 1 Cor. 
+ 2 Cor. vi. 13 only t. 

х Luke vi. 34. xxiii. 41 al. Num. 
= һете on] $. Jos, Antt, ii. 7. 4. res ch. ziv. 
ew dv aitiass or 8s arise. Thuc. li. 18. ses 

24. e 1 Cor. ix. 27. 2 Cor. 

a= ch. ii. 9 ref. 

e constr., Luke ii. 40. 2 Cor. st 4 only. 
g Lake ziii. 27. Acta i. 18. zzvii. 3. 

k 1 Cor. v. 8. 1 Epb. iv. 19. 2 Pet. И. 

s (2nd) ACN! b! 17 Clem Orig, Ath, [Ephr] Chr 
er appeci AN! 5. 17 

28. om е Osos А Ni(ins corr!) 2 Nyss Damasc Hil- me. Vict-tun: Chr, bas it bef 
avTOUS. 

29. rec aft ad, ins ropre:a, with L rel кутт [arm Bas, Nyss, (Ephr,) кишка 
Thdrt ТЫ Œc Ennod, and D' EG vulg Lucif Raf Ambrst aft кака. omg srornpia : [ 
ins xa: тору, (omg wornp.). and m axabspora тори. :] ою ABCKN 17 copt wth Ephr, 
Bas,[snd mss] Chr, Isid Max Gennad Damasc ( ig-int,] Aug. кака 
sAcoret. АМ [Syr] Epbr, (Orig-int,] Aug: как. ror. xA. C 17 copt eth Damasc: как. 
wopveta Ator. D'(aft тору. ins rovnp. D? [d ) G [(d)] 2.46. 71. 92: txt B(K(P] omg 
тоуур.) L rel вуг Bas, ( Nyse,] Chr Thdrt ТЫ Сс. 

dorem præposterum ii fere postulant qui 
pudicitia carent . . . Gravitas et ardor stili 
judicialis, proprietate verborum non violat 
verecundiam." Bengel. N.] rhv 
&cx»u. perhaps, as De W., ‘the (well- 
known, too nent) indecency,’ —' cui 
ipsa corporis . . . conformatio reclamat,’ 

1: but more probably the article is 
only generic, as in 2 Pet. i. 5-8 re- 
peatedly. BELA fav] The 
Apostle treats this ёта iuto which they 
fell, ав a consequence of, a retribution for, 
their departure from God into idolstry, — 
with which i» fact it was closely connected. 
This shame, and not its comsequences, 
which are not Aere treated of, is the йут:- 
pabla of their xAdrm, their aberration 
from the knowledge of God, which they 
received. This is further shewn by $y 
Fei in the past tense. ei yàp кай ph yé- 
era jv, und xédacis h A. тобто 
rds коАйо«воз хро» $y. ei Bù Borras, 
T)» gh por Aéyeis Tijs Tinas. 
Chrys. Hom. v. p. 457. dv davrois, 
in their own persons, viz. by their de- 
gradation even below the beasts. 
28.) The play on доки and àBórinos 
can hardly be expressed in any other lun- 
gus Non probavernnt’ and repro- 
bam’ of the Vulgate does not give it. 
Because they reprobated the knowledge 
of God, God gave them over to а repro- 
bate mind, is indeed a very inadequate, 

but as far as the form of the two words is 
concerned, an accurafe representation of 
it. (Mr. Conybeare gives it,—“ As they 
thought fit to cast out the acknowledg- 
ment of God, бой gave them over to an 
outcast mind.“) For áàBóxiuos is not 
‘judicii expers’ (as Beza, Tholuck, &c.), 
but reprobate, rejected by God. God 
withdrew from them His preventing grace 
and left them to the evil which they had 
chosen. The active sense of dddéxipos, 
besides being altogether unexampled, 
would, in the depth of its meaning, be 
inconsistent with the assertion of the 
passage. God did sot give them up to 
a mind which had lost the faculty of 
discerning, but to a mind judicially aban- 
doned to that depravity which, being well 
able to exercise the Sox:uacia required, 
not only does not do so, but in the head- 
long current of its abandonment to evil, 
sympathizes with and encourages (ver. 32) 
its practice in others. It is the ‘ video 
meliora proboque,’ which makes the ‘ dete- 
riora sequor ' so liarly criminal. 
obe 4$ок!мата» #ҳе is not = den]. oix 
xe (us Dr. Burton): the latter would 
express more a deliberate act of the judg- 
ment ending in rejection of God, whereas 
the text charges them with not karing 
exercised that judgment which woald, if 
exercised, have ted to the retention of God 
in their knowledge. xav іу dry. 
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auat” uen TOUS PX фӨдуои, ° фбуди, vr Edo, д0Хои, * какотбеіас, ABCDG 
xxiii. 28. ch. KL[P L t , ^ е , 

zr. l, james * JysÜupiaTás, 80 Sxgraddrous, Y ÜcooTwyeis, " U8ptiords, в bedt 
I. Nah. l. h ЖУ Unrepnpavous, * adalovas, * épeuperas какфь, * гүоуебочу = Ы * 

v. 20,21. Phil. I. 18. 1 Tim. vi. 6. as above (op). Matt xxvil. 181 Mk. Tit. 
Я (Gal 3. ао iv. 6. 1 Pet. uh only. Wied. vi. 23 (25). 1 Maco. viii. T only. (ep) r 1 Cor. і. 11 reff. 
s here only t. 3 Mace. Ш. 33. vil. 3. к ча, rò dwi rò xeipor w Šravra, Aristot. Rhet. ti, 13. 
there only +. (-iQei, Pe. 21.7. -topdg, 2 Cor. zii. 20.) 

iv. 11.) v here only *. 
Prov. xx. 1.) ‚5% Tim. іН. 2. 
only, Ра. exvill. 31,51. (-véa, Merk vil. 23.) 
il. 5 only. a here only t. 

gover G Di. lat [tol] Lucif, : [$or. bef p8. 17:] epiBos bef porov А. 
(vv. 27—380 are in a difft hand from the rest of D.) 80. xaxoAaAovs D. 

So Job xxi. 14,—“ they say to God, Depart 
from us: for we desire not the knowledge 
of thy ways,” . ў 
99—31.] «ew» ngs to the 
subject le oiei», understood. The 
reading торреіф appears to have arisen out 
of жоулріф, and is placed by some M88. 
after that word, by some after xaxíg, omit- 
ting xo». The Apostle can hardly have 
written it here, treating as he does all 
these immoralities of the heart and con- 
science as resulis of, and flowing from, 
the licentious practices of idolatry above 
specified. Accurate distinctions of 
ethical meaning can hardly be found for 
all these words. Without requiring such, 
or insisting on each excluding the rest, I 
have collected the most interesting notices 

ing them, Umbreit has illustrated 
their LXX usage and Hebrew equivalents. 

&5ьк(е | Perhaps a general term, 
comprehending all that follow: such would 
be according to the usage of the Epistle : 
but perhaps to be confined to the stricter 
import of injustice; of which on the part 
of the Romans, Wetst. gives abundant 
testimonies. Ammonius in- 
terprets rd wornpdy, Tò Sparrixdy r, 
used therefore more of the tempter and 
seducer to evil. wcovet(q] covet- 
ousness-(not as 1 Thess. iv. 6, see there), 
of which the whole provincial government 
and civil life of the Romans at the time 
wasfull. ‘Quando | major avaritie patuit . 
sinus P" exclaims Juvenal, soon after this. 
Sat. i. 87. как(ф] more the passive 
side of evil—the capability of and 
clivity to evil, —the opposite to doc. :— 
so Arist, Eth. Nic. ii. 8. 6, фхбкета бра 
ў ёретђ elvai. . . . тд» Велтістоу wpacrucfy 
$ 8# какіа, Tobrarrlov. vow and 

are probably put together from 
similarity of sound. So Eurip. Troad. 
770 f., 4 Turddpe io Epvos, obror el Aids 
ro As Bb катерш» фиш! с’ ёктефикёси, 
"Addoropos pty ярётоу, elra %4 oa, 
pórov Te, Cavdrov 0', бта те уў трёфа 
как какотде(ав | seo reff. 
ap. secret mali ;—karak. open 
slanderers. The distinction. attempted 

uhereonlyt. (-Aía, 2 Cor. zii, 20, Aer, James 
w 1 Tita. 1. 13 only. Prov. vi. 17 al. Copies Jer. xxvii. n)a, rinks 

у һа above (х). Lukei.51. James iv. 1 Pet. v. i 
s аз above (z) only. Job zzvii. 8. Frov. zzi. 24. Hab. 

om $oAov A. 

to be set up by Suidas and others, 
between беошетўз, Óxb Oeo шооўиеуоз, 
and 6eouíons, d шс» Tb» Gedy, has been 
applied to 6«ocrvyeis also, which has 
therefore been written 6«ocréyes. Bat 
the distinction is untenable; all com- 
pound adjectives in ws being oxyton. 

ie never found in an active 
sense, ‘hater of God, but always in a 
passive, hated by God (cf. Eur. Troad. 
1206, ў 0«omrv ys "EAévg : Cycl. 895, тё 
deo rue {800 paryelpy: ib. 598 : so Oeo- 
pia, Demosth. 1486 ult.: rx erar- 
rar *vÓAce» Th» ӧретбрау rouí(w xal 
ӨеофиАетттуу: and isch. Eum. 831); 
and such is apparently the sense here. 
The order of crimes enumerated would be 
broken, and one of a totally different kind 
inserted between xaraAdAovus and ófipic- 
тёз, if der. is to signify ‘haters of God.’ 
But on the other supposition,—if any 
crime was known more than another as 
* hated by the gods,’ it was that of *dela- 
fores, abandoned persons who circum. 
vented and ruined others by a system 
of malignant eepionage and false informa- 
tion. And the crime was one which the 
readers of this part of Roman history know 
to have been the pest of the state; see 
Tacitus, Ann. vi. 7, where he calls the dela- 
tores ' Principi quidem grati, et Deo exosi.’ 
So also Philo, ap. Damascen. (quoted by 
Wetst.) 8:4Воло: ка} Belas ётотбитто 
xdpiros, of th» abri» dxelvy BiaBoAurh» 
»отойутез xaxorexviay, Beorruyets те xal 
деошсеїѕ xdvrn. It does not follow that 
the delatores only ure intended, but the 
expression may be used to include all those 
abandoned persons who were known as 
Diis exosi, who were employed in pursuits 
hateful and injurious to their kind. So 
Wetst., Meyer, Riickert, Fritzsche, De 
Wette:—the majority of Commentators 
incline to the active sense,—so Theodoret, 
(Ec., Erasm., Luther, Calv., Beza, Estius, 
Grot., Tholuck, Reiche, o. pferd 
opposed by Xenoph. Mem. i. and Apol. 
Socr. to софро», ‘a discreet aud m 
man: but here perhaps, as said by Paul of 
himself, ref. 1 Tim., qui contumeliá afficit," 



II. 1. 

х d reibe, | 9! © davvérovs, 

IIPOX POMAIOTS. 

4 dauvÜerovs, 

827 

eg : А 
AGTOPYOUVS, b Luke i. 17. 

) hots xxvi. 10. 
favedenpovas, 3? € оќтірес тд di üaimpua той бсо dm Tm urs 

L.P res, бт of TA T0taÜTa Trpáacovres ™ dros з Üavárov only. L.P. 
Dent. zzi. 18, 

a m (Baty, -Oera, 
єт», oU буор айта TowvatY, dd xal ° cuvevdoxovcEY ‚рю, 
тоф прассоисш. 

II. 1 Ai Pdvarodoyntos el, à áyÜporre mâs 0 A epi- 
e 2 Tim. lii. 3 only t. JEscbin. 
h Job ххліт. 21. i = 

ziii. 12 тей. no 

zziii. 29 reff. o 1 Cor. 

3 47,29. f here only: 
uke i. 6. ch. li. 28. viii. 4. Heb. іх. 1, 10. Exod. xv. 25. 

ns, ch. xili. 46. Matt. x. 10 al. 
13, 13 raff. 

Prov. v. 9. xi. 17. g = Acta x. 61 reff. 
k = 1 Сог. 

Deut. zzv. 2. ю Acts 
p ch. i. 20 only +. q = ch. xiv. 3,4 reff. 

91. rec aft acropyovs ins arrovBous (gloss in marg to explain acvvOerovs), with 
CD'KL[P]N? rel vulg вуг үа Nyss 
bef acvrüerovs 03: om AB 

Chr: add ovx evoncay 

cuvevSoxouvTes 

Chr, 
GN! fuld! (Sy 

82. excyrerres L 17 [ Ephr,(txt,)]: exeyweakorres 
Bas: ovx eyvøsav G 8-pe: ov cvrgkar 15: non intellexerunt, 

or the like, latt [Orig - int, Cypr, Lucif, Ambrst ). 
oy p. 8е 46 Bas ( Euthal-ms) : ca. et] ov u. vulg(-clem) Ambrst. 

: ov роу. ol TOLOUVTES айта GA. Kat ot guvevBoKouvres some mentd by 

PH aguverous) Thdrt ; pref, 17. 76 Thl; 
т] copt Ephr, Damasc [Orig-int,] Lucif,. 

B 80: More Thi: eidores 116 

ov цоуоу yap (see above) D! : 
toi vvTeg and 

Isid vulg(not am!) D?-lat G-lat [(syrr)] arm (Clem-rom,) Ephr, [Orig-int, Сур, 
Lucif,]. 

‘an insulting person.’ inis pact 
dor) 84 рар ina катафрбутеіз Tis Ah 
афтод тё» AHA, Theophr. Char. 34. It 
may be observed that Aristotle, Rhet. ii. 
16, mentions RHD ral and óxepfjaro: as 
examples of rà Aore å фтетои 07. 

] see reff. Boxe? 8% ка) ёЛа(фу 
«уо: à Opacds xal xposwainrinds ape las, 
Aristot. Eth. Nic. iii. 10. oxe? 8) ô uir 
dAa(ay wposromrwubs TG» ёу86 еу elvai, 
ке) ph бёзтару буту, xal ne e À bwdpxes 
„++ (era 868s ка) тїз)... . ка} 
ў bwepBorr kal ў Alay AA enis dAaCoridy, 
Ibid. iv. 18. up. kax.) ‘Sejanus 
omnium facinorum repertor habebatur, 
Tacit. Ann. iv. 11:—‘ scelerumque inventor 
Ulixes, Virg. En. ii. 161: cracidpxa, 
Piorpáypoves, nazr eüperai, sapagindAi- 
es, Philo in Flaco. 5 4, vol. ii. p. 520 :— 
wdons xaxlas eóperfjs (of Antiochus Epiph.), 
2 Maec. vii. 81. dovrérove, destitute 
ма) understanding, see Col. 1.9, and 

larity of sound to 
ed. faith, ойк ёиибуоутаѕ Tais соиубђ- 
«us, Suid. and Hesych. In the same 
sense, ейсъудетеіу and dovrGereivy are op- 
ре by Chrysippus and Plutarch (see 

etat.). 1 ph yarar- 
тёз Tiva, Hesych. And Athengus, speak - 
ing of of xadodpevor prides peAcaypides, 
er 84 Baropyoy zpos тй ёкуоуа Td 
Spveov, kal ӧЛсуврє tray reerépor, xiv. 

. 655 0. In buc urbe nemo liberos tol- 
fi, quia, quisquis suos heredes habet, nec 
ad comas nec ad spectacula admittitur." 
Petronius, 116. (Wetst.) 38.) The 
Apostle advances to the highest grade of 
moral abandonment,—the knowledge of 
God’s sentence against such crimes, united 
with the contented practice of them, and 

encouragement of them in others. rd 
Sixaleopa т. @.] the sentence of God, un- 
mistakeably pronounced in the conscience. 

Eri r. v. A.] viz. that they who do 
such things are worthy of death; this is 
the sentence, and must not be enclosed in 
a parenthesis, as in Wetstein, Griesbach, 
and Scholz. bavárov, what sort of 
death? Probably a general term for the 
Fatal ence of sin; that such courses 
lead to ruin. The word can hardly be 
pressed to ite exact meaning : for many of 
the crimes mentioned could neverbe visited 
with judicial capital punishment in this 
world (as Grot.): nor could the heathen 
bave any definite idea of eternal, spiritual 
death, as the penalty attached to sin 
(Calov.),—nor again, any idea of the con- 
nezion between sin and natural death. 
“ Life and Death,” remarks Umbreit, “are 
ever set over against one another in the 

. T. as well as in the N. T., the one as 
including all good that can befall us, the 
other, all evil.” p. 246. The descrip- 
tion here given by the Apostle of the moral 
state of the heathen world should by all 
means be compared with that in Thucyd. 
iii. 82—84, of the moral state of Greece in 
the Peloponnesian war: and a passago 
in Wisd. xiv. 22—81, the openiug of 
which is remarkably similar to our text: 
elt’ ойк prere Tò ard h. тер! Thy той 
geo yodaw, AAA dk. . . , ver. 22, and 
again ver. 27, ) yàp тё» àrevipuer еі86- 
Ае» Opnoxela warrbs apy) кахой ка) alria 
xal wépas istiy. 

II. 1—29.] Secondly, THE BAME, that 
all are guilty before God, 18 PROYED UF 
THE JEWS ALSO. And first, vv. 1—11, яо 
man (the practice of the Jews being hinted 
at) must condemn another, for ali alike are 
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reb aie c. voy ‘ev Ф yap " xpivew tow *Erepoy, ceavróv *ката- Ф 3 
ыта на , е pS \ , , е qa 9 10a de 

ech ri. xpivers’ Ta yap avrà трассе 0 Ixplvwy. °? оїдацеу 
I ai nod. Sri TO " кріџа ToU Oeod ёстір " катй dv " ётї roh 
zvi. ^ X 

tau 1d тоайта Tpáccovras. 9 * Xoyítg 56 тойто, & üvÜporre 

b disi б крй mv Tovs TÀ тоайта "Trpáccovras xal Toiv айта, 
‘23. Esth. ii. 
Canaan TOTE aÙ? ée. тд " xpipa той ÜcoU ; j той * тћойтои 
£6 4". otis " ypnorotntos aùroð xal тїї °% ароҳў «ai THs 

sde LapoÜvpias ! karadpoveis, £ аүроби © бт. TÒ * xpraTóv 
tov ÜcoÜ eis uerávoidv сє ‘dyes, 5 ката 86 thy * oxdn- 

хз. 47. ch. 
Ш. B. xiii. 2 
al. Jer. 
Tavi. Ji.) 

ы) 

v bere only. 
w a Acts ziii. 

11 reff. z 
36. 3 Cor. zi. 33. 1 Theres. 
23. xi. 
LXX. Pu. lavii ) a 3 Cor. v3.8. Gal. 
i. 7 ай. P. Ps. zxiv. 7. (-reveo@as, 1 Cor. xiil. 4.) 
Antt. vi. 5. I.) d see Eph. iv. 3. 
хін. 4. „ма, Acts zzvi. 3.) 

= h 1 Cor. зт. 33 reff. Р 
v. 39. 2 Tim. Ш. 6. Polyb. i, 16. 13. 

Crap. II. 1, ins крат: bef кре C! m 78. 80. 98. 179 
9. for де, yap CN m 17. 80. 122-79 vulg 

constr., (ch. ziv. 10) 3 Cor. z. 7, 11. Heb. зі 19. 1 Maec. vi. 9. 
v. 3 (Acta xvi. 27 reff. хіх. 6) only. L. P 

f Matt. xviii. 10. 1 Cor. zi. A al. Prov. xiii. 13. 
а. zzxiii. 8. eonstr., ch. i. 19, 20. 

k here only. = Deut. iz. 27. see Matt. хіх. 6, 

D-lat copt arm 

y = Luke zzi. 
.H. 2 Macc. vii. 35. в x ch. ік. 

$3. Eph. hy u. ii. 7 al. (Paul.) NN oͤrd 2 vis coat. Plato, Euth hr. p. 12 а. (= ТАђ0ОС, 
b as above (a). ch. lii. 12. зі. 22 (3ce). Eph. 

e (=) ch. Ш. 25 only t. (1 Масс. xii. 25 only. Jos. 
ob. іх. 22. 1 Tim. 1.16 al. Prov. xav. 15. (-NH, 1 Cor. 

ch. i. 13 
i = eh. viii. 16. Gal. 

w. ast copt.  - 
r, Pelag : txt AB D-gr 

GKL[P] rel Thdrt Damasc Th! Œc [Orig-int, Ambrst] Tert,: om 23 wth 
3. Ha. Лоу. to *paccorras, voui(eis ovr о Tavra трассеу Р. 

guilty. 1.] The address passes gra- 
dually to the Jews, They were the Scope 
who j«dged — who pronounced all Gentiles 
to be born in sin aud under condemnation: 
— doubtless there were also proud and cen- 
sorious men among the Gentiles, to whom 
the rebuke might apply, but these are 
hardly in the Apostle’s mind. This is evi- 
dent by comparing rà yàp айта яріссез 
6 wpiver with vv. 21—23, where the same 
charge is implied in a direct address to 
the Jew. , оп account of this 
Siucalepa Geov decreeing denth against the 
doers of these things ron thou doest them 
thyself. Therefore thy setting thyself up 
as а Judge, is unjustifiable. as 6 
xplvev}) The Jew is not yet named, but 
hinted at (see above): not in order to con- 
ciliate the Jews (Riickert), but on account 
of the as yet purposely general form of 
the argument. This verse is in fact the 
major of a syllogism, the minor of which 
follows, vv. 17—20, where the position 
here declared to be unjustifluble, is as- 
gerted to be assumed by the Jew. 
iv ў . J For whe (not ‘ia that’), 
as E. V.—i.e. ‘in the matter in which.’ 

3.) oW. 84, atqui scimus’—now 
we know. ward AA.] according to 
truth, as E. V., De Wette :— not, ‘truly,’ 
'revera" (as Raphel, &c.)—for ofBouer, 
on which tlie emphasis is, implies certain 
knowledge. Nor does xarà ёл. belong to 
&pipa, ‘judgment according to truth’ (as 
Olsh.),—but to del, is, (proceeds) ас» 
cording to justice (John viii. 16). 
8.) Here he approximates nearer to the 

Toure А. 

Jews. They considered that because they 
were the children of Abraham they should 
be saved, see Matt. iii. 7, 9. тоъто, 
viz. Jr. ab dxo., following. ov has the 
emphasis on it, thou thyself,—‘thow above 
ай others.’ 4.] 4, or (introducing 
a new error or objection, see ch. iii. 29; 
vi. 3; хі. 2), ‘inasmuch as God spares 
thee day by day (see Eccles. viii. 11), dost 
thou set light by His loxg-suffering, ig- 
norant that His intent in it is to lead thee 
to repentance?’ wovrov,—a favourite 
word with the Apostle (sve reff.),—the fal- 
эы ‘ ges pas Me 5 shewn 

His åvoxý and дакроб. á 
ое, not knowing,—being blind to the 
truth, that... Grot., Thol., al. would ren- 
der it ‘not considering but as De Wette 
remarks, it is a wilful and guilty ignorance, 
not merely an inconsiderateness, which is 
blamed in the question. бус, is lead- 
ing thee: this 1s its intent and legitimate 
course, which thy blindness will frustrate. 
Malo deducit quam invilat; quia illud 
plus quiddam significat. Neque tamen pro 
adigere accipio, sed pro manu ducere.’ 
Calvin. 6.) I am inclined with Lach- 
mann to regard tit question as continued. 
If not, the responsive contrast to the ques- 
tion in ver. 4 would begin more emphati- 
cally than with ката 8$ . . .; it would be 
ov 84 ката . . . . or Onoavpl as 8$ стеаитф 
xara But the enquiry loses itself 
in the digressive clauses following, and no 
where comes pointedly to an end. 1 have 
therefore not placed a mark of interroga- 
tion at бун or at Geot, ав Lachm. does,— 

е ë o э a 

ABCDG 
KL(P]« 
a bed f 
ghkl 
mu o 17 

[47] 
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рбӧттт& cov xai! dperavónrov rapõlav = Üncavpiles acavrQ 1 hare ошу. | 
n opyny èv °?нёра no dn кай Р аттокамулууео$ q Sexatoxpicias DUE vi. 19, 

той беой, 6 ds ' arrodwce * ёкйттф "ката Tà épya айтой,* 
Trois pev каб *iropoviv *épyov * ауабдой “dokay K 15u. 

р = 1 Cor. i. T. 2 Thess. l. 7. al. 

Hexapl. (-xpirgs, 2 Macc. xii. 41.) 
- ped mgd 4 i 

36 reff. sing., ch. ziii. 3. 

B. for aroxaAupews, avtarodocews А ( ssth[ · rom ]) Carel, 
xpicias DPIKL(P]N? 17 rel вуг ( thſ-rom]) 
ms) Thdr 

3,4. Heb. zii. 1 al. Ezra x. 2. see James i. 4. constr., 1 Thees. i. 3. t 
u 2: ch. v. 2. viii. 18. іх. 23 al. 

abs I. ike 
zzi. 23. ch. 
il. *. iv. 

o Rer. vi. 17. 
Zeph. ii. 3. 

q here enly 4. Hos. vi. 5 (for Teo) Inoert. (Quinta ?) in 

r = Matt. zri. 27. Rev. zziL 12. Prov. xlr. 12. 
Acts iz. 

ins xai bef 3ucato- 
ig, Kus, Ephr, Bas, Chr, [Cyr,-p Euthal- 

: ts 3. 33-5. 108-21: om ABD!GN! vulg Syr copt goth [arm | Orig, Land 
int. „e Eus, | Damasc (Ec Iren-int, Cypr Lucif. 

bot have left the construction to explain 
itself. card] not, in proportion to’ 
(Meyer), but as E. V. after, ‘in conso- 
nance with,’ *secundum,'—describing the 
state out of which the action springs: see 
ver. 7, каб óxvouorfr. фретау.) not 
admitting that uerdro to which God із 
leading thee. dv 4pépq, not for, nor 
= els ўрёрау, nor should it be rendered 
‘against the day, as E. V. I need hardly 
remind any accurate scholar, that such an 
interpretation as ‘ фу for els? is no where 
to be tolerated. It belongs to àpyf»,— 
wrath in the day of wrath, *wrath which 
shall come upon thee in that duy,'—not 
to @ncavpl(ers, imagining which has led to 
the mistake. The zupa dpyiis is the day 
of judgment, viewed in its relation to sin- 
sere: see reff. &кока\. Sxatoxp. | 
the manifestation (public enforcement, it 
having been before latent though deter- 
mined) of God's righteous judgment. 
The reading дёток. xol Stratorp. wonld 
mean, ‘the appearance (reff.) of God, 
and his righteous judgment, — not refer- 
ring merely to the detection men's 
hearts, as Origen, Theophyl, Rückert. 
But the reading is not strongly upheld, 
nor is it according to the mode of speak- 
ing in the argument—see ch. i. 17, 18. 

6, 7.) This retribution must be 
carefully kept in its place in the argu- 
ment. The Apostle is here speaking ge- 
nerally, of the general system of God in 
governing the world, —the judging accord- 
ing to each man's works—punishing the 
evil, and rewarding the righteous. No 
question a£ present arises, how this righte- 
ousness in God's sight is to be obtained 
but the truth is only stated broadly at 

present. to be further specified by and by, 
when it is clearly shewn that by &pya vóuov 
no flesh can be justified before God. The 
neglect to observe this has occasioned two 
mistakes: (1) an idea that by this 
it is proved that not faith only, but works 
also in some measure, justify before God 
(so Toletus in Pool's Syn.), and (2) an idea 

(Tholack 1st edn. and Kollner) that by 
Epyou &уабой here is meant faith in Christ. 
However true it be, so much is certainly 
not meant here, but merely the fact, that 
every where, and in all, God punishes evil, 

F., 8. rois uiv nad’ 
к. GGS] To those who 

by endurance good works seek for 
glory and honour and immortelity (will 
He render) eternal life: but to those who 
аге (men) of self-seeking, and disobey 
the truth, but obey iniquity (shall accrue) 
anger and wrath, &. The verb àro- 
бете, ver. 6, should have two accusatives, 
representing the two sides of the final retri- 
bution,—(eh» aláv. and dpyhy, &c. But 
the second of these is changed to a no- 
minative and connected with fera; under- 
stood, and made the first member of the 
following sentence, 84а 3€ x r. A. being op- 
posed to it. Thus also two datives belong 
to àroBécet, viz. тоз... . (тобо, — 
aud rois . . . ёйкїг. То (тобосу belong 
84. к. тц. к. 400. ав its accusatives, and 
Kaf bron. (py. dy. as its adverb. This, as 
De Wette remarks, is the only admissible 
construction : in opposition to (a) (Ecum. 
and Beza, who divide ёру. фу. from xaf 
bron. (iis quidem qui secundum patientem 
expectationem quarunt boni operis glo- 
friGm),—(B) Bengel, Knapp. Fritzsche, 
Olsh., and Krehl, who take ros. 
&үабоў as meaning ‘those who endure in 
good works’ (аг (Ec. does rots каб drop. 
those who endure, nbsol.), and 84 а».... 
(тобосу, as in apposition with it,—(y) 
Photius (in Ecum.), Luther, and Estius, 
who take it, ref: .. . (nrotow (wr 
aidv..—8dfay x. r. A., — (8) Reiche, who 
takes rois uér,—* to the one, - alone, and 
makes каб d ron. parullel to xarà тё Fa, 
representing tbe rule of judgment, taking 
the rest as (y). io vou, sing. of moral 
habitude in the whole, the general course 
of life and action (see retf.). 84а», 
absolute imparted glory like His own, see 
Matt. xiii. 43; John xvii. 22:—ripyy, re- 
cognition, relative precedence, see Matt. 
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"ale m. тй kal Y афдараіаю “ бтодоги бюђи айшмо rois 8ё anda 
аю x dE у doWelas кай * йлтебойе v Tj) * dAxÜeía, v mebopévois ave dt 
(тыгы. э. 82 тӯ ° абака, % дру?) кай “E бид, 9 ™ MN кай ore йл 

33. Col. iil. 
lal Ра. 
Axxiil. 14. 

a = John xviii. 37. ch. Ш. 26. iv. 13, 14. Gal. ili. 7 al 
іН. 14, 16 only +. z 
v. 36 reff c ch. i. 18 al, P геп. ver. 

xv. 1, Ezek. v. 15. Ъ = 2 Thess. і. 6. 

above (1). 2 Cor. ziL 10 only. (-peco@as, 2 Cor. iv. В.) 
( Turm. xx, 1,15. iL 43 теб. Luke ік. 66 v. r. N 

iv. 3. Ре. lxvii. 31 (28) N Ald. compl. 
19. 1 Cor. xiii. 6. 8 John 11 only. ut. zzz. 15. 

8. epn6eias А f: єрє йаз B DG: epifias Dl. 
[and int,] Ephr Chr Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec. 
1 17 rel вуг ( Eus, Euthal-ms] Thdrt (Ec: txt ABD'GN 

i ta] Ephr, Damasc Thl. 
9. гоида and AN G m 1. 109 Dl. lat. 

ins ADSKL[P]N? 17 rel вуг Orig 
гес dunö xai орут, with DSK LIP 
m vulg Syr [copt] arm Orig,[and in 

x. 82; xxv. 34 :-—-афбарсѓау, incorrupti- 
bility: so the aim of the Christian athlete 
is described, 1 Cor. ix. 25, as being to obtain 
ordpavoy Ќфбартоу. 8. Toig 88 d 
ip Galas] as in reff, to be supplied by 
обозу, those who live in, act from, are 
situated in and do their deeds from—4pi0ela 
as a status, as of d spoken of place. 
épillela,—not from Epis, from which it is 
distinguished 2 Cor. xii. 20; Gal. v. 20, 
but from &pi@os, a hired workman, whence 
pid ces or -ouas properly ‘to work for 
hire, but met. and generally, ambitum 
ezercere, used principally of official per- 
sons, who seek their own purposes iu the 
exercise of their office, and (according to 
the analogy of та:деа from жшб$ейе, 
Zovxcla from Zoe te, ёЛа(оуеќа from 
Aae; epibela, *ambilus, *self- 
seeking, 'greed. It stands opposed to 
Ўтоиоу) Ép-yov ёуабод, which requires self- 
denial and forbearance. There seems to 
be no reason why this, the proper mean- 
ing, should not here apply, without seek- 
ing for a more far-fetched one, as ‘the 
party spirit of the Jews,’ Rickert. The 
mistake of rendering it costentiousnese,’ 
and imagining a derivation from {ps pre- 
vailed 5 (Orig., Chrys., Theodo- 

. ret, Theophyl., (Ecum., Hesych. (др:дебето, 
équAorelicei), Vulg., Erasm., Grot., &е., and 
even the more recent English Commen- 
tators, Bloomf., Slade, and Peile, rots dt 
épiBe(as, i.e. rois épl(ovcr) according to De 
Wette, down to Rückert, who first sug- 
gested the true derivation. It appears to 
have arisen from épe6i¢w being somewhat 
similar in sound. Aristotle uses it in the 
sense of ambitus, canvassing for office, in 
Polit. v. 8,——ueraBdAAovcs: dè al тоћлтеси 
ка) Ќуео aTácess did те таз dpifelas, Ssrep 
dv Hpalg d£ aiperür yàp 8:4 тобто roln- 
cay кАпретіз, бт: jpovrro robs ёр:беооџќ- 
vous. Fritzsche, who has an excursus on 
the word, renders of dt dpi., malitioss 

= ch. x. 21. Deut. xxi. 20. 
d ver. 6. 

„l M voyopla, * e mâsav !Avy)v dvÜparrov ToU ™ катерүа- 
Couévov ? тд n xaxov, lov6aíov Te прфто» ка} "EXXgvos' 

y 2 Cor. xil. 30. Gal. v. ari Run i. 17. i. 3. James 
а = 1 John l. 6 = Acts 

е Eph. iv, 21. f Po. lxxvii. 49. Е = Rev. 
Ach. viii. 35. 2 Cor. vi. 4. Isa. viii. 22. xxx. 6. j аз 

k Acts xiii. И reff. 1 Acts 
m = ch. i. 27. vii. 13, 15, 17, 18. 1 Cor. v. 3. 1 Pet. 

n John xviii. 23. ch. vii. 21, xii, 31 (bis). xili, ( (bis). avi. 

om ue» BD!GN! Thſph- ant.]: 

= maokhinatores.’ 
Phi 8 8, р. 704, opposes dpd. to 
хрістецадќа. bn the whale; self. ы 
seems best to lay hold of the idea of the 
word: see note on Phil. i. 16, 17. 
ёте. р. Aer Hindering (see ch. i. 18) 
the truth which they possess from working, 
by self-abandonment to iniquity. 
pyh к. одб] According to this arrange- 
ment (see var. readd.) the former word 
denotes the abiding, settled mind of God 
towards them (й üpyh т. beo? uére dw 
abrór, John iii. 36), —and the latter, the 
outbreak of that anger at the great day of 
retribution. So the grammarians: dn 
ul dari wpóskaipos (excandescentia, as 
Cicero): ёруђ Bb woAvxpórios дуттисон!а, 
Ammon. Seethesame further brought out 
by Tittmann, Syn. i. p. 181. 9. MV. 
к. orev.| An expression from the LX 
(see тей): the former signifying more 
the outward weight of objective infliction, 
—the latter the subjective feeling of the 
pressure. It is possible, in the case of 
the suffering Christian, for the former to 
exist without the latter: so 2 Cor. iv. 8, 
фу тарт) OAiBduervor, AAA’ où areroxe- 
poóuevot, But here the objective weight 
of infliction and the subjective weight 
of anguish, are co-existent. ivi 
кӧсау ф. àv0.] probably a periphrasis 
for the sake of emphasis and solemnity. 
Had it been (as Fritzsche and Meyer) 
to indicate that the soul is the suffering 
part of the man (nearly so Olsh.), it 
should have been as De W. observes, 
éxl yuxhy warrds àp0p. or dx) тдсау 
vx hy б»ёрфжо (seo ref). катеру. | 

„ra rep yd онон and ёруё(орси seem to have 
but this slight difference, that xarepyd(o- 
pas, answering rather to our ‘commit,’ is 
inore naturally used of evil, as manifested 
and judged of by separate acts among 
men, whereas épyd(ouat, answering to our 
‘work,’ is used indifferently of both good 

Ignatius, ad 
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- John ziv. 
10*6ófa && xai тиш) кай Peipon парті TÈ *epyalouévo ө = ls 

т 2 23. xxvi. 10. 
ev Gal. vi. 10 al. 

Ps. xiv. 2. "удро juaprov, 8:4 vopov “xpiOncovta 13 où yap oi r Matt, n. 
45. ch. vii, 13 bis. ziL 21. xii, 3, 4. Philem. 14 al. 2 Kings xiv. 17. see John v. 39. 1 Pet. in. 11. 

s Eph. vi. 9. Col. lil. 23. James il. 1 only t. (-wrys, Acte z. 31. reis, James il. 9.) 
; but not =. (-u. 1 Сог. iz. 21.) only t. 3 Macc. viii. 17 onl 

18. 2 Cor. ii. 15. iv. 3. 2 

10. то epya(. то ауабоу bef тарт: G. 

and evil. That this is not always kept to, 
see reff., especially ch. vii. 18, and Plato 
Legg. iii. p. 686, end, in both which places, 
however, definite acts are spoken of. The 
pres. part. denotes the status or habit of 
the man. "Iovb. тє мрётоу) Because 
the Jew has so much greater advantages, 
and better opportunities of knowing the 
divine will: and, therefore, pre-eminent 
responsibility. 10. « ] Here in 
ite highest and most glorious sense, see 
reff. 11.) This remark serves as the 
transition to what follows, not merely as 
the confirmation of what went before. As 
to what preceded, it asserta that though 
the Jew has had great advantages, he shall 
be justly judged for his use of them, not 
treated as a favourite of Heaven: as to 
what follows, it introduces a comparison 
between him and the Gentile to shew 
how fairly he will be, for those greater 
advantages, regarded as xpwros in re- 
sponsibility. And thus we gradually (see 
note on ver. l) pass to the direct com- 
parison between him and the Gentile, 
and consideration of his state. 
18—16.] The justice of a GENERAL judg- 
ment of ALL, according to the advan. 
tages of each. 12. Soo. ү. àvó- 
pes ....] For as many as have sinned 
without (the) law (of Moses): shall also 
perish without (the) law (of Moses) : i.e. 
it shall not appear against them in judg- 
ment, Whether that will ameliorate 
their case, is not суеп hinted,—but only 
the fact, as consonant with God’s justice, 
stated. That this is the meaning of àxó- 
pees is clear from 1 Cor. ix. 21. That even 
these have sinned aguinst a vópos, is pre- 
sently (ver.14)shewn. Chrys. says (Hom. 
vi p. 466), .. . . д дф» yap"EAAny Ad- 
pes kplrerai ] 54 ду футайба ob Tb 
XarAewGrepoy, GAAA TÒ fjuepérepor AH 
(this is perhaps saying too much, see above) 
touréotiy, ойк Exe: каттруоройута Tb» vó- 
poy, Td yàp dvduws roUT' dors, xwpls тїз 
it ckelvov катакрісешюѕ, фус{у, àrd Tar тїз 
фбсєюз Acyiopar karaBixá(erat бушу. à 
Bà "lovSaios, dvvóuws, Torr Ti, perà тїз 
фбсеюз ка) ToU vónov kaTwyopovrros boy 
yap *Aelovos àxfjAavcer ёте еа, тосой- 

ess. іі. 10. Lev. xxüi. 30. 
was Acts zvii. 31. ver. 16. ch. ili. 6 al. Ps. zcv. 13. 

t here bis 
u = Matt. xviii. 14. 1 Cor. i. 

т = here only. (Gal. lii. 11. v. 4.) 

11. om то Di. 

Tv peiora Shoe: Slicny. cal (De W.) 
serves to range &xoA., as well as fjuapr. 
under the common condition dydues: As 
many as without the law have sinned, 
without the law shall also perish. 
d&mokovwra, the result of the judgment 
on them, rather than xpi0fjrorrai, its pro- 
cess, because the absence of the law would 
thus seem as if it were the rule by which 
they are to be judged, whereas it is only 
an accident of that judgment, which de- 
pends on other considerations. iv 
убре, under (in, as a status) the (Mosaic) 
law; not ‘a law,’ which would make the 
sentence a truism: it is on that 
undeniable assumption, ‘ that айй who have 
had a law given shall be judged by that 
dato, that the Apostle constructs his ar- 
gument, asserting it with regard to the 
Mosaic law in the case of the Jews, and 
proving that the Gentiles have had a law 
given to them in the testimony of their 
consciences. As to the omission of the 
article, no inference can be drawn, as the 
word follows a preposition: see ver. 23, 
where ё» ring unquestionably means ‘in 
the law of Moses.’ Besides, these verses 
are no general assertions concerning men 
who have, and men who have not, a 
law revealed (for all have one), but a 
statement of the case as concerning Jews 
and Gentiles. vópos, throughout, 
signifies the law of Moses, even though 
anarthrous, in every place, except where 
the absence of the article corresponds to 
a logical indefiniteness, as e.g. éavrois 
elow уброз, ver. 14: and even there 
not ‘a law:’ see note. And I hope to 
shew that it is never thus anarthrously 
used as = 6 vduos, except where usage 
will account for such omission of the 
article. 8.4 vóp. xp8.] Now, shall be 
judged by the law: for thut will furnish 
the measure and rule by which judgment 
will proceed. 18.] This is to explain to 
the Jew the fact, that not his mere hearing 
of the law read in the synagogue (= his 
being by birth and privilege a Jew) will 
justify him before God, but (still keeping 
to general principles and not touching 
ая yet on the impossibility'of being thus 
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Juez, * дкроатад vópov іка? тарай тф бєф, AAA of * поиутаі anna 
voou * 6wawÜrjcovra:. 

“duce “Ta тод убдоо тоос», ойто vópov ш) 
éyovres éavrois eiow vópos, 15 d ottives ° éyOeixvuvras TÒ 

1 Cor. iii. 19. у 
7 Oal i. il al. exovTa 
z = James, as 
above a) 
and iv. 1 
аса жүй. 

1 

8. kph. ii. 3 only. (ch. i. 26 reff.) 
d = Acts х. 4! reff. 

18. [om ver P.] 
Thdrt Phot: om ABDGN [47° Orig(Tischd 
[Orig,]: ins ADIGKLXN rel Mcion-e, [Ori 

rec ins rov bef 2nd vohõ, with D 
ÀBD'GN (Orig, Euthal- ma] Damasc. 

14. for yap, de G wth arm Orig,((txt, and int,): om a]. 

IIPOZ POMAIOTZ. 

IKL 17 rel Mcion-e, 

II. 

1#бта> yap ёбу Ta мї vopov 

Cor. viii. 24. Eph. 1.7. 1 Tim. i. 16 (3 Tim. 
f ove ver. 7 reff, E here 

y h ch. viii. 16. iz. 1 only t. 12 Cor. 
k Acts zv. 9 ref. 

rec ins тоу bef Ist ropov, with KL 17 rel [arm] Mcion-e Chr 
om re ВЮ! k? 

for aAA" oi, adda G. 
Chr Thdrt Phot: om 

aft SicaseOncorra ins rapa беш G [apee]; 
ins та bef ed» 

Euthal-ms] Damasc. 
Chr Thdrt. 

rec rom (grammatical corra), with D? rel [ Eus, | Chr Thdrt: woe KL(P n] 
17: sowovew DIG [Сут,-р Euthal-ms]: txt ABN [47-marg] Clem, Orig, Damasc. 

for our, о: oH Hoi G vulg D- lat Orig, [and int, ] (Hil). 
16. evBcyvuvra: А: exbukv, GN. THs оууе$то eus bef aur DG [arm]: avrois 

т. соу. tol! (Orig-int,] Chr Jer: avrois т. c. avrev vulg Pelag Ambrst: txt ABKL[P]€ 
17 rel [Orig,-int, Chr,]. 

кае) the doing of the law. той 
as been apparently inserted in both cases 

in the later mas. from seeing that duos 
was indisputably the law of Moses, and 
stumbling at the unusunl expression of 
dxpoaral vóuov. But the of in both cases 
is generic, and ёкроатђз-уброо, wroinths- 
vóuov (almost as one word in each case), 
‘a hearer-of-the-law,’ a ‘ doer-of-the-latw.' 
So that the correct. English for of dxpoaral 
vóuov is hearers of the law, and for oi 
копта} yduov, doers of the law. It is 
obvious, that with the omission of the 
rod in both places, the whole elaborate and 
ingenious criticism built by Bp. Middleton 
on its иге, falls to the ground. (See 
Middleton, Gr. Art. in loc.) His dictum, 
that such an expression as ol дкроата) yó- 
pov is inadmissible, will hardly in our day 
be considered as deciding the matter. 
14.) don. the Gentiles [iu general] ; see 
ch. iii. 29; xi. 18; xv. 10, 12. In this 
place, #07) та ph vóu. Éxorra is the 
only way in which the sense required 
could be expressed, for тё ern та wd v. 
fx., would mean ‘those Gentiles who have 

‚ not the law,’ as also would fry uh vóuor 
fx., whereas the meaning clearly is, the 
Gentiles not having the law. 

] Again, ‘the law,’ viz. of Moses. 
4 law, they have; see below. 
фсе, by nature, vors фисікої; éwdueva 
Aeywruois, Schol. in Matthat. 1à 
ToU vépoy x.) do things pertaining 
to the law [i.e. the things about which 
the law is concerned), e. g. abetain from 
stealing, or killing, or adultery. But it 
by no means follows that the Apostle 

means that the Gentiles could fulfil the 
law, do the things, i.e. all the things en- 
joined by the law (as De Wette): he ar- 

es that & conscientious Gentile, who 
nows not the law, does, when be acts in 

accordance with requirementa of the law, 
во far set up the (see below on the art.) 
law to himself. тё ToU ydpov is in- 
terpreted by Beza, Wetst., and Elsner, 
* that which the law does,’ i. e. make sanc» 
tions and prohibitions: but this can bardly 
be. The Apostle does not deny сег. 
tain virtues to the Gentiles, but maintains 
the inefficiency of those, and all other vir- 
tues, towards man’s salvation. davroig 
dow ] are to themselves (eo far) 
the law, not ‘a law,’ for a law may be 
jast or unjust, God’s law or man’s law: 
there is but one law of God, partly written 
in men’s consciences, more pluinly mani- 
fested in the law of Moses, and fully re- 
vealed in Jesus Christ. Theart. could not 
have been here used without stultifying 
the sentence by distributing the predicate, 
making the conscientious heathen to be 
to himself the whole of the law, instead of 
‘the law, го far аз he did the works of the 
law. Cf. Aristot. Eth. iv. 14, 5 8$ xapleis 
к. devOdpios obres ite: olov vóuos. dy 
éavrg. 15.] ivBelxv., by their oon- 
duct shew forth,—give an example of. 

TO Epy. тоё vépou = тё той vóuov 
above: but sing. as applying to each of the 
particular cases Же gay in the Bray .... 
wowow. If it had here been тё Upya тоё 
vóuov, it might have been understood to 
mean the whole works of the law, which 
the indefinite fra» prevents above. 
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amore dAXMjAov TÕV 'Aoyiouðv " каттүоробитюр ñ xai P dT0- 1 c. x.s 
yov ». ^ е \ . ". 

«wo бех Noyoupevov. 16 dy zuépa °ў P xpwei 0 бед< TÀ Зкриттӣ Yis n 
° ^ a ^ ж John v. 45 „АВОК тфу аудр–тоу, xarà tò 'evayyéMóv "роу 0:4 “Inood баг Раш, Е 
ade ^ P. cts кїт. 

à fk hk Хрстоў. 17 ef 82 ov Iouòatos "érrovouátn xal t ёпауатай fee Ер; 
nno 1 Maec. vit. 

1? [47] n abs., Luke xxi. 14, Acta zzvi. 1 (xix. 33 reff.). L. P. Jer. xii. 1, o constr., 2 Cor. I. d. Mate 
asir. 50, p ver. 12 reff. q Matt. vi. (al. Dent. ххіх. 29. constr., 1 Cor. iv. б. ziv. 
26. 2 Car. Iv. 2. Isa. xxii. 9. rch. xvi. 25. 2 Tim. ii. 8 only. see 2 Cor. iv. 3. 1 e 
1. 3. 2 Thess. ii. 14. в here only. Gen. iv. 17, 25. *t = here (Luke х. б) only. (Num. 
xi. 25.) Micah iii. II. w. dat., 1 Mace. viii. 12. 

Bradrcyiouer G. 
18. rec (for 

(Ec [Orig-int, | : 
[О :g-iut ] Ambr Aug Ainbrst. 

ore, with DGKLN 17 rel vulg syr [arm spec Ps-]Ath, Chr Thdrt 
[cum sth:) txt A БВ( nu.) tol Syr copt Cyr|-p,) Damasc( d- f) 

xe. bef me. BiN! P): ev xpiore ina. Orig, : 
add om ino. [ Meion - in-] ert: dia id yo is written by N. corri over an erasure. 

тоо cup, про» D (i- lut Ambr, (Ambrst]. 
17. rec for e: бе, 18е (see note), with 031, rel вуг Chr Thdrt (Ec: txt ABD!KN аз 

[472] vulg G-lat Syr [copt wth em) Clem, Damase ТШ ( Euthal-ms Orig-int, Ambrst]. 
erarararm K 17(sic) [ Euthal-ms]. 

ypawray фу т. к. aùr.) Alluding to the 
tables of stone on which the law was 
written: see a similar figure 2 Cor. iii. 8. 

суррарт. abr. T. ovved.] This is 
а new argument, not а mere continuation 
of the &3e:é:s above. Besides their giving 
this example by actions consonunt with the 
law, their оюл conscience, reflecting on 
the thing done, bears wil ness to it as good. 

cvpp., not merely = иарт., as Grot., 
Thol., nor = una testatur, viz. as well as 
their practice,—but confirming by its 
testimony, the our signifying the agree- 
ment of the witness with the deed, as cos 
in contestari, confirmare :—perhaps also 
the сих may be partly induced by the ow 
in cuvecdhoews,—referring to tbe reflective 
process, in which a man confers, so to 
speak, with himself. xal per. АМА. 
K. T. A.] and their thoughts (judgments or 
reflections, the self-judging voices of the 
conscience, which being corrupted by sin- 
ful desires ure often divided) among one 
another (i. e. thought aguinst thought in 
inner strife) accusing, or perhaps excusing 
(these two participles are absolute, de- 
scribing the office of these jadgments,— 
and nothing need be supplied, as ‘ them,’ or 
s their deedx’). Notice the similarity of 
tbis strife of conscience, and its testimony, 
as here described, to the higher and more 
detailed form of the same couflict in the 
Christian man, ch. vii. 16. 16.) To 
what has this verse reference? Hardly to 
that just preceding, which surely speaks of 
a process going on іл this life (зо however 
Chrys. takes it. See al«o a fine passage in 
Bourdaloue's Sermons, Vol. i. Serm. ii. p. 
27, ed Paris, 1854): nor, as commonly as- 
sumed, to кр:Өћсоуто (ver. 12), which only 
terminutes one in н series of clauses con- 
nected hy ydp :—but to the great affirma- 
tion of the passage, concluding with ver. 
10. ‘To this it is bound, it appears to me, 

by the rà xpvirrà тё» дубрбтеу, answering 
to хата» vx)» àvüpóxov, ver. 9. This 
affirmation is the last sentence which has 
been іп the dogmatic form :—after it we 
have a series of quasi-parenthetic clauses 
ob ydp—ioor ab gie yd dran ydp; 
i. e., the reasons, necessitated by the start - 
ling assertion, are one after another given, 
and, that having been done, the time is 
specified when the great retribution shall 
tuke place. xarà тд evayy. pov] See 
reff. according to (not belonging to 
kpiwei ав the rule of judgment, but to the 
whole declaration, as taught in,’ ‘as form- 
ing part of’) the Gospel entrusted to me 
to teaeh. 8:4 “Inc. хр.) by Jesus 
Christ, viz. as the Judge—see John v. 22: 
belongs to крие, See also Acts xvii. 
31. 17—24.] The pride of the Jews 
in their law and their God contrasted 
with their disobedience to God and the 
law. © 17. « 84) This bas been in the 
later M88. changed into idé, apparently to 
avoid the anacoluthon, or perhaps merely 
by mistake originally. The anacoluthon, 
however, is more apparent than real. It is 
only produced by the resumption of the 
thread of the sentence with od», ver. 21. 
Omit (in the sense) only that word, and all 
proceeds regularly—* But if thou art de- 
nominated a Jew, and фс... ., (hou that 
teachest thy neighbour, dost thou not teach 
thyself?’ Фе. The el 88 со carries on the 
apostrophe from ver. 5, since when it has 
been broken off by reference to the great 
day of retribution and its rule of judg- 
ment; the ov identifies the person ad- 
dressed here as the sume indicated by the 
соу and c«avr there, and by & &v6 
in ver. 1. Thus the Apostle by degrees sets 
in his place as a Jew the somewhat inde- 
finite object.of his remonstrances hitherto, 
—and reasons with him as such. ётоу.) 
No stress on der-, — art named, ‘denoini- 
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s Peal (rer 17, убре кай “xavyacat “dv беф 19 kal 'yweakems Y" тд ӨёМзуда ABDE 
. V. p * * [4 e" 

2 Cor. z. 1 ка *Yoouusacers Ta * :афіроута, * катпуоуицєџос ёк TOU GEAR 
al.) only, exc ` d © p picis U ы ` Р e 

1. 1. pouou, 19 > тётоас те aeavróv "obwyóv elvai ru, у] 
ix. 24. ^ A 7 ` U L 2 

, Aca 4 u Pas Tay 4 ё 4 KÖTEL, " ° raideurhy re, 5 
velie tes Е vmriov, éyovra THY ^ рорфоатр THs 'yweceos xal Tis only. eee ch. 3 

o dÀmÜcías dv тф рр" 9l 0 ойу Siddoxewv Érepov ceavrov 
— Luk е , А 

: м. Pear. où idore; 6 куруса * pù xXérrew к\ёттє; 26 

tw Bau. . Aéyov К ш) pouyevew poryevers; б | Bdehucaduevos та 
. © . xiv, 19. Gal. vi. 6 E b . W. inf., 3 Cor. х. 7. 

al e t / Baie €. LIS EM 
only. Hos. y. f Luke хі. 40. xii. 20. 1 Cor. xv. 38. 2 Сот. xl. 16 bis, 19. zii. 

1 Pet. ii. 15 only. Job v. 3. 1 Cor. iii. 1 reff. b 2 Tim. iii. 6 
. v. 2. 

6,1). Eph. v. 17. к= : 
only t. {-ode@at, Gal. iv. 19.) i = Luke і. T7. zi. 62 al. Mal. ii. 7, 

1 w here (Rev. xxi. 8) only. Ezod. v. 31. 

rec ins то bef vous, with DKL 17 rel [arm Euthal-ms] Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: om ABD!N 
Clem, Did, Chr-comm,(ond mss) Damasc. 

21. ins ror bef erepor L n 1. 80-8. 93. 20. om Jidacr. vn А. 

14. —but rather that both that saying and 
this were allusive to a title ‘leaders of the 
blind’ given to themselves by the Pha- 

Bir. xxxvii. 190 

k conatr., Acts xxi. 6, 21. 

nated,’—‘ hast the name put on thee ;’ see 
reff. ravatr.] Used of false trust, 
see reff. The тё of the rec. has been in- 
serted in the later mas. before убиф, be- 
cause it here clearly applied to the ‘law of 
Moses,’ and the absence of the article gave 
offence. It is omitted, because ‘the law’ 
is not here distributed—it is not the law 
itself in its entirety, which is meant, but 
the fact of having or of knowing the law :— 
the strict way of expressing it would per- 
haps be, ‘in the fact of possessing a law,’ 
which condensed into our less accurate 
English, would be in one word, in the 
law: viz. ‘ which thou d 
калу. dv 0.) viz. ‘as thy Covenant God: 
© as being peculiarly thine.’ 18. yw. 
vd Ө.) Oeds having been just mentioned, 
it is left to be inferred that OA Hud refers 
to Him. бок. т. аф.) provest 
(in the sense of sifting and coming to a 
conclusion on) things which differ,— 
dvarria GAAfAOS, Sieatcocdyny к. ddixlay, 
к.т.А. Theod. aplyes тЇ Bei wpaka к. ті 
иђ Be? яраи, Theophylact. The Vulg. 
* probas utiliora, and E. V. *approcest the 
things that are more excellent,’ is some- 
what flat in meaning, and not so applicable. 

каттуу. ёк vod vóp.] being (ha- 
bitually, not in youth only,—force of pres.) 
instructed t merely catechetically but 
didactically, in the syna es, &c.) out of 
the law (rod vóuov, though after а prepo- 
sition—because the law is distributed—it 
is the book of the law, the law itself, out 
of which the xarhxnois takes place). 
18.] wéwov8as, sometimes with éavrg or 
d davrg (see Luke xviii. 9), and some- 
times with ёт: (Luke, ib.; Gal. v. 10; Phil. 
ii. 24; Heb. xiii. 18), —regardest thyself 
as,—art confident in thyself as being. 

фу .] We can hardly say 
with Olsh., that the Apostle undoubtedly 
refers to the saying of our Lord, Matt. xv. 

risees, with which Paul asa Pharisee would 
be familiar. Similarly, the following titles 
may have been well-known and formal ex- 
pressions of Jewish pride with reference to 
$0 ге were without Hs covenant. . 

. puo, not the mere apparent 
likeness (Theophylact, &c.), but the real 
representation. The law, as far as it went, 
was a reflexion of the holiness and cha- 
racter of God. Hardly so much is here 
meant (Olsh.), as that the law contained a 
Soreshadowing of Christ,—for the Apostle 
is speaking now more of moral truth and 
knowledge, by which a rule of judgment is 
set up, sufficient to condemn the Jew as 
well as the Gentile. But after all, tbis 
clause (Éxorra . . . róuy) is not to be 
pressed as declaring a fact, but taken sub. 
jectively with to the Jew, after wé- 
то:даз, and understood of Ае estimate 
of the law. iv Tẹ уфмр, because the 
book of the law, the whole law, is denoted. 

[31.] “And now the righteous re- 
buke may no longer be restrained. Such 
advantages and such pretensions ought 
undoubtedly to be followed and justified 
by & corresponding course of holy con- 
duct.” Ewbank.] 22. 5 В88е\. тА 
«8. lepoovAcis} The contrast here, must 
be maintained; which it will not be if 
we understand [epocvAeis of robbing the 
temple of God of offerings destined for 
him (Jos. Antt. xviii. 3, 4). And тё 
waa leads into the kind of robbery 
which is meant. Thou who abhorrest 
idols, dost thou rob their temples! 
That it was necessary to vindicate Jews 
from such a charge, appears from Acta 
xix. 87: and Jos. Antt. iv. 8. 10 gives as 
a law, uh avAQr lepà Eeyixd, und Ау dravo- 
pagpévov ў Tivi деф ena ie AauBdres. 
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m «оа ? lepoouacis ; 33 $$ ° dy уби °xavyaoas, 814 Tis m w. ert, Acts 
р › тарадйсев тоў vópov тд» бед» A åTiuáķeis ; ?* тд yap 
буона ToU Өєой ds di 'Власфпиеїтаі èv тої ёб›єс, 
rab үёүратта. 25 тертом} pèv yap * operc, 
*у0роу ‘mpdcons dày St u 5 vópov ds, 4 

Gee тєрїторл] тоу * axpofvotia “ yéyovev. 

в. 
1 John v. at 
2 SAN. 

n bere only 4. 
ёду (-Aos, Acts 

zis. 37. -Ala, 
2 Mace, ziii. 

26 day o 7) " deo. over. HT. 
AEG Востіа ta * e тоў vópov э þuàdoon, ovyl 7 "им. 

ch. iv. 15 гөй. c dfgh" „„ avrod * eis rept ron хоугст@]сетаг ; N kal (Sars, ver. 
T1 d ep ij ° ёк “ gGuacews * акроВистіа tov vopov * re οο 4q Acts +. 

т Isa. Ш. 6. T if, б. 
мз only. see John vil. 1 

Ezek, xviii. 10 Mon, not Field). 
v hatt iv. 3½ L. John ii. 9. x. 16. 

re 
s absol., = Jobn vi. 63 only. Hab. li. 18, Xen. Anab. v. I. 12. 

u here bis Gal. Н. 18. James ii. 9,1lonlyt. 8 ymm., xvi. 
се. iv. ME Paul only, се oe zi A Gen. xvii. 11. 

Acta xvi. 4 reff. Ex 
з indef. pron., Luke тин. . Jokn viii a “ "з, v. 12. 1 Pet. H. lii. 14. Jude 24 al. Winer, 

ес € here eda. 6, } 22. 3. 2). = ch. iz. 8 reff. 
only. é = Gal, il. 15. (ch. i. 28 ref) 

25. om yap d m vulg D-lat sth arm ОЕ 
Di. gr [arm]; observes volg D-lat [Am 
Biorial bat corrd) N, 

96. for ra bixawpara, Bixarwpa G-gr Gi. lat eae ig-int,(txt,) ]}. 
L. for оуу, ovx BN 44 Damasc: txt DGEL 5 Chr © 
(A uncert.) 

97. om y «x фос. акроВ. G. 

28.] dv убрар, see above (ver. 17) 
for the omission of Ње art.—bat it is not 
8:4 vapaBáceos убиоо, because a карќВас:: 
is ToU rónuov, the law being broken аг a 
whole (see James ii. 10: and on vapa- 
Bdrns vópov ко, ver. 25). And тўз 
wap. T. vóu., is thy breaking of the law. 

This question comprehends the pre- 
vious ones. 84.] For what is written 
in the prophet Isaiah [also in Ezekiel, 
xxxvi. 20, 23], is no less true now of yon: 
‘the fact is so, as it is written." 
89.] Inasmuch as CIRCUMCISION was the 
especial sign of the covenant, and as such, 
a distinction on which the Jewish mind 
dwelt with peculiar satisfaction: the Apos- 
tle sets forth, that circumcision without 
the keeping of the law is of no avatl, and 
that true circumcision and true Judaism 
are matters of the heart, not of the flesh 
only. AX’ 7 weprroph néya, фтсіу. био- 
Хоу кёуй, ФАЛА were; бта» Exp Thy 
Ide wrepitophy. kal скбте: сбуесіу, тёз 
н з toy wep) айтўз eisfryaye Adyor. 

abides т abris fjplaro, тед} 
dii ir abris 5 Owdampis’ GAA’ fina 
l. Seiter aùroùs dxd Tob uel(oros ярозке- 
xpovxóras kal тўз els deb Власфтшазѕ 
ајт(ооѕ, rére Aocwoy AaBay T» ёкроатђу 
катеуүуыкбта айт@у, ка) yvurácas Ths 
тросдріаз, elsdyes roy тері тергторіз Aévyor, 
gag бт: ойдез abri фпфібтаи Лоб». 
Chrys. Hom. vii. 474. 25.) weps- 
тор, chosen as an example in point, and 
as the most comprehensive and decisive 
example; and gi» ydp binds it on to the 
foregoing reasoning: q.d. ‘in the same 
way circumcision, &c.' vópov, not roy 

xiv. 22. James iv. 11, 12. 
ARE 6. Gal. v. 16. 

-int, ) lat-ff. for spacoys, $vAacans 
; custodias [ Orig-int] Aug, акро- 

varse 
yr-p] Thdrt ТЫ Œc. 

vénor, pág aus, because the latter would 
import the perfect fulfilment of the whole 
law : whereas tho yd reer is of acting 
pasa ы, to the law, doing the law. 

Tys vduov here, not тоё yvduov, the 
3 rópov, like ёкроатђз-эброо and 
wonThs-róuov, ver. 13, being a designation 
generally of a law-breaker, as those of a 

hearer and law-fulfiller. dxpoB. 
ve] counts for nothing: the Jewish 
transgressor is ae better off than the wi 
tile tran 20. à áxpo. 
ol dy тӯ рей oBveríg. тА 8. 
plainly, the moral NEA, not the 
ceremonial: for one of the very first of 
the latter was, fo be circumcised. The 
case is an impossible one: nor does the 
Apostle put it as possible, only as shewing 
manifestly, that circumcision, the sign of 
the covenant of the Law, was subordinate 
to the keeping of the Law itself. The 
articles shew how completely hypothetical 
the case is—no less than entire fulfilment 
of all the moral precepts of the law being 
contemplated. ovy N v * In such 
a case would not he be counted as a cir- 
cumcised person? 27. i refer with 
De Wette (and Erasm.), » Bengel, 
Wetst., Knapp, and Meyer, o regard this 
verse not as a continuation of the ques- 
tion, but as a separate emphatic assertion, 
and as leading the way to the next verse. 

pve, ‘shall rise up in judgment 
against, judge indirectly by his example. 
See Matt. xii. 41, 42, whore xaraxpíve is 
used in a с recisely similar. 4 
dx фсе My ‘he, who remains in 
his са pin д, uncircumcision.! ёк 
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бегеп. аё TOV (0:4 E ypdupaTos Kai Trepyropiys " тара{датт» vóuov. ABDG 
ziv. 20. 28 ә eh a h a’ ae $5 ез KLN ab 

el gr ov yap о ё» тф  фауєрд "lovOatos doriw, ovdé 7 ^ èv cafgh 
О s a ^ * A mn 

hi T TQ 3 $avepó) !dy !gapxi тєртош}, arr’ 6 "ky тф oir[41] 
see no e^ ^ ` , Loose МЕ крултто ‘lovbaios, xai птєрїтор ! kapbías ёр ™ туєуџать 

re a A e 

bir. où "ypáupars oU 0 * Ea ойк °ёЁ avOparrwv aXX 
4% Cor. n» оёк той ÜcoD OT. X. 9. е 

gl. 12. Eph. ii. 11 (bis). Phil. I. 22, Н. 3,4 (bis), Cel. й. 1. 1 Tim. ій. 16. Thiem. 16. 1Petiv.1,2. 1 Ichs 
Iv. 2. 7 John 7. k Matt. as above (h). John vii. 4, 10. xviii 20. 1— 1 Cor. iv. 5. Esek. nliv. 7, 9. 

meh. vii. 6. 2 Cor. iii. 6. 
o = Matt.i.20. Acts т. 30. ch. v. 16. 

28. алла (1st) D'G. 
тоо (bef 8e.) 026 a. 

фбс. is contrasted with 3:4 ypdu. к. жерт. 
below. The position of ёк $ícews decides 
for this rendering and aguinst joining it 
with телоёоа, which would require ў depo- 
Buca, ёк фосевѕ Tb» убдоу теЛобса. 
TÓv véu. re.] such is the supposition — 
that an uncircumcised man could fully act 
up to the (morul) requirements of the law. 
It is not ў rà» vóu. re.; because áxpof. 
is used in the widest abstruct sense: no 
distinction is made between one and an- 
other uncircumcised person, but some one 
man is taken as an example of ёкроВостќа. 
So that the omission of the art. does not 
give a new hypothetic sense. ‘if it fulfil 
the law,’ but merely restates the hypo- 
thesis: fulfilling (as it eet a we have 
supposed) tbe law. esses 
тараВбтуу vópov] Here again the posi- 
tion of 8:4 ypduparos x. wepiTouĵs, between 
Tò» and rapagdr u, sufficiently shews that, 
as ёк beet above, it is a qualification of 
ot rbv rapaHd Y vóuov. Bp. Middleton 
(it appeurs, Gr. Art. in loc. and compare 
his ref.) would take сё rò» 8:4 yoduparos 
к. reptrouijs (бута), ‘thee who art а pro- 
fessor of the law and a circumcised I 
son, and understand «el; a: after rapaBdrny, 
—shall adjudge thee to be a transgressor 
of the law. But this appears exceedingly 
forced, and inconsistent with the position 
of rapag. vóuov, which if it had been thus 
emphntic, would certainly have been placed 
either before, or immediately after кре. 
We may well imagine that such an inter- 
pretation would not bave been thought of, 
except to serve the supposed canon, that, 
‘if rév were immediately the article of 
wapaBdrny, róuov dépending on it could 
not be apnarthrous.' See above on тарай. 
vóu. ver. 25, and on ver. 18. 8.4 yp. 
к. тер.) Sid (see reff.) ів here used of the 
state in which the man is when he does 
the act, regarded аа the medium through 
which the act is done. It is rightly ren- 
dered by in E V. [though this gives too 
much the idea of the state being the in- 
strument by means of which] (not, ‘in 

for 2nd e», os G D-lat. 
aft 0«ov ins erri» D! vulg lat-ff. 

п Раш (1 Cor. іт. 5. Eph. i. 6 AK.) only, exc. 1 Pet. L 7. ii. 14. 

олла (2nd) B. om 

spite of,’ as Köllner and al.). yedp- 
aros | ‘litera scripta,’ the written word: 
ere in a more general sense than in ver. 

29, where it is pressed to a contrast with 
sveUpa: thee, who in a state of external 
conformity with the written law апд of 
circumcision, art yet a transgressor of 
the law. In vv. 28, 29, supply the 
ellipses thus: in ver. 28, fill up the sub- 
jects from the predicates,—o? yàp 8 d» тё 
фа»ерф (“IovSaios) "IovBaiós dari», ob ў 
dy TÈ фауерф dv тарк® (veprronh) weperouá 
(gor); in ver. 29, fill up the predicates 
from the subjecta, —àAA' ô dr T$ криттф 
"lov8aios ('lovBaiós doriv), ка) жертоң 
кар8(оз dv wreóüuaT. ob "ypdupari (wepironh 
dary). Thus the real Jew only, and the 
real circumcision only, are expressed in 
both versee. This is the arrangement of 
Beza, Estius, Rückert, De Wette: Erusm., 
Luther, Meyer, Fritzsche, take ‘lovdatos, 
and d» ж». ob ypdu., аз the predicates in 
ver. 29; but the latter gives a very vapid 
sense, besides that the opposition of à d» 
T9 Фарер, and д dv тё кроттф is, as Do 
W. observes, nlso vapid. 29.) iv ту 
«p. as belonging to '1008. is parallel with 
xapBlas ав belonging to verengt, both de- 
eignating the inuer and spiritual reality, 
of which the name of Jew and the carnal 
circumcision are only the signs. wep. 
корд. is no new expression :—we have it 
virtually in Deut. x. 16; Jer. iv. 4: see 
also Acts vii. 51. iv жу. ob yp.] in 
[the] spirit, not in [the] letter. Not 
merely ‘spiritually, not externally: nor 
does wy. allude to the necessitating cause 
of circumcision (the uncleanness of the 
inner man) (CEc., Grot., Estius, Fritzeche) : 
—nor signify the material (‘quw spiritu 
constat, Erasm.): nor the rule (Meyer), 
—but as De Wette rightly, the licisg 
power or element, wherewith that inner 
sphere of being is filled—4v being [used] 
as in Acts xvii. 28, of ibat in which any 
thing lives and moves, —compare xapà dr 
ту, &yly, ch. xiv. 17, -& yd sz ё» v., Col. i. 
8,— BovA e*t êr капу. ту , ch. vii. 6, —elrai 
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III. 1 TI обу тд ? mepiooòv той ‘lovdalov, ў Tis ў ug 
q > A A : 9 1 r r ә ї 7 * т: 

офа тїз vreper his ; 2 r ard ' тарта ' TpoTroy. vil. 1 BM ac 

"TpGTOv *uév [*yap] бт * émiuctevOnoay тд “Хуа тод 
cob. 3 "ті yap; ef ўтіст)сар Twes uj Т) 

т = Num. xviii. 7. see Acts xv. 11. 
1 Thess. ii. 4. surrevÓévros dy Перү&дө BBA 

Winer, ейп. 6, J 30.1.4. Е 17 . eb. v. 12. ЖЫЙ 

9. Ре. xxix. 9. 

іх. 17. constr., Acts zzi. 
Diog. Laert. vil. 1. 29. 
only. Num. xziv. 4, 16 al. 
ie хі. 46.) i 

3. Gal. ii. 7. 

v Phil. i. 18. 
z = ch. хі. 20. Heb. lii. 19. see note. 

14 Theod. 

cles. [3 ) 3 „ be J. 

X dri r q ode 16 oniy 
Job zzii. 

tas 1 Cor s 1 Cor. xi. 18. 

u Acts vil. 36, 

w 2 Tim. И. 13. (Acta xxviii. 24 reff. -TOS, 

Cuar. III. 1. om ў GN! [c 47(Tischdf)]. | 
9. rec ins yap, with ADS 

BD!G [copt th arm] vulg Syr Chr, Orig( -int, Damasc Ambrst]. 
gay ins ауто: G3. . 

8. nrednoay А, deliquerunt Pacian,. 

é» xy., ch. viii. 9. So that wvetua here is 
not man’s spirit, nor properly the Holy 
Spirit, but the spirit, as opposed to the 
letter, of the Jewish law and of all God’s 
revelation of himself. оё] viz. "IovBalov, 
—of the true Jew. . reprrou) кард. as be- 
longing to him, is ‘subordinate. The 
Frdwos of such a character, (for Tratros it 
must be,) can only come from him who sees 
dr т$ криттф (Matt. vi. 4, 6), and can dis- 
сего the heart. III. 1—20.] TAKING 
INTO ALL FAIR ACCOUNT THE REAL AD- 
VANTAGES OF THE JEWS, THESE OANNOT, 
BY THE TESTIMONY OF SCRIPTURE ITSELF 
CONCERNING THEM, EXEMPT THEM FROM 
THIS SENTENCE OF GUILTINESS BEFORE 
Gop, IN WHICH ALL FLESH AEE IN- 
VOLVED. |^ 1—4.] The circumcised 
Jew did unquestionably possess great ad- 
vantages, which were not annulled by the 
rebellion оте. 1.] otv, ‘que cum 
ita sint.’ If true Judaism and true circum. 
cision be merely spiritual, what is the . 
of external Judaism and ceremonial cir. 
cumcision ? apf advantage, 
profit, pre-eminenoe,— see reff. It is beat 
to take the question, not as coming from 
an objector, which supposition has obscured 
several parts of this Epistle, but as asked 
by the Apostle энге) › anticipating the 
thoughts of his reader. 3.] rok 
answers the first question of ver. 1, but 
takes no account of the second, as it is 
virtually included in the first. Nor can 
it be properly regarded as answered in ch. 
iv. 1 ff. (see there). xarà тфута 
тр.) not merely omnino, but as E. V. (in) 
every way, i.e. in all departments of tho 
spiritual life. ж#р©тоу The Apostle 
begins as if intending to instance several 
of these advantages, but having mentioned 
the greatest, leaves it to his reader to fill 
in the rest, and turns to establish what he 
has just asserted. For ярётор can only be 
first, —' secondly, &c., being to follow: 
—not, ‘ primarium illud’ (as Beza),— nor 
* precipue’ (as Calv.),—nor ‘id quod pra- 
cipuum est’ (as Calov.), all of which are 

Vor. II. 

] | 
17 rel syr (Chr. Euthal-ms] Thdrt Phot ТЫ Œo: om 

aft exicrevén- 

attempts to avoid the anacoluthon: com- 
pare a similar опе at ch. i. 8. ёжигт.] 
see reff.—they were entrusted with. 
тё NM. т. Geos] These words look very 
like a reminiscence of Stephen's apology, 
see Acts vii. 38. . These oracles are not only 
the law of Moses, but all the revelations of 
God hitherto made of Himself directly, all 
of which had been entrusted to Jews only. 
By these they wére received into а special 
covenant, which advantage is therefore in- 
cluded in their being entrusted with the 
divine oracles. 3.) And this advan- 
tage is not cancelled, nor the covenant 
annulled, by their disobedience. 
yap iJ For what? (‘quid enim?’ Hor. 
Sat. i. 1. 7.) The ydp confirms the pre- 
ceding—the rí indicates some difficulty, or 
anticipated objection to it. el Alor. 
Twes | If we place an interrogation at ydp, 
we must render this, suppose some were 
unfaithfal ; if only a comma, as in E. V., 
For what if...’ The former seems pre- 
ferable, as more according to usage. See 
Phil. i. 18. са», did not 
believe. 1f this seem out of place here, 
where he is not speaking of faith or want 
of faith as yet, but of Adela (ver. 5) and 
moral guilt, we may meet the objection by 
remembering that unbelief is here taken 
more on its practical side, as involving 
disobedience, than on the other. They 
were kristo: unfaithful to the covenant, 
the very condition of which was to walk 
in the ways of the Lord and observe his 
statutes. The word may hnve been chosen 
on account of érieredfycay above and т. 
тісті» T. beo? below. рӯ 4 ёт. 
к.т.\.] shall their unfaithfulness (to the 
covenant : see above, and Wisdom xiv. 25: 
in the root of the matter, their unbelief, 
as in reff.: and the substantive dmoria is 
bound to the verb 4zlarnycay, but its ren- 
dering must be ruled by the contrast to 
$ «loris ToU Geot, which must be “the 
Satthfuiness of бой”) cancel (nullify) the 
faithfulness of God? Because they have 
broken faith on their part, shall God break 

2 
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9? ^ a y , A @ ^g ? 4 a * 7 

y p Matt, хаш, аотар THY ir TOV deo “ катарутпсе ; ^) tyevocro* 

10 al, Prov. 

xit. 22. 
s Paul (ver. 31. 

1 Cor. xiii. 8 

alii. only, А 
esc. Luke 
xx. 16. Josh. eyo. 

b , 66 б de ° ал015, was 8 dvOpwros *үєйотт, 
cab үёуралта, *"Osros °v f waters év Tois Xoyois 

4, соу Kab visions èv тф € xpiverOai тє. 5 ei ё 7 ̂  adixia 
ud deo 'Sixatocvvny ) cuviornow, * Tí x épodpev ; рл) СР quer 
' @бисо$ 6 Beds 0 \ётїфёро» thv ™ Gpynv; " xarà ávÜporrov “ABDG 

6 о Ò , „ d n е 0c; ` KL[P J 
ш) үёушто` mel Paras "kpiwet d Oeds Tv avcdt 

„Ter. n. косроу ; 7 ei yap 7) а\№0еа тоў Oeod dy тё ёро Ne- 
ch. x 

6. 1 Cor. ziii. 1 al. 
viii. 4,55. 1 

f = Luke vii. 29, 35. 1 Tim. ili. 16. Pe. 1. c. 
i chb. 1. 17тей. j = eh. v. 8. 

5). Wied. vil. 14. Diod. Sic. хіт. 48. 
12 Jude 9 Monty) Gen. хххтіі. 22. émed. 

. I Сог. іх. 8. (see ch. ті. 19. 
p = Luke xi. 18. ch. vi. 2 al. а = ch. li. 12 reff. 
а here only t. Job zzziv. 6 Aq. Theod. (8ymm.(Field, Auct. ad Hez.)). 

xarapynon L b! o Chr- a- mas: xarapyes 47 : 
Vi 

4. for P oisi сто G-gr ; est volg D- lat 8 
or 8e, yap G D- lat Sy 

for кабе, кадатер BN Thdrt: ws 73: кабо 76. 
5. 8:каостиуту bef cov G vulg [Orig · int, ]. 

yerecüo L c Chr,. 

ing) [Syr copt Philastr, }. 
LA СА «, ) P.] | 

faith also on His?’ 4.) рў yév., let it 
not be: see reff. The Apostle uses this ex- 
pression of pious horror, when he has sup- 
posed or mentioned any thing by which the 
onour, truth, or justice of God would be 

compromised, as here by His covenant-word 
being broken. It is often found in Poly- 
bius, Arrian, and the later Greek writers. 

abw x.7.A.] ‘rather let us be- 
lieve all men on earth to have broken their 
word and truth, than God His. Whatever 
becomes of men and their truth, His truth 
must stand fast.’ The citation which 
follows goes to the depth of the matter. It 
is the penitent confession of a sinner, that 
he is sensible how entirely against God his 
sin has been, and how clearly his own un- 
worthiness sets God’s judgment against 
sin vindicated before him. And to this 
meaning the objection in tho next verses 
is add tee below. That thou 
mightest be justified (shewn to be just) 
in thy sa (sentences, words of judg- 
ment), and mightest conquer when Thou 
art Wopp? in thy judging,’ 
which cannot well be our rendering of д» 
тё кріувада( се, —i. e. ‘when thy dealin 
are called in question by men.’ 6.] fa 
the citation, the penitent regarded his sin 
as having been the instrument of bringing 
out God's justice into clearer light. On 
the abuse which might be made of such a 
view, the Apostle founds another ques- 
tion :—Jt would almost seom as if God 
would be unjust ininflicting Hiswrath (the 
consequences of His wrath) on men whose 
very impiety has been the means whereby 

c subj., Matt, хх. 16. Johu lii. 33. vil. 18. viii. 26. 2 Cor. vi. 
Tim.1.10. Tit.i.12. 1Johni.10aM. Рел. czar. 11 (2,. 

2 Cor. vi. 4. vi. Di. 
k ch. iv. 

rer róAeuor, Polyb. xv. 18. 4. 
3 Cor. lii. 3, xv. 33. Gal. i. 11. 1 Pet. iv. 6. 

etg. d John 
е Acta iii. 19 reff. Paa. I. 4 (e) 

Acts xzv. 9, 10 al. h = ch. I. 18 al. 
Gal. ii. 18. Paul only (exc. Lake іх. A. 2 Pet. lil. 

. viii. 31. ls. 14,30 only. P. Josh. vii. 8. 
m = ch. ii. 5,8. 

o ver. C reff. 
Luke xxi. 34. 

1. vi. 1. vii. T 

f = Ch. v. 85 Matt. xvii. 21. 

катєеруате б: катурупсе 28. 76 syrr Сург 

Pre est and esto G-lat, it Ambr, : 
г Cypr Ambrst Sedul: ov» arm. 

vici eus ADN n: vinos 17. 
aft орут» ins avrov NIN disapprov- 

for уар, 8e A[N] d 5. 23. 57. 74. 124 harl copt Damasc. 

His own righteousness has been shewn 
forth, and established.' hype ) of the 
Jews’ (Grot., De Wette, &c.), not of all 
теп (Fritzsche), for only to the Jews can 
ver. 7 apply. 
established by the 3:nasodo@a: of ver. 4; 
not His goodness (as Chrys., Theodoret, 
Grot., al.),—nor His truth (Beza, al.). 
ката &vÜpermroy Aye ) said, as elsewhere b 
Paul, to excuse a supposition bearing wit 
it an aspect of inconsistency or impiety :— 
not implying that he speaks in the person 
of another, but that he puts himself into 
the place of the generality of men, and uses 
arguments such as they would use. 
6.] He does not enter into the objection 
and answer it in detail, but rejects at once 
the idea of God being unjust, alluding pro- 
bably to Gen. xviii. 25, by recalling to 
mind, that the Judge of all the earth must 
do Ыта А me for (i.e. *if it iris 
во, * alioquin ). v кбсро» is not ё 
Gentiles (Bengel, Reiche, Olah., al.), nor is 
the respondent in ver. 7 a Gentile (Olah., 
al., not Bengel), but one of the judy in ver. 
5, only individualized to bring out one such 
case of pretended injustice more strikingly. 

Т.) This follows (connected by ydp) 
upon ver. 6, and shews that the supposition 
if carried out, would overthrow all God's 
judgment, and (ver. 8) the whole moral 
life of man. How shall God judge the 
world? Fon, if the truth (faithfulness) 
of God abounded (was manifested, more 
clearly established) by means of my false- 
hood (unfaithfulness), to His glory (so 
that the result has bcen the setting forth 

Sixarogúvny] viz. that 

ghkl 
mnol? 
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api t drepioceucey “eis THY дораи айтод, Y ті rt KAYO) t Puu L s- 
" duaproohos х <pivouar; 8 кай u Kalas Y Вхаофт- 

Thess. Iv. 1. 
Tobit T 16 

ne kai кабс paciu Tues "uds Reyer 6 бт, тойутодер “у. EN 
Ta kakà iva 

otiw. 
xiir. 
3. Jamnes i T. 

€ ch. vi. 1 
que MEER 

[Orig-int] Ang Pelag Ambret. 

x zz John viii. 16. Poe v. зи 

6. xi. T. on] 08 
v 10 xvi. 13. (Acts xxi. het) ai: Eoc, edn. 9 own 4 (0). 5 

8. om 2nd xa: BK a 89. 74 [wth(appy, рт, rn (bal 

hn тй dyafá; àv TO " кріша b dyO,kov rch 1 1 
9 * Té ойи;  троехоџебда ; * ov ^ тартан. f TRO- w inici ы 5. 

‚ 19. 
7a. xiv. 10. 1 Cor. x. 30. Tit Щ. 

ан 5 рме шаце: 
„ эзе 1 

here only +. 

zon ors G 76. 120 vulg Epiph, 

9. vpoexeueba AL (KI): epouper ath: 5 am Di(and lat) G 31 Syr 
Chr-2-mss,: xarexoue» x. Thdrt Sev: tenemus D-lat G- lat [Orig-int,] Ambrst-mss. 

[ous ov rarr D!GP syrr(ins syr-mg) eth Ohr-2-mss, Thdrt Severn-c Orig-int. ] 

of His glory), why any longer (hri this 
being so,—assuming the premises) am I 
also (i.e. as well as others, —аш I to be 
involved in a judgment from which I ought 
to be exempt) judged (to be judged, —the 
pres. expressing the rule or habit of God's 

ing) ава inner i And (why should 
we) not (in this case rather say) as we (I 
Paul, or we Christians) are slanderoualy 
reported, and аз some give out that we 
(do) say (фт: recitantis), “Let us do 
evil that good may come!" whose oon- 
demnation (not that of our slanderers 
(Grot., Tholuck), but that of those who so 
say and act) is according to justice (not 
only by the preceding argument, bat 
the common detcatatin of all men, for suc 
а maxim as tug ev evil that good may come). 

The way adopted Sen (Calv., 
Beza, Grot., Benge olf, Rückert, Köll- 
ner, Tholuck) i is c^ connect ver. 7 by ydp 
with ver. 5, and to regard xarà бубр. .... 
ҝбсроу as a series of parentheses; but I 
very much prefer that give given above, which, 
in the main, is De Wette's. Fritzsche and 
Schrader strangely enough regard куф as 
bona fide the individual Paul, and xpívoua: 
as the judgment passed by his adversaries 
("nam si Dei veracitas meo toris 
pru ra abunde in Dei laudem cessit, 
cur adhuc ego quoque, Paulus, uam 
facinorosus ab hominibus reus agor,” be): : 
Reiche, Olsh., &c. put ver. 7 into 
mouth of a Gentile: ngel, into that of x 
Jew. Doubtless the main reference of this 
part of the argument is to Jews: but the 
reasoning from the introduction of the 
words roy xócuor» (see above) is general, 
applying both to Jew and Gentile, and 
shewing the untenablenese of asy such view 
as that of the Jewish objection of ver. 5. 

.] The Jew has no preference, 
but is guilty as well as the Gentile, as shewn 
by Seripture ; зо that no man can i the 
Газо be righteous before God. Mur 
5 be joined with троехбдеба ( 
&c.), because of8¢» would then have been 

the answer. There is considerable difi- 
culty in тровҳбреба. Тһе meaning of 
хроёхошы every where else is passive, ‘ to 

surpassed,’ and wpoéx v, act., is to sur- 
pass, orhavethe pre-eminence. So Plut. 
p. 1038р (Wetat.), кат” ob8ey wposxopdvois 
бид той Aids, ‘cum Jove minores non sint: 
and Herod. i. 32, ó uè» 3) heya тЛойстоѕ 
&vóABios Bé, доот! wpoéyei тоў eUTvxoUs 
pávor, &c. (вее Wetat.) Those therefore 
who have wished to preserve the usage of 
the word, have variously interpreted it in 
that attempt: (a) Wetst. would render it 
passively, and understand it (as spoken by 
а Jew) ‘Are we surpassed the Gen- 
tiles? But (1) for this inference there 
is no ground in what went before, but the 
coutrary (vv. 1 ff.),—and (2) the ques- 
tion if it mean this, is not dealt with 
in what follows. (8) Œcum. (2nd altern.) 
regards it as said by a Gentile, ‘dre we 
surpassed by the Jews?’ but for this 
question there is no ground in the pre- 
ceding, for all has tended to lower the 
Jews in comparison and reduce all to 
one level. (у) Reiche and Olsh. take it 
passively, and render, ‘ dre we preferred 
(by God) ? but no example of this mean- 
ing occurs, the above use in aret not 
ustifying it. (8 and Wahl render, 
prn it as йы ш тнт * What can 
we then allege (as an excuse)?’ bat this 
will not suit of drr. (е) Meyer, 
‘ What then, hace we an ercuse 7° but 
xpoexópu. has not this meaning. (C) 
Fritzsche, What then? do we ezouse our- 
selves (i.e. shall we make any excuse) P’ 
But (1) wpoex. is put absolutely ; and (2) 
the answer would rather be undes than 
ov wárrws, which replies to a question on 
matter of fact. Besides (3) the argument 
would then go to shew, not that all are sin- 
ners, аз it does, vv. 10—20, but that all are 
liable to God's wrath, without ezeuse. (n) 
The only way left seems (with Theophyl., 
(Ec. (Ist altern.), Schol. in Matthal, Pelag., 
Vulg., Erasm., Luther, Calv., Beza, Grot., 

Z2 
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Mie 15 = ere of arddes ar ёкхём salpa. 16% p. Kai 
E. (А € таћалторіа év Tais 0801$ айту, 11 xal 9060» * eipivis 

чаа. ойк éyvocap. 18 ° ойк dori © So f дєод 5 йлтёуаут Tov 
16. Polyb. i. M. вај. са мн паш. (eh: t A et) Ps. zzxvi. 3. Matt. xxiii. 27, 29 

ak. only. Psa. v. 9. q bere only. т ћете only. Num. zzv. 28. P 
i. Ta 0. 1. 4. ч. ман M rin es Hl. i v. "ае. Рел. (I. с. Bui) exxxix. 3. Esek. xxiv. »u 13, 

пу, вак u Matt. хт. 84 Mk. 1 Cor. xiv. Heb. 
EN и Ена. *I et. lu. 10 (trom Ра, ха it 1) өшү v Pea. iz. 7 singular). w bere 

y Matt. "xlii e 7. Lake xi 39. Bev. iv. 6,8 
— а „„ 1 10. iis "6 M, ёо. xix. 15) Ошу. Amos li. 15. (-., Acta 
xxii. 20.) Rev. кті. 6 only. Gen, іх. 6. Ia. liz. 7,8 Prov. Il. 16 AN3 фе. (not ВСМ!). b here 
only. Prov. xx. 80 aL с James v. 1 only. Isa. xlvii. 1]. Upon ch. шм) d Luke i. 79 
Su е e Рал. xxxv. I. ee {3 Cor. vii. 1 only. (C. т. xvpiov, Acts Lz. 
31. v. 31.) = Neh. v. 9. 
Ui. 16. p Yi. бее ge : 

g Matt. zzi. 2. xxvii. 34,61. Acts 

for xponr., утіассреба DIG 81. 89! [syr-txt(wpo w- ast, 
(Ec-comm, causati sumus latt. om yap D! [Syr е etb(appy, Treg 
T€ ins pro А. ararras G: тарта n. 

10. оид D! 1. 
us om Ist о АВС [( Orig-int Ambrst)] : ins DEL[P]N m arm Euthal-ms 

Thdrt Damasc Ie Y ge 2nd o Be [latt, as тоа for ex(., (теу B 
1 „„ ABID'GR. ins о bef ком» s FX xiii. 8!) D [Orig -int, 

om 2nd oux «cri» B 67? Syr. 
E eum A[Pa]dk: -wè 

14. aft стора ins aur B(not Tischdf LN. T. Vat. ]) 17. 

n i AA иза 

Bengel, Tholuck, Köllner, Schrader, De 
Wette, al.) to take vpoexóue0a as middle, 
and understand it as vpoéxouey —Have we 
(Jews) the (any) preference? We have 
an use of тарёхошмы ав active, Acts xix. 24, 
Tit. ii 7. See also Winer, edn. 6, § 38. 
b. оў Távrws] No, by no means. 
This would more naturally be rdvres ob, see 
reff. But we have оў$ф» xdyres for not 
at all, Herod. v. He i meaning 255 
in every way,’ ‘not altogether,'—as 1 
v. 10 and Theophr. de Caus. Plant. vi. 
24 (Wetst.), rote? ob wárres, àAN 
dà» obAf ms ; ór xaverot,—will not 
apply, for it does not athe what fol- 
lows, where the {роо roves absolute 

in t of his "айан бен 
His .... elva] we have before proved 
(chs. i. ii.) both Jews and Gentiles all to 
be under sin ; the construction is not acc. 
and inf.,—that Jews and Gentiles are under 
ain, —but loud. T várras is acc. after 
ива verb, and ёф’ дд. «Ira: the matter of the 

—q. d. we have before brought i in 
guil ы ne ew ews and Gentiles all as sinners.’ 
0—18.] Proof of this universal sinfulnese 

from the Scripture, said directly (ver. 19) 

of the Jews, but, a, portion including, and 
taken for granted of, the Gentiles. Com- 
pars throughout the LXX (reff.). 
1.] In the Psalm,—Jehovah looked down 

from heaven on the children of men, to see 
ei. ёст: Suri 1 ex Caray т. 6. He found 
none. This result is put barely by the 
Apostle as the testimony of Scripture, 
giving the coon but departing from the 
letter. @eXrctcay, an Alexandrino 
form for naa vr; see Lobeck, ichus, 
p.949. The open lehre is an emblem 
of perdition, to which their throat, as the 
instrument of their s (in is compared. 

16.] The LXX (Isa. I. c.) bare al 
8b wóbes Gv ёт) wovnplay Tpéxovei, 
техно! ёки alua’ ко) ol ЗоЛоугсноі 
abr Siadoyicpol &xd pórov (диал. ёфрб- 
уюу AM): сбутрщиа ка) radar фу таїѕ 
óBois стен ка) ddd” Шу, ойк oda 
(ёуумсау, A 19.] He proves the 
+ plicability of these texts to the Jews by 

eir being found in the Jewish Scriptures: 
not i in any Gentile т s, which 
might exclude e univer- 
sally, in those very books which were the 
cherished possession of the Jews them- 
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apa ard. 19 оїбаце» Se ors боа 0 vópos Aer » vil, 
Pe тоф ^ éy TQ vd хале, wa тй» стора ! фраүў kai * - 
ABD? бисо$ тоттан mwas 6 кбодо$ TQ бед. W ibre! èf ™ er үс 
ty С edt m yópov ? où © дихала oeras aP таса Р oat ч уоту aù- 

&à yàp vóuov 'éméyvecis ápaprías. ?! Nuvi 85 
{з " Ды; Жш га Ls cjr" Demosth. 618. 3. 

Matt. x 
o= ch. i13 11 reff. 

28. x. 2. — iv. 13 

19. for Aeye:, Хале Ni vulg D-lat Orig,[int, Ambrst]. 

bef et еру. уор. D F(and lat) fuld [Orig-int,(txt,)] Ambrst. . ov Sut. 
emcyroceos 

selves. d vónos) Here, the whole O. T., 
the law, prophets, and Psalms : see John x. 
84, where our Lord cites a Psalm as in 
‘the law.’ тоё lv T$ v. ХМ) it 
speaks (not. says, —redéw is is not to say,’ 
see John viii. 25, note) to ei t gn 
commodi : і. e. its language 
true of, when not otherwise spedi cited) thee 
who are in (under) the law. So that the 
Jews cannot plead exemption from this 

uences. а in order t or its conseq J 
in order that—not ‘so that ? the bring- 
ing in all the world guilty beforo God is an 
ба and direct aim of the revelation of 
5 in the law, —that His grace 

in Christ may come on all who 
а arb self-righteousness and believe the 
gospel. way фраүүў) If the 
Jew's mouth is shut, and his vaunting in 
the law taken away, then much more the 
Gentile’s, and the whole world (see above 
ver. 6) becomes (subjective, as ylvecOe 
ver. 4) guilty before God. 20.] The 
solemn and tmportant conclasion of all the 
Soregoimg 5 But not only the 
conclusion : it is also the great 
truth, which ai arrived at, is seen to 
have necessitated the subordinate conclu- 
sion of ver. 19, the stopping of every mouth, 
&с. And therefore it is introduced, not 
with an illative conjunction, e. 
(which idr will not bear), but with be- 
cause? Because by the works of the law 
(Gop’s Law: whether in the 1 reve- 
lation of it written in the consciences of the 
Gentiles, or in the more complete one given 
by Moses to the Jews, — not, by works of 
law: no such general idea of law seems to 
bave ever been before the mind of the 
Apostle, but always the law, имиш 
from God) shall no flesh be justified before 
Him (the future as implying 5 
perbaps also as referring to the great day 
when хата сірі shall stand before God,— 
Ix" also as a citation from ref. Ps. 
XX, ob 8:коодћђсета dvdsiór cov was 

(Gv. ob. . race, which we render by 
nella, must be kept in the mind to ita lo- 

13 айп, вае Reb. х. 36. s Pet. l. J, 5 3, 8. Н. 20 only. Prov. il. 5. 

S oer ы 
b. xi. 33 

3 Maec. 
38 Ald. 

M. Det 

k Erde only: +. 
“ч 

v. 2. v 
“ТЕТЕ 28. m ihe 16 12 t. 3, 5 

Exod. ху. 26. Psa. eulli. 3. $2. Acts х. 14. Gal. il, 1 
т Paul, ch. і. Luke xvi. 15. — ‘he. 

for Хале, Ace DIF[K 

ical precision: AU flesk—su a 
ula—not justified— 

The Apostle does not Aere sa d 
that justification by legal works s would b 
impossible if the law could be wholly a 
or (2) that those were not justified who ob- 
served the prescribed sacrifices and offer- 
ings of the ceremonial law (of which he 
has never once spoken, but Tuy of the 
moral): but he infers from his argument 
on matters of fact, a result in matter of 
Дег * Mankind, Jew and Gentile, have all 
broken God's lov, and are guilty before 
Him: Man keeps not God's law. By that 
law then he cannot arrive at God's righte- 
ousness.’ 84 .] For by 
[means of] the law (as ‘before, whether 

known to the Gentile or more 
Hy to the Jew) is the 5 of 

sin (whatever knowledge each 
whether the accusing and excusing of the 
Gentile’s conscience, or the clearer view 
of offence against Jehovah granted to the 
Jew). The reasoning is :—the law 
has no such office, in the t state 
of haman nature manifested both in his- 
tory and Scriptare, as to render righteous : 
its office is altogether different, viz. to de- 
tect and bring to light the sinfulnese of 
man. Compare Gal. ii. 16. 
$1—V. 11.] TRE ENTRANOE INTO Gop's 

RIGHTEOUSNESS (ch. i. 17) 18 SHEWN TO 
BE BY FAITH. 91—96.) The Apostle 
resumes the declaration of ch. i. 17 (having 
roved that man has no righteousness of 

Tis own resulting from the observance of 
God's law): viz. that God's righteousness 
is revealed by Christ, whose atoning Death 
is, consistently with God's justice, 
cient for the of sin to those who 
believe in Him. 91. уму] Is this of 
time, ‘now,’ in  contradistinction to ages 
past, = фу тф vir каре, ver. 26,—or is it 
merely = ‘as things are,’ ‘now we find?’ 
The former is held by Grot., Bengel, Tho- 
luck, Reiche, Olsh., Rückert, al. the 
latter by Fritzsche, Meyer, and De Wette. 
The former is true in sense, and applicable 
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e= cede “opis Popov *Scxasoourn Oeod “crepavépwra:, *" papru- 
UNE гёз. poupé " tard тод * vóptov xai Tow po 829$, кадо@\лл) C кы 
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8. 
aabdcaf “Асахи 9З тартєс̧ yàp juaprov Kai ° barepoivras Tis Sono {той ык! 

"pe беой, 2% U Stxacovpevos " Swpedy Tf avtod 'ydpits Sid ms цп" 
Phil. 
. 12. Acts iii. 16. Gal. fi. 16,20. James fi. 1 al. b = Gal. Ш. М. 3 5З 

IIT. 

d ch. x. 12 reff, е = (bat net.) Lake azii. Mal. Ра. xxii, 1. v. dv, 1 
3 Cor. xi. 5. constr., John xii g W. dat., ver. 18, HEUEA onig. 4 сн 

h Matt. z. B. 2 Cor. хі. 7. Exod. xxi, 2. пот 25, from Pa. xxxiv. 19.) = ch. 

81. m Tov bef бео» Е.) élue coi Di. 
22. for mo. xp., e» xpiore ino. A: om Chr im meu В (Теп): txt CDFEL PIN 

17 rel vss Clem, Orig,[(int,) Damasc] Thdrt ТЫ (Ec Pe 
om xa: ет: waytas (possibly from homaotel : on the other hand, the longer text 

may be the е two readings) ABCN! [P 471] copt (teth) arm Clem, (Orie, Lint, p 
Cyrſ-pi] А ins DFKLN® 17 [rel] a vulg(but am дешн [Багі] al Damaso om 
eis Tur. Kat "Chr, [ Enthal-ms] Thdrt (Ec Ambfst Chrom, 

Ambrst Ch š 

to the circumstances of the gospel: but 
the meaning is too strong, where no con- 
trast of time is expressly in view. I 
therefore prefer the latter, ly as 
Paul's elsewhere justifies it; see ch. 
vii. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 20. Хери vóuov] 
without the (help of the) law, inde · 
pendently of the law: not without the 
works of the law; for here it is not the 
ман the дк. беоб which is spoken of 
(wb ich is faith), Doi that Suc. itself. 

auc. sou) God's righteousness: 
what sense, see ch. i. 17, Apu y 
weavépwras | viz. in the facts of the gos- 
pel. The t sets forth the manifesta- 
tion of this righteousness in history as an 
aocomplisked and still enduring fact—the 
&rokaA ón Tera: of ch. i. 17 denotes the con- 
tinual unfolding of this righteousness in 
the hearts and lives of зра ara 

paprupoupdyy x. r. A.] being borne 

witness to (pres. because the law and pro- 
phets remain on record as a revelation of 
God's will) by the law and the prophets 
(not merely the t and prophecies, but 
the whole body of the O. T., see Matt. 
xxii. 40). 22. Sinn. "Ba 6.] but 
that (so 84 in Herod. vii. 8, 'Aprrraydpy 
те Maney. ovr 84 Suerépw, and i. 
114, órd тоб coU B8ebAo0v, Bovxdrocu 84 
waibós: the contrast being between the 
соса mention which has preceded, and 
ve distinction now brought in. 

rtung, Partikellehre i. 168 fl.) the 
жал ыйыы of God (i.e. ‘I mean, the 
righteousness of God 84 sr(o-rews "I. xp.’) 
which is (7 is not necessary, the art. being 
often omitted in cases where the ear is re- 
minded of a usage of the cognate verb 
with a preposition, such as ё:каюбсба: дй 
aloress. Compare Col. i. 4, dxotcarres 
Th» ator бр. dy xpiote 'Inc., and Eph. 
iil. 4, 80уасдє уоўсо: Thy сбуесіу pov dv 
Té prornple (cvndyres dy doeh ch 

occurs Dan. i. 4 Theod.). Seo Winer, 
edn. со § 20. 2. b) by the faith in Jesus 
Christ (gen.: see reff.). ds wav. [к. 
im srávr.] depends on wepardperrai,— (is 
revealed) unto ( towards,’ ‘so as to pene- 
trate to’) all(, end upon (over, ‘eo as to 
be shed down on,’ but in the theological 
meaning, no real difference of sense from 
els ; this repetition of prepositions to give 
force is peculiar to Paul, see ver. 30, and 
Gal. i. 1) all] who believe. Probably the 
repetition of rdyras was suggested by the 
two kinds of believers, Jew and Gentile, 
зо аз to prepare the way for оф ydp фет! 
Bia roh (but still no essential difference 
in the interpretations of eis and eri must 
be sought). 83. (Sore should 
be rendered fall short, not, as E. V., 
“come short," since this latter may be 
taken for the past tense, after the auxi- 
liary Àave."] THe Soine ToU eod] 
Of the praise which comes from God, 
see reff. (so Grot., Thol., Reiche, Frits., 
Meyer, Rückert, De Wette): not, ‘of 
in God's sight’ (Luther, Calv., 
Köllner): n ‘of glory with God,’ as 
ch. v. 2 (Ce., Beza, al.),—for the Apostle 
is not speaking here of future reward, 
but of present worthiness: nor, of the 
glorious smage qf God which we have 
lost through ein (Calov. „ al., Rückert, 
Oleh.), which is against both the usage of 
the word, and the context of the pa 

24. 8 catobueroi agrees with u. А 
ves, without any ellipsis; nor need it be 
resolved into SikaioUrTat : the ici- 
pial sentence is subordinated to the great 
general statement of the insufficiency of 
all to attain to the glory of God. It is 
not necessary, in the interpretation, that 
the subjects of deres and S:xasoduevos 
should be in matter of fuct strictly com- 
mensurate:—‘ali have 'sinned—ai] are 
(must be, if justified) justified freely, &c.' 

tius, 

p" 
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Peis аерде ris Sceawoovvns айтой, Sia тту " wapeow be Het 
only. L.P.H. Den. iv. 32 LXX only. (-09>, Exod. xxi. B. Zeph. Hi. 1.) 

HN Кошу. Бра 1-3) ошу. Polyb. і. 33. 9, 
(Heb 

q here bis. 2 Cor. nü. 1. pi 1. 38 only t. 

l= а. d. "i. vil er 
E теч = here 

p ch. L 5 ref. o z- Matt. zii. 27, Bal. 
r here ealy +. (ura, Bir. zziii. 2.) 

26. :Ластпреюу Е: om arm: propitiatorem D. lat vulg-sixt bari? Ambrat = Jer 
Ambr: propitiationem vulg[ -clem(with am &c) F]-lat вуг: 

ps агы: [Bas, Eothal-ms] "rt Œo: 
masc Thl.—om ёш res A Chr-comm(and 

rec ins rys bef sic reos, with BC3D*K 
om C!D'FN Orig, Eus, Bas, Cyrl-Py 
2-88). for 1st avrov, bere B 

placationem H 

for rape, тирес: 46: trapaurecir 09. 
116 : [vapeovecir k: ] propositum De Aug, Ambrst Pelag-comm. 

] see reff.: here ‘without 
merit or desert as arising from earnings of 
our own ;' ‘gratis.’ Tjj abrot ápr) 
by His grace, i. e. His free undeserved 
Love, as the working cause (De W.). 
B cre dwok. K. r. A.] Ву means of the 
propitiatory redemption which is їп (has 
been brought about by, and is now in the 
Person of) Christ Jesus. d&woAvrpe- 
ru, redemption by a Adrpor, propitiation, 
—and, as expressed by the preposition dwo, 
1 pee From some state of danger or 
misery: here,—redemption from the guilt 
of sin by the propitiatory sacrifice of 
Christs death, sce reff. and Matt. xx. 28. 
In Eph. i. 7 this àxeAórpecis is defined 
to = 4 decors ré» жараттыџбте». 
96.) „ not here ‘ decreed,’ as in 
тей. М. Т. ,— but put forth, set forth, 
manifested historically in His incarnation, 
sufferings, and exaltation. Wetst. quotes 
Thucyd. ii. 84, та дота протібертои тё» 
droyevonéver, they expose the bones of 
the deceased to public view.’ 
arte] as а propitiatory offering. 
So we have cesrfpia, Exod. xx. 24,— хар:- 
стђро» (ebxapiorhproy A) ,2 Macc. xii. 45, 
— and аео. Herod. ) '85, їп the sense 
of thank-offerings and offerings of purifi- 
cation (no subst., as Өбра, need be map- 
plied,—the words being themselves sub- 
stantives): and we have this very word 
in Dio Chrysos. Orat. ii. p. 184 (cited by 
Stuurt), where he says that the Greeks 
offered an ÍAasrfpur тр Ab, а propiti- 
atory sacrifice. The ordinary interpreta- 
tion (Theodoret, Theophyl., Luth., Calv., 
Grot., Calov., Wolf, Olsh.) is founded on 
‘the sense in which the LXX use the word, 
as signifying the golden cover of the ark 
of the covenant, between the Cherubim, 
where Jehovah appeared and whence He 
gave His oracles. rd {хаттўр‹оу TéraAor 
Fv Хрособу, ётќкето 5 тф к\йєөтф. éxard- 
рибе» 84 elye тё тё» xepovBlu ёктутбџота. 
кейде» тф ёрҳереї AecrovpyoUrr, Èyivero 
Jiu тоё cou 7 eu,. . . TÒ AHV. 
{Ластђріоу ó Seoxérns dor) хретёг d xe ro 
8% Tb жала» тофтоу Tay тотоу dwAfpov. 

арибтте 8d abr йз д»брбтеф Tb буора, 
obx фз беф’ ds yàp Oeds, abric Sah тоб 
ІЛасттріоо xpyuari(e:. Theodoret : оо 
which Theophylact further, — ло» 8 
wdyres Thy ürÜperiryr фо, fris тёрка 
qv v бебтзүтоз, ётікалбвтооса TaÚTYY. 
The expression occurs іа full, Хаст 
éxfGena, Exod. xxv. 17: elsewhere 
стро» only, as ref. Heb. See also Philo, 
Vita Mos. iii. 8, vol. ii. p. 150. But De 
Wette well shews the 3 of 
this interpretation, as not agreeing with 
id (roe iv x. r. A. (which requires а victim, 

) ae confusing tbe unity of 
the idea here, Christ being ing to 
it) one while a victim (dv rọ abro ке 
and another, something else. The other 
interpretation (Vulg. propitiationem : во 
E. V.: Beza, Hackert. al al.: — Rosen- 
miller, Wahl), which makes ier hproy 
ап adj. agreeing with б>, ‘a propitiator,’ 
hardly agrees with xpeé@ero, implying an 
external demonstration of Christ as s 
{Лестфрор, not merely an appointment in 
the divine economy. d 84 riors) 
by faith, as the subjective means of ap- 
propriation of this propitiation :—not to 
be joined with 4» abro) aluarı (but the 
omission of vis ів no objection to this, see 
above on ver. 22), as Imth.:Calv. al., 
Olsh., Rückert, —for such an expression as 
levis or sicrevo ty TG alu. I. xp. would 
be unexampled,—end (which is decisive) 
the clause é» тф abro aluar: requires а 
primary, not a subordinate place in the 
sentence, because the next clause, els 659. 
T. Suc. abr., directly refers to it. As 8:4 
яст. ia the subjective means of appropria- 
tion, so èr T$ alu. abrov is the objective 
means of manifestation, of Christ as a pro- 
pitiatory sacrifice. alpa does not = dd 
тоз, but refers to propitiation by blood,— 
the well- pager typical use of it in sacrifice. 

ls rbag r. T. A.] in order to 
the ián ifetadon of His righteousness : 
this is the aim of the putting forth of 
Christ as an expintory victim. Sinaso- 
d, not truth (Ambrst., al.),—not good- 
sese (Theodoret, Grot., Hammond, oppe, 
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Isa. Iviii. 1 

а ch. Н. 4 reff. 
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1 Cor. ті. 6 al. 
ж ch. viii. 18. zi. б. 3 Сог. vili. 14 only. Gen. zzz. 30. 

Н. 19 reff. s constr., ch. il. 8 reff. 
€ Paul (ch. xv. 17. 1 Cor. xv. 31 aJ.) only, exe. James iv. 16. Jer. zi 

uw тф уй» " карф, х еіс TÒ elvat avrov Oixatov xal Y dt 
одита * tov ёк *wiorews * соў. 27 Под ойу 9 ° raŭ- 

лышлы ке. LML ch. 
I cor. I. 20 

96. гес om ту», with D3EL Chr Thdrt [Euthal-ms] ТЫ (Ec: ins ABCD!N[P 47] 
Сашо 

Ambrat. 

. mo. Dl. lat: Tov Nu. 19 

1. (F 17 omit from dur. avrov ver 25 to ёк. avrov ver 26.) 
for Zicalovvra, Butauovy Di. 

. хр. vulgſ with demid harl tol] copt Thdrt [Orig-in&] 
mo. xp. Syr: mor D- 

om кы F 
om :усоу F 52 E. lat: for ine. 

Ambrst Pelag[ -comm ] : 
d fg m o 17 Clem,: txt кур. 

ABCKN[P 47] am fuld D?-lat syr eth [arm Euthal- me] Chr, ТЫ (Ec Aug, Oros,. 

Rosenm., Reiche),—not both these com- 
bined with Justice (Beza),—not justifying 
or sin-forgiving righteousness (C me ә 

ius, Krehl, B.-Crus.),—not the 
toousness whioh Ha gives (Luther, 

hap Wolf, al.), which last would repeat 
the idea already contained in ver. 21 and 
rob els 75 elva: айт. Scaler of all meaning, 
—not doliness, which does not co d 
to Sixaos and 8:когоўу, — but judicial 
righteousness, JUSTIOE (as Orig., Calov., 
Tholuck, Meyer, Schrader, Rückert ed. 2 
al.). This Mee ion = suits in 

uirements of the sense, an n 
to the i idea of 8:кагоб», which is itself judi- 
cial. A sin-offering betokens on the one 
side the expiation of guilt, and on the 
other ensures on and reconciliation : 
and thus the Death of Christ is not only 
a proof of God’s and love, but also 
of His judicial righteousness which re- 
qure риши and expiation. (Mainly 

Wette. Sa т 
c. x. A. J = Bà mà тарфуш m Gedy a 
троу. &uaprfiuara фу тӯ ёуохӯ abr, and 
contains the reason why God would mani- 
fest His judicial righteousness ; on account 
of the overlooking of the sins which had 
passed, in the forbearance of God: i.e. 
to vindicate that character for justice, 
which might seem, owing to the sus- 
pension of God’s righteous sentence on 
E in former ages in His forbearance, to 
be placed in question:—to shew, that 
ong He did not then fully punish for 
sin, and though He did then set forth 
inadequate means of (subjective) justifica- 
tion,—yet He did both, not because His 
justice was slumbering, nor because the 
nature of His righteousness was altered, 
—but because He had provided a чат 
whereby sin might be forgiven, and 
might be just. Observe, ліри is not 
J'orgiveness [nor “remission,” as E. V. 
erroneously renders it], but [ over, 
or] overlooking, which is the work of 
Sorbeorance (see Acts xvii. 30), whereas 
J'orgiveness is the work of grace,—seo 

ch. ii. 4:—nor is тё» троуеу. Au., the 
sins of each man which precede his con- 
version’ (Calov.), but those of the whole 
world before the death of Christ. See d 
матен ра зз іх. 16. (Ori 

Sid, % means о 
Luth., v., Calov., ed. m 
Koppe, Reiche, Schrader), is both 

ur exp oro MR . r. A. art. 
this &>$ециз from the former, as Ке 
and ultimate object, of which that 53е: 
was а subordinate part :—with a view to 
the (or His) manifestation of his righte- 
ousness in this present time. The shew- 
ing forth that He was righteous through- 
out His dealings with the whole world, by 
means of setting forth an adequate and 
complete йр in the death of 
Christ, was towards, formed a subsidiary 
manifestation to, His great manifestation 
of His righteousness (same sense as before, 
judicial „ justice) under the 

e joining rp rh» Erde. 
K. . A. а dr dvexf T. Geov (Вета, 
Rückert ed. 2, Thol., al.) would draw 
off the attention from the leading thought 
of the sentence to a di on ng 
the àrox) x @., which is not probable, 

alg Tò «ува к. r. A.] in order that 
He may be (shewn to be :—the whole pre- 
sent concern is with Kröte is, the exhibition 
to men of the righteousness of God) just 
and (yet, on che other side) jus g 
him who is of (the) faith in Jesus (riv 
ёк тіст. "1дс., him who belongs to, stands 
in, works from as his standing-point, faith 
in Jesus: see ch. ii. 8, note, and reff.). 

27—IV. 35.] JEWISH BOASTING 
ALTOGETHER REMOVED by this truth, NOT 
however BY MAKING VOID THE LAW, nor 
BY DEGRADING ABRAHAM PROM HIS PRE- 
EMINENCB, биё BY ESTABLISHING THE 
LAW, and shewing that Abraham was really 
JUSTIFIED BY PAITH, and is gd стика 
OF THE FAITHFUL. dd Jan d 
the boasting, vis. of the Jews, of which 
he had spoken before, ch. ii., not boasting " 

ghk) 
mn oil? 

[47] 
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xno; * ёфекћеісбл. di ° molov vouov; tv f & fpyov ; a Onl i,t 
ооу, dd Sid vopou тістєаҳ. 

bSicawoicba, тісте дубротоу !xopis }ёруюу ! vopov. om cn. 
28 € XorytoueÜa, * yap 

AM 

29 4 'Iov6aíov б Beds povoy, ovyt xal eOvav; val xal (те. X 

eb oö, 80 кетер ely о Beas de JOÓwawocer mepiropiw * èr 
rio re ка} 3 did 

13. Wiad. xv. 12. w. dat., ve 
k ch. viii. 9 reff. 

xvii. 11. 

21. aft cauxnois ins cou F latt [Orig-int,] Aug,. 
om 2nd даа Dl. 

28. лоу:(еџебаі KPI. 
Ac yi ona to convey 

ti] Ambrst Aug, Ambr. 
житте, sing the ver to aie ДЕ 
farm Chr Thdrt [Euthal-ms Thi 

29. om n n 89! Thdrt: иу А!(арр 
int]. pore» В a b [о] 23. 89. 

L[P] 17 rel syr Chr dr 
[sth arm] Clem, Ath, Chr-ms, Cyr[- 

30. rec ewe:wep (corra), with bis 
Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: 
Clem, Orig, Cyr fines var vary Did, Damasc 

in general, which will not suit ver. 29. (So 
Theodoret, rd Ab rr 'lovybale» фрб- 
»»ua,—Chrys., Theophyl, (Ec.:—Vulg.: 
loriatio tua: Bengel, Rückert, Meyer, 
De Ее.) obx Eri x 
Kxei, Theodoret. qr. v. x. r. A.] By 
what law (is it excluded)? (is it by that) 
of works! No, but by the law (sorma, 
the rule) of faith. The contrast is not 
here between the law and the Gospel as 
two dispensations, but between the law of 
works and the daw of faith, whether found 
under the law, or the Gospel, or (if the 
case admitted) any where else. This is 
evident by the Apostle proving below that 

was justified, not by works, so 
as to рате whereof de but by faith. 

oyl a, not ‘we con. 
clude,’ ‘but Jre hold, we reckon, see reff. : 
the former is against N. T. usage; and 
has probably caused the change of 
into об», by some who imagined that this 
verse was a conclusion from the preceding 
argument. For we hold (as ex tory 
of the verse preceding, —on other 
supposition the two verses are діда, 
a the conclusion comes in most stran pm 
ly), that a man is justified by 
apart from] (without [but more than 
without—so distinctly without as to be 
utterly and entirely oo from and 
independent of ]) the works of the law (not 

г of law); and therefore boasting is 

uidem latt Am 

sll ТЕ 14— 
Кы 

31 ia v6 ch. ҮЛ "M. 

. 20 (ref. ). 

Tis «тет. 
е. 94 re 

1 Pasi (ch. i. 25. iv. A 1 Cor. vit 18, i9 41.) only, exe. dle Gen. 

for ovxi, ovx D! : ov F. 

9 rec оди (prob corra from misunderstandg of 
a conclusion: see note), with BCD*KL(P] 17 rel 

[етага] ТЫ Ee: уар AD! FR [47] latt copt [(ю arm)] Cyr[-p, ] 
rec жтт 

solemn conclusion), with KL[P]N® 17 rel syrr 
J: for житте: avOporxor, pes а rere F vulg 

sth [Orig-int, Ambrst] Aug: txt ABC DNI [47] (copt). 
) 89? [Julian(in Ee fat 

278 76 Clem, Ath mes тагт) Сут 
aft 1005, Clem, Ath,): povos D: txt ACFEL[P]N 17 rel АШ [Eu [Eus hr, Cre p(eith 
some variation of mes) Damasc |] Thdrt (Ec, tantum latt. 

ayer Chr, Thdrt 
masc е [Orig 

Zicatovoda (to throw emphasis on 

Bl. 
eu 2 777 on latt Ye 

ovx. ins де, with 
-р nt Th! (Ес: om ABCDFEN k k [47] latt Syr copt 

Damasc [Orig-int, Hil, Ambrst ]. 
L[P]N? i 4 -marg rel E 
й Orig int] : txt a Ea dt 5 ч] 

: siquidem Jer, Pacian,. om o D! Orig. 

excluded. 39.] In shewing how 
xum letely Jewish boasting is excluded, 

purposes to take the ground of their 
diss law, and demonstrate it from that. 
He will shew that God is not (the God) 
of Jews alone, but of Gentiles, and that 
this very point was involved in the pro- 
mize made to Abraham, бу believing which 
he was justified (ch. iv.), and t ore 
that it lies in the very root and kernel 
of the law itself. But, as often elsewhere, 
he ырен off from this idea again and again, 

to it however continually, —and 
great y when he brings forward his 
proof-text (жатёра soAAG» düvàv réÜeud 
се, iv. 17), Abraham's faith, and not this 
Дал, has become the leading subject. 
30. elwep] if at least (if we are to hold 
to what is manifest as a result of our 
са argument) God is One, who shall 
justify the circumcision (= the Jews, 
after the analogy of ch. ii. 26) by (dx, as 
the prelimi condition,—the state out 
of which the justification arises) faith, and 
the unciroumoision (the Gentiles) through 
(by means of) their faith. Too much 
stress must not be laid on the difference 
of the two prepositions (see ver. 22 and 
note). The omission of the art. in ёк rier, 
and its expression іп 3:4 тӯз wiser. are 
natural enough : the former expresses the 
ground of justification, generally taken, 
ёк mo reos, by faith : the latter the means 
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re f, oU» ™xaTapyoduev 8:4 TIS Tío eos ; " ui) *yévovro, A 
п ver, 4 reff. 
о = Heb. x. 9. 
Num. ххх. 
14. 1 Macc. 
xv. 8. dre, 
see ch. ri. 
19. 1 Cor. lii. 1 reff. 

6. xxvi. 132. 

[4 o e , 

vo to " LOTAVOfEV. 

p ch. ili. 5 reff. q = Lake ix. 18. Acts vii. 11. 3 Tim.i.18. Gen. чі. 

81. rec roher, with D'KLN3(P 47-marg] rel Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ins Thi Ge: 

[тед 47-txt:] cunoreper 17. 65. 98 lect-6: weprravoper D! : txt ABC DFN Orig, 

yr[-p,) Damasc. 
Cuar. IV. 1. rec аВрааи Tov warepa ue bef evpukervai, with КІР) 17 rel syrr 

Chr(-txt Euthal-ms 

whereby the man lays hold on justification, 

did rhs wlorews, by his faith: the former 
is the objective ground, the latter the 
subjective medium. Jowett’s rendering 
of weptrophy ёк rler, ‘ the circumcision 

that is of faith,’ though ingenious, is 

hardly philologically allowable, nor would 
it correspond to the other member of the 

sentence, which he rightly renders ‘and 
the uncircumcision through their faith.’ 

To understand «5s vícrews (as Mr. Green, 

Gr. p. 800) as referring to wícrews just 

mentioned ‘ by the instrumentality of the 

identical faith which operates in the case 

of the circumcised,’ is to contradict the 

бе the faith was not, strictly speaking, 

identical in this sense, or the two cases 

never need have been distinguished. See 

vv. 1, 2. 91.] But again the Jew 

may object, if this is the case, if Faith be 
the ground, and Faith the medium, of 

justification for all, circumcised or un- 

circumcised, surely the law is set aside 

and made void. That this is not so, the 

Apostle both here asserts, and is prepared 

to shew by working out the proposition of 

ver. 29, that the law itself belonged to a 

covenant whose original recipient was jus- 

tiſted by faith, and whose main promise 

was, the reception and blessing of the 

Gentiles. vópov, not ate, but the 

law, as every where in the Epistle. We 

may safely say that the Apostle never 
argues of фаш, abstract, in the sense of 

a system of precepts,—its attributes or 

its effects,—but always of THE LAW, con- 

crete,—the law of God given by Moses, 
when speaking of the Jews, as here: the 
law of God, in as far os written in their 

consciences, when speaking of the Gen- 

tiles: and when including both, the law 
of God generally, His written as well as 

His unwritten will. Many Com- 

mentators have taken this verse (being 
misled in some cases by its place at the 

end of the chapter) as standing by iteelf, 

and have gone into the abstract grounds 

why faith does not make void the law (or 
moral obedience); which, however true, 

hare no place here: thc design being to 

Thdrt Thl (Ec Gennad Phot: om evpyxeva: B 47! 
zus bef аВраар ACDFN latt [copt mth arm] Cyr[-p,] Damasc [Orig-in 

| br-comm, I: 
Ambrst [aft 

shew that the law itself contained this 
very doctrine, and was founded in the pro- 
mise to Abraham on a covenant embracing 
Jews and Gentiles, —and therefore was not 
degraded from its dignity by the doctrine, 
but rather established as a part of God's 
dealings, — consistent with, explaining, and 
explained by, the Gospel. 
IV. 1—5.] Abraham himself was justified 
by faith. The reading aud punctuation of 
this verse present some difficulties. As to 
the first (sec var. read.), the variation in 
the order of the words, and the reading 
xporaropa seemed to me formerly, how- 
ever strongly supported, to have sprung 
out of an idea that «ard odpra belonged 
to warépa. This being supposed, edpy- 
кќус: appeared to have been transposed 
to throw wardpa u. ката тёрка together, 
—and then, because Abraham is distinetly 
proved (ver. 11) to have been i» another 
sense the father of the faithful, rar epa to 
have been altered to the less ambiguous 
тротќтора, ancestor, a word not found in 
the N. T., but frequent in the Fathers. 
I therefore in the 3rd edition of this vol., 
with De Wette, Tholuck, and Tischendorf 
(in his last (7th, not 8th] edn.), retained 
the rec. text. Being now however con- 
vinced that we are bound to follow the 
testimony of our best M88., and to distrust 
such subjective considerations as unsafe, 
and generally able to be tarned both ways, 
I have adopted the reading of A(B)CD 
&c., bracketing єфрүкфус: as of doubtful 
authority, omitted as it is by B. 
Grot., Le Clerc, and Wetst. punctuate, тї 
ody d po, єбртк. . . . . сірка : 
Matthal, ri od»; d %.. odpxa ; 
supplying 8:каюсбуту (or more rightly an 
indefinite 71) after «ópmkérva:. But as 
Thol. well remarks, both these methods of 
punctunting would presuppose that Раш 
had given some reason in the preceding 
verses for imagining that Abraham Jad 
gained some advantage according to the 
flesh: which is not the case. 1. 
оўу] The Apostle is here contending with 
those under the law from their own stand- 
íng-point : and he follows up his эбдо» 

ABCDP 

hkl 
IV.1 РТ{ обр epobuev [I etpneévar] '"Afpaàn op aa ou 
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ттротатор& робу "xarà * тарка; ? ei yap Afpaàp * e£: 

947 

here only t. 
P». zxix. 8 

Épyov *0:каиобт, “byes "" кайутца. AAN ой * mpós Se 
có" $ ті yàp 1 ? ypaph Xéyev; * "Enrlarevaev $ ABpaàp V c. 2. it 

v Gal. ri. 4. 
13, or John i. 1, 2. 

сарка 47-marg ]. 

w Paul (1 Cor. v. 6 alb.) 
| y ch. ix. tiw 

rec (for яротат.) жатера, with CIDFKL[P] N-corr! 17 rel latt 

1 Cor. xv. 31. 
exc. Heb. iii. 6. Deut. х. 31 al. xc k xii. 

a w. dat., Gun. xv. 6. Acts xvi. 34 reff. 

вуг Cbr[txt and eomm Eutbal- ma] Thdrt Gennad Phot ТЫ (е: patriarcham Syr : 
txt A 

9. олла F. 
ве): om ABCD!EN. 
in 

істбуоцеу, by what therefore ( hoc con- 
cesso,’ ‘seeing that you and I are both 
upholders of the Jaw’) shall we say, &c. 

is verse, and the argument following, 
are not a proof, but a consequence, of 
véuoy ier., and are therefore introduced, 
not with ydp, but with офу. avpy- 
«éva [if read] viz. towards his justifica- 
tion, or more strictly, earned as his own, 
to boast of. «aTà тёрка belongs to 
cop., not (as Chrys., Theophyl, Erasm.) 
to wpowdtopa fp. For the course and 
spirit of the argument is not to limit the 
paternity of Abraham to a mere fleshly 
one, but to shew that he was the spiritual 
father of all believers. And the question 
is not one which requires any such distinc- 
tion between his fleshly and spiritual 
paternity (as in ch. ix. 8, 6). This being 
$0, what does narà тёрка mean? It 
cannot allude to circumcision; for that 
is rendered improbable, not - only by the 
parallel expression ét Icy in the plural, 
but also by the consideration, that circum- 
cision was no #pyor at all, but a seal of 
the righteousness which he had by faith 

wá but it came 
after justification, and so is chronologically 

that department of our being from which 
ing works, in contrast with that in 

which іг the exercise of faith : see ch. viii. 
4, 5. 8.) For if Abraham was [not 
‘were’ as E. У.) justified (assuming, as a 
fact known to ull, that he was justified 
by some means) by works, he hath matter 
of boasting (not expressed here whether 
in the sight of men, or of God, but taken 
generally: the proposition being assumed, 

: yap bas been written twice, bnt the first erased. 
sary) D!F b o latt [Syr sth arm] Chr, [ Euthal-ms Orig-int,] Cypr,. 

141-3 copt eth arm Eus Cyr[-p,] Damasc. 
rec ins ror bef deo, with D*KL[P] 17 rel Chr, Thdrt [ Euthal-ms 

om de (ar «ummeces- 

“Не that has esrned justification by 
works, has whereof to boast’). Then, in 
disproof of this,—that Abraham has matter 
of boasting,—whatever men might think 
of him, or attribute to him (e. g. the Te 
feot keeping of the law, as the Jews did), 
one thing at least is clear, that Ае has 
none before God. (жр, probably as in 
the second ref., with, in the sense of chez: 
арпа Deum.) This we can prove, (ver. 3) 
for what saith the Soripture 1 Abraham 
believed God (God's promise) and it (75 
зтістедсси) Was reckoned (so LXX. Heb. 
‘He reckoned it’) to him as (ch. ii. 26) 
righteousness. The whole question 
so much mooted between Protestants on 
the one hand, and Romaniste, Arminians, 
and Socinians on the other, as to whether 
this righteousness was reckoned (1) ‘ per 
Adem, being God's righteourness imputed 
to the sinner; ог (2) ‘propter fidem, so 
that God made Abraham righteous on 
account of the merit of his faith, lies in 
fact in a small compass, if what has gone 
before be properly taken into account. 
The Apostle bas proved Jews and Gentiles 
to be all ender sin :' utterly unable by 
works of their own to attain to righteous- 
ness. Now faith, in the second sense 
mentioned above, is strictly and entirely a 
work, and as such would be the efficient 
cause of man’s justification, —which, b 
what has preceded, i£ cannot be. It wi 
therefore follow, that it was not the act 
of believing which was reckoned to him as 
a righteous act, or on account of which 
perfect righteousness was laid to his 
charge, but that the fuct of his trusting 
God to perform His promise introduced 
him into the blessing promised. God de- 
elared his purpose (Gen. хіі. 8) of blessing 
all the families of the earth in Abrabam, 
and again (Gen. xv. 5) that his seed should 
be as the stars of heaven, when ns yet 
he had no son. Abraham believed this 

omise, and became partaker of this 
lessing. But this blessing was, justifica- 

tion by failh in Christ. Now Abraham , 
could not, in the strict sense of tlie words, 
be justified by faith i» Christ,—nor is it 
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nachina TQ Oep, kal * ё\оуісбл avrQ eis Sixatocivnv. *тф 82 ABCDF 
за. о ёруаборёрр ó" polos ой Nerat * ката * хари, АЛА а Yr 
1M e : ^M , , " ghkl v abel. de xarà *ódelvgua: 5 тф дё ш) " ipyatouévo, f re, d mn o17 
zu $ret. ру, , ^ zy ^d A ia , d" [47] 

ет Marin femi tov E ducaobyra tov dE, Хоуібета Т) тїстє 
Lui Gen. apro) *eis Siaacoovvnv. б\кабатєер kai Aae Neyer Tov 

1. 7. 
4 нед 16 here (Matt. vi. m. only. Deut. xziv.10. Thuc. ii. 40. (-Ax, ch. xiii. J.) 

v. r. 

ə е = 

24. Acts іх. 42. l. 17. вее Matt. xxvii. 
iv. 18. 2 Pet. li. б. fii. 7. Jude“ 4, 16 (bis) only. Prov. zzi. 30. (-Beta, ch. i. 18.) 
М vouly, exe. 1. (Ыз) оа only (1). aee Heb. v. 4. =] xii. 12 al®.) only, exc. Heb. iv. 

f ver. 
1 Tim. i. 9. 1 Pet. 

i Paul Lich. кїї. 4. 1 Cor. 
ohn viii. 37. PhiL iil. 18. 

g cb. il. 13 reff. h ch. v. 6. 

4. rec ins ro bef ope:Anua (appy as agreeing better with the idea of a definite obliga- 
tion incurred: i. в. = Tb dperduevoy, ‘what ie due from the pA aap as indaed 
Bloomf. explains it): om ABCDFKL[P]N rel [arm]. B! repeats from o mobos 
to epyaloueres, үз 5, but the passage is marked for erasure, except the first о. 

5. асеВту D! 
6. for кабатжер, кабоз DF. 

necessary to suppose that he directed his 
faith forward to the promised Redeemer 
in Person; but in so far as God’s gracious 
пг was revealed to him, he grasped 

it by faith, and that righteousness which 
was implied, so far, in it, was imputed to 
him. Some have said (Tholuck, e. g.) 
that the parallel is incomplete — Abraham’s 
Jaith having been reckoned to him for 
righteousness, whereas, in our case, the 
righteousness of Christ is reckoned to us 
as our righteousness, dy faith. But the 
incompleteness lies in the nature of the 
respective cases. In hir case, the righteous- 
ness itself was not yet manifested. He 
believed smplicitly, taking the promise, 
with all it involved and implied, as true. 
This then was his way of entering into 
the promise, and by means of his faith 
was bestowed upon him that full justifica. 
tion which that faith never apprehended. 
Thus Ais faith itself, the mere fact of 
implicit trust in , was counted to Aim 
for righteousness. But though the same 
righteousness is imputed to us who believe, 
and by means of faith also, it is no longer 
the mere fact of believing implicitly in 
God's truth, but the tion of Christ 
Jesus the Lord by faith, which justifies us 
(see vv. 23—25 and note). As it was 
then the realization of God’s words by 
faith, so now: but we have the Person о 
the Lord Jesus for the object of faith, 
explicitly revealed: he had not. In both 
cases justification is gratuitous, and is by 
faith: and so far, which is as far as the 
argument here requires, the parallel is 
strict and complete. 4. те ipyafou. 
(q. d. тё épyárp, but the xL д» 
because of the negative тё uh épya(. fol- 
lowing)—to the workman (him that works 
for hire, that earns wages, compare mpos- 
npydoaro, Luke xix. 16) his wages are 
not reckoned according to (as a matter 
of) grace (favour), but according to (as 
а matter of) debt. The stress is on xarà 

ins o bef 8aveià DF [g]. 

xdpew, not on Лоу (ета, which in this first 
member of the sentence, is used hardly 
in the strict sense, of imputing or reckon- 
ing, but of allotting or apportioning :— 
its use being occasioned by the stricter 
AoyiCeras below. And the sentence is a 
general one, not with any peculiar refer- 
ence to Abraham,—except that after xarà 
xápw we may supply és тё 'ABpada, if we 
will; for this is evidently assumed. 
5.4 Zut to him who works not (for hire, 
—is not au épydrns looking for his шоббѕ) 
but believes on (casts himeelf in simple 
trust and humility on) Him who jus 
(accounts just, as in ver. 8) the ungodly 
(* impious : stronger than unrighteous :’ 
—no allusion to Abraham’s having for. 
merly been in idolatry,—for the sentence 
following on ver. 4, which is general and 
of universal application, must also be 
general,—including of course Abraham: 
&céBeia is the state of all men by nature), 
—his faith is reckoned as righteousness. 
като Хару is of course implied. 
—8B. same is confirmed by a passage 

From bana. This is not a bean ор, 
but a confirmation of the assertion involved 
in ver. 6, that a man may believe on Him 
who justifies the u у, and have his 
faith reckoned for righteousness. The 
applicability of the text depends on the 
persons alluded to being sinners, and 
having sin not reckoned to them. 
&ceBeis and Acy(Lopas are the two words 
to be illustrated. The Psalm, strictly 
speaking, says nothing of the imputation 
of righteousness,—-but it is implied by 
Paul, that the remission of sin is equiva- 
lent to the imputation of rigMeousness— 
tbat there is no negative state of innocence 
—none intermediate between acceptance 
for righteousness, and rejection for sin. 

6. Ady. тӧу рак.) pronounces the 
blessedness, ‘the congratulation:’ in 
allusion perhaps to the Heb. form, "уби 
(O) the blessings of, .... It is 
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very clear that this righteousness must cumeision (-cised) ‘also. For we 
be xepls lever, because its imputation con- 

we say, 

&c. The stress is on 5 "ABpadp, not on 
t TO ABRAHAM siste in the remission and hiding of offences, 

whereas mone can be legally righteous in 
whom there is any, even the smallest 
offence. 8. mie À as the 
same constraction usually in the N.T., is 
Future (Winer, edn. 6, § 66. 3), and must 
be referred to the t final riba end 
Or we may say with Olsh. 
pression is an O. T. one, regarding sin as 
lying covered by the divine long-suffering 
till the completion of the work of Christ, 
at which time first real forgiveness of sins 
was imparted to the ancient believers; 
com Matt. xxvii. 58; 1 Pet. iii. 18. 
In this last view the future will only refer 
to all such cases as should arise. 
9—12.] This declaration of bleesedness 

to cireumcised and uncircumcised 
alike. For Abraham himself was thus 
justified when in UNCIROUMCIBION, and 
was then pronounced the father of the 
fai l, uncircumcised as well as circum- 

of course includes 
the fact, on account of which the con- 
gratulation is pronounced, —the justifica- 
tion itself. 9. is] sc. Adyerat, see 
reff. The form of the question, with q 
ral, presu an affirmative answer to 
the latter e use; which affirmative answer 
is then made the ground of the argumenta- 
tion in vv. 10, 11, 12:—On the uncir. 

4 mions: for we say 
faith was. reckoned : for righteousness. 

10.] wes, under what cireum- 
stances ? Tbe interval between the re- 
cognition of his faith (Gen. xv. 6) and his 
circumcision, was perhaps as much as 
twenty-five, certainly not less (Gen. xvii. 

received (from Qi) the siga (oken, or v the sign (token, or 
symbol) 5 of a tion, 
see reff. The reading weperou?j» appears 
to have been an сені Whe Tews of 
peda following), a the m 
on Cant. iii. 8, cited b by Tholuck, has the 
expression, ‘the seal of circumcision,’ and 
in Sohar, Levit. vi. 21, it is called ‘a holy 
sign." So also tiém is called in the 
Acta Thoms, $ 28,7) oppayis тоё AovrpoUV, 
and er cid in a Fathers simply 4 
oppayls. Spicil. Patr. i. 833) of 
the 3 to stamp, and certify 
the Ti bteoumem) of the faith (gen. of 
apposition (but not is appos. with фк. 
by construction),— ‘of the righteousness 
which consisted in his faith,’—not, ‘of 
bis justification by faith: the present 
argument treats of faith accounted as 
righteousness) which was (or, ‘which he 
Ааа г ris may refer either to Bix. or to 
alor.,—but better to the former, because 
the objoct is to shew that the righteous- 
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ness was imputed in uncircumcision) during 
his uncireumeision. In literal historical 
matter of fact, Abraham received circum- 
cision as a seal of the covenant between 
God and him (Gen. xvii. 1—14). But this 
covenant was only a renewal of that very 
one, on the promise of which Abraham's 
faith was exercised, en. xv. Б, 6,—and 
each successive renewal of which was a fresh 
approval of that faith. The Apostle’s point 
is,—that the righteousness was reckoned, 
and the promise made, to Abraham, sot 
in circumcision, but in ancircumcision. 

als 7d d . . . ] In order that 
he might de (not “зо. that he is;’ see 
Gal. iii. 7) the father of all in unciroum- 
cision (dd, see reff.,—‘conditionis’) that 
believe. Abrabam is the Sather of the 
Saithful. But the triumph and recognition 
of that faith whereby he was constituted 
во, was not during his circumcision, but 
during his uncircumcision :—therefore the 
Jaithful, his descendants, must not be 
confined to the circumcised, but must take 
in the uncircumcised also. On rarépa 
in this sense, Tholuck compares the ex- 
pression Gen. iv. 20; 1 Macc. ii. 54 (Ses 
ó warhp huir dv TG (плёса (Aor), and 
Maimonides, ‘ Moses is the father of all 
the prophets who succeeded him.’ See 
also our Lord's saying, John viii. 87, 89. 
The Rabbinical book Michlal Jophi on 
Mal. іі. (Thol.) bas a sentiment remarkably 
coincident with that in our text: “ Abraham 
is the father of all those who follow his 
faith.” els тд A. K. 7. A.] (is in fact 
parenthetical, whether brackets are u 
or not; for otherwise the construction 
from the former to the latter wardpa 
would not proceed) in order that the 
righteousness (which Abraham’s faith was 
reckoned as being,—the righteousness of 

ткен All. 18, 1 Pet. li. ue. — 2 zi 2 xv тўс GAROeias, Polyb. iv. 

: txt BCD. [K (e sil) PIN rel [Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]. 
а demid tol [copt] Orig-schol Сут[-р) Damasc: ins CDF 

TEN. 17 rel latt iR ath [arm Orig-int, rt ТЫ (Ec. 
for тп», «is A d 82 [47] 114.24 
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hk Ts o 17 vulg(not am 
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God, then hidden though imputed, but 
now revealed in Jesus Christ) might be 
imputed to them also. 12. xal (eis 
7b elvai абтђу) warépa wrepvropiis .. . .] 
And (that he might be) father of the 
circumcision (the circumcised) to those 
(dat. commodi ‘ for those,’ ‘in the case of 
those’) who are not бшу (physically of 
the circumcision, but also who walk (the 
inversion of the article appears to be in 
order to bring ont more markedly rois dx 
керт. and mois &'Toix.,— who are not onl 
ol ёк wepir., but also of cro:yourres . P 
in the footsteps (reff.) of the faith of our 
father (speaking here as a Jew) Abraham 
(which he had) while he was in uncircum. 
cision. (The art. would make it * during 
his uncircumcision,’—but the sense is 
better without it, the word being general- 
ized.) 18—17.] Not thraugh the 
LAW, buf through THE RIGHTROUGNESS 
OF FAITH, was THE INHEBRITANONB OF THE 
WORLD promised to Abraham: so that 
not о у they who are оў the law, but they 
who follow Abraham's faith are HEIRS OF 
THIS PROMISE. 13. ] yap, strictly for. 
The argumentation is an expansion of 
varépa wárr. tay жїттейбутшу above. If 
these believers are Abraham’s seed, then 
his promised inheritance is theirs. 
Sà váuov ] not, under the law, —nor, by 
works of the law: nor, ‘by the righteous- 
ness of the law: but, throngh the law, 
so that the law should be the ground, or 

ient cause, or medium, of the promise. 
None of these it was, as matter of histori. 
cal fact. For not through the law was 
the promise (made) to Abraham, or (# in 
negative sentences answers to «al in affirm., 
see Matt. v. 17) to his seed, via. that he 
should be heir of the world, but by the 
righteousness of faith. This specifica- 

ABCDF 
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tion of the promise has perplexed most of 
the Commentators. The actual promise, 
Gen. (xii. 2, 8) xiii. 14—17; xv. 18; xvii. 
8, was the possession of the land of Ca- 
naan.. But the Rabbis already had seen, 
and Paul, who bad been brought up in their 
learning, held fast the truth,—that much 
more was intended in the words which 
accompany this promise, *In thee (orin thy 
seed) shall all families of the earth be 
blessed,’ than the mere possession of Ca- 
naan. They distinctly trace the gift of the 
world to Abraham to this promise, not to 
the foregoing. So Bemidbar Rabb. xiv. 
202. 3 (Wetst.),,— —' Hortus est mundus, 
quem Deus tradidit Abrahamo, cui dictum 
est, “et eris benedictio" (see other citations 
in Wetat.). The inheritance of the world 
then is not the possession of Canaan merely 
(o that xócuov should = i:) either 
it erally, or as a type of a better posses- 
sion,—but that ultimate lordship over the 
whole world which Abraham, as the father 
of the faithfal in all peoples, and Christ, 
as the Seed of Promise, shal! : the 
J'ormer figuratively indeed aud only impli- 
citly, —the latter personally and actually. 
See ch. viii. 17; tt. v. 6; 2 Tim. ii. 
12; 1 Cor. xv. 24. Anotber difficulty, 
that this promise was made chronologically 
before the reckoning of his faith for right- 
eousness, is ensily removed by remembering 
that the (indetinite) making of the promise 
is here treated of as the whole process of its 
assertion, during which Abrahaw’s faith 
was shewn, and the promise continually 
confirmed. abrör includes his seed. 
14.) The supposition is now made which 
ver. 18 denied,—and its consequences 
shewn. For if they who are of the law 
(who belong to the law, see reff.: not, 
‘who keep the law,’ nor is Sixass to be 
supplied) are inheritors (i. e. inherit 
‘ejus rei causá,' by virtue of the law: 
they may be inheritors by the righteous- 

Julian Ambr,. 

aft wa ins j А 45. 80 arm. 

ness of faith, but sof quoad their legal 
standing), faith is (thereby) made empty 
(robbed of its virtue and rendered use- 
less), and the promise is annulled (has 
no longer place). How and why so? е 
Apostle himself immediately gives the rea- 
son. 15.] For the law works (brings 
about, gives occasion to) wrath (which 
from its very nature, excludes promise, 
which is an act of grace,—and faith, which 
is an attribute of confidence) ;—but where 
(or, for where ; but I should regard ydp 
as introduced to suit the idea of the second 
clause rendering a reason for the first) 
there is no law (lit. ‘where the law is 
not’), neither (is there) transgression. 
‘We should rather expect (says De W.) 
the affirmative clause, And where the law 
is, there is transgression 2” but the negative 
refers to the time before the Mosaic law, 
when there was no transgression and there- 
fere also no wrath. Yes; but not because 
there was no transgression then; the pur- 
pose of the Apostle here is not to deny the 
existence of the law of God written in the 
heart (which itself brings in the knowledge 
of sin) before Moses, but to shew that no 
promise of inheritance can be by the law, 
because the rty of tbe law is, the more 
it is promulgated, to reveal transgression 
more, —no£ to unfold grace. So that com- 
paratively (вее notes on ch. vii.) there was 
no transgression before the law of Moses; 
and if we conceive a state in which the law 
whether written or unwritten should be 
altogether absent (аз in the brute creation), 
there would be no transgression whatever. 

But observe (see ch. v. 12—14) that this 
reasoning does not touch the doctrine of tho 
original taint of our nature in Adam,—only 
referring to the discrimination of acts, 
words, and thoughts by the conscience ts 
the light of the law: for «opáBacis 
is not natural corruption, but as act of 
transgression : nor does the Apostle here 
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deny the former, even in the imaginable 
total absence of the law of God. 18.] 
For this (viz. the following) reason it (the 
inheritance, — not the promise; the pro. 
mise was not strictly speaking ёк істес : 
nor must we supply геу, meaning the 
heirs, who although they might fairly be 
said to be ёк xlorews (compare oi ёк ydpou 
above, and reff.) could hardly be without 
harshness described as being xarà xdpw) 
was by faith that it might be 1 
the purpose — not, ‘so that it was 
according to grace (free unmerited Poel 
As the law таге the knowledge of 
guilt, works wrath,—so the promise, 
awakening faith, manifests God's Sree 

nthe end for which mig was nt be ce еп); 
order that the promise mig 

(not, so that the promise was ie >this 
was the result, but the Apostle states this 

the aim and end of the inheritance being 
faith,—quoad the seed of Abraham,— 

t at they afl might be inheritors,—as the 
manifestation of God’s grace was the higher 
aim and end) to all the seed, not only to 
that (part of it) which is of the law (see 
ver. 14), but to that which is of the faith 
(walks in the steps of the faith, ver. 12) of 
Abraham (it is altogether wrong to make 
Afpady depend on хткёрдат: expressed 
or understood, as (Ecum., Koppe, and 
Fritzsche). The part of the which 
is of the law Aere is of course confined to 
believing Jews; the seed being believers 
only. This has been sometimes lost sight 
of, and the whole argument of vv. 18—16 
trented as if it applied to the doctrine of 
justification by faith without the works of 
the law, a point already proved, and now 
presupposed, the present argument being 
an historica] and metaphysical one, pro- 
ceeding on the facts of Abraham's history, 
and tbe natures respectively of the law and 
grace, to prove him to be the father of all 
believers, uncircumcised as well as circum- 
eised. &¢ dori rarhp wdvrev N 

[9еы Е 

Ву the last declaration, the paternity of 
Abraham, which is co-extensive with the 
inheritance, has been extended to all who 
are of his faith ; here therefore it is reas- 
serted: ўдё» meaning тё» wurrevórrwr. 

17. kafàs yéyp.] The words (ref.) аго 
spoken of the numerous rogeny of Abra- 
ham according to the flesh: but not with- 
out a reference to that covenant, according 
to the terms of which all nations were to 
be blessed in him. The Apostle may here 
cite it as comparing his Sator paternity of 
many nations with his spiritual one of all 
регатата: but it seems more probable that 
he regards the prophecy as directly an- 
non a paternit far more extensive 
than mere physical fact substantiated. 

These w are parenthetical, being 
merely a confirmation by Scripture tes- 
timony of 8s deriv war. ябут. ñu., with 
which (see below) the following words are 
immediately connected. катбуауть 
об ётістєосчу дєоё ) The meaning appears 
to Ье, ‘ Abraham was the father of us all, 
—though not physically, nor in actuality, 
secing that we were not as Jet yet in 
the sight and estimation of God,—in 
his relation with God, with whom no 
obstacles of nature or time have force.’ 

The resolution of the attraction 
must be катфудут: бєоў, катфудут: ob 
ёт(стєосеу, as in ref. Luke, before 
God, in whose sight he believed. (Chry- 
sostom’s interpretation (and similarly 
Theodoret, al.),—Sowep ó Oeds офк lor: 
mepixds Oeds, ФАЛА vdr art, obra 
ral ars. . . Tb yàp ‘ratévavrı’ dhe 
éorl,—does not fall in with the context, 
and is certainly а mistake.) 
ToU door. T. ar ВА Who M the 
dead,—a general description of God's 
T ghty creative power (see 1 Tim. vi. 

applied мсп to the matter 
in nu —the deadness of gencrative phy- 
sical power in Abraham himself, which was 
quickened by God (but vexpous i is a wider 
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term than »erexponévos, the genus, of 
which that is a species). The peculiar ex- 
cellence of Abraham’s faith, that it over- 
Jeaped the obstacles of physical incapa- 
city, and nonentity, and believed implicitly 
God's promise. Compare 2 Cor. i. 9. 
xal кал. тё ph бута os бута] Much difi- 
culty has been found here: and principally 
owing to an idea that this clause must 
minutely correspond with the former, and 
farnish another instance of God’s creative 
Almightiness. Hence Commentators have 
given to калегу the sense which it has in 
reff., ‘to summon into being,’ and have un- 
derstood és дута as if it were eis tò elvat. 
Thus, more or less, and with various 
attempts to escape from the violence done 
to the construction, Chrys., Grot., Elsn., 
Wolf, Fritzsche, Tholuck, Stuart, De 
Wette, al. I see however in this latter 
clause not a repetition or expansion of 
the former, but a new attribute of God's 
omnipotence and eternity, on which Abra- 
ham's faith was fixed, Who calleth 
(nameth, eth of) the things that are 
not, as being (as if they were). This He 
did in the present case with regard to the 
seedof Abraham, which did not asyet exist: 
—the two key-texts to this word and clause 
being, ёи "Ісадк кАтёќоета( co: стёриа 
ch. ix. 7 (see note there), —and Acts vii. 5, 
ёятгүүєЛато $оўуш айтф els xardo xte 
abrhy ка) Tj стќррат: abroU uer abrór, 
оўк буто афтф -íxvov. These réxva, 
which were nt present in the category of rà 
i» 5 ы nations 1 3 
spring, sically or spiritually, from him, 
God ‚бе os БЕ moke of 2 having an 
existence, which word Abraham believed. 
And here, as in the other clause, the калет» 
TÀ ph бута бз бута is not confined to the 
case in point, but is a general attribute of 
all God's words concerning things of time, 
past, present, and future, being to His Om- 

Vox. II. 

sicut arena maris fuld mar, sicut arena que est in litore maris tol. 
19. ins ev bef ту sere РЕ volg.sixt(with (fuld!] F. lat) Di. lat G- lat 

om ov (see notes) АВСК am fuld-corr Syr ee 
rel latt s 
demid harl) old-lat Syr sth Chr, 

ins ACDEL(P]N rel syr-w-ast [copt arm] Thdrt | Eutbal-ms Chron, 

bend bes 
and ms, 

1 Œc Ambrst. 
piph, [Orig-int,] : 

mae Thi 

Chr,[-montf Chron], 

nipotence and Omniscience, all one. His 
purposes, when formed, are accomplished, 
save in so far as that evolution of secondary 
causes and effects intervenes, which is also 
His purpose. This also Abraham appre- 
hended by his faith, which rested on God’s 
abeolute power to do what He had promised 
(see below). 18—22.] 4 more detailed 
description of this (Abraham’s) faith, as 

ed on God's Omnipotence. 18.] 
o against hope (where there was no- 

thing to hope) believed in (eri, with dat, 
in its literal import signifying close ad- 
herence, is accordingly used to connect an 
act with that to which it is immediately 
attached as its ground or accompaniment. 
Thus here, the hope existed as the neces- 
sary concomitant and in some sense the 
condition of the faith) hope, in order to 
his becoming the father of many nations 
(i. e. р. a step іп the process of his becom- 
ing, and one necessary to that process goin 
foruri. He would never have become | hee 
had he not believed. To render els тд yer. 
‘that he should become,’ and connect it 
with éxlorevoew (Theophyl., Beza, all., De 
Wette) is against Paul's usage, who never 
connects *icreów with a neut. mf.,—and 
not justified by Phil. i. 23; 1 Thess. iii. 10. 

The mere consecutive sense, ‘so that he 
became,’ here, as every where, is a weaken- 
ing of the sense (sce however note on 
ch. i. 20),—and besides, would introduce 
an objective clause in a passage which all 
refers subjectively to Abraham). 
otrws | viz. as the stars of heaven : see l. e., 
—and compare Ps. exlvii. 4. 19.] The 
reading (with or without of?) must first be 
considered. Reading ob, the sense will be, 
And not being weak in faith, he paid 
no attention to, &c. Omitting od, ‘And 
not being weak in (his) faith, he was well 
aware of, &c.—but did not,’ &c. Of these, 
the second agrees the better with eis 8è 

Aa 
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m here only. , Kpopévov, ш ёкатоутаёттв nov ° Ido xv, кай Thy P vé- ancor 
afime here KPOTW Ts A uýTpas Záppas, 20 eis de thy * erayyeNiav а beat 

| ка) only той Өєой ov t SrexplOn vj) d ,,,, & Y évedvvapobn тї “з әп t vili, 
тісте, * Sovs " Sokav тф Ge, ?! каї * rAnpopopnGels бт d 
Y émijyyeAtas Suvatos STIV kai rotijodi. 

: §éroyicOn айтф * eis Stxacocvyny. 
айтди uóvov Sts * ё\оуісбп abr, ?* dd xai & тий<, 

222819 [* каї] 
23 ойк ёурафт $ ёе 

u ch. lil. 3 Acts iz. 23 . в Acts l. 4 reff. t = А ff. reff. Y 
of Paul, otherwise Paul (Eph. vi. 10 аМ.) only, exc. Heb. хі. $4. Ps. li. 7 (2. Judg. vi. 34 AB/not Fd-vat. Р.) @е. 
ony. 

J = кан. act., Heb. zii. 26 соту: pass., Gal. ш, 19. 3 Масс. iv, 27. 1 aor., James l. 12 al. 
ii. 9. ver, 

Œc]. (vulg (with fuld) join it with exarovr.) vrapxya ЮГ т] 
B. for eve., eBvraueón m m). 20. om de F eth. ax AA 

X = ch. ziv. B reff. эү. 
2 * (ch. 1. 24) Phi 

21. om let ка: (as unnecessary: but the repetitions of xa: are characterislic) ОЗЕ 
latt [Ambrst]. 

22. om xa: BD'F Syr copt [arm]: ins ACD'KL[P]N rel vulg syr Thdrt Thl (Ec 
[Euthal-ms Chron, Damasc, Orig-int,] Ambrst Julian Sedul. 

23. цоуоу bef 8; avrov DF latt. nt end ins es Suxaiocvrgr D4 vulg(not am 
[fuld]) Syr Chr Cyr[-p,] Thdrt(prefixing у w:o7:s) Thl [Orig-int, ] Ambrst Sedul. 

1% èr. ver. 20, —but the first very much 
better suits the context; the object being, 
to extol Abrahams faith, not to intro- 
duce the new and somewhnt vapid notice 
of his being well aware of those facts of 
which it may be assumed ns a matter of 
course that he could not be ignorant. 
The Apostle does not want to prove that 
Abraham was in bis sound senses when he 
believed the promise, but that he was so 
strong in faith as to be able to overleap all 
difficulties in its way. The erasure of ob 
seems to have been occasioned by the use 
of xal instead of оід before Thy уёкрюст». 
And the following 84, without being 
strongly adversative, falls well into its 
place— He took no acccunt of, &. but 

The rendering, *And he did not, 
being weak in faith, take account of, &c.' 
(omitting où, and making uf the ruling neg. 
particle of the clause), is ungrammatical : 
ob would be required. Abraham did 
indeed feel and express the dif§culty (Gen. 
xvii. 17), but his faith overcame it, and he 
ceased to regard it. But most probably 
Paul here refers only to Gen. xv. 6, 6, 
where his belief was implicit and unques- 
tioning. éxarovr.|] Abraham’s own 
expression in l. c., where he also describes 
Sarah as being 90. His exact age was 99. 
Gen. xvii. 1, 24. 20.] On д4, see 
above. But with regard to (ref.) the 
promise of God he doubted not through 
unbelief—(De Wette thinks from the 
analogy of mioretew els Ti,—that eis т. 
er. is perhaps the immedinte object of 
diarplyeo dat: д. d. did not disbelieve 
in the promise of God’), but was я 
(lit. * was strengthened,’ ‘shewed himself 
strong ") in faith (dat. of reference, * with 

regard to faith. тў ёт. and Tj rior., 
because both are here strictly abstract, 
being set against one another as oppo- 
sites). 865. тё 0.) viz. by ro- 

izing His АЫ power (see reff., 
especially Luke). 1.] Rp., see ch. 
xiv. 6, being fully persuaded. феќү- 
yeArat is not passive (nor 8 nom.), but 
middle, and ‘God’ the subject; that, 
what He has premised, He is able also 
to rerform. 22.] 816, on account of 
the nature of this faith, which the Apostle 
has now since ver. 18 been setting forth ; — 
because it was a simple unconditional cre- 
dence of God and His promise. If we read 
wal, it imports besides being thus great 
and admirable, it was reckoned to him for 
righteousness :—dAcyloOn, viz. Tò титтєй- 
си T$ 09. 28—25.) Application 
of that which is said of Abraham, to ай 
believers on Christ. 23.] ѓүрёфт, was 
written, not the more usual ydyparrai, * is 
written: similarly in the parallel, 1 Cor. 
x. 11; and in our ch. xv. 4. The aoriat 
asserta the design of God's Spirit a£ the 
lime of penning the words: the perfect 
may imply that, but more directly asserts 
the intent of our Scriptures as we nod find 
them. Now it was not written for bis 
sake alone (merely to benr testimony to 
him and his faith) that it was reckoned 
unto him,— but for our sake also (for our 
benefit, to bear testimony to us of the efi- 
сасу of faith like his. Observe that Bid in 
the two clauses has not exnetly the same 
sense,—‘for Ais sake’ being = (1) fo 
celebrate his faith,—and (2) for owr sake 
= for our profit ; see on ver. 25), to whom 
it (i.e. Tb mioredery те бєф, аз ver. 22) 
shall be reckoned (for righteousness :— 
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Gal. vi. 1. 
Ps. xvii. 

R ch. v. 18 only >: Levit. xxiv. 33 only. 
k John xvi. 33. Acts ix. 31 only. 

2 sis F-gr(not G) : pean P m!(? Scr).] 
or Bucauegur, 

Chron,. 

Mehring p 457 r 
f h! m 27 tt Gnchodin 

CHAP. V. 1. rec exoner, with B? 2i 

Orig-int, Ambrst] Pelug Oros Aug Cassiod. 

Але: Лоу. is a future, as ch. iii. 30; 
ү. 19 (Thol.),—not, ns Olsh. al., spoken as 
from the time and standing of Abraham), 
who believe on (this specifies the juas: 
and the belief is not a mere historical 
but a fiducial belief) Him who raised 
Jesus our Lord from the dead (the central 
fact in our redemption, as the procreation 
of the seed of promise was in the perform- 
ance of the promise to Abraham, see 
ch. i. 4; 1 Cor. xv. 14 ff.; and resembling 
it in tbe (woro:joa: Tobs vexpods). 
151 ёк vexpév is almost (see Col. ii. 12; 
1 Thess. i. 10) always anarthrous, as in- 
deed vexpol sometimes is (for ‘the dend) 
in classic writers, е. g. Thucyd. iv. 14; v. 
10, end: and see Winer, edn. 6, § 19. 1. 
The omission may in this phrase be ac- 
counted for by the preposition (Middleton, 
ch. vi.1): but I suspect Winer is right in 
looking for the cause of the absence of the 
article after prepositions rather in the 
usage of the particular substantive than in 
any idiom of general application. 
25.] Here we have another example of 
the alliterative use of the same preposition 
where the meanings are clearly different 
(see above, vv. 23, 24). Our Lord was 
delivered up (to death) for or on account 
of our sins (i. e. because we had sinned) :— 
He was also raised up (from the dead) for 
or on account of our justification (i.e. not 
because we had been, but that we might 
be justified). This separate statement of 
the great object of the death and resurrec- 
tion of Christ must be rightly understood, 
and each member of it not unduly pressed 
to the exclusion of the other. The great 
complex event by which our justification 
(death unto sin and new birth unto right- 
eousness) has been made possible, may be 
stated jn one word as the GLORIFICa- 
TION of Christ. But this glorification con- 
sisted of two main parts, —His Death, and 
His Reeurrection. In the former of these, 

Did, Epiph, Cyr, » 
g F. lat) Syr copt [wth arm] Chr, Thdrt Damasc Thi (Ec [Tit, 

eytipovra А. 
Зкаіосіуть (віс) Dt, 3icasoovrny a 17. 78-7. 89!. 98 lectt-18-14 Cyr, 

M-corr! rel X ces xS see also 
ul: txt AB!(sic: see table) CDKLN! 

He was made a sacrifice for sin; in the 
latter, He elevated our humanity into the 
participation of that Resurrection-life, 
which is also, by union with Him, the 
life of every justified believer. So that, 
when taking the two apart, the Death of 
Christ is more properly placed in close 
reference to forgiveness of sins,—His 
Resurrection, to justification unto life 
everlasting. And thus the Apostle treats 
these two great events, here and in the 
succeeding chapters. But he does not 
view them respectively as the causes, 
exclusively of one another, of forgiveness 
and justitication: e.g. (1) ch. v. 9, we 
are said to be justified by His blood, 
and 2 Cor. v. 21 God made Him sin for us, 
that we might become the righteousness of 
God in Him: and (2) 1 Cor. xv. 17, if 
Christ is not raised, we are yet in our sins. 
So that, though these great events have 
their separate propriety of reference to the 
negative and positive sides of our justifica- 
tion, the one of them cannot be treated 
separately and exclusively of the other, any 
more than can the negative side of our 
justification, the non-imputation of our 
sin, without the positive, the imputation 
of God’s righteousness. It will be 
seen from what I have said above that I 
cannot agree with Bp. Horsley’s view, 
that as our transgressions were the cavse 
of Jesus being delivered up, so our justi- 
fication must be the cause of His being 
raised again. Such a pressing of the 
same sense on did is not necessary, when 
Paul's manifold usages of the same pre- 
position are considered : and the regarding 
our justification (in the sense here) as a 
fact past, is inconsistent with the ver 
next words, SucatwÜérres ёк Ire, which 
shew that not the objective fact, but ita 
subjective realization, is here meant.— 
In these words (of ver. 25) the Apostle 
introduces the great subject of chaps. v.— 

А ^2 
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m pk. une rau ru èv ў ° ќотђкашер, kal v ravyóopeba ёт ё\тіде тїз Eno 
i beck n zs vv. 17, 20, 21. ch. vi. 1 al. fr. J 

p ch. Н. 17 reff. w. irt and dat. here only. Ps. xlviii. 6. 
(in both Places, w. art.) t. 

xv.l. 2 Сог. I. 24. 
o є John vill. 44. 1 Cor. 

2. rec aft ecx»kaper ins тт wore: (marginal gloss), with CKL[P]R! rel vulg syr 
copt sth-pl [arm] Chr, Thdrt [Cyr-p, Euthal-ms Damasc ag lat-T: e» T3 
тісте A N-corr!(but е» erased) 98. 124 fuld Syr Tit, Chr,: om BDF old-lat seth-rom 
[Orig-int,]. 
vilil,—DEATH, as connected with SIN, 
—and LIFE, aes connected with RIGHT- 
EOUSNESS. The various ramifications 
of this subject see in the headings below. 

Cuar. V. 1—11.) The blessed conse- 
еи of justification by faith. 1.] 
t is impossible to resist the strong manu- 

script authority for the reading {хоре in 
this verse. For indeed this may well be 
cited as the crucial instance of overpower- 
ing diplomatic authority compelling us to 
adopt a reading against which our subjec- 
tive feclings rebel. Every internal con- 
sidcration tends toimpugn it. If admitted, 
the sentence is Aortatory. ‘ Being then 
justified by aith, let us have peace with 
God.’ (This is the only admissible sense 
of the first person subjunctive in an af- 
firmative sentence like the present. The 
usage is an elliptical one: he, ‘that we 
go, i.e. it ts time, or in an address, 
permit, бс. that we go.“ Thus Od. x. 77, 
Ag, dvd Кото: Il. x. 450, Bay’, Aru 
Épya réruxra:. See other examples in 
ühner, Gramm. $ 463. The delibera- 

five sense, attempted to be given by Dr. 
Tregelles (see Kitto's Journal of Bibl. 
Lit. No. xiv. p. 465 ff.) can only have 
place in an interrogative or dubitative 
clause, and every example given by Mr. 
Green, whom he cites for his supposed 
sense, as well as by Kühner ($ 464), is of 
this kind. Besides, to call the sense * we 
ought to have,’ deliberative, seems а mis- 
nomer.) But how can man be exhorted 
to have peace with God? То be recon- 
ciled to God, he may, 2 Cor. v. 20: but 
of this there is no mention here, and 
having (been allowed to believe in and 
enjoy) peace with God, depends on, not 
our reconciliation to Him, not any thing 
subjective in ourselves, but the objective 
fact of His reconciliation to us. If, as 
tome вау, Exaper = катёхонеу, Heb. x. 
23, the article would be required before 
elphyny, and (perhaps) before wpbs or 8:4. 
Besides which tbere are two objections in 
the form of the sentence to this reading: 
(l)&fx. is coupled by xal (8, ob xaf) to 
éoxfxapey, and this connexion necessitates, 
in my view, that the first verb should assert 
P rie as the second undoubtedly does. 

ith the former verb in the subjunctive we 

for хору», xapay А d! : xap (sie) m. for er, ep D!F. 

should hardly have expected the zal where 
itis. (2) If #хоеде» be hortatory, xavxe&- 
реба, in verse 2, must be so likewise: (for 
if we were exhorted to the lesser degree 
of confidence, «ipfyg» xe, such exhorta- 
tion can hardly be founded on the existence 
already of the greater degree, каихааём 
x. r. A.) which, both as to sense and con- 
struction, is very improbable. I believe 
(but see below) an account of the reading 
may be sought, as in 1 Cor. xv. 49, in а 
tendency of those who transcribed some of 
our MSS. to give such assertions a horta- 
tory, or, where interrogative, a deliberative 
Jorm: thus we have cwycdépeba in some 
Ms8., ver. 10,—(howper, ch. vi. 2,—340- 
ebener or su Treócoger, and cur(howper, 
ch. vi. 8,—фхакойтате, ch. vi. 17,—яроѕ- 
eticopa: (bis), 1 Cor. xiv. 15,—weldwper, 
2 Cor. v. 11,— vic reboe», John iv. 42, — 
cvr(fjiceuer and aevuBacieócoper, 2 Tim. 
ii. 11, 12:—or perhaps the whole ground 
of the account to be given of the e is 
better shifted to & more general habit of 
the M88. (even the greatest and best, see 
instances in prolegg. to Vol. I. ch. vi. $ i. 
86, 37) to confound o and : so that in 
very many cases, such variation can hardly 
be called a different reading at all. 
The whole passage is declaratory of the 
consequences flowing from justification 
by ath, and д not жт rel jury 
Nor, would it seem, does the place for 
exhortation arrive, till these consequences 
have been in the fullest and freest manner 
set forth,—indeed so fully and freely, that 
the objection arising from their su 
abuse has first to be answered. g 
therefore justified (‘having been justified :’ 
—it is an act past on the Christian, 
not like sanctification, an abiding and 
increasing work) by (as the ground) faith, 
let us (believers in Christ: I render the 
existing text) have peace (‘reconcilement;’ 
the opposite of ópyf, see ver. 9) with 
(‘in regard of, see reff.) God through 
(oy means of) our Lord Jesus Christ. 

ith regard to the nature of this peace 
(= state of reconciliation, ‘no more 
condemnation,’ as ch. viii. 1) see above, 
on the reading #хедер. .] Through 
whom we have also (so 8 [xal], ch. i. 
24; iv. 22, where xal, if serves to 
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9. aft ov uoror бе ins rovro Fe RC. 
From preceding ver), with ADF -o-) PN rel [vul 

w ch. іх. 33 Ж x. 11 (from laa. 
viii. 39. 3 Cor. xiii. 13. y = Acts ii. 17 (from 

rec каухореда (mechanical repetition 
copt wth arm spec] Tit, Chr 

Thdrt ТЫ (Ec [Orig-int,] Cypr,: txt BC Orig, [Ephr, ] Tert. 
5. for sue», vuur Ni. 
6. rec (for e: ye) ers уар, with ACD. KT Pyr rel [syr arm] Epiph, Chr, Thdrt 

Damasc [Orig int.) : eis Ti yap DIF: ut quid enim latt Iren - int, Faustin : e yap h [: е 
1 yap eri] fuld’ Isi 

shew the coherence and likelihood of that 
which is —answering almost to 
our ‘as might be expected”) had our 
access (the persons spoken of having come 
to the Father by Christ,—see Eph. ii. 18, 
—the access is treated of as a thing past. 
тӯ riere and d» тӯ істе appear to have 
been glosses, explanatory of the method 
of access. The access would sormally 
take place in baptism) into this grace 
(namely, the of justification, appre- 
hended and held fast subjectively (from 
what follows) ; not, rd wr emiruxeiy 
TG» did Baxrícuaros &yabey (Chrys. al.), 
which is inconsistent with è» J фет}к.: 
not, ‘the Gospel’ (Fritz.), for the same 
reason; not, ‘hope of blessedness” (Вета), 
for that follows : least of all ‘ the grace of 
the apostolic calling’ (Semler), which is 
quite beside the purpose) wherein we 
stand (see parallels in reff. 1 and 2 Cor.; 
i.e. abide accepted and acquitted with 
God ; see also 1 Cor. x. 12, and ch. xi. 20); 
and (couple to elphy. Lx Her, not to ёр 
éorhx.) glory in the hope (xavxdoua: is 
found with èri, dr, mepi, ётёр, and (Thol.) 
with an acc. of the object. In Heb. iii. 6 
we have 7d каѓҳуиа тӯ: dAwíBos) of the 
glory of God (of sharing God's glory hy 
being with Christ in His kingdom, John 
xvii. 24, see reff.). 9.] And not only 
80 (not only must we triumph in hope, 
which has regard to the future), but glory- 
ing in (not amidst ; the 0A. is the ground 
of triumph) [our] tribulations, knowing 
(because we know) that tribulation works 
enduranoe (supposing, i. e. we remain firm 
under it), and endurance, approval (of 
our faith and trust, 2 Cor. ii. 9; ix. 13: 
not, proof" (Sora ſa), as Grot. ; nor er- 

ience,’ as E. V.,—' Boxiuh est qualitas 
ejus, qui est 8Bóxiuuos.' Bengel. the result 
of proof), and approval (fresh) hope; and 
hope (but for adry 7 dàr. as Olsh.) shames 
(us) not (by disappointing us; ‘mocks us 

Aug, : е de L буг: txt B. 

not’); because God's love (not * the lore 
of God, i.e. man’s love for God,—as 
Theodoret, and even Aug., misled by the 
Latin; see reff., and compare the explicit 
Thr éavroU ёубтту eis Йаз, which answers 
to this in ver. 8) is (has been) poured out 
(effusa, not ‘diffusa’ (Vulg. which 
latter word perhaps misled Aug., owing to 
whose mistake the true interpretation was 
lost for some centuries, although held by 
Orig., Chrys, and Ambrose. See Trench 
on St. Augustine, ch. v. p. 89 :— i. e. ‘richly 
imparted ’) in our hearts (¢» may be taken 

tly, éxkéx. «їз ка) péve: éy,—or 
tter, denotes the locality where the out- 

pouring takes place,—the heart being the 
seat of our love, and of appreciation and 
sympathy with God's love) by means of 
the Holy Spirit (who is the Outpourer, 
John xvi. 14; 1 Cor. ii. 9, 10) which was 
given to us (Olsh. rightly refers the aorist 

rt. to the Pentecostal effusion of the 
oly Spirit). Prima hzc est in hac 

tractatione Spiritus Suncti mentio. Nimi- 
rum ad hunc usque terminum quum per- 
ductus est homo, operationem Sp. Sancti 
notanter denique sentit. Bengel. 
6.] The text here is in some confusion, — 
see var. readd. The whole may perhaps 
have arisen from an ecclesiastical portion 
having begun xpiords битеу uv à he- 
you fri... When this found its way 
into the text, Fri was repeated. This of- 
fended the transcribers: but the first Er. 
could not be erased, because ydp followed ; 
it may then have been conjecturally 
emended to ei (and ydp to уќ as in B, or 
84 as in L), or eis rí, —some retaining Vr. 
in both places. The place of ёт: is often, 
in the case of absolutes, at the beginning 
‘of a sentence, with the subject of the sen- 
ence between it and tlie word or words to 
which it applies; во ёт: афтой AaAoUrros, 
Matt. xii. 46,—ёт: 83 abroU paxpay àri- 
xovros, Luke xv. 20, &c. On reconsidera- 
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cor. nu. deer ёт, "xarà кашф» тёр d dceBav атёбауер. 
iv.10. Prov. 7 * hM yap * фйтёр Owalov Tie dA. °фтёр yàp 

‚ тоў ayabod “тауа Tis ка} & ru dmoÜaveiw 9 h guv- 
ii. 8 ` e ^ э 7 э е ^ [4 » is 2. Us. бутту дё Tiv éavroÜ aydiny eis "uds, Ste Ere ! duap- 

x. 15. xi. б1, 
52. Luke 
111i. 19 al. fr. 

d гз ch. iv. 5 reff. 
15 only +. Wied. xiii. 6. xiv. 19 only. 

ich. ili. 7 reff. 
км. Me 30. Mark к. 464 L. see Heb. xli. 9, 25. 

. v. ы 

QAu A. 51. TOMMY dvr uv ypioròs °йўтёр judy dméÜavev. 
9 x r оф» * náXXov | Sixatwbévres viv ! ev rH айдать 

e Acts xiv. 18. zzvii. 7,8, 16. 1 Pet. iv. 18 (from Prov. xi. 31) only. f Philem. 
zz 1 Cor. vi. 1 reff. h ch. iii. 5 reff. к b. 

k Paul (here, &c., four times. 1 Сог. "i 22. 2 Сог. iii. 9, 11. Phil. i. 23. ii. 12) on n "ne 
Acta xii. 39. 1 Cor. іу. 4. vi. 11. Gal ii. 

roc (aft agôevæv) om eri, with D§KL[P] rel [Orig-int,]: ins ABCD'FN latt Damasc 
Iren-int [Orig-int, ]. 

7. poyis Ni (tzt N. corri) [Orig. ]. om 2nd yap L 2. 32. 62. lect-18 : 3e 238. 
8. rec aft nuas ins o Geos (supplementary inserta, as is shewn by the variations in 

its positio»), with SOS 
eis "uas, DFL latt вуг Dial, 
arm: transp freely Syr [wth]: om B. 

copt (Orig, Cyr, Euthal-ms Damasc] Chr, Œc: bef 
Chr-ms, Thdrt ТЫ Iren. int. Orig-int,] Aug: [aft] 8. 

om er: 109 Dial, : for eri, €i Syr ar. :e 
єт: D'b(and bc) ds spec Orig-int,] Cypr, Hil, Aug, Pelag Ambrst. 
vc» bef оут оу br 

9. om ov» D'F fuld? (demid spec] copt arm Din! 
aft BucaiwÜerres ins ey (but erased) Cypr, 

tion, however, seeing that if we follow the 
most ancient M88., we must either repeat 
Fri, which seems very unlikely to have been 
originally written, or adopt the reading 
of B, I have taken the latter alternative. 
If, that is (on ef ye, see note, 2 Cor. v. 3, 
and Eph. iii. 2), Christ when we were 
yet weak ( powerless for good ;'—or even 
stronger than that :—there seems іп this 
verse to be a tacit reference to Ezek. xvi. 
Bee especially vv. 7, 8 of that chap. in the 
LXX,—ocb 56 oda yuprh ка) до xnpovotca 
ка) Alor 0:4 coU ка} {оу ce, ка) 180 
kaipós gov... kal биетётата ras wrépuyds 
pov ёх) сё, ка) ёкёЛира Th» A xnuoaórn» 
cov, ка) &puocd со’ nal es Ad dv Bia- 
ohen perà соў, Aévyei kópios), in due season 
(i. e. at the appointed time; compare reff. 
and Gal. iv. 4, and xaipós in the quotation 
above) Christ died for (‘on behalf of,’ sce 
reff.) ungodly men (not p pôv, because 
the Apostle wishes to bring out fully by 
this strong antithesis, which he enlarges 
on in the next verses, the greatness of the 
divine Love to man). Т.) The great- 
ness of this Love, of Christ’s death on 
behalf of the impious, is brought out by 
shewing that there is none such among 
men, nay that such a self-sacrifice,—not 
uuexampled where a good man, one loving 
his fellow-men and loved by them, is to be 
rescued,—is hardly found to occur on 
behalf of the pious and just. For hardly 
will any one die on behalf of a just man 
(masc.,— not neuter, for justice’ or ‘righte- 
ousness sake,’ as Jer., Erasm., Luth., al.: 
for the matter in hand is Christ's death on 
behalf of persons) — ſor (this second ‘for’ 
is exceptive, and answers to ‘but I do not 
press this without exception,' understood) 

0 Iren-int, [Orig-int, Hil, Ambrst] 

on behalf of the good man (the art. as 
pointing him out generally, as in the ex- 
pression, ‘the fool,’ ‘the wise man,’ ‘ the 
righteous,’ ‘the wicked") perhaps (rdxa 
opens a possibility which uóAis closes) one 
doth even dare (i.e. is even found to 
venture; the pres. implies habituality—it 
may occur here and there) to die. 
The distinction here made between 8lxaios 
and é&ya6ós, is also found in Cicero, de Of. 
iii. 15, ‘Si vir bonus is est qui prodest 
quibus potest, nocet, nemini, recte justum 
virum, bonum non facile reperiemus. (But 
some edd. read ‘istum virum bonum.“ 

The interpretation which makes 
бїкшо$ and dyads refer to the same man, 
and the second clause — *I do not say that 
such a thing may not sometimes occur,’ is 
very vapid, and loses sight of the antithesis 
between Sixaios, and &3:коѕ (= àceBfs = 
duaprwAds). e] But (as distinguished 
from human examples) He (i.e. God. The 
omission of  0«ós, which critical principles 
render necessary, is in keeping with the 
perfectly general way in which the contrast 
is put, merely with тЇз, not Arp rls. 
The subject is supplied from 4 & dri той 
Ocot ver. 5) gives proof of ( establishes 
6 ‘commends’) His own love 
own, as distinguished from that of men in 

ver. 7) towards us, in that while we were 
yet (as opposed to убу in the next verse 
sinners (= àc0«vàv = йсеВёу [ ver. 6], an 
opposed to dl catos and dyads, ver.7 ) Christ 
died for us. 9—11.] The Apostle fur- 
ther shews the blessed. fruite of justifica- 
tion, viz. salvation, both from wrath, and 
with life. The argument proceeds from the 
beginning of tho chapter: but the con- 
ne ion, as £0 frequent with St. Paul, is 

ABCDF 
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Jer. xxxvii. 
11.) 7. 

n Matt. iii. T. 
ch. i. 18. iii. 

* ^ > л, э , 7 э ` 5 i 
реба Pev тӯ %$юў айтой' II той povoy é, "алд Kai • (5) bere vis 

' Kavy@pevor s dy тф деф 8:4 той киріоу nav 'Inco 
xpur 00, Os ой viv Tv * karaXXaryv éXáoyev. 

12 Aid тодто Фстер "Ov évos avOparrou fj duapria * є 
= 2 Cor. lv. 10, 11, 12 reff. 1 i : r ver, 3. 

хі. 15. 2 Cor. v. 18, 19 only fo (Іза. iz. 5.) 2 Macc, v. 20 only. 
v = Wisp. xiv. 14 (F). see John 

10. A omits from то бео to то de ver 11. 
gwðnowueba L g!.] 

11. aft ov povoy бе ins rovro DIF fuld?! arm Ambrst, 
h m latt ((Syr) seth] arm Thl [Orig-int, Ambrst] : xavyeper F. 

immediately with the parenthetical sen- 
tences just preceding. Much more then 
(if He died for us when sinners, a fortiori 
will He save us now that we are rigåteons 
by virtue of that His death) having been 
now justified by His blood (see remarks 
on ch. iv. 25) we shall be saved by Him 
from the wrath (to come, or of which we 
know : force of the art.). 10.) The 
same is substantiated in another form: 
‘we were enemies (see below) when He 
died and reconciled us: much more now 
that we have been reconciled, and He 
lives, shall we by His life be saved.’ For 
if, being enemies (¢x8poi may either be 
active, as Col. i. 21, haters of God ;’ so 
éx0pd, ch. viii. 7; Eph. ii 15: or passive, 
as ch. xi. 28,—‘ hated by God.’ But here 
the latter meaning alone can apply, for the 
Apostle is speaking of the Death of Christ 
and its effects as applied to all time, not 
merely to those believers who then lived: 
and t unborn at the death of Christ 
could not have been éx6poí in the active 
sense), we were reconciled (xaraAAdocec- 
gal rw: also may be taken of giving up 
anger against any опе, —вев ref. 1 Cor., 
and Jos. Antt. vi. 7. 4, ob yap dpa roy deb. 
бҥаллАаттбдеуо»,— or of being received into 
Javour by any one,—see 1 Kings xxix. 4, 
dy тщ 8:adAayhoera: обтоѕ тф кир!ф 
abrov; and Jos. Antt. v. 2. 8, д алис4- 
pevos Tas péeupers, каталАёттєта pd; 
abrf»,—the latter of which meanings, 
were received into favour with God, must 
for the reason above given be here adopted) 
to God by means of the death of His 8on 
(this great fact is further explained and 
insisted on, in the rest of the chapter), 
much more, having been reconciled (bu; 
here comes in the assumption that tho 
corresponding subjective part of reconcilia- 
tion has been accomplished, viz. justifica- 
tion by faith : compare 2 Cor. v. 19, 20, 
Oeds jv dv xpurq кбтроу xaTa docur 

2 Cor. v. 18, 
19, 20 only $, 
(Jer. хик 
(xl viii.) 39.) 

9 масе. і. 5. 
vii. 33. vin. 

4$ 29 

om 1st rov F(but not G). 

каухенаба, L b (c d - o-) 
om xpurrov В. 

daurg .... Sedueba rèp xpurro?, karad- 
Adyyre TQ деф. Both these, the objective 
reception iuto God's favour by the death of 
Christ, and the subjective appropriation, 
by faith, of that reception, are included), 
we shall be saved by means of His Life 
(not here that which he now does on our 
behalf, but simply the fact of His Life, 
so much шы on in ch. vi.: and our 
sharing in it). 11.) A further step 
still—not only has the reconciled man con- 
fidence that he shall escape God's wrath, 
but triumphant confidence, —joyful hope 
in God. Bat (aber) not only so, but 
(шыш) glorying in God (particip. not as 
the finite verb, but in every cuse either 
the consequence of an anacoluthon, or find- 
ing its justification in Ше construction : 
so here “ поё only shall we be saved," but 
that in а triumphant manner and frame 
of mind. See Winer, edn. 6, § 45. 6 [а]) 
through our Lord Jesus Christ, through 
whom we have now (not in contrast with 
the future glory, even now, as Thol., for 
that would be more plainly expressed, —but 
as in ver. 9) received (our) reconciliation 
(to God (not as in E. V. ** the atonement,” 
at least in the common theological accept- 
ance of the term: for that is not here 
treated of, but our reconcilement to God ]). 

13— VIII. 39.) Tux Power or 
Gop (ch. i. 16) 18 SET FORTH AS FREEING 
FROM THE DOMINION OF SIN AND DEATH, 
AND ISSUING IN SALVATION. 12—19.] 
The bringing in of RECONCILIATION and 
LIFE by CHRIST in its analogy to the 
bringing in of SIN and DEATH by ADAM. 

12.] This verse is one of acknow- 
ledged difficulty. The two questions meet- 
ing us directly are (1) To what docs 8:4 
Tovro refer? (2) dswep, ‘like as, may 
introduce the first member of a comparison, 
the second being to bo discovered ; or may 
introduce the second, the first having to 
be discovered. 1 shall endeavour to nuswer 
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w = Acta vil. 8. rov ‘xoopov * elne, ка} Sa тўс ápaprias б Odvaros, ABCDR 
xvii. 33. š ^ 
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х 2 Cor. i. 16 
reff, 1 2 Cor. v. 4. see Matt. xix. 0. Acts lil. 16. s = ch. L 13 al. 

12. eis тоу косроу bef т agapria DF latt(am fuld & though not vulg ed) Ambri. 
7 rec aft avOpornrovs ins o Qavaros (marginal gloss specifying the of bindiler, 

as is shewn by the varr), with ABCKL[P]N rel valg [(Syr) Orig,(int,) Euthal-ms 
Damasc] Thl (Ec [Ambrst] Апо; aft диўАбе» arm Chr, Thd rt,: bef eis x. a. syr-w- 
ast: om DF [fuld wth Огір) Augsepe Ambr, Pac, Leo, Bede. 

both questions in connexion. (1) I con- 
ceive 8:4: тобто to refer to that blessed 
state of confidence and hope just described : 
‘on this account,’ here meaning, ‘qum 
cum ita sint: ‘this state of things, thus 
brought abont, will justify the following 
analogy. Thus we must take &swep, 
either (a) as beginning the comparison, 
and then supply, ‘so by Christ in His 
Resurrection came justification into the 
world, and by justification, life;’ or (8) 
as concluding the comparison, and supply 
before it, ‘it was,’ or ‘Christ wrought.’ 
This latter method seems to me far the 
best. For none of the endeavours of Com- 
mentators to supply the second limb of the 
comparison from the following verses have 
succeeded: and we can hardly suppose 
such an ellipsis, when the next following 
comparison (ver. 16) is rather a weakening 
than a strengthening the analogy. We 
have example of this use of &rrep, in 
Matt. xxv. 14, and of xaédés, Gal. iii. 6. 

Consequently (the method of God's 
procedure in introducing life by righteous- 
ness resembled the introduction of death 
by sin: ‘it was’) like as by one man 
(the Apostle regards the man as involving 
generic succession and transmitting the 
corrupt seed of sin, not the woman: but 
when he speaks of the personal share 
which each had in the transgression, 1 Tim. 
ii. 14, he says, Adam was not deceived, 
but the woman being deceived was in tho 
transgression °) sin (as a POWER ruling 
over mankind, see ch. iii. 9, and ver. 21,— 
partly as a principle which exists in us 
all, and developes itself in our conduct, 
partly as a state in which we are involved ; 
ut the idea here must not be confined 

(Culv.) to original sin, as it reaches much 
wider, to sin both original and actual: 
nor to the habit of sinning (as Olsh.): 
nor is it merely the propensity to sin (us 
Röthe): nor is sin personified merely as 
in ch. vii. 8,11) entered into the world 
(not ‘esse cœpit, ‘primum commissa est,’ 
as Reiche, Fritz., and Meyer: but diteral- 
a entered into,’ ‘gained access into,’ 

the moral world,—for sin involves moral 
responsibility. So Gal. iii. 23, xpd rov дё 
idv T)» кісті, before the faith came 

in’), and by means of sin (as the ap- 
pona penalty for sin, Gen. ii. 17 ; iii. 19) 
eath (primarily, but not only, physical 

death: as áuapría, so os, is general, 
including the lesser in the greater, i.e. 
spiritual and eternal death. See ch. vi. 
16, 21; vii. 10; viii. 6; 2 Cor. vii. 10), 
and thus (by this entering in of sin and 
death; i.e. in fact, by this connezion of 
sin and death, as appears by ёф & warres 
fjuaprov) death (whether à 04у. be genuine 
or not, death is the subject of жаб) 
extended to all men (see reff. De W. 
well says that wdyr. d»@p. differs from 
кбсџоу, as the concrete part from the ab- 
struct whole, and dpx. from eisépxeata:, 
as the going from house to house differs 
from the entering а town. Obs., 
that although the subject of 3:9 Gen is 
plainly only death, not sia and death, yet 
the spreading of six over all men is taken 
Jor granted, partly in the ofrws, partly in 
the following clause), because (d S, lit. 
of close juxtaposition : and so ‘on ground 
of,’ ‘on condition that,’ which meaning, 
if rightly applied, suits the case in band. 
Life depended on a certain condition, 
viz. obedience: Death on another, viz. dis- 
obedience. Mankind have disobeyed: the 
condition of Death's entrance and diffusion 
has been fulfilled: Death extended to all 
men, ав a consequence of the fact, that, — 
posito, that, = because, all have sinned. 

Orig., Aug., Beza, and Estius render it 
as Vulg., in quo’ (Adam): Chrys., Theo- 
phyl., CEc., Elsner, propter quem ? Grot., 
‘per quem’) all sinned (see ch. iii. 23 :— 
not ‘were sinful,’ or ‘were born in ein, 
as Calvin would restrict the meaning: sin, 
as above remarked, is here, throughout, 
both original and actual: in the seed, as 
planted in the nature by the sin of our 
forefather: and in the Fruit, as rae учы 
by each conscious responsible individual in 
his own practice. So that Calvin’s argu- 
ment,—‘ hic non agi de actuali peccato, 
colligere promptum est: quia si rentum 
Qe sibi arcesseret, quorsum conferret, 
^aulus Adam cum Christo?’ does not 

apply, and the objection is answered by 
Paul himself, where he says, distinguishing 
between the wapdwrepa and the xdpicua 
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= VV. 1, 21. 

Moveéws xai em Tow p) брартђсартас̧ *émi TQ et 
21. Gen. xxxvii. 8. 

в Luke i. 50. Елга 11.61. Neh. vii. 63. 

18. XA 
([eAoy.] 52. 108) vulg(but not am) 
evAoyeirai 71-7. 

14. (алла, so BD.) 
[Orig-int] Jer. 

below, vv. 15, 16, rò 8$ xdpisua фк woh- 
Му wapawrepdrey els xaloa. The 
wapdeteya was not only that of one, the 
original cause of the сну of sin, but 
the often repeated sins of individual men: 
—nor, ‘suffered the punishment of sin,’ 
as Grot. and Chrys, буто! yeydvaci). 

bserve how entirely this asser- 
tion of the Apostle contradicts the Pela- 
gian or individualistic view of men, that 
each is a separate creation from God, 
existing solely on his own exclusive re- 
sponsibility, —and affirms the Augustinian 
or traducian view, that all are evolved. 
by God's appointment from an original 

‘ stock, and though individually responsible, 
are generically involved in the corruption 
and condemnation of their original. 
18.] How, consistently with ch.iv. 15, could 
al] men sin, before the law? This is now 
explained. For up to (the time of) the 
law (= awd Ad. uéxpy Mave. ver. 14: 
not ‘during the time of the law,’ as Orig., 
Chrys,—To) уброо добёртоѕ, . ... бюз ó 
róuos 3v,—Theodoret,—an allowable ren- 
dering of the words, but manifestly incon- 
sistent with the sense ;—nor, ‘as far аг 
there was law, there was sin,’ as Dr. Bur- 
ton,— which is both inadmissible from the 
péxpt Mævgéws following, and would not 
answer to the simple matter of fact, ў» èy 
ndopy) there was sin in the world (“ men 
sinned,’ see Gen. vi. 5—13 ; committed ac- 
tual sin: not, men were accounted sinners 
because of Adam's sin ; the Apostle reminds 
us of the historical fact, that there was sin 
in the world during this period): but sin is 
not reckoned (as transgression) where the 
law is not. Vra has given rise 
to much dispute. Very many Commenta- 
tors (Aug., Ambr., Luth., Melanc., Calv., 
Beza, Rüekert, Tholuck, Stuart, al.) ex- 
plain it of consciousness of sin by the sin- 
ner himself, as in ch. vii. 7: but (I) as De 
Wette observes, this is not the natural sense 
of the word, which implies Two parties, one 
of whom sets down something to the ac- 
count of the other (ref.): (2) this interpre. 
tation would bring in a new and irrelevant 
element,—for the Apostle is not speaking 
in this chapter at all of subjective human 
consciousness, but throughout of objective 

хіх. 14 
d of time, Matt. xi 23. Acts x. 30. xx. 7. 1 Tim. vi. 16а. Ps. civ. 19. 

то A N-corr!-marg[-ra:]: eAAoyeie f, eveAoyeiro. (imputabatur) М! 
-lat syrr copt eth lat-ff: ЛеЛоугсто: lect-19: 

for 2nd ert, ey B, is similitudine (or -nem) latt Iren - int 

truths with о to the divine dealings: 
and (3) it would be altogether inconsistent 
with the declarations of ch. ii. 165, — where 
in this sense the dAAoyisuós of sin by the 
vóuor ph Éxorres is distinctly asserted. 
Iam persuaded that the right sense of ¢AA. 
is, reckoned, ‘set down as transgression, — 
* put in formal account,’ by God. In the 
case of those who had not the written law, 
ápapría is not formally reckoned as ү, 
Basis, set over against the command: but 
in a certain sense, as distinctly proved ch. 
ii. 9—16, it te reckoned and they are con- 
дешпей for it. Nor is there any inconsis- 
tency, as Tholuck complains, in this view. 
Other passages of Paul’s writings support 
and elucidate it. He states the object of 
the law to be, ch. vii. 13, Tra yévnra: каб" 
бтерВолђ» auaprwrds ў áuapría Zid ris 
évroAjjs. The revelation of the law exag- 
gerated, brought into prominent and for- 
mal manifestation, the sinfulness of sin, 
which was before culpable and punishable, 
but in a less degree. With this view also 
agree Acts xvii. 30; ch. ii. 12, бсо дебиз 
finapror, à»ópos xal dwodotrras,—and iii. 
25, in so far as they state an analogous case. 
The objection to taking ойк éAAoyelras 
relatively, ‘is not fully reckoned,’ will 
hardly be urged by those who bear in mind 
the Apostle’s habit of constantly stating 
relative truths as positive, omitting the 
qualifying particles: see e. g. ch. vii. 7, 
where with ágapríav» and with ойк {der 
both, we must supply qualifications (seo 
notes there). 14.] But (notwith- 
stending the last assertion that sin is not 
fully reckoned where the law is not) death 
reigned (was a power to which all suc- 
cumbed) from Adam to Moses (uéxp. 
Move. = Ќур: брои above): i. e. although 
the full é¢AAcy:opds of sin did not take 
place between Adam and Moses, the uni- 
versality of death is a proof tl at all sinned, 
for death is the consequence of sin :—in 
confirmation of ver. 12. ка| ёті т. 
p &н.] өтеп (notwithstanding the dif- 
ferent degrees of sin and guilt out of, and 
under, the law) over those who sinned 
not according to the similitude (reff.) 
of the TRANSGRESSION of Adam. (1) èr} 
r$ dh. belongs to duapr. and not to Bari- 
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ерте» (ав Chrys., Theophyl., Bengel, Elsn., 
as яч that would bring in, in the words 
Tous uh ёрартћсаутаз, an absolute con- 
tradiction to ёф' $ deres биартоу, by 
asserting that there were some who did 
sot гіп. (2) The emphasis lies on wapd- 

„ as distinguished from dpapria. 
Photius (in De W.),—é wey (As.) фро- 
pdyny к. уородеттдєіса»у duroh wapéBn 
к. fuaprex of 8$ ўибртауоу Tb» адто- 
факто» Ts pucews Aóyor drvBpi(orres. 
They all sinned : but had not, like Adam, 
transgressed а positive revealed command. 
(3) There is no reference here, as some 
Commentators (Beza, al.) have supposed, 
to the case of children and idiots,—-nor 
(as Grot., Wetst.) to those who lived pious 
lives. The aim is to prove, that the seed 
of sin plauted in the race by the one man 
Adam, has sprung up and borne fruit in 
all, so as to bring them under death ;— 
death temporul, and spiritual ;—of these, 
some have sinned without the law, i. e. sof 
as Adam did, and ae those after Moses 
did: and though sin is not formally 
reckoned against them, death, the conse- 
quence of sin, reigned, as matter of his- 
torical fact, over them also. It is most im- 
portant to the clear understanding of this 
weighty passage to bear in mind, that the 
first member of the comparison, as far as 
it extends, is this: * As by Adam's trans- 
gression, of which we are by descent in- 
heritors, we have become (not by imputa- 
tion merely, but by propensity) sinners, and 
have thus incurred death, so &..... 
(see below). Se lo rw токов т. HAAR.) 
who is a figure (or type: not thus used by 
LXX, see Umbreit's note) of the future 
Adam [the second Adam, viz. Christ ]). 

This cluuse is inserted on the first mention 
of the name Adam, theoxe man of whom he 
has been speaking, to recall the purpose for 
which he is treating of him,—as the figure 
(ref.) of Christ. ToU ., not ‘qui futu- 
rus erat,’ as Beza [and E. V.], Reiche; but 
spoken from the Apostle's present standing, 
‘who te to come.’ The fulülment of the 
type will then take place completely, when, 
as 1 Cor. xv. 22, dv Tẹ xpurrQ wdvres (wo- 
sxoinPhoovras. Still less, with Koppe, can $ 
be taken by attr. for 8, and тоё uéAAorros 
be interpreted ‘of that which is to come,’ 
viz. life and salvation: see 1 Cor. xv. 45. 

Many suppose these words 5: ёст. tér. 

aft холле ins ouy A Syr. 

т. ОЛ. to be the apodosis of ver. 12: but 
see there. 16—17.] Though Adam 
and Christ correspond as opposites, yet 
there is a remarkable difference, which 
makes the free gift of grace much more 
eminent than the transgression and its 
consequences, and enhances the certainly 
of its end being accomplished. But not 
(in all points) as the act of transgression 
of Adam, as the cause inducing sin and 

th on his race), so also is the gift of 
grace (i. e. justification: not a direct con- 
trast, as draxoh in ver. 19: the Apostle 
has more in mind here the consequence of 
the waparr., and to that op the 
Хёрісра. De W.). 15. el u. r. A. ] 
Distinction the first, in DEGREE :—and in 
the; form of а hypothetical inference ‘a 
minori ad majus.’ For if by the trans- 

iom of the one (man) the many 
(have) died, much more did the graoe of 
God, and the gift abound in (by means of) 
the grace of the one man Jesus Christ to- 
wards the many. (1) The first question 
regards толАф uor. Is it the ‘a for- 
tiori’ of logical inference, or is it to bo 
joined with éwep(caevser as quantitative, 
describing the degree of abounding? 
Chrys. (жоллф yàp тоёто edAoyédrepoy), 
Grot., Fritz., Thol., adopt the former, and 
provided only the same thing is said here 
as in ver. 17, the usage there would decide 
it to be so: for there it cannot be quanti- 
tative. But I believe that not to be so. 
Here, the question is of abounding, a mat- 
ter of degree, there, of reigning, a matter 
of fact. Here (ver. 16) the contrast is 
between the judgment, coming of one sin- 
ner, to condemnation, and the free gift, of 
(see note below) many offences, to justif- 
cation. So that I think the quantitative 
seuse the better, and join оме paddov 
with éreplocevcey, in the sense of much 
more abundant (rich in diffusion) was 
the gift, &c. (2). xépws, not the grace 
working in men, here, but the grace 
which is in, and flows from, God. (3) èr 
dpirt Tjj TOU ...., not to be joined 

(Thol) with h 3aped, ав if it were ў dr 
xdp. (which would be allowable), but with 
ётерісс. The grace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ (His self-offering love, see 2 Cor. 
viii. 9) is the medium by which the free pit 
is imparted to men. (4) The aorist d rep. 
should here be kept to its indefinite hia- 
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e A 9 , ^ ^ e L A a Е m of ?roXXol de , % тод " náXXov 7) уар TOD бє00 = «e. 19 vis. 
al  °Swped ёр уйріть тӯ той évòs avOpwrov LTT 
xpurroU Peis '® тоў ToAAOUs A ётеріссєисєр. 16 Kal обу o dew 

1 Сог. x. 17, 
33. 

n vv. 9, 10 reff. 
. 98 
"Wisd. 

@ Ov évós ayapticavros TÒ 'Ówpnua' TO pey yap pR RE w. 
^ Ц „1.5. 

*xpipa ef évòs "eis "'karaxpipa, TÒ & харора * ёк q chii iai 
то\\ф> *aapamrouárov “els cal uu. 

tive. т James i. 17 only t. 
u ch. i. B. xvi. 26. 1 Pet. i. 22. 

Ш. 9. vil. 3.) 

7 ` 
17 e Уар iza, but 

wep. transi- 
s see 1 Pet. iv. 17. Rev. xx. ё. t ch. ii. 29 reff. 

v here bis. ch. viii. 1 only 1. (-eey, ch. il. i. tt, 2 Cor. 
w = here only. see note and ch. i. 32 reff, 

om er F. gr. 
16. for auaprncarros, auaprnuaros D(and lat!) Е [vulg-clem demid] fuld!(not am 

hari? al) Syr [eth Orig-int,(txt Orig,) Aug, (txt. pe): auaprnros(sic) Ni. 
F-gr 45 lect-19, вуг has it w- ast. 

torical sense, and not rendered as a per- 
fect, however true the fact expressed may 
be: both are treated of here as events, their 
time of happening and present reference 
not being regarded. 16.] Distinction 
the seoond,in KIND. The former differ- 
ence was quantitative: this is modal. 
And not as (that which took place) by 
one that sinned, so is the gift. Itisa 
question whether any thing, and what, is to 
be supplied before ёг évds йрарт. Röthe, 
Meyer, and Tholuck (and so E. V.), would 
supply nothing, and render, * And not as 
by one having sinned, so is the gift.“ But 
(De W.) this has against it, (1) that since 
the ydp following gives the reason for this 
sentence, this must contain implicitly all 
that that next expands in detail; which is 
not merely the distinction between spring- 
ing from one man and out of many offences, 
but much more: and (2) that thus 8:4 
would = ёк or vice versa, whereas did cha- 
racterizes the bringer in, and ёк the occa- 
sion. Others have supplied ть крда (Ben- 
gel, Köllner): ть xardxpiza (Theophyl., 
Reiche): 5 @dvaros eis5A0ev (Grot., Es- 
tius, Koppe) :—but inasmuch as it is pur- 
posely left indefinite, to be explained in the 
next verse, it is better to supply an inde- 
finite phrase which may be thus explained: 
e.g. Tb yerdpevor, ‘that which took place 
by one, [or (it was) through one,] &c. 

rd yàp к.т.л.] For the judg- 
ment (pronounced by God upon Adam) 
came of (was by occasion of) one (man 
having  sinned,—suppl тўсаутоѕ : 
waparréparos would be hardly allowable, 
and would not help the sense, inasmuch 
as many sinners, as well us many sins, 
are implied in oA. waparr. below), unto 
condemnation (ite result, in his own case 
and that of his posterity: supply, as iu ver. 
18 i» expressed, (éyévero) eis da àv- 
Opérrovs) ; but the gift of grace was by 
oecasion of many transgressions (where 
sin abounded, ver. 20, there grace much 
more abounded: the existence of the law 

om ‘yap 
at end add gens Di (and lat!) fuld! eth. 

being implied in wapawr.) unto justifica- 
tion. The only difficulty here is the sense 
of Sualepa. The ordinary meaning of 
the word is rb déwaydp@wpa ToU &5ichuaros, 
‘the amendment of an evil deed :* so Aris- 
totle, Eth. Nicom. v. 10, З:афёре 8$ 7d 
&bÍxmkua xal то Adi, xal rb dixalepa 
kal Tb Slav B8ixoy uiv ydp dori тр 
oboe: Y rdle т) abrb Bè тобто örar 
трахеђ, aB[«nud ёст” прі» 8 прахдђуш 
обхо, GAA’ E8ixor. dSpoles dè ка) d ical, 
калта: 8 ка) TÒ cob uaAAov ёїкшо- 
pd nu. 8:каЇоџа 8 Tb ewavdpOwua ToU 
àSucfiuaros, But this, which Aristot. in- 
sists on as the proper, but not perhaps 
usual sense of the word, is not to be 
pressed in the N. T., and does not, though 
upheld by Calv., Calov., Wolf, and Rothe, 
suit the context as contrasted with xard- 
крша. Other renderings are, ‘an abso- 
lutory sentence’ (Meyer, Fritz., al.): ‘a 
righteous act, ag in ver. 18; Baruch ii. 
19; 'rigMeousness, as in Rev. xix. 8 
(where see note) : *a righteous cause,' or 
plea (LXX, Jer. xi. 20): ‘justifieution’ 
(E. V., Luth., De Wette, al.). The first 
seems to me to be right, as standing most 
exactly in contrast with’xardxpipa; the use 
of the -ua being partly perhaps accounted 
for by the alliteration of the, ending 
marking more strongly the antithesis. 
Thus as xard«pipa is a sentence of condem- 
nation, 80 Dikalepa will be a sentence of ac- 
quittal. This in fact amounts-to justifi- 
cation. 17.) Distinctionthe-third,” ` 
also in KIND; that which came in by the 
one sinner, was the reign of DEATH: that 
which shall come in by the One, Jesus 
Christ, will be a reigning in LIFE. For 
(carrying on the argument from ver. 15, 
but not so as to make parenthetical (Rothe) 
ver. 16—for ducato presupposes ф- 
каора) if by the transgression of the one 
(man; the reading d» (тф) ёх) xaparrépars 
goes with &uaprfjuaros for à Carros 
in ver. 16: both have evidently been 
corrections) death reigned by moans cf 
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pre. l H CEVOEV Ù) yapts, ?1 wa æsrep ? égaaíXevaev 7 ápapría èv Ancpr 
q ver. 16 retf. KLIP 
raiet TQ баратф, obtws xal 5j xdpie v Bacidevon Sid Sucato- U 

23. Со, , M XD , ^ ^ ^ ghkl m. F. TUINS "eis Conv айтор dia 'lgooU хрістой ToU коріои mn o i7 
i1 L.P. e a 47 
[ехе. John ношр. 

(Exod. xti. i VI.1°TY ofp r сооб 3 ae "E ME: — 55 А t ойр * épopev ; * eripevmpey TH ápapría, wa 1) 
tch. т. 20 reff. 7 t Xe 7 . 9 u „ 7 ү. е > @ г web. iise. Хари *arAeovdag ; ? “ ui) eyévovro. “ oitiwes Y d rehdνοę L 

A , ^ , а A 

„a — Tf арартіа, * was ёт? Honey v èv айтӣ ; 9 55) ^ ayvoeire 
constr., Gal. 
li. 19. (ver. 10. ch. xiv. 8.) w. dad, Col. il. 20 

у = Col. (ii. 20.) iii. 7 only. 

21. om то F. 
с. B. 

z = cb, II. 4. Ul. 29. 

for BaciAeven, -oet KL e 1! о [47] 77. 115-6-21-2. 

x = ch.lil.6. 1 Cor. zv. 13. Gal. iv. 9. Gen. zsziz, 9. 
& ch. 1. 13 reff. 

xp. bef 

Crap. VI. 1. rec eripevovuer, with rel Chr, Thdrt Gennad-c Diod-c ТЫ (Ec ne] 
[perseverabimus 
Aug. pe: 
vwpev I. [k] 98. 124: txt ABCD 

e Tert-ms)!, permanebimus vulg G-. lat F- lat Orig · in 
exievouey KN[P d n 47) 1. 57. 68. 109 lect-13 copt (Eutbal-ms]: erei- 

gr] b! m o 17 Syr Damasc. ins e» bef тт) 
A[Woide, e contra Cowper, expr], i» peccato latt. 

9. aft oirires ins уар 

measure abound (not ‘did much more 
abound,’ as E. V.: for words compounded 
with órép have a superlative, not a com- 
parative signification, e.g. ref. dwepAlay, 
Üxeprucdm, Swepujdw, x.7.A.,—and Paul 
often uses these compounds. The E. V. 
has likewise destroyed the force of the 
comparison by rendering the different 
words нуру and жер:ссейо both by 
one word ‘ abound’). 21.] The pur- 
pose of this abounding of grace :—its 
ultimate prevalence and reign, by means 
of righteousness, unto life eternal. That, 
as sin reigned (the historic indefinite past, 
because the standing-point of the sentence 
is, the restitution of all things hereafter) 
in death (es, of that in and by which the 
reign was exercised and shewn : death was 
the central act of sin's reign. Не does 
not here say, ‘death reigned by гіп, as in 
vv. 12—14, because sin and grace are the 
two points of comparison, aud require to 
be the subjects), so also grace may d N 
by means of (not фу here, though it might 
be so, if бкагот. applied to our being made 
righteous: but as it applies to the Righte- 
ousness of Christ making us righteous, it 
is 5:4) righteousness, unto (leading to) 
life eternal through (by means of) Jesus 
Christ our Lord (‘Jam ne memoratar 
quidem Adamus, solius Christi mentio vi- 
get.' Bengel). 

CHAT. VL—VIII.] TRE MORAL EPF- 
FECTS OP JUSTIFICATION. VI. 1—14.] 
No encouragement given hereby (see ch. 
v. 20) to a life in sin: for the baptized are 
dead to sin, and walk in a new (vv. 1—7 
life, and one (vv. 8—11) dedicated to 
God. 1.] What then shall we вау! 
—the introduction of a difficulty or ob- 
jection arising out of the preceding argu- 
ment, aud referring to ch. v. 20. See ch. 

latt syrr (not Tert). no,, CFL 17 Diod Chr-ms,. 

iii. 5. n ‚ ‘mast we think 
that we may persist,’—the deliberative 
subjunctive. So efreuer N сгудие», Eur. 
Ion 758: wapéA@w 8éuous, Med. 1276. See 
Kühner, Gramm. § 464, and note on ch. 
у. 1. [Are we to continue (‘Must we 
think that we may persist," in other 
words | “ May we persist ’’) in (our natural 
state and commission of) sin, that (God's) 
grace may be multiplied (ch. v. 20) f 

9.) p) үф. (see reff.), used of some 
inference in itself abhorrent from reverence 
or piety, or precluded by some acknow- 
ledged fact inconsistent therewith. The 
latter is here the ground of rejection. An 
acknowledged fact in the Christian life 
follows, which praa our persisting in 
our sin, © who (ofrives describin 
quality, not merely matter of fact) died 
(historic aorist, not perf. as in E. V. (the 
true reference is thus most unfortunately 
lost]: the time referred to being that of 
our барт) to sin (reff. and examples in 
Wetat.:—became as separate from and 
apathetic towards sin as the dead 
is separate from and apathetic towards the 
functions and stir of life: uévew дк(утто» 
S rep roy уєкрб», Chrys. * Sin, тӯ au. = 
as above), how shall we live any longer 
therein (= repirareiy d»—but not, as De 
W., (p- with a dative: (ir фу rim is a far- 
ther step than (ўи wi, implying introition, 
and not merely sympathy)? $.] Or 
(supposing you do not assent to the argu- 
ment in the last verse, see reff.) are ye 
ignorant (the foregoing axiom is brought 
out into recognition by the further state- 
ment ofa truth universally acknowledged ) 
that all we who were (i.e. all of us, hav- 
ing been [not as E. V., again most unfor- 
tunately, “ so many of us as were; givi 
it: to be exdertood Quat some of hem be 

uv TIENS 
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бть бао; * сВсттісбпиеу “eis yptarov I © eic Toy » Acts vil. 10 

Üararov айтоў ° éBarrricÜnuev ; < ° ouveradnpev оўу avrà 

0:4 тоў Bamrícuaros eis tov Üdvarov, iva @стеєр d HryépOn 

^ с Col. ii. 12 

d 1 Cor. ат. 12 
reff. 

e see John xi. 

Хр!ттд< ёк Svexpav Sid Tie dus тоў- татрбс, ойто sA vu. 6 oniy. 
xai mets ё» ©каубттүт fons 8 wepitratnooper. 
n cuuduros yeyóvauev тф { opotwpate тод Üavárov айтоў, 

h here only 1. Amos іх. 18. Zech. zi. 2 only. 

5 ` Ezek. xlii, 
є; уар 

71. w. dv, 
2 Cor. iv. 
ich. i. 23 reff. 

3. om mæovr В [(2)] 31-9. 78. 109.18-20-24 lect-8 [Euthal-ms} Chr Thl [Orig-int, 
(ins)]: mo. bef урет. [о] 80 Syr eth. 
4. om то» D!F k!. 2 2 

not deen thus baptized ])baptized into Christ 
Jesus (‘into participation of,’ into union 
with,’ Christ, in His capacity of spiritunl 
Mastership, Headship, and Pattern of con- 
formity) were baptized into (introduced 
by our baptism into a state of conformity 
with and participation of) His death! 
The Apostle refers (1) to an acknowledged 
fact, in the signification, and perhaps 
also in the mannet (see ond of bap- 
tism—that it put upon us (Gal. iii. 27) 
a state of conformity with and participa- 
tion in Christ ;—and (2) that this state 
involves a death тр áuapríg even as He 
died тӯ áuapríg (ver. 10);—the meaning 
being kept in the background, but ап 
the while not lost sight of, that the bere- 
Sits of His Death were likewise made ours 
by our introduction into the covenant. 

4.] A further explanation of the 
assertion in the last verse proceeding (оёх) 
on its concession by the reader. We were 
then (not the temporal but inferential 
‘then ? q. d.“ You grant my last position: 
Well then," . . ) buried with Him (кабатер 
& tiri rde TË бёат: karabvórrer Hcy 
Tas keQaAàs ó талая &ьбӨретоѕ бйттета:, 
ral xaraBUs dre xpówrerai dA кабёхої, 
Chrys. on John iii. Hom. xxv. 2, vol. viii. 
p. 151) by means of our baptism into 
(His) death (rod Ватт. els rà» dvar 
belong together, not cuperdo. els т. 0., 
which would hardly bear any sense. The 
absence of the art. before eis is no objec- 
tion to this;—it is unnecessary, because 
no distinction from any other baptism is 
brought out, and ть Adwr.-els-rdy-Gdy. is 
connected as one idea); in order that, as 
Christ was raised from the dead by the 
glory (84а and 8Sórajus are te idens; 
Del gs the import of the Heb. w and the 
LXX in Ps. lxviii. 35 (Ixvii. 84 LXX), 
Isa. xii. 2: and т xpáros тўз Bóins in 
Col. i. 11. The divine 86а includes all 
that manifests the Creator to the creature: 
and hence also his Almightiness. Tholuck. 

The renderings ‘in Dei gloriam (Вета, 
Bretschneider), and becawse He ie the 

for Sia, vro D'(appy). 

image of the Father’ (Dr. Burton, altern.), 
are inadmissible for did with a gen.) of the 
Father (Theodoret makes ў 3óta ToU ra- 
Tpós = *) olxela Өебтуз of the Son, which 
is manifestly wrong), thus we also should 
walk in newness of life (not = ‘a new 
life ;’—nor are such expressions ever to be 
diluted away thus: the abstract xν e 
is used to bring the quality of newness, 
which is the point insisted on, more into 
prominence, compare 2 Thess. ii. 11; 
1 Tim. vi. 17 [and notes); Winer, edn. 
6, 8 34. 3. The comparison is not 
only (as Stuart) between our Lord's phy- 
sical death and resurrection, and our 
spiritual; but reaches far deeper: see 
notes on vv. 10, 11). 6.] The 
Apostle confirms the last verse by a 
necessary sequence that those who are 
united to Him in His Death, shall be also 
in His resurrection. For (confirmatory) 
if we have become united with the like- 
neas of His Death (енене; = either (1) 
congenital, — as 8:4 Thy ciupuToy irato- 
тфуу, spoken of Samnel, Jos. Antt. vi. 
8. 3.—or (2) ‘ cognate,’ of like nature,. — 
or (3) ‘arising simullaneously,’—or (4 
‘grown together,’—or (5) ‘planted with,’ 
*consitus' The rendering of Syr., Vulg., 
Luth., E. V., * planted together,' is inad- 
missible, -$vros being not from фьтейе, 
but from ove: as also is that of Erasm. 
and Calv.,—* insititii. The fourth mean- 
ing, ‘grown together,’ ‘intimately and pro- 
gressively united,'—* coaluimus,’ as Grot., 
—seems here to apply best. Obs. cdug. 
is to be connected with r$ du., not with rẹ 
хиетф understood, as in ver. 6: in which 
case we should have to supply тӯ duompars 
again before тӯз dvacrdcews, which would 
be not only grammatically difficult, but 
would not correspond to the sense: for 
Christians, it is true, partake of the like- 
nese only of Christ's death, but of His 
actual Resurrection itself, as the change of 
construction shews: see below), so shall we 
be also (4AAd after а hypothetical clause 
serves to strengthen the inference: see 
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k 21 Cor. iv. 
16 ref. Hom. 
II. a. 81, f. 

1 = Acta 1. 23 

Col. iii. 9. 
see 1 Cor. v. 

n Matt. xxvii. 44 U Mk. J. Gal. 1.20 only +. 
18. Col. il. 11. q 1 Cor. x. 13 reff. 

8 Acte ziii. 39 only. Sir. xxvi. 39. 

5. for алла, ада F latt. 
6. ins xai bef rovro В: Tovro 8e 179. 

reff., and Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. p. 40) 
with His Resurrection (a change of con- 
struction : because it could not well have 
been said сўифито: ToU Ópoióparos т. 0. 
above, the gen. after adjectives compounded 
with có» denoting the thing actually par- 
taken (cf. Kühner, $ 519, and Bernhardy, 
Syntax, p. 171: who cites examples in 
сбутрофоз, Soph. Philoct. 208, —«eóvropos, 
Eur. Hel. 1508, —eóudQeros, Aristoph. Av. 
668, —«vuovfs, Plato Legg. iv. p. 721,— 
curhOns, ib. v. p. 739,—oúuimoos, Cratyl. 
p. 998), and hardly the mere figure or like. 
ness of it,—and amilang it could not well 
here be said сўдф. тӯ dvarrdoes, because 
the dat, would not be strong enough to 
denote the state of which we shall be actual 

rtakers. The future is used perhaps 
cause of the inference, as a logical se- 

quence,—‘ If, &... . . A shall = В :'— 
but more probably with a d meaning, 
because the participation in His Resurrec- 
tion, however partially and in the inner 
spiritual life, attained Aere, will only then 
be accomplished in our entire being, when 
we ‘shall wake up after his likeness’). 

в.) Knowing (recollecting) this, 
that our old man (former self, nalit 
before our new birth—op to ramós 
or v üvOp., xau) xriois,—see Col. iii. 
10; 2 Cor. v. 17; Eph. iv. 22—24,—not 
merely the guilt of sin, nor the power of 
sin, but the man. The idea is not Jewish, 
as Tholuck has shewn : the quoted 
from the Sohar-chadasch not bearing the 
meaning commonly given to it,—and if it 
did, that book itself being a production 
probably of the sixteenth century) was (at 
our baptism) crucified with Him (the 
great key to our text is ref. Gal. Ав the 
death of the Lord Jesus was by crucifixion, 
the Apostle uses the same expression of our 
death to our former sinful self, which is not 
only by virtue of, but also is the likenese 
of, Christ’s death,—as signal, as entire, as 
much a death of cutting off and putting to 
shame and pain), in order that (the aim 
and end of the cveravpo0 rai) the body 
of sin might be annulled (“1d rûp. rhs 
фрарт. belongs together, and ris áuapr. 
is not to be joined with катару. as being = 
ard тй днарт. (Theodoret, Wahl) ;—nor is 
Tb od. т. au., fe totality of sin’ (Orig. 

HPO POMAIOT E. 

x AM xal ris 'dvacracews ёсореба, 6 roto түпхбекор- ABCDF 
e N е ^ , KL(P)M 

res, бт 6 "aXais иф» "dyÜperros "cvveoravpaÜn, stear 
э aa Wa 9xarapynÜn Tò v одра тўс Pápapríae, той “t 25 

т ÓovAeUew ий т) драртіа` 10 yàp длтоба>ф» * ded:- 
och. lil. 3 reff. 

VI. 

„= ch. vil. 23, 24. viti, 
7 Matt. vi. 94. ch. Al. 8 al. Deut. Ill. 4 A Ald. 

aft ағаст. ins avrov F Syr [оор seth] arm. 
t . kaTrapynam А æ 

2, Theophyl. 1, Grot.); nor ‘ the substance 
or essence of sin,’ after the Heb. (Rab- 
binical) usage of cy? and na (Schöttg.): 
nor, ‘the mass of sin’ (Thol. 1);—nor a 
mere figure to carry out the idea of being 
crucifled with Christ (Calov., Wolf, Reiche, 
Olsh., Stuart 2, al.) ;- nor == à сдрё т. 
duapr.; but ‘the body, which belongs to 
or serves sin,’ in which sin rules or is ma. 
nifested, = rà péAn, ver. 13, in which is 
ё уброз vi duaprias, ch. vii. 2З,—т$ сдра 
T. Oavdrov, ch. vii. 24,—al wpábes той 
eéparos, ch. viii. 13, —r5 rpa rijs capiós, 
Col. ii. 11." De Wette: with whom agree 
Orig. 1, Theophyl. 2, Beza, Bengel, Meyer, 
Tholack, Stuart 1, al. But as De W. 
further remarks, we must not understand 
that the body is the seat of sin, or at 
allevents must not so understand those 
words as if the principle of sin luy in the 
body, which is not true, for it lies in the 
will). ка Өү, might be rendered 
powerless (annuiled as far as regards ac- 
tivity and energy. The word occurs twenty- 
five times in Paul’s Epistles (elsewhere, 
Luke xiii. 7, Heb. ii. 14 only), and does 
not appear to signify absolute annihilation, 
but as above. Gregory of Nyssa has gone 
into the meaning ín his discourse on 1 Cor. 
xv. 28, vol. i. p. 1823), that we might no 
longer be in bondage (be slaves to) sin 
(i.e. that the body should no longer be 
under the dominion of sin, see below, ver. 
12). 7.] The difficulty of tbis verse 
arises from the Apostle having in a short 
and nt sentence expressed a whole 
similitude, joining, as he elsewhere does in 
such cases, the subject of the first limb of 
the comparison with the predicate of the 
second. Fully expressed, it would stand 
thus: ‘ For, as a man that is dead is ac- 
quitted and released from guilt and bond- 
age (among men: no reference to God's 
judgment of him): so & man that has died 
to sin is acquitted from the guilt of sin 
and released from ite bondage.’ I express 
бедик. by this periphrasis in both cases, 
because I believe that all this is implied in 
it: ‘is acquitted,’ ‘has his quittance,’ from 
sin, во that Sin (personified) has no more 
claims on him, either as a creditor or as 
a master: cannot detain him for debt, 
nor sue him for service. А larger refer- 

nol? 
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кайта * апд Tij duaprias. 9 ei 8ё 'ámeÜavouev абр . ge-. 
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Acts ix. 26 al. 
e Acts хт. 
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Th *dpaptia áàméÜavc» ®ёфатар 78 5 05, v TG beg. her. be. 
11 ойто кай йде ° Хоу єсдє *éavroUs *"vexpoUs цёр TH 
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. of object, Gal. il. 20. Rer. xviii iii. 16. ace 
a — Heb. vii. 27. ix. 12, x. 10 (1 Cor. xv. 6) only t. 

constr., eh. ziv. 14. Phil. iiL 13. 
here only. see ch. vii. 8. 

8. for 3e, yap IHR] tol: ovr Syr. (G- lat has aufem aut enim.) 

Wisd. zv. 15. 

Luke zzii. 
25. cb. vii. J. 

94. lTim. 
. 15 only. 

iil. 7. з dat., Col. Ш. 23 al. 
b = Gal di, 19. 1 Pet. ii. 24. с = а 
4 2nd pers., 3 Сог. vii. 11 гей. 

rec (for ev»(.) 
соб, with B'CKL[P] rel: txt AB'DFN n 17.—-eue» CK(P] k [Bas, Damasc] ТЫ: 

А wit) 17 def] ug, [(txt,). 17 def. 
11. rec aft vexpovs 

ADF 17 [Syr arm] copt sth Chr-ms, Te 
CKL(P]N rel (vulg-clem arm] Syr(but pref to xp. mo.) copt Chr 
ic) ben Cort om ABD Hi (oat a space is left) spec am fuld] demid 
syr Cyr -comm (Ec-comm pi] Thdrt 

ence is thus given to edır. than the pur- 
poses of the present argument, which is 
treating of the power, not the guilt of ain, 
required: but that it is so, lies in the 
nature of auapria, the service of which is 
guilt, and the deliverance from whose ser- 
vice necessarily brings with it acquittal. 

8—11.] This new life must be 
one dedicated to God. 8.] Now 
(continuing the train of argument) if 
we died with Christ, we believe that 
we shall also (the future as in ver. 5,— 
because the life with Him though here 
begun, is not here completed: and the 
rio TeÜouer used more of dogmatic belief, 
than of (rust, though the latter meaning is 
not altogether absent) live with Him. 
9.] This and the following verse explain 
what sort of a life with ist is meant, 
by what we know of the Resurrection-life 

Christ himself. The only difficulty 
here is іп ойк Érv xvpuóe, as implying 
that Death Aad dominion over Christ, 
which we know it Аай nof: see John x. 
17, 18; ii. 19; Acts ii. 24, But this 
vanishes, when we remember that our 
Lord, by submitting to Death, virtually, 
and in the act of death, surrendered Him- 
self into the power of Death. Death 
could not hold Him, and bad no power 
over Him further than by his own suffer- 
ance: but er over Him it Aad, inas- 
much as He died. 10.] For (the 
proof of the foregoing) the death wbich 
He died (not ‘in that He died,’ as E. V., 
пог is 5 for каб 3, either here or in ref. 
Gal., but the accus. objective, governed by 
the verb. So also of $ 84 (5 below), unto 
sin He died (De Wette well remarks that 

Vor. IL 

for ауте, re xpire D'F latt(not 

brit]: bef rere, per, BONI Damasc: от per ins eivai, with KL 
Ar Euthal-ms] Did, Thdrt Hil, (A 

id fald tol [spec |) Syr 

rec at end adds Te курше nur, with 
Thl [Did, Orig- 
flor harl tol eth 

ert, Hil, Апы) Pelag Sedul Bede. 

we must in expressing this verse abide by 
the indefinite reference to sin in which the 
death of Christ is placed ; if we attempt to 
make it more definite, ' for sin,’ or to that 
state, in which He suffered the punish- 
ment of sin,’ we 8 lose the point of 
comparison, which lies in to гія, and ‘to 
God.’ If we are to expand the words 
‘died to sin,’ we must say that our Lord 
at death passed into a state in which He 
had ‘xo more to do with in —either as 
tempting Him (though in vain), or as ғе- 
quiring to be atoned for (this having been 
now effected), or as met by Him in daily 
contradiction which He endured from sin- 
ners) once for all (so that it is not to be 
repeated: see reff.); but the life which 
He liveth (see above) He liveth unto God 
(indefinite again, but easily filled up and 
explained: ѓо God,—as being glorified by 
and with the Father, as entirely rid of con- 
flict with sin and death, and having only 
God's roperis so called) work to do,—as 
waiting till, in the purposes of the Father, 
all things are put under Him: —and ѓо 
(for) God, as being the manifestation and 
brightness of the Father's glory). 11.] 
Ап exhortation to realise this state of 
death unto sin and life unto God with 
Christ. Thus (after the same manner as 
Christ) do ye also (imperative: Meyer only 
holds it to be indic.) account yourselves 
(better than ‘infer yourselves to be,’ as 
Chrys. and Beza,—see reff. and on ch. iii. 
ad dead (indeed) unto sin (as ver. 2 and 
following), but alive unto God in Christ 
Jesus (i.e. ‘by virtue of your union with 
Him? not through (3d) Christ Jesus; in 
this chapter it is not Christ’s Mediator- 

Вв 
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bis. John xviii. 3. ch. xiii. 12. 2 Cor. vi. 7. x. (only. Jer. xxi. 4. n тет. 11. o 1 Cor. ix. 20 reff. 

19. eraxoverry Е [ Meth-ms i rec avrn ey Tats eri. avrov (appy a combination 
of the two readings), with MK LIP] rel вуг [Bas, Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: 
aur, omg the rest, DF spec Iren-int, [Orig-int,] Tert, Vict-tun, : txt ABC!N [47] vulg 
(not F-lat) D3-lat Syr coptt eth arm Orig int.] Epiph, Antch, Damasc Jer Ап@ гере] 

—— — 

Sedul Bede. 
13. rec (for wse:) ws, with DEBER 17 rel [Baa,] Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCN 

[47] Epiph, Damasc. Curras om та (bef 2nd pean) B. 
14. for 1st ov, ovxeri N}(marked for erasure by № but the marks erased) [К Orig-c, 

Thdrt]. (ax Ka, so BCD!FNL.) 

ship, but His Headship, which is pro- 
minent.—év xp. '1yc., is not (Reiche, 
Meyer, Fritz.) to be joined with both 
vexp. Tfj au. and (Gr. т. 0., but only with 
the latter, next to which it stands, and 
of which it is literally and positively, 
whereas of the other it is only figuratively 
(T$ ӧрогбр., ver. 5) and negatively true). 

12, 18.] ary hails inferences from 
ver. 11: from uf; to тр apepria, negative, 
answering to vexpobs тў àu., —then posi- 
tive, answering to (Grras TQ беф. 
12.) Bacidcvérw answers to the imagery 
throughout, in which Sin is a master or 
lord. It is hardly right to lay a stress on 
it, and say (as Chrys.) obe elre ph ob- 
(fo ў càpE undd drepyyelro, GAA’, } йдар- 
tla ph BORN. ob yap Tr)» iow 
Ide averety, АЛАА Thy троаірєсту Biop- 
@éoa:: it is no matter of comparison be- 
tween reigning and indwelling merely, but 
between reigning and being deposed. 
But why r$ Ovare bu. сбрат:? Orig., al., 
explain it dead to sin,’ which it clearly 
cannot be. Chrys., Theodoret, Grot., and 
Reiche suppose the word inserted to re- 
mind us of the other life, and the shortness 
of the conflict, or (Theophyl.) of the short- 
ness of sinful pleasures; Köllner, — to point 
out that it is dishonourable to us to serve 
Sin, whose reign is confined to the mortal 
body; Fritzsche, ‘quoniam, qui peccato 
ministrum se preebet, adhuc in mortali cor- 
pore herere nec nisi fragilis vitæ meminisse 
videtur; De Wette, Tholuck, al., that the 
Apostle wishes to keep in view the con- 
nexion between sin and death on the one 
hand, and that туу > which is freed from 
death on the other. This last view seems 
the most probable. See 2 Cor. iv. 11 and 
note, There is considerable uncertainty 

in the reading of the latter part of this 
verse. That which I have adopted is sup- 
ported by the primary mss. and has the 
approval of Lachmann, Tischendorf, Meyer, 
and De Wette. 18.] Nor render (see 
reff. ;—as a soldier renders bis service to 
his sovereign, or a servant to his master) 
your members (more particular than ‘ your 
bodies; the individual members being in- 
struments of different lusts and sins) as 

mts (or, ‘weapons,’ as Vulg. 
most of the Greek expositors, and Luth., 
Calv., Beza, Tholuck, which latter defends 
this rendering by Paul's fondness for 
military similitudes, and by the occurrence 
of фуфиа below, ver. 23; - but as De W. 
observes, the comparison here is to servi- 
tude rather than soldiership) of unright- 
eousness to sin; but render (the present 
imperat. above denotes habit,—the ex- 
hortation guards against the recurrence 
of а devotion of the members to sin: this 
aorist imperat., on the other hand, as in 
ch. xii. 1, denotes an act of self-devotion 
to God once for all, not а mere recurrence 
of the habit) yourselves (not merely your 
members, but your whole selves, body, 
soul, and spirit) to God, as alive from 
having been dead (as in vv. 4 ff. and Eph. 
ii. 1—5), and your members as instru- 
ments (see above) of righteousness to God 
(dat. ‘commodi,’ as indeed is Tfj ápapr. 
above, the dat. after rapior. being there 
left to be supplied, because of тё au. fol- 
lowing). i м) n assurance, rl 
firming the the possibility o 
5 God е аня іп Ad last 
verse, that sin shall not be able to assert 
and maintain tte rule in those who are 
not under the law but under grace. The 
future avpedoes cannot be taken as a 
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Syr sah arm-zob(1805) [ Orig-int, ] Aug. 

command or exhortation, which use of 
the future would if not always, yet cer- 
tainly here, require the second person,— 
and would hardly suit a personification like 

e second part of the verse 
refers back to ch. v. 20, 21, where the law 
is stated to be the multiplier of transgres- 
sion,—and accords with 1 Cor. xv. 56, 
J Bbvauis Ts àuaprías, ó vóuos. The 
stress is on xuprevorn : д. d. Tour efforts 
to live a life of freedom from the tyranny 
of sin sball not be frustrated by its after 
all tyrannizing over you and asserting its 
dominion: for ye are not under that law 
which is the strength of sin, but under that 
grace (here in the widest sense, justifying 
and sanctifying,—grace in all ite attributes 
and workings) in which is no condem- 
nation, ch. viii. 1. It will be seen from 
the above, that I interpret «upredoe: rather 
of the eventual triumph of sin by obtaining 
domination over us, than of its reducing us 
under its subjection as servants in this fife. 
This is necessary, both to fit this verse into 
the context, and to suit the question which 
arises in the next. See Calvin’s masterly 
note. So also Tholuck and De Wette. 

The discussions (in Stuart and al.) as 
to whether dH. is the moral or ceremonial 
law, and as to whether we are bound by the 
former, are irrelevant here: the assertion 
being merely that of the general matter of 
fact, about which there can be no question, 
that we (Christians) are not under the law, 
placed in a covenant of legal obedience, but 
under grace,—placed in a covenant of justi- 
fication by faith and under the promise of 
the indwelling Spirit—subjects of a higher 
law—even the lato of the spirit of life in 
Christ Jesus, ch. viii. 2. Whether we are 
bound by the law, and how far, depends on 
how far the law itself spoke the immutable 
moral truth of God's government of the 
world, or was adapted to temporary observ- 
ances and symbolic rites now abolished, — 
the whole of which subject is not under' 
consideration here. I make these remarks 
to justify myself for not entering into those 
long and irrelevant discussions with which 
many of our commentaries are interrupted, 
and the sense of the Apostle’s argument 

(аАла, so BCFN! [Damasc].) 
18. ins э bef ovx D'F demid flor harl! sah Sedul. om es bar’ DE [am] 

confounded. 15—23.] The being 
under grace (free from the condemnation 
of sin) and not under the law, is no en- 
couragement to sin: for (vv. 16—19) we 
have renounced the service of sin, and 
have become the servants of righteous- 
ness: and (vv. 20—23) the consequences 

- of the service of sin are terrible and fatal, 
whereas those of the service of righteous- 
ness are blessed and glorious. 15.) 
wl оўу (ве. ёст»); = т! оф» poche; 
ver. 1. cupev] Must we 
imagine that we may sin? may we sin 31— 
the aor. because he is speaking of com- 
mitting acts of sin [not of a habit of living 
in sin, although that would be induced 
by such acts]: on the deliberative sub- 
junctive, see ver. 1. This question is 
not, any more than that of ver. 1, put into 
the mouth of an objector, but is part of 
the Apostle's own discourse, arising out 
of what has preceded, and answered by 
him in the following verses. 16.] 
* You are the servants either of God or of 
sin,—there is no third course.’ The former 
part of the verse as far as öracobere re- 
minds them merely of an universal truth, — 
that the yielding ourselves servants for 
obedience to any one, implies the serving, 
being (in reality) the servants of such per. 
son. Then this is applied in the form of a 
dilemma, implying that there is no third 
service, q. d. *Now this must be true of 
you with regard either to sin or to God.’ 
Know ye not, that to whom ye yield 
yourselves servants with a view to obe- 
dience, his servants ye are to whom ye 
obey, (and in this case) either (ijro.—1j 
only occurs here in N. T. roi in alter- 
natives is exclusive, cf. Herod. i. 11, 8150: 
alpe cu, dxorépny Bovecas tpawécba . . . 
TOL keivÓ» ye Tb» taŭra ВоуЛебсаута 

87 ar $ cà rb» ёрё.... Iaoer. 
àrrib. р. 317, Ie dy Ќто: каттуорћђтеу 
$ xatauapruphowy, and see Hartung, Par- 
tikellehre, ii. 855 f.) (servants) of siu, 
unto death (‘ with death as the result,'— 
not physical death merely, nor eternal 
death merely, but DEATH (by sin) in ite 
most general sense, as the contrast to (life . 
by) BIGHTEOUSNESS, —the state of misery 
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weh. vios. eig OukatogUygy ; 11 yapis Se тд Өєф, бт. re SovAos ABCDF 
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83. Luke 
21. 1 Tim 
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22. 
22. Dent. 
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17. ins xafapas bef xapBias А 18. 26 Chr,-mss(txt, 1), ex toto corde mth. 
18. for бє, ovy CN! es 

B Syr Sedul. 

induced by sin, in all its awfal aspects and 
consequences :—and so throughout this 
passage and ch. vii.), or of obedience (rod 
Geo, sc.—obedience to Him who alone 
ought to be obeyed) unto righteousness 
(with righteousness as its result; not im- 
puted merely, nor implanted merely, but 
RIGHTEOUSNESS in its most general sense 
as the contrast to death,—the state of 
blessedness induced by holiness, and in- 
volving in it, as a less in a greater, eternal 
life: and so throughout this passage)? 

17, 18.] The dilemma solved for 
them by reference to the matter of fact: 
that they were once servants of sin, but on 
receiving the gospel, obeyed its teaching : 
and consequently were freed from the 
service of sin, and became the servants of 
righteousness :—and this in the form of a 
thanksgiving to God (1 Cor. i. 14) whose 
work in them it was. There is а stress 
on Åre as referring to a state past. So 
Eph. v. 8: on account of which stress 

Saxe] Attr.: the simple construction 
would be irnxotcare Tg rr Tijs 8:8. eis 
dy (or by) wapeddOnre, уе obeyed (бт. on 
account of above) from the heart. 
(reff.) that form of teaching (so péppoais 
ch. ii. 20: see examples in Fritzsche, 
vol. i. p. 418; most probably used of the 
practical norma agendi accompanying the 
doctrine of the 1; so Calv., Luth., 
Beza, Reiche:—De W. thinks it is the 
Pauline form of teaching, of justification 
by faith, distinguished from the Judaistic) 
to which ye were delivered ([not as E. V., 
‘which was delivered yow'| this inver- 
tion to the passive agrees admirably with 
токо, as а mould, exemplar, or pattern 
after which they were to be fashioned: 
во катй тё Bóyuara TvxoUcÓo, Arrian. 
Enchir. ii. 19 (Thol.): and Beza,—‘ hoc 
dicendi genus magnam quandam emphasin 

: om m 89. 62 lect-12 tol (copt . 
19. for 8ovAa (twice), SovAevew Е latt [Orig-int, Ambrst ]. om «s THY ara ö 

videtur habere. Ita enim significatur ovan- 
в doctrinam quasi instar typi cujus- 

esse, cui veluti immittamur, ut ejus 
figur conformemur, et totam istam trans- 
formationem aliunde provenire" (Thol.) 
And Chrys. remarks, тъ wapado0jva:, rhy 
TOU Oeo? Вотдєіау aivirrera:. See on the 
construction, Winer, edn. 6, § 24. 2. b). 
18. Ml.. . . Strato. ] And (this 
verse is closely united with the foregoing; 
Rückert, Reiche, and Meyer think that 
it might be stated as a syllogistic conclu- 
sion, of which the dilemma is the major, 
and the fact of ver. 17 the minor) being 
freed from sin, ye were enslaved (sce on 
next verse) to righteousness. 19.] 
For the expression éSovAdé@yre the Apostle 
apologizes: ‘it is not literally во; the 
servant of righteousness is ao slave, under 
no yoke of bondage; but in order to set 
the contrast between the former and the 
new state better before you, I have used 
this word: I speak as a man (according 
to the requirements of rhetorical anti. 
thesis) on account of the (intellectual, as 
De W. and Thol.: not moral, as Meyer 
and Olsh.) weakness of your flesh (i. e. 
‘because you are таркко! and not rrevua- 
Tixoí, and want such figures to set the 
truth before you.’ Orig., Chrys., Theo- 
doret, Calv., Estius, Wetst., al., take these 
words in a totally different sense: T 
require of you nothing which your fleshly 
weakness will not bear’): for (explana- 
tory of éPovAd0.) like as ye (once) ren- 
dered up your members (as) servants to 
impurity and to lawlessness (two divi- 
sions of áuapría—impurity, against a 
man's self,—lawlessness against God), 
unto lawlessness (both which, дкаб. and 
&rvou., lead to àrouía, result in it: ‘qui 
justitim serviunt, proficiunt : буоно, ini- 
qui, sunt iniqui, vl amplius, Bengel: 
not ‘from one àvouía to another,’ ns 
(Ecum., Theophyl., Luth. Grot, Erasm., 

Tis duaprias, wrnxovoate è “ёк xapüías “eis by ч x 47 
rvapedeb re * rómov Y didax ie, 18 * e p te 82 u 
amò THiS ápaprías *édovAMOnTe TH Sixacocvyy. 
Opwmivov Xéyo Sa тї» ° dcÜéveiav Tis capKos d nd. 
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. 196. 

q Lute ili. 14. 1 Сог. іх. 7. 2 Сог. zi. Sonly f. Esdr. iv. 56. 1 Macc. 
r — ch. v. 18, 29. 

Ш. 19. тет. 18. 
iii. 28. ziv. 32 ab. 

aft ovres ins xa: K 7 tol Syr [coptt] arm Tert, 
rec om uer, with ACD°KL[P]N! rel [vulg copt arm] 

Tert, Ambrst]: ins BDI!FN! 
at end ins естт» F latt(not fuld) [Orig-int, |. 

21. [wore D!- i 
Си. т Tu eT * Orig-int, 

22. for 3e, re(but corrd) Ni. 

i.2. 3 Масс. 

ver. 3 
reff. 1 Co 

Acts iti. 

е / , ápaprias Üávaros, 

6. xi. 

Sedul. for 2nd SovAa, owAa А. 

syr Chr-mss 

[23. om та уар to awmos (passing from шоу. to awr.) P.] 

al.: because (De W.) àrouía is not an 
act, but a principle), so now render up 
your members (as) servants to righteous- 
ness (seo ver. 16) unto (leading to, having 
as its result, perfect) sanctification (cen- 
trast to &rouía, and = рт ое by 
respective consequences). —33.] 
As a further urging of the above exhor- 
tatione, the A contraste the end of 
their former life with that of their pre- 
sent. .] vép introduces a motive 
for the foregoing : but the verse [properly] 
belongs to the following: for ver. 22 is 
the contrast to it. Meyer and Fritz. think 
it to be an explanation of ver. 19, but are 
certainly mistaken. For when ye were 
servants of sin, ye were free in relation 
to (dat. of rd or reference, Winer, 
edn. 6, § 31. 1) righteousness. There 
is doubtless a latent irony in the use of 
Aci depoi here; but it must not be brought 
out too strongly: it does not appear, till 
the end of that freedom is declared. 
N.] Pell, then, ye were free: and what 
was the benefit ?’ обу concedes and assumes. 

There are two ways of pointing: 
(1) that of E. V., carrying on the ques- 
tion to dracxéverbe, and su plying ёг 
dxelvois before d ols, adopted y Chrys., 
Œc., Vulg., Beza, Grot., Estips, Bengel, 
Reiche, Meyer, Fritz., Stuart, al. But 
this though good as far as construction is 
Goose. is inconsistent with the N. T. 
meaning of картбз, which is actions, the 
Fruit of the man considered as the tree, 
not ‘wages,’ or ‘reward,’ the fruit of his 
actions : seo below, ver. 22, and ch. i. 18, 
note. So even Phil. i. 22 (see note). 
So that I much prefer (3) the punctuation 
of Theod. Mops, Theodoret, Theophyl, 
Luth., Melancth., Koppe, Flatt, Tholuck, 

Rückert, Köllner, Olsh., Lachm., Griesb., 
De Wette, al., placing the in ion 
at rére, and making d ols >. éxasox. the 
жб (Things, deed bet pari ye at that . 

ings, s) of which ye are 
now ashamed. TÒ pay yàp TAX. ix. 
@.] the reason of their present shame. 
For the end (= virtually ójória, ver. 23, 
and would be a mere repetition of xapzós 
on the first method of punctuation above) 
of those things (those xapxol consisting 
of sinful acts) is death (death in the 
widest sense, note on ver. 16,—pby- 
sical, which has been the end of sin, in 
which we are all involved, —and spiritual 
and eternal which wil be the end of 
actual sin if followed out). 22.] 
Contrast of your present state to tha 
former one : dom from sin as a mas- 
ter,—servitude (compare dr0pamivor AC, 
ver. 19) to God (a higher description than 
merely 8:кслос буу, the actual antithesis to 
арартіа, ver. 18. The devil would be 
the corresponding antithetical power : and 
not unfrequently.appears in the teaching 
of Paul: but usually in casual expressions, 
as Eph. iv. 27; vi. 11; 2 Tim. ii. 26, not 
ав the principal figure in а course of argu- 
ment),—frait (see on xap»ós, above, ver. 
21,—and remark Tb» xapwór, your fruit, 
fruit actually brought forth, q. d. £xer« 
kaprór, ка} i каряђз Suey &yiacuós) unto 
(leading unto perfect) sanetification, — 
and the end (governed by Ixere) life 
everlasting. 23.] The exds of the 
two courses placed pointedly and anti- 
thetically, and the inherent difference, 
that whereas death (see above) is the 
wages (oy. = pay, or ration, of soldiers; 
compare the similitude in ver. 18, and 
remarks there) of sin, earned and paid 
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3- here 3ce only. Levit. xxii. 12, 

Cuar. VII. I. yeyreakovciv L. 
3. aft (wrros, add xp G. 

Syr. 

down,— eternal life is no дно», nothing 
carned, but the free gift of God to His 
soldiers and servants ;—and that in (not 
* through,'—£r«e enough, but not implied 
in ё», see above on ver. 11) Christ Jesus 
our Lord. VII. 1— .] The explana- 
tion and proof of the assertion ch. vi. 14, 
ov ydp dare бж) vdpov, ФАЛА bed xdpw: 
the answer to the question of vi. 15 having 
occupied vi. 16—28. 1—4.] The 
Christian іг dead to the law by being 
dead with Christ, and has become His. 

1.] Connect with ch. vi. 14, which 
is in fact tho sentence immediately pre. 
ceding. Reiche and Meyer connect with 
vi. 23; * The gift of God is eternal life in 
Jesus Christ our Lord: this you can only 
doubt by being ignorant,’ &c. 
Krehl believes ch. vii. to be the expansion 
of ‘Death is the wages of sin, —and ch. 
viii, of ‘the free gift of God is eternal 
life.“ But not only does this division not 
hold, for much of ch. viii. regards the con- 
flict with sin and infirmity,—but the pro- 
minence of róuos ав the subject here for- 
bids the connexion with àjyória тўз áuapr. 
0dvaros. The steps of the proof are 
these: The law binds а man only so 
long as he lives (ver. 1):—e6.g. a married 
woman is only bound to her husband so 
long as he lives (vv. 2, 8):—во also the 
Christian being dead with Christ and alive 
to Him te freed from the law (ver. 4). 

Seo] Not addressed particularly 
to Jewish Christians: see below: but gene- 
rally to the Roman charch. yivás- 
коосу y. vd. ЛАЛ.) For І am speaking 
(writing) to men acquainted with the 
law; i.e. the persons to whom I address 
this epistle are such as know the law: not 
“1 speak to those who know the law,’ as if 
he were now addressing a different class 
of persons, —which would require rots yàp 

== Acts хі. 26 only. d iride Ba,, Diod. Sic. zx. 53. 
a Deut xxiv. 2 (4). der. li. 8 Bev. | = b ver. 23 reff, 

2. om 2nd rov F(but not G). 
nu. bef uox. DF latt goth [copt Orig-int,]. 

add j унут А copt Orig: Lom (and int,)] Chriſom, J. i aft o аулр ins avrns DF [d] 

ywéoxovow roy убио» ro фп, вее Gal. 
iv. 21. Nor does the knowledge of the 
law here affirmed of the Romans prove 
that the majority of them were Jewish 
Christians: they may have been Gentile 
peg бт. $ убы. кор. тоб 
op. . . .] that the (Mosaic: for of 

that, and not of any other law, is the whole 
argument) law hath power over a man 
(not ё >бц. тоб àvôpárov, ‘a man's law,’ 
and w«upiedes absolute, has dominion,’—as 
Hamm. and Dr. Burton, which is very 
questionable Greek and atill worse sense) 
as long time as he (the man, sce vv. 4 
and 6:—not the law, as Origen, Erasm., 
Grot., Estius, al., which would introduce 
the irrelevant question of the abrogation of 
the law, whereas the whole matter in argu- 
ment is the relation of the Christian to the 
law) lives. 2.] For (not merely = e. g., 
but, as Thol., the example is itself the 
proof) the married (ref.) woman is bound 
by the law to the living husband: but 
if the husband die, she is set free from 
(lit. annulled from) the law of (‘ regard- 
ing, compare reff. and ó vóuos ToU AewpoU, 
Levit. xiv. 2) the husband (no hy pallage)- 

3.] And accordingly (ioa оду, from 
the same consideration, tt follows that’) 
while her husband lives she shall be 
called (see ref.:—and on this use of the 
future, as declaring what shall follow on a 
condition being fulfilled, Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 40. 6) an adulteress, if she attach her- 
self to (become the wife of) another man : 
but if her husband die, she is free from 
the law (rot ду8рбз), so that (it matters 
little whether ToU uh is the resulé or the 
purpose: it is better always to keep the 
latter in view, and to regurd the result in 
such sentences as for the moment spoken 
of as the purpose to which its constituents 
contributed) she is not an adalteress, 
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though she have attached herself to 
another man. So far all is clear. 
But when we come to the application of 
the example, this must carefully be borne 
in mind, as tending to clear up all the 
confusion which has here been found by 
Commentators :—that the Apostle is insist- 
ing on the fact, that DEATH DISSOLVES 
LEGAL OBLIGATION : but he is not draw- 
ing an exact parallel between the persons 
in his example, and the persons in his ap- 
plication. The comparison might be thus 
made in terms common to both: (1) Death 
has dissolved the legal obligation between 
man and wife: therefore the wife is at 
liberty to be married to another :—(2) 
Death has dissolved the legal obligation 
between the law and цз: therefore we are 
at liberty to be married to another. So 
far the comparison is strict. Further it 
will not hold: for in the example, the 
liberated person is the survivor,—in the 
thing treated, the liberated person is the 
dead persen, And во far from this being 
an oversight or an inaccuracy, it is no 
more than that to which, more or lese, all 
comparisons are liable; and no more can 
be required of them than that they should 
fit, in the kernel and intent of the simili- 
tude. If it be required here to apply the 
example further, there is no difficulty nor 
inconsisteucy in saying (as Chrys. al.) that 
our first Husband wus the Law, and our 
second is Christ; but then it must be 
carefully borne in mind, that we are freed, 
not by the law huving died to «s, (which 
matter here is not treated,) but by our 
having died to the law. It is not necessary 
with Calv. and Tholuck, to suppose thut 
in ver. 4 there is an euphemistic inversion, 
* we are dead to the law,’ instead of ‘the 
law is dead to ug; indeed such a supposi- 
tion would, from what is said above, much 
weaken the argument, which rests on our 
being slain with Christ, and so freed from 
the law. 4.] 8o then (inference both 
from ver. 1, the general fact, and vv. 2, 3, 
the example) my brethren, ye also (as 
well as the woman in my example, who is 
dead to the law of her hugbind) were 

om 186 «> F[-gr ]. 

Gospp. ch. 

zzii. 15. 
here bis. Matt. ziii. 23 1. Mark iv. 38. Col. 

b = ch. viii, 12 al. see note. 

po F. кархофорєсоџе» 

slain to the law (crucified, see Gal. ii. 19, 
20. The more violent word is used instead 
of awe@dvere, to recall the violent death of 
Christ, in which, and after the manner of 
which, believers have been put to death to 
the law and sin,—and the Aisforio aorist 
to remind them of the vane Event by 
which this was bronght about) by means 
of the (crucified) Body (compare 8:4 rijs 
Epospopas ToU сёџратозѕ Tov Inc. xp., Heb. 
x. 10) of Christ, that you should become 
attached to another, (even) to Him who 
was raised from the dead (alluding both 
to the comparison in vv. 2, 8, vdr. 
ardpl érépg, and to ch. vi. 4, 5, Tra фун. 
rly fe xpirrds K. r. A.), that we should 
(here strictly final, as Thol., Meyer, Do 
W., &o. Not merely ecbatic, as Fritzsche) 
bring forth fruit (alluding to xapwór, 
ch. iv. 22, and at the same time (Luke 
i, 42) carrying on the similitude of mar- 
riage. Not that this latter must be pressed, 
for there is only an allusion to it: nor on 
the other hand need the least objection 
be raised to such an understanding of the 
words, as any one conversant with St. Paul'a 
way of speaking on this subject will at once 
feel: compare 2 Cor. xi. 2; Eph. v. 80—32) 
to (dat. commodi, to the honour оў”) God. 

5, 6.] In the fleshly state (before 
we died with Christ) sinful passions which 
were by the Law worked in us and brought 
forth fruit to death: but now that we are 
dead to the law, we are no longer servants in 
the oldness of the letter, but in the newness 
of the spirit. The Law (ch. v. 20, alluded 
to again vi. 14) was the multiplier of sin 
To this thought, and the inferences from 
it, the Apostle now recurs, and contrasts 
the state under the law in this respect, 
with that of the believer in Christ. For 
when we were іп the flesh (= virtually, 
“under the law:” see the antithesis in 
ver. 6: во almost all Commentators, an- 
cient and modern,—except Beza, Bengel, 
Reiche, and Thol., who take it to mean 
the mere fleshly state, in which the Spirit 
is not yet energizing, and Ambrst., Culov., 
Olsh., al., who interpret it of the state of 
the unregenerate. But Aow docs ёи тӯ 
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тарк! denote under the law?’ Some say, 
on account of its carnality, as more or lesa 
Theodoret, Œc., Hammond, Grot, al: 
some, on account of the power of sin under 
the law,—as Chrys., TheophyL, Calv., al.: 
best of all is it to understand it, with 
Rückert, Kóllner, Meyer, Fritz., De Wette, 
as pointing to the period before deat^ 
with Christ, in which we were sensual and 
sinful: so that èv тӯ cap elra: forms а 
contrast with 6arare02»a. But, as De 
W. observes, it must not with Fritz. be 
rendered ‘ quum viveremus,’ as this is never 
the sense of у (rp) capa) (elva:),—not 
even 2 Cor. x. 8: nor, I may add, Pbil. 
i. 24) the s 8 (‘passions of sins, 
objective gen., which led to sins: not by 
hendiadys for radu. ápgaproeAd, which, as 
always, destroys the force) of sins, which 
were by means of the law (the incite- 
ments, —not the sins, in this place, though 
ultimately it was so, the incitement lead- 
ing to the sin. The full meaning of 3:4 тоў 
es Ai must be kept, ‘ which were by means 
of the law: i. е. the law occasioned them. 

ke argues for the rendering. under the 
law,’ ‘in the time of the law,’ which would 
destroy the force of the argument connect- 
ing the law with sin, here pn во strongly as 
to require the question of ver. 7) wrought 
(‘energized :’ not pass, but middle: see 
note on Gal. v. 6) in our members (the in- 
struments of sin, ch. vi. 13) to the bring- 
ing forth of fruit (see on той ий ver. 8: 
the каркоф. was the final object of their 
energizing, not the mere result. In 
картоф.Љеге, the allusion to progeny is very 
distant, if it exists at all. Meyer makes it 
refer to an adulterous state, and personifies 
Өбуатоѕ ; but this can hardly be) unto 
death (only a verbal antithesis to rẹ беф: 
—‘whose end was death): 6.] But 
now (opposed to 5те, ver. 5) have we been 
delivered (annulled) from the law, having 
died (to that) wherein we were held 
(the reading áxofavórros cannot even be 

brought into discussion, as it appears to be 
only a conjecture of Beza's, arising from a 
misunderstanding of the text (and of Chry- 
sostom's commentary, who did not read 
it),—see the analogy explained on ver. 1: 
the other reading, ToU @aydrov, is а cor- 
rection to suit ver. 5. So that dv $ either 
refers directly to duo, ётобаэбутез being 
absolute and parenthetic, or we must under- 
stand éxeí»q aft. àxo0. I prefer the latter, 
as suiting better tbe style of the Apostle 
and the whole connexion. The omission 
of the demonstrative pron. probably is 
occasioned by a desire to give especial 
prominence to the fact of ётобаубетез, 
or perbaps on account of the prepos. 
ard in composition, as in ch. x. 14, тёз 
ody éxwaAégurra: els dy ойк exlorevoay ;), 
so that we serve (not ‘should serve,’ as 
E. V.: the pres. describes the actual state : 
—understand * God’ after serve) in the 
newness of the Spirit (i.e. of the Holy 
Spirit of God, who originates and pene- 
trates the Christian life:—the first men- 
tion of the Spirit so much spoken of in 
ch. viii.) and not in the oldness of the 
letter (the law bejng only a collection of 
precepts and ee but the Gospel 
a service of freedom, ruled by the Spirit, 
whose presence is liberty). xa:wórys and 
wadaérys are not as in ch. vi. 4, xawórnTi 
(wis, attributes of Ше genitives which 
follow them, but states im which those 
genitives are the ruling elements. 

1—95.] An explanation of the part 
which the law has in bringing out sin, by 
example of the Apostie’s own case. In 
this most important and difficult passage, 
it is of the first consequence to have a clear 
view of the form of illustration which the 
Apostle adopts, and of the reason why he 
adoptis it. The former has been amply 
treated of by almost all Commentators : the 
latter, too generally, has escaped their en- 
quiry. But it furnishes, if satisfactorily 
treated, a key to the other. I ask then first, 
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why St. Paul suddenly changes here to the 
first person? And the answer is, because 
he is about to draw a conclusion negativing 
the question (d dug Guapria;) upon purely 
subjective grounds, proceeding on that 
which passes within, when the work of the 
law is carried on in the heart. And he is 
about to depict this work of the law by an 
example which shall set it forth in vivid 
colours, in detail, in its connexion with sin 
in a man. What example then so apposite, 
as kis own? Introspective as his character 
was, and purified as his inner vision was by 
the Holy Spirit of God, what example would 
во forcibly out the inward s 
of the man which prove the holiness of the 
law, while they shew its i prie un con- 
nexion with the production of sin ? If 
this be the reason why the first person is 
here assumed (and I can find no other 
which does not introduce into St. Paul's 
style an arbitrariness and caprice which it 
least of all styles exhibits), then we must 
dismiss from our minds all exegesis which 
explains the passage of any other, in the 
first instance, than of Paul himself : him- 
self indeed, as an exemplar, wherein others 
may see themselves: but not himself i» the 
person of others, be they the Jews, nation- 
ally or individually, or ай mankind, or indi- 
vidual men. This being done, there arises 
now a question y important, —Of 
what self is it that he speaks throughout 
this passage? Is it always the same? Ifso, 
is it always the carnal, unregenerate self? 
or always the spiritual, regenerate? Clearly 
not the latter always; for to that self the 
historical account of vv. 7—18 will not 
apply, and still less the assertion, in the 
present, of ver. 14. Clearly not the former 
always : for to that the assertion of ver. 22 
will not apply, nor that of ver. 25. Is it 
always the не self, wade up a 
prevailing spiritual-regenerate, wit. е 
remains of the carnal. P Not 
always this : although this seems nearer to 
satisfying the conditions: for inthe descrip- 
tion ver. 9, èyè Ie xp rómov word, and 
in фуф odpxwos «и k. r. A. ver. 14, there is 
no complexity, but the éyé is clearly the 
carnal man. Therefore not always the 
same. If not always the same, where is the 
distinction? If we look carefully, the 
Apostle himeelf will guide us to it. Having 
carried on the éyó unqualified and unex- 
plained till ver. 18, he t has occasion to 
вау ойк olei dv ёро) &àya6ór. But he is con- 
scious that, as he had written to the Cor. 
(1 Cor. iii. 16), +d nyepa тоб Geo olet dy 
ui: ho thereforo finds it necessary to cor. 

uv. 22. хіх. 
у = ch. 1. 26. (3 Сог. х. 8.) 

rect himself by an explanation, what dy he 
meant, and to dv dn, —rovrég Tw фу 
тў т=ркё pov. So that ¢yé there is equiva- 
lent to ў edp pov, i.e. ‘myself in my 
state of life to the law and sin, and acting 

adds 
card. тӧу low A „ and in ver. 25, 

fixes abrós ; in both cases shewing that 
Tice notes below) he speaks of the complex 
man, himself made up of an fco, an 
Ke бубролгос, of ó rois and ў edp. Are 
we then justified in assuming, that up to 
ver. 22 the carnal- erate self is 
spoken of, but after that the complex self? 
Buch a supposition would not be consistent 
with the assertion of the OA from ver. 15 
onwards: so suck will existing in the car- 
nal unregencrate man. I believe the true 
account will be nearly as follows :—from 
ver. 7—13 incl. is historical, and the yó 
there is the historical self, under the work- 
ing of conviction of sin, and shewing the 
work of the law; in other words, tke car- 
mal self in the transition state, under the 
first motions towards God generated by the 
law, which the law could never have per- 
fected. Then at ver. 14, Paul, according to 
a habit very common to him, keeps hold of 
the carnal self, and still having it in view, 
transfers himself into his present position, 
—altering the past tense into the present, 
still however meaning by éyó (in ver. 14), 
$ odp pov. But, having passed into the 
present tense, he immediately mingles with 
this mere action of the law upon the natural 
conscience, the motions of the will towards 
God which are in conflict with the motions 
towards sin in the members. And hence 
arises an apparent verbal confusion, because 
the ¢yé е. g. in ver. 17, of whom it is said, 
офк ёт: dye катеруё(оџа: abrd, being the 
entire personality, the complez self, is of 
fur wider extent than the yó of whom it 
is said ойк olxe? d» dol, rovréa rw d» тӯ 
саркі pov, &уабду. But the latter éyó, in 
this part of the chapter, is shewn to be 
(vv. 17, 20) no longer properly éyó, but $ 
olkovca év ёро) (a, —and so it passes 
altogether out of sight after ver. 20, and 
ite place ts taken by the actual then exist- 
ing complex seif of үш compounded of 
t enerate spiritual man, sympathizin 
with God's law, serving God's lau, in mad 
flict with the still remaining though deca- 
dent carual man, whose essence it isto servo 
the law of sin, to bring captive to the law 
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of sin. This state of conflict and division that, but... There surely is no con- 1 aa 
against one’s self would infullibly bring trast to ô vóu. брартіа, see ver. 8. [47] 
about utter ruin, and might well lead to 
despair (ver. 24), but for the rescue which 
God’s grace has provided by Jesus Christ 
our Lord. And this rescue bus been such, 
that I, the abrbs фуф of ver. 25, the real 
self, the nobler and better part of the man, 
serve, with the rovs (see there), the law of 
God : whereas it is only with the flesh, ac- 
cording to which (ch. viii. 4) Ido not walk, 
but overcome and mortify it, that I serve 
(am still subject to) the law of sin. Then 
this subjection of the flesh to the law of 
sin, to the SovAela ris pOopas, is fully set 
out, in its nature,—consequences to the car- 
паї, —and «ses to the epirilual, —in ch. viii. 

Any thing like a summary of the exe- 
gesis of this passage would be quite beyond 
my limits. I must refer the student to com. 
mentaries on this epistle alone,—and espe- 
cially to that of Tholuck, where a complete 
and masterly history is given. It may 
suffice here to say, that most of the ancients 
suppose ёуф to represent mankind, or the 
Jews generally, and the whole to be taken 
chronologically,—to ver. 9 as before the 
law, after ver. 9 as under the law. This 
was once Augustine’s view, Prop. 44 in E 
ad Rom. vol. iii. p. 2071, but he afterwa 
changed it (Retract. i. 23, vol. i. р. 620) and 
adopted in the main that advocated above. 

The default of a history of the exegesis 
will be found to be in some measure com- . 
pensated by the account of opinions given 
under the separate verses below. 
T.) т{ оў» èp., see note, ch. vi. 1. 
6 v. ёрартќо ;] Is the law (not, as Jowett, 
* conscience,’ but in our case, the revealed 
law of God, which awoke the conscience 
to action) sin I- not ‘the cause of sin,’ 
which in one sense the Apostle would not 
have denied,—but sin, abstract for con- 
crete, sinful, or, as Bengel, causa peccati 

inosa. д убдоз itself being ab- 
stract, that which is predicated of it is 
abstract also. The contrast is, 6 duo: 
Ayios, ver. 12. The question itself refers 
back to ver. 5, rà яабђиата rà» üpap- 
ту тё 8:4 ToU duo. It is asked, not 
by an objector, but by the Apostle himself, 
in anticipation of an objection. ФМА) 
Is but here in contrast to 6 du. duapr., 
meaning, ‘so far from tbat,'—or is it a 
qualification of uh *yévorro, meaning but 
still it is true, that. . . 7 Neither ex. 
planation exactly suits the context, which 
is, by a proper elucidation of the law's 
working as regards sin, to prove it to be 
holy. would rather understand àxAd, 
but whit I mean is... „I say not 

obk Fyvev) ‘non cognoscebam, ni.. , 
I was living in а state of ignorance 
of sin, wereitnot.... This construction 
comprehends in it obe ћу Hr as a con- 
sequence, and is therefore often said to be 
put for it; but it has ite propriety, as here, 
where a historical state is being described, 
and the unconditional indicative is more 
appropriate. Tholuck makes it = ‘non 
cognoveram, ni. . , in which caso the 
indic. expresses more plainly than the con- 
junctive the absolute dependence of the 
fact on the condition. There is some 
difficulty in understanding the mutual 
relation of the clauses, rJ» du. оёк Ѓуро», 
and rf» те yàp ёт:0. obe few. It is well 
known that те differs from ка, in not 
coupling things co-ordinate, but attach- 
ing things subordinate, to a former. Thus 
Thucyd. i. 9 begins 'Ayanéu»w» тё до 
Boxe? . . , on which Poppo remarks 
(cited by Thol.), ‘Sequitur exemplum 
aucte Grecorum opulentis .'... ductum 
ex rebus Agamemhonis et causis expedi- 
tionis Trojans ;’ an example being a subor- 
dinate verification of a general categorical 
statement. The ydp also shews that the 
second clause is subordinated to, and al- 
leged in substantiation of the first. Then 
what is dpapria? Is it sin in acf, or sin 
in principle,—the principle of sin? Not 
sin i» act, so that du. obe Hy. should 
mean, I had not entered into contact 
with sin,’ i.e. ‘had not sinned г as Fritz.: 
for then the law would have truly and 
actually been the cause of sin: nor, sin i» 
act, so that the meaning were, I had not 
known the nature of a sinful act > for this 
would not agree with the subordination of 
ёт:боріа below: the drt. being more gene- 
ral (ката» dib.) than the particular acts 
which it induced. But the reference must 
be to sin in principle, the principle of sin : 
I had not recognized such a thing as 
sin, but by means of the law. So Calv., 
Melancth., Calov., Rückert, Kólln., Olsh., 
Thol., De Wette. The law here is in 
the fall sense of the Mosaic law as regarded 
himself,—not excluding the wider sense on 
which I have insisted in the former part of 
whe аА when applied to others. 

тє ...) For neither (‘neque 
enim’) had I known (by ex aci 
‘known any thing of") coveting (the 
motions of the flesh towards ein, —whether 
acted on or not, —whether consented to or 
not :—this motion he would not have per- 
ceived, because he was simply moving with 
tt) if the law had not said, Thou shalt 



8, 9. 

d ch. iv. 5 reff, А ө — Acta xx. 19 reff. 
h (subjective; here only. 

7. om re F latt [copt Orig-int, ]. 
8. om de D'(and lat’). 

9. e(n» B: eCour 17. 

not covet (reff. Exod. Deut.) * Covet,’ in 
the above sense. The Apostle omits all 
the objects there specified, and merely lays 
hold of the idea contained in éx:@vufoas. 
And it may well be said and strictly, that 
the coveting there spoken of would lead 
to all kinds of sin—therefore murder, 
adultery, &c., if carried out: and that the 
prohibition of desire there serves as an 
example of what the law actually forbids 
elsowhere. 8.] But (p ing with 
the development of sin by means of the law) 
Bin (the sinful principle or propensity, but 
without any conscious ification on 
the part of the A рове, —see some excellent 
remarks on personiflcation in Tholuck) 
having found occasion (àopuf, as its 
derivation shews, means more than mere 
opportunity,—it indicates the furnishing 
the material апа ground of attack, the 
wherewith and whence to attack. The 
words here are not to be joined, as Luth., 
Olsh., Meyer, with ёё т. évroAfjs [which 
belongs to xarnpydcaro, see below ] :—for 
(1) àQopu. AaBeiv Sud would not express 
whence the ёфорић is taken, ав wapd or 
ёк, but only фу what means some à. is 

en from some source,—which would 
not here suit the Apostle’s meaning, seeing 
that the sowrce itself «as the command- 
ment, —and (2) ver. 13, 3:4 тоё ay. катеру., 
decides the matter here, - but absolutely, 
as frequently, see Wetst.) by means of the 
commandment (not = ToU эбдо», but the 
tenth commandment, the prohibition in 
question) wrought in me (not ‘ wrought 
out,’ ‘brought into action,’ but 'origi- 
nated ’ [using this commandment as its 
instrument ]) all (manner) of coveting ; 
for without the law sin is (not ‘was: 
the omission of the verb substantive shews 
the sentence to be a locus communis,— 
and compare ch. iv. 15) dead (powerless 
and inactive: compare 1 Cor. xv. 56, 4 
Sdvauis т. duaprias д dos). This 
deadness of sin without the law must not 
be understood as meaning that sin was 
committed but not recognized, the con- 
science being not informed nor awakened : 

IIPOZ POMAIOTS. 

eri e 8 ° adopuny 8 XafBobsa ў ápapría ià тўс » Exon. vx. 
с r, ‘xatnpyacato ёр ёро °тйта> *émiüuuiav 
f epis yap идрои ápapria Bvexpd. 9 сүф dé» dv f «opis 
vópov !Toré. *erBovans 82 rìs 9évroMgs 59) dpapría 

12 dis. Gal. v. 13. 1 Tim. v. 14 only. Р. Ezek. v. T only. 

Act c John ix. 13, ch. zd, 30 al. 

for 2nd vouos, Aoyos L. 
rec катеруасато, with ABZ CFK LR rel: txt B! D[P) d. 

ins ņ bef auapria №? [ Meth, Chr, Gennad- ei Isid-c, ]. 
latt Syr [copt arm Orig -int, J Jer Aug Sedul Ambrst Pel [pref K goth]. 

979 

: ur. v. 
21. absol., 
eh. Kili. 9. 
1 Cor. x. 6. 
James iv. 2, 

zxxlii. 15. 
b ver. 11. 2Cor. 

Vi. 12. xi. 
c = Luke zziii. 66. 1 Tim. vi. 14. 

f ch. iii, 21 reff. Е = James ii. 17 al. 
k = but objective, Gal. Ш. 23, 25. 

ex:Oupyons КГР]. 

aft »expa ins n» F 

such a statement would be £rue, but would 
not touch the matter argued here. Eras- 
mus (Thol) well explains the rexpá,— 
‹ Quum ante legem proditam (but вее be- 
low) quedam peccata nescirem, quedam 
ita scirem, ut mihi tamen licere putarem, 
quod vetita non essent,—levius ac lan. 
ыш sollicitabatur animus ай peccan- 
um, ut frigidius amamus ea, quibus ubi 

libeat potiri fas sit. Cimterum legis indicio 
proditis tot peccati formis, universa cupidi- 
tatum cohors irritata prohibitione ccpit 
acrius ad peccandum sollicitare Compare 
also Prov. ix. 17, and (Wetst.) Ovid. Amor. 
ii. 19. 3, ‘Quod licet ingratum est, quod 
non licet acrius urit:’ and ib. iii. 4. 17, 
* Nitimur in vetitum semper, cupimusque 
negata г and Seneca, de Clem. i. 23 (Thol.), 
< Parricide cum lege coperunt, et illis 
facinus poena monstravit: and a remark- 
able passage from Cato's speech in Livy 
xxxiv. 4, Nolite eodem loco existimare, 
Quirites, futuram rem, quo fuit, antequam 
lex de hoc ferretur. Et hominem improbum 
non accusari tutius est, quam absolvi, et 
luxuria non mota tolerabilior esset, quam 
erit nunc, ipsis vinculis, sicut fera bestia, 
irritata, deinde emissa." 9.] It is a 
great question with Interpreters, of what 
foe Paul here speaks. Those who sink 

is own personality, and think that he 
speaks merely as one of mankind, or of 
the Jews, understand it of the period 
before the law was given: some, of Adam 
in Paradise before (?) the prohibition: 
those who see Paul himself throughout 
the whole think that he speaks,— some, of 
his state as a Pharisee: this however 
would necessitate the understanding the 
legal death which follows, of his conver- 
sion, which cannot well be: some, of his 
stato as a child, before that freedom of 
the will is asserted which causes rebellion 
against the law as the will of another: so 

eyer, Thol., al. Agreeing in some mea- 
sure with the last view, 1 would extend 
the limits further, and say that he speaks 
of all that time, be it mere childhood or 
mach more, before the law began ils work 
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Y . re v ch. ii. 10 гей. 

u E “dyla kai Sixala кай d yabij. 
épo éyévero Üdvaros ; " ш) yévoito’ GAN’ Hapap ría, iva 

13 v Tò оду dh 

в = 3 Cor. lii. 6. 
u 3 Pet. ij. 12. 

10. om 2nd т) L m! 48. 77. 100 [Meth, ] Chr-ms. 
18. [for ro ov», Ti ovr ro P Meth) TN rec for eyerero, yeyove (corra, the historic aor 

, with KL sot being understo 
] Meth, Damasc, ABCDN[P 47(Tisch 

within him,—before the deeper energies of 
his moral nature were aroused (see on 
Nose below). But (Ic opposed, 
but only for to vexpd, and so having 
84: so Meyer and De W.) I was alive 
(not merely lived, ‘went on, but em- 
phatic, ‘vious eram,’ as Aug., i.e. ‘lived 
and flourished,’—contrasted with àwé8aror 
below) without dn law (the law havin 
no recognized in my moral existence 
once; but wheu the commandment (above, 
ver. 8) came (purely subjective; not ‘was 
enacted,’ came in,’—but ‘came to me,’ as 
we say, ‘came home to me,’ ‘ was brought 
home to me’), sin sprang into life (not 
* revived : however true it may be that 
sin was merely dormant, the idea insisted 
on here, is, that it was dead and came to 
life, began to live and flourish :—but this 
is not to be compared with àrégAeja in 
John ix. 11; see note there), 10.] 
but I died (ceased to live-and-flourish 
before, —fell into that state of unhappiness, 
which even afterwards under the gospel 
he calls @dvaros, ver. 24, ch. viii. 2): 
and (not an additional particular, but == 
‘and so, merely changing the subject 
from ‘I,’ to ‘the commandment’) the 
commandment which was for (tending to 
life (compare ch. x. 5, à жо таз айт 
Aroperros kira dv abrois, and reff. there: 
the life is one of prosperity primarily, bat 
capable of, and indeed requiring (x. 5) 
a higher interpretation), this (very com- 
N (абту directs attention in a 
marked way to the antecedent subject : so 
frequently airés and éxeivos: see Matt. 
xxiv. 18: Winer, edn. 6, § 23. 4) was 
found (subjective ob elrer бт: ij drroA) 
véyové но: Odvaros, лл , Td Kate 
yoy wal wapd8otoy rtis aroxlas obras 
ёритуебеу, Chrys.) by me (to be) unto 
(tending to) death (explained on àzé6. 
above). 11.) For (explanatory how 
ver. 10 happen Жы (the sinfal prin- 
ciple within me) having found occasion 

Cyr-c Gennad-c Thdrt (Ec ТЫ: om F: txt 
(aaa, so BCF[P] а k m[(Scr, e contra 

(absol. as in ver. 8, where see note), —by 
means of the commandment deceived me 
(there is a plain reference to the Tempter 
deceivi ve, which was accomplished by 
means of the commandment, exciting doubt 
of and objection to it, and lust tbe 
forbidden thing: see reff. 2 Cor., 1 Tim.), 
and by it slew me (i. e. brought me into 
the state of misery and death, mentioned 
in ver. 10 ;—but there is an allusion again 
to the effect of the fall as the act of the 
Tempter). 19.] So that (seeing it 
was not the law in general, nor this par- 
ticular commandment, that wrought covet- 
пша me, but the sinful principle in me 
taking advantage of these, which them- 
selves were given els (why and not els 
Gdyaroy) the law (indeed) is holy (uér, 
as understanding a 8é to follow but it 
was sin,’ &c.: which does follow in an ex- 
panded form, in ver. 18), and the com. 
mandment (ойк éwi8vufoes, ver. 8) holy 
and just and good oret thus ac- 
counts for the epithets: dylav xposyyd- 
Се és vb Béor ee, Salav 84, 

s pbs тоз wapaBdras Thy Who ék- 
eveyxotcar Syon 84, фз (wh rois puàdr- 
rovoi elrpexi(ovcay. See also 1 Tim. i. 
8). 18.] Did then the good (= that 
which was good,’ і. е. ў dreh, but made 
abstract for the sake of greater contrast) 
become death (во 6 du., duapria, ver. 7) 
to me? Was it, after all, the command- 
ment itself that became to me this death 
of which I P Far from it: but 
(it was) sin (that became death to me. 
The construction adopted by Vulg., Luth., 

whereby the energy of evil is detected; so 
that sin, by its perversion of the (good) 
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Cor. viii. 1, 4. 2 Cor. v. 1. 1 John iii. 2, 14 al. 
e 1 Cor. Ui. 1. 

e eh. iL 2. üi. 19. viii. 22,28. 1 
zii. I. ziv. 1 al. 
хі. 19. xxxvi. 28 only. (- urs, ch. xv. 37.) 
15. (Acts iv. 34 гей.) 

Treg) 47]. (A uncert.)) 

arm Aug, Jer,: txt В 
Chr, (Damasc Hil ]. 

word ? but the two are constantly con 
[ista ms] тв Phot, Thl (Ec: txt ABCDFN! b! o 17 Meth, 

“Pi mss тагу) Damasc. 

commandment into а cause (evil) of death, 
was shewn in its real c Gs sin. 
That this is the rendering is evident by the 
following clause, which is parallel with it. 

„ Valla, Elmer, Dr. Burton, al., 
make ápapría the subject: ‘that sin might 
appear to be working death, &. (‘so that 
sin appeare to have effected my death,’ &c. 
Dr. Burton, most ungrammatically): there 
is no objection to this on the ground of 
àuapr. being anarthrous, as even Bp. Mid- 
dleton himself reluctantly scknowledges 
the objection lies in the context, as above), 
that (explains and runs parallel with the 
former fra, as in 2 Cor. ix. 8, where he adds 
to the 2nd fra, ka8às fAeyor) by means 
of the commandment sin might become 

(above measure) sinful: i.e. 
that sin, which was before unknown as 
such, might, being vivifled and brought 
into energy by (its opposition to) the com- 
mandment, be brought out as being (not 
merely ‘shewn to be") exceedingly sinful 
(sinful in an exaggerated degree—promi- 
nent in its true character as the opponent 
of God). 14.] On the change into 
the present tense here, see above in the 
remarks on the whole section. Hitherto 
bas been historical: now the Apostle 
passes to the present time, keeping hold 
yet of the carnal éyé of former days, 
whose remnants are still energizing in the 
renewed man. For (by way of explaining 
and setting in still clearer light the relativo 
positions of sin and the law, and the state 
of inner conflict brought about by their 
working) we know (it is an acknowled 
principle wr ра us, see reff.) that the 
law is spiri (sprung from God, who is 
а Spirit, and requiring of men spiritual 

ty. These meanings, which have been 
separately held by different Commentators, 
may, аз То]. and De W. observe, well be 
united): but I (see beginning of section) 

р 

zii. 
b = bere only. (ch. iii. 7 reff.) 

dch. 1. 11. 1 Cor. 
3 Cor. Ш. 3. Heb. vil. 16 only. 2 Chron. zxxil. 8. Ezek. 

f =- here only. 4 Kings xvi. 17. 1 Mace. i. 

3 apaptia bef орартелоѕ DF tol [copt] arm Aug, Ambrst. 
for yap, Je А Ro І, syr-mg Orig,[int, Bas, ] C ] T : 

FEN rel [latt syrr copt goth 
rec capkios (corra to more usual and a py more appro- 

15 one: рш 
“Р, drt Aug,: om seth 

ig. int, Meth, Tit, Did, 

, with K(e sil) L| P]N3 Orig, 
phr, Nyss, Bas, 

am earnal ([subject to the law of the 
flesh, and in bondage to it, see below) 
сёркіғоз, stronger than саркікќз; carneus 
rather than carnalis, but it is doubtful 
whether the two endings were not used 
indiscriminately : see Tholuck), sold (into 
slavery, see reff.; but the similitude must 
not be exacted in all particulars, for it 
is only the fact of slavery, as far as its 
victim, the man, is concerned, which is 
here prominent) under (to, and во as to be 
under the power of) sin. Tholuck (who 
differs from the view of this section advo- 
cated above, yet) adds here: “The éy4 
appears here in its totality as sinful, while 
in vv. 16, 20 it is distinguished from sin. 
That Paul does not here bear in mind this 
distinction, erg be urine by the maxim, 
‘à potiori fit inatio ;’ the éyé is a 
slave, and has not his own will: as ver. 23 
shews, the ¢yé which is hostile to sin, 
the >бдоз той rods, is under coercion, and 
the man isa captive. So Arrian in Epict. 
ii. 22: Srov Tb éyà кай Tb фаб», dxe? 
ёубукт Bre Tò (Gor, ef dv rapel, dxe? 
Tb kvpiebor elvai, ei dy трошрќсе, éxeivo 
(qu. xe? ) elvai. The latter clauso 
of the verse is the very strongest nsser- 
tion of man's subjection to the slavery of 
sin in his carnal nature. А 15.) For 
a f of this wexpdoOc: under sin, viz. 
8 able to do what I would, vv. 
15—17) that which I perform (am in the 
habit of doing) I know not (act blindly, at 
the dictates of another: which is proper to 
a slave. oxoroüuga фто, cuvaprd (ona, 
drhpeiay öron dye, ойк olda wês фтоске\!- 
(ona, Chrys. The meaning, ‘J e 
^oi, introduced by Aug. and held by 
Erasm., Beza, Grot., Estius, Semler, al., 
is not sanctioned by usage,—see note оп 
1 Cor. viii. 8,—and would make the follow. 
ing clause almost a tautology): for (expla- 
nation of last assertion, shewing how such 
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u Au. OÙ yàp d G, тобто ттрйтето, àXX & шеф, тобто то. аср. 
1 1 Hin. 16 el ёё d où Ge, Tor тоф, #тйифтш TO ropy б зве 17 

v. 4. , , 

Eu y" а као. 17 vr è {ойк ёт éyà * karepyátouas avro, m Re 
— © e h 

Teer i. | ДААА 7) !"oikobca !év e,’ ápapría. 18 oida yàp ётг ойк 
i , ^ a ? e 

Tema, oixe? ! év épol, " rovréaTw èv тӯ саркі pov, дүаббу. тд 
еп. iv. 10. M 

m as above "m yap Өе» °таракета{ por, TÒ 8 *xarepydteoOas ? то 
Or. vil. 

13. 
vi. 16 only. 

n Acts xix. 4 reff. 
Anab. vii. 3. 22. 

vi> P кайду ой. 19 ov yàp $ бёл® того дуабор, dA $ où Gero 
o here only bis t. Sir. xxxiv. (zzzi. 16. Hom. Od. x. 65. Polyb. iv. 38. 7. lii. 57, 3. Xen. 

p here bis. 2 Cor. ziii. 7. Gal. vi. 9. . Amos v. 14. 1 Thess, v. 21 only 

15. om 1st rovro DF goth Meth, [Orig-int,] Pelag (copt om both): ins ABCKL(P]N 
rel vulg Гвугг eth arm] Orig,[int,| fig Chr [Bas, Kuthal-ms] Thdrt Aug, [Ambrst]. 

оАла N. 
16. суфти DFR. 
17. (алла, во BDF Lf[e sil, Tischdf].) 

for калоз, калоу er Е. 
for ооруса, єуоікоуса BN [Meth,(in 

Phot-ms)] Ambrst (eroixe: am Ambrst in follg ver). 
18. ins то bef ayalo» F Meth, Сут[-р, Thdrt-c, . 

«уабо» F [ Euthal-ms Damasc Orig-int Ambrst, }. 
for 8e, yap, and for кало», 

rec (for ov) ovx evpioxe, with 
DE [vulg syrr goth (eth)] arm-mg Chr, Thdrt Jer Sedul : txt ABCN [47] 
copt arm eth, Cyr[-p] gr-mss-mentd-by-A 

19. ins rovro bef хош С c vulg [Orig-int,] Jeraug- 
Aug, 
(Aa, so BDIN.) 

for ov bee, шоо F vulg-sixt(with F. lat) Thdrt [Orig int, (tæti)]: om G. 

blind service comes to ) not what I 
desire, that do I (this 6éAw is not the full 
determination of the will, the standing 
with the bow drawn and the arrow aimed; 
but rather the inclination of the will, 
the taking up the bow and pointing at the 
mark, but without power to draw it :—we 
have dA in the sense of to wish, 1 Cor. 
vii. 7, 32; xiv. 5; 2 Cor. xii. 20), but 
what I hate (= où GA, ver. 19: no dis- 
tinction in intensity between dA and 
pisé), that I do (no distinction here be- 
tween xpdooew and то, as apparently in 
John iii. 20, 21, where see note: for they 
are interchanged in vv. 19, 20). The 
Commentators cite several parallel pas- 
sages from profane writers: e.g. Seneca, 
Hippol. 604, Vos testor omnes caslites, hoc 
quod volo, me nolle;’—Epictetus, Enchiri- 
dion ii. 26, éwel yàp 6 ёрартбуер où 66A€i 

dvew, ЛАА каторда, dN Sri 
d рёу dM où топы, xal d uh 0ле: тое? : 
—the well-known lines of Ovid, Met. vii. 
19, *aliudque cupido, Mens aliud suadet : 
video meliora proboque, Deteriora sequor :' 
—Plautus, Trinummus iii. 2. 31, *Scibam 
ut esse me deceret, facere non quibam 
miser ipis py 16.) a if (=: ae 
secing that ;’ takes up the foregoing an 
anes an inference from it) what T wish 
not, that I do, I agree with (bear witness 
to) the law that it is good (viz. ‘in that 
the law prohibits what J also dislike,—the 
law and I are as one in proscribing the 
thing,—the law, and my eish, tend the 
same way"). 17.) Now however 
(‘quod autem quum ita sit,’ not of time, 
as Grot. ‘nunc post legem datam,'—or 

Koppe, ex quo Christianas factus zum) 
it is no longer (not a chronological, but a 
logical sequence, it сап no more be said, 
that ;’ see reff.) I that perform it (катеру. 
as recalling vv. 8—15), but sin that dwell- 
eth in me. Here the d is not the com- 
plez responsible self, by which the evil 
deed is wrought, and wbich incurs the 
guilt of working it: but the self of the 
WILL is its higher sense, tho tow Ќудритоз 
of ver. 22. The not bearing this in mind 
has led to error in interpretation and doc- 
trine: e.g. when it is supposed that the 
Christian is not responsible for his sins 
committed against bis spiritual will and 
higher ju t; whereas we are all re- 
sponsible for the &pya of the sin that 
dwelleth in us, and it is in this very sub- 
jection to and involution with the law of 
sin in our members, that the misery con- 
sista, which leads to the cry in ver. 24. 

18.) Ап explanation of the olkovea 
dy duo duapria of the last verse, For I 
know (by expericnce, detailed in the next 
verse) that there dwells not in me, that 
is, in my flesh, (any) good (thing). I 
said, sin that dwelleth tn me, because I feel 
sure, from experience, that in me (meaning 
by ‘ me’ not that higher spiritual self in 
which the Spirit of God dwells, but the 
lower carnal self: see on this important 
limitation the remarks at the beginning of 
the section) dwells no good thing. And 
what is my proof of this? How has y * 
rience led me to this knowledge? For 
(e proof from experience) the wish (to 
o good) is present with me (хар., not 

metaphorical, see reff., but, as wpoxeiua: in 
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rar, ToUTO прассо. 20 е; $ $ où GN [eyw], тобто 4 = Acta ziz. 
тош), ! ойк ETL ёүф * kàrepyátouas avro, d& s) im о&ойта 1. 
1 9 > у e ГА 91 а е { v * т L "^ бело 

èv ehr duaptia. eupíaxo dpa Tov * vopov TQ Gédovrs 

19. xxvii. 28, 
1 Chron. xx. 

т = Heb. vii. 
16. 

sch. il. 9 reff. 

epoi логі» ? TÒ Y каћор, Gre épol * то * Kaxov ° паракетах. * Sere val t 

22 ©туртбоца yap TQ vopp тоў ÜeoÜ xarà tov °ёт® 
jii. 11. 10. 
Herod. iii. 36. 
Eurip. Med. 

" avOpwrov, ?3 " В\єто Se “ ётєро> võpov év той; х uéXealy „1%. uiis. 
see 2 Cor. 

iv. 16. 1 Pet. 11.4. ò evrds dvÓp., Plato Rep. ix. p. 569. 
i ch. vi. 13 rell. w = Matt. viii. 21. vv. 3,4 al. 

* 1: and constr., Heb. x. 25. 

20. rec aft бело ins eyw (corrn for emphasis: or for conformity with eye below 7), 
with AKL(P]N rel зуг copt goth ''hdrt [ Damasc Orig inti) AUgaepe: Om BCDF bo 
latt Ѕуг[арру | eth arm [ Meth, ] Chr-ms, Cyr Ambr Ambrst 
BDR.) 

21. om от: to таракето F. 

Homer, used commonly of meats served up 
to, lying before, any one); but to perform 
that which is good, is not (the absence 
of ебріско in ABCN, and the variations of 
эшеке and {ус in one or two mes. and 
versions,—and besides, the somewhat un- 
usual termination of the sentence with od, 
—are too strong presumptions of its being 
an interpolation, to allow of its retention) 
(present with me). 19.] And this оф 
rapaxe oa of the doing is shewn by 
my acte, in that I do not the good that I 
wish (to do), but the evil which I do not 
wish, that J do. 20.) The inference 
of ver. 17 restated, with the premiss of 
ver. 16 in the place of url 84:—but ite 
meaning is now clearer and deeper than 
then; we know now that the & which 
in the present verse does not the evil 
thing, is the better dy of the ёсе Ќубри- 
705,— whereas the uol in which sin dwells 
and rules, though included in the complex 
self, is the lower C, ў odp— pov. And во 
the way is now prepared for at once set- 
ting forth the conflict within us between 
these two. 21.] I find then (i. e. as 
appears from what has been detailed) the 
(this) law (presently to be defined as the 
law of sin in my members, and exemplified 
in the following words: so тоб рлиатозѕ 
ToU xvplov, às ÉAeyer, Acts xi. 16:—Tàr 
Ayw» ToU xuplou "Incov, Pri abtds erer, 
Acta xx. 85 (De W.). This is the view of 
Calv., Beza, Grot., Estius, Wolf, Winer, 
Meyer (ed. 1, but in subsequent editions 
he has altered his view more tban once), 
De Wette, al. It cannot well be re- 
ferred to the Mosaic law, as, with various 
forced arrangements and constructions, 
Chrys., Theophyl, Theodoret, Tholuck, 
Olsh., Fritz., Köllner; the great objection 
being, that all these do violence to the con- 
text. Tholuck’s remark, that had H 
meant as above, it would have been anar- 
throus, or тобтом Tb» dh, is sufficiently 
answered by the above examples: and the 
dative after еђр(ско, to which he also ob- 

elag Aug). (ax Aa, во 

22. for 0eov, kvpiov 34: voos В. 

jects as inadmissible in any language, is 
justified by Soph. Œd. Col. 966, оёк а» 
é£eópois ёро) N бре: оз obddy,— 
and by Plato, Rep. iv. p. 421, &repa . . тоф 
$ÓAabw eópfkauev, ‘alia invenimus nos- 
tris custodibus observanda," Ficin.) to me 
(for my wishing to do good, that 
(consisting in this, that) evil is present 
with (see above, ver. 18) me. 
22, 23.] Explanation of the conflict above ` 
alleged to exist. For I delight in (ody not 
signifying participation with others, but 
as perhaps in avyAvroupevos, Mark iii. 5, 
and in the phrase cvvoidd por; denoting 
apud animum meum.’ Thol. svrf$ogai 
is a stronger expression than aun, ver. 
16) the law of God after the inner man 
(= vos, ver. 25,—sce reff.—and compare 
Peter's ó xpvmrbs тїз кард(аѕ ÉvOporwos, 
ref. 1 Pet. But not merely the mental 
and reasoning part of man :—for that 
surely does not delight in the law of God: 
— it is absolutely necessary to presuppose 
the influence of the Holy Spirit, and to 
place the man in a state of grace before 
this assertion can be true. And it is ваг. 
prising to find Commentators like Tholuck 
and De Wette, while they acknowledge that 
cvríjboua is stronger than otugnu, yet 
denying the gradual introduction of the 
spiritual man in the description of this 
conflict. True, THE SPIRIT 1s not yet in- 
troduced, because purposely kept back until 
treated of as the great deliverer from this 
state of death; the man is as yet described 
as compounded of the outer and inner man, 
of 4 odpt and å yois, and the operations 
of the two are detailed as if unassisted,— 
even the term swveüpa for the human spirit 
being as yet avoided,—but all this is done, 
because the object is to set the conflict and 
misery, аг existing even in the spiritual 
man, in the strongest light, во that the 
question in ver. 24 may lead the way tothe 
real игез and blessed results of this conflict 
in ch. viii.); but I see (= ‘find :—as if he 
were a spectator of that which is going on 
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yhereonlyt. MOU Y GYTLETPATEVOLEVOY TH rv той 00 pov, Kal * aiy- 
z Luke xz 

24. 2 Cor. 
х.б. 2 Tim. 

ii " тоф х péAeoly цои. 2 > таћайторос cya ävôpwros' тї дє 
(ros, Luke © бйтєтаз ёк той odpaTtos * той Üavárov тобтоу ; % è ydpig 
only. rede, Eph. iv. 8 only. -ofa, ib. and Rev. xiii. 10 bis only.) 

b Rev. iil. 17 only. Isa. xxxiii. 1. (-péa, ch. Ш. 16. -pecy, James iv. 9.) 
i, 10 al. Exod. vi. 6. v. аяб, Matt. vi. 13. ch. xv. 31 al. Ps. схххіх.1. 

QvTiCT 98. [for Ist pou, uo: F-gr.] 
то орт! А. 

а genit., = ch. vi. 6 reff. 
c — and constr., Luke 1. 74. 3 Cor. 

d = ch. vi. 17 reff. 

‚к. ш (omg pe) Te рор. тоу vo pov xu 
rec om 2nd e», with (A) CL rel syrr [arm] Meth, Свз, Chr, Cyr[-p, 

Damase: ] ins BDFKIT PIR b! ck m n o 17 latt coptt goth Clem, Thdrt [Euthal-ms 
Orig int Ambrst. [47(sic).]] 

. Tec for хар Tw Ot, evxapiorw Tw Өєо (see notes), with AKLN! rel syrr goth 
Orig, Chr (Ec ТЫ: у хар rov бео» D vulg [Orig-int, Ambrst Jer,], n xapis Tov kvpiov 
Е: txt B 218 sah (wth) Meth, Orig, and x. 

in kind within) a different law (differin 
in my and aim, not = A merely 

members (= èr тӯ саркі pov, ver. 18), 
warring against (Lin continual dissension 
and conflict with] ayriorp. is not to be 
joined with BA xo so as to = drriorparet- 
єсбаз, though that would be an allowable 
construction, see Acts viii. 23; 1 Cor. viii. 
10,—but Влёх=— ро» forms an indepen- 
dent sentence antithetic to cure. 
Aroperror) the law of my mind (the con- 
sent viz., to the law of God, which my 
mind yields; not — the law of God, any 
more than the different law in my mem- 
bers — the law of sin, —but both meaning 
the standard or rule set up, which inclina- 
tion follows: the one in the vous, in Aar- 
mony with the law of God,—the other in 
the uéA or сірі, subservient, and causing 
subservience, to the principle or law of 
sin), and b me (the whole complex 
relf—the ‘me’ of personality and action) 
into captivity with (dv, not exactly ‘ dy 
means of,’ but pointing out the department 
in which, the investiture with which, the 
taking captive has place. Nor would the 
simple dative be ‘by means of,’ as Chrys., 
Theodoret, Theophyl.,—but merely to. 
the dat. commodi aft. alxuaA.) the law 
of sin (the sinful principle, of resistance to 
God's law, 4 áuapría as awakened and set 
energizing, ver. 9, by that law) which is 
in my members. Commentators have 
much disputed whether the érepos эбдоз, 
and the vépes Tis , both èr Toit 
péreciv pov, are different, or the same. 
The former view is held by Calv., Beza, 
Köllner, Rückert, De W.: the latter by 
Reiche, Meyer, Fritz., Tholuek. It ap- 
pears to me (see above) that the identity 
cannot be maintained without introducing 

t confusion into the sentence. 
.] The division of the man against him- 

self,—his inward conflict, and miserable 
state of captivity to sin in the flesh, while 
with the mind he loves and serves the law 
of God. From this wretched condition, 
which is a very death in life, who shall 

бе то 0. С(С! uncert) N-corr! 10-7. 31. 78. 

deliver him? ovpartos cannot well be 
figurative, ‘ ustversitas vitiorum, or mor- 
tifera peccati тазга, but must, on account 
of the part which 4 odp and rà AA have 
hitherto borne, be literal. Then how is 
тотоу to be taken? Some (Syr., Erasm., 
Calv., Beza, Olsh. Winer) join it with 
cóuaros, and (not Winer) justify the 
construction asa Hebraism: but Winer has 
refuted the notion (edn. 6, 5 84. 8. b) of 
& Hebraism, and the arrangement has no 
Greek example. It can only be joined with 
Oarárov ;—and that most fitly, as the state 
which he has been describing is referred to 
i сее @avdrov rovrov. Then the body 

this death will mean, the body whose 
subjection to the law of sin brings about 
this state of misery, compare сёра тїз 
&uaprías, ch. ті. 6. From this body, as 
the instrument whoreby he is led captive to 
the law of sin and death, he cries out for 
deliverance: i.e to be set free, ав ch. 
viii. 2, from the law of sin and death. 
Some Commentators, misled by the notion 
of a Hendiadys (cóuaros тоб 0. = Oynrov 
oéparos), a moat fruitful source of error in 

is it to be taken. 95.] The rec. eù- 
xapırr has but slender authority, and 
in the great variety of readings, it is 
not easy to determine. ) xdpis тоб 
део is evidently a correction to answer 
to ris above; so that our choice lies be- 
tween xdpis ry 0. and xdpis 8 те 0. 
The sentence is (not, of course, construc- 
tionally, as the var. readg. 4 xdpis тоб 
0«o?, but logically) an answer to the pre- 
ceding question: Thanks to God (who hath 
accomplished this) by means of Jesus 
Christ our Lord. This exclamation and 
thanksgiving more than all convince me, 

ABCDF 
K 

раћоті борта pe [èv] re vóuo "Tis qͤuaprias тф бут ёр а > eat 
ghk 
mnol7 

47 
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тё беф 814 Tyqod хрістод тод кирши judy. * Apa *obv esn. v. 1 ren. 
apros é TQ pèr ‘vot Е Sovdedw vou Ücoü, TH Se capri oe? Then. 
voum ápaprías. VIII. 1008, dpa viv * катакрша 

a > a? a. e 7 ы 1 , ^ Trois év xpiaTQ) ‘Inco: ? 0 yàp vóuos тоб ! туєйџатос тїз, (rer 16) Ree. 

80. 98 copt arm Сут[- 
Ambrst]. 

fepe Flat} Syr 
from a misunderstanding of the argument: see notes), with DIK 

жї. 11. 
Ezek. xxxvii. 5. 

1. bef avros D'(and lat) vulg [ерес Orig-in* 
om per he latt [Orig Int.) lat-ff. ; 

Cmar. VIII. 1. om рыу D'[-gr 47-marg] Syr sth arm Сут[-р,] (Jer) 
rec at end ins ду kara тарка тергтатоусту (во far, with 

goth arm Bas, Chr, lat-ff) алАа ката wrevpa 5 From ver 4, 

Victorin, 
AD? vulg 

FIN“ rel [syr] 
Thádrt Th! Œc: om BCD! F[-gr(a space is left)] NI [47-txt] coptt sth Orig-schol Ath, 
Dial Cyr[-p, Orig-int,] Aug:. 

that Paul speaks of stone other than kim- 
self, and carries out as far as possible the 
misery of the conflict, with sin in his mem- 
bere, on purpose to bring in the glorious de- 
liverance which follows. Compare 1 Cor. 
xv. 56, 57, where a very similar thanks- 
giving occurs. Apa оўу x. r. A.] These 
words are most important to the under- 
standing of the whole passage. We must 
bear in mind that it had begnn with the 
question, Is THE LAW SIN? The Apostle 
has proved that it is хот, but is HOLY. 
He has shewn the relation that it holds to 
sin, viz. that of vivifying it by means of 
man's natural aversion to the command- 
ment. He has further shewn, that in him- 
self, even as delivered by Christ Jesus, a /* 
conflict between the law and sin is ever 
Rom on: the misery of which would be 
eath itself, were not a glorious deliverance 

effected. He now sums up his vindication 
of the law as'holy ; and at the same time, 
sums пр the other side of the evidence 
addu in the from which it 
appears that the flesh is still, even in the 
spiritual man, subject (essentially, not prac- 
tically and energetically) to the law of sin, 
—which subjection, in its nature and con- 
кедпепсев, is so nobly treated in ch. viii. 
So then (as appears from the foregoing), 
I myself (I, who have said all this against 
and in disparagement of tlie law; 1, who 
write of justification by faith withont the 
deeds of the law: not I alone, without 
Christ, as to the foregoing.—as 
De Wette, Meyer: nor, ‘ego idem,’ I, one 
and the same person, as Beza, Erasm., 
Calv., Olsh.: nor ile ego, as Grot., Thal. 
See, for the meaning given above, ch. viii. 
26 (abrb Tb wrebua); ix. 8; xv. 14; 
2 Cor. xii. 18, in all which places (see on 
ch. xv. 14) it has the same force) with 
my mind (indeed) (5 rots = & fou krêp. 
as in ver. 23) terre the law of God (cf. 
cvríBoua, vor. 22), but with my flesh 
(the éyá of ver. 18; and the adpt through- 

Vor. II. 

out of ch. viii.) the law of sin. It re- 
mains to be seen how this latter anbjection, 
which in the natural man carries all with 
tt, is neutralized, and issues only in the 
death of the body on account of sin, ix» 
those who do not walk after the uh but 
after the Spirit. CRAP. VIII. 1-39. 
n the case of those who are in Christ 

Jesus, this divided state ends in the glo- 
rious triumph of the Spirit over the flesh: 
and that (vv. 1—17), though incompletely, 
not inconsiderably, even here in this state, 
—and (vv. 18—80) completely and glo- 
riously hereafter. And (vv. 31—89) the 
Christian has no reason to fear, but all 
reason to hope ; for nothing can sever Ыт 
om God's love in Christ. 1—17.] 

Although the flesh is still subject to the 
law of sin, the Christian, serving not the 
flesh, but walking according to the Spirit, 
shall not come into condemnation, but to 
glory with Christ. I.] There is there- 
fore (an inference from ch. vii. 25, because 
with their mind, and that mind dwelt in 
and led by the Spirit of Christ, they 
serve, delight in, the law oj God) now 
(this убу is emphatic, and follows upon 
the question and answer of vii. 24, 26, 
— rebus sic stantibus,—now that a de- 
liverance has been effected from the body 
of this death, by Christ. This is certain 
from the ydp which follows, setting forth 
the fact of the deliverance) no condemna- 
tion (reff.; = the penal consequence of sin 
original and actual) to those (who are) in 
Christ Jesus. The expression ё» хр "Inc. 
refers particularly to the last place where 
God's gift of life eternal in Christ Jesua 
our Lord was spoken of, cb. vi. 23, —and 
generally to all that was said in that chup- 
ter of our incorporation into and union 
with Him. The words 4) xarà cdpxa 
vepirarobgip, &AA катй re.. walking 
as they do not according to the flesh but 
according to the Spirit,’ are probably a 
gloss introduced from ver. 4, right enough 

Сс 
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h eb. v.18 ref de év урістф Ine * nrevOdpmoéy * ue атд тод vópov ABCDE 
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TOU ab 

vóuov, ™éy d з god Sid Tis capxós, б Oeds Tov ёаитой mao 

are Acta ziv. $7 cu. тўс duaprías Kat той барйтоо. $ тб yap \й$йуато» 
nom., вее 
Heb. viii. 1. 
acc., 2 Cor. 
zii. 17, 

m s Heb. i. 18. 

2. [Гош er xp. imo. K Chr, Tert,.] 

n = 3 Cor. ziii. 3. 

IIPOX РОМАІОТУ. VIII. 

* сє BFN spec Syr Chr, (but mss vary) 
[Tert,]; nuas copt wth Dial, Meth, : де ACDEL(P] rel vulg вуг sah goth mth 
(but some mss om) Clem, 
Ambr Jer. 

in sense (see there), but out of place here, 
because this moral element of 'those in 
Christ’ is not yet brought in: the present 
assertion is general, and is made good in 
detail by and by. See digest. 2.1 
For (a reason why there is no condemna- 
tion) the law (norma, method = influence, 
as in črepov rópor, ch. vii. 23,—used here 

haps for s contrast to the ho 
арт. below) of the Spirit of life (the 

Lord and Giver of life—life used in an 
incipient higher sense than É(w» in ch. vii. 
9,—see below) freed me (aor., referring to 
the time of his conversion. There is no 
stronger proof to my mind of the identity 
of the speaker in the first person through- 
out with the Apostle himself, than this 
extension of that form of speaking into this 
chapter: nothing more clearly shews, that 
there he was describing a really existing 
state within himself, but а as 
it were exaggerating it (as so often), to 
bring out more clearly the glorious de- 
liverance to follow. If ge be read, the ad- 
dress is a general one to the reader, leading 
on to the 34i» below: and the foregoing 
argument does not apply) in Jesus Christ 
(1 follow the more regular grammatical 
arrangement in taking фу xp. Ine. with the 
verb. Thus also Thol and De Wette, 

It may be taken (notwithstanding the 
absence of the art., at which indeed only 
tiros will stumble) with (wis, as Luther, 
which seems to suit ch. vi. 28, —or with 
TOU Ty. 7. , as Piscator and Flatt,—or with 
ó уби. T. x. т. C., as Calv.) from the law 
of sin (vii. 25) and death (death again 
here bears а higher meaning than in ch. 
vi. We are now on higher ground :— 
xardxpipe having been mentioned, which 
is the punishment of sin, death now in- 
volves that, and is not only temporal 
misery, but eternal ruin also. This 
‘law of the Spirit of life’ having freed 
him from the law of sin and death, so that 
he serves another master, all claim of sin 
on him is at an end—he is acquitted, and 
there is no condemnation for him). 
3.) For (explanation of ver. 2, shewing 
the method of this liberation) that which 
was not in the power of the law (the 
construction is а nominativus pendens, as 
in ref. Heb., in appoeition with the follow- 
ing sentence, д Oeds x. r. A.: во Rückert, 

id ne Áth,] Chr, Tb [Grp Damase Orig-int,] Pert 
Meyer, Fritz, De W., Tholuck: Winer, 
§ 32. 7, makes it an acc. governed by 
éxoínc«v understood (stating however in 
edn. 6, the nom. pendens as an alternative; 
see also § 68. I. 2. d): Olsh. al., make it 
an асс. absol. or supply xard: Camerarius 
and Веза, 8id ;—but the above seems the 
simplest. тд à iva. ToU vópov may 
mean either, ‘that part of the law which 
was impossible, could not be obeyed,’ — 
as Td yrwordy Tov бєоб, ch. i. 19;—or, 
‘the inability of the law’ = ў àBvvanía 
T. v., as TÒ xpuoTbr ToU беой, ch. ii. 4;— 
or, ‘that which was unable to be done by 
the law.’ Of these, the first is out of the 
question, because »óuos must be the sub- 
ject of 4v & 400. r. r. A.: the second would 
give the first clause the meaning, ‘that 
wherein the inability of the law shewed 
iteelf,’ viz. its powerlessness 8:4 т. cap«ós. 
The third yields by far the best meaning: 
see below on 8:4 т. с.) in that (this clause 
gives a reason and explanation of the a3é- 
vatov, see however the note on ref. Heb.) 
it was weak (the Apostle kceps in mind 
his defence of the holiness of the law 
undertaken in ch. vii., and as Ch ob- 
serves, Bore? poy QuaBdAA ew Toy vdpor, ef 
Bé Tis dxpiBas wposéxoi, ка) opddpa ab 
rawe? .. obs“ yàp elre Td woynpdy ToU 
уброо, ФАЛА Td GBuvaroy’ kal кйм dv 
$ node, ойк, dy È exaxoipye, dy 5 
éweBovAeve. Hom. xiv. p. 563) through 
the flesh (i.e. in Aaving фо act through the 
flesh: not, ‘on account of tho flesh,’ i. e. 
of the hostility, or weakness of the flesh, 
which would be 8:4 rh» сбрка. The flesh 
was the medium through which the law,— 
being a ho évroAfjs саркіууѕ, Heb. vii. 
16,—wrought, and of dv gapki the objects 
on which. So the gen. here is similar to 
that in 2 Cor. іі. 4, ѓурафа duty 8:4 ro- 
Ад» Saxptey, and 1 Pet. v. 12, Be dAl-yer 
Еурафа, indicating the state in or medium 
through which, the action is carried on), 
God (did) sending His own Son (the 
stress is on éavro?, and the word is preg- 
nant with meaning :—His ow», and there- 
fore like Himself, holy and ines. This 
implication should be borne in mind, as 
the suppressed antithesis to ёдарт., three 
times repeated aflerwards. Another anti- 
thesis may be implied —éavro?, and there- 
fore spiritual, not acting merely through 
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vióv Tépxyac év ° dpoumpare ? таркд$ v ápapríac xai тері och i. 23 rent. 
p constr., Phil. 

ápaprías ' катёкриє» T)v ápapriav v тӯ capri, * va тд TU с 

the flesh, though in its likeness, but bring- 
ing a higher spiritual life into the mun- 
hood) in the ess of the flesh of sin 
(the flesh whose atíribute and character 
was BIN. The gen. із not = dpapredoi, 
but implies fur more not merely the con- 
tamination by, bat] the belonging to and 
being possessed by. De Wette observes, 
»Tbe words dy ёрои. сарк. au. appear 
almost to border on ism; bat in 
reality contain a perfectly true and con- 
sistent sentiment. capt duapr. is flesh 
(human nature, John i. 14; 1 John iv. 2; 
Heb. ii. 14) possessed with sin : the Apostle 
could not then have said dv capal áp. 
without making Christ partaker of sin: 
nor could be have said merely d capxl, for 
then the bond between the Manhood of 
Jesus, and sin, would have been wanting : 
he says then, ér ópoiép. cap. du.,—mean- 
ing by that, He had a nature like sinful 
human nature, but had not Himself а in- 
ul nature,—compare Heb. iv. 15: оф 
yàp Axone ёрхіерќа uh Burápevor. cuy- 
ruhen тз doGerelas ud, тетерас- 
pror 84 xara wárra каб dra Xopls 
&uaprías. The likeness must be referred 
not only to cdpt, but also to the epithet 
THs du.:—it did not however consist in 
this, that He took our sins (literally) on 
Himself, and became Himself sinful (as 
Reiche), which would not amount to like- 
ness of nature, —but in this, that He was 
able to be tempted, i.e. subjected to sen- 
suous incitements, e. g. of pain, which in 
other men break out into sin, bat in Him 
did not.“ See Phil. ii. 7, and note. 
сёр is not = сёра, but as in John i. 14, 
the material, of which man is in the 
body compounded), —and on account of 
sin (to be joined with renvas, not as 
Chrys. al. Vulg., with karéxpwer: least 

-of all as Luther, “und verdammete die 
Sünde in Fleisch durch Sünde." The 
‘for, or on account of,’ sin, is at present 
indefinite, and not to be restricted to 
Christ's death as a sin-offering, which is 
not jost now the subject. ‘On account of 
sin’ then, = to put away sin, из reff. 
Heb.), condemned sin in the flesh (not 
‘the sin which was in the flesh,’ which 
would probably (not certainly) have been 
thy èv т. o., and which is against the 
context, in which ёд. is throughout an 
absolute principle. катёкріуву is 
allusive to катёкрша ver. 1. Hence it 
has been taken to mean that God con- 
дешпей, punished, sin in the flesh by the 
death of Christ: so Orig., Erasm., Culv., 

vill. . Lev. v. II. 

Melancthon, Calov., Olsh., al. But that 
can hardly be the meaning here, for several 
reasons, 1, The Apostle is not speaking of 
the removal of the guilt, but of the practice 
of sin, and of the real fulfilment of the law 
in those who are in Christ. It is this which 
even in ver. 1 is before him, grounding as 
he does the oùðèr катёкрша on the Bov- 
Ace rdu беой— on the new and sanctify- 
ing of the Spirit by Christ, in spite 
of the continued subjection of the flesh to 
the law of sin. 2. The context shews that 
the weakness of the law was, its having no 
sanctifying power ;—it could arouse sin, 
but it could not condemn and cast it out. 
This indeed is the burden of ch. vii. The 
absence of Justifying wer in the law has 
already been dealt with. 8. The following 
verse clearly makes the fulfilling the 8. 
kalupa of the law no matter of mere im- 
putation, but of тергтатеіу xarà seta. 

We must then look for the meaning of 
катакріуе» in the effects and accompani- 
ments of condemnation,—victory over, and 
casting out of sin. See, for example, John 
xii. 31, where xpíais той xdopov rovrov is 
explained by ё Épxwr той kócuov rotrov 
éxBAnOfjcera. Ute, and ib. xvi. 11. As 
early as Irenæus 2. iii. 20. 2, p. 214) 
this was seen to be the sense: *ut con- 
demnaret peccatum, et jam quasi condem- 
natum projiceret illud extra carnem :'—so 
Chrys., dlc nee abrhy, r3» $буошу abcís 
étéA voe, — (Ecum. 2, тёз dne; катакр!>аз 
abr)r—ta) bellas GAovoay. тёз ody Ad 
xal Yrrnra:; éd» тў саркі abToU. pos- 
térat yàp Воолтбеїса x. ph loxócaca ёбло 
к. frryrat,—and Theophyl. (r3» odpra) 
lage x. фттефйуюсе, катақріуаѕ Thy 
azapriay d» тў capkl троз\туфбе!тү xal 
Selfas бт: оф $ócer ёрартећіѕ ў ocdpt. 
And so, in modern times, Beza, Vitringa, 
Bengel, the Schmidts, Rosenn., Meyer, 
De Wette, Tholuck, Locke, Stuart, al., 
and mainly Grot., Reiche, and Fritz., who 
however render it ‘interfecit’ or ‘sup- 
plicio affecit, and understand the occa- 
sion to have been the Death of Christ,— 
though the condemnation of sin is owing 
to His sinlessness, nut to His sacrifice. 
I have dwelt at length on this question, 
as being very important to the right 
apprehension of the whole chapter, in 
this part of which not the justification,. 
but the sanctification, of Christians is 
the leading subject. It is a strong con- 
firmation of the above view, that God's 
coudemnation of sin in the flesh by 
Christ is stated in ver. 3 as the ground ot 

Сс? И 

r ch. l. 1 reff, 
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, A / 8 ^ 1 A na ` t 

. . a 'Stxai@pa тод vóuov * п^трюб) év Tui» rots ц) ' ката ABCDE 

t ch. i. 
(гей. 

v conatr., Matt 

avi, 23. Lake ката туєдра " rà той TrveUpaTos. 6 тд yap * fpóvgua 
il. 49. ch. ii. 

T" xai eipijvg. 7 * Sore Tò х SDL тўс aapkós * xh pa eis 
т a ` a Oeov то yap удро тоў беоў ody " ототассєтаі, obòè dp 

1 Масс. x 
z hero sce. Ovvarat 9 of & e dy ° таркї vres беф " арёта où úvavraı. 
only +. 2 Mace. vil. 21. xlii. 9 only. 

U. 51 al. Dan. vi. 18 Theod. 1 Chron. zziz. 34 
ку. ],&c. 1 Cor. vil. 2, Ас. 1 Thess. iv. I. 2 Tim. I. 4. Prov. xii. 31. 

7. for бот, ori F. 

(ver. 2) my being freed from the law of sin 
and death : because, viz. Christ's victory 
over sin іг mine, by my «nion with Him 
and participation in His Spirit. фу rý 
capu( is not in His flesh,’ or * by means 
of His flesh, as Orig., Syr.( Peschito), 
Beza, Grot., Reiche, Olsh., al., but ‘in the 
flesh,’ which Christ and ourselves have in 
common), 4.) in order that (the pur- 

of God's condemning sin in the flesh) 
the righteous demand (or, requirement) of 
the law (= all its requirements (statutes), 
but here combined in one for the sake of 
more distinct objectivity. The variations 
in interpretation of ver. 3 have given rise 
to corresponding ones here. But here the 
matter has been more complicated still by 
the Vulg. rendering 8:ка/ода, ‘justificatio,’ 
which has thrown the weight of the 
Romanist interpreters on the side of * jus- 
titia imputata.' The usage of the word 
itself would preclude any such reference 
here, besides the considerations urged in 
the note above) might be fulfilled in us 
( find ita full accomplishment ; — not mere- 
ly = ‘be performed by us,'—for the Apos- 
tle has a much deeper meaning, viz. that 
the aim of God in giving the Law might 
ho accomplished in us, in our sanctifica- 
tion, which is the ultimnte end of our 
redemption, Eph. ii. 10; Col. i. 22. The 
passive is used, to shew that the work is not 
ours, but that of God by His grace, Olsh., 
Thol., De Wette) who walk (not ‘walking 
as we do,’ which would be anarthrous, — 
buta description of a/ those of whom the 
above is true) not after the flesh but after 
the Spirit (who, notwithstanding that we 
are bound up with a capt auoprias, do not 
walk in our daily life according to, or led, 
hy, the vóuos rijs &uaprías 5 ё» Tois uéAc- 
азу $u&r, but according to and led by the 
yéuos ToU wveüuaros THs (ws, in Christ 
Jesus—members of Him, and participating 
in that victory over sin which He obtained, 
by which the power of sin in our flesh is 
broken). 8.] For (explanation of the 
last) those who live according to the flech 

y = ch. ii. 10 reff. 
a Luke xxiii. 12. Gal. v. 30. Eph. И. 16,16. James lv. 4 опу. Gen. Ш. 15, F. elc, bere only. 

for 8uvarat, ovvara: Nl. 

а з eh. і. 21. 1 Cor. xv. 9. 
d Luke 

ech. ii. 28 гей. d Acts vi. 5 reff. ch. 

8. ins re bef bee D. 

(бутет not quite = тергтатобутет, but 
nearly :—the latter is the evidence of the 
former, and a consequence of it: of xara 
odpra Ürres = of adpkiwoi) mind (‘think 
ofr ‘care for, and strive after,’ see reff.) 

e things belonging to the flesh (its 
objects of desire): but those (who live) 
according to the Spirit (= ol rrevuarixol, 
see above), (mind) the things belonging 
to the Spirit (the higber aims and objects 
of desire of the үм life). 
6.) For (the spiritual man cannot seek the 
things of the flesh, because) the mind 
(thoughts, cares, and aims as above) of 
the flesh is (ends in—the copula (=), as 
when it joins the two signs of an algebraic 
operation ;—‘ amounts to, being worked 
out’) death (not merely physical, nor were 
unhappiness, ns sometimes in ch. vii., but 
as in ver. 2, in the largest sense, extending 
to eternity); but the mind (thoughis, 
cares, and aima) of the Spirit, is (see 
above) life aud peace (in the largest 
sense, as оте In this argument there 
is a suppressed premiss, to be supplied 
from ver. 2; viz, ‘The Spirit is the Spirit 
of life.’ Hence it follows that the spiri- 
tual man caunot mind the things of the 
flesh, because such mind is death. The 
addition xai elphyy seems to he made to 
enhance the unlikelihood of such a 
minding,—the peace of the Spirit being a 
blessed contrast to the tumult of the flesh- 
ly lusts, even in this life. Т.) Be- 
cause (reason why the mind of the 
flesh is death) the mind of the flesh is 
enmity (contrast to «ipfyn above) against 
God (it being assumed that God is the 
source of Le, and that Ixopa against Him 
is the absence of all true pence): for it 
does not submit itself (better inan the 
passive of the E. V. ]) to the law of God, — 
for neither c&u it (this was proved in ch. 
ү : 8.) but (takes up the otber 
and inferential member of the proposi- 
tion, answering to а suppressed d pre- 
ceding,—rà Ai» $pórnua к.т.А. [bringing 
in a farther consequence: if the mind of 

T. A A 2 T chaea сарка " reprraroUci», АМАА *xarà 'arveüua. 5 oi yàp AC 
2 be E . e не. * xarà ‘сірка övres 7d Tis сарко$ Y dpovodoww, of $ mn o1? 
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туєдра deo © ole ёи byiv. & ei Se ris! туєйда xpiaroU . „Сів, 
b ойк !éyet, otros ойк EoTiv avro). 
e ^ ` * ^ ` [4 A m A 
Upiy, TO pev aua. vexpóv dia dpapríav, тд $ туєйша Con 
di ö ca uh‘ Il ef ö то пьєдра той * ёуєірартос [т0у] 

10 ef $ xp rde ev ra: tito 
ver. 17 

"Ineoóv x ёк vexpàv € oixe? v ipiv, 0 * ёуєіраѕ xpuarüv * ёк Soay; 
verp ! Sworojoe кей та = Üvyrd copata Updv, Sid Tòn» Hatt, gn. 

vii. 9. 11 Сот. . 60. Jude 19. 
m ch. vi. 12 reff, 

9. (алла, so BD'N [ Meth, ].) 
. om ei Se xp. ev up. F. 

Le sil, Tischdf (8: Тгев)] а g m. 

Chr, Thart, Thl ms r-jer, Chr rt 
Hip, Ce. Ich, bevrn,] Thdrt ТЫ Ge: 
Bas, Dial-trin 
Alah vexp.) Di Ni(aft уєкр. [so Cyr,- ) 
vexp. ) vulg copt ætb[-rom arm-usc Ath, D 
Tov корду 114-5, T. кир. NM. ino. xp. Syr (Orthod,]: txt BD? 

ть Ambrst ] Iren-int, Tert, Hil,. 
11. 

[sth-pl arm-zoh Valent, &c(as above) On 
wa: AN 89. 47 [arm.edd Orig, Meth, Epip 

the flesh cannot be subject to God's law, 
then they who are in the flesh, and are led 
by that mind, cannot please God}. Culv., 
Beza, al render it ‘therefore, and so 
E. V., “го then,’ erroneously) they who are 
in the flesh (as their element of life and 
thought: nearly = xarà adpka Üvres above, 
which bowever denotes the rule which 
they follow. In 2 Cor. x. 8, the two are 
distinguished: dy варкі yp тергтатобу- 
тез où xarà odpxa ттратеобдеба) Oal- 
not please God. Melancthon remarks 
(Thol.),—* Hic locus maxime refutat Pela- 
gianos et omnes qui imaginantur homines 
sine Spiritu Sancto legi obedire.’ 
But (oppos. to o! кат. сёр. Üvres) уе are 
not in the flesh (see above), but in the 
Bpirit, if so be that (' ided that; 
not ‘since,’ as Chrys., Olsh., al., which 
would be éwelwep: ae ies t 
ekrep = drelxep here by adducing ref. 
2 Thess, where, however, as here, the 
meaning is, ‘if so be that,’ * if at least? 
That this is the meaning here is evident b 
the exception which immediately follows). 
But (this must be rightly understood: for) 
if any man has not ((not are sot,’ as 
E. V.; the case is put as an existent one] 
obe, and not uh, because it belongs to the 
verb and not to el. De W. See Winer, 
edn. 6, § 55. 2. d) the Spirit of Christ 

Obs. here that яу. 

sense of 
im as a member of Him). 

in slight] contrast to 
ngs ouf one point, 

aft copa ins єттї F. ( 
) for (ет, (n F vulg(not am fuld hari!) arm. 

10 [47]: om CDFKL[P]N® rel (Clem,) (Meth, Euthal- 

(and, adding mo., Ath, Did 

1 : 
k 1 Cor. xv. 12 reff. 1 ch. iv. 17 reff. 

б au., so ABCDSF 

rec ins то» bef хр:отоу, with KLI P]N? rel 
om v Dare] pos, Meth, Epiph 

- авс) J.— for vpurro», xp. ine. Ath, Bi id, Cyr,-p Damasc]: me. xp. C(aft 
; Cyr: p Orig-iut, Angl : Tor tour lect-13, 

KL[(P] rel вуг sah 
on 

elz Zia Tov evoutovrros avTov wrev- 

which might seem to be an exception to 
essed consequences of the life-giving 

power of Christ indwelling in us]) if 
Christ is in you (= wv. Geod olxe? dy du., 
see 2 Cor. iii. 17), the (your) body indeed 
is dead on account of sin (still remains 
dead, see 2 Cor. iv. 11—14, under the 
pue of death physical (and eternal?) 

use of sin which it, per se, stands in, 
and serves), but the (your) spirit (rhy 
yuxhy Adye, às xvevnaruchy Kòn yeyern- 
uérny. Schol. ap. Matthæi (Thol): or 
rather perhaps [now] uses rebua, 
regarding our spirits as possessed and 
penetrated by God's Spirit) is life (this 
would hardly be said if only our human 
spirits were meant, but the description 
would be in the adjectival form) on ac- 
count of righteousness (not Aere the 
imputed righteousness of justification, 
which is not now under treatment, but 
the implanted righteousness of the saneti- 
Лсабоњ of the Spirit. This appears not 
ouly from the context, bat also from the 
8:4 duapriay, which answers to it). 
11.] But (84 takes up and continues the 
supposition in the former verse, with 
which in fact this is nearly identical, but 
with the important additional particular 
(whence the contrast) тоё ¢-yelpayr. к.т.\.) 
if the Spirit of Him who raised Jesus 
from the dead, dwells in you (which 
Spirit is therefore powerful over death, 
and besides renders you partakers of 
Christ'e Resurrection), He who raised 
Christ from the dead (the personal name, 
JESUS, reminds more of the historic fact 
of the resurrection of the one Person, 
Jesus: the official and mystical name, 
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n2Cor. 16. © évowoUv avTou TveUua év piv. 
sol. iij. 18. 9 [4 3 M э ^ A ^ ү f , 

4$, P Nera éapév ov 17 саркі тоу xarà 'cápxa Uv. ab 

12 ойра ° obv, adedgol, АПР 

ch. e. Ig. 13 ei yap ! xarà ' сарка ire, he ere атобдиђакєи" eè &è mno 
p ch. 1. 14 retf, ^ 
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paros (see notes), with Ac P? rel mss.in-]Dial-trin (Dial iii. 20, Athanas. Opp. vol 
iv. p 452 (1234, ed. Migne]. The Maced. has previously said oftes ob -yé-yparra: Aià 
Tob . . &AAÀ ATS. „ and adda dày olv sov 4» À Bebrepor ёут(урафоу ебребр ёсфал- 
pévov rap' биі» . . . . to which the Orthodox replies, Éxouer 8е а: Uri dv Sro1s ёрха!оз 
дәтгүрйфос ойто) yéypawra: drel 8d voulles тобто dyriAcyduevor elvai, wAnpopophOyrs 
xal Ф GAAns урафікӣх dwo8elfens. Maced. «іж, тобто yap dvriAdyeras) 
[sah-woide arm] сю Hipp, Cyr-jer, Ath, Did,[int тү ms,) ] 
Chr, Cyr(-p Damasc] Mac, Ambr Aug. p- 
[47] latt Syr sah Orig, [int Ruthal-ins) Meth, Chr, Thdrt Sevri, Iren 
Ambrst Jer Ainbr. nie Aug, Pelag Sedul Fu 

18. for rov соратоѕ, TNS capkos 
Tert, Cypr, Ambrst Ambr Jer Aug Pelag Sedul 

8. 
DF latt [Epbr,] Iren-int Orig,{int, 

г copt sth 

as, Spip 
ен kinol 

Did[-i 
Bede: txt ABCKL[P]N € ur 

ig: txt BFK II 

copt wth] sah Orig, Chr, Thdrt [ Did, Damasc]. 

CHRIST, of the body of which He is the 
Head and we the members,—all raised 
with Him by the one Spirit dwelling in 
all) shall quicken (not merely ¢yepei, be- 
cause it is not merely the resurrection of 
the body which is in the Apostle’s view,— 
see below) even your mortal bodies (the 
higher phase of the (woroety takes place 
in the spirit of man: and even of that 
which takes place in the body, there are 
t wo branches—one, the quickening it from 
being a tool of unrighteousness unto death 
(eternal),— the other, the quickening it ont 
of death (physical) to be а new and glori- 
fied body. And the ral joined with буутќ, 
here, signifies that the working of the 
wvetpa (woroiov shall not stop at the 
purely spiritual resurrection, nor at that 
of the body from dead works to serve the 
living God, but shall extend even ѓо the 
building up the spiritual body in the future 
new aud glorious life), on account of His 
Spirit which dwells in you. Here the 
reading is much disputed, whether it be 
the acc. or gen.: see var. readd. The 
gen. can only mean, ‘by means of,’ 
‘through,’ His Spirit, &c.: this the acc. 
may include, (it not being specified for 
what reason it is on the Spirit’s account, 
and leaving it open to be His 
or His agency,) but must be rendered ‘on 
account of, or because of,’ His ee 
&c. Thus both may imply that the Holy 
Spirit is the agent in the quickening; bat 
the gen. cannot bear the other meaning, 
that God will quicken, &c. because of His 
Spirit, &. Hence in dispute with the 
Macedonians, who denied the divinity of 
the Holy Spirit, the gen. reading was im- 
portant to the orthodox, as expressing 
agency, and that alone. But it seems 
pretty clear that the variation was older 
than the time of this heresy, and, how- 

ever it may then have been appealed to, 
its origin cannot be assigned to any falsi- 
fication by either of the then disputant 
parties. As to how far the Holy Spirit 
is the direct Agent in the resurrection 
of the body, see note on ena (wor., 
1 Cor. xv. 46, and on 2 Cor. v. 6. Here, 
His direct agency cannot be in any way 
surprising, for it is the whole process of 
bringing from death to life, extending 
even to the mortal body, which is here 
spoken of —and unquestionably, ‘the Lord 
and Giver of Life’ is tho agent throughout 
in this quickening. ‘Non de ultima resur- 
rectione, quee momento fiet, habetur sermo, 
sed de continua Spiritus operatione, qus 
reliquias carnis paullatim mortificans, cœ- 
lestem vitam in nobis instaurat.’ Calv. :— 
but perhaps ‘non solum de altima resur- 
rectione, would have been more correct: 
for it certainly is one thing spoken of. 

19, 18.) 8o then, brethren, we are 
(inference from the assurance in the last 
verse) debtors (we owe fealty: to what 
or whom, he leaves the reader to supply 
from ver. 11), not to the flesh, to live 
according to the flesh (Chrysostom well 
explains the qualification, тоў xarà e. . 
Ll v0ÀAÀ айтӯ Sener, Tb тріфеу 

aurhy, TÒ OdA Tei, 7d дуатабеу, Td be- 
жебеу уотоўтау, TÒ терде, ка} pupla 
{тера Хетоорүєу. Т» ody uà voulops 
dri тайтту vape Y Biaxoríar, ef 
oix lop. è$. Trj cep, épugreóe abr 
Aéyer ToU к. v. Civ... Tovréeri pd 
n е е 5: mr е прет. 
pas. Ною, xiv. p. 576): ye live ac- 
cording to the Laab, ye must (or, ] will, 
péAAere of the certain end of your present 
course) die ((h and àwo». here in their 
full and pregnant sense, involving body and 
soul here and hereafter: but not to be un- 
derstood as excluding tho carnal from any 
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14 боо; yàp mvevpars Ge dora, оўтоь * viol eigay ~ = ка 
OcoQ. 

constr., Gal. 15 ob ydp 7 dá fere ?* туєдра "а Soudelas ташу eis füt, +a 
^ . 19 reff. 

doBov, dd > Here N пьєдца = viobecias, * èv ф *! кра- 7 Acts ҮШ. 18 
3 Tim. i. 7. 
. v. 16 reff, 

e Gal. iv. 6. 

s constr., 2 Сог. iv. 13. Eph. i. 17. 
zx. 9 al. d = ch 

4 = Gal. vi. I. 

reff. 
а ver. 21. Gal. iv. 34, v. 1. Heb. ii. 15 only. Exod. 

с ver. 23. ch. ix. . Gal. iv. 5. Eph. і. 5 only t. 
f Mark x. 48u L. Ра. lzxvi. 1. cvi. 6, &c. 

14. rec eii» vio: Geou (corrn of order, аг is also v. 0. el.), with KL[P] rel [vulg- 

Orig-int,) Iren-int, : ан. 0e. ew. АСОМ (47 spec] fuld ath 
clem(with harl tol) copt syr arm Clem,] Chr, Thdrt [Cyr,.p Eut 

Cypr, [Ambrst] Cassiod Gaud: txt BF am(with demid al) 9 80 
Aug Bede. 

15. (ax Aa, во ABC N [ Clem, Orig,].) 

resurrection—only from that which is truly 
r, —uny more than the spiritual are 
exempted from all death, but only from 
that which is truly 6draros): but i“ by 
the Spirit ye slay (abolish, annul) the 
deeds (hardly as Thol. ‘sensu obsceno,’ 
but as Col. iii. 9, the whole course of habits 
and action which has the flesh for its 
e of the body (= 15s таркб, but 
ere concrete to give more vivid reality: 
oo Tà ёруа rijs capxós, Gal. v. 19), 
ye live (not uéAAere (J, this Life 
being no natural consequence of a course 
of mortifying the deeds of the body, but 
the gift of God through Christ : and com- 
ing therefore in the form of an assurance, 
* ye shall live,’ from Christ's Apostle. On 
(sir, see above). 14.) For (ground of 
the assurance contained in (f$c7eo6«) as 
many as are led by (reff. ;—the slaying 
the deeds of the body by the Spirit, implies 
the being under the Spirit's guidance) the 
Spirit of God, these (emphatic—‘ these 
and no others?) are sons of God. 
vids 6. differs from réxvor 0. in implying 
the higher and more mature and conscious 
member of God's family, see Gal. iv. 1—6, 
and note on 6. Hence osr Lord ts never 
called réxvov but always vids беоб. This 
latter, applied to a Christian, signifies ‘ one 
born of > in the deepest relation to 
him,—and hence a partaker of His nature, 
1 John iii. 9; 1 Pet. i. 23 (Tholuck, simi- 
larly Olsb.). 15, 16.] Appeal to the 
CONSCIOUSNESS Qf the Christian to confirm 
the assertion (assumed for the moment 
that he зә led by God's Spirit) (Aat he іг 
a son of God. For (confirmantis) ye did 
not receive еа becoming Christians 
the spirit ot bondage (= the Spirit whic 
ye received was not a spirit of bondage.’ 
xv. is not merely a spirit, a disposition, 
but evidently to the same s». which 
afterwards is wy. vlofec., and abrb rb яр. 
The Apostle seems however in this form 
of expression, both here and elsewhere, see 
reff., to have combined the objective Пуебиа 
given to us by God with our own subjective 
wr»eüua, In the next verse they are =“ 
rated) [leading back (or,] again[; but 
thé latter word is undesirable, as] it has 

ere 
miae] "Did int] 

been imagined bere that the тлу must 
refer to a former bestowal of the ec 
SovA clas, and consequently that the refer- 
ence is to the O. T. dispensation. In this 
two different sets of Commentators have 
found difficulties ; (1) those, as Chrys.,— 
who would hold from John vii. 39, that the 
Holy Spirit was absolutely not given under 
the O. T., and (2) those, as Cocceius, who 
holding Him to have been given, deny that 
His character wae ту. Joux elan. But 
there seems to me to be no occasion to 
back for the reference of «di to the 
О. Т. The state of the satural man is 
SovAeía : the Holy Spirit given to them, 
the agent of their birth into, and sustainer 
of, a new state, was not a wy. SovAelas 
diy els G., а spirit merely to retain 
them in, or take them back into their old 
state, viz. a state of slavery :—to whom, 
or whether to different masters, is not 
here in question, but the s/afe merely— 
the object of the gift of the Holy Spirit 
was not to lead them back into this) 
towards fear (so аг to bring about or 
result in fear, see ch. vi. 19. хм» can 
hardly, as De W., be taken with els $4B.), 
but ye received the Spirit of (the Spirit 
whose effect was, see above) adoption (this 
stricter meaning, and not that of mere 
аав ів Du that intended by the 
Apostle, both here and in reff. So Fritz., 

eyer, Olsh., Harless on Eph. i. 6, Tho- 
luck: on the other hand Luther, Winer, 
Rückert. De Wette, al., see on ver. 28. 
Of course, the adoption to be a son involves 
sonship, but not the converse), in whom 
8 dy куейбдат: ch. ii. 29, and ver. 9. 

th. and Tholuck, ‘through, by means 
of, whom: but 73 предра = Him in 
whom, not merely Him by whom, not 
being merely an external agent, but an 
indwelling and pervading power) we cry 
(the earnest expression of su pauni 
prayer, see reff. LXX) Abba, Father ( 
ave said, on ref. Mark, that ô war. does 

not appear to be а mere explanation of 
мун, but to have been joined to it in one 
phrase, as a form of address: expressing 
probably, a corresponding ‘my father, 
уь in the Heb. expression. Luther, to 
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am ald tol]) Thdrt ТЫ g-int, po 

17. for let xAnpor., бы 
А[Р Ь (ш) 17. 47 Tert, Cypr, ].) 

express the familiarity of Abba, renders 
* Jieber Vater,’ ‘dear Father"). See on 
the whole, the strictly parallel place, ref. 
Gal. 18. And this confidence is 
grounded on the testimony of the Spirit 
itself, So Chrys.: ob yap àxb ris paris 
‘охуй оши pórov, фто», àAAÀ ка) ёт$ 
ris alrlas аф’ $: à фер) тіктетаи ..... 
ob yàp той ҳарісратбз ёст ў $erh 
pévoy, АЛАА ка) ToU bórros Th» Depeàr 
vapaxAfyrow abr bs yàp Aa obros ddi- 
Sake 8:4 той xaploparos or фбфууесбон. 
Hom. xiv. p. 579. This verse being with- 
out copula, is best understood to refer to 
the same as the preceding, and the asser- 
tion to concern the same fact as the last 
verb, cd. if it were зена н 
ту. CvupaprupoUrros K.T.A., grounding that 
fact on an act of the indwelling pirit 
Himeelf. See again Gal. iv. 6. The 
Spirit itself (not dom Spiritus, as Erasm. 
and similarly Luth., Reiche, al.: the айтё 
expresses the independence, and at the same 
time, as coming from God, the precious- 
ness and importance of the testimony) 
testifies to our spirit (see ch. ii. m 1 
note: not und testatur: the сбу 
composition does not refer to 79 т». Pig 
but to ajreement in the fact, as in ‘con- 
testari,’ ‘ confirmare ) that we are chil. 
dren of God. What is this witness of the 
Spirit itself? All huve agreed, and indeed 
this verse is decisive for it, that it is some- 
thing separate from, and higher than, all 
subjective inferences and conclusions. But 
on the other hand it does got consist in 
mere indefinite feeling, but in a certitude 
of the Spirit : ence and work con- 
tinually ass within ws. It is mani- 
fested, as Olsh. beautifully says, in His 
comforting us, His sti us up to prayer, 
His reproof of our sins, His drawing us to 
works of love, to bear testimony before 
the world, &c. And he adds, with 
truth, “Оп this direct testimony of the 
Holy Ghost rests, ultimately, all the regene- 
rate man’s conviction ing Christ 
and His work. For belief in Scripture iteelf 
(he means, in the highest sense of tbe term 
* belief, =‘ comviotion perso applied’) 
has its foundation in this experience of the 

ti] Pel. 
]. (сиутасх., во АВ!СЮЁРМ.—хедеу 

divine nature of the (influencing) Principle 
which it prowises, and which, while the 
believer i is studying it, infuses itself into 
him.” The same Commentator remarks, 
that this is one of the most decisive pas- 
sages against the pantheistic view of the 
identity of the Spirit of God and the spirit 
of man. However the ono may by reno- 
vating power be rendered like the other, 
there still is a specific difference. The 
spirit of man may six (2 Cor. vii. 1), the 
Spirit of God cannot, but can o 

iv. 80), or quenched (1 Men. grieved (Eph. i 
v. 19), а r it is by the infusion of this 
highest Principle of Holiness, that man be- 
comes ONE SPIRIT with the Lord Himself 
a Cor. vi. 17). Téxva so) Here, 
not viof) because the testimony respecta 
the very ground and central point of son- 
ship, li to and desire for God: the 
о of the Spirit shewing us by опг 
earnings after, our confidence in, our re- 
aan to God, that we are verily begotten 
of Him. 17.] CONSEQUENCES 0f our 
being children of God. But (announcing 
a result, as in a mathematical proposition : 
‘but, if &0.“) if 
(which is the universal rule of mankind : 
but xA»p. here must not be carried to the 
extent ofi the idea of heir in all directions : 
it is merely the one side of inheriting by 
promise, which is here brought out: the 
word referring back probably to ch. iv. 
13, 14, the promise to Abraham) ; ; heirs 
of God (as our Father, giving the inherit- 
ance to us), and joint-heirs with Christ 
(whom ‘hes made xAmporóuor хйуто»у, 
Heb. i. 2. Tholuck remarks: “ It is 
by virtue of their substantial unity with 
the father, that the children come into 
333 of his possession. The Roman 

w regarded them as continuators of his 
personality. The dignity of the inherit- 
ance is shewn (1) by its being God's pos- 
session, (2) by its being the possession of 
the First of God. By the Roman law, 
the sbare of the firstborn was no greater 
than that of the other children,—and the 
N. T. sets forth this view, making the 
redeemed equal to Christ (ver. 29), and 
Christ's possessions, theirs ; 1 Cor. iii. 21— 
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18. for yap, 8е А[Р] 9 wth: ergo Ambrst [om Lacif,]. 

23; Jobn xvii. 22. In the joint-heirship we 
must not bring out this point, that rist 
is the rightful Heir, who shares His in- 
heritance with the other children of God: 
it is as adoptive children that they get the 
inheritance, and Christ is so far only the 
means of it, as Не то them power Юю 
become sons of John i. 12”); if 
at least (sce above on ver. 9) we are suffer. 
ing with Him, that we may also be 
glorified with Him: i.e. ‘if (provided 
that) we are found in that course of par- 
ticipation in Christ’s sufferings, whose aim 
and end, as that of His sufferi is to be 
glorified as Не was, and with Him.’ But 
the efrep does not the subjective 
aim, 2.6 d. ‘If at least our aim in suffering 
эш to be glorified,'—but the fact of our 

rtakers of that course of sufferings 
betty im, whose aim is, wherever it ts 
Sound, to be glorified with Him. 
Thol. takes the Tra as dependent on evy- 
Ap. (= ёте), and «тер gurr. as quasi- 
parenthetical; but the above seems to me 
more satisfactory. The connexion of 
suffering with Christ, and being glorified 
with Him is elsewhere insisted on, see 
2 Tim. ii. 11; 1 Pet. iv. 18; v. 1. 
This last clanse serves as a transition to 
vv. 18—80, in which the Apostle treats 
of the complete and glorious —, of 
God's elect, through ги a 
Аоре, and the blessed renovation of 
things in and by their 
18.] For (— this suffering with "Him in 
order to being glorified with Him is no 
casting away of toil and self-denial, seeing 
that) I reckon (implying, ‘I myself am one 
who have embraced this course, being con- 
vinced ") that the this pre- 
sent period (of trial and sorrow, contrasted 
with the period of triumph following the 
sapoucia of Christ) are insignificant (ойк 
Еа = dydiva,—no gen. or verb under- 
stood. fos and Аға оз are found in 
the sense of ‘worthy (or unworthy) to be 
compared with’ in the classics: so Hom. 
IL 0. 234, viv F off dvds Шо: dend 
"Exropos, and Plato, Protag. (Wetst.), 
dxdiid deri т’ &yaðà rv kaxév, and 
тЇз KAAN сага а d: Abr dari» ;) 
in com the glory which is to 
be revealed vius P ut first, as in reff., but 
apparently not, as De W., for the sake of 

emphasis. Thol. cites Demosth., p. 486. 
10, dv тоё ote: эбио т xuplos, in which 
there is no emphasis, as neither in ref. 
1 Cor. Area., at the &xoxkdA wis 
of Christ. On the sentiment, see 2 Cor. 
iv. 17) with regard to us (not merely 
fui, as tators, but els $uas, as the 
subjects of the revelation ; the E. V. is 
not far wrong, ‘és иг,’ taking the eis in 

ant sense as ўр anpiccur alg ras 
uke iv. 44 [but it must not be 

understood as meaning within «s, in our 
hearts}). Bernard amplifies this—de Con- 
vers. ad Cleric. c. xxi. 87 (30), vol. i. p. 
494,—* non sunt condignss passiones hujus 
temporis ad prmteritam culpam ro- 
mittitur, non ad tem tionis 
Беан que immittitur, non ад futurum 
loriam quse promittitur nobis.' 
9 ff.] The greatness of thie glory is shewn 
the fact that ALL OREATION, now under 

of the sons of 
For (proof of this transcendent 

greatness of the glory, not, as De W., ix 
n cany of its manifestation, th 

у= проздокіа, TYS., 
whom uther and K. VE follow; but better 
жроздокіа eis Tb rédos,—the aad denoting, 
as also in dwexdéyerai, that the expectation 
continues till the time is exhausted, and 
the те arrives) of the creation (= ай 
this world except man, both animate and 
inanimate: see an account of the exegesis 
below) waits for (see above) the revelation 
of the sons of God ( revelatar бои: et 
tum revelantur etiam filii Dei.’ Beng. 
i BE sens not Mati ыо their son- 
ship ete, and possessed of all 
its privileges rand glories). $ urlows 
has been very variously understood. There 
is a fall history of the exegesis in Tholuck. 
De Wette sums it up thus: “The Crea- 
tion,—i. e. things created,—has by many 
been erroneously taken in ап arbitrarily 
limited sense; e. g. pis Nes ты; L to 
inanimate creation, a8 Theophyl., 
Calv., Beza, Aret., ‘mundi machina, Latha 
the Schmidts, al., Fritz., * eundi machina, 
cali sidera, aer, terra ?—against this are 
the words офу éxoŭra and cuvererd(e: к. 
curly, implying lfe in the xríeis, — 
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ech. ii. 6. 
Cor. i. 7 

2 Thess. i. 7 
al. Sir. xi. 97. 

f Matt. v. 9. 
Luke vi. 35. 
xx. 96. ver. 
14. Gal. Ш. 3. Rev. xxi. 7. 

k 1 Сог. іх. 17 only. Exod. zzi 
Phil. iu. 21. 

reff, 
Pe. viii, 6. Eph. I. 33. 

18. om rov F. 
21. Зот: D' FN. om 9 F. 

for to set these down to mere personifica- 
tion is surely arbitrary:—and one can 
imagine no reason why bestial creation 
should be excluded. II. to living creation : 
(1) to mankind ; Aug., Turret., all., take 
it of men not yet believers : (2) Locke, 
Lightf, Hammond, Semler, of the yet 
unconverted Gentiles: (3) Cramer, Gers- 
dorf, al., of the yet unconverted Jews : (4) 
Le Clero, al., of the converted Gentiles : 
(5) al., of the converted Jews ; (6) al., of 
all Christians :’—* but," as he proceeds, 
“ against (II.) lies this objection, that if 
the Apostle had wished to Е of the en- 
slaving and freeing of mankind, he hardly 
would have omitted reference to sin as the 
ground of the one and faith of the other, 
and the judgment on unbelievers. But on 
the other hand we must not extend the 
idea of xrícis foo wide, as Theodoret, who 
includes the angels, Köllner, who under- 
etands the hate Creation, animate and 
inanimate, rational and irrational, and 
Olsh., who includes the unconverted Gen- 
tiles: nor make it foo indefinite, as Koppe 
and Rosenm.: ‘tota rerum universitas? 
The right explanation is, all animate and 
inanimate nature as distinguished poa 
mankind : so Їтепаупз, Grot., Calov., Wolf, 
Rückert, Reiche, al., Meyer, Neander, 
Schneckenburger, Thol.” e idea of the 
renovation and glorification of all nature 
at the revelation of the glory of our re- 
turned Saviour, will need no apology nor 
seem strange to the readers of this com- 
mentary, nor to the students of the fol- 
lowing, and пару обес passages of the 
rophetic word: Isa. xi. 6 ff.; lxv. 17 fl.; 

Ror. xxi.; 2 Pet. iii. 18; Acta iii. 21. 
30.] Explanation of the REASON WHY 
all creation waits, фо. For the creation 
was made subject to vanity (= 99, Ps. 
xxxix. 6,—where (xxxviii. 6) the LXX 
have ra cóuxarra patadérys. 80 also 

instability, lability to ohanga and deoay, i ‘lity, liability to H j 

of all created things) not willingly (‘cum 
a corruptione natur res omnes abhor- 
reant.’ Bucer in Thol.) but on account 
‘of (8:4 is so far from losing its proper 
meaning by the reference of тд» dwordg- 
аута to God, as Jowett affirms, that it 
gains its strictest and most proper mean- 

IIPOZ POMAIOTZ. 

Tijv * ёлттокамучи» T&v f viðv ToU Oeod t длтекбёуєта. 0 rh 
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g here &c., Зое. 1 Cor. i. 7. Gal. v. 6. Phil. iii. 30. Нер. іх. 98. 1 Pet. 
h = here (Eph. iv. 17. 2 Pet. li. 18) only. Eccles. 

13 only. 
m ch. iv. 18 теб, 

20. for ovx екоџса, ov ÓeAovga Е. 

УШ. 

i.2. (-обсдех, ch. 1.31.) 
act., 1 Cor. av, 27 & Heb. ii. 8, from 

„ B!DFN, 

ing by that reference: see ver. 11. He 
is the occasion, and His glory the end, of 
creation's corruptibility) Him who made it 
subject (i. e. God. Chrys., al., inter- 
ret it of Adam, who was the occasion of 

its being subjected ; and at first sight the 
acc. with 8:d seems to favour this. But I 
very much doubt whether this view can be 
borne out. For (1) does not ö rordtarra 
imply a conscious act of intentional sub- 
jugation, and not merely an «nconscious 
occastoning of the subjugation? Thus we 
have it said of God, ref. 1 Cor., dera 
Uiwéro[e 0x5 Tobs xd8as abrov Brav ö 
. 7. A., Zi AO бт: exrds тоо Uroráfavros 
abrQ тА жбута. And (2) the acc. aft. 8id 
is in reality no reason agninst this. He is 
speaking of the originating cause of this 
subjection, not of the efficient means of it. 
He says that creation was not subjected 
фкоўта, i.e. 8:4 Tb OfAnua laurijs, but 
8:4 Tbv ö rordtavra. At the same time 
such a way of putting it, removing as it 
were the supreme will of God to a wider 
distance from corruption and vanity, and 
making it not so much the worker as the 
occasion of it, as well as this indeflnite 
mention of Him, is quite intelligible on 
the ground of that reverential awe which 
во entirely characterizes the mind and 
writings of the Apostle. If the occasion 
pointed at by örordta be required, I 
should hardly fix it at the Fall of man, 
but at his creation, in the eternal counsels, 
— when he was made capable of falling, 
liable to change. The nation of & 
bwordfas as meaning the devil’ (Locke, 
al.), hardly needs tation. See Matt. 
x. 28, note),—in (‘ow condition of,’ 
‘in а state of,’ see ch. iv. 18, and note on 
ёф’ ф, ch. v. 12) hope (ёт’ dA must not 
be joined with dwordtayra, because then 
the ¿Aris becomes the hope of the ö ro- 
rdtas,—but with drerdyn, being the hope 
of the бтотауєіса), because (not that,’ 
after ¢Awis,—for then it is not likely that 
abr) 4 xtlois would be so emphatically 
repeated: the clanse now announces a sew 
J'act, and thus the emphasis is accounted 
for. To аррою the whole clause eubjec- 
tive to the HA, would be to attribute to 
the yearnings of creation, intelligence and 
rationality,—consciousness.of itself and of 
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не ene I6 nt 

92. for yap, 8« A: om sth. 
wðuve: F, 

. 

„I Cor. av. 20, 23. xvi. 15. N 13. James i. 1 
тей. а Mark vii. e 

pw рз 1 Cor. de. п. е 

Ezod. zziii. hau fr. 
James v. S only. Іза. 

eh. з Cor. viii. 
Ran air ird 

7 Cor. v. 3,4. Heb. i. 17. 

(cuvoreva(e:, во BI DF 17.) for evre., 

23. rec 2nd cal bef ques, with (DF)KL[P] 17 rel [syr] Chr, Thdrt,(readg к. wu. 
aur. = B Don, Orig (Ec: txt ACN [47] Damasc. 
ауто: В [Meth 
variations seo Sch 
DF Ambrst. 

God) the ereation itself also (not only 
we, the sons of God, but even creation 
itself) shall be delivered from the bond. 
age of corruption (its subjection to the 
law of decay, see Heb. ii. 16) into (preg- 
nant: skali be delivered from, 4c., and 
admitted into) the freedom of the glory 
(beware of the fatal Aendiadys : the free- 
dom of the glory ’ is not in any sense = ‘tho 
glorious freedom; in the latter, ‘glorious’ 
is merely an epithet whereby the freedom 
is characterized, as in His rest shall be 
glorious г in the former the freedom is de- 
scribed as consisting in, belonging to, being 
one component part E the glorified state 
of the children of God: and thus the 
th . 
the belongs) of the children 
нний and not view here, perhaps as em- 
bracing God's universal family of creation, 
admitted, each in their share, to a place in 

ourerera 

incorruptibility = glory). 93.) For 
we know (said of an acknowl and 
patent fact, see ch. i. 2; iii. 19; vii. 14) 
that the whole creation groans ‘together 
and travails together (not, groans and 
travails with мә or with mankind, which 
would render the оф ig 8) Md of the 
next verse superfluous. On the figure in 
cuvetives эге John xvi. 21, note) (until 
now (i.e.] up to this time — the 

issing till now: no reference to time 
future, because offauer уар expresses the 
results of experience). 23.) The text 
here is in inextricable confusion (see var. 
-— but the sonse very little affocted. 
But (moreover) not only (the кеа 

ва it bem ba 5 md of Éxorres, but we рог- 
sess’) the firstfruit of the Spirit (i.e. the 
indwelling and influences of the Holy 
Spirit dere, аз an earnest of the full es 
vest of His complete possession o 
wreöpa and adpt and Wx, жй уе, 

ue 

—DF transpose xa: nues ауто: and «a 

om viobeciar 
Orig-int, Aug,) (omg пиех) have ka: avro: both times: for other 

ats » (or over.) D f 38. 72. 

That this is the meaning, seems evident 
from the analogy of St. Paul's i [e 
garding the Но oy Spirit: he treats of 
as an earnest and pledge tren to us, Epb. i. i. 
14; 2 Cor. i. 22; v. 5, and of His full work 
in us as the efficient means of our glorifica- 
tion hereafter, ver. 11; 3 Cor. iii. 18. Va- 
rious other renderings are, — (1) ‘the first 
outpouring of the Spirit, in point of time, 
—Wetst., Reiche, Kölln., Mey., al., —which 
would be irrelevant : (2) ‘ the highest gi 
of the Spirit,’ as the Schmidts, al. 
gen. v». may be partitive or subjective: 
the firstfrait of the Spirit,—which Spiri 
is the harvest,—or the firatfruit of the 
Spirit, —which the Spirit gives :—or even 
in apposition, the firstfruit of the D 
i.e. which consists is (the gift, 
Spirit. I prefer the y from — 
the бр being generally spoken 

as giving,—and God as the 
Giver), ev even we ourselves (repeated for 
emphasis, and ўлез to Ito involve 
himself and his fellow-workers in the 

an es of the last clause, 

of [the 
(or, ] our) adoption (àrex3., as above, ver, 
19, but even more strongly © wait 
out,’ ‘wait for the end of.’ Our adoption 
is come › ver. 15, so that we do 
not wait for si ut for the full manifesta- 
tio» of it, in our bodies rescued 
from the of corruption and ain, 
This which i in Gr. is ex by the verb, 
in Eng. must be Йеке to the substantive, 
ы чке 5 ач 

y оп account of its preceding its v 
—vwied. dwex3. = dwexd. Thy vied., for 
emphasis’ sake) the redemption (in appo- 
sition with vie@.,or rather with the fulness 
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. (PTA, Acts zx. 35.) 
er Acts zzii. 30. Теш. iv. 1. principally L.P. W 

iv. 13 only. Levit, ix. б 
only f. = фуекА., 1 Pet. i. 8. 

94. ins у bef BAexopern F 5 
к! к copt J. 

[but see above]: ezepectat вутт Ambri. 

. 1 Cor. il. 3 ref. m art., Mark ix Luke 
iner, edn. 6, } 18. 3. 23 Cor, n 13 (bis). I Pet. 

q Acts vil 34 only. Job iil. 24 г here 

om т: Bl(added by original scribe : see table) 
rec ins «az, with ACELN[P 4n]: Pun DF 

Aauby обтот Éx «i [о yap BAewe: ris ere) latt. 
47-marg(noting T5 ra- 

for iet, vrouerei AN! 47- marg 

26. rec raw ac0creimus (see note), with КТР] 17 rel [syr copt] Chr, Thdrt ТЫ Ee: 
rns Senoews F: txt ABCDN m [47] vulg Syr [th arm ore 
lat-ff. [om sue» D'(and lat!). 
jer, e n [Сут,-р] 

Syr [вуг copt nrm-mse 
ag 47 Hil: :] om ABDEN! Зет oh] Mb 
Aug). 

of sense aes in bua &кек$., dorsi ez. 
ing t fect tion 

— УК ‚мее in. of our body 
(ot 5 Acla , as Erasm., 
Le Clere, Reiche, Fritz., al., —which though 
allowable in grammar,—see Heb. ix. 15,— 
is inconsistent with the doctrine of the 
change of the vile and mortal into the glo- 
rious and immortal body,— Phil. iii. 21; 
2 Cor. v. 9—4, — but the (entire) redemp- 
tion,—rescue,—of the body from corrup- 
tion and sin). 94, 85. ] For (confirma- 
tion of the last assertion, proving Доре fo 
$e our present state of salvation)—in hope 
were we (not, ‘are we,’ nor ‘have we been’) 
saved: i.o. our first apprehension of, and 
appropriation to ourselves of, salvation 
which is by faith in Christ, was ‘effected i in 
the condition of Лоре: which hope (Thol.) 
is in fact faith in its prospective attitude, 
—that faith which is érécracis dawifo- 
péver, Heb. xi. 1. The dat. ^8; is not 
a dat. of reference, — according to 
but of the form or condition. Now 
hope that is seen (the object or fulfilment 
of which is present and palpable) is not 
hope: for that which any one sees, why 
does he [also (or, at all) ] hope for 1 If 
ка! is to stand in the text, 16 conveys, after 
an interrogative word, a sense of the utter 
superfinity of the thing questioned about, 
as being Tani, and out of the ques- 
tion. ‘Qui in t rl xph проѕбокё» ; 
exspectat aliquid, sed m est quid eve- 
niat. Qui interrogat тЇ xph xal wpos- 
zom desperat de salute, nec eam usquam 
exspectari poese existimat." Bremi in De- 
«osth. Phil. i. 46, cited in Hartung, Par- 

Ori Ыз S Orig, 1 Маз бук 
ы 

wposevioneda DKL 
amasc (Ec: wposevxoue0a F: txt А 

aft vireperrvyxarei ne Мн пио», with CKL[P]N? 17 а ws Car fh at 
Did Epipb[-ms, ] Jer: 
rig, (always adds тө бе) poter | Damaso 

] Chr, 

tikellehre, i. 187. 95.] But if that 
which we do not see, we hope for, with 
patience we wait for it. Patience (en- 
durance) is the state, in which, —through 
which as a medium,—our тащ takes 
place: hence 8. (woyuovüs, as 
u. 8:4 wodAAGy Saxpber, 2 Cor. ii. 

26.) Likewise (another help © 
our endurance, co-ordinate with the last 
our patience is one help to it, but not 
the onl m the Spirit also (the Holy Spi- 
rit of Ips our weakness (not, helps 
us to 3 weakness, as if the weakness 
were the burden, which the Spirit lifts for 
and with us,—but, helps our weakness,— 
us who are weak, to bear the burden of 
ver. 28. And this weakness is not only 
inability to pray aright, which is only an 
example of it, but general weakness. is 
has been seen, and the reading consequent- 
ly altered to the plural, whic jd was at first 
perbaps & marginal gloss). For (example 
of the help above mentioned; —the ré bind- 
ing er the clause,—see reff.,—and 
here implyi {шыр gratia,’—‘ for thie 
vis. what to &.) what we should pray as 
we ought (two things ;—ewhat we should 
pray,—the matter of our prayer; —and dow 
we should pray it, —the form and masner 
of our prayer) we know not: but the Spirit 
itself (Thol. remarks, —abrd brings into 
more prominence the idea of the wreina, 
во as to express of what dignity our Inter. 
cessor is,— an Intercessor who knows best 
what our wants are) intercedes (dre here 
does not intensify the verb, as in бтер- 
ик» and the like, and as Œc., Erasm, 
Luth., Bengel, render it,— but implies 
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the advocacy, —* convenire aliquem super 
negotio alterius as Grot.,—to express 
which the $xip hub of the rec. has been 
inserted) with groanings which cannot 
be expressed:—i.e. the Holy Spirit of 
God dwelling in us, knowing our wants 
better than we, Himself pleads in our 
prayers raising us to higher and holier 
desires than we can express in words, 
which can only find utterance in sighings 
and aspirations: see next verse. De 
W., Thol, Olsh. Chrys. (Hom. xiv., p. 
586) interpreta it of the xdpwua of prayer 
— and adds ó yàp roabrns karabiuwÓ0els 
xdpiros, datas perà roAA s THs kara- 
vólews, pera mody TO» oTevaypar ro 
ката Zid-οι,e те Oed wposríwrer, TA ovp- 
Фіроғта жас: frec:—similarly (Ec. and 
Theophyl Calv. understands, that the 
Spirit suggests to us the proper words of 
acceptable prayer, which would otherwise 
have been unutterable by us : and similarly 
Beza, Grot. &лхалўто may bear three 
meanings—1, unspoken: 2, that does not 
spoak,—mate (seo LXX, Job xxxviii. 14; 
Sir. xviii. 33 compl.): 3, thaé cannot be 

ken. The analogy of verbals in -ros in 
the N. T. favours the latter meaning: com- 
pare árexBufrynros, 2 Cor. іх. 15,—&psnros, 
2 Cor. xii. 4,—dvexAdanros, 1 Pet. i. 8 
(Thol.). Macedonius gathered from 
this verse that the Holy Spirit is a crea- 
ture, and inferior to God, because He 
prays to God for из. Bat as Aug. Tract. 
vi. in Joan. 2, vcl. iii. p. 1425, remarks, 
“поп Spiritus Sanctus in semetipso apud 
semetipsum in iila Trinitate gemit, sed i» 
nobis gemit, quia gemere nos facit. No 
intercession in heaven is here spoken of, but 
a pleading in us by the indwelling Spirit, 
of a nature above our comprehension and 
utterance. 27.] But (opposed to 
Aarons though unutterable by us) 
He who searcheth the kearts (God) - 
eth what is the mind (istent, ог bent, as 
bidden in those sighs) of the Spirit. A 
difficulty presents itself in the rendering of 
the next clause. If Fri be causal, because 
He (the Spirit) pleads for the saints ao. 
cording to the will of God, it would seem 
that ol8e» must bear tha meaning ap- 
proves,’ otherwise the condexion will not be 
apparent; and so Culv. and Rückert have 
rendered it, Hence Grot., Reiche, Meyer, 
Fritz. render $71, ‘tha/,’ and construe, — 

Cor. ii. 
10. 1 Pet. 
1. 11. Rev. 

a il. 23 only. 
Prov. xx. 27. 

t vv. 6,7 reff. 
weh. і. 7 al. fr. Actsiz. 18 reff. 

James И. 22 only ?. E Adr. 

vreperruyxave. 

‘knows what is the mind of the Spirit, — 
that He pleads with God (so Reiche and 
Fritz., and Winer, edn. 6, § 49. d, for xarà 
0.) for the sainte : justifying the repetition 
of Ged», implied before, by 1 John iv. 8, 4 
АЎ yaray ойк byræ Tb» des, бт: д Oeds 

zy deriv. But I must confess that the 
other rendering seems to me better to suit 
the context: and I do not see that the or- 
dinary meaning of older need be changed. 
The assurunce which we have that God the 
Heart-Searcher interprets the inarticulate 
sighings of the Spirit in us, is, — not strictly 
speaking, His Oinniscience, — but the fact 
that the very Spirit who thus pleads, does 
it xarà бебу, —in pursuance of the divine 
purposes and in conformity with God's good 
pleasure. So that, as its place before the 
verb would suggest, xarà бед» is emphatic, 
and furnishes the reason of the ole». A 
minor objection against the explicative r. 
is, that we have offauer бт: immediately 
following. All these pleadings of the 
Spirit are heard and answered, even when 
tnarticulately uttered ; we may extend the 
same comforting assurance to the imper- 
fect and mistaken verbal utterances of 
our prayera, which are not themselves 
answered to our hurt, but the answer is 
given to the voice of the Spirit which 
speaks through them, which we would ex- 
ress, but cannot. Com 2 Cor. xii. 
—10, for an instance in the Apostle's own 

case. 28.) Having given an example, 
in prayer, how th- Spirit helps our weak- 
мезг, and out of our ignorance and discon- 
rugement brings from God an answer of 
peace, he now extends this to all thing 
all circumstances by which tbe Christian 
finds himself surrounded. These may seem 
calculated to dash down hope, and surpass 
patience; but we know better concerning 
them. But (the opposition seems most 
naturally to apply to ver. 22, the groaning 
and travailing of all creation) we know 
(as a point of the assurance of faith) that 
to those who love God (a stronger desig- 
nation than any yet used for believers) all 
things (every event of life, bat especially, 
ав the context requires, those which are ad. 
verse. Toinclude, with Aug. de Corrept. et 
Grat., c. ix. (24), vol. x. pt. i. p. 930, the sine 
of believers in this тбута, as making them 
*humiliores et doctiores, is manifestly ta 
introduce un clewent which did not enter 
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into the Apostle’s consideration; for he 
is here pig roving ya regn 
justi ith, it in iri 
rok to ЕС work together (cuvepyei, 
absolute, or ёААўлоь implied: not, work 
together for good with those who love 
God,’—‘ loving God’ being a ‘ working 
for good: which, though upheld by Thol., 
seems to me harsh, and inconsistent with 
the emphatic position of rots dy. т. 6. 
Surely also in that case xdyra would 
have been rà кйөта, all things, ав one 
party working, set over against ol ёуа- 
wüvres т. 0., the other party working: 
whereas dra ovvepye? gives rather the 
sense of all things co-operating one with 
another. If the reading of AB be 
adopted, we should understand either (1) 
that God causeth all things to work, &. : 
taking cv»épye as from cuvdpye, con- 
cludo: or (2) that, as Syr. renders it, “in 
every thing He helpeth them for good.” 
But in this last саве, we should require та 
wdyra) for (towards, to bring about) good 
(their eternal welfare ;—the fulfilment of 
the purpose of the &ydzm т. O«oU jj dv 
хрістф Ineo? т. кир. Rudy, ver. 89),—to 
those who are called (not only invited, but 
effectually called—see below) according to 
(His) purpose. In this further descrip- 
tion the Apostle designates the believers 
as not merely loving God, but being de- 
loved by God. Tho divine side of their 
security from harm is brought out, as 
combining with and ensuring the other. 
They are sure that all things work for their 
kood. not only because they love Him who 
worketh all (hinge, but also because He 
who worketh ali things hath loved and 
chosen them, and carried them through the 
successive steps of their spiritual life. The 
calling here and elsewhere spoken of by the 
Apostle (com eapecially ch. ix. 11) is 
the working, in men, of “the everlasting 
purpose of whereby before the founda- 
tions of the world were laid, He hath de- 
creed by His counsel secret to us, to deliver 
from curse and damnation those whom He 
hath chosen in Christ out of mankind, and 
to bring them by Christ to everlasting sal- 
vation.” Art. X. of the Church of England. 
To specify the various ways in which this 
calling has been understood, would far ex- 
ceed the limits of a general commentary. 

It may suffice to вау, that on the one hand, 
Seripture bears constant testimony to the 
fact that all believers are chosen and called 
by God,—their whole spiritual life in ita 
origin, progress, and completion, be:ng from 
Him :—while on the other hand its testi- 
mony is no less precise that He willeth all 
to be saved, and that none shall perish 
except by wilful rejection of the truth. So 
that, on the one side, Gop’s SOVEREIGNTY; 
—on the other, MAN’S FREE WILL,—is 
plainly declared to us. To receive, believe, 
and act on both these, is our duty, and 
our wisdom. They belong, as truths, no 
less to natural than to revealed religion: 
and every one who believes in а God must 
acknowledge both. But all attempts to 
Vip d over the gulf between the two are 
stile in the present imperfect condition of 
man. The very reasonings used for this 
purpose are clothed in language framed on 
the analogies of this lower world, and wholly 
шы а to describe God regarded as He 
is in Himself. Hence arises confusion, mis- 
apprehension of God, and unbelief. I have 
therefore simply, in this commentary, en- 
deavoured to enter into the full meaning of 
the sacred text, whenever one or other of 
these great truths is brought forward; not 
explaining either of them away on account 
of possible difficulties arising from tbo re- 
cognition of the other, but recognizing as 
fully the elective and predestinating decree 
of God where it is treated of, as I have 

ne, in other places, the free will of man. 
If there be an inconsistency in this course, 
it is at least one in which the nature of 
things, the conditions of human thought, 
and Scripture itself, participate, and from 
which no Commentator that I have seen, 
however anzious to avoid it by extreme 
views one way or the other, has been able 
to escape. See, for a full treatment of the 
subject, Tholuck’s Coinm. in loc. 
29, 80. ] The Apostle now goes backward 
from кАзтог, to explain how this CALLING 
came about. It sprung from God's fore- 
knowledge, co-ordinate with His fore-deter- 
mination of certain persons (to be) соп. 
formed to the image of His Son, that 
Christ might be exalted as the Head of 
the great Family of God. These persone, 
thus forcknown and predetermined, He, in 
the course of His Providence actually, but 
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n ch. ili. 5 re o = Matt. 
p ch. xi. 21 reff. Gen. xxii. 16. 

kai ous «ик. A th [Syr Orig-int,]. 
89. оз ovde viov 180 ефес. F; os (add ye ЮЗ) орде rov iBiov viou eei. D. 

in His eternal decree implicitly, called, 
bringing them through justification to 
glory ;—and all this is spoken of as past, 
because to Him who sees the end from the 
beginning, — past, present, and future ARE 
NOT, but ALL IB ACCOMPLIGRED WHEN 
DETERMINED. Because whom He fore- 
knew (but in what sense? This has been 
much disputed: the Pelagian view,—‘ eos 

os prasciverat credituros, is taken by 
ig., Chrys., Œc., Theophyl, Augustine 

(prop. 55, in Ep. ad Rom. vol. iii. p. 2076), 
Ambr. Erasm. in peraphrase, Calov., 
Reiche, Meyer, Neander, and others; the 
sense of fore-loved, by Erasm. in commen- 
tary, Grotius, Estins, the Schmidts, &c. : 
that of fore-decreed, by Thol. edn. 1, and 
Stuart,—which however Thol. in subse. 
quent editions suspects to be ungram- 
matical without some infinitive following, 
and prefers а sense combining foreknow- 
ledge and recognition-as-His:—that of 
elected, adopted as His sons, by Calvin, — 
Dei autem præcognitio, cujus hic Paulus 
memigit, non nuda est prescientia, ut 
stulte fingunt quidam imperiti, sed adop- 
tio qua filios suos ab improbis semper dis- 
erevit,'—Rückert, De Wette, al. That this 
latter is implied, is certain: but I prefer 
taking the word in the ordinary sense of 
foreknew, especially as it is from 
being a ‘nuda prisseientia by what fol- 
lows: see below and Gal. iv. 9), He also 
fore-ordained (His foreknowledge was not 
a mere being previously aware how a series 
of events would happen: but was co-ordi- 
nate with, and inseparable from, His having 
re-ordained all things) conformed (i.e. to 
conformed) to the image of His Son 

(the dat. and gen. are both found after 
words like aóuuopoos ; compare cópvros, 
ch. vi. 5. The image of Christ here 
spoken of is not His moral purity, nor His 
sufferings, but as in 1 Cor. xv. 49, that en- 
tire form, of glorification in body and sanc- 
tification in spirit, of which Christ is the 
perfect pattern, and all His people shall be 
partakers. To accomplish this transforma- 
tion in us is the end, as regards us, of our 
election by God; not merely to rescue us 

from wrath. Compare 1 John iii. 2, 3; 
Phil. iii. 21: and on the comprehensive 
meaning of popoh, Phil. ii. 6, 7, —where it 
expresses both ‘the form of God’ in which 
Christ was, and ‘the form of a servant’ in 
which He became incarnate) that He 
might (or may, as Calv., but the refer- 
ence in the aorist is to the past decree of 
God) be firstborn among many brethren 
(i.e. that He might be shewn, acknow- 
ledged to be, and glorified as THE Son ОР 
Сбор, pre-eminent among those who are 
by adoption through Him the sons of God. 
This is the farther end of our election, as 
regarde Christ : His glorification in us, as 
our elder Brother and Head): 80.] but 
whom He fore-ordained, those he also 
ealled (in making the decree, He left it 
not barren, but provided for those circum- 
stances, all at His disposal, by which such 
decree should be made effectual in them. 

ёкбХесеу, supply, els hy avroð 
BaciXelay ка} Bóta» 1 Thess, ii. 12; other 
expressions are found in 1 Cor. i. 9; 
2 Thess. ii. 14; 1 Tim. vi. 12; 1 Pet. v. 
10): and whom He called, these He also 
justified (the Apostle, remember, is speak- 
ing entirely of God's acts on behalf of the 
believer : he says nothing now of that faith, 
through which this justification is, on Ais 
part, obtained): but whom He justified, 
them He also glorified (He did not merely, 
in His premundane decree, acquit them of 
sin, but also clothe them with glory: the 
aorist 486 асе» being used, as the other 
aorists, to imply the completion in the 
divine counsel of all these, which are to 
us, in the state of time, so many successive 
steps,—simultaneously and irrevocably. So 
we have the perfect in John xvii. 10, 22). 

81—89.] The Christian has no 
reason to fear, but all reason to hope; 
Sor nothing can separate him from God's 
love in Christ. 31.] What then shall 
we say to these things (what answer can 
the hesitating or discouraged find to this 
array of the merciful acts of God's love on 
behalf of the believer)? If God is for us 
(and this He has been proved to be, vv. 
28— 380,— in having foreknown, predesti- 
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anis v ААА trip judy mávrov rap dre abróv, ras обу} 
т Acts zzv. П 

16. 1Сей. ка} oly айтф Tà парта "uiv 'xapisera, ; 3 ris "éy- 
ii. 7, 10 ul. I. f. 2 le. garéce ката u éxrextav Oeod; Oeds б " :каідь ; 34 тіс Г. Фи» 
ti 5 

A е 

D. б "xaraxpívev ; хригтӧс̧ 0 àzoÜavov, * uaddrov 8 [xai] ACD? 
beer у éyepÜcís, bc xal ёст *év + 86.8 tov Oeod, de к 

zgiv. 22, &. 
ch. xvi. 13 al. Таа. xx vill. 16. 

w Matt. xxvii. $. (John тШ. 10, 11.) ch. li. I al. 
y ver. 11. a г. Eph. i. 
а = and w. brd. Heb. vii. 25. (Acts xxv. 24 reff.) 

ver. 39. Heb. vii. 26. Wisd. i. 3. 

(алла, so BDIFN.) 

Esth. il. 1 
i. 90. Col. Ш.1. He 

om 7a D!F [arm]. 

= Gal. iv. 9. Eph. iv. 28. v. II. 
1 Pet. iil. 28 only. Ps. zv. 11. 

b Matt. хіх. 6. Ezek. xlvi. 19. v. awd, 

34. aft xpioros ins тооз ACFLN 17 vulg copt wth arm Did, Cp) Damase 
ut [Orig-int,] Aug, Maximin,: om BDK rel svrr d ind Chr, Thdrt 

int, Hil, |. rec ins Ist rat, with DFKL rel latt 
8e) | syr Cyr-jer, Chr, Thdrt, Iren-int Hil, Ambr Aug Maximin: om A 

al-ms Iren- 
but not am?) | Syr(omg nN 

BOM g k117 
copt [sth arm] Did, Damasc [Orig-int, ]. (xa: is left out in B ed Mai, as in Tischdf 
and in tbe collations of Btly and Bch; 
gard to Bch's reading.) 
seth[(“ ut ro »» Tischdf) Did,] Chr, Damasc. 

ut Mai has got into some confusion with re- 
aft єуєрб. add ек уєкрыу ACN!(om N3?) 17 copt 

om ка (bef ecru) АСМ! b co 
[47] vulg D!.lat copt [goth] Cyr-jer Did, Chr, СУР! Damasc] Thdrt Iren-int, [Orig · 
int, Hil, Ambr, Aug,]: ine B D[and lat?) 
Ambrst. om Tov В o. 

85. aft ris ins ovr F latt(not am) [arm Orig - int ) ins. pe) 
(txt. ae). ] 

nated, called, justified, glorified us), who 
(is) against ust $2.] (God) Who 
even (taking one act as a notable example 
out of all) did not spare His own Son (Hrs 
OWN,— His оғ povoyerhs, the only one of 
God’s sons who is One with Him in nature 
and essence, begotten of Him before all 
worlds. No other sense of i8fov will suit 
its position here, in a clause already made 
emphatic by ye, in consequence of which 
whatever epithet is fixed to vlov must par- 
take of the emphasis), but delivered Him 
up (not necessarily eis Odvyarov only, but 
generally, as IS rer, John iii. 16: ‘largitus 
est, quem sibi retinere poterat, as 
luck, from Winer) on behalf of us all (so 
that every one of us believers, even the 
most afflicted, has an equal part in Him. 
Of others, nothing is said here), how shall 
He not (how can it be tbat He will not) 
also with Him (in consequence of and in 
analogy with this His greatest gift: it is 
a question ‘a majori ad minus’) give 
freely to us all things (all that we need 
or hope for; or even more largely, all 
cae o for ours, to subserve our 

, and work together for us: compare 
1 Cor. iii. 22)! 83.] The punctua- 
tion of these verses is disputed. Many 
(Aug., Ambr. Reiche, Köllner, Olsh., 
Meyer, De Wette, and Griesb., Knapp, 
Lachmann) follow, in vv. 33, 84, the un- 
doubted form of ver. 35, and place an in- 

tion after each clause, as in tho 
text; while Luther, Beza, Grot., Wolf, 
Tholuck, al., make 6eds & йік. and ypiords 
ё джо. «.7.A. the reply fo und reiection of 

LN? am bari? syrr (Ec Th] Maximin, 

хере А с Orig, 

the questions 5 them. The former 
method is preferable, as preserving the form 
of ver. 85, and involving no harshness of con · 
struction, which the other does, in the case 
of xpierós followed by the two participles. 

Who shall lay (ri) any charge against 
the elect of God (SA usually with a 
dat. see reff.)? Shall God (éyxardce:), 
who justifies them (Chrys. stri ingly says, 
ойк «їжте “ Oeds d àQels Ds инд AA 
d холАф uei(or Fv Oeds 6 Ducavév. Sray 
yap 4 rod 8:кастоё фӯфоѕ Blxaory àwo- 
phm, ral ё&каттой тоюбтоо, rivos Atos б 
каттуорёу; Hom. xv. р. 507)! Who is 
he that condemns them (the pres. part. 
as expressing the official employment, ‘is 
their 55 than ч N сог- 

nding more closely with 8:ка:бу 
it) Christ who died, ven who rather is a 
risen, who also is at the right hand of 
God, who also intereedes for ust “ All the 
great points of our redemption are ranged 
together, from the death of Christ to 
His still enduring intercession, as reasons 
for negativing the question above.” De W. 

85.] Who (i. e. what: but masc. 
for uniformity with vv. 83, 84) shall se- 
parate us from the love of Christ! Is 
this (1) our love to Christ, or (2) Christa 
love to us, or (3) our sense of Christ's love 
to us? The first of these is held by Origen, 
Chrys., Theodoret, Ambr., Erasm., al. But 
the difficulty of it lies in consistently inter- 
preting ver. 37, where not our endurance in 
ove to Him, but our victory by means of 
His love to us, is alleged. And besides, it 
militates against the conclusion in ver. 89, 

ELN. 5 
al cáfgh 

loct. 328. ^ ^ ^ m 
Ea. . éyrvyxáves йттёр ўши ; 95 тіс pâs ° хюрісє amd Tis от [47) 

u Col. Ш. 18. Tit. 1. I. gen., ch. l. 6,7. v ver. 30. 

b. 1. 3. viii. 1. х. 12. zii. 3. 
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ауйлчб ToU ypioToð ; * @Му ў Sarevoywpia À d dsarypos e ch. tl эге.) 
Cor. il. 10 

ў NHðç¼ 9) 'yopvorgs Ñ € xivduvos ij ^ náyaipa ; % кабдҳ „г, үс. 
уёураттаг Šri Évexey cod ! ÜavaroóueÜa. xsv тй» tyuépay, dear . 
X! hoylaOnuev ' às mpóßara "adayi. STAAN en To- Rer шле 

ut. 
xzviii. 48 тоф rd %0тпєрикдрєу Sida ToU ° ayaTrncavTos ° трас. zi 
3 Cor. хі. 26 

38 EHE ,in yàp бт. ойте "Üávaros ойте 4 hi, obre " umen 
ye N oUre " арҳаі, ovre 3' éyear Ta. ойтє dt uéAXovra, p EM si: 

x 

ich. vil. 4 reff. Paa. xliii. 23. 

© of Christ, Gal. v. 20. Eph. v. 
2 Mace. ix. 27. q во 1 Cor, Ш. 22. 

8 = 1 Cor. vil. 36 reff. 

for xpurrov, Gouv B([adding] туз ev уриттоо то») N а! [Cyr-p,(txt,)]. 
D}(and lat!) F-gr]. 

k = ch. ix. 6 reff. 
m Acts viii. 33. James v. 6 өзу: 1. c. Іва. xxziv. 2, 6. 

er. iz. 16. 
11 Сог. ir. 1. 2 Cor. z. 2. Job zii. 30. 

gen., Zech. zl. 4. в here only t. 
constr., ch. xiv. 16. zv. 14. 2 Tim. i. 5,12. soe aad inf., 

. i. 21 al. т ча (see note) 1 Cor. zv. 24. Eph і Dan. 
t Acts xziv. 25 reff, 

om 2nd 3 

36. rec evexa (0 LIr-B), with CK (Ephr, Bas,] Thdrt Damasc ТШ (Ec: tat (so 
II- AR) ABDFLN m n 17 [47] Clem, Orig, Meth, Chr.. 

87. тоу ayarncarra DF latt 

ovre efovoras (see Col ii. 15 a 
pref, D[not Dl. lat]. 

mit it, unl . 
which ought certainly to respond to this 
question. The third meaning is defended 
by Calvin, But the second, as maintained 
by Beza, Grot., Est., al., Thol., Reiche, 

eyer, De Wette, appears to me the only 
tenable sense of the words. For, havin 
shewn that God's great love to us is шер 
that none can accuse nor harm us, the 9 sd 
tle now asserts the permanence of that love 
under all adversecircumstances— that none 
such can affect it, —nay more, that it is 
by that love that we are enabled to obtain 
the victory over allsuch adversities. And 
finally he expresses his persuasion that no 
created thing shall ever separate us from 
that love, i. e. shall ever be able to plack 
us out of the Father's hand. 86. 
The quotation here expresses,—‘ all whic 
things befull us, as they befell God’s saints 
of old,—and it is no new trials to which we 
are subjected :— What, if we verify the an- 
cient description ?’ 37.) But (ne- 
gation of the question ӨЛ... . udyat- 
pa;) in all these things we are far the 
conquerors (hardly, ‘more than conque- 
rors : the ö rep intensifies the degree of 
viròv, as in dwepwepiocetay and the like, 
but does not express a superiority over 
vikQ») through Him who loved us (i.e. so 
fur from all these things separating us 
from His love, that very love bas given 
us a glorious victory over them). 
The reading 8:4 roy d&yarfcayra jpas 
would amount to the same in meaning : — 
‘on account of Him who lored us’ im- 

Vor. II. 

) C f n 46. 73. 80. 109-21 syr-w.ast [Bas, 
rec ovre Bvrayeis bef ovre єуєстета o. f., with KL rel 

vulg[-ed demid barl?] Syr goth Chr, Thdrt, (Ec ТЫ Aug: 
fald harl'] tol syr copt (sth arm-zoh) Eus, | 
(ovr. Jur. has been suspected as spurious (Fritz., Tholuc 

E16] Mat) and [ Clem, Antch, Orig-int, and] one or two lat. 

Ephr, (yr. 

ert, Cypr, Hil, Lucif,). 
88, ayyeAos DF [copt] "e Ашын aat Hi J aft ovre архе: add Aug. ape · 

ы ABCDFN m Es 
masc Orig[ -i t- 

, în De h ae 

plying, as in vv. 11, 20, that He is the 
efficient cause of tho result. It is 
doubted whether ‘He who loved us’ be 
the Father, or our Lord Jesus Christ. 
This is, I think, decided by rẹ &уатдут‹ 
fuds kal Aoócarr: $juàs .... dy TQ aluar. 
abrov, Rev. i. 5. The use of such an ex- 
ression as a title of our Lord in а doxo- 
ogy, makes it very probable that where 
unexplained, as here, it would also desig- 
nate Him. 38.) For I am per- 
suaded (a taking up and amplifying of the 
Üreprikauer—our victory is not only over 
these things, but Idare assert itover greater 
and more awful than thesc) that neither 
death, nor life (well explained by De W. 
as the two principal possible states of man, 
and not as = “апу thing dead or living,’ 
as Calvin and Koppe), nor angels, nor 
principalities (whether good or bad; &pxf; 
is used of good, Col. i. 16; 11. 15 (see note); 
of bad (1 Cor. xv. 24 7), Eph. vi. 12; here, 
ав Eph. i. 21, generally. Кууєло:, abso- 
lutely, seems never to be used of bad angels: 
if it here means good angels, there is no ob- 
jection, as Stuart all to the rhetorical 
supposition that they might attempt this 
separation, any more than to that of an 
angel from heaven preaching another 
gospel, Gal. i. 8), nor things present nor 

to come (no vicissitudes of time), 
nor powers (some confusion has evidently 

t into the arrangement. Ephr. бут. 
rends, or. àápxal ofr. dovelas ofr. ёуєст. 
оёт. АА. оёт. Burduecs оёт. ARNO 

D D 
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-M. — OUTe "Suvduets, 99 obre Yinpwpa ore “ Bálos, obre ris ABCDF 
Pei i n, *erlow У érépa Óvvijeerat uãs * Хоріса алд тўс dqd- ed fah 
. xd arne той * Oeod тўс év pia T ‘Incod TQ кирір иф». o1 [47] 
jare IX. P*'AMjÓea» Aéye “èv pur, ob Veidopiai, 
ziii, А 

w Eph. ili. ls al. Yea. vii. 11. 
xiii. 9. 1 Tim. . s тег. 36. 
Ali. 0. Eph.iv. 25. Ps. niv. 2. 
5.320. 1 Tim. i. J. 

$9. om ris DF latt syrr [copt 
Aug. pe. TOV KUpiOV AD M. gr. 

Basil, obre буу. ойт, Ap x. off. dove. ойт. 
Surduess обт. ёуест. ойт. nA. follow, 
with Griesb., Lachm., Tischdf., the very 
strong consent of the ancient мвв.), nor 
height nor depth (no extremes of space), 
nor any other created (ктісиз can- 
not here be the whole creation, as Chrys., 
—% Aéye rowtrdy dsr el ка) БАЛТ 
rocatrn xricis у без) J John,, Sey Т) 
уоттћ, ob8ty б» pe THs &ydmns dxelyns 
ardornce,—but any creature, such as are 
all the things named) shall be able to 
sever us from the love of God whioh is 
in Christ Jesus our Lord (here plainly 
enough God’s love to us in Christ,—to us, 
as we are in Christ, to us, manifested in 
and by Christ). 

Cuar. IX.—XI.] The Gospel being now 
established, in its fulness and freeness, as 
the power of God unto salvation to every 
one that believeth,—a question naturall 
arises, not unaccompanied with painful dif- 
ficulty, respecting the exclusion of that 
people, as a people, to whom God's ancient 
promises were made. With this national 
rejection of Israel the Apostle now deals: 
first (ix. 1—5) expressing his deep sym- 
pathy with his own le: then tm 
6—29) justifying G o has not (vv. 
6—13) broken His promise, but from the 
first chose а portion only of Abraham's 
seed, and that (vv. 1429) by His un- 
doubted elective right, not to be murmured 
at nor disputed by us His creatures: ac- 
cording to which election a remnant shall 
now also be saved. Then, Monde wi 
tion of so large a portion of Israel, their 
own self-righteousness (vv. 80—83) has 
been the cause of it,and (x. 1—12) their ig- 
norance of God's righteousnese,—notwith- 
standing that (vv.13—21) their Scriptures 
plainly declared to them the nature of the 
Gospel, and itt resulte with regard to 
themselves and the Gentiles, with which 
declarations Paul's preaching was in per- 
Jeet accordance. Наг God then cast off 
his people i 1—10)? No—for а rem- 
nant shall be saved according to the elec- 
tion of grace, but the rest ed, not 

Jor the purpose of their destruc- 
tion, but (хі. 11—24) of mercy to the 
Gentiles: which purpose of mercy being 

2 = eh. L 28. (vv. 19, Фе.) нев Me 18. Judith iz. 12. 

а = CN. v. 0. 

em 3 Cor. zii. 19. Eph. iv. 17, 

у = ch. 
„ nil. 13. b = 2 Cor. 

42 Cor. zi. 31. Gal. 

goth eth Orig,(txt,)-int,(txt,) Tert, Hil, Ambrst 

Sulfilled, Israel shall be brougM in again 
to its proper place of blessing (xi. 25—32). 
He concludes the whole with a Аит} 
admiration of the unsearchable depth of 
God's ways, and the riches of His Wisdom 
(xi. 88—36). 

In no part of the Epistles of Paul is it 
more a 5 than in this portion, to bear 
in mind his habit of INSULATING the one 
view of the subject under consideration, 
with which he ie at the time dealing. The 
divine side of the history of Israel and the 
world is in the greater of this portion 
thus insulated: the of the divine 
dealings and the divine decrees insisted on, 
and the mundane or human side of that 
history kept for the most part out of sight, 
and only so much shewn, as to make it 
manifest that the Jews, on their part, fuiled 
of attaining God's righteousness, and so lost 
their share in the Gospel. 

It must also be remembered, that, what- 
ever inferences, with regard to God's dis- 

. posal of individuals, may justly lie from the 
Apostle’s arguments, the assertions here 
made by him are universally spoken with 
a ational reference. Of the eternal salva- 
tion or rejection of any individual Jew thera 
is here no question: and however logically 
true of any individual the same conclusion 
may be shewn to be, we know as matter of 
fact, that in such cases sot the divine, but 
the human side, is that ever held up by the 
Apostle—the universality of free grace for 
all—the riches of God’s mercy to all who 
call on Him, and consequent exhortations 
to all, to look to Him and be saved. De 
Wette has well shewn, against Reiche and 
others, that the apparent inconsistencies 
of the Apostle, at one time speaking of ab- 
solute decrees of God, and at another of cul- 
pability in man,—at one time of the elec- 
tion of some, at another of a hope of the 
conversion of all,—resolve themselves into 
the necessary conditions of thought under 
which we all are placed, being compelled 
to acknowledge the divine Sovereignty on 
the one hand, and human free will on the 
other, aud alternately appearing to lose 
sight of one of these, as often as for the 
time we confine our view to the other. 

IX. 1—8.] The Apostle's deep sympathy 
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° cuppaprupovens po, тўс f ouvediceds доо éy mryeüpari och. ti. к 

dyip, 2 ёт Миг} pol ёст peyddrn ка} 8ábiáNevmrros ig” 
1.3 

d 000) Tf) кардіа pov. 8! niyounv yàp ®*йуабена elvas бошу "net, 
auros yœ !ато тод ypioroð бтёр TOv а$еМфб©» pov, i Tim. vi. 10 

viii, 18. 1 Acts zzvii. 29 reff. WS k Acts хаш, 14. 1 Cor. 
"ips =н. рон. Deut. vii. 1 = ch. vil. 2. 3 Cor. xi, 3. Col. 

Cuar. IX. 1. aft хрото add пит ча шы lat] F [arm-mss Orig-int,(om,)] Ps- 
^l -gr Е Ath, Ambrst. for 2nd e», ev» F 

3. rng xap8iag K 17. 2191. 
8. «evxouy» DKL ck 1 n 17 [Orig-c,] Thdrt-ms: evxopa: 41. 

R. rec avros ey bef ауабера eran with C 
[Damasc] Cypr, : txt ABDF(N) вуг goth Chr, [Orig-int,] Ambr, Pac,. 

with his own people lerael. The subject 
on which he is about to enter, so unwel. 
come to Jews in general, coupled with their 
hostility to himself, and designation of him 
as a vAdros (2 Cor. vi. 8: compare also 
2 5 w 1, lieth al.), 
causes to begin with a я TTS 
or deprecation, bespeaking credit for sim- 
plicity and earnestness in the assertion 
which is to follow. This deprecation and 
assertion of sympathy he puts in the fore- 
front of the section, to take at once the 
ground from those who might charge him, 
in the conduct of his argument, with 
hostility to his own alienated people. 
I say (the) truth in Christ (as a Christian, 
—as united to Christ ; the ordinary sense 
of the expression èr xpiorg, во frequent 
with the Apostle. It is not an oath, 
* by Christ,'—for though d» with buyrup 
bears this meaning, we have no instance 
of it where the verb is not expressed), —I 
lie not (confirmation of the preceding, by 
shewing that he was aware of what would 
be laid to his charge, and distinctly re- 
pudiating it)—my conscience bearing 
me witness of the same (the có» in com- 
position, as in reff., denoting accordance 
with the fact, not joint testimony) in the 
Holy Spirit (much as ёи xpıerĝ above. 
a conscience not left to itself but informed 
and enlightened by the Spirit of God. 
Strangely enough, Griesb, Knapp, and 
Koppe take these words also for a formula 
jurandi, and connect them with ob veto 
pou), that (not because, or for, as Bengel: 
ёт, as in 2 Cor. хі. 10, introducing the 
matter to which the asseveration was di- 
rected,—I say the truth, when I say, that 
.. . ) I have great sorrow and unceasing 
anguish in my heart. The reason of this 
grief is reserved for a yet stronger descrip- 
tion of his sympathy in the next verse. 
3.] Por І could wish (56 imperf. is not 
historical, alluding to his days of Phari- 
saism, as Pelag. and others, but guasi- 
optative, as in reff.‘ I wae wishing,’ had 
it been posible, x u el érexépe:, «i 

суи bef ауабеда 
KL rel vss (Orig-c, -int;] Ath, Thdrt 

vxo DG, 

éreléxero, Phot. The sense of the imperf. 
in such expressions is the proper and strict 
one (and no new discovery, but common 
enough in every schoolboy's reading): the 
act is unfinished, an obstacle intervening. 
So in Latin, faciebam, ni... ,’ the com- 
pleted sentence being, ‘faciebam, et per- 
fecissem, ni .. ) that I myself (on abris 
dy see ch. vii. 25; it gives emphasis, as 
фүф TladAos, [2 Cor. x. 1] Gal. v. 2: ‘I, 
the very person who write this and whom 
e know ^) were a curse (a thing accursed, 
lites in the = Uy, an irrevocable 
devotion to God, or, a thing or person so 
devoted. All persons and animals thus 
devoted were put to death; none could be 
redeemed, Levit. xxvii. 28, 29. The sub- 
sequent scriptural usage of the word 
arose from this. It never denotes simply 
an exclusion or excommunication, but 
always devotion to perdition,—a curse. 
Attempts have been made to explain away 
the meaning here, by understanding er- 
communication, as Grot., Ham ‚ Le 
Clerc, &c.; or even natural death only, 
as Jerome, al.: but excommunication in- 
cluded cursing and delivering over to 
Satan ссе {һе нете а for 5 
death would, as Chrys. eloquently re- 
marke, be altogether beneath the dignity 
of the passage. Perhaps the strangest 
interpretation is that of Dr. Burton: “St. 
Paul had been set apart and consecrated 
by Christ to His service; and he had 

yed that this devotion of himself might 
be Tor the good of his countrymen :”—it 
is however no unfair sample of a multitude 
of others, al] more or leas shrinking from 
the full meaning of the fervid words of 
the Apostle) from Christ ‘i.e. ent off and 
separated from Him for ever in eternal 
perdition, No other meaning will satisfy 
the plain sense of the words. awé in the 
sense of óró, making Christ the agent of 
the curse, would be hardly admissible: 
still less the joining,—as Carpzov and 
Elsner,—àvé with ndxdéuqy. On this 
wish, compare Exod. xxxii. 82) in behalf 

0р? 
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Acts vii. 19 ref. 
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t John xvi. 2. eh. эй. 
beol u see ch. iv. 13. M 8. Gal. iii. 18. va А 

28. 3 Cor. хі. 31. Pa. izaxviil. 62. 

om 2nd pov D! F[ -gr goth 
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4. om ор 7 viol. to ex 

rig-int,] Hil, [Ambret Aug, ]. 
5. om o: F. om ка F 
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of (in the place of; or, if thus I could be- 
nefit, deliver from perdition) my brethren, 
my kinsmen according to the flesh. 
The wish is evidently not to be pressed as 
entailing on the Apostle the cbarge of in- 
consistency in loving bis nation more than 
his Saviour. It is the expression of an 
affectionate and self-denying heart, willing 
to surrender all things, even, if it might 
be so, eternal glory itself, if thereby ho 
could obtain for his beloved people those 
blessings of the Gospel which he now en- 
joyed, but from which they were excluded. 
Nor docs he describe the wish as ever 
actually formed; only as a conceivable 
limit to which, if admissible, his self-de- 
votion for them would reach. Others ex- 
press their love by professing themselves 
ready to give their life for their friends; 
ho declares the intensity of his affection by 
reckoning even his spiritual life not too 
great a price, if it might purchase their 
salvation. 4.] Not only on their re- 
lationship to himself doea he ground this 
sorrow and this self-devotion: but on the 
recollection of their ancient privileges and 
glories. Who are Israelites (a name 
of honour, see John i. 48; 2 Cor. xi. 22; 
Phil. iii. 5); whose (is) the adoption (see 
Exod. iv. 22; Deut. xiv. 1; xxxii. 6; Isa. 
i. 2 al), and the glory (perhaps their 
general preference and exaltation, conse- 
quent on the vlog ea, but far more pro- 
bably, as all the other substantives refer 
to separate matters of fact, —the Shechinah 
or visible manifestation of the divine Pre- 
sence on the mercy-seat between the che- 
rubims: see reff.), and the covenants (not, 
‘the two tables of the late, — 88 Beza, Grot., 
al.,—which formed but one covenant, and 
are included in уоиобесіа; пог, the Old 
and New Testament Covenants,—as Ang., 
Jer, Calov., Wolf,—see Gal. iv. 24 fl.: 
but the several renewals of the covenant 

«Мо А: om xai ах Stab. к. 7 одоб. L. 
F{-gr vulg-clem] demid harl? [eth Ps-]Ath Chr-mss Cypr Jer, Sedul: txt СКМ 
inclg am harl? tol) syrr copt goth [arm] Epiph, Chr, b 

ewayyeAra ayy 
Hip, Тре Hil,] Cypr, Pelag (not Iren[-int, Hil,] 

for то, та Сї: om то F Epiph, Thirt,. 

BD 
latt 

ot, [ Euthal-ms Damasc 

y 8:аду 

hdrt P 
D [copt] Chr-mss: erayycàia F. 

with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and finally 
with the whole people at Sinai :—see Gen. 
xv.9—21; xvii. 4, 7,10; xxvi.24; xxviii. 13; 
Exod. xxiv. 7, 8 al.), and the law-giving 
(‘si alii Solonibus et Lycurgis gloriantur, 
qune justior est gloriandi materia de 
omino!’ Caly,  rouo0. is both the act 

of giving the Law, and the Law tbus 
given), and the service (ordinances of 
worship : see ref. Heb.), and the promises 
(probably only those to the patriarchs, of 
а Redeemer to come, nre here thought of, 
as the next two clauses place the patriarchs 
and Christ together without any mention 
of the prophets. So Abraham is described, 
Heb. vii. 6, as roy Exovra ras érayyeAÍas), 
—whose are the fathers (probably to be 
limited to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob :— 
во De W., bat Stephen gives of war. a 
much wider meaning in Acts vii. 11, 12, 
19, 89, 44, and so apparently Paul bim- 
self, Acts xiii. 17. In all those places, 
however, except Acts vii. 19, либ» follows, 
whereas here the word is absolute: so 
that the above limitation may be true),— 
and of whom is Christ, as far as 
the flesh (7ó,—acc., as also in ch. xii. 18, 
—implics that He was not entirely sprung 
from them, but had another nature: q. d. 
‘on his human side, —' duntazat quod at- 
tinet ad corpus humaxum,’ as Erasmus), 
who is God over all (prob. neuter; for та 
wdyra, not of wdvres, is the equivalent 
nominative in such sentences: see ch. xi. 
36) blessed for ever. Amen. The 
unctuation and application of this doxo- 
im have been much disputed. By the 
enrly Church it was generally rendered 
as above, and applied to Christ, — so 
Iren., Tert., Orig. h. 1., Athan., Epiph., 
Chrys., Thcodoret, Theophyl, Ec. Wet ; 
stein has, it is true, collected passages 
from the fathers to shew that they applied 
the words ó ёх! vdr Beds to the FATHER 

ABDF 
Kl a b 
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alone, and protested against their applica- 
tion to the Sox; but these passages them- 
selves protest only against the erroneous 
Noetian or Sabellian view of the identity of 
the Father and the Son, whereas in Eph. 
iv. 5, 6, els kópios, and «Is Gedg x. татђр 
wdyrev, $ ivl wdvrev, are plainly dis- 
tinguished. That our Lord is not, in the 
strict exclusive sense, ё ёт! márræv бе, 
every Christian will admit, that title bein 
reserved for the Father : but that He is éx 
dre 0cós, none of the passages goes to 
deny, Had our text stood dt dy & xp. rd 
ката сёрка, д dx) dre беўз ó ebAcynrds 
els robs ai&ras, it would have appeared to 
countenance the above error, which as it 
now stands it cannot do. The first 
trace of a different interpretation, if it be 
one, is found in an assertion of the emperor 
Julian (Cyril, p. 821. Wetst.) rb» your 
"Incovr obre IlavAos dróAugaer elrey Өєбу, 
ore Maréaios обте Mdpaos, AX ô xpyc- 
Tis'Iedrras. The next is in the punctua- 
tion of 5 N D of the теш 
сеп 47), whic се а регі 
irap AS thus 3 isl г 
Tay... „ buf», and regarding 16 as a 
dox to God over all, b for ever. 
This is followed by Erasm., Wetst., Sem- 
ler, Reiche, Köllner, Meyer, Fritzsche, 
Krebl,al. The objections to this rendering 
are, (1) ingenuously suggested by Socinus 
himself (Thol.), and never yet obviated, — 
that witbout ove exception in Hebrew or 
Greek, wherever an ascription of blessing 
is found, the predicate eòAoynTés ( 
precedes the name of God. (In the one 
place, Ps. lxvii. 19 LXX, кёр. ó 6. eben 
тёз, ebdoynrds кир. juépar каб” $uépar, 
which seems to be an exception, the first 
evA. has no corresponding word in the Heb. 
and perhaps may be interpolated. So 
Stuart, and eren Eichhorn, Einleit. ins 
A. T. p. 820. In Yates’s vindication of 
Unitarianism, p. 180, this is the only in- 
stance cited. Such cases as 8 Kings x. 9; 
2 Chron. ix. 8; Job i. 21; Ps. схі. 2, are 
no exceptions, as in all of them the verb 
ern or -yérorro ів expressed, requiring the 
substantive to follow it closely.) And this 
eollocation of words depeuds, not upon the 
mere aim at perspicuity of arrangement 
(Yates, p. 180), but upon the circumstance 
tbat the stress is, in а liar manner, in 
such ascriptions of praise, on the predicate, 
which is used in a pregnant sense, the 
copula being omitted. D That the ё», 
on this rendering, would be superfluous 
altogether (see below). (3) & the 
doxology would be unweaning and frigid 

64. 6. 
1 d Acts 

in the extreme. It is not the habit of tho 
Apostle to break out into irrelevant ascrip- 
tions of praise ; and certainly there is here 
nothing in the immediate context requiring 
one. If it be said that the survey of all 
these privil bestowed on his people 
prompts the doxology,—eurely such a view 
is most unnatural: for the sad subject of 
the Apostle's sympathy, to which he im- 
mediately recurs aguin, is the apparent 
inanity of all theee privileges in the exclu- 
sion from life of those who were dignified 
with them. If it be said that the incar- 
nation of Christ is the exciting cause, the 
Tb xarà сірка comes in most strangely, 
depreciating, as it would on that supposi- 
tion, the greatness of the event, which 
then becomes a source of so lofty a thanks- 
giving. (4) That the expression evAcynrds 
els rods alvas is twice besides used by 
Paul, and each time unquestionably not 
in an ascription of praise, but in а» азгег- 
tion regarding the subject of the sentence. 
The places are, ch. i. 25, dAdrpevaar Tj 
ктісе: тар& Tbv ктісаута, 8s дету ey · 
vos els robs al&ras. uhr, —and 2 Cor. 
xi. 91, ó Oeds к. татўр т. кир. "Incob older, 
6 ё» evAcynrds els Tobs аідуаѕ, бт: ой 
Veóbopa: : whereas he twice uses the phrase 
«UA oynrbs å eds as an ascription of praise, 
without joining els robs alévas. (5) That 
in the latter of the above-cited passages 
(2 Cor. xi. 31), not only the same phrase 
as bere, but the same construction, ó ќу, 
occurs, and that there the whole refers to 
the subject of the sentence. I do not 
reckon among the objections the want ot 
any contrast to Tb xarà odpxa, bccauso 
that might have well been left to the readers 
to supply. Another mode of punctuation 
has been suggested (Locke, Clarke, al.), 
and indeed is found in one ms. of the samo 
date as above (71); to set a period after 
wdyrev and refer à dy dr) төтө» to 
Christ, understanding by rdárrær all tho 
preceding glorious things, or the татёрез 
only, or even ‘all things.’ This lies open 
to all the above objections except (5), and 
to this in addition, that as Bp. Middleton 
observes, we must in that case read ё бебз. 

Variety of reading there is none 
worth notice: the very fathers [Ephr. 
Cypr-ed. Hil-ed. Leo] generally cited as 
omitting Ges, having it in the best 
manuscripts and editions. Crell 
(not Schlichting, see Thol. p. 484, note, 
edn. 1842) pro (and is followed by 
Whiston, Whitby, and Taylor) to trans- 
pose 5 б» into Ф» à ;—but besides tho 
objection to the sense thus arising, ейЛоут- 
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9. om o D. 

тбз would probably in that case (not neces- 
sarily, as Bp. Middleton in loc.) have the 
art.: not to mention that no conjecture 
arising from doctrinal difficulty is ever to 
be admitted in the face of the consensus 
of Mes. and versions. The rendering 
given above is then not only that most 
agreeable to the usage of the Apostle, 
but the only one admissible by the rules 
of grammar and arrangement. It also 
admirably suits the context: for, having 
enumerated the historic advantages of the 
Jewish people, he concludes by stating one 
which ranks far higher than all,—that 
from them sprung, according to the flesh, 
He who is God over all, blessed for ever. 

duty implies no optative ascription 
of praise, but is the accustomed ending of 
such solemn declarations of the divine 
Majesty ; compare ch. i. 25. pus 
God has not broken His promise: for He 
chose from the first but а portion of the 
seed of Abraham (6—9), and again onl 
one out of the two sons of Rebecca (10— 18). 

6.] Not however that (ойх olor 8é, 
Bri = ob Toiov Bè Ayu, olov dr.. , 
‘but I do not mean such a thing, аг that 
wes; Or ‘the matter is not so, 
as that... ^ De W. cites from Athen. 
vi. p. 244, ойх olo» Badife and from 
Phrynich. р. 832, ойх ofo» дру!(онш, in а 
similar sense. The rendering, it is not 
possible that,’ would require ordinarily 
oló» те with an infinitive,—and St. Paul 
is asserting, not the impossibility, how. 
ever true, of God’s word being broken, 
bat the fact, that it wae not broken) the 
word (i.e. the promise) of God has come 
to no (sce reff., во Lat., excidit) ; 
viz. by many, the majority of the nominal 
Israel, missing the salvation which seemed 
to be their inheritance by promise. 
For not all who are sprung from Israel 
(= Jacob, according to Tholuck: but this 

om тоу F 

does not seem necessary: Israel here as 
well as below may mean the people, but 
here in the lar sense, there in the 
divine idea), (these) are Israel (veritably, 
and in the sense of the promise). 
7.) Nor, because they are (physically) the 
seed of Abraham, are all children (so as 
to inherit the promise), but (we read), 
«Та Isano shall thy seed be called” 
(1. е. those only shall be called truly and 
properly, for the purposes of the covenant, 

y seed, who are descended from Isaac, 
not those from Ishmael or any other son. 
Thol. renders кале» here by exwecken, to 
raise up’): 8.] that is (that amounts, 
when the facts of the history are recol- 
lected, to saying) not [they which are] the 
children of the flesh (begotten by natural 
generation, compare John i. 18, and Gal. 
iv. 29) are the children of God; but the 
children of the promise (begotten not 
naturally, but by virtue of the divine 
promise (Gal. iv. 28, 28), as Isaac) are 
reckoned for seed. 9.] For this word 
was (one) of promise (not, ' For this was 
the word of promise,’ i. e. obros yap д А. 
тїз éwayy. The stress is on dwayyeAlas : 
the children of promise are reckoned for 
seed : for this word, in fulfilment of which 
Isaac was born, was a word of promise), 
According to this time (mm ny3, ‘when 
the time (shall be) reviviscent,’—as De W., 
Thol., al.:—i.e. next year at this time. 
The citation is a free one; the LXX has 
ётауастрёфиу «Sie wpós се karà Toy rat 
poy тобто» eis браз, к. е уђу 240$а 
% yuvh cov. The change into fora: rf 
ZdfZ5q viós is probably made for the sake 
of emphasis—the promise was to Sarah) 
I will oome, and Sarah shall have a 
son. 10, 11.] And not only (so) 
(i. e. not ony have we an example of 
the election of a son of Abraham by one 
woman, and the rejection of a son by an- 
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Ambrst Bede. pejor Nf. ore iz ды 
other, but also of election and rejection of 
the children of the same woman, Rebecca, 
and that before they were born. оф uávor 
84 introduces an д fortiori consideration. 

In the construction supply тоўто only), 
but when Rebecca also conceived (see 
ref. Num. and ch. xiii. 18, where the mean- 
ing is not exactly the same though cognate) 
by one man (in the former case, the chil- 
dren were by two wives; the difference be- 
tween that case and this being, that there, 
was diversity of parente, here, identity. 
The points of contrast being then this di- 
versity and identity, the sdentity of the 
Sather also is brought into view. is is 
well put by Chrys.: 4 yàp 'РеВёкка ка) 
nór T$ lade "yéyore uri, ка) 800 
Texovea кааз, dx ToU '1тайк теке» àj- 
gordpous: GAN’ buus ol rex es той айтоў 
varpbs бутєз, Ths abris pyrpdés, Tas abtas 
Aócarres Sdivas, porárpios Byres ко} 
dpouhr poi, cal xpds тобто ка) 8{бино:, où 
tay abtõv åwhàavoay. Hom. xvi. р. nos 
our father Isaac (т. war. u., probably 
said without any special reference, the 
Apostle speaking as a Jew. If with any 
design it might be, as Thol. remarks, to 
shew that even among the Patriarche 
children such distinction took place. 
Christians being réxva éwayyeMas, the 
expression might apply to them: bat, as 
the same Commentator observes, the argu- 
ment here is to shew that wot all the 
children of promise belonged to the éx- 
Aeyf. See ch. іт. 1—12. As to the 
construction here, it is best to regard 
ФАЛА ка)... #ҳоуса ... her as a sen- 
tence begun but intercepted by the remark 
following, and resumed in another form 
at 48р. abrj),—for (not answering to 
‘furnishes us an example’ supplicd after 
Éxoves, but elliptically put, answering to 
the apprehension in the Apostle’s mind of 
the force of the example which be is about 
toadduce. For this use of ydp sec John 

iv. 44, note; Herod. i. 8, Tn, оф s... 

30, eive "Ad. rap hudas yap.... асу А 

i. 72, ré» 84 'A0. Eruye dp. . .; an 

ph 
of où is frequently used by later Greek 
writers in participial clauses: Winer, edn. 
6, § 55. 5; so Acta ix. 9, 4и... ph MAC 
к. ойк Epayer..., and Luke xiii. 11, uà) 
Svrapérg dvaxdyeu. See Schäfer, Demosth. 
iii, 895, and Hartung, ii. 180—132) or 
having done any thing good or ill (gava. 
an unusual word with Paul = properly 
dwAoUr, tor, ebredds, as Timæus in 
Lex. to Plato, with whom it is a very 
common word in this sense. Rubnken, 
on the word in Timmus, gives from the 
Lex. Rhetor. MS., ть p. onualves 3éxa: 
dri Te sposéxov ка) wpd-yuaros Tò какбу. 
Tb Fae к. Tb єйкатафрбуцто›, к. T) 
doGerds. x. TÒ Кдоѓоу. к. Tb ёрбутор, x. r. A. 
This will shew the connexion of the strict 
and the wider meaning), [to the end] that 
the purpose of God aco to (purposed 
in pursuance of, or in accordance witb, or 
(Thol.) with reference to His) eleotion 
(Thol. prefers taking кат’ éxA. adjec- 
tively, as Bengel has rendered it, pro - 
positum electioum,’ and as in Polyb. vi. 
84. 8, els ixdewns дуђр AauBdvera: кат' 
dxàoyhy, 'electively") may (not might; 
the se is treated as one in all time, 
which would be nollified if once thwarted) 
abide (stand firm; the opposite of dxrir- 
теу, вее reff. 1 Pet., Isa.),—not [depend- 
ing on] works (cb. iii. 20; iv. 2) but on 
Him that calleth,—(this clause does not 
seem to depend on any one word of the 
foregoing or following, ав on %%, Calv., 
Luth.; —or pep, Rickert, Meyer; —or 
кат’ ixAoyhr, Fritz.; —but to be a general 
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18. кабатер B Orig,. 
15. rec 

FELN[P al] : txt ABD [g].— -се B?F са g Chr-2-mss [ 
[P rel] Thdrt. 

bef моют, with AKL rel Chr Thdrt: txt BDF[P] Damasc, 

here bis only, 4 Kings sili. 23, 

14. om re DIF 
pauo. 

asc]: су AB!'DKLK 

16. rec eAcourros, with ВК [rel Orig, Eus, Chr Thdrt Damasc]; ev8oxovrros I. 
txt ABI DFI PIN. 

characteristic of the whole transaction ; 
see а similar ёк in ch. 1.17. Thol., De 
W. Thus viewed, or indeed however 
taken, it is decisive against the Pelagian- 
ism of the Romanists, who by making 
our faith as foreseen by God the cause 
of our election, affirm 16 to be ét Leys. 
See the matter discussed in Thol.),—it 
was said to her (dr: is recitantis; the 
LXX have xal), “The elder shall serve 
the younger " (this prophecy is distinctly 
connected in Gen. xxv. with the pro- 
phetic description of the children as two 
nations, —Aabs AaoU Üwepétei, ка) à peior 
K. . A. But the nations must be con- 
sidered as spoken of in their Ditors, 
and the elder nation = t sprung 
from the elder brother. History records 
several subjugations of Edom by the 
kings of Judah; first by David (2 Sam. 
viii. 14);—under Joram they rebelled 
(2 Kings viii. 20), but were defeated b 
Amaziah (2 Kings xiv. 7), and Elat 
taken from them by Uzziah (2 Kings xiv. 
22); under Ahaz they were again free, 
and troubled Judah (2 Chron. xxviii. 16, 
17, compare 2 Kings xvi. 6, 7), —and con- 
tinued free, as prophesied in Gen. xxvii. 
40, till the time ot John Hyrcanus, who 
(Jos. Antt. xiii. 9. 1) reduced them finally, 
so that thenceforward they were incorpo- 
rated among the Jews): as it is written, 
Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated (there is 
no necessity here to soften the ‘ hated’ 
into ‘loved lers: the words in Malachi pro- 
ceed on the fullest meaning of ¢ulonca, see 
ver. 4 there, “ The people against whom the 
LoRD hath indignation for ever). 
14—39.] This election was made by the 
indubitable right of God, Who is not 
therefore unjust. 14.) What then 

we say (anticipation of a difficulty or 
objection, see reff.,—but not put into the 
mouth of an objector)? Is there un- 
righteousness (injustice) with (in) God 
(viz. in that He s iiie as He will, with- 
out any reference to previous desert) ! Let 

it not be: 15.] for He saith to 
Moses, ‘‘I will have mercy on whomso- 
ever I have mercy, and ш will have 
compassion on whomsoever I have com- 
passion.” The citation is from the LXX, 
who insert the indefinite Ку, the Heb. be- 

ing.. qu vere гїп; the meaning 
apparently being, ‘whenever I have mercy 
on any, it shall be pure mercy, no human 
desert contributing; which agrees better 
with the next verse than the ordinary ren- 
dering, which lays the stress on the фу йб»; 
and is not inconsistent with ver. · 18, $» 
oe, ёле: because if God's mercy bo 
pure mercy without any desert on man's 
part, it necessarily follows that be has 
mercy on whom He will, His will being the 
only ae er cause of the selection. 

6.] So then (inference from the 
citation) it is not of (God’s mercy ‘does 
not belong to,’—‘is not in the power of,’ 
see reff.) him that willeth (any man 
willing it) nor of bim that runneth (an 
man 5 it, see reff. and Phil. 
iii. 14. There hardly can be any allusion 
to Abrabam's wish for Ishmnel, Gen. xvii. 
18, and Eenu's running to hunt for venison, 
as Stuart, Burton, al), but of God that 
hath mercy. I must pause agnin here to 
remind the student, that I purposely do not 
enter on the disquisitions so abundant in 
some commentaries on this pert of Scrip- 
ture, by which it is endeavoured to recon- 
cile the sovereign election of God with our 
free will. We shall find that free will 
asserted strongly enough for all edifying 
purposes by thie Apostle, when the time 
comes. At present, he is employed wholly 
in asserting the divine Sovereignty, the 
очон vision of which it ill becomes us to 
istract by continual downward looks on 

this earth. I must also protest against all 
endeavours to make it appear, that no 
inference lies from this passage as to the 
salvation of individuals. It is most true 
(see remarks at the beginning of this 
chapter) that the immediate subject is- 

IX. 

f 
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v. 9 al. 

f Mark 1. 38. 
John xviii. 

Acts іх. 
21. 

Ps. vil. 6 al. Jos. Antt. viii. 11. 
uke ix. 60. Acts xxi. 26 only. L c. 

1 Acte xix. 5. Heb. Ш. 8, 13, 18. iv. T only, Exod. iv. 31 (Y). vil. 3 (770577), al. 
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B2). 

the national rejection of the Jews : but we 
must consent to hold our reason in abey- 
ance, if we do not recognize the infer- 
ence, that the sovereign pue and free 
election here proved to belong to God 
extend to every exercise of His mercy— 
whether temporal or spiritual—whetber in 
Providence or in Grace—whether national 
or individual. It is in parts of Scripture 
like this, that we must be especially careful 
not to fall short of what is written : not to 
allow of any compromise of the plain and 
awful words of God's Spirit, for tbe sake of 
a caution which He Himself does not teach 
us. 17.] The samo great truth shewn 
on its darker ride: — not only as regards 
God's mercy, but His wrath also. For 
(confirmation of the un ,,] truth of the 
last inference) the Scripture (identified - 
with God, its Author: the case, as Thol. re- 
marks, is different when merely something 
contained in Scripture is introduced by 
$ ypaeh Adyar: there ў yp. is merely per- 
sonified. The justice of Thol.’s remark 
will be apparent, if we reflect that tbis 
expression could not be used of the mere 
ordinary words of any man in the histo- 
rica] Scriptures, Ahab, or Hezekiah,—but 
only where the tert itself speaks, or whero 
God spoke, or, as here, some man under 
inspiration of God) saith to Pharaoh, For 
this very purpose (бт: recitantis; the LXX 
have xa) érexev rovrov) did I raise thee up 
(LXX Ss rup en, thon wert preserved to 
thie day: Heb. ттт rit from voy, stetit, 

in Hiph. stare fecit; hence taken to sig- 
nifv (1) * constituit, muneri s gend as 
1 Kings xii. 82; Isa. xxi. 6 (LX X ceavrg 
стўто» oxéwor); Esth. iv. 5,—(2) con- 
firmavit; as 1 Kings xv. 4 al.,—and (3) 
к рш J'ecit, excitavit, Dan. xi. 11; 

eh. vi. 7 : the meaning incolumem præ- 
slitit, given in the Lexicons, seems to be 
grounded on the following of the LXX in 
8 , who а ntl көч 
of Pharaoh being kept safe through the 
plagues. This has been done by modern 
interpreters [perhaps] to avoid the strong 

aft [204] erer ins a F. Say 
[aft lst беле 

assertion which the Apostle here gives, 
parposely deviating from the LXX, that 

oh was ‘ raised up,’ called into action 
in his office, to be an example of God’s 
dealing with impenitent sinners. The 
word chosen by the Apostle, dfeyelpe, in 
its transitive sense, is often used by the 
LXX for ‘ to rouse into action: see besides 
reff. Ps. lvi. 8; lxxix. 2; Cant. iv. 16 al. 
So that the meaning (8) m above for 
the Heb. verb—‘ prodire fecit, excitavit, 
was evidently that intended by dt ye ip), 
that I may shew in thee (‘in thee as an 
example,'—* in thy case,'—' by theo") my 
power (r. їтхб» pou LXX-B: 365. (which 
is read in A) is perhaps cbosen by the 
Apostle as more general, lexós applying 
rather to those deeds of miraculous power 
of which Egypt was then witness), and 
that my Name may be proclaimed in all 
the earth (com as a comment, the 
words of the song of triumpb, Exod. xv. 
14—16). 18.] ore He hath 
merey on whom He will (ref. to ver. 15, 
where see note), and whom He will, He 
hardeneth. The frequent recurrence 
of the expression cxAnpurey Thy kapbíar 
in the history of Pharaoh should have 
kept Commentators (Carpzov, Ernesti, al., 
and of Lexicographers, Wahl and Bret- 
schneider) from attempting to give to 
oxAnptve the sense of ‘ treating hardly,’ 
against which the next verse would be 
decisive, if there were no other reason 
for rejecting it. But it is very doubtful 
whether the word can ever bear the mean- 
ing. The only passage which appears to 
justify it (for in 3 Chron. x. 4 it clearly 
has the im of hardening, makin 
severe) is Job xxxix. 16, where ётескАй- 
pure Tà réxva éavrijs (abrfs AN) the LXX 
version of the Heb. rrt is supposed to 
mean, ‘treats her offspring hardly.’ But 
the LXX by this compound seem to have 
intended, casts off her о ing in ler 
hardness ;" the E. V. has, ‘ She is hardened 
against her young ones.’ Whatever 
difficulty there lies in.this assertion, that 
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God hardeneth whom He will, lies also in 
the daily course of His Providence, in 
which we see this hardening process going 
on in the case of the prosperous ungodly 
man. The fact is patent, whether declared 
by revelation or read in history: but to 
the solution of it, and its reconciliation 
with the equally certain fect of human 
responsibility, we shall nover attain in this 
imperfect state, however we may strive to 
do so by subtle refinementa and distinc- 
tions. The following is the admirable 
advice of Augustine (sd Sixtum, Ep. exciv. 
6. 28, vol. ii. p. 882), from whom in this 
case it comes with double weight: **Satis 
ait interim Christiano ex fide adhuc viventi, 
et nondum cernenti quod perfectum est, 
sed ex parte seienti, nosse vel credere 
quod neminem Deus liberet nisi gratuitá 
misericordiá per Dominum nostrum Jesum 
Christum, et neminem damnet nisi squissi- 
má veritate per eundem Dominum nostrum 
Jesum Christum. Cur autem illum potius 
quam illum liberet aut non liberet, sernte- 
tur qui potest judiciorum ejus tam magnum 
profundum, — verumtamen caveat præ- 
cipitium." 19.} Thou wilt say then 
to me (there seems no reason to suppose 
the objector a Jew, as Thol. after Grot., 
Calov., Koppe, al.:—the objection is a 
general one, applying to all mankind, and 
likely to arise in the mind of any reader. 
The expression d Érperre seems to confirm 
this), then doth He yet find fault (£r. 
as ch. iii. 7, assuming your premises, —' if 
this be зог at the same time it expresses 
a certain irritation on the part of tho 
objector: ‘exprimit morosum fremitum,' 
Bengel. uéu$oua: has а stronger sense 
than mere dlame here: Hesych. interprets 
it alviaras, dt ou eve xarayweoxe:: see the 
apocryphal roff. Thol.) ! For who resists 
каш s hath resisted?  ày0éarnkev, like 

xev, is present, see Winer, edn. 6, $ 40. 
4. b, and compare ёфстукер, 2 Tim. iv. 6) 

latt sth eth) Orig-int, 

His will (i. e. if it be His will to harden the 
sinner, and the sinner goes on in his sin, 
he does not resist but goes with the will 
of God)? Yea rather (ueroU»ye, seo ref., 
takes the ground from under the previous 
assertion and supersedes it by er: im- 
plying that it has a certain show of truth, 
ut that the proper view of the matter is 

yet to be stated. It thus conveys, as in 
ref. Luke, an intimation of rebuke; here, 
with severity : that which thou bast said, 
may к 8 buman 5 аз 
agains "s sovereignty, thy reasoning is 
out of place and irelevant? % man (per- 
haps without emphasis implying the con- 
trast between man and God —for this is 
done by the emphatic od following, and we 
have &»6pexe unemphatic in ch. ii. 1), who 
art THOU that against (the àrrí 
seems to imply contradiction, not merely 
jalogue: see besides reff., àvrawd«pwsw, 

Job xiii. 22, BCN) Gop ?—implying, * thou 
hast neither right nor power, to call God to 
account in this manner.’ Notice, that 
the answer to the objector's question does 
not lie in these vv. 20, 21, but in the follow- 
ing (see there) ;—the present verses are а 
rebuke administered to the spirit of the 
objection, which forgets the immeasurable 
distance between us and God, and the re- 
lation of Creator and Disposer in which He 
stands to us. So Chrys.,—xal d Th» 
Abou ebOdas dd ye, cufipepdrre ка) rotto 
то" GAA’ émoroul(e: spwroy toy Çn- 
ToUrra, Aéyer обто pevotvye . . . . деф; 
хо 84 ToUro, Thy Exa:poy abrod wepi- 
epylay dvacrré\Awy, к. Th» rA woAv- 
храуцосбууу, к. xarwdy wepitiOels, к. 
wadeveon elddva: тЇ ий» Oeds ті Bè Er Ope- 
wos, к. кёз ükardAgwTos abroU h ярб- 
vow, к. was ÜxepBalvovca Tb» ђибтероу 
Aoyicpudy, к. wes Gxavra abr welOerCa 
de Wa бта> тобто katTackev “С 
TË ÜxpoaTD, к. катасте к. Хе ' 
vraunr, тбте weTd rt ebxoMas d- 
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бую» Th» Atow, eUrapdbeicror abre roitzoy 
vb Хеубиеуоу. Hom. xvi. р. 614 Simi- 
larly Calvin: ‘Hac priori responsione 
nihil aliud quam improbitatem illius blas- 

retundit, argumento ab hominis 
conditione sumpto. Alteram mox subjiciet, 
m Dei чен ab omni criminatione 

Shall the thing formed 
(propel of a production of plastic art, 

of clay or wax) say b him who 
formed it, Why madest thou me thus!“ 

These words are slightly altered from 
Isa. xxix. 16 LXX,— un épei Tb тлісра 
T$ wAdcarrs abró(om. айтб AN), Où có 
ме Exdagas ; A ть wolnpa тф ak redis 
Оў cuverass ре ётоітсаз ; Or (intro- 
duces a new objection, or fresh ground of 
rebuke, see ch. ii. 4; iii. 29; vi. 3; xi. 2) 
hath not the potter power over the olay 
(the similitude from ref. Isa. In Sir. xxxvi. 
(xxxiii.) 18, we have a very similer senti- 
ment: és runs xepauéms ey хері айтой 
‚ + e . Obras бубдрито‹ d» xeipl той worh- 
caro: nee And even more strikingly 
80, Wisd. xv. 7: ка} ‘yap xepapeds ёталђ» 
yt» OAlBur éxluox Gov wAdcce: wpbs brn- 
реса» ju каттоу(ф> éx. ACN), GAA’ ёк 
тоў abroU яүлой dvewAdoaro Td тє тй» 
кабарё» Upywr dora oxety TÁ тє фуаут!а 
dvd (dra AN) duolws: тобто» Bà éxa- 
Tépov(érépov ` BN, ётёриу Ni) тіз ёкбстоо 
dorly (ош. ў N xn, xpirhs д жилорр- 
уф. See also Jer. xviii. 6), out of the 
same lump to make one vessel unto ho- 
nour (honournble uses) and another unto 
dishonour (dishonourable uses, Ses ref. 
2 Tim. The honour and dishonour are not 
here tbe moral purity or impurity of the 
buman vessels, but their ultimate glorift- 
cation or perdition. The Apostle in asking 

this uestion, rather aims at striking dumb 
the objector by a statement of God's un- 
doubted right, against which it does not 
become us men to murmur, than at un- 
folding to us the actual state of the case. 
This he does in the succeeding verses; see 
above, from Chrys. and Calv.)! 83.) 
But what if (by the elliptical ei 84 the an- 
swer to the question of the objector, ver. 19, 
seems to be introduced ; day обу oocurs in a 
similar connexion John vi. 62 ; and daa’ el, 
Soph. (Ed. Col. 590,—àAA' el @фхоутбз y 
оё$% col qvyei» калбу; Вее Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, ii. 212. 6) (1) God, рр to 
shew forth His wrath, and to make known 
His power (that which He could do), en- 
dured with much long- vessels 
of wrath fitted [ red, made complete 
and ready] for destruction; and (what if 
e took дегро (2) that He might make 

of His glory on (not to, 
as De 2 Do Wotte, who joins it with dene 
but ‘toward,’ on, with regard {о , depen- 
dent on «rAeÜTor, as Avr eis, ch. x. 12) 
the vessels of mercy, which He before 
prepared for glory! I have given the 
whole, that my view of the construction 
might be evident: viz. that (1) and (2) 
are parallel clauses, both dependent on ei 
84; Өлер giving the purpose of the ist, 
and tra у». that of the 2nd. They might 
be cast into one form by ыланы the m 
6 0., Туа фә›$еЦтты ... 
the 2nd, ка) OA rege. Oniy Ls I do 
not, as "Calv., Beza, Grot., gel, De 
Wette, Meyer, and Winer, eid the 
same Gveyxey ... . ётојА., as belonging to 
both, but mgo the ue and supply before 
the aud. at if this took place,’ viz. 
this dy 0ле, UAH. Other Sen 
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reff. 

* = Mark i. 2. 
Heb. iv. 7. 
eee ch. zi. 2. 

t Hosza ii. 23 

HPOZ POMAIOTZ. 
eis otav; 2 os xal ёкахедер фий ob povow ёЁ эр 

"TouSalwv, dM каї cE é8váv, 25 ё xal * ёи тф ‘None SHP) 
NE t Kadréow tov ой Xaóv роо Xaóv pou, kal Tv ойк TA 

[47] 

IX. 

ы horas l. in. tryampuévgs зүүаттибть* 26 “кай gota ev TË тот 
2227 

oU 

95. om ev B. 
[ Thdrt]. 

ёрребу айто Ov Maós Lov Eß, ёкєї xXnÜrov- 

roc eppynéy, with BID?L rel Ec: txt 
AB! Di. gr K[P]N d f h k 18[ ер. L] y 17 [Euthal-ms Damasc] Thdrt Thl.— for 
epp. avT., ay kAnOnoovra: F[-gr| (Di. lat Ambrst) : i» loco liberata (еррос®ц ?) in quo 

26. for ob, w N'(txt N-corr! j 

vocabatur Iren-int. 

have been, —to make Tra depend on катур- 
ion prepared to destruction for this 
very purpose, that &c. So Fritz. and 
Rückert, ed. 2; but this seems to overlook 
xal, or to regard it as = xal rovro :—to 
take ver. 23 as a new sentence, supplying 
dd Ae jas, as Tholuck. tuart 
supplies 0¢Aey before Iva v., and Adncey 
before obs exdAccer fds. This in fact 
amounts to nearly the same as my own 
view, but appears objectionable, inasmuch 
as it joins ver. 24 to ver. 28: see below. 

The argument is, ‘ What if God, in the 
case of the vessels of wrath prepared for 
destruction, has, in willing to manifest His 
power and wrath, also exhibited towards 
them long-snffering (to lead them torepent- 
ance, ch. ii. 4,—a mystery which we cannot 
fathom), and in having m on the ves- 
sels of mercy prepared for glory, has also 
made manifest the riches of His glory? 
Then in beth these dispensations will ap- 
pear, not the arbitrary power, but the rich 
goodness of God. Ihe theological diffi- 
culties in каттртитдфуа and sponroínacer 
(in both cases G'od is the agent; not they 
themselves, as Chrys, Theophyl, Olsh. 
Bengel, however, rightly s, “non 
dicit que spoxathprice, cum tamen ver. 
seq. dicat ‘ques preparavit.’ Cf. Matt. xxv. 
84 cum ver. 4], ot Act. xiii. 46 cum ver. 
48") are but such as have occurred re- 
peatedly before, and, as Stuart has well ob- 
served, are inherent, not in the Apostle's 
argument, nor even in revelation, but in 
any consistent belief of an omnipotent 
and omniscient God, Seo remarks on ver. 

oxe $рүйз and скейт dAéovs 
are vessels prepared to subserve, as it 
were to hold, His épyh and fAcos: hardly, 
as Calvin, instruments to shew forth: 
that is done, over and above their being 
скебт, but is not ne to it. 
The ox. àpy..and ск. à. are not to be, 
with а view to evade the general applica- 
tion, confined to the instances of Pha- 
raoh and the Jews: these instances givo 
occasion to the argument, but the argu- 
ment itself is general, extending to all the 

dealings of God. 24.] Of which kind 
(quales, agreeing with $uaàs—i.e. ore 
éAéovs) He also called us, not only from 
among the Jews, but also from among 
the Gentiles. It being entirely in the 
power of God to preordain and bave mercy 
on whom He will, He bas exercised this 
right by calling not only the remnant of 
His own people, but а people from among 
the Gentiles also. 25, 26.) It is diffi- 
cult to ascertain in what sense the Apostle» 
cites these two passages from Hosea as 
applicable to the Gentiles being called to 
be the le of God. That he does so, is 
manifest the words themselves, and 
1 ао the piis а ver. 27. 
n the et they are spoken of Israel ; 

see ch. i 8—11, and ch. ii throughout: 
who after being rejected and put away, was 
to be again received into favour by God. 
Two ways are open, by which their citation 
by the Apostle may be understood. Either 
(1) he brings them forward to shew that it 
is consonant with what we know of God’s 
dealings, to receive as His people, those 
who scere formerly not His people that 
this may now take place with regard to the 
Gentiles, as it was announced to happen 
with regard to Israel,—and even more,— 
that Israel in this as in so many other 
things was the prophetic mirror in which 
God foreshewed on a small scale His futare 
dealings with mankind, —or (2) he adduces 
them from mere applicability to the subject 
in hand, implying, ‘It hus been with us 
Gentiles, as with Israel in the prophet 
Hosea.’ I own I much prefer the former 
of these, as more consonant with the dignity 
of the argument, and as apparently justified 
by the xal,—as He saith also in Hosea, 
implying perhaps that the matter in hand 
was not that direc tly prophesied in the 
citation, but one analogous to it, Chrys. 
takes the same view: el yàp ёт! тё» 
dyvepornedyrey nerd wodAds elepyeaías, 
ко) dAAoTpiobdvrey, ко) Tò Aabs elvai 
drodwAenéray, тосабтт yéyover ў pera- 
Boat, vl GA, xal robs ob perà riw 
olxelwow ФЛЛотріодќутаз, GAA’ dE dpyiis 
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va, шо} бєой Gros. 27 He,, 8 Y крае v гёр y Johni. 18a, 

той "Тораўх *"Edy n ó ápiduós TOv viðv Ip ue "t Pal. 

б j üuuos TIAS У Oaddcons, тд ö owOncerat. ' 
38 Моуоу yap © auvreda@v ral “4 avvrépvov [ev * &ikasoa vvn 
бте AG 4 dbl dele. more, Kuptos ётї TiS Yi. 
29 eal xao ! ттроерткер Hoalas £ Ei p кӧріюѕ cafaó ̀ 

1 1. 8 only. 
Gen. кхкіі. 
2. see Heb. 
= € , 

Matt. vii. begin 16. 
a here only. 

d éykaréAurev hiv omdppa, œs Sddona av éyeviffyuev. ка b constr: Part 
es Годорра ду 'opowÜnuev. 80 K TI оўбу * époUpev ; sri r 

u. 17. Jer. vi. 11. Isa. xxvili. 22. 
f = 3 Pet. lil. 2. Jude 17 7 

11, Heb. ii. 17. lee. Mt. Mk. L. ont’, 

[aft AuG. ins ovro: Р: avro: 71-3 arm. 
27. rec каталецда (corre to Lxx e 

вА. |. 9. 
"P. ard 1. reff, 

M. 

e Aets xvii, 31 reff. d here onl 
o. af 2 ee i = Acte xiv. 

no MS Хаг отол.), with DFEL[P] N-con? 
rel Thdrt: eyxaraAcmpa Chr: отокаталериа 47: txt ABN! Eus,. 

28. om er dir, ori Aoyor currerpnpevory Rar mistake from similarity о 
renror and currerunueroy Р) ABN! [4л]: буг copt 
thus: guia consummatum et 
Acyor Thdrt) : 
ТЫ Jer Ambrst Bede. 

29. eyxareXevrer ADIFRL[P п]. 
AFL[P Euthal-ms]. 

“tadorplous Ürras, Ara, к. Urarob- 
garras тёр айтё» йёфш@й»ш; Hom. xvi. р. 

i м fem. rh» i $ чс 5 
ewish people was typified by the daughter 

of the prophet, Hol. i i. 6, who was called 
Lo-ruhamah, ‘not having obtained mercy.’ 
The sense, not the words of the LXX, is 
quoted. By dv r$ тб... der must 
not I think be understood, in any particular 
place, as Judæa, nor among any iar 
people, as the Christian Church : but as a 
general assertion, that in every place where 
they were called ‘not His people,’ there 
they shall be called * His people.’ 
$7.] А proof from Scripture of the fact, 
that a part of Israel are excluded. 
again the analogy of God’s dealings, in тте 
partial deliverance of Israel from captivity, 
and their great final deliverance from death 
eternal, is the key to the interpretation of 
ue be prophecy y cited. The words are spoken 

h of the return ош captivity of 
к ешш of Israel. ] The refer- 
ence of this latter part of e. sten] is not 
very plain. It is almost verbatim from the 
LXX, the ydp (which is found in AN but 
pie in B) being perbaps adopted by the 

le as continuing the testimony, — 
" or the prophet proceeds,'—and the LXX 
having кат Aeppa for dwéAcipua (вее di- 
gest), and ѓу тӯ olxovuérp zx; for éxi vi: 
vs. The literal rendering of the Heb. is, 
* The consammation (or Lr consumption) de- 
cided, overfloweth wi righteousness: for 
а decision (or consumption) and a decree 
shall the Lord Jehovah of Sabaoth make 
in the midst of all the land.” As it stands 
in the LXX, the meaning seems to be, 

Damasc Aug, (sth has the ver 
pracisum verbum enarret et Dena i in mundo: om curred. to 

: ins DFKL[P]N? rel latt вуг goth [arm(omg ori) Euthal,] Eus, Chr, (Ес 

eyernOer B'(Tischdf). ono. 

the Lord will complete and soon fulfil 
His word in righteousness (viz. his denun- 
ciation of consuming the Assyrian and 
liberating the remnant of His people): 
Sor the will make a rapidly accom- 
plished word in the midst of all the land. 
The E. V., Calv., and others, render Aéyor, 
* work,’ a signification which it never has. 
If the ‘above interpretation be correct, and 
te view which I have taken of the analogy 
din — п will follow that this verse is 
adc Apostle as confirming the 
certainty БА the salvation of the remnant 
of Israel, seeing that now, as then, He 
with whom a thousand E: rs are as a day, 
will swiftly accomplish His корен" word 
in righteousness. J Another proof 
of a remnant to be е. А a preceding 
part of the same prophecy. (Such seems 
to be the sense of x here,—and so 
Вета, Calv. »Grot.,al.; W. » Thol.,al., pre- 
fer prophesied; but surely ‘there is no ne- 
cessity for affixing an unusual sense to the 
word, where the ordinary one (see all the 
reff.) suits much better.) “ 
Фе isa construction in which two ideas, ‘to 
become аз, and * to become like to,' nre 
mingled, as іп Heb. 3 Won Ps. xlix. 18, 
21; compare Mark i iv. 30.” Tholuck. On 
*Jehovah Sabaotb, Bengel remarks, ** Pro 
Hebraico e in libro 1 Sam. et Jesnia 
саВаед ponitar ; in reliquis libris omnibus 
warrokpárep." (This is not strict] = 
case: Surduewr is found i in several 
and safaé@ occurs in Zech. xiii. 2 BR.) 

The citation is verbatim from the 
LXX, who have put owdpua for the Heb. 
Tp, 'residuum, —implying a remnant 
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111. 12, 14. 
1 Thess. v. 
15. Isa. 

1.1. Sir. 
zzvii, 8. 

m 1 Tim. vi. 11. 3 Tim. ii. 2%, 
о = СЬ. х.б. Gal. iii. 8. 

IPOS POMAIOTS. 

1 = cb, ati. 13. vn та uÀ ln dA r ™ Sixavocvyny, 

ii own, Sixacoctyny $ tiv ° ёк "crews 3l'lopayX 8 KUPA 
1б кор vópov Scxatoovyns, Pels vópov ойк N čġbacev. 1 д? 

7 n=} 
p = Phil. Ш. 16. Dan. zil. 13 Theod. 

IX. 

Сот. iz. 36. Phil. Ц. 12. Ezod.xv.9. Deut. zzvi. 45. 
Rs adore (p) Thess. iv. q 

5. w. dxpt, 2 Cor. z. 14. v. dei, Matt. xil. 28 1 L. 1 Thess. ii. 16 only. Eocl viii, 14. Dem. iv. 36 (28) Theod. 

80. for ту», rns F.] 
1. [ Suratoc. bef 1st уороу Р: Siralourm omg уор. k f rec aft 2nd жоно» ins 

Sixavocurns (corrs for clearness’ sake? see notes), with Fou with a mark inserted 
ms before it) KL[ PN? rel D*-lat vulg syrr goth [arm üthal-ms] Chr, Thdor-mops, Thdrt 

(Ec Thi Jer, Aug,: om ABDGN! [47] copt Procop, Damasc Orig-int, Ambrst-comm 
Sedul.[—-om «is уор. also o 17.] «$0ox e» F(and G). 

for a fresh planting. 30—33.] The Phil.) righteousness (not justification, 
Apostle takes up again the fact of Israel's which is merely ‘the being accounted 
J'ailure, and shews how their own pursuit 
of righteousness never attained to right- 
eousness, being hindered by their self- 
righteousness and rejection of Christ. 

verses do not contain, as Chrys., 
(Ec. Theophyl., the rod xp xarrbs 
Atois—this Айе: is simply in the creative 
right of God, as declared ver. 18 ;—but 
they are a comment on ver. 16, that it is 
not of him that willeth, nor of him that 
runneth: the same similitude of running 
being here resumed, and it being shewn 
that, so far from man’s running having 
decided the matter, the Jews who pressed 
forward to the goal attained not, whereas 
the Gentiles, who never ran, have attained. 
If this is lost sight of, the connexion of 
the whole is much impaired, and from 
doctrinal prejudice, a wholly wrong turn 
given to the Apostle’s line of reasoning,— 
who resolves the awful fact of Israel’s ex- 
clusion not into any causes arising from 
man, but into the supreme will of God,— 
which will is here again distinctly asserted 
in the citation from Issiah (see below). 
What then shall we say? This ques- 
tion, when followed by a question, implies 
of course a rejection of the thought thus 
suggested—but when, as here, by an asser- 
tion, introduces a further unfolding of the 
argument from what has preceded. І сап- 
not agree with Flatt, Olsh., al., that r. 
u. T. A. is to be regarded as a question: for, 
as Rückert has observed, (1) Paul could not 
put interrogatively, as a supposition in 
answer to ті od» dpotuer, a sentiment not 
intimated in nor following from the fore- 
going; (2) there would be no answer to 
the question thus asked, but the 3:4 тЇ, ver. 
82, would ask another question, proceeding 
on the assumption of that which had been 
before by implication negatived ; and (8) 
the answer, бт: x. r. A. ver. 82, would touch 
only the case of the Jews, and not that of 
the Gentiles, also involved, on this sup 
sition, in the question. That the Gen 
(not, as Meyer and Fritz., ‘some Gentiles "), 
which pursue not after (see especially reff. 

righteous,’ ‘the way in which righteous- 
ness is ascribed :' not this, but righteous- 
nese itself, is the aim and end of the race) 
attained to (the whole transaction being 
regarded as a historical fuct) righteous- 
ness, even (5é brings in something new, 
different from the foregoing, but not 
strongly opposed to it, see Winer, edn. 6. 
8 58. 7. b:—the opposition here, though 
fine and delicate, is remarkable: righteous- 
ness—not however that arising from their 
own works, but the righteousness, &c.) the 
righteousness which is of faith : 31. 
— but Israel, pursuing after the law о 

hteousness (what is the vóuos бисшо- 
cUrns? Certainly not = Bucaiocóro эбдо», 
as Chrys., Theodoret, (Ecum., Calv., Beza, 
Bengel, by the so-called, but as Thol. 
observes, unlogical flgure of Hy :— 
it may mean either (1) as Meyer, Fritz., 
Thol., an ideal law of righteousness, a 
justifying law,—or (2) as Chrys., al.,—see 
above,—the law of Moses, thus described : 
or (8) which I believe to be the true account 
of the words, vépos dura. is put regard- 
ing the Jews, rather than merely 8:xaioc., 
because in their case there was а prescribed 
norm of apparent righteousness, viz. the 
law, in which rule and way they, as matter 
of fact, followed after it. The above, as I 
believe, mistaken interpretations arise from 
supposing »ónor ё:кагос. to be = 8:као0с., 
which it is not. The Jews followed after, 
aimed at the fulfilment of ‘the law of 
righteousness,’ thinking by the observance 
of that law to acquire righteousness. See 
ch. x. 8, б, and note; and compare John's 
coming 4и 589 8:кагосбупѕ, Matt. xxi. 32), 
arrived not at [notice tho change in the 
verb] the law (fell far short even of 
that law, which was given them. It is 
surprising, with ch. x. 3—5 before them, 
how De Wette and Tholuck can pronounce 
the reading dne without Juraloo vn 
to be without sense, The Jews followed 
after, thinking to perform it entirely, 
their yóuos 8:кагосбуе : which Sicasec. 
тоў vóuov the Apostle defines, ch. x. 5, to 

a karéAa Sev S:xato- appr 

17 
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3218,4 т{; Öri ойк ёк тйттєоє, GX’ * os EE ёруюу [vópov] «ei с, 
terpocéxowrav тф Op той "poskóupaTos, 33 кабс 2. an 

. yeyparrras Ido тірш: ev Улоу Xov “ трос̧кӧрратоѕ titan ire 
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u ach. xir. 12, 30. 1 Cor. riii. 9. 1 Pet. ii. 8 on] 
w 1 Pet. ii. 8. 

(from 1. c. AM АМ. compl.). 

. Іва. xxix. 71. v Isa. (viil. 100 xxviii. 16. 
x= Matt. zviil. 7. ch. хіт. 18 al. Ре. Ixil. 14. 5 ch. x. 11. 1 Pet. iL 6 

8 = ch. v. 6. 2. II al. Ре. xziv. 20. 

copt [Orig - int, ] Jer, Aug. pe Ambrat: 
th [arm] Chr,(obx ewer “EE Lu, GAA’ ‘Os а ушу vduou 

$9. om voou (see notes) ABFN! (e vul 
ins DKL(PTN? rel syrr 
Beurbs Eri 0838 var elxor Thy 81коаосёуцу) Thdor-mops, Thdrt [Damasc] (Ec Thh 

жрозекофв» Nl 1, троєк. o. 
DKL pine rel vulg ] 
AB D'[and lat] FN! a! [47-txt] am(wit. 

fuld] syrr Chr, Thdor-mops 
р h tol) copt th [Damasc 

33. rec ins таз bef o тєстеооу (insd fo conform this ver to ch x. 11, rat 

rec aft rposexoyay ins yap (see note), with 
Thdrt Aug, Jer, soit’ om 

rig-int, | Ambrst. 
than omd 

to suit the Lxx : not one ms omits it in ch х. 11), with KL[P] rel D®-lat vulg вуг [arm 
Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdor-mops, Thdrt Jer,: om ABDFN [47] Syr copt goth eth 
Orig, [int, Cyr-p,] Damasc Aug, Ambrst. 

be ô rorheas афта Érvüperwos (hoerat dv 
abrois, but they did not attain to—not in 
this case xaréAaBer, but {фбасву els—the 
law—they therefore never attained righte- 
ousness. It is surely far more easy to 
imagine how a transcriber should have in- 
serted 8:xaiocdsys, than how he should 
have omitted it. It probably was a mar- 
ginal gloss to lain the second duo, 
and thence found its way into the text 
(I may notice, that ch. x. 3 is not a case 
in point, the duo here having an inde- 
pendent and exceptional meaning of its 
own, which introduces an element not 
belonging to la- there)). Wherefore! 
because (pursuing st) not by faith, but as 
(used subjectively, as ‘if about to obtain 
their object by: see Winer, edn. 6, 8 66. 
9, and compare 2 Pet. i. 8) by [the] works 
[of the law (the evidence for and against 
vóuov is about equally balanced. On the 
one side we have the Apostle's usage, see 
ch. iii. 28 reff.,— and the possibility of a 
transcriber omitting vóuov, either as having 
twice occurred already, or for more com- 
pe antithesis,—and on the other we 
ave the temptation to correct ёруву to 

{русу vápov to suit that very usage. 
е whole I incline to omit эбдо», but do 

not regard the evidence as sufficiently 
clear to justify its exclusion from the 
text)] they stumbled at the stone of 
stumbling (the similitude of a race is still 
kept up. e insertion of ydp has arisen 
from a period being placed at róuov. It 
confuses the sense, making it appear as if 
the stumbling was the cause of, or at all 
events coincident with, their pursuing obx 
dx т. x, 7. A, whereas it was this mistaken 
method of pursuing which caused them to 
stumble against the stone of stumbling. 
Thus we have instances in the Greek 

ov py катоисҳиубл (see Lxx) DF. 

chariot races, of competitors, by au error 
in judgment in driving, striking against 
the orfAy round which the chariots were 
to turn, see Soph. Elect. 780 f. There 
is a close analogy between our text and 
the exhortation in Heb. xii. 1 f. There, 
after the triumphs of faith have been re- 
lated, we are exhorted to run with patience 
the race set before us, looking to Jesus, 
the Author and Finisher of our faith: 
where notice, that the sacred Writer seems 
to have had in his mind the same com- 
parison of Him to the pillar or goal, to 
which the eyes of the runners would be 
exclusively directed). 83.] Appeal 
to the prophecy of Isaiah, as justifying 
this comparison of Christ to a stone of 
stumbling. The citation is gathered from 
two places in Isaiah. The*stone of stum- 
bling and rock of offence,’ mentioned ch. 
viii. 14, is substituted for the ‘ corner-stone 
elect, precious, of ch. xxviii. 16. The 
solation of this is very simple. Isa. viii. 14 
was evidently inte by the Jews 
themselves of the Messiah: for Simeon, 
Luke ii. 84, when speaking of the child 
Jesus as the Messiah, expressly adduces 
the prophecy as about to be fulfilled. 
Similarly Isa. xxviii. 16 was in ted 
by the Chaldee Targum, the Babylonish 

mud ct Sanhedrin, fol. xxxviii. 1, 
Stuart), &c. What was there then to pre- 
vent the Apostle from giving to this Stone, 
plainly foretold as to be laid in Zion, that 
designation which prophecy also justifles, 
and which bears immediately on the matter 
here in band? The translation of Isa. viii. 
14 is after the Heb., the LXX having 
apparently read differently. See 1 Pet. ii. 
6—8, where the same two texts are joined, 
and also Ps. cxviii. (cxvii.) 22. ob 
natacyuvOicera:, LXX (Isa. xxviii. 16), 
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а & here only. ! X. 1 Ade or, Y pèv *evdoxla тў euns карда kal ABDF 
Sir. xviii. M. ¢ И ` М » эл be? ки 
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e 2 Cor. xi. 2. see Acts xxii. 3. f Acts НІ. 17 reff, g ch. lil. 20 reff. h Acts хи. 
31 reff. ich. 1. 17 reff. k = Acts zili. 8 reff. l= ch, Ш. 31. Heb. . 9. Num. 
хкх. 16. m 1 Cor, xv, 28. 2 Macc. ziii, 28. see ch. viii, 7 reff. 

Cap. X. 1. rec aft ту encis ins n (corran: see note), with KL rel Chr Thdrt 
[Euthal-ms Damasc : pov P]: om ABDFN [47 arm]. 

rec for avrey, Tov igpay (explanatory gloss), with KL rel an erasure by Nl. 
тро тоу б» is written over 

Thdrt Œc ТЫ: txt ABDF[P]N 17 (47-txt] latt syrr copt arm Chr, Cyr[-c] Damasc 
Pa edu Bede) es d 

KP IN a syr Chr, di 
(wth) arm] Cyr[-c Damasc] Aug,. 

8. for yap, 8e A 67 Leo. 
Clem, 
syrr got 
aft (yrovyres m. 

ob pu» karcicXvvÓ, gives а seconda 
meaning of the He, wiry №, ‘shall Bo 
make aste г i. e. shall not fly in terror, 
shall not be confounded. 

Cuar. X. 1—18.] The Jews, though 
zealous for God, are yet i t of God's 
righteousness (1—3), аг revealed to them 
in their own Scriptures (4—13). ` 
1.) Brethren (‘nunc quasi superata præ- 
„ Sy the fa 5 
a t fratres.’ Bengel). inclination 
of my heart (eiboxía is seldom, if ever, used 
to signify the motion of desire, but imports 
the rest of approving satisfaction. Pos- 
sibly there is here a mixture of construc- 
tions: the Apostle's eb3ox(a would be their 
salvation itself,—his Sénois wpbs ті» 0. 
ӧжёр avr. was als cer. The péy re- 
quires a corresponding 34, not expressed, 
but implied in the course of vv. 2, 8, where 
the obstacle to their сетӣр. is brought 
out), and my supplication to God on their 
behalf (Israel, see ch. ix. 82, agrees 
(is) for (their) salvation (lit. *towards 
salvation." The insertion of the art. 
after 3énocs has apparently been an over- 
careful grammatical correction: it is by 
no means universal in the N. T., even where 
the Greek writers insert it,—and here, 
seeing that there could be no Sefces to 
any other than God, the omission would 
be more natural. тоб "IopafA has been 
substituted by the adoption of a gloss: 
dariy to complete the sense). The Apostle’s 
meaning seems to be, to destroy any im- 
pression which his readers may have re- 
ceived unfavourable to his love of his own 
people, from the stern argument of the 
former chapter. 2.) For (reason wh 
J thus sympathize with their efforts, thoug 

[-р,) Bas, Chr, Procop, Damasc [ 
xl wth Cbr bart (Ec Thi [Orig-int,] Iren[-int, |-mss Tert, Ambr, Aug, а 

rec ins ec Tiv bef eis cwrnpiay, with ü 
drt [Eutbal-ms ТЫ Ec]: om ABDFN! [47-txt] Syr goth 

om 2nd Suaocvry» ABD[P 47-txt] vulg copt arm 
Ambrst] Aug. pe: ins ам rel tb. lat! 

misdirected) I bear witness to them that 
they have a zeal for God (for this meaning 
of the gen. see reff., especially 2 Cor. xi. 2, 
and note there), but not according to (in 
accordance with, founded upon, and carried 
on with) knowledge (accurate apprehen- 
sion of the way of righteousness as revealed 
to them). $.] For (explanation of 
ob кат’ dr.) not recognizing (‘being 
ignorant of" is liable to the objection, 
that it may represent to the reader a state 
of excusable ignorance, whereas they had 
it before them, and overlooked it) the 
righteousness of God (not, the sway of 
justification appointed by God, as Stuart, 
al: but that only righteousness which 
avails before God, which becomes ours in 
justification ; see De Wette’s note, quoted 
on ch. i. 17), and seeking to set up their 
own righteousness (again, not justifica- 
tion, but righteousness : that, namely, de- 
scribed ver. 5; not that it was ever theirs, 
but the Apostle speake subjectively. Not- 
withstanding the Ms. authority against 
Sia. after ilav, it would seem as if it 
had been written for emphasis’ suke by the 
Apostle, and omitted on account of the 
word occurring thrice in the sentence), they 
were not subjected (historical: implying, 
but not itself bearing, a ect sense. 
The passage,—not in a middle sense, as 
De Wette and Thol.,—expresses the result 
only ; it might be themselves, or it might 
be some other, that subjected them,—bat 
the historical fact was, that they were not 
subjected) to the righteousness of God 
(the 3x. т. Ө. being considered as a rule or 
method, to which it was necessary to con- 
form, but to which they were never sub- 
jected as they were to the law of Moses), 
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4—18.)] The 8ikatocórn т. 0. is now 
explained to be summed up in that Saviour 
who was declared to them in their own 
Seripteres. For (establishing what was 
last said, and at the same time unfoldin 
the dir. т. 0. in a form which rende 
.them inexcusable for its non-recognition) 
Christ is the end of the Law (i. e. the 
object at which the law aimed: see the 
similar expression 1 Tim. i. 5, rd réAos 
THis wapayyeAlas ёстіу d&yden. Various 
meanings have been given to TéAos. (D 
End, finis, chronological : ‘Christ is the 
termination of the law.’ 80 the latt., 
Augustine, Luther, al., Olsh., Meyer, Fritz., 
De Wette, al. But this meaning, 
understood in its pregnant sense, that 
Christ, who has succeeded to the law, was 
also the object and aim of the law, says too 
little. In this pregnant sense Tholuck 
takes the word ‘end,’ the end in time and 
in aim. It may beso; but I prefer simpl 
to take in the idea of Christ being the end, 
i. e. aim of the law, as borne out by the 
following citations, in which nothing is said 
of the transitoriness of the law, but much 
of the notices which it contains of right- 
eousness by faith in Christ. (2) Clem. 
Alex.,—zAfpopa yàp v. xp. eis бик. v. тф 
жтт. De Div. Serv. $ 9, p. 940 P. 
Theodoret, Calv., Grot., al., take réAos for 
© accomplishment,’ а sense included in the 
general meaning, but not especially treated 
here,—the following quotations not having 
any reference toit. (8) The meaning, end 
in the sense of object or aim, above adopted, 
is that of the Syr., Chrys., Theophyl., ; 
Bengel, al. Chrys. observes: el yàp тоб 
vóuov TéNos д xpiords, ё Tb» xpiordy ойк 
kx, kh». exelyny (i. е. Buceuocórny) бок 
Éxew, ode fxe’ 0 84 thy xpurtbr хоу, 
kh» ph ў катюрбокдфу Tb» уброу, Tb wav 
Ange. ка) yàp TéAos igrpucis фуга, 
Sswep oby 5 Üvrdueros. фу] wowir, xh» 
ph Thv larpuchr Exp, Tò кб» Eyes. 0 dd h 
elüós Oepawedew, kh». peridva: Bor) Th» 
téxyny, ToU паутьз dLéwecery* обто dvi 
ToU róuov ка) тўз slorens, б uir rabrny 
xv, ka) rò exelvou TéAos Exes 6 84 ral 
rns (lm бу, huqorépe» dori» ddArdrpios. 
Hom. xvii. p. 622. vóuov is here plainl 
the law of Moses : sec Middleton in loc. 

Vor. II. 

- unto righteousness (i. e. зо as to bring about 
righteousness, which the law could not do) 
to(dat.commodi) every one that believeth. 
* Had they only used the law, instead of 
abusing it, it would have been their best 
preparation for the Saviour's advent. For 
indeed, by reason of man's natural weak- 
ness, 16 was always powerless to justify. 
It was never intended to make the sinner 
righteous before God; but rather to impart 
to him a knowledge of his sinfulness, and 
to awaken in his heart earnest longings for 
some powerful deliverer. Thus used, it 
would have ensured the reception of the 
Messiah by those who now reject Him. 
Striving to attain to real holiness, and 
increasingly conscious of the impossibility 
of becoming holy by an imperfect obedience 
to thelaw’s requirements, they would gladly 
have ized the Saviour as the end of 
РЕ] uv С dy pro a vana bap i 

.] For (proof of the impossibility of lega 
righteousness, as declared even in the law 
itself) Moses describes (reff.) the righte- 
ousness which is of (abstr.—not implying 
that it has те been а pus rather 
resupposing the сола w, that 

(bri recitantis, not dp. &., in which case 
we should have abr. The eam of some 
versions has apparently arisen from mis- 
understanding ёт) the man who hath 
done them (the ordinances of the law) 
shall live in (in the strength of, by 
means of, as his status) it (the righteous- 
ness accruing by such doing of them). 
As regards the life here promised, the 
Jewish interpreters themselves incladed iu 
it more than mereearthly felicity in Canaan, 
and extended their view to a better life 
hereafter: see Wetst.inloc. Earthly feli- 
city it doubtless did impart, compare Deut. 
xxx. 20; but even there, as Thol. observes, 
' life’ seems to be a general promise, and 
length of days a particular species of 
felicity. “In the N. T.,“ he continues, 
“ this idea (of life) is always exalted into 
that of life blessed and eternal :—sse Matt. 
vii. 14; xviii. 8, 9; Luke x. 28." 
6—8.] The righteousness which ts of. {базе 
is described, in the words spoken in Scrip- 
ture by Moses of the commandment given 
by him,—as not dependent on a long and 

Ен 
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difficult process of search, but near to 
every man, and in every man’s power to 
attain. I believe the accountof the follow- 
ing citation will be best found by bearing 
in mind that the Apostle is speaking of 
Christ as the end of the law for righteous- 
ness to the believer. He takes as a con- 
firmation of this, a passage occurring in 
a prophetic part of Deut., where Moses is 
foretelling to the Jews the consequences 
of rejecting God’s law, and His mercy to 
them even when under chastisement, if they 
would return to Him. He then describes 
the law in nearly the words cited in this 
verse. Now the Apostle, regarding Christ 
ar the end of the law, its great central aim 
and object, quotes these words not merely 
as suiting his purpose, but as bearing, 
where originally used, an à fortiori applica- 
tion to faith in Him who is the end of the 
law, and to the commandment to believe in 
Him, which (1 Jobn iii. 28) is now * God's 
commandment.’ If spoken of the law as a 
manifestation of God in man’s heart and 
mouth, much more were they spoken of 
Him, who is God manifest in the flesh, the 
end of the law and the hete. This 
view is, it is true, different from that of 
almost all eminent Commentators, ancient 
and modern,—who the words as 
merely adapted or parodied by the Apostle 
as suiting his present purpose. Thus, with 
minor shades of difference, Chrys., Beza, 
Grot., Vatabl., Luther, Wolf, Bengel, 
Koppe, Flatt, Riickert, De Wette, Thol., 
Stuart, Hodge,al. But we must remember 
that it is in this passage Paul’s object not 
merely to describe the righteousness which 
is of faith in Christ, but to shew it described 
already in the words of the law. The 
Commentators who have taken more or less 
the view that the Apostle cites the words аг 
bearing the sense put on them, are Calvin, 
Calovius, Reiche, Meycr, Fritz., Olsh. 
But the righteousness which is of faith 
speaketh on this wise (personified, as Wis- 
dom in the Prov.), Say not in thine heart 
(i. e. ‘think not,’ a Heb. idiom. The LXX 
has merely AC, YOu. The Apostle cites 
freely, giving the explanation of AC, viz. 
thinking), o shall go up to heaven 
(LXX, дад. hu ur, A) eis т. ойр., see 
Prov. xxx. 4) 1—that is (see note above 
that imports in its full and unfolded mean- 

Noation by 

ing), to bring down Christ :—or who shall 
go down into the abyss (LXX, ris Stare - 
рте fuir els rd wépay rijs Gardoons ; The 
Apostle substitutes ris кат. els т. 48. as 
the direct contrast to ris dy. eis т. ep., as 
in ref. Ps.; see also Amos ix. 2:—and as 
better suiting the interpretation which 
follows) 1—that is, to bring up Christ from 
the dead. There із some difficulty in assign- 
ing the precise view with which the Apostle 
introduces these questions. Tholuck re- 
marks, * The different interpretations may 
be reduced to this, that the questions are 
regarded either (1) as questions of «nbelief, 
or (2) as questions of embarrassment, or 
(8) as questions of а The first 
view is represented by De Wette, who says, 
* In what sense these questions, from which 
the righteousness which is of faith dis- 
suades men, are to be taken, is plain from 
ver. 9, where the Resurrection of Christ is 
asserted as the one most weighty point of 
historical Christian belief :—they would be 
questions of unbelief, which regards this 
fact as not accomplished, or as now first 
to be accomplished. Thus also, probably, 
are we to understand the first question, as 
applying to the Incarnation of Christ.” 
This is more or less also the view of Cbrys., 
Theodoret, Theophyl., Œc., Erasm., Estius, 
Semler, Koppe, Moyer, al., Rückert (who 
refers the doubt or the unbelief to the full 
accomplishment of redemption by the 
Incarnation and Resurrection of Christ), 
Reiche, and Köllner (who refer катау. to 
the ascended Saviour, thereby destroying 
the symmetry of the whole,—because the 
latter question undoubtedly refers to bring · 
ing Christ not from a present but from a 
past state, from which He has historically 
come). (2) The second view, that they 
are questions of embarrassment, is taken 
by L. Capellus, Wolf, Nosenm., and Stuart, 
which last says, “The whole (of Moses's 
saying may be summed up in one word, 
omitting all figurative expression: viz. the 
commandment is plain and accessible. You 
can have, therefore, no excuse for neglect- 
ing it. Soin the case before us. Justi- 

Saith in Christ is a plain and 
intelligible doctrine. It is not shut up in 
mysterious language.... It is like what 
Moses says of the statutes which he gave 
to Israel, plain, intelligible, accessible . . . 
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It is brought before the mind and heart of 
every man : and thus he is without excuse 
for unbelief.” (8) The third view, that 
they are questions of anriety, is that of 
Calv., Beza, Pisc., Bengel, Knapp, Fritz., 
апа Tholuck:—by none perhaps better 
expressed than by Ewbank, Comm. on the 
Ep. to the Rom., p. 74: “ Personifying the 
great Christian doctrine of free justification 
through faitb, he represents it as addressing 
every man who is anxious to obtain salva- 
tion, in the encouraging words of Moses: 
“бау not in thine heart, (it says to such an 
one) &c. . . . In other words, Let not 
the man, who sighs for deliverance from 
his own sinfulness, suppose that the accom- 
plishment of some impossible task is re- 
quired of him, in order to enjoy the bless- 
ings of the Gos Let him not think 
that the personal presence of the Messiah 
is necessary to ensure his salvation. Christ 
needs not to be brought down from heaven, 
or up from the abyss, to impart to him 
forgiveness and holiness. No. Our Chris- 
tian message contains no impossibilities. 
We do not mock the sinner by offering him 
bappiness on conditions which we know 
that he is powerless to fulfil. We tell him 
that Christ's word is near to him: во near, 
that he may speak of it with his mouth, 
and meditate on it with his heart 
Is there any thing above human power in 
such a confession, and in such a belief? 
Surely not. It is graciously ted to the 
necessity of the very weakest and most sin- 
fal of God's creatures. (I will now 
take up the three views afresh, and state 
the objections. ) (1) The objection to this 
view, as by Tholuck, is, that in it, 
the contrast with ver. 5 is lost sight of. 
And this is so far just, that it must be 
cone m а lose the е, which the 
Apostle evidently intended us to grasp, 
those of insuperable difficulty in the ac- 
quisition of righteousness by the law, and 
of facility,—by the gospel. Also, it puts 
too forward the allegation of the great 
matters of historical belief, which are not 
here the central point of the ment, 
but introduced as the objects which faith, 

. theelf that central point, apprehends. (2) 

: aft т, F [copt æ 
„рена (see LTT) DF [vulg goth arm Orig-int, 

c lst 7o 

The last objection has some force as against 
this view. The regarding the questions as 
mere questions of difficulty and intellectual 
bewilderment does not tely repre- 
sent the (5jAos беоў predicated of the Jews, 
on the assumption of which the whole раз. 
sage proceeds. Here, however, it seems to 
me, we have more truth than in (1): for 
the plainness and simplicity of the trath to 
be believed is unquestionably one most im- 
portant element in the righteousness which 
is of faith. (8) Here we have the im- 
portant element just mentioned, not indeed 
made the prominent point of the questions, 
but, as it appears to me, properly and suffi- 
ciently kept in view. Tho anxious follower 
after righteousness is not disappointed by 
an impracticable code, nor mocked by an 
unintelligible revelation: the word is sear 
Aim, therefore accessible; plain and sim. 
ple, and therefore apprehensible; and, 
taking (1) into account, we may fairly add, 
deals with definite historical fact, and 
therefore certain: so that his salvation is 
not contingent on an amount of perform- 
ance which is beyond him, and therefore 
inaccessible : irrational, and therefore is- 
apprehensible: undefined, and therefore 
involved in uncertainty. Thus, it seems 
to me, we satisfy all the conditions of the 
argument: and thus also it is clearly 
brought out, that the words themselves 
could never have been spoken by Moses of 
the righteousness which is of the law, but 
of that which is of faith. 8.) But 
what says it? The word is near thee, 
in thy mouth (to confess), and in thine 
heart (to believe): that is (see above), the 
word of faith (which forms the substratum 
and object of faith, see Gal. iii. 2; 1 Tim. 
iv. 6) which we (ministers of Christ: or 
perbape, I Paul) preach. This verse has 

explained in dealing with vv. 6 and 7. 
.] Because (explanation of the 

word being near thee: so Thol., De Wette, 
Stuart, al. Others take őr: here as in ver. 
5, merely recitantis, manng tay K.T.A. the 
ü ua preached. But ав Thol. observes, 
(1) the duty of confessing the Lord Jesus 
can hardl be called part of the contents of 
the preaching of faith, | but the prominence 

E R 2 
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19. o кои «Алти D- gr.. 

given to that duty shews a reference to tlie 
words of Moses: (2) the making 57: render 
п reason for é*'yós соо x.T.A. suits much 
better the context and form of the passage : 
(3) the fact of theconfession with the mouth 
standing first, also shews a reference to 
what has gone before: for when the Apostle 
brings his own arrangement in ver. 10, he 
pata, as natural, the belief of the heart first), 

thon shalt confess with thy mouth (same 
order as ver. 8) the Lord Jesus (not, I 
think, * Jesus as the Lord’ (see the read 
of B al): this might very well be, —an 
kópiov might, as Thol, be the predicate 
placed first for emphasis, did not Paul fre- 
uently use kópios "IncoUs for ‘the Lord 
esus,—see (ch. xiv. 14 after a prep.) 

1 Cor. i. 8 al.; Phil. (ii. 19) iii. 20; Col. 
iii. 17 (1 Thess. i. 1; iv. 1). 1 Cor. хіі, 
8 is hardly an example on the othor side: 
see note there, but 2 Cor. iv. 6 is, cf. note 
there), and believe in thine heart that 
God raised Him from the dead (here, 
as in 1 Cor. xv. 14, 16, 17, regarded as the 
great central fact of redemption), thou 
shalt be saved (inherit eternal life). 
Here we have the two parts of the above 
question again introduced: the confession 
of the Lord Jesus implying his having 
come down from heaven, and the belief in 
His resurrection implying His having been 
brought up from the dead. 10.] For 
(refers back to ver. 6, where the above 
words were ascribed to ў ёк wlorews Sucaio- 
сбу, and explains how icreóc. d» тӯ 
кард. refer to the acquiring of righteous. 
ness) with the heart faith is exercised 
(wvoreverat, men believe) unto (so as to 
be available to the acquisition of) right- 
eousness, but (q. d. ‘not only so: but 
there must be an outward confession, in 
order for justification to be carried forward 

to salvation ^) with the mouth confession 
is made unto salvation. Clearly tbe 
words 8:к. and сот. are not used here, ns 
De W., al., merely as different terms for 
the same thing, for the sake of the paral- 

-lelism: but as Thol. quotes from Crell., 
тот. is the ‘terminus ultimus et apex 
justificationis,’ consequent not merely on 
the act of justifying faith as the other, but 
on & good confession before the world, 
maintained unto the end. 11.] For 
(proof of the former part of ver. 10) the 
Scripture saith, Every one who believeth 
on Him shall not be ashamed. was is 
neither in the LXX nor the Heb., but is 
implied in the indefinite participle. The 
Apostle seems to use it here as taking up 
TAYT) T т:стебоуті, ver. 4. See ch. ix. 33. 

19.) For (an explanation of the 
strong expression was ò wicTeÜw», as im- 
plying the universal offer of the riches of 
God's er in Christ) there is no dis- 
tinction of Jew and Greek (Gentile. See 
ch. iii. 22); for the same Lord of all (viz. 
Christ, who is the subject here: vv. 9, 11, 
13 cannot be separated. So Orig., Chrys., 
(Ec., Calov., Wolf, Bengel, Riick., Meyer, 
Fritz., De Wette, Tholuck, al. So wdyrayv 
kópios of Christ, Acts x. 36. Most modern 
Commentators make 6 atrés the subject, 
and xépios the predicate. But I prefer the 
usual rendering, both on account of the 
strangeness of д abrds thus standing alone, 
and because this Apostle uses the expres- 
sion 6 abrds кро, 1 Cor. xii. 5, and even 
d abrds Oeds, ib. 6, for ‘the same Lord,’ 
and ‘it is the same God.’ Stuart supplies, 
‘(there is) the same Lord:’ bat this is 
harsh,—and unnecessary, if the participle 
vAovTGr be taken as our red к. сорт. in 
ch. ix. 28) is rich towards all (‘by «le 
is signified the direction in which the 
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oí modes тё» [V evanryeubonévow " elprjvv, àv] d єйтүүє- Hom. Oa. a. 

lii. 7.) 9 = Luke i. 19. li. 10. 

16 Ax ov та»те<$ 8 UTkovcav TQ EU 16. 
Acta lii. 3 
тей. (I ^ (Таа. 

т Acts x. 96 reff. 9 Acts vi. 7 reff. 

D 
14. rec exixaA ecorra: (see note), with EN rel Clem, (Ath, Euthal-ms] Thdor- 

8. 

[Буг arm "Ambret]. 

covery, wit 
d Damasc : txt A: BNS m 17 

: каба Chr-ms. om evayy 
coptt eth Clem, Orig,[-int, Euthal 
rel latt ayrr goth arm Chr, Thdrt Li Œo 
bona evang. pacem Iren-int Tert, Hil,.—om evang. bona Epiph, Hil, 

Thdrt Damasc Th] (Ec: txt AB 

r-2-mes. (А! illegible.) 
` 15. rec kwpvtoveir, with rel Clem, Chr[-montf,] Thdrt 
F[-gr]: axovewow c: txt ABDELEN а 17 Chr-2-mss, [Euthal-ms]. 
B eAiCouerer ecpnyny тоу (homaotel) ABCN! [47-txt 

Epiph, (Thdor-mops,) Damasc: ins D(F)K L[ P]N3 

ns » bef 1st ræs бе F latt 
rec miorevgovow, with AKL rel Clem, [Ps-]Ath Chrſ-montf 

. Damasc ТЫ (Ec: txt BD 
L rel Clem, [ Ath, ] Chr-montf, 

Terenas) PN Chr-ms,. тес atov- 
drt ТЫ (Eo : axovgorras РЕКК![Рр 47] 

for хор, avev Р. 
masc: [е ]куриссоусту 

кабале 

ert, Ambr, Jer, Hil,.—om те» F.—evang. 
rec ins ra 

bef ayaða, with D*3KLN! rel Clem, Chr, [Euthal,(and ms} Thdrt: om [as Lxx] 
ABCDIFN?[P 47-txt Eus,] Orig, Damasc. 

16. aft venxovcay ins е» (but marked for erasure) Ni. 

stream of grace rushes forth.’ Olsh.) who 
call upon Him. 18—21.] Proof 
From Scripture of this assertion, and ar. 
gument thereon. 18.) For every one, 
whosoever shall call upon the Name of 
the Lord (JeHovaH,—but used here of 
Christ ком a doubt, as the next verse 
shews. ere is hardly a stronger proof, or 
one more irre ble by those who deny 
the Godhead of our Blessed Lord, of the 
unhesitating application to Him by the 
Apostle of the name and attributes of 
Jehovah) shall be saved. 14, 15.) It 
has been much doubted to whom these 
questions refer,—to Jews or to Gentiles ? 
It must, I think, be answered, Zo neither 
exclusively. They are generalized by the 
was bs äv of the preceding verse, to mean 
all, both Jews and Gentiles. And the 
inference in what follows, though mainly 
concerning the rejection of the unbelieving 
Jews, hns regard also to the reception of 
the Gentiles: seo below on vv. 19, 20. 
At the same time, as Meyer remarks, 
“the necessity of the Gospel àxocToAf 
must first be Jaid down, in order to bring 
out in strong contrast the disobedience of 
some." How then (i.e. posito, that the 
foregoing is so) can they (men, represented 
by the was ds är of ver. 18) call on (I 
have followed the majority of the chief 
mss. in reading the aor. subjunctive in- 
stead of the future indic. So also ch. 
vi. 1)Him in whom they have not be- 
lieved (i. e. begun to believe: so ch. xiii. 
11)? But how can they believe (in Him) 

of whom they havenot heard (construction 
see reff.) ] But how can they hear without 
& preacher? But how can men preach 

s they shall have been sent? As it 
is written, How beautiful are the feet of 
those who [publish glad tidings of peace, 
who] publish glad tidings of (rd is ex- 
cluded by the strong manuscript testimony 
against it) good things. The Apostle is 
shewing the necessity and dignity of the 
preachers of the word, which leads on to the 
universality of their preaching, leaving all 
who disobey it without excuse. He there- 
fore cites this, as shewing that their instru- 
mentality was one recognized in the pro- 
phetic word, where their office is described 
and glorified. The applicability of these 
words to the chers of the Gospel is 
evident from the passage in Isaiah itself, 
which is spoken indeed of the return from 
captivity, but in that return has regard to 
a more glorious one under the future Re- 
deemer. We need not therefore say that 
the Apostle uses Scripture words mercly as 
expressing bis own thoughts in a well. 
known garb ;—he alleges the words as a 
prophetic description of the preachers of 
whom he is writing. 6.] In this 
preacbing of the Gospel some have been 
found obedient, others disobedient: and 
this was before announced by Isaiah. The 
persons here meant aro as yet kept in- 
definite, — but evidently the Apostle has 
in his mind the unbelieving Jews, about, 
whom his main discourse is employed. 
But not all hearkened to (historic: dur- 
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txJonnau. evayyerio. 'Hoafas yàp réyes Kopie, ris ёпістєџсер тӯ 

Bn ̂ *йкой bv: 17 dpa ý тісті “дЕ dre, ý & dc) Sà 
абыз, v Pjparos " xpi ToU, 18 àXXÀ T Xéyo, х ш) * ойк Tjkovaav ; eve 
sendet v., YuevoUwye *eis Tücav thy сүй» "ё \Өєу о * фбоүүо< Anco. 
1 

w ch. zi. 1,11. 
х here bis. 

1 Cor. ix. 4, 

5. xi. 22 
` only. P. l 
al Car xiv. 7 only. Pa. I. с. Wisd. хіх. 18 oni 

e Paul hera only. Tatt. zxiv. 14. 
til. 10. xv. 9. xri. 14 only. Ps. lxxi. 

17. [aft apa ins ouv F m sah.] 

Dei Christi [Ps-]Bede: [om F 

з Matt. ix. 20. Mark i. 38. Pea. zrili. 4. 
b — Matt. хіі. 43. Luke zi. 31 (Heb. vi. 16 only. Ра. 
Luke ii, lal Aotszi.28aM. Heb. i. 6. ii.6. Rev. 

rec (for xpurrov) du, with A D*:3[-gr] 

il; ] txt BCD'!N? [47-txt] vulg coptt goth th - rom 
cm N-corr!-3 re eg geth-pl Clem, is Ath, Thdor-mops, Chr, Thdrt Damasc Sedul: 

( 

[arm Orig-int,] Ambrst Aug, Pel. 
18. om pevourye F Dl. lat LOrig-in : aft raray ins уар D'(and lat’). 
19. rec ove eyro bef sopanA (corra for elegance?), with D*L rel syrr Thdrt Thi: txt 

the preaching) the glad tidings (оф 
es, because deres, see vv. 11—18, 

were the objecte of the preaching, and must 
hearken to it if they would be saved):— 
and this too was no unlooked-for thing, 
ut predetermined in the divine counsel) 

for saith, Lord (кірге ія not in the 
Heb.), who believed the hearing of us 
[G. e. as in our Version, ] our report)? 
IT.] Faith then (conclusion from ver. 16, 
тїз éwlor. тӯ dxoq) is from hearing (the 
publication of the Gospel produces belief 
in it), and the hearing (the effect of the 
publication of the Gospel) is by means of 
(not, ‘in obedience to,’ but ‘by,’ as its 
instrument and vehicle) the word of Christ 
(oe has probably been a rationalizing 
correction, to suit better the scnse of the 
prophecy. ф%датов is used possibly, as 
De Wette suggests, as а preparation for 
та фђрата avr. in ver. 18). 18.] But 
(in anticipation of an objection that Israel, 
whom he has especially in view, had not 
sufficiently heard the good tidings) I say, 
Did they not hear (fjsovcar pee y founded 
on the cognate àxof; of the last verse, 
partly recalling the f/kovcar» of ver. 14) 1 
nay rather (ch. ix. 20, note) into all the 
earth went forth their voice, and to tho 
ends of the world their words. It is 
remarkable that so few of the Commen- 
tators have noticed (I have found it only 
in Bengel, and there but faintly hinted : 
Olsh., who defends the applicability of the 
text, does not even allude to it) that 
Peal. xix. is a comparison of the sun, and 
glory of the heavens, with the word of 
God. As far as ver. G tho glories of 
nature are described: then the great 
subject is taken up, and the parallelism 
carried out to the end. So that the 
“Apostle has not, as all in nearly all 
the Commentators, merely accommodated 
the text allegorically, but faken if in ite 

in 
т 

context, and followed up the comparison 
of the Psalm. As to tho assertion of 
the preaching of the Gospel having gone 
out into all the world, when as yet a small 
part of it only had been evangelized,—we 
must remember that it is not the extent, 
so much as the universality in character, 
of this preaching, which the Apostle is 
here asserting; that word of God, hitherto 
confined within the limits of Judæa, had 
now broken those bounds, and was preached 
in all parts of the earth. See Col. i. 6, 23. 

19. But (in anticipation of another 
objection, tbat this universal evangelizing 
and admission of all, had at any rate 
taken the Jews by surprise,—that they 
had not been forewarned of any such 
purpose of God) I say, Did Israel (no 
emphasis on Israel—they are not first 
here introduced, nor have the preceding 
verses been said only of the Gentiles ; but 
they have been during those verses in the 
Apostle's mind, and are now named for 
distinctness’ sake, because it is not now a 
question of their having Aeard, which they 
did in common with all, but of their baving 
been aware from their Scriptures of God's 
intention with regard to themselves and the 
Gentiles) not know (supply, not ‘the Gos- 
pel,’ thy àxofjv, as Chrys., Estius, Rückert, 
Olsh., al., — but, the fact that such a gene- 
ral proclamation of the Gospel would be 
made as has been mentioned in the last 
verse, raising up the Gentiles into equality 
and rivalry with themselves—so Meyer, 
Fritz, Thol, De Wette, Stuart, al.— 
Others supply variously :—Calv. and Beza, 
* the truth of God,'—so as to have an ad- 
vantage over the Gentiles:—Bengel, * jus- 
titiam Dei: — Bretschneider and Reiche 
take Iepat for the object of Eyre, and 
understand д бебз as ita subject: * Did not 
God know, —acknowledge, regard with love, 
—Isrnel?’ But surely the context will not 

avrav, kal els тё °тёрата тўс ° оікоииётс TA {дата ade dif 
abr. 19 AM " Xéyo, х ил) Ісрађ\ х ойк &yvo ; трфто$ m neu 

(Luke xl. 28 v. r.) ch. iz. 20 only t. 
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Mova?js XE Ey *apabXaoo úpâs * ёт f oix Even a aui 
een Eve, E aavvérg "apopyw vpas. only. Dur. 

xzzil. 21. 20 “Н оаїаҳ Фё 

l дттотодш@ кай reyes * EipeOny [1 ё) rois e ui) ™ футой- б бз, ү ү, 
f = 1 Pet. li. 10, 

2 \ 2 , ^ 9 < А) 0 2 a 

ow, "eudavns éyevougv то Eme ш] ° єтєрютоси. pe. bare. 
21 Parpos è tov I Xéye "Олти тт» тишёра› 

Kings q М A ^ 5 * ` 1 2 ^ ` 30 al. 
ё{єтётата Tas xelpas pov троѕ Хад» ' атє:додита ка} Cep n 
ayrtAeyorTa, 1 here valy +. 

zr, 10, 3, k Isa. шт. 1 = 1 Tim. i. 16. Acts xvii. 21 (ref) 
y. n Acts х. 40 only. Exod. ii, 14. o = here only. Тва. I. с. Ezek. 

zx. 3 (?). р= 1 x xx.19. Hab. i. 7, 8. q here only. Isa. Ixv. 3, 
1 ch. 5.9 al. Deut. xxi. 20. 3. N. Acts xiii. 45. L. P., exe. John ziz. 13. Hos. iv. 4, 

ADT. d m [47] latt copt goth [sth] arm Chr, Damase [Orig ints} Hi 
m forlst vuas, avrovs (from Lxx) CN? [гю 

[Clem,]. for 2nd ораг, avrovs №. 
20. om атото 

BD! [Orig. int, ]. 
21 gor ind oo, eri D Clem). 

Р! [and lat]. 

allow this)?—First (in the order of the 
prophetic roll; q. d. their very earliest pro- 
phet: compare Matt. x. 2, xpwros Au 
x. r. A. Thol., after Rickert, observeg, “ The 
Apostle has in his mind a whole series of 
rophetic sayings which be might adduce, 

but gives only a few instead of all, and 
would shew by the xpéros, that even in the 
earliest period the same complaint (of Is- 
rael’s unbelief) is found ") Moses saith, I 
will provoke you (Heb. and LXX, ‘ them’) 
to jealousy against (those who are) no 
nation (the Gentiles, as opposed to the 
people of God), against a nation that hath 
no understanding (%, the spiritual fool 
of Ps. xiv. 1; liii. 1; Prov. per 21) ipe 
I anger you. The original reference o 
these words, as addressed to Israel by 
Moses, is exactly apposite to the Apostle's 
argument. Moses prophetically assumes 
the departure of Israel from God, and 
his rejection of them, and denounces from 
God that as they had moved Him to 
jealousy with their *no-gods" (idols) and 
provoked Him to anger by their vanities, 
—so He would, by receiving into his fa- 
vour a ‘no-nation,’ make them jealous, and 
provoke them to anger by adopting instead 
of them a foolish nation. On the interpre- 
tation of De Wette, al., that the meaning 
is, God would deliver the children of Israel, 
as a prey to the idolatrous nations of Ca- 
naan, the parallels will not hold; nor do 
the following verses in Deut. (22— 265) jus- 
tify it. 20.) But (even more than 
this: there is stronger testimony yet) 
Esaias is very bold and says (i. e. as we 
say, dares to say,’ *veníures (o speak thus 

Ape каи D[!-3 and D-lat!(not Df, appy(Tischdf)]F. 
(corre to гий Lxx), wth E к rel valg ? 
Damasc] Hil, : ins BDF sah{appy] goth|appy] Ambrst. 

J. for ent, er B 

rec om еу 
r, Thdrt [Eutbal-ms Clem 

: aft eyeropny ins «y 

om кох avri eyorra F Hil, : for ayriAey, Aey. 

lainly.’ Thol. compares JEschin. de Falsa 
. €. 45: why düeAfiop axerd(ew к. 

уе»), I was found (% LXX, the Heb. is 
yr, ‘I was sought: but apparently in 
the sense of Ezek. xiv. 3; xx. 8, ‘en- 
штей of: which amounts to ебрќбуу. In 
Ezek. xiv. the LXX render it droxplvecOaz 
—and so Stier here, Ich gebe Antwort..) 
by (or among) those who sought me not, 
I became manifest to those who asked 
not after me. The clauses are inverted 
in order from the LXX. De Wetto 
and other modern Commentators have 
maintained that Isa. Ixv. 1 is spoken of 
the Jews, aud not of the Gentiles; their 
main argument for this view being the 
connexion of ch. lxiv. and Ixv. But even 
granting this connexion, it does not follow 
that God is not speaking in reproach to 
Israel in ch. lxv. 1, and reminding them 
poseen that while they, His own re- 

ous people, provoke Him to anger, the 
Gentiles which never sought Him have 
found Him. The whole passage is tho- 
roughly gone into and its true meaning 
satisfactorily shewn, in Stier’s valuable 
work, “Sefaiaé, nicht Pſeudo⸗Jeſaias, 
pp. 797 ff., who remarks that ‘the nation 
which was not called by my Name,’ in 
lxv. 1, can only primarily mean the Gen- 
tiles. 91.) But of (not fo,’ but * with 
regard to ? see ref. The words are not an 
address) Israel (evidently emphatic ; —the 
former words having been sail of the Gen- 
tiles) he saith (ibid. ver. 2), All the day 
(after pov in LXX) I stretehed forth my 
hands (the attitude of gracious invitation) 
to a people disobedient and gainsaying 



494. 

t ch. х. 18, 19. 
ver. 11. 

u Acts vii. 27, 
30. xiii. 46. 
Tim. i. 

only. L.P. 
Рал. zciil. 14. 
Ezek. xliii. 9. 

veh, iii. 4 reff. 

CHAP. XI. 1. for то» Aaor, туу кАуроуошау Е Ambr, Ambrst. 
ov троеуую ADIN? [Chr,] ТЫ Ambrst-comm Aug, 

*-[ ge,, BI(Tischdf N. T. Vat)]) Tischdf ascribes it to his 

(rebellious; the same word тб occurs 
Deut. xxi. 18). Char. XI. 1—10.] 
Yet God has not cast off His people, but 
there is a remnant according to the election 
of grace (1—6),—the rest being hardened 
(7—10). 1.] I say then (a false in- 
ference from ch. x. 19—21,—made in order 
to be refuted), Did (p4, it cannot surely 
be, that) God cast off His people (as would . 
almost appear from the severe words just 
ndduced)! Beit not so: forIalsoaman 
Israelite (ёк yévous 'Iap., Phil. iii. Б), of 
the seed of Abraham (mentioned probably 
for solemnity's sake, as bringing to mind 
nll the promises made to Abraham), of the 
tribe of Benjamin (so Phil. iii. 5). There 
is some question with what intent the 
Apostle here brings forward himself. Three 
ways are open to us: either (1) it is as a 
case in point, as an example of an Israelite 
who has not been rejected but is still one 
of God’s people: so almost all the Com- 
mentators— but this is a probable, — 
for in this case (a) he would not surely 
bring one only example to provo his point, 
when thousands might have been alleged— 
(8) it would be hardly consistert with the 
bumble mind of Paul to put himself alone 
in such a place,—and (у) uh уёғогто does 
not go simply to deny a hypothetical fact, 
but applies to some deprecated consequence 
of that which is hypothetically put :—or 
(2) as De Wette, al., he implies, ‘ How can 
1 say such a thing, who am myself an 
Israelite, &c.?’ ‘Does not my very na- 
tionality furnish a security against my en- 
tertaining such an idea ?’—or (3) which I 
believe to be the right view, but which I 
have found only in the commentary of 
Mr. Ewbank,—as implying that if such 
а hypotbesis were to be conceded, it would 
exclude from God's kingdom the writer 
himself, аг an Israelite. This seems better 
to agree with uh yévorro, as deprecating 
the consequence of such an assertion. 
But a question even more important arises, 
not unconnected with that just discussed : 
viz. who are 6 AA abrot? In order for 
the sentence ка} yàp ёуё x. r. A. to bear 
the meaning just assigned to it, it isobvious 
that ó Aabs abr. must mean the people of 
God nationally considered. If Paul depre. 
cated such a proposition as the rejection of 

IPO POMAIOT . 

XI. 1t Aéyo od», uù "бтосато d bebe Tov Мад» An 
э ^ , ` ` , + „ 2. FL(P]4 

айтоў; Y pÀ *yévovro" kai yap éyà *'IlopamAirgs eii, EX av eat 
9 , a 3, э ә - ¢ hk! 

х стёрџатоѕ "ABpadp, purrs Benapely, 2 ойк " атосато m nol 

w John i. 48. Acts li. 22. 3 Cor. хі. 23 al. 7 Jos. Antt. И. 9. 1. 

XI. 

x ch. iz. 7 reff. 

aft avrov ins 
(Вене, во А BY(Bl: 
CN m 17.) 

God's people, because he himself would 
thus be as an Israelite cut off from God's 
favour, the rejection assumed in the hy- 

thesis must be a sational rejection. It 
is against ¿is that be puts in his strong 
protest. It is this which he inp gin by 
а cogent historical parallel from Scripture, 
shewing that there is a remnant ка) ёи 
TQ уд» kapë according to the election of 
grace: and not only so, but that that part 
of Israel (considered as having continuity 
of national existence) which is for а time 
hardened, shall ultimately come in, and 
so all Israel (nationally considered agnin, 
Israel as а notion) shall be saved. Thus 
the covenant of God with Israel, havin 
been national, shall ultimately be fulfill 
to them as a nation: not by the gathering 
in merely of individual Jews, or of all 
the Jews individually, into the Christian 
church, —but by the safional restoration 
of the Jews, not in unbelief, but as a 
Christian believing nation, to all that can, 
ander the gospel, represent their ancient 
pre-eminence, and to the fulness of those 
promises which have never yet in their 
lain sense been accomplished to them. I 
ave entered on this matter here, because 

a clear understanding of it underlies all in- 
telligent appreciation of the argument of 
the chapter. Those who hold so national 
restoration of the Jews^to pre-eminence, 
must necessarily confound the é» тё эў» 
коре remnant according to the election of 
prace, with the of Aorrol, who nationally 
shall be grafted in again. See this more 
fully illustrated where that image occurs, 
ver. 17 ff. 2.] God did not cast 
off his people which he foreknew (яре- 
буу as in reff.: ‘which, in Hie оюп 
eternal decree before the world, He se- 
lected as the chosen nation, to be His own, 
the depositary of His law, the vehicle of 
the theocracy, from ite first revelation to 
Moses, to its completion in Christ's future 
kingdom.’ It is plain that this must here 
be the sense, and that the words must not 
be limited, with Orig., Aug., Chrys., Calv., 
al., to the elect Christian people of God 
Jrom among the Jews, with Paul as their 
representative: вее on ver. 1. On this ex- 
planation, the quest ion of ver. 1 would be 
self-contradictory, dnd this negation a 
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9, Р / 4 / ті NEH айт uu 
* им. Heb. vil. 

25 only t. 
Cel ir. 36. 
~TEVEUE, 

1 Tim. il. 1.) 
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e 7 6 27 , э y › У 10, 14. 

Pyapttos "yéyovev. Set 0ё xdprri, ойк ёт, ÈE Épryov,* 5 

f here only. Сеп. xx . 86 al. (- Aena, ch. іх 
h here only. Prov. xxxi 'see xxiv.) 1. 

only. 3KiNcs хіх, 18, 
Acta vii. 60 reff. 

m ch. iii. 26 reff. 
27.) o ch. ix. ll reff. 

. 21.) 
2 Macc. ii. €. xi. 17 only 

ziv, 11. 

Amos іх. il. 
E - Matt. il. 20 only. Exod. iv. 19. 

А i = Luke хх. 31. Heb. ir. 1 
h. iil. 11. Phil. ii. 10, 1 Chron. zziz. 20. k ch. seo 

1 fem. (not L c.), Judg. ii. 13 & iii. 7 (A Ald. compl.) Zeph.i. 4. Hos. ii. 8 al. 
m bere only. Josh. ziii. 12 к A)compl 4 Kings xix. 4 only. (br., ch. ix. 

р gen. subject., Luke iv. 22. i 9 = ch. vii. 17, 20. 

2. rec at end ins Aeyor, with LN! rel Syr [wth] ТЫ (Ec: om ABCDF[(P]N? 
[47(sic)] latt [syr] coptt arm Eus, Chr, Thdrt Damasc [Orig-int,] Ambr. 3 ; 

. тес 108 xa: f та Өосіасттріа, with DLN? rel syrr [wth arm] Just Chr, Thdrt 
[ Euthal-ms риш om cpa a ан 17 [47 (sic)] latt coptt Eus, Chr, [Orig-int, ]. 

4. cr Aero AC [P] n. 

truism. It would be inconceivable, that 
God should cast off His elect). Or (see 
ch. ix. 21 al.:—introduces a new objection 
to the matter impugned) know ye not 
what the Scripture saith in (the history 
of) Elias (better thus than ‘with regard 
fo, as Luth. Erasm., Calv. Beza, al. 
Tholuck gives examples: from Pausan. 
viii. 37. 8,—бет d» "Hpas Spay ra Fr», 
—i.e.in that part of the Iliad (k. 278) 
whero Hera swears by the Titans: from 
Thucyd. i. 9,—xal ёи тоб oxferpov épa 
тӯ vapabóce: elpnxer abr roAA fer ўтди: 

* x." Apy warrt) àrdac ei, i.e. in that part 
of the Шай (8. 108) where the trans- 
mission of the sceptre is related)! how 
depends on ойк ofPare) he pleads with 
see reff.—and note, ch. viii. 26) God 
against Israel, &c. The citation is a free 
one from the LXX. The clauses rods 
троф., and тё бостаст. are inverted, èy 
poupalg is omitted, and кё bre eld. 
pévos is put for xal бколёлеиши dy 
poréraros. The altars, as De W. ob- 
serves, were those on the high places, 
dedicated to God. 4.) But what 
saith the divine response to him (xpn- 
naricués, seo reff. and reff. to the verb, 
Acts х. 22)% I have left to myself (here 
the Apostle corrects a mistake of the LXX, 
who have for xearéAumor—xkaraAeljeis,— 
in the Complut. ed. катЛеіфо. He has 
added to the Heb. ‘ramn,—‘ T kave left,’ 
‘kept аг a remainder, — tpavrg, a simple 
and obvious filling up of the sense) seven 
thousand men, who (the sense of the say- 
ing, ns far as regards the present purpoee, 

or Tn, то F: то Gd. 
б. Aupa AB!CDI!FN : Азида В?. [17 uncert.] кот’ ekAoyys Di. 

viz. to shew that all these were faithful 
men; in the original text and LXX, it is 
implied that these were all the faithful 
men,—érrà xuidbas дудрёу, wdrra yd- 
rara & ойк ёкЛазау "yórv(om. убуо A) 78 
B. x. way ordua d ob xposexdvncer(xpos- 
коуђсе: A) abrg. But this was not neces- 
sary to be brought out here) never bowed 
knee to Baal. Here the LXX, accord- 
ing to the present text, have rg, not тӯ 
Bda: but elsewhere (see reff.) they write 
the fem.: and probably the Apostio read 
it so in his copy.” Fritz. According to 
this Commentator, they wrote the fem., 
taking Baal for a female deity; according 
to Beyer, Addit. ad Seld. de diis Syr., 
Wetat., Koppe, Olsh., Meyer,—because Baal 
was ап an ous deity ;—according to 
Gesenius, in müller, Rep. i. 39, to 
designate feebleness, compare the Rabbi- 
nical muvi, ‘falso gods,’ and other ana- 
logous expressions in Tholuck. The 

rding Tjj Bda as put for rj тоб Bdax, 
sci A or erfAp, as Erasm., с 
Grot., Estius, al., апа Bretschneider, is 
perfectly arbitrary.” De Wette. In Tobit 
1. 5 AB, we have, каса: al фида) al gur- 
aworraga: #0оо» Tjj BdaA тр dau, 
where the golden calves of the ten tribes 
seem to be identified with Baal, and 
where a curious addition in N (in this part 
published by Tischdf. as Codex Friderico. 
Au эш) refers expressly to their esta- 
blishment by Jeroboam. 5.) Thus 
then (analogical inference from the ex- 
ample just cited) in the present time 
also (or, even in the present time, scil. 
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6. for erat, єтт[а@]:. C'(appy) [F-lat: errs] 54 Chr, Thdrt: est vulg D. lat 
lat-ff. om last clause рле [Р p latt сор (wth) arm Damasc [Orig- 
int,] Ambr Ambrst Aug: [om e: de to xapis 17 :] ins (with some variations) BLN? rel 
syrr Chr Thdrt 1 in text: they do not «р it in comm; but that does not 
prove its omn:’ Tischdf [ed. 7]) Gennad-c, ТЫ (Ec. (See notes.) —(rec ins eor: bef 
8rd xapis: omd by B.—for epyov at end, xapis (by mistake?) В.) 

T. exe(nre: F 73 latt syrr (Orig-int, ] lat-ff. rec rovrov (grammatical corrn), 
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of Israel’s national rejection) there is a 
remnant (a part has remained faithful, 
which thus has become a Ae. according 
to (in virtue of,—in pursuance of) the elec- 
tion (selection, choice of a few out of many) 
of grace (made not for their desert, nor 
their foreseen congruity, but of God's free 
unmerited favour). 6.] And let us 
remember, when we вау an election 
of grace, how much those words imply: 
viz. nothing short of the entire exclusion 
of all human work from the question. Let 
these two terms be regarded as, and kept, 
distinct from one another, and do not let 
us attempt to mix them and so destroy tho 
meaning of each. So that the meaning 
of the verse is to clear up and remove all 
doubt concerning the meaning of ‘ election 
of grace, —and to profess on the part of 
the Apostle perfect, readiness to accept his 
own words in their full sense, and to abide 
by them. This casts some light on the 
question of the genuineness of the brack- 
eted clause (see authorities in var. readd.). 
The object being ision, it is much more 
probable that the Apostle should have 
written both clauses in their present for- 
mal parallelism, and that the second should 
have been early omitted from its seeming 
superfluity, than that it should have been 
inserted from the margin. Besides which, 
as Fritz. has remarked, the words do not 
correspond sufficiently with those of the 
first clause to warrant tho supposition of 
their having been constru to tally 
with it: we have for xdotri in the first, 
dè Epyo in the second,—for ylvera: xdpis, 
dorly Épyor ;—and the plur. ёруа would 
probably have been retained in the infer- 
ence of clause 2. But (directing attention 
to the consequence of the admission, éxA. 
dpiros) if by grace (the selection has 
Е made), it is no longer (when we have 
conceded that, we have excluded its being) 

of (arising out of, as its source) works: 
for (in that case) grace no longer becomes 
(i. e. becomes no longer—loses its efficacy 
and character as) grace (the freedom and 
‘proprio motu’ character, absolutely neces- 
sary to the idea of grace, are lost, the act 
having been prompted from without) :— 
but if of (arising out of, as the cause and 
source cf the selection) works, no longer 
is it (the act of selection) grace; for (in 
that case) work no longer is work (the 
essence of work, in our present argument, 
being that which earns reward,’ and the 
reward being, as supposed, the election Фо 
be of the remnant,—if во earned, there can 
be no admixture of divine favour in the 
matter; it must be all earned, or none: 
sone conferred by free grace, or all). 
These cautions of-the Apostle are decisive 
against all attempts at compromise between 
the two great antagonist hypotheses, of 
salvation by God’s grace, and salva- 
tion by man’s meritorious works, Thetwo 
cannot be combined without destroying 
the plain meaning of words. If now the 
Apostle’s object in this verse be to 
carefully the doctrine of election by free 
grace from any attempt at an admixture 
of man’s work, why is he anxious to do 
this just af thie point? I conceive, be- 
cause he is immediately about to enter on 
a course of exposition of the divine deal. 
ings, in which, more than ever before, he 
rests all «upon, God's sovereign purpose, 
while at the same time he shews that 
purpose, though apparently severe, to 
be one, on the whole, of grace and love. 

Т.) What then (what therefore 
must be our conclusion from what has been 
stated? We have seen that God bath not 
cast off his own chosen nation, but, that 
even now there is a remnant. This being 
во, what aspect do matters present? This 
he asks to bring out an answer which may 
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9. ins кабакер bef кош Saved C. 

set in view the of Aovirof) ? That which 
Israel is in search of (viz. 3:ка:осбрт, seo 
ch. ix. 31; x. 1 fl.), this it (as a nation) 
found not (on éxirvyxáro w. an acc., 
see Matthis, Gr. Gr. § 363 obs.), but the 
election (the abstract, because Israel has 
been spoken of in the abstract, and to keep 
out of view for the present tho mere indi- 
vidual cases of converted Jews in the idea 
of an elected remnant) found it: 
8.] but the rest were hardened (not 
‘blinded ;' see note on Eph. iv. 18:— 
oxAnporépay 7 amorla th» кардіау айту 
ётерүќсато. Theodoret. It is passive, 
and implies God as the agent. This for 
the sake of the context, @окєх abrois ё 
Cede u. r. A., not necessarily for the meaning 
of tho word itself, which might indicate 
‘became hard, bat certainly does mot 
Àere),—as it is written (if we are to 
regard these passages as merely analogous 
instances of the divine dealings, we must 
remember tliat the perspective. of pro- 
рћесу, in stating' such cases, embraces ali 
analogows ones, the divine dealings being 
self-consistent, and especially that great 
one, in which the words ‘are most pro- 
minently fulfilled), God gave to them 
LXX and Heb., rerdrixev браз) a spirit 
see reff.) of stupor (there is at the end of 
ritzsche’s cominentary on this chapter 

an elaborate excursus on xardutis, in 
which he has thoroughly investigated its 
derivation and meaning. He comes to 
the conclusion that it is derived from 
катаубосо, ‘compungo, and might sig- 
nify any excitement of mind, pity, sadness, 
&c.,—but in the few places where it occurs, 
it does import stupor or numbness :—в0 
ref. Ps. éxóricas quads olvoy karavólews,— 
which Hammond explains to mean the 
stupifying wine given to them that were 
to be put to death. Hamm. also cites from 

Marcus Eremita, уоубес. yx. р. 918, а 
passage where he describes rdvoy rijs 
xarayvtews as the consequence of olvo. 
roglai. Tholuck compares the similar 
meanings of ‘frappé, struck, betroffen), — 
eyes that they should not see (such eyes 
that they might not see: in the Heb. and 
LXX the negative is joined with the verb, 
ка} ойк екеу xipios 6 0. ÓuGv x. T. A.) and 
ears that they should not hear unto this 
present day. These last words are not, 
as Beza, E. V., Griesb., Knapp, to be eepa- 
rated from the citation, and joined to 
éxoapá0ncar: they belong to the words in 
Deut. and are adduced by St. Paul as 
applying to the day then present, as 
they did to the day when Moses spoke 
them: see 2 Cor. iii. 15. 9.] And 
David saith, Let their table be for a 
snare and for a net (hpa more vsually 
‘a hunt,’ or the act of taking or catching, 
—but here and in ref. а net, the instru- 
ment of сере. It is not in the Heb. 
nor in the LXX, and is perhaps inserted 
by the Apostle to give emphasis by the 
accumulation of synonymes), and for а 
stumbling-block and dor а recompense 
to them (the LXX have «is rayida x. eis 
dyraxddoow к. eis oxdvBaroy. Tho Heb. 
of eis йутатбёосиу, as at present pointed, 
is crow, ‘to the secure.“ It has been 
supposed that the LXX pointed myig» 
or Doing», ‘for retributions.’ See Ps. 
xci. 8: but qu. ?): 10.] let their 
eyes be darkened that they may not see, 
and their back bow thou down always. 
* Instead of bending the back, the Heb. 
text speaks of making the loins to 
tremble, 199 схгууо. This elsewhere is 
a sign of great ferror, Nah. ii. 10; Dan. 
v. 6: and the darkening of the eyes 
betokens in the Psalm, a weakened, 
humbled, servile condition, just as in 
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12. om ver A. 

Deut. xxviii. 65—67. It is plain from 
Bà wayrdés, that we must not suppose 
the infirmities of age to be meant. The 
Apostle might well apply such a description 
to the servile condition of the bondmen of 
the law, see Gal. iv. 24.” Tholuck. 
p Yet this exclusion and hardening 
has not been for their destruction, but for 
mercy to the Gentiles, and eventually for 
their own restoration. 11.) I say 
then (see on ver. 1), Did they (who? see 
below) stumble in order that they should 
fall (not ‘sic, ut caderent'—as Vulg.,—so 
Orig., Chrys., Grot., al., denoting the result 
merely: neither the grammar nor the con- 
text will bear this: the Apostle is arguing 
respecting God's intent in the sapdwreua 
of the Jewish nation. He here calls it by 
this mild name to set forth that it is not 
final. Tho subject of Frais is the 
афто{ of the following verses, i. e. the Jews, 
as а people: not the unbelieving indivi- 
duals, who are characterized as eaóvres, 
ver. 22. He regards the Aorroí as the re- 
posi da of the Jewish people, who 
ave nationally stumbled, but not in order 

to their final fall, seeing that God has a 
gracious purpose towards the Gentiles even 
in this xraicyue of theirs, and intends to 
raise them nationally from it in the end. 
This distinction, between the rraſoarres, 
the whole nation as а nation, and tho 
wecórres, the unbelieving branches who 
have been cut off, is most important to the 
right understanding of the chapter, and to 
the keeping in mind the separate ideas, of 
the restoration of jndividuals here and 
there throughout time, and the restoration 
of Israel at the end. The stress is on 
adoworwy, and it is the fall which is denied: 
not on Tva vécecir, so that the purpose 
merely should be denied, and the fall ad- 
mitted)? God forbid: but (the truer ac- 
count of the matter is) by their trespass 
(not fall, as E. V.) salvation (has come) 
to the Gentiles, for to provoke them 
(Israel) to jealousy. Two gracious pur- 

of God are here atated, the latter 
wrought out through the former. Ly this 
stumble of the Jews ont of their national 
place in God's favour, and the admission 

v Ch. x. 19 reff. 

z as abore (y). 

w = Heb. xi. 26. 11 Cor, 
zu vli. 11. x. 25. Luke zi. 13. zii. 21, 

tt. zii. 13. Heb. x. 29 only, 

of the Gentiles into it, the very people thus 
excluded are to be stirred up to set them- 
selves in the end effectually to regain, as a 
nation, that pre-eminence from which t 
are now d 12.] Then tho 
Apostle argues on this, as Meyer well says, 
‘a felici effectu causm pejoris ad feliciorem 
effectum cause melioris :’—But (/ posito, 
that —as in last verse—taking for granted 
the historical fact, that the stumble of the 
Jews has been coincident with the admis- 
sion of the Gentiles) if their trespass is the 
world's wealth (the occasion of that wealth, 
—the wealth itself being the participation 
in the unsearchable riches of Christ), and 
(this latter clause parallel to and explana- 
tory of the less plainly expressed one before 
it) their loss, the wealth of the Gentiles, 
how much more (shall) their replenish- 
ment (be all this)? On frrqya and 
vAfpeua much tion has been raised. 
I have taken both as answering strictly to 
the comparison here before the Apostle's 
mind, viz. that of impoverishing and en. 
riching,—and the genitives abrév [&с.] as 
subjective: q. d. ‘if their impoverishment 
be the wealth of the Gentiles, how much 
more shall their enrichment Бе!” But 
several other interpretations are possible. 
(1) ўттуна may mean as in ref. 1 Cor., 
degradation, and vAfipeua would then be 
Sulness, re-exaliation to the former mea- 
sure of favour,—or perhaps, as where 
Herod. iii. 22 says dy8déxorra Frea (635 
wAfpepa, their completion,’ ‘their highest 
degree of favour.’ (2) If we regard the 
meaning of ялђрора in ver. 25, we shall 
be tempted here to render it, ‘full num- 
ber,’ and similarly frruua, mall num- 
ber. So the majority of Commentators : 
Chrys., Theodoret, Erasmus, Beza, Bucer, 
Grot., Bengel, Reiche, De W. (but only as 
regards vAfjp. :—he renders $rr. with Lu- 
ther, Schade) апа Olsh. (see below). Thus 
the argument will stand : ‘If their unbelief 
(i.e. of one part of them) is the world's 
wealth, and their small number (i.e. of 
believers, the other part of them), the 
wealth of the Gentiles, how much more 
their full (restored) number!’ i. e. as Ohh. 
explains it, If so few Jews can do so much 
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for the Gentile world, what will not the 
whole number do?’ But thus we shall 
lose the ‘a minori ad majas’ argument— 
* if their sis has done so much, how much 
more their conversion?’ unless indeed it 
be said that то frr»ua implies a national 

wpa. Besides, it can hardly be 
shewn that $#ттудеа will bear this meaning 
of ‘a small number.“ (3) Tholuck, from 
whom mostly this note is taken, notices 
at length the view of Olsh., after Origen, 
that the. idea of a definite number оў the 
elect is here in the Apostles mind,— 
that the falling off of the Jews produces 
& deficiency in the number, which is filled 
up by the elect, from the Gentiles, as ver. 
26: understanding by rA HD, both there 
and here, if I take bis meaning aright, 
the number required to ap the roll of 
the elect, whether of Jews, as here, or 
Gentiles, as there. Tholuck, while he 
concedes the legitimacy of the idea of a 
wAfpeua tav се(омбуюу, maintains, and 
rightly, that in this section no such idea 
is brought forward: and that it would not 
have been 5 some pu 

nite expression of it than we пою А 
d Í have thought it best as above, consi- 
dering the very various meanings and diff- 
culty of the word яАфрера, to keep here to 
that which seems to be indicated by the 
immediate context, which is, besides, the 

imitive meaning ofthe word. It must 
noticed, that the fact, of Israel being the 

chosen people of God, lies at the root of 
all this argument. Israel is the nation, 
the covenant people,—the vehicle of God’s 
gracious purposes to mankind. Israel, 
nationally, is deposed from present favour. 
That very deposition is, however, accom- 
panied by an outpouring of God's riches of 
mercy on the Gentiles; not as rivals to 
Israel, but still considered as further from 
God, formally and nationally, than Israel. 
If then the disgrace of Ierael has had such 
а blessed accompaniment, how much more 

Damasc]. om eyw À n 73. 80. 108-16-8 arm Thdrt- 

ech. 1. 10. 

blessed а one shall Israels honour bring 
with it, when His own people shall once 
more be set as a praise in the midst of the 
earth, and the glory of the nations. 
13.] Why, in an argument concerning the 
Jews, dwell so much on the reference to the 
Gentiles discernible in the divine economy 
regarding Israel? Why make it appear 
as if the treatment of God’s chosen people 
were ted not by a consideration of 
them, but of the less favoured Gentiles ? 
The кома. Муд gives an answer to this 
question. But (apology for the foregoi 
verse :—if ydp be read, the sense will ы 
much the same—For (i. e. let it be under- 
stood, that), &c.) I am spesking to you 
the Gentiles. uch therefore (uiv 
обу is surely not to be rejected as yielding 
no sense, —as De Wette and Tholuck, who 
object to it as proceeding from those who 
hold а new sentence to begin at d Zoos, 
and dpiy .... veo to refer to the fore- 
going :—but the usage of uir ody in 1 Cor. 
vi. 4 seems strictly analogous to that in our 
text, where no new sentence is begun in 
any sense which may not be true here. 
іф Sov, not ‘as long ae,’ as Orig. and 
Vulg.) as I am Apostle of the Gentiles, 
I honour mine office (by striving for their 
conversion and edification at all times, —by 
introducing a reference to them and their 
part in the divine counsels, even when 
speaking of mine own people), if by any 
means I may К жуы eee DN NT 
vice done on Israel, thus to 
honour mine office by mentioning the 
Gentiles, if this mention niay) provoke to 
jealousy mine own flesh (the Jews) and 
may save some of them. 15.) For 
(a reason for my anxiety for the salva- 
tion of Israel: not merely for the sake 
of mine own kinsmen, but because their 
recovery will bring about the blessed con- 
summation of all believers. "Vv. 13, 14 
should not then be in a N the 
rejection of them (not ‹ (heir loss, as Luth. 
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and Beng., by which the antithesis to xpdés- 
Anuyis is weakened) be (the occasion of) 
the reconciliation of the world (of the 
Gentiles, viz. to God), what (* qualis, ‘ of 
what kind,’ in its effect) ( be) their 
Mei dre but (the occasion of) life from 
the dead! [wi фк verp. may be variously 
taken. (1) it may be metaphorical, as in 
ch. vi. 18, and may import, that so general 
a conversion of the world would take place, 
as would be like life from the dead. So, 
more or less, Calv., Calov., Estius, Bengel, 
Stuart, Hodge, al., and Theophyl., Phot., 
who explain it of a joy like that of the 
resurrection, But against this interpreta- 
tion lies the objection, that this is already 
involved in каталлауђ кбсџ., and thus no 
new idea would be brought out by the 
words, which stand in the most emphatic 
position. (2) it may mean that ‘life from 
the dead’ literally should follow on the 
restoration of the Jewish people; i. e. that 
the Resurrection, the great consummation, 
is bound up with it. So Chrys., Orig. 
(“tunc enim erit assumptio Israel, quando 
jam et mortui vitam recipient, et mundus 
ex corruptibili incorruptibilis fiet, et mor- 
tales immortalitate donabuntur"), Theo- 
doret, Reiche, Meyer, Fritzsche, Rückert 
ed. 2, Tholuck, al. 'The objection to this 
view seems to be, that the Apostle would 
hardly have used (# de verpõv thus pre- 
dicatively, if he had meant by it a fixed 
and predetermined event ; —but that, stand- 
ing as it does, it must be qualitative, im- 
plying some further blessed state of the 
reconciled world, over and above the mere 
reconciliation. This might well be de- 
signated ‘life from the dead,’ and in it 
may be implied the glories of the first 
resurrection, and deliverance from the 
bondage of corruption, without supposing 
the words (wh ёк vexpisr =ù dvdoracis Tay 
vex. Stuart well compares Ezek. xxxvii. 
1—14, which was perhaps before the mind 
of the Apostle:—but he gives a mere 
ethical interpretation to it. 16—24.] 
Such a restoration of Israel was to be 
expected from а consideration of their 
destination and history. Thisie set forth 
in similitudes, that of the root and branches 
being followed out at some length,—and 

Job хіт. 8. 
k ch. vili. 23 reff. 1 Nc. xv. 21. 

о Matt. ziii 32 al. here &c. (6 times) 

for wposA., трол. CF k!. 
om 2nd e; F[P!] 70-1. 109 lect-13 arm 

their own position, as engrafted Gentiles, 
brought to the mind of the readers. But 
(а further argument for their restoration 
ollowing on dAAd, ver. 11) if the first- 
fruit be holy, so also the lump (not here 
the firstfruit of the field, as Grot., Rosenm. 
(nor is $ópaua the cake made by the 
priests out of the firstfruits which fell to 
them, Deut. xviii. 4, as Estius, Koppe, 
Kollner, Olsh., al.) ;—but the portion of 
the kneaded lump of dough (¢épe), which 
was offered ав a heave-offering to the Lord, 
and so sanctified for use the rest: see ref. 
Num. where the same words occur) ;—and 
if the root be holy, so also the branches. 
Who are the &éwapyy and the bifa? Firat 
of all, there is no impropriety in the two 
words applying to the same thing. For 
though, as Olsh. remarks, the branches 
being evolved from the root, it rather 
answers to the фіраиа than to the drapyfh, 
and, as Riickert, the firstfruit succeeds 
the lump in time, while the root precedes 
the branches,—yet, as Thol. replies, the 
&yiórys is the point of comparison, and in 
ayidrns the dxapyf precedes and gives 
existence to the $ópaua. This being so, 
(1) the àxapyf) and fí(a have generally 
been taken to represent the patriarchs; 
and I believe rightly (except that perhaps 
it would be more strictly correct to say, 
Abraham himself). The Gyarynrol 8:4 
Tobis татёраѕ of ver. 28 places this réfer- 
ence almost beyond doubt. Origen ex- 
lains the giga to be our Lord. Bat 
e is Himself a branch, by descent from 

Abraham and David (Isa. xi. 1; Matt. i. 1), 
if genealogically considered ; and if mysti- 
cally, the whole tree (John xv. 1). De 
Wette prefers to take as tbe firstfruit and 
root, the ideal theocracy founded on the 
patriarchs, —the true, faithful children of 
the patriarchs, and as the branches, those 
united by mere external relationship to 
these others. This he does, because in the 
common acceptation, the «Addo: who are 
cut offought to be severed from their phy- 
sical connexion. with Abraham, &., which 
they are mot. This objection I do not con- 
ceive applicable here: because, as we see 
evidently from ver. 28, the severing and 
re-engrafting are types, not of genealogicai 
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‘disunion and reunion, but of spiritual. 
Meanwhile, De W.'s view appears less 
simple tban the ordinary one, which, as I 
hope to shew, is borne out by the whole 
passa (2) Then, who are indicated by 
the and the. P ISRAEL, con- 
sid as the people of God. The lump, 
which has received its ay:drys from the 
&карх%, = Israel, beloved for the fathers’ 
sakes: the assemblage of branches, evolved 
from Abraham, and partaking of his holi- 
ness. But one thing must be especialy 
borne in mind. As Abraham himself had 
an outer and an inner life, so have the 
branches. They have an outer life, de- 
rived from Abraham by physical descent. 
Of Без, no cutting off ean deprive them. It 
ma compared to the very organization 
of the wood ген, which мА even after 
its separation from the tree. But they 
have, while they remain in the tree, an inner 
life, nourished by the circulating sap, by 
virtue of which they are constituted living 
parts of the tree: see our Lord’s parable 
of the vine and the branches, John xv. 1 ff. 
It is of this life, that their severance from 
the tree deprives them: it is this life, which 
they will re- aeguirs if grafted in again. 
See a ingenious but artificial explana- 
tion in Olsh.. who agrees in the main with 
De W.:— and the whole question admirably 
discussed in Tholuck. The ay:dérns then 
here spoken of, consists in their dedication 
to God аг а people—in their being pAysi- 
cally evolved from a holy root. This pecu- 
liar &yiórgs (see 1 Cor. vii. 14, where the 
children of one Christian parent nre simi- 
larly called &y:a) renders their restoration 
to their own stock a matter, not of wonder 
and difficulty, but of reasonable hope and 
probability. I may notice in passing, that 
those expositors who do not hold a restora- 
tion of the Jewish people to national pre- 
eminence, find this passage exceedingly in 
their way, if we may judge by their expla- 
nations of this &yiórgs. E. g. Mr. Ewbank 
remarks: Holy they are, inasmuch as there 
is no decree against their restoration to 
their place of life and fruitfalness.’ Surely 
this is a new meaning of holy: the same 
would be true of a Hottentot : in his case, 

eyevoy тух wt. тз eAaias [omg тут pins] DIF 

too, there is no decree against his reception 
into a place (and in Mr. E.'s view, the 
restoration of the Jew is nothing more) of 
life and fruitfalness in the Church of God. 

17.] But (introduces a hypothesis in- 
volving a seeming inconsistency with the 
&yiórgs just mentioned) if some of the 
branches (the rives, as Thol. remarks, de- 
reciates the number, in order to check the 
entile pride) were broken out (from the 

ке) and thou (a Gentile believer) being 
a wild olive (&ypiéAaios, the tree, spoken 
of a sprout or branch of it. Better so than, 
as Fritz., Meyer, to make фур. an adj., ‘of 
wild olive,’ which can only be used of that 
which ts made out of the wood, as ёур- 
(Nato oxutdan. Thol.) wast grafted in 
(Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. M § 119, p. 799 P., 
enumerates four different kinds of ¢yxev- 
Tpiopés, using it as a general term for 

ting and budding. difficulty here 
is, that the Apostle reverses the natural 
process. It is the wilding, in practice, 
which is the stock, and the graft inserted 
is a sprout of the delier tree. I believe 
that he does not here regard what is the 
fact in nature: but makes a supposition 
perfectly legitimate,—that a wilding graft 
on being inserted into a good tree, ыр 
becomes partaker of its qualities. No 
allusion can be intended to a practice men- 
tioned by Columella, de Re Rust. v. 9, 
of inserting a wilding graft into a good 
tree to increase the vigour and growth 
of the tree: for this would complete] 
stultify theillustration—the point which 
із, а bexefit received by the wilding from 
the tree, not one coxferred by the wild- 
ing on it) among them (i.e. among the 
branches,—rois xAáSois : or perhaps abrois 
mar imply the remnants of the branches 
broken off. The renderings, in their 
stead,’ in locum,’ as De W. after Chrys., 
Theophyl., Beza,—and ‘in their place,’ 
‘in loco,’ Meyer, Olsh., are surely inad- 
missible), &nd becamest a fellow-partaker 
(with the branches: or perhaps simply ‘a 
partaker,’ сбх not implying fellows in par- 
ticipation, but merely the icipation 
iteclf) of the root of the fatness (of that 
root, on union with which all the develop- 
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90. for «Ёєклас@тоау, exdacOncay B(Tischdf, expr) П'Е: txt ACDIL[P]N rel Chr, 
Thdrt [Antch, Damasc]. 
before and one after mors: ат:стіа, Wetst).] 

is written over an erasure by Ni. 91. e 

[for со, соў D'(appy ; but » erased, as is also one letter 
* dpover ABN. 

rec ins дт vos, with DFL rel 
[vulg syrr goth arm] Chr,(xal ойк elxe» OLB}? соб феЇсета, &4AMà Mh wees obd? cov 

ment of life and its fertility depend: which 
is the source of the fatness. ith xal, it 
will mean, of the source of life, and also of 
the development of that life itself in all 
richness blessing) of the olive-tree, 

18.] do not boast against the 
branches (which were brokon off): but if 
thou boastest against them (know that... 
or let this consideration humble thee, that 
. . . Similarly 1 Cor. xi. 16, el 8é ris Boxe? 
фіЛбреікот elvai, hueîs тоабтђ» ovrhôear 
ойк Exopev, к.т.А. See Winer, ейп. 6, 
5 66. 1 a) it is not thou that bearest the 
root, but the root thee. The ground of 
humiliation is—‘ Thou partakest of thy 
blessings solely by union with God's spi- 
ritual church, which church has for its 
root that Father of the faithful, from whom 
they are descended, rd them not 
therefore with scorn.” This is expanded 
further in ver. 20. 19.] Thou wilt 
then (posito, that thou boastest, and de- 
fendest it) say, Branches (it would look 
as if the art. had been erased, to square 
this sentence with ver. 17, where тоќ; т, 
Add s only were broken off. Or wo 
might think, as Майа! has remarked 
(Thol.), that, * Gentilis loquitur arrogan- 
tius,’ using ol xA. in his pride, to signify 
that the branches, generically, have now 
become subject to excision on his account. 
But the fact, now ascertained by Tischdf., 
that B omits the art., makes nearly the 
whole manuscript authorit inst it 
were broken off that I (emphatic) might 
be grafted in. 20.) Well (the fact, 
involving even the purpose, assumed in 
1»a, is conceded. When Thol. denies this, 
he forgets that the prompting cause of 
their excision, their unbelief, is distinct 
from the divise purpose of their exci- 

sion, the admission of the Gentiles, and 
belongs to a different side of the sub- 
ject):— h their unbelief (or per- 
haps, ‘through unbelief,’ abstract. There is 
often a difficulty in distinguishing the pos- 
sessive from the abstract (i.e. generic) 
article. Thol. observes that the is- 
strumental use of the dat. and that of 3id 
with the gen. differ in this, that the latter 
expresses more the immediate cause, the 
former the mediate and more remote. 
The ex tion of this would be, that 
the dative only acquires its énsírumental 
use through another, more proper attri- 
bute of the case, that of reference to, 
orm or manner i» which: see Bern- 
hardy, Syntax, ch. iii. 14, pp. 100—105) 
they were broken off, but thou by thy 
faith (seo above :— through’ indicates bet- 
ter the prompting cause of a definite act, — 
‘ by,’ the sustaining condition of a con- 
tinued state. Thus we should always say 
that we are justified through, not by, faith, 
-—but that we stand dy, not through, faith 
standest (in thy place, in the tree, op 
to étexAdo68nca». Thol. prefers the sense 
in ch. xiv. 4, and certainly the adoption of 
ee тес 22, seems to shew that the 
gurative diction is not strictly preserved). 
—Be not high-minded, but fear: 
21.j for if God did not spare the natural 
branches (the branches which grew accord- 
ing to natural development, and were not 
engrafted),—(supply ‘I fear, or ‘it is 
to be feared,’ or simply ‘fear,’ or take 
heed,’ as in ref.) lest He shall also not 
spare THEE. The fut. ind. with uh wes, 
the apparent incongruity of which bas pro- 
bably caused the variety of reading, im- 
plies, as Herm., Soph. Aj. 272, observes 
with regard to the ind. pres, ‘uh ёст 
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Eorra:) verentis quidem est ne quid nunc sit 
(fter em &it), sed indicantis simul, putare, 
se ita ease (Futurum esse), ut veretur.’ See 
Winer, edn. 6, § 56. 2. b. B, and 64 i. 7. a, 
also Col. ii. 8; Heb. iii. 12. 32.) The 
caution of the preceding verse is unfolded 
into a setting before the Gentile of the 
true state of the matter. Behold therefore 
(posito, that thou enterest into the feeling 
prompted by the last verse) the goodness 
and the severity (no allusion to àror e 
in its literal sense) of God: towards those 
who fell (see on ver. 11. Here the 
weodrres are opposed to a, е fi re being 
for the moment : ттеу сап 
hardly be used of the RA but of men) 
severity; but towards thee, the goodness 
of God (the nominatives here, as involving 
a departure from the construction, are pre- 
ferable: and the repetition of беоб is quite 
in the manner of the Apostle: see 1 Cor. i. 
24, 25. Rückert thinks that because Clem. 
Alex. Радар. i. 8 [70], p. 140 P., under- 
stands ypnorérys, in dày éxipalrps TD 
xpnordéryti, of the xpnorérns of men 
(Tovréar: тр els xpurrby zlote), бео may 
have been a marginal gloss to guard 
against this mistake, and may have found 
its way into the text, misplaced. But 
this is hardly probable: @eod is much more 
likely to have been erased as unnecessary), 
if thou abide by (reff.) that goodness ; for 
((supply otherwise :] assuming that thou 

Vor. II. 

dost моё abide by that goodness) thou also 
shalt be eut of (ind. fut. The placing 
only a comma at éxxorfon, as Meyer, 
not Lachm. (ed. 2) and Tischend. (ed. 7 
[and 8])—prevents the break evidently 
intended between the treatmeut of the 
case of the Gentile and that of the Jews). 

23.] And they moreover, if they 
vontinue not (not exactly the same mean- 
ing as before: the xpyordrns before being 
external and objective, this, as in ch. vi. 1, 
а subjective state) in their (see on ver. 20) 
unbelief, shall be grafted in: for God is 
able to graft them in Some, e. g. 
Grot., represent this last clause as imply- 
ing, that God's power to graft them in 
again has always been the same, but, has 
waited for their change of mind, to act: 
‘Nihil est preter incredulitatem .quod 
Deum impediat eos rursum pro suis as- 
sumere et, paterne tractare :'—but, surely 
De W.'s interpretation is far better:— 
‘The Apostle obscurely includes in the 
éyxerrp. the removal of their unbelief and 
the awakening of faith, and this last espe- 
cially he looks for from above: — for, as he 
observes, the of God would not bo 
m forward, if the other were tbe mean- 

24.] For (proof that, besides 
God's undoubted power to re-engraft them, 
the idea of their being so re-engrafted is 
not an unreisonable one) if THOU wast cut 
off from the olive-tree which is by 

F» 
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nature wild, and wast contrary 
to nature into a good olive-tree, how 
much more shall these, the natural 
branches, be engrafted in their own 
olive-tree? It is a question, as Tholuck 
remarks, whether xarà giow and rapà 
géow denote merely growth in the natural 
manner and growth (by engrafting) i» a» 
unnatural (1. e. artificial) masser,—or 
that the wild is the nature of the Gentile, 
and the good olive that of the Jew, во 
that the sense would be—‘If thou wert 
cut out of the wild olive which is thine 
naturally, and wert engrafted contrary to 
(thy) nature into the good olive, how much 
more shall these, the natural branches,’ &c. 
But then the latter part of the sentence 
does not correspond with the former. We 
either should expect the ol to be omitted (as 
is done in some mss.), or must, with Fritz., 
place a comma after obro: and, taking of 
ав the relative, construe, * How much more 
these, who shall, bly to (their) na- 
ture, be grafted,' Tholuck describes 
the question as being between & compari- 
son of engrafting and not engrafting, and 
one of engrafting the congrwous and the 
incongruous : and, on the above ground, 
decides in favour of the former,— xarà 
фбоз» signifying merely natural growth, 
тара G., unnatural growtk i.e. the growth 
of the grafted scion. ВИЧ however this 
may fit the former pe о 
surely cannot satisfy the yequirements of 
the latter, where the кат@ pdbow (Addo) 
are described as being engrafted (which 
would be тарі dtc.) into their otn olive- 
tree. We must at least assame a mixture 
of the two meanings, the antithesis of ката 
and тара p. being rather verbal than lo- 
gical,—as is so common in the writings of 
the Apostle. Thus in the former case, that 
of the Gentile, the fact of natural growth 
is set against that of engrafted growth: 
whereas in the latter, the fact of congruity 
of nature (тӯ 1519 éXala) is set against in- 
congruity,—as mee the re-engrafting 
more probable. 6—32.] Prophetic 
announcement that this re-engrafting 
SHALL ACTUALLY TAKE PLACE (25—27), 

e sentence, it 

в Mark Ш.б. Eph. iv. 18 
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u constr., ) Cor. xi. 26. Gal. iii. 19 al. v = here 
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and explanatory justification of this 
divine arrangement (28—89). 25.) 
For (I do not rest this on mere hope or 
probability, but have direct revelation of 
the Holy Spirit as to ite certainty) I 
would not have you ignorant, brethren 
(see reff,—used by the Apostle to an- 
nounce, either as here some authoritative 
declaration of divine truth, or some facts 
in his own history not previously known 
to his readers), of thie mystery (рост. 
Tholuck in his 4th edition classifies the 
meanings thus: (1) such matters of fact, 
as are inaccessible to reason, and can 
only be known through revelation: (2) 
such matters аг are patent facts, but 
the process of which cannot be entirely 
taken in by the reason. He adds a third 
sense,—that, which is no mystery in itself, 
but by its figurative import. OF the first, 
he cites chap. xvi. 25; 1 Cor. ii. 7—10; 
Eph. i. 9; iii. 4; vi. 19; Col. i. 26, al., as 
examples: of the second, 1 Cor. xiv. 2; 
xiii. 2; Eph. v. 32; 1 Tim. iii. 9, 16 : of 
the third, Matt. xiii. 11; Rev. i. 20; xvii. 
5; 2 Thess. ii. 7. The first meaning is 
evidently that in our text :—‘a prophetic 
event, unattainable by human knowledge, 
but revealed from the secrets of God’) that 
ye be not wise in your own conceits (that 
ye do not take to yourselves the credit for 
wisdom superior to that of the Jews, in 
having acknowledged and accepted Jesus 
as the Son of God,—eeeing that ye merely 
hAchOnre Tf тобто» äreibelg, ver. 80),— 
that hardening (not ‘diindness 2? see above 
on ver. 7, and Eph. iv. 18 note) has hap- 
poned in part (Calvin explains it *quodam- 
modo... . qua particula voluisse mihi dun- 
taxat videtur temperare verbum alioqui 
per se asperum,'—but there is no trace of 
such a desire above, ver. 7 ;—the rires ver. 
17 establishes the ordinary acceptation, 
that a portion of Israel have been hardened. 
&và р. may be joined with sópecis, or 
with yore: from the arrangement of 
the words, best with the former) to Israel, 
until (&ypis ob has been variously rendered 
by those who wish to escape from the pro- 
phetic assertion of the restorntion of Israel. 

25 r Où yàp He ABCD 
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So Calv.: “donee non infert temporis 
progressum vel ordinem, sed potius valet 
perinde ac si dictum foret, ut plenitudo 
gentium ;”—al., *while....&s come 
in: but ТЪо], well observes that бур. ob 
with an ind., if any thing actually happen- 
ing is spoken of, may have the meaning of 
‘while,’ even with an aor.: but with a 
subj. of the aorist, a possible future event 
is indicated, which when it enters puts an 
end to the former: seo reff.) the comple- 
tion of the Gentiles shall have come in 
(scil. to the Church or Kingdom of God, 
where we, the Apostle and those whom he 
addresses, are already: as we use the word 
‘come in’ absolutely, with reference to 
the place in which we are. Or the word 
may be used absolutely, as it seems to be 
in Luke xi. 52, of entering into the King- 
dom of God. In order to understand 
qb wAfjp. т. dây., we must bear in mind the 
character of the Apostle's present argu. 
ment. He is dealing with sations: with 
the Gentile nations, and the Jewish nation. 
And thus dealing, he speaks of r5 vAfp. т. 
49у. coming in, and of was lopah being 
saved: having по regard for the time to 
the individual destinies of Gentiles or Jews, 
but regarding nations as each included 
under the common bond of consanguinity 
according to the flesh. The vAfjpeua tay 
ф@уд» I would regard then as signifying 
‘the full number, ‘the totality,’ of the 
nations, i. e. every nation under heaven, the 
prophetic subjects (Matt. xxiv. 14) of the 
preaching of the gospel. Stuart denies that 
wAfpopa will admit of this meaning. But 
the sense which he allows to it of “ comple- 
tion, i.q. AHD (P), amounts in this 
case to the same thing: that completion 
not arriving till all have come in: the 
zAfjpeua tay dh importing that which 
xAnpot та vorn. The idea of an elect num- 
ber, however true in itself (' ннан 
gentium in his intrat, qui secundum pro- 
positum vocati, Aug. cited by Tholuek), 
does not seem to Se to this passage). 

96.] And thus (when this condition 
shall have been fulfilled) all Israel shall 
be saved (Israel as a nation, see above: 
not individuals, — nor is there the slightest 
ground for the notion of the àroxardera- 
сіз). This prophecy has been very vuri- 
ously regarded. Origen, understanding by 
the ‘ omnis Israel qui salvus fiet,’ the ‘re- 
liquis qus electss sunt,’ yet afterwards ap- 
pears to find in tbe passage his notion of 
the final purification of all men,—of the 
believing, by the word and doctrine : of the 
unbelieving, by purgatorial fire. Chry- 
sostom gives no explanation: but on 

our Lord's words in Matt. xvii. 11, he 
says, бта» efwp бт: "HAlas uiv Epxera 
к. йкокатастђсе жйута, abrbv HAI 
onal, аги tore doopévny тыу 'IovBaí(uv 
imor v,—and shortly after calls him 
THs Seurdpas wapovelas wpóbpouos. Bimi- 
larly Theodoret and Gregory of Nyssa (in 
Thol.) ; so also Augustine, de Civ. Dei xx. 
29, vol. vii. p. 704,—‘ ultimo tempore 
nnte judicium (per Eliam, exposita sibi 
lege) Judeos in Christum verum esse cre- 
dituros, celeberrimum est in sermonibus 
cordibusve fidelium." Similarly most of 
the fathers ( Eetius), and schoolmen (Thol.); 
Jerome, however, on Isa. xi. 11, vol. iv. 
p. 162, says, ‘Nequaquam juxta nostros 
Judaizantes, in fine mundi quum intraverit 
plenitudo gentium, tunc omnis Israel salvus 
fiet : sed hiec omnia de primo intelligamus 
adventu.' Grotius and Wetst. believe it to 
have been fulfilled after the destruction of 
Jerusalem, when puplos ёк reptrouñs be- 
came believers in Christ (Eus. H. E. iii. 
35). But Thol. has shewn that neither 
could the number of Gentiles received into 
the Church before that time have answered 
to the zAfjpena т. ddr, nor those Jews to 
was 'IcpafjA, which expression accordingly 
Grotius endeavours to explain by a Rab- 
binical formula, that “all I have a 
part in the Messiah ;" which saying he 
supposes the Apostle to have used in а 
spiritual sense, meaning the Israel of God, 
as Gal. vi. 16. The Reformers for the most 
part, in their zeal to impugn the mille- 
narian superstitions then current, denied 
the futare general conversion of the Jews, 
and would not recognize it even in this 

:— Luther did го (recognize it], at 
one time, but towards the end of his life 
spoke most characteristically and strongly 
of what he conceived to be the impossibility 
of such natjonal conversion (see extract in 
Tholuck's note, p. 616):—Calvin says: 
* Multi accipiunt de populo Judaico, ac 
si Paulus diceret instaurandum adhuc in 
religionem ^ cs : sed ego Israelis nomen 
ad totum Dei populum extendo, hoc sensu, 
Quum Gentes ingressm fuerint, simul et 
Дайе ex defectione se ad fidei obedientiam 
recipient. Atque ita complebitur salus 
totius Israelis Dei, quem ex utrisque colligi 
oportet : sic tamen ut priorem locum Judwi 
obtineant, ceu in familia Dei primogeniti.’ 
Culovius, Bengel, and Olshausen, interpret 
xas Ip. of the elect believers of Israel: 
—Beza, Estius, Koppe, Reiche, Kóllner, 
Meyer, Tholuck, De Wette, al., hold that 
tle words refer, as I have explained them 
above, to a national restoration of Israel to 
God's favour. I have not mixed with 

F 7 2 
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the consideration of this prophecy tho 
question of the restoration of the Jews ѓо 
Palestine, as being clearly irrelevant to it: 
the matter here treated being, their дарча 
tion into the Church of God. кадо 
Vyp.] This quotation appears to have for 
its object to shew that the Redeemer was 
to come for the behoof of God's own chosen 
people. For ёк Zicbr, the LXX have 
évexey Zich (095), the E. V. “Фо Zion.’ 
The Apostle frequently varies from the 
LXX, and a sufficient reason can generally 
be assigned for the variation: here, thoug 
this reason is not apparent, we cannot 
doubt that such existed, for the LXX 
would surely have suited his purpose even 
better than éx, had there been no objection 
to it. It may be that the whole citation 
is intended to express the sense of prophecy 
rather than the wording of any particular 
passage, and that the Apostle has, in ёк 
Zióv, summed up the prophecies which 
declare that the Redeemer should spring 
out of Israel. Ф push. is in the Heb. ‘a 
deliverer —the Apostle adopts the LXX, 
probably as appropriating the expression 
to Christ. ётостр. K. r. A.] Heb. and 
E. V. and unto them that turn from trans- 
gression in Jacob.’ Stav AA. from 
another place in Isa. (ref.), —hardly from 
Jer. xxxi. (LXX, xxxviii.) 34, as Stuart ;— 
and also containing а general reference to 
the character of God's new covenant with 
them, rather than a strict reproduction of 
the original meaning of any particular 
words of the prophet. “How came the 
Apostle, if he wished only to express the 
general thought, that the Messiah was 
come for Israel, to choose just this cita- 
tion, consisting of two combined passages, 
when the same is expressed more directl 
in other passages of the Old Testament ? 1 
believe that the $e: gave occasion for the 
quotation : if he did not refer this directly 
to the second coming of the Messiah, yet it 

allowed of being indirectly applied to it.” 
Tholuck. 28.] With regard indeed 
to the gospel (i. e. viewed from the gospel 
side,’ looked on as we must look on them 
if we confine our view solely to the prin- 
ciples and character of the Gospel), they 
(the Jewish people considered as a whole) 
are enemies (бєоў: not pov, as Theodoret, 
Luther, Grot, al.—scil. in a state of 
exclusion from God's favour: not active, 
“enemies to God,’ as Grot., Bengel) for 
your sakes; but with regard to the 
election (viz. of Israel to be God's people, 
see vv. 1, 2—not that of Christians, as 
Aug. al.: —i. e. ‘looked on as God's elect 
people’), they are beloved for the fathers’ 
sakes (i.e. not for the merits of the fathers, 
but because of the covenant with Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, во often referred to by 
God as a cause for His favourable remem- 
brance of Israel). 29.] For (explana- 
tion how God's favour regards them still, 
though for the present cast off) the gifts 
(generally) and calling (as the most 
excellent of those gifts. That calling seems 
to be intended ‘qua posteros Abrahs in 
fodus adoptavit Deus,’ Calv. A very 
similar sentiment is found ch. iii. 3, where 
the same is called q rioris т. Beat. But 
the words are true not only of this calling, 
but of every other. Bengel says, * dona, 
erga Judæos: vocatio, erga gentes :’ simi- 
larly of xAfjois, De W., die Berufung 
durch das Ev.“ But thus the point of 
the argument seems to be lost, which is, 
that the Jews being once chosen as God's 

ple, will never be entirely cast o 
kot God cannot be repen of, i. 8 
are irretractable (do not admit of a 
change of porpose. The E. V., without 
repentance,’ is likely to mislead. Compare 
Hosea xiii. 14). 30] For (illustra- 
tion of the above a as ye (manu- 
script evidence is too decided against tho 
nal to allow of ite being retained: but we 
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1 Tim. 1.13, 
p here bis. Eph. il. 2. v. 6. CoL iii. 

-a 1 Cor. xv. 31. see ch. xv. 4. 

16. 1Pet.ii.10. Prov.xxi.10. Hos. Ц. 23 (25) A. 
6. Heb.iv.6, ll only т. {-бўє, ch. i. 90.) constr., тег. 20. 

т Luke 1. 60, &c. ch. iz. 
t Luke v. 6. Gal. iii. 22, 23 only. Josh. vi. 1 al. 

. Eph. il. 4. Ps. exliii. 2. 8 inversion of words, 2 Cor. ii. 4 reff. 
u here only. Ps. lxxvii, 50, 62. eis тодур 

au tay сиүкХесдеіс, Diod. Sic. хіх. 19. 80 Dion. Hal. viii. p. 520. Polyb. iii. 63. 3, and fr. "xar t 

v 1 Cor. іх. 32. x. 11. 2 Cor. v. 10,14. Eph 
al es. vii. 11. x ch. li. C гей. 

al Cor. xii. 8. 

. iv. 13. Phil. ii. 21. P w ch. viii. 39. Eph. iil. 18 
у Rev. v. 12 only. з = 1 Cor. l. 21. Eph. 

b 1 Cor. ziii. 2. 

Chr-2-mss,] Damasc ТЫ [Orig - int,] Jer Axe ure bef vueis A: wore xai уре 
Th o. yum B Chri. eAenOyre C (m ?) 

31. for ovro:, avro: D'F [syr-marg Cyr-p, : isti latt Orig-int, Ambrst]. 
1, 

aft 
avro: ins vorepoy 5. 17. 93: там» Cyr[-p,]; »v» (possibly mechanical repetition) 

1 BD!(&) [copt] Damasc.—om avro: Ni. 
92. for Ist rovs va»ras, та rarra Di, ravra Е [Iren,: omnia] latt Iren-int, 

LAmbr. pe- 

may suspect that it has been struck out 
as superfluous, in ignorance (Thol.) of the 
Greek usage which often doubles xal in 
two parallel clauses) in times past were 
disobedient to God (nationally—as Gen- 
tiles, before the Gospel) but now have (lit. 
* were сорар оаа си historical) received 
merey (scil. by admission into the church 
of God) through (as the occasion; the 
breaking off of the natural branches giving 
opportunity for the grafting in of you) the 
disobedience of these (i.e. unbelief, con- 
sidered as an act of resistance to the divine 
will: see 1 John iii. 23), so these also have 
now (under the Gospel) disobayed (are now 
in а state of unbelieving disobedience), in 
order that through the mercy shewed to 
you (viz. on occasion of the fulnesa of the 
Gentiles coming in) they aleo may have 
mercy shewn them (‘the objective view 
corresponding to the subjective eis Tb 
wapa(nA@oas abrots, ver ll. De W.). 

Some place the comma after dA 
instead of 4xel@ncary, and construe, either, 
as Erasm., Calv., al., ‘they have disobeyed 
through (upon occasion of) the mercy shewn 
to you,’ or as Vulg. Luth., Estius, al., 
* they have become disobedient to the mercy 
shewn to you.’ But thus the parallelism 
is weakened, and the pvorfpior of ver. 25 
lost sight of. Examples of the emphatic 
word placed before Lea are found in 
reff. 82.) For (foundation of the last 
stated arrangement in the divine purposes) 
God shut up (not shut up together; сб», 
as in so many cases, implying, not co-par- 
ticipation on the part of the subjects of 
tbe action, but the character of the action 
itself: so in coneludere.“ The sense is 
here as in the examples, wbich might 
be multiplied by consulting Schweig- 
hseuser's Index to Polyb., ‘ѓо involve in,’ 

‘to subject to. The aor., which should be 
kept in the rendering, refera to the time of 
the act in the divine procedure) all (the 
reading та xdrra bas probably been in- 
troduced from Gal. iii. 22) men in (into) 
disobedience (general here,—every form, 
unbelief included), that He may have 
mercy on all. No mere permissive act of 
God must here be understood. 'The Apostle 
is speaking of the divine arrangement by 
which the guilt of sin and the mercy of 
God were to be made manifest. He treats 
it, as elsewhere (see ch. ix. 18 and note), 
entirely with reference to the act of God, 
taking no account, for the time, of human 
agency; which however, when treating of 
us and our responsibilities, he brings out 
into as prominent a position: see as the 
moet eminent example of this, the closely 
following ch. xii. 1, 2. But there re- 
mains some question, who are the ol wavtes 
of both clauses? Are they the same? S 
if so, is any support given to the notion o 
an Т жатчы of ali men? Certainly 
they are identical: and signify all men, 
without limitation. But the ultimate dif- 
ference between the all men who are shut 
up under disobedience, and the all men 
upon whom mercy is shewn is, that by 
all men this is not accepted, and 
во men become self-ercluded from the 
salvation of God. Gop’s AOT remains 
the same, equally gracious, equally uni- 
versal, whetber men accept His mercy or 
not. This contingency is here not in 
view: but simply God's act itself. We 
can hardly understand the oi wdvres na- 
tionally. The marked universality of the 
expression recalls the beginning of the 
Epistle, and makes it a solemn conclusion 
to the argumentative portion, after which 
the Apostle, overpowered with the view 
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of the divine Mercy and Wisdom, brenks 
forth into the sublimest apostrophe exist- 
ing even in the pages of Inspiration itself. 

38-36.) Admiration of the good- 
ness and wisdom of God, and humble 
ascription of praise to Him. 33. 
There is some doubt whether coplas an 
ууёсєюѕ are genitives affer тЛобтор, as in 
E. V., or parallel «ith it. The former 
view is adopted by Thom. Aquin., Luther, 
Beza, Calvin, Estius, Reiche, and al. The 
grounds on which Reiche supports it are 
thus given and refuted by Tholuck: (1) 
“If these three genitives are co-ordinate, 
ral must stand either before all, or before 
the last only.” But in the case of three 
nouns placed co-ordinately in this manner, 
ка! is prefixed to the two latter only, 
see ch. ii. 7; xii 2; Luke v. 17. (2) 
“‘wAovros is no qualitative idea, but only 
a quantitative idea.” But wherein the 
riches consist, is ordinarily indicated by 
the context; and here there can be but 
little doubt on the matter, if we compare 
ch. x. 12; in Phil. iv. 19 we also read of 
the wAobros of God. This also answers 
(8) “that яЛобтоѕ without an adjunct 
expresses no definite attribute of God.” 
(4) “in the following citation, vv. 84, 35, 
two only of these, opla and years, are 
mentioned.” But this may be doubted. 
Chrys. says, on ver. 36, aùròs ebpey, abrds 
drolno er, abrbs cvykporei. ко) yàp xal 
4o dort, kal ob деїтш wap’ érépov 
AaBetr: kal тофб сті, kal ob Serra ovu- 
Botaov. ті AC y сурВоблоо; o. 484% 
vis Bóvaraı тё abroU, АЛА ) pdvos abrò; 
à vAoícios к. софбз. Hom. xix. p. 653. 
Perhaps this latter is altogether too fine - 
drawn: but it is favoured by Bengel, 
Olsh., and Tholuck. I prefer therefore 
the view of Chrys., Theodoret, Grot., 
Bengel, Tholuck, Köllner, and Olsh.,—to 
take wAotrov, софіаз, yvécews, as three 
co-ordinate genitives: wi. denoting the 
riches of the divine goodness, in the 
whole, and in the result just arrived at, 
ver. 82: соф., the divine wisdom of pro- 
ceeding in the apparently intricate vicissi- 
‘des of nations and individuals: qve. (if 

) 
1 Thess. iii. 9. 2 Thess. i. 6 only. L.P.H. Isa. lzìii. 7 

x avrarroboOncerat abro ; 99 бт сЕ avro) xal 
f — Acts xiii. 10. Heb. iji. 10. Rev. xv. 3. Ре. xvii 
h here only. 2 Kings xv. 13. 

. 21. 1 Cor. 
i here only. Jos zli. 3 Heb. STR zl. 

k ch. xii. 19. (and Heb. x. 30, from Deut. xzxii. 
iii, 7. 11 Cor. viii. 6. 

(ауеѓерамутта, so ABIN ) 

a distinction be necessary, which can bardly 
be doubted) the divine knowledge of all 
things from the beginning, —God's com- 
rehension of the end and means together 

in one unfathomable depth of Omniscience. 
How unsearchable are His judg- 

ments (the determinations of His wisdom, 
regarded as in the divine Mind; answering 
perhaps to récis. Bo Thol.: De W. how- 
ever denies this meaning to крідата, and 
renders it decrees, referring it to the blind- 
ing of the Jews) and His ways unable to 
be traced out (His methods of proceed- 
ing, answering to софіа, Thol. But this 
is perhaps too subtle). 34.] For (con- 
firmation of àre£ep. and dvefix». by a cita- 
tion from Scripture. It is made from two 
separate places in the LXX, more perhaps 
as a reminiscence than as a direct quota- 
tion) who hath known the mind (yrôc:s, 
but see above) of the Lord? or who hath 
been His counsellor (copia?) ! 
251 ог who hath previously given to Him, 
and it shall be repaid to him from Job 
xli. 3 (11 E. V.). where the LXX (xli.2) have 
тіз (add deri» 55 A) dyriorhceral цо, к. 
brouerei; But the Heb. is сус "ОЧ "p 
‘who hath anticipated (i.e. by the con- 
text, conferred a benefit on) me, that 
I may гера Aim?’ And to this the 
Apostle alludes, using the third person. 

We can hardly doubt that this ques- 
tion refers to the freeness and richness of 
God's mercy and love. | For 
(ground of vv. 33—35. Well may all this 
be true of Him, for) of Him (in their 
origin :—* quod dicit, “ex ipso," hoc ip- 
sum, qvod гитиг indicat:’ Orig. Chrys. 
somewhat differently: see above on ver. 
83), and through Him (in their subsistence 
and disposal: —*** per Ipsum," quod per ejus 
providentiam dispensamur in vita:” Orig.), 
and unto Him (“ in Ipso," (so Vulg. and 
some other vss.) quod perfectio omnium et 
finis in Ipso erit tunc, cum erit Deus omnia 
in omnibus:' Orig.) are all things (not 
only, though chiefly, men, —but the whole 
creation). Origen remarks, ‘ Vides, quo- 
modo in ultimis ostendit, quod in omnibus 
que supra dixit signaverit, mysterium Tri- 

ABDP 
L a be 
d fg b xk 
Imno 
17 [47] 
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18, айтой xai !eis айт» "rà тарта aire ў) "80 а gen 
eis TOUS адрас. ашар. 
ХП. ! ° Парака\ћ одр ора, aberpoi, PO àv 

4 oixripudv tod Geov, ' тарастђса: тй соџата Updv 
бос(а» {са», dyiav, *evdpeotoy TH Ge, THY * Хоу) ; 

9 ге and constr., Acts xxiv. 4. xxvii. 34 ii. 31. 
10. 3 Cor. 1. I. 1 Thess. iv. 2. 
laiii. 15 r Luke il. 22. ch. vi. 13, 

. 6. Ep 
al. 3 1 Cor. i. 

Да Phil. Ц.1. CoL Ш. 12. Heb. х. 28 only. Isa. 
. Рв. т. 3. s here bis. ch. xiv. 18. 3 Cor. v. 

9. Eph. v. 10. Philis.18. Col. Ш. 20. Tit. ii. 9. Heb. zii. 21 only v. Wied. iv. 10. iz. 10 only. (res, 
Heb. zii. 38 only. . re, Heb. xi. б.) 
nupi .. Aoyuciy .. и 

t 1 Pet. il. 2 only t. (oi ayyeAos 
росфора», Test, zii. Patrum, p. 641 b. 

36. aft auras ins теу aure» FG? fuld demid tol spec,(om,) Syr Orig-int, Cypr, 
Hil]. 

Cuar. XII. 1. то d bef evapeoroy A[P]N! vulg [spec Damasc Orig-int, Ambr, 
Ambrst] Aug. pe. 

nitatis. Sicut enim in prsesenti loco quod 
ait, “quoniam ex Ipso, et per Ipsum, 
et in Ipso sunt omnia: convenit illis 
dictis, qaw idem Apostolus in aliis memorat 
locis, cum dicit (1 Cor. viii. 6): * Unus Deus 
Pater ex quo omnia, et unus Dominus пов- 
ter Jesus Christus, per quem omnia :" et 
item in Spiritu Dei dicit revelari omnia, 
et per hec designat, in omnibus esse pro- 
videntiam Trinitatis: ita et cum dicit “alti- 
tudo divitiarum," Patrem, ex quo omnia 
dicit esse, significat : et sapientis altitu- 
dinem, Christum, qui est sapientia ejus, 
ostendit: et scientis altitudinem, Spiritum 
Sanctum, qui etiam alta Dei novit, decla- 
rat. And, if this be rightly understood, — 
not of a formal allusion to the Three Per- 
sons in the Holy Trinity, but of an implicit 
reference (as Thol.) to the three attribute: 
үлкен respectively manifested to us by 
t e three ual and coeternal Persons, — 
there can hardly be a doubt of its correct- 
ness. The objection of De Wette, that not 
els, but èv, would be the designation of the 
Holy Spirit and His relation to the Uni- 
verse, applies to that part of reme Com- 
mentary which rests on the Vulg. in ipso 
and to the idea of a formal nition : 
but not to Tholuck's remark, illustrated 
from ô dl wderey к. 8:0 rd re x. фу пасту 
Sui», Eph. iv. б, as referring to efs Oeds, «Ts 
KÓpios, ty wreUga. Only those who are 
dogmatically a aarp can miss seeing 
that, though St. Paul has never definitively 

the doctrine of the Holy Trinity 
in a definite formula, yet he was conscious 
of it as a living reality. 

XII. 1—XV. 18.] PRACTICAL EXHOR- 
TATIONS FOUNDED ON THE DOOTRINES 
BEFORE STATED, And first, ch. xii. gene- 
ral exhortations to a Christian life. 
1.] d ma apply to the whole doctrinal 
portion of the Epistle which has preceded, 
which, see Eph. iv. 1; 1 Thess. iv. 1, seems 

the most natural connexion, —or to ch. xi. 
85, 86 (so Olsh., Meyer), or to the whole 
close of ch. xi. (so Tholuck.) Theodoret 
remarks: rep lovi» à з dy cópari:, 
тобто TH фохӯ ж(стіз, ка) T&v gelen ў 
yrs. бето: 84 dus adry rijs wpaxri- 
кўз àperijs, xabdwep 5 bp8aAuds xepár 
xal тоёбу ko] тё» ÉAAw» poplar тоў 
cóuaros. Toórov 8 xdpw ô O drd- 
ꝙrokos Tois Doyuarixois Adyos xal rhe 
36uch» 8:8аскаћМа»у яроѕтібеке. 
8.6) introduces, as in reff., an idea which 
is to give force to the exhortation. 

Бу | viz. those detailed and proved 
throuyhout the former part of the Epistle. 
8° abr оду rohr, $ncí, wapaxa\d, 
8° dy ёосббтте Sswep А» ef тіз Toy цеубла 
ebepyernüérra dvrpépa: BovAóueros, abrdy 
Tr ebe eri carra ixéryy ёубуо. Chrys. 
Hom. xx. p. 656. торастӯўса | the 
regular word for bringing to emi in 
sacrifice (reff.). T. серата 
Most Commentators say, merely for suas 
abrots,—to suit the metaphor of а sacri- 

which consisted of a body: some 
(Thol., al.), because the body is the organ 
of tical activity, which practical ac- 
tivity is to be dedicated to God: better 
with Olsh.and De Wette,—as an indication 
that the sanctification of Christian life is to 
extend to that part of man’s nature which 
is most completely under the bondage of 
sin. Suri] Chrys. strikingly say», 
wes ay уѓуото Tb сёра, nol, Ана Mj 
undi dp0aruds япоутрду BAerérw, xal 
yéyove vola: pndty ў улёстса AaAelTo 
aloxpév, xal yéyove wposQopd: undd, ў 
хер wparTéro тарбуороу, kal ‘yéyover 
óAokaóreua. uaAAor 8 оўк üprei Taira, 
ФАЛА xa) ris тё» ёуаббу ўш» dpyacías 
der, Та ў ur xelp éAenpoaórnr жор, 15 
82 ordua ebAoyfj rods ёктреё(оутаѕ, ў 3è 
Gxoh Olas охоА&@у Sinvenws dxpodoeciy. 
jj yàp Ovala о084» ive &xd0apror, ġ боса 
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зеш, " Aarpeiav Lov, ? kal ш) " evvaynparitecÜas TH "аби 
OUS ias T TOUTM, GANA * uerauopioUcÜa,. Tf ! avaxawwoes той 
хх w, 5008, "eig TO "Ookiudtew tas Tí тд ÜéAgpa той ÜcoD £ 
LP om 70 дуабду Kai * eDápea rov. kal ° réXetov. 
ага oa тўс *xapitos т) è ёобдєістс pot парті TQ бут: ev Üpiv, 

vii. 
i Mk. 2 Cor. Ш. 18 only т. Pe. xxziil.1 

ach. iv. 11 reff. uke xiv. 19. 
v. og 21. Phil. Ш. Wal. Gen. vi. 9. 

9. (cvvoxyp., во BI DFR.) 

§ . Tit. dii. 5 *. 
? Cor. iii. 13. RE 10. Phil. i. 10. 

E 

т S eh. l. . Col. Ii. 16. 
М rov. vil. 3. € — Matt. 

Са]. i. 16. Ш. 18. iv. 23. Philem. 22. e l Cor. 

rec -oxnuari(erGe and perapoppovobe, with B!L[P] 
rel latt syrr copt goth [(sth) arm] Clem, Cbr, Thdrt Damasc [Phot-c, Orig-int, 
Cypr, Ambrat] : -ai and -C D$--gr] n 17; -eand -u N col: txt AB? erg F g k Thi. 

got мори D. 

om 2nd rov F. [Orig.] Сург,. 

érapxh тё» AAA dori. xal ўцех то!- 
ууу ка) херёу xa’ тоёбу kal ordéparos 
ка} rd Ашу aͤrdyrer ёхарҳбреба TG 
geg. Hom. хх. p. 656 f. {ecay] In 
opposition to the Levitical Ovala, which 
were slain animals. Our ¢ sacrifice, 
the Lord Jesus, baving been slain for us, 
and by the shedding of His Blood perfect 
remission having been obtained 8:4 tay 
olxtipuay Tov беоў, we are now enabled to 
be offered to God no longer by the shedding 
of blood, but as living sacrifices. This 
application of the figure of a sacrificeoccurs 
in Philo, who (‘quod omnis probus liber,’ 
§ 12, vol. ii., p. 457) describes the Essenes 
as оф (Ga катаддортез, A' lepowpemeis Tas 
éavrüv Siavolas xatackxevd(ew dfiotvres. 
See also Jos. pus xviii. 1. 5. TQ e 
bel to cbdye oro, not to rapacrij cui. 
d ту Aoyuchv Аатр. h.! “This 

may certainly be in apposition with dv 
(Reiche, Meyer), the acc. denoting the 
result and intention ;—@vola however 
alone can hardly be called a Aarpela, but 
тарастӯса: Ovolay may: therefore it is 
preferable to take the acc. as in apposition 
with the whole sentence, and supply some 
verb of exhorting: see 1 Tim. ii. 6; 
2 Thess. i. 6.” Tholuck. Aoyuráv 
reff.) is opposed to capxuchy, see Heb. vii. 
6. Во Chrys. —ой8 ё Ёҳоусау caparidy, 
odd / wax, ой8ёу аісбттбу. eodoret, 
Grot., al., take it as ‘having reason,’ ra- 
tional, opposed to sacrifices of animals 
which have no reason: Photius, Basil, and 
Calvin, ‘rational,’ as opposed to super- 
stitious. But the former meaning is far 
fe ie do wu to 9 
8vaías of 1 Pet. ii. 5. ] туусу 
рат ес да is not imperative in sense, but 
dependent on wapaxaAG. (Of course, in 
all such questions betwen є and a, the 
confusing element of itacism comes in: 
but in no case where both forms are equally 

rec aft voos ins vj», with D?L[P]N rel [latt syrr 
1 Thdrt [Damasc Orig-int, Ambrst] Aug. ape: om AB D 

(æth) arm 
Сет] F [47] copt Clem, 

admissible in the text, can the mere sus- 
picion of itacism be allowed to decide the 
question.) $ «бу otros, here, tho 
whole world of the ungodly, as contrasted 
with the spiritual kingdom of Christ. 
The dat. dvaxawéoe: із not the instrument 
by which, but the manner in which the 
metamorphosis takes place: that wherein it 
consists: compare wepieruhOnre тертонў 
&xeipooifyr o, Col. ii. 11. «ls 70 le- 
к v, that yo may prove, viz. in this 
process and the active Christian life accom- 
panying it, compare reff. Eph., Phil.: not 
‘that ye may be able to prove,’ ‘acquire 
the faculty of proving,’ as Bucer, Olsh., 
Rückert: the Apostle is not speaking of ac- 
quiring wisdom here, but of practi proof 
by experience. то ёүай. к. ebap. x. 
TÉ. aro not epithets of ть O¢Anua т. бео 
as in E. V., for in that case they would be 
superfluous, and in part (réA«o») inappli- 
cable: but abstract peuters, see ver. 9, 
that ye may prove what is the will of 
God (viz. that which is) good and accept- 
able (to Him) and perfect. The non- 
repetition of the art. shews that the adjec- 
tives all apply to the same thing. 
8—21. ] Particular exhortations grounded 
on and expanding the foregoing general 
ones, This is ex by the ydp, which 
resumes, and binds to what has preceded. 
And first, an exhortation to humility in 
respect of spiritual gifts, vv. 8—8. 
8.] а mild expression for ‘I com- 
mand: enforced аг a command by 8:4 т, 
X. - . . by means of my apostolic office,’ 
‘of the grace conferred on me to guide and 
exhort the Charch :’ reff. коут\ Te 
буть dv du., —a strong bringing out of the 
individual application of the precept. obxl 
TË Зе ко) TË Sein pdvoy, à ка} 
Épxorri к. dpxoudvy, к. SovrAp x. dAev- 
0épo, к. Їйфтр к. софф, к. 'уйуак1 к. dvSpl, 
к. e к. yéporri, Chrys. Hom. хх. p. 603. 
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pay 'ўлтерфрегрєйр € map’ d Sei * hpoveiv, àXXà = dpovety * eig there оу. 
тд 'cedPpoveiy, *éxáo ro ds à бей M épépigey ™ pérpov Тын 

7 4 n , A 2 е о 2 wAoutTe 

treue. rab rep yap e Lu COATI rod An irepo- 
eyopev, ta && °дёМм] парта ov тў» aùtiw Eyes ? праб, heoi iim. 

See 2 Масс. 
5 otras o S Toho} dv афиа spev ev ypiarQ, то & xaf ùr) 
els arov HEN. 5 ёуортєс̧ 8 * харісџата card тї» 
"Хари тї» *dobeicay її» " бийфора, * eire “ mpopnrelav, * re. 

= Acta 
xxviii. 72 al, 2 Macc. xiv. 26. i Mark v.15. Luke vill. 35. 2 Cor. v. 13. Tit. ii. 6. 1 Pet. 
iv. J only v and constr., 1 Cor. vii. 17. (i. 5.) 1 = Mark vi. 41. Luke xii 
13. 2 Cor. х. 1. Heb. vii. 2. Prov. xxix. 24. m 3 Cor. x. 13. Eph. iv. 7, 12, 16. =s Paul only. 

n ch. iv. 6 reff. och. vi. 13 reff. Р р = here only. (Acts хіх. 16 reff.) Sir. хі. 10. Хер. 
Mem. ii. 1. 6. q -= ch. v. 15 reff. г Mark xiv. 19. (John viii. 9) Rev. 
iv. 8. 3 Macc. т. 34. s ch. v. 15. vi. 23. хі. 29. 1 Cor. хіі. 4 al. P. only, exc. 1 Pet. iv. 10+. 

t ver. 3. = Heb. іх. 10 (i. 4. viii. 6) only. Deut. xxii. 9. v зо 1 Cor. Ш. 2. Col. i. 16. " u 

w = 1 Cor. zii. 10. xiii. 2 al. (Rev. i. 3.) see Sir. xxiv. $3. 

3. aft xapiros ins Tov бєдү L d f m 5. 483. 67. 73. 113-4-5-20-4 fuld guelph [вуг 
goth] wth arm ТЫ Aug. pe. for 8, a Ві: om wap o ёе ppovew Е 70. ehepio e» 

f o 0«os (see 1 Cor үй. n A guelph [am tol] Syr [Orig-int, Ambrst]. 
4. for caßarep, wswep DIF. rec nean bef жолла, with AL[P] rel Chr, [ Bas, 

Antch,] Damasc (Ec: txt BDFN latt Thdrt ТЫ [Orig-int, Ambrst Aug. pe. 
zarra bef ueAn F(not G), so also vulg Syr [Ambrst Aug. pe]. 

5. om esper F. rec (for то) o (alteration to suit els), with D3?[L/] rel vulg 
(and F- lat) Syr Eus, Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABD! 510 NLP 47-txt] Antch, Damasc. 

(6. for 3e, ov» Р: enim Orig-int,. 8афороу D! 

i. e.] as re individuals. А solocism 
for rò dè els каб буа, as ty xaf £v in ref. 
Rev. Wetst., on ref. Mark, gives many 
examples of it. Members of one an- 
other = fellow-members with one another, 

pr bwepdp. K. r. A.] There isa play on 
the words $porety, Umepppoveiv, and софро- 
ve, which can only be clumsily conveyed 
in another uage: ‘not to be high- 
minded, above that which he ought to be 
minded, but to be so minded, as to be sober- 
minded. Wetst. quotes from Charondas in 
Stobeus, Sentent. xlii, wposwoselaOce 84 
ёкастоѕ rr жоМмт&у софроуєїу uaAAor À 
$poreiy,—and from Thucyd. ii. 62,—iéra, 
af Tois ¢xOpois dudoe, wh фроућрат: pórov, 
Ad ка) xarajporfuari. But Spo 
must not be taken, with Calvin, admonet ut 
ea tantum cogitemus et meditemur, quse nos 
sobrios et modestos reddere potuerunt :’— 
the thoughta implied in it being, thoughts 
of one's self. ix és] = as 
ixdory (reff.), not (Aéyo) ёкёсте, s. 

pérpoy awiotews is the receptivity of 
харісџата, itself no inherent congruity, 
but the gift and apportionment of God. 
It is in fact the subjective designation of 
$ xápis ў Bolera huis, ver. 6. But we 
must not say, that (Ewb.) faith, in this 
passage, means those gifts or graces which 
the Christian can receive through 
Jaith :” this is to confound the receptive 
faculty with the thing received by it, and 
to pass by the t lesson of our verse, 
that this faculty is nothing to be proud of, 
but God’s gift. 4.) yéáp, elucidating 
the fact, that God npportions variously to 
various persons: because the Christian 
community is like a body with many mem- 
bers having various duties. See the same 
idea further worked out, 1 Cor. xii. 12 ff. 

5. тд 8d каб cis] But [severally, 

xaplopara are called, 1 Cor. xii. 7, $ 
Qarépecis ToU xvetparos. "These xapía- 
рата 8&фора are next specified. The two 
first accusatives are grammatically de- 
pendent on Éxorres: by degrees the Apos- 
tle loses sight of the construction, and 
continues with the concrete à 8:84скоу, 
which still he binds on to the foregoing by 
efre,—but at д дета$‹бойз, omits this also, 
and, at ver. 9, introduces the abstract 7 
&ydx»." Thol. «те жрофтуте(ау] 
There is some dispute about the construc- 
tion of these clauses. The ordinary ren- 
dering regards them as elliptical, and sup- 
plies before xarà and èy, xpnodoOw айтй 
or Sste elvai abrf» ог the like. But 
Reiche, Meyer, De Wette, suppose no 
ellipsis, joining xarà thy àvaA., бс. to 
the foregoing substantives, as xarà TJ)» 
хёрі to Харісцата. This construction 
must however bo dropped at dv axAdryrti, 
which is manifestly to be rendered with 
a verb supplied: and (2) it reduces the 
four first mentioned gifts to a bare cata- 
logue, and deprives the passage of its 
aim, which is to keep each member of 
the body in its true place and work 
without any member boasting against 
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xhereonlyt, KATA THY *avadoyiay Ths тістєос̧` 7 " elre У Seaxoviay, ё АЗОР 
we ef) Y Staxovla’ Y eire б 8:84скор, ёо тў Sidacnadig: 8 " eire „Же t 

»TapakaMav, év TH *rapaxMjsev ò ° шета8:8005, dv Š noi 
Acta ii. 40 al. a = Acts is. зі. © ATAOTNTE б d Tpoiaráuevos, éy *asovbiy о f eh, ev 
2 Cor. viii. 4. 
1 Tim. tv. 13. Heb. xii. B. xlii. 22. L.P.H. 

only. L.P. Job хххі. 17. Wisd. vii. 13. 
only. P. 1 Chron. zziz. 17. 
Avi. 17. 

T. eir[6 (нт Ni,] арру) о Siaxovey N3 m [Ras (txti) Thdrt-ms(omg o)]. 
Si8acKwr, 8:8аскалецау А. 

8. om eire DIF latt [Bas, Orig-int,} Pel. 

another. Tholuck quotes a passage of very 
similar construction from Epictet. Dissert. 
iii, 23.5. He is speaking of reading and 
philosophizing from cetentation, and says 
that every thing which we do, must have 
its aim, its dvapopd ;—Aomór, ў pew ris 
dor: ко) дуафорі, $ & ibia. 1p rr, 
T? фз бубрәтоѕ. dv тобтф тЇ wepidxeras; 
‚..% 5 Bla wpbs Tò exirhdeuna éexdorov 
ко) th» яроа(рєси" ô к:дарфӧбѕ, ds kı- 
dap r å drr, os тёктою, д фи\бесофоз, 
ws pardcodos’ б Orp, &s rp. See also 
the same construction in 1 Pet. iv. 10, 11. 

On xpognrela, the gift of the xpop7jrai, 
see note, Acts xi. 27. кат. т. & 
T. mior.) (let us prophesy) acoording to 
the proportion (compare Justin Mart. 
Apol. i. 17, p. 54: “each will be punished 
xpos dvadoylay dy ÉAaBe Surduewy харӣ 
Өєос””) of faith. But what faith? Ob- 
jective (‘fides quc creditur"), or subjective 
(‘fides quá creditur")? the faith, or our 
faith P The comparison of Haer ore: 
above, and the whole context, determine it 
to be the latter; the measure of our faith : 
‘quisque se intra sortis sum metas con- 
tineat, et revelationis sus modum teneat, 
ne unus sibi omnia scire videatur. To 
understand ávaAoyla т. ж. к ав 
‘the rule of faith,’ as many R.-Cath. er- 
positora, and some Protestant, е. g. Calvin, 
‘fidei nomino significat prima religionis 
axiomata,’—seems to do violence to the 
context, which nims at shewing that the 
measure of faith, itself the gift of God, is 
the receptive faculty for all spiritual gifte, 
which are therefore not to be boasted of, 
nor pushed beyond their provinces, but 
humbly exercised within their own limits. 

7. 8,акоу(ау) any subordinate 
ministration in the Church. In Acts vi. 
1 and 4, we have the word applied both to 
the lower ministration, that of alms and 
food, and to the higher, the 8:ак. той Adyou, 
which belonged tothe Apostles. But here 
it seems to be used in a more restricted 
sense, froin its position as distinct from 
pope , teaching, exhortation, &c. 
v Tj бак.] Let us confine ourselves 
humbly and orderly to that kind of minis- 
tration to which God's providence has ap. 

b ch.i.11. Lukeili.11. Eph.iv.28. 1 Them. ii. 8 
€ 2 Cor. viii. 2. ік. II, 13. хі. 3. Eph. vi. 5. Col. iii. 22 

d 1 Thess. v. 12. 1 Tim. iii. 4, 5, 13. v. 17. Tit. ui. 8 14 only. P. Prev. 
е = 3 Cor. vil. 11, 12. 3 Pet. I. 6. Jude$. Exod. il. II. f ch. xi. ЗЇ reff. 

for e 

wpoirravoueros №. 

pointed us, as profitable members of the 
у. a J The prophet 

spoke under immediate inspiration; the 
8:84скалоѕ under inspiration working by 
the secondary instruments of his will and 
reason and rhetorical powers. Paul him- 
self seems ordinarily, in his personal minis- 
trations, to have used 8:8аскаліа. He is 
nowhere called a prophet, but appears as 
distinguished from them in several places : 
e.g. Acts xi. 27; xxi. 10, and apparently 
xiii. 1l. Of course this does not affect the 
appearance of pruphecies, commonly so 
called, in his writings. The inspired 3.3d- 
oxados would speak, though not technically 
ятрофттєаѕ, yet the mind of the Spirit in 
all things: not to mention that the apos- 
tolic office was one in dignity and fulness of 
inspiration far surpassing any of the subor- 
dinate ones, and in fact including them all. 

iv т 8.8аскаћ е] аз before: he is 
to teach in the sphere, within the bounds, 
of the teaching allotted to him by God, or 
for which God has given him the faculty. 

8.] The жаракаћбу was not neces- 
sarily distinct from the ярофутеёыр, —ece 
1 Cor. xiv. 81. å perabiSovg appears 
to be the giver of the alms to the poor,— 
either the deacon himself, or some dis- 
tributor subordinate to the deacon. This 
however has been doubted, and not with- 
out reason: for a transition certainly seems 
to be made, by the omission of the efre, 
from public to private gifts. We cannot 
find any ecclesiastical meaning for ёЛеёбу 
(though indeed Calvin, al., understand by 
it * viduas et alios ministros qui curandis 
segrotis, secundum veterem lesi mo- 
rem, preeficiebautur ”),—nnd the very fact 
of the three preceding being all limited to 
their respective official spheres, whereas 
these three are connected with qualitative 
descriptions, speaks strongly for their 
being private acts, to be always performed 
in the spirit described. Add to all, that, 
as Vitringa remarks, Sadi:3dva: is more 
properly to distribute (Acta iv. 35), pera- 
8:8dva: to impart of one's own to another. 
I would thereforo render it; He that be- 
stoweth. dv AGH] ordinarily, 
‘with simplicity.’ But seeing that åra g- 
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E {Харбттүт.. 9 ў йтүатту? avvroxpitos. ! атостууобутєс TÒ к bere only. 

qrovnpov, x ко№\ореуог ! To) ! ayabo: 19 тӯ mn diraderdia eis 32 only. 

(-рбе, 3 Cor. 
GAANHAoUs ° ФАбсторүо’” TH ° Tip AAANAOUS P rporryoU- nico: ч. 6. 
evo. 

only +. Wisd. v. 18. xviii. 16 only. constr., Heb. ziii. 5. 
жу. 15. Acts viii. 29. 2 Kings xx. 2. 
ili. I. 1 Pet. і. 23. 2 Pet. i. T (bis) only +. (-фоє, 1 Pet. iii. В.) 
2 Macc. iz. 21. ia, 2 Mace. ті. 20.) 
zlviii. 12, 20. ? 
hi. 1) only. Prov. vi. 6, 0. 

9. for атостоу., newovrres Е. 

rns, referred to alms-giving, bears another 
and an objective meaning, this hardly 
satisfies me, because owovd4 and [Aapórns 
designate not so much the inward frame 
of mind, as the outward character of the 
superintendence and the compassion: as 
might be expected, when gifts to be exer- 
cised for mutual benefit are spoken of. In 
2 Cor. viii. 2; ix. 11, 18, Jos. Antt. vii. 13. 
4 (where David admires Araunah, 77s 
&rAÓTqTOS kal ris реуаЛофихіах), the word 
signifies ‘liberality :’ so perhaps áxAós 
also, James i. b, but see note there. This 
meaning is not recognized by Wahl, Lex., 
but defended by Tholuck, who connects it 
with the phrase found in Stobseus, Eclog. 
Phys. i. p. 123, ажлобу тёз xeipas, to 
open the hands wide: —and I would thus 
render it here. ó VIX TR] 
He that presides—but over what? 1 
over the Church exclusively, we come back 
to offices again: and it is hardly likely that 
the rulers of the Church, as such, would be 
introduced so low down in the list, or by so 
very general a term, as this. In 1 Tim. 
iii. 4, 5, 12, we have the verb used of pre- 
siding over a man’s own household : and in 
ite absolute usage here, I do not see why 
that also should not be included. Meyer 
would understand it of ‘patronage of 
strangers’ (ch. xvi. 2). Stuart in his Ex- 
cursus on this place, appended to his Com- 
mentary, takes up and defends the same 
view. But, not insisting on the general 
usage of the word being preferable where it 
occurs absolutely, will ёр cxov3g apply to 
this meaning? Of course so far as crovd4 
is applicable to every employment, it might, 
but more than this is required, where words 
are connected in so marked a manner as 
bere. Giving xpotordyevos the ordinary 
meaning, these words fit admirably: imply- 
ing that he who is by God set over others, 
be they members of the Church or of his 
own household, must not allow himself to 
forget his responsibility, nnd take his duty 
indolently and easily, but must rpotrracbas 
owovSales, making it a serious matter of 
continual diligence. $ lev] Зее 
проте: He that sheweth mercy, is the 
very best rendering: and I cannot conceive 

П 7j е orrovdy и?) S óxvnpoi "TÈ ™ туєуцатг * Léoy- 

here only, Prov. xvii. 16 al. 3 Macc. iv. 40. 
т Acta xvii. 16 ref. 

1 Tim. і. b. 
2 Tim. i. 5. 
James ài. M. 

k = Luke 
m 1 Thees. iv. 9. Heb. 
n here only t. (, 

о = Jobn iv. 44. Acts zzvii. 10. ch. Ц. 7 al. Ps. 
q = Matt. xxv. 25 (Phu. 

s Acts x vili. 35 (reff.) only. 

i here only +. 
l ch. il. 10 reff. 

tbat any oficer of the Chureh is intended, 
but every private Christian who exercises 
compassion. It is in exhibiting compas- 
sion, which is often the compulsory work 
of one obeying his conscience rather than 
the spontaneous effusion of love, that cheer- 
JSulnese is so peculiarly required, and so 
frequently wanting. And yet in such an 
act it is even of more consequence towards 
the effect, —consoling the compassionated, 
than the act itself. крессеу Adyos 3 
6óc:s, Sir. xviii. 16. 9—81.] Er- 
hortations to various Christian principles 
and habits. 9.] Olsh , De Wette, 
al., would understand dcr, not foro, 
—the ellipsis of the imperative being un- 
usual. Bat I cannot see how this can be 
here. Clearly the three preceding clauses 
are hortative; as clearly, those which fol- 
low are so likewise. Why then depart from 
the prevalent character of the context, and 
make this descriptive ? & -] 
This very general exhortation is probably, 
as Bengel says, an explanation of àvvxó- 
xptros:—our love should arise from a 
genuine cleaving to that which is good, and 
aversion from evil: not from any by-ends. 

10.] in brotherly love (dat. of 
the respect or — in which), affec- 
tionate. ф .) properly of love 
of near relations; agreeing therefore ex- 
actly with фАадеАф!а. T pon yoi- 
pevor] “invicem prsvenientes," latt. h 
péve фи\еїтбаз тар ќтёроџ, Ad’ abris 
éxinhda Toíre ко) xardpxov, Chrys.: 
similarly Syr., Theophyl., Erasm., Luther: 
—or, = dAAfAovs syyoóuerou Swepdxovras 
ќаотёу, Phil. ii. 8; so Origen, Theodoret, 
Grot.: or, as in ref. 2 Macc. ‘setting 
an example to,’ ‘going before, which 
however does not seem to apply here, 
unless we render 7j тиў, ‘ta yielding 
honour’ ‘in giving honour, anticipat- 
ing one another (so Stuart). 11.) 
in seal (not ‘business, as E. V., which 
seems to refer it to the affairs of this life, 
whereas it relates, as all these in vv. 11, 12, 
18, to Christian duties as such: as fer- 
vency of spirit,’ ‘acting as God's servants,’ 
‘rejoicing in hope, &c.) not slothful. {dev 
T$ "v. is used of Apollos, in ref. The 
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t = Acta xx. 
19 reff. see 
notes. 

u =. Matt. x. 22. 
xxiv. 13 1. 
2 Tim. ii. 12. 
James v. 11. 
1 Pet. ii. 90. 
Joh ziv. 14. 

v Acta 1. 14 
reff.). 

w Acta xx. 34 
reff. 

X Acts іх. 13 

Feria * Scaxovtes. 

ji. 33. 8 al 
iv. 12. 
vii. 52 reff, 2 Kings xxi. б. e as 
lii. 10.) f ch. xv. 6. 2 Cor. ziii, 11. 

POE РОМАІОТУ. 

res TQ x, *GovAevorres. 
ӨМ: u Dxopévovres" тӯ "'Trposevy?) ' проскартеродутєс" 
13 таў " үрел tay х dyiwv У kowavoDyres" THY * duXo- 

14 be edroyeire Tous 5 Ótokovras Ups" 
5° edroyeire, кай pù  катарӣсбе. 15 yalpew petà yaipov- 
TOV, кАашш nerd кМадбутоу. 

XII. 

12 тӯ é. yalpovres тӯ 

16 тд f ajyró eis GAANAOUS 

abore (c). Matt. zzv. 41. Mark zi. 21 only. Gen. v. 29. Gal. 
Fal. u 2. iv. 2. T (pa, 

11. Steph (for корго) кае, with D! F[-gr] 6 G-lat Int-mas-mentd.by-[Orig-int}-Jer 
Cypr Ambrst,,,.: txt ABD'*2L(PT]M rel E Ban Chr, Track Tamil (Weber: moe 
[vulg F-lat syrr copt goth sth arm 
in Za 
Primas ul Bede. 

) сор goth eth arm] syr-mg- 

em, Ath, Bas, Chr, Thdrt Euthal 
. Euthal-ms om т. x. 3.) Antch, Damasc] Thl (Ec [Orig-int,] Jer Pel Aug 

vrouerovyres M [-ueros Al]. 
13. for xpeais, д»ениз DIF mss-mentd-by-Thdor-mops(Ema ray dytrypdow 

Hil, Ambrst Aug:: txt AD a rel М 

Wetet: not 

”) am 
ulg-clem (with fuld demid har! tol) syrr(and 

em, Chr, Thdrt 
Bede: [Orig-int,] Sedul Pel speak of both readings. 

dor-mops, Damase Thi Œe Aug, 

14. om vu (Aomaotel ?) B 47. 672 am Clem: rovs ex@povs nuwy Orig, : om evà. т. 
Sin. up. ( passing from lst evAovyeire fo 2nd zu ba 

txt ALI D‚PIR rel [vulg & Clem] Chr Bas Thdrt. катарас@е in D'3[and lat): 
[е0Аоуєсда (2nd) D'(appy). 

15. rec ins ка: bef Nate, with A 47(sic)] rel Syr copt [sth] 
Thdrt ( Damase Tert, Ambr,]: om BD!FN latt вуг goth arm [Orig-int, ] 
Aug, Sedul Bede. 

Holy Spirit lights this fire within: see 
Luke xii. 49; Matt. iii. 11. T. cuply 
BovA.] The external authorities, as will be 
seen in the var. read., are strongly in favour 
of this reading. The balance of internal 
probebility, though not easy at once to 
settle, is I am persuaded on the same side. 
The main objection to корі has ever been, 
that thus the Apostle would be inserting 
here, among particular precepts, one of the 
most general and comprehensive character. 
So Hilary (in Wetst.) and al. But this will 
be removed, if we remember, of what he is 
speaking : and if I mistake not, the other 
reading has been defended partly owing to 
бекен Лана of this. The present sub- 
ject is, the character of our seal for God. 
In it we are not to be éx»mpol, but fervent 
in spirit,—and that, as servants of God. 
A very similar reminiscence of this relation 
to God occurs Col. iii. 22—24: of 30tAo:, 
. . . 5 dàr voire, de Wuxins epyd{ecbe фт 
TQ kupíe xal ойк дуброжоі, elBóres бт 
ard xupiou ёто\ђифесде thy дутатб8осіу 
THs kAwporouías. re xuply ypiote Bov- 
Asvere. The command, rg казрф SovAcderr, 
would surely come in very inopportunely 
in the midst of exhortations to the sealous 
service of God. At the same time, it is 
not easy to give an account of the origin of 
the reading. The étayopa(Ópevoi Tbv xai- 
pó» of Eph. v. 16 may have led to the 
filling up of the contracted xvple (ке) with 
this word: and the notion that сто„$р 

Orig-int]-ma: these words are aft 

(Orig;) Chr. 
‘Ambrat Pel 

referred to worldly business, may have fa- 
voured the sense thus given. For examplea 
of the phrase r$ каф SovAeday and tem- 
pori inservire,’ see Wetst. As to ite appli- 
cability at all to Christians, De Wette well 
remarks, * The Christian may and should 
certainly employ (Eph. v. 16) Tb» xaipór 
(time and opportunity), but not serve it." 
Athauas, (in Wetst.) ad Dracont. says, оф 
трёте TË napë DovAeóew, à AAA rupiy. 

18.) The datives here are not parallel. 
Tfj Ald: is the ground of the joy in xaípor- 
Tes, —but тӯ Alpe: the state in which the 
dwopuorf is found. 18.] The reading 
prelas is curious, as being а corruption 
introduced, hardly accidentally, in favour of 
the honour of martyrs by commemoration. 

т. Grok. Bide.) obe etre èpya- 
Lópevosy, Алла быбкоутез, wadeder Tuas 
uh dvandve rods Seoudvous, wére xpds 
$uüs HAG, АЛА abrobs ётітрҳеру u. 
xaradioxew. Chrys. Hom. xxi. p. 676. 
14.] “The Sermon on the Mount must 
have been particularly well known; for 
among the few references in the N. T. 
Epistles to the direct words of Christ there 
occur several to it: e.g. 1 Cor. vii. 10. 
James iv. 9; v. 12 (we may add iv. 8; i. 2, 
22; ii. 5, 13; v. 2, 8, 10). 1 Pet. iii. 9, 
14; iv. 14," Tholuck. 18. Inf. for 
imperative: see Phil. iii. 16: and Winer, 
ейп. 6, § 43. 5. d. 16.] На 
(the participial constraction is resumed, 
as in ver. 9) the same spirit towards one 

apar Ple 
abcdf 
ght! 
mnot? 

се] 
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15. 1 Kings 

17 pndevi ° какӧу ?"àvrl какой P arrodibovres” ic Al. v.r. 
k = Luke i. 63. 

18 s ei 2 Cor. (vii. 
6 reff.) x. 1. 
James i. 9. 
lea. xi. 4. 

1 Gal ii. 13. 
2 Pet. iii. 17 
only. Exod. 
xiv. 6 only. х тотоу TH . yéypartat yap Y'Epuoi *éxdixnors, yd "ToS 

z» дутатодюсо, №үєь курс. 29 Md ёду rei 6 ёуброс 
n 2nd pers., 2 Cor. vii. 11 reff. fii. 7. 

р = Matt. vi. 4,6. Luke x. 35 al. 
ch. aiii. 14.) 

t = bere only. Hom. II. a. 625,6 in 
v.l3only. 3 Kings zzii. 45. dir. vl. 6. 
only. 4 Kings ix. 7. -K0€, ch. ziii. 4.) 
хіт. 9. Eph.iv.2T. Sir. iv. б. xxxviii. 12. 

iv. 2. v. Gal. Prov. zxr. 21, 22. 

11. for uy та иф. ppor., «уатуто PI. 

r= Acts iv. 19 reff. Mal. ii. 

) 
deus. i. 8. 1 Pet. ii. M only. Judg. хі. 26. 

here onl 
ch. xi. 
reff.), Pnov. 

о 1 Thess. v. 15. 1 Pet. iii. 9. (Prov. xvii. 13.) 
2 Cor. viii. 21. 1 Tim. v. 8 only. Panov. liL 4. (- vot, 

ii. 17. э Matt. xxiv. 24. Gal. iv. 15. 
dee ch. i. 18. u Mark ix. 50. 2 Cor. кїн. 11. 1 Thess. 

v Luke xviii, 3,5. 2 Cor. x. 6. Rev. vi. 10. хіх. 2 
w 2 Cor. vii. 1 reff. x Luke 

see Heb. zli. 17. Dzvr. xzxii. 86. s Heb. 
a as abore (z). Luke xviii. 7, 8. xxi. 22. Acts vii. 24 . 2 Сог. 

b ch. zi. 35 reff. € Matt. 

cvraxayajero: Bl.] 
T. aft кала ins erer Tov Üeov kai (see 2 Cor viii. 21; Prov iii. 4) А? (Polyc,) ; 

ov porov «vut. т. 0, Na kat F vulg goth arm[-use spec Ambrst] Lucif, : om Al(appy) 
BDL[P]N rel Syr [вуг copt sth arm-zoh Chr, Thdrt Damasc 

and lat] F Heere һаг1 tol [spec] Lucif, : txt (А! ?)BDIL[P]M rel 
) syrr copt goth arm Вав] Chr, 

waytwyv, тоу АЗ D! 
[vulg-clem(with am fuld demi 
(Ec Ambrst Sedul Bede. 

19. [ек8:кусез A F-gr Orig,(txt,-int,). 
20. rec (for aAAa ea») ea» ovr, with 

D'-gr F 

ig-int, |. for 

drt) Damase ТЫ 

аутатоде Е. 
-gr L rel Chr, Thdrt Thi (Ec: eas (alone) 

guelph D3-lat [spec] goth: ea» yap Syr Did, : [etsi вуг, etsi quoque th: ] txt 
ABI PN m vulg Dl. lat [copt arm] Bas, Damasc [Orig-int,. 

another, 1. e. actuated by a common and 
well-understood feeling of mutual allow- 
ance and kindness. ph và .] It 
is a question, whether rois Taweiwois is 
neuter or masc. Certainly not necessarily 
neuter, as De W.: the Apostle's antithescs 
do not ire such minute correspondence 
as this. The sense then must decide. In 
тд MA dqporoürvres, the ӧфтлі are 
necessarily subjective, the lofty thoughts 
of the man. But in топ rarewois ouv- 
arayóuevo: the adj. is 5 ое 
tive; some outward objects with which 
the persons exhorted are cuvardycoOa:. 
And those outward objects are defined, if 
I mistake not, by the rà abr) «lg GAAMAOUS 
QporoUrTes. This spirit towards one an- 
other is not to be a spirit of haughtiness, 
but one of community and sympathy, con- 
descending to men of low estate, as E. V. 
admirably rendersit. For ovvo., see reff. 
and com Zosimus, Hist. v. 6, cited by 
Tholuck, ка} abr) $ QZxdpro cvrvamfryero 
Tj kow] тїз EAAdZO &лбсе. The in- 
sertion of the seemingly incongruous u) 
(reae . . davrois is sufficiently accounted 
for by reference to ch. xi. 25, where he had 
slated this frame of mind as one to be 
avoided by those whose very plece in God's 
church was owingto His free mercy. Being 
uplifted one against another would be a 
sign of this fanlt being present and opera- 
tive. 17.] The construction is resumed. 

The Apostle now proceeds to exhort respect- 
ing conduct £o those without. — т p. 
калд... .] from ref. Prov., which has 
eri xuplov ка) ёубрбтор. 
18.] The ef 8оратбу, as well remarked by 
Thol. and De Wette, is objective only— 
not ' if you can,’ but if it be possible—if 
others will allow it. And this is further 
defined by rd dt биё»: all YOUR part isto 
be peace : whether you actually live pence- 
ably or not, will depend then solely on how 
others behave towards you. 19.] So 
Matt. v. 89, 40. àyaryrol] ‘The 
more difficult this duty, the more affection- 
ately does the Apostle address his readers, 
with this word.' Thol. 86 тбжоу | 
allow space, i.e. ‘interpose delay, to 
anger. So Livy viii. 32, “ Legati circum- 
stantes sellam orabant, ut rem in posterum 
diem differret, et ire sua epatium, et con- 
silio tempus, daret." So that we must 
not understand тӯ ópyfi, ‘your anger, nor 
exactly, though it comes to that,] God's 
anger, but ‘anger,’ generally ;—' give 
wrath room not to execute it 
hastily, but leave it for its legitimate time, 
when He whose it is to avenge, will execute 
it: make not the wrath your own, but 
leave it for God.’ So in the main, but 
mostly understanding [exclusively] т. ёр. 
тоё Geot, Chrys., Aug., Theodorct, and the 

t body of Commentators. Some 
"athers interpret it, ‘yield ѓо the anger 
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a x. 12 321 71 , [4? ae aia ayabe ! тд ! какдр. и , 
^ е 

Judg. [r3 s XIII. I Пава yvy?) ™ éfovaíaws " vrepeyovaats ° bro- 
ere on ` A 

Pa aril 445 race ?. ov yap ёст: ™ é£ovaía ei ил} * апд Өєоў, ai 
о ` ^ 

Mila 8e ojca, отд ÜcoD ? reraryuéva, єісір. ? dere б *dvre- 
Judin. ar xv. 11 only. $ ch. li. 3, 10 (reff.). k= Matt. zii. 27, 28. Mark ziv. 1 al. Acts 

тей. m = 1 Cor. xv. 24. Eph. fil. 10. vi. 12. Tit. fii. 1 n — 1 Pet. ii. 13 1. — 
ir iii. 8. i 7} only. Gen. xli. 40. • 110 1 Cor. ii. 1.) o ch. cut. 7 reff p Lahe vil. 8. Acts 
xiil. 48. xv. q Acts xviii 

ins ка: bef «a» биа Di(and lat, Tischdf; D?, Treg): еа» бе Sepa D?-3(Tischdf) goth 
аш Tne xepadns В. 

un vixev А. for vxo, ако F. 

Cuar. XIII. 1. for таса yvxn . 
[fuld spec] Iren-int, Ambrst. 
axo DIF Orig, Thdrt Damasc. 

. ототавєсєсде, TATQIS . 

* ud ABD*L(P]N rel Bas, Isid, Chr, Thdrt-ms: 
rec aft ovca: ins 5 with D*L(P] rel syrr 

. vroraccect0e D'F harl 

[Orig, J Chre "Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: om ABD!FN latt copt goth mth arm Iren-int, Did- 
1 0 1А Ambrst Aug. 

d "hdrt, Chr-ms, : 

(о your 5 but this meaning for 
e тбкоу is hardly borne out. The 

citation varies from the LXX, which has 
dy àupæ ёкбікђссоз dyrawodécw ; and is 
nearer the Нер.,—оуф) oq у *5, mine is re- 
venge and reqnital.” It is very remark- 
able, that in Heb. x. 80 the citation is 
made in the same words. 20.] The 
ob» would mean quod cum ita sit; — 
carrying on the sentence with the as- 
sumption of the last thing stated. This 
perhaps may not have been understood, 
and hence may have arisen the alteration 
or omission of ody in the mss. But the 
evidence is very strong for its omission. 

What is meant by бубраказ wvpds 
cepetoas? Тһе expression vêp. тир. 
occurs more than once in Ps. xviii., of the 
divine punitive judgments. Can those 
bo meant here? Clearly not, in their 
bare literal sense. For however true it 
may be, that ingratitude will add to the 
enemy’s list of crimes, and so subject him 
more to God’s punitive judgment, it is 
impossible that to bring this about should 
be set as a precept, or a desirable thing 
among Christians. Again, can the expres- 
sion be meant of the glow and burn of 
shame which would accompany, even in the 
case of a profane person, the receiving of 
benefits from an enemy? This may be 
meant; but is not probable, as not sufficing 
for the majesty of the subject. Merely to 
make ап enemy ashamed о n himself, « can 
hardly be upheld as a motive for action. 
I understand the words, For in this doing, 
you will be taking the most effectual ven- 
geance ;’ as effectual as if you henped coals 
of fire on his head. 21.] If you suf- 
fered yourselves to be provoked to revenge, 

(or vro, ахо F. 
om ADF[P]N! 1 m Chr Damasc. 

rec ins Tov bef deu, withLN* 

you would be yielding to the enemy,— 
overcome by that which is evil: do not 
thus, —but in this, and in all things, over. 
come the evil (in others) by your good. 

СнАР. XIII. 1—7.] The duty of cheer- 
Sul obedience to the powers of the state. 
It has been well observed (Calv., Thol., De 
Wette. See Neander, Pflanzung u. Leitung, 
&c. 4th ed. p. 460 ff.) that some special 
reason must have given occasion to these 
exhortations. We can hardly attribute it 
to the seditious spirit of the Jews at Rome, 
as their influence in the Christian Church 
there would not be great; indeed, from 
Acts xxviii. the two seem to bave been 
remarkably distinct. But disobedience to 
the civil authorities may have arisen from 
mistaken views among the Christians them- 
selves as to the nature of Christ’s kingdom 
and its relation to existing powers of this 
world. And such mistakes would naturally 
be rifest there, where the fountain of 
earthly power was situated : and there also 
best and most effectually met by these 
precepts coming from apostolic authority. 
The way for them is prepared by vv. 17 ff. 
of the foregoing chapter. 1 Pet. ii. 13 fl. 
is parallel : compare notes there. 
1.] ёжтотасообе, see 1 Cor. xvi. 16, is 
reflective, subject himself, i. e. be subject 
of his own free will and accord.’ For 
there is no authority (in heaven or earth 
—no power at all) except from God: and 
(so 84, 2 Cor. vi. 15, 16. It introduces a 
second clause as if ud» had stood in the 
first) those that are (the existing powers 
which we see about us), have been ordained 
by God. We may observe that the Apostle 
here pays no regard to the question of the 
duty of Christinns in revolutionary move- 
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42, 53. Isa, 
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w sing., ch. ii. 
plur., 

Acta ix. 36 
* ГА , 

Kóv TpaacovTi. 5 ciò P àvaryen ° vrroráaaeaÜas où povoy Già „Т, ay. 
тђ» Opy5v, àXXà xai 0:4 туў» It cuvelEnow. 6 8:4 тойто La. 4 20. 

хт. 2. 
19 orly. ove I Cor. xi. 17. 
v. 22.) 1 Cor. xv. 2. 
zii. 3 reff. e Matt. хі. 8. John хіх. б. 
27. Gir. xi. 5. xl. é only. 
чоч ch. ай. 19.) 1 Thess. v. 9. 
X. 25,27. 1 Pet. ii. 19. Ёз Car. I. 12 reg. 

3. rec rov 

pr (Т Aug Pacian 
4. om со F b! o 116. 

ul Bede. 

& ch. ii. 10 reff. 
Gal. Ні. 4 (bis). iv. 11. Col. ii. 18 only. Prov. xxviii, 26 onl 

11 Thess, iv. 6 only t. Wisd. xii. 13. Sir. ххх. &only. (-xety, 
11 Cor. 

om Ist то B. 

y ch. ti. 29 reff. 

ff. b cb. ii. 9 reff. 

1 Cor. жт. 49 (bis). James Е 3 only. Prov. xvi. 28, 

h = Heb. iz. 16, 23. Cor 

yaban epywv a. Tov kakov, with D3[-gr] L rel syrr [arm] Chr, Thdrt 
Ambrst-ed]: txt ABD'F[P]® latt copt goth (Clemi) Damase | (Orig-int,)] Iren-int, 

om « оруп» DIF: eis opyny bef 
exdixos D*(and lat?) NI b c f k n o 17 Chr, Thdrt. 

5. om arcryæꝝ (making vroracaec0a; = -сдє) DF [guelph spec] goth Iren-int, Sedul,. 
om ка Е (but F-lat has et). 

ments. His precepts regard an established 
power, be it what it may. It, in all matters 
lawful, we are bound to obey. But even 
the parental power does not extend to 
things unlawful. If the civil power com- 
mands us to violate the law of God, wo 
must obey God before man. If it com- 
mands us to disobey the common laws 
of humanity, or the sacred institutions 
of our country, our obedience is due to 
the higher and more general law, rather 
than to the lower and particular. These 
distinctions must be drawn by the wisdom 
granted to Christians in the varying cir- 
cumstances of human affairs: they are all 
only subordinate portions of the great 
duty of obedience to Law. To obtain, 
by lawful means, the removal or alteration 
of an unjust or unreasonable law, is another 
part of this duty : for all authorities among 
men must be in accord with the highest 
authority, the moral sense. Bat even 
where law is hard and unreasonable, not 
disobedience, but legitimate protest, is the 
duty of the Christian. у raw. , 
see above on óxoracc. davrois кріра 
À.] shall receive for themselves (the dat. 
incommodi) condemnation, viz. punish- 
ment from God, through His minister, the 
civil power. 3.) And the tendency of 
these powers is salutary: to encourage 
good works, and discourage evil. It is not 
necessary to set а note of interrogation 
after dovelas: the clause may be treated 
as hypothetical,—see 1 Cor. vii. 18. Tho- 
luck observes, that this verse is a token 
that the Apostle wrote the Epistle defore 

the commencement of the Neronian per- 
secution. Had this been otherwise, the 
principle stated by him would bave been 
the same; but be could hardly have 
passed so apparent an exception to it 
without remark. 11 Thy pdyatpay, 

haps in allusion to the dagger worn 
y the Cæsars, which was regarded as 

& symbol of the power of life and death : 
so Tacitus, Hist. iii. 68, of Vitellius, 
*adsistenti Consuli exsolutum a latere 

ionem, velut jus necis vitæque civium, 
debat.” Dio Cassius also, xlii. 27, men- 

tions the wearing of 75 lipos оп all occa- 
sions by Antony, as a sign that he TJ» 
povapxlay éreBelkvvro. In ancient and 
modern times, the sword has been carried 
before sovereigns. It betokens the power 
of capital punishment: and the reference 
to it here is among the many testimonies 
borne by Scripture against the attempt to 
abolish the infliction of the penalty of death 
for crime in Christian states. als dpyiv 
seems to be inserted for the sake of paral- 
lelism with els ёуаббу above: it betokens 
the character of the éxdixnoss,—that it 
issues in wrath. The dpyf is referred to 
in Tà» dpyhy, ver. 5. 6.] 8.6, because 
of the divine appointment, and mission of 
the civil officer. dvéyxy—ye must 
needa submit yourselves—there is a moral 
necessity for subjection :—one not only of 
terror, but of conscience: compare 8:4 Tb» 
корго», 1 Pet. ii. 18. 6.] &à Tovro 
. . «al is parallel with 8:6, ver. 5, —giving 
another result of the divine appointment 
of the civil power;—not dependent on 
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w Exop. ER. 13, &c. кі Tim. i. 10. 
z Gal. v. 14. see е. "i 28 тей. 

al. fr. Exod. li. 
a Levit. хіх. 18. 

u Ire 
y Eph. i. 10 only t. "Pe. 1ххі. 20 Theod. (and Quinta EA. 

bch.zv.2. Matt. v. 43. zi. 1 

7. rec aft Sed ins our, with Di[and lat] FL[P]N? rel [47(sic) vulg-clem(with fuld 
(Ec Ambrst : oe AB DT gr] Ni am( with demid tol) Һат!) goth arm] Chr, ТЫ 

ви (Ота гч) fce M Aug. pe Cassi 
8. оф:Лоутев Nic [Оп]: : -Ante №: 

aAAqAovs (corra 
-Хете аьаа), ауан 

with next clause ?), ca L rel вуг coptt [eth] ТЫ 
rec ay bef 

(Ec : txt (coren of order m lait Syr [goth] arm Orig, [-int,] Chr, Thdrt Donate Cyn. 
9. for ro yap, yeyparra: уар Е Ambry. [noix evaws, Ac) & P.] 

aft Ace ins ov pevdopaprupyoes (corra to the decalogse), with [PN rel e 
(with demid a вуг eth arm] copt Chr 
cgl17 [47] am with fuld tol al) Syr sah ес] 

(Ec (Orig-int,]: var transp al: txt ABDFL 
lem, Orig, [Thdrt Damasc Ambr, 

Au Ambrst aft «тера ins етту AN ns dise] proving) [17 volg р: 
Pi Damasc Ong-int, 1. rec Toure bef re Ome wit. ALES rel Clem, D 
yr» Chr, Thdrt Damasc]: txt BDFX d m or» BF ht 
[őr rig-int, Ambrat] : om er Clem, Orig,: ins ABI je và ves pos Orig. „ Chr 
‘hdrt ( Damasc]. rec (for ceav.) eavror, wi vi hs ы бу Hi iM 

(Ec: ds of Geh Dial vary: cavrorg!: txt ABDR be d art Danas 

ver. 5. eve is indicative, not im- 
3 the command follows ver. 7. 
or they (the &pxorres) are ministers 

of God, attending upon this very duty, 
viz. Ae:rou ei, hardly (as Koppe, Olsh., 
Meyer) vs теле, for in ver. 7 the 
Apostle has evidently in view the whole 
official character of these Aerroupyol. 
Reiche, al., construe, “ For those who wait 
upon this very thing are ministers of 
God,” which would require ol els abr. т. 
spose. :— Koppe, For Acrroupyoi are of 
God :’—but this again would require ol 
yàp Aeir.— Tertullian remarks, Apolog. xlii. 
vol. i. p. 494, that what the Romans lost 
by the ‘Christians refusing to bestow far 
on their temples, they gained by r 
conscientious payment of taxes. 
Before the accusatives supply еу E 
the correlative of àxóBore. фброз is 
tax, or tribute, —direct payment for state 
purposes: TéÀos, custom, toll, vectigal. 

, to those set over us and 
having power : pe to those, but likewise 
to all on whom the state has conferred 
distinction. 8—10.] Ezhortation to 
universal love of others. 8.] delere 
is not indic. (as Koppe, Reiche, al.), which 
would require ойде»! о08у, and would be 

inconsistent with the deci just men- 
tioned,—but imperative: ‹ Рау all other 
debts: be indebted in the matter of lore 
alone. This debt increases the more, the 
more it is paid: because the practice of 
love makes the principle of love 
and more active. Aug., Ep. cxcii. (Ixii.), 
ad Coolest. vol. ii. p. 868, says: Redditur 
enim (caritas), cum impenditur, debetur 
autem etiam si reddita fuerit ; quia nullum 
est tempus quando impendenda jam non 
sit. Nec cum redditur amittitur, sed 
potius reddendo multiplicatur." 
тет\бреоксу, hath (in the act) falfilled : 
compare the perfecte, John iii. 18; ch. 
xiv. 23. уброу is not the Christian. law, 
but the Mosaic law of the decalogue. 
“This recommendation of Love has, as 
also the similar one, Gal. v. 93, xarà rà» 
Toi brev ойк Lori róuos,—an apologetic 
reference to the upholders of the law, and 
depends on this evident axiom,—‘ He who 
practises Love, the higher duty, has, even 
before he does this, fulfilled the law, the 
lower," De Wette. 9.] ёуекефаћ., 
brought under one head, —' united in the 
one principle from which all flow." 10.] 
All the commandments of the law above 
cited are negative : the formal fulfilment 
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h = Eph. v. 14. Prov. vi. 9. 
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Ps. xliv. 5, Incert. in 
Lam. iv. 18. 

g = ch. i. 10. 

= Matt. iii. 2. xxi. 34. m 
о Eph. v. ll only. see John vi. 28, 29. viii. 39, 41. Gal. v. 

p = 1 Cor. xv. 53, 64 reff. 
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of them is therefore attained, by working 
яо ill to one's neighbour. What greater 
things Love works, he does not now say: 
it fulfils the law, by abstaining from that 
which the law forbids. 11—14.] 
Enforcement of the foregoing, and oc- 
casion taken for fresh exhortations, by 
the consideration that THE DAY OF THE 
LORD 18 AT HAND. 11.] xal тобто, 
and this, i.e. ‘and let us do this, viz., 
live in no debt but that of love (see reff.), 
for other reasons, and especially for this 
following one. tyepOFivas 
„The Inf. Aor. here, as after verbs o 

carelessness and indifference to sin, whic 
allows and practises the Ia той axórovs. 
The imagery seems to be taken originally 
from our Lord's discourse concerning His 
coming: see Mutt. xxiv. 42: Mark xiii. 33, 
and Luke xxi. 28—86, where several points 
of similarity to our vv. 11—14 occur. 
Wr. p. ў сет. N те mr.] cærnpla, 
as dwoAdrpecis Luke xxi. 28, and ch. viii. 
23, of the accomplishment of salvation. 
$pev [is best ] taken with ёуубтероу, 
‘nearer {о us, seo ch. x. 8, [though] 
фуу ө ў ёжоА\фтровс!з бий», Luke xxi. 28, 
seems [at first sight] to favour the usual 
connexion with сетуріа. ит.) 
we first believed;—seo reff. Withou 
denying the legitimacy of an individual 
application of this truth, and the impor- 
tance of its consideration for all Christians 
of all ages, a fair exegesis of this pas- 
sage can hardly fail to recognize the fact, 
that the Apostle here as well as elsewhere 

Vor. II. 

for атобец., aroBardwpeda D'3F [abjiciamus latt Orig-int, 
for exBuc. de, xai «убит. (corrn, no contrast seeming to be 
rel [vulg wth arm] Chr, Cyr,[txt-p,] Thdrt Cypr, 

(1 Thoss. iv. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 51), speaks of 
the coming of the Lord as rapidly ap- 
proaching. Prof. Stuart, Comm. p. 521, 
is shocked at the idea, as being inconsistent 
with the inspiration of his writings. How 
this can be, I am at a loss to imagine. 
“ OF THAT DAY AND HOUR KNOWETH NO 
MAN, NO NOT THE ANGELS IN HEAVEN, 
КОВ [EVEN] THE SON: BUT THE FATHER 
ONLY." Mark xiii. 32. And to reason, 
as Stuart does, that because Paul correcta 
in 2 Thess. ii. the mistake of imagining it 
to be immediately at hand (or even 
actually come, see note on évéorn«ey there), 
therefore he did not himself expect it 
soon, is surely quite beside the purpose. 
The fact, that the nearness or distance of 
that day was unknown to the Apostles, 
in no way affects the [ое announce. 
ments of God's Spirit by them, concerning 
its preceding and accompanying cireum- 
stances. The ‘day and ' formed no 
part of their inspiration :—the details of 
the event, did. And this distinction has 
singularly and providentially turned out 
to the edification of all subsequent ages. 
While the prophetic declarations of the 
events of that time remain to instruct us, 
the eager expectation of the time, which 
they expressed in their day, has also re- 
mained, a token of the true frame of mind 
in which each succeeding age (and each 
succeeding age a fortiori) should contem- 
piate the ever-approaching coming of the 

rd. On the certainty of the event, our 
faith is grounded : by the uncertainty of 
the time our hope is stimulated, and our 
watchfulness aroused. See Prologg. to 
Vol. III. ch. v. $ iv. 5—10. 11 À 
vob, the lifetime of the world,—the power 

Ge 
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of darkness, see Eph. vi. 12: 4 àuipa, the 
of the resurrection, 1 Thess. v. 4; 

Rev. xxi. 25; of which resurrection we 
are already partakers and are to walk as 
such, Col. . 14; 1 Thess. v. 5—8. 
Therefore,—let us lay aside (as it were a 
clothing) the works of darkness (sec Eph. 
v. 11—14, where a similar strain of ex. 
hortation occurs), and put on (84 corre- 
sponding to an understood ué») the armour 
of light (described Eph. vi. 11 ff.—the 
arms belonging to a soldier of light—one 
who is of the viol $wrós and vlol $uépas, 
1 Thess. v. 6,—not, as Grot. ‘arma splen- 
dentia ?), 13.) котам, in a bad 
sense: the act itself being a defllement, 
when unsanctified by God's ordinance of 
marriage. See reff. dvs, plural 
of various kinds of wantonness: so Uwo- 
xploas, nem xaradarids, 1 Pet. ii. 1. 

4.] Chrys. says, on Eph. iv. 24, 
obre ка} ps фЇАш» Aéyouer, ё Beira Tbv 
Seva ёуе8бсато, Thy rox Ah dydwny A- 
yorres, x. THY àbıdAcirTor cvvovclay. See 
examples in Wetst. The last clause is 
to be read, rijs capxds póroux ph Toi- 
ehe | eis ётібишіаз, —not, THs capkbs xpd- 
voiay | mh rote ice els ФЕС ава 
rendered, Take not (any) forethought for 
the flesh, to fulfil its lusts, not Zake 
sot your forethought or the flesh, зо, 
as to fulfil ite luste’ (Wartet des Leibes, 
doch alfo, daß er nicht geil werde, Luth.). 
This latter would be Thy xpévoay т. тарк. 
и? т, els ёт:Ө.,—07 тўз с. трбу. жогеѓсбе 
uh eis ёк:Ө.: see construction of the next 
verse. Cuar. XIV. 1—ХУ. 18.] Ox 
THE CONDUCT TO BE PURSUED TOWARDS 
WEAK AND SCRUPULOUS BRETHREN. 
There ів some doubt who the daBevoirres 
тӯ жісте were, of whom the Apostle here 
treats; whether they were ascetics, or 

M rel P»-Ign, Clem, Chr, (Bas, 

Judaizers. Some habits mentioned, as 
e.g. the abstinence from all meats, and 
from wine, seem to indicate the former: 
whereas the observation of days, and the 
use of such expressions as коб» [ver. 14], 
aud again the argument of ch. xv. 7—1 
as plainly point to the latter. The diffi. 
culty may be solved by a proper combina- 
tion of the two views. Theover-scrupulous 
Jew became an ascetic compulsion, 
He was afraid of pollution by eating meats 
sacrificed or wine poured to idols: or even 
by being brought into contact, in foreign 
countries, with casual and undiscoverable 
uncleanness, which in his own land he 
knew the articles offered for food would be 
sure not to have incurred. He therefore 
abstained from ail prepared and 
confined bimself to that which he could 
trace from natural growth to his own use. 
We have examples of this in Daniel (Dan. 
i.), Tobit (Tob. i. 10, 11), [and in] some 
Jewish priests mentioned by Josephus, 
Life, $ 8, who having been sent prisoners 
to Rome, ойк éteAá0orvro тўз els rò Ocio» 
eboeBelas, BverpéQorro Bà aóxois кей карбог?. 
And Tholuck refers to the Mishna as con- 
taining precepta to this effect. All difficulty 
then is removed, by supposing that of these 
over-scrupulous Jews some had become 
converts to the gospel, and with neither 
the obstinacy of legal Judaizers, nor 
the pride of ascetics (for these are not 
hinted at here), but in weakness of faith, 
and the scruples of an over-tender con- 
science, retained their habits of abstinence 
and observation of days. On this account 
the Apostle characterizes and treate them 
mildly: not with the severity which he 
employs towards the Colossian Judaizing 
ascetics and those mentioned in 1 Tim. 
iv. 1 ff. The question treated in 
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1 Cor. viii. was somewhat different: 
there it was, concerning meat actually 
offered to an idol. In 1 Cor. x. 26— 
27, he touches the same question as here, 
and decides against the stricter view. 
See the whole matter discussed in Tho- 
Juck's Comm. in loc., De Wette’s Hand- 
buch, and Stuart’s Introd. to this chap. 
in his commentary. 1—18.) Er- 

hortations to mutual charity in ch. xiii. : 
q.d. ‘in the particular case of the weak 
in faith,’ &c. : but also implies a contrast, 
which seems to be, in allusion to the 
Christian perfection enjoined in the pre- 
ceding verses, —' but do not let your own 
realization of your state as children of 
light make you intolerant of short-coming 
and infirmity in others.’ „ вее 
reff.: the particular weakness consisted in 
a want of broad and ae penom ишаре 
and а consequent bon to prejudices. 

vens therefore is oed їп а general 
sense, to indicate the moral soundness con- 
ferred by faith,—the whole character of 
the Christian’s conscience and practice, 
resting on faith. тү, better the faith, 
than ‘his faith? ‘weak in his (subj.) 
faith" would be op to 'sfreng in his 
(subj.) faith, ‘Ais faith,’ remaining in sub- 
stance the same: whereas here the (subj.) 
faith itself is weak, and ‘weak in t 
faith’ — bolding THE FAITH imperfectly, 
і. е. not being uble to receive the faith in 
ite strength, so as to be above such preja- 
dices. т .] ‘ісе him your 
hand,’ ав Syr. (Thol.): 5 him one of 
ou : opposed to rejecting or di ing 
im. p^ cls] but not with a view 

to: ‘do not adopt him asa brother, in order 
then to begin’... бакр. Bua.) 

m = Acts xv. 11 reff. 2 
А о = Luke xviii. 9. Aeta iv. 11. ver. 10. 

p — Matt. vii. 1. eh. il. 1 Ke. Col. ii. 16. James iv. 11. 
vii. 6. ch. xv. 20. 2 Cor. z. 15,16. Ps. стій. 11. 

Matt. xiii, 32 п. Luke хі, 420nly. Gen. 
1 Сог. 1. 28. vi. 4 аі. Prov. 1.7%. 

q Luke zri. 12. John x. 5. Acta 
т Luke xvi. 13. Acts z. 7. 1 Pet. ii. 

co dier D'F latt[(not Dl. lat) arm) Ambrst 

3. for etovü«r., xpiveres A 68 h Bas | Epiph, . rec (for о Зе нт) xai o py, with 
rt ТЫ (Ec [Orig-int, Aug, Ambrst] : 

ap bef бєоз 77. 

discernments of thoughts, lit.: i.e. dis- 
putes in order to settle the points on 
which he йаг scruples.’ In both the reff, 
Bidxpicis has the meaning of ‘ discernment 
of,’ ‘the power of distinguishing between.’ 
Aud B8:adrcoyicpol in the N. T. implies 
(ordinarily in а bad sense), ‘thoughée :’ 
what kind of thoughts, the context must 
determine. Here, evidently, those scruples 
i» im, in which his weakness consists, 
and those more enlightened views in you, 
by which you would fain remove his scru- 
ples. Do not let your association of him 
among you be with a view to settle these 
disputes. The above ordinary meanings 
of the words seem to satisfy the sense, and 
to agree better with els than ‘ad alterca- 
tiones disputationum,' as Beza, or * ad cer- 
tamina cogitationum," as Estius :—and are 
adopted by most of the ancient and modern 
Commentators. 2.] The ês џрќу, the 
strong in faith, so indicated by what follows, 
is opposed ќо ё $ дсбеғёу (not to bo taken 
ó 8%, ёс@еуду, K. .A.), by which và» дсде- 
voUrra of ver. 1 is resumed. - 
reve. haytiv, either believes that he may 
(at ec) eat,—or ventures to eat. The 
latter is favoured by ref. Acts, rioreduper 
сошбђуси, ‘we trust (o be saved ; though 
that also may be expanded into ‘we be- 
lieve that we shall be saved,’ as E. V. 
Ady. dg9.) See remarks introductory to 
this chapter. 8.] There is no need 
to supply várra after деб. and uh dc. I 
would rather take ó éc0. as the eater, and 
ó uh éc0. the abstainer. t£ov9., for 
his weakness of faith,—xpivére, for his 
laxity of practice. For God bas ao- 
cepted (adopted into his family) him (i. e. 
the eater, who was judged,—his place in 
God's family doubted: not the abstainer, 
who was only despised, set at nought,—and 
to whom the words cannot, by the con- 
struction, apply. 4.] Who art thou 
(see ch. ix. 20) that judgest the servant of 
another (viz. as De W., of Christ,—for à 
короз in this passage is marked, vv. 8, 9, 

ао 2 
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" / 
e Panl (1 Cor. ТФ iip kvpip *стђке 7) re. “®стабӨзтєтаз 8, * bv- 

xvi. 13. Gal. PEL è j B а НИЕ Бх : 

“І Phi. рате: yap о Kuplos “атай аутор. ôs pèv У xpivet 
1 Thess. iii. 
8. 2 Thess. иёра» *«ap nuépav, ds 8ё Укрйе mücav npépav. 
ii. 18 1 ^ e ^ еле Mar, ё@катто$ ёр тф idim vot * т\трофорєісбю. бо "dpovàv 
Exod. xiv. 13 A compl. t = ch. zi. 11,23. 1 Cor. z. 12. Prov. хі. 28. u 2 Cor. xiii. 1. 
2 Cor. ix. B. хіі. 3 only t. 

21 reff. see ver. 3. y = Acts xiii. 46 re 
а = ch. iv. 21 (Col. Iv. 12. 2 Tim. iv. 5, 17. Luke i. 1) only. Eccles. ҮШ. 11 only. (-pia, Col. li. 3.) 

ch. viii. 5 reff. 

w ас here only? see ch. ili. 31. Ра. cxvili. 38. х 1 Cor. xi. 
8 = ch. і. 26. Luke lil. 2. Ps. czzxxiv. 6. 

b see 

4. тес 3uvaros уар erTi» (more usual expression), with L rel Thdrt [Damasc : Jure. 
уар єттї» D*(appy) |: 9vraros yap, omg єттї, D?[P] syr(adding есті» with ob) Bas, 
Chr,: txt ABCD!EN. rec for kvpios, Geos (corrn to suit ver 3? Geos there does 
not vary), with DFL [rel] latt зуг Chr, Thdrt [ Bas-ed Damasc Cypr, A alic Ambrst ) 2 

txt ABC[P]N Syr(addg avrov) coptt goth arm | Bas-mss, Orsies, ] Aug, Opt. 
5. aft os wey ins yap АС[Р]М! latt goth 

rel [syrr copt th arm Chr, 
Thdrt. 

as being Christ,—and the Master is the 
same throughout. ó @eds before is uncon- 
nected with this verse) J to his own Mas- 
ter (dat. commodi or incommodi according 
as ст. Or жіят. befalls: it is his own 
master's matter, and his alone, that’) he 
stands (‘ remains in the place and estima- 
tion of a Christian, from which thou would. 
est eject him;’ not, as Calv., Grot., Estius, 
Wolf, nl., *stands hereafter in the judg- 
ment,' which is not in question here: sce 
1 Cor. x. 12) or falls (from bis place, see 
above): but he shall be made to stand 
(notwithstanding thy doubts of the cor- 
rectness of his practice): for the Lord (or, 
his Lord, in allusion to rẹ idly xvple 
above) is able to make him stand (in faith 
and practice. ‘These last words are inap- 
plicable, if standing and falling at the 
great day are meant). Notice, this argu- 
ment is entirely directed fo the tweak, 
who uncharitably judges the strong, - not. 
vice versá. The weak imagines that the 
strong cannot be a true servant of God, 
nor retain his steadfastness amidst such 
temptation. To this the Apostle answers, 
(1) that such judgment belongs only to 
Christ, whose servant he is: (2) that 
the Lord’s Almighty Power is able to keep 
him up, and will do so. 5.] One man 
(the weak) esteems (selects for honour,— 
xplves à lar тїнїз) (one) day above (reff.) 
(another) day; another (the strong) es- 
teems (& ағ rie) every day. Let each 
be fully satisfled in his own mind. ]t is 
an interesting question, what indication is 
here found of the observance or non-obser- 
vance of a day of obligation in the apostolic 
times. The Apostle decides nothing; leav- 
ing every man’s own mind to guide him in 
the point. He classes the observance or 
non-observance of particular days, with the 
eating or abstaining from particular ments. 
In both cases, he is concerned with things 
which he evidently treats as of absolute in- 
difference in themselves. Now the question 

a 

rig-int,] Dial Aug, Jer, 
as, Damasc] Ambrst: om BDFLN? 

om e» À 38. 54 fuld Chr, 

is, supposing the divine obligation of one 
day in seven to have been recognized by him 
in any form, could he have thus spoken? 
The obvious inference from his strain of 
arguing is, that he Anew of no such obliga- 
tion, but believed all times and days to be, 
to the Christian strong in faith, ALIXE. I 
do not see how the age can be other- 
wise understood. If any one day in the 
week were invested with the sacred cha- 
racter of the Sabbath, it would have been 
wholly impossible for the Apostle to com- 
mend or uphold the man who judged all 
days worthy of equal honour,—who as in 
ver. 6 paid яо regard to the (any) day. He 
must have visited him with his strongest 
disapprobation, as violating a command of 
God. Itherefore infer, that sabbatical ob- 
ligation to keep any day, whether seventh 
or first, was not recognized in apostolic 
times. It must be carefully remembered, 
that this inference does not concern the 
question of the observance of fhe Lord's 
Day as an instilution of the Christian 
Church, analogous (o the ancient Sabbath, 
binding on us from considerations of I- 
manily and religious ezpediency, and 
the rules of that branch of the Church in 
which Providence has placed us, but not 
in any way inheriting the divinely-ap- 
pointed obligation of the other, or the strict 
prohibitions by which its sanctity was de- 
fended. The reply commonly furnished to 
these considerations, viz. thut the Apostle 
was speaking here only of Jewish festivals, 
and therefore cannot refer to Christian 
ones, is a quibble of the poorest kind: its 
assertors themselves distinctly maintaining 
the obligation of one such Jewish festival 
on Christians. What I maintain is, that 
had the Apostle believed as they do, he 
could not by any possibility have written 
thus. Besides, in the face of жасау ўиќ- 
par, the assertion is altogether unfounded. 

6.) The words in brackets were 
probably omitted from the similar ending 

ABCD 
FLIPIn 
a beat 
E h R 

m n o 7 

[47) 
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Ti» Ñuépav ° rupio "dpovei[, xal б uù "jpovOrv тўи casn sa 
zupa, корю ой ° jpovei]. ка} б é, ° xvpiq obie, on 
4є0уаристєї үйр TË беф. xal д ш) écÜiev "xvpio ойк 
ёсбіег кай d evyapia rei тё беф. 1 ойдеіс yap "]uàv ° ёаутф 
GH, xal oddeis °ёаитф дтобијокег 8 edu тє yap Caper, 
°тё кирір dhe, ёар re doÜwjaxmuev, "TQ rupi Sopa Aj. 270. 
атобәујскорер. ёар те ойи Copev éáv тє aroOuncKaper, * = t. Cor. 
* ToU кирои éapév. 9 {єс тото yap ypiotds дтёдарєи "Hpi D 
каў 8 сер, ! ya. kal vexpáy xal Covrov™ кыребср. 10 gù 3 lioe " і 

g = Rev. Il. 8. xx. 4. 4 Kings xiii. 21. h Luke xxii, 26. . i2. i M any. I. F. Gen ff. ic e xxii, 26. ch. vi. 9,14. vil. 1. 2 Cor. 1.24. 2 Tim. 

n. 6, 
i 31.4. b, 
TP rapi 

6. om xa: o un фр. THY np. к. ov фр. (homaotel) ABC'DFN vulg copt eth [Orig-int,] 
Ambrst Aug,; om from тдерау to quepar 661, from echie: to che 71-3 lect-19: from 
то bee to то Ge L: ins CLIP) rel syrr [arm] Bas, Chr-txt, Thdrt-txt Damasc Phot, 
Thl (Ec. rec om xai (bef o ech.) [with 47] : ins ABCDFL[P]N rel [vulg ayrr 
copt sth arm] Bas Chr Thdrt Damasc Thi Œc [Orig-int,] Ambrst Pel. [for evx. 
yap, xa: evx. P c Syr arm(Tischdf) Clem, Isid, Damusc.] for Ist d, коро A 52: 
Creatori Ambrst. 

8. for Ist атобуђскецеу, атодуускоре» ADF[P 47] а! Ephr, Damasc: атобарицеу 
CL 10 17: (both appear to be corrns: the former for uniformity, imagining that (euer, 
(anew were both indic ; the latter for the sense, as representing the state after death :) 
атодауоре» n : txt BN rel Chr, Cyrſ- p] Thdrt. om 2nd re F. for aso0rqc- 
коне», атобуттко дву [CLIN d! k [Chr-ms]. aft last ea» те ins ov» F. for 
2nd axorncxeper, awoürgakouey АПЕ[Р] f m! n [47 Ephr,) ТЫ: атобауеиех 108-36. 
219: txt ВСІ 17 rel Chr, Cyr[-p Damasc] Thdrt. 

9. rec ins xa: bef атебауеу, with CID?LN? rel am [Syr] вуг Chr, Thdrt ТЫ Ec 
[Iren-int, Orig-int, Fulg,] : om A[appy] BC!D'-*F[ P]N! ac g 17 vulg copt [sth arm] 
Orig, [- int.] Cyr-jer, Chr, Cyr[-p] Anast, Damasc [ Ambrst] Sedul. 
aver bef x. Өте» (see notes), with L(D*P]N? rel [вуг 
Syr: ins xa: aveory, putting ene. bef x. awed. к. aveorn 
ABCFN! fuld-vict вуг copt [wth] arm Dion 
[Ong intel are nee, with Thdrt : aveorn F 

rel. 

pove? of both clauses having misled some 
early copyists; but perhaps it may have 
been intentionally done, after the observa- 
tion of the Lord's Day came to be regarded 

indi $povév, taking account 
of, ‘regarding.’ «ӧҳарьстеі, adduced as 
a practice of both parties, shews the uni- 
versality among the early Christians of 
thanking God at meals: see 1 Tim. iv. 
3, 4. The edxapiorla of the py dh, 
was over his ‘dinner of herbs.’ курб 
is CHEIST. т.) This verse illustrates 
the киріф of the former, and at the same 
time sets in a still plainer light than before, 
that both parties, the eater and the ab- 
stainer, are servants of another, even 
Christ. davra and xvply are datives 
commodi : {бу and represent 
the whole sum of our course on earth. 

8.] The inference,—that we are, 
under circumstances, living or dying 
(and a fortiori eating or abstaining, ob- 
serving days or mot observing them), 
Curist’s: His property. 9.) And 
this lordship over was the great end 
of the Death and Resurrection of Christ. 

‘and in consequence man’s world 

rec ins «az 
Sphr, Chr,] ТЫ (Ec: aft, 

бү а Iren-int, Gaud, : om 
jer 'YTeape Anast, Damasc 

vulg Orig, Pel Falg: tst ABCDL[P] 

By that Death and Resurrection, the 
crowning events of his work of Redemp- 
tion, He was ifested as the righteous 
Head over the race of man, which now, 

also, 
belongs by right to Him alone. The 
rec. text here, Ard. к. dvéorry к. дусе», 
шау have arisen by the insertion (1) of 
àvéCnoev as clearer than &(ncev, and (2) 
of à»écr from the margin, where it was 
a gloss (1 Thess. iv. 14) explaining à»é- 
nee or песе». Or, оп the other hand, 
supposing it to have been the original, 
дуусу may have been altered to E(ycer 
and к. dydory left out, to conform it to 
vv. 7 and 8. In such a case of doubt, the 
weight of early authority must decide. 
Wacev, lived, viz. after His death ; = 
&ré(ncer. The historical aorist points to 
a stated event as the commencement of 
the reviviscence, viz. the Resurrection. 

к. vexp. к. dH] here, for uni- 
formity with what has gone before: in 
sense comprehending ali created beings. 

10.] He returns to the duty of 
abstaining,—the weak, from judging his 
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sree, 82 ті! kpíveig тоу * 28е№фоу cov; f) каў ov ve Fou [4 3 

a Matt. vii. 
3 al. 

1 ver. у ret T 2 " h 

ma A Pan. ш. n Hjuari ToU Өєоў. 
0 

toy адемфӧр cov; Távres yap “© парастђсбреда тф 
И yéyparrras yap Z éyo, eyes 

o gf u. u xijpios P Te uot A RH], wav Iyovu, кай тӣса ү\ӧсса 

° Киа. ме. r Gon oXoyrjcerat TH беф. 1? * dpa [*ody] ёкастоѕ Hump Trepi 

Zeph. ii. 9. 
р Ina. xlv. 23. 

constr. of 
oath, 

` баутой t Xoyov [t arro]Saces тф беф. 18 рткёт, ойи AMAÑ- 
Rous 'xpivwpev, АММА u тобто Y kplvare pGddov, " TÓ pù 

ie’ Judita " T.ÜÉva4 Y mposxoupa TQ аёефф j "* oxdvdarov. 1% olóa 
zii. & 

q ch. xi. 4 reff. 
г = ch. zv. 0. 

xal Улёптєсраь èv rupiy "псоў бт ovdev * xowov . 
L^ ёаштой, ef py TH ° оу:борёур ть * кошфу elvai, * éxeiv 

B0. I. c. ANYS. 8 ch. v. 16 reff. t Acta xix. 40 reff. u 3 Cor. li. 1. see 
1 Pet. il. 19. + = Acta xvi. (. хх. 16. 1 Cor. vii. 37. 2 Cor. il. 1. w ch. iz 
33 (reff.). x = Matt. zu. 23. 1 Cor. i. 23. Rev. ii. 14. Ре. xlix. 21. у constr., ch. vni 

2 = Acts x. 14 reff. a see ch. ii. 27. ver. 20. 2 Cor. Ц. 6. v. T. b = ch. 88 reff. 
vi. 11. Phil. ii. 14. Wied. xv. 16. e dat., == 1 Cor. iv. 3. 

10. aft тоу аделф. соо (1st) add ev r un ebie» DIF am? Ambrst: also [ F-lat] am? 
Ambrst aft а8еАф. cov (2nd) add ev re ea. 
C*(appy) L[P]N? rel 
Thdor-mops, 
mar tol) copt [arm-mss] Damasc 

vulg-clem demid] syrr goth [sth arm-ed Di 
drt Gennadi [Tert,]: txt ABC!DFN! [47-marg] am(with ful 

Damase [Orig-int,](quod vero in ; qui 
tribunal Dei, ad Cor. vero tribunal Christi posuit, ego 

rec for беоу, xpurrov (see note), with 
] Orig, Chr, 

d hari 
presenti loco 

idem nullam puto [esse] 
differentiam) Aug, [Fulg Sedul.—47! omits the last clause. 

11. for ori, et uy 
bef жаса yAwooa (во LXI-A) 

'Г-вт(арру, pna) ree (G-lat has both). б efonoroyyrerai 
F goth [(Syr wth) Orig-int,] Ambrst goth [(Syr sth) ен 

Sedul: txt ACD?L(P]N rel vulg вуг copt (arm Did,] Chr, Thdrt 
Aug. pe- 

19. om ov» BD'!F(P! Syr]: ins ACD*L(P!]M rel [syr copt goth arm] Chr, Thdrt 
5 . ушеу С 116. 

гу: әсе ACDIL [P(bef Acyor)] N rel Polyc 
atosece: BDF 

Chr.ms, Thdrt [Antch, Damase) ТЫ 
for eav., avrov О, 

om те бем B [ D*(appy, Treg)] Е (Bo ус) Cypr, Aug,: ins ACDL[PJN rel (Ec. 1 
[vss] Chr, Thdrt [Antch, Damasc Orig-int,] Ambrst. 

13. [-voue» P(so P m! for ne above)]. xpivere D om жроѕкориа and # 
B X [arm ].—for #, eis b! m n o [473%] Chrems, Cyr, Antch,. 

1 for xup., xpi Te L(P] bk m n o. 
Thdrtezpr Œc : tzt BCN 

stronger brother; the strong, from de- 
tsing the weaker. It seems probable 

that xpirToU has been substituted for 
@eov in the later M88. from 2 Cor. v. 10. 
The fact of Origen once citing it, decides 
nothing, in the presence of the expression 
Вћратоѕ ToU хриттоў in 2 Cor. 11.) 
The citation is according to the present 
Alexandrine text, except that our (9 dy 
== кат’ éuavToU Ópvóo. Ito d shall 
praise, see reff. LXX-BN!3a k owing 
the Heb. has диета (дикти RI) жата 
y^acca Toy Ocór(xipior X). 12.] The 
stress is on пері davrov: and the next 
verse refers back to it, laying the emphasis 
on dAAfAous. Seeing that our account to 
God will be of each man’s own self, let us 
take heed lest by judging ome another 
(xp(vopav here in the general sense of 
judgment on,’ including both the éfou@eveiy 
of the strong and the xpívew of the weak) 
we incur the guilt of ётоААйеу one ano- 
ther.’ 18—23.] Exhortationm to the 

for eavrov, avrov ADFL[P] rel Chr, 
in Chr, Damasc Thi. 

strong to have regard to the conscientious 
scruples of the weak, and follow peace, 
not having respect to his own con- 
science, but to that of the other, which is 
his rule, and being violated leads to 
hie condemnation. 13.] See above. 

The second кріуатє is used as 
corresponding to the first, and is in fact 
a play on it: ‘pulchra mimesis ad id 
ар precedit, Bengel: see James ii. 4 
or another instance:—but determine 
this rather. apésxo (see ver. 
21), an occasion of stum ; in act: 
скфубалоу» (ib.), an occasion of offence, in 
thougM. 14.] The general principle 
laid down, that nothing is tte own 
means,—i. e. for any thing in itself (póoe, 
Chrys.),—«nclean, but only in reference 
to him who reckons it fo be so. 
wéracp. lv cup. "Ino.] These words give 
to the persuasion the weight, not merely 
of Paul's own Aeyí(oua, but of apostolic 
authority. He is persuaded, in his capacity 
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15 ej yàp 48:4 °Врдџа б адда соу ‘ures. à= Joha xr. 3, 
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rat, ойк ёт KaTA а dydmny 5 ттеритатей. и) TÈ * Bpopnar( . Matt av. * 
cov éxeivov ^ ато\№ие, ue об ypuarós 55 
:В\асфтџеісбдо оў» орду * тд ayaGov. 
m Baciía TOU ™ Oeo n Ap каў ° rò iS, GAB Y &,. 

151. Luke 
16 ory Mil. 11. 1 Cor. 

17 12 55 е х рас Hag. 

où OT 

id dim 
Sir. xxvi. 28. 

cvy xai ерт Kat 1 хара év заан буйр" 18 ó yàp s Te 1. 

ép тойтф * Sovkevwy TQ хрстф " 
8. rip іт. 12. 3 Pet. Ш. 9. 

me 

1 
кена 

vili. 4. 
vi. 56. Col. ii. 16 only. 

f = Acts хх. 19 reff. 
Dan. i. 10 onl 

ABCDF[P н d m 
рза hi k DM 

йн ш < 20) F (as latt). 
16. om ov» F th arm. 
Ет Damasc [ 

Pu 3 

3 Cor. и. 10. Col. Ц. 16. Heb. M 16 (Mati. vi. 19, 20) only. Gen. 

sch. zi 1, 2 reff. 

15. rec for yap, бе (see а. with [ L(sic, 
Peep arm An 

ейарєстоѕ TQ oe кай vg Par. vili. 

а = Joha ir, n "vi. f gee K 1 Sen 

absol., эрсе аы q 1 These. i, 6. 

mee} Da 17 rel а goth Chr, Thdrt : txt 
int.] Ambrat Jer. 

m n-marg [o]; xi. n! : атоллов (and 

RIS a DE rie el trea] get ма 
fi". pet AC F-gr. voces A F. 
8. rec о гев note) with DLN? rel [arm] Chr, Thdrt [ТЫ (Ec] 

Tert, : tzt ABC Шапа а Е[Р]М! vulg [spec] coptt РТА: Chr Dam Orig- 
int, Jexpr Ambrat Aug, Pel om Te хртт.) AD!F : ins BCD?L/ РМ rel 
Chr Thdrt Damasc. for xp., Gee B'(Tischdf [N. T. Vat. ]) 80. 116 [rupees 47]. 

as connected with Christ Jesus, — as having 
the mind of Christ. 15.] The reading 
dp, besides the overwhelming authority in 
ite favour, is the more difficult and charac- 
teristic. It can hardly | (as Meyer and Tho- 
luck) depend on the ei yd x. r. A., for thus 
an awkwardness would be introduced into 
the connexion of the clauses: but I believe 
it to be elliptical, depending on the sup- 

теба of the precept of ver. 
18: q.d. ‘ But this know поо зв 
your rale і in practice, but rather, &c., as in 
ver. 18 : ‘for if; &c. barely put, 
to make the contrast greater ые. the 
slight occasion, and the great mischief 
done. The mere Лутеіу your brother, 18 
an offence against love: how much greater 
an offence then, if this Avireir end in droA- 
Aj«r—in ruining (causing to act against 
ны fosse, and so to commit sin and 

of quenching God's Spirit 
sa him) by a MEAL of thine, a brother, 
for whom Christ died! “Ne pluris feceris 
tuum cibum, quam Christus vitam suam." 

. Seoanexact parallel in 1 Cor. viii. 
10, 11. 16.] Your strength of faith 
(Orig., Calv., Beza, Grot., Estius, Bengel, 
Olsh., al., interpret TÒ dy. ‘your freedom,’ 
as in 1 Cor. x. 29; but here the contrast is 
between the weak and the strong :—so De 
W. Chrys. leaves 16 doubtful: 4 rh» 
slot duoi», à rhy plddoucay e ATI 
тё» ётбблеу, $ Thy Axgprispérar eboé- 
5 let it not pass into 

: use it so that it may be 
3 and encourage others. 17.) 

For it is not worth while to let it be dis- 
graced and become useless for such a trifle; 
for no part of the advance of Christ’s gospel 
can be bound up in, or consist in, meat and 
drink : but in righteousness (4 évdperos 
Blos, Chrys., but of course to be taken in 

the doctrine of the former part 
of the Epistle—rigMeonsness by justifica- 
fion, — Bringing forth the fruits “of Jaith, 
which would hindered by faith itself 
being disturbed), and peace (4 p Tb» 
dA дум dur abr» $ фгАо- 
dnm ̂ is yen joy ry dx тїз Üporolas 
xard, abro ġ дик хл, id.) 
na Healy 6i Ghost: in conuexion with, 

under the indwelling and influence of, as 
xelpere dv cuyiy (Phil. iv. 4) and the ex- 
pressions d» кър. ёғ хр‹ттф, generally :— 
not, as De W., joy which has ite 
in the do eia t, though this is ue. 
So, on the other band,a man under the 
influence of, possessed by an evil I 
called lerer dy НСД е е 
Mark і. 28. 18.] The reading kf 
is too y supported to be rejected for 
the rec. то оз, as is done by and 
De Wette, because the latter 1s the easier 
reading, and might refer to Bux. eip. and 
хер. I have therefore adopted it. But I 
do not understand it (as Orig., al.) of syet- 
жей ауу. It would be unnatural that a 

member of the former sen. 
dolos, belonging only to хара, should be at 
once raised to be the emphatic one in this, 
and the three graces ui emphatically men- 
tioned, lost sight істо тобтф to 
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з. r е трос̧кдицатос ёсбӨіоуті. %1 &хайд» тд ил} hayeiv ° xpéa 
sce Luke ziv. 
33. 

w ch. ix. 30, 31 
undè mieîv olvoy unde fiy @ 0 adedgos сои E проскоттєь 

A b. Fal only, 7) ткаубады$ ra 1) | ágÜcvet,. 9? où * ттт» [hv] K уе [-] 
ch. 

Iv. 2. vi. 61. 
1.6, b o ch. li. 27 reff. 
i. 3. Gen. iL 18. el 

ch. ix. 33 reff. h = Matt. zv. 12. 1 
E 1, 3. ch. iv. 19 reff. k Acts ziv. 9 reff, 

1 
y ver 

zv. 2. 
„ (di. B) ziv. 3, Ke. 3 Сог. (v. 1) х. 8. zii. 19. xiii. 10. Eph. iv. 29 

oa xtti ad 1 А 61. Acts v.38. 1 Сог. . 
с ver. 13. 1 

Cor. vill. 18 only. Gen. iz. 4 al. fr. f ch. ii. 1. 1 Pet. ii. 13. 
Cor. vili. 13 (bis) al. fr. Sir. iz. 6. xxiil. 8. xzzv. (XXII.) 15 cal. 

. (Matt aiv. 1 al. Ezek. xvii. 17.) 
v. I. Gal. Н. 18. Esra v. 12. а = Phil. 

d = Matt. zviii. 6. 1 Cor. vil. 1, Ke. 1 Tim. 

kai Soxipors то avOpewors B Gl. gr: кои Tois ayÜpormocs Soxyois 77. 
10. Zire ABFL[PJN а oChr-ms, : txt CD rel vss [Chr-edd Thdrt Damasc Orig- 

int, Ambrst ]. 
(not Aug). 

20. атолле Ni. 
91. xpeag D? m. 

Aurerra [Р] Ri(txt N-corr!). om 9 
Damasc [Orig-int,] Aug,: ins BDFL[P]N 
Thdrt Ambrst Pel. 

at end add филаѓореу Di[and lat] F vulg(not demid) (spec Ambrst] 

aft кабара ina то кабаро:з N. 
туе» F Clem,[txt,]: те» B'D!. for xposxorret, 

gr Nn. 9 асбеує: ACN! Syr copt wth 
3 rel vulg syr [ваһ (arm) spec] Bas, Chr, 

23. rec om уу, with Tus rel vulg syrr [sah sth arm Damasc] Chr, Thdrt 
Ambrst Aug, : ins ABCN tol 

express the aggregate of the three, and д» 
rohr to be “тео obs, as Baumg.- 
Crusius. . T. 40 5 
peace and eprighiness : yàp obre ce 

ovra: THs телебтутоз, és тїз elph- 
sns к. +97 Ónorvelas wdyres’ ToóTov pir 
yàp тоў калоб wdytes  AxoAaócorra, 
éxelvov 8% od «Їз. Chrys. Hom. xxvi. р. 
718. 19.] Inference from the fore- 
going two v ‚т. «ls AR., odifi- 
eation towards one another, i.e. the 
work of edification, facing its exercise in 
our mutual intercourse and allowances. So 

9 &yásp els AA., 1 Thess. iii. 12. 
90. TÒ Épyov т. d, has been variously 
un : by Fritz. and Baumg.-Crusius, 
as = 8:00:00. eien, к. ҳарб: by Meyer 
and Krehl, as = the Christian status of 
the offended brother, го as to be parallel 
to ver. 15: by Theodoret and Reiche, as = 
the faith of thy fellow- Christian : by Mo- 
rus, Rosenm., al., as = 4 Вао:Ае!а тоё 0., 
* the epread of the Gospel.’ But I believe 
the expression olxo8ou4 having just pre- 
ceded is the clue to the right : 
and that 7ò leer = Th» olxo8ouhy in 
Apostle’s mind. He calls Christians in 
1 Cor. Ш. 9, Ged yedépytor, Geo olkoBouf). 
Thus it will mean, thy feilow-Christian, 
аг а plant of God's planting, a building 
of God's raising. So, nearly, De Wette 
апа Tholuck. АП things indeed are 
pure, but (it is) evil to the man ('there 
is criminality in the man; Meyer supplies 
Tb кабарбу, Grot. rd Врдџа, Fritz. rò 
sárra ei: but nothing need be sup- 

copt Orig-int,] Aug, Pel. 

plied, ж more than to колбу) who eats 
with offence (i.e. giving offence to his 
weak brother, as Theodoret, Calv., Bera, 
Grot., Estius, Bengel, Thol., De Wette, al. 
That this is the right interpretation is 
shewn by the sentence standing between 
two others both addressed to the strong 
who is in danger Y offending the weak. 
But Chrys, Theophyl, (Ec. Meyer, al., 
take the sense of ‘receiving offence,’ and 
understand it of the weak). 21.) It 
= вове 6 

e, nor (to do any thing: the ellipsis is 
а harsh one. Fritzsche saya, “ ant Lais 
фауєі» À жиг» тобто, dy $ x.T.A., as Thl., 
Beng., Flatt, al., —or roteſ (or spdecew) 
тобто d» È K. r. A., a8 Grot. Meyer, &c. 
Prefero illud, quoniam per totum hunc 
locum de cibo ue agitur.” But why 
should not the Apostle, as so often, be de- 
ducing & general duty from the particular 
subject?) in (by) which thy brother stum- 
bles, or is offended (see on ver. 18), or is 
weak (Thol. remarks that the three verbs 
form a climax ad infra). 93.) The 
faith which thou hast (this reading, which 
is the more probable on critical grounds, 
was perhaps changed into the od riori» 
ess of the rec. on account of the position 
of the od. But this is quite in St. Paul's 
manner : cf. ver. 4; 1 Cor. xv. 86; 2 Cor. 
ii. 10. However, the other reading is 
very ancient, and it is impossible to de- 
cide positively between them. If it is 
taken, the interrogative rendering, Hast 
thou faith?” better suite the lively cha- 

(6) 

і 
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) 
éxenióe к. 
Kara carb 
Exe x. un 
frase Jos. 

ntt. il. 11.1. 
see Acts 
xxviii. 16 reff. 

XV. 1* óde/Aoney. 8 
9 & е ^ Acts iv. 19 

катто$ "OV 
reff. 

Ф = Matt. xxi. 21. Acts x. 
qc. ii. 1 reff. puto ch. ziii. 8. John 

s = Luke xvii. 10. John xiij. 14. xix. 7. Acts xvii. 
y t. v Acts хіт. 6 reff. Weh. 

к lat pers., 2 Cor. Ш. 1 reff. y ch. vili. 8 reff. 

eff. 
n = ту. 3,4 

om erorior TOv Geov N- (ins N- corri) 
rec (for tau.) caro, with rel [Cbri]: ceavre Е: txt e c g k I [m(Treg)] 

23. a» B. [xaraxpivera: Р.) 
(homaotel) Ni(ins N-corr!). 
most other mss(nearly 200 in number) вуг 
Damasc mee meo Dy Sa of these А[ 95 1 

у, )] F(but іп G there is a space left here and іп F a space 
Mcion-in-Orig-int mss-mentd-by-Jer] : txt BCD'N 16. 80. 187-76 vulg Syr 

in both places [ D*(appy, Tischd 
ut xvi. 24 
copt th [ Orig-int, ] Ambrst Pel Bede. 

Cuar. XV. 1. [om 3. P! b! o.] 

[£r : 
for 8, ro D'(P] m 71.—om тау to rere. 

aft аиарт‹а естіу ins ch xvi. 25—27 AL[P] rel and 
61157010 arm-zoh (Chr Cyr-p, Thdrt 

„ 17. 109 have it in both places: om 

apeckor F[-gr ). 
2. rec aft ccacros ins yap: om ABCDFL[P]§ rel vulg вуг copt [sth] Bas, Chr, 

Thdrt Damasc К int] Ambrst. 
Thdrt Damasc ТЫ i 

рох DIF[P] rel vulg [spec] Вав[-ей | Chr, 
Orig-int,] Pel Jer Leo: txt ABCD!?LN d h n 17 (47(sic)] syrr 

copt [Bas-2-mss, Chr-c, (Ec Aug Sing- cler]. 

racter of the address than the affirmative, 
“Thou hast faith") have (it) to thy- 
self (reff.) before God. Chrys., who does 
not read the last words (dv. т. 0.), says, 
тїстї rab ob thy wep) Boyuárev, 
BAAR Th» тер! rijs wpoxeiuérns. bxodécews 
Adyar ..., deln pèr uh OpoAoyov- 
ибп катастрёфе, abro 84 dpodcyoundrn 
dxalpes. Hom. xxvi. p. 714. Before 
God,’—because He is the object of faith : 
hardly, as Erasm., comprimens inanem 
gloriam que solet esse comes scientia,’’— 
for there is no trace of a lation of 
the strong in faith in the chapter,—only a 
caution аг to their conduct in regard of 
their weaker brethren. With paxdpios 
begins the closing and general sentence of 
the Apostle with regard to doth: it is a 
blessed thing to have no scruples (tho 
strong in faith is in a situation to be 
envied) about things in which we allow 
ourselves (Olsh. refers to the addition in 
the Codex Beze at Luke vi. 4,—where our 
Lord is related to have seen a man tilling 
his land on the Sabbath, and to have said to 
him, el pir oldas ті rote, paxdpios el, el 3è 
ph oldas, dwikaráparos, ко) wapaBdrns el 
ToU rvópov): 23.] but he that doubteth 
(the situation just described not being 
his), incurs condemnation if he eat (the 
case in point particularized), because (he 
eats) not from faith (i.e. as before,—see 
Chrys. above, —from a persuasion of recti- 
tude grounded on and consonant with his 
life of faith. That ‘faith is the Son of 

God’ by which the Apostle describes his 
own life in the flesh as being lived (Gal ii. 
20), informing and penetrating the motives 
and the conscience, will not include, will 
not sanction, an act done against the testi- 
mony of the conscience): but (introducing 
an aziom, as Heb viii. 13) all that is not 
from (grounded in, and therefore consonant 
with) faith (the great element in which the 
Christian lives and moves and desires and 
hopes), is sin. Augustine, Thomas Aqui- 
nas, al., have taken this text as shewing 
that ‘ omnis infidelium vita tum eat.’ 
Whether that be the case or not, cannot be 
determined from this passage, any more 
than from Heb. xi. 6, because neither here 
nor there is the ‘infidelis’ in question. 
Here the Apostle bas in view fwo Chris- 
tians, both living by faith, and by faith 
doing acts pleasing to God: and he re- 
minds them that whatever they do out of 
о» with this great principle of their 
spiritual lives, belongs to the category of 
zin. In Heb. xi. the Writer is speaking of 
one who had the testimony of having (emi- 
nently) pleased God : this, he says, he did 
by faith; for without faith it is impossible 
to please Him. The question touching the 
* infidelis, must be settled by another en- 
quiry: Can he whom we thus name have 
faith, — uch a faith as may enable him to 
do acta which are not sinful ? a question 
impossible for us to solve. 

НАР. XV. 1—19.] Further exhorta- 
tions to forbearance towards the weak, 
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zzv. 10. ricaz бел dulv m TO abrò n dpoveiy év GAANdoLS % катд xpiaTóv 
Acts viii. 16 reff. Exod. xv. 16. 

Ald. 1 Macc. х. 36 only. 
k a Cor E ee al. Ps. zeili. 19. 
n ch. viii. 37. 2 Cor. vil. 9—11. 

om «is ro aryator Ni (ins о 
3. om 6 DIF. 

4. wposey 
rel [- 4 LEH.“ : 
with Sa 
arm spec | I dil Ambrst A 
Conran) PID 

Oros: ins ABCLN bd fgn Thdrt,. 
тр тз wapaxAnocews В. 

g Gal. 
h objective, here onl. 

1 plur 

al. Ui. 1. Eph.iii.3. Jude 4 only t. er vi. 31 32) Ү(єросүр. A) 
» see ch. xi. 31. TO ^ it. 7 reff. 

,, Acts ani 3 Tefl. EE er reff. 

exewecoy (ав ELxx - Ed- vat), with L rel: txt (as Lxx-BN: A 
def) ри Mg 1 Im n 17 [47] Damasc 

еурафт В latt wth [arm 
add ravra B[ P) m 17 [47]. 

diy вуг Chr, Thdrt Damasc: txt BCDFN! vulg Syr copt goth th 
фе LP 

vulg syr copt goth 1 Clem | Chr Thdr 1 

Orig-int, Ambrst]: txt ACD LIPIN 
rec (for eypapn) wpoeypadn, 

rec om 2nd &a, with 

[exoney Pafnl exe 

‘6. ino. bef xp. AC! F(not G- lat) [PIN m vulg syrr [sth arm- ed] Did, Thdrt [ Orig- 
int, ] Ambrst. 

From the example of Christ (1—8),—and 
unanimity (4—7) as between Jew and 
Gentile, seeing that Christ was pro- 
phetically announced as the common 
‘Baviour of both (8—18). 1.] By 
queis ol Suv. the Apostle includes himself 
among the strong, as indeed he before 
indicated, ch. xiv. 14 таё oô. are 
general, not merely referring to = 
scruples before treated. 
(reff.) to please or satisfy as a habit ae 
motive of action. Tholuck me from 
the Schol. on ech. Prom. 156, rap 
daure dl cao Еву Zebs, Ветра dialer 
olduevos rote, abrdg davre dpdoney xai 
Sleaov voul(aw elvai P dnbie А» ВойАзтш 
apdrreiy. п e 5 els 
TÒ dy. xpds olx., excludes all mere pleasing 
of men from the Christian’s motives of 

action. The Apostle repudiates it in his 
own case, Gal. i. 10. Bengel remarks, 
‹ bonum, genus, aedificatio, 
good end, and that good end his edification. 

8.] dir атф uh дуед:с@дри, dtir ah 
табе dwep Éxafer, eye HOcAe тд davroi 
akore GAA’ uws ойк HOdAnaev, AAAS Td 
zur epo- скожђсах Tb éavroU тареде, 
Chrys. Hom. xxvii. p. 721. The cita- 
tion is made directly, without any thing 
to introduce the formula citandi, as in ch. 
ix. 7, whereeven the formula itself is want- 
ing:—there is no ellipsis. The words 
in the Messianic Psalm are addressed to 
the Father, not to those for whom Christ 
suffered: but they prove all that is here 

required, that He did not please Himself ; 
His sufferings were undertaken on account 
of the Father’s воо рагрове—— 55 то 
which He gave Him to до. 
Apostle both justifies the above hr а 
and the way for the subject to be 
next introduced, viz. the duty of unanimity, 
grounded on the testimony of these Scrip- 
tures to Christ. The бое троєүр. applies 
ie the whole ancient tures, not to 
= ophetic parts only. Aer. viz. of 

{уа 8:4 т. on. . T. A.] Tourdorey, 
Tra ph dxwécaper пошло: ol dyaves 
се Eater ba _vevpobuerat к. wapa- 
wadotuerct: жард TV ypapår Üxouorhr 
éxibetóneba: Iva èv Swopori eit pé- 
уоцеу ёті ris AI. таёта yàp Ax 
dor) karagkevagT ud, $ dwoporh тїз ёлж(- 
боз, à dus ris rohr: жер éupdrepa 
ard тё» ypadéy yivera, Chrys. ubi 
supra. As in this comment, éwoporijs, 
as well as vapaxAf$ce«ws, is to be joined 
with тё» ypaper,—otherwise it stands 
unconnected with the subject of the 
sentence. The genitives then mean, the 
patience and the cone arising from 
the 3 their study. 

5, 6.] Further i tion of 

In the title given to God, the iwonorh 
and wapdxAyois just mentioned are taken 
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b eb. xiv. 11 reff Paa. xvii. 49. 

T. [om о F(not G).] rec nuas, with Bii) 
got 

rel Thdrt насы]! txt 
ACD?3FLN be g 13 mno17 [yolg spec] syrr arm [sth Orig-int, | Chr, 
Ambrst. rec om Tov, with L rel Cbr, Thdrt : ins ABODE PIN m. 

8. rec (for yap) de (see note), with L rel syrr [arm] Chr, Thdrt [ТЫ Œc]: txt 
ABCDF(P)N vulg copt goth Сур; Damasc Orig-int, | Ambrst 

syrr; aft xp. L rel 
(Ec seid om ABCR copt [th arm 

BC 
Did) Epiph, Chr, Cyr(-p,] Thdrt Damasc. 

ov N'(txt N-corr! 

bef xpiorov, with DF [b о] bar 

9245 E : уєуєсдох (corra ?) 

or TOVTO, TOV T. 

rec ins tn 
vulg goth [Ath,] Thdrt, Thl 

Didi] Epiph, Chr-comm, Cyr| -p,] Damasc ipi ay). (ea \ 1 Суг|-р,] 
Ath,: txt ACIDSL[P]N rel 

| [aft «Üveci ins xvpie c h 17 vulg- 
clem(and harl tol guelph, not am fuld demid) вуг copt Chr, Pel Sedul : xa:(? = ке) Rs.] 

up again: q. d. The God who alone can 
ive this patience and comfort." The 
ater form of the opt., 89», is also found 
2 Tim. i. 16, 18; Eph. i. 17 al, in LXX 
Gen. xxvii. 28; xxviii. 4al. See Winer, 
edn. 6, $ 14. 1. g. xarà xp. 'Incosv, 
according to (the spirit and precepts of) 
Christ Jesus,—see reff. . TOY 
O«àv x. rar.] De Wette regards тд» Gedy 
as in ent of '15co9 xp. God, and 
the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
The usage of the article will not decide 
the matter, because on either rendering, 
the accusatives both refer to the same 
Person: but the ordinary one, the God 
and Father . .. is preferable on account 
of its simplicity. Т.] Wherefore 
(on which account, viz. that the wish of 
the last verse may be «сооро те 
ceive (seo ch. xiv. 1) one another, as Christ 
also received you,—with a view to 
God’s glory (that this is the meaning of 
els Bókay тоб Geb, a by ver. 9, та 5 
lor ù dp ёлќооѕ еш roy Gedy). 
The Apostle does not expressly name Jewish 
and Gentile converts as those to whom he 
addresses this exhortation, but it is evident 
from the next verse that it is so. 8.] 
For (reason for the above exhortation. 
This not having been seen, it has been 
altered to бе) I say, that Christ hath been 
made (has come as: the effects still en- 
during. It can hardly be that the usual 
historical aorist yevégða: (вее var. readd.) 
was altered to the unusual perfect yeye- 
ohh. The tendency of correction was 

entirely the other way) а minister (He 
came S:axovica, Matt. xx. 28) of the cir- 
cumecision (an expression no where else 
found, and doubtless here used by Paul to 
humble the pride of the strong, the Gen- 
tile Christians, by exalting God's covenant 
people to their true dignity) on account of 
the truth of God (i.e. for the fulfilment of 
Ше Divine pledges given under the cove- 
nant of circumcision) to confirm the pro- 
mises of (made to, gen. obj.; cf. q ейлоуіа 
тоб 'Afpadu, Gal. iii. 14) the fathers 
(i.e. Christ came to the Jews in virtue of & 
long-sealed compact, to the fulfilment o 
which God's truth was pledged): but ^ 
say) that the Gentiles gl God (or 
‘should glorify God: Winer, in his former 
editions, § 45. 8, took it as a ect, and 
d ete ты yeyeriieba : T тоша re- 

it (and so, apparently, Winer now, 
edn. 6, § 44. 7. с) as the Listoric aorist, 
and understand ‘each man аё his con- 
version.” Least of all can it be sub. 
ordinated to els 7d, as is done in E. V.) on 
account of (His) mercy (the emphasis is 
on öde IA: the Gentiles have no cove- 
— * 7 3555 nothing 

ut the pure mercy in fti 
them in to fore the dew has 
an advantage), &. The citations are 
0ш 1 Е окат апа Ше 

ms. e igi spoken b 
David of his joy after his Scliverances and 
triumphs, is prophetically said of Christ 
in His own Person. It is adduced to 
shew that among the Gentiles Christ’s 
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elCo.si.: Kab TQ OvÓpari gov “ard. 10 kal там» Хув ° Eù- лвср 
(bis). Eph. 
v. 19. 

d = Gal. iii. 16. 
see 1 Cor. vi. 
16. 

e Acts vil. 41 
тє. Devt. 

reff. 
g Luke svi. 8. 

1 Cor. xi. 3, 
17, 22 only. 
Ps. cxivii. 
12 (1). 

h ріг, Acts 
v, 25 (from 

37. Rev. vii. 9. x. 11. xi. 9. xvii. 15, Ps. ii. а 
vil. 11 18 and, but act., Acte ili. 22 (from Deut. xviii. 15), 26, 

12 cal там» ‘Hoalas 

136 de 

16. к = Heb. 
1= Mark х. 43 only. Gen. I. 26,28 al. 

m constr. 1 Tim. iv. 10. vi. 17. Ре, xxi, 5. dat. only, Matt. xii. 21. w. dri and see., 1 Tim. т. 5. 1 Pet. i. 13 (iiL 
б rec.). v. eig, John v. 45. 2 Cor. i. 10. 1 Pet. Ш. 6, 

p = Acts iv. 30 reff, q ch. iv. 11 reff. 
t constr., ch. viii. 38 reff. 

фала bef то ov. с. DG [copt]. 
11. ins Aeye: BDF syrr copt goth seth[-rom arm-mss] : ош ACL(P]N rel vu 

Orig-int,] Ambrst. arm-ed] (Chr,) Thdrt Demasc ТЫ (Ec 

o= Аса zx. 19 reff. 
a ch. i 4 reff. 

n Acts xiii. 53 reff. 
r cb. iii, 7 reff. Bir. кіх. 24. 

Lseth-pl 
rec тоу Kup. . 7 

ебут (corrn to Lxx, where none read as in txt), with CFL rel Syr (eth arm-mss] Thl 

(Ec [Orig - int.]: txt ABDN[P 47] 
Ambrst ]. 

vulg syr goth arm[-ed] Chr 
rec ewaivecate (80 Lxx-Ed-vat(B def) 

Thdrt ( Damasc 
Nia Fe), with FL[P] rel Chr, 

Thdrt [Thl Œc] : txt (so Lxx-AN!) ABC[D]N Chr-ms, Damasc. 
12. Xe ye bef na, N [copt]. 
13. xAnpodopyca vuas (add e» В) жасу хара 

arm Vig,.] 
om ev (bef тэу exxibi) D! F[-gr] Chr. ms. 

[om ev rw mor. DF в 
57. 

ашеттауоцеуов N (see digest ch xii. 8). 
к. apn BF: txt ACDL[P]N rel. 
om eis то wepiocevery (homaotel) B 

14. x. a. e. т. up. bef ade AD pou DF Syr Thdrt.—om pov DF Thdrt Ambrst. 

for тері, иер B. 

triumphs were to take place, as well as 
among the Jews. 10.] cal wad. Myet, 
viz. ў ypaph, or d beds, which is in sub- 
stance the same: not impersonal: see 
ref. 1 Cor., note. The present Heb. 
text of Deut. xxxii. 43 will not bear this, 
which is the LXX rendering. But Tho- 
luck remarks, ‘‘ According to the present 
text the diffüculty arises, that we must 
either take ova of the Jewish tribes, or 

construe pyy with an accus., instead of 
with 5 (Gesen.): the reading of the LXX 
may therefore be right.” There is how- 
ever a reading wyrm found in one and 
perhaps another of Kennicott’s M88. 
which will bear the rendering of our text. 
In several passages where the Gentiles нге 
spoken of prophetically, the Hebrew text 
has apparently been tampered with by the 
Jews. See Kitto's Journal of Sacred Lite- 
rature for January, 1852, рр, 276 ff. 
11, 12.] The universality of the praise to 
be given to God for His merciful kindness 
in sending His Son is prophetically indi- 
cated by the first citation. In the latter a 
more direct announcement is given of the 
share which the Gentiles were to have in 
the root of Jesse. The version is that of 
the LXX, which here differs considerably 

fromthe Heb. The latter is nearly literally 
rendered in E. V.: “ And in that day there 
shall be a root (Heb. ‘andit shall happen in 
that day, a branch?) of Jesse, which shall 
stand for an ensign of the people: to it 
shall the Gentiles seek.” 18.] The 
hortatory part of the Epistle, as well as the 
preceding section of it (ver. 5), concludes 
with a solemn wish for the spiritual wel- 
fare of the Roman church. The words 
qis IAIS connect with éAmotc: of the 
foregoing verse, as was the case with rijs 
бтороуўѕ x. THs wapaxAfoees in ver. б. 
xapâs к. elprivys, as the happy result of 
faith in God, and unanimity with one 
another; see ch. xiv. 17. 

XV. 14—XVI. 27.] CONCLUSION 
OF THE EPISTLE. PERSONAL No- 
TICES, RESPECTING THE APOSTLE HIM- 
BELF (xv. 14—383),—RESPECTING THOSE 
GREETED (xvi. 1—16), AND GREETING: 
TOGETHER WITH WARNINGS AGAINST 
THOSE WHO MADE DIVISIONS AMONG 
THEM (xvi. 16—23) ;——AND CONCLUDING 
DOXOLOGY (xvi. 24—27). 14—33. ] 
He first (14—16) excuses the boldness of 
his writing, by the allegation of his office 
as Apostle of the Gentiles. I4.] aùròs 
tye, I myself, = ‘idem,’ Lat.,—' notwith- 

God & peta тоў Mao avrov. II xal там» ЧҮТ, 
- [t Adye] f Alverre парта тё ёби тд» f кїрр, кад € rat- 

` peodtwoay avrTov "rávres oi h Maol. 
Nr “Eoras ў ‘pila tod 'leccaí, xai ò * dnardpevos 
\doyew COvav, Tèr айтф ёд ™ énmodow. 
Geos tie éXmibos % т\аросал tuas done Харӣѕ xal 
eipijvus v dy тф титтей, eis тд 'mepiooevew ud Èv тў 
rid * dv булйце rveipaTos drylov. 

14 t II E et,, dé, dòe h pov, kai aùròs éyó тєрї 
i Іва. хі. 1, 10. see Rev. v. 5. Kull. 

ghkl 
mno 17 

[47] 
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e ^ 3 u , v 2 2 n » . 

ipav бт. xal avrol "uero dore " jryaDma ,, " re- nhi rer. 
TÀ»peuévo, ° maons [THs] * yvooews, Suvduevos xai 

15 Y roApmpotepov 66 
ошо [, d dex ho,] * ато * pépous, ws 

с $о@еётй» pot vnd Tov Өєоў 16 З eig y here nyt. 

àXX9Aovs * vou rec 

b 6:4 тїр °харь THY 
тд elvai де *Xevrovpyóv урістод “Inood eis rd ёб, 

Eph. v. 9. 
2 4.11 

L . 

афа ix B. 
: А “ype y w= * і. 5 

ёпауашшу)скоу Upüs „10 э, 

Polyb. 1.17.7, 

Tepov eyxet- 
f е ^ М Е 3 7 a g 0 ^ e 7 
téepoupyourT а TO evaryyeXcov TOU €OU, ша YEVNTAL реу то 

ы 

ij Psposiopà тб» éÜvàv 
k 2 , е ёу mveúparti буі. 

. c 1 Cor. i. 4 reff. 

oe (1 Tim. Lil.) 1 Pet ir. 17 only. 
Pe. xxxix. 6», &c: ‘onl i Е 

m ch. Ш. 

om xa: ауто; DF Chr-comm[not 1-ms 
Pel. ins xa: bef хєкАтродеуо! DE Syr. 
om ACDFL rel, 

1 eùmpósõexTos, k "ryan uévm 

d ch. xiii. 6 reff. 
g Mark i. 14. (Acta xx. 24.) 

PLAN. 
(-pds, Sir. 
an. 2, 3.) 

& here only t. 
b = ch. ziv. 15 

. @ = Col. i. 25. fhere 
ch.i.1. 2 Cor. xi. T. 1 Thess. ii. 2, 

h Acte xxi. 26. xxiv. 17. Eph. v. 2. Heb. x. рае 

11 Cor. xv. 31. 
, only. aver. $1. 3 Cor. vi. 2. viii. 12. 1 Pet. ii. 6 only t. 

constr. гова xvii, 17, 19. 1 Cor. 1.2. Heb. х. 10, 29. Іва. х. 17. 

for ауабостиғтз, ayarns F vulg Ambrst 
ins rns BP IN k n Clem, [Damasc] : 

aAAgAovs bef Bvrauero: and om xa; D! 5855 F. for aAAgA., 
aAAovs L rel vulg syrr Chr, Thdrt ТЫ Ee [Orig-int,]: txt A ЕМГР 47] (#2). 

15. roAunporepes AB: txt CDFL[P]N rel. om аёелфо: ABCR! copt eth Chr, 
Cyr(- p, Orig-int,] Aug,: ins DFL(P]N? rel vulg Syr [вуг arm Damasc] Thdrt Ambrst. 

or ета 
ACDL/[PJ]N? rel. 

16. for erat, yerecOa: D'[-gr] F[- 

an., аташдултко» B: vrarap. o. for vro, axo BFN! Damasc : txt 

тес ino. bef xp., with DL rel Syr copt gr]. 
[sth arm] Chr, Thdrt: txt ABCF[P]N m volg Mr Cyr[-p, Damasc] Orig[-int, 
Ambrst] Aug,. om es та «0r B. om evzposdexros Е Fulg,. 

17. rec om тэ» (the art not being understood), with AL[P]N rel [arm] Chr, [Cyr-p, 
Damasc] Thdrt : ins B C[appy] DF m. 

standing what I have written: see ch. vii. 
25, note. Meyer understands it, ‘ without 
$ tion from others? Bengel and 
Olsh., * Z myself, аг well as others г Rück- 
ert, ‘I not only wish it (ver. 18), but am 
persuaded for myself that it is so.’ 
cal афто, yo also yourselves, i.e. with- 
out exhortation of mine. 15.] àvà 
pépovs restricts the roAunpérepor to cer- 
tain parts of the Epistle, e. g. ch. xi. 17, ff. 
25; chaps. xiii. and xiv. Fypaya, the 
dabam or scribebam of the Latins in episto- 
lary writing. és brav. ùp., as put- 
ting you anew in remembrance. 
Sà т. Ap. . , because of the grace, 
c.; i.e. ‘my apostolic office was the 
ground and reason of my boldness :'—not 
= 3d тўз xdperos ch. xii. 8. 16.] That 
Imight be (eis тб gives the purpose of the 
grace being given, not of the Éypaya) a 
ministering priest of Christ Jesus for 
(in reference to) the Gentiles, ministering 
in the Gospel of God (fepovpyyoUrra, wpos- 
$éporra досіау, Hesych.: but the ebay A. 
T. беоб is not the bela, but signifies that 
wherein, in behoof of which, the lepovp'yeiv 
took place: so Josephus, de Macc. § 7, 
speaking of the martyrs for the law, says, 
TOi0UTOVs Dei elvai Tous lepovpyoUvTas d 
vépov i8iy айдат, ка) yervaly peri 
тоз uíxp. Oarárou жабету бтераст(- 
(ovras), that the offering [up] of the Gen. 

tiles (gen. of apposition: the Gentiles 
themselves are the offering ; во Theophyl. 
абтт ро: ieporúrn, тд rA ebay- 
Mo. e Éxo Tb» Aóvyor- боса 
dorè ducts) may be acceptable, sanctified 
by the Holy Ghost. The language is evi- 
dently figurative, and can by no possibility 
be taken as a sanction for any view of the 
Christian minister as a sacreficing priest, 
otherwise-than according to that figure— 
viz. that he offers to God the acceptable 
sacrifice of those who by his means believe 
on Christ. *“ Facit se antistitem vel sacer- 
dotem in Evangelii ministerio, qui populum, 
quem Deo acquirit, in sacrificium offerat, 
atque hoc modo sacris Evangelii mysteriis 
operetur. Et sane hoc est Christiani pas- 
toris sacerdotium, homines in Evangelii 
obedientiam subigendo veluti Deo im. 
molare: non, quod superciliose hactenus 
Papiste jactarunt, oblatione homines re- 
conciliare Deo. Neque tamen ecclesias- 
ticos pastores simpliciter hic vocat Sacer- 
dotes, tanquam perpetuo titulo: sed quum 
dignitatem efficaciamque ministerii vellet 
commendare Paulus, hac metaphora per 
occasionem est usus. Hic ergo finis sit 
Evangelii preconibus in suo munere, ani- 
mas fide purificatas Deo offerre." Calvin. 

17—922.] The Apostle boasts of the 
extent and result of his apostolic mission 
among the Gentiles, and that in places 
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n Lake xiv. 38; NP Ino "td mpòs тд» Ücóv 1% ой yàp ° то\ијсо ae 
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1 Cor. vii. 2 
2 Cor. xil. 

onuelav Kai u red r, tev ð diet mvevpatos [ayiov], 
i. бте дє amd ‘lepovoadnp xai Y rúch " péypt той I. 

Heb. v. 8. ^ X А a , [4 ^ ^ 
Winer edn.6, AupiKOU х TEeTANPwWKEVAaL TO evayyéMoy той XptaToV. 

E ё: 

. ii. 9 qch. ii bref, 20 ойто бё Y duiXoriuoUpevoy *evaryediverOat, ойу rov 

1 John Ш. 18. 
(see 1 Cor. iv. 19, 20. 1 Thess. і. 5.) 

v absol., Mark Ш. 34. vi. 6, 36. Luke iz. 12 only. 2 Chron 
{ w 

5 2 Cor. v. 9. 1 Thess. iv. 11 only t. 
16 bis, 18 only. Nab. i. 18 в . 1. 18. 

ө = 1 Сог. Ш. 10, 11, 12. Heb. ті. I. 

. zxxiv. 6. 
of place, here only. (ch. v. 14 reff.) Job xzzviii. 11. = 

z 

а = 2 Tim. i. 19 only. Lea. xxvi. 13. 

a Фрорісбп wpwrós, iva pù ёт d , ° Oepértov 
t ver. 13. u Acta vii. 38 reff, 

w. gen., Rev. iv. 6. v. 11. vil. 11 only. Gen. xuxv. 
x = Col.1.25. see Acts хіі. 25. 

absol., Luke ix. 6. xx. I. Acts iv. 7. 1 Cor. і. 17. ix. 
b ch. xiv. 4 reff. 

rec om то, with b: ins ABCDFL[P?N rel Did, Chr Cyr, Damasc Thdrt (Ec. 
18. for толитсо, толро BN? latt 

[vulg] Bas, Ath, Did, Archel Chr, Cyr 
Халеу, ere] ОЕ: Aeyeiw and AaAnca gr- 
xproros F. aft 8: єрои add Лоуо» B. 

19. aft 166 urap. ins avrov DIF. 
vveuuaros ins deo, with D?L[PJN rel Syr 
Damasc] Thdrt Thl (Ec; ayiov AC Dis and lat] F c m 17 [47] vulg copt syr[-marg | 
arm Ath, Bas, Chr-comm Cyr[-p, Did,] Dial,: om B Pel-comm Vi 

(G? also ins avrov aft 2nd dus.) 

id, Dial-trin, Cyr[-p, Orig-int, Archel Ambrst ]. 
rec Лале bef те, with L rel ор 1 (Ec: txt ABCDF(P]N m t [syrr eth arm 

py fuir [Damasc Orig-int, Ambrst]— for 
ins o bef 

aft 

yr{-p 

каттуруатато DFL. 
for vrax., axoyy B. 

rec 
syr-txt Euthal-ms] Chr-txt, С 

igi. este 
wexAnpwoGat ажо iep. pexpi Tou IAA. kat кикАо то DF. 

20. giAorioupas (corrn of constr) B Di- gr] F[P]: -uovuevos 116-1291 : om vulg 
D-lat [Orig-int,]: txt ACD LN rel Orig. 
for ovx окоо, отоу ovx D'[-gr] F Chr.. 
axoAAorpie береле F. 

where none had preached before him. 
I have therefore (consequent on the grace 
and ministry just mentioned) my boasting 
(i.e. ʻI ird to iners Ü о = xe 
ка ‘Ihave whereof I may glory,’ as 
E. V. but, as De W., 4 x Ni ., 
* Т can, or dare, boast!) in Christ Jesus 
(there is no stress on è» xp. IN. it 
merely qualifies vij» xaóxncir as no vain 
glorying, but grounded in, consistent with, 
springing from, his relation and subser- 
viency to Christ) of (concerning) matters 
relating to God (my above-named sacer- 
dotalofficeand ministry). 18.] The con- 
nexion is: ‘I have real ground for glorying 
(in a legitimate and Christian manner); 
for I will net (as some false apostles do, see 
2 Cor. x. 12—18) allow myself to speak of 
any of those things which (Фу for éxelywr, 
&, attr.) Christ did нот work by me (but 
by some other) in order to the obedience 
subjection to the Gospel) of the Gentiles 
‘cee us if the sentence were in the affirma- 
tive form, ‘I will only boast of what Christ 
has veritably done dy me towards the obe- 
dience of the Gentiles,’ he proceeds) by word 
and deed, 19.] in the power of signs 
and wonders, in the power of the [Holy] 
Bpirit (the signs and wonders (reff.) are not 
spiritual, but external miraculous acts,— 
see 2 Cor. xii. 12), so that (result of the 

[evayyeAtcac 6a: Р п Chr-mas,.] 
ins о bef xpicros DIF Chr, er 

катеруёстато) from Jerusalem (the eastern 
boundary of his preaching) and the neigh- 
bourhood (кокАф is not to be joined with 
MÉXpi т. "IAA. as Calov., al, but refers 
(reff.) to Jerusalem, meaning perhaps its 
immediate neighbourhood, haps Ara- 
bia (1), Gal. i. 17,—but ha Damascus 
and Cilicia, as De W. suggests, seeing that 
they would come into the route afterwards 
specified, from Jerusalem to Illyricum), as 
far as Illyricum (Illyricum bordered on 
Macedonia to the S. It is possible that 
Paul may literally have advanced to its 
frontiers during his preaching in Mace- 
donia ; but I think it more probable, that 
he uses it broadly as the ‘terminus ad 
quem,’ the next province to that ia which 
he had preached), I have fulfilled (ref. :— 
‘executed my office of preaching,’ во that 
ebayyéAioy Tov xp. = rb eb Ie 
Hid хр) б зера. of Christ. 

.] But (limits the foregoing assertion 
thus (after the following rule) being 
careful (reff.: the word iu the Apostle's 
usage seems to lose its primary meaning of 
‘making a point of honour. The par- 
ticip. agrees with ze, ver. 19) to preach the 
Gospel, not where Christ was (previously) 
named, that I might not build on 
foundation of another, but according as it 
is written (i. e. according to the following 
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a офкобоцф, 91 AA rabàs үёүратта Ols ойк ‘avny- a= 10 18 
qe rep avToD, Vorrat, ка} of ойк йктукбадцу © gvv- „Сог. ü. 13.) 

r. 3. 

ђсоусір. 22 8:0 xai hé terer r i Tà ! тол x тоў éAÓetv ux ч; 
Tpós UÜpnüs 
m краси тото, в émumroÜiav Sé x rod Є\Өеѓу 

ii. трос vas ? ато T ixavay er, 2% c йу mopedmpas iis. 

3 ууу de penxére {тотор Exwv év ois sh: ш. п. 
13 а. mii h. 
13, Pe. r 

10. Prov. 

h Acts ххіу. 

eis T Zravíav, (har Ќо Jap Stamropevopevos Gedcac- , only. 
Gas ipas xal аф vu u тротерф@ў»аь exe, éàv v uud, E 
vpórov “amo " ps *àpmAga00.) $5 ууу) $ awopev-, E is ef 

Acta 

16 reff “sir. 
iv. 5. 2 Сог. хі. 10. Gal.í.3lonly. (Judg. xx. 2 A Ald. compi. ?) n here 
only +. (Ses, ch 11. o constr., Acts xir. 9 reff. Luke viii. 43. 

ga ache iz. Lake 2ш 8 al. 2 Mace. i. 20. m 1 Cer. xi. A. Phil. ii. 
t absol., Luke xviii. 36 (vi. EE Acta xvi. 4) only. Tech. іх. 8. Xen. Anab. i. 3. 11- u Acta 

r. 3 reff. . 22. John хі, B. xviii. т. 15. х = here 
(Luke 1. 5$. vi. 25. Jobn vi. 12) only. Ecel. vi. 3. Polyb. I. 17. 3. see Acts xiv. 17. 

21. ye С (288 Р): anmryyeAAn(sic) N e h k? o. oforra: bef ois arny. vr. 
av. B m [copt]. 

99. for evexomroun», evexorny DF. 
rel Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]. 

28. [for uyr., ovaers P.] 
om Tov À. 
Thdrt : txt BC[P] m Damasc. 

for ra roAa, moAAaxis BDF: txt ACL(PTN 

for 2nd exo», exo рите of constr) D!F m о. 
rec (for ave») xoAAcr (more usual exprn), with ADFLN rel Chr, 

94. rec (for a») «ay, with L rel Chr, Thdrt: txt AB C(app i/ DF[(P]N Chr, Damasc. 
add ov» wopevona: DF(P] a! b? cf m! n 

122? : Aer ABCR rel Chr, Thl. 
the a esis : 
ABCDF[P]N! latt 

ош уар F 
Ambrst) : ins ABCDL(P]N зуг [copt 
Б. 1081-20 Chr-ms Thdrt,. 
with ACL[P]N rel Chr, Frhart Damasc] : 
wopev@nva: P. 

rule of Scripture: I determined to act in 
the spirit of these words, forming part of a 
general prophecy of the dispersion of that 
Gospel which I was preaching), &. The 
citation is from the LXX, жер! айтоб refer- 
ring to ó vois pov, ver. 13, but рш un- 
represented in the Heb. Our E. V. ren- 
ders: “That which had not been told 
them, shall they see: and that which they 
had ry beard, shall they consider.” 
23.] 8.6, not, because a foundation had 
been already laid at Rome by another : 
this would refer to merely a secondary 
part of the foregoing assertion: 8:6 refers 
to the primary, viz. his having been so 
earnestly engaged in preaching elsewhere. 

Tà wodAd, these many times: 
not [‘for the most part, ог), as Meyer, 
Fritz, ‘the greater number of times, — 
which would suggest the idea that there 
had been other occasions on which this 
35] ame had not been operative. 

"x. hel xuv, I have no more 
pore rig viz. of apostolic work. The 
porticipial construction prevails through- 
out, the participles standing as direct 

utbal-ms 
а 

att Syr copt eth arm Po 

47 Euthal-ms]: -oopa L 
rec aft a xariay ins eAevaouas xpos vuas (to fill M 

see note), with LN? rel s 
e copt th arm Chr, 

syr [Euthal-ms] Thdrt ТЫ (Ee: 
masc [Orig-int,] Ambrst Pel Sedul. 

(videbo vos et a vobis deducar 
( ањ) Damasc ТЫ (Ec: 8е а? 3. 

rec (for аф) ve, 
txt В(ажо) DF (47. for жрожєрфд., 

verbs. This not having been seen, the 
words éAeócona: vp ópás have been in- 
serted to fill up what seemed an aposio- 
pesis. Now, however, I have no longer 
any business in these parta, but have had 
for many years past a desire to see you, 
whenever (as soon аз) I journey into Spain. 
ыо б the question whether this jour- 

into in was ever taken, the views 
"of . have differed, according 
to their conclusion respecting the libera- 
tion of the Apostle from his imprison- 
ment at Rome. I have discussed this 
in the Prolegg. to the Pastoral Epistles, 
in ii. The reader may see, on the side of 

letion of the journey, Neander, 
Pia it., ed. 4, рр. 527 —552,—«nd 
on tho other side, Dr. Davidson, Introd. 
to N. T. vol. ii. pp. 96—132, and Wie- 
seler, Chron. der Apost. Zeitalt, Ex- 
cursus I., where a copious list of books 
on both sides is given. .] awd 
pépovs is an affectionate limitation of 
durdnods, i imp that be would wish 
to remain зы ai: than he anti- 
cipated being able to do,—and also, as 
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yo2Tim.t1e, OMA eis Чєроџисаћ\ђш ? :акоудр то * dylow. 26 *ev- авер 
em. ` 

s do ena yap MaxeSovia xai ‘Ayala *xowæwvlav twa ane d : part, à н : 
6.146. 4. a. тоијсасбал * eis TOUS птоуоў Tv * dylwy тди éy 'Iepov- mne 
Acts vi. 11. / 27 а 2585 А 1 43 , э 5 э a 47) 
1v. 27. uU. evdoxnaay yap, kai d GEN eiaiv abro. 

з= Lee ir. 13 „ Б „ > А 
Lane au. Eb yàp тоў; ° mvevpatixois avTOv { ёкошфоупсау та ёб, 

. a , т ^ ^ ^ 2L UN в 0feiNovaiv Kai ёр ois ^ aapkukois ! Xevrovpryijaas aùrtoîs. 
15. 8. ix vil. ^ ^ 

aos u. 25 то9то оби к èmereréoas kal ! Əсфрауитарєросѕ айтоїѕ Tov 
Mou "UT xaprroy тото» "deXevcoua, Oe йрй» “eis Xmravíaw 
d 29 olda 06 бт, epyopevos. pds ops èv ?TX9popari ? eù- 
eg. Noylas ұрістой éXevgoua. 30 Iqrapaxarw ёё bas, 
d ch. i. 14 reff. ? 7 N ^ , е л 9 ^ ^ e Paal (ch [adeAdoi,] 4 dd тод xvpiov дф» 'Imao0 христо? ral ч dia 

- E E ^ > Ld A 1 , 8 

нан u тс dye tod '""vevparos, * сурауоиісасбдаі рог ёр 
1 Pet. il. б, bis +. f ch. xli, 13 reff. g ver. 1 reff. h = 1 Cor. 

ix. 11 (iii. 3 reff.). i = here only. (Acts xiii. 3 reff.) 3 Kings l. 4. (-уѓа, 2 Cor. ix. 12. -yé 
ver. "i ) k 2 Cor. vil. 1. viii, 6, 11 bis. i K ( iii. 12. of ‚Ды rite Heb. i 6. le 
John iii, 33. m = Gal. v. 22. Eph. v. 9. Heb. хи. 11. James iii n= Matt. 
viii. 19. x. 5 al. fr. Josh. vi. 11. о == Eph. lil. 19. p eh. xvi. 18. 1 Cor. z. 
16. 2 Cor. Iz. 5 al. Ezek. uxxiv. 28. q ch. xii. 1 ref. т here only. see Col. i. 8. 

s here only t. (àywr- Col. iv. 12.) 

25. S:axovnoas DF latt [Orig-int, Ambrst]: S:axornowy N': txt ABCL[P]N? rel. 
98. evdoxncey В 62. 120 Thdrt, (and mei) Chr-c,}: G-lat has both (ої. B'N m 

[Chr-com] : so [A]N m Chr-ms in next ver). paxadoves ко ахаако: F, Di. lat 
also has paxa:doves. тоу ev iep. ауу D F[-gr]. 

27. for єидок. уар kai офеЛетси, oped. yap DF Ambrst. rec аутор bef eiri, 
with FL rel: tzt ABCD[P]N vulg(with am &c agst fuld &c) spec Syr copt [arm 
Damasc Orig-int,] Ambrst. om 2nd аутор L. 

28. aft rovro ооу ins ара F. oppayicapevots(sic) К. om avros В 76. 108. 
di uuns Е. rec ins тт» bef eraviay (none om тту in ver 24), with CLN. 

rel: om ABDF[P]N! m Chr, [Pamase]. 
29. for оба бе, weno yap F. om epxopgeros F. тл^лрофора DIF. 

rec ins тои evayyeAtou Tov bef xpirrov ( prob a gloss), with LN? rel valg[-clem 
arm-mss] syrr Chr, Thdrt: om АВСОЕ[Р]М! am(with demid barl [fuld tol]) copt 
sth nt гоа xp. also) Clem, [Orig-int, Ambrst]. 

80. om adeAgo: B 76 æth Chr, : ins bef харак. ид. a(in red) lectt (and C3-marg); bef 
vn., demid: add gov syrr copt (the variations in porn are suspicious : but may not the 
word, characteristic as it is here, have been first rejected as unnecessary, and then 
noted in the margin, and variously inserted? Lachm retains it). ins оуоратоѕ 
тоо bef короо L а 74. 120 lectt. 

Chrys. ob8els ydp ne xpóvos dura a similar contribution. 28.] картбу, 
8фу›ата, 0084 dh t pos xépow ris hardly, as Calv., al.,“ proventum quem ex 
avrovaías бру. 25.] See Acta xix. Evangelii satione ad Judmos redire nuper 
21; xxiv. 17; 2 Cor. viii. 19. Statovõ, dixit;" more probably said generally, — 
not the future, because he treats the whole fruit of the faith and love of the Gentiles. 
action as already begun ; see reff. сфраүчт., as els BaciAwà rant 
20.] See 2 Cor. ix. 1, ff. xowev.] dvarodduevos ós фу àa Aq к. àc aA et хөр, 
See reff. Olsh. remarks, on Tovs wre- Chrys. Hom. xxx. р. 789. б ipa 
x т. dylev, that this shews the com- through your city. 29.] The fulness of 
munity of goods in the church at Jerusa- the biessing of Christ imports that rich- 
lem not to have lasted long: ef. Gal. ii. 10. ness of apostolic grace which he was per- 

27.] The fact is re-stated, with a — suaded he should impart to them. £o he 
view to an inference from it, viz. that the calls his presence in the churches a xdp«s, 
єйдбкттау was not merely a matter of 2 Cor. i. 15. See also ch. i. 11. 80— 
benevolence, but of repayment: the Gen- 32. ] v. Ayd vH. r. wveup., the love shed abroad 
tiles being debtors to the Jews for spiritual in the heart by the Holy Ghost ;—a love 
blessings. This general principle is very which teaches us to look not only on our 
similarly enounced in 1 Cor. іх. 11. It is own things, but on the things of others. 
suggested by Grot., al., that by this Paul uva Y.] “ Ipse oret oportet, qui 
wished to hint to the Romans the duty of alios vult orare secum. Orare, agon est, 
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TAS apo euxace trép cu vb TOV Gedv, 9! d tactexit.srent. 
u- ch. vii. 24 

"pvaÜd ато TOv * дтебойуто» év тў “lovdala, xai 5 AL, NAM 
“Staxovia pov *7) eis Тєроитадзур y єйтрёўбекто TOS w~ Skets ч. i 

х &ylors yévntas, 9? iva * év yapd ё\Өю mpòs vpás b dia s ipa, ch. ti. 
р 5 ? део |, ка} * auvavatavsopat dulv]. 
3 Qeós тўс d etpjuns nerd партои buoy. 

XVI. 1! ZvkoTou 56 uv Polen т?» adeAgny т) Зиё», 
ойсау 8 Sidxovoy тўс ékKM9aias DN év Keyypeais, ? iva 
h arposdéEnaGe айттуу h èv корір 

= 18. 2 Cor. vii. 13.) Isa. xi. 6 onl 
Thess. v Heb. ziii. 20. 

. 1 Cor. xvi. 23 

.1. 1 Tim. "tw B, 12. fem 55 here only. 
al. 

vil, 15. xvi. 1. Bir. xiv. 11 Sale: 

2 Thess. іН. 16.) 

83 И 0 $; У тег! 1 2556 

d uijv. 
E 

viii. 5. "Eph, 
i.l. Coli. 

only. эф ^ lt. é here oal 
x d тб» láyiev кад e oar. 

d ch. xvi. 20. 1 Cor. xiv. 33. 2 Cor. xiii, 11. Phil. iv. 
e elli ‚ Matt. 1. 23. ch. xvi. 

f= 2 Cor. ій. 1. v. 12. (ch. iii. reff.) 1 Mace. Ali. 43. 
Phil. v. 8,12, 1 Cor. ii. tv 

h. iv. М "Phil. r 27. Col.i.10. d Thess. iL 12. 3 John 6 only t. Wisd. 
— Actis ix. 13 re 

aft wposevxois ins vue DE [n1] Or ind.. am demid fuld harl? (mar]) [copt sth] 
Pel. om vrep eh⁰õ Е Dl. at Orig 

81. rec aft xa: ins ira, with D*: Lg] L з rel syr 
C[appy] D!F[P]N! latt Syr copt arm 
Sepopopia (corra to avoi 

G-lat, obsequii oblatio vu 

masc [Origi -int, ] Ambrst Pel. 
harshness of Siaxov. eis. tep.: 

Di. lat, munerum meorum ministratio Ambrst: txt АС р?з. 
, ministerium D. lat 

(Ec. om 2nd y L[P bi h m 73. 93. 122 
BD'F: txt ACD°L[P]N rel Chr-ms Thdrt, [Damasc] ТЫ. 

Chr, Thdrt [ТЫ (Ec]: om AB 
for Siaxora, 

see below) BD! F, remuneratio 
vss(administratio 

Orig-int]) Chr, Thdrt Damasc Thl 
drt| -ms, | Chr-ins. for eis, ev 

[for єитроз., posBexros 
F.] rec ‘yeynras bef rots h,, with DEL rel [(vulg) вуг copt arm "Chr, Thdrt 
Orig-int,]: txt АВСГРЈК m. 

32. A AC NI 17 
for geo, kvpiov тоо B [domini mth(* ut s 

txt ACDIL[P]NS rel [vulg syrr copt arm] Chr, 
om xa: сордуатаосиро ушу B: ins (ACD )L(N) 

хара). 
соу D'F [fuld 
Thdrt Damasc 

: gov Хрістоо NU ; 
1CEc [Orig-int, |. 

copt arm Orig-int, (of these] N! (copt Orig-int have it] bef 
ro Geos,” 'l'ischdf] : xpurrov 

rel vas Chr, Euthal, Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec [(Orig-int) Ambrst]: om xa: N'[AC wth 
arm Damasc Orig-int] —avay: 

88. ins тте) bef дета DIF latt Syr [eth arm Orig-int, 
vte D: avajuxe F.—pue0 vio» DF «m 

аду» АЁ: 1. 
BCDL[P]N rel [vulg syrr copt th arm] Chr, Thdrt Damasc Thl Ge rig int. 

CHAT. XVL 1. om ёе D!F th arm Sedul. 
ovcar ins ка: ВС!}$3 47. 

vpor А F[-gr) P [k] Thi. aft 

9. rec aurny bef xposdefnoGe, with ALPN rel vulg Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc 
Orig-int,] Ambrst: txt BCDF d harl copt. 

preesertim ubi Aomines resistunt." Bengel. 
31] Compare Acts xx. 22; xxi. 

10—14. The exceeding hatred in which 
the Apostle was held by the Jews, and 
their want of fellow-feeling with the Gen- 
tile churches, made him fear lest even the 
ministration with which he was charged 
might not prove 5 to them. 
32 ва = dà» ó кроз @єАўеү, 
1 Сог. iv. 19: е іп тей, 
[x. oway. dh., and may refresh myself 
кшк with you;—i. e. ‘that we may 
mutuall T refresh ourselves, I after my dan- 
gers and deliverance, you after your anxie- 
ties for me.“ But the text is in some 
confusion. ] Cuar. XVI. 1—16.] Re- 
COMMENDATION OF PHOEBE: GREETINGS. 

1, 9.] In all probability Phebe was 
the bearer of the Epistle, as stated in the 
(rec.) subscription. Sidxovov] Dea- 
coness. See 1 Tim. iii.11, note. Pliny in 

Vor. II. 

his celebrated letter to Trajan says, “пе. 
cessarium credidi, ex duabus ancillis ач 
ministra dicebantur, quid esset veri et 
tormenta querere." A minute decano 
of their office, &c., in later times may be 
found in Suicer, Thesaurus, sub voce; and 
in Bingham, book ii. chap. 22, $ 8. Ne- 
ander, Pfl. п. Leit., ей. 4, pp. 266—967, 
shews that the deaconesses must not be 
confounded with the хӯра of 1 Tim. v. 
3—16, as has sómetimes been done. 
KENCHRES, the port of Corinth (rav 
Koptw@lev évírewr, Philo in Flacc. § 19, 
vol. ii, p. 539: kón Tis THs Коріубоџи 
ueylary, Theodoret, h. 1.) on the Saronic 
gulf of the Ægean, for commerce with the 
enst (Acts xviii. 18): seventy stadia from 
Corinth, Strabo viii. 380. Pausan. ii. 2, 3. 
Livy xxxii. 17. Plin. iv. 4. The Apos- 
tolical Constitutions (vii. 46, p. 1053, 
Migne) make the first bishop of the Cen- 

Hu 
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matim. . 0 тарастўтє айтў év ф à» pav "ypy прауџат“ Kai ABCDE 
vit OT yàp abr ° простӣтіх woddGy éyevjOn, кай ёџод abroU. beat? 

п Matt. vi. 2. , j , " 7 " ` 7 h k Im 

a 3'Acmácac0e IIpicxay rat '"AkuXav той Р cuvepyous вап 
2 Сог, iii 

xi. 
(only ?). 

o here only t. 

1 Cheon, 

xxvii. 31, see „ 
Rom. xii. 8.) Ə 

xv. 26 reff. 
u 1 Tim. iv, 6 only, 
x 1 Cor. xvi. 10. Col. ir. 15. Philem. 2. 
n ch. vili. 23 reff, 

2% (but not =). 

1 ^ ^ е ^ ^ cy. ue. pou ёи ptor "соў, * З ойтірєс vmip Tis ux pov 
Tov éavrüv "rpáxmXov '""UméÜnxav, ols ойк éyo povos 
Y e? m 3 a ` ^ t y? / ^ 0 ^ 

evyapioTd àXÀà Kai паса, at “єкк\лса Tov ECOV, 
M A ху * ix э ^ x 2 ё каў tiv *У кат olxov avTOv * ёкк\тсіау. астісасӣє 

r > Acts 
t А сів xv. 10 reff. 

w ver. 16 reff. 
2 Acts xv. 25 reff. 

q = Acts x. 4] reff. 

for wpooraris to ероо, KAI дой Kat aAA простат: eyevero D; к. є. к.а. тарастате! 
[ey.] Е rec avrov bef eu, with rel 

L(Treg, expr) Pd m vulg sau N: txt ABC 
Damasc Thl [Orig-int,], euov re avrov A. 

3. [асхасде F (во often below).] 

arm] Chr-c,-montf, (Ec: xa: avrov rai 
Syr] syr copt [sth] Chr-2-mss, Thdrt 

rec r,, Aa. (оз to Acts xviii. 2, 4c), 
with rel syrr sth Chr, Thdrt(rj» yap MplomaAday À Пріскау, ёифбтера ydp dri 
eie dy тоз BiBAlois) Ambrst: txt ABCDFLPN d 
Euthal-ms Damasc Orig-int, }. 
exxa. DIF. 

[4. «avro» P c. 
б. [om Ist clause P; see DIF, ver 3.] 

итеб. bef трах. P.) 

h m [n] 17. 47 [vulg copt arm 
at end, instead of in ver 5, ins xai T. кат. ок. арт. 

for атархт, ax’ apxns DI. gr, in principio 
Di. lat: a principio G-lat: om awapxn vns Pl. 

chrean church to have been Lucius, con- 
secrated by Paul himself ( Winer, Realw.). 
The western port, on the Sinus Corinthia- 
cus, was Leche (Paus.), Lechem (Plin.), 
or Lecheum (Strab., Ptol.). 2.] iv 
къур, in a Christian manner, — as mindful 
of your common Lord: åfles т. dyley, 
‘in a manner worthy of saints ;’ i.e. ‘as 
saints ought to do, refers to rpc e, 
and therefore to their conduct to her; 
not, ‘as saints ought to be received.’ 
т те) Her business at Rome may 
have been such as to require the help of 
those resident there. SPOT Tans 
ov] This mr refer to a part of the 
deaconess's office, the attending on the poor 
and sick of her own sex. к. led 
abro?) when and where, we know not. 
It is not improbable that she may have 
been, liko Lydia, one whose heart tbe Lord 
opened at the first preaching of Paul, and 
whose house was his lodging. 8, 4.] 
'The form Prisca is also found 2 Tim. iv. 19. 
On Prisca and Aquila see note, Acts xviii. 2. 
They must have returned to Rome from 
Ephesus since the sending of 1 Сог. : —вее 
1 Cor. xvi. 19: and we find them again at 
Ephesus (?), 2 Tim. iv. 19. Their en- 
dangering of their lives for Paul may have 
taken place at Corinth (Acts xviii. 6 ff.) or 
at Ephesus (Acts xix.). See Neander, Pfl. 
u. Leit., p. 441. *(roriévat est pignori 
opponere. Demosth. in Aphobum: arérica 
Th» AecTovpylay, brodels thy olkíar xal 
Tüuavrov Tdvra.  JEscbines: бӧтбусах 

abr ToU таАйутоо ras Ünuodíos rpəs- 
GS,?  Wetst. The ‘churches of the 
Gentiles? had reason to bo thankful to 
them, for having rescued the Apostle of 
the Gentiles from danger. It seems to 
have been the practice of Aquila and 
Priscilla (ref. 1 Cor.) and some other Chris- 
tians (reff. Col., Philem.) to hold assem- 
blies for worship in their houses, which 
were saluted, and sent salutations as ome 
body in the Lord. Some light is thrown 
on the expression by the following passage 
from the Acta Martyrii S. Justini, in 
Ruinart, cited by Neander, Charch Hist. i. 
830, Rose’s trans. -** The answer of Justin 
Martyr to the question of the prefect ( Rus- 
ticus) ‘ Where do you assemble?’ exactly 
corresponds to the genuine Christian Hd 
on this point. The answer was; ‘ Where 
each one can and will. Yon believe, no 
doubt, that we all meet together in one 
place; but it ia not so, for the God of the 
Christians is not shut up in a room, but, 
being invisible, He fills both heaven and 
earth, and is honoured every where by the 
fuithful” Justin adds, that when he came 
to Rome, he was accustomed to dwell in 
one particular spot, and that those Chris- 
tians who were instructed by him, and 
wished to hear his discourse, assembled at 
his house. (This assembly would accord- 
ingly be ў кат" olxoy той “lovorlvou ёк- 
xAnola.) He had not visited any other con- 
gregations of the Charch.” 5.] Epe- 
netus is not elsewhere named. ёторҳ, 
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"Aaías ^ eis ypiorov. 6 дстісасбе Мар, iris rod v ме ch. т. * 
C Ach X. 

-éwomíacev eig Upüs. 
3 I ^ * e ^ ` f ? 

ovviay TOUS °ouyyevets pou Kat ‘ouvatypadwrous pov, 

с ofrevés eigiv ® ènionpoi ёр тоф ^ 
ёпоў yéeyovay év ртт. 
dmr pou ё» rupiy. 

7 астатасбе *'Арёрбижо› ка} $E „ 
Acts xx. 35 
al. Ps 

L] , ^ «  cxzvi. 1. 
1.3. йлгоото\мив, оў kal трд «chri P. 

8 da rácaaÜe 'Аџт\атоу Tov кызм. 
9 domdcacbe Oùpßavòv tov & 

p f Col. iv. 10. 

Kauvepyov judy èv уріст®, kal Yrdyuy tov *@уалпутбу; Phim 1 
16 only. Esth. v. 4. 3 Macc. vl. 1. Polyb. xviii, 38. 1. Jos. Antt. v. 7. I. 
4 note. ilCor.i.30. Eph. ii. 13. 1 Pet. v. 14. 

g Matt. xxvii. 
h see Acts ziv. 

k ver. 3 reff. 

rec for аса, axaias, with D?-3LP rel syrr Chr, Thdrt Thl Gc: txt ABCDIFN latt(not 
harl!) copt sth arm Damasc Orig-int,expr Ambrst. (The rec has prob been an error of 
the scribe, who Аай arapxy туз axaias, 1 Cor xvi. 15, in hie mind. To suppose, with De 
Wette, that he altered ax. here to ас. to avoid the inconsi. 
the first fruits of Achaia, is surely too far-fetched.) 
DF Jatt syrr Orig-int,. 

of two persons being 
for eis xpioroy, ev xpurro 

8. rec карар, with DFLN rel Chr, Thdrt [Damasc] ТЫ : txt ABCP copt arm. 
rec es nuas, with С], rel вуг Chr-comm, Thdrt Damasc Thl (Ec: e» ушу D F[-gr] 
latt[(in domino F-lat) Orig-int-mss vary between sobis and vobis] Ambrst: txt 
ABC! PN Syr copt wth [arm |. 

7. ins Tous cuvatxpaderous В. 
e., Tes *po eov DE. 

om о NI 
rec yeyovacsr, with CLP rel: txt A B(sic: see table) M. 

[Damasc]. for oi к. яро en. 

aft xpiores add уто» ОЕ Ambrst Pel Jer. 
8. rec auray, with В? Wande D[-gr 

Damasc Thl (Ec: Fry A (ach C). 
om pou B F[-gr (поё G). 

9. [ъдо» P.] J 
fuld &е] 
vulg-clem 

the same metaphor being in the Apostle’s 
mind as in ch. xv. 16,—the first believer. 

On 'Agías see var. readd. — els xp., 
elliptical: the full construction would de 
THs трозфорйз els xp. 6.] None of 
the names occurring from ver. 5—16 are 
mentioned elsewhere (except possibly Ru- 
fus: see below). Wette remarks, 
that, notwithstanding the manuscript au- 
thority, eis quas is perhaps the more likely 
reading, (1) because the Apostle would 
hardly mention a service done to themselves 
as a ground of salutation from him, and (2) 
because кожу without being expressly fol- 
lowed by Афуф (1 Tim. v. 17: see Phil. ii. 
16; Col. i. 29), said of women, most likely 
implies acts of kindness peculiar to the sex. 

1.) "lounay may be fem. ('Iovríar), 
from "Iovría (Junia), in which case she is 
probably the wife of Andronicus, —or masc., 
from 'lovsiás (Junianus, contr. Junias). 
It is uncertain also whether ovyyercis 
means fellow-countrymen, or relations. 
Aquila and Priscilla were Jews: so would 
Maria be, and probably Epœnetus, being 
an early believer. If во, the word may 
have its strict meaning of ‘ relations.’ But 
it seems to occur vv. 11, 21 in a wider 
sense. ovuvatxp.} When and where, 
uncertain. ікістрох dv т. ёжост.] 
Two renderings are given: (1) ‘of note 
among the Apostles,’ so that they them- 

] LP rel атт [arm] Chr, Thdrt Chron 
FN latt copt wth [ rig-int, Ambrst].—om тоу Bi. 

for xpirrw, куно CDF e m arm Chr-3-mss : txt ABLPN rel [am 
a7 th [copt Chr-montf Thdrt Damasc] Orig-int, [Ambrst, in Christo Jesu 

selves are counted among the Apostles: 
thus the Greek ff. (rd àxooróAovs elva: 
piya Tb 8 kal dy rotros ётісђиоиѕ 
elvai, ёуубтаоу 1Лікоу ёук@цоу, Chrys.), 
Calv., Est., Wolf, Thol., Kdlln., Olsh., al.: 
or (2) ‘noted among the Apostles,’ і. e. 
well known and гро "уо Apostles. 
Thus Beza, Grot., Koppe, Reiche, Meyer, 
Fritz, De W. But, as Thol. remarks, 
had this latter been the meaning, we 
should have expected some expression liko 
8:4 кат» тё» ёккАтс:ду (2 Cor. viii. 18). 
I may к remark, гав for Paul to 
тч of any persons as celebrated among 
the Арон: in sense (2), would imply that 
he hud more frequent intercourse with the 
other Apostles, than we know.that he had ; 
and would besides be imprebable on any 
supposition. The whole question seems to 
have sprung up in mcdern times from the 
idea that ol ёяботоћо: must mean the 
-Twelve only. If the wider sense found in 
Acts xiv. 4, 14; 2 Cor. viii. 23; 1 Thess. 
ii. 6 (compare i, 1) be taken, there need be 
no doubt concerning the meaning. 
of cal. . . .] refers to Andr. and Jun., 
not to the Apostles. In the use of yéyo- 
усу, there is a mixed construetion— who 
have been longer than me,” and who were 
before me.” 8 ff.] Ampliatus = Am- 
plias: кее v. r. y. dv эр. beloved 
in the bonds of Christian fellowship. 

Нн? 
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ch. xiv. 18 
ff. 

IIPOX POMAIOTS. 

pov. 10 ёстісасбдє Are tov 'Oóktuov ! év урет. ABCDF 

XVI. 

теп. 
а 

м в 

пме cer. dggrácagÜe Tovs ёк " тфу ApiatoBovdov. II астасасде b ede 
' 

m 

‘HpwSiava Tov * avyyeví) pov. 
М№аркіссоо тоў Óvras єр киріФ. 
vav kal Трифдсар tàs  котидсас év корі. 

9 , 0 ` , m A 

ácTácagÜe тоў; ёк “тди 
1? астасасдє 'Трифал- 

астаесавабе 
Tlepoida тту * ayarnriy, Aris rod d ёкотіасєу èv корбо. 

n ch. viii. 33 
reff. 

o Acts ix. 13 
reff, 7 » ^ A5 ^ 

p 1 Cor. xvi. 20. тєра GUTOU KaL єџоу. 
2 Cor. xiii. 

13 dosrácacÜe `Ройфо» tov "ékXMekrüv èv кирир, kal тўи 
1# астасасбє `Асуукрітоу, S- 

t ^ L e ^ ^ * ` 9 a 

12, Тее. yovta, Epuijv, ПатроВар, '"Epuüv, kai тоў avy avrois 
v. 

1 ка, 14. 
q aA above (p). 
} Luke m J. 

adergovs. 15 йттасаебє Didoroyor xai Полар, Ngpéa 
run. dn nr. Kal ту adeAdnY avTov, kai ‘Odvpray, kai ToU; сй» 
Prov. xxii. 
б. Cant.i.2 

T Acts r plur., Ac 
Kr. 41. xvi. 6. Pd 
ver. 4. 1 Cor. 

1.1.2.06 той Aog TOU. 

э e^ 7 0 е / 

айто тарта ° ayious. 
т 

16 дстасасдє аћ\\оқ Рё» 
L e ГА э L4 e ^ e r 9 г ^ 

фАтџат: P din. аттабортав vs at’ éxxAnoias тайса 

10. aproroBoAov (for - Roux O) BIF vulg [Di. lat]. 
11. cuyyevnv A B'(Tischd 
12. xoriacas C. 

Ps 
om from e» киро to ev киро AF(and G). 

14. rec epuay s. epum, with D3L rel [ vulg-clem demid] Syr syr(txt and mg-gr) arm 
Chr, Thdrt Chron, Ambrst : txt ABC D![and lat] FPN m am(with fuld harl flor mar 
[tol]) copt wth Orig-int,. 

15. ома» CIF. ynpeav AF. [om 8rd «a: P c Ambrst.] oAvuTe da 
Е, Olympiadem latt Orig-iut Ambrst : оЛортъау D? arm. 

16. om асха(оута:... xpiorov DF, but aft сууу. pov ver 21 read ка at єккА. 
хаса: тоо Xp. rec om жата: (see nofe), with rel Chr, [ Damasc] Thi Ee: ins 
ABC(DF)LPN m [vulg syrr copt wth arm] (Chr-comm ?) Cyr[-p.] Thdrt Orig-int, 
Ambrst Pel Bede. 

ovvepy. iv Mp. fellow-workman 
in (the work of) Christ. Origen and 
others have confounded Apelles with the 
well-known Apollos, but apparently with- 
out reason, бе Ног. Sat. i. 5. 100. 
$бки. dv xp., approved (by trial) in (the 
work of) Christ. It does not follow that 
either Aristobulus or Narcissus were them- 
selves Christians. Only those of their 
familie (rove ёк тфу) are hore saluted 
who were фу kvpíp: for we must under- 
stand this also after 'ApiaroBoóAov. 

„ see above. Grot., Neander, al., 
have taken Narcissus for the well-known 
freedinan of Claudius. But this can hardly 
be, for he was executed (Tac. Апп. xiii. 1) 
in the very beginning of Nero's reign, i. e. 
cir. 55 A. D., whereas (see Prolegg. § iv. 4, 
and Chronol. Table) this Epistle cannot 
have well been written before 58 A. p. 
Perhaps, as Winer (Realw.) suggests, tlie 
family of this Narcissus may have con- 
tinued to be thus known after his death (?). 

18.] Rufus may have been the son 
of Simon of Cyrene, mentioned Mark xv. 
21: but the name was very common. 
ёкћектбу — поб to be softened, as De W., 
al., to merely eximium, a sense unknown 
to our Apostle ;—elect, i. e. one of the 
elect of the Lord. каї ёро the Apostle 

adds from affectionate regard towards the 
mother of Rufus: ‘my mother, in my 
reverence and affection for her. Jowett 
compares our Lord's words to St. John, 
John xix. 27. . 14.] These Christians 
of whom we have only the names, scem to 
be persons of less repute than the former. 
Hermas (— Hermodorus, Grot.) is thought 
by Origen (in loc. * Puto, quod Hermas 
iste sit scriptor libelli istius qui Pastor ap- 
pellatur), Eus. H. E. iii. 8, and Jerome, 
Catal. script. eccl., c. X., vol. ii., p. 816, 
to be the author of the * Shepherd But 
this latter is generally supposed to have 
been the brother of Pius, bishop of Rome, 
about 150 a.D. The ob at res áBeA oi 
of ver. 14, and aiv atrois wavreg & 
of ver. 15, have been taken by De W. and 
Reiche to point to some separate asso- 
ciations of Christians, perhaps (De W.) as- 
semblies as in ver. б: or (Reiche) unions for 
missionary purposes. 16.) The mean- 
iug of this injunction seems to be, that the 
Roman Christians should take occasion, ou 
the receipt of the Apostle's greetings to 
them, to testify their mutual love, in this, 
the ordinary method of salutation, but 
having among Christians a Christian and 
holy meaning, see reff, It became soon a 
custom in the churches at the celebration 

n o 17 

[42] 

e war Ka 
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17 • Паракаћма бё 0р4, адефоі, ‘aoxorely TOÙS Tas «= = ch. . 1 
ls zi. 35. а dixorractas кай тд ' скардаћа " тара т» * Bias fy Forio 1e. 

eis ёдабетє тоюйутав, kai У ere ат avrav. 18 of 
yap тоюўтоь тф Kupio zu Were, ov *dovAevouetv, 35 
d TH éauvT@v * кода, Kat 8:4 тў < хртотоћоуіаҳ Kai 

2 ^ a 7 ^ з , 19 29 oni 

efararaow Tas кардіаѕ TOV ° акакоу. 3 „ошу a as evhorylas © 

Phil. ii. 4. 
iii. 17 only t. 
нке iv. à 

uG 
only Mcd " 

yap Орду fU такой є тарта £ йфїкето ёф' piv oiv. T 1.26 
хро, He бё ®ий$ софоіҳ у Deis TO \ ауабдр, de- х= don. в 
paious $ eis *rò *xakóy. 1 Pet. iii. 11 

20 6 8e | Geds тй ei ac iii 12) . 

xxvi. 27. z=: Acts кх. 19 reff. a zz Phil. tii, 19. enn xxiv. 15. 
b Rare it = here only. NS nate (ch. xv. 29 reff.) ch. vii. 11 reff. 
ec Dor eb. vii. 20 эй: Prov. . i. 4. viii, f ch. i. 5 ref. g here У Prov. 

= Sir. xlvii. 16. h de xiii. @ reff, i Matt. к. 16, E phil, u. Is only +. 
k ch. u. 9 reff. ich xv. 33 гей. 

17. for wapaxadw, epero D'3 уо, latt. 
Sing-cler. for жара, терг Di. 

екклуєте BCR! m Thdrt 
18. om то Е. 

e 

uw SovAevgovew F- gr]. 
19. vraxon bef уро» D- gr F. 

for скота, асфаћеѕ скотате DE 
ins Aeyorras 7 bef rotor. DF Sing- eler. 

rec ins oov bef ypiorw, with L rel Syr copt sth-pl arm- mas 
Chr, ^ amasc]: om ABCDFPN e m vulg syr æth-rom arm-ed Orig-int,.—xp. bef 

om «at evAoyias (homasotel) DIF 17 Chr- ms. 
rec Харо ovy то ep ушу, with (DF)N? rel vulg 

syrr copt (arm) Chr, Thdrt: то єф' иш» avrxaipo, omg ovr, m(m! Treg): txt ABCLPN! 
Damasc Orig-1nt,.—om то DIF d (arm). 

montf,] ТЫ (Ec Aug:: om BDF 
follg) Chr[ -mss,] Thdrt Orig-int,. 

of the Lord's Supper. Sce Suicer under 
ácvacuós and plàna, and Bingham, xv. 
3.3. dowd. dp. al ёкк\. w.) This ns- 
surance is stated evidently on the Apostle's 
authority, speaking for the churches; not 
implying as Bengel, ** quibuscum fui, c. xv. 
26. His significarat, se Romam scribere," 
but vouching for the brotherly regard in 
which-the Roman church was held by all 
churches of Christ. The above misunder- 
standing has led to the exclusion of тата. 

17—20.] WARNING AGAINST 
THOSE WHO MADE DIVISIONS AMONG 
THEM. To what persons the Apostle re- 
fors, is not plain. Some (Thol., al.) think 
the Judaizers to be meant, not absolutely 
within the Christian pale, but endeavour- 
ing to sow dissension in it: and so, nearly, 
Neander, Pfl. п. Leit., p. 462. De W. 
thinks that Paul merely gives this warn- 
ing i» case such persons came to Rome. 
Judging by the text itself, we infer that 
these teachers were similar to those pointed 
out in Phil. iii. 2, 18; 1 Tim. vi. 3 fl.; 
2 Cor. xi. 13, 20: unprincipled and selfish 
persons, seducing others for their own 
gain: whether Judaizers or not, does not 
appear: but considering that the great op- 
ponents of the Apostle were of this party, 
we may perhaps infer that they also be- 
longed to it. 17.) oxoweiv = BAé- 
теу, Phil. iii. 2. The d id ax here spoken 
of is probably rather ethical than doctri- 
nal; compare Eph. iv. 20—24. 18.) 

for 6. де, xa: be W Di and-lat] Е Syr seth. 
rec aft coQovs adds per И A oct of $e folig ?), with ACPN rel syr [Chr- 

[o] copt [sth arm] Clem, Соз (but om бє 

хет=тоАоүбйа, колах«а, Theophyl. Wet- 
stein cites from Julius Capitolinus, in Per- 
tinace, 13, “omnes, qui libere conferebant, 
male Pertinacem loquebantur, chrestolo- 
gum eum appellantes, qui bene loqueretur 
et male faceret." cbdoylas, s5 
of speech: so Plato, Rep. iii. 400 D, eùAo- 
yla boa к. evappoorla к. «ba xnuosiry к. 
єёрибша «(1016 dxoAovGei—or perhaps 
6 eulogies ' (flatteries), as Pind. Nem. iv. 8, 
He бериф> BS Tócov | ye далбак& 

e | yvia, ш: ebaoyla фбр | Ar. 
йн ] See ch. i. 8. Their 
obedience being e i of universal noto- 
ricty, is the ground of his confidence that 
thoy will comply with his entreaty, ver. 

Some sligh t reproof is conveyed 
in а. O 86 x. r. A. They were well 
known for obedience, but had not been 
perhaps cautious enough with regard to 
these designing persons and their pre- 
tended wisdom. See Matt. x. 16, of 
which words of our Lord there secms 
to be here а reminiscence. 20. 
dredh yàp «те robs tas 8:ҳостасіах 
к. TÒ гадала woioUrras, elrev elphyns 
Gedy, Iva Caprhowo: тер) тўз тотор 
dwadAayns. Chrys. Hom. xxxii. p. 755: 
and so most Commentators. De W. 
prefers taking д 0. тӯѕ eip. more gene- 
rally as ‘the God of saíeation;' and 
tho usage of tho expression (seo reff.) 
seems to favour this. cwvTp. т. 
сат. is a similitudo from Gen. iii. 15. 
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m Г) A a e * N , da e. ^ n » n 7 

m Mi 20. ouvTpiper TOV CATAVAY ило TOUS road VWV EV d xe. 
ark v 

ziv. $. Luke 
ix. 39. John 
хіх. 36. Rev. 
ii. 27 only. 

“Н xápis ToU Kupiov hpv "со? [хриттой] o pef ошоду. 
21 °Астаёта, úpâs Tipobeos d Р cuvepyos mov, xai 

Gen. zix. 9. 
а 

„ade ü. Доукіос̧ Kal ldcov кай Zwotratpos oi Scwyycveis pov. 
Acts zii. 

axi 18. хат. 22 елт оца Uuüs eyo Téptios б yparpas ' rjv ётиттоМ]» 
xxii. 6 onl 

Deut. элт. év xuplp. © dœrdberai vas T'àios ó * Eévos pov xai 

o pen ch. з. t Orne ris t ékxXma(as. астабета: pâs “Epactos 0 ° офко- 
p ver 

vv 

see 

Ble. е ^ 9 , 
ачы. Обр. арлу. | 
Xen. Anab. 
ii Acts v. 11. xv, 22. ii. 1. 4. t Ac 1 Cor. xiv. 23. 
2.) Esth. vili. 9. Jos. Antt. xi. 6. 12. 

Sm ey. Хар ToU киріои иби "І%сод Хрістой 
Di 

richie. vos Tis TróMeus, Kal Ko/apros ó dbedgds. L "Н 
r V. 

o ^ , pera тарт®р 

u == here only. (Luke i. 1, Фс. 1 Cor. iv. 1, 

20. evvrpuya: A 673 vulg(am demid harl F-lat agst fuld tol) G-lat spec Orig,[-int,] 
Thdrt-comm Ambr,. 
D[not D-lat*] F Sedul. 
m*(Treg): om ABCLPN rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

er Taxe bef vxo т. я. u, А [(Sy 
om xpirrov BN. 

Dt om last clause 
elz at end adds аиту, with [a(e sil)] 

21. rec асха(оута:, with 031, rel Syr Thdrt (Ec: txt ABCD!FPN m latt syr copt 
[eth(salatate = acza(ere) arm Chr, Thl Orig-int, Ambrst. 

om 2nd ка: B [om ко гас. 47]. 
Tov xv (see ver 16). 

om 186 до» B 672. 
at end DIF add xai at exxAnow ката: 

28. rec T. exxAnowas bef oAns, with L rel Chr, Thdrt : ола ai exxAnoias F th: A 
п exxAnoia vulg[-clem(with demid)] copt(eccl. omnis) : txt ABCDPN m аш [fuld tol] 
в ° 

9134. om ver ABC NR am (with fuld harl! &c) copt sth-rom [Orig rint] : ins DFL rel 
[vulg-ed demid tol harl? вуг) Chr, Thdrt 
and (but aft ver 27) P 17. 80 Syr eth-pl 
[m].—om mo. xp. F.] 

съутрофе, not as Stuart, for 
optative,’ nor does it express any wish, 
but a prophetic assurance and encourage- 
ment in ring up against all adver- 
saries, that it would not be long before 
the great Adversary himself would be 
bruised under their feet. xapis 
tc. r. A.] It ap as if the Epistle was 
intended to eonclude with this usual bene- 
diction, but the Apostle found occasion to 
ndd more. This he does also in other 
Epistles: see 1 Cor. xvi. 23, 24; similarly 
Phil. iv. 20, and vv. 21—28 after the dox- 
ology,—2 Thess. iii. 16, 17, 18:—1 Tim. vi. 
16, 17 ff. :— 2 Tim. iv. 18,19 ff. 21— 
24.) GREETINGS FROM VARIOUS PERSONS. 

nel Lucius must not be mistaken 
for Lucas (= Lucanus),—but was proba- 
bly Lucius of Cyrene, Acts xiii. 1, see note 
there. Jason may be the same who is 
mentioned Acts xvii. 5, 7, as the host of 
Paul and Silas at Thessalonica. A 
* Sopater (son) of Pyrrhus of Beraa’ 
occurs Acts xx. 4, but it is quite uncertain 
whether this Sosipater is the same person. 

ol cvy yeveis, see above, ver. 7. These 
ns may have been Jews; but wecan- 

not tell whether tbe ойын py hes be 
uses in & wider (a Osh ero is 
no strange (as . supposes) in this 
salutation being inserted in the first person. 

los I-ms Damasc] Thi c Sedul Bede ; 
arm] Ambrst.—for guo», vpoy L: om P 

It would be natural enough that Tertius 
the amanuensis, inserting dowd(era: би. 
Тёрт. ó yp. r. ёж. èv кир., should change 
the form into the first person, and after- 
wards proceed from the dictation of the 
Apostle as before. Beza and Grot. sup- 
pose him to have done this on transcribing 
the Epistle. Thol. notices thisi rregularity 
ns а corroboration of the genuinencss of 
the chapter. On the supposed identity of 
Tertius with Silas see note on Acts xv. 22. 

23.] Gaius is mentioned 1 Cor. i. 
14, as having been baptized by Puul. The 
host of the whole church probably implies 
that the assemblies of the church were held 
in his house :—or perhaps, that his hospi- 
tality to Christians was universal. Егав- 
tus, holding this office (oixoróuos, the pub- 
lic treasurer, ó ёт! 75s 8npocías Tpawé(n5, 
arcarius, Wetst., who quotes from inscrip- 
tions, Nel оікорбиф 'Acías, Secundus, 
arkarius Reip. Armerinorum), can hardly 
havo been the same who was with the 
Apostle in Ephesus, Acts xix. 22. It is 
more probable that the Erastus of 2 Tim. 
iv. 20 is identical with this than with that 
other. Ses, our brother [see 
1 Cor. i. 1],—the generic singular; one 
among of a8eAgol, ‘the brethren.’ The 
rest have been specified by their services 
or offices. [394.] The benediction 
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25 Тф "de Suvapévy buâs "стпріёа: катӣ TÒ *єйаүүёмду zi 1. 
х uou Kai TO Yxnpwypa ‘Incod wpicToU "xarà * amord- "ib. 

$231. Ps. I. b 7 c 7 с? , d , 26 e Arv ? ристтрќои * povos ° aiwviois ^ сетиупиєроу #8 %фа- 130i) 
16. 2 Tim. й. 8 only. see 2 Сог. iv. 3. 1 Thess. i 
41-1. 1 Cor. i. 11. ii. 4 2 Tim. „L. ; . zv. l4. 

zGal.ii.9. Eph. iii. 3 only. 
9. Tit. 

y & тій. 19 reff. ch, 
see Gen. iz. 12. dat. of duration, Luke vill. 29. ch. viii. 11. 

e ch. I. 19 reff. 
. 2 only. 

only (Acta xii. 11 reff.). L. P. P». халі. 3. 

ch. ii 
. 8. 2 Thess. ii. 14. y (+-) Matt. zii. 

iv. 17. Tit i. 3 only. (2 Chron. ххх. 5. Prov. іх. 3.) 
b ch. xi. 25. c 2 Tim. i. 

d = here 

. 25, 26,27. Theso verses are variously placed: (I) in BCDN 16. 80. 137-76 latt 
Syr copt sth [Orig-int,] Ambrst Pel Bede they stand here nnd here only: (II) they 
stand aft ch ziv 23 in rel and about 192 others syr goth(a py) Chr Thdrt Damasc 
Thl Œc Theodul: (III) they аге omd altogether in (D? Р 
xvi. 24) G(a space is left aft xiv. 23) Mcion( penitus abstu 
Rom. lib. x. 43, vol. iv. p. 687) as also chape xv. xvi.) some mss in Jer(appy): (IV) 
they occur in both places in AP 5. 17. 109-lat arm-zoh. St 

-gr](a space is left aft 
it accg to Orig(see Orig in 

(Sz reckons mss o 
Paul Here 16 are defective (see Sz, addg 126), 21 are unexamined (see Sz, addg 
216. 239 to 246), 7 are not distinct mss (viz. 8. 10. 56. 60-1-6. 117), and 5 are included 
under rel.“) 

25. [nuas m (and P in ch xiv.).] 
xpi Tov bef oov B. 

repeated ; see above on ver. 20. The 
omission (see var. read.) has perhaps been 
by the caprice of the copyists.] 

25—27.] CONCLUDING DOXOLOGY. 
The genuineness of tbis doxology, and its 
position in the Epistle havo been much 
questioned. The external evidence will 
be found in the var. readings ;—from 
which it is plain, that ifs genuineness as a 
part of the Epistle is placed beyond all 
reasonable doubt. Nor does the variety 
of position militate here, as in some 
cases, against this conclusion. For the 
transference of it to the end of ch. xiv. 
may be explained, partly from the supposed 
reference of rut to thequestion treated 
in ch. xiv. (so Chrys., wdAw yàp éxelver 
Éyeros тё» doe, к. pds abrobs Tpézei 
Tür Aéyor), partly from the supposed in- 
appropriateness of it here after the bene- 
diction of ver. 24, in consequence of 
which that verse is omitted by mss. which 
have tho doxology here,—partly from 
the unusual charncter of the position and 
diction of the doxology itself. This 
latter has been used as an internal argu- 
ment against the genuinences of the por- 
tion. Paul never elsewhere ends with 
such а doxology. His doxologies, when he 
does use such, are simple, and perspicuous 
in construction, whereas this is involved, 
and rhetorical. This objection however is 
completely answered by the supposition 
(Fritz.) that the doxology was the effusion 
of the fervent mind of the Apostle on 
taking a general survey of the Epistle. 
We find in its diction striking similarities 
to that of the pastoral Epistles :—a - 
nomenon occurring in several where 
Paul writes in a fervid and impassioned 
manner,—also where he writes with his 
own hand ;—the inferences from which I 
have treated in the Prolegg. to those 

for то xnpvypa, куру txt N. corri). 

Epistles (vol. iii. Prolegg. ch. vii. § i. 
30—88). That the doxology is made up 
of unusual expressions taken from Puul's 
other writings, that it is difficult and in- 
volved, are facts, which if rightly argued 
from, would substantiate, not its interpo- 
lation, but its genuineness: seeing that an 
interpolator would have taken care to con- 
form it to the character of the Epistle in 
which it stands, and to have left in it no 
irregularity which would bring it into 
question. The construction is exceed- 
ingly difficult. Viewed superficially, it 
presents only another instance added to 
many in which the Apostle begins 4 
sentence with one construction, pro- 
ceeds onward through various берей беш, 
clauses till he loses sight of the original 
form, and ends with = construction pre- 
supposing another kind of beginning. 
And such no doubt it is: but. it is Bol og 
to say what he had in his mind when com- 
mencing the sentence. Certainly, ф ў 86а 
eis T. aigvas forbids us from supposing 
that óa was intended to follow the da- 
tives,—for thus this latter clause would be 
merely a repetition. We might imagine 
that he had ended the sentence as if it had 
begun 6 3è Surduevos, x. r. A. and expressed 
a wish that Ho who was able to confirm 
them, might confirm them: but this is 
prevented by its being evident, from the 
ибеф code % , that the datives are still 
in his mind. This latter fact will guide us 
to the solution. The dative form is still in 
his mind, but not the reference in which 
he had used it. Hence, when the sentence 
would naturally have concluded (as it ac- 
tually does in B: see digest) udve софе 
Gep, 8:4 'IqcoU xpurrov, h 86а eis т. 
airas, — u break is made, as if the sense 
wero vag ag at xpicToV, and the relative 
$ refers back to the subject of the sen- 
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tacsa» vepmÜéyros 8ё viv Sut re t ypadàv 8 трофутікб кат ^ ёті- ABCDF 
cn. 1. теп. A A 

a sibi тауу той 'aiwviou !беой “eis *такойу *mistews eis bed 
tn М ^ ^ hk 

Си тарта Ta ёбу !1‹үуюрисӨёуто$, 27  uóvp ™ cog ™ Ge, mn o1 
viii. 8. ит. Ы ^ ^ e , , * 2a 

rai "Sid "Igso0 ypiotod, ф 4 °Soka Peis tots aidvas. ( 3. i. 15 s d 

Wied. xiv. 16, Gu. 
i here only. | ITPOS POMAIOTS. 
k ch. i. 5 (reff.). , А 
11 Cor. zii. 3 reff. m here only. (1 Tim. 1.17. Jude 25.) n see ch, ii. 16, och, xi. 

38 reff. p ch. i. 25 reff. 

aft ярофут. add 26. om тє D vulg (syrr [wth ]) arm Chr, Orig-int, Hil, enl 
kai тух exipareas(adventum) Tov короо quor inc. xpiorov Orig, not int,] mss-in-Jer. 

27. бео bef софо D. хрост. bef ine. В. {for w, ауто P(here) arm (here) 
Chr-2-mss :] om B [F-lat] Syr Orig · int. aft auwras add Te» awver АРК vulg 
[and F-lat] Syr copt wth arm Damasc [Ürig-int, Hil, Ambrst] (but not AP arm xiv. 23). 

om аит» 49. 63 am [Orig-int,.—ndd ver 24(see above) P 17. 80 Syr æth- pl arm 
Ambrst.] 

SUBSCRIPTION : rec wp. p. еурафу axo xopivGov, with B? D-corr P(prefixing wavAov 
eri rox) rel syrr[prefg єтелесбл) copt [ Euthal-ms(aft рор. ins err.) ], adding ёга 
$oiBus тїз Siaxovov туѕ er keyxpeaus exkAnotas, with rel copt (but a k [Euthal-ms] 
pref j; abdefk m n 47 [вутт Euthal-ms] om Tys ev кеухр. exxA.; m om mp. pw. ): 
TOU Gy. к. rayevQuov awogToAou KavAov e,. Tp. p. eypapy алго корубоо Sia poins THs 
3iaxovoy L: om Fog 117: еурафу axo корбоо 0: eyp. dia poins axo xop. h: txt 
AB'CD! G(adding етеЛесбл) N. 

tence preceding, thus imagined complete, 
—viz. to ó Bvrduevos—póros софіѕ beds. 
The analogy of the similar passage Acts 
xx. 82 would tempt us to supply with the 
datives wapari@euo: uis, or the like, as 
pad irn by Olsh. ;—but as De W. re- 
marks, the form of a doxology is too evi- 
dent to allow of this. After all, perhaps, 
the datives may be understood as i d 
ing a general ascription of praise for the 
mercies of Redemption detailed in the 
Epistle, and then $ J 3. as superadded, 

. d., To Him who is able &c..... be all 
the praise: to whom be glory for ever. 

25. xará, in reference to, i. е. in 
subordinatiqn d e according to the 
requirements of. Р "1түтго® xp. 
сап hardly mean, ав De W. and Meyer, 
‘the preaching which Jesus Christ hath 
accomplished by me’ (ch. xv. 18),—nor 

in as Chrys, 5 abrds exfputer,—but 
e preaching of Christ, i.e. making 

known of Christ, as the verb is used 1 Cor. 
i. 23; xv. 12 al. fr. So Calv., and most 
Commentators. card ёток.] This 
second xard is best taken, not as co-ordi. 
nate to the former one, and following r 
piča, nor as belonging to Зиуаиёуф, which 
would be an unusual limitation of the 
divine Power, —but as subordinate to c- 
риуца, —ће preaching of Jesus Christ ao- 
cording to, ёо. The omission of ré before 
катӣ ёжок. is no objection to this. 
руст.) The mystery (sce ch. xi. 25, note) 
of the gospel is often said to have been 
thus hidden from eternity in the counsels 
of God—see Eph. iii. 9; Col. i. 26; 2 Tim. 
1.9; Tit. i. 2; 1 Pet. i. 20; Rev. xiii. 8. 

26.] See ch. i. 2. The prophetic 
writings were the storehouse out of which 
the preachers of the gospel took their 
demonstrations that Jesus was the Christ: 
see Acts xviii. 28; —more especially, it is 
true, to the Jews, who however are herc 
included among dera rà rn. 
car dwiray. may refer either to the pro- 
phetio writings being drawn up by the 
command of God,—or to the mansfestation 
of the mystery by the preachers of the 
ospel thus taking place. The latter seems 

t to suit the sense. alev(ov refers back 
to xp. aleríoi:s [the word should have been 
kept scrupulously the same in English, 
not as here and in Matt. xxii. 46 rendered 
by two different English terms). The 
first eis indicates tbe amin order to 
their becoming obedient to the faith :— 
the second, the Local extent of the mani- 
festation. N.] &à ‘Ino. xp. must 
by the requirements of the constructiou 
be applied to uóve тофф de, and not (as 
Aug. [and E. V.]) to 84а, from which it 
is separated by the relative . The quan- 
tity of intervening matter, especially the 
datives uóve тофф беф, prevent it from 

ing refer (as (Ec, Theophyl.) to 
ornplia:. It must then be rendered to the 
only wise God through Jesus Christ, i. c. 
Him who is revealed to us by Christ as 
such. On the construction of & вес 
above. It cannot without great harsh- 
ness be referred to Christ, seeing that tlic 
words pévy тофф бер resumo the chief 
subject of the sentenoe, and to them tho 
relutive must apply. 
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a Rom. i. 1,6, 
1. Jude 1 al. 

Hexijuaros Geod, каў Te dòeN h, ? тї) ^ exKAHoia і" av. 
A 

тоу 
е Geov d є , d 2 ^ 1 ^ ^ * 3 

, С nyiagapevois “ev урістф Inoov, TH ovon ev 
b Rom. xv. 32 

€ Acts xx. 
£8. ch. x. 32. zi. 16, 22. xv. 9. 2 Cor. l. I. Gal. i. 13. 1 Thess. il. 14. 2 Thess. i. 4. 1 Tim. iii. 5,15. Neh. 
xiii. 1. d Rom. xv. 16 refl 

Titre. Steph у xpos rovs xopiOious ter To xpwrn: elz wavAov тоу атостоћоо n 
wpos коріудгооѕ ex. mp., with rel: яр. кор. apxetat а F(but G om a): rov aytov xai 
rave unuou атостолоо wavAov єтістолт wp. кор. xpwTn L: Tpos ко. а єт. h n: яр. ко. 
єт. хр. К: wav. €x. Tp. ко ‚ Р: яр. кор. m: om D: txt A(appy : the title is nearly 
gone) BCN (1 o) 17. 47 [and D at top of pages]. 

CHAP. I. 1. om xanros AD pub) (perhaps because it does not occur elsw in the 
openings of epp exc Eom і 1: t i£ may have been insd from there, so I have left it 
doubtful): ins BCFLPN rel [vulg fri syrr copt sth arm] Chr, нег Thlexzpr 
(Ecexpr Orig-int, Ambrst Aug Bede. rec ina. bef xp, with А PN rel [vulg-clem 
sytr copt eth arm Cyr, Euthal- ms] Thdrt Thi (Ec Orig-int, : txt BDF [m 17] am(with 
demid fuld tol [fri]) Съ» Hü[(Wetst) Ambrst Aug: (ed Bened)].—av corrd to w Nl. 

(C is defective in this and follg ver.) 
be ev X. t with AD?LPN rel [vulg am «е syrr copt 9. гес T? оосу еу кор. гасу. 

sth arm]: txt B D! [ара lat] Е (fuld-corr]. 

Cuar. І. 1—3.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. 1.] It is doubtful whether 
xAnrés is not spurious: see var. readd. 
The words ià be. двоб rage probably to 
the depreciation of Paul's apostolic au- 
thority at Corinth. In Gal. i. 1 we have 
this much more strongly asserted. But 
they have a reference to Paul himself also: 
“ratio auctoritatis ad ecclesias : humilis 
et prompti animi, penes ipsum Paulum." 
Bengel. Chrys., referring it to xAmrós, 
says, ёне) abr бое, dx HO, ойк 
s reid Ко: реу. Hom. i. p. 4. Xec- 
gerne can hardly be assumed to be identical 
with the ruler of the synagogue in Acts 
xviii. 17: see note there. He must havo 
been some Christian well known to tho 
church at Corinth. Thus Paul associates 
with himself Silvanus and Timotheus in the 
Epistles to the Thessaloniaps; and Timo- 
theus in 2 Cor. Chrysostom attributes it 
to modesty: џиєтр: е, cuvrdrrey davrj 
tov éAárrova колл. Some have sup- 
posed Sosthenes to be the writer of the 
Epistle, seo Rom. xvi. 22. Possibly ho 

may have been one rà» XAons (ver. 11) 
by whom the intelligence had been re- 
ceived, and the Apostle may have associa- 
ted him with himself as approving the ap- 
peal to apostolic authority. Perhaps some 
slight may have been put upon him by the 

rties at Corinth, and for that reason 
aul puts him forward. 6 AAN Gs, ns 
2 Cor. i. 1, of Timothy, our brother, —onc 
of ol àBeA ol. 2.) The remarks of 
Calvin on тӯ ёккА. т. Geod, к.т.А. are ad - 
mirable : « Mirum forsan videri queat, cur 
eam hominum multitudinem vocet Eccle- 
siam Dei, in qua tot morbi invaluerant, ut 
Satan illic potius regnum occuparet quam 
Deus. Certum est autem, eum noluisso 
blandiri Corinthiis: loquitur enim ex Dei 
Spiritu, qui adulari non solet. Atqui inter 
tot inquinamenta qualis amplius eminet 
Ecclesia facies ? Respondeo, . . . uteun- 
que multa vitia obrepissent, et varia corrup- 
tel» tam doctrine quam morum, extitisse 
tamon adhuc quadam vere Ecclesim signa. 
Locus diligenter observandus, no requira- 
mus in hoc mundo Ecclesiam omni ruga et 
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e Actes. 13 KopivOe, * kAyrots * áyiois, f avv паст» Tois © éxruxaXovpe- 
e u. ро TO Svopa TOU кирди nuav ‘Inco’ ypurroU ёр парті 

2 Cor. 1. 1. 

«мант Toro “avray [re] xai ,n 3iyaps opi» xai  eipryy 
reff. LENA! ^ М е a , 3 e^ ^ 

1. ме Rom. ssi. ало Oeov патрос трд» xal xvupiov 'Їзүтой Хрістоў. 
avi 18. 
Rom. 1. 7. U 

і Rom. i. 5 | 
‘reff j. 1 Poi L 2 ab 

om 1st sue» A 77. 109 fuld Orig. not int, ] Pel. 

4 * Едууаретф тф * he * pov Hd fore пері opav! eri Ti 

om xp ron А. om тє 
(A! ?) BD! FN! 17 [vulg Syr copt Euthal-ms Damasc! : ins AS DLX rel [syr æth 
arm Chr, Thdrt Cyr-e, Phot- €, . 

4. om pov BN! ath: ins ACDFLP N-corr! rel [vulg syrr copt arm Orig-c,]. 

macula carentem : aut protinus abdicemus 
hoc titulo quemvis oœtum in quo non omnia 

t. Ee enim hsc 

Nam quicunque bac occupatus fuerit, ne- 
cesse tandem erit, ut discessione ab omnibus 
aliis facta, solus sibi sanctus videatur in 

оф тоўде kal т. m bed 0cov, und 
similarly Theophyl, taking the expression 
as addressed to the Corinthians to remind 
them of ег роса аз а соп 1 
belonging to Gop, and sot ѓо any 
а ра P Perhaps this is too refined, the 
words 7 ёккА. т. coU being so usual with 
St. Paul, — see reff. harshness of 
the position of fyiaruévois dv xp. "Ino. is in 
favour of its being the original one :—hal- 
lowed (i. e. dedicated) to in (in union 
with and means of) Jesus Christ. 

тў * which exists,’ ‘is found, 
at Corinth? Во év 'Arriox. xara тї 
обсау éxxAnolay, Acts xiii. 1. ci; · 
тоз &y(ow ] See Rom. і. 7, note. 
ow xaow к.т.А.] These words do not 
belong to the designations just preceding, 
= ‘as are all,’ &c., but form part of the 
address of the Epistle, so that these wdvres 
ol ёжікал. are partakers with the Corin. 
thiaus in it. They form a weighty and 
precious addition, made here doubtless to 
shew the Corinthians, that membership of 
God's Holy Catbolic Church consisted not 
in being planted, or presided over by Paul, 
Apollos, or Cephas (or their successors), 
but in calling on the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, The Church of England has 
udopt@d from this verse her solemu ex- 
planation of the term, in the ‘prayer for 
all sorte and e A men: “ More 
especially, we pray for the good estate of 
the Catholio Church; that it may be so 
guided and governed by thy Spirit, 

at all who profess and call themselves 

gregation 
head of 

Christians may be led into the way of 
trath, and hold the faith in unity of spirit, 
in the bond of peace, and in ri ess 
of life.” rura. ] not ‘calling them- 

' (t in sense equivalent to 
this, for they who call upon Christ, call 
themselves by His Name): the phrase 
ётікалесёи Tb Óroua тоб коріоо was 
one adopted from the LXX, as in ге; 
the adjunct ie усов xp. defines that 
Lord (Jehovah) on whom the Christians 
called, to be Jesus Christ, —and is a direct 
testimony to the divine worship of Jesus 
Christ, as universal in the church. The 
ron rA d браз (James ii. 7) is 
not to the point, the construction being 
different. фу *ravri TÓT. abr. [тє] к. 
tp] In every place, both theirs (in 
their country, wherever that may be) and 
ours. This mim is = окса 
to join abr. [re] x. iu. with xuply, thereby 
making the first u p sign 
аўтёу refers to the es ol ётгкал., 
Üpév to Paul, and Sosthenes, and those 
whom he is addressing. Eichhorn fancied 
drs to mean ‘a place of assembly г 
Hug, ‘a party’ or division: Beza, al., 
would limit the persons spoken of to 
Achaia: others, to Corinth and Ephesus :— 
but the simple meaning and «nicersal 
reference are far more agreeable to tho 
spirit of the passage. I may as well once 
for all premise, that many of the German 
expositors have been constantly misled 
in their interpretations by what I believe 
to be a mistaken view of ver. 12, and the 
supposed Corinthian parties. See note 
there. 8.] See introductory note to 
the Epistle to the Romans. Olish. re- 
marks, that eiphyn has peculiar weight hore 
on account of the dissensions in the Corin- 
thian Church. 

4—9.] THANKSGIVING, AND EXPRES- 
BION OF HOPE, ON ACCOUNT OP THE 
SPIRITUAL STATE OF THE CORINTHIAN 
CHURCH. There was much in the Co- 
rinthian believers for which to bo thank- 
ful, and on account of which to hope. 
These things ho puts in the foreground, 
not only to encourege them, bot (as 
Olsh.) to appeal to their better selves, 
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mn yvapitt ToU Beod TH "Sobeion йш» ёо христо ‘соў = :: Acts 
xi. 23 reff. 

5 бт, ёр парті ° ётХоут{сблүтє ev abr, év ? тарт) Хуф Kal "=; 1. 

P таст Iyoce, rabàs TÒ "paptupiov тоў урістод 
82 50 2 e ^ 7 * € ^ М t „ ^ 0 kJ 

éBeBawln év ош, Taste орӣ un 'vortepeicĝhat ev 
unde u xapiauaTi, ' amexdexyopéevous Thv " йлгокайучуи iri 
той коріои ju "сод ypiotod: 9 0 xai * BeBauooe 

a ch. ii. 10. 
2 Cor. vii. 1. 

о 2 Сог. vi. 10. 
ix. 11 only. 
Gen. xiv. í 

buás х Ews х téXous У áyeykXrrovs èv TH * r)uépa тод xupiou p T ы. 
теб. 

páv ‘Incod ypicTob. 
r = ch. ii. 1. 2 Thess. I. 10. 1 Tim. Ц. 6. 2 Tim. 

14. Rom. iii. 23. Phil. iv. 13. Heb. xi. 37 al. u= 

v Rom. viii. 19, 23, 25. Gal. v.6. Phil. iii. 20. Heb. ix. 28. 1 Pet. iil. 20 only v. 
reff. x 2 Cor. i. 13 only. panes T., Heb. i 
i. 22. 1 Tim. iii. 10. Tit. 1. 6, 7 only t. 3 Macc. v. 31. Шм. 

v. 5. 1 Cor. 1. 14. Eph. iv. 30, 
1 Thess. v. 24. 2 Thess. Ш. 3. 2 Tim. ii, 13а 

Joel ii. 31). ch. Ш. 13. iv. 3. 
13. 2 Cor. 1. 18. 

ош тоу ĝeov А! 39. 87 Cyr.[(ins,)-p]. 

19 

0 a mioròs б Geos "Ov ой ЄкМм-ч=Юош-з\. 
14 al fr. 

i. 8. s Rom. xv. 8 reff. Lake xv. 
Ps. zzii. 1. = . l. 29. xii. 6 (ch. xii. 4) al. 

w = Rom. viii. 19 
ii. 14. dpt T., Kev. ii. 26. Col. 

„Matt. xii. 13. т = Acts ii. 20 {trem 
Phil. i. 6, 10. il. 16. а x ch. 1. 
3 al. b Nom. i. 5. 2 Cor. i. 11. 

б. ev (Ist) is written twice but сотта by Nl. 
6. for xptorov, Geov B'(but corrd, Tischdf) F n 46-7. 72. 109-20 lectt-8. 12 arm. 
8. the ver is written twice by N'(corrd by N-corr!). 

nuepa(in diem fri), rapouoia DF Ambrst Cassiod, ; die adventus vulg Pel. 

for ài, ve D'[-gr] F(-gr]. 
хрістоо B. 

8. om d Ci. 

and to bring out the following contrast 
more plainly. 4. т. de pov] so in 
reff. Rom. Phil. жфутоте ] expanded 
in Phil. i. 4 into wdrrore dv rd ehou 
pov. The 4 xdpis ў 9o0eica = tà xa- 
рісрета Tà добфута (see below on ver. 7) 
—а metonymy which has passed so com- 
pletely into our common parlance, as to be 
almost lost sight of as such. Grace is pro- 
perly in God : the gifts of grace in us, given 

at grace. iv] not, as Chrys., Theo- 
hyl, (Ecum., for 8:4, [nor = by as E. V.,] 
bal as usually in this connexion, in Christ, 
—і. е. to you as members of Christ. So also 
below. б. lv жаут{] general: particu- 
larized by фә тарт! Афуф x. wdon yooe, in 
all teaching and all knowledge. Adyos 
(obj. ), the truth preached. yviecvs (subj.), 
the truth apprehended. They were rich in 
the „5 of the word, had among them 
able preachers, and rich in the apprehen- 
sion of the word, were themselves intelli- 
gent hearers. See 2 Cor. viii. 7, where to 
these are added тісті, crovdh, and àèydry. 

6. rd papr. T. xpiorov] the wit- 
ness concerning Christ delivered by me. 

кобыз, as indeed, ‘siquidem.’ 
ife., was confirmed,—took deep 

root, among you i. e. ‘as was a bave been 
expected, from the impression made among 
you by my preaching of Christ.’ This con- 
firmation was internal, by faith and perma- 
nence in thetrutb, not external, by miracles. 

1.] Во that yo are behind (others) 
in no gift of grace ;—not, lack то gift of 
grace, which would be genitivo. xéperye 
hero has its widest sense, of that which is 
the effect of xp,. not meaning ‘spiritual 
gifte’ in the narrower sense, as in ch. xii. 4. 

for 

om 
for ews, axpt DF. 

This is plain from the whole strain of the 
ge, which dwells not on outward gifts, 

ut on the inward graces of the Christian 
life. &mexSey.] which is the greatest 
proof of maturity and richness of the 
spiritual life; implying the coexistence 
and co-operation of faith, whereby they 
believed the promise of Christ,—Aope, 
whereby they looked on to its fulfilment, 
—and love, whereby that anticipation wa 
lit up with earnest desire; — compare râ- 
ow тої: hyanynndouw Thy ёт:фбуеау abrob, 
2 Tim. iv. 8. dwexd. &. r. A., is taken by 
Chrys.,— who understands xaplonara of 
miraculous powera,—as implying that be- 
sides them they needed patience to wait 
till the coming of Christ; and by Calv.,— 
“ideo addit expectantes revelationem, quo 
significat, non talem se afflusntiam illis 
affingere in qua nihil desideretur; sed 
tantum quie sufficiet usquedum ad ec- 
tionem perventum fuerit." But I much 
prefer taking dwexdexoudvous as parallel 
with and giving tho result of рӯ бот. к.т.А. 

8. $$] viz. Oeds, ver. 4, not "Incods 
xpiords, in which caso we should have ёх 

ñ huipa abrod. The ка! besides shews 
this. (us тф\. Avcyx.] і. е. els т 
«Ту duds àreyr.; — so ётекатєстбб) 
буз, Matt. xii. 18. To the end, sec 
reff.—i.e. to the evrréAea T. alvos, — 
not merely ‘to tho end of your lives.’ 
9.] Seo ref. 1 Thess. ; also Phil.i.6. The 
косу. TOU vl. aùr., as Meyer well remarks, 
is the Bóta тбу rékrov ToU cov, Rom. viii. 
21; for they will be cvykAnporóuo: ToU 
xpio To), and rd oa res with Him,— 
see Rom. viii. 17, 28; 2 Thess. ii. 14. The 
mention of rot ſa may perhaps have been 
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r Orre eis © xotveaviay ToU vioù avroU lggoU xpicToU TOU ABCD? 
a Rom. 2 коріои nud. є def z 

e constr., Matt. de ^ у t ^ э f ^ фэ ғ hkim 
ne 104*]TapaxaAc Se vas, àbeXqot, 8:4 той fovoparos n n. 
15,16. . . 700 xupíov fuv “Inood урістоў, * iva TÒ айто Aéygre 
Серек d. TávTes kal pn ў ev ушу Е суісрата, ўтє 8ё W rar. 

, , ^ 9 ^ 1 A 9 ^ э ^ k , 

ems n. Tiopévoi Ev TO ar ‘vot kal ev TH avr) *yvopy- 

Is. xii. 25 
(Mark ii. 21° ) 
only v. (- 
lsa. is. 21.) 
= Luke vi. 

. 2 Cor. 
зів. И. Gal vi. 1. Heb. ii. 21. 1 Pet. v. 10. Exra iv. 13. 

i k = ch. 11). 25, 40. 2 Cor. viii. 10. P. or of P. (Acts xx. 3) only» Luke xxiv. 65. Rev. xii. 18. xvii. 9. 
exe. Rev. xvii. 13, 17 (5iv.. 3 Macc. ziv. 20. 
11. 2 Pet. і. 15 ошу. Exod. vi. 3. 

4. Tit. ш. 9. bes, here only. 
11. Kl. 5,9 aly: ° 
ziv. 8. cb. iii. Bal. 

eing., Rom 

10. Lade bef жар. vu. (omg 8e) C? a 
хр. bef n. D[-gr].—om то» F(not G). 

m эге Rom. xvi. 10,11. 

. i. 29. zii. 13. ch. Ш. $. Gal. v. 20. Phil. i. 15 only v. 
= ch. z. 29. Gal iii. 17. see ch. vii. 29. xv. 50. 

74. 

b. . II I & yáp шо: тері ùu⁰au, абеєхфо pov, ітд ™ Tov 
Xrons, Gre "Epides ép Üpip ciow. 1? °Аеу® 6ё тойто, 

* Gre ёкастоѕ Ошу reyes "Ey дёр cipe ° Паоо, ёүф 5€ 
$ = Rom. i. 28. Eph. iv. 17. P. only, exc. 

et. i. 
n piur., ? Cor. zi. 30. 1 Tim. vi. 

Sir. zx viii. 
p Ren., Actaix. 3. Rom. 

teh. iii. 13. Col. i. 8. Heb. ix. 8. zii. Z2. 1 

mo. Хр. bef Tov кор. ти. DF.— 

11. for pov, ро: B'(sic) : om C'(appy) D-lat Ambrst. 

intended to prepare the way, as was before 
done in ver. 2, for the reproof which is 
coming. Chrys. remarks respecting vv. 
1—9, ob 82 oxdwes was айтойѕ те Óró- 
paridel ToU xpigT0U wposqAo:. ка) drOpd- 
жоу pty obberós, obre &xoaTóAov obre 81 
Zac cd ou, ure xd 82 абтоб ToU oÜovuévov 
u€uynra:, kaüáxep awd nens Twbs robs 
xapnBapoUrras areveyxeiy wapagkevd(or. 
оф8аноў yàp dp érépg ётістолӣ ойто guv- 
t xd Keita Tb буора ToU xpurrov: футайўба 
pérroi dy А уо1ѕ aTíxors soAAdxis, Kal 814 
ToÜrov oxeddy rò way ale. wpooljuor. 
Hom. ii. p. 10. 
10—IV. 21.] REPROOF OF THE PARTY- 

DIVISIONS AMONG THEM: BY OCCASION 

OF WHICH, THE ÁPOSTLE EXPLAINS AND 
DEFENDS HIS OWN METHOD OF PREACH- 
ING ONLY CHRIST TO THEM. 10.] 
84 introduces the contrast to the thankful 
assurance just expressed. Bà т. òv., 
as 8:4 Tey оїктїрдёу oU 0є00, Кош. xii. 1: 
“as the bond of union, and as the most 
holy name by which they could be adjured.” 
Stanley. fra (reff.) not only introduces 
the result of the fulfilment of the exhorta- 
tion, but includes its import. тё abrd 

—contrast to Aéyei dye piv... dye 
88 . . уй 82... . bye Bé of ver. 12,—but 
further implying the Aaving the same sen- 
timents on the subjects which divided them : 
see Phil. ii. 2. Fre 84) 3é here im- 
plies but rather, as in Thuc. ii. 98, dreyly- 
vero wey айтф оў$%у ToU c TpaToU, . . . wpos- 
eylyvero 8. Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 
171,gives many other examples. — xarap- 
tlw is the exact word for tho healing or 
repairing of the breaches made by the 
oxlopara,— perfectly united. So Herod. 
v. 28, 9 MíAgros .. . . ёт) 800 yeveds àr- 
dp уооўтата ёз тё ndun Ta стосе, иери 

ob шу Пірог karáprwrav. ‚уо 
(reff.), disposition, —yveuy (do.), opinion. 

11.] We cannot fill up тё» XA, 
not knowing whether they were ons, or 
servants, or other members of her family. 
Nor can we say whether Chloe was (Theo- 
phyl., al.) an inhabitant of Corinth, or 
some Christian woman (Estius) known to 
the Corinthians elsewhere, or (Michaelis, 
Meyer) а» Ephesian, having friends who 

been in Corinth. 12.] Mye Se 
rovro br, — not, I say this se, — 
but (see reff.) I mean this, chat 

Ёкаст. ip. Мү.) The meaning is 
clear, but the form of expression not strictly 
accurate, the ékacros being a different per- 
son in each case. Accurately expressed it 
would run thus, бт: wdrres Tow vróÓ те 
Adyere, eye ent II., & " AsoA., ёуф KS., 
ey% Хрістой, —ог as De W., бт: sdrres A., 
ó дф, dyó eip... . Ó 84, ёуф xr. A.— 
Respecting the matter of fact to which the 
verse alludes, I have given references in thc 
Prolegg. $ ii. 10, to the principal theories 
of the German critics, and will only here 
restate the conclusions which I have there 
(ib. parr. 5—9) endeavoured to substan- 
tinte: (1) that these designations are sot 
used as pointing to acíual parties formed 
and subsisting among the Corinthians, but 
(2) as representing the SPIRIT WITH WHICH 
THEY CONTENDED against one another, 
being the sayings of individuals, and not of 
parties (ёкастоѕз busy Абун): q. d. Tou 
are all in the habit of alleging against ono 
another, some your specia] attachinent to 
Paul, some to Apollos, some to Cephas, 
others to no mere human teacher, but 
barely to Christ, to the cxclusion of 
us his Aposties.” (3) That these siy- 
ings, while they aro not to be made tlie 
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9 , 9 A X A * \ ^ 13 L E 

Aro, eyo 66 Куфа, éyà $ урттоў. 3 рецерістаі а = Matt. эй. 
0 xpiotés ; uù abo eoraupwOn I % Uudv, ij "eis Tò (ch. vii. 34. 

Kom. xii. 3 
reff.) 3 hinga 

xvi. 21. t = Acts siii, 16 reft. 

18. for veep, тєр. BD! : txt ACD2FL[PTN rel. 

basis of any hypothesis respecting defi- 
nite parties at Corinth, do neverthe- 
less Aint at matters of fact, and are not 
merely * exempli gratia ? and (4) that this 
view of the verse, which was taken by 
Chrys., Theodoret, Theophylact, Calv., is 
borne out, and indeed necessitated, by ch. 
iv. 6 (see there). tye .. . IIasÀAov] 
This profession, of being guided especially 
by the words and acts of Paul, would pro- 
bably belong to those who were the first 
fruits of, or directly converted under, his 
ministry. Such persons would contend for 
his apostolic authority, and maintain doc- 
trinally his teaching, so far being right ; 
but, ав usual with partisans, would magnify 
into importance practices and sayings of 
his which were in themselves indifferent, 
and forget that theirs was a service of per- 
fect freedom under one Master, even Christ. 
With these he does not deal doctrinally in 
the Epistle, as there was so need for it: 
but involves them in the same censure as 
the rest, and shews them in ch. ii., iii., iv. 
that he had no such purpose of gaining 

personal honour among them, but only of 
building them up in Christ. dye 
Aro] Apollos (Acts xviii. 24 ff.) had 
come to Corinth after the departure of 
Paul, and being eloquent, might attract 
some, to whom the bodily presence of Paul 
seemed weak and his speech contemptible. 
It would certainly appear that some occa- 
sion had been taken by this difference, to 
set too high a value on external and rhe- 
torical form of putting forth the gospel of 
Christ. This the Apostle scems to be 
blaming (in part) in the conclusion of 
this, and the next chapter. And from ch. 
xvi. 12, it would seem likely that Apollos 
himself had been aware of the abuse of his 
manner of teaching which had taken place, 
nnd was unwilling, by repeating his visit 
just then, to sanction or increase it. 
dy Куфа) All we can say in possible 
explanation of this, is, that as Peter was 
the Apostle of the circumcision,—as we 
know from Gal. ii. 11 ff. that his course 
of action on one occasion was reprebended 
by Paul, and as that course of action no 
doubt had influence and found followers, 
it is very conceivable that some of those 
who in Corinth lightly esteemed Paul, 
might take advantage of this honoured 
name, and cite against the Christian 
liberty taught by their own spiritual 
founder, the stricter practice of Peter. 1f 

$0, these persons would bo mainly found 
among the Jewish converts or Judaizers ; 
and the matters treated in ch. vii.—xi. 1, 
may have been subjects of doubt mainly 
with these persons. dye 82 xpo? ] 
А rendering has been proposed (Estius, al.) 
which need only be mentioned to be re- 
jected: viz. that Paul having mentioned 
the three parties, then breaks of, and adds, 
in his own person, d 9 (Паглоѕ), xpia- 
ToU (еи) [not of any of these preceding]. 
Beza represents this as Chrysostom's view, 
but it is not: ob тобто ёуекёле, Sti Tb» 
хрістђу davrois exephui(ory, GAA’ Fri ud 
sárres pórov. оЇро, 8 abr ко) оїкодєу 
abrd жроѕтедєекёуса Воулбрєуоу gap r e 
то ÉyxkA npa кота, кай Zekai or ка) Tbv 
xo» eis pépos Bobérra dy, el xal wh 
obras éxolouy тобто ékeiyoi:—(Hom. iii. 
p. 16 f):—meaning by olxo@ey, not, as 
his own sentiment, but of his own inven- 
tion, to shew them the inconsistency of 
their conduct. The words seem to apply 
to those who makea merit of not being 
attached to any human teacher,—who 
therefore alighted the apostleship of Paul. 
To them frequent allusion seems to be 
made in this and in the second Epistle, 
and more especially in 2 Cor. x. 7—11. 

For a more detailed discussion of the 
whole subject, see Prolegg. as above, and 
Dr. Davidson’s Introd. to the N. T. ii. 222 
ff. 18.] Some (Lachmann has so 
printed it) take дєдфёнотш ё xp. as an 
assertion,—‘ Christ has been divided (by 
vou), —or, as Chrys. mentions, ierelpato 
xpos àvÜpdwovs к. dueploaro thv ixxkànolav. 
But it is far better to take it, as commonly, 
interrogatively : Is Christ (the Person of 
Christ, as the centre and bond of Christian 
unity—not, the Gospel of Christ (Grot., 
al.), nor the Church of Christ 8 
Olsh.) : nor the power of Christ (Theodo- 
Piet e. his right “afc all) divided (not 
in the primary sense (Meyer, ed. 1), against 
Himself, as Mark iii. 24, 25, ың we 
have ёф’ éaurhy, but into various parte, 
one under one leader, another under an- 
other, — which in fact would amount, after 
all, to a division against Himself)? The 
question applies to all addressed, not to 
the yò хрісто? only, as Meyer, ed. 1. 
In that case peuépiora: ô xp. would mean 
“ Has Christ become the property of onc 
part only ?* as indeed Dr. Burton renders 
it. Meyer urges against the interroga- 
tive rendering, that the questions begin 
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aver. 4. дуора IIlavXov * ёВаттбӨтте; 1** evyaptora TQ * Ged бт. ABCDP 
ovdéva йд» éBarrica, ei p) Крісто» kai l'áioy, * iva ca ate 

TU uý тіс єйтт Ste eis тд euoy Üvopa ' dBamría0nre. 16 éBd- na 17. 
or. xiii. 11. м 47 i thes. ivl. rica è каї Tov 2TeDavá olxow 'Xovróv ойк olda "ei 

17 ov yàp * ámréa TeMév pre христос 
п = Acts xiz.2 

„constr., Act Tiva AAXOV ESarrica. 
xavi. 17 reff. 

"азе, нош. Bamrilew, GANA * evaryyeAibea0av ойк èv copia uxyov, 

14. om то Oe, BN! 67? [Chr-comm, Damasc-comm ]. add pov Ad g 17 vulg- 
sixt(with demid fuld harl?) Syr syr-w-ob copt arm Thdrt, Orig-int, Pel Sedul Bede. 

тр:скоу Nl. 
15. rec (for ear) еВаттіса, with C?DFLP rel fri Syr [syr-txt] goth Thdrt 

Tert, : txt ABC!N а m 17 vulg syr-mg coptt arm Chr, Damasc Ambr-mss Pel Primas 
Bede. 

16. for Barr, BeBasxrika Di(twice] F[1st]. 
аллоу F fuld [ D-lat ]. 

17. for aweoreiAey, атєста(...) А: атестаћке c. 
om ACDLPN rel [ Orig-e,] Chr, ТЫ (Ec. 
gacha: B: txt ADFLPN rel. (C uncert.) 

immediately after, with мя. But we may 
fairly set against this argument, that the 
pf introduces a new form of interrogation 
respecting a new individual, viz. Paul: and 
that it was natural, for solemnity’s sake, 
to express the other question differently. 
In дедёрттол & xpurrós, the Majesty of 
Christ’s Person is set against the unworthy 
insinuation conveyed by ueuépurran—in 
uh TiavAos ёстаур@бп ixtp ö., the 
meanness of the individual, Paul, is set 
against the triumph of divine Love implied 
in фот. dw. par. Two such contrasts 
could hardly but be differently expressed. 

J П. фет. x.7.4.] Surely Paul 
was not crucified for you? By repudi- 
ating all possibility of Aimself being the 
Head and éwéyupos of their church, he 
does so à fortiori for Cephas and Apollos : 
for he founded the Church at Corinth. On 
els Tb dv. @Bawr. see Matt. xxviii. 19. 
14.] Olsh. characterizes it as surprising 
that Paul should not have referred to tho 
import of baptism itself as a reason to 
snbstantiate his argument. He does not 
this, but tacitly assumes, between ver. 13 
nnd 14, the probability that his having bap- 
tized any considerable number among the 
Corinthians would naturally have led to the 
abuse against which he is arguing. 
ех. т. 0.] “Тат (now) thankful to God, 
who so ordered it that I did not,’ dc. 
Crispus, the former ruler of the synagogue, 
Acts xviii. 8. Gaius, afterwards the host of 
the Apostle, and of the church, Rom. xvi. 
23. 15.] (va represents the purpose, 
not of the Apostle's conduct at the time, 
bat of the divine ordering of things: ‘God 
so arranged it, that none might say,’ &c. 

16.] He subsequently recollects 
having baptized Stephanas and his family 
(see ch. xvi. 15, 17),— perhaps from infor. 
mation derived from Stephanas himself, 

ins то bef Ло:коу F. 

ins o bef хр:стоѕ BF Thdrt : 
(аАла, во А(арру) BDN.) evayyeAt- 

om 

who Марі with ue iar yi leaves an 
opening for any others whom he ma - 
aibly have baptized and have forgotten it. 
The last clause is important as against 
those who maintain the absolute omni- 
science of the inspired writers on ecery 
topic which they handle. 17.] This 
verse forms the transition to tbe descrip- 
tion of his preaching among them. His 
mission was not fo baptize :—w trace al. 
ready, of the sepnration of the offices of | 
baptizing and preaching. &6perev uiv 
yàp каттхобцеуоу ЛаВбутаѕ kal wereic- 
pévoy Barrio, жаут$з obrivosovy dori 
$ yàp wpoaípegis ToU Tposiórros Аоф» 
Елы Tb way, kal ў ToU beot xdpur 
бта» 8d dulorous Bén xarnxioa, voAAoU 
Dei vÓvov, толАђх THs colos rére Bè 
kal Tò xiyduvebeiy wpostjv. Chrys. Hom. 
iil. p. 18. It is evident that this is said 
in no derogation of Baptism, for he did 
on occasion baptize, —and it. would be im- 
possible that he should speak lightly of 
the ordinance to which he appeals (Rom. 
vi. 3) as the seal of our union with Christ. 

oix iv coóíq Aéyov] It seems 
evident from this apology, and other hints 
in the two Epistles, e. g. 2 Cor. x. 10, that the 
lainness and simplicity of Paul's speech 
d been one cause among the Corinthians 

ofalienation from him. Perhaps, as hinted 
above, the eloquence of Apollos was ex- 
tolled to Paul's еда iv 
соф.) in (as the element in which: better 
than ‘ with’) wisdom of speech (i. e. the 
speculations of philosophy : that these are 
meant, and not mere eloquence or rhetorical 
form, appears by what follows, which treats 
of the subject, and not merely of the manner 
of the preaching) in order that the Oross 
of Ohrist (the t central point of his 
preaching; exhibiting man’s guilt and 
God's love in their highest degrees and 
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iva ш) re. б Yaravpóe той wpuaToU. 19 б * yog x= вот. iv. 
{4 тей. 

yap б тод У старой тої pey *% ато\Муцёго в ° pwpla ! = Sy 
Phil. iit, 18. ёстір, tois && “calopévors νν ° дураш Ücoü Cori. e . 

10 уёуралттаа yap Ar тї» copiay тб» софу, 
4 теп. 

Kdt “= Кот. ii. 12. 
2 Cor. il. 15. 

^ ^ , iv. 3. 2 Thees. THY t avveaww tav " avreróv { адетјсю. 20 Хто) codos ; ҮП (Pet. 
k ^ | r „ К ^m b] ^n JA n y" кн. v: той 'урарнатейўф; ro urg той " аќдуос " той- „зм д, 

э 2 ^ TP 
тоо; ovyl °ёдерауе» Ge тт» cojíav тоў kocpov; iti 
01 , ` Ly , ^ 7 ^ ^ 9 r¥ e € vv. 21, 24. °l реле) yap v TH “софіа той 10coD ойк "yo o chiu 

only. Sir. xx. 31. xli. 1$ only. (-s, ver. 25.) d pres., ch. zv. 2 reff. e Acta viil. 
10, Rom.i. 16. тет. 24. f Isa. xxix. 14. Mark xii. 23. Luke il. 47. Eph. 
jii. 4. Col. i. 9. ii. 2. 2 Tim. ii. 7 only. Prov. ii. 2. h Matt. xi, 25. Luke х. 21. Acts xiii. 
Tonly. Prov. xvi. 21. 

k = Rom. lii. 27. Isa. xxxiil. 18, 
m here only t. (reip, Acts vi. 9. іх. 29. -Tyote, Acts xv. J.) 
о = . Rom. i. 22 үч) only. Isa. ziz. 11. 

$3, Eph. iil. 10. 

18. om yap P b!. om 2nd 4 B a! Cyr-jer,. 

i= Mark vii. 9. Luke =. 16. John хіі. 48, Gal. Il. 21 al. lsa. xlviii. 8 
= Matt, ziii. 62, Epp., here only. Esra vil. 6. 

n Rom. zii. 2 reff. 
ver. 21. Rom. xi. Acts xv. 24 reff. q 

т Rom. i. 21. Gal. iv. 4 1 John іт. 6, 1, 8. (Jer. xxxvili. (xaxi.] 34.) 

coopevos(sic) N. om 
nuw Е am? fuld? fri D-lat G-lat Iren- int, Tert Cypr, Hil, Ambrst Cassiod : id est 
nobis vulg Pel Sedul Bede. 
19. om yap D'{-gr(appy, Treg)] К [Orig-c,]. 

. rec 
CIDIFLM? rel 

T. kogu. ins TovTov (to correspond with тоу at. Tovrov abore), with 
[iatt syrr copt goth arm-mss] Clem, Orig, Chr, Thdrt Tert, : om 

ABC! Di. gr] PN! a 17 [spec arm-ed Euthal-ms] Clem, Cyr[-p,) Did, Damasc Thl gr 
Orig-int, Tert,. 

21. om yap F 3. 108.77 arm. 

closest connexion) might not be deprived 
of its effect. This would come to pass 
rather by pAilosophical speculations than 
by eloquence. 18.) For (explanation of 
the foregoing clause,—and that, assuming 
the mutual exclusiveness of the preaching 
of the Cross and wisdom of speech, and the 
identity of of awoAAdpevor with the lovers 
of софіа Adyou: q. d. * wisdom of speech 
would nullify the Cross of Christ: for the 
doctrine of the Cross is to the lovers of that 
wisdom, folly.’ The reasoning is elliptical 
and Were and is further complicated by 
the emphatic position of rois &moAA. and тогу 
ow.) the [preaching (speech, or] doctrine 
‘there is a word, an eloquence, which is 
most powerful, the eloquence of the Cross: 
referring to софіа ACV. Stanley) of the 
Cross is to the perishing (those who are 
through unbelief on the way to everlasting 
perdition) folly: but to us who are being 
saved (Billroth (in Olsh.) remarks that т. 
cet. ўи. is а gentler expression than Jut» 
T. со. would be: the latter would put the 
Ju. into strong emphasis, and exclude the 
opponents їп а more marked manner. 
ol ce[ópevós are those in the way of sal- 
ration :—who by faith have laid hold on 
Christ and are by Him being saved, see reff.) 
it is the power (see ref. Rom. and note. 
Hardly, as Meyer,—a medium of divine 
Power, etwas, wodurch Gott kräaͤftig 
wirkt: rather, the perfection of God's 
Power the Power itself, in its noblest 
manifestation) of God. 19.] For (соп. 
tinnation of reason for ойк dv copig Aóyov: 

because it was prophesied that euch wis- 
dom should be brought to nought by God) 
it is written, ёс. The citation is after 
the LXX, with the exception of ёбетђсо 
for крофо. The Heb. is ‘the wisdom of 
the wise shall perish, and the prudence of 
the prudent shall disappear. (Lowth.) 
But Culv. says most truly, ‘ Perit sapientia, 
sed Domino destruente : sapientia evanes- 
cit, sed inducta a Domino et deleta.’ 
20.} See ref. The question implies disap- 
pearance and exclusion. соф, the 
wise, generally: үре, the Jewish 
scribe [interpreter of the law],—ovv- 
{yr., the Greek disputer [arguer | (reff.). 

TOU alör. T. is best taken with the whole 
three,—of this present (ungodly) world. 

ёрорауєу | корду Beiter обсау r 
тў» tis xlorews kardAmpir, Chrys. 
21.] For (explanation of фифра»е›) when 
(not temporal, but illative = ‘since,’ 
‘seeing that,’—so Plato, Gorg. p. 454, 
ёте) rolvuy ob u dwepyd(era: тобто TÒ 
Epyov, àAAà kal &ААа‹...; see Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. 259) in the wisdom of 
God (as part of the wise arrangement of 
God. De W., Meyer, al., render it ‘dy 
the revelation of the wisdom of God,’ 
which was made to the Gentiles, as Rom. 
i, by creation, and to the Jews by the 
law,—thus connecting é» with Eyre, and 
making Tj соф. т. 0. the medium of know- 
ledge :—Chrys. takes it for the wisdom 
manifest in His works only : тЇ dori, фу 
т. соф. T. 0.; TH 8:4 тё» Epywr Haivoncry, 
Be Sy 40éAnce ‘ууюрс@ђри. But I very 
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1. Isa. vii. , m ok < j ЧН" 

„i „ тоф» * Syrobaw, ?3 ee 66 Y кпруссоцєи ypiotov ёттау- 

m=" pæpévov, ‘Iovõaiois uév * axávbaXov, Ebveow $ * роріар, 
— Matt. xii. ^ ^ ^ ` 

“зт. Prov. 24 а aùrois 66 rois bro, "lovdaiois те kai EM eu, 
zs N ^ e L4 M A d [4 » 25 w e * f М 

totov Oeod * dαEMuñͤ kai Өсоў d софіа»" 25 бт: * тд f шорду у Acts viii. 5 
reff. 

b ver. 1 ul. € ver. IG. d ver. 21. e nent., 
f Matt, vii. 28. ch. iij, 18. iv. 10 al. Deut. xxxii. 6. (-péa, ver. 18.) 

z = Rom. xiv. 
13 reff. a see ch. v. 13. 

Rom, viii, 3. 2 Cor. iv. 17. viii. 9. 

vor. С m [Ath,] Chr, Damasc. for о beos, то део F. xicrevgarras L. 
99. for exei» ка, ewes F: om ка fuld [harl!] Syr [(Clem,) Tert, Cypr, Hil, 

Ambrst]. rec onneiov (Meyer and De W think onuea a corrn, because only the 
sing could present any difficulty: but Tisckdf (Ed. 7 [and 8]) refers to such passages as 
Matt xii. 89, xvi. 4 al as having suggested the sing, which considg the immense weight 
of manuscript authority, seems, I own, more likely), with L rel arm [Euthal-ms Cyr- 
J Thl-txt Ec-txt : txt ABCDFPN 17 latt syrr copt goth [seth-pl] Clem, [Sevrn-c, р 

Сїт, Thdrt Damasc] Mcion-t Cypr, Hil. 
98. rec (for eveaiv) eAànoı» (lo suit precedg and follg) 

ex(nrovow A. 
› With C1D3 rel (Syr(appy) ] 

Clem, Orig-ims, rig [ Euthal-ms Chr, Thdrt]: txt ABCID!FLPN m 17 latt вуг copt 
8. goth sth arm Orig, -int 

24. [for avrois, avros C sic, Tischdf). 

much doubt the legitimacy of this absolute 
objective use of софіа, as = those things 
by which the copla is manifested. I can- 
not see with Olsh. why the interpretation 
given above is ganz unpauliniſch:“ it is 
merely an expansion of dne, and 
agrees much better with Paul's use of 
the words ў софіа т. eov in reff. and in 
ch. ii. 7) the world (Jew and Gentile, see 
next verse) by its wisdom (xs п means of 
attaining knowledge: or, but I prefer 
the other, “through the wisdom (of God) 
which I have just mentioned :" so Stanley) 
knew not (could not find out) God, God 
saw fit by the foolishness of preaching 
(lit., of the proclamation :’ gen. of appo- 
sition, —by that preaching which is reputed 
folly by the world) to save believers. 
Rom. i. 16 throws light on this lust 
expression as connected with Sévauis Oeo 
in our ver. 18, and with what follows here. 
There the two are joined: 8dvayis yàp 
008 ёстіу (Tò ebay. т. xp.) els c pa 
rayrl rg жістебоуті, 'lovDaie Te pror к. 
EAA». 29.] bab, not as in 
ver. 21, but = ‘siquidem,’ and explains т. 
pepías T. ктр. ко —каС) see Mark 
ix. 18, unite (De W.) things resembling 
each other in this particular, but else 
uulike. Jews and Gentiles both made 
false requirements, but of different kinds. 

peia alr.) see Matt. хіі. 38, 
xvi. 1; Luke хі. 16; John ii. 18, vi. 30. 
The correction enpeioy has probably been 
made from remembering the onpeioy of 
these passages. The sign required was 
not, as I have observed on Matt. xii. 88, 
a mere miracle, but some token from 

] Eus, Ath m Damasc] Cypr, Hil, [Ambrst]. 
om ros F. om тє F К. 

Heaven, substantiating the word preached. 
38.) Still the expansion of ў up. т. 

knpoy. ow, ckd»8. as regards the 
Jews, and uepía as regards the Gentiles, 
correspond to the general term шера 
before. The 84 after дес is that so 
often found in clauses following the 
temporal conjunctions éwel, ts, opa, &c., 
in Homer, and 8s, &s, dswep, ei, &c., in 
Attic writers: e. g. Od. k. 178, ro» ira 
Opéjar Geol, Lover loov . . . , Tov Bé ris 
&OaráTror pad є opéras Evov ёсаѕ, — 
and Xen. Cyr. viii. 5. 12, ётер of éwai- 
Tat, odr 8d ка) ol желтаста) к. of rotoral. 
See many other examples in Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. 184 f. It serves to give 
a slight prominence to the consequent 
clause, as compared with the antecedent 
one. 24.] This verse plainly is a con- 
tinuation of the opposition to ver. 22 be- 
fore begun, but itself springs by way of 
opposition out of loud. uiv ordd., FOr. 52 
peplay,—and carries the thought back to 
vv. 18 and 21. atroig 82 т. kÀ«rois] 
Not, But to the elect themselves,’ which 
would be either афто; 8 xAnrots, or То 
8% xAsrois abrois ;—but to these, viz. the 
elect, the abrots serving to identify them 
with the ow(énevo: of ver. 18. There it 
was Andy, here atrois, because by the 
mention of preaching joined with jyeis, 
he has now separated off the hearers. 
Súvapıv, as fulfilling the requirement of 
the seekers after a sign :—codlav,—of 
those who sought toisdom. The repeti- 
tion of xpiordy gives solemnity, at the same 
time that it concentrates the Sévauis and 
софіа in the Person of Christ; q. d. 
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g e тод Өєоў софотерор тфу dip dotiv, кай ° TO кози, im 
haabevés той Oeod taxupórepov ry avOparrow éaTiv. E ut 1 2 

к 26 к Prémere yap THY eMe vnd, dòe No, бт ov ro- zi E: „б^ 
- Aol софо m xara m сарка, oU TOXÀol ® oͤbvarol, ov TON- Жы. Е 

Aol ° єїхүєрєеб, 27 adhe Ta ‘umpa тоў chene P ех ато '^ Luke i. 46. 
0 Beds iva à Katao xovg TOUS ooh, kal тё do Beri) тоў E Es 

M iT e 

«óc [aov P ем ато б Geos iva %катаатуйуру TŘ ' toxupa, ` тЫ m. 2. 
Rom. зі. 

28 kal тё * aryevi) той коодой xal Tà * éfovÜcvguéva ve. ref. Eph. 
m ges de 3 reff. 

bove (I) Т т dee казоте @). Matt. xii. 29 bis ||. 

n ys zxr. 

a tr. 10 
ti Sha Dent. iv 3 

= ube хіх. 12 (Acts шч) 11) only. Jobi; * $ Dace. 
= хі, 4,5 Ki xix. q ga , 11783 ah 

s here only t. Rom. 

25. етт» bef тоу arp. (both times) DF latt [Syr] arm Hil, [Ambrst, 2nd copt]. 
om 2nd єттї» BN! o 17. 672 Orig, E 

36. for yep, ovr D[-gr] Fan (Pamph, [Orig, your). 

lst] to [2nd] wa A F[-gr] m[: from Ist Geos to Geos (next ver)! 
1 n] f ОЕ эл мї, rel: txt BCDLPR A 47 latt 

copt.—ouvSe 
N. om from 

[-gr, rec rovs софоџз be 
syrr copt eth arm Orig [ыр 

28. for ayer, acbery Ri(tx 
Pamph, C 

t Christ even in His humiliation «nto 
dece An pone ower of God and wisdom о 

use of 8буашз and софіа 
here as applied to Him who was the great- 
est example of both, would not justify the 
absolute use of copla in this sense in 
ver. 21. 25.] Because (reason why 
Christ (crucifled) is the power and wisdom 
of God) the f. ess of God (that, act 
of God which men think foolish) is wiser 
than men (s in wisdom, not only 
all which they call by tbat name, but 
men, all possible wisdom of mankind); 
and the weakness of God (that act of 
God which men think weak) is stronger 
than men (not only surpasses in might 
all which think powerful, but men 
themeelves,— all human might whatsoever. 
For the construction of the genitives, 
see reff.). The latter clause introduces a 
fresh thought, the way for which however 
has been prepared by brands, vv. 18, 24. 
The Jews required a proof of divine Might: 
we give them Christ cracifled, which is to 
them a thing do@erés: but this àgðerès 
ToU бео? is stronger than men. 20.] 
BAérere, imperative, as in reff. If taken 
indicatively, it loses the emphasis which 
its in the sentence requires. It 
would thus be ri» yàp KAjjow фий» 
BAéxcre. See a similar reminder on the 
part of the Apostle, 1 Thess. i. 4. 

seems best to apply to what “ im- 
mediately gone before. As a proof that 
the foolishness of God is wiser than men 
and the weakness of God stronger than 
men, he calls attention to the fact that 
the Christian church, so full of divine 
wisdom and strength by the indwelling 
Spirit of God, consisted for the most part, 

Vor. II. 

UB. 

om ov холл. ди». F[-gr] 

tat ore Ggf. mel (iat, )]. 

not of the wise or mighty am men 
but of = whom the world dap : 

as in reff. the calling д» j 
dt "ues vocation and standing of 
Christian m Sr. ob wodAol . 
that not many of you are wise according 
to the flesh (‘significari vult sapientiam, 
quse stadio humano absque i doctrina Spiri- 
tus Sancti potest acquiri, Estius), not 
many mighty (no need to supply xarà 
тёрка, which is unders ав а matter of 
course), not many noble. This is far 
better than to supply (as E. V., and most 
Commentators) 5 alter eiryeve:s ; 
and thus Vulg., Chrys, Beza, Meyer, De 
Wette, al. Olsh. observes: “ The ancient 
Christians were for the most part slaves 
and men of low station ; the wholo history 
of the expansion of the church is in reality 
a progressive victory of the ignorant over 
the learned, the lowly over the lofty, until 
the emperor himself laid down his crown 
before the cross of Christ." 27, 28. ] 
тё pepá, neut. for more generalization, 
but = robs регро. This is shewn by 
00s copots following, in that case it being 
necessary to use the ine. ToU 
róg., of (belonging to) the world: not 
in the eyes of the world, as Theodoret, 
Luth., Grot., Est. al..—which would not 
fit та dyer т. кбсџ., nor the sense: for 
they were not only seemingly but really 
foolish, when о chose t. m = вот. 
асур, by shewing to the wise and the 
strong, the foolish and the weak entering 
the kingdom of heaven before them. 
тё ire matter of fact —the low-born : 
тд i even matter of estimation, the 
despised. Without the ка, which is 
certainly the true reading, rà ph byra 

11 
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usoEar.Trosd. Є№Ёато б eos, TA " шз} дута, іра tà бита " катаруђот, 
сов, Ope 
тё тшу тәр 29 бте uy) " Kavynontas * vüca сАрЕ évarriov той Geot { 

Mire. 30 * dE айтой de рей; daré "év уриттф "Inood, bs  ёуетјбд noi 
1 йты софіа ш>» ° amò Oeod d д:кагосйуп Te каї jg u кай 
бута, Ta 
Soxourr’ аттылАесау, 

1.14, Ezra iv. 21. 
y = Acts хіх. 9. 3 John 6. 

11. 2Cor. v. 17. Gal. i. 22. 
iv. 3. vi. 19 al. 

1 = John v 

а Rom. iii. 21, 28. 

w absol., T . 2 

b = 3 Cor. vii. 11. 1 Thess. i. 5 al. 

v Paul (Rom. fii. 3,31. ch. li. б. zlii, f al.) only, exc. Luke xiii. T. Heb. 
Cor. хі. 16 al. 1 Kings ii. 3. : 

ha vij. 22. Rom. xi. 36 ac Rom. viii. 1. avi. 7, 
x Acts П. 17 reff. 

c = Rom. xiii. 1. ch. 
e Rom. vi. 19 reff. 

rec ins xa: bef та pn ovra (a mistaken supplement of the sense: see note), with 
BCID LPR? rel vulg [F-lat spec] fri 
Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]: om AC! D 
Iren-int Tert, Ambrst Tich. 

29. Elz xavxncera, with FP [bo]: txt ABCDLN rel Orig, ape] Eus,. 

copt [setli-pl arm Pamph, ] Orig. ua d 
[and lat] F[-gr.] №! 17 seh-rom Orig, [ Euthal-ms 

rec for 
тоу деоо, avrov (corrn, to avoid repetition, not observing the emphasis), with C! vulg 
syrr arm-usc Orig, Diul, [Sevrn-c 
сор arm-zoh wth О 
to write avrov, but erased it. 

Thdrt Ambrst : txt ABCIDFLPN! rel fri spec 
rig,[ -int,] Eus, Ephr, Bas Chr, Damasc Thl Aug Tich,.—N? began 

30. reo ушу bef софа, with L rel vulg-ed(with [barl!]) syrr copt arm Orig, Kus, д 
Mac, Chr, Thdrt [Cyr-p, Damasc) Ambr, Aug: txt ABCDFPN m 17 am(with 
demid harl? (fuld tol ]) Orig. pe [Dial, Еш. id, Cyr[-p,] Ambr, Ambrst Jer,. 

nue B. for ёк. те, коз 8x. D?[P]F Orig, [om re Di]. 

may belong to all four, the uwpd, oberi, 
yer, and dtov6er.,—but more probably it 
has reference only to the last two. Nothing 
(as e.g. wéya тг) must be supplied after 
uh бута: it means as good as having no 
existence: uh being subjective, and imply- 
ing that the non-existence is not absolute 
but estimative. Were it absolute matter 
of fact, it would be expressed by тё офк 
pra, as in 1 Pet. ii. 10, of obx hAenuévor, 

piv 84 ёлепдбьте. See Hartung, Par- 
tikellehre, ii. p. 131; Winer, edn. 6, § 55. 
6; and Phil. iii. 8; Eph. v. 4. Olshauson 
refines on the expression too much, when 
he explains it of those who have lost their 
old carnal life and have not yet ncquired 
their new spiritual one: it more probably 
means, things (persons) of absolutely so 
account iu the world, unassignable among 
men, which the yer) and ё оубеууибуа 
are. Meyer remarks that the threefold 
repetition of Ie. d des, with the three 
contrasts to cogol, duvarol, and ei»yereis, 
announces the fact with a triumphant 
emphasis. N ‘ reduce to the 
state of ойк бута” All the бута, the 
realities, of the world, are of absolutely 
no account, unassignable, in God's spiritual 
kingdom. .] That all flesh may 
have no ground of boasting before God. 
The negntive in these clauses goes with tho 
verb, not with the adjective; so that each 
word retains its proper meaning. 
30.] But (contrast to the hosting just 
spoken of) of Him are ye (from Him 
ye, who once were as oix бита, ——ёстё.— 
He is the author of your spiritual life) in 
(in union with) Christ Jesus, Who was 
made (not is made: see reff. On 

sce 1 Thess. i. 5 note) to us from 

God wisdom (standing us in stead of all 
earthly wisdom and raising us above it 
by being arb 6«o0;—Wisdom—in His 
incarnation, in His life of obedience, in 
His teaching, in His death of atonement, in 
His glorification and sending of the Spirit: 
and not only Wisdom, but all that we can 
want to purify us from guilt, to give us 
righteousness before God, to sanctify us 
after His likeness, (and) both righteous- 
ness (the source of our justification before 
God), and sanctification (by His Spirit ; 
observe the тє каќ, implying that in these 
two, 8:каос. and ауави., the Christian 
life is complete—that they are so joined as 
to form one whole—our righteousness as 
well as our sanctification. As Bisping 
well remarks, '*Bu. and åy. nre closely 
joined by the re (xal) and form but one 
idea, that of Christian justification: 8. 
кооофуу the negative sido, in Christ's 
justifying work,) ,t the positive, 
sanctification, the imparting to us of sanc- 
tifying grace"), and redemption (by satis- 
faction made for our sin, reff. :—or perha 
deliverance, from all evil, and especially 
from eternal death, as Rom. viii. 23: but I 
prefer the other). The foregoing construc- 
tion of the sentence is justified, (1) as 
regards awd Oeo? belonging to èyerhôn, 
and not to cola, by the position of Jui», 
which has been altered in rec. to connect 
софіа with àwb 0., (2) as regards the whole 
four substantives being co-ordinate, and not 
the last three merely explicative of cola, 
by the usage of те xaí—xaí, e. g. Herod. i. 
23, bi0spauBor xpwrov дубрбте» vd цес 
Tuer wothoaytd тє kal dvoudearra xal 
8.84 аута, and Hom. Od. o. 78, audére- 
ро», kvbós тє ка) dyAaty xal čreiap,—so 

ABCDF 
LPrab 
edefg 

kim 
7. 
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f drohutpwots, 9! iva , кабёҳ 'уёүралгта, ‘О kavydpieyos t Row. ii. za 
ev киріф ^ каухаабе. 

II. 1 Kayo bev mpòs spas, dd e h, NH ov ! каб 
к d epoxij v Xoyov Ñ copias ' xatayyédAwy Ошбу тд ™ pap- Hs 

е ^ 0 ^ 9 2 n >” 7 207 ? e ^ * kl 5 туру TOU ÜcoU. ? ov yàp " &xpwá ть eidévar èv òzulv, ei omiy. e 
p ‘соду ypioróv, "kal тобто» ёттаиродёуор. $ к@үФ® 
Pev Idobeveia xal Pév D xal ? év "трбдф то\\ф 

1 = Acts xlii. 5 reff. part. pres., Acts xv. N. 
о Rom. ziii. 11. eh. vi. 6,8 al - 

50. xii. 5, Ke. 
only.. Ps. liv. 6. 

Cuar. II. 1. for paprepior, uva Topior (appy а 
Ambrst(msa vary] Ambr, Aug, : txt BDELPR 

Heb. v. 2. vii. 28. Job E 7 
в as abore (r). Mark xvi. 8 only. 

н. a 

3 Macc. ziii 
6 only. 
1 eu 
om. х. 1) 

= ch. I. 6 reff. в = Acts xv. 19 reff. 
Rom. хч. 32 = Rom. vi. 19. 2 Cor. хі. 

т 2 Cor. vii As. Eph. vi. 5. Phil. il. 12 

loss from ver 7) ACR! n fri Syr copt 
н этте Y &th arm Orig[-c,] 

Chr, Cyr[-p Damasc] Thi (Ec ( Pel] Jer Bede. 
rec aft expiva ins Tov, wi 

17 (Orig Ath) y Cyr, Antch 
syrr coptt arm ig- 
бу Bas, Isid, Chr, Tert Hil, 

e ( 

3. rec xar eyw, with DFL rel Chr, 
Bas, Anteh, Damasc. 
49. 119 latt [Ambrst]. 

that (see Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 109 ; 
Donaldson, Gr. Gram. 551) the words 
coupled by те ui (compare the exegesi 
above) rank as bw ome with to 
those coupled to them by xaí, compare 

above. Hence these three 
cannot be under one category, as explica- 
tive of copia, but must be thus ranged: 
софіа 8:коовбуу тє kal ayiacuds, ка) 
awoAtrpwats. $1.] The constraction 
is an anacoluthon, the citation being re- 
tained in the original imperative, though 
the Та required a subjanctive. It is 
freely made from the LXX. This verse 
declaring, in opposition to ver. 29, the 
only true ground of boasting, viz. in God 
and His mercies to us in Christ, closes the 
description of God's dealing in this matter. 
He now reverts to the subject of Ais own 
preaching. II. 1—5.| Accordingly, 
Paul did not «se among them words of 
paar d ийри уни 5 S 
cruci „ in the power of the Spirit. 

ny also (as one of the 3ueis of 
cb. i. 29, and also with reference to the 

ing verse, óxavx. d» kup. кархбсбм) 
when I came to you, brethren, eame, not 
with exeelleney of speech or wisdom 
announcing (pres. ү not fut. as in 
ref., and in Yen. ell. ii. 1. 29, ds тёз 
"Абдрах Ne, ёууёќ\Лоуса rà'yeyoróra. 
Tbe time taken in the voyage is over- 
looked, and the announcement regarded as 
beginning when the voyage began) to 
you the testimony of (concerning) God. 

2.] For I did not resolve to know 
112 

om 2nd ev F 49 latt(exc D. lat) [Ambrst]. 

D*L rel Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: om ABCD!-3FPN a m 
rec ¢:Beva: bef т:, with AD2FLN 47 latt Damase 1 

е Did, f Chr] Cyr, Tert, [Ambrst]: txt BC(D!-5)P a m 17 
ictorin Aug,.—r: er иш» «ib. D'3: тоо er ушу (i. Ti 

The posn of rt, and harshness of т: «devai, seem to have occasioned the trans- 
posns, and ov would be supplied from elsw, see Acts xxvii. 1, 1 Cor vii. 37.) 
bef mo. F 109 am(with harl tol) Orig-int, Bil, [Ambre 

Thdrt Th 

xo · 
Ange [ 2 

txt ABCPN a k m 17 Опе [-с 
o asl 

(Ec: 

any thing (hardly = fxpura eld ob3éy, 
as E. V., but meaning, “the only thing 
that I made i£ definitely my business to 
know, was”) you, except Jesus 
Christ (His Person) and Him (as) oruei- 
fied (His Office). It would seem that the 
historical facts of redemption, and espe- 
cially the crucifixion of Christ, as a matter 
of offence, had been kept in the back- 
ground by these professors of human 
wisdom. “ Ме must not overlook, that 
Paul does not say to know any thing of 
or concerning Christ, but to know Hn 
HIMSELF, to preach Нім HriusELF. The 
historical Christ is also the living Christ, 
who is with His own till the end of time : 
He works ally in every believer, 
and forms Himself in each one. There- 
fore it is universally CHRIST HIMSELF, 
the cracifiéd and the risen One, who is 
ihe subject of preaching, and is also 
Wisdom itself: for His his evermore 
lives and repeats itself in the whole church 
and in every member of it: it never 
waxes old, any more than does God Him- 
self ;—it retains at this day that fulness 
of power, in which it was revealed at the 
first ME E ofthe church." Olshausen. 

the nature of Ms own preaching being the 
leading subject-mattor here. Th 
ness and fear and much trembling must 
not beexclusively understood of his manner 
of speech as contrasted with the rhetorical 
preachers, for ó Adyos pow к. Tb ihpvyuá 
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t = ch. xe. 10. t éyevóusy p биа, 4 kal б №уос pov kal TO rý- ABCDP 
mee Matt Y " gerloù las Aóyoig, dXX "dy 4 6 7 8 puyud pov ойк * ёр “тебо% соф Got, g 

hkim 
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e uÀ ў Pev софіа dub p ] , M ? dy * Suváper Ücob. 
rimit 6 Soplav 8 Aadodpev dv тоф; " те\єіоіс, coplay $ où 
— 22] у = ver.13. Gal. v. 5, 16. s ch. 1.18 гей. а = ch. xiv. 20. Heb. 
v. 14 al. з, Chron. zzv. B. 

4. for «ioi, тео b! e o 1. 181. 48. 72. 106-8-53 D. lat G-lat кон! F-lat) Syr 
sah [æth-pl] arm 
ins avOpemivns bef copias (expla 

Ambrst-comm Pind Tus 
Syr sah eth arm Orig, 
ч amasc Ambr.) Jer, 

lat sab, Лоуоѕ NI: om F a 18*. 74 0. 
aAa B. 

5. omg Fe m. MRA B. 

pov follow in the next verse, —but partly 
of this, and principally of his internal deep 
and humble persuasion of his own weak- 
ness and the mightiness of the work which 
was entrusted to him. So in Phil. ii. 12, 
18, he commands the Philippians, perà 
péßou x.. Tpóuov thy lar сетуріау 
катеруб(єсде, Oeds ydp dorw ô inrer 
dy фм, The àc0érvea may have refer 
ence to the wapovela сбиатоз ào0«vfs of 
2 Cor. x. 10. Chrys., al., understand it 
of persecutions : but in the places to which 
he refers, it € far "€ paese re нә 
infirmities, in t resulting from 
persecution. 4 And (not adver- 
sative, as Olsh., Fes following naturally on 
the weakness, &c., just шаса 

to it’) my discourse and my 
preashing (Aéyos à the course of argu- 
ment and inculcation of doctrine, xh 
of p announcement of facts. This (De 
W.) is better than with Oleh. to са 
stand А. as his private, к. his public dis- 
course: see Luke iv. 82, and б Adyos т. 
старой, ch. i. 18) was not in (did not 
consist of,. was not set forth in, sce ref.) 
persuasive (reid = Tian, тешттўргоз, 
тестікб in Greek. The var. readings 
have been endeavours to avoid the unusual 
word, which however is ly formed 
from wed, as gun from @elSoua, ав 
Меуег words of wisdom (dvOpexlvys, a 
gloss, but a correct one. Corinthia iig 
pro exquisitis et re elaboratis, et 
ad ostentationem nitidis," Wetat.), but in 
demonstration of the Spirit and of power: 
i. e. either, taking the itives as ob- 
jective, demonstration having for its object, 
demonstrating, the Pon or working of 
the Spirit and Power of God (so Estius, 
Billroth, al., and the gloss ётокаАбуа):— 
or, tuking them subjectively, demonstra- 
tion (of the truth) springing from the 

Orig, Eus[-mss, Chr-mss,] Ath, Ambr 
gloss), with ACLPR? rel rolg edv demid 

pfa vu am fuld! tol) syr сор Orig, Ath, Mac, ( Eus-mss, Bas, ( 
ul Bede: аудрытіуоіз m 98: om BDEN! 17 

-int, . ] Nys Cyr-jer, Chr[ -mss, 5 Thart-ma, 
уму 5 г arm Orig,, rev Acyaw Orig, А 

t Orig, A 
for атоде е, атокалуфе D'?, 

Ambrst Sedul 

yr-p,)] Cyr-j d 

v [k] am 
; Ambrst-comm 

Spirit and Power of God (во most Com. 
mentators. I prefer the latter. It can 
hardly be understood of the miracles done 
by the Spirit through him, which accom- 
panied his preaching (Chrys, ae E 
for he is here simply Tine 
preaching itself. iv, d ie 
grounded on,—owe its origin йк stability 
to. “The Spirit is the original Creator of 
Faith, which cannot be o of human 
caprice, though man has bility 2 
indering its production : and it d 

for its continuance on the same mighty 
Apine 7 who is almost without 3 

it anew.” Olshansen. 

higher than 
a wisdom revealed God by the 
Spirit, Beaks intelligible by the spiritual 
man, and not by the unspiritual (фухшбз). 
The Apostle rejects the imputation, that 
the Gospel and its preaching is inconsistent 
with wisdom, rightly understood: nay, 
shews that the wisdom of the Gospel is of 
a far higher order than that of the wise in 
this wor i far above their comprehen- 
sion. 84 contrasts with the fore- 
going. ] vis. * we Apsetlee ? not 
‘I Paul,’—though he often uses the plur. 
with this meaning :—for, ch. iii. 1, he re- 
sumes x, àBeA Qol. iv v. тейм ө] 
among the perfect,—when discoursing to 
those who are not babes in Christ, but 
of sufficient maturity to have their senses 
exercised (Heb. v. 14) so as to discern good 
and evil. t this is the right interpreta- 
tion the whole following context shews, and 
especially ch. iii. 1, 2, wherea difference is 
laid down between the milk administered 
to babes, and the strong meat to men. The 
difference is in the matter of the e 
fíself: there is a lower, and there is 
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ToU ? айдуос * rovrou ob тёр “dpyovrav ToU % aldvos » nom. uis 
PTovrov Tay °катаруоџџќиоу, 1 d  AakoUpev * дєой * 5, Ag 

ге bis only. Scopiav s e b цистарію тїр | arroxexpuppevny, fjv k mpo- TI. j. 28 
wpicey б feos ‘apo tev 'aievev cis Dofav judy, Shy timen. 

xi 
h -= Rom. zl. 25. avi. 25. eb. iv. 1. Са. i. 26 al. Dun. И. 18. 

1. 26 only. < Kings lv. 21. 
There only. Ps. liv. 19. see Eph. Col. as abore (1). Jude 25. 

om from аге», rovr. to aw. тойт. F 114 lect-7 wth. 6. om Ist rov F[not G]. 

ү. 6. 
1 Luke x. 25. Epb. Ш. 9. Col. 

k Acta iv. 28. Rom. viii. 29, 30. Eph. i. 5, 11 only t. 

T. тес co,, bef бео (corra, the emphasis not being noticed), with L rel Thdrt : 
txt ABCDFPN a k m 17 arm Clem, Orig, Eus, [ Bas, Chr, Cyr-p, J. 

ti teaching. So Erasm., Estius, Ben- 
gel, Rickert, er De Wotte, al. On 
the other band, 8., Theodoret, Theo- 
phyl., Calv., Grot., Olsh., al, understand 
the difference to be merely in the estimate 
formed of the same teaching according as 
men were spiritual or unspiritual, interpret- 
ing d» т. reAclois, ‘in the estimation of the 

ect,’ which is philologically allowable, 
ut plainly irreconcileable with the whole 

apologetic course of the chapter, and most 
of all with the офк }durhOny u. r. A. of ch. 
iii. 1, where he asserts that Ae did not speak 
this wisdom to the Corinthians. Weare 
then brought to the enquiry,—swhat was 
this софіа? Meyer limits it too narrowly 
to consideration of the future kingdom of 
Christ. Rückert adds to this, the higher 
views of the divine ordering of the worid 
with respect to the unfolding of God’s 
kingdom,—of the meaning of the prepara- 
tory dispensations before Christ, e. g. the 
law,—of the manner in which the death 
and resurrection of Christ promoted tho 
salvation of mankind. According to ver. 
12, the knowledge of the blessings of sal- 
vation, of the glory which accompanies the 
kingdom of , belongs to this higher 
eis of teaching. Examples of it are 
found in the Epistle to the Romans, in the 
setting forth of the doctrine of justifica- 
tion,—of the contrast between Christ and 
Adam,—of predestination (compare uve rý- 
рю», Rom. xi. 25), and in the Epistles to 
the Eph. and Col. (where uri. often 
occurs) in the declarations respecting the 
divine plan of Redemption and the Person 
of Christ: nay, in our Epistle, ch. ху. Of 
the same kind are the considerations 
treated Heb. vii.—x.: cf. iv. 11 fl.. De 
Wette. But а wisdom not of this 
world,—not, as E. V., not the wisdom of 
this world," which loses the peculiar force 
of the negative :—so in Rom. iii. 21, 22, we 
have 8ucauocórg 0«oU eQarépera: . 
uro vi Bè h Bia піст. 1mooU хр. See 
instances of the usage in nate there. 
The &pxorres nre parallel with the cogoi, 
Svrarol, eiryereis, of ch. i. 26, and are 
connected with them expressly by the тё» 
karapyovuérer, roferring to wa rà бута 

катарүйтү, ch. i. 28. They comprehend 
all in estimation and рек. — or 
Gentile. &pyxorras 84 aiérvos футайба ob 
Zaluords Tiwas Adye:, каёфёз Tives bworred- 
ovow ФЛАА robs dy ирас, Tobs dy 
Suvacrelas, robs Tb. яраурд sepuudxsror 
elva: voul(ovras, pior к. phropas к. 
Acyoypdgous’ kal yap афто) dxpdrovy, к. 
Supayeryol тоЛлбкіз dylrorro. Chrys. 
Hom. vii. p. 50. Tey кетеру.) w 
are (being) brought to piso, gi viz. by God 
making choice of the weak and despised, 
and passing over them, ch. i. 28: not 
said of their transitoriness generally, as 
Chrys., Theophyl, Rückert,—nor of their 

wer being annihilated at the coming of 
Christ (Grot., Meyer, al.),—nor as Olsh., of 
their having indeed crucified Christ, but 
of their being катаруобде»о: by His Resur- 
rection and the increase of Hie Church. 

7.] But we speak Gop's wisdom 
jm qmm on 6eos:—the wisdom which 

possesses and has revealed) in a mys- 
tery (dy цист. does not belong to rà» 
&кокек.‚ as Theodoret und Grot., which 
must be Th» dv доот. drox..—nor to 
coplay, as Beza, Bengel, which though not 
absolutely, yet certainly here, seeing тђу 
&кокекр. immediately follows, would re- 
quire the art., тў» dy иист., - but to 
AaAoUper, — we speak God's wisdom ia a 
mystery, i. e. as handling a mystery, deal- 
ing with a mystery. So rh» ctvecty pov 
dv rg uur. T. XpurToU, Eph. iii. 4. 
Estius and the Romanists, taking the con- 
nexion rightly, have wrested the meaning 
to support the disciplina arcani which they 
imagine to be here hinted at, explaining 
dy LUTT., “non propalam et passim apud 
omnes, quia non omnes ea capiunt, вей... 
secreto et apud pauciores, scilicet, eos qui 
spirituales et perfecti sunt," Est.), which 
has been (hitherto) hidden (see Rom. xvi. 
25; ref. Col.):—which God foreordained 
(nothing need be supplied, as àroxaAvx- 
те», or the like, after пробритех) before 
the ages (of timo) to (is order ѓо, the 
0 ie this ии) = glory 
our participation in the things which He 
has for them that love Him, 
ver. 9: 86а, as contrasted with tho bring- 
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атеш. 00815 TOY "àpyüvrev ToU " айдрос "Tovrov EyvwKEY ci ABCDF 
see Acts vii ` " э *4 m » m 88 » , LPR аъ 
2 Epi yap éyvocav, ойк dy Tov ™ küpiov тїс Ens écravpo- cd еге 

nimara Car 9 4АА@ "rabàs yéyparras *^A. bps ойк «деу noi. 
21. ch. i. 31. 

о Tea. lxiv. 4. 
Lav. 17. see 
notes. 

p Rom. xi. 8 
reff. 

q Acta vil. 23 

r ы Matt. xx. 28. xxv. 34. John xiv, 2, 3. 

9. om алла A Pel. 

Cyr[-p Mac, Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt 
С(а Clem-rom, Hip, [Epiph, ] Мас). 
ЕТА de, уар È | : 

18e CCP] 80 Clem-rom, Smyrn-ep 
oca) &, with DFLPN rel Smyrn-ep, [Clem, i 

xai PoUs ойк jxovœe кай émi 9 кар$йа» àvÜpavrov ойк 
IaveBn, Goa ‘Hroipacey ò Ücós то dau айтор, 
10 qty 66 * àvrexáXvvrev ò Oeòs òd той mveúparos [asro0]* 

s = Matt. zi. 25. Rom. i. 1T. ch. xiv. 30. Prov. xi. 13 al. 

А f 
Orig, Const, he рулду, és 1 

asc] Thl (Ес, уке latt [Orig-int,] : txt AB 

m 39. 46. 57. 71-3. 98. 116 coptt Clem, [Bas, Euthal-ms iren. 
rec o Geos bef awrexaduper (appy, аг above, corrn from not noticing the emphasis), 

with L rel вуг sah Orig;[-c] Chr, 

Orig[-int, Hil]. 

ing to nought of the &pxorres). 
sj zy is in apposition with ‘ne former 
fjv, and does not refer to 86а», as Tert. 
contra Marc. v. 6, vol. ii. p. 488,—* sub- 
jicit de gloria nostra, quod eam nemo ex 
principibus hujus evi scierit ...,” for 
this would be departing from the whole 
sense of the context, which is, that the 
wisdom 7 God was hidden from men. 

Jrom Bu that the rulers of this 
world, of whom the Jewish rulers were a 
representative sample, were ignorant of 
the wisdom of God. Had they known it, 
they would not have put to а disgraceful 

€ p yv. k. .A., is a proof 

denth M oravpds botías elva: бокет, 
Chrys.) Him who was the Lord of glory 
reff.),—i.e. who in his own 
(ев) glory visti a see John xvii. 5, 24. 

These words are not a parenthesis, but 
continue the sense of the foregoing, com- 
pleting the proof of man's ignorance of 
God's wisdom ;—even this world's rulers 
know it not, as they have shewn: how 
much less then the rest. 9 f.] But 
( ition to ver. 8) as it is written, The 

which eye saw not, and ear heard 
not, and which came not up (reff.) upon 
heart of man, how many things God pre- 
pared for them that love Him, to us God 
revealed t His Spirit. There is no 
anacoluthon (as De W.) nor irregularity of 
construction, as some suppose, suppl ing 
after АЛАА, Аалоёде» (Est ius, СУ or 
уёуоуєу (Theophyl., Grot., al.); the 8é in 
the consequent clause after 8s in tho ante- 
cedent, which has occasioned these suppo- 
sitions, is by no means unexampled ; —so 
Herod. iii. 87, 8s 8“ rodrous ph òrre e, 
dye d ol onpayde,—and Soph. Philoct. 86, 
éyà pèr obs ћу тёк Adyar GAya кАбер, 
Aaepríov wai, rob 84 ко) xpdocew стиуё. 
Sec Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 184 f. 

Thdrt [Damase] : txt ABCDFPN a m 17 latt Буг 
copt sth arm Clem [Ath, Bas, Did,-int, Epiph, Euthal-ms Mac, Cyr, Antch,] 

om avrov (perhaps on acot of то xv. follg) ABCN! 17(ap y) copt 
Clem, Bas, Cyr(-p,] : ins DFLPN? rel [latt syrr sah wth arm Ath,] Did, Epi 1 Mac, 

Whence is the citation made? Origen 
says, ‘In nullo regulari libro invenitur, nisi 
in secretis Elis prophets,’ a lost apocry- 
phal book :—Chrys., Theophyl, give the 
alternative, either that the words are a 
paraphrase of Isa. lii. 15, ols ойк ё»үу- 
yén пер) abrot borra, к. of ойк ёкт- 
xéaot cuvhoove:, or that they were con- 
tained in some lost book, of which Chrys. 
argues that there were very many, — xal 
yap rodAd 8:ефбёру BiBAÍa, wal дуа Bı- 
єс@0п. Jerome, Ep. lvii. (ci.), ad Pam- 
machium, de optimo genere in di, 
9, vol. i. p. 814, says, ** Solent in hoc loco 
apocryphorum qui eliramenta sectari, 
et dicere quod de Apocalypsi Helis testi- 
monium sumptum sit: cum in Essia juxta 
Hebraicum ita legatur: A seculo non 
audierunt, nec auribus perceperunt, oculus 
non vidit, Deus, absque te, que paras 
tu expectantibus te. Hoc LXX multo 
aliter transtulerunt: A seculo non audi- 
vimus, neque oculi nostri viderunt Deum 
abeque te: et opera tua vera, et facies 
expectantibus te misericordiam. Intelli- 
gimus, unde sumptum sit testimonium : 
et tamen Apostolus non verbum expressit e 
verbo, sed rapappacrixnés eundem sensum 
aliis sermonibus indicavit." I own that 
probability seems to me to incline to Je- 
rome's view, especially when we remember, 
how Ari St. Paul is in the habit of 
citing. The words of Isa. lxiv. 4, are 
quite as near to the general sense of the 
citation as is the case in many other 
instances, and tho words ёж! кардар ойк 
бут may well be a reminiscenco from 
Isa. lxv. 17, not far from the other place, 
ob uh éxéAÓp афтд» dwl rhv xapbíar. 
Such minglings together of clauses from 
various parts aro not unexampled with the 
Apostle, especially when, us here, We is 
not citing аг authority, but merely su- 
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x ^ w a 9 , MED >.” [4 HB AU ^ 
srveüja " тоў avOparrou Tò v abr; ойто Kai‘ Ta TOU 

Geod ovdeis &yvoxkev, et pù тд rveüpa той Ücob. 

Rom. ai. 33 
ат i F udith 
viii. 14. 

12 4 » eov Matt. xvi. 23. неф Oe * Matt xvi 3 
James iv. 11. Y où TO "Tveüna той * koopov * ё Ворер, GANA TÒ "TVEÜJUA. = gener. ar t., 

att. xv. 11. 

тд ёк тоў Dead, iva eio uev rà vro ToU Beod ° yaptaÜévra * = Acts vii 
пиё», 18 à xal XaXoUpev. ойк èv * 8:0актоѓѕ * арбрютітс "55 

x here only. 
b pass., Acts fii. 14. Phil i. 29. Philem. 22. L.P.t (2 Macc. iit, 33.) 

d here bis. John vi. 45 only, from Isa. Uv. 13. see 1 Thess. iv. 9. 
a Acts viii. 15 reff. 
С = ver. T. 

xvii. 25 rell. 

Chr, Thdrt ( Damasc] ТЫ (Ec Orig[-c, ]-int, Hil. 
17 Ath, Cyr[-p,(ins,) J. 

1. TO тоу Ücov D! : та «v тө Oce F[-gr] lat-ff. 
1l. om аубратоу 

Orig,[ins,-int,] Hil, Ambr,[ins, 

y see Rom. viii 

e Acts 

(epaura, so AB!CN.) 
om 2nd тоу аубротоу F arm-mss 

rec (for єууюкер) oiber (prob a corra to corresp with previous clause), with L 
rel Orig, Ath,] Chr, Thdrt: txt ABCDPN a d m 17 Orig, Ath, Cyr-jer, Bastic 

“р u thal-ms] Antch, Damasc, eyyw F 23 Ath, Cyr-jer 
xa scit fri Aug. pe) Ambri. at end add то ev ауто 

Bas, Epiph,, cognovit 
[(Tert,)]. 

12. aft кото ins rovrov DÈ [vulg(not fuld һаг1!) copt arm Bas. ns ri U Orig · 
. Orig, (els int, Hil,(but mss ) Ambrst 

: om last rov P (К) Orig, |. 
18. om & F · gr]. 

by О. T. expres- 
sions. 10. тд жура] the Holy 
Spirit of God—but working in us and 
with our Spirits, Rom. viii. 16. ‘Suffi- 
ciat nobis Spiritum Dei habore testem: 
nihil enim tam profundum est in Deo quo 
non penetret." Calvin. ёразуф ) а 
word of active research, implying accurate 
knowledge: so Chrys. ойк dyvolas, àAA' 
&xpiBous yracews ёутабба Td dpeurgy 
ёудеіктікбу. та Bád] see reff. 
There із a comparison here between the 
Spirié of God and the spirit of a man, 
which is further carried out in the ‘next 
verse, And thus as the spirit of a man 
knows the 84@оЎ of а man, all that is iu 
him, so the Spirit of God bearches and 
knows rà Adéy, the manifold and infinite 
depths, of God—His Essence, His Attri- 
butes, His Counsels: and being T5 яуєбра 
Tb èr zus, besides being TÒ 2 roõ coU 
(De сна ta observes ы то Ap 

rposely avoids using the expression т 
yep 70 iv афтф of the Spirit of God, 
keeping the way open for the expression in 
ver. 12, rd яу. rd ёк ToU beot), teaches us 
according to our capacity, those depths of 
God. 11.] For who among MEN 
knoweth the things of a MAX (той àv0pó- 
тох, generic, see reff. The emphasis is 
on dyOpérev and àyðpárov, ав compared 
with беоб) except the spirit of a man 
which is in him! Thus the things of 
God also none knoweth, except the Spirit 
of God. We may remark, (1) that nothing 
need be supplied (as gan) after rd in cach 
case, seo reff. (2) that the comparison 
here must not be urged beyond what is in- 
tended by the Apos е is speaking of 

Buper DFL(P d m (n)] Weid.) 

the impossibility of any but the Spirit оў 
God conferring a knowledge of the things 
of God. In order to shew this, he com- 
pares human things with divine, appealing 
to the fact that none but the spirit of a 
man knows Ais matters. But further than 
this he says nothing of the similarity of 
relation of God and God's Spirit with 
man and man’s spirit: and to deduce 
more than this, will lead into error on one 
side or the other. In such comparisons as 
these especially, we must bear in mind the 
constant habit of our Apostle, to contem- 
plate the thing adduced, for the time, only 
with regard to that one point for which he 
adduces it, to the disregard of all other 
considerations. 12.] Ane 84 carries 
on the uv 8 of ver. 10. TÒ u. T. 
ch.] Not merely, the mind and senti- 
ments of unregenerate mankind, ' sapientia 
georg x as Estius, al., but 

ә Spirit (personally and objectively 
taken) of the world, = 7d өч Tò убу 
ve yoũõy ё» ois viois ris 4wesGelas, Eph. ii. 
2, where it is strictly personal. тд 
жу. тӧ ix т. 0.] Not only, ‘the Spirit of 
God,’ but the Bpirit which is рвом God, 
—to shew that we have received it only 
by the will and imparting of Him whose 
Spirit itis. And this expression prepares 
the way for the purpose which God has in 
imparting to us His Spirit, that we may 
know the things freely given to us by 
God, i.e. the treasures of wisdom and of 
felicity which are the free gifts of the 
gospel dispensation, = ёа ўтоірасер ó beds 
Tois йуатёсіу avróv, ver. 9. 18.) ral, 
also; rà xapic0. uir, we not only know 
by the teaching of the Holy Ghost, but 
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софіас Xoyow, QAN *éy d didaxrois ‘avevpatos, Е Trvev- 

II. 14—16. 

i3. Gal. prarrucois ^ arvevpatixa ‘ouyxplvovres. I yuxiròe 0 dv- 
vi. I. 

h eb. x. 3, 4 
re Oparros ov * éyertaı ' Tà тоў "rveUpaTos ToU beo ™ pwpla Р 

13 . 1. 13 a Е т 

peret. yàp “Madre dori, kal ov Sivarat yvovat, бте " rv 
Num. xv. 94. ^ уят © TIKOS ° avaxpiveTat. 
(9.06 
ames lil. 15. Jude 19 only t. 
1. 21. Pror. iv. 10. . 31. 1 ser. 11 reff. 

o Acts iv. 9 reff. 

% AO a rescript N? ” Tischdf. 

156 8è "Sarvevparixos °avaxplve 
k = Luke vill. 13. Acts viii, 14. 31. 1. xvii, 11. 1 Thess. і. 8. ij. 13, James 

l. 16 (гей). n m ch Rer. al. 8 only t. 

rec aft xveuperos ins ayiov, with DL rel el 
eth Eus, Chr, Thdrt: om ABCD!FN 17 latt Syr copt arm Clem, Hip, Orig, [-i 8 

Fus Epiph, [Damasc]. 
F[-gr]: ph amase], 

also speak them, not in words (arguments, 
rhetorical forms, &c.) taught by human 
wisdom, but in those taught by the 
Spirit. The genitives are governed by 
8:8актогз in each caso: see ref., and cf. 
Pind. Olymp. ix. 168: rd 3è pu крітіс- 
тоу war. толло) 3t.3:8axrais ёубрбтои 
ape rar xAdos Spovoay Adi Kvev 84 
Өєой x. r. A. eu. . . v. ovyrp.] 
interpreting spiritual things to the epi- 
ritual. So hyl. altern., wrevparixois 
avOpdras TÈ re, ur plrorres ка) 
dia torre obro: yàp ибро: 8 с xepeiy 
taŭra. And very nearly so as regards 
cvykplrorres Chrysostom and Grotius; 
only they take :revuarikois not masc. but 
neuter, * by spiritual things: бта» wvevpa- 
Tib» ка) Éwopor |, àxb тё» vrevparikév 
тёз papruplas Ќуоцеу. olov AC, бт: àr- 
darn ё xpurTés, бт: wb wapOdvou éyerrhOn. 
rapd y paprupias к. rérous к. dwodelfers, 
TOU ‘leva, к.т.А. Chrys. Hom. vii. p. 55. 
*Exponentes ea qus Prophet Spiritu 
Dei acti dixere, per ea que Christus suo 
ерш nobis aperuit Grot. Meyer de- 
nies that ovyxpiye ever means to inter- 

t: but evidently the LXX do во use 
16 in Gen. xl. 8, évówrior oper, ко) б 
ovyxplyey oe Lor ard. Вес also ib. vv. 
16, 22, and Dan. v. 12, Theodotion (ы 
the LXX have cvyxpíuara redete). 
Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, De Wette, and 
Meyer render it, ‘fitting, or attacking, 
spiritual words to spiritual things.’ And 
so I gave and defended it in my earlier 
editions. It seems to me now more 
natural to take wrevparikois as masculine, 
and as leading to the introduction of the 
two men, the фух, and the rena - 
vixés, immediately after. 14.] He 
now le sae the way for shewing them 
that he could not give out the depths of 
this spiritual wisdom and eloquence to 
them, because they were not fitted for it, 
being carnal (ch. iii. 1—4). : 
82 &v0.] The animal man, ns distinguished 
from the spiritual man, is he, whosc 
governing principle and bighest reference 
of all things ia the xi, the animal 

for wrevpaTikois, *revparixes В 17. 213. CuvKpivopev 

soul, airia xurfc«ws (eus (der, Pluto, 
Definit. p. 411. In him, tho rredna, or 
spirit, being unvivified and uninformed 
by the Spirit of God, is overborne by the 
animal soul, with its desires and its judg- 
mente,—and is is abeyance, so that he 
шау be said to have it  not;—Wvxurol 
avetpa ph Éxorres, ref. Jude. The ux 
is that side of the human soul, so to 
speak, which is turned towards the flesh, 
the world, the devil: so that the Wyurds 
is necessarily in a measure саркікбз (ch. iii. 
3), also éwtyesos, and Baiuonddys, as in 
ref. James. This genoral interpreta- 
tion of yvxikós must do adhered to, and 
we must not make it merely intellectual, 
as Theodoret,—é uórois rots olreſott ёркоў- 
peros Acytoucis,—Grot. “qui humans 
tantum rationis luce ducitur :”—Chrvs. : 
6 rò ябу Tois Хоусиоїз THS αν 8:800, 
ral ph vopi(e» kvæðir Tivos еоди 
BonOelas,—nor merely efhical, as 3 
Rosenmüller (‘qui cupiditatum sub im- 
perio omnem vitam transigunt’), al.,— but 
embracing both these. ot Séxeras, 
receives not, i. e. rejects, seo reff.,—not, 
cannot receive, ‘non capax est,’ under- 
stands not, which is against the context, 
—for we may well understand that which 
seems folly to us, but we reject it, as 
unworthy of our consideration :—end 16 
besides would involve a tautology, this 

int, of inability to » follow- 
ing by and by:—and he cannot know 
them (rà тоб rveduaros, the matter of our 
spiritual teaching, itself furnished by the 
Spirit) because they are spiritually (by 
the rredua of a man exalted by the Spirit 
of God into its proper paramount office of 
jadging and ruling, and inspired and en- 
abled for that office) judged of. 15.] 
But (оп the contrary) the spiritual men 
(he, in whom the *xeUua rules: and since 
by man’s fall the rveiua is overridden b 
the animal soul, and in abcynnce, this 
always presupposes the infusion of the 
Holy Spirit, to quicken and inform thc 
wvevpa—so that there is no such thing as 
an uuregenerato wrevparixds) judges of all 
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[uev] парта, айтдс 8 im’ ovdevos Sdvaxpiverar, l P rig v Ren. ui. 4, 
» p , P i. "A from Isa. xl. 

yàp E Y уой» Kupiov, ôs 3 сирВиВасе айтбу; ńpeis бё Fi uf 1 
г рой» -ypta ro) * ёуорєр. 

III. 1 Kayo, dòe , ойк т)бир0› rAadjoae 0р 

16. om ver Ni (ins N-corr!) harl!. 

q Acta iz. 22. 
xvi. 10. хіх. 
$3 v. r. ЕМ» 
iv. 16. Col. 
ii. 2, 19 only. 
L.P. Lev. 

z. 11. r Rev. ziii. 18. 

om дє» ACD'F latt Syr copt arm (Iren,) 
Clem, Orig, Meth Thdrt, lat-ff: ins BD3-?LP N-corr! rel вуг Orig, -o Eutbal-ms Did, ] 
Mac, Chr, Thdrt,. (Has pev been інгі on acct of the Be follg, as 
acct of the бе precedg, аг De W 7) 

eyer,—or omd on 
ins та bef таута ACD'P 17 Iren-ms Orig, 

Nys, Chr,: om BD*3FL N-corr! Clem, Orig, Meth Mac, Thdrt, [Damasc]. (ra was 
prob a gloss to skew that ravra was not maso sing acc. 

16. for Хргстоо, короо В Di- gr] F Thl-txt Ambrst Aug, Sedul. (Mechanical repetn 
of vovv кур. above. So М eyer, rightly : addg, if any gloss had been written in marg 
оп киро, tt wd not have been xpuarov, but Ceov, seeing that the ref of the foregoing 
кур, ts to Оор.) 

Cuar. III. 1. reo xa eye, with L rel Thdrt Thi Ee: txt ABCDFPN a m 17 Clem, 
Orig,(-c, Did, Euthal-ms] Chr, Damasc. 
abcofghl 

things (Meyer, reading rà wdrra, interprets 
it, all spiritual things; but the ordinary 
rendering, ‘ ali things,’ is better: the Apos- 
tle is generalizing, ahd shewing the high 
position of the spiritual man, who alone can 
judge things by their true standard. 
The acceptation of sdvra as masc. sing.,— 
* convincere potest quemlibet profanum," 
as Rosenm.,—is against the context, which 
speaks of things, rà тод v., besides that 
тбута would not be used absolutely, for 
‘every man,’ but either уута Ќубротор, as 
Col. i. 28, or Tò» wdyra), but himself is 
judged of by none (who is not also rvev- 
paris, вее ch. xiv. 29 ; 1 John iv. I, where 
such jud t is expressly attributed to 
Christian believers). xal yàp d BAéruv, 
srárra piv abrds каборё ка) тоб uù BAéxor- 
тоз, тё 82 dxelpou тё» uh BAemórror addels. 
Ch 

order 
for an enassisted man, not gifted from 
Christ, to judge the ren rng, he must 
know the vovs (ov, the intent and 
disposition of Christ 3 yea more, must be 
able £o teach, to instruct, Christ — being 
not, as the xvevparixés,—taught by Him, 
he must have an independent wisdom of 
his own, which Christ Aas not :—and who 
is there, of whom this can be said? But 
we (xvevpariucol, among whom he includes 
himself and the other Apostles) have (not 
a wisdom independent of Christ, nor do we 
know His mind, nor can we teach Him 
bat) the mind of Christ: the same mind, 
in our of apprehensiveness of it, by 
the imparting of His Spirit, which is in 
Him, and so can judge all things. The 
yous xuptov is the spiritual intent and de- 
signs of Christ. кор(оо in the prophecy 
is spoken of JEHOVAH ; but in the whole of 
Isa. xl., the incarnate Jehovah is the sub- 

edurnOnr C. up. bef Лал. D- gr] LE 
n o vulg Clem, Orig,[-c,-int,] Chr, Damasc [ Cypr, Ambrst Pel]. 

ject. The meaning of evuBiBd(e, to teach, 
belongs to the LXX: in the N. T. it is 
fo conclude, to prove, to confirm, see reff. 

III. 1—4.] He could not speak 
fo them in the perfect spiritual manner 
above described, seeing that they were 
carnal, and still remained го, as was 
shewn by their divisions. 1.] кёүе, 
I also; i.e. as well as the yvxixós, was 
compelled to stand on this lower ground, 
— he, because he cannot understand the 
things of the Spirit of God: I, because 
ow could not receive them. Or perhaps 
tter, with Stanley, xal dy, as in ii. 1, 

* What I have just been saying, was ex- 
emplified in our ice.“ capalvos 
is certainly the true reading, being, besides 
its manuscript authority, required by the 
sensc. He was compelled to speak to 
them (this affirmative clause is to be sup- 
plied from the former negative one) as to 
men of flesh: not és сарккой, for that 
they really were, and he asserts them yet 
to be, ver.3. 4 quite agrce with Meyer 
(against De Wette) that the distinction 
between odpxivos and «сарк‹ко! is designed 
by the Apostle, and further regard it as 
implied in the very form of the sentences. 
Here, he says that he was compelled to 

k to them ae if they were only Y 
Ré, а. if they were babes, using in bot 
cases the material comparison, and the 
pac of comparison és. “But in ver. 3 
е drops comparison, and asserta matter 

of fact Are ye nôt still capxixol (= ёз 
сбркіғо:), fleshly, carnal, living after the 
flesh, resisting the Spirit? — . d. I was 
obliged to regard you as mere men of 
flak. without the Spirit: and it is not far 
different even now: ye are yet fleskly—ye 
retain the same character.’ Both 
the odpxivor, the mero men of the flesh, 
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sachs, OS *aveupatixois, GAX œs toapkivois, ws e ёр ABCDP 
t Rom. sii. 14 ^ 9v 7 e ^ wi? * ^ * LPN ab 
em uu Xplore. yada vas “erotica, ov х Врдра` ойто cadets 

-- a Al. m h 
iL. Rom. удо éOvpagdÜc. AAN *ойфёё ёт. viv Ovvaa0e 3 ёт. yàp noir. 

Я b. ^ 

P." a gapkucoL ote. d drop yap ev tye “ros kai e Epis 
xviii. 7 7 р d 

oup ues ?, А. ` X » m 

Find, Pyth: ооу a саркиког єстє ка f£ катӣ аудр–тоу E TEPLITATELTE ; 
. ix. 7. , N 

Heb. 11, 4 tay yap rbyn "ris Eyo pév є! ITaíXov, ^ Erepos бе 
ae. беп, xviii. 8. w Rom. zii. 20 reff. x Matt. xiv. 15 li. 
15 al. ili. 7. y = 2 Сог. vil. 11. z= Acta xiz. 2. ch. iv. 3 al. 
xv. 27. ch. ix. 11. 2 Cor. 1.12. x. 4. 1 Pet. И. 11 only. 2 Chron. sxxii. 8 compl. only. 
iz. 16. х. 18. James iii. 16. 2 Pet. il. 11. Rom. xiii. 

d = Acts xiii. 65 reff. e ch. 5. 11 reff. 
Rom. vi. 19.) g = Rom. viii, 4. Eph. ii. 2 al. 

rec gapkixois (see notes), with СЗРЗЕТР rel Clem, Orig[-c,] : txt ABCID!N 17 Clem- 

1 
2 Luke fii. 11. Rom. xiv. 

а here bis. Rom. 
b = Heb. 

с . xiii. 13. Gal. v. 2. Sir. xL 5. 
f Rem. iii. 5. ch. xv. A. Gal. i. 11. iii. 18. 1 Pet. iv. 6. (sce 

h = Luke zi. 15, 16 al. i gen., ch. i. 12 гей. 

, Orig, Nys,- 
4 [wav L Orig-o, rec ins xa: bef ov Bpepa, with DFL rel Syr wth arm (Orig.) ] 
Cæs, Th] (Ec: om ABCPN m 17 vulg fri вуг copt Iren-gr, Clem, Orig[- c, inesse 
Dial,] Eus, Did Cyr, Cypr, Hil, [Ambrst]. 

None al, (Did, Chr,] Thdrt: txt A B(sic: вее table) CFLP rel Clem, Iren, Orig, Ces, ial, ( Did, 
[-с, Chr, Damasc 

B Orig-int, Cypr. T А 
3. саркіуо: (twice) DIF Orig[1st,, 2nd, ] (error 

nagd ! here): txt ABC 
Ist erre bef lst тарк. DF am(with demid har 

‚ [Hil] Aug: txt ABCLPN rel [vulg-clem Clem,] Orig,[-c, Dial, 
авс]. rec aft epis ins xai Styorracia: ( from Gal gr . 

1 Chr, Thdrt Cypr, : om ABCPN а vulg fri [spec] 

difference not being noticed: see t 
ei, 2nd, Chr]. 
Nys 
Thdrt 
v. 20), with D 

тш» F[- 
rel syrr Iren- 

copt th arm Сезу Dion Orig, Eus,.—epes А F 
4. vis bef Aey DF [vulg fri Ambrst]. 

Chr.: om e m. 

and the capxixol, the carnally disposed, 
are included under the more general 
yvxixof, which therefore, as Meyer ob. 
serves, is not here used, because this dis- 
tinction was to be mado. es var. iv 
хе.] The opposite term, céAei dv xp., is 
found Col. i. 28, and in connexion with this, 
Heb. v. 13, 14. Schöttgen (on 1 Pet. ii. 2) 
and Lightfoot adduce the similar Rabbi - 
nical term niyn, sugentes, used of novices 
in their schools. A recent proselyte also 
was regarded by them as a newborn infant. 

He speaks of his first visit to Corinth, 
when they were recently admitted into the 
faith of Christ,—and excuses his merely 
elemen teaching by the fact that they 
then required it. Not this, but their still 
requiring it, is adduced as matter of blame 
to them. 9.] See the same figure in 
Heb. v. 12. Во also Philo de Agricult. 6 2, 
vol i. p. 801, ёте) 88 ynwlos pév dori 
da трофћ, Terelois Bà rà ёк торбу vd 
рата, kal Wuyxijs уалактфбец uir dy elev 
po card Thy waidixhy якае. . . Té- 
Леа: 8 cal dvBpdow . . . . Basil, Hom. i. 
p. 403, ed. Paris, 1688, cited by Meyer, 
explains, ydAa, thy elsayoryuchy к. &wAov- 
етёрау той ebay yeAÍov di dao «aA lar: see also 
Heb. vi. 1,—Tà» Tis ёрхӣѕ ToU Хрістоб 
AG. Оп ёябтіса... . Врёра, Wetst. 
quotes véxrap т" ёрВросіу» те, Td жер bol 
афто} «over, Hes. Theogon. 640. бсо 

Orig 2 rec ovre (see note), with L rel Orig 
cd fk 17 Iren Clem, Orig,[-c, Eutbal-ms). (om last clause m [eth]. 

rec 16vracte, with DL a cd k n 47 

(Ec : txt ABCDFPN 
om eri 

repeatg capxiv. from ver 1, the 
BPN rel Clem,[ 1st, ] Orig[ 1st,- 

f tol) Clem Он 
г 

gr] L Eus). 
for creche Miet de А c 23. 224 

Hom. Il. 6. 646. Winer, ейп. 6, § 66. 
2. е. otwe yàp dbóvacÓ«] Either, 
for ye were not yet able (scil. Bp&ua èc- 
0lew),—or, for ye were not yet strong, 
Sórauc: being used absolutely, as in De- 
mosth. 1187. 8, Bvrduevos TË те apdrrew 
к. TQ eiweiy, and 484. 25, ray жоћтеро- 
pévar tirès BvrnÜérres, and see other reff. 
in Meyer. In the former case, the ellip. 
sis is harsh: the latter meaning seems 
preferable, though not found elsewhere in 
the N. T. ФМ ob in viv, but 
neither even now ...; the ойте of the 
rec. is grammatically inadmissible,—see 
Winer, ейп. 6, § 55. 6. 8.] On 
саркикоЃ, see above, ver. 1. TOV, 
not = èrel, but putting the assumption 
in a local form, see reff. Сло, emu- 
lation, in а bad sense; or as in гей, 
‘angry jealousy.’ card Avop., ғес 
reff., according to the manner of (unre- 
newed and ungodly) man, = xarà тарка, 
Rom. viii. 4; see note on ch. xv. 32. 
4.] He names but two of the foregoing 
designations, ch. i. 12: intending, both 
there more fully, and here briefly, rather 
to give a sample of the sectarian spirit 
prevalent, than to describe, as matter 
of fact, any sects into which they were 
actually divided : sec noto there, and on ch. 
iv. 6. Noyer secs in the mention here of 
Paul and Apollos only, a reference to the 
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"Eyo Ar , ойк 3 dyÜporrot ёстє; 5 ri[s] оби ёст isee f. 
= Acta хіх. 

Aro, Tils] ёе dori IlabXos; Sedeovos Se Oy 1 const, rom. 
k э e 4 18 Ld U е ГА S800 6 9 ётиттєйтатєе, ка} léxáaTo @ о куро &Ooxcv. 6 ёуф 
ш édvrevoa, Aro * er,. АМАА 0 Өєдс̧ ° тйЁарєр" 

* zii. 3. ch. эш. 
17. 

m ch. ix. 7. 
Matt. xv. 13. 
кх. J3 i| al. 
Gen. ii. 8 al. 

7 буте оте ò u jureóov éarív ? Tt, ойтє б " тот юр, GAN s Bou. vi. z 

19. Gal. ii. 6. vi. 3,18 
r zz Rom. iv. 4 reff. 

re 

T. em б ° abE£dvov Geos. 8 0 ™gurevov è xai 0 u worikay 9 Ey ova bere dis, 
-gr un "» : 

(and dio eioi, ©каото$ O6 TOv 10:00 * шоддр Nip drerac card TOV ile mà. 
2 Сот. z. 15. Col. I. 6,10. 1 Pet. Ii. 3 only. intr., Acts vi. 7 reff. 

. Demosth. 563. 31. 

Or pass., 
ws Acts v. 36. ch. x. 

q constr., John х. 30. ail. II, &. Eph. ii. Ц. 

7 rec oM (corra from ver 3), with DFL Ns rel [Nyss,) Chr, Thdrt Thi (Ec: [ov b k 
Euthal-ms:] txt ABCN! 17 Damasc. for arporrou саркіко: (corre from rec 
ver 3), with LPN? rel syrr [Nys]: txt ABCDFN! 17 latt copt sth arm Damasc Orig- 
int, Ambrat Aug, —P adds at en кш к. ау. srepurarecre (also from ver 3). 

‚т. (twice) ABN? 17 latt eth [Euthal-ms Damasc Ambrst Aug. re Pel] ( prob 
corran to suit the sense: the question being rather qualis est than quis est): vis 
CDFLPN? rel syrr copt arm Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec. rec wavAos TiS бє arcs 

(alteration of order, to гий ver 4), with D'(-gr) L rel syrr sth arm Chr, Thdrt Opt, : 
tat BC(D'SF)PN m 17 latt copt ur, Тын Damasc Ambrst Aug, Pel.—rec om 
2nd errs, with DFL latt copt arm Chr, Thdrt [Th] (Ec) : ins ABCPN m 17 [Euthal- 
ms Damasc J. 

7. om Ist ovre А. 

two methods of teaching which have been 
treated of in this section: but as I have 
before said, the German Commentators 
are misled by too definite a view of the 
Corinthian ies. i, e. 
walking ката Ќубротоу, —саркіко!. 
5—16.] He takes occasion, by example 
of himself and Apollos, to explain to 
them the true place and office of Chris- 
tian teachers: that they are in them- 
selves nothing (vv. 5—8), but work for 
God (vv. 9, 10), each in his peculiar 
department (ver. 10; cf. ver. 6), each re- 
quiring serious care as to the manner of 
his working, seeing that a searching trial 
of sts worth will be made in the day o 
the Lord (vv. 10—15). b. 
follows on the assumption of the truth of 
the divided state of things among them: 
‘Who then (What then)... . , seeing 
that ye exalt them into heads over you Ї? 
The question is not asked by an objector, 
but by Paul himself; when an objector is 
introduced, he notifies it, as ch. xv. 35; 
Rom. ix. 19. wrreócare, as in reff.: 
ye became believers. ad ó5 ..., 
= ds (Bux. 5 nip. ixdory, вее reff. It 
refers, not to the teachers, but to the 
hearers, seo below ó abtdvov Oeds. In 
the rec. text, the question is carried on 
to the end of the verse by AAN sj, which 
is good Greek for nisi,“ * preterquam,’— 
во 0084 xpycóueÜa ётуптр BAN À TË 
vaTpe, Plato, Rep. р. 427, вес Hartung, 
Partikellehre, й. 44,—but scems to have 

rec ins алл’ у bef З:акор. (addition to complete the sense), with 
D'-3[-gr] LP rel syrr [ Eathal-ms] Chr, Thdrt 
vulg [fri] copt sth arm Damasc Ambrst Pel Аң е 

6. ч зо АВО! FR. (for алла o, o Be f rig 
for 2nd ovre, ovde CR}. 

(Ec Opti: om ABC Diſ and lat] FR 
Nt om ws C toll. 

i Tii Di. 

been inserted from not observing the form 
of the sentence. ~. 6.] The similitude 
is to a tilled fleld (yedpyioy, ver. 9): tho 
plante are the Corinthians, as members 
of Christ, vines bearing fruit: these do 
not yet appear in the construction: во 
that I prefer, with De Wette, supplyiug 
nothing after épvrevoa and ёябтісер, re- 
garding merely the acts themselves, as in 
E. V. If any thing be supplied, it must 
be suas, which would but ill fit ver. 7. 

Apolios was sent over to Corinth 
after Paul had left it (Acts xviii. 27), at 
his own request, and remained there 
jene during Paul's journey through 

pper Asia (ib. xix. 1). T.] dr. 
ть, either ‘is any thing to the purpose,’ 
as in Aéyew ті, &c., or absol. is any 
thing: which latter is best: compare ci 
kal ob «ipi, 2 Cor. xii. 11. 
GAN’ д abf. Oeds, scil. rà dra dr. 
to be supplied from the negativo clauses 
preceding. Theophylact remarks: бра 
wos dverayOy voie? T)» dlovbéraciw T&v 
птроєстётоу v KoplvÜg тофё» к. wAov- 
olor, davrdy к. '?АтоААф xarà тд pard- 
реро dt oude rc, к. $#$4 аз, бт: ge Bei 
ud xposéxey, к. els айтд» àrarıðévai 
adyra Tà oupBalvorra àyaðd. 8.] 
iv, in the nature of their ministry,— 
generically, xarà T3)» óxovpylar ёифб- 
Tepai yàp TË дєр З:акоуобс: ВоуАђ- 

ts oret. ёкастоз 38. 
Here he introduces а new element—thc 
separate responsibility of each minister 
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: id B , 9 t 0 ^ 7 2 tu A 0 ^ ¢ , = 

s- 2Cor. vi. 5 8000 " KOTTOV. cod ydp copev “ cuvepyoi O * yeop- pre pr 
rem. Aa , A ~ b 

t1 Thess. ü.2 eytoy, Oeo " оќкодорл) ёстє. 10 card тїр х хар той беоб aetas 
= ‹ $i. ^ k 1 “set тӱр х S00eiocdy por ws У софӧѕ з аруітёктор * Ücu£uor o17.47 
Fell, d Ec, dAAos дё *émowoboueé. Exactos $ %° BAeméro 

30. xxxi. 16, x М А 

(yes, John dme © ёторкободеў. 11 ab OeuéMov yàp üXXov ovdeis 
a “yur, ^ ? ^ 
win”) дурата, * Geivas ‘mapa tov ® кєішєуоу, Os ёст "сой 

хкіт. 14 Mk. 
2 Cor. v. 1. Eph. ii. 21 only. (Rom. ziv. 19 reff.) Esek. xvii. 17. x ch. i. 4 reff, y = Exod. 

xzziv. 10. 2 here only. Isa. iii. 3. Sir. xxxviii 27. 2 Масс. ii. 29 only. а masc., 2 Tim. 
i. 19. Rev, xxi. 19. =» Rom. ху. 20. Heb. vi. 1. b Luke vi. 48. хіт. 29. € here 
&c., 4 times, Eph. ii. 20. Col. il. 7. Jude 30 only. Num. zxzli 38 Ау (оќк., AD) only. see Rom. кт. 20. 

d Luke viii. 18. Eph. v. 15. e = Mark xiii. 5 al. fr. a). f Luke Ш.13. Heb. Xl. 4. i. ( al. dre 
22а мар å évéusfer, Plato, Minos, 320. ¢xoudy т: терд таўга GAAo Мусу, id. Phado, 60. g Matt. 
v. 

8. om 2nd де С 81 Syrſ- ed]. 
9. aft yewpyiov ins есте D? vulg(not hari 
10. rec тебеа, with C3DN3 rel (Clem, 

Te0nxa LP f n 47: txt ABC!N! m! 17 (Chry). 

for the results of his own labour, so 
that, though ката rh» dwovpylay they 
are one, -er Tb yon (ib.) they are 
diverse. The stress is twice on 10. 

9.] Proof of the last assertion, and 
introduction of Him, from Whom each 
Afpyerar.. The stress thrice on b: 
shall receive, &c.,—for it is of Gop that 
we are the fellow-workers (in subordi- 
nation to Him, оз is of course implied: 
but to render it ‘fellow-workers eith 
one another, under God,’ as Estins pre- 
fers, and Olsh., al., maintain, is contrary 
to usage: see reff.;—and not at all re- 
uired, see 2 Cor. v. 20; vi. 1), of Gop 

that ye are the tillage, of Gop that ye are 
the building. This last new similitude is 
introduced on account of what he has pre- 
sently to say of the different kinds of. 
teaching, which will be moro clearly set 
forth by this, than by the other figure. 

10. ката T. уёр. C., as an ex- 
pression of humility (reff.), fitly introduces 
the софёѕ which follows. So Chrys.: бра 
vo was perpid(e. cindy yap co 
lavrór, ойк ёфӯўкеу abrov тобто elva:, AAA’ 
ёлоу éaurdy wpórepor йуабе\є TG Beğ тбте 
davrdy ofrws éxáAece, Hom. viii. p. 69. 
The уёр+ is not the peculiar grace of 
his apostleship—for an apostle was not 
always ышы to lay the foundation, e. g. 
in e:—but that given to him in 
common with all Christians (ver. 5), onl 
in a de portioned to the wor 
which God had for him to do. os, 
skilfal, see reff., and many examples in 
Wetstein. The proof of this skill is given, 
in his laying a foundation: the unskilful 
master-builder lays none, see Luke vi. 49. 
The foundation (ver. 11) was aud must be, 
Jesus CHRIST: the facts of redemption 
by Him (obj.), and the reception of Him 
and His work by faith (subj.). Tho 
mascul. form å &«uéAios (sc. Albos) is said 
by Thomas Mag. (in Wetst.) to belong to 

for кото», тото» C. 
1 F-lat) arm Chr, [Pel]. 
| 0r I] (гө Thdrt Th! (Ec, 

om 2nd 3e D Chr Orig[-int,] Gild. 

the kou) Buexkros—the Attic form is 
deuter, or, if in the plur., of det.: 
—oi yàp бедёмо: wavrolav Albay Jord- 
karras, Thucyd. i. 98. &\Лоз, who- 
ever comes afier me, - another: not only 

d pres., as tho 
necessary state and condition of the sub- 

uent teacher, be he who he may. The 
bwilding on, over the foundation, imports 
the carrying them onward in knowledge 
and intelligent faith. wes, emphatic, 
= here, with what material. De Wette 
imagines that it also conveys a caution not 
to alter the foundations, and that the yáp 
in ver. 11 refers to this, But the identity 
of the foundation is surely implied in 
ётокоёоме. On the ydp, see below. 
11.0. yap] q. d. ‘I speak of superimposing 
merely, for it is unnecessary to cautiou 
them respecting the foundation itself: there 
can be but one, and that one HAS ALREADY 
BEEN (objectively, for all, sce below) LAID 
BYGop.’ At the same time, in taking this 
for granted, he implies the strongest pos- 
sible caution against attempting tolay any 
other. Suvara, strictly c&n,—not * se- 
mini licet, as Grot., aL, nor as Theophyl., 
ob Bórara. Geivar, tes dv uéry wb. 
dpxiréxray, ёте) Stay uh B Tis соф. dpx., 
Suvara: Oe ya, к. ёк Toórov al аірќсез :— 
for it is assumed, that бео oixodouh is to 
be raised—and it cas only be raised on 
this one foundation. All who build on 
other foundations are not cuvepyol беоѓ, 
nor is their building god оікодоџё at all. 

ANA. . . . wapd, вес reff. and cf. 
Thucyd. i. 23, vkrórepa: тард тё ёк Tob 
трі» xpóvov urguorevóuera: 
not, бу me,’ but ‘by God,’ for univ 
Christendom; but actually laid in each 
place, as regards that church, by the 
minister who founds it. De Wette denics 
this universal reference, as introducing a 
now element into the context. But surely 
the reference in ё GexéArces ó xeiperes is 

— ёз, d 
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, ? , ^ Н N xpirTós. 13 є $ т “érowodope? cori тд» * Üeueuoy nsa. z.o. 
[rodroy] wxpvcór, "dpyvpov, {дои 'Tuovs, * Fa, 

тд ! xóprov, ™ камалуу, 13 ёкйттоуо 
4. xviii. 12, 16. zzi. 11, 19. Ps. xvii. 10. 
only. (Matt. vi. Wal. fr. Gen. Il. 6.) 

m Mark vi. 14. Acts vii. 13. 

James iv. 3. 
TE ah ros 12 

м ` , y. Isa. 
єруоу " єроу ^ lz. 9 pov ? havepoy " yev- i. 

ko here only. Ezra v. 8. = here 
m here only. Exod. v. 13. xv. 7. Isa. v. 24. 

er. zvil. 

Phil. і. 13. Gen. xlii. 18. 

11. rec ins o bef ypiores [with Euthal-ms] : om ABCDLPN rel.—ypier. гет. С?" vulg 
F-lat ig,{ int, Dial,] Chr, M 
CLE T Spe Lad eth d ol rig. 
Arnob: om mo. Ci. (The 

gil- er- int! 
rec mo. o xp. appears 

Hil Jer Ambrat A Sedul : txt 
Marcell, Ath, [Eus, Bas, Did, Chr.] 

to have been a corra to give а 
doctrinal meaning Jesus (is) the Christ.’ хр. mo. may have had the same intention, 
cf ch xii. 3.) 

19. om rovro» ABC!N! fald! sah sth Ambr, ( perhaps from similari 
: ins CIDLPNO rel latt syrr copt arm [ Ji sur, Thdrt ТЫ 

хруоъо» BR 73 Clem, i Epi 
каи B 78 wth Clem [Orig.]. 

as unnecessary) 
(Ec Orig[ -int, Ambrst 
(С doubtful.) 

Aug, Jer. 

of endgs ; or 

. Damasc]. 
rer BONTS Clem. ] 

18. for єкастор to yerycerat, о Toras Tovro то epyor Qorepos yeryra: (see ch v. 2) 

too direct {о the well-known prophecy of 
the divinely-placed foundation or corner- 
stone, to surprise any reader or divert 
his mind from the train of thought by a 
new element. Ine тин 
PERSONAL, HISTORICAL CHRIST, as tbe 
object of all Christian faith. If it be read 
as in rec., ly дф xpurrós, it need not 
necessarily be, that Jesus is the Christ, 
but may be in this case also, JESUS THE 
CHRIST; not any dooírine, even that of 
the Messiahship of Jesus, is the foundation, 
but Jesvs HIMSELP (see var. readd.). 

181 ты 84 implies that though 
there can be but one foandation, there are 
many ways of building upon it. To the 
right anderetanding of this verse it may be 
necessary to remark, (1) that the similitude 
is, not of many buildings, as Wetst. and 
Billroth,—bat of one, see ver. 16,—and 
that [one, ] raised os Christ аг its founda- 
tion; —diflerent parts of which are built by 
the ministers who work under Him,—some 
well and substantially built, some ill and 
unsubstantially. (2) That gold, silver, &c., 
refer to the matter of the ministers’ teach- 

—Xet тїз xaxdy Blov Ee: perà lr еөз др@з, 
od xpoorrheera: abrod 3 aloris els тд ph 
кол (сда, Chrys. Hom. ix. р. 77. (8) 
That the builder of the worthless and un- 
substantial is in the end SAVRD (ace below): 
so that even Ais preaching was preaching 
of Christ, and he himself wae in earnest. 
4) That what is said does not refer, except 
by accommodation, to the religious life of 
believers in general—as Olsh., Schrader, 
see also the ancient Commentators above : 
—but to the DUTY AND REWARD OP 

TRACHERS. At the same time, such accom- 
modation is legitimate, in so far as each 
man іг a teacher and builder of himself. 
(5) That the various materials specifled 
must not be fancifolly pressed to indicate 
particular doctrines or graces, as e.g. 
Schrader has done, Some build with the 
gold of faith, with the silver of hope, with 
the imperishable costly stones of love,— 
others again with the dead wood of unfruit- 
fulness in works, with the empty straw 
of a spiri ostentatious knowledge, and 
with the bending reed of a continually- 
gg ll Der Apostel Paulus, iv. 
р. 66. however ingenious, is beside 
the mark, not being justified by any indica- 
tions furnished in our Epistle itself. An 
elaborate résumé of the very various minor 
differences of interpretation may be seen in 
Meyer's Comm. ed. 2, in loc. Cf. also 
Estius’s note; and Stanley's. Mes 
nl] Not * gems, but * costly stones, 
as marb hyry, jasper, &c., compare 
1 Kings vii. 9 fl. By the ta, xópror, 
калбии», he indicates the various per- 
versions of true doctrine, and admixtures of 
false philosophy which were current: so 
Estius, “ doctrina non quidem heretica et 
perniciosa, falie enim fundamentum de- 
síruerel : sed minus sincera, minusque 
solida; veluti si sit humanis ac philoso- 
phicis, aut etiam Judaicis opinionibus nd. 
inixta plus satis: si curiosa magis quam 
utilis; si vana quadam oblectatione mentes 
oceupans Christianas.” Comm. i. p. 268 в. 

18.) Each man's work (i. e. that 
which he bas built: Ais part in erecting 
the оікоёоџђ беоб) shall (at some time) be 
made evident (shall not always remain in 
the present uncertainty, but be tested, and 
shewn of what sort it is): for the day shall 
make it manifest (the day of the Lord, as 
Vulg., ‘dies domini: see reff..—and so 
most Commentators, ancient and modern. 
The other interpretations are (1) ‘the day 
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о Sg. ef GETAL ) yàp °ђрёра >? дусе, Öre v тирі %алгока- 
Heb. 1. 28. 

p eh. A 11 п. 

Aes 8 Вокеае. 
2 These. i. 7, 

AvrrTerai, xal ёкёстоу TÒ ёруоу € orotóv éaTiv TÒ Tip abrò 
14 ef twos тд Épyov here & “ ётокодо- 

Bearing MNTEV, h ονο Милета. 15 et tivos TO. Epyov * ката- 
"t seras, х Иуцобісетал abris 8 cuttjoeras, Y otras 82 «“Lukesi. Калјсєтал, * Hub jeerai · abros 8 ch era, obras 
28. 2 Сог. xili. 6. 1 Pet. i. 7. Zech. ХШ. 9. 

v ver. B. 
10. Rev. viii. 7. Іва. x1 vli. 14 A. 
хіх. 19. zzii. 3. 

D![and lat] Ambrst. 
latt syr coptt eth arm] (Clemi) Orig,[-c,-int, Cyr-p, Damasc] Chr- 
[ А } ‘Dri dT Boe are J Chr Thür, Procop,. Ambrst]: ins ABC P(avre) m 17 Syr 

w Matt. lii, 12) L. xlii. 30. Acta хіх. 19al. Gen. xxxviii. 26. 
"ter Rom. іх. 11 ref. u vv. 1 

form aleo, 2 Pet. tii. 
x Matt. zvi. 26 . 2 Cor. vii. 9. Phil, tii. 8 оа)у. Prov. 

y ch. iv. I. ix. 26. Eph. v. 38. James il. 13. 

rec om avro (as unnecessary: but see note), with DLM rel 
Thdrt, Thi (Ec 

14. rec exwxo8ouncer, with ВС rel [Orig,]: txt AB'DLPN [п] 17 [Bas,]. 
of the destruction of Jerusalem,’ which 
shall shew the vanity of Judaizing doc- 
trines: so Hammond (but not clearly nor 
exclusively), Lightf., Schóttg., al.,—against 
both the context, and our Apostle's habit 
of speaking, and under the assumption, 
that nothing but Jewish errors are spoken 
of :—(2) ' the lapse of time,’ as in the pro- 
verb, ‘dies docebit ;'—so Grot., Wolf, 
Mosheim, Rosenm., al., which is still moro 
inconsistent with the context, which 
necessitates a definite day, and a definite 
fire :—(3) ‘the light of day,’ i.e. of clear 
knowledge, as opposed to the present time 
of obscurity and night: so Calv., Beza, 
Erasm. :—but the fire here is not a light- 
giving, but a consuming flame; nnd, ns 
Meyer remarks, even in that case the ўрёра 
would be that of the sapovoía, see Rom. 
xiii. 12 :—(4) ‘the day of tribulation ?— 
so Augustine, Calov.: but this again is not 
definite enough: шебд» Aν, ra can 
hardly be said of mere abiding the test of 
tribulation) ;—because it (the day— not, 
the work, as Theophyl., CEcum., al., which 
would introduce a mere tautology with the 
next clause) is (to be) revealed (the pre- 
sent dwoxaAtwrrera: expresses the definite 
certainty of prophecy : or perhaps rather 
the attribute of that day, which is, to be 
revealed, &c., as in the expressions ó re 
paler, à стеірор, бс.) in fire (*accom- 
panied,’ ‘clothed,’ ‘ girt,’ ‘with fire;’ i.e. 
fire will be the element in which the day 
will be revealed. Cf. 2 Thess. i. 8, and 
Mal. iii. 2, 8, iv. 1, to which latter place 
the reference is,—seo LXX. But notice, 
that this is not the fire of hell, into 
which the gold, silver, and costly stones 
will never enter, but the fire of judgment, 
in which Christ will appear, and by which 
all worka will be tried. This wmiver- 
sality of trial by fire is equally against 
the idea of a purgatorial fire, which 
lucrative fiction has been mainly based 
by the Romanists on п perversion of this 

. See Aug. de Civ. Dei, xxi. 26. 
4, vol. vii. p. 745, who mentions the idea 
with ‘non redarguo, quia forsitan verum 

est. Sec Estius, who does not main- 
tain the allusion to Purgatory here; and 
Bisping, who does), and each man's work, 
of what kind it is, the fire itself shall 
try (this clause does not nd a 
bri, but ranges with the following futures. 
It is a question whether fpyor is nom. 
or acc.,—of what kind each man’s work 
is (Meyer),—or as above. In the onl 
other places where Paul uses dois, Ga 
ii. 6, 1 Thess. i. 9 (see also Acts xxvi. 
29), it commences а clause, as here if 
Epyor be accus.;—we have a very similar 
expression, Gal. vi. 4, +d fpyo» avroð 
ёокіџа(ќтю Exacros:—and it seems more 
natural that the action of the fire should 
be described as directly passing upon the 
work. For these reasons, I prefer the 
accus. 1d rip аўтб, the fire itself, of 
its own power, being a wip катағаліс- 
cov. 14.) If any man's work shall 
remain (i.e. stand the fire, - being of 
inconsumable materials. mevet fat. (so 
latt syrr coptt), is better than the pres. 
of rec., as answering to el.. . . zara- 
кађсета: below), which he built on the 
foundation,—he shall receive wages (as 
а builder ;—i. e. ‘shall be rewarded for his 
faithful and effectual work as a teacher’): 

15.] if any man's work shall be 
burnt up (i. e. consist of such materials 
as the fire will destroy: Stanley adds, 
“ It is possible that this whole image, as 
addressed to the Corinthians, may have 
been , or at lefist illustrated, by 

` the conflagration of Corinth under Mum- 
mius: the riso кошо (one of them 
remaining to this day) left standing amidst 
the universal crash and destruction of the 
meaner baildings ), he shall [suffer loss 
(literally,) be muleted. (тиеб., scil. тф» 
puaOdy, see ref. Matt., and Herod. vii. 39, 
ToU 84 évós, ToU weptéxent (ir, TRY 
фохђу Cnurdoen, and Plato, Legg., vi. p. 
774, «із pew ob» xpfiuara ё ph Other 
ayez» тотайта (пшобсбм) : but he him- 
self shall be saved (having held, and 
built on, the true fouhdation Jesns Christ, 
he shall not be excluded from that salva- 

v. 10, 12. 

o 17. 47 
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2. Zech. xlii. 

ral TÒ Tvedpa ToU Өеоў oire? ёр uud 17 єї rie TOv P vað Ran. vi. 16. 
. ToU Geo pet, * See. ToUrov о Geos: б yap b vaós ro 

16. (2 Thess, ii. 4 aly Jer. vii. 4. 
bis, ch. xv. 33. 3 Co 
16. play on word, ch. vi. 12. 

16. e» ушу bef oixe: BP m 17 [ Bas, 
17. for pepe, Gepe [-gr УЕ бу: (corra аз more usual) ADF Syr syr-mg arm Nib с, ch Оны E 

Е rig[- us 
r, [Cyr-p, Damasc] Thdrt HHG Onl eal Eus 

Tert, Hil) Суру: trt BCLPN rel 
Amphil, 

tion which is the free gift of God to all 
who belicve on Christ, but shall get no 
especial reward as a faithful and effectual 
teacher: СЇЗ John 8, BAdwere éavrods, 
Tra uh Gwoddonte å е да, АЛЛА 
ріс бду трт &холаВтте. Meyer remarks, 
that our Lord hints at such persons under 
the name of Toxcrot, Matt. xx. 16; Mark 
x. 31), but во, as through fire: —i. e. as 
a builder whose building was consumed 
would escape with personal safety, but 
with the loss of his work. hrys., 
Theopbgl, (Ec. strangely understand it, 
that he shall be burnt for ever in the fire 
of Hell, unconsumed : ойх) xa) abrds obtus 
üroAcirai ws TÀ Épya, eis Tb under xupõr 
àAAÀ peve? dv TQ rupi, Chrys. со(ета, 
тоотќсті, c&os тїрєт. Sixas aievious 
dra xo, Theophyl But (1) the fire of 
Hell is quite alien from the context (see 
above)—and (2) the meaning given to 
geha is unexanrpled,—and least of all 
could be fntended where the coming of the 
Lord is spoken of: cf. infer alia, ch. v. 
5, wapa8ovva: &. T. A.. . ba тд wed 
oud} iv тү] нёрф T. kuplov. Grot., 
Elsn., al., explain às ha wupés as а pro- 
verb, tanguam ex incendio, for with 
difficulty.” But this is needless here, as 
the figure itself is that of an *incendium :’ 
and ds is nof ‘tanquam, but belongs to 
odras, see reff. The whole imagery of 
ue pese will be best understood b 
carefully keeping in mind the key, whic 
is to be found in the бєо® olxo8ouh, and the 
vads Geov, as connected with the prophecy 
of Malachi iii. and iv. There, étaíórns Sie 
eis Toy уађу éavroU xópios . . . abrds els- 
rope ie rat ws жор xeovevrnplou . . . кайтш 
xaveber kal xabapl(arv &s Tb àpyópiov ка) 
és TÒ xpuadlor. ... . Dir. 1800 ўмера (add 
kuplov A) Epxeras kaiopérg ©з xA(Baros, 
к. GA abroós, xal (corres .. . калби, 
к. дубфе: abrobs h; fjuépa ў dpxouérs. The 
Lord thus coming to His temple in flami 
fire, all the parts of the building which wi 
not stand that fire will be consumed: tho 
builders of them will escape with personal 
salvation, but with the loss of their work, 
through the midst of the conflagration. 

ch. v. 6 al. 
= ch. vi. 
19. 2 Cor. vi. 

zz here j е Rom. vil. 17 reff. , 
r. vii. 2. zi. 3. Eph. iv. 22. 2 Pet. fi. 13. Jude 10. Rer. Alz. 2 only. laa. liv. 

Tert). 
47 am: фдаре L. Ыы for тонар, avToy 

-e, iium latt Iren-int ig-int 
3 ‘Wes Did, 

с, 

16—98.) The figure is taken up 
afresh and carried further: and made 
the occasion of solemn exhortation, since 
they were the temple of God, not to mar 
that temple, the habitation of His Spirit, 
by unholiness, or by exaliation of human 
wisdom: which last again was irrelevant, 
as well as sinful; for all their teachers 
were but their servants in building them 
up to be God's temple,—yea all things 
were for thie end, to subserve them, as 
being Christ’s, by the ordinance, and to 
the glory of God the Father. 16.] 
The foregoing figures, with the occasion 
to which they referred, are now dropped, 
and the оікодоиђ deb recalled, to do fur- 
ther service. This bwilding is now, as in 
Mal. iii. 1, and as indeed by implication in 
the foregoing verses, the temple of God 
(vads 0«o), with emphasis on rads, not ge 
vaós), the habitation of His Spirit. 
obi olBare бть Ате yo ignorant that 
an expression of surprise arising out of their 
conduct. wal... Iv div d &, rovr- 
фета», èv piv. Meyer rightly remarks, 
that “ yabs бєой is the temple of God, not a 
temple of God: for Paul does not conceive 
(as Theodoret, al.) of the various churches 
as various temples of God, which would 
be inconsistent with a Jew’s conception 
of God’s temple, but of each Christian 
church as, sensu mystico, the temple of 
Jehovah. So there would be, not man 
temples, but many churches, each of whic 
is, ideally, the same temple of God.” 
And, wo may add, if the figure is to be 
strictly justified in its widest acceptation, 
that all the churches are built together 
into one vast temple: cf. dv $ xal dns 
VOLK dee, Epb. ii. 22. 17.) 
$6elpa, (destroys, or] mars, whether 
as rds its unit and beauty, or its 
purity and sanctity : here, the meaning is 
left indefinite, but the latter particulars are 
certainly hinted at,—by dy:os below. 
фбєреї, either by temporal death (Mey.), 
as in ch. xi. 30; or by spiritual death, 
which is more probable, seeing that the 
figurative temple is spoken of, not (as 
Mey.) the material temple :—and as tem- 
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t Rom. ү 
re 

Е = ch. viii. 2. 
5 31. 
al. vi. 3 

Phil. ii. 4. 
James i. 28. 

i ch. i. 25 reff. 
k ch. i. 18 reff. 
1 Rom. ii. 13. 

Gal. iii, 11 al. 

TIPO KOPINGIOTS A. 

= Rom. vi. 2. ÜcoU Gryws єстір, orig cate Оде. 

19 7 

n Spaccopuevos той софоїҳ e 

21 • ÖSTE 

фос). mi Hendel * xavxáaOc * èv ардротоқ` парта yap " ipo dort, 
a 3 

. 21. James И. 4. Psa. Zeill. 11. 
ziv. 16, «сат. rue lii. 9. Jumes L 36. 
1.31. Rom. il, 17 

. , 
Ехой. х 

u gen., eh. і. 13. Rom. xiv. 9. 3 Tim. U. 10 

ош. v. 12. Num. v. 26. (Ps. ii, 12, w. gen.) Herod. ili. 13. Jos. B. J. iii. 8. 6. Dion. Hal. ix. 21. 
3 23. 1 Cor. iv. 2. xi. 3. Eph. iv. 14 only. Tn. iz. 4 10). е = zii. 16. = Rom. 

h. ari. abe а. r Acts 
zz ch. iv. b. teh. 

18. aft efawarare 5 47] ins xevors Aovyois (see Eph v. 6) D 23-marg. 73. 118. 
EV vn. c god. Р 

19. rec ins re bef dew rie 
Orig, pg PD! Chr 

poral death was the punishment for de- 
filing the material temple (Exod. xxviii. 48. 
Levit. xvi. 2 al. fr.), во spiritual death for 
marring or defiling of God's spiritual tem- 
ple. Eyes, the constant epithet of 
rads in the О. „ see Ps. v.7; €. 5 (LXX). 
Hab. ii. 20, and | im. ofnwes, i i. e. 
&yioi, not, bien temple are ye,’ which 
would be tautological after ver. 16, and 
would hardly be expressed by ofrives, ut 
qui,’ or iguales: Meyer well remarks, that 
9 tore брег: ре minor ition 

—' Whoever mars the tem- 
ple mcg Ged bisa s him will God destroy, because 
His temple is by. but ye also, ав His 
ideal temple, are :—therefore, whoever 
mars you, shall bo destroyed by God.’ 

18—20.] А warning to those who 
would be leader: 15] i them, against self- 
conceit. a eg not, as 
Theophyl., — бт: As tye: T 
ярауца ка) ody és «һто»:—& is far more 
naturally referred to what follows, viz. 
thinking himself wise, when he must be- 
come a fool in order to be wise. If any 
man [seemeth to be (i. e.] thinks that he 
is) among you in this world (é» тё 
al. rovr@ belongs to Boxe? соф. еї». фу óp., 
—to the whole assumption of wisdom 
made by the man, which as made in this 
present world, must be false: not (1) 
merely to copss, Grot., Riickert, al.,—as 
the arrangement of г ‘words ds shews -nor 
(2) to ape *"yevécOo, rys., 
Luther, ы! al, in e case, the 
stress being on ug,, it must have been 
poopds yer фу TẸ сїй тобто), let him 
become a fool (by receiving the gospel n 
ita simplieity, and so becoming fool 
the world's sight), that he may basona 

but art ta annecessa ix , with ABLPN rel 
athal-ms Damasc) Thdrt 4 g ot) 

Tu om ó and rovs F. 
21. buried Е | Tert, Ambrst Aug,] (not Pel Bede). 

: om CDF 5 lo Jam Orig,[-c, ]. 

e бырк 19.] Reason why this 
:—shewn from Scripture. 

Hrs 0., in the judgment of God, reff. 
å Space. ] The sense of the Heb. із equall 
expressed by the Apostle and the XX. 
The words are taken out of the context as 
they stand, which accounts for the partici- 
ple, see Heb. i. 7. The sense is, * If God 
uses the craft of the wise as a net to catch 
them in, such wisdom is in His sight folly, 
since He turns (eau ы their confusion.’ 

y а provincialism) is 
11 for каталарВір», аяа stronger 
and livelier expression for ‘ ing, or 
‘catching with the hand.“ . СЁ. 
Judith xiii. 7. 20. The I have 
ee (Heb. ота); the Psalmist how- 
ever is speaking of the proud, ver. 2 f., 
and such, when 3:aAcy:cpol are in uestion, 
would bo the worldly wise. 1793 
A warning to them in general, not to boast 
themselves in human teachers. 31.) 
бете, viz. seeing that this world's wisdom 
is folly with God: or perhaps as a more 
gre inference from what has gone be- 

since ch. i., that as the conclusion 
there was, д kavxpevos, d» коріф xav- 
'xác0»,—s0 now, having gone into the 
matter more at length, he concludes, andels 
caux dd dp àv %. This boasting in 
men is explained in ch. ir. 6 to mean x) 
els ddp тоб ivbs QvaioUaOa: ката toU iré- 
pov. navydobe: after Irre is a change of 
construction. A somewhat similar change 
ead peep ee 81, fra . 
xavxdoGe: but there, i fac the citation being 
adduced іп its existing form 
үйр ёст.) ‘For such майы is a 

ation to those who are Aeirs of ali 
thinge, and for whom all, whether minis- 

ПІ. 18—23. 

18 uundels éavróv 
' ёататато" el тіс & доке? соф elvar èv be év тф 
һ aicve ^ roves, ! opos. yevécOw, iva yevntat codes. 

yàp copla rod xoopov тойтоу * uepía {тард [r9] bed 
ёст. yéypatrras yap O 
тй °mavoupyla avrav. ꝰ ка} iM Кр yiwookes TOUS 

* P Stadoyiopous TOV copay 9 бт, eigiw ' ийтаоь. 

ABCDF 
^ LPR ab 

6 def 
hkim 
n o 17. 

47 
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23 Y elre Па0\ос etre Aro he eire Kubas, elre KOT 05 - Rom. ait. 
eire * bor) etre " Oavatos, elre “х éyearórra elte “У uéXXovra, "х 2 Ron. vi 
парта "inv, ?Зоцес дё " хріатой, xpi Tos dé "Oeo. ^ os 2 Thess. 

il. 3. 
т А ше 

IV.! = Obras ок Ad laa abb . ws ° ілгррєтаҳ , en fl 15 
XV OU kai d OUKOVOJLOUS * uva T») j ᷣ Geov. 

€ = Acts xiii. 5 reff. 
reff. 

be ch. хі. 78. Gal. vi. 1. 
zii. 42. xvi. 1, ас.) ech. ii. 7 
1. 16 reff. 

22. aroRA Е 17. ins 3: bef одо» 
48 Orig, . rec at end ins erw, with D? SE d vale А 
Chr, Тын [Тег]: om ABC Diſ and lat] Flr] PR PN 5 [sth] D 

CRAP. IV. 1. ins rov bef бео» F. 

2fhde 5Xoi- Har. Do 
reff. i 

t. 1. 7. " pee iv. 10. Lebe 
f = Col. iv. $. ̂it. хш. g ch. 

nur, and in ver. 23 queis B 
CF lat syrr Dale arm Orig,-int,] 

Ambrst Aug, 

2. rec 8 3e Aorror, with D?[-gr] L rel Orig, - ei] Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCD!FPN 

ters, or events, or the world itself, are 
working together: seo Rom. viii. 28: and 
iv. 18. 22, 23.] Specification of some 
of the things included under пбута: and 
first of those teachers in whom they were 
disposed to boast,—in direct reference to 
ch.i. 12. But having enumerated Paul, 
Apollos, Cephas, he does not say efre xpi- 
orés, but adding the world itself and its 
events and circumstances, he reiterates the 
wdyra dpe as if to mark the termination 
of this category; and changing the form, 
concludes with duels 8 (not only one part 
of you) xpurrow хрост 84 Oeo? (вее 
below). The expressions (wf, Өбуатоз, 
éveor@ra, Ara, have nothing to do 
л the teachers, аз Chrvs., Theophyl., 
Grot.,—) (ah, фис, Ter баскд» 3? 
ӧраѕ fortis Tra ёфелўс@де Si8arxduevor к. 
б 8áraros abréy di ùuãs . rèp du T 
kipBvrebovoi ко) тўз Üpnerépas сотуріаз, 
Theophyl.,—and “ presentia, . oe 
rum et sanationum dona . futura, . А 
rerum futurarum revelationes," Grot.,— 
but, are perfectly general. фувстёта 
is things ‘actually y^p —see note on 
2 Thess. ii. 2. 23.] On the change of 
the possessives, see above: :— Christ is not 
yours, in the sense in which dra are,— 
not made for and eubserving „ (5€) 
you are His,—and етер ud not reach 
the hest possession : possesses not 
you for Himself; but ion again) Rin) Кера, 
xpro ToU ô beds, ch. xi. 8. HEIST HrM- 
SELF, the Indarnate God the Mediator, 
belongs to God, i$ subordinate to the 
Father, seo John xiv. 28; and xvii. pas- 
sim. But this medistorial subordination 
is in no way inconsistént with His eternal 
and co-equal Godhead: see notes on Phil. 
ii. 6—9; and on ch. xv. 28, where the sub- 
jection | of all things to Christ, ‘and His 
subjection to the Father, are similarly set 
forth. There is a striking similarity ` 
in the ment in this last verse to that 
in our Lord’s prohibition, Matt. xxiii. 

Vor. II. 

8—10. See Stanley's beautiful note. 
IV. 1—5.] He shews them the 

right view to take of Christian ministers 
is part, regards not 

j him, nor even judges 
himself, but the Lord i is his Judge (s 3, 
4). Therefore let them also suspend 
their judgments till the Lord’s coming, 
св ай shali be made plain. 
1.] ores, emphatic, preparatory to ds, 
as in ref. &vÓperros, as E. V., a man, 
in the most general and indefinite sense, 
as ‘man’ in German: not a Hebraism, 
пог = фкаттоз. The whole is opposed to 
xkabyngis dy dy@pénois: the ministers of 
Christ are but subordinates to Him, and 
accountable to God. pas, Aere, 
not, ‘us ministers generally, see below, 
ver. 6, but ун and nura as а 
sample of suc 6 
ch. їй. 5, 22, 28. But in olxov. 
deod we have а new figure in а. 

' The Church, 1 Tim. iii. 15, is the olxos 
heod— and those appointed to minister in 
it are olxoréuo, stewards and dispensers 
ч the гаа оо and stores of the olxoSeq- 

ese last are the pvorhpia, hid- 
pe Кш of God, —i. e. the riches of 
his grace, sow manifested in Christ, ch. 
ii. 7; Rom. xvi. 25, 26, which they an- 
nounce and distribute to all, having те. 
ceived them from the Spirit for that pur- 

“Ea mysteria sunt incarnationis, 
passionis et resurrectionis Christi, redemp- 

* tionis о vocationis gentium, : et caetera 
pes екш evangelica doctrina." 

tius, who also, as a Romanist, nttempts 
to include the sacraments among the pvo- 
Thp:a in this sense. The best refutation 
of this is given by himself: “ sed cum ipse 
Paulus dixerit primo capite, Non misit me 
Christus baptizare, sed evangelizare, rec- 
tius est ut mysteria Dei intelligantur fidei 
nostre dogmata." It may be doubted, 
whether, i» the N. T. sense of puorhpia, 
the sacraments can be in any wny reckoned 

Кк 
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n= 1 Cor. ziii, ТОР h Lyretras бу тоф d ойсоубдо буа Tria TOS тіс eùpehñ. ABCDF 
3. (ch. i. 22.) Sk ` le? , L 2 m е зз € ^ з ' an Lu d t= Matti. 3 E Quoi Bà! eie EAdxwrrov cori ™ va Up vps " àvakpiÜG caets 
Rom. vit. 10. 4 „мо 2 9 , Pu q DA q Sè 2 * n? hkima 

beine 0 От о GvOpanrivys ?ýuépas ^ à ovdé duavtoy " ava- о 1.47 
„Nenie. кріи–" * obdev yàp paure ‘ouvoida, AAN ойк * ёр rovro 

ziv. 14. 
1 = Acts ix. 

та constr., Matt. x. 25. xviii. 6. 
= Acts xix. 1. ch. lii. 2. 

17 latt syrr copt seth arm Orig-int, [Ambrst Аср]. 
(qr eire (itacism ?) AC D[-gr] F[-gr(-rure)] PR fg n 17 [Eutha lms): N-corr! ?). 

txt BL rel latt syrr [орі Orig,-c,-int, ]. 
th. bef тісто ree ] F go 

3. u A Ail алле D!. 
4. for ovx, ovde P [nec Jer, Aug, |. 

Geos D'[and lat]. 

as such: for дист. is a (usually divine) 
proceeding, once hidden, but now revealed, 
or not hidden, and to be revealed ; under 
neither of which categories can the sacra- 
ments be classed. 9.] Moreover, here 
(on earth) (see var. rendd. and reff. &8e 
is emphatic, and points to what follows, 
that though in the case of stewards 
enquiry was pea made Aere below, 
yet he, God's steward, awaited no such 
enquiry órd àvperr(rns fiiépas, but one at 
the coming of the Lord. Lachmann, I 
cannot but think somewhat strangely, 
places d3e at the end of ver. 1: olkovóuovs 
puornpley Oeod ёде. Stanley takes dde 
for ‘in this matter,’ and supports the 
meaning by Rev. xiii. 10, 18; xiv. 12; 
xvii. 9) enquiry is made in the case of 
stewards (or, if is required in the case of 
stewards), in order that (or at, the 
purport of the requirement expressed as 
ita purpose) а man may be found (provea 
to be) fai (emph.). 3.] Bat to 
me (contrast to the case of the stewards 
into whose faithfulness enquiry is made 
&8e, here on earth) it is (amounts to) very 
little ш compares és xdpu réAAcrat, 
Pind. Ol. i. 122, and Theognis, 162, ofs rd 
xaxdy Bokéor yiryvera: eis &yaBóv) that I 
[should] be (the Tra, here and always, is 
more or less the conj. of purpose. = 
construction is a mixed one in such cla 
as this, compounded of éAdyiordy dori 
dvaxpiOjvar, and ёЛлаҳістоо a» wpialuny, 
Туа дуакр:0®) judged (enquired into, as to 
my faithfulness) by you, or by the day of 
man (Li. e., of man’s judgment, | in refer- 
ence to de above, and contrast to the 
zupa kuplov, to which his appeal is pre- 
sently made, ver. Б, and of which, as 
testing the worth of the labour of teachers, 
he spoke so fully ch. iii. 18—15. Jerome, 
Questiones ad Algasiam, Ep. xxxi. (cli.) 10, 
vol i. p. 879, numbers tbe expression 
among the cilicisms of the Apostle. Estius, 

*Sedixaiopar & 06 "avaxpivey pe Kvpios ёстір. 
n Acta iv. 9 reff. A reff. 

q r Acts v. 2. xii. 12. xiv. € only. Lev.v.1. Job xzvii. € only. 1 
s Acts xiii. 39. Rom. v. b. ch. vi. 11. Gal. ii. 17. Ш. 11. v. á t — ch. lii. 21. 

5 t hore 
р = ch. i. 8 reff. 

эсс. iv. A al. 
o Acta xvil. 23 

aft Aowor ins Tc М! (от 

vis evpeOy bef 10 es Di-. gr]: [ris] 

for ovde, ovd F. 
for 8e, yap NI Syr wth. at end ins 

al., suppose it to be а Hebraism, referring 
to Jer. xvii. 16, which is irrelevant. All 
these are probably wrong, and the expres- 
sion chosen pu by the Apostle. 
Grot. compares ‘diem dicere,’ ‘to cite to 
trial; to which Stanley adds the English 
‘daysman’ for arbiter (see Job ix. 33), and 
the Dutch ‘dagh vaerden and ‘daghen,’ 
to ‘summon ). —nay, I do not judge even 
(hold not an enquiry on: lit. ‘but neither 
do I; &c.) myself: 4.) for I [know 
nothing against myself (i. e.)] am cem- 
scious to myself of no (official) delinquency; 
во Plato, Apol. p. 21, обте péya obre ajuxpbr 
tdva8a paure c &Sv,—ib., Rep. i. 
(Wetst.), тф 84 дубф» tavr dBlxor [vrei- 
dart Mea dle del тбресті, and Hor., 
Epist. i. l. 61, *Nil conscire sibi, nulla 
pallescere culpa.’ The E. V., ‘I know 
nothing by myself,’ was a phrase commonl 
used in this acceptation at the time; el. 
Ps. xv. 4, Com. Prayer Book version, He 
that setteth not by himself; i.e. is not 
wise in his own conceit. ‘I know по harm 
by him’ is still a current expression in the 
midland counties. See Deut. xxvii. 16; 
Ezek. xxii. 7, in E. V. So Donne, Serm. 
lvii., “ If thine own spirit, thine own con- 
science, accuse thee of nothing, is all well Р 
why, I know nothing by re yet am I 
not thereby justified.” is meaning of 
by does not appear in our ordinary die- 
tionaries), but Iam not hereby justified 
(Le. it is not thie circumstance which 
clears me of blame—thie does not decide 
the matter. There сап be no reference (as 

5. 

So then (because the e 
infallible dijudicator) decide nothing (con- 

2 
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ри) v ?rpó ° каірод te Kpivere, Ews Av EMOn б iüpios, 85 ка} «ман otil 

" фотісе Ta * xpvrrrà тоў oxcTous ка} * davepwoe Tas , PE. 
^ ^ 10 Bou r&v * xapdidv, Kat Tore 6 *émaivos * yevýoetat лч, 

ёкаттф " amd Tov Oeoõ. 

ly. Jos. 
viil. 6. 
ohn і. 

9 al. 
w Hom. ii. 16 

6 Tatra бе, adeAdoi, * wereoynpdtica eis épavróv xal x Кот. i. 19 
Aro Ov dds, iva d év тїшїр дайте * Tò h {ітёр Ĝ 7 plar., nee 

т. zxxvil. 13. zzii, 5 at. z Si 
c2 Cor. zi. 13, 14, 16. РЫП. iii. 21 only t. 1 Kings axviii. 8 8 

ziii. en. xlii. 38. e = Rom. viii. 26 reff. 

б. cpi yer (ilacism 7) АРМ 8. 17. 89. 48. 72. 

3. б 

1)- om last 7ov D 1. 
. 6. om ðe Ni (ins N-corr!) arm. 

116 вуг copt Chr. [txt, I Antch,. 

om eis F[-gr]. 
В?) NI: txt CDFLP N-corr!(?)? rel [ Enthal-ms |. 

om то F 2. 

1 LI . 

a Rom. ii. 39 (reff.). beh. 1. 30 reff. 
. Jos. Antt. vil. 10. 5. d = John 

f= ch. x. 13. 2 Cor. xil. 6. 

om os D'[and lat] F Aug. er. 

aro A А В!(ато тоЛЛеу 
er ушу Р! [апа lat “] 1 17. 28. 

rec (for A) 2, with DFL rel 
Syr goth arm Chr, Thdrt [Cyr-p, Damasc]: txt ABCPN 17 вуг copt Ath, Chr- 
Cyr[-p,]. (Meyer ‘and De W. think that & has been a corra to suit TAUTA псі 
But І сањ hardly think this probable: is it not more likely that in a proverbial 
ezprn the sing seemed most appropriate, and thus A has been сотта to 81) 

cerning us, of merit or demerit) before the 
time, until the Lord shall have come 
(explains #55 xa:p.), who shall also (cal, 

' inter alia: ав part of tbe p ings of 
that Day: or both) bring to light (throw 
light on) the hidden things of darkness 
(general— all things which are hidden in 
darkness) and shall make manifest the 
eounsels of the hearts (then first shewing, 
what your teachers really are, in heart), 
and then shall the (fitting) praise accrue 
to each from бой. Fratvos is not a coz 
media, praise or blame, as the case may 
be, but strictly praise. Theophyl., Grot., 
Billr., Rück., Olsh., suppose the word to 

used euphemistically, **unde et con- 
trarium dator intelligi, sed mavult eù- 
фэне,” Grot.: Calv., Meyer, al., think 
that he speaks without reference to those 
who will obtain яо praise: bee vox ex 
bons conscientise fiducia nascitur." Calv. 
But I agree with De Wette, in thinking 
that he refers to ка›хасбша фу àyüpérmrois : 
—they, their various parties, gave erag- 
gerated praise to certain teachers: let 
them wait till the day when the feno d 

ise (be it what it may) will ad- 
jo to each from God; Christ as the 
Judge being the épicuéros бяд той бео® 
xpiths, Acts х. 42, and so His sentences 
being arb беоб. See also Acts xvii. 31, 
and Rom. ii. 16, pwe? д Geds та npvrrà 
тё» ёудрбтеу, . . . 614 "13009 xpirrov. 

6—19.] He explains to them 
(ver. 6) that the mention.hitherto of him- 
self and Apollos (and by parity of reason- 
ing, of Cephas-and of Christ, in ch. i. 12) 
has a more general design, vit. to ab- 
stract them from all party spirit and 
pride: which pride he then blames, and 
puts to shame by depicting, as a contrast, 
the low and afflicted state of the Apostles 

themselves. 6.] But (transeuntis: he 
comes to the conclusion of wbat he has to 
вау on their party divisions) these things 
(De Wette, Meyer, al., limit таёта to what 
has been said since ch. iii. 5. But there 
surely is no reason fortbis. The Apostle's 
meaning here must on all hands be acknow- 
ledged to be, ‘I bave taken our two names 
as samples that you may not attach your- 
selves to апа be proud of any party leaders, 
one against another? And if these two 
names which had been last, mentioned, why 
not analogously, thése four which he had 
also alleged ih ch. i. 12? There can be no 
reason against this, except the determina- 
tion of the Germans to regard their Paulus- 
parthei, and Apollos-parthei, and Petrus- 
p dr pis 5 as historical 

;and consequent unwilli to part 
wick them where the Apostle binseelf 
by implication repudiates them as such) I 
transferred (the epistolary aorist) to myself 
and Apollos (i. e. when I might have set 
them before you generally and in the ab- 
stract as applying to all teachers, I have 
preferred doing so by taking-two samples, 
and transferring to them what was true of 
the whole. This is far more probable than 
the explanation of Chrys., al., that he put 
in his own name and that of Apollos mstead 
of those of the real leaders of secta, conceal- 
ing them on purpose. On peracyx., seo 
тей. and cf. Plato, Legg. x. p. 903, 
peracxnuari{ar Tà wárra olov ёк vupòs 
Übwp,—and p. 906, rovro Tb fpa per- 
ecx»uaricpéror, Meyer) on your account, 
that ye by us (as your example: by! 
having our true office and standing set 
before you) might learn this, Not 
above those things which are written 
(i. e. not to exceed in your estimate of 
yourselves and us, the standard of Scrip. 

K x 3 
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єл.  yeyparrras, S (va py ^ els ür ToU ^ évós ! фистодс бє card ABCDP 
Ec це x ro) érépov. 1 т yàp сё 'Siaxplive ; ті dé Éyeis $ ойк е dete 

a 7 mn 

T.. ,. Aae; ei òè xal &aHes, тё n kavyüáaa, à pù XaBov o if. 47 
. v. 2. viii 

1. zili. 4. 
Col dii ^ jon " kexopeaiévo, ёстё, 19) ° émXovrrjcare, yopis rdv 
only Ф. (en, 2 Cor. хі. 20.) 

m absol., ch. i. 29 reff. 
11,18. Luke xii. 21. Hos. zii. 8. 

rec aft yeyparra: ins фрон, with C(app 
Cyr ру] Thdrt [Antch, Damasc]: om AB 
om 2n ит D. for этер, ката F. 

ture, —which had been already in part 
shewn to them in the citations ch. i. 19, 31; 
iii. 19. To refer -yéypas ra: to what has 
been written in this Epistle, as Luth., 
Calov., Calv. (altern.), is quite inadmissible, 
for, an Grot. remarks, “ yéyparras in his 
libris semper ad libros Veteris Testamenti 
refertur.” But he (and Olsh.) refer the 
words to Dent. xvii. 20,— whereas it is far 
better to give them a perfectly general re- 
ference. Chrys., Th and Theophyl. 
refer it to words of our Lord in the N. T., 
such as Matt. vii. 1,3; xxiii. 12; Mark x. 
43, 44, but these could not be indicated by 
vp ra, of. ch. vii. 10 and note. 
The ellipsis, as here, of the verd in probibi- 
tory clauses, with иі, is common enough: 
thus, Aristoph. Vesp. 1179, uh mol ye 
póðovs. Soph. Antig. 577, wh rgiBàs. Ere, 
AAG viv kopl(er' ою. Demosth. Phil. i. 

. 46, иё por uvplovs unde Bisuvplovs Eérovs. 
artung, Partikellehre ii. 168, where see 

more examples), that ye may not one on 
behalf of another be puffed up against a 
third (i. e. that you may not adhere to- 
gether in parties to the detriment or die- 
paragement of a neighbour who is attached 
to a different ). There is a gram- 
matical difficulty here, the occurrence of 
Iva with an indic. pres. This is variously 
explained. See Winer, edn. 6, § 41. ö. 1. 
е. Some suppose that here, and in ref. 
Gal. St. Paul has commited a philological 
error in the formation of the subjunctive, 
and written the indie. for it. It is at 
least remarkable, that that other iustance, 
Туа avreds (MR ob re, is also in the case of 
a contracted syllable in ov,—so that we 
might almost suppose that there was some 
provincial usage of forming the subj. of 
contracted verbs in ow, which our Apostle 
followed. At all events (especially con- 
sidering that we have two other cases of 
Tra with an indic., see reff.) it is better to 
suppose a solecism or peculiar usage, than 
with Meyer to give fra a local sense,. 
‘where,’ i.e. in which case ye are not 
(pres. for the future) puffed «p,'—i.e. if 
you keep to the Scripture measure: the 
double Туа of the purpose being, as he 
himself observes according to Paul's 

k Rom. ii. 1 reff. 
n Acts xxvil. 38 only. Dent. xxzi. 30 only. 

сема. вее Acts xv. 9 reff. 
o 3 Cor. vii. 9. Rev. ui 

D D*(-gr] LPN? rel syrr goth arm Chr, 
‘FN! latt Orig[-c, Ambrat Aug]. 

usage, Rom. vii. 18; Gal. iii. 14; iv. Б, 
al, and here being absolutely demanded 
by the senso, 1.] For (reason why 
this puffing up shoald avoided) who 
separates thee (distinguishes thee from 
others? meaning, that all such conceite 
of pre-eminence are unfounded. That 
pre-eminence, and not merely distinction 
(Moyer), is. meant, is evident from what 

lows! And (34 connects interrogative 
clauses, as Od. a. 226, ris Fals, ris 32 
Susdos 89  ÉwAero; and II. е. 704, буба 
Tiva wpéror, tiva 8 Sorarey Nerdpiter ; 
See Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 169) what 
hast theu which thou receivedst not 
(‘from God '—not, from meas thy father 
in the € but if (which I concede ;— 
ovéya: è « kal hui abrots 'elaw, AA 
иё АГ оўу Lrreis; Xen. Cyr. vi. 1. 14. 
Hartung, i. 140) thou receivedst it, &c. 
He speaks not only to the leaders, but to 
the menibers of parties —who imagined 
themselves superior to those of other par- 
ties, —as if all, for every good thing, were 
not dependent on God the Giver. 
8.) The admonition becomes ironical: 
* You behave as if the trial were past, and 
the goal gained; as if hunger and thirst 
after righteousness were already filled, and 
the kingdom already brought in.’ capyder 
abrods He Обтю taydas wpbs Tb Tédos 
éq6dcare, Sxep ddvvarory hv yer 8:4 
Tb» кабу. Chrys Hom. xii. р. 188. The 
emphases are on {87 in the two first clauses, 
and хорїз ud in the third. The three 
verbs form a climax. Any interpretation 
which stops short of the full meaning of 
the words as applied to the triumphant 
final state (so Grot., Est., Calvin., Wetst., 
al, interpreting them of knowledge, of 
security, of the lordship of опе sect over 
another), misses the force of the irony, 
and the meaning of the latter part of the 
verse. Хери ђрёбу] because we, as 
your fathers in Christ, have ever looked 
forward to present you, as our glory and 
joy, in that day.’ There is an exquisite 
delicacy of irony, which Chrys. has well 
caught: rA ÉKu$acis évravéa xal wpds 
Tobs 8:баскёЛооѕ к. xpds robs pabyrds. 
wal тд douvelByrov 84 abr бекуитси к. và 
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Рё j 14 ) Рё єй } р = Rom. v. 17. égaciXevcaTe. Kai 9 ёфеор ye ? ЕВасІХєйсатє, ра xai р = Rom. v. 
дє йш» 'cvuBaciNevacpev. 
е 

Rev. т. 10. 9 *бокф уар, о Beds 174,4 
NAS TOUS aTroaTONOUS eoyaTous taméðeikev ws ui « Gor. a1, 1. 
tious, бт * Өёатро» èyevýðnpev TQ косцю xal ayyédos Rev. iii. 15 

ouly. 4 Kings 

ral àvÜperrow. 10 seis "pol Sid ypioróv, Оше OQ. Loan Pa. 
cx vili, 6 only. 

х dpóviuot èv уратф йде " daÜeveis, Оре Sè Y layvpoi" тї Toii 
bets У ёрдоЁог, дєй 56 d rioi. 
каў *rewoyey kai pope каў 

H а Дыр, > тўс ° арт: Фра 
4еуииитє/одєу xai 

s ch. Ai. 18 
reff. 

t Acts ii. 22 
= g. ut rus 

saly see note v = here (Acts хіх. 29, m only v. б 
eh. і. J, 14.) Rom. хі. 26 al. Prov. zi. 12. iron., 2 Cor. zi. 19. Luke vil. 25, zili. 
17. Eph. v. 27 only. 1 Kings ix. 6 al. з Matt. ziii. 67. Mark vi. 6. ch. zil. Š only. Isa. lili. 3. 

a Rom. viii. 22 reff. here only. c Rom. ati. 20 reff. d here only +. 
e Matt. zzvi. 67 | Mk. 2 Cor. xii. 7. 1 Pet. li. 20 only t. 

epeAor DI'L). 8. om xep. 5 (hom) A [om Pe An «Вас. (hom) m n]. 
om ye DIF. ins сиу 

9. rec aft, доке "yap ins ori, with D- gr] LPN? rel [vulg-clem fald? har! syrr copt 
goth arm origi] Chr, Thdrt Ambr, разь Pel]: om АВС Р! [апа lat] FN! am(with : 
demid fuld! to ) Clem, Orig[-c,-int. 

11. for axpi rns, ews Ё. L С 
Damasc Thi Tert, [Hil,]. 

rec yuurinrevouer (see note), with L rel [Euthal-ms] : 
txt А? B%(sic: see table) CD*FPN a g h m, yvurerrevopey В![Ю! ].—ота уюң». кап Al. 

сфёЗра avéyrov. $ yàp Adye:, тоўтф ёотіу. 
dy pèr то иброз noù» elvai dera 
cowed xal ш> к. бисә, dv 82 Trois éwd0- 
Aois к. ois orepdyors Speis wpérroi. p. 99. 

The latter part of the verse is said 
bond fide and with solemnity : And I would 
indeed (ye strengthens the wish; so h 5 
«Леб... Ss ye phwor’ D ο AaBeip... 
Merl Naor, Eur. Iph. Aul. 70. Hartung, 
i. 373. is used іо LXX and 
N. T. as a particle, with the indic.: also 
with optative. See, for both, reff.) that 
ye did reign rupis the kingdom of the 
Lord was actually come, and ye reigning 
with Him), that we also might reign 
together with you (that we, though 
deposed from our proper place, might at 
least be vouchsafed a humble share in 
your kingly glory). 9.] For (and 
there is abundant reason for this wish in 
our present afflicted state) I think, — God 
set forth (before the of the world,— 
the similitude is in pow following) us 
the Apostles (meaning all the Apostles, 
principally himself and Apollos) last (the 
rendering of „ Calv., Beza, al., «s 
who were last called to be Apostles, q. d. 
Tobs ёт. rods do x., or robs dox. ётост.,— 
is ungrammatical. éoydérovs, last and 
otlest : not, riorum,’ last, as 
the prophets were before из, as Corn.- 
a-lap., and in part, Bengel) as persons 
condemned to death (és xaradixous, 
Chrys. Tertullian seems to define the 
meaning too closely when, De Pudic. 14, 
vol. й. p. 1006, he interprets it ‘ veluti 
bestiarios’ Dion. Hal. vii. 85, says of 
the Tarpeian rock, 50e» aùroîs {00s BdA- 
Aci Tobs ёи:бауатіоут) —{ог we are be- 
come a spectacle (0(arpo» = 0éaua: 30 

Achilles Tatius, i. p. 55 (Kypke), and 
0éarpa sowrév, JEschines, Dial. Socr. iii. 
20 :—see Gearpi(éuevoi, Heb. x. 83) to the 
world, as well to (good angels: 
byyero absol., never either includes, or 
signifies, bad angels) as to men (кбтшр 
being afterwards specialized into angels 
and men). 10.] Again, the bitterest 
irony: ‘how different our lot from yours! 
How are you to be envied—we, to be 
pitied!’ There is a distinction in 8:4 
Хрстбу and ér xpiotg—q. d. We are 
foolish for Ohrist's sake (on account of 
Christ,—our connexion with Him does 
nothing but reduce us ies fools), 
whereas you are фрбицдоь N. 
have entered into full participation of 
Him, and grown up to be wise, subtle 
Christians. daGeveis— are 
both to be understood geserally: the 
asse is not here that of persecution, 
but that of ch. ii. 8: the strength is the 
high bearing of the Corinthians. Ye 
are in honour (in glorious repute, party 
lenders and party men, highly honoured 
and looked up to), whereas we are de- 
spised (without honour). Then &riuo: lends 
bim to enlarge on tbe disgrace and con- 
tempt which the Apostle met with at the 
hands of the world. 11—18.] He 
enters into the particulars of this state 
of affliction, which was not a thing past, 
Fut enduring to the at moment. 
11.] xpt r. браз is evidently not to 
be taken strictly as indicative of the situa- 
tion of Paul at the time of writing the 
Epistle, but as generally describing the 
kind of life to which, then and always, he 
and the other Apostles were Spaa : оф 
талай Sinyotua: ярбурата, ^ rep 
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t here only +, \аф:бореда xai ! астатойџер, 19 kai € котібрер У épyato- 
12 reff. 

h = Acts хт. 
реро, tais idiaus 'yepoar x Моборойдеро 'evroyodper, 

an m Srwxópevor " áveyopeÜa, 13 ° Sushnpovpevos ? таракахой- т 
Thess. iv. 

п. Wied. uer de %тєркабарцата той kocpov eyevnOnuey, Tav- 

x Age tht rey Т тєрї түш * &os dpri. 1* ойк * ёутретоу ©дй< pd 
1 = Rom. zii. ^ 3 9 e 7 u » y ^ 15 э 

ите. тайта, GAN оў Tékva pov ауатттд vovÜero. ёд» 
"10, Kc. ch. xv. 6. 2 Kings xai. б. n absol., 2 Cor. xi. &. (Acts xviil. 14 reff.) o here 

only +. l'Maec. vii. 41 only. (-Mía, 2 Cor. vi. 8.) 
20. 2 Tim. i here only.. Prov. ххі. 18 only. . iv. 
only. Jer. xxii. 28 Schol. ap. Tron. Symm.) 
1. av. 6. 1John ii. 9 only. 
26. (mid., Luke 1 wii. 3 al.) u Rom 

р absol., Luke iii. 18. Rom. xii. 8. 2 Cor. v. 
r here enly t. Tobit v. 18 (19) 

в Matt. зі. 12. John 11. 10, v. 17. xvi. 24. ch. visi. 
tact., here only. = ., 2 Thess. lii. 14. Tit. ii. 8 only. Ps. 212. 
T.. f. P d v Acta xx. 31 reff. P. 

19. Ашбор. kai evà. and Ster. kai avex. F (Syr) Orig-int,. 
$nuovuero: (substitution of more usual word), with BDFLN? rel [vulg] 

wepixadapua (for -џета) D'[-gr harl!]. 

18. rec ВХас 
Orig,[-int, ] Chr, Thdrt WADE ACPN! 17 Clem, Orig, Eus, Cyr[-p,] Damasc. 

14. ravra bef ураф « DF k latt [lat ff]. алла B(C doubtful). vovbeT wv 
ACPN 17 Thi-txt: txt BDFL rel latt (Cbr, Thdrt Damasc Ambrst]. 

xa) ó wapdéy por cup paprupe:. Chrys. 
See, on the subject-matter, 2 Cor. xi. 

are in want of 23—27. yupver. 
sufficient clothing: cf. dv ухе x. yup- 
yéryri, 2 Cor. xi. 27. Meyer (after 
Fritzsche) believes yupsredoper to be a 
mistake in writing the word, of тет 
ancient date: but surely we are not justi- 
fied, in such a conventional matter as the 
form of writing a word, to desert the 
unanimous testimony of the oldest mss. 
And we have the forms yuselrys, and 
yuusiris: why not then yvurireóo ? 
коАаф.] are buffeted—see ref., there is 
no need to press the strict meaning. 
&crar.] тортќсті», фАамубдеба, фебуореу. 
Theophyl. 19.] As testimonies to 
Paul's working with his own hands, see 
Acts xviii. 3; xx. 84; ch. ix. 6; 1 Thess. 
ii. 9; 2 Thess. iii. 8. That tbe other 
Apostles did the same, need not necessarily 
be inferred from this e, for he may 
be describing the state of all by himself as 
а sample ; but itis conceivable, and indeed 
probable, that they did. do 
K. T. A.] ‘So far are we from vindicating 
to ourselves places of earthly honour and 
distinction, that we tamely submit to re- 
proach, persecution, and evil repute;—nay, 
we return blessing, and patience, and soft 
words.’ 18. | rapar., дут! тоё, wpao- 
Tépois Adyos к. padaxtixois duesBdueba. 
Theophyl. wep ara] А 
climax of ce and contempt, summing 
up the foregoing particulars. We are be- 
come as it were the refuse of the world. 
жерік. from wep:xadalpw, that which is 
removed by a thorough purification, the 
offal or refuse. So Ammonius (in Wetst.): 
кабёриста, rà perà Tb кабарӯђуш бётођ- 
prrréueva :—Theopbylact, бта» fvrapóy 
ті ёкосяоууіср Tis, wepixdOappa Aéyerai 
Tb àxogmóyyiwpa ёкеіуоу: and similarly 
(cum. Wetst. gives many examples of 

the metaphorical usage of the term кабарна 
as а reproach, from Demosth., Aristoph., 
Lucian, al., and of purgamentum in Latin. 
vepucabápuara is found in Arrian, Epict. 
їй. 22, Прадо, d vir yerrhoas Tepi- 
xaóápuara. But Luther and very many 
Commentators suppose the word to imply 
piacula, ns Schol, Aristoph. Plut. 454 
(Wetst.), xaüdpuara dAéyorro ol wi 
кадірсе: AoinoU Tiwos fj Tivos. érépas rócov 
Oudmevor таз 0017, тобто 04 Tb {боз xal 
тард ‘Pwpulois éxexpdryce. Meyer well 
remarks that wepixaddpparea will hardly 
bear this menning, and that sepíjmua 
in the EM та p E ы ill we 
may remark, wi tanley, that wepe- 
каберне is so used іп ref. Prov., and ve 
фура in ref. Tobit: and that Suidas says, 
weplyqua . . . „ ores éméAeyor TË кат” 
dnavray cuvéxyorr: T&v какё»> Tleplynpa 
huey yévou frat, carnpla ка) dwoAbrpe- 
ais’ ко) or ёуёВалоу тӯ балаттр - 
avel тё Noceadan Ovalay àsorívrvrres. 

wept.) much the same as zepixaðdp- 
para,—but the expression is more con- 
temptuous :—the individual weprxaddppara 
are generalized into one reply, the rov 
adopov is even further extended to буте, 
ee ch. iii. 22. 14—91.] Concix- 
sion of this part of the Epistle :—in what 
spirit he hae written these words of blame: 
vis. in а epirit of admonition, аг their 
Sather in the faith, whom they ought іо 
imitate. To this end he sent Timothy to 
remind them of his ways of teaching,-— 
would soon, however, come himself,—in 
mildness, or to punish, аг the case might 
require. 14. ob dvrpérev] not 
as one who shames you, see ref., and 
ch. vi. 5; xv. 34,—and for the force of 
the participle, ch. ii. 1. vouberõ 
contrasts 18955 114 ng con- 
struction being purposely adop io set 
in а more vivid light the paternal inten- 

o 17. 47 
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yerlou éyo tds + ёуёлтоса. 
Dutunrai pouyiverbe. 17 8:4 Toro rep a ° piv 'Таробеор, 
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^ a Gal. iii. 24 
16 rapa ca оўу Opis, W onyt." 

ch. ix. 2. 
3 Cor. ai. б. 

е 2 , “ u 2 ` Sa 5.2480 , ziii.4. — б< ётт pov Tékvov “ayarntoy кай è писту èv S кирїф, @ i Mace. i. 
Ünds *àvauvjce, ras 08005 pou ras ev урістф, Kabddg * = Philem. 10. 
8 Tavrayo) v пасу ёкк\^ласіа 8:8аско. 

6. 11.14. Heb. vi. 12only . (-peetoOat, 3 These. iil. 7, 9. e 
. 15. e Mark d see Eph. i. 1. Acts xvi 

only. Gen. тїй, 1 Ed-vat. compl. (B def.) (русс, ch. xi. 24. 
1 Tele l. 20 eff. e ziii. 10 reff. g 

Ed. Tyr. 11. Winer, edn. 8, J 65. 9. 

. 13. 
b ch. xi. I. 

h. v. 1. 
1 „1. 

) dat., Acts xi. 20. Phil. И. 19. 
AI. 21. xiv. 72. 2 Cor. vii. 15. 2Tim.i.6. Heb. x. 33 

f — ch. xii. 31. see Acts 
w. gen. abs., 2 Cor. v. 20. 2 Pet. і. 3. Soph. 

18 b de дў dpyo- 

15. om то» B Clem, Рас, : ins ACDFL[P]N rel vulg Syr Orig-int,. 
18. for ovr, 8e D'[-gr] F[-gr 
17. aft rovro ins avro APN? 7 syr [Euthal-ms]. rec retro bef pov (corr& to 

more usual order), with DFL rel latt Origſ- oi] Thdrt Thi Œc lat-ff: txt ABCPN m 
17 arm [Eutbhal-ms] Chr Damasc. 
[as Woide]. avaptusnoe:(sic) A al. 
o 17 vulg-ed [fuld harl arm] syr 

micros F. 

copt Chr 

A [has not] xpiore for кыре 
for хртто, Xp. 130v D'[-gr] N b m 
Damasc [Ambrst]: коро ino. D'[and 

lat] F: txt AB D5[-gr] LP rel am(with demid [tol]) Syr Orig(-c,] Thdrt ТЫ Œc. 

tion:—I am not writing these things 
(vv. 8—13) as shaming you,—but I am 
admonishing you as my beloved children. 

15.] Justification of the expression 
Tékva pov. pvplovs, the greatest 
pube number—sce reff. waway.) 

e was tbeir spiritual father: those who 
followed, Apollos included, were but 
tutors, having the care and education of 
the children, but not the rights, as they 
could not have the peculiar affection of 
the father. He evidently shews by 
puplovs, that these wa:Saryeyol were more 
in number than he could wish,—inclading 
amoug them doubtless the false and party 
teachers: but to refer the word only 
to them and their ng me leading (as 
Beza, Calvin, al., and Wette), or to 
confine its meaning to the stricter sense of 
raid yer yds, the slave who led the child to 
school, is not here borne ont by the facts. 
See ref. and note: and for the wider sense 
of тадату., examples in Wetst. ФМ оф 
brings out the contrast strongly, giving 
almost the sense of ‘at son tdeo: so 
Asch. in Ctes. § 155, ка] yap ёду abrà 
б р Tà ёк tov фпфівратоѕ wposráyuara, 
GAN’ ob тфу' dk tis bAnOclas aloxpbv c- 
wy6fcera:. See Hartung, Partikellehre, 
ii, 40. dv үйр хр.) For in Christ 
Jesus (as the spiritual element in which 
the begetting took place: so commonly è» 
xptor¢, applied to relations of life, see ver. 
17, bis,—not to be joined as De W. with 
dyd, q. d. фуф yap dv x. Incob 8. т. «i. 
by. ёуфуулта) by means of the gospel (the 
preached word being the instrument) I 
(emphatic) begat you (there is also an 
emphasis on úpâs, ns coming before the 
verb, q. d. in your case, I it was who 
begat you). 16.] b, because I am 

your father. RN ral, not only, nor 
perhaps chiefly, in the things just men- 
tioned, vv. 9—18,—but as ver. 17, in 
al д8о1 pov al dv xp., my manner о tife 
and teaching. See reff. | 111 a 
rodro,— in order that you may the better 
imitate me by being put in mind of my 
ways and teaching: not, as Chrys., Theo- 
phyl., al., ёте) ós waldcoy whBoua:, kal ds 
yeyeryrnxés,—which would make ver. 16 
a very harsh parenthesis, and destroy the 
force of what follows. On the fact, see 
Prolegg. to 2 Cor., § ii. 4. тфкуоу } 
see 1 Tim. i. 2, 18; 2 Tim. i. 2. Meyer 
remarks, that by the strict use of the 
word Téxror in this passage (vv. 14, 15) 
we have a certain proof that Timothy 
was converted by, Paul: see Acts xiv. 6, 
7 and note. “The phrase scems to be 
used here in reference to réxva dyawnrd, 
ver. 14: ‘I sent Timotheus, who stands 
to me in the same relation that you stand 
(in)”” Stanley. dy xvpig points 
out the spiritual nature of the relation- 
ship. dvaprijion] Timothy, by 
being himself a close imitator of the Chris- 
tian virtnes and teaching of his and their 
spiritual father, would bring to their minds 
his well-known character, and way of teach- 
ing, which they seemed to have well-nigh 
forgotten. See 2 Tim. iii. 10. Kabcs 
specifies what before wns expressed gene- 
rally: so Luke xxiv. 19, 20, rà wept "усо? 
... . Swag Te тар дока» айтђу ol dpy- 
sepecs K.T.A.; and Thucyd. i. 1, ray xd- 
Acpoy TG» Пел. к. 'A0., às éewortdunoay 
mpos àAAfjAovs. таутахо® dv т. 
dxxA.] To shew the importance of this his 
manner of teaching, he reminds them of his 
un varying practice of it: and as he was 
guided by the Spirit, by inference, of its 
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гте. 6ге. ерои O€ pov трос Unas 
1-1. ба. соо: 68 тауба mpòs цас, edy б \кйро$ | бе 
1 2 

IV. 19—21. 

12фисиобпсар * tivese 19 éXev- 

"^ gal yvocopat où Tov ® №уо» TAV ! тефисиоцёроу, dd 
} James ir. 15. 
Bit daile. 6. THY m óvvapar- 20 ov yap év m буф 7 ы Bao Acla той" Geou, 

o Him. t d re. UES, ij P èv ауа, * mveú aTi те * TPaŬTNTOS ; 
p = ch. r. 8. 

2 Cor. ii. 1, Eph. I. 8. iii. 12. iv. 18, 17 al. 
i. Bal. ph. Rom. xi. 8 reff. 
£31, iii. 33. 1 Pet. Ш. 15. Ps. xliv. 4. 

18. om 8e F latt copt lat-ff. 
19. белсе LP 4 om ov Dl. 

ciepevoy L h m 8. 
masc] &c). 
91. [vrevua (for · nari) D! (and lat). 

q Rev. H. 27. Isa. x. и. т Matt. x. 101. Heb. 
t Paul (3 Cor. zx. 1. Gal. v. 23. vi. 1 alt.) only, еле. James 

aft Aoyor ins aur F. TOP тефо- 
1.9, 57. 109-16 lectt-7-12 Orig, (not Clem, Chr, Thdrt [Sevrn-c, 

rec яраотттоз, with DFLPN rel [ Eutbal- 
ms Clem, Orig, Chr, Thdrt]: txt ABC! or? 17 Damasc. 

universal necessity in the churches. 
18—20.] To guard against misrepresenta- 
tion of the coming of Timothy just an- 
nounced, by those who had said and would 
now the more say, ‘ Paul dare not come to 
Corinth, he announces the certainty of his 
coming, tf the Lord will. 18.] р 
èpxopávov forms one idea, and the 34 is in 
consequence placed after it all : so Thucyd. 
i. 6, ќу rois трёто: 84 'A8nraior: Isocr. 
жері «ір., p. 160, Sri А» róxp 3è "yernad- 
pevov. Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 190. 
бз expresses the assumption in their minds: 
the present part. épxopérov refers to their 
saying—ovx fpxerat, as Meyer. 18.] 
#Мєўсорала is prefixed, for emphasis, being 
the matter in doubt: as we say, ‘Come I 
will. Tax dus | How soon, see ch. 
xvi. 8. ] I will inform 
myself of—not the words of those who 
are puffed up (those I care not for), but 
their power: whether they are really 
mighty in the Spirit, or not. This general 
reference of 8é». must be kept, and not 
narrowed, as Chrys., Theophyl, to [the] 
power of working miracles : or “ quantum 
spud vos sua scientia et doctrina quam 
jactant profecerint," Est.; or virtuous lives 
(Theodoret, al.), or in the work of 
the gospel (Meyer): he leaves it general 
and indefinite. 20.] Justification of 
this his intention by the very nature of that 
kingdom of which he was the ambassador. 

4 Вес. т. dd, the Kingdom (т. ойр. 
Matt. iii. 2; iv. 17 and passim; т. 0. Mark 
i. 15, al.) announced by the propheta, 

ched by the Lord and the Apostles, 
ing now prepared on earth and received 

by those who believe on Christ, and to be 
consummated when He returns with His 
saints: see Phil. iii. 20, 21; Eph. v. Б. 

iv 55 
not (i. e. does not consist in. not its 
conditions and element of existence) in 
(mere) word, but in power—is a kingdom 
of power. 31.) He offers them, with 

a view to their amendment, the slterna- 
tive: ‘shall his coming be in a judicial or 
in a friendly spirit? as depending on 
themselves. vt not for wórepor (as Meyer, 
De W.), but general, and afterwards con- 
fined to the two аратара агч чад 
уе (respecting my comin , 
сү | enit d iv е ‚ with a 
rod; but not only ‘with,’ as accompanied 
with: the prep. gives the idea of the 
element in which, much as ёи 8ótp: not 
only with a rod, but in such purpose as to 
use it. There is no Hebraism: see Pas- 
sow under ф›, No. 8 and 4. He speaks ae 
a father: ri dari, dy pdpdy; ir kordse: 
dv ripeplg, Chrys. p. т. 
ros] Generally, and by De Wette, ex- 
pee a gentle spirit, meaning by aret. 

is own spirit: but Meyer bas remarked, 
that in every place ín the N. T. where 
rena is joined with an abstract genitive, 
it imports the Holy Spirit, and the abstract 
genitive refers to the specific working of 
the Spirit in the саве in hand. So ту. 
vhs &An0elas (John xv. 26; xvi. 18; 
1 John iv. 6), vlo0«cías (Rom. viii. 15), 
тїз хістешѕ (2 Сог. iv. 18), coplas (Eph. 
i. 17), &yvecórgs (Rom. і. 4). (This does 
not however appear to be without 
exceptions: cf. re dobercias, Luke 
xiii. 11; SevAeías, Rom. viii. 15; xara- 
vótews, Rom. xi. 8; «Alas, 2 Tim. i. 
7; ths wadyys, 1 John iv. 6. We may 
indeed say, that in none of these cases 
is the syeua subjective, or the phrase 
а mere periphrasis: but the rena is 
objective, a ing, indwelling spirit, 
whether of God or otherwise.) And so 
Chrys, Theophyl., — Ii yàp xal туєбиа 
abvornpétyros к. тішоріаѕ, GAA’ ёт) rae. 
xpnororépay abrb кале? és ка) roy беф» 
oixrippova к. éAejuorá paper, ФАА od 
к, walrorye ка) Tovro бута. Theo- 
phyl. 
v. 1—13.] CONCERNING A GROSS CABE 

OP INCEST WHIOH HAD ARISEN, AND WAS 

af? €. 

А — o L2—éä 
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V. IAO A " axoveras èv ù uu " ropye(a, kai TOLAÚTN u Matev. зз. 

“aropveia * iris ? о00ё év тоф &Üveauw, @стє Yyuvaixd Tiva 
тод патр *éxyew- ? * xai Upeis °тєфиоюцёуоь ёстё 

ch. vi. 7. zv. 
29 only +. 

v= here only. 
ы 3 Macc. x. 13. 

КОФ dee Acta xi. 
24 reff. 

ойуў uáXXov ° érevÜrjoare, * iva ° арбђ te f pisov byway 0 v Mat ч. за. 

zzzviil. 24. x =œ Heb. ii. 3. 

ix. 36. 2 Cor. Н. 2. 

y = Matt. vi. 29. ch. ziv. 21. Gal. fi. 5 al. 
ziv, å. xxii. 28, ch. vil. 2,29. Deut. xxviii. 30. 

b ch. iv. 6 reff. 
vi. 35. 2 Cor. xii. 21. Jamesiv.9. Rev. xviii. 11,15, 19 only. Isa. lxi. 2 

е = Matt. xiii. 12. Luke xi. 22. John ii. 16 al. Isa. lvii. I. 2. 

ch. vi. 13, 18 
al Gen 

z= Matt. 
„› Luke х. 29. xviii. 28. John 

. Iz. 15. Mark xvi. 10. Lake 
d = John хі. 15. 

& inter 
c Matt. v. 

f Acts xvii. 33 reff. 

Cuar. V. 1. rec aft e8veow ins оуоџа(етси (see nole), with LPN? rel syrr Cbr, [ Bas, 
Cyr-p, Damasc] Thdrt Cassiod: om ABCDFN! 17 latt copt sth arm Orig[-c,-int, 
Euthal-ms] Manes, Tert, Lucif, [ Ambrst]. 

rec еЁарбџ (corrn from ver 18), with L rel Chr, [Bas, 9. for ovx, ov F. 

HARBOURED, AMONG THEM (vv. 1—8): 
AND QUALIFICATION OF A FORMER COM- 
MAND WHICH HE HAD GIVEN THEM RE- 
BPECTING ASSOCIATION WITH GROSS SIN- 
NERS (9—18). The subject of this chapter 
is bound on to the foregoing by the ques- 
tion of ch. iv. 21: and it furnishes an 
instance of those things which required 
his apostolic discipline. 1.] Shes, 
actually, ‘omnino, see reff.: in negative 
sentences, ‘at all.’ dxoveras dv ёр. 
wopvela| another way of saying àxoóovcí 
тіре dv би. rpm, —the character of 
тбруоє is borne (by some) among you,— 
fornication is borne as a character among 
you. From missing this sense of дкобода:, 
Commentators have gone wrong (1) as to 
Saws, rendering it ‘commonly,’ to suit 
dxoberat, ‘is reported, —(2) as to ё» биту, 
joining it with roprela, whereas it belongs 
to dxotera:,—(8) as to fris оф8# ё» т. 
k., see below. «ol тоаўт. - 
And fornication of such a sort (the x 
rises in a climax, there being an ellipsis of 
ob pdvoy ., àAAÀ . . .. before it; so 
Aristoph. Ran. 116, à oxérAce, roAufiaeis 
үйр idvas kal тё ye; see Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, i. 184), as (is) not (borne as a 
character) even among the heathen, The 
dvoud(era: of the rec. is a clumsy gloss, 

bably from Eph. v. 8: the meaning 
ing, that not even among the heathen 

does any one dxove: vópros in this sense, 
that it was a crime tbat they would not 
tolerate as а matter of public notoriety. 
Во that one among you has (as wife most 
probably, not merely as concubine: the 
word Fx in such cases universally in the 
N. T. signifying fo possess in marriage: 
and Meyer remarks that ó 7b &pyor тобто 
worhoas (ver. 2), and rb» обтоѕ тобто 
катеруасбиеғоу (ver. 3) seem to point to 
а consummation of marriage, not to mere 
concubinage) his father's wife (i. e. his 
step-mother, see Lev. xviii. 8; ойк elre 
pnrpuidy AAR *yvraika warpds, футе wOAAG 
хеЛетбтероу Nita, Chrys. Hom. xv. 
р. 125). The Commentators gene- 
rally refer to Cicero, Pro Cluentio, 5, 6, 

propter hoc. 

TOV warpos exe bef riwa DF. 

“ Nubit genero socrus, nullis auspicibus, 
nullis auctoribus, funestis ominibus oin- 
nium omnibus. О mulieris scelus in- 
credibile, et preter hanc unam, in omni 
vita inauditum," &c. It may seem 
astonishing that the authorities in tho 
Corinthian church should have allowed 
such a case to escape them, or if known, 
should have tolerated it. Perhaps the uni- 
versal laxity of morals at Corinth may have 
weakened the severity even of the Chris- 
tian elders: perhaps, as bas often been 
suggested, the offender, if a Jewish con- 
vert, might defend his conduct by the 
Rabbinical maxim that in the case of a 
proselyte, the forbidden degrees were an- 
nulled, a new birth having been undergone 
by him (see Maimon. in Wetst.). This 
latter however is rendered improbable by 
the fact that the Apostle says nothing of 
the woman, which he would have done had 
she been a Christian: —and that Jewish 
maxim was taxed with the condition, that 
а proselyte might Harry any of his or her 
former relatives, ‘modo ad Judaicam re- 
ligionem transierint? The father was 
living, and is described in 2 Cor. vii. 12, as 
ó &ducn@els ;—and from the Apostle saying 
there that he did not write on Ais account, 
he was probably a Christian. 3.) nal 
often introduces a question, especially one 
by which something inconsistent or pre- 
posterous is brought out,—see reff.: and 
note on 2 Cor. ii. 2. 6 . lord] 
Not, which would bo absurd, —at the oc- 
currence of this crime, ойк ёт) тё Guaprh- 
part тобто yap dAoylas. Chrys.: neither, 
as he proceeds, —àAA' ёт! тӯ 8:8аскаліе 
тӯ èxelvov, imagining the offender to have 
been some party teacher: so also Theo- 
phyl.:—but as before, with a notion of 
their own wisdom and spiritual perfection : 
the being puffed up is only cum hoc, not 

тє] And did 
ye not rather mourn (viz. when the crime 
became first known to you), in order that 
(your mourning would be because of the 
existence of the evil, i.e. with a view to 
ite removal) he who did this deed (the 
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r. x. 2, 
11. xiii. 2, 
10. Wisd. 
zi. II. xiv. 17. 

i ав above (h). 
Phi. i. 27. 
Col. ii. 5 
only. F. 
Job vi. 13. 
Wied. ix. 6 
only. 

j Acts xii. 20. 2 Cor. хі. 8 al. 
xv. 19 reff. ра Ram. li. 9 reff. 

Damasc] Thdrt: txt ABCD[F]PN а m 17 
ACN m 17 (Euthal-ms] Epiph Bas, : txt 

oo unos awveun. was to be taken 
Chr, [Bas, Damasc] Thdrt ТЫ 
mth | copt Manesſ-in-] Epiph, Orig-int, 
latt arm Lucif, [Ambr 

4. om Ist que» 
ins xpi rev, with D3(-gr| FLPN re 

Lucif, 

[1 

[vul 
Chr Thdrt (Bas, Damasc Ambrst] : om АВ 

[om 2nd тш» Р am fuld tol har! Orig,-in 
rec aft 2nd tye. ins xp u, with D5| -gr] FL it w-ast.] 

IIPOX КОРІМӨІОТ A. 

= chal 18. тд ёруоу тойто moýoas ; 9 & ® цёр 8 yàp 
pari, W rap ё тф ¥mveúpati, jdn кёкрка ús ! тарфу cafgh 
тд» ob тото ™ катєруасашерор, * éy тф ÖVOPATI тоб ол rne 
кирѓіоо fuv 'lgco0 "cvvayÜévrev bud kal той épo s5 arecut 
larvevpatos avy Tj Ovváuet той RU] pw 'Igoob 

k Acts xvii. 16 reff. Col. ii. 5. вее ch. rii. 34. 
n epp., here only. = Acta xiv. 27. xx. 7,8 al. 

Eutbal-ms] Epiph,. 
DFLP rel Chr, [В 

9. rec ins ws bef ато (to corresp with ws soper below, tt being imag 
5 so Mey), with D?[and lat] FL rel вуг Dial, 

Aug,: om ABC D'(-gr) PN m 17 vulg [Syr 
Hil, Ambrst Aug, Pel J. 

syr has it w-ast]. 
mbr,]. 
AN demid Lucif, Pac 

l g] Syr syr-w-ast 

V. 

Manav TQ - 

1 ~ Acts 

for oins., patas 
as, Damasc] Thdrt. 

ined that aver 

om rovro F 

rec aft 186 ine. 
0 goth [ssth-pl] arm Dial, 

and lat] sth-rom Lucif. (C doubtful.) 
B hdrt-ms, Lucif,(ins,). syr has 

rel [Syr syr-w-ast copt 
and th seth-pl arm] Orig,[ -int,] Chr Thdrt [Damasc] Lucif, Aug, Pac: om AB D! 

fat] PN vulg syr-tzt ih rom Orig,[-int,] Dial, [Bas, Luci]. С 
rt. тогђсаѕ is itself used from the 

Pot coat of time indicated by ¢rev6h- 
care, and must therefore be expressed by 
the past) might (may) be removed from 
among you (viz. by your casting him out 
from your society) ! 8—5.] justifies 
the expression fra àp0jj just used, by 
declaring the judgment which the Apostle, 
although absent, had already passed on the 
offender. 9.] èyè uir ydp, I for my 
part.. . . ego certe: so Aristoph. Plut. 
355, unà АГ, ёуф uir об: see Hartung, 
Partikellehre, ii. 413. és тарбу, as 
if really present, not, аз being present in 
spirit. тфу oUres тобто кат.) The 
object is put foremost for emphasis’ sake, 
and after several intervening clauses, taken 
up again with rò» retro», ver. б. 
din. Meyer thinks, alludes to some pe- 
culiarly offensive method in which he had 
brought about the marriage, which was 
known to the Corinthians, but unknown 
to us. Olsh. understands it, ‘uader such 
circumstances, ‘being such as he is, a 
member of Christ's body.' But this, being 
before patent, would hardly be thus em- 
phatically denoted. Perhaps after all, 
ToUTo xarepyacáuevor refers to woprela 
generally, ofrws to тозаўтщ wopreía, ver. 1. 

4.] We may arrange this sentence. 
in four different ways: (1) dv тф à». may 
belong to cvvaxOérrer, and civ тў bv». 
to wapa8oivai,—so Beza, Calov., Billroth, 
Olsh., al.: (2) both 4» тф à». and ci» 

p Zur. may belong to evrax0évrer,—s0 
Chrys, Theophyl. (altern.), Calvin (quoting 
for cb» Tfj dur. Matt. xviii. 20), Grot., 
Rückert: (3) both may belong to тара- 
Zobvai,—0 Mosheim, Schrader, al.: or (4) 
фу тё òr. belongs to ятараёобуои, and eir 

тў dur. to evwax0érrer,—so Luther, Cas- 
tal, Estius, Bengel, De Wette, Meyer, al. 
And this, I am persuaded, is the right ar- 
ra ent. For necording to (2) and (3), 
the balance of the sentence would be de- 
stroyed, no adjunct of authority being 
given to one member of it, and doth to the 
other: and (1) is hardly consistent with 
the arrangement of the clauses, the paren- 
thetical portion beginning far more natu- 
rally with the ciple than with ёи tẹ 
ду. — not to mention that the common 
formula of the Apostles’ speaking authori- 
tatively, is dy тё фубдат: lyced xp. or the 
like: see Acts iii. 16; xvi. 18; 2 Thess. 
iii. 6. The sentence then will stand :—(I 
have decreed),—in the name of our Lord 
Jesus (when ye have been assembled to- 
gether and my spirit with the power of 
our Lord Jesus), (i. e. *I myself, in spirit, 
eudowed by our Lord Jesus with apostolic 
power: e$» тү) dw. belongs to тоб ёмоб 
rein., and is not, as in Chrys.,—see abovo 
—merely an element in the assembly) to 
deliver such an one (reff.) to Satan for 
the destruction -of his flesh, that his 
spirit may be saved in the day of the 
Lord. What does this sentence import? 
Not, mere excommunication, though it is 
doubtless included. It was a delegation to 
the Corinthian church of а special power, 
reserved to the Apostles themselves, of in- 
Jlicting corporeal death or disease as а 
punishment for sin. Of this we have no- 
table examples in the case of Ananias and 
Sapphira, and Elymas, and another hinted 
at 1 Tim. i. 20. The congregation itself 
could alpen ёк pdoov,—but it could not 
wapadovva: Té M,, els SAcOpoy TS 
capxés, without tho authorized concur- 

ABCDF 
LPRa b 

away in 
C. 
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5 Parapadotvas Tov d TotoÜrov TQ сата»ӣ Peis 'OXeÜpov о =1Tm.i%. 
Luke zxiil. 

Ts *'capkós, a TO "rveüua own év тӯ 'Juépa той . 
коріои. 6 ? \ ` п , e ^ , [6 e 

ov кахор TO ° каиутра ошди. ойк оідатє OTL 
p Mark xiii. 12. 
Eph. iv. 19. 
Isa. liii. 1 

Y шкрйа "х {ша Xov Tò "У фураца ** бодо; 1 * ёккаба 9 Ast xii. z 
pare thy ^ radaay Y биту, iva ire véov Y фіраца, xa 

only. Prov. zi. 7. 
u Rom. iv. 2 reff. 

$3. xvi. 8. Exo. xil. 15 al. 
alw. w. GA.) as abore (w). Matt. xiii. S34 L. only. Hos. vil. 4. 

» А Ald. compl.) only. zxvi,13. Judg. vii. & B al. ori 
14. 1 John us. | 

5. for тоу тооот.‚ avro» F[-gr S syr-mg wth]. 

т 1 Thess. v. 3. 
2 Thess. i. а 

. vi. 
в Matt. zzvi, 411 Mk. Rom. Il. 28, 99. viii. 4 al. t cb. i. 8 гей. 

т Gal. v. 9. w = John vii. 33 al. z Matt. xiii 
y Rom. iz. 21 reff. = Exod. viii. 3. s(in N. T 

а 2 Tim. il. 21 only. Deut. 
b Rom. vi. 6 reff. 2 Cor. üi. 

rec aft xvpiov ins гоор, with 
LN rel am(with tol [flor) eth] Chr,[ (and uw Bas,] ТЫ (Ec Orig-int, Aug: imo. 
хрістоо D demid [Ambrst]: эдш» tmc. xp. 
(queer and xp. syr-w-ast) [copt arm] Orig 
Ambr, Pel]: om B Orig,-int,[-c, Eus,] 
kupiov alone was the origl, a 

er 

FP m 17 [vulg-clem fuld har Syr) 
il-int, Chr, Thdor-mops-c,] Thdrt [Lucif, 
t, Hil, Aug, Рас,. (Zé seems evident that 

nd the other varr are additions.) 
6. for (vuoi, Zo D'-gr Bas-ed Hesych(appy): corrumpit vulg D- lat Iren, Orig- 

int, Lucif;, [Ambrst Aug,]: txt ABC D'-gr FLPN rel [Orig,-c, Chtsape Bas, Cyr, 
Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc |. 

T. rec aft exxaGapare ins ovr, with CLPN? rel syr [wth Cyr-p, Euthal-ms Damasc] 
Thdrt ТЫ Orig-int,(-c,]: om ABDFN! 1 vulg Syr [copt goth spec] Clem, Bas, Chr, 
(Ec Tert Cypr, Lucif, Ambrst [Pel]. 

rence of the Apostle's wvedparos, abr т 
Sur. T. кир. Hu. Ini. What the bAe- 
0pos T. capxós was to be, docs not appear: 
certainly more tban the mere destruction of 
his pride and lust by repentance, as some 
Estius, Beza, Grot.,al.) sup : rather, as 
hrys., va маст р афтфу ке vornpg À 

убсе érépg. Hom. xv. p. 127.  Estius's 
objection to this, that in 2 Cor. ii. and vii. 
we find no trace of such bodily chastise- 
ment, is not to the point, —because we have 
no proof that this жарфбоа:з was ever in- 
Jlicted,—nor docs the Apostle command 
it, but only describes it as his own deter- 
mination, held ав it were i» terrorem over 
the offender. See note on ver. 13. 
Obs., unt, the offending element, not 
сёнатоѕ. Paul could not say ÓA«0por ToU 
odparos, seeing that the body is to partake 
of the salvation of the spirit ;—but not the 
edpt, sea ch. xv. 50. $. (уа тд ту. eubj] 
The aim of the блебр. T. cap., —which he 
said 8) то 8:0Вбли vdyous TiOels, ка) ойк 
àpiels abrbr wepairépa wpoBiirau, as Chrys. 
р. 128, Thus the proposed punishment, 
severe as it might seem, would be in reality 
a merciful one, tending to the eternal hap- 
piness of the offender. A greater contrast 
to this can hardly be conceived, than the 
terrible forms of excommunication subse- 
quently devised, and even now in use in the 
Romieh church, under the fiction of dele- 

ted apostolic power. The delivering to 
atan for the destruction of the spirit, can 

belong only to those who do the work of 
Satan. Stanley remarks, “ For the popu- 
lar constitution of the carly Corinthian 
church, sce Clem. Rom. i. 44 (p. 297): 
where the rulers of that society are de- 

scribed as having been appointed cuvev- 
Soxnodons THs éxxAnolas жатт.” C 
6.] ‘ How inconsistent with your harbour- 
ing such an one, appear your high-flown 
conceits of yourselves !’ казузра, 
your matter of glorying. Are you 
not aware that a little leaven imparts a 
character to the whole lump? That this 
is the meaning, and not, ‘that a little 
leaven will, if not purged out, leaven the 
whole lump,’ is manifest from the point 
in hand, viz. the inconsistency of their 
boasting: which would not appear by their 
danger of corruption hereafter, but by 
their character being actually lost. Опе 
of them was a fornicator of a fearfully de- 
praved kind, tolerated and harboured: by 
this fact, the character of the whole «as 
tainted. Т.) The wakaé {vpn is not 
the man, but the crime attaching to their 
character as a church, which was a remnant 
of their unconverted state, their rarads 
ÉvOperros. This they are to purge ont from 
among them. The éxxa@dp. alludes to the 
careful ‘ purging out from the houses of 
every thing leavened before the commence- 
ment of the feast of unleavened bread. 
Schóttgen, Hor. Hebr., in loc., gives a full 
account of the extreme care with which 
this wasdone. Seo also Stanley’s note. 
That ye may be a new lump (opposed to 
the wadads буброехо$ of old and dissolute 
days), as ye are (normally and by your 
Christian profession) unleavened (i.e. dead 
to sin and free from it). This indicating 
the state by profession, the normal state, 
asa fact, and the grounding of exhortations 
on it, is common enough with our Apostle, 
—sce Rom. vi. 3, 4: ch. iii. 16, al. freg., 
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ёсте ° Aukor kai yap тд ** пасуа jpov “ ériÜn христос. ABCDF 
85dere "éoprálmpuev py !év “Guy талиф upbé len 5 

V. 

1. Aca xi." Y Coen X care xal {1 arovnpias, ddd’ { éy °афдо ™ e,“ 
3. xx. 6 only. А Я А 7 

Leiti.& xpivelas kai dias. 
d Matt. xzvi. 2, &c. h. 4 Kings xxiii. 22. 
f of Christ here only. = Acta xiv. 13 ref. 
h here only. Exod. v. I. Deut. zri. 15. 
k Rom. i. 20. 1 Acts Ш. 28. 

e Mark ziv. 12. Luke xxii.7. Ezod. хіі. 21. 
= ch. xi. 33. ziv. 39. xv. 58. Phil. ii. 18. iv. 1. 

i = ch. iv. 21 reff. j ch. кіт. 20 reff. 
m 2 Cor. i. 12. il. 17 only t. (-t, Phil. i. 10.) 

rec aft wax. nue» adds отер zue (a doctrinal gloss), with CÌL P(uu.) №3 rel s 
t goth Hip 

copt æth Tarm Clem, 
r Tert, Ambrst Jer [Aug 

тешр ат]. (Оз here illegibla) T yr-mg-gr J. ( egi 
8. eopra(ouer A D[-gr] P d [goth Orig]: 

талак P. 
[-gr]. (G-lat has both.) 

Orig, - ei - int. ape & e 

wornpias, жорує:аз 

and involves no tautology here, any more 
than elsewhere. An unfortunate inter- 
pretation has been given to these words, 
—‘as yo are now celebrating the feast of 
anleavened bread ;’ and has met with somo 
recent defenders, e. g. Wieseler,—and Co- 
nybeare, Life and Epistles of St. Paul, edn. 
2, vol. ii. p. 40, note. But first, the words 
will not admit it; for É(vuo: cannot 
(as joined immediately with é» àÇópuois, 
ver. 8) without much harshness be ap- 
plied in its literal sense to the celebratore 
of the feast, but must indicate the material 
which was unleavened, see reff., Apr 
(uuirhy, É(vuor, Athensus iii. 109, and 
Gen. xix. 3; Exod. xxix. 2. Secondly, the 
celebration of a Jewish feast would cer- 
tainly not be predicated without remark 
of a whole mixed congregation of Gentiles 
and Jews, even supposing that the Gentile 
converts did celebrate it with the Jews. 
It is no answer to this, to cite 
(see Conyb. and Howson, ubi supra), where 
he seems to treat mixed churches, e.g. 
Gal. iv. 8; Rom. vii. 1; xi. 18, as if the 
belonged wholly to one or other of their 
component elements. For this is not a 

rallel case, He would here, as above, 
be distinctly predicating, as a fact, of the 
whole church, a practice whieh he himself 
would have been the first to deprecate. 
See Gal. iv. 10. Thirdly, it is not at all 

bable that the Apostle would either ad- 
res the Corinthians as engaged in a feast 
which he, af Ephesus, was then celebrat. 
ing, seeing that it would probably бе over 
before his letter could be deli „or 
would anticipate their being engaged in it 
when they received his letter, if it were 
et to come. For be it remembered, that 
п the sense required, they would only be 
&{vpo: during seven days. Here again, I do 
not see how the example of “a birth-day 
letter to a friend in India,” adduced by 

Conybeare, as an answer to my objec- 
vill apply. It seems to me that if 

rig, Meth, [Cyr-p,] Thdrt Pseud-A 5 
rig pelmss vary,) Mcion ial, Eus,] Archel Ath, Chr 

г Tenol. геш 60707: Pr rel 
ins o bef ypioros F. 

yrr 
; Thl Ge: om ABC! DFN! 17 latt 

elz ehren: txt ABDFL 

txt BCFLN rel [latt syrr copt sth arm 
for unde, иу B Orig, (txt, - ei). for 

strictly considered, in detail, it tells my 
way, not his. Bat, fourthly,—and even 
could all the other objections be answered, 
this would remain in its fall force,—the re- 
‘ference is one wholly alien from the habit 
and spirit of our Apostie. The ordinances 
of the old law are to him not points on 
whose actual observance to ground spiri- 
tual lessons, but things passed away in 
their literal acceptance, and become spiri- 
tual verities in Christ. He thus 
the Corinthian church as (normally) the 
unleavened lamp at the Passover; he be- 
seeches them to put away the old leaven 
from among them, to correspond with this 
their normal state: for, he adds, it is high 
time for us to be (upo: in very deed (xal 
ydp—so Xen. Anab. v. 8. 7, dxoóícare, 
Lou, kal yàp AH It introduces a power- 
fal reason, for (on other accounts and) 
айо. See Hartang, Partikellehre, i. 187, 
8), seeing that our Passover was sacri- 
ficed (see reff.: and cf. Heb. ix. 26, 
28), even Christ (the days of unleavened 
bread began with the Passover-sacrifice): — 
therefore (reff.) let us keep the feast (not 
the actual Passover, but the continued 
Passover-feast of Christians on whose be- 
half Christ has died. There is no change 
of metaphor: the Coriuthians are the liv- 
ing &proi, as believers аге the living stones 
of the spiritual temple) not in (us опт ele- 
ment) the old leaven (general—our old 
unconverted state), nor (particular) in hes 
leaven of vice and wickedness (the geni- 
tives are of apposition, —'the leaven 
which is vice and wickedness ;’ see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 59. 8. a), but in the unleavened- 
ness (rà Avua, unleavened things, see 
Exod. xii. 15, 18) of sincerity and truth. 
The view here maintained is that of Chrys., 
ка) abrds 8 éviuérei TH perapopĝ, dH 
roter тахойз abrobs icroplas, ка) rd xa 
kal à(Uuwr, ка) тё» ebepryeciór тё» vÓTE 
ка) тё» уй», ка) тё» koAdceor kal тё 71- 
pepiar doprijs ipa d жарфу xaipós. ка) 
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9 “Курахуа бшу ё» ° Tf) émwrToM) ui) ? avvavapiyvvaOa: ge. nota) 
a Tópvows* 10 où " парто той; W торроқ TOU кбтдоу Tov- J Cor. l. n 
тоо ij Tois *® arAeovécrais Kal Y ápmrabiu ij єібоћоћатра, 
x ёте) 7 eNere * dpa ёк тоў xocuov ёЁе\Өєй" 11 уду dé н. 

Col. iv. 16. 
1 Thess. v. N. 
2 Thess. iii. 

p here bis. 
2 Thess. lii. 

14 only. Hoe. vii. 8 A Ald. compl. (стриб. , B) only. q as below (s, t). 1 Tim. i. 10. Heb. 
хіі. 16. xiii. 4 only . Sir. xxiii. 16, 17 only. т see Rom. iii. 9 reff. 8 ch. vi. 
9. Eph. v. 5. t as above (s). Rev. xzi. 8. xxii. 16. u as above (s). here bis 
only *. Sir. xiv. 9 only. v bere bis. Matt. vii. 15. Luke xvili, 11. ch. vi. 10 only. Gen. 
xlix. 37 only. w as above (s, tj here bis. ch. z. 7 only v. (-7peía, ch. к. М.) x ch. 
vii. 14 only. y Rom. av. 1 reff. 

10. rec ins kai bef ov wayrws, with D*LPN? rel вуг Orig-c Chr Thdrt Thl Ec: txt 
ABCD'FN! 17 latt copt [goth] Orig[-int,] Tert, Lucif, Ambrst Pel. 

rec (for xai) À (alteration to conform to the general context), with 
D*-(.gr] LN? rel [vulg K. lat syrr copt go 
T. xoop. D. 

Thdrt Lucif: txt ABC р! [апа lat] F 
th arm 
m[ xai | 17 wth. 

TOvTOV bef 

Orig[-c,-int, Bas, Damasc] Chr, 
rec oe ere (corra 

тот misunderstanding : see note), with ВЗР rel | Bas, Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt: txt 
AB'CDFLN c n 17. 47 latt Damasc Tert eg A pr ipo 

11. rec yun, with CD!-N! rel Orig[-c,] Chr, 
dk n 17 [Sevrn-c, Euthal-ms] Bas, 

elroy дорт әрле, ойк d reid vdo xa 
Li obd? reid ў жєутукостћ, Ayer, 
&AAà Beurrbs Sri was ó xpóros Loprijs ёсті 
raipbs rots Xpioriavois 8:0 Thy бжерВолђу 
тӧ» god rtr &yabav. Hom. xv. p. 128. 

With regurd to the chronological 
superstructure which has been built (by 
Wieseler und others) on this passage, that 
the Epistle was written глогу before 
Easter, we cannot of course say that 
the approach of tbe Passover may not 
have suggested to the Apostle this simili- 
tude: and we know from ch. xvi. 8 that 
he was looking forward to Pentecost. But 
farther than this it would not be safe to 
assume: see Prolegg. to this Epistle, § vi. 
8, 4. 9—13.] Correction of their mis- 
understanding of a former command of 
Ме respecting keeping company with forni- 
eators. 9.] I wrote to you in my 
letter (not this present epistle, which тӯ 
ётістолӯ might mean, see reff., —for there 
is nothing in the preceding partof this Epis- 
tle which can by any possibility be so inter- 
preted,—certainly not either ver. 2 or ver. 
6, which are commonly alleged by thoso 
who thus explain it—and ёи rf éviwToAf 
would be a superfluous and irrelevant addi- 
tion, if he meant the letter on which ho 
was now engaged :—but, a former epistle, 
which has not come down to us :—cf. the 
similar expression, ref. 2 Cor. used with 
reference to this Epistle, —and see note on 
2 Cor. i. 15, 16. So Ambrose, Calvin, Beza, 
Est ius, Grot., Calov., Bengel, Wetst., Mosh., 
De Wette, Meyer: so also Lightfoot, under - 
standing however an Epistle committed to 
Timothy, see ch. iv. 17: which could not 
be, as Timothy was not coming to them till 
after they had received this Epistle, ch. xvi. 
10, and thus the words would be unintel- 
ligible to them :—on the other side are 

rys., Theodoret, Theophyl., Erasm., 
Corn.-a-lapide, Wolf, al. It has been sug- 

(Ec : txt AB [ D*(Tischdf)] FLPN? 
r, Thdrt Damasc. 

gested (see Stanley, in loc.) that the whole 
passage, ch. v.9—vi.8, may have been a post- 
script or note inserted subsequently to the 
rest of the Epistle, and referring especially 
to ch. vi. 9—20) not to keep company 
with fornicators. 10.] оф «érres 
limits the prohibition, which perhnps had 
been complained of owing to its strictness, 
and the impossibility of complying with it 
in so dissolute a place as Corinth, and ex- 
cepts the fornicators of this world, i. e. who 
are not professing Christians: not under 
all circumstances with the fornicators 
of this world: so Theophr. C. P. vi. 25, 
cited by Wetst. on Rom. iii. 9, mor? yàp 
оф Adres, GAA’ ёй» ob тіз ў bwdxavoros. 

ob, not uf, because not the whole 
context of the prohibition is negatived, but 
only one portion of it, and thus où wárros 
T. T. T. KÓC. T. stands together as one idea. 
So Thucyd. i. 51, örororhoarrer àr’ 'A05- 
эё» elvai обу Scag éópur ЁЛАА vAelovs. 
See more examples in Hartung, Partikel- 
lehre, ii. p. 125, 6. TOU néop. 
тобто, belonging to the number of unbe- 
lievers, — Christians who were wépvo: be- 
ing expressly excluded. So Paul ever uses 
this expression, cb. iii. 19; (2 Cor. iv. 4;) 
Eph. ii. 2. wheovécrass and pwafw 
are joined by каї, as belonging to the same 
class—that of covetons persons ;—wA eoréx- 
Tns being an avaricious person, not a la- 
scivious one, as sometimes rendered (е. g. 
Conybeare, vol. ii. p. 41, edn. 2), nor does it 
seem to have any where merely this mean- 
ing; see Eph. iv. 19 and note. Compare 
on the other side Stanley’s note here, which 
however has not convinced me. The root 
of the two sins being the same, viz. lust or 
greed, they come often to be mentioned 
together and as if running into one an- 
other. See Trench, N. T. Syn. pp. 91, 2. 
On Arat, Stanley remarks, It is 
difficult to sce why it should be expressly 
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sechvi.10only. Gypayra Univ ш) ? covavapiyvue Bat, ёа» tis adeAdos ABCDF 
Prov. х 

21. n 
eh. i 

par, óvopalonevos 1] Ч® qrópvos 2 = т\єорёкттс Д stw efSwAOAG- 
Риа 
ы Кың 

“pia, 1 Tim. vprs ў * Хоідорос ў * а ?" йртаф, TO > тогойтф unde hira 
ach. vi. 10 

. *guveaÜiew. 12 d qý уар 

zw.» . o Е TOUS & E Opals f epivere ; ; l3emoUg Sé * Sv о Ge 
а wor тоу "fw f кре ; ; 

ber. l. f piver. x Edpare tov movnpòv é£ vuóv ! айтфи. 
c Luke xv 
Acts x. 41. xi. 3. Gal. ii. 12 only. Gen. zliti. 32. Ps. е. b only. d here only. (Mark v.7. 3 Kings 

xvi. 10. Matt. viii. 29.) see Matt. xxvii. é John xxi. 22, 23. e (Acta zzvi. 11. 2 Cor. iv. 16.) = here 
bis.. Col. iv. 5. 1 Thess. iv. 12. Mask iv. 11 only. (ef. ross d prot.) dp Cre Rom. 

E Bere cay . see Hom. vii. 22. ud iv. 16. РЕ, iii. 16. 3 Kings vi. h here 
aly. Derr. xvii. 7, 12. xxiv. і see ch 

Steph for 7, Z, with (B? D- perhape) F-lat G-lat arm Aug,: txt (not defined in 
the otlier uncials) vulg [D-la der copt goth mth Iren-int, Tert, [ Lucif, enl Aug,. 

тору. 7 peb. т eb. n Aod. 9 ТА. 7 apr. C. ede. т] Ао», 
for unde, ит А 119 [Orig]: unre F. (non aut nec G-lat.) 

12. for 71, « F[- 
Thdrt 

(æpwe B! sed antea et mox xpew. Verc.) 
as above more than once, for connezion : but the abruptness is с 
from £xx-A), with DL rel (tollite autem Syr, 

Thdrt: xa: efapare 17 : txt ABCD! PN d d m latt copt xa. ? and -pare ms, in Matthai) 
goth arm Тва, Euthal-ms]. 

introduced here, especially if wAcovdcrys 
has the meaning of sensuality.” Cer- 
tainly: but not, if тА. retains its proper 
meaning, as containing the key to sopreía 
on the inre: к and åprayh on the other. 

ід фф.] For in that case case ye 
must go out of the world,—as Chrys. and 
Theophyl, érépay olxoupéryy (nroa. 
The past &$eíA., as Expny, al., because the 
necessity would long ago have occurred and 
theact have passed. 11. viv 54 {үурафе] 
But my meaning was . —‘ but, the 
case being so, that ye must ы consort 
with fornicators among the heathen, I wrote 
to you, not to consort, &. That this 
ia the meaning and not ‘ Bat sow I write 
(the epistolary aorist), &c.,' seems plain, 
from the use of Éypaxya twice so close to- 
gether, and therefore probably in the same 
reference,—from thefact noticed by Meyer, 
that ifa contrast had been intended between 
dy Tf dri arene and viv, dy rj èr. must 
bave prece &ypatva:—and from the 
usage of убу 8, of which Hartung, Par- 
tikellehre, ii. 25, gives examples, e. g. Plut. 
Protag. р. 347, vv Bè сфё8ра yàp ка} жері 
ту nei ed ueros Boxxets dA) 
Aye, 314 тайт& се ёуё Yéyw,—and Ly- 
curg. Leocr. p. 188, ¢Bovrduny 3 Ау, à 
Grdpes . . . . уйу 8... See also Heb. 
хі. 16. Thus by the right rendering, we 
escape the awkward inference deducible 
from the ordinary interpretation,—that 

_ the Apostle had previously given a com- 
mand, and now retracted it. dar ти] 
И one who is called a brother be, &c. 
(Ecumenius, Augustine, Ambrose, Estius, 

ет]. rec aft uo: ins ко, with D[-gr] L rel вуг goth arm Chr, 
ты та om ABCFPK 17 latt Syr copt sth Orig[-c,] Chr, Tert, [Ambr] 
vpas C xpeere N'(txt N-corr’). 

18. xpivet rs P(Tischdf)) abd fg hk o [vulg F-lat] arm lat-ff: txt L D. lat. 
тее (for efapare) кол etaperre (xac ined 

haracteristic : -pete 
et tollite syr &c) [Orig - o] Chr(om 

sl, join deeua(óneros with wdpves, and 
understand it either as — = dvonacrds, ‘be a 
notorious ropror, or ‘be named а 
d pros фе? But bad or even òro. 
pastós, in the bad sense, is hardly ad- 
missible,—and in either case Paul would 
have written &3eAQós Tis, the stress on 
àBeA pós in that case requiring it to precede 
Tis, as it now precedes dvopa(déuevos. 

Атри | One who from any motive 
makes a compromise with the habitsof the 
heathen, and partakes in their sacrifices : 
Chrys. well remarks, трокатаб4АЛАета Tb» 
тер! тё» clüuAo0Urer A b» perà ravra 
Ne. uud Сеет бол. was, 
in pure Greek, not used of a man, but of 
a woman only. So Phrynichus, p. 151 
(but see Lobeck’s note), 
obk der, ФАЛА ' yuvaixa ёё 
épeis unéÜvaor к. u«00mnr: and Pollux, vi. 
25 loge, pdtucos drì àyBp&y Меубудре 
ged. Seeing that unde cuvecOlew 
must imply a more complete separation 
than u) cvrvervauiyrvo)«, it cannot be 
applied to the Adra (аз Mosheim, al.). 
bat must keep its men meaning, not 
even to sit at table with such an one. 
This rule, as that in 2 Thess. iii. 14, re- 
gards only their private intercourse with 
the offending person: nothing is Aere said 
of public excommunication, though for 
some of these crimes it would be implied. 

12.] Ground of th the abope limita- 
tion. Tl yáp ро .] for what 
concern of mine bit „..% So JElian, 
Var. Н. vi. 11, rods 32 BAAous éd. т! 
pot кофой к. àrohrois avpBovAchew т 

4l 
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VI. 1 * To, т ®нф>» \ прбура | ёуюу ™ qrpós " Tóy xz лела. 
в érepov o кріџєсбдаг ? e rà» Iadixwy kai ойу P ёті toy ios rn 

1 here only. Ten. 
Mem. il. 9. 1. m = Acts xxiv. 10 reff. n Rom. il. 1 reff. © = Matt. v. 
40. " ad xavi.21. Job ix. 3. р = Acts ххіШ. 30 reff. q = here only. see Gal. ii. 
15 reff. 

CHAP. VI. 1. ins ef bef vue» Сы а! d m 17 syrr Chr, Thdrt. Tpos T. єтєр: 
bef траура exe» DF [copt goth Chr, | Tbdrt Cypr [Ambrst Aug,].—om ro» B. 

AvorreAdorara ; see other examples in 
Wetst. ^ тоб Efe] reff. It was among 
the Jews the usual term for the Gentiles. 

He means, ‘ this 
might have been easily understood to be 
my meaning: for what concern have I 
with pronouncing sentence on the world 
without, or with giving rules of discipline 
for them? I could only have referred 
to persons among yourselves.’ 
obyi rovs L Ex eo, quod in ecclesia 
Вегі solet, interpretari debuistis monitum 
meum, ver. 9. Cives judicatis, non alienos: 
quanto magis ego.” Bengel. Bat lam not 
quite certain of this in jon, which 
is also that of De Wette and Meyer, be- 
eause it would more naturally correspond to 
obxl rots fo ка) pes xplyere ; A prefer- 
able way seems to be this; ‘ My judgment 
was meant to lead your judgment. This 
being the case, what concern had I with 
those without? Is it not on those within, 
that your judgments are passed?’ The 
arrangement mentioned by Theophylact, 
and adopted by Enatchbull, Hammond, 
Michaelis, Rosenm., al., obxí* robs fao бце 
xplvere, * No: those t ye (парат) 
judge,'—is clearly wrong, for ойх! is по 
el to ті, aid would require àAAd after 
it,—even supposing po: robs Ue up Ye 
and Tobs Loe брез xpivere formed any 
inteligible logical contrast, which they do 
not. 18.) But those who are with. 
out Gop judgeth. The pres. kpíve: both 
expresses better the attribute and office of 
God, and answers better to the other pre- 
sents than the future ирег. I have there- 
fore retained it. The future perhaps came 
from Heb. xiii. 4. ‘ To judge those without, 
is God's matter.’ These remarks about 
judging form a transition point to the sub- 
ject of the next chapter. But having now 
finished his explanation of the prohibition 
formerly given, and with it the subject of 
the fornicator among them, he gives, before 
passing on, a plain command in terms for 
the excommunication (but no more: sot 
the punishment mentioned in vv. 3—5) of 
the offender. And this he does in the very 
words of Deut. xxiv. 7 (from which the 
reading xal é£apeire has come). һе 
афтёу is in Deut., but need not therefore 
loac its emphatic force: from among your 
own selves. 

Char. VI. 1—11.] PROHIBITION TO 

SETTLE THEIR DIFFERENCES IN THE LE- 
GAL COURTS OP THE HEATHEN: RATHER 
SHOULD THESE BE ADJUDGED AMONG 
THEMSELVES (1—6): BUT FAR BETTER 
NOT TO QUARBEL—RATHER TO SUFFER 
WRONG, WAITING FOR JUSTICE TO BE 
DONE AT THE COMING OP THE LORD, 
WHEN ALL WHO DO WEONG SHALL BE 
EXOLUDED FROM HIS KINGDOM (6—11). 

1.] On ron, Dares . . . , Bengel 
remarks, ** Grandi verbo notatur læsa mae 
jestas Christisnoram.” Tw no par- 
ticular individual, bat any one: for he 
proceeds in the plur., vv. 4, 7. 
ж®рёүра ] So ref. and Demosth. zara Zreo. 
a. p. 1120, тё uà» ule? T$ ToÜTOv rA 
жраурќтоу drr ov vapéo ry ябтоте o 
4Воћбтсе» ; ved, reff., to go to 
law. So Eur. Med. 609, és od кріғобџаг 
Tvde col Trà Acorn. and Anthol. ii. 
80, Sus cb Dóskodos explyero, xal толь 
раллоу hv ó npirhs тобтоу тёр $бо kopó- 
Tepos. Wetst. on Matt. v. 40. èri 
(reff.), before, as judges. Tév ål- 
kuv] ойк elxer, ёт) тёу dulorey, ААА im 
Tüv G5lxwv, Adlir Oels, hs udi xa 
elxe» cis Thv wpoxesérny óróbesiw, Éste 
бтотрёраи к. drayayeiv. dreih yàp wept 
Bins abrQ д Ayos Fy, of SucaCdueror Bà 
ойдёу ойто émi(nrovoww, бз TÒ woAAhy 
elvai прбуоа» той Sixalov тарӣ Tois Sued- 
(over, drrevDer abrobs drorpérei, porov- 
оох! ACN Har $épy кай тЇ sois, ÁvÜperre, 
тойуаутіоу жёсҳюу dv éx:Ovysis, ка) brd 
ToU TÉ» Bixaley ruyety dbixois éwirpéxay 
drOpásoi:s ; Chrys. Hom. xvi. p. 187. 
The Rabbinical prohibitions against going 
to law before Gentiles may be seen in 
Wetst.: e.g. “ Statutum est, ad quod 
omnes Israelite obligantur, eum qui litem 
cam alio habet, non debere eam tractare 
eoram gentilibus." Tanchuma, xcii. 2. 

кей ovy hw т. iron] The Apostle 
does not mean that the Christians had 
their courts of law, but that-they should 
submit their differences to cowrts of arbi- 
tration among themselves. Such courts 
of arbitration were common among the 
Jews. In Jos. Antt. xiv. 10. 17, there 
is a decree by which the Jews of Sardis 
are allowed the use of a córobos idla 

. . . Kal ros Tos, dv ф TÁ те трќу- 
рата к. Tas wpbs dAAfAovs aryriAcylas 
xæplrouoi. Theodoret shews, és obs 
ёраут(а табта тоз p ‘Pepalous урафеї- 
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cz acute t3 " бушу; 2) ob оїбате бт. oi * дую Tov «óc toy ™ xpi- ABCEL 
м ^ ` , е a М , . % u, pogip ; wai ei “év iptv “xpiverat ò косроѕ, dd à eth 

“te  égre * xpstnpioy éXaxíarov ; 9 *ойк oldare Ste dryyéXovs 0 17.47 
u = Matt. ix. 
28. Luke zxli. 30. see Dax. vii. 22. v Luke хі. 15. Acts күй. 31. eee note. w here 

only. Jer. xv. 19 Ed-vat. Р Ald. compl (not АВ.) Sir. zzv. 8 (not M) only. (-éwt, ch. zi. 37.) x here 
bie. James ii. 6 only. Judg. v. 10 B compl, 

2. rec om J, with D'(-gr) L rel: ins ABC О апа lat] FP a m 17 Syr syr-w-ast 
copt arm Clem, Chr, Damasc (Hil, Ambr Ambrst, an nescitis vulg F-lat Cypr Aug 
Pel]. for е, eav F: om D![and lat] k! Hil. 

8, 4, 5, 6. om A (Aomaotel, -urwr ending ver 2, and aldo ver 6). 

ow (Rom. xiii. 1 ff.) :—0o5 yàp derirelver 
ҝеЛебе: rots Épxovaiy, ЛАА тоз #бикт- 
pévois vouoÜerei ph кехрїтб ros l- 
хоосі. See Stanley in loc, who thinks 
the existence of such courts is here im- 
plied. But his support of his view from 
the Ap. Constt. and the Clementines, cir. 
A.D. 150, would only go to shew that 
the Apostle’s injunction here had been 
obeyed, and that those courte were the 
result. 2.] ойк о ате (reff) ap- 

l4 to an axiomatic truth. ol 
No T. к. кр that the saints shall 

judge the worldi—i.e. as assessors of 
Christ, at His coming : so Daniel vii. 22 
(Theod.), 3A0«» ó wadratds ўиердр, ка) rd 
крда Ine dylous ўф(стоо ; see also 
Matt. xix.28. So Calv., Beza, Grot., Est., 
Wolf, Olsh., Billroth, Rückert, Meyer, 
De Wette. АП attempts to elude this plain 
meaning of the words are futilo: whether 
of Chrys., Theopbyl., Theodor- Mope., Theo- 
doret, Erasm.,—pivovo: dè ойх! афто! 
кабђреуо: к. AG yo  KmoiroUrres, dAAÀ 
катакр‹›обо: (Matt. xii. 41, 42), Chrys.— 
for this would be no parallel to the case 
in hand ;—or of Lightf., Vitringa, Bengel 
(but only as a præludium futurorum), al., 
—‘ quod Christiani futuri sint istratus 
et judices in mundo, —Lightf., which does 
not satisfy ver. 3, nor agree with the Apos- 
tle’s earnest persuasion (see 2 Cor. v. al., 
and note on 2 ‘Thess. ii. 2) that the coming 
of Christ was near at hand: or of Mosheim, 
Ernesti, Rosenm., ‘quod Christiani pro- 

„Janos judicare int,’ Rosenm., in the 
sense of ch. ii. 15, 16,—for no such mean- 
ing can be conveyed by the future, which is 
fixed here by the following xpiroüpev. 
«oí brings out an inconsequence or а con- 
tradiction between the members of the sen- 
tence, which it is the object of the question 
to remove: so Xen. Cyr. iv. 3. 11, dav’ 
elro: by res, бте raides бутет dudvOavor. 
ка) ябтера waidds elo: фромифтеро: бете 
набе» тё фра(биеуа к. Dewrügerva $ бу- 
üpss ; see Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 147. 

dv d] Chrys. attempts by this 
prepos. to defend his view (see above), — 
ob yap erer, бф ónar, GAN’ dv iyi 
(' exemplo vestro"). But in vain: nor as 

Grot., al., is dv, by :—for кр(уесди dv is 
the expression for £o be judged before, as 
judges: the judges being the vehicle of 
judgment, its conditioning element, as in 
ref. Acts. So Aristides, Platon. ii. p. 214 
(Wetst.), uis Kn Adyorra: tar 
dy Өєоїѕ каста крӨўөы, and Polyb. 
v. 29. 6, IlroAegair . . . . xplvas dv 
тез Maxedédow dwéereve. бое other 
examples in Wetst. Hence (Meyer) by 
this ‘coram vobis’ it appears plainly, 
though it might be otherwise inferred from 
the context, that the Saints are ѓо be the 
judges, sting m judgment. dL 
dove крат. ] are ye unworthy of 
185 e. to hold or pronounce) the zmallest 
udgments ? «pirfipia cannot be, as usually 
rendered, ‘matters to be judged :’ it signi- 
fies either (1) criteria, lit. or metaphor., 
which sense is irrelevant here: (2) fri- 
bunals, courts of jwstice:—so Glossar. 
kperfipior, Sixarrhpier, and Polyb. ix. 33. 
12, xowdy ёк wdvrev тё» ENA H 
apirfpior, —ot (3) judgments held in such 
courts, judicia,—as Lucian. bis accus. ($ 
25, p. 253, ed. Hagan. 1526); Hermes 
describes Pyrrhon as being not in court, 
&т‹ оўёф> fyras nprrfpior dus elvas: 
to which Alx replies, TroryapoUr éphuny 
abro) xaratiucdregay. The last meaning 
suits both this placo and ver. 4. бо 
Cicero speaks of *in privatis minimarum 
rerum judiciis. гое they are éAdyiora 
in comparison with the weighty jadgments 
which shall be held чм э Виетик&, 
ver. 4 3.] The same glorious office 
of Christians is again теты] ta, and етеп 
a more striking point of contrast brought 
out. 4 ] always, where not 
otherwise specified, good angels: and 
therefore here; the Acrrorpyird wrevpara 
of Heb. i. 14: but exactly дою we shall 
judge them, is not revealed to us. Chrys, 
Theodoret, (Ecum., Theophyl., and most 
Commentators interpret it of bad angele, or 
of bad and good together: and Chrys. as 
before, understands that the bad angels 
will be condemned by comparison with us, 
Bray yàp al daóparo: Surduers афто) frat- 
Tov judy edpeOderw {оосо Tay сбрка тер 
BeBAnudvey, ҳаћетётероу Sécove: Blur. 
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° ҝогиодрер, У piri Y eye Hired; < = Buorrixà e обр тъне gur 
х epurijpia éàv ёутүтє, тоў ° éfovÜevnpuévovs éy тӯ ёкк\лаіл, 
toutous “каб бете. 

b Rom. хіт. 5 гей. 
d — ch. vii. 36 reff. 

18. John zviii.22. Gal. iii. 3. 

8. for uni уе, тосо цаллох Е vulg wth Pel. 
$. for Aeye, Лало B. (C doubtful.) 

p.138. But see above on ver. 2. pin 
ye, to say nothing of, ut omittam: so 
Demosth. p. 24. 28, ойк фи: N abrby àp- 
yourra 0084 то plàois éxirdrrew ödp 
abrov Ti жою, ph тЇ ye Bh rots Oeois. 
See Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 155. 
Bierixd, matters relating to 6 Blos, a 
man’s livelihood : see ref. and Clem. Alex. 
Strom. vii. 12 [69], p. 878 P., 0A: Bdueror 
éxixovgpl(e: wapauv@lais..., rais Buorikais 
xpelais éxixoupay. It is a word of later 
Greek usage, see Lexx. In classic Greek it 
would be rà то? Biov. The meaning here 
then will be civil causes, matters of meum 
and fuum, as De Wette. The sense is best 
with only a comma аё xpioüner. 
4.] Birrixá is emphatically repeated, as 
being the only sort of xpirfipra which were 
in question here. Meyer compares Herod. 
vii. 104, rà à» éxeivos àvéyp йубує 
83 brd del, and Aristoph. Ran. 287 f. 

immo vero, reff. (see below). 
It corrects a foregoing misapprehension : 
во Soph. (Ed. Col. 31, “$ Seipo* xpos- 
orelxovta kütopudpevov;" “Kal 8} pir 
ody xapéyra.” Hartung, Partikell. ii. 400. 
See also Moulton’s Winer, p. 556, note 2. 

Kptripia, again, not matters fo be 
judged, but judgments: the matters about 
which, are 5 in Biwrud. The 
following words may be rendered in two 
ways: either, (a) ‘Yea, rather (so far from 
remembering your high prospect, of judg- 
ing angels, your practice is), sf ye have in 
hand judgments concerning civil matters, 
—those men who are of по account in the 
church (viz. the heathen), those you set 
ир (place on the bench) as judges’ (i.e. 
by bringing your causes before them, you 
set them up as judges over you). xaóí(w 
occurs in this sense in Plato, Legg. ix. p. 
878, day 8 Éjvxóv т: Чууўѕ ÉrOpexor 
orephop, . . . дікастђ» цё» avr каб:(ёто 
tay уєтбуюу roy éyytraroy d проѕђко»у 
,, and Polyb. іх. 33. 12, cited above 
on xpirfipior. Thus, making кабї{(. in- 
dicative, Valla, Castal., Luther, Calov., 
Wolf, al., Schrader, Rückert, Olsh., De 
Wette, Meyer. But (8) Syr., Vulg., Chrys., 
Theodoret, Theophyl., Erasm., Beza, Calvin, 
Grot. Estius, Bengel, Wetst., al, take 
каб!{єтє as imperative, and robs dtovber. 
фу т. ёккА. as minimos de piorum plebe? 
So E. V.: set them to judge who are 
least esteemed in the church. And to 

Vor. II. 

Luke xxi. 
Mont a 

5 d ez ` € ^ А f .5 Еа сев 
mpos EYT poTryyv ишу Aeyo. OUTOS тч 

c trane., Acte ii. 30. Eph.i.20only. 1K хид. 21. mid., Matt. xix. 28. 
e ch. xv. 34 only. Ps. ze. 26. кып à = Matt. zzvi. 40. Mark vii. 

4. for дєў ovr, your Е. 

this last interpretation I am inclined 
to accede, both from the context and 
from the arrangement of the words. The 
context is this: ‘Your office is to judge 
angels; mere business causes of this 
world are almost beneath your notice. 
If such causes arise among you (he con- 
tinues in a lofty irony) set those to judge 
them who are of no account among you: 
—do not go out of your own number to 
others to have them judged: the meanest 
among you is capable of doing it. Let 
it be noticed that he is passing to ver. 7, 
where he insists on the impropriety of 
Bicorcxd кріт. between Christians a£ all, 
and is here depreciating them ironically. 
But the arrangement and construction of 
the words are even more strongly in favour 
of the imperative rendering. For (1) on the 
other, no account is given of the emphatic 
position of grand. (2) the uè» обу is 
not so naturally rendered (see above) ‘ yea 
rather your course is,’ as ‘ yea rather let 
your practice be:’ it expresses more natu- 
rally a 80 correction, in the mind 
of the speaker, than an objective one: see 
below, ver. 7. (3) if the sentence had re- 
ferred to their existing practice of going 
before heathen tribunals, it would have 
been expressed not Buwrikà wey obw крт. 
dày Exnre, but B. A. ody kp. Éxorres, as in 
ver. 1. (4) ol éfovOernuéro. dv тр dx. 
are much more naturally the despised in 
(within) the church, than fhose who in 
(the estimation of) the church are held of 
no account. Meyer argues against this 
that it would be in this case тофу ё ои6. 
tous ё» Tfj ékxA., but surely he can hardly 
be serious, or I do not understand him 
rightly. (5) xaóí((er« applies much better 
to the appointing judges over a matter 
among themselves, than to going before 
judges already appointed. (6) as to the 
objection that on this rendering the word 
‘rather’ must be inserted, rovrovs HA 
каб{{ єтє, it has no force, for no such su 
plement is required. The command is ab- 
solute, but given to shew them the abeur- 
dity of their going to law about Виет at 
all, rather than bona fide. 6.] pd 
футр. ùp. Ady refers to the ironical com - 
mand in ver. 4—I say this to put you to 
shame. obres] Is there so com- 
pletely a lack of wise men among 
you.... Не now suggests the more 

Lt 
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Н 
Pra be 

k constr., Job iz. З A. m Rom. xiii. 11 reff. 
12 x. 21 

1 ver. 1. 
&c, x. 77. хіт. 22, ёс. 3 Cor. vi. 14,16. 1 Tim. v. 8. 3 

Rom. хі. 12 only. Ise. хххі. 8 only. 
" $2. Col. ili. 15 (see note there). 

Д . Cf. Col. il, 20. e Sake о f. 
rec (for єзї) er, 
ТЫ (Ec. rec copos ovde eis 
ТЫ Œc: 

r — here only. 
t Matt. iz. 14. Rom. ix. 32 (reff.) al. 

with DF m Ath,: txt BCLPN rel Orig[ 
(Rom їй. 10), with D3L 

S eti ov8ers 137 Euthal-ms, sapiens quisquam 

o ver. 6. 
Exod. xviii. 23. 

Num. xi. 
v Mark к. 19. ch. vil. б. 

Tag tyr (Chr) Thart 
vale Ante, Pele on overs 

"(апа lat] th Orig[-c,] Ath, : txt BCN 17 copt [Syr Orig-c,] Damasc; oude ei тоф. 
FP a m [Ambrst] Aug,. 

6. [xpware F-gr(not G).] 
1 

aft os ins ov L. 
for rovro, ravra CD? syr-mg Thdrt. 

at end ins xa: ov exi «тушу F. (ov віс F and G. 

' n Orig[-c,] Gvaxpivas А 
for eri, 

а 

T. om ovr D'N! а 17 latt copt arm Orig-int, [Сург, Ambrst Aug, ], marked with an 
asterisk in syr. 
Damasc] ТЫ Orig-int, Cypri: om ABC 
ri Thdrt Antch, Ge. 

атостересде L [ Antcb,]. 
8. transp adie. and атост. D. 

om оле А Syr Or Pi i 
4 re 

круша N [Ahtch, Damasc]. 

rec ins ev ишу, with volg F. lat 
syrr copt Orig,{-c Euthal- ms] Bas 

transp adcxeroGe an 

rec (for rovro) ravra (probably because two 
things, айк. and отост., are mentd), with L rel вуг arm Chr Thdrt (Bas, Damasc]: 
txt ABCDPN 17 laft copt Orig,[-c Euthal-ms] Antch, Cypr,. 

Christian way of settling their differences, 
viz. by. arbitration: and asks, ‘Are you 
come to this, that уор are obliged xaðifew 
any Sixaords at all,’—have you no wise 
man among you (the rec., ob8t «15, would 
be ‘quod est vehementius, cum sitis tam 
multi.’ Erasm.) who shall be able (in such 
event) to decide (as arbitrator) between 
his brother (i. e. his brethren)? This last 
is a harsh method of expression, and ap- 
parently only to be accounted for by the 
singular form of olBels ch having 
attracted the other into the singular like- 
wise, so that instead of тофо} of 8ur4aor- 
тш diaxp. dvd рќсоу TG» &8еАфёу abtay, 
we have cos bs 8оуђсета: 8:акр. dvd д. 
ToU dB. abrov. But it is not without use: 
it prevents the apparent inference, which 
might be made if rà» adeAgay abroU were 
used, that one wise man was to be appointed 
universal arbitrator, —and confines the ap- 
аш of the arbitrator to each i- 
ly arising case respectively. 6.] (It 

seems not ѓо be so): nay, &c., as implied 
in ver. 1. ФАЛА after a question passes 
rapidly on to the other alternative, the 
particle negativing the question being sup- 
pressed. So Xen. Mem. i. 2. 2, wis od» 
abrbs ду тоюбтоѕ ÉAAovs ay doeBeis . . . 
éxolncey; AAA Fraue uir rovrey rox - 
Aots, dperijs хотаз ёт:доцеіу. See Har- 
tung, Partikellehre, ii. 87. 7.] He 
gives his own censure of their going to 

law at all. N оўу as above, ver. 4. 
St, altogether, without the aggrava- 
tion of ёт) dxlorey. rrypa, à 
falling short, viz. of your Werte of 
the kingdom of God —a hindrance in the 
way of your salvation: see ver. 9 :— not as 
ordinarily understood (see especially Estins 
in loc.) a moral delinquency (ef. the usage in 
reff.), nor an ўттатбш тў ёрур, ав (Ecum. 

крота, matters of dispute, lead- 
ing to кріуесда:; not = xp, —uef dav- 
rey, with one another (ref), as bein 
brethren in Christ. S8ixcioGe a 
Aro rep Ge not passives, but middle (cf. 
Bernhardy, Syntax, chap. viii. § 4, p. 346: 
Menander .: obros xpdricrés dort 
d»fp, & Topyla, Sstis ййке @тбш wA eir 
éxlorara: Bpor&v: Hesiod. Ly. 847, ed uà» 
MetpeicOat парй yelrovos, «63° ётоёодуа 
—allow yourselves to be wronged an 
defrauded. See Matt. v. 89 ff. 8.] 
cannot be, as Meyer, a continuation of the 
question, on account of the emphatic ópeîs, 
which would thus be without meaning. 
The account of this emphatic брез is to be 
found in an ellipsis after droorepeicée to 
the effect, *as our Lord commanded us His 
disciples,’ or ‘as it behoves the followers of 
Christ, Then duets comes in contrast: 
xov on the contrary (dd, see above 
ver. 6) do wrong, and defraud, and that 
(your) brethren. 9.] ‘Ye commit 
wrong г this looks as if you had forgotten 
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ёт, dd cot Ge * ga ov * KAnpovopisia ovg vy ;'M».- = Matt zav. 
з TAavücÜe. ойтє * mópvot obre ^ ei df. ойте ° pot- l. . 

21. see James 

xoi ойтє ` џаћакоі obre ° арсєрокоітаг Io obre © кАќётта у Ман. v.s, 
av. 33 , ach. . 

obre “adeovéxtat, ob 6 дёебито, ой © Ходоро, ойу p- Gavi? 

mayes, * Вас:Міар Oeod *Y «An)povopsic ova ww. 
rar Twes "re dA 'дтехойтаебе, a алла 

І 10. 
11 кад как, 10, 

* "mácÜrre, b ch ым, n 
алла m #$исаирбзуте "dy тё dvopats той Kvpiov 'lgco* make zvil. 11. Heb. и 

only. 4 
каў m Èv TÀ rer той беоб % MOY. xziv. is, 

= pa эчкен) rt. e "ir e are zzvi. 22 only 

17. 1 joha 4. 
тей. 1 = Rom. М. 20, 30 

9. There is an erasure of two letters (o: Р) bef айко: in A. 

өз. iter Job іх. 30 only. see Re 
mA 

d — here (Matt. 
) € 1 Tim. I. 10 only v. pi 
g cb. v. 11 (reff). h see John xv. 

cts ziii. 39 reff. 

rec BaciAciay bef 
6«ov (as below in ver 10), with L rel зн тоу Clem, TE Thdrt [Antch, Damasc 
Iren-int,(some mss om dei] T 
ms]. om ov B! (ins B-corr!) oi. 

Damasc Thl: om ovre Polga, Мими E k 3. 35 
BDL rel [Clem eth,(in 
D!(as above): txt AGER а17 Clem, ГЕ 

transp. ye. and Ae. P [ Ps-Ath,] 

t ABC D[ PR m 17 [Orig-o, ит, 

ба Chr, Thdrt 
rec (for lst 9 ovre, with 

ps (troy » vv. 9, 10) D 
O. wAcovexras ovre кетти Boma need iiri n 0 47 в 

. 42. 238. 
iph) Euthal-ms] Ath, - 

Epiph) Е J alin (in Год Gin Chr бурр: ml ey 
Geov be rec ae 

bef кАуроуорусоосі»у а ре b from writing the ov of de ae, D ebe ej mistake being 
occasioned perpetuated, or even the readg › by the ov xAnp. of ver 9. This seems a 

more likely account than that a variation betw the two vv should have been sanctioned by 
erpetuating an accidental omn en e» with LP rel 

Clem, Orig,-c,] Ath, Ps-Ath, Ber Chr - ma: 
: om ABC DV li 17 i te rata Ме masc,. 

has aAA' all three times; Di, the 1st time; L 
aft xvpiov ins que» В Cleppy) Р | Pim | m 17. 47 vulg Flat 

Ta 87 Syr syr-w-ast copt wth arm Ath,[-int, ва бај 
id b З Orig-int, Cypr: om ADLN rel ев) b | Da 

aft neo ins ig Н B N 

as xAnpovopyoa Suvarra:, omg ov) 

11. (Aa (3ce), во AB(D)[P]N: 
m, the 2nd and 8rd times.) 

in 
precedg land бут, Terti]: om AD*L [Damasc 
the rigid a from the kingdom of 
God of all wrong-doers of every kind 
(included here under sto); see Gal. 
v. 21. pù wAavaoGe) This caution 
would be most salutary and needful in 
a dissolute place like Corinth. It is 
similarly used, and with an ome refer- 
ence to ГР кака, ch. xv. 
тбруоь refers back to ch. v., d is taken 
up again, vv. 12 ff. podaxol = 
rabixol (see in Ж, haut, вее 
on ch. v. 11. ‘ These things were 
the former state of some among you : but 
ye are now in a far different state. These 
things (I cannot think with Meyer that 
rabra is used with an implication of 
contempt, such a horde, or rabble: it is 
rather ‘of such a kind, see Winer, Gr. 
3 23 23.5) were some of you (rives limits the 
wets which is the suppressed subject of 

Ire): but ye washed them off (viz. at your 
baptism. The 1 aor. mid. cannot by any 
possibility be panite in signification, as it 
is generally, for doctrinal reasons, 
rendered. On the other band the middle 
sense has no doctrinal import, regardi raa | 
merely the fact of their having submit 

t readg varies. Coteler 

eth, Atb, Chr, Thd rt, Da 

Ps-Ath, 
masc 

{ара la t] Pi Lab Be (ns 

themselves to Christian baptism, See ref. 
Acts), but (there is in торын repetition of 
ААА, the triamph of one who was under 
God the instrument of this mighty change) 
ye were sanctified (not in 
sense of progressive 8 ime ы 
that whereas before уоп were unholy, by 
the reception of the Holy Ghost you be- 
came dedicated to God and holy), but 
ye were justified (by faith in Christ, you 
received the Buc 6eo?, Rom. i, 17), 
in the Name of the Lord Jesus, and in the 
(working of the) Spirit of our God. These 
two last clauses шч not be fancifully 
(as Meyer, al.) assigned the pre- 
ceding. They bel all, as De Wette 
rightly maintains. iritual washing 
in baptism, the шый ашап of the chil- 
dren of God, the justification of the be- 
liever, are all wrought in the Name of the 
Lord Jesus, and are each and all the work 
of the Spirit of our God. By the иф» 
again, he binds the Corinthians and him- 
self together in the glorious blessings of 
the gospel-state, and mingles the oil of joy 
with the mourning which by his 
he is reluctantly creating. 

L I 2 
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12 о арта por 5 ёЁесті, AAN ov парта v cupdépes. 

VI. 

о Aeg Aal. M n тарта os ™ ёёєстір, GAN ойк ёү& ч eEovcsacOncopas viro 
const eh. 13 +a p D ‘кода, xai 9 troia тоё р constr. ch. к. TEYOÇ, тё ' ÉÜpouara TH * roia, kai 9 + кодла Tois 
viii. 10. Prov. 
xix. 10. Sir. 
fn 38. 
play on 

s коме, ch. 
iii. 17 al. 

r Luke xxii. 
25. ch. vii. 6 

i . Eccl. iz. 17. 
iz. 10. xiii. 9 only. Job vi. 5. 
15, 18, 19. u see ch, vil, 7. Y 

12. om 2nd uo: C! Orig, Tert,. 

үсе. 

18—90.] CORRECTION OF AN ABUSE ОР 
THE DOCTRINE OF CHRISTIAN FREBDOM 
WHICH SOME AMONG THEM HAD MADE, 
THAT, AS MEATS WERE INDIFFERENT, ВО 
WAS FORNICATION (vv. 12—17). STRONG 
PROHIBITION OP, AND DISSUASIVE FROM 
THIS SIN (vv. 18—20). 12.) State- 
ment of the true doctrine of Christian free- 
dom. wéyra pov éferr are the bona 
Side words of the Apostle himself, not, as 
some have understood them, the saying of 
an opponent cited by him. For (1) the 
sentiment is а true Christian axiom : rdyra 
being of course understood, as it evidently 
was е Ъу Ње genie е ү n of 
things (supposed em) 23:&фора. (2 
It is not . by any clause dice. 
tive of its being the saying of another, 
which is Paul’s habit in such cases, see 
Rom. xi. 19. (3) The Apostle does not 
either deny or qualify е terri, but 
takes up the matter from another point 
of view, viz. the evupépe. The po: is 
spoken in the person of Christians gene- 
rally. **Sepe Paulus prima persona sin- 
gulari eloquitur que vim babent gnomes: 
in hac pressertim epistola, ver. 15, ch. vii. 7, 
viii. 18, x. 23, 29, 80, xiv. 11." Bengel. 

pev] are advantageous—in 
the most general sense: distinguished from 
окобонеї, ch. x. 23, where the words again 
occur. Meyer cites from Theodor. Mope., 
—éredi) ob zen ovup iper Aor 
ds ob wüci xpnordor, ФАЛА Tois дфелойе: 
рбуогз. ФМ ob tye Uf.) Meyer 
thinks that the éyé here has an emphasis, 
as meani the real I, my ioral per- 
sonality. But this can hardly be so: the 
real emphasis is on ойк, and éyó corre- 
sponds to uo:, expressed more to bring out 
the first person as the sample of Christians 
in general, than for any such formal dis- 
tinction. doveracPhoopas] I will 
not be deprived of my om by any 
praetioe;—i.e. indulge in any practice 
which shall mar tbis liberty and render it 
no real freedom, making me to be one 
under é£ovcía, instead of one exercising it. 
The play on # ест: and dove cannot 
be given in English. 18, 14] “a 
cibis ad venerem non valet consequentia." 

TÒ è coua où 

.16 L. Mark vii. 19. Lake iii. II. 
Matt. zv. 17. Berv. x. 9, 10. 

.I. 3 rell. 

*Bpwpacw б 8 беду кай " татту kal " rabra "' катар- 
, ^ , тауга х торуєіа, GANA TH кирир, 

i е , ^ 8 А 14 є бё @ * } ` СА ка} б KUpios TQ conarw 14 å eos кай Tov кйрор 
s plar., мас ziv 

^ 

TY) 

1 Tim. iv. 3. Heb. 
3 Kings zx. 10. 2 Chron. zzi. 

x ch. v. I reff. 

Bengel. The argument is,—meats (of 
which he doubtless had often impressed on 
them that they were 23:4фора, whence the 
abuse) are expressly created for the belly, 
and the belly for them, by its organization 
being fitted to assimilate them; and both 
these are of a transitory nature: in the 
change to the more perfect state, God will 
do away with both. Therefore meats are 
&8:d@opa. But neither is the body created 
Jor fornication, nor can this transitoriness 
be predicated of i£: the body is for the 
Lord, and the Lord (iu his mediatorial 
work) for the body: and God raised up 
the Lord, and will raise up us (i.e. our 
bodies) : so that the body is not perishable, 
and (resumed ver. 18) he that fornicates, 
sins against his own body. THEREFORE, 
fornication is sot an 48:4форор. It is 
very remarkable how these verses contain 
the germ of three weighty sections of the 
Epistle about to follow, and doubtless in 
the Apostle’s mind when he wrote them, 
(1) the relation between the sexes : (2) the 
mestion of meats offered to idols : з) the 
octrine of the Resurrection of the Body. 

See Neander, Pfl. u. Leit. p. 401, note 21. 
18.] тў xo, scil фет›. The 

belly is their appointed receptacle they, 
its appointed pabulum. Of course even 
this part of the argument must be under - 
8 within the limits of ob várra cup- 
pepe. 8 82 0.... ка .] viz. аё 
the appearing of the Lord: when, ch. xv. 
51, 52, we shall be changed from a eéua 
фохскбу, to be а сёра wrevuaruór: not, 
at death. тў тору.) The body was 
not made for the practice of fornication. 
The reciprocal subscrviency of the belly 
and meats is shewn by their coextensive- 
ness in duration, and perishing together : 
but when sopreía (and even that lawful 
use which is purée ine same, but which 
is not here contemplated) shall have for 
ever passed away, the body shall be sub- 
serving its real wse—that of being an 
тн for the Lord’s work. a 
к. Ó кїр. ты of.] not, only for the : 
but for the body | to чесе our bodies 
by His Spirit, and finally to glorify them 
for Himself, see Rom. viii. 11. This final 

odefg 
hkim 
no 17. 
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dan y үре», Kai uU ё{еүере &aà T бирев abrob. y = Matt. x. o. 
ua J 15 *ойк oldare бт та содата bov b péin vol rob ёстір ; йа de. 

s = here only. 
Rm: Jug T а À с2рас ойо тй péin тоў Христоб 6 rote * sropyns 

cur п * n; £ н?) ryévosTo. hd. a oùe оїбатє бт: Ò , x A- * ыш, i 

b Rom. zii. 4, 5 (vi. 13 гей). 
Г) iv. 19. John vi. 15 al. ce xlv. 9. 
Bom 4 reff. 

(see Rom. iv. 3. ix. 17. Tim. v. 
eta v. Кш see Matt. хіх 

4BCbr pevos тї) *ттбр> 8v capa dotw; "Ecovras уар * incus 2 7 А). 
€ rz Matt. xxi. 21. John il. 16. xi. 39. xx. "т, Eph. iv. 31. 

e Matt. xxi. 31, 32. Tass хт. Wal. Gen. xxziv. 31. 
ziz. 6. h ellipe., Heb. viti. 5. eh. xv, 

14. elz vuas (error? Mey thinks, perhaps from Rom viii. 11), with arm: txt 
ABCDELPN rel [vulg F-lat syrr co 

«еуере A D'[ (and lat) Q 

ert, cuvegeyepe: 47. 
15. ins у bef оок F Meth,. 

apa P [b! d ef g К] 475 

16. om n Dí-gr] KL 
a! bm 17 [vulg -lat 8 

om фус A Epi 

syr 

I Lg : «еуєреє 
am J harl(but qu, for -5i£7) : txt (see mt C D*[.gr Ke sil) LN rel val vulg-ed 
Fat arm) syrr copt sth Meth, Ath-mss, Chr, [Eu 

Ni 238. 
apas, apa 59 P Ong e] Meth Tert. 
DF latt [Antch,] Iren-int rie Cypr Lucif. 

rel cion-e, Dial, Thdrt-ms Damasc T 
copt} Clem, Meth, Cbr, [ Euthal-ms 

pr, Ambr. p. (Тет): ins BCDFEL[P]N An latt Dia 

seth] Polyc, [Meth, „ Iren-int 
upev В 67%: aei] m: eny 

-ms | Thdrt Iren-int, el, 

om cer F[-gr]. for 
pe bef жоруу? 

: en ABCFPN 
pr, Lucif „ 

фт pip’: 
Mcion-e, [Meth, Euthal-ms] hr Thdrt Lucif,. 

reference must not be excluded here, 
though it is not the principal осш = 
rather, the redemption of the body from 
sin,and making it intoa member of Him- 
self by the Spirit. 14.] So far from 
the case of the Lord and the body answer- 
ing to the other, God raised up the Lord 
(Rom. viii. 11, al. fr.), and will raise up 
us too by His power. I caunot adopt 
here the reading (A ee, or the view, 
of Meyer. He holds, that all reference to 
the resurrection, as a thing future, is out 
of place: that the Apostle refers to the 
virtual and proleptic resurrection which 
has already taken place in the case of 
the believer, as Eph. ii. 6; Col. ii. 12,— 
and thinks that the reading é£eyepei has 
arisen from not seeing this. But how 
unnatural will the construction thus be— 
ó 84 Oeds ка) тд» кро» Hyeiper, kal йз 
Фуере», 8:4 т. Suv. abroõ I can con- 
ceive no account of such a sentence, except 
that some emphasis ts meant to be laid ou 
the distinction between #yeiper and le- 

у, which idea (maintained by Bengel, al.) 
mi buf himself properly repudiates : 

low. The future corresponds to 
legia and is used with Mu, - con- 
trary to the usual practice of Paul, who 
expected to be alive at the rapovoſa, — 
as the expression, im the first, person, of 
the truth of the future resurrection, not 
destruction of the body. fryepev, viz. ёк 
vexpõv, Acts ii. 15; Rom. iv. 24, and 
passim : &feyepe?, viz. dx vexp@y. So that 
there is no real difference between the two 
words. 15.] Resumption of 73 capa 
TQ rupiy к. ё rópros TG sópar: The two 
are so intimately connected, that the Lord 
is a mystical Body, of which our bodies, 

parts of ourselves in our perfect organiza- 
tion, are members. This Christian axiom 
is introduced as before (reff.) by ойк of8are 
ёт. Having then (обу, ‹ concesso," that 
iny body is a sient ию = my members are 
members of Christ) alienated (Cor, taken 
away en is not merely pleonastic, * Shall 
1 .. and make . . R9 
E. V. " This is shewn by its position first 
in the sentence) the members of Christ 
(i. е. my own members) shall I make them 
an harlot's members? The expression 
wépyns un is put as coarsely and startlingly 
as possible, with the emphasis on wdprns. 
role may also be the aor. subj., 

‘mest Т, have I any right to, make them P 
But yr yévorro answers better to the 
future. 16.] Explanation and justifi- 
cation of the expression xdépyns méan. Ў, 
as De eee hs S ids think the 
expression rote ябре. nN too strong Р?” 

KoÀA. uͤblicher Ausdruck für 
Geſchlechtsvereinigung.“ De Wette. 
тў, тбрур) with а ot, generic: or 
тоа ct amounts Ен ае Гы 
* ot," apposed in the esis, 

tv Aie ig ‘with her." full 
construction would be ёт: ё колл. тў wép. 
ка} J rép. ty e. «сір, but he is here bring- 
ing out the eriminality of the [инс 
and leaves the other out of view. 
citation is spoken of marriage; but here а 
above (see on ver. 13) he is treating merely 
of the physical act, which is the same in 
both cases. ou, viz. Gop, Who 
is the speaker in the Scriptures: so in 
ысы the same words, our Lord gives them 

д wochoas (abrobs) ёт’ dpyijs, Matt. 
xir. 5. They were spoken by the mouth 
of Adam, but prophetically, divino afflatu. 
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icax.u. ol úo ‘els сарка piar 17 ò 8ё € eodrAcdpevos TH ) кирир ABCDP 
Rom f. 2. d Sud ё 18 X hey F ie Pry 
Вов... ёи vend ЄСТУ. $evyere тту !sropveuav. Tv 

ов. Piudprnua 0 dav "mojon dvOpwiros, ° ёктдс той copa- m nao 

«Kings rel. 768 ёст б 82 Paropyevev "eis Tò iov capa 1 dpuap- 
_tave. 19% ob olbare Sts TO capa pv ' рас тоў 

. dv bu &ylov mveúparós stiv, "où ёуєтє ато Geod, xai 

ойк ёстё * éavtav; ?0 ° уорасбттє yap “тй. “ $оЁ@- 
‚%, х on ` 0 * 2 ^ , е a 

Rom. H. TATE * 07) TOV Ücoy év TQ CW MATL иии. 
96 only Isa. 

п = 2 Cor. xi. 7 reff. 

ch Gen. Ax. 6 

v. 9. xiv. 3, 4. v Ac 
xiii. 3. ху. 36. Gen. zvili. 4, 

1. Й : о = 3 Сог. хі. 2 (3 v. r. ] f 
p ch. x. 8 bis only in E р. Rev. ü. 14, 30. xvii. 3. xviii. 3, 9 

Rv. 16, 21. ch. vili. T: . Xen 9. . Hell, 1. 7. 20. 
t gen., ch. I. 12. iii. 23. Rom. xiv. 8. 

хіх. 19 reff. 

Acts xxvi. 23. cb. zv. 27 al. 3 Kingsiv. 23.) 
y. Ps.lxzii. 27. q Matt. xviii. 15. Luke 

т ch. ili, 16 reff. 9 atiz., Acta 
а = ch. vii. 23. 2 Pet. ii. 1. Rev. 

w Rom. i. 21 reff. zw Lake ii. 15. Acts 

arm Ori int,] Meth, Did, (Cyr, Euthal-ms Hil,} Jer Ambrst Aug Vig: membra 
vestra vile foree] Ambr Pel Fulg Bede: txt Al(appy) BCDFKPN rel Syr [basm] 
Chr, Orig-int, Tert 
Ambret |. or «avT., ауто» Ni. | 

te et portate vulg J F. lat] d- lat Cypr, [ Lucif, Ambrst p [F-lat] урт 18 ои 
-txt(Sav 

Troa шыр) 
тес at end adds xai ey Te туєииат: ино» atwa есті Tov Otou (інгі арру with a 

view to make the exhortation 
with C? D- gr] KLP rel syrr [arm-usc(and as far as ишо arm-zo )] Chr, Thdrt, : 
om ABC DIN 17 latt copt [basm arm-ms] eth Orig[-c,] Meth,(in Epiph) Di 
Cyr, [ Euthal-ms] Max Damasc Iren-int, Tert, Cypr Lucif [ Ambrst ]. 

To render фусіу impersonal, ‘it says, 
heißt es,“ though justified by classical 
usage, see Winer, edn. 6, § 58. 9, would, 
as Meyer remarks, be altogether without 
precedent in the citations of Paul. The 
words ol Bio are not in the Heb., but in 
the LXX and the Samaritan Pentateuch, 
and are found in the Rabbinical citations 
of the passage. See note on Matt. xix. 5. 

17.) Union to God, His service, and 
His ways, is often expressed by this word 
(колл.) in the LXX (reff.): but here that 
inner anion with Christ in spirit is meant, 
which is the normal state of every believer, 
and of which it may be said that he d ry. 
deri with Christ. See John xvii. 21, and 
the parable of John xv. 1—7. Moyer 
rightly remarks, that the mystical marriage 
between Christ and His Church must not 
(as Olsb. from Eph. v. 28 ff.) be pressed 
here, as the relations of the compared are 
not correspondent. Still however, the 
inner verity of that mystical relation is the 
ground of both passages. 18—20.) 
Direct prohibition of fornication, and its 

nde. 18.] ere might be 
followed by оф», but is more forcible in 
this disconnected form. way 
The assertion, which bas surprised many of 
the Commentators, is nevertheless strictly 
true. Drunkenness and gluttony, e. g. are 

sins done i» and dy the body, and are 
sins abuse of the body,—but they 
are still ёктӧғ төй vóparos—introduced 
Jom without, sinful not in their act, but 
in their effect, which effect it is each 
man’s duty to foresee and avoid. But 
fornication is the alienating that body 
which is the Lord's, and making it a 
harlot’s body—it is sin against a man’s 
own body, in ita very nature,—against the 
verity and nature of his body; not an 
effect on the body from participation of 
things without, but a costradiction of the 
truth of the body, wrought within itself. 
When man and wife are one in the Lord, 
—united Hie ordinance,—no such 
alienation of the body takes and con- 
sequently no sin. 19.| Justification 
of the els rd 1. cáp. duopr. above,—and 
this by an amplification of the above сёра 
TË Kvplg, and dy vv uud дот. Your body 
(i. e. the body of each man among you, 
but put singular, to keep, as in ch. iii. 16, 
the unity of the idea of God's temple, 
or perhaps because the body in its attri- 
butes is in queetion here) is the temple 
of (possessed by, as His residence: the 
temple, not а temple, see note on ch. iii. 
16) the Holy Spirit who is in you (re- 
miniscence of the reality of His indwell- 
ing), Whom ye have from God (reminis- 
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VII. 1 Пері $ Уф» éypáyrare, *kaXóv * арбрӧто умы. nom 
s = Rom. xiv. 31 reff. vr. 8, 26. 

nv. 18 reff. 
a = Matt. ziz. 6 (from Gen. ti. 24), 1С. 

Cuar. VII. 1. rec aft eypapare ins до, with ADFKLP rel [vulg-clem] syrr copt 
Ew: wth arm] Orig[-c,] Meth, Chr, Thdrt Jer, Ambrst, Aug: om BCN 17 am fald! 

uthal-ms] Tert,. 

сепсе, tohose Spirit He is, and so prepara- 
tion for the following inference), and are 
not your own (so that ye have no right to 
alienate your body, not being yours). 
20.) Proof, that ye are sot your own. 
The possession of your body as His temple, 
by the Holy Ghost, is a presumptive proof 
that ye are not; but there is a proof 
in matter of fact: For ye were bought 
(not, as E. V. are bought, which destro 
the historic reference) with a price (viz. 
the blood of Christ, see 1 Pet. i. 18, 19; 
Matt. xx. 28; Gal. iii. 13,—not as Vulg. 
pretio magno: riuñs merely recalls the 
fact here, that a price was paid and so the 
purchase completed). This buying is here 
mentioned mainly with reference to the 
right of possession, which Christ has 
thereby acquired in us. In other places it 
is alleged as a freeing from other services : 
e. g. that of sin (Rom. vi. 17, 18), of the 
law and its curse (аА ni.), of Satan (Col. 
i. 13). Sofdc. 8). . . ] Glorify 
then (34, not exactly an inference from the 
foregoing, but = eja,’ ‘agedum,’ tending 
to enforce and intensify the command: ‘‘as 
a cheering or hortatory expression," Stan. 
ley. So Od. v. 17, тётЛлаб: h, xpadly ; 
see Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 284 f.) God 
(i. e. not praise God, but glorify Him by 
your acts) in your body (not, by means 
of your body, but i» your body, as 
the temple of God ; see John xiii. 82). 

Cuar. VII. 1—40.] REPLY TO THEIR 
ENQUIRIES RESPEOTING MABRIAGE; BY 
WHICH OCCASION IS GIVEN FOR VARIOUS 
COLLATERAL INSTRUOTIONS AND COM- 
MANDS. Inorder to theright understand. 
ing of this chapter, it will be well to re- 
member, that the enquiries in the letter of 
the Corinthians appear to have been made 
in disparagement of marriage, and to have 
brought into doubt whether it were not 
better to avoid it where uncontracted, and 
break it off where contracted, or this last 
at all events where one of the parties was 
an unbeliever. These questions he an- 
swers, vv. 1—16: and puts on their true 
grounds, vv. 17—24. They appear also to 
have asked ing virgins, what was 
their duty and that of their parents, as to 
their contracting marriage. This he dis- 
cusses in its various aspects of duty and 
Christian expediency, vv. 25—38. Then 
he concludes with an answer and advice, 
respecting the liberty of a woman to marry 
after the death of her husband. The 
whole is written under the strong impres- 

sion (see on this, notes, Acts ii. 20; Rom. 
xiii. 11, and 2 Cor. v.: and Prolegg. to 
Vol. III. ch. v. § iv. 6—10) of the near 
approach of the end of this state of things 
(vv. 29 —81), and as advising them under 
circumstances in which ution, and 
family division for the Gospel’s sake, might 
at any time break up the relations of life. 
The precepts therefore and recommenda- 
tions contained in the chapter are to be 
weighed, as those in ch. viii. al., with re- 
J'erence to change of circumstances; and 
the meaning of God's Spirit in them with 
respect to the subsequent ages of the 
Church, to be sought by careful com- 
parison and inference, not rashly assumed 
and misapplied. I may also premise, 
that in hardly any portion of the Epistles 
has the hand of correctors and interpo- 
lators of the text been busier, tban here. 
The absence of all ascetic tendency from 
the Apostle's advice, on the point where as- 
ceticism was busiest and most mischievous, 
was too strong a testimony against it, to 
be left in ita original clearness. In conse- 
шш the textual critic finds himself in 
this chapter sometimes much perplexed be- 
tween different readings, and in danger of 
on the one hand adopting, on overwhelm- 
ing manuscript authority, corrections of 
the early ascetics, —and on the other ex- 
cluding, from a too cautious retention of 
the rec. text, the genuine but less strongly 
attested simplicity of the original. 
1,2.) Concession of the expediency (where 
possible) of celibacy, but assertion of the 
practical necessity of marriage, as а re- 
medy against fornication. 1.] 84, 
transitional, passing on to another subject. 

xahov . . . .] not, morally good: 
for in ver. 28 expressly wot sin, but inez- 
pediency, is the reason for not marrying: 
nor good in the sense of фхерёхо>, as 
Jerome, adv. Jovin. i. 7, vol. ii. p. 246, 
*si bonum est mulierem non tan 
malum ergo est tangere:’ but expedient, 
generally: ‘more for a man's best inte- 
rests under present circumstances : Angl. 
*it is the best way,' in the colloquial 
sense: so also throughout the chapter: 
see the word qualified ver. 26, калд»... 
Sta тђу фусттбётау ёубүкту. ar- 
Өр кеф] though of necessity by what fol- 
lows, the ma» only is intended, yet 
дубрбте does not here or in reff. = ёудрі, 
but as Meyer remarks, regards the man 
not merely in his sexual but in his Auman 
capacity. Thus in its deeper reference, it 
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b = бел. xx, 6. ryuvasicds ш) vd rrechal ? dia $ тас ° mopvelas Ékaa'roc ABCDF 
ech. 1 i-i THY баутод "yvvaixa erw, Kai Leda rn toy юу йуёраъ X aet 
eds E: * cr. 3 75 . б ávijp Thy 4 oder» j dmobibóro, mno 
Tug ' oH £88 , ca. уюл) тф avd pl. * yuvi) той {боо [Q is 
T ariu cáparos ойк eo Age, dA сб vip: f oi f $ кой der 24 за 

stil. Tonlyt. e 
(тве, Rom. б amp тод ilou apros ойк € éfovaiátes АМАА т) уи). 

• = Rom, zil. 5 ay 5 GAAHNOUS, ! ei ' ph ! Ti д> ® ёк ! cuppavov 
xii. 17 

zz 
(1 Mk. v. v. | Luke v. 10. x. 33. James fl. 25 only. aee 

y. (ch. vi J, C ref) Exod. xxi. 10. 
= 72 Cor. viii. 13. ix. 7. 
Acts v. 9. gts, 2 Cor. vi. 15.) 

n Matt, xii. 44 (1 . v. r.) only. 

3. C [has not] те 
vulg syrr Orig-int, ert, Cypr, [Ambrst]. 
F 48. 114-77 Te 

8. om ё F(not ). 

Rom. i. 27. 
i Luke ix. 13. 2 Cor. All. Soul 

ere only. Eccl. vii. 16 AM Ald. compl owe B; NY С) only. (-, 

Exod. v. 8, 17 bis. Ps. xiv. 10 only. 

for де, as in Tischdf's Codex Ephrsemi]. 

oe М. ман. ™ r ™ xatpov, а ®ayoddonte TH ° mposevyy xal rd 
yo ages h here 

k = Joha iii. 

m Luke vili. 13 атаи li. 17) onl only. Wied. iv. 4. 

THY 
om «a: ERGOT. т. 18. avd. ex. (homaotel) 

rec (for o$eiA 9») oqeiXonern» evvoiay (seo note), with KL 

awoS:deres 
rel syrr [ Anton, осе Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCDFP(Q]N! 17 latt copt [basm] 
æth arm Clem, Ori е сор о аи) arm Orig, 
A. om be A 

4. (ax As (twice), во ABON., quà D! 17).) 
б. om a» B Orig, 

vnoreia ко bef ту яроѕєихт (see note 

would embrace the other sex also. 
awreo@at | soin reff.; and in Latin tangere, 
attingere, virgo intacta. See examples in 
Wetst. This expression is obviously here 
used in the widest sense, without pre- 
sent regard to the difference between the 
lawful and unlawful use of the woman. 
The idea that the assertion applies to ab- 
stinence from intercourse in the already 
married (see again below), is altogether a 
mistake. 2.] The former course is 
expedient—would avoid much trouble ‘ in 
the flesh: but as a general rule it may 
wot be, seeing that for a more weighty 
reason the contrary course is to be recom- 
mended. But on account of [the] forni- 
cations (the many instances of fornication 
current. The plur. of an abstract noun 
implies repetition, or varieties of the occur- 
rence: so He vii. 158, óuiv peydàa 
woela: те к. draup eis ye y Grat: iii. 40, 
фло) 84 al cal ueydAai ebrvxlai ойк és- 
xovot, see reff., and Kühner, Gramm. ii. 28 
(§ 408, y)) let each man possess his 
own wife, and let each woman possess 
her own husband. The éxéro is (1) not 
concessive, but imperative ; not ‘habere 
liceat, but ‘habeto.’ So the other ex- 
pressions, уаитсётесау ver. 9, pevére 
ver. 11, &c. (2) not here in tbe sense 
of ‘ utatur, eique commisceatur, as Estius, 
al., which does not come into considera- 
tion till the next verse. (8) not emphatic, 
let each retain, according to the mistaken 
idea mentioned on ver. 1, that he is speak- 
ing to the married, who though they are 
not to cohabit are yet to remain together. 

Tort, Cypr, Ambrst. 
Orig, Chr-mss, Cypr. 

Гама) rec cxoAa{yre, with KL rel Meth, Chr, Thdrt 
[Damasc]: txt ABC FP ig. l · e Euthal е Сут] (Dion) Chraug 

te), with KLN® re 
rec ins Ty 

syrr goth Chr,[-tat-ed, Dion, | 

Had either of the two latter senses 
been meant, the sentence would rather 
have stood éxére £x. v. éavr. yuvaixa, 
к. dx cr ixdery т. 15. будр. With 
regard to the assertion of Rückert, that 
the Apostle here gives a very low estimate 
of m „ аз solely a remedy against 
fornication, the true answer is, that Paul 
does not either here, or in this chapter at 
all, give any ei of marriage in the 
abstract. is estimate, when he does, is 
to be found Eph. v. 25—382. 
8, 4.] The dut of cohabitation incumbent 
оп the ma This point was in all pro- 
bebility raised in the letter of the Corin- 
thians. The Apostle's command is a legiti- 
mato following out of 8:4 rds woprelas 
above. 3. thy сфећтју] ‘debitum 
tori.’ The rec. was perhaps an euphemism 
(we have also the varieties, deen 
Tu)», 1 once: дф. riphy cal 
ебуосау in the ms. 40) for the same thing. 
Meyer will not ссн this, but thinks it 
arose from a mistaken interpretation of 
peh as meaning merely ‘benevolentia > 
thinking that not ебуоа, bat HH. would 
be the word in the other case. But some 
of the later examples in Wetat. seem to 
bear out this meaning of «буса. 
4.] The axiom is introduced точе 
а апау. тоб lB(ov . . оёк d$- 

ui, cum ро айне non kabet, 
elegans facit paradoxon.’ Bengel. The 
ground of this being another's while they 
remain their own, is to be found in the 
oneness of body, in which the marriage 
state places them. 5.] ётостерете 

торуеау F 
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Ра ёт} то аўто P Ne, й wa 4 ' qreipd hn Uuás б catavas * dia To и. 

тўр ' dxpaciay Und. 6 тодто бё eyo Kata “ouryyvouny, 18. Aceh 
ov кат era 

Өеоў, 0 цёр х ойто, о ё х ойто. 

7 бё» $ Távras avOparrous elvai 
€x xal épavróv adda ёкастос юу eye " ydpiopa ёк 

xi. 30. ziv. 
23. 

r Matt. iv. 1, 3. 
ch. x. 13. 
James i. 13. 
8 Kings x. 1. 

8 — Rom. ziv. 
16 reff. 

t Matt. oniy.. ir i W ea Jos. Antt, viii. 7. 3. Xen. Mem. Iv. 5, 6. Cris, 3 Tim. ш. 3.) 
А a ш 

x eee cb. vi. 

Thdrt : om ABCDFPN! 17 latt co 
"Meth, [Epiph, Cyr-p, Euthal-ms 
guvepxeatie 
with) KLP rel TE basm 
goth arm Cy 

v Rom. xvi. 26 reff. 

t [basm] sth arm Cane Orig,[ -c 
amasc pow 

loss: see note), Apa a c h Meth, Chr, Thdrt, 
есе. Tat(-in-]Clem 

txt ABC Deer] J Fre 17 eth 

= here only. (Rom. i. 11 NE) 

int.] Di "NN ET 
Tui; [Stepi J ourepxnobe|, 

ile - int Dion, Cyr Eta oe] 
Damasc, Aug esto баар). [ера(е P(appy) 471. om vuer B Tat(in Clem) Meth. 

T. rec уар pa tituted for бе, as mores ropriate), with B DI. gr] KLPN® 
^ vulg-clem ] syrr [th arm] Chr, Thdrt, огы 25 Diſand lat] FN! d 17 am 
wi 
em so BCD! 17 

Ephr, Chr, Thdrt, 
rec Харсра bef exei, wi 

[Damasc Ambrst Auge e]: txt ABDF(P]N m 17 am 

demid fuld) copt 117 Origiſ- ei] Chef oye. [ Euthal. -ms] Damasc [ Cypr, Ambrst]. 
EL rel [ vulg-clem har 

Vit cid d dent tol) Clem, Orig,[-c,-int,] Cyr[-p, Euthal-ms] Cypr,, C(appy) has exe: 
айлы Tischdf, ed 8, suspects that it reads as txt]. 

(twice), with KLN [47 (sie 
ABCDFPN! 17 Clem, Cyr[-p, Orig-c, 

ө by Meyer to rijs ¢fovelas, — 
roth, al., to rijs дфеАў$; De Wette 

ut TOU vüuares, but prefers, and 
rightly, leaving its reference indefinite, 
о be supplied in the reader’s mind. 

4 ть, unless perchanoe (reff.). 
by “The verb is sometimes omitted after 
pet icle, but always so that it can be 

from a foregoing clause. So Eur. 
poo 181, сё d' BAAN yurh xexrfjoera:, 
сффрог» piv obe à» , ebrvxhs & 
Yous.” Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 380. 
ёк, according to: the mutual agreement 
being the ground, and the measure, of the 
act. Туа in order that ye may 
have andisturbed leisure for prayer. The 
pres. cxoAd(yre of the rec. would refer to 
the general habit, and would thus make 
Th Tpos., ‘your ordinary prayers, being 
thus inconsistent with the direction given 
vpbs xa:péy: the aorist expresses this tem- 
porary purpose, and shews that the prayer 
meant is not ordinary but extraordinary, 
—seasons of urgent supplication. 
Both the alteration to the present and the 
addition o »nereíg kal, shew how such 

as this have been tampered with 
y the ascetics: see also Mark ix. 29. 
босо aovvépynoGe as it has been 
amended (nor -ec@e as it has been re- 
amended), because elva: ёт) Tb abr in 
this sense is the sormal state of the 
married. For the expression see reff. 

The snbjanc. still depends on lla the 
aim of the temporary separation is not 
that you may keep apart, but for а certain 
end, and then that you may be united 
again. va uh тер.) Purpose of the 
re-union stated, by that which might bap- 

ins rov bef 0«ov DF c Thd 
)] rel Orig, [-c,] Chr Thdrt ( Damasc] : txt 
thal-ms ]. 

pen did it not take Pare epáy now is 
present, not aor.,as betokening the danger 
of a state of abstinence if continued. 
ёкрасќа here, not that from &x«paros 
(“"*"),—which signifies a bad mixture, as 
бкр. &dpos, ‘inealubrity of the air: but 
that from dxparhs (“~~ ). incontinence; : 
see reff. T. åxp. dn. , on account 
of your ineontinense, - but hardly, as 
Meyer seems to think, with allusion'to the 
proverbial fault of the Corinthians in this 
particular, which would be more definitely 
expressed, were it intended. The Sper i is 
necessary to сет out the form of the sen- 
tence, corresponding to óuas above. 
6.] But this І say by way of allowance 
(for you), not by way of comrand.: 
то%то refers, not to ver. 2, as Beza, Grot., 
and De Wette, because the precept there 
given depends оп а reason given, 
8:4 тёз wopvefas, from the nature of which 
reason it must be cr éwirayhS : nor to the 
whole since ver. 2, as Billroth, Rückert, 
al.,—because the precept in ver. 3 de- 

nds on the general truth in ver. 4, and 
is also a command: nor to wpbs кабу, 
as ga жы! hyl.:—nor as the ascetics, Orig., T 

erome, Estius (also Calvin), to 
Де Tb abrb Fre, because both these are 
but subordinate members of the preceding 
sentence :—astill leas to what follows, as 
Rosenm., al.:—but, as the context (ver. 
7) shews, to the whole recommendation 
given in ver. 5. This recommendation 
all depended on the possibility of their 
being tempted by incontinence: he gives 
it not еп as a command in all cases, 
but as a» allowance for those to whom 
he was writing, whom he knew, and as- 
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d Matt xxvi. е Tupono fat. 

viii. 9. ch. ix. саду: Сев. xliii. 31. 
d — PhiL i. 23. 1 Pet. ui. 17. a Pet 21. (ver. 38 

(8 Cor. = M. Eph. vi. 16. 3 Pet. iil. 13. Kev. i. 15. ili. 1 
xvi. 

8. ins ori bef кало» А [syrr]. 
rel syr 
Orig[-c,] Meth, Epiph, Chr, Суг. 
B. ins ovres leis 

каз eye DF Meth, : eye a. 
9. for ovx єукр., ov xparevorra: F. 

креттоу ВОМ а m 17. om er DI. 
Meth; 

ne 

sumes, to be thus tempted. The mean- 
ing ‘by permission, E. V., is ambiguous, 
appearing as if it meant by permission 
y the Lord (fo say it): that given by 
ammond, al, xarà rh» èp)» уубрэр, is 

philologically inadmissible. 7.] 1 
rather (54) wish that all men were as 
I myself also am (ка! „comparandi, во 
Xen. Anab. ii. 1. 22, rc jui» тайта Boxe: 
&хєр ка) Васіле. See "Hartung, Partikell. 
i. 126)—viz., dy éyxparela, which Chrys. 
seems to have read inn the text; see below 
on ver. 8. aa . . Enid 
in the most eral way, as a milder ex- 
pression ‘of*a ч: not "the Ls: of con- 
tinence.' ' ws h 
are said „ not ‘ong in xt way in 
which I have it (of E кол, in 
the marrying (1. е. though he have 
not ther, and be therefore better married, 
yet has some other), which should bé drei- 
»æs,—but, one thus, and another thus, — 
i. e. be in one way, another in arfother.’ 

8, 9.] Advice to the unmarried, 
Аш it із bast го to remain, but setter to 

than be inflamed i with lust. 
a 84] . up the former AC, 
vor. 6, and bringing this advice under the 
same category as ver. 7, viz. his own wish 
that all were as himself. The stress is on 
Aéye, not on Toit фу. к. Tais x., which 
would in that case be placed first, as rois 
yeyaunxóair below. то dyápou, 
the unmarried, of both sexes: not as 
usually interpreted, widowers, or unmar- 
ried males alone: this is shewn by the 
contrasted term ned, which em. 
braces (see vv. 10, 11) doth sezes. ка} 
Tais хўрам may be added as singling out 
widows especially ;—or more probably, 
because то &yduei would naturally be 
taken as those who sever were married, 
and thus widows would not be understood 
to be included. кайф, see on ver. 1, 
it is good ` for them, i.e. ‘their best way.’ 

ùs xàyé] i.e. Éyauos. This 

удрау ACIN? 17 Clem, Orig| -c, Euthal-ms 

4 креќссоу үйр otiw уарђсаг LE iis 
10 то; Bé гуеуаџлкӧсі f тарауүё\№о ойк 1€ 

1 Kings xiii. 13 on] 
38. ch. чү Heb. i. 4 alf) 

„тїс, Tit. i. 8. 8 Rom 
rov, iii. 14. 

8) oniy. (2 Масс. іт. 38. Pa. xi. 6.) f Acts 

rec aft ауто ins cri, with D? K (om avr.) І, 
goth Thdrt ш. ТЬ Gc: om ABCD!FPN 17 Syr copt [arm] 

jer, Euthal-ms] Damasc,. 
eth, [Ambr Ambrst] Aug; bef es m [basm]. 

for tar, ay 

уареьтесау Е [f Epiph- edi] Chr-ed,. 
т] F[-gr]c co кр Orig[-c,(txt,)-int,] 

brings the A ‘8 own circumstances 
more clearly before us than ver. 7, which 
might be misunderstood: and there can be 
little doubt from this, that he never was 
married. Grot. , “ех h. 1. non im- 
probabiliter colligitur, "Paulo fuisse uxorem, 
quod et Clemens Alex. putat, sed cum hec 
scriberentur, mortuam." But this rests 
on the mistaken interpretation of dyduois 
noticed above. The passage of Clem. Alex. 
Strom. iii. G.] 53, р. 585 P., alluded to in 
useb. iii. 30) is grounded on Paul's having 

in a certain epistle addressed T)» аётод 
суо», hy ob перієкбиш(е, Sid Tò ris 
ӧтурес(аѕ eboradds. But the words súr- 
(vye yrhoie, Phil. iv. 8, certainly have no 
reference to a wife: sea note there. 
9.] but if they are incontinent . . . ож 
must be joined not with el, which would 
require 4$, but with the vorb. So reff. 
and Soph. Aj. 1131, el robs баэдутаз ойк 
з Odwrew тарб», ‘vetas’ See other 
examples in Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 
um f. éyxparebe is said by Lobeck, ad 
ccm 2 44, not to be found except in 

XX and N. T. But both Phrynichus 
i Thom. Мад. say бкратебесёаг pn- 
Sand «ер, ФАЛА ойк фунратебетбш. Beo 
A isa " vopnoár.] rum, en 

rynichus, p. 42) says, 4 ua (ut 
Eynpa) éydusca invaluit ary non solum 
in N. T. libris, ut quidam putaverunt, sed 
etiam in ipsa Grecia reperitur, auctore, 
ut videtur, Menandro: фубиусеу hy dBov- 
Абаң» dy, nihil impediente pedum mo. 
dulatione quominus usitato uteretur aoris- 
to." u J “melins nuberent 
quam urerentur, id est, quam occulta flam- 
ma concupiscentis in ipsa conscientia vas- 
tarentur." Aug. de saucta Virginitate, 34, 
vol. vi. p. 415. 10,11.] Prohibition of 
separation after marriage; or in case of 
separation, of another marriage. These 
yeyopycéres, as tho Ќуацо and хӯра 
engl are all Christians. The case of 

ed marriages he treats ver. 12 ff. 
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П day Bé xal 5 ywpic69, nevéro ™dyapos ў TË avdpi bred. 
i karaAuvy:yrar xal ävõpa yuvaixa pr) dt. | 
de Хото Aéye eh, ойу б KUptos, eb т dd eh 

Judg. iv. 

- Rom. v. 10 
12 TOU reff. 

j = here 
only. Joe. 
Antt. zv. 7. 

^ L4 k X 1 maf n ^ op э ^ 10. . 

ушка EXEL * amu Tov, «ai abr cuvevOokes °Р oe k eb. vi. 6 гей. 

Puer айтоў, ph láduéro айтти 13 xai үи) Arie exe 
hn 2. 

Luke xvii. 31. 
m Acts іх. 30 

^ ^ гей. 

dvdoa * G ro, ! kal * obros " cuvevdoxel "P otxety P pet’ „ ana 
constr., 

bis (Luke zi. 48. Acts viii. 1. xxii. 20. Rom. i. 33) only *. (1 Mace. 1. 57. 2 Macc. xi. 24, 35 only.) 
р = here bis only $. (Gen. xxvii. 4$.) Soph. Œd. Tyr. 990. 9 о Rom. vii. 17 reff. 

here 

— Acta х. 41 reff. 

10. (алла, во AB С(арру) iI Bub „ ADF Origſ- e,] Epiph, Bas, Css, : 
Я , ixt BCKLPN rel Clem, 

11. uerew ayapov, and caradAaynvas latt goth lat.-ff. ins 184 bef ard P. 
19. rec eye bef Aeyw, with DFKL rel latt вуг goth Orig,[-int,] Chr, Thdrt Iren- 

int, : 
1s. for gris, ei тїз D! FPN b! h k latt 

Ambrst Aug]. 

They are those already married. 
10. ob dys, ХА & керо] Ordinarily, 
the Apostle (¢yé) writes, commands, gives 
his advice, ander conscious inspiration of 
the Holy Spirit of God. See ver. 40. Be 
claims expressly, ch. xiv. 37, that the things 
А pd dui» should be recognized as 
xvplov (érroAf)). But here he is about to 
give them & command resting, not merely 
on iaspired apostolic authority, great and 
undoubted as that was, but on that of THE 
LoRD HIMSELF. So that all supposed dis- 
tinction between the Apostle's own writing 
of himself and of the Lord, is quite irre- 
levant. He sever wrote of himself, being 
a vessel of the Holy Ghost, who ever spoke 
by him to the church. The distinction 
between that which is imperative, and that 

. which is optional, that which is more and 
that which is less weighty in his writings, 
is to be made by the cautious and believing 
Christian, from a wise appreciation of the 
subject-matter, and of the circumstances 
under which it was written. ALL is the 
ow ing of the Spirit, but not all for 
all time, nor all on the primary truths of 
the faith. Not I, but the Lord, viz. in 
ref. Matt. See also Mark x. 12, where the 
woman’s part is brought out. That it oc- 
cupies the principal place here, is perhaps 
because the Christian women at Corinth 
may have been the most ready to make the 
separation: or perhaps, because the woman, 
from her place in the matrimonial union, 
may be more properly said йя) dvSpds 
херсӨўуш than the man dard -yuvamds 
xwpicOsrai. херюб., be separated, 
whether by formal divorce or otherwise ; 
the xaraAAeyf Te below, is like this, an 
absolute passive; undefined whether by her 
own or her husband’s doing. 11.] ddv 
to xaraAAayfrre is parenthetical. It sup- 
poses a case of actual separation, cont 
of course to Christ’s command: if wack 

txt ABCPN m 17 Syr copt th Clem Orig,. 
Chr fend] ma) Thdrt, Thl-mss, [Damase 

rec (for ovros) avros, with 03 -рт] 
txt ABCD! FP[Q]N m latt copt goth Cyr, [lat-d] 

L rel syrr arm С „ере Thdrt : 
.(i7 def) for ovvevd., evdoxe: B. 

have really taken place (каї, veritably : 
see note on 2 Cor. v. 3, and Hartung, 
Partikell. i. 182), the additional sin of a 
new marriage (Matt. v. 32) must not be 
committed, but the breach healed as soon 
as possible. Pa n 
Херісеў. к. . үчү. .] The 
Apostle does not add Wee neldel wap- 

But we cannot hence infer that he was not 
aware of it. The rule, not the exception, 
here was in his mind: and after what 
had been before said on the subject of for- 
nication, the latter would be understood 
as a matter of course. 12—16.] 
Directions for such Christians as were 
already married to Heathens. Such a 
circumstance must not be a ground per 
se of separation,—and why: but if the 
unbelieving party wished to break off the 
union, let it be so. 12.] rots Rot- 
wots, the rest, perhaps in respect of 
their letter of enquiry,—the only ones not 
et dealt with. At all events, the meaning 

is plain, being those who are involved in 
mixed marriages with unbelievers. 
фүФ, оўу & кїр.] I, i.e. I Paul, in my 
к office, under the authority of the 

oly Spirit (see above on ver. 10), not 
the Lord, i.e. not Christ by any direct 
command spoken by Him: it was a ques- 
tion with which Не did яо? deal, in His 
recorded discourses. In the right arrange- 
ment of the words (txt) the stress is not on 
ey, but оп Aéyw: But to the rest I say 
(I, not the Lord). GOuvevdoxe! presup- 
poses Ais own wish to continue united. 
abry, not abi, and otros, not aids, below, 
—see reff. 13.] The change of con- 
struction xal yur} is ... kalobros ..,is 
found frequently with «xal: so Il. a. 78, j 
yàp Stopa: ä xoXeaéper, ds uéya - 
тир | Ape кратбе xal ol sreíQorra: 
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leu ., 070, uy Jadiéra tov dvdpa.  l*'fkyíacras yàp б ári)p ABCDP 
. Xavi. 18. А A^ é e < e KLPRa 
F. n. & 8 тигтос̧ ‘dy т) ar, kal 'syylac Tas 1) түш jj beder 
aana GmuTo; 'év TQ dex "ёте “ара rà téva bd mue 

* * 

reff. ‚ LÁ goi 

жас" éywys 
e СД 

Чы Aj. 519. u ch. v. 10 only. 

+ акабарта éaTw, viv 66 &yiá srw. 
v = Acts x. 16 reff. 

15 ei $ё б *&ттто<$ 

rec (for то» аудра) avrov (corra to conform to avrny above, ver 12), with KLP 
rel вуг Chr, Thdrt [Damasc] Tert, : aur (o! ?) 106: txt ABCDF(Q] m 17 Syr 
copt goth sth arm Cyr, [Éuthal-ms] Jer Ambrst Aug Pel Bede: ауто» adp M, but 
av erased by №! ot 3, 

14. om yap P. 
mss and expr.) 
rec (for adeAgw) ap- (explanat 
has peculiar force here), with D- 
famine 
Ambrst]): txt ABC Р![апа lat] FPN! 17 copt [Cyr-p,] Auge 

p i It reads yuy de ay . . The end of the line being def). and ms]. [om eorw А(арру 

&фифхи here, 
of both parties, the husband and wife, not 
&roAót» (as Matt. v. 81, &c.), which would 
apply only to the husband. In the E. V. 
this identity of terms is unfortunately n 
lec The same word, part from, wou 
well have expressed dere in both cases. 

By tbe Greek as well as Roman cus- 
toms the wife had the power of effecting 
G divorce. At Athens,—when the divorce 
originated with the wife, she was said &xo- 
Aelwew the house of her husband: when 
with the husband, dworeyuwioda:. At 
Rome, the only exception to the wife's 
liberty of effecting a divorce appears to 
have been in the case of a freedwoman 
who had married her patronus. See 
Smith’s Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Antt. artt. 
Divortium, and dwoAehpess 8ixn. Olsh. 
thinks that Paul puts both alternatives, 
because he regarda the Christian party 
as the superior one in the marriage. But, 
as Meyer remarks, this would be incon- 
sistent with the fundamental law of mar- 
riage, Gen. iii. 16, and with the Apostle’s 
own view of it, ch. xi. 3, xiv. 34; Eph. v. 
99, 23; 1 Tim. ii. 11, 12. 14] Grousd 
of the above precept. trylacra:] The 
meaning will best be apprehended by re- 
membering (1) that Aolixess, under the 
Gospel, answers to dedication to God 
under the law; (2) that the jryiasuéroi 
under the Gospel are the body of Chris- 
tian men, dedicated to God, and thus 
become His in a peculiar manner: (3) 
that this being so, things belonging to, 
relatives inseparably connected with, the 
people of God are said to be hallowed by 
their &yiórns: so Theophylact, ойх ёт‹ 
Ayios ylvera: ô "ЕЛАту. ob yàp elwer Sr: 
yós dori: aA’, Hylacras: Tour et, тӯ 
Avid rr ToU тісто) уеуіктта. Chrysos- 
tom well shews the distinction between 

aft yuvar ins ту тісту DF latt Syr Mart-Clem Tert,. (om Ang- 
(eros of 2nd атттоз is supplied in smaller letters by N-corr'.) 

gloss, substituted as more appropriate 
] KLN? rel vul 

masc] Thi (Ec Iren - int. Tert, ] (but add то store vulg Syr Iren-int Tert 

: but ade c 
syrr goth wth arm Chr, Thdrt 

D!F Chr un 

this case and that in ch. vi. 15, that 
being a connexion cara Th» àcéBeiar, —in 
and under the condition of the very state, 
in which the other party is impure: 
whereas this is a connexion according 
to a pure and holy ordinance, by virtue 
of which, although the physical unity in 
Fia cases is the same, * purity соз 
вата the i ity. ЖА P 

480.) in, . his or ber iyers is 
situated in, resta in, the other (see reff.: 
and note, ch. vi. 2). rel бра] us ref., 
but here elliptically: since in case 
(i. e. as understood, the other alternative, 
—the son-hallowing). ёсть, not 
à» eln, nor 3» [ E. V. ], but pres.: because 
the supposed case is assumed, and the ind. 
pres. used of what has place on ite as- 
sumption. Фуа) as frylacra: above: 
holy to the Lord. this fact, Chris- 
tias children being holy, the argument is 
built. This being so,—they being hal- 
lowed, because the children of Christians, — 
it follows that that usion out of which Fund 
sprung, must аг euch have the same hal- 
lowed character; i. e. that the insanctity 
of the one parent is in it overborne by the 
sanctity of the other. The fact of the 
children of Christians, God’s spiritual 
people, being holy, is tacitly assumed as а 
matter of course, from the precedent of 
God’s ancient covenant people. With 
regard to the bearing of this verse on the 
subject of Infant Baptism,—it seems to 
me to have sone, further than this: that 
it establishes the analogy, so far, between 
Christian and Jewish children, as to shew, 
that if the initiatory rite of the old cove- 
nant was administered to the one,—that 
of the new covenant, in so far as it was 
regarded as corresponding to circumcision, 
would probably as a matter of course be 
administered to the other. Those, as 
Meyer, whodeny any such inference, forget, 
as it seems to me, that it is not personal 
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"хер тш, Y хери#о@бш. ой = Sedovhwtas б aðerpòs i «ra 
ij аде 
iudãs о Ges. 16 7 yàp *% oidas, yuvat, “ei tov dvdpa 

з — Gal. i. 6. Eph. iv. 4. 1 Thees. iv. 7. 
b John ix. 25. 2 Kings zil. 22. Eccl. Ш. 31 АВМ compl. (elBe Ed-vat. Ald.) Joel li. 

c Acts xix. 3 (b) reff. 

15. om 4 FPN! Ul m[Scer states that m omits 4] Chr-ms,. 

28. ch. xvi. 16, 18. Acts xxil. 22 reff. 
only ў, 
14. Jonah Ші, 9. 

) & Trois тоойтоі, *ё> Se eipyvy * кёкћакєр т ме 
у neut., Rom. 

1. 33 al. 
masc., ver. 

a 

vuas ACKN! copt 
(sic Treg) [Euthal-ms}] Damasc Thi Pel Sedul Bede: txt BDFLN? rel latt syrr goth 
sth arm Nys, Chr. Thdrt Phot(-c,] Œc Ambrst. (P def.) 

holiness which is here predicated of the 
children, any more than of the unbelieving 
husband or wife, but bolinese of dedication, 
by strict dependence on one dedicated. 
Notwithstanding this ay:érys, the Chris- 
tian child is individually born in sin and a 
child of wrath ; and individually needs the 
washing of regeneration and the renewing 
of the Holy Ghost, just as much as the 
Jewish child needed the typical purifying 
of circumcision, and the sacrificial atone- 
ments of the law. So that in this àyirns 
of the Christian child there is nothing in- 
consistent with the idea, nor with the 
practice, of Infant Baptism. On voy 84, 
see note, ch. у. 11. 16.] But if the 
wish for separation (implied by the pre- 
sent „ for being р, 
see Winer, edn. 6, $ 40. 2. a, and compare 
John x. 32, xiii. 6, 27) proceed from the 
side of the UNBELIEVER (ешр on ё 
Arm rot), let him (or her) depart (be sepa- 
rated off). оў Bebosh.) ойк Exe 
йубукт» ó riıords $ à rioth dv тої ёжіс- 
то тотту, ola айтф êxirera: ёж) T&v 
mioty. ёке ul» yap rarr) трбтф, ҳеріз 
Ady wopvelas, ойк етт» ёж’ GAAhAwy 
rots сиуафббутаз ҳхер:сӨђуа ёутаўба 84, 
à» ui» cvrevüong vd Emoroy мёроѕ те 
ат суғошкеї», бет ph Abeiw TÒ сиуокќ- 
сор. by 80 стас:ё(р xal rhy» Абсол» éxeivos 
хор, ob Se8ovAwras 6 verbs els Tb uh xa- 
pioðñva Photius, in @cumenius. 
rot TovovToig may be taken as masc., in 
the case of such persons,—as above by 
Phot. :—but the y seems harsh; it is better 
therefore to render it, in such cases. 
dv 84 «lp.] Not = els eipfrn [ E. V.], but 
signifying the moral element in which we 
are called to be: see reff. and ver. 22 
below. The meaning is, let the un- 
believer depart, rather than by attempting 
to retain the union, endanger that peace 
of household and peace of spirit, whieh is 
pert of the calling of a Christian.’ 
Observe, (1) that there is no contradiction, 
in this licence of breaking off such a mar- 
riage, to the command of our Lord in 
Matt. v. 82,—because the Apostle ex- 
pressly asserts, ver. 12, that owr Lord's 
words do not apply to such marriages as 
are here contemplated. They were spoken 
to those within the covenant, and as such 
apply immediately to the wedlock of 

Christians (ver. 10), but not to mixed 
marriages De Wette denies this, and 
holds that Paul is speaking only of the 
Christian’s duty in cases where the mar- 
riage is already virtually broken off, and 
by his remarks on Matt. у. 32, seems to 
take ropvela in а wide sense, and to regard 
it as a justifiable cause of divorce because 
it is such a breaking off. This however 
а hardly consistent with ver. 12; for, 
if it were so, there would be a command 
of the Lord regarding this case. At all 
events, we may safely assume that where 
the Apostle is distinctly referring to our 
Lord’s command, and supplying what it 
did not contain, there an be no real in- 
consistency : if such appear to be, it must 
be in our apprehension, not in his words. 
(2) That the question of re-marrying after 
such a separation, is here left open: on 
this, see note on Matt. v. 82. (8) That 
not a word here said can be во strained 
to imply any licence to contract marriages 
with unbelievers. Only those already 
contracted are dealt with: the érepo(vyei» 
dstorois is expressly forbidden, 2 Cor. vi. 
14, and by implication below, ver. 39. 
10.] This verse is generally understood as 
a ground for remaining united, as ver. 13, 
in hope that conversion of the unbelievin 
party may follow. Thus ver. 15 a reardal 
as altogether parenthetical. Bot (1) this 
interpretation is harsh as rds the con- 
text, for ver. 15 is evidently sof paren- 
thetical,—and (2) it is hardly gram- 
matically admissible (see below, for it 
makes el = «i . t knowest thou 
1 d Tao sbalt яо? save с ?” 
yra seems to have proposed the true 

rendering, which was afterwards adopted 
hesitatingly by Estius, and of late decided. 
ly by Meyer, De Wette, and Bisping: viz. 
that the verse is sot a ground for remain- 
ing united, in hope, &c.,—but a d for 
consummating a separation, and not mar- 
ring the Christian’s peace for so uncertain 
a prospect as that of converting the un- 
believing party. т olas el thus preserves 
ite strict sense, What knowest thou (about 
the question) whether . . . .1 and the verse 
coheres with the words immediately pre- 
ceding, Фу eiphry xéxA. nuas 00. I may 
observe, in addition to Meyer and De W.’s 
remarks, that the position of the words 
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TI 4 тте; 1) * Ti * oldas, dvep, "^ ei thy yuvaixa * тсе; 
re 

e = арру here 170 
only. Jee Gal. 
1. 7. 2 Cor. 

i tii, 1 rec. 
constr., ей. 

№. & Rom. IéxxAnolaw тата * батайтторли. 
g — Mark vi. 

41. Luke 
хи. 3. 3 Сог. 
х. 13. Heb. vil. 2. Josh. xiii. 7. h 

zxvi.1 k = ch. xvi. 1 reff. 

18. yur and app F. 
17. peuepicey BN}. [Р def.] 

m hypothet. indic., ver. 27. James v. 13. 

el uù féxdaro ds © éuépioev б кӯр, {кастор dx 
^ kékXnxey б Geos, ойто ! перитатеітю` xai ойто dv Tais 

18 1 TIepererunuévos 

i s ch. lii, 3 reff. plar., Hom. 
1 Luke i. 50. Acts vil.@. Gal. ff. 3 al. L. P., exc. John 

n here only $. Isa. v. 18. 

for 3 Ti, e Ti А. 
rec tra 

Thdrt [Damasc] : беоз (twice) 32-8. 63. 93 got 
короз and dees, with KL rel Syr Chr, 
: o ks and o «s o Os Gand lat]: txt 

A B(sic : see table) СОЁМ m 17 latt Syr copt arm [Euthal-ms Ambrst].—o xs bef 
euepiocey A: о Os epepicer and o xs кеклтке» К. (P def.) 

тайсыз bef ras exxAnoias R 17. 47 vulg [Orig (omg таз) }. 
t-fl. 

[Syr]. 
ins xa: bef exacroy es F 

for 
Siararcoua, 8:8аске (see ch iv. 17) DIF, doceo latt 

18. exAnOy bef 1st тс D!-3F [copt basm] 
), with D3KL rel Chr, Thdrt: txt ABPN а m 17 copt goth 

arm [Euthal-ms], тз xexA. DIF [ Damasc]. 
(conformation to 

farther establishes this rendering. If the 
point of the argument had been the im- 
portance, or the prospect, of saving ( — con- 
verting) the unbelieving party, the ar- 
rangement would probably have been «i 
céc«s roy Ќудра, and el edges Thr 
yvraixa, whereas now the verb holds in 
both clauses а subordinate place, rather 
subjective to the person addressed, than 
the main object in the mind of the writer. 

Those who take ei for el uh, attempt 
to justify it by reff. 2 Kings, Joel, Jonah, 
where the LX X have for the Heb. үт? w, 
тїз older el, to express hope: but (1) in 
every one of those ges the verb stands 
in the emphatic position, and (2) the LXX 
use this very expression to signify un- 
certainty, e.g. ref. Eccles, ris elde(oldey 
ABN: add ró AN?) ятуедра иду той àr- 
Өрбӧтоџ, el àvaBalvei аёт (add eis ABCN) 
бо: The rendering then of the verse 
will be as follows: (Let the unbeliever 
depart: hazard not for an uncertainty 
the peace in which you onght to be 
living as Christians): for what assurance 
hast thou, O wife, whether thou shalt be 
the means of thy husband's conversion t 
Or what assurance bast thou, 0 husband, 
whether thou shalt be the means of thy 
wife's conversion?! * This interpretation 
is the only one compatible with the obvious 
sense of ver. 15, and of the expression (not 
TÍ olbas el uf, but) 71 oldas el сбое; 
and is also in exact harmony with the 
general tenor of the Apostle's argument, 
which is not to urge а union, but to 
tolerate a separation." Stanley; the rest 
of whose note is deeply interesting as to 
the historical influence of the verse as 
commonly misunderstood. 17.] ek py 
takes an exception, by way of caution, 
to the foregoing motive for not remaining 
together (ver. 16). The Christian partner 

th. rec (for xexAvTa: тїз) Tis er 

might carry that motive foo far, and be 
tempted by it to break the connexion os 
his own part ; & course already prohibited 
vv. 12—14). Therefore the Apostle adds, 
ut (q. d. only be careful not to make this 

a ground for yourselves causing the sepa- 
ration) as to each (ёкйтт. às = ds ёкйет., 
reff.) the Lord distributed (his lot), as (i.e. 
ў к\ўте ver. 20) God has called each, 
80 (in that state, without change) let him 
walk (reff.). The el pý has raised con- 
siderable difficulties. (1) some carsives, 
with syr-marg and Sevrn., read el rie 
TS vias. L] kti ana 5 

, join el д} similarly to the ing ; 
el id . . сёсе,—є uh. Bat as De W. 
remarks, this would be, as Matt. xxii. 17, 
$ оё: and then we should have the 
strictly parallel clauses of ver. 16 rendered 
unequal, by an appendage being attached 
to the second, which the first has not: be- 
sides that ver. 17 would be disjoined alto- 
gether. (2) Pott would supply xepí(era, 
—Mosheim, Vater, and Rückert, cóe«s, 
after el nf. But so, to say nothing of the 
irrelevancy of the idea thus introduced, ei 
8% uh, or el $ cal ph (as Meyer), would 
be required. (3) Theodoret, al., join 
robados ccs aba: ing: е 
nowest thou, o., t in so far as t 

Lord has T icned do each?’ But 
thus the evidently parallel members, 
éxdor. ds du. Ó кір., and irder. ёз кфкл. 
ô 0., would be ted, and a ition 
occasioned which, except in the case of 
intended parallelism, would be alien from 
St. Paul's habit of writing. 
‚ +, Star.] тобто elwer, Туа те {хер ка} 
AAo xowevods яродицќтеро: тері ri 
braxohy Stare Theophyl. 
18—24.] Ezamples of the precept just 
given. lra соуђбозѕ Tov wpoxeiudvow 
els Erepa perafalve:, wae: ғоробдетёу тё 

Tes ™ к\т, ш) * ёттттатбв` év ° акроВостіа ^ кёкМмүгай dm- 
= ver. 15 reff, C. 

ABDFK 
LPR ab 
edetg 
hkim 
n o 17. 

47 
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т, py lmepireuyéoÓo. 19 7j Pwepirop) d ойдёр ёст, PPan oniy, 

xai j ° дкроВостіа % ovdey dots, GAA ™ туро euro- Acte vii. 8. 

Aüv t Geo 20 &eacros év TH" joe: ў ̂ exrAHOn, ё тайт Gen, aii i 

pevéro, 21 8o0Xos ^ &, pý со. pedro AAN ei Kai d. 

Sivacat éXeUÜepos yevéoOar, náXXov * xpijcat. ?? ò yàp" d 

12 only. 

18. om 1st » F. 
21. алла Di. 

xardAAnAa. Theodoret. 
First example: CIRCUMCISION. 
18. Ikon] Was any one called in cir- 
eumcision,—i. e. circumcised at the time 
of his conversion. mera By 
a surgical operation; see Theophyl,, 
Wetet.,— Winer, Realwörterbuch, art. Be- 
schneidung.— Jos. Antt. xii. б. 1; 1 Macc. 
i. 15; Celsus de Re Medica, vii. 25 (in 
Wetst.). The practice usually was adopted 
by those who wished to appear like the 
Gentiles, and to cast off their ancient faith 
and habits. Among the Christians a strong 
anti-Judaistic feeling might lead to it. 
жерьтеруќс до) See Gal. v. 2, al. 19.] 
See Gal. v. 6, where our rhpyois ёутолду 
Geot is expressed by síoris B) àydrys 
érepyovuérn ; and Gal. vi. 15, where it is 
given by xau) xriois. Cf. an interesting 
note in Stanley, on the relation of these 
three descriptions. After беоб, supply 0. 

18—20.) 

wdyta ёстіу: see ch. iii. 7. 
Formal repetition of the general precept, 
as again ver. 24. кАдсы is not the 
calling i» life, for it never has that mean- 
ing either in classical or Hellenistic Greek 
(in the example which Wetst. gives from 

ion. Hal. Antt. iv. 20, xAfjaeis is used to 
express the Latin classes, —&s каћобсъу 
"Pepaiot xAfjoes, and во is not a Greek 
word at all); but strictly calling ( vo- 
catio") by God, as in ref. The xAfje:s of 
a circumcised person would be a calling 
in circumcision,—and by this he was to 
abide. dv Tj... dv табтр] See cb. 
vi. 4: emphatic. 21—24.] Second 
example: SLAVERY. Wert thou called 
(converted) [being] а slave, let it not be 
& trouble to thee: but if thou art even 
able to become free, use it (i.e. remain 
in slavery) rather. This rendering, which 
is that of Chrys., Theodoret, Theophyl., 
(Ecum., Phot., Camerar., Estius, Wolf, 
Bengel, Meyer, De Wette, al., is required 
by the usage of the particles, el xal, by 
which, see Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 189, 
the «al, ‘ also,’ or ‘even,’ does not belong 
to the ei, as in xa) el, but is over 
the whole contenta of the concessive clause : 
во Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 802, AU i, el xal 

om from етт» to ест» Р. 
om xa: F ms-of-vulg copt. 

110 18. i. „ 
n viil. 

r z here (Acta iv. 2. v. 18) only *. Wied. vi. 18 al. elli 
s Bir. 2zzv. (xzzii.) 23. t 

3. u = Rom. хі. 29 (reff.). 
zxvii. 17. ver. 31. ch. іх. 13,15. 1 Tim. i. 8. v.23. Prov. х. 36. 

Matt. ху. 3 |. Rev. zii. 17. xiv. 
v eh. ix. 9 reff. w Acts 

20. rovre А. 

Bà ВАфк з, $porveis & брез, olg убо 
ture ry. Plato, Rep. p. 887, al 2° ot» xol 
ph ёстіу Aut, palveras Bà rë ёротиббуті 
тообтеу. Aristoph. Lysistr. 254, хере, 
Apduns, уой Bd3np, al cal rò» дроу ÀA-ycis. 
Thucyd. ii. 64, phre dud 3: ёруўѕ tere... 
al kal éxeA6órres of ёуаутіо: растау, Exep 
elxds Fv ph ё6еАтсбутоу брду braxovey. 
See more examples in Hartung. It is also 
required by the context: for the burden 
of the whole passage is, Let each man 
remain in the state in which he was 
called.’ It is given in the Syr. : which has 
VEN Y * choose for 
thyself that thou mayest serve," or simply, 
* prefer servitude :" not as Meyer from the 
erroneous Latin of Tremelius, “ elige tibi 

tius quam ut servias” (I am indebted 
for this correction of some of my earlier 
editions to the kindness of the Rev. Henry 
Craik, of Bristol). The other interpreta- 
tion,—mentioned by Chrys., and given by 
Erasm., Luther (Stanley is mistaken in 
quoting him as favourable to the other 
Ear his words are, Biſt bu 
ein Knecht berufen, forge der nicht: body, 
kannſt du frei werden, ſo brauche deß viel 
lieber), Beza, Calvin, Grot., and almost 
all the moderna, understands тӯ ёл едер 
after xpiiom: ‘but if thou art able to 
become free, take advantage of it rather,’ 
The objections to this are, (1) the position 
of xal, which in this case must have been 
after Sévacai,—el Bóraca: xal dActepos 
yerdo@a:, or have been absent altogether. 
(2) The clause would hardly have begun 
with АЛАА el, but with ef 84—50 the alter- 
native suppositiohs in vv. 9, 11, 15, 28, 86. 
The ard brings out a strong opposition to 
the peAdrw, and implies a climax which 
would ill suit a merely parenthetic clause, 
but must convey the point of the sentence. 
(8) The absence of a demonstrative pro- 
noun after хрӯса, by which we are thrown 
back, not on the secondary subject of the 
sentence, éAevÓepía, but on the primary, 
Sovrelg. (4) Its utter inconsistency with 
the general context. The Apostle would 
thus be giving two examples of the pre- 
cept фкастоз d» $ dH d» тобтф pe- 
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NN Єр xupip “xrAnbeis Sovdos * алећебдерос æupiou дет 
iz Me opoiws ó e, e "xXsgÜcis d ётт» уүриттой. 
ею. (роте, BI runs !yyopáobnre py ive, Sovdos ávÜperrew. 

only (?). see 
Lale xviii. 27. Jobm viii. 38. 

22. rec aft opows ins ко: (as being asual oft ouows: so also 8e ки), with KL rel 
syr-w-ast copt sth arm Chr, 

bef eariy FN! с copt. 

masc Thi (Ec 
om ABPN 17 vulg Syr goth Chr-ms, Thdrt Ambr, Ambrst Pel Bede. 

Orig-int, Ambr, : õe ка DF 1 m(Treg) : 

xpurTov 

24. aBeAdqo: bef e» w «xA303. D(-Oyre DI) F Ambrst: om a$eAQo: a! 39. 120 (Chr.) 
Thdrt,. 

ere, one of which would convey a re- 
commendation ef the con course. 
See this followed out in Chrysostom. (5) 
Its entire contradiction to ver. 22: see 
below. (6) It would be quite inconsis- 
tent with the teaching of the Apostle, 
—that in Christ (Gal. iii. 28) freeman and 
&lave are all one,—and with his remarks 
on the urgency and shortness of the time 
in this chapter (ver. 29 ff.), —to turn out 
of his way to give а precept merely of 
worldly wisdom, that a slave should be- 
come free if he could. (7) The import of 
xpdopa: in such a connexion, which suits 
better the remaining in, enduring, labour- 
ing under, giving one's self up to, an 
already-existing state, than the adopting 
or taking advantage of a sew one; cf. 
such expressions as Tow 0T uópe éxpf- 
ато $ vais, Herod. i. 117: cuppopq, 
curruxia, ebruxle, xpncba, often in He- 
rod, : драб хрїоба and the like. The 
instance quoted by Bloomfield for * become 
free, ixùv yàp evdels ovl xD (буф, 
sch. Agam. 953, tells just the other 
way. There урта: is used not of entering, 
but of submitting to, the yoke of slavery, 
as here. 22.| Ground of the above 

cept. For the slave who was called 
in the Lord (not, as E. V. and De Wette, 
* He who is called in the Lord, being a 
slave,’ which would be oñes «AnGels, 
see above, 8ovAos éxAhêns : dv «vple, 
as the element tn which what is about to 
be stated takes place) is the Lord’s freed- 
man (“ dweAedGepos with genit. is not here 
in the ordinary sense of * libertus alicujus,’ 
‘any one's manumitted alave: for the 
Jormer master was sin or the devil, see on 
ch. vi. 20;—but only a freedman belong- 
ing to Christ, viz. freed by Christ from 
the service of another. This the reader 
would understand as а matter of course." 
Meyer): similarly he that was called 
being free (not here, xcAndels ёЛейбероз, 
see above) is the slave of Christ. Christ's 
Service is perfect freedom, and the Chris- 
tian's freedom is the service of Christ. 

rec ins re bef de, with A e К (Ec: om BDFELPN rel Thdrt, Damasc ТЫ. 

But here the Apostle takes, in each case, 
one member of this double antithesis from 
the oufer world, one from the spiritual. 
The (actual) slave is (spiritually) free: the 
(actually) free is a (spiritual) slave. So 
that the two are so mingled, in the Lord, 
that the slave need hot trouble himself 
about his slavery, nor seek for this. world’s 
freedom, seeing ho has a more glorious 
freedom in Christ, and seeing also that his 
brethren who seem to be free in this world 
are in fact Christ's servants, as he is a 
servant. It will be plain that the reason 
given in this verse is quite inconsistent 
with the prevalent modern rendering of 
ver. 21. 93.] Following out of Jod 
ёстіу xpioroU, by reminding them of the 
PRICE PAID w Christ PURCHASED 
them for His (ch. vi. 20): and precept 
thereupon, BECOME NOT SLAVES OF MEN: 
i. e. ‘do not allow your relations to human 
society, whether of freédom or slavery, to 
bring you into bondage so as to cause you 
anxiety to change the one ог increase the 
other. Chrys, al, think the precept 
directed against dp0arApodovrcla, and ge- 
neral regard to men's opinion. Bat it is 
better to restrict it (however it may legiti- 
mately be applied-generally) to the case in 
hand: Hammond, Knatchbull, Michaelis, 
al, understand it as addressed to the free, 
and meaning that they ate not to. geld 
themselves into slavery : but this is evi- 
dently wrong: as may be seen by the 
change to tbe second person plur. as ad- 
dressing ай his readers: besides that а 
new example would havé been marked as 
in vv. 18, 21. See Stanley's note. 

ABD 
KLPra 
bedef 
ghkl 
mno 
12. 47 

$4] The rue is again repeated, but with - 
the addition беф, reminding them 
of the relations of Christ's freedman 
and Christ's slave, and of the price paid, 
just mentioned? — of that relation to 
God in which they stood by méans of 
their Christian calling. “The «suai ren- 
dering, Deo inspectante (Grot.), i. e. * per- 
petuo memores, vos ih ejus conspectu ver- 
sari’ (Beza), does not so well suit thd local 
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% Пері deè тфу Hite uct t ётитаүй» коріои ойк xo, b Panl, here 
де урт 56 ° беши ex fr9Xenuévoc inro xvpiov C ros $5 бас. 
elvai. 28 yopite об» тодто * кад» 'imápxew dia ‚т 1. 5 

x ёрєст@та» ! dvaynny, бт. h калд» agp x тд m o Bom. avi, м 
elvai, 21 "Sé5ecas yuvaral, pù ° Сте, Ӯ Муси" S Аиса 

C pasi., Row. д, 90,9: тШ, = ch. iv. hx i Acta 
il. $reff. ' x Rom. ul. A. ch. M. . Gal. 1. 4. Ted i "Эта, 67 9 

1= Luke x 3 only. Масе. ай, 8. (юе note.) oo 

a ane 1 Pet. lii. 11. 1 Macc. it 30, 

PT 

s “vill. 10. 

bug ds 
nm "mr 

р here only. 1 Boel, vil. 20 (vii. D. ты: 
vill. 8 q = Acta xxii. W. Po. ealx. 7. 

26. aft or: кало» ins етту D'F [latt syrr]. 

word erer. Meyer. 25—38.] 44- 
vice (with some digressions connected with 
the subject) concerning the MARRIAGE ОР 
VIRGINS. 25. is not, as 
Thecdor-mops., Bengel, Olsh., al., amar- 
ried persons of boih sezes, a ‘meaning 
which, though apparently found in Rev. 
xiv. 4 (see note there), is perfectly un- 
necessary here, and appears to have been 
introduced from a mistaken view of vv. 
26—28. The emphasis is on èrıTayhy 
—command of the Lord have I none, i. e. 
no expressed precept: so that, us before, 
there is no шага с comparison between 
6 xépios and d. 4rwrTós elvat) to 
be faithful, as in ref.,—as a steward and 
dispenser of the hidden things of God, 
ind. among them, of such directions as 
you cannot make for yourselves, but, re- 
uire one so entrusted pclae үнүнө you. 

is sense, which has occa he esti- 
mate given of himself in this very Epistle, 
is better than the more general ones of 
trus (Billroth, Rückert) or believing (Olsh., 
Meyer, De Wette). 26.) The ques- 
tion of the marriage of virgins is опе 
involving the expedieney of . 
marringe in general: this he deals with 
now, ou grounds connected with qm then 
ressing necessity. оўу, then, fol- 
ows on yx. 818и, and introduces 
the yrdun. Tovro indicates what is 
coming, viz. rb обтоз elvai. caddy, 
see note on ver. 1: the best way. 
Thy deri. áréyx.] the instant noces- 
sity: viz. that prophesied by the Lord, 
Matt. xxiv. 8, 21, ke which shal] precede 
His coming : see ospecially ver. 19 there : 
not, the cares of marriage, ав Theophyl., 
did tas dv abrQ Susxodlas, к. тй тоё 
yduov óxAnpá: nor persecutions, as Pho- 
tius in (Ecuimn., al., which are only a part 
of the apprehended troubles. ese the 
Apostle regards as instant, already begun : 
for this is the meaning of érveorécar, not 
imminent, shortly to come: seo reff. and 
Jos. Апі. xvi, б. 2, ту vos rev 'lov- 
Salar eb xdpio ro ebpdOn, ob буо» d» тё 
ёуєстёті kupë, ФАА xal d» тф xpo- 
yeyernudry,—where all time future is 

VoL. II. 

om то F Meth,. 

evidently excluded. See note on 2 Thess. 
ii. 2, where this distinction is very im- 

t. Sr кал. ёу6......) Do 
ette takes бт: ав because, understanding 

тобто above = Tb wapOdévow elvas, ‘ that 
this (virginity) is best on account of the 
instant necessity, it is (generally) 
best for a man so to be (i. e. unmarried).' 
But this seems constrained, and tauto- 
logical, and the only rescue of it from the 
charge of tantology i is found in the word 
* generally,' which is not in the text. Far 
better, with Meyer and most interpreters, 
to view the sentence as an anacolutbon, 
begun with one construction, тобто кайф» 
бхірхе», and finished, without regard to 
this, when on account ‘of the intervoning 
words it became necessary to restate the 
xaAór, with another construction, 8r, &c. 
Thus we shall bave it, literally rendered: 
I think then this to be the best way on 
account of the instant necessity, that it is 
the best way for a man thus to be. 
dvOpery, not аз in ver. 1 (which in its ont. 
ward form will not bear the wider mean- 
ing), but here y general, includ- 
ing those treated of, young females, 

= és кёуб as ver. 8? or perhaps 
és éorly, which seems better on account 
of the following context, ver. 27. This, in 
the case of the u arried, would amount 
to the other: and tbe case of virgin is 
now that especially under consideration. 

27.) +d обтыз elvai restated and 
illustrated: neither the married nor the 
unmarried are to seek for a change. The 
general recommendation here is referable 
alike to all cases of marriage, and does not 
touch on the prohibition of ver. 10,—only 

ing from а тич of change, in 
consideration of the ivecteca dvéynn. 
It seems better to take the verse thus, 
than with Meyer and De Wette, to regard 
it as inserted to guard against ‘misunder- 
standing of the preceding yréuy of the 
Apostle. AAvoa does not imply 
previous marriage, but as Phot., obx} apds 
Tobs суоуафбёутаѕ, elra BiaAvécrras, а 55а 
GAN’ атА@з wpòs robs uh curveAOÓvras 
Saws eis vydpov xowerlay, GAAA AcAus 

M x 
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1 d суџрацкб, ил ° Yrer yvvatka. B ёй» ёё кай yaunons, ABDFK 
1 Tia n, ойу "inapres, ка} day ' ynun [4] ° тардєроѕ, ovy. fjuaprev edets 
Mony. 6 MAN 8 Ti) * тарк *E€ovcw " of TotoÜTot, ёуф 0ё ишди now. 
only. of the 

33 al. 
H Mace. ziv. 

bis саш) 
9 е 

Rev. ii. 10. Sir. li. 3. 
w = ch. xv. 60. see 

t dat., 3 Cor. xi 
eh, I. 12. 

хаті. 45. Нер. х. 13. (Eph. vi. 10тей.) 

28. rec for yaunons, muns (to conform 
: DF: Thdrt [ Damasen. l.] i AaBys *yvvaixa 

om J BF: ins ADKLPN 

Рет] F[-g*]. 
elz ins от: bef o каро (supplement 

var readg), with DF d e h 1 (syrr) copt 

oraApevor(sic) N. 

i. 7. u ver. 18. 
x = here (Acts v. 6) only +. Sir. iv. 31. see Tobit xil. 13. 

man, Matt. Y фе дораи. 99 rob é " фти, ade hoi, б KC * ouv- 
extadpévos dativ TÒ Y Moró, iva kal оќ ёуоутєѕ *yvvaikae 

v Rom. xi. 21 reff. 
y — Matt. 

to the folig), with KL rel Orig[-c,] Chr 
acceperis usorem latt [ Tert, Ambrst | ү е. 

Tert, : txt A(-c») В[Р]М m 17 Bas 1079.61 Damasc. 
g-c 

for nun, yaun DIF. 
ius ev bef тт capac eth, Ваау]. 

ary: see ch. xv. 50, where there is no 

Meth’ pua (Chr) Thart (tert, Ame ABKLPX rel vulg [s Eus, Meth r rt [ Tert, Ambrst]. 
g [spec] rec ла Asp bef (Ст, with DKL rel Thdrt | Damasc] Thi: 

Orig(-int,] Tert, : om 
qu 

eri: Хото» r F 672 latt (Clem) Orig - int, ] Tert, Jer, [Ambrst Aug. pe]: txt 
AB D.. a(om то D!) PM a! m 17 (Syr ?) вуг copt arm Eus-ms, Bas, [ Futhal- ms]. 
great var in the punctn :—[elz] has ev». то A. c, with L &c syrr copt (basm arm mg вутт cop 
Damasc] Thdrt ; [Steph] awrecr.: то Aorroy етт wal, with] DF 672-8. 71 latt lat- 
(Aug: то Ao twice. he; соғест. emi то Хот. BY: сууєст. єстіу то Aoiwov'm. (The 
varr have appy arisen 

pévous Üvras Tov тоюбтоо secpov,—and 
Estius, “ intelligit liberom a eonjugio, sive 
uxorem aliquando babuerit, sive non.” 

28.] Not sin, but outward trouble, 
will be incurred by contracting marriage, 
whether in the case of the unmarried man 
or of the virgin; and it is fo spare them 
this, that he gives his advice. But ifaleo 
(xal, of the other alternative : see ver. 21) 
thou shalt have married, thou didst not 
віп (viz. when thou marriedst) ; and if a 
virgin (if the art. is to stand, it is generic) 
shall have married, she sinned not; but 
such persons (viz. of -yfuarres) shall 
have tribulation in the flesh (it is doubt- 
ful, аз Meyer remarks, whether the dative 
belongs to the substantive, — trouble for 
the flesh, —or to the verb, —sAal] have in 
the flesh trouble): but Y (emphatic—my 
motive is) am s you (endeavouring 
to spare you this GA T. cp, by ad- 
vising you to keep single). 29—31.] 
He enforces the foregoing advice by so- 
lemnly reminding them of the shortness 
of the time, and the consequent duty of 
sitting loose to all worldly ties and em- 
fort. 29.] тобто Bé gnu... 
q. d. * What I just now said, of marryin 
being no six, might dispose you to loo 
on the whole matter as indifferent: my 
motive, the sparing you outward afflic- 
tion, may be underrated in the importance 
of its bearing: but I will add this solemn 
consideration." Kato. cuverr. ёст. 
Tb Noire] The time that remains is 
short: lit., * the time is shortened hence- 
forth: —i.e. the interval between now and 
the coming of the Lord has arrived at an 

om a desire to fiz the connexion оў то Aorror more definitely.) 

extremely contracted period. These words 
have been variously misunderstood. (1) é 
wapés has been by some (Calvin, Estius, 
al.) interpreted ‘tke space of man’s life 
on earth ? which, however true it may be, 
and however legitimate this application 
of the Apostle’s words, шш was not 
in his mind, nor is it consistent with Ais 
usage of 6 xaipés: see Rom. xiii. 11; Eph. v. 
16,—or with that in the great prophecy of 
our Lord which is the key to this chapter, 
Luke xxi. 8; Mark xiii. 83. (2) sure- 
eTaAuéros has been understood as mean- 
ing calamitosus (so Rosenm., Rückert, 
Olshausen, al.). But it never has this sig- 
nification. In such passages as 1 Macc. iii. 
6, v. 8; 2 Macc. vi. 12, res.. . py 
ug NSH 8:4 Tas сърфоріѕ: 8 Macc. 
v. 33, тў ёрбсе: ... ore rdàn,—it has 
the meaning of Aumbling, ressing, 
which would be obviously inapplicable to 
rapós. The proper meaning of cveréA- 
Acc hai, to be contracted, is found in Diod, 
Sic. 1. 41, 8:5 ка} roy Ne eùàdyws 
xarà Tb» xeudrva puxpdy elvai kal o- 
NU. It is, as Schrader well ren- 
ders it, in Kürzem (йг die alte Welt sus 
fammen.’ оостелАєсва: and титтоА\% аге 
the regular grammatical words used of the 
shortening of а syllable in prosody. (8) 
Tb Aorrór has been by some (Tertull. ad 
Uxorem i. 5 (vol. i. p. 1283), Jer. de perp. 
virg. B. V. M. adv. Helv. 20 (vol. ii. p. 
227), on Ezek. vii. 18 (lib. ii., vol. v. p. 
69), on Eccl. iii. (vol. iii. p. 410),— 
Vulg. Erasm., Luther, Calvin, Estius; 
also E. V. and Lachm.) joined to what 
follows ; it remains that both they,’ &c. 
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28—32. IPOS КОРГМӨТОТУ А, 581 
e 7 a 

dx un Exovres Wow, 9 kal oi kXatovres @с py kXaloyres, =h mw 
xal of xaípovres Ф шл) xaipovres, Kai oi *áryopatovres а= 3 Сое. A. 

10. Josh. 
[4 \ а , 31 P * b ГА * 7 i. M. 
ws m KATEXNOVTES, Kat ol xP O TOV xoc pov, b та. at n4 

е м е 2 . d A ` ` е ^ ^ i1 N 
05 gu Ka TOY paoAevoL тара'ув yap TO * суна TOU a Ma Ен... 

KocHOU TOUTOV. 
only. w. acc., 3 Mace. v. 22. 

om wo F arm. 
80. for xAaovres (twice), кАебо>тез F. 
81. rec (for то» xomuor) Tœ коре Tours (gramml corra, and ги 

39 He 82 v uãs 'ápnepiavovs elvas. 
. Jer. 38 

d intrans., Matt. iz. 9 (and always, ехе. 1 John iis, 17). Ps. 
exhi. 4. e Phil. ii. 8 oniy. Іза. iii. 17 only. 1 i 

ech. ix. 18 
only t. 

Matt. xzviil. 14 only t. W 

lementary addn), 
with D*-3KLPN? rel (vulg[ F-lat spec] syrr) ( Eus, Ephr Chr, Euthal-ms Sevrn-c 
Thdrt Th] [Damase (Orig-int, Tert, Cypr, Ambrst) po Kos por rouror Dad 
lat] F(-gr]: To(si me PCE, ra e 

92. om 8e 

But thus (a) the sense of fra will not be 
satisfied—see below: (B) the usage of 75 
Aonrór is against it, which would require 
it to stand alone, and the sense not to be 
carried on as it is in ес at,’ +d Ло- 
бу, Tva . . . tes reff. and Phil. iii. 1, 
iv. 8; (1 Thess. iv. 1;) 2 Thess. iii. 1. 
(y) The continuity of the passage would 
be very harshly broken: whereas by the 
other rendering all naturally. 
We have exactly parallel usages of rò 
Aorrór in reff. Wa nal. . .] The 
end for which the time has been (by God) 
thus gathered up into a short compass: 
in order that both they, &c.: i.e. in 
order that Christians, those who wait for 
and shall inherit the coming kingdom, 
may keep.themselves loosed in heart from 
worldly relationships and employments: 
that, as Meyer, “the married may not 
fetter his interests to his wedlock, nor the 
mourner to his misfortunes, nor the joyous 
to his prosperity, nor the man of com- 
merce to his gain, nor the user of the 
world to his use of the world.” This 
is the only legitimate meaning of fra with 
the subj. renderings which make 
it = ёте, ‘tempus .... futurum eum ei 
qui uxores habent parces futuri sint non 
habentibus,’ Grot. or ‘nbi’ (local), are 
inadmissible. We may notice that ac- 
cording to this only right view of Iva, the 
clauses following are not precepts of the 
Apostle, but the objects as regards из, 
of the divine counsel in shortening the 
time. 80. és pd xardyovres] as not 
POSSESSING (their gains). So in the line 
of Lucretius (iii. 984), * Vitaque mancupio 
nulli datur, omnibus usu." 81. x 
рео кетехрёреуоь) The ward, as 
in xaréyorres, appears here to imply that 
intense and у use which turns the 
legitimate use into а fault. This meaning 
is better than abuse, which is allowable 
philologically, and is adopted by Theo- 
doret, Theophyl., Œc., Lather, Olsh., al., 

cone Tovro» 17 
; xponuero: 121 latt [Cypr, Ambrst] (not Tert,). 

fans o 61 fuld D-lat [spec] Meth, 

: txt ABN! coptt. for катахр., 

brst]: уар 88 Clem. 
bnt шон, the parallel. I would render 
them, and they who use the world, as 
not using it in full. So, or merely ‘as 
not using it,’ regarding катохр. = xp. 
Vulg., Calv., Grot., Estius, al., and Meyer 
and De Wette. хрйсби with an acc. 
is found only here: never in classical 
Greek, and very rarely in Hellenistic. 
Almost the only undoubted instance (in 
ref. Wisd., A reads ernedpero:, and is 
supported by N35, In Xen. Ages. xii. 
11, we have тд peyardppov . . . фурїто, 
but most edd. read те peyaddppor:) seems 
to be in a Cretan inscription, kh, 
Corp. Inscr. ii. 400, ка) rà GAAG várra xph- 
pera, dy 84 тё 08g ras Eextxads Bolvas. See 
Bornemann, note on Acts xxvii. 17, where 
Bondeſa? is a var. read. in some mss. 
wapdye yap ....} gives a reason for ô 
кешр. Tures Ta. dor. Td Aoir., the clauses 
which have intervened being subordinate 
to those words: see above. Emphasis on 

ya: for the fashion (present ex- 
ternal form, cf. Herodian i. 9, drip o- 
sópov o¢ exa, and other examples 
in Wetst.) of this world is passing away 
(is in the act of being changed, as a passing 
scene in a play: cf. ye ттёроуаз, 
Eur. Ion, 168) This shews that the time 
ie short :—the form of this world is already 
beginning to pass away. Grot., al., ac- 
cording to the mistaken view of ver. 20, 
—'non manebunt, que nune sunt, res 
tranquille, sed mutabuntur in turbidas. 
Theophyl. and many Commentators uu- 
derstand the saying of worldly affairs in 
general—typis Speds ele: TÀ тоў парбутоз 
négpov, ко) éwiwóAaia :—bot this is in- 
consistent, with the right interpretation of 
тег. 29: see there. Stanley compares a 
5 2 Esdr. xvi. 40—44, 
probably from this passage. 
33—34.) Application of what has been 
just said to the question of marriage. 

32. 60. N. . .] But (i.e. since 
this is so—sinee the time is so short, and 

Мы? 
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f ver, 8. 
constr., eh 

IIPOZ KOPINGIOTY, A. 

6 Sdyapos перший ‘тй той киріоо, was * dp TQ ABDFK 

VII. 

i25. кирә" 38 о де yaunoas E pů 174 ToU кбтдоу, TTG cde ig 
Phil. И. 20. é ҺЕ! 
iv. 6 only. ка а).  ápéag тӯ "yuvawl. 34 кай ! pepépiorat xal sj үш) кай ij n 

ў E dyapos h pepiysva ! Tà той Kupiov, tva yj 
1 Rom. ii. 14 

reff. 
к Rom. viii. 8 

m zrapÜévos. 
^ e^ , [4 

165 ch. l. 1 буѓа каї TQ % обрат: kal TO "трейдат ў 66 ° yaunoaca 
reff. 

m vv. 85, 28. 

88. rec (for арест vv 32-3-4) 
Meth, [Euthal-ms] Epiph, Cyr,[ver 33) Ephr Thdrt Damasc Thl 
17 Eus, [Ме (and ma,) Bas, (but mes vary) : 

-gr] KL 47(Treg) rel — spec] 
Ambr, Ambrst mss-in-Jer]: ins AB D! 

lat] syrr copt [basm wth arm] Eus, Meth, Bas, 
rec om 2nd xa, with D! demid(and fuld) copt (basm 

84. rec om Ist ка, with О (апа lat] 
Thdrt, ( Damasc, Tert, 
vulg 
Pel Jer, Aug Fulg Primas Bede. 

n1 Thess. v. 23. seach. т. 3 reff. o of the woman, see ver. 28 reff. 

есе with KLP 17(ver 83) rel Clem [ver 33] Orig 
(Ec: txt ABDFN 

for коро, беш F vulg Orig Сур. 
т 

gr] PR 6. 17. 31. 71-4 
Cyr[-p, Ephr, Euthal-ms] 

arm spec] Tert, [Ambri Ambrst t ub] ay Aug: ins AB Di(and lat] F[-gr] КЪРК 6. 
31. 71-3 rel vulg [am hari tol F-lat eth 
Damasc.—pep. Be 80, дед. бе kac Syr. 
after rapôevos) AF3N 17 ( Bus-ed 

Treg)[-gr 

and bef жуеџи.), with DFKL rel (Orig,) 

that, in order that we Christians may sit 
loose to the world) I wish you to be with- 
out worldly cares (undistracted). ‘Then 
he expluins how this touches on the sub- 
ject. wes —how he may 
please: тё: &péceu.—'how he shall please.’ 
The variety being not in ov a various 
reading, but only an itacisw, I retain the 
form found in the most ancient Mss. 

34.] See var. readd.: I treat here 
only of the lert. Divided also is the 
(married) woman and the virgin (i.e. 
divided in interest (i. e. in cares and pur- 
suits) from one another: eb 1% abrhy 
xove: pporrlBa, &AAà pepepiondras elol 
Tais owovdais, Theophyl: mot merely, 
different from one another, as E. V., 

irys., Luth., Grot., al. Divisa est mulier 
et virgo D-lat G-lat Tert). It may be 
well to remark as to the reading, on 
which see Digest,—that Jerome testifles 
to this having been the reading of the 
old Latin copies, amd himself sometimes 
quotes the рамаро in this form; but, 
when speaking of it critically, he states 
that it із not in the “apostolica veritas,” 
і, e., it would seem, the Greek as under- 
stood by him. Nene Пий breviter 
admoneo in Latinis codicibus hunc locum 
ita legi : * Divisa est virgo et mulier; guod 
quamquam Аађепі suum sensum, et а me 
quoque pro qualitate loci sio edissertum 
sit, (amen, non est apostolice veritatis. 
Siquidem Apostolus ita scripsit, ut supra 
transtulimus: * Sollicitus est que sunt 
mundi, quomodo placeat uxori, et divisus 
est. Et hao sententia definita tranagre- 
ditur ad virgines et continentes et ait: 

.' Mulier innupta et virgo cogitat quis sunt 

вуг Eus, Meth, Bas, Chr, [ Éutbal-ms] Thdrt, 
aft з) yury ins 9 eyapos (retaining it also 

uthal-ms Aug,]; so (but omg the 2nd) BP 6. 81. 
71-8 vulg [sopa] Eus, [Ambr;] Pel Jer,. 

] P m 17 vulg-ed(with some mss, but 
arm Did,[-int, Epiph, Ps- JAth, Orig[ -int, Ath-int, Pel] Tert. 

eth, Did, [ 

om ка: (bef rw берат) A D(sic, 
t am demid [fold harl?]) Syr copt 

rec om te (bef сер. 
|] Thdrt, ТЫ: ins ABPR a 

Domini ut sit sancta corpore et spirita.’ 
Non omnia innupta, et virgo est. 
autem virgo utique et innupta est. Quam. 
quam ob elegantiam dictionis potuerit id 
speum altero verbo repetere, * mulier in- 
nupta et virgo :' vel certe definire voluisse 
quid esset innupta, id est virgo: ne mere- 
trices putemus innuptas, gulli certo mairi- 
menio copulaias” (Jer. contra Jovin. i. 
18, vol ii. p. 260). The sing. verb seems 
to be used, as standing first in this sen- 
tence, and because 7 yur) к. ў тарб. em- 
braces tbe female sex as one idea : so e. g. 
Plato, Lys. p. 207, er ge ô warhp xal $ 
ure: Herod. у. 21, eIrero yàp 84 сф: к. 
zxtiua ra x. Вербжоутеѕ ко) q тата woAAd 
тораскехћ : q. d. There loves thee father 
and mother, there followed them,’ &. 
Sce more examples in Kühner, ЇЇ. p. 68 
($ 438, exception 1) : — Reiche thinks that 
one and the same woman is intended at 
different periods: but 4 8% anheaca is 
against this: it would be уаибсаса д4 
(Meyer). The judgment of marriage 
here pronounced by the Apostle must be 
taken, as the rest of the chapter, with ite 
accompanying conditions. He is speaki 
of a pressing and quickly shortening peri 
which he regards as yet remaining before 
that day and hour of which neither he, nor 
any man, knew. He wishes his Corinthians, 
daring that short time, to be as far as 
sible fotally undistracted. He mentions 
as an objection to marriage, that which is 
an undoubted fact of human experience: 
—which is necessarily bound up with that 
relation: and without which the duties of 
the relation could not be fulfilled. Since 
he wrote, the unfolding of God's providence 

m 
o 17. 
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Hep i Tà тод Koo pov, Ts * apéon rà avdpl. 35 roro p- çh. «s. 
6é Parpos TO Шр» айтф» 4 oduspopov \еүш, ovy wa Jit. a 
"Bpoxoy рё *émugáNo, adrAa P Tpos тд ebe xNẽ кай pa u. з 

u „ тф корю " йлгерколтйтто$. 
" åo ynpoveiv хёт) T)v ? maphévov айтойў * хош е, ёду j 
* йттёракно$, kai обтозс > дфейхеь ie,, Ò GRe тоіто" ` Mark АТ, 

u bere only +. (rade, ch. iz. 13.) t Acts xiii. 60 reff. 

36 ej 9 те 5, 

кх. 36. 
v here only t. Polyb. Н. 

20. 11 al. (- ros, Wied. xvi. 11. wepurmagóei, Luke х. 0. Sir. сша) w ch. xiii. б 
only. Deut, xzv. 3. Esek. xvi.8. (-e, ch. xii. 23. -росиру, Ro 

y = Eur. Iph. in Aul. 714, et à ы oh sees wap@dvor ; 24 1 J. James v. 14. 
Soph. Et, Tyr. 1442, Taty &ÜAcaiv olxrpair тє 

ü.M. v. 3. 
а here only т. ese Sir. Ш. 9. 

x Mark xv. 

wapSivow à, dpaty. natr., Acts 
SERT ES 18. ix. 10. Heb. 

om та TOV KOFHOV teh Bee Coy T 
rec сорферор, with DIPKL UN ) 100 rel Me © 

Eathal-ms Damase, | Thdrt,: txt ABD!N! 17 Hesych. rec ger with 
rel Chr, (Ec: wpose3por L: B. Chan [evwpos8exror Tischdf, ed 8] 5. 6: txt 
ABDFPN m 17 Clem, Ens, Bas 

36. arxnuove: (for LEA J. 
ins bef е. т. ж. av. D! [latt 
F a Meth,. 

bas taught us more of the interval before 
the coming of the Lord than it was given 
even to an inspired Apostletosce. And as 
ү, ке be perfectly reasonable and proper 

rge on an apparently dying man the 
duy of abstaining from contracting new 
worldly obligations, — but beth unreason- 
able and improper, should the same person 
recover Las health, to insist on this absti- 
nence a : so Dow, when God has 
manifested His will that nations should 
rise up and live and decay, and long cen- 
turies elapse before the day of the coming 
of Christ, it would be manifestly unreason- 
able to urge,—except in so far as every 
man's ga is сууесталиќроѕ, and similar 
arguments are а ble,—the considera- 
tions here enfo Meanwhile they stend 
here on the sacred page as a lessen to us 
how to regard, though in cirenmstances 
somewhat changed, our worldly relations; 
and to teach us, as the coming of the Lord 
may be as near now, as the Apostle then 
believed it to be, to act at least in the 
spirit of his advice, and be, as far as God’s 
manifest will that we should enter inte 
the relations and affairs of life allows, 
åuépiuron The duty of ver. 86 fin. is in- 
cambent on all Christians, at all periods. 

35.) Caution against mistaking what 
has been said for an imperative order, 
whereas it was only a suggestion for their 
best interest. тоёто vv. 32—34. 
ж#рдз Td ёр. abr. o.] For your own 
(emph.) profit, —i. e. not for my own pur- 

not to exercise my apostolic au- 
thority: not that I may cast a snare 
(lit. ‘a noose; the metaphor is from 
throwing the noose in hunting, or in war; 
so Herod. vii. 85, 4 8è i dix Tobrewy 
Té» йуёрд» de, dxedy cupploywos тої: 

Syr) basm arm]. 
om rohe F[-gr]: 
A. yareado: 

woAeplo:s, ВаЛЛоот: ras серӣ ёт Expy 
Bpóxovs Éxoveas, Srev Ў А» roxy here 
Trrov vre ёуӨрбтоо, ёт’ dwtrdy Аке: of 
8$ dv ёркес: dp raAacaónerot 3:афбе(роутсц. 
See other examples in Wetst. ) over you (i.e. 
entangle and encumber you with difficult 

ts), but with a view to seemliness 
8 Rom. xiii. 18) and wai upon the 
Lord without distraction. De W. re- 
marks, that трдз rò rapedpebeiw Tg к. тер. 
would be theeasier construction. Stanley 
draws out the parallel to the story in ref. 
Luke. 36—38.] For seemliness sake: 
avd consequently, if there be danger, by a 
father withholding his consent to his 
daughter’s murriage, of treat- 
ment of her, let an exception be made in 
that case: but otherwise, if there be no 
such danger, it is better not to give her in 
marriage. But (introduces an inconsis- 
tency with eÜeywuov) if any one (any 
Jather) thinks that he is behaving un 
seemly towards his virgin daughter (viz. 
in setting before her а temptation to sin 
with her lover, or at least, bringing on her 
the imputation of it, by withholding his 
consent to her marriage. Or the reference 
may be to the supposed disgrace of мш 
an unmarried daughter in im his house), if 
she be of full age (for before that the 
imputation and the danger consequent on 
preventing the marriage would not be such 
as to bring in the doxnpoctrn. The 
àxuh ol aona is defined by Plato, Rep. v. 
p. 460, to be twenty years, that of man 
thirty. See Stanley’s note [and ref. Sir.), 
and thus it must be (i.e. and there is no 
help for it,—they are bent on it beyond the 
power of dissuasion :—depends not on dd», 
as the indic. shews, but on ei. ores, viz. 
that they must marry. — Theophyl. takes 
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e see ver. 28 

* iri. 8 Symm., O€ f Exec 

IPO Z KOPINGIOT A. 

оўу dpaptave, °туанейтотау. 7 ӧс 8 ёстткер ev TH A 
кар$@ aùroð * раа, pù *éywv °йрфүукту, © &$оисїа» 

E тері ToU (оо ^ бєм]нато<, ка} тойто ! кёкрисєи 

ҮП. 87—40. 

= Е ^ 77 Н ^ ` e ^ , 1 ^ 

1e uii dy Tj dig xapòig * rnpeiy thv €avroÜ  rapÜévov, ! rañs 
vii. 

xvi. 9. 3 
f Matt. vii. 

А — 1 es. v. 23. 
14. James ü. 8, 19. 2 Pet. i. 19. 3 Rings viii. Ib. 

only t. (Vanig., Mark xii. 28. Luke xvii. 27 f.) 

3 Jos. Ame roοỹ et. 88 öS re ка} o "[ёк]'уаш шь [ту éavroU парбєрор) 
i 1 ^ a qy € 'm , 4 п ^ L 

ab Tote, кай o uh) Ne э» " крєйттор 1топ}тег. 
Luke xii. 5. хіх. 17. ete ix. м. Roca. із. и. 2 атк ii LN d Mace. x. 36. М 

x h iii. m i, 13. eh. xvi. А . 21. v. 
utr nid we John xi. 1. 1 Pet. l . 1 = Acta х. 33. 

m (here bis.) Matt (zzii. 30 | L. rec.) xiv. 
n ver. 9 reff. 

for yapevresar, уарете IPF [Syr arm] Epiph, Aug, : si aua vulg(including F-lat) 
D-lat [Ambrst]. 

N. rec е8рооѕ bef er ту 

transposn seems to have been 
ether.) rec om avTov, with K 

om de A [coptt]. 

тпре», with DFKL rel [ 
(for rote) тое, with pre 
17. 67 coptt [Bas, ]. 

38. om сетте to тое: (Aomaotel) F b! d. 

rec (for {ба кард:а) карба avrov, with DF 
Damasc : 84 карбыз avrov m: кард:а (alone) 672: txt ABPN a. i 

Damasc (Ec : om ABPN c d 17 [Euthal-ms]. rec 
[P] rel syrr sth Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ee: txt ABN 6. 

capdia, with KLs rel [Бут] Thdrt, Thi: om «Spaces Е D-lat 
arm: txt AB D-gr PN! a d m 17 vulg syr coptt 

made for perspicuity, to bring «arux«v and p, 
rel syr 

d m 17 [latt Syr coptt wth arm] Bas, Thdrt, [Eu 

s, Thdrt, [Ambri Ambret]. (Zhe 
paso: 

Damasc ТЫ (Ec : ins ABDF PR 

ee ith DHI rel [E E Thdrt 
гес из той bel 

rec єсуаш(ы» (twice), with KILP 8*(2nd) 
rel [Chr, Thdrt,] ТЫ Ee: [еууан. E! Thdrt, Damasc :] yapu» ABD F(once) М! 17 

е Clem, Meth, Bas, ( Euthal-ms ]. 
Damas Aug.: ins AI Pu m 17 Meth, 

rec om туғ Eav. T 

81 coptt [sth arm spec] Clem, Aug, [Ambret 

. with KL rel [Chr,} Thdrt 
тард. «av. BD vulg S 

for то, Tonge: 
syr-w-ob 
m 6. 673 

[Bas,]: txt ADKLPN 17 rel [vulg Clem, Meth, Chr, Euthal-ms FE rec 
(for «a: à) à de (corrn for contrast), with KLPN? rel syr wth [Chr.] Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: 
txt ABDFN! m 17 latt Syr coptt arm Clem Meth ¶Euthal-ms Ambrst Aug. pe. 

rec (for rense) role, with DFKLP rl et [Clem, Meth, Chr, Dumasc] 
Thdrt,: txt ABN m 6. 17. 673 [copt Bas, Euthal- ms]. 

the words for the beginning of the conse- 
quent sentence = eUres ка) yevécÓo. But, 
as Meyer remarks, the words would thus 
be altogether superfluous, und after ффеіл е, 
ойх duaprdéve: would be inapplicable), 
what he will (as his determination on this 
vopl(ew), let him do (rà Bexoüy храттёто, 
Theodoret), he sinneth not (áuapríoas 
yàp à ue ёЛе0дероѕ, Theodoret); let 
them (bis daughter and her lover) marry. 
Some (Syr. Grot, al.) take doynpoveiy 
passicelg,—' thinks that he is (likely to 
be) brought into disgrace аг regards his 
daughter,’ viz. by her seduction, or by her 
being despised as unmarried. But this 
would require (1) the future doynporfoew. 
—(2) di with a dative, the acc. shewing 
tbat the verb is one of action : Meyer com- 
pares ác yyporcir els tiwa, Dion. Hal. ii. 
26. And (3) the active sense of Ше verb 
is found in this Epistle (ref.), the only 
other place where it occurs in the N. T. 

$7.] But he who stands firm in 
his heart (= purpose,—having no such 
misgiving that he is behaving unseemly), 
not involved in any necessity (по óe«íAe: 
уфада: ав in the other case; no deter- 
mination to m on the part of his 
daughter, nor attachment formed), but 

has (change of construction :—the clause 
is opposed to {хоу ürdya.) liberty of action 
respecting his personal wish (to keep his 
daughter unmarried), end has determined 
this in his own (expressed, as it is a matter 
of private determination only) heart (rov- 
то, not stated wheal, but understood by 
the reader to mean, dhe keeping his 
daughter unmarried :—bat this would not 
be in apposition with nor explained by теё 
тэр. T. фаут. тар., see below), to keep (in 
her present state) his own virgin daughter 
(the rec., rev тур., would express the 
purpose of the determination expressed in 
xéxpixey: not (as commonly given) the 
explanation of тобто, which would require 
Tb туре» or vnpeiv. It shewe that the 
motive of the xexpuxer is the feeling of a 
fatber, desirous of retaiming in her present 
etate bis on virgin daughter. So Meyer, 
and I think rightly: see note on Acts 
xxvii. 1. De Wette, on the other hand, 
regards the words ToU тур. . . . , as merely 
a periphrasis for not giving her in mar- 
riage. Our present text merely explains 
the Toevre), 8 do well. 38.) The 
latter ка! has been altered to 84 because а 
contrast seemed to be required between 
кале and xpeicoor. One account might 
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39 Tum) ° & er ? 6 Рбсоу Р ypóvov (2 Ó aap abris о. Rom, vit 
2 ver. 57. 

dav dé 9 коил o avýp, 'éXevÜépa éariv @ Өе yaun- Ваа. іл 
Ojvar, povoy *év корр. ' paxapwrépa Bd ёсть, ей» 2 "Acis wik 
e mely, ката тї» & Yyvouny do 66 Kayo 
х туєдџа co) х &yew. 

ch. хі. 30. 
zv. 6, &c. 
Thoss. iv. 

139,14. Im, 

VIII. I Пері ё trav ?eibeXoÜvrov, *olbauev art ES bere 
s = Rom. xvi, 2, 8, 11 al. 

1. 10 reff. w ch 
19. Acta xv. 29. xxi. 36. 

89. [at beg ins у Coisl-oct-marg 
m a with D:. gr] FLPN? rel has 

(not G). 
ABD!KPN rel Clem, Orig,[ -c, Chr, ]. 
Clem Orig[-c, Epiph,] Bas, Tert, (Jer,]. 
a m 17. 47 vss (syr-w-ast) 
Thdrt, (Ec Vig for yau 

t compar., here only +. see Acts xx. 35. 
M. 10 .. show vit 
Rev. il. 14, 20 only t. 

rt, Damasc, Ambrst,: om AB D![and lat] N? 
tol bari?) coptt wth arm Clem, Orig,[-c, Tert, Cypr, Ambr, Augu]. 

ins ког bef county D? F[-gr(xexou.) ] L 1 

ver. 36. v ch. 
.9. Jude 19. у vv. 4, 7, 10. eh. . 
в = ch vi. 2 al. fr. 

rec aft 3e3era: ins vouw (from Rom Clem,.] 
эйгин iN F-lat) Syr syr [Epiph-ms,] Chr, 

Coisl-oct-marg 17 am(with demid 
om Ist å F 

a be f h lo syr Thdrt, Ee: om 
for кот, атобаут A 78 syr-mg basm 

rec aft 2nd o aynp ins aurns, with DFL. 
Orig, Damasc Thi lat-ff: om ABKPN Orig,[-c, Chr,] Bas 

nonvat, yaunOn F latt [ Tert, Cypr,] : уаизса Lay) 

1 40. for 2nd be, yap В m 4. 17. 673. 71-3. 116 tol syr(5« in marg) basm wth 
(xe P Orig “int (taty-¢,)] Ашын) Ambrat Vig Sedul (not Tert, Aug Jer). 
exe ug. ert, Ambrst 

be (as M. and De W.) that Paul had in- 
tended to write калёз по. twice, but 
eurrente calamo, intensified the expres- 
sion to xpeiccor rothe. Perhaps a better 
one will be found by referring the каї — 
aal to that which «aAés and xpeiocor 
have in common: ‘both he who gives in 
marriage does well, and he who gives not 
in marriage shall do well, even in a higher 
degree’ I need hardly remind the tiro 
that * both —and' here does not, as Bloomf. 
objects, represent re xaí,—each subject 
being accompanied by its own predicate. 
Observe the rote ro roche; the 
pres., of the mere act itself, the fut., of ite 
enduring results. 39, 40.] Concern- 
ing second marriages of women. 
39. Seras] viz. rg à»5pl, or perhaps 
absolutely, is bound, in her marriage state. 

vannedvat] уаштбёйуш and yayoa 
are later forms, reprobated by the gram- 
marians : *yaue0fjra: and yaudoa being the 

nding ones in good Greek. See 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 742. Meyer 
cites Schol. on Eur. Med. 593, yape? uir 
yàp ô àrfp, yaueira: Bà à yurh. But 
not invariably, see ver. 28. vor 
dv xuply] only in the Lord, i.e. within 
the limits of Christian connexion—in the 
element in which all Christians live and 
walk ;—' let her marry a Christian.’ So 
Tertull., Cypr., Ambrose, Jerome, Grot., 
Est., Bengel Rosenm., Olsh., Meyer, De 
W. But Chrys. explains it perà ocpo- 
ctyns, uer котшбтттоз : and so (but in 
some cases inclading in this the marrying 
of a Christian) Theodoret (rourdori» био» 
mary, ebe gi, cwppdves, évvdueos), Theo- 
phyl, Calv., Beza, Calov., al. This how- 
ever scems flat, and the other much to be 

es: i j hos as a а better Oel 
tion ёле. . parapis 
[not merely happier, in our metey a 
secular sense, but including this] happier, 
partly by freedem from the attendant 
trials of the ёуестёса dvdyxn,—but prin- 
cipally for the reason mentioned verse 84. 
To higher blessedness in heaven, which 
became attached to celibacy afterwards in 
the views of its defenders (Ambrose, Corn.- 
a-Lap. al), there is no allusion here." 
Meyer. Sone 82 Kd] This is 
modestly said, implying more than is 
expressed by it,—not as if there were any 
uncertainty im his mind. It gives us the 
true meaning of the saying that he is 
iving his opinion, as ver. 25: viz. not that 
e is speaking without inspiration, but that 

in the consciousness of inspiration he is 
giving that counsel which should determine 
the question. The rationalizing Grotius 
ex re dua eot, non revelationem, 

sincerum aífectum Deo et piis ser- 
viendi, referring to ch. iv. 21, where (1) 
the meaning is not this (seo note); and 
(2) the expression is not s»eüua беоб. 

k&ye ] * as well as other teachers.’ 
Whether said with a general or particular 
reference, we cannot tell, from not being 
sufficiently acquainted with the cireum- 
stances. 

VIII. 1—XI. 1.] Ox THE PARTAXING 
OF MBATS OFFEBED TO IDOLS, AND AS- 
SISTING AT FEASTS HELD IN HONOUR OF 
IDOLS. 

Снар. VIII. 1—13.] Though (vv. 1—6) 
Jor those who are strong in the faith, ап 
idol having no existence, the question has 
no importance, this ia not so with ali (ver. 
7); and the infirmities of the weak must 
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* 09. Iv. ^ 

€ wel Tim. © оѓкодорєї. 
vi. 20. 

b ch. iv. 6 reff. 
е = Acta ix. 31 reff. 
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mavres *ywaow Éyopey 7) “yao “dvotol, 7) 8 d yam 
2 el tig “Soxel éyvexévas Ti, oùto e 

Cuar. VIII. 3. rec aft е ins Ze, with DFKL rel vulg[-clem] syr-w-ast (eth) Chr, 
Thdrt ТЫ (Ec Jer: ph Tis m:] om АВРМ [a] 17 am(with fuld harl'(appy) tol) 
coptt arm Clem, Orig| ei- int. Nys, Mele 

тес (for e with Kl. rel Chr, Th 
T 
Tidit, amasc, cognovisse D-lat. (G-lat has both 
ov8ere, with DFKL rel Chr, Thdrt, Damasc ТЫ (Ec: om m: txt АВРМ 17 Clem 
Ei Melet, 1 Chr, Éathal-ms]. Nys 

rel syrr Chr, ear 

Euthal.ms] Damasc T т, Ambrst. 
Г А ты rig i ak [F. lat 

т, Ambrst]: txt ABDFPN m 17 coptt Clem, Orig[-c, ] pur (Chr, Euthal-ms] 
and scire.) rec 

rec aft ov(3e)ræ ins ovSer, with DE 3 
Damase Thl Ce: om ABD'F PR 17 latt coptt [wth arm] Clem 

Orig(-c,-int,] Nys Melet Thdrt, (Chr, Euthal-ms Tert, Cypr,]. rec eyrentay, with 
DSL va быш (Ec: t Clem Orig[-c] Nys Melet r, Thdrt, Thl txt ABD!FPN а m 
[Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Damasc.—for our eyvæ xaüws ёе "ушри, ovder «бе (= ўе) 
Kabas ede: 17. 

in such a matter be regarded in our con- 
duct (vv. 8—18). 1.] 84, transitional, 
as in ch. vii. 1, al. fr. As the 
construction, we may observe, that жер! 8. 
Ty eld., is again taken up ver. 4, тер! rijs 
Bode. об» тё» eið., after a parenthesis. 
We may also observe that in the latter 
case ofauer Sr: is restated, bearing there- 
fore, it is reasonable to suppose, the sume 
meaning as before, viz. we know, that. 
This to my mind is decisive against begin- 
ning the parenthesis with бт, and render- 
ing ёт: ‘for,’ as Luther, Bengel, Valckn., 
al.:—*«e know (for we all have know- 
ledge), &с. Are we then to begin it with 
wdrres, leaving жер .. . of8auer бт: broken 

А nding to the words resumed in 
ver. 47 We should thus leave within the 
parenthesis a very broken and harsh sen- 
tence: wárres yraow Éxouer (what - 
cis P. if уу. about the eiBeA00., it should be 
joined with the preceding; if yv. in general, 
it should be rà» vécu, see ch. xiii. 2, 
which would be absurd; if some y». on 
some subjects, ав ab тісті Ex eis, James ii. 
18, it would here be irrelevant), $ y». 
cio, J 3è dy. K. r. A. The first logical 
break in the sense is where the concrete 
үубси, that wept тӧу eld., is forsaken, 
and the abstract 4 yvéou treated of. 
Here therefore, with Chrys., &c., 
Grot., Calv., Est., al., De Wette, and Meyer, 
Ibegin the parenthesis, —. . . we are aware 
that we all (see sa have knowledge; 
knowledge, &c.; not however placing it 
in brackets, for it is already provided for 
in the construction by the resumption of 
тер). . оф» below; and is not a grammati- 
cal but only a logical parenthesis. Tbe 
el8edd6vra were those portions of the ani- 
mals offered in sacrifice which were not laid 
on the altar, and which belonged partly to 
the priests, partly to those who had offered 
them. These remnants were sometimes 
eaten at feasts holden in the temples (see 
ver. 10), or in private houses (ch. x. 27, f.), 

mu jsp ege in the parties fe т 
iesta, or by the poor, or by the ni х 
eophrastus, Charact. aa ie describes t 

as characteristic of the àveAevOepos, u. 
Beds adro? Üvyarépa, тоб иёу lepelov, тАђу 
тё» {ерё», rà крќа ёжоді8осдои. They were 
sometimes also reserved for future use: 
Theophr. mentions it as belonging to the 
dvaloxuvros,—Gicas Tois Ocois abrós pir 
Zetrreiy wap" érépy, rà 8d крќа Aworiüérai 
Aol жбсаѕ. Christians were thus in con- 
tinual danger of meeting with such rem- 
nants. Partaking of them was an abomi- 
nation among the Jews: see Num. xxv. 
2; Ps. cvi. 28; Rev. ii. 14; Tobit i. 10— 
12; and was forbidden by the Apostles and 
elders assembled at Jerusalem, Acta xv. 29; 
xxi. 25. ‘That Paul in the whole of this 

ge makes no allusion to that decree, 
ut deals with the question on its own 

merits, probably is to be traced to his wish 
to eatablish his position ns an independent 
Apostle, endowed with God's Holy Spirit 
sufficiently himself to regulate such mat- 
ters. But it also shews, how little such 
decisions were a£ that time regarded as 
lastingly binding on the whole church : 
and how fully competent it was, even 
during the lifetime of the Apostles, to 
Christians to open and question, on its own 
merite, a matter which they had, for a 
special purpose, once already decided. 
There should be a comma at єЗолобіти», 
as the resumed sentence (ver. 4) shews. 

тбутес yvécw буору] Who are 
rarres ? Meyer says, Раш curar i and 
the enlightened among the Corinthians: 
Estius, al., these latter alone; and some 
think it said ironically, some concessively, 
of them: Grot., “pars maxima nostram, 
ut Rom. iii. 12. Bat it is manifest from 
vv. 4—6, which is said in the widest possi- 
ble reverence to the faith of all Christians, 
that all Christians must be intended here 
also: and so Chrys., Theophyl, (Ecum., 
Calov., al., and De Wette. But then, ver. 

VIII. 

ABDFE 
Ри аъ 



2—5. 

e ёууюста ÚT айтоў. 

(from Num. xvi. 5). Matt. vii. 23. 
Yi. 4. Gal. і. 19. 

3. om vr avrov Ni 17 Clem; 
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кабо Set yvovar 3 ei G6 tis * dryama тд» * Üeóv, оўто$ аман эли. 
* лєрї Ths ‘Bpwcews оўу тӧр N er 

E ei&eXoÜUTov, є одарер 6 бт, ойдёу elómXov év косид, 
wat бте ovdeis Өєдс̧ et uù cle 

f Rom. xiv. 17 reff. 
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5 „ wh E aly xai yap єїтєр єісір · Gai f. 
g ver. 1. h = Matt. 

4. for ж. rns Вр. our, т. 8e туз Вр. D*[ Treg | (and lat: D! has both 3e and our(Treg, 
expr [in error, according to Tischdf ed 8, who says that D! has s. de т. yyuc егез, D? x. т. 
Вр. оџ»])) e 1. 17. 108-15 vulg (autem vulg al: enim spec: ergo F-lat) Aug,.—for 
Bpwcews, ууюсєиѕ DP 121. 

rec aft feos ins erepos, with 
aft ouder ins етт» Е vulg Syr syr-w-(ob copt spec] 

LN? rel syrr Iren(-int,] Orig - int, [Ambrst Ang,]. 
chr, Тын is Гы Ge, em EDFPN: 17. 47 latt copt [basm] wth arm Bes, 
Cyr, [Euthal-ms) Iren-int, [Ambrst Aug. ]. 

7, he says, ойк ly nâo ў rd Портоа! 
pointing at Ше weak Christian her 
und how are the two to be reconciled P 
taking, I believe, the common-sense view 
of two such statements, which would be, 
in ordinary preaching or writing, that 
the first was said of what is profeseed and 
confessed,—the second of what is actually 
and 7 apprehended by each man. 
Thus we may say of our people, in the 
former sense, all are Christians ; all be- 
lieve in Christ г but in the latter, ‘all are 
not Christians; all do sot believe.’ 
v, scil. тер! айт@у. From ў yr. to 
end of ver. 8 (see above) is a logical paren- 
thesis. ў ou, knowledge, abstract, 
—ecil. when alone, or improperly predomi- 
nant: it is the attribute of 4 -ré&cis, 
‘barely’ [to puff ap]. ў iván] viz. 
‘towards the brethren,’ see Kom. xiv. 15, 
and ch. x. 28. olxoB.] helps to build 
up (God's spiritual temple), ch. iii. 9. 
2, 32 The general deductions, (1) from а 
profession of 

: 
y 

knowledge, and (2) from the 
presence of love, in a man:—expressed 
sententiously and without connecting par- 
ticles, more, as Meyer observes, after the 
manner of St. John in his Epistles. On 
the text, вее таг. readd. The case sup- 
posed is the only one which can occur 
where love is absent and conceit present : 
а man can then only think ke knows, no 
real knowledge being accessible without 
humility and love. Such a man knows 
not yet, as he ought to know: bas had 
no real practice in the art of knowing. 

But if а man loves God (which is 
the highest and noblest kind of love, the 
source of brotherly love, 1 John v. 2), 
this man (and not the wise in his own 
conceit) is known by Him. The expla- 
nation of this latter somewhat difficult 
expression is to be found in ref. Gal., >й» 
84 yrdvres дебу, paddov 8a 
ed 64. So that lers we may fairly 
assume that he chooses the expression 
Eyvecra: бт abroU in preference to that 
which would have been, had any object of 

knowledge but the Supreme been treated 
of, the natural one, viz. obros Eyre aùróv. 
We cannot be said to know God, in any 
full sense (as here) of the word £o kao. 
But those who become acquainted with 
God by love, are known by Him: are the 
especial objects of the divine Knowledge,— 
their being is pervaded by the Spirit of 
God, and the wisdom of is shed abroad 
in them. бо in ref. 2 Tim., y xópios 
Tobs Ürras афтоб. See also Ps. i.6. “Cog- 
nitionem passivam sequitur cognitio activa 
c. xiii, 12. Egregia metalepsis: cognitus 
est, adeoque cognovit." Bengel. урбско 
does not seem, any more than тт іп Ds. i. 
6, xxxvii. 18, for which the LXX have 
ywéoxe, to signify to approve, any farther 
than know] of an intimate 
kind necessarily involves approval. 
4.) түе edet is resumed, and farther 
specifi the insertion of rijs Bpéceos. 

sb» Ms a broken thread of dis- 
course: so Plato, Apol. p. 29, Ssre офё' ef 
pe ёф!ете . . . ef uoi xpds rabra efwoire, 
&c. .. . el ойу pe, Sxep elror, dxl тобто: 
dolore... See Hartung, Partikellehre, 
iL 22. Wo know that there is no idol 
in the world, i. e. that the «Зола of the 
heathen (meaning not strictly the images, 
but the persons represented them 
have no existence in the world. That 
they who worship idols, worship devils, the 
Apostle himself asserts ch. x. 20; but that 
is no contradiction to the present sentence, 
which asserts that the deities imagined by 
them, Jupiter, Apollo, &c., have absolutely 
no existence. Of that subtle Power which, 
under the guise of these, deluded the na- 
tions, he here says nothing. The rendering 
of Chrys., Theodoret, TL hyl. CEcum., 
Vulg., E. V., Luther, Beza, Gro » Est., al. 
(‘an idol is nothing in the world,’ ch. x. 
19; Jer. x. 3. Sanhedr. 68. 2 (Wetst.), 
* noveraht utique Israelite idolum nihil 
esse”), is certainly wrong here, on account 
of the parallel ob8els Oeds ei u) «Is which 
follows. And that there is no god, but 
One: the insertion of grepos has probably 
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. 1. ^ , ^ qe. oj, бё TH Ж A сиуедзјсєі & dri ToU eldwrou @ © eiõ . 
1 Pet. ii. 19. А 
Heb. x. . 6ъ7{0., ch. хі. 16 ref. 

aft Ist deo ins xai курго! brat. 
Thdrt, (Ec: txt ABDFKPN fg kl m п 17 Orig, Eus, 

6. om алл’ B basm Eus, Iren[-int, J.— uu де 17 copt r dend ges Ep 
ins o bef beos F. Cyr,[-p(txt,, aua) ] Epiph, Orig. int, 

om Ist ra Dl. ins о bef xp 

г ch. iv. 18 reff. 

5. ins o: bef Aeyouero: ЕК Iren -int,] Hil, 
rec ins rys bef yns, with rel (Chr, Damasc] 

om from «у to «ст L. 

Thdrt, Dion-areop. 
ph, Ps- ЈА 
ins K-corr! ). 

Cyr-jer, Chr, 

i 
om 6«os Ni (ins N 

8: ov B sth. 

Т. * avvnÜcía АВРМ! 17 syr-mg copt sth (Eutbal-me] Damasc: ovvudyces 
DFLN? rel latt syrr [arm] Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec Tert [Ambrst] Au 
«:BwAou bef ews apri (corrn for perepicuite), with ALP rel вуг 

" rec төө 
zal Chr, [Eathal-ms 

Damasc] ТЫ (Ec: txt BDFN m latt Syr [copt eth] arm Thdrt [Aug,]. 

been occasioned by the first commandment, 
ойк Exovral то: 0col тере: Ah dpob. 
5, 6.] Further explanation and confirma- 
tion of ver. 4. 5.) For even sup- 
posing that («frep makes an hypothesis, 
so that “in incerto relinquitur, jure an in- 
juria sumatur," Herm. ad Viger., p. 884. 
See also Hartung, Partikellehre, 1. 343, 
who gives many examples. «ol yàp el, 
as Eur. Med. 450, xal yap el ov ue orvyeis, 
өйк by Buvaluny col как pore тоте; 
все Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 140 f.) 
beings named gods (not those who are 
named gods, ol Aey. @., i. esset, all who 
are во named) EXIST (the chief emphasis is 
on doir, on which the hypothesis turns), 
whether in heaven, whether upon earth, 
as (ve know that) there are (viz. as beiug 
spoken of, Deut. x. 17, ó yàp xúpios à Geds 
Suey, obros 0«bs tev dev kal кро TeV 
кору, see also Ps. cxxxv. 2, 3) gods many, 
and lords many (the éswep brings in an 
acknowledged fact, on which the possibility 
of the hypothesis reste—‘ Even if some of 
the many gode and many lords whom we 
know to exist, be actually identical with 
the heathen idole...’ The Apostle does 
not concede this, but only puts it). This 
exegesis, which is Meyer's, is denied by 
De Wette, who takes efrep ав concessive, 
‘even though,’ and understands ele both 
times as only ‘are,’—in the meaning of 
the heathen, —imagining it impossible that 
Paul sbould have seriously said in an ob- 
jective sense, ‘there are gods many.’ But 
in the sense in which he uses Geol (see 
above) there is no unlikelihood that he 
should assert this. Chrys. gives the fol- 
lowing explanation: xal yàp «тер elol Aeyó- 
pevoi бео, Sswep обу ка) eicív, ob x, ànAGs 
elaly, &AAd, Aevyóperon oix. dv трќуцат‹, 
GAN’ d» PH тобто Exovres’ elre dr 
оёрауф, те ёті уўх` dv obpar ray YA 

Ad yer к. Thy SA x. vb» Аоф» vv 
Естре» xopór ко) yàp кай ravra per- 
ar “EdAnves: dul yas 32 Baíuovas, кай 
Tobs dt ёубрбтыу OcowowÜérras Érarras. 
Hom. xx. p. 172. And similarly Theo- 
доге, Theophyl, (саш. Calv., Beza, 
Calov., Estius, Schrader, al. See the vari- 
ous minor differences of interpretation, in 
Pool's Synopsis and De Wette: and a 
beautiful note in Stanley. There ша 
sentence in Herodotus (ix. 27) singulari 
resembling this in its structure: qui ы, 
ei nèr Garo ior) dxodedeypiver, &ттер 
ёсті woard re wal єў Exerra, . . . ФЛАА ка 
ard ToU d» Maca Uyov AH dene, 
. r. X. Cf. also Hom. II. a. 81 f. ; e. 576 f. 

6.] Yet (sce reff. just given, and 
ch. iv. 15) To пе (emphatic : however that 
matter may be, we hold) there is oxx 
Gop, the Father (д sarfp answers to 
"Incovs xpurrós in the parallel clause be- 
low, and serves to specify what God — viz. 
the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ), of 
Whom (as their Source of being) are all 
things, and we unto (i. e. for) Him (His 
urposes—to serve His will); and one 

Lord Jesus Christ (notice the efs Ocds 
opposed to бео} modol, and els «ópwes to 
«dpi xeAA^o, by Whom (as Him by 
whom the Father made the worlds, John 
i 3; Heb. i. 2) are all things, and we 
(but here secondly, we as his spiritual 

ple, in the new creation) by Him. 
e inference from the foregoing is that, 

per se, the eating of meat offered to idols 
is a thing indifferent, and therefore al. 
lowed. The limitation of this licence now 
follows. 7.) But (fonbern) not in all 
is the knowledge (of which we have been 
speaking : i. e. see above, is not in them in 

eir individual apprehension, though it 
is by their profession as Christians): but 
(aber) some through their conseious- 

сы K. 
ABDFL 
"abe 

deigh 
kima 
о 17. 47 
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éaGiovaw, кай 7) * ouveiðnois avtav *àaÜevie ойса " po- «v; sen mtl, 
мета. 8 'poua d pâs oU " тарастђсє TQ Ge. I . 

» э r х. , * эх , t — here (3ce) obre dav pù фёуюрер, * barepoUueÜa, obre éàv darfopev, зыт. (vds, 
om. xiv. 1. L4 з , ` а , a e b 3 ы е ^ h S * Y тєригсєјоџер. Here 96 * ил] * тос ў ° é£ovaia, Updo | R. 1920) 

ГА e , А a t 2 0 2 10 éa 7 xiv. 4 only. айт) *poskoupa yévnrat Tots * асбєрџёси. ay yap 
a we Bir. xxi. 28. 

т< 1 сё Tov ёхорта т yvoow ё elde * катакеі- v Rom. xir. 16 
pevov, ovyt т) ‘auvetdnois айтой ‘adabevovs дитос̧ “т À 

3 Cor. iv. 14 
. = ch. хіт. 12 аі. (Rom. Ш. 7 Е) a= Acts ziii. «o reff. 

. zi. 21. LZ ch. vit 27 aL с . Ix. 32, 33 reff. 
only t. Esdr. ii. 2; 1 Macc. і. 47. х. 88 only. 

Іза. lav. C al. 

, 53 reff. d here 
е = Mark li. 101 L. хіт. 3. Luke vii. 37 

for «a€iovcir, «ari» N' (txt N-corr!). 
8. уназ М! c k Il m 17 [Damasc]. тес таритттсі ore to suit the follg 

tenses), with DLPN? rel vulg Orig, Ath-4-mss Chr, [Ban uthal-ms] Thdrt Jac-nisib, 
[теь Cypri]: ewiernow F [сомот. G]: txt ABN! 17 coptt Clem, Orig, Ath, 

à rec aft ovre ins yap, with DFLP rel latt syrr Clem, Orig, Chr, Thdrt 
Bas, Damasc] Jac-nisib, Ambrst: om ABN 17 am(with tol) сор wth arm Orig, 
Bas, Euthal-ms] Cypr, Aug, (Tert,). rec ovre «ау pay. repiccevoper bef ovre 

tay py pay. ›ттероуцеба (арру to bring closer the clause gayep. жеріс., to Вреи. ov 
rapior., аг being logically connected with it), with DFLPN rel [vulg-clem fuld eth] 
syrr Clem, Orig, Chr, [ Bas, Cyr,-p Euthal-ms Damasc] Thdrt Jac-nisib Cypr, [ Tert, 
Ambrst Aug]: ea» u $ayepner xepuacevouer ovre ear paywper остероиреба A*(but in 
A “ тергс. usque ad ver. voces rescriptis : quid olim non liquet *) 17! [om um altogether usq 
172]: txt (A! ?)B am(with demid flor mar tol) coptt arm Basi.— repicceuννxN BOrig,. 

9. quo» P. 
is gradually 
Thdrt [ Antch,] ТЫ Ec: txt ABDFPN 17 Cle 

АА [(Bas om ier jd ш Orig int, н Angi] : ins ADLPN rel 
coptt goth arm zuthal-ma Ante masc 

y лч (for -Aew) AB D[}(Tischdf)] 

10. еду A 17. 

exorra N! 17 Orig-int,. 
(499A. АЕМ 17). 

ness (or, according to the other reading, 
habituation) to this day, of the (par- 
ticular) idol (i.e. through their having 
an apprehension to this day of the reali/y 
of thc idol, and so being conscientiously 
afraid of the meat offered: as belonging to 
kim: not wishing to be connected with 
him. rf cvvedhoe tos lpriis not = тӯ 
tus брт: cur., bat ews Agri stands sepa- 
rate, as above: во 8:4 ris dur rapovo la: 
Td» vp Suds, Phil. i. 26) eat it as 
offered to an idol, and their conscience, 
in that it is weak, is defiled. By dus 

it із shewn that these doe t must 
have belonged to the Gentile part of the 
Corinthian charch : to those who had once, 
before their conversion, held these idols to 
be veritable gods. Had they been Jewish 
converts, it would not have been сиує( стт 
ToU el8éAov which would have troubled 
them, but apparent violation of the Mosaic 
law. 8.j Reason why we should 
accommodate ourselves to the prejudices of 
the weak in this matler : because it is not 
one in which any spiritual advantage is to 
be gained, but one perfectly indifferent : 
not, with Calv., al., an objection of the 
strong among the Corinthians: no such 
assumption must be made, without a plain 
indication in words that the sayieg of 

rec agGevovaw (appy corra to suit асдєуоу below, which 
iutroduced,—ac0everiv,—acGevovs ovtos,—acberay), with L rel Chr, 

[Euthal-ms) Damase,. 

J. yreci bef 
( L[PJ& h k [1] m 17 

another is being cited: see Rom. ix. 19; 
xi. 19; and as Meyer well remarks, if the 
eaters had said this, they would have ex- 
pressed it, обте dày ph odywper TEPLOT., 
обте day pdy., Sorep., as it has actually 
been corrected (see var. readd.) in some 
мв8., and adopted by Lachm. in his last 
edn. The 8 carries on the argument. 

Bengel remarks (against the ordinary 
rendering, which takes wapiornu: = ur- 
{ттлш, ‘commendo, which meaning it will 
not bear) that wapacrfoe: is а vorbum 
pécor, after which may follow a good or a 
bad predicate :— will not affect our (future) 
standing before God ;—and to this indif- 
ferent meaning of xapaofjr« answers the 
antithetic alternative which follows. 
9.) &—14.d. “I acknowledge this indif- 
ference—this licence to eat or not to eat; 
but it is on that very account, because it 
is a matter indifferent, that ye must take 
heed,” Ke. The particular rpésxopua in 
this case would be, the tempting them to 
act against their conscience :—a practice 
above all others dangerous to a Christian, 
see below, ver. 11. 10.] Explanation 
how the прбҳк may arise. x 
scil. (see below) der бу. tòr 
Exovra yveiow seems to imply that the 
weak brother is aware of this and looks ир 
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f= eism f oixodounOnceras eis TO тё = єідоћобита éa0(ew, II xai 
. той “9 h 2 , 112 ^ k ^ ^ , e 9 < 

hereoniy LaarohAvras 0 { асбєуди Ёё» т) сў Pyvaret, о аде\фӧс 
18.) constr., , 
Eph. ii. 2. & dy уриттд$$ атёбарєу ; 18 obras 06 !dpaprávovres \є К ovre 
ver, 1 reff. ^ one 

E Rom. i1 TODS dôeApoùs xal ''тїйтторте$ avTOv тїр % cuveldnow ee 
iRom.iv.18 14с0еуойтаръ, 
k Matt. vi. 7. 
1 constr., ch. 

vi. 18 reff. . 
` 

m= here only. Sele TOV alova, iva pù) Tov adedov pou * скаудаћісте. 
Prov. xxvi. mt IX. ! Ove eipi éXevÜepos ; ойк eln атоатоћоѕ ; ovyt 

och. x. 14 (xiv. 13 v. r.) only. p Rom. xiv. 15 reff, а Matt. xv. 13. vl. 27. Rom. ziv. 
. Sir. iz. 5. XXIII. 6. xxxv. (zxxii.) 15 only. г Rom. хіт. 21 only. Gen. ix. 4 al. а Matt. 

zzi.19. Mark Ш. 29. John viii 35. t. xv. 17. 

echte bef та eiieAovra DF [vulg syrr сор th] Orig-int [Ambrst] Aug. 
11. for cal axoA., атоћ. yap BN! 17 coptt goth Clem,(elsw cites freely алла ат.) 

битен. (Tbdrt)] : ar. ovr АР: кап ax. оиу 46 Damasc: txt DFLN? rel vulg syrr 
sth arm Euthal-ms] Chr, Iren-int, [Ambrat] Jer. (The sentence has prob been 

with to get rid of the apparent awkwardness of (^e question being carried 
on through ver 11,—and ovy and yap have been attempts to break it off at eati.) 

rec asoAeiraa (to suit the fut above), with D'[-gr] FL rel [vulg 
(edd and mss vary) Thdrt Thi (Ес Iren-int, [Ambrst] Jer: txt AB 
basm] copt goth Clem, Bas[(edd and mss vary) Eutbal-ms] Antch, 
атолота Dl, атоллитаи D? : 17 Шер.) 

вутт th arm | Chr, 

en ls 
rec ew: (= ‘on account of,’ seems to have 

een a corra for the more difficult ev,—see note), with L rel Chr, [Anteh, ] Thdrt ТЫ 
(Ec: txt ABDFPN 17 Bas, Thdrt, [Euthal-ms Damasc]: in latt Iren-int pombe) 
Jer: om er Clem, (Orig ош 
yr ei (att 

12. om rovs F. 
18. ins то bef Bpeua Е. 

гес abeA qos, omg art, bef еу 71 су ). oy B. 
empt to simpli , at the expense of the emphatio character of the sentence), 

with LPN? i fald ma о асб.) Гаа] А тын 
vulg-ma Syr: txt AB D[om о 023) ЕМ! m(omg d) 1 
Iren-int, Ámbrst Je- (Clem, has o a3. ac.: elsw, 

om xa: F(including F-lat G-lat) D- lat [basm]. 
om pov (twice) F(including F-lat G-lat) Cypr, ; 

[Antch, Damasc]: om ade 
latt copt [basm] goth wth Bas, 

e cites ar. yap o acô. T» ст yr.). 

d. goth Clem, also om Ist pov; D'(and lat) Cypr, [Ambrst Aug, Sing- cler J om 
2nd. xpeag Ni. 

CHAT. IX. 1. rec transp edevOepos and атостоћоѕ ( possibly to bring the weighticst 
wastion into prominence,—or, аг Mey, ovk вд. af. having been ота in mistake (as 71. 
78), was re-insd re as the weightier and first treated, j4 оо 2, 8), with DFKL теі 

BPN m 17 fuld syr basm goth Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Ambrst: txt vulg [am demid 
har! tol] Syr copt sth arm Orig, Tert, Ambr, Aug, Pel Cassiod Bede. 

to thee as such. dv else кат.) See 
on ed., ver. 1. elSaAcioy, as Посє:- 
de or, "AwoAAwvetoy, °1теїо», &c. 
“olxo8onnbijoeras is not а vos media, 
as Le Gre Elsner, Wolf, al, nor is 
it impelletur, as Castal., Bengel, Kypke, 
al, nor confirmabiteur, as Syr., t., 
Billroth, al.” (Mey.), but as Meyer and 
De Wette, edificabitur, not without a 
certain irony, seeing it is accompanied 
by doGevots Üvros,—for thus the building 
up would be without solid foundation— 
а ruinosa edificatio, as Calv. 11.] 
.. . . and (thus) the weak perishes (here- 
after: see the parallel, ref. Rom. and 
note) in (as the element in which,—he 
entering into it as his own, which it is not) 
thy knowledge,—the brother, in whose 
behalf Christ died? бее again Rom. as 
above. 12.] otras, viz. as in vv. 10, 
11. «al fixes and explains what is meant 
by apapr. els т. ё$. TU TOYTE$ ] smit- 
ing: +l yàp denvécrepor àv0pdntov "yévoir' 

dy dy vocoUrra réwrorros ; Chrys. p. 176 
18.] Fervid expression of his own 

resolution consequent on these considera- 
tions, by way of an example to them. 

Врера, food, i. e. any article of food, 
as ver. 8; purposely indefinite here; 'if 
such a matter аз food ... but presently 
particularized. ob ph éáye, strong 
future, I surely will not eat; 'there is 
no chance that I eat.’ кр] ‘Quo 
certius vitarem carnem idolo immolatam, 
toto genere carnium abstinerem.’ Bengel. 

oxavSadlow] be the means of offend- 
ing; commutatur persona: modo dixit si 
cibus offendit." Bengel. Non autem hoe 
dicit quod hoc aliquo casu opus sit, sed ut 
ostendat multo graviora quam de quibus 
hic agitur sustinenda pro proximorum 
salute." Grot. IX. 1—27.] He di- 
gressively illustrates the spirit of self- 
denial which he professed in the resolution 
of ch. viii. 18,—dy contrasting his rights 
as an Apostle with kis actual conduct in 

leis ypiotov ! бџартарєтє 18 °Sidrrep є; ABUPE 
P Bpópa 5 тка›$аМ е tov ddedpov pov, ой ui) фйув € крёа сет h 

imn 
o 17. 6 
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"Incody tov *кйрюр ўрӧу ‘éwpaxa; ov TO Épyov pov t Jahn vs. 18, 
Üueis ore èv Kupi; ? ei AND ойк eid drr, , 25-3, 
'dAÀá ye ù to cip 5 yap Yodpayls pou Tis * droœro- «eh ie 
Ae Uueis dore ey кирир. Sý eum Y атоћоуіа то ёдё "hoe w 
s? , г 2 СА 
UVAKPLVOVTIV єттї атт). 

only. Deut. xail. 7. 
a Acts iv. 9 гей. 

ff.) only 

5*7 *ovux d Exe ° ёЁоџ- ums 
1. 

‚ dat., 1 Pet. iii. 15 only. Acts 1. А . 
а here bia. Rom. z. 18, 19. ch. zi. 22 only. P. p hea. ot P dat 

rec aft mo. adds xpurror, with DKLP rel Syr syr-w-ast f Of, soth-pl arm] Chr 
r Thdrt: om ABN a am(with [fuld) harl tol) sah ceth[-rom 

pref, F vulg-ed(with demid) Tert, Aug, ( Pel]. (17 Шер.) 
2. om A (i.e. from ex киро to e» корго). 

ig, [(Tert )] Ambrst : 
сорака BIT PIN е. 

rec (for pov тут) THs «uns, with 
DFKL rel Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt, apostolatus mei vulg D-lat [Ambrst Aug, |: txt 
(Meyer objects to tat, that opp. nov w prob а corrn to suit epy. pov above. This is 
surely var BPN 17 Orig, ( Damasc], sei apostolatus F- lat G-lat. 
коры D!(and lat) tol [Syr] goth Chr, 

om e» 

8. rec аиту bef «cri», with DFKL rel [valg вуг copt arm Eutbal-ms] Thdrt Th! (Ec: 
tat АВРМ m 17 Chr, 

abstaining from demanding them (vv. 1— 
22). This self-denying conduct he further 
exemplifies, vv. 28—27, for their imita- 
tion. See Stanley's introductory note; and 
Conyb. and Howson, vol. i. pp. 61, 457, 
edn. 2. 1.] He sets forth, (1) his i- 
dependence of men (contrast ver. 19) ; (2) 
his apoetolic office (for the order, see var. 
readd.) :— (8) his dignity as an Apostle, in 
having been vouchsafed a sight of Christ 
Jesus our Lord ;—(4) his efficiency in the 
office, as having converted them to God. 

4.00.) So that the resolution of ch. 
viii. 18 is not necessitated by any depend- 
ence on my part on the opinion of others. 

éépexa] Not, during the life of our 
Lord on earth, as Schrader, nor is such an 
idea supported by 2 Cor. v. 16; see note 
there; — but, in the appearance of the Lord 
to him by the way to Damascus (Acts ix.17; 
ch. xv. 8: see Neand. Pfl. u. Leit. p. 151, 
note); and also, secondarily, in those other 
visions and appearances, —recorded by 
him, Acts xviii.9 (?), xxii. 18,—and possibly 
on other occasions since his conversion. 
ob puxpdy 86 ка) тобто Aena qv, Chrys. 
Hom. xxi. р. 180. dv xvpie is not a 
mere humble qualification of 75 lor pov, 
as Chrys. ib., rourdor: той 0«o Tb lor 
dorir, ойк роб, but designates, as else- 
where, the element, in which the work is 
done: they were his work as an Apostle, 
i. е. as the servant of the Lord enabled by 
the Lord, and 60 IN THE LORD. See ch. 
iv. 15. 2.] At least my apostle- 
ship cannot be denied by уон of all men, 
who are its seal and proof. di.... 
oba alt] obe, because it belongs closely to 
the hypothesis: ‘if I am so-Apostle,’ 
see ch. vii. 9. &\\ом, to others, i.c. 
in the estimation of others. — à M ye, 
yet at least, is stronger than àAAd alone. 
The particle shews that the sentiment 
which it introduces has more weight than 

the other to which the àAAd із a reply. 
See Hartung, Partikellehre, i. 885. Meyer 
(after Klotz) remarks that “in the classics 
&AAd ye is never found without one or 
more words intervening :" those words 
being emphatic: e. g. Aristoph. Nub. 
899, was ovx! Xluer' dvéixpncey . . ... 
AAG Toy abroU ye vewv Bác; 
odpayls] as being the proof of his apos- 
folio calling and energy, by their con- 
version; better than,—by the signs and 
wonders which he wrought among them, as 
Chrys. (al.) from 2 Cor. xii. 11—18, and 
perhaps misled by the similarity of eyueior 
and сфрауіѕ. eir conversion was the 
great proof: so Theodoret, ёкб8еци» yàp 
тё» ётоттоМк@у xaropÜumudTor thy dne - 
тёрау Ax ueraBoMr. dv кър.) belongs 
to the HE: VAI see above, on ver. 1. 

3.) This belongs to the preceding, 
not to the following verses: — as, vis. 
the fact of your conversion: this word is 
the predicate, not the eubject—as in John 
i 19; xvii. 8, and stands here in the em- 
phatic place before the verb; referring to 
what went before. With ver. 4a new course 
of questions begins, which furnish no àro- 
Aoyía. тоз dna dvaxp.] For the dat. 
see Acts xix. 33; 2 Cor. xii. 19 :— to those, 
who call me in question: иќ, emphatic, as 
Chrys. says, of ver. 2, xå» BobAnral ris. . 
пабе» tober Fri dwdoroAds elpu, buds wpo- 
Вёллоџа, р. 181. 4.) He resumes the 
questions which had been interrupted by 
giving the proof of his Apostleship. 
ph obe x.] uh aske the question: obx 
{ хоре» is the thing in question: Is it 80, 
that we have not power . . . .1 plur. 
seems to apply to Paul alone: for though 
Barnabas is introduced momentarily in ver. 
6, there can be no 5 him in ver. 
11. It may perha as pointin 
out a matter of right, which ау would 
have had on the same conditions (see ver. 
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7 7 ә, 5 Bun Bore be bè f iv ка} TEW ойк ouey » é€Fouciay ABDFK a fraas hera Tay haye к ? pn exon E LPR ab 
k. a ` Ld ана, dd yuvaica *repuvyew, dx кай oi ormo ® аттбото- c etas 

„ЧАЧ, Ао xal oi adeAdoi тод коріои xai KHG 97) povos оі. а 
4(note),1á. зу « 4 r э b” ъ 2 7 e a * i a open 0 [er ecomtr Аеш ey кай Bap s ойк "éyop éfovciay. [* t00] и?) 

4. ү so B!(Tischdf), яи DFN.) 
b. for ade A "yurawa, yvraias F (Clemi) T 

mentioned by Jer): а$еАфо: *vraia lectt 8. 56: 
: adeAgas yvruxas nrm(and шев 

ul says, i» greco sorores, пов 

mulieres, legitur : uxores Helvid Cassiod : mulierem sororem vulg(with harl!, [sororem 
mulierem] am demid fuld [Aug,]). (The variations shew, as in ch vii., how the 
sacred text was tampered with by the parties in the controversy on celibacy.) 
om 2nd of К 9 

6. om Tov 
DKL rel L Bas] Chr, Thdrt Damasc 

11), and as thus not belonging personally 
to Paul, as do the things predicated in vv. 
1,2, 15. This however will not apply to 
ver. 12, where the emphatic eis ts per- 
sonal. фаүв н» к. теу) To eat and 
to drink, sc. at the cost of the churches: 
not with any reference to the eating of 
things offered to idols (as Schrader, iv. 
132), nor to Jewish distinctions of clean 
and unclean (as Billroth and Olshausen) ;— 
see below, vv. 6, 7. 5.] Have we not 
the power to bring about with us (also to 
be maintained at the cost of the churches, 
for this, and not the power to marry, is 
here the matter in question) as a wife, a 
(believing) sister (or, ‘to bring with us 
a believing wife ? these are the only ren- 
derings of which the words are legitimately 
capable. Augustine, De Opere Monacho- 
rum, 4 (Б), vol. vi. р. 552, explains it 
thas: “Ostendit sibi licere quod ceteris 
Apostolis, id est ut non operetur manibus 
suis, sed ex Ev lio vivat: .... ad hoc 
enim et fideles muli habentes terrenain 
substantiam ibant cum eis, et ministra- 
bant eis de substantia sua,” &., and 
similarly Jerome ndv. Jovin. i. 26, vol. ii. 

277. Во likewise Tertall, Theodoret, 
ficum, Isid. Pelus., Theophylact, Ambrose, 
and Sedul. SotooCorn.-a-Lap.and Estius. 
See Estius, and Suicer, yuh, II. And 
from this misunderstanding of the passage 
grew up а great abuse, and such women 
are mentioned with bation by Epi- 
phan. Heer. 78, vol. i. (il. Migne), p. 1048, 
under the name of dyaryral. They were 
also called àB«AQaÍ: and were forbidden 
under the name of ovyelsaxra: by the 
Srd Canon of the lst Council of Nicmwa. 
See these words in Suicer), as also the 
other Apostles (in the wider sense, not 
only the twelve, for ver. 6, Barnabas is 
mentioned. It does not follow hence that 
all the other Apostles were married: but 
that all Aad the power, and some had 
ased it) and the brethren of the Lord 
mentioned not becawse distinct from the 
érrodo:, though they were absolutely 

to conform to vo 4 and Б) Pt PN 17 Orig[-c, Euthal-ms] Isid,: ins 
ты 

distinct from the Twelve, see Acts i. 14, 
—but as a farther specification of the 
most renowned persons, who travelled as 
missionaries, and took their wives with 
them. Оп the 4&3. тоб кир. ree note, 
Matt. xiii. 55. They were in all proba. 
bility the actual brethren of our Lord by 
the same mother, the sons of Joseph and 
Mary. The most noted of these was 
James, the Lord's brother (Gal. i. 19; ii. 
9, 12, compare Acts xii. 17; xv. 13, xxi. 
18), the resident bishop of the Church at 
Jerusalem: the others known to us by 
name were Joses (or Joseph), Simon, and 
Judas, see note on Matt, ib.), and Cephas 
(Peter was married, see Matt. viii. 14. A 
beautiful tradition exists of hisencouraging 
his wife who was led to death, by saying 
ptusnco, d абту, ToU kvpiov, Clem. Alex. 
Strom. vii. § 11 (63), p. 868 P. Euseb. 
H. E. iii. 30. Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. § 6 
62), p. 635 P., relates that he had chil- 
ren) On а шша, сад has been 

made respecting St. Paul’s Wi git 
see note on ch. vii. 8. .] Or (im- 
plying what the uence would then 

see ch. vi. 2, 9: does not introduce 
a new éftovcía, but a consequence of 
the denial of the last two) have only I 
and Barnabas (why Barnabas? Perhaps 
on account of his former connexion with 
Paul, Acts xi. 80; xii. 25; xiii. 1—xv. 39; 
but this seems hardly enough reason for 
his being here introduced. It is not im- 
вона ма жы been at first asso- 
ciated with Paul, who a m the 
fret to have abstained tom Бау 
sustenance from those among whom he 
was preaching, Barnabas, after his separa- 
tion from our Apostle, may have re- 
tained the same self-denying practice. 
* This is the only time when he is men- 
tioned in conjunction with St. Paul, since 
the date of the quarrel in Acts xv. 39." 
Stanley) not power to abstain from work- 

(i. e. power to look for our mainte- 
nance from the churches, without manual 
labour of our own. The Vulg. has ‘hoe 
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f épyyáteo0ai 1 Th Е orpareverat іо ^ Vio TTOTÉ j tagt. Acta 
Ran. na 4, 5. 
2 Thess. їй, 8 
al. Exod. v. 
8. 

g Luke iii. 14. 
Cor. х. 3 hkim ^ э 2 , ` A у 

nol, TOS Tis п ro] e ойк ebe; 8 и) 9 ката áyÜperroy 2°23. 
таўта AaXd, ij) ral ò vópos тафта ой Wye; 9 E in 

1 Pet. fl. ii 
yàp тф Move és vou yéypartat Où *xnudcets Войи і. In. 
'dAodvra. uù тё» Body “ дёхє, TQ de, 19H дг ips тн. u. 

only +. Esdr. іт. 56. 1 Mace. Ш. 28. ziv. 82 only. 5 2 Cor. i. 15 al. Heb. 
i. б, 13. k ch. lii. 6 reff Deut. 1 Matt. zx. 1, Ke. Jal. in Gospp.. elw, 
here cal v. 1. = Luke vil. T. 1 Kings zzv. 16. see Acta хх. 28 reff. 

n here bis. on rans 31. Lukeii.8. John x.16 only. Gen. xxxii. 16. 
see Joba vi. 26, 60, 51. 3 

r Lake зі zi. 11, 3. Teil. Al. 2e U. 15. ch. xvi. 6. 2 Cor. 
pos til. 2 reff. 

13. Job 26. interrog., Lees 41. Rom 
yt. (-ибс. Ps. кг 9. Esek. хія. 49) De Раст. xx 

1 
s bere ; 

Mac "aquae dt ke) АЈА І Chron. xxi. 20 
t here 

constr., but e Шр, eh. vii. 21. tien 
Cyr. iii. 1. 30. gen., here only. usu. w. mepi, Matt. кай. 16 al 

TOY kaprov) єк Tov картоу (corra to conform to the follg ex Tou *yaA.), with 1. rec (for 
Сэ ?)D?:3K LN? rel [syrr copt arm] Chr 
(cop С ar ( (0:3) Dab: tat ABCID 
fractum G. lat flor(and bar] tol) F-lat Bede. 
(with am fuld): ex rer к 

Euthal-ms] Thdrt, de fructu vulg-ed 
FPN! 17 sah goth Orig-c,, 

aft eie ins ки wives 
rec ins у bef тз жош., with ACIKLPN rel Syr copt [ Вав, Cyr,;] Damase (Ec: txt B 
Ci(appy) DF latt syr sah goth arm Chr, ( Eutbal-ms] drt ТЫ Ambrst roch Lune. 
for rns xowrys, тегне, рг [йог] sah æth Chr, ТЫ Ambrst Aug[has both readgs]. 

8. for Лало, Aeye 

lez haoc dicit lat) (arm): 

rec ins ovxs bef xa: o vouos (omg ov bef Aeye:), with 
KLP rel sah Dial, C Chr bart [Cyr-p, Damase): simly, 

ессе etiam lez hac dixit Syr: txt ABCDN [vulg syr copt] 
but e: instead of ovy:, F(a» si 

Orig, Mcion- me pag an ef lex hec non dicit vulg. (17 def.) 
9. уеур уар, Omg er тер jueves vo 

ABCKLPN r rel [vulg wth arm] Orig, [Dial, "Euthal-ms Cyr 
иңносе:) Quuaseis (see 1 Tim v. 18 and LXX), with AB?C 

uthal-ms Damasc] Thdrt,: txt B'D!F Chry; Thdrt,. 
Sade DF (I PJ. 

operandi, so also Tertull, Ambrose, al., 
omitting uh, and against the usage of ёр- 
yá(ea9a:, вее reff.) 1 1—12] Eram- 
piles from common life, of the reasonable- 
ness of the workman being sustained by 
his work. 7.) the analogies of 
Auman conduct. (1) The soldier. 
ом ёфеу(ом) with pay furnished ont of 
his own resources,—the dativus modalis, 
see Winer, edn. 6, § 81. 7 otpa- 

, of the soldier, "who serves in 
the army: otpateve, of the general, or 
the sation, that lends, or undertakes, the 
war. So Thucyd. iii. 101, of the states 
which joined the Peloponnesians, офто ка) 
Lvrearpárevor sárres : but Xen. Cyr. viii. 
4. 29, of the wife of Tigranes, à»3peles 
О Кайа: T$ àrdpl. See Kühner, ii. 
18 (5 398). (2) The husbandman. 
тфу корт. aùr. ovx ё0@.] T)» кархбр, as 
Meyer observes, is simply objective: he 
does eat the fruit, though it may be only 
part of it. (3) The shepherd. Here it 
: ёк ToU ydA., perhaps on account of the 
TAMEO еюн of т} ула... . deci, 

also of Tò ydàa rivei, milk being for 
the most part made into other articles of 
food, which sustain the shepherd partly 
directly, partly by their sale. 8.] Am 
I speaking these things merely accord- 

» D'(om yap D'{-er}) F Orig, pend Pss 

ДКО rel Orig, Dial, 
ins wept bed 

ing to human judgment of what is right! 
Or (see note, ver. 6) does the law too not 
say these things! 9.) (It does say 
them): for in the law of Moses it is 
linee: Thou shalt not (on the fut. with 

зарове meaning, ‘Thou shalt not,’ 
i. е i I expect of thee, that thou wilt 
not, common to all civilized languages, 
seo Winer, cdn. 6, 8 43. 6. e; Kühner, 
$ 446. 2) mussle (the reading фшбсез 
probably came in from the similar place, 
1 Tim. v. 18, and LXX. The verb «nude 
occurs, with its substantive xnuds, in Xen. 
de re equestri, v. 8, det Jrot А» ёхаліуы- 
то» бур, xnpoUr Bei- å anos йуажуеіу 
pèr оў колбе, Sdaverw Bè ойк eG) an ox 
while out the corn (in the sense 
=“ the ox that treadeth ont: but strictly 
that would require rà» B. тд» àAoérra)— 
„o, dicuntur boves, quum grana ex 
aristis exterunt pedibus, qui mos Orientis, 
sed et Grsecis, ut ex Theopbrasto et aliis 
discimus. Hic triturandi mos in Asia bo- 
dieque retinetur. Solent enim illarum re- 
gionum incole, postquam demesss fruges 
sunt, non domum ens ex agris, more noatro, 
granis nondum excussis, in horrea convel- 
lere: sed in aream quandam sub dio com- 
portare: deinde, sparsis in aream manipulis 
frugum, boves et bubalos immittunt, qui 
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"Аааа " TüpTOS AE yet; Or ud yap ёурафт, дт. " офеће * ёт 
f. e A U ^ е з ^ 

"а.ш. эней. IS 6 У dporpiv ? áporpiüy, кай б * dXody * 
ll ej ўме Ору Ta” rvevpatiad ° esmei- 

4 Léya €i reis дне» Ta °саркка * Üepuaoyev ; 
a here bie. ch. к. 17, 21, 30. Heb. ii. 16. v. ur d» only: Prov. i. 18. per 

3 ^ L 

4. ToU кетеш: 

Paper, жй. - 10. sd 
Acta xiv. 9 re 

ies v. 40 b Rom. zv. 27 (reif.). 
15 only. Gen. xiv. 28. ha. 20 ж. 6. 

е = Mark iv. d = 3 Cor. zi 4 
e Matt. Sae. 24, 36 . John iv. 38. 2 Cor. iz. 6. Ра. czav. b 

10. rec ex Arik bef офеле о aporpier (appy connected with the next var read, 
to throw the lst ex eri more into emphasis at the beginning, as the 2nd is at the end 
of the sentence), with D'[-gr] KLN’ rel (Syr) Chr Tbdrt,[-ms,] ТЫ Œc [Orig-in 
о ex елт. ap. оф. Di- gr «Ле о J: «Ах. ap. opera: F DAE bs epe 
arare F-lat, во also D*(and lat): txt ABCPN! m 17 s 
Damasc, debet in spe qui arat arare vulg Aug, Pel Bede. 

qui arat de 
-p Euthal-ms] 

rec (for er er. Tov 
perexeiw) THs eAsiBos avrov nerexeir ew eXibi, ey D*3KLN? rel Chr, Thdrt Damasc 
ТЫ Ge: rns eAsiBos с буун T. ү ше 
vulg ( Ё-1а&]) syrr (copt) sah (eth) Orig: I · ei · in 
ond nd dy Be the right one, that, if being overlook account seems to 

F(-gr(and G- lat)]: txt ABC PN 17 
N Eus, Cyr. Aug, (Meyer's 

d that adeay must be supplied 
aft aXour, uerex ew was supposed to be infi» pend o$eu i, dnd so Tov altered to avrov; then 
the sense bettered by 

11. ins ov bef neya Di(and lat). 
txt ABEN rel Chr, Gyr, Damasc Tl 

vel pedibus calcantes (see Micah iv. 13), vel 
curruum quoddam genus trahentes su 
frumenta, ex aristis eliciunt grana." 
senmüller. Із it for OXEN (generic) that 
God is taking care? We must not, as or- 
dinarily, supply Aver, only for oxen, and 
thus rationalize the sentence: the question 
imports, ‘In giving this command, are the 

. oxen, or those for whom the law was given, 
its objects?’ And to such a question there 
can be but one answer. Every duty of 
humanity has for its ultimate ground, not 
the mere welfare of the animal concerned, 
but its welfare in that system of which МАН 
is the head: and therefore man’s welfare. 
The good done to man’s immortal в pirit by 
acts of humanity and justice, infinitely оп 
weighs the ше тер! sical comfort of а 
which b Philo (de dicla 
offerentibus, FE 1, vol. ii. p. С) rightly 
explains the spirit of the law: ob yap dwép 
тё» MAG ó эбдоз, GAN’ бтр Tay уой» 
к. Adyer dxódrrur* фзте ob T&v Ovoudvay 
povrís істі», Фа ue, (хо. Spire 
Ga тё» Ovévrev, Iva тері unddy vdo 

anpalven. 10. ) Or (the other alter. 
native being rejected) on осв aecount (5/ 
$uüs, emphatic—not on account of men 
generally, but as Eatius, “ ter nos 
evan ministros :' " ef. t the duets of vv. 
11, 12, with which this $us is inseparably 
ше) altogether (rb wderes ярозбе(з, 

.. ra ph cvyxeptjop pnd ůriod- dyr- 
etre тё ёкроатў. Chrys. p. 183) does it 
(д vópos : or perhaps 6 6eés, but better the 
former, as above, тё беф being only in- 
cidentally introduced as the confessed 
Author of the law, and д vóuos remainin 
the subject of the sentence) say (this) $ 
(on our account): foron our account it (viz. 
ob KNMÉTEIS «.7.A., not, that which follows, 

by insg rns є\т:доѕ and transposing the original er evi to the end.) 
берите» CDF LP с m latt Thdrt [lat-T]: 

q. esset уёуратто:) was written: because 
(argumentative, as the groundof ¢ypdgn, — 
not, as in some of my earlier editions, con- 
taining the purpose of pd on. expressed 
in ile practical result) the plougher (not 
literal but spiritual, see below) onght te 
plough in hope, and the thresher (fo 
thresh, seo var. readd. in hope of par- 
taking (of the crop). words eter in 
this sentence are evidently x dpt, 
sot literal. They are insepara iyoonectd 
with 8 рат which precedes them: and 
according to the common explanation of 
them as ee mera ahi 
cultural life, would have no force whatever. 
But spiritually taken, all coheres. “The 
command (not to muzzle, &c.) was written 
ou account of иг (Christian teachers) be- 
cause we ploughers (in the Teépyor беоб, 
ch. iii. 9) ought to plough in —and 
we threshers (answering to Bovs 
ёЛоёу) ought to work in hope of (as the 
ox) having a share.” So Ch and 
Theophyl.: vor dre, 5 ё$дакалоз dpel- 
Aes dporpigy, kal кож» ёт’ darid: ёро: Вӯз 
к. дутцисбіаѕ. So also Meyer and De 
Wette; but by far the greater part of 
interpreters (also Stanley) take it literally 
understanding ўма of mankind in general, 
and д дротр:бр and ё AA of labourers in 
agriculture. No minute distinction must 
be sought between the dperpiéy and the 
ёлоду. The former is perhaps mentioned 
on account of the у= answering to the 
breaking up the fallow ground of Heathen- 
ism :—the latter on account of its occur- 
rence in the precept. 11.] The peùs 
(both times strongly emphatic:—we need 
sorely some means of marking in our Eng- 
lish Bibles, for rea 
words have the emphasis) is categoric, but. 

er ribi © 
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13 ej, d THs { Kua S ébova(as * 
ueis; GAN ойк % ёурпсаџеда тӯ éLovc(a ravrp, d 
vávra \остёуошер, tva. ш} Twa } éyxomijv k ö тф єйаү- Jona Fra 

А Ре А " 7 é ; Rom. ix. 21. 

ує\і ToU ypia ToU. 13 lob oidare Sts oi TA un (ерд ™ ёруа- 
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Р э A 

pereyougty, оу pAANOV f pom.» мо 10 
reff. and note 

g w. gen. obj., 
t. x.1 

ix. 

h ch. vii. 21 reff. , A , ^ €t e , t ^ Р боцерог [та] ёк той tepod daÜiovaw, oi тё Y дистастпріф ‘асі. 
s В P д 14.2 1 Thess. iii. 1, 

9 TrapeOpevovres TO ? дисіасттрір * сишрер орта ; 1*obros v Argi 
j here only t. (ret, Rom. xv. 22.) k — 2 Cor. vi. 3. 1 ch. vi. 3, &c. m adj.,2 Tim. 

iil. 15 only. Josh. vi. 7. n here only. o = Jer. xzxvii. (кх) iri ЫМ, 
1 Chron. vi. 43. ix. 13. xxviii. 13.) p ch. x. 18 reff. q here only. Prov. ial 
only. (evmdpedpos, ch. vii. 38.) r here only +. 

19. rec efoveras bef vum», with KL rel vulg Chr, Thdrt [Cyr, Damasc]: txt 
ABCDFPN m 17. 47 arm Chr,. 

Thdrt [Cyr, 

rig[ -c, Chr-m 

for ov, ovx: №2. 
for rau., avr» Рту. rec eyxorny bef Tira, with 
Chr, masc]: txt ABCN 17 vulg D-lat 
[А ане]: om 7wa F-lat G-lat sah arm Clem, Orig-int,. 
ч; Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc 

ov xexpnueda A. 
yr KLP rel syr 

uthal-ms] Tert Ambrst 
exxory» D'LN a b! fg 

: соуєк. m. 
18. rec om та (bef ex), with AC D'[-3-gr] KLP rel syrr arm [Chr, Thdrt Damasc]: 

ins B D!(-gr) FN 46 coptt, que de sacrario sunt vulg G- lat coptt Aug. uc]. (F-lat omits 
sacrario and reads que desunt [Aug has templo for pod 0M rec wpogedpevorres 

D F[ (see ch vii. 35), with KLN? rel Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ес: txt A vapa3p., so Euthal- 
тав] PN! 17. 47 Eus, Damasc. (m! repeats xposedp. bef uνLꝭ! . 

in fact applies to Paul alone. The secon- 
dary emphasis is on бигу... Juar. It. is 
one of those elaborately antithetical sen- 
tences which the great Apostle wields во 

werfuly in argument. The ner: 
peis, being identical, stand out in so 

much the stronger relief against the triple 
antithesis, dv, жуєуратькб, ёстерареу, 
—and $yév, тарк берісерху. If 
we read the subjunctive, for the 
after el, see Winer, edn. 6, § 41. b. 2, on 
ch. xiv.5; 1 Thess. v.10; Kühner, $ 818 
4.1. The usage is common in Homer, Od. 
a. 204, al. fr., —doubtful in Herod. ii. 13; 
viii. 49, 118,—and hardly ever found in 
Attic writers. See Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 198, 
ef ri wot agp, and (Ed. Col. 1442, « cov 
o repnbd. uh. and сарк. (see Rom. 
xv. 27) need no explanation. The first are 
во Called as belonging to the spirit of man 
(De W. and Meyer, as coming from the 
Spirit of God; but it is better to keep 
the antithesis exact and perspicuous), the 
second as serving for the nourishment of 
the flesh. 12.] Not does not neces- 
sarily point at the false teachers; others 
AT have exercised this power. © 
is the objective genitive: power over you, 
—8see reff, The second &AAd is not in 
apposition with the first, but in opposition 
to the idea implied in фур. тӯ &. raóry. 
Meyer compares Hom. II. a. 24 f., daa’ 
obk Arpeldy ‘Ayauduvon dare биш, 
"АЛЛА Kanes et. ] The 
word was commonly used, as may bo seen 
in Wetst., of vessels containing, holding 
without breaking, that which was put 
into them; thence of concealing or cover- 
ing, as a secret; and also of enduring or 
bearing up against. In this lust sense 

Vor. II. 

Diod. Sic. iii. 34, uses it literally of ice, 
oréyortos ToU KpvordAAov BiaBdoes стра- 
ore de x. auatey dpóðovs, and (xi. 25, 
Wetat. but?) of a besieged fort, ob uhrye 
thy бриђу . . . Ќстеуєу . .. 7d... TXOS, 
.. . АЛАА фхє!кє ө hvcryxdfero. So also 
Asch. Sept. c. Theb. 216, ripyor oréyew 
єбхесбде толерішу Bópu. These last usages 
are very near akin to this of our text, — 
We endure all things: viz. labour, pri- 
vations, hardships. The éyxoxaí (hin- 
drances—so Diod. Sic. i. 82, speaks of the 
Nile as being wodAd«ais 8:4 ras éyxowds 
&rakAdueros) would arise from his being 
charged with covetousness and self-seek. 
ing, which his independence of them would 
entirely prevent. 18, 14. | Ana of 
the maintenance of the Jewish priesthood 
From the sacred offerings, with this right 
T the чы: teacher, as ordained 
Christ, eyer rightly remarks, that of 
тё {ера ipyats v can only mean the 
priests, not including the Levites: and 
therefore that both clauses apply to the 
same persons. co das, Ideas, 
pé(ew, are technical words for the offer- 
ing of sacrifice. See reff. to LXX. 
lepov here, as 0veiaarnpíou nen with 
it below, is probably not ‘the sacrifice,’ 
‘the holy thing, but the temple—‘ the 
holy building.’ Similarly Jos. B. J. v. 18. 
6, makes the Zealots say, eî... robs 78 
vag cTpaTtvouévovs ёк тоў vao) трёфё- 
al- ! So Jos. contra Apion. 
i. 7, speaks of the priests as Tj Ocpawelg 
той 009 wpos«Dpebovras. On the prac- 
tice referred to, see Num. xviii. 8 ff.; Deut. 
xviii. 1 ff. No other priesthood but the 
Jewish can have been in the mind of the 
Apostle. The Jew knew of no 6vewcrf- 

Nw 
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An dat. xai б курс *Oérafev то то єйўеүүёмо» t re- 
а 1. PR а 

Асизи, | AOUGLV, ёк TOU ebaryye lou u >. 15 сүй ё ov " кёќурпџаг 
xi. 18. inf., 
Luke viii. 65 

int here wèy uot * K yap poi YuüXXov &тобареф ў) TO 

tm Acts Lu *xavynud pov **iva tle * re t. 16 day yàp °єйау- 
a = Mate iv, үєМ юна» ойк čorw pot З каоутра` avayen yap pot 
Dent. 98.2) rl xetrai “oval ydp pot ! dotiv day pn © evayyeAiowpat. 

т ch vi. 21 
re ә 

iv. 3. y Mark 
arrang. of words, 3 Cor. li. 4 reff. 

d Acts xxvii. 20 reff. 
only. gospp. (but not John) and Rev. passim 

ix. 42. 
w Matt. xvii. 12. Luke xxil. 37. xzili. 31. John xiv. 30. 

constr., Acts xx. 35. 
7 b Rom. iv. 14 reff. 

ù 6 dwixcicer’ avdyry, Hom. 

ng ng Мы > ha 
s Rom. iv. & reff. ‚жүй. 6. 

e absol., Rom. zv. 20 reff. 
П. 6. 458. е Paul, bere only. epp., Jade 11 
fhere only. Hos. ix. 13. 

18. rec ode expyoauny Touren, with K rel Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: over: тохтор expyca- 
pny с [Chr.]: ove M v ovden т. N? 23: ovBeri ov ce x ua т. 80: ovder: kexpupaa 
т. D? L{sic (Tischdf)]: txt ABCD!3FPN! m 17 [Euthal-ms] Damasc. *ovdels 
B D'[and lat] NI 17 sah Tert Ambrst-ed[and mss 

: wa tis C D*9[.gr] KLPN? rel vu ит 1 
Thi (Ec Jer, A 
Thdrt: txt ABC 

alic 

FLPN k 17. 471. 

: ovBers un А: Tis F 26: ira tis ov 
-lat) Chr[.;. Bas,] Thdrt Damasc ig (end 

rec reren, with K rel Chrſue Bas, Euthal-ms Damasc] 

16. evayyeAi(ouxi LP f k Damasc: evayyetrupa[ evangeliravero] DF [vulg 
rec Aug. lie]. 

ova: Be (clumsy alteration, not seeing that 
sth arm Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]: txt ABCD 
Cyr, [Euthal-ms Aug. ne] Ambrst Jer. 
it better to the last day) Е Ambrst: est aut erit G-lat: om 119. 
pa: (from - (ора above), with АКМ rel Orig, Ath, 
evangelizem D-lat G-lat(2nd altern): -o LP 

for xavxnua, xapis gratia DF N'(txt N-corr') Ambrst-ms. 
explains avayxn), with KL rel 

FPR! 17 latt coptt Orig,-int, Ath, Chr, 
for 2nd ere, eera: (alteration, to apply 

rec eu N 
Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]: (Сы, 

m [Cyr-p,]: txt BCDF Chr,: 
evangelizavero vulg(and F-lat) G-lat (Ist altern) [Orig-int, Aug, ꝓrœdioavero evange- 
lium Ambrst]. 

оу but one: and he certainly would not 
ave proposed heathen sacrificial customs, 

even in connexion with those appointed by 
God, as a ent for Christian usage: 
besides that the idea is inconsistent with 
ores ral: see below. 14.] 8o also 
(i.e. in analogy with that His other com- 
mand) did the Lord (Christ; the Author 
by His Spirit of the O. T. as well as the 
New) command (viz. Matt. x. 10; Luke 
x. 7, 8) to those px e. ко е 
gospel, to live maintain у. 
Themistius (Курке) has (nv et épyacias) 
the . Observe, that here the Apos- 
tle is establishing an analogy between the 
rights of the sacrificing priests of the law, 
and of the preachers of the gospel. Had 
those preachers been likewise sacrificing 
priests, is it possible that all allusion to 
them in such a character should have been 
here omitted? But as all such allusion iz 
omitted, we may fairly infer that no such 
character of the Christian minister was 
then known. As Bengel remarks on ver. 
18: ‘Si missa esset sacrificium, plane 
Paulus versu sequente apodosin huc ac- 
commodasset." 15.) ob Se rotrey is 
best explained of the different forms of 
éfovela,—not, with Chrys. al., ra» woAAGy 
wapaderypdrav—wodAdy ydp poi wapexdr- 
rer dove, тоў стратібтоо, той ye- 
өрүоў, тод тоцќуоѕ, r&y. ёжосттблоу, ToU 

vópov, Tv тар ўрӧу els buds -yerouérur, 
тё» wap’ bud els robs ÉAAovs, r&v lepéor, 
тоў Tposrá-yuaros ToU xpiœroũ, oùer? ro- 
тоу d elo eis Tb катал дса: TÒ» lavro? 
yópov, xal ХаВеу. Hom.xxii.p.193. True, 
that each of these examples pointed to a 
form of ё оос(а, and none of these forme 
had he made use of. See ref. on ch. vii. 21. 

{үралуа is the epistolary aorist —I 
wrote (write) not these things however, 
that it may be thus re after the ex- 
amples which I have ) done to me 
un my case, see ге.) :—for it were good 
reff.) for me rather to die (or, better 

Jor me to die, see ref. Mark) than that 
any one should make void (the remarkable 
reading of the great mas. appears to have 
arisen from the unnatural look of the 
ture with fva. It can only be explained 
y supposing an aposiopesis; the Apostle 

breaking off at $, and exclaiming with 
fervour, rò xatynud pov ob8els xeréoe: 
my (matter of) boasting. To understan 
&кобаувгу as Chrys., Theophyl., Œc., Es- 
tius, Billroth, al., àro6. Aug, seems quite 
unnecessary. Further on, Chrys. himself 
expresses the true sense: odr ral (wis 
abrg Yuri repor jv Tb "ywópn«ror :—and 
Calvin, *tantum Evangelii promovendi 
facultatem nimirum propris vitæ præ- 
ferebat.” 16 ff. The reason why 
he made so much of this materies glori- 

ABCDF 
КЕРИ 
abcef 

oj8evi roúræv' ойк ёурафа 8 raUra iva ойто yéevntat no 1. 
4 
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17 є; yàp ®ёкф> тодто mpdcow, № шодди ёую’ є Se к вош. чш. ю 
!dxcv, *oixovopíav | тєтїттєйм. 

7 Ф ? 2 1 Ж 18 ríe ойи дой ёсть e 7. J 
1.1. Rom. ..0 d HE, iva °evaryyerslopevos ™adaravoy * Өјао TÒ . Cf 

i here only. 

evaryryéAtov, eis TO ш) °KaTaypjoacba, тӯ cfovaía poy . i! 

ёр TQ evayyedip ; 19 ?ёМейбєро< yap dy ёк. TávToV, зї. ры 
9. Col. 1. 26. 1 Tim. L. 6 only. L. P. Isa. xxii. 19, 21 

t n constr., M asii. m here only ¢. att. 
xxxii. 13. Wied. х. 21. 

р ч. ёк, bere only, v. àsró, Rom. vii. 3. 

18. rec (for 1st pov) до, with DFLPN? rel вуг Съ 
expr), поё N. T. 

coptt (Chr, Eutbal-ms] Cyr, Ambrst Jer, Pel Bede. 
it mihi evaryytAtor Ins rov xpiTov (see ver 12), with D3FKLP 

Thdrt Jer: om ABCD!N a 17 vulg(not F-lat) D-lat 

Augrate): txt A B(Tischdf ГМ. T. V. 

еги Dip. rec aft то 
rel syrr 
Cyr, [ Euthal-ms] Ambrst Апы) Pel Bede. 
ev(but marked for erasure) ry e£. RI: туу etovziav DIF. 
(not G). at end add до» D![-gr]. 

andi: viz. that his mission itself gave 
him no advantage this way, being an office 
entrusted to him, and for which he was 
solemnly accountable: but in this thing 
only had he an advantage so as to be able 
to боа of it, that he preached the 
without charge. o 
the dvydyxn. On otal ёстіу, seo ref. Hos. 

IT.] For (illustration and confirma- 
tion of obal yàp x. r. . above) if Iam doing 
this (preaching) of mine own accord (as a 
voluntary undertaking, which in Paul's case 
was not so, as Chrys., тд кд» к. xuv ёт) 
ToU ёукехер(сда ка) uh ёукєхерісба 
А : not, ав Е. V., al., willingly, 
for this was so), I have a reward (i.e. if 
of mine own will 1 took up the ministry, 
it might be conceivable that a шоббз 
might be due to me. That this was not 
the case, and never could be, is evident, and 
the ii therefore only hypothetical) : 
bat if involuntarily (which wae the case, 
see Acts ix. 15; xxii. 14; xxvi. 16), with 
& STEWARDSHIP (olx. emphatic) have I 
been entrusted (and therefore from the 
nature of things, i» thie respect I have 
no шоебѕ for merely doing what is my 
bounden duty, see Luke xvii. 7—10: but 
an otal, if I fail in it. Chrys. observes 
well: oj5$ yàp erer, el 8d Киер, ойк (xo 
pscOdy, GAA’ olx. wewlerr. Seicrbs бт: ка) 
обтоѕ Exe: gde, АЛАА TótoVror, olor б Tò 
errraxod / dtaryócas, oùx olov dxeivos ё ёк 
D фаитой pirorisnoduevos к. UrepBas 7d 
éx(rayua. р. 194). The above interpre- 
tation, which is in the main that of Chrys., 
Theophyl., cum. (altern.) al., Meyer, and 
De Wette, is the enly one which seems to 
me to satisfy, easily and grammatically, all 
the requirements of the sentence, and at 
the same time to suit the logical structure 
of the context. "The other Commentators 
go in omnia alia, and adopt various forced 
and arbitrary constructions of the verse. 

18.] Ordinarily, and even by De 

váp— explains | 

e zv. 2, 

L 10. iii. 2, 
з-у SA 1 = Bom. ili. 3 reff. 

4 (from cix.1). Hom. iv. 17 (from Gen. xvii. 5). Gen. 
o ch, vii. 31 only t. Ep. Jer. 38 only. 3 Macc. v. 23. 

Euthal-ms? Damasc] Thdrt 
edd 7, 8]) CEN! n 17 vulg Syr 

—eoraiferriy D3-gr(and E)] ро 

р sth arm Chr, 
катахратба: A Orig-c, ]. 

for 2nd pov, a F- gr. 

Wette, thus arranged and rendered: What 
then te my reward? (It is), that in 
preaching I make the gospel to be without 
cost, that I use not my power in the 
gospel.’ But this, though perhaps philo- 
logically allowable (against Meyer,—eee. 
John xvii. 3,—-абту dorly ў alóvios (ef, 
ba ywéouwo: . . . . also John xv. 8; 
1 John iv. 17 (?)), is sof true. His i 
the gospel to be without cost, was not Ais 
aug, but hie xavynua only: and these 
two are not identical. The кабутша was 
present: the nis, future. Meyer’s 
rendering is equally at fault. He would 
make ris обу роб dori ó u,: a question 
implying a negative answer then 
Ч ? None: in order that I 

A gratuitously, &c. But thus he preac 
severs off (see below) the whole following 
context, vv. 109—323: and as it seems to 
me, stultifies the xabxnua, by robbing it 
altogether of the coming ,uc8ós. I am 
persuaded that the following is the true 
rendering: What then is my reward (in 
prospect) that I (fra, like rs in classical 
Greek, with a fut. indic, points to the 
actual realization of the purpose, with 
more precision than when followed by tho 
subjunctive. So Xen. Cyr. ii. 4. 31, Короз, 
Ф 'Apuérie, келебе: ofa жоет ve, 
és тёхіста Ix оїстем ка} тд» Bag pbr xal 
7b erpárevua, —Kühner, Gramm. ii. 490, 
where see more examples) while preach- 
ing, render the gospel without cost (i. е. 
what reward bave I in that in- 
duces me to preach gratuitously) in order 
not to use (as ing out my design not 
to use) (to the fall (катаур. see ref. 
and note: not, to e, as E. V.) my 
power in the gospel (= rj оис. но» тӯ 
фә te ebayy., as often; cf. rois kvpíois 
кат& сќрка, Eph. vi. 5; of venpol dy xpiorg, 
1 Thess. iv. 16, al. fr.) ? 19 fl.] He 
now proceeds to answer the question, 
* What prospect of reward could induce 

Nx2 
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«acus Taow euavrov d ё800\№оса, wa * той * п\ораѕ rep jou 
r (hake rias, 90 cal eyevdumy той; Loudalocs ws 'lovBaios, wa Iov- 

sing.) Acts’ eyevopun) S ? 

13. ch. x. 6. 
xv. 6 al. 
Exod. zxili. 

Ed-vat. &c 

xix. 82. xxvii. dalous 8 kepórja a TOÍS t ¢ ` , e t е * , * 

imo идрор dx tiro vopov, p) 
7 * L , 

àv abròs ‘id vopov, iva тоў v vópov "repoa 
2 va 5 

- 

Omar AB) 21 той; " арошосқ dx u dvopos, uù) Ow u &vouos Өєоб 
xviii. 18. 
1 Pet. Ш. 1. 
(Matt. xvi. 26 
al. fr. . Job 
zzii. 3 Symm. 
38.8, Phil. 1. 21.) 

only, Wisd. vll. 2. (-v, Hom. Ii. 12.) 

19. ins ev bef тасу Р! (ао lat). 
20. om xax D!(and lat) m соры. 

A as 

GAN "épvouos уристоб, iva *xepddvm Tous "dávopovs. 
A ` 3 a 

2? eyevouny тоф v doe, " daberns, va тойс * йтбӨєреф& 
t Rom. vi. 16,15. Gal. iv. 4, 5,21. 

v = here (Acta xix. 89) only +. 

u = here & times. Acts il. 23 
w= Hom. v. 6. 

om 1st ws F-gr 39. 67? (Clem) Orig. - int.] 
Tert Sedul. (ws quasi G-marg.) [F-gr reads o covdaiors, G! sovdaiois(-corr or) 
tovdaiors, F-lat judesis judais. 
by oversight of copyist), with D*[-gr] 
Thl Ec (Маг-шеге,(даойп Nest) 

rec om uy œ» avTos vxo vouoy (i. е. from vopov to vopor, 
K rel бут copt sth Orig, Thdrt [Chr. ue (Cyr,) 

: ins ABCD'FPN 17 latt вуг sah goth arm el ] 
-mal]. Cyr, Damasc Orig · int, [not ed Delarue ]. om from xepꝭnoœ to xepdyow L [ Euth 

9]. rec беш an хрісте (confusion of vowels and not observing the constr : see note), 
with an KL rel sah [arm Cyr-p, 

ar-merc(quoting Nest) ]. 

Thdrt: txt ABCD!FPN d m 17 latt вуг copt 
th] Orig -е,] Did, Chr, Cyr[-pEutbal-ms] 

rec xepdqo'w 
Isid, Damasc Ath(-int 0 wel Orig bed 

(from ver 20), with DK Les rel Orig,[-c, 
Did, Chr, Thdrt [ Cyr-p, Euthal-ms Isid, Damasc]: txt ABCFPN! [m] 17 (xepBareney 
рана and m Orig, [-e] in next verse.—rovs avopous bef керё. D. 
pro 

гес om Tous 

ably to suit sov8aous above), with FKLN3 rel Chr Tbdrt [Euthal-ms Isid 
Damasc] : ins ABCDPN! 17 Orig, Did. 

22. att єуєуоиту ins 8e кои autem et F. 
ow ins œs 
soth arm] 

асдєуоюсіу DF. rec aft arere- 
d tally with the three former), with C (вт) FKLPN? rel [syrr сорі goth 

ig,[-c] Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc] 1: om ABN! vulg(not F-lat) 
D. lat Orig, (retaining the three former) Orig-int, Cypr, Ambr; асу Ambrst Aug Bede. 

me fo do this?’ [Yea (literally! 
For, д. д. the reward must have been great 
and glorious in prospect) being free from 
(the power of) all men, I enslaved myself 
(when I made this determination: and have 
continued to do so) to all, that I might 
gain (not obs xdyras, which he could not 
exactly say, but) the largest number (of 
any : that hereafter Paul's converts might 
be found to be of sAeíores: see below on 
ver. 24). Bengel bas remarked on xep- 
Bow, ' congruit hoc verbum cum conside- 
ratione mercedis г but * congruit? is not 
enough: it is actually THE ANSWER to 
the question тіз роб dori ô шоёфс; This 
‘lucrifecisse’ the greater number is dia- 
tinctly referred to by him elsewhere, as hie 
reward in the day of the Lord: ris yàp 
pv dAwls À xapà À cré$aros xavx$- 
«ens; ) obxl xal dyets, Ёдїросбс» той 
&vplov иф» Ingot dv тў abrod xapov- 
olg; peis dp dore i Bóka дё» xal 1 
xapd. 1 Thess. ii. 19, 20. And it is for 
this reason that Iva . . . . керд. is three 
times repeated : and, ав we shall presently 
see, that the similitude at the end of the 
chapter is chosen. 20—22.] Spe- 
eializes the foregoing assertion rd eu. 
düoíAeca, by enumerating various parties 
to whose weaknesses he had conformed 
himself, in order to gain them. 
90. rois "То»8. és 'Іох8.] See examples, 

Acta xvi. 8; xxi 26. ойк elxer, "IovBaijos, 
&AA’ às “Iovdaios, Туа belly Ere ol corona Tò 
трёура Ў», Theophyl after Chrys. 
Jews here are not Jewish converts, who 
would be already won in the sense of this 
paesage. Tois td уброу . . . ] These 
again are not Jewish converts (see above); 
nor proselytes, who would not be thus dis- 
tinguished from other Jews, but are much 
the same as "Тобаго: only to the number 
of these the Apostle did not belong, not 
being himself (avrós contrasta with és 
above) under the law, wherens be was 
nationally a Jew. 31. rots дубро ot 
1 The бодо: are the Heathen: hardly, 
with Chrys., such as Cornelius, fearing God 
but not under the law. Paul became as а 
Heathen to the Heathen, e. g., when he 
discoursed at Athens (Acts xvii.) in their 
own manner, and with arguments drawn 
from their own poets. ph Ov K. r. A. ] 
not being (being conscious of not being, 
remembering well in the midst of my 
&ropía that I was not. This is implied by 
ph, which is subjective, giving the convic- 
tion of the subject, not merely the odjective 
J'act, вв oùe бу would do) en outlaw from 
God (Ob and xpioroó aro genitives of de- 
pendence, as after xarfjkoos, Évoxos, &c.) 
but a subject-of-the-law et Christ (the 
words seem inserted rather to put before 
the reader the true position ot n Christian 
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*xepdnow. х тойс *maow yeyova тарта, iva 7 тбутос zRom. si. 13 
Twas * сӧсою. 28 тарта $ по) Sia то єйаүублор, Tva т Ace хі. 13 

®guyxowwves avToU yévopat. ?* ° ойк b одате Ort oi unm | 
év *gTaÓíp Tpéyovres mávres дё» tpéyovow, els $ . Phil. i 

Aaufáve, tò * HDE ; ores ° трёуєте, tva f катаћі- Coi, М 
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b eb. vi. 2. тег. 13 al. 
ouly. Pod" xrili, 29. 4 al. 

f Rom. ix. 30. Phil. iii. 12. Exod. Av. 9. 

for yeyova, eyeroug» F Clem, 
when rarra occurs, та is insd bef 

Mac, Chr, Thdrt ( Cyr-p, Damasc]: txt ABCD!FN Clem, Orig, Naz, Chr 
ог warrews Tiwas, tarras (conformation to the foregoing c 

latt lat-ff, rovs таутаз 17 Clem, Orig, (but ravra, [Mac,, rarras т) tivas Orig-c, ]). 
KL rel ByIT (c 

ABCDFPN m 17 latt coptt ath arm Orig,[-c] 

Eutbal-ms ]. 

23. rec (for marra) Tovro, with 

Ambrst Pel. 

€ — here ‘Luke xxiv. 13. John vi. 19. xi. 18. Rev. xiv. 20. xxi. 1 
d Phil. iti. 14 only ¢. Bom. е = іх. 16 ге 

rec ins та bef тарта ( prob to suit ros wacw : but 
it in some mar), with DKL rel [o 

Cyril - jer 
ses) D 

th Thdrt Damasc Thi » txt 
az, Chr,(schol on 7) [Eutha)-ms] 

24. aft ВраВеоу ins e 8е Ac ишу ego autem dico vobis F. 

with regard to God's law revealed by Christ, 
than merely with an apologetic view to 
keep his own character from 1 by 
the imputation of àrouía) that I might 

ose who had no law. «xep8ara 
бог, only in N. T.) and кер8ўсо are both 
found in the classics: see Matthis, 5 239, 
and Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 740. 22. 
The do@eveig here can hardly be the wea 
Christians of ch. viii. and Rom. xiv., who 
were already won, but as in ref., those 
who had not strength to believe and re- 
ceive the Gospel. This sentence then does 
not bring out a new form of condescen- 
sion, but recapitulates the preceding two 
classes, то mò vóuov .... тої avdpors. 

Tois r . . . .) This sums up 
the above, and others not enumerated, in 
one general rule,—and the various occa- 
sions of his practising the condescension 
(aorists) in one general result (perfect). 
To all men I am become all things (i. e. 
to each according to his situation and pre- 
judices) that by all means (*omnino:' or 
рр as Meyer, in all ways: but I pre- 
er the other) I may save some (rwés 

is emphatic: some, out of each class in 
the rdyres. It is said, as is the following 
verse, in extreme humility, and distrust of 
even an Apostle’s confidence, to shew them 
the immense importance of the шебб< for 
which be thus denied and submitted him. 
self). 23.] But (q. d. not only this 
of which I have spoken, but ай?) all things 
I do on account of the gospel, that I may 
be a fellow-partaker (with others) of it 
(of the blessings promised in the gospel 
to be brought by the Lord at His coming). 

24 fl.] ‘This is my aim in all I do: 
but inasmuch as many run ina race, many 
reach the goal, but one only receives the 
prize,—I as an Apostle run my course, 
and you must so run yours, as each to 
labour not to be rejected at last, but to 
gain the glorious and incorruptible prize.’ 

This, as compared with the former con- 
text, seems to be the sense and ^ onnexion 
of the passage. He was anxious, as an 
Apostle, to labour more abundantly, more 
effectually than they all: and hence his 
condescension (cvyxardfacis) to all men, 
and self-denial: accompanied with which 
was a humble self-distrust as to the great 
matter itself of his personal salvation, 
and an eager anxiety to secure it. These 
he proposes for their example likewise. 

24.) The allusion is primarily no 
doubt to the Isthmian games [* celebrated 
under the shadow of the huge Corinthian 
citadel’ (Stanley) ]; but thia must not be 
pressed too closely: the foot-raco was far 
too common an element in athletic con- 
tests, for any accurate knowledge of its 
predominance in some and its insigni- 
ficance in others of the Grecian games to 
be here "рк. Still less must it be 
imagined that those games were to bo 
celebrated in the year of the Epistle being 
written. The most that can with cer- 
tainty be said, is that he alludes to a 
contest which, from the neighbourhood of 
the Isthmian games, was well known to 
his readers. See Stanley's note: who, in 
following out illustrations of this kind, 
writes with а vivid graphic power pecu- 
liarly his own. tov] Wetst. 
quotes from the Schol. on Pindar, Olymp. 
1, Aéyerm 84 Tb Bibóuevor yépas TQ 
икђсаут: GANTE &xb uiv ray Dibórrer 
аёту BpaBevray BpaBeior, àrd 84 тё» 
&0лобутюу &0^оу, and from the Etymol., 
BpaBeior AUM ra & жард тд» BpaBevriv 
8ibóuervos ттёфауоз TQ rikvri. 

тр.) Thus (after this manner —viz. 
as they who run all, each endeavouring to 
be the one who shall receive the prise 
not, as the one who receives it (Meyer, De 
Wette),—for the others strive as earnestly 
as he: still less must we take fva xara- 
AdByre for & каталаВеї», which is barely 
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g Luxus. Bure. ?5 mâs $ё 0 Е ayoutopevos парта | ёукратєйєтак 
John x vili. 

éxeivo, * uày оў» iva ! iÜapróv oTéDavoy AaBwow, де 
vrs. бе !dáÜapror. 26 éyà "roívuv " ores Tpéye "as ойк 
2 Tim. Iv. 7 
оу. Sir. 
iv. 28 al. 

о d] , "obreos Р rurcre-w as ойк Idépa "фро 
Dan. ri. 14 Theod. h constr., Acts xx. 35 reff. ich. vii. 9 (reff.) оу: k ch. vi 4 reff. 

1 Rom. i. 23 (reff.). m Luke zx. 26. Heb. zili. 13(James il. 24 v. r.) only. Isa. Id. 10. v. 13. n ch. 
lii. 15 reff. o here only +. (-Аос̧, ch. xiv. 8. „ 1 Tim. vi. 17.) p here ys е, Xen. 

. Lac. iv. 6. q Acta xxii, 23. ch. xiv. 9. Eph. Ц. 3. 1 Thess.iv. T. Бет. іх. 2. avi 17 oniy. Wisd. 
v. 11, 12. r Acts v. 40 reff. 

25. om ovv K k 6. 119 arm Clem, Iren[-int,]: insd in зуг with an asterisk. 
(a at the beginning of афбартор is written over the line by Ni.) 

allowable, and here would not suit the 
sense; the ofrws being particularized 
presently by one point of the athletes’ 
preparation being specially alleged for 
their imitation) run (not ка) ih-, 7péxere, 
because the evident analogy between the 
race and the Christian conflict is taken 
for granted. If, as Dr. Peile imagines, a 
contrast had been intended, between the 
stadium where ояе only can receive the 

and the Christian race where all 
may, it must have stood ofrws Bà ueis 
vpéxere, &s ka) (ndrras?) xaraAaBeir. 
But such contrast would destroy the 
sense), in order that ye may fully obtain 
855 prize of your calling, see Phil. iii. 14. 

n AauBdye and karaAauBdre see note, 
ch. vii. 81). 25.] The point in the 
otras, the conduct of the athletes in 
regard of temperance, which he wishes to 
bring into especial prominence for their 
imitation :—as concerning the matter in 
hand,—Ats own abstinence from receiving 
the world’s pelf, in order to save himself 
and them that heard him. The 8é 
specifies, referring back to ofras. The 
emphasis is on was, thus shewing obtws 
to refer to the xdyres who tp€xovow. 
yu he is more general than трёхе», 
—4. d. Every one who engages, not only 
in the race, but in any athletic contest,’ 
and thus strengtbening the inference. The 
art. (ó & s.) brings out the man as an 
enlisted and professed &yeri(dperos, and 
regards him in that capacity. Had it 
been was 8d &yori(., the sense would have 
been, *Now every one, while contending,’ 
&c., making the discipline to be merely 
accidental to his contending —which would 
not suit the spiritual antitype, where we 
are enlisted for life. Examples of the 
practice of abstinence in athletes may be 
seen in Wetst. in loc. I will givo but two: 
(1) Hor. de Arte Poet. 412: “Qui studet 
optatam cursu contingere metam, Multa 
tulit fecitque puer, sudavit et alsit: Ab- 
stinuit venere et vino.” (2) Epict. с. 35: 
Aes. ёАбитіа vikoa; Kayo vh Tobs 
Geobs, kou "ydp TTi». ФЛЛА скбте Kal 
тё xabryryoupera ка) тё &кфАоуба, ка) or. 
dwrou ray Ёруюу. Bei с? ейтактету, dyay- 
korpojeiy, ёяёҳесбш яецибтоу, yuurd- 

(erOa: p dvdynny dv Spqg тєтоаурќур, ёғ 
кабист:, dy \уйхе, ph ux alvew, ph 
olvor фу Érvxev axdws, s Їатрф rapa- 
SeBanévar cavrby TQ emiordry, elra els rbv 
&y&ra TapépyeaOa: éxeivox] scil. 
éyxpareborrat. оўу, ‘immo 
vero ” (reff.). The Schol. on Pind. 
Isthm. ówó6ecis, cited by Meyer, says: 
стёфоѕ Bé tore ToU ёудуоѕ тти, тд 3è 
dyvéxader odAtva ко) афтод $y ó cTéQaros. 

fpes 84, scil. ёукратеибдеба Tra 
AdBepuer ттёфауо». He takes for granted 
the Christian's temperance in all things, as 
his normal state. 26.] I then (уф 
emphatic—recalls the attention from the 
incidental exhortation, and reminiscence of 
the Christian state, to the main subject, 
his own abstinence from receiving, and its 
grounds. tolvwv, as distinguished from 
other particles which imply restriction of 
what has been generally said to some par- 
ticular object, indicates the dropping of 
minute or collateral points, and return- 
ing to the great necessary features of the 
subject,—and this, as introducing some 
short and pithy determination or conclu- 
sion: see Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 348. 
E. g.,—Xen. Cyr. vi. 3. 17, roórev pty 
qolrvy. Bàis ern, А 82 кар$з Тм» el Nat, 
rabra, Lon, Juryod) во run as (ofros—ós, 
see reff.) not uncertainly (reff.: cf. also 
Polyb. iii. 64. 5, ras xsdvos ё8уЛоу roio- 
ons éxdoros thy éwlBacow:—‘uncertainly,’ 
і. e. without any sure grounds of con- 
tending or any fixed object for which to 
contend; both these are included, Chry- 
sostom rightly brings it into subordination 
to the main subject, the participation with 
idolaters :—rí 8 doriy, ойк àbhAws; wpds 
ckoxór Tiva HAU, фусіу, ойк єікў xal 
párny, кайтер Sueis, тЇ yàp биїу yiveras 
Ado wb той els cidwAcia elsa, ка} 
Thy TeA eiórnra dot exelyny exidelxrvedau; 
obddy, АЛА ойк ёуф тоюбтоѕ, АЛАА wárra 
&хєр ход, ö rp тїз тё» хАтсќо> сотуріаз 
wow. kh» тєАебттта ёте ораи, Bi ab- 
ToUs kh» cvyxaráBaciur, 8 ойтойѕ` x 
ӧжерВ@ Пётро» èv тё ph AauBdreiw, Туа 
uh скаудалмсдёс ky катаВо ,, rår- 
тор, жер:тецубреуоѕ Kal (vpápneros, Iva wh 
rosser. Hom. xxiii. р. 201); so 
fight I, as not striking the air (and not 

АВСОР 
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кад t Board, . pr. 
(o , 

Prov. хх. 
there only t. Gen. zlili. 18 Symm. ‚үе: but not in Montf. or Bahrdt. ( Field believes 

u 
30. 
it 15 be from a scholium).) 

v Rom. i. 28 reff. 

21. алла B m. 
113-marg Clem, Eus, Naz, Chr-ms, Th 
Naz, Bas-2-mss, Chr-ms Cyr, [Euthal-ms) 
altern) Ambre Ambrst] Aug; lividum facio D- lat га d 

[Steph SovAayaye (not C).] Paulin.) стора F- gr. 

my adversary). The allusion is not to a 
скіарахіа or rehearsal of a fight with an 

сем as Chrys. (Exo yap 
dy ragte), Theophyl. al. m., but to a fight 
with a real adversary (viz. here, the body) 
in which the boxer vainly hits into the 
air, instead of striking his antagonist. So 
Entellus in the pugilistic combat, JEn. v. 
446, * vires in ventum effudit, when Dares 
* ictum venientem a vertice velox Prsevidit, 
celerique elapsus corpore cessit. See ex- 
amples both of what is really meant, and of 
the vxiauaxÍa, in Wetst. Obs., in both 
places ойк is used and not uf, as importing 
the matter of fact, and joined closely with 
the adverb in one case and the verb in the 
other, N.] But I bruise my body 
(eme, lit. to strike heavily in the 
face so as to render black and blue, — or- 
ária, —Tà rò Tobis Gras TO» wArryer 
Туут, ut ait Pollux: sed latius dici sic 
сореге ag’ olasõyrorotr тАзууўз Tpaóuara, 
ut ait Scholiastes ad Aristoph. Acharn., 
Cicero Tusc. 2, Pugiles ceetibus con- 
tusi, i. e. Swormia(dpevo..” Grot. The 
body is the adversary, considered as the 
seat of the temptations of Satan, and espe- 
cially of that self-ind which led the 
Corinthians to forget their Christian com- 
bat, and sit at meat in the idol's temple. 
The abuse of this expression to favour tbe 
absurd practice of the Flagellante, or to 
support ascetic views at all, need hardly be 
pointed out to the rational, much Jess to 
the Christian student. It is not even of 
fasting or prayer that he is here speaking, 
but as the context, vv. 19—23, shews, of 
breaking down the pride and obstinacy and 
self-seeking of the natural man by laying 
himself entirely out for his great work— 
the salvation of the greatest number: and 
that, denying himself “solatium” from 
without: * My hands have been worn away 
(cf. xeipes abras, Acts xx. 34) with the 
black tent-cloths, my frame has been bowed 
down with this servile labour (cf. ¢Acd@epos 
. . . @o0bAwoa, ver. 19).” Stanley) and 
enslave it (‘etiam доуЛаусуєі a pyctis 
desumptum est; паш qui vicerat, victum 
(vinctum ?) trahebat adversarium quasi 
servum.’ Grot. But this seems to want 
confirmation. I can find no account of 
such a practice in any of the ordinary 

Xo re pais 
viil 9 (Rom: хі. 21) аё. P. (exe, Acts xxvil. 29 v. г.) 

[and Tischdf: m Scr]) 46. 
Ра bic f р? no Ephr, 

castigo valg(and F-lat) G-lat(1st 
2n 

mne. 
tern) [spec] Iren- int, 

sources of information. Certainly Dares 
is not made the slave of Entellus in En. 
v.: and Virgil is generally accurate in such 
matters. lhad ratber give a more general 
meaning: that viz. of the necessary sub- 
jection, for the time, of the worsted to 
the prevailing combatant), lest perchance 

pro (ктр. absolute [answer- 
ing to our use of preach]: as in Each. 
Eum. 666, xtpuvoce, кўроЁ, ка) страту 
wareipyd0ov (Peile). The subject of the 
proclamation might be the laws of the 
combat, or the names of the victors (JEn. 
v. 245), each by one in the capacity of 
herald: probably here the former only, as 
answering to the preaching of the Apostles. 
The nature of the case shews, that the 
Christian herald differs from the agonistic 
herald, in being himself a combatant as 
well, which the other was not: and that 
this is so, is no objection to thus under- 
standing xwpótas. “This introduces in- 

a new complication into the meta- 
phor: but it is rendered less violent by the 
fact, that.. . . sometimes the victor in the 
games was also selected as the herald to 
announce his success. So it was a few 
years after the date of this Epistle, in the 
case of Nero. Suet. Nero, c. 24.” Stan- 
loy) to others, I myself may prove re- 
jected (from the prise : not, as some Com- 
mentators, from the contest altogether, 
for he was already i» i£). An examination 
of the victorious combatants took place 
after the contest, and if it could be proved 
that they had contended unlawfully, or 
unfairly, they were deprived of the prize 
and driven with di from the games. 
Such a person was called dxxexpiudvos, 
and ётоѓедок:ласиќроѕ, вее Philo de Che- 
rub., § 22, vol. 1. p. 152. So the Apostle, 
if he had proclaimed the laws of the 
combat to others, and not observed them 
himself, however successful he might ap- 
perently be, would be personally rejected 
as dBóxipos in the great day. And this 
he says with a view to shew them the 
necessity of more self-denial, and less 
going to the extreme limit of their 

istian liberty; as Chrys. «i yàp ёо! 
то anpita, Tb ddt, rd uvplovs проѕ- 

«у ойк dpe? els corrnplay, ei ph xal 
TÀ кат éuavib» mxapacxoluny KANTTA, 
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w Rom. xí. 25 
reff. 

x Aeta v. 30 
reff. 

y John 1. 49. 
Acts iv. 13. 
ch. ix. 20. 
Gal. iv. 21. 
v. 18. 

3 Acts ix. 33 
reff. 

a Acts riji. 16 
гей. Rom. xiv. 15 reff. 

1 al.) only, exc. 1 Pet. il. 5 bis t. 

Crap. X. 1. rec (for yap) de (the connexion not being perceived or 

ITPOZ КОРІМӨІОТУ A. 

KX. 1 O 06 yàp d ue " ayvoeiv, абемфо, бт, ot 
х татёрєс = шифр Trávres v отд Thv vebéNqy ! ўсар Kal mdv- 
Tes dd Tie Oaddoons do, ? xai mávres ele TOv 7 
Моосӯӣр * éBarricavro év TH vebéAo kai dv тӯ баћасот, 
3 каў mdvres тд аўтд " Врдра * wrvevparixdy ёфатуоу, * K 

X. 

с Paul(hereSce. Rom. i. 11. ch. lí. 13. xil, 1. xiv. 

word sup- 
plied aft omn at beg of lection), with KLN? rel syrr Cbr, Thdrt (Euthal-ms Damasc] : 
om goth arm: txt À DFPNI 17 latt coptt Clem, Orig, Mcion-e, Did, [Bas,] Cyr, 

9. «Важтісбцову АСРЕ 17 Dial, Bas, Did, Chr, Cyr(-p] Thdrtau ТЫ: txt BKLP 
rel Orig, Chr, Thdrt, Damase (Ec. (Notwit 

ears to have been а corre to the more usual expression in the case 
кор ve. and бал. F. 

) 46 wth [ Did, Chr, Promiss, ]: om то avro Ri. 
PN! oL ri Euthal-ms] : wrevuarikor epayov bef oum 

N3 rel [latt syrr copt goth arm] Orig,[ -int,] Dial, 

the passive a 
of Christian baptism.) 

9. om avro A Cl(ap 
evevuarikor bef Bpeua В 
А 17. 187 Mcion-e: txt (CI f) DFK 
Chr, Thdrt [(Did,) Damasc] Iren-int. 

WOAAG NNO Üpiv. p. 202. X. 1— 
28.) He proceeds, in close connexion with 
the warnings which have just preceded, 
to set before them the great 
commerce with idolatry, and enforces this 
by the example of the rebellions and 
rejections of God's ancient people, who 
were under a dispensation analogous to 
and typical of ours (1—11); and by the 
olose resemblance of our sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper,—their eating of meats 
sacrificed,—and the same act among the 
heathen, in of the UNION in each 
case of the partakers in one act of parti- 
eipation. So that THEY COULD NOT EAT 
THE IDOL'8 FEABTS WITHOUT PARTAKING 
OF IDOLATRY = VIRTUALLY ABJUBING 
Сивівт (vv. 15—22). 1] үр 
joins to the preceding. He bad been 
Inculcating the necessity of self-subduing 
(ch. ix. 24—27), and now enforces it in 
the particular departments of abstaining 
от fornication, idolatry, q., by the 
example of the Jews of old. ob 02 

. , see ге, ol war. jpav)] He 
uses this expression, not merely speaking 
for himself and his Jewish converts, but 
regarding the Christian church as a con- 
tinuation of the Jewish, and the believer 
ав the true descendant of Abraham. 
туте... туте... wdwres, each time 
with strong emphasis, as opposed to rois 
reo, ver. 5. ALL had these privileges, 
as all of you have their coun under 
the Gospel: but most of them fuiled from 
rebellion and unbelief. iro rhy ved. 
e The pillar of cloud, the abode of 
the divine nce, went before them, 
and was to them a defence : hence it is 
sometimes treated of as covering the camp, 
е. g. Ps. civ. 89, d:erdrace vepdAny els 
oxteny abrois: and thus they would be 

nger of 

anding the strong manuscript evidence, 

ander it. So also Wied. х. 17, хіх. 7,— 
$ Thy тарецВолђу oxid(oven vepérAn. Sea 
Exod. xiii. 21, xiv. 20. 8.] els 
т. Mevg. Barr., received baptism (lit. 
baptized themselves: middle, not passive, 
see var. read.) to Moses; entered by the 
act of such immersion into a solemn cove- 
nant with God, and became His church 
under the law as given by Moses, God's 
servant,—just as we Christians by our 
baptism аге bound in п solemn covenant 
with God, and enter His Church under the 
Gospel as brought in by Christ, God's 
eternal Son; see Heb. iii. Б, 6. Others 
(Syr. Beza) explain it ‘per Mosen, or 
(Calv., al) ‘auspiciis Mosis, which els 
will not bear,—not to mention that tho 
formula Ватт((о eis was already fixed in 
meaning, see reff. фу тў v. xal iv тү 
@.] The cloud and the sea were bo 
aqueous; and this point of comparison 
being obtained, serves the Apostle to indi- 
cate the outward symbols of their initia- 
tion into the church under the govern- 
ment of Moses as the servant of God, and 
to complete the analogy with our baptism. 
The allegory is obviously not to be pressed 
minutely: for neither did they enter the 
cloud, nor were they wetted by the waters 
of the sea; but they passed under both, 
as the baptized passes under the water, 
and it was said of them, Exod. xiv. 31, 
* Then the people feared the Lord, and 
believed the Lord and his servant Moses.” 
To understand, as Olsk., the sea and 
cloud, of water and the Spirit 
tively, is certainly carrying the allegory too 
far: not to mention that thus the baptism 
by the Spirit would precede that by water. 

9.] They had what answered to the 
one Christian sacrament, Baptism : now the 
Apostle shews that they were not without а 
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7 \ e N. 2 fu. X à 
ларте$ то AYTO ~TVEVPATIKOY ETTLOY OH EMIVOV Yap à Heb. iz. 10 

only. Pe. 

ёк °arveuparinhs акохоуобойат$ пётра, ) пётра 8% ўр ò h? oniy. 
Theod. 

e = Matt. xxvi. 26. ziii. 37. John xv. 1. Gen. zli. 26,77. Exod. zii. 11. Ezek, xxxvii. II. 

4. om avro А 46 sth Orig [(ins,-int ) Chr]. rec тона bef wrvevparikor erior 
(to conform with the preceding), with DFKL rel latt syrr [copt goth arm] Orig,-int, 
Dial, Chr, Thdrt [Damasc] Iren-int, [Aug,]: txt ABCPN 17. 137 Orig, -int, Did, 

) Euthal-ms Mcion-in-]Epiph, Jer (exiwov [m*] 187 Orig, [Didi]: exia» D 
rec de bef тетра (not observing the emphasis), with ACD*KLP rel Mcion[-e,] Orig, 
Eus, СГ, Did, Cyr, Euthal-ms Damasc] Thdrt: txt ВОК Orig; Eus,.—serpa де, 
omg the » preceding, F. 

symbolic correspondence to the other, the 
rd's Supper. The two elements in this 

Christian sacrament were anticipated in 
thei? case by the manna and the miraculous 
stream from the rock: these elements, in 
their case, as well as ours, symbolizing THE 
Bopy AND BLoop or Сивїзт. The whole 

is a standing testimony, inciden- 
tally, but most providentially, given by 
the great Apostle to the importance of the 
Christian sacraments, as necessary to 
membership of Christ, and not mere signs 
or remembrances : and an inspired protest 
against those who, whether as individuals 
or sects, would lower their dignity, or deny 
their necessity. Врора wvevparixdy 
«.7.A.] The manna is thus called, from its 
being no mere physical production, but 
miraculously given by God—the work of 
His Spirit. Thus Isaac is called, Gal. iv. 
29, 5 xarà жуєўра »yevynOeís, in opposition 
to Ishmael, ó xarà тарка уєуутбдєіѕз. Jose- 
phus calls the manna беѓоу Врёда ка! wapd- 
Soto», Antt. iii. 1. 6: and in Ps. Ixxvii. 24, 
it is said Éprdv obparoU {боке abrois. 
We can scarcely avoid recognizing in these 
words a tacit reference to our Lord's dis. 
course, or at all events to the substance of 
it,——John vi. 81—58. “ For the sense of 
wrvevuaTixós, as ‘typical,’ ‘seen in the 
light of the spirit,’ cf. Rev. xi. 8, fris кале?- 
Tat жуєоротік@з Zóloua." Stanley. 
4.) It is hardly possible here, without doing 
violence to the words and construction, 
to deny that the Apostle has adopted the 
tradition current among the Jews, that the 
rock followed the Israelites in their jour- 
neyings, and gave forth water all the way. 
Thus Rabbi Solomon on Num. xx. 2: “ Per 
omnes quadraginta annos erat iis puteus ” 
(Lightf.): and Schóttgen cites from the 
Bammidbar Rabbr, “Quomodo compa- 
ratus foit ille puteus (de quo Num. xxi. 
16)? Resp. Fuit sicut petra, sicut alveus 
apum, et globosus, et volutavit se, et ivit 
cum ipsis in itineribus ipsorum. Cum 
vexilla castra ponerent, et tabernaculum 
staret, illa petra venit, et consedit in atrio 
tentorii. Tunc venerunt Principes, et juxta 
illum steterunt, dicentes, * Ascende, putee, 
&e.’ (Num. xxi. 17) et ascendit.” See 
other testimonies in Schdttgen. The 

only ways of escaping this inference are, 
(1) by setting aside the natural sense alto- 
gether, as Chrys. (оф yàp hr wétpas фйо1$ 
Tb ор ђфіе, . .. . GAN’ ётёра ris rr 
wrevuaTuch Tb жй» elpyd(ero, rouvrdoriy 
ó Хрістбѕ, d waphy abrois жаутахой, kal 
dera ба›датооруйь* 8:0 yàp тобто erer, 
axoAovGotons. р. 203), Theophyl.,—or (2) 
by taking rérpa = тъ ёк rijs wérpas Gp, 
as Erasm., Boza, Grot., Estius, Lightf. 
—and so Calvin, who says: “Quomodo, 
inquiunt, rupes que suo loco fixa stetit, 
comitata esset Israelitas? Quasi vero 
non palam sit sub petri voce notari aque 
fluzum, qui nunquam populum deseruit." 
But against both ofthese we have the plain 
assertion, representing matter of physical 
fact, ¥xivov ёк wvevnaruci)s àxoAovOobons 
Térpas, they drank from a (or, after a 
preposition, te) (spiritual, or] miraculous 
rock which followed them: and I cannot 
consent to depart from what appears to me 
the only admissible sense of these words. 
How extensively the traditionary reliques 
of unrecorded Jewish history were adopted 
by upostolic men under the inspiration of 
the Holy Spirit, the apology of Stepben 
may bear witness. 4 пётра 8a v ё 
rss] But (distinction between what 

they saw in the rock and what we eco in 
it: they drank from it and knew not its 
dignity: but the Rock was Christ. In 
these words there appear to be three 
allusions: (1) to the ideas of the Jews 
themselves : so the Targum on Isa. xvi. 1: 
“ Afferent dona Messi Israelitarum, qui 
robustus erit, propterea quod in deserto 
fuit RUPES BCOLESIA ZIONIS:" so also in 
Wiad. x. 16 ff., the copla #єой (see note on 
John i. 1) is said to have been present iu 
Moses, to have led them through the 
wilderness, &c. That the Mxssrau, tho 
ANGEL OF THE COVENANT, was present 
with the church of the Fathers, and that 
His upholding power was manifested in 
miraculous interferences for their welfare, 
was а truth acknowledged no less by the 
Jew than by the Christian. (2) To the 
Srequent use of this appellation, a Rocx, 
for the God of Israel. See, inter alia, 
Deut. xxxii. 4, 15, 18, 80, 31, 87; 1 Sam. 
ii. 2; 2 Sam. xxii. 2, and passim ; xxiii. 8, 
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2 Thess, ii. 1 

Е uo M 2 taŭra de i TUTTOL нф» к ever near, » eie тд ил) elvat no 17. 
nt ay, 7845 m ёп:дџиџилут4ѕ каки, kaÜcs Kaxetvos " ётєӨйилүта>. 
wes. 7 unde °eidwroraTpar ylverGe, кабс Tiwes avTa@Y, @с̧пєр 
ae UE k plur., ver. 11 reff., but see note. 1 Rom. iv. 11 reff. m here only. Nox. zi. 

34 (only ?) n absol., Rom. vii. 7 reff. o ch. v. 10, 11 reff, 

б. (nudorncer, во АВІС Clem, Mcion-e, Chr, [ Euthal-ma].) 
7. eiboAoAarpas yivec@ar F c k 8. 116-22 arm, effici 

ins e£ bef avro» A [vulg D-lat (not Iren-int)]. 
rec (for wswep) ws, with CD!EP d k Meion-e, [Eut 
кадоѕ ins xa: D![-gr] Syr. 

ABD*LN rel 

&c. ; Psalms passim, and especially lxxviii. 
20, compared with ver. 85: see also Rom. 
ix.83; 1 Pet.ii.8. Hence it became more 
natural to apply the term directly to Christ, 
as the ever-present God of Israel. (3) To 
the sacramental import of the water which 
flowed from the rock, which is the point 
here immediately in the Apostle’s mind. 
As wel] in sacramental import as in up- 
holding physical agency, that rock was 
Christ. The miraculous (spiritual) food 
was (sacramentally) the flesh of Christ: 
the miraculous (spiritual) drink was the 
blood of Christ: so that the Jews’ miracu- 
lous supplies of food and drink were sacra- 
mentally significant of the Body and 
Blood of Christ, in kind analogous to the 
two great parts of the Christian Supper of 
the Lord. In the contents prefixed to 
the chapters in the E. V., we read as the 
import of these verses, '* T'he sacraments Y 
the Jews are types of ours," which thoug 
perhaps correctly meant, is liable to be 
erroncously understood; inasmuch as no 
sacramental ordinance can be a íype of 
another, but all alike, though in different 
degrees of approximation, and by different 
representations, types of Нім, who is the 
fountain of all grace. The difference be- 
tween their case and ours, is generally, 
that they were unconscious of the sacra- 
mental import, whereas we are conscious of 
it: they knew not that I healed them,” 
Hos. xi. 3: und ta this particular case, 
that Christ has come to us “not by water 
only, but by water and blood,” 1 John v. 
6: Tus Dark having invested our sacra- 
mental ordinance with another and more 
deeply significant character. To enter 
more minutely into the import of the 
words, ‘the rock was Christ, would be 
waste of time and labour. The above 
rensons abundantly justify the assertion, 
without either pressing the verb 4» beyond 
its ordinary acceptation, or presuming to 
fix on the Apostle a definiteness of meaning 
which his argument does not require. 
See in Meyer's noto an example of the 
proceeding which I blame. 5.) How- 

аш! aft 

-ms]: xaðws 17 Mcion-e,: txt 

efficiamini G- lat. 

r, Thdrt Damasc Thl.—om xa6ws ties avro wstep F. 

beit with the more part of them (in fact 
the exceptions were Joshua and Caleb only) 
God was not well pleased. катєстр. 
bi .. ] The very words of the LXX, see 
ref. 6.] Now (5é transitional; the 
contrast being, between the events them- 
selves, and their application to us) these 
things happened as figures (not ‘types’ 
as we now use the word, meaning by type 
and antitype, the material representation, 
and the ultimate spiritual reality, but 
Jigures, as one imperfect ceremonial polity 
may figure forth a higher spiritual polity, 
but still this latter may not itself be the 
ultimate antitype) of us (the spiritual 
Israel as distinguished from the literal),— 
in order that we might not be (God's 
purpose in the réwo:: of course an «l£erior 
purpose, for they had their оюп immediate 
purpose as regards the literal Israel) 
lusters [the use of the substantive forcibly 
depicts the habit] after evil things (gene- 
rally: no special reference yet to the 
Corinthian feasters, as Grot. supposes. So 
Theophyl rightly: caboktxòs тері rd 
karlas Aéye:, ёкеёђ kal vaca какіа & 
ésiüvuías. era ка) кат’ elbos tiye: às 
xaxias. Similarly Chrys.) as they also 
(ка, i.e. supposing us to be like them) 
lusted. The construction (ravra ... 
éyerfiüyaay) may be a verb substantive 
attracted iuto the plur. (or sing.) by the 
predicate,—one often found: so Herod. i. 
98. 7 nir weplodos,..... «ісі ordo: & : 
and ii. 15, al OR Afyuwros ёкалќето : 
so in Latin, Ter. Andr. iii. 8. 23, ‘ Aman- 
tium irs amoris integratio est: see many 
other examples in Kühner, $ 429: or, 
which is perhaps better, as in ver. 11, 
where see note. The rendering, * Now 
in these things they were figures of us’ 
(I know not by whom suggested, but I 
find it in Dr. Peile’s notes on the Epistles), 
is inconsistent both with tho arrangement 
of the words,—in which ravra has the 
primary emphasis,—and with éyerf8ncar, 
which should be Ясар. Т.) Now, 
the special instances of warning follow, 
coupled to the general by uwBé in this 
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уёураттаь Eddie ò Xaós daryeiv kal sreiv, кай S ay- v Exo» ази. 
abs., Acts 

éorncay raten. 8 , *tropvevaper, kaÜos Twes aù- Ng" 
Tv 'émópvevcavr kai érecay [ev] på "uépa єікосітрєеі 
x des. 9 unde t dxrreipalmpev tov kUpiov, каба tives 

Jer. zzzvili. (ххх!.) 4. Hom. i| Chron. Od. 6, 251. 
t Lake iv. 124 Mt. (from Deut. vi. 16). . 25 (John viii. 6) only. Ps. Ixxvii. 18. 

(mew, во B'(Tischdf) ЮЕ: ту N.) 
8. exxopveveoper DIF. 

хХрісто» (see note), wi 

avery 
«Ёеторуєосау (see Lxx) 

са», so ABCD! FPN 1 m 17 Chr-ms, Thdrt 
9. ecreipagouer Е [-(ouevy KP: тера(ыре» 17 Epiph,(txt,)]. 

DFEL rel latt syrr copt-wilk sah T 

q Acts iz. 6 
al. fr. 

2 Kings vi. 5 
ach. vi. 18 reff. New. xxv. 1—6. 

F[-gr]. 
IF 67! Chr, [txt,]. (ewe- 

om e» BD!FN! Iren[-int, ]. 
rec (for xvpior 

hdrt Mcion,(Epiph says: 

asc.) 

à 82 Mapkloy dvr} ToU кёрю» xpiorby éxoíncev) Chr, (Ec Thi Iren-int, (citing “ Seniores”) 
Ambr Ambrst Aug 
arm [8уп-ер-апё bpiph Chr, Thdrt Damasc, 

rel Syr Chr, Thdrt: om ABCD'FPR а m n 17 [vulg вуг coptt 
T, Euthal-ms Damase,] Iren-int, [Ambrst]. 

ка, with D. gr K 
arm Syn-ep-ant 

negative sentence, as so often by xaí in an 
affirmative one. Notice, that all four of 
these were brought about by the ёх:бицеги 
канд», not . it. This т 
instance is si appropriate. e 
Israelites are recorded i6 lavo sat down 
and eaten and drunken at the idol feast 
of the golden calf in Horeb: the very 
temptation to which the Corinthians were 
too apt to yield. And as the Israelites 
were actually idolaters, doing this as an 
act of worship to the image: sô the Co- 
rinthians wero in danger of becoming such, 
and the Apostle therefore puts the case in 
the strongest way, neither be (become) 
ye idolaters. · walle, pry, ‘choreas 
agere, *saltare accinentibus tympanis vel 
cantoribus ;” see reff., where the same word 
(or its cognate prip) occurs in the Heb. 
The dance was an accompaniment of the 
idol feast: see Hor. ii. 12. 19: ‘Quam nec 
ferre pedem dedecuit cboris.... sacro 
Dian celebris die.’ 8.] Another 
prominent point in the sins of the Corin- 
thian church. elxogvrpeis X-] The 
number was twenty-four thousand, Num. 
xxv. 9, and is probably set down here from 
memory. The subtilties of Commentators 
in order to escape the inference, are dis- 
creditable alike to themselves and the 
cause of sacred Truth. Of the principal 
ancient Commentators, Chrysostom and 
Theophyl. do not notice the discrepancy: 
(Ecum. notices it, and says that some 
ancient copies elxogirércapas #0єсау here 
(во 1n tol syr-txt arm), but passes it with- 
out comment. Although the sin of 
Baal-peor was strictly speaking idolatry, 
yet the form which it exhibited was that 
of fornication, as incident to idolatrous 
feasting, see Num. xxv. 1, 2. Thus it be- 
comes even more directly applicable to the 
case of the Corinthians. 9.) crep. 
—tempt beyond endurance, ‘ tempt tho- 

Pel: бео, A 2 F BCPN 17. syr-mg copt-ms wth 
ul Cassiod,. rec aft кабозѕ ins 

roughly. Similarly éfapve(cóai, ‘to per- 
sist in denying,’ al, as Suidas, ) yàp i£ 
speroni ётітасіу 8nr0ot. See Musgr. on 

urip. Iph. Taur. 249, and cf. dpd, 
Acts xiii. 32. So also in Latin, *oro und 
‘exoro,’ &. тфу xvptov] There may 
betwo views taken ofthe internal evidence 
concerning the reading here. On the 
one hand it may be said that урыттбу 
being tho original reading, it was variously 
altered to кро» or Gedy by those who 
found a difficulty in supposing that the 
Jews of old tempted Christ, or even by 
those who wished to obliterate this asser- 
tion of His prm-existence: and so De 
Wette, al. On the other it may be said, 
that wépiov being the original, it was 
8 explained in the margin Хрести 
and бебу, as is often the case: and so 
Meyer. On comparing these, it seems to 
me that the latter alternative is the more 
probable. The inference that rives айтё» 
ётєірасау requires тд» xpiordy as an ob- 
ject, is not a necessary one, and hardly 
likely to have produced the alteration, 
closely connected as т. xp. is with the verb 
in the first person. I have therefore with 
Meyer adopted the reading xópior. The 
tempting of the Lord was,—as on the other 
occasions alluded to Num. xiv. 22, where it 
is said that they tempted God ten times, 
the daring Him, in trying His patience by 
rebellious conduct and sin. Cf. the similar 
use of seipd(o Acts v. 9; ху. 10. And he 
warns the Corinthians, that they sbould not 
in like manner provoke God by their sins 
and their partaking with idols. Chrys., 
Theophyl., and (Ec. understand the temp- 
tation of God to be the seeking for signs : 
Theodoret, to be in danger arising from 
those who spoke with different tongues, 
ёкеіра(оу dd к. ol та; Biapdpos кехрт- 
Au yASrras, xarà SH ADY f) 
xpelay тайтаз ёт éxxAnclas wposhéporres. 
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v. A ge, айту " ётеірасау xal tro TOv "Ójeov ‚ darch oro. 
| asi, 10 unde “ryoyyubere, кабс tives айтди “ éyoyyvoay xai 
Luke x. i al. ZNT@AOVTO VTO TOU * cdoOpevrod. 

'TvTLKOS *auvéBawov éxeivors, ёүрафт Sè vp "vov- 
0caíav iptv, eis ods rà ° тела) TOV * atwven è кат) eslav nov, eis obs Ta r TÀV * аќороюу * каттуттукер. 

(стари, 
х here only t. (-eVet, Heb. zi. 28, from Exod. хіі. 23. 

Nem. xri. 6. 
w here bis. 
Matt. xx. 11. 

‚12те б ° доки 
Say. В). Nr x. xiv. 29. 
( Josh. ar 13 A.) ne here only t. 

xiz. 31. James ii. 19. Rev. i. 19. ii. 2. Ps. cxlv. 10. 

II тайта 8ё [тарта] 

€ Brererw py тс. 
vrte, 

8 Acts iii. 10 ref. p тег. 6. Luke xziv.11. John 
vil. bE vi. а = ch. 35 reff. 

4. Tit. Ш. 10 only 7. Judith viii, 27 (23) AM. compl. (-rycw, ABN). Wied. avi, Bonty. (-Derew, Acta зх. 3. 
eb. ix. . € here only. see Matt. ziii. 39. xxviii. 20. 

f Rom. ziv. € (гей... g = Acts zili. 40 reff. 

om avrey №! [avrov L Syn-ep-ant]. 
Euthal-ms Damase,(txt,) ]. axeANurro BN 

d Acta xxvi. T re e ch. lil. 18 re 

efereipacay CDIFPN а m 17 [Syn-ep-ant er [Syn-ep-an 
-p]. (A ів doubtfuL) r 

10. for yoyyv(ere, уоүуџ(ере» D ЕЧ N17 copt arm Orig [-c] Сати txtn.) Aug). 
rec aft xa@ws ins каг, with KL rel Chr.. (but mss vary) ]: om ABC 

үа Orig[-c,-int,] Eus ( Bas, Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc,] lren-int,.— 
axwdAvrto А. 

17 sah Mcion-e,-t 
ins СЕТ, 

syrr coptt 
кабатер BPN 93 Orig| -с Bas, ]. 

11. om парта (as ver 6) A 
Сут[-р, Bas, Chr, 
Chr, Euthal-ms Damasc] Thdr 

ver 6), with DFL rel syr-txt coptt [ Dial, 

Iren-int-2-mss,] Pac, : 
Thi (Ec [Orig-int,] Iren-int, Jer, and, but жата бе 

Tavra, D[-gr] FN d eth Orig,[-int,] Chr, Iren-int-ms, Aug:. g 
Nyss, Chr, Th 

eS тихо and elsw expl Tavra vsus exeivas cvveBy 

PN ad m 17 latt 

oAeÓpevrov D! : oA«Ópov F-gr. 
Orig,[-int,] Dial, Hip, Cyr-jer, 
P rel [vulg D-lat syrr copt arm 

rec Truro. (as 
drt, b. I. expressly: arri тоу 

: txt ABCEPN d 17. 47! syr-mg 
Mcion-e, Orig, Hip, un esl Cyr-jer, Chr, Cyreepe[-p: in figura latt Iren-int-from- at {ы 
Sen, Orig-int, Аш “Жанс: figuraliter Orig-int,]. cure Raver (see ote) 
BC RPR d 17. 47 Meion-ey Orig, Dial, Hip, Cyr.jer,(eyevero,) Or- ae Вак, N 
Сүз Euthal-ms]: txt AD 
[Epiph, ]. rec xarnyrncey (alteration of the perf 
the c 
-gav P Hip, [Damasc]: txt BD!FN Hip, Orig,[-c, 

ard tev бфеыу, by the (well. 
known) serpents. The art. is so often 
omitted ufter a preposition, that wherever 
it is expressed, we may be sure there was 
a reason for it. 10.] үоүүб єтє has 
been һу Estius, Grot., al., and De Wette, 
understood of murmuring against their 
teachers, as the Israelites against Moses 
and Aaron, Num. xiv. 2; xvi. 4l. But 
not to mention that this was in fact mur - 
muring against God, such a reference 
would require something more specific 
than the mere word уоууй(єте The 
warning is substantially the same ns the 
last, but regards more the spirit, and its 
index the tongue. Theophyl.: alvírrera: 
$} афтофз ка) 8:4 тобтоџ, br. dv Trois rei- 
pacpois ойк #фероу yevvalws, ФАА èyóy- 
yulov Aéyorres Tlóre lei rä &yabd, xal 
боз wére al cares; similarly Chrys. 
The destruction referred to must be that 
related Num. xvi. 41 ff. when the pesti- 
lence (which thongh it is not so specified 
there, was administered on another occa- 
sion by a destroying angel, 2 Sam. xxiv. 
16, 17, see ulso Exod. xii. 23) took off 
14,700 of the people. The punishment of 
the unbelieving congregution in Num. xiv., 
to which this is commonly referred, does 
not seem to answer to the expression 
ro ro rd т. ÓAo0pevroU, nor to the 
Tiwes, seeing that all except Joshua and 

L rel Dial, Chr, Thdrt, | Damasc J. for xpos, 4 Ni 
into the aor, so common with 

ists), with ACD®KL rel Orthod Orig, par Epiph, Chr, P Ae Thdrt, 
Bas, Cyr,[-p Euthal-ms 

Caleb were involved in it. 11. 
Turixés, see var. readd., by way 
figure. Meyer cites from the Rabbis, 
* Quidquid evenit patribus, signum filiis.’ 

The plural cuvéBawoy expresses the 
plurality of evente separately happening : 
the singular éypd$m, their union in the 
common record of Scripture. Similarly 
2 Pet. iii. 10, orotxeta . . Аобђооута .. . 
Tà èr aùr ёруа karaxafjrerai, See reff. 
and Winer, edn. 6, § 58. 3. a. 84 con- 
veys a slight opposition to evréBairor ёкє!- 
vols. wh Té T. сву.) = $ со. 
1A Nea той аідроѕ of reff. Matt., and rd 
Éfoxarov Trav т|нєрд» rohre of Heb. i. 1, 
where see note: the ends of the ages of 
this world's lifetime. So Chrys.: oùôèy 
BAAo Aé e À Sri ёфётттке Nord 7d Zi- 
каттўро» Tò фоВерќ». The form rov- 
Oesia belongs to later Greek. The classi- 
cal word is vovÜérgcis or rovÜería: seo 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 512. 
катўут.] have reached. The ages are 
treated as occupying space, and their extent 
as just coincident with our own time. See 
n similar figure in ch. xiv. 86. 12. 
ёстбуаь, viz. in his place as a member о 
Christ's church, to be recognized by him at 
His coming for one of His. To such an one 
the example of the Israelites is a warnin 
to take heed that he fall not, as they di 
from their place in God's church 
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cts хү. 

rds 5é б Oeds, bs ойк edoe Duis m retpacOhvat™ mèp 9:7 Dent 
= Luke v. 26. $ SuvacGe, GAAA той}те соу TÈ ?тефраесриф kal тўи ° ёк- 14. Exod. 

Prov OvvacÜa, ^ Ù n 14 т 6,6 а [ x Айа zvil. 25 Васи ? тоў 6bvacÜa, “% їлтєрєүкєїү. тер, * d fro x Acis xvi. 
1 = ch. l. 9 reff, pov, t Gebyere amò THs " eiómXoXarpeías. 15 "ас Y fpovi- ek. . 8 eff. 
n = ch. iv. 6. ’ р е A (d 16 x ы , A E 

pois AE kpivare ùeis Ó dnit TO WOTNPLOY THY | 2Cor. xi.6. 
eD. xlii. 

ошу+. Wied. ii. 17. viii. f. xi. 14 only. ў xB. èx v. moàdpov, Polyb. iii. 7. 2. Matt. 
Alil. 3. Acts iii. 2. xviii. 10. xxvi. 18. Rom. xi. 6, 10. P». exlix. 7,9. im. iii. 
11. 1 Pet. ii. 19 only. Job ii. 10. Рв. liv. 12. Prov. vi. 33. 

t ch. vl. 18 reff. 
v = Acts xvii. 22. 

8 Acte хт. 25 reff, 
ver. 7.) 
ziv. 17. 

DF. weipagOnva: bef vuas B [m]. 
vrereyceir F Aug[,(txt J. 1 

2 Cor. vi. 13. 
X attr., Matt. xxl. 42 (from Ps. czvil. 92) al. 

18. for ove eiA9$er, ov каталаВл F; non apprehendat latt. 

1 
r ch. viii. 13 (ziv. 19 v. r.) only. 

u Gal. v. 20. Col. lil. 8. 1 Pet. iv. S only t. 
w Matt. vii. 24. Ch. iv. 10 a Nr. 

for васе, apnoe 
ins ov bef 3uvarGe F 123? D-lat, adding 

rec ins иша bef ureveyxeiy, with K[ewer.] N3 ). 
rel Thdrt, Damasc Thi-ed (Ес: aft, D8[but erased]: om ABCD!FLPN! n 17. 47 
[arm Orig.] Mac, Bas, Chr-comm,-and-2-mss, Суг Thdrt, Thl-mss. 

15. aft $poripois ins ишу» D c (coptt). 
D'(-gr]. ораз Ni(txt N-corr!). 

18.] There are two ways of understanding 
the former part of this verse. Chrys., 
Theophyl, Grot, Est., Bengel, Olsh., De 
Wette, al., take it as a continuation, and 
urging of the warning of the verse pre- 
ceding, by the consideration that no 
temptation had get befallen them but 
such as was àv6pdrrivos, ‘within the power 
of human endurance г but major tentatio 
imminet, Beng. :—while Calvin, al., and 
Meyer regard it as а consolation, tending 
to shew them that BAerére uh ron is 
within the limits of their power, seeing 
that their temptation to sin was nothing 
extraordinary or unheard of, but only 
© according to man: and they might trust 
to God's loving care, that no temptation 
should ever befall them which should sur- 
pass their power to resist. This latter 
seems to me beyond doubt the correct 
view. For (1) in the parallel which they 
bring for the former sense, Heb. xii. 4, 
obw is distinctly expressed,—and would 
have been here also, had it been intended. 
Besides, in that case, ойто, as having the 
primary emphasis, would have been pre- 
fixed, as in Heb. xii. 4: обто жерасиђѕ 
pâs IAD . . . . Then again (2) this 
restricts the sense of терасџёз to persecu- 
tion, which it here does not mean, but 
solicitation to sin, in accordance with the 
whole context. <«Ondey—has taken 
you, not £Aafer, took you,’ shews that the 
temptation was still soliciting them. 
évÓpérrivos] not, as Piscator, al, and 
Olsh., originating with man, as opposed to 
other temptations originating with the 
devil, or even with God's Providence: but, 
as Chrys. : tóuuerpos,—opposed to бжёр 5 
SivacGe, adapted to man. mords] He 
has entered into a covenant with you by 
calling you: if He suffered temptation 
beyond your power to overcome you, He 
would be violating that covenant. Com- 

for круате идеп o фтш, kpirere оуу dry 

pare 1 Thess. v. 24, erb ó калбу buüs, 
ds ка) хо се: Ss = бт: obros. 
тойс... kal thy ag.] Then God 
makes the temptation too: arranges it in 
His Providence, and in His mercy will 
ever set open a door for escape. Thy 
ag.] the [way to] escape, i.e. which 
belongs to the particular temptation : thy 
dwadAayhy ToU жерасиоё, Theophyl. 
ToU Suv.| in order that you may be able 
to bear (it): obs., not, will remove the 
temptation : but, will make an 
simultaneously with the temptation, to 
«коша you to bear up against it. 

4.| Conclusion from the above 
warning examples: IDOLATRY I8 BY ALL 
MEANS TO BE GHUNNED; not tampered 
with, but fled from. geb yere ётб 
(‘fugiendo discedite a,’ Meyer) expressing 
even more strongly than the accus, with 
фебуе, the entire avoidance. This verse 
of itself would by inference forbid the 
Corinthians having any share in the idol 
feasta; but he proceeds to ground such 
prohibition on further special considera- 
tions. 16—33.]| By the analogy of 
the Christian participation in the Lord's 
Supper, and the Jewish participation in 
the feasts after sacrifices, joined to the 
fact that the heathens sacrifice to devils, 
he shews that the partaker in the idol 
feast is n PARTAKER WITH DEVILS; which 
none can be, and yet be a Christian. 

15.) An appeal to their own sense 
of what is congruous and possible,—as in- 
troducing what is to follow. és ex- 
presses an assumption on the Apostle’s part, 
that they are pu. De W. compares 
Plato, Alcib. i. 104, фу dxovcopery AC. 

Adyw and фт both refer to what 
follows, vv. 16—21. duet is em- 
phatic—be yz the judges of what I am 
saying. 16.) The analogy of the 
Lord's Supper, which, in both its parts, 
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yomu. Yevroylas $ *є\оуодиеу, ойу} *xowovla тод "aiuaros 
James iii. 10. 

тод " ypuaToU otw; тди йртор dy ° к\Фиер, ойу * xot- 
Gea zr. yeovla той d т©дато$ TOU è урістой dori ; 17 бт els йрто$, х Matt. zx vi. 
26 | Mk. 
Luke ix. 16. 
111v. 30. ch. 
xiv. 16 al. 1 Linge ix. 13. 

14. 1 Pet. i. 2. 1 John 1. 7 al. 
е Rom. v. 15 reff. f Rom. xi. 33 reff. 

16. for evAcyias, evyapiorias Е 71. 80. 213 Syr. 
xowowvieg Ni (marked for correction by N-corr! 

ёр cpa * oí ^ mondol dopey foi үйр fmávres ёк той évòs 
& 2 Cor. vi. 14 reff. 

c Aeta ii. 46 reff. 
b (cb. xi. 25,37.) Eph. Il. 13. Heb. iz. (12 
( d Rom. vii. 4. (ch. xi. 24, 27, 95 

qvdAcyouner D'[-gr]. 
Ist cru bef т. аш. T. xp. 

(fransposn to avoid the harshness of eavw at ta end) ABP Syr coptt [arm hdf)] 
Cyr,[-p] Aug,: txt CDFKLN rel latt syr goth Chr, Thdrt (Euthal-ms Damasc] Ambrst. 

2nd єттї bef т. сор. т. хр. А бут copt Cyr, Aug, (see above): om sah: txt 
BCDFKLPN rel [latt 
Xpiorov, куроо DIF 21 
mg коргоо before): avrov n. 

syr goth Chr, 
Р 

Euthal-me Cyr-p, Thd 
tt goth (Dial,) Thdrt Ambrst Aug, (goth Th 

for Znd 
Ambrst syr- 

rt Damasc). 

17. aft aprov ins xat ov (evos) wornpiov DF vulg-sixt(with demid har] tol, not am) 
[goth] Ambrst Pel. (om evos D[-gr].) 

is a participation in Christ. The stress 
throughout to ver. 20, is on kxowevía, and 
«otvesvot. TO rorijptov is the accus., 
by attr. corresponding to dy prov. 
тў v. THe €0À.] i. e. $ ebAcyourres raTa- 
cexevá(ouer (c.), as explained imme- 
diately by d edAcyoiper,—over which we 
speak a blessing, the Christian form of 
the Jewish n Олз, the cup in the Pass- 

over over which thanks were offered after 
the feast,—in blessing of which cup, our 
Lord instituted this part of the ordinance: 
see Lightfoot in loc., and note onthe history 
in Matt. xxvi. The rendering of Olsh., al., 
the cup which brings a blessing, is wrong, 
as being against this analogy. $ ebdo- 
vovpev| which we bless, i. е. consecrate 
with a prayer of thanksgiving: not, as 
Erasmus, Beza, ‘ quod cum gratiarum ac- 
tione sumimus’ (жері od ebxapiorovper). 
Observe, the first person plural is the same 
throughout: the blessing of the cup, and 
the breaking of the bread, the acts of con- 
secration, were not the acts of the minister, 
as by any authority peculiar to himself, 
but only as the representative of the ol 
srárres, the whole Christian congregation 
(and so even Estius, but evading the legi- 
timate inference). The figment of sacer- 
dotal consecration of the elements by trans- 
mitted power, is as alien from the apostolic 
writings as it is from the spirit of the 
Gospel. xowevia] the participation 
(i. e. that whereby the act of participation 
takes place) of the Blood of Christ? The 
strong literal sense must here be held fust, 
as constituting the very kernel of the 
Apostle's argument. The wine ts the 
Blood, the bread is the Body, of Christ. 
(In what sense the Blood and the Body, 
does not belong to the present argument.) 
We receive into us, make by assimilation 
parts of ourselves, that wine, that bread: 
we become therefore, by participation of 
that Bread, one Bread, i.e. ONE BODY: 

hence the close and literal participation in 
= with Christ. If we m to render this 
cr, represents or symbolizes, the argu- 
ment is made void. On the other band it 
is painful to allude to, though necessary to 
reprobate, the caricature of this real union 
with Christ which is found in the gross 
materialism of transubstantiation. See 
farther on ch. xi. 26, 27. êv rund! 
probably already the breaking of the 
in the communion was part of the act of 
consecration, and done after the example 
of our Lord in its institution. See ch. 
xi 24; Acts ii. 42, xx. 7, 11. For the 
rest, see above. 17.) Because we, the 
(assembled) many, are one bread (by the 
assimilation of that one bread en: 
not one loaf’), one Body the cor 
of the Body of Christ, of which that bread 
is the vehicle); for the whole of us par- 
take of that one bread. Meyer and De 
Wette and many other Commentators take 
els Épros alone, there is one Bread; and 
impugn the interpretation given above by 
saying that it is evidently not so, because 
the following clause uses Zpros in its literal 
sense. But it is for that very reason, that 
I adhere to the interpretation given. By 
partaking of that bread, we become, not 
figuratively but literally, one dread: it 
passes into the substance of our bodies, 
and there is in every one who partakes, a 

rtion of himself which ts that bread. 
зе bread which was before, is now $ueis. 

But that loaf, broken and blessed, is the 
medium of xoivevla of the Body of Christ; 
we then, being that one bread, are ose 
Body; for we all partake of that one 
bread. So that there is no logical inver- 
sion, and no arguing (Meyer) from the 
effect to the cause. The argument is a 
very simple and direct опе ;—the bread is 
the Body of Christ ; 5 of the 
bread: therefore we partake of the Body 
of Christ. Of these propositions, the con- 

ABCDP 
КЕРИ 

a be df 
ghkim 
n o 17. 
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L / * 7 a dprov ®peréyouev. 18> rere tov Ip ! cata! сарка" ga 10,1 
е [4 

ойу oi ёсбіоутєс Tas Üvaías, * xowwwvol тод ! дистасттріоу Dü. fl. 2 
i Rom. i. 3 reff, 

єѓсір; 19 ті одо nut; бт, ™ єідоюћобитбу "ti ёст, ў бте x Matt. за. 
2. Heb. х. B. 1 Pet. v. I. Isa. і. 13. 1 ch. ix. 13 bis. Rom. zi. 3 (from 3 Kings xix. 10) al. 

m ch. viii. 1 reff. n =: Acts v. 36. ch. iii. 7. Gal. ii, б. vi. 3.15. Demosth. 582. 27. 

18. rec ovxt, with BD*KLPN? rel Thdrt [ Euthal-ms Damasc]: txt ACD!FPN! 17 
Chr,. «o0orres Dl. 

15. rec transp eiboAo8vrov and edo, with KL rel syrr goth Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]: 
iBeAo0vrov twice F[-gr]; but G-lat has over the Ist idolis immolatum sit, and over 
the 2nd idolum aut sdolothitum : e:8wrAo8vrory, omg from т. єттїў to т: er, ACN? 
(omg т: also) Epiph, : єдолор, omg the other clause by homeeotel, 17. 71: txt BC*DP 
N-corr? m vulg(and F-lat) coptt sth arm [Euthal-ms] Ambrst Aug, Pel Bede. (The 
received reading seems to have been adopted as the most natural order on the re- 
insertion of the omitted clause. For the remarks of Epiph and Aug, see Tischdf. 

естір bef т (twice) D! [only Ist D!-gr] F latt. for » ori, ovx ori D 
[spec] (Tert) Ambrst Aug-mss,. (for lat ёт, ovx or: [k] Chr[-4]-mss,.) 

clusion is implied in the form of a question 
iu ver. 16: the minor stated in the latter 
clause of ver. 17; its connexion with the 
major producing the conclusion given in 
the former clause бт: . . . . ёсиёу. The 
major itself, roUró ёст: 7b сёрі pov, 
is suppressed, as axiomatic. The above 
remarks shew also the untenableness of the 
rendering of Calv., Beza, Bengel, al.,— 
* because there is one bread (antecedent), 
we being many are one body v „(сопве- 
uent): for this would parenthesize ver. 
7, and take it altogether out of the argu- 

ment, giving it a sense which, as occurring 
here, would he vapid—'*obiter hoc dicit, 
ut intelligant Corinthii, externa quoque 
professione colendam esse illam unitatem 
дове nobis est cum Christo," Calv. Meyer 
objects to rendering ёк той ds Éprov 
peréxoper, we partake of that one bread: 
saying rightly that ueréxo is always found 
with a gen. or an acc., never with ёк. He 
would render, for юе all, by means of that 
one bread, partake (viz. in the one Body : 
so perdx. is absol. ver. 80). This is ex- 
ceedingly harsh, besides as it seems to me 
(see above) confusing the whole argument : 
and we may safely say would not have 
been thus exp by the Apostle, leaving 
the most important words to be supplied 
from the context,—but would have 
ol yàp várres dp TẸ ivl Ёртф той ivd: 
cóuaTos ueréxouer. The usage of ёк, 
too, would, though perhaps darely allow- 
able, be very harsh, especially when it is 
remembered that the Gpres is not (by the 
hypothesis) tbe ultimate, but only the me- 
diate object of participation. None of the 
examples given in Bernhardy, Syntax, 
p. 230, which Meyer quotes for his sense 
of éx, seem to justify it. They apply 
mostly to the subjective source, ёк mpo- 
volas, or the circumstances originating, 
фз ёк robrey,—not to the medial instru- 
ment, which it appears to me would re- 
quire 3:4. (In a subsequent edn. Meyer 

seems to have slightly modifled his view, 
rendering, for from the one bread we ай 
receive а portion. 18.] Another 
example of xowwvla, from the Jewish feasts 
after sacrifice. T. Іор. xarà odpxa | 
(= т. "ср. тфу karà сірка: во we have 
тоз xuplois xarà odpra, Eph. vi. Б), the 
actual material Israel, as distinguished 
from ё lp. xarà ven, see Rom. ii. 29; 
Gal. iv. 29 ; and 6 ор. тоб deo, Gal. vi. 16. 

ol гоб. т. бос.) viz. those parts of 
the sacrifices which were not offered ; see 
on ch. viii. 1. The parta to be offered are 
specified, Levit. iii. 8; the practice of eat- 
ing the remainder of the meat sanctioned 
and regulated, ib. vii. 15—18. coc 
vevol Tov бос. ] partakers with the altar 
(in a strict and peculiar sense,—the altar 
having part of the animal, the partaker 
another part; and by the fact of the 
religious consecration of the offered part, 
this connexion becomes a religious con- 
пехіоп. The question has been raised, and 
with reason, why the Apostle did not say 
koiwwvol ToU део? Meyer answers,—be- 
cause the Jew was already in covenant 
with God, and the Apostle wished to express 
a closer connexion, brought about by the 
sacrifice in question: De Wette,— because 
he was unwilling to ascribe so much to the 
mere act of sacrifice, see Heb. x. 1 ff. : and 
to this latter view I incline, because, as De 
W. remarks, беоб would have suited the 
analogy better than @voiarrnplov, but Paul 
avoids it, and evidently is reluctant to 
use it. But to carry this view further, 
and suppose with Rückert that he would 
not concede to the "ор. xarà сірка any 
Koi ría 0cov, is (Meyer) contradicted by 
Rom. ix. 4, б. Still the inference lies 
open, to which our Saviour's saying points, 

att. xxiii. 20, 21. The altar is Gop's 
altar). 19, 20.] The inference from 
the preceding analogies would naturally be, 
that Paul was then representing the idols 
as being in reality what the heathen sup- 
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олеш vi. ll. e P Tí ётт›; 99 GAN бт, à p Übovaw 4 Satuovioss 
хт. 20. с 

Lat. Kal ой Üed POAvovcw, ov GN“ Se фий * xowovors TOP 
zil.2. 2 Co 

(А 

леа Lo d дағиоріор yiverOasr. ?1 où d e 'motýpiov * коріои е veste 
al. Num. Р ` , q 8a 7 E 8 , А , wo... DP 

„ Abel, ae Tew кай rorijptor шо>бю>, ov 6vvacÜ0e *тралтейй}< ABCD! А 
кт ы каш. коріои E дєтёүєг ка} * тратёўс at дациоріюр. XÀ Tapa- THY 
18. w. dat., ^ , a g асы зїї. Moser Tov kUptov ; p) " ia Xvporepo, айтой éapev ; mno 17. 

Ч ут. Баш, here (4 times} and 1 Tia; at only. коерр. passim. Acta xvii. 18. Jamee il. 19. Rev. iz. 30. xvi. M only. үү € 
= Zi. le rch. xi. 27. s = Rom. . Ра. IXXvil. 

v Вот. x. 19 (from Deut. zzxii. 21). хі. 11, 14 only. 

20. for aAA ori а, а 8e D: алла а F[sed qua) latt. 

t see Isa. izv. Li. ch. х. 23. 
w ch. L 25 reff. 

u= 

rec (for Ovovcir, twice) 
vei (occasioned by the inen of ебут below), with KL rel Cht, Thdrt Damasc: txt ABC 
DFPN m 17 Mcion-e,[1st ; om 2nd] Eus, [ Euthal-ms(1st  6veovcir)]. 
lst би. ins ra «0r», with ACKPN rel valg(and F. lat) 

rec aft 
-lat syrr coptt goth mth arm 

Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc] Orig-int, Aug,: aft or L: om BD F[-gr] Mcion-e, 
Eus, Tert, Ambrst Aug,(expr,) Aug-cit( qui 
дею, with DFKL rel [вутт coptt goth 
17 [arm(Tischdf)] Eus 
(omg тоу) Ю!°3[апа lat] 

posed them to be—and the eater of meats 
offered to them, as partaking with tho idol. 
This objection he meets,—but with the 
introduction of a new fact to their con- 
sideration—that the things which the hea- 
then sacrifice, they sacrifice really to devils. 

si Tl rM фм [ME amI men 
assuming 1 so Xen. Anab. i. 14. 4, ті оф» 
K«Aebo жота; бт. «8\40. T 
zor] that a thing sacrificed to an 
idol is any (real) thing (so sacrificed)? 
(i.e. has any real existence as a thing 
sacrificed? The accentuation т: ёст; 
would come nearer to the sense of ch. 
vill. 4, бт: ob8ey ed dv rósu, — 
‘that there is any (such thing as an) 
offering to an idol?’ and in a matter 
so ambiguous it is impossible to decide 
between the two) or that an idol is 
any thing (real? e.g. that Jupiter is 
Jupiter in the sense of a living power)! 
—( Not so :—this ellipsis of the negative, 
taken up by àAAd, is found in classical 
Greek: e.g. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 2, rôs ody 
abrds фу» тоюётоѕ BAAous ay aceBeis 
wee Crolnoer; GAA’ Ewavce pd» TobTay 
*0AAoÓs, ёрєтўз rorſoas édwiÜvueir, &c. 
See Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 37.) But 
(1 вау) that the things which they 
(i.e. the Gentiles) sacrifice, they sacri- 
fice to devils, and not to God (3aiu., not 
*false-gods, nor in the sense in which 
itis used in the mouth of idolaters them- 
selves, Acts xvii. 18, and Xen. Mem. i. 
1. 1, deities (see Stanley's note, in which 
this idea is ingeniously combined with 
the Christian sense given below),—but, 
as always in LXX and N. T. when used 
by Worshippers of the true God, ‘ DEVILS,’ 
‘evil spirils.’ The words are from Deut. 
(ref.), see also Ps. xcv. 5 (Baruch iv. 7, 
дбсауте; Saipovias к. où e). Heathen- 
dom being under the dominion of Satan 

F goth. 

sacrificant). 
hr Thdrt Damasc Aug. uc]: txt ABCPR m 

Euthal-ms ] Orig-int, Aug, 
for yiweoOa, «irai F. 

rec 2nd 6v. bef ка ow 

dato bef koworovs 

(ô Épxov ToU kócuov Tobrov), he and his 
angels are in fact the powers honoured 
and worshipped by the heathen, how- 
ever little they may be aware of it): 
but (the inference being suppressed ‘and 
ye therefore by partaking in their sacri- 
fices would be partakers with devils: 
but’) I would not have you become par- 
takers with devils (тФ» generic). 
91.] Reason of the ob 0¢éAw,—sententio 
expressed without ydp. ot 5v 
applies of course to the real spiritual 
participation of the table of the Lord 
во as to profit by it: to moral pomi- 
bility. The worjptov Sa:poview is said 
as corresponding to the cup of which 
mention bas been already made, not as 
Grot., al., and De Wette fancy, referring 
to the libation at an idol feast. 
pd rede is said by Pollux vi. 12 (ш) 
to be used in the sense of rà ата т 
ёж abr TG» траже(ёу TiÜcneva. Com- 
pare the description in Herod. iii. 18, 
of the ‘HAlou rpdwe(a,—Polyb. iv. 85. 4, 
ste пері тфу Bopbr к. thy Tpáwe(o» Tes 
heoũ катасфауђус rods "EQópovss Ewarras, 
— and ref. Isa. From this passage pro- 
bably, the tpdwe{a xvplov became an ex- 
pression current in all ages of the Christiau 
Church: see Suicer in voc. ] Or 
are we provoking (is it our wish to pro- 
voke, that He may assert His power) the 
Lord (Christ) to jealousy (by dividing our 
participation between Him and devils) 1— 
see ref. Deut., which evidently is before 
the A postle’s mind:— are we stronger than 
He (are we then such, that we can afford 
to defy His power to punish)! 
23—XI. 1.] Now that he has fully 
handled the whole question of partaking in 
idol feasta, and prepared the way for 
specific directions as about a matter no 
longer to be supposed indifferent, Ае pro- 
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B Парта * feat, GAN ой тарта * сошфёрє“ dera ch. vi. 13 
X есті», AAN ov тарта ? oikobouet, 24 undele хт} ёаутой! ical m 

a Enreiro, du STÒ "ToU érépov. 5 тй» тд ёр Har 
Ae ‘*orwdroupevoy ёсӨієте under . dvaxplvorres de h 

s Me Matt. xvi. 

К ү 
ch. ziii. б, 
er hr 1. 

' сетои” 26 £ Тор киріоо yàp ў yf kal tò h j, x Nee i i EY 
айт}. 27 el тіс їкаМмеё Ups TOV *arrlotwy ка) ÜéXere "е. 

ao only t. 
S uere sropeveaÜa4, тй тд laapariÜéuevov iui ёсбієтє unde * Я 1 25 

9 = Acts iv. 9 reff. 
к= Мак k vili. 20. 

k = eh. vi. 6 reff, 

xli. 56 
i. alix. 12. P». хет. 1 

T. Mark vi. di. Acts xvi. 34 al. zlii. 31, 33. 

f s ch. т. 2 Cor. l. 13. 
i = Matt. xxii. 3, ee John s al. 2 

93. rec (twice) ins uo: bef eteor. ( from ch vi. 12), with C*(1st time) HKL (P[once]) 
МЗ rel (seth Ist time, demid goth, 2nd) 
сеш [Ambrst]: tzt ABC DRC 1 

Chr, [ Antch, 1 
EL Ambr, Ambrst |. 

purovres 5 

with AHEL "LP rel Chr, Tide 

Chr, [ Bas, Euthal-ms rp ) 
, Once) am(with fuld harl! lux tol) copt [sah] 

5 ] ж] Irencint, [А [Ambr,] Tert, Cypr, om 2nd clause ( passing from 

440 for то o (twice), та А 47 Antch, (Tert,). 
: perhaps, as Mey, а reminiscence of Phil ii. 4), with D*KL rel syrr goth 

Damasc] Thdrt : om ABCD!FHPN 17 latt coptt sth arm Clem 

Thdrt 

Tarta to 

rec aft erepov ins екастоз (eupple- 

to more usual order, not observing the emphasis), 
Euthal-ms Damasc]: txt BCDFN a 17. 

$T. rec aft «i ins de (for connezion ; but thus perplexing the sense), with CD'HEL 
rel (S sah goth Th 
arm iy di Chr, [Euthal-ms} Th 
eis Dermror Diſ and lat] F fuld! Am 
coptt. 

ceeds to give those directions, accompany- 
ing them with their reasons, as 
mutual offence or edification. 23.) 
He recurs to the plea of ch. vi. 12 ;—re- 
asserts kis 3 of it, with a view, 
after what has passed since, to shew its 
ara 5 and to — vi fol- 
owing directions. d] viz. the 
Christian : tend to build up the 
whole, or the individual parte of that 
spiritual temple, God's olxoBoyuf. 
#4.) Further following out of olxoBoyue:. 
This ought to be our object: the bringing 
on one another to perfection, г the 
pleasing ourselves, see Rom. xv. 2,8. In 
the second clause, фкаттоз must be sup- 
plied from andels (hence it has found its 
way into the rec.) : so Plato, о хер ii. p. 866 
D, ойде éxà» Sixaes, ФАЛА... . Heyer 
Tb KB,, —і. e. ёкастоз фёуе. дыр. 
hardy, Syntax, р. 458. 35.) The key 
to understanding this and: the following 
verse is, to remember that ovve(8nons is 
used in each case of the conscience of the 
person spoken of, i.e. in the two first cases, 
that of the reader,—in the third, as ex- 
pu by the Apostle, that of the weak 

see there. Every thing which 
is being sold (offered for sale) in the 
flesh-market ( is ado from 
the Latin. It was also used by the 
in the form See Stanley, and ex- 
amples in Wetst.), eat, making no enquiry 
(whether it is meat offered to idols or not), 

Vox. II. 

Damaso ТЫ (Ec: 
Jac-nisib, 

Ambrst Pel Bede. 

e£ гі eth: J om ABD!FPN latt copt 
mbrst Aug. aft axi Ter ins 

таута та *apariüeuerva, А 

on account of your conscience (to be joined 
with éclere und. dvax., not with dvaxpl- 
vorres only,—as is shewn by tbe parallel 
below, тег. 28, — where the reason given is 
joined to 4e8lere). The meaning being,— 
* eat without » that your conscience 
may not be offended. if you made enquiry, 
arid heard in reply, that the meat been 
offered to idols, your conscience would be 
offended, and you would eat 8:4 Tpos- 
кбидатоз to reeloes. De Wette, al., 
understand r» cvy., all through, of the 
conscience of another, and apply to all the 
explanation of ver. 29. But as Meyer 
well observes, no reader could poss 
refer T)» cwrel8. to any one but шен, 
no other person having been те 
until ver. 28, where éxeirvor pre ipic 
sarra is introduced, and r» cuvel8now 
is to be referred (but even then not with- 
out special . The | given) to the new 
subject. The principle on which 
such an eating eM to rest : that ай ie 
Gop's, and for our ase: and where no 
subjective scruple is cast in, all £o be 
partaken of: see 1 Tim. iv. 4. N. 
The same maxim applied to their conduct 
at a banquet given by a heathen. A mis- 
cellaneous banquet, and not a sacrificial 
feast, is meant. At such, there might be 
meat which had been offered to idola, 
Grot. says well on 6éAere згоребесбш, 
* Admonet tacite, melius forte facturos, si 
non eant: ire tamen non prohibet : supra, 

Oo 
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m bere miy f.; ° avaxpiverres Sia тїр ‘ouveibnour B dày. Bé Tig Орбу 
n Luke xz. 37. " е 7 7 339 л ` 
Јоһа аі. 7. eln Тобто ™ iepóÜvrov otw, ш) ёодієтє & éxeivor Tov 

xxiii. 

30 ont. , n yyvúgavra Kat тїр ‘aouveldnow. 29 f cuveidnow 82 ° Ayo 
Sair o THY PéavroU, ААА THY "ToU érépov. Aiwa Ti уй 

0 = ch. i ХЕ. TH 2 в 77 e » pov. А yap 

pind parn n 7 'éXevÜepía роо xpivetas urd *àXXge favveiraeus ; er 
т. * 3 * ? 2 v A e A Ф - 

E ten 30 ej буб tyápirı ° ueréyo, ті Y 8Xaadmpuobuas ure оў АВ CDF 

only: Matt. буб X evyapicT@; 31 7 elre оби ёсбієтє eire ve re elte ті abcae 
s—Jobziz, fa hkl 

u ch. ix. 10, 12 ref M n O 
x = Rom. xiv. 6. 1. 8 al. absol., ch. xi. 24 ref. 17. 47 

4. Luke sili. 7. Acta iv. 28. vii. 26 only. Gen. iv. 6. 
27 BR Ald.[?} 

v Rom. iii. 8 reff. 
y so ch. iii. 22 reff. 

28. om ушу F latt goth Tert, Aug,[ins, J. rec (for repo8.) e o8vror (see 
wotes), with CDFKLP rel syr copt arm Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc Tert,]: 
immolaticium D-lat F- lat [Ambrst| (in ver 19 simulacro immolatum D-lat, idoti 
immolatum F. lat vulg [Aug,]): txt ABHN sah Eus (Clem) Orig [de sacrifizio Syr 

r = Gal. Il. (. v. 1, 13 4. 
t = Rom. vi. 17 reff. dat., Rom. iv. 19, вее note. 
w ellips., ch. vii. 1 al. 

victima idoli ver 19) ]. 
Syr syr-w-ob. 

om exetyoy Tov рууисаута коц Е. 
rec at end ins Tov уар kvpiov 

aft xa: ins ба 
3) "yn ки To тАтрыџа avrqs (re- 

рев ver 26: see also on ver 81), with H?KL rel вуг goth Chr, [ Eutbal-ms] 
drt Phot Thi (Ec: om ABCDFH!PN 17 latt Syr сор th arm Damasc Ambrst 

Aug, Pel Bede. 
E for ovxi, ov D! 17. 

Ambrst Aug |. 
Primas (txt Ambrst Aug, Pel Bede). 

80. rec aft e: ins de (supplement 

epavrov Н m: ceavrov D! : tuam latt [(Syx) вуг 
for aA, ат:стоу Е[-рт] D-lat G. lat goth Ambr Jer Sell 

„ but distu rbing the sense), with (Ес : om ABCD ary 
FKLPN rel [latt syrr coptt goth seth-pl(om vv. 29, 80 mth-rom) arm] Clem, Cyr, [Chr, 
Euthal-ms 

cap. v. 10." 
ver, 

amasc Aug; |. 

On 814 т. ouvelð. see above, 
. 25. 28.] Wao is the person su 

posed to say this? not, as Grot., al., think, 
the kost, of whom ru could hardly be said, 
but it would stand dà» 8d бдїу efrp: nor, 
ав Chrys., Theophyl, al., and De Wette, 
—some heathen guest, by whom De W. 
{imagines it said maliciously, or to put the 
Christian to the proof,—for his cuvel&noirs 
would hardly be so much taken into ac- 
count in the matter; but, as Neander, Pfl. 
u. Leit. p. 899, and Meyer, — me weak 
iria wishing to warn his 1 

póllvrov is apparently placed advi to 
resent what would aid at a hoathen's 

table. De W. supposes it on this ve 
account to be a correction: but surely this 
is giving a corrector credit for more fine- 
ness of discri imination than they ordinarily 
shew. Much more probable is it, that the 
unusual and apparently incorrect lepó0vror 
should give place to the ordinary and more 
exact term. 8° ік. т. pav... .] On 
account of the man who informed you, 
and (xal specifying the particular point or 
pointe to which the more general preceding 
clause applies: as, rde elvexa, ка} уйт 
ludpe . . ка) pára TË xpnornple rl- 
curos d, kal тїтасбиы OdAwy . . . .. 
Herod.i.73. See Hartung, Partikellehre, 
i. 145) conscience: i.e. to spare the in- 
former being wounded in his conscience. 

29.] Explanation of the last did hr 
cuvel8now, as meaning not your own, but 
that of the informer. True to his inter- 

‘tation (see above), De W. supposes тод 

érépov not to refer to rbv unrógarra, but 
to ‘your weak Christian brother ;’ but then 
how very harsh and clamsy are the various 
references to understood persons ;—and 
how simple, on the other interpretation, is 
the reference in each case of Thy сор. to the 
subject of the clause. {уа rh yáp] 
For why is my freedom judged by а 
conscience not mine own 1—i. e. Why 
should I be so treated (hazard by my 
actions such treatment) that the exerciza 
of my Christian freedom, eating as I do 
and giving thanks, should become matter 
of condemnation to another, who conscien- 
tiously dis ves of it?’ If (no copula) 
I partake y ((not, as E. V. * by 
grace’| dat. of the manner, cf. Soph. 
Antig. 616, тоф!ф yàp Ёк rov Aer Eros 
wépayro:,—and Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 101), 
why am I to be spoken ill of for that 
for which I give thanks! These words 
have been misunderstood. It has been 
generally supposed that the Apostle is 
impressing a duty, not to give occasion 
for the condemnation of their Herr by 
another's conscience. But the ground on 
which he is here arguing, is the unfitness, 
absurdity, injustice to oneself and the 
cause of , ver. 81, of го acting as to 
be condemned for that in which a man not 
only allows himself, but for which he gives 
thanks to God. The sentiment is the same 
as in Rom. xiv. 16, u) Власфтреісби 
ur rò ёуаббу. The emphasis is each 
time on ¢yé. 31—ХІ. 1.] General 
conclusion of this part of the Epistle, 
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Phil. i. 1 
rc P 

тд ёраџтой  cuudopoy, dd тд 5 TOv Е ro, iva ow- (eiui jai only. | 
бфде. XI.!* puntal pov ry(vea0e, кабі cd ypuaroU. è den sx 96 

21 "Ета бё e бт. “тарта pov 

Зоб Se брас "eibévas бте Travrós avdpos ў ҝефаћ№) б 
тей. { Luke хті. 6. Rom. xv. 11. vv. 17,22 only. w. 

k 223 Tim. i. 4. Heb. xili.3. Prov. zzzi. (xziv.) 7. 
m 

b ch. iv. 16 reff. 

zv. air, ar 1 үе = ya 
zzaiv. EPI cu. 

81. Ist voierre bef rs D[-gr] F[-gr]. 
at end add Tov уар куроо 7 ут 

* верата бе, «al ¢ 4 T 8 

1 = Lake |. 

om 2nd тоете F [spec] Ambrst. 
&c (as in ver 28 

38. rec queste bef ка маш. with DELP} PIN? rel [Bas, Chr, Thdrt Da 
Orig-int : yir. sovd. те E- gr: estote Judais 
txt AB m 17 Orig, Did, Cyr[-p, Euthal-ms). 
av marked fo erasure]. 

masc, 
F-lat syrr coptt Hil, Ambrst]: 

om rov P: avrov G[bat 

33. for таута каоту, FACY ката Tarra Loam omnia] F [D-lat Orig-int, Tert, 

vii DE 
om 2nd т 

Cuar. XI. 3. rec aft vuas ins 3 at beginning of a new section 
ы, Chr) Гон Thdrt [Damasc Ambrst]: om A DFEL rel [latt syrr(add nov) goth 

coptt Mel arm Ath, Cyr-j iul pus 
om ка А 

mbrst Aug. ue]: va[cir] тарта D[-gr go 
FKLPN? = Orig, [-c,] Petr, L Bas, Chr, Eut 

rec cuupepoy (more «man, 
-ms Thdrt Damasc]: txt ABCN'!. 

, with 
PR а 

Ors, Euthal-ms] Thl-comm. rarrore 
aC varraxov bef тареєбека Е D- lat Ambrst. Дет}. 

(in F. «bique is not written in the аа colamn but inserted over the Greek 
со 
Е 
катеҳете С seth At 

8. om 1st 3e F(an 

—enforced the ezample of himself. 
31.] This efre оби... ., passing 

from the special to the general, is not with- 
out reference to the last verse, in т 
the hypothesis is, that the Christian and 
thankful act of the believer is marred b 7 
the condemnatory judgment of his wea 
brother. All snch hindrances to God’s 
glory they are to avoid ; and in all thin 
eating or drinking, or any other parti 
of conduct (ri, any thing, the stress being 
on ha ТШЕ ye eat or drink, or 

thing; not as E. V. whatever уе 
do, ноб»), the glory of God is to be 
the aim, self-regard being set aside: and 

82.) all offence іг to be avoided 
Зб being understood that this refers to 

pa, for in other things, both Jews 
sp rats must be offended, see ch. i. 23), 
whether to Jews or Heathens (both these 
out of the Church), or to the Church EA 
God (their own brethren). 33. 
own course of conduct :—As Tin all ы 
(accus. of that on which the subject acts, 
or over which the quality predicated ex- 
tends, as in АЛ y Thy кефалђу ;—s0 Tov 
der eb8alpovos UA Bov, Boph. (Ed. 
1197. See Kühner, ii. 222. 4) please (‘am 
pleasing ? as Meyer well remarks, not the 

wapadedwxa N: тарадок 

Chr, 
aft wapa8oces ins pov DF latt [Ambrst Pel]. 

G-lat, not F-lat) syr Ambrst. 

om ишу F(and G-lat, not F-lat) 
ins ovres bef 

om lst o B!D!F. 

result, but the practice on Paul's part; 
for таса» dpdoxey Tb» соцВоулеєбоута к. 
тё cord xpdrrovra àBorvaror, Demosth. 
1481.4). фреутоб and r&v жоЛу are 

: see ver. 24. Iva guð., his 
ма aim and епй;—во ch. іх. 22 

1.) &. scil. m ү Сош- 
mn on the sense, Phil. i 

І. 2—84.) Rersoors 26 DIREC- 
TIONS REGARDING CERTAIN DISORDERS 
WHICH HAD ARISEN IN THEIR ABSEM- 
BLIES: viz. (1) THE NOT VEILING OF 
THEIR WOMEN IN PUBLIO PRAYER (vv. 
2—16): (2) THE ABUSE OF THE dydéwas 
(17—84). 2—16.] The law of sub- 
jection of the woman to the man (2— 
12), and natural decency itself (18—16), 
teach that women should be veiled in 
p religious assemblies. 3.] &, 
mug i inda a distinction from the spirit of 

ge, which was one o blame, 
and юана, toimitatehim. He 
them for the degree in which they did this 
already, and expresses it by the slighter 
word péurnode. тбута, see above, 
on ch. x. 83. And ye keep (continue 
to believe and practise) the traditions 
(a tolic maxims of faith and practice, 

ivered either orally or in writing, 
002 
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2 Thess. ii. 15), according as (accordin 
to the words in which) I delivered (еш) 
to you. This was their general practice: 
the exceptions to it, or departures at all 
events from the spirit of those rapadéceis, 
now follow. 8.] „It appears, that 
the Christian women at Corinth claimed 
for their sex an equality with the other, 
taking occasion by the doctrine of Chris- 

freedom and abolition of sexual dis- 
tinctions in Christ (Gal. iii. 28). The 
gospel unquestionably did much for the 
emancipation of women, who in the Kast 
and among the Ionian Greeks (not among 
the Dorians and the Romans) were kept 
in unworthy dependence. Still this was 
effected in a quiet and gradual manner; 
whereas in Corinth they seem to have 
taken up the cause of female independence 
somewhat too eagerly. The women over- 
stepped the bounds of their sex, in coming 
forward to pray and to prophesy in the 
assembled church with uncovered heads. 
Both of these the Apostle disapproved,— 
as well their coming forward to pray and 
to prophesy, as their removing the veil: 
here however he blames the latter practice 
only, and reserves the former till ch. xiv. 
34. In order to confine the women to 
their true limits, he reminds them of their 
subjection to the man, to whom again he 
assigns his pe in the spiritual order of 
creation, and traces this precedence up to 
ary Himeelf.” De Аша rne 
у$рёз] ‘of eve istian man’ (as 
Cher al, Meyer, De W.), certainly,— 
and for such the Apostle was writing: but 
not оя/у of every Christian man: the 
Headship of Christ is over all things to 
His Church, Eph. i. 22, and thus He is 
Head of every man. The word cedars 
in each case means the head sert above. 
This must be borne in mind, for Christ is 
THE HEAD of tho Christian woman, as 
well as of the Christian mas. God is the 
Head of Christ, not only according to His 
human Nature: the Son is, in his Sonship, 
necessarily subordinate to the Father : see 
ch. iii. 23, note, and ch. xv. 28. From 
xpiords, the order descende first: then, in 
order to complete the whole, ascends up 

Observe that though (Gal. 
iii, 28) the distinction of the sexes is 
abolished in Christ, as far as the offer of 
and standing in grace is concerned, yet 

for practical purposes, and for order and 
seomlinoss, it eubsiste and must be ob- 
served. 4.) The case of the mas here 
treated, was regarded by the ancient Com- 
mentators, Chrys., Theodoret, TheophyL, 
(Ec., and Grot., Mosh., al., as an actually 
occurring one among the Corinthians :— 
but by recent ones, since Storr and Be 
as hypothetically put, to bring out that 
other abuse which really Аад occurred. 
Had it been real, more would have been 
said on it below : but from ver. 5 onwards, 
attention is confined to the woman. 

in 
xii. 10. xara кеф. бушу] scil. те. 
The Jews when praying in ere ut over 
their heads а veil, called the ith, to 
shew their reverence before God and their 
unworthiness to look on Him: Lightf., 
Hor. Heb. in loc. Grotius’s note on the 
Greek and Roman customs is important : 
—'' Apud Grecos mos fuit sacra facere 
capite aperto. Legendum enim apud 
Macrob. i. Saturn. 8, Jio Graco ritu 
capite aperto res divina fit, apparet ex 
loco ejusdem libri c. 10, ubi itidem de 
Saturno agitur, et sacrum ei fleri dicitur 
aperto capite ritu peregrino ; et ex loco 
їп. 6, ubi Varronem ait dicere, Greci hoc 
esse moris, aperto capite sacrificare. dwrepa- 
калбттф кєфалӯ ait de ejusdem Saturni 
sacris agens Plutarchus in. Romanis quæs- 
tionibus. Lacem facere id dici solitum 
Festus testatur. Eodem modo, id est 
aperto capite, etiam Herculi in ara maxima 
sacrum fieri solere testatur, preter Macro- 
bium dicto libro iii. 6, Dion. На]. lib. i., 
nimirum quia id sacrum institutum erat 
ab Evandro homine Graco. Sed Æneas (?) 
contrarium morem in Italiam intulit 
sacra faciendi velato capite, ne quod malum 
omen oculis aut auribus obveniret: ut 
Virg. nos docet JEn. iii. et ad eum Servius, 
et in Breviario Aurelius Victor: sed et 
Plutarchus in Romanis questionibus. Et 
ejus moris etiam Plautus meminit iu 
comoediis quibusdam: ut solet admisoere 
Romana Grecia. Paulas Grecis Corinthiis 
scribens Grecam preefert morem, et causas 
adfert quales ferebat negotii natura. Ex 
Pauli prescripto perpetuo hune morem 
tenuere Christiani veteres. Tertul. Apo- 
logetico: ‘Illuc suspicientes Christiani 
manibus expansis, quia innocui: capite 
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YéEupnuevy. 6 ef 

? аќсурбу үшын * TÒ * ceſpa oa ij £vpáaDa,, " katara- 4 y (9) 1 
constr., 

only. 
3. deri чету 3 Kings xi 

v. b. 

bia. Acte viii. 
y ch. aiv. 36. Eph. v. 13. mit 1. Healy. P. Чен. zil; 

И: к Sonsiz» h n. в = Act күй. 39. Rom. x b Rom. 
npe . Gun. 1 u, 15 zs Ре. vill. 1. 4 Acte Vili. 16 rof. 

K hRkIm 5. for паса de, kai r. А Syr wth: 
o17 17. cauris (see note), with BD? 

[Euthal-ms Damaso]. 
6. aft керасбо ins j Еурасби B. 

Di. rec for avry 8. Р. 
rel Orig, txt ACDIFLPR a b d 8 ho 17 Chr, Thart 

Т. rec om ; (conforming to the preceding and following), with CDK LN. rel Chr, 

nudo, quia non erubescimus : denique sine 
monitore, quia de pectore oramus, &. 
Nihil huc pertinet mos Septentrionis in re- 
verentim signum caput velandi, qui quan- 
quam per Germanicas nationes late manavit, 
et Judæis tamen et Grecis, et veteri Italia 
fuit incognitus." xaTa. T. xed. 
are] dishonours his Head, i. e. Christ : 
not, his ow» head literally,—ex in 60 
far as the literal and metaphorical senses 
are both included,—the (literal) head of 
the man being rded as the representa- 
tive of his Head. See this brought 
out in Beh s note: for the head of the 
man in this respect of 55 or dis- 
honouring, has been, ver. 3, explained (о 
"e Cugisr. Him һе dishonours, by 

ing veiled before men, thus recog- 
nking subjection to them іп an assembly 
which ought to be conformed to Christian 
order. 5.] The case of the woman is 
just the converse. She, if she «ncovers 
herself (on the manner of covering, see 
below ver. 15, note) in such an assembly, 
dishonours her head (the mas; not, as 
Meyer and many others, literally, her ow» 
head (but see above): of this kind of dis- fo 
honour there is no mee all in E 
passage, and ver. 8 expressly gua 
us against making the mistake) b appa- 
rent pp ey his headship: and if this 
to be е Apostle proceeds, why not 
= farther and cut Г. off her hair, which of 
itself is a token of this subjection? But 
if this be acknowledged to bo shameful (it 
was a punishment of adulteresses, see 
Wetst. in loc. and Tacit. Germ. 19), let 
the further decency of the additional 
covering be conceded likewise. The 
reading éavrás may have arisen from 
fancying that her ows head is meant. 
dv... іст к. тд афтб] she: not it, rd 
dxaraxdAveror elva The neut. is used 
beeause the identity is generic, not indivi- 
dual: cf. Eur. Med. 928,—yvr) dd 65Av 

5 see above. ob rar to be 
unveiled, the pres. атга Ње normal 
habit. KELP., let her дио, ос 
being unveiled, &c. 

таз. 
1.) yáp refers back to and gives a reason 
for xaraxadurrédcOe, the difference be- 
tween the sexes being assumed,—that one 
should be and the other should sof be 
Hag The emphasis is accordingly x 
э. ж б йош no 
ought not: see reff. ref. 
Gen. This the man ic having boon er created 
first,—directly, and in a s 
the woman indirectly, only pigra the 
man. к. 84а 0.] the (repre- 
sentative of the) glory of God: on account, 
of his su pales Ae and godlike attributes 
among other crea This is ob- 
viously the point pes brought out, as in 
Ps. viii. 6: not, that he is set to shew 
orth God's glory («ls Tho 8 а» beo? 
SpelRe б dvhp бтотетіхбаи T бей, Phot. 
in (Ecum.), however true that may be: nor, 
as Estius, from Augustine, quia in illo 
Deus gloriatur : nor is Béga the repre- 
sentative of the Heb. mo», Gen. i. 26 
(Suolecis), ав Rückert, al, suppose, be- 
cause the LXX have rendered ; "on, Num. 
xii. 8; Ps. xvii. 15, by 84а: 55 
obeerves, in so well-known a 
Gen. i. 26, the Apostle could bardi эй 
to have used the LXX word биоівс:. 

Man is God's glory: He has put in 
him His Majesty, and he represents God on 
eartli: weman is man’s glory : taken (ver. 
8) from the man, shining (to follow out 
Grotius’s similitude, minus aliquid vero, 
ut luna lumen minus sole ”) not with light 
direct from God, but with light derived 
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from man, “7d ӨЎЛо, KB er aredds, phi- 
losophis. Imperat materfamilias sum fa- 
milio, sed viri nomine.“ Grot. This of 
course is true only as regards her place 
in creation, and her providential subor- 
dination, not in respect of the dependence 
of every woman's individual soul directly 
on God, wot on man, for supplies of grace 
and preparations for glory. ‘The Apostle 
omits eixéy, because anthropologically the 
woman is not the image of the man, on 
account of the difference of the sexes: and 
also perhaps because thus he would seem 
to deny to the woman the being created in 
the divine image, which she is as well as 
the man, Gen. i. 26, 27. The former 
reason appears the more probable: and so 
De W. and Meyer. “It may be observed 
that, whereas in Genesis the general 
character of man under the Hebrew name 
answering to &répwros is the only one 
brought forward, here it is merged in the 
word à»fjp, which only expresses bis rela- 
tion to the woman.” Stanley. 8.] yáp 
gives the reason of the former assertion 
yuvh 8óta dvdpds,—viz. that the man is not 
(emphasis on deri», which prevents the ёк 
having a figurative sense, of dependence : 
—' takes not his being,’ in the fact of his 
original creation. The propagation of the 
species is not here in view) out of the 
woman, but the woman out ofthe man 
(compare Gen. ii. 23, кА?ёйсетду ушуй, Zr. 
{к tot àvBpós abris ptn). 
9.] For also (parallel with ver. 8—another 
reason: not subordinate to it, as Meyer, 
who renders ёк in ver. 8, * dependent оп, 
nnd regards this verse as giving the reason) 
the man was not created (emphasis on 
ёктіс®@т, as before on ёстіх) on account of 
the woman, ёо. In this verse, besides 
the manner of creation, ёк той dv8pds, the 
occasion of creation, 8a rb» Ќудра, is in- 
sisted on; see Gen. ii. 18 fl. 10.) 
3.4 rodro, on account of what has just 
been said, by which the subordination of 
the weman has been proved :—refers to vv. 
7—9, not as Meyer, to ver. 9 only : for vv. 
8, 9, give two parallel reasons for yur) 
zaͤda dydpds, the inference from which pro- 

ition das not yet been given, but now 
follows, with Sen answering to obr 

(rat above. 89. 4 y. tEovolay бу. 
iom кєф.] The woman торі to have 
power (tho sig» of power or subjection ; 

shewn by the context to mean a veil). So 
Diodor. Sic. i. 47: elxóva . . . . косі wn- 
x9», pordArBor, Éxovcar ie. BaciXelas 
ёт) тїз xepaArijs, ёз д аттда!>е› Fri xal 
Ovyár4p ка) yurh ка} ufirnp Bacuéwes 
Ürnpte, where BacíAe evidently are 
crowns, the tokens of kingdom. And as 
there from the context it ia plain that they 
indicated participation in the glory of the 
kiugdoms, so here it is as evident from the 
context that the token of é¢fougia indi- 
cates being under power: and such token 
is the covering. Chrys. (rò xaddrre. 
с@ш, dworayhs к. é¢fovelas), Theodoret, 
Meu e (rd тоб éLovsid(en0a: ο o- 
Хоу), Ecum., Grot., Est., Bengel. 
Wolf, al., Billroth, Rückert, Olsh., Meyer, 
De Wette. To enumerate the various 
renderings would be impossible. Some of 
the principal are, (1) a sign of power to 
pray and prophesy in public, bestowed on 
her by her husband. So Schrader, iv. 158: 
but this would be quite irrelevant to thecon- 
text. (2) Some suppose éfovaíar actually 
to mean a veil, because the Heb. тту ‘a 
veil,’ comes from the root тру ‘subjecit. 
So Hammond, Le Clerc, al. But (see 
Lexx.) * subjecit’ is not the primary, only 
а tropical meaning : the primary meaning, 
* extendit, diduzit, is much more likely to 
have given rise to the substantive. It is 
certainly & curious coincidence that the 
Heb. terms should be thus allied,—and 
that alliance may have been present to 
the Apostle’s thoughts: but this does not 
shew that he used dovala for a veil. 
(8) Курке would put a comma after dove., 
and render ‘propterea mulier potestati 
obnozia est, ita ut velamen (see ver. 4) 
in capite habeat.’ But the sense of дфе!- 
Хеу т: would require (see Lexx.) ówaxofjv, 
not é£ovcíav. (4) Pott renders, ‘ mulie- 
rem oportet servare jus (sive potestatem) 
in caput suum, sc. eo, quod illud velo 
obtegat. But this, though philologically 
allowable (see Rev. xi. 6; xx. 6; xiv. 18; 
and with ёбу, Luke xix. 17), is entirely 
against the context, in which the woman 
has яо power over her own head, and on 
that accownt is (о be covered. (5) 
Hagenbach (in the Stud. und Krit. 1828, 
p. 401) sup éfovola here to mean her 
origin, it · obo from ф{-є1ш„ as жтар-оёсіа 
from кереш :—to shew that she (ver. 
8) dori d£ årdpós. But apart from other 
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Nh ойте yuv xopls ávópos » = asori- 
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11. rec ауур x epis yur. ovre "yvyn x? avd. (appy more natural order), with D- gr. 

` objections to this, it must thus be, 3v &. 
or Thy &. аёт. Other renderings and 
conjectures may be seen in Meyer’s note, 

and in Stanley’s. 
On account of the angels: i. e. because in 
85 Christian divi the holy «та of 
od are present, and delighting in the due 

order and subordination of the ranks of 
God’s servants,—and by a violation of that 
order we should be giving offence to them. 
See ref. So Chrys. (oix oldas Sri per” èy- 
yérov ётттказ; рет’ éxelvooy без, per’ 
ékelror óureis, xal ё@тттуказ yeAor ; cited by 
Hammond, but from what work of Chrys. 
I have not been able to find. In his com- 
mentary on this he is not clear, but 
seems to take this view, —el yàp rov &уёр$з 
zaTad$poreis, nal, robs &yyéAous aldéaOyri, 
Hom. xxvi. p. 234. In the Hom. on the 
Ascension, vol. ii. pt. ii. p. 443 (Migne), he 
says, el Boe ibeir к. náprvpas к. &yyéAovs 
Evoctor rijs slorens Tobs ффбалнойз, x. bye 
Tb Oéarpor ёкеїуо` el yàp vd б ahp буу ер 
duwéwAnorat, TOAAG LuAAAoP ў éxkAgcÍa 
asos Sri yàp &каз $ ёђр фуүќлеу duwé- 

TANTTU, Ќкоосоу TÍ $9ci» ё йтбстоћоз, 
dvrpéweey тёз yuvaixas Éste few калуда 
eri rij vert “òpelàovoew k. T. A.), 
Grot. eared note see in Pool), Extius, 
Wolf, Rückert, Meyer, De Wette. (1) 
Others, with a modification of this render- 
ing, take robs &yyéAovs as the guardian 
angels, appointed, one to take charge of 
each Christian. So Theophyl (rò àra- 
кекалбфба: dvucyurriay dppaire hy ка} 
of rots т:стоїз тарекбреуо: HN B- 
Ajecorra:), Jerome (not Aug. de Trin. xii. 
7, as Meyer, see below), Theodoret. But, 
though such angels certainly do minister 
to the heirs of salvation,—see Matt. xviii. 
10, and note,—there does not appear to be 
any immediate allusion to them . (2) 

again understand ‘ dad angels,’ who 
wight themselves be lustfully excited; во 
Tertull de Virg. Vel. 7, vol. ii. p. 899, 
** propter angelos : scilicet quos legimus a 
Deo et colo excidisse ob concupiscentiam 
feminarum." See also cont. Marcion. v. 
8, p. 488, —or might tempt men го to be, 
—Schdttgen, Mosh., al., —or might injure 
the unveiled themselves: so, after Rab- 
binical notions, Wetst. But of Kyye xd, 
absol., never means any thing in the N. T. 
except the holy angels of God. See, in 
Stanley’s note, a modification of this view, 
which is consistent with that meaning. 
i Clem. Alex. fragm. іх. örorur. lib. iii. 
р. 1004 P.) says, àyyéAovs фпо! robs 

Sucalous, к. éropérovs. (4) Вета, tho 
Christian prophets, “in ctu loquentes 
ut Dei nuncios et legatos." (5) Ambrose, 
the presidents of the assemblies. (6) 
Lightf., the angeli or nuntii desponsatio- 
num, persons deputed to bring about be. 
trothals. (Т) Rosenm., Schrader, and many 
others, —ezploratores vel speculatores: 
* Poterat nempe novæ consuetudinis notitia 
per ёзістоџѕ speculatores in publicum ema- 
nare, christia ue uxores tum Judmis, 
de isto mulierum habitu pessime existiman- 
tibus, tum Greecis quoque in suspicionem 
rei christian probrosissimam adducere." 
Hosenm. Against all these ingenious 
interpretations is the plain sense of of &y- 
yeAo: (Matt. xiii. 49. Mark i. 13. Luke 
xvi. 22. chap. xiii. 1. Col. ii. 18. Heb. i. 
4, 5, 7, 19, al.), which appears to me irre- 
fragable. But still a question remains, 
Wn should the Apostle have here named 
the angels, and adduced them as furnish- 
ing a reason for women being veiled in the 
Christian assemblies? Bengel has given 
an acute, but not I believe the correct 
answer : * mulier se fegat propter angelos, 
і.е. quia etiam i teguntur. Sicut 
ad Deum se habent angeli: sic ad virum 
se habet mulier. Dei facies patet: velan- 
tur angeli: Esa. vi. 2. Viri facies patet: 
velatur mulier." Surely this lies too far 
op for any reader to supply without fur. 

specification. Aug. de Trin. xii. 7 
(10), vol. viii. p. 1004, gives an ingenious 
reason: “Grata est enim sanctis i 
sacrata et pia significatio. Nam Deus non 
ad tempus videt, nec aliquid novi fit in 
Ejus visione atque scientia, cum aliquid 
temporaliter aut transitorie geritur, sicut 
inde afficiuntur sensus vel carnales anima- 
lium et hominum, vel etiam coelestes an- 
gelorum.” (He makes no mention,—see 
above,—of guardian angels) I believe 
the account given above to be the trne 
one, and the reason of adducing it to be, 
that the Apostle Aas before his mind the 
order of the universal church, and profers 
when speaking of the assemblies of Chris- 
tians, to adduce those beings who, as not 
entering into the gradation which he has 
here described, are conceived as spectatores 
of the whole, delighted with the decency 
and order of the servants of God. Stan- 
ley thinks the most natural explanation of 
the reference to be, that the Apostle was 
led to it by a train of association familiar 
to his readers, but lost to us: and compares 
the intimations of a similar familiarity on 
their part with the subjects of which he 
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Ambr: om avra D Ir 
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was treating in 2 Thess. ii. Б—7. 
11.] Yet is neither sex insulated and inde- 
endent of the other in the Christian life. 
кур is not the predicate (as Grot., 

&c.),—‘ neque viri exclusis mulieribus ... 
participes sunt, beneficiorum per Christum 

m: nor does it mean according 
fo the ordinance of God, as Chrys., Beza, 
Olsh.,—for the phrase фу «xuply is well 
known as applying to the Christian state, 
in the Lord. See e.g. Rom. xvi. 2, 8, 11, 
12 (bis), &c. 19.] And in this, the 
Christian life accords with the original 
ordinance of God. For (proof of ver. 11) 
as the woman is (was taken, Gen. ii. 21 f.) 
out of the man, so the man is (is born, 
in the propagation of the human race) 
by means of the woman; but all things 
(both man and woman and all things else: 
а general maxim, see 2 Cor. v. 18) are of 
as their source, - thus uniting in one great 
ead both sexes and all creation) God. 

They are dependent on one another, but 
both on Нім: the Christian life therefore, 
which unites them in Christ, is agreeable to 
God’s ordinance. 18.) Appeal to their 
own sense of propriety : cf. ch. x. 15. 
iv dv афт.] Each man within himself, in 
bis own judgment. 14.] 4 фіси 
афту, nature herself: i. е. the mere fact 
of one sex being by nature unveiled, i.e. 
having short hair,—the other, veiled, i. e. 
having long hair. This plainly declares 
that man was intended to be uncovered, — 

with the proprieties of the artificial state, 
of clothing the 

by nature's suggestion: that which she 
has indicated to be left uncovered, we 
must so leave: that which she has covered, 
when we clothe the body, we must cover 
likewise. This is the argument. odors 
is not sense of nateral propriety, but 

of 
Was So Eustathius, II. y. p. 288, in 

etat., кбит» 84 xeir, ка) єйконо> elvai, 
3 der. Bib ка} & Hd, dvecdi- 
evra: фз кбит» Exav. On фбоз and ком 
Pool observes, ‘locus est vexatissimus 
doctorum sententiis; and gives a note of 
four folio columns; and Bengel has a long 
discussion on the lawfulness of wigs. 
The Apostle (see above) makes no allusion 
to the custome of nations in the matter, 
nor is even the mention of them relevant(: 
he is ing of the dictates of nature 
herself. т оп ver. 14: com- 
pare Milton, Раг. iv. 304 ff. 
TepuióAatov, properly a wrapper, or en- 
ve oping garment: see reff, and Eurip. 
Herc. ce Sopy со a metaphorical 
sense, In thi P га 
Stanley, “the Apostle would rele to the 
‘peplum,’ which the Grecian women used 
ordinarily as a shawl, but on public occa- 
sions as a hood also, especially at funerals 
and marriages.” See a woodcut in Smith's 
Dict. of Antt. art. ‘peplum.’ 16.) 
Cuts off the subject, already abundantly 
decided, with a settlement of any possible 
difference, by appeal to universal apostolic 
and ecclesiastic custom. But if any man 
seems to be contentious (i. e. if any arisos 
who appears to dispute the matter, who 

yap Ñ qu ABCDY 
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6. Prov. і. 
10 

^ here only. 
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^ E only. (-xia, 

ò 5 kpetaaov GANA * eis тд ° ссор ! avvépyea0e. 18 € r- Lake xxii- 
24. rer, 

. 1. 12. John xviii. 39. ch. viii. T v. r. only *. Prov. xvii. 9 9 - .€ Pues iic.) 3j nerf Dita E ERE 
b ver. 3. see Rom. ziii d ch. vii. 9 reff. i 

enlp$. (Isa. xxii. B.) 
. 4 reff, 

f= Асізі. 6 reff. 
е » here (3 Cor. zii. 15) 

17. rec wapayyeAAwv ovk eruvæ (see vv. 8 and 22), with Сар ) D®(and lat) F[-gr] 
KLPN rel copt [sah-mnt] Chr, Thdrt [Sedul] : -Aw ovx -vos 

d: txt AC117 
(xpewsoor, во ABCD! FPR 17 [Damasc J.) 

(nowor, во ABCD'N [Euthal-ms}: 

Euthal-ms]: -Awy ovk -var B 
Bede. 
[Euthal-ms].) 

seems not satisfied with the reasons I have 
given, but is still disputatious ;'—this is 
the only admissible sense of Boxe; in this 
construction: see reff. :—for the meaning, 
‘if it pleases any one,’ &o. would require 
тил Зокег: and ‘tf any one thinks that he 

» &c. would not agreo with giAoverxeis, 
which is in itself wrong). Anett] 
declarative: let him know that... .; so, 
«i $ xaraxavyaca, оф od Th» [((а» Har- 
(eis, Ax 3 Fla cé, Rom. xi. 18. We,— 
the Apostles and their immediate company, 
—including the women who assembled in 
prayer and supplication with them at their 
Meshal stations, Me gebe 2i 
тош vide e modern 
Commentators, e. g. Meyer and De Wette, 
agree with Chrys. in understanding this, 
тошбт. cvrfjü., бте giroveeiy к. ple 
к.ёут:тбттесди. p. 285. And so Ambrose, 
Beza, Calvin, Estius, Calov.,al. But surely 
it would be very unlikely, that after so 
long a treatment of a particular subject, 
the Apostle should wind up all by merely 
a censure of a fault common to their be- 
haviour on this and all the other matters 
of dispute. Such a rendering seems to me 
almost to stultify the conclusion :—‘ If 

` any will dispute about it still, remember 
that it is neither our practice, nor that of 
the Churches, fo dispute.’ It would seem 
to me, but for the weighty names on the 

„ other side, hardly to admit of а question, 
that the curf@ea alludes to the practice 
ps John) of women ing uncovered. 

Theodoret, Grot., Michaelis, Rosenm., 
Billroth, Olsh., al., and Theophyl. altern. 
He thus cuta off all further disputation 
on the matter by a ing to universal 
Christian usage: and to make the appeal 
more solemn, adds тоё бео to al ёккА.,— 
the assemblies which are held in honour 
of and for prayer to God, and are His 
own Churches. Obs. al éxxAnolas, not $ 
dxxaAnola. The plurality of independent 
testimonies to the absence of the custom, 
is that on which the stress is laid. This 
appeal, ‘to THE CHUROHES,’ was much 
heard again at the Reformation: bat has 

gr] 187 sah[-woide 
arm Ambrst Aug Pel 
aa, во ABCD!N m! 

«Хатто» F Thdrt: Тосор 17.) 

latt syrr thſappy 

since been too much forgotten. See, on 
the influence of this passage on the Chris- 
tían church, the general remarks of Stan- 
ley, edn. 2, pp. 198—200. 17—34] 
Correction of abuses regarding the Agapæ 
and the partaking of the Supper of the 
Lord. 17.] Refers back to what has 
been said since ver. 2, and forms a transi- 
tion to what is yet to be said. But this 
(viz. what has gone before, respecting 
the veiling of women; not, as Chrys., 
Theophyl., Grot., Bengel, al., that which 
follows: see below) I command you (not 
‘announce to you,’ nor ‘declare to you 
J'rom report,’ which are senses of тарау. 
unknown to the N. T., where it only means 
‘to command,’—‘to deliver by of 
precept ? see reff., and ch. vii. 10; 1 Thess. 
iv. 11; 2 Thess, iii. 4, 6, 10, 12. This 
makes it hardly possible to refer тобто to 
what follows ; for if so, some definite com- 
mand should immediately succeed) not 
praising (refers to the rara of ver. 2, 
and excepts what has been said since from 
that category); because you come together 
not for the better (so that edification 
results) but for the worse (so that propriety 
is violated, and the result is to the hinder- 
ing of the faith). These last words бт: 
.. . ovvépx. are introduced with a mani- 
fest view to include more than the subject 
hitherto treated, and to prepare the way 
for other abuses of their assemblies to be 
noticed. 18.] wpérov—where is the 
second particular found, answering to this 
xpwroy? Ordinarily, it is assumed that 
the exíeuara are the first abuse, the dis- 
orders in the Agape (beginning with ver. 
20), the second. But [ am convinced, 
with Meyer, that this view is wrong. For 
(1) neither special blame, nor correction of 
abuse, is conveyed in vv. 18, 19: nor is it 
so much as intimated, on the ordinary 
hypothesis, what the character of these 
cXxlauara was. And (2) the words of ver. 
22, dxavdow бйз dy тофту; obe (xawá, 
plainly rerer back to ver. 17, and shew that 
the whole is continuous, Again (3) the 
ob» of ver. 20, as so frequently,—see ch. 
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18. rec ins rn bef exxAnoia (the meaning being mistaken: see note), with g h 47 
[arm(Treg)] ТЫ (Ec: om ABCDFKLPN rel Chr, ( Euthal-ms] Damasc. vr 
apxew bef e» ишу "ЗЕ vulg-ed arm: om ev wu» am(with 
Orig( -int,] Ambrst Bede. 

emid fuld harl [tol]) 

18. om lst ev иш» DIF latt Orig int, [(Tert;) Cypr, Ambrst Aug,] (not Orig, (Chr, 
Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc] Jer, Primas): ins aft eva: D- gr coptt | Archel,. 
aft wa ins xa: B D!(and lat) m 17 vulg sah Ambrst Pel Bede: om AC DC- gr] FKLPR 
rel syrr copt [arm] Orig,[-int,] Epiph, 
[(Tert,) Тегү]: ка wa xa mt, 

viii. 4 and Hartung, Partikellehre, ii, 22, 
—resumes the subject broken off by xal 
pépos . . . "убу. d» bpivy. The сх(срата 
before the Apostle's mind are, specifically, 
those occurring at the Асаре, — but on the 
mention of them, he breaks off to shew 
that such divisions were to be no matters 
of surprise, but were ordained to test 
them,—and in ver. 20 he returns with the 
very words, cvrepxouérer брду, —to the 
immediate matter in hand, and treats it at 
length. See more on vv. 21 fl. But the 
question still remains, where is the second 
point, answering to this zp@rov? Again 
with Meyer (and Macknight) I answer,— 
at ch. xii. 1. The ABUSE OF SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS, which also created disorder in their 
assemblies, ch. xiv. 23 al., and concerning 
which he concludes, xiv. 40, бута eboyn- 
péves к. xarà rde ywicbe,—was the 
other point before bis mind, when he 
wrote this rpöror. That he takes no 
notice in ch. xii. 1, by any Ќтета Bé or the 
like, of what has gone before, will be no 
objection to the above view to any one 
but the merest tiro in our Apostle’s style. 

There is a trajection of the áxoów, 
which, in the sense, precedes avrepx., &c. 

dv ёкк\.] in assembly; not local, 
as E. V., in the church, but = ёк) ть 
abró, ver. 20. [Iu ver. 16, where the 
word is used of distinct bodies of Chris- 
tians, it was not possible to keep the word 
assemblies, but it should be done whenever 
the sense admits it, and it suits the matter 
in hena) сҳісрата] of what sort, 
is specified below ; viz. that he does not 
here refer to the party dissensions of ch. 
i. 10, nor could he say of them дёфроз т: 
110 re, but strictly to exleuara which 
took place a£ their meetings together, viz. 
that each takes before other his own 
supper, &c. So Chrys: оф Aye, dxodw 
dp ph коюў opas cur8erveiv’ dxovw кат’ 
Ша» owas ёст:йсдаи, ко) ph perà тёр 
wevhrar АЛА 5 үе ixavdy у abtay 
баста: thy Bidroiar, тобто тќбешсе, Td 
тод oxloparos буора, d ral rovrov Fy alriov, 

Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damaso Cypr, 

Hom. xxvii. p. 241; and Theophyl., (Ec., 
Est, Pisc., Grot, which last remarks, 
* Accidebat jam illis temporibus, quod 
nostris multo magis evenit, ut res in. 
stituta ad concorporandos fideles in vex- 
illum schismatis verteretur." K. 
ть mor.) Seid in gentleness: q. d. I 
am unwilling to believe ай I hear con- 
cerning the point, but some y 
‘much,’ ‘in great part,’ as Stanley: nor 
do his testimonies from Thucyd. i. 23; 
vii. 80, bear out this meaning. It might, 
of course, lie beneath the surface, but is 
not given by pépos тї) I cannot help 
believing." 19.) Set, in the divine 
appointment, the fra which follows ex- 
ressing God's purpose thereby. Our 
rd had said дудук éA0ei» Tà oxdeBara, 

Matt. xvii. 7:— and Justin Martyr, 
Tryph. 35, p. 182, du among His say- 
ings prophetic of division in the church, 
Écorra: oxlopara к. alpéces. From the 
pointed manner in which 5e? yàp каў 
alpéces . . . із said, I should be inclined 
to think that the Apostle tacitly referred 
to the same saying of our Lord : for there 
must be (not only dissensions, but) even 
heresies (not in the ecclesiastical or doc- 
trinal sense, —as Pelag., Est., Calv., Beza, 
—see reff., but indicating a further and 
more matured separation, where not only 
is there present dissension, as in the 
Agape, but a deliberate choice and main- 
tenance of party distinction. It does not 
appear, in spite of all that, has been written 
in Germany on the supposed parties of ch. 
i. 10, that such separations had yet taken 
place among the Corinthians. Nor even 
in Clement’s Epistle, forty years after 
this, do we find any allusion to such, but 
only, as here, to а general spirit of dis- 
sension and variance, see chaps. iii. and 
xiv., pp. 218, 257. Chrys. would refer 
alp. only to the Адара: ob тайтаз AC 
тёз T&v ёоурбтеу, АЛА Tas тё» RX 
та» rohr, p. 242,—and so Theophyl., (Ec. 
But this hardly justifies the climax, 3e? yap 
ral alp.) among you, that the approved 

fva [xal] of 8ó- 1 

р KL 
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44. Rom. xiv. 5. 2 Cor. li. 16 al. 
A 5 reff. 

v Mark xiv. 8. Gal. vi. 1 
w Acta ix. 3 reff. 2 — Matt. xiii. 

y Matt. iv. 2. Rom. хіі. 20 (from Prov. 
a Rom. x. 18, 19. ch. iz. 4,5 only. P. b Rom. 

d ch. i. 3 reff. e Matt. xviii. 10. Rom. 

om 2nd ey vj C wth Orig,[ins Delarue from Philocal] Chr ins,] Epiph, Damasc- 
eomm, Jer 

20. ош ди» D! (and lat) F[not F-lat] Chr, : 3e 17. 
G. lat): om D- lat: jam жоп est valg(and F-lat) [ Ambrst ]. 

21 vposAau Bare: А 46. 106-8-22?. 

for ecru, eri DI[-gr] F(and 
gaye: Nl. 

for er то, exi то D[-gr] F(-gr]: ad vulg 
la (and Flat) E-lat: e Tæ (= то) 17, is manducandum G- lat: in manducando D. lab 

Ambrst Aug, ]. 
22. for eis то «c0. к. r., фауєу kai тау F. 

[also] (i. e. as well as the other party, 
who would become manifest by their very 
conduct) may be made manifest among 
you; viz. through a better and nobler 
spirit being shewn by them, than by the 
contentious and separatists. 20.] 
The same subject—resumed from the 
cvvepx. of ver. 18: see notes on ярётор. 
When then ye come together (are as. 
sembling, pres. and perhaps here, where 
he deals with particulars, to be pressed, — 
as their intention in thus assembling is 
blamed) to one place (reff. Acts) it is not 
to eat (with any idea of eating [or, there 
is no eating). But Meyer, Bengel, and 
many others, render ойк ёст:у here, 
‘non licet, as in ойк torw ee and 
the like: De Wette, after Estius, al., as 
E. V., ‘this is not,’ cannot be called. 
* id quod agitis, non est.’ But the ge 
ness which is blamed, seems to refer ойк 
vori to the cvvépx«c0a,, and $eyeiv to 
the motive = ba феуўтє) the Supper of 
the Lord (emphasis on xvpiaxór, as О 
to 18:0» below). cup. Serv. | * the 
Supper instituted the Lord.’ This 
was an i rable adjunct, in the apostolic 
times, to their абара ог feasts of love. 
Chrys. on ver. 17, and Tertull. Apol. § 39, 
vol. i. pp. 474 ff., give an ample descrip- 
tion of these feasts, which were of the 
nature of Epayoi, or mutual contributions, 
where each who was able brought his own 

rtion,—and the rich, additional portions 
or the poor. See Xen. Mem. iii. 14, in 
which the circumstances bear a remarkable 
similarity to those in the Corinthian 
church. Not before this feast, as Chrys. 
(мета thy тё» pvornpley Kowerlay ёк] 
Kou» deres fear ebaxlay, p. 240), 
al.,—but during and it, as shewn by 
the institution, by the custom at the Pass- 
over, by the context here, and by the rem- 

nants of the ancient custom and its abuse 
until forbidden a council of Carthage, 
—the ancient istians partook of the 
Supper of the Lord. The best account of 
this matter is to be found in the note in 
Pool’s Synopsis on Matt. xxvi. 26. It 
was n for the celebration of the 
Lord’s Supper that all should eat of the 
same bread and drink of the same cup; and 
in all probability, that a prayer should be 
offered, and words of consecration said, by 
the appointed ministers. Hence cessation 
of the feast iteelf, and solemn order and 
silence, would be necessitated even by the 
outward requirements of the ordinance. 
These could not be obtained, where each 
man was ily devouring that which he 
had brought with him: where the extremes 
were seen, of one craving, and another being 
drunken. This being their practice, there 
could be [no possibility, and at the same 
mel no intention of celebrating the 

^s Supper, —no [provision for it, nor] 
discernment of the solemnity of it. On 
the whole subject, see Stanley's note. 
21.] яроћ., as in E. V., takes before 
another, viz. during the feast (ф› rg 4.), 
not, аё home, before coming. Obviously 
the ёкастоз must be limited to the rich : 
the poor had no Moy Seiwvor to take, and 
were the losers by the selfishness of the 
rich. mrs] one is craving (the 

r), another is drunken (the rich. 
ere is no need to soften the meaning of 

ue: as Meyer says, Paul draws the 
picture in strong colours, and who can вау 
that the reality was less strong ?’’). 
22.] For (a reason for the blame in the 
foregoing : this should not be: for) have 
you no houses, to eat, &o.: meaning, ‘at 
home is the place to satiate the appetite, 
not the assembly of the brethren.’ Or 
do ye shew your contempt for (pres.) the 
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є=їлөш. Е ш) ёуортас ; ті ero Ор;  ётоагёсо bas dy Tovro ; ABcpr 
11. zzii. 38. : h e 93 L^ i SE T KLP* 

ойк * . eyo yap '«apéXaBov amo той xvpíov acdet 
MS ата, ö xai Jqapébexa but, бт б xupws "Inoods ёр Tf vuxrl 517.47 

z * rapedði dero tx aer йртор, ?* kai! ebyapiotncas = ёкАа- 

XI. 

ma © gev xai elmev Toró pov "écrly тд cpa то up 
Goepp. 

um. 
1 Ae Loxz 

zxil. 19. 
Rom. i. (8 reff.) 21. ch. ziv. 17 al. 1 Wied. xviii. 

ziii. 37. John zr. 1. ch. x. 4. 
only? p = Matt. viii. 34. 

TIL. Ман. zzi. 30. Luke zz. 31. Rom. 

3 only. 
Gen. xii. 28, 27. Exod. xii. 11. 

Mark i. 4. xiv. 9. 
тШ. 36. Prov. xxvii. 16. 

e Lol e^ ^ p , ` < а 9 , 25 r e 

A TOUTO тоте © ELS THY єр ауар) сір. о» 

m Acta LL 46 reff. в = { Mt. Mk. L. Matt. 
Ezek. xX vil re . H. © ellips., 

q here bis. A L. Heb. x.30nly. Lev. xziv. 7. 

rec ишу bef ere, with KL rel вуг (arm-mss] Thdrt: om ушу P wth-pl arm-ed: txt ] 
ABCDFN m 17 vulg Syr coptt goth | Bas, Cyr-p,] Damasc lat-ff. 
exaive (conformation to the pres Joug) BF latt 

drt Damasc. Chr Cyr, Euthal-ms] 
үү жара D [Вав-2-тпвв, ]. 

G- lat, but not F-lat). om igcovs B 
latt [Cypr Ambrst ]. 

om Tov DF. 

uthal-ms 

for exaiwecs o, 
ff: txt AC D[-gr] KLPN rel vss 

for cupiou, део» F(with 
er 7 pueti waged. DIF, in nocte 

Énthal-ms rec rape doro, with B*LP rel Chr, Thdrt [ 
Damasc, ]: txt ABICDFKN [17] Damase [z]. bef ins ror bef apror DIF. 

Thdrt Damasc Thi (Ec 
24. rec aft етеу adds AaBere Severs пеле» rom Matt xxvi. 28), with CKLP 

L rel syrr goth [setl-pl] (Cyr-jer,) Chr 
vulg [demid һаг! tol arm[-use Am 
17 am(with fuld al) coptt arm 
ins xAopevoy, with CIDSFKL 
8.8оџеуоу n KAwpevoy ката то» атост.) Damasc, Thl 

› A. Kat . 
rst; AaBere (alone) th - rom]: om ABC D 

-1805) Bas, Cyr, (Ath,) Cypr,. rec aft 
3 rel syrr goth [ Bas, Chr, 

итер дел 
uthal-ms] Thdrt, 1 (elsw, 

3 Opuwroperoy DI; 8:8оцеуоғ 
сор; quod pro vobis tradetur vulg Cypr, Ambrst-ed: om ABON? 17. 673 [arm-zoh] 
Cyr, Ath, Fulg,. om ту» F. 

ation of God (0е00 to express, as 
Bengel, * dignitatem ecclesi. This con- 
tempt was expressed by their wot skari 
with the congregation the portion whi 
they brought),—and put to shame those 
who have not (houses to eat and to drink 
in, and therefore come to the daily xda. 
to be fed. There is no reason for rendering 
with the majority of Commentators robs u) 
Ixorras, the poor; the uh Exorras has a 
distinct reference to the #xere before. 
Meyer refers in support of the meaning, 
‘the poor, to Wetst. on 2 Cor. viii. 18, 
where nothing on the subject is found: 
Do Wette, to Luke iii. 11, where the case 
is as here, the preceding Éxwe» being re- 
ferred to. The meaning is allowable, e. d 
pb yap Tov Exo à фббуоѕ ёрте, Soph. 
Aj. 157: mpòs тё» dydvrev, ФоіВе, ТУУ 
rópor rlOys, Eurip. Alc. 57: ябте дй» ёж" 
Iuap elxor, elt’ ойк elxor бу, where how- 
ever it is qualified by ёт zuap)! What 
must I say to you! Shall I praise you 
in this matter? I praise you not. (See 
ver. 17.) 23—25.] To shew them 
the solemnity of the ordinance which they 
thus set at nought, he reminds them of 
the account which he had before given 
them, of ite INSTITUTION BY THE LORD. 
Матт. xxvi. 26—29. . 
95. Luxe: xxii. 19, 20. 23.] For I 
(see ch. vii. 28; Phil. iv. 11) received 
from the Lord (by special revelation, see 
Gal. i. 12. Meyer attempts to deny that 
this revelation was made to Paul himself, 

on the strength of dé meaning ‘ indirect 
wapd ‘ direct’ reception from 5 
this distinction is cious: e. g. 1 John 
i. 5. абту doriy ) exayyeAla $v àrurd- 
auer dx’ аўтоў. He supposes that it was 
made to Ananias or some other, and com- 
municated to Paul. But the sole reason 
for this somewhat clumsy hypothesis is the 
supposed force of the preposition, which 
has no existence. If the Apostle had re- 
ferred only to the Evangelic tradition or 
writings (P) he would not have used the first 
person ‚ but wapeAdBouer. I ma 
remark, that the similarity between this 
account of the Institution and that in 
Luke’s Gospel, is only what might be ex- 
pected on the supposition of a special 
revelation made to Paul, of which that 
Evangelist, being Paul’s companion, in 
certain parts of his history availed him- 
self) that 1 I also delivered (in 
my apostolic testimony) to you, (viz. 
that the Lord Jesas ы 20 
Bero] the imperf.: He was be- 
trayed. There is an appearance of fixed 
order, especially in these opening words, 
which indicates that this had already 
become a familiar formula.” Stanley. 

] not, as Meyer, ‘a loaf,’ 
but bread: cf. the common expression, 
paye» prov. 94.] On «фу. La- 
очу, see note, Matt. xxvi. 26. Meyer 
well remarks, that “the filling up of +d 
bwip брду is to be sought in the foregoing 
ёкЛасеу.” Hence the insertion of Adje- 
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аўто xai тд ToTHpiov pera TÒ * бет>йта, Мушу "Тобто «ат. tore 
тд потро % xaiw) dab cory "èv тф ép aipate 

1. 1 
rob ro rotec re, Y 0mákts dav vue, P eis THY ép3jy 3 AVÁUVN- Tobit riit. 1 
giy. 

ві. 25. Gal. Ш. 19 al. 
eh. vi. 2.) 
22, 22 (Sce)) only. (Deut. хіх. 10.) 

95. for eue ашат, agar: pov АСР m 17: txt BDFKLPN rel. 
rec (for ea») a», with DFKL rel Chr, Cyrſ- ocaxis here and at of next ver. 

not №) only. x 8 ( 
26 "саки yap ёду écOlnre Tóv йрто» тобтор, кай Hel g“ 

TÒ Tornpioy пйтте, Tov Üávarov тод Kupiou " катаүүё\- 
Aere, x Фурс оў EXOy. 2T Gere < dv dohiy tov dproy fj {ris 

"x Ч ` XP ‚ ^ у , z2 , 7 » P y 22 
b evoxos 707) TO YaroTHptov тоў У kupiov * áva£ies, * čvoyos ёстал 
A v here bis. Rev. хі. 6 only+. Xen. Mem. Ш. 4. 3. 

y ch. x. 21. zb 
a = and constr., Mark lii. 29. кіт. 64 4 Мі. Heb. lí. 15. James ii. 10. (Matt. v. 

Hebd. viii. 8 

xxxviii. 
xi.) 31). 

= Heb. iz. 
22, 25. x. 19. 
1 John v. 6. 
Zech. iz. t1. 
constr., Rom. 

ere only +. 2 Масс. xlv. 43 only. (-cos, 
wo Acta ziii. 5 reff. 

homeotel in A, 

Nest-in-Cyr,]: txt ВСК 17 Orig, Thdrt Euthal-ms,. (om ogax:s av тіге P(appy] a d 
m [ Вав, Eu al-ms, Damasc, ].) 

. om уар А (c) homaotei above) 238 goth sth arm. 
for rovrov, Tovro Ni. rel: txt ABCR a 17. 

uniformity), with [CS ]D*-K LPN? rel tol кутт 
Thdrt Damasc п ot-c, ] Cypr. om ABCI!D!FN! c 17 latt 

Pel. axp BIN} Cypr, Ambrst 

rec a», with DFKLP 
rec aft wornpior ins rovro ( 

copt goth sth Chr, ( Bas, 5 
arm 

rec aft axpis ov ins а» (to fill „ш constr), 
Damasc. with D?KLPRS [47(sic)] rel Thdrt : om ABCD!FN! 17 Bas! Chr-ms Cyr, 

31. асбеттол and sirzrras F. rec aft ro» apro» ins тошто» (eu lementary, or 
as above), with KLP rel l'vulg-clem] copt goth sth arm-mss Chr, [ Kuthal-ms]: om 
ABCDFN o 17 am(with 
Ps-Ath, Thdrt 

id fuld hari tol mar) (Syr] вуг sah arm-ed Clem 
Orig-int, Cypr, L Cassiod, ]. : 

Bas 
for n, xa: A 39. 46. 109 

lect-1 syrr coptt eth Clem, Ps-Ath, Orig - int, Pel Cassiod, : txt BCDFKLPN rel latt 
syr-mg goth Chr [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc, Cypr, [Ambrst]. aft Tov Kvpiov 
ava. add rov куроо D'[-gr] LN e 47! вуг goth. 

ma... .] See note on 
26. Luke xxii. 

F ahr. xol rd т.) “viz. Ha- 
Bey kal ебх. Eceexey avrois. These last 
words are implied in ёкЛасеу above.” 
Meyer. A колу. 8. oriy dy тф ing 
ot) is the new covenant in (ratified 
by the shedding of, and therefore stand- 
tng in, as its conditioning element) my 
blood: = ёст!» ў ка. 8. ў d» тё dug alu. 
The position of фет.» is no objection to this, 
nor the omission of the art. Meyer would 
render it, ‘is the N. C. by means of m. 
blood г i.e. by virtue of its contents, whic 
are my blood: and this solely on account 
of the position of derı». But the meaning 
is as harsh, as the rendering is unrequired. 

dodusg ёду wv.) Not a general 
rule for all common meals of Christians ; 
but a precept that as often as that cup is 
drunk, it should be is remembrance of 
Him: on these last words is the emphasis: 
see below. 26.) yáp gives an ex- 
planatory reason for els т. dub» dvdur., 
viz. that the act of eating und drinking is a 
proclamation of the death of the Lord till 
His coming. The rendering of xarayyéA- 
Aere. imperative, as Theophyl. ?, Luth., 
Grot., Rückert, is evidently wrong. The 
Apostle is substantiating the application 
of the Lord's words by the acknowledged 
nature of the rite. It is a proclamation 
of His death : and thus is a remembrance 

yor. TOUTO 
Matt. ut supra. 
20 

of Him. It is so, by our making mention 
of in it, and seeing visibly before us and 
Tago of, His body broken, and His 
lood shed. ёхри ob The 

xarayy. is addressed directly to the Corin- 
thians, not to them and ali succeeding 
Christians; the Apostle regarding the 
coming of the Lord as near at hand, in 
Ме ot» time, see notes on 2 Cor. v. 1—10. 
Thdrt. remarks, pera yàp rj» abroU тароо- 
clay, ойкёт xpela тё» сурВблиә тоб 
oéparos, abrov qeuouévov ToU oha · 
тоз° 8:4 тобто erer, Expis ob (Ry) Hoy. 

The &» has been inserted from not 
being aware that its absence implies the 
certainty of the event. See examples in Lo- 
beck on Phrynichus, pp. 15, 16, note. 
31. from the nature of the 

death of the Lord was brought about by 
the breaking of His body and shedding 
His blood: this Death we proclaim in the 
ordinance by the bread broken—the wine 
poured out, of which we partake: whoever 
therefore shall either eat the bread or drink 
the cup of the Lord unworthily (see below 
ver. 29) shall be guilty of the Body and 
Blood of the Lord : i. e. “ crimini ei pana 
corporis et sanguinis Christi violati ob- 
похінг erit? Meyer. Such an one pro. 
claims the death of Christ, and yet in a» 
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beech. х.16. TOU” cwpatos Kal ToU ° аїшатосѕ tov» киріоу. BB ° oripa- ABCDP 
KE M б ётю 82 *dvÜperros éavróv, kal *otrws ёк тод йртоу d. 

. Hon. v обсте каї ёк той потпріои H,” 99 б dp éobiwv xal ‘S Ha 
ft. ^ 

age u. a, {рр {крга éavrd) éaÜie kal mive ш) 6 Siaxpivev тд 
теп. 

Job zii. 1 

compa. 80 0:4 тойто év ipiv ToXXol aobeveis xai ? арро- 
1. 

h Matt. ziv. 14. Mark vi. 5,18. xvi. 18 only. 3 Kings xiv.6 A, Ald. Әс. (see zii. 34 sq. B). Mal. i. 6. Sir. vii. 36 
only. (reir, 2 Kings xii. 15. unn, Sir. x. 10. ria, Ps. x1. 3.) 

rec om Tov (bef auuaros) (as unnecessary?), with a! d h k 47[sic] ТЫ: ins ABCDFKLPN 
rel Clem Ps-Ath, Bas, Chr, Thdrt [ Euthal-ms Damasc]. 
17 æth-rom Jer,. 

28. eavroy bef ayüperros CDFP latt goth Damasc : 
txt ABKLN rel syrr (сор) wth arm Clem, Orig, 

aft eavr. ins трето» NA [ Epiph, ]. 
ver 27), with CIDFELPN? rel 

o bef ауӨр. Di. 
20. rec aft river ins avatws (gloss 

for kvpuov, xpurrov A 

caurer єкаттоз 17, simly 4 Orig: 
, [Bas, Thdrt 8 

syrr 
[copt goth æth-pl arm Bas, Chr. (arab. т. кор.) Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc, Ambrst] : 
om ABCINI 17 sah Seth- rom. rec 

Euthal-ms Damase,] Chr, 
sah eth. 

unworthy spirit—with no regard to that 
Death as Ais atonement, or a proof of 
Christ's love: he proclaims that Death 
as an indifferent person: he therefore 
partakes of the guilt of it. Chrysostom 
strikingly says, c¢ayhy Tb яраура àré- 
onver, obréri Ovolay, p. 247. But the 
idea ds xal abrds éxxéas Tb alpa, Theophyl. 
(and Chrys., тЇ 84wore ; бт: & xe ab, 
kal opay., &c., as above), is irrelevant 
here, see ver. 29. The Romanists absurd- 
ly enough defend by this 4j (the meaning 
of which is not to be changed to ка, as is 
most unfairly done in our E. V., and the 
completeness of the argument thereby 
destroyed) their practice of communicating 
only in one kind. Translated into com- 
mon language, and applied to the ordinary 
sustenance of the body, their reasoning 
stands thus: * Whoever eats to excess, or 
drinks to excess, is guilty of sin: ¢ ore 
eating, without drinking, will sustain life.’ 

28.] The 84 implies an opposition to, 
and wish to escape from, the Évoxos fora. 

Soxa. davr.] prove himself— 
examine Thy Sido ёаутоў, as Theodor.- 
mops. in loc.: ascertain by sufficient 
tests, what his state of feeling is with 
regard to the death of Christ, and how far 
this feeling is evinced in his daily life— 
which are the best guarantees for a worthy 
participation. cal ores] i. e. ‘after 
examination of himself’ The case in 
which the self-examination ends in an un- 
favourable verdict, does not come under 
consideration, because it is assumed that 
such a verdict will lead to repentance and 
amendment. 29.) For he who ests 
and drinks ele of the bread and of the 
cup: certainly not, as Meyer, ‘the mere 
eater and drinker, he who es as a 
mere act of eating and drinking, which is 

то cepa ins Tov кору (gloss from ver 27), 
with CIDFKLPN! rel таста аш? demid fuld? harl? tol s t goth arm 

drt Ambrst: om ABC!N! 17. am!(with fald! han] 

harsh to the last and refuted by the 
perallel, ver. 27. les is spurious, see 
var. readd.) eats and drinks judgment to 
himself (i.e. brings on himself judgment 
by eating and drinking. xpiua, as is 
evident by vv. 30—32, is not ‘damnation’ 
(катёкріа), as rendered in our E. V., a mis- 
55 W has ‘ann infinite mis- 
chief), not appreciating (dijudicans, Vulg. 
uh & erden, uh drvo ds xph, rb weyedos 
Ter хрокецабуоу, uh Aoyi(óuevos тёр byxor 
vis Üwpeüs. Chrys. Hom. xxviii. p. 251) 
the Body (scil. of the Lord : here standi 
for the whole of that which is symbolized 
by the Bread and the Cup, the Body and 

lood. The mystery of these, spiritually 
present in the te, he, not being spi- 
ritual, does not sate : and therefore, 
as in ver. 27, falls under the divine judg- 
ment, as trifling with the death of Christ. 
The interpretation of Stanley, поё dis- 
cerning that the body of the Lord is in 
himself and in the Christian society, and 
that it is as the body of the Lord, or as 
a member of that body, that he partakes 
of the bread," is surely somewhat far- 
fetched, after rotré pou dori» Tb cpa, 
ver. 24). 80.] Experimental proof 
of the xpipa faurg, from the present sick- 
nesses and frequent deaths among the 
Corinthian believers. Meyer distin- 
guishes áo «veis, weaklinge, persons whose 
powers have failed spontaneously, from 
брростоь, invalids, persons whose powers 
are enfeebled by sickness; and cites Titt- 
mann, Synon. p. 76. A. and &gj. 
refer to physical, not (as Olsh., altern.) 
moral weaknesses. 81.] 84 contrasts 
with this state of sicknesses and deaths: 
it might be otherwise. Th 
(parallel with Soxiua(ére before) а be 
rendered by the same word as Biaxpirey 
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коріои ral deuõnaba, уа м} ovv TQ кор cara epih ipe 
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рер. 33 Paste, d dex h pov, 9 TUvEPXOHEVOL ' eis TO haryety E Ben. 

лла * _ёкбёхєс бє. 84 ef Tis creed, “ev oig ёобёто, " e Heb, s. 
. L.P.H., 

[va ил) "eis “ кріра Iouvépynobe. ta Se Ашта х аҳ д» ei "Rev. ik 

&\бо У SuaraFopas. Es 
Li xay 

XII. 1 Пері $ rev *mvevpatıxðv, dd eh id Өёх °з. (oh чї. 
1.1. Path. d. 1. dr кашы n 9 = eg 

Acts xvii. 16 reff.3 3 aDarth., ch. zi cy Dent ai. 19. ere Mark ti. 1. 
v ver. 17 reff. * ver = Rom. zv. E Phil. = 

1 reff. жын. Елый a Rom. і. $ Kl W. ches. l. 2 cer. l. L 1 

91. rec (for ёе) yap, with CK LN rel вутт coptt arm 
раша] Thdrt Augraie}: txt ABDFN! 17 vulg goth eth 

ins rov bef кури BCN m 17 Clem, Damasc-txt: om ADFKLP rel 
Cas, Chr, [Basic Cyr, peel Thdrt Damasc, ТЫ (Ec. 

F(not 
$2. avo F. 

toute F, ‘simly latt lat-ff. 

Съ а Bas Вав, ier, Euthal-ms 
«avTov 

aft то xocuo ins 

94. rec aft е ins de, with р» vel |] KLPN? rel demid syrr arm Clem, [Con] Thdrt 
tt Damasc Bede: om ABCD!FN! 1 

крилу К. 8:атаёера: ADF m 47. 

Cuar. XII. 1. ayvoeiw bef а8еАфо: ov 0. 
Ambrst]. 

3 the idea being the same. ‘ Appre- 
ciate,’ i гете logically understood, is the 
nearest to the meaning: in Latin dijudioo, 
which the Vulg. has, is an excellent render- 
ing,—preserving also the ‘judico,’ so essen- 
tial to the following clause. In the E. V. 
sIf we would judge ourselves, we should 
not be judged,’ the tenses are wrong: it 
should ‘be, me we had judged ourselves, we 
should not been judged :? ‘no such 

nishments would have befallen us.’ 
us I wrote in some former editions: and 

so also Stanley. But this collocation of the 
(imperfect) tenses may be rendered either 
way. . Donaldson, Gr. Gr., р. 204, renders 
ef т: elxer, 48180 б», ri quid haberet, 
daret? and so we have it in achyl. 
Suppl 244, xal т&лЛа dN ётекбси 
Slcato д», al wh vapórri $0 yos 3» д 
enparar : hin. са р. уун rT © dy 
dveryxaioy AnpocrOdvous Fy 
№буоѕ : sd ipic places (Bernhardy, : 

But as certainly, we find the other 
sense: e.g. Herod. iii. 25, of Cambyses, 
el... dwipye ӧтісе Tb» єт roy... у 
hy соф$з &»fáp. So that the E. V. may 
here be kept, if thought desirable. In 
John v. 46, oar translators have adopted 
the other ‘rendering : Had ye believed 
Moses, ye would have believed me: but 
in ib. viii. 39, 42, have rendered as here. 

32.] But now that we are judged, 
it is by the Lord (emph.) that we are 
being chastised (to bring us to repent- 
ance) that we may not be (eternally) 
condemned with the (unbelieving) world. 

coptt sth [Euthal-ms] Cypr, Ambrst Pe 

v. D'[*(Tischdf)] F latt seth [Did, Ath-int, 

83.] General conclusion respecting 
thie disorder. Во then (‘ques cum ita 
sint") my brethren (milder persuasive: 
as has been the Tap of the first 
person, vv. 31, 32), w. ye are coming 
together to eat, wait for one another 
(contrast to ёкаттоз . . . . wpoAauBárei, 
ver. 21 : as Theophyl. : obx dee, aAAfAois 
perddore, AAA,, ixBéxeade Sexróur dri 
xowd elas та dxeige elspepdueva. ка) 8 
дэардуву thy xowhy соуО еуі»). 34.) 
The & dra were not meals to satiate the 
bodily appetites, but for a higher and 
holier purpose : let the hungry take off the 
edge of his hunger at home: see ver. 22. 

таё Bà howd) viz. thinge omitted 
(probably matters of detail) i» the above 
directions. Perhaps they had asked him 
questions respecting the most convenient 
time or manner of celebration of the Lord's 
supper: esse on which Fly d ig practice 
widely differed 260, seo reff., 
whenever I shall le come. as Av, as 
ёт? är, implies uncertainty as to the event 
ante pee see Kühner, vol. ii. on 
§ 807. CHAT. XII.—XIV.] 
ABUSE OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS: oe 
cially PROPHESYING, and SPEAKING WITH 
TONGUES. The second particular 
ing correction in their assemblies, see ch, 
xi. 18, note. Chrys. well says: тобто 
&ха» Tb. xwplor сфёдра dorly àcapés: Th» 
84 дсбфеюу I тё» — Kyroid те 
ка) #ААециз wow? тё» rare piv cvp- 
Bawórrer, уйу 84 ob yivopdver. Hom. 
xxix. p. 257. ХІІ] Он THB NATURE, 
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vezr dhe dit. 2 olóare ёт, бте ёбу re, p Tà ARCDP | 

(PE. ed m та ° pora ws “dv #уүєсбє ° atrayopevor. 3 810 {вч 
56. ts Ц. 
65. iv. 35. Gen. Ч. 19. в Matt. xzvi. 57 al. Epp., here only. Deut. xxviii. 87. m o 17. 

9. rec om ore (either a mistake, or a corra to help the consir : the same of the om 
go with F(-gr K-marg(Tischdf)] 

drt{-ed Euthal-ms] Damasc Aug,: txt ABC D[-gr] L 
рок Did, Chr, Thdrt-ms Ath-int, Vig, Pel]. arm [sth(olim cum) 

apoppa F[-gr, ad simulacrorwm formationes G- lat]. 
Tischdf)] m: ascendebatis Aug.) 

INTENT, AND WORTH OF SPIRITUAL GIFTS 
IN GENERAL. 1—3.] The foundation of 
all spiritual utterance is the confession of 
Jesus as the Lord: and without the Spirit, 
no such confession can be made. 1.] 
84 transitional. Some have thought that 
the Corinthians had referred this question 
to the Apostle's decision: but from the 
ob OA dp. dyvoeiv, it rather looks as 
if, like the last, it had been an abuse 
which he had Aeard of, and of hie own 
instance corrects. т. rveuh¹⁰ | 
Most likely neuter, as ch. xiv. 1, spiritual 
gifts: so Chrys, Theophyl, (Ec., Beza, 
Calov., Est., al, De Wette, and Meyer: 
not masc, as ch. xiv. 87: so Grot., 
Hammond, al., and Locke, who maintains 
that the subject of this section is not the 
things, but the persone, quoting ch. xiv. 
6. But surely the tinge are the main 
subject, enounced here, vv. 4—11, and 
treated of through the rest of the chapter ; 
the inspired persons being mentioned only 
incidentally to them. Others, as Storr, 
Billroth, Wieseler cited by Meyer, and De 
W., limit тё xv. to the speaking with 
tongues, which indeed is mainly treated 
of in the latter part of the section (see 
ch. xiv. 1): but Aere the gifts of the Spirit 
generally are the subject. ob 

&yv. | Theodor.-mops. cited by Meyer: 
b suas xal тё» TrevuaTikQ» xapi- 
срітюу «ќуш Thv 1d, буте Boúàopal 
Ti ка} жері тобто» єітеу. Вее reff. 
2.] Reason why they wanted instruction 
concerning spiritual gifts —because they 
once were heathen, and could not therefore 
have any experience in spiritual thin 
Thus Meyer, and so far rightly: but the 
streas of this reason lies in the words 
&фо»а and ds ћу HyeoGe, which he has not 
sufficiently noticed: Te know (that) when 
ye were Gentiles (the construction is an 
anacoluthon, beginning with ofgare bru 
and then as if ofbare r: had been merely а 
formula for ‘ye know,’ passing into the 
construction во common, that of placing dre 
after such verbs as péurnuat, ol8a, йкобо, 
and the like, an ellipsis taking place of rov 
xpórov, as Lysias actually fills 16 up in one 
place, éxeívov тоў xpóvov urna0érras, 8те 

bd D-lat Syr copt Ambrst: om or: K! m 
rel vulg G-lat syr (sah) 

for афора, 
ауђуєсде В? G[-corr(appy, 

- « . . in Poliuch. (wep) 8yueócens K. r. A.), 
р. 151, 94. Thus II. F. 71, f/ó«a дф» yàp 
öre xpéppwr Aavaciow Éuvrvev: Plato, 
Menon, р. 79, џќиулса бт’ ёуё со: Ari 
dwexpiyduny. See more examples in 
Kühner's Gr. Gramm. ii. 480) led about 
(or, carried away] ara. not necessarily, 
‘led wrong; and the context seems rather 
to favour the idea of being ‘led at will,’ 
blindly trans hither and thither,— 
and so De W., and Estius, “ qualiter- 
cunque, temere, pro nutu ducentiam, et 
huc illuc illos cireumagentium, abductos 
fuisse") to idols which were without 
utterance (‘the God in whom yon now 
believe is a living and speaking God— 
speaking by his Spirit in every believer: 
how should you know any thing of such 
spiritual speech or gifts at all, who have 
been accustomed to dumb idols 7’), just as 
ye happened to be led (scil., on each occa- 
sion: the force of б» being to indicate the 
indeflniteness, i. e. in this case, the repe- 
tition of the act : so Xen. Anab. i. 5. 2: of 
pèr буо, dwel таз дико: (whenever an 
followed them) spoBpauórres dy 1 
xecoay,—and Eurip. Phon. 401: жотё uiv 
ès нар «Їҳоу, elr’ ойк elyov Ќу. See other 
examples in Kübner, ii. 98, 94). These 
last words seem to me to imply the absence 
of all fized principle in the oracles of 
Heathendom, such as he is about to an- 
nounce as regulating and furnishing the 
criterion of the spiritual gifts of Christen- 
dom. This és à» f^«cÓ« might take a 
man to contradictory oracles, the whole 
system being an imposture—their idols 
being void of all power of utterance, and 
they being therefore imposed on by the 
fictions of men, or evil spirits, who led 
them. Chrys., Œc., Theophyl., make this 
refer to the difference between the heathen 
udyris, who was possessed by an evil spirit, 
and therefore efAxero бт ToU wveduares 
SeSeudvos, ой8ё» elSds Sy Adye, and the 
Christian xpopfrns,—which however is 
entirely unwarranted by the context. 

] The negative and positive 
oriteria of inspiration by the Spirit of 
God: viz. the rejection, or confession, of 
Jesus аг the Lord. 8.6, ‹ уе 

47 
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f evepito ipiv бть ovdels Е ёр Е mveúpari Oeod A Xéyei f Loke ii. 16. 

Ard, ‘Inooðs кай ovdeis Öúvaraı єтєр Kúpios 
"Токто, eè pù 6 ёр 6 mveúpati dyly. *' diaipécers ё * ya- | 
рісратор cioly, TÒ $ айтд re 5 кай ! Svarpécers ! бако- 

иф» єйтір, kal б aùròs Küpios* 6 кай ! бимрёте ™ évepyy- iis. 
Chron. xxvi. 1. 

1 Acta 1. 17. vi. 1 alt 
reff. i ere eee only. 1 

k = Rom. (v. 15. vi. 23. xl. 29) zii. 6 al. 

3. om бео P. 
Ambrst) Aug. ne-) 
it is an oratio directa), with D[ 
Damasc Novat, Hil-ed,: moov F 1 
txt ABCN 17! syrr(appy) copt eth arm 

Ff. ]KLP rel syr [co ver above), with D 
piph,] Mac, Chr, 

ABCN 17 vulg(and 

Acta ii. 28. 
Rom. ix. , 
23 аі. Ezek. 

10 al. Міс. 

. ix. 3 
2 Chron. vili, 14. Esra vi. 18, (-petr, ver. 11.) 

та тег. 10 only f. 

om Лале» D F[-gr Hil, Victorin, ]. (insd by F-lat [vulg spec, 
rec mœouv (corra to bring it into government by Acye:, whereas 

KLP rel harl syr-mg-gr sah Orig, Chr, Thdrt 
[рее Ath-int, Did-int, Hil-ms Ambrst]: 

T-pe 
pt] arm Ath,[-int, Bas, (and mes,) Dial-trin, 

Thdrt ( Damasc] Orig-int, Did-int, | Ambr, . Ambrst Aug,]: txt 
F-lat) Syr sah wth Mehl. 0 mss vary) ] Did-gr, Bas, Cyr, 

Euthal-ms]. гес Kupiov тошу 

Epiph, Gennad ( Euthal-ms Ambr, Aug, Тісі, ]. 
4. for 8e, 8 B [Orig, Eus, ]. 
5. [om Ist ка P.! 

arm 

Iren-int-mss Aug. 

have been hitherto im ignorance of the 
matter." iv жу. d- lv av. &y.] 
The Spirit of God, or the Holy Ghost, is 
the Power pervading the er, the 
Element in which he speaks. SoSchdttgen, 
on Matt. xxii. 48, quotes from the Rabbis, 
“ David saw rma, in the Holy Spirit.’ 

Мад» Adya] On the difference of 
meaning between Аала, to discourse,’ to 

and Aéye, to гау,’ the former of 
e act of utterance absolutely, the latter 

having for ite object that which is uttered, 
see note on John viii. 25. In all the 
seeming exceptions to this, Aa may be 
justified as keeping its own meaning of 
‘to discourse: we may safely deny that 
it is ever ‘fo say’ simply. dvad. 
"Ino.] Jesus (not Christ, the Name of 
office, itself in some measure the object of 
faith,— but Jesus, the personal Name,— 
the historical Person whose life was matter 
of fact : the curse, and the confession, are 
in this way far deeper) is accursed (see 
ref. Rom. note). 80 кёр. 'Inc., Jesus is 
Lord ME that is implied in xpos, being 
here implied : and we must not forget 
that it is the LXX verbum solenne for the 
Heb. JuRovaH). By these last words the 
influence of the Holy Spirit is widened by 
the Apostle from the supernatural gifts to 
which perhaps it had been improperly con- 
fined, to the faith and confession of every 
Christian. It is remarkable that in 
1 John iv. 1,2, where a test to try the spirits 
is given, the Aumas side of this confession 
is brought out, —'Incovr урттф$» dy тарк} 
éAnAvOéra,—John having to deal with 
those who denied the reality of the Incarna- 
tion. Or also, as Bengel: Paulus priebet 
criterium veri contra gentes: Johannes, 

Vor. II. 

for ка o, o бе 17. 41. 73. 115-9 vulg D-lat [F-lat spec] Syr 
us, Ath [(but mss vary)-int, Bas, Chr.] Epipb, Cyr Iren-int[-mss,] Orig-int, 

fail, (tx )]: om o A![(corrd eadem manu, appy) К]: txt is cited by Ó rig, Thdrt, 

contra faleos prophetas." 4—6.] But 
(as contrasted to this absolute unity, in 
ground and principle, of all spiritual influ- 
ence) there are varieties (in reff. 2 Chron. 
and Ezra, used of the courses or divisions of 
the priests) of gifts (ҳар(срата = eminent 
endowments of individuals, in and by which 
the Spirit indwelling in them manifested 
Himself,—the $arépecis ToU wxvedpatos 
in each man :—and these either directly 
bestowed by the Holy Ghost Himself, na 
in the case of healing, miracles, tongues, 
and prophesying, or previously granted 
them by God in their unconverted state, 
and now inspired, hallowed, and poten- 
tiated for the work of building up the 
church,—as in the case of teaching, exhor- 
tation, knowledgo. Of all these gifts, faith 
working by love was the necessary sub- 
stratum and condition. See Neander, 
Pfl. u. Leit. pp. 232 fl.), but the same 
Spirit (as their Bestower,—see the sense 
filled up in ver. 11): 5.] and there 
are varieties of ministries (appointed 
services in the church, in which as their 
channels of manifestation the ҳарісрата 
would work), and the same Lord (Christ, 
the Lord of the church, whose it is to 
appoint all ministrations in it. These 
dtacorſai must not be narrowed to the eccle- 
siastical orders, but kept commensurate 
in extent with the gifts which are to find 
кок by their menns, see vv. 7—10): and 
varieties of operations (effects of divine 
ёуќруүєии : not to be limited to miraculous 
effecta, but understood again commensu- 
rately with the gifts of whose working 
they are the resulta), and the same Gop. 
Who works all of them in all persons (all 
the xaplopera in all who are gifted). Thus 

РР 
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vii. 
с viii. 6 P qct. 

IPO? КОРІМӨІОТ A. 

ver. I1. Bon. ратови et, kal б aùròs бєдє 0 " évepyav * rà "P márta e aBcor 
5 reff. LP a 

7 ёкаттф бё 5 № 9 $avépeais TOU THEUPATOS > LG 

XII. 

кі 
я а An Ni тро TO * тушфёроу. Ф pev yap 0:4 r туейдато$ di- % po 

ш. t akc oe "2 Sorar * Aóyos Y ini 8255 бё з Aóyos “х туре єп ? kata 
т = eh. ті. б. vii. 85. x. 11 al, s Acts ax. 20 reff, ge ын seo Matt. xiii. 40 Mk. eh. 

Ui. 4. ver. 28. u = and constr., Acta ХШ, 26 reff. v= ch. "PA w Prov. xxx. 
(axiv.) 3, х = 2 Cor. zi. 6 al. y = каб B., ver. 11. 

6. rec o 8e avros (corrn to express contrast. It can hardly have been allered to ка 
o to conform to the precedg clause, the first remaining то Ze), with AK LPN rel latt syrr 
sah arm Eus, Epiph, Cyr, [Ath,-int, Did, Bas, Chr, Orig int]. Iren-int, Hil, [Ambrst 
Augauc], deus hic idem est copt; o avros 8e DF: txt BC m rig, [ Euthal-ms ]. 
rec ins eri bef Geos, with KLN? rel (вуг) Orig, Thdrt Damasc ; aft evepyov В [Cyr- 
m8-p,]; ins Христо: bef Geos с: om АСРЕРМ! m 17 latt Syr) sah arm Ath, -int, 
Did, poh: Euthal-ms] Bus, Chr, Th! Iren-int Orig-int om 7a 
8. homoeotel aA Ae to aA A next ver К. 

we have Gop THR Farner, the First 
Source and Operator of all spiritual influ- 
ence in all: Gop тнв Son, the Ordainer 
in His Church of all ministries by which 
this influence may be legitimately brought 
out for edification : Gop тне HOLY GHOST, 
dwelling and working in the church, and 
effectuating in each man such measure 
of His gifts as He sees fit. 1—11.] 
These operations specified in their variely, 
but aguin asserted to be the work of one 
and the same Spirit. Т.) To each 
individual, however (the emphasis on 
ікастф, as shewing the character of what 
is to follow, viz. individual distinction of 
gifts. & again contrasted with the ё 
evrós of the last verse; though the work- 
ings of One God, One Lord, One Spirit, 
they are bestowed variously on each man), 
is given the manifestation of the Spirit 
(not, as Meyer, al., the means of mani- 
Sesting the Spirit ‘which dwells in him 
(gen. obj.): but, as De W., the mani- 
Jestation by which the Spirit acts (gen. 
m ); it is a „ре term inclu ing 
xap (оџата, Siaxovias, and ёуєруўрата) wi 
a view to profit (with the profit of the 
whole body as the aim: sce reff.). 
8—10.] It has been disputed, whether or 
not any studied arrangement of the gifts 
of the Spirit is here found. The most 
recent and best advocates of the two views 
are Meyer and De Wette. Meyer gives 
the following arrangement: grounding it 
mainly on what he believes to be the 
intentional use of érépe 84 as distinguished 
from АА 84, and pointing out a new 
category :—I. gifts having reference to 
intellectual power: (1) Adyos copias. (2) 
AC yréaews, II. (ётёрф 54) gifts, whose 
condition is a» eralled faith (glaubens⸗ 
heroismus): (1) faith itself. (2) practical 
workings of the same, viz. (a) iduara. 
(b) Jurdneis. (8) oral working of the 
same, viz. xpopnrela. (4) critical working 
of the same, the didxpiois туейц&т ву, III. 
gifts having reference to the улёсоа: : (1) 

speaking with tongues : (2) interpretation 
of tongues. To this De Wette objects, 
(1) that S дё», ётёрр 5, ётёрр 5é, do not 
stand with any reference to one anotber, 
but érdpy 5é is in each case opposed to the 
A дє which immediately precedes it, and 
followed by an &AAw 8d similarly opposed 
to it: therefore neither can the one be- 
token the genus, nor the other the species. 
(3) If any thing could be relied on as mark- 
ing a division, it would be the repented 
karà vb айт qy., dv Tẹ айт. zv., and the 
concluding wd»ra 86 тайта ver. 11: bot 
even thus we get no satisfactory partition, 
for in ver. 10 dissimilar gifts are classed 
together. (3) We must not look for a 
classification, for the catalogue is incom- 
plete, see ver. 28. e The classification 
given is objectionable. Speaking with 
tongues is plainly more nearly allied to 
wpopytela than яроф. to gifts of healing: 
and the two, tongues and prophesying, are 
subsequently treated of together. Besides 
which, Kling (Stud. п. Krit. 1839, р. 482) 
rightly remarks, that both didapiois sr. 
and épuyrela yA. have reference to the 
understanding. I am inclined to think 
that De W s objections are valid, as applied 
to а rigorous arrangement like Meyer's; 
but thgt at the same time there is a sort 
of arrangement, brought about not so 
much designedly, as by the falling together 
of similar terms, —Aóyos соф., ry 7. — 
yérn yAwoowy, ёри. уХессё»у. Unques- 
tionably, any arrangement must be at 
fault, which proceeding on psychological 
grounds, classes together the speaking with 
tongues and the interpretation of tongues : 
the working of miracles, and the discera- 
ment of spirits. 1 believe too that Meyer's 
distinction between érépe 8é and H 84 
is imaginary: seo Matt. xvi. 14; Heb. 
xi. 35, 36. 8.] va appeals to matter 
of fact, aa the end of the assertion in 
ver. 7, both as to the 5iBera: and as to the 
wpòs Td avuépov. 9 piv.. oe 
Sd, a loose construction, Me in ver. 
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10 айтд пуєдра, 9 ' érépo [86] тістқ * p тф ^ aUTO e zver. 3. 
а see ver. 11. 

wart, d xꝙ & xaplolara aud r -/ ) *éy тё e *ттрєўдат:, өтт чь 
AAA 8 ё “рерүјрата e дуйне, dA 8 трой, a zi fecal 

Pian à к Staxpices ̂  rvevpatav, ётёрр 82 | yéivn * N- 
f= па. zii. 6. ch. ziii. 2 al. е = Acts vill. 13 reff, 

d ver. 4255 
g Rom. xiv. 1. Heb. v. 14 

only. Job xxxvii. 16 only. (рн, ch 6) h. ziv. 32. 1 Tim. іу. 1. 1 John iv. 
1. 3 Kings zzii. 31. ^ Matt х. 47, Mark Ix. эп yu vor. 28. ch. xiv. 10 only. (Acta 
iv. 6 al.) ) "Gen. i. li. ёс. 1 Acta li. 4 reff. 

9. om Ist ze BD'FN! [47] latt Syr farm (at 
Did-int, Hil, Ambrst Апы]: ins A 
Lyr-jer, J bas Thdrt 
Syr 271 Hily. 
C3 D|- 

(Did,[- ШЕТ) Damase Т. 
rec for ет, zoe аи ormation to foregoi 

ee KL rel (syrr) copt Clem [Cyr-jer, 
txt A Fi 17 vulg(and F-lat, but over F-gr eodem is written) D-lat Did, [ Bas-mss, 

е Tres) | Clem, Origa[-¢y int} Eus, 
ac TH HA. syr coptt Orig, Eus, Ces, 

Aug. om 2nd ĝe DF lati 
), with 

-ей,] Chr, Thurt [Hil-ms, ] : 

Euthal-ms Damasc Hil,(and ms) Ambr. pe Aug. pe. om e» ro «vi sr. C! Eus, Tert, 
Cassiod. 

10. om Ist 86 DIF latt [arm] Clem, Hil, evepyaa DF, operatio htt [ Hil,] (not 
Aug, al). Suvrapews OF om ёе (2nd, ad and 4th) BDF latt Clem, | Tert, 
Ambrst]: om 4th де PN! 1 Cms : ina ACKLN? rel Euthal- 
ms] Chr, Thdrt Damasc. 
Orig[-c,] Bas, [Tert, Ні]. 

Moos софќая . . . Adyos yvéccus] 
What is the distinction ? According to 
Neander, roġla is the skill, which is able 
to reduce the whole practical Christian 
life into its due order in accordance with 
its foundation principles (see Pfl. u. Leit. 

‚ 247) ;—yvémw, the theoretical insight 
into divine things: and similarly Olsh. 
and Billroth. But Bengel, al., take thein 
conversely, yvee. for the practical, соф. 
for the eoretical. Both, as De W. re- 
marks, have their grounds in usage : софќа 
is practical Col. i. 9, as is -yr&cis Rom. 
xv. 14, but they are theoretical respectively 
in ch. i. 17 ff. and viii. 1. Estius explains 
Aéyos софіся, ‘gratiam de iis que ad 
doctrinam religionis ac pictatis spectant 
disserendi ex causis supremis, —as ch. ii. 
6 f. :—and Ady. yvéceus, he says, “ gratia 
est disserendi de rebus Christiane re- 
ligionis, ex iis que sunt human scienti; 
vel experientim." Meyer says, софіа is 
the higher Christian wisdom (вес on ch. 
ii. 6) in and of itself ;—so that discourse 
which ex гевавев its truths, makes them 
clear, applies them, &c. is Aéyos тофЇас. 
But thie does not necessarily imply the 
speculative penetration of these traths,— 
the philosophical treatment of them by 
deeper and more scientific investigation, in 
other words, yrdors : and discourse which 
aims at this is Adyos yrdoews.” This last 
view is most in accordance with the sab- 
sequently recognized meaning of «rácis 
and yea vu, and with thc Apostle’s own 
use of copia in the passage referred to, ch. 
ii. 6. nara т. ab. ту. ] according to 
ihe н: (see ver. 11) of the same 
Spirit. 9.] ín, as Chrys. : zloty 
оф тайт» Aéyer thr Tay Boyudr ov, Ad 
Thy тё» стресу, тер) hs now "Еду ёхтте 
тісті ù кбккоу ow. к.т.А. (Matt. xvii. 

Staxpiors C(?)DIFPN 17 
om Sth де D! latt [Tert, Hl. (not Jer) ]. 

copt [ Eus, Bas, Суг.јег 
vv Bye Syr [ sah-mnt arm | Clem 

20): cal of ёжбстоло dè тер) abr t Atlour 
Adyorres Проѕбеѕ hui rior» (Luke xvii. 
5). abr yàp и}ттр тё» anpueloy early. 
Hom. xxix. p. 263. This seems to be 
the meaning here; a faith, enabliug a 
man to place himsclf beyond the region 
of mere moral certainty, in the actual 
realization of things believed, i in 4 high 
and unusual manner. dv т. abr. nv.) 
in, i.e. by and through, as the effective 
cause and the medium. Харісрета 
Їарётеу) gifts of (Еа ао) healings; 
plur., to indicate the different kinds of 
diseases, requiring different sorts of heal- 
ing. фу, see above. 10. dvepy. 
Suv.] operations of miraculous powers 
(in (in general) жрофитеіа) speaking 

e Spirit. Meyer gives un excellent 
а, of it: “discourse flowing from 
the revelation and impulse of the Holy 
Spirit, which, not being attached to any 
particular office in the church, but im- 
provised,—disclosed the depths of the 
human heart and of the divine counsel, 
and thus was exceedingly effectual for the 
enlightening, exhortation, and consolation 
of believers, and the winning of unbelievers. 
The prophet differs from the speaker with 
tongues . .. . іп that he speaks with the 
understanding, not ecstatically : from the 
id do ra, thus: — ply пярофитебоу 
хбута àwb тоб wreüpatos фӨёууєта“ д 8 
$.8&скор ёст\іу brou xal ét olxelas bia- 
Aéyerai, ав Chrys. on ver. 28." (Hom. 
xxxii. p. 286.) Sraxploas жу.) dis- 
cernings of spirits: i.e. the power of 
distinguishing between the operation of 
the Spirit of God and the evil spirit, or 
the unassisted human spirit : see 1 John 
iv. 1, and compare xposéxovres жуєйрас» 
«Абон, 1 Tim. iv. 1. The exercise of this 
power is alluded to ch. xiv. 29. vé n 

Рр $ 
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ch. ziv. ". có», Grr 82 ' ёрртреіа * peace П тдута $ тафта Acor 
po ио, ш hep yet тд "àp xai тб "айтф mvedpa, ^ Siatpoiy vid ia d XU 
ебе», Hed. касте 9 кабоҳ 'BovXerai, 12 кадалгер yap тд on mo, v. 

zw. gy deruw, xal * pénn ro exeo Távra 8 тд t нт тод 
EE AN cápaTos, TONA övra, ёр dori сёра, obras xal б xpi- 

„ Een, ia ETOS. 13 xai yàp "év én ттуєйцат:ь zeile mavres ‘eis ёр 
wis copa "' ёВаттісдпџиєр, eire lovdaios etre “EXAnves, " eire 
45 ., хойлог Y elre "* éXeUÜepoi, cal mávres Bv re Y ёттоттӨзу- 
bere 
2 acc. f., 34 only. Xen. Cyr. vi. 2, 34. q Hik ir a. Аси xi. 29. Маш. xxvi. 64, rol 
р Heb. ті. 17. James і. 18. 2 Pet, ке. i Poly. ж И. 25 в Rom. iv. 6 reff. t Rom. M: 
13 7 u Matt. v Acte vill. 16 Bi w Eph. vi 

Xd abori w). Gal iii. 28. Col. ili. n. Rer. ү "5. xiii. 16. xix. 18. Rom. xii. n iet toe Man 
1. 28. Luke zii.47. 3 Thess, ii.15, Heb. vi. 9. Rev. vi. 9. Рэ. Ixvili. 21. W. er, edn. 6,332 

om M 5e eppyvera yAwoowr (homaotel) BK d k [Eus, l. Buepugreia (mistake occa- 
sioned by Be? Tischdf (ed 7 [and 8) says “of aii. 30 ; xiv. 5, 13, 27, 28”) А D'(adds 
yern) : txt CD'FELPN rel Clem Ces Cyr-j E r [Bas, Euthal-me] Thdrt Damasc. 

11. ravra de rarra DF latt copt ue mi d (txts) Ath, (бы) Сут Chr,(txt,) Thdrt,] 
Orig, Hil, [Ambrst}. om то (bef év) D'F arm Orig, Ch r, [Sevrn-in-Chr, ]. 
om (баа (ш F e Syr [arm Bas,] (Ол) Epiph, Orig-int, Did-int, Hil, Jer. ye 
Ambrst J. — for B:a:pour idia, 8:ероунеға D!. 

12. om yap K a wth arm; d has it in red. for xa: peAn, pean 8e Di (and lat) 
Feer] Hip, Hil Tich, rec exe: bef жолла, with DFKL rel latt syrr goth Chr, 
Thdrt, [Damasc] Hil "Ambrst: txt ABCPN m 17 Hip, Thdrt, Jer,. peAnàn(sic) 
N. ins ex bef rov cop. F lat) goth Hil Ai rst, Tich. rec aft meuares 
ins rov evos (gloss), with DN? rcl [sah-mnt] goth Cur, Thdrt, Damasc (Ec Hil ( Ambrst 
Tich]: om ABCFELPN! d vulg syrr copt eh arm (Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt,; Jer, 
Aug. u]. (17 def [bat there із not room for the addn].) for xp., киргоз C. 

18. om ем F- gr]. rec ins eis bef ér wvevua (арру to conform to the first 
member of the sentence), with D*KL rel vulg(and F-lat) Thdrt, Vig: om (A)BCD!FPN 
d 17. 47 am(with demid [fald] harl tol) D-lat syrr copt goth mth arm Ps-Ign, Ath, 
Did, Chr, [Euthal-ms Ambrst Aug.]. for sreupua exorigÓnuer, сора ee A: 
for A Topa a f g l syr-mg-gr: ту. ehuricOnuer L. 21. 39. 116. 

yc] kinds of tongues, i.e. the power 
of uttering, in , ая the mouthpiece 
of the Spirit, prayer and praise in languages 
unknown to the utterer,—or even in а 
spiritual language unknown to man. See 
this subject dealt with in the note on 
Acts ii. 4, and ch. xiv. 2 ff. ірітує(а 
vÀeccév] the power of giving a meaning 
to what was thus ecstatically spoken. 
This was not always resident in the speaker 
himself: see ch. xiv. 13. 11.] The 
Spirit is the universa] worker in men of 
ali these powers, and that according to 
His own pleasure: see above on vv. 4—6. 

lc, ‘seorsim, respeotively, or 
* severally, as E. V. This unity of the 
source of all spiritual gifts, in the midst 
of their variety, he presses as against those 
who valued some and undervalued others, 
or who depreciated them all. 3—30 
Аг the many members of the 7 5 com- 
pose an organic whole, and all be 
the body, none being seedless, none to be 
despised ; so also those who are variously 
gifted by the Spirit compose a spiritual 
organic whole, the mystical body of Christ. 
First, however, vv. 12, 13, this likeness of 
the mystical Christ to a body i is enounced, 
and justified by the facts of our Baptism. 

12.] The organic unity of the various 
members in one body, is predicated also of 
CHRIST, i.e. the Church as united in 
Him, seo ch. vi. 15. The vd confirms 
the preceding ty к. rò аёт wveijpa, by an 
analogy. By the repetition, —т capa, 
«^. TOU TOpATOS..., сёра, the unity 
of the members as an organic whole is 
more strongly set forth. 18.] This 
shewn from our being into one 
body, and receiving one n For in 
(voe on ver. 9) one Spirit also (the viles 
sis on dl яр., to which words ка bel EC 
we all were baptized into one 
whether Jews or Greeks, whether m 
or freemen; and we all were made to 
drink of one Spirit (or, all watered by 
one Spirit, viz. the water of baptism, 
here taken as identical with the Spirit 
whose influence accompanied it). So (un- 
derstanding the whole verso of baptism) 
Chrys, Theophyl., Œc., Rückert, Meyer, 
De Wette. Luther, Beza, Calw, Estius, 
Grot., al., refer the latter half to the тм 
Supper: and this is mentioned b 
and Theophyl. :—Billroth and О 
abiding influence of the Spirit in ydg 
ening and refreshing. But the aor. éwe- 
lo, referring to a fact gone by, is 
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pev. 15 kal yàp TÒ apa ойк ёттгу av * цё\о<, dd TrOAAG. s of things, — 
3 3 ^ ere 15 day ейт б тоў "Ore ойк cipi yelp, ойк * eiui er той siz. орет, 

соратос, ov *Trapà тодто ойк *éotw *éx той GOLATOS ; 
16 каў ёду etmy Td” oDs От: ойк eiuà. офба\ио, ойк 
5 ёк ToU соратос, оў * тарӣ ToUTO ойк = ёсті = ёк тоў o- 
patos; 17 ei б\у TO адра b, © тоў j d ако); є 
ÓXov d axon, r- ij ° Sodpnots ; 19 f vov 82 б бєдє є Eero 
Ta nx, h ёр ^ ёкастоу avTOv éy TQ cwpats ! kabs NOEN- 

19 ej dé y [* rà] * тарта ёр рео, тод тд сдра; тєр. 

73. John i. 
24. Acta xxi. 

Obad. 11. 

Demosth. 
545. 22, 
Tavra wé- 
worde. 
вара ту» 
weviay, 
Winer, edn. 

30 гуду бё d рер MEAN, & ё ada. 21 ой Suvartas $, 346. 
reff. 

e here onl +. 
h Acts xvii. 27 ref. 

15. for етти», "um V A a corrd). 
16. om «a: D'[and lat]. 
18. rec yun, with CD*5KLPN rel Chr, 

ІТЫ, [ins es bef ev єкасто» К. 

1 ver. 11 reff, 

20. run FP 32. 47. 67. 80. 114 Chr, 
[arm] Aug, 

e еШре., Rom. iii. 27. ch. i. 20, 
f = Luke xi. 39 al 

Chr-ms ]. 
Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc (Ec: txt ABD!F 

om or: P | 

1 
19. om та BF 17: ins ACDKLPN rel [Chr. Euthal-ms Thdrt, Damasc]. 

om. xi. 8 
d = 2 Pet. il. 8. Xen. Mem. i. 4. 6. 

g = Acta xx. 29. ver. 28, Gen. xvii. 5. 
k ver, 6. 

17. ins ó bef офбалдоз DI. 

om дє» В Di (and lat) 78. 114 goth 

21. om де (as being in the way? but it brings out a contrast to the unity just in- 
sisted on) АСЕР d m 17. 47 fald(and demid) Syr copt [eth arm] (Orig) Bas (Thdrt,) 
[Euthal-ms Ang,] Jer: ins BDELM rel valg syr goth Chr, Thdrt Damase ТЫ dk 
Ambrst Aug, Р! 

fatal to both these latter interpretations : 
besides that it would be Aarsh to under- 
stand even elg фу wv. ётот(сӨ. (see var. 
readd.) and impossible to understand фу «rv. 
ézor., of the cup in the Lord's Supper. 

14.) Analogy, by which this mul- 
tiplicity in unity is justified : it is even so 
in the natural body,—which, though one, 
consists of many members. The object of 
the continuation of the simile seems to be, 
to convince them that their various gifts 
had been bestowed by God on them as 
members of the Christian body, and that 
they must not, because they did not happen 
to possess the gifts of another, consider 
themselves excluded from the body,—in 
which the weaker as well as the stronger, 
the less comely as well as the more comely 
members were necessary. The student 
will remember the fable spoken by Mene- 
nius Agrippa to the mutinous plebs in 
Livy ii. 82. The passage is also illustrated 
by Seneca de Ira, ii. 31, ‘Quid si nocere 
velint manus pedibus, manibus oculi ? Ut 
omnia inter se membra consentiunt, quia 
singula servari totius interest: ita homines 
singulis parcent, quia ad colum geniti 
sumus: salva autem esse societas nisi 
amore et custodia partium non potest :;'— 
and by Marc. Antonin. ii. 1, where in his 
morning meditations on the duty of re- 
pressing anger through the day, he says, 
ye ydraner yàp xpos cuvepylay, &s wédes, 
Gs xeipes, фу BAédapa, ws ol orotxo: T&v 
буо kal rà» dr $$футо»' Tb ody àrri- 

apdocew &AAhAois, тард $ócw. See also 
id. vii. 13: Clem. ad Cor. c. xxxvii p. 
284: and other examples in Wetstein. 
15.] The Sn is rightly rendered in E. V. 
because. ob wapa T. &. r. A.] These 
words [may be taken, here and in the 
next verse, it is not therefore not of the 
body.” But they] are best taken as a 
question, appealing to the sense of the 
reader : they thus have more of the vigour 
of the Apostle's style. wapd, sce reff. 

dx T. с., belonging to the body as 
an aggregate; so els ёк ro 8@бека,—%тау 
ёк tay Sapicalay. The double negation 
strengthens,—see Winer, edn. 6, $ 55. 9 b 
(he takes the two, in this case, as de- 
stroying one another (?), see ib. a). 
IT.] The necessity of the members to one 
another, and tothe body. Understand ў» 
in each clause, which is indeed expressed 
in ver. 19. 18.] viv 84, but as the 
case really stands: see Hartung, Parti. 
kellehre, ii. 25. тё n, generally, — 
iv {каттоу abróv, severally. cad 
00. answers to кабёёз ВойфАета, ver. 11. 

19. The same ‘reductio ad absur- 
dum which has been made in the concrete 
twice in ver. 17, is now made in the a5- 
stract: if the whole were one member, 
where would be the body (which by its 
very idea 4éA- {уе voAAd: see vv. 12, 
14) 7 20.) Brings out the fact in 
contrast to ver. 19, as ver. 18 in contrast 
to ver. 17. 21—26.} And the spiri- 
tual gifte are also necessary to опе an- 
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‚мен. s O OpOadpos єйтєїў TH xe ! Хреіау cov ойк 'éyor ] 
Luke v. 31 h. , e ` ^ ` 1 е A 9 12 „Рта. m тами j Kepadn Tois тпосір | Xpelav Орди ойк | exw. 
"na ^ 22 ДААА n ro " náXXov TÀ ° докодита MEAN TOU соратос 
o = (1) Matt. ^ [ol 

zit шша. aoOevéatepa " bmrápyew a dvayxaid éa rw, B kal & ° бокой- 
p Acts it 46 wey с атіотєра elya, той aparos, ToUTOIS * тил» rep qt 

ге age goTépav ™ тєрітібєџер, кай TA" Gaxijuova Nav * єйсутио- Кінь 
t Mark rii d , 7 x М э / е a , 
rel d. clvny * mepiocotépav Eyer. 9* тй òè х evoynpova ij, oU ehh! 

Ir. е * 7 N [5] ^ 

буль. pela» Yéyeu dd б Geos * auvexépaaev TÒ cpa, TO ч 
ао пеге Мак. е ‚ t 7 ` , еу à 93 
xxi SIM. 3igTepouuéro 'Tepiacorépav Sous tiny, ?5 Фа ш) p 
Ere oniy. boyisa év TQ conari, GAAA TÒ abr mèp dXXyXov 
(Ruth iii. 3. 
(besis, 
1 Pet. iis. 3.) 

X Acts xiii. 50 reif. (-móvws, ch. ziv. 40.) 
39 only. a ch. I. 7 reff, 

only T. 1 Kings xxii. 8 8 mm. [? or Incert.j 

rec om д (absorbed in the офбалцоѕ follg 7), with K e h o [arm 
LPN rel Orig, Bas, Chr, [ Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc Thi-comm 

y abs. 
b ch. i. 10 reff. 

ch. x. 11 reff. constr. acc., ch. vii. 32, &c. reff. w. улер, bere only. Ps. axsrii. 18, 

© pepiuvõcw Ta hi. 99 кай eire тасує Ev HNO, d avv- 
v here only. Deut. xxiv. 1. (-povety, ch. vil. 36. -soovry, Rom. i. 27.) 

‚ Acts ii. 45 reff. 
тей. 

where only t. Polyb. x. 18. 7. 
т Heb. iv. 2 only +. 3 Масе. xv. 

c Matt. vi. 25 aL fr. 2 Kings vil. 10. рі ur., 
d Rom. viii. 17 

Дин) : ins ABCDF 
с. 

23. ins релт bef rov caparos D F[-gr] lat-ff[not Aug, ]; bef era: 17 (vulg F. lat 
Damasc]. 

24. aft exe: ins runs D F. gr Syr. 
cvvekepager bef o Geos A. 

тйл}, тї тер:ссотєрох Sous B(see table). 
25. схісрото D- gr] Ff-gr] LN rel fuld arm Bas, Antch, Damasc ТЫ Aug 

ABCD?K f h 1 m o 17 vulg(and F-lat) D-lat syrr copt Orig, [Chr, Thdrt 
for то avro, та avra D![-gr] Е[- 

26. for let ere, є тї ВЕ latt вуг arm Am 
Aug,. 

om то NI. 
usual N. T. expression), with DFKLN? rel Orig, Dial, Chr, 
Thdrt ТЫ Œc : txt ABCN! 17 Melet,(in Epiph) Damasc. 

er] ann Orig 

(алла, so ABCDLN b e g m o.) 
rec остерооуть (appy corra to more 

(ar -ms Antch, | 
for repi corepar Sous 

Sedul: txt 
бе Ambret 

иеєриуа DF Thi-marg. 
rst Pel Cassiod Bode: txt AC D[-gr] KLR 

rel [Syr(u£ quando) copt Bas, Euthal-ms] Chr, Тг Damasc ТЫ (Ec ( Cypr,(si) 
Aug. re (quia si) ]. 

other. This is spoken in reproof of the 
highly endowed, who imagined they could 
do without those less gifted than them- 
selves, as the precediug to those of small 
endowment, who were discontented with 
their gifts. 22, 23.) Nay, the rela- 
tion between the members is so entirely 
different from this, that the бегу dis- 
paragement, conventionally, of any mem- 
ber, is the reason why more care should be 
taken of it. I understand by the тё 8o- 
койута péAn ToU omparos @тбегёттера 
oͤrdyx ey, those members which in cach 
man's case appear to be tnherilors of 
disease, or to have incurred weakness. 
By this very fact, their necessily to him 
is brought out much more than that of 
the others. $3.] So also in the case 
of the parts 4 Soxotuer dripdrepa elvac— 
on which usage has set the stamp of dis- 
honour. Perhaps he alludes (us distin- 
guished from Ei àcxfiu. below) to those 
limbs which we conceal from sight in 
accordance with custom, but in the ex- 
posure of which there would be no ab- 
solute indecency. бо Chrys., xañðs elwe 
тё бокобута, xal å Зокоёреу (but I should 
draw a distinction between the two, in 

om Ist ё» A (Orig,). 

accordance with the above explanation of 
àc0créaT., and render rà докод»та, which 
appear to be [of themselves], and à ão- 
kotev, Which we think [conventionally]: 
notice also Urdpyew and elvan on which 
sce Acts xvi. 20, note) ёежуўѕ бт: ob 75 
фбоєюз TG» wpayyudrwy, GAAd тїз Tw" 
woAAGr dxovolas 7 Widos. Hom. xxai. р. 
278. TW. ve. wepeTi@. | viz. by 
clothing (garments of honour, aa the 
Targ. of Onkelos on Gen. iii. 21) : honour- 
ing them more than the face, the noblest 
part, which wo do not clothe. «ol 
qà aox.| Here there is no & Soxovper, 
und no ambiguity. Chrys. (ibid.) says: 
.. GAA’ Sues xAclovos ёкоАайе Tits’ К 
oi aQóbpa wévytes, kh» TÒ Лоску yupròr 
Exwor cima, ойк dy àrda xowro éxcira Ta 
Ат бє ол уруй. 24.] The comely 
parts are in some measure seglected, not 
needing to be covered or adorned: but 
(opposed to xpeíav # хе) God (ut the 
creation) tempered the body together 
(compounded it of members ou a principle 
of mutunl compeusation),— to the deficient 
part giving more abundant honour, 
25.] that there be no disunion (see ver. 
21) in the body, but that the members 
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таоуе парта тй pénn eire * SokdLeras [êv] méros, f avy- «= vere oniy, 
Yaipe: тарта ta pén. 7 іце 6 ётте oôpa ур:ттой Kal 6, 9. eb. xiii. 

6. Phil. ii. 17, 

рећ№ ® ёк ^ uépovs. 28 xal! обѕ дё» * ёбєто 0 Oeds ёр TH LP. Ge. 
xsi. 6 only. 

lékxAncig "rpürop atroaroAous, бєйтєроу ™ профита, ==," $ 
ch. xiii. 9 bis, трїтор ™ Qaa xáXows, erecta PÓvvápem, Emeta * yapiapara ` 10, бон. 

4 iauárov, ' dvr, MEL ,t, * cuBepyncets, P yévn ? yAwoodn. 
. i — ver. 8 al. see n 

xii. 1. Eph. i. 22 al. 
o 1 Tim. ii. 7. 2 Tim. i. 1. 

only. Pe.xzi.19. Біг. xi. 12. 3 Macc. viii. 19. (-AapBarerOar 
only. Prov. i. б. xi. 14. (xa. 18 P compl.(? 21 Ald.]: Prov, xz. 14—22 is omd in ABN.) xaiv. 6 only. 

om 2nd ќу ABN!. 
91. copa bef «ere F(not F-lat} Ambr,[txt, ]. 

ote. 
m Acts xiii. 1. Eph. iv. II. 
= ver. . 

хі. 25 reff. 
1 Kings xziii. 
Labeol., Acta 

B Acta хі. 27 reff. 
г bere 
a here 

k= ver. 18. 

q ver. 9 (reff.). 
‚ Acts хх. 35.) 

for uepovs,.u«Aovs (perhaps error: 
perhaps, аг Mey, ex wep. wae not understood) Dnd lat) vulg [F-lat] вуг(дєр. mg) 
arm Orig, Eus, Epiph, Thdrt 
supported by 

ета (corra as more usual, fol 

Procl, [Sevrn-c, Ambrst] (om ex ne. Hil, Aug): txt is 
ig, (and int.) Eus, Chr, Bas, Euthal- ms] Тагы Damasc Thi (Ec. 

38. ins (xa: bef трт. m Orig: (om: · int.): add] ёе рит). 
етета: fle оши may 

rec for 2nd ewe:ra, 
accounted for by a desire to 

throw all into one catalogue), with KL rel Thdrt ТЫ Ec: om D F[-gr] Hil, Ambr,: 
txt ABCN а 17 Bas, Cyr-jer, Chr, [ Eutlial-ms] Damasc. 
the line N-corr!). 

may have the same care (viz. that for 
mutual well-being) for one another. The 
verb is plur., on account of the personifi- 
cation of the individual members (Meyer). 

26.] cal, and accordingly, in mat. 
ter of fact: we see that God's temperament 
of the body bas not failed of its purpose, 
for the members sympathize most inti- 
mately with one another. rex 
. . . TVVRÓÁJXEL)] ka) yàp 7j wrépyy vo- 
Adæis sposwayeions ducde@ys, A id сёра 
alo@dvera: ко) ue, ко) убтоѕ ædurre- 
тш, ка) уастђр ка) иуро} cvaTéAAorTa:, 
cal xeipes xabdwep дорифоро: к. бтурётах 
wposiórres ёуб\коосі Td wayér, kal кефалђ 
éxixdwres, ка) ёфбалио! perà rA; ёрбо: 
Tis фрорт(8оѕ. Chrys. р. 282. Sotd- 
terar . . ovyxalpa| Chrys. again with 
equal beauty instances, тстефауойтш 3j 
ce AH, xal was ó l»0pwszos Dotá(erac 
Aéyei Tò ua, kal yeAGow $фбаддо! ка) 
«b$palrorro: ibid.). But perhaps the 
analogy requires that we should rather 
understand Sof. of those things which 
physically refresh or benefit the member, 
e. g. anointing or nourishment. 
N. I Application of all that hus been said 
of the physical body, to the Corinthians 
as the mystical body of Christ: and to 
individuale among them, as members in 
particular, i.e. each according to his al- 
jotted part in the body. Zach church is 
said to be the body of Christ, as each ia 
said to be the temple of God (вее ch. iii. 
16, note) : not that there are many bodies 
or many temples ; but that each church is 
an image of the whole a te,—a 
microcosm, having the same character- 
istics. Chrys. would understand ёк uépovs 
e. ў dxxAnola ў чар’ did népos dor) 75s 
varraxoU keuiérgs dxxAnalas, ка} тоё o- 

om уєуу N'(ins above 

patos ToU 8:4 racer uri Tanérov trey èx- 
kAnciév (Hom. xxxii. p. 285): but this, 
though true, does not appear to have been 
here before the Apostle,— only the whole 
Corinthian church as the body of Christ, 
aud its individual components as members, 
each in his appointed pluce. 28.) 
The divine disposition of the member 
in the spiritual body. obs was 
apparently intended to be followed by obs 
(or &AAovs) 5é, but meanwhile another 
arrangement, zp@rov, ёебт., тріт., occurs 
to the Apostle, and obs e is left uncor- 
rected, standing alone. See Eph. iv. 11, 
where rots pér is followed by robs дє, 
regularly. àv тү ёккА.) in the (uni- 
versal) church, a sense inore frequently 
found in the Epistle to the Ephesians, thau 
in any other part of St. Paul's writings. 

«wp. &wogróhovs] Not merely the 
Twelve aro thus designated, but they and 
others who bore the same name and had 
equal power, e.g. Paul himself, and Barna- 
bas, and Jumes the Lord's brother: see also 
note оп Rom. xvi. 7. проф.) See 
above, on ver. 10. $%баетка. бее 
reff.: those who һай the gift of expound- 
ing and unfolding doctrine and applying it 
to practice,—the AG софіаѕ and the 
Adyos yr. еи] He here 

to the abstract nouns from the con- 
crete, —perhaps because no defiuite clasa of 
persons was endowed with each of the 
following, but they were promiscuously 
granted to all orders in the church : more 
probably, however, without any assignable 
reason; аз in Rom. xii. 6—8, he passes 
from the abstract to the concrete. 
фут ўа ] i. e. Arx eαι тё» do0evar 
and the like, as Chrys. forming опе depart- 
ment of the S:axovla: of ver. 5: as do ulso 
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х. 46. xix. 6 
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20 un TrávTes dTóGTONOo,; pù Táyres vn apodiras; pÀ 

XII. 29—31. 

ch.xiv.24c. qrdyreg mo SiSacxados; ui) wavres ? Suvduers ; 90 ui) ттйуте<$ 
u Luke xziv. 

э: Ex q xaplopara oui aud r ; HÀ Tavtes ‘yAwooas 
i 'Aadovow ; ри) арте  Stepymvevovary ; 
enl 31 'ZgXoUre è rd " yaplopata Tà * uellova: cal ёт 
з (їй, а) У ка 1 йлттєр3оМм]» * обои du бейкууш. XIII. I ёду rais 
i. 18. w ver. 4 reff. 

zch.iv. 17. 1 Kings xij. 23. see Acte xil, 10 reff. 

81. om 1st ra F [2nd ra is written above the line]. 
with DFKL rel (-ccova DF &с) latt copt(appy) arm 1 Chr, Damasc, 

rrova) [ Ambr, Ambrat]: txt ABÓN m 17. 
78 am wth Orig, Thdor-cat, [Cyr, Euthal-ms 

for ert, тї Di: ere G: emi] F. 

Phot, ТЪ(оёк elre rà ueí(ora &AAà rà кре 

ко F old-lat Syr. 

xuPepvijoes, a higher department, that of 
the presbyters or bishops—the direction of 
the various churches. veces) 
eldes той тёбеше тоот) Tb xd, ка) was 
таутаҳоё T)» toxdryy abr vue тй»; 

s. p. 287. There inly seems to be 
intention in placing this last in rank: but I 
am persuaded that we must not, with Meyer, 
seek for a classified arrangement : here, as 
above, vv. 7—11,it seems rather suggestive 
than logical : the xap. lau. naturally sug- 
gesting the drr:Afpyers,—and those again, 
the assistances to carry out the work of the 
church, as naturally bringing in the куВер- 
rhoes, the government and guidance of it. 

29, 30.] The application of the 
tions already asked vv. 17—19. 

6 безмен not, as Meyer, al., accusa- 
tive, governed by fxovew—which involves 
n departure from the parallelism, besides 
the harshness of construction :—but somi- 
native, in apposition with жйутез. The 
Apostle has above placed the concrete, 
awrdoroAci, xpopirat, 8:8&скало:, in appo- 
sition with durduers and харісуи. lau., and 
now proceeds with the same arrangement 
till he comes to xaplopara laudrer, which 
being too palpably unpredicable of persons, 
gives rise to the change of construction, — 
ph wdyres xap. €xovew iaudror; In the 
last two questions, he departs from the 
order of the last verse, and takes in again 
one particular from the former ач, 
ver. 10. Meyer compares Hom. Il. у. 
796—784. See Stanley’s note and excur- 
sus. 31.] But (he has been shewing 
that all gifts Aare their value: and that 
all are set in the church by God: some 
however are more valuable than others) do 
ye aim at the greater gifts (elf. is ex- 
plained ch. xiv.5). This exhortation is not 
inconsistent with ver. 11: but, as we look 
for the divine blessing on tillage and care- 
ful culture, во we may look for the aid of 
the Spirit on carefully cultivated powers of 
the understanding and speech ;—and we 
may notice that the greater gifts, those of 
ярофтт «(а and 8:8аскаліа, consisted in the 

X = ch. xii. 13. ziv. B. y Kom. wii. 13 reff, 

rec for ne., wpeirTora, 
rig;[ - int.] Sevrn-c, Chr 

rt-comm Damasc, Јег,. om 
бек. bef иш» F[-gr]. 

inspired exercise of the conscious faculties, 
in which culture and diligence would bo 
useful accessories. Spiritus dat, ut vult 
(ver. 11): sed fideles tamen libere aliud 
pre alio possunt sequi et exercere, c. xiv. 
26." Bengel. Compare also xiv. 89. There 
is thus no need to explain away (Abbe, 
as Grot. (“ agite cum Deo precibus ut ac- 
cipiatis ”) and others: or to depart from 
the known of Харісџата, and explain 
it to mean faith, hope, and love, us Morus, 
or the fruits of love, ns Billroth. cal 
ёт] And moreover : besides exhorting you 
to emulate the greatest gifts. 
каб dw. 68.] An eminently excellent 
way, viz. of emulating the greatest gifts : 
—so Theophyl.: ка} мета тойто {то 
yàp dux Tb xal Fri), ёду Saws (плота) 
Urdpynre xapwudrer, Selto Ушу play 
aͤdd⸗ a 5 5 Üzepéxov- 
са», таута та 
Thy ree Хуе. — 
must not be joined with the verb, est 
adhuc via quam vobis diligentissime de- 
monstro* ( ini’s version, and some 
mentioned by Estius): see reff. and cf. 4 
ud r dvaryvepiois, Arist. Poet. ii. 6,— 
udaa страттубу, Xen. Hell. vi. 2. 39,— 
ed wpüls, Esch. Agam. 262,—2c$ó0pa 
uva, Plato, Legg. i. p. 639 o, and 
other examples in Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 
388. The explanation of Estius and 
Billroth, that the way which he is about 
to shew them is * multo excellentiorem iis 
donis de quibus hactenus egit (Est.), is 
clearly wrong : the opening verses of ch. 
xiii. shewing, that he does not draw a com- 
parison between love and gifts, but only 
shews that it is the only Way, in which 
gifts can be made effectual in the highest 
sense. See also on ch. xiv. 1. 
Crap. XIII. 1—18.] Tos PaANEGYRIC OF 
Lovs; аг the | Hb ad without which all 
gifts are worthless (1—8): its attributes 
(2—7) : ite eternity (3—12) : ite superior 
dignity to the other great Christian graces 
(13). Meyer quotes from Valckpaer, р. 
299: “Suut figure oratorio, que hoc 
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Mu ae TOV Sud axial "Agha кай TOV * dyyéey, ceo ch iv.» 

u de u) Exe, " yéyova ° халид © уф» ў giga. „и us 
Хо» dN. 3 кӧр && = трофптеіа» kat cibo TA 0 Mt. xii. 41. 

Бер = 12 
Gea. 

ротира тарта кай пӣса» тїр \ yvecw, kav * ёуо пдсар n (Lake 
см 38 oniy. 
h Matt. xiii. 11. ch. xv. 51. Dan. ij. 18 al. 
R Acts xiv. 9 reff. 

only. Jer. m (l.) 43. ru i 2.) only. 1 i 
il. 6. ch. m. 10. xiv. 23 al. Ker. L. 1.) see Sir. xxiv. 33. 

zz ch. viii, I. хіі, 8 al. Prov. xax. (xxiv.) 3. 

Cuar. XIII. 1. 5 in M! from py exe to py exo next ver: supplied by 
М-сотт!. 
E-lat G- lat spec) га зеен 

ІК) rel(om 2nd «a» ne „Вав J) Chr [ 
lst (4th xa: av) B, 4th 

for «де, (= gi Y? 
caput illuminant, omnes sua sponte nate 
in animo heroico, flagrante amore Christi 
et huic amori een omnia postponente." 
“It may," he adds, “without impro- 
priety be called ‘a Psalm of Love :' "—the 
пр v9 of the New Test. (see Ps. xlv. 
title). * On each side of this chapter the 
tumult of argument and remonstrance still 

: but within it, all is calm : the sen- 
tences move in almost rh шаса тер Д 
the imagery unfolds itself in Imost dra - 
matic propriety : the language Are it- 
self with almost rhetorical accuracy. We 
can imagine how the Apostle’s amanuensis 
must have paused to look up in his master's 
face at the sudden change of his style of 
dictation, and seen his countenance lighted 
up as it had been the face of an angel, as 
the sublime vision of divine perfection 
passed before him.” Stanley. 1.] 
dày hoe su a case which never 
has been exemplified : even if Ї can speak, 
or as E. V. though I speak. So Isocr. 
Areop. p. 142,—àAA' ёд» дф» каторбёсоси 
nis Twas эр єз, à 3:4 тохту, ) 3. 
dvdpds dperhy, pixpdy Siarcwdvres dA 
eis Tàs айтат dwopias катќстпоа». See 
Ма пе, 5 523. 1. таш yisouwais т. 
ёубр. к. т. ёүү.) ёра rde Ќохєта" sparor 
(wb тоб бӨайдаттой ёокобутос elvai пар 
айтоїз ко) peyddov, тё» yhwoosy. Chrys. 
р. 289. It is hardly ible to un- 
derstand yAdéoou: here of any thing but 
articulate forms of speech : i. e. languages. 
Meyer and De W., who deny that the 
speaking with tongues was ever in an 
articulate language, vehemently impugn 
such a rendering here. But their own ren- 
dering is to me undistinguishable from it, 
as far as the sense is concerned : ‘tongues 
soaking in all possible ways,’ surely, in 
the common acceptation of words, must 
mean, tongues speaking all possible lan- 
guages, and the use of the word indif- 
ferently for the tongue and a tongue (a 
language), when this very gift is spoken of, 
e. g. Acta ii. 4, compared with 11, and here 
as compared with ch. xii. 30, is one of the 

р 
ог yeyova, év eiu D! F(addg , (in) unum sum ut old-lat(viz, D-lat 

[халькоз F. 
2. rec (for кд») xa: ear (twice in this ver and twice in next), with D 

алала(әғ AD d [17]. 
K(1st xai a») 

[ Bas, Ері, (Euthal-ms Ist and 2nd) | Thdrt, 
2nd and 8 
! 17. 47. 

Ist 2nd i 
varrta F 

B [Clem ard 17. 
ins Ta 

strongest proofs that Аале ceni is to 
еа їп сан see note on Acts іі. x 

men ше) and of angels 
adden i.e. of all men and ай angels,’ 
whatever those tongues may be. 
&үётцу] Love fo all, in its most general 
sense, as throughout the chapter: no dis- 
tinction being [е drawn between love to 
man and to God, but the general principle 
dealt with, from which both spring. The 
‘Caritas’ of the Latin versions has oc- 
casioned the rendering charity’ in most 
modern versions. Of this word Stanley 
remarks, “the limitation of its meaning 
on the one hand to mere almsgiving, or on 
the other to mere toleration, has so much 
narrowed its sense, that the simpler term 
‘Love,’ though too general exactly to meet 
the case, is now the best cquivalent.” 
yéyova} I am become; the case supposed 
is regarded as present: if I can speak ... 
I am become.’ xoÀx. йу.) Brass, of 
any kind, struck and yielding a sound : i. e. 
Gvalc@nréy т: к. NK Chrys. No 
particular prit instrument seems to be 
meant. корВаћа I Aa- 
тёа к. sea xd ome os, Antt. vii. 12. 3. 
The Heb. name is most expressive, crisp. 
There appear to have been two sorts, men- 
tioned in Ps. cl. 5, yog 1357 and nynn’s, 
rendered i Fea LXX, kvuBdAois eif xou 
—and к. áAaAayuoU, as here. Winer 
thinks the former answered to our cas- 
tagnettes, the latter to our cymbals. The 
larger kind would be here meant. See 
Winer, Realw. art. Becken.“ éAq- 
oer see Ps. cl. cited above. 2. 
TÀ рестур. wavra are all the secrets of 
the divine counsel,—see Rom. xi. 25 (note); 
xvi. 25,—and reff. The knowledge of these 
would be the perfection of the gift of pro- 
phecy. The verb belongs to both Aver. 
and yréew. The full construction would 
be «88 рост. and Exo yr. wacay 
vor hardly, as Stanley, implies all 
the fuith in the world, but rather, ‘all 
the faith required to,’ &c.: or рр 
art. conveys the allusion to our 
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Isa. liv. 10. 
1 -&vety, here 
only +. (Luke 
xvi. 4. Acta 

IPO КОРІМӨІОТУ А. 

тр * тісті» caste! öp in ребістаре, ауаптти 96 ш) Exe, 
%орбёу cis. 3 кау °ошісю тарта ta ? imapyorra 

ії. аш. Lou, Kav 9 тараб TÒ coud pov iva xavÜjccwpat, 

XITI. 

ME гета Фуат» è p) ёуо, ovdev * офє\одра. $ý ayarn " pa- 
compl.) 

n ch. rii. 19 
reff. 

o Rom. zii. 20 
only. constr., 
here only. 
Num. zi. 4, 
18 al. 

p = Matt. хіх. 21. xxiv. 47. Heb. 2. A al. Gen. zii. 5. 
a Mark v. 26. Matt. xvi. 26. Prov. x. 2. 

15. James v. 7 bis, 8. 2 Pet. ili. 9 only. Prov. ziz. 11. ( 
Rom. ii. 4. 2 Cor. vi. 6. v here only *. (not found elaewhere. Lexx.) 

x here only v. sce note. y ch. iv. 6 reff, 
i21. nue, ch. хіі. 23.) 

c = Rom. iv. 8, from Ps. xxxi. 2. 

9 = Ае 
t Matt. xvili. 26,29. Luke xviii. 7. 

ach.a. 24. Phil. ii. 2). 
d Rom. ii. 9 ref. • 

^ uv [4 e э ? э y e € L , 

кробдире, “" ypnotevetat, ў wydmy ov " Cydoi, [ў ауатт) 
oU *Treprepeverat, ov " фисгойтаі, 5 ойк * áa ynpovet, ov 
“tyres тё *éavrís, oU "apo£vuverat, ov © Xoyilerau * TO 

ta xv. 26. Dan. iii. 28 (95). 
1 Them. v. М. Heb. vi. 

ч see 
w Acts vii. 9 reff. 

з ch. vit, X only. Deut. zzv, 3. (-gogvrg, Rom. 
b Acts avii. 16 only (ге). 

Nin, Rom. iz. 22. n,, Acta xxvi. 3.) 

цеватауал BDF N-corr! m 17 Clem [Суг] Thl: txt АСКО rel Orig, Chr, [ Bas, Ephr, 
Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc, (Ec. 
Chr, [Bas, Cyr,] Thdrt: txt ABCD*LN Clem, Eph, Bas, 

bi for eiu, wpeAovpa: A Ambr,. Damasc, Thl-comm (Ec. 

elz оибе», with DIF E sil] Clem, eth, Mac, 
-mes, Euthal-ms) Mac, 

8. elz фош ә (corrn, the force of the aor not being perceived), with K[e sil]: txt 
ABCDF LN rel. wapasece F. xav@ngona: DFL b! cd f h k 47 [Ban 
Cyr, Euthal-ms] Max-conf, : xavyyowpa: ABN 17 copt-ms æth[-rom)] Ephr, Jer, (from 
gr-mss asserts apud Grecos ipsos ipsa exemplaria diversa esse, but thin ks, ob 
similitudinem xavOnoopa et каоҳтсеца: apud Latinos errorem inolevisse) : txt CK 
rel Orig 1 Ephr,] Chr, Thdrt [ Cyr,: simly latt syrr copt-wilk goth sth arm Tert, 
Cypr, Hebapt, Ambrst Aug. pe 
BCDF 

ac-nisib. ovĝey AN 17. 73 Bas-ms, : txt 
KL rel Chr, [ Ephr, Bas, Cyr, Euthal- ms] Thdrt. 

4. om 3rd ij ayarn B а 17-9.55.73-4. 118-22! lect-17 vulg( F-lat]coptarm Clem, Ephr, 
Chr, ( Bas, Cyr, | ТШ Orig-int, Tert, Cypr, Ambr Ambrst. 

lem,| txt, ]. 5. for ra eaurns, то uy eaurys В С 

saying, Matt. xvii. 20; xxi. 21: *all that 
faith,’ so as, &c. 8.] The double 
accus. after vu⁰j² is found in the reff. to 
LXX: but here the accus. of the person 
is omitted, and left to be supplied from the 
context: If I bestow in food all my sub. 
stance. Ses the quotation from Coleridge 
in Stanley’s note. . TÒ сёр. 
p. va xav0.] So ref. Dan., ка) rape r 
Tà обрата abr eis dprvpiruór, LXX. 
Tip, Theod.: see also 2 Масс. vii. 37. 
He evidently meuns in self-sacrifice : for 
country, or friends. Both the deeds men- 
tioned in this verse are such as ordinarily 
are held to be the fruits of love, but they 
may be done without i£, and if so, are 
worthless. Stanley prefers cavyhawpar— 
and Lachmann has edited it. The objec- 
tions to it seem to mo to be, (1) It leaves 
wapabo standing in a very vague and un- 
defined meaning—“ deliver, (o what?” 
(2) It introduces an irrelevant and con- 
fusing element, a boastful motive, into a 
set of hypotheses which pat forward merely 
au act or set of acts on the one side, and 
the absence of love on the other: and in. 
deed, worse still, (3) it makes an hypo- 
thesis which would reduce the self-sacri- 
flee to nothing, and would imply the 
absence of love; and so would render 
фуйкту dd uh Exe unnecessary. 
4—7.] The blessed attributes of loce. 

4.] paxpodupet is the negative 

repropeve ra A Ephr,. 

side, xoyorreveras the positive, of a loving 
temper: the former, the withholding of 
anger; the latter, the exercise of kind- 
ness. ob FA, * knows neither ency 
nor jealousy both are included under 
the more general sense of (3Aos. 
wepwepeverar The word occurs in Cicero 
ad Attic. i. 14: ‘Di boni! quomodo ёвер- 
wepevoduny novo auditori Pompeio!" and 
Marc. Antonin. v. 5: dpecxeverGau, ка} 
wepwepeverOai, к. тотайта Hr E,, тӯ 
Vvxp. Among the examples іп Wetst. of 
wépxepos nnd weprépe:a, is а good defini. 
tion from Basil: 71 ёст: 1d weprepeverOu; 
way d wh 8:0 xp,, ФАЛА Bia калле- 
wigpdy wepirAauBdverat wepwepelas Exe: 
каттгүоріау. Aud the Etymol Mag.,— 
дәті TOU, paraovras, йтактєї, karemal- 
ретш perà ВАаке!ат éxaipóueros. The 
nearest English expression would perbaps 
be displays not itself. See Wetat. 
$vo., see, for a contrast, ch. viii. 1. 
5.) ovx doynpovel seems to be general, 
without particular reference to the disor- 
ders in public speaking with tongnes. тё 
éavris— Love is so personified, as here to 
be identified with the man Ралик the 
grace, who does not seek rà éavrov: see 
ch. x. 88. оў тд какбу) 
imputeth not (the) evil: oov rornpdy où 
pórov où karackevd(eu GAA’ obdt dwowrede: 
card ToU $iAovuévov, Chrys. Hom. xxxiii. 
р. 904: and so Theod., Theophyl, Estius, 
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2 ГА 7 , 

€ а\беа, 7 парта h ee, парта ‘aitevet, парта Ketsa. 3 
1 , e 2 n - » Amike, парта * inropever. 8 j dydan ovdérore Irres. 2 Cor. vii. 13. 

v. ХХІ. que "dire Bà" mpodnreias, * катарүбсортаг " eire v Maden, y wnr 
саг C. ^ , = . i. 5. ABDPE 4 mavoovta mn єїтє ° уџдсіѕ, °KxatapynOnoeras. 9 "ёк 

4 а 12. Rom. i. ru \ , "X a PEE MM. 8 f * 18. 2Tim. edefs ' pepous yap ywworopev kai "єк ' uépovs * mpopnTevoper . 
h ch. ix. 12. 1 Thess. ili. 1, 5 only +. Sir. viii. 17 onl i acc., Acts ziii. 4! reff. f у. k constr., 

2 Tim. ii. 10. Heb. x. 32. xii. 2, 3. James i. 13. Wied. xvi. 22. o 17, 47 1— Luke xvi. 17. 1 Kings iii. 
19. daw., = James і. 11. see note, and Acts хіі. 7. Rom. ix. 6. m so cb. ziv. 7. xv. 11. 2 Сог 
viii. 23. n ver. 2 (reff.). o ch. i. 28 reff. 2 Cor. fii. 14. p Acta 
il. 4 reff. q abeol., Acts хх. 1. Exod. iz. 33, 34. r ch. zii. 37 reff. s ch. si. 4, 5 reff. 

8. om Ist ту Е. 7. B! repeats тағта oreye. 
8. om 7 B. 

130 Orig-int, Ambrst Aug. pe · 
ABC? D?[-gr] LN rel syr goth (Chr. 

rec exxixret, with C3DFK LPN? rel Clem, Orig, Mac, Chr, [Epbr 
Bas, Cyr, Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Damasc Thi Œc (Tert, Cypr,]: txt ABC'N! 

om де C'D'FKP latt copt arm Did, [Ambrst] : ins 
Thdrt Damasc Aug, ]. 

gerai В: ярофлтеа котарүпбңсоғтоі(гіс) А. 

7. 41 
трофутеа karopygOn- 

ves (or · cis) rarapynongovra. 
(to conform fo the preceding clauses) A D*[-gr] F[-gr] N 17. 47 (Tert) : yv. xavoera: P. 

9. for yap, дє (perla because this sentence was regarded not as rendering a reason 
Sor the last, but as another assertion of the imperfection of knowledge and prophecy) KL 
rel Phot(in (Ec: 3è àrt) тоб ydp. alrla ydp dori ToU 810 Tl néAA ova. катару. к. Tajo.) 
(Ec : om 672 Jen wth[-rom] Orig, Eus, Melet, [Epiph,] Chr, : txt ABDF[P]N m (17, 
е sil) 47[sic 
Iren-int, Hil, [Ambrst ]. 

Nückert, Meyer: and this is better and 
more accordant with the sense of Acyi(e- 
vot, than the more general rendering 
‘thinketh no evil.’ And we must not over- 
look the article, which seems hero to have 
the force of implying that the evil actually 
exists, ‘tke evil? which is,—but Love does 
not impute it. So Theodoret, сууугрфске 
тоз éxracpevos, ойк ёт) какф окфкф 
taŭra уєуєуђода: ӧтоларВіуор. 
6. ob x. ёті тр 28. ] rejoices not at (the) 
iniquity, i. е. at its commission by others, 
—as is the habit of the unloving world. 

суүҳаре 18 Most Commenta - 
tors, as the E. V., altogether overlook 
the force of the verb and the altered 
construction, and render, ‘rejoiceth in 
the truth: others, who respect the verb, 
mako тӯ аА»@,—тоёз eddSoxipotor (Chrys.), 
those to whom, as in 3 John 12, pepap- 
rupnrai бт abris тїз GAnOelas. But 
Meyer’s rendering is the only one which 
reserves the force of both words: re- 
oices with the Truth, у dA$0. being 
personified, and meaning especially the 
spread among men (as opposed to ddixia) 
of the Truth of the Gospel, and indeed 
of the truth in general,—in opposition 
to those who (ref. Rom.) rà» dAfféeuar 
dv dd, karéxovai, —who (ref. 2 Tim.) 
dvOlarayrat тр dx. ] rarra.— 
i. e. all things which can be borne with a 
good conscience. Во Bengel, of ай four : 
* videlicet, que tegenda vel credenda, qua 
speranda et sufferenda sunt." oi 
bears: see note, ch. ix. 12. Hammond, 
Estius, Bengel (above),—‘covers:’ but 
the variation in sense from ch. ix. is need- 

latt [syrr copt sth-pl arm] ig, [Did, Eus, Ath, Damasc] Thdrt 

less. житт.) viz. without suspicion 
of another. іл.) viz., even against 
hope—hoping what is good of another, 
even when others have ceased to do so. 

Фтор.) viz. persecutions and dis- 
tresses inflicted by others, rather than 
shew an unloving spirit to them. 
8—12.] The eternal abiding of Love, 
when other graces have passed away. 
8. ret] The exact word is that of the 
E. V., faileth : so Theod. : où 8:асфаллети, 
GAA’ del ue BeBala к. àodAevros к. 
ёкіуттоѕ, és del Biapévovga. Tovro yap 8:0 
TG» éxayoudvey da,. Of the two 
readings, we may illustrate re by 
Plato, Phileb., p. 22 B, аллё phy, à 
Zéxpares, Ёросує Borei vir uiv їбоуй cor 
wexTokévai kaÜawepel wAmyeica bad тй» 
viv 3h Adyww: and Polyb. x. 33. 4, x&v 
wore хётр тё $Аа, “in case the whole plan 
should fail:” id. i. 35. 5: and dawlrre 
by Plato, Gorg. p. 517, «i obro: phropes 
jara», обтє тӯ Anw футоркӣ ёхрфуто 
(ov yàp Ау d[éwecor) obre тр xoAakwj: 
where Heindorf,—* proprie usurpatur de 
actoribus, citharcedis, aliisque, qui a spec- 
tatoribus exploduntur et exsibilantur:' 
and by the celebrated passage in Demos- 
thenes тєрї стеф. р. 8315,—érpirayoivla eis, 
dye 3 dÜcdpovr. t res, Cyn &' ётйрт- 
Tor: where also, by the way, Erirres is a 
various reading. By elre, «те, «тє, 
the general idea, yapiopara, is split into 
its species —be there prophesyings,— be 
there (speakings in) tongues, —be there 
knowledge. Chrys., al., understand 
the two first futures, xa „ wave., of 
the time when, the faith being every 
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t = ch. ii. 6. 
ziv. 30. 
xii. 2. James 
i. 4 bis. 
1 John le. 18. 
i exuxvili. 
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10 Gray 66 €\On Tò *тёМменор, тд e * HEpous катару- ABDFE 

П ёте арти "armos, edi dx "viprios, cde 
" ёфрбуоу» as ‘varios, х Moyie ws Y výmwos Ste yé- 017.41 

(4 o , ^ v $ um yova Avijp, кат\рүпка ITÀ тоў ирт. 

XIII. 10—13. 

18 Merve 
Wo. Yap йрт & *ésómrpov dv alvνα l, тоте Se * mpóserrov 
Neh. il. 15 
Huela, Matt. zziii. 30 bis. 

here oniy. Іва. xliv. 18. 
only t. Wied. vii. 26. Sir. xii. 110 
xxxii. 30. aee 3 Joba 13, 3 John 1. 

Acts xxvii. 37. Eph. il. 3. 
х = m. li. 3. 

= as. xii. 8. 

v ch. lii. I reff. d 
y Rom. viii. 5 reff. 1 

a here only. Num. zii. 8. Sir. XXIII. 3. b Gem. 

10. rec ins тоте bef то «x pepous (for emphasis and precision), with D*-[-gr] KL 
rel syrr Orig, M. Chr, Thdrt: om ABDIFPN 17. 47 latt copt goth th arm Orig, 
(int) Bus, Ath [Cyr-p, Kuthal-me Mar] Damasc Iren- int. кат Eero bef то 
ex pepovs D! зац буг Be Ori pint, [Ambrst) Jer. TU e ] Iren-int,. 

11. aft 186 ore ins бє rec ws ynmos bef the 250 к) with 
D F[-gr(and G-lat)] KLP Urn 1 at goth arm Orig[-c, 
Thdrt, ТЫ (Ec Orig Aug. ne]; N time, m 

[.c, int B 
APKL PH 

copt ath Clem, 
2nd ore ins ёе, vith D Nu 
[-c,-int]ai Meth Epi 

vouny B Orig 

12. [BAcrejer P 42: -xowie» m. 
Tert Cypr Ambrst. ins ós 
Thdrt, [Orig-int (om. p.) ] Тегі. 
Orig. æpel- int. pe] Hil, 

where dispersed, these gifts should be яо 
longer needed. But unquestionably the 
time alluded to is that of the coming of 
the Lord; see ver. 12, and this applies to 
all these, not to the last (yvaois) only. 
The two first, wpod. and yAéovw., shall be 
absolutely superseded : yreors, es 
the imperfect, by the perfect. 16, 
Reason given ;—that our Ы ап 
our prophesying (utterance of divine 
things) are but partial, embracing but а 
part: but when that which is perfect 
(entire—universal) shall have come, this 
partial shall be abolished— superseded. 
See Eph. iv. 11—13, where the same idea 
is otherwise expressed. 11.] Ana- 
logical illustration of ver. 10. vimos 
and rs are used in contrast ch. ii. 6 
—iii. 1; xiv. 20. 7 i$póvovv, 
Deydépw I spoke, I [thought] (felt, 
was minded), I 1 (от judged). 
There can hardly be an allusion, as 
Theophyl., (Ec., Bengel, Olsh., al., think, 
to the three gifts, of tongues (Ads. ). pro 
phecy (dopór., which suits but very lamely) ), 
and knowledge (dAoyi(.). ik 
K. . X. 
have brought to an end the ways of a 
child: not, ая E. V., ‘ when I became a 
man, I put away ...., эз if it were done 
on а set day, and as if yéy. and катўру. 
were aorists. For this use of бте, cf. 
Demosth. Olynth. 1, init. re rolvuy 
raid’ обтез txet, прозђке mpotóuoes d0€- 
Лер dover: see Kühner, 8 813. 2. 

12.] Contrast between our present 

Now that Iam become в man,I 

Euthal-tag] Epiph 
Orig qat]: int ABN 17 vulg [Far] 
drt, Damase Jer, Aug,. rec u 

eu om fuld demid] вутт copt eth arm Orig 
Bas, Euthal-ms] Thdrt ( Damasc Ambrst] Tert,: om 

ABD'(and lat oí „и harl! tol) goth Orig[, rint] 
= Ba иы Tov 11 bef УО, Hil Габ 

Tischd Epi rig-int4[ (txt,-c,-int,) Te rst ]. (not 
rus p * у. D'FP latt goth arm Clem, [Thdot, ] 

f 3: esowrpou D-gr b g o Syr syr-w-ast arm Clem, 

he, Hil for yeyova, eye- 
F(-gr( (and G. lat) ] вуг goth E 

-lat Augraper) 

ins ка: bef єў атгурат: LP f 63. 109-78 
aud, [om Orig,-int, Hil, Gaudi]. 

sight and knowledge, —and those in the 
Suture perfect state. үр justifies the 
analogy of the former verse: for it is just 
so with as. &рть, in our present con- 
dition, until the Lord’s coming. & 
éséurpov, through a mirror: i.e. as 
Billroth, Meyer, and De W.—according to 
the popular illusion, which regards the 
object, really seen behind the mirror, as 
seen through it. We must think, not of 
our mirrors of glass, but of the imperfectly- 
reflecting metallic mirrors of the ancients. 
The idea of the lapis specularis, placed in 
windows, being meant, adopted by Schott. 
gen from Rabbinical usage (е. g. omnes 
prophete viderunt per specular obseurum, 
et Moses doctor noster vidit per specular 
lucidum’ (Wetst.): and see numerous ex- 
amples in his Hor. Hebr. i. 646 ff.), and 
followed by many Commentators, is incon- 
sistent with the usage of ésowrpov, which 
(Meyer) is always a MIRROR ( ind. Nem. 
vii. 20: Anacr. xi. 2; xx. 5. Luciun, Amor. 
xliv. 48: see also reff.): the window of 
lapis specularis mare Slorrpa (Strabo, 
xil. 2, p. 540). фу alvfynan]} There 
is a reference to ref. Num., отбра xarà 
стёра Aadhaow aur % фу «е, xal ob 81 
alviyuárev. Many take the words adverbi- 
ally,—‘enigmatically’ (во E. V., ‘darkly’ 
[апа so we are almost obliged to do in an 
English version]): but this cannot be 
[the strict rendering], because айугума is 
objective, not subjective : ‘a dark hint 
given by words.“ I agree with Meyer, 
notwithstanding De Wette's strony objec- 
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barpos "TpóseTow di yivwoxw "ёк ' ц{роис, TOTE 8 . ng з 
o érvyvecopas , xal ° ёпєүмдсбть. 
f nées істі rris. бүйт, Tà Tpla тадта` © рео» Se | 22 
TOUTOV 7) айт. 

XIV. 1" At xere тз» aydrny, bre Se rd k туєџ- 
натка, padrov 8 фа \трофтутєйүтє. 2 б yàp Ааф» 

. ziv. 5. comparat., Matt. и» Luke ix. 46. ch, xv. 19. 31 
i = ch. xii. 31. ver. 39 only. Sir. 
m ch. xii. 30 reff. 

in 2nd тоте, тє is written over the line by N-corr!. 
D-lat G-lat tol Cypr,. 

Matt. хі. 77 

Seyi 5b je" 
Acta ix. 30 

e Rom. vi 

g = ch. xii. 
h = Rom. iz, 30 гей. Ps. xxxiii. 14. 

k = ch. x. 9, 4 reff. ich. zi. 4, b reff. 

ins eye bef exeyrec?» F · gr] 

18. for элли бе peret, peve Be F(uwei)[ (not F-lat) D-lat] Clem, Hil, [Ambrst Aug, J. 

tions, in believing èr аіуЃурат: to mean in 
a dark discourse, viz. the revealed word, 
which is dark, by comparison with our 
future perfect knowledge. So also Luther: 
in einem dunkeln Wort. Thus, ав M. ob- 
serves, фу will denote, ns d» TẸ криттф, 
Matt. vi. 4, the local department, in which 
the BAéwew takes place. тбте = Stay 
{лер Td TéAcior, ver. 10: ‘at the Lord's 
coming, and after.’ трбҳет. p 
Tpósww.] Face towards face, i. e. by 
immediate intuition : so Heb. in reff. 
I shall thoroughly know even as I was 
(during this life: he places himself in that 
state, and uses the aor. as of a thing gone 
by) thoroughly known. In this life we 
are known by God, rather than know 
Him: see Gal. iv. 9; ch. viii. 3, note, — and 
cf. Philo de Cherub. 82, vol. i. p. 159, >й» 
бте (per, кратобиеда h A ў Épxoner, 
к. r ph, e AO 3 "yrepl(ouer. The 
sense of this aor. ётеуубсблу must not be 
forced, as in E. V., to a present, or toa 
future, as by some Commentators. 
18.] Superiority of Love tothe other great 
Christian graces. Some gifts shall pass 
away— but these three great graces shall 
remain for ever—FAITH, HOPE, LOVE. 
This is necessarily the meaning,—and not 
that love alone shull abide for ever, and 
the other two merely during the present 
state. For (1) vert 84 is not but now,’ 
i.e. in this present state, as opposed to 
what has just been said ver. 12,—but 
‘rebus гіс stantibus, ‘que cum ita sint, 
—and the inference from it just the 
contrary of that implied in the other 
rendering: viz. that since tongues, pro- 
phesyings, knowledge, will all pass away, 
we have left buf THESE THRER. (2) From 
the position of péva, it has a strong 
emphasis, and carries tho weight of the 
clause, as opposed to the previously-men- 
tioned things which xrarapyn@fcera:. (3) 
From тё тріа rabra, а pre-eminence is 
obviously pointed out for faith, hope, and 
love, distinct from aught which has gone 
before. This being the plain sense of the 
words, how can faith and hope be said to 
endure to eternity, when faith will be lost 

in sight, and hope in fruition? With hope, 
there is but little difficulty : But one place 
has inscribed over its portals, * Lasciate 
ogni speranza, voi ch' entrate." New glo- 
ries, new treasures of knowledge and of 
love, will ever raise, and nourish, blessed 
hopes of yet more and higher, hopes which 
no disappointment will blight. But how 
can faith abide,—faith, which is the evi- 
dence of things sot seen, — where all things 
once believed are seen? In the form of 
holy confidence and. (rust, faith will abide 
even there. The stay of all conscious 
created being, human or angelic, is depen- 
dence on God ; and where the faith which 
comes by hearing is out of the question, 
the faith which consists i» trusting will be 
the only faith possible. Thus Hope will 
remain, as anticipation certain to be ful- 
filled: Faith will remain, as trust, entire 
and undoubting :—the anchor of the soul, 
even where no tempest comes. See this 
expanded and further vindicated in my 
Quebec Chapel Sermons, Vol i. Serm. 
viii. ре еу т.] The greater of 
these,—not ' greater than these.’ “The 
greater," as De Wette beautifully remarks, 
* because it contains in itself the root of 
the other two: we believe only one whom 
we love,—we hope only that which we 
love." And thus the forms of Faith and 
Hope which will there for ever subsist, will 
be sustained in, and overshadowed by, the 
трете superior element of eternal 

ө. 
Cuar. XIV. 1—25.] Demonstration оу 

THE SUPERIOBITY OF THE GIFT ОР PRO- 
РНЕСҮ OVER THAT OF SPEAKING WITH 
TONGUES. 1.] Transition from the 
parenthetical matter of the last chapter to 
the i el about to be resumed. ue 
after Love (let it be your great aim,—im- 
portant and enduring as that grace has 
been shewn to be): meantime however 
(during that pursuit; making that the 
first thing, take up this as a second) strive 
for spiritual gifts [see note on ch. xii. 1], 
but more (more than s». in general: i. e. 
more for this than for others[; chiefly }) 
that ye may prophesy (вс. (nAovre, Туа .. . 
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n- Mais, m Acorn: ойк dvÜparrois Marei, GAA [To] Oed ovdels лвоғк | 
Gen. xi. 7. аис , N Р , 34 1 І РМ аъ. 

p ? dxovet, ° rvevpars 06 Nadel ? шистура" 9 ò 8! mpo- odete 
dyrevwov dvb ,, Aa *oixobou)v кай € TAapaKANTIY i. d 

zlii. 23. 
o = vv. 14, 15. 

Acts xvii. 18. 
p ch. ziii, 2 reff. 
q = Rom. ziv. 

19 reff. 
г = Rom. xii. 

kai* параробіар. *0™)arav™ yroooy éavrüy *oikoBouet, 
б 88 l трофттейор ёкк\лоілу * olkobouet. 5 G $ mávras в here m +. 

Wied. xix. е ^ 
12 only. 
-for 

Phil. if. 1. 
-Beto0a« 
] Thess. ii. 
n) 

t cts ix. 31 
reff, 

u — ch. zik 31. 
xiii, 13 veh. xv. 2. 1 Tim. v. 19 only. 

Cuar. XIV. 2. yAwooars D-gr F- 
ii, 7 digest). 
with av6p. P) BD! FPN! 1 Chr-comm 
ovis N. 

bo Gs. lat arm Chr, (Ambr, ]. 
ayvOpwrovus F[-gr] (во in ver 3). 

: ins AD? K LN? rel Thdrt Damasc 
for rvevpari, wvevpa F-gr D-lat Өү] am? with(fald flor) Pel Vig Bede. 

ўдй$ m XaXeiv "yXoccam, paddrov 8 iva 'arpogrrevnre 
u деб оу & 0 ! трофттєбор ў) б n Aahav ™ yAmcaais, " ёктдє 
ei ил) diepunveby, iva т) exednola “oixodopny afn. 
6 x poy бе, d dh, edv & h трӧс йшй " yAeo cam ™ ardor, 

w ch. xii. 30 reff. x ch. xii. 18 al. 

ovy & (see Acts 
om то (bef део) Yor conformity 

1 Ee. 

3. for o de, є: yap o F- gr G- lat]; nam qui vulg(and F-lat) D- lat [qui enim Ambrst ]. 
4. for Халеу, AaA ei F(G adds aut Лалор). yXecceus D 46 arm Mac,. 

exxAnovay ins eov F-gr G- lat] vulg-ed [harl(appy) (not am demid fuld tol F-lat) Pel. 
б. vuas bef тартаѕ A Ambrst. 

к! 
yAecacis bef Аала» А am Chr, ТЫ: om Аала 

for wa xpognteunte, wpodurevew DI. gr F-lat] vulg Jer, Pel. rec (for 
Be aft ре(оу) yap, with DFK LN? rel [вутт eth arm] Chr, Thdrt ( Damasc] Jer, Ambrst: 
txt ABPN! 39 copt [ Euthal-ms]. 
confound є: and n to a very 

add єстї Е. 
great extent: see the original collations passim) L a be 

die puuve vet (the later mse 

dfghklo 47 Chr, ТЫ: 8iepugrevor D- gr], 1 о ран F-gr(and G[-lat]}). 
DKL rel Chr, Tul (Ec: 

as the aim of your (Ао). 2—20.} 
Prophecy edifles the BRETHREN more than 
speaking with tongues. 8.] For he 
that speaks in a tongue, speaks not to 
men bat to God; for no one understands 
him (so àxoóe in reff. and Athen. ix. р. 
382, KAeyer рђиата A odd els корсе 
Av, i. e. вя a general rule, the assembly do 
not understand him; some, who have the 
gift of interpretation of tongues, may,— 
but they are the exception), but (opposed 
to od8els yàp ёкобє) in the spirit (in his 
spirit, as opposed to in his understanding: 
his spirit is the organ of the Holy Ghost, 
but his understanding is unfruitful, see vv. 
14, 15) he speaks mysteries (things which 
are hidden from the hearers, and sometimes 
also from himself): 8.] but (on the 
other hand) he who prophesies, speaks 
to men edification (genus) and (species) ex- 
hortation and (species) consolation. 
the definition of prophecy given on ch. xii. 
10: and Stanley’s excursus introductory to 
this chapter. жараруб(а occurs Plato, 
Axioch. p. 365,—adcderh rh» ux hv, vdrv 
éybeà wapauvOlas : and lian, V. H. xii. 
1, fin., тарецодђвато "Apratépinv, к. то 
ris Abwys ride vd6os, еле vob Bac. 

p ктбеңонд, к. TH тарацибіа reich rer 
ner. 13 avr. olx. does not 
necessarily involve his understanding what 
he speaks: the exercise of the gift in ac- 
cordance with the prompting of the Spirit 
may be regarded as an oixoJeuf;: the in- 
teusity of the feeling of prayer or praise in 

6. rec yum, with txt ABD'FPN Chr- ms [ Euthal-ms] Thdrt 

which he utters the words is edifying to 
him, though the words themselves are un- 
intelligible. This view is necessary on ac- 
count of what is said in ver. 5, that if he 
can ко, he can edify not only himself 
but the church. notar] [i. e. the 
assembled Christians: see note on cb. xi. 
18] not, as Meyer, a congregation, but 
= T)» édxxAnolay: the art. being often 
omitted when a noun in government has 
an emphatic place before the verb: ac- 
cordingly in ver. 5, it is 4 drs. which is 
edified. 5.} He shews that it is from 
no antipathy to or jealousy of the gift of 
tongues that he thas speaks: bat (force 
of the 84) that he wished them all to 
speak with tongues, but rather that they 
should prophesy. The distinction between 
the acc. and inf. after oA, as the simple 
direct object of the wish, and fra with the 
subj. as its higher and ulterior object, 
has been lost in the E. V. The second 84 
is opposed to the subordinate Аал. A., as 
in ver. 1 to Tà wrevuaTwd. geld 
84] 34 is transitional. petTov] sce 
reff.,—superior i» usefulness, and there- 
fore i» dignity. dards al pý is a 
mixture of two constructions, dards e and 
el uh. It is not a Hebraism, us Grot. 
supposes; Wetst. gives examples from 
Demosth., Aristides, Lucian, Sextus Empi- 
ricus: and from Thom. Mag., $auév, éxrbs 
el ph т68е, кай ёктёз el тёбе, Sep- 
i] viz. ó Аалё» yAsocp, not «is, A8 
suggested by Flatt. On the subj. with ei, 
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Y ёр © азтокаћі)- y ch. u. 2, 12. 
Ман. шь 3 

pes Ñ 7 ёр *yvaaes Ñ У ép *тпрофптеіа Ñ > ё» did] zd. moa, 
7 e ĝuas tà Sdyrvya фе» * ddovta, feite Savnros felte 
a кадара, dà» \баттом}» Tois * фдбүуоѕ pù sp, was „5 

7. Gal. ii. 4. 
ne 1. 11. 

ах. 
Sir. xi. 

ach. aiii. 3 
yvecÜjceras тб 'avXoUpevoy ў) Tò ™ kiÜUapiópevov ; 9 xal iho 
yap àv * &\оу *$evjv °самтгу °, tis P mapa- rt „ 

43. Gal, ik. 15 only. 2 Масе. xv. 6. d here only t. Wied. zlii. 17. ziv. 29 only. e = Matt. 
usiv. 20. Isa. xiii. 10. hyde дбофта дбруђор, Eur. Hec. 1093. f cb. ziii. 8 reff. g here 
only. 1 Kings x. 6 al. (-Ayrys, Matt. iz. 23.) h Rev. v. 8. xiv.3. х7. 2only. Gen. iv. 21 al. 

i Rom. х. 12 reff. k Rom. x. 18 only, from Ps. xviii. 4. isd. хіх. 18 only. 
1 Matt. xi. 17 4L. only 7. m Rev. ziv. Zonly. Ina. xxiii. 16. а = here (Luke х. 44) only. (Pe. 

1. 6 (6).) » Mace. vil. 34 only. Polyb. viii. 3. 2. “е dAwiBes, and al. (-A, ch. ix. 26. AVV, 
1 Tim. vi. 17.) 
x. 10. 2Cor.iz.2,3 only. Jer. zii. 5. 

Damasc. [for эдас] уау Р. 
om last e» D'[- 
[demid tol] F-lat D. lat om 8rd.) 

7. иэ 8:астолзу т. фбоуү. DIF. 
arm Ambrst. 
Chr, [Euthal-ms] Œc. 
8. салт. bef pærņny APN d 17. 119 coptt Orig,. 

giving a sense not distinguishable from the 
ind., see Winer, edn. 6, § 41. ö. 2 end, and 
Herm., on Soph. Ant. 706. 6.] Eram- 
ple of the unprofitableness of speaking with 
tongues without inferpreling,—expresscd 
in the first person as of himself. vuv 

‘quod cum ita sit’—viz. that there is 
no edification without interpretation. 
dav Әә) Chrys. understands the first 
person to imply ‘not even Z myself should 
profit you,’ &c. But then adrds èy% or 
some expression similarly emphatic would 
have been used. The second édy is pa- 
rallel to the first, not dependent on ёфе- 
Asse. It is the negative side of the sup- 
position, as ду {лбы «.7.A. was the afirma- 
tive. On this double apodosis Hermann 
remarks, Soph. Aj. 827,—' Est enim hee 
verborum complexio ex eo genere, cujus 
jam apud Homerum exempla inveniuntur, 
quod duplicem habet apodosin, alteram 
preinissain, sequentem alteram : que ratio 
ibi maxime apta est, ubi in magno animi 
motu, quasi non satis sit id quod prsomissum 
est, aliud infertur secunda apodosi, quod 
gravius sit et fortius.’ 4 roc. ] 
It seems best here, with Estius, to under - 
stand duo juga, ut conjugata sint reve- 
latio et prophetia, ac rursus conjugnta 
scientia et doctrina. So also Meyer, who 
observes that the ground of xpopyrtela is 
AxokdA viis, and that of &бах%, yras: 
the former being a direct speaking in the 
Spirit, and the latter a laying forth by the 
aid of the Spirit of knowledge acquired. 
Thus dv, as referred to àrox. and r., 
denotes the internal element: ns referred 
to vo. and 3:3., the external element, of 
the spiritual activity. 7—11.] Zn- 
stances to shew that unintelligible discourse 
profits nothing. Aud first, —1— 9. ] from 
musical instruments. 7. oecurs 

o Matt. zziv. У. Rev. i. 0. viii. 18. Enod. хіх. 16, 19. p Acts 

om 1st К c 17 ( D-lat] syr copt [ТЫ]. 
7 F(-gr) Ni b tol harl?. (am demia) D-lat om 2nd «v: am harl? 

for то $/9ooyyois, фбоууоо В tol D- lat 
8.8% DLP rel Thdrt Damasc Thi: 3ere К: txt ABDI!(F]M f 

yrecO (for -n er) D'F [ecietur latt]. 
бөлү D'. 

here and in the two other places where 
it is used in the N. T. (reff.) at the begin- 
ning of the sentence, out of its logical order, 
which would be before dàr 8:azroAdp . ., 
thus: Things without life which yield 
sound, whether flute or harp, yet, if they 
donot,&c. The renderinga, ‘eves things 
without life’ (E. V.), or ‘things which, 
though without life, yet givesound’ (Winer, 
edn. 6, § 61. 5. f), are inadmissible,—the 
former because of the usage of Snes, the 
latter because по such idca as any surprise 
at a thing without life yielding sound is 
here in place. фе». 848. ] so Sido 
$erd» Pind. Nem. v. 93. Star.] 
If they (the &ф»ха ф. 5.) shall not hav 
yielded а distinction (of musical inter- 
vals) in their tones, how shall be known 
that which is being played on the flute 
or that which is being played on the 
harp (i. е. what tune is played in either 
case: the art. being repeated to shew that 
two distinct instances are contemplated, 
not necessarily ‘ one tune, either piped, or 
harped’ = 7d a)Aoóuervor À Kidapi(s- 
pevoy ;)? The observation of Meyer, that 
this example is decisive against foreign 
languages being spoken in the exerciso of 
this gift, is shewn to be irrelevant by the 
next example, from which the contrary 
might be argued—the &3улоѕ фо» of the 
trumpet being exactly analogous to an 
unknown language, not to an inarticulate 
sound. But the fuct is that all such 
inferences, from pressing analogies close, 
are insecure. 8.] or, uncertain, 
in its meaning : for a particular sucocesion 
of notes of the trumpet then, as now, gave 
the signals for attack, and retreat, and tlie 
various evolutions of an army. The giving 
the signal for battle with the trumpet is 
called by Dio Cassius 75 woAcpixdy Воду, 
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чата of Ce ee rat eis 7OXeuov; 9 ойтес̧ xal йде Sid тйс 
r bere only £ yAwoons й» uù "єейттдо» Noyor ° дёте, ros yrodOn- 
„ik „ Feral TO Aarovpevoy ; ётєсбє yàp eis "dépa XaXoürvres. 
tein gu 10 тосадта, ‘ci t rúyor, “ үёрр hovay ciow ёр Koope, кай 

0 a A e delia.  ovdey "deor 11 ёду ойу p) add ту» * Sivamy тйс 
P e. ay Pv, co 1 XaXoüvri х SápBapos, kal б Aav ёр» 
und s ̂  Spol х BapBapos. 1? obres xal дє ёпєі ral ёстє 
уранматк& . . . . (Dion. Hal. iv. 19, pupiow ў Schu-, ei rü, . . . Galen. de usu part. vi, Wu mér, 

. „ vi ai. Dis. Hi; Ax LU, аза JU poem: 
paros 5 éxeivou Ре нык +. wadasovs. Dio Сава lv. 3, тооўтоу yap ў Sat eopyévov, тф 8 S т, 
той dyéparos кыд 8yAot. 

тараскєоо ето А Orig,. 
9. for єистрор, eveynuor D'[-gr] 21-33. 80. 

notes, arri Tov: ea» py diepuivc votre. ... dre K-marg 
10. om rocavra D! F(with G lat). 

note), with KL rel Chr, Thdrt (Ec: txt ABDFPM 47 Clem, Damasc ТЫ. 

х Actas xxviii. 2, 4 гей. y: Rom. хі. 2 s Acts xxi. 30 ref. 

for Bere, 9o L. [at ca» py 

rec (for е) er (gramml corrn : see 
ins Te 

bef косро П'Е b o, hoe vulg-ed ([fuld demid &c] and F. lat, not am) Ambrst Bede. 
rec aft ou er ins aur (addn for precision), with D?K LN? rel G-lat syrr Chr, Thdrt : 
om ABD!FPN! d 17 vulg E. lat coptt arm Clem, [Euthal-ms] Damasc Ambrst Bede. 

aft афоуоу ins єттї DIF vulg [not E. lat: pref с]. 
11. for ear, є: P. 

vulg [Ambrst ]). 
arm 

by lian Tb wapoppnrixdy duwreiv: вее 
Wetat., where many examples are to be 
found. 5 of these 
instances. T. ysoons is most 
naturally understood physically, by means 
of your tongue, as answering to the 
utterance of the sound by the musical in- 
strumenta. But the technical rendering, 
by means of the tongue (in the sense of 
yAdéoon ANY), is allowable. toe 
‚ . . Аал.] This periphrasis of the future 
implies, ye will be, so long as ye speak, 
speaking, ... On els àdpa, вее ref.: it 
implies the nox-reception by hearers of 
what is said. 10, 11.] Another ex- 
ample of the unprofitableness of an uiter- 
ance not understood. 10.} «l Mot, 
if it should so happen, i. e. peradventure: 
—it is commonly found with numerical 
nouns; but sometimes with hypothetical 
sentences in general, as in ch. xv. 87. Bee 
reff. and examples in Wetst. It will not 
bear the rendering or ezample, though 
in meaning it nearly approaches it. It 
belongs here to Tocavra, itself represent - 
ing some fixed number, but not assignable 
by the information which the writer pos- 
sesses, or not worth assigning. See similar 
expressions, Acts v. 8, —and 2 Sam. xii. 8 
in E. V. yévy Sar] kinds of lan- 
guages: the more precise expression would 
be yévn Ses, or oral: we can hardly 
"Á with Meyer, that each language is a 
yévos Gaver. The use of фора», and not 
yXecc Gv, is no doubt intentional, to avoid 
confusion, yAGcc« being for the most part 
used in this passage in a peculiar meaning: 

w AD!L a m 17: угрюске 
om last clause (Aomootel) L al. 

em Chrespr(o euo: Aad. BapB.) Damasc [ Ambrst]. 

si ergo nesciero F-lat, and so 
om e» DF latt syrr copt 

bnt no argument can be grounded on it 
as to the yAGcca: being lan or not. 

elaív (plur.), because it is wished to 
distinguish them in their variety. ob- 
&év, scil. yévos. Bleek renders, ‘яо ratio- 
nal animal is without speech ; and Grot., 
reading as the rec. abr, understands it as 
referring to men: others supply f@ves to 
obBér. But the common rendering is both 
simpler, and better sense: none of thom 
is without signification, as B. V.: or, is 
inarticulate. 11.] обу, seeing that none 
is without meaning: for if any were, the 
imputations following would not be just. 
We assume that a tongue which we do not 
understand kas a meaning, and that it is 
the way of expression of some foreign 
nation, PápBapos,—a foreigner, 

ob $ {э т’ ёкеіуф кй» ёџо) paly kaxós,— 
‘in his judgment and in mine:’ see Kühner, 
ii. 276. 12.] Application of the ana- 
logy, as in ver. 9. The obres is evidently 
meant as in ver. 9, but is rendered some- 
what difficult by the change of the con- 
struction into a direct exhortation. It is 
best therefore to suppose an ellipsis; and 

ABDFK 
LPMab 
edefg 
hklilm 
o 17.47 
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-arveuparev, "arpóe THY “oixoSouny Ths éxxdmolas g. i. 10 
retre, iva ° treptooevnte. 
Е mposevyéoĝw ® iva * Suepunvevp. 

з hà д Аад» % De b E Hom, x * 

14 gay yàp тро$єйую- «ш, Matt 

pas yAooon, TÒ башы эш ноо mposevyeTat, б & vois EM 
3 нь Мик. 

É ch. xii. 30 re 3 cows, ag 

12. wrevpariner Р 28-mg 78 spec sah Ambri. (G-lat has both.) 
alt tid А 73 Ambrst. 

Acts viii. 15.) Phil. 1. 9. Col. i 9. lr. 3. 3 These. i. 11. iii. 1. 

for тер:ссеотте, 

. rec à with KLN? rel Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABDFPN! 17 Damasc. 
m om yop B F[- -gr G- lat] sah arm: ins ADKLPR rel vulg(and F-lat) E-lat syrr 

copt Chr, Thdrt Damasc Thi (Ec Orig-int, Ambrst Aug, Pel Sedul Bede. (17 def [but 
om appy, „Tischdf Treg ].) 

give to obras the pregnant meaning, after 
the lesson conveyed by this example. 
Meyer’s rendering, since in such a manner 
(i. e. so as to be barbarians to one another) 
ge also are emulous, &c., is very harsh, be- 
sides making the second clause, standing as 
it does without a uaAAor or any disjunctive 
particle, mean (and I do not see that it 
will bear any other meaning), seek this 

BapBapoperia to the edifying of the 
Church. Thus likewise ye (i.e. after 
the example of people who would not wish 
to be barbarians to one another,—avoiding 
the abeurdi 
as ye are of spiritual gifts (reff iren 
them to the edifying of the relay 
ye may abound: or perhaps (but e ean 
find no instance of & Tva thus used 
ch. iv. 2 is no case in point, see note there) 
as in E. V. ‘ seek that ye may excel 
(abound in them) to the edifying of the 
church. He Р 18.] Hortatory inference 
from oregoing examples. There is 
some 5 in the 5 “ 
bua verse. is ren 

Or eie 725 ы 
Bleek, Rickert, Olah., al., ‘pray that 
may interpret.’ But the next verse sis 
that this is untenable. For the act of 
wporebxerOas yAéooy is there introduced 
in strict! connexion with this verse, 
so ns to shew that the xposevxérüw here 
must have the same meaning as there, viz., 
that of praying in a tongue, openly in the 
church. Seeing this, Luther, es e 
render it, ‘let.....20 pray, that he may 
interpret ? i.e. not pray, unless he can 
interpret.’ But this ren of fra is 
hardly allowable even where обте ів ex- 
pressed, see note on ch. ix. 24. The knot 
of the difficulty lies in the relation of Tra 
to verbs of this kind. It may be doubted 
whether in such expressions аз sposeóyea- 
бал Туа (see reff.), the conj. ever represents 
the mere purport of the Im as in our 
* to pray, that." The idea of ose is 
inseparably bound up in this particle, and 
can be traced wherever it is used. Thus 
яроѕєбҳ. Iva seems always to convey the 

Vor. II. 

just mentioned), зове . 

meaning, to , i» order that.” At 
the 5 бше, or ч ayer being a direct 
seeking of the ful&ilment of the purpose 
on account of which we pray,—not, like 
many other actions, indirect connected 
with it, —the purport and purpose become 
compounded in the expression. This 
will be illustrated by ypiyopetre к. троѕ- 
єёхесде, Tra. ph eis AON «ls weipacuór: 
where it is plain enough that ta uf re- 
presente the ulterior object of ypmyopeire, 
and, sow that it is joined with yprryopeire, 
of жрозебҳетбє : but had it been merely, 
трозебхетбе Iva ph k. r. A., the above con- 
fusion would have Now this 
confusion it is, which makes the words 
mposevyéaber Tva д:еритуебр so difficult. 
Obviously, the zposevyéa6e is not merely 
used to express a seeking by prayer of the 
gift of interpretation, on account of the 
sense in the nex’ verse: but as plainly, 
there is in wposevxégÓm а sense which 
passes on to fva Siepunvety. The render- 
ing of Meyer and De Wette, ‘ pray, with a 
view ѓо interpret (what he has spoken in a 
tongue), is unobj ectionable, but does not 
Pra, any z reason for the choice of т 

more than ebxapiorelrw, or 
the verear believe the true rendering to be 
pointed out by the distinction in the gis 
verse. C 

irit г, but 
janes. Pia of his is, the 
intense direction of his will and affections 
to God, accompanied by the utterance of 
sounds to hind wn angi igible. ‘ Let thes 
him who speaks with a tongue, pray, when 
he does pray, with an earnest striving (in 
this prayer of his spirit) affer the gift of 

tion.’ The purs might be 
more strictly given thus in qus ish: where- 
fore let him who speaketh with а tongue, 
in his prayer ог when praying), ы 
that he may interpret. 14.) Th 
verso has been explained above. It justi 
the necessity of thus aiming at the gi of 
int жу. pov, not as in ver. 
82, and Chrys. (Hom. xxxv. p. 825) rb xd- 
рда Td 8о0ќу poi ка) kwobr Thy yAGo тау, 
—but as in reff., my (own) spirit, taking 

оо 
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i х Axapmrós d Vn $ к Matt хш. ШОШ К йкартбу rer. ті обу corey ; vpe то pr. 
| . ph. ^ ab 

larveu- cer ri. Tit iarpeUna Tu, 7TposevEonat 06 kal TQ vob ™Waro Ta 
8. Jude 14 ^ ^ „ hkim only. Jer. i m q бё каї TQ vol. 16 érei day ” eù | туй - o r. сан. Jer. i. LATE, 

6. іва. xv. e о 7 ^ ` р 7 A 4 $5 2 ^ 9 a 

‚5ш. „ Hart, 0 ° арапћтрои Tov Р тотор TOU 4 LÒLWTOV TWS ере 

"70 ™ auny en тў of ° eùyapiotig, ere тё №уєіс̧ ойк 
17 єў pèv yàp " Karas * єйуаристеіс, GXX Yó Y ётє- 

n ch. к. 16 reff. 

ver. 26. 
m here bis, 

from Ps. күй. Or ; 

im Flacc. 12, vol. ii. p. 531, speoPevr E 

p = here only. Sir. xii. 12. gau iv. 13 reff. r 2 Cor. i. 20. э = Rev. v. М. Neb. 
v. 13. viii. 6 al. t = Acts xi. 19. 2 Cor. xii. 21. Heb. viii, 1. u Acts xxiv. 3 reff. 

Y Acta xv. 24 reff. w ch. үй. 37 reff. х abs., ch. xi, 24 reff. y Rom. ii. 1 reff. 

15. om т: ovr єстіу K. хрозеу эши (twice) ADFP 47 : -£wuo: and -fouai №: txt 
BEL rel Orig, Eus, [Chr. Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc: orabo latt Orig-int, Ambr 
Ambrst] (see note). om Ist 3e FKP 35. 46. 109.14 latt Syr sah arm Orig, (om кш 
also) {Euthal-ms| Damase Orig-int{sepe Ambret]: ins ABDLK rel syr [copt] Orig, 
Eus, Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec. om то (bef 2nd vrevuar:) FP. om 2nd 8е BF 46. 
109 latt Syr sah sth arm Orig,(where he has the Ist ёе) Ces, [Ath,] Ps-Ath, Damasc 
ТЫ Orig-int, [Ambrst]: ins ADKLPN rel вуг copt Orig[-c], Eus, Ath, Chr, [ Euthal- 
ms] Thdrt (Ec (homeeotel in 47 ve: to voi). 

16. rec evAoynons, with FEL rel Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec; benedizeris latt: txt ABDPR 
b! o 17 B 
but see note), with 
[Euthal-ms} Damasc. om то Ё. 

rec ins tw bef wrevuar: (to conform to last ver: 
L rel Chr, Thdrt: e» B(sic: see table) D( PJN?: om AFM? 17 

for ere:dy, exei B. оок oder bef т: 
Aeyers F(not F-lat) E-lat G- lat ( Ambrst] Jer, Aug). 

17. алла B l. 

himself as an example, as above, ver. 6: a 
use of the word familiar to our Apostle, and 
here ne on account of ó voõs pou 
following, ‘When I pray in a tongue, my 
higher being, my spirit, filled with the 
Holy Ghost, is inflamed with holy desires, 
and rapt in prayer: but my intellectual 
part, having no matter before it on which 
its powers can be exercised, bears no fruit 
to the edification of others (nor of myself: 
but this is not expressed in ärapros; cf. 
the usage of xaprós by Paul,—Rom. i. 18; 
vi. 21, 22; xv. 28; Gal. v. 22, al.). 
16.] What then is (the case) (i.e. as our 
* What then?’ Cf. т! оф», Rom. iii. 9; 
vi. 15. * What is my determination there- 
upon?")* I will pray (on the reading 
vposeótesuai, see note on Rom. v. 1) with 
the (my) spirit: I will pray also with 
my mind (i.e. will interpret my prayer for 
the benefit of myself and the church), &e. 
This resolution, or expression of self-obliga- 
tion, evidently leads to the inference, by 
апа by clearly expressed, ver. 28, that if ke 
could not pray тф vot, he would keep 
silence. Wards | hence we gather that 
the two departments in which the gift of 
tongues was exercised were prayer and 
praise. On the day of Pentecost it was 
confined to the latter of these. 18.] 
The discourse changes from the first person 
to the second, as De W. observes, because 
the hypothesis contains an imputation of 
folly or error. dav R.] if thou 
shalt have blessed in spirit (no art. now: 
tLe dat. is now merely of the manner in 

| which, the element; not of the specific 
instrument, as in the last verse), how shall 
he that fills (i. e. is in) the situation of a 
private man ({8:6тэз, in speaking of any 
business or e, siguifies а lay person, i.e. 
one unacquainted with it as his employ- 
ment. Thus in state matters, it is one ont 
of office—Anpoabéves буті ёту, Thuc. iv. 
2; in philosophy, one uneducated and rude 
—npets phy ol ibra: оф Sedolxauer, Suess 
82 of pirdcopa: SerAcare, Diog. Laert. Aris- 
tipp. ii. 71, &c. &c. See examples in Wetst. 
So here it is, one who has not the gift of 
speaking and interpreting. The word 
roy is not to be taken literally, as if the 
18:5тах had any separate seats in the con- 

tion: the expression, as in ref., is 
figurative) say the Aux (the Amen always 
said: see Deut. xxvii. 15—26 Heb. and 
E. V. (LXX, yévorro) ; Neh. viii, 6. From 
the synagogue,—on which see Wetst., 
Schöttg. in loc., Winer, Realw., art. Syna- 
gogen, and Philo, Fragm. vol. ii. p. 630— 
cure de boi . . . . of pèr толло) Gies, 
Ah ef Ti mposemip@nploa то àvayives- 
cxouévois voul(era:,—it passed into the 
Christian church; so Justin Mart. Apol. 
i. 65, p. 82, oô (scil. тоё троєст@тоз) ovr- 
rea ( carros ras ebxàs ка} T)» ebyapertias, 
was å rap Aads wavevonper Ad yer, фи». 
See Suicer, sub voc. and Stanley’s note 
hero) to (at the end of) thy thanksgiving, 
since what thon sayest he knows not! 
This is, as Doddridge has remarked, deci- 
sive against the practice of praying and 
praising in an unknown tongue, as ridi- 
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18 a eu xapio r TO Өєф, таутор кин, 31 

bay ud x Yb о) b Aara 19 dA év ёкк\ајсід m + Bom. be. 

rere NOYOUS To vol pov Aadijoat, iva ка} addXous * xaT- °з LM 

yao, cp pupious Aoyous év Bacon. 20 Apel, T xviii. 25 

p?) талба yiveohe таў; 8 фресй” алла т) “кака bird 3 Matt. 
111 8,9 

Luk 

dere, rais $2 є фрєсі» * eh yiverbe. 21 év тё vow yé- т" x E 
xmi 26. 
ariii. h Rom. i. 29. ch. v 
ch. К 1.) k = ch. 

18. rec aft re be ins pov (adds 
arm even further add жер), with 

f Matt. xviii. 24. ch. iv. 15 only. Esth. iii. 9. ( 
iv P Ps. M AD i here only t. (-t 

Mii Mab. Фаз Thron tar E i : 

om such places 
L rel (vulg-clem demid harl],Thdrt(-ed] Damasc 

g here vis ы Prov. 

as chi. 4 Rom i. 8 fe: 38 th 

Ambrst Pel: om ABDFPN 17 E-lat G-lat am(with tol) syrr copt eth arm Chr, [ Euthal- 
ms) Thdrt-ms Jer, Sedul Bede. (om [rw 
syrr copt lat-ff. yAwoon bef parior F 
—omnium vestrum lingua loquor рык -lat). 

dee F-lat.) ins ori bef rarer F latt 
pa 10]: om uaAAor 41! D-lat Chr-ms. 

rec yAwccaus, with BKLP rel 
syrr copt sth Chr, Thdrt Orig-int,: txt ADFN 17 latt arm Damasc Ambret Pel Bede. 

rec Aa (the bare present aft evx. was not understood, and thus some каен 
it with ori, some by turning Хало into AaAwr. 

speaking,’ &.), with KL rel Chr, F Thdrt evxapirTo, ‘I give thanks, 
Or Aadov was understood to belong to 

Damasc: om A: txt BDFPN c 17 latt syrr copt arm Orig-int, lat- 
19. (алла, so ABD: om Ni.) rec ĝia Tov voos (see note. If то уо: had come 

{тот ver 15, pov would prob have been ond), with KL rel D-lat вуг Mac, Chr, Thdrt 
er legem Ambrst-txt 

[ed-ven] ; in lege Paulin,: txt AB D[-gr} (LEN m (17) vulg Syr copt [arm(omg 
Max-conf, Phot[- Thi Œc: Sta тоу уороу (omg pov) Mcion- 

pov)} Nys, Epiph, Damasc [ Ambr, ].—rTo ». д. be 
>. p. 

т. Хоу. 17.—AaAn о pey (sic) bef ro 

90. wo Tais фр. reA. yernode, omg 8e, F D-lat Orig-int, Ambrst Aug Gaud. 
21. aft rou ins т: NIN? disapproving). 

ractised in the church of Rome. 
кайёз is not ironical, but con- 

cessive : i is not the act of thanksgiving 
in a tongue that the Apostle blames, for 
that is of stself good, being dictated by 
the Spirit: but the doing it моё ѓо the eds- 
fication of others. 6 Frepos, the i8:6- 
тох spoken of before. 18, 19.] De- 
claration of his own feeling on the matter, 
highly endowed as he was with the gift. 
I thank God, I speak with a tongue (have 
the gift of speaking with tongues) more 
than you all. This juxtaposition of two 
clauses, between which ‘ thaé’ is to be sup- 
plied in the sense, is not unusual: BodAcs 
cxonaper: ‘fac videas,’—Eur, Hip 
567, ётісхет’, abb» Trà» {себер ёк 
Hom. Od. В. 195, Тулерёхф N d» тасу 
фүй» bxobfcoun abrés, Myrépa hv és 
warpbs àweryére ёжорќєсди. See Har- 
tung, Partikell.,ii. p. 184. 19.] iv èx- 
коа, їп (the) assembly, ‘in the congre- 
gation’ (thia is the better rendering here, 
and wherever there is a chance of the 
word church being mistaken as meaning a 
building |, —not *in a» sap pao as Meyer. 
The art. is omitted after a ition : so 
Middleton, ch. vi. § 1; the 1 яу account 
of which is, that the prep. serves to cate- 
gorize the subetantive following it, and 

culously um 

so make it ral instead of particular. 

e . » Ñ, as HUN, 3, 
II. a. 117: similarly éwsupde, (yrdée,— 

see Hartung, ii. p. 72. 8:4 тоб rods has 
probably been a correction, because Аалефу 
TQ vot was found harsh, the understand- 
ing being only the indirect instrument. 

20.] With this exbortation he con- 
cludes this part of his argument, in which 
he reproves the folly of displaying and 
ана anxious for a gift іп which there was 

ification. Aute suavem vim 
habet, Ben pe 

as this preference shews 
you to be. тў Kaxlq— dat. of reference, 
as regards vice : sce Winer, edn. 6, § 31. 6. 

91—95.] By a citation from the 
O. T. he takes occasion to shew that 
tongues are а sign to the undelieving only: 
and that eves for them they are profitless 
р Е rison with prophecy. 21.] 

„ai John x. 34; xii. 34; xv. 25; 
е Psalms are thus quoted. The 

passage stands in the LXX : 8:4 pavio pòr 
pny a Bà yAdoons ётёраз Uri Аалў- 
Gove: TE Ааф Tobry...K. ойк ђ0\7сау 
дкобе». The context is thus: The scoffora 
in Jerusalem (see ver. 14) are introdaced 
as scorning the simplicity of the divine 
5 which were line upon line, pre- 
с precept, as if to children (vv. 9, 

10). hovah threatens them that, since 
they would not hear these simple com- 
mands, He would speak to them by men 
of other tongues, viz. the Assyrians, their 
captors. Here as in many other cases, 

"ү 
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ратта "Ore éy ! érepoMonaois каў ёр m yetheowy " ётєроу ABDFK 
5 aM TO dap тобтф, Kal °ойб Р ойто 3 

m — Matt. x 
78 Mk к (rom pov, 
14.5 xxix. 7 

Heb. 13 n 13 
xiii. 15. 1 Pe 

o= ch. v 
reff. р = Rom. v. 12 reff. 

1. 43. т Acta il. 4 reff. 
t Rom. iv. 11 re u ch. vi. 6 reff. 
x ch. zi. 20. Posh. ix. 2. y Rom. xvi. 23 reff. 

for erepoyAwoaois, erepaus yAwooras F lect-8 vulg copt goth Tert,- 

Wel cipios. 32 буте ai 
! elalv ой ois ттигтєбоуси» GANA тоф u ётістоі, ў N mpo- 
фттеіа ov то " тісто d тоф Tiotevovow. B dav 

ta ii. 4. 

Exod. xxx. 8. oUv “х avvéAOy 1) ? éxkXnaa У 0X9) * ёт Tò айтд Kal Waves 
q Matt. vi. 7. Luke i. 18. Acts x. 31. Heb. v. 7 only. Deut 

>, Ke. Matt. viii. 4 al. fr. Jer. іх. 22. 
w = Acts і. 3 гей. 

s so eig 
v ch. xili. 

з Acta i. 16 reff. 

rec "dcs 
with DIRE rel Utt Syr(lingua alia) syr copt goth sth arm] Orig, Co 
[Сугу] Damasc Thl 

[not үз 

(Ec [ Tert, Ambrst]: txt ABN 17 Сугүшвур, 
Í а mere mechanical corrn to suit the other datives 

eisaxovsera: F(not [ F]-lat) 43. 113 lect-14. 

8 thi: 
vd ovres, prada 

22. for (2nd) x:orevoverw, micros Е [vulg Ambr,. (G-lat has both] 
93. om ov» F[-gr] 67 

oàn bef n exxAnoi DF latt 
5 Халоси, with [D*-gr] К 
[yA. я Thdrt Damase (Ec 
yA. тау. 

ict-vit B 

the historical sense is not so much con- 
sidered, as the aptness of the expressions 
used for illustrating the matter in hand ; 
viz. that belief would not be produced in 
the aoo enag by speaking to Шеш їп 
strange tongues. The бт: answers in the 
LXX to, EP or ‘yea verily,’ as Louth. 
It forms part of the citation, not of the on 

iv érep.] in ат n the person of) 
men of other tongues: Heb. with another 
tongue ;—and it is placed second. The 
Apostle personifies it pnis gives it the pro- 
minence. dv x. dr.] in (аз speaking 
in, using as the organ of speech) lips of 
others (strangers, see reff.): Heb. in (by) 
stammerers of lip: Louth, with a stam- 
mering lip. тё hag rere] i in Isa., 
the Israelites: hers taken generally for 
the unbelieving world. 008° otras 
elsakoóc.] This is the point of the pas- 
sage for St. Paul's argument : see ver. 23: 
* for them, and not for us: but eve» 
Jor them, profitiess in the main: mot 
even under such circumstances will they 
listen to me: even this will d ak 
them ineffectual. 21] Sere 
according to the words of the 1 mn 
prophetic passage. el YR. I the 
tongues, in the then Acceptation of the 
term. He is not interpreting the 
phecy, nor allading to the tongues ikore 
spoken of, but returns back to the subject 
in hand—the tongues about which his ar- 
gument was concerned. elt onp.cloty] 
are for a sign: but there is no vi surda 
on the words, - the meaning being much 
the same as if els enueios were omitted, 
and it stood бете al yA. eil» оф Tois v. 
Not seeing this, Commentators have dif- 
fered widely about the meaning of exactor. 

67? old-lat goth Ambr, 
th [Syr goth Ambr, Ambrst]. 
Wis n] rel vulg(and F-Iat) s 

ede: Аал. way. YA. 
„B.. ‘8[and lat] goth: txt AB F[-gr(and G-lat)] PN Bas, s; L Euthal-ms] Thì. 

Ambrst. for uv ,I ö, «X03 BG!. 
rec жат 

"i arm Chr-txt, 
copt sth Ambrst: Лал. 

So Chrys. (Hom. xxxvi. p. 335): els oypeior, 
Tovrésriw, els ÉcxA qt :—Bengel: quo 
allecti auscultare debebant: 7 Calvin: „lin- 
gon, quatenus in signum date sunt: &c. 

All dwelling on the word ewgeior 
would introduce an element foreign to the 
argument, which is, that tongues are (a 
sign) for the unbelieving, not for the be- 
lieving. T. Mr.] not to men 
who believe, but to unbelievers, i. e. 
* men who do not believe: not, as Nean- 
der, Billroth, Rickert, and in sabstance 
De Wette, ‘men who wil} not believe: 
ее! түң 8 kept to the рок уге 
through this whole passage, an у 
ver. 28 it is not one who will „ышы 
but ая andeliever open io conviction. The 
mistake has been occasioned by regarding 
those to whom the prophecy was directed, 
and Pind a Paul by Iiah, instead of 
by hi 4 94 яроф.] scil. dorir, 
as Meyer, or eis суи. dori, as De Wette: 
2 seems to me to import little which we 

ly, seeing that els oyu. is of so very 
dig t weight in the preceding clause. If 
emphatic meaning had been F ttached to 
c»utetor as belonging to al yà., we must not 
have supplied it here: but if it be a mere 
indifferent word, to be interpreted accord- 
ing to the sense in which al ул. and à 
яроф. were avia, there сап be no objec- 
tion to it here: and the uniformity of con- 
struction seems to require it. Both 
here and above, rots ёжбст. and the other 
are datives commodi—for, not to, the 
unbelieving. ў mpoparela was a sign to 
the unbelieving, see vv. 24, 25. Pro- 
phecy, i. e. inspired and intelligent expo- 
sition of the word and doctrine, was emi- 
nently for believers, but, as below, would 

"Acca eig t anpetoy nr 17.4 
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AaAwow voca, eiseANOwowy 60 d trai 7) dH TOL, ойк s ver. 16 
b Acts xii. 15 

ёродсту Sts " райєсбє ; % dav Se mavres ° rpopnredwou, I 5 
г a ә тес. 

else & т " йтістос Ñ * (иот, * éXéyyerat Ото Tdv- à = Joha iii. 

Tov, avaxpiverat urd mavrov, % rà Ípvirrà TÜS KAP- . deu ln. vet. 
dias айтой ®фарерд 5 luerat, ка} h ойтос | recor 
1 (4 k / ^ 0 ^ 12 $ P m Y 
aposatroy * TposkuvQaes TQ беш, | алтатүүеММа» ori ov- 

reff. i Matt. хүй. 6. xxvl. 39. Luke v. 12. xvii. 16. Rev. xi. 16. 
k Paul, bere _ Acts xxiv. 11 only. дас, Matt. ii. 3 al. fr. Ps. xxviii. 3. 

elew., 1 Thess. 1. 9. Heb. ii. 12. 1Johni.2,30nly. Gen. ziv. 13. 
Luke xzil.47. 1 Tin. v. ö al. Num. zzii. 37 only. 

э * f Rom. li. 16 
€T 

Rom. v. 13 
* xvi. © pos 

gospp. в 8, 
-: Mark zi 

om 7 arırTo: BI: infideles et idiota] Ambrst. 
94. for 2nd Se, re A Syr (th). 
25. rec ins кш орто bef та xpurra ( 

om avax. v. т. (homaot) К. 
below, —the result being tmagined better 

to begin here ; the follg к. ovres being by some ота, as Chr Ambr, by some carelessly 
left, or reintroduced without erasing this former. So Meyer), with D?[-gr] KL rel 
вуг 17 7 Thdrt [Damasc]: om ABD!FN 17 latt (Syr) copt goth (mth arm) Orig[-c,- 
int, Di 
arcryye A F(not 

be also profitable £o unbelievers, furnish. 
ing a token that God was traly amon 
155 assembled nis 88—881 
nstances given о oprano of bo 

on the ungifted o tha unbeliever. 4 
$3.] оўу, following up the axiom just 
laid down, by supposing a case — if then 
.. .. The first case put answers to tho 
former half of ver. 22: the second, to the 
latter. The supposition is this: that 
all the (Corinthian) church is assembled, 
aud all its members speak with tongues 
(not in a fumultuary manner—tbat is not 
part of the present hypothesis, for if it 
were, it must apply equally to ver. 24, 
which it clearly cannot :—but that all havo 
the gift, and are i» tern exercising it): 
—then i8:@ra:, ‘plain believers, persons 
unacquainted with the gift and its exercise, 
come in. It is obvious that the hypothesis 
of all being assembled, and alt having the 
gift, must not be to infer that no 
such [8677s could be found: по one hypo- 
thesizes thus rigidly. If any will have it 
s0, then, as Meyer, we may suppose the 
Sr to come from another congrega- 
tion : but the whole difficulty scoms to me 
mere trifling. The 18. plainly cannot be, 
ав De W. maintains, an enbeliever, for his 
case is separately mentioned. Such plain 
men, or perbaps a company of unbelievers, 
have come in :—they have no understand. 
ing of what is going on: the yAécoa 
sound to them an unmeaning jargon; and 
they come to the conclusion, ‘These men 
are mad ;’ just as men did infer, on the 
day of Pentecost, that the speakers were 
drunken. 24.] But if all (eee 
above) prophesy (i. e. intelligibly lay forth, 
in the power of the Spirit, the Christian 
word and doctrine) and there enter any 
(singular sot, setting forth that this 
would be the effect in any case: plural 
before, Vo shew that however many there 

1) " E ONE (Ambr). Syr mth arm Orig-int, Ambr ins каг.] 

might be, sot one could appreciate the 
gift) unbeliever or plain man (ricos 
Arat now, because the great stress is on the 
power of prophecy in its greatest achieve- 
ment, the conversion of the unbeliever ; 
but Ira was first before, because the 
stress there was on the uuprofitableness 
of tongues, not only to the бтісто, but to 
the ira), he is convicted by all (the 
inspired discourse penetrating, as below, 
into the depths of his ya y all, i.e. 
by each in turn), he is searched into by 
all (each inspired speaker opening to him 
his character), the hidden things of his 
heart become manifest (those things which 
he had never before seen are revealed, 
his whole hitherto unrecognized personal 
character laid out. Instances of such re- 
velations of a man to himself by powerful 
preaching have often occurred, even since 
the cessation of the prophetic gift): and 
thus (thus convicted, searched, revealed to 
himself :—in such a state of mind) having 
fallen on his face, he will worship God, 
announcing (dy that his act, which is a 
public submission to the divine Power 
manifest among you: or, but not so well, 
aloud, by declaration of it in words) that 
of a truth (implying that previously he 
had rded the presence of God among 
them as an idle tale; or, if a plain Chris- 
tian, had not sufficiently realized it) God 
is among you (or in each of you: by His 
Spirit), In this last description the 
Bidérns is thrown into the background, 
and (see above) the greater achievement 
of prophecy, the conviction and conversion 
of the &micros, is chiefly in view. For a 
similar effect of the disclosure of a man’s 
secret self to himself, compare the fascina- 
tion described as exercised by Socrates over 
his hearers by the ‘conviction ' and *judg- 
ment' of his questions in tho Athenian 
market-place. Grote’s Hist. of Greece, 
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10 TOS & Gebe "ёр tuiy ёсти. 98 °'Т{ ody istw, db, Авон 
о Асва. n. Gray Y сууёрупсбє, ёкастоѕ [dor] ° алиди exe, % cda- det th 
Gol hi ta y exer, %дтокамучўи» eye, yAmooay éxet, * épunvelay Wwe 
zxiv. 44 : k % Exel тарта °1тр©$ ‘oiKodouny *vywéa0o. — 91 eire улоссү 

t = ver. 40. ch. xvi. Ц. 
xsi. 26. Xen. Anab. iv. 7. 8. 
Polyb. iv. 30. 10, and al. freq. see Rom. zi. 25 reff. 

3 р зи ref. change of 
reg. 

"^ Tie Rae, " xarà Svo f) ‘To *тАейётто» тре, кай 
” w uépos xai els х Seepunvevéra® 98 day è ui) ў 7 Sceppnvev- 

avi. туе, SouydT@ ду éxxdnala, saure & xe xal TH Oe. 
?9атроофта $ё Ovo i) vpe Aareirwoay, Kat of d N 

м = Mark vi. 40. aed, Luke ix.3. 2.1. Johnil.6. кеф? ёра, Eph. v. . Joha 
v here only. (Іва. ix. 3.) 

x ch. xii. 30 reff, 
ect, Luke xv. 18. xix. 4. Acts vl. 6. Winer, edn. 6, } 67.1. c. 

" avà 

w here only. apa и. Su. 
d y here only t. 

a Acts zi. 

rec о 0«os bef ovres, with KL rel зуг Chr, Thdrt [Bas, Damasc]: om orrws k 3. 32 
Thdrt-comm : txt AB(DFN) h 17 latt Syr copt goth wth arm Orig-[c,- Jint, [ Did, Chr, 
Euthal-ms Ambr, ].—om o 

26. om уке» АВК! а 17 copt [Bas, Eu 
Sth(appy) arm) Chr, Thdrt Damasc L. 

IFN! 1) 108! Orig -c], Cbr. 

сале, 
гес улантса exe: axoxadup exe (the clauses dropped out by komaotel, а 

: ins DFKLN? rel 
om 8:8ау. exer ( 

ms tt syrr goth 
motel) А k. 

then confusedly reinserted), with L rel Chr, Thdrt Damasc: om arocawy exei m 
85-9. 42-7. 63 arm Chr-mss: om yAwooay exes K 35-9. 42-3. 57. 911, 106-77. 238 
[fuld! : ери. exei yA. ex. goth: ] txt ABDFN td} 

Scepunvesay ms] ТМ (Ec-comm Fera 
17 latt syrr coptt th Bas, үа 
F. rec yereaOo, with Damasc: 

txt ABDFKLN rel Chr [Вам Euthal-ms] Thdrt &c. 
28. for ё:ерџ., epunveutns BD'F, pref ó Di. for «avro, ауто F. 
29. om oi DEL n, 

viii, 609—611." Stanley. 26—35.) and let one (some опе who has the gift, — 
Regulations respecting the exercise of 
spiritual gifts in the assemblies. 
26.] The rule for all, proceeding on the 
fact of each having his gift to contribute 
when they come together: viz. that all 
things must be dono with a view to edi- 
fication. al oov ёсть] See ver. 15. 

ёт. су.) whenever ye happen 
to be assembling together: the present 
vividly describes each coming with his gift, 
eager to exercise it. y] most 
probably a hymn of praise to sing in the 
power of the spirit, as did Miriam, De- 
borah, Symeon, &. See ver. 15. 
бах) an exposition of doctrine or 
moral teaching: belonging to the gift of 
rophecy, as indeed do иво VRR. and 
2 the latter being sometbing re- 
vealed to him, to be prophetically uttered. 

Мёстау] a tongue, i.e. an act 
of soc iur in tongues: see vv. 18, 22. 

ippnvelav} See below, and ver. 5. 
NI тр. olx. yw.] THE GENERAL 

RULE, afterwards applied to the several 
gifta: and 27, 28.] to the speaking 
with tongues. «eire begins the construc- 
tion, but is not carried on, ver. 29, where 
xpopyra 8“ answers to it. 87.) xara 

Soo (scil. let it take place), by two (at each 
time, i. e. in one assembly : not more than 
two or three might speak with tongues af 
each meeting) or at the most three, and 
by turn (one after another, not together) : 

and not more than one) interpret (what 
is suid in the tougue). 28.] But if 
there be not an interpreter (Wieseler, in 
the Stud. und Krit. for 1838, p. 720, would 
render it, ‘if he be not an i ter,’ viz. 
himself. But this would exclude the pos- 
sibility of others interpreting, which we 
know from ch. xii. 10 might be the case. 
Aud thus the preceding els could hardly 
bear its proper meaning. Wieseler tries to 
make it mean ‘one at a time.’ Besides, 
the emphatic position of ў seems to require 
more stress than this sense would give, 
which would be better expressed by ёд» 5% 
dt epunveurhs u ;), let him (the speaker 
in a tongue, see reff.) be silent the 
church: but (as if orydr had been pd Aa- 
лєїтөә) let him speak for himself and for 
God: і. o. in private, with only himself and 
God to witness it. Ch каб davroy 
Аа Аай which Theophyl. enlarges to 
TovTéG Tw афофуті kal 3péua коб фаутбу: 
which does not seem to agree with Ae- 
Лето, the speaking being essential to the 
exercise of the gift. 29—393.] Simi- 
lar regulations for PROPHECY. ` — 29) 
84, transitional. Guo & тре, viz. at 
one assembling ;—not together; thin is 
plainly prohibited, ver. 80. There is no +d 
wAecoroyv as in the other case, because he 
does 55 wish to seem as if he were limit - 
ing this most edifying of the gifta. 
ol &AX o, scil. pra, —ог perbaps, any 
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>Staxpwétrwoav' 80 dày dé GAA °атокам›фӨў kaÜnuévo, vasis 
б пр®тос̧ * avyaTe. 31 dv, yap ° каб ёра mavres d ch. хі. 6,5 

ref. 

å grpodmrevew, tva 7rávres pavOdvwcw xai Távres * mapa- ` Sres. 
проти; Ре ра ch. xii. 10 f= 

каМмдәутаг 9? cal Srrvedpata "S7rpodyyróv *trpopyntats “®лто- „К. srie. 
tagcerat 383 ой ydp ёст 'dxatactacias б } 005, алла 
Jeipjvns, œs év таса таў * éxxdnotas TOV. \ауіор. 

Luke ii. 51. 
Rom. viii. 
7, Mal. 
1 Chron. 
xxix. 24. 

i Luke zzi. 9. 2 Cor. vl. 5. zji. 20. James iii. 16 only. Prov. * ?8. Tobit ir. 13 (not in N) only. (-Єтатос, 
Rom AY ames i. B. 33 reff. 

on] . 7 

avarpiyerοπτ. . DIF. 

1 Rom. l. J. Acts ix. 13 reff. 
Rom. xvi. 16. ch. vii. 17. 2 Cor. viii. 18. zi. 

30. om 3e D'(and lat] F[-gr G-lat] Orig-int,[: et гі Syr: quodsi volg F-lat] 
Ambrst. 
and then marked for erasure by Ni.) 

(xa in cabnnere is written over the lino, o x having beon first written, 

91. varres bef каб eva DF hi latt Syr arm: om rarres 17 Ambrst: єкасто 6. 67? : 
єкасто: varres 38. 72. 

82. for туєџџата, *vevya D F[-gr(and G-lat)] 1. 43. 52. 673. 213 [fuld] Syr [Epiph, } 
Thdrt Orig-int,[ -ed Did-int, Novat hr. Katha. 2a txt ABKLN rel vulg(and F- lat) вуг 
copt [arm | Orig, (and int) Epiph, Chr, 
(The plur was corrd to t 1 
rreunara was nob understood.) 

83. o Geos bef axaracracias А 57 Syr copt (Hip, 
e g k 47 (Chr, Euthal.ms Damasc].) 
2. 10. 89 vulg ((fuld demid harl tol :] not am) syr-w-ast [arm 
Chr-ms, Damasc. 

person possessing the gift of 3:axpices 
re und r, mentioned ch. xii. 10 in im- 
mediate connexion with xpognrela. Such 
would exercise that gift, to determine 
whether the spirit was of God : see ch. xii. 
3; 1 John ir. 1—3. 30.] But if 
а revelation shall have been made to 
another (prophet) while sitting by, let 
the first (who was prophesying) hold his 
peace (give place to the other: but clearly, 
not as ejected by the second in any dis- 
orderly manner: probably, by being made 
aware of it and ceasing his discourse). 
The rendering of Grot., al., ‘let Aim (the 
second) wait till the first has done speak- 
ing,’ q. d., ‘let the first have left off,’ is 
ungrammatical. See also vv. 28, 34. 

31, 33.] He shews that the ó 
wpéros ovydre is no impossibility, but in 
their power to put into effect. For ye 
have the power (the primary emphasis of 
the sentence is on Sórac6e, which is not 
merely permissive, as E. V., ‘ye may,’ but 
asserts the possession of the power ;—the 
secondary on xa va) eue by one all 
to prophesy (i. e. you have power to bring 
about this result—you can be silent if you 
please), in order that all may learn and 
all may be exhorted (or, comforted): 
32.) and (not, for: but a parallel assertion 
to the last, ‘ye have power, &c. and’) 
spirits of prophets (i. e. their own spirits, 
filled with the Holy Spirit: so Meyer, and 
rightly: not, as De Wette, the Spirit of 
God within each: and eo ver. 12: the 
inspired spirit being regarded as a 
wvevpa in a peculiar sense—from God, 

Euthal-ms] Thdrt-ms Damasc Thl (Ec Тег. 
he sing because, One 

vToTacgcorTa 12. 

irit inspiring ali the prophets, 

: om o F. (алла, so ABDN 
ins 8:8аско гои ch іу. 17) Fbo 

J Chr: ёгатассораи 
at en 

or otherwise. See the distinction plainly 
made 1 John iv. 2: v robræ yweonere 
то wrevpa TOU ÜcoU. way repa x. r. A. 
The omission of the art. generalizes the 
assertion, making it applicable to all 
genuine Christian prophets) are subject 
to prophets (i. e. to the men whose spirits 
they are. But very many Commentators, 
e.g. Theophyl. (alt.), Calvin, Estius, and 
more recently Bleek and Rückert, take 
wpodíres to signify other prophets— 
Tb Ii со: xdpiopa, ка) q; drépyeia той A 
со: vreüparos, bwordecera TË харїсмат: 
төс фтфроо ToU kwwÜérros eis Tb xpogn- 
sede (Theophyl). But the command 
$ wpéros ovydte would be superfluous, 
if his gift was in subjection to another). 

33.) Reason of the above reguia- 
tions. The premiss, that the church is 
God’s church, is suppressed. He is the 
God of peace, not confusion: therefore 
those assemblies which are His must be 
peacefully and orderly conducted. And 
this character of God is not one depen- 
dent for its truth on preconceived views 
of Him :—we have a proof of it wherever 
а church of the saints bas been gathered 
together. ‘In ail the churches of the 
saints, God is a God of peace: let Him 
not among you be supposed to be a God 
of confasion.’ i am compelled to 
depart from the majority of modern critics 
of note, e. g. Lachmann, Tischendorf (ed. 7 
[and 8]), Billrotb, Meyer, De Wette, and 
to adhere to the common arrangement 
of this latter clauso. My reason is, that 
taken as beginning the next paragraph, 
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m- & constr., 34 AC ur e ép та ékkXMnaíais *ovyadtwoay ov yap двох 
Acts xxvi. 1 ^ ^ Lu abe 
E Е E Err p erat айта Nadel, AAA *h u rordoceobbai, кабаҳ deter 

och ti MT rai o "рбдо$ №ує. 35 є O06 т. дабей› ӨёХоисир, ° cv Ur 
al. fr. Epp» P s Si, » 6 р 2 s 4 э ` , 
Rom. ke. OLA TOUS iious avdpas PémepoTrárogav *аітурду yap 

rem, dori quvawi Мале ёр exxdrnola. i аф оир о * Novos 
г Acts xi. 1 reff. ^ 
a = Rom. x. 18 TOU Е г беой e, ў * eis йдйў povous  катциттсєи ; 31 ei 

геп, ^ [4 э ‘Асат тис u доке ®ттрофтутту$ elvat ij " птуєуиатикос, " érrvyuweakéro 
u = ch. ili. 18 reff, v ch. ii. 15 reff. w constr., Acte Ш. 10. ir. 13. 2 Cor. i. 14. xiii. 5. 

Vv. 34, 35 are placed aft ver 40 in DF 93 fuld? Ambrst Sedul. 
94. rec aft уоуакез ins vue, with DFKL rel Syr syr-w-ob Chr, Thdrt (Ec Ambr, 

Ambrst Sedul: om ABN 17 vulg(and F-lat: cesírea is written over vuwr in the gr 
column) coptt sth arm Orig[-c,] Mcion-e, Dial, Nys, Damasc (Cypr) Pel. rec 
excretpawra: (‘the sense of the perfect, permissum est, was more familiar to the (rans- 
oribers. Meyer), with K rel syrr Mcion-e, Chr, Thdrt, ex:rerpexrra: L: txt ABDFN 
17 [latt coptt arm Orig-c, Euthal-ms] Mcion-e, Damasc [ Ambr, Ambrst ]. 
зо ABD'N [Mcion-e, Euthal-ms].) 

(4ле, 
* ўтотассєсдюсау АВМ 17 Syr coptt 

th Apo A arena Damasc: утотассєсда DFKL rel latt вуг arm Dial, Chr 
Thdrt ТЫ [Ambr Ambrst]. 

Nys,. (A! doubtful.) 

add rors аудрасту А. 
85. є: т: Be ai таа autem DF vulg Ambrst. 

Gedwow A 78 Damasc. 
гес *yvraibw (to agree with plurals preceding), with DFKLN® rel в 

pavOaverw AN! 17. 23-6. 31. 73 
om esti» B [ Euthal- ms]. 

Orig[-cj, Chr- 
mss, Thdrt Ambrst: txt ABN! 17 vulg(nnd F-lat: mulieribus is written over уйно 
in gr column) coptt th arm D Chr[-ed, (Euthal-ms)] Damasc Pel. 
exxAnoia bet AaAew, with D(F) 

L 49. 69. 106-8 D-lat syr Thdrt. 
36. xarnyr. bef povovs F[not F- lat] copt. 

Chr, (addg ravra). 87. єтгугүуоскеєто D: ‘уруоскето 

it is harsh beyond example, and super- 
fluous, as anticipating the reason about to 
be given ob уйр к.т.л. Besides which, 
it is more in accordance with St. Paul's 
style, to place the main subject of a new 
sentence first, see 1 Tim. ii. 8, 11, 12; 
and we have an example of reference to 
general osage coming in last, in aid of 
other considerations, ch. xi. 16: but it 
seems unnatural that it should be placed 
first in tbe very forefront of a matter on 
which he has so much to say. 34, 35. 
Regulation prohibiting women to spea 
publicly in the churoh, and ite grounds. 
If as... &ylev be placed at the begin- 
ning of this sentence, we must not, as 
Lachm. absurdly does, pat a comma be- 
fore тё» àyíer, which would throw the 
emphasis on it and disturb the sense: and 
which besides would then be expressed 
&ylov yuvaixes, or even ёуѓоу al yuvaixes, 
but certainly not тё» &ylwr al yuvaixes. 

] ФАА iworáccrtcÓa, scil. 
xeAetera: abrais. The same construction 
where a second verb must be supplied 
from the context, occurs 1 Тїш. iv. 8. 
So Soph. (Ed. e 236, Tbv Ex8p’ dwavdd 
TovToy..... fr elsBéxen0a: phre яроѕ- 
poverty Tiwa, wheiv 8° ёт olxey várras: 
Lucian, xdper ) ёт:окотодутез, line 40 
from beg., —оё dè ка) ar kaAóce: dvep- 
yei» тё ToU Ünrydrov Epya, ка) rà» ПлЛоб- 

Tec «> 

) 47 syrr Orig[-c], Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt 
Ambrst: txt АВМ m 17 vulg coptt eth Orig, Damasc @.—exxAnowus F not F. lat] 

roves à px (nusour. 
in Kühner, 5 852 k. — 
ref. Their speak ing in public would be 
of itself an act of independence; of teach- 
ing the assembly, and among others 
their own husbands. 25. This pro- 
hibite another kindred irregularity—their 
asking questions publicly. They might 
say in answer to the former orydtecar, 
* Bat if we do not understand any thing, 
are we not to ask?" The stress is on 
pabeiv. Wlove, confining them to 
their own husbands, to the exclusion of 

alex 

See other examples 
ó 

other men. See ref.: 
indecent, bringing deserved reproach. 

86-407 Grai CONCLU- 
SION : сови iness and absurdity of 
their pretending to originate customs us- 
known to other churches, as jf the word 
of God first went forth from them: and 
the enforcement of his apostolic authority. 
Then, a summary in a few words of 

of what he has said on the spiritual 
ge. and a repetition, in another form, of 
t £, ver. 26. a 
86.] I cannot agree with Meyer in refer- 
ring this only to the regulation concerning 
women which has preceded. It rather 
seems to refer to all the points of church 
custom which he has been noticing, and 
to be inseparably connected with what 
Кома: recoguition of Ais apostolic 
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й ypádo qui, “бт. курду dativ [éron] e dé таныс. 
х dyvoci, * ayvoeitw. 39 sre, адє\фо [pov], M e, (Rese? Cor 

A = h. .B 

TÒ * rpogytevery, кай To» rarely ui) eie 5 dv Pyuba- ! =." 
; d єў 28 i \ e AH fend a ch. zi. 4, 5. gas, 9 dra бе evo nh kai катй тафи yuéato. 78 27 

^ . mi, XV. l£Twopite дё ipiv, aðerpoi, тд evayyédov ô "EC 
е == a кіх. 

M. Luke zziii. 2 al. Exod. яхті. 6. 
ch. xii. 24. 

d Rom. ziii. 13. 1 Thess. iv. 12 only +. (-рер, 
i e Luke i. 5. Col. li. 5. Heb. v. 6, 10 & vi. 20 (from Ре. cix. 4), vii. 11, 

Ac. only. L. P. H. Job zzxviii. 12. i i 
тей. 2 Cor. viii. 1. 

f = ver. 26. ch. xvi. 14. g ch. xii. 3 

rec ins Tov bef короо, with ТЫ: om ABDFKLN rel Orig, Chr, Thdrt Damasc 
(Ec. for xupiov, 0cov А copt Orig,. гес «оч» erroa, with D19[-gr] KL rel 
vulg(and F-lat) syrr basm Chr Thdrt Ambrst-ms: erroAa: ести m: evroAn єттї Ni: 
cori, omg «xroAm, D'(and lat) F[-gr(and G-lat)] Orig,[-c,-](int, Hil, Ambrst-ed : 
«сту err ABN? 17 copt ath Aug,. 

88. for eyroerro, ayvoerra: D{-re) FGryr-) NI 17 Огір -с,(арру): simly coptt 
(engelbr)] and perhaps A!(w is written secunda manu, the original letter being erased) : 
ignoratur D-lat: igsorabitur vulg [ F-lat] G-lat Orig-int, [Ambr, Ambrst] : son cog- 
noscetur Hil,: txt А?В D?[.gr] KLR? rel syrr сор -wilk] sth arm Опа], Chr 
5 Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ес. (There appears no reason why the indic should 

e been а to the imperat ; but the form оў expra in ch viii. 2, 8 may perhaps 
have occasioned an alteration of the imperat into the indic, esp if, as Meyer supposes 
in writing ayrociTw ose, one w had dropped out, and left the last letter of ayvoer. to 
be supplied.) 

39. aft ade t ins доо AB! Ke N c g m о зугт copt Chr, Thdrt Damasc [nostri 
sth]: om B*(sic: see table) РЕК latt = arm Ambrst Pel. om 1st то F. 

om 2nd vo B 48. гес 'yAecaous bef un xoAvere, with DFKL rel latt syrr 
seth arm Chr, Thdrt Ambrst: txt ABPN m 17 [ Euthal-ms] Damasc.—rec om er (Лал. 
yA. being the more usual expra?), with A D*[-gr| KL( P]N rel vulg(and F-lat) syrr [arm 
Euthal-ms] Chr Thdrt Ambrst : ins B D! (and lat) F- gr] G. lat coptt. 

40. rec om 8е (because there appeared to be no contrast ?), with KL rel basm [Baa,] 
Orig-int, Ambr,: ins ABDFPN 17 a m vulg Syr copt arm Chr, [Euthal-ms Cyr, } 
Thdrt Damasc Pel Bede. 

Cuar. XV. 1. (aft yrepi(e №! has written а, but erased it.) 

orders, as those of God. 37.] wvev- 
parwós, one spiritually endowed: not 
uite as in ch. ii. 16. & vpe! 
e things which I am writing, viz. 

* these regulations which I am now mak- 
ing.’ kvpíov, emphatic: the Lord's 
(commandment): carrying His authority. 
No more direct assertion of inspiration can 
be uttered than this. Paul stamps here 
the seal of apostolic authority: and on 
that seal is necessarily Christ.” Meyer. 

38. dyvocite] implying both 
the hopelessness of reclaiming such an 
one, and the little concern which bis op- 
position gave the Apostle. The other 
reading, ёууоегтси, gives a passable sense 
— he is ignored, scil by God: cf. ch. 
viii. 2, 8; xiii. 12; Gal. iv. 9. 
39.] [nAotvre and ph keAvere express 
the different estimations in which he held 
the two gifts. 40.] 84, only pro- 
vided, that xara тёһу] 
i. е. in right time, and due rtion.— 
Meyer compares Jos. В. J. її. 8. 5, of the 
Кевепев : ofre xpavyh wore Tò» olro ore 
OdpuBos поліе, тёз Bè АаМма&з èv та & 
wapaxepovgw GAAhAos. See Stanley, 
edn. 2, pp. 293 f. 

CHAT. XV.] Or THE RESURBECTION 
OF THE DEAD; WHIOH SOME IN TRE 
CORINTHIAN CHURCH DENIED. For 
the enquiry, WHO they were that denied 
the Resurrection, see note on ver. 12. 
1—11.] The Apostle lays the founda- 
tion of his intended polemical argument 
іп the historical fact of the RESUBBEO- 
TION OP CHRIST. But he does not alto- 
gether assume this fact. He deals with its 
evidence, in relating minutely the various 
appearances of the Lord after His Resur- 
rection, to others, and to himself. Then, 
їп ver. 12, the proclamation of Christ’s 
Resurrection asthe great fact attending the 
preaching of the gospel, is set against the 
denial of the Resurrection by some of them, 
and it is subsequently shewn that the two 
hang together, so that they who denied the 
one must be prepared to deny the other; 
and the consequences of this latter denial 
are pointed out. But it by no means 
follows, as De W. (in part) and Meyer 
have assumed, that the impugners were 
not prepared to deny the Resurrection of 
Christ. The Apostle writes not only for 
them, but for the rest of the Corinthian 
believers, shewing them the historical cer- 
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h constr. асс. & һ 
TW Luke i. 

. И. 10. 
Acts xiii. 32 
xvii. 18). 
Cor. zi. 7. 

і = ch. хі. 
Gal. i, 9 

uim 
j John viii. 4. Rom. v. 2. 2 Cor. I. 21.) Col. Iv. 19. 

atur iv. 18. Isa. xlv. 20. lch. zi. 2 reff. 
mill. 4 re. 

q here only. see note. Gen. хххіі. 

evayyeAwapnyy D Orig-c. 
9. aft Ach ins xa О (ара ne 

ПРО? KOPIN@IOTS A. 

єйтуүүдлсарть due, Ô xai 'mapeXáBere, } ё» ф кай 
Jéaryxare, 2 $ оў kai * aceaÜe, тйл Ayo evNyyedica- 

л. um йр» ei ! waréxere, ™ éxrós n ei ui) “eich ° ётістейсате. 
ach 8 P ларёбока yap брі» d ép “проток д xai 'wapédaBor, 

о = TH хіх. 3. Rom. ill. 11. ch. Ш. 5. Epb. i. 

XV. 

k pres., Acte ii. 67. eh. I. 18. 2 Cor. il. 15. 1 Pet. 
m ch. хіт. 5. 1 Tim. v. 19 only. n Rom. 

13, р = ch. xi. 2 reff. 

for eornxare, ornxere[ statis] DIF latt copt Ambrst. 
quod et sermone Ambret. for є: катеҳетє, 

офеЛете karexew О (апі lat) F(not F-]lat lux Ambrst. 

tainty, and vital importance of Christ's 
Resurrection, and its inseparable connexion 
with the doctrine which they were now 
tempted to deny. 1, 2.] 84 transi- 
tional. not, as most, Com- 
mentators, aft. „ olo ӧёпошрәуђске, 
nor as Rück., I direct your attention to’ 
(both which meanings are inadmissible, 
from the usage of the word: see reff.),— 
but as E. V. I declare: i. e. ‘ declare 
anew ; not without some intimation of 
surprise and e to them. TÓ 
ebayy.] the (whole) Gospel: not morely 
the th and Resurrection of Christ, 
which were é» wpéras parts of it; the 
reproach still continues; q. d. * I am con- 
strained to begin again, and declare to you 
the whole gospel which I preached to 
you.’ cal wap.) The thrice re- 
peated xal indicates а climax :—which ye 
also received (see especially ref. John), in 
which moreover ye stand, by means of 
which ye are even being saved (in the 
course of salvation). tive AG.] if 
ye hold fast, with what discourse (not, 
as Moulton supposes me to interpret 
(in his Winer, Gr. Gr. p. 211, note 2,) 
= the discourse with which) I preached 
to you: the clause тім: Ady. being pre- 
fixed for emphasis’ sake. XG vos, of the 
import, not the grounds of his preaching : 
for of this he reminds them below, not of 
the arguments. Some Commentators take 
тїї Ady «.7.A. ав а mere epexegesis of 
єфаууёмо»,—' the gospel... , with what 
discourse I preached to you,’ as oldd се, 
vis «1. But as Meyer has remarked, in 
that case,—(1) od{ecGe and ei катёҳете 
being altogether severed from one another, 
el катёхете becomes the conditional clause 
to yropi(e биі», with which it has no 
logical connexion: (2) ei xaréyere would 
be inconsistent with d» ф xal ёстђкате, 
which would thus be an absolute assertion: 
(8) the words éxrds ei uh elxñ drier. would 
have to be referred as a second conditional 
clause to ei xaréyere (seo below). 
derdg el p «кў ёнкс.) The only chance, 
if you hold fast what I have taught you, of 
your missing salvation, is the hardly sup- 
posable one, that your faith is vain, and 

tho gospel a fable; seo ver. 14, of which 
this is an anticipation : —unless (perchance) 
ye believed (not as E. V. ‘ have believed,’ 
which confuecs the idea: it is, ‘became 
believers, sce reff.) in vain (eis rede, as 
ver. 14). So Chrys., who remarks: эф» 
pty br ran abró Quoi, треї» 854 
ка} BiaÜepuawópevos" уоруу Абд» Tj 
кефалӯ Bog ко) Adye: El 8 xpurris ойк 
éyfryeprat, x. r. A., ver. 14. Hom. xxxviii. 
p. 358. This explanation of the words 
appears to me the only tenable one. 
Meyer, and in the main De W., under- 
stand them of a vain and dead faith, 
which the Apostle will not suppose them 
to have. But surely if the previously ex- 
pressed condition of xaréxere were ful- 
filled, their faith could not be vain or dead; 
and again the aorist is against this inter- 
pretation: unless ye became believers in 
vain, not, ‘unless your faith has been a 
vain one.“ A atill further reason is, tho 
parallelism of cla} ёж:стеѓсате here and 
oSres ётотебсате, ver. 11: loading to the 
inference that єікӯў here relates, not to the 
subjective insufficiency of their faith, but 
to the (hypothetical) objective nullity of 
that on which their fuith was founded. 
(Ec., Theophyl., Theodoret, Luther, Calv., 
Estius, and De W. connect éxrds el uf (see 
above) as а second conditional clause to ei 
kaTéx ere, supplying between, karéxyere 80 
dr (Theophyl.): but this is arbitrary 
and unnntural. 8—11.] A detail of 
the great facts preached to them, centering 
in THE RESURRECTION OF CHRIST. 
8. ly третоц) in primis, with relation not 
to order of time (as Chrys.: ё ёрхӯз), 
but to importance (as Theophyl.: olore) yàp 
Өецёл:бз ёст: wdons тїз wíorews). So 
Plato, Rep. vii. 6, р. 522: rotrord коф» 
.. . . D ка} rayrl èr wpwros auen 
pavOdvery. ô xal oBov] viz. 
(see ch. xi. 23 and note) from the Lord 
himself, by special revelation. Before his 
conversion he may have known the bare 
fact of the death of Jesus, but the na- 
ture and reason of that Death he had to 
learn from revelation :—the Resurrection 
he regarded as a fable,—but revelation iv- 
formed him of its reality, and its accord- 

ABDFK 
LP ab 
e de g 
hklm 
o 17. 47 
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тў трітр " ката Tas * ypadds, 5 кай бте х On Куфа, celra 

Ezek. xlv. 22. 

Jsa. hii. 5. 
Dan. ix. 24. 
Zucu. xiii. T. 

тоф ёодєка. 6 errata - ain У éwdve тєутакосіок dd - Hf Acta 
фос + фата, é£ би * oi * rXeloves " uévovctw ° ws apts, "Sit nom 

кз. Acte il. 29. v. 6,9, 10 omly. Gen. ххШ . 4. v — Ma 

Mil. 9,10. Hosza чі. 3. Jon 

. Luke 
tt. х. 8. ziv. 3. xvi. 21 al. Isa. 

zzvi. 19. w Psa. хт. 10. Isa. 1. 17 (И. 1). see Matt. xii. 40. 
х Acts ii. 3 reff. 1 Thm. Ш. 16. in this ref., = vq or ‚ (Mk. xvi. 9—20) John. See Stanley. 
у = Mark xiv. 5 only. Exod. xxx. 14 al. elsw. of place or ity. бее Winer, edn. 6, à 37. . 
1 = here oe vi. 10. Heb. vii. 37. іх. 12. x. 10) only ¢. ach. Lx. 19 reff, b = Joha 

xxi. 32, 33. Phil. 1. 36. € ch. lv. 13 reff. 

4. rec ry Tprrn пи. (see Matt xvi. 21; xvii. 29. Here ту ny. ту тр. is solemn and 
emphatic), with FKLP rel vulg 8 basm goth Mcion- Dial, Eus, [Cyr-jer,] Chr, 
Thdrt [Arche], Damasc] Iren-int, Tert,: txt ABDN m 17 вуг copt Cyr-jer, Cyr[-p, 
Euthal-ms] Hil,. 

5. екета AN m 17 Eus, Cyr-jer, Chr, [Euthal-ms Hesych,]: xa: uera ravra DIF 
am goth [(Syr arm)]. 
mg goth arm-usc [ Eus. 

6. rec vA «ovs, with 
Eus, Cyr[(varies) Eutbal-ms]. 

ance with prophecy. On the following 
clauses, *the earliest known specimen of 
what may be termed the creed of the early 
Church, see Stanley's notes, and [his] dis- 
sertation at the end of the section. 
dap T. dp. ўр.) ON BEHALF OF OUR SINS: 
viz. to atone for them. Meyer makes the 
important remark, that this use of úrép 
with T&v duaprisv ўи. shews, that when 
Paul uses it in speaking of Christ's suffer- 
ings with $pev only, he does not mean by 
it ‘loco nostri He also quotes from Butt- 
mann (Index to Meidias, p. 188), on the 
distinction between /xép and rel: id 
unum interest, quod wepi usu frequentis- 
simo teritur, multo rarius usurpatur úrép, 
quod ipsum discrimen inter Lat. prsp. 
de et super locam obtinet." It may 
be noticed, that in 8 Kings xvi. 19, where 
it is said that Zimri redn бёр тфу 
&gapriG» abrod dw ёкоітсер, it is for his 
own sins, as their punishment, that he 
died. So that бтр may bear the meaning 
that Christ's death was the punishment of 
the sins of that our nature which he took 
upon Him. But its undoubtedly iuclusive 
vicarious import in other passages where 
rèp до» and the like occur, seems to 
rule it to have that sense here also. 
кета tas yp.] This applies to Christ's 
Death, Burial, and Resurrection on the 
third day : sce тей. 4. prot 
the perfect marks the continuation of the 
state thus begun, or of its consequences: 
so Herod. vii. 8, àAA' db uè» rereAcdrnxe, 
wal ойк éteyéreró of ripwphoacbar: вее 
Kühner, § 441. 6. 5.] That the fol- 
lowing appearances are related in chrono- 
logical order, is evident from the use of the 
definite adverbe of sequence, єЇта, ётета, 
ёсхатоу d drr. See examples in 
Wetstein. Wieseler, Chron. Synops. der 

for Zoe ra, erde xa DIF nonnulli-codices-in-Aug latt syr- 
Archel, Damasc Phot [Ambrat] Jer. 
LP rel Eus, Chr, Thdrt Damasc: txt ABDFN k m 17 Orig, 

vier Evy. pp. 420 f., attempts to disprove 
this, but certainly does not succeed in get- 
ting over foyarov derer, ver. 8. 
reve Kyte) Sec Luke xxiv. 34. 
TOig BéO«a| used here popularly, as 
decemviri, and other like expressions, al- 
though the number was not full. The 
occasion referred to scems to be that in 
John xx. 19 fl.; Luke xxiv. 36 ff. Clearly 
we must not with Chrys., su Mat- 
thias to be included as possibly having 
seen Him after His ascension: for the 
appearance is evidently one and the same. 

6. ] He drops the construction with 
zr, dependent on wapé8exa, and pro- 
ceeds in a direct narration. But evidently 
the sense of the former construction con- 
tinues: he is relating what he had re- 
ceived and preached to them. 
ётбую wevrax, åB. r.] From Matt. 
xxviii. 17, it appears (see note there) that 
others besides the eleven witnessed the 
appearance on the mountain in Galilee. 
But we cannot say that it is the appearance 
here referred to:—nor indeed is it likely 
that so mauy as DOO believers in Jesus 
would have been gathered together in Gali- 
lee: both from its position in the list, and 
from the number who witnessed it, this 
appearance would seem rather to have 
taken place аё Jerusalem, and before the 
dispersion of the multitudes who had as. 
sembled at the passover : for we fiud that 
tbe church of Jerusalem itself ( Acts i. 16) 
subsequently contained only 120 persons. 

raf] not here in its commoner 
meaning of once for all, but at once, 
at one and the same time; as Theodoret, 
ob каб’ éra, GAA’ Spot яси. 
pévovow] survive; вее reff. The circum. 
stance of most of them remaining alive is 
mentioned apparently by way of strength- 
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1 

: and note. s" ©Аауното$ TÀV dTocTÓNow' $$ ойк eiu 'ixavos karcioha: 

Jo Ant ii. d ro, Store I «бора тўи Б гаган TOU * eov 
10 арт, 8 Ücob cipi б eip, kai ў 'ydpis avro ij eis é 

имеш M. 2 Cor. iii. 8. = iv. 10. constr., үш. ii. 2. j= Matt. 
Ps. vii, I. 2 Macc. k ch. i. 2 reff. 1 Pet. i. 10. 

DO 
h Б. realy 
Job iii. 16, 
Eccles. vi. 3 0 

v. 10, II al. гч 

aft бє ins ef avro» К. om xa: (mot perceiving its force or confusion from e xas 
11 Al( perhaps) BDI FNI latt вуг “сор goth arm [Ambrst Aug, ]: ius А? D-gr) 
KLPN* mel (Syr) wth Orig, Archel, Eus, Chr ( Cyr-p, Euthal-ms) Thüdrt Damasc. 

T. for Ist poa ета D copt [Суту]: txt ABFKLPN 17 rel Orig, [Eus ipid. 
Суг-јег, Chr Dam rec (for 2nd erea) um - HEN rel Chr, Thd 
txt AFKNi a ce g z 17 Orig g E hg (Cyr, Euthal-ms] Da 

8. rey (for -re “) Di om то F lect-19 мын. xar био F. 
10. om 2nd 7 DIF, gratia ejus in me latt lat-ff. 

ening the evidence: q. d. aud can attest 
it, if ше > hardly for the reason 

Stanley, that the dead among 
them кош have been worse off even 
than others, if there were no resurrection, 
having been “ tantalised by the glimpse of 
another world in i vision of their risen 
Lord.” Ian Ве] Probably, 
from no дый epithet being added, 
the celebrated James, the brother of the 
Lord: see Gal. i. 19. So Chrys: ёро} 
доке, тё AN, T$ lavro), p. 855. See 
notes on ch. ix. 6, Matt. xiii. 56, and the 
Prolegg. to the E pistle of James. Оп 
Wieseler's view that this isthe appearance 
on the road to Emmaus, see note on Luke 
xxiv. 18. This a ce cannot how- 
ever be identical with that traditional one 
quoted by Jerome (from the Gospel ac- 
cording to the Hebrews), Catal. Script. 
Eccles. ii. vol. ii. p. 881 f.: “ Juraverat 
enim Jacobus, se non comesturum panem 
ab illa hora qua biberat calicem Domini, 
donec videret eum resurgentem a mortuis.” 
This would imply that the appearance was 
very soon after the Resurrection, and be- 
fore any of those to large collections of be. 
lievers, in which James would naturally 
be present. фтост. wagw] This is 
decisive for the much wider uso of the term 
àrócToAos than as applying to the Twelve 
only: and а strong presumption that 
James, just mentioned, and evidently here 
and Gal. i. 19, included among the àsó- 
oroAo:, was not one of the Twelve. Chrys. 
(ubi supra) extends the term to the Seventy 
of Luke x. and others: foa» yàp ка) 
BAA . és of EB80uhnorra. 
ы ge t last of all (not masc., as Meyer, 

refers it to 7 àrocTóAur,—for 
others than the Apostles have already been 
mentioned,—but newt., as in ref. and in 
ihe expression — ur (Plato, 
Protag. p. 380)), as to the abortively 

born (тф out Pei "рен аз а 
family, an hime? as 4 abortion among 
them, —the one whose 8 to the rest 
in point of worthiness, was as that of the 
immature and deformed child to the rest 
of the family. That this is the meaning is 
evident from ver. 9, which drops the figure. 
On #ктрера, вее examples in Wetstein. 
It is not, as rwes in Theophyl., rd бетере» 
Terrnna, ‘a weakling chs of old age.’ 
The grammarians find fault with the term, 
and prefer Au BAH or & dBA: but 
it occurs in Aristotle, de generatione ani- 
malium, iv. 5, —ob 8évara: телеобу, AAA 
pori yin хтели той; K&- 
Aoupévots The suggestion 
of Valcknaer, Т that тф is тө for ru, is 
equally inconsistent with usage and the 
sense of the passage), He appeared to me 
also: viz. on the road fo Damascus. This, 
and this only, can here be meant; as he is 
speaking, not ofa succession of visions, but 
of some one definite apparition. 
9, 10.] Digressive, explanatory of ёктреф- 
леи. rie N 

no ot ‘uf qui: assigns 
the reason. txa seo reff. 
каћесдал] to bear the honourable name 
of an Apostle.’ 10. хёр. 5 (ov) 
* With the humiliating conviction of his 
own unworthiness is united the conscious- 
ness of that higher Power which worked on 
and in him,—and this introduces bis chas- 
tened self-consciousness of the extent, and 
success of his a De 
Wette. The position of x 
the repetition of 4 хар 
shew the emphatic 8 which he 
assigns to the divine Grace. chore viz. 
in my office and ite results. The chu a 
admirably connected this 
for the llth Sunday cher ‘trinity, wit with 
that other speech of a Pharisee, Luke xviii. 
11.— beds, ebxapirrà то: ӛт: офк elul &s- 
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ii. 

"éxoTíacG, OUK 4% de, dd fj yapis тоў беоб dedi bre 
2 7 

Epok 

12. Phil. ü. 16. P». сххті. 1. 
Matt. iii. 1, and passim. ке. хххИи. б. 

«МАН; xvii. 9. 

for ov ken eyernOn, Tex» ovk 
D- lat G- lat [Am 
avrey Ю!-дт varrer bef avrwy a. 
so ABD!N 17.) 

11 ете оду Gym 9 єїтє ёкєірог, obras * кэрт торе, | 
каў odr ere) e. 1? ei dé 'ypiotòs * ктріссетаг 2 ч A 
" уєкрдр бть "* ёутрүєртаг, " was Aéyovauw év Оці» Teves дт! 

s Matt. xiv. 3 al. not in Mk., who bas ёк v. áracT., (wy. ard v 
i. 22. zii. I, 9, 1T. xxi. M. Jets il. 150%. Paul, 
а w = Rom. vi.2. Gal. ii. 14. 

eyerntón Di: 
brst] (not Joa. Avg,: ogena [Ambr,: simly goth ]). 

axarrer (but а ersed) K. 

me жк. 

Mark 
Heb. 

vi. 17. vii. 15. 
© Matt. vi. 28. 

Acts хх. 30. 
Rom. xvi. 6 

ra 
t eee Acts тШ. 5 reff. 

vi. 14.) Lake iz. 7. John 
Heb. xi. 19. 1 Pet. i. 21. т = ver. ; possim. 

wrexn ov yeyorey F: pauper(a) non fuil 
om 

^os (алла, 
rec ins » bef ev» (see mote), with A S MES 

KLPN? rel sah th arm ( Bas, Раја Chr EP Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Damasc, 
(Ec Orig-int, Jertaj: om BD!FN latt goth Orig(gr and int,) | Ambrst]. 

11. for ovy, 8е autem D'F goth Iren-int,: enim vulg Tert,. ie rev Ni. 

12. *rec бте Єк рєкрФр, with AB D3(-gr] KLPN rel Iren(gr and int) Chr, 
Thdrt (Cyr, Euthal-ms Damasc T 
F. lat): ex verpur or: Di- 105 0 
DFEL rel goth arm Epip 

жер ol Хоско) тё» дуӨрётер : seo note there. 
A els ёр] which was (manifested) 

towards me : ур wart Мр 18. 
ud opposed to ке ёү.,—' у те y 
God's grace’ being understood after àAA 
as afterwards explained. 5 
pov] adverbial, as in reff.: or perhaps 
neut. accus. governed by ёкож(аса. 
ard Tárvrev]| either, ‘thas алу of 
them,’ or ‘than all,’ scil. together. 
Meyer prefers the tter, on account of 
то ёж. rate, er e But it iier 
ш mss and introduces an elemeut 
pada x exaggeration. dc 

en т hie кро apostolic work, in all its 
d see reff., y Phil. 
ox 4] tory, to avoid misap- 
prehension : it had been implied (see above) 
in the àAAd :—not I, however, but the 
Grace of God with me (see var. readd.): 
scil. dxoslagey k. T. X. That is— 
Grace of God worked with him in so over - 
whelming a measure, com to his own 
working, that it was no the work 
of himself but of divine Grace. Augus- 
tine, de Grat. et Lib. Arb. § 5 (12), vol. 
X. р. 889, hardly expresses this: “Non 
ego autem, i.e. non solus, sed gratia Dei 
mecum: ac per hoc nec gratia E Dei sola, 
nec ipse solus, sed gratia Dei cum illo: S 
for he overlooks the entire preponderance 
of Grace, which Paul amerta, o even to the 
exclusion of his own action in the matter. 
The right view of this preponderance of 
Grace prevents the misunderstanding of 
the words which has led to the insertion 
of the article, 4 vb» ёро, whereby Grace 
becomes absolutely the sole agent, which 
is con to fact. On the of 
the human will with divine Grace, but in 

Ambrst : quod resurrexit a mortuis] vulg(and 
Jat) F[-gr] G-lat Orig, 

Chr, Thdrt Ambrst Promiss,: 
[coptt ] Terb: txt ABB a 17 syrr Orig. ([-c, l- int) Chr, [ 

rec reves bef ev vn, with 
idam dicunt in vobis latt 
r-p, Euthal-ms] Damasc. 

subordination, see Matt. x. 20; 2 Cor. v. 
20; vi. 1, and ch. iii. 9, note. 11.] 
He resumes the subject after the digression 
respecting himself: —it matters not whe- 
ther it were I or they (the other Apostles) 
sven is the purport of our preaching— 
SUCH was your belief : ober, after 
this manner, viz. that Christ died, was 
buried, and rose again, as vv. 3, 4. 
12—19.] О» the fact of Christ's Resur- 
rection, announced in Ms ing, and 
confessed in their belief, he grounds (nega- 
ee) the truth of the general Resurrec- 

the latter 

S the Corinthian church. 
to Ше whole question, and is opposed to 
obres yp. and обт. ётіст. of the fore- 

g verse The position of xpwrrós 
the verb gives it the leading 

emphasis, as an example of that which is 
denied by some among you: But if 
Снввт is preached [not subjunctive, be 
preached : he is arguing from a matter of 
fact, not from а mere ћур 1 that He 
is risen from the dead (if an instance of 
such resurrection is a fact announced in 
our hing), how say some among you 
(how comes it to pass that some say) that 
а resurrection of the dead does not exist 
(ойк ёст. ав ver. 18)? If the species bo 
conceded, how is it that some among you 
deny the Twes] It is an in- 

estion, WHO these res were ; 
and one which сап only be answered by 
the indications which the argument in 
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z Matt xxi. *avaoTacis *vexpüy ойк ESTI ; 19 ef be х арастасіс ve ABDFK 
31 only in ^ LPN ab 
корр. Acts кобу ойк ёстір, Ode pua TOs У éyreyeprau 14 el 82 ypiaTós cae fe 
Paul, Rom. i 

see Acts iv. 2 
гей. x. 41 reff. 

b Rom. xvi. 25 reff. 
19. -рќа, Matt. zv. 19.) 

y ver. 4. 
c = ch. iv. 2 гей. 

а 2 Cor. v. 16. Gal. iti. 29. aee Rom. vii. 3, 25. 
d Matt. xxvi. 60 only t. see Acte vi. 13. (-peiy, Mark x. 

13. om « бе to «cri» (homaotel) E Ri(ins N-corr!) a d 17 (Cyr, ].—for ei, ea» F. 
14. om е to єуту. (homootel) D! 

Pa) Thdrt Damase Jac-nisib 

and lat ]. 
with BLN? rel [vulg F- lat syrr coptt sth arm 

[ Iren-int, 
жол 

ert, к еси ins AD d ТЕРИ! d Cyr- 
(o f? l m 17. 47 G-lat basm goth bial, {Euthal-ms] Œc. (D- lat [ Iren-int ] lat-ff express 
neither xa: nor ара.) rec aft xen ins 8e, with D5[-gr] KL [47(sic) ] rel (am) syr 
Ps-Ign, Chr, Thdrt ТЫ Œc: om ABD!FPN a! m 17 latt [Syr goth sth arm] coptt 
Cyr-jer, Dial, (Cyr, Euthal-ms] Damasc [Tren-int, Tert, Ambrst . quor BD! [17] 
6173. 73. 91. 106 sah goth Ps-Ign-2-mss Dial, Cyr-jer [Cyr-p,] (Ес Ruf, Arnob 

15. om ка D! goth arm Tert,. 

this chapter furnishes. (1) Were they 
Sadducees? If so, the Apostle would 
hardly have begun his argument with the 
fact of the Resurrection of Jesus. And yet 
we must remember that he is arguing not 
with the deniers, but with those who being 
as yet sound, were liable to be misled by 
them. But the opposition between Sad- 
duceism and Christianity was so complete, 
that we have little reason to think that any 
leaven of the Sadducees ever found its way 
into the church. (2) Were they Epi- 
cureans ? Probably not, for two reasons: 
(a) the Epicurean maxim, ** Let us eat and 
drink," &., is represented as a legitimate 
consequence of adopting their denial of the 
resurrection, not as an accompaniment of, 
much less as the ground of it: and (8) bad 
the Epicurean element entered to any 
extent into the Corinthian church, we 
certainly should have had more notice 
of its exceedingly antichristian tenets. 
It is possible that the deniers may have 
been, or been in danger of being, cor- 
rupted by mixture with Epicureans with- 
out, from the warning of ver. 33. (3) 
Were they Jews? If not Sadducees, 
hardly Jews at all, or Judaizers: a strong 
tenet of Pharisaism was this very one of 
the Resurrection, see Acts xxiii. 6: and 
we know of no tendency of Essenism which 
should produce such a denial. (4) They 
must then have been Gentile believers, 
inheriting the unwillingness of the Greek 
mind to receive that of which a full account 
could not be given, see vv. 35, 36: and 
probably of a philosophical and cavilling 
turn. Meyer argues, from the antimate- 
rialistic turn of the Apostle’s counter-argu- 
ments, vv. 36 ff.,—that the objections were 
antimaterialistic also: De W. infers the 
very opposite, which certainly seems to me 
more probable. No trace whatever is 
found in the argument of an allegorizing 
character in the opponents, as was that of 

Hymenæus and Philetus, who maintained 
that the resurrection was past already, 
2 Tim. її. 17, 18,—as Olsh. after Grot. sup- 
poses. Whether the Apostle regarded 
tlie resurrection of the body as inseparably 
bound up with a future existence of the 
soul, does not very clearly appear in this 
chapter. From the use of the word àr- 
&Лоуто, ver. 18, which must refer, not to 
annihilation, but to perdition, it would 
seem that he admitted an independent ex- 
istence of the soul ; as also from Phil. i. 23. 
But from ver. 82, ei vexpol ойк é*yelporra:, 
фбүюреу к. mone», abpior yàp ётобућ- 
скоцеу, it would seem that the Apostle re- 
garded the denial of the resurrection as in- 
volving that of the future state and judg- 
ment. On the question, to which of the 
(supposed) Corinthian parties the oppo- 
nents belonged, I have nothing to вау, not 
recognizing the divisions into the Pauline, 
Apollonian, Petrine, and Christine parties 
as having any historical foundation; see 
note on ch. i. 13. 18.] 84 is the but 
argumentandi, frequent in mathematical 
demonstrations. фу. vex. обк ёл 
the words (оёк) of the deniers. 
xpwrr. 'yfryepras ] This inference depends, 
as Grot. observes, on the maxim, Sublato 
geuere tollitur et species ;" the Hesurrec- 
tion of Christ being an instance of the 
rule, that dead mex rise; inasmuch as 
He is man. This is enlarged on, vv. 
20—22. 14.) Bé, again introducing 
а new inference. оок iy.] Again 
repeating and using as matter of fact 
(офк) the inference of the last verse; 
q.d. ef B& xp. obdx-dytryepras. 
cer] idle, empty, without result:“ 
placed first for emphasis. бра] then: 
‘rebus ita comparatis (Meyer). 
cal] also, q. d. If Christ's Resurree- 
tion be gone, then also our faith is gone.” 
Without the copula 34, the clause is much 
more forcible:—-idle also is our preach- 

. i. 3 у dans z М aA M ` b t€ ^ hkl 
‘there ae, ОЙК Y бүзуүєрта, *Kevov dpa Kai тб кђроүџа ўр», о 

" 5 evi кай ў тісті tpav' 15 ° єўрскореда $ raè a yevdo- 
х тег. 10. 

17. 47 
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paprupes той бєоў, бт. ehe, a ката той Өєод «ains, 
xxii. 11 al. бт, 7 yyeiper Tov ypiotov, ðv ойк У%уүєрєр є enep dpa : Marre ony. 
x 

vexpoi ойк Yéyelpovtar. 16 eè yàp уєкрої ойк Y ёуєіроу- 
3 X ` у 2 4 " 

Tat, ovdé ypioros I ёүзүүєрта 
y $ , h í / e A ёт 2 A 1 , ^ éyipreprat, " partala т) mistis йдфь, ёта dotè ‘ev rats 
lápapríaus Ор" 18 dpa кай ot * kouwÜévres ! dv pia TQ 

19 ej. év TH gi Taúry ° èv Хрютф ® - m qr INOvro. 

17 ej $\ уротдс̧ ойк 

кет’ avrov. 

кбтє$ % ётиё> povov, " éeetwórepo, TavTwy avOpwrey ётдёу. € T үш. 
1 

h ch. iii. 20 гей. 
iv. 16. Rev. xiv. 13, 
lii, 10, from Ps. xxxiii. 12. 
45. 2 Cor. i. 10. 1 Tun. iv. 10. v. 5. vi. 17 only. 
lii. 17 only Т. compar., ch. ziii. 13 reff. 

aft xpio ro ins avrov N!(N9 disapproving). 
sali goth [Thdrt] Iren-int, (Tert, Archel, Ambrst ]. 

P am(with fuld). 
17. aft vuwr ins єттї” BD! (vss (not arm)). 
16. om є: to eye:p. (hkomootel) 

i John viii. 24 his. ix. 34. 
et. ii. 3. 

k = ch. vil. 39 reff. ] = 1 Thess. 
Rom. xiv. 15 reff. n = Phil. i. 20. Jamesiv. 16. 1 Pet. 

o 4 Kings xviii. 5, see Eph. i. 12. p perf., John v. 
q constr., Acts xxv. 10 reff. r Rev. 

om etrep to eyerpovra: D 48 hari! Syr 
ins ot bef vexpo: Е. 

ins o bef xp. P. 
ins xai bef er: AN! Syr sah eth 

[eopt(etiam) goth(Tischdf) arm-usc Euthal-ms] Damasc: [adhuc enim] Orig[-int, 
Ambrst ]. 

19. rec nAmikores che bef ev xpiorw, with D[-gr] KLP rel [syrr coptt sth arm] 
Orig, Chr, Thdrt (Ec: txt ABD'FN m 17 latt goth (Orig)[-c,] 

2nd «aer bef ауто» ay0powor D latt[ (not G-lat Ambr, Ambrst. 
ron, (Th!) Iren-int, 
) Syr arm] goth 

Orig[-c,(txt,) Ambr, Ambrst]: omnibus sumus hominibus Iren-int. 

ing, idle also is your faith. Thus «al 
both times refers to the hypothesis, el xp. 
ойк évyfry. 15.) Not to be joined 
with the former verse, as Lachm., al., and 
Meyer: for it does not depend on ei 82 
хр. x. r. A., but hus its reason given below. 

82 xal, moreover. evs. 
Tov 0.] false witnesses concerning God 
(gen. obj.), not ‘belonging to God’ (gen. 
subj.), as Billroth: and false witnesses, 
as beariny false testimony (see below), 
not, as Knapp, as pretending to be wit- 
nesses, and not being :—there is no such 
distinction as Müller attempts to lay down 
(Diss. Exeget. de loco Paul. 1 Cor. xv. 
12—19, cited by De Wette) between ver- 
Seis ndprvpes, qui falsum testimonium di- 
cunt,’ and pevSoudprupes, ‘qui mentiuntur 
se ease testes : sce reff., and compare (De 
Wette) pevdo8i8donaros, Pevdoxarfryopos. 

катё Tov Өво® ] not, as commonly, and 
even Meyer, against God ? but as E. V., 
of, or concerning God: sce, besides ref., 
Plut. de Liberis Educandis, S 4:— xarà 
Tay TEexvav к. T&v emaTnpar Adyew ció- 
bauer, тайтду ка) катӣ THs peris par do 
darti». (s «is thy warreAT) Sixatonpoylay 
pla Bei av»bpaueiry, фбс, к. Adyor, к. 
t6os. «Uxep Apa] If in reality, as 
they assert, ., compare Plato, Protag. 
р. 319 (5 27), 4 калб», hy &' d, тёхулда 
Epa xdxrycat, eUrep xd r, and see Har- 
tung, Partikellchre, i. 343. 18.] Re- 
petition of tbe inference in ver. 18, ſor 
precision's sake. 17, 18.) Repetition 
of the consequence already mentioned in 
ver. 14, but fuller, and with more refer- 

ence to its present and future calamitous 
resulta. 17. parata | from даттуу, 
and thus more directly pointing at the 
Frustration of all on which faith relies 
as accomplished,—e. g. the removal of the 
guilt and power of sin;—and of all to 
which hope looks forward, e. g. bliss after 
death for those who die in Christ. This 
is во, because Christ’s Resurrection ac- 
complished our justification (Rom. iv. 
25), and, through justification, our future 
bliss, even in the disembodied state (for 
that seems Aere to be trented of). 18. 
бра ral] then also. ol кош.] those 
who fell asleep in Christ, perished (i. e. 
passed into misery in Hades). He uses 
the aorists, speaking of the act of death, 
not of the continuing state: the act 
of falling asleep in Christ was to them 
ÅTÓA EA. „ in communion with, 
membership of Christ. Ou rote 
Meyer quotes a beautiful sentence from 
Photius (Quast. Amphiloch. 168 (al. 
187 or 197), vol. i. p. 861, Migne): éxl 
niv обу ToU xpi ToU Odvaroy кале, Iva тд 
wáÜos miotéonras ёк) 8 ur короле, 
Tra thy OSdeny парацобђаттаи. vba uiv 
yàp vapexápnoer ў dydoracis, 0afpàr ra- 
Aet Өбуатоу. Tx Bà dp dAvlow Eri net, 
xolunow Ke. 19.] Assuming this 
dre of the dead in Christ, the state 
of Christians is indeed miserable. It has 
perhaps not been enough seen that there 
are here two emphases, and that uórvor be- 
longs to the aggregate of both. According 
to the ordinary interpretation, If in thts 
life only we have hope in Christ... , it 
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each. x13. 20 * pupi 08 „Христо t Sera *ёк vexpov, " атару) TOP ABDFK 
5 * кєкоцл]нё&уш». 21 ' ётедђ) yàp ёг &vÜparrov [9] Üdvaros, г fur T 
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x ду тф Add тарте$ алобуђскоиси», or xai e Té w ver. num. 
к =: Acts 
ch. iv 
14 Ус от. 
1 . 1. 1 
Gal. i 17. Eph. i 4. iiL 11. 

20. for yvr, vv» F Dial, 

Dat [Chr 
21. Bia twice) F. 

"ч. » Хригтф таутеў У Cworrombyjcovras. 
y Rom. iv. 17 reff. 

ins rey bef ve 
end adds eyerero (supplemental loss), with D?[-gr] 

33 4кастос &è év TO 

F Damasc-comm. 
KL rel syrr goth Thdrt rds 

yevoueros 80: om ABD!FPN 17 latt coptt [sth] arm Orig[,-c, (and int) 
Euthal-ms] нети! Hil, [Ambrst}. 

o (bef 6avaros) ABD!KN 17(appy) aid mort | Ath, 
Ps-Ath, [ [Cyr-Ps 5 arias (арру to conform to aramr. below 
prob t Meyer that it has been introd Rom v. 12 
D? өр Tel ( Orig el Eus, [Did, D. 1 Cyr-jer, Chr, Thdrt Eather,. ( 
Eus Суг-јег Chr at jer, have n ағаст. 

23. 3e is written over the line by Ni [om 

would be implied that in reality we shall 
have hope in Christ in another state also, 
which would not agree with the perfect 
hawudres écuér. The right arrangement 
of the Greek gives the key to the sentence: 
el (и тӯ (оў табтр iv xpert #Аликфтєз 
ёсрёу) uóror,—'if all we have done is 
merely having hoped in Christ in this life,’ 
* if it is there to end, and that hope have no 
result The . М\жъкбтез ёсу. 
implies the endurance of the ho through 
our lives, мау. бут.) We are 
most to be pitied (most miserable) of all 
men; viz. because they, all other men, live 
at ease,—we on the contrary are ever ex- 
posed to danger and death: because our 
hope is more intense than that of all others, 
and leads us to forego more: and to be 
disappointed in it, would be the height of 
misery. 90—98. J Reassertion of 
the truth that Christ 18 RISEN from the 
dead,—and prophetic exposition of the 
consequences of that great event. 
90.) land ‘as rn now stand:“ 
reff. [and note. кє 
as) (the) first-frnit of "thom Bad dee 
anarthrous, because  categorematical). 
or the construction Meyer compares Eur. 

Ог. 1098: ‘EAdvyy xrdvwuer, Meverdy 
Ari sixpd». The sense is, ‘Christ, in 
rising from the dead, is but the firstling 
or earnest of the resurrection of the whole 
number of those that sleep. There does 
not appear to be any intended reference to 
the legal ordinance of the first-fruits (Lev. 
xxiii. 10, 11): but however general the 
application of the analogy may be, it can 
hardly fail to have been suggested to the 
mind f а Jew by the Levitical ordinances, 
especially as our Lord rose on the very 
morrow after the Paschal Sabbath, when 
(1. c.) the first-fruits were offered. — тё» 
exouimpévuv, from the logical connexion, 
should mean, not the dead in Christ, but 
all the dead ; see next verse: but it ia 

i(-ina,)]. 
the Christian dead who are before the 
Apostle’s mind, when he calls our risen 
Lord &wapxh тё» кек. 21.) Мак 
the bringer-in both of death and life: 
explanation (not proof) of Christ 
the dwapxh т. xexom.: and (1) in that 
He is Man: it being necessary that the 
first-frnit should be аг the lump. The 
verity lying at the root of this verse is, 
on MAN ONLY can general effects 

ding the whole kuman race be in- 
8. are mou, sc. doris. 

23.) (2) In that He is (and here 
e being the of Life 
5 and the second and 

Ais Head of our nature, is ec) 
to us the bringer-in of Lir, as Adam 
was the bringer-in of DEATH. iv T$ 
'AB., iv N piorę] in community with, 
as ers in a common nature with, 
Adam and Christ: who are respectively 
the sources, fo the whole of that salore 
(rárres), of death, and life, i.e. (here) 
гусса ар and rescue from phy 

ractice of Paul to insulate 
the objects rel; his present attention from 
all ulterior considerations, must be care- 
fally here borne in mind. The antithesis 
cir ly between the bringing in of death 

Adm, and of life (its opposite) ey 
С t. No consequence, whether on the 
side of death or of life, is b 6 into con- 
sideration. That death physical involved 
death eternal—that life eternal (in ite 
only worthy sense) involves bliss eternal, 
is not so much as thought of, while the 
two great opposites, Death and Life, are 
under consideration: This has been missed 
by many Interpreters, and the reasoning 

et (оня But the ancients, Chrys., 
— I., Theodoret, (Ecum., and Olah., 

ей, and Meyer, keep to the waiver- 
sal reference. Theophylact’s note is clear 
and striking: airlay трогтібус: 3 $s wee 
тойта тй elpnpdva’ Ве ydp, noir, abrir 
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toto *тауцат“ “arapyn yploTos, ETETA * oi TOU YPLTTOD : here onl ир * таур PX) Хрістоѕ, ХР 1 Kings |v. 10. 
b éy TH 

Rom. xvi. 10, 11. ch. i. 11. 
xziv. 3, &c. 

e — Matt. zi. 27. 

rec om Tov (bef xpusTov) (by a mistake appy). 

b - 1 Thea. li. 19. iii. 13. v. 23. 1 John ii. 28. 
James v. 7, 8 al. (ch. xri. 17 reff.) d 

ins oi bef ev тэ жароиоца and add 
eAsigarres F G- lat vulg-ed [Orig-int, Hil, Ambrst J. (ui in adventu(m) ejus crediderunt 
demid fuld [spec], sperantes is written over елт. int e gr column of F : on the other 
hand, am [tol] D- lat F-lat have i» advents ejus ; fri Aug,, in presentia ejus.) 

24. rec wapade (alteration to conform to katrapen, the propriety of t 
overlooked : see note), with KL rel Orig 
тарад:8 ADPN Hip, [Marcell,] Eus, Did, 

vikoa thy ўтттбесау qoi, ко) тфу 
xaraBAnOérra, abr ёкукђса” ка} yàp 
èv TQ Add, Trovrérri 3:4 TÒ Tov "Addy 
wraicpa, wdrres TE бауйтр бяќтєсоу 
obras од» ё» xpua tQ wdrres üàvaarfiaorrar 
rovré T: 8:4 TÒ edpeOnva: roy xpiorby àra- 
н@ртзүто>» к. дубуоҳоу TQ dard r, xal ёкбута 
иё» ётодауєіу, dvarrhiva: 8é, kaðd obe Hy 
Suvardy abrdy кратеєісдаи ur тїз фбораз, 
Toy дрхтуд» тїз (wns. See on the great 
antithesis, Rom. v. 12 ff., and notes. 
93.) But in this universal Resurrection, 
ALL SHALL NOT HOLD THE SAME RANK. 
Chrys. rightly, ета, wa ph Th» (worol- 
now kon» dxotcas, ка} robs Guaprwdobs 
voulops aé(ea0ai, extyayery T cares 8è 
c. T. A. Hom. хххіх. p. 867. 
тбүра is not order of priority, but rank, 
or ‘troop in an army, во Plut., Otho, p. 
1072 (Wetst.): Aeyeóves, ойто yap тё 
тбүрата ‘“Pwyaios x«adovow drikànow. 
The three ranks are mentioned in order of 
priority, but this does not constitute their 
distinctive character :—Christ is the dxapyf 
—this is His fiov rd-ypa, see Col. i. 18 :— 
of ToU хрісто? follow at His coming, who 
are the $paua (as understood by the con- 
text, and implied by йкару®%), in the proper 
nnd worthiest sense, made like unto Him 
and partaking of His glory; then (after 
how long or how short a tíme is not 
declared, aud seems to have formed no 
part of the revelations to Paul, but was 
afterwards revealed,—see Rev. xx. 4—6: 
compare also 1 Thess. iv. 15—17) shall 
come THE END, viz. the resurrection of the 
rest of the dead, here veiled over by the 
general term тд 7éAos,—that resurrection 
not being in tbis argument specially 
treated, but only that of Christians. The 
key to the understanding of this passage 
is to be found in the prophecy of our Lord, 
Matt. xxiv., xxv., but especially in the 
latter chapter. The resurrection and judg- 
ment of of тоў хрістой forming the sub- 
ject of vv. 1—30 there, and 7d TéAos,— 
tho great final gathering of хйута rd lern, 
of vv. 31—46. émwapyy, therefore 
necessarily the first rdypa: and hence the 
word stands first. ol тоё xp.] = ol 
vexpol dv xpiorg, 1 Thess. iv. 16. No 

Vor. II. 

pres being 
Chr, [ Eutbal-ms] Thdrt Damasc: Eus, 

Вазава.) Nyns: txt BE. (17 def) 
mention occurs here of any judgment of 
these his 18:0: 8oUAo:, as in Matt. xxv., for 
it does not belong to the present subject. 

iv тў тар. abr.] фу as forming 
part of, iavoloed in, His appearing, — 
which, as the great event of the time, 
includes their resurrection in it. It ought 
to be needless to remind the student of the 
distinction between this rapovola and the 
final judgment ; it is here peculiarly impor- 
tant to bear it in mind. 24. era} 
then, next in succession, introducing the 
third ráyua, — see above. то тоз] 
the end кат’ Фох%у: not the end of the 
resurrection, as Meyer, after Theodoret, 
(Ecum., Bengel, al. :— nor, of this present 
world, as Chrys., al,—which properly 
happens at the xapovola: nor exactly, of 
the Kingdom of Christ, as Grot. and 
Billroth : but generally, TRE END, when 
all shall be accomplished, the bringing in 
and fulness of the Kingdom by the subjuga- 
tion of the last enemy, the whole course 
of [the] mediatorial work of Christ, the 
salvation of the elect; the time indicated 
by Matt. xxv. ult. : xal àxeAeócorra: obroi 
à A alóvior, of 8$ Bixaior els (оўу 
alórior. бтау паро8:80ї] when He 
(Christ) gives up (the pres., for that 
which is certainly attached to the event 
as its accompaniment—óra» indicating 
the uncertainty of the time when, and 
the verb being probably subjunctive: see 
Winer, Moulton's Trans. p. 360, note 2), 
the Kingdom to God, and the Father 
(reff. : to Him who is God and His Father) 

Then the rest of the section as far 
as ver. 28, is in explanation of the giving 
up the kingdom. And it rests on this 
weighty verity: the KINGDOM OF CHRIST 
over this world, in its inning, its 
fartherance, and its completion, has one 
great end, —THE GLORIFICATION OF THE 
FaTHER BY THE Sow. Therefore, when 
it shall be fully established, every enemy 
overcome, every thing subjected to Him, 
He will,—not, reigu over it aud abido 
its King, but DELIVER IT UP TO THE 
FATHER. Hence as in ver. 25, His reign 
will endure, not, like that of earthly kings, 
WHEN He shall have put all enemies under 

Rz 
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t=actszz. 0:80 T)» Васіль S rà Oew xai S татр, бта» " катар- asorr 
ва 2 E 12 4 КЕ т к 2 7 } 18 r LPR ab 

gee Ron. хт. jo татар ‘apyny kai mâcav * éEouciay кай | duvamiy. ciety 

peer 25 1 8er yap avrov ™ Bactdevew, йур оў ^ 05 mávras TOUS e l. 

1 . reff, 
1 = Acts iv. 12 
m. RE 

m = ch. iv. 
mf TODS WOOaS QGUTOU. 

n Matt. хх 
44 i, Acta Н. 35, & Heb, l. 13, x. 13, from Paa. cix. 1. 

ch. vi. 16 (тей). 

тоо 00 Nl. 

. ёдро td той тода avro). 
k катаруеїта б Өаруатос. 

бта» ё Pelny бт. парта *vroré- 

26 ёсуатос ёуӨрӧ< 
27 Парта yap ° úméraķev уто 

o Rom. viii. 20 ref, Рал. viii. 6. p ellipe., 

[for warp, ти F-gr(not G).] 
95. rec axpis, with B7DFKLN? rel: txt AB!PN! 17 (Chr-c,) [Euthal-ms] Damasc. 

rec aft аур: ov ins ay (perhaps from Matt xxii. 42 ||, or, as Meyer, 
e ?] Marcell 

ABDIFPN! а? 17 Hip, Orig, Eus, Ёрїрһ [ Eutha 
th th Orig,(-int,) Marcell, Eus, 
PN rel vulg(with am demid [fuld tol], agst harl! 

ig, (int) Marcell, 
om avrov F(not F-lat). 

1fand lat] N-corr! tol harl' goth sth [Hil,] Ambrst Jer stands 

Ps cix. 1), with D*2KLN? rel Orig 

ins avrov AF 17 8 
Mare ] Tert, Hil om BD: 
iD syr arm Hi 

masc Irn[ int Hil Ambrst]. 
26. This ver in 

тот Lxx, 
г; Thdrt: om 

aft exOpovs 
Ces, Cyr-jer, [Did, 

-lat 
uthal-ms] Thdrt 

Ces, | Did, Marc, ] 
-ms| Damasc. 

us Ath, Chr, ( Nys, 

after rodas avrov ver 27: om ver 26 and Ist clause of ver 27 (homaotel) Mi(ins (but 
see above) N-corr!*3) 17. 92(sic). 

Aug,.) ins та bef 2nd тарта М 

His feet, but only TILL He shall have, &c., 
—and then will be absorbed in the all. 
pervading majesty of Him for whose glo 
it was from first to last carried onward. 
It may be observed that the whole of this 
respects the mediatorial work and king- 
dom: the work of redemption, — and that 
Lordship over dead and living, for which 
Christ both died and rose. Consequently 
nothing is here said which can affect 
either (1) His coequality and coeternity 
with the Father in the Godhead, which is 
prior to and independent of this mediatorial 
work, and is not limited to the mediatorial 
kingdom; or (2) the eternity of His 
Humanity: for that Humanity ever was 
and is subordinate to the Father; and it 
by no means follows that when the media. 
torial kingdom shall be given up to the 
Father, the даша, in which that 
kingdom was won, shall be put off: nay, 
the very fact of Christ in the body being 
the first-fruits of the resurrection, proves 
that His body, as ours, will endure for 
ever: as the truth that our humanity, 
even in glory, can only subsist before 
God by virtue of His Humanity, makes it 
plain that He will be VERY MAN to all 
eternity. Tiv Васъ\е(ау] That king- 
dom, which in its fullest sense is then 
first His. At this very time of rò TéAo;, 
Matt. xxv. 84, He first calls Himself by the 
title of ô Васе. The name will no 
sooner be won, than laid at the feet of the 
Father, thus completing by the last great 
act of Redemption the obedience which He 
reu iun in ое n 0 his 

th. v катарүќсү] (aor.) 
when He shall have brought to nought, 

27. om 1st от: B vulg D-lat Hip, [Did 
id 

Chr,] Iren[-int, Hil, Ambrst]. (not F. lat 
1 LI 

&c.: see above. Tc. apy. K. r. A. 
not only, as Meyer, &c., hostile power в 
government, but as the cosfert necessi- 
tates, ALL power. Christ being manifested 
as universal King, every power co-ordinate 
with His must come under the ca of 
hostile: all kings shall submit to Him: 
the kingdoms of the world shall become the 
kingdoms of the Lord and of His Christ: 
—and see the similar expressions Eph. i. 
21, where speaking proleptically, the 
Apostle clearly indicates that legstimate 
authorities, all the powers that be, are in- 
cluded. Compare by all means Rev. xi. 15. 

28.] See on the last verse :—this is 
the divine appointment with regard to the 
mediatorial kingdom,—that it should last 
till, and only till, all enemies shall have 
been subdued to it. Oy, viz. Christ, 
not the Father, аз Beza, Grot., Est., Billr., 
al.: it is parallel with xarapyhop, and 
included in the mediatorial acts of Christ, 
who in His world's course goes forth рибу 
ка) Tra vucfjop, Rev. vi. 2. It is otherwise 
ae 55 ver. 27: see there. 

.] Connect foyar. dx ther; not 
as Шо “last of all, пее ове Death is 
to be destroyed,” which is ungrammatical. 
If fax. is to stand alone, ¢xOpds xarapyeira 
must be “is destroyed as an enemy.” 
Death is the last enemy, as being the соя- 
sequence of sin: when he is overcome and 
done away with, the whole end of Redemp- 
tion is shewn to have been accomplished. 
Death is personified, as in Rev. xx. 14 
Katapyeirat,—pres., either as a prophetic 
certainty as жара8:807 above,—or as an 
axiomatic truth. 27.] Scriptural 
proof of the above declaration. 
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такта, v Boy ağrı * ёктос̧ тоў v rordfarros abr тёз. 
таута` 28 rav de cor ab Ta тарта, тотє [кай] "5 "үзүр 
айтд< 0 06 où йтотаүйсетав TO ° broráfavri aire Ta Bea 
тйута, фа d о Ücós 'Távra ey тйс. B ёле 7 ae. “ч: 
u maoovoiv oi Bawrifouevos rep тёр >єкрф>; el dx Жы un. 

6.) Herod. ili, 187, табута y бу тос: BaBvur(ovst 
AAR u = Mark xi. 6. John хі, 47. Acts xxi. 13. чаи Are ic. 

. ch. v. I. vi. 7 only t. 

om та 

Tert Bi N rel Orig, Marcell, Eas 1» [ Did, 

Zirupot. Polyb. v. 28. 6, тд бду evrow - 
v Matt. v. 

ses copt ar I iin I Hil, Ambr[st] ; 

ауто bef 

Tit, Epiph, Cs Cyr-jer, Chr, не 
Thdrt пазат ош АВР! 17 [arm] Hip (Orig Marcell, Ец [Euthal-ms]. 

20. zoncwcw m 47, rowvew F. 

vwérag. viz., from the Psalm,—Gop, the 
Father. See on the Psalm iteelf, Heb. 
ii. 6 ff. notes. «ғур, scil. д 6cós, the 
same subject as órératev. Meyer alone, 
as it seems to me, gives the right construc- 
tion of bra» .. . dworéraxra:. “ The aor. 
«яр must be rendered regularly, not in 
the present sense, but as a futurum 
ezactum : see Luke vi. 26: Plato, Parm. 
р. 148, с (rl 3° $та» ef ойсіа тє ка} 
&, dpa ойк ёрфотёре ;),—lon, p. 585, в 
(Fray ed clays xn ка) ёкт\%Ёрз ифиета 
Tobs Ü«wpérovs). The time referred to, is 
that when the as yet unfulfilled zárra 
ure rater shall be fulfilled and completed: 
hence it is no longer the aor., but the 
perf. éweréraxta:. The meaning then is: 
‘when God, who in Ps. viii. 6 has an- 
nounced the uͤr gratis, shall hereafter have 
declared that this bxéragis is come to pass,’ 

. . This form of expression was anggested 
to the Apostle by his having already ex- 
pressed himself in the words of a saying o 
God.” I render then, But when God sha 
have declared that all things have been 
subjected to Him, it is evident that 
they have been subjected (ellipsis of the 
predicate of the foregoing sentence after 
8) A0 vi and old ёт: is common; so Plato, 
Gorg. p. 475, 0, ‘ obxoty xax " SwepBda- 
Лоу Tb 48:кеу xdxior Ay eln тоб йёкє{- 
gba,’ —' 8 AO % 8h rı —scil. кйко» &r 
eln. Kühner, § 852, 4) with the excep- 
tion of Him who subjected all things to 
Him. 28.] On the sense, see above. 
„The interpretations, that subjection is 
only an hyperbolical expression for the 
entire harmony of Christ with the Father 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Œc.) :—the limitation 
of it to His human nature eodoret, 
Aus « Jerome, Est., Wolf, al.), with the 
declarative explanation, that it will then 

' POR THE REALITY OF THE 

odes inso. Р 

become plain fo all, that Christ even in 
jon of His kingship, is, on the side of 

Humanity, ndent on the Father 
(Flatt)—and the addition, that Christ will 
then tn Hie divine nature reign with the 
Father (Calv.:—‘ regnum—ab humanitate 
sua ad gloriosam divinitatem quodammodo 
traducet^);—the interpretation (of abrbs 
8 vids!) as referring to Christ's mystical 
Body, i.e. the Church (Theodoret),—are 
idle subterfuges (leere Ausflüchte).“ De 
Wette. The refutation of these and all 
other attempts to explain away the doctrine 
here plainly asserted, of the ultimate sub- 
ordination of the Son, is contained in the 
three rg and unambiguous words, a$- 
woe & viés. ma 6 0. жута èv 
nt that God (alone) may be all things 
in all,—i.e. recognized as sole Lord and 
King: ‘omnia erunt subordinata Filio, 
Filius Patri.’ Bengel. Numerous exam- 

es of xdvra in this sense (less commonly 
Tà zárra, Kühner, $ 422) may be found 
in Wetst. ] ARGUMENTS 

RESURREC- 
TION, from the practice (1) of those who 
were baptized for the dead, (2) of the 
Apostles, фе. who submitted to daily peril 
of death. 29.) del resumes the epum 
argument, which has been шор 
the explanation since ver. 23 of kasta: 
фу тф li Táyparı. After it is an ellipsis 
of if it be as the adversaries suppose.’ 

tl wowjoovew] There is in these 
words a tacit reprehension of the practice 
about to be mentioned, which it is hardly 
possible altogether to miss. Both by the 
third person, and by the art. before Barr., 
he indirectly separates himself and those 
to whom he is writing from participation in 
or approval of the practice :—the meaning 
being, what will become of—* what ac. 

R23 
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wrest. — wexpol ойк "éyeipovra, * ti *xai Ваттібоутаь vréep ABDFE 
97 эл... xn! x \ € ^ | r 2-2 2 (Rom. її. aurQv; 90 K * ai jets cu e jðπͤg d * macay ν ; Ne 

s kim 
y Acts zix. 27 reff. (-vos, 2 Cor. xi. 26.) з here only. Exod. zviil. 22,26. Levit. xvi. 2. о 12. 47 

rec (for аутору) rev vexpwr (mechanical repetition of the above), with D®[-gr} L rel Syr 
Chr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec : avra» T«r verp n m 48. 62: txt ABD!FKPN a d 17. 47 latt вуг 
coptt goth arm Orig, Dial [but mas vary] Epiph, [Euthal-ms Isid, Damasc Jac-nisib, 
Ambrst]. 

count can they give of their practice ?” 
of "erg cpi those who are 

in the habit of being baptized—not ol 
ВаттісӨбутеѕ. The distinction is impor- 
tant as affecting the interpretation. бее 
below. trip тӧу уєкрёу ) on behalf 
of the dead; viz. the same vexpol who are 
spoken of in the next clause and through- 
out the chapter as the subjects of àrd- 
oracis—not vexpol in any figurative sense. 
ray vexp., the art. marking the particular 
dead persons on behalf of whom the act 
took place. Before we pass to the exegesis, 
it will be well to go through the next 
question—ei Saws x.r.4. If dead men are 
not raised at all, why do they trouble 
themselves (тЇ xal as in reff.) to be bap- 
tized for them ! Thus much being said 
as to the plain meaning of the words 
used, there can be no doubt as to their 
interpretation. The only legitimate re- 
Ference is, to a practice, not otherwise 
known to us, not mentioned here with 
any approval by the Apostle, not gene- 
rally prevalent (ol Ватт.), but in use by 
some, of survivors allowing themselves to 
be baptized on behalf of (believing ?) 
Friends who had died without baptism. 
With the subsequent similar practices of 
the Cerinthians (Epiph. Hær. xxviii. § 6, 
р. 114) and Marcionites (Chrys., Tertull. 
de resurr. 48, vol. ii. p. 864, adv. Marc. 
v. 10, p. 494 f.) this may or may not have 
been connec All we clenrly see from 
the text, is that it unquestionably did 
exist. With regard to the other inter- 
pretations, Bengel well says, “Tanta est 
interpretationum varietas, ut is, qui non 
dicam varietates ipsas, sed varietatum 
catalogos colligere velit, dissertationem 
scripturus sit.“ I will give a few of them, 
mostly in the words of their authors: 
Chrys. (Hom. xl. p. 379):—óvip ray 
vekpür, TovrégT| TÖV capdreyv. kal yàp 
ёк тойт Baxrin, тр ToU vekpoU cdparos 
ürarTdcei, morevay ёт: (Migne reads Thy 
T. V. с. ёубќатасі» тіст., ёт) obkéri ue 
›єкрфу. ка) ov uiv did тё» ртибтоу Aéyes 
vexpov avdoraciw ó 8è lepeós, Ssxep фу 
єЇїкбїї til... . Selxvucl wor... . id той 
Übaros: Tb yàp Barri(erbai к. xarabóeato:, 
elra dvavetew, tis eis {30и karaBáaews 
dor) cóuBoAov к. тїз ee, àvóbov. 81d 
к. тёфоу Td Віттісџа 6 П. коле (Rom. vi. 
4),—Theophyl. : gnol» ods, ёт ol титтеў- 

cayres dri tora: dydoracis рєкр®у copd- 
тоу, kal Barrio rer ёт) roratras drt, 
TÍ xothoovow ётаттбдќутеѕ; ті 8è As 
kal Ватт((оуто: КЌуброто: бёр dvarrdcews, 
tourdorw ёж) xposdoxlg dvarrdoces, el v. 
ойк ёу.; and so in the main, Pelag., 
(Ecum., Phot., Corn.-a-Lap., Wetst. — 
Theodoret:—ó Pawri(éuerds, фус, T$ 
Seoxdry curOdrrera, Iva той Üarárov 
koiwwrfjcas Kal ris дуастёсєюѕ rat 
xowweovds el 82 pexpór ёст: т) сёра, xal 
офк aylorara, tl Shrove ка) Bawrl(era ; 
and so Castal., al. All these senses would 
require ті rorhoere Bawriaüérres, to say 
nothing of the impossibility of thus under- 
standing бяёр ray vexpay. Estius explains 
ӧтёр Tay vexp.as = ‘jamjam morituri,’ 
and Calvin justifies this, ‘baptizari pro 
mortuis erit sic baptizari wt mortuis non 
vivis prosit?’ So too Epiph. (I. c.),—of 
catechumens who xpd ijs теАєитӯз Аоотроё 
катојодуто: :—апа Bengel :—“ baptizan- 
tur super mortuis ii, qui mox post bap- 
tismum ad mortuos aggregabuntur.” But 
against this bp Tv vexpey is decisive,— 
as is vwép against over the dead,’ i. e. over 
their sepulchres (Luth., al.): this local 
sense of бхр not being found in the N. T. 
Le Clerc, Hammond, Olsh., al., explain фк. 
T. vekp., ‘to fill the place of the dead.’ 
But, as Meyer observes, such an idea can 
му be gathcred from the words, but 
would want explaining in the context: 
and besides, the question would thus be 
trrelevant, because, the place of the dead 
being supplied by their successors, it would 
be no matter to them, whether the dead 
themselves rose or not: whereas now, the 
benefits of baptism being supposed to be 
conveyed to the dead by the baptism of his 
substitute, the кдшык Ар would be stulti- 
Лей, if the dead could never rise to claim 
those benefits. This, the only justifiable 
rendering, is adopted by Ambrose, and by 
Anselm, Erasmus, Grotius, al., and recently 
by Billroth, Rückert, Meyer, De Wette, 
al. The ordinary objection to it is, that 
thus the Apostle would be giving his 
sanction to a superstitious usage, or at all 
events mentioning it without reprobation. 
But this is easily answered, by remember- 
ing that if the above view of тЇ rochoovow 
is correct, he does not mention it without 
a slur on it ;—and more completely still, as 
Rickert (in Meyer), ** usurpari ab eo mo- 
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31 akaf трёрау dmoÜvijaxo, vy Tijv ° Üperépav "* Kadyn- . acei. s 
ow, aderApoi, fv ex ev уретф 17000 TÈ кирір "iu. j без, анг, 
32 ef f xarà avOpwrov € ёӨтргон&улта, év 'Ёфёсф, Tí uot TÒ c- Rom. xi. 

81 
һбфело$ ; ei vexpot ойк Y èyeipovtat, ! daryapev Kai sriopev: 

d Rom. iii. 27 reff. 
g here only t. 

33. see Rom. xv. 4. 
note, and ch. iii. 3 reff. 

i Tea. xxii. 13. 

Tut, 
Thueyd. i o” 

e Rom. xv. 17. f sce 
h James ii. 14, 16 only. Job xv. 3 only. 

81. Steph querepay, with А а (h! P) k m 23. 4. 441. 51-6. 721. 89. 120-2 lect-14 th 
Orig[-c, Eutbal-ms( Ae) Thdrt,]: txt BDFKLP rel [latt syrr coptt goth arm Dial, 
Dur mss vary) Chr, Thdrt, Damasc Ambr, Ambrst Aug. pe] 
F Оп Chr, Thdrt Damasc Ambrst: ins ABKPN m 17 vulg fri 

ial [Cyr-p, Euthal-ms] Ап г ре) Pel Bede. 
L rel arm-zoh Orig[ -c, 

syrr coptt [goth] sth 
то and zu. D'(and lat) Ambrat. 

39. om то DIF Clemi. 

rem, qui ceteroqui displiceret, ad errorem, 
in quo impugnando versabatur, radicitus 
evellendum ; ipsius autem reprehendendi 
aliud tempus expectari." See a multitude 
of other interpretations in Pool's Synopsis 
and in Stanley’s note. His concluding re- 
marks are worth quoting : * On the whole, 
therefore, this explanation of the passage 
(that given above) may bo safely accepted, 
(1) as exhibiting & curious relic of primi- 
tive superstition, which, after having, as 
the words imply (?), prevailed generally in 
the apostolical church, gradually dwindled 
away till it was only to be found in some 
obscure sects, where it lost its original 
significance : (2) as containing an example 
of the Apostle's mode of dealing with a 
practice, with which he could have no real 
sympathy ; not condemning or ridiculing 
it, but appealing to it as an expression, 
however distorted, of their better feelings." 

30. Not only the practice of those 
just spoken of, but his own, and that of 
those like him, who lived a life of perpetual 
exposure to death, were absurd, if there be 
no resurrection. Observe that the argu- 
ment here applies equally to the future 
existence of the soul ; and so Ciccro uses it, 
Tusc. Qumwst. i. 15: *' Nescio quomodo in- 
heret in mentibus quasi seculorum quod- 
dam augurium futurorum ... quo quidem 
demto, quis tam esset amens, qui semper in 
laboribus et periculis viveret ? 31. То 
die daily is a strong expression for to be 
dailyin sight of death and expecting it. See 
2 Cor.iv.11. This he strengthens by an 
asseveration, grounded on his boast of them 
as his work in Christ : not that this is im- 
mediately or proxintately at stake in the 
matter, but much as we should say, “ As T 
love you, it is true.” He would not think 
of decciving those of whom he boasted be- 
fore God in connexion with Christ. 
bper.] gen. obj., все reff. wi, the affirma- 
tive, as ud is the negative particle of ad. 
juration : but val ud is often found in an 
affirmative sense: see Kübner, § 701. 
$2.] The stress of the first clause is on card 

rec om ade At, with 

om xp. 110. 

G&vOperov, and its meaning, merely as 
man, i. e. ‘according to this world’s views,’ 
*as one who bas no hope beyond the grave;' 
seoref. If thus only he fought, &c., where 
was his profit (seeing he despised all those 
things which xarà Av” , might compen- 
sate for such a fight,—fame, praise, &c.) ? 
The renderings, Joo rd «is àvOpómwovs 
(Chrys. p. 381), i. e. 80 far as one can be 
said Ónpionaxeiv against men,'—and xarà 
&vÜpdroev Хоу:сиђ» Enplay éyevóunv Bopá 
(Theodoret),—* ezempli causa’ (Semler, 
Rosenmüller),—' ut hominum more loguar’ 
(Estius and Bloomf.), are all constrained, 
and scarcely to be extorted from the words. 

tnpropdxnoa] I fought with beasts 
(aor. referring to one epecial occasion). 
How? and when? Most ancient and mo- 
dern Commentators take the expression 
figuratively, as used in Appian, B. C. ii. 
р. 763 (Wetst.), where Pompey says, ofois 
bnplois цахбреба, —and Ignat. ad Rom. 6, 
р. 689 f., awd Zupías цур: 'Póuns 8npio- 
paxà 8:4 yrs к. Oadrdoons, 8є8ерёуоѕ $ёка 
Acordpdois, 8 ёст: стратіотиђу Typa. 80, 
of our text, Tertull. de Resurr. 48, vol. ii. 
р. 865: “ Depugnavit ad bestias Ephesi, 
illas scilicet bestias Asiatice pressure.“ 

And this explanation must be right : 
for his Roman citizenship would have 
precluded his ever being literally thrown 
to beasts : and even supposing him to have 
waived it, and been miraculously rescued, 
as Ambrst., Theodoret, Erasm., Luther, 
Calv., al. suppose, is it conceivable that 
such an event should have been altoge- 
ther unrecorded in the Acts? Adopting 
the figurative rendering,—we cannot fix 
on any recorded conflict which will suit 
the words, His danger from Demetrius 
and his fellow-craftsmen (Acts xix.) had 
not yet happened (see Prolegg. § vi. 2): 
but we cannot tell what opposition, justi- 
fying this expression, the àvrikeluervo: жоЛ - 
Aol of ch. xvi. 9 may ere this have made 
to his preaching. el vexp.] If dead 
men rise not, i.e. ‘if none of the dead 
rise.” These words are best joined with 
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к adr Matt si t abpiov үйр ároyraxopev. 88 uù ! т^арӣсдє. ™ фбєгроџ- asori 
| aw 902) ° ypna à v ousrdias какай. , Iéxcvippare : Ssxains, 

Lu Ab 
e def g 

T Я ` e 7 ‚2 7 A ^ i, у hkl 
22. James iv. d. uÀ аџарт AVETE atyyoc tarv yap Geov Tives еҳоосіу. 017.47 

1 ch. vi. 9 reff. 
m = ch. iii. 17 

гей. 
n here onig. 

Бїт. xx. 26 only 

87. met., as here, Joel i. 5. @>ауўф.,2 Tim. il. 28. 
12. 1 Pet. li. a only. see Deut. xvi. 20 

t — ch. vii. 35. xiv. 12 al. u ch. vi. б only. P». хххіт. 26. 

t grpós " éyrpom tjv Орд» Ма\Ф. 
35 AX * ёрє tus IIo ¥ éyeipovrat ot vexpot ; roi бё 

А о = here (Matt. zi. 30. Luke т. 39. vi. 35. Rom. іі. 4. Eph. iv. 32. 1 Pet. ii. 3) only. 
p here only. Exod. xxi. 10. Prov. vii. 21. Wiad. ili. 18 only. i q here only. Gen. іх. 24. . 1 Kings кит. 

rh here (Luke xxiii. 41. 1 Thess. ii. 10. Tit. ii. 
21 Tet. ij. 16 only. Job xxxv. 16. Wrap. ziii. 1 only. 

v James ii. 18. w ver. 4. 

88. rec xn (ѓо suit the metre), with ша ABDFKLPYX rel Clem-hom, Eus, 
Ath, Chr, [Суг-р, Euthal-ms] Thdrt 

34. rec Aeyw (negligence, the force of Хало not being perceived), with AFK L rel 
Chr, Thdrt [Damasc], dico flor(and F- lat) G-lut [spec Orig -int, simly Syr basm eth 
arm]: txt BDPN k m 17 Юі], [Euthal-ms], loquor vulg D-lat (and fri) Ambrst [siinly 
вуг copt goth]. 
á 85. алла. BP Orig). 

the following, as Chrys., Top: Beza, 
Bengel, Griesb., Meyer, De Wette, al.— 
not with the preceding, as Theodoret, 
Grot., Est., Luther, al. (and E. V.] For 
xarà &vÜpesov already expresses their 
meaning in the preceding sentence; and 
the form of ver. 29 seems to justify this 
arrangement, besides that otherwise ody. 
к. leper, &c., would stand awkwardly in- 
sulated. ody. к. wlopev...] In Isa. 
the words represent the recklessness of 
those who utterly di rd the call of God 
to weeping and mourning, and feast while 
their time laste. Wetst. has collected very 
numerous parallels from the classics. The 
most striking perhaps is Herod. ii. 78. 
88.] The tendency of the denial of the re- 
surrection, represented by the Epicurean 
maxim just quoted, leads him to hint that 
this denial was not altogether unconnected 
with a practice of too much intimacy with 
the profligate society around them. 
p тЛау., as in ref., introduces a warning 
against moral self-deception. Geo. 
Om . .] These words (according to the 
reading хрӯсе, which has, however, hardly 
any support) form an Iambic trimeter, 
and occur in this form in а fragment of 
the Thais of Menander ; but Clem. Alex. 
Strom. i. 14 (59), p. 350 P., says, vp: 
об» Kopw@lous . . lauBely avyxéxprrai 
Tpeywg—but this may be a mere inac- 
curacy. Socrates, Hist. Eccl. iii. 16, 
quotes it as a sufficient proof that Paul 
was conversant with the tragedies of Euri- 
pides. ‘ Perbaps,” says Dr. Burton, Me- 
nander took it from Euripides." The Apos- 
tle may have cited it merely as a common- 
place current, without any idea whence it 
came and xpyord seems to shew this. 
The plur. du:Ala:, points out the repetition 
of the practice. Meyer quotes Plato, Rep. 
viii. p. 550, 8:4 rò uh какой årdpòs elvai 
Thr poi, éjuA aus $$ Tais rey AAA kaxais 
xexpijoGa:, 34. ixvjd.] Awake out 

of (your moral) intoxication, already pos- 
— you by the influence of these men. 

кабыз | either, as is just, —as you 
ought Мше; al.),—or, in a proper man- 
ner sh., al.),—or, éxl cvu$éporr: xal 

псіре (Chrys. p. 382, al.), or го as fo be 
ator [1. е. во as to recover your right- 

eousness, which you are in danger of losing], 
as E. V., Awake to righteousness. The 
last meaning is well defended by Dr. Peile 
from Thuc. i. 21: axlorws ёт) Tb Au 
exverixnnudra,—‘ во as to become incredi- 
ble ;'—and seems to be the best. The 
aor. imper. ёкуўфате marks the quick 
momentary awaking; the pres. imper. 
By Guaprdvere, On the other hand, the 
enduring practice of abstinence from sin 
(Meyer) But that this must not al- 
ways be rigidly pressed, see Kühner. 
8 445. 2. Anm. 1. ё у] The 
stress is on this word: for some (the 
тіз of ver. 12, most probably, are hinted 
at, and the source of their error pointed 
out) have (are affected with) ignorance 
an absence of all true knowledge) of 

d. See ref. to Wisd. dvr. 
tp. A. shows that these rivés were év Suir, 
—not the heathen without :—the exist- 
ence of such in the Corinthian church 
was a disgrace to the whole. aM. 
I am speaking; not merely 1 say this; 
it refers to the spirit of the whole passage. 

85—50.] The argument passes from 
the fact of the resurrection, already sub- 
stantiated, to the MANNER of it: which и 
indicated, and confirmed, principaily by 
analogies from nature. 85.] The new 
difficulty is introduced in the form of a 
question from an objector. This is put first 
generally, was ...., In what manner, 
and next specifically, role dè (8é, what I 
mean, is... . ) сбат: With what kind 
of body—2py., do they (pres. as transfer- 
ring the action to that time,—as dye 
tat before: so Meyer and De W.:—or 
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cenar, Epyovras; 99 х афроу, cv ô oreipeis, où Ў o. z Luko ai, 40, 
A 2 4 ГА , i 

лотм, àv ш) *àmoÜávy N xai Ô omeipes, ov тд, ым 
A , a , fr. 

сӧра TO yevnaopevoy стєірє, AAAA *yupvoy ” KOKKOV, x =3оьазй.м. 
а = here only. 

c ei * туо, * aérov ў Tivos TOv XovirQy: 98 о $ бейс 018си > Mate zii. 
айтф capa xkaÜds т}Ө&Млусе›, ка} ёкастф TOv aTepuárov 201. Joh 

zii. 24 only. 

еб» cda. 3? ov таса capt 9 айт) d’ Ad d oniy (eft). 

368. rec 
ABDFPN ш 17. 47. 
ad loo) Chr,[-mss(txt,)] Thdrt,[txt,]. 
erasure) Nl. 

афро», with KL rel Orig, [Dial Epiph, Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc) : txt 
for (wowoierrau, (eoyoreiras А 89. 108! Epiph, and(but not 

aft (wor. ins es Ty» (but marked for 
aft атобауу ins vpwro» D[-gr]: pref, F latt(not fri) Dial, Iren[-int,] 

Orig int iſ (om Orig,) Ambrst Aug, J. 
37. ош 2nd Омез) 1 N'(ins N-corr!). 
98. rec ауто bef .d, with DFKL rel 

ABPN b d m o 17 vulg(and F-lat) syrr (copt) Orig (-int,) Dial, Epiph, 
rec ins то bef :8:ор, with KLN? 
[arm] Epiph, [ Euthal- ms]. 

r-2-mse,. 

rec aft аллу uer ins capt. with Syr arm Y Dial,): om ABDFELPN 

Damasc Tert,. 
(Ec: om ABDFPN! 17 

39. om 2nd capt F(not F. lat) Syr 
Жү 

for є, 7 A. 
fri [spec] Orig, Chr, Thdrt Ambrst : txt 

rud 
rel Orig, Chr Thdrt Damasc Th 

om алда D![-gr] fri eth Dial, Chr, 

rel (latt) syr eth (Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Ambrst Aug“ 

rather perhaps, as assuming for the mo- 
ment the truth of the resurrection as a 
thing actually happening in the course of 
384 come (forth at that time) ? 
96—41.] Analogies illustrative of the 
question just asked : and first, that | анде 
sown in the earth (36—38). 86.] Meyer 
would point this, ippew сї, d owelpes .. . 
because according to the common punctua- 
tion there is necessarily an emphasis on cv, 
which the context does not allow. Baton 
the other hand, it seems to me, there is an 
objection to the introduction of a new 
matter во lamely as by d owelpeis. Besides 
which, the emphatic ov does not necessarily 
require any other agency to be emphatically 
set against it, but may imply an appeal to 
the objector’s own experience (as Billr. in 
Dr. Peile) :—* thou say this, who art con- 
tinually witness of the process, &c.?' And 
let it be remembered that we have another 
owelpew below, vv. 42—44, which may be 
set against thy sowing. I retain therefore 
the stop at &фреу (nom. for voc. as freq. 
See Luke xii. 20; Mark ix. 25; Luke viii. 
54, al, and Winer, edn. 6, $ 29. 2), and 
the emphasis on ot. The similitude was 
used by our Lord of His own Resurrection, 
ref. John. ob {wowoutras] Its life is 
latent in it; but is not developed into quick 
and lively action without the death of the 
deposited seed,—i. e. ita perishing, disap- 
pearing from nature. The same analogy 
was used by the Rabbis, but to prove that 
the dead would rise clothed : ut triticum 
nudum sepelitur et multis vestibus orna- 
tum prodit, ita multo magis justi,’ &c. 
37.) Before, the death df the seed was in. 
sisted on: now, the sos-identity of the seed 
with the future plant. Thereis a mixture 
of construction, the words d exelpeis being 

pendent, as the sentence now stands. The 
two constructions as De W. observes аге, 
ef тї owelpers, ob TÒ с. TÒ yev. owelpers,— 
and d owelpess, ob тд a. Td yer. d. 
He names the plant тё сёра тё y«vnoó- 
pevov, having already in his eye the appli- 
cation to the Resurrection. al тбуоь] 
if it should so happen,— perad venture: 
not, ‘for example.’ See on ch. xiv. 10. 
Tüv Ао», scil. ewepudrer. 38.) MC 
Ane, willed, viz. at the creation: the aor. 
setting forth the one act of the divine Will 
giving to the particular seed the particular 
development at first, which the species ге- 
tains: whereas Ae would imply a fresh 
act of the divine Will giving to every indi- 
vidual seed (not éxdoty tar exepudror, 
but éxdorg oxéppari, or rather ёкбстф 
кфкке) bis own body. But the whole gift 
to the jes being God’s, to continue or 
withhold, the pres. biws» still sped. i 

éxácT. rev стери.) to of 
the (kinds of) seed; see above: ray is 
generic. Bior epa] & body of its 
own. Such then being the case with ull 
seeds, why should it be thought necessary 
that the same body should rise as was sown, 
or that God cannot give to each a resur- 
rection-body, as in nature? 89—41.] 
And the more,— because we have examples 
from analogy of various kinds of bodies ; 
viz. (1) in the flesh of animals (ver. 39) : 
(2) in celestial and terrestrial bodies (ver. 
40): (8) in the various characters of light 
given by the sun, moon, aud stars. 
сёр) animal organism (De W.). Dean 
Stanley’s former rendering (corrected in 
his 3rd edn.) of ob жайса сарі, ù аётђ 
odpt, ‘no flesh is the same » is con- 
t to the usage of the passages which 
he alleged to defend it, where the negative 
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силез, м. Ee dvÜpcnrav, dn de cdpE ктуу, du 82 dp 
Rev. x viti. 13 

^ LÁ 5 oh J ГА 40) s ГА i2 , 

eniy. Num. © WTNVOY, dx бе xb. кол gogara 'emovpavea, 
А ГА к , , ә ? 1 ег A e Га і U 

g here only + xal соната k émiyeta’ dd 'érépa цёр ту TOv | erroupa- 
Job v. 7 Aq. , , er ` e ^ 2 , ¥ 
nd ed. sex- m 1 k 41 (deis. viow "Sofa, !érépa ёё 7 T&v *émvwyelov. dj 

i. 4. 11. 
h Matt. vii. 10 
al pho here 
only. 

i John iii. 12. 

m Sofa Mou, xai аМ№а ™ Seka οõẽẽ,:ůe , xai AMAN m Sofa 
?ügTépeorw ° йстђр yap "àsrépos P Stadéper ev "боё. 

Phil i.104L 42 оўтос̧ Kal 7) TavacTacis Tay Ivexp@v. ' omelperas ёр 
3 Macc. iii. 39 X aA + 7 2 t 2 „ 48 1 7 2 u 5 7 
aF a фборӣ, ёуєірєтал èv t àbQapoía OTreipeTat ёр “ата, 

eod - . 

compl. (ovp., BF.) k here bis. John iii. 12. 2 Cor. v. 1. Phil. ii. 10. lii. 19. James iii. 15 only t. 
= here only. see Luke ix. 29. та = Acts xxii. 11 reff. n Epp., here only. Acta ii. 20 reff. 

о Paul, here 3ce only. Matt. fi. 2, &c. xxiv. 294 Mk. Jude 13. Rev. i. 16all3. Gen. i. 16. Е 
constr., Gal. iv. L only. (Rom. ii. 18 al.) Dan. vii. 3 (Theod.). q ver. 12 reff. 

s = Rom. viii. 21. ver. 50. Gal. vi. 8. Col. ii. 22. 2 Pet. i. (. ii. (12 bis) 19 only. Jonah ii. 7. 
reff. а Rom. i. 26 reff. 

arÓpe sov I)'[ (nud lat) spec] Syr Dial, Tert, [ Ambrst]. om 3rd capt DIF 17 Jatt 
(exc fri) Syr Chr, Tert [ Ambrst] : om 8rd clause K k m 47 harl!. ктт»очє Di[and 
lat] F[-gr] Syr dert [ Ambrst]. om 2nd $e Di (and lat) vulg fri spec Ambrst]}. 

rec om 4th capt, with AK LP rel [vulg.clem fuld? harl! spec] fri syrr Chr Thdrt 
Айргансу Pel: ins BDFN (17) 47 am(with demid fuld barl? tol) copt [eth arm Eutbal- 
ms | (Damasc) Thl Orig-int, Tert, Ambrst. [vereor DIF a. rec ix ver 
ax AN be пттушу, with FKL rel вуг Thdrt Œc Orig-int, : txt ABDPN 17. 47 vulg fri 
[spec] Syr copt seth arm Chr ТЫ Orig-int, Tert, [Ambrst.— Damasc Orig-int, transpose 

t Rom. ii. 1 

ктђуоу aud xT Hv |. 
40. om 2nd соната F(not F-lat) [eth] (Tert,). 
41. aft Ist aud 2nd аллу ins дє 

Agia iue]. 

is always attached to the verb ; ob d ,v 
0f, erai каса odp, Rom. iii. 20; Gal. ii. 
16. See Matt. xxiv. 22 ||; Acts x. 14; 
ch. i. 29; 1 John iii. 15; Rev. vii. 16; 
ix. 4. On the other hand, where the 
negative is attached to was, as here, the 
sentence is a particular negative, not an 
universal: е. g. Hom. x. 16, ЛА’ ob dre: 
iwhxovoay: іх. 6,7; Heb. iii. 16; Matt. 
vii. 21, où was ó Афу» uot küpie küpie eis- 
eAebc erai els Thy BaciAelay trav obpayóv, 
—where the rendering in question would 
involve portentous consequences indeed. 
I observe that Conyb. also, although dis- 
approving on the ground of the sense, 
adis, *the words of the Greek text no 
doubt admit of such a rendering." 
r rd] properly (xréavos, xrdopa:) апі. 
mals possessed by man: but used in a 
wider sense for quadrupedes in general. 

40. серота érovpdéna] not, ac- 
cording to our modern expression, heavenly 
bodies,—for they are introduced first ver. 
41, and if we apply these words to them, 
we must suppose the Apostle to have 
imagined the stars to be endowed with 
bodies in the literal sense: for he is here 
comparing not figurative expressions, but 
physical realities: — nor (аз Chrys., al.) the 
bodies of the righteous, as opposed to those 
of the wicked; for in these there is no 
organic difference whatever: but, as Meyer 
and De Wette, ‘the bodies of angels,’— 
the only heavenly organisms of which we 

om уар К 

(алле, so ABD!P.) 
[not F-lat]: aft 2nd, lect-8(sic).—om Ist «a F 

lect-8 vulg(and F-lat) fri copt Orig-iut, ( Archel, Ambrst] Jer. ac r eps (for -pwr) 

are aware (except indeed the Resurrection- 
Body of our Lord, and that of those few 
who have been taken into glory, which, as 
belonging to the matter in question, are 
not alleged) which will bear comparison 
with bodies on earth. Séta belongs 
to the érovpária more strictly than to the 
éxfyera. In Luke ix. 26, we have èr тӯ 
54р abroU kal ToU rarpds xol тшу dylew 

ev. 41.] This third analogy 
is suggested perhaps by 84а just before. 
There is no allusion whatever bere (as some 
have imagined,—even Chrys. (Ecum., 
Theodoret, Culov., Estius, al.) to different 
degrees of glorification of the bodies of 
the blessed ; the introduction of such an 
idea confuses the whole analogical reason- 
ing: which is, that even various fountains 
of light, so similar in its aspect and pro- 
perties, differ; the sun from the moon 
and the stars: the stars (and much more 
vividly would this be felt under the pure 
sky of the East than here) from one 
another: why not then a body here froma 
resurrection-dody,—both bodies, but dif- 
ferent? 42—44 n.] Application of 
these analogies to the doctrine of the 
Resurrection. 42.] otras, thus, 
viz. in the entire diversity of that which 
is raised again from the former body. 

owelperas| “Cum posset dicere 
sepelitur, maluit dicere serifur, ut magis 
insisteret similitudini supra sumt de 

épbapole no.” Grot. — 4v фборф, dv Fun 

C дет 
--- 
ABCDF 
KLPwa 
bedef 
gbk lu 
о 17. 4: 
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éyeipera, “èv "Sokn "aomeiperas èv “ áaÜevela, éyeiperas v- Luke iz.» 
3 ex Suvdper Mr omeiperat apa 7 uyseor, ёуєірєтах oôpa . Erih, 

L ^ , 1 Tim. iii. 16 *TyevpaTwOv. €i ёст c Opa Y Nrvyikov, & Tw xai * Trvev- oniy- LP 
\ t , ? e ^ w = ch. ii. 3 

patixov. * * ойто xai *yéypamras " Eyévero 0 прбтос̧ - (we 
x Rom. i. 4 reff. &vÜpenros "Addu "eis мүш Gooav, 0 ёсуатос̧ ‘Адаш 7 here sce. ch. 

il. 14. James 
li. 18. Jude 19 only +. z = here 4 times only. (ch. x. 3,4 reff.) a = Matt. ii. 
5. Luke хліт. 46. Acts xiii. 47 al. b Ges. li. 7, constr., Acta v. 36 reff. 

44. rec om е, with bu Ben! KL rel syrr [Chr] Thdrt Phot-cat, Jac-nisib,: ins ABCD! 
FN 17 latt copt sth arm Damasc ( Ambrat] Аа ысу Bede. (: is written above the line by 
N!(?)*.) [homcotel in P k spec Chr-2-mss Euthal-ms 1st to 2nd vrevuarikor.]—rec ca. 
bef 2nd er, with KL rel &c: txt ABCDFN 17 &c. [eth doubtful. ]—rec ins тоша bef 
[2nd] zrevuarinoy, with KL rel syrr (copt) wth [Chr] Thdrt Phot-cat Jac-nisib,: om 
ABCDFN 17 latt arm [Damasc Ambrst Aug. ne]. (Conformation to the foregoing asser- 
tions: or perhaps ei overlooked from «aw following. The 2nd capa was a gloss.) 

45. for ovres kai, кабоз F fuld [demid(sicut et) tol(sicut enim)] (їзє ш Aug. ne.]. 
om avOpwros BK Did, Irenſ - int, ] (Orig - int) Ambri (txt. nie) Aug, 

a state of corruption, — in a state of in- 
corruptibility. 43. iv driplg, èv 86р] 
in dishonour (тЇ yàp elbex0éc repor vexpov 
Qradfpvérros ; Chrys. Hom. xli. p. 390. Cf. 
Xen. Mem. i. 2. 58,—тў Vvx js éteXA00ó005, 
.. . TÒ сёра той oikeiordrov dvOphwov Thy 
taxlorny ёеубукаутез àpari(ovaiy), —in 
glory: regarding, as throughout this argu- 
ment (see on ver. 23), only the resurrec- 
tion of the just: seo Phil. iii. 21. dy 
nt in weakness,—the character- 
istic of the lifeless body, which is relaxed 
and powerless. Chrys. understands 400. of 
its inability to resist corruption: De Wette 
would refer it tothe previous state of pain 
and disease: but it seems better to under- 
stand it of the powerlessness of the corpse, 
contrasted with фу Zuv., in vigour, viz. 
the fresh and eternal energy of the new 
body free from disease and pain. That 
which Grot. adds: ‘cum sensibus multis, 
quos nunc non intelligimus," is very likely 
in itself frue, but is not implied in ёи 
Surdues.” Meyer. 44 a. cop. чучу. ] 
an animal body, of which the фихӯ, th 
animal soul, was tlie acting and informing 
power. This soul having departed out of 
it, does not do away with the correctness 
of the predicate: its whole organism which 
still remains when i£ is sown, is arranged to 
suit this predominance of the animal soul. 

cepa пуєуратькбу) Theophyl., 
having explained cepa Yvy, %% ф j 
Wuxh Tò кўроз кай T)» yenorla Axe. 
proceeds wreuparixdy Bé, Tb Thy ToU &ylov 
wreüuarTos karawAovroUr érépyeiar, kal 
be’ dxelvou rà ndyra фию:койце›оу. €i 
yàp ка} wiv dv uiv dvepyei TÒ TreUua, 
GAA’ ойх обтоѕ, 0052 del. aglrrara: yàp 
ёрартаубутою. кай тоў wveoparos 8 rap- 
битоз, q; Wuxh Biome? Tò cua тбте Be 
Sinvexws парацеуеї Tois cwopacs tev Ši- 
«alor Tb wvetpa. But this is not quite 
enough : —for thus the body might remain 
as it is, sin only being removed: whereas 

it shall be no longer a body in which the 
Vyvxf predominates to the subordination of 
the higher part, the wrea, but one in 
which the rrepa, and that informed fully 
by the Spirit of God, shall predominate,— 
its organism being conformed not to an 
animal, but to a spiritual life: see on ch. vi. 
18. Some understood rvevyarindy, athe- 
rial, aery, kovpórepor kal Aemrórepor, xal 
olor ко) ёт’ àépos хода (Chrys. p. 891), 
or as Origen, ёер®8еѕ к. al0épiov (see Theo- 
phyl) but the other is certainly right. 

44 b —49.] Reassertion and Con- 
Sirmation of the existence of the spiritual 

441 b.] If there exists an animal 
body, there ts also a spiritual: i.e. 
it is no more wonderful a thing, that there 
should be a body fitted to the capacities 
and wants of man’s highest part, his spirit, 
than (which we seeto be the case) that there 
should be one fitted to the capacities and 
wants of his subordinate animal soul. The 
emphasis is both times on gory. 
45.) Confirmation of this from Scripture. 

ores, thus, viz. in accordance with 
what has been just said. The citation 
extends only to tho words éyévero ó op. 
eis vx. ( *wpéros and "Addu are 
supplied, as are also the concluding words, 
in which lies the real confirmation. The 
words quoted serve therefore rather for the 
illustration of man being a ux, than for 
a proof of the existence of the spiritual 

у. фүфбуєто |] by his creation, —by 
means of God breathing into him the 
breath of life. els ф. (cio. ] becoming 
thereby a сёда фихи. $ ёсу. 
Ada] This expression was well known 
among the Jews as indicating the Messiah. 
The Rabbinical work Neve Shalom ix. 9 
(Schóttgen),says: * Adamus postremus est 
Messias: see other instances in Schóttg. 
ad loc. ёсҳатоѕ, as being the Jas 
HEAD of humanity,—to be manifested in 
the last times: or merely in contrast to the 
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n Peis eh Gworoovv. 46 аА ov прф@тоу TO ru - ancor 
Р 9 ` 1 У * L 

* Aà y Y Е 
d bere (4 times) Aa rtxov, dx то UXiIKOV, ENELTA TO Vero. b ч Чы 

^ ^ LJ v 8 6 m 

e тегй reff, 47 о трӧтос avOpmtos ёк yis ĉyoïxós, ó Sevrepos 017.11 
f . 

avOpwros Ё ovpavod. 48 olos 0 * уоікдс, тоойто кай 
е d - 7 M fos * е? ? ^ ` M „oi or, xa} olos 0 *émovpávws, тоюдто: Kai oi 

- *émovpávior % kal кабай fédopécauev Tiv f eixova той 
18. Hebi. d voixod, fdopécouev xai Tv Є eikova той "érmovpaviov. 

46. алле Di. 
47. aft o perros avOpwros add Ci. 

50 bo % 8 ^ Smut, d dex ho, бт. \айрЁ xai alua * Bacı- 

rec ins o коргоз bef ef ovp. (gloss), adap 
with A D[.gr*-]? KLPN? rel s th [arm Hi Orig, Chr, [Bas, Euthal.ms [-gr*:] yrr goth [ p-ed,] Slade pt 1 т] 
Cyr[-p,(but mss and the old syr and lat translations vary) ] s-Ath, Damasc 
(Ec 'Tert, Maximin, (the insertion is ascribed to Marcion by Tert and in Dial): om 
BCD!FN! 17 latt copt sth arm[-marg] Orig,(and int,) Hip-ms, 
Naz, Cyr[-p,(but see above) ел Apollinarist-in-Epiph, Photin 

d o ovpamos F vul -clem am? eth arin-marg Bos, [Ambr, Ambrst]. aft ovpavov а 

Petri] Ath, Nys 
ert, Cypreepe Bil 

(Ps-Ath,)] Orig-int, ( Cypr-ms, Ambr, Ambrst). 
. 8 тоіюито ins ovTo: C. 

"D. Lot at kai, apa F(and G-marg) À 

ethical exhortation: see note at Eom v. 1) ACDFKLPR 
Thdot [uot ed Migne] Orig, -o] (int.) Caos, [Nys,] Mac, 

. TupBovdcuTixas eisdye Toy Adyov) Epiph, Ps-Ath, Damasc 
Iren.int, Тете, „хр Cypr, Hil, LAmbr. ne Ambrst] Jer: txt B a c g seth(Tischdf)] 

TiNOS, OU F 

50. for бе, yap D F[not F-lat] Iren[-int,] 

doriy, Gpiora wpdiouev. . . 

Тһагё P. (rà Qopécoutr 1 

t. els wv. Lwow.) scil. éyérero— 
became a quickening (life - bestowing) 
spirit. When? This has been variously 
answered: see De Wette and Meyer. The 
principal periods selected are his Јисағив- 
tion, his Resurrection, and his Ascension. 
But it seems to me that the question is 
not one to be pressed: in the union of the 
two natures, the second Adam was consti- 
tuted a чарынан. dig кийи and is such 
now in heaven, yet having the resurrec- 
tion- body. The whole complex of his suf- 
fering and triumphant state seems to be 
embraced in these words. That His re- 
surrection-state alone is not intended, is 
evident from Ё obpavod, ver. 47. He was 
а re dua (отоду, even while in the тёда 
vox; and is still such in the сёра 
wvevpatindy. The life implied in (wo- 
жоору, is the resurrection-life : see John 
v. 21, 28; Rom. viii. 11. 46.) But in 
the natural order, that which is animal 
precedes that which is spiritual (rò ux. , 
TÒ wvevp., not gaya, but abstract and 
general): as in ver. 45, à xparos—é Lexa - 
TOf. 47.] So exactly in Gen. ii. 7. 
God made man xo AaBàr йя rhs yfjs. 
Meyer has some excellent remarks here, 
with which I entirely agree: —'' Since the 
body of Adam is thus cbaracterized as a 
Wuxixdy сёра, as ver. 45, and psychical 
organism involves mortality (ver. 44), it 

om lst xa: F(not F-lat) [am!] Iren-int,[ but mas 
for exovp., oupartos and ovpariot IF. 

ug,: om Orig-int, Сург,.] 
(from а desire (as Chrys below) ѓо turn what is rea X05 assertion into an 

IF. 
форесице» 

17(sic)] rel latt copt 
К] iva) Chr Jer тоёт’ 

arm 
erutés efpgkev) Thlezpr zpr- 

is clear that Paul treats of Adam sof as 
created exempt from death : in strict ac- 
cordance with . ii. 7; 1.19. Nor does 
this militate against his teaching tbat 
death came into the world through sin, 
Rom. v. 12. For had our first parents 
not sinned, they would have remained in 
Paradise, and would, by the use of the Tree 
of Life, which God had not forbidden them 
[Gen. ii. 16, 17), have become immortal 
(Gen. iii. 22). But they were driven out 
of Paradise, ere yet they had tasted of this 
tree (Gen. iii. 22), and so, according to the 
record in Genesis also, Death came into 
the world by sin.” See also some striking 
remarks on the verse in Genesis in Stier, 
‘Andeutungen fiir glaiibiges Schriftver- 
stándniss, pp. 202, 8. it obpovos] 
eitber, in this glorified Body, at bis 
coming,—as Meyer: or, in his whole Per- 
sonality (De W.) as the God-man: this 
latter secms more probable from John iii. 
13, where ó víós той dyOpéwou is desig- 
bated as д ёк той офрауой катай. 
48.] å xoinds, Adam ; ol x., his posterity 
on earth: & twovp., Christ; ol èw., His 
risen people. See,as admirably illustrating 
this verse, Phil. iii. 20, 21. 49.) For 
the reason of keeping фо , вее Var. 
readd. As we (Christians) in this 
life; the time imagined is when this life is 
past, and the resurrection instant... 
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Aelav Ocoü * к\луроуорйта ой Suvavtat, obdé ); | popà iw. аа 
T»  афбарсіа» * xXypovouet. 51 {бой ° шисттјріор бубу e le ain, 

M сахА- 
тсе... 

. Wares ov °коитбтсореда, парте $ > ddXayn- 25. Dan. | 
cópeÜa, 5? é 1 атоше, ev li pini oha uod, év TH ёсуатр ° = sh i 

Д \ ` 7 i 
* gáXTwvyyv 'caXmices dp, Kai oi verpa " èyephýoovrar H Rom. vi. 14. 

и i. 23 (from 
Ps. ст. 20). Gal. iv. 20. Heb. i. 12 (from Ps. сі. 26) oniy. Lev. хаті. 33. q bere ouly +. 

ғ here only v. Eur. Iph. Taur. 885. (-mígew, James i. 6.) s ch. ziv. 8 reff. 1 These. iv. 16. 
t Matt. vi. 2. Rer. viii. 6, &c. (6 times.) iz. I, 13. 2. 7. xi. 16 only. Num. . 3—8. u ver. 4. 

for xAypovopnoas ov durarrat, ov xAwporousrovcir (see ch vi. 9, Gal v. 21) F 42 copt 
Mac, Chr[and 2-mss Xr e Orig-int, Tert,.—3vrara. BPN k. KAnporouvge: 
(see аг above) CI DIF latt[(not am!) syrr] copt (Meth,). 

51. ins o: bef жа>тез, twice, A; but 2nd о: сотта into ov Al. rec aft rarres ins дє 
(58 aoct ү бе following), with AIC? D- gr] KLPN rel vulg вуг copt Dial, Orthod 
yr; [Ephr, Nys, Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc] Ces, Orig-int, Tert,: ner our А? 

(appy) F [17(Tischdf) ]: 3e k: om B(C?!) D'!(andlat) Syr th [arm(Tischd ] Orig, (-int,) - 
Jer(on the testimony of the greek mss: for after stating that the lat mss read omnes 
quidem resurgemus, he says all the greek have either omnes dormiemus or non omnes 
dormiemus) Jac-nisib,. for xotunéyoopeba, ауастсоцеда D! (and lat) vulg(and 
F. lat) arm-marg lat-mss-mentioned-by-Jer-Aug-Pel-Gennad Jac-nisib, Hil, Ambr Aug. 

кот®тсонеба bef ov (thus reading sárres (us) koium89naópe0a, ob deres бё 
&Алаүпетбиеба) А:С(Ю!)ЕМ 17 and greek-mss-mentioned-by-[ Max-conf ]-Jer-Aug- Pel, 
also vulg теше Orig, (and int) Did[-in-Jer]: ov (P ооу) коц. ov A, the Ist ov 
is written over the line in small letters Al: tat В Dflappy]? KLP rel and greek-mas- 
mentioned-by-[Max-conf]-Jer-Acac-Did-Pel, also syrr copt goth wth-pl [spec] Thdot 
Orig, inta: also [once] more in Jer) Thdor-heracl Diod eee hess three in Jer) 
Dial-trin, Tit, Nys, Ces, Chr, (Cyr, Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Andr, Damasc Thi (Ec Tert 
Jen. (The variation has prob arisen from the apparent difficulty of reconciling ravres 
(uev) ov koi, with the fact that St. Paul and his readers had all died. Hence the 
negative particle was transferred to the other clause, to the detriment of the sense.) 

52. ins ws bef єў риту Cl. for por, porn DIF 67? Dial[ -ms, Nys;) and greek- 
mas-mentioned-by-Jer(pixy s. porn utrumque enim legitur, et nosiri interpretati sunt in 
ictu [latt Ambrst], г. in motu [Tertatic]). 
Chr, Damasc Thl-marg: txt BCKLMN rel Orig, Dial, 

50—54] The necessity of the change of 
the animal body into spiritual, in 
order to inherit God's kingdom. The 
manner of that change prophetically de- 
scribed: and the abolition of Death in 
victory consequent on it. 50.] тобто 
84 ф., see reff. It calls attention to some- 
thing to be observed, and liable to be 
сув окей. Not only is the change of 
body possible, and according to natural 
and spiritual analogies,—but it is NECES- 
SARY. pk xal alpa] = capa 
Wvxixóv, the present organism of the 
body, calculated for the wants of the 
animal soul. тўу буту фо» калег 
àáBóraror $# тайтту ёт: Ovni» обсау Tis 
éxovpaylouv Ваа\хеЦаз Tvxeiv. Theodoret, 

LRL Tiy dpe У, 

the abstracts, representing the impossi- 
bility of the фбартду inheriting the &p@ap- 
тоу аз one grounded in these qualities. 

xAnpovopel, pres., sets forth the 
absolute impossibility in the nature of 
things. 61.) He proceeds to reveal 
to them something of the process of the 
change at the resurrection-day. This he 
does under the name of a pee rapier: в 
hidden doctrine (see reff., especially Rom.) 

for eyep&., avarrncorra: ADFP Orig, 
ru. I. Cyr[-p] Thdrt Cosm,. 

Tévtes оў коц.) See var. readd. 
Meyer maintains that the only ren- 

dering of the words which is philologi- 
cally allowable (the ordinary one, re- 
garding wdyres (uiv) ой as = ob zárres 
(ut), —we shall not all sleep, being inad- 
missible, here and in other instances where 
it has been attempted, see Winer, edn. 6, 
8 26. 1), is this, ‘we ali (viz. as in 
1 Thess. iv. 15, uers of (évres of vepi- 
Летбреуо: els Thy wapovelay тоб xvplov, 
—in which number the Apostle firmly 
believed that he himself should be, see 
2 Cor. v. 1 ff. and notes) shall not sleep, 
but shall all be changed.’ But we may 
observe that this would commit the Apos- 
tle to the extent of believing that mot 
one Christian would die before the rap- 
ovola;—and that it is besides not ne- 
cessary, for the emphasis is both times 
on sárres —' (АИ of us) shall not sleep, 
but (all of из) shall be changed г i.e. 
‘the sleep of death cannot be predicated of 
(all of us), but the resurrection-change 
can.’ See also Winer, § 61. 5 f, and 
Moulton’s note, р. 695. 52.) iv å 
in a point of time absolutely indivisible, 
èr pirfhuar:, Hesych. iv тў lox. 
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d LEM &фбарто, ка} "eie P àXXarynaójeÜa. 5% der yap то 
ак A 7 Р w= Acisi. "dÜapróv тодто х ёр8йсаесба„ ™ афдарсіар кай tò Y Od | 

*. pn. r. TOUTO * évducacOat * абарасіау. 5+ Gray $ то " фдартду і, < 
2 7) x : Ov m З 0 / ai \ у Өд» * * те. ' 

2Cor.v.3.  TOUTO *evovaNnTar афбарсіар xal тб то» TOUTO 18 
Ps. cuxxi. 9. x ёубу 5 20 H , a 7 e 7 e ELM 

y Rom. vi i2 < EVOVONTAL AVATAV, TOTE *yeynoerat о  Aoyos орнь». 
гей. 7 b R 30 e 04 c A cd 55 [I a deff: 

z here bis. үеүрариёуо$, aremoÜü"» o Üaàvaros * eis ** viros. OU kit 
2:5 ^ ^ HEN 

ein, 1 Wid. gov, Өаратє, TO * xévrpov; той cov, Өарате, TÒ *vixos ; 
= Matt. v. 18. р ^ ^ E ark xi. in 56 тд è *xévrpov ToU Üavárov ту ápapría, 5) 66 Bvvapus тўс оюл. 
OA. IXY. Ж PS М R 

Lr, nt шарта б vouos 57 тф дё бер fxdpu TQ) did vrt zu Аве 
кат. occ. there) — 2 Cor. (li. 7.) v. é (Matt. xxiii. 24. Heb. xi. 29. 1 Pet v. 8. Rer. aii. 16) only. e Mau. RELY 

xii. 20 only. 2 Kings li. 26. Job хкххі. 7. as above (с). here 3ce only. e here bis, PR at: 
Acts zxvi. 14. Rev. ix. 1Oonly. Hosra ziii. 14. f = Rom. vi. 17 гей. deeft 

53. [for 1st rovro, Tovro» P k.] 
a8avaciar Ip. 

om 2nd rovro F [not F- lat]. А k 
ins tay bef „11. ү 

lga 

54. om то pOapr. Tour. evd. ad. ка: (i. е. то POapr. to ro dur.) C'I,MN'(in supply- 
ing the omission Ns has written xa: то, ro being superfluous) 64. 71 valg copt goth 
sth arm Mcion-e, Ath[-4-mss,] Iren-int,(citing from oportet enim, ver 53, to victoria 
tua, ver 55) Hil, Ambrst Aug, Fulg Oros Bede.—in A arm, то $0. to афбарс.ів put aft re 
бу. Tov. ev’. aÜavac.—om x. то бу. Tov. єу8. адау. D'(supplied in D-lat, a prima manu) 1. 
Orig, : om afavac. to adavac. F. ins туу bef абауастау АТМ 17[also bef афбарсе.]. 

55. transp ико and xerrpor (see Lxx) BCIMN! 17 vulg copt seth[-rom] ann[-zoh] 
Orig,(-int,) Eus, Ath, Did, Cyr-jer, Bas-sel, [Euthal-msj Damasc, Iren-int, T 
Ambr| „ре Ambrst] Jer: txt A? FK LPN? rel вугг goth sth-pl [arm-mss] Orig,( 
int,) Eus, Ath, Cyr-jer, Chr, Thdrt Euther[-in- Thdrt] Iren-int, Tert, Cypr, Hil,.—om 
хоу соо 8. то vix. Al.—(vewos, here and in vv. 54, 57 (confusion between є and : ar 
constantly elsw) BD!I,(N ver 57) m, contentio Tert [victoria vel contentio, : Aug 
varies ].) rec for 2nd avare, adn (so Lxx), with A? D'(-grl(appy) KLMPN! rel 
вутт goth [seth-pl arm] Orig, Ath, [Did, Bas, Chr, Euthnl-ms Thdrt] Euther, : txt 
BC D'[and lat] ЕІ! vulg copt sth-rom Eus, Iren-int, [Orig-int,] Tert, Cypr, Hil, 
Ambr. pe AUgsepe- 

88. Ins кет» bef 7 ацарт. A 
57. for 8. dor, докт: D 

Ru. at (in, as part of the events of) the 
last trumpet-blowing. The word dx. 
must obviously not be refined upon as 
some (rivés in Theophyl.—and Olsh.) have 
done, identifying it with the seventh trum- 
pet of the Apocalypse ;—nor pressed too 
closely as if there were necessarily no 
trump after it,—but is the trump at the 
time of the end, the last trump, in a wide 
and popular sense. See ref. 1 Thess. 
garisan 
scil. So Od. p. 142, dptduevor тоб х@роу 
S0«» тё wep olvoxoeóei (seil. ó olvdxoos): 
Herod. ii. 47, éredy Өйоү : Xen. Anab. i. 
2. 17, éxel dodvryte: ili. 4. 86, ёкброѓє : 
—vi. 5. 25, боз anualvo. тӯ dT Nui. 
Kühner, 8 414. 2. cadnlow for сал- 
ri уш is reprobated by the grammarians: 
sce Wetst. ane ds, sce above [on ver. 
51). 58.] Confirmation of cat 4р. 
édAay., by a re-statement of the necessity 
of putting on incorruptibility and immor- 
tality. TÒ $0. тобто . . . тд Ov. то®то] 
this, indicating his own body. pras- 
@aı—see note on the force of the aor. as 
indicating that which is momentary, on 
ver. 34. Compare on the figure of puet- 
ting on, 2 Cor. v. 3 and notes. 84. 

impersonal, — ó салягуктӯз, · 

bdlo [syrr(not syr-mg)] Ath-s-mss Chr, Ee. 

бтау 54, &c. is a repetition, in a triumphant 
spirit, of the description of the glorious 
change. shall come to 
pass—really ġe. The citation is from 
the Heb. with this difference, that the 
active, ‘He (Jehovah) abolishes,’ yn, із 
made passive, and rr. ‘for ever, is ren- 
dered (as elsewhere by the LXX, e. g. ref. 
2 Kings, but not here) els vixos. 
els v. “зо as to result in victory. Wetst. 
quotes from the Rabbis, *In diebus ejus 
(Messim) Deus S. B. deglutiet mortem. 

55.] TRIUMPHANT EXCLAMATION 
of the Apostle realizing in his mind that 
glorious time: expressed nearly in the 
terms of the prophetic announcement of 
Hosea, - rob 7 81ку соо, Өдуате; тоў rd 
xévrpov aov, 8% ; The figure of death 
as a venomous beast is natural, from the 
ү nk, Gen. iii. Num. xxi. The souls 
iu Hades being. freed by the resurrection, 
Death’s victory is gone: sin being 
abolished by the change of the animal 
body (the source of sin) to the spiritual, 
his sting is powerless, For a discussion 
of the quotation, see Stanley's note. 
66.) See above: and compare Rom. v. 12, 
and vii. 57.] For this blessed con- 
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iv. 16 pj cm. vv. 6—18). 
o ver. 10 reff. 
r Acts iz. 13 reff. Rom. xv. 26. 

18. Dan.i. 5 Theod. plur 
xvl.2. Luke zxziv.1. John ях. 1, 19. "Acts x 

ree EIS xxiv. 12. J. 
2 Pet. iii. 7 only. 4 Kings xx. 17. 
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p here bis only t. 

ino. Xp. bef т. кър. тр. M. 
68. ins xa: bef анетахууто А [vulg F-lat Syr eth] Ambrst. 

оок етту bef o кот. иде» F(not F- lat ]. om тоу Ip. 

y Matt. ri. 15, 1 Er 21. Rom. ii. 5. 

„1.23 

omiy Ps. 

k here only 7. 2 Uxata “plav " та88ато› Exactos vv і Rom. ШТ. 
х тар’ х éavrà TiÜéro Y Өт тауир >» 8 ть dy * evod@rat, iva 

m ch. xvi, 10. (Phil. ii. 30.) 

hil. i. 26 
$ Thess. iv. 
10 al. Tobit 

n 2 Cor. vi. 5 reff. 
Rom. xv. 28. 2 Cor. viii. 4. ix. 13. 

s ch. vii. 17. Acts хүн 2. L.P., exc. Matt. xi. 1. 3 Rings xi. 
t ., Rom. E 16 reff. u= Acte ii. 46 al. v Mark 

w= га ariii. 12. Mark xvi. 9. 
2 Cor. xii. 16. James v. 

10 (ref.). 3 ichn 2 (bis) only. Gen. хххіз. 

for ep, око P. 

Cuar. XVI. 2. гес caBBarev, with KLMN? rel copt goth гало Euthal-ms] mon 
Damasc: caffare N! mS; 
BIM. —zr' à n(and so vv. 8 , б, 12) 47. 
ins] Damasc. 

summation of victory over death, he breaks 
in thanks to God, who gives it to us 
sent, as being certain) through our Lord 

esus Christ (t the Name in full, as befits 
the & solemnity and majesty of the thanks- 
giving). 58.] Conclusion of the whole 
by an earnest exhortation. Sste] 
‘quae cum ita sint,’—secing that the victory 
is sure. ip., dperanty.] а climax 
(Mey.) ; — in reference, viz. to the doubt 
which is attempted to be raised among 
you on this matter. dv тф Epyy Tov 
кър.) The work of the Lord is the Chris- 
tian life, with its active and passive duties 
and graces,—the bringing forth the fruits 
of the Spirit. ете) Knowing 
(as you do—being convinced by what has 
been said), that your labour (bestowed 
on the ёру. тоб кор.) is not vain (which it 
would be, were there no resurrection: 
see reff.) in the Lord. These last words 
cannot belong to ó xéwos би., nor very 
well to obe for: xevós (as Meyer), but 
are best taken with the whole sentence, 
your labour is not in vain: so ch. ix. 1. 

CHAP. XVI.] VARIOUS DIRECTIONS AND 
ARRANGEMENTS (1—18). SALUTATIONS 
(19, 20). AUTOGRAPH CONCLUSION AND 
BENEDICTION (21—24). 1—4.] Di- 
rections respecting the collection and 
transmission of alms for the poor saints 
at Jerusalem. 1.] The construction 
is as in ch. vii.1; viii. 1; xii. 1;—the wep) 
94... rather serves to introduce the new 
subject than to form any constructional 
part of the sentence. ша їп ied 
12. Aoylas] Aoyia, SNN, Н 
Aeylar, Th» cvAAeyh» r Нр 
кале, Theodoret (Wetst.). The cord | is 

txt ABCDFI,P N-corri 17 latt syrr] Chr.. 
«vobuUn ACI, M N- боё?) [ Euthal- 

said in the Lexx. not to i found in 
classic writers. alg T. y.] = els 
robs жтохоўз т. бү» ray dv Viepowea- 
Afu, ref. Rom. See also 2 Cor. viii. 
1 fl.; ix. 1 ff.: and on the poverty of 
the church at Jerusalem, note on Acts 
ii. 44. That poverty was no doubt in- 
creased by the continual troubles with 
which Jerusalem was barassed in this, the 
distressful close of the Jewish national his. 
tory. See other causes in Stanley. That 
the mother church of Christendom should 
be thus, in its need, sustained by the 
daughter churches, was natural; and it is 
at the same time an affecting circumstance, 
to find im tbe most anxious to collect and 
bear to them this contribution, whose for- 
mer persecuting zeal had doubtless (see 
Acts xxvi. 10) made not a few of those 
saints widows and orphans. $ бетер 
Br.) We do not find any such order in the 
Epistle to the Galatians: ch. ii. 10 there 
being merely incidental. It had probably 
been given during his journey among them 
Acts xviii. 28,—or perbaps by message (?) 
from Ephesus. Not as E. V., “аг I hare 
given order, but as I gave order. He 
refers to the occasion, whatever it was, 
when that order was given. Bengel re- 
marks: Galatarum N Corinthiis, 
Corinthiorum exemplum Macedonibus, Co- 
rinthiorum et Macedonum Romanis pro- 
ponit. 2Cor.ix.2. Rom.xv.26. Magna 
exemplorum vis.” 3.] ма» ceBB.] 
For this Hebraism, and cef. in the sin- 
gular, signifying week, see reff. Оп the 
observance of the first duy of the week, see 
notes, Acts xx. 7, and Rom. xiv. 5. Here 
there is no mention of their assembling, 
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a absol, Acta pn, бта» &, тоте P A yivertat’ 3 Gray 8 * mapa- aco? 
xvil. 10 reff, , ` э ^ KLM b= Kom. хіт. yévmuau ods cay > doxtudonte, & ётигтоћдр тойтои$ Phab: 

€ = Rom. ii. 27. 
d Acta xix. 12 

e= 3 Cor. үш. * dày бё {а ор» = rod кадё mopever Gas, тй» ёро} тторєй- 
5 @Аєйсора è apes vd nds, Stay Maredo 
Maxedoviay yàp "Opyonav 6 !прӧѕ шаў 8 

‘Tere oni. сорта. 
E oo zxiv. h Ao" 

h Acts xiii. 6 

тёш} *dmeveykety Thv ° yápw ошди eis lepovcaAsu 
Р 

ln zn. ru 1 тарацерд ij "^ xal " тарауєшасо, iva Ujeis pe 
56. John 
1, 2. Gal. і. 18. 1 Joho l. 2. vee ver. 10. ch. ii. 3 

1 Phil. i. 28. 
12. xxviii. 11. Tit. iii. 12 only ӯ. 

3. [ocovs K.] for car, ау BDI F. 
4. rec n bef a£ior, with D F[-gr] 

Heb. vii. 23. James i. 25 only. Gen. xliv. 33. 
k here only. Xen. Anab. v. 9, 20. (cee ch. ziv. 10.) 

m ch. ix. 8 reff. п Acts ti. 

геротоХуна, А. 
KLN? rel вуг (goth) [arm Kuthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt 

Damasc: txt A(n») BCI,MPN? а m 17 [latt(not G. lat) Syr copt]. 
5. for yap, 8e F -gr](not G) m. 
6. for бє, y(ap) 1. 

(ic) Р. om 7 F(not F-lat) 2. 
kaTrauero BM 672: raparopewe F.—wapau. bef Tvx[ev 

om xa: BM 3. 116 (Syr) Chr-2-msa. 
or «va, e: un F[not F-lat] D-lat.—qra «c xai тарах. DI[-gr]. 

which we have in Acts xx. 7, but a plain 
indication that the day was already consi- 
dered as a special one, and one more than 
others fitting for the performance of a reli - 
gious duty. е davr¢ тї. ] let each 
of you lay up at home (reff.) in store 
whatsoever he may by prosperity have 
acquired (lit. ‘whatsoever he may be pros- 
pered in: i. е. the pecuniary result of any 
rosperous adventure, or dispensation of 

Providence) : not, as Bengel, al.: ‘quod 
commodum vit, —a meaning which the 
word will not bear. va py, .. | 
that there may not, when I come, THEN 
be collections to be made. His time would 
be better employed in imparting to them a 
spiritual benefit, than in urging them to 
and superintending this duty. 8.] 
* Vide quomodo vir tantus nullam suspi- 
cioni rimam aperire voluerit." Grot. 
Se iwwrroAév cannot belong to Soxiud- 
onre (as Beza, Calv., Wetst., E. V.,—for 
what need of letters from them brar 
wapayévæpa or before his coming, if the 
person recommended were sof to be sent 
off before his arrival 7), but is emphati- 
cally prefixed, as the safe and proper way 
of giving credentials to those sené ;— 
rotrovs Tépje,—the alternative which 
follows, of himself accompanying them, 
beiug already in the mind of the Apostle. 

dero, plur.,—not of the cate- 
gory merely, meaning ome letter, but 
meaning, either that each should have 
bis letter of credentials,—or more pro- 
bably, that Paul would give them letters 
to several persons in Jerusalem. 
Meyer well remarks: “ Hence we see how 
common in Paul's practice was the writ- 
ing of Epistles. o knows how many 
private letters of his, not addressed to 
churches, have been lost? The only letter 
of the kind which remains to us (except 

the Pastoral Epistles), viz. that to Phile- 
mon, owes its preservation perhaps to 
the mere circumstance, that it is at the 
same time addressed to the church in the 
kouse of Philemon. See ver. 2.” A 
see reff. Meyer compares Plato, „Рр 
118, K: xdpis, ейеруєсіа фкофацоз. 
4.] But if it (the occasion, —dependent on 
the magnitude of your collection) be wor- 
thy of my also taking the journey (i. e. 
if your collection be large enough to war- 
rant an apostolic miasion in order to carry 
it,— not said for secwri£y, —nor to procure 
himself a fair reception at Jerusalem, — but 
with a sense of the dignity of an apostolic 
mission: “justa æstimatio sui non est su- 
perbia," Bengel) they shall go in my 
company ed éuoi v. contrast to 8. émi- 
столб» Téuye, and observing the same 
order). This did apparently take place, see 
Acta xx. 4 ff. 

5—9.] Taking up бта» rapayéræpa he 
announces Ме plan of visiting them. 
5.] This plan was a change from his for- 
mer intention, which had been (see 2 Cor. 
i, 15, 16, and note), to pass through them 
to Macedonia, and again return to them 
rom Macedonia, and thence to Judæa. 
This he hnd apparently announced to them 
in the lost Epistle alluded to ch. v. 9 (or in 
some other), and he now tacitly drops tbis 
scheme, and announces another. For this 
he was charged (2 Cor. i. 17 ff.) with levity 
of purpose : but his real motive was, lenity 
towards them, that he might not come to 
them in sorrow and severity (2 Cor. i. 23; 
ii. 1). The second plan ke adhered to: 
we find him already in Macedonia when 
2 Cor. was written (2 Cor. ii. 13; viii. 1; 
ix. 2, 4), and on his way to Corinth (2 Cor. 
xii. 14; xiii. 1);—and in Acts xx. 1,2, the 
journey is briefly narrated. Mares. 
ү. Sedpx. is not parenthetical, but Bépx. 

йе рі 
klmr 
o V7. 4i 
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only. Pror. і. 33. Wied. xvii. & BN Ald. (- Bot, AC compl.) only. 
c z Hom. xiv. 3 reff. хт. 88. b Acts zili. 61 reff. 

for ea», ау DIF. 
. 7. for 1st yap, 8e Id: om Syr. 

ds кату" 11 Arie оф» avrüv < é£ovÜevijan, ° vrporéuvrare 
23. 2. (ee, -уҷиа, ch. х.б. , Eph. l. 19.) 
i. 28. 2 Thess. ii, 4. 1 Tim. i. 10. v. 14 only. L. P. Zech. iii. 1. 
2 John 8.) w. тес, Luke viii. 18. ch. iii. 10. Eph. v. 18. 

w Luke ziii. 17. zxi. 15. Gal. v. 17. Phil. 
x w. іра, Col. iv. 17 only. (see 

y Luke 1. 76. Phil. i. 14. Jude 12 
ach. U. 3 reff. a ch. 

zoprugoua: Р; -wpa b! о [-oua« LM f k 47]. 
rec (for 204 yap) ёе, with KL rel syr [eth 

Thdrt: txt ABCDFI,MPN 17 latt Syr copt 
rec emtpewn (the force of the aor not 

goth Chr, Damasc [Euthal-ms Ambrst]. 
ing ived : see note), with РЕК rel 

а Damasc, -те Lc f k?]: txt ABCI,M Р(-фе) & dm 17 Chr, Thl-mss, permiserit 
tt. 
8. om e» F(not G). 
10. офоВоѕ BI: афоВо‹ P 47. 

9. om wa: arr. ro. L. 
rec xat eye, with DF rel Orig[-c], Chr,(xa8ws x. 

ey.): eyo, omg kai, BM 67°: txt ACKLPN n 17 Thdrt Damasc. 
11. om ow 

is opposed (by 34) to каранерё. The 
pres. implies, as im E. V., his sow matured 
plan,—not, as in the erroneous subscrip- 
tion of the Epistle, that he was on Ais way 
through Macedonia, Ме m. тое ек 
word. 6. арув 8, of whic 
he speaks басе ыш was accomplished ; 
he spent (Acts xx. 3) three months, and 
those (ib. ver. 6) the three winter months, 
in Greece (at Corinth). Spsis, Meyer 
justly remarks, is emphatic, and conveys 
an affectionate preference, in his present 
plan, for them. ob, with a verb of 
motion. The account of this is that the 
ideas of motion and rest are both involved 
in the verb: rest, when the motion is ac- 
complished. So Luke x.1;— Soph. Trach. 
40, keivos $ brov VRN obels olBe :— 
Xen. Hell. vii. 1. 25, rov BovAm0cier 
ede Ade Sce Kühner, $ 623, Anm. 2. 
Whither he should go from Corinth, was as 
yet uncertain, see ver.4. 7.] For I am 
not willing, this time to see you in pass- 
ing. There isa slight, bat a very slight, 
reference to his change of pu (see 
above); but we must not ta e Bers with 
SA (which Meyer charges Neander with 
doing, but clearly in error, see Pfl. u. Leit. 
p. 415 note): rather the &pr: refers to the 
occasion, the news from them of Chloe,’ 
which had made it advisable that he should 
not nom pay them а mere passing visit. 
үр] ground of où 0éAw—but not the ulti- 
mate one, see above. ixvrpéjy) shall 
have permitted me, i. e. ‘if it shall so turn 
out, in the Lord's direction of my work, 
that I shall then find my way open to do 
80.” 8,9.) His present plan regarding 

апа lat) F[not F-lat] goth arm Ambrst. 

his stay in Ephesus (where he was writ- 
ing). T. wevTne.} viz. that gert 
coming. This probably happened so, or 
nearly so, notwithstanding the tumult of 
Acts xix.: for he already (see there vv. 
21, 22) was meditating his departure, and 
had sent on two of his company, when the 
tumult occurred. Ovpa, see reff.: an 
opportunity of action. peyéAn refers 
to the extent of the action thus opened 
before him: évepyijs, to its requirements : 
neither of them (though peydAn may be 
referred to Өѓра) properly agreeing with 
the figure, but both with the reality. 
Meyer compares Plato, Pheedr. p. 245, a: 
роосёу ёт) zomrixds pr Altai. 
футьк. rok.] See Acts xix. 9, 28 ff. 
10, 11.] Recommendation of Timothy to 
their good reception and offices. He had 
preceded Paul (Acts xix. 22) in the journey 
to Macedonia. From ёду Men, it would 
appear to have been probable, but not 
uite certain, that he would visit them. 
n ch. iv, 17, he is described as sent on for 

that purpose : во that the éd» may merely 
refer to the uncertainties of the journey. 

10. BA. Tva 4468. v.] There 
must have been some ial reason for 
this caution respecting Timothy, besides 
that aseigned by Meyer, al., that he would 
naturally be d iated as only a subor- 
dinate of Paul, whom so many of them 
opposed. His youth occurs to us, шеп. 
tioned 1 Tim. iv. 12: bnt even that is not 
enough, and would hardly be intended 
here, without some reference to it. De 
Wette's conjecture may not be without 
foundation, that he was perhaps of a timid 
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4 Lake l. 2 ÔÈ aUTOP *ép *eiprvg, iva EXOn mpós pe ° éxdéyouas yap 
Acts xvi. 38 
(reff.). ch. vii. 
15. James ii. 
Wal, Judg. 
xviii. 6 B (eis 
ep. A Ald. 
compl.). 

e Acta xvii. 16 
теп. 

f adv, (in T: 
Koepp., Ma 
ix. 11. Mark 
hi. 12 al5.) 
ver. 19. 

dé Grav m evxaipyjon. 

|. a kparaioba6e. 
g constr., ch. |. 

10 reff. 
w. inf., Rom. 
zii. 1 reff. 

u Acts zai. 22 
reff. 

25. ix. 90 al. 
al. fr. (Jer. т.б. 

i Matt, xviii. 14. 
m Mark vl. 31. 

o Rom. ziv. 4 reff. 

ix. 15. xiv. 36, 40. 
20. Gal. 
17. vi. Lal.t 

for 3e, ооу MP: om Ni. 
abe. B. 

12. om awoAAw NI (ins N-corr!) th. 
[not am Ld goth [Ambrst]. 

18. om ту F 

ver. 12. 
w Rom. viii. 33 reff. 

avTov Herd THY dd 
12 Пері 66 Aro dh той adeAdod, faoXXà = тарека- 

Neca айтор, € iva ёр mpòs Upüs perà TOV: dd 
kai h тарта ойк ‘jv - Oérnua "iva viv Erby, éXcvaerai 

) 
1. 80. ii. 40. Eph. iii. 16 only. Neh. il. 18. (-os, 1 Pet. v. 6.) 

t u = John iv. 53. Gen. 1. 8. 

«дє BD!F Orig[-c, ](txt,) Damasc. 

13 n [pnyopetre, °ттткєтє Єр TH пісте, P dròpigecde, 
1*' qráyra Орду ev dryaTg * ywéaOo. 

. l*IIapaxaAG 8ё фий, абехфо oare thy ol 
Lrepava, Y бт, ёттїў “ атару?) Tis Axalas xal * єс? ĝia- 

k of man, ch. vii. 37 reff. 
Acta xvii. 21 (reff.; only. 

1 see Matt, vii, 12. Mark ri. 
n -- Mark ziii. 37. 1 Thess. v. 6 

p here only. Joeh. i. 6. q Luke 
r constr., bere only. 

ч constr., ch. ш. 
х Acta хіі. 48 reff. y ch. хи. 5. Acte i. 

om uera To» 

ins dA vjur ort bef woAAa D'FN! latt 

ins xa: bef кратагоисбде A D.gr vulg(and F-lat) Syr copt wth 
[Pel] : om BC F(-gr) KLPR rel D-lat(with G-lat fri) вуг goth Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt 
amasc Thl (Ec Ambrst. [M doubtful. ] 
15. om 8е D!-gr №! 71 goth sth arm. aft стефауа ins ка: $oprovrarov DN? 

am(with demid fuld hari) arm Thdrt Damasc Ambrat: xai: форт. xa: axaikov C! F a 
vulg-ed(with [demid] tol F-lat) syr-w-ast(and mg-gr) (additions from ver 17). 
for eei», eii» CI (appy) DF [vulg arm) Orig-int,. 

disposition. Meyer objects that we have 
no historical trace of this : but I think some 
are to be found in 1 Tim. :—e. g. iii. 15; 
v. 22, 23. то 4 кър.] seo ref., 
note. 11. dv Apr] хор\з uáxns 
ка) ptdovexias, Theophyl., and similarly 
Chrys. Tva 0.) the aim of xpordéuy. 

dic dx. yàp abr. ] xal тобто qoBoUr»- 
Tos avrobs jy. {уа yàp elBóres, ёт márta 
elphaeras wpbs aur ётер dy rdin, drei- 
xéorepos уёуюутс, 8.4 тобто ярозќбукє»" 
8. y. aùr. Chrys. Hom. xliv. p. 407. 
Theophyl. adds, dua 8d xal аЃдесіиоте- 
po» abrió» ro, еїує obras üvaykaior 
TroUTor Ex «i, & re éxbéyecÓÜa) ard. 
By perà rév AN it would appear, 
comparing ver. 12, that more brethren be- 
sides Erastus (Acts xix. 22) accompanied 
Timotheus to Mncedonia. Itis hardly pro- 
bable (as Calov. and De W., al.), that wera 
т. 48. is to be taken with éxBéxouai: ' I 
and the brethren expect him.’ 12. 
Of Apollos: that he was not willing а 
present to до to them. — 84, transitional. 

On the construction of wept... . 65., 
see on ver. 1. wapexdn. (va. ёр] 
Tra denotes the aim, not only the purport 
of the exhortation. See remarks on ch. 
xiv. 13. * [deo excusat, ne suspicentur 
Corinthii ab eo fuisse impeditum . . .. 
Apud se querere poterant : Cur hos potius 
quam Apollo nobis misit? Respondet, 
minime per se stetisse, Kc. Calvin. Meyer 

remarks, perhaps the Corinthians had ex- 
pressly desired that Apollos should be sent 
to them. perà т. ё8еАф.] perhaps, those 
who went with Timotheus (see above): 
perhaps, those who were to bear this letter 
(ver. 17). cal] and, not, ёи.” 
see John xvi. 32; Rom. i. 13. It merely 
couples the exhortation with its result. 

Onpa) Evidently the will of 
Apollos, not, as Theophyl.: rourdéoris, ó 
gebs ойк бєлє». Sray ebxeip.] The 
present кару not seeming to him а suit- 
able one: apparently on account of the 
divisions hinted at in the beginning of the 
Epistle. 18.] «ira Seixvds Sri ойк ёғ 
Tois ÜiBackdAo:s, AA Ad ка! dv darts 
dpeiAovar Tas ANI das Zyew тїї awrnplas, 
onal: vpn. x. r. A. Chrys., who adds: 8: 
Ac ye, үрзүүорєїтє, ds xa0cvBórror ará- 
dere. фу таАешоцбушу` ёъуёрфєтӨбеє, кра- 
rated, фу naAaki(onérav. wavra . фә 
dyanry убоде, фу стас:а(бутеу. p. 407 f. 

ёр.) Aristot. Eth. iii. 6. 12:-—&ua 
84 ка! dvBpiCovra, d» ols ёстіу ў Ar, 
J kaAbr Tb drodavecy.  Wetst.: where seo 
cther examples. 15—18.] Recommen- 
dation of the family of Stephanas to their 
honourable regard: and by occasion, ez- 
pression of his own joy at the presence о 
Stephanas and his companions. 15. 
Some expositors (Erasm., Wolf, al.) tak 
о ате ав imperative, und regard i£ as the 
command: but the imperative use of одате 

ABCDP 
KLMPe 
abcde 
fghk! 
mnol 

47 



19—19. ПРО> КОРІМӨІОТ A. 

«ovíav Tois * lois. А ётаўа» éaurous: 16 tý 

685 

iva кай Оре "RE . i 

a Urorasona Ge b rois > тоюйтоқ, каў 3 T$ * GUVep- „М. viil. 1, 
ryoüvr kai A котидрт. 11 * yaipw $ em тӯ "rapovaíg beh vik 15,28. 
Lrepava xai Doprovvarou ка ’Ayaixod, бт тд EÙ Üpérepov 
P bgTépyua avrol 'dverAjpwoay 18 *üpémavcav ydp tò im 

Mark m $0. 

p 
155 

^ H vii 
pòv ‘arvetpa xal тд tudy. '""émrvywockere оў» "Toi; cr Lu 
b ‚ Ё TOLOUTOUS. Nu. 10 reff. 

19 "Аста отан i ids ai % ёкк\тсйи тўѕ Alas. дстӣ- ее 
r 

бетаг úpâs dy ° киріф ? % REM e IIptoxixAa, A РЫІ. 
alt 3 Mace. viii. 12, xv. 21 оп! ъз Coe, viii. 13, 16, . 
12. xf. 8. Phil iL 3. CoL M. 1 Thes, iil. 10. Five ete Lake cel; Judg. xviii Ich. 
ziv. 16 reff. k = 2 Cor. vii. 13. . 7, 30. 1 Chron. zzii. 9, 18. 

12 Acte xvii. 16 reff. irre ede Dest. i. 17. xzziil. b. (оге 1 Thom. v . 12.) 
n Rom. xvi. 16 re о Rora. xvi. 2, 6, 13 al. p ver. 13 reff. 

16. om 1st xa. M. aft xa: cowierrs ins ev ушу F Ambrst. 
17. rec pov 

ABCDFLN e m 17. 47. 
ms) Thdrt Damasc: txt BCDF(M]P m 17. 

provrarov, with KMP rel Chr-ed Thdrt-ed [ Euthal-ms Damasc-ed] : 
rec (for vuerepor) ошер», with AKLN rel Chr 

тес өто, with Sy [sil 
[Eutbal-ms] Thdrt Damasc: txt ADFM vulg Syr [syr] Chr, Œc (ЙИ; D- lat Жу 
spsi [ aut] illi G-lat: ipsi vulg [Ambrst)). 

18. aft yap 
19. as A 84 hac rh clause a m]. 

ш, 
txt o Digrj E PR e goth [ 
er kvp. 123 Ambret. 

ins xa: DIF latt goth Ambrst Pel Bede. 
aft a: exxAnoia: add тасш CP 47 Syr Chr,- 

ith ign rel [latt & Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc] : 

drte] bef wodAa D [fri 

ros тошутоь$ P. 

wodAa bef ev корие М а 17. 74 arm: om 
J: for wpurikiAAa, трска 

BMPR 17 am(with demid harl) fri copt goth arm 

for Yore) seems to be without example. 
We must therefore understand it ав indica- 
tive, and the construction is the well-known 
attraction, е се ств el (м 
évapy$] See Rom. xvi. TD the first 
Achean converts. ur., refer- 
ring to the noun of number, pon This 
family were among the few анне бу 
Paul, see ch. i. 16. tratar davrovs 
So Demosth. de falsa legat.: BotAopa: 
bwoprfica eis ra rdiw rater tavrdy 
Alox lens, Wetst. : where see other exam- 
ples. The éavroós is not without mean- 
n a voluntarily devoted their ser. 

els Star. trois áy(ow] to ser- 
vice for erigens in what way, does not 
em from the Raet of Ste- 
P M baaa s art t time in rm 
Íor journeys and missions. . 16.] xal 
се оа іп your turn,—in return for 

-devotion. Vwordoc.] viz. 
in "boasarine their advice and being ready 
to be directed by them: there is an alla- 
sion to Ératar éavrovs above. TOUS 

to such persons, meaning the in- 
dividuals of Stephanas's family, whom the 
knew. See the usage of 6 тошбтоз in re 
own viz. with тойт Toioérois. 
17.] Perhaps Fortunatus and Achai- 

cus were members of the family of Ste- 
phanas. The Fortunatus mentioned by 
Clement at. the end of his Ep. i. to the 
Corinthians (е 59, р. 828) may be the 
same, | viz. in Ephesus. 

Vor. II. 

Tò Ójérepov ёст.) The want of 
you (ref.): Е е. of your a. Grotius 

* Quod vos omnes facere 
орон, 4 ̂ni fecerunt: certiorem me 
fecere de vestris morbis," and holds then 
to have been of Mes of chap. i. 11. Bat 
it is very improbable that he should men- 
tion thus a family so distinguished as this : 
he names them just after, ch. i. 16, as the 
household of e and still more 
improbable that one of so fine feeling 
should add of the bearers of such tidings, 
dydzavoay к.т.М, which would on that 

18 кай rar] thia is а banda this is a expres- 
sion of true rhode oa sed in consciousness 
of the effect of this epistle on them : q.d. 
* it is to their ce here that you owe 
much of that in this my letter which I 
know will refresh and cheer your spirits." 
TheophyL explains it: Netter abrois ёт 

avrou waves, avray dati. &sre 
éxel, dpoU dvawavbdyros тер) abréy, ка} 
fpeis фкер$%тате arb тобто, T)» dh àvd- 
rauou, pndty Éxapi vp abrobs ToóTovs 
dvdeltnoGe : rot., of the announcement 
which they would "make on their return 
of Paul's love for the Corinthians. But 
this last, can hardly be. imywécxere] 
know, the prep. giving force, and slightly 
a rng ce manng to that of 
nition. Grot. 8, 20-1 Salutati ‚—@» zu 
rici axe 19, 

9. dv куріф] paper Mon. ri xvi. 2. 



IIPOX KOPIN@IOTS А. XVI. 20, 24. 

Rom. avis. GUp ITH 9 кат ‘olxoy avTOv Téexrnow. 20 GdamálorvrG& ascot 

626 

в 
r Acta li. 46тей. 7 

1 ега оиа oi ade ho rávres. 

‘Stn а. мат: dryly. 

u = (and Paul) 
bov 

йастасасбе áXAXrXovs év * pA- 

21 “О “doracpes “тӯ uñ xe Паіоџ. 22 "єї тіс 
as above (t) 

oni: apr ov þei Tov куру, * Tyro  dváÜeua. = рарараба. 933 
v an abors (8). ®yapis той *xupiou Ly *% реб биби. ?* j ауалт 
wer ie b Lov ретй dry Орбу éy хриттф Incod.  [dpzjv.] 

Vise э IIPOX КОРІМӨІОТ A. 
reff. 

з here only. 
a Rom, avi. 20 [24]. Bev. zzii. 21 al. V gen. subj., Phil. 1.9. Col. l. 8. Philem. 5,7. Her. li. 4, 19. 

S un ins rap ots(ovs F) xa: fexi(ones DF latt not am fuld harl(appy, Treg) fri] goth 

31. om ry C. 
22. rec aft xvpior ins tcov» хрістоу, with СЗРЕІ e р m 47 am [fuld harl] s 

copt goth [Damasc Ambrst] : quw» ine. 
(баи): om ABC!MN! 17 fri Chr- 

copt Chr, [Éuthal-ms] Thl Ambrst. 
KLMPN* 

. KP 
a [Eu li 

aft kvpiov ins que» ALP bf k m o 17 vulg (f. 
rec aft уто» adds xpiorov, with AC 

ed [demid) (Syr) [eth] Chr, 
thal-ms] Cyr,. 

demid &c] not am) fri Syr 
F(-gr] 

rel vu 

rel latt syrr copt sth arm Chr [Euthal-ms Damasc] Ambrst: om BN! р 17. 
47 am(with tol F-lat al) goth Thdrt. 

24. om pov A 
ins ACDKLPN 

73. 
rel [vulg-clem 

Damasc-txt ]. 

SUBSCRIPTION: reo adds еураф ато фіЛМттоу Bia стефауа ка: pov 

om aun» BFM 17 fald(and tol) fri [Euthal-ms Ambrst] : 
am demid syrr copt goth sth arm Chr,-txt Thdrt-txt 

ртоиуатоо кош 
ахашоо kai тшобеоо, with K L(first inserting eren) a е f g k (m) п 47 [Eutbal-ms], 
similarly (but for $Unrrer, epevov) d h: 
ф:Мттоу paxedorias D: е 

eypagn aro epecou Н?Р: eypagy awo 
«хо agias K. T. A., omg (as does m) rp. кор. трета, bo: рафт 

om altogether М 1: txt AB!CN 17, and D'(adding етлуребу) F(prefizing rec). 

On Aguila and Priscilla, see Rom. xvi. 8, 
4; Acta xviii. 2. They had removed from 
Corinth (Acts xviii. 1) to Ephesus (ib. 
26), and had there, as sutsequently at 
Rome (Rom. xvi. 8, 5), an -— | of 
the faithful meeting in their dwelling 

ol 48. rGvres— the whole Ephesian 
church. dv gud. &y.] soe Rom. xvi. 
16, note. 31—94.] Autograph con- 
clusion. & dowaopds is the І . 
ing, which, according to ref. 2 Thess., 
was always in his own hand, the rest 
having been written (see Rom. xvi. 22) 
by an amanvensis. TlavAov is in 
apposition with der implied in фир, as II. 
p. 226, üpérepor Bù dxdovou Oupdy ёш: 
duds тод à8Alov Ales, and the like. See 
Kühner, $ 499. 4. 89.] He adds, as 
in Col. iv. 18; Eph. vi. 24, some exhorta- 
tion, or solemn sentence, ia his own hand, 
as having especial weight. On the dis- 
tinction between ф:Леїу and àyarĝ» see 
notes on John xxi. 15. The negation here 
of the feeling of personal affection, * has 
no love in his heart for," is worthy of 
note, as connected with the curse which 
ollows. tyre 4,60.) On &у4беда, 
sec note, Rom. іх. 9:—1et him be ac- 

eursed. apf An Aramaic ex- 
pression, un Тур or ngat муто the (or our) 
Lord cometh (or, is come, as Chrys., al., 
ó кур. hp. Ade: in 1 John iv. 2 the 
FVV 
ёлулоббта) : proa unconnected with 
àydðepa: and added perhaps (Mey.) as 
recalling some remembrance of the time 
when Paul was among them: at all 
events, as a weighty watchword tending 
to recall to them the nearness of His 
coming, and the duty of being found 
ready for it — not added, as Rickert, to 
stamp genuineness on the letter,—for why 
here rather than in other Epistles, espe. 
cially as those who were to bear it were so 
well known? See Stanley's note. 
94. 4 dy. pov] Because the Epistle had 
contained so much that was of a severe 
character, he conclades it with an expres- 
sion of affection ; so Chrys.: pera recad. 
THY сагоре ove ётострёфета, АЛА 
ка) pre ка) тер:ХоцВёре: тбрфидер аётофз 
Üvras. Hom. xliv. p. 411. ф xp. 
I.] тоитбстар, 0084» дубрбаіуор $ cap- 
ккд ў &уйку pov ҳе, ААЛА srevpatucf 
dor: kal è» xpiorg. Theophyl. 

KI. M Pn 
a be de 
fg bkI 
п по 17, 

47 

æ. Сё. 
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IIPOJ KOPINOIOXYZX B. 

І. 1 ados атботоћос хрістод ‘Inood did ӨєМм]нато$ * воа. хч. m 

TITLE. Steph y xpos Tous коріубкооѕ Sevrepa: elz wavAov Tov axocToÀov 7 wpos 
xopiwfious єтістоћт Sevrepa, with rel: тоу ayiov атостолоу TavyAov €xid TOÀ Tpos кор. 
B' L (hb): архета zpos корудіюиѕ B' D! F(Bevrepy): [m wp. кор. B' ex. єктедеса ws ev 
ian M:] emoroAn spos кор. Sevrepa k 1: txt ABKN m(Sevr.) n o 17. 47, and C at 
top of page. (P [def.]) 

CRar. I. 1. rec moov bef xpirrov, with ADGEL rel ix Syr copt goth sth arm] 
Chr, Damasc [Ambrst]: om ine. xp. F(and lat): txt 
LEuthal- ma] Thdrt. 

Crap. I. 1, 2.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
тне. 1, 8:4 R. Cb вее 1 Cor. i. 
1, note. Tupd6eos 6 48.] So of Sos- 
thenes, 1 Cor. i. 1; ‘one of of à3eAdol ;’ 
—but perhaps in this case with peculiar 
emphasis: see 1 Cor. iv. 17; 1 Tim. i. 2, 
18; 2 Tim. ii. 1. On his being with Paul 
at this time, see Prolegg. to this Epistle, 
$ ii. 4. ow т. dy. тасъу ....) This, 
and the Epistle to the Galatians, were cir- 
cular letters to all the believers in the 
respective countries: the variation of ex- 
pression in the two cases (rais dr A u 
T. Tadarlas, Gal. i. 2) being accounted 
for by the circumstance that the matter 
of this Epistle concerned directly the 
church at Corinth, and indirectly all 
the saints in the province,—whereas that 
to the Galatians, being to correct deep- 
rooted Judaizing error, directly concerned 
all the churches of Galatia. Achaia 
comprehended Hellas and Peloponnesus ; 
the province was so named by the Ro- 
mans because they became postessed of 
them by subduing the Achaan league, 
Pausan. vii. 16. 7. See Acts xviii. 12. 

$.] See 1 Cor. i. 8. $—11.] 
THANKSGIVING FOR DELIVERANCE FROM 

MP 17 hal(and mar al) вуг 

GREAT DANGER OF HIS LIFE: — HIS 

ABILITY TO COMFORT OTHERS IN APFLIC- 

TION. Commentators have endeavoured 
to assign a definite purpose to this open- 
ing of the Epistle. De Wette thinks that 
Paul had яо definite purpose, except to 
pour out the thankfulness of his heart, 
and to begin by placing himself with his 
readers in a position of religious feeli 
and principle far above all discord an 
dissension. But I cannot agree with this. 
His pu shews so plainly through the 
whole latter part of the chapter, that it is 
only consistent with vv. 12—24 to find it 
beginning to be introduced here also. I 
believe that Chrys. has given the right 
account: dAówei Alay айтофз к. ёборёВв 
Tb ph wapayerécOa dxe? тд» джботоћоу, 
ка) таёта dwayyeiAduevor, &AAà Toy Évarra 
dy MaxeborÍq dvaddca: xpdvor, xal Soxeiy 
abray érépovs xporeripynxéva:. 8:4 тобто 
pb тобто lorduevos Tb дориВєїу (al. àv0. 
ориоўу), Adye: Thy alrlav Bi hy ob тареуќ- 
vero" ov phy dt ede ias abrhy vu odd 
Aéye ёт: olda pry trooxduevos Kiev, 
dredh 32 dià ras 0A yas dvewodicOny, - 

€, к. ph karayreTré run bwepovlay 
фебушау huar ФАЛ érépus айт (al. 



628 IIPOXZ KOPINGIOT® B. I. 
ә ^ ^ е h A a 1 9 a A td 

n= Eph ttt. "сод yptorod, б \ татӯр тр 'oixrtpuów ral Gedy паст ABCDP | 
e ^ ^ ^ LMP 

iRom. f. j. $тдоак\Млсео$, 40 *mapakaXov nas lémi тасу TH beef 
Col. ili. 1 ем е ^ me? \ Su 0 «л k ^ qı ghkim 
Heb. s. Ж Че "jv, "eis тд 9vvacÜa. тийс *rapakaXeiv тойс 10 17. 47 
15111. 15 év пасу NM Sid ri ! тарак)своҳ "5s *arapaxa- 

aopa AoUueÜa аўто) tro тод Geob, 5 бте rabàs ?Tepwraeve, rà 

ne bates PoraOnpata той “,t “els zu, or "Sad той 
$a oa’ усто rehm i xai ij }таракМмуо нф. 6 * eire 
xxiv. 67. , е s ^ € ^ E 
Hart zu. бё *OABouela, ©тёр tis “dav }) парак\л)саєюс ral - 

M. Rom. v. 
3. Matt. ziv. 14 a). fr. 

ill. 7 reff. p Rom. vil. 6 reff. (eee note.) 
m Acta iil. 19. vil. 19 al. п сопа. 7 o Ram. 

q = Rom. v. 1б. viii. 18. r — 1 Thesa. 
cb. iv. 8. vii, 6. 1 Thess. iii. 4. 2 Thess. t. iv. 2. А a constr., 1 Cor. xii. i à iil 9) only. P 1 = 3 : 

P pir Heb. zi. 37 (Matt. vii. 14. Mar )only. Ре. cxiz. 1. u poss., see ch. zii 

9. om 2nd o F. 
4. for exi, ey C In Eus, Chr, Antch, Procop,. (Р [def. ]) om gue» М Hil 

Ambr: урау 8. for as, wa Е [ut possimus latt]. ins xu: bef avro: DIF latt 
Ambr, Bede (not fri Jer, Ambrst). def. |) or vro, aro F(not G) 109. 

b. for та rabnuara, TO та Tischdf: та табута m]. aft ovres DIL am 
ins xa: D!F m 17. 80 latt сор! goth. (vulg 
(bef 2nd xpicrov) : ins ABCD 
to repies. L. 

Touro) к. peyadonpertorepoy к. At 
тбтероу xaracKevd(e, ётоіриу Ti wapapu- 
Olg Tb ярёуџра, Tva un ёретёс: A 
тў» airlay, $ф hv Sorépnce. Hom. i. E 420. 
Calvin, somewhat differently: © Incipit 
ab hac gratiarum actione, partim ut Dei 
bonitatem predicet, partim ut animet 
Corinthios suo exemplo ad persecutiones 
fortiter sustinendas : partim ut pia gloria- 
tione se efferat adversus malignas obtrec- 
tationes pseudapostolorum." But this 
does not touch the matter of the post- 
poned journey to Corinth, which through 
the latter part of the chapter is coming 
more and more visibly into prominence, till 
it becomes the direct subject in ver. 23. 

8.] «ф\., Blessed (above all others) 
B.... $ 0. к. rar. The 
God and Father of our Lord Jesus t. 
Here, as in ref. Rom., De Wette would 
render, God, and the Father’ ... , which 
grammatically is allowable; but I prefer 
the other rendering, on account of its 
greater verisimilitude and simplicity. 
J ж. т. olerip.] olxr. can hardly be the 
gen. of the attribute, as De W. and Grot., 
seeing that olxr. is plural and refers to acte 
of mercy ; but as Chrys., p. 421, 6 olerippods 
тособтоиѕ dxibetdueros : see ref. James. 
This meaning De W. himself recognizes in 
ô 0. wdons vapaxA.,—' the God who works 
all (possible) comfort,’ and refers to ô беў; 
T. éAwl8os, Rom. xv. 138. 4.] The 
Apostle in this Epistle uses mostly the 
Arat person plur., perhaps as including 
Timothy, perhaps, inasmach as he writes 
apostolically (cf. ua: rods dvr, 
of himself and Apollos, 1 Cor. iv. 9), as 

Damaso om ка: below.) 
KM P(appy) N rel Orig, {om 8. r. x. ]. om from терес. 

6. for erre Be, є: 8e D'[-gr] 32: om de C. 

Tec om тоо 

for lat vuwv, nuar L. om Ist 

speaking of the Apostles in common. This 
however will not explain all places where 
it occurs elsewhere: e.g. 1 Fess. ii. 18, 
HOcAfcaper лде» v p Spas, dye pèr 
TlavAos, xal Arat к. 817, —where see note. 
So that after all perhaps it is best to regard 
it merely as an idiomatic way of speaking, 
when often зүү toe singular is intended. 

In order that we may be able: not, 
‘so that we are able.“ 8:4 тобто yàp Tep- 
erde hus, фус», Туа fjuets &AAA Aovs 
тарахахёне». Chrys. ib. “ Non sibi vivebat 
Apostolus, sed Ecclesim : ita quicquid gra- 
tiarum in ipsum conferebat Deus, non sibi 
soli datum reputabat, sed quo plus ad alios 
jnvandos haberet facultatis."  Calv. 

, attr. for ў, or perhaps (Winer, edn. 8, 
§ 24. 1) for фу (vapáxAncuw srapaxaA е»). 

5.) ‘As Не is, so аге we in this 
world? 1 John iv. 17. As the suffer- 
ings of Christ (endured by Christ, whethor 
in his own person, or in his mystical body 
the Church, see Matt. xxv. 40, 45) abound 
towards us (i.e. in our case, see reff.) ;— 
even so through Christ our consolation 
also abounds. The form of expression is 
altered in the latter clause: instead of 4 
wapdxAnots ToU XpirroU терс. we have 
ў тарак. quay терсс. 8:4 ToU уриттөў. 
And not without reason :—we suffer, be- 
cause we are His members: we are con- 
soled because 3? о Head. There is 
no comparison (as Chrys., р. 422, оф 
ra di led бе Унаа icai 
терсе ween the personal sufferings 
of Christ, and theirs. 6.] And all 
this for your benefit. But whether we 
are afflicted, (it is) on behalf of your 
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nt 
, y constr., w. 

u ,,? lwapakMjceos Kai owrnpias, 7 eidores бт dg tem ale 
* 2 viii. 20. 

b vo.vvol ёстє THY A TraÜnuárev, ойтес каї THs |mapa- Pru.i 2 
к\ајсєюс. 8 OU yàp ӨёХоде» buds °dyvociv, áBeXdol, ' гей , 
av 0 Tis ÓX^pees дф» tis wyevouévos èv тў ‘Acla, T ‘Pa E 
бт, * каб ure o ‘imrép $йраш» 8 ёВар)бпие, 

13. zi. 25. 1 Cor. x. I. zii. 1. 1 Thess. iv. 13. d = John 1. 30. ch. viil. 23. 2 Thess. li. 1 
€ Rom. vii. 18 reff. f — Acta xxvi. 13 al. p Matt zavi. 63 (U Mk. v. ). Luke ix. 

33. xxi. 34. ch. v. 4. 1 Tim. v. 16 only t. Isa. I. < Symm. [Ad., &с.?] 

, iv. 
re ff.). 

kai cernpias В 17. 176. rec has ете таракалоуиеба отер TNS идо» TapakAnaeos 
kai cornpias bef ка n eXsis роу BeBaua veep vier: ETE парак. отер T. ур. KAPAKAN- 
TEOS TNS evepyovuerys EV утороғ) тоу QUT. жаб. ow к. Nu. ж. ки N EAF., omg КЩ 
cernpias, ACMPN am(with flor fald? harl tol!) fri Syr copt sth (arm Ephr,) Antch, 
[Ambrst (Jeri) ], and, but insg xa: сотур:аз, m fuld!: sive consolamur pro vestra 
consolatione sive exhortamur pro vestra exhortatione et salute vulg-ed( with demid): 
txt (BDFK)L rel syr[has rns сотураѕ w-ast] goth Chr, Thdrt 

o. — . DIF (G-lat has both).—for u,, ишо» B o. (Ec.—om avrev K: avrov bc g k 
asc Phot Thi 

T. rec (for ws) essep, with D*-3[.gr] KL rel Chr, Thdrt: o: (= e?) Е[-вт), i D-la 
Syr: om G- lat: sicut F- lat [vul л: txt ABC D![-gr] MPN 17 Orig, Ephr. 
Damasc. то» яабпцатоу bef «cre DF latt goth. om ovræs F[not F. lat 
D-lat буг goth. 

8. for vrep, тер: ACDFPN b та? о 17. 47 Orig[-c,) Bas, Chr, Thdrt Antch, Tert: 
txt BKLM rel [Chr.] Damase ТЫ (Ec. 

D! 
rec eBapnOnuer bef итер Burau, with DF 

aft yer. ins nuw, with D3[-gr] KLN? rec 
rel [syrr copt-wilk goth sth] Bas, Chr, Thdrt [Antch] Damasc Ambrst: om ABC 
КРК! 17 latt [arm] Gigl — (Теги) Zen: for vrep, rapa D'TF. 

L rel vulg syrr goth Chr, Thdrt 
[Anteh] Damasc Tert Ambrat: tat ABCMPN m 17 fri arm [(Orig-c) Euthal-ms) 

as, Jer,. 

comfort (els rò Збғасда: к.т.А. ver. 4, 
only now applied to the Corinthians) and 
salvation (the great end of the wapd- 
xAnois), which (viz. wapdeAnois and - 
ттр!а) is working (not, as Chrys., Theo- 
phyl, Estius, Beza, al, ‘being worked: 
the passive does not occur in St. Paul) in 
the enduranee of the same sufferings 
which we also auffer;—and our hope is 
stedfast on your behalf (that you till en- 
dure hardness, and be consoled and saved) ; 
—or whether we are comforted, (it is) for 
your comfort and salvation. This place 
of the words ка) — un agrees best with the 
sense, besides being in accordance with the 
best mss. Their position has perhaps been 
altered to bring the two parts uf the dilem- 
ma closer together, and because Алт! дд» 
seemed to suit the part. elBóres, and the 
future sup to be implied after ofres 
ral (as in E. V.). The objection to this is 
(as De W.) that the ¿Axis clearly must be 
referred to cesrnpla, which however is not 
hinted at in ver. 7. Т.) «86те re- 
fers back to wapaxadotuela:—we are 
comforted with the assurance that, &o. 
After обтоз ка understand not gece, but 
dere: he is speaking generally, of the com- 
munity of consolation subsisting mutually 

between himself and the Corinthians ; and 
it was thisthought which helped to console 
him. 8.] see var. read. It is gene- 
raly su that the tribulation here 
spoken of was the danger into which Paul 
was brought by the tumult at Ephesus, re- 
lated in Acta xix. This opinion has been 
recently defended by Neander, Wieseler, 
апа Dr. Davidson, but impugned by De 
Wette, on the grounds, (1) that ѓу rj "Aci 
can hardly refer to Ephesus, which Pu 

erally names, 1 Cor. xv. 32; xvi. 8; 
(2) that he was not in danger of his life 
in this tumult. The first ground is hardly 
tenable: there would be an appropriate- 
ness in é» Tj 'Acíg here, as he has in 
his mind an apologetic account of the 
reasons which hindered him from leaving 
those parts and coming to them. I own, 
however, that the strong expressions here 
used do not seem to me to find their justifi- 
eation in any thing which we know of that 
tumult or its consequences. I am unable 
to assign any other event as in the Apos- 
tle's mind: but the expressions seem rather 
to regard a deadly sickness, than a регве- 
hun. Bee oe vv. 9, 10. £s кеб 
vwepB. signifies the greatness of the afflic- 
tion itself, objectively considered: wip 
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h ch. ir. 8 only. ̂  ekaropnb vai zu kal !ToU iv 9 AA афто ep 
one 
constr., see 

nf °arero Pores " &“ reff. 
j ist рете ii $ 

k here only +. 
] ch. ii. 13. vii. 

5. 

n He d. K. 13. } 8 * from lae. Vil. ^». Ka ёт. puoerat, 

o conei „ (в). 
4 reff. q Heb. Ц. 3. James iii. 4. 

эз. Ps. lv. 13. e 1 Cor. xv. 31.) 
13 reff. ( perf., 1 Cor. xv. 19 reff, 

9. om B rper D!. 
Thdrt Th 
Ее Чер eppv., єросато Bl. 

om oTt 

F-lat] h k [Chr,] Ambrst 
th. 
11. [for vuur] naor А. 

Suy., the relation of it to our power of en- 
durance, subjectively. Gere êg h. 
that we utterly despaired even of 
Such an expression surely would not be 
used of a tumult, where life would have 
been the first thing i in danger, if Paul had 
been ut all mixed up in it,—but to some 
wearing and tedious suffering, inducing de- 
spondency in minor matters, which even 
reached the hope of life itself. 
9.] AM, moreover,— carries on and in- 
tensifies the perge of bis hopeless 
state. We had in ourselves the re- 
sponse of death, i. е. our answer within 
ourselves to the question, ' Life or Death ?? 
was, Death.“ So Vulg., Estius, Billroth, 
Rückert, Meyer, De Wette. т. Antes. 
mer ay pene mean, the ‘sentence,’ as 

dwéxpipa, катёхріра, Уто 
ксы most Commentators. The 
éaxfikauer is here (see also cb. ii. 12, 13) 
in a historical sense, instead of the aorist : 
which is unusual. Winer, edn. 6, § 40. 4 
(see Moulton’s note 4, p. 340), illustrates 
the шо by Jaber ка) Ine (т „В:В- 
Мо»), Rev. v. 7: see also Rev. viii. 5. 

Tra ] very similarly ch. iv. 
7, Exoper ce Өпсаџрд» тотоу er ba- 
nivois oxebeow, Туа 3 бе Bor} н Suvd- 
pews A TOU geo, xal p à „ uo 
T9 èy. т. FT he — were 
weaned from all hope of surviving in 
this life, and fixed on that better deliver- 
ance which God shall work when He raises 
us from the dead. To see in this expres- 
sion merely a figure (De W.), and under- 
stand Who ratseth the dead’ as = Who 
delivera men from peril of their lives 
because such peril is below and elsewhere 
(ch. xi. 23) called @dvaros,—is surely very 

Mark x. 24. Luke xi. 22. xviii. 9 only. 
Rev. xvi. 18 only t. 2 Macc. xii. 3. 

for uwep, rep: DIF. 

j éavrois тд ка кеша TOU Üavárov ! exe, ™ pa и? 
o ech Jéavrois, GAN °ёті тф Өєф 7H 

Р éyeipovri TOUS ралу 10 с ёк IrnAuourou * Gavarou 
s ёррбсато mmas ка} puceras, ‘eis by ™ pam ixapev бт. a 

II gyyyToupyouvrey kai Uu» vmép ABCDE 
p=1Cor. а deaf 
Р = ch. ві. gh kim 

teee Rom. zv. mo17.4 

Ps. ü. 12. w. acc., ch. ii. 3 ref. 

s Rom. vii. 24 reff. 
v here oaly t. 

бесу tov eyeiparra F: eyeparri b! 1! o Cyr[-ms-p] 

rec (for 1st 
rel valg-ed(with fuld F-lat) syr goth Orig( -c 
Jer,: txt BCPN 17. 47 G-lat am(with mar tol) copt iom 
arm ов) [ Euthal- B Dil gr Damai ош кап pug era; A 
Chr, B М: xa: bef от: F[not Fa. 

er т (goth th om ках also]. 

vera.) pvera: (see notes), with D?FK LM 
| (апа int,) oe Thdrt Thi (Ec erst 

[-rom doubtfal f)) 
(and lat] demid Syr seth-pl 

om er: D? F(not 
for 2nd pvo., pveras F( -gr] 

ту dence: bef vrep эры» C 

forced. Understanding it literally as 
above, I cannot see how it can be spoken 
with reference to the Ephesian tumult. 
If it alludes to any external danger, I 
should be disposed to refer it to the same 
obscure part of Paul's history to which he be 
alludes 1 Cor. xv. 32, where he also speaks of 
the hope of the resurrection as his great 
support. But there would be this objection, 
that these two can hardly refer to 
the same event; this evidently bad taken 
place since the sending of the first Epistle. 

10.) Who rescued us from so great 
а death, and will rescue us, —on whom 
we hope that He will also continue to 
тевспе us. The rec. Berat, has been sub- 
stituted for the fut. picera:, as more ap- 
propriate But if regards the immediate 
future,—the ка) ёт: jócera: the continu- 
ance of God's help in time distant and 
uncertain. The whole verse (as De W. 
confesses, who although he repadiates the 
Ephesian tumult, yet interprets the pas- 
sage as "pna 5 to external danger) seems 
to favour the idea of bodily sickness being 
in the Apostle’s mind. 11.] съу- 
vrovpyo — with whom? From the 
similar passage Bom. xv. 30, cureyericad- 
Gal poi d» rats wposevxais биёр duo, it 
would seem as if uo: should be supplied ;— 
but be himself could hardly be sai broug- 
eiv, though he well might фуп»таебаин. 
We must therefore understand the prepo- 
sition either with Chrys., Hom. ii. p. 432, 
routésriv, ebxoudver пбутоу Spay ard 
huar, —ог as merely signifying coinci- 
dence with the purpose to be accom- 
ре as in p wposeérTos yuas ToU 

épov, Acts xxvii. 7, where see note. 
Хуа ёк тоААйу wposewev . . . .] 
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ри тў бете iva “ёк ro * o TÒ Teis vr ota 
йид * харісца d r ” єўхарист®ў ú d rep йн», 5 “here oniy. 

12°H yàp °xaúynois нф» айтп dri, Tò * uaprüptoy ехо» 
THS cv eld jc eus uv, бт v ‘aywtnts xai Cethucpivelg бте, 2 
һтой беой, ойк év copia барше, GAN ev ãperi беой, 7 E Acta x 
x aveotpadnpev èv TQ Koop, \тєрїттотёроҗ ёё трд Üuás. , EY ie Ex 45 M i 

16. : 
as 1 Cor. i. 9 b 1 Cor. >м саш roe 
Matt vii ат. Josh. xxiv. 27. T (John vil 9) A Acts 

30.) Wied. avii. 11 185 Heb. xii. 10 
ошу 7. 3 Macc. xv. 3 only. M . (fs, Phil, i 10.) 

h so ‚ Rom. ili, 31, 22 * 11 Cor. lli, > Rom. і. 6, 1 Cor. Ш. 10 al. 
k = Eph. il. 3. 1 Tim. fil. 18. 1 Pet.1. 17. 2 Pet. ti. 18. Esek PAS: A; aed Matt пи eu Ich. ii 

9—12. 

e Rom и reff. 
axiii. 1. Rom. Н. 15 al. fr.¢ W k; 

4 alB., Paul. Heb. Ii. 1. Lill. 19 (Mark xv. 14 v. r.) on]y v. (-pof, 1 Cor. zii. 23, 94.) 

copt Chr,: om (ve. Nu.] Sedul, syr bas it with ast. 
ey rA s 1 сотта 

[8 2225 he ie заная facie G-lat.—hom 

for 1st y 90007, vue A 
sero F[-gr] M 673 Chr. [tat. I, in multi- 

in P ro A to тоЛАор. pas 17. 
[for 2nd sue»] vue» BD? F- gr(not G)] KLP ce*fghimno [eth(appy; 

)] Damase Phot(in 
13. for 2nd "uer, ура (ъв со тта) Ni. 

and Bp vi. 6, Col iii. 

ev bef e:Arixpivera А. 
DMN!-95 а m 17.47 Damasc, 
Damasc,;[om 1]. capri F. 

“ Three constructions of this verse are pos- 
sible: (1) to take ёк A. яроѕёт. as well 
as 8:4 холл» with ebxapurrn0f,—' in 
order that the mercy shewn to me may be 
given thanks for on my behalf by many 
persons with many words’ (Storr, Opuse. 
li. 253): bat the rendering ‘with many 
words, is objectionable, see Matt. vi. 7 :— 
(2) to take ёк rox. xposéx. with ebxap., 
and 8:4 rox Adr with rò els hu. xdp.—‘ in 
order that the mercy shewn to ma by means 
of (the intercession of) many, may be given 
thanks for У ЕЛ. persons on my behalf” 

eophyl., Billroth, Meyer, who explain 
т. проѕбт. ‘ex multis oribus: Stan- 

ley, ‘from many upturned faces’): but 
the position of the words is ч this,— 
and it is more natural that the mention of 
the effect of the intercession should pre- 
cede that of the thanksgiving. (3) Con- 
sequently, the best me is to take ёк 
FOAN. Spor. with T eis hu. xdp., and 
did ro Ad with eùxap. (Beza, Calov 
Estius, Fritz., Rückert, al.): —in order 
that the mercy shewn to us by the inter- 
cession of many persons, may by many 
be given thanks for on our behalf.” De 
Wette. The emphasis of the 9 
being on the ёк ros T 
places it first, even before bigis 
ды it would naturally sedg 

éwev, ‘persons,’ a later meaning, 
ich Phrynichus (see Wetst.) blames as 

ased by of дифі тёз 8(каѕ ф%торез. 
12—24.) EXPRESSION OF HIS CONFI- 

DENCE IN HIS INTEGRITY OF PURPOSE 
TOWARDS THEM (12—14), AND DEFENCE 

( 
22), with DFLN? latt m goth Chr, Th 

txt ABCKMPN! m 17 copt arm Clem, Orig, [ 
rec om Tov, with FKLPN® rel i 

ins xa: bef o. BM а m di Ша ала PF. xt) syr 

тее (for ауютут:) отлотут: (see note, 
Thl (Ec Ambrst : 

1 ТЫ 

OF HIMSELF AGAINST THE CHARGE OP 

FICKLENESS OF PURPOSE IN NOT HAVING 
COME TO THEM (15—324). 12.) yáp, 
reason why they should help him with their 
united prayers. кабузуоъз ] viewed in 
ite ground and meri But we must 
not say that it is for кабхуиа : the Apostle 
ae the paprüpioy and the ir ind 
ra aa coincident it is not the testimony, 

» of which he boasts, but in which his 
ved di itself rigor 2e] dwAd- 
тут: seems to be a ph. vi. 
5:—in holiness and алеу of God: 
i.e. either ‘belonging to God,’ as і ducato. 
abroU, Matt. vi. 88, or ‘which is the gift 
of God,’ as in ref. Rom.,—or better than 
either, as E. V., ‘ godly,’ i.e. maintained 
as in the service of and with respect to 
God. Calvin interprets it, ‘coram Deo.’ 
See on ch. ii. 17; and on the senses of 
& age and c Stanley's note. 

dm which fleshly wisdom 
is id au but holy and pure, having 
many windings and insincerities in order 
to captivate men. GOAN’ dv x 
(xov] but in the grace of God, і. е. in 
that xdpis which he had received (ref. 
Rom.) els фтахоў» wícreus d» тасир тоїз 
{6уєсту—ће grace of his apostleship. To 
this he often refers, see Hom. xii. 8, xv. 
15; Eph. iii. 2, al. wepurcoTépes ] 
* Non quod apud alios minus sincere con- 
versatus fuisset; sed quia majora sincere 
suze conversationis documenta apud Corin- 
thios ostenderat: ut quibus gratis ac sine 
stipendio preedicasset evangelium, parcens 
eorum infirmitati.” Estius. But perhaps 
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m Late si. r. 19 ой yàp dXXa. ypádopev piv aAA i & ^ ávaryvockere 
Num. ziii. 29. x , o n 

n Acte vill. 38 9 4) o eai P ётоугхоскетє, Єт о 66 OTL 5 бос * тоос er- 
reff. 

: TE a ywoccaÜe, 1* rabàs каї Fr ёпёурютє nas "amd * népovs, 
сы x ^ a a ^ em 

ELM бт, ‹ kavynua UV dener? кабатер кай Upels uov év TH 
‚М ‘ayépa тод киріои uav lgcoU. 15 xai “ таўту тў * me- 

1 Con ziv @ 7 з Д , у еа G ^ 75 е E. тоӨђсє, éfovXójmv vrpórepov mpòs Upás e, Wa Sevré- 
Rom. xt. 25 
reff.). xv. 15, 24. ch. Ц. 5 only. 

u av. 6 гей. v 1 Cor. i. 6 reff. 
23. x. 2. Eph. Ш. 12. Phil iii. 4 only. P. 4 Kings xviii. 19 only. 

om 4 1 A: om { 4. [17] 219! Syr goth arm: om & Di. 
om n ka: етгуроскете (homaotel) B o! 81. 41. 109. 288 (Ec: om у FK 114 latt copt 

t. res ins xa: bef ews, with D3(-gr] KLMP rel вуг Chr, Thdrt [ Antch, ] 

18. om алм Е. 

t Paul (Rom. iv. 2 AB.) only, exc. Heb. Ш. 6. Deut. х. 31 al. 
> . zi. Ó al. x ch. iii. 6. viii. w dat., 1 Cor. іх. 7 

ТЫ Gc: om ABCD! FN 17 latt Syr copt goth arm Damasc [ Euthal-ms Ambrst]. 
14. om xa. к. vp. ny. K. rec om last sue», with ACD CK (e sil)] L rel goth 

Eo: ins BFMPN m 17 vulg Syr syr-w-ast copt th arm Chr, Thdrt ( Eutbal-ms Antch, 
Damasc] Ambrat. 
Byr-w-ast copt 

pre po, with (K h 47) copt 

it may relate only to the longer time, and 
ке 0 E nities m he = had at 

inth for shewing his purity of purpose: 
„ 13, 14. Ка Ж " ion 
of oregoing assertion. For we do not 
А you any other things, except 
those which ye read, or [even | acknow- 
ledge (by experience of facts), and I hope, 
shall [continue to] acknowledge to the 
end: —i. e. my character in my writings 
is one and the same, not fickle and chang- 
ing, but such as past facts have sub- 
stantiated it to be, and as I hope future 
facts to the end of my life will continue to 
do.  árayiwdáckorres "yàp. éxryiwdéoxere, 
Sri & aviate шу dv Tois Épyois, ravra ка) 
фу Tois "урбќицас: Ауоџреу" kal ойк dvarriob- 
тш dua ў paprupla rois roa, ÀAAÀ 
симе тр àva-yréce: ў уус, фу *po^a- 
Bévres «ľxere (al. Ixere) тері ўџё@р. 

тув, Hom. iii. p. 448, wbo bas the 
advantage of being able to ex in his 
exposition the play of words in dya- and 
éri-yweoxere. also ye did partly 
(that part of you, viz. which have fairly 
tried me: às) Lépovs, because they were 
divided in their estimate of him, and those 
who were prejudiced against him had sbut 
their minds to this knowledge, Chrys. 
refers it to what follows: uerpid esr «Ime»: 
Theophyl. to the not yet completed testi- 
mony of his évapérov Blov: Estius and 
Calvin, to their inadequate estimation of 
him, which he blames: but I much prefer 
the above. So most Commentators) ao- 
knowledge us, that (not because, putting 
a colon at ydpous, as Luth., Griesbach, 
and Scholz: nor is it to be joined with 
dxiyvéceoGe, what follows being parenthe- 
sized, as Theophyl., al., Meyer, Oleh.) we are 
your beast, [even] as ye [also] are ours, 

ms] 
drt: Adem яротеро» xpos vpas a [ Antch, (o wp.)]: 

aft ino. add xpurroy D'F MP RS Out erased) b m o latt Syr 
th sth arm-ed Chr Antch ТЫ [ Ambrat]. 

16. Age bef xpos vuas DFKL rel Jatt Syr 
txt ABCMPN (a) һ m 17 syr [arm Eutbal- 

] 
rop Se Chr-ms Thdrt ТЫ [ Ambrst] : 

Damasc.—rec xpos ораз еАбе» bef 

in the day of the Lord Jesus. v, 
‘present,’ as of that which is a se re- 
cognized fact. Bat this is no ground for 
its being joined with ётгуғбсесбде, as Olsh. 
The experimental mutual knowledge of 
one another as a kaóxv»ua was not confined 
to what should take place ќу тр ўи. т. к. 
'Incov, but ed a present fact, which 
should receive its full completion at the day 
of the Lord. 15—324. ] His defence of 
himself against the charge of fick of 

ose for not having come to them. 
J тахту тў ver., i. e. of my character 

being known to you as that of an earnest 
and sincere man. жрбтероу belongs 
to éA0ei», not to éBovAduny. трбтероу, 
viz. before he ogni Macedonia, where he 
now was. va Bevrépav x Fre 
that you might have a — о re 
fusion of the divine xdpis by my presence: 
not: харб» as Chrys., see var. 0. 

v, second, because there would thus 
have opportunity for fwo visita, one 
in going towards Macedonia, the otber in 
returning. This is the interpretation of De 
Wette, Bleek, and Wieseler, and I believe 
the only one which the words will bear. 
The other, according to which 3evrdpay 
xdpw would mean ‘a second benefit,’ by 
my visiting you for the second time, ia in 
my view unnatural, and would hardly have 
justified the use of Seuvrdépay at all. For 
come when he would, the хары; of the 
second visit would be tho Bevrépa xdp:s, 
and the conferring a Zerr ipa xdpis would 
have been of no signification in the present 
connexion, which is to state a purpose of 
paying them two visits in one and the same 
journey. The first of these he characterizes 
by wpérepow . . . Abe, the second by 
фил ра xdois, implying also the first, 80 

wipe М. 
ABCDF 
KL Pee а 
be def 
ghkiw 
во 17. 47 
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pav? xápw суђте, 16 kal d ipv dre ee * eis Maxe- „ rere oniy. 
Sovlay, kal там» атф Maxedovlas éXÜctv mpòs pâs ка} URE Nam. 
ùp vu "TporeudÜ02vas eis тђо 'Тоубайау. c 
BovXonevos ш) te dp тӯ 5éXa$pía ° éypnoduny ; ў dan xdi 
à ! BovXevopat ® xarà , сарка ! Bovdevouat, va ў "map «only 
duol тд ‘vai vai, xal тд ‘ob ой; 18 &тотдс $ 6 beos, ** 

d here only +. (-$pós, ch. lv. 17. 
fepp., here ba only. Acta 

k — 1 Cor. L 9 reff, 

Acts (vii. 1.) zzi. 38. 
vii. 21 reff. 
53 v. r.) xii. 10 only. Isa. Ш. 9 al. 

i Matt. v. 31. James v. 12. 

эз 

1 E: . 20. 

7 тойто обр (yer Rom. xv. 
н. 
v. 

b Acts xv. 3 

€ з ch. iii. 12. (1 Cor. 
v. 33. zzvii. 39. goepp., Luke xiv. 31. John (xi. 
L 3 reff, h ж Rom. xii. 16 al. 

txt ABC(DFL)MP N-corr! m 17 (rel) M T goth [arm Eutbal-ms] Chr, Damasc 
[Ambrst].—ro тротеро» L rel [Antch,] 

хара» B L(Tischdf(N. T. ed 7 [and 8])) PN* 31. 71.8. 80. 115 Th 
(Chr says: xápw 3è évravóa rhv харду Ae.) 

There is nothing in what Tischdf (ed 7 [not 8]) says against similarity of s and е. 

(Ec: то Bevrepor K: om porepo Ni. 
[Antch,]. 

rec exnre ( probably from 

схўте as being conformed to the tense of éBovdduny, seeing that that word may be 
either imperfect or aor), with ADFKL rel: txt BCPN Thdrt, [Euthal-ms Antch,] 
Damasc. 

16. 8. F(not G). for 31eA0., axeA0cw A Di- gr] F(-gr P arm t Ch 
Damasc: ede а b о (Ec [proficisci D-lat] : Cer] Fer ] cop "n iscerer aut transirem G. lat: txt pro 
BC D3(-gr] KLN rel vulg Po Thdrt Th! [Euthal-ms Ambrst]. (See 

о Вот xv. 28.) for v, аф D! 
17. for ovr, $е A; vero igitur goth. 

r-mss Thdrt-ms, «o 17. 
rec BovAevoueros, with DK rel G-lat syrr 

goth sth arm Thdrt Ambrst: BovAeveoueros L: txt АВСЕРМ a ch m о 17 vulg copt 
r, [Euthal-ms] Damasc. 

that I do not believe this passage to be 
relevant to the question respecting the 
number of visits which Paul had made to 
Corinth previously to writing these Epis- 
tles. See on that question, Prolegg. to 
1 Cor. § v. 16.] If this is the same 
journey which is announced in 1 Cor. xvi. 
6, the idea of visiting them in the way fo 
Macedonia as well as after having passed 
through it, must have occurred to him 
subsequently to the sending of that Epis- 
tle; or may even then have been a wish, 
but not expressed, from uncertainty as to 
ite possibility, —the main and longer visit 
being there principally dwelt on. Bat 
perbaps the following 1s the more likely 
account of the matter. He had announced 
to them in the lost Epistle (see 1 Cor. v. 
9) his intention, as here, of visiting them 
оп his way to Macedonia: but the intel- 
ligence from **them of Chloe” bad altered 
his intention, so that, in 1 Cor. xvi., he 
speaks of visiting them after he should 
have passed through Macedonia. For 
this he was accused of levity of purpose. 
Certainly, some intention of coming to 
them seems to have been mentioned in 
that lost Epistle: see 1 Cor. iv. 18. But 
the тротецфбђуа‹с els Th» 'lov9alar can 
hardly but be coincident with the alms- 
bearing scheme of 1 Cor. xvi. 4; in which 
case the two plans certainly are modifica- 
tions of one and tho same. 17.) pmi.. 
Did I at all use levity (of purpose)? тү 
dap, as ў àperh, 4 жсти, —Éthe art. 
being generic. Olsh., De Wette, Billroth, 

om ту F Thdrt. [euov P b o.] 

take it to mean ‘the levity of purpose 
which has been laid to my charge: Winer, 
‘ the levity of purpose inherent in human 
nature.’ r those things which I plan, 
do I plan according to the flesh (i. e. ac- 
cording to the changeable, self-contradic- 
tory, and insincere purposes of the mere 
worldly and ungodly man), that there may 
be with me (not, so that there is with 
me: be is speaking not merely of the re- 
sult, but ofthe design: ‘do J plan like the 
worldly, that I may shift and waver аг 
suite me?’) the Yea, yoa, and the Nay, 
nay (i.e. both affirmation and negation 
concerning the same thing)? Chrys., Theo- 
doret, Theophyl., (Ec. Calv., Bengel, 
Billroth, Winer, al., take it thus: Or 
those things which I plan, do I plan after 
the flesh (as fleshly men do), so that my 
yea must (at all events) be yea, and my 
nay, nay?’ i.e. as worldly men who per- 
form their promise at all hazards, and 
whatever the consequences, whereas I am 
under the guidance of the Spirit, and can 
only journey whither He permita. But 
this explanation. is directly against the 
next verse, where val xal of is clearly 
parallel to val va) ка} ob of here, the words 
being repeated, as in ref. Matt., without 
altering the sense: and inconsistent with 
ver. 23 and ch. ii. 1, where he says that 
his alteration of pan arose from a desire 
to spare them. tbe whole discussed 
in Stanley’snote. 18.) Such fickleness, 
you know, was not my habit in preaching 
to you. Chrys. gives the connexion well : 
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І. 19—94. 

p Acts i. 4 ref. 

e 18. 20 о ga, yap р 5 бєоў, èv айтф 176 ‘vai, dso каў 
v. 9. | не. uit. Oy аўто Чтд apm "TË беф прос Sofa» $, ⁰E v. o 

xxii. 90. в see Rom. хт. 7, 9. ch. іе. 15. тШ. 19. ABCDF 

18. om quer L'[insd abore the line a prima manu(appy, тыы. ош о (bef Peas 
wpos) D!. rec (for етти) eyevero (corrn to suit the suppos е erence to the past), cd eg 
with D[.gr*-]? KLN? rel Chr, Thdrt Damasc, fuit syrr : rt ABCD! FPN! 17 lait goth bkim 
[copt arm Euthal-ms] Thl-marg [Ambrs 

19. rec yap 
17 [(Euthal-ms)].—om то 
9j nuar F[- 
еуеуето, єттї 

id avTov) kai ev avro, with D- 

ei Mcion-e, (Е 
Sad то N 
over the aii in F.) 

c dyrideciy &уакбттоосау каталбе. 
el үйр bxoaxóperos, фтсі, wapayevéaQa: 
oͤrepehov, ка ойк Lori wapd ca ral, val 
(predicate in Chrys.’s * вее 
above), ка) об, об, &ААА уду à Acyeis kva- 
Tpéres peta таўта, Sswep ёт) тўз сўз 
emdnulas éxolnoas’ ода) gu, ph wore ко) 
er TẸ кпрбураті тобто yéyover. Iv’ ойу 
ph Tavra ёууобоі, und a noi. 
wiords Bà & Geds K. r. A. p. 
wot. 82 6 0., Fri] a form ыз 1 
вее reff. The 34 follows on e Mel 
of tbe preceding question. My-] 
Our doctrine (which we ae cf, 
Ades ó ToU стахроб, 1 Cor. i. 18), to you 
is not (present, inasmuch as the cha- 
racter of the doctrine was present and 
abiding. The pres. has been altered in 
rec. to tho easier dyévero) yea and na 
(i. e. inconsistent with itself). 19. 
Confirmation of the last verse, by affirming 
the same of the great Subject of that doc- 
trine, as set panera them Pind Paul and his 
coll ез. reonal—not 
for ‘ doctrina de Christo’ Moor Wa HIMSELF 
is the centre and substance of all Christian 
prescaing: see 1 Cor. i. 23, and note at 
i. 8. ӧ rot @во® vids is prefixed for 
кешш; and to shew how unlikely fickle- 
ness or change is in Christ, being such as 
He is. Cf. 1 Sam. xv. 29, ‘the Strength 
of Israel will not lie nor repent.' 
Xiovavov] so 1 Pet. v. 12; = Silas, see 
Acts xviii. 5 and al. He names his com- 
pauions, as shewing that neither was he 
inconsistent, with himself, nor were they 
inconsistent with one another. The Christ 
was the same, whether preached by dif- 
ferent persons or by one person at dif- 

A qui per nos 'D-lat o. lat fald [Ambrst]. 

20. ins rov bef 0«ov А f о 48. 72. J EI el ere Cbr 1)] Thdrt. 

боо, ре lat) Epiph, (app gr ш А 
goth кш жунд vas ТЬ сдава (appy)] 

aft кы ins xai Teeny F. 
om 8: (bef уро») 

bef rou Geou, DPKE rel Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]: txt ABCPN m 
ріст. bef ino. АСМ!, om xp. 17. ins o bef 

oABayov DF. for 

rec (for 8:0 ка 
pal Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: xa: 8 avrov, 
(app) РМ z PR n 17 Foie Bede, G-lat Syr и 

8 not J rag nor т, pes Mese i per gee 
L[O] vulg 

ferent times. &МАА val dv aùr. 
ү©ү.] ‘Christus кеки і.е. predi- 
catio nostra de Christo, facta est ne in 
Ipso Christo. Bengel. This seems to me 
far better than with De Wette, al., to 
make val the subject, and yéyover pre- 
dicatory. The absence of the art. before 
vaí, as well as the sense, stamps it as the 
predicate. ‘Christ preached as the Son of 
God by us, has become yea in Him,’ 
i.e. has been afirmed A na тена 
as verit the cy of the im- 
self. d "30 ] tra vie . is an inde- 
pendent relative cla roe Tae as in ref. »—not the 
subject 3 dv айтф Tò val as а 
predicate, as E. V.: — For how many so- 
ever be the promises of God, in Him is 
the yea (the affirmation and fulfilment of 
them all); wherefore also through Him 
is the Amen, for glory to God by our (the 
Apostles’) means. This reading, which 
has the stronger oxternal authority, say 
have arisen from an idea that the clause 
had reference to the Amen uttered at the 

ayers. So Theodoret, ob 8} 
3, abroU Tb» vis єйхартт(аз 

abr pose perm guror, from which com. 
ment De Wette thinks the reading has 
sprung. The apparent objection to it is, 
that then fpev must mean ўнё» xal 
uud, which without notice it perhaps 
could hardly do. In the next verse, 
when such is about to de its meaning, we 
have first àuas civ ,Upiv, and then in 
ver. 22, $uàs .. 
sense: but here, withont any such pre- 
paratory notice, 8° дё» must signify “һу 
meaus of ws Apostles, ‘by our work in 
the Lord.“ Thus диў» will be merely a 

. huey in the general 
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z = here only. see Acts xxv. 1 
c — John ri, 46. ch. iii. б. 

тей. Tit. li. 14. 

lal 
Phil. HE 13. iv. 11, 17. airy iil. 9 оа. 

24 C ^7. с” а ГА е ^ ^ 7 reff. ойу “Öte %кирейоце› биби THs TícTeme, 11x7 2. 
AAAA ° ouvepyoi écuev THS yapás úpr TÅ yàp тісте 
&ёстђкатє II. I h ёкрра 8$ё 'éuauvr@ x тодто, !'TÓ py 

Luke із. 6. Acts тїй. 51. b 

g = Rom. r.2. 1 Cor. xv. 1. 
i dat , Rom. ziv. 7 

1 art., Rom. xiv. 13 al. 

91. vnas суу чушу Ca d o вуг: vpas сиу ушу В 115: sos nobiscum F-lat, so also b! 
[Ps-Just, }. ins o bef xas наз Di. 

29. om д ACI K PRI aemol 
ё Е [am fuld spec] tol demid [Ambr, ]. 

for 2nd qu, vpas Bi. 
Syr(appy) copt goth Ps-Just Did Chr Damase: xa: bef 

93. for ovxeri, ovx F[not F-lat] latt Syr copt goth (mt 
94. rns життеөз bef удо» DF а latt Ambrst Aug. 

Cuar, II. 1. for 3e, re D'(-gr] wth: уар B m 17 вуг copt. 

strengthening of ra[—the affirmation and 
completion of God's promises. 
21, 22.] construction as in ch. v. 6, which 
in form is 3 паи ) ie 8 
& Bef. .. . \ра із the (prefixed) predicate, 
diy 2 he subject. n els үр‹ттбу = 
ВеВ. tH riorei eis xpurrór, 60 eth us 
(in believing) о Christ. xpícas ђраѕ, 
after ўр ipiv and the xal, cannot 
refer (as Meyer, al.) to any anointing of 
the Apostles only, but must be taken, as 
Chrys., al., of all, Apostles and Corinthians. 
—épot ярофђтаз к. iepeîs к. Bacircis 
épya(óueros* ra yàp Tò талаф» éxplero 
тд rn. Chrys., p. 448. See 1 John ii. 20. 
* Observe tbe connexion of xpio7ds and 
xpícas." Stanley. яз s époy. agnin 
cunnot refer to the Apostles alone, nor is 
ref. John any ground for such a refer. 
ence,—but as in the other N. T. reff., to 
ай, —вев\ей by the Holy Spirit to the day 
of redemption. wal 809g . .] And 
assured us of the fact of that sealing :' seo 
Rom. viii, 16. T. app. T. ту.) the 
pledge or token of the Spirit: genitive of 
apposition: the Spirit is the token.  àjf., 
vpóSoua, Hesych. :— 3 ёт! rais o тара 
тё» буоуцбуюу 8:80ndvn трокатаВолђ ӧжёр 
do Nelas, Etymol. in Wetst., where see 
examples. “It is remarkable that the 
same word ji, is used in the same 
sense in Gen. xxxviii. 17, 18, from xx, 
to ‘mix’ or ‘exchange,’ and thence to 
pledge, as Jer. xxx. 21; Neh. v. 3. It 
was therefore probably derived by the 
Greeks from the language of Phonician 
traders, as ‘ tariff,’ ‘ cargo,’ are derived, in 
English and other modern languages, from 
Spanish traders.” Stanley. 23, 24.] 
Bis reason for nol coming to them. 

араВоуа [А em m [47]; -Bora FP. 

$3. dwt... . фух.) against my soul, — 
‘cum maximo meo malo, si fallo. Grot. 

фа$биеуос dh.] sparing you,—out 
of a feeling of compassion for you. 
obe, ‘no more, viz. after the first time: 
see Prolegg. їо 1 Cor. $ v. 6. The follow. 
ing обу, бт. кър. seems to be added to 
remove any false inference which might 
have been drawn from $«9Sóperos as seem- 
ing to assert an unreasonable degree of 
power over them. But why sua» тї 
wlorews ? Не had power over them, but 
it wus in matters of discipline, not of 
Jaith : over matters of faith not even an 
Apostle has power (' fides enim prorsus ab 
hominum jugo soluta liberrimaque esse 
debet." Calv.), seeing it is in each man’s 
Faith that he stands before God. And he 
p this strongly, that in matters of faith 
e is only a fellow-helper of their joy (the 

X ёу тә vico TeDeiw, Rom, xv. 13), in 
order to shew them the real department 
of his apostolic power, and tbat, however 
exercised, it would not attempt to rule 
their faith, but only to secure to them, 
by purifying them, joy in believing. He 
roceeds to say, that it was the probable 

disturbance of this joy, which induced him 
to forego his visit. Tj vcre, dat. 
of the state or condition in which: cf. 
Rom. хі. 20. So Polyb. xzi. 9. 8, fer 
тӯ Siavolg. 

Cuar. II. 1—4.] FURTHER EXPLANA. 
TION ON THE REASON OF THE POSTPONE- 
MENT OP НІВ VISIT. 1.) 84 is merely 
transitional, and does not imply any con- 
trast with what has preceded. dpautg, 
not = тар’ ёџаутф (ая most Commentators 
and E. V.), bat ‘dat. commodi,’ for my 
own sake, as is evident by the considera. 
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o бү 1 Cor. v. 3 reff. see Phil. i. 22 
i. 11. Ul. 
N only. 

v constr., Matt. zzvii. 43. 2 These. Ш. 

rec ede bef ev Avry, with copt th: «Абе bef «pos vuas DF latt Syr ( 
Chr, Tb] [Ambr, Ambrst]: txt ABCKL[O]PN rel вуг 

o inserted before Aura 9. (ein е is written over the line, an 

5. т see Acta xxiv. 16, 20. xxv, 35. ch. vil. 11 al. 
t constr., Phil. iv. 11. 1 Pet. ii. 12. iij. 16. Esek. ziv. . 
Th 4. w.dat., ch. i. 9 ref. 

р Acta vil. 41 reff. act., here only. Prov. zv. 20. = ch, 
a Joba xvi. 21, 22. 1. ü. 

u Acts zzvii. 21. 

goth) arm 
ыш Thdrt Damasc. 

nt erased, by JA 
rec aft xa: Tis ins етту, with DFKL[OJ]PN? rel latt Orig,(-int,) Chr, [Cyr-p, 

Thdrt : om ABCN! copt [Euthal-ms] Dam 
3DFELN? rel latt syrr 

Thdrt Pel: om ABC!(O]PN! 17 ат copt [Euthal-ms] Dam 
mr Thl: om avro À copt arm 

drt Amb 

3. rec aft eypaya ins vui, with 

bef тоото cro Eut 
KL(PJN rel [latt goth 
Pel. 

om pe P. 
wth [arm P] Chr, 

ins, ] Ambrst. are 
masce,(txt,]: txt BDF 

Tovro ауто bef еурафа DF latt goth eth 
aft Ату» ins ex: Лотту (see Phil ii. 27) DF а latt syr-w-ast [Euthal-ms)} Pel. 
rec «xo, with CDFELN? rel Thdrt Damasc: txt АВ[ОЈРК! а d 17 Chr, 

[Euthal-ms] ТЫ. (See var read, c^ i. 15, Phil ii. 27.) 

tion in the next verse. rod ro refers 
HAE UNE : Ae reff. is TÒ р 
т&\№у dv Avwy wpds орав bv) not 

to some to you in grief. This is 
the only fair rendering of the words; im- 
plying, that some former visit had been 
in . Clearly the first visit Acts xviii. 
1 ff., could not be thus described: we 
must therefore infer, that an intermediate 
unrecorded visit had been paid by him. 
On this subject, compare ch. xii. 14; 
xiii. 1 and notes: and see Prolegg. to 
1 Сог. $ v. iv. Мт] is explained 
in vv. 2, 8 to mean (во Estius, Bengel, 
Rickert, Olsh., De Wette, al.) in mutual 
grief: ‘I grieving you (ver. 3), and you 
grieving me’ (ver. 8): not, as гү» al., 
Paul's grief alone, nor, as Meyer, al., grief 
inflicted on them by Paul. 2.] үёр, 
reason why I would not come to you in 
grief: because I should have to grieve those 
who formed my proper material for thank- 
fulness and joy. dye has a peculiar 
emphasis: If Teause you grief’... im- 
plying, there are who cause you sufficient.” 

ка{ prefixed to a question denotes 
inconsequence on, or inconsiste with, 
the foregoing supposition or affirmation : 
so Eur. Med. 1388, Ф réxva $íATrara! 
“unrpl ye, ool & of.” kÉxeir' Exras ; 
see other examples in Hartung, Partikel- 
lehre, i. p. 147. It is best expressed in 
English y ten: who is he then, &c. 
as in E. V. The explanation of Chrys., 
who has been followed by Erasm., Bengel, 
Olsh., al., is curious, and certainly incon. 
sistent with the context: el xal Aurò биаз, 
xdpw wo wapdyere xà» Tobre peylorny, 
тї SdevecOe bud Tey rap tuoi Acyoud- 

ver. Hom. iv. p. 456. Some of these 

for ag’, eg’ de F (vulg Pel]. 

Commentators refer the sixgular to the 
offender, vv. 6—8. But however the 
words may bear the meaning, and how- 
ever true the saying might be, it is 
pretty clear that it would be beside the 
subject: nay, would give a reason the other 
way,—why he should come to them. 
3-4 beste тобто аўтб, I put in wri 
this same thing, viz. the тобто which 
Ёкруа, ver. 1: the announcement of m 
change of pu in 1 Cor. xvi. 7, whi 
had occasioned the charge of fickleness 
against him. The theories of Commenta- 
tors bave given rise to various interpreta- 
tions of rovro abró : Chrys. understands, 
ch. xii. 21 of this same Epistle : —Beza, 
Meyer, al., my blame of you in the first 
Epistle :—so Estius, especially 1 Cor. iv. 
19, 21:—Bleek sup a lost Epistle to 
be referred to: De Wette wavers, but is 
disposed with Erasm., Rückert, al., to ren- 
der abrd тобто ‘on (his account,’ as Plato, 
Protag. р. 810, ddd’ афтё тайта ко) vir 
fixe : but Meyer rejoins, that this idiom is 
foreign to the style of Paul. I imagi 
that fwo meanings are open to us: (1) as 
above, the announcement which caused the 
charge of fickleness: (2) the reproaches in 
the let Epistle which grieved them. Of 
these, specious as is the latter on account 
of the following context, I prefer the for- 
mer because of the тобто in ver. 1. 
&ф Gv, ellipt. for джу тобто, ёф’ ёр, see 
reff. ere. . . ] ha trust 
in (reposing trust on) уоп all, that my joy 
is (the pres. expressing the Js of the 
trust when felt) that of of you: i.e. 
trusting that you too would feel that there 
was sufficient reason for the postponement, 
if it interfered with cur mutual joy. 
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4. wa yvere bef туу ayarny Е 1. 
8. (алла, во ABCL[O]PN rel [exc 17].) 

for eis, xpos Ё. 
ex:Papav F. 

6. om n vxo rev NjmjL F(not F- lat) eth · rom. 

Meyer well observes, that sávras önds, in 
spite of the existence of an anti-pauline 
faction in the Corinthian church, is a true 
example of the love which sárra wicTeóei, 
dra Arife, 1 Cor. xiii. 7. 4.] Ez- 
planation (ydp) that he did not write in 
levity of purpose, but under great trouble 
of mind,—not to grieve them, but to 
testify his love. èx, of the inducement— 

of the condition : he wrote, out of 
much tribulation (inward, of spirit, not 
outward) and anguish (сурох, *angustic") 
of heart, with (q. ‘through,’—the state 
being tbe vehicle of the action, see reff.) 
many tears. T. Ayr, before the 

junction Tva, for special emphasis: see 
reff жерт — than to other 
churches (?)’—so в. аваг Л to 
1 Cor. iv. 16; ix. 2), Theophyl. : ius 
thinks, the comparative is not to be 
pressed, but understood as [some take the 
adjective] in ver. 7. exceedingly.’ 

5—11.] DIGRESSIVE REFERENCE TO 
THE САВЕ OF THE INCESTUOUS PERSON, 
WHOM THE APOSTLE ORDERS NOW TO BE 
FORGIVEN, AND REINSTATED. From the 
Aden of the former verses, to him who was 
one of the principal occasions of that grief, 
the transition is easy. 5.) 84, transi- 
tional. Now if any one hath oocasioned 
sorrow (a delicate way of pointing out the 
one who had сакы. it), he hath 
grieved, not me (not,. not олду me,’ 
which destroys the meaning,—' J am not 
the aggri person, but you’), but, [in 
part (i. e. more or less, partially > rel.), 
that I be fiot too heavy on him (refers to 
ard дёрошз, which qualifies the blame cast 
on the offender), all of you. The above 
punctuation and rendering is adopted b 
Chrys. (Туа uà Baptow dxeivov H xopveu- 
carra, p. 459), Beza, Calvin (but not in 
his £ezt), al., with Meyer, De Wette. But 
Theodoret, Vulg., Luther, Bengel, Wetst., 
al., join éxifapé wárras ., thus: ‘he hath 

not grieved me (alone and principally) dué 
only in part (having grieved you also), 
that I may not lay the fault on all of you,’ 
which I should їп this case do, by making 
myself the only person ieved, and 
classing you with the offender. But this 
can hardly be; àAAd must be ei pf. 
Another way is adopted by Mosheim, Bill. 
roth, and Olsh.,—to join wdyras with fra 
ph dig., but in part, —that I burden 
sot all, —yow :'—4iBapé being variously 
understood, either (1) of including you in 
the blame of the offender, or (2) as Olsh., 
of extending to them all the burden of this 
sorrow ;—he supposes it to be ironically 
spoken; their highest praise would have 
been that ай had been troubled. But 
as Meyer remarks, (ооу is entirely out of 
place in this part of the Epistle. The mean- 
Ings are well discussed in Stanley. в.) 
{каубу, sc. either deri» or fore. Té 
тоо?тф) Meyer remarks оп the expression 
as being used in mildness, not to designate 
any particular person: but the same desig- 
nation is employed in 1 Cor. v. 5, жара- 
Войуа: Tb» Toi vror TQ сата»д. 
$ imr. ovr) This punishment (= èri- 
timov, see тей.) : what it was, we are пп. 
able with certainty to say; but 1 Cor. v. 
seems to point to ezcommunication as form- 
ing at least a partof it. But it was nota 
formal and public, only a voluntary indivi- 
dual abstinence from communion with him, 
as is shewn by órò rv «ever: the 
anti-pauline party probably refusing com- 
liance with the Apostle's command. 
аубу) enough, not in duration, though 

that would be Ле case, but in magnitude: 
sufficient, as having produced its desired 
effect, penitence. 1.] so that (con- 
seq. on ixaydy) on the contrary you 
(should) [rather (than continue the pun- 
ishment)] forgive and comfort him, &. 
Meyer denies that 3ei» should be supplied, 
and makes &ste depend immediately on 
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s Gal. Ш. 16 only. Сеп. хх]. 20. Levit. xxv. 30 only. 
Bom 
al. 2 Macc. iv. 34. t Rom. ziv. 9 reff. 

w Acts vii. 39 reff. x act, u Hom. v. 4 reff. v =: ch. vili. 23. ix. 8. Gal. v. 10 al. 
signif., Acts xxvii, 24. Gal. Ш. 18. 2 Maec. iii. 33. y eh. ir. 6. Prov. viii. 30. see note. 2 ch 
vil. 3. nii. 17,18. 1 Thess. iv. 6 only. P. Ezek. xxii. 27. a ch. Ш. 14. iv. 4. x. 5. Xl. 3. Phil. iv. 7° 
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7. om uA АВ Syr Aug, : ins са ud kr rel вуг copt arm Cbr Thdrt,; Damasc 
ТЫ Œc [ Tert,] Ambrst, and aft v D goth Thdrt,. 

9. aft сурафа ins ушу F (vue(sic) vobis F and G) 31 copt sth Chr, [Ез] 
i : 1 . ins rarrœr bef vuw Thdrt Pel. 

Epiph, Cbr, [Euthal-ms] Damasc. 

F (not F. lat). 
10. rec xai eyo, with CIF Ke sil] LNAA rel Thdrt : txt ABC?D[O 

m eye A. 

for е, 9 ( )) А 
PN! a m 17. 47 

rec €t Ti kexap. 9 xexap., 
with DEL rel вуг Thdrt Thl (Ec: txt ABC(D')F[O](P)N latt [Euthal-me] Damase 
Ambrst.—om $ D![-gr (goth)) (eth-pl): e D3P m g*(perbaps). 

ixavdy,—‘ enough, for you to forgive and 
console him." тү xeptocoripg Ату] 
not, as E. V., zy overmuch sorrow :’ but 
(as Meyer), by the increase of sorrow 
which will come on the continuance of his 
punishment. кататобў does not set 
any definite result of the excessive sorrow 

re them, such as apostasy or suicide, 
but leaves them to imagine such possible. 

8.] корёсах, hardly (as usually un- 
derstood) to ratify by a public decree of 
the church: if (see above) his. exclusion 
was not by such a decree, but only by the 
abstinence of individuals from his society, 
the ratifying their love to him would con- 
sist in the majority making it evident to 
him that he was again ized as a bro- 
ther. 9.] Reason why they should now 
be ready to shew love to him again,— 
the end of Paul's writing to them having 
been accomplished by their obeying his 
order. For to this end I also wrote: 
the cal signifying that my former epistle, 
as well as my peu exhortation, tended 
to this, viz. the testing your obedience. 
Meyer (ed. 2) explains the xaí as imply- 
ing that other orders to the same effect 
were sent by word of mouth. He alludes 
beyond doubt to the former Epistle, ch. 
v. Yet tbe ancient Commentators, Chrys., 
&c., and Erasm., Wolf, Bengel, al. (not 
Olsh., as De Wette says), interpret it 
of this Epistle: which certainly is gram- 
matically allowable (see 1 Cor. v. 9, note), 
but о to the context (see vv. 3, 
4, es the manifest sense here, that 
the object of his writing had been accom- 
plished). That I ht know the proof 
of you, whether in all things (emphatic) 

уе аге obedient. This was that one among 
the various objects of his first Epistle, 
which belonged to the matter at present 
in hand, and which he therefore puts for- 
ward: not by any means implying that he 
had яо other view in writing it. 10.) 
Another assurance to encourage them in 
Sorgiving and reinstating the penitent ; — 
that they need not be afraid of lack of 
apostolic authority or confirmation of their 
act from above—he would ~ their 
forgiveness by his sanction. 182. . 
* Your forgiveness is mine: not said gene- 
rally (as Meyer), but definitely, pointing at 
the oue person here spoken of and no other. 

кёүф, scil. yapl(oua:. Then he 
substantiates this assurance, by further 
assuring them, that his forgiveness of any 
fault in this case, if it takes place, takes 
place on their account. Meyer's (former: 
2o (4th edn.) шо) and Rückert's 
rendering of as ive, dis- 
turbs the hole pense of. the pes be- 
sides being inconsistent with tbe N.T. 
usage of the word, see reff. dv wpos- 
ory христо ] either * i» the presence of 
Christ, as in ref. Prov. (compare Matt. 
xxi. 42),—s0 Theodoret, Erasm., Beza, 
Calv., Olsh., De W.,—or, and far better, 
in the person of Christ, acting as Christ, 
in the same way as he had commanded the 
punishment ёи тф óvóuaT: ToU коріо» u 
'"Incob, 1 Cor. v. 4: so Vulg., Estius (who 
argues the matter at some length), Wetat., 
al. 11. уа ph . . .] follows out the 
de óunás—to prevent Satan getting any 
advantage over us (the Church ly: 
or better, «us Apostles), in robbing us of 
some of our people,—viz. in causing the 
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Tiro тд» adeAdov pov’ adda "ámorafápevos ab ros, ("у 

edn. 6, 7 44. 5. 
xi. 25 reff. 1 Rom. vi. 17 reff. 

19. Sa то evayyeAtoy F Damasc : фа Tov evayyeAsov 
latt [бы xa: дора poi Hy eerypern F: wveory. 

13. for 2nd re, rov C:N!: ro LP f 1! m n [Euthal-ms]: e» re D 17. 
Di. [om] avro[s]s K. 

penitent offender to despair and fall awny 
from the faith. Chrys. remarks: sAeor- 
«ау eixóræs dxddrecer, Stay ка) 8:4 тё» 
$uerépor cpr. ть yàp Bí dpaprias 
ХарВдуєір, iow abrg dori тд рбуто 8:4 
peravolas, ойкётг ђцётеро» dp, ойк dxelvov, 
45 Jr. p. 462. The word has yet another 
propriety : the offender was to be delivered 
over r$ caravg eis BAcOpory rijs capxds— 
care must tie taken lest we wAcovexrnéapey 
órd ToU с., and his soul perish likewise. 

ob yàp . . ] афто® before тё vońp. 
for emphasis:—such devices, as coming 
From him, are special matters of observa- 
tion and caution to every Christian minis- 
ter; much more to bim who had the care 
of all the churches. See 1 Pet. v. 8. 
The personality and agency of the Adver- 
sary can hardly be recognized in plainer 
terms than in both these à 

12—17.] HE PROCEEDS (after the di- 
gression) TO SHEW THEM WITH WHAT 
ANXIRTY HE AWAITED THE INTELLIGENCE 
FROM CORINTH, AND HOW THANKFUL НЕ 
WAS FOR THE SEAL OF HIS APOSTOLIO 
MINISTRY FURNISHED BY IT. The only 
legitimate connexion is that with vv. 1—4. 

8é serves to resume the main sub- 
ject after parenthetical matter: so Herod. 
viii. 67,—éwel d» йжікато ds ras 'AOfvas 
deres otros YA Taplow’ Tiaploi Bà 
бполефббутез dy KG, édxapaBóxeor Tbv 
тблено»у кў droPhcerar of 84 Aovirol és 
às(xorro ёз Tb @dAnpoy, к.т.А. See Har- 
tung, Partikollehre, i. 174. 19.] To 
Troas, viz. on his journey from Ephesus, 
Acte xx. 1, 3; 1 Cor. xvi. 5—9. “ The art. 
perhaps indicates the region of *the Troad," 
rather than the аста Stanley. ; els ae 

. T. Хр. ] for (the purpose of preach- 
ing) the Gospel of Christ. He had been 
before at Troas, but the vision of a Mace- 
donian asking for help prevented his re- 
maining there. He now revisited it, pur- 
posely to stay and preach. Оп his return 
to Asia he remained there seven days, Acts 
xx. 6—12. xal Өбраѕ . . .) and an 
opportunity of apostolic action being 

у 
r. iv. 
iner, 

1 Acts тШ. 6 reff. k = Acts 
m Col. ii. 13 only t. 

Deer] : propter evangelium 
DP. 

eupioKely 

afforded me; фу xvply defines the sort of 
action implied, and to which the door was 
opened. It is remarkable that in speaking 
of this journey, thongh not of the same 
place, Paul uses this expression, 1 Cor. xvi. 
9. Compare the interesting passage at 
Troas on his return from Europe the next 

ring, Acts xx. 6—13. 3. ёсхтка 
уУесъу | perf. in the sense of aorist, as ch. 

i. 9. i had not rest for my spirit (not, 
‘in my spirit; compare оёх edpotca 3 
wepiorepda dydwavew тоїз жос!» abrijs, 
Gen. viii. 9). He could not with any 
tranquillity prosecute the spiritual duties 
opened to him at Troas. T$ ph «р. 
by (reason of) my not finding: see reff. 

Paul had sent Titus to Corinth, ch. xii. 
18, partly to finish the collection for the 
caints, but principally to bring intelligence 
respecting the effect of the first Epistle. 
Probably it bad been fixed that they should 
meet at Troas. т. ё&8«\. pov implies 
& relation closer than merely that of Chris. 
tian brotherhood— my colleague in the 
Apostleship. афто] the disciples 
there: understood from the context. 
14—17.] Omitting, ae preeupposed, the 
J'act of his having met with Tilus in Mace- 
donia, and the nature of the intelligence 
which he brought,—he grounds on these a 
thanksgiving for that intelligence, and a 
magnification of his apostolic office. Itis 
evidently beside the purpose to refer this 
thanksgiving to the diffasion of the gospel 
in Macedonia (as Flatt), or in Troas (as 
Emmerling), or to general considerations 
(as Bengel) :—both the context, and the 
language iteelf (see below), shew that its 
reference is to the effects of the apostolic 

fon the Corinthians. 14. plan- 
Вебоут ] leading us in triumph, see ref. 
Two kinds of persons were led in triumph: 
the participators of the victory, and the 
victima of the defeat. In Col. the latter 
are plainly meant; here, according to many 
Commentators (Calv., Elsner, Bengel, De 
Wette, al.), the former: which however is 
never elsewhere the reference of the word, 
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but it always implies triumphare de aliquo. 
Wetet. quotes this sense, BaciAeis é0pudu- 
Веосе, Plut. Rom. p. 38 D, and in four other 
places :—and the Scholiast to Hor. Od. i. 
87. 31, who relates of Cleopatra, invidens 
Privata deduci superbo Non humilis mulier 
triumpho," that she refused the terms of. 
fered her by Augustus, saying, оф Op:ap- 
Bevéfjcoua. Meyer in consequence under- 
stands it in this sense here: who ever 
triumphs over us, i. e. who ceases not to 
exhibit us, His former foes, as overcome by 
Him :’—and adds in a note, Remark the 
emphatic zárrore, prefixed, to which the 
similarly emphatic ёи каут! тбтф, at the 
end, corresponds. God began His triumph 
over the hu at their conversion ;—over 
Paul, at Damascus, where he mado him a 
servant, from being an enemy. This tri- 
umph he ever continues, not ceasing to 
exhibit before the world these His former 
foes, by the results of their present service, 
as overcome by Him. This, in the case 
before us, was effected by Paul, in that (as 
Titus brought him word to Macedonia) his 
Epistle uced such good results in 
Corinth.” De W. objects to this as a 
strange way of expressing thankfulness for 
deliverance from our anxiety. But is it 20 
to those who look beneath the surface P 
In our spiritual course, our only true 
triumphe are, God's triumphs over us. 
His defeats of «ws, are our only real vic- 
tories. I own that this yet appears to me 
to be the only admissible rendering. We 
must not violate the known of a 
word, and invent another for which there 
is no 
imagined perspicuity. Such is that of ‘to 
make to triumph’ (Beza, Estius, Grot., 
al.) :—иабутебе», Matt. xxviii, 19, and 
Bac Abe, 1 Kings viii. 22, are not cases 
in point, their sense being, to ‘make a 
disciple,’ to make a king,'—whereas that 
required for O0piauBeóew, would be, fri- 
umphatorem facere.  xopeóew, for ‘to 
make to dance,’ is more to the point: ойто 
кататайсоиєу poócas, al р’ ёҳбрєосар, 
Eur. Herc. Fur. 688,—rdxa o фуд далАо» 
xopevae, ib. 878 :—but the Apostle’s own 

precedent, merely for the sake of. 

usage in ref. Col., in my mind, decides the 
question. See also the following context. 

iv Té xp., as usually, in our con- 
nexion with, ‘as members of, Christ: 
not, ‘ by Christ.’ Tiv фору] The 
similitude is not that of a sacrifice, but 
still the same as before: during a triumph, 
sweet spices were thrown about or burnt 
in the streets, which were би e» 
wAfpeas, Plut. Emil. p. 272 (cited by 
Dr. Burton). As the fact of the triumph, 
or approach of the triu i hal procession, 
was made known by these odours far and 
wide, so God diffuses by our means, who 
are the materials of His triumph, the sweet 
odour of the knowledge of Christ (who is 
the Triumpher, Col. ii. 15). тұ 
yreo.] genit. of apposition: the odour, 
which in the interpretation of the figure, 
ts the knowledge. abrov,—xpiored, 
cf. next verse. 15.] Here the pro- 
priety of the figure is lost, and the source 
of the odour identified with the Apostles 
themselves. For we are to God as 
savour of Christ (gen. object., of that whi 
was diffused by the odour, viz. the no- 
ledge of Christ. Instar fragrantis cujus- 
dam unguenti, sea florum aut herbarum, 
famam nominis ejus, velut bonum et sua- 
vem odorem,.... imus apud omnes. 
Rstius) among those who are being saved, 
and among those who are perishing (co(. 
and àvoAA., see note, 1 Cor. i. 18). 
obe tives, kh» GwodAdwrra, TÒ 
eba-yyéuor рќуе Exov Thv olxelay дретфр, 
к. neis pévopey тобто Üvres Sxep dende, 
Theophyl., mainly from Chrys., who 
ceeds xal кабќбтер Tb ods, chy окот!(р 
tous àcÜeveis, pws dori, като: oxorlor 
к. Tb pé, này mixpdy 2 тоз эотойез, 
yAund Thy obow ioris обте xa) ть ebey- 
у4мо» єфй$ёз dori, way dwodAterral 
tives &xigToUrres. Hom. v. p. 467. 
16 a.] to the one (the latter) an odour 
arising from death and tending to death: 
to the others (the former) ап odour 
arising from life and tending to life. 
The odour was, CHREIST,—who to the 
unbelieving is Death, a mere announce- 
ment of a man crucified,—and working 
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rst]. 
ed 8)] rel Chr, Thdrt 

id, Chr ia ['Euthal-ms]. 

[os ravra is written over an erasure in C, the 

Mm Iren-int, 
rec (for 5 karevemioy, with DFKL[N*sic, Tischdf N. T. 

Cuar. III. 1. for cumcravey, сустаў BD! 17: сутотауш Е Thdrt[-ms]: txt 
ACD*3KLPN rel [Chr. Euthal-ms Thdrt-ed Damasc]. 

death by unbelief: but to the believing, 
Life, an announcement of His Resurrec- 
tion and Life,—and working in them life 
eternal, by faith in Him. The dowbie 
working of the Gospel is set forth in 
Matt. xxi. 44; Luke ii. 84; John ix. 89. 

16 b.] In order to understand the 
connexion, we must remember that the 
purpose of vindicating bis apostolic com- 
inission is їп the mind of Paul and 
about to be introduced by a description 
of the office, its requirements, and its 
holders. This purpose already begins to 
press into its service the унс оу апа 
apologetic matter, and to take every op- 
portunity of manifesting itself. In order 
then to exalt the dignity and shew the 
divine authorization of his office, he 
this question: And (see remarks at ver. 
2) for (to accomplish) these things (this 
so manifold working in the believers and 
unbelievers,—this emission of the ebw- 
dla xo ri every where), who is sufi- 
cient? He does not express the answer, 
but it із too evident to escape any reader, — 
indeed it is supplied in terms by ch. їй, 5, 
obx Sri ixavol dopey Acyloacbal т: ёф’ 
davray фу ФЕ aur, ААА 4 lxavdrns 
иб» ёк TOU @вой, Meyer remarks that 
wpos tavra is put first, in the place of 
emphasis, to detain the attention on its 
“ж import, and then rís purposely 
put o till the end of the question, to 
introduce the interrogation unexpectedly ; 
as in Herod. v. 88,— соі 84 к. robroin 
Toici жріурас: Ti for: ;—Plato, Symp. 
p. 204, à ёру r&y кай» тЇ dpà ; 
17.] of woddol here points definitely at 
those false teachers, of whom he by and 
by, ch. x.—xii., speaks more plainly. 
lopev . . . rare res] are not in the 

Vor. II. 

rec (for 1st 3) e, with 

habit of adulterating (the word «d- 
тулоѕ (Sir. xxvi. 29) originally signifies 
any kind of huckster or vender, but 
cially of wine, —and thence, from the 
quency of adulteration of wine, xamyA«óe 
implied to adulterate: in Isa. i. 22, we 
have ol кётуло{ gov picyovo: тфу olvov 
Ssari: in the Etymol. (Wetat.) xdwmAos, 
ó olvoróàns ...д 84 Alsxóros та óa 
хй›та коле кбжула ‘xdeyAa wpopé- 
pat Texrhuara: in Lucian, Hermotim. 
59 (ib), ёт: xal ф:Абсофо: dwodlSorra: 
тё pa@huara, Sswep of xdwndo, repa- 
oduevol ye of wodAol, ка} Sordcarres, 
xal xaxogerpoUvres. See many more 
examples in Wetst. The same is ex- 
pressed ch. iv. 2, by Beo re T. Adyor 
T. coU) the word of God, but as (‘ut qui") 
from sincerity (the subjective regard of 
the speakers), but as from God (the objec- 
tive regard—a dependence on the divine 
suggestion) we speak before God (with a 
consciousness of His presence) in Ohrist 
(not ‘in the name of Christ, Grot., al., 
nor ‘concerning Christ, —Beza, al.: nor 
© according to Christ,’ Calv.« but as usual, 
in Christ: as united to Him, and mem- 
bers of His Body, and employed in His 
work). 

Cu. III. 1—VI. 10.) BRN wrrR 
ADISOWNIXG OF SELF-RECOMMENDATION, 
THE APOSTLE PROCEEDS TO SPEAK CON- 
CERNING HIS APOSTOLIC OFFICE AND RIM- 
SELF AB THE HOLDEK OF IT, HIS FEEL- 
INGS, SUFFERINGS, AND HOPES, PARTLY 
WITH REGARD TO HI8 CONNEXION WITH 
THE CORINTHIANS, BUT POR THE MOST 
PABT IN GENERAL TERMS. 
He disclaims а spirit of self-recommenda- 
tion. 1.] Ax. are we beginning 
uv, alluding to a charge probably made 

TT 
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r here bis. Heb. iz. f only. Ехор. xzzi. 18. 

о pass. 
Q Acts ziv. 15 note. E 

only. Exod. I. с. al. t Rom. vii. 14те 

AKLP rel arm Chr, Damasc: txt BCDFN afm 
rec at end ad 

Damasc; титтатко» ет:столеу F, the words commendaticiis epistolis 
greek in F(as also in G, the latin being there always so written): 

[ Pel]. 
goth Thdrt-ms 
are written over the 

wswep AD! m. 

p = 2 John 12. 3 John пош 
eJohn fi.6. Rev. ix. 

tt copt goth Enthal-ms] Thdrt 
состатікоу, with DKLP rel syrr 

om ABCN 17 vulg (and F-lat) copt eth arm Chr, ( Euthal-ms] Thdrt(exc ms,) Ambrst. 
(cvv- DF: -ттатказ Dl. 

3. for 2nd quer, vue» M b k o 17 [demid wth-rom]. for varrov, Te» 
F[-gr(and G-lat). (omnibus vulg with F. lat.) 

3. ins xa: bef ey 
rel latt Syr copt (goth) eth arm Orig 
Damasc 

yn B a? 677. 74 vulg. 
int,) 

rec xaplias (see note), with FK 
ial, Eus(-cdd, Mac,] Chr, Cyr, Thdrt 

Iren-int, Hil, : txt ATG N rel syr Eus - mas (Cyr-p, Euthal-ms]. 

against him of having done this in his 
former epistle: perhaps in its opening sec- 
tion, and in some passages of 1 Cor. v., ix. 
and xiv. 18; xv. 10 al.: see our ch. x. 18. 

4 p хр.) Or do we want (the 
иб gives an ironical turn to the question, 
which is more strongly expressed in the 
rec. reading el g,. unless it be thought, 
that . . ) as some (so res, 1 Cor. iv. 
18; xv. 12; Gal. re 15 > teachers "50 
opposed him. Probably these persons 
Da recommended to them, by whom 
does not appear, whether by churches or 
Apostles, but most likely by the former 
(at Ўиё»), and on their departure re- 
quested similar recommendations from the 
Corinthian church to others), letters of re- 
commendation to you (drier. cucrarixal 
are fully illustrated by Suicer, Thes. in voc. 
Among other ges he cites the 18th 

! canon of the council of Chalcedon : &évovs 
KAnpucobs ка) ёуубстоуѕ ё» фтёр тбле 
Bixa состетькёу ypappdrey ToU lB(ov 
ёжыскбиоо unè Aws undapot Летоор- 
yeiv; and Epist. celxxi. (al. xi.) of Basil, 
vol. iv. p. 417, which has this inscription : 
EboeBly éralpy cvaraTuc) drì Курак 
чресВотќрф, “ Eusebio sodali commenda- 
titia Cyriaci presbyteri") or from you! 
The rec. evorarixney at the end, as well 
as сост. émioroAdy, have probably been 
glosses, inserted (the ancient M88. having 
no stops) to prevent é£ du. being taken 
with ġ dior. following. 3.) Ye are 
our epistle (of commendation), written on 
our hearts (not borne in our hands to be 
shewn, but engraven, in the consciousness 
of our work among you, on our hearts. 
There hardly can be any allusion, as Olsh. 

tbinks, to the twelve jewels engraven with 
the names of the tribes and borne on the 
breast-plate of the High Priest, Exod. 
xzviii. 21. The plural seems to be used, 
as so often in this Epistle, —see е. g. ch. 
vii. 8, 5,—of Paul himself only), known 
and read (a play on тугу. and àrayw., as at 
ch. i. 18) by all men (because all men are 
aware, what issue my work among you 
has had, and receive me the more favour- 
ably on account of it. But all men in- 
cludes the Corinthians themselves; his 
success among them was his letter of re- 
commendation £o them as well as to others 
Jrom them), : ested to be 
(that ye are) an epistle of Christ (i. e. 
written by Christ,—not, as Ch al., 
concerning Christ:—He is the Toon: 
mender of us, the Head of the church and 
Sender of us His ministers) which was 
ministered (aor.) by us (i.e. carried about, 
served in the way of ministration by us as 
tabellarii,—not, as Meyer and De W. and 
al, written by «s as amanuenses: see 
below), having been inscribed, not with 
ink, but with the Spirit of the living 
God (во the tables of the law were yeypap- 
Фә TQ бактфбАфу тоб 0е00, Exod. xxxi. 
18), not on stone tables (as the old law, 
ib.), but on (your) hearts (which are) 
tables of flesh (Meyer calls the reading 
xapblais a mistake of the pen. But surely 
internal as well as external evidence is 
stroug in its favour, the correction to xap- 
õlas being во obvious to those who found 
the construction harsh) The apparent 
change in the figure in this verse таат 
explanation. The Corinthians are his Epis- 
tle of recommendation, both to themselves 
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Cixavorns judy "dx ToU co, 6 $$ ка} ‘ixdvoce Has 55 c. m uL 
*Staxovous f кшй fg ö ab jens. ov à VPapparos a l x и. 

Сог. zv. 10 

* . тд yàp ̂ Ypáppa ! darokTévvei, TÒ 62 ^ туєдра 225 r. 2 з 
e 

à Col l. 13 on] : 
Jar. аа. Г {zxxi.) 31). ix. 15. Е 

i (-crevy-) Matt. х. 2. Mark хи. 6. Luke хі. 4 Rer. vi. 11. 

w А. 
Fin. 

4. for exoper, е 
5. Aoyilerôa: C 

Eph. iil, T. Col. I. 23 al. 
b s» eh. L 1]. ii. 2. 

(1 Cor. aes Hev: ГӨ (from 
Rom. iz. 4 reff. b Rom. ii. 29. vii. 6. 

rec аф’ eavroy bef Aoywasta: т, with KL rel вуг syr Did, 
Chr, Thdrt Damasc: bef кауо erper BCN copt arm Bas [Euthal-ms] Antch : 
ecuer m (attempts to connect ixayo: and аф eavrey): om 

) Ambra] — bef Ay. P [Chr.]: om r: В. latt goth [(sth 
And eayruy, ауто» В 

6. rec атоктеьәв, with B bd Orig[ -ed, 

and others; as Epistle, written by Christ, 
ministered by Раш; ; tho Epistle stsalf being 
now the subject, viz. the Corinthians, them- 
selves the writing of Christ, inscribed, not 
on tables of stone, but on hearts, tables of 
flesh. The Epistle itself, written and worn 
on Paul's heart, and there known and read 
by all men, consisted of the Corinthian oon- 
verts, on whose hearts Christ had written 
it by His Spirit. I bear on my heart, as 
а testimony to all men, that oo Christ 
has by His Spirit written in hearts. 
On the tables of stone and of flesh, see 
Exod. as above; Prov. iii. 3; vii. 3; Jer. 
xxxi. 31—84, and on the contrast, also 
here hinted at in the background, between 
the heart of stone and the heart of flesh, 
Ezek. xi. 19; xxxvi. 26. 
4—11.) His hosowr of Ме apostolic 

office was no personal vanity, for Pall the 
ability of the Apostles came God, 
who had made them able ministers of the 
new covenant (4—6), a ministration infi- 
nitely more glorious than that of the old 
dispensation (7—11). 4.] The con- 
nexion with the foregoing is immediate: 
he had just spoken of his consciousness of 
apostolic success among them (which asser- 
tion would be true also of other churches 
which be bad founded) being his world- 
wide recommendation. It is this confidence 
of which he here spenks. Such confidence 
however we een Christ to- 
wards God : sit is no vain boast, but 
rests on power карай] to us through 
Christ in regard to God, in reference to 
God's work and опт own account to be 
given to Him :’ б.] not that (i. c. ‘I 
mean not, that’ . . .:— not, ‘not decause,’ 
us Winer in his former editions: see edn. 
6, § 61. 5. f) we are of ourselves able to 
think any thing (to carry on any of the 
processes of reasoning or judgment, or 

Bas-ed, 
rel Orig-ms, ( Euthal-ms] Cyr-p: txt F(-erg»rai) 

7.189 Syr: txt ADF(P) 
om es C. 

: атоктеғе: ACDL (атоктфув DIL) 
PR e f 1 m? 17 Did, Cbr-2-mss. 

faith belonging to our apostolic calling : 
there is no ellipsis, * any thi eet m 
*good, or the like) o MIN. 
from ourselves (ae tavr. and nin (ig s 
parallel: the latter more definitely pointing 
to ourselves as the origin), —butour ability 
(иссен va dra) is from (as its 
source) God 6.] Who also ( qui 
idem; so Eur. Bacch. 572, Tavra ка} 
cab dpi ab rd, bo eadem illi expro- 
bravi^ See Hartung, Partikellehre, i. p. 
182) enabled us as ministers of the 
(or, as Stanley, : but not necessarily 
from the omission of the art.: cf. Heb. 
xii. 24, xal Siadhaenr véas десїтр "Ingod) 
new Covenant (i. e. the gospel, Eph. iii. 7 ; 
Col. i. 23, as distinguished from the law: 
see 1 Cor. xi. 25; Gal. iv. 24:— the wAdxes 
Al@ivas and odpxiva: are still borne in 
mind, and lead on to a fuller comparison 
of the two covenants),—not of (governed 
by S:andvous, not by каз 81a0.—* minis- 
ters, not . ) letter (in which, viz. 
in formal and literal disc, pt, the Mosaic 
law consisted), but of Spirit бо which, viz. 
in the inward guiding ofthe the ү of God, 
the 1 consiste. remarks : 
Paulus etiam dum hsec анын non liters, 
sed spiritus ministerium egit. Moses in 
proprio illo officio suo, etiam eum haud 
scripsit, tamen in litera versatus est"): for 
the letter (mere formal and literal precept, 
of thelaw) killeth (asi in Rom. vii.. brings 
the knowledge of sin, its guilt and its 
unishment. The reference is not, as 
eyer, to natural death, which às the 

result of sin even where there is no law; 
nor as Chrys. to the law erecufing punisk- 
ment), but the Spirit (of the gospel, i. e. 
God’s Holy Spirit, acting in and through 
Christ, Who фуфуето cis ww 
1 Cor. xv. 45. See also below, ver. 17) 
giveth life (uot merely life eternal, but 

TT2 
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1 11 al. 
m bere only t. 
в Luke iv. 

xxviii. 4. 
0 E Cor. хт. 43 

P " = het zzii. 
т 

‚ #ато$ dra ™ ёр dE; 

w = Rom. хі. 13. Judg. ix. 

7. for 0ararov, дєоо Ni(txt M-corr!). rec (for ypapparı) 
with ACD*-KLPN rel latt(li/feris aut littera G- lat) syr copt goth oth’ Orig 
Mac, Chr, Thdrt Damase [Euthal-ms Ambrst]: evyeypanp.ery 17: txt BD'|- 
avr | amt for єутет., rervrepern Е. 

IPO? КОРІМӨІОТ B. 

k шоло. 7 ei 66 *) 'Staxovia той Üavárov èv ̂ Ypappars ABCD? 
m éyrerurapévn Gos éyerón no éy ° 6óby, ÖSTE p) Sú- кезе! 
vacÓas atevioas tots vioùs Topai) eis тд v % 4 b. d 
Моусёоҳ 8:4 rv ? $0Ёа» тоў просютоу айтод тў» ar- 
apyounévny, 8 mâs ойу a ij !Óuaxovía ToU ? rvev- 

III. 

9 ei yap 5j! dtaxovia тўс * kaTa- 
rploews 8H, r N * nüXXoy "= mepwraeves ў j * &a - 
n? yia ri * $каотйуту ? do р. 

Ке чі. 3 only 1. Numb. ziii. 33 alius in Hexepl. ( Montf. (not Fd. ine 
— Rom. iil. 7 reff. er due viil, 7 (тоте, E. 7. A.). Bir. xi. 

10 cal yàp ov „Seötkacra- 
t Rem, 

v see ch. 

урациасх» (seo note), 

ot 
rec ins e» bef Aifois, with Dit} ЕЕ кт rel 

Gat Orig e Жы. Mac, Chr Damase [Ang,]: om АВС Юге] F{-er} РК! 17 
uthal-ms] Did, Epiph Thdrt. for rov, avrov (but av erased) N 

8. for ovx: ovdi N'(but x written above by М! or -corr!). 
9. for 1st n, ту АС Diſand ad} F(-gr] a 17 am syrr th Orig, (int,) Cyr, Ambrst : 

txt BN. gr] KLP rel valg{-ed (and F-lat) G-lat copt goth Mac 
1. Sofa ins єттї DIF [latt (Syr copt arm) | Orig-int,fom Damase Aug Pe 

eie) it D-la 
HE ‘Dee k o syrr Mae, Orig-int,, abundabit 

t. rec ins ev bef ĝon ( prob from 

hr, Thdrt [Antch, ] 

-lat Ambrat : 
er 3. above, ver 8, and below, 

ver 11), with DFK LPR? rel latt goth Orig,(-int,) Mac (Cyr, Antch,] Ambrst: om ABC 
17 tol Syr ( Euthal-ms).—3o£a Nl. 

10. rec ovB« (mistake, from Be being the first syllable of the next word), with h latt 
Thdot-ancyr, (obe yap) Thl-ed Orig-int,: txt ABC D(-gr] F(-gr] KLPN rel copt goth 

the whole new life of the man of God, see 
Rom. vi. 4, 11; viii. 2, 10). On the his- 

of this meaning of «ypáuua, see 
Stanley’s note. 7—11.] And this 
ministration is infinitely more glorious 
than was that of Moses under the old 
Covenant. He argues from the less to 
the greater: from the transitory glory of 
the killing letter, to the abiding glory of 
the life-giving Spirit. 7.) But (pass- 
ing to another consideration,—the compa- 
rison of the two Sdiarorlat) if the minis. 
tration of death in the letter (of that 
death which the law, the code of literal 
and formal precept, brought in. This not 
having been seen, it was imagined that 
ypduper: belonged to évreruzapdrn, and 
hence it was altered, as more according to 
fact, into урёнро», the received reading. 

No art. is required before ypdupar:, 
as Meyer objects, —on account of the pre- 
position ёх) engraven on stones (it seems 
strange that errer, Ald. should be the pre- 
dicate of S:axorla; but the ministration 
is the whole putting forth of the dispensa- 
tion, the purport of which was summed up 
in the decalogue, written on stones. The 
decalogue thus written was, ns in ver. 8, 

беса Urb Mees) was (con- 
stituted) in glory (as ite state or accom- 
panying condition :—the abstract as yet, 

be compared with the glory of the 
oiher; the concrete, the brightness on 

the face of Moses, is not yet before us), 80 
that the sons of Israel could not fix their 
eyes on (they were afraid to come nigh 
him, Exod. xxxiv. 30 —so that uj) Bóraeóa: 
is not said of physical 3 of 
inability from fear) the face of on 
account of the glory of his face, which 
was transitory (‘transitoria et modici 
temporis, Estius;—supernaturaly con- 
ferred for а season, and passing awa 
when the occasion was over), how shall 
not rather the ministration of the Spirit 
= Siaxorla тўз (wüs d» туєбреті, as 
ormally рона о to the other :—but not 
so because the Spirit is the 
principle of life, whereas the Law only 
led to death) be (future, because the glory 
will not be lished till the manifesta- 
tion of the kingdom: according to Billroth, 
© esse invenietur si rem recte perpenderi- 
mus:' or as Bengel, ‘loquitar ex prospectu 
veteris Testamenti in novum: but I much 
prefer the above, as giving the contrast, 
by and by expressed, between vd катаруоў- 
pevoy and rò иќуоу) in glory t 9] 
For (an additional reason ‘a minori 
majus ) if the наш of condemna- 
tion was (or, is) glory (the change X 
ў ако>!а to the dat. has been made 
parently because a difficulty was found in 
the ministration itself deing glory), much 
more does the ministration of righteeus- 
ness abound in glory. The ministration 
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Badrovons 80Ёс. 1! ef yàp тд : karapryoUuevov * Sid &6- 1 8 fl. 10 
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ch. хі. 23. ok, ch. I. 8.) 
25 (from Isa. Al. 8) al. fr 
vil. é xvi. 39 only.) 

. d ch. 
axaziv. 33—36. 

evexer, W rel Orig, [Mac Bas 
F°GPN g m 47 Damaso, frexer 17. 

а = ch. Н. 6. v. 7. 

Ё e (Gospp. v ig, Mark vili. 32. John vil. 13aM. èv w., John 
Acta ii, 29 ak. a0 . l. 42 M. d. ili. бар. 1 John Hl. 38 al, only. Erov. i. 

b = Heb. zii. 27. 1 Pet. i. 33, 

. iv. 6 reff. f here 4 times only. Ёхор. 
В ver. J. E constr., l These. ii. 9. (ses note.) 

mth arm Orig -c,] Mac, Bas Chr-2-mss [Euthal-ms] Jer, Aug. 
ith hth hr Tuthal ls thd 

reo (for ew.) 
ot-anc Thdrt]: txt ABD 

18. rec «avrov, with DEN rel Chr, Thdrt: [om goth:] txt ABCFLP Frag-coisl 
a c d m 17. [47 Euthal-ms] Chr-2-mss Damasc. 

of condemnation, because (Rom. vii. 9 ff.) 
the Law detects and condemns sin :—the 
ministration of righteousness, because 
(Ro » 1. 17) therein the righteousness of 
God is revealed and imparted by faith. 

10.] For (substantiation of the 
foregoing хоААф AO) even that which 
has been glorified (viz. the ёк. т. kara- 
кріс.„ which was фу öden by the brightness 
on the face of Moses) has not been glori- 
fied (bas lost all its glory) in this respect 
(i.e. when compared with the gore 
Kara toy vijs avyxploews Adyov, Chrys. 
Hom. vii. p. 481. De W. takes фу т. 
Té пёр. with 8едоѓасибуоу, that which 
was in this particular glorified,’ viz. in the 
brightness on the face of Moses:—but 
that would more naturally be rò фу тобтф 
TQ дёрє: 8е8оѓасуиќуоу :—as it now stands 
I cannot divide otherwise than ob 3«8ófac- 
Ta: | т} SeBofacudvor | фу тобте T$ ціра. 
Meyer takes rò 8ebot. as abstract, aud èv 
rohr Tj иєре: as pointing to the concrete : 
* that which has been glorified (general and 
abstract) has in this particular department 
(concrete, viz. the дик. T. катакріс. 
which was 8е8оѓаси.) no glory: q.d. the 
glorified is unglorified in this case. This 
may certainly be, and is ingenious: but the 
other is simpler) on account of (i. e. when 
we take into consideration) the surpassing 
glory (viz. of the other Staxorſa: —pre- 
sent, because spoken of qualitatively). 
11.] For (a fresh ground of superiority in 
glory of the Christian over the Mosaic 
ministry) if that which is transitory (not 
here, as above, the brilliancy of the vi 
of Moses, for that was the 8а, but € 
ministry itself, the whole purpose which 
that ministry served, which was paren- 
thetical and to come to an end) was with 
glory (5:4, see reff., of the condition or 
circumstances in whicha thing takes place), 
much more is that which abideth (the 
everlasting gospel) in glory. Estius says, 
“per gloriam (8:4 8.) innuere videtur 

aliquid momentaneum ac transitoriam: i» 
gloria, aliquid manens et stabile." Simi- 
larly, Olshauson: but it is quite in the style 
of our Apostle to use various prepositions 
to express nearly the same relation,—see 
Rom. iii. 22, 80; v. 10. 

19, 18.] From a consciousness оў this 
superior glory of his ministration, the 
Apostle uses great plainness of speech, 
and does not, аг Moses, use a vail. 
18. xa] viz. that expressed by fora 
dy 84р, ver. 8: the hope of the ultimate 
manifestation of exceeding glory as belong- 
ing to his ministration. > 
wpós Tiva, elwé pov wpbs roy Gedy, À rp! 
rots џаблтіз ; wpbs Spas robs pabnrevo- 
pévous, фус“ touréori, pet’ dAevOepías 
warraxov фбеуубреда, obdty iwooreAAdue- 
vol, ovdty àxoxpurTÓperou odd poppe- 
vot, ЛАА rapas Aécyorres ка) où SeBolxa- 
реу ph wAhioper Duy tas Shes, asd e 
Maevojs ras “lovSaler, Chrys. p. 482. 

18.) xal of, and (do) not (place 
a vail on our face,—so Mark xv. 8, 
à BxAos fjptaro alreic@as (moiciv) xadees 
àe drole: abrois. See Winer, edu. 6, 
§ 64, i. 1 b.) as Moses placed a vail on 
hig face, in order that (see below) the 
sons of Israel might not look on the 
termination of the transitory (viz. his 
Siaxovia, see ver. 11, but spoken of аз 
8eBotacuérn : the glory of his ministra- 
tion’). A mistake has been made with re- 
gard to the history in Exod. xxxiv. 33—35, 
which has considerably obscured the un. 
derstanding of this verse. It iscommonl 
assumed, that Moses spoke to the Israel- 
ites, having the vail on his face ; and this 
is implied in our version—' till Moses had 
done speaking with them, he pat a vail on 
his face.’ But the LXX (and Heb.) gave 
a different account: xal leib raréravoev 
МаМмфу ярі; айтойѕ, éwdOnney ёк) ті wpós- 
eror айтоб kdAvuua. He spoke to them 
without the vail, with his face shining and 
glorified: юЛея Ае had done speaking, һе 
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placed the vail on his face: and that, not 
because they were afraid to look on him, 
but as here, that they might not look on 
the end, or the fading, of that transitory 
glory, that they might only see it as long 
as it was the credential of his ministry, 
and then it might be withdrawn from their 
eyes. Thus the declaration of God’s will 
to them was not v тадрис, but was 
interrupted and broken by intervals of 
concealment, which ours is not. The op- 
position is twofold : (1) between the vailed 
and the usvailed ministry, quoad the mere 
fact of concealment in the one case, and 
openness in the other: (2) between the 
ministry which was suspended by the 
vailing, that its réAos might not be seen, 
and that which proceeds ёт 86и; «is 
do tar, having no termination. the 
common interpretation, Commentators 
have found an almost insuperable difficulty 
in wpds Td uh ёт. The usual escape from 
it bas been to render it, ‘so that the 
Israelities could not,’ as in ver. 7. De 
Wette somewhat modifies this, and sees 
in it the divine purpose: ‘in order that,’ 
but not in the intention of Moses, but of 
God’s Providence. But both these render- 
ings are ungrammatical. «obs тб with an 
infinitive never signifies the mere result, 
nor, as Meyer rightly remarks against De 
Wette, the objective purpose, but always 
the subjective purpose present to the mind 
Qf the actor: he refers to Matt. v. 28 ; vi. 
1; xiii. 30; xxiii. 5; Mark xiii. 22; Eph. 
vi. 11; 1 Thess. іі. 9; 2 Thess. iii. 8; James 
iii. 8 (rec.) ; and Matt. xxvi. 12 (see my 
note there). I may remark also, that the 
narrativo in Exodus, the LXX version of 
which the Apostle here closely follows (see 
below on ver. 16), implies that the bright- 
ness of Moses's face had place not on that 
one occasion only, but throughout his 
whole ministry between the Lord and the 

le. When he ceased speaking to them, 
e put on the vail; but whensoever he 

went in before the Lord to speak to Him, 
the vail was removed till he came out, and 
had spoken to the Israelites ali that the 
Lord had commanded Mm, during which 
speaking they saw that his face shone,— 
and after which speaking he again put on 
the vail. So that the vail was the symbol 

of concealment and transitoriness: the 
part revealed they might see: beyond that, 
they could not: the ministry was a broken, 
interrupted one; its end was wrapped in 
obscurity. In the réAos ToU катару. 
we must not think, as some Commentators 
have done, of Christ (Rom. x. 4), any far- 
ther than it may be hinted in the back- 
ground that when the law came to an end, 
He appeured. 

14—18.] The contrast is now made be. 
tween the CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, on whose 
heart this vail still is in the reading of the 
О. T., and vs aut (Christians), who with 
uncovered face behold the glory of the 
Lord. This section is pareuthetical. 
Before and after it, the ministry is the 
subject: in it, they fo whom the minisiry 
is directed. But it serves to shew the 
whole spirit and condition of the two 
classes, and thus further to substantiate 
the character of openness and freedom 
asserted of the Christian ministry. 
14.7 But (also) their understandings were 
hardened (on this, the necessary sense of 
ёхерббт, see note, Eph. iv. 18). These 
words evidently refer, as well as what fol- 
lows, not to the réAos, which they did nof 
see, but to that which they did see: to 
that which answers to the present àrd- 
ууюсіѕ ris waAaiás 8iabhens, viz. the word 
of God imparted by the ministration of 

oses. And by these words the transitiou 
is made from the form of similitude just 
used, to that new one which is about to be 
used ; q. d. ‘sot only was there a vail on 
Moser s face, to prevent more being known, 
but also their understandings were dark- 
ened: there was, besides, a vail on their 
hearts.’ So that ёлА = but also, or 
moreover. To refer this GAA’ ётер. to 
xappnole xpéueba, to the t bard- 
heartedness of the Jews under the freedom 
of speech of the Gospel, as Olsh., De W., 
al., is, in my view, to miss the whole sense 
of the passage. No reference whatever is 
made to the state of the Jews under the 
preaching of the gospel, bat only as the 
objects of the O. T. ministration,—then, 
under the oral teaching of Moses, —now, iu 
the reading of the O. jd In order to 
understand what followa, the change of 
similitude must be carefully borne in mind. 
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'warapryetra 15 A “ws " asjuepov, “ ріка йр " àva- 1 Nu. iv. 13 
ywocknta. Mons, ! каида * ёт} T)» кардіау aùtôv , тї, 8. 

q here put 
seo тег. б. кєт. 16 Y тика & dy Y ётиттрє\гї] У mpos kÜpiov, * Tepi- ; Rom. Ч.б. 

al. Lev. 23v. 2. 
&e u here only. Sir. xlv 

Exod. zzxiv. 34. Deut. vli. 12 only. Ex : 
Acta х. 17, zi. 11. Mev. iii. 20. v. I. vii. 1. xx. I. 
iv. 6. ff. 2 Acts zzvii. 20 reff. 

e here bis езу; y 
or. v. 7,8 

Job zii, 73 and fea, lii 11 ВН. (ашк. A.) t r. 7 
. see Matt. zzvii. 8. Rom. xl v here bis 

w constr., Acta viii. 28, (xili. 27.) xv. 21. з 00 
7 = 1 Thess. L 9. (Acts іх. 40.) Amos 

m 17 latt copt [вуг goth arm] Clem, Cyr[-p Euthal- ms] Orig- int. [Cypr,] Ambrst. 
for ext, ey DF Chr,. 

18. rec om а» (from ay beginning avaywoon.?), with DFKL[P] rel (Orig) Eus, 
Cyr-jer, Cos, Cbr, Cyr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Damasc : ins ABCN Orig, Cyr, Thdrt,, 
еа» 17. rec avayiveoxerat, with FKL rel vulg Eus, Cyr-jer, Оз, Chr, Cyr,[-ms,- 
р) Thdrt, Damasc Ori тү: txt A B(see table) CDPN c m 17 Orig,[-c,; Chr-ms 
y ty. r[-p,-ins, Euthal-ms from кал»дда to ro next ver is repeated by Bl. 

кета bef ex: тту кард. av. Di- F latt [copt] goth wth. 
16. for эрика, orav F[ora] Chr,. 

тд афтд káìvppa] the vail once on 
Moses's face,’ is now regarded as laid on 
their hearts. It denoted the ceasing, the 
covering up, of his oral teaching; for it 
was put on when he had done speaking to 
the people. Now, his oral teaching has 
altogether ceased, and the dtaxo-la is car- 
ried on by a book. But as when we listen, 
the speaker is the agent, and the hearers 
are passive,—so on the other hand, when 
we read, we are the agents and the book is 
passive. The book is the same to all: the 
difference between those who understaud 
&nd those who do not understand is now a 
subjective difference—the vail is no longer 
on the face of the speaker, but on the 
heart of the reader. So that of necessit 
the form of the similitude is tinned: 
For (answering to an understood clause, 
‘and remain hardened’) to the present day 
the same vail (which was once on the face 
of Moses) remains at the reading of the 
Old Testament ( wad. даб. here, as we 
now popularly usethe words, the book com- 
prising the ancient Covenant), the dis- 
covery not being made (by the removal of 
the vail) that it (the O. T.) is done away 
in ш ee the Old eae has 
pa away,.being superseded by Christ). 
This I believe юв the only admissible 
senso of the words, consistently with the 
symbolism of the passage. The render- 
ings, ‘remains not taken away—for it 
(i.e. the vail) is done away in Christ, 
and (as E. V.) 'remaineth . . uMaken 
away . . which vail (8 т) is done away in 
Christ, —are inadmissible: (1) because 
they make xa то, which throughout 
the passage belongs to the g of the 
ministry, to apply to the vail: and (2) be- 
cause they give no satisfactory sense. It 
is not becawse the vail can only be done 
away in Christ, that it now remains un- 

de «a» AN! 17: om a» C k Mac Bas. 

taken away on their hearts, but because 
their hearts are hardened. Besides, the 
Apostle would not have expressed it thus, 
but ёи xpiorg yap катару. The word 
&rxakaAvirróneror has been probably chosen, 
as is often the practice of the Apostle, 
on account of its relation to «dAuuua, 
—it not being unvailed to them that 
ee 15.] But (reassertion of 4j 
dvanadurrduevoy, with a view to the next 
clause) to this day, whenever Moses is 
read, a vail lies upon their heart (under- 
standing. кето éri w. acc.,—pregn., in- 
volving the being laid on, and remaining 
there). 18.] Here, the tertium com- 
parationis is, the having on a vail, and 
taking it off on going into the presence of 
the Lord. This Moses did; and the choice 
of the same words as those of the LXX, 
shews the closeness of the comparison; 
дубка 8 Gv elseropebero Mover Érarri 
xvplov AaAc» айтф, wepippeiro TÒ xá- 
Avppa. This shall likewise be done in the 
case of the Israelites: when it (i. e. 7 кар- 
bia ard, not Israel, as Chrys., Theod., 
Theophyl, Erasm., al,—nor Moses, as 
Calv., Estius, —nor тіз, as Orig., al.) shall 
turn to the Lord (here again ётістр(фу 
wpés is carefully chosen, being the very ex- 

ion of the LXX, when the Israelites, 
aving been afraid of the glory of the face 

of Moses, returned to him after being 
summoned by bim :—4$oBfjóncar Ni 
abr xal éxdAecev abrots Movasjs, ка) 
ёхест у wpós ajràv.... „—and 
кру appears to be used for the same 
reason) the vail is taken away (not, shall 
be, because ў кар$Їа is the subject, and 
thus the aking away becomes an indivi- 
dual matter, happening whenever and 
wherever conversion takes place). Let me 
restate this, —as it is all-important towards 
the understanding of vv. 17,18. ‘When 
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Moulton's Winer, p. 538, note 1. Matt. xvii. 31 Mk. Rom. xii. 2only t. Ps. xxziii. 1 Symm. 

iv, 6 reff. g = Acts al. ii. 22. James 1. 13 

17. for ob, rov F. 

г, Thdrt Damasc Orig-int, Hil, 
copt Nys, ( Cyr-p,(in Cyr, both readings are found) 

8. ат | : eros pi(ouada Mac,. . алгохтри{ореуо: 
Eus, Mac,. кабеңхер B. 

their heart goes in fo speak with God, 
— ceases to contemplate the dead letter, 
апа begins to commune with the Spirit 
of the old covenant (the Spirit of God), 
then the vail is removed, as it was from 
the face of Moses.’ 11] Now (84 
exponentis тЇз 84 obros wpós ty der 
ётоВлёфа: ; Theodoret) the Lord is the 
Spirit: i.e. the кро of ver. 16, is, the 
Spirit, whose word the O. T. is: the 
туеўда,—ав opposed to the -ypduua,— 
which (ото, ver. 6. But it is not 
merely, as Wetst., ‘Dominus significat 
Spiritum, nor is жуєбра merely, as Olsh., 
t irttual sense of the law: but, * the 
Lord, as here spoken of, Christ,’ ‘ts the 
Spirit,’ is identical with the Holy Spirit : 
not personally nor essentially, but, as is 
shewn by rd «veUpa xvpíov following, in 
thie department of His divine working :— 
Christ, here, is the Spirit of Christ. Tho 
principal mistaken 5 among 
many, see Pool’s Synops., Meyer, De Wette) 

is that of Chrys., Theodoret, Theophyl., 
(Ecum., Estius, Schulz, — making 75 жреб- 
pa the subject, and à кӯр. the predicate, 
which though perhaps (but would 3é then 
have had its present position Р) allowable, 
is aguinst the context, д 8è xp: being 
plainly resumed from д xóp. in ver. 16. 
he words are then used by them as a 

proof of the Divinity of the Holy Spirit. 
But (3¢ appealing to a known or evi- 

dent axiom, as in а mathematical demon- 
stration) where the Spirit of the Lord 
(see above) is, is liberty (ixe? has pro- 
bably been inserted, as being usual after 
ob: but, as Meyer remarks, not in St. Paul's 
style, see Rom. iv. 15; v. 20). They are 
fettered in spirit as long as they are slaves 
to the letter, = as long as they have the 
vail on their hearts; but when they turn 
to the Lord the Spirit, which is not rrepa 
SovAelas but ту. vlotemías, Rom. viii. 15, 
—and by virtue of whom ox ёт: el boUAos, 
&AAà vids, Gal. iv. 7,—then they are at 
liberty. There can hardly be any allusion 
to а vail over the head implying subjec- 

for коргоо, то атуу L. 
see notes), with D3 3FK LPN? rel latt вуг goth th arm Ath [int Epiph, Chr 

ovat, Ambrst]: om ABC р! gr] № 17 

f Rom. 

rec ins exe: bef ex ere 

D i Syr 
uthal-ms]. 
perapoppovpevur A 23 Orig, (-int,) 

tion, as 1 Cor. xi. 10, (Erasm., Beza, Grot., 
Bengel, Fritz.,) for here the covering of 
the head with a vail is not thought ef, 
but merely intercepting the sight. 
18.] But (the sight of the Jews is thus 
intercepted ; in contrast to whom) wx all 
(‘all Christians? not, as Erasm., Estius, 
Bengel, al. m., ‘we Apostles and teach- 
ers: the contrast is to the viol "Ісрафл 
above) with unvailed face (the vail having 
been removed at our conversion: the stress 
is on these words) beholding in a mirror 
the glory of the Lord (i.e. Christ: from 
vv. 16, 17. кетоттр is to shew in a 
mirror, to make a reflexion in a mirror ; 
so Plutarch, de Placitis Philosophorum, 
iil. 5: A ras explained & rainbow to 
be the reflexion of the sun's brightness 
from a thick cloud, that always stands 
opposite тоб катоттрі(оутозѕ air дет épes. 
In the middle, it is ‘to behold oneself in a 
mirror: so Diog. Laert., Plato, p. 115, 
тоз редбоус: cvreBoóAeve катоктрі(єсбг ; 
—but also, ѓо see in a mirror, so Philo, 
Legis Allegor. iii. 33, vol. i. p. 107, ph yàp 
dudaricbelys uo B! оёрауоб } yijs 4 daros 
À &épos $ rivos àv Ads тёр dr ye , u 
aarowrpicaluny фу Arg Til rhe ov iBéap, 
A dv со! TẸ bei. And such is evidently 
the cera zero: Ge Babee is this mir- 
ror, the ebayyéAsov Ths ToU христо, 
ch. iv. 4, and we, looking on it with un- 
vailed face, are the contrast to the Jews, 
with vailed hearts reading theirlaw. The 
meaning ‘reflecting the glory,’ &c. as 
Chrys, Luth, Calov., Bengel, Billrotb, 
Olsh., is one which neither the word nor 
the context (ез above) will bear (see, 
however, Stanley’s note), are 
into the same image (which we see in the 
mirror: the image of the glory of Christ, 
see Gal. iv. 19, which is more to the point 
than Rom. viii. 21, cited by Meyer, and 
1 John iii. 8. But the change here оа 
of isa spiritual one, vot the bodily change 
at the Resurrection: it is going on here 
in the process of sanctification. No 
prep. need be understood before rh» abrir 
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elxdva—the passive verb indirectly governs 
the nce. as in àxoréuvoum thy кефалју 
and similar cases) from glory to glory 
(this is explained, either (1) ‘from one de- 
gree of glory to another ;’ so most Com- 
mentators and De Wette, or (2) ‘ ү” 
(by) the glory which we see, into glory,’ 
as Chrys. p. 486, awd béns, rij: той vreó- 
paros, els Bav, Thv ђиєтёрау, Thy èyyi- 
yrouérny,—Theodoret, Œcum., Theophyl., 
Bengel, Fritz., Meyer, al. I prefer the 
former, as the other would introduce a 
tautology, the sentiment being expressed 
in the words following) as by the Lord the 
Spirit. коріо» zvetparos = той киріоо тоб 
wvevparos,—the first art. being omitted 
after the preposition, the second to con- 
form the predicate to its subject, as in 
àrd беоў varpós, Gal. i. 3,—and answers 
to ô 8 xépios Tb wreUud deri above. 
This seems the obvious and most satis- 
factory way of taking the words, and, 
from ver. 17, to be necessitated by the 
context; and so Theodoret, Luther, Beza, 
Calov., Wolf, Estius, al. The rendering 
upheld by Fritz., Billroth, Meyer, De Wette, 
‘the Lord of the Spirit,’ i. e. ‘Christ, whose 
Spirit He is,’ seems to me to convey very 
little meaning, besides being an expression 
altogether unprecedented. The trans- 
formation is effected by the Spirit (тобто 
ue ran, Chrys.), the Author and Up- 
holder of spiritual life, who takes of the 
things of Christ; and shews them to us,’ 
John xvi. 14, see also Rom. viii. 10, 11,— 
who sanctifles us till we are holy as Christ 
is holy; the process of renewal after Christ's 
image is exch a transformation as may be 
expected by the agency of (xaddrep à vd, so 
Chrys., xa ro:abrny ofa» elxds àxb . .) the 
Lord the Spirit, — Christ Himself being the 
image, все ch. iv. 4. The two other ren- 
derings are out of the question, as being 
inconsistent with the order of the words: 
viz. : (1) that of E. V. and of Vulg., Theo. 
phyl, Grot, Bengel, ‘the Spirit of the 
Lord,’ and (2) that of Chrys., Theodoret, 
Calov., Estius, ‘the Spirit who is the 
Lord) Meyer objects to the interpre- 
tation given above as inconsistent with tho 
self-evident connexion of the genitives. 
How would he render às? de warpds ? 

for xpurra, 

IV. 1—6.] Taking up again the subject 
of his freedom of speech (ch. iii. 12), he 
declares his renunciation of all deceit, and 
manifestation of the truth to every man 
(ver. 2), even though to some the Gospel be 
hidden (vv. 8, 4). And this because he 
preaches, without any selfish admixture, 
only the pure light of the Gospel of Christ 
(vv. 5, 6). 1.] &à тобто refers to 
the previous description of the freeness and 
unvailedness of the ministry of the Gospel, 
and of the state of Christians in general 
(ch. iii. 18). Kyovres т. 8. таўт. 
further expands and explains 8:4 тобто. 

xafos )Aej0.] even as we received 
mercy (from God, at the time of our being 
appointed ; cf. 4A «f», 1 Tim. i. 16): be- 
longs to Ex. т. 8. Tavr., not to what follows, 
and is a qualification, in humility, of 
Éxorres—* possessing it, not as our own, 
but in as far as we were shewn mercy.’ 
ob« ѓүкакобреу ] We do not behave our- 
selves in a cowardly manner, do not 
shrink from plainness of speech and action. 
dyxaxéw is the opposite of wagpnoid({w. ойк 
#ккакойде» would be, we do not give up 
through faintness or cowardice.’ It is 
hardly possible to decide satisfactorily be. 
tween the two readings. ёук. seems to be 
universal, except in the N. T. (rec. text) 
and the Fathers, which have xx. Did the 
Fathers borrow this form from the N. T., 
or was it the usual form of later Greek, and 
as such introduced into the text by the 
copyists? In such doubt, I have followed 
manuscript authority. But (cowardice 
alone prompting concealment in such a case, 
where it does not belong to the character 
of the ministry itself) we have renounced 
(so Herod. iv. 125, Té бусу Thy 
сфєтёрп» cuppaxlny : 1.1, 
thy dxddacroy коїт 
таса» : and other e 
hidden things of 
views, ends, or p 
have them hide 
De Wette, н 
dishonesty. > 
Meyer, $óBos ё 2 C 
Defin. p. 41 S'S clo to 
that it refe with any 
practices, 
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е = Matt. xvii. 17 al. fr. f Rom. iv. 11 reif. 
Actas xx. 11.) 
3. IZzvii. 14. Ixzxix. 8 only. 
7 al. Gen. i. 26, 27. 

h here bis only. not in classicu, Job iii. 9 
i Y Tim. i. 11 only. 

g here only. Levit. xiii. 24, &c. xiv. only. (-. 
BN Р Фс. (not AMI.) Pa. xxvi. 1. xlii. 

k Col. i. 15. Rom. viii. 29. 1 Cor. . 

гес cvricrarres, with DKL rel: evricrarorres A(appy) BP 47. 672. 80: txt CD! FK 
17 [ Euthal-ms ]. 
D . aroàvupevois Е 1 (17).] 

. Savyaoa: A d 17 Eus, Archel,[-ed 
Dial 
FKLPN rel 

hopelessly ]. 
rig, | Archel-ms, 

] 
Amphil,] Eus, (both glosses, furthe 

Cyr-jer, Damasc: котару. CDLH] Orig, 
): txt r to particularize the simple 

Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt Damasc [Cyr-mss fluctuate 
rec adds avrois, with Dr. N. gr] KL[P rel [vulg-clem 

seth] Orig, Chr, [Amphil, Thdrt]: om ABCD!F( HN 17 old-lat am(wi 
syrr goth 

demid fuld 
harl [%01]) Orig, Eus, Cyr-jer Epiph, Cyr[-p Archel, Euthal-ms] Iren-int, [Aug,]. 

for xpiorou, kvpiov C. 
Col i. 15) LPNS a f 1 m 47 вуг [goth] arm: 

men are ashamed, and which perhaps were 
made use of by the false teachers), not 
walking (baving our daily conversation) in 
craftiness (see ref.) nor adulteratiug (see 
ch. ii. 17, note) the word of God, but by the 
manifestation of the truth (as our only 
means, seo 1 Thess. ii. 3, 4;—the words 
come first, as emphatic), recommending 
ourselves (a recurrence to the charge and 
apology of ch. iii. 1 ff.) to (with reference 
to, - the verdict of) every conscience of 
men (every possible variety of the human 
conscience; implying, there is no conscience 
but will inwardly acknowledge this, how- 
ever loath some among you may be out- 
wardly to confess it. So that the expres- 
sion is not exactly = xp. Thy соу. dr 
arp re. We need hardly extend àv6p. so 
wide as Chrys. (Hom. viii. p. 493), o 
motos pdvoy, АЛАА kal dwícTo:s don 
rardd not: — he is speaking as a teacher, 
and the men spoken of are naturally Ais 
hearers and disciples), in the sight of God 
(as ch. ii. 17; not merely to satisfy men’s 
consciences, but with regard to God’s all- 
secing eye which discerns the heart). 
T ee. if (* which I concede ;'—see note, 
1 Cor. iv. 7) it is even so, that our gospel 
(the gospel preached by us) is vailcd, it is 
among (in the estimation of) the perishing 
that it is vailed. "The allegory of ch. iii. 
is continued, —the hiding of the gospel by 
the vail placed before the understanding. 

4.] in whose case (it is true, that) the 
god of this world (the Devil, the ruling 
principle in the men of this world, see reff. 

or os, o F. aft rou cov ins rov acpareu (see 
pref spec. 

It is historically curious, that Irensns 
Her. iv. 39. 2, p. 266), Origen, Tertull. 
contra Marc. iv. 11, vol. ii. p. 499), Chrys., 
Augustine (c. advers. leg. ii. 7 (29), vol. viii. 
p. 655), @cum., Theodoret, Theophylact, 
all repudiate, in their zeal against the 
Marcionites and Manicheans, the gramma- 
tical rendering, and take ray axlorer vos 
al&vos roórov together) blinded (the aor. 
of a purely historical event) the under. 
standings of the unbelieving (i.e. who, 
the àroAA nero: are victims of that blind. 
ing of the understandings of the unbeliev. 
ing, which the Devil is habitually earrying 
ou. Meyer well remarks, that if it bad 
merely been тё vofjuara, it would have only 
expressed in the concrete the voha. of those 
signified by ёи ofs,—whereas now, by the 
addition of rà» dwler., the blinding in. 
flicted on the ёжолл. is marked as falling 
under its category. The rendering тё» 
тістеу * во that they believe not,’ Frits., 
Billrotb, is out of all question) in order 
that the illumination of . shining from, 

n. subj.) the gospel of the glory ef 
rist, who is the image of God (recur. 

тепсе to the allegory of ch. iii. 18 ;—Christ 
is the image of dravyacua тӯ: 59 
abrov, Heb. i. S, into which same im 
Th» adrhy elxéva, we, looking on it in 
mirror of the gospel, are changed by the 
Spirit; but which glorious image is not 
visible to those who are blinded by Satan), 
might not shine forth ([see var. readd. 
The object of the god of this world was 
not merely to prevent them from being 
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] ch. iii. I reff. 
m Acts viii. 5 

reff. 
n ver. 11. 
о = James ii. 
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зх. 2. 
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t ch. ii. 10. Prov. viii. 30. 
E AA Luke vi. 48 АЙ. Josh. vi. 19. 
vi. 28. 

u Epp., Col. ii. 3. Heb. zi. 26 only. 
v2 Tim. ii. 20. 

s see 
Goepp., Matt. ii. 11 als. Mark 

w as abore (v) only. Levit. 

5. (пс. bef xp. ACDN vulg вуг goth [(seth) Aug, and but] om кир. P d: кир. гт. 
xp. F[not F-lat]: om ine. 47 : txt B[ 
jer, Chr, (Cyr-p Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc Ambrst. 

KL rel Syr copt arm Mcion-e,[and ms,] Cyr- 
тдоу(эїс) N 17. for 

204 «sov», то» A*CN! 17 Mcion-e, [ Cyr-p,]: xpiorou N-corr! 5 [ Cyr-p, ]. 
6. om 1st д B(sic: see table) n 

erased) Ni. 

Clem,. 
væv C 3. 47 Chr. 

r[-p] Tert, 

cion-e-ms,(ins,) ]. 
гес Nadal, with CDSF(H]KLPN: 

Dial, Mac, [Ps ?-]Ath, Chr, Cyr{-p Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc [Tert, ] : 
М! om os DIF old-lat demid(and harl) Chr, Tert, Ambrst [Aug]. 

for rov he., avrov C! О! Гапа lat] F[( 
: txt ABC*D3[H]KLPN rel [vulg F. lat syrr copt goth arm] (Orig) 

aft err ins o (but 
rel latt goth Mcion-e, Orig 

txt AB D'[-gr 

not F-lat) fri] eth Dial 
Cy 
Ath, Chr (Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc Ambr, Ambrst. (rov Өєои is certainly original; 
Jor, as Meyer observes, had avrov been origl, it is hardly possible that vov cov should 
have been a gloss on it, as о Beos occurs just before.) rec ins «cov bef xp. with 
CHEM rel tol [syrr copt goth arm-ed e Thdrt Damasc : aft 
xe F latt Cyr, [Ambr Ambrst Aug]: om AB 1 

[Cyr-p,-ms,] Тет. 
illuminated, but to stop the shining forth 
altogether]:—the rendering, ‘that they 
might not see,’ Grot., al., is inadinissible). 

б, 6.] We have no reason fo use 
trickery or craft, having no selfish ends 
to serve : nor concealment, being ourselves 
enlightened by God, and set for the spread- 
ing of light. б.] For we preach not 
(the subject of our preaching is not) our- 
selves (Meyer understands xuplous, as 
lords ; but as De W. observes, this would 
anticipate the development of thought 
which follows, the contrast between xp. 
"Incobr as корю», and ourselves as your 
8ovAous, not being yet raised), —but Christ 
Jesus as Lord, and ourselves as your ser- 
vants for Jesus' sake (on account of Him 
and His work). 6.] Because (explains 
and substantiates the last clause, —that we 
are your servants for Jesus’ sake) (it is) 
God, who said Out of (not, ‘after the dark- 
ness; this meaning of ёк, though allow- 
able, e.g. ёк кирбтоу yap alis ab ydan’ 
óp&, does not occur in N. T.) darkness 
light shall shine (allusion to Gen. i. 8: 
the change to Adv appears to have beon 
made because the words cited are not the 
exact ones spoken by the Creator), who 
shined (Grot., Fritz., Meyer, would render 
lA auper, ‘caused light to shine,’ using the 
verb in the factitive sense, as àvaréAAw, 
Matt. v. 45, and & Aduwovea пётра vp 
Zicdpuo o, Eur. Phoen. 226. But 
this usage of the word seems entirely poeti- 
cal, and the intransitive sense would as well 
express the divine act) in our hearts (the 

arm-mss Orig, Dial, Ath, Chr, 

physical creation bearing an analogy to 
the spiritual) in order to the shining forth 
(to оо the knowledge (іп us) of the 
glory of God in the face of Christ ( = rijs 
Bóns T. бєой Ths d» прозбте xp., the 
glory of God manifested in Christ’). The 
figure is still derived from the history їп 
ch. iii., and refers to the brightness on the 
face of Moses :—the only true effulgence of 
the divine glory is from the face of Christ. 
Meyer contends for the connexion of ёи 
wposow. xp. with феттдб», but his ex- 
аана fails to convey to my mind апу 
satisfactory sense. He says that when the 
veers is imparted by preaching, it shines, 
and its brightness illuminates the face of 
Christ, because it is His face whose glory 18 
looked on in the mirror of preaching. But 
I cannot think that any thing so very far- 
fetched would be in the Apostlo’s mind. 
As to the necessity of the art. ris before 
d», none will assert it who are much versed 
in the many varieties of expression in such 
sentences in the Apostle's style. 7—18.] 
This glorious ministry is fulfilled by weak, 
afflicted, persecuted, and decaying vessels, 
which are moreover worn out in the work 
(7—12). Yet the spirit of faith, the hope 
of the resurrection, and of being presented 
with them, for whom he has laboured, bears 
him up against the decay of the outer man, 
and all present tribulation (13—18). We 
are not justified in assuming with Calvin, 
Estius, al., that a definite reproach of per- 
sonal meanness had induced the Apostle to 
speak thus. For he does not deal with any 
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y. Jos 
xvii.15. Isa. xxviii. 30. xlix. 19 only. (-péa, Rom. ii 4ch.i8 . 9.) € Acta zzv. 20 reff. 

€ = 1 Cor. iv. 12 ref. only. Ps. zzvii. 15 only. f Matt, хити. 46 0 Mk. Acts ii 27 (from 
Ps. zv. 10), 31. 2 Tim. iv. 10,16. Heb. xiii. 6. 1 Chron. xaviii. 20, g = here (Heb. vi. 1) only. 4 Ком 
fii. 19. h = Matt. li. 13 al. fr. i Rom. iv. 19 only v. 

9. еукатаМакатодеуо; F Eus, Chr, Max,. 

such reproach here, but with matters com- 
mon to all human ministers of the word. 

All this is a following out in detail of 
the ойк ёукакобреу of ver. 1, y en- 
larged on in one of its departments,—that 
of not. shrinking from openness of speech, 
and now to be put forth in another, viz. 
bearing up against outward and inward 
difficulties. If any polemical purpose is 
to be sought, it is the setting forth of the 
abundance of sufferings, the glorying in 
weakness (ch. xi. 23, 30), which substan- 
tiated his apostolic mission: but even such 
purpose is only in the background ; he is 
pouring out, in the fulness of his heart, 
the manifold discouragements and the fur 
more exceeding encouragements of his 
office. T.] Tv Onc. тобт., viz. Mies 
ligM of the knowledge of the д of God, 
Sd d éwe:d) iii eati A elre 
wept тўз dwopphrou dE Tra wh Tis A 
Kal was тотайттз 8675 àroAabo res pé- 
vouer фу Y, oapuati; pnoly бт: тобто 
piv ody айт) Adr dori TÒ Üavpac rd, 
xal Bezyua péytoroy THs ToU geo Burduces, 
бт: скєбот ómrpdxwor тотайтту hdurhOn 
Харярбттта dveyxeiv, xal THAUCOvTOY Qv- 
Аёо @noavpdéy. Chrys. р. 496. Some 
(Calv., al.) think the bh. to be the whole 
Siacorla: but it seems simpler to refer it 
to that which has immediately preceded, in 
a style like that of Paul, in which each 
successive idea so commonly evolves itself 
out of the last. The oxevog is the body, 
not the whole personality; the ô ftw &»- 
Opwwos of ver. 16; see ver. 10. And in the 
troubles of the body the personality shares, 
as long as it is bound up with it here. 
The similitude and form of expression is 
illustrated by Wetst. from Artemidorus 
vi. 25, Odvarory uir yàp elxdras dotpave 
Tf yuran) Tb elvai d» дотракіуф скейє, — 
Arrian, Epict. iii. 9, тайта буш àrrl тё» 
dpyupepdrer, дут! тё» xpvcwpdrer ob 

иса скейт, doTrpdxivoy 8& ray Adyor, and 
Herod. iii. 96, тобтоу тд» фброу 0ncavpl(et 
$ BaciAeUs трфхф то:фде. ds widous xe- 
paulous 1 hf karaxée, тАўсаз 8% 75 
Éyyos wepioipéei, redy 84 8є1609 xpnyud- 
тюу, катакфттеа: тосодтоу, бсоу Ау érd- 
стоте Sénrat. iwepB. тїз Suv. 
not =} бжерВаллоуса d,, but, the 

Sévauis contemplated on the side of its 
drepBorf,—the power consisting in the 
effecta of the apostolic ministry (1 Cor. 
ii. 4), as well as in the upholding under 
trials and difficulties. The passage com- 
monly referred to (even by Stanley) to 
prove the hendiadys, may serve entirely to 
disprove it: Jos. Antt. i. 18. 4 даба» Se 
avrou i wpdüvuor к. Thy rep THs 
Өрпске(аѕ : the readiness and surpassing- 
ness of his obedience.” d Tod боз] 
may belong to (i.e. be seen to belong to) 
God. "Tertull, Vulg. and Estius, render 
it * ut sublimitas sit virtutis Dei, non ex 
nobis,’ which is hardly ullowable, and dis- 
turbs the sense by confusing the antithesis 
between ô beds and ġueîs, 8—10.] 
He illustrates the expression, ‘earthen 
vessels,’ in detail, by Aie own experience 
and that of the other ministers of Christ. 

8.) in every way (sce reff.) pressed, 
but not (inextricably) crushed (от. an- 
gustias h. l. denotat tales, e quibus non 
detur exitus! Meyer, from Курке) ;—in 
perplexity but not in despair (a Шеге! 
statement of what the last clause stated 
Jiguratively : as Stanley, “bewildered, but 
not benighted”):—persecuted but not 
deserted (éyxaraAeurójevoi see reff., used 
of desertion both by God and by man. 
Hammond, Olsh., Stanley, al., would refer 
Bwkóp. .... to the foot-race, and render 
it ‘pursued, but not left behind,’ as Herod. 
viii. 59, of 84 ye 555 ob oTe- 
фауобута, —but the sense thus would be 
quite beside the purpose, ав the Apostle is 
speaking not of rivalry from those who as 
runners had the same end in view, but of 
troubles and persecutions): struck down 
(as with a dart during pursuit: so Xen. 
Cyr. i. 3. 14, Onpla ... rotes xal 
üxorr((w»v xaraBaAeis. It is ordinarily 
interpreted of a fall in wrestling; but 
agonistic figures would be out of place in 
the present passage, and the attempt to 
find them has bewildered most of the 
modern Commentators), but not destroyed: 

10.] always carrying about in our 
body (i.e. evor in our apostolic work 
having our body exposed to and an example 
of: or perhaps even, as Stanley, bearing 
with us, wherever we go, the burden of the 

ghkir 
no 17 ri 
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vi. 13 reff. 
тей. n Matt. z. 21. Mark zili, 13. Isa. liit. 12 е. 

q Rom. rii. 5 reff. 

10. rec ins x 

m Rom. i. 19 
о ver. 6. р Rom. 

bef lst moov, with KL rel [йог] вуг goth Chr, Thdrt Damasc 
Tert, Ambrst-ms : om ABCDFPN 17 (latt) Syr sth arm Orig, [E va^ 

ert, : Euthal-ms] Cyr, Iren-int, Tert,.—xpwrov D! 
aft Ist capars ins nuer 

aft 2nd (rov) гус. ins xpicrov D'(and lat) F[not 
F. lat] (spec) Iren- int Orig-int, (Ambr, ].—om тоу Е. ] N 

1 bef еу Te cepar: тро» A vulg(not am fuld demid (tol]) 

ХР, m. р! Tert,. 
int, Orig-int, [Tert, Ambrst ]. 

| Orig T gavepon 

Ml. für ЫЫ e Fk [Syr] Tert, Ambrst. 
om xa C o 8 Tert,. for Tov tue., ino. 

19. fom] o RI (insd] over the line [ 
pev bef дағатоз (to 

d their lat) [mth] Origin, 
Or [latt(not A ro ari] Iren- 

TOW сонау [2nd 

for rapabid., дабодеба F[-gr]. 
wrov D!(and lat) F(not F-lat |: rov xp. C. 
m manu, | appy) [Damasc]. 

nd to de below), with KL rel syr-w-ob ТЫ (Ec Ambrst-ms : 
rec ins 

om ABCDFPN 17 latt copt (goth) arm Chr, ( Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc lat-ff. 

dead body." But see below) the killing 
(the word seems only to occur besides, 
in ref. Rom., where it signifies, figura- 
tively, utter lack of strength and vital 
power, in a fragment of the Oneirocritica 
of A ychus (Meyer), vexpods ёрёу, 
véxpwow tas wpayydrey, where tho sense 
is also figurative, and in ite primary phy- 
sical sense in the medical works of Are- 
tus and Galen. But here the literal sense, 
‘the being to death,’ must evidently 
be kept, the expression understood as 
1 Cor. xv. 81, and as Chrys.: oi Odvaro: of 
xaOnpepwol, $ бу xa) ў бубстасіз e- 
rvro. Hom. іх. p. 498. The rendering, 
‘the deadness of Jesus to the flesh, as 
opposed to the vitality, 4 (eh тоб ‘Ingo? 
below,'—see Dr. Peile's Annotations on 
the Epistles, i. 888, —1is beside the present 
purpose, and altogether inconsistent with 
бе) els Odvaroy wapadıðóueða 8:4 "Incoüv, 
ver. 11. See Stanley’s note) of Jesus (es 
Tà voÜfuara ToU xpicroV, ch. i. 5 :—not 
‘ad exemplum Christi, as Grot., al.), in 
order that also the life of Jesus may be 
manifested in our body: i. e. that in our 
bodies, holding up against such troubles 
and preserved in such dangers, may be 
shewn forth that mighty power of God 
which is a testimony that Jesus lives and 
is exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour :'— 
not, ‘that our repeated deliverances might 
resemble His Resurrection, as our suffer- 
ings His Death,’ as Meyer, who argues 
that the litera] meaning must be retained, 
as in the other member of the comparison, 
owing to ёи тё обрат: fu. But, as De 
W. justly observes, the bodily deliverance 
is manifestly a subordinate consideration, 
and the (ef of far higher significance, 
testifled indeed by the body's preservation, 

but extending far beyond it. 11.] Ex- 
lanation and confirmation of ver. 10. 
or we who live (Lévres asserting that to 

which death is alien and strange, an an- 
tithesis to els Odvaroy wapad., as in the 
other clause (06 to d Өуттӣӯ саркі. 
No more specific meaning for (évres must 
be imagined, as ‘tantis mortibus super- 
stitem,’ Bengel, Est ius, al,—or ‘as long 
as we live,’ Beza, al.,—or gui adhue vivi- 
mus, qui no ex vita excessimus ut 
multi jam Christianorum,’ as Grot.) are 
alway being delivered to death (а 
and persecutions, so ch. хі. 23, ёи Gasdrois 
ToAAdkis) on account of Jesus (so in Rev. 
i. 9 John was a Patmos 8: rb» Adyor 
тоў Oeo? к. Thy paptuplay °Ї1зүтой), 
that also the life of Jesus ыз 
fested in our mortal flesh (the antithesis 
is more strongly put by @rwrg тарк! than 
it would be by du cépari, see Я 
viii. 11, the flesh being the very pabulum 
of decay and corruption). By this anti- 
thesis, the wonderful greatness of tho 
divine power, 4 dwrepBorAd ths Bvrdueus, 
is strikingly brought out: God exhibits 
DzaTH in the living, that He may exhibit 
ТІлғи in the dying. 18.] By it is 
also brought out that which is here the 
immediate subject,—the vast and unex- 
ampled trials of the apostolic office, all 
summed up in these words: Во that death 
works in us, but life in you; i.e. ‘the 
trials by which the dying of Jesus is eoz- 
hibited in ws, are exclusively and pecu- 
Пағіу OUR OWN,—thereas (and this is 
decisive for the spiridual sense of (wh) the 
life, whereof we are to be witnesses, ez- 
tends beyond ourselves, nay finds its field 
of action and energizing IN YOU.’ Estius, 
Grot., and apparently Olsh., take dvepyei- 
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Tas passively, ‘is wrought ' (* mors agitar et 
йк энчи | А perficitur vita.’ Eet.): but it 
is never so used in ЇЧ. Т. Chrys., Calv., 
al., take the verse ironically, rà uiv drixly- 
Suva fes Owopdvoper, rar Bè xpnaràr 
$ueis Gwodatere,—but such а sentiment 
seems alien from the spirit of the passage. 
Meyer, as unfortunately, limits (eh to 
natural life, whereas (as above) the context 
plainly evinces spiritual life to be meant, 
not merely natural. In Rom. viii. 10, 
11, the vivifying influence of His Spirit 
who raised Jesus from the dead is spoken 
of as extending to the body also; Aere, the 
upholding influence of Him who delivers 
and preserves the body, is spoken of as 
vivifying the whole man: LIFE, in both 
places, being the higher and spiritual life, 
including the lower and natural. And, 
in our relative positions,—of this life, YE 
are the examples, —a church of believers, 
alive to God through Christ in your various 
vocations, and not called on to be Өватр:(6- 
nero (cf. 1 Cor. iv. 9; Heb. х. 88] as wz 
are, who are (not indeed excluded from 
that Lfe,—nay it flows from us to you, 
—but are) more especially examples of 
conformity to the death of our common 
Lord :—in whom DEATH WORKS.’ 
18—18.] ENCOURAGEMENTS: and (1) 
FAITH, which enables us to go on preach- 
ingto you. Meyer connecta this verse with 
ў 82 (ah d» биі»: for, he says, by means 
of ж‹стебоцеу $$ ка) Aadroupey, is that 
Coh èv óu. evepyeira:, wrought. Bat, 
not to mention that thus the context is 
strangely disturbed, in which we and our 
trials form the leading subject, it would 
surely be very unnatural that Éyovres $ 
should apply not to the principal but to the 
subordinate clause of the foregoing verse. 
But (contrast to the foregoing state of 
trial and working of death in us) having 
the same spirit of faith (not distinctly 
the Holy Spirit,—but as in reff, not 
merely a Auman disposition: the indwell- 
ing Holy Spirit penetrates and character- 
izes the whole renewed man) with that 

ore iv. 

[Epiph Aug, (om). 
ld demid al, agst tol F-lat) arm Chr-comm, 

Pel Sedul Bede: ins CDFKLPN rel D-lat(and G. lat, but not fri) [Chr, Eathal- 
rec (for av») ёа (corrn, o» account of the difficulty 

past), with 

еуре DIF [eyeipei Р), suscitat et 

described in the Scriptures (rb abrò ката 
Tb yeyp., i. e. either as Billrotb, rò abr) 
(ёкеуф) wept ob yéyparra, or as De W., 
= TÒ abrd és p., Sswep being some- 
times found after ё abrós, los, and the 
like, and xarà here being equivalent to it. 
I prefer the former: but at all events the 
connexion of rb аётё and xarà rb yeyp. 
must be maintained, and we must not, with 
Meyer, connect xarà Tb yeyp. . . . with 
ка) $ueis rie rebĩUHe , which makes the 
Apostle say that Ais faith is according to 
the words of the citation, and thus con- 
fuses the whole process of thought), I be- 
lieved, wherefore I spoke (the connexion 
of the words in the Pealm is not clear, nor 
the precise meaning of q, rendered by the 
LXX 3.6. See Pool's Synopsis in loc. for 
the various renderings), we too believe, 
wherefore we also speak (continue our 
preaching of the gospel, notwithstanding 
such vast hindrances within and without) : 

14.) knowing (fixes and expands 
in detail the indefinite m:oredoner, and thas 
gives the ground of AaAobger,—not as 
commonly understood, the matter of which 
we speak) that He who raised up (from 
the dead) the Lord Jesus, will raise up us 
also ( the dead hereafter, see 1 Cor. 
vi. 18, 14:—not in а figurative resurrec- 
tion from danger, as Beza, who afterwards 
changed his opinion, al., and lately Meyer, 
whose whole interpretation of this passage 
is singularly forced, and his defence of it 
unfair, see below) with Jesus (cbr 'Incot 
is not necessarily figurative, as Meyer ; 
even in the passages where a figurative 
sense is the prevailing one, it is only аз 
built upon the fact of a literal ‘ raising 
with Christ, to be accomplished at the 
great day: see Eph. ii. 6; Col. iii. 1, 3; 
1 Thess. v. 10) and present us with you 
(i. e. as in Jude 24, тф Bvrapérp .. ren 
rarervdnrior rhs 869 абтоў Auépovs ё» 
dyadAideoe: . . , and in reff., at the day of 
Н coming). Meyer's objection to the 
meaning above given,—that the Apostle 
could not thus speak of the resarrection, 
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16 8.0 ode «Ce in. 19 

© SuapBeiperas, GAN 46 * éco [0cv] иф» *dvaawobras" ixt dps. 
iii. 12 only 47 intr., Rom. v. 16 
Rom. vii. 28 reff. 
vil. М Theod. | 
i0oulyt. (-vigey, Heb. ті. 6. Poe. cii. 5.) 

here only. eee al. з ver. 1. a ver. 3. b 
c Luke zii. 33. 1 Tim. v1.8. Rev. viiL 9. хі. 18 only. 3 Kings l. 14. Den. 

d eee 1 Сог. v. 13 reff. [-дєу, = Luke зі. 39, 40 only.] e Col. Ш. 

16. B! wrote rap [for та yap] (whence Mai gives an omn of та) but сотта perhaps 
eadem manu. 

16. rec еккакоурер (see ver 1), with CDKL rel: txt BDF e m. 
for 8:афдер., $0cipera: KL а? d 461.7. 114. 73. 187 Bas Thdrt, (txt,). 

eco (for oP ?) He D 
Damasc: «ce6«v DKL rel (Nys, Bas,} Thdrt, 

СТЕРИ d m 47 Orig, Ath, Chr 

седе DT 

Bas, Euthal-ms] Thdrt 
1 Фе. (17 def) кёк [1st 

трее», with KL rel latt(not G. lat) Syr copt goth Orig іа) Ath Chr [Euthal-ms 
Thdrt, ТЫ Ec Tert, Lucif Ambrst : ins 
over an erasure, C! 

because he expected (1 Cor. xv. 51, 63; 
i. 8; ch. i. 18, 14) to be alive at the day 
of Christ, is best refuted by this very 

ch. v. 1 ff., where his admission 
of at least the possibility of his death is 
distinctly set forth. The is that the 
éyepei here, having respect rather to the 
contrast of the future glory with the 
present suffering, does not necessarily imply 
one or other side of the alternative of being 
quick or dead at the Lord's coming, but 
embraces all, quick and dead, in one b 
resurrection-state. This confidence, of 
being presented at that day còr бигу, is 
only analogous to his expressions else- 
where; see ch. i. 14; 1 Thess. ii. 19, 20; 
iii, 18. 15.] Explanation of сў» opiv 
as в ground of his trust: with reference 
also to $ 3è (e) dr tv, ver. 12; viz. 
that all, both the sufferings and victory of 
the ministers, are for the church: see the 
parallel expression, ch. i. 6, 7. For all 
things (of which we have been speaking ; 
or perhaps hyperbolically, ALL THINGS, 
the whole working and arrangements of 
God, as in 1 Cor. iii. 22, efre dvearérra elre 
MíAAorra, dra биб») are ou your be. 
half, that Grace, having abounded by 
mesns of the greater number (who have 
received it), may multiply the thanks- 
giving (which shall accrae), to the glory 
of God. Such (1) is the rendering of 
Meyer, and, in the main, of Chrys., Erusm., 
al., and recently, Riickert and Olshausen. 
Three other ways are possible; (2) ‘that 

' - Grace, having abounded, may, on accouat 
of the thanksgiving of the greater number, 
be multiplied (*wAcorá(o habet vim m 
tivi: пергссебю, comparativi, Bengel) fo 
the glory of God.’ So Luther, Beza, Es- 
tius, Grot., Bengel, al.: — (3) ‘ that Grace, 
having abounded, may, by means of the 
greater number, Ру thanksgiving 
to the glory of God.’ Emmerling and 

sformel 

ving appy omd hd Dl. r! Г] * [m] syr wth arm Thdrt,. 
aAA e to nur is written 

De Wette :—(4) ‘that Grace having mul- 
tiplied (see 1 Thess. iii. 12, for the transitive 
sense) by means of the greater number the 
thankagiving, may abound to the glory of 
God. This last has not been suggested 
by any Commentator that I am aware of, 
but is admissible. I prefer (1), as best 
agreeing with the position of the words, 
and with the emphases. If (2) had been 
intended, I should have expected Iva 
wAcovdoaca ў xdpis,—wAcordcaca in its 
resent position standing awkwardly alone. 
he same remark applies to (3), and 

this besides, that in that case I should 
expect wAeórer, and not тё» X., in 
which the art. rather regards the matter 
of fact, the many who have received 
the grace, or who give thanks, than the 
intention, to multiply the thanksgiving 
by the (possible) greater number of per- 
sons. If (4) had been intended, I should 
have looked for fra ў xdpis T)» ebyapi- 
orlay Neo. 8:4 тё» TAC, терсе. k. r. A. 
By adopting (1), we keep the words and 
emphases just where they stand: ta ў 
xápis, *Aeováraca 8:4 тё» wAcórer (not 
8.4 T. тА. wAcor., which would give an 
undue prominence to 3:4 тё» Neid., 
whereas those words only particularize 
wAcovdcaca), Thy «ÙX. srepuraeóap, els Thy 
Sólar т. 6.00. As to the sense, (see the 
very similar sentiment, ch. i. 11,) TA 
giving is the highest and noblest offering 
of the Church to God's glory (6veía alvé- 
c «os 8оёёсе: ue, Ps. xlix. 29, LXX): that 
this may be rendered, in the best sense, 
as the result of the working of grace 
which has become abundant by means of 
the many recipients, is the great end of 
the Christian ministry. 16—18.] 
Second ground of encouragement —NOPE. 

16.) Wherefore (on account of the 
hope implied in the faith spoken of ver. 14, 
which he is about to expand) we do not 
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сыз (М omit vd В№еторера GAAA тё uù * Brerropeva’ тй yap 
only. Exod. 
zviti. 26. 
( { eh. i7. k bere only. 

a . ii. 7 тей. o — Rom. iv. 18 reff. 
iti. 4. (Rom. xvi. 17 гей.) т = Rom. vili. 34 

г BXeropeva * проска:ра, та O6 pn 'BXemópeva aiora. 
1 Rom. vil. 13 ref. m = here only. (Acta xv. 28 reff.) 

р constr., eee Acts xxi. 17 reff. $ == А 
e Matt, айй. 313 Mk. Heb. xi. 3$ only v. 

17. ins трозкагреу кол bef ehapper D'F latt (Syr) goth arm Orig-int, [Ambrst, Angus. ]. 
(Thdrt says: Zi тоб wapavrixa {ее TÒ Bpaxv те кай mpóskaspor.) 
(арру : seo Tischdf's Cod Ephr) [Syr] Chr,. 
38. 80 [syr copt goth sth arm]. 

18. for скот. реу, &xorovrres D! F[not F-lat] D-lat. 

om эла» ВС? 
om eis vrep o C'EN!(ins N-corr') 

aft wposxapa ins er 
F, so also latt ( D-lat aft сеу.) Orig- int, (om) Ambrst]. 

shrink (as in ver. 1: but sow, owing to 
despair), but (on the contrary) though 
even (not ‘ even if,’ putting a case; ei каї 
with ind. asserts the fact, as in ei ка) or. 
ouai, Phil. ii. 17) our outward man is 

] wasted away (i.e. our body, see 
m. vii. 22, is, by this continued réxpeass 

and évépyea той 0arárov, being worn 
очі :—he is not as yet speaking of dissolu- 
tion by deatb, but only of gradual approxi- 
mation to it), yet (Ad in the apodosis 
after а hypothetic clause, introduces a 
strong and marked contrast:—so Hom. 
II. а. 81,—еЇкєр ydp re хфАо> ye ка} 
афтўдар кататёјр, GAAd те xal perémio ber 
{хе кӧтоу, бфра тє\ќсср: see other ex- 
amples in Hartung, Partikellehre, ii. 40) 
our inner (man) is [being] renewed 
(contrast, subordinately to dia ern, 
but mainly to фукакобде») day by day 
(nu. xal i., so Hebr. c съ, Esth. iii. 4; 
an expression not found (Meyer) even in 
the LXX): i. e. ‘our spiritual life, the life 
which testifies the life of Jesus, even in our 
mortal bodies (ver. 11), is continually fed 
with fresh accessions of grace: see next 
verse. So Chrys.,—xe@s avaxawovra:; Tj 
тісте, тӯ Aridi, Tf) wpoOuulg, Td Aorwdy 
Bei (M. тё Aorwdy) кататолифу TG» Sewer. 
Boy yàp А» pupla wda yp Tb copa, тособтф 
xpnororépas Éxei ras dAri3as 7 Yuxh, ка} 
Aauwporépa "yirvercu, кабёжер xpvalov Tv- 
pobpevow d. p. 500. 17, 18.] 
Method of this renewal. For the pre- 
sent light (burden) of our affliction (the 
adject. use of zapavríxa is common with 
Thucyd., e. g. ii. 64, ) wapavrika Aan- 
трбттз, ка) és Tb Ќїтета 86а: viii. 82, 
Tf» те wapautlea Arida: vii. 71, dv тф 
xapavríka, where Schol. ёи тф sro. 
TÓTe xpóve;— and with his imitator 
Demosthenes, e.g. p. 72. 16, ) rapaurix 
$8or x. gor plov loxte: тоб тоб 
Sarepoy cvvolcew péAdrovros ;; see niso 

34. 24; 216. 10: and more examples 
n Wetst. aq pv as a substantive, 
contrasted with Bápos; see reff.), works 

out for us (eit, ‘is the means of 
bringing about’) in а surpassing and 
still more surpassing manner (каб. фт. 
els биер. must belong to the verd, as 
Meyer and De W.; for otherwise 16 can 
only qualify alór:or, the idea of which for- 
bids such qualification, not Adpos, which 
is separated from it by the adjective :— 
i.e. во as to exceed beyond all measure the 
tribulation) an eternal weight of glory 
(alévioy Bdpos opposed to wapavrixa 
éAaQpór). 185 Subjective condition 
under which this working out takes place. 
While we regard not (‘propose not as 
our aim,’ ‘spend not our care about,’— 
reff.) the things which are seen (ref. — 
Tà ёт(уна, Phil. їй. 19. Chrys strikingly 
says, ubi sup., тё BAeróuera wdpra, whe 
nédagts ў, kay dvdwavors’ Østre phre deer 
xauvod̃q hat, phre evrevOer Bid(eaOai), but 
the things which are not seen ('aliud 
significat dópara, invisibilia, nam multa 
qui non cernuntur, erunt visibilia, con- 
fecto itinere fidei." 
not ob, perhaps 
participles in clauses of a subjective cha- 
racter, so стўкете . . . . ud) wrvpóuero: dv 
pnger) ..., Phil. i. 27, 28. Winer, 
edn. 6, § 55. б. g. B,—or rather perhaps, 
as ib. a, as hypothetic (see also Moulton’s 
note, р. 606. 1): rà ob Влетби. would 
be the things which as a matter of fact 
at any given time we do not see, cf. of 
obx hAenuévor 1 Pet. ii. 10: тё рў BA. 
generally and hypothetically, the things 
not seen. So ё uh dv ner duot, Matt. xii. 
30, in a case indefinite and hypothetical. 
This amounts to much the same as when 
in the ordinary account of such clauses, we 
say that uh belongs to the subject, оё to 
the predicate, - but is a better explanation, 
inasmuch as that account gives only the 
logical fact, — tis, the logical reason of the 
usage): for the things which are seen 
are temporary (not ‘temporal,’ belonging 
to time, but ‘fleeting,’ only for a time, 
seo reff. ; — i. c. till the day of Christ): but 
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only Ф. Wied. іх. 15 only. (wma, Acts vil. 46, oben, John L 16 
11. у. ( z 2 1 Сог. lil. b rf. ) vi. 14. Ezsrav 1 Cor 

. 4 == Matt. xxvi. 61 i. Acts 
а Mark xiv. 08. Col. ii. 11 only 4. 

Cuar. V. 1. ins от: bef o:moSouny DF latt goth Chr([om,] Cypr, Ambrst Pel 
Sedul (not fri [Orig-int,] Tert Aug al). 
fea [att] R 

the things which are not seen ars eternal. 
Chrys. again: xà» BaciAela, kh» кбЛасиз 
$ rda Gste ко) кедер Soca, ка) 
ёкеїте (al. évreiOer) xpotpépacba:, ib. 
Seneca, Ep. 69 (Wetst.), has a very similar 
sentiment: ‘ista imaginaria sunt, et ad 
tempus aliquam faciem ferunt. Nihil 
horum stabile nec solidum est . . . Mit- 
tamus animum ad ea, que eterna sunt.’ 

Cuar. V. 1—10.] Further specification 
of the hope before spoken of, as consisting 
in anticipation ofan elernily of glory after 
thie life, in the resurrection-body : which 

Aim evermore to strive to be found 
well pleasing to the Lord at His coming: 
seeing that all shall then receive the things 
done in the body. 1.] For (gives t 
reason of ch. iv. 17,—principally of the 
emphatic words of that verse, каб drep- 
Boddy els buepB.,—shewing how it is that 
so wonderful a process takes place) we 
know (as in ch. iv. 14, —are convinced, as 
a sure matter of hope) that if (‘supposing ;’ 
—not = x», ‘etiamsi,’ but indefinite and 
doubtful: if this delivering to death con- 
tinually should end in veritable death. The 
case is hypothetical because many will 
be glorified without the xardAveis taking 
place: see 1 Cor. xv. 51, 53) our 
tabernacle-d ToU скђуоиѕ is gen. 

ition. The similitude is not de- 
rived from the wandering of the Israelites 
in the wilderness, nor from the tabernacle, 
but is а common one with Greek writers, 
see examples in Wetstein. The whole 
passage is expressed through tbe double 
apu ofa house or tent, and а garment. 

explanation of this abrupt transition 
from one to the other may be found in the 
image wbich, both from his occupation 
and his birthplace, would naturally occur 
to the Apostle,—the tent of Cilician hair- 
‘cloth, which might almost equally suggest 
the idea of a habitation and of a vesture.” 
Stanley. Chrys. observes: eivà» olxlay 
oxhvous, ка) +d eüBidAvror kal wpóskaipor 
deltas dvrebter, дутё0тке Thy alævlar +d 
yàp тз uri: Brona ть wpóskaipor 
woAAdais Selxvvex. Hom. x. р. 506) were 
dissolved (‘mite verbum, Bengel: i. e. 
‘taken down, ‘done away with:’ but 
* dissolved, as well as the vulg. ‘dis- 
solvatur, is right) we have in the 
heavens (as Meyer rightly remarke, the 

VoL. II. 

ins our bef ахерокопутоу F(non manti- 

present is used of the time at which the 
dissolution shall have taken place. But 
even then the dead have it not in actual 
possession, but only prepared by God for 
them against the appearing of the Lord: 
and therefore they are said to have it is 
the heavens. Chrys., &c., Beza, Grot., al., 
join Фу тоз ойр. with olxſar, which can 

rdly be: it would be either éwovpdrior 
or dt obparov. The E. V. according to 
the present punctuation, yields no sense: 
Ad made engi eg ied in the 

avons’) a ng (no longer a rio: 
55 
by God, pure from God's hands:' not as 
contrasted with our earthly body, which, 
seo 1 Cor. xii. 18, 24, is also from God), a 
dwelling not made with hands (here 
again, not as contrasted with the fleshly 
boi for that too is dyeiporolyros, but 
with other olxfa:, which are ye:porolyro:. 
Remember again the Apostle’s occupation 
of a tent-maker), eternal. A difficulty 
bas been raised by some Commentators 
respecting the intermediate disembodied 
state,—how the Apostle here regards it, 
or whether he regards it at all. But none 
need be raised. The olxía which in this 
verse is said, af the time of dissolution, 
to be dy тос obparois, is, when we put 
it on, in the next verse, our olxyrhpioy 
Tb d£ obpavot. Thus the intermediate 
state, though lightly passed over, as not 
belonging to the subject, is evidently in the 
mind of St. Paul. Some Commentators, 
Photius, Anselm, Thomas Ад. (in — 
Wolf, Rosenm., aL, understand these wo 
themselves (oix. &xeip. aiv. dv т. одр.) of 
the intermediate state of absence from the 
body; Usteri and Flatt, of an immediate 
полез body іп heaven, to be united with 
the body of the resurrection. Calvin hesi- 
tates : “Incertum est, an significet atatum 
beate immortalitatis, qui post mortem fide- 
les manet, an vero corpus incorruptibile et 
loriosum, quale post resurrectionem erit. 
n utrovis sensu nihil est incommodi: 
quanquam malo ita accipere, ut initium 
hujus eedificii sit beatus animse status post 
mortem: consummatio autem sit gloria 
ultime resurrectionis" But if this 
(1) the parallel will not hold, between the 

fa in one case, and the olala in the 
other,—and (2) the language of ver. 2 is 

Uv 
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b Rom, vi. 23 тойт "areválopev, 
€ Jude say: 

3. Жєйтєр BDF 17 ms. in- Chr, (ros 84 фаст», 6 xal hr r dor, ЕТтер кай 
drðvodpero So also (Ec) Мах-соп 
Tert, Ambrst: e ye CELPN rel Cl 
Damasc Thi (Ec. 
ётобереба 1d cua) txt,] T 

against it, see below. 9.] For also 
(our knowledge, that we possess such a 
building of God, even in case of our body 
being dissolved, is testified by the earnest 
desire which we have, to put on that new 
body without suchdissolution taking place. 
See the similar argument in Rom. viii, 18, 
19) in this (viz. скђуе, as Вета, Meyer, 
Olsh., al. The rendering dr rohr, where- 
fore, —some referring it tothe foregoing, — 
* propter hoc quod dictum est,’ Est., some 
to the following,—is inconsistent with 
Ürres dv тё oxhve:, which is parallel with 
it, ver. 4. The stress is not necessarily 
on dy, in this,’ as contrasted with out 
of this, as Meyer, who joins xal with ёи 
ToÓTp; but see above) we p (see 
Rom. viii. 23), longing (i.e. use we 
desire, the reason of ererd(ouerv. èri- 
xob., not ardently desire: the prep. does 
not intensify, but denotes the direction of 
the wish, as áréuov uh sposedrros, Acts 
xxvii. 7) to put on over this ('euperin- 
диете : viz. by being alive at the day of 
Christ, and not dissolved as in ver. 1:—see 
on ver. 4 below. The similitude is 
slightly changed: the house is now to be 
put on, as an outer garment, over the 
fleshly body) our dwelling-place ( olxſa 
est quiddam magis abeolutum,—olxyrq- 
рю», domicilium, respicit incolam:’ Bengel. 
So Eur. Orest. 1113,.— 8? 'EAAàs abTf 
opuxpoy оікттђріоу) from heaven (i.e. = ёк 
6«oV ver. 1, but treated now as if brought 
with the Lord at His coming, and put 
upon us who are alive and remain then. 

*]taque,' says Bengel, hoe domicilium 
non est colum ipsum’): 8.] seeing 
that (el ye (sce var. readd.) is used de re, 
qui jure sumta creditur :’ rep, when ‘in 
incerto relinquitur, utrum jure an injuria 
sumatur. Herm. ad Viger., p. 884. So 
Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 17, АЛАЙ ydp, & 1., ol eis 
Th» Вас:Мкђу Téxvmv  saibevóueroi, hy 
8окєїз poi où voul(ew eb Ma elvai, 71 
Siapépovai тё» i avdyxns какотабобутеу, 
Ф ye яеуђсоось к, Dupfjmovm, x. r. A.. 
* if they are to hunger and thirst, &c.' 
and for elwep, Esch. Ag. 29 f. «жер IlAlou 
Alt dédAokev, &s б gpuxrds ФуулЛеу 
apéwet, ‘if, that is, the city, &c.’) we shall 
really (wal, ‘in very truth? so Soph. An- 

єкдосацеуо: (see notes) D'[and la 
Ambr Paulin, Primas Qusest, 

(vestiti vulg with F-lat, expol. is written over the Greek in F.) 

fi: в тр si tamen latt Aug, Pel: si 
em, Did, 

quidem 
Mac, Chr, [Euthal-ms Antch,] Thdrt 

ÈJ spec Chr,(explaining it кї» 
exAvoapervot sats F. 

yvurov DI. 

tig. 766, Au yàp abrd ка) karaxTeira: 
pan ‘dost thou intend verily to kil 
them both?’ and JEsch. Sept. Theb. 810, 
(keith iA ‘have they really come to 
that?’ бее more examples in Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. 182) be found (sball pee 
to be) clothed ( kaving on clothing,’ 
viz. a body), not naked (without a body— 
* dy3ug., ob un., as ydAa, ob Враџа, 
1 Cor. iii. 2 and often, cf. ver. 7.” Meyer. 
See Stanley's note). The verse asseris 
sirongly, with a view to substantiate and 
explain ver. 2, the truth of the resurrec- 
tion or glorified body ; and, with Meyer, I 
see in it a reference to the deniers of the 
resurrection, whom the Apostle combated 
in 1 Cor. xv.: its sense being this: “ For 
Ido assert again, that we shall in that 
day prove to be clothed with a body, and 
not disembodied spirits.” Several other 
renderings have been given :—(1) * & aoe 
iste dies deprehendet cum corpore, nom 
exutos a corpore, i erimus inter matan- 
dos, non inter mortuos, Grot.: Estius, 
Bengel, Conyb. al. То this there are 
three objections, —that er should be efarep 
(the force of this objection is however 
much weakened by the amount of autho- 
rity which can be adduced for efzrep), that 
wal is not rendered at all,—and that t- 
сёџєуоі, the aor. mid., should be d=. 3 
péva, the perf. pass. (2) The same abjec- 
tions apply to Billroth's rendering. If we, 
having once clothed (with the earthly 
body), shall not be found naked’ (without 
the body). (3) De Wette renders: ‘ seeing 
that when we are also (really) clothed, we 
shall not be found :? i.e. ‘setting 
down for certain as we do, that that hea- 
venly dwellin “ч also be a body.’ То 
this Meyer rightly objects, that it is open to 
the difficulty of making ÉrBucis and yoprd- 
туз, and that in the very sense in which 
they are opposites, to co-exist ;—no cloth- 
ing but that of a body is thought of here, 
or else où géjaTos yuuroí must have been 
expressed. (4) This latter objection ap- 
lies to the rendering of Chrys., Theodoret, 
heophyl., CEcum., al., who take érved- 

Heroi = caua Ёфбарто» AaBórres, and 
*yuuroí to mean vyuurol dèns. Similarly 
Auselm explains yuprol, ‘nudi Christo ;’ 
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tyl. p. 

* gyrjpes » стей оне ) Bapovpevot, кеф d où Her 2 ELM 
босаса, ё 

Отд тўс Cans. 
dx à ётердісасба, Ё iva 5 каталтобђ тд od тей úpa- 

50 бео karepyaa áj.eyos ўна eis Райт, 1 LES 

Ртойто 0є0, 6 Sovs "uiv тд» " àppafOva той mveúparos. ite вте. 
12. Matt. zix. 9. Acte iii. 16. 

m m | Cor. xv. R xv. B. 
bare ead Acta xxiv. 15 reff. 
18, 20 

мааи o Taa Luke x. 30 only. Gen. xxxvi. 23. 
a Rom. о Rom. ii. 9 reff. constr., 
Т 13. Eph. i. is only. Cen zzzvii. 11, 

4. aft cxnve: ins rovre DF d [вутт copt goth sth Euthal-ms] Chr, Thdrt, ТЫ Orig- 
int: pref vulg spec Aug, ] Tert, d om BCKL iF Ong. rel s аш Orig, Кав, [Chr,] 

ті 1. Damasc (Ec Tert 
еф œ) exen, with rel: ge BODEKE E d 
ins Tovro i G-lat spec) cop 

5. кате 
bef @eos К! Orig 

о) А N o iut 
Tert, [Ambrst]. 

operos DF latt(exe fua) 1 Iren-int, 7 ач катеруас. C. 
rec ius «ai bef 80us (cf ch i. 22), with Dr. 

pero: D! 
die R. aft бутто» 

ins 6 
KLN rel вуг 

goth Iren-gr, MEA Thdrt Damasc(xa: 8:8ovs, omg o [as do 17(8ovs) Euthai-ms]) Ambrst: 
txt BCDIFPN! latt S р copt sth arm Orig, Iren - int Aug, Pel Sedul Bede. apaBuva 
DN m o 47. (P [def. 

Pelagius, Hunnius, and Baldwin, * vacui 
fide :' Erasm. Parapbr. ‘si tamen hoc 
exuti corpore non omnino nudi reperiamur, 
sed ex св vitæ fiducia spe immortalitatis 
amicti : in part too Calvin, —restricting it 
however to the faithful only,—‘if at least 
we, ар on Christ in this life, shall 
not be found naked then.’ Olshausen too 
takes ob -yuprol as an expansion of drðvod- 
proi, provided that we shall be found 
clothed with the robe of righteousuess, not 
denuded of it.’ Of all these we may say, 
that if the Apostle had meant by yupsof 
to hint at алу other kind of yvuróras 
than that which the similitude obviously 
implies, he would have certainly indicated 
it. (6) The rendering of el * utinam,’ ‘ uti- 
nam etiam induti, non nudi reperiamur!' 
as Knatchbull and Homberg, need hardly 
be refuted. (6) Another class of render- 
ings arise from the reading dad uod in a 
few cursives, which in connexion with fre 
was evidently adopted in consequence of 
the views of expositors. It stood as a 
conditional sentence, provided, that is, 
that’ . . , and in the idea that it referred 
о tho (ime ve pulling off the mortal 
body, dv was altered to ix. For much 
of the reference to opinions in this note I 
am indebted to Meyer and De Wette. 
4.) Confirmation and explanation of ver. 
2. For also (a reason, why we ётгтодод- 
реу Urevdbcacba: . . . . as in ver. 2) we who 
are in the tabernaele (before en of, 
i. e. of the body), groan, fiit ened 
(not by troubles and ги ену, пог һу 
the body itself, which would be directly 
opposite to the sense: but for the reason 
which follows), because (дф' & as in ref. 
Rom.) we are not to divest our- 
selves (of it), but to Ld en on (that other) 
over it, that our mortal part may (not, 
die, but) be swallowed up by life (ab- 

sorbed in and transmuted by that glorioas 
principle of life which our new clothing 
shall superinduce upon us) -The feeling 
expressed in these verses was one moet 
natural to thoso who, as the Apostles, re- 
garded the coming of the Lord as sear, 
and conceived the possibility of their living 
to behold it. It was no terror of death as 
to its consequences—bat a natural reluct- 
ance to undergo the mere act of death as 
euch, when it was within possibility that 
this mortal body might be su ed ч 
the immortal one, without it. 
This great end, the xararo6jva: 15 Pi 
Tòr órd ris wis, is justified as the ob- 
ject of the Apostle's fervent wish, seeing 
that it is for this very end, that this may 
ultimately be accomplished, that God has 
wrought us (see below) and given us the 
pledge of the Spirit ;—But (and this my 
wish has reason: for) He who wrought 
us out (prepared us, by redemption, jus- 
tification, sanctification, which are the 
qualifications for glory) unto this very 
purpose (viz. that last mentioned—rd 
катанобђуе: Tb Üryrby fuv bed т. (uis, 
—not rò red tada, a mero accident of 
that glorious absorption: see below) is 
kan who gave gr us © sign that our 

tion is r im: pe qui dede- 
rte...) T лы (зг note) of 
(ech. of 3 hs (Holy) Spirit. 
The Apostle in this verse, is no 
treating exclusively of his own wish for 
the more summary swallowing up of the 
mortal by the glorified, bat is аа that 
the end ttself, which he individually, or in 
common with others then living, wishes 
accomplished in this particalar form of 
dxerducacGa:, is, under whatever form 
brought about, that for which all the pre- 
paration, by grace, of Christians, is carried 
on, and to which the carnest of the Spirit 

Uva 
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pl. 
= pert a évonunoas трд TÓV KÜpLoV. 9 д кай 7 diroripovpeda, constr., ch. 
vil. 5. 2 Pet. 
1.17. Lev. iv. 5. Winer, edn. 6, } 65. 6. b. 

2, 3. Heb. xiii. 3 u Rom. ii. 27 reff. 
Hil. 23. ix. 39. John v. 37. 1 Thees. v. 2 only. Exod. xxiv. 17. 

y Rom. xv. 20. 1 These. iv. 11 only t. 

6. for erb., exsdquourres D! Е[ет:Ауи.). 
1 for ато, vro Е. . 

Gr Tert, Lucif &c 
N e co F s 

8. Oappovrres (see ver 6) R 17 Orig, Tert, Ambrst. 
aut autem G) 17: om b! d o 673 Orig,. 
бео» DI. gr] 17 am arm Clem Ambrst. 

points forward. Meyer would limit this 
verse entirely to the wish expressed in the 
last: but he is certainly wrong: for it 
forms а note of transition to Oapsourres ob» 
várrore in.the next: see below. 
6—8.] He returne to the confidence ez- 
тл: that however this may 

whether this wish is to be fulfilled or 
not, he is prepared to accept the alterna- 
tive of being denuded of the body, seeing 
that it will bring with it a translation to 
the presence of the Lord. Being oon- 
fident then (because it is God’s express 
purpose to bring us to glory, as in last 
verse) always (either under all trials : or, 
always, whether this hope of фкеу$бсайбал, 
or the fear of the other alternative, be be- 
Sore us, —which latter I prefer), and know- 
ing (not as the ground of our confidence, 
as v., Al, nor as an exception to it, 
‘though we know, as Est., Olsh., al., 
but correlative with it, and the nd of 
the et8Soxctpev below) that while in our 
home in the body, we are absent from 
[eur home in) the Lord (the similitude of 
the body as our olxia being still kept up: 
see similar sentiments, cting our being 
wanderers and strangere from our heaven- 
ly bome while dwelling in the body, Phil. 
iti. 20; Heb. xi. 18; xiii 14), —for (proof 
of our dx3nula awd т. кур.) we walk (the 
usual figurative sense. go on our Chris- 
tian course,'—not literal, as of pilgrims) 
by means of (not ‘in a state of,’ nor 
f А, as the element through which 
our life moves, Meyer; who is thereb 
necessitated to interpret the two preposi- 
tions differently, see below) faith, not by 
means of appearance (el8os cannot pos- 
у be subjective, as rendered in E. V. 
and by many Commentators; see reff.— 
і. e. ‘faith, not the actual appearance of 
heavenly things themselves, is the means 
whereby we hold on our way,’ a sure sign 
"wat we are absent from those heavenly 

8 here (each 3ce) only *. see ch. viil. 19. t eh. xli. 
v Rom. vi. 4. Acts zzi. 21 reff. w Luke 

x = Rom. zv. 26 ref. 

for ex8., axoSnuovper D Е[атоћи.] 
for xup., Өеоо D Fl not F-lat] old-lat copt (not [vulg 

for Ze, ovr F(ovr Be ergo 
for ex, ало та: om М! a3, for xup., 

things), —notwithstanding 1 зау) (Һе 
resumes the 8ajpoUrres, which was appa- 
rently at first intended to belong to e- 
koper, —by the indicative, inserting the 
84 because the last clause seemed some- 
thing like a dash to that confidence) we 
are confident, and are well pleased rather 
to ра OTTO dia а the body 
and come to our bome with the Lord: 
i. e. if (as in ver. 1) a dissolution of the 
body be imminent,—even that, though not 
according to our wish, does not 
our confidence: for so sensible are we that 
dwelling in the body is a state of banish- 
ment from the Lord, that we prefer to it 
even the alternative of dissolution, bring. 
ing us, as it will, into His presence.’ 
Meyer regards dad. and Фудзи. as equiva- 
lent to the putting off of the mortal (but 
how Р) and putting on the immortal body at 
the coming of the Lord:—but surely by this 
the whole sense is destroyed. The Apostle, 
it seems to me, carcfully chooses the words, 
new to the context, da dαẽ,, e and ду8$тиег>, 
to avoid such an inference, and to 
as he does in Phil. i. 28, then in the actual 
prospect of death, that Tb йғалбсои is 
equivalent to cb» xpiorg «lvai: for here 
is no hint of the new house from heaven, 
only of a certain indefinite ёудирЃа apis 
toy кроу, which is all that is revealed 
to us, and it would seem was all that was 
revealed to Aim, of the disembodied state 
of the blessed. I may remark that Meyer, 
whose commentary on this Epistle is most 
able and thorough, has been misled in this 
passage by an endeavour to range the 
whole of it under the specific wish of vv. 
2—4. 9, 10. Wherefore (this bein 
80,—our confidence, in event whether 
death, or of life till the coming of the 
Lord, being such)— it is also (besides oor 
confidence) our aim, whether present 
(dwelling in the body) or absent (from 
the body et the time of His appearing), 
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CoL li 26 
al Ps. XXII. 15. 2 Mace. viii. . 
zii. 47. Gal. ii, 14. 
Rom. iii. 18. 

1-+ Mark iv. 13. Joha lil. 31 al. 

10. Ni has written е bef xop:oyra:, but marked it for erasure. 
for како», pavàov СК d m 17 Orig, el Eus, 

-p караган Damasc, : txt BDFKLP rel Clem, Orig, Eus, 

for repar., фауерооцеба K: фа»ерюнеба m.] 

жроз a, D'F.—om та 8. т. с. L. 
йрт Ath, Bas, 

r, (Bas, Antch, = 
is. тебеде» Р CEc-comm(altern). 

to be well pleasing to Him, i.e. ‘whether 
Не find us évdyu. or èxdnu., to meet with 
His in that day.’ That this is 
the sense, the next verse seems to me to 
shew beyond question. For there he 
renders a reason for the expressions, and 
fixes the participles as belonging to the 
time of His coming. But this meaning 
has not, that I am aware, been seen by 
the Commentators, and in consequence, 
the verse has seemed to be beset with 
difficulties. The ordinary rendering is 
represented by Chrys., p. 508, rò . . (nrod- 
nero roUró dort, Pind s ky те exei Sper, 
Ё» тє dvravéa, xarà yrdpuny abrov ( — 
the objection to which of course is, that 
when there with Him, there will be ло 
striving to be ede ro. афтф, the accept- 
ance having taken place. Nor is De 
Wette’s interpretation free from objection 
—‘ whether we live till His coming, or we 
die ? болары по gi бышыгын a 
given e present ici 
all renderings, Meyers is in this place the 
most absurd, misled as he is by his inter- 
pretation of ver.8. He would make e- 
po)rres and dxd. here merely literal, the 
similitude being коре! :—‘ whether at 
home, or on travel.“ But, all else aside, 
can he tell us олеге Paul's home was, sub- 
sequently to Acts ix.? For this would be 
necessary, though he shrinks from an 
Le ары eſtimmung. : 
or (explanation and fixing of etdpecra 

abrq elvat, as to when, and how testi 
we all (and myself among the number 
must be made manifest (not merely 
аре" =r fra: [which is a most 

ortunate rendering of the E. V., giving 
to the reader merely the idea of appear · 
ing before" as when summoned to a 
magistrate], but ‘appear in our true 
light,’ appear as we have never done 
before, as in ref., where the word is used 
of our Lord Himself: see also 1 Cor. iv. 6) 
before the judgment-seat (on Pana, sce 

g 
И í not = Rom. xiii. 3, 

ch. vii. 1. $. x, Eph. v. 21. 

constr., Eph. Col. as abore (f). h = Luke 

k =: Деба zii. 20. Gal. i. 10. 1 Kings zziv. 8. 

for ra, &, omg 

“c, 

Stanley’s note) of Christ, that each may 
receive (the technical word for receiving 
ages) the things (done) through the 
body (as a medium or organ of action, 
Meyer cites тё» $Boràr al 8:4 той edypa. 
rós elsi, Plato, Phodo, p. 65, and аісёеф- 
ces а 5:4 rb сбратоѕ, Phedr, p. 250), 
according to the things which he did (in 
the body), whether (it were) good, or bad 
(singular, as abstract). I may observe that 
no more definite inference must be drawn 
from this verse as to the place which the 
saints of God shall hold in the general 
judgment, than it warrants; viz. that they 
as well as others, shall be manifested and 
judged by Him (Matt. xxv. 19): when, or 
in company with whom, is not here so much 
as hinted. 
directing the student to the presage on this 
verse in Ch tom’s tenth Homily, p. 510 
ff., as one of the grandest extant efforts of 
human eloquence. 11—18.] Having 
this —being a genuine fearer 
of God (see below endeavours to 
make his plain dealing EVIDENT TO MEN, 
ae it 18 EVIDENT TO GOD. Не will give 
the 3 м to boast 5 0 
ing him in to bis boastful adver- 
Parier: this kis conduct being, whatever 
construction may be put on it, on behalf 
of God and them. 11.) Being then 
conscious of ( no strangers fo: so Homer 
freq., е. g. &beuloria eds) the fear of 
the Lord (not, as Chrys. and most of the 
ancient Commentators = rd gofepdy т. 
кор.,—80 also Bera and Hstius, * ferrorem 
Domini, and E. V., 'the terror of the 
Lord ;—but as Vulg., * timorem Domini,’ 
—this wholesome fear of Christ as our 
Judge: see reff. The expression is par- 
ticularly appropriate for one who had been 
suspected of double dealing and insin- 
cerity : he was inwardly conscious of the 
pine of the fear of God guiding and 
eading him),—we persuade men (the 
stress on åyrOpárovs, ‘it is MEN that we 

I cannot pass on, without 
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u constr. ch. i. б. 1 Cor. xii. 28. 
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И. 17. 

18. rec aft ov ins yap, with DI) KLP rel Damasc Thl (Ec: [ef son th: ] om 
BCD!FN [latt syrr copt goth arm 
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attempt to persuade.’ Of what? Beza, 
Grot., al., of the truth of Christ's reli- 
ion; win them to Christ, which however 

suits the rendering ‘terrorem Domini,’ 
better than the right one :—Chrys., Theo- 
doret, Theophyl., *of our оюп integrity, 
and so in the main, Estius, Bengel, Olsh., 
De Wette, —and Meyer, though he seems 
to object to it, for he connects the words 
with the фота of ver. 9:—Erasm., 
Luther, Wolf, Hammond, al., understand 
relſone - of the endeavour to make our- 
selves acceptable to men; Cornel.-a-La- 
pide, Le Clerc, al, ‘eundem unc ti- 
morem hominibus suademus.’ But from 
the context, it must have reference to our- 
selves; and 1 therefore agree with Chrys., 
nl, as above [I may remind the English 
reader that there are few texts so much 
perverted as this one, owing to the ren- 
dering of the E. V. It is frequently 
understood and preached upon, as if it 
mennt, “ Knowing how terrible God ts, 
we persuade others to fear Him: a 
meaning as far as possible from the 
Apostle's mind]), but to God we are 
already manifested (we have no need to 

uade HIN of our integrity, for He 
ows all things) ;—and I hope (am con- 

fident) that we have been manifested 
(Meyer remarks, that Arise in the N. T. 
elsewhere bas only the inf. aor.; here 
howevor the inf. perfect is logically neces- 
sary. He hopes, that the manifestation is 
complete, Cf. Acta xxvii 18, Bófarres 
тўз *vpo8éa«us Kexparnxéva:, and Hom. Il. 
о. 110, 8. yàp vuv. тор’ "Apyl ye тўра 
тетбхда) in your consciences also. 
13.] We are not recommending ourselves 

in to you (see ch. iii. 1), but [are 
ag you an occasion for matter o 
boas (xabxnpa,—not = xavxyors ns 
De W.,—‘a source, whence matter of 
boasting may be derived") on our behalf 
(of us, as your teachers, and to tbe up- 
holding of our ministry) that ye may 
have it (viz. xaóxnua, matter of bonsting) 
against those who boast in face (fair 
outward appearance), and not in heart 

(i.e. in those things which they exAi5U, 
and are outwardly = xarà Th» сёрка, 
ch. xi. 18, not in matters which are és 
their hearts: implying that their hearts 
are indifferent about the matters of which 
they boast). 13.] For (ye have good 
reason to of me as your teacher ; 
seeing that) whether we have been mad 
(there is no need to soften the meaning to 
‘inordinately praise ourselves,’ as Chrys., 
al.; or ‘act foolishly,’ as others; or 
‘ultra modum agimus? as Bengel, 
Luther :—yalyp, Пабле, was once said, 
Acts xxvi. 24, and doubtless this charge 
was among the means taken to depreciate 
his influence at Corinth), it was to God 
(in God’s work and to His glory): [or] 
whether we be of sound mind, it is for 
you (on your behalf). ‘So that you have 
reason to glory in us either way; if you 
will ascribe to us madness, it is a holy 
madness, for God : if you maintain and are 
convinced of our sobricty, it is a soundness 
in your service.’ On the interpreta- 
tion of Chrys. above, he explains the last 
clause,—&y те pidy тї к. rarer 
(фӨ@еу{&цеба), 8: бийс, Tra pdOnre тажегуо- 
фроуєіу. Hom. xi. p. 513. But he gives 
our interpretation also, as an alternative: 

verbal тіз nuas ol; 8:4 roy веду 
roiaũra pauwópeba. 

14—19.] And his constraining motive 
is the love of Christ ; who died. Jor all, 
that all should live to Him; and accord- 
ingly the Apostle has no longer any mere 
knowledge or regards according to the 
Jiesh, seeing that all things are become 
new in Christ by means of the reconcilia- 
tion effected by God in Him, of which 
reconciliation Paul is the minister. 
14.] For (reason of his devotion under all 
reports and circumstances, de and ónir, 
as in last verse) Christ's love (not, love 
to Christ, as Œc., Beza, al.,—but Christ's 
love to nien, subjective, ns most Commen- 
tators; as shewn in His Death, which 
is the greatest proof of love, see Rom. 
v.6—8. Meyer remarks that the gen. of 
the person after &ydiry is with Paul always 

i M 
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ate, Iv. 21). 
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f Acts 
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t arm Ath-mss Chr, Cyr,[-p Bas - mai Euthal-ms) Th] Aug,(elsw mss v Bede: cop e) пт Суг. "ms, ] 2 rary) 
om B(sic: see tabl 
Bas-edd, ] Thdrt Damasc. for awe@avoy, aweOavery NI. 

PN! d e 1n 17. 47 зугт goth sth Ath-edd, Chr, Cyr,[-p 
aft 2nd ахеба»е» ins 

xpio ros F vulg(not am har! [fald tol) arm Cypr, Ambrst]. 

subjective,—Rom. v. 5, 8; viii. 85, 89 ; ch. 
viii. 24; xiii. 18; Eph. ii. 4; Phil. i. 9 al. 
(but sec his own note on 2 Thess. iii. 6, 
where he maintains the objective sense), 
whereas with John it is not always so, 
1 John v. 3. Paul usually expresses love of, 
і. e. towards, by els, Col. i. 4; 1 Thess. ili. 
12) constraineth us (a better word could 
not be found: the idea of evréx:» is that of 
J'orcible limitation, either in a good or a 
bad sense,—of confining to one object, 
or within certain bounds, be that one 
object а painful or glorious one, those 
bounds the angustis of distress, or the 
course of apostolic energy, as here. Con- 
straineth us,’ generally :—limits us to one 
great end, and prohibits our taking into 
considerntion any others. ‘Metaphora est 
in verbo conztringendi : qua notatur, fieri 
non posse, quin, quisquis mirificum illum 
amorem quem testatus est nobis Christus 
morte sua, vere expendit et reputat, quasi 
ei alligatus, et arctissimo vinculo constric- 
tus, se in illius obsequium addicat.’ Calv. 
The varieties of interpretation, some as 
Meyer, urging more the sense cohibendi, 
others as Chrys., that excitandi, obe àQl- 
now has ўсоихб(ер, all in fact amount 
io one—that of the forcible compression 
of his energies to one line of action), 
16.) [having judged this (i. e.] because 
we formed this judgment, viz. at our 
conversion :—learned to rd this as a 
settled truth) that One died on behalf of 
all (not only, for the benefit of all, as 
Meyer,—but instead of all, suffered death 
in the root and essence of our humanity, 
as the second Adam. This denth on be- 
half of ali men is the absolute objective 
fact: that all enter not into the benefit of 
that Death, is owing to the non-fulfilment 
of the subjective condition which follows), 
—therefore all died (i. e. therefore, in the 
denth of Christ, all, the all for whom He 
died, of wdrres, died too; i.e. see below, 
became planted in the likencas of His 
death,—died to sin and to self, that they 

might live to Him. This was true, objec- 
tively, but not subjectively till such death 
to sin and self is realized in each: seo Rom. 
vi. 8 fl.). The other renderings, - ought 
fo die, as Thomas Aq., Grot., Estius, al., 
were under sentence of death, аз Chrys., 
Theodoret, Beza, al.;—‘as good as died, 
Flatt ;—are shewn to be erroneous by 
carefully noticing the construction, with or 
without el. The verd is common to both 
members of the sentence; the correspon- 
dent emphatic words in the two members 
being (1) els dp wdvrev, (2) wdvres: 
‘(One on behalf of all) died, therefore (ali) 
died : if One died the denth of (belonging 
to, due from) all, then all died (in and 
with Him).’ Meyer's rendering of ёт! 
because, can hardly be right as it would 
leave «plvayras тобто standing awkwardly 
alone. And He died for all, in order that 
they who live (in this life, sce hueĩs ol 
(erres, ch. iv. 11; = in sense, ‘аг long 
as they are in this state,’ as De W.:—not, 
* those who live spiritually,’ as Вета, Flatt, 
which wonld altogether strike out the 
sense, for it is, that they may live spiritu- 
ally, &c.: nor, ‘superstites, they whom 
He left behind at His death, (ортез in 
contrast with Him who dwé@avey, as 
Meyer ;—for, not to insist on the more 
general reference to all time, many to 
whom the Apostle was now writing were 
not born at the time of His Death 
should no longer (now that His Dea 
has taken place: or, as they did before 
they apprehended that Death as theirs, — 
bnt I er the former, вее add rod эй» 
below) live to themselves (with self as 
their great source and end of action, to 
please and to obey) but to Him that died 
and rose again for them (inrép, not mere- 
ly even as connected with éyep8érri ‘for 
the benefit of, ns Meyer again; but 
strictly ‘in the place : as the Death of 
Christ is owr death, во His Resurrection is 
our resurrection). 16.) 8o that (ac- 
cordingly,—consistently with our judg- 
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ment od daa ver. 15) we (in opposition 
to our adversaries, the false Probe ag not 
general, of all Christians, as De W. - but 
as yet spoken, as the emphatic position of 
duets shews, of the Apostle himself (and 
his colleagues?)) from this time (since 
this great event, the Death of Christ 
know no man according to (as he is in 
the flesh (Meyer well remarks: “Since 
are (ethically) dead, and each man is bound 
to live only to Christ, not to himself, our 
knowledge of others must be altogether 
independent of that which they are xarà 
odpxa,—must not be regulated xarà тарка. 
And the connexion of ver. 16 with ver. 
15 shews that we must not take xarà 
сірка as tho subjective rule of ofSauer,— 
во that the explanation would be, accord- 
ing to mere human knowledge,’ ‘apart 
from the enlightening of the Holy Spirit,’ 
ef. ch. i. 17; 1 Cor. i. 26,—but as the 
суете rule, cf. ch. хі. 18; John viii. 15; 
Phil iii. 4—so that elt tirà xarà 
cdépxa = ‘to know any one according to 
his mere human individuality, — to know 
him as men have ju him by what he 
is in the flesh,’ not by what he is xara 
жуєбра, as a Christian, as xau rícis, 
ver. 17. Не who knows no man xarà 
сірка bas, e.g. in the case of the Jew, 
entirely lost sight of his Jewish origin, 
in that of the rich man, of his riches, — 
in tbat of the learned, of his learning, — 
in that of the slave, of his servitude, &c., 
cf. Gal. iii. 28”): if even wa have (el 
xal concedes what follows: AU per, 
el xal uà Влётез, $poreis N Sums, olg 
race Lorveeri, Soph. Œd. Tyr. 302,—but 
also, as distinguished from ка} el, intro. 
duces no отаг, and distributes the force 
of the zal over the whole concessive clause, 
whereas in xal el it is confined to the con- 
ditional particle «l,—see Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, i. 189) known Christ according 
to the flesh, now however we know Him 
(thus) no longer. The fact alluded to in 
the concessive clause, is, not any personal 
knowledge of the Lord Jesus while He was 
on earth, but that view of Him which Paul 
took before kis conversion, when he knew 
Him only according to His outward ap- 
parent standing in this world, only as Jesus 
qf Nazareth. урыттфу is not = tòr xpic- 

Xpioroy 
"yueckop.er ins ката сарка D'[and lat] Е Jer,. (not vulg F-lat.) 

тбу, ‘the Christ,’ but merely as a proper 
name designating Him whom he now knew 
as Christ. Observe, the stress is not o 
xprords, q. d. ‘If we have known eves 
Christ after the flesh," &c., as usually un- 
derstood ;—the position of xp. forbids this, 
which would require el xal pioth» фур. x. 
od., but on éyvé«apav, as belonging to 
the past, contrasted with our present know- 
ledge. Observe likewise, that the position 
of xarà сірка, as above also, ids its 
being taken as the subjective qualification 
of éwyvéxauer, as = el ка) ката сірка 
Фу». xp. or el к. фу». xp. к. сбрк., and 
fixes it as belonging to xpurór,—' Christ 
according to the flesh. St. Paul now, since 
his conversion, knew Him no longer ss 
thus shewn, but as dpi rA ubr беоб 
dy bvrduei, катӣ wveipa &yuaórgs. At 
that time, ejSóxyce» ó dgdopicas ме... 
dwoxolvipa: trav vlàv abrod ir duol, Gal. 
i. 15, 16. See by all means Stanley’s re- 
marks, on the a of all 1 and 

nal recollections of our Lord’s life, 
in the apostolic age. 17.] 80 that 
(additional inference from what has gone 
before: hardly as Meyer, from ver. 16 
only: the death of ver. 16, as well as the 
new know of ver. 16, going to make 
up the « xrioss) if any man is in 

t (far better than ‘whoever is in 
Christ, See note on Phil. iv. 8. ‘Jn 
Christ, i.e. in union with Him: Christ 
being *the element in which by faith we 
live and move,’ as Meyer), he is a new 
creature («rlois, ‘creation, —the act, im- 
plying here the result of the act. See ref. 
and Col. iii. 10, 11; Eph. ii. 10; iv. 23. 

He has received, into,’ ‘a new 
life,’ John iii. 8): the old things (of his 
former life — all the old selfish and im- 
pori motives, views, and prejudices,’ De 

ette) havo passed away (there does not 
appear to be any allusion, as in Chrys, 

eophyl., to the passing away of Judaism, 
but only to the sew dirth, the antiqua- 
tion of the former unconverted state, with 
all that pers dg to it): behold (a remi- 
niscence of xliii. 18, 19—ph pn- 
povetere тё жр©та, ка) TÈ dpyaia ph 
avdrAoyl(erGe ob, ёуф voi кой), they 
have become new (все var. readd.). The 
arrangement of the sentence followed by 
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aua bdfko17. 46. 67? vulg-ed (Syr 
17. rec aft raura ins та arra, with piper] KLP rel вуг goth sth-pl eat (ал) 

eth, Cyr[-p, Ephr, Eutbal-ms] Thdrt Procl, 
ig, Constt, Did, Chr, Damasc T 

resi Dial, Meth? rl. p. Ephi 
Ambrst Jer Sal 

Orig-int, [Ambr, 
v: om BCD!FN latt copt sth-rom arm(1805) Clem, Ath-ms, Cyr[-p, 

Ambr,] Hil, Aug, Promiss. 
18. om Ist rov DIF. rec ins cov bef xpiorov, with D3[-gr] KL rel Thdrt 

Damasc: om BCD!FPM 17 latt syrr copt goth sth arm Chr, (Euthal-ms] Hil 
Ambrst Aug,. 

19. ins o bef бео: РК bl o Chr, Thdrt. 
е» О! (сотта eadem manu]. 

om 2nd e K f h Ii n 47. 
for Aey., аст:(ореуозѕ F. 

ins (Tov) eve»yyeAiov 

karaAaccev(sic) N e f hl k. add 
«avrois (but сотта) D!.] 
f roy Aoyor D! F[not 

F-lat]: adsuntiationem D- lat, evangelii G-lat(and so over the greek in F).—om тоу F. 
20. for vrep xp. ovr, ov vrep xpiorov D! 

the Vulg. al, ‘Si qua ergo in Christo 
nova creatura, vetera transierunt, is in- 
admissible, because the second member 
would be & mere reassertion of the first. 

18.) And all things (in this new 
creation : he passes to a more general view 
of the effects of the death of Christ— viz. 
our reconciliation to God) are from God 
(as their source), who reconciled us (ай 
men, from next verse, where xóeuor» is 
рече with it) to Himself by means of 

t (as an atonement, an expiatory 
sacrifice, ver. 21, for sin which made us 
é Ocov, see Rom. v. 10), and gave 
(committed) to us (Apostles, not mankind 
in general ; for had it во, —іп the next 
verse, which is parallel, фу abvrois, not év 
duty, must have stood, after афто and 
avréy just preceding) the ministration of 
the recon n (the duty of ministering 
in that office, whose peculiar work it is 
to proclaim this reconciliation : во Siaxoría 
rhs Juras, ch. iii. 9. Observe, that 
the reconciliation spoken of in this and the 
next verse, is that of God to иг, absolutely 
and objectively, through His Son: that 
whereby He can complacently behold and 
endure a sinfal world, and receive all who 
come to Him by Christ. This, the subjec- 
tive reconciliation,—of men to God,—fol- 
lows as a matter of exhortation, ver. 20), 

19.] how that (the és imports that 
the proposition following it, introduced by 
Sri, is matter of indirect reference. 
Xen. Hell. iii. 2. 14, erb rẹ Фрак! ds 
Sri éxvoly ph д Т:сваф. x. T. A., and argum. 
Јеосг. Busir. р. 520 (cited by Winer, ейп. 
6, 5 65. 9), carry pour abrov, фт бт: kaivà 
8мнфбиа eis épei) God in Christ was re- 
conciling the world to Himself (jv xar- 

gr]; pro quo Christo D- lat; quod pro 

eAÀáccev not exactly = xarfAAaccer, 
any more than j» xw»póccer Luke iv. 44 
= ёкђроссер : in both cases the habitual 
state is more emphatically implied than 
could be done by the a sal merely : 
the shade of difference can, however, hardly 
be expressed in English. zi cannot, as 
in Erasm., Luther, Calv., Beza, al., and 
E. V., belong to ѓу xpiorg, God was in 
Christ, reconciling ’ de c y on ac- 
count of the position of èr xp., which 
would thus probably be before Яу, but prin- 
cipally (Meyer) because of incoherence 
with 6éneros dy jui» к.т.А.: for in that 
case the two latter clauses must express 
the manner of reconciliation by Christ, 
which the second of them does not. 
xégpov, — without the article, as governed 
words placed for emphasis before their 
verbs often are—it would not be катал- 
Adacurkóauor, but br xócpor,—the whole 
world,—man, and man’s world, entire, 
with all that therein is, sco Col. i. 20, but 
considered, cf. abr below, as summed 
in man),—not reckoning to them their 
trespasses (present : on the expression see 
reff.), and having placed in us (past :— 
not merely = ‘committed to us,’ but ‘ laid 
upon ws, as our office and charge, and, 
besides, ‘empowered иг for, ‘put in our 
souls by Hie Spirit. ‘Us,’ viz. Apostles 
and teachers) the word of the recon- 
eiliation (as д Adyos ò ToU ттарроў, 1 Cor. 
4. 18). 

90, 21.) He describes his office as that 
an a ador for Christ, consisting 

in beseeching them, ON THEIR PART, to be 
reconciled to God; and that, in consi- 
deration of the great Atonement which 
God has provided by Christ. On Christ's 
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b Mark xvi. 20. Rom. vill. 28. 1 Cor. zri. 16. James ii. 23 
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Christo G- lat. 
Jeri] Ай pe); orantes aut obsecrantes G 
F. lat] eyr-mg goth, reconciliari G- lat [ Hil, Ambrst Aug. pe]. 

21. rec aft Tor ins уар (see note), with D- gr] KLPN3 rel 
Euther тос. Damasc: om BCD!FN! 17 latt copt Orig, 

Thart id(-int,] Hil, Ambrst Aug Pel Alcim. 
Chr 
Euthal-ms] 
BCDKPN rel Orig, Eus,[-ms, Cyr-p,] Chr, Thd 

F ‘ov bef йкшөсуут KP d 93. 109. 219 Eus (tzt) Sov Chr Euthal-ms,] еоша F. heov 
Thdrt,: om Geov 46. 114 Thdrt,. 

behalf then (i. e. in pursuance of the impo- 
sition on us of the Афуо тїз кат.) we are 
ambassadors, as if God were exhorting by 
us: we beseech (‹ уок,’ but not uttered as 
an integral part of the present text, not a 
request nom made and urged, as Rom. xii. 
1; he is describing the embassage; we 
are ambassadors, and in our embassage it 
is our work to beseech—' Ве ye,’ &c.) ou 
Christ's behalf, Be reconciled to God :— 
катал\. strictly passive: ‘God was the 
REconciLER—let this reconciliation have 
fet on you—enter into it by faith.“ Our 

. V., by inserting the word ‘ye,’ has given 
a falso impression, making it appear as if 
there were an emphasis on it, correspond- 
ing to God being recouciled to иг, ns if it 
had been xaraAAd-ynre ка} duels 108 bef, — 
whereas it is the simple being reconciled in 
that reconciliation in which God was, in 
Christ, the Reconciler. 21.] State: 
the great fact on which the exhortation to 
be reconciled is grounded :—viz. the us- 
speakable gift of God, to bring about the 
reconciliation. It is introduced without 
a ydp (which has been supplied), аз still 
forming part of the Adyos тз каталлауўз. 
Him who knew not sin (Tbv ob yrórra 
would merely assert the fact, that up to the 
time of éxoincey, He was ignorant of sin. 
But uf; with a participle, as has been ob- 
served since the doctrine of the particles 
las been more accurately studied, always 
denies subjectively, i. e. in reference to the 
view of some person who is the subject, or 
to the hypothesis of some person whois the 
direct or indirect utterer of the assertion. 
Cf. note on ch. іу. 18. With what refer- 
ence then ia the particle here used? Fritz. 
(in Meyer) thinks, to the Christian’s neces- 
sary idea of Christ, quem talem virum 
mente concipimus, qui sceleris notitiam 
non habuerit :” Meyer, and Winer, edn. 
6, 8 55. 5. B, to God's judgment of Him. 
I much prefer to either regarding it as 

deonevot О! (апа lat) F[-gr] Chr-ms Hil, Am 
lat. каталАлаутуа D! eod i) Eee 

om то F. 
syrr goth etch arm 

us, Ath, [Cyr-p, 
тес ytroueGa: txt 

Damasc Thi Œc, (yero, І, 

subjective with reference to Christ His- 
self, Who said, John viii. 46, rls d Spar 
ФАёух pe тері ёрартіоз; Не was thus 
ó ph rob Gyaptlay (see Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, ii. 181, who gives among other 
examples, one very similar, from Thucyd. 
i. 118, Rovxaldy те Tò tor тоё xpórov, 
Üvres xal xpd той ph rax léra: ès reds 
voAépuovs), —' knew not,’ i.e. by contact, 
by personal experience, ‘six.’ See, for 
the sense, 1 Pet. ii. 22; Heb. vii. 26), on 
our behalf (or, instead of ws: 1 prefer 
here the former, because the purpose of 
the verse is to set forth how great things 
God has done for «s :—the other, though 
true, does not seem so applicable, The 
words iwtp ju. are emphatic) He made 
(to be) sin (not, ‘a sin-offering,’ as 
Augustine Ambros, (Ecum. Erasm. 
Hammond, Wolf, al., for the word seems 
never to have the meaning, even in the 
LXX (see however the remarkable read- 
ing of the Codex А at Lev. vi. 25); 
and if it had, the former sense of the 
same word in this same sentence would 
роза it here: nor = áuapreAós, as 

eyer, al.: but, as De Wette, al., Snr, 
abstract, as opposed to RIGHTEOUSNESS 
which follows ; compare xardpa, Gal. iii. 
18. He, on the Cross, was the Represen- 
tative of Sin, —of the sin of the world), 
that we might become (the present, уби. 
as in rec., would signify, as Stallbaum, 
Crito, p. 48 (Meyer)—' id quod propositum 
fuerit, nondum perfectum et transactum 
esse, sed adhuc bd The aor., which 
is supported by all the mss, also yields 
the best sense, as joining the whole 
justification of all God’s people, as one act 
accomplished, with the Sacrifice of Christ) 
the righteousness of God (see above: re- 
presentatives of the Righteousness of God, 
endued with it and vicwed as i» i£, and 
examples of it) in Him (in union with Him, 
and by virtue of our standing in Him). 
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Снар. VI. 1—10.) He further describes 
Ais apostolic embassage, as one of earnest 
exhortation not to receive the grace of God 
in vain (vv. 1, 2), and of approving him- 
self, by many characteristics and under 
various circumstances, as the minister of 
God (vv. 8—10). 1.] evvepyobvres, 
viz. тф бєф, Whose representatives they 
were, and Whose grace they recommended. 
This is implied not ouly in what went 
before, but iu the той @eov of our verse 
itself. Meyer makes it тё хрістф, refer- 
ring it to the йжёр xp. above: Chrys., Theo- 
doret, Bengel, Olsh., al., div, which cer- 
tainly would have been ezpressed, and does 
not suit tbe sense, nor Paul's habit of 
speaking of the ministry, sce 1 Cor. iii. 9. 
Flatt and Emmerling would make the сбу 
imply, working with our exhortations, aid- 
ing them by our example: which sense, 
though occasionally belonging to тй» and 
ярбѕ in composition, could hardly have 
lace here without some plainer indication 

in what went before, of that to which the 
preposition refers,—and would not suit the 
ral, which severs ouvepy. from каракал. 

The 8 is one of transition, introducing 
a new feature. Moreover, while working 
with God, we also exhort, that you 
(when preaching to you,—or others, when 
3 to others: he still is describing 
is practice in his ministry, not using a 

direct exhortation to the Corinthians) re- 
ceive not (‘recipiatis ;'—not ‘ receperitis,’ 
‘that ye will not ave received,’ i. e. will 
not by apostasy shew that ye have received 
. . . as Erasm, al., and De Wette. This 
mistake arises mainly from regarding the 
words as directly addressed to the Corin- 
thians instead of a description of his apos- 
folic practice) the grace of God (i.e. the re- 
conciliation above spoken of) to no purpose 
(i.e. unaccompanied by sanctification of 
life; so Chrys., fra . . ph voplowory бті H- 
тб ёст: KaTadAayh uóvop, Tb wigTedoa то 
kaAoUrT:, ёкаує табта, T)» wept тфу Bior 
oxovdhy àxavrüy. Hom. xii. р. 521.) 
9.] Ground of the exhortation: viz. the 

g here only I. e. Ps. siz. 1 > h = 1 Cor. i. 8 reff. 
k ch. vii. d. Phil. i. 28. Ames i. 4. see ver. á. 

m here only +. SiSdvas афоридс sposkomis, Polyb. xxvii. 6.10. (Kenna, 

om vyas D! : 

(кто of Bexro are 
for evrpos8exros, 8exros F. 

importance of the present time as the day 
of кошо аек by a Scripture cita- 
tion. For he (God, with whom we cvrep- 
youner and whose grace we recommend) 
saith, ‘In an accepted time (Heb. Du пуз, 
‘in a season of grace’) I heard thee, and 
in the day of salvation I helped thee:' be- 
hold (inserted for solemnity to mark the 
importance of what follows), now is the 
favourably accepted time (eiwpdsdexros, 
a far stronger term than B3exrds, q. d. the 
very time of most favourable acceptance, 
said from the fulness of his feeling of the 

tness of God's grace),—behold, Now 
the day of salvation. 4 yap i» row frg 

корф yori(ópevos, d» $ тосаўтт kéxvrai 
берей, dv ф тотайтт) xdpis, єйкблеѕ ётітеб- 
geras тфу BpaBelov. Chrys. p. 522. The 
prophecy is one directly of the Lord Jesus, 
as {һе restorer and gatherer of his people; 
and the time of acceptance is the interval 
of the offer of the covenant to men, cou- 
ceded to Him by the Father. 3—10.] 
And this doing, he approves himself as 
the minister of God various charac- 
teristics, and under manifold circum- 
stances in life. 8.) 8 , resumed 
from cuvepyourres, ver. 1: ver. 2 bein 
parenthetic. It, and all the following 
participles, vv. 9, 10, qualify wapaxaAouper, 
shewing the pains and caution used by him 
to enforce this exhortation by his example 
as well as his precept. So Grot.: ‘ostendit 
enim, quam serio moneat, qui, ut aliquid 
proficiat,nullis terreatar incommodis, nulla 
non commoda negligat.' But evidently, 
before the list is exhausted, he passes be- 
ond the mere confirmation of his preach- 

ing, apd is speaking generally of the cha. 
racteristics of the Christian ministry. фу 
ртдеғі, in nothing, compare ё» жарт, 
below : not, ‘in no man's estimation," as 
Luther. unden., —underl, are not = оф$ерц. 
— ойЗері, but, see оп ch. v. 21, subjectively 
suid—we exhort, being such as give, &o. : 
во 1 Cor. x. 38, (y жйута жаа» дрёско, 
ph (тёр x. r. A. TposxoT) = скбу- 
бало», or xpésxoppe, Rom. xiv. 13. 
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n wound з} ° diarovia, + q Y P ép P ra S cumorarres score a ch. viii, 30 
only. Prov. ^ ^ ^ LP» ul ты. VéavroUc & co) Ouixovo, év' imopovi то\\ў, év GMI crer: а n 

bkis. 
iagt spec, dv *àváyrais, ёр * aTevoyæpiais, 5 ép ** wrspyais, il. 
= Acte l. 17. P3 

s T (ген) ép *' dvAaxais, éy "акатастасіац, ёр V9 кӧтоі, èv N d pu- 
m. 21. +. 

p=ch.ir.8  aryiaus, ёр ?* ynorelats, 9 dy > d rt, v © væde, év A pa- 
в iv. 

13. v. 12. vil. 11. x. 13. v Rom. li. 7 reff. s Rom. li. 9 (reff.). t = 1 Cor. vil. 3€ зей, 
u Acts xvi. 23. v ch. ni, 23. w 1 Cor. xiv. 33 reff. x as above (7). 1 Cos. ši 

8. хт. 88 al. Gen. xxxi. 43. геи т. а as abere (у) only *. 3 Mace. ii. 36. (reas, 
Eph. vi. 18.) в as above (y) ( Cor. үй. 8 v. г.) only in Panl. (Ма. xvii. 310 Mk.) Laie il. 37. Acts 

b ch. хі. 3 only +. (-s, ch. vil. 11.) е = 1 Са. xiv. 23. xxvii. 9 only. 3 xil. 16. 
L.. zii. Gal. 4 Nan. ll. 4 (reft.). 

8. ueOn(sic) Bi f: џыробу Di. aft » Barovia ins удо» DF d 663. 78 latt syrr 
sah [goth] Chr, Thdrt [Anteh pref] ТЫ (Ec-comm Ambrst Aug, Pel(, умее» seth]. 

4. rec cumorevres, with DIKLN® rel Chr, Thdrt [Antch, ] 
CD'FN! 17 Clem, Cyr, [ Euthal-ms]. 

1 G-lat. 
f: curicrasorres BP 31. 78 Damasc, : txt 

Damasc; : cvricTorres 

8:акоуом D'(-gr) vulg [F-lat Ambrst Aug,]: ministros aut -i G- 

101] neuácüa, ‘to reproach’ (see 
iner, edn. 6, $ 88. 7. a, and Moulton's 

note), is one of those deponent verbs 
which have an aorist passive: so Sta- 
AdyerOa:, Bo, B8tracba, сяЛау- 
xy e, &c. The 3:axovla, the office 
itself, would be reproached, if cause of 
offence were found in the character of 
its bearers. 4.] Meyer well remarks 
the position of ситост. éavroós. When 
the words signified ‘to recommend our- 
selves,’ in a bad sense, ch. iii. 1, v. 12, 
— аот. preceded the verb: but here and 
ch. iv. 2, where used in a good sense, and 
without any stress on éavroós, it follows 
the verb. This is only one of continually 
occurring instances of the importance of 
the collocation of words with regard to the 
emphasis. Bváxovov] not Biaxórovs : 
recommending ourselves, as ministers 
of God should do. The ambiguity of 
the E. V. might have been avoided. by 
a different arrangement of words: ix 
ali things, аз the ministers of God, ap- 
proving ourselves.’ The following 
datives are a specification of rarri; but 
not all of the same sort: some signify 
instrumente by which, some, situations 
in which, some both these. Bengel re- 
marks: “Insignis gradatio. Sequuntur 
ter tria patienda (i.e. from бАйрес» 
to vnorelais), quibus patientia (#ҥодоу%) 
exercetur; pressure,—plaga,—labores. 
Primus ternarius continet genera, se- 
cundus, specie adversorum : tertia 
fanea" (but qu?: see below). So that 
the jxouorh xoAAf, belongs to vv. 4, 5, 
and ver. 6 goes on to otber points. 

cTevox.] See ch. iv. 8, note. 
б.] On wAny., see reff. $vAax.] 

At Philippi only as yet, as far as we 
know from the narrative of the Acts; 
—but there must have been many other 
occasions, see cl. xi. 28. He may have 
been imprisoned at Antioch in Pisidin, 

Acts xiii. 50, and at Lystra, xiv. 19, and 
at Corinth, xviii. 12, 14: and we cannot 
tell what may have befallen him during 
his journeys, Ácts xv. 41; xvi. 6; xviii. 23. 

iv ёкатаст.) in tumults, see Acts 
xiii. 50; xiv. 6,19; xvi. 22; xviL 5; xviii. 
12, and above all, xix. 28—41. The sense 
given by Chrys. (p. 522), al., 1d uyðapoð 
SbvacGa: cra: dAavróuervor, is philo- 
logically allowable, cf. Demosth. 383. 7, 
dxatdoraroy Ssxep d» Gaddrry wenn, 
and James i. 8, and Polyb. xxxi. 13. 6, 
JwoBeuróur abrots Thy ёкатастес(ау тїз 
Вас: аз, but not found in N. Т. 
dv reis] usually, and here, signifies 
‘labour in the Lord, for his sake, see 
reff. бо also xowide, Rom. xvi. 6, 12 
(bis), and reff. Chrys., al., interpret it of 
his manual work, 1 Cor. iv. ; and 
&crarobuer and x He occurring there 
together certainly gives some semblance 
to the view: but see ch. xi. 23, where 
this can hardly be; it is most probable 
that the weariness of his excessive apos- 
ген labour was in hia mind. ee 

pvwviacs ] Chrys. says, p.523, ras rr 
rh als rr $ jr aal èr айтат elpyd- 
ү ва r hus rather believe the 
ypuvla: to have been watchiags through 

anziely for the churches. — iv even] 
This is generally, and by De W. against 
Meyer, taken to refer to involuntary hun- 
ger and thirst. But, asthe latter remarks, 
the word does not appear to be ever so 
used ; and in ch. xi. 27, Paul himself dis- 
tinguishes dr ynorefais from dr Аф x. 
Sipe. The meaning of fastings must 
therefore be retained. So Chrys., Theo- 
doret, and Calvin. 6.) The nine pre- 
ceding datives (see on ver. 4) have er- 
panded d rene ff. We now resume the 
main catalogue, with iv dyvéryn, in 
purity: which is variously explained: of 
bodily chastity, Grot. :—of unselfishness, 
Theodoret, and Chrys., as an alternative (# 

oA „ 
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xpobupla, ё» ° хртстбттт 
* évurroxpiry, 7 dy £ N fáAgÜeías, ёр *Suvapyes ® бєоў, 
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& ёр TVEU LATE dryly, dy dym • Rom. 1. 9 
fE 
n 15. 

да tv “drwy ie duraloo u Tv {едь cal s= 2 1.16 
* api r ep, 8 0,4 'dokns кай ™atiplas, 84 " Susdnpias ^ ze- E ; 
каў ° eùpnpias, ws P Xávo, ка} S àXnÜeis, 9 ws " @уроой- LEN xii) 

ш. 3. пева nate.) 
k N. T. as above (i) only. Gen. xiv. 

Matt. vi. 3. Mark x. 37. гае аиа зову, 1 Chron. xli. 2. 
1 x John al. m Rom v. 41, . 1. 26 reff, 

m here only +. 1 Масс. vil. 38. Esdr. i. 43 (40) Ald. (Svcaéfieva, AB &c.) only. CREE, 1 Cor. iv. 13.) 
о here only t. Ps. xciz. 2 Symm. 

reir egi © Job xia. n Jer. zxiit. 33 
rl xiv. Gal. i. 23. 2 et. l 1 fl. 

cudpportyny .. . À Thy, фу Erası кабарфтуүта, 
A Tb &8ороѓёкттох, À ко) Tò Sapedy Tb 
bayy. кирбтте». ib.):—I prefer the second 
et Ch Chrys.'s meanings, general purity of 
character, | elAupireia, — unblamableness 
of life, and singleness of purpose. iv 
vac knowledge of the Gospel, in а 
high and singular degree; see 1 Cor. ii. 
6 ff. So Chrys.: copig Tf тард той 
Oeo de don хртетбтчт] kind- 
ness: a Kind and considerate demeanour. 

avis, in the Holy Spirit, 
as the г Ьу om all these motives 
are wrought. The omission of the article, 
aft. e, constitutes no objection to this ren- 
dering, as Bp. Middleton (in loc.) sup- 
poses: cf. did sw. &ylov тоб 8обдбутоз 
Jui, Rom. v. 5, —and the very same words 
as these, 1 Thess. i. 5,—in both which 
places the meaning is undoubted ; neither 
of which, however, is noticed by Middleton. 
The words do not appear to hold any logi- 
eal place in the list, ү more than фу Svr. 
@вой below. dv Ady. &\цд.] is taken 
by De W., Meyer, al., as subjective,— i in 
speaking, or teaching truth — in dis- 
course, the contents whereof were iruth :' 
but their objection against the sense in the 
x of truth, = dy тё Ady тӯѕ AN- 
belas, as it is expressed . i. б, is not 
valid, on account (1) of the government 
by a preposition, which would make the 
insertion of the article optional, —(2) of the 
whole catalogue being anarthrous, which 
would cause the иф to be omitted for 
uniformity’s sake. dv Suv. 6«o$] 
viz. the Power spoken of ch. iv. 7,— 
the power manifested in every part or 
our apostolic working,—not merel 
miracles. 8.4 T. бж\. т. Bu. By 
means of (es is changed for 8:0, first ap- 
parently on account of rà тла, 5 
them more distinctly as instruments,—an 
then continued) the wespons of righte- 
ousness (belonging to,—or as Meyer, fur- 
nished by, the righteousness which is of 
Faith. That panoply, part of which only 
in the more partic specification of Eph. 
vi. 13—17, viz. the 6épa£, is allotted to 
Buses irn, is here all assigned to it. 

Some of the ancient Commentators, — 

dem 5 iv. В.) Matt. xzviL T his mun dvi 1. 2 John 7 
zzii. 16. Rom. lii. 4$. q subj., ahn iii. 33. 

Chrys., (Ecum., al., and Grot., Estius, al, 
understand by була, ‘instruments,’ as in 
Rom. vi. 13, and interpret these instru- 
ments to be, situations and opportunities 
of cir whether prospero: берй, or ad. 
verse, nh eh but the other interpreta- 
tion is in accordance with the 
Apostle's habit of comparison,—see ch. 
x. 4; Eph. vi. 18 fl.; 1 Thess. v. 8). 
тбу "Bek. к. cor.) which are on the 
right and left: i.e. encompessing and 
guarding the whole person. Grot., Bengel, 
a most recent Commentators, even De 
ID M and Meyer, explain it, both right- 
handed,—i.e. of attack, the sword and 
the «шаа: bat left-handed,—i. e. of defence, 

shield: but it seems to me that this 
would require rà» дейд» ка) ray dpiore- 
pov: whereas now, no article being in- 
serted before ёр:ст., it is implied that the 
panoply (тё била) ів on both sides (864 
x. ёритерб) of the person. On the in- 
terpretation prosperity and adversity, seo 
above. си the insírumental RT 
signification e, 8:4 need not be strictl 
retained. The preposition, once adopted, 
is kept for the sake of parallelism, though 
with various shades of ineaning. I would 
understand it in 8:4 dok., &c., as in 3:2 
карый бакрбы›, as pointing out the 
medium through which. Thus understood, 
these two pairs in ver. 8 will form an easy 
transition from instramental, through me- 
dial, to the йү characteristics which 
ollow. és wAdvo.} From speaking 
of repute, he passes to the character of 
the repute. In all these capacities and 
under all these representations or misre- 
presentations, we, as ministers of God, re- 
commend ourselves. Butin these following 
clauses a new point is perhaps brought out, 
viz. the difference of our real state from our 

ed one. That this is the case with 
és dwrody. к. lob (Gpuer and all following, 
is of course clear. But is it so with the 
two clauses preceding that one? Do they 
mean, ‘as deceivers, and yet true, as un- 
known, and yet well known,’ or,—‘ аг de- 
ceivera, and as true men, аг unknown, and 
аг well known?’ I own I am not clear on 
this point. The words ка) 1800 (Ger 
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s Acts xxili. 16 {LEVOE kal * émrvyuokopevot, as áToÜvijakovres xal 400U BCDFE 

1. д gy eer Pi E T wer o" Avrroupevor del de xatpovres, d ттоеҳоі TOÀXOUS бё „уу а] 
De w а os under exovres кай nu kaTéyoyres. 
v ch. ii. 2 ref ò Устора huv * avewyey impos йиӣѕ, Kopivdcos, 

Cor. i. 5. 
ch. ix. 11 only. Gen. хіт. 23 al. 

xxii. 23. s pres., 1 Cor. xvi. 9. 

9. aro€ynaxopurresvor(eic) F. 

may be an indication how the Apostle would 
have the previous two clauses understood ; 
but they also may be a transition, altering 
the previous reference of the second mem- 
ber of the clause, now that the subject is no 
longer matter of rumour, as wAdvo: and 
&yrooóueroi, but matter of fact, as àro- 
Ovyfoxorres, and the following. If the 
latter alternative be taken, the two clauses 
will servo as a transition to the subsequent 
ones, thus: having said, 8:4 8us@nylas к. 
ebonulas, he proceeds às rAdvos (answer- 
ing to Susp.) ка) dAnGeis (answering to 
6фф.),—фФ &yvoobpervo: (still having Susp. 
in view,—as ‘unknown,’ of obscure reputa- 
tion) ка) éxiyweoxduevos (still looking 
back at ейф., seeing that the dry * 
would lead to good repute): then, having 
by the participles of the latter clause ex- 
pressed moro a matter of fact than did the 
adjectives of the former one, he passes to 
és dro0rhoxorres, which has no longer its 
main reference to the repute of others, but 
to the fact, see ch. iv. 7 ff., as exhibited in 
himself. I confess that on the whole this 
rendering recommends itself to my mind. 

9.] cal Wot {Spev is much stronger, 
more triumphant, than «ai (ортез. There 
is something still of the idea of one reputed 
dead and found to be alive ; though I would 
not say with Meyer that és йтобу. alto- 
gether refers to a supposd triumph of his 
adversaries, “ Now it is all over with him! 
His course is ended!“ és ward. | 
Surely we must now drop altogether the 

tative meaning of the és. The sense has 
ben (see above) some time verging that 
way, and in the clauses which follow, the 
és expresses just, what it does in ds беор 
did eovet, viz. * quippe qui simus." Ps. 
схүй. 18, LX X, seems to have been in his 
mind: та:дебор éralSevod ue d (om д N) «ó- 
pios, ка) те Oavdr ob vapétuké це... 
10.] Here even more clearly than before, 

х = 1 Cor. vii. 30. Josh. L 11. 

( for дою, er: F. 
perot D! F[-gr | (temptat: D-lat G-lat [sh] Ambrst). 
11. ins w bef коруб: F vulg [copt Orig-int,(om Orig,)]. 

y эсе Eph. vi. 19. Sir. 

for raiSevoperor, тера(о- 

for 2nd quer, vue» BN. 

reproach, Avwovpeves will surely not bear 
the meaning ‘folder der nach gewohnlicher 
menſchlicher Anſicht traurig ſeyn mußte, 
‘one in such a situation, that according to 
ordinary human estimation he mast be 
wretched,’ as De Wette,—but must point 
to ew Armee Of fact, that he is reall 
‘ afflicted.’ reff. red again 
can hardly have been a reproach, bot tata 
forth the fact —as poor men, but enrich- 
ing (not by distribution of alms, as 
Theodoret, Estius, but by imparting spiri- 
tual riches, see 1 Cor. i. 5) many :—as 
having nothing (in the sense in which of 
Exorres are às uh Exorres, 1 Cor. vii. 29, 
—in the improper sense of ‘ to possess’ in 
which we here use the word —tAus, we have 
nothing, are destitute), but 
(finally and as our own, our inheritance 
never to be taken away; in that sense of 
the word “Фо possess? which this world’s 
buyers are not to use—ol d-yopd{orres, фт 
рӯ xardyovres, 1 Cor. vii. 30) all 
See a similar ‘ possession of all things,’ 
1 Cor. iii. 22: though this reaches farther 
than even that,—to the boundless riches of 
the heavenly inheritance. 

11—VII. 1.) EARNEST BEXNOETATIONS 
TO SEPARATION FROM UNBELIEF AND IM- 
PURITY. „ These verses form 
а conclusion to the preceding out : 
of his heart with regard to Ма ане 
ministry, and at the same time a transitions 
to the exhortations which are to follow. 

11.) Our (my) mouth is open (not 
past: the use of дубууа for àriyypas 
is common in later Greek: seo Palm and 
Rost's Lex., and ref. 1 Cor. Rückert takes 
it as past, and renders, * I have begun to 
speak with you, I have not concealed my 
apostolic sentiinents—I cannot shot my 
mouth, but must go on speaking to you yet 
farther) The word seems to refer to the 
free and open spirit shewn in the whole 

the first member of the clause фу Avr, àe previous on the ministry, in which 
84 xaíp. cannot express the opinion of his be had eo 5 his inner feel. 
adversaries. For however sobevóuervos ings to them) to you, Corinthians 
might be wrested to signify ‘a man under 
the chastisement of God’ as a ground of 

(xal 3j wposOhun 5$ тоб dvdéuaros фиМаз roA- 
Айз, wal Scabdcews ке) берифтуүтоз" ка} yàp 
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ij карбід ju “werdaruvtas 18 ой ° стєуоуореісбе dy a her nis 
zv, '"cTervoyopeigÓ: Se év тоў "ama 

b 
ae Matt. xxiil. 5 

о Шры" eld. Ра. 
18 туу 04 айттуу *avripuc iav (° œs тёкуоѕ  Aéyo) * mha- b here bin ch 

, е ^ ` e ^ iv. 8 only. 

rive кай Upeis. 1% My ' yiveaÜe 8 Cre po“ h dmi- 12. avli, 15. 
20. хЇїх. 19 only. 
i. N only t. 
iii. 2. Mic. il. 1. оге Acts il. 5 reff. 

b = 1 Cor. vi. 6 rofl. 

12. om ĝe Cal. ua 
14. ins ка bef ру F(and F-lat G-lat) D-lat Syr eth arm [ 

«xig rois, pera axioroy Е latt [Cypr Lucif Ambr Ambrst Aug]. 

eldGaner Tay йусторбушу cuvexas yuprd 
rà dvépara тер:стрёфеу, Chrys. Hom. xiii. 

530 f. See Phil. iv. 15; Gal. їй. 1, which 
is written under a very different feel- 

ing),—our (my) heart has become en- 
larged. These last words are very vari- 
ously explained. s., Theodoret, (Ec., 
al., understand them of the expansive effect 
of love on the heart: Luther, Estius, al., 
of dilatio gaudii, which does not how- 
ever agree with wAariv@nre xol ipeis be- 
low : nor with the general context, either 
of what precedes or of what follows: for to 
refer it to ch. vii. 4, as Estius, isevidently 
far-fetched, the intermediate matter being 
of such a different character. Alii aliter. 
Meyer holds with Chrys., and refers it to 
the preceding passage, during which his 
heart became expanded in love to them. 
De Wette takes it, I have poured out, en- 
larged and diffused, my heart to you,’ viz. 
by тах thus open-hearted to you. 
I believe the precise sense will only be 
found by taking into account the wAardvé. 
к. duets below, and the occurrence of the 
expression in the Psalm (reff.: cf. é» 
ялатосџиф, ib., ver. 45). Some light is 
also thrown upon it by xepícare ўраз, 
cb. vii. 3. The heart N as a 

„ wherein its t te eelings 
е contained: We ees seen the same 
figure in our expression ‘ narrow-minded.’ 
In order to take in а new object of love, 
or of desire, or of ambition, the heart 
must be enlarged: д$$» deres cov 
&раџор, Stay drdrurat thy xapdlay pov. 
The A has had his heart enlarged 
towards the Corinthians: Ае could and 
did take them in, with their infirmities, 
their interests, their Christian graces, 
their defects and sins: but they did not 
and could not take him ів (xapijoa aù- 
rér): he was misunderstood by them, and 
his relation to tbem disregarded. This he 
here asserts, and deprecates. He assures 
them of éheir place in hie heart, which is 
wide enough for, and does contain them ; 
aud refers back = нар verse in ch. pe 8, 
thus, эрое!рука бт: iv vois xapSlars дәт 
dove . a - He tells them, ver. 19.] that 
they are not straitened in Aim, i.e. that. 

ew ch. vii. 15. Phili.8. Philem. 20. Prov. zii. 10. 
ө Acts xvii. 22. 1 Cor. x. 18 t 

zzviii. 

Fx le w. p- == Heb. +. 12. Rev. 

g bere only v. (-s, Luv. хіх. 19.) see 1 Сог. xiv. 21. 

18. ина; F. 
Ambr, ] Ambrst. for 

any constraint which they may feel towards 
him, any want of confidence in him and 
persuasion of his real appreciation of their 
state and interests, arose, not from Ais being 
really unable to appreciate them, and love 
them, and advise them,—but from their 
own confined view of kim, of his love, his 
knowledge of and feeling for them. 
13.] тђу айту dvrip., as тд» buoror трќ- 
xor, Jude 7, Atlas, Luke ix. 14, not 
governed by card understood, but in fact 
an accus. of a remoter object, answering in 
xe burn exactly to the farther removed 
of two accusatives in the double ac- 
cusative government. The sense seems 
to be compounded of rb» abrdy трёто», 
and àrruucOÍa», In the same manner, as 
a return for my largeness of heart to you. 

és Téxvois À. explains дут:исо ќа, — 
it being naturally expected of children that 
they should reguite the love and care of 
their ts, by corresponding love and 
regard 7 14—VII. 1.) Separate your- 
selves from unbelief and impurity. On 
the nature of the connexion, Stanley has 
some good remarks. He now applies to 
circumstances which had arisen among the 
Corinthians the exhortation which in ver. 
1 he described himself as giving in pur- 
suance of his ministry of reconciliation. 
The following exhortations are general, and 
hardly to be pressed as applying only to 
partaking of meats offered to idols, as 
Calv., al., or to marriage with unbelievers, 
as Estius,—but regard all possible con- 
nexion and participation, —all leanings 
latina x нш to 3 which 
might too great fumiliarity with 
heathens. i a not (‘ne fiatis, wolli. 
ter pro: ne sitis, Bengel: rather, perhaps, 
as expressing, ‘do not enter into iiss re- 
lations in which you must become) incon- 
gruous yokefellows (the word and idea 
from ref. Levit. Hesych.: érepó(vyor. of 
ph cv(vyovrres. Grot. explains it, alle- 
ram partem jugi trahere, but this does 
not give the force of érepo- :—Theophyl., 
ph ёйкеїте ть Slxatoy UxixAwdspevot к. 
mposiAuróparot ols où Odpis : во making the 
simile that of an unequal balance: but this 
could hardly be without more precise noti- 
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i here only. 
Ps. 

Oota; e. 

EE 1. * 
Rom. iv. 

110 Cor. 1 

m но М Ме 
(or, 1 Cor. 

a bere ony +. aùròv Oe, xal abr écovral pot ads. 
in vili. 21 reff. 

ref. Acts xiv. Шаш вон 
v here only. Lxvrr. xxvi. 13. 

Sucaioguyns ка: adas Di, also (but -э к. га) 05: Buceiocvrgs uera (xa: Orig, 
Cypr,]) а›ошаз F latt arm Orig and aut s M T “ые 
vis Be, with K rel вуг wth Ch 
latt 8 
Cypr Lucif Ambrst Jer. 

15. rec хрісте 
datos (ad 

t Damasc, | Tert,: txt 
Can-apost-mss, Рашаяс[ъ Ephr, Procop, 
with vulg [F-lat] G-lat Clem, . el 
m 47 syr-mg-gr 

II POT KOPINGIOT3 B. 

1 u ots Tis yap ! uueroxi d uualocu al “avoula, f$) тё rere 
Et ёс. 1 eospeovia фот arpos скотос̧; 15 т $ 1 "rrr 

ths ° epis 9тистф peta P dTi- •п.є 
етоу; ris $ т cuyxarabeats * vao * бєоў herd elde Nu; 

16. 0 aut i » рей yàp * майс ° Oeod ёстє * буто, кабо єтє» ò Geos 
dri u évotanow év avrois xai ` ёртєр‹тат)ао, xal ёсораг 

хрістод трд n Bediap, f) ° 

q Асы z. 45 re 
= 1 Cor. Ш. 16. vi. 19 

u. vili. 1 11. Col. iii. 18. 
w Acts 

syr-mg copt goth arm chem, Ori and in iet.) ) pir, Bas 

(prob corra for ез С Ал 
d: -lat syrr Men Clem- pend i int, 

17 vu 
Lucif, Ambrst Aug. He.]. 

it-ed, , Orig-int Tert, 
goth( Beliam) many-mentioned- 

VI. 15—18. 

17 & * éféA Bare 

8. jer. — See 
ҮС Тт (aot ke) Lev. zxvi. 

33. Ina lii. II free) 

ГТ 
rec (for 3 zi 

Bes, ОТЫРУ кы m 17 
uthal-ms masc, 

lat] ER: [x 
preceding), wi gr F 

-ed [Chr, N. E 
t) D copt Cms) 7 

Lucif, : us. D-gr K 
y-Jer(* corrupte") Thdrt,: BA 

n) uii ык 

тт 

-lat: txt t BCLPN rel fuld(and harl') вуг Ps mth arm Orthod, Clem,[-ms, Р 
ы * [Cyr-p,] Bas, Ephr, Chr, [Еа 

ye and eopey BDILPN! 17 D. lat copt [wth] (Clem). ) Did, Aug, : txt C D- gr 
uem E syrr goth arm Ath, as A pad al- 
E Мы —vaor Ni С1еш„—тте 

^ d G-lat) 
ti DFKL ^d [latt ‘Byrr copt goth] Orig,[-ms,-int, Eus, 

f beou N? 
lat) F[not. Fn dicit. enim G-lat goth Tert, Aug, 

for до, pou BCPN m 17 arm Clem, Orig] Ens, Damasc : 

-ms] Tbdrt, Damasc. voro.» В 1 

Orig-int, A 
for кабе; «ure», Ae "yap 

for аутор, avrow 

Ath | Cyr-jer, Thdrt [Tert 

111. eterne so BCFN 17. 47 [Euthal-ms] Damasc.) 

fication) with unbelievers (Winer explains 
the construction, edn. 6, $ 31. 10, Remark 
4, thus, ui yl». érepo(vyoUrvres, ка) obras 
Ópo(vyoUrres delaras: better, as De W., 
uh yir. d nog. тісто x. обтоз irepo(v- 
yourtes). peroxy] ‘share in the 
same thing, community. 8.каюс. 
is the state of the Christian, being justified 
by a ы is therefore excluded са 

t ik of fait. in 
3 e . are the 
children, 1 Thess. v. 5, and not of dark- 
ness. Meyer remarks, that the fivefold 
variation of the term to express partner- 
ship, —qeroxf,, коюга, Mri ri pepls, 

ат&десіз, shews the Apostle's com- 
mand of the Greek The con- 
struction of xo with a dat. and rds, 
is illustrated by Wetat. from Stobseus, S, 
28, el Bé тіз Ёст: xowerla wphs деойз fjuiv, 
—and Philo, leg. ad Caium, § 14, vol. ii. 
р. 561, rls обу kowería = *AwéAAwva, 
Té under olxeiov À ovyyerds ётєтетудеџ- 
кфт!; 15.] After а question begin- 
ning with тёз, rls, and the like, a second 
question is regularly introduced by 84. 

Thus Hom. Od. a. 225, vis ѓаз, ris 82 
Susros, 58° ÉwAero; see Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, i. 169 Belag] Heb. dey, 
* contemptibleness," * wickedness” found 
1 Sam. ii. 12 al., and variously translated 
by ерк. борү has retained the 

orm in хіх. 22, It appears 
i dum been subsequently ‘personified, and 
сы as aid for а name of the Evil One 
(see Stan The termination -ap is 
stated by er to have arisen from tbe 
frequent Cerere Cain of A and p inthe dia- 
lect of the Grecian Jews. 18 
катќб., ‘agreement in opinions; 
and cf. Plato, Gorg. $ 133, od 8 50 wre. 
pow svyxatatibera: fuir тері ey тў» 
abriy Bóta» $ дут:фӯз; 
between you, the Church of Өой,—өев 
below, and 1 Cor. iii. 16;—8ФАм», idols, 
as the lords — ard v not of the heathen 
world. ùs véo) explanation of rag 
беоб as me to them, and justification 
of it by a citation from the prophetic 
Scriptures. The words cited are com- 
pounded of Levit. xxvi. 12, and Eszek. 
xxxvii. 26, 27. M.) The necessity of 
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"ёк иётоу аёту ка} х йфорйтбзуте, Ne. кйрїо$‚, кай х acters. 
›4кабартоо p йттео@є'` кйүф * eisdéFopar tds. 18 ка} y= Acer 
a ёсорал Орбу * eic патёра, xai Upeis * ётет@ё рог * eis vioùs 2225 = 

/ , ГА b , 2 е ера. 

ка} Üvyarépas Хуе, курюѕ ^ таутократер. VII. 1 rab ми ы, " 
тас̧ ойу Éyovres tas ° émaryyeMas, dd fro, * кабар{- (Reveal) 

U ` ^ INGS vil. 

серце ! éavrovs ало парто FuoXvapuoU ^ таркд< кай ^ mveú- 1i. Jer. 
patos, | éritedovvres ! dro ivy èv * фо8ф * co. о re oaly, 

21Хорјсате nuas ойдёра тдисјсацер, ойўбеуа ™ ёфбєі- gu 

i ch. viii. 6 reff. 
. vill. 

d Rom. xii. — xli. 10. Phil. 19.1. 1 Pet. Il. 11. 1 John Ii. 7 al. 

vili. 83 (80). 2 Maec. v. 27 only. (-Vreav, 1 Cor. viii. 7.) 
reff). 1 Thess ill. 13 only. 

m . М. гея. 

g here only. Jer. xxiii. 16. Esdr. 
h oo Matt. xxvi. 41 8 Mk. 

k Rom. iii. 18 (reff.). 
Cor. ill. 17 reff. 

Crap. VII. 2. эназ F[-gr](not G) [add fratres mei Syr]. 

separation from the heathen enforced by 
another citation,—Isa. lii. 11,—freely 
given from memory; «dye «1:54. dy. 
being moreover substituted, from Ezek. 
xx. 34, for wpoxopetcera: yàp wpórepos 
фий» pio, к. д dxicurdyor suas Oeds 
opa. The dxd@apror must be under- 
stood of the pollutions of heathenism 
generally, not of any one especial polluted 
thing, as meat offered to idols. 18.] 
The citation continues, setting forth the 
blessings promised to those who do thus 
come out from heathendom. Various 
passages of the O. T. are combined. In 
2 Kings vii. 14 (LXX), we have фуф 
{соми афт eis var., к. abrbs бата: цо 
els vidy-—the expression of viol pov and al 
Ovyarépes pov is found Isa. xliii. 6: and 
т4$е ACN xbpios wayvroxpdrep begins the 
section from which the former clauses are 
taken, 2 Kings vii. 8 (LXX). VII. 1.) 
Inference from the foregoing citations : 
—seeing that we have such glorious 
(rab rar in the position of emphasis) pro- 
mises, we are to purify ourselves (not 
merely, ‘keep ourselves pure: purifica- 
tion belongs to sanctification, and is a 
gradual work, even after conversion). 
c'apxós, as the actual instrument and sug- 
gester of pollution : рратос, as the re- 
cipient through the flesh, and when the 
гора the retainer and р tor, of 
uncleanness, The exhortation із general : 
against impure acte and impure thoughts. 

éwereh. Ayu, as De W. remarks, 
gives the posifive sido of the foregoing 
segative exhortation: every abnegation 
and banishing of impurity is a positive 
advance of that sanctification, in the fear 
of God (as its element) to which we are 
ca 

2—10.] CoxoxRNIxd THE EFFECT ON 
THEM, AND RESULTS IN THEIR CONDUCT, 
WHICH HIS FORMER EPISTLE HAD PRO- 
DUCED. $—4.] He introduces the 
subject by a friendly assurance of his love 

Vor. II. 

and bespeaking of theirs, as before in ch. 
vi. 11—13. 2) x „ see above on 
ch. vi. 18; 3dfarGe huas wAardes, x. ий 
orevoxwpapeba dy bui». Theophyl. De 
Wette, after Bengel, al., renders it, under - 
stand us rightly,’ referring to ref. Matt.: 
but even there the meaning is ‘£o take in,’ 
and only ‘to understand rightly,’ because 
toy Aóvyor тобто» follows. And as M 
observes, there could not well be апу mis- 
understanding as to what he here sa 

otSdva 48., x. T. A.] Reasons why they 
should make room for him in their hearts: 
We (when he dwelt among them,—the 
aorists refer to a set time, not to his course 
hitherto) wronged no man (in outward 
acts, nnamely,—in the exercise of his a 
tolic authority, or the like),—we ruined 
no man (this probably also of outward con- 
duct towards others, not as Calv., al., of 
corrupting by false doctrine), —we cheated 
no man. To understand, with Rückert, 
these verbs as applying to the contenta of 
the former Epistle, is very forced. If 48. 
bad really referred to the severe punish- 
ment of the incestuous person, —ёфбеір. to 
the delivering him over to Satan,—and 
éxAeov. to the power which Paul gained 
over them by this act vf authority. surely 
we should bave found more express indica- 
tion of such reference in the text. But 
no allusion has аг yet been made to the 
former Epistle; and therefore it is much 
better to understand the words generally 
of the time when he resided among them. 
"In how many ways of which history 
says nong, may such ruining of otbers 
have been laid to the charge of Paul? 
How easily might his severe visitation 
of sin, bis zeal for eleemosynary collec- 
tions, his habit of lodging with mem- 
bers of the churches, and the like, have 
been thus unfavourably characterized !” 
Meyer: who remarks, that the emphatic 
position of ob thrice repeated is no 
confirmation of Rückert's view. К 

Хх 
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zi. ашы eie TÒ t guvarobaveiv xai “ туф]. 

ПРО КОРІМӨІОТУ B. 
ана papery, ovdéva " ёт\еоректјсаре». 

Муоз" q “рон yap ё бт. èv rais *xapdiaw judy ёсте 

vi. 

3 op Р carãcpiecr ov 

* morii но “" map- 
Dioni Tot pnoia "трос ùuãs, ro pot х каўҳуси тёр buar 

4 y rende pu 1 mapakMijaet, a v repmepio cel. TÌ 
«Кит. n харё bèmi пасу т) Me. "ind. 5 kai yàp ehh 

reff. 
tMark xiv. 3. ud eic Maxedoviay obdepiay : сте, 4 dyeaty a capt 

. Bir. in бошу. биби, GAN e парті Ө\.8ӧрєрог E обе» | pixar, 
u Rom. vi. 8. 
$ Tim. iL 1 z- Rom. v. 1 reff. v ch. Ш. 13 reff. 

14. 1 Cor. xv. 31 (Rom. Ш. 27 ref.) y constr., Luke ii. 40. * 2 Macc. M. H. 
в =œ ch. i. 3, ko. гей eem A Rom. v. 30 only't. Cor, Mark vil, 31.) A w ch. Gi M ref. 

€ eb. Y 0 ref. p Matt. xalil xxiii. 25, 27, 28 al. h see Deut. rzzii, 26. 12 Tim. 
iL 23. Tit. Ш. 9. James iv. Gen. xiii. 7. 

egre (but mark 
4. aft xpos ураз ins cru Di(and tet). 

47.) ins ev bef 
v0AA9 D![-gr ]. for quo», un 

б. for ð— ue, eoxer BFK: txt bfi 
aveow bef «cx. CF d [17 syrr] latt Thdrt, (Tert, Ambr, Am 

peros Di[tribulatio D-lat]. 

9.] I do not say it (ver. 2) for condemna- 
n (with а condemnatory view, in a 

spirit of blame: there is no óuà» ex- 
pressed, nor should it be supplied. Не 
means, ‘I do not say ver. 2 in any but a 
loving TE for (and this shews it) I 
have said before (viz. ch. vi. 11 f. see note 
there) that ye are in our hearts (this was 
implied in 4 xapBía ўрби текАфтиутш, vi 
11. In the qualifying words, els rd cur. 
K. T. A., Paul, âs Me eyer says, is his own 
commentator), ө together and live 
together. bie is ordinarily understood, 
“го that I could die with you or live with 

7—as Hor, ‘Tecum vivere amem, 
tecum obeam libens," Od. iii. 9. 234: which 
Meyer controverte, owing to óueis being 
the subject of the sentence, and renders, 
‘in order to die and to live with us:* i. e. 
* if our lot is to die, js death, —und if our 
lot is to live, is life, never to be torn from 
our hearts.’ But to this I would reply, 
that though ópeis is the subject of фу rais 
корд. nu. dee, it is but an accidental and 
secon subject as regards the whole sen- 
fence; that they are present in Ais heart, 
is a sign, not of their state of mind, but of 
his: erefore the pu ‚ай vá, must 
refer logically to Aims, the m main subject, of 
whom only the purposes can come into 
consideration. 4. as in 
reff., confidences, which leads to and justi- 
fies кабулуоцв: not here ‘liberty of speech,’ 
as Chrys., al. кабу., to others, in 
speaking of them. » the тү] 
consolation (which I have ban viz. 
that furnished by the intelligence from you. 
Though this is anticipating what follows 

Ty хара B(sic in cod). 

m ee Thdrt Damasc Ambrst] : 
Euthal- maj А aft өт: ins 
om were B )L4 

u©eprepiogevpa: (for -evouai e 
[ om Эга ту F: aft хасу ту ins 

not G) K b co. (so F[-gr] K ver 5.) 
rel Chr, шры 

rst]. e 

vv. 7, 9, 1 cannot but believe it to have 
been already before the Apostle’s mind, 
and to have been referred to by the articles 
before таракл. and yap. On the con- 
struction of wAnpéew with an instrumental 
dative, see reff., and Winer, edn. 6, § 31. 
7. So Eurip. Herc. Fur. 972, retza 
xépas wAnpovrres,—and Bacchs 18, pu- 
ydow “ErAno: ВарВіроз F дроб Ape 
Éxovca 5 sróA ets. 

am made exceedingly te 
abound, veo Matt. xil 12 The pres. in- 
dicates the abiding of the effect, 
харф, with the joy; see above. A 
ado. т 94. Åp- in (reff.) all our tribula- 
tion: refers to doth ing clauses. 
What 6atjus he means, is in the 
next verse. van here not of ай tri- 
bulation, af all times, which the special 
reference of wapaxA. and xapd forbids: 
but of various sorts of tribulation as speci- 
fled (гу warrf) below. 5—7.] The 
intelligence received from them through 
Titus, and its comforting effect on the 
Apostles mind. ri убр gives а 
reason {ог OAlpec above: ка connects 
with ch. ii. 12, 18, where he has spoken of 
the trouble which he had before leaving 
Troas. For also, after our coming to 
Macedonia, our flesh had no rest (there 
is a slight, but very slight, distinction from 
obe їтхпка Ќуєсіу TQ wrebuaT[ pov, cb. 
ii. 13. Titus was now present, so that 
that source of inquietude was removed; 
bat the outward ones of fightings gene- 
rating inward fears (but see below), yet 
remained. No further distinction must 
be drawn—for Joe $éBoi evidently 
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kl rapacad d тойс ™ талтеуойу x = . 4 
x rapexddecey 7s 0 бейс "> Tf "sapovcía Tiroy 11. із. 

7 ob pórov Se " éy тў ° rapovaig айтой, dd xal " éy тӯ 
таракћјсє  *trapexrnOn Ped’ viv, SàvaryyéAXov ти 
тўр d u ee, tov орди *odupyov, Tov брди 

m Matt. xi. 29. 
Luke 1. 62. 

t Ао» vmép ёдой, бете це “" náXXov ‘yapivas. 8 Ste €i a = ch. н.в 
a 1 Cor. xvi. 

kai * ёМмлттта йид èv * тў H, oÙ ? nerauéXouat, є m are 
ка Y pereuedounv' RN“ yap бте ij ётістоћ) éxelyn ei кай NOD: 

p = 1 Cor. zili. 6. xvi. 17. 1 These. ili. 2. Judg. xxi. 15 B Ald. 
т ver. 11 only f. Елек. xxiii, 11 Aq. (-e, Bom. l. 

Mace. xi. 6 onl: from Jer. xxviii. (nxxi.) 15. 
Acts Av. 10 reff. * ve 

y here bis. Matt. xl. 29, 33. zzvii. 3. 

6. om 2nd o C 4. 
7. w wapexAn@nv D'[-gr]. 

om vrep euov K. 
14 lect-13. 

8. aft єтстолу ins pou D'(and lat] F. 
B D'(and lat) Ambrst-ms: videns quod 

11. ren, Phil. iv. 1.) 
= 

for u., vnas F[-gr (not G). 
] for еф, ev L. 

ме aft uaAAor D Thdrt: aft xagyra: Е: om K m 31-5-9. 109- 

q Acta ziv. 37 reff. 
в Matt. li. 18 only, 

Rom. х. 3 reff. u compar. 
2 see 1 Cor. v. 9 reff, r. 13. w eh. ii. 2 reff, 

Heb. vil. 31 (from Ре, cix. 4) only. Prov. xxv. б. see ver. 10. 

for ev, єт‹ C Chr, Thl-marg. 
for yu., ушу DINI (!? А 

for 2nd « ка, е Ze ка B. ош уар 
vulg. (Tie varr arise from attempts to clear 

the constr, making e: Be кап p. the beginning of a new sentence, and Aero, without 
vp, 
shews that сірі must be taken in a wide 
sense); Without, fightings (the omission 
of Joa renders the description more 
graphic), within, fears. Chrys, Is. 

xar тарй тё» àzícrer тоб. $éBoc 
8:4 robs &cÜeveis Tür тісту. Hom. xiv. 
р. 589. 80 Calv., Grot, Wetst, al, 
slightl ing in their assignment of 
each в ЖЫ ut it is better, ав Paul в 
of 4 capt us, to understand I of 
the state of things without him [person- 
ally], contentions with adversaries either 
within or without the church, and dgwÓev 
of that within [Aim personally], fears, for 
ourselves, for others, or for you, how you 
might have received our letter. 
6.] robs rawevovs, generally, those that 
are low: ўра, as belonging to that class. ` 

It was [the] not finding Titus which 
had given him such uneasiness in Troas, ch. 
ii. 12. dv, not ‘dy,’ but in, as the condi. 
tional element or vehicle of the consolation. 
So also [twice] in next verse. ‚ ла 
каї....] not only.. . but also with 
the comfort with which he was comforted 
conce: you: i. e. ‘we shared in the 
comfort which Titus felt in recording to 
us your desire, &c. see ver. 13. He re- 
joiced in announcing the news: we in 
earing them. There is no inaccuracy of 

construction, as De W. supposes. 
émaré8nou, either longing ѓо see me, or 
longing £o fulfil my wishes. The former 
is the more simple. 38 phGν. —ёжі 
TH ful ry dy Tjj wpárp ёт:столӯ, 
аз cum. CiAov ddp dpov] The 
art. is omitted after Mor, as in тё» 
&$еАф©» pou TG» cuyyerav karà сірка, 
because the words (Лоу ö rd di cohere 
in the sense, and form as it were but one, 

the apodosis,—or В\етеу x. r. A. а qualifying clause: see also notes.) 

grieved them. 

om F. 

—see Col. i. 4 (iv. 18, v. r.): and Winer, 
edn. 6, § 20. 2. Mer, viz. ‘than 
before, at the mere coming of Titus.’ The 
emphasis is on далло» from its position. 

8—11.] He expresses his satisfac- 
tion at the de produced on them, аг 
eupereeding kis former regret that he had 

7 * - 8.) For с а 
xap van) thoug even grieved you 
(by means of) my epistle, I do not (now) 
repent (having written it), though I even 
did repent it (before the coming of Titus). 
Erasm., D, take ef ка) perep. for even 
supposing I repented it before, which was 
not the case: Calv., 4.5 think ‘verbum 
pasnitendi improprie positum pro dolorem 
capere. The reason of these ures 
from grammatical construction and the 
meaning of words, is, for fear the Apostle 
should seem to have repented of that which 
be did under the inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit. But there is no difficulty even on 
the strictest. view of inspiration, in con- 
ceiving that the Apostle may have after- 
wards regretted the severity which he was 
gated to use; wo know that Jonah, being 
irected by. inspiration to pronounce the 
doom of Nineveh, endeavoured to esca 
the unwelcome duty: and doubtless St. 
Paul, as a man, in the weakness of his affec. 
tion for the Corinthians, was tempted to 
wish that he had never written that which 
had given them pain. But the result 
shewed that God's Spirit had ordered it 
well, that he should thus write: and this 
his repentance was repented of again. 
BAdwe vecti] For I see that that let- 
ter, though but for a time, did grieve you, 
This seems the only admissible rendering 
of the words. Chrys. secs in them the 

X x 3 
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"uer 7p’ фра» eu ü ds 9 vov хаёро, ойу, ore эсте 

1$ ouly. мә " Óuimrijgre, GAN ötri ч EAvmrrjÜrrre ele peravoiay’ 7 Фал n 

a Mate ti it Onre yap ° xarà Bedv, tva °ё› ° pndevi d ẽ“x hire eE +) zie в 
„ne . 109 yàp ?ката беду Мт * perávoiav eis caTnpiar 
xi n. h füuerauéXgroy Е épryáteraa, 9 8 той «óc pov irn Өаратор 

rg iy h d 1 Cor. 1.15 ra repyd dera. 

F Rel. l. 20 
only v. g — Rom. ii. 10 reff. 
16 reff. E Rona. vill. 26 reff. 

ураз bef «Милте» Е. 
9. om ууу D'(and lat) Syr. 
10. rec кетеруа(етаг, with FELN? rel Orig 

Orig,) Chr-mss [Су BCDPN' m Clem, ( 
(Aomootel) K 17. 81. 3 

11. om vuas (as unnecess 

T-P; wi 

11 (800 yàp ‘auro 'ToUro то "xarà 
e> бања. * Gedy v млтт)@ўуа! [2445] Troon 

h = Rom. iv. 15. v. A ch. iv. 17 al. 

 xaTEeipyacaro Uni» 

i Acts xxiv. 

m GAA ort oe Ni(ins N-corr! eb!) toll. 
Bas, Antch,] Thdrt ТЫ Ec: txt 

Damasc. (om 

above, the 
abstract and not the concrete) BC 1 BC F[not Lord 17 ‘Bes, — Ambrst: ins 
DEL[P]N? rel Clem 
ins zd wur CFPK "beri 

Chr, Thdrt Damasc . ВІ” ki m. 

d -s-mes,] Chr Thdrt Th 
om BDKLN! rel [arm on tig {Sy Gen. Hense фе j "m шна]. 

се of où ретарёЛорси, and adds (Hom. 
543) rò иф yàp Auenpdy Bpaxú, тд 

57 wpdrAmov Sinvexds. It appears then 
that be would render el ка} vp Spay, ‘if 
even for a season, = ‘scarcely for any 
time.” Rinck (lucubr. crit. p. 162) would 
begin а new sentence with ei kal Here 
Aduny, and 5 BAéro . . .. 
биаз, убу Харе, к.т.\. as the apo- 
in Net this 4 is very unnatural, with 
80 siib a beginning as ef xal. It would 
certainly have been ei 88 xal: and the 

l, Влёхо, would give no reason for 
the past, pereperduny, which had 
away. The best sense, as well as the most 
legitimate rendering, is to regard Влёто 
> . e o биӣѕ as the epexegesis of ёАйттута, as 
above. 9.] viv, emphatic, as dis- 
tinguishing xaſp from pereperduny : now 
that I know not only of your grief, but of of 
its being grief which worked repentance. 

kan by фу] as E. V., after a godly 
sort: ‘with reference to God, see ref. 
Rom. and note: secundum, hic significat 
sensum animi Deum spectantis et se- 
quentis,” Bengel. абтт yàp ў калђ =» 
és тб ye kar' Ќубретоу Avresa: какбу. 
(cum. Cf. ката Еудротор, 1 Cor. xv. 32. 

lvo, k. T. A.] in order that ye might 
in nothing be damaged by us: not éx- 
Ватікёз, го that ye did not... , as many 
Commentators :—the divine purpose at 
their grief is indicated; * God so brought 
it about, in order that your grief occasioned 
by me might have, not an шь but 
a beneficial effect.’ 10.) How ‘grief 
according to God’ produces such an effect, 
For grief acco to God works 
(brings about, сао вее ref.) repent- 
ance unto salvation never to be regretted. 

TapdAwrov best belongs to 

cetmplay, as Vulg., Theophyl., Aug., Est., 
Fritzsche, Meyer, De ette; not to 
perdvoay, as most Commentators :—not 
Boran eiie from the position of the 
words, as Meyer and De Wette maintain : 
for what more common than for the predi- 
cate of a substantive (els cwrwplar) to be 
placed between it and a нн мус adjec- 
tive?—but on account of the sense, and 
the fact that not üdgerarósroy, but dnera- 
péAnrov is chosen, so that the play in E. V., 
‘repentance not to be rep of, does 
not seem to have been intended. De W. 
well explains cwrwpía Aran Amer 
* salvation which none will ever 
having attained, however difficult it may 
have been to reach, however dearly it may 
have been bought. qt 

. Mari] тЇ 8 dori, катё ке. ФА» Av- 
тпеўт did xphuara, 8:4 84а», 8А raz 
aweaA@dyra. Chrys. ib. vod к is sub. 
jective ; * the grief felt by the children of 
this world.’ varov) Death eter- 
nal, as contrasted with awm plar : not 
‘ dead 5 ‘suicide,’ as Theo- 
phyl. sas pr cr vx, 
г лане 94 ка) rò» coparixdy), al. The 
grief which contemplates nothing but the 
blow given, and not the God who chasteos, 
can produce nothing but more and more 
alienation from Him, and result in eternal 
banishment from His presence. So that 
dpydf. is rather works, ‘contributes to,’ 
and mak the works ‘ont, ‘resulta in? 

The blessed effects deponi godiy 
grief on titmeeloes, 2 г 

atrd Tovro, this very hlag, o 2 
tohich I have been speaking. 
54», earnestness, as contrasted with yo Son 
former carelessness in the matter. 
AAR4A] плу, not crovd4y merely,—that is 
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m AA o Aya Ar NO,! rir 275 ац, 

m A P ётитӧблст, m AAA 2 ^о», m = 1 Cor. Ul 
or.ix. 3, 

s èv *9ayri t тиуєттсатє a éaurous ИЕ may. i6 m 

19 dpa ei xai ёураүа E only. 

ёз» v dub THY mèp ud mpòs Upds "éverriov той @еой. , T3 "iv. 8 reff 
13 3:4 тойто * таракекМмтцеба. 

Matt. iii. 9. Rom. vi. II, 13, 16. xii. 19. ch. ziii. 6. 
iL 5. James ili. 17. 1 Pet. Ш. 2. 1John Ш. 3 only. Prov. xx. 9, 

2 Eur. unm = ii, 14. ш, -$, йс. constr here only 
m= ch. 1.4, ke. reff 

w seo 1 Thess. iv. 6. 
з = Acts iv. 19 reff. Rom. xii, 17. 

avaxrnow (so 17) and exrrotiar Ri. 
47 [ Clem, vats Thdrt ].) rec ins е 
arm А Eur Thdrt Ambrst : txt BC D'(-gr) FR 17 vulg goth Clem, [ Euthal-me] 

12. (arexe (3ce), во BCDFK L(2nd and [Srd}}) PN a d f k 17.) 
transposes а8:ктсаутоѕ and айкубеутоз. 
Huey Thy итер vuur (see notes), m 
Ambrst: vu. T. vx. up. Di. 
[Di. lat]: txt BCD? sKLP Ug isa ЕН E-lat syrr copt eth [arm-zoh 

saying too little;—but... . ётоо- 
War viz. to Paul by means of Titus, — 
art Е their ЕС іп the matter; 
see below. “шш P aby 
wemopveuxdra. Thoophy 1. 
cum virga ешеш" Bengel: fear о 
Paul: not here of God. e context is 
brought out well by Chrys. and Theophyl. 
The latter says, on d&mviróóqo iw, —*p5s 
dud. erb 84 » Iva ph 86р abOerreiv, 
cvrróges Siapbdcaro, r іту. 
zrep ddr dydwns, ойк dovolas. 

Nov] o» God's behalf, to punish 
the offender ;— éxSleynow being the inflic- 
tion of justice itself. Sa remarks, 
that the six accusatives p by aaad 
fall into three pairs: àxoAoy. and ёуауйкт., 
relating to their own feelings of shame, — 
$68. and éwird@. to Pawl,—(ija. and ёк. 
dix. to the offender. ё» wayrl must be 
understood only of participation of guilé : 
by their negligence, and even refusal to 
humble themselves (1 Cor. v. 2), they had 
in some things made common cause with 
the offender. Of this, now that they had 
shewn so different a spirit, the Apostle 
does not speak. cvveoT(maTe] have 
commended yourselves by proving that 
ye are; a pregnant construction. T$ 
Tp. the dat. of regard: see Hom. vi. 20, 
and Winer, edn. 6, $ 31. 1. &,—the matter, 
— perhaps, as in Tef., not only, ‘of which 
I have been speaking, ’—but with allusion 
to the kind of sin which was in eee 

dyvovs, pure of stain. 12.) Hi 
shews them that to bring out this zeal in 
them was the real motive of his writing to 
them, and no private considerations. 
Špa, accordingly,—‘in accordance with 

ёті $ Tfj "mapaxMjaes g ch . 7 

u 2nd pers., 
veh. хі. 2. Phil. Iv. 8. 1 These. v. 22. Tit. 

v, Phil. i. 17. eee vi. 6.) 

Aa (last), so BD'FLPM abdfmo17. 
Te трауцат:, with D*)[and lat] KLP rel 

[Dg 
aaa’ bef ovde BN? m 78. 

47 Шаа F-lat) goth arm-use Chr, Thdrt 
тр. T. ут. пи. nostram {ке est pro nobis G 

uthal-ms] Damasc. 

ve кү, erunt = Г cal 
a is parallel with e NA 

ener 8,—though (i.e. assumed that) 
I wrote (severely) to you. The d&8ixy- 
delt would be the father of the incestuous 
person, who yuvaixa той warpds elxe», 
1 Сог. v. 1. Theodoret imagines it to 
mean the stepmother, who was the adul- 
teress; and thinks that the father was 
dead. But there is no ground for this in 
1 Cor. v., and the masculine participle, 
though not decisive against it, is at least 
more naturally explained on the other 
view. Others (as Wolf, Bleek, al.) suppose 
Paul himself to be meant, which however 
would be in direct contradiction to ch. ii. Б: 
Bengel, al., the Corinthians, ‘singularis pro 
plurali, per euphemiam,’ which is forced: 
Theophyl., al., both the persons concerned 
(—ёифбтеро yàp &AA fA ovs Adixnoar) :— 
and Neander, al, take тоб йфиктуӨфутоз 
as = ToU áBucfuaros, ‘the fault com- 
mitted ;—vwhich however would not be 
true, for the Apostle certainly did write o» 
account of the committal ofthe fault. 
It would be easy for any of the Apostle's 
adversaries to maintain that the reproof 
had been sdministered from private and 
interested motives. ФМ fvexev . 
But he wrote, in order to bring out their 
seal оп his behalf (i. e. to obey his com 
mand), and make it manifest to themselves 
in God's sight. The other reading, judy 
thy unde дих, has been an alteration 
owing to not understanding т. owovd. vy. 
T. tr. zu., and is inconsistent with the 
fact: it was not to exhibit to them his 
real for them that he wrote, but to make 
manifest to (xpés ‘among,’ ‘chez’ them, 
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@ ver. 7. 21 Gor. xlii. 6 ipo ore e Ti „abr rep vu + cexavynpas, ой Ус" 

гы a n «argoyxivémy, dd ÒS тарта ёр adn beg éXaAsja ape» 

TAI. 21 ber. au. Шир, ойто кад 1) ў ! xaúynois * орду 7 em Tirov dN 

һ = деши. зп éyevijOn, 15 cal та ° omhdyyva айтой ^ теритсотёрех 
V ecnste 

2 (ай. x 

i 11 F аа. п, йтакоти, WF 

ELM i. 30. 
r Rom. i. 5 reff. 

«eh. iv. 8 reff. 

iz. P eig * ёстр à й›арцилуткорёроу Thy 7dr шә 
ws herd * фоВоу xal * rTpouov ёбєЁасдє айтор. 

16 Jap, бт “ ёр " mavti * дарро ё» duty. 
o = ch, vi. 13 reff. . тїй. 13, 14 ref. 

e = Matt. zzvili. 8. Mark i 5. 1 Chrom. xxix. 23. 
v ch. v. 6,8 reff. 

18. rec places 3e aft wepiccorepws (appy to conform = the exapnuer em Below, by 
joining wapakexA. exi: then 
seth е e ey п 

t hr-comm (ар 
Mal ee wer, with Pe KL re 
Bede: txt BCDGKPN 17 lat 

14. avrev N. 
алла C. varrore C F[-gr gr] sy 

Ушу bef еу aA. har. CDP vulg got 
syr copt 

also the change of nu. into v, secessary), 
arm Каа ens] Thdrt txt | BCDFKLPN d 17 latt syrr 
tt's ma) Damasc(has ereisn for ex. дє) ТЫ, 

r-w-ast copt Chr, Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc 
t syrr goth th arm Ambrst Pel. 

cecauxnuai bef итер vue» F (not F-lat) Syr copt] Chr, ТЫ. 

with rel 

1 

Chr[-txt, |, omnia aut omnino G - lat. 
(eth) l om иш» Ni(txt N-corr! obi), 

* rec ушур (see note), with DGKLPN rel latt syrr goth [arm Euthal-ms] Cbr, Thdrt 
om last 4 BN! 115-9! masc] Ambrst: эше» B Е-рт c copt Thi. (C def.) 

e E for exi TiTov [so syr-mg ], xpos T r ad Titum DFP m [latt syrr] 

15. om wayroy Ni. 
16. elz aft xcipe ins ovr, with m syr-mg goth arm: om BCDFELPN rel latt Syr 

copt [ Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc Ambrst]. 

to bring out among them, their zeal to 
regard and obey Мт. On this 
account (on account of the fulfilment of 
this purpose) we are comforted: but in 
addition to (or, on the occurrence of) our 
comfort, we rejoiced very much more 
(reff.) at the joy of Titus, because his 
spirit has been refreshed by you all. 
" similar declaration to that in ver. 7, 
where not only the arrival of Titus, but 
his comfort wherewith he was comforted 
by them, is described as the ground of the 
Apostle’ sjoy. According to the received 
reading, the sense is: Therefore we are 
доку ы on account of your consolation 
(either gen. гам. „ ‘that which you feel on 
account of the good issue of the affair, — 
or gen. object., *the consolation received 
from you ): but we rejoiced very much 
more, &c. This however would hardly 
represent the real state of things. 
14.] This increased joy was produced by 
the verification whic y^ former boastin 
of you to Titus now recs. en. 
see one particular in which he boasted of 
them, ch. ix. 2. où катрсух.] I was 
not put to shame, viz. by being shewn, on 
Titus's coming t to you, to bave boasted in 
vain. àÀÀ os...) But truthfulness 
was shewn to be my constant rule of 
speech, to whomsoever 1 spoke.“ But as 

we spoke (generally, not merel our 
teaching, as Theodoret, al.) all in 
truth (truthfully) to you, so also our boast- 
ing concerning you (gen. obj.: the rec. &uew 
agrees better with the comparison, of “onr 
words’ in general, with ‘ our boasting” in 
particular: but on that very account it is 
probably an alteration: and this is the im- 
plied meaning at all events) before Titus 
was (was proved to be: was, as shewn by 
proof) truth. De W. suggests that the 
Apostle had described (by anticipation) to 
Titus in glowing terms the affection and 
probable prompt obedience of the Corin- 
thians, as an encouragement to his some- 
what unwelcome journey. 15.] en- 
larges GAfOeia èyerhðn. And his heart 
is more abundantly (turned) toward you, 
remembering as he does the obedience 
of you all, how (i.e. which was shewn 
in the fact, that) with fear and trembling 
ye received him. Fear and trembling,’ 
і. e. ‘lest ye should not pay enough regard 
to my i junctions, and honour enough his 
mission from me.’ 6.] I 
(more expressive than with a connecting 
particle) that in every thing I am (re)- 
assured by you; ‘am of good courage, in 
contrast to my former dejection, owing to 
your good conduct. The ordinary ren- 
Jering, ‘I can hare confidenee in you,’ 
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у ver. 16 reff. Sovias, ? бт. dv ro * доки) & ẽs ў "Trepiaaeía 1 piss, Rom. 

'éreplacevaey feis TO ®т\ойто$ Tis PámAórgTos айтфь, 
3 1 / k ^ ` Im m &. Bal. 
бт катай бёїлаш» paprwpó кад mapa Sivapuy, TUM 

» aùĥaiperos, 4 Herd moris PaapaxAncews Seopevos qu. Wiser, 
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ret. 

Job xxx. 327. 

r PhiL iv. 19. Col. I. 37. Ii. 3. h Rom. zii 8 reff. 
иҗт. 15. 1 Chron. xxix. 2 k Rom. x.3. Gal. iv. 15. Col. iv. 13. axix. 2. 
2,4. Rom. хіт. 5. Heb. хі. 11. Ps.czzziv. 6. m here only. терд дэ. peréxew, Thucyd. 
lii. 564. vsép ê., ch. 1. 8. n ver.lTonlyt. Ezod. xxzy. 5 Sym. (rs, 3 Macc. ті. 19.) 

о = ch. vii. 16 reff. p = Rom. zii. 8 reff. q = Acts xxiv. 27. xxv. 3, 9. Sir. ххх. 6. 
y ch. vi. 14 reff. 8 Acts vi. 1 reff. t = 1 Cor. xvi. 1 reff. u zs Acts іх. 13 reff. 
т Rom. xv. A reff. 

Canar. VIII. 2. Babos (for -Gous) D! [(k)] o. rec Toy хЛоитоу, with DFKLN® 
1. rel: txt BCPN! 17. 3 

8. rec (for жара) ижер (see ch i. 8), with KLP rel Chr, Thdrt [Damasc]: txt BCDFN 
17 [ Euthal-ms ].—homootel in 

4. ins rys bef rapax. C}(appy). 
44 buv. to dur. 

rec at end adds 8е асбе: nuas, with dE k: 
uthal-ms aft корона ins 8«tac0a: c: om BCDFKLPN rel latt syrr copt [wth Chr, 

Thdrt Damasc Orig-int, Aug, }. 
5. nAwmanery В 80. 

is wrong in not giving the indic. 0ajjé, 
and still more, in making Oappeiy ёр mean 
‘to have confidence in, which is unexam- 
pled. Meyer, who remarks this, does not 
notice, that the strongest reason against it 
is not mere want of usage, but the psycho- 
logical meaning of babe, which is not 
like rewo:@éva:, descriptive of a relative, 
but of an absolute state of mind,—to be 
of good : and this admits only 
of qualification as to the ground of that 

courage; thus we have «у ö rep, 
тер, dri, in the sense of ‘rejoicing at,’ 
‘feeling confident concerning: but 6e. 
феб» dv for to (rust in, as weroOdvas ё», 
would, I think, be inadmissible. Meyer 
quotes dp со! waco’ Éyerye с&(оши, Soph. 
Aj. 619, where, as here, d» gives the ground 
of tho verb as i» the person spoken of. 

Cuar. VIII. 1—1X. 15.] SECOND PART 
OF THE EPISTLE: CONCERNING THE COL- 
LECTION РОВ ТИВ SAINTS. 1—86.) He 
informs them of the readiness of the 
Macedonian churches to contribute for 
the poor saints (at Jerusalem), which led 
him айо to beg of Titus to complete the 
collection at Corinth. See some interest- 
ing phical and historical notices in 
Stanley’s introduction to this section, edn. 
2, pp. 479 f. 1.] 84 is transitional, — 
passing on to new matter: so 1 Cor. vii. 
l; viii. 1 al. fr. xépw] For every good 
gift and frame of mind comes by divine 
grace, not by human excellency : and this 
occasion was most opportune for resting 

олла CD! 17 : коа 47. 

the liberality of the Macedonian churches 
on God's grace, that he might not be ex- 
tolling them at the expense of the Corin- 
thians, but holding out an example of the 
effusion of that grace, which was common 
to the Corinthians also, if they sought and 
used it. It is а mistake, with Orig., 
Erasm., al., to understand до! or q after 
de daun * quemadmodum adfuerit mihi 
Deus in ecclesiis: see the construction 
3:8dvac ёр, in reff. : —given &mong,—shed 
"pies in, hr vir of pini e A 

J how that (depends on -yrapi{ouer 
mioh proof of tribulation (though they 
wore put to the proof by much tribulation) 
(was) tho abundsnee of their joy (i. e. 
their joy abounded), and their deep 
poverty (xarà Bd0ovs, lit. ‘down into the 

th,” as xaf aov, ‘throughout the 
whole’) abounded to (‘abunde cessit in,’ as 
Meyor, &c. or rather perhaps, ‘ abounded,’ 
produced abundant fruit, ‘so as to bring 
about’... ) the riches (zò wa. the riches 
which have actually become manifest by the 
result of the collection of their liberality 
(вее ref. Rom. and note). 8—5.) Proof 
of this. There is no difficulty, and no 
ellipsis, in the construction. For acoord- 
ing to their power, I testify, and beyond 
their power, voluntarily, with much 
exhortation beseeching of us the grace 
and fellowship of the ministry to the 
saints (i.e. to allow them a share in that 
grace and fellowship), and not as we ex- 
pected (i. е. far beyond our expectation) 
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бато, obras xai * " ётитеср eis Upüs ка T» ш xápur 

TOAN спер “Èv * ravri 3 ттериттейете, 
cal Хуф kal °%урӧсє kai f máon ®тто®ў ка) TH Ё 

Nos héy ud ауату, va xal ey Trajrg TH xdperi 
8 ой xaT ' émeraryiy Myo, ox ca Tk 

a 1 24 : ad 8 20005 kai x TO vis Ўретёраҳ yam К уот)» 
этү paķov (ywóorere yàp тїр xápiw тод Kuptov zd 

"сод урістод, ёт de 2 n . q'ÀovGitOS &, 

h see Тати 9. (ichn zvii. 25 
lr. 3. e Tit. l. 4 onl 

txt CDFELPN rel 

VIII. 

Bi a Жыз "t. ir vi. Шешу. ire (ас, 

ни е» bef rere. NINA disapproving). 
t Ф 

e 
Ambrst-mss Aug]. rere DIF. 

8. Za 1% er. oro ter D- lat G- lat Ambrat Ang. elz querepas 
[with k!(P)]: txt BCDFELPX re Soria (o 0! [- FU gt] Chr-ms. 

. om xpurrov B Ambr,. nuas СК a k n m o 19. 41. 55. 65. 74. 89. 98. 109- 
15. 288 arm - mas Orig, (- int,) Eus,. 

but themselves they gave first (i. е. above 
ай: asthe inducing motive: not first in 
point of time, but in point of importance, 
see Rom. ii. 9, 10) to the Lord, and to us 
by the will of Ged (the Giver of grace, 
who made them willing to do this: not = 
ката 7d 06A. т. 0., which only expresses 
(whatever it ma imply) consonance with 
the divine will : ha то 00А. т. 0. makes 
the divine will the agent). 6.] 8o 
that we besought Titus (not, Titus be- 
sought ws, see ver. 17), that (the aim, and 
purport ae well, of oor request), as he had 
previously (before the Mucedonians 
to contribute: ‘during his visit from which 
he had now returned") begun it, so he 
would also complete among you (the con- 
struction is ant — Ady els duds xal 
drtre doch) this grace also (this act of 
grace or mercy, reff. xal, —as well as 
other things which he had to do among 
them. It does not belong to тайт», ‘this 
grace also, as well as other graces,’ but to 
Th» хр» tatry altogether). 1—15.] 
Exhortations and inducements to perform 
this act of charity. Т.) Ad marks 
the transition to an exhortation, as in reff. 
It at the same time implies, as Herm. ad 
Viger. p. 812 (in Meyer), ‘satis nrgumen- 
torum шойгу Paves “= see ch. 
i. 24. к. WO, see and 
for yr., 1 Cor. viii. 1. ráo c*ov- 
8p, because rod may be manifold 
even in a good sense. Grot. well ex- 
plains it, era 85 Has res bo- 
as.’ é 

love to u5;— Bi. Pos love нь M ec 

from you, has us for its object: 
reff. According to the reading, é£ d 
dv un., the only meaning God anf man) 
the context is, ‘the love (to God a 
which, arising. from our 
planted in you. — i 
sense is imperative, rex e, or BeóXopa, 
—(or BAérere, see 1 Cor. xvi. 10,)—being 
ee So ere pe 156, MN 

a red dr Ө@фүктө, p К-сы л 
убте. See artung, Partik 
148, 9. ш is агур bare, 
although табту» is not in ver. 6: ‘ this 
grace also;’—other graces having been 
enumerated. Grotius remarks, ‘non 
ignoravit Paulus artem rhetorum, movere ' 
laudando.’ 8.] Lest his last words 
should be misunderstood, he explains the 
spirit in which they were said: not as a 
command, but by way of inducement, by 
mention of the earnestness of others, and to 
try the genuineness of their love. 
кат” imr.) not, ‘is cons os of в com- 
mand from God,’ as Dr. air 
way of command (1 Cor. vii. 6). 
тїз is not = 8:4 rh», * by occasion of, as 
E. V.:—but treats the Ire evovbé as 
the instrument by which, in the way of emu- 
lation, the effect, was to be produced. 
The participial construction is as in 1 Cor. 
44 14. 9.] Explanation of ‘trying 
ae fe cea of your love,’ p ages 

example in the matter, we 
si to resemble. épw, the T. X 

«v. 
ct of) grace :—the beneficence. 

85 pl in this, that... 
Gv] The participle refers to the time when 

res e 17.4 
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wa бнеў тў éxeivou ° arrony ela P mdourijonre) 10 ка} 9 vó- o ver; 3 reft, 
pay ёу тойтф т бод. TOUTO yàp bpuiv * cupdéper, * otrives 

v. iti. 
P 18. “(ake ait 
a. * 

ov йону тд тойса GANA kal тд Өёми>» " проєуђрёасбе 4 а or 1.10 
"ато Ymépuo: II nmì ё кай tò поћђсаг © ётітећсате, 2 Err. eo. vü. 1 

v ch. t = Acts x. 61 rd Rom. i. 25 al. теб. 
only т. spd rive, Demosth. 467. 1 

[Tn єк. тт. bef un 0153 Е latt Ambrst. 
illius latt.] 

10. for orreves, от: Е Syr. 

the historic act implied in the aorist 
éeréxevcer took place. He, being rich, 
became poor :—not, as De W., merely by 
His renunciation of human riches during 
His life on earth, but 37 His exinanition of 
Ніз glory (Phil. ii. 6 ), when, as Athanas. 
(contra АС ii. 11, vol. ii. (Migne), р. 757), 
Thy ктиҳебсасағ pow dv фомтф dv 
Bero. The stress is оп 8. , to rnise 
со 1 of gratitude the more effec- 

in them. тр dx. rex. т 
onre) that by His poverty as the efficient 
canis) ye ht become rich: viz. with 
the same wealth in which Не was rich, 
the kingdom and glory of Heaven, includ- 
ing тё uvpía ётер rapie xer piv dyabd, as 
Chrys. (Hom. xvii. р. 659): who had just 
before said, el uh) wieredas, бт: ў wreyxela 
wAobrou ёст) woinrixh, ёуубђсбу соо Tb» 
dcoxdryp, xal оёкёті dugiBddys (al. -Acis). 
See the various possible meanings discussed 
in Stanley’s note. 10.] ver. 9 was 
parenthetic: he now resumes the od car 
феітауђ» Adyo .... And I give my 
opinion [not ‘judgment, * as rendered in 
the Version of the Five en, which 
is objectionable here, as conveying the very 
idea which the Apostle wishes to tive, 
that of 5 decision] in this 
matter, the stress being on yvepny, 
distinguished from Pass a Pedro 

] For this (viz. ‘my giving 
my opinion, and not commanding, —as 
Billroth and Meyer. De Wette con- 
troverts this, and would make rovro refer 
to the proof of their love in the act of 
charity, contending that тобто must refer 
5 the same as ќу roéry. But Meyer 
rightly answers that this need not be, for 
er тобто is altogether unamphatic and in- 
significant, and the whuie sense of the 
clause is in the words yrdéuny BBe;u) 
is expedient for you (better than be- 
fitting,” or suitable," as su by 
Bloomf. after the Schol. ёрие, сиде. 
This sense of соџфёре: ів not found in the 
N. T., and is very doubtful elsewhere. See 
Palm and Rost's Lex.), seeing that you 
(' quippe qui? ofrives is decisive for the 
above meaning of тобто. ‘My giving my 
opinion, rather than commanding, is expe- 
dient for you, who have already shewn 

u ver. б. 

w ver. 6 reff. 

for exe.vov, avrov D- gr F. gr Orig, Eus,, 

for vpoer., tynptacte DIF. 

yourselves so willing.’ A command from 
me would be a 2 of you, and depre- 
ciation of your zeal) began before them (tho 
Macedonian churches, see below) not only 
the act, 3 from а 
year ago: i. e. not only were you before 
them in the deed itself, but also in the will 
гыры The sense has been missed 

many of a 8 from not 
N in po- 

3 а plying i it ouly to the Co- 
iti nd the демес: Бый beginning. In that 
case, as the will comes before the deed, to 
pay, you not only to do, but айо to 
will, would be unmeaning. Some, in con- 
sequence, as Grot., al., and the Peschito, 
have arbitrarily assumed an ésversion 
of terms, so that ‘non solum facere, 
sed velle’ should =‘ nos solum valle, sed 
facere’ Others, as к" Theodoret, al., 
Erasm., Calv., Billroth, Olsh., 
Rickert, al. m., dee taken 6dAeiw = fo 
do with a good will, ' which is certainly not 
its sense in ver. 11. The above explana 
tion is that of Cajetan, Estius, De Wette, 
Winer, Meyer, and Wieseler, and puts the 
climax in its right order, making it a back- 
ward one of comparison. For as Wieseler 
remarks (Chron. Apost. Zeit. p. 364, note), 
there are three steps in the collection for 
the saints, —the wishing it (G (Nc), the 
setting about it (тоса), and the com- 
pletion of it (¢wrreAdoa:). And the Co- 
rinthians had begun sof only the second, 
but even the first of these, before the 
Macedonians. Long employed as they 
had then been in the matter, it was more 
creditable to them to receive advice from 
the Apostle, than command. G is 
not a historic act like wowfjoas, but а per- 
manent state: hence the pres. inf." Meyer. 

In saying dnd ré ‘from last 
year,’ it seems probable that Paul would 
speak as a Jew, regarding the year as 
beginning in Tisri. 11.] Bat (con- 
trast of your former zeal with your present 
need to be reminded of it) now роя 
the aot itself also (ка! can hardly apply to 
the whole 7d то, drrr., аз De Wette, but 
must be taken with төй! ; ; now shew 
not only the completion of a ready dy will i in, 
the act begun, bat complete the act also,— 



опіу t. Sir. 
alr. 23 only. 

(-рос, Rom. 
i. 15.) 

2 constr., Acts 
ziv. 9 reff. 

& — John iii. 

zii. 1, 2. 
Jude 7 only. 
Levit. xxiv. 

IPOX KOPIN@GIOTS, B. VIII. 

Gras * xaDámep ý ? тробишіа * ro Өё\№еш, ойтес xai тд Bcprk 
" éritedécas "èx тод &yew. 1? ei yàp 5j  arpofivuía ^ p- 412 
Ketat, ° кабд ёйи ёр * ebmpósberros, où © кабд ойк Exes. ууа 
13 o) yàp iva áXXoic ° йрєсих, йшй» [06] MDI, алм fel 
Е (тоттүто$, év TQ viv" Katp@ TÒ йдФь 'replacevpa k eis 
тд ёкєірюр ! ja répnua, 1* іра кай TÒ éxeivov vrepio ,s 
yévntas * el 70 йир» 'vorépnpa, Gras yévnrat E icorns. 
15 каба yeyparrras = О то том) ovx " érrAcovacey, xai ò al. 

c here bis. 
Bom. viii. 
1 Pet. iv. 13 
only. Levit. ix. 6 B. 

Lepp., here bis only. Matt. xii. 34 1 L. Mark vilf. 8 
iil. 14. Eph. 1. 6. iii. 3. 11 Cor. xvi. 11 reff. 
edn. 6, ў 64. 4. п Rom. v. 20 reff, 

11. for rov, ro Di. 
19. for «ay, ау DIFLN f Chr-ms Damasc. 

t n 
rt 

rec adds ris, with C3L rel [syr-w-ast co 
th eth arm Clem, [Chr, Eutbal-ms 

not F-lat) aft exei. 
18. om ĝe BCN! 17 D- lat wth [ Euthal-ms]. 
14. (the т of Ist ro is written over the line by N!(appy).) 

d Rom. xv. 16 reff. 
here bla. Col. iv. 1 only. Job xzzvi. 39. Zech. iv. 7 only. 

only. Eccles. il. 16 (only?). 

н. зэ. TO & ойк ° \аттдитсеу. 
е Acts xxiv. 23 reff. f= 

m and constr., Exop. ari. 18. Winer» 
o here only. L e. trans., Prov. xiv. 34. 

for ex», exe: L f [Euthal-ms]. ] 
: BC!DFKPN 17 1а : 
mp Cypr, Ambrst]. (so beers 

om rv» F(-gr(and G)]. 
euor K. 

15. om 2nd ô F b gi h k o 47. 80. 93. 106-14-16-22. 238. 

as Meyer), that, as (there was) (with 
you) readiness of will, so (there may) 
also (be) completion according to your 
means (ix Tov бушу, not ‘out of that 
which ye have, as E. V., but the 
measure of your property, as in ref. The 
verbs substantive must be supplied, as in 
ver. 13). 12.] Explanation of ёк rot 
fyewv,—that on it, wpofvuía being pre- 
sup and not on absolute quantity, 
neceptability depends. For if a willing 
mini is present, —acoording to what it 
may happen to possess, it is acceptable, 
not according to what it possesseth not, 
The construction of the sentence is sim- 
ple enough: spofvuía being the subject 
throughout, quasi-personifled : readiness in 
God's service is ted, if its exertion 
be commensurate with its means,—and is 
not measured by an unreasonable require- 
ment of what it has not. 18—15. 
Further explanation that the present co 
lection is not intended to press the Co. 
rinthians кабь ойк Üxovci. For (it is) 
not (the collection is not made) that 
there may be to others (the saints at 
Jerusalem) relief, and to И distress (of 
poverty): 14.] but that by the rule 
of equality (dt as in ёк тоё Axe, above), 
at this present time (of their need: 
the stress is on фу r$ viv kaipg as suggest- 
ing that this relation may hereafter be 
altered) your abundance may subserve 
(vera, see next clause. ylverba eis, 
‘to be extended to, see ref. Gal.) their 
deficiency; that also (supposing circum- 
stances changed) their abundance may 
abserve your want. The reference is 
U, as is evident from the next verse, to 

the supply of temporal wants, in respect 
which беге should be a mutual relievi 
and sharing among Christians. But the 
passage has been curiously misunderstood 
to mean, ‘that their (the Jewish Chris- 
tians’) abundance in spiritual things may 
be imparted to you to supply your de- 
ficiency’ Thus Chrys., al., the ancients 

rding this imparting as the Gospel- 
benefit received from them by the Gentiles 
(which however was past, not future, and 
is urged as a motive for gratitude, see 
Rom. xv. 27), and the modern Romanists 
introducing the monstrous perversion of 
the attribution of the merits of the saints 
to others їп the next world. So Eatius: 
* Locus hic apostoli contra nostre setatis 
hsereticos ostendit, posse Christianos minus 
sanctos meritis sanctorum adjuvari etiam 
in futuro sæculo. Denique notanda virtus 
eleemosyne, quee facit hominem participem 
meritorum ejus in quem confertur,” 
15.] that there may be equality, as it is 

tten (i.e. according to the expression 
used in the Scripture history: wapdyec 
таладу loroplay, Chrys.. —of the gathering 
of the manna) He that (gathered) much, 
did not (the measure prescribed b 
God) : and he that (gathered) little, 
not fall short (of it). The fact of eguatlity 
being the only point brought into compa- 
rison as between the Israelites of old and 
Christians now, it is superfluous to enquire 
minutely Aow this equality was wrought 
among the Israelites. The quotation is 
according to the reading of the LXX 
generally supported by MSS.; except 
that fAarror appears for óAÍyor in А а 
secunda тапи. Grabe (not F) and the 
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16 PXápw $ TQ бед TQ A ё$буәт THY abr)» r “,. p = Rew. ч. 
е s г ^ 2 2 , L4 ^ , 17 reff. 
únèp Орбу d тӯ Kapdia Throv, 17 бт T)» цёр *ттара- < cosse., Joba 
KAnow ‘édeEato, "amovbaiórepos bà 'ímápyev y abb. Emi. io 
peros * ce mpos vas. 

B AM. 
18 Y cuveTréspapev бе per 1 17. 

айтод тд» dN DD, оў 0 * Grasvos *év тф єйшүүєМш Sid з * Rom. zü. 
8 al. 

4 = John iv. 65. 
ъ татф» тфу “éexxArAnowy 194 où uóvoy 8, * ФАЛА ка} 1 ver, 22 (bin). 

3 Tim. 
ep ,t rd Tay °ёккМлтїф› favvéxbuuos Tuy, vr tete 

v Acte viii. 16 reff. 

€» тӯ , xdpiri TavTy тӯ * Staxovoupéry ö zv, rp Fai is. 
w ver. 2 only (reff.). 

: Tit. ili. 13.) 
x = but w. «€, Acts 1 reff. 

r iri are fie з Rom. ii. 29 reff. a Rom. i. 9. ch. x. 14 al. . 
vii, 17. xiv. 33. ch. хі. 26, c plur., Rom. xvi. 16 тей. d Rom. v. 3. viii. 23 al. 

е Acts xiv. 23 only t. f Acts xix. 20 only т. (dxdqueuw, ch. теб, 8, 9.) = vr. 
7. 1 Cor. xvi, 1. u ch. U. 2 fl ( i Acta ili. 10. ch. х. 4. xi. 8. таби" 

16. for 8.80 rr, 8оут: DFLN? 47 syrr [arm] Chr, dedit vulg D- lat: danti G- lat. 
C tol! copt add уш». 

18. то» a3S«Aqor bef per avrov PN! с 
19. for Ist npe, vuwr Fl-gr (not G). 

rec (for e») av», with D F(not F- 

]- 

add eyerero D[-gr] b 91.177 arm. 
lat] KLN rel goth [ Clem,] 1 Aug: txt BCP d m 

17. 47 vulg copt wth [arm Euthal-ms] Damasc Ambrst Aug Pel. om lst ry C. 
иф vue» C b? 1 55. 73. 177. 288. 

ver to v онш» in next. 

Aldine edition have $ Tb ros and $ rò 
dafyor, probably a correction. The con- 
text supplies evAAétas from the cvréAetar 
in the preceding verse, —and is presumed 
by the ко to be familiar to his read- 
ers. 6 —24.] Of Titus and two other 
brethren whom Paul had commissioned fo 
complete the collection. 16.] The 
sense is taken up from ver. 6. 818бэт! 
фу, seo reff. 1d abr. ov., viz. ‘ae in my- 
self? This is evident from órèp iper. 
17.] Proof of this; that Titus received 
indeed (uér) Paul's exhortation to go to 
them (said, to shew his subordination,— 
or perhaps to authenticate his authoriza- 
tion by the Apostle), but in reality (80) was 
too ready to go, to need any exhortation ; 
—and therefore went forth (the past tense 
of the epistolary style,—as ‹ дадат, &c., 
indicating things which will have passed 
before the letter is received) of his own 
accord to them. 18—21.) Commenda- 
tion of a brother sent with Titus. 18.] 
$ 28е cannot surely be, as some Com- 
mentators (Heumann, Rückert) have un- 
derstood, ‘ the brother Titus: the deli- 
cate nature of the mission would require 
that there should be at least no family 
connexion between those sent to fulfil it. 
This and the other are called in ver. 23, 
ade Ao jua», and were unquestionably 
Christian brethren in the usual sense. 
Who thie was, we know not. Chrys., 
Theodoret, Ecum., Luther, Calvin, sup- 
pose Barnabas to be meant; but there is 
no historical ground for this, and we can 
hardly suppose him put under Titus. 
Baronius and Estius suppose, Silas; to 
whom this last objection would also apply ; 
besides that he was well known to the 

homeotel in 17 from уф’ une in this 

Corinthians, and therefore would not need 
this recommendation. Orig., Jerome, тёз 
in Chrys., Ambrose, Pelagius, Primasius, 
Anselm, Cajetan, Grot., Olsh., al., suppose 
Juke :—and of these all before Grot. (who 

inted out the mistake; which however 
see reproduced in Mr. Birkes Hore 

Apostolice, p. 242 f.) suppose об ó Tratros 
фу TG eba-y yeA e to refer to his gospel, — 8:4 
rh» історіау fivxep Eypaye, Chrys. Hom. 
xviii. p. 664 ; but this is altogether with- 
out proof, as is the assumption that it was 
Mark (Lightfoot, Storr). It may have 
been Trophimus, who (Acts xx. 4) accom- 

nied Paul into Asia, and (xxi. 29) to 
erusalem: so De Wette, Wieseler. If 

the expression whose praise in (the matter 
of) the is throughout all the 
Churches, is to be compared with any 
similar eulogium, that of Gaius in Rom. 
xvi. 23 seems to correspond most nearly : 
Táios б tévos роо xol um ris éxxÀn- 
glas: but he was resident at Corinth, sce 
1 Cor.i. 14. A Gaius, a Macedonian, is 
mentioned Acts xix. 29, as one of the 
guvéxðņpo: of Paul, as here, together with 
Aristarchus, which latter we know accom- 
panied him to Jerusalem (but see below 
on ch. ix. 4). It must then rest in un- 
certainty. 19.] parenthetical (see on 
ver. 20) adding to his general commenda- 
tion a particular qualification for this office. 

ob рбу. 54, —and not only so (i. e. 
praised in all the churches), but who was 
also appointed ( suffragiis designatus, seo 
ref. and note; and Stanley here) by the 
churches (of Macedonia ? see ver. 1) as 
our fellow-traveller (to Jerusalem, from 
what folows) in (the matter of) this 
charity which is being ministered by us, 
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k vv. 11,13 
reff. 

- c j Aópevot TOUTO, шл] Tis Nps ™ 
в Par TAUTY тӯ P Staxovoupery o тиф». 
ria Resi. Parad оф póvov ? væmıov xuplou, аХАй кай ?évarmiov 
{ = ee поте 23 ^ guyerréudrauev 66 abrois TOV ао 

ўифь», dy * oxipdoapey "èv ToXXois TroXXdkis ob- 
Šatov бита, млі & той ' erovbaiórepov “aren arOrjoes 

> 2 Cor. iil. v 23 w * * у iret ü Co. r TÅ eis Sper eire * ù np Térov, KOLVOVOS 
AF. duds kai Yeis йшй * avvepryós" eire ade J, 2 amó- 
T ch. тра, стоћо, ёккМлаифь, ° Sofa урстод. % rh» ойу ° ento 
. ix. 8. Gal. v. 10 al. сч. ziii. 8. xv. 11. a ch. i. 8 reff. EA T 

a = Jobs all. 16. Fall. Н. 36. N v.64, 
c Rom. Ш. 25,26. Phil. i. 38 onl 

p Rom. zii. 17 
ВЕ); Рвот. 

q ver. fie onig. 

z. 18, 90 re s Rom. xvi. 3 
Ac. (В def.]) only. b = ] Thess. li. 20. 

rec ins avrov bef Tov кургоо, with D* Te] KN rel syrr Chr Thdrt Damasc: суту» Р 
а 6. 43. 673. 74 [fald]; om BCD'FL d latt copt goth eth arm [Euthal-ms Ambrst 
Aug, |. rec (at end) эде», with F(-gr] d: txt BCDGEL[P |N rel latt syrr copt 
goth. [wth arm Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]. add reAovcir Ю!. 

20. virorreAAoneroi F: суттеАА. 98 : devitantes latt. vpas F[-gr] bg h mo 
78. for pepnonrai, pepnra: C*(C! uncert). 

81. rec sxpovoovpern, with CKL rel copt goa Clem, Chr-ms [Cyr, e ms) 
Thdrt Damasc: txt BDFPN f latt syrr arm Chr, [ Ambrst Aug, J. om "yep, 
with KL rel Thdrt Damasc Thl: ins BCDFPN m 17. 47 latt syrr copt — arm Clem, 
Chr (Cyr, Euthal-ms Ambret Aug]. (Meyer thinks wporoovyero: to have been а mere 
mistake originally, arising from oreAAouevo: above : and thus the yap which was at 
first retained from oversight, as in C, was a£ last 5 ye Wporcounero: was 
introduced from Rom xii. 17, where the same words о 

om woAAn FJ not 0. Flat} 672.9 9: pref õe B. 22. эде» F(not G: во ver. 23). 
for eis, xpos K c 

23. cuvepyos bef es unas D [Syr] copt goth Ambrat. 
dei tol]. 

—in order to subserve the glory of the 
Lord and our readiness (this clause refers 
not to Stare. dp’ zu. as usually inter- 
preted, but to the fact related, the union 
of this brother with Paul in the matter 
of the alms, which was done to avoid 
suspicions detrimental to Christ's glory, 
and to the zeal of the Apostle): 20.] 
taking heed of this (*devitantes, Vulg.— 
бтоттебсаутез к. 8е8о:кбтез, Theophyl. : : 
—the participle belongs to ouveréupauer, 
ver. 19 being parenthetical) that no one 
blame us (ref.) in the matter of this 
abundance (of contributions) which is 
being ministered by us. On a8pérns, 
Meyer observes, *'from à3pós, compact, 
‘solid ;—is used in Homer (Il. x. 363, 
к. 857, ө. 6) of a firm and succulent habit 
of body. ter, we have it in all the 
various references of the adjective, e. g. 
of abundance— of plants and fruits 
(Theopbr.) of discourse (Diog. Laért. 
x. 83), of tone (Athen. x. p. 416 4), &с 
What kind of abundance is meant, 
the context therefore alone determines." 
Wetst. says, ''ábpórgs apud Zosimum 
quater pro ixgenti largitione." 21. 
And such caution is in accordance with 

venera] practico. See reff. Rom. and 

om 2nd ererriov Ni. 

for xp., киро CF [ th: 

Prov. — 22.) Still less can we determine 
who this second brother is. Every pos- 
sible person has been Several 
would answer to the description, ‘whom 
we have many times in many matters 
proved to be earnest.’ By our uncer- 
tainty in these two cases, we may see how 
much is required, to fill up the a si 
history at lu satisfactorily. 
га. ] through the great confidence 

oh he has towards you: belongs to 
co: epo, and to the brother, not to 
cuverduyauery and to Paul. The brother 
had, by what he had heard from Titus, 
conceived а high opinion of the probable 
success of their mission. 23.] General 
recommendation of the three. «тє 
tw. Tlrov] Whether concerning Titus 
(we may supply A, or ypdoe, or as in 
E. V., any enquire? or we need not 
supply any thing), he is my partner and 
(especially) my fellow-worker towards 
you: whether our brethren (be in ques- 
tion: — viz. the two mentioned— bot gene- 
ralized by the absence of the article— 
‘whether [any] brethren of ours"), they 
are Apostles (in the more general sense of 
Acts xiv. 14; 1 Thess. ii. 6 ; PhiL ii. 25) 
of the churches (i. e. are of the churches, 

Thy той коріои бова» xai * тробушіа» биб re pcbrr 
ГРИ ad 

umu ſorrat ev TH ° й$рбттүт ЧҮ 
21 P mpovootjey yap o hkima 17. 47 
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Tis dym Ору, kal indy d æauxijcehs ù rep Updw, є anon. 1. 1 
aùroùs ° ёубешсуйдеро; ‘eis farposovroy tv ёккМмүс!Ф». i Ros; 05. 
IX. 1 лер) 5 pèv yap тўс \ Siaxovias тўс "eis toads P di- Ty constr., 
ous !mepiogóv оь dotiv тд ypáhew ùu⁰i‚à ? olda yàp тїр һеч. 
К тробдишіау орфо ! fjy m rèp ошу ™ ravyðpaı ™ Македб- g to 18. 71 

xi. 

си, Ors "Ayala "парєскєйастаі °атд °тёросг Kai 6 be. viia. 
= Matt. v. 47. 

[P e£] vuv os "hpébioev * rovs  rAc(ovas. 3 & &, эмы ти 
(not A) &c. 

m constr., ch. vil. 14. 
vili. 10 onl (тег). 

т Col. Ш. 21 only. Prov. хіх. 7. 

k ch. viii. 11, 13 reff. e 
n here Ыз. 1 Cor. niv, 8. Acts х. 10 only. Jer. zii. 6. 
р = ch. viii. 7. see Luke xl. 13. ch. v. 

в 1 Cor. іх. 19 reif. 

24. (v of тт» is written above the line by М! or -corr!.) 

leonstr., ch. zi. 30. Prov. zzvii. 1. 
o ch. 

q Rom. x. 3 reff. 

ижер ано» Di- gr] G. 
rec (for exBeixruperoi) е>8е асе, with CD!3KLPN rel valg(and F. lat) кутт copt 

arm [eth Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc Ambrst] : txt B Diſ and lat] F(-gr] 17 goth. 
rec ins xa: bef eis sposorror: om BCDFKLPN rel latt syrr copt goth sth arm 

gr-lat-ff. 

СНАР. IX. 1. om yap C 2. 41. 115 arm. 
109 Thdrt-ms Damasc. F(n (not G). 

9. rapacoxevacra:(but corrd) Ri. for д, ro BN 17. 
wepiov D? [c] 17. (simly ch viii. 10.) 

3. екенфарлу D-gr arm [demid copt Pe 

what we are of the Lord'— persons sent 
out with authority), the glory of Christ 
(i. e. men whose work tends to Christ's 
glory). 24.) Shew then to them 
the proof of your love (‘to us,’ or perhaps, 
‘to your poor brethren’ (Meyer) :—but 
the word bas not been so used throughout 
this seo verso 7: xdpis has been 
the word), and of our boasting concern- 
ing you, in the sight of the churches. 
I may remark, (1) that the participial 
construction is elliptic, as in Rom. xii. 16 
al. (2) That sposewo» тё» ёккАто:д» 
does not actually import ‘the representa- 
tives of the churches, as Meyer (which 
would be тд xpéseoroy or Tà spóserra, with- 
out eis), but as above, it being implied 
that they, being the &zócroAo: T. èk., 
are such representatives. And this is all 
that Theodoret seems to mean, whom 
Meyer quotes in support of his view: 
Tb wpósonror Tür ёккАтс:ду ér- 
dxovow obra: тё» терфасд» айтойѕ. 
ІХ. 1—5.) He recurs to the collection 
itself, a rays them that they would 
make good before the brethren his boast- 
ing of them, and prepare it before his own 
coming. I.] The connects 
with the last verse, thus, ‘I h you 
to receive the brethren whom I send, 
courteously ; for concerning the duty o 
ministration to the saints, it is surely 
superfluous for me to write to you who are 
so prompt already.’ No new subject be- 
gins, as some have supposed ; nor is there 
any break in the sense at all. Some ob- 
security has been introduced unnecessarily, 
by taking rijs баак. т. els т. бу. for merely 

is collection which is now making: 

om e£ BCPN a 17 vulg(and F. la 
[Euthal-ms] ong inn Ambrst Pel: ins D F(-gr] KL rel fuld вуг goth Chr 

quo: B. om ro C 17. 78: rov F 

for териси, терси DIF: 
pie сор! arm 

Damasc. 
Aug,- 

whereas the рин chooses snch general 
terms as a mild reproof to the Corinthians, 
who, well aware as they were of the duty 
of ministering to the saints, were yet 
somewhat remiss in this particular example 
of the duty. There is an emphasis on 
урбфе» : ‘nam testes habebitis prasentes,’ 
Bengel. Theophyl. well remarks: тотайта 
wal wpórepory етер xa) dau AAA 
elxeiy, брез wepirtdy айтф Adye: TÒ тері 
ToÜTe» ypdgew. copes 24 тобто wae, 
Gste parior abrovs émiowdcacdu. als- 
xuvrPhoorras yàp A ye Tavr» bxdAnyw 
тері abray Exovros ToU TlaóAov, Sri ob 
gd ora cupBovafs ps Tb dAecir, «та 
gavaow éAáTrTOvs тўз бтолбфеоз. 
2.) For (ground of wepicady фат!) I am 
aware of your readiness of which (reff.) 
Iam in the habit of boasting concerning 
you to Macedonians (Bengel remarks on 
the pres, 'adhuc erat Paulus in Mace- 
donia ^) that Achaia (not óueis—he relates 
his own words to the Macedonians) has 
been ready (viz. to send off (he money: 
kal ob Aclwe: el ph Tb Ahe mobs 
Ü«touérovs rà xpfiuura, Theophyl The 
Apostle, judging by their readiness, had 
made this boast concerning them, sup- 
posing it was really so. That this is the 
sense is shewn by dsapacxevacrous below, 
ver. 4) from last year (reff.):—and the 
seal which proceeds from you (‘which has 
its source in you and whose influence goes 
forth from you: so д ёк IleAozorrfjcov 
rox ts, of dc se, and the like) stirred 
up the greater number of them (but not 
only the example of your zeal: see ch, 
viii. 1). 8.) But (contrast, not to 
éy in ver. 1, but to xavxêpa: above; 
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1 0 l 7015 adedhous, wa ui) TÒ 'xavynpa "uv тд mèp vu BCDPE 
a Fom. ir. м " eyw "év Yre " рёрєь ToUTQ, iva Kaas EXeyov ““ map- cadets 

ref. » hkim 
Lo iit ort egxevacpevos V Tyre, ** р) ®ттоос, éày EMO wow avv épot Maxe- от. 4 

xav. 10 reff. I Cr. 1. 11 Soves ка} eÜpociv ù de ? d rapacxeudo TOUS, * KATUT Yvv- 
refl. a - 

yhersonlrt. (uev йде; (iva pù Aéyeuev йде) ev TH * йтостісе 
reff, w. dy, 

here only. ratty. 5% gyayxatoy оў» è rrynodpmy ° rapakaXécas TOUS 
а ch. zi. II. у е e 7 f з е ^ ` , 
Heb.) ti. d SND, * iva {троЄ\юси eic Uude, xai © TrpoxarapTi- 
өшу. Ре соси Thy “arpoernyyeanerny ‘evroylay pv ra 

b Acta xiii. 46 

rt : : éroiuny elvai! ойто ! s ! eÜXovylav xal ui) œs * п\еоре ар. 
* 2 Maco, ix. 21. d = Acts xxvi. 2 reff. е 1 Cor. 1. 10 reff. f Acta xz. 5, 

13. Gen. ххкіі. 14. g bere mrt h Rom. i. 3 only t. i = Ram. zv. 
29. xvi. 18. Ezek. Xxxiv. 26. J t Cor. iil. 15 reff. k = here only. (Hom. i. W al.) 

for uper, vuæv В!(вее table). 
«Хєуву(арру : bat corrd) Ri. 

4. om ras D! [latt Ambrst Aug 
ins xai karoaicxvrÜepner 

{Euthal-ms]. 

om то итер uut» FI not F-lat] 45 Chr.. 

. om ea» BD? Syr 
t-2(and lat) L (Syr) arm. 

С1р F[not F-lat] goth Ambrst Aug, : om wa py Aey. up. К. 

: ay DI. evpoveir Е. 
for Aeyexper, Хеум 
for иде, nueis Ві 

rec at end adds Tys cavynoews (see ch хі. 17), with DKLPN? rel 
syrr goth arm Тш Thdrt Damasc]: om BCD!FN! 17 latt copt eh (Euthal-ms] 
Ambrst Aug, Pe 

б. хрозеАбооз» F[-gr) 48 Thdrt-ms. 
[Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec. (Р uncert. 

for es, tpos BDF m: tzt CKLN rel 
гес жрокаттууе Аде» (oc- ) 

casioned probably by xpoxarapr. above), with KL rel Thdrt Damasc (Ec: txt BCDFPN 
d 17 vulg arm [Euthal-ms] Thl Ambrst Aug Pel. 

1 om таит» F[not F-lat] arm (Chr). [spec Pel. 
r-comm, [Ambrst Aug, J. 

rel [Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc). 
implying fear lest he should have been 
making & vain boast concerning them) 
I sent (epistolary past, as in ch. viii. 
18, 22) brethren, in order that our 
matter of boasting concerning you (xav. 
хпиа, our whole ‘ materies gloriandi,’ not 
= rab xnois) may not in this particular 
be proved empty (dv r$ uépe тойтф does 
not belong to xabynya, but to Keri 
*that our bonst of you, so ample and 
various—ch. vii. 4 may not break down 
in this one department.  Estius, in marg., 
well calls it ‘acris cum tacita laude exhor- 
tatio apostolica ") ; that, as I said (when? 
in ver. 2? or, in his boasting to the Mace- 
donians ? or, in 1 Cor. xvi. 1? Most 
naturally, i» ver. 2. If ho had meant, fo 
the Macedonians, it would probably have 
been Ao, аз xavx dpa: above: if i» 1 Cor. 
xvi. it would have been more clearly ex- 

‚ If so, Ae yo refers merely to 
the word wapece.), уе may be prepared, 
(see above on ver. 2), 4.] lest per- 
chance if Macedonians should come with 
me (to you :—to bring me on my way, or 
to bear the Macedonian collection. We 
may infer from this рав, that neither 
of the two brethren above mentioned, ch. 
viii. 18, 22, was a Macedonian), and should 
find you unprepared ( with your collection, 
see ver. 2) we (who have boasted), not 
to say you (who were boasted of), should 
be put to shame, in the matter of this 

om vue» D!(and lat) 
om xai FX! 52 latt Syr 

rec (for Zud ws) wswep, with b 1: txt BODFKLPN 

confidence (respecting you. VWwóoTrucw, 
as elsewhere in N. T. and LXX, see 
reff., subjective: the attempt to give it 
here the meaning of foundation,’ * matter 
boasted of,’ аз Chrys., Theophyl., Erasm., 
Grot, al, Rück., Olsh., is unnecessary, 
and has probably been induced by the 
gloss ris кашу. inserted from ch. zi. 
17: but see there also). 5] I 
therefore (because of ver. 4) thought ít 
necessary to exhort the brethren (Titus 
and the two others) that they would 
go before (my coming) to you, and pre- 
viously prepare your long announced 
beneficence (i. e. long announced by me to 
the Macedonians, ver. 2. hoyia, 
blessing; not used only of a blessing in 
words, but of one expressed by a present, as 
Gen. xxxiii. 11; Judg. i. 15. (See Stanley.) 
But beware of the blunder of connecti 
it with ed and Aoyía, ‘a good collection. 
This sense of blessing, combined with the 
primitive sense, affords the Apostle an op- 
portunity for bringing out the true spirit 
in which Christian gifts should be given), 
that this same may be ready (the con- 
struction is unusual: raérny refers back 
to cb. and the inf. must have sre sup- 

ied. De W. compares Heb. v. 6. Per- 
ps the nearest is Col. iv. 6) in such sort 

as beneficence, and not as covetousness 
(i.e. as the fruit of blessing, poured ont 
from a beneficent mind, not of a sparing 

a 
7 
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61тоўто Bé, ò * оперою» * феборёиос̧ ° deiðopévæs ка} imr 1 Cor. т. 
m @ 7 * m 0 > э о э э / - ori 1) єрісє, kai 0 * слєіроу ° ёт evroylass °ёт' evroylas "сит. 
ка} ™@epice. 1 Exactos кабі ? apoypnras Tf xapdia, a bere 4 

ш) “ёк Mu, d) "dE 'йуйукте` *ЇАХарф» yàp dr, tee. uy" 
dard б Oeds. 8 u бирате; ёё б Ücós rácav * xápiw “ Tepis- " Prov nii as 

q = 1 Cor. vil. 5 reff. 

v Acts xi. 23 reff, 

fuld copt goth Orig-int,( (txt Orig,) Ambrst Aug, ]. 

т Heb. vii. 13 only. 
t here only. I. е. 
w trans., ch. iv, * Eph. I. 9. 1 Thess. lil. 13 only $. 

s here only. Prov. xxii 8. (-óryc, Hom. 
е Rom. хіт. 4. ch. ziii, 3 only +. 

D! (and lat) fuld goth Ori Aint xt Orig) Ambrst] Cypr,: ex evAeyia. F(not F. lat) 

proposuit [ D- lat spec eh wih destinavit vulg F-lat, олан habet Jer, |. 
8. rec Svraros (see notes 

covetous spirit which gives no more than it 
need. There ів по need to alter the primi- 
tive meaning, or to make the word signify 
* tenacity,’ as Calv., De Wette, al.: he who 
defrauds the by stinting them жАеор- 
exTei, in the ета] sense. Still less must 
we with Chrys., al., refer xAcovet. to the 
Apostle,—p3 roulante, фсі», bri фз wA«or- 
exrourres адтђ» A per, Hom. xix. 

. 578,— which is inconsistent with the 
interpretation фегдорёғоз below, and with 
evAoylay, the corresponding word, which 
applies to the spirit of the беп). 
0, 7.] He enforces the last words by an as- 
surance grounded in Scripture asd partly 
cited from it, that as we sow, го shall we 
reap. тобто] Some supply nul, as in 
ref.: others, as Meyer, would take it as 
an accus. absol, ‘as regards this,’ viz. 
what has gone before. But I would rather 
take it as an imperfect construction, in 
which тобто is used merely to point at the 
sentiment which is about to follow :—But 
this—(is true), or But (notice) this 

d ebdoylars] with blessings: èri 
denoting the accompanying state or cir- 
cumstances, as in ref. : not, ‘with a view 
to blessings,’ which will not suit the second 
dr’ ebA.: пог as Theophyl., Œc., and E. V. 
мета SayiAelas, bountifully: which gives 
indeed the sense, but misses the meaning 
of the expression : see above. It refers to 
the spirit of the giver, who must be lAapds 
3érns, not giving murmuringly, but with 
blessings, with a beneficent charitable 

irit: such an one shall reap also with 
Кешр abundant and unspeakable. The 
only change of meaning in the second use 
of the expression is that the ebAcyla: are 
poured on him, whereas in the first they 
proceeded from him: in both cases they are 
the element in which he works. So, we 
bestow the seed, but receive the harvest. 

drt Damasc [potens est 
for де, yap D- gr] 109-78 demid 

The spirit with which we sow, is of our- - 
selves : that with which we reap, depends 
on the Aarvest. So that the change of 
meaning is not arbitrary, but dependent on 
the nature of tbings. 7) Not, as Meyer 
and De W.,a limitation of the foregoing, 
or else it would be expressed by some con- 
necting particle, —but a continuation of the 
thought :— $«Bouérus and èr’ el 
referred to the spirit of the giver ; so does 
this verse, —éx Айту $ dt dy. correspond- 
ing to федорёуот, —ІЛарбѕ, to ёж ейЛо- 
las. calles рута) аз he hath 
determined in his heart; supply, ‘so let 
him give: i. e. let the wpoalpecrs, the full 
consent of the free will, go with the gift ; 
let it not be a reluctant offering, given ёк 
Atens, out of an annoyed and troubled 
mind at having the gift extorted, nor ét 
drdyxns, out of necessity, —because com- 
pelled. Such givera,—that is implied, — 
God does got love. 8érye¢ is not a clas- 
sical word. &8érnp, Bærhp and (Hes. Op. 
853) 8érns, are used (Meyer). 8— 
11.] He encourages them toa c l 
contribution by the assurance that God 
both can (vv. 8, 9), and wil? (vv. 10, 11) 
Jurnish them with the means of perform. 
ing such deeds of beneficence. 8. 
Suvare? has ie cones I adopt the 
reading because after all it is difficult to 
imagine how so easy a construction as 
Suvards ô Oeds, should have been altered 
to Jurarei, as Meyer supposes, or wh 
the transcriber need have written багі, 
dor if the latter were a correction for 
durave, seeing that the verb subetantive 
із just as frequently omitted in such clauses 
as inserted. тасау xépw, ‘etiam in 
bonis externis,' 1,—to which here the 
reference is: not excluding however the 
wider meaning of all grace.’ Tepis- 
oeoa, to make to abound, —reff. 
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з = ch.u.912. сейса * eis Üpás, ta ? ёр У mavti rávrore * wacay * айтар- 
ch. l. b c кеа» čyovres ° пєрісаєйуте "eic пӣр *épyov ° Фуабор, 
a Acte хх. 19 М 7 э , . ^ 
‘ret, Lade туёүралтта, *'Eaxópricey, éwxev Tois * réviaw, 
ошу+. (-«xs, 3) Sexatoouvn айтоў ! uévev ‘eis Toy aiova. 

yopnyav aTépua TQ 'areípovr. xai dprov eis * Bpow 
| yoprrja es каў n arXnÜvvei Tov " a rópov ouv xai ° аў дае 

1. iv. 11. 
„кесу, Deut. 
zzxzií. 10. 

тей. 
o Acts iz. 36 

10 0 && & ém- 

à Matt. xii. 201 тё? yevnpata тӯ) Sexatoovyns úv. 11 4 éy 4 gzayri ' wrov- 

уч, Ben" TECOMEVOL eis *пӣсау * ат\дттта, " ўт Y xatepyaterar & 
X 

iae K. ai yuav T єеўүаритта» тф беф, 13 дт, ý * Staxovia тїс N 
е here only. Ie. Exod. zziii. 6 al. fr. f Joba viii. 35 bis. xh. 34. Heb. vil. 24. 1 Pet. і 25, from lsa. 

zl. 8. 1 John il. 17 only. g Gal. Hi. 3. Col. f. 19. 2 Pet. і. 5,11 only t. Bir. xxv. 22 only. Cr 
Eph. iv. 16. Phil. L 19.) i ver. 6. Isa. lv. 10. k Rom. ziv. 17 reff. Yea L e. 

41 Pet. iv. 11 only. 3 Linge iv. 7. Sir. xxxix. 33. m Acts vi. 7 reff. nepp., here oniy. Mart п. 
26,27. Luke viii. 6,11 only. Deut. zi. 10. о trans., 1 Cor. iii. 6, 7 reff. p (yevv.) Matt. 
Mi. 7 1 L. xli. M. xxiii. . xxvi. 29 1 Mk. L. Luke xil. 18 only. Deut. хіт. E. Нова x. 12. q eh. iv 

reff, v ch. ті. 10. 1 Cor. 1. 6 only. Gen. xiv. 23 al participial constr., Acts axiv. 10 ref. 
8 7x Acta zz. 19 reff. t Rom. zii. 8 reff. — Acta п. 41 reff. v= iv. 15 reff. 

z Acts vi. I ref. y Lake i. 33. Phil. Ч. 17,30. Hob. vüi. 6. iz. 11 w = Acte xxiv. 3 reff. 
only. Num. viii. 23. 

om rarrore F(not F. lat) 7. 
9. at end ins rov aiw»os FK 238 vulg(not am demid [fuld]) sth. 
10. for repha, сжороу (corre from сжоро» below) BD'F. owetparr: L m 47. 

rec Хортутсв: vAn8vra: ао тсси ( prob, as Meyer, corras, in the idea that a wish was 
intended, and so the futures have been changed to optatives: for euch they are, not 
infinitives: ef 1 Thess iii. 11, 12; 2 These ii. 17; iii. 6, — and var readd, Rom xvi. 90), 
with D*[-gr| KN? rel зуг goth Chr C 

gr.]: xoprynoa and avẹnoa L: MAE Y F 
Cypr, Ambrst Aug, 
(Cyr, Eutbal-ms]. 

1. ins wa bef e» rarri F Chr,[(and-2-mss) Aug]. 
for Tw 0., дєоу В: om re Di. 119-20 syr-mg Damasc. 

{уа k. r. A.] in order that, ha at all 
times in every thing all sufü (of 
worldly substance; ajrápx. is objective; 
not contentedness, subj.) ye may abound 
towards (‘have an overplus for; which is 
not inconsistent with abrdpxaa, seeing 
that abr. does not exclude the having 
more, but only the having less than is 
sufficient: the idea of а man's having at 
all times and in all things a sufficiency, 
would presuppose that he had somewbat 
{о spare) every work: 9.] 
as it is written (i.e. fulfülling the cba. 
racter described in Scripture), — He soat- 
tered abroad (metaph. from seed: perà 
dae ſas exe, Chrys.), he gave to the 
poor: his righteousness remaineth for 
ever. In what sense is 8:коаосбру used ? 
Clearly in the only one warranted by the 
context— that of ‘goodness proved by be- 
neficence, —' a righteous deed, which shall 
not be forgotten,—as a sign of righteous- 
ness in character and conduct. To build 
апу inference from the text inconsistent 
with the great truths respecting 3:caootry 
ever insisted on by Paul (as Chrys., P 574, 
ка} yap Bikalovs moie? (;) фФ:Лаубритіа), Tà 
duapriuara кайтер wip dvadloxouca, Bray 
perà Ala dex Mr) is a manifest 
perversion. 10.] Assurance that God 
will do tkis. But (introduces the new as- 

Thdrt Damasc: xoprynoa: and AD 
PN! m 17 [latt] copt eth arm ( Eutbal-ms] 

rec yervnnara, with c К: txt BCDFKLPN rel Chr-mss 

vier C3P 662-7. 71-4. 91. 

surance) He that ministers seed to the 
sower and bread for eating (in the рЬу- 
sical world :— from ref. Isa., LXX. Tie 
Vulg. E. V., Luther, Calv., Grot, al., 
commit the mistake of joining к. pror eis 

sow with xopmyfjcm, or -ei pics 
the act of eating: not = Врёџа), shall 
supply and multiply your seed (i.e. 
the money for you to bestow,—answer- 
ing to oxdppa T$ cxelporr)), and will 
increase the fruits of your righteous- 
ness (from ref. Hos.—the everlasting re- 
ward for your bestowals in Christ's name, 
as Matt. x. 42;—answering to Aren eis 
Bpécir, which is the result of the sower's 
labours). 11.] Method in whick you 
will be thus blessed by God. In every 
thing being enriched (the construction is 
an anacoluthon, as in ref. and in ch. i. 7 
а].: nothing need be supplied) unto all 
liberality (i.e. in order that you may 
shew all liberality. On dwA. see note, 
Rom. xii. 8), which (of a sort which) 
brings about by our means (as the dis- 
tributors of it) thanksgiving feos those 
who will receive it) to God. и.) 
Explanation of the last clause. Because 
the ministration (not on owr part who 
distribute, though it might at first sight 
seem so: tho next verse decides S:axovia to 
mean, ‘your administering by contribu- 
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Toupyias rar, où póvov *écTiv * просаралтћлтродса тй» constr., see 
ii. 5 reff. 

Lorepypata TOV d, àXXà Kai %пєріссєйоиса Sid * 9 а 
wo\dav "єйүаритт!б» Ti) беф’ 18 8:4 rijs * окис тўс ъ1 xix. 4 only. Cor. xvi. 17 

тей. 

х dia coe rar ! GoEátovres тд» бед»! ёті тў E йлтотагуй «^n 
^ 

` ^ ? 

Kai I апћоттть tHs P" xowcwwias 
THs з ороћоуѓіаѕ Орфи ele тд є/ауублоу той урістой ^ d Acts xvi. 5 

е inf mels aùroùs wal ™ ely RIA EIS abr KAL ™ eig f Luke i. 21 
participial 

al 
Lii 5. 

Tim. ii. 11. 

om. x. 3.) 
h (=) 1 Tim. vi. 12, 13. Heb. lil. 1. iv. 14. х. 23 only. P.H.£ (Deut. хіі. 17.) gen. of reference, Rom. vii. 2 reff. 
c а" s J ver. 11 ' k Rom. xv. 26 reff : 1 i -- Acta хх. 21. 

m 1 Cor. xvi. 1 reff. 
exvili. 174. 

q so ver. 13 те 
och. ili. 10 reff. 

ff. r here only t. 
25, 3 Macc. iv. 30 only. (Dan. il. 6. +. 17 Theod.) 

Phil. i. 5. er. * теп. 

n Rom. I. 11 reff. James iv. 5. rera Phil. I. 8. ц. 26. 1 Pet. ii. 2. Ре, 
p Rom. ті. 17. vil. 26. 1 Cor. xv. 87. ch. ii. 14. viii. 16. 

a Jobn іе, 10. Acta ii. 38 al. Wied. vil. 14. vi. 

12. for Oe, xpia re B 46: i» Domino vulg F- lat ]. 
«avr. P. 18. ins ка: bef dia B. 

14. for vue, nuæv B N!(but with v written above) [quer F-gr(not G)]. aft 
уназ ins bi» N? [Ambrst, pref 3e» 17]. 

15. rec aft xapis ins де, with С? D?3[-gr] 
ms] Ambrst Sedul: om BC!D!FN! а 17 latt goth Aug, Pe 

tion,’ as in ver. 1) of this public service 
(Хет. here seems to approach more nearly 
toits proper sense, serving the public by 
furnishing the means of outfit for some 

ary purpose) not only serves the end 
of suppli by its help the wants of 
the saints, but of abounding (xepicc. 
жау be transitive as in ver. 8, not only 
filling up, but ' causing fo overflow,’ what 
were ócrepfjuxra. But the usual intran- 
sitive sense is preferable. The emphasis 
is on wposavawA. and тер:ссебоуса) by 
means of many thanksgivings to God 
(79 OF with ebyap., ns in ver. 11, not 
with wsepiogetovea, which would not, as 
Meyer observes, give the sense of abound- 
ing towards God,—this would be eis т. 
Веб», see Rom. v. 15, or els т. Bday т. 
B«ov, as in cb. iv, 15,—but the objection- 
able one of xepiocedes pol ті, as John vi. 
18; Luke ix. 17) ; 18.] they (the 
recipiente) glorifying God (the participle 
as in ver. 11, an anacoluthon) by means 
of (the proof, &c., is the occasion, by means 
of which) the proof (i. e. the tried rcality 
—the substantial help yielded by) of this 
(your) ministration, for the subjection of 
your eonfession as regards the Gospel of 
Christ (i. e. that your ддолАоу!а, ( = you 
who confess Christ, ‘is really and truly 
subject in holy obedience, as regards the 
gospel of Christ But eis must not be 
joined with ówora*yg, as obedience to,’ or 
(E. V.) ‘subjection unto, —which is un- 
exampled, and would more naturally have 
the art., тў «ls: it is towards, is refer. 
ence ќо,’ as in ref.) and liberality of your 
contribution аз ds them and as re- 
gards all men (the same remarks apply to 

Vor. 1I. 

KL“ rel [тт copt arm Chr, Euthal- 
e. 

«ls as поте). Meyer would render ard rr. 
тўз xowevlas, ‘the genuineness of your 
Fellowship: but see note on Rom. xii. 8, 
aod Rom. xv. 26. He also makes tf bro - 
таур THs poA., ‘your subjection fo your 
confession, which perhaps may be, but 
disturbs the parallel of àrAGTUTIi т. xow. 

14.] The construction is very diffi- 
cult. Sehe may depend on repiocetovca, 
ver. 12 (but then we should expect 8:4 as 
there),—or on So£fd(orres (but then it 
shonld also depend on éxí(—and they could 
not be said to glorify God for their own 
prayers. If on BotdQorres as the instru- 
ment whereby, it seems strange that ar. 
should be expressed), or abrévy бейти 
bxip ip. ётіт. bu. muy be (as Meyer) a 
gen. absol, ‘while they desire you in 
prayers for nt (but this seems forced, 
and as De W. observes, would require 
Tj either before or after бейте). In the 
midst of these difficulties 1 see no way 
but thia: the datives preceding, бжотауў 
and awAérnri, have occasioned this also 
to be expressed in the dative, as thongh 
it de on ézí, whereas it is in reality 
pa el with 8: wordy єўхартт!й» and 

pendent on xepicgetovea. Again, tho 
words in another point of view are pa- 
rallel with Tj бкотауў and àr Ad Are, 
inasmuch as these are tpev, and this 
Bénsis is abtay. Amidst such compli- 
cated antitheses and attracted construc- 
tions, it may suffice if we discover the 
clue to the original formation of the 
sentence: the meaning is obvious enough, 
viz. that glory also acorues to God 
the prayers of the recipients, who are 
moved with the desire of Christian lovo 

Үү 
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t Rom. кй. 1 52 éyo Пайфло< * таракаћ teas ' ded cort 
Риа» тей. ` n fig з трайтүто каў * émeuelas тод Хрїттоў, ôs ara са: 

KD Tposovrov рё» rares ёр upiv, У апфр 8ё * барро eis «i 
"isi. acit - Spas’ 2 Séopas 8 * TÓ ui) Y тарф» = Óappijcar Tj ° тетог- 
е x Rom. sii. 16 тей, pev z ch. v. 6, 8 гей. 

2 constr., 1 Cor. iv. 6. Phil. ii. 6. Winer, edn. €, 1 44. 3. b. 

CHAP. X. 1. гес xpacryros, with CDKLN rel: txt BFPN! 17. for eis, &' B. 
for ess ураз, ev ишу P (in vobis latt]. 

9. aft ту seroi020e: ins тайт C'(hence to exAa rys, ver 4, C is rewritten) copt. 

(reff.) to you, on account of the grace 
of God which abounds eminently to- 
= (от. you (Фф om. 

to xépw, which would, but 
not of polit. necessity, require т»). 

15.] Having GUTE TTR a 
last verses, а s into the thankful 
spirit which produced in these 
recipients of the bounty af the Corinthians, 
he concludes with an ascription, in the 

it also of a thankful recipient, of un- 
eigned thanks to Him, who enriched 
=. the gift of His only Son, which brings 

it that of all things else . Vili. 
82), and is, in all its wonders of grace and 
riches of mercy, truly ineffable, dvexBifyyn- 
ros. It is im 5 
so emphatically placed as to any gift 
short of THAT ONE. And the ascription, 
as coming from Paul's fervent spirit, is very 
natural in this arpar This interpre- 
tation is by Chrys. Hom. xx. p. 
579 f. (Bepedy Bè ёәтадба Adyar ка) тё 
тосаёта åyaðà Tà 8:4 ij: dAenuootras 
vide кай то AapBdyove: ка) топ 
waptxovow # тё àróßýnrta &уабй та 8:4 
vis wapoucías abro) тў olxovuévp wd 
perà толлӯз S pn r тїз quAorTialas" 
ка} uA uo Tá der bworrevoas. Tva yàp xal 
gaTacTelAp, ка) date p épydonrat, 
фу Érvxor торд tod beot, robrer abrobs 
T: ке. ка} yàp коше m eis 

жрот » фретўйз &rdogs 8:5 ка) dw. 
Men Tbv Abyor кан), and ТЫ. 
who, after beginning as Chrys., proceeds: 
( ко) 182 aa — éy Atih- 
Onney 81d тӯ: саркёсєюѕ ToU ХрістоЎ, 
форе) тошйта Adyar MnBir C voul- 
onre Üueis то” буекдүңта ydp elon 
тё Gyaba A dAdfouev тард Oeod” ка} ei 
talis ral Q$0aprà Bayer, rl péya;) It is 

iven by Bengel (“ Deus nobis dedit 
xdi antiam bonorum internorum et ex- 
ternorum, quee et i ipen est inenarrabilis, et 
fructus habet consimiles"), Meyer, al. 
The other explanation (see Chrys. above) 
is that of Calv., Grot., , al 
Car. X. 1—XIII. 13.] THIRD PART 

OF THE EPISTLE. DEFENCE OF HIS APOS- 
TOLIC DIGNITY, AND LABOUBS, AND sur- 
FERINGS, AGAINST HIS ADVERSARIES : 
WITH ANNOUNCEMENT OF HIS INTENDED 
COURSE TOWARD8 THEM ON HIS ENSUING 

VIBIT. 
Vende deiade е ске of ыг 
оро office : г them not to 

to use suck au- 
erg cpaiat а еса Mo феди төй 

1.] 84 marks the transition tos new 
subject,—and teria I on to кы 

TiavAos settin 
contrast with 
lows. 
used, where e only ohject seems to = 
bring out the personality more strong 
во 1 Thess. i iii. 11; iv. 16; v. 23; 2 Thess. 
ii. 16; iii. 16. See also Rom. vii. 25: and 
ch. хі. 13:—and such may be the exse 
bere:—but the 8s rather favours е 
former in re т. 
ёт.) as in Rom. xii. 1, using 
and gentleness 4. 5 15 i xi. 29, 80) 
as a motive conjeres them. 
And most а ће "Ne baea 
them by the gentleness of Christ, not to 
compel him to use towarda them a method 
of treatment so alien from that gentleness : 
* Remember ме my Master was, 
and force not me servant to be other- 
wise towards you." rar, lenitas, 
virtus magis absoluta : drielceim, ae 
magis refertur ad alios," 
many Fee in Wetst. 
após.) Who in го ратан eris in- 
deed (am) mean (be appro- 
priates concessively, but at qr same time 
with some irony,—so Chrys. Hom. xxi. p. 
583, car elpwrelay gyal, та dre "mr 
ydéuevos,—the imputation by which his 
adversaries strove to lessen the weight of 
his letters. mara wp. is not a 
Hebraism: Wetat. quotes several instances 

s Aposto 

may be, assuming this character of me to 
be true or not, as you please ;—or, not- 
withstanding that I may have been hitherto 
o among you) I pray (you) (not, 

1), al) that I may not 
onjo of lopos in а 

when 
(‘as I intend to be!: — 
have to be bold (see above) with the оса- 

X.1—8.] He assures them of 

7.47 
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Өјсє, ў * ауен Topoa ёті Twas тойс * Noyilopué- с = rd 
vous „de ex xarà ® сарка теритатодитаҳ. 8 h gy НЕТ 

! тарк үйр ! тєритатодутєс̧ ой 8 ката € сарка JoTparevo- He ёна 
реба’ 4 тй yàp k rha Tfjs ' стратеіаҳ диду où m сарккӣ, ть in Ды. 
d дата атф беф Campos P xabalperty ч 6yup@parer T - ts an 
5r Royer nous * кабагробите кай tray * уюна u ématpope- 3. a 
VOV Kara т rao ews MET беод, kal * aixpaher gor. E i | * 
res wav *vongua eis T)» YuTraxony той уриттой, 6 каў g Ros к Rom. i. 

ar dar M. Phil. L 23, 34. CE E 1 Tim. iii. 16. Philem. 1 
j 1 Cor. ix. 7 reff. k = ch. vi. 7 (reff.). 
n dat, Acus vil. 30 reff. 

xzi.22. 1 Macc. v. 06. r 
хіх. 87. Lam. ii. 2, 

rom Pe Ет аы 4 Theod. 

om Tiras C4. 
3. wepirarourres Е 

Tischd 
5. ed vrrev D! Orig, [P (and int, : txt,) Meth; 

p at end ins ayorres D Fl not F. lat] goth D- lat spec 

fidence (official peremptoriness, and re- 
liance on my 5 а which I 
reckon (am minded: ive, ‘am 
reckoned,’ as Vulg., Lather, р Estius, 

al., which, as Meyer remarks, 
would naturally require require àxév with roi 
cai) to be bold towards [against] some, 
(namely) those who n (of) us as 
walking according to the flesh (reprra- 
Tei» karà odpxa is well expluined by 
Festius, ‘hoc est, secundum carnales et 
humanos affectus vitam et actiones in- 
stituere...... Putabant enim Paulum, 
quando præsens erat, sive captandæ gratia 
causa, sive quod timeret offendere, vel 
simili affectu humano prohibitum fuisse, 
ne potestatem exerceret, 2 The vé absens ет 
literas venditabat ). 
shews that this verso is hd the Poder 
of the charge xarà тёрка vwepirareir, but 
а reason rendered for the Béoua: above; 
and ё» саркЇ and xarà odpxa allude only 
to the charge just mentioned. This indeed 
is shewn by the use, and enlargement in 
ел, 4—6, of We pag instead of reps- 
warovper :— they who accuse us of walking 
after the flesh, shall find that we do not 
war after the flesh: therefore compel us 
not to use our weapons. фу pir ү. 
rev.] Although we walk in the flesh, 
i. e. are found in the body,—yet we do not 
take our apostolic weapons from the flesh 
do not make its rule our rule of warfare. 

4. 1 of Pis; idea i» 
еєтратєеэбраба. If the war were RC- 
cording to the flesh, its weapons would be 
carnal; whereas now, as implied, they are 
spi iritual, Suvard тё беф, powerful in 
the sight of God (i.e. ‘in His 5 
‘a His rule of warfare.’ It is nota 
Наш; кәр ref. Acts; and for the 

о = ch. viii. 19 ref. рте 
Rom. 

16. Lek. iv. i" 
11 Tim. i. 18 only t. т 1 Cor. Ш. 3 reff. 

t. 8 reff. а here oniy. Paor. 
15 only. Prov. vi. 18. zi. 19. = Acts 
Rom. viil. 30 onl job zriv . 8 аш. only. 
АҢ MU as object eb. i, ia. 

4. or * (for -ваз) [B!?(Tischdf)] CDFKLPR o h m n 47: txt В[-согт(арру, 

om 2nd xa: F[(not F-lat) 

dat., Winer, edn. 6, 8 81. 4. Some ren- 
der it, ‘by means of God, — Beza, Grot., 
Estius, Bengel, al. : others, ‘for God,'— 
God's means of shewi his power, —Bill- 
roth, al., but wrongly) in order to pulling 
down of ыу; (see ref. Prov. So 
Philo de Abrah. $ 88, vol. ii. p. 82, ro» 
Maii T&v drarrler Bola» кабшрег>, 
—see also de Confas. . § 26, vol. i. 
p. 424. Cf. Stanley: thinks that 
recollections оЁ the Mithridatio and 
piratical wars may have contributed to 
this imagery. The second of Шеге, 
not more than sixty years before the Apos- 
tle’s birth, and in the very scene of his 
earlier years, was ended by the reduction 
of 120 strongholds, and thes capture of more 
than 10,000 prisoners). 5.) The nom. 

at these :—every towering conceit ката 
vápka is also included. к. wav Sy. | 
And every lofty edifice (fortress or 
tower) which is (or, raisi 
itself) against the know of God 
8. e. the true knowledge of Him in the 
ospel; not subjective here, but taken 

objectively, the comparata 5 human 
knowledge, шү, вА against the & 
ledge of i.e. the Gospel ее) 
and leading captive every intent of 5 
mind (not ‘ thought,’ as E. V.: not in- 
tellectual vus FREU here, but that of the 
will, is intended) into subjection to Christ 
(in the figure he treats 7 бтакођ T. хрістоё, 
the new state into which the will is brought 
by its subjection, as the country into which 

Үү? 
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з here onlv. 
Polyb. ii. М. 
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з ёр * éroíuo * éyovres * éxóucijsat wacay ° паракођуи, бтар 

X. 

з (ас éxev. SarAnpwOn vuv т) * raro. 
Acte 211. 13 
re ff.) 

a Rom. xii. 19 

b 
1 Tà ° xarà *aposwrov В\№тєтє; ef tis ÍmémoiDcv 

reff. e ^ ^ ^ h 2 i П э 28 
bRem.v . Саит S ypiaToU elvai, тойто * Хоу аб® {тамы Jag 

only v. 
(-ov« v, 
Matt. xiii. 

4. 

c — John iii. 29 
al. fr. Dan. viil. 23. 

dat , Phil. 1. 14. Philem. 21. 
h constr., Rom. il. 3 reff. 
Ich. ii. 7 reff. 

t i := 1 Cor. xii. 21. 
m Iuke zii. 4 only. 

6. for ev eroipe, eroiuus D! Orig,. 

d w. gen. subj., Кот. v. 19. xv. 18. xvi. 19 al. 
Prov. xiv. 16. Isa. xxviii. 17. inf., Rom. il. 19. 

éavroU, “бт, када aùtòs yptoTov, otras «ai дєй. 
8 ёлу * [re] * yàp '™aeptocorepoy “ті Kavyjowpat Trepi 

e ver. 1. f constr. 
a = Cor. i. 12. ini. 23, 

j ch. ili. 3 reff. = Rom. i. 26. хи, 1. 

aft rAnpæbn ins яротеро» C 39 fri Aug,. 
y vraron bef инеу D! 3 F[(not F. lat) Ambrst Aug].— que» D! F(not G). 

F. for wewo@er, ones Teroibero: R. 
ms. raii» bef AcyifeoOw P [d]. 
intra G-lat. 
cm BCD!FPN 17 latt evrr goth eth am Chr [Eut 

alt ур‹стоу ins ovos D!F flor fuld Ambrst- 
for аф. e$ BLN; apud vulg D-lat F- lat; 

rec aft ques ins xp Tov, with pit er) KL rel copt- wilk Damasc (Ec : 
Thdrt ТЫ Ambrst Pel. ial-ins 

8. om ve BF d 17 [arm] Chr Thi: ins CDKLEN rel [вуг sth) Thdrt Damase 
Anibrst. rec ins xai bef тер:ссотероу, with ee KLR rel Syr syr-mg Chr 
Ihdrt Damasc: om BCD!FPN! c bit copt goth eth arm [ Euthal-ms Anibrst}. 
т bef тер:ос. F[(not F-lat) D-lat] Amtrst Vig, : om r: m! urm Sedul. 
LPN c fk Thi: -сөдева 17. 

4 is led capi ive: compare Luke xxi. 24). 
6.) Bat perhaps some will not thus 

be subjected. In that ense we are ready 
to inflict punishment on them: but not till 
every opportunity has been given them to 
join the ranks of the obedient ; when ycur 
obedience (stress on éur) shall have 
been completed. He does not mention 
апу persons—not the disobedient, bot 
every (case of) disobedience, und throws 
ont duets into strong relief, ns charitably 
embracing all, or nearly all, those to whom 
he was writing. Lachmann, strangely, and 
as it seems to me most absurdly, puts a 
pericd at wapaxofy, and joins бта» tàn- 
ребў ou. ) ‘такой, тй катй apdéswror 
Влёкєтє. More complete ignorance of the 
Apostle’s style, and non-uppreeiat ion of 
the fine edge of his hortatory irony, can 
hardly be cvinced, than this. 
7— XII. 81.1 4 digression, in which 

he vindicates his apostolic dignity, his 
Sruitfulness in energy and in sufferings, 
and the honour put on him by the Lord 
in revelations made to him. 1—11. 
He takes them on their own ground. 
‘They bad looked on his outward appear- 
ance and designated it па menn. Well 
then, he says: ‘do ye regard outward 
appearance? even ou that ground I will 
shew you that I nm an Apostle—I will 
bear out the severity of my letters: I 
will demonstrate myself to be as much 
Christ's, as thore who vaunt themselves 
to be especially Hie. This rendering 
suits the context best, and keeps the 
sense of ката ярбзютоу in ver. 1. The 
imperative rendering of Vulg.. Ambrose, 
Theophyl., Billr., Rück., Olsh., De Wette, 
а].,—' look at the things before your eyes,’ 

aux 

is objectionable (Meyer), (1) from altering 
the meaning of xarà rpóswror: (2) be. 
cause it gives too tame a senso for the 
energy of the passage: (3) because BA érere 
generally in such sentences, in Paul's style, 
comes first, see 1 Cor. i. 26; x. 18; Phil. 
iii. 2 (3ce); Col. iv. 17. Another way, is 
to take it as enid without a question, but 
indicatively. So Chrys, Calvin, * Magni 
facitis nlios qui magnis ampullis turgent,— 
me, quia ostentatione ct jactantia carco, de- 
spicitis. But in that care, eurely some far- 
ther intimation would have been given of 
such a sentiment than merely these words, 
—the break after which, without any con- 
necting particle, would thus be exccedingly 
harsb. Others agnin fancifully mix up 
with xarà wpósww. tho sup charac. 
teristics of the (2) Christ-party, the having 
seen Christ in the flesh: the being headed 
by James the brother of the Lord, &c. &e. 

al rs. . . If any one believes 
limself to belong to Christ (lit. ‘trusts ia 
himself to belong.’ From 1 Cor. i. 12, 
it certainly was cne line taken by the ad- 
verraries of the Apostle to boast of a nearer 
connexion with, а more direct obedience 
to, Christ. in contradistinction to Раш: 
and to this wind among them he here 
alludes), let him reckon this again ovt 
of his own mind (i. e. let bim think afresh, 
and come to a conclusion obvious to any 
one's common eense (d avro?) and nct 
requiring any extraneous help to urrive at 
it), that as be is Christ's, so also are we 
(that whatever intimate connexion with or 
close service of Chi ist he profesecs, such, 
and no less, is mine). 8.] This is 
shewn to bero, Even more brasting than 
he had ever yet made of his aj os tolie 
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Tis " éfovaias ђибь °ў$ Р dee 6 курс els Ч ойкобоцзуу nse t1 Cor. ix. 
gv Kal ойк eis 'xabaiperw ouv, ойк * aicyurOnoopat, 9 tva „х z: ch. аш. 10. 

C. 
B DFR L. 

o attr., Acta 1. 
М e - ^ ^ ^ l reif. 

BDFEL B3) ofw * о * йр "éxdof9etv Upás 8:4 TOv dero. p ay Mate rd 
а r 

defgh 10 бт, ac pèv e 
kimno 

^ э ED. QI TA iv “флот “ Вареш kal * (a xvpaí, тү = Hom. xiv. 
1.4 6 У apovaía той awparos * àaÜevi)s ка} o Xoyos * éFovÜe- "Si otir, 

^ " e ^ 1 Macc. iii. 
vpuéyos. II ° тото "XoyiféaÜc “o *TowÜros, ° ёт: oloi souls. 

8.) s Luke avi. 3. Pull. i. 20. 1 Pet. іч. 16. 1Johm il. 28 only. Pa. Axle. 4. pur ind 
here only. реусЛа xpruara ac à elvat 
xzvi.6. (-Bos, Mark ix. 6.) 

x 1 Cor. 1. 28тей. іт. 10, 
ziv. 3 reff. b ver. 7. 

om nae» C'P [115-9] Syr copt Chr. 
G-lat fri [Vig]. 

єкфоВоъгтеҳ D G-lat(alteru): expoBar P. 
10. erer. bef де» BNI. 

wer, would not disgrace him, but would 
borne out by the fact. For if we were 

to boast (ddy is not concessive, but hy- 
pothetical, as in 1 Cor. xiii. 1. те dp 
generally has a corresponding clause fol- 
lowing, with te, ral, 84, or 5, as Eur. 
Phoen. 1813, duds re yàp wais yñs BAwA’ 
bwrepbavdy, . Bog 8 dn war, so in 
reff. and Thucyd. i. 12 bis,—but some- 
times the corresponding clause is wanting, 
being understood, or, as apparently here 
and in Heb. ii. 11, allowed to pnss out of 
mind while following out the thought of 
the first clause. See Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, i. 115. 6) somewhat more abun- 
dantly (than we have ever done: or than 
in vv. 8—6) concerning our power 
which the Lord has given for building 
you up and not for pulling you down (xal 
FOS oi, Aoysopods raPDaipovrres ; бт: abr 
rot ro udAisTa olxoBoufjs «1865 dori, Tò Tà 
AI, a àrapeiv, xal rà ca0pà de- 
xeir, ка} rà &л10ў cuvriBévas dv olxoBoyuf. 
Chrys. Hom. xxii. p. 589), I shall not 
be put to shame (ob BeryOfmouc: Yeu- 
8бце›оз ob &Xa(orvevdneros, Chrys. ib.). 

9.] follows on ver. 8, but requires 
some clause to be supplied such as * And 
I say this,’ or the like. Meyer would join 

*PoSeomsos, Herod. ii. 135. 
+ see nute. 

у 1 Cor. xvi. 17 reff. 
€ Acta il. 22 reff, 

фаа В latt(exc D-lat) syrr goth. 

u here only. Let. 
w = Matt. xxiii. 23. Acte xxv. 7 (reff.’. 

z see 1 Cor, i. 35. а Кот. 

for коргоз, Geos D'(aud lat) F(-gr and lat) 
rec adds шу, with D?[-gr] F[-gr] КОМЗ rel goth Thdrt Puma. 

pot Syr copt Chr, ТЫ: pref nuw P 73 [valy-clem F- lat аш? syr arm Ambrst Vig C 
Dand lat) Ni 17 am!(with tol al) sth ( Euthal-ins . 

9. Zoten Di and lat] Е(по F-lat) Ambrst. 

:om 
for vu., тшш» F[-gr )(uot G). 
om es a» D'[-gr]. 

etovBernneros В. 

of quasi, tanquam,' — &y losing its proper 
force, in a cowmouly current expression; 
&nd the senso i» much the samo as that of 
és alone.“ Meyer. Winer takes фу ау 
ёкфоВеї› пв = фу А» ёкфоВоїш, edn. 6, 
§ 42. 6 (but see Moulton's note, p. 390, 
1, who prefers the account given above), 
and is fullowed by Olsh., but this, in 
the presence of the above idiom, is un- 
necessary. ù то» imroAéev] 
He hud written two before this, see 
1 Cor. v. 9; but this is not necessarily 
here implied: for he may reckon this 
which he is now writing. Still less can 
we infer hence that a third had been 
written before this (Bleek). 10. 
¢noty, taken by Winer (ейп. 6, 5 58. 9. 
b. [B. ), De W., nnd Meyer, as impersonal 
—heift es, men say > but why should not 
the тє of ver. 7, und ó Toiovros of ver. 
11, be the subject? Rat] see 
in Wetst., definitions from the rhetori- 
cians of Sapérys in discourse. Among 
other illustrations of it, Aristides mentions 
Stray т: Growoy éavrQ катаріср` olo», 
veOvdva: HNA } тайт” elpnxdva: Bobdo- 
pat (see 1 Сог. ix. 15), and бта» eis xplaw 

ms тб» vedere cd,, u.. 
olor, wyAlxoy Y crevdiaer of ярбуоғо 

it immediately to aicxur@., and rd it (see 1 Cor. xv. 18). bd 
as the purpose to be served by the fact 1 No countenance is given by 
verifying his boast. But as De W. ob- these words to the idea that Paul was of 
serves, a particular result like this can 
hardly be bound on to & general assertion 
like that of ver. 8. To suppose the pur- 
ose of Paul's boast of apostolic power 
ing borne out, to be merely Tra аў 8óto, 

&c., would be out of keeping with the im- 
portance of the fact. So that ba p> 
б is much better taken subjectively —I 
say this, because I wish not to seem, &c. 
és бу,-—аз Vulg. ‘tanquam terrere vos.’ 
It takes off the harshness of ёкфоВеїу. “ às 

`&› in later (? see ref.) Greek, has the sense 

weak physical constitution, or short in 
stature. His own explanation of them is 
sufficient as given in 1 Cor. ii. 1 ff. It is, 
that when be was present among them, he 
brought, not the strength of presence or 
words of the carnal teachers, but abjured 
all such influence and in fear and trembling 
preached Christ crucified. It was this, 
and not weakness of voice, which made his 
Aéyos to be éfovdernudvos. At the same 
time, the contrast being between his epis- 
tles und his word of mouth, bis authority 
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àmom.i.:. (Ge “TG Aoyo $ &, *àmóvres, тоюбтоь Кай вовк 
T onn i. LPwab » Mi. 17. , ^ ^ ^ 

1 John tt. 18. *qrapgyregs © тф ёруүр. 12 ой yap f roMudpev € éyspivas ў caets 
a ^ * 

Phe. 1.8.) h сиукріуаг ! éavroUs тигі» TV Jéavrovs } cumoravorToOr 1.47 
е1 Cor. v. 3 3 , 5 к? e ^ e v. kl ^ i h 
E. E AANA афто *éy éavrois éavrovs * uerpoUrres, кай * ovy- 

l xplvovres ёаутоўў éavrois ой ™ounacw. 13 hel 66 ойк 
пе. B. J. U. 

.B. 7, eis Tow OpaAov Fre. b here bie. 1 Cor. H. 13 only $. Gen. Al. 8 al. = Wied. vii. 29. zv. 
18. i lst pers., ch. iii. 1 reff. j ch. iii. 1 (reff.). . k Matt. vii. 2 bis. Mark 
ir. 24 bis only. 1 as above (k). Lukei.38. Rev. Al. 1,3. xxi. 18, 16, 11 only. Exod. xvi. 18. 

m Rom. xv. 21 reff. 

12. толио (for -рореу) B: Topowy m. 
Di and lat]. om Tici» D![-gr]. 
eavrovs NI (ins M-corr! obl), 
rec cvriowcir, with DKL rel: evricacw NI [98]: 
Thádrt-ed.—om ov cumaciw nueis ĝe Р! (апа lat 
cler, Sedul Vig,. (Perhaps the transcriber's eye 

2nd «avrois bef 4th eavrovs ЮК m 

add eavrovs 
om 8га 

т, Thdrt. 
txt B N-corr! m 17 [Euthal-ms) 

vulg[ but ins уи. 8«] Ambrst Sing- 
passed from ov above to ovx folig, and 

for eyxp., крш F n. 
aAA' DIL a m 17 Mp 

ao omitied all between: or perhaps on acct of the difficulty of the words. See the 
readings discussed in Stanley's note.) 

18. om эде 8e [see above] DIF. 

as «naccompanied or accompanied by his 
presence, it must be assumed, that there 
was something (see on ch. xii. 7) which 
discomme his appearance and delivery. 
See the traditional authorities се = 
Apostle’s personal appeurance, in Winer’s 
Realw. vol. ii. p. 221, note. 11.] А 
do, as in тег. 7. 6 толо®то®, viz. who 
thus speaks. Theintroduction of tbe verse 
without any connecting particle gives force 
and emphasis. After supply 
ёсџеу, not dedneda. Not only the conduct 

the Apostle on his next visit, but his 
geseral character, is in question. 
12—18.] The difficulty of this passage 
isuniversally acknowledged. In early times 
Theodoret wrote: dcapes ra» vd xápnpa 
ToVTo pe, and adds asa reason, drap- 
yes Фуа: rods airlevs ob BovAduevos. 
He substantiates what has just been said, 
by shewing Aot unlike he is to those vain 
persons who boast of other men’s labours ; 
—for he boasts of what God had really 
done among them by him, and hopes that 
this boast be yet more increased. 

19.) disclaims resemblance to those 
false teachers who made themselves their 
only standard. For we do not venture 
(ironical ;—‘‘dum dicit quod non faciat, 
notat quid isti faciant." Bengel) to number 
ourselves with (cvrapiOufioa, Theophyl., 
QEcum., ‘inserere,’ Vulg.: see examples 
of this usage, with «ls principally, but 
also with nerd and éri w. gen., in Wetst.), 
or compare ourselves with (cvyxpivew is 
properly, in classical Greek, ‘fo com- 
pound,’ or ‘unite :’ but in later Greek, to 
compare: ó davykpirikbs трбхаѕ, with the 
grammarians, is the comparative degree) 
some of those whe commend themselves 
(the charge made against Aim, éavrdv 
guriordvet, see ch. iii. 1; v. 12, he makes 
as и true one agninst the false teachers); 
but (they), themselves measuring them- 

rec ou, with D? rel (Ec: txt BD'FELPN 

selves by themselves, and comparing 
themselves with themselves, are not 
wise. The renderings are very various. 
Chrys. al., read cumovow, and make it a 
particip., тоютфот wh alofavopéro:is wees 
«ісі катауб(\асто: тоаёта dA eus, 
р. 590: and see again below. Others, read- 
ing the same, take it rightly, as = evriacur, 
but make perpotrres, &c., the object of 
cunovew: ‘know not that they are m- 
suring,’ бо. : but the corresponding sen- 
tence, ueis 3d x. r. A., shews that this sense 
would be irrelevant; for the Apostle does 
not oppose their ignorance of their foolish 
estimate of themselves to his own 
tice, but that foolish estimate itself. 
Others again, as Emmerling and Olshausen, 
take dAAd—ounodew (or -aow) to apply 
to the Apostle himself, as contrasted with 
the туз: * We do not venture, фе. 
we ourselves measure (supply dopey, are 
in the habit of measuring’) ourselves by 
ourselves (i.e. as ver. 18, by what the 
Lord has really made us to be), and com- 
pare ourselves with ourselves, foolish as 
we are (reputed to be :—curovew being a 
participle). But foolish we are not: we 
will not boast ourselves, Ae. But (1) 
this rendering would absolutely require 
the article before od urige, which, 
anarthrous, would imply, not an impata- 
tion, but the fact: (2) the of 
expression (atrol ќу davrots éavr. perp.) 
would be a most extraordinary one to 
convey the meaning supposed :—and (3) 
the meaning itself would be irrelevant when 
obtained. Another variety of this render- 
ing is to take (as Bos, Schrader, al.) dar- 
Tois, où ocumovow, = éavrois, où TO 
cumotciww—with ourselves, not with tbe 
wise: which is also inadmissible. 
Others again (see var. read.) would omit ov 
ovviaow (or -oUciv): 3ueis 8é,—which has 
been an evident correction, on the suppo- 
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М ce "eis тй °йдетра " xavynoópela, dd катӣ TÒ pérpov тоў » = ver. 16. 
BDFEL Р cavovos 100 'éuépwev "uiv б бєдє * nérpov * ёфикётба ке 

Ed-vat. compl. 30 Ed-vat. Ac. (C def. аф. ABN) ошу. 
only t. v let pers., ver. 12. 
1 Theod. х Rom. i. ö. ch. viii. 18 al. 

c m 17 Chr, ( Euthal-ms) Thdrt Damasc ТЫ. 
каоҳеџєуоь F Sing-cler: om D'(and lat). so ver 15) latt. 

MPw ab ^ э ер 
edefg'ayps xal Орди. 14 o yàp ds pù * édixvovpevas eis Pato Al-i 
hkimne¢ “a о 7 [ vt " t 2 д i € ^  oherebisonlyy. 
017.47 U vepexrelvouey "éavroUs, ‘aypt yap ка} b nav  (-peros, 

” 2 , x2 ^ , f. ^ ^. 15-2 i gr 18) 
ёфдасарєр *év TQ evayyediy той Хрстой ойк vg dH 

t " 

. r.) only. Mic. vil. 4. Judith ziii. 6 only. = Job vili. 8 Aq. lov, x. s Gea) iege aie LB e eere LETS dpt, Bu ad ird 
t = Acta zi. 5 reff. . u bere 

w Rom. ix. 31 тей, 2 Chron. xxviii. 9. Dan. vili. 

TO auerpoy DIF: immensum (and 
отоо М [671]. 

for єрерісер, eee М а 49. 64.77. 74 [во latt(exc fri) Sing-cler Vig]. 
om nu» F[not F. lat] L. 
[ Epiph, ) Chr-ms. 

14. for ov 

N. corri) d. 

sition that АЛАА афто} x. r. A. belonged to 
the Apostle, to expunge words so much 
in the way of such an interpretation. 
I may observe that much of the difficulty 
has arisen from taking афто! with АЛАЙ 
as the subject to ой симас», whereas 
it belongs to what follows, ààAà adro) dr 
éavr. daur. perp. x. . A., ав in the version 
given above: the subject of cuvsiaow being 
to be supplied, and the construction being 
an inaccurate one. Calvin well illustrates 
the sense, by the reputation which any 
moderately learned man gained among the 
ignorant monks of his day—“ Si quis 
tenuem modo gustum elegantioris litera- 
tarss habeat, ... itur de eo mirabilis 
fama, adoratur inter sodales . . . . Inde 
precipue monachis insolentissimus ille 
fastus quod se metiuntur ex seipsis: quum 
in eorum claustris nihil sit preter bar- 
bariem, illic nihil mirum, si regnet luscus 
inter cæcos. Tales erant isti Pauli ssmuli: 
sibi enim intus plaudebant, non consi. 
derantes quibus virtutibus constaret vera 
laus, quantumque a Pauli et similium ex- 
cellentia distarent." 18.] But we 
(opposed to those spoken of in last verse) 

ll not (ever: will never allow ourselves 
to) boast without measure (lit. ‘ boast as 
Jar as to things unmeasured.” cls with 
an adj. and the art. is used to signify the 
extent to which; во Herod. vii. 229, xar- 
екќато dy "AAwnvoic: бфӨалш@утез ds TÒ 
lo xaror : as dxi with the same denotes the 
direction towards which, as ёт) Tò меї(о» 
котробутез, ... ext rd bes dxveri- 
кукбта, Thucyd. i. 21, —without measure, 
scil. as they do who compare themselves 
with themselves and measure themselves 
by themselves,—for there is no standard 
for, no limit to, a man’s good opinion of 
himself. The plur. r Ќиетра, instead of rd 
Éuerpor, seems to be chosen to generalize 
the negative—‘we adopt no such vague 

for Geos, xupsos D Epiph, Vig,. 

yap ws, es yap B 114-6: ov y. un ws P [Chr]. 
афу. К: apixopero: Е: афшиоодеуо: 106: epixopevo: Chr,. 

ace Е 109 

for edixvoupevos, 
om 2nd yap N}(ins 

standard for our boasting ’), but aceording 
to the measure of the rule (rd пётр. тоб 
xay.—‘the measure pointed out by the 
rule,’ gen. subj.) which God apportioned 
to us as а measure, to as far as 
to уоп —о$ duépurer dulv д 0. nérpov = dy 
ёрёр. ñu. ô 0. uérpor, which (xará») God 
apportioned to us as a measure,—or, 
as De W., тоё pérpovd ёрёр. ўи. д 0., 
in which latter case дётро» is in appos. 
with xaróros: but I prefer the former. 
Mr. Green, Grammar of the N. T. dialect, 
p. 269, makes „érpov governed by ёф:- 
kica, as in обто н apixduny, 
Eur. Phen. 361; тоў Blov eð fxorrs, 
Herod. i. 30. My objections to this con- 
struction are, (1) that épixvotpeva: els 
buds is used absolutely in the very next 
clause, which makes it probable that the 
same usage is found here :—(2) that an un- 
жасалу анди к is Tite er те! 
cannot е ш that the Apostie 
would have used, and which is apparent 
even in Mr. G.'s English, ‘of advancing in 
standard as far as even you.’ See Stanley's 
note. doe is the inf. of the 
рагрово, that we should reach : or per- 

pe (but not so well) of the result, ‘so 
that we reach." 14.] Further expla- 
nation of éir. Éxpi к. фи. For we are 
not stretching ourselves beyond (our 
bounds), as (we should be doing) if we 
did not reach to you (not, ns if we had not 
reached to you, as Luth., Beza: the pres. 
betokens the allotment of the field of аров- 
tolic work as his own, ‘at si non pervenia- 
mus.’ The pf shews that the case is only 
a supposed one: 80 also 1 Cor. iv. 18, but 
compare 1 Cor. ix. 26, és ойк dpa Bépur, 
where the case is the real one; see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 55.1 [a]): for even as far as 
[unto] you did we advance (the proper 
meaning of pôd»w must hardly be pressed 
here ; the Apostle would not introduce u 
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y Rom. li. 11 

IIPOX KOPIN@IOTS B. 

пес тй "üperpa Y xavyópevor У Èv * áXXorpioie *KÓTOLS, ppt, 

X. 16—18. 

r Hom. aiv. 4 enra 8 čyovres Yadkavopérns THs miorews dh 
ach. vi. 5 reff. 2 
b = Matt. xiii. EV 

Бы ы э 

Cuiv °peyaduvOjvas xarà Tov *xavova fjv eis 
€ a > 7 

8. carter e mepiocelav, 16 fel rà Є 0тєрёкєра úpa fevarryekiaa- 
10. 1 Pet. ii. А ? 2 

1 0 аба, ойк év * а\Лотріф * kavovi h eis Tà &rotua ? kavy- 
"LT. "d 

XP o сасбал. 11\б 82 «avyonevos У ёх кирір ! каууйобо 
е = NA кїп 

5. Luke i. 58 
cte x. 46 

^, , 

18 où yàp 6 éavrüv * avra Távov, | ce éariv ™ Soxtpos, 
(A . 

тей.) Sl., io. AAN Ôv б куро * auvvloTnow. 
d ver. 13 reff. 

ch. viii. 2. 
James i. 21 only. Eccles. i. 3 al. 

i Jen. ix. 24. 1 Cor. i. 31. 
15. John і. 18, 33 al. 
14. 2 Tim. iv. 3 Heb. xiii. 22. Job vi. 26. 
$22. vv. 17,21 only. Job iv. 6. 

15. om $e LM c1 n. 
18. for ov yap o, о yap (but сотта) Ni. 

DKL rel Eus, Dial 
[Euthal-ms Antch,] 
єттїў o Sox. F. aA B M[appy |]. 

m = Rom. xiv. 18 reff. 

for уроу, пше» В d. 

ХІ. IO ° дреЃуєс0ё pov ? ракрбу ? ті 5 афросу- 
fl Pet. 1. 25. see Heb. ii. 3, g bere only t. Я h ms 

k Avene, ver. 13. -dvat, Rom. lil. 6 reff. во Mart xi 
1 * n1 Cor. iv. 8 ret. o — Acts xviii. 

p ver. 16 only. see Heb. ii. 7. q Merk vii. 

for nuo», vuar N. : 
rec (for curcotavwy) avrirrur, with 

Mac, Chr,: cumoray d: txt BD'FMPN m 17 Orig, Ephr, 
Tudrt Mie ma, }. Soros bef ест” ЮМ! Пай]: 

Cuar. XI. 1. e$eAo» D?FKL m n 17 [47 Euthal-ms] Chr-ms Ec: txt B Di Aer) 
MPN rel Chr, Thdrt Damasc Tul. elz qveixeobe, with Chr-ed, Thi: avexeote 
К d m n! Chr. ms [Enthal-ms] Thdrt : txt B(Tischdf, expr) DFLMPRN rel Chr-2-10s4, 
Damasc Œc Thi-me. pov aft шк. т: agp. Е latt [Lucif, Ambrst]. Steph om ті, 
with F[-gr] КІР rel D-lat(with G-lat fri) Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc (Ec Lucif 
Ambrst]: ins B DET 

appoourys, with F а d [Chri] 

distinct thought by a word of secondary 
importance in the sentence) in the gospel 
(the element in which our advance was 
made: ‘the gospel'—*the promulgation 
of the gospel). 15.] in apposition 
with ob o k. r. A. ver. 14, and carrying 
out the thought. Not boasting without 
measure in other men’s labours (the 
element of the boasting) but having а 
hope if (or, as) your faith grows, to be 
enlarged (not as many Commentators, 
celebrated: the metaphor of measure 
still remains) among you (so Chrys., 
Theophyl, Est, Meyer. dv бр, is not to be i 

Olsh., De W., in which case it would be 
superfluous) according to our rule (i. e. 
our арр кошын of apostolic work, for 
we seek not dwepexrelvery davrots) unto 
abundance (‘so as to abound more than 
we now do,’ viz. as ver. 16 explains), 
16.) [so as] (with a view) to preach the 
gospel as far as (sce on els rà &u., ver. 
15) the parts beyond you (Wetstein 
quotes from Thomas Magister, laréxewa 
phropes Adyouo: . . . irepekeiva 3% uóvoi 
ol ctppaxes, la canaille),—not (with a 
view) to boast ourselves within another 
man’s line (care throughout seems to be 
used of a measuring line: according to 
the metaphor so common among us, ‘in 
his line, —i. e. ‘within the line which 
Providence has marked out for him") 

MN n 17 vulg(and F-lat) goth [syr 

e jones with avé., as Luth., Calv., Beza, . 

ri] ТЫ. elz ins тъз 
hl: on BDPN n 17.—Steph ту aQposvr», with 

with regard to (or, fo the ertent f; ‘to 
extend our boasting to’) things ready 
made to our hands. 1T.] He sets 
forth to them, in contrast (3€) to this 
boasting themselves in another's line, 
which was tho practice of his adver- 
saries, wherein the only legitimate boast- 
ing must consist: viz. in the Lord, the 
Source of all grace and strength and sac- 
cess in the ministry; see 1 Cor. xv. 10. 

18.] The reason of this being, that 
not the self-commender but he whom 
the Lord commends, by selecting bim as 
His instrument, as He had the Apostle, 
and giving him the éxioroAd evotariuch, 
to be known and read by all men, of souls 
converted and churches founded, is $óxiuos, 
approved, i.e. really and in the end abiding 
the test of trial. devot brings out 
the distinction of the man who is 3éxiues, 
—see reff. and Winer, ейп. 6, & 33. 
4. We have the usage in English in 
affirmative sentences, e. g. The Lend, he 
is the God, 1 Kings xviii. 39: but not in 
negative ones. XI. His Boastine 
OF HIMSELF: and 1—4.] apologetic intro- 
г y it, ы; his motive,—vis. 
jealousy lest they should fall 
Christ 11 ахаа is tha Hel 
lenistic form, —ġrelx. the Attic, not ‘ uti- 
num folerassetis, as Calv., al.: the imper- 
fect is put after «10е, ai, бфеЛоу, &c., * ubi 
optamus eam rerum conditionem, quam non 

МР а} 
edefg 
ARIS 
ә 17.47 
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vns. ХАА xal ° dvéycaÜé pov. 3 ' А yap Upas * Üco : z ox v.v 

NN *"puocápmv yap брас évt ávBpl u rapÜévov * дурї «Rom. . 2. ее 
Acts s zii. 3. 

A A A a , e 

Y тарастўтаь TQ xptoT@ $ * фоВодшаг && ил] Y mas, dis there ому. 
L4 

rov. хіх. 14. 
P e d ^ , э ^ R ; " 

ó *8dus *ёЁтаттсє» Еда» év Tj ° mavovpyig avro, ° к" со" 
vli. 25 reff.) е ^ ^ ` li. 25 re 

chlapi Tà *vojuara pv dn тїз 'ámAórqros Kal v- Titii 
A 

c 1 Cor. iii. 17 reff. iii. 19 (reff.). 
(reff.). f Rom. zil. 8 reff. 

KL rel copt (Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc Ec]. (M def.) 
for rws, тоте Fa Che com at static ds om D'(and lat) vulg fri 

om ws L. f 
9. om де 

Clem, Lucif, [Ambrst Jer 

g cb. vi. 6 only t. 

Pet. iii. 2. 

THs Sdyvornros тўс "eis TOv xpuoTóv. < ei pèv yap ó Fw 

w= Luke ii. 22. Rom. vi. 13, 16, 19. xii. 1. ch. іт. 14. Ps. v. 3. 
y 1 Cor. іх. 27 reff. з Rer. xil. 9. xx. 2. Gun. iii. 1 ff. 

reff.) 
x ch. afi, 20. Gal. iv. 11. 

& Rom. vil. 11 reff. b - 1 Cor. 
d ch. li. 11 reff. e = Rom. vil. 2. ix. 3 

h = ch. viii, 22. Eph. i. 15 al. 

orag x«ate М. 

Tec eva» etywarncey, with DKL 
rel vulg(and F. lat) fri вуг H oth arm] Clem, (Chr, Thdrt] — Lucif, [Ambret} j 
txt BFMP(N) m 17 (Syr) copt eth Clem, Orig,(-int;) Eus, Damasc 
Jer,.—for evay, ишу Ni, but evay written above by N! or 3, 
F. lat fri Orig-int, Lucif [Ambrst Aug. pe] 

Euthal-ins Сап 
om e» Dl. gr vu 

rec ins ovro bef фбарт, with D*3[-gr 
KLM rel Мар F-lat) syrr Orig,(-int Chr, Thdrt Damasc Archel, [Ambrst 
Aug. pe]: om D!FPN old- lat copt [goth] arm Clem, Eus, Еа ам] Gaud, Lucif,. 

rec om xai тт ayvor., with DIK LMP rel vulg(and F- t) Syr Clem, Orig,(-int,) 
Eus, Chr, Thdrt (Euthal-ms ( Lucif, Ambrst) ad] : ins BF ММА? has it in brackets) 
a 17 tol syr-w-ast copt goth eth Archel, [Damase Aug. pe, and (but transp arà. and 
ayr.) Di(with lat) Epiph,. (Zhe omission appy arose from the similarity of endgs. 
Meyer and De Wette suppose ауу. to have been a gloss, to explain атл., and after- 
wards to have found its way into the text.) 

esso sentimus ; Klotz ad Devar. p. 516, 
cited by Meyer. pov and f 
are not both genitives after шкрбу тї, ав 
Meyer : nor is it so in the passage quoted 
by him, Job vi. 26, LXX: oN yàp Чий» 
year phuaros (90cyparos фћратоѕ pov, 
A) aydfoua:. In both cases the personal 

noun is governed by the verb, as indeed 
here in à»éxec0é pov immediately fol- 
lowing—and шкрф» т: dgpootrns is the 
accusative of remote reference, as in 
the double accus. construction. 
ФМА x.] But (why need I request this? 
for (you really (see note, ch. v. 8) do 
bear with me. The indicative is much 
better than the imperative rendering (as 
Valg., Beza, Culvin, Grot., Estius, Bengel, 
al.), — which, after бфелоу àrelx., is very 
flat, and gives no account of the «al. He 
says it, to shew them that he does not 
express the wish as supposing them 
void of tolerance for his weakness, but 
as having experienced some at their 
hands, and now requiring more. 2.) 
‘That forbearance which you do reall 
extend to me, and for more of which I 
now pray, is due from you, and I claim 
to have it exercised by you, because I 
have undertaken to present you to Christ 
as а chaste bride to her husband, and 
(ver. 3) I am jealous for fear of your fall- 
ing away fron Him.’ Geos А] 
во elAsxpivelg ToU 0«ov, ch. i. 12: а godly 
jealousy: see note there. Meyer after 
Chrys., Estius, al., would render it, ‘ with 
God's jealousy, ‘with such a jealousy 
as God has.’ But though 6«ov (hag 

om то» FMN d 80-9. 

and тф Tob gc Chay are for most pur- 
poses identical, I cannot but think that 
the latter expression wonld have been 
chosen to express such an idea as ‘with 
the zeal which God has.’ And the ren- 
dering, ‘with a godly zeal,’ i.e. one which 
hae God's honour at heart, satisfies well 
what follows: see below. 4ppo- 
cépwv] I betrothed you (viz. at your 
conversion: spourhorep Suey ¢yerdéuny 
ка) ToU yduou peolrys, Theodoret. Or- 
dinarily, the father, or the bridesman 
(тхархуйдфиоз) is said ápió(ew : the middle 
voice is used of the bridegroom only. 
So among other examples in Wetst.,— 
elxer dy 8ópois АТу:сдоѕ, оф$' fipuo(e vup- 
oly тЇ, Eur. Electr. 24,—and ариоса- 
pdvou Aevrux(ÁS eo TlépxaAor Thy RH 
Óvjarépa, xal суф» "yvraika . , Herod. 
vi. 65. But in Philo we have убиоѕ by 
ариб(етах Yo. de Abr. § 20, vol. ii. p. 15) 
to one husband, to present (i.e. in order 
that I may present in you[, present you 
аз ]) a chasto virgin to Christ (viz. at His 
coming : д pì» оду rap xaipbs uynorelas 
deri ô 84 HA т@у "ydpev, бте xpavyh 
ylvera:, od à vuuplos. 'Theophyl.) TO 
ХР. is not in constructive apposition with 
ёи àrðpl, but explains aud fixes it: the 
emphasis being on wapóéror àyrfv. 
3.] But he fears their being seduced 
their fidelity to Christ. 6 dıs) He 
takes for granted that the Corinthians re- 
cognized the agency of Satan in the (well- 
known) serpent : вее vv. 13—15, where his 
peracxnyariouds for the sake of deceit is 
alluded to. iv тў rav. avrov) in 
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i particip о ! épyouevos &XXop ® 'Igaotv * кпріосе, ov ойк бкр ане», врн 
z. i en ™ érepoy ! XaufBávere d ойк gere, f) eDary- ef 

tt шь yêuov m Fredo d ойк асв, xaras "dvéyeoOe. yie 
веба 4. 5 Хоу орал ? yàp pndev "UgTepnkéva, TOv = терла 
о constr., Rom. хіт. 14 reff. 
r ch. xii. 11 only v. 

4. for ine., xpurro» Е 4! volg arm Ambrst Pel. 

p Acts ххіү. 5. 2 Tim. ii. 7. q constr., Rom. iii. 23. (ch. i. 7 reff.) 

for eAaBere, edetarbe F. 
in N the 2nd erepor is written twice, but marked for erasure by Ni or corr!. 
AauBarere F[not F-lat]. 

BD) 17 Cyr,, patimini fri. 
5. for yap, de B 178 arm. 

(i. e. by means of, as the element in which 
the deed was done) his versatility (or 
subtlety),— so (обте bas been a gloss from 
the margin) your thoughts (‘ sentiments,’ 
ref. and ch. x. 5) be corrupted from (preg- 
nant construction, — be corrupted, and 
seduced from) your simplicity (singleness 
of affection) and yout chastity towards 
Christ («ls xp. is not = d Хрістф, as 
qul. . V., Вета, Calvin, al.). 
4, 5.] The thought here seems to be 
this :—‘If these new teachers bad brought 
with them a new Gospel, superseding thut 
which I preached, they might have some 
claim to your regard. But, since there is 
but one , that which I preached to 
you, and which they pretend to preach 
also, I submit that i» that one no claim to 
regard is prior to mine.’ Observe, that 
the whole hypothesis іг ironical : it is fixed 
and clear that (Aere сап be no such new 
gospel: therefore the inference is the 
stronger. For (the whole sentence is 
steeped in irony :—' the t deceived 
Eve by subtlety: I fear for you, but not 
because the new teachers use such subtlety 
— if they did, if the temptation were really 
formidable, there would be some excuse.’ 
All this lies in the ydp) if indeed (el pér 
introduces a reality, and is full here of 
deep irony. Cf. II. a. 185, dar’ el pè» 
Sdoove: уќраѕ цеубдоцо: 'Axail : if the 
Achwans shall really give me another gift; 
and џи. 188—142, gens dh *Avrindxoro 
Salpporos vides derby . . . viv này Bh ToU 
watpos denda тісете AD . . . , if ye 
really are, &c.,. . . ye verily will.). 
See Hartung, Partikellebre, ii. 414) he 
that cometh (vis. the false teachers gene- 
rically thus designated: but here too per- 
haps there is irony: ó édpxóuevos was a 
pina серб») із preaching (the indicative 
pres. carries on the ironical assumption, 
во Aang. below) another Jesus whom we 
preached not, or ye are receiving a dif- 
ferent Spirit (KAAos, distinctive of indi- 
viduality, ér«pos of kind), which ye re- 
ceived not (from us), or another gospel 
which ye accepted not (dAdB., 4865. — 
‘verba diversa, rei apta. Non concurrit 

rec чуе ҳесде (see ver 1), with rel Chr,-ed Thdrt-ed : 
aveixeo0e DI'GKLMPN b! ef g m o Chr-ms, [ 

aft vorepyxevat ins er ишу» D! (und lat) fri(with fuld tol). 

thal-ms] Damasc, everxeorra: F: txt 

voluntas hominis in accipiendo Spirita, 
ut in recipiendo evangelio.’ . But 
singularly enough, in English, usage has 
attached the voluntary act to the verb 
© accept’) ye with reason bear with him 
(irony again: for they not only bore with, 
but preferred them to their fatber in 
the faith. The sense is: “there seems 
to be some excuse in that case, —but even 
in tbat, really there is none,—for your 
tolerating him.” Оп the rec., Bengel 
remarks: ‘Ponit conditionem, ех parte rei, 
impossibilem : ideo dicit in imperfecto, 
toleraretis: sed pro conatu pseudaposto- 
lorum, non modo possibilein, sed plane 
presentem : ideo dicit in presenti, pre- 
dicat. Similarly Meyer. See Winer, edn. 
6, § 42. zr t the cag enini aed 
iven is right, seems to me ves- 
on. It s the only one which roaches 
the depth of the exquisite irony of the sen- 
tence, at the same time that it satisfies all 
grammatical requirements. 5.] See 
above. ‘Seeing that there is but one 
gospel, and they and I profess to 
one Jesus and impart one Spirit, they hare 
no such claim: mine is superior"): for I 
reckon that in no respect do I fall short 
of (the perf. sets forth the past ond pre- 
sent truth of the fact) these overmuch 
Apostles. тӧу d dwocr. has 
very commonly been taken to mean bona 
fide ‘the greatest Aposties,’ i. e. Peter, 
James, and John, or perhaps the Twelve: 
but (1) this hardly seems to suit the ex- 
pression “жерл ау, in which I cannot 
seeing, with De W., some bitterness: (3 
it would be alien from the spirit of the 
passage, in which he institutes no com- 
parison whatever between himself and the 
other Apostles, but only between himself 
and the false teachers. (8) had any such 
comparison been here intended, the pune- 
tum comparationis’ would not have x 
personal eminence in fruiis of apostolic 
work and sufferings, still leas, seeing that 
the other Apostles were unlearned also, 
the distinction which immediately follows, 
between an IS, and опе pretending 
to more skill,—but priority of arrival and 
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атостблоу. 6 ci Se кай *idsorns TA * Aoyo, "GAN Ov TH e Acta 13 

Y yvoc ei, GAN * éy "тарт * Qavepocavres ! év rd eis tler“ 
e ^ 7 8 а , ab ? е > 8 ed ^ фу тей. buds. ў *ápapríav * ёттойта, épavrbv e ramewóy iva + cer. и. 
uͤue o ® UvroÜfrre, бт f Swpedy TO той E Geod 5 єйауүё\лор * en. ed 
h ebyyyyeX.oápav ùuv; 8 Aas le c ae k éovAnoa Ха8&> ! EDDA at 

13. Heb. xiii. 

6. om 8e D'(and lat) am(with apse 
iorns ins еш Ю (ара lat) G- lat [demi 
D'[-gr] ELPN? rel fri syrr copt 

i plur., Hom. xvi. 16 reff. 

AL iv. 
a John viii. 34. James v. 18. 1 Pet. li. 22. 1John 

. 9. e Matt. xxiii. 12 
d as abore 
е Acte li. 

. zv. 16 reff. e: Rom. iil. 24 reff. g Rom 
k here only +. Ep. Jer. 19 only. see 

tol] F-lat G-lat) copt goth arm. aft 
(Ambrst)]. 

ı Thdrt [Euthal-ms Damasc] Sedul(manifesti 
rec gavepwherres, with 

sumus [so vulg-clem harl tol]): pavepeGe:s (manifestus ог -status sum) D'-2(and lat) 
G-lat( 

appears to have arisen from the difficu 
and then -pe0erres.) om er жабу 

T. aft $ ins un Е vulg fri [Ambrst Pel]. 

teaching in Corinth. (4) the expression 
. ver. 13, seems to me to 
refer to, and give the plain sense of, this 
ironical designation of brepAlay бтбттоло:. 
(5) the same expression ch. xii. 11 appears 
even more plainly than here to require this 
explanation. The above explanation is 
that of Beza, Michaelis, Schulz, Fritzsche, 
Billroth, Rückert, Olsh., Meyer, De Wette. 

brepxlas is not found in classic Greek: 
but Wetstein cites from Eustath. Od. a. 
p. 27, 85: for: үйр тоте ка) тӯ Alay 
ката T)» трауф8(ау xpacta: калёз, каб’ 
$ onyardpevoy Aéyouér teva ůörep la- 
софбу. Meyer instances as analogous, 
bwepdyar (2 Масс. х. 84), ixdpev (iadpev 
sevoAÍTevua,, Demosth. 228. 17), and the 
е use by Paul of compounds of 
бжёр. It has been the practice of Pro- 
testant Commentators (e. g. Bengel, Mac- 
knight) to udduce this verse against the 
primacy of Peter, and of the Romanists 
(е. g- Corn.-n-Lapide) to evade the in- 
erence by supposing the pre-eminence to 
be only in gifts and preaching, not in 
power and jurjsdiction. All this will fall 
to the ground with the supposed reference 
to the other Apostles. 6.] Explains 
that, though in one particular he may 
Juli short of them, viz.in rhetorical finish 
and word-wisdom, yet in real knowledge, 
not so. frys] а laio,—a man not 
professionally acquainted with that which 
he undertakes, see reff. The Apostle dis- 
claims mere rhetorical aptitude and power 
in 1 Cor. ii. 1 ff. A Mä brings out the 
contrast, see reff. :—«T 70 gÓ ye S embToU 
m i BAN’ ш>» тобтб dori ob 
repiorr tor, Herod. v. 39. б yvéce 
the depth of his knowledge of the 8 
of the gospel, see Eph. iii. 1—4. 

) am(with demid flor F-lat) lat-ff: -pe@errs 1. 108: txt B FC - gr] N 17 
and, adding eavrovs, М 108* 8-pe goth arm: $arepoca: eavrovs 673. (Т! 

of pavepavarres, which became par. eavrovs, 
vulg fri Syr Ambrst [Pel]. 

variety 

for euavror, eavroy DFLP h 98. 

AM dv жаут{] But in every matter we 
made things manifest (i. e. the things of 
the gospel, thereby shewing our yyaors ;— 
not, thy yraow. Meyer and De W. sup- 
pose $arepócarres to have been a gloss 
for фауередбутех, especially as it is fol- 
lowed in some mss. by éavroós, and to 
have been the more readily received into 
the text, because it might easily be taken 
with *y»&ci». But how improbable that 
the easy gavepaGdyres should have been 
repla by the harsh .carres. Much 
rather would the latter be replaced by 
qarepot0érres from ch. v. 11) before all 
men (ёи жайа», being separated from dy 
rart by the verb, cannot be coupled with 
it, as in ref. Phil., but must mean among 
all) unto you (i.e. with a view to your 
benefit: not = “Фо you,’ in which sense 
the dative is always found after фанербо: 
see Rom. iii. 21, weparépwra: . . . .. els 
awdytas x. ёи) wdyras . . . ). Т.) 
Another particular in which he was not 
behind, bat excelled, the dwepAlay àrd- 
стоћо: ; viz. the gratuitous exercise of his 
ministry among them. On the sense, see 
1 Cor. ix.1 ff. and notes. Thesupposition 
is опе of sharp irony. ly. rawavey 
See Acts xviii. 3. The exaltation whic 
they received by his demeaning himself 
was that of reception into the blessings 
of the gospel, which was more effectually 
wrought thereby: not merely, their being 
thus more favoured temporarily, or in 
comparison with other churches. Fri 
wp., &c., is epexegetical of ёраџтіу ra- 
wevey;—in that I gratuitously, &. :— 
not, as Meyer, auapr. droinga bri, making 
duavrdy . . . bye. parenthetical. It was 
his wish to preach to them gratuitously, 
which necessitated his rawevoi» davrév, 
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I Lake iz. 1. 

en 
— ch. 1. 1 

тей. т , , a v e 

n- 21 Tum. ie. Tha Kat * THpNTW. 
11. 11.1 11. 5 r 

© Arte х). 3). 
Gal. 1*. Is, 
W l. 

p= Lule zv, 
M. Pus. iv. 

12. Web. хі 37. Sir. xiii. (. 
е1 Cor. x vi. 17 reff. 
9 lr only t. 

‚1 «hin і. 8. z see Rom. tis. 7. xv. U. 
zi.33only. Ное. й. 6. (бафретт., Оза. vi. 22 Theod.) 
2 гей. 
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!офомор “apes тўр ipa " білхорѓау, xai ° пардор ° p 
‚брас xal ? barepnÜcis ob * xarevdpxnca oU8cvós 9 (Tò yàp 
'borépnuá nov *mpocavemA:jpecav of áBeXdoi re 

„ 270 MaxeSopias)- xai ' ev ' avri *aBapn éuavrór» byw 
10 = €or * aAsjQeia. * урістой e 

epoi, бт ў #кайулощ айт} ой * ppayjocras cis en cv 
тоф * xMaaziw Tis "Axalas, Sia тї; бт ойк dyar 

q cb. хіі. 13, 1d onlş t. (керке, Gen. XII. 25,32 Job in. 19 „ch. іл. 12 ft. Wid. zix. å еру " : 5 
v = I Tim. v. 22. James і 27. Wied. х. 5. 

8. (оибеуоз, so BMPR m 17 [Euthal-ins] Damasc(appy).) 
Ө. rec иш» bef «uavror, with D- gr FLX? rel [ goth arm Thdrt Damasc}: om wur 

K m! 8yr: txt BMPR! m? 17 vulg D-lat ( F-lat Euthal-ms]. 
10. Stepb a $payncerai) a$payarera; with d: oppayncera: 14. 74. 239 - txt BD 

FKLMPN rel. 
11. om от: B. 

i. e. not exercising the npostolic power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allude to) his 
working with his own hands nt Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.) The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
spicuous, retaining as doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him ; see Phil. iv. 
15, 18. gúna is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
rly here subsidy. трд т. фи. 
ак in order to (to support me in) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
Alas and pôv stand in the emphatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the former 
sentence, he implied that he brought with 
him from Mucedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: Aafar . . . трд 
T. bu. Star.: here, he speaks of a new supply 
during his residence with the Corinthians, 
when those resources failed. кат- 
e nppirentiy = катеВірђса, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it AH. 
Jerome, Ep. cxxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, * multa sunt verba, 
quibue juxta morem urbis et provincia sum 
amiliarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ex. 

gr. pauca ponenda sunt. . Kt, où rar- 
erdpxnoa buds, hoc est, non gravavi vos 
дата et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 
silices.’ Theophylact and (Ecum. mention 

a rendering, obx 4uéAnca, $ ba6vuorépos 
wpbs т khpvyua yéyova: and Beza, follow- 
ing the etymology, interprets ойк évdpkyca 
кат’ obbe«vós, ‘cum cujusquam incommodo. 
But the former menning snits the context 
better. The word is found no where elso 

for eis eue, ev cuo: F al 2. 120. 
om 6 D! Thdrt. (M uncert.) 

` Macedonia (not as E. V., 

om tas F. 

in Greek.  &rorapxdo occurs in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, ¥ ( Wetst.), àre- 
ғаркёс: к. фріттоос: xpbs rods wévous. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with xard, see Ма зе, § 376. 

94 For (reason why he burdened 
no опе) the brethren (who, he does not say: their names were well known to theCorinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and Silas, Acts xviii. 6) when they came from 

‘ which came,’ oi 
éA0óvrcs) brought a fresh supply of my want (or perhaps sposa». is used without the idea of additional supply, as in ch. ix. 12, the wpós merely denoting direc. fion): and in every thing I kept myself (‘during my residence? not, ‘have kept myself? as E. V.) unburdensome to you, acd will keep myself. 10.] The truth of Christ is in me, that. . .; i.e. ‘I speak according to that truth of which Christ Himself was our example, when I say, that... ;’—there is no oath, nor even as- severation, as E, V. and most Commenta- tors introduce. The expression is exactly aunlogous to Rom. ix. 1. кезу. F this boasting (not — t here or any where else) shall not be stopped (supply rò ordya, which is not expressed, use Kadynois being itself a pid H utlerance, suits the senso of the verb without it) ag ards (or against me ua. в ns 0 were shat rh not ouves mouth stopped as regard in the regions of Achaia | (where Шеш xnois 15 imagined as being and speaking). _He presupposes, and atives, a reason likely tu be given for this resolu- tion; viz. that he loves them mol, and there- Jore will be under no obligation to them : 

DFL. 
MPG 
edet. 
3 63 
ell 
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12 8 02 тоф, xal TOT, iva e ch. au. 2, 
Josh. xxii. 22. 

a ёккочуш тр * фори?» tav ÜecXórrov * àdopusv, iva "Е èy à Rom xi. 23, 
^ ^ ` A 

@ 8 kavyðvrai % єйрєбддочь rabos xai peis. 
! rorovrot Ёуєубалгтотто\хо:, !épyútat ® 8о0мо:, " рєтасут- 

reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. 
ii. 2. 
6. (-:00и, Rom. iil. 13.) 
Symm. Jos. Antt. vii. 10, 5. 

13. vues F[-gr(not G)] d. 
18. for о, ov F- gr]. 

for we willingly incur obligations to those 
whom we love. ol Bev. scil. 87: биаз 
d yard. 19.] The true reason :— 
But that which I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (xal хойт must not, as 
Erasm., be coupled to хо, and 3:4 roUro 
rot supplied before fva,— because it is for 
his resolution respecting the fw/wre that 
the reason is especially given) in order 
tkat I may cut off the occasion (түу, 
which would be furnished if I did not зо) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Calv., Grot., Billroth, 
al.) take this occasio» to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul if all took 
money, assuming that the false teachers, 
as well as Paul, fook sone: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinence in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Хуа dv d «.7.A.} that, in the 
matter of which they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears gene- 
rally acknowledged to be the rendering ; 
but as to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
taught gratis, aud were proud of it,—and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an equality and take this occasion 
of boastiug from them. This would suit 

* the sense of the present verse, but seems 
(see above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodorct, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-denial, while really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them from pretended (o real self-denial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul’s boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly his own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fulely allege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before his coming to Corinth, 

i 
1 Matt. iz. 37 l. 7 WI d. xvii. 17 al. 

n here Зсе. 1 Сог. iv. 6. Phil. iii. 21 only. 1 Kings axviii. 8 

Wevdoar. Dl. 

e Rom. sii. 8 13 10% уар ret. 

g Rom. ii. 17 
k here only t. ace Rer. 

m here only. Prov. zii. 
Acts zii. 22 reff. 

= Phil. iii. 2. 

om eis F. 

arguing a priori that it was best tocut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of bim from his probable adversaries. (3) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, after Aug. de 
Serm. Dom. їн Monte ii. 16 (54), vol. iii. 
р. 1292,—also Bengel,—join wa ... . 
Sues With a&popphy,—‘ occasion that they 
may be found even аг woe, and explain 
ё» $ xavx. as a parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point in which they 
boast) even as we:’ i. е. ‘that in point of 
selfishucas and covetousness, we may be 
both on a level. But this meaning would 
require rather eópeÜGuev кабф xal avrol, 
‘we may be reduced to their level.“ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the last 
iuterpretation, would understand dr $ 
kavxévrai of Ше taking of money of which 
they boasted, accouuting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the last stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the supposition is wholly arbitrary. 
(9) De Wette, believing the second Tra to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands ёу $ xavyxavra: as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pretension, be found 
even as we,’ and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made easy. But the ob- 
jection to this is, that the punc'um compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà odpxa. (6) I cannot adopt any one 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to ine to havo misscd 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
itself furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The xavxérra: is there taken up, de- 
scribed as being xarà орка: the xades 
xal ўреїѕ is taken np by 'EBpaiol elaw ; 
dy- Ke. From this it 1s manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
* that in the matter (:) of whick they boast 
they may be found even as we; i. e. we 
may be on a fair and equal footing ;’ that 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, bat that in evcry matter of boasting, 
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E i А lom. vi. 23, x Риа: 
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В 4 e , mt 

Vite n. bor ep, pou *mposaveTTArpwoay oi aderpot є\Өодртєѕ оп. 
only. 

m := ch. siii. 19 б А М 
. Yetnpnoa ка * ттр)со. 

o Acts xii. 20. 
Gal. iv. 13, 
20 only. 
z. Luke xv. 
M. Phil. iv. 

12. Heb. хі. 37. Sir. xiii. 4. 
y 1 Cor. xvi. 11 reff. 
u here only t. 

1. 1 John i. 8. a вее Rom. iii. 7. x v. 8. 
хі. 33 ош!у. Hos.ii.6. (ёифратт., Dan. vi. 22 Theod.) 
32 reff, 

amo Maxedovias): xal év ‘парті " dHhl égavróv бй» 
10 w ég rtv * ajea * y pia ToU Y év 

. 9 1 Y e y 7 е 7 * Р > э Ы * 

ёроі, бт 7) Y kavynots abr ov * jpayracrat eis ёре év 
Tots * кїМдат THs " Axalas. ll b da ті; Ore ойк ауатф 

q ch. zii, 13, 14 only +. (vapagy, Gen. xxxii. 25, 32. Jub zxaili. 19. 
s ch. ix. 12 only t. Wisd. xix. å only. t 

v=: 1 Tim. v. 33. Jamesi.27. Wied. z. 5 
ch. iv. 6 reff. 

* w Acte xiii. 15. 1 Cor. sui. 
y Rom. iii. 27 reff. z Rom. iii. 19. Heb. 

а Rom. zv. 23 reff. b Rum. 1x. 

8. (ovBevos, so BMPN ш 17 [ Euthal-ins] Damasc(appy). 
9. rec ош» 

) 
bef euavror, with D-gr FLN? rel [goth arm Thdrt Damasc}: om эш» 

К m! Syr: txt ВМРМ№! m? 17 vulg D-lat ( F-lat Eutbal-ms]. 
10. Steph 

FKLMPN rel. 
11. om от: B. 

i.e. not exercising tlie грозбоНе power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allude to) his 
working with his own hands at Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.) The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
spicuous, retaining аз doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him; see Phil. iv. 
15, 16. écvAnoa is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
perly here subsidy. трд т. ёр. 

.] in order to (to support me іп) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
hae and $pév stand in the emphatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the foriner 
sentence, he implied that he brought with 
him from Macedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: AaBdy . . . wpds 
T. óu. Star.: here, he speaks of a new supply 
during his residence with the Corinthians, 
when (hose resources failed. кат- 
єуйрктса] apparently = катеВіртса, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it éBdpvra. 
Jerome, Ep. exxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, * multa sunt verba, 
quibus juxta morem urbis et provincis suse 
familiarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ex. 
gr. pauca ponenda sunt. . . . Kt, où кат- 
evdpxnoa браз, hoc est, non gravavi vos 
uibus et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 

('ilices." Theophylact and cum. mention 
a rendering, ойк dudAnca, h padunordpas 
wpbs b xhpvypa yéyora: and Beza, follow- 
ing the etymology, interprets ойк évdpryca 
xaT’ ob8erds, ‘cum cujusquam incommodo." 
But the former menning suits the context 
better. The word is found no where else 

(for фраулсєта) cppayicerai, with d: oppaynoera: 14. 74. 238: txt BD 
l or ess eye, єў enor F n! 2. 120. 

om 6 D! Thdrt. (М uncert.) 
om rys F. 

in Greek. àroraprdæ occara in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, Y (Wetst.), àre- 
rap к. фріттоос: Hp Tobs wévous. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with xard, see Matthia, § 376. 

9.) For (reason why he burdened 
no one) the brethren (who, he does not 
say: their namcs were well known to 
the Corinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and 

_ Silus, Acts xviii. 6) when they came from 
Macedonia (not as E. V., which came,’ oi 
éA8óvres) brought a fresh supply of my 
Want (or perhaps xposay. is used without 
the idea of additional supply, as in cb. 
ix. 12, the xpós merely denoting direc- 
tion) : and in every thing I kept myself 
(‘during my residence: not, ‘have kept 
myself, as E. V.) unburdensome to you, 
aod will keep myself. 10.] The truth 
of Christ is in me, chat. . .; i.e. *Z speak 
according to that truth of which Christ 
Himself wae our example, when I say, 
that... ;’—there is no oath, nor even as- 
severation, as E. V. and most Commenta- 
tors introduce. The expression is exactly 
analogous to Rom. ix. 1. Á келү. 
. . . J this boasting (not — xadxqpe, 
here or any where else) shall not be 
stopped (supply rà eróue, which is not 
expressed, because xadxnois being itself a 
matter of w(terance, suits the sense of the 
verb without it) as regards (or against) 
me (кайҳ. is as it were personified — shall 
not have its mouth stopped as regards me) 
in the regions of Achaia (where the zav- 
хт is imagined as being and speaking). 

11.] He presupposes, and negatives, 
a reason likely to be given for this resolu- 
tion; viz. that he loves them not, and fere- 
Jore will be under no obligation to them : 
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i ToLoUTOL  фєибатостоћог, | ёруйти, ™® orot, % neragym- _ 3 22 4. 
reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. 
ii. 2. 1 Mate. iz. 37 al.t. Wied. zvil. 17 
8. (-tobr, Rom. iii. 13.) 
Symm. Jos. Antt. vii. 10, 5. 

12. vn is F[-gr(not G)] d. 
18. for о, ov F[-gr]. 

for we willingly incur obligntions to those 
whom we love. olBev, scil. бт. b 
&yaxó. 19.] The true reason :— 
But that wich I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (xal хото must not, as 
Erasm., be coupled to ror, and 8:4 тойго 
хо!@ supplied before fva,— because it is for 
his resolution respecting the fe/ure that 
the reason is especially given) in order 
tkat I may cut off the occasion (түу, 
which would be furnished if I did not so) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Calv., Grot., Billroth, 
al.) take this occasion to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul if all took 
money, assuming that the false teachers, 
as well as Paul, (ook sone: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinenco in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Tva dv d K. r. X.] that, in the 
matter of whieh they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears gene- 
rally acknowledged to be the readering ; 
but ns to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
taught gratis, nnd were proud of it,—and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an cqu:lity and take this occasion 
of boasting from them. This would suit 

gent verse, but seems 
(see above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodoret, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-denial, while really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them {гот pretended to real self-denial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul's boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly Ais own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fulely allege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before his coming to Corinth, 

yevtoar. Dl. 

g Rom. ii. 17 
k here only t. see Rev. i Acts xxii. 22 reff, v 

al. m here only. Prov. xii, = Phil. lii. 2. 
n here 3ce. 1 Cor. iv. 6. Phil. iii. 21 only t... 1 Kings xxviii. 8 

om es F. 

arguing a priors that it was best tocut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of him from his probable adversaries. (8) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, sfter Aug. de 
Serm. Dom. in Monte ii. 16 (54), vol. iii. 
p. 1292,—also Bengel,—join fra .... 
jueces with ёфорифу, —' occasion that they 
may be found even аг wwe,’ and explain 
dy $ kavx. as a parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point im which they 
boast) even as we: i. е. that in point of 
selfishness and covetousness, we muy bo 
both on и level.“ But this meaning would 
require rather eópe8Guev кабфз xal айто!, 
‘we way bo reduced to their level.’ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the last 
interpretation, would understand i» $ 
kavx errat of Ше taking of money of which 
they boasted, accounting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the last stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the supposition is wholly arbitrary. 
(5) De Wette, believing the second Tra to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands y $ каохёутси as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pretension, be found 
even as we,’ and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made ensy. But the ob- 
jection to this ів, that the pune! um compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà odpxa. (6) I cannot adopt any ono 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to me to have missed 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
itself furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The xevxévra: is there taken up, de- 
scribed ая being xarà dera: the cab; 
xal jets is taken пр by 'Efpaioí eigi ; 
rd &c. From this it 16 manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
‘that in the matter () of which they boast 
they may be found even as we; i.e. ‘we 
may be on a fair and equal footing :' ‘ that 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, bat that in every matter of boasting, 
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q ch. xii, 13,14 only r. (оркё», Gen. xxxii. 25, 33. Job iii. 15. 
s ch. іх. 12 only t. Wisd. хіх. 6 only. 

v =] Tim. v. 322. James i. 27. Wied. x. 5 
t ch. iv. 8 reff. 

. 5. w Acts ziji. 18. 1 Cor sui. 
y Rom. iii. 77 reff. s Rom. i5. 19. Heb. 

a Rom. zv. 23 reff. b Rom. iz. 

8. (оидеуоз, so BMPN in 17 [Euthal-ms] Damusc(appy).) 
9. гес иши bef єраџтоу, with D-gr FLN? rel [ goth arm Thdrt Damasc}: om юш» 

К m! Syr: txt BMPR! m? 17 vulg D-lat [ F-lat Kuthal-ms]. 
10. Steph (for фраупсета:) eppayıserai with d: сфраутсета 14. 74. 238: txt BD 

FKLMPN rel. 
11, om ori B. 

i.e. not exercising tlie npostolic power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allude to) his 
working with his own hands nt Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.] The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
spicuous, retaining as doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him; see Phil. iv. 
15, 16. iovAnoa is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

8 ., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
peny here subsidy. тру T. tp. 

к.] in order to (to support me in) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
lat and tpéw stand in the emphatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the former 
sentence, he implied that he brought with 
him from Mucedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: Aa . . wpds 
T. Su. В:ак.: here, he speaks of n new supply 
during his residence with the Corinthians, 
when those resources failed. кат- 
єуёрктса) apparently = катеВќртса, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it éfápvra. 
Jerome, Ep. exxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, * multa sunt verba, 
quibus juxta morem urbis et provincite sum 
familiarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ex. 
gr. pauca ponenda sunt... . Kt, od xar- 
evdpxnoa ipas, hoc est, non gravavi vos 
quibus et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 
Cilices Theophylact and cum. mention 
a rendering, обк M, À бабонотёро 
apos Td кфриуца yéyova: and Beza, follow- 
ing the etymology, interprets ойк dydpxnoa 
кат” obSerds, ‘cum cujusquam incommodo. 
But the former meaning suits the context 
better. The word is fonnd no where else 

for eis exe, ey єцо F al 
om ó D! Thdrt. (M uncert.) 

2. 120. om tys F. 

in Greek. dwovapxdes occurs in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, р (Wetst.), àro- 
ғарк®сі к. фріттоџос: xpos тойт wórovs. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with кат, see Matthise, 8 376. 

| For (reason why he burdened 
no one) the brethren (who, he does not 

у: their names wero well known to 
the Corinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and 
Silus, Acts xviii. D) when they came from 

BAY : 

' Macedonia (not as E. V., which came,’ ei 
éA0órres) brought a fresh supply of my 
want (or perhaps wposay. is used without 
the idea of additional supply, as in ch. 
ix. 12, the rds merely denoting direc- 
tion): and in every thing I kept myself 
(‘during my residence ? not, ‘have kept 
myself,’ as E. V.) unburdensome to you, 
aod will keep myself. 10.) The truth 
of Christ is in me, that...; i.e. 'Z speak 
according to that truth of which Christ 
Himself was our example, when I say. 
that ... ;’—there is no oath, nor even as- 
severation, as E. V. and most Comments- 
tors introduce. The expression is exactly 
aunlogous to Rom. ix. 1. A калу. 
.. . J this boasting (not = xasyaps, 
here or any where else) shall not be 
stopped (supply 7d eróua, which is not 
expressed, becuuse xaóxso:s being itself a 
matter of utterance, suits the sense of the 
verb without it) as regards (or against) 
me (xadx. is as it were personified — shall 
not have its mouth stopped as regards me) 
in the regions of Achaia (where the «av- 
xucis is imagined as being and speaking). 

11.] He presupposes, and negatives, 
a reason likely tu be given for this resolu- 
tion; viz. that he loves them пог, and there- 
Sore will be under no obligation to them : 

lóNycovtov ® mpòs тї» Dv " білкоріар, кай ° rape ? про врт: 
Tho e a e э 7 ‚ ` 2 у at р q 9 (то ya f. Nd ка i ba TeprÜcis ov катєрарктта obdevos ( д yap cde 

')cTfépnuá pou *TposavemAjpeaav ot adedApot re 
d MaxeSovias): xai e ‘парті “ аВарӣ éuavróv йш» 

kic- 
17. * 
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reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. i Acts xxii, 22 reff. k here only t. see Rev. 
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12. vu«s F[-gr(not G)] d. 
18. for ог, ov F[-gr]. 

for we willingly incur obligations to those 
whom we love. ol dev. scil. бт, bpas 
&yaxé. 12.) The true reason :— 
But that which I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (ко) хос must not, ns 
Erasm., be coupled to roe, and 8:4 тойго 
woe supplied before fva,—because it is for 
his resolution respecting the fulure that 
the reason is especially given) in order 
that I may cut off the occasion (түу, 
which would be furnished if I did not so) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theopliyl., Calv., Grot., Billroth, 
al.) take this occasion to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul sf ali took 
money, assuming that the false teachers, 
as well as Paul, (ook none: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinence in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Tva iv d «.7.A.] that, in the 
matter of which they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears gene- 
rally acknowledged to be tho rendering ; 
but ns to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
taught gratis, aud were proud of it, —and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an equality and take this occasion 

. of boasting from them. This would suit 
the sense of the present verse, but seems 
(see above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodorct, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-devial, while really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them from pretended to real self-denial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul's boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly Ais own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fahely allege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before his coming to Corinth, 

Yevdoar, Dl. om es F. 

arguing a priori that it was best to cut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of him from his probable udversaries. (3) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, after Aug. de 
Serm. Dom. in Monte ii. 16 (54), vol. iii. 
p. 1292,—also Bengel,—join wa ... . 
nueis with àQopufv,—* occasion that they 
may be found even аг we, and explain 
dv $ kavx. as а parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point in which they 
boast) even as we :' i. e. that in point of 
selfishness and covetousness, we muy bo 
both on u level.“ But this meaning would 
require rather eópe8Guer Ka xal abrol, 
‘we шау be reduced to their level.“ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the lust 
interpretation, would understand i» $ 
xavxerras ОЁ the taking of money of which 
they boasted, accounting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the last stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the “ры tion is wholly arbitrary. 
(5) De Wette, believing the second Tra to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands d $ xavxérvre:! as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pretension, be found 
even as we,’ and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made easy. But the ob- 
jection to this is, that the punc“ um compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà cdpxa. (6) I cannot adopt any one 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to ine to have missed 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
iteelf furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The xavxóárra: is thero taken up, de- 
scribed as being xarà сарка: the кабёѕ 
xal ġueîs is taken пр by 'Efpaiol ciow ; 
aye’ &c. From this it is manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
* that in the matter () of which they boast 
they may be found егеп аг we;’ i.e. ‘we 
may be on a fair and equal footing :' that. 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, but that in every matter of boasting, 
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Rom. vi. 23. 

. Esdr. 
iv. 56. 
1 Mace. iii. 
28. xiv. 32 

o Acts xii. 20. 
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. Hi, 17, 

12. Heb. xi. 37. Sir, xiii. 4. 
r 1 Cor. xvi. 17 reff. 
u here only ¢. 

7. 1 John i. 8. x sce Rom. iii. 7. xv. B. 
хі. only. Hos. Н.б. (du$párr., Dan. vi. 22 Thedd.) 
32 reff, 

IIPOX КОРІМӨІОТ B. 

q ch. xii. 13, 14 only е. 
s ch. iz. 12 only t. 

v= ] Tim. v. 22. James i. 27. 

XI. 

п Staxoviay, кай ° тарфи ° трф 

1l b dA ті; ӧт ойк dyana 

марку, Gen. xxaii. 25, 32. Job sect 19 1 
Wisd. хіх. 4 only. . iv. 8 reff, 

Wied. x. 5. w Acta ziii. 15. 1 Cor rin. 
y Rom. iii. 27 reff. з Rom. iii. 19. Heb. 

а Rom. zv. 23 reff. b Rew. as. 

8. (ode vos, во BM PN m 17 [Euthal-ms] Damuse(appy).) 
9. rec ишу bef euavrov, with D- gr FLN? rel [goth arm Thdrt Damasc}: om эрш» 

К m! Syr: txt BM PNI m! 17 vulg D-lat [ F-lat Euthal-ms]. 
10. Steph (for $payqaerai) oppayivera:, with d: сфраутсета 14. 74. 238 : txt BD 

FKLMPN rel. 
11. om от: В. 

ie. not exercising tlie npostolic power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allude to) his 
working with his own hands at Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.] The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
spieuous, retaining as doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him ; see Phil. iv. 
15, 16. écvAnoa is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

&., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
perly here subsidy. apds T. ёр. 

.] in order to (to support me in) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
Ales and tpév stand in tlie empbatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the former 
sentence, he implied that he drought with 
him from Mucedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: AaBdy... wpds 
T. бр. Bax.: here, he speaks of a new supply 
during his residence with the Corinthians, 
when those resources failed. кат- 
evdpxyoa] apparently = xareBápnea, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it éBdpvra. 
Jerome, Ep. exxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, multa sunt verba, 
uibus juxta morem urbis et provincise sum 
amiliarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ex. 
gr. pauca ponenda sunt. . Kt, ob xar- 
eráp«naa duas, lioc est, non gravavi vos... 
сраз et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 
silices.” Theophylact and eum. mention 

a rendering, ойк 3juéAnca, À BqÜvuorépos 
wpbs TO кћриуџра yéyova: and Beza, follow- 
ing the etymology, interprets ойк éydpxnoa 
кат” obBevós, eum cujusquam incommodo. 
But the former meaning suits the context 
better. The word is fonnd no where else 

for ets eue, ev enor F д} 
om ó D! Thdrt. (M uncert.) 

2. 120. om тз F. 

in Greek. йжоғаркёю occura in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, Р (Wetst.), ars- 
rap x. фріттоос‹ pbs rods wórovs. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with card, see Matthias, § 376. 

a For (reason why he burdened 
no one) the brethren (wko, he does no: 
say: their names wero well known to 
the Corinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and 
Kilas, Acts xviii. 5) when they came from 

' Macedonia (not as E. V., ' which came,’ ei 
éA0Órres) brought a fresh supply of my 
want (or perhaps *posar. is used without 
the idea of additional supply, as in ch. 
ix. 12, the xpés merely denoting direc- 
tion): and in every thing I kept myself 
(‘during my residence: not, ‘have kept 
myself, as E. V.) unburdensome to уос, 
&od will keep myself. 10.] The truth 
of Christ is in me, that.. . ; i. e. speak 
according to that truth of which Christ 
Himself was our example, when I say, 
that... ;’—there is no oath, nor even as- 
severation, as E. V. and most Comments- 
tors introduce. The expression is exacti 
analogous to Hom. ix. 1l. $ кезу. 
. . . I this boasting (not = xabyass, 
here or any where else) shall not be 
stopped (supply rd eróge, which is not 
expressed, because kaúxno:s being itself a 
matter of utterance, suits the sense of the 
verb without it) as regards (or against) 
me (xaóx. is as it were personified — shall 
not huve its mouth stopped as regards me) 
in the regions of Achaia (where the «av- 
xnoıs is imagined as being and speaking). 

11.] He presupposes, and negatives, 
a reason likely tu be given for this resolu- 
tion; viz. that he loves them not, and there- 
Jore will be under no obligation to them: 

БОРК: 
MPrat 

kis: 
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12 $ 96 crow, xai пошо, ба cch. х. 2, 
Josh. xxii. 23. 
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i ToLoUTOL * Nrevóazroa ToAot, | épyutus ™ $80Ммо:, " иєтасут- 
reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. 
li. 2. 1 Matt, iz. 37 al.¢ 
6. (-b, Rom. iii. 13.) 
Symm. Jos. Antt. vii. 10, 5. 

12. vueis F[-gr(not G)] d. 
18. for oi, ov F(-gr]. 

for we willingly incur obligations to those 
whom we love. olBev, scil. Sri браз 
& yard. 19.] Tie true reason :— 
But that which I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (xal moifco must not, ns 
Erasm., be coupled t» ro, and 3:4 тойто 
vo:& supplied before Туа, — because it is for 
his resolution respecting the fw/wre that 
the reason is especially given) in order 
that I may cut off the occasion (туу, 
which would be furnished if I did not so) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Calv., Grot., Billrotb, 
al.) take this occasion to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul sf all took 
money, assuming that the false teachers, 
as well as Paul, (ook sone: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinence in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Tva iv & K. r. X.] that, in the 
matter of which they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears gene- 
rally acknowledged to be the rendering ; 
but ns to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
taught gratis, aud were proud of it,—and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an equality and take this occasion 
of boastiug from them. "This would suit 

` the sense of the present verse, but seems 
(see above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodorct, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-denial, while really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them from pretended to real self-denial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul's boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly Ais own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fuhely allege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before bis coming to Corinth, 

Wied. xvii. 17 
n here 3ce. 1 Cor. іт. 6. Phil. iii. 21 only t. 1 Kings xxviii. 8 

Pev8ear. Di. 

e Rom. li. 8 15 10% yap 

к Rom. ii. 17 
k here only t. see Rer. i Acts zxii. 22 reff. M 

al. tn here only. Prov. zii, = Phil. iii. 2. 

om es F. 

arguing a priori that it was best to cut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of him from his probable udversaries. (3) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, after Aug. de 
Serm. Dom. in Monte ii. 16 (64), vol. iii. 
р. 1292,—also Bengel,—join wa .... 
"ues with ddopphy,—‘ occasion that they 
may be found even аг toe, and explain 
d» & xavx. ав a parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point in which they 
boast) even as % i. е. that in point of 
selfishness and covetousness, we may be 
both on u level.“ But this meaning would 
require rather єдребёцеу кабфз xal айто!, 
‘we шау be reduced to their level.“ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the last 
interpretation, would understand i» $ 
xauxérra: of Ше taking of money of which 
they boasted, accounting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the last stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the supposition is wholly arbitrary. 
(5) De Wette, believing the second Tra to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands d» $ кауҳёута: as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pretension, be found 
even as we,’ and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made easy. But the ob- 
jection to this is, that the punc/sm compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà сірка. (6) I cannot adopt any опе 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to me to have missed 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
itself furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The xavxérra: is there taken up, de- 
scribed as being xarà сарка: the rasch: 
kal $ueis is taken up by ‘Efpaiol ciow ; 
куё &c. From this it is manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
* that in the matter (:) of which they boast 
they may be found even аг we; i.e. ‘we 
may be on a fair and equal footing :' that 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, bat that in every matter of boasting, 
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. 27. 

t eh. iv. 9 ret. 
w Acts хін. 15. 1 Cor. we 

з Rom. ini. 19. Heb. 
b Rom ix. 

Wind. x. б. 
y Rom. lii. 27 reff. 

a Rom. zv. 33 reff. 

8. (ovPevos, so BMPN m 17 [Euthal- ins] Damasc(appy).) 
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i.e. not exercising tlie npostolic power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allade to) his 
working with his own hands at Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.] The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
spicuous, retaining as doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him ; see Phil. iv. 
15, 16. ågúìņga is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

&., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
rly here subsidy. pds T. ip. 

tax.] in order to (to support me in) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
Aas and ipév stand in the emphatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the former 
sentence, he implied that he brought with 
him from Mucedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: Aa.. . 1p. 
T. on. diax.: here, he speaks of n new supply 
during his residence witli the Corinthians, 
when those resources failed. кат- 
єибркуса] apparently = кате84руеса, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it dpa. 
Jerome, Ep. exxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, * multa sunt verba, 
quibus juxta morem urbis et provincia sum 
familinrius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ex. 
gr. pauca ponenda sunt. . . . Kt, ov xar- 
erdpæ noa tuas, hoc est, non gravavi vos 
uibus et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 

Alices. Theophylact and Ecum. ment ĩou 
a rendering, obe 4uéAnca, À фубонотёроз 
rp Tb кћриура yéyova: and Вега, follow - 
ing the etymology, interprets ойк фуйрктта 
кат" obB«vós, ‘сит cujusquam incommodo.’ 
But the former menning suits the context 
better. The word is fonnd no where else 

for eis che, «v euo: F a! 2. 120. 
om ё D! Thdrt. (M uncert.) 

om rys F. 

in Greek.  àrorapxáw occurs in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, Р (Wetst.), àro- 
уарк®сі к. pplrrove: wpbs rods sórovs. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with «ard, see Matthise, § 376. 

94 For (reason why he burdened 
no one) the brethren (who, he does not 
say: their namcs were well known to 
the Corinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and 

_ Пия, Acts xviii. 5) when they came from 
Macedonia (not as E. V., whick came,’ « 
éA8órres) brought a fresh supply of my 
want (or perhaps «posa». is used without 
the idea of addilional supply, as in cb. 
ix. 12, the wzpés merely denoting direc- 
fion) : and in every I kept myself 
(‘during my residence: not, ‘have kept 
myself, us E. V.) unburdensome to you, 
апа will keep myself. 10.) The trath 
of Christ is in me, that.. .; i.e. I speak 
according to that iruth of which Chris! 
Himself was our example, when І say, 
that . . . ;’—there is no oath, nor even 2 
severation, as E. V. and most Comments- 
tors introduce. The expression is exactly 
analogous to Rom. ix. 1, J келү. 
. . . J this boasting (not = кафур 
here or any where else) shall not be 
stopped (supply 7d ordua, which is not 
expressed, because xabxynois being itself з 
matter of utterance, suits the sense of the 
verb without it) as regards (or against) 
me (xaóx. is as it were personified — shall 
not have its mouth stopped as regards me) 
in the regions of Achaia (where the xai- 
xnois is imagined as being and speaking). 

] He presupposes, and negatives, 
a reason likely to be given for this resolu- 
tion; viz. that he loves them not, and there- 
Jore will be under no obligation to then : 

fi 

d , kk c 
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reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. 
ii. 3. 1 Matt. ix. 97 al. Wid. xvii. 17 
6. (-ао®», Rom. lii. 13.) 
Symm. Jos. Ави. vii. 10, 5. 

12. vues F[-gr(not d)] d. 
18. for о, ov F(-gr). 

for we willingly incur obligations to those 
whom we love. ol ev. scil. бт, Spas 
& yarõ. 129.] The true reason :— 
But that which I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (xal roifow must not, as 
Erasm., be coupled to ror, and 8:4 тойго 
rot supplied before Tra, because it is for 
his resolution respecting the future that 
the renson is especially given) in order 
that I may cut off the occasion (түу, 
which would be furnished if I did not so) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Calv., Grot., Billrotb, 
al.) take this occasio» to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul sf all took 
money, assuming that the fulse teachers, 
as well as Paul, /ook none: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinence in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Tva dv & . r. X.] that, in the 
matter of which they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears geue- 
rally acknowledged to be the rendering ; 
but as to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
tavght gratis, aud were proud of it,—and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an equality and take this occasion 

of boasting from them. This would suit 
the sense of the present verse, but seems 
(seo above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodorct, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-denial, while really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them from pretended to real self. deuial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul’s boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly his own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fahely sllege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before his coming to Corinth, 

Pev8oar. D!. 

g Rom. ii. 17 
k here only t. see Rev. 

m here only. Prov. хи. 
i Acts xxii. 22 reff. 
al. = Phil. iii. 2. 

n here 3ce. 1 Cor. iv. 6. Phil. iii. 21 only t. 1 Kings xxviii. 8 

om es F. 

arguing a priori that it was best to cut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of him from his probable udverxaries. (3) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, after Aug. do 
Serm. Dom. iu Monte ii. 16 (54), vol. iii. 
p. 1292,—also Bengel,—join Ta 
nueis with à$opufjv,—' occasion that they 
may be found even аг woe, and explain 
ё» $ xavx. as a parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point in which they 
boast) even as we: 1. e. thut in point of 
selfishness and covetousness, we may be 
both on u level.“ But this meaning would 
require rather єӧребдцєу ka0s xa) айўто!, 
‘we way be reduced to their level.“ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the last 
interpretation, would understand i» $ 
xavxevrat of the taking of money of which 
they boasted, accounting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the last stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the supposition is wholly arbitrary. 
(5) De Wette, believing the second Tra to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands èy $ xavxarra: as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pretension, be found 
even as we,’ and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made easy. But the ob- 
jection to this is, that the pusc/«m compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà odpra. (6) I cannot adopt any one 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to me to have misscd 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
itself furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The x aus rat is there taken up, de- 
scribed as being кота adpxa: the кабфз 
ка) eit is taken up by 'Efpoiol eici ; 
rd. &c. From this it is manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
* that in the matter(s) of which they boast 
they may be found even аг we; i.e. ‘we 
may be on a fair and equal footing :’ * that 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, but that in every matter of boastiug, 
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1 Macc. iii. 
28. xiv. 33 
only. 

m = ch. viii. 19 

reff. Y ётпотса ка " E n. 2 Tim. iv. npn 770 . 
11. Heb.i 14. + 

© Acta xii. 20. 
Gal. iv. 18, 
20 only. 
= Luke xv. 
M. Phil. iv. 
12. Web. хі. . Sir. xiii. 4. 

r 1 Cor. ati. 17 reff. 
u here only t. 

1. 1 John i. 8. x see Rom. iii. 7. xv. 8. 
хі. 33 oniy. Hos, Ii. 6. (dpdpárr., Dan. vi. 22 Theod.) 
32 reff. 
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10 = ёт» х dena * pia ToU Y év 
[4 v e y , е? э Б ? э 2 ` L ёроі, бт ) cabxnois айту où " фраүтета cis ёре ёр 

тоф * Mias THs * Ахаїас. ll b Sia ті; бт ойк dyaro 

ch. xii, 13, 14 only t. (vapxgy, Сей. xxxii. 25, 32. Jub ill. 1$ 
s ch. iz iz only. Wed ziz. бону "s teh 

v = Ї Tim. v. 23. James i. 27. Wied. x. 5 
. iv, u re f. 

w Acts кїї. 15. 1 Cor. in. 
з Rom. iii. 19. Неь 

b Ree 1. 
y Rom. iii. 27 reff. 

a Bom. xv. 23 reff. 

8. (ovBevos, во BM PN m 17 [Euthal-ins] Damnse(appy). 
9. rec иш» bef euavror, with D-ge FLN? rel [ 

) 
goth arm Thdrt Damasc}: om wur 

K m! Syr: txt BMPR! m? 17 vulg D-lut ( F-lat Euthal-ms]. 
10. Steph (for ppaynoerat) офрагуптета, with d: oppaynoeras 14. 74. 238: txt BD 

FKLM PN rel. 
11, om от: B. 

ie. not exercising tlie npostolic power 
which he might have exercised, but living 
on subsidies from others, besides (which 
he does not here distinctly allude to) his 
working with his own hands at Corinth. 
See Stanley. 8.] The ‘other churches’ 
were the Macedonian, cf. ver. 9. Among 
them the Philippians were probably con- 
т retaining as doubtless they did, 
their former affection to him; see Phil. iv. 
15, 16. écvAnoa is hyperbolic, to 
bring out the contrast, and shame them. 

., sce reff., wages; more pro- 
rly here subsidy. трд T. ёр. 

Rar. in order to (to support me in) my 
ministration to you, gen. obj. 
has and pör stand in the emphatic 
positions, as contrasted. In the former 
sentence, he implied that he brought with 
him from Macedonia supplies towards his 
maintenance at Corinth: AaBàr . . . pds 
T. bp. Biar.: here, he speaks of a new supply 
during his residence with the Corinthians, 
when those resources failed. кат- 
«уёрктта@]| apparently = xareBdpnoa, ch. 
xii. 16. Hesych. interprets it éBápv»a. 
Jerome, Ep. cxxi. (cli.) ad Algasiam, quest. 
10, vol. i. p. 879, says, * multa sunt verba, 
quibus juxta morem urbis et provincise sum 
familiarius Apostolus utitur: e quibus ех. 
gr. pauca ponenda sunt. . . Et, ob xar- 
evápenaa Duas, hoc est, non gravavi vos... 
qe et aliis multis usque hodie utuntur 
ilice" Theophylact and (сит. mention 

a rendering, ob« иёАтста, À DqÜ0vuorépos 
wpbs Tb кћриуца yéyova: and Beza, follow- 
ing the etymology, interprets obæ évdpryca 
кат” ovderds, ‘сит cujusquam incommodo. 
But the former meaning suits the context 
better. The word is found no where else 

for «is eue, «v euo: F п! 2. 120. 
om ó D! Thdrt. (M uncert.) 

om tys F. 

in Greek. — &àrorapxdw occurs in Plutarch, 
de Liber. Educatione, p. 8, Р (Wetst.), ère- 
rapkagi к. dplrrovas vp rods wórovs. 
On the government of the genitive by verbs 
compounded with xard, see Matthiæ, $ 376. 

9.) For (reason why he burdened 
по one) the brethren (wo, he does not 
say: their names were well known to 
the Corinthians. Possibly, Timotheus and 
Silas, Acts xviii. 5) when they came from 

` Macedonia (not as E. V., which came,’ oi 
dA0órres) brought a fresh supply of my 
want (or perhaps wposay. is used without 
the idea of additional supply, as in cb. 
ix. 12, the pd merely denoting direc- 
tion): and in every thing I kept myself 
(‘during my residence: not, ‘have kept 
myself,’ аз E. V.) unburdensome te you, 
and will keep myself. 10.] The trau 
of Christ is in me, that.. .; i.e. Z speak 
according to that truth of which Christ 
Himself was our example, when I say, 
that . . . ; —there is no oath, nor even a» 
severntion, as E. V. and most Commenta- 
tors introduce. "The expression is exactly 
analogous to Rom. ix. 1. 4 кезу. 
... J this boasting (not = каёҳҷаз, 
here or any where else) shall not be 
stopped (supply rb ordua, which is uot 
expressed, because xabynois being itself а 
matter of ufterance, suits tbe sense of the 
verb without it) as regards (or 
me (xaóx. is ns it were personified — shall 
not have its mouth stopped as regards me) 
in the regions of Ac (where the zat- 
x"eis is imagined as being and speaking). 

11.] He presupposes, and negatives, 
a reason likely to be given for this resolu- 
tion; viz. that he loves them not, and there- 
Jore will be under no obligation to them : 

o ` 
Tpos BDFEL 

Ириг, 
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брас; 0 °беф older. 128 && то, xal поијсо), iva casi зз 
osh. 111i. 22. 

4 ёккофо тї * áopusjv Tv ÜeXórrov * йфорилуу, iva % èy 4 Res zi. 2, 
e E ^ h е Өс 0 ̀ * e ^ 

@ E rau rat  єйрєбдогу xadws xal nucis. 
! rovovrot * Хуєидатостоћог, | ёруатаг ™ orot, ? дєтасут- 

reff. h = 1 Cor. iv. 2 reff. 
li. 3. 1 Matt. iz. 37 al. 7 
6. (-аоў», Rom. lii. 13.) 
Symm. Jos. Antt. vii. 10. 5, 

12. veis F[-gr(not d)] d. 
18. for oi, ov F[-gr]. 

for we willingly incur obligations to those 
whom we love. ol dev. scil. бт. Spas 
ayard. 19.] The true reason :— 
But that which I do, I will also con- 
tinue to do (каї тоќсо must not, as 
Erasm., be coupled to roid, and 8:4 roro 
rot supplied before Tra, — because it is for 
his resolution respecting the fw/wre that 
the renson is especially given) in order 
that I may cut off the occasion (ту, 
which would be furnished if I did not so) 
of those who wish for an occasion (viz. 
of depreciating me by misrepresenting my 
motives if I took money of you). Many 
(Chrys., Theophyl., Calv., Grot., Billroth, 
al.) take this occasion to be one of aggran- 
dizing themselves above Paul if ali took 
money, assuming that the false teachers, 
as well as Paul, fook none: which is ex- 
tremely unlikely, from the prominence 
which he gives to the boast of his own 
abstinenco in this point,—and seems di- 
rectly opposed to ver. 20 and to 1 Cor. ix. 
12. Tva iv $ K. r. x.] that, in the 
matter of whioh they boast, they may be 
found even as we. Such appears gene- 
rully acknowledged to be the rendering ; 
but ns to the meaning, there is great 
variety of opinion. (1) Many of the an- 
cient Commentators assume that they 
tavght gratis, nud were proud of it, - and 
that Paul would also teach gratis, to put 
both on an equality and take this occasion 
of boastiug from them. This would suit 

the sense of the present verse, but seems 
(see above) at variance with the fact. (2) 
Theodorct, whom Meyer, al., follow, sup- 
poses them to have pretended to the credit 
of self-denial, wbile really making gain, 
and that Paul means, that he will reduce 
them from pretended to real self-denial. 
But this tco is inconsistent with the con- 
text. Paul’s boast of disinterested teach- 
ing was peculiarly Ais own, and there is 
nothing to shew that the false teachers 
ever professed or made any boast of the 
like. His resolution did not spring out of 
an actual comparison instituted by them 
between their own practice and what they 
might fabely allege to be bis, but was 
adopted even before his coming to Corinth, 

. i Ac 
Wied. xvii. 17 al. 

n here Зсе. 1 Сог. iv. 6. Phil. iii. 21 only t. 1 Kings xxvii. 8 

Pev8oar. Dil. 

e Rom. vil. 8 13 10% yap * yer. 

g Rom. ii. 17 
k here only t. see Кет. ts zzii. 22 reff. r 

= i m here only. Pror. xii, = Phil. iii. 2. 

om es F. 

arguing a priori that it was best to cut off 
any possible occasion of such depreciation 
of him from his probable udvervaries. (3) 
Others, Cajetan, Estius, after Aug. de 
Serm. Dom. in Monte ii. 16 (54), vol. iii. 
p. 1292,—also Bengel—join Ts 
nues with ёфорифу, —' occasion that they 
may be found even аг we, and explain 
éy $ xavx. ав a parenthesis, ‘that they 
may be found (a point in which they 
boast) even as toes: i. е. ‘that in point of 
selfishness and covetousness, we muy bo 
both on u level. But this meaning would 
require rather єбреббмеу кабфё ка) айто!, 
‘we may be reduced to their level.’ (4) 
Olsh., adopting in the main the lust 
interpretation, would understand i» & 
rauxd vrai of the taking of money of which 
they boasted, accounting it an apostolic 
prerogative. But to this the Inst stated 
objection applies even more forcibly : aud 
besides, the supposition is wholly arbitrary. 
(5) De Wette, believing the second Iva to 
be parallel with the first, as in (1) and (2), 
understands è» $ xavxérra: as applying 
to their boast of apostolic efficiency: ‘that 
they may, in their apostolic work which 
they vaunt with such pen be found 
even as we, and thinks the transition to 
what follows thus made easy. But the ob- 
jection to this ie, that the puxc!am compa- 
rationis in the rest of the chapter is not 
apostolic efficiency, but rather matters 
xarà сёрка. (6) I cannot adopt any one 
of the above accounts of the sentence, for 
the negative reasons already given, and be- 
cause all of them seem to me to have missed 
the clue tothe meaning which the chapter 
itself furnishes. This clue I find in vv. 18 
ff. The xevxérvra: is there taken up, de- 
scribed as being xarà adpxa: the xaós 
ка) $ueis is taken up by 'EBpaiol «ісу ; 
- Ke. From this it is manifest to me, 
that his meaning in our present clause is, 
* that in the matter(s) of which they boast 
they may бе found even as we;’ i.e. ‘we 
may be on a fair and equal footing :' that 
there may be no adventitious comparisons 
made between us arising out of misrepre- 
sentations of my course of procedure among 
you, but that in every matter of boasting, 
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о Rey. zeli 6 paribópevot eis dmocTóXovs урістод. I xal ov ° Padua’ [Re zi. 
zi 1: "UL айтёў yàp б caravás Ӯ ретасутрат ето eis dryyeXoy войн: 
Erk. v. RES im di. Р SLS. 15 où 3 péya ody ei кад ot Staxovos abr peta- atie, 

q = г. bt 
П oniy. а рат орта: Фу "Ouikovo, * д:каіюсйрс, wy TÒ * тё) zu: 
жеши. тта " катӣ Ta Épya avTOv. 16 Пали Nrw, un TAS pe 
в see ch. iii. 9. 

= v . X x EM $бЁп  ádpova elvar * ei * ё * uye, У kày ws " йфрора 
: Ber. za. T hos each ue, iva cd a wixpoy * 7t 5 aver ia. 17 

Pe. 3 d og èy * ? QE LL AGA, ov * катӣ * KÜpiov №№, AAA adpocuvy, 
18 re w Luke хі. 40. Rom. li. 20 al. L. P., exc. 1 Pet. Н. 18. Ж И z Matt. ті 

1. ix. 17. Luke v. 36, 37. x. 6. xiii. 9. ziv. 32 only. y Acts v. 15 reff, s see Matt. х. 14. ch 
vii. 15 al. a ver. 1. EV 7 al. € see ch, vii. 9—11 

d so John vii, 10. e ver. 1 reff. 

14. rec (for байна) 0avuacror, with D?KLM rel: txt BD!F 
for es сууєАоу, ws ayyeAos D'(and Euthal-ms Damasc-ms]. 

r Lucif, Ambrst [Promiss]. 
15. om ov» D'(and lat) yas in th arm Lucif,. 

TO spec] Lucif. 
rec шкроу Ti bef xaya, with syr (Ec: txt na, DELPLR] i 

PCR) d! rel latt Syr 185 seth arm [Euthal- ms Thdrt Damasc]. 

for era, єттїў D! lat) 
16. om ye Di. 

[Euthal-ms 

R]N a 17 Orig, i} Orig int aus. 
om 8:акоуо: К. «avrov К. 

kavxusoua: DKL 

17. rec Лало bef ката xp, with DLM rel vulg(not от fri вуг copt goth : txt 
ВЕКРГЕЈК a d (m[x. аубрехо»]) 17. 47 Syr mth arm [Bas,] Ch n Danas. Р 

we may be fairly compared and jadged by 
facts,’ And then, before the ydp of ver. 
18 will раша be supplied, ‘ And this 
will end in their discomfiture : for realities 
they have none, no weapons but misrepre- 
sentation, being false Apostles, &. 
18.] For (see above: the ydp implying also 
that the choice of the above line of conduct 
has been made in a conviction of their 
falsehood and its efficacy to detect it) such 
men are false Apostles (not, as Vulg. and 
most expositors, ‘euch false Apostles are 
ёрү. 86X.,’ which destroys the whole empha- 
sis of the sentence, wherein the éwepAlav 
ard of ver. 5 че mounced now to 
be фехдатбостоло: : besides, suggests 
ап irrelevant DUM DATUR between ol rod 
roi v. and ф. of some other kind. On 
the sense, see Rev. ii. 2. & rovovros 
is a familiar designation with the Apostle, 
see reff.),—dishonest workmen (in that 
they pretend to be teachers of the Gospel, 
and are in the mean time subserving their 
own ends),— changing themselves into (in 
appearance: the pres. participle indicates 
their 4abié and continual endeavours to ав. 
sume the shape) Apostles of Christ. Bya 
Jair comparison between us, this mask will 
be stript off;—by the abundance of my 
sufferings, and distinctions vonchsafed by 
the Lord, my Apostolicity will be fally 
proved, and their г ips salen shewn. 

14, 15.] —eo Aristoph. 
ае 99, cal ed re 0 a rea dye ^» 
ё Mer. bo.) If any 
definite allusion is red ir hé it is per- 
haps to Job i. 6, &c. : P I Meg rather 
suppose the practice of Satan in tempting 
and seducing men to be intended. 

14. &yy. ] God is light, and inhabits 
light, and His augelic a ta are sar- 
каше with brightness, see Acts xii. 7; 
Ps. civ. 4: whereas Satan is the Power of 
darkness, see тей. and Luke xxii. 53. 
16.] « xal, if also, i.e. as well as him- 
self, or perhaps better applying to the 
whole sentence, if, Р peresx. 
és, і.е. ueracx. ка) ylrerra: és :—8s0 
Rom. ix. 29, ds Гёдоф$а Ёё» Guousésper. 

tre . 40 er of falsehood and 
wrong (John viii » is directly opposed 
to Zuratoo vb Gees, Matt. vi. es that 
manifestation of God by which He is 
known to us in the Gospel, Rom. i. 17. 

фу rò т.) Of whom (notwith- 
standing this disguise) the end shall be 
correspondent to their works (not to their 
рою). self 16—131.] for 

i 16.) 
du referring to ver. 1, not repeating 
what he had there said, but again taking 
up the subject, and expanding that re- 
quest, The drdyopa: of ver. 1 in fact 
implies both requests of this verse: the 
not regarding him as a fool for boasting, 
or eve» if they did (i & piye after а 
negative sentence implies ‘ bu£ if i£ cannot 
sd Au ‘if you will not grant this,’ see 

elliptical : the fall construe- 
п would be кй” és lepora 
86%, 8 ас0ќ pe: во in reff.) аг a fool (i. е. 
yielding to me the toleration and hearing 
"о n рта not refuse even to one of 
whose folly „ receiving 
him. xà yo, as well аг ар Д 17. 
Proceeding on the és epora, he 
for this self-boasting the character of inspi- 
ration—or of being said in pursuance of his 
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eo. (i. 

fait, egen, end Эт» odpra, minh ace. . 
RJ) 10 1 5868 yap * й>ёуесбе r&v " йфрдувь, ! фрбрциог Üvres* в Row. ii 7 

Oiler, ei т ° Ra α,et, єї тіс ? ёттайрета:, el тї d eis d r- ‚ 
отоу pâs * дёре. *1 * катд ‘aripiav N “ws “Ore рес ы 

k var. 1. 1 Ram. xi. 25 al. Prov. xv. 21. iron., 1 Cor. 
е А „II. 

only. Іза. іх. 
т Acta v. 40 reff. 

18. for талло!, оло; PI. 
20. гес ураз bef eis rposwroy, with D?[- 

n Mark xii. 40 L. Gal. v. 18. Rev. zi. б 
q see Matt. zzvi. 67. 

uch. v. 19. 3 Thees. il. 2. 

om тл» DEM 17 Chr, Damasc. 

gr] K M rel am[3» vos faciem(sic, Tischdf)] 
Syr goth arm Chr, Thdrt: txt BD!3FPX m о 17 latt вуг eth [Euthal-ms]. Damasc 
Orig-int, [Ambrst). 

mission from the Lord. «ard wp. ] as in 
reff., after the (mind of the) Lord, in pur- 
suance, i. e. in this case, of Geowvevoria 
from above: not as in 1 Cor. vii. 10, 25, 40. 

ús iv à$p.] as it were in folly, i. e. 
‘putting myself into the situation, and 
spenking the words of a foolish man vaunt- 
ing of himself. ioc Tác, as ch. ix. 
4, in this present confidence, not as Chrys. 
* subject, — this subject of boasting,’ fra 
uh voulons waytayov üronralvew айтбу, 
(Hom. xxiv. p. 607)—and so al.: but the 
sense would be insipid in the last degree: 
nor could such a meaning well be expressed 
without уе, —éy тайтр ye тӯ бт. De Wette 
also renders én. ‘subject-matter,’ and 
understands, * since we are come to boast- 
ing; but here again ye would be more 
naturallyfound. He objects to ‘confidence,’ 
that the boasting was not begun: but as 
Meyer replies, it is conceived of as having 
begun in Paul's mind, by the use of the 

nt Аалё, I am speaking. 
8.] Since many (viz. the false teachers, 

but not only they :— since it is a common 
habit,'—for he is here speaking as efs тё» 
&opóror, sce Job ii. 10) boast according to 
the flesh (not = dv саркі, as Chrys., al., 
but ‘in a spirit of fleshly regard,’—‘having 
regard to their extraction, achievements, 
&c.' as below vv. 22 ff.), I also will boast 
(scil. xarà T)» сбрка. Rickert thinks 
these words are omitted purposely, thereby 
to imply that the Apostle's boasting wa- 
aot fleshly; but this is distinctly contra- 
dicted by the context: he is speaking as 
one of the колло! of of &$pores, see next 
verse). 19.] Bitterly ironical. They 
were $póriuo.—88 1 Cor. iv. 8, кекорес- 
pdvor—sao full of wisdom as to be able to 
tolerate complacently, looking down from 
the ‘ sapientum templa serena,’ the follies 
of others. This, forsooth, encourages him 
to hope for their forbearance and patron- 
age. Compare the earnestness of 1 Cor. 
iii. 1—4. And the irony does not stop 
here: it is not only matter of presump- 

tion that they would tolerate fools with 
complacency, but the matter of fact testi- 
fled it: they were doing this: and more. 

20.] for (proof that they could 
have no objection to so innocent а man as 
a fool, when they tolerated such noxious 
ones as are adduced) ye erilure (them), if 
(as is the case) one brings you into 
slavery (the mere abstract act as regarded 
them, not the man’s own selfish view, 
being in the Apostle's mind, the active, not 
the middle, is used. Thucyd. iii. 70, uses 
the active similarly: Aéyyorres rods 'A0n- 
valous thy Képxupay karabovAobr. But 
the enslaving understood, is to the man 
himself, not to the law :—see ref. Gal.), if 
one devours you (by exaction on your pro- 
perty, sec reff. Mk. L. So Hom. Od. y. 
816: uh то: xarà várra фунт: ктђрата, 
and Plaut., Ter., and Quintil., in Wetstein), 
if one catches you (as with a snare, ref.: 
not, ‘takes from you’), if one uplifts 
himself (so freq. in Thucyd., e. g. vi. 11, 

p) xpbs ras réxas tay ёраутіоу 
éxalper6a:. See other examples in Wetst.), 
if one smites you on the face (in insult, 
see 1 Kings xxii. 24: Matt. v.59; Luke 
xxii. 64; Acts xxiii. 2. This is put as the 
climax of forbearance. “That such vio- 
lence might literally be expected from the 
rulers of the early Christian society, is also 
implied in the command in 1 Tim. iii. 8, 
Tit. i. 7, that the ‘bishop’ is not to be ‘a 
striker.’ Even so late as the seventh cen- 
{агу the council of Braga (c. 7), A. p. 676, 
orders that no bishop at his will and 
pleasure shall strike his clergy, lest he lose 
the respect which they owe him." Stanley). 

21.] Ву way of disparagement 
(rar ётіи.,—80 narà МЇ» dxxrAdcarrtes, 
Herod. й. 152; xarà d rer, Thucyd. 
vi. 31) I assume that (ds 8r:, sce ch. v. 19, 
note,—does not positively state a fact, but 
assumes one, or states the import of а вау. 
ing) wz (emphatic) were weak (when we 
were among you). An ironical reminis- 
cence of his own abstinence when among 
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v- Rom. iv. 

Phil. iii. 8 
dis only. 
Gen. zzxix. 

al. 
a John i. 48. Acte ii. 22. Rom. xi. I al. 
d here only. Zech, vii. 11 only. (-via, 2 Pet. ii. 16.) 

21. noOernoauey bef nues F(not F-lat]: усбеуткацеу BN m 
[Euthal-ms].—ndd e» rovro Tw pepe: D vulg-ed [demid](not am ful 

ош 8° ОЦара lat) vulg syrr Ambrst. 
F. lat].— om 2nd Aeyw N'(ins N-corr! obl), 

them from all these acts of self-exaltation 
at their expense, q. d. (ironically), ‘I feel 
that I am much letting myself down by the 
confession that J was too weak ever to do 
any of theso things among you. This I 
believe with Schrader, De Wette, and 
Meyer, to be the only satisfactory render- 
ing. See nlso Stanley. Most expositors 
(1) refer Ac back to ver. 20, ‘J say it, — 
*I speak, as E. V. So Chrys, Theo- 
phyl., Theodoret, Pelag., Erasm., Calv., al. 
(Chrys. remarks оп фу бу,—йсаффз 7 
elpnuérov. ёте8ђ yàp goprixty Fy, did 
ToUTO ойто abrb тќбекеу, Tra kAéjn Thy 
ard xd eta Tfj ёсафеіс, p. 609), and (2) 
understand xarà dru, to your shame, 
and (3) és Sri, ‘ae though.’ But (1) can 
hardly be, seeing that Adyw below and 
Aa ver. 28 have a forward reference: 
(2) would require óuà», and even then 
would be exceedingly harsh, —cf. the simi- 
Jar meaning 1 Cor. xv. 34, where we have 
xpos ёутротђу óuiv Хал : and (8) it may 
be doubted whether фу ёт: ever can mean 
© as though,’ even in ref. 2 Thess., where 
Winer, ейп. 6, $ 65. 9 (see German 
edn.), renders it by voie baf: it is pleo- 
nastic, answering to our expression * how 
that — 1 told him, how that е ө э э 

Winer, in a former edition, instances the 
use of wie daß in a somewhat similar way: 
wie das id) gehoͤrt habe.... . where either 
wie or daß would be enough. Besides the 
instances given on ch. v. 19, Meyer quotes 
from Dion. Hal. ix. (with no further ref.) 
ёкгууойѕ, ds bri dy daxdros eloly ol rara- 
к^лет@фут єз. iv $ 8 dv} But in 
whatsoever matter any one (the ris of 
ver. 20) is bold (the &» signifies habit, 
recurrence: so Soph. Philoct. 290, тайт 
А» dépxor TáAas dunxaróumr «Їта wip 
àv ob тарӣ», and Eur. Phon. 412, wore 
pir ёт Juap elxor, elt’ oùe «lyor Kr, 
where see Porson). Throughout this pas- 
sage, compare by all means Stanley's in. 
teresting notes. dy Ap.] see ver. 
17. 22.) “The three honourable 
appellations with which the adversaries 
magnified themselves,—resting on their 
Jewish extraction, are arranged so as to 
form a climax: so that 'EBpaior refers to 

IPO КОРІМӨІОТУ B. 

YnoOevnoaper “ev ф & dv tis х rodpa, (! ey 7 ddpocuvy 
Aéyo) * ToMuÀ кауш. ?? 3 ЕВраќоѓ cow; кау. " IopagA- ciete 
— 7 3 7 , , М . 230 8/½ bkima trai єіси; Kayo. "aépua ABpadp ейт; кауш. B & 011.11 
vot °уриттойў eiaw; (%тарафроуф» Mard) ue p бую’ év 

b Rom. ix. 7 гей. 

XI. 

€ Col, i. 7. 1 Tim. iv. 6. see ch. vi. 4. 
e as adv., here only. Winer, edn. 6, } 50, Remark 7. 

re) 80 
(to1]) Ambrst. 

ToAuw Kaye bef er афр. Aeyo F not 

the nationality, — IrcpanAira: to the theo- 
cracy (Rom. ix. 4 ff.), and owdppa 'ABp. 
to the claim to a part in the Messiah 
(Rom. ix. 7; xi. 1, al.).“ Meyer. The 
interrogative form of the sentenceis much 
more lively and consistent with the spirit 
of the context than the affirmative, as given 
by Erasm., Luther, Estius, al. 33.] 
гз remarks, that all three points of 
Judaistic comparison, of so little real coo- 
sequence in the matter, were dismissed 
with the short and contemptuous &. 
‘that am І too.’ But that is not enough, 
now that we are come to the great point of 
comparison; the consciousness of his real 
standing, and their nullity as ministers of 
Christ requires the бтёр гуд, and the holy 
earnestness of this consciousness pours 
iteelf forth as a stream over the adver- 
snries, so as to overwhelm their conceited 
spiro to ойо “ЫЫТА " 
та . A. ] stronger than è» á$pos. Adya : 
ir азда 10 аз N Hardly, as 
Moycr, spoken from a consciousness of the 
verdict sapappores which the opponents 
would pronounce on this drip éyó,—but 
rather, as De W., from a deep sense of his 
own unworthiness, and conscious how ut- 
terly untrue was ö dys, in any boasting 
sense. He therefore repudiates it even 
more strongly than the rox куф. 
dap dye must not be misunderstood. Не 
concedes to them their boing Bee Xp-, aud 
assumes (харафроу@») for himself, some- 
thing more, if more abundant labours anil 
sufferings are to be any criteriou of the 
matter. That this is the sense is obvious 
from the comparison being in the amount 
of labours and sufferings,—and not баз 
Meyer), that he denies to them the Stde. 
xp. and merely puts it bypothetically. 
‘Well, then, if they are to considered 
Bide. Xp., I must be something more” If 
so, the comparison would be not in the 
degree of ministerial self-sacrifice, but in 
the credentials of the ministry itself. 
Both are now assumed to be ministers: 
but if so, Paul is a minister in a much 
higher degree, more faithful, more self- 
denying, richer in gifts and divine tokens, 
than they. The preposition is used ad- 

BDFKL 
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. колто ^ repsaaorépaxs, ev  uXaxais ? тєра тотёро, ÈV toh. ч. 
g Cor. iis. 8. 

ftaAwyais l ure A,], ёр ™Oavdrois modddas. 8 7 туа р А 
% тд "lovóaíe» тєертакіс " тєссєракорта ° mapà paw bua zr. , 

i 
&Xafov, ?5 ro ? épaBdlaOnv, mag “ &мбасбӨзь, pic ас. Heb. xi. 

k Luke x. 30. 
zii. 48. Acts "évavaynoa, vue % èv TOÀ ue "memoigka: $ A 
Deut. xav. 2. 36 v ó&orrropíais modrs, " kiwBÜvoig * тоташби, “ Kiv- Vere only. 

26 (-Валлер, ch. Ul. 10.) 
Job xv. 

m = ch. 1. 10. Ps. Ir. 13. see 1 Cor. хт. 31. яроаяо- 
A iw, . е 4 ы „ 

ске wordods дағбтоу‹ Vrouéver avô’ ¿vòs ToU TeAavTaioV, Philo, Flacc. } 20, vol. ii. p. 542. 
n ellips. of TÀyy., see Luke xli. 47, 48. 
. 2 culti Judg. vi. 11. 
s bere only t. 

zv. 33 reff. 

i. 2. pay. ain. 

28. for лале, Ac DF e Did,. 
bef e» фиЛанаіѕ rep., with D: 

q Acte v. 36 reff. 
t here only. Ezod. xv. 6. Ре. сгі. 24. (-#@@ шэ», Luke v. 1.) 

v John iv. 6 only +. 1 Macc. vi. 41. (-peir, Acts x. 9.) w here 
(8 times) and Rom. viii. $$ only. Ps. cxiv. 3. (-e, 1 Сог. xv. 30.) 

kovois F(not G). 
ELMN? rel syrr copt arm Orig, Chr, Thdrt 

o = here only. Herod. іх. 33. p Acta 
r 1 Tim. i. 19 only *. 

u= Acts 

x gen., = 1 Pet. 

rec ey кАтууа итерВ. 

(-gr] 
Damasc, and F[-gr(and G-lat)] ^N! Orig, (Hil, ), which (and P) put «epiac. with Any. 
447 vrepB. with Quà.: om ev 95 vr. Clem [ ] 
17 | vulg(and F-lat) goth sth Orig, [ Aubrst Aug, ]. · gr.]. 

Y i rt Damasc] : txt BDFKLPN [Ed tk m n o] 25. rec « „ With M rel Chr 
17. 47 Orig, Eus, Chr-ms Tbl (Ec. 

Euthal-ms] Tert: txt B D!(and lat) (P) 
voAAo:s Dij 

26. for woAAaxis (and in next ver), woAAas Di(with lat); во also vulg [ F-lat Syr] in 
ver 27 [twice]. 

verbially, see reff. lv xónrous жарит. ] 
By (the ё» is instrumental [in (the mutter 
of) or, by (virtue of) |:—the direct dative 
is adopted ver. 26 :—these facts are proofe 
of the rap tys,—not аз Estius, al., 
parallel with it, which would only apply 
to the comparatives and not to é» Oavdras 
*oAAdxis) labours (occurring) more abun- 
dantly (the adverbs belong to the sub- 
stantives in each case and are used 
adjectively ; so rh» duh» й›астрофй» 
wore, Gal. i. 13: тўз duis xapovolas 
dau, Phil, i, 26),—by prisons (impri- 
sonments) more abundantly (but one such 
is mentioned in the Acts (xvi. 23 ff.) pre- 
vious to the writing of this Epistle. 
Clement, in the celebrated passage of his 
lst Epistle to the Corinthians (c. v. p. 220) 
on the labours of Paul, describes him as 
éwrdxis Seopa Qopécas. This whole cata- 
logue should shew the chronologists of the 
Apostle's life and epistles how exceedingly 
unsafe it is to build only on the history 
in the Acts for a complete account of his 
journeys and voyages), by stripes more 
ахау (particularized below), by 
deaths often (see reff. and ch. iv. 10. 
Such was the danger escaped at Damascus, 
Acts ix. 23, at Antioch in Pisidia, xiii. 50, 
at Iconium, xiv. 5, 6, at Lystra, ib. 19, at 
Philippi, xvi., at Thessalonica, xvii. 5 f., at 
Berœa, ib. 13, and doubtless many others 
of which we know nothing. See below). 

24, 25.) are parenthetical, explaiu- 
ing some of the foregoing expressions: 
the construction is resumed, ver. 26. 
At the hands of the Jews five times re- 
ceived I forty save one (in Deut. xxv. 3, 
it is prescribed that not more than forty 

Vou. II. 

-stripes should be given, ‘lest thy brother 
should seem vile unto thee.’ For fear of 
exceeding this number, they kept within it. 
This seems а more likely account of the 
thirty-nine stripes than that given by 
Wotst.,—that thirteen were inflicted ou 
the breast, and the same number on each 
shoulder, and the fortieth omitted, lest опе 
part of the body should receive more than 
another. See the Rabbinical authorities 
in Wetst., and cf. Joseph. Antt. iv. 8. 21 
and 23, and Stunley's note here. He calls 
it тыра ale xlr]: and Meyer remarks 
that Paul might well number it among the 
@dvaroi, for it was no rare occurrence for 
the criminal to die uuder its infliction. 
None of these scourgings are mentioned in 
the Acts), — thrice was I beaten with rods 
(scil. by the Roman magistrates, sce Acta 
xvi. 22, 23, which is the only occasion 
mentioned in the i) once was I stoned 
(Acts xiv. 19), thrice I suffered shipwreok 
(not one of these shipwrecks is known to 
us. Thus we see that perhaps three, per- 
haps two, voyages of Paul, but certainly 
one,— previous to this time, must be some- 
where inserted in the history of the Acts : 
see Prolegg. ch. iii. $ v. 5), & night and 
day have I spent (reff.) in the deep (i.e. 
the sea: probably on some remnant of a 
wreck after one of his shipwrecks alone or 
with others. To understand ó Воб, us 
Thi. (rues 8é pası» {у tu фрќат: perà 
b ёи Айттроз kirBvrvor cataxpupeeis, Воде 
Aeyoudvy, viv тойто Adyet), seems to be 
taking it out of its connexion here. Wetst. 
gives from lian, Н. An. viii. 7, àófaror 
hx dy Bvdg. Stil less must we 
think of the cbaracteristic interpretation 

Zx 
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xiu e, Y куёйуо ёр 

2 reff. а 
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„here бй "У AycTÓv, “cavduvos ёк * yévous, “ xwÓbvots 

ш. " xavduvots év Oaracon, " xwdvvos èv b yevdadér 

XI. 

Net, “«ivduvors ёр e 

à Mace, a.” 27 à c каў * uóyÜo, èv ‘aypumviars тоХ\Макце, er 
a Matt. xv. эзме Hed. Е Ми каў €^ d vet, ёр 4 vj r late modrs, èv ‘apuyes xai 

zi. 38 only. f \ ^ ` e э 7 
Ezek. xxxv. 4. fgk 28 m a ёлістас. ни а YULVOTH Tt. xp тор TAPERTOS ) t$ 

only t. c 1 Theas. ii. 9. 2 Thees. ili. 8 only. d ch. vi. Siret) е ав abore c) 
only. Num. xziii. 21. f Deut. xxviii. 48 only. g . vili. 35. h here 
only. Exod. xvii. 3. i John xviii. 16, Acts xxviii. 2 baat Gen. viii. 22. k as sbore 
un g). Rev. iii. 18 only. 1 = Matt. ziv. 21. (Heb. iv. 15.) Gen. xxvi. 1. m Matt. v. 

. Acts xxvi. 29 only f. Deut. I. 38 Aq. constr., here only. m Acts xxiv. 13 only ?. = 2 Marc. 
vi. 37 (only.) dwiove., (Acts as above, v. r.) Num. xxvi. 9. 

27. rec ins ev bef кото, with ELMP N-corr!(?)® rel vulg(and Flat) Orig, ( int) 
[Bas, Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc Ambrst Aug): om BD F- gr] Ni goth. 
8 am B! g? 1 [Orig,]. 

rec exiguo Tomis, with KLMP rel Chr,(explaining it: of 0ópvBoi, al т ai 
woAiopkía, Tay Shuwy xal тё» N Époboi. So also Thdrt al) Damasc: txt BDFR 

of Estius: “Subjunxit aliud periculum 
marinum longe gravius, nempe quod de- 
mersus fuerit ex naufragio in profundum 
maris, ubi tamen divina ope fuerit servatus 
incolumis noctem et diem, atque inde 
postea liberatus"). 286.) The construc- 
tion is resumed from ver. 28, but now 
with the instrumental dative without the 
preposition, By journeys frequently, 
by perils of rivers (the genitives denote 
the material of the perils; rivers and rob- 
bers being the things and persons actuall 
attacking. Winer, ейп. 6, $ 30. 2 [а], 
renders it perils on rivers, justifying it 
by к. фу AH: but in my view а distinc- 
tion is pointed out by the variety of con- 
struction. Wetst. quotes xð. 0aAaccóv 
from Heliod. ii. 4. The ‘perils of rivers’ 
might arise from crossing’ or fording, or 
from floods. The crossing of the rocky 
and irregular torrente in Alpine districts 
is to this day attended with danger, which 
must have been much more frequent when 
bridges were comparatively rare. And this 
is the case with a road, among others, fre- 
quently traversed by Paul, that between 
Jerusalem and Antioch, crossed as it is by 
the torrents from the sides of Lebanon. 
Maundrell says that the traveller Spon lost 
his life in one of those torrente: see Cony- 
beare and Howson, edn. 2, vol. i. p. 502, 
note: and Stanley iu loc.) by perils of 
robbers (sce note on Acts xiii. 14), by 
perils from my kindred (the Jewish na- 
tion, éx, arising from: they not being 
always the direct agents, —but, as in mauy 
enses in the Acts, setting on others or 
plotting secretly: or on, - and ёбу. 
below, — imports generically the source, or 
quarter whence the danger arose), by 
perils from the Gentiles (not merely 
* from Gentiles,” as Stanley : this would 
be ёё é0rikGv. The art. is omitted after 
the preposition, the word being thus ente- 
gorized in Greek ; but it must be supplied 

in our English idiom), by perils in the 
city (in Damascus, Acts ix. 28 f.,—Jerv- 
salem, ib. 29,—Ephesus xix. 28 ff., and 
many other places), by perils in the desert 
(the nctual desert ? or merely the solitade 
of journeys as contrasted with the city? 
but any how, not in solifude ? the art. 
must be supplied ns in dv wóA«:), by perils 
in the sea (not, as De W., a repetition 
бош = 5 are many perils in the 
sea short of shipwrecks), 
false brethren (who 5 "Grot. 
al., suppose, ‘qui Christianos se simula- 
bant, ut res Christianorum perdiscerent, 
deinde eos proderent,'—and so apparently 
Chrys, &c. But Paul's use of this com- 
pound leads us rather to persons who bons 
Jide wished to be thought a8eAgol, but 
were nof, scil. in heart and conduct, and 
were opponents of himself personally, 
rather than designed traitors to the Chris- 
tian cause. Cf. yevBaxóaroAo: above, ver. 
18); .] by labour and weariness, 
by watchings (see on ch. vi. 5) frequently 
(the ёи is here resumed, perhaps arbi- 
trarily, perhaps also because xéwos and 
ибхбоз are more directly instrumental, 
—dypuxy., &c. more conditionally), by 
hunger and thirst, by fastings frequently 
(voluntary fastings, ad  purificandam 
mentem et edomandam carnem, as Es- 
tius, see also ch. vi. 5 note. De W. here 
too (see also Stanley) holds to involun- 
tary fustings; but he is clearly wrong, 
for ynor. is distinguished from Аш. к. 
dt.), in cold and nakedness (insuffi 
cient clothing :—or, literally, when thrast 
into prison after his scourgings,—or 
after his shipwrecks). 28.) He 
passes from particulars, omitting others 
which migbt have been specified, to the 
weight of apostolic caro and sympathy 
which was on him. Not to mention thove 
(afflictions) which are besides (these) (the 
Vulg., E. V., Вега, Estius, Bengel. under- 

et prt 
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poi ġ ° каб juépav, q Y pépipva 4 ara Tv à EXKANT LOD. ° Act ii. в 

29 т& " GaÜevet, кай ойк 'àcÜewo ; th 'okavb6aA((erai, Р and constr., 
Matt. xiii. 
22 | (Luke 4 3 t ^ 30 un ^ ^ vr ¥ wh ә axi. I. cal ойк éyà DEW; 30 Ei u xavydodas беї, "" rà “тй зім. 

only. Sir. zlii. 9. q eh. viii. 18 reff. т = Acts xx. 35, or Rom. ziv. 1. 
8 1 Cor. vili. 13 reff. t 1 Cor. vii. 9 ref. u absol., vv. 16, 18. v constr., 

Rom. ziv. 19 al. w constr., ch. ix. 2. Prov. xxvii, 1. 

k 17 (Futbal ms 
Ambrst]: txt B F[-gr] 
(not G). for xab. u. n, raðnuepirn F. 

stand wapexrdés as =  ©обеу, ‘the things 
that are without, —a meaning which it 
never has, always implying exception, see 
reff. Chrys., al, join хор. T. wapent. 
with the foregoing, und put a period after 
wapexr., interpreting it rightly, wAefova та 
waparerpidrra ray dwapbunOdvrav, Hom. 
xxv. p. 613 :—but this seems to break thie 
connexion too abruptly, besides giving a 
strange and unlikely termination to the 
long sentence preceding), —my саге (¢xlor. 
may be either ‘ delay,’ ‘hindrance,’ as Soph. 
Antig. 225, xoAAds yàp elxor $porríBos 
émordaes, and Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 26, бео» 
8 ау xpóror т} fryoópevor той стратебратоѕ 
emiorhoese, тособто» i дуќукт xpórvov 8i 
Mou rod ттратейцатоз ylyverOa Thy l- 
стасчу, or, as very frequently in Polyhius, 
see Schweigh., Lex. Polyb.,—* care,’ ‘ at- 
tention,’ * matter of earnest thought :’ e. р. 
Th» mèp r&y ÜAur exlotacw к. Bidar, 
viii. 30. 18, * curam summe rei,’ —oùx ёк 
wapép'yov, aad’ é£ emordoews, ili. 68. 8,— 
yew rivd els dio rac, * attentionem ali- 
cujus excitare, ix. 22. 17, al. The rec. 
reading, émsoveraots (which has perhaps 
been introduced from ¢dwleracis not being 
understood (see digest here and on ref. 
Acts) and then not has been altered to 
pov as ensier; but substantives derived 
from verbs which govern a dative are 
sometimes followed by this case, see 
Winer, edn. 6, $ 31. 3, and Moulton's 
note) сап only mean concursus, in a 
hostile sense, see ref. and examples in 
Wetst.: and so Chrys. (see var. readd.), 
&c., take it here: others metaphorically, 
as Beza, *agmen illud in me quotidie con- 
surgens, i. e. sollicitudo de omnibus eccle- 
siis :'—tromewhat similarly De W.,—* that 
which sets upon me, importunes me, daily :’ 
and so E. V. Stanley, with Est. al., ren- 
ders it, * the concourse of people to see me:’ 
but this is doubtful, as departing from the 
hostile sense. In Beza's sense, there is 
something Pauline in the rec., **the daily 
outbreak against me," and the reading 
eannot be considered certain) day by day, 
(viz.) my anxiety for all the churches 
(the construction is an anacoluthon : not, 
as Meyer, éxfor. the subject and uépiura 
the predicate, which would be a very flat 
sentence,—‘ my daily care is, anxiety fc.’ 
As it stands, 4 éwícT. is general and 

rec (for но) pov, with D[-gr] KLM PN? rel vulgſ (and F. lat) 
Ni 17 [Euthal-ms, in me -lat Aug,]. om. Ist ӯ F! 

ў меру. particularizes it. Nothing need 
be supplied. ў drr. occurs to the Apos- 
tle's mind, and is uttered, in the nomina- : 
tive, the construction being disregarded). 

29.) ‘Cura certe съуртбдеау ge- 
nerat: que facit, ut omnium affectus in 
se suscipiat Christi minister, omnium per- 
sonas induat, quo se accommodet om- 
nibas,’ Calv. Olsh., after Emmerling, 
strangely understands, Who is weak, if 1 
am mot weak?’ i.e. * Who can be called 
weak, if I am not во?’ The ёес®фуаа 
of the 7:s may be in various ways; in faith, 
as Rom. xiv. 1 al, or in purpose, or in 
courage: that of the Apostle, see 1 Cor. 
ix. 22, was a sympathetic weakness, a lean- 
ing to the same infirmity for the weak 
brother's sake, but also a veritable 6opv- 
Bodpa: к. тардттоши (ав Chrys., p. 614) 
in himself, on the weak brother’s account. 

rís exay.) “ Non priore, sed hac 
versiculi parte addit ego : nam illic infirmo 
se accommodat: hic dissimilem se scan- 
dalizantis fatetur, partes a scandalizante 
neglectas scandalizati causa ipse suscipiens. 
Partes a scandalizante neglect sunt amor, 
prudentia, &c. Idem tamen Paulus etiam 
partes scandalizati, sive incommodum 
quod scandalizatus sentit, iu se suscipit." 
Bengel. Spar, — with zeal, or with 
indignation. 80.] partly refers back 
to what has passed since ver. 23. The 
&cÓéreia not being that mentioned in a 
different connexion in ver. 29, but that of 
ver. 21, to which all since bas applied. 
But the words are not without a forward 
reference likewise. He will boast of his 
weuknesses—of (тё 27s 400.) those things 
which made him appear mean and con- 
temptible in the eyes of his adversaries. 
He is about to adduce an instance of es- 
cape from danger, of which this is emi- 
nently the case: he might be scoffed at as 
ó саруауофёрттоз, or the like—bot he is 
carried on in his fervency of self-renun- 
cintion amidst his apparent self-celebration, 
and he will even cast before his enemies 
the contemptible antecedents of his career, 
boasting in being despised, if only for 
what Christ had done in him. The as- 
severation in ver. 31 may be applied to 
the whole, but I had rather view it as con- 
nected with the strange history about to 
be related :—*I will glory in my weaknesses 

Zz2 
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2 = r е 81 e yz ` y * ^ | 

z Rom. vi. 19. * ácÜeveías pov " kavyrjaopav 81 о Y* deb код 7 ттатўр ToU зот 
reff. 

y Rom. zv. 6 

1 
47. av. 1,2 Adony ^ 8:4 тоў h relyous kai !Ёёфоуоу tas yetpas avro). 
721. uen XII. 1* * Ка›оуйаба: $) ой 'cupdéper pos edevoopuat 

d Gal. iij. 23. 
Phil. ir. 1. 1 Pet. i. 6 only t. Judith ili. 6. 

ii. 15, 18. 
k absol., ch. xi. 16, 18, 30. 

30. om pov B. 

gbereonly t. 
constr,; but w. aor. inf., Matt. xiz. 10. Esth. iii. ё. 

e Acta xii. & reff. f Acta ax.9 only. Josh. 
h Acts Iz. 25 (reff.). i i Rom. ii. 3 reff. 

31. rec aft кирои ins quer, with DMP rel vulg(with [demid] fuld F-lat) Syr copt 
arm Thdrt [ Euthal-ms Ambrst] Аоба): om BFKLN e g h 1 m n 17 am зуг goth wth 
Chr,[and 2-msa] Damasc. 

m 17 am syr goth arm Chr[and ms]. 

rec aft mo. ins ypiorov, with DE LMP rel vu 
[demid] fuld F-lat) Syr copt wth Thdrt [ Euthal-ms Damasc Ambrst] Aug: om 

with 
FN 

32. rec Bauaekgrer bef хом, with D- gr] KLM rel Chr, Thdrt Damasc: txt 
BD!-3FPN a m 17 [latt arm]. 

and (but bef saca: м) ЕГ. а 
33. om «> capyarn F[-gr]. 

Czar. XII. 1. * ка 

om белих B Үй син lat) vulg(and F-lat) Syr arm 
Procop, Ambrst Pel: ins D- gr] KLMPN rel goth 

G-1at)] вуг сор wth. 
г, [Eutbal-ms Damasc] Thdrt, 

do Set ov cvudépov pèv edevoopar &&. BGL 
table) F(N) 17 vulg : so, but оџифере, Р: xavyacOa: dN ov с›дфере uoi eAevooua уар 
(D)KL rel Chr Thdrt [Thl] CEc.—ins e: bef cavy. N? 39 lect-17 vulg(snd F-lat) 
[ Euthal-ms Ambrst ].— ðe: (on the confusion between т and «vcf Tischdf 

D*fand lat] FLPdefgmno п val 
Ambrst]: 3« D'(-gr] & copt ТЫ: zy KM 47 Ath, Chr Thdrt 
prolegg. p. xxxvii) ыи вутт got thal-ms 

masc Ce .- om poi 
D'(-gr] Syr goth. (M uncert.)—add «a: B 213. 

— yea, апй I will yet more abase my- 
self—God knows that I am telling sober 
truth—&c. If the solemnity of the as- 
severation seem out of proportion to the 
incident, the fervid and impassioned cha- 
racter of the whole passage must be taken 
into account, It will be seen that I differ 
from ali Commentators here, and cannot 
but think that they have missed the con- 
nexion. Meyer supposes that vv. 82, 33 
were only the beginning of a catalogue 
of his escapes, which he breaks off at 
ch. xii. 1: and that the asseveration was 
meant to apply to the whole catalogue: 
but surely this is very unnatural. 
83, 88.] On the fact, and historical dif- 
Jieulty, see note, Acts ix. 24. 32.] 
iv Aap. followed by Аанасктуф» is pleo- 
nastic, but the pleonasm is common 
enough, especially when for any reason, 
our words are more than usually precise 
and formal. ióvápxns) Prefect, or 
governor, stationed there by the Arabian 
king. The title appears to have been 
variously used. The High Priest Simon, 
asa vaseal of Syria, is so named in reff. 
1 Macc., and Jos. Antt. xiii. 6. 7. It was 
bestowed by Augustus on Archelaus after 
his father's death, Jos. Antt. xvii. 11. 4; 
B. J. ii. 6. 3. The presidents of the seven 
districts into which Egypt was divided 

under the Romans, bore it (Strabo, xvii. 
798): as did a petty prince of the Bospo- 
rus under Augustas (Lucian, Macrob. 17). 
Also the chief magistrates of the Jews liv- 
ing under their own laws in foreign states 
had this title (Joe. Antt. xiv. 7. 2; xiv. 8. 
5. B. J. vii. 6. 8). But apparently it must 
here be taken in its wider sense, and not 
in this latter: for the mere chief magis- 
trale of the Jews would not bave had the 
power of guarding the city. Doubtless be 
was incited by the Jews, who would repre- 
sent Paul as a malefactor. ivy. 
%,, Hesych. ; — ої pér, ъол ть 
of 5 wAdypa т: ёк cxowlov. Suidas (sce 
Wetst.), = awvpís, Acts ix. 25. Probably it 
is, as Stanley, a “rope-basket;” a net. 
Снар. XII. 1—10.] He proceeds to speak 
of visions and revelations vouchsafed to 
im, and relates one such, of which however 

he will not boast, except in as far as i! 
leads to fresh mention of infirmity, in 
which he will boast, as being a vehicle for 
the perfection of Christ's power. Ta order 
to understand the connexion of the follow- 
ing, it is very requisite to bear in mind the 
burden of the whole, which runs through it 
—ёу vais doGerclas kavxfoopa:. 
is no break between this and the last chap- 
ter. He has just mentioned a of 
his history which might expose him to con- 

, ^ * * ^ Ри 

коріои '19ao0 older, о dv * «ћоүттдӧс " eis TOUS * ALVAS, e defi 
бт. ov “evdonar. 3? éy Дараскф б °éOvapyns 'Арёта 

4 1 2 A / a e LA Васо * ёфройре тў» тбм>» АадаетктуФу * midosa: 

hkis: 
о 17.4 
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yàp eis m dra xai "ároxaAview xupiov. 
^ ^ 9 >» М 

хрстф ° про ётф> ёєкатессарор (eire Р ёр EP a 
9 

avOpwrrov ev 
1.2. Sir. xliii. 2, 16 only. = Dan. ix. 23 al. 
note), Rev. i. 1 

aft «s ins ras Р: ra(sic) F. 

tempt and ridicule—tbis was one of the 
ao@éverasz. Не now comes to another: 
but that other inseparably connected with, 
and forming the sequel of, a glorious reve- 
lation vouchsafed him by the Lord. This 
therefore he relates, at the same time repu- 
diating it as connected with Aimself, and 
fixing attention only on the éo@évera which 
followed it. 1.) (I have in recent 
editions suspended the very difficult ques- 
tion of this reading, not finding it possible 
to decide whether of the two deserves а 
place in the text. Meantime, the rec. 
is left in, and on it the following note 
is written.) Let only the two readings 
kavxacüa. 8) où сорфёре ио, dAcócoum 
ydp, and кауҳасбо: Bei, ob соџфёроу ue 
éAetoopa: Bé, be compared, and it would 
certainly seem as if the former more re- 
sembled the nervous elliptic irony of the 
great Apostle, and the latter the tame 
conventional propriety of the grammatical 
correctors. The other variations, 8 for 
8%, and tbe prefixing of ei, are too palpable 
emen · lations to require critical treatment. 
The difficulty however is considerably less- 
ened, when the right connexion is borne 
in mind. To boast, verily, is not to my 
advantage: for (i.e. it will be shewn to 
be so, by the following fact of a correction 
administered to me Туа ph бтераірюџо) 
(on the other reading, I must boast, 
though it is not to my advantage: but) 
I will proceed to visions and revelations 
of the Lord. 34 in this senso implies a 
consciousness of a reason why the asser- 
tion is true, and is therefore naturally fol- 
lowed by ydp, if the sentence is completed. 
The same sense is found in Plato, Phed. 
р. 60, d Zóxpares, Soraroy 3h cà проз- 
epovas vor ol. dr ко) ob Tobrovs, — 
the completion of the sense being,—‘ for 
you are to die to- night: — rox какё$ 
wpáccovcir, où ob 8} uóros, Eur. Hec. 
464: i.e. ob od 8} n какёз xpdeces, 
Tool AAO . . . (See Hartung, 
Partikellehre i. 270, who however explains 
34 in these examples somewhat differently.) 
The force of it here then, is: I am well 
aware that to boast is not good for me: 
Jor I will come to an instance in which it 
was so shewn to me.” ele фкт. к. 
dw. xup.) q. d. ‘and the instances I will 
select are just of that kind in ү 
boasting ever were good, tt might be а{- 
lowed г thus the ydp gives a more com- 
plete proof. &wracía is the form or man- 

IIPOX KOPINGIOTSZ B. 

. 23 a1. Theod. 
(Gal. i. 12?) only. (obj., 1 Cor. l. 7. 

о вее 2 Tim. i. 9. Tit. 1.3. John zii. l. Amos i. 1. iv. 7. 

for кир., xpwrrov F[not F-lat]. (P uncert.) 
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2 ода m Lake i. 22. 
iv. B. Acts 

n = 1 Cor. ziv. 6 ref. w. gen. seh (see 
2 Thess. i. 7. 1 Pet. i. 7, 13. Bir, xlii. 1.) 

р ch. v. 6. Heb. ziii. 3. 

ner of receiving àrokdAw(jis, the revela- 
tion. There can hardly be an ó*racía 
without an dwoxdAvfjis of some kind. 
Therefore Theophylact's distinction is 
scarcely correct, 7 à&woxdáAvjis wAéo» Ti ` 
{хе ths Ówracías j pui» yàp uóror 
Влёте B(5mowu абту 8d kal т: Вабфтеро» 
тоё Ópeuírvov Ówovyvuroi. курот, 
gen. subj., vouchsafed me by the Lord,— 
not obj., f i. e. he ven, the Lord 
[ав the subject of the vision ], for such is 
not that which follows. No particular 
polemical reason, as the practice of par- 
ticular parties at Corinth to allege visions, 
&. (Baur), need be sought forthe narration 
of this vision : Paul's object is general, and 
the means taken to attain it are simply 
subordinate to it, viz. the vindication of his 
apostolie character. 3—4] An er- 
ample of such а vision and revelation. 
The adoption of the third person is rc. 
markable: it being evident from ver. 7 that 
he himself is meant. It is plain that a 
eontrast is intended between the rapt and 
glorified person of vv. 2, 4,—and himself, 
the weak and afflicted and almost despair- 
ing subject of the скёлоф тӯ саркі of vv. 
7 ff. Such glory belonged not to him, but 
the weakness did. Nay, so far was the 
glory from being Ais that he knew not 
whether he was in or out of the body when 
it was put upon him: so that the ёуб аётб;, 
compounded of the уоёѕ and odpt (Rom. 
vii. 25), clearly was not the subject of it, 
but as it were another form of his person- 
ality, analogous to that which we shail 
assume when unclothed of the body. 
]t may be remarked in passing, as has been 
done by Whitbv, that the Apostle here by 
implication acknowledges the possibility 
of consciousnese and receptivity in a 
disembodied state. Let it not be for. 
gotten, that in the context, this vision is 
introduced not so much for the purpose of 
making it a ground of boasting, which he 
does only passingly and under protest, but 
that he may by it introduce the mention 
of the oxddow тў capxí, which bore so 
conspicuous a part іп his A, TO 
BOAST OP WHICH is Àis present object. 

2.] I know (not, Tue, as E. V.: 
which [is a mistake in grammar, und] in- 
troduces serious confusion, making it seem 
as if the xpd ётё» декат. were the date of 
the knowledge, not, as it really is, of the 
vision) & man in Christ (év xp. belongs to 
&v6p., not to olda, as Beza; &»0. è» xp. 
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al cer. . is Powpare ойк olda, elre 9 ёктдс̧ TOD сюшатос ойк oida, о 
reff. ` e 7 ` ^c е 7 i r r 8 t t u reb xina г єс 'olóev) 'àpmayévra ‘tov 'TowÜTov “ws трітоџи 
Josh. xxii. 3 _ 

б acts i. оурароў. 
39. 

3 ka, oida ‘tov * rotoUrov ávyÜperrov (etre P èv 
1 Thess. , * v ` ^ , э 2$ ег ` 

ivi. Re. PG Tt eire "'yopis TOU coparos ойк оіда, о "Geos 
xii. 5. 7 

+А‹ъзай 22 older) töre norden eis tov " wapadecov xai ўкоисєр 
Agha 5, 6. 
x. II. 

xxiii. 43. Rev. ii. 7 only. Gen. ii. 8, and fr. 
uso Matt. x1.23. Luke x. 15. Deut. iv. 11. 

3. ins то bef capar: Dl. (P uncert.) 
ins rov bef TpiTov F. 

to rpvTov.) 

v z John i. 3 al. w Luke 

om Tov bef ceuaros B d!soal next ver]. 
(for тртою NI wrote rovrov, which he then altered 

3. rec (for xwpis) exros (from ver 2), with D'FKLMPN (Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt 
Damasc: extra latt): txt BD! Meth,. 

en Christian,’ ‘a man whose standing is in 
Christ: во of xal wpd pot yéyovav dv 
Хрістф, Rom. xvi. 7),—fourteen years 
ago (belongs not to olda, nor to ё» xp. ua 
Grot.: ‘hominem talem, qui per 14 annos 
Christo serviat ;'—but to aprayérra. On 
the idiom see ref., the date probably 
refers back to the time when he was at 
Tarsus waiting for God to point ont his 
work, between Acts ix. 30 aud xi. 25. See 
the chronological table in the Prolego- 
mena), whether in the body, I know not, 
or ont of the body, I know not: God 
knoweth (if in the body, the iden would be 
that he was taken up bodily : if out of the 
body, to which the alternative wanifestly 
inclines,—that his spirit was rapt from the 
body, and taken up disembodied. Aug. de 
genesi ad litteram xii. 2—5 (8—14), vol. 
lii. pp. 455 ff, discusses the matter at 
length, and concludes thus, — Proinde 
quod vidit raptus usque in tertium colum, 
quod etiam se scire confirmat, proprie 
vidit, поп imaginaliter. Sed quia ipsa a 
corpore alienata utrum omnino mortuum 
corpus reliquerit, an secundum modum 
quendam viventis corporis ibi anima fuerit, 
sed mens ejus ad videnda vel audienda in- 
effubilia illius visionis arrepta ait, hoc in- 
certum erat,—ideo forsitan dixit, “sive 
in corpore sive extra corpus, nescio, Deus 
ecit.”’ And similarly Thom. Ад. and 
Estius: not, as Meyer thinks, making the 
alternative consist between reality and a 
mere vision, but between the anima, the 
life, being rapt out of the body, leaving it 
dead, and the mens, the intelligence or 
spirit, being rapt out of the body, leaving 
it ‘secundum modum quendam vivens"); 
such an one (so rb» тогобтоу resumes after 
a parenthesis, 1 Cor. v. 5), rapt (snatched 
or taken up, reff.) as far as third 
heaven. What is the third heaven? 
The Jews knew no such number, but com- 
monly (not universally: Rabbi Judah 
said, Duo sunt coli, Deut. x. 14”) 
recognized seven heavens: and if their 
arrangement is to be followed, the third 
heaven will be very low in the celestial 

om ovk otda В Meth. 

scale, being only tho material clouds. That 
the threefold division into the air заз. 
ferum), the sky (astriferum), and tbe 
heaven (angeliferum), wus in use among the 
Jews, Meyer regards as a fiction of Grotius. 
Certaiuly no Rabbinical authority is given 
for such a statement: but it is put forward 
confidently by Grotius, and since bis time 
adopted without enquiry by many Com- 
mentators. It is uncertain whetber the 
sevenfold division prevailed so early as the 
Apostle's time: and at all eventa, as we 
must not invent Jewish divisions which 
never existed, so it seems rash to apply 
here, one about whose date we are not 
certain, and which does not suit the con- 
text :—for to be rapt only to the clouds, 
even supposing ver. 4 to relate a further 
assumption, would bardly be thus solemnly 
introduced, or the preposition гез used. 
The safest explanation therefore is, mof 
to follow any fixed division, but judging 
by Ше evident intention of the expression, 
to understand a igh degree of celestial 
exaltation. І cannot see any cogency in 
Meyer's argument, that ‘the third heaven 
must have been an idea well known and 
previously defined among his readers,’ see- 
ing that in such words as vpls uakdptos, 
Фос. it is manifestly inapplicable. 
9, 4.] А solemn repetition of the fore- 
going, with the additional particular of 
his having had unspeakable revelations 
made to him. Some, as Clem. Strom. v. 
12 (80), p. 693 P., Iren. ii. 30. 7, p. 162, 
Athan. Apol. 20, vol. i. p. 268, Orig. (or 
his interpreter) on Rom. xvi. lib. x. 43, 
vol. A б (Ecum., al., think that this 
was a fresh assumption, (es тр(тоо obparos 
küxeiber els Toy wapdBewor, ie with these 
Meyer agrees: but surely had this been 
intended, some intimation would have been 
given of it, either by xal, or by placing eis 
тд» xapáBecor (as the stress would be 
then no longer on the fact àpweysre: as 
before, but on the new piace to which 
прибут) in the place of emphasis before 
npwdyy ;—or, by both combined, —5r. x«l 
eis Toy wapddacoy $pszéys. As it is, 

BDFKL 
МР 25 
edefg 
hk ima 
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xüncouat, et py €v тай *dacOeveracs [nov]. 
deje каоуђсасбдаь, ойк ej 5 app 
yàp ёр@` * федора: бе, un tis eis en f Аотуйтттан ® тёр 
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d x here only. (Rom. хі. 21 reff) Ima. liv. 2. Xen. Cyr. i. 6. 19, 35. (из) 25. Рз. хіт. 2. 
фео» &Sdoxey, Eur. Orest. 387.) 
vii. 18.) g -= 1 Cor. iv. 6. x. 13. 

[t аудротот L b 47.] 
om Tov M. for 2nd итер, тер: Dl. 

Ni(corrd by М! appy). 
syrr copt arm: 

то agbe 
ins (from ch xi. 80?) Dg 

6 day yap a "Esth. 
с adn Peay "< oe TH. 14. 

Вн 
а at 16; 19 

7 ка) т) "ù bmep- ‹ Hom. 1 ix. 1. 

e = ch. x. 13,16 b f = here ouly. (Hoa. 
h Rom. vii. 13 reff. Jos. Antt. i. 13. 4. ii. 2. 1. 

om ov ( from preceding termination) 
hac Dl. om роу B Di (and lat) 17 

gr] FKLMPN rel vulg goth sth Ath, 
[Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc [ Ambr, oa А 

6. for de К: ка: Р (arm(Tisc 

arm Orig,(-int,) 
goth Секе) fh 

with the verb preceding in both clauses, 
and therefore no prominence given to the 
places as distinguished from one another, I 
must hold és 7pírov ойр. to be at least во 
far equivalent to eis Tb» wapáBewor, аз to 
be a general local description of the situa- 
tion in which 6 wapáðe:sos is found. The 
repetition of efre . . . . older is equally 
accountable on either explanation, being 
made for solemnity and emphasis. The 

cannot here be the Jewish 
Paradise, the bliseful division or side of 
Hades (Scheol), where the spirits of the 
just awaited the resurrection, see note on 
Luke xvi. 22,—but the Paradise of which 
our Lord spoke on the Cross,—the place of 
happiness into which He at His Death 
introduced the spirits uf the к С m 
ref. Luke. Ё 
as explained below, words which hit is 
not lawful to utter :—as Vulg., “ arcana 
verba, qua non licet homini loqui." The 
interpretation, que dici nequeunt," as 
Beza, Estius, Calov., Olsh., al., is hardly 
consistent with the narrative ; for in that 
сазе, ав Bengel remarks, ‘Paulus non 
potuisset audire. The passages adduced 
by Wetst. mostly refer to the mysteries, 
or some secret rites: e. Е. Demosth. contra 
Newrum, p. 1369, абту h учу} орі» Ove 
Ta Abra lepà bwip тїз wóAees, xal 
elde, & ov xposijxer айт» Spay tern 
obcay. & oix dE] which it is not 
lawful for a MAN to utter (sec above) :— 
imparted by God, but, not to be divulged 
to others: and therefore, in this case, in- 
tended, we may presume, for the Apostle’s 
own consolation and encouragement. Of 
what kind they were, or by whom uttered, 
we have no hint given, and it were worse 
than trifling to conjecture. *'Sublimitatis 
certe magne fuere: nam non omnia cœles- 
tin sunt ineffabilia, v. gr. Ex. xxxiv. 6, 

om T: (as superfluous) 

Eutbnl-ms]: ins D'(and lat) KLN? rel [vulg-clem F-lat harl!] syr 
BDC aus Peta G-lat)] N! m 17 am with his, fuld! tol harl?) ( (Syr copt)] ætl 

rt Damasc Т Gc Ambrst. 

Isa. vi. 9, que tamen valde sublimia." 
Bengel. 5.] Of such a шап he will 
еры but not (see above on ver. 1) of him- 
self, except it be in his infirmities. 
Tov rod ro must be masc. as before, sot 
neuter, as Luth., al., take it. This is 
shewn by биёр, used of the person re- 
specting whom (reff.), whereas é» is said 
of the thing on account of which, a man 
boasts. He strikes here again the key- 
note of the whole—doasting in his in- 
firmities. He will boast of such a person, 
во favoured, во exalted; but this merely 
by the way: it is not his subject: it was 
introduced, not indeed without reference 
to the main point, but principally ri bring 
in the infirmity following. 6.] For 
(supply the sentence for which ydp renders 
a renson: ‘Not but that I might boast 
concerning myself if I would ’)—if I shall 
wish to boast (тір éuavrov), I shall not 
be a fool (I shall not act rashly or im- 
prudently, for I shall not boast without 
solid ground for it): for I shall speak 
the truth :—bnt I abstain (reff.), that no 
one may reckon of me (reff. and add 
els naAaxíar скёнтоу, Demosth. 308. 18) 
beyond (b у а standard superior to that 
furnished what he sees me (to be), 
or hears ч? 5 form part of the text, or 
hears any thing: a pleonastic construc- 
tion = 4 «f т: dxoves) from me. Lest he 
should seem to undervalue so legitimate a 
tier of boasting, he alleges the reason 

he abstains: not that he had not thia 
= more such exaltations, truly to allege: 
but because he wished to be judged of by 
what they really had seen and heard of 
and from himself in person. 1—10.) 
Не now comes to geras for which the fore- . 
going was mainl : the infirmity 
tn his flesh, dr above ios d hindered 
his personal efficiency in the apostolic 
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, Bory rb ! arroxadupewy [99] Kiva ил) ' trrepaipopat, ABDFE 
of nore, ch- €008n pot m окб " Tf sapxi, ayyenos caTava iva Ae ЕЕ fe 

1208 Thes i  °кохаф [Piva ит иеа рш]. 
"i 16. 

Gal. iv. 14. 
ii. 5. Matt. v. 18. Winer, edn. 6, 65.6 

m here only. 

7. rec om до, with DKLP rel 

ms]. итерароиа DLP m. (во 
pou Е vulg Orig-int, [ Bas-int,] Cypr. 
N3(appy) rel eyr ing. gr. d Ori 
txt A!BDIFN! 17!(sic, Т NO 

* Num.zxxii. 55. Esek. xxvii 
o Matt. xxvi. 67 H Mk. 1 Cor. iv. 11. 1 Pet. ai. 1420 only 7. 

. 9 = ver. 5. 

vulg F-lat syrr goth arm] Ath, Chr, Thdrt, 
[Damasc] Iren-int, [Orig-int, Ambrst] Aug: ins AB F(-gr(and G-lat)] № 17 [Euthal* 

m (Damasc-ms 

8 a mèp rovrou 
n dat., 1 Cor. vii. 28. sre 

p pleonasm., Re: 

below.) aft торка ins 
rec (for сатаға) Ds with A3D? KLP 

Ath, Mac, Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damase[and ms]: 
(Orig, Tov аатауа) [satanc tt]. om 2nd ira мз) 

vwepaipeuat (as superfluous: but the repetition has special emphasis) ADFN! 17 latt 
wth Chr, Iren-int Tert, Aug : ins BKLPN? rel syrr copt goth [arm] Orig, Mac, [Chr, 
Eutbal-ms) Thdrt, Damasc Bas[ -int, Tert, Cypr, Hil, Ambrst J. 

8. ins xa: bef virep A Orig Thdrt, Iren-int,. 

ministry. 7.] And that I might not, 
by the abundant excess of revelations 
(made to me), be uplifted (the order of 
the words is chosen to bring rf ётер. 
к.т.А into the place of foremost emphasis: 
see reff. The 5i can hardly stand with 
the present punctuation. If it forms part 
of the text, it must begin the sentence, and 
we must with Lachmann join xai тӯ órepB. 
10 ёток. to the foregoing, as in appoeition 
with àaGeveíais. But thus a very strange 
sense would be given), there was given me 
“бу God ; certainly not, as Meyer, al., 
by Satan, of whom such an чуду дыы а 
691 would surely hardly be used: 
ў xdpis 7 Jod od мог, во often said = 
the Apostle: —Rom. xii. 3, 6; xv. 16 al., 
and the absolute use of 4849" for bestowed, 
portioned out by God, 1 Cor. xi. 15 ; xii. 
7,8; Gal. iii. 21; James i. 5) a thorn 
(the word may signify а stake, or sharp 
pointed staff, tiAoy 066, Hesych.,—so in 
Hom. Il. о. 176, кефаАў» . . . tas dvd 
сколбтесс:; but in the LXX, reff, it is 
‘a thorn,’ and such is the more likely 
meaning here. Meyer cites from Artemid. 
iii. 33, SxavOar ка) oxddowes S8tvas on- 
palvovor 8:4 т 3&6 (compare ref. Ezek., 
A. mixplas ка) Ёка»ба derne). Seo 
however Stanley's note, who rejects the 
menning ‘thorn,’ and supposes the figure 
to refer to the punishment of impalement) 
in my flesh (the expression used Gal. iv. 
14 of this same affliction, rb» тераси» 
uud dv тї vapk( pov, seems decisive for 
rendering the dative thus, and not as a 
dativus incommodi: see also ref. 1 Cor.), 
the (or an) angel of Batan (even if we 
read caray, it can only be the genitive. 
If taken ns the nom., the expression would 
mean either, a hostile angel, which would 
be contrary to the universal usage of 
Satan, as а proper пате: or, the angel 
Satan, which is equally inconsistent with 
N. T. usage, according to which Satan, 
though once an angel, із now Épxor тїз 

тоу Kup. bef rpes D! [and lat] copt Sch. 

dtovolas той àépos, Eph. ii. 2, and has his 
own angels, Matt. xxv. 41), that he (the 
angel of Satan,—not the скблоф, which 
would be an unnecessary confusion of me- 
taphors. ‘The continuation of a discourse 
often belongs to the word in apposition, 
not to the main subject, Meyer) may 
buffet me (xoAaQí(n is best thus expresaed, 
in the present. e sorist would denote 
merely ome such act of insult. Thus 
Chrys.: . . буте . . Senvexovg de oha төш 
xa^ troi ob yàp ү Tra rohagion, 
AAN Iva xo^aeí(n, —Theophyl, оўу Tre 
rat pe колафіст, A del,—and similarly 
(Ecum.), that I may not be uplifted (the 
repetition gives force and solemnity,—ex- 
pressing his firm persuasion of the divine 
intention in thus afflicting him). As 
regards the thorn itself, very many, and 
some very absurd conjectnres have been 
hazarded. They may be resolved into three 
heads, the two former of which are, from 
the nature of the case, out of the question 
(see below): (1) that Paul alludes to 
spiritual solicitations of the devil (‘in- 
jectiones Satanm’), who suggested to him 
blasphemous thoughts, —so Gerson, Luther 
(how characteristically !), Calov..—or re- 
morse for bis former life, so Osiander, 
Mosheim, &c.: or according to the Ho- 
manist interpreters, who want to find here 
а precedent for their monkish stories of 
temptations, —incitements ѓо lust, — so 
Thom. Aq. Lyra, Bellarmin, Estius, 
Corn.-a-Lapide, al. (2) that he alludes to 
opposition from his adversaries, ot some 
one adversary кот dLoyf»; so many 
ancient, Commentator, Chrys., Theophs!., 
Ecum., Theodoret, —Calvin, Beza, al., and 
more recently, Fritzsche, and Schrader. 
8) that he points to some grievous 
odily pain, which has been curiously 

specified by different Commentators. The 
ancients (Chrys., Theophyl., (Ecum., Je- 
rome on Gal. iv. 14 (lib. ii. 4, vol. vii. 
p. 460) mention re : some 

hkiwa 
o 17.47 
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33. AM vi. 53. 
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s 1 Cor. i. 10 
reff. 

t= Acts c. 38 
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ш. 14. 

vi.8. Heb. xiii. 5. 3 John My only. Num. i. 33. . 
only. (See Luke ii. 39. Rom. ii. 27.) Eur. Bacch. 90. 

y Rom. ii. 17 ref. 
ach. v. 8. Rom. xv. 26, 27 reff. 

19. -Gcow, Sir. xxii. 11.) 
Polyb. iv. 18. B. 

9. for ерукеу, те» F Chr.. 
KLPN rel Ust Orig Le, Ath, Euthal- 
A! ]BD! FN! [latt] got 
er. rec re Ac ora, with D 

Thdrt-p}: txt ABD!FN!. 

Tim. 
v ch. xi. 30. w = here 

x ver. 15 only +. (-S, ch. xi. 
£ here only +. dmi. ewi Tas oixias, 

ЬІ Cor. х Sreff. 

rec aft 8uvayis ins pou (see note), with A? Dz· C. gr] 
ms) Chr, Thdrt Pallad [Damasc]: om 

eth Archel Orig-int, Iren-int, Bas[ -int,] Tert, Cypr, Ambrst 
ікт,Рма rel Orig,[-c, Iren,] Ath [C 

om pov В 672. 71 harl вуг copt [arm] Iren, (gr and int). 
hr, Euthal-ms 

10. aft acO«eas ins поо Е vulg(not am [demid hari tol] F- lat). 

have supposed Áypochondriao melancholy, 
which however hardly answers the con- 
ditions of а oA, in which acute pain 
seems to be implied; alii aliter, see Pool, 
Synops. ad loc.; and Stanley’s note, which 
is important in other respects also, and 
full of interest. On the whole, putting 
together the figure here used, that of a 
thorn, occasioning pain, and the «oAa- 
ind, buffeting or putting to shame, it 
seems quite necessary to infer that the 
Apostle alludes to some painful and tedious 
bodily malady, which at the same time 
put him to shame before those among 
whom he exercised his ministry. Of such 
a kind may have been the disorder in his 
eyes, more or less indicated in several pas- 
sages of his history and Epistles (see notes 
on Acts xiii. 9; xxiii. 1 f.:—and Gal. iv. 
14 (15 7); vi. 11 (P). But it may also 
have been something besides this, and to 
such an inference probability would lead 
us; disorders in the eyes, however sad in 
their consequences, not being usually of a 
very painful or distressing nature in them- 
selves. 8.] In respect of this (angel 
of Satan, not скдлоф, see below) I thrice 
(zpls, not indefinite as Chrys., Hom. xxvi. 
p. 621, тоитќот:, woAAdms. Meyer well 
observes, * At his first and second request, 
no answer was given tohim: on the third 
occasion, it сате; and his faithful resig- 
nation to the Lord's will prevented his 
asking again") besought the Lord (Christ, 
see ver. 8) that he might depart from me 
(the angel of Satan, see Luke iv. 13 [Acts 
xxii. 29]) : 9.] And He said to me 
ср can hardly in English be repre- 
sen otherwise than by the historical 
aorist ; in the Greek, it partakes of its own 
proper sense He said, and that answer 
із enough г’ He hath said, —but this last 
would not contain reference enough to the 
Fact itself. The poverty of our language 
in the finer distinctions of the tenses 
often obliges us to render inaccurutely, and 

fall short of, the wonderful language with 
which we have to deal. How this 
was said, whether accompanied by an 
appearance of Christ to him or not, must 
remain in obscurity), My grace (not,— 
‘My favour generally; —' My imparted 
grace’) is sufficient for thee (ápxet, spoken 
from the divine omniscience, ‘ suffices, and 
shall suffice :’ q. d. the trial must endure, 
antaken away: but (he grace shall also 
endure, and never fail thee ). for (the 
reason lying in My ways being not as 
man’s ways, My Power not being brought 
to perfection as man’s power is conceived 
to be) (My) Power is made perfect 
(bas its full energy and complete mani. 
festation) in (as the element in which 
it acts as observable by man) weakness. 
See ch. iv. 7, and 1 Cor. ii. 3, 4 —where 
the influence of this divine response on the 
Apostle, is very manifest. If I mistake 
not, the expression тїї «s, there, 
favours the omission of доо here, as in our 
text, and makes it probable that it was iu- 
serted for perspicuity's sake, and to an- 
awer to 7 80у. ToU xp. below. Most 
gladly therefore will I rather (than that 
my affliction should be removed from me, 
which before that response, I wished) 
boast (xavx. is in the emphatic place,— 
I will rather boast in mine infirmities. 
Had aA signified ‘rather than in 
revelations,’ or ‘rather than in any thing 
else,’ it would have been дёлЛЛор d» rais 
dere. роо navxhooua:) in my in- 
firmities, that (by my àgðéreiaı being 
not removed from me, but becoming 
my glory) the Power of Christ may have 
its residence in me (see ref. Polyb. —' may 
carry on in me its work unto completion,’ 
as above). 10.] Wherefore (because 
of this relation to human weakness and 
divine power) I am well content (cf. the 
same expression Matt. iii. 17] in infirmi- 
ties (four kinds of which are then specified, 
—all coming also, as well as 406. proper, 
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1 pèv "annia той алгостд кар ipryáa8n er ш» є 
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Lam. іш. 19. 13 , 7 , x* y e , sf * * 
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f Rom. H. 9 reff. 1 v- Rem. iv. 19 reff. h = 1 Cor. mn. 1. ach, в. 16, 19 ref. 
k Acta xxvi. 11 reff - Acts x vM. 29. 1 Cor. zi. 7, 10. m = Rom. iii. 5 reff. а constr.. 

Rom. iii. 23. ch. 1. 3. (i. 7 гей.) och. xi. 5 only 4. р 1 Сот. vii. 19 reff. = Lake 
1. 12. 2 Thess. іші. 17 aL r Rom. ц. 9 reff. в = Acta хх. 19 t Rom 4. 7 reff. 

а Arts 1i. 22. Heb. ii. & 

x constr. acc., as Matt. 1. 26, 
a= ver. 6. 

v Acts ты. 36 reff. d 

y here only. (- race, 2 Pvt. ii 19, 30, Lea. vin. 9. ax. 3. 

for ev avaryxais, кох evaryxass M'(corrd by orig! scribe to [x.] ағаук. [eo Orig, |. by N? to txt). 
om ev Sierypois А. 

[ P]? rel. ота F. 
for 5th er, cas BN!: xa; era (arm(Tisch 

Svraro (for -ros eu) F[not F-lat, G- lat has both]. 
)]: t ADFKL 

11. rec aft афре ins xavxeperos, with LP rel syrr goth (Chr, Thdrt Damasc]: om 
ABDFKN 17 latt coptt th arm Orig( -c, Euthal-ms Ambr, Ambrst}. 
F[-gr]. om иф B'(Tischdf) D'[-gr J. 

оидеу yap ins 71 B. 
12. at beg ins алла F [37(omg ме»). 

rec ins ev bef onuciors (mechanical 

"seis 
иф quw» А. — forovber, ov F[not F- lat]. 

karnpyoacóg B!F d: renn. D. 
repetition from the foregoing), with Di- gr] 

KLP rel valg-ed(with demid) Thdrt; xe: F[ -gr(and G-lat)] буг Chr,: те №: om АВ 
Diſ and lat] М! a 17 am(with fuld tol ( F-lat]) syr goth arm [ Euthal-ms] Damasc Ambrst. 

rec om те, with ADFKLP N-corr! rel: ins BN. a 17 [Euthal-ms} Damasc. 
18. (noowbyre, so ВОН! 17[:1099.] : єЛатебуга: Е.) 

under the category of ás6érei, as kin- 
drances and bafflings of human strength), 
—in insults, in necessities, in persecu- 
tions, in distresses,—on behalf of Christ: 
for whenever I am weak (applying to all 
five situations above), then I am mighty. 
Wetst. quotes from Philo, Vita Mosis, i. 
13, vol. ii. p. 92, wh ёуажіттете. 1d ào0eris 
uud Әбуашз dors. 11—18.] He 
excuses his boasting, and is thereby led 
to speak of the signe of an Apostle 
wrought among them, and to reassert his 
disinterestedness in preaching to them, on 
occasion of his past and intended visite. 

11.] I am Become (the emphasis 
on yéyora,—l am verily become a fool, 
viz. by this boasting, which I have now 
concluded.  'Receptui canit; Bengel. 
But it is still ironical, spoken from the 
situation of his adversaries) a fool: ye 
compelled me (Uueis emphatic). For I (уе 
also emphatic, but more with reference to 
what has passed : ‘ye compelled me, it was 
no doing of mine, for I &. The meaning 
is not, as De W., “J, not mine adver- 
saries," who are an element foreign to the 
present sentence) ought to have been re. 
commended by you (emphatic, by you, noi 
by himself): for I was nothing behind 
(when I was with you) these overmuch 
Apostles (see on ch. xi. Б: but here even 
more plainly than there, the expression 
cannot be applied to the other Apostles, 
seeing that the sor. would in that case 

for экер, тара D. 

be inconsistent with the fact—the Corin- 
thians never having had an opportunity 
of comparing bim with them), even though 
Iam nothing (see similar expressions of 
humility, 1 Cor. xv. 9—11). 
12.] Confirmation of the o © 
.. . . The signs indeed (the мё is ellipti- 
cal—eee Hartung, Purtikellehre, ii. 411, 
—correspouding to a suppressed jues 82 
55$ * In this case, the signs indeed &c., 
but, notwithstanding, І am not recom- 
mended by you.’ So Soph. (Ed. Col. 626, 
fiveyxov какбтат’, & tere, Қуеук, décew 
иё», 0cbs Tove. It always throws oot 
into strong emphasis the noun, pronoun, 
or verb to which it is attached, as here 
onucia) of an Apostle (тоб generic, —' ejas 
qui Apostolas sit,’ Bengel) were wrought 
out among you (“the Apostle’s own per- 
sonality as the worker is modestly veiled 
behind the passive.” Meyer) in all (pos- 
sible) patience (endurance of opposition, 
which did not cause ше to leave off work- 
ing. twopovy is not one of the cqueia, as 
Chrys., Hom. xx vii. p. 627: Өѓа коо» spérror 
7lOnes, thy ӧтороғђу. тобто yap ётестблою 
Becyna, тд фри» wárta yevvales,—but the 
element in which the equeca were wrought 
out), by signs and wonders (сим. not as 
above, but as constantly found with терага, 
as an intensitive synonym) and mighty 
works (sce ref. Heb.). 18—16.] His 
disinterestedness, shewn in his past, and 
resolved in his future dealings with them. 

YEP ou. 
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А 2 ^ 2, ver. 11. 
SarravnPncomar vrép TÀv " Nrvxàv бру, cl теритсотёраҳ \\ Cor. ха. 2 

k ver. 9. 1 Acta xi. 21 те . m here only +. Polyb. xxv. 8. 4, exdawavgy ras mposóðovs. 
п = Heb. xiii. 17. 1 Pet. ii. 11. o ch. i. 12 reff. 

om ori K 47. eyo bef avros F m latt goth. apapriay F[-gr]. 
14. rec om Tovro, with KLP rel Thdrt (Ec: ins ABFN a bcd m o 17. 47 latt вуг 

goth sth Chr, (Euthal-ms Thdrt] Damasc ТЫ Ambrst Pel, and (but bef rpirov) 
D[-gr) 93 (Syr?) copt [arm] Didi. (see note. rec aft xaravapxnow ins vuw» 
(from above; удеу been in the text origly, it would never have been ejected, 
leaving the verb standing alone. This is further shewn by the var vyas), with 
D*3KLP rel [latt syrr coptt goth arm Chr, Thdrt]; эда; D'F: om АВМ 17 wth 
[Euthal-ms) Damasc. 
Damasc ].) aAAa(2nd) AN 17. 

15. a 
G-lat Ambrat. 

daran add xa: єкбатаууто D!(and lat) Ambrst. 

(adAAa(lst), so ABDFLPN a d e f k m n 47 [Euthal-ms 

om e: D!(and lat) 
rec aft ei: ins кои (ѓо give (mistaken) emphasis: see notes), with 

D?-(-gr] KLPN? rel syrr (eth) arm Chr Thdrt Damasc Pel: om АВ D![and lat] 
FN! 17 coptt goth [licet vulg F-lat ). 

The question Tí yàp к.т.А. is asked in 
bitter irony. It is an illustration of é» 
dmg ӧтоцоғӯ, and of the distinction con- 
ferred on them by so long manifestation 
of the sigus of an Apostle among them. 
* Was this endurance of working which I 
shewed, marred by the fact that I worked 
gratuitously among you?’ hoo. dip does 
not imply that all churches suffered loss, 
and that the Loss of the Corinthians was 
only not greater than that of other 
churches : but the comparative, implied in 
hoo. is carried out by the dre, ye suf- 
fered loss in comparison with the other 
Churches.’ 18. « pù ёт) except that 
one point, in which of all othors they had 
least reason to complain. This one is put 
forward to indicate their deep ingratitude, 
if they did complain, seeing that the 
only point of difference in their treatment 
had been a preference: die tief getvántte 
Lie be redet, Meyer. On катвуёрк. see 
ref. хар. р. T. 48. толту] The irony 
here reaches its height. 14.] тр(тоу 
(the тобто, though so strongly attested, can 
bardly have been omitted, had it ever been 
in the text, and therefore has probably 
been inserted from ch. xiii. 1) ér. bre Ag., 
must, from the context, mean, I am ready 
to come the third time ;—not, ‘Zam the 
third time ready to come,’ i.e. ‘ this is the 
third time that I huve been ready to come 
to you.’ This latter meaning has been 
adopted by Beza, Grot., Estius, al., Paley, 
al., and even De Wette, hesitatingly, in 
order to evade the difficulty of supposing 
Paul to have been before this twice at 
Corinth. But on this see Prolegomena to 

1 Cor. § v. Here, the context has abso- 
lutely nothing to do with his third pre- 
paration to come, which would be a new 
clement, requiring some explanation, as in 
1 Thess. ii. 18. The natural, and, I am 
persuaded, only true inference from the 
words here is, ‘I am coming to you a third 
time, —and I will not burden you this time, 
any more than I did at my two previous 
visits.’ Our business in such cases ia, 
not to wrest plain words to fit our precon- 
ceived chronology, but to adapt our con- 
Sessedly uncertain and imperfect history y 
of the Apostle’s life, to the data furnished 
by the раш 1 sense of his Epistles. 

ob үй ©... .] Wetst. quotes 
Cicero de Flu. I. 26 í ú igitur joan 
ames oportet, non mea, ai veri amici futuri 
sumus.’ —pel Cova éxi(nró, yvxàs дут) xm- 
Adr, cwrnplay Ayr] xpvolov, Chrys., p. 
629.  офүйрёфебаь...] Paul was the 

- spiritual father of the Corinthian Church, 
1 Cor. iv. 14,15: he does not therefore 
want to be enriched by them, his children, 
but rather to lay up riches for them, seek- 
ing to bave them as his treasure, and thus 
to enrich them, as a loving father does his 
children. The 6ncavpós is left indefinite: 
if pressed strictly, it cannot be earthly trea- 
sure in the ative part of the sentence, 
heavenly, in the positive ;—cf. next verse. 

Notice, ёфеіЛе is not impersonal, but 
the common verb to réxva and woreis, 
a ing by proximity with the former. 
18. буб d raw pice: патёрюу ка) Ado 
Ti жоу exayyéAAouat, Theodoret: and 
similarly Chrys. and Theophyl. They lay 
wp treasures: J will spe ш:—ка} ті 
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"Асја viiite ка) Y guyaméa euAa * Tov афе\фдь” ил) Ti " émreovéxrnaev 

rov. xiii. 1. 
xxviii. 2.) 

(-убх, ch. zi. 
3.) 

t Acts ziii. 10 
reff. u — ch. xi. 20. 

x = 1 Cor. xvi. 12. ch. viii. 6. 
18 a constr., Acta xxi. 21 reff. 

see 1 Cor. ix. 3. e Acts xix. 33 reff. 
al) Ezod. хахіі. 11 A Ald. 

for ayarwv, суаты № b! d 17 [coptt(Tischdf) ]. 
«Хассоу F.) 

16. aft eyw ins 8e F[not F-lat) syr ТЫ. 
урыу FN (u) 20-1. 39. 57. 78 Chr, [ Eutbal-ms]. 
[Euthal-ms Damasc ].) 

17. om 3: avrov F. 

‚24. 
H (Matt. кі. 21. Luke x. 13. Heb. I. 1. 2 Pet. і. 9. Jude 4) only t 

- . ° ^ A „ А а H . Upas Tiros; où тё айтф *mvevpatı *mepierathoaper ; 
ой rote айтоф xe? 

19 е Палас Soxetre бт *Upiv dH] uu. Kar- 
v constr., Luke 221.6. Rom. viii. 3. Gal. i. 20. 

v here only. Exod. ree 2,12. Esdr. v. 2 only. 
Rom. iv. 12 reff. 

(isa. xxx viL 26 on ly.) 
з ch. ii. 17. Rom k. 1T only. (Luke юк. 3 

(negor, so ABD! PR! 17[«or] : 

оок eBapyca ораз D! : ov катер 
(алла, so ABDIFLPRN a m 47 

18. «quas L. 
18. rec (for тала) radu, with D-gr KLPN? rel G-lat harl! syrr copt goth arm Chr, 

Thdrt [Damasc] : txt ABFN! 17 vulg D. lat ( Euthal-ms] Ambrst-comm Pel. 

Aéyo, xpfinara Sawavhew ; abrds ёуй èr- 
Ватаутӯђасоица“ our dr, why Th» тйрка 
dén 8атауйтш rèp тїз cwrnplas тёр 
ux бре, ob феіаора:, Theophyl. Cf. 
Hor. Od. i. 12. 88: animeque magne 

igum Paullum." el is less strong 
than ei xaí, which has been apparently a 
gloss on it. It assumes the case, but does 
not bring out the contrast between the 
course of action and the state of circum. 
stances so strongly. Here, it appears asif 
hoo ёүатдра: were by the ei connected 
with éxdararnOhooua,—‘ and will be spent, 
used up, i» the service of your souls, if, the 
more abundantly I love you, the lees I be 
loved: implying, that such a return for 
his love was leading to, and would in time 
accomplish, the dxdawayn@hcopas. 
16—18.] He refutes a possible, perhaps 
an actuul calumny,—that though he had 
acted disinterestedly towards them him. 
self, ha had some side-way of profiting by 
them, through others. í 16.] Sore $ 
— but let us suppose the former matter 
dismissed :’ let the fact be granted, that I 
myself (emphatic) did not burden (= rar- 
evdpxyga) you. en the sense brenks off, 
and the force of the concession goes no 
farther, the following words making a new 
hypothesis. Nevertheless, being (by habit 
and standing, бтарх.) crafty (unprincipled, 
and versatile in devices), Icaught you with 
guile (with some more subtle way. Canghé 
you, in order to practise upon you for my 
own ends; but fAafBov is not ёҥлео›»- 
éxrnoa, as Chrys., Hom. xxviii. p. 683 :— 
seo ref. and note). 17, 18.] Specifica- 
tion, in refutation, of the ways in which this 
at be supposed to have taken place. 

The construction ria dy . . . 8с abrov is 
an anacoluthon. He sets Tiva dy àséerr. 
яр. Ju. forward in the place of emphasis; 
how intending to govern Tıra, is not plain: 
but drops the construction, and proceeds, 
8° abroU x. r. A. See examples of the 
same in reff., and Winer, edn. 6, $ 63. i. 
2. d. 18.] wapexddecn, scil. ‘to go 
to yon: see reff. This journey of Titus 
cannot, of course, be the oue spoken of 
ch. viii. 6, 17, 22, 24; but some previous 
mission to them before this Epistle was 
written : probably that from which he re- 
turned with the report of their penitence 
to Paul in Macedonia, ch. vii. 6 ff. We 
certainly have not elsewhere any hint of 
6 68сАфбз having accompanied him on this 
journey: but this is no reason why it should 
not have boen so. dx 
haps, one of the two mentioned ch. viii. 
18, 22: some other, well known to the 
Corinthians, but absolutely unknown to as: 
but not, a brofher,asin E. V. It is plain 
from this and from what follows, that this 
brother was quite subordinate to Titus in 
the mission. TE abre we. ] dat. 
of the manner; see ref. The Spirit in 
which they walked was the Holy Spirit : 
18 афтф пуєоиатік е xaplopare бин 

wade: 7d GreroóuevoP ph Aofetr, 
Theophyl. Tow abr. Üyv.] in the 
same footsteps, viz. each as tbe other: 
obbà шкрб>, фто!, таре{ Або» The dur 
$84», Theophyl. The dative fyres, as 
in ref. = dv fyr«cw : see also Acts xiv. 
16; Jude 11. Meyer cites Pind. Pyth. x. 
20,—uBéBaxer Yxveaiw warpós, and Nem. 
vi. 27, Txveow èv Tipalibduarros div ra 
véuwr, Cf. also Philo de Caritate, § 3, 

16 "Бото бє, éyw ov 
GANA 'vmrápyov *'ravoüpryos d 

dat, 
3 

ABDFK | 

еде: ғ 

o 17. 4; 
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évavri беоб 5 éy yptot@ AaXoÜuev тё Se парта, " Aya- є Row is.1 
iv. 17. 

e A A e ^ ? A A \ ? ph i myToi, u тї . üpóv * оёкодошђс. 99 ! фоВодшаи yap! шл} >" LF 
j poen ,1Cor.iz. e ^ ^ 1 - ! тос Abav ойу olovs ӨёА® “eipw Upás, Kayo '"єўрєӨ@ I Ф.\% 

P буз» olov ой Gere. ! ша) v *P pers, P HM, Pt био, Bes 
Ps épiÜcias, катаМмама&, ° Wibupicpol,  guoiwoes, "аката- iiw. со. 
o racial ? un таму» eXOovtos * pou Y ramewwoer * peo * Ücóc T (Rom. 

vii. 35. ch. vii. 15) only. 
ff. n dat., Luke zxiv. 35 al. reff. 

q as abore (p). Rom. xiii. 13. 1 Cor. iii. 3. Sir. Al. 8. 
s Rom. ii. 8 reff. 

u here only. Fccles. x. ll only. (is, Rom. i. 295 Y here 
only. (Wied. vii. 20.) 
Rom. 1. 30.) 
ошу+. (-etaup, 1 Cor. iv. 6 31.) 

y ch. ad 7 reff. constr., Col. ii. 8, 

k Rom. ziv. 19 reff. l ch. xi. 3. 

rec (for xatevayri) karererrior, with DKL rel [Вав ) Thdrt ТЫ Ec: txt ABFN m 17 
[Euthal-ms] Damasc. 
ш(0єо) 17 ( Bas, Euthal-ms]. 

. ка eyo F. epis. (itaciam 7) 

rec ins rov bef 0«ov, with D* 35K LN? rel: om ABD!FPN! 
for ayar., aBer pos Р. 

AN bdfghk17 Syr arm Chr ТЫ: txt 
BDFKLP rel latt вуг coptt goth [Eutbal-ms Antch,] Thdrt Damasc [Ee] Ambrst. 

гес (uA, with D'3KLPN rel latt вуг coptt Chr Thdrt [Eathal-ms Ambrst] : 
txt AB D![-gr} er] 17 Syr goth arm [ Autebi] Damasc. 

21. rec єлдоуте pa (grammatical correction), with DKLN? rel goth [Chr, Thdrt, 
Damasc]: txt ABFPN! [ Eutbal-ms]. 
with AKR rel [Chr Thdrt Damasc]: 

тес rare 

txt BDFLP (eP)dfgkn [Euthal-ms] (Ec. 
(статті! corra or itacism ?), 

rec om ye, with D3KL rel: ins ABDI!F(PJN d. 

vol. ii. p. 385, rois афто Txveow éxaxo- 
Хоодђоси. 19—21.) He refutes the no- 
tion which might arise in the minds of his 
readers, that he was vindicating himself 
BEFORE THEM as judges, see 1 Cor. iv. 3; 
and assures them that he does all for their 
good, fearing in what state he might find 
them Ы his arrival. 19.) l was 
misunderstood, and wdc appears to have 
been a conjectural emendation, from ch. iii. 
1; v. 12. ram does not suit the ister- 
rogative form of the sentence, which would 
throw it out into too strong emphasis. 
Lachmann, Tischdf. (ed. 7 (and 8)), eyer, 
De Wette read it as in text :—Ye have 
been some time i (i.e. during 
this my self-defence) that it is to you that 
Iam defending myself. Then the answer 
follows: the assumption being made, and 
elliptically answered, us in ver. 16. 
кат. ĝeoŭù is emphatic, and opposed to 
брі». èv xp. орау, as in ch. 
ii. 17, which sce. та 8 ябута) 
supply either Аалодфде», or better under- 
stand rà wdyra ns all our things’ (1 Cor. 
xvi 14), ie. our words and deeds, and 
supply yivera:, as there. Grot, Gries- 
bach, Scholz, and Olsh., would read 748. 
várra, and join with AaAovaer. But 
(1) Paul never uses the pronoun 88; and 
(2) if he did, it must apply to what follows, 
not to what has preceded. The insertion 
of the personal pronoun between the article 
and the noun, as in тўз tp. olxkoĝopis, 
occurs, as A. Buttmann has correctly re- 
marked (see Moulton's Winer, p. 193, 
note 4), in Paul only (see reff.), and with no 
other pronoun than ier. 20.] ' Edi- 

fication, of which you stand in need, for, 
c. He here completely and finally 
throws off the apologist and puts on the 
Apostle, leaving on their minds a very 
different impression from that which would 
have been produced had he concluded 
with the apology. Lest, when I arrive, 
I should find you not such as I wish (in 
оёх olovs 0éAw is an indefinite possibility 
of aberration from ofovs d, presently 
3 wh wes fpes, к.т A.), and 

should be found by you (óuiv merely 
the dative of the agent after the passive 
verb. Meyer makes it is your judgment,’ 
but I much prefer the other: tbe passive 
form is adopted to bring out the ¢yé iuto 
emphatic contrast), such as ye wish not 
(not офх olov rte, because there is now 
no indefiniteness ; Ais disposition towards 
them in such a ense could be but of one 
kind, ir ee TOvTÉGT:, Ti epos к. KO- 
Aacris, Theophyl. Chrys., ‚ 634, brings 
out another Point — ойк € 5 ob 605, 
GAAd wAwnkTucéTepor,— oloy où BovA«ate). 

What follows, viz. uh тоз. . ёхрафа», 
is an epexegesis of the last, sentence, but in 
it the definiteness is on the side of the 
оёх ofovs 0éAo, the indefinitences on that 
of olo» ob dere, which latter is only 
hinted at by the mild expressions of being 
humbled, and lamenting the case of the 
impenitent. pý wes, scil. S (or 
ebpeOworw) фу pir. “The vehemence of 
his language has caused him to omit the 
verb.” Stanley. dpiÓeias, self-seok- 
ings, все note on ref. Rom. wil. so- 
cret malignings,—xraraà. open slanders. 
&«атает., see reff. aud note. 21.) 
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dine * wou * трд Uuas, каї ^ rer,, ToXXoUs тёр *mponpap- 

bere only. Gen. xxxvii. 34 al. 
e here only. Joelil. 13. Amos vii. 3. 

[xpos uu. bef тат. ue о 660 D Syr copt Thdrt,. 

pi carries on the иф wos... uh wos, 
ut with more precision, dropping the in- 

definite wes. e sentence loses much in 
force and, indeed, becomes inconsistent 
with the context, if with Lachmann (and 
Liicke, Conjectanea exeget.i. De W.) it be 
made interrogative (which it may be gram- 
matically with either reading, rawesvdoe: 
or · cp), in which case the answer would be 
negative. wáà here, as Meyer ob- 
serves, must belong to the whole dA6ó»ros 
pov татеубте pe ё 0. u. wpbs ón., because, 
Ad having been used without жайлу just 
before, the emphatic situation of там as 
applying to it would be unmeaning: see 
also the very different way in which it is 
connected with ¥Aĝw, ch. xiii. 2. 
талауёбсвь] Nihil erat quo magis exnl- 
taret apostolus, quam prospero sus prædi- 
cationis successu (1 Thess. її. 20): contra 
nihil erat, uude tristiore et demissiore 
animo redderetur, quam quum cerneret, se 
frustra laborasse, Вета (Meyer) The 
fut. (ref.) indicates an assumption that the 
supposed case will really be. That this 
humbling, and not that of being obliged to 
punish, is intended, seems evident: the 
exercise of judicial authority being no hu. 
miliation, but the contrary, and humiliation 
being the natural result of want of success. 

8 ede pov expresses the conviction 
that whatever humiliation God might 
have in store for him would be a part of 
His will respecting him. pds das] 
among you, as the generality of inter- 
preters: ‘in regard to you,’ in my relation 
to you, as Meyer. Either may be meant: 
but if we take the former, we must not 
join it, as Grot., al, with éa@dvros: it 
belongs at all events to raverrdécet. 
жєудќсә) Theophyl. explains, u) #А0ф» 
code abroós, xal wevOhop 8:2 тобто 
тоотќсті, Tà Éoxara Auro: so also 
nl. and Billroth, Rückert, Olsh., and De 
Wette. But punishment seems out of 
place in this verse, which expresses his fear 
lest he shonid be humbled for, and have 
to lament the саве of the impenitent,— 
and then, as he declares ch. xiii. 2, be 
forced to proceed to discipline; but this 
point is not yet introduced. I much 
prefer therefore taking it as Chrys., p. 635, 
—Trobs ph nerarvoobrras жебе, robs TÀ 
&víara уотобутаѕ, Tous фу TQ трайдат! 
nuévovras. ёуубусоу тороу kzooToAuch» 
dperhy, d rar und- tavr ovveðěs ro- 
uod, óxip àAXoTpler V kars, ка) 

€ ch. ziii. 3 only 1. 
f= 1 Cor. xiv. 16. 

т)котеюу kal ш) ** ueravogaáyrev *! er Tjj € àxaDapaía ка} 
d epp., only. Acta ii. 38 reff. 

g Rom. í. 24 reff. 

om 8rd xa: D'(and lat) goth Tert,.] 

rp Trà» Erdpors wAnupeAnuévary Tare 
vera. ToUTO yàp párra тоб Sud 
Aov, Td eÜre cura ei та T&v цабутёу 
cvuQopais, Tb xéwreaOa: ка) werOeir фа! 
Tois траўрає: T&v Apxouérer. Similarly 
Calvin : *veri et germani Pastoris affectum 
nobis exprimit, quum luctu aliorum pec- 
cata se prosequuturum dicit. Et sane ita 
agendum est, ut suam quisque Pastor Ec- 
clesiam animo inclusam gestet, ejus morbis 
perinde ac suis afficintur, miseriis condoles- 
cat, peccato lugeat. So Estius, but per- 
haps too minutely fixing the meaning of 
revOeiy to mourning them as “ Deo mor- 
tuos:” and Calovius (Meyer): “non de 
ропа hie Coriuthiorum impœnitentium, sed 
de mcerore suo super impcenitentia: and 
во likewise Meyer. тоМ. т. *rpowp. 
Why wodAovs? Why not all? I believe 
he uses woAAobs тё» яропиартткбтор a8 a 
mild expression for rods woAAods robs 
wponnaprnxéras, and that we must not 
therefore press too closely the enquiry as 
to what the genus ol тропи. is, of which the 
rok Aol are the species. Lücke (as above) 
cited by Meyer, explains—* Cogitavit rem 
ita, ut primum poneret Christianorum ex 
ethnicis potissimum tà» тропи. к. nh perta- 
vonoderey genus universum, cujus generis 
homines essent ubique ecclesiarum, deinde 
vero ex isto hominum ere multos eos 
qui Corinthi essent, designaret definiret- 
que.” But this seems travelling quite out 
of the way. Meyer explains the gense to 
be all the sinners spoken of in ver. 20, 
the species (woAAobs) those designated by 
йкабарс., wopr, and ёселу. But this 
again is unnatural; and does not accu- 
rately fit ver. 20, in which not so much the 
wponuaprnnéva as the present state at the 
Apostle’s coming, is the subject. The 
distinction between the two participles, 
проти. and peravonodrres, should be ob- 
served. As Meyer well remarks, the perf. 
xpenuaprukórev denotes the permanence of 
the state from the time of the committal of 
the sin: whereas the aor. ueravoncárrew 
has the sense of the * futurum exactam,’ 
* gud who at my coming shall not have 
repented.” 70 does *pe- refer? to 
the time before their conversion ? Hardly 
во: for the sins, of the incestuous pereon 
1 Cor. v., and of these also, which would 
give the Apostle such pain, must be con- 
ceived to have been committed is fheir 
Christian state : being in fact those against 
which we find such repeated cautions in 

ABDPK 
LPH ab 
e def 
bkima 
o 17. 47 
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h ropveig xal ‘acedyeig ) čmpağav. XIII. 1 ™ Tpíroy v vı 
™ Toro ёруораг Tpós u e. " ёті a TópaTos 800 papripay ‘Ха чі. 
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ziv. 28 only. 
k attr., Acta i. 1 reff. 11 Cor. xli. 28 reff, m (eh. zii. 14.) John zzi. 14. Num. xzii. 

28, 32. J . xvi. 15. n Matt. xviii. 16. 1 Tim. v. 19. DEUT. xix. 15. see Heb. х. 28. 
o l. c. A Ald. compl. Rom. xiv. 4. p Matt. xxiv. 251, Mk. ch. үй. 3 al. . 2 Macc. lii. 28 al. 

Cmar. XIII. 1. ins 1800 bef rprror (from ch xii. 14) AN a b cd fo 17 vulg wth 
Damasc Pel Aug, Bede. 

[ F-lat arm(Tischdf ] Юа. 
2. [aft яроегр. ins 

1 Cor., e.g. ch. v. 11; vi. 15, 18; x. 8; xv. 33, 
84. lwould therefore understand the rpo- 
indefinitely, almost, pleonastically—point- 
ing to the priority of sin implied in the idea 
of repentance. ретау. ixi] Meyer would 
Join together we»0fjow . . . жі, and indi- 
cates this as the natural connexion of verd, 
object, and ground. But to say nothing of 
the harshness of rerôhow woAAods éxi, and 
the almost necessarily reflective form of 
ретауотс. èT) тӯ dx... . ў Hate, con- 
ceive the aorist éwpagay to be fatal to this 
arrangement. Thus taken, it would make 
the Apostle lament over these impenitenta, 
on account of the impurity, &c., which they 
Frpatay— i. e. once practised, but which is 
now gone by. The sense would require 
werpdxaci. Whereas if connected with 
pcTayonodetey, the aorist expresses ‘and 
sball not have (repented of the àx. &c., 
which they practised),' and would thus come 
rightly after peravonc., implying the re- 
moval of the kias state of sin. етеу. 
is usually constructed with r, Acta viii. 
22 (Heb. vi. 1), or dx, Rev. only, —ii. 21 f.; 
ix. 20 f.; xvi. 11: but as Paul only uses 
the word this once, and as the construction 
with ézí is perfectly legitimate and highly 
expressive (see reff. ), there can be no 
objection to it here. Снар. XIII. 1— 
10.] He warns them of the severity whioh 
on his arrival, if such be the case, he will 
surely exercise, and prove his apostolic 
authority. То this proof, however, he ez- 
horts them not to put him. 1.) This 
third time I am coming to you: i.e. 
‘t this is the third visit, which I am пою 
about to pay you.’ Had not chronological 
theories intervened, no one would ever have 
thought of any other rendering. The usual 
one, ‘This is the third time that I have 
been intending to come to you,’ introduces 
bere, as nlso in ch. xii. 14, an element not 
only foreign to, but detrimental to, the 
purpose. The Apostlo wishes to impress on 
them the certainty of this coming, and to 
prepare them for it by solemn self-examina- 
tion; and in order to this, he (on this 
interpretation) uses an expression which 
would only remind them of the charge of 
éAagpia which had been brought against 

for epxopuas, erouus exw ee (From ch xii. 14) A Syr. 
ins wa bef em: N! 35 G- lat syrr (arm(Tischdf)]. for ка, » N 32. 46 vulg 

yap D' o 42. 113-marg [demid] Ambrat Pel Sedul Bede. 

him, and tend to diminish the solemnity of 
the warning. As another chronological re- 
fuge, Beza, al., suppose his éwo Epistles to 
be meant by Ше two former profectiones 
ad illos’ In answer to ali attempts to 
give here any but the obvious sense, we 
may safely maintain that had any other 
been meant, we should certainly have had 
more indication of it, than we bave now. 
On rpíror тобто, Meyer compares Herod. 
v. 76, réraproy 8} Tovro . . . . dmwinduevar : 
вее also reff.: and on Paul's visit to Co- 
rinth, the Prolegomena to 1 Cor. $ v. 
iml ordp.] i. e. I will not now, as before, 
be with you èr місу бтороғр as regards 
the offenders: but will come to a 
process, and establish the truth in a legal 
manner, see гей. This explanation, 
however, has not been the usual one: 
Chrys. Calvin, Estius, al, and recently 
Neander and Olsh. and Stanley, under- 
standing the two or three witnesses, of 
Paul's two or three visits, as establishing, 
either (1) the truth of the facts, or (2) the 
reality of his threats: so Chrys, Hom. 
xxix. p. 639 f.: Arat elrov к. der cpor, bre 
тареуєубиту" Aéyw ка) pör 814 ypauudrer. 
kal phy dà» dxotonré pov (al. day иф» 
ёкофетуте), бер ёкебироуу "yéyorcy. ёй» 
$$ wapaxovorre, üváyky Аоф» orioa 
тё cipnudva, kal éxaryayeir Thy pa, 
—and Theophyl., та» pia ётећутикду 
ara rab e rail. But itis decisive against 
the whole interpretation, as Meyer remarks, 
that thus the sins committed since the 
Apostie’s last visit would remain altoge- 
ther unnoticed. Another view, connected 
with the rendering of £pxoua: ‘am intend- 
ing to come, is given by Wetatein: Spero 
jam denique mihi successurum, ut vobis 
demonstrem, serio me desiderasse ad vos 
veuire: sicut ea que trium hominum tes- 
timonio probantur, in judicio fidem fa. 
ciunt." Similarly Grotius and Le Clerc. 
Bat it ia fatal to this, that according to it, 
the 80 pdprupes had failed to establish 
it. ка} rp., not for 4 тр.,— two (where 
only two can be had), and three (where so 
many can be obtained): ‘two and three 
respectively.’ papripey, the dual number 
not occurring in the N. T. 2.] I 
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? 2 є M A ^ - aGuv.a. Ф%тгро\ёүш, ds ' таро» *тӧ * Óeírepov xai ‘andy viv, Tos ABDFX 
* a [d a e ы] ~ 

‘omy ма. ‘arponpapTnKootw Kai тоў Хотой; пӣси, бт, ёду EXOw са 
1 Car. v. v ^ ~ 4 : BEC * eic TO" палу ой " феісоџаг 3 ёте! " бокгилуу * Ügreire той э: > 

з е э. en. э m A A Fh : 

«аз. dy épol XaXoÜvros Хриттоб, bs eis биа ойк ? dee, 

я here oniy. | аллай * ёизате@ év Upiv. * ca yàp dotravpwOn èE de- 
see "E 

* i ii. 2. = 2 Pet. ii. 58. 8 . 2 . i. " Rom. 

x сөн пар si? a y zum. viii. 3. aae 15: hice =a 2 1Cor. MH RA 

om ws апі lat) вуг arm. 
oth arm Chr, Thdrt Damase Ambrst ; Aeyw copt xth-pl: om ABD! 

om «is ro F arm. Euthal-ms] Aug, Sedul Bede. 

rec aft vvv ins урафо, with D3[-gr] KLP rel eyrr 
17 latt eth-rom 

3. for ете, ori F Ambr, Aug. ue: es Orig, Mac, (Cyr-p,] Thdrt,: $ Orig, Dial 
[Суг-р„] Thdrt,: a» [vulg F-lat] Orig-in [Aug. pe: guia D-lat Aug,: guia aut 
quoniam G. lat: quoniam Ambr,]: quid Ambr,: quomodo Ambrst: for ewe: Zor une, 
єт ouobouyr 93. AaAovrTos bef e» euo: F( not F- lat 

4. rec aft Ist xa: yap ins є (see notes), with A D? r] Le rel vulg(and F-lat) syrr 
goth [arm] Chr,(xa: уар qu. є Chr-ms) Thdrta.. Orig-int, Ps-Ath-int du om B D'(and lat] FK[ P]N! l! 17 copt wth Eus, [ Cyr-p, Euthal-ms] Damase ТЫ Paulio. 

have forewarned you, and I now fore- 
warn you, as (I did, zpoelpnxa) when 
present the second time, so also (I do) 
now (xpoAéyw) when absent. It cer- 
tainly seems to me that this is the only 
natural way of taking the words. Grot., 
Est., Bengel, al., and De Wette, take és 
wapay Tb бєйт. to mean, ‘as if I were 
present the second time,’ meaning this 
next time. But is it possible that the 
Apostle should bave written so confusedly, 
ns to have said in the same sentence трітоух 
ToUTo xo, and és wapwy Tb Sevrepor, 
both, according to these interpreters, with 
reference to the same journey? And would 
he not have even on such an hypothesis 
have said rò Beórepov тобто? But if we 
render as above, the wpoelpyxa (perf. 
because the warning yet endured in force) 
refers to his second visit (жарфу Tb debr.), 
and the wpoàéye to his present condition 
of absence (axay vi»), being as (‘I 
did’ or ‘do,’ for it applies to both clauses), 
and «af the simple copula. TOUS 
троп.) the same persons as are thus de- 
signated above, ch. xii. 21. It is not ne- 
cessary to fix the rpo- any more accurately. 

Toig Лото тасу) all the rest 
of you, who may not have actually sinned, 
bat still require warning, on account of 
your own personal danger, connexion with 
the wxponpapryxéres, &с. dav 
els тд т.) at my next coming. This was 
what he xpoe(pynxev when he was last there, 
and now пролќуе:. 8.] wel gives 
the reason why he will not spere: they re- 
quired the exertion of discipline ; and they 
challenged bim to the proof of his apos- 
tolic authority. — Boxuydyr . . . XS ro 
The genitive is either objective, & proo 
of Christ speaking in me, i.e. ‘that Christ 
speaks in me,’—or subjective, a proof 
given by Chriet speaking in me— u 

token of my authority vouchsafed by Christ 
speaking in me.’ is latter meaning is 
more suited to what follows, where Christ 
becomes the subject. Such proof would be, 
the immediate execution, by divine power, 
of some punishment. denounced by Paul's 
word, as in Acts xiii. 11. Ss, і.е. 
Christ: see above. Suvara, to answer 
to àcÜerei, refers both to gifts and mira- 
cles, and to the Power of Christ which He 
would exert in punishment—eis pâs and 
ё» ò ur differ—the eis being hypothetical, 
—the v, matter of fact. The assertion 
tends to remind them of the danger of 
provoking Christ, who spoke by Paul. 

4.) Confirmation of the fore- 
going ойк doGevet, АЛАА Burarei. The 
rec. text, каї yàp el, would be quite beside 
the purpose, and would mean, ‘ For even 
if He were crucified,’ ‘for even putting the 
case that He was crucified :’ ка) ei cannot 
be = el ral, though, as in Vulg. etai, — 
and E. V. Hartung, Partikellehre i. 139, 
shews that in xa) ei, the climax 
only to the hypothetical particle «i, not 
as in ei xal, to the fact presupposed : 
‘even if, not ‘if even,’ or ‘ although.’ 
Examples of xal el are Plato, Sympos. 185, 
xal dav тобто wodjcps Arat ) Bis, ка) 
el. du loxvpá ёст, racer. Eur. 
Androm. 266, xal yàp ei wép o Exe 
тїктдз uóAvBBos, Cara rh с dé. 
Sappho, xal yàp al фебуе, тахбез Sube. 
See more in Hartung, l. c. For he was 
even crucified (that ral ydp always means 
‘for... eren. . , or for. . . also, 
and never simply ‘for,’ see Hartung, 
i. 137 f., where he has collected many ex- 
psi des eg.: ll. a. 63, xal ydp т" буар ёк 
Aiós écris, — Herod. i. 77, ка) yàp vd; 
robrous айтф éwewolyro ovpyaxiy) from 
(as the source, —the conditional element, — 
by which His crucifixion became possible) 
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^. ` KS E у Ücob' xal yap ue v ir. 
c ch. zi. 21, 29. ^ L ` > A 2 

c ácÜevoDuev ёр abr, ахАй d οο⁰,ẽ)u civ avrQ Ek {үте 

e Suva, e Beo [eis бйз]. 5 éauvrods Saeipdtere ci «16011 vváueos ° Geot [eis урах r patere | Cor. 
^ , е б Р ere h e тӯ пісте, ‘éavrods !8окіиабєтє" * j ойк lei- . Hl 1 er. 

, { А * ^ vum? a 2 „ 8 Re u ο ere f éavrois, Šri сой puros ™ év uu [ёст] ; "iiw 
зе о uý от; ° 280кіцоѓ ётте. 8 c Se Sts yvwoeohe Gre , Hed. т, 
ўреіѕ ойк ёсиёр adoro 7 N ebyoueÜa && "pos TOv 

9, 16, 19. 
. 

1 constr., 1 Cor. хіт, 37 reff, 
vii. 5 only o Rom. i. 28 reff. 

om 2nd yap Е[-6т] 112 [Syr] arm. 
Meyer, the nas $25 А a i = шы and thus another xa: added to 
give t 
rel latt syrr goth 
for er, суу AFN Syr copt goth. 
ABD!N 17 Dense ы F Euthal-ms].—om алла (ус. соу ауте P. 

A om єк Suvauews Osov F[not F-lat] : om бео» К. ey Di (and lat) 17 mss vary). 
om eis указ BD? flor arm Chr, Sedul : 

he emphasis), with f g copt Chr, : [ei K tol : 
mss vary] Cyr(-p, Euthnl-ms) : 

rec (усоџеда, with DKL rel Chr, Thdrt : txt 

i= 1 Cor, lii. 
13 reff. 

k 1 Cor. ті. 2, 
n Luke ix. 18. 1 От. 

q here only. Num. xi. 2. 
m 1 Cor. ziv. 25. 

p Acta xxvii. 29 reff. 

[elzj ins xa: bef nueis (appy, as 

txt ABD F[-gr(aud G-lat)] L[P]N 
drt Dees fl Eee ge [P] 

for cus, 

in vobis joined with follg ipsis in D-lat 
also Dl. gr (simly G-lat]): ins ADIFKL[P]N rel (bef ex uva. 0v g: quas c d) 80 

nie syrr copt goth Cyr-p, 
5. om eavrovs Bokipa(ere А. 

goth Thdrt Jer,. 

athal-ms Thdrt Damasc]. 
om 4 Ni; е P o. 

vulg copt arm Clem, [Euthal-ms] Damasc Ambrst Bede: txt BDEL rel [tol 
om eeri» В DI[-gr) 

xproros bef сооз AFPN 

3ÈK 17 eth Clem Chr-comm,: ins A 
LPN rel latt goth arm [Chr-txt, Euthal-ms] Thdrt. 

6. for ze, yap Е[- 
marked for erasure by N!.) 

(om F-lat : G-lat has both]. (aft nueis € is written but 

7. rec evyouas (conformation to eri, ver 6 ?), with D'[ gr] KL rel Syr goth Chr, 
Thdrt Ambrst Cassiod, : txt ABD'FPN m 17 latt вуг copt æt 
Damasc Aug · 

weakness, yet He lives by ше [of His 
life]) the Power of God (which raised Him 
from the dead, Rom. vi. 4; viii. 11; Eph. 
i 20; Phil. 11.9). For we also are weak 
in Him (i.e. is Him, in our communion 
with and imitation of Christ, we, as He 
did, lay aside our power and spare you: 
we partake of His voluntary abnegation of 
power which we might have used. The 
context requires this explanation, and 
refutes that of Chrys., p. 644, rf dr, 
acd. dy ойт; 8:0кӧцеба, dAavróueÜa, Ta 
lo xara тйс xn, 80 Theodoret, Theophyl., 
Grot., Estius, al.), but shall live (exercise 
our apostolic authority, in contrast to the 
&cÜéveua above) with Him (as Ho now 
exercises His pee in His glorified resur- 
rection life) from (source) the power of 
God [with respect to you (els ураз, if 
genuine, may belong either to Surduews 
0«ov, Zurdui. 008 тїз eis браз, the art. 
being often omitted in such constructions, 
—or to (fjcouer, ‘wå shall live with re- 

ect to you,’ which agrees better with 
the parallelism, but not so well with the 
arrangement of the sentence. The sense 
seems to require the latter interpretation, 
for the 8évapss Ye elg Sp. would be rather 
the result, than the source of the a lic 
energy indicated by ($coj«»)]. have 
taken (foover, as the context plainly 
requires, figuratively (see ref.): but many 

Vor. II. 

arm [Euthal-ms] Isid, 

Commentators take it literally, of the 
resurrection: e.g. Grot.—'vitam conse- 
quemur immortalem.’ 5.] “Yo. 
want to prove Christ speaking in me ;—if 
уоп necessitate this proof, it will be given. 
But I will tell you whom rather to prove. 
Prove YOURSELVES; (Aere let your atten- 
tion be concentrated, if you will apply 
tests. Notice the prominently emphatic 
éavrots: во Chrys., ib.: rl yàp Aévyo wept 
àuoõ ToU 8:8аскёлоо, фто! .... uas yàp 
abrobs dày BovAfünre & rd jf... , 
бфесбе Fri kal dy viv & хрістбз. 
el dori dy di т.) ‘Whether you main. 
tain your Christian placo and standing 
in Christ, which will be shewn by the 
power of Christ's Spirit present and ener. 
gizing among you. ёктүху. davr., 
бте) for the construction see reff. and 
Winer, edn. 6, § 66. 6. 1. a. el pý 
Ti, unless indeed... . see reff. 
Art, ‘not abiding the proof; worth- 
less,—i.e. in this case, ‘mere pretended 
Christians.’ 6.] But (however it 
may fall out with your proof of your- 
selves) I hope (or perhapi better, expect) 
that yo shall know t we aro not 
worthless (unable to abide the proof 
to which you put us. The verse is said, 
as Theodoret, дтелттікӘз ;—апі Chrys. 
remarks, ib., dreh yàp dvredOer ВойАее®є, 
pol, 8:4 тўз els duds коліссыз T» 

8A 
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zRo sir.18 беби uj) Woijoas vuds kaxüv e v, ойу, iva трай ' bór- ABDFE 
4 ^ ^ M ^ a a "тытыр | ро: þavõpev, AAN iva йде TÒ *кайд» тоте, Hues Sedat: 

[c Lue de *dbóxuuo. pev. 8 ой yàp 'OvvápeÜd ть xarà tis «iL C 
“(рел Со. d,, "GAA Varép тс dea. 9 yaipouer yàp 
emer. бта» ђреіѕ *&àaÜevouey, Оре 56 Bvvarol re тойто ai 

and Ui», PeUyóneÜa, THY “ оцю *xatdprioty. 10 8:4 тойто тайта 

constr., Esth. I. 19. iz. 27. (Acts zzvii. A) 
. 1. 3 Tim. iv. 8. d 

for ovx wa, wa py KL [ut non D-lat]. 
l KLN d | Euthal-ms]. 

8. om tqs (twice) F. 
Ө. om yap DIK 46. 1081-16 arm. 

D*(.gr] KLN rel Syr 
[Euthal-ms Ambra]. 

10. uy bef sapor 

"дтф» түрафо, iva rap pi) *ámorópes * yprowpas 
xata Thy "éfoveíav fy ó Kvpios > andy por eis ° oixobo- 
pny xai ойк eis d кабаірєсір. 

Ea. 11° Достор, абе\фо!, yaípere, * катарт сбє, © mapa- 
b eh. x. 8 ref. 

as 1 Cos. 1. 10 reff. все abore (x). 
е? Cor. 1. М. 1. 2. 1 Them. 

€ = ch. i. 4 &c. reff. 

for up., queis NI (txt N-corr!(P)*) [m(Treg)]. 

(а^ла, so ПЕМ. (pomola in d Ч [47].)) 
от ns ĝe bef ка, with є Е. гес 

[Chr.] Thdrt: om ABD!FPN! 17 latt copt eth arm Damas: 

Е с 47 latt: uu v. душ. хеттоми DFP c d k! 47. 
rec «Bore poi bef ô коргоз, with KL rel syrr eth arm Chr, Thdrt Thi Ec: txt ABDFPR 
a? m 17 latt copt go 

[Syr]. 
Boxu)»  AaBeiv, ойк Arxophoouer тоў 
Sotvas бшу rhe Awóbebr). 7. 
Yet he prays God rather that they may 
require no such demonstration of his apos- 
tolic power, even though he lose in reputa- 
tion by it. p) roo. Фр. кок. руд. ] 
Not, as Grot., al., ‘that I may not have to 
inflict оп you any evil’ (an extraordinary 
rendering of card moii»), but that ye 
may do no evil, corresponding to tva 
Файз Tb кайду morre below. ‚ atx 
Гуа... . ‘And the purpose of this my 
prayer is not to gain any repute by your 
Christian graces, but that you may be 
highly endowed with them, and (if it so 
happen) we may be as of no repute ( ho- 
minum scilicet judicio, Beza).' "That this 
is the sense, and that 86бкироь is not in 
this verse to be applied to substantiation 
of power by punishment, is necessitated by 
the construction, —it being plainly shewn 
by the infin. after ebd., that Туа is not 
here meant to apply, even in part, to the 
purport of the prayer (as in Col. i. 9; 
2 Thess. i. 11; see тые oir 1 на 
13), but to its purpose. And t ing 
ы. pray.... not in order that 
we may appear 84к:роь, —16 follows that 
the appearing 86куһоь would be a result of 
the fulfilment of the prayer, viz. of your 
doing no evil, and this it could only be by 
their doing no evil bringing credit on the 
Apostle's ministry. It is not for this end 
‘hat wo pray that you may do no evil, but 

v your own good, even if that tend to 

Damasc [Eathal-ms Ambrst]. 
11. ins то bef Лост. D? f [Chr, ТЫ]: add ov» P. хересде P. add xa: L 

the non.exercise, and so depreciation, of 
our apostolic power. 8.] For we 
have no power against the truth (of the 
Gospel, as Meyer; not of the facts, as 
Chrys., al., and De Wette, which might 
suit karà тї: AA., but comes in very 
lamely with ddp vi: àA.—'If you walk 
in the truth, we shall be at one with you 
and so have no opportanity of shewing our 
power’) but (only) on behalfof (in further- 
ance of the cause and spread of) the 
trath. 9.] For (confirmation of 
ver. & by the still stronger assertion, 
WHEREIN his joy consists, and for what 
he prays) our joy is, when we are weak 
(have no opportunity for shewing our 
power in punishment) but ye are mighty 
(in Christian graces, and requiring no exer- 
cise of our authority): this (viz. that the 
state of the case may be as just mentioned) 
we also pray for, viz. your perfection 
(generally,—in all good things, see катар- 
ion, Eph. iv. 12: not, as Bengel, * ne 
opus sit quenquam de corpore rescindere ;* 

reference hare being far more general). 
10.) 8.4 тобто, ‘because T wish and 

pray for your perfection.” taŭra, * this 
Epistle’ dwor., sharply. урќо., scil. 
биі. See in reff, similar omissions of the 
dative, ВофАошм yàp ё» тоз урба « 
кеїтбщ T)» dworoulay, ФАЛА ph dr тосу 
apdyuaot. Chrys., Hom. xxx. p. 649. 
kata т. df. fv... .] gives the reason why 
he did not wish to act dworéues,—because 
the power would seem to be exercised im 
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&aAeiaÜe, 7 a '# фрорейте, ^ єїртүрєйете, кай Ч0 бейс tnos ш.и. 
тўс ‘aydans кай }єїрїрт ёстаь pef ўнбу. %®аеста- Lits 
aache d * èv yp * Фраат. астаборта twas h Bask iz. өю. 
ot ! drycoe Trávres. 

13 “Н хары r коріоо сод xpiotod xal 7) ™ dryáTy 

1 Thess. v. 
13 only. 
3 Chron. хіт. 
6. Sir. vi. 6. 

i here only. 

тоў = Oeo кад 7) "xowevia тод dwylov mvevpaTos nerd | Row хт. з, 
тйутоу uud. 

IIPOX КОРІМӨІОТ5 B. 

vere А. t om то ауто 

Rom, xvi, 16 
reff.). 

1 = Acta iz. 13 
reff, Bom. і. 
7 al. fr. 

m Rom. v. 5. 
viii. 39. 

n = 1 Cor. I. 9. Phil U. 1 al. 

eipyrys and T ransp DL m vulg(with fuld, age am 
[demid] tol Ја) goth arm Thdrt ТЫ Ambrst Pel: om ayarns xa: F[-gr(and G-lat)] 
17 wth-rom.—aft last xa: ins туз DL ad fh k m. 

19. фіЛтнат: bef ауе AFL o g mn TECH ТЫ [Euthal-ms Ambrst], piAnparı 
тет f: txt нои loys Thdrt 

om Хрістои ; 
DKPN? rel vulg syrr copt 
17 hari! [spec arm-usc] Chr-mss 

vier Р. rec at end ins aun, with 
eros [Сы] Равам) Thdrt Ambrst : om ABFL[?]N! 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec xpos кор. Sevrepa еурафу ато фіМттоу THs paxedomias dia TITOV 
к. Aovka, with K Syr t Thdrt-ed (Ec, and omg Tys axed. La fg п 47 : тр. кор. 
B’ єураф axo qi rer B? (d), and (adding orixe» pn) Р: eypapn axo $uvrsor dia 
тітоо к. Лоика b К m о: яр. кор. В. еур. axo ФІЛ. диа Tirou ВаруаВа к. Acura h 44. 
106-8-88: om 1: троз кор. В’ етлурибт хета яр. уал. D: creo, яр. кор. В’ 
apxera: mpos усл. F: txt АВ! 17, and (a 

а direction contrary to that intended by 
Him who gave it. 11—18.] Cox- 
CLUSION. 11.] General exhorta- 
tions. Severius scripserat Paulus in 
tractatione; nunc benignius, re tamen ipsa 
non dimissa." Bengel, xalp., re- 
joice, scil. in the Lord, as Phil. iii. 1; 
iv. 4. Во also 1 Thess. v. 16. 
катарт., TNG yiverGe xa) йғат\ћтродте 
TÀ Aclxorra, , ib.: amend your - 
selves,” Stanley. жоракаћ., take 
comfort; a recurrence in the end of the 
Epistle to the spirit with which it began; 
see ch. i. 6, 7, and, for the need they had 
of comfort, ch. vii. 8—18. This is better 
than ‘comfort (or ‘exhort’) one another,’ 
which would more naturally be ex 
Љу жтаракалете &AAfAovs, ог éavrobs, 
see 1 Thess. iv. 18; у. 11; Heb. iii. 18; 
also ев х. 25 rur note. 

» belongs to ёуйту, e 
A ai cal, and а i 12. 

ncluding greetings. . ux. 
See on Rom. xvi. 16. of бү. vo) 
viz. in the place whence the Epistle was 
written. 18.] Concluding benedic- 
tion; remarkable for the distinct - 
nition of the Three Persons in the Holy 
Trinity, and thence adopted by the Chris- 
tian Church in all ages as the final 
blessing in her Services. Ihe grace of 

END OF 

g стіхеу xiB) К. 

our Lord Jesus Christ is put first; “nam 
per gratiam Christi venitur ad Patris amo- 
rem.” Bengel. кошу. T. dy. 
жу.) communion,—fellowship, gen. obj.— 
not ‘communicatio activa,’ gen. subj.— 
rourdars T)» ретохђу abroU к. Thy perd- 
Amp, каб Hy ауа(биеба, тӯ Фф разг 
dxigarrhoe: ToU жаракМ{тоу Kowevol abroU 
yerópevoi, ка) пуеўиа kal abrol, obx obaí 
GAAS ребе, Ürres, Theophyl., and simi- 
larly (Ecum. Chrys, adds, p. 662, обте 72 
tiS Tpiddos &8:aipera’ xal ob ToU туєйдатб< 
dari» ў xoiwævia, єйрёӨт) тоў viov° ка) ob 
TOU vloU ёст: ў) xdpis, ка) ToU rarpbs к. 
ToU &ylov wvedparos. ANY r 
Фрёу) And this blessing he invokes, 
not on a few individuals, or on any one 
section of the Corinthian Church, but ex- 
pressly on every portion and every indi- 
vidual of those with whom, throughout 
these two Epistles, he had so earnestly and 
во variously argued and contended. Asin 
the first, so in the second Epistle, but still 
more emphatically, as being here his very 
lust words, his prayer was, that this happi- 
ness might be with them all’ (uerà dy- 
Tw» ибх)” Stanley. Compare, for the 
same emphatic was, Rom. i. 5, 8; iv. 16; 
[xvi. 24,] &c.: and for was following its 
substantive and unemphatic, ib. viii. 82, 
37; 1 Cor. vii. 17 ; x. 1, &c. 

YOL. II. 
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Vol. I.—THE HIDDEN LIFE OF OUR LORD. 3s. 64. 
Vol II.—THE PUBLIC LIFE OF OUR LORD. Two Parts, 5s. eack. 
Vol. IIL—THE SUFFERING LIFE, AND THE GLORIFIED LIFE 

OF OUR LORD. 3: 64. 

A Christan Painter of the Nineteenth 
Century: being the Life of Hippolyte Flandrin. Ву the Author of Life of 
S. Francis de Sales,” &c., &c. 

Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

The Treasury of Devotion: a Manual 
of Prayers for General and Daily Use. Compiled by a Priest. Edited by 
the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer, Berks. 

New Edition, in Large Type, Crown Svo, 5з.; or in morocco limp, 10s. 64. 
The Smaller Edition, Imperial 32mo, 2s. 6d.; cloth limp, 2s., or bound with 

the Book of Common Prayer, 35. 6d. 

Dictionary of Sects, Heresies, Ecclest- 
ASTICAL PARTIES, AND SCHOOLS OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. 
By various Writers. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M.A., 
F. S. A., Editor of the Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical Theology” 
and the “Annotated Book of Common Prayer,” &c. &c. 

Imperial Svo, 36s. In half-morocco, 485. 

Bossuet and his Contemporaries. By the 
Author of Life of S. Francis de Sales, A Dominican Artist, &c. 

Crown $00. 125. 

A Manual of Devotion, chiefly for the 
use of Schoolboys. By William Baker, D. D., Head-Master of Merchant 
Taylors’ School. With Preface by J. R. Woodford, D.D., Lord Bishop 
of Ely. 

Crown 16mo, 25. 6d. 

Some Elements of Religion. Lent Lec- 
tures. By Henry Parry Liddon, D. D., D. C. L., Canon of St. Paul's 
and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. 

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 53. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Life, Journals, and Letters of Henry 
Alford, D. D., late Dean of Canterbury. Edited by his Widow. 

With Portrait. New Edition. Crown $00. 93. 

Selection from the Sermons preached 
during the latter Years of his Life, in the Parish Church of Barnes, and in 
the Cathedral of St. Paul'ss By Henry Melvill, B.D., late Canon of St. 
Paul’s, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen. 

Two Volumes. Crown Svo. 5s. each. Sold separately. 

Morning Notes of Praise. A Series of 
Morning Meditations upon the Psalms. Dedicated to the Countess of 
Cottenham. By Lady Charlotte-Maria Pepys. 

New Edition. Small Svo. 23. ба. 

Quiet Moments; a Four Weeks’ Course 
of Thoughts and Meditations before Evening Prayer and at Sunset. By 
Lady Charlotte-Maria Pepys. 

New Edition. Small wo. 25. 6d. 

The Gospel of the Childhood: a Practical 
and Devotional Commentary on the Single Incident of our Blessed Lord’s 
Childhood (St. Luke ii. 41, to the end) ; designed as a Help to Meditation 
on the Holy Scriptures, for Children and Young Persons. By Edward 
Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich. 

Second Edition. Square 16mo. 5з. 

Notitia Eucharistica: a Commentary, 
Explanatory, Doctrinal and Historical, on the Order for the Administration 
of the Lord's Supper, or Holy Communion, according to the use of the Church 
of England. With an Appendix on the Office for the Communion of the Sick. 

By W. E. Scudamore, M. A., Rector of Ditchingham, and formerly Fellow 
of St. John's College, Cambridge. 

Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Buo. 325. 

The Good Shepherd; or, Meditations 
for the Clergy upon the Example and Teaching of Christ. By the Rev. 
W. Е. Heygate, M. A., Rector of Brighstone, Author of Allegories and 
Tales. 

Second Edition, revised. Small 8vo. 35. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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The Guide to Heaven: a Book of Prayers 
for every Want. (For the Working Classes) Compiled by a Priest 
Edited by the Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer, Berks. 
New Edition. Imperial 32m0, uniform im size with “Тһе Treasury of 

Devotion.” 15. 6d., or cloth limp, 15. 
An Edition in Large Type. Crown 8vo, їз. 6d., or cloth limp, їз. 

Sermons on the Epistles and Gospels 
for the Sundays and Holy Days throughout the Year. By the Rev. Isaac 

Williams, B. D., Author of a ‘‘ Devotional Commentary on the Gospel 
Narrative.” 
New Edition. Two Volumes. Crown 800. 5s. each. Sold separately. 

Vol I.—ADVENT TO WHITSUNTIDE. 
Vol IL—TRINITY TO ALL SAINTS' DAY. 

Voices of Comfort. Original and Selected, 
edited by the Rev. Thomas Vincent Fosbery, M. A., sometime Vicar of St. 

Giles's, Reading, Editor of ‘‘ Hymns and Poems for the Sick and Suffering.” 
Third Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d. 

Henri Perreyve. Ву А. Gratry, Prétre de 
l'Oratoire, Professeur de Morale Evangélique à la Sorbonne, et Membre de 
l'Académie Frangaise. "Translated, by special permission, by the Author of 
« Life of S. Francis de Sales," &c. With Portrait. 

New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 6s. 

Out of the Body. A Scriptural Inquiry. 
By the Rev. James S. Pollock, M. A., Incumbent of S. Alban’s, Birmingham. 

Crown 800. $5. 

The Young Churchman s Companion to 
the Prayer Book. By the Rev. J. W. Gedge, M.A., Diocesan Inspector of 
Schools for the Archdeaconry of Surrey. 

Partt I.—MORNING AND EVENING PRAYER AND LITANY. 
Part IL. —BAPTISMAL AND CONFIRMATION SERVICES. 
Part III.— THE OFFICE OF HOLY COMMUNION. [In preparation. 

I8mo, 1s. each; or in paper Cover, ба. 

Thoughts on Personal Religion, being а 
Treatise on the Christian Life in its Two Chief Elements, Devotion and 
Practice. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich. 

New Presentation Edition, elegantly printed on Toned Paper. 
Two Vols. Small 8оо. тоз. 64. 

An Edition in one Vol., 6s. 6d. ; also a Cheap Edition, 3s. 6d. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Lhe Principal Ecclesiastival Judgments 
delivered in the Court of Arches, 1867-1875. By the Right Hon. Sir Robert 
Phillimore, D. C. L. : : 

800. 127. 

Life of Robert Gray, Bishop of Саре 
Town and Metropolitan of the Province of South Africa. Edited by his Son, 
the Rev. Charles Gray, M.A., Vicar of Helmsley, York. 

With Portrait and Map. Two Vols. Svo. 325. 

The Life of Worship. A Course of Lec- 
tures. By the Rev. George Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby Misperton, 

Author of The Life of Temptation” and The Life of Justification.” 

Crown Svo. [29 the Press. 

The Light of the Conscience. By the 
Author of ‘‘ The Hidden Life of the Soul,” &c., with an Introduction by the 

Rev. T. T. Carter, M.A., Rector of Clewer, Berks. 

Crown Svo. 5s. 

Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historial 
Theology. By Various Writers. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, 
M. A., F. S. A., Editor of The Annotated Book of Common Prayer,” &c. 

Second Edition. Imperial Svo, 42s. In half-morocco, $25. 6d. 

A Book of Litanies, Metrical and Prose, 
with an Evening Service. Edited by the Compiler of The Treasury of 
Devotion.” 

3amo, 6d. ; or in paper Cover, 44. 
The Metrical Litanies separately, Sd. ; or in paper Cover, 3d. 

An Edition of the complete Work, with accompanying Music. Arranged under 
the Musical Editorship of W. S. Hoyte, Organist and Director of the Choir 
at All Saints’, Margaret Street, London. 4/0. 75. 64. 

A llegories and Tales. By the Rev. W. E. 
Heygate, M.A., Rector of Brighstone. 

Crown Svo. $s. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Notes on the Greek Text of the Gospel 
according to S. Luke. By the Rev. Arthur Carr, M. A., Assistant-Master 
in Wellington College, late Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 

Crown 8vo. 65. 

Prayers and Meditations for the Holy 
Communion. By Josephine Fletcher, With a Preface by C. J. Ellicott, 
D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 

With Rubrics in red. Royal 32mo. 25. 6d. 
Cheap Edition. 32то, cloth limp, 15. 

Words to Take with Us: a Manual of 
Daily and Occasional Prayers, for Private and Common Use. With 
Plain Instructions and Counsels on Prayer. By W. E. Scudamore, 
M. A., Rector of Ditchingham, and formerly Fellow of St. John's College, 
Cambridge. 

Fourth Edition. Small 8vo. 2:5. 6d. 

The Hidden Life of the Soul. By the 
Author of А Dominican Artist,” * Life of Madame Louise de France, 
&c., &c. 

New Edition. Small 8шю. 25. 6d. 

Our Mother Church; being Simple Talk 
on High Topics. By Anne Mercier. 

New Edition. Small 8vo. 3s. 6d. 

The Mystery of the Temptation : a Course 
of Lectures. By the Rev. W. Н. Hutchings, M. A., Sub-Warden of the 
House of Mercy, Clewer. 

Crown 800. 4s. 6d. 

The Life of Justification a Series of Lec- 
tures delivered in Substance at All Saints, Margaret Street. By the Rev. 
George Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby Misperton. 

Fourth Edition. Crown 800. 4s. 6d. 

The Life of Temptation: a Course of Lec- 
tures delivered in Substance at S. Peter's, Eaton Square; also at All Saints, 
Margaret Street. By the Rev. George Body, B.A., Rector of Kirkby 
Misperton. 

Third Edition. Crown Svo. 4s. 64. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Ars Pastoria. By Frank Parnell, M.A., 
Rector of Oxtead. . 

Small vo. 25. 

Directorium Pastorale. The Principles 
and Practice of Pastoral Work in the Church of England. By the Rev. 
John Henry Blunt, M. A., F. S. A., Editor of The Annotated Book of 
Common Prayer," &c. &c. 

New Edition. Crown 800. 7s. 64. 

The Pursuit of Holiness: a Sequel to 
** Thoughts on Personal Religion," intended to carry the Reader somewhat 
farther onward in the Spiritual Life. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, 
D.D., Dean of Norwich. 

Fourth Edition. Small 8vo. 5s., also a Cheap Edition. 3s. 6d. 

Liber Precum Publkcarum Ecclesia 
Anglicane. A Gulielmo Bright, D.D., et Petro Goldsmith Medd, 
A.M., Presbyteris, Collegii Universitatis in Acad. Oxon. Sociis, Latine 
redditus. 

New Edition. With Rubrics in red. 
Small 8vo. 65. 

The Divinity of our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus CHRIST ; being the Bampton Lectures for 1866. By Henry Parry 
Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of St. Paul’s, and Ireland Professor of 
Exegesis in the University of Oxford. 

Seventh Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s. 

Sermons Preached before the Uni- 
versity of Oxford. By Henry Parry Liddon, D.D., D.C.L., Canon of 

St. Paul's, and Ireland Professor of Exegesis in the University of Oxford. 
Fourth Edition. Crown 800. 55. 

Plain Sermons. preached at Brigh- 
stone. By George Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of Salisbury. 

Third and Cheaper Edition. Crown Buvo. 55. 

The Annotated Book of Common Prayer ; 
being an Historical, Ritual, and Theological Commentary on the Devotional 
System of the Church of England. Edited by the Rev. John Henry Blunt, 
M.A., F.S.A. 

Sixth Edition, Revised. Imperial Svo, 36s. In half-morocco, 48s. 
(This large edition contains the Latin and Greek originals, together with technical Ritual 

Annotations, Marginal References, &c., which are necessarily omitted for want of room in 
the ‘‘ Compendious Edition."] 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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The Reformation of the Church of 
England ; its History, Principles, and Results. A.D. 1514-1547. By the 
Rev. John Henry Blunt, M. A., F. S. A., Editor of The Annotated Book 

of Common Prayer," and The Dictionary of Doctrinal and Historical 
Theology," &c., &c. 

Third Edition. 3vo. 16s. 

Household Theology : a Handbook of Reli- 
gious Information respecting the Holy Bible, the Prayer Book, the Church, 
the Ministry, Divine Worship, the Creeds, &c., &c. By the Rev. John 
Henry Blunt, M. A., F. S. A. 

New Edition. Small Зоо. 35. 6d. 

The New Mitre Hymnal; adapted to the 
Services of the Church of England. 

32mo. 15. 6d. Cloth limp. 15. 
An Edition with Tunes. Royal оо. 5з. 

The Prayer Book Interleaved. With 
Historical Illustrations and Explanatory Notes, arranged parallel to the 
Text. By the Rev. W. M. Campion, D.D., Fellow and Tutor of Queen’s 
College, and Rector of St. Botolph’s; and the Rev. W. J .Beamont, 
M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. With a Preface by the 
Lord Bishop of Winchester. 

Ninth Edition. Small Svo. 74. 6d. 

The Book of Church Гало; being an Ex- 
position of the Legal Rights and Duties of the Clergy and Laity of the Church 
of England. By the Rev. John Henry Blunt, M. A., F. S. A. Revised by 
Walter б. F. Phillimore, D.C.L., Barrister-at-Law, and Chancellor of the 
Diocese of Lincoln. 

Second Edition, revised. Crown Buo. 75. 6d. 

Mazzaroth; or, the Constellations. Ву 
Frances Rolleston. 

Royal 8vo. 125. 

The Catholte Sacrifice. Sermons Preached 
at All Saints, Margaret Street. By the Rev. Berdmore Compton, M.A., 
Vicar of All Saints, Margaret Street. 

Crown Svo. 55. 

The Knight of Intercession, and other 
Poems. By СА Rev. S. J. Stone, M. A., Pembroke College, Oxford, Vicar 
of St. Paul’s, ir 

Third Edition, revised and enlarged. Small Svo. 6s. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Sacred А llegories. The Shadow of the 
Cross—The Distant Hills—The Old Man's Home—The King’s Messengers. 
By the Rev. W. Adams, M. A., late Fellow of Merton College, Oxford. 

With numerous Illustrations. 

New Edition. One Vol. Crown vo. 55. 

The four Allegories separately, Small Svo. їз. each. 

The Greek Testament. With a Critically 
Revised Text ; a Digest of Various Readings ; Marginal References to Verbal 
and Idiomatic Usage; Prolegomena; and a Critical and Exegetical Com- 
mentary. For the use of Theological Students and Ministers. By Henry 
Alford, D.D., late Dean of Canterbury. 

New Edition. Four Volumes. Svo. 1025. 

The Volumes are sold separately, as follows :— 

Vol IL—THE FOUR GOSPELS. 28s. 
Vol. I1.—ACTS TO II. CORINTHIANS. 24s. 
Vol. ПІ. -САТАТІАМЅ TO PHILEMON. 18s. 
Vol. IV.— HEBREWS TO REVELATION.  32:. 

Genesis. With Notes. Ву the Rev. G. V. 
Garland, M.A., late Vicar of Aslacton, Norfolk. [The Hebrew Text, with 
Literal Translation. ] 

Parts J. to XIX. 800. In paper Cover, 6d. each. 

Short Sermons on the Psalms, in their 
order, preached in a Village Church. By W. J. Stracey, M. A., Rector of 

Oxnead and Vicar of Buxton, Norfolk, formerly Fellow of Magdalene College, 

Cambridge. 

Crown 8vo. 55. each. Sold separately. 

Vol. I.—Psalms I—XXV. 

Vol. II. —Psalms XX VI—LI. 

A Companion to the New Testament. 
Uniform with ** A Companion to the Old Testament.” 

Small Svo. [Zo the Press. 

The Athanasian Creed. An Examination 
of Recent Theories respecting its Date and Origin ; with a Postscript, referring 
to Professor Swainson’s Account of itsGrowth and Reception, which is contained 
in his Work entitled The Nicene and Apostles’ Creeds, their Literary 
History.” By G. D. W. Ommanney, M. A., Vicar of Draycot, Somerset. 

Crown 8vo. | 8s. 6d. : 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Yesterday, To-day, and For Ever: 
A Poem in Twelve Books. By Edward Henry Bickersteth, M. A., Vicar 

of Christ Church, Hampstead. 

Tenth and Cheaper Edition. Small Svo. 35. 6d. 

A Presentation Edition, with red borders. Small 40. то. 6d. 

The Holy Catholic Church; ats Divine 
Ideal, Ministry, and Institutions. A Short Treatise. With a Catechism 

on each Chapter, forming a Course of Methodical Instruction on the 
subject. By Edward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D., Dean of Norwich. 

Second Edition. Crown Svo. 6s. 6d. 

Lhe First Chronicle of Atscendune. А 
Tale of the Days of St. Dunstan. By the Rev. A. D. Crake, B. A., Chaplain 
of All Saints’ School, Bloxham, Author of the History of the Church under 

the Roman Empire,” &c., &c. 

Crown 800. 35. ба. 

A lfgar the Dane, or the Second Chron- 
icle of /Escendune. A Tale. By the Rev. А. D. Crake, B. A., Chaplain 
of All Saints’ School, Bloxham, Author of the ** History of the Church under 
the Roman Empire," &c., &c. 

Crown Svo. 3s. 6d. 

Bible Readings for Family Prayer. 
By the Rev. W. H. Ridley, M.A., Rector of Hambleden, Honorary Canon 
of Christ Church, Oxford. 

‘Crown vo. 

Old Testament—Genesis and Exodus. 2s. 

St. Matthew and St. Mark. 28. 
Four Gospels, 35. 64. | St. Luke and St. John. 27. 
The Acts of the Apostles. 2s. 

The Annual Register : a Review of Public 
Events at Home and Abroad, from the Years 1863 to 1875. 

Suo. 187. each. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Library of Spiritual Works for English 

It is hoped that the Library of Spiritual Works for English Catholics," which will comprise 
translations, compilations, and other works, will meet a need which has long been felt. As the 
devotional life of the Church of England has increased, so the demand for spiritual treatises has 
become more and more urgent, and has arisen from all classes of society. 1 his series of books, 
some well-known, some already oftentimes translated, and others, it may be, yet to be presented 
for the first time in an English dress, is intended to meet this want. 

The aim of the translators is twofold. First, to provide the reader with a fair rendering of the 
original as far as реше unmutilated. It has been а common complaint of late, that translations 
have been marred by the absence of parts of the original, the exclusion of which a more intelligent 
view of Catholic devotion in the present day has rendered unnecessary. In these editions these 
omissions have been to a great extent supplied: yet at the same time any term or expression which 
may come under the imputation of being “‘un-English” has been reduced, as far as may be with- 
out destroying the thought, to its equivalent in Anglican phraseology and belief. Secondly, to 
translate the original into ordinary English, and thus to avoid the antiquated and stilted style of 
writing, which often makes books of this kind distasteful, or even sometimes unintelligible. 

Elegantly printed with red borders, on extra superfine loned paper. 

Small 8vo. 5s. each. 

OF THE IMITATION OF CHRIST. In 4 Books. By Thomas à 
Kempis. A New Translation. 

THE CHRISTIAN YEAR: Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays and 
Holydays throughout the Year. 

THE SPIRITUAL COMBAT ; together with the Supplement and the 
Path of Paradise. By Laurence Scupoli. A New Translation. 

THE DEVOUT LIFE. By Saint Francis of Sales, Bishop and 
Prince of Geneva. A New Translation. 

The Volumes can also be had in the following extra bindings :— 

s. d. 
Morocco, stiff or limp ©» T га РЕ 9 o 
Morocco, thick bevelled sides, Old Style .. is 12 о 
Morocco, limp, with flap edges еа 85 e" 11 6 
Morocco, best, stiff or шар - "T Vs 16 о 
Morocco, best, thick bevelled sides, Old Style 19 6 
Russia, limp .. oe ia КЕ E" 11 6 
Russia, limp, with flap edges я їз 6 

Most of the above styles may be had illustrated with a beautiful selection of Photographs from 
Fra Angelico, 4s. 6d. extra. | 

CHEAP EDITIONS. 

32т0, cloth limp, 6d. each, or cloth extra, Ys. each. 

Of the Imitation of Christ. 

The Spiritual Combat. 

The Hidden Life of the Soul. 

Spiritual Letters of Saint Francis of Sales. 

The Christian Year. 

These Five Volumes, cloth extra, may be had in a Box, price чз., 
and also bound in Roan, Calf, Morocco, б. 

[Other Volumes are in preparation J 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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Dew Pamyphiets 

Infant Baptism and Con- 

The 

firmation. Two Sermons preached 
in Salisbury Cathedral. By Geo. 
Moberly, D.C.L., Bishop of the 

Diocese. 

Second Edition, 800. 15. 

Adoration of the 
Creator. A Sermon preached in 
the Church of St. Mary, Ayles- 
bury, on the occasion of the 
Twentieth Annual Festival of the 
Vale of Aylesbury Church Choral 
Association, June 15, 1876. By 
Edward Bickersteth, D. D., 
Dean of Lichfield. 

8vo. 64. 

Some Last Words of the 
Late Rev. W. Sewell, D. D. 
Being a Brief Review of Certain 
Controverted Religious Questions, 
With a Prefatory Notice by his 
Sister. 

Crown 8vo. 1s. 6d. 

Гапат Dominicam Ora- 
tionem Apostolorum Symbolum 
Aliasque Anglice Ecclesie For- 
mulas in Metrum Græcum Iambi- 
cum et Sancti Ambrosii Carmen 
“Те Deum' in Grecos Dactylicos 
Hexametros. Reddidit Allen Gu- 
lielmus Chatfield, M. A., Magne 
Marclalz Vicarius. 

Crown 800. 25. 

Brief Memorials of Lord 
Lyttelton. Three Sermons 
preached in the Parish Church 
at Hagley, on the First and 
Second Sundays after Easter, 

The Herestarchs. 

1876. By (1) the Lord Bishop 
of Oxford; (2) the Lord Bishop 
of Rochester; (3) the Rev. 
Fitzherbert A. Marriott. With 
a Biographical Sketch contributed 
by the Right Hon. W. E. Glad- 
stone. 

Crown 8vo. 25. 

Analysts of the Elemen- 
tary Education Act 1876. By A. 
C. Ainslie, M.A., Prebendary of 
Wells, and Vicar of Henstridge, 
Dorset. 

Зоо. Is. 

The 
Ellerton Theological Prize Essay 
for 1876, read in the Divinity 
School, Oxford, June 16. By the 
Rev. Stephen Taswell Taylor- 
Taswell, M.A., of Christ Church, 
Oxford (Arnold Prize Essay, 1875), 

Lecturer at St. Bees Theological 
College. | 

8vo. 25. 6d. 

Lhe Church, the World, 
and the State. A Sermon preached 
at the Church of All Saints, Mar- 

garet Street, at the Anniversary 
Festival of the English Church 
Union, June 13, 1676. By Berd- 
more Compton, Vicar of All 
Saints. 

8vo. 6d: 

An Attempt to Solve the 
Burials Question. A Letter to a 
Member of the House of Commons. 

By a Lincolnshire Clergyman. 
8vo. Is. 

London, Oxford, and Oambridge 
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Mew Pampblets 

A Form of Prayer to be 
used upon St. Andrew's Day, or 
upon any of the Seven Days next 
following. Being the Day or Days 
of Intercession for a Blessing upon 
the Missionary Work of the Church. 
Approved by the Two Houses of 
the Convocation of Canterbury. 

{Form, No. 2.) 

Royal 32то. 1d. 

The Form for St. Andrew’s Day 
or the Sunday next following may 

be had separately. 
(Form, No. І.) 

Crown 800. 3s. 6d. per 100. 

An Additional Order for 
Evening Prayer on Sundays and 
Holy Days throughout the Year, 
taken from the Holy Scriptures 
and the Book of Common Prayer. 
Prepared by the Lower House of 
Convocation of the Province of 

Canterbury. 

[This Form has already been 
approved for use in their Dioceses by 
the Bishops of Ely, Exeter, Here- 
ford, Llandaff, Lichfield, Lincoln, 
Oxford, Peterborough, Rochester, St. 
Asaph, Salisbury, Winchester, and 
Worcester. | 

Royal 32то. 2d. 

The Shortened Order for 
Morning and Evening Prayer daily 
throughout the Year, except on 
Sunday, Christmas Day, Ash- 
Wednesday, Good Friday, and 
Ascension Day, with The Act 
of Uniformity Amendment Act." 

Royal 32mo. Id. 

On the Sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper. By The Plain 
Man's Friend. 
Tenth Edition. Crown $00. 44. 

Short Prayers for Par- 
ochial Schools. Compiled by 
John Menet, M.A., Vicar of 

Hockerill. 

Third Edition. Small Svo. 24. 

Short Notices of the Pro- 
per Psalms. For the use of Pupil 
Teachers. By the Rev. УУ. Н. 
Ridley, M.A., Rector of Hamble- 
den, Bucks, Hon. Canon of Christ- 

church, Oxford. 

Small Svo. 4d. 

Memoriam. James 
Graham Goodenough, R.N. A 
Sermon preached on the second 
Sunday after the Epiphany, 16th 
January 1876, at All Saints, West 
Bromwich. By the Hon. and 
Rev. Algernon Stanley, some- 
time Assistant Curate of that 
Parish. 

Svo. Is. 

The Church's Need of more 
Workers. A Sermon preached at 
S. Mary Magdalene, Paddington, 
on Septuagesima, 1876, in behalf of 

the Ordination Candidates Exhibi- 
tion Fund. By Robert Gregory, 
M. A., Canon of S. Paul's. 

Second Edition. Svo. 6d. 

Short Addresses on the 
Holy Communion. . Delivered 
during the Lincoln Mission, Feb- 
ruary, 1876, in the Parish Church 
of S. Peter’s-in-Eastgate. By the 
Rev. A. Babington, Head Master 

of the Lincoln Grammar School. 

8vo. 6d. 

London, Oxford, and Cambridge 
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PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Ор all the Epistles which bear the characteristic marks of St. Paul’s 
style, this one stands the foremost. See below, on its style, $ 4. So 

that, as Windischmann observes, whoever is prepared to deny the 
genuineness of this Epistle, would pronounce on himself the sentence 
of incapacity to distinguish true from false. Accordingly, its authorship 
has never been doubted. 

2. But that authorship is also upheld by external testimony : 
(a) Irenæus, adv. Hær. iii. 7. 2, р. 182, quotes the Epistle by name: 

“Sed in ea quz est ad Galatas, sic ait: Quid ergo lex factorum? posita 
est usque quo veniat semen, cui promissum est &c." (Gal. iii. 19.) 

Many allusions to it are found. 
(8) Polycarp, ad Phil. cap. iii.: p. 1008. 

IlavAov . . . бу каї &róv ui dypapev ётиттоћас, els ác dày ёукітттте, 
ботбусєс дє olxodopeiobar eis туу obrav ipiv піст, Aris dori 
pmp 1dyru Suy (Gal. iv. 26). And again, cap. v., p. 1009: 
«оте otv, бт: дейс où pvrrnperat . . . . (Gal. vi. 7.) 

(у) Justin Martyr, or whoever was the author of the Огайо ad 
Grecos, printed among his works, seems to allude to Gal. iv. 12, in the 
words yiverGe as éyo, бт: kdyo ju as 0р: and to Gal. v. 20, in 
these, & pa, ёре, Cos, eprBeiar, боро, x. rà Spot тото, c. v., p. D. 

(5) Besides these, there are many more distant allusions in the works 
of Ignatius, Polycarp, and Justin, which may be seen cited in Lardner 
and Windischmann, and Davidson, Introd. to N. T. vol. ii. pp. 318-19. 

Vor. III.—1] a 



PROLEGOMENA.] THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. [on. I. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. This Epistle was written rats AU тўс Talarias (ch. i. 2). 
GALATIA (ГаАоуролкіа Strabo xii. 566, Gallogrecia Liv. xxxvii. 8, 
xxxvii. 12) was a district of Asia Minor (once part of Phrygia, Strabo 
xii. 571, ii. 130), bounded N. by Paphlagonia and Bithynia, E. by 
Pontus and Cappadocia (divided from both by the Halys), S. by Cappa- 
docia and Phrygia, W. by Phrygia and Bithynia. Notwithstanding its 
mountainous chardcter, it was fruitful, especially near the river Halys 
(Strabo xii. 567). The principal cities were Ancyra, Pessinus, and 
Tavium. Ancyra was declared the capital by Augustus. The inhabit- 
ants (leAdra, only a later form of K Arat, Pausan. i. 8. 5,—also Gallo- 
greci) were Gauls in origin. The Gallic tribes of the Trochmi and 
Tolistoboii, with the German tribe of Tectosagi (or Toctosages), crossed 
over from Thrace into Asia Minor, having formed part of the Gallic 
expedition which pillaged Delphi, in the third century B.c. (cir. 280.) 
In Asia they at first became mercenary troops under Nicomedes, king 
of Bithynia, but soon overran nearly the whole of Asia Minor, till 
Antiochus Soter and Eumenes drove them into its central portion, 
afterwards called Galatia. There they were at first ruled by tetrarchs, 
and afterwards (when their real independence had been taken from 
them by the Consul Manlius Vulso, в.с. 189,—see Livy xxxviii. 16— 
27) by kings; of whom the two Deiotari, father and son, аге known to 
us, the former as having been defended by Cicero in a speech still extant, 
the latter as also a friend of the great orator's (Epp. ad Attic. v. 17). 
Amyntas, the successor of this latter, was their last king: at his death 
(в.с. 26) Galatia was reduced to a Roman province. See for full accounts, 
Strabo, book xiii. ch. 5: Livy, as above: the Introductions to this Epistle 
in Meyer, De Wette, and Windischmann: Winer's Realwörterbuch, art. 
Galatia: Conybeare and Howson, vol. i. p. 284 ff., ейп. 2: and the learned 
dissertation on the question whether the Galatians were Teutons or Celts, 
appended to Prof. Lightfoot's edition of this Epistle. 

2. The character of the people, as shewn in this Epistle, agrees 
remarkably with that ascribed to the Gallic race by all writers!. They 
received the Apostle at his first visit with extreme joy, and shewed him 
every kindness: but were soon shaken in their fidelity to him and the 
Gospel, and were transferring their allegiance to false teachers. 

8. The Galatian churches were founded by St. Paul at his first visit, 

1 So Cæsar, B. G. iv. 5: “infirmitatem Gallorum veritus, quod sunt in consiliis capi- 

undis mobiles, et novis plerumque rebus student, nihil his committendum existimavit,” 
And Thierry, Hist. des Gaulois, Introd. : “un esprit franc, impétueux, ouvert à toutes 
les impressions, éminemment intelligent: mais А côté de cela, une mobilité extrême, 
point de constance, . . . . beaucoup d'ostentation, enfin une désunion perpétuelle, fruit 
d'exceesive vanité.” C. & H. i. 285, note. 

2] 



S 1v.] ITS MATTER, AND STYLE.  [PROLEGOMENA. 

when he was detained among them by sickness (ch. iv. 18: see note 
and compare Acts xvi. 6), during hid second missionary journey, about 
A.D. 51 (see chronol. table in Prolegg. to Acts, Vol. II.). Though doubt- 
less he began his preaching as usual among the Jews (cf. Jos. Antt. 
xvi. 6. 2, for the fact of many Jews being resident in Ancyra), yet this 
Epistle testifies to the majority of his readers being Gentiles, not yet 
circumcised, though nearly persuaded to it by Judaizing teachers. At 
the same time we see by the frequent references to the O. T. and the 
adoption of the rabbinical method of interpretation by allegory (ch. iv. 
21—31), that he had to do with churches which had been accustomed 
to Judaizing teaching, and familiarized with the O. T. бее Meyer, 
Einl. p. 8. In the manifold preparations for the Gospel which must 
have taken place wherever Jews were numerous, through the agency of 
those who had at Jerusalem heard and believed on Jesus, we need not 

wonder at any amount of judaistic influence apparent even in churches 
founded by St. Paul himself: nor need any hypotheses respecting his 
preaching be invented {о account for such а phenomenon. 

SECTION 1II. 

WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Judaizing teachers had followed, as well as preceded, the Apostle in 
Galatia, and had treated slightingly his apostolic office and authority (ch. 
i. 1, 11), giving out that circumcision was necessary (ch. v. 2; vi. 12). 
Their influence was increasing, and the churches were being drawn 
away by it (i. 6; iii. 1, 8; iv.9—11; v.7—12). Against these teachers 
he had already testified in person (i. 9; iv. 16, where see notes, and 
ef. Acts xviii. 28), —and now that the evil was so rapidly and seriously 
gaining ground, he writes this Epistle expressly to counteract it. 

2. The object then of the Epistle was (1) to defend his own apos- 
tolic authority; and (2) to expose the judaistic error by which they 
were being deceived. Accordingly, it contains two parts, the apologetic 
(ch. i. ii.) and the polemic (cb. iii.—v. 12). These are naturally fol- 
lowed by a hortatory conclusion (ch. v. 18—end). See these parts sub- 
divided into their minor sections in the notes. 

SECTION IV. 

ITS MATTER, AND STYLE. 

1. The matter of the Epistle has been partly spoken of in the last 
section. In the first, or apologetic portion, it contains a most valuable 
historical résumé of St. Paul’s apostolic career, proving his independence 
of human authority, and confirming as well as illustrating the narrative 
in the Acts, by mentioning the principal occasions when he held inter- 
course with the other Apostles: relating also that remarkable interview 

8] а 2 



PROLEGOMENA.] THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. [сн. т. 

with St. Peter, so important for its own sake, and giving rise to his own 
precious testimony to Christian truth in ch. її. 14—21. 

2. The polemical portion has much in common with the Epistle to 
the Romans. But this difference is observable; that whereas in that 

Epistle, the whole subject is treated, as belonging to the great argument 
there handled, logically, and without reference to any special circum- 
stances,—here all is strictly controversial, with immediate reference to 
the judaizing teachers. 

8. In style, this Epistle takes a place of its own among those of 
St. Paul. It unites the two extreme affections of his remarkable cha- 
racter: severity, and tenderness: both, the attributes of a man of 
strong and deep emotions. Nothing can be more solemnly severe than 
its opening, and ch. iii. 1—5; nothing more touchingly affectionate than 
some of its appeals, e. g. ch. iv. 18—20. It is therefore quite a mistake 
to characterize its tone as altogether overpowering and intimidating °. 
A half-barbarous people like the Galatians, known for their simplicity 
and impressibility, would be likely to listen to both of these methods of 
address: to be won by his fatherly pleading, as well as overawed by his 
apostolic rebukes and denunciations. 

4. There are several points of similarity in this Epistle to the peculiar 
diction of the Pastoral Epistles. The student will find them pointed 
out in the reff., and for the most part remarked on in the notes. They 
seem to indicate, in accordance with our interpretation of ch. vi. 11, that 
he wrote this Epistle, as those, with his own hand, without the inter- 

vention of an amanuensis. This matter Will be found more fully treated 
below, ch. vii. on the Pastoral Epistles, § i. 32. 

SECTION V. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. We have no date in the Epistle itself, which may enable us to 
determine the time when it was written. This can only be gathered 
from indirect sources. And consequently, the most various dates have 
been assigned to it: some, as Marcion in old times, and Michaelis, al., 

in modern, placing it first among St. Paul's Epistles: and others, as 
Schrader and Köhler, last. The following considerations will narrow 
our field of uncertainty on the point : 

2. If the reasoning in the note on the chronological table, Vol. II. 
Prolegg. pp. 26, 27, be correct,—the visit to Jerusalem mentioned Gal. 
ii. 1 ff. is identical with that in Acts xv. 1 ff. It will thence follow that 
the Epistle cannot have been written before that visit: i.e. (see Chron. 
Table as above) not before A. b. 50. 

3. I have maintained, in the note on Gal. iv. 16, that the words 

2 See Jowett, Epistles to the Romans, Thessalonians, and Galatians, vol. i. p. 191. 
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there used most naturally refer to the Apostle's second visit to the 
churches of Galatia, when Acts xviii. 23, he went through rij» Tadarucyy 
xwpay . . стр ш> cávras rovs дабутас. If so, this Epistle cannot 
date before that visit: 1. е. (Chron. Table as above) not before the 
autumn of the year 54. 

4. The first period then which seems probable, is the Apostle's stay 
at Ephesus in Acts xix., from autumn 54, till Pentecost 57. And this 
period is so considerable, that, having regard to the oðrws rayéws of ch. 
i. 6, it must be regarded as quite possible that our Epistle may have 
been written during it. The above is the view of Hug, De Wette, 
Olsh., Usteri, Winer, Neander, Greswell, Anger, Meyer, Wieseler, and 
many others. 

5. The next period during which it might have been written is, his 
stay at Corinth, Acts xx. 2, 3, where he spent the winter of the year 
57-8, and whence he wrote the Epistle to the Romans. This is the 
opinion of Conybeare and Howson (vol. ii. p. 162, edn. 2). They 
support their view entirely by the similarity of this Epistle and that to 
the Romans. It is,” they say (p. 165, note), “exactly. that resem- 
blance which would exist between two Epistles written nearly at the 
same time, while the same line of argument was occupying the writer's 
mind, and the same phrases and illustrations were on his tongue.” It 
has also been maintained with much skill and learning, since the first 
edition of this volume appeared, by Prof. Lightfoot, in an article in the 
Journal of Sacred and Classical Philology for Jan. 1857: which article 
is reproduced in the Introduction to his edition of the Epistle, 1866. 
He traces the sequence of the lines of thought in the greater Epistles, 
and finds internal evidence enough to make him decide strongly that 
it is very improbable, that the two Epistles to the Corinthians intervened 
between those to the Galatians and Romans, or that to the Galatians 

between the second to the Thessalonians and the first to the Corinthians. 
6. I own that these considerations seem to me weighty ones, and 

have caused me to modify the decided preference which I gave in my 
first edition to the earlier date. Still, I do not feel Prof. Lightfoot's 
argument to have settled the question. It might be that the elementary 
traths brought out amidst deep emotion, sketched, so tu speak, in great 
rough lines in the fervent Epistle to the Galatians, dwelt long on 
St. Paul's mind (even though other subjecta of interest regarding other 
churches intervened), and at length worked themselves out, under the 
teaching and leading of the Spirit, into that grand theological argument 
which he afterwards addressed, without any special moving occasion, 
but as his master-exposition of Christian doctrine, to the church of the 
metropolis of the world, 

7. I think then that it must always remain a question between these 
two periods. In favour of the former of them it may be said that, 
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considering the ovrws raxéws?, we can hardly let so long a time elapse 
as the second would pass over,—and that probability is in favour of 
strong emotion having, in the prompting of God’s Spirit, first brought 
out that statement of Christian truth and freedom, which after-delibera- 

tion expanded, and polished, and systematized, in the Epistle to the 
Romans: and in favour of the latter may be alleged the interesting 
considerations respecting the grouping of St. Paul’s Epistles, and the 
parallels between 2 Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans, which Prof. 
Lightfoot has adduced. 

8. Of course my objection to the date implied in the common sub- 
scription, éypddy dro Pais, adopted by Theodoret, Calov., Hammond, 
al., is even stronger than that stated above. Those who wish to see the 
matter discussed at more length, may refer to Davidson, Introd. ii. 
p. 292 ff., and to Prof. Lightfoot’s edition of the Epistle, pp. 85—55. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Тнк ancient testimonies to the Apostle Paul having been the 
author of this Epistle, are the following : 

(a) Irenwus adv. Her. v. 2. 36, p. 294: 
кабо ó pexápus llavAós dwow èv vj xpos Edeuiovr; ёлигтоАд Sri 
pé gpi то) сератоѕ, ёк rijs GapKds айто©, kai ёк TOv ÓgTréuw 
aŭroð (Eph. v. 80). Again i. 8. 5, p. 42, тоёто $ xal ó aloe Aye’ 
way yàp Tò pavepotpevov, фас rriv (Eph. v. 13). 

(8) Clem. Alex. Strom. iv. $ 65, p. 592 P.: 
8.0 xai & rjj xpos "Eqdecious урафе (cf. supra, 5 61, pow ô dr ros, 
where 1 Cor. хі. 8, Фе. is quoted, $ 62, ér«épe уобу, citing Gal. v. 
16 ff.: and infra, $ 66, xå» rg xpos KoAoooasis . . . from which it 
is evident that the subject of ypdde is ‘St. Paul’) iworacoóp«vo 
dU jos dv & Oto) K. r. A. Eph. v. 21—25. 

(y) ib. Ped. i. $ 18, p. 108 P.: 
ô drr ётигтєА№әу mpòs KopwÜiovzs фусіу, 2 Сог. хі, 2..... 
cadícrara òè "Ed«oíos урйфоу drexddupe тд Cyrovpevov 406 mws 
Мус péxpt катаутусаржу of áyreg к.т.А. Eph. iv. 18—15. 

3 For I cannot accept the suggestion of Prof. Lightfoot, which would make raxéws 
subjective to детат!беебє, ‘ye are «o rapidly changing.’ I have treated on this view 
in my note on Rev. i. 1, where much depends on it. 
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2. Further we have testimonies to the Epistle being received as cano- 
nical Scripture, and therefore, by implication, of ite being regarded as 
written by him whose name it bears: as e. g.: 

(8) Polycarp, ad Philippenses, c. xii., p. 1018 ff.: 
“Ut his scripturis dictum est, ‘ гоа et nolite peocare,' et 
Sol non occidat super iracundiam vestram. ” Eph. iv. 26 *. 

(e) Tertullian adv. Marcion. v. 17, p. 512 (see below, § ii. 17 c). 
(£) Irenæus several times mentions passages of this Epistle as per- 

verted by the Valentinians: е. g. ch. i. 10 (Iren. i. 8. 4, p. 16): iii. 21 
(Iren. i. 8. 1, p. 14) : v. 82 (Iren. i. 8. 4, p. 40) : and in many other 
places (see the Index in Stieren’s edn.) cites the Epistle directly. 

8. I have not hitherto adduced the testimony ordinarily cited from 
Ignatius, Eph. 12, p. 656, on account of the doubt which hangs over the. 
interpretation of the words: 

жӧродбѕ isre trav cs Gedy dvapounévew, llavAov ovppýorai ToU 
ya, rov pepaprupnévou, afiopaxapiorou, ob уботб до бото тё 
FFF dy пісу rt ro pynpovera 
ipar è xpurrQ "Тосо. 

1 . however that there can be little doubt that these expressions 
аге to be interpreted of the Epistle to the Ephesians. First, the ex- 
pression ovpyicras seems to point to Eph. i. 9, as compared with the 
rest of the chapter,—to ch. ni. 3—6, 9. And it would be the very 

perversity of philological strictness, to maintain, in the face of later and 
more anarthrous Greek usage, that ёу тасу émwroXj must mean, in 
every Epistle, and not ‘in all his Epistle.” Assuming this latter 
meaning (see note on Eph. ii. 21), the expression finds ample justifica- 
tion in the very express and affectionate dwelling on the Christian state 
and privileges of those to whom he is writing—making mention of them 
throughout all his Epistle *. 

* Meyer, Einl. p. 24, prefers to consider both these citations as made from the О. T. 
Ps. iv. 4, and Deut. xxiv. 15 (Р), on the ground of the title ‘Scripture’ never occurring 
of the N. T. in the apostolic fathers. 

* The chapter itself is wanting in the ancient Syriac version published by Mr. Cure- 
ton. But this will hardly be adduced ns affecting its genuineness. Hefele’s view, pins 
ille monachus, qui versionem Syriacam elaboravit, omnia omisisse videtur quse ipei et 
usui suo ascetico minus congrua minusve necessaria putabat," seems to be the true one. 

5 Pearson's remarks on this point are worth transcribing: “ Нес а martyre non 
otiose aut frigide, sed vere, imo signanter et vigilanter dieta sunt. Tota enim Epistola 
ad Ephesios scripta, ipsos Ephesios, eorumque honorem et eurem maxime spectat, et 
summe honorificam eorum memoriam ad posteros transmittit. In aliis epistolis aposto- 
lus eos ad quos scribit вере acriter objurgat aut parce laudat. Hic omnibus modis 
perpetuo se Ephesiis applicat, illosque tanquam egregios Christianos tractat, evangelio 
salutis firmiter credentes, et Spiritu promissionis obeignatos, concives sanctorum, et 

domesticos Dei. Pro iis spe ardenter orat, ipsos hortatur, obtestatur, laudat, utrum- 

que sexum sedulo instruit, suum ergs eos singularem affectum ubique prodit." Vindi- 
eim Ignatians, pt. ii. oh. 10, end. 
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4. In the longer recension of this Epistle of Ignatius, the testimony 
is more direct : in ch. vi., p. 737, we read, 

és ados iptv Cypad«v fv cüpa xai tv пуєдра x. r. A. (Eph. iv. 
4—6.) 

And in ch. ix., p. 741, 
de obs dyadAudpevos Nei бф dv ypddw wposoprAfjoat то &yíows 
rois одо фу 'Edéav, rois morois ёи xpwrQ Ineo. 

5. Ав we advance to the following centuries, the reception of the 
authorship of St. Paul is universal’. In fact, we may safely say that 
this authorship was never called in question till very recent times. 

6. Among those critios who have repudiated our Epistle as not 
written by the Apostle, the principal have been De Wette and Baur. 
The ground on which they build their reasoning is, for the most part, 
the same. De Wette holds the Epistle to be a verbose expansion of 
that to the Colossians. He describes it as entirely dependent on that 
Epistle, and as such, unworthy of a writer who always wrote in fresh- 

ness and fulness of spirit, as did St. Paul. He believes he finds in it 
every where expressions and doctrines foreign to his diction and teaching. 
This being so, he olasses it with the Pastoral Epistles and the first 
Epistle of Peter, and ascribes it to some scholar of the Apostles, writing 
in their name. He is not prepared to go so far as Baur, who finds in it 
the ideas and diction of Gnostic and Montanistic times, On this latter 
notion, I will treat below: I now proceed to deal with De Wette's 
objections. 

7. First of all, I would take a general view of their character, and 
say that, on such a general view, they, as a whole, make for, rather than 
against, the genuineness of the Epistle. According to De Wette, a 
gifted scholar of the Apostles, in the apostolic age itself, writes an 
Epistle in imitation, and under the name, of St. Paul. Were the imita- 
tion close, and the imitator detected only by some minute features of in- 
advertent inconsistency, such a phenomenon might be understood, as that 
the Epistle found universal acceptance as the work of the Apostle: but 
according to our objector, the discrepancies are wide, the inconsistencies 
every where abundant. He is found, in his commentary, detecting and 
exposing them at every turn. Such reasoning may prove a passage 
objectively (as in the case of Mark xvi, 9—20, or John vii, 53— viii. 11) 

to be out of place among the writings of a particular author, all sub- 
jective considerations apart: but it is wholly inapplicable when used to 
account for the success of a forger among his contemporaries, and indeed 

acts the other way, 
8. Let us view the matter in this light, Here is an Epistle bearing 

the name of St, Paul, Obviously then, it is no mere accidental inser- 

6 See Orig. contra Celsum, Ш, 20, vol. i. p. 458; Tert. de Prescr. Her. c. 36, vol. ii, 
p. 49; De Monog. c. 5, ib. p. 986; Cypr. Testim. iii. 7, p. 787; Ep. lxxv. 
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tion among his writings of an Epistle written by some other man, and 
on purely objective grounds requiring us to ascribe it to that other 
unknown author; but it is either a genuine production of the Apostle, 
or a forgery. Subjective grounds cannot be kept out of the question: 
it is a successful forgery: one which imposed on the post-apostolic age, 
and has continued to impose on the Church in every age. We have 
then a right to expect $n it the phenomena of successful forgery : close 
imitation, skilful avoidance of aught which might seem unlike him 
whose name it bears ;—construction, if you will, out of acknowledged 

pauline materials, but so as to shun every thing unpauline. 
9. Now, as has been seen above, the whole of De Wette's reasoning 

goes upon the exact opposite of all these phenomena. The Epistle is 
unpauline: strange and surprising in diction, and ideas. Granting this, 
it might be a cogent reason for believing an anonymous writing not to be 
St. Paul's: but it is no reason why a forgery bearing his name should 
have been successful,—on the contrary, is a very sufficient reason why it 
should have been immediately detected, and universally unsuccessful. 
Let every one of De Wette's positions be granted, and carried to its 
utmost; and the more in number and the stronger they are, the more 
reason there will be to infer, that the only account to be given of a 
writing, so unlike St. Paul's, obtaining universal contemporary aeceptance 
as his, is, that it was his own genuine composition. Then we should 
have remaining the problem, to account for the Apostle having so far 
departed from himself: a problem for the solution of which much ac- 
quaintance with himself and the circumstances under which he wrote 
would be required,—and, le& me add, а treatment very far deeper and 
more thorough than De Wette has given to any part of this Epistle. 

10. But I am by no means disposed to grant any of De Wette’s 
positions as they stand, nor to recognize the problem as I have put it 
in the above hypothetical form. The relation between our Epistle and 
that to the Colossians, I have endeavoured to elucidate below (§ vi. and 
Prolegg. to the Col, § iv.). The reasonings and connexions which he 
pronounces unworthy of the Apostle, I hold him, in almost every case, nob 
to have appreciated: and where he has appreciated them, to have hastily 
condemned. Неге, as in the instance of 1 Tim., his unfortunate pre. 
judgment of the spuriousness of the Epistle has tinged his view of every 
portion of it: and his commentafy, generally so thorough and able, so 
fearless and fair, is worth hardly more than those of very inferior men, 
not reaching below the surface, and unable to recognize the most obvious 
tendencies and connexions. 

11. The reader will find De Wette’s arguments met in detail by 
Rückert (Comm. p. 289 ff), Hemsen (der Apostel Paulus, pp. 629— 
38); and touched upon by Harless (Comm. Einleit. p. lxvi ff.), Nean- 
der (in a note to his Pfl. u. Leit. ейп, 4, p. 521 ff.), and Meyer (Einl. 
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р. 20 ff). Davidson also treats of them in full (Introd. to N. T. vol. 
ii. pp. 852—60), and Eadie very slightly (Introd. p. xxx f.) 

12. Baur's argument will be found in his ‘ Paulus, der Apostel Jesu 
Christi &. pp. 417—857. It consists, as far as it is peculiar to him, 
mainly in an attempt to trace in our Epistle, and that to the Colos- 
sians (for he holds both to be spurious), expressions and sentiments 
known to be those of Gnosticism and Montanism: and in some few 
instances to shew that it is not probable that these heresies took their 
terms from the Epistles, but rather the Epistles from them. This latter 
part, on which indeed the conolusiveness of the whole depends, is very 
slightly, and to me most inconclusively done. And nothing is said in 
Baur of the real account of the occurrence of such terms in the Epistle, 
and subsequently in the vocabulary of these heretics: viz. that the sacred 
writer laid hold of them and employed them, во to speak, high up the 
stream of their usage, before they became polluted by heretical additions 
and misconceptions,—the heretics, lower down the same stream, when 
now the waters were turbid and noxious: his use of them having tended 
to impress them on men’s minds, so that they were ready for the pur- 
pose of the heretics when they wanted them. That those heretics used 
many other terms not known to these Epistles, is no proof that their 
account was the original one, and this of our Epistles borrowed from it, 
but simply proves nothing. Some of these terms were suited to the 
Apostle's purpose in teaching or warning: these he was led to adopt: 
others were not so suitable, those he left alone. Or it may be that 
between his writing and their development, the vocabulary had received 
additions, which consequently were never brought under his notice. Eadie 
refers, for an answer to Baur, to Lechler, das apostolische u. nachaposto- 
lische Zeitalter, u. s. w. Haarlem, 1852, a work which I have not seen. 

18. Taking then the failure of the above objections into account, and 
strengthening it by anticipation with other considerations which will 
come before the reader as we advance, we see no reason whatever against 
following the universal view of the Church, and pronouncing St. Paul to 
be, as he is stated to be (ch. i. 1), the author of our Epistle. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. In treating of this part of our ш, that city and church seem 
first to deserve notice, to which the Epistle, according to our present 
text, is addressed. We will first assume, that it was an Epistle to the 
EPHESIANS. 

7 See also “ Ad Ephesios revera dabatur Epistola illa canonica, Paulo non Pseudo- 
paulo auctore:” a Prelectio which I read at Cambridge in 1849; the chronological 

view of which I have seen reason since to modify, but not its argument respecting this 
Epistle. 
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2. EPHESUS, in Lydia, was situated in an alluvial plain (Herod. ii. 
10) on the south side of and near the mouth of the Caystrus. The 
city stood on the S. of a plain about five miles long from E. to W., and 
three miles broad, the N. boundary being Mount Gallesius, the E. 
Mount Pactyas, the S. Mount Coressus, and on the W. it was washed 

by the sea. The sides of the mountains were very precipitous, and shut 
up the plain like a stadium, or race-course.” Lewin, i. p. 844. See his 
plan, p. 362: and the view of the site of Ephesus in C. and H. vol. ii. p. 88, 
edn. 2. For its ancient history, see Lewin, and C. and H. ib., and the art. 

‘ Ephesus, in Smith'a Dict. of Geography. It was a place of great 
commerce (Strabo xiv. 641), but was principally noted for its beautiful 
temple of Artemis (Herod. i. 26; ii. 148. Strabo, l c. Plin. v. 37. 

Pausan. vii. 2. 4; iv. 81. 6, &.), which was at the head of its harbour 
Panormus, and was from very ancient times the centre of the worship of 
that goddess. This temple was burnt down by Herostratus, in the 
night of the birth of Alexander the Great (в.с. 855; seo Plut. Alex. 
€. 8; Cicero de Nat. Deor. ii. 27), but rebuilt at immense cost (Strabo, 
1. c.), and was one of the wonders of the ancient world. On the worship 
of Artemis there, &., see Acts xix. 24 ff. and notes, and Winer RWB. 
‘Ephesus.’ The present state of the site of the city, the stadium, 
theatre, supposed basement of the temple, &., are described in Smith's 
Dict. of Geogr., his Bible Dict., and in C. and H., as above. 

8. St. Paul's first visit to Ephesus is related Acts xviii. 19—21. It 
was very short, as he was hastening to reach Jerusalem by the next 
Pentecost. The work begun by him in disputations with the Jews, was 
carried on by Apollos (ib. 24—26), and by Aquila and Priscilla (ib. 27). 
After visiting Jerusalem, and making a journey in the Eastern parts of 
Asia Minor, he returned thither (ib. xix. 1) and remained there rpieriav 
(ib. xix.; xx. 81): during which period the founding of the Ephesian 
church must be dated. From what is implied in Acte xix. and xx., that 
church was considerable in numbers: and it had enjoyed a more than 
usual portion of the Apostle's own personal nursing and teaching. It 
wil be important to bear this in mind when we come to consider the 
question of this section. 

4. On his last recorded journey to Jerusalem he sailed by Ephesus, 
апд summoned the elders of the Ephesian church to meet him at Miletus, 
where he took what he believed to be his last farewell of them, in that 
most characteristic and wonderful speech, Acts xx. 18—85. 

5. At some subsequent time (see Prolegg. to the Pastoral Epistles), 
he left Timotheus behind in Ephesus, at which place the first Epistle 
was addressed to him (1 Tim. i. 8), and perhaps (?) the second. The 
state of the Ephesian church at the time of these Epistles being written, 
will be found discussed in the Prolegomena to them. 

6. Ecclesiastical tradition has connected the Apostle John with 
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Ephesus: see Vol. I. Prolegg. ch. v. § i. 9 ff.: and his long residence 
and death there may with safety be assumed. 

7. To this church our Epistle is addressed, according to our present 
text. And there is nothing in its contents inconsistent with such an 
address. We find in it clear indications that its readers were mixed 
Jews and Gentiles*,—that they were in an especial manner united to 
the Apostle in spiritual privilege and heavenly hope“: — that they resided 
in the midst of an unusually corrupt and profligate people !. 

8. Nor are minor indieations wanting, which possess interest as con- 
necting our Epistle with the narrative in the Acts. Не had preached 
to them rò evayyéAtov ths xdperos rod бєо?, Acts xx. 24; and he commits 

them тф Acyw ris xdptros atrod, ib. ver. 82. In this Epistle alone, not 
in the contemporary and in some respects similar one to the Colossians, 
do we find such expressions as ddfys ris xdperos abro), ch. i. 6,—rd 
wAovros тўс ҳірітос avrov, ib. 7, and ii. 7, —and an unusual recurrence of 
xdpis in all its forms and energies. If he preached among them the 
good tidings of the grace of God,’ this may well be called ‘the Epistle of 
the grace of God.’ In no other of his writings, not even in the Epistle 
to the Romans, is grace so magnified and glorified. Again in Acts хх. 
22 f. we read Se8enevos eyo TG туєјрат: wropevopas els “IepovoaAjp, тд. фу 
aùr ovvevricovrd pot рл) «до, тАђу бте TÒ туєйда TÓ дую» ката r Au- 
Stapapriperai por Мушу бте Seopa кої Mee pe pévovow. And accord- 
ingly, here only in his Epistles addressed to churches“, and not in that 
to the Colossians, do we find him calling himself ё 8ётшло< (ch. iii. 1; iv. 1). 

He had not shrunk from declaring to them zacav rij Bou rod беоб 
(Acts xx. 27) : and accordingly, in this Epistle alone is Bovàý used by 
St. Paul of the divine purpose, —carà rjv BovAty rod беМ№ратоѕ abro, 
ch. i. 11. 

In Acts xx. 28 it is said of God and the church, ўу wepiemoioearo d 
rod aiparos rod lov: and in Eph. i. 14, we have the singular expression 
eis ётоАутросчу THs 7epuroujaevs, i. е. of that which He repreroujoaro (вее 
note there). 

In Acts xx. 32, he commits them to God and the word of His grace, 
TQ Suvapévy olkodopjoat kai Sotvat ту KAnpovoplay фу rots Tyrac буо rd. 
Not to lay any stress on the frequent recurrence of the image of оїкоборл], 
as being common in other Epistles,—the concluding words can hardly fail 
to recall Eph. i. 18, ris 6 отАоўто$ ris ёё тўс KAnpovopias adrod èv тоб 
dyiows,—Eph. i. 14, 6 ёст áfpaàv тўс cAnpovopuias ўрФу, and v. 5, oix 
N xAnpovoplay ду rjj Bai (вее Acts xix. 8) rot ҳритод xal Oeo. 

9. I would not lay the stress which some have laid on the prevalence 
of the figure of ‘the spiritual building’ in this Epistle, as having any 

8 ch. ii. 14 ff. Compare Acts xix. 10. 
9 ch. i. 8 ff. and passim. 1 ch. iv. 17 ff.; v. 1—13. 
* The other cases are in those addressed to individuals; 2 Tim. i. 8. Philem. vv. 1, 9. 
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connexion with the famous temple of Diana. We should, I think, be sus- 
picious of such supposed local and temporal references (see on 1 Cor. v. 7), 
unless the context (as e. g. in 1 Cor. ix. 24, 25) plainly points them out. 

10. But various objections have been brought against the view that 
this Epistle was really addressed to the Ephesians. I will take these as 
recently summed up by Conybeare and Howson, Life and Epistles of 
St. Paul, vol. ii. pp. 486 ff. 

11. * First, it would be inexplicable that St. Paul, when he wrote to 
the Ephesians, amongst whom he had spent so long a time, and to whom he 
was bound by ties of such close affection (Acts xx. 17, &c.), should not 
have a single message of personal greeting to send. Yet none such are 
found in this Epistle." It may be well, in dealing with this, to examine 
our Apostle's practice in sending these greetings. They are found in 
greatest abundance in the Epistle to the Romans, written to a church 
which, as a church, he had never seen, but which, owing to its situation 
in the great metropolis, contained many of his own friends and fellow. 
labourers, and many friends also of those who were with him at Corinth. 
In 1 Cor., written to a church which he had founded, and among whom 

he had long resided (Acts xviii. 11), there is not one person saluted by 
name?*;—and one salutation only sent, from Aquila and Priscilla. In 
2 Cor., not one personal salutation of either kind. In Gal, not one: a 
cireumstance commonly accounted for by the subject and tone of the 
Epistle: and if there, why not here also? In Phil, not one: though 
an approach may be said to be made to a personal greeting in ud uera 
ol ёк тўс Kaícapos olxias- In Col., the Epistle sent at the same time as 
this, and by the same messengers, several of both kinds. In 1 Thess. 
and 2 Thess, none of either kind. In 1 Tim., sent to Ephesus (see 
Prolegg. to Pastoral Epistles), none: in 2 Tim., several of both kinds: 

in Philemon, salutations from brethren, but not £o any. 
The result at which we thus arrive, without establishing any fixed 

law as to the Apostle's practice, shews us how little weight such an 
objection as this can have. The Philippians were his dearly beloved, his 
joy and his crown: yet not one of them is saluted. The Galatians were 
his little children, of whom he was in labour till Christ should be formed 

in them: yet not one is saluted. The Thessalonians were imitators of 
him and of the Lord, patterns to all that believed in Macedonia and 

Achaia: yet not one of them is selected for salutation. The general 
salutations found in several of these cases, the total omission of all 

salutation in others, seem to follow no rule but the fervour of his own 

mind, and the free play of his feeling as he writes. The more general 

3 It is plain that the salutations sent from persone who were with the Apostle, would 
depend on his circumstances at the time, and on the connexion between those with him 

and the church to which he was writing. When he wrote from Corinth to Rome they 
were abundant. : 
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and solemn the subject, the less he seems to give of these individual 
notices: the better he knows those to whom he is writing, as a whole, 
the less he seems disposed to select particular persons for his affec- 
tionate remembrance. May we not then conceive it to be natural, that 
in writing to a church with which he had been so long and intimately 
acquainted, in writing too on so grand and solemn a subject as the con- 
stitution and prospects of Christ’s universal church, he should pass over 
all personal notices, referring them as he does to Tychicus, the bearer 
of the Epistle? I own I am unable to see any thing improbable in 
this :—but it seems to me, as far as we can trace his practice, to be in 

accordance with it. 
12. “ Secondly, he could not have described the Ephesians as a church 

whose conversion he knew only by report” (ch. i. 15). 
The answer to this is very simple. First, he nowhere says that he 

knew their conversion only by report, but what he does say is, dxovcas 
тўу каб Spas тісти èv TG кирир "Incod, кої viv [yár riv] els rávras 
rode dyiouvs: an expression having no reference whatever to their con- 
version, but pointing to the report which he had received of their 
abounding in Christian graces;—and perfectly consistent with, nay, 
explained as it seems to me most simply on, the hypothesis of his 
having known their previous circumstances well Any supposition of 
allusion to their conversion robs the каб ўрда of its fine distributive force, 

and misses the point of the sentence. But, secondly, if there were any 
doubt on this point,—if any were disposed to charge us with thus under- 
standing the words merely as a help out of the difficulty, —their meaning 
is decided for us by the Apostle himself. Philemon was his dyarnrdés 
and cwepyós (Philem. 1). He was his son in the faith (ib. ver. 19). 
Yet he addresses him in almost the same words, and in the same con- 

nexion with eyapwrav к.т.А. He says, ёкобшу cov viv dydmyy xal rv 
тісті fv gas els тду xipwov 'lgcoUv xal «ls wdvras robe åyíovs. It is 
strange that after this had been pointed out, the objection should ever 
have been again raised. 

18. “ Thirdly, he could not speak to them as only knowing himself 
(the founder of their church) to be an Apostle by hearsay (ch. iii. 2), го 
as to need credentials to accredit him with them " (iii. 4). 

This objection, as will be seen by the notes on iii. 2, is founded on 
inattention to the force of el ye, and of the aorist ġxoúrare. The 
meaning is not, as E. V., If ye have heard,’ implying a doubt whether 
they ever had heard, but as given in my note in loc., ‘If, that is, ye 
heard,’—i.e. ‘assuming that, when I was with you, ye heard; and the 
words convey a reminiscence of that which they did hear. The cre- 

* In Conybeare’s version he gives the force of «f ye, but, as so often, renders the aorist 
by a perfect, ‘for I suppose that you have heard.’ 
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dential view of ver. 4 falls with this mistaken rendering of ver. 2: not 
to mention that it could not for a moment stand, even were that other 

possible, the reference being to what was before written in ch. i.“ 
14. “ Fourthly, he could not deseribe the Ephesians as so exclusively 

Gentiles (ch. ii. 11; iv. 17), and so recently converted” (v.8: i. 18; ii. 18). 

To the former objection I reply, 1) that the Ephesian church, as other 
churches out of Judæa, would naturally be composed for the most part 
of Gentiles, and as such would be addressed in the main as Gentiles: 

so we have him writing to the Romans, хі. 18, ipiy ô AC vois 
@vecw. And if exeeption be taken to this reference, and it be under- 
stood as rather marking off the Gentile portion of those to whom he 
was then writing, the same exception cannot be taken to 1 Cor. xii. 2, 
where, in writing to a mixed church (Acts xviii. 4, 8), he says, almost 

in the same words as in Eph. ii. 11, о{датє бт Gre vm frre, x. r. A.: 2) that 
in this Epistle, of all others, we might expect to find the distinction 
between Jew and Gentile pass inte the background, the subject being, 
the constitution and glories of the universal Church: 8) that, as before 
remarked (under 7), indications are not wanting of the mixed composi- 
tion of the Ephesian Church. Surely the du roi Svo rio фу aire «ls 
фа кашу drÜpewor (ii. 15) would not have been written to a Church 
exclusively Gentile. 

To the latter objection I answer, that in no one of the passages cited 
is there the slightest intimation of their having been recently converted; 
— but, if any temporal conclusion can be drawn from them, all three 
testify rather to а considerable period having elapsed since that event. 
In ch. v. 8 we have, ўтє yàp wor’ oxdros, убу & фос dv корр: in i. 18, 
iv ф кай moreivarres zg . . . : in ii. 18, мес of word dvres 

paxpày ёувибттє дүү. 
Of the first and third of these, we may observe that the same тот 

designates fheir unconverted state, by which he designates his own 
in Gal. i. 18, 28 bis, Tit. iii. 3: yet his conversion was by many years 
antecedent to that of the Ephesians. Of the second and third, that the 
aorista serve to remove both the things spoken out of the category of 
recent events. Had their conversion been recent, and its presence, 
as an act, still abiding, we should have read perfects here and not 
aorista *. 

15. Having endeavoured to give a reply to these internal objections 
to the Ephesian view of the Epistle, I go on to notice the external 
difficulties besetting the view which I have taken. 

è This indeed is confessed in Conybeare’s note, in loc. p. 497. 

* The force of the former aorist is preserved in Conybeare’s version, ** you believed in 
him and received his seal :” but the latter is made into a perfect, уе who were once 
far off have been brought near; this not being one of those cases where ууу makes 

sach a rendering in English necessary. See note there, 
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16. They may be summed up in a discussion of the various reading 
in ch. i. 1 (see var. readings), by which % "E¢éow is omitted from the 
text. Basil the Great, contra Eunom. ii. 19, vol. i. p. 254 f., says: rots 
"Ефесіос érurréAvav ùs -yvgaíusc qvopdvos тф буть д6 émcyvogeus, Üvras 
atrovs Їбў!& бутш Фибратєу eiu tois dyiois тоф обозу Kal rs Фу уриттф 
Inood. ovre yàp oi про uv rapadeddxaci, Kai Queis dy rots талаю TeV 
dyrrypd un єбр]кацєу. From this we infer, that Basil received our Epistle 
as really written to the Ephesians, but read ch. i. 1 without the words фу 
Edéoy, both traditionally, and because he had seen it so read in ancient 
MSS. The testimony then does not touch the recognition of the Epistle 
as written to the Ephesians, but, simply the insertion or omission of the 
words ду 'Eóéc« in tbe text; a matter with which we will deal below. 

17. * This assertion of Basil's is confirmed by Jerome, Epiphanius, 
and Tertullian." C. and Н. vol. ii. p. 487. 

(a) Jerome: Quidam . . putant . . . eos qui Ephesi sunt sancti 
et fideles essentie vocabulo nuncupatos, ut . . . ab eo qui EsT, hi qui 
BUNT appellentur. . . . Alii vero simpliciter non ad eos qui sint (al. 
sunt), sed qui Ephesi sancti et fideles sint, scriptum SERIE Ad 
Eph. i. 1, vol. vii. p. 545. 

Doubtless this may point to the various reading, and I have allowed 
it in the Digest as a testimony that way: but it is by no means a 
decisive one. It may be fairly interpreted on the contrary hypothesis, 
as indeed Meyer takes it. Eos qui Ephesi sunt sancti et fideles" 
represents rois &yíow rois обои фу 'Edéo« xai mwrois. This he may be 
assumed to have read without dispute. Then he proceeds to say, that 
rois odo was interpreted in two ways: either as an essentiæ vocabulum, 
or as belonging to & 'Eóécq. His whole sentence need not point to any 
omission of the words ёи 'Eóéow. 

(b) “ Epiphanius quotes Eph. iv. 5, 6, from Marcion's прос Aaodtxéas.”” 
C. and H. ib., note. 

But to this I must demur, for Epiphanius in reality does no such thing. 
Having cited the words, els xvptos, pia тісті k. T. A., he proceeds, ob yàp 
Boge то eAcewordry Map i dwd ris mpós "Eqeatous татуу rijv paprv- 
píay Aéyew, GAN dwo ths mpòs Aaoducdas (i. 3. 12, vol. 1. p. 375). There- 
fore his testimony shews merely what we knew before, that Marcion, 
among his recognized Epistles of St. Paul, had xai rp Aaodixéas Аєуо- 
pens pép :— that this passage was one of such pépy ;—and that Epipha- 
nius blames him for not quoting it from the Epistle to the Ephesians, 
where accordingly we infer that he himself read it. 

(c) Tertullian. His testimony is the following, contra Marcion. v. 11, 
vol. ii. p. 500,—“ Preetereo hic et de alia epistola quam nos ad Ephesios 
prescriptam habemus, heretici vero ad Laodicenos:" and ib. c. 17, 

р. 912,—* Ecclesise quidem veritate epistolam istam ad Ephesios babemus 
emissam, поп ad Laodicenos, sed Marcion ei titulum aliquando inter- 
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polare gestiit, quasi et in isto diligentissimus explorator: nihil autem de 
titulis interest, cum ad omnes apostolus scripserit, dum ad quosdam." 

Hence it is commonly argued, and conceded even by Meyer (Einl. 
р. 4), that Tertullian did not read the words ёи "Ефёсо, or he would 
have charged Marcion with endeavouring to falsify the text as well as 
to supply a new title. Certainly, it might be во: but it might also be, 
that he used the word titulum in a wide sense, including the title and 
the corresponding portion of the text. It might be again, since, as 
Epiphanius tells us (see above), Marcion acknowledged only fragments 
of an Epistle to the Laodiceans, that the beginning of our Epistle was 
not among them. 

18. If it be thought necessary to deal with the fact of the omission 
of èr "Ефісы in B and other ancient MSS., we may find at least an 
illustration of it in the words èv 'Popy (Rom. i. 7) being omitted in G 
al It seems to have been done with reference to the catholic subject 
of the Epistle, very possibly by churches among whom it was read, and 
with a view to generalize the reference of its contenta ’. 

19. It is necessary now to deal with two hypotheses respecting the 
readers to whom our Epistle was addressed ; both obviously falling to the 
ground with the genuineness of the words фу "E¢éow, but requiring also 
separate treatment. The first of these is, that it was to the Laodiceans. 
So (see above) Marcion : во Grot., Hammond, Mill, Pierce, Wetst., Paley, 

and many more. But this idea has not even tradition to stand on. All 
the consensus of the ancient Church is against it. It has nothing to 
rest on but conjecture, arising out of the mention of an Epistle ёк 
Aaodixeias, in Col. iv. 16, which seems to have induced Marcion to alter 

the title. No single MS. fills in the gap produced by omitting & 
Egér with the words iy Aaodixeig. Again, if this had been really so, 
is it conceivable that the Laodicean church would without protest and 
without any remaining sign of their right to the Epistle, have allowed 
that right to be usurped by the Ephesians and universally acknowledged 
by the church as theirs? See other minor difficulties of the hypothesis 
alleged by Meyer, Einl. pp. 9, 10, 19, and Harless, Einl. p. xxxix. This 

failing, another way has been struck out, possessing much more plau- 
sibility, and gaining many more adherents'. It has been supposed that 
the Epistle was encyclical, addressed to more churches than Ephesus 
only. But I cannot help regarding this hypothesis as even less worthy 

? See Meyer, Einl. p. 7. 
! The hypothesis was started by Usher, in his Annals, on the year 64; and is upheld 

by Bengel, Benson, Michaelis, Schmidt, Eichhorn, Hug, Flatt, Hemsen, Schott, Feil- 

moser, Schrader, Guerike, Schneckenburger, Neander, Rückert, Credner, Matthies, 

Harless, Olshausen, Stier, Conybeare and Howson, and many more, with various sub- 

hypotheses as to the central church to which it was sent and the means by which it 
was to be circalated. 
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of our acceptance than the other. It has against it, 1) and chiefly, its 
total discrepancy with the spirit of the Epistle, which, to whomsoever 
sent, is clearly addressed to one set of pereons throughout, coexisting in 
one place, and as one body, and under the same circumstances: 2) the 
improbability that the Apostle, who in two of his Epistles (2 Cor., Gal.) 
has so plainly specified their encyclical character, should have here 
omitted all such specification: 3) the even greater improbability that he 
should have, as on this hypothesis must be assumed, written a circular 
Epistle to a district of which Ephesus was the commercial capital’, 
addressed to various churches within that district, yet from its very 
contents (as by the opponents’ hypothesis) not admitting of application 
to the church of that metropolis, in which he had spent so long a time, 
and to which he was во affectionately bound: 4) the inconsistency of 
this hypothesis with the address of the Epistle, and the universal consen- 
sus of the ancient church, who, however they read that address, had no 

doubt of its being properly entitled. Nor is this objection removed by 
the form of the hypothesis suggested by C. and H., that copies were 
sent, differently superscribed, which superscriptions, perplexing the 

, copyists, were left out, and then, as copies of the Epistle became spread 
over the world,—all imported from Ephesus, it was called ‘the Epistle 
from Ephesus,’ and so the name of Ephesus came into the text :—for 
this would, besides being very far-fetched and improbable, not account 
for the consensus throughout the church, in the Asiatic portion of which, 
at least, traces of the accurate addresses would be preserved. 5) Another 
objection, running counter to 1) but not therefore inconsistent with it, 
is that if it had been encyclical, some notice at least would have been 
found of special local (or rather regional) circumstances, as in those to 
the Corinthians and Galatians. The absence of such notice might 
easily be accounted for, if it were indeed written to the Ephesians 
alone: but not, if to various Asiatic churches, some of which were so 

far from having the Ephesians' intimacy with the Apostle, that they 
had never even seen him. There could be no reason for his addressing 
in common the churches of Laodicea, Hierapolis, Philadelphia, and 
others (I take the names from C. and H. ii. 489), except the existence 
of some common special dangers, and need of some common special 
exhortation, of neither of which do we find any hint. See various 
ramifications of this hypothesis dealt with апа refuted in Meyer, Einl. 
рр. 11—18. 

20. I infer then, in accordance with the prevalent belief of the Church 
in all ages, that this Epistle was VERITABLY ADDRESSED TO THE SAINTS 
IN EPHESUS, and TO NO OTHER CHURCH. 

3 See C. and H, ii. 489. 
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SECTION III. 

ITS OCCASION, OBJECT, AND CONTENTS. 

l. The contents of the Epistle afford no indication of its having 
sprung out of any special circumstances of the Ephesian church. 
Tychicus and Onesimus were being sent to Colosse. The former was 
charged with a weighty Epistle to the church there, arising out of pecu- 
liar dangers which beset them ; the latter, with a private apostolic letter 
of recommendation to his former master, also a resident at Colossa. 

Under these circumstances, the yearning heart of St. Paul went forth to 
his Ephesians. He thought of them as a church in Christ of his own 
planting—as the mystic Body of Christ, growing onwards for an habi- 
tation of God through the Spirit. And, full of such thoughts, he wrote 
this Epistle to them at the same time with, or immediately subsequent 
to, his penning of that to the Colossians (on their relation, see below, 
$ vi., and principally, Prolegg. to Col. $ iv. 4 ff.). | 

2. This being во, the object of the Epistle is a general one—to set 
Jorth the ground, the course, the aim and end, of the CHURCH OF THE 
FAITHFUL IN Снвївт. Не speaks to the Ephesians as a type or sample 
of the Church universal. He writes to them not as an ecclesiastical 
father, united with others, Timotheus or the like, directing and caution- 

ing them,—but as their Apostle and prisoner in the Lord, bound for 
them, and set to reveal God's mysteries to them. 

3. To this intent and this spirit the contents admirably correspond. 
Through the whole Epistle, without one exception, we read of 7 éxxAnoia 
in the singular, never of éxxAyoiac in the plural. Of this Church, 
through the whole, he describes the origin and foundation, the work and 
eourse, the scope and end. Every where, both in its larger and smaller 
portions, this threefold division is found. I have endeavoured, in the 
notes, to point it out, as far as my space would enable me: and those 
who wish to see it traced yet further, will find this done even with more 
minuteness than I should be disposed in every particular to subscribe, 
in Stier's very elaborate and diffuse commentary. But in fact, the 
trichotomy respecting the Church rests upon another, and sublimer 
yet. Every where with him the origin and foundation of the Church is 
in the WILL OF THE FATHER, rob rà wdvra €vepyotvros xarà r3» Bovdny 
ToU OeAnparos atrov,—the work and course of the Church is by the 
SATISFACTION OF THE Son, by our wviofecíav Sa Ii xpictov,—the 

scope and end of the Church is the LIFE In THE Нох S»iRiIT,— 
Suvdpes xparausÜ va Oa ToU Tvevparos abroU eis Tov low dvÜpwrrov. 

4. The various sections will be found indicated in the notes. I will 
here give only a general summary of the Epistle .—In ch. i., after the 
introduction of the subject by an ascription of praise to the Father, 
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who chose us to be holy to Himself in Christ by the Spirit“, he opens 
the counsel of the Father“, whose will it was to sum up all things in 
Christ“, and above all His Church“, composed of Jews and Gentiles, 
believers in Christ, and sealed with His Spint. Then with a sublime 
prayer, that the eyes of their hearts might be enlightened to see the 
magnitude of the matter’, he brings in the Person or CHRIST“, exalted 

above all for His Church's sake, to which God hath given Him as Head 
over all things. Thence’ he passes to the fact of their own vivification 
in and with Christ, and the fellowship of the mystery which he, the 
Apostle of the Gentiles, was set to proclaim to the world, viz. that 
gpiritual life, by which, rooted and grounded in love, they might come to 
know the knowledge-passing love of Christ, that they might be filled up 
to all the fulness of God. Thus having laid forth the ground, course, 
and scope of the Church, he ends this first part of his Epistle with a 
sublime doxology !. 

The rest from ch. iv. 1, is principally hortatory: but here also we 
have the same tripartite division. For he begins by explaining? the 
constitution of the Church, in unity and charity and spiritual gifts, by 
Christ: then? he exhorts to all these graces which illustrate the Chris- 
tian life,—laying the foundation of each in the counsel of God towards 
us, — and proposing to us their end, our salvation and God's glory. 
And this he carries‘ into the common duties of ordinary life—into 
wedlock, and filial and servile relations. After this, in а magnificent 

peroration*, he exhorts to the putting on of the Christian armour, by 
which the great end of the militant Church may be attained, to with- 
stand in the evil day, and having accomplished all things, to stand firm. 
And most aptly, when this is concluded, he sums up all with the 
Catholic benediction and prayer of ch. vi. 23, 24. 

SECTION IV. 

AT WHAT TIME AND PLACE IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. When St. Paul wrote our Epistle, he was a PRISONER; ch. iii. 1; 

iv. 1; vi. 20. This narrows our choice of time to two occasions, sup- 
posing it to have been written before the period when the history in the 
Acta terminates : 

A) his imprisonment at Jerusalem and Cesarea (Acts xxi. 27—xxvi. 
82), from Pentecost 58, to the autumn of 60 (see Chronological Table in 
Vol. II. Prolegg. pp. 28—25): 

B) his imprisonment at Rome, commencing in February 61, and 
lasting to the end of the history in the Acts, and probably longer. 

3 ver. 9 ff. * ver. 8 ff. 5 ver. 10. 6 ver. 11 ff. 

7 ver. 15 ff. 8 ver. 20 ff. ? ch. ii. 1 ff. 1 iii. 20 f. 

з ch. iv. 1—16. 3 iv. 17. v. 21. ! v, 22— vi. 9. 5 vi. 10—20. 
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2. Further, the three Epistles, to the Colossians, Ephesians, and 

Philemon, it can hardly be questioned, were sent at one and the same 
time. The two former are connected as well by their great similarity 
of contents, as by the fact that Tychicus was the common bearer of 
both: the two latter, by the common mention of Onesimus as sent to 
Colossæ, and the common mention of Epaphras, Marcus, Aristarchus, 

Demas, Lucas, as sending salutations. Їп speaking therefore of the 
time and place of writing this Epistle, we are dealing with those others 
likewise. 

3. The view (A) has been taken by some distinguished scholars of 
modern times in Germany; Schulz (Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 612 f.), 
Sehneckenburger (Beitr. p. 144 f.), Schott, Böttger, Wiggers (Stud. u. 
Krit. 1811, p. 436 ff.), Thiersch (die Kirche im apostol. Zeitalter, 1852, 
p. 176), and Meyer (Einl. p. 15 fl.). 

4. The arguments by which it is supported are best and most com- 
pendiously stated by Meyer, and are as follows: 

а) Because it is more natural and probable that the slave Onesimus 
fled from Colosse to Cæsarea, than that he undertook a long sea- voyage 
to Rome. 

b) If our Epistle and that to the Colossians were sent from Rome, 
Tychicus and his fellow-traveller Onesimus would arrive first at Ephesus 
and then at Colosse: in which case we might expect that St. Paul 
would, in his notice of 'Tychicus to the Ephesians (ch. vi. 21, 22), have 
named Onesimus also, as he has done in Col. iv. 8, 9, to gain for his 

beloved Onesimus a good reception in Ephesus also. Whereas, if 
Tychicus and Onesimus travelled from Cesarea, they would come first, 
according to the purpose of Onesimus's journey, to Coloss, where the 
slave would be left with his master,—and thence to Ephesus: in which 
case Onesimus would naturally be named in the Epistle to the Colos- 
sians, and not in that to the Ephesians. 

c) In Eph. vi. 21, iva 2 entre xoi due - c shews that, when 
Tychicus should arrive at Ephesus, he would already have reported the 
"affairs of the Apostle to some others. These others are the Colossians, 
whom Paul knew that he would visit first: which again speaks for 
Cesarea, and not for Rome, as the place of writing. Had it been the 
latter, the cal would have appeared in Col. iv. 8, not in Eph. vi. 21. 

d) In Philem. 22, the Apostle begs Philemon to prepare him a 
lodging, and seems to anticipate occupying it soon; which assumes a 
direct journey to Phrygia after his liberation, which he would reach 
almost contemporaneously with the arrival of Onesimus. Now it 
appears from Phil. ii. 24, that on his liberation from his Roman 
imprisonment, he intended to go to Macedonia, which is inconsistent 
with visiting Philemon. 

5. The view (B) has been the general belief from ancient times down- 
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wards. Its upholders urge that every circumstance of the Epistle fits 
it; and reply to the considerations urged above, 

a) That there is no weight in this: a fugitive slave would be in fact 
more likely than otherwise to get on board ship and take refuge in the 
great metropolis. And there, notwithstanding what Meyer says to the 
contrary, he would be more likely to escape the search of the fugi- 
tivarii whose knowledge and occupation, we may presume, were 
principally local, hardly in strict organization over the whole empire. 

b) This evidently requires, to be good for any thing, the assumption, 
that it fell in with the Apostle's plan, to recommend Onesimus to the 
Ephesians. But in the absence of any allusion to personal matters in 
this Epistle,—in the reference of all such things to Tychicus,—accordant 
with the very general purpose and subject of the Epistle itself, this 
assumption cannot be received. Meyer argues that the general cha- 
racter of our Epistle cannot be pleaded with regard to the one passage 
in it which is individual and personal. But surely, it is perfectly legi- 
timate to say, even with regard to such a passage, that the same plan, 
which induced the Apostle to insert only one such passage in the 
Epistle, would also induce him to insert one personal notice only in 
such passage. To found an argument on any such omission in our 
Epistle, would be unsafe. 

е) This, it is maintained, falls entirely to the ground on the different 
rendering of cal, adopted in the following commentary (see note in loc.) ,— 
viz. referring it, not to another party who were to receive notices of the 
Apostle, besides those to whom he was writing, but to the reciprocal 
introduction of ù es, ‘you also concerning me, as I have been long 
treating concerning you.' 

d) No argument can be raised on ground so entirely uncertain as 
this. It is very possible that altered circumstances may from time to 
time have changed the Apostle's plans; and that, as we have some 
reason to believe his projected journey to Spain (Rom. xv. 22—-24) 
to have been relinquished, or at all events postponed, so also other 
projected journeys may have been, according as different churches 
seemed to require his presence, or new fields of missionary work to open 
before him. Besides which, it may be fairly said, that there is nothing 
inconsistent in the two expressions, of Phil. ii. 28 and Philem. 22, with 

the idea of the Apostle projecting а land journey through Greece to 
Asin Minor: or at all events a general visitation, by what route he may 
not as yet have determined, which should embrace both Philippi and 
Colosses. ' 

6. On the positive side of this view (B), it is alleged, that the circum- 
stances of the Roman imprisonment suit those of these Epistles better 
than those of the Cæsarean. From Eph. vi. 19, 20, we gather that he 
had a oertain amount of freedom in preaching the Gospel, which is 
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hardly consistent with what we read in Acts xxiv. 23 of his imprison- 
ment at Cæsarea, where, from the necessity of the case, a stricter watch 
was requisite (cf. Acts xxiii. 21), and none but those ascertained to be 
his friends (oi 18:0: avrov) were permitted to see hin. Among any such 
multitude of Jews as came to his lodgings on the other occasion, Acts 
xxviii. 23 ff., might easily be introduced some of the conspirators, against 
whom he was being guarded. 

Besides, we may draw some inference from his companions, as men- 
tioned in these Epistles. Tychicus, Onesimus, Aristarchus, Marcus, 
Jesus Justus, Epaphras, Lucas, Demas, were all with him. Of these 

it is very possible that Lucas and Aristarchus may have been at 
Cesarea during his imprisonment, for we find them both accompanying 
him to Rome, Acts xxvii. 1, 2. But it certainly is not so probable that 
all these were with him at one time in Cesarea. The two, Lucas and 
Aristarchus, are confessedly common to both hypotheses. Then we 
may safely ask, In which of the two places is it more probable that six 
other of his companions were found gathered round him? In the great 
metropolis, where we already know, from Rom. xvi., that so many of 
the brethren were sojourning,—or at Cæsarea, which, though the most 
important place in Palestine, would have no attraction to gather so 
many of his friends, except the prospect of sailing thence with him, 
which we know none of them did? 

Perhaps this is a question which never can be definitely settled, so as 
absolutely to preclude the Cesarean hypothesis: but І own it appears 
to me that the whole weight of probability is on the Roman side. 
Those who firmly believe in the genuineness of this Epistle, will find 
another reason why it should be placed at Rome, at an interval of from 
three to five years after the Apostle’s parting with the Ephesians in 
Acts xx., rather than at Cesarea, so close upon that event. In this 
latter case, the absence of all special notices would be far more surprising 
than it is at present. 

7. We may then, I believe, safely assume that our Epistle was 
written FROM Rox, —and that probably during the period comprised 
in Acts xxviii. 30, before St. Paul’s imprisonment assumed that harsher 
character which seems to come before us in the Epistle to the Philip- 
pians (see Prolegg. to that Epistle, § iii.). 

8. This would bring the time of writing it within the limits A.D. 
61—68: and we should not perhaps be far wrong in dating it A. D. 62. 

SECTION V. 

ITS LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 

1. As might be expected from the account given of the object of our 
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Epistle in § iii, the thoughts and language are elevated and sublime; 
and that to such a degree, that it takes, in this respect, a place of its 

own among the writings of St. Paul: y сфодра yépe trav vonpdruv 
каї бтєрбукшу` & yap prdapov сҳедду ёфӨёуфато, ravra. фута®ба. OnAot, 

Chrys, who subjoins examples of this from ch. iii. 10; ii. 6; iii. 5. 
Theophylact says, ére ойу OevriDaiquov тє fjv oUrus ў тб, каї ойто софос 
ёкдра, ToAAG orovdy кёурттол LlatAos xpos roùs Tow rovs урёфоу, каї rà 
Babbrepa $ё TOv vonpdrww xai inyrdrepa atrois ériorevoey, dre karny- 
pévos 70). So also Grotius, in his preface: Paulus jam vetus in 
apostolico munere, et ob Evangelium Rome vinctus, ostendit illis quanta 
sit vis Evangelii pre doctrinis omnibus: quomodo omnia Dei consilia ab 
omni ævo eo tetenderint, quam admiranda sit in eo Dei efficacia, rerum 
sublimitatem adæquans verbis sublimioribus quam ulla unquam habuit 
lingua humana." Witsius, in his Meletemata Leidensia (p. 192; cited 
by Dr. Eadie, Commentary on the Ephesians, Introd. p. xxxi) thus cha- 
racterizes it: Ita vero universam religionis Christiane summam divina 
hac epistola exponit, ut exuberantem quandam non sermonis tantum 
evangelici zappnoiay, sed et Spiritus Sancti vim et sensum, et charitatis 
Christiane flammam quandam ex electo illo pectore emicantem, et lucis 
divine fulgorem quendam admirabilem inde elucentem, et fontem aque 
vives inde scaturientem, aut ebullientem potius, animadvertere liceat : 
idque tanta copia, ut superabundans illa cordis plenitudo, ipsa animi 
sensa intimosque conceptus, conceptus autem verba prolata, verba 
denique priora quæque subsequentia, premant, urgeant, obruant." 

2. 'These characteristics contribute to make our Epistle by far the 
most difficult of all the writings of St. Paul. Elsewhere, as in the Epis- 
tles to the Romans, Galatians, and Colossians, the difficulties lie for the 

most part at or near the surface: a certain degree of study will master, 
not indeed the mysteries of redemption which are treated of, but the 
contextual coherence, and the course of the argument: or if not so, will 
at least serve to point out to every reader where the hard texts lie, and to 
bring out into relief each point with which he has to deal: whereas here 
the difficulties lie altogether beneath the surface; are not discernible by 
the cursory reader, who finds all very straightforward and simple. We 
may deduce an illustration from secular literature. Every moderately 
advanced schoolboy believes he can construe Sophocles; he does not see 
the difficulties which await him, when he becomes a mature scholar, in 

that style apparently so simple. So here also, but for a different reason. 
All on the surface is smooth, and flows on unquestioned by the untheo- 
logical reader: but when we begin to enquire, why thought succeeds to 
thought, and one cumbrous parenthesis to another, —depths under depths 

disclose themselves, wonderful systems of parallel allusion, frequent and 
complicated underplots; every word, the more we search, approves itself 
as set in its exact logical place; we see every phrase contributing, by its 
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own similar organization and articulation, to the carrying out of the or- 
ganic whole. But this result is not won without much labour of thought, 
—without repeated and minute laying together of portions and expres- 
sions,— without bestowing on single words and phrases, and their suc- 
cession and arrangement, as much study as would suffice for whole sec- 
tions of the more exoteric Epistles. 

9. The student of the Epistle to the Ephesians must not expect to go 
over his ground rapidly; must not be disappointed, if the week's end 
find him still on the same paragraph, or even on the same verse, weigh- 
ing and judging,—penetrating gradually, by the power of the mind of 
the Spirit, through one outer surface after another,—gathering in his 
hand one and another ramifying thread, till at last he grasps the main 
cord whence they all diverged, and where they all unite,—and stands 
rejoicing in his prize, deeper rooted in the faith, and with a firmer hold 
on the truth as it is in Christ. 

4. And as the wonderful effect of the Spirit of inspiration on the 
mind of man is nowhere in Scripture more evident than in this Epistle, 
во, to discern those things of the Spirit, is the spiritual mind here more 
than any where required. We may shew this by reference to De Wette, 
one of the ablest of Commentators. I have mentioned above, § i. 6, 
that he approaches this Epistle with an unfortunate and unworthy pre- 
judgment of its spuriousness. He never thinks of applying to it that 
humble and laborious endeavour which rendered his commentary on the 

Romans among the most valuable in existence. It is not too much to 
вау, that on this account he has missed almost every point in the 
Epistle: that his Handbuch, in this part of it, is hardly better than 
works of third-rate or fourth-rate men: and just for this reason—that 
he has never come to it with any view of learning from it, but with the 
averted eyes of а prejudiced man. Take, as a contrast, the two laborious 
volumes of Stier. Here, I would not deny, we have the opposite course 
carried into extreme: but with all Stier's faults of too minute classifica- 
tion,—of wearisome length in exegesis,—of unwillingness to lose, and 
attempte to combine, every divergent sense of the same passage,—we 
have the precious and most necessary endowment of spiritual discern- 
ment,— acquaintance with the analogy of the faith. And in consequence, 
the acquisition to the Church of Christ from his minute dissection of this 
Epistle has been most valuable; and sets future students, with regard to 
it, on higher spiritual ground than they ever occupied before. 

5. It is not to be wondered at, where the subject is sut generis, and 

treated of in a method and style unusually sublime, that the drag 
Aeyóp.eva. should be in this Epistle more in number than common, as well 
as the ideas and images peculiar to it. The student will find both these 
pointed out and treated of in the references and the notes. I would 
again impress on him, as against De Wette and others, that all such 
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phenomena, instead of telling against its genuineness, are in its favour, 
and that strongly. Any skilful forger would not perhaps make his 
work a mere cento from existing undoubted expressions of St. Paul, but 
at all events would write on new matter in the Apostle’s well-known 
phraseology, avoiding all words and ideas which were in his writings 
entirely without example. 

SECTION VI. 

ITS RELATION TO THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS. 

1. I reserve the full discussion of this subject to the chapter on the 
Epistle to the Colossians. It would be premature, until the student is 
in full possession of the object and occasion of that Epistle, to institute 
our comparison between the two. 

2. It may suffice at present to say what may be just enough, as 
regards the distinctive character of the Epistle to the Ephesians. And 
this may be done by remarking, that we have here, in the midst of words 
and images common to the two, an entire absence of all controversial 
allusion, and of all assertion as against maintainers of doctrinal error. 
The Christian state, and its realization in the Church, is the one subject, 
and is not disturbed by any looking to the deviations from that state on 
either hand, nor guarded, except from that fundamental and directly 
subversive error of impure and unholy practice. 

CHAPTER III. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP AND INTEGRITY. 

1. Ir has been all but universally believed that this Epistle was 
written by St. Paul. Indeed, considering ite peculiarly Pauline psycho- 
logical character, the total absence from it of all assignable motive for 
falsification, the spontaneity and fervour of its effusions of feeling, he 
must be a bold man who would call its authorship in question’. 

! Meyer quotes from Rilliet, Commentaire, Genève, 1841: “ Si parmi les écrits de 
Paul il est vu, qui plus d'autres porte l'empreinte de la spontanéité, et repousse toute 
apparence de falsification motivée par l'intérêt d'une secte, c'est sans contredit l'épitre 
aux Philippiens." 
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2. Yet this has been done, partially by Schrader (der Apost. Paulus, 
vol. v.: see especially p. 233, line 14 from bottom, and following), who 
supposed ch. iii. 1—iv. 9 interpolated, as well as shorter passages else- 
where, conceding however the Pauline authorship in the main: and en- 
tirely by Baur (Paulus Ap. Jesu Christi u.s.w., pp. 458—475), on his 
usual ground of later Gnostic ideas being found in the Epistle. To 
those who would see an instance of the very insanity of hypercriticism, I 
recommend the study of these pages of Baur. They are almost as good 
by way of burlesque, as the Historie Doubts respecting Napoleon 
Buonaparte” of Abp. Whately. According to him, all usual expres- 
sions prove its spuriousness, as being taken from other Epistles: all 
unusual expressions prove the same, as being from another than 
St. Paul. Poverty of thought, and want of point, are charged against 
it in one page: in another, excess of point, and undue vigour of expres- 
sion. Certainly the genuineness of the Epistle will never suffer in the 
great common-sense verdict of mankind, from Baur's attack. There is 
hardly an argument used by him, that may not more naturaly be 
reversed and turned against himself. 

3. In external testimonies, our Epistle is rich. 
(a) Polycarp, ad Philipp. iii., p. 1008, testifies to the fact of St. Paul 

having written to them, 
.... abu. . . ôs каї йтфу tpiv čypapev érurrodds, «5 ês 
édy Єукоттиутє ÜvvgÜgoeoÓ« oixodopeiobar «is Tiv Sobeicay рї 
тоюту. 

(8) And ib. xi., pp. 1013 f., he writes, 
“ Ego autem nihil tale sensi in vobis, vel audivi, in quibus laboravit 

beatus Paulus, qui estis (laudati) in principio epistole ejus. De 
vobis etenim gloriatur in omnibus ecclesiis que Deum sol tunc 
cognoverant." Cf. Phil. i. 5 ff. 

(y) Irenzus, iv. 18. 4, p. 251: 
* Quemadmodum et Paulus Philippensibus (iv. 18) ait: Repletus 

sum acceptis ab Epaphrodito, quæ a vobis missa sunt, odorem 
suavitatis, hostiam acceptabilem, placentem Deo.” 

(5) Clement of Alexandria, Pedag. i. 6 [52], p. 129 P.: 
abrod ópoXoyoUvros Tov ao rept avroð ойу бте dy AaBov À on 

rereXcipa x. r. A. Phil. ш. 12—14. 

In Strom. iv. 8 [12], p. 569 P., he quotes Phil. ii. 20: in id. 5 [19], 
р. 572, Phil. i. 18: in id. 13 [94], p. 604, Phil. i. 29, 80; ii. 1 ff., 17; 
i. 7; and ii. 20 ff., Ce. &c. 

(e) In the Epistle of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne, in Enseb. 

з Not necessarily to be understood of more than one Epistle. See Coteler and Hefelo 
in loc. 
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H. E. v. 2, the words $c ёи popp Geo бтарушу ody domaypov Түүтато 
rò «Їуал iva бє are cited. Cf. Phil. ii. 6. 

(£) Tertullian, de resurr. carnis, c. 28, vol. ii. p. 826: 
* Ipse (Paulus, from the preceding sentence) cum Philippensibus 

scribit: siqua, inquit, concurram in resuscitationem que est a 
mortuis, non quia jam accepi aut consummatus sum," &c. &c. 
Phil. iii. 11 ff. 

(n) The same author devotes the 20th chapter of his fifth book 
against Marcion (p. 522 f.) to testimonies from this Epistle, and shews 
that Marcion acknowledged it. And de præser. c. 36, p. 49, among the 
places to which authentics litere’ of the Apostle’s ‘ recitantur, he says, 
* habes Philippos.’ 

(6) Cyprian, Testt. iii. 89, p. 756: 
“Item Paulus ad Philippenses: Qui in figura Dei constitutus," 

&c. ch. ii. 6—11. 
4. It has been hinted above, that Schrader doubted the integrity of 

our Epistle. This has also been done in another form by Heinrichs, 
who fancied it made up of two letters, —one to the Church, containing 
chaps. i. ii., to фу «vpi lii. 1, and iv. 21—28: the other to private 
friends, beginning at та айта ypá$ev, iii. 1, and containing the rest 
with the above exception. Paulus also adopted a modification of this 
view. But it is hardly necessary to say, that it is altogether without 
foundation. The remarks below (§ iv.) on its style will serve to 
account for any seeming want of exact juncture between one part and 
another. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The city of PurrrPPI has been described, and the проту ris pepidos 
Ts Maxedovias 1dAISs, xoAwvia discussed, in the notes on Acts xvi. 12 ff., 

to which the student is referred. I shallnow notice only the founda- 
tion and condition of the Philippian Church. 

2. The Gospel was first planted there by Paul, Silas, and Timotheus 
(Acts xvi. 12 ff.), in the second missionary journey of the Apostle, in 
A.D. 51. (See Chron. Table in Prolegg. to Acts.) There we read of 
only а few conversions, which however became a rich and prolific seed of 
future fruit. He must have visited it again on his journey from 
Ephesus into Macedonia, Acts xx. 1; and he is recorded to have done 
во (а third time), when, owing to a change of plan to avoid the 
machinations of his enemies, the Jews at Corinth, he returned to Asia 

through Macedonia; see Acts xx. 6. But we have no particulars of 
either of these visits. 
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3. The cruel treatment of the Apostle at Philippi (Acts xvi. l. e. 
1 Thess. ii. 2) seems to have combined with the charm of his personal 
fervour of affection to knit up a bond of more than ordinary love be- 
tween him and the Philippian Church. They, alone of all churches, 
sent subsidies to relieve his temporal necessities, on two several occa- 
sions, immediately after his departure from them (Phil. iv. 15, 16; 
1 Thess. ii. 2): and they revived the same good office to him shortly 
before the writing of this Epistle (Phil. iv. 10, 18; 2 Cor. xi. 9). 

4. This affectionate disposition may perhaps be partly accounted for 
by the fact of Jewe being so few at Philippi. There was no synagogue 
there, only а mposevxý by the river side: and the opposition to the 
Apostle arose not from Jews, but from the masters of the dispossessed 
maiden, whose hope of gain was gone. Thus the element which re- 
sisted St. Paul in every Church, was wanting, or nearly во, in the 

Philippian. His fervent affection met there, and almost there only, 
with a worthy and entire return. And all who know what the love of 
a warm-hearted people to a devoted minister is, may imagine what it 
would be between such a flock and such a shepherd. (See below, on 
the style of the Epistle.) 

5. But while this can hardly be doubted, it is equally certain that 
the Church at Philippi was in danger from Jewish influence: not indeed 
among themselves, but operating on them from without (ch. iii. 2),— 
through that class of persons whom we already trace in the Epistle to 
the Galatians, and see ripened in the Pastoral Epistles, who insisted on 
the Mosaic law as matter of external observance, while in practice they 
gave themselves up to a life of lust and self-indulgence in depraved 
conscience. 

6. The slight trace which is to be found in ch. iv. 2, 3, of the fact 
related Acts xvi. 18, that the Gospel at Philippi was first received by 
female converts, has been pointed out in the notes there. 

7. The general state of the Church may be gathered from several 
hints in this Epistle and others. They were poor. In 2 Cor. viii. 1, 2, 
we read that 7 ката B rrwyxeia айт©у érepiccevcey els тд тАоўто$ THs 
axAéryros avrüv. They were in trouble, and probably from persecution : 
compare 2 Cor. viii. 2 with Phil і. 28—30. They were in danger of, 
if not already in, quarrel and dissension (cf. ch. ii. 1—4; and i. 27; 
ii. 12, 14; iv. 2); on what account, we cannot say; it may be, as has 

been supposed by De W., that they were peculiarly given to spiritual 
pride and mutual religious rivalry and jealousy. This may have arisen 
out of their very progress and flourishing state as a Church engender- 
ing pride. Credner supposes (Davidson, p. 381), that it may have 

з This has been supposed, by Eichhorn, Storr, Flatt, &c., but certainly without reason. 
De W. and Dr. Davidson refer (ii. 380) with praise to Schinz, Die christliche Gemeinde 
zu Philippi, ein exegetischer Versuch, 1833, which I have not seen. 
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been a spiritual form of the characteristic local infirmity, which led 
them to claim the title проту ts for their city; but this falls to 
the ground, if проту be geographically explained: see note Acts 
xvi. 12. 

8. The object of the Epistle seems to have been no marked and 
definite one, but rather the expression of the deepest Christian love, 
and the exhortation, generally, to a life in accordance with the Spirit of 
Christ. Epaphroditus had brought to the Apostle the contribution 
from his beloved Philippians; and on occasion of his return, he takes 
the opportunity of pouring out his heart to them in the fulness of the 
Spirit, refreshing himself and them alike by his expressions of affection, 
and thus led on by the inspiring Spirit of God to set forth truths, and 
dilate upon motives, which are alike precious for all ages, and for every 

Church on earth. 

SECTION III. 

AT WHAT PLACE AND TIME IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. It has been believed, universally in ancient times (Chrys., Euthal., 
Athanas., Thdrt., &0.), and almost without exception (see below) in 
modern, that our Epistle was written from Rome, during the imprison- 
ment whose beginning is related in Acts xxviii. 30, 31. 

2. There have been some faint attempts to fix it at Corinth (Acts 
xviii. 11, so Oeder, in Meyer), or at Cæsarea (so Paulus and Böttger, and 

Rilliet hesitatingly; see Meyer). Neither of these places will suit the 
indications furnished by the Epistle. The former view surely needs no 
refuting. And as regards the latter it may be remarked, that the strait 
between life and death, expressed in ch. i. 21—23, would not fit the 
Apostle's state in Cæsarea, where he had the appeal to Cæsar in his 
power, putting off at all events euch a decision for some time. Besides 
which, the Kaícapos ойга, spoken of ch. iv. 22, cannot well be the 

тротарюу тоў ‘Hpwdov аё Cæsarea of Acts xxiii. 85, and therefore it is 
by that clearer notice that the zpacrópiv of ch. i. 18 must be inter- 
preted (see note there), not vice versá. It was probably the barrack of 
the pratorian guards, attached to the palatium of Nero. 

8. Assuming then that the Epistle was written from Коше, and 
during the imprisonment of Acts xxviii. ultt., it becomes an interesting 
question, to which part of that imprisonment it is to be assigned. 

4. On comparing it with the three contemporaneous Epistles, to the 
Colossians, to the Ephesians, and to Philemon, we shall find a marked 
difference. In them we have (Eph. vi. 19, 20) freedom of preaching the 
Gospel implied: here (ch. i. 13—18) much more stress is laid upon his 
bondage, and it appears that others, not he himself, preached the Gospel, 
and made the fact of his imprisonment known. Again, from this same 
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passage it would seem that а considerable time had elapsed since his 
imprisonment: enough for bis bonds" to have had the general effects 
there mentioned. This may be inferred also from another fact: the 
Philippians had heard of his imprisonment,—had raised and sent their 

contribution to him by Epaphroditus,—had heard of Epaphroditus's 
sickness,—of the effect of which news on them he (Epaphroditus) had 
had time to hear, ch. ii. 26, and was now recovered, and on his way back 

to them. These occurrences would imply four casual journeys from 
Rome to Philippi. Again (ch. ii. 19, 23) he is expecting a speedy 
decision of his cause, which would hardly be while he was dwelling as in 
Acts xxviii. ultt. 

5. And besides all this, there is a spirit of anxiety and sadness 
throughout this Epistle, which hardly agrees with the two years of the 
imprisonment in the Acts, nor with the character of those other Epistles. 
His sufferings are evidently not the chain and the soldier only. Epa- 
phroditus’s death would have brought on him Айтуу êm Nürn- (ch. ii. 
27): there was then a Хт before. He is now in an Фусу —іп one not, 
as usual, between the flesh and the spirit, not concerning the long-looked 
for trial of his case, but one of which the Philippians had heard (ch. i. 
29, 30), and in which they shared by being persecuted too: some change 
in his circumstances, some intensification of his imprisonment, which 
had taken place before this time. | 

6. And if we examine history, we can hardly fail to discover what this 
was, and whence arising. In February, 61, St. Paul arrived in Rome 
(see Chron. Table in Prolegg. to Acts, Vol. II.). In 62‘, Burrus, the 
prætorian prefect, died, and a very different spirit came over Nero's 
government: who in tbe same year divorced Octavia, married Роррға *, 
a Jewish proselytess*, and exalted Tigellinus, the principal promoter of 
that marriage, to the joint pretorian prefecture. From that time, 
Nero began ad deteriores inclinare':' Seneca lost his power: ‘validior 
in dies Tigéllinus*:' a state of things which would manifestly deteriorate 
the condition of the Apostle, and have the effect of hastening on his 
trial. It will not be unreasonable to suppose that, some little time after 
the death of Burrus (Feb., 63, would complete the dreria ody of Acts 
xxviii. 30), he was removed from his own house into the xpa:rwpioy, or 
barrack of the pretorian guards attached to the palace, and put into 
stricter custody, with threatening of immediate peril of his life. Here 
it would be very natural that some of those among the pretorians 
who had had the custody of him before, should become agents in giving 
the publicity to “his bonds,” which he mentions ch. i. 18. And 

4 Tacit. Annal. xiv. 51. See Clinton's Fasti Romani, i. p. 44. 
> Tacit. Annal. xiv. 60. 6 Jos. Antt. xx. B. 11. 

? Tacit. Annal. xiv. 52. 8 Tacit. Annal. xiv. 67. 
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such a hypothesis suits eminently well all the circumstances of our 
Epistle. 

7. According to this, we must date it shortly after Feb., 63: when 
now the change was fresh, and the danger imminent. Say for its date 
then, the summer of 63. 

SECTION IV. 

~ LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 

1. The language of this Epistle is thoroughly Pauline. Baur has 
indeed selected some phrases which he conceives to savour of the voca- 
bulary of the later Gnosticism, but entirely without ground. All those 
which he brings forward, ody dpraypov Ty5caro,—éavróv éxévocev,— 
popp Geod,— oy npa,—xarayOdveot,—may easily be accounted for without 
any such hypothesis: and, as has been already observed in Prolegg. to 
Ephesians, peculiar expressions may just as well be held to have de- 
scended from our Epistle to the Gnostics, as vice vers. 

2. The mention of éricxoror каї Sidxovor in ch. i. 1, has surprised some. 
I have explained in the note there, that it belongs probably to the late 
date of our Epistle. But it need surprise no one, however that may be: 
for the terms are found in an official sense, thougb not in formal con- 
junction, in speeches made, and Epistles written long before this: e. g. 
in Acts xx. 28; Rom. xvi. 1. 

8. In style, this Epistle, like all those where St. Paul writes with 

fervour, is discontinuous and abrupt, passing rapidly from one theme to 
another!; full of earnest exhortations’, affectionate warnings’, deep and 
wonderful settings-forth of his individual spiritual condition and feel- 
ings *, of the state of Christians and of the sinful world *,—of the loving 
counsels of our Father respecting us’, and the self-sacrifice and triumph 
of our Redeemer". 

4. No epistle i is so warm in its expressions of affection *. Again and 
again we have dyamygro( and dSeAdof recurring: and in one place, ch. iv. 
l, he seems as if he hardly could find words to pour out the fulness of 
his love—dsre, ddeApot роу Фуалгої kai ётитббуто, xapa kai orépaves 

* ! e. g., ch. ii. 18, 19,—24, 25,— 30, iii. 1,—2, 3, 4,—14, 15, &. 

2 See ch. i. 27, iii. 16, iv. 1 ff., 4, 5, 8, 9. 

3 See ch. ii. 9, 4, 14 fl., iii. 2, 17—19. 

* See ch. i. 21—26, ii. 17, iii. 4—14, iv. 12, 18. 

* See ch. ii. 15, 16, iii. 8, 20, 21. 

9 See ch. iii. 18, 19. 

? See ch. i. 6, ii. 13, iv. 7, 19. 

8 See ch. ii. 4—11. 

* See ch. i. 7, 8, ii. 1, 2, iv. 1. 
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pov, ойто rere èv коріо, dyamnrot. We see how such a heart, pene- 
trated to its depths by the Spirit of God, could love. We can see how 
that feeble frame, crushed to the very verge of death itself, shaken with 
fightings and fears, burning at every man’s offence, and weak with every 
man’s infirmity, had yet its sweet refreshments and calm resting-places 
of affection. We can form some estimate,—if the bliss of reposing on 
human spirits who loved him was so great,—how deep must have been 
his tranquillity, how ample and how clear his fresh springs of life and 
јоу, in Нгм, of whom he could write, d 8$ oix ёп éyo, р 9€ èv êpot 
xpurrós (Gal. ii. 20): and of whose abiding power within him he felt, as 
he tells his Philippians (ch. iv. 18), mávra ioo & тф фубууадофут{ pe. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE COLOSSIANS. 

SECTION I. 

AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tuar this Epistle is a genuine work of St. Paul, was never doubted 
in ancient times: nor did any modern critic question the fact, until 
Schrader’, in his commentary, pronounced some passages suspicious, and 
led the way in which Baur and Meyerhoff followed. In his later work, 
Baur entirely rejects it. The grounds on which these writers rest, are 
partly the same as those already met in the Prolegomena to the Ephesians. 
The Epistle is charged with containing phrases and ideas derived from the 
later heretical philosophies,—an assertion, the untenableness of which 
I have there shewn as regards that Epistle, and almost the same words 
would suffice for this. Even De Wette disclaims and refutes their views, 

maintaining its genuineness: though as Dr. Davidson remarks, “ it is 
strange that, in replying to them so well, he was not led to question 
his own rejection of the authenticity of the Ephesian Epistle." 

2. The arguments drawn from considerations peculiar to this Epistle, 
its diction and style, will be found answered under § iv. 

8. Among many external testimonies to its genuineness and authen- 
ticity are tlie following : 

(a) Justin Martyr, contra Tryph. 86, p. 182, calls our Lord zpwréroxos 
do kríaeos (Col. i. 15), and similarly $ 84, р. 181; 100, p. 195. 

! Dor Apost. Paulus, v. 175 ff. 
з Die sogenannt. Pastoralbr. p. 79: Ursprung der Episcop. р. 35. 
з рег Br. an die Col., &c. Berlin, 1838. 
4 Paulus, Apost. Jesu Christi, pp. 41757. 
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(B) Theophilus of Antioch, ad Autolycum, ii. 22, p. 865, has: rotrov 

Tov AG éyévvgae профорікбу, FPWTÓTOKOV TÁTNS KTÍTEWSŞ. 
These may perhaps hardly be conceded as direct quotations. But the 

following are beyond doubt: 
(y) Irenæus, Ш. 14. 1, p. 201: 

* [terum in ea epistola qus est ad Colossenses, ait: ‘Salutat vos 
Lucas medicus dilectus.’ " (ch. iv. 14.) . 

(5) Clement of Alexandria, Strom. i. 1 [15], p. 326 P.: 
кйу Tj трос KoXococaéis err %, '"vovÜeroUvres," урбфе, “ xayra 
дубротоу каї SiSdoxovres K. T. A.“ (ch. i. 28.) 

In Strom. iv. 7 [56], р. 588, he cites ch. iii, 12 and 14:—in Strom. v. 
10 [61, ff.], p. 682 £.,—ch. 1. 9—11, 28, ch. ii. 2 ff., ch. iv. 2, 3 ff. In 

id. vi. 8 [62], p. 771, he says that IatAos èv rais émwroAais calls rijv 
"EAXgvuayv Ф.Лософіау * єтогуеїа. то? кбсроу' (Col. ii. 8). 

(e) Tertullian, de præscr. hæret. c. 7, vol. ii. p. 20: 
“A quibus nos Apostolus refrenans nominatim philosophiam tes- 

tatur caveri oportere, scribens ad Colossenses: videte, ne quis sit 
cireumveniens vos &c." (ch. ii. 8.) 

And de Resurr. carnis, c. 23, vol. ii. p. 825 f.: 
* Docet quidem Apostolus Colossensibus scribens . . . ." and then 

he cites ch. ii. 12 ff., and 20,—iii. 1, and 3. 

(€) Origen, contra Cels. v. 8, vol. i. p. 583: 

тара 52 re Паул, . . . . roads’ év тў трд KoAacoacis Актал: 
раде dds xaraBpaBevérw GU K. r. A. (ch. ii. 18, 19.) 

4. I am not aware that the integrity of the Epistle has ever been 
called in question. Even those who are so fond of splitting and por- 
tioning out other Epistles, do not seem to have tried to subject this to 
that process. 

SECTION II. 

POR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. Соговв, or (for of our two oldest MSS.,—s writes one (а) in the 
title and subscription, and the other (о) in ch. i. 2; and B has a with o 
written above byt], m. in the title and Subscription, and o in ch. i. 2) 

- Corassa, formerly a large city of Phrygia (dmixero [Xerxes] és KoAocads, 
TÓMv peyddyv Opvyías, Herod. vii. 30: габ [Cyrus] 8a dpvyías 
—— eis KoXocads, A olkovnérqv, ebdaipova каї peydAsv, Xen. Anab. i. 
2. 6) on the river Lycus, a branch of the Mæander (€v Tj Avkos тотанд< 
és Хасра yüs о Ва\у ddavifera®, тата did oradiey as даМетта кт 

Ses this chasm accounted for in later ages by a Christian legend, Conyb. and Hows., 
edn. 2, vol. ii. p. 480, note. 
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rerre dvacawopevos, éxdidot kai obros és róv Маѓаудроу. Herod. ibid.). 
In Strabo's time it had lost much of its importance, for he describes 
Apamea and Laodicea as the principal cities in Phrygia, and then says, 
wepixeras & ravrais xol тоћората, among which he numbers Colosse. 
For a minute and interesting description of the remains and neighbour- 
hood, see Smith's Dict. of Ancient Geography, sub voce. From what is 
there said it would appear, that Chong (Khonos), which has, since the 
assertion of Nicetas, the Byzantine historian who was born there *, been 
taken for Colosse, is in reality about three miles S. from the ruins of 
the city. 

2. The Church at Coloss» consisted principally of Gentiles, ch. ii. 18. 
To whom it owed its origin, is uncertain. From our interpretation of 
ch. ii. 1 (see noté there), which we have held to be logically and con- 
textually necessary, the Colossians are included among those who had 
not seen St. Paul in the flesh. In ch. i. 7, 8, Epaphras is described as 
zigTOs dp Jv Ouikovos TOU xpurrov, and as 0 xai Snddcas piv Tiv 
ínóv Фүблуу фу mve/par.: and in speaking of their first hearing and 
accurate knowledge of the grace of God in truth, the Apostle adds 
xafws ёдабєтє &ró 'Emadpà ToU dyaryrot ovvoovAou pov. As this is 
not xafus xai dpdÜere, we may safely conclude that the dere refers 
to that first hearing, and by consequence that Epaphras was the founder 
of the Colossian Church. The time of this founding must have been 
subsequent to Acts xviii. 28, where St. Paul went xa8efjs through 
Galatia and Phrygia, остур Соу *ávras rovs рабутіѕ: in which journey 
he could not have omitted the Colossians, had there been a Church 

there. | 
8. In opposition to the above conclusion, there has been a strong 

current of opinion that the Church at Colosse was founded by St. Paul. 
Theodoret seems to be the first who took this view (Introd. to his 
Commentary). His argument is founded mainly on what I believe to 

be a misapprehension of ch. ii. 1°, and also on a partial quotation of 

€ So also Theophylact on ch. i. 2, wéAis @pvylas al Колотта!, al уй» Aeyópera: 
Xeovas. 

7 The rec. has the cal: see var. readd. Its insertion would certainly primá facie 
change the whole face of the passage as regards Epaphras, and make him into an acces- 
sory teacher, after the ў шифр #кобтате. Still, such a conclusion would not be 

necessary. It might merely carry on the former xa8às xal, or it might introduce a 
particular additional to erde, specifying the accordance of that knowledge with 
Epaphras’s teaching. 

8 His words are: Te. $ cui trav pyray Thy Sido ВофАета: yap «іже», бт: 
ob pdvoy busy ЁЛАА ка! тд» uh re0cauévar pe TOAAhY Éxo ppovrida. «і yàp TOY uh 
iwpaxdrav abtoy ибро» thy péptuvay sepiéqQepe, rày àxoAavadrrov abroU тїз d, xal 
rhs 8:8аскаћаѕ obSeufay Exe: фроут(ёа. Leaving the latter argument to go for what 
it is worth, it will be at once seen that the ob uóvor view falls into the logical difficulty 
mentioned in the note in loc., and fails to account for the айтди. 
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Acts xviii. 28, from which he infers that the Apostle must have visited 
Colosse in that journey, adducing the words djAGe riv Ppvyiay каї ту 
TaAÀarucjv xépav, but without the additional clause остур оу mávras 
TOUS ds. 

4. The same position was taken up and very elaborately defended by 
Lardner, ch. xiv. vol. ii. p. 472. His arguments are chiefly these: 

1) The improbability that the Apostle should have been twice in 
Phrygia and not have visited its principal cities. 

2) The Apostle's assurance of the fruitful state of the Colossian 
Church, ch. i. 6, 28; ii. 6, 7. | 

3) The kind of mention which is made of Epaphras, shewing him not 
to have been their first instructor: laying stress on the кабіс ка in 
ch. i. 7 (rec. reading, but see above, par. 2), and imagining that the 
recommendations of him at ch. i. 7, 8, iv. 12, 18, were sent to prevent 

his being in Ш odour with them for having brought a report of their 
state to St. Paul,—and that they are inconsistent with the idea of his 
having founded their Church. 

4) He contends that the Apostle does in effect say that he had him- 
self dispensed the Gospel to them, ch. і. 21—25. 

5) He dwells on the difference (as noted by Chrysostom in his Pref. 
to Romans, but not with this view) between St. Paul's way of address- 
ing the Romans and Colossians on the same subject, Rom. xiv. 1, 2, Col. 
ii. 20—28; and infers that as the Romans were not his own converts, 

the Colossians must have been. 
6) From ch. ii. 6, 7, and similar passages as presupposing his own 

foundership of their Church. 
7) “If Epaphras was sent to Rome by the Colossians to enquire after 

Paul's welfare, as may be concluded from ch. iv. 7, 8, that token of 
respect for the Apostle is a good argument of personal acquaintance. 
And it is allowed, that he had brought St. Paul a particular account of 
the state of affairs in this Church. Which is another argument that 
they were his converts.” 

8) Ch. i. 8, “ who declared unto us your love in the Spirit,” is “ an- 
other good proof of personal acquaintance." 

9) Ch. iii. 16, as shewing that the Colossians were endowed with 
spiritual gifts, which they could have received only from an Apostle. 

10) From ch. ii. 1, 2, interpreting it as Theodoret above. 
11) From the дтеци of ch. ii. 5, as implying previous presence. 
12) From ch. iv. 7—9, as “ full proof that Paul was acquainted with 

them, and they with him." 
18) From the salutations in ch. iv. 10, 11, 14, and the appearance of 

Timotheus in the address of the Epistle, as implying that the Colos- 
sians were acquainted with St. Paul's fellow-labourers, and consequently 
with himself. 
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14) From the counter salutations in ch. iv. 15. 
15) From ch. iv. 3, 4, and 18, as “ demands which may be made of 

strangers, but are most properly made of friends and acquaintance.” 
16) From the Apostle’s intimacy with Philemon, an inhabitant of 

Colosse, and his family; and the fact of his having converted him. 
“ Again, ver. 22, St. Paul desires Philemon to prepare him a lodging. 
Whence I conclude that Paul had been at Colossæ before.“ 

5. To all the above arguments it may at once be replied, that based 
as they are upon mere verisimilitude, they must give way before the 
fact of the Apostle never having once directly alluded to his being their 
father in the faith, as he does so pointedly in 1 Cor. iii. 6, 10; in Gal. 

i. 11; iv. 18: Phil. ii. 16; iii. 17; iv. 9: 1 Thess. i. 5; ii. 1, &c. Only 
in the Epistles to the Romans and Ephesians, besides here, do we find 
such notice wanting: in that to the Romans, from the fact being other- 
wise: in that to the Ephesians, it may be from the general nature of 
the Epistle, but 16 may also be because he was not entirely or exclu- 
sively their founder: see Acts xviii. 19—28. 

6. Nor would such arguments from verisimilitude stand against the 
logical requirements of ch. ii. 1. In fact, all the inferences on which 
they are founded will, as may be seen, full as well bear turning the 
other way, and ranging naturally and consistently enough under the 
other hypothesis. The student will find them all treated in detail in 
Dr. Davidson’s Introduction, vol. ii. pp. 402—406. 

7. It may be interesting to enquire, if the Church at Colosse owed 
its origin not to St. Paul, but to Epaphras, why it was so, and at what 
period we may conceive it to have been founded. Both these questions, 
I conceive, will be answered by examining that which is related in 
Acts xix., of the Apostle’s long sojourn at Ephesus. During that time, 
we are told, ver. 10,—roüro 8€ éyévero ётї ery 800, Óere паутаѕ roùs 
«arowoUvras Tiv ‘Aciay áxoUca. тду Aóyov ToU Kupiov, 'lovOaíovs тє ol 
"EXXxwas:— and this is confirmed by Demetrius, in his complaint 
ver. 26,—Ócupeire xai dxovere Ort ой рдуоу 'Edoécov, ФАА oxeddv таст THs 
"Acías 6 ados otros meigas perérryoev ixavóv GyAov. So that we may 
well conceive, that during this time Epaphras, a native of Colosss, and 
Philemon and his family, also natives of Colossæ, and others, may have 
fallen in with the Apostle at Ephesus,.and become the seeds of the 

Pu OA 
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Colossian Church. Thus they would be dependent on and attached to : ej Iw * 
the Apostle, many of them personally acquainted with bim and with his 
colleagues in the ministry. This may also have been the case with 
them at Laodicea and them at Hierapolis, and thus Pauline Churches 
sprung up here and there in Asia, while the Apostle confined himself to 
his central post at Ephesus, where, owing to the concourse to the 
temple, and the communication with Europe, he found so much and 

worthy occupation. 
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8. I believe that this hypothesis will account for the otherwise strange 
phenomena of our Epistle, on which Lardner and others have laid 
stress, as implying that St. Paul had been among them: for their per- 
sonal regard for him, and his expressions of love to them: for his using, 
respecting Epaphras, language hardly seeming to fit the proximate 
founder of their Church :—for the salutations and counter salutations. 

9. The enquiry into the occasion and object of this Epistle will be 
very nearly connected with that respecting the state of the Colossian 
Church, as disclosed in it. 

10. It will be evident to the most cursory reader that there had 
sprung up in that Church a system of erroneous teaching, whose tendency 
it was to disturb the spiritual freedom and peace of the Colossians by 
ascetic regulations: to divide their worship by inculcating reverence 
to angels, and thus to detract from the supreme honour of Christ. 

11. We are not left to infer respecting the class of religionists to 
which these teachers belonged: for the mention of vouyyvia and caf- 
Bara in ch. ii. 16, at once characterizes them as Judaizers, and leads us 
to the then prevalent forms of Jewish philosophy, to trace them. Not 
that these teachers were merely Jews; they were Christians: but their 
fault was, the attempt to mix with the free and spiritual Gospel of 
Christ the theosophy and angelology of the Jews of their time, in which 
they had probably been brought up. Of such theosophy and angelology 
we find ample traces in the writings of Philo, and in the notices of the 
Jewish sect of the Essenes given us by Josephus *. 

12. It does not seem necessary to mark out very strictly the position 
of these persons as included within the limits of this or that sect known 
among the Jews: they were infected with the ascetic and theosophic 
notions of the Jews of their day, who were abundant in Phrygia’: and 
they were attempting to mix up these notions with the external holding 
of Christianity. 

13. There must have been also mingled in with this erroneous 
Judaistic teaching, a portion of the superstitious tendencies of the 
Phrygian character, and, as belonging to the Jewish philosophy, much 
of that incipient Gnosticism which afterwards ripened out into so many 
strange forms of heresy. 

14. It may be noticed that the Apostle does not any where in this 
Epistle charge the false teachers with immorality of life, as he does the 
very similar ones in the Pastoral Epistles most frequently. The infer- 

9 Cf. B. J. ii. 8. 2—13, where, beginning rpla yap тарі 'IovBalo: «87 ф:Лософети, 
he gives a full account of the Essenes. Among other things he relates that they took 
oaths cvrrgpfjoew rd re тїз aipécews abrüv BiBAla, xal тА тё» dyyéAwy дудрата. 

10 See Jos. Antt. xii. 8. 4, where Alexander the Great is related to have sent, in 

consequence of the disaffection of Lydia and Phrygia, two thousand Mesopotamian and 
Babylonian Jews to garrison the towns. 
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ence from this is plain. The false teaching was yet in its bud. Later 
down, the bitter fruit began to be borne; and the mischief required 
severer treatment. Неге, the false teacher is «кӯ pvowvpevos id ToU 
vous rijs GapKos avrov (ch. ii. 18): in 1 Tim. iv. 2, he is xexavrgpuaapévos 
viv lay ovveidnow: ib. vi. 5, SuepOappévos róv vod, drecrypnpévos ris 
duden, vouifww Topwpóv elvas rv eboéfeay. Between these two 
phases of heresy, a considerable time must have elapsed, and a consider- 
able development of practical tendencies must have taken place. 

15. Those who would see this subject pursued further, may consult 
Meyer and De Wette's Einleitungen: Davidson's Introduction, vol. ii. 
pp. 407—424, where the various theories respecting the Colossian false 
teachers are mentioned and discussed: and Professor Eadie's Literature 
of the Epistle, in the Introduction to his Commentary. 

16. The occasion then of our Epistle being the existence and influence 
of these false teachers in the Colossian Church, the object of the Apostle 
was, to set before them their real standing in Christ: the majesty of His 
Person, and the completeness of His Redemption: and to exhort them 
to conformity with their risen Lord: following this out into all the 
subordinate duties and occasions of common life. 

SECTION III. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. I have already shewn in the Prolegg. to the Ephesians that that 
Epistle, together with this, and that to Philemon, were written and sent 
at the same time: and have endeavoured to establish, as against those 
who would date the three from the imprisonment at Cesarea, that it is 
much more natural to follow the common view, and refer them to that 

imprisonment at Rome, which is related in Acts xxviii. ultt. 
2. We found reason there to fix the date of the three Epistles in 

A.D. 61 or 62, during that freer portion of the imprisonment which 
preceded the death of Burrus: such freedom being implied in the 
notices found both in Eph. vi. 19, 20, and Col. iv. 8, 4, and in the 
whole tone and spirit of the three Epistles as distinguished from that 
to the Philippians. 

SECTION IV. 

LANGUAGE AND STYLE: CONNEXION WITH THE EPISTLE TO THE 

EPHESIANS. 

l. In both language and style, the Epistle to the Colossians is pecu- 
lar. But the peculiarities are not greater than might well arise from 
the fact, that the subject on which the Apostle was mainly writing was 
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one requiring new thoughts and words. Had not the Epistle to the 
Romans ever been written, that to the Galatians would have presented 
as peculiar words and phrases as this Epistle now does. 

2. It may be well to subjoin a list of Ње dwag Aeyóueva in our 
Epistle : 

арёскеа, ch. i. 10. voupnvia, ib. 16. 
Suvapdw, ib. 11. xaraBpaReiw, ib. 18. 
óparós, ib. 16. éuBarevo, ib. 18. 
mporevo, ib. 18. ёоурот{о, ib. 20. 
єіртуотоо, ib. 20. drõxpnois, ib. 22. 
peraxwéo, ib. 28. Adyov £xew, ib. 23. 
аутауатАтрбо, ib. 24. dÜeXoÜpija xeu, ib. 23. 
mOavodoyia, ch. ii. 4. афєдіа, ib. 28. 
orepéwpa, ib. 5. wAnoporn, ib. 23. 
ovAayuyéw, ib. 8. aicxpodoyia, ch. iii. 8. 
ФіХософіа, ib. 8. popb, ib. 13. 
Berns, ib. 9. BpaBevw, ib. 15. 
copa ws, ib. 9. evxapwros, ib. 15. 
алгёкдоаис, ib. 11. абур, ib. 21. 
xepóypadov, ib. 14. á&yvramóO0015, ib. 24. 
aposnAcw, ib. 14. aveyus, ch. iv. 10. 
drexdvw, ch. ii. 15; ch. iii. 9. тартуоріа, ib. 11. 
Saypari{w,ib.15.(?) (see Matt.i.19.) 
8. A very slight analysis of the above will shew us to what they are 

chiefly owing. In ch. i. we have seven: in ch. ii., nineteen or twenty: in 
ch. iii., seven: in ch. iv., fo. It is evident then that the nature of the 

subject in ch. ii. has introduced the greater number. At the same time 
16 cannot be denied that St. Paul does here express some things differently 
from his usual practice: for instance, арёскеа, Óvvapóow, тротєдо, ep o- 
тою, perakwéo, т:дауоћоуѓа, euBareiw, powdy, BpaBeiw, all are pecu- 
liarities, owing not to the necessities of the subject, but to style: to the 
peculiar frame and feeling with which the writer was expressing himself, 
which led to his using these unusual expressions rather than other and 
more customary ones. And we may fairly say, that there is visible 
throughout the controversial part of our Epistle, a loftiness and artificial 
elaboration of style, which would induce precisely the use of such expres- 
sions. It is not uncommon with St. Paul, when strongly moved or 
sharply designating opponents, or rising into majestic subjects and 
thoughts, to rise also into unusual, or long and compounded words: see 

for examples, Rom. i. 24—32; viii. 85—89; іх. 1—5; хі. 38—86; xvi. 

25—27, &c., and many instances in the Pastoral Epistles. It is this 
сєрубттѕ of controversial tone, even more than the necessity of the subject 
handled, which causes our Epistle so much to abound with кашг 
words and рһгавев, 
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4. And this will be seen even more strongly, when we turn to the 
Epistle to the Ephesians, sent at the same time with the present letter. 
In writing both, the Apostle’s mind was in the same general frame— 
full of the glories of the Person of Christ, and the consequent glorious 
privileges of His Church, which is built on Him, and vitally knit to 
Him. This mighty subject, as he looked with indignation on the beg- 
garly system of meats and drinks and hallowed days and angelic media- 
tions to which his Colossians were being drawn down, rose before him in 
all its length and breadth and height; but as writing to them, he was con- 
fined to one portion of it, and to setting forth that one portion pointedly 
and controversially. He could not, consistently with the effect which 
he would produce on them, dive into the depths of the divine counsels 
in Christ with regard to them. At every turn, we may well conceive, 
he would fain have gone out into those wonderful prayers and revela- 
tions which would have been во abundant if he had had free scope: but 
at every turn, оёк clacey айтду тд пуєђра «cob: the Spirit bound him 
to a lower region, and would not let him lose sight of the BAérere pý ris, 
which forms the ground-tone of this Colossian Epistle. Only in the 
setting forth of the majesty of Christ's Person, so essential to his pre- 
sent aim, does he know no limits to the sublimity of his flight. When 
he approaches those who are Christ's, the urgency of their conservation, 
and the duty of marking the contrast to their deceivers, eramps and 
confines him for the time. 

5. But the Spirit which thus bound him to his special work while 
writing to the Colossians, would not let His divine promptings be in 
vain. While he is labouring with the great subject, and unable to the 
Colossians to express all he would, his thoughts are turned to another 
Church, lying aleo in the line which Tychicus and Onesimus would 
take: a Church which he had himself built up stone by stone; to which 
his affection went largely forth: where if the same baneful influences 
were making themselves felt, it was but slightly, or not so as to call for 
special and exclusive treatment. He might pour forth to his Ephesians 
all the fulness of the Spirit's revelations and promptings, on the great 
subject of the Spouse and Body of Christ. 'To them, without being 
bound to narrow his energies evermore into one line of controversial 
direction, he might lay forth, as he should be empowered, their founda- 

tion in the counsel of the Father, their course in the satisfaction of the 

Son, their perfection in the work of the Spirit. 
6. And thus,—as a mere human writer, toiling earnestly and con- 

scientiously towards his point, pares rigidly off the thoughts and words, 
however deep and beautiful, which spring out of and group around his 
subject, putting them by and storing them up for more leisure another 
day: and then on reviewing them, and again awakening the spirit which 
prompted them, playfully unfolds their germs, and amplifies their sug- 
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gestions largely, till a work grows beneath his hands more stately and 
more beautiful than ever that other was, and carrying deeper convic- 
tion than it ever wrought :—so, in the higher realms of the fulness of 
Inspiration, may we conceive it to have been with our Apostle. His 
Epistle to the Colossians is his caution, his argument, his protest: is, so 
to speak, his working-day toil, his direct pastoral labour: and the other 
is the flower and bloom of bis moments, during those same days, of 
devotion and rest, when ke wrought not so much in the Spirit, as the 
Spirit wrought in him. So that while we have in the Colossians, system 
defined, language elaborated, antithesis, and logical power, on the sur- 
face—we have in the Ephesians the free outflowing of the earnest spirit, 
—to the mere surface-reader, without system, but to him that delves 
down into it, in system far deeper, and more recondite, and more exqui- 
Site: the greatest and most heavenly work of one, whose very imagina- 
tion was peopled with the things in the heavens, and even his fancy 
rapt into the visions of God. 

7. Thus both Epistles sprung out of one Inspiration, one frame of 
mind: that to the Colossians first, as the task to be done, the protest 
delivered, the caution given: that to the Ephesians, begotten by the 
other, but surpassing it: carried on perhaps in some parts simul- 
taneously, or immediately consequent. So that we have in both, many 
of the same thoughts uttered in the same words“; many terms and 
phrases peculiar to the two Epistles; many instances of the same term 
or phrase, still sounding in the writer's ear, but used in the two in a 
different connexion. All these are taken by the impugners of the 
Ephesian Epistle as tokens of its spuriousness: I should rather regard 
them as psychological phenomena strictly and beautifully corresponding 
to the circumstances under which we have reason to believe the two 
Epistles to have been written: and as fresh elucidations of the mental 
and spiritual character of the great Apostle. 

!! See reff.: tables of these have been given by the Commentators. I will not repeat 
them here, simply because to complete such а comparison would require far more room 
and labour tban I could give to it, and I should not wish to do it as imperfectly as 
those mere formal tables have done it. The student may refer to Davidson, vol. ii. 

p. 891. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Тнв Epistle has been all but universally recognized as the un- 
doubted work of St. Paul. It is true (see below) that no reliable cita- 
tions from it appear in the Apostolic Fathers: but the external evidence 
from early times is still far too weighty to be set aside. 

2. Its authorship has in modern times been called in question (1) by 
Schrader, and (2) by Baur, on internal grounds. Their objections, 
which are entirely of a subjective and most arbitrary kind, are reviewed 
and answered by De Wette, Meyer, and Dr. Davidson (Introd. to N. T. 
vol ii. pp. 454 ff.) : and have never found any acceptance, even in 
Germany. 

8. The external testimonies of antiquity are the following : 
Irenæus adv. Her. v. 6. 1, p. 299 f.: Et propter hoc apostolus seip- 

sum exponens, explanavit perfectum et spiritualem salutis hominem, in 
prima epistola ad 'Thessalonicenses dicens sic: Deus autem pacis sanc- 
tificet vos perfectos," &. (1 Thess. v. 28.) 

! I must, in referring to Dr. Davidson, not be supposed to concur in his view of the 
Apostle's expectation in the words àzeis ol (Grres of wepiAermóuevo: (1 Thess. iv. 15, 

17). See my note there. 
There is a very good statement of Baur's adverse arguments, and refutation of them, 

in Jowett's work on the Thessalonians, Galatians, and Romans, ** Genuineness of the 

first Epistle,” vol. i. 15—26. In referring to it, I must enter my protest against the 
views of Professor Jowett on points which lie at the very root of the Christian life: 
views as unwarranted by any data furnished in the Scriptures of which he treats, as his 
reckless and crude statement of them is pregnant with mischief to minds unaccustomed 
to biblical research. Among the various phenomena of our awakened state of appre- 
hension of the characteristics and the difficulties of the New Testament, there is none 
more suggestive of saddened thought and dark foreboding, than the appearance of such 
a book as Professor Jowett's. Our most serious fears for the Christian future of 
England, point, it seems to me, just in this direction : to persons who allow fine esthe- 

tical and psychological appreciation, and the results of minute examination of spiritual 
feeling snd mental progress in the Epistles, to keep out of view that other line of 
testimony to the fixity and consistency of great doctrines, which is equally discoverable 
in them. I have endeavoured below, in speaking of the matter and style of our Epistle, 
to meet some of Professor Jowett's assertions and inferences of this kind. 
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Clem. Alex. Predag. і. 5 [19], p. 109 P.: rovré rot cadéorara б paxdptos 
IatAos trreonpqvaro, eli Suvdpevor dv dpe «уол K. r. A. to éavrijs тёкуа 
(1 Thess. ii. 6). 

Tertullian de resurr. carnis, § 24, vol. ii. p. 828: “ Et ideo majestas 
Spiritus sancti perspicax ejusmodi sensuum et in ipsa ad Thessalonicenses 
epistola suggerit: De temporibus autem quasi fur nocte, ita 
adveniet." (1 Thess. v. 1 f.) 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. TRESSALONICA was a city of Macedonia, and in Roman times, 
capital of the second district of the province of Macedonia (Liv. xlv. 
29 f.), and the seat of a Roman prætor (Cic. Planc. 41). It lay on the 
Sinus Thermaicus, and is represented to have been built on the site of 
the ancient Therme (@éppy ў Фу rà @eppaiy кбАлго olkgpérn, йт ўѕ kai б 
dA ros otros riv éxuvupinv exe, Herod. vii. 121), or peopled from this 
city (Pliny seems to distinguish the two: 'medioque flexu littoris 
Thessalonica, libere conditionis. Ad hanc, a Dyrrhachio exv mil. pas., 

Therme.'iv. 10) by Cassander, son of Antipater, and named after his 
wife Thessalonice, sister of Alexander the Great (so called from a 
victory obtained by his father Philip on the day when he heard of her 
birth)*. Under the Romans it became rich and populous (9 viv pdduora 
Tüy MM evavdper, Strab. vii. 7: see also Lucian, Asin. c. 46, and 
Appian, Bell. Civ. iv. 118), was an *urbs libera' (see Pliny, above), and 
in later writers bore the name of metropolis.” “ Before the founding 
of Constantinople it was virtually the capital of Greece and Illyricum, 
as well as of Macedonia: and shared the trade of the Egean with 
Ephesus and Corinth" (C. and Н. edn. 2, vol. i. p. 380). Its im- 
portance continued through the middle ages, and it is now the second 
city in European Turkey, with 70,000 inhabitants, under the slightly 
corrupted name of Saloniki. For further notices of its history and 
condition at various times, вее C. and H. i. pp. 378—83: Winer, RWB. 
sub voce (from which mainly the above notice is taken): Dr. Holland's 
Travels: Lewin, vol. i. p. 252. 

2. The church at Thessalonica was founded by St. Paul, in company 
with Silas and Timotheus’, as we learn in Acts xvii. 1—9. Very little 

1 So Strabo, vii. excerpt. 10: perà тд» Akio xoraudy, ў Oe early ёл, 

б "pórepov Odpun ёкаћєїто` ктісра $ dre KacadyBpov: bs ёж) тф ÓvóuaT: тїз éavtoU 

yuvainds, adds 8d SiAlewov ToU 'Auórrov, dvéuacer: дєтүкїтєө Bt тё wépit woAlxvia 
els айту” olov Xaddorpay, Alveíav (see Dion. Hal, Antiq. i. 49), Kloooy, nal туа 
kal ÉAAa. 

3 That this latter was with Paul and Silas, though not expressly mentioned in the 
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is there said which can throw light on the origin or composition of the 
Thessalonian church. The main burden of that narrative is the rejec- 
tion of the Gospel by the Jews there. It is however stated (ver. 4) 
that some of the Jews believed, and consorted with Paul and Silas; and 

of the devout Greeks a great multitude, and of the chief women not 
a few. 

8. But some account of the Apostle's employment and teaching at 
Thessalonica may be gathered from this narrative, connected with hints 
dropped in the two Epistles. He came to them, yet suffering from bis 
persecution at Philippi (1 Thess. ii. 2). But they received the word 
joyfully, amidst trials and persecutions (ib. i. 6; ii. 18), and notwith- 
standing the enmity of their own countrymen and of the Jews (ii. 14 ff.). 
He maintained himself by his labour (ib. ii. 9), although his stay was 
so short‘, in the same spirit of independence which characterized all his 
apostolie course. Не declared to them boldly and clearly the Gospel 
of God (ii. 2). The great burden of his message to them was the 
approaching coming and kingdom of the Lord Jesus (i. 10; ii. 12, 19; 

iii. 13; iv. 18—18; v. 1—11, 28, 24. Acts xvii. 7: see also § iv. below), 

and his chief exhortation, that they would walk worthily of this their 
calling to that kingdom and glory (ii. 12; iv. 1; v. 23). 

4. He left them, as we know from Acts xvii. 5—10, on account of 

& tumult raised by the unbelieving Jews; and was sent away by night 
by the brethren to Вегоа, together with Silas and Timotheus (Acts xvii. 
10). From that place he wished to have revisited "Thessalonica: but 
was prevented (1 Thess. ii. 18), by the arrival, with hostile purposes, of 
his enemies the Thessalonian Jews (Acts xvii. 13), in consequence of 
which the brethren sent him away by sea to Athens. 

5. Their state after his departure is closely allied with the enquiry as 
to the object of the Epistle. The Apostle appears to have felt much 
anxiety about them: and in consequence of his being unable to visit 
them in person, seems to have determined, during the hasty consulta- 
tion previous to his departure from Bercea, to be left at Athens, which 
was the destination fixed for him by the brethren, alone, and to send 
Timotheus back to Thessalonica to ascertain the state of their faith“. 

Acta, is inferred by comparing Acts xvi. 8, xvii. 14, with 1 Thess. i. 1, 2 Thess. i. 1, 
1 Thess. iii. 1—6. А 
We are hardly justified in assuming, with Jowett, that it was only three weeks. 

For “three Sabbaths,” even if they mark the whole stay, may designate four weeks: 
and we are not compelled to infer that a Sabbath may not have passed at the beginning, 
or the end, or both, on which he did not preach in the synagogue. Indeed the lutter 
hypothesis is very probable, if he was following the same course as afterwards at, Corinth 
and Ephesus, and on the Jews proving rebellious and unbelieving, separated himself 
from them: at which, or something approaching to it, the «posexAnpá0ncar тф Паблр 
x. tẹ XÍAq of Acts xvii. 4 may perhaps be taken as pointing. 

5 I cannot see how this interpretation of the difficulty as to the mission of Timotheus 
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6. The nature of the message brought to the Apostle at Corinth 
(Acts xviii. 5) by Timotheus on his arrival there with Silas, must be 
inferred from what we find in the Epistle itself. It was, in the main, 
favourable and consolatory (1 Thess. iii. 6—10). They were firm in 

faith and love, as indeed they were reputed to be by others who had 
brought to him news of them (i. 7—10), full of affectionate remem- 
brance of the Apostle, and longing to see him (iii. 6). Still, however, 
he earnestly desired to come to them, not only from the yearnings of 
love, but because he wanted to fill up rà torepjyara тўс wicrews abrüv 
(iii. 10). Their attention had been so much drawn to one subject— his 
preaching had been so full of one great matter, and from the necessity 
of the case, so scanty on many others which he desired to lay forth to 
them, that he already feared lest their Christian faith should be a dis- 
torted and unhealthy faith. Апа in some measure, Timotheus had found 
it so. They were beginning to be restless in expectation of the day of 
the Lord (iv. 11 ff.), —neglectful of that pure, and sober, and temperate 
walk, which is alone the fit preparation for that day (iv. 8 ff.; v. 1—9), 
—distressed about the state of the dead in Christ, who they supposed 
had lost the precious opportunity of standing before Him at His coming 
(iv. 13 ff.). 

7. This being so, he writes to them to build up their faith and love, 
and to correct these defects and misapprehensions. I reserve further 
consideration of the contents of the Epistle for § iv., ‘On its matter 
and style.’ 

SECTION III. 

PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING. 

1. From what has been said above respecting the state of the Thes- 
salonian Church as the occasion for writing the Epistle, it may readily 
be inferred that no considerable time had elapsed since the intelligence 
of that state had reached the Apostle. Silas and Timotheus were with 
him (i. 1): the latter had been the bearer of the tidings from Thessa- 
lonica. | 

2. Now we know (Acts xviii. 5) that they rejoined him at Corinth, 
apparently not long after his arrival there. That rejoining then forms 

lies open to the charge of “diving beneath the surface to pick up what is really on the 
surface,” and thus of “introducing into Scripture a hypercritical and unreal method of 
interpretation, which may be any where made the instrument of perverting the meaning 
of the text.” (Jowett, i. p. 120.) Supposing that at Bercea it was fixed that Timotheus 
should not accompany St. Paul to Athens, but go to Thesealonica, and that the Apostle 
should be deposited at Athens and left there alone, the brethren returning, what words 
could have more naturally expressed this than 8:5 рукёт: oréyorres ebSoxqoaper 
каталефбїуа: èv "AOfjpaus цбуо: ? 
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our ferminus a quo. And it would be in the highest degree unnatural 
to suppose that the whole time of his stay at Corinth (a year and six 
months, Acts xviii. 11) elapsed before he wrote the Epistle,—founded as 
itis on the intelligence which he had heard, and written with a view to 
meet present circumstances. CORINTH therefore may safely be assumed 
as the place of writing. 

9. His stay at Corinth ended with his setting sail for the Pentecost 
at Jerusalem in the spring of 54 (see chron. table in Prolegg. to Acts, 
Vol. II.). It would begin then with the autumn of 52. And in the 
winter of that year, I should be disposed to place the writing of our 
Epistle. 
4. It will be hardly necessary to remind the student, that this date 
places the Epistle first, in chronological order, of all the writings of St. 
Pew that remain to us. 

SECTION IV. 

MATTER AND STYLE. 

1. It will be interesting to observe, wherein the first-written Epistle 
of St. Paul differs from his later writings. Some difference we should 
certainly expect to find, considering that we have to deal with a tem- 
perament so fervid, a spirit so rapidly catching the impress of circum- 
stances, so penetrated by and resigned up to the promptings.of that 
indwelling Spirit of God, who was ever more notably and thoroughly 
fitting His instrument for the expansion and advance of His work of 
leavening the world with the truth of Christ. 

2. Nor will such observation and enquiry be spent in vain, especially 
if we couple it with corresponding observation of the sayings of our 
Lord, and the thoughts and words of his Apostles, on the various great 
departments of Christian belief and hope. 

3. The faith, in all its main features, was delivered once for all. The 
facts of Redemption,—the Incarnation, and the Atonement, and the 
glorification of Christ,—were patent and undeniable from the first. Our 
Lord's own words had asserted them: the earliest discourses of the 
Apostles after the day of Pentecost bore witness to them. It is true 
that, in God's Providence, the whole glorious system of salvation by 
grace was the gradual imparting of the Spirit to the Church: by осса- 
sion here and there, various points of it were insisted on and made 
prominent. Even here, the freest and fullest statement did not come 
first. Repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ“ 
was ever the order which the apostolie proclamation took. The earliest 
of the Epistles are ever moral and practical the advanced ones more 
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doctrinal and spiritual. It was not till it appeared, in the unfolding of 
God’s Providence, that the bulwark of salvation by grace must be 
strengthened, that the building on the one foundation must be raised 
thus impregnable to the righteousness of works and the law, that the 
Epistles to the Galatians and Romans were given through the great 
Apostle, reaching to the full breadth and height of the great argument. 
Then followed the Epistles of the imprisonment, building up higher and 
higher the edifice thus consolidated: and the Pastoral Epistles, suitcd 
to a more developed ecclesiastical condition, and aimed at the correction 
of abuses, which sprung up later, or were the ripened fruit of former 
doctrinal errors. | 

4. In all these however, we trace the same great elementary truths of 
the faith. Witness to them is never wanting: nor can it be said that 
any change of ground respecting them ever took place. "The work of the 
Spirit as regarded them, was one of expanding and deepening, of freeing 
from narrow views, and setting in clearer and fuller light: of ranging 
and grouping collateral and local circumstances, so that the great doc- 
trines of grace became ever more and more prominent and paramount. 

5. But while this was so with these ‘first principles,’ the very view 
which we have taken will shew, that as regarded other things which lay 
at a greater distance from central truths, it was otherwise. In such 
matters, the Apostle was taught by experience; Christ's work brought its 
lessons with it: and it would be not only unnatural, but would remove 
from his writings the living freshness of personal reality, if we found 
him the same in all points of this kind, at the beginning, and at the end 
of his epistolary labours: if there were no characteristic differences of 
mode of thought and expression in 1 Thessalonians and in 2 Timotheus: 
if advance of years had brought with it no corresponding advance of 
standing-point, change of circumstances no change of counsel, trial of 
God's ways no further insight into God's designs. 

6. Nor are we left to conjecture as to those subjects on which espe- 
cially such change, and ripening of view and conviction, might be 
expected to take place. There was опе most important point on which 
our Lord Himself spoke with marked and solemn uncertainty. The 
TIME OF HIS OWN COMING was hidden from all created beings, —nay, in 
the mystery of his mediatorial office, from the Son Himself (Mark xiii. 
32). Even after his Resurrection, when questioned by the Apostles as 
to the time of his restoring the Kingdom to Israel, his reply is still, 

that “it is not for them to know the times and the seasons, which the 
Father hath put in his own power" (Acta i. 7). 

7. Here then is a plain indication, which has not, I think, been suffi- 
ciently made use of in judging of the Epistles. The Spirit was to testify 
of Christ: to take of the things of Christ, and shew them unto them. 
So that however much that Spirit, in His infinite wisdom, might be 
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pleased to impart to them of the details and accompanying circum- 
stances of the Lord’s appearing, we may be sure, that the truth spoken 
by our Lord, “Of that day and hour knoweth no man,” would hold 

good with regard to them, and be traced in their writings. If they 
were true men, and their words and Epistles the genuine production 
of inspiration of them by that Spirit of Truth, we may expect to find 
in such speeches and writings tokens of this appointed uncertainty 
of the day and hour: expectations, true in expression and fully 
justified by appearances, yet corrected, as God's purposes were mani- 
fested, by advancing experience, and larger effusions of the Spirit of 
prophecy. 

8. If then I find in the course of St. Paul's Epistles, that expressions 
which occur in the earlier ones, and seem to indicate expectation of His 

almost immediate coming, are gradually modified, —disappear altogether 
from the Epistles of the imprisonment,— and instead of them are found 
others speaking in a very different strain, of dissolving, and being with 
Christ, and passing through death and the resurrection, in the latest Epis- 
tles, —I regard it, not as a strange thing, not as а circumstance which I 
must explain away for fear of weakening the authority of his Epistles, 
but as exactly that which I should expect to find; as the very strongest 
testimony that these Epistles were written by one who was left in this 
uncertainty,—not by one who wished to make it appear that Inspiration 
had rendered him omniscient. 

9. And in this, the earliest of those Epistles, I do find exactly that 

which I might expect on this head. While every word and every detail 
respecting the Lord's coming is a perpetual inheritance for the Church, 
—while we continue to comfort one another with the glorious and 
heart-stirring sentences which he utters to us in the word of the Lord, 
—no candid eye can help seeing in the Epistle, how the uncertainty 
of * the day and hour" has tinged all these passages with a hue of near 
anticipation: how natural it was, that the Thessalonians receiving this 
Epistle, should have allowed that anticipation to be brought even yet 
closer, and have imagined the day to be actually already present. 

10. It will be seen by the above remarks, how very far I am from 
conceding their point to those who hold that the belief, of which this 
Epistle is the strongest expression, was an idle fancy, or does not befit 
the present age as well as it did that one. It is God's purpose respect- 
ing us, that we should ever be left in this uncertainty, looking for and 
hasting unto the day of the Lord, which may be upon us at any time 
before we are aware of it. Every expression of the ages before us, 
betokening close anticipation, coupled with the fact that the day has 
not yet arrived, teaches us much, but unteaches us nothing: does not 
deprive that glorious hope of its applicability to our times, nor the 
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Christian of his power of living as in the light of his Lord’s approach 
and the daily realization of the day of Christ *. 

11. In style, this Epistle is thoroughly Pauline, — abounding with 
phrases, and lines of thought, which may be parallelled with similar 
ones in his other Epistles’: not wanting also in insulated words and 
sentiments, such as we find in all the writings of one who was so fresh 
in thought and full in feeling; such also as are in no way inconsistent 
with St. Paul's known character, but in every case finding analogical 
justification in Epistles of which no one has ever thought of disputing 
the genuineness. 

19. As compared with other Epistles, this is written in a quiet and 
unimpassioned style, not being occasioned by any grievous errors of 
doctrine or defects in practice, but written to encourage and gently to 
admonish those who were, on the whole, proceeding favourably in the 
Christian life. To this may be attributed also the fact, that it does not 
deal expressly with any of the great verities of the faith, rather taking 
them for granted, and building on them the fabric of а holy and pure 
life. 'That this should have been done until they were disputed, was 
but natural: and in consequence not with these Epistles, but with that 
to the Galatians, among whom the whole Christian life was imperilled 
by Judaistic teaching, begins that great series of unfoldings of the 
mystery of salvation by grace, of which St. Paul was so eminently the 
minister. 

6 It is strange that such words as the following could be written by Mr. Jowett, 
without bringing, as he wrote them, the condemnation of his theory and its expression 
home to his mind: “ In the words which are attributed in the Epistle of St. Peter to 
the unbelievers of that day (? surely it is to the unbelievers of days to come,—a fact 
which the writer, by altering the reference of the words, seems to be endeavouring to 

dissimulate), we might truly say that, since the fathers fell asleep, all things remain 
the same from the beginning. Not only do ‘all things remain the same,’ but the very 
belief itself (in the sense in whioh it was held by the first Christians) has been ready to 
vanish away." Vol. i. p. 97. : 

* Baur has most perversely adduced both these as evidences of spuriousness : among 
the former he cites ch. i. 5, as compared with 1 Cor. ii. 4: i. 6, with 1 Cor. xi. 1: i. 8, 

with Rom. i. 8: ii. 4—10, with 1 Cor. ii. 4 iv. 3, 4 іх. 15, 2 Cor. ii. 17, v. 11, xi. € 
for his discussion of the latter, see his Paulus Apostel, u.a. w., pp. 489, 490. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE THESSALONIANS. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. THE recognition of this Epistle has been as general,—and the 
exceptions to it for the most part the same,—as in the case of the last. 

2. The principal testimonies of early Christian writers are the fol- 
lowing: 

(a) Irenæus, adv. Her. iii. 7. 2, p. 182: 
“ Quoniam autem hyperbatis frequenter utitur Apostolus (Paulus, 

from what precedes) propter velocitatem sermonum suorum, et 
propter impetum qui in ipso est Spiritus, ex multis quidem aliis 
est invenire. . . . . Et iterum in secunda ad Thessalonicenses de 
Antichristo dicens, ait: Et tunc revelabitur," &c. ch. ii. 8, 9. 

(B) Clement of Alexandria, Strom. v. 8 [17], p. 655 P.: 
ойк dy waar, фтоіу б amócroXos, ) yvócis, mposevyeohe 8 iva Bu- 
he amd trav arérwy код wovgpav avOparuy ой yàp mávrav ў 
тісті (2 Thess. iii. 1, 2). | 

(у) Tertullian, de resurr. carnis с. 24, vol. її. р. 828: following on the 
citation from the first Epistle given above, ch. у. $1.8,.... “et in 
secunda, pleniore sollicitudine ad eosdem: obsecro autem vos, fratres, per 
adventum Domini nostri Jesu Christi, &. (ch. ii. 1, 2.) 

3. The objections brought by Schmidt (Einl. ii. p. 256 ff), Kern 
(Tübing. Zeitschrift für 1839, 2 heft.), and Baur (Paulus u.s.w. p. 488 
ff.) against the genuineness of the Epistle, in as far as they rest on the 
old story of similarities and differences as compared with St. Paul's 
acknowledged Epistles, have been already more than once dealt with. 
I shall now only notice those which regard points peculiar to our 
Epistle itself. 

4. It is said that this second Epistle is not consistent with the first: 
that directed their attention to the Lord's coming as almost immediate: 
this interposes delay,—the apostasy,—the man of sin, &c. 16 really 
seems as if no propriety nor exact fitting of circumstances would ever 
satisfy such critics. It might be imagined that this very discrepancy, 
even if allowed, would tell most strongly in favour of the genuineness. 

5. It is alleged by Kern, that the whole prophetic passage, ch. ii. 1 ff., 
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does not correspond with the date claimed for the Epistle. It is 
assumed, that the man of sin is Nero, who was again to return, Rev. 
xvii. 10,—9 xaréyov, Vespasian,— the drocracta, the falling away of 

Jews and Christians alike. This view, it is urged, fits a writer in 
A.D. 68—70, between Nero’s death and the destruction of Jerusalem. 

But than this nothing can be more inconclusive. Why have we not as 
good a right to say, that this interpretation is wrong, because it does not 
correspond to the received date of the Epistle, as vice versi? To us 
(see below, § у.) the interpretation is full of absurdity, and therefore 
the argument carries no conviction. 

6. It is maintained again, that ch. iii. 17 is strongly against the 
genuineness of our Epistle: for that there was no reason for guarding 
against forgeries; and as for тасу éxoroAy, the Apostle had written but 
one. For an answer to this, see note in loc., where both the reason for 

inserting this is adduced, and it is shewn, that almost all of his Epistles 
either are expressly, or may be understood as having been, thus authen- 
ticated. - 

7. See the objections of Schmidt, Schrader, Kern, and Baur, treated 

at length in Lünemann's Einleitung to his Commentary, рр. 161—167: 
and in Davidson, Introd. vol. ii. pp. 484, end. * 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS, AND WITH WHAT OBJECT IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. The former particular has been already sufficiently explained in 
the corresponding section of the Prolegomena to the first Epistle. But 
inasmuch as the condition of the Thessalonian Church in the mean 
time bears closely upon the object of the Epistle, I resume here the 
consideration of their circumstances and state of mind. 

2. We have seen that there were those among them, who were too 
ready to take up and exaggerate the prevalence of the subject of Christ’s 

. coming among the topics of the Apostle’s teaching. These persons, 
whether encouraged by the tone of the first Epistle or not, we cannot 
tell (for we cannot see any reference to the first Epistle in ch. ii. 2, see 
note there), were evidently teaching, as an expansion of St. Paul’s doc- 
trine, or as under his authority, or even as enjoined in a letter from him 
(ib. note), the actual presence of the day of the Lord. In consequence 
of this, their minds had become unsettled: they wanted directing into 
the love of God and the imitation of Christ’s patience (ch. iii. 5). Some 
appear to have left off their daily employments, and to have been 
taking advantage of the supposed reign of Christ to be walking dis- 
orderly. 
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8. It was this state of things, which furnished the occasion for our 
Epistle being written. Its object is to make it clear to them that the 
day of Christ, though а legitimate matter of expectation for every 
Christian, and a constant stimulus for watchfulness, was not yet come: 
that a course and development of events must first happen, which he 
lays forth to them in the spirit of prophecy: shewing them that this 
development has already begun, and that not until it has ripened will 
the coming of the Lord take place. 

4. 'This being the occasion of writing the Epistle, there are grouped 
round the central subject two other general topics of solace and con- 
firmation: comfort under their present troubles (ch. i.): exhortation to 
honesty and diligence, and avoidance of the idle and disorderly (ch. iii.). 

SECTION III. 

PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING. 

1. In the address of the Epistle, we find the same three, Paul, Sil- 
vanus, and Timotheus, associated together, as in the first Epistle. This 
circumstance would at once direct us to Corinth, where Silas and 

Timotheus rejoined St. Paul (Acts xviii. 5), and whence we do not read 

that they accompanied him on his departure for Asia (ib. xviii. 18). And 
as we believe the first Epistle to have been written from that city, it 
will be most natural, considering the close sequence of this upon that 
first, to place the writing of it at Corinth, somewhat later in this same 
visit of a year and a half (Acts xviii. 11). | 

2. How long after the writing of the first Epistle in the winter of 
A.D. 52 (see above, ch. v. § iii. 3) we are to fix the date of our present 

one, must be settled merely by calculations of Probability, and by the 
indications furnished in the Epistle itself: 

3. The former of these do not afford us much help. For we can 

hardly assume with safety that the Apostle had received intelligence of 

the effects of his first Epistle, seeing that we have found cause to inter- 

pret ch. ii. 2 not of that Epistle, but of false ones, circulated under the 

Apostle’s name. All that we can assume is, that more intelligence had 

arrived from Thessalonica: how soon after his writing to them, we 

cannot say. Their present state, as we have seen above, was but a 

carrying forward and exaggerating of that already begun when the 

former letter was sent: so that a very short time would suffice to have 

advanced them from the one grade of undue excitement to the other. 

4. Nor do any hints furnished by our Epistle give us much more 

assistance. They are principally these. (a) In ch. i. 4, the Apostle 

speaks of his ec] ,t фу rais exxAnsiais rod eoù concerning the en- 
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durance and faith of the Thessalonians under persecutions. It would 
seem from this, that the Achæan Churches (see 1 Cor. i. 2; 2 Cor. i. 1; 

Rom. xvi. 1) had by this time acquired number and consistence. This 
however would furnish but a vague indication: it might point to any 
date after the first six months of his stay at Corinth. (b) In ch. iii. 2, 
he desires their prayers iva pucOapey dro тшу ётбтшу каї Tovnpor 
dvÜpenrev. It has been inferred from this, that the tumult, which occa- 
sioned his departure from Corinth was not far off: that the designs of 
the unbelieving Jews were drawing to a head: and that consequently 
our date must be fixed just before his departure. But this inference is 
not a safe one: for we find that his open breach with the Jews took 
place close upon the arrival of Silas and Timotheus (Acts xviii. 5—7), 
and that his situation immediately after this was one of peril: for in the 
vision which he had, the Lord said to him, ovdeis ёлїӨ}тєтөї cot тоё 
Kaxwoal oe. 

5. So that we really have very little help in determining our date, 
from either of these sources. All we can say is, that it must be fixed, 
in all likelihood, between the winter of 52 and the spring of 54: and 
taking the medium, we may venture to place it somewhere about the 
middle of the year 53. 

SECTION IV. 

STYLE. 

1. The style of our Epistle, like that of the first, is eminently Pauline. 
Certain dissimilarities have been pointed out by Baur, &c. (see above, 
§ i. 8): but they are no more than might be found in any one undoubted 
writing of our Apostle. In a fresh and vigorous style, there will ever 
be, so to speak, librations over any rigid limits of habitude which can be 
assigned: and such are to be judged of, not by their mere occurrence 
and number, but by their subjective character being or not being in 
accordance with the writer’s well-known characteristics. Professor 
Jowett has treated one by one the supposed inconsistencies with Pauline 
usage (vol. i. p. 189 f.), and shewn that there is no real difficulty in 
supposing any of the expressions to have been used by St. Paul. He 
has also collected a very much larger number of resemblances in manner 
and phraseology to the Apostle’s other writings. The student who 
makes use of the references in this edition will be able to mark out 
these for himself, and to convince himself that the style of our Epistle 
is so closely related to that of the rest, as to shew that the same mind 
was employed in the choice of the words and the construction of the 
sentences. 

2. One portion of this Epistle, viz. the prophetic section, ch. ii. 1—12, 
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as it is distinguished from the rest in subject, so differs in style, being, 
as is usual with the more solemn and declaratory paragraphs of St. Paul, 
loftier in diction and more abrupt and elliptical in construction. The 
passage in question will be found on comparison to bear, in style and 
flow of sentences, a close resemblance to the denunciatory and prophetic 
portions of the other Epistles: compare for instance ver. 8 with Col. ii. 
8, 16; vv. 8, 9 with 1 Cor. xv. 24—28 ; ver. 10 with Rom. i. 18, 1 Cor. 

i. 18, 2 Cor. ii. 15; ver. 11 with Rom. i. 24, 26; ver. 12 with Rom. ii. 
5, 9, and Rom. i. 82. 

SECTION V. 

ON THE PROPHETIC IMPORT OF CH. їп. 1—12. 

l. It may be well, before entering on this, to give the passage, as it 
stands in our rendering in the notes !. 

“ (1) But we entreat you, brethren, in regard of the coming of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, and our gathering together to Him,—(2) in order 
that ye should not be lightly shaken from your mind пог troubled, 
neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by epistle as from us, to the effect 
that the day of the Lord is present. (3) Let no man deceive you in 
any manner: for [that day shall not come] unless there have come the 
apostasy first, and there have been revealed the man of sin, the son of 
perdition, (4) he that withstands and exalts himself above every one that 
is called God or au object of adoration, so that he sits in the temple of 
God, shewing himself that he is God. (5) .... (6) And now ye 
know that which hinders, in order that he may be revealed in his own 

time. (7) For the MYSTERY ALREADY is working of lawlessness, only 
until he that now hinders be removed: (8) and then shall be REVEALED 
the LAWLESS ONE, whom the Lord Jesus will destroy by the breath of 
His mouth, and annihilate by the appearance of His coming: (9) whose 
coming is according to the working of Satan in all power and signs and 
wonders of falsehood, (10) and in all deceit of unrighteousness for those 
who are perishing, because they did not receive the love of the truth in 
order to their being saved. (11) And on this account God is sending to 
them the working of error, in order that they should believe the false- 
hood, (12) that all might be judged who did not believe the truth, but 
found pleasure in iniquity." 

! I must caution the reader, that the rendering given in my notes is not in any case 
intended for a polished and elaborated version, nor is it my object to put the meaning 
into the best idiomatic English: but I wish to represent, as nearly as possible, the con- 
struction and intent of the original. The difference between a literal rendering, and а 
version for vernacular use, is very considerable, and has not been enough borne in mind 
in judging of our authorized English version. 
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2. It will be my object to give a brief résumé of the history of the 
interpretation of this passage, and afterwards to state what I conceive 
to have been its meaning as addressed to the Thessalonians, and what 
as belonging to subsequent ages of the Church of Christ. The history 
of its interpretation I have drawn from several sources: principally 
from Lünemann's Schlussbemerkungen to chap. ii. of his кошы, 
pp. 204—217. 

3. The first particulars in the history must be gleaned from the быу 
Fathers. And their interpretation is for the most part well marked and 
consistent. They all regard it as a prophecy of the future, as yet unful- 
filled when they wrote. They all regard the rapovola as the personal 
return of our Lord to judgment and to bring in His Kingdom. They 
all regard the adversary here described as an individual person, the 
incarnation and concentration of sin“. 

? The following citations will bear out the assertion in the text: 
IRENJEUS, adv. her. v. 25. 1, p. 322: “Ille enim (Antichristus) omnem suscipiens 

diaboli virtutem, veniet non quasi rex justus nec quasi in subjectione Dei legitimus: 
sed impius et injustus et sine lege, quasi apostata, et iniquus et homicida, quasi latro, 
diabolicam apostasiam in se recapitulans: et idola quidem seponens, ad suadendum 
quod ipse sit Deus: se autem extollens unum idolum, habens in semetipeo reliquorum 
idolorum varium errorem: ut hi qui per multas abominationes adorant diabolum, hi per 
hoc unum idolum serviant ipsi, de quo apostolus in Epistola qum est ad Thessulonicenses 
secunda, sic ait" (vv. 8, 4). 

Again, ib. 3, p. 823: ** Usque ad tempus temporum et dimidium temporis? (Dan. 
vii. 25), hoc est, per triennium et sex menses, in quibus veniens regnabit super terram. 
De quo iterum et apostolus Paulus in secunda ad Thess., simul et causam adventus ejus 

annuntians, sic ait“ (vv. 8 ff.). 
Again, ib. 30. 4, р. 330: Cum autem devastaverit Antichristus hie omnia in hoc 

mundo, regnabit annis tribus et mensibus sex, et sedebit in templo Hierosolymis: tum 
veniet Dominus de cœlis in nubibus, in gloria Patris, illum quidem et obedientes ei in 
stagnum ignis mittens: adducens autem justis regni tempora, hoc est requietionem, 
septimam diem sanctificatam ; et restituens Abrahs promissionem hereditatis: in quo 
regno ait Dominus, multos ab Oriente et Occidente venientes, recumbere cum Abraham, 
Isaac et Jacob." 

TERTULLIAN, de Resurr. c. 24, vol. ii. p. 829, quoting the passage, inserts after 
ó karéxov, “ quis, nisi Romanus status? cujus abscessio in decem reges dispersa Anti- 
christum superducet, et tum revelabitur iniquus." See also his Apol. c. 32, vol. i. 
p. 447. 

Justin MARTYR, dial. cum Tryph. c. 110, р. 203: úo wapovaía: abroU каттуууеА- 
péva: іс, pla pèv dv  waOnrds ка) ЕЗ0 оѕ ка) Kripos kal cravpodpevos кєкўриктш, ў 

82 Bevrépa er ў perà Bólns àrd T&v ойраубу wdpeorai, Stay kal ё THs ётостасіаѕ 
ÉvOpoxos, б kal eis rbv Byioroy čara Хала», ёт\ rijs үўѕ Ќора тоЛићср els ўраз robs 
XpurTiavobs. 

ORIGEN, contra Cels. vi. 46 f. vol. i. p. 667 f.: Expny d vb дф» érepor Gv üxpor, xal 
BéArioroy, ud avayopederOar той 0coU, 8:4 Thy ùrepox ij Toy Bb тойт xarà Sidperpor 
ёуаут{оу, vibv той жоутрой daluovos, kal Жатауй, ка) SHA. . . Aéye: Bè & Пайлок, 
жері rovrov ToU kaXovuérov àvrixplarov 8:8&сткоу, kal wapurràs perd vivos. exixpipens 
Tiva трбхоу éxibnufjsei, ка) жбте тф v тёр ёубрёкоу, kal 814 ri. He then quotes 
this whole passage. 
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4. Respecting, however, the -minor particulars of the prophecy, they 
are not so entirely at agreement. Augustine says (de civ. Dei, xx. 19. 
2, p. 685: cf. also Jerome in the note),—‘ in quo templo Dei sit sessurus, 
incertum est: utrum in illa ruina templi quod a Salomone rege construc- 
tum est, an vero in Ecclesia. Non enim templum alicujus idoli aut dæ- 
monis templum Dei Apostolus diceret *.” And from this doubt about his 
‘session, a doubt about his person also had begun to spring up; for he 
continues, ‘ unde nonnulli non ipsum principem sed universum quodam- 
modo corpus ejus, id est, ad eum pertinentem hominum multitudinem 

simul cum ipso suo principe hoc loco intelligi Antichristum volunt.’ 
5. The meaning of rò Karo, though, as will be seen from the note, 

generally agreed to be the Roman empire, was not by any means univer- 
sally acquiesced in. Theodoret says, rwés rò xaréxov tv ‘Ророїкђу 
évonoay Вас:іМіау, tives 8 riy. Хари тоў Tve/paros. KaTExovons yap, фусі, 

THs TOU жуєйдато$ xdprros éxeivos ob mapayiverat, GAN’ ойу olóv тє zavoacfat 
TüyreÀUS Tiv Хари Tov wrevpatos . . . GAN od8e ту “Ророїкђу BacrAciav 
érépa d ad era [Baa veía: did yap rod reráprov Onpiov кої ô Üetóraros AavyujA 

Curysostom in loc.: ris 8à obrós dori»; dpa ё Xararás; obbaués: АЛА Ќубретбѕ 
. тїї xücar abrod Jexduevos Thy drvépyeiay. ко) àwokaAvQ0j ó ÉrO0pemós, $ncw, ó 

bwepaipónevos ёж) xárra Aeyópnevor Gedy N aéBacpa. ой yàp ciBwAoAarpelay kge: d, 
GAA’ dvr lOeds Tis farai, кай хйутаз катаАйте: robs dc, kal кєХейсе: mposkureiv аўтд» 
&rrl той беой, ка} xaberOfoera: eis Tbv vady ToU ÜcoU, ob тд» dv 'lepocoAÓuo:s uóvov, 
&AAG ка) els Tas rarraxoõ ékxAqoías. 

And below: ка} ri perà Tavra ; èyyùs ў тжараридќа. ёхёүє ydp dy 5 iópios "Inaots 
E.T.A. `кабёкер yap x. . A. See the rest cited in the note on ver. 8. 

CYRIL oy JxRvus., Catech. xv. 12, p. 229: Epxera: 8 & wpoeipnuévos arrlypioros 

ovros, бтау жАтуробёа:у of каро тӯѕ ‘Pwpalwy BaciAclas, kal wAnoid(e: Aoiwwdy та тїз 

той kócpov ourreAcias. бёка pé» pot "Pouaíer éyelporra: Bacircis, ёр S:apdpors 
plv Taws téwois, card 84 b abrby BaciAeborres kaipór. perà 8à robrous ёудќкатоѕ ó 

Arrixpieros ёк тїз џаушӯѕ xaxorexvlas Thy ‘Papaixhy étovaiar üprácas. 
Theodoret's interpretation agrees with the above as to the personality of Antichrist 

and as to our Lord's coming. I shall quote some portion of it below, on д car x, 
and 7d pumrrfpior. 

AUGUSTINE, de civ. Dei, xx. 19. 4, vol. vii. p. 687: „Non veniet ad vivos ct mortuos 

judicandos Christus, nisi prius venerit ad seducendos in anima mortuos adversarius ejus 
Antichristus." 

JznOME, Epist. cxxi., ad Algasiam, qu. 11, vol. i. p. 887 f. : “ Nisi, inquit, venerit dis- 
cessio primum .... ut omnes gentes que Romano imperio subjacent, recedant ab his, et 
revelatus fuerit, id est, ostensus, quem omnia prophetarum verba prenunciant, homo pec- 
cati, in quo fons omnium peccatorum est, et filius perditionis, id est diaboli : ipse est enim 
universorum perditio, qui adversatur Christo, et ideo vocatur Antichristus; et extollitur 
supra omne quod dicitur Deus, ut cunctarum gentium deos, sive probatam omnem et 
veram religionem suo calcet pede : et in templo Dei, vel Hierosolymis (ut quidam putant), 
vel in ecclesia, ut verius arbitramur, sederit, ostendens se, tanquam ipse sit Christus et 
fllius Dei: nisi, inquit, fuerit Romanum imperium ante desolatum, et Antichristus 
precesserit, Christus non veniet: qui ideo ita venturus est, ut Antichristum destruat.“ 

з Theodoret also: уаду 84 Geov тёз éxxAxoías кездо, фу als aprdoet thy жроеёре!а>, 

бедр éaurdy ёкобекубуа: терфрероз. 
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riv “Рораїкўу qvigaro Haceνν. фу 6 rovro тд pixpov képas ё@Аасттутє то 
moody тбА\єрор perà Tay dyiwy. avros 8# oUrós ёст тері oU Ta xpoppnbervra 
elirey 0 Ocios &róaroAos. . otOérepov rovrov ol hávar tov Ociov áróaroAov, 
dAAà TO map érépov «lpguévov elvas du trodapBavw. eSoxipace yàp б 
ry òAun/ Ücós rapa Tov тўс cvvreA«(as atrév d6pOFyvar корбу. б ToU Ge 
тойлуу бро$ viv éréxe. þavğvaı. And во also Theodor.-Mops.“ Another 
meaning yet is mentioned by Chrysostom, or rather another form of that 
repudiated above by Theodoret, viz., that the continuance of ) той 
mvevparos xdpis, Tovrécr. yapicpara, hindered his appearing. And 
remarkably enough, he rejects this from a reason the very opposite of 
that which weighed with Theodoret,—viz., from the fact that spiritual 
gifts had ceased: 2АЛоқ 8 е 700) wapayiverOas, ef ye ёреХє tov xap- 
párwv éxXerovrwv mapayiverĝav каї yap mdAat éxAéAovrev*. Augustine's 
remarks (ubi supra) are curious: Quod autem ait, et nunc quid deti- 

neat scitis, . . . . quoniam scire illos dixit, aperte hoc dicere noluit. Et 
ideo nos, qui neseimus quod illi sciebant, pervenire cum labore ad id 
quod sensit Apostolus, cupimus, nec valemus: presertim quia et illa 
qua addidit, hune sensum faciunt obscuriorem. Nam quid est, Јат 
enim, &c. (ver. 7)? Ego prorsus quid dixerit, fateor me ignorare." 
Then he mentions the various opinions on rò катёуоу, giving this as the 
view of some, that it was said “ de malis et fictis qui sunt in ecclesia, 

. donec perveniant ad tantum numerum qui Antichristo magnum popu- 
lum faciat: et hoc esse mysterium iniquitatis quia videtur occultum . .” 
then again quoting ver. 7, adds, hoc est, donec exeat de medio ecclesia 

mysterium iniquitatis, quod nunc occultum est.“ 
6. This дусттр‹оу ris ávopías was also variously understood. Chry- 

sostom says, Népuva era фусіу, dsavel тїтоу бута. той Arrixpiorov- 
kat yap otros éBovAero vowilerOar бє. каї кал «тє rò pvorýpiov ob 
yàp davepüs ws ёкєу05, ov) åmnpvôpiaopévws. eÈ yap mpd xpóvov éxeívov 
ávevpéOn, moiv, ôs ob rA тоў 'Avruxpíorov #Аєйтєто ката TH какѓау, тї 
Üavpacróv ei 709 отаг; ойто 8) сєскіасрёуос Єтє, каї фауерду айтду 
ойк 0éAnue mohoa, ov dia SeAiav, Md maibevwv Has py тєритта ёдрас 
dvadẽx ec hai Grav pdtv jj тӧ котєтєуоу. This opinion is also mentioned 
by Augustine, al, but involves of course an anachronism.  Theodoret, 

also mentioning it, adds: éyó & ol ras дуафиєісаѕ айїрєтєє dM тду 
&mócToAov: & K,! yap б SidBodos vos дтостуюаѕ THs dndeias, 
mpoxarackevate. ri йтатту Tov OÀ«Üpov. pvorýpiov 8 atrovs- dvopuias 
éxdAecev, ùs xexpuppevny (xovras THs dvopias Tijv mdynv . . . . 5 круту de 
xareoxevale, тбтє Tpopavins кой Siappydny ,x: ei. 

4 It is decisive against this latter view, as Lünemann has observed, that if тд rar- 

хо» be God's decree, ó катёхеу must be God Himself, and then the Fes ёк мёсоу 
yérnTo: could not be said. 

* An ingenuous and instructive confession, at the end of the fourth century, from 
one of the most illustrious of the fathers. 
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7.“ The view of the fathers remained for ages the prevalent one in 
the Church. Modifications were introduced into it, as her relation to 
the state gradually altered; and the Church at last, instead of being 
exposed to further hostilities from the secular power, rose to the head 
of that power; and, penetrating larger and larger portions of the world, 
became a representation of the kingdom of God on earth, with an im- 
posing hierarchy at her head. Then followed, in the Church in general, 
and among the hierarchy in particular, a neglect of the subject of Christ’s 
coming. But meanwhile, those who from time to time stood in oppo- 
sition to the hierarchy, understood the Apostle's description here, as 
they did also the figures in the Apocalypse, of that hierarchy itself. 
And thus arose,—the wapovaia being regarded much as before, only as 
an event far off instead of near, — first in the eleventh century the idea, 
that the Antichrist foretold by St. Paul is the establishment and growing 
power of the Popedom. 

8. This view first appears in the conflict between the Emperors and 
the Popes, as held by the partisans of the imperial power: but soon 
becomes that of all those who were opponents of the hierarchy, as 
wishing for a freer spirit in Christendom than the ecclesiastical power 
allowed. It was held by the Waldenses, the Albigenses, the followers 

of Wickliffe and Huss. The caro, which retarded the destruction of 
the papacy, was held by them to be the Imperial power, which they 
regarded as simply a revival of the old Roman Empire. 

9. Thus towards the time of the Reformation, this reference of Anti- 

christ to the papal hierarchy became very prevalent: and after that 
event it assumed almost the position of a dogma in the Protestant 
Churches. It is found in Bugenhagen, Zwingle, Calvin, &c., Osiander, 

Baldwin, Aretius, Erasm.-Schmid, Beza, Calixtus, Calovius, Newton, 

Wolf, Joachim-Lange, Turretin, Benson, Bengel, Macknight, Zacharie, 

Michaelis, &c.: in the symbolical books of the Lutheran Church, and 
in Luther's own writings: and runs through the works of our English 
Reformers '. 

10. The upholders of this view generally conceive that the Papacy will 
go on bringing out more and more its antichristian character, till at 
last the wapoveia will overtake and destroy it. The дтостасіа is the 
fall from pure evangelical doctrine to the traditions of men. The sin- 
gular, б dyOpwros тїз dpaprias, is taken collectively, to signify а series 
et successio hominum, inasmuch as 16 is a monarchical empire which is 
in question, which remains one and the same, though its individual 

* What follows, as far as paragraph 24, is taken principally from Lünemann's 
Schlussbemerkungen, as above : with the exception of the citations made in full, and 
personal opinions expressed. 

* Ree a very complete résumé of the passages on Antichrist in the Reformers, under 
the word, in the excellent Index to the publications of the Parker Society. 
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head may change. ‘The godlessness of Antichrist, described in ver. 4, is 
justified historically by the Pope setting himself above all authority 
divine and human, the words wdyra Aeyouevov бебу, &c. being, in accord- 

ance with Scriptural usage, taken to mean the princes and governments 
of the world, and an allusion being found in céBacpa to сеєВастбѕ, the 

title of the Roman Emperors. The vaós rov eov is held to be the 
Christian Church, and the каба: to poiut to the tyrannical power 
which the Pope usurps over it. Ву rò xaréyov is understood the 
Roman Empire, and by б xaréywv the Roman Emperor,—and history is 
appealed to, to shew that out of the ruins of that empire the papacy has 
grown up. The declaration, то puorypiov 7059 evepyeirar ras dvopias, is 
justified by the fact, that the “semina erroris et ambitionis," which 

prepared the way for the papacy, were already present in the Apostle's 
time. For a catalogue of the répara wevdous, ver. 9, rich material was 
found in relies, transubstantiation, purgatory, &c. The annihilation of 
Antichrist by the mveðpa ro? eróparos of the Lord, has been understood 
of the breaking down of his power in the spirits of men by the opening 
and dispersion of the word of God in its purity by means of the 
Reformation; and the xarapynoe тр ёт:фауєіа ris wapoucias abro, of the 
final and material annihilation of Antichrist by the coming of the Lord 
Himself. 

11. In the presence of such a polemical interpretation directed against 
them, it could hardly be expected that the Roman Catholies on their 
side would abstain from retaliation on their opponents. Accordingly 
we find that such writers as Estius, al, interpret the dtorracia of 

the defection from the Homish Church and the Pope, and understand by 
Antichrist the heretics, especially Luther and the Protestant Church. 

12. Even before the reference to the papacy, the interpreters of the 
Greek Church took Mohammed to be the Antichrist intended by 
St. Paul, and the атостас(а to represent the falling off of many Oriental 
and Greek Churches fo Islamism. And this view so far influenced the 
Protestant Church, that some of its writers have held & double Anti- 

christ,—an Eastern one, viz. Mohammed and the Turkish power,—and 
& Western, viz. the Pope and his power. бо Melancthon, Bucer, 
Bullinger, Piseator, &c. 

18. Akin to this method of interpretation is that which in our own 
century has found the apostasy in the enormities of the French Revolu- 
tion, Antichrist in Napoleon, and rò xaréxov in the continuance of the 
German Empire: an idea, remarks Lünemann, convicted 9r error by the 
termination of that empire in 1806. 

14. One opinion of modern days has been, that it is objectionable to 
endeavour to assign closely a meaning to the single details of the imagery 
used by St. Paul. "This has led to giving the whole description a ge- 
neral, ideal, or symbolic sense. So Koppe, who thinks that the Apostle 
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is only following the general import of the Jewish expectations, resting 
on the prophecy of Daniel, that there should be a season of godlessness 
before the time of the end, the full eruption of which he expects after 
his own death: he himself being б xaréxov. Similarly Storr,—who sees 
in avOpwros ris dpaprías ‘potestas aliqua, Deo omnique religioni ad- 
versaria, que penitus incognita et futuro demum tempore se proditura 
sit, and in ò катєҳоу, the ‘copia hominum, verissimo amore inflamma- · 
torum in Christianam religionem.’ Nitzsch again believes the man of 
sin to be the power of godlessness' come to have open authority, or the 
general contempt of all religion. Pelt, comm. in Thess. p. 204, sums 
up his view thus: “ Mihi igitur cum Koppio adversarius ille principium 
esse videtur, sive vis spiritualis evangelio contraria, que huc usque 
tamen in Pontificiorum Romanorum operibus ac serie luculentissime 
sese prodiit, ita tamen, ut omnia etiam mala, que in ecclesiam compare- 
ant, ad eandem Antichristi évépyeuay sint referenda. Ejus vero rapovcia, 
i e. summum fastigium, quod Christi reditum, qui nihil aliud est nisi 
regni divini victoria’, antecedet, futurum adhue esse videtur, quum illud 
tempus procul etiam nunc abesse putemus, ubi omnes terre incole in 
eo erunt ut ad Christi sacra transeant. «aréyov vero cum Theodoreto 
putarim esse Dei voluntatem illud Satans regnum cohibentem, ne 
erumpat, et si medie spectantur cause, apostolorum tempore maxime 
imperii Romani vis, et quovis svo illa resistentia, quam malis artibus, 
que religionem subvertere student, privati commodi et honoris augen- 
dorum cupiditas opponere solet." And Pelt thinks that the symptoms 
of the future corruption of the Christian Church were already discerni- 
ble in the apostolic times, in the danger of falling back from Christian 
freedom into Jewish legality, in the mingling of heathenism with Chris- 
tianity, in false yvóociw and doxyors, in angelolatry, in the “fastus a 
religione Christiana omnino aliepus." 

15. Olshausen's view is, that inasmuch as the personal coming of 
Christ is immediately to follow this revelation of Antichrist, such reve- 
lation cannot have yet taken place: and consequently, though we need 
not stigmatize any of the various interpretations as false, none of them 
has exhausted the import of the prophecy. The various untoward events 
and ungodly persons which have been mentioned, including the unbelief 
and godlessness of the present time, are all prefigurations of Antichrist, 
but contain only some of his characteristics, not all: it is the union of 
all in some one personal appearance, that shall make the full Afttichrist, 
as the union in one Person, Jesus of Nazareth, of all the types and pro- 
phecies, constituted the full Christ. And the xaréxov is the moral and 
conservative influence of political states, restraining this great final out- 
break. See more on this below. 

5 So again Pelt, p. 185: “ Tenentes, illum Christi adventum a Paulo son visibilem 
habitum." 
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16. On the other hand, some have regarded the prophecy as one 
already fulfilled. So Grotius, Wetstein, Le Clerc, Whitby, Schóttgen, 

Nösselt, Krause, and Harduin. All these concur in referring the 
xapovoia ToU kvpiov to the coming of Christ in the destruction of 
Jerusalem. 

17. Grotius holds Antichrist to be the godless Caligula, who (Suet. 
Calig. 22, 33) ordered universal supplication to himself as the High God, 

and (Jos. Апі. xviii. 8. 2. Philo, Leg. ad Cai. § 31, vol. ii. p. 576) would 
have set up a colossal image of himself in the temple at Jerusalem: and 
in ó xaréyov he sees L. Vitellius, the proconsul of Syria and Judæa, 
whose term of office delayed the putting up of the statue,—and in б 
dvouos, Simon Magus. This theory is liable to the two very serious 
objections, 1) that it makes ô дур. тўс dpepr. and ó dvopos into two 
Separate persons: 2) that it involves an anachronism, our Epistle having 
been written after Caligula's time. 

18. According to Wetstein, the бир. т драртіос is Тиш, whose 
army (Jos. B. J. vi. 6. 1), xatopévov | abro) тоў vao), каї ray Y 

dardyrow, Kopicayres Tas olala els тд iepóv, cal Oenevar тӯ дуатоћакўв 

туАтс̧ dvrupus, босау тє aùrais афтӣ, xal rov Tiro pera peyiorov 

cihnpidy drépyvay айтократора. His xaréywy is ero, whose death 
was necessary for the reign of Titus,—and his årooragia, the rebellion 
and slaughter of three princes, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, which brought 
in the Flavian family. But this is the very height of absurdity, and 
surely needs no serious refutation. 

19. Hammond makes the man of sin to be Simon Magus, and the 
Gnostics, whose head he was. The ériucwaywy7 ёт abróv, ver. 1, he 
interprets as the major libertas coéundi in ecclesiasticos coetus ad 
colendum Christum:” the drooracia, the falling off of Christians fo 
Gnosticism (1 Tim. iv. 1): атокалифбђуаь, the Gnostics “ putting off 
their disguise, and revealing themselves in their colours, 1. е. cruel, pro- 
fessed enemies to Christ and Christians:" ver. 4 refers to Simon 
* making himself the supreme Father of all, who had created the God of 
the Jews" (Iren. i. 24, 1, 2, p. 100 f.). By 76 xaréxov, he understands the 
union yet subsisting more or less between the Christians and the Jews in 
the Apostle’s estimation, which was removed when the Apostles entirely 
separated from the Jews: and ó xaréyov he maintains to be virtually 
the same with rò xaréxov, but if any masculine subject must be supplied, 
would make it ó vópos. The uvorýptov тўс avouías he refers to the 
wicked lives of these Gnostics, but mostly to their persecution of the 
Christians. Ver. 8 he explains of the conflict at Rome between Simon 
and the Apostles Peter and Paul, which ended in the death of the 
former. Lünemann adds, “ The exegetical and historical monstrosity of 
this interpretation is at present universally acknowledged.” 

9 On the New Test. in loc. 
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20. Le Clerc holds the дтостас(а to be the rebellion of the Jewish 
people against the yoke of Rome: the man of sin, the rebel Jews, and 
especially their leader Simon, son of Giora, whose atrocities are related 
in Josephus: — rds Аєубд. 0є05 K. r. A., denotes the government: ro 
катёҳоу is whatever hindered the open breaking out of the rebellion,— 
partly the influence of those Jews in office who dissuaded the war,— 
partly fear of the Roman armies: and ó xaréywy, on one side, the 
“ praeses Romanus,’—on the other, the “ gentis proceres, rex Agrippa 
et pontifices plurimi." The расттуроу тє dvopias is the rebellious ambi- 
tion, which under the cloke of Jewish independence and zeal for the 
law of Moses, was even then at work, and at length broke openly 

forth. 
21. Whitby takes the Jewish people for Antichrist, and finds in the 

apostasy the falling away of the Jewish converts to thew old Judaism, 
alluded to in the Epistle to the Hebrews (iti. 12—14; iv. 11; vi. 4—6; 
x. 26, 27 al. fr.). His xaréxwv is “the Emperor Claudius, who will let 

till he be taken away, i. e. he will hinder the Jews from breaking out 
into an open rebellion in his time, they being so signally and particularly 
obliged by him, that they cannot for shame think of revolting from his 
government." 

22. Schóttgen (vol. i. p. 861 ff.) takes Antichrist to be the Pharisees, 
Rabbis, and doctors of the law, who set up themselves above God, and 

had impious stories tending to bring Him into contempt: the ётостасќа, 
the rebellion against Rome: the катёҳоу, Christiani, qui precibus suis 
rem aliquando distulerunt, donec oraculo divino admoniti Hierosolymis 
abierunt, et Pellam secesserunt: the uvory9ptov тўс dvopias, “ ipsa doc- 
trina perversa," referring to 1 Tim. iti. 16. 

23. Nösselt and Krause understand by Antichrist the Jewish zealots, 

and by the xaréyov, Claudius, as Whitby. Lastly, Harduin makes the 
&rocragíia the falling off of the Jews to paganism,—the man of sin, the 
High Priest Ananias (Acts xxiii. 2),— the xaréywv, hie predecessor, 
whose term of office must come to an end before he could be elected. 
From the beginning of his term, the dyÜpwros rìs ápaprias was working 
as & prophet of lies, and was destroyed at the taking of Jerusalem by 
Titus. 

24. All these preterist interpretations have against them one fatal 
objection :—that it is impossible to conceive of the destruction of Jeru- 
salem as in any sense corresponding to the rapovoia in St. Paul's sense 
of the term: see especially, as bearing immediately on this passage, 
1 Thess. ii. 19; iii. 13; iv. 15; v. 28. 

25. A third class of interpretations is that adopted by many of the 
modern German expositors, and their followers in England. It is best 
described perhaps in the words of De Wette (Einl. Handb. ii. 182) : 
“ He goes altogether wrong, who finds here any more than the Apostle's 
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subjective anticipation from his own historical position, of the future of 
the Christian Church; and expanded by Mr. Jowett (vol. ii. p. 178), 
* Such passages (Eph. vi. 12) are a much safer guide to the interpreta- 
tion of the one we are considering, than the meaning of similar passages 
in the Old Testament. For they indicate to us the habitual thought of 
the Apostle’s mind: ‘a falling away first,’ suggested probably by the 
wavering which he saw around him among his own converts, the grievous 
wolves that were entering into the Church of Ephesus (Acts xx. 29): 
the turning away of all them of Asia (2 Tim. i. 15). When we con- 
sider that his own converts, and his Jewish opponents, were all the 
world to him,—that through them, as it were in a glass, he appeared to 
himself to see the workings of human nature generally, we understand 
how this double image of good and evil should have presented itself to 
him, and the kind of necessity which he felt, that Christ and Antichrist 

should alternate with each other. It was not that he foresaw some 
great conflict, decisive of the destinies of mankind. What he antici- 
pated far more nearly resembled the spiritual combat in the seventh 
chapter of the Romans. It was the same struggle, written in large 
letters, as Plato might have said, not on the tables of the heart, but on 

the scene around: the world turned inside out, as it might be described: 
evil as it is in the sight of God, and as it realizes itself to the conscience, 

putting on an external shape, transforming itself into a person.” 
26. This hypothesis is so entirely separate from all others, that there 

seems no reason why we should not deal with it at once and on its own 
ground, before proceeding further. It will be manifest to any one who 
exercises a moment’s thought, that the question moved by it simply 
resolves itself into this: Was the Apostle, or was he not, writing in the 

power of а spirit higher than his own? In other words, we are here at 
the very central question of Inspiration or no Inspiration : not disputing 
about any of its details, which have ever been matters of doubt among 
Christians: but just asking, for the Church and for the world, Have we, 

in any sense, God speaking in the Bible, or have we not? If we have,— 

then of all passages, it is in these which treat so confidently of futurity, 
that we must recognize His voice: if we have it not in these passages, 
then where are we to listen for it at all? Does not this hypothesis, do 
not they who embrace it, at once reduce the Scriptures to books written 
by men,—their declarations to the assertions of dogmatizing teachers,— 

their warnings to the apprehensions of excited minds,—their promises 
to the visions of enthusiasts,—their prophecies, to anticipations which 
may be accounted for by the circumstances of the writers, but have in 
them no objective permanent truth whatever ? 

27. On such terms, I fairly confess I am not prepared to deal with 
a question like that before us. I believe that our Lord uttered the 

words ascribed to Him by St. John (ch. xvi. 12, 13); I believe the 
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apostolic Epistles to bé the written proof of the fulfilment of that pro- 
mise, as the apostolic preaching and labours were the spoken and acted 
proof: and in writing such passages as this, and 1 Thess. iv. 18—17, 
and 1 Cor. xv., I believe St. Paul to have been giving utterance, not to 
his own subjective human opinions, but to truths which the Spirit of 
God had revealed to him: which he put forth indeed in writing and in 
speaking, as God had placed him, in a Church which does not know of 
the time of her Lord's coming,—as God had constituted his own mind, 

the vessel and organ of these truths, and gifted him with power of 
words,—but still as being the truth for the Church to be guided by, 
not his own forebodings, for her to be misled by. "What he may have 
meant by his expressions, is & question open to the widest and freest 
discussion: but that what he did mean, always under the above neces- 
sary conditions, is truth for us to receive, not opinion for us to canvass, 
is a position, the holding or rejecting of which might be very simply and 
strictly shewn to constitute the difference between one who receives, 
and one who repudiates, Christian revelation itself. 

28. I now proceed to enquire, which, or whether any of all the above 
hypotheses, with the exception of the last, seems worthy of our accept- 
ance. For the reason given above (24), I pass over those which regard 
ihe prophecy as fulfilled. The destruction of Jerusalem is inadequate 
as an interpretation of the coming of the Lord here: He has not yet 
come in any sense adequate to such interpretation: therefore the pro- 
phecy has yet to be fulfilled. 

29. The interpretations of the ancient Fathers deserve all respect, 

short of absolute adoption because they were their interpretations. We 
must always in such cases strike a balance. In living near to the time 
when the speaking voice yet lingered in the Church, they had an advan- 
tage over us: in living far down in the unfolding of God's purposes, we 
have an advantage over them. They may possibly have heard things 
which we have never heard: we certainly have seen things which they 
never saw. In each case, we are bound to enquire, which of these two 
is likely to preponderate ? 

80. Their consensus in expecting a personal Antichrist, is, I own, а 
weighty point. There was nothing in their peculiar circumstances or 

. temperament, which prevented them from interpreting all that is here 
said as a personification, or from allegorizing it, as others have done 
since. This fact gives that interpretation a Aietorical weight, the 
inference from which it is difficult to escape. The subject of the coming 
of Antichrist must have been no uncommon one in preaching and in 

converse, during the latter part of the first, and the second century. 
That no echoes of the apostolic sayings on the matter should have 
reached thus far, no savour of the first outpouring of ыз by 
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the Spirit penetrated through the next generation, can hardly be ооп- 
ceived. So far, I feel, the patristic view carries with 16 some claim to 
our acceptance. : 

81. The next important point, the interpretation of тд aréyov and ё 
xaréxwv, rests, I would submit, on different grounds. Let us for a 
moment grant, that by the former of these words was imported the fem- 
poral political power, and by the latter, he who wielded $t. Such being 
the ease, the concrete interpretation most likely to be adopted by the 
Fathers would be, the Roman Empire, which existed before their eyes 
as that political power. But we have seen that particular power pass 
away, and be broken up: and that very passing away has furnished us 
with а key to the prophecy, which they did not possess. 

82. On the puorhproy тўе dvoplas, as has been seen, they are divided: 
but even were it otherwise, their concrete interpretations are just those 
things in which we are not inferior to them, but rather superior. The 
propheey has since their time expanded its action over а wide and con- 
tinually increasing historic field: it is for us to observe what they could 
not, and to say what it is which could be thus described,—then at work, 
ever since at work, and now at work; and likely to issue in that con- 
centration and revelation of evil which shall finally take place. 

88. On looking onward to the next great class of interpretations, that 
which makes the man of sin to be the Papal power, it cannot be doubted, 
that there are many and striking points of correspondence with the 
language of the prophecy in the acts and professions of those who have 
successively held that power. But on the other hand it cannot be dis- 
guised that, in several important particulars, the prophetic requirements 
are very far from being fulfilled. I will only mention two, one sub- 
jective, the other objective. In the characteristic of ver. 4, the Pope 
does not and never did fulfil the prophecy. Allowing all the striking 
coincidences with the latter part of the verse which have been so 
abundantly adduced, it never can be shewn that he fulfils the former 
part, nay so far is he from it, that the abject adoration of and submission 
to Aeydpevoe Geof and oeBdopara has ever been one of his most notable 
peculiarities’. The second objection, of an external and historical cha- 
racter, is even more decisive. If the Papacy be Antichrist, then has 
the manifestation been made, and endured now for nearly 1500 years, 

1 It must be plain to every unbiassed mind, that the mere logical inference, that the 
Pope sets himself ap above all objects of worship, because he ereates objects of wor- 
ship, and the maker must be greater than the thing made, is quite beside the purpose. 
It entirely fails in shewing Aostility to, and lifting himself above, every one that is 
called God or an object of worship. The Pope is the devoted servant of the false 
gods whom he creates, not their antagonist and treader-down. 1 should not have 
noticed so irrelevant an argument, had it not been made much of as against my view. 
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and yet that day of the Lord is not come, which by the terms of our 
prophecy such manifestation is immediately to precede’. 

34. The same remarks will apply even more forcibly to all those minor 
interpretations which I have enumerated above. None of them exhausts 
the sense of the prophecy: and the taking any one of them to be that 
which is here designated, would shew the failure of the prophecy, not 
its fulfilment: for they have been and have passed away, and the Lord 
is not yet come. 

35. We are thus directed to а point of view with regard to the pro- 
phecy, of the following kind. The &vopos, in the full prophetic sense, is 
not yet come. Though 1800 years later, we stand, with regard to him, 
where the Apostle stood: the day of the Lord not present, and not to 
arrive until this man of sin be manifested: the лоттор тўс dvopulas 
still working, and much advanced in its working: the xaréxov still hin- 
dering. And let us ask ourselves, what does this represent to us? Is 
it not indicative of a state in which the ёуоріа is working on, so to 
speak, underground, under the surface of things,—gaining, throughout 
these many ages, more expansive force, more accumulated power, but 

still hidden and unconcentrated ? And might we not look, їп the pro- 
gress of such a state of things, for repeated minor embodiments of this 
évopia,—dyopo, and dyrixpurros mooi (l John ii. 18) springing up here 
and there in different ages and countries,—the дтостасіа going onward 
and growing,—just as there were of Christ Himself frequent types and 
minor embodiments before He came in the flesh? Thus in the Papacy, 
where so many of the prophetic features are combined, we see as it were 
a standing embodiment and type of the final Antichrist—in the re- 
markable words of Gregory the Great, the ‘precursor Antichristi : and 
in Nero, and every persecutor as he arose, and Mohammed, and Napoleon, 

and many other forms and agencies of evil, other more transient types 
and examples of him. We may, following out the parallelism, contrast 
the Papacy, as a type of Antichrist, having ite false priesthood, its pre- 
tended sacrifices, its * Lord God’ the Pope, with that standing Jewish 

hierarchy of God's own appointing, and its High Priesthood by which 
our Lord was prefigured: and the other and personal types, with thoee 
typical persons, who appeared under the old covenant, and set forth so 
plainly the character and sufferings and triumphs of the Christ of God. 

36. According then to this view, we still look for the man of sin, in 

the fulness of the prophetic sense, to appear, and that immediately 
before the coming of the Lord. We look for him as the final and 
central ernbodiment of that dyopéa, that resistance to God and God's 
law, which has been for these many centuries fermenting under the 
crust of human society, and of which we have already witnessed so many 

? For surely this is the only possible ünderstanding of our ver. 8 on the ordinary 
acceptance of words. 
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partial and tentative eruptions. Whether he is to be expected per- 
sonally, as one individual embodiment of evil, we would not dogmatically 
pronounce: still we would not forget, that both ancient interpretation, 
and the world's history, point this way. Almost all great movements 
for good or for ill have been gathered to a head by one central personal 
agency. Noris there any reason to suppose that this will be otherwise 
in the coming ages. In proportion as the general standard of mental 
cultivation is raised, and man made equal with man, the ordinary power 
of genius is diminished, but its extraordinary power is increased; its 
reach deepened, its hold rendered more firm. Ав men become familiar 
with the achievements and the exercise of talent, thev learn to despise 
and disregard its daily examples, and to be more independent of mere 
men of ability ; but they only become more completely in the power of 
gigantic intellect, and the slaves of pre-eminent and unapproachable 
talent. So that there seems nothing improbable, judging from these 
considerations, and from the analogy of the partial manifestations which 
we have already seen, that the centralization of the antichristian power, 
in the sense of this prophecy, may ultimately take place in the person 
of some one of the sons of men. 

87. The great dwooracia again will receive a similar interpretation. 
Many signal apostasies the world and the Church have seen. Con- 
tinually, those are going out from us, who were not of us. Unques- 
tionably the greatest of these has been the Papacy, that counterfeit of 
Christianity, with its whole system of falsehood and idolatry. But both 
it, and Mohammedanism, and Mormonism, and the rest, are but tenta- 

mina and foreshadowings of that great final apostasy (ў ётостасќа), 
which shall deceive, if it were possible, even the very elect. 

88. The particulars of ver. 4 we regard variously, according as the 
dyopos is a person or a set of persons, with however every inclination to 
take them literally of a person, giving out these things respecting him- 
self, and sitting as described in the temple of God, whether that temple is 
to be taken in the strictly literal signification of the Jerusalem-temple (to 
which we do not incline), or as signifying a Christian place of assembly, 
the gathering-point of those who have sought the fulfilment of the 
divine promise of God’s presence,—and so called the temple of God. 

39. The катёҳоу and karéxev, the one the general hindrance, the other 
the person in whom that hindrance is summed up, are, in this view, very 
plain. As the Fathers took them of the Roman Empire and Emperor, 
standing and ruling in their time, repressing the outbreak of sin and 
enormity,—so have we been taught by history to widen this view, and 
understand them of the fabric of human polity, and those who rule that 
polity, by which the great up-bursting of godlessness is kept down and 
hindered. I say, we have been taught this by history: seeing that as 
often as these outbursts have taken place, their course and devastationg 
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have been checked by the knitting up again of this fabric of temporal 
power: seeing that this power, wherever the seeds of evil are most 
plentiful, is strictly a coercive power, and that there only is its restrain- 
ing hand able to be relaxed, where the light and liberty of the Gospel 
are shed abroad: seeing that especially has this temporal power ever 
been in conflict with the Papacy, restraining its pretensions, modifying 
its course of action, witnessing more or less against its tyranny and its 
lies. 

40. The explanation of the jwerfpur тїз dvopias has been already 
anticipated. It, the dvonla, in the hearts and lives, in the speeches and 

writings of men, is and ever has been working in hidden places, and 

only awaits the removal of the hindering power to issue in that con- 
centrated manifestation of ё üvouos, which shall usher in the times of 
the end. 

41. When this shall be, is as much hidden from us, as it was from 

the Apostles themselves. This may be set, on the one hand, as a motive 
to caution and sobriety ; while on the other let us not forget, that every 
century, every year, brings us nearer to the fulfilment,—and let this serve 
{о keep us awake and watchful, as servants that wait for the coming of 
their Lord. We are not to tremble at every alarm; to imagine that 
every embodiment of sin is the fnal one, or every falling away the 
great apostasy: but to weigh, and to discern, in the power of Him, by 
whom the prince of this world is judged: that whenever the Lord comes 
He may find us ready,—ready to stand on His side against any, even 
the final concentration of His adversaries; ready, in daily intercourse 
with and obedience to Him, to hail His appearance with joy. 

42. If it be said, that this is somewhat а dark view to take of the 

prospects of mankind, we may answer, first, that we are not speculating 
on the phenomena of the world, but we are interpreting God's word: 
secondly, that we believe in One in whose hands all evil is working for . 
good,—with whom there are no accidents nor failures, —who is bring- 
ing out of all this struggle, which shall mould and measure the history 
of the world, the ultimate good of man and the glorification of His 
boundless love in Christ: and thirdly, that no prospect is dark for those 
who believe in Him. For them all things are working together for 
good; and in the midst of the struggle itself, they know that every 
event is their gain; every apparent defeat, real success; and even tbe 
last dread conflict, the herald of that victory, in which all who have 
striven on God's part shall have & glorious and everlasting share. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

ON THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. 

SECTION I. 

THEIR AUTHORSHIP. 

1. THERE never was the slightest doubt in the ancient Church, that 
the Epistles to Timothy and Titus were canonical, and written by St. 
Paul. 

(a) They are contained in the Peschito Syriac version, which was 
made in the second century. 

(8) In the fragment on the Canon of Scripture first edited by 
Muratori and thence known by his name, generally ascribed to the 
end - of the second century or the beginning of the third (see Routh, 
Reliq. Sacr. i. pp. 397 ff.), we read, among the Epistles of St. Paul 
* verum ad Philemonem una, et ad Timotheum duas (диге?) pro affectu 
et dilectione, in honore tamen Ecclesie catholicw, in ordinatione eccle- 
siasticæ disciplins, sanctificats sunt." 

(y) Irenæus begins his preface, p. 1, with a citation of 1 Tim. i. 4, add- 
ing кабоҳ 6 ёятботоћёс фус: in iv. 16. 8, p. 246, cites 1 Tim. i. 9: in ii. 
14. 7, p. 185, 1 Tim. vi. 20: in iii. 14. 1, p. 201, quotes 2 Tim. iv. 9—11: 

“Lucas. . . . quoniam non solum prosecutor, sed et co-opera- 
rius fuerit apostolorum, maxime autem Pauli, et ipse autem 
Paulus manifestavit in epistolis, dicens: Demas me dereliquit et 
abiit Thessalonicam, Crescens in Galatiam, Titus in Dalmatiam: 

Lucas est mecum solus :' 
In i. 16. 8, p. 88, quotes Titus iii. 10: 
оф ó IIatAos éykeAeveroc ду perà play xol Oevrépav 808070 wapat- 
тобол. 

And again, with ése xai ПабЛос ёфусеу, iii. 8. 4, p. 177. In iii. 2.8, 
р. 176, he says, rovrov rod Aívov ados ёу rais трд Tine,] x ro 

рут. 
(5) Clement of Alexandria, Strom. ii. 11 [52], р. 457 Р.: 

тєрї ўс б dwrdorodos ypdguv, Ф TI, фус, тўу таракатабзукуу 
фоЛаѓоу éxrperdpevos ras He RIA OS xevohuvias Ne. T. A. 1 Tim. vi. 20. 

Strom. iii. 6 [51], p. 584 P.: 
айтка, тєрї тоу BdeAvecopévey Tov yápov TlatAos д paxdpuos Aye . . 
1 Tim. iv. 1. 
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Ib. [53], p. 586 P.: 
iopev yàp xai бта тері d ,s yuvuxõv dy тў) érépg трӧѕ Tin 
ётістоћ) 0 vos бататоєга, ITabAos. 

Strom. i. 14 [59], p. 850 P.: 
Tóv 52 28дороў of piv... of & Erev rov Крӯта . . . ob 
рёрутта б ёжтбстоћо abo dy тӯ xpos Tiro dri rj Хушу odr 
Kpfres del к.т.А. (Tit. i. 12.) 

These are only a few of the direct quotations in Clement. 
(e) TERTULLIAN : 
De prescript. hsret. с. 26, vol. ii p. 87: Et hoc verbo usus est 
Paulus ad Timotheum: О Timothee, depositum custodi (1 Tim. vi. 
20). Et rursum: Bonum depositum serva" (2 Tim. i. 14). And 
he further proceeds to quote l Tim. i. 18, vi. 13 ff.; 2 Tim. ii. 2 

(twice). 
Ib. c. 6, p. 18: “ Nec diutius de isto, si idem est Paulus, qui et alibi 

hzreses inter carnalia crimina enumerat scribens ad Galatas, et qui 
Tito“ suggerit, hominem heereticum post primam correptionem re- 
cusandum, quod perversus sit ejusmodi et delinquat, ut a semet- 
ipso damnatus." (Tit. iii. 10, 11.) 

Adv. Marcion. v. 21, p. 524, speaking of the Epistle to Philemon: 
" Soli huic epistole brevitas sua profuit, ut falsarias manus Mar- 
cionis evaderet. Miror tamen, cum ad unum hominem literas factae 
receperit, quod ad Timotheum duas et unam ad Titum de eccle- 
siastico statu compositas recusaverit. 

(0) Eusebius includes all three Epistles among the universally con- 
fessed canonical writings (ддоАоуобдвуа), Н. E. iii. 26. 

Yt is useless to cite further testimonies, for they are found every 
where, and in abundance. 

2. But we must notice various allusions, more or less clear, to these 

Epistles, which occur in the earlier Fathers. 
(у) Сіиємент oF Rome (end of Cent. I.): Ep. 1 ad Cor. ch. 29, 

p. 260: трохё\дореу oiv aire & dor. Vu e, &yvàs кой apadvrovs 
xeipas aipovrés wpós airov. See 1 Tim. ii. 8*. 

(0) Iexarros (beginning of Cent. IL): Ep. to Polycarp, $ 6, 
р. 724: dpéoxere ф orparev«cÓ«. Вее 2 Tim. ii. 4, 

() PorrcazP (beginning of Cent. IL): Ep. ad Philipp. ch. 4, 
р. 1008: dpyy & márraw xaXemów Ф:Ларуџріа’ cldcres оўу Gri ойдёу 
alsyvéyxapey elt Tóv котроу, GAN’ о®дё d£eveykety т: буору, ö rA 
Tois owdous THs Sixasoowys: 1 Tim. vi. 7, 10. 

3 Dr. Davidson, Introd. iii. 109, omite the word 'Tito, asit would appear, from 
inadvertency. 

* Two other supposed references may be segn in Lardner, ii. p. $9, and Davidson, iii. 
p. 101; bat they are too slight to authorize their introduction here. 
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Ib. ch. 9, p. 1018 : où yap тд» viv ўубтусау alava. See 2 Tim. iv. 10°. 
(x) Heoxsrppus (end of Cent. II.), as cited by Eusebius (H. E. iii. 

32), says that, while the iepós rav атостолоу хорос remained, the 

Church srapÜévos кабард xai adidpOopos ёреуєу : but that, after their 
withdrawal, and that of those who had been ear-witnesses of inspired 
wisdom, ij evoraots тўс aÜéov mdrs began, da тўс тоду érepods- 
баскам» axdrys: who, as no apostle was left, уџџуў Aocróv 75059 тӯ 
xeha TQ THs dAnOelas Kypvypare Thy Weuddvupoy yroow avrucypyr- 
теу émexeípovy. See 1 Tim. vi. 8, 20°. 

(А) ATHENAGORAS (end of Cent. IL): Legat. pro Christianis 16, p. 
291: тарта yap б Os torw aires aire, C &mpósvrov: 1 Tim. vi. 16. 

(u) TmEgoPHILUS oF ANTIOCH (end of Cent. II.): ad Autolye. iii. 
14, p. 889: ёч py xal тєрї той їўтотассєсӣа apxais kal éfovaiaus, 
xal ex eo тєрї abr, кє\єйєї Was Gehe Adyos Grug ўрєроу xai 
zo ux to Biov Siaywpev. 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2. Tit. iii. 17. 
ii. p. 95 (Lardner): &à фбато< xai Aovrpod waltyyerecias draus 
тоў mpostovras TH aAnbeig. 

(v) To these may be added Justin Martyr (middle of Cent. II.), 
Dial. c. Tryph. c. 47, p. 148: ) xpyordrys xal ў GiravOpwria rod 
Geod. Tit. iii. 4. 

8. Thus the Pastoral Epistles seem to have been from the earliest 
times known, and continuously quoted, in the Church. It is hardly 
possible to suppose that the above coincidences are all fortuitous. The 
only other hypothesis on which they can be accounted for, will be treated 
further on. 

4. Among the Gnostic heretics, however, they did not meet with such 

universal acceptance. Clement of Alexandria, Strom. ii. 11 (p. 457 Р), 
after having quoted 1 Tim. vi. 20 ff, adds: отд ravrys eyxópevor тўс 
ie, of ато тӧу aipégeuv Tas Tpós Tuuó0«ov aÜerovouw ётиттоАё$. Ter- 
tullian (see above, under є) states that Marcion rejected from his canon 
(recusaverit) the Epistles to Timothy and Titus. And Jerome, Prol. ad 
Titum, vol. vii. p. 685, says: “Licet non sint digni fide qui fidem 
primam irritam fecerunt, Marcionem loquor et Basilidein et omnes hære- 
ticos qui vetus laniant testamentum: tamen eos aliqua ex parte ferre- 
mus, si saltem in novo continerent manus suas, et non auderent Christi 

(ut ipsi jactitant) boni Dei Fili, vel Evangelistas violare, vel Apostolos 
T ut enim de ceteris Epistolis taceam, de quibus quicquid contra- 
rium suo dogmati viderant, eraserunt, nonnullas integras repudiandas 

See other slighter parallels in Lardner and Davidson, ubi supra. Tho n тйс 
GeoreBelas uva Tfipov, commonly adduced from Justin (in Eus. H. E. iii. 27), is not his, 
but forms part of the text of Eusebius. See Huther, Einl. p. 35. 

5 Sce on Baur's attempt to meet this, below, par. 14 note. 
7 Lardner gives $s 8:84ске ўказ Bixaiowpayety, kal eboeBeiy ка) калотон >, as AN 

allusion to Tit. ii. 11, 12: but it is far too slight. a 
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crediderunt, ad Timotheum videlicet utramque, ad Hebreos, et ad Titum, 
quam nunc conamur exponere . . . . Sed Tatianus, Encratitarum 
patriarches, qui et ipse nonnullas Pauli Epistolas repudiavit, hanc vel 
maxime, id est, ad Titum, Apostoli pronunciandam credidit, parvipendens 
Marcionis et aliorum, qui cum eo in hac parte consentiunt, assertionem." 
This last fact, Tatian's acceptance of the Epistle to Titus, Huther thinks 

тау be accounted for by the false teachers in that Epistle being more 
expressly designated as Jews, ch. i. 10, 14; iii. 9. 

5. From their time to the beginning of the present century, the 
authenticity of the Pastoral Epistles remained unquestioned. At that 
time, Schmidt (J. E. C.) first, and afterwards Schleiermacher (in his 
Letters to Gass, 1807) attacked the genuineness of the first Epistle to 
Timothy: which on the other hand, was defended by Planck, Wegscheider, 
and Beckhaus. It soon began however to be seen, that from the close 
relation of the three Epistles, the arguments which Schleiermacher had 
used against one, would apply to all: and accordingly first Eichhorn, and 
then not so decidedly De Wette, denied the genuineness of all three. 

6. The latter Commentator, in his- Introduction (1826), combined the 
view of Schleiermacher, that 1 Tim. was a compilation from the other 
two, with that of Eichhorn, that all three were not the genuine produc- 

tions of St. Paul: but at the same time allowed to the consent of the 
Church in all ages so much weight, that his view influenced only the 
historical origin of the Epistles, not their credit and authority. 

7. This mere negative ground was felt to be unsatisfactory: and Eich- 
horn soon put forth a positive hypothesis, that the Epistles were written 
by some disciple of St. Paul, with & view of collecting together his oral 
injunctions respecting the constitution of the Church. This was 
adopted by Schott, with the further conjecture that St.'Luke was the 
author. | 

8. The defenders of the Epistles found it not difficult to attack such 
a position as this, which was raised on mere conjecture after all: and 
Baur, on the other hand, remarked’, “ We have no sufficient resting- 

place for our critical judgment, as long as we only lay down that the 
Epistles are not Pauline: we must have established some positive data 
which transfer them from the Apostle's time into another age." Ас- 
cordingly, he himself has laboured to prove them to have been written 
in the time of the Marcionite heresy ; and their author to have been 
one who, not having the ability himself to attack the Gnostic positions, 

thought to uphold the Pauline party by putting his denunciations of it 
into the mouth of the Apostle. 

8 Hug, Bertholdt, Feilmoser, Guerike, Böhl, Curtius, Klug, Heydenreich, Mack. 

See Huther, Einleitung, p. 38, from which many of tho particulars in the text are 
taken. 

* Die sogenn. Pustoralbriefe des Apostel Paulus aufs neue Kritisch untersucht, 1836. 
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Ө. This view of Baur’s has been, however, very far from meeting with 

general adoption, even among the impugners of the genuineness of our 
Epistles. The new school of Tiibingen have alone accepted it with 
favour. De Wette himself, in the later editions of his Handbuch (I 
quote from that of 1847), though he is stronger than ever against the 
three Epistles, does not feel satisfied with the supposed settling of the 
question by Baur. He remarks, “ According to Baur, the Epistles were 
written after the middle of the second century, subsequently to the 
appearance of Marcion and other Gnostics. But, inasmuch as the allu- 
sions to Marcion, on which he builds this hypothesis, are by no means 
certain, and the testimonies of the existence of the Pastoral Epistles 
stand in the way (for it is hardly probable that the passage in Polycarp, 
c. 4 [see above, par. 2], can have been the original of 1 Tim. vi. 7, 10): 
it seems that we must assume an earlier date for the Epistles,—some- 
where about the end of the first century. 

10. With this last dictum of De Wette's, adverse criticism has 

resumed its former uncertain footing, and is reduced to the mere nega- 

tive complexion which distinguished it before the appearance of Baur's 
first work. We have then merely to consider it as a negation of the 
Pauline origin of the Epistles, and to examine the grounds on which 
that negation rests. These may be generally stated under the three 
following heads : 

I. The historical difficulty of finding a place for the writing of the 
three Epistles during the lifetime of St. Paul: 

II. The apparent contact with various matters and persons who be- 
long to a later age than that of the Apostles: and 

III. The peculiarity of expressions and modes of thought, both of 
which diverge from those in St. Paul's recognized Epistles. 

11. Of the first of these I shall treat below, in the section Оп the 
times and places of writing." It may suffice here to anticipate merely 
the general conclusion to which I have there come, viz. that they belong 
to the latest period of our Apostle's life, after his liberation from the 
imprisonment of Acts xxviii. Thus much was necessary in order to our 
discussion of the two remaining grounds of objection. 

12. As regards objection II., three subordinate pointe require notice : 
(а) The heretics, whose views and conduct are opposed in all three 

Epistles. 
It is urged that these belonged to later times, and their tenets to 

systems undeveloped in the apostolic age. In treating of the various 
places where they are mentioned, I have endeavoured to shew that the 
tenets and practices predicated of them will best find their explanation 
by regarding them as the marks of a state of transition between Judaism, 

1 Handbuch: allgemeine Bemerkungen über die Pastoralbriefe, p. 191. 
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through its ascetic form, and Gnosticism proper, as we afterwards find 
16 developed *. 

18. The traces of Judaism in the heretics of the Pastoral Epistles are 
numerous and unmistakeable. They professed to be vopodddéoxador 
(1 Tim. i. 7): commanded dréyeoOar Вроратоу (ib. iv. 3): are expressly 
stated to consist of рёМота of ёк eri, (Tit. i. 10): caused men 
sposéxew "Тохдаїікоїѕ pido (ib. 14): brought in pdyes vojuxás (ib. 
iii. 9). 

14. At the same time, the traces of incipient Gnosticism are equally 
apparent. It has been thought best, in the notes on 1 Tim. i. 4, to 
take that acceptation of yeveadoyla:, which makes it point to those lists 
of Gnostic emanations, so familiar to us in their riper forms in after 
history: in ch. iv. 8 ff., we find the seeds of Gnostic dualism ; and though 
that passage is prophetic, we may fairly conceive that it points to the 
future development of symptoms already present. In ib. vi. 20, we read 
of yevdevepos vci, an expression which has furnished Baur with one 
of his strongest objections, as betraying & post-apostolic origin*. But, 
granted the reference to gnosis, Gnostically so called, neither Baur nor 
any one else has presumed to say, when the term began to be so used. 
For our present purpose, the reference is clear. Again in 2 Tim. ii. 17, 
18, we read of some of them explaining away the resurrection of the 
body, saying that it has passed already,—a well-known error of the Gnos- 
tics (see note in loc.). 

15. It remains that we should shew two important facts, which may 
influence the reader’s mind concerning both the nature of these heretics, 
and date of our Epistles. First, they are not the Judaizers of the 
Apostle’s earlier Epistles. These his former opponents were strong 
upholders of the law and its requirements: identify themselves plainly 
with the ‘certain men from Judæa’ of Acts xv. 1, in spirit and tenets: 
uphold circumcision, and would join it with the faith in Christ. Then 
as we proceed, we find them retaining indeed some of their former 
features, but having passed into a new phase, in the Epistle to the 
Colossians. There, they have added to their Judaizing tenets, various 
excrescences of will-worship and superstition: are described no longer 
as persons who would be under the law and Christ together, but as vain, 

з See 1 Tim. i. 9, 4, 6, 7, 19; iv. 1—7 ; vi. 8 ff.; 2 Tim. ii. 16—93; iii. 6—9, 13; 
iv. 4; Titus i. 10, 11, 14, 16; iii. 9, 10, — and notes. 

з Baur makes much of the passage of Hegesippus quoted above, par. 2, x, in which 
he says that this ve. yrdors first became prevalent after the Apostles were removed 
from the Church. On this he founds an argument that our Epistle could not have 
appeared till that time. But the passage as compared with the Epistle proves the 
very reverse. The yevddy. y». was secretly working in the Apostles’ time, and for that 
reason this caution was given: bat after their time it began to be openly к 
and came forth, as Hegesippus says, with uncovered head. 
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puffed up in their carnal mind, not holding the Head (see Prolegg. to 
Col., § ii. 10 ff.). 

16. The same character, or even a further step in their course, seems 
pointed out in the Epistle to the Philippians. There, they are not only 
Judaizers, not only that which we have already seen them, but yes, 

какої épyarat, ў кататорл) : and those who serve God in the power of 
His Spirit are contrasted with them. And here (Phil. iii. 13), we seem 
to find the first traces becoming perceptible of the heresy respecting the 
resurrection in 2 Tim. ii. 18, just as the preliminary symptoms of un- 
soundness on this vital point were evident in 1 Cor. xv. 

17. If now we pass on to our Epistles, we shall find the same pro- 
gress from legality to superstition, from superstition to godlessness, in 
a further and riper stage. Here we have more decided prominence given 
to the abandonment of the foundations of life and manners displayed by 
these false teachers. They had lost all true understanding of the law 
itself (1 Tim. i. 7): had repudiated a good conscience (ib. 19): are 
hypocrites and liars (ib. iv. 2), branded with the foul marks of moral 
crime (ib.): are of corrupt minds, using religion as a means of bettering 
themselves in this world (ib. vi. 5. Tit. i. 11): insidious and deadly in 
their advances, and overturning the faith (2 Tim. ii. 17) : proselytizing 
and victimizing foolish persons to their ruin (ib. iii. 6 ff.) : polluted and 
unbelieving, with their very mind and conscience defiled (Tit. i. 15) : 
confessing God with their mouths, but denying Him in their works, 
abominable and disobedient, and for every good work worthless (ib. i. 16). 

18. I may point out to the reader, how well such advanced description 
of these persons suits the character which we find drawn of those who 
are so held up to abhorrence in the later of the Catholic Epistles, and 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews: how we become convinced, as we pass 
down the apostolic age, that all its heresies and false teachings must 
be thought of as gradually converging to one point,—and that point, 
godlessness of life and morals. Into this, Judaism, onve so rigid, 

legality, once so apparently conscientious, broke and crumbled down. I 
may state my own conviction, from this phenomenon in our Pastoral 
Epistles, corroborated indeed by all their other phenomena, that we 
аге, in reading them, necessarily placed at a point of later and further 
development than in reading any other of the works of St. Paul. 

19. The second important point as regards these heretics is this: as 
they are not the Judaizers of former days, so neither are they the 
Gnostics of later days. Many minor points of difference might be 
insisted on, which will be easily traced out by any student of church 
history : I will only lay stress on one, which is in my mind fundamental 
and decisive. 

20. The Gnosticism of later days was eminently anti-judaistic. The 
Jewish Creator, the Jewish law and system, were studiously held in con- 
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tempt and abhorrence. The whole system had migrated, so to speak, 
from its Jewish standing-point, and stood now entirely over against it. 
And there can be little doubt, whatever other causes may have co- 
operated to bring about this change, that the great cause of it was the 
break-up of the Jewish hierarchy and national system with the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem and the temple. The heretical speculations had, so to 
speak, no longer any mooring-place in the permanence of the old law, 
and thus, rapidly drifting away drom it, soon lost sight of it altogether, 
and learned to despise it as a thing. gone by. Then the oriental and 
Grecian elements, which had before been in a state of forced and unna- 

tural fusion with Judaism, cast it out altogether, retaining only those 
traces of it which involved no recognition of its peculiar tenets. 

21. The false teachers then of our Epistles seem to hold a position 
intermediate to the Apostle's former Judaizing adversaries and the sub- 
sequent Gnostic heretics, distinct from both, and just at that point in 
the progress from the one form of error to the other, which would suit 
the period subsequent to the Epistle to the Philippians, and prior to the 
destruction of Jerusalem. There is therefore nothing in them and their 
characteristics, which can cast a doubt upon tbe genuineness of the 
Epistles. 

22. (b) [See above, par. 12], the ecclesiastical order subsisting when they 
were written. Baur aud De Wette charge the author of these Epistles 
with hierarchical tendencies. They hold that the strengthening and 
developing of the hierarchy, as we find it aimed at in the directions here 
given, could not have been an object with St. Paul. De Wette confines 
himself to this general remark: Baur goes further into detail. In his 
earlier work, on tbe Pastoral Epistles, he asserts, that in the genuine 

Pauline Epistles there is found no trace of any official leaders of the 
Churches (it must be remembered that with Baur, the genuine Epistles 
are only those to the Galatians, Corinthians, and Romans): whereas 
here those Churches are found in such a state of organization, that 
éxicxoro:, прес Витро, and Sidxovo: are significantly put forward: трес- 
Burepo according to him being the name for the collective body of 
church-rulers, and ётіскотос for that one of them who was singly entrusted 
with the government. In his later work ( Paulus u.s.w.'), he maintains 
that the Gnostics, as the first heretics proper, gave tbe first occasion for 
the foundation of the episcopal government of the Churches. But even 
granting this, the very assumption would prove the earlier origin of our 
Epistles: for in them there is not the slightest trace of episcopal 
government, in the later sense. Baur's own explanation of ётіскотоѕ 
differs entirely from that later sense. 

23. The fact is, that the form of Church government disclosed in our 
Epistles is of the simplest kind possible. The diaconate was certainly, 
in some shape or other, сотта! with the very infancy of the Church: 
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and the presbyterate was almost a necessity for every congregation. No 
Church could subsist without a government of some kind: and it would 
be natural that such an one as that implied in the presbyterate should 
arise out of the circumstances in every case. 

24. The directions also which are here given, are altogether of an 
ethical, not of an hierarchical kind. They refer to the selection of men, 
whose previous lives and relations in society afford good promise that 
they will discharge faithfully the trus& committed to them, and work 
faithfully and successfully in their office. The fact that no such direo- 
tions are found in the other Epistles, is easily accounted for: partly 
from the nature of the case, seeing that he is here addressing persons 
who were entrusted with this selection, whereas in those others no such 

matter is in question: partly also from the late date of these letters, 
the Apostle being now at the end of his own course,—seeing dangerous 
heresies growing up around the Church, and therefore anxious to give 
those who were to succeed him in its management, direction how to 
consolidate and secure it. 

25. Besides which, it is a pure assumption that St. Paul could not, 
from his known character, have been anxious in this matter. In the 

Acts, we find him ever most careful respecting the consolidation and 
security of the churches which he had founded: witness his journeys 
to inspect and confirm his converts (Acts xv. 86; xviii. 28), and that 
speech uttered from the very depth of his personal feeling and desire, 
to the presbytery of the Ephesian Church (ib. xx. 18—38). 

26. We must infer then, that there is nothing in the hinte respecting 
Church-government which these Epistles contain, to make it improbable 
that they were written by St. Paul towards the close of his life. 

27 (c) [See above, par. 12.] The institution of widows, referred to 
1 Tim. v. 9 ff., is supposed to be an indication of a later date. I have 
discussed, in the note there, the description and standing of these 
widows: holding them to be not, as Schleiermacher and Baur, dea- 
conesses, among whom in later times were virgins also, known by the 
name of хўра (ras maphévovs ras Aeyouévas xýpas, Ign. ad Smyrn. c. 18, 
p. 717), but as De W., al., an especial band of real widows, set apart, but 
not yet formally and finally, for the service of God and the Church. In 
conceiving such a class to have existed thus early, there is no difficulty : 
indeed nothing could be more natural: we already find traces of such 
a class in Acts ix. 41; and it would grow up and require regulating 
in every portion of the Church. On the és avôpòs ут, which is sup- 
posed to make another difficulty, see note, 1 Tim. iii. 2. 

28. Other details belonging to this objection II. are noticed and 
replied to in treating of the passages to which they refer. They 
are founded for the most part in unwarranted assumptions regarding 
the apostolic age and that which followed it: in forgetting that. there 
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must have been a blending of the one age into the other during 
that later section of the former and earlier section of the latter, of 

both of which we know so little from primitive history: that the 
forms of error which we find prevalent in the second century, must 
have had their origin and their infancy in an age previous: and that 
here as elsewhere, ‘the child is father of the man:’ the same charac- 

teristics, which we meet full-grown both in the heretics and in the 
Church of the second century, must be expected to occur in their 
initiative and less consolidated form in the latter days of the Apostles 
and their Church *. 

20. We come now to treat of objection III.,— the peculiarity of ex- 
pressions and modes of thought, both of which diverge from those in 
St. Paul's recognized Epistles. There is no denying that the Pastoral 
Epistles do contain very many peculiar words and phrases, and that the 
process of thought is not that which the earlier Epistles present. Still, 
our experience of men in general, and of St. Paul himself, should make 
us cautious how we pronounce hastily on a phenomenon of this kind. 
Men's method of expression changes with the circumstances among 
which they are writing, and the persons whom they are addressing. 
Assuming the late date for our Epistles which we have already men- 
tioned, the circumstances both of believers and false teachers had mate- 
riady changed since most of those other Epistles were written. And if 
it be said that on any hypothesis it cannot have been many years since 
the Epistles of the imprisonment, we may allege on the other hand the 
very great difference in subject, the fact that these three are addressed 
to his companions in the ministry, and contain directions for Church 
management, whereas none of the others contain any passages so ad- 
dressed or of such character. 

80. Another circumstance here comes to our notice, which may have 
modified the diction and style at least of these Epistles. Most of those 
others were written by the hand of an amanuensis; and not only so, 
but probably with the co-operation, as to form of expression and putting 
out of the material, of either that amanuensis or some other of his 

fellow-helpers. 'The peculiar character of these Pastoral Epistles forbids 
us from imagining that they were so written. Addressed to dear friends 
and valued colleagues in the ministry, it was not probable that he should 
have written them by the agency of others. Have we then, assuming 
that he wrote them with his own hand, any points of comparison in the 
other Epistles ? Сап we trace any resemblance to their peculiar diction 
in portions of those other Epistles which were undoubtedly or probably 
also autographic ? 

4 See the objection regarding the youth of Timotheus assumed in these Epistles, 
treated below in § ii., On the places and times of writing.’ | 
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81. The first unquestionably autographic Epistle which occurs to us 
is that to Philemon: which. has also this advantage for comparison, that 
it is written to an individual, and in the later portion of St. Paul's life. 
And it must be confessed, that we do not find here the resemblance of 

which we are in search. The single word evypyoros is the only point of 
contact between the unusual expressions of the two. It is true that 
the occasion and subject of the Epistle to Philemon were totally distinct 
from those of any of the Pastoral Epistles: almost all their draf Acyopeva 
are from the very nature of things excluded from it. Still I must admit 
that the dissimilarity is striking and not easily accounted for. I would 
not disguise the diffieulty which besets this portion of our subject: I 
would only endeavour to point out in what direction it ought to guide 
our inference from the phenomena. 

82. We have found reason to believe (see note on Gal. vi. 11) that 
the Epistle to the Galatians was of this same autographic character. 
Allowing for the difference of date and cireumstances, we may expect to 
find here some points of peculiarity in common. In both, false teachers 
are impugned: in both, the Apostle is eager and fervent, abrupt in 
expression, and giving vent to his own individual feelings. Апа here 
we do not seek in vain*. We find several unusual words and phrases 
common only to the two or principally occurring in them. Here again, 
however, the total difference of subject throughout a great portion of 
the Epistle to the Galatians prevents any very great community of 
expression. 

83. We have a very remarkable addition to the Epistle to the Romans 
in the doxology, ch. xvi. 25, 26; appended to it, as we have there in- 

5 I set down a list of the principal similarities which I have observed between the 
diction of the Gal. and the Pastoral Epp.: 

1. rod Bórros éaurdy wep) x. r. A., Gal. i. 4: compare ó ods éavri» üprlAvrpor rèp 
K. T. A., 1 Tim. ii. 6; bs LN davrdy rèp ўиёу, Tit. ii. 14. These are the only 

places where this expressiou is used of our Lord. 
2. els robs alórvas ray alóvev, Gal. i. 5: compare the same expression in 1 Tim. i. 

17, 2 Tim. iv. 18. The only other places where it occurs is in the last Epistle of 
the imprisonment, Phil. iv. 20. 

8. жроёкотто», Gal. i. 14, found in 2 Tim. ii. 16, iii. 9, 13, and Rom. xiii. 12 only in 

St. Раш, 
4. 1800 ёубтіо» ToU Өєоб, Gal. 1. 20: the expression è» т. 0. occurs elsewhere fre- 

quently in St. Paul, but in this asseverative sense is found only їп the Past. Epp.: 
1 Tim. v. 21, vi. 18, 2 Tim. ii. 14 (xvpfov), iv. 1. 

5. rs, Gal. ii. 9: in St. Paul, 1 Tim. iii. 15 only. 
6. àvésro, Gal. iii. 1: in St. Paul (Rom. i. 14), 1 Tim. vi. 9, Tit. iii. 3 only. 
7. pealrns, Gal. iii. 20: in St. Paul (three times in Hebrews), 1 Tim. ii. 6 only. 
8. aris, objective, Gal. v. 5: compare Tit. ii. 13. 

9. rrebuari Ќуєсбе, Gal. v. 18: construction, with &уода‹ (Rom. viii. 14), 2 Tim. 
iii, 6 only. 

10. cap löl, Gal. vi. 9: found 1 Tim. il. 6, vi. 15, Tit. i. 8 only. 
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ferred, in later times by the Apostle himself, as a thankful effusion of 
his fervent mind. That addition is in singular accordance with the 
general style of these Epistles. We may almost conceive him to have 
taken his pen off from writing one of кыз and to have written it under 
the same impulse. 

34. There remain, however, many expressions and ideas not elsewhere 
found. Such are -wràs é Myos, 1 Tim. i. 15; iii. 1; iv. 9: 2 Tim. ii. 
11: Tit. iii. 8,—a phrase dwelling much at this time on the mind of the 
writer, but finding its parallel at other times in his favourite mioròs 
& Gees, and the like: cf. 1 Cor. i. 9; x. 13: 2 Cor. i. 18: 1 Thess. 

v. 24: 2 Thess. iii. 8:—eócéB«a, едсеВәѕ, 1 Tim. ii. 2; iii. 16; iv. 7; 
vi. 11: 2 Tim. iii. б, 12: Tit. i. 1; ii. 12, —of which we can only say 
that occurring as it does in this peculiar sense only here and in 2 Peter, 
we should be disposed to ascribe its use to the fact of the word having 
at the time become prevalent in the Church as a compendious term for 
the religion of Christians :—ev$pev and its derivatives, 1 Tim. ii. 9, 15; 

iii. 2: 2 Tim. i. 7: Tit. i. 8; ii. 2, 4 ff., 12,—a term by no means strange 
to the Apostle's other writings, cf. Rom. xii. 8: 2 Cor. v. 18, but pro- 
bably coming into more frequent use as the necessity for the quality 
itself became more and more apparent in the settlement of the Church 
(cf. also 1 Pet. iv. 7) :—éyujs, óyiaívew, of right doctrine, 1 Tim. i. 10; 
vi. 8: 2 Tim. i. 18; iv. 8: Tit. i. 9, 18; ii. 1 f., 8,—one of the most 

eurious peculiarities of our Epistles, and only to be ascribed to the pre- 
valence of the image in the writer's mind at the time, arising probably 
from the now apparent tendency of the growing heresies to corrupt the 
springs of moral action :—pé@er, 1 Tim. i. 4; iv. 7: 2 Tim. iv. 4: Tit. i. 
14,—to be accounted for by the fact of the heretical legends having now 
assumed such definite shape as to deserve this name, cf. also 2 Pet. i. 

* 'The actual verbal accordances are frequent, but even less striking than the general 
similarity : 

ver. 25. ebayyéAidy pov: (Rom. ii. 16) 2 Tim. ii. 8 only. 
whpvypa (1 Cor. i. 21, ii. 4, xv. 14): 2 Tim. iv. 17, Tit. i. 3 only. 
Хрбуоіз alevlas: 2 Tim. i. 9, Tit. i. 2 only. 

тег. 26. фағерюббутоѕ in this sense, St. Paul elsewhere, but also 1 Tim. iii. 16, 
2 Tim. i. 10, Tit. i. 8. 

кат” ётстауђ» . . . dos, (1 Cor. vii. 6, 2 Cor. viii. 8,) 1 Tim. i. 1, Tit. i. 3 only. 
péry софе 09 : 1 Tim. i. 17, var. readd. 

I may add to these instances, those of accordance between the Pastoral Epistles and 

the speech of St. Paul in Acts xx.: viz. 
8pónos, found only Acts xiii. 26, xx. 24, 2 Tim. iv. 7. 
жерггомісда, Paul, only Acts xx. 28, 1 Tim. iii. 18. 

Iparicuós, Paul, only Acta xx. 88, 1 Tim. ii. 9. 

ériOvpéw, with a gen., only Acts хх. 83, 1 Tim. iii. 1. 
Ad yo ToU xuplov, Acts xx. 35, 1 Tim. vi. 8. 
ürriAauBdreafa:, Paul, only Acts xx. 85, 1 Tim. vi. 2. 

for wposéxew, with a dative, see next paragraph. 
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16 :—fyrjoas, 1 Tim. i. 4; vi. 4: 2 Tim. ii. 28: Tit. ш. 9, —which ex- 

pression, if not exactly applied to erroneous speculations, is yet used 
elsewhere of disputes about theological questions; cf. Acts xv. 2; xxv. 
20 (John iii. 25); the difference of usage is easily accounted for by 
the circumstances :—ётфаува, ifistead of rapovola, 1 Tim. vi. 14: 2 Tim. 
iv. 1, 8: Tit. ii. 18,—which has a link uniting it to 2 Thess. ii. 8, and 

may have been, as indeed many others in this list, a word in familier use 
among the Apostle and his companions, and so used in writing to them: 
—teowérns, for куро, in the secular sense of master, 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2: 
2 Tim. ii. 21: Tit. ii. 9,—which is certainly remarkable, St. Paul's 
word being «pus, Eph. vi. 5, 9: Col. ili. 22; iv. 1,—and of which 

I know no explanation but this possible one, that the Eph. and Col. 
being written simultaneously, and these three also near together, there 
would be no reason why he might not use one expression at one time 
and the other at another, seeing that the idea never occurs again in his 
writings : —аруєісбои, 1 Tim. v. 8: 2 Tim. ii. 12 f.; iü. 5: Tit. i. 16; 
ii. 12,—common to our Epistles with 2 Pet., 1 John, and Jude, but 

never found in the other Pauline writings; and of which the only 
account that can be given is, that it must have been a word which came 
into use late as expressing apostasy, when the fact itself became usual, 
being taken from our Lord's own declarations, Matt. x. 38, &. :— 
vapacreioÓa, 1 Tim. iv. 7; v. 11: 2 Tim. ii. 28: Tit. iii. 10,—a word 

the links of whose usage are curious. It is confined to St. Luke and 
St. Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews. We have it thrice in the 
parable of the great supper, Luke xiv. 18, 19: then in the answer ol 
Paul to Festus, in all probability made by himself in Greek, Acts xxv. 
11: and Heb. xii. 19, 25 bis. We may well say of it, that the thing 
introduced the word: had the Apostle had occasion for it in other 
Epistles, he would have used it: but he has not (the same may be 
said of yeveadoyiat, 1 Tim. i. 4: Tit. ii. 9 ;—paraióAoyos, -үѓа, 1 Tim. 
i. 6: Tit. i. 10 ;—revopwviai, 1 Tim. vi. 20: 2 Tim. ii. 16 ;—Aoyopaxía:, 
-e, 1 Tim. vi. 4: 2 Tim. ii. 14;—тарабйку, 1 Tim. vi. 20: 2 Tim. i. 

12, 14) :—eúmp, spoken of God, —1 Tim. i. 1; ii. 3; iv. 10: Tit. i. 8; 

li. 10, common also to Luke (i. 47) and Jude (25): the account of 
which seems to be, that it was a purely Jewish devotional expression, 
as we have 16 in the Magnifieat,—and not thus absolutely used by the 
Apostles, in their special proclamation of the Son of God in this cha- 
racter ;—we may observe that St. Jude introduces it with the limitation 
8:4 "тоо xp. той куроо Tv ;— but in familiar writing one to another, 

when there was no danger of the mediatorship of Jesus being forgotten, 
this true and noble expression seems still to have been usual :—BéPn os, 
1 Tim. i. 9; iv. 7; vi. 20: 2 Tim. ii. 16,—common only to Heb. (xii. 
16),—an epithet interesting, as bringing with it the fact of the progress 
of heresy from doctrine to practice, as also does ávómws, 1 Tim. i. 9; 
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2 Tim. iii 2:—BaPeBarodabau, 1 Tim. i. 7: Tit. iii. 8, a word but 
slightly differing in meaning, and in its composition with dd (a natural 
addition in later times), from BeSaoiv, which is a common expression 
with our Apostle, Rom. xv. 8: 1 Cor. i. 6, 8: 2 Cor. i. 21: Col. ii. 7 
(Heb. ii. 8; xiii. 9): — wposéxew, with a dat., 1 Tim. i. 4; iii. 8; iv. 1, 
18: Tit. i 14,—found also frequently in St. Luke, Luke xii. 1; xvii. 
8; xxi. 84: Acts v. 35; viii. 6, 10, 11; xvi. 14: xx. 28 (Paul), and 

Heb. ii. 1; vii. 13: 2 Pet. i. 19:—a word testifying perhaps to the 
influence on the Apostle's style of the expressions of one who was so 
constantly and faithfully his companion :—éxoppvjoxey, 2 Tim. ii. 14: 
Tit. iii. 1 (2 Pet. i. 12: 8 John 10: Jude 5) :—a word naturally coming 
into use rather as time drew on, than “in the beginning of the Gospel :” 
——@котрёкеобол, ёктр., 2 Tim. iii. 5: 1 Tim. i. 6; v. 15; vi. 20: 2 Tim. 
iv. 4 (Heb. xii. 13),—words owing their use to the progress of heresy ; 
which may be said also of ácroxeiv, 1 Tim. i. 6; vi. 21: 2 Tim. ii. 18,— 

and of rupota@a, 1 Tim. iii. 6; vi. 4: 2 Tim. iii. 4:—&e. &c. : 
85. There seems no reason why any of the above peculiarities of diction 

should be considered as imperilling the authenticity of our Epistles. 
The preceding paragraph will have shewn, that of many of them, some 
account at least may be given: and when we reflect how very little we 
know of the circumstances under which they were used, it appears far 
more the part of sound criticism to let such difficulties stand unsolved, 
under a sense that we have not the clue to them, than at once and rashly 
to pronounce on them, as indicative of a spurious origin. 

86. Another objection brought by De Wette against our Epistles 
seems to me to make so strikingly and decisively for them, that I can- 
not forbear giving it in his own words before commenting upon it: In 
the composition of all three Epistles we have this common peculiarity,— 
that from that which belongs to the object of the Epistle, and is besides 
for the most part of general import, the writer is ever given to digress 
to general truths, or so-called common-places (1 Tim. i. 15; ii. 4—6; 
lii. 16; iv. 8—10: 2 Tim. i. 9 f.; п. 11—18, 19—21; iii. 12, 16: Tit. 
ii. 11—14; iii. 3—7), and that even that which is said by way of con- 
iradiction or enforcing attention, appears in this form (1 Tim. i. 8—10; 
iv. 4 f.; vi. 6—10: 2 Tim. ii. 4—6: Tit. i. 15). With this is com- 
bined another peculiarity common to them, that after such digressions 
or general instructions, the writer’s practice is to recur, or finally to 
appeal to and fall back on previous exhortations or instructions given to 
his correspondent (1 Tim. iii. 14 f.; iv. 6, 11; vi. 2, 5 [rec.]: 2 Tim. 
ji. 7, 14; ii. 6: Tit. ii. 15; iii. 8).” In commenting on this, I would 
ask, what could be more natural than both these phenomena, under the 
circumstances, supposing St. Paul their author? Is it not the tendency 
of an instructor writing to his pupil to make these compendious refer- 
eaces to truths well known and established between them? Would not 
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this especially be the case, as age drew on, and affectionate remembrance 
took the place of present and watchful instruction? We have hardly 
a stronger evidence for the authenticity of our Epistles, than our finding 
them so exactly corresponding with what we might expect from Paul 
the aged towards his own sons in the faith. His restless energies are 
stil at work: we see that the évduvdzwors will keep him toiling to the 
end in his olxovouía: but those energies have changed their com- 
plexion: they have passed from the dialectic character of his former 
Epistles, from the wonderful capacity of intricate combined ratiocination 
of his subsequent Epistles, to the urging, and repeating, and dilating 
upon truths which have been the food of hislife: there is a resting on 
former conclusions, a stating of great truths in concentrated and almost 
rhythmical antithesis, a constant citation of the ‘temporis acti,’ which 
lets us into a most interesting phase of the character of the great 
Apostle. We see here rather the succession of brilliant sparks, than 
the steady flame: burning words indeed and deep pathos, but not the 
flower of his firmness, as in his discipline of the Galatians, not the noon 

of his bright warm eloquence, as in the inimitable Psalm of Love 
(1 Cor. xiii.). 

37. We may also notice, as I have pointed out in the notes on 
1 Tim. i. 11 ff, a habit of going off, not only at a word, or into some 

collateral subject, as we find him doing in all his writings, but on the 
mention of any thing which reminds him of God's mercies to himeelf, 

or of his own sufferings on behalf of the Gospel, into a digression on 
his own history, or feelings, or hopes. See 1 Tim. i. 11 ff.; ii. 7: 2 Tim. 
i. 11 ff, 15 ff.; i. 9, 10; iii. 10 f.; iv. 6 ff. These digressions do not 
occur in the Epistle to Titus, perhaps on account of the less intimate 
relation which subsisted between him and the Apostle. I cannot help 
considering them also as deeply interesting, betokening, as I have there 
expressed it in the note, advancing age; and that faster hold of indi- 
vidual habits of thought, and mannerisms, which characterizes the 
decline of life. 

88. De Wette brings another objection against our Epistles, which 
seems to me just as easily to bear urging on the other side as the last. 
It is, the constant moral reference of all that is here said respecting the 
faith: the idea that error is ever combined with evil conscience, the 

true faith with good conscience. From what has been already said, it 
wil be seen how naturally such a treatment of the subject sprung out 
of the progress of heresy into ethical corruption which we have traced 
through the later part of the apostolic age: how true all this was, and 
how necessary it was thus to mark broadly the line between that faith, 
which was the only guarantee for purity of life, and those perversions 
of it, which led downwards to destruction of the moral sense and of 
practical virtue. 
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89. When however in his same paragraph (Allgem. Bemerkungen üb. 
die Pastoralbriefe, p. 117 c) he assumes that the writer gives a validity 
to moral desert, which stands almost in contradiction to the Pauline 

doctrines of grace, and cites 1 Tim. ii. 15; iii, 18; iv. 8; vi. 18 ff.: 
2 Tim. iv. 8, to confirm this,—I own I am quite unable to see any in- 
consistency in these passages with the doctrine of grace as laid down, or 
assumed, in the other Epistles. See Rom. ii. 6—10: 1 Cor. iii. 14; ix. 
17, 25; xv. 58: Phil. i. 19, and many other places, in which the foun- 
dation being already laid of union with Christ by faith, and salvation by 
His grace, the carrying on and building up of the man of God in good 
works, and reward according to the measure of the fruits of the Spirit, 

are quite as plainly insisted on as any where in these Epistles. 
40. De Wette also finds what he calls, an apology for the law, and 

an admission of its possessing an ethical use, in 1 Tim. i. 8, In my 
notes on that passage, I have seen reason to give it altogether a different 
bearing: but even admitting the fact, I do not see how it should be any 
more inconsistent with St. Paul’s measure of the law, than that which 
he says of it in Rom. vii, And when he objects that the wniversaliem 
of these Epistles (1 Tim. п. 4; iv. 10; Tit.ii. 11), although in itself 
Pauline, does not appear in the same polemioal contrast, as e. g. in Rom. 
iii. 29,—this seems very trifling in fault-finding: nothing on the con- 
trary can be more finely and delicately in accordance with his former 
maintenance against all impugners of God's universal purpose of salvation 
to all mankind, than that he should, even while writing to one who did not 

doubt of that great truth, be constant to his own habit of asserting it. 
41. There are many considerations pressed by the opponents of the 

Pauline authorship, which we can only mention and pass by. Some of 
them will be found incidentally dealt with in the notes: with others the 
student, who has hitherto followed the course of these remarks, will 
know how himself to deal. As usual, the similarities to, as well as discre- 
pancies from, the other Epistles, are adduced as signs of spuriousness’. 
The three Epistles, and especially the first to Timothy, are charged with 
poverty of sentiment, with want of connexion, with unworthiness of the 
Apostle as author. On this point no champion of the Epistles could 
so effectually defeat the opponents, as they have defeated themselves. 
Schleiermacher, holding 1 Tim. to be compiled out of the other two, 
finds it in all these respects objectionable and below the mark: Baur 
will not concede this latter estimate, and De Wette charges Schleier- 

ғ Huther gives a list of parallels against which this objection has been brought, and 

I transcribe it, that the reader may judge and refute for himse]f: 1 Tim. i. 12—14, as 

compared with 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10: 1 Tim. ii. 11, 12, with 1 Cor. xiv. 84, 85: 2 Tim, і. 

3—5, with Rom. i. 8 ff.: ii.6, with 1 Cor. ix. 24: ii. 6, with 1 Cor. ix. 7 ff.: li. 8, with 

Rom. i. 3: ii. 11, with Rom. vi.8: ii. 20, with Rom, ix. 21 : iii. 2 ff., with Rom. i. 29 fl.: 

iv. 6, with Phil. ii. 17 : Tit. i. 1—4, with Rom. i. 1 ff. 
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macher with having failed to penetrate the sense of the writer, and 

found faults, where a more thorough exposition must pronounce a more 
favourable judgment. These differences may well serve to strike out 
the argument, and indeed all such purely subjective estimates, from the 
realms of biblical criticism. 

42. A word should be said on the smaller, but not less striking indi- 
cations of genuineness, which we here find. Such small, and even 

trifling individual notices, as we here meet with, can hardly have pro- 
ceeded from a forger. Of course a careful falsarius may have taken 
care to insert such, as would fall in with the known or supposed state of 
the Apostle himself and his companions at the time: a shrewd and skilful 
one would invent such, as might further any views of his own, or of the | 

Churches with which he was connected: but I must say I do not covet 
the judgment of that critic, who can ascribe such a notice as that of 2 Tim. 
iv. 18, rov феди» ôr &фтёМлгоу èv Tpwdd: тард Карте epyopevos фёре, xai 
тё BBa, рамата ras рерВрауаѕ, to either the caution or the skill of a 
forger. What possible motive there could be for inserting such minute 
particulars, unexampled in the Apostle’s other letters, founded on no inci- 
dent in history, tending to no result,—might well baffle the acutest 

observer of the phenomena of falsification to declare. 
43. A concession by Baur himself.should not be altogether passed 

over. St. Paul in his farewell discourse, Acts xx. 29, 30, speaks thus: 

dy ofda бт: elsehevcovrat pera tiv афу pov Айко. Bapeis els pâs pù 
deddpevor ToU rowuviov, xol ef pôv abrüv dvacrncovras dvôpes Aadoivres 
Sceorpappéva тоў aroorgy Tous рабјтӣ dricw éavrév. Baur confesses that 
here the defenders of the Epistles have firm ground to stand on. “Неге 
we see,” he continues, “the Apostle anticipating just what we find more 
in detail in the Pastoral Epistles.” But then he proceeds to set aside 
the validity of the inference, by quietly disposing of the farewell discourse, 
as written “ post eventum.” For those who look on that discourse very 
differently, his concession has considerable value. 

44. I would state then the general result to which I have come from 
all these considerations : 

1. External testimony in favour of the genuineness of our Epistles 
is so satisfactory, as to suggest no doubt on the point of their 
universal reception in the earliest times. 

2. The objections brought against the genuineness by its oppo- 
nents, on internal grounds, are not adequate to set it aside, or 
even to raise a doubt on the subject in a fair-judging mind. 

45. I therefore rest in the profession of the Epistles themselves, and 
the universal belief of Christians, that they were VERITABLY WRITTEN 
BY Sr. PAUL’. 

5 І have preferred in this section giving those considerations which influence most 
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SECTION II. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. A difficult problem yet remains: to assign, during the life of the 
Apostle, a time for the writing, which will suit the phenomena of these 
Epistles. 

2. It will have been abundantly seen by what has preceded, that 
I cannot consent to place them in any portion of St. Paul's apostolic 
labours recorded in the Acts. All the data with which they themselves 
furnish us, are against such a supposition. And most of allis the state 
of heresy and false teaching, ae indicated by their common evidence. 
No amount of ingenuity will suffice to persuade us, that there could 
have been during the long sojourn of the Apostle at Ephesus in Acts 
xix., such false teachers as those whose characters have been examined in 

the last section. No amount of ingenuity again will enable us to con- 
ceive a state of the Church like that which these Epistles disclose to us, 
at any time of that period, extending from the year 54 to 63, during 
which the other Epistles were written. Those who have attempted to 
place the Pastoral Epistles, or any of them, in that period, have been 
obliged to overlook all internal evidence, and satisfy themselves with 
fulfilling the requirements of external circumstances. 

3. It will also be seen, that I cannot consent to separate these 
Epistles widely from one another, so as to set one in the earlier, and the 

others in the later years of the Apostle's ministry. On every account, 
they must stand together. Their style and diction, the motives which 
they furnish, the state of the Church and of heresy which they describe, 
are the same in all three: and to one and the same period must we 
assign them. 

4. This being so, they necessarily belong to the latest period of the 
Apostle's life. The concluding notices of the Second Epistle to Timotheus 
forbid us from giving an earlier date to that, and consequently to the 
rest. And no writer, as far as I know, has attempted to place that 
Epistle, supposing it St. Paul’s, at any date except the end of his Ше”. 

my own mind, to entering at full length on all the bearings of the subject. The reader 
will find a very good and terse compendium of the objections and their answers in 
Conybeare and Howson, vol. ii. pp. 657—660, edn. 2: and a full and elaborate discussion 
of both in Dr. Davidson's Introduction to the N. T. vol. iii. pp. 100—153. That 
portion of Dr. Davidson's work is very well and thoroughly done, in which he shews 
the insuperable difficulties which beset the hypothesis of a scholar of St. Paul having 
forged the Epistles at the end of the first century, as De Wette supposes. Huther’s 
and Wiesingers Einleitungen also contain full and able discussions of the whole 
question ; especially the latter. 

* De Wette has fallen into a curious blunder ia carrying out his own hypothesis. 
He argues that 1 Tim. must have been written after 2 Tim., because we find Hyme- 
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б. The question then for us is, What was that latest period of his 
life? Is it to be placed at the end of the first Roman imprisonment, 
or are we to conceive of him as liberated from that, and resuming his 
apostolic labours ? 

6. Let us first try the former of these hypotheses. It has been 
adopted by chronologers of considerable note: lately, by Wieseler and 
Dr. Davidson. We approach it, laden as it is with the weight of (to us) 
the insuperable objection on internal grounds, stated above. We feel 
that no amount of chronological suitableness will induce us complacently 
to put these Epistles in the same age of the Church with those to the 
Ephesians, Colossians, and Philippians. But we would judge the hypo- 
thesis here on its own merely external grounds. 

7. In order for it to stand, we must find some occasion, previous to 
the tmprisonment, when St. Paul may have left Timotheus at Ephesus, 
himself proceeding to Macedonia. And this time must of course be 
subsequent to St, Paul’s first visit to Ephesus, Acts xviii. 20, 21, when 
the Church there was founded, if indeed it can be said to have been 
then founded. On his departure then, he did not go into Macedonia, but 
to Jerusalem; which alone, independently of all other considerations, 
excludes that occasion !, 

8. His second visit to Ephesus was that long one related in Acts xix., 
the тритіа of Acts xx, 31, the éy Svo of xix. 10, which latter, however, 
need not include the whole time. When he left Ephesus at the end of 
this time, after the tumult, den wopevOnvas els тўу Maxedoviay, which 
seems at first sight to have a oertain relation to ropevdpevos eis Maxe- 
Soviay of 1 Tim. i. 3. But on examination, this relation vanishes: for 
in Acts xix. 22, we read that, intending to go to Jerusalem by way of 
Macedonia and Achaia, he sent off from Ephesus, before his own depar- 
ture, Timotheus and Erastus: so that he could not have left Timotheus 

behind in Ephesus. Again, in 1 Tim. iii. 14, he hopes to return to 
Ephesus shortly. But we find no trace of such an intention, and no 
attempt to put it in force, in the history. And besides, even if Timotheus, 
as has sometimes been thought from 1 Cor. xvi. 11, did return to Ephesus 
before the Apostle left it, and in this sense might have been left there 
on his departure, we must then suppose him to have almost immediately 
deserted the charge entrusted to him; for he is again, in the autumn of 

nsus, who is mentioned with reprobation, apparently for the first time, in 2 Tim. ii. 
17 f.,—in a farther stage of reprobation, judged and condemned, in 1 Tim. i. 20. He 
forgets that, the two Epistles being according to him forgeries, with no real circum- 
stances whatever as their basis, such reasoning is good for nothing. He is in fact 
arguing from their genuineness to their spuriousness. 

1 This was however supposed by Calvin to have been the time of writing 1 Tim.: on 
ch. iij. 14.—“ omnino enim sperabat se venturum: ut venisse probabile est, si hanc 
epistolam scripsit quo tempore Phrygiam peragrabat: sicuti refert Lucas Act. xviii. 29." 
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57, with St. Paal in Macedonia in 2 Cor. i. 1, and in Corinth in the 

winter (Rom. xvi. 21), and returned to Asia thence with him, Acts xx. 
4: and thus, as Wieseler remarks, the whole scope of our Epistle, the 
ruling and ordering of the Ephesian Church during the Apostle's 
absence, would be defeated. Grotius suggested, and Bertholdt adopted, 

a theory that the Epistle might have been sent on St. Paul’s return 
from Achaia to Asia, Acts xx. 4, and that Timotheus may, instead of 

remaining in Troas on that occasion, as related Acts xx. 5, have gone 
direct to Ephesus, and there received the Epistle. But, apart from all 
other difficulties’, how exceedingly improbable, that such an Epistle 
should have preceded only by a few weeks the farewell discourse of Acts 
xx. 18—85, and that he should have sent for the elders to Miletus, 
though he himself had expressed, and continually alluded to in the 
Epistle, an intention of visiting Ephesus shortly ! 

9. These difficulties have led to a hypothesis that the journey from 
Ephesus is one unrecorded in the Acts, occurring during the long visit 
of Acts xix. That during that time a journey to Corinth did take place, 
we have inferred from the data furnished in the Epistles to the Corin- 
thians: see Prolegg. to Vol. II. ch. iii. $ v. During that journey, 
Timotheus may have been left there. This conjecture is at least worthy 
of full discussion: for it seems to fulfil most of the external requirements 
of the first Epistle. 

10. Mosheim, who was its originator, held the journey to Greece to 
have taken place very early in the three years’ visit to Ephesus, and to 
have lasted nine months,—thus accounting for the difference between 
the two years and three monthe of Acts xix. 8, 10, and the three years of 
Acts xx. 81. Wieseler*, however, has so far regarded the phenomena of 

the Epistle iteelf, as to shew that it would be very unlikely that the false 
teachers had early in that visit assumed such consistency and acquired 
such influence: and besides, we must assume, from the intimation in 

1 Tim. i. 8 ff., that the false teachers had already gained some notoriety, 
and were busy in mischief, before the Apostle's departure, 

11. Schrader‘, the next upholder of the hypothesis, makes the Apostle 
remain in Ephesus up to Acts xix. 21, and then undertake the journey 
there hinted at, through Macedonia to Corinth, thence to Crete (where 
he founded the Cretan Churches and left Titus), to Nicopolis in Cilicia 
(see below, in the Prolegg. to Titus: sending from thence the first Epistle 
to Timotheus and that to Titus), Antiach, and so through Galatia back 
to Ephesus. The great and fatal objection to this hypothesis is, the 
insertion in Acts xix. 21—28 of во long a journey, lasting, according to 

з See Wieseler, Chronologie, vol. ii. p. 291 ff. 
з Ib. p. 296 f. 
* Der Apostel Paulus, vol. i. pp. 100 ff, 
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Schrader himself“, two years (from Easter 54 to Easter 56), not only 
without any intimation from St. Luke, but certainly against any reason- 
able view of his text, in which it is implied, that the intention of ver. 21 
was not then carried out, but afterwards, as related in ch. xx. 1 ff. 

12. Wieseler himself haa adopted, and supported with considerable 
ingenuity, a modified form of Schrader’s hypothesis. After two years’ 
teaching at Ephesus, the Apostle, he thinks, went, leaving Timotheus 
there, on a visitation tour to Macedonia, thence to Corinth, returning 

by Crete, where he left Titus, to Ephesus. During this journey, either 
in Macedonia or Achaia, he wrote 1 Tim.,—and after his return to 

Ephesus, the Epistle to Titus: 2 Tim. falling towards the end of his 
Roman imprisonment, with which, according to Wieseler, his life termi- 

nated. This same hypothesis Dr. Davidson adopts, rejecting however 
the unrecorded visit to Corinth, which Wieseler inweaves into it: and 

placing the voyage to Crete during the same Ephesian visit, but separate 
from this to Macedonia. 

18. It may perhaps be thought that some form of this hypothesis 
would be unobjectionable, if we had only the first Epistle to Timotheus 
to deal with. But even thus, it will not bear the test of thorough ex- 
amination. In the first place, as held by Davidson, in its simplest form, 
it inserts into the Apostle's visit to Epbesus, a journey to Macedonia 
and back entirely for the sake of this Epistle*. Wieseler’s form of the 
hypothesis avoids, it is true, this gratuitous supposition, by connecting 
the journey with the unrecorded visit to Corinth: but is itself liable to 
these serious objections (mentioned by Huther, p. 17), that 1) it makes 
St. Paul write the first Epistle to the Corinthians a very short time after 
the unrecorded visit to Corinth, which is on all accounts improbable. 
And this is necessary to his plan, in order to give time for the false 
teachers to have grown up at Ephesus:—2) that we find the Apostle, in 
his farewell discourse, propbetically anticipating the arising of evil men 
and seducers among the Ephesians: whereas by any placing of this 
Epistle during the three years' visit, such must have already arisen, and 
drawn away many'. 3) The whole character of the firs& Epistle shews 
that it belongs, not to & very brief and casual absence of this kind, but 
to one originally intended to last some time, and not unlikely to be 
prolonged beyond expectation. The hope of returning very soon (iii. 14) 

* See his Chronological Table at the end of his Apostel Paulus, vol. i. 
9 «Why the Apostle went into Macedonia from Ephesus, cannot be discovered.“ 

Davidson, vol. iii. p. 18. 
? Dr. Davidson (iii. p. 14) refers for a refutation of this objection, to his subsequent 

remarks (pp. 32 f.) on the state of the Ephesian Churcb. But no sufficient refutation 
is there found. Granting the whole account of the Ephesian Church there given, it 
would be quite impossible to conceive that subsequently the Apostle should have spoken 
of the Айко: Bapeis as altogether future. 
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is faint: the provision made, is for a longer absence. Had the Apostle 
intended to return in a few weeks to Ephesus and resume the government 
of the Church there, we may safely say that the Epistle would have pre- 
sented very different features. The hope expressed in ch. iii. 14, quite 
parenthetically, must not be set against the whole character of the Epistle’, 
wbich any unbiassed reader will see provides for a lengthened super- 
intendence on the part of Timothy as the more probable contingency. 

14. Thus we see that, independently of graver objections, inde- 
pendently also of the connexion of the three Epistles, the hypothesis 
of Wieseler and Davidson does not suit the requirements of this first 
Epistle to Timotheus. When those other considerations come to be 
brought again into view,—the necessarily later age of all three Epistles, 
from the heresies of which they treat, from the Church development 
implied by them, from the very diction and form of thought apparent in 
them,—the impossibility, on any probable psychological view of St. Paul's 
character, of placing writings, so altogether diverse from the Epistles 
to the Corinthians, in the same period of his life with them, —I am per- 
suaded that very few students of Scripture will be found, whose mature 
view will approve any form of the above hypothesis. 

15. It will not be necessary to enter on the various other sub- 
hypotheses which have been made, such as that of Paulus, that the first 

Epistle was written from Cesarea; de. Ke. They will be found dealt 
with in Wieseler and Davidson, and in other introductions. 

16. Further details must be sought in the following Prolegomena to 
each individual Epistle. I will mention however two decisive notices in 
2 Tim., which no advocate of the above theory, or of any of its modifica- 
tions, has been able to reconcile with his view. According to that view, 

the Epistle was written at the end of the first (and only) Roman 
imprisonment. In ch. iv. 13, we have directions to Timotheus to bring 
a cloak and books which the Apostle left at Troas. In ib. ver. 20 we 
read Erastus remained in Corinth, but Trophimus left I in Miletus 
sick." To what these notices point, I shall consider further on: I would 
now only call the reader’s attention to the following facts. Assuming 
as above, and allowing only the two years for the Roman imprisonment, 
—the last time he was at Troas and Miletus was sir years before (Acts 
xx. 6, 17); on that occasion Timotheus was with him: and he had 

repeatedly seen Timotheus since: and, what is insuperable, even sup- 
posing these difficulties overcome, Trophimus did not remain there, for he 
was at Jerusalem with St. Paul at the time of his apprehension, Acts 
xxi. 29. It will be easily seen by reference to any of the supporters of 
the one imprisonment, how this point presses them. Dr. Davidson tries 
to account for it by supposing Trophimus to have sailed with St. Paul 
from Cæsarea in Acts xxvii, and to have been left at Myra, with the 

. 5 See Davidson, ib. vol. iii. p. 14. 
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understanding that he should go forward to Miletus, and that under this 
impression, the Apostle could say Trophimus I left at Miletus (améAcrov 
èv Mary) sick. Any thing lamer, or more self-refuting, can hardly be 
conceived : not to mention, that thus also some years had since elapsed, 

and that the above insuperable objection, that Timotheus had been with 
him since, and that Trophimus the Ephesian must have been talked of 
by them, remains in full force. 

17. The whole force then of the above considerations, as well of the 
internal character of the Epistles, as of their external notices and re- 
quirements, compels us to look, for the time of their writing, to a period 
subsequent to the conclusion of the history in the Acts, and conse- 
quently, since we find in them the Apostle at liberty, subsequent to his 
liberation from the imprisonment with which that history concludes. If 
there were no other reason for believing that he was thus liberated, and 
undertook further apostolic journeyings, the existence and phmnomena 
of these Epistles would enforce such a conclusion upon us. I had 
myself, some years since, on a superficial view of the Pauline chronology, 

adopted and vindicated the one-imprisonment theory: but the further 
study of these Epistles has altogether broken down my former fabric. 
We have in them, as I feel satisfled any student who undertakes the 
comparison will not fail to discover, а link uniting St. Paul’s writings 
with the Second Epistle of Peter and with that of Jude, and the Epistles 
of St. John: in other words, with the later apostolic age. There are 
two ways only of solving the problem which they present: one of these 
is, by believing them to be spurious; the other, by ascribing them to a 
period of St. Paul'a apostolic agency subsequent to his liberation from 
the Roman imprisonment of Acts xxviii. ultt. 

18, The whole discussion and literature of this view, of a liberation 

and second imprisonment of our Apostle, would exceed both the scope 
and the limits of these Prolegomena. It may suffice to remind the 
reader, that it is supported by an ancient tradition by no means to be 
lightly set aside: and to put before him the principal passages of early 
ecclesiastical writers in which that tradition is mentioned. 

19. Eusebius, H, E. ii. 22, relates thus: 

каї Aovkás 82 6 ras графа raw бтоттс\оу ypady mapaðovs, iy тото 
aarédvoe mri» loropíay, & erla & ёті rìs Pops trav abu dverov 
&arpüja, кої тду той Oso Aóyov dawAvrus knpóta. rmıonuyvápevos. 
Tóre йу ойу droloynoduevoy, ad ёті туу тоё крбуротоѕ dq] 
Aéyos {ув oretAacGar тду ётбатоћоу, Sedrepov & dra rij airy 
moda, TQ car abróv TedewOyvas paprvpío, dv & Secpois фубилуо$ riv 
mpós T α,ο Seurépay ётиттоћу ovvrárres x. r. 

20. Clement of Rome, Ep. i, ad Corinth. с. 5, p. 17 ff. (the lacunz in 
the text are conjecturally filled in as in Hefele's edition): 

* In pp. 5—7 of the Prelectio referred to above, ch. ii. $ i. 11 note. 
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&à Ao [xai б] Haios trropovis HHC 0[ тох) е, Errdxs Seopa 
форёстоѕ, ф[ хуа ]ёєодеб, AcBacbels. xijpv§ y[evd]pevos & тє rj du,“ 
kai éy [rj] буте, тд yevvatov THs freu abrov KAdos Ae, & NC- 
сууу 80а ёа Ou тф kóry, xa[t èm] тд réppa rijs дусєис EAOdv, xal 
papropücas er rd Tyovuévov. odr ёзу ут Tov кбсроо, kal els 
Tov буюу тбтоу éropevOn, tropovis yevópevos péyurros troypappós !. 

21. The fragment of Muratori on the canon contains the following 
a. 

“ Lucas optime Theophile comprehendit quia sub prmsentia ejus 
singula gerebantur, sicuti et semote passionem Petri evidenter decla- 
rat, sed profectionem Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam proficiscentis . ." 

This passage is enigmatical, and far from easy to interpret. But all 
that we need dwell on is, that the journey of St. Paul into Spain is 
taken as a fact; and in all probability, the word ‘omittit’ being sup- 
plied, the writer means to say, that St. Luke in the Acts does not relate 
that journey. 

22. This liberation and second imprisonment being assumed, it will 
naturally follow that the First Epistle to Timotheus and that to Titus 
were written during the interval between the two imprisonments ;—the 
second to Timotheus during the second imprisonment. We shall now 
proceed to enquire into the probable assignment and date of each of the 
three Epistles. 

23. The last notice which we possess of the first Roman imprison- 
ment, is the Epistle to the Philippians. There (i. 26) the Apostle 
evidently intends to come and see them, and (ii. 24) is confident that it 
will be before long. The same anticipation occurred before in his Epistle 
to Philemon (ver. 22). We may safely then ascribe to him the inten- 
tion, in case he should be liberated, of visiting the Asiatic and the 
Macedonian Churches. 

24. We suppose him then, on his hearing and liberation, which cannot 
have taken place before the spring of A.D. 68 (see chronological table 
in Prolegg. to Acte), to have journeyed Eastward: visiting perhaps 
Philippi, which lay on the great Egnatian road to the East, and passing 
into Asia. There, in accordance with his former desires and intentions, 
he would give Colosss, and Laodicea, and Hierapolis, the benefit of his 
apostolic counsel, and confirm the brethren in the faith. And there 
perhaps, as before, he would fix his head-quarters at Ephesus. I would 
not howeverlay much stress on this, considering that there might well 

1 By some of those who deny a second imprisonment, rb répua rijs Bósews is inter- 
preted as if the gen. were one of apposition, ‘Ais répua, which was ў 80олз ; by others 
it is rendered the goal or centre of the West: by others, the Hastern boundary of the 
West: and by all it is taken to mean Rome. By those who hold a second imprisonment, 
it is taken to mean Spain or even Britain. 

3 See Routh, Reliq. Sacr. iv. p. 4. 
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have been a reason for his not spending much time there, considering 
the cause which had driven him thence before (Acts xix.). But that 
he did vseit Ephesus, must on our present hypothesis be assumed as a 
certain fact, notwithstanding his confident anticipation expressed in 
Acts xx. 25 that he should never see it again. It was not the first time 
that such anticipations had been modified by the event *. 

25. It would be unprofitable further to assign, except by the most 
distaht indications, his course during this journey, or his employment 
between this time and that of the writing of our present Epistles. One 
important consideration, coming in aid of ancient testimony, may serve 
as our guide in the uncertainty. The contents of our Epistles absolutely 
require as late a date as possible to be assigned them. 'The same 
internal evidence forbids us from separating them by any considerable 
interval, either from one another, or from the event which furnished 
their occasion. : 

26. Now we have traditional evidence well worthy of note, that our 
Apostle suffered martyrdom in the last year, or the last but one, of 
Nero. Euseb., Chron. anno 2083 (commencing October A. p. 67) says, 
* Neronis 13°. Nero ad estera scelera persecutionem Christianorum 
primus adjunxit: sub quo Petrus et Paulus apostoli martyrium Roms 
consummaverunt.“ 

And Jerome, Catalog. Scriptorum Eeclesiasticorum (c. 5, vol. ii. p. 888), 
under Paulus, * Hic ergo, decimo quarto Neronis anno, eodem die quo 
Petrus, Roms pro Christo capite truncatus, sepultusque est in via Os- 
tiensi, anno post passionem Domini tricesimo septimo." 

27. I should be disposed then to agree with Conybeare and Howson 
in postponing both the occasions and the writing of the Pastoral 
Epistles to very near this date. The interval may possibly have been 
filled up, agreeably to the promise of Rom. xv. 24, 28, and the tradition 

of Clement of Rome (quoted above, par. 20), by a journey to Spain, the 
тёрра Tris Ovgeuc: or it may have been spent in Greece and Авіа and 
the interjacent islands. 

Ав we approach the confines of the known ground again furnished by 
our Epistles, we find our Apostle again at Ephesus. However the 

3 Compare 2 Cor. v. 4, 5, with Phil i. 28. Dr. Davidson (iii. pp. 16 ff.) lays great 
stress on the olBa of Acts xx. 25, as implying certain apostolic foresight in the power of 
the Spirit, and argues thence that a subsequent visit to Ephesus cannot have taken place. 
For argument's sake, let it be so, and let us turn to Phil. i. 25, written, according to 

Dr. Davidson, at the close of the Roman imprisonment, from which he was not liberated 
but by death. There we read, olBa ri nerd xal wapauerd wüciu piv els T)» bav 
wpoxomhy ка) ҳарду rijs ric reus, Iva тд кайутда фий» жерссейр dr xpurré "IneoU dr 
duo? 8.4 тїз ips rapouglas tá) wpds tas. Surely what is good on one side is 
good on the other: and I do not see how Dr. Davidson can escape the force of his own 
argument. He must take his choice, and give up one ola or the other. He has 
surrendered the latter: why may not we the former? 
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intervening years had been spent, much had happened which had 
wrought changes on the Church, and on himself, since his last visit. 
Those heresies which were then in the bud, had borne bitter fruit. He 

had, in his own weak and shattered frame, borne about, for four or five 

more years of declining age, the dying of the Lord Jesus. Alienation 
from himself had been spreading wider among the Churches, and was 
embittering his life. Supposing this to have been in A. D. 66 or 67, and 
the ‘ young man Saul’ to have been 34 or 35 at his conversion, he would 
not now be more than 64 or 65: but a premature old age would be every 
way consistent with what we know of his physical and mental constitu- 
tion. Four years before this he had affectionately pleaded his advancing 
years in urging a request on his friend Philemon (Philem. 9). 

28. From Ephesus, leaving Timotheus there, he went into Macedonia 
(1 Tim. i. 3). It has been generally assumed, that the first Epistle 
was written from that country. It may have been so; but the words 
wapexdA«cá oe mpospeivar év Egée opevópevos els Maxedoviay, rather 
convey to my mind the impression that he was not їз Macedonia as he 
was writing. He seems to speak of the whole occurrence as one past by, 
and succeeded by other circumstances. If this impression be correct, it 
is quite impossible to assign with any certainty the place of its being 
written. Wherever it was, he seems to have been in some field of labour 

where he was likely to be detained beyond his expectations (1 Tim. iii. 
14, 15): and this circumstance united with others to induce him to 
write a letter full of warning and exhortation and direction to his son in 
the faith, whom he had left to care for the Ephesian Church. 

29. Agreeably with the necessity of bringing the three Epistles as 
near as may be together, we must here place a visit to Crete in company 
with Titus, whom he left there to complete the organization of the 
Cretan Churches. From the indications furnished by that Epistle, it is 
hardly probable that those Churches were now founded for the first time. 
We find in them the same development of heresy as at Ephesus, though 
not the same ecclesiastical organization (cf. Tit. i. 10,11; 15, 16; iii. 9, 

11, with i. 5). Nor is the former circumstance at all unaccountable, 
even as combined with the latter. The heresy, being a noxious ex- 

crescence on Judaism, was flourishing independently of Christianity,—or 
at least required not a Christian Church for its place of sustenance. 
When such Church began, it was at once infected by the error. So that 
the Cretan Churches need not have been long in existence. From Tit. i. 
5, they seem to have sprung up ovwopddyy, and to have been on this 
occasion included by the Apostle in his tour of visitation: who seeing 
how much needed supplying and arranging, left Titus there for that 
purpose (see further in Prolegg. to Titus, § ii.). 

30. The Epistle to Titus, evidently written very soon after St. Paul 
left Crete, will most naturally be dated from Asia Minor. Its own 
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notices agree with this, for we find that he was on his way to winter at 
Nicopolis (ch. iii. 12), by which it is most natural to understand the 
well-known city of that name in Epirus‘. And the notices of 2 Tim. 
equally well agree with such an hypothesis: for there we find that the 
Apostle had, since he last communicated with Timotheus, been at Miletus 

and at Troas, probably also at Corinth (2 Tim. iv. 18, 20). That he 
again visited Ephesus, is on every account likely: indeed, the natural 
inference from 2 Tim. i. 18 is, that he had spent some time (possibly 
of weakness or sickness—from the expression dca Seyxdvncey: but this 
inference is not necessary, see note there) at that city in the companion- 
ship of Timotheus, to whom he appeals to confirm what he there says of 
Onesiphorus. 

31. We may venture then to trace out this his last journey as having 
been from Crete by Miletus, Ephesus, Troas, to Corinth (?): and thence 
(or perhaps direct by Philippi without passing up through Greece: or 
he may have gone to Corinth from Crete, and thence to Asia) to Nico- 
polis, where he had determined to winter (Tit. iii. 12). Nicopolis was 
a Roman colony (Plin. iv. 1 or 2: Tacit. Ann. v. 10), where he would be 
more sure against tumultuary violence, but at the same time more open 
to direct hostile action from parties plotting against him in the metro- 
polis. The supposition of Mr. Conybeare (C. and H. ii. 573, edn. 2), 
that being known in Rome as the leader of the Christians, he would be 
likely, at any time after the fire in 64, to be arrested as implicated in 
causing it, is not at all improbable. In this case, as the crime was 
alleged to have been committed at Rome, he would be sent thither for 
trial (C. and H. ib. note) by the duumviri of Nicopolis. | 

82. Arrived at the metropolis, һе is thrown into prison, and treated 
no longer as a person charged with matters of the Jewish law, but as a 
common criminal: какотабё péxpt Secpiw ws kaxoüpyos, 2 Tim. ii. 9. 
All his Asiatic friends avoided him, except Onesiphorus, who sought 
him out, and was not ashamed of his chain (2 Tim. i. 16). Demas, 

See a complete account of Nicopolis in Wordsworth's Pictorial Greece, pp. 310—312; 
Conybeare and Howson, vol. ii. p. 572, edn. 2; Smith's Dict. of Geography, sub voce. 

It is very improbable that any of the comparatively insignificant places elsewhere 
called by this name is here intended. An enumeration of them will be found in Smith's 
Dict. of Geogr. as above. The only two which require mention are, 1) Nicopolis in 
Thrace, on the Nessus (Naxd ros h жер! Nésaor, Ptol. iii. 11, 13), supposed by Chry- 
sostom and Theodoret (ў 8d N. ris @pduns dori, Chrys.: ris @pdans deriv å N., тӯ 3è 
MaxeBoríg rede, Thdrt.) to be here intended. This certainly may have been, for this 
Nicopolis is not, as some have objected, the one founded by Trajan, see Schrader, vol. i. 
р. 117: but it is hardly likely to have been indicated by the word thus absolutely put: 
2) Nicopolis in Cilicia, which Schrader holds to be the place, to suit his theory of the 
Apostle having been (at a totally different time, see above, par.11) on his way to Jerusalem. 

I may mention that both Winer (RWB.) and Dr. Smith (Dict. of Geogr. as above : 
not in Bibl. Dict.) fall into the mistake of saying that St. Paul dates the Epistle from 
Nicopolis. No such inference can fairly be drawn from ch. iii. 12. 
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Crescens, and Titus had, for various reasons, left him. Tychicus 
he had sent to Ephesus. Of his usual companions, only the faithful 
Luke remained with him. Under these circumstances he writes to 
Timotheus a second Epistle, most likely to Ephesus (ii. 17; iv. 18), 
and perhaps by Tychicus, earnestly begging him to come to him 
before winter (iv. 21). If this be the winter of the same year as that 
current in Tit. iii. 12, he must have been arrested immediately on, or 
perhaps even before, his arrival at Nicopolis. And he writes from this 
his prison, expecting his execution (éyó yàp 750» or, каї б c s 
Tis duns dvadicews ёфестукеу, 2 Tim. iv. 6). 

83. We hear, 2 Tim. iv. 16, 17, of his being brought up before the 
authorities, and making his defence. If in the last year of Nero, the 

Emperor was absent in Greece, and did not try him in person. To this 
may perhaps point the paprupjcas em rà» iyounévwy of Clement of 
Rome (see above, par. 20) : but it would be manifestly unwise to press an 
expression in so rhetorical a passage. At this his hearing, none of his 
friends was bold enough to appear with or for him: but his Christian 
boldness was sustained by Him in whom he trusted. 

84. The second Epistle to Timotheus dates after this his first apology. 
How long after, we cannot say: probably some little time, for the ex- 
pression does not seem to allude to a very recent occurrence. 

85. After this, all is obscurity. That he underwent execution by the 
sword, is the constant tradition of antiquity, and would agree with the 

fact of his Roman citizenship, which would exempt him from death by 
torture. We have seen reason (above, par. 26) to place his death in 
the last year of Nero, i. e. late in A.D. 67, or А.р. 68. And we may well 

place the Second Epistle to Timotheus a few months at most before his 
death. 

One objection which is brought against the view taken above of the date of the 
Pastoral Epistles, is drawn from 1 Tim. iv. 12, undeis соу rijs vedriros xaragpporelra. 

It is argued (recently by Dr. Davidson, vol. iii. p. 30 f.) that supposing Timotheus to 
have been twenty when the Apostle first took him for his companion,—at the date 
which we have assigned to the first Epistle, he would not be less than thirty-four or 
thirty-five when the Epistle was written; “an age," adds Dr. Davidson, “at which it 
was not likely he should be despised for his youth." But surely such an age would be 
a very early one at which to be set over such а Church as that of Ephesus: and at 
such an age, an ecclesiastical officer whose duty was to rebuke elders, unless he com- 
ported himself with irreproachable modesty and gravity, would be exceedingly liable to 
be alighted and set aside for his youth. The caution seems to me quite to stand in ita 
place, and to furnish no valid objection whatever to our view. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

ON THE FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHEUS. 

THE AUTHORSHIP, and Timm anD PLACE oF WaziTING, have been 

already discussed: and much has been said on the style and diction of 
this in common with the other Pastoral Epistles. It only remains to 
consider, 1. The person to whom the Epistle was written: 2. Ite espe- 

eial occasion and object. —— 

SECTION 1. 

TO WHOM WRITTEN. 

1. TruoTHEUS is first mentioned Acts xvi. 1 ff. aa dwelling either in 
Derbe or Lystra (ec, after both places have been mentioned), but pro- 
bably in the latter (see on Acts xx. 4, where AcpBaios cannot be applied 
to Timotheus): at St. Paul's second visit to those parts (Acts ib. cf. 
xiv. 6 ff.). Не was of a Jewish mother (Euniké, 2 Tim. i. 5) and a 
Gentile father (Acts xvi. 1, 3) : and had probably been converted by the 
Apostle on his former visit, for he calls him his ywgoíov réxvor dy тісте 
(1 Tim.i. 2). His mother, and his grandmother (Lois, 2 Tim. i. 5), 
were both Christians,—probably also converts, from having been pious 
Jewesses (2 Tim. iii. 14, 15), during that former visit. 

2. Though as yet young, Timotheus was well reported of by the 
brethren in Lystra and Iconium (Acts xvi. 2), and hence, forming as he 
did by his birth в link between Jews and Greeks, and thus especially 
fitted for the exigencies of the time (Acts ib. ver. 4), St. Paul took him 
with him as a helper in the missionary work. He first circumcised him 
(ib. 3), to remove the obstacle to his access to the Jews. 

8. The next time we hear of him is in Acts xvii. 14 ff., where he with 
Silas remained behind in Berca on occasion of the Apostle being sent 
away to Athens by sea. From this we infer that he had accompanied 
him in the progress through Macedonia. His youth would furnish 
quite a sufficient reason why he should not be mentioned throughout 
the occurrences at Philippi and 'Thessalonica. That he had been at 
this latter place, is almost certain: for he was sent back by St. Paul 
(from Bercea, see Prolegg. to 1 Thess. § ii. 5 f.) to ascertain the state 
of the Thessalonian Church (1 Thess. iii. 2), and we find him rejoining 
the Apostle, with Silas, at Corinth, having brought intelligence from 
Thessalonica (1 Thess. iii. 6). 

4. He remained with the Apostle at Corinth, and his name, together 
with that of Silas (Silvanus), appears in the addresses of both the Epistles 
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to the Thessalonians, written (see Prolegg. to 1 Thess. § iii.) at Corinth. 
We have no express mention of him from this time till we find him 
“ ministering” to St. Paul during the long stay at Ephesus (Acts xix. 22) : 
but we may fairly presume that he travelled with him from Corinth to 
Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 19), either remaining there with Priscilla and 

Aquila, or (which is hardly so probable) going with the Apostle to Jeru- 
salem, and by Antioch throngh Galatia and Phrygia. From Ephesus 
(Acts xix. 22) we find him sent forward with Erastus to Macedonia and 
Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17; xvi. 10: see on this whole visit, Vol. II. Prolegg. 
to 2 Cor. § ii. 4). He was again with St. Paul in Macedonia when he 
wrote the Second Epistle to the Corinthians (2 Cor. i. 1: Vol. II. Pro- 
legg. ibid.). Again, in the winter following we find him in his company 
in Corinth, where he wrote the Epistle to the Romans (Rom. xvi. 21) : 
and among the number of those who, on his return to Asia through 
Macedonia (Acta xx. 8, 4), went forward and waited for the Apostle and 
St. Luke at Troas. 

5. The next notice of him occurs in three of the Epistles of the firat 
Roman imprisonment. He was with St. Paul when he wrote to the 
Colossians (Col. i. 1), to Philemon (Philem. 1), and to the Philippians 
(PhiL i. 1). How he came to Rome, whether with the Apostle or after 
him, we cannot say. If the former, we can only account for no mention 
of him being made in the narrative of the voyage (Acts xxvii., xxviii.) 
by remembering similar omissions elsewhere when we know him to have 
been in company, and supposing tha& his companionship was almost a 
matter of course. 

6. From this time we know no more, till we come to the Pastoral 

Epistles. There we find him left by the Apostle at Ephesus to take 
care of the Church during his absence: and the last notice which we have 
in 2 Tim. makes it probable that he would set out (in the autumn of A. D. 
07 ?), shortly after receiving the Epistle, to visit St. Paul at Rome. 

7. Henceforward, we are dependent on tradition for further notices. 
In Eus. H. E. iii. 42, we read Тїнббєбє ye piv ris & "Ефес mapoxias 
icropeirai wparos Tijv émwkomiy eiAnxévac: an idea which may well have 
originated with the Pastoral Epistles, and seems inconsistent with the 
very general tradition, hardly to be set aside (see Prolegg. Vol. I. ch. v. 
§ i. 9 ff.), of the residence and death of St. John in that city. Nicepho- 
rus (H. E. iii. 11) and the ancient martyrologies make him die by 
martyrdom under Domitian. See Winer, sub voce: Butler's Lives of 

the Saints, Jan. 24. 
8. We learn that he was set apart for the ministry in a solemn 

manner by St. Paul, with laying on of his own hands and those of the 
presbytery (1 Tim. iv. 14; 2 Tim. i. 6), in accordance with prophetic 
utterances of the Spirit (1 Tim. ib. and i. 18): but at what time this 

1 On the notice of him in Heb. xiii, 23, see Proleg. to Vol. IV. ch. i. § i. 160; ii. 34. 
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took place, we are not informed: whether early in his course, or in 
Ephesus itself, as a consecration for his particular office there. This 
latter seems to me far the more probable view. 

9. The character of Timotheus appears to have been earnest and self- 
denying. We may infer this from his leaving his home to accompany 
the Apostle, and submitting to the rite of circumcision at his hands 
(Acts xvi. 1 ff.),—and from the notice in 1 Tim. v. 28, that he usually 
drank only water. At the same time it is impossible not to perceive 
in the notices of him, signs of backwardness and timidity in dealing with 
the difficulties of his ministerial work. In 1 Cor. xvi. 10 f., the Corin- 
thians are charged, ёду 8 60р 'Tusó0«os, Bréwere va apdBws "yévgras pos 
bas’ TÒ yap (pyov корду épydlerat as кёуш` ,s оўу abróv tfovSarjoy, 
wporeupare 8 aùròv èv elpyvy. And in the notes to the two Epistles 
the student will find several cases, in which the same traits seem to be 

referred to*. They appear to. have increased, in the second Epistle’, where 
the Apostle speaks earnestly, and even severely, on the necessity of Chris- 
tian boldness in dealing with the difficulties and the errors of the day. 

10. I subjoin a chronological table of the above notices in the course 
of Timotheus, arranging them according to that already given in the 
Prolegg. to Acts, and to the positions taken in the preceding chapter: 

A.D. 
45. Converted by St. Paul, during the first missionary journey, at 

Lystra. 

51. Taken to be St. Paul's companion and circumcised (Acts xvi. 

Autumn. 1 fl.). 
Sent from Bercea to Thessalonica (Acts xvii. 14; 1 Thess. iii. 2). 

52. With Silas, joins St. Paul at Corinth (Acts xviii. 5; 1 Thess. iii. 
6). 

Winter, With St. Paul (1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. i. 1). 
sec above, ch. v 

§ iii. 
67. With St. Paul st Ephesus (Acts xix. 22): sent thence into Mace- 

Spring. donia and to Corinth (Acts ib.; 1 Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10). 
Winter. With St. Paul (2 Cor. i. 1). 

58, With St. Paul (Rom. xvi. 21). 
beginning. 
Spring. Journeying with St. Puul from Corinth to Asia (Acts xx. 4). 
62 or 68. With St. Paul in Rome (Col. i. 1; Philem. 1; Phil. i. 1). 
63—66. Uncertain. 
66 or 67. Left by St. Paul in charge of the Church at Ephesus. (First 

Epistle.) 
67 or 68. (Second Epistle.) Sets out to join St. Paul at Rome. 

Afterwards. | Uncertain. 

3 See notes on 1 Tim. v. 23; 2 Tim. i. 5, 7; iii. 10; and cf. besides 1 Tim. iv. 12. 
3 It is possible that there may have been a connexion between these indications and 

the tone of the message in Rev. ii. 1—6 : see note there. 
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SECTION II. 

OCCASION AND OBJECT. 

1. The Epistle declares its own occasion. The Apostle had left the 
Ephesian Church in charge to Timotheus: and though he hoped soon 
io return, was apprehensive that he might be detained longer than he 
expected (1 Tim. iii. 14, 15). He therefore despatched to him these 
written instructions. 

2. The main object must be described as personal: to encourage and 
inform Timotheus in his superintendence at Ephesus. But this infor- 
mation and precept regarded two very different branches of his eccle- 
siastical duty. 

3. The first was, the making head against and keeping down the 
growing heresies of the day. These are continually referred to: again 
and again the Apostle reours to their mention: they evidently dwelt 
much on his mind, and caused him, in reference to Timotheus, the 

most lively anxiety. On their nature and characteristics I have treated 
in the preceding chapter. 

4. The other object was, the giving directions respecting the govern- 
ment of the Church itself: as regarded the appointing to sacred offices, 
the selection of widows to receive the charity of the Church, and do 
service for it,—and the punishment of offenders. 

5. For a compendium of the Epistle, and other details connected with 
it, see Davidson, vol. iii. 

CHAPTER IX. 

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHEUS. 

SECTION I. 

TO WHAT PLACE WRITTEN. 

l. Ir has been very generally supposed, that this Epistle was written 
to Timotheus while the latter was still а& Ephesus. 

2. The notices contained in it seem partially to uphold the idea. In 
ch. i. 16—18, Onesiphorus is mentioned as having sought out the Apostle 
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at Rome, and also having ministered to him at Ephesus: and in ch. iv. 
19, the household of Onesiphorus is saluted. Such a notice, it is true, 

decides nothing: but comes in aid of the supposition that St. Paul was 
writing to Ephesus. Our impression certainly is, from ch. i. 18, that 
Onesiphorus resided, when living, at Ephesus. 

8. Again, in ch. ii. 17, we find Hymeneus stigmatized as a teacher of 
error, who can hardly be other than the Hymenzus of 1 Tim. i. 20 (see 
notes there). Joined with this latter in 1 Tim. appears an Alexander: 
and we again have an Alexander ô xaAxevs mentioned as having done 
the Apostle much mischief in our ch. iv. 14: and there may бе a further 
coincidence in the fact that an Alexander is mentioned as being put 
forward by the Jews during the tumult at Ephesus, Acts xix. 33°. 

4. Besides, the whole circumstances, and especially the character of 
the false teachers, exactly agree. It would be very difficult to point out 
any features of difference, such as change of place would be almost sure 
to bring out, between the heretical persons spoken of here, and those 
in the first Epistle. 

5. The local notices come in aid, but not with much force. Timotheus 

is instructed to bring with him matters which the Apostle had left at 
Troas (ch. iv. 13), which he would pass in his journey from Ephesus to 
Rome. Two other passages (ch. iv. 12, 20) present a difficulty: and 
Michaelis, who opposes this view, urges them strongly. St. Paul writes, 
Tvxwóy 8 дтёстеЛа eis "Ефєсоу. This could hardly have been so written, 
as a simple announcement of a fact, if the person to whom he was 
writing was himself in that city. This was also felt by Theodoret,— 
d jo évrevÜey ós ойк dv "Edéco Siye GAN’ érépwð поо xarà rovrovi 
Tov корду ô paxdptos Tuu0cos. The only answer that I can give, may 
be derived from the form and arrangement of the sentence. Several had 
been mentioned, who had left him of their own accord: then, with бе, 
introducing a contrast, he states that he had sent Tychicus to Ephesus. 
If any stress is meant to be laid on this circumstance, the notice might 
still consist with Timotheus himself being there: “but do not wonder 
at Tychicus being at Ephesus, for I aent him thither.” This however is 
not satisfactory: nor again is it, to suppose with Dr. Davidson (iii. 63) 
that for some reason Tychicus would not arrive in Ephesus so soon as 
the Epistle. He also writes, Tpóġıpov 82 dr, dy Мут dobe- 
vodyra. This would be a strange thing to write from Rome to Timotheus 
in Ephesus, within a few miles of Miletus itself, and respecting Tro- 
phimus, who was an Ephesian (Acts xxi. 29). It certainly may be said 
that there might be reasons why the notice should be sent. It might 

1 See note there. The latter hypothesis mentioned in it, that he was put forward 
to clear the Jews, is at least pomible: and then he might well have been an enemy of 
the Apostle. 
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be intended to clear Trophimus from the charge which appears to be 
laid against Erastus, that he had remained behind of his own accord in 
his native land. With the Apostle's delicate feeling for all who were 
connected with him, he might well state this (again with a &) respecting 
Trophimus, though the fact of his remaining at Miletus might be well 
known to Timotheus, and hie own profession of sickness as the reason. 

6. There is a very slight hint indeed given in ch. iv. 11, which may 
point the same way. Timotheus was to take up Mark and bring him to 
Rome. The last notice we have had of Mark, was a recommendation of 

him to the Colossian Church (CoL iv. 10), and that in a strain, which 
тау import that he was to be а resident labourer in the Gospel among 
them. If Mark was at Colosse, he might be easily sent for from 
Ephesus to accompany Timotheus. 

SECTION II. 

OCCASION AND OBJECT. 

1. It only remains to enquire respecting this Epistle, what special 
circumstances occasioned it, and what objects are discernible in it. 

2. The immediately moving occasion seems to have been one personal 
to the Apostle himself. He was anxious that Timotheus should come 
to him at Rome, bringing with him Mark, as soon as possible (ch. i. 4; 
iv. 9, 11, 21). 

3. But he was uncertain how it might be with himself: whether he 
should live to see his son in the faith, or be ‘offered up’ before his 
arrival. He sends to him therefore, not merely a message to come, but 
a letter full of fatherly exhortations and instructions, applicable to his 
present circumstances. And these seem not to have been unneeded. 
Many of his former friends had forsaken him (ch. i. 15; iv. 10), and the 
courage and perseverance of Timotheus himself appeared to be giving 
way (see above, Prolegg. to 1 Tim. § i. 9). The letter therefore is 
calculated in some measure to supply what his own mouth would, 
if he were permitted to speak to him face to face, still more fervently 
urge on him. And thus we possess an Epistle calculated for all ages 
of the Church: in which while the maxims cited and encouragements 
given apply to all Christians, and especially ministers of Christ, in their 

. duties and difficulties, —the affecting circumstances, in which the writer 

himself is placed, carry home to every heart his earnest and impassioned 
eloquence. 

4. For further notices, I again refer to Dr. Davidson, vol. iii. pp. 48 
—75. 
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EXCURSUS ON PUDENS AND CLAUDIA. 

1. In 2 Tim. iv. 21, we read as follows: 

‘dowd (eral се ElBovAos ка) Пой8лѕ kal Azvos ка} KARL ка) of &$8єАфо1 пбутез. 
2. Martial, lib. iv. Epigr. 13, is insctibed ‘ad Rufum, de nuptiis Pudentis et Claudia 

peregrina :’ and the first lines run thus: 

* Claudia, Rufe, meo nubit peregrina Pudenti : 
Macte esto tadis, o Hymense, tuis." 

9. An inscription was found at Chichester in the early part of the last century, and 
is now in a summer-bouse in the gardens at Goodwood, running thus, the lacunse being 
conjecturally filled in :— 

[N]eptuni et Minerve templum 
pr Jo salute d[omu]s divine 
[ex] auctoritat(e Tib.) Claud. 
[Co]gidubni r. leg. aug. in Brit. 
[colle ]gium fabror. et qui in eo 
[а sacris] sunt d. s. d. donante aream 
[Раа jente Pudentini fil. 

- 

4. Now in Tacitus, Agricol 14, we read, qusdam civitates (in Britain) Cogidubno 
regi donate (is ad nostram usque memoriam fidissimus mansit) vetere ac jampridem 
recepta populi В. consuetudine, ut haberet instrumenta servitutis et reges." From this 
inscription these ‘civitates’ appear to have constituted the kingdom of Sussex. We 
also gather from the inscription that Cogidubnus had taken the name of his imperial 
patron, [Tiberius] Claudius: and we find him in close connexion with a Pudens. 

Б. It was quite natural that this discovery should open afresh а point which the con- 
jectures of British antiquarians appeared before to have provisionally closed. It had 
been imagined that Claudia, who was identified with the Claudia Rufina of Martial, 
xi. 53 ( Claudia cæruleis quum sit Rufina Britannis Edita, quam Latis pectora plebis 
habet! ), was a native of Colchester, and a daughter of Caractacus, whom they sup- 
posed to have been admitted into the Claudian gens. 

6. A new fabric of conjecture has been now raised, more ingenious and more pro- 
bable 2. The Pudens of Martial is (i. 32) a centurion, aspiring to the ** meriti premis 
pili,” i. e. to be made a primipilus : which ambition we find accomplished in lib. v. 48: 
and his return to Rome from the North to receive the honour of equestrian rank is an- 
ticipated in lib. vi. 58. He may at some time have been stationed in Britain— possibly 
attached in capacity of adjutant to King Cogidubnus. His presentation of an area for 
a temple to Neptune and Minerva may have been occasioned by escape from shipwreck, 
the college of carpenters (shipbuilders) being commissioned to build it to their patrons, 
Neptune and Minerva; or, as Archdn. Williams (p. 24) seems to think, by a desire to 

introduce Roman arts among the subjects of the client king. If the British maiden 
Claudia was & daughter of King Tiberius Claudius Cogidubnus, there would be no 
great wonder in her thus being found mentioned with Pudens. 

7. But conjecture is led on a step further by the other notices referred to above. 
Claudia is called Rafina. Now Pomponia, the wife of the late commander in Britain, 

* In Archdeacon Williams's pamphlet on Pudens and Claudia. I have also con- 
sulted an article in the Quarterly Review for July, 1856, entitled *the Romans at 
Colchester," in which Archdeacon Williams’s view is noticed. 
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Aulus Plautius, belonged to a house of which the Rufi were one of the chief. branches. 
If she were a Rufa, and Claudia were her protégée at Rome (as would be very natural, 
seeing that her father was received into alliance under Aulus Plautius), the latter would 
naturally add to her very undistinguishing appellation of Claudia the cognomen of 
Rufina. Nor is the hypothesis of such a connexion purely arbitrary. A very powerful 
link appears to unite the two ladies—viz. that of Christianity. Pomponia, we learn 
from Tacitus (Ann. xii. 32), was (in the year 67) ‘superstitionis externm rea,’ and being 
*mariti judicio permissa, was by him tried, * prisco instituto, propinquis coram,’ and 
pronounced innocent. Tacitus adds, that after many family sorrows, ‘per XL annos 
non cultu nisi lugubri, non animo nisi mæsto, egit. Idque illi imperitante Claudio, 
impune, mox ad gloriam vertit. Now it is not at all an improbable explanation of 
this, that Pomponia may have been a Christian: and the remarkable notice with which 

our citation from Tacitus concludes may point to the retirement of a Christian life, for 
which the garb of sorrow would furnish an excuse and protection $. 

8. If then such a connexion as this subsisted, it would account for the conversion of 
the British maiden to Christianity: and the coincidences are too striking to allow us to 
pass over the junction of Pudens with her in this salutation. They apparently were 
not married at this time, or the Apostle would hardly have inserted a third name, that 
of Linus, between theirs. And this is what we might expect: for the last year of 
Nero, which is the date we have assigned to the Epistle, is the earliest that can be 

assigned to any of Martial’s pieces, being the year in which he came to Rome. 
9. Two of the Epigrams of Martial, i. 32 and v. 48, mention facts which involve 

Pudens in the revolting moral licence of his day. But there is no reason for supposing 
them to refer to dates subsequent to his conversion and marriage. Martial's Epigrams 
are by no means in chronological order, and we cannot gather any indications of this 
fact with certainty from them. 

10. Again, a difficulty has been found in the heathen invocation in the marriage epi- 
gram. But, as remarked in the article referred to in the note, we have no allusion 
to Christian marriage rites during the first three or four centuries, and it is not at all 

improbable that the heathen rites of the confarreatio may, at this early period at least, 
have been sought by Christians to legalize their unions. When we do find а Christian 
ceremonial, it is full of the symbolism of the confarreatio. And it seems to be shewn 
that this was so in the case before us, by the epithet of sancto, (in the line Di bene, 
quod sancto peperit fecunda marito,’ Mart. xi. 58,) implying that all rites had been duly 
observed *. 

11. If the above conjectural but not purely arbitrary fabric of hypothesis is allowed 
to stand, we have the satisfaction of knowing that Claudia was а woman not only of 
high character, but of mental acquirement (* Romanam credere matres Italides possint, 
Atthides esse suam,’ Mart. ib.), and the mother of a family of three sons, and possibly 
daughters as well (Mart. ib.). 

` 

з Archdeacon Williams (p. 38) fancies he sees in this cultus lugubris and animus 
mestus signs that she gave way in the trial, and thus saved herself, and that the same 
circumstance may account for so noble a lady not being mentioned by St. Paul. 

* This ‘sancto’ Archdeacon Williams thinks represents &yíy, and implies the Chris- 
tianity of Pudens. Surely this is very improbable. 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE EPISTLE TO TITUS. 

SECTION I. 

TO WHOM WRITTEN. 

1. Tue time and place of writing this Epistle have been before dis- 
cussed (see above, ch. vii. § ii. 29 f). It appears to have been sent 
from Ephesus, or perhaps from Macedonia, during the last year of the 
Apostle's life (A. p. 67), to Titus, who was left in charge with the 
Churches in the island of Crete. We shall now gather up the notices 
which remain to us respecting Titus himself. 

2. It is by no means easy to construct an account of Titus. At first 
sight, a strange phenomenon presents itself. The narrative in the 
Acts never once mentions him. And this is the more remarkable, 

because of all the companions of St. Paul he seems to have been the 
most valued and trusted. No adequate reason has ever been given for 
this omission. There must be some, it is thought, which we cannot 

penetrate. Was he identical with some one or other of St. Paul’s com- 
panions, known to us in the Acts under another name? None seems 
to satisfy the conditions. Or are we to regard the notice in 2 Tim. 
iv. 10 as indicative of his ultimate desertion of the Apostle, and thus to 
seek for a solution of the problem? But even with such a supposition, 
we shall not touch the narrative of the Acts, which we believe to have 

been published some years previous to the writing of that Epistle. So 
that we must be content to leave the problem unsolved, and to put 
together the few notices which we possess, as given of a person distinct 
from any mentioned in the Acts. 

8. The first notice of Titus, in respect of time, occurs in Gal. ii. 1, 3. 
We there learn that he was of Gentile origin; and that he was taken 
by Paul and Barnabas to the council of the Apostles and elders which 
was convened at Jerusalem to consider of the question of the obligation 
of the Mosaic law. The narrative in the Acts speaks merely of rès 
Mo being sent with the two Apostles. But we see clearly the reason 
why Titus should be marked out in Gal. ii. for separate mention. He 
was an uncircumcised Gentile, and the independence of action of St. 
Paul is shewn by his refusing to listen for a moment to the proposal, 
which appears to have been urged, for his circumcision. In the Acts, 
no such reason for special mention of him existed. And this considera- 
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tion will shew, that we are perhaps not justified in assuming from this 
incident that Titus held any position of high confidence or trust ef this 
time. We Bind him in close companionship with the Apostles, but that 
is all we can say. He was certainly converted by means of St. Paul 
himself, from the yvgoáp réxvæ of Tit. i. 4. 

4. Our next notice of him is found in 2 Cor., where it appears (ch. 
xi. 18) that he, with two other brethren, whose names are not men- 
tioned, was sent forward by St. Paul from Ephesus, during his long 
visit there, to Corinth, to set on foot a collection (ch. viii. 6) for the 

poor saints at Jerusalem, and also to ascertain the effect of the first 
Epistle on the Corinthians. St. Paul, on his departure from Ephesus, 
waited at Troas, where great opportunities of usefulness were opening 
before him (ch. ii. 12): but so anxious was he for the return of Titus 
(Tiroy roy dd pov), that he left them and passed into Macedonia” 
(ib. 18). There he met with Titus, who brought him a satisfactory 
account of the effect of the first Epistle (ch. vii. 6—15): and from that 
which St. Paul there says of him, his effective zeal and earnestness in 
the work of the Gospel is sufficiently shewn. Further proof of these 
is given in his undertaking of his own accord the delicate task of com- 
pleting the collection (ch. viii. 6, 16, 17 #.): and proof also of the 
Apostle's confidence in him, in the terms in which he commends him to 
the Corinthians. He calls him his own xowwvós (ch. viii. 28) : appeals 
to his integrity, and entire unity of action with himself (ch. xii. 18). 

5. From this time (А.р. 57: see Vol. II. Prolegg. to 2 Cor. § ii. 3), 
to the notices furnished by our Epistle (A. p. 67), we know nothing of 
Titus. At this latter date we find him left in Crete by St. Paul, ob- 
viously for a temporary purpose: viz. to “carry forward the correction 
of those things which are defective" (ch. i. 5), and among these princi- 
pally, to establish presbyteries for the government of the various 
Churches, consisting of ёкіското: (ib. ver. 7). His stay there was to be 
very short (ch. iii. 12), and he was, on the arrival of Tychicus or Arte- 
mas, to join the Apostle at Nicopolis. Not the slightest trace is found 
in the Epistle, of any intention on the part of St. Paul to place Titus 
permanently over the Cretan Churches: indeed, such a view is incon- 
sistent with the date furnished us in it. 

6. Titus appears to have accordingly rejoined the Apostle, and after- 
wards to have left him for Dalmatia (2 Tim. iv. 10). Whether from 
this notice we are to infer that he had been with him in Rome, is quite 
uncertain. It would seem more probable that һе bad gone from Nico- 
polis, or at all events from some point on the journey. We can hardly, 
on mature consideration of the expressions in 2 Tim. iv. 10, entirely get 
rid of the impression, that Titus had left the Apostle of his own accord. 
There is, as has been above observed, an apparent contrast intended 
between those who are classed with Demas,—they being even included 
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under his éropeúĝnņ, without another verb expressed—and Tychicus, who 
had been sent on a mission by the Apostle. Still, it would be unfair to 
lay any stress on this, in a matter so well admitting of charitable doubt : 
and we may be well permitted, with Mr. Conybeare, to “hope that his 
journey to the neighbouring Dalmatia was undertaken by desire of St. 
Paul.” 

7. The traditionary notices of the after life of Titus are too evidently 
grounded on a misunderstanding of our Epistle, to be worth much. 
Eus. H. E. iii. 4, says, TysdBeds ye pw ris ev "Ефёсо wapotxias історЄта, 
mparos ту Єтиткотїу etAnyeva (вее on this above, Prolegg. to 1 Tim. 
$ i. 7), ds ка} Téros rd єлї Крўтуѕ éxxAncuw. And so Theodoret 
assumes, on 1 Tim. iii. 1. 

8. Butler informs us (Lives of the Saints, Jan. 4) that Titus is 
honoured in Dalmatia as its principal Apostle: that he again returned 
from Dalmatia to Crete, and finished а laborious and holy life by a 
happy death in Crete, in a very advanced old age, some say in his 94th 
year: that he is looked on in Crete as the first archbishop of Gortyna, 
which metropolitical see is now fixed at Candia, the new capital, built 
by the Saracens after the destruction of Gortyna. But all this fabric 
too manifestly bears the appearance of having been raised on the above 
misapprehension, to possess any traditional worth. 

SECTION II. 

THE CHURCHES OF CRETE. 

1. When, and by whom, these Churches were founded, is quite uncer- 
tain. Crete abounded with Jews of wealth and influence. We find 
proof of this in Jos. Antt. xvii. 12. 1, Круўту mposevexOeis (the Pseudo- 
Alexander) ‘Tovdaiwy бтбто els бшМау dcixero, émpyaye cis mirrw, кої 
xpupérev єлгортдєіх Sdoe Tjj €xelvav кі Mýàov &fpev: and again B. J. 
ii. 7. 1, rots év Kpyry Iovudalous éfawarjoas каї Aajmpüs éodiwbeis, 
dcérdevcey «5 MijAov: Philo, leg. ad Caium, $ 36, vol. ii. p. 587,—od 

póvov al j reipot ресто rd Tovdaixay ётошкиу «low, d xol výoaw ai 
ёокцотато, EtBou, Kérpos, Крут. In Acta ii. 11 Cretans are named 
among those who heard the utterance of the Spirit on the day of Pente- 
cost. It is probable therefore, that these Churches owed their origin to 
the return of individuals from contact with the preaching of the Gospel, 
and had therefore as yet been unvisited by an Apostle, when they first 
come before us towards the end of St. Paul’s ministry. 

2. It is plain that no certain evidence can be deduced, as to the 
existence of these Churches, from no mention being made of them when 
St. Paul passed by Crete on his voyage to Malta in Acts xxvii. We 
have no reason to suppose that he was at liberty to go where he pleased 
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while remaining in port, nor can we reason, from the analogy of Julius's 
permission at Sidon, that similar leave would be given him where per- 
haps no personal relation subsisted between him and the inhabitants. 
Besides which, the ship was detained by a contrary wind, and probably 
expecting, during a good part of the time, to sail every day. 

3. The next point requiring our attention is, the state of those 
Churches at the date of our Epistle. If it appear, on comparison, that 
the false teachers in them were more exclusively Jewish than those at 
Ephesus, it must be remembered, that this would be a natural conse- 

quence, the origin of the Churches being that which we have supposed. 
And in that case the Apostle's visit, acting as a critical test, would 
separate out and bring into hostility this Judaistic element, and thus 
lead to the state of things which we find in this Epistle. 

4. Various objections are brought by De Wette against the Epistle, 
as not corresponding with the facts, in its assumptions and expressions. 
The first of them, that it professes to have been written shortly after 
the founding of the Churches, but sets forth a ripeness and abundance 
of heretical teaching quite inconsistent with such recent foundation,” 
falls to the ground on our hypothesis of their origin. They were old in 
actual date of existence, but quite in their infancy of arrangement and 
formal constitution. 

5. With our hypothesis also falls his second objection: viz. that “the 
great recent success of the Apostle there makes the severity of his 
characterization of the inhabitants, and that upon another's testimony 
(ch. i. 12), quite inexplicable. We should rather have looked for thankful 
recognition, as in other Epistles.” But, supposing Christianity to have 
grown up there in combination with the national vices, and a thorough 
work of purification to be wanted, then we need not be surprised at the 
Apostle reminding Titus of the character of those with whom he had to 
deal, appealing to the testimony of their own writers to confirm the 
fact 

6. His third objection, that the heretical teachers must have grown 
up under the eyes of Titus since the Apostle's absence, and thus must 
have been better known to him than to St. Paul, whereas here we have 

St. Paul informing him about them,”—is grounded on pure assumption, 
arising from mistake. The false teachers had been there throughout, and, 
as we have said, had been awaked into activity by the Apostle’s presence 
and teaching. He knew, from long and bitter experience, far more of 
them than Titus could do: and his notices and warnings are founded 
on this longer experience and more thorough apostolic insight. 

7. His fourth, that in relation to the moral and ecclesiastical state 
of the Cretan Christians, as disclosed in the Epistle, a duration of the 
Gospel among them of some length must be assumed,—from the stress 
laid on previous purity of character in those to be chosen to church- 
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offices, —also falls to the ground on our hypothesis of the origin and 
previous duration of the Churches. 

8. The fifth is,—that it is most unnatural and startling to find not 
one reference to what the Apostle had taught and preached in Crete, 
when in 1 Thess., an Epistle written under similar cireumstances, we 
find so many." But we entirely deny the parallelism. The Thessalonian 
Church had been founded by himself; he was torn away from it in the 
midst of his teaching: every reason existed for constantly recalling what 
he had said to them, either to enforce it, or to guard it from misunder- 
standing. Such was not the case here. He was writing of a Church 
which he had not himself founded: whose whole situation was different : 
and writing not to the Church itself, but to one whom he had commis- 
sioned to set it in order, and who knew, and needed not reminding of, 

what he had preached there. 
9. It only remains under this head, that we should say something 

of the character of the Cretans which St. Paul has quoted from 
Epimenides, ch. i. 12,— Круге del феста, xarà бура, yaorépes 

10. Meursius, in his very complete and elaborate treatise on Crete, 
has accumulated nearly all the testimonies of the ancients respecting 
them. From his pages I take a few, that the student may be able to 
illustrate the character by them. 

11. On their avarice, we have the testimony of Livy, xliv. 45, “ Cre- 
tenses spem pecuniæ secuti: et quoniam in dividendo plus offensionum 
quam gratie erat, quinquaginta talenta iis posita sunt in ripa diri- 

` pienda:"—of Plutarch, Paul. mil. c. 28, rb 32 ттратитфу, фҥтукоАоб- 
Өтсау of Крўтєз, où Še cb, САМА roig ypýpacw, srep piots Hurra 
тро$Аигароўутес :—ОЇ Polybius, vi. 46. 8, ô rem tiv аісхрокёрбеау xai 
wAeovegiay Tpómos otrus eriywpidler жар abroi, òsre wapa рбуоқ Кр 
raiedoi rd dmáyrow drOpurwy pndty alaxpóv vopiLer Oar кёрдоѕ. 

12. On their ferocity and fraud, Polybius vi. 46. 9, Крута фу тћєістоҳ 
іс тє cal xarà kowóv ordcect kai ddvots каї rodduots ёрфоМоқ ёуастрефо- 
pévous: and iv. 8. 11, Крӯте 8d каї xarà уўу xal xara @4Ааттау wpós aiv 
ёдрас kai Xgoreías kal кАотй$ тоЛеріоу, xal vuxrepwas drivers kal жбсах 
rds pera BóAov кої xara pdpos xpeias ávvrócTaro, трд 8 riv è dpodd- 
yov xai xarà mpéswrov gdadayyndov &фодоу, &yevvéis kal rÀdyiot rais 
Yuyais:—Strabo, x. c. 4, wept 8 тўс Kpýrns ópoXoyeiras dri. . Dorepor 
mpos TÒ xeipov peréBarey dri Ee ru pera yap‘ rovs Терро, oł 
pára decor ту каб тўра OdAarray, otro «сіу of Suadefdpevs rà 
Agerjpu:—an Epigram of Leonides, Anthol. iii. 22,—ai&8 AH, rad xai 
dud 0ópox оўтє Sixasroe Kptjres: ті Kp olde Suawosvyv ; 

18. On their mendacity, Polybius vi. 47. 5, каї uiv ofre кат (ау On 
Sorusrepa Kpyratiww «poc rig d, K rereiws ёМушу, ovre xabdArou èri- 
ovis db f e: — again, the proverb, Kpys трос Alyunjrny, is thus 
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explained by Diogenianus, Cent. v. prov. 92,— éxi ray zavovpyos xpw- 
рёуюу xpos áAXjAovs Adyera::—Psellus, de operat. Dæm., A Lobt un 
avróv éppaywiyxévar pe Tatra Teparevópevov, xarà ro Крӯтас каї Фойн- 
кас. And the word круг еу was an expression for ‘to lie.’ Suidas 
has круг еу pós Крӯтох, dread) «vorat каї ázarewvés eligi: wee also 
Polyb. vii. 21.5. And their general depravity was summed up in the 
proverb, quoted by Constant. Porphyrogen. de them. lib. i, rpia кётта 
кбкигта` Karraðoxía, Kpýry, Кошка. 

CHAPTER XI. 

THE EPISTLE TO PHILEMON. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tue testimonies to the Pauline authorship of this Epistle are 
abundant. 

(a) Tertullian, in enumerating the Epistles of St. Paul with which 
Marcion had tampered, concludes his list thus (adv. Mare. v. 21, vol. ii. 
р. 524): 

* Soli huie epistole brevitas sua profuit ut falsarias manus Mar- 
cionis evaderet. Miror tamen, cum ad unum hominem litteras 
factas receperit, quod &c." (see the whole passage cited above, ch. 
vii. $ i. 1. €) 

(8) Origen, Hom. xix. in Jer. 2: vol. iii. p. 268: 
бтєр kai ô Ilan éxwrdpevos @Аєуеу ќу тү трд PAypova ётигтоћ) 
T$ DPrspor тері ‘Ovncipouw iva pi) кат &váyxgy rò ёуабду ү}, dM 
ко éxovowv (Philem. ver. 14). | 

And again in Matth. Comm. series, § 72, р. 889: 
“ Sicut Paulus ad Philemonem dicit: Gaudium enim magnum 
habuimus et consolationem in caritate tua, quia viscera sanctorum 
requieverunt per te, frater." (Philem. ver. 7.) 

And again in id. $ 66, p. 884: | 
* A Paulo autem dictum est ad Philemonem : hunc autem. ut Paulus 

senex, &c." (ver. 9.) | 
(y) Eusebius, H. E. iii. 25, reckons this Epistle among the podo- 

youpeva. 
(8) Jerome, ргоет. in Philem. vol. vii. pp. 743, 4, argues at some 
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length against those who refuse to acknowledge this Epistle for St. Paul’s 
because it was simply on personal matters and contained nothing for 
edification. 

2. That neither Irenæus nor Clement of Alexandria cites our Epistle, 
is easily accounted for, both by its shortness, and by the fact of its 
containing nothing which could illustrate or affirm doctrinal positions. 
Ignatius seems several times to allude to it: 

Eph. c. ii., p. 645; dvaienv pv 8:4 wayrds, ёбужер déws & (Philem. 
ver. 20). 

Magnes. c. xii., p. 672; the same expression; which also occurs in 
the Ep. to Polycarp, c. i., p. 720, and c. vi., p. 725. 

8. The internal evidence of the Epistle itself is so decisive for its 
Pauline origin, —the occasion and object of it (see below, $ ii.) so simple, 
and unassignable to any fraudulent intent, that one would imagine the 
impugner of so many of the Epistles would at least have spared this one, 
and that in modern times, as in ancient, according to Tertullian and Jerome, 

“sua illam brevitas defendisset." But Baur has rejected it, or, which 
with him is the same thing practically, has placed it in his second class, 
of antilegomena, in common with the other Epistles of the imprisonment. 

4. In doing so, he confesses (“ Paulus, u.s.w.” pp. 475 ff.) to a 
feeling of subjecting himself to the imputation of hypercritical scepticism 
as to authenticity: but maintains that the Epistle must stand or fall 
with those others: and that its very insignificance, which is pleaded in 
its defence, all the more involves it in their fate. Still, he professes to 
argue the question on the ground of the Epistle itself. 

5. He finds in its diction several things which strike him as un- 
pauline’; several which establish a link between it and those other 
Epistles. The latter position we should willingly grant him, and use 
against him. But the former is here, as so often, taken up by him in 
the merest disregard to common sense and probability. Such expres- 
sions, occurring in a familiar letter, such as we do not elsewhere possess, 
are no more than are perfectly natural, and only serve to enlarge for us 
the Apostle's vocabulary, instead of inducing doubt, where all else is so 
thoroughly characteristic of him. 

6. The contents also of the Epistle seem to him objectionable. The 
incident on which it is founded, he says, of itself raises suspicion. He 

then takes to pieces the whole history of Onesimus's flight and con- 

version, and the feeling shewn to him by the Apostle, in a way which, 
as I observed before (ch. Ш. $ i. 2) respecting his argument against 

1 I subjoin Baur's list: ur rp ri , ver. 2: йуйкоу, éserdccew, ver. 8: mpeg- 
Bórns, ver. 9: &xpnoros and etxpyoros, ver. 11: àréxo in the sense of ‘receive back’ 

(but see note there), ver. 16 : üxoTíe, xposopelAw, ver. 19: ёу(уасдаа, ver. 20: evia, 

ver. 22: the frequent recurrence (vv. 7, 12, 20) of the expression owAdyxva, not other- 

wise unpauline. 
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the Epistle to the Philippians, only finds а parallel in the pages of 
burlesque: so that, I am persuaded, if the section on the Epistle to 
Philemon had been first published separately and without the author's 
name, the world might well have supposed it written by some defender 
of the authenticity of the Epistle, as a caricature on Baur's general line 
of argument. 

7. On both his grounds of objection—the close connexion of this 
with the other Epistles of the imprisonment, and its own internal evi- 
dence,—fortified as these are by the consensus of the ancient Church, 
we may venture to assume it as certain that this Epistle was written by 
St. Paul. 

SECTION II. 

THE PLACE, TIME, OCCASION, AND OBJECT OF WRITING. 

1. The Epistle is connected by the closest links with that to the Colos- 
sians. It is borne by Onesimus, one of the persons mentioned as sent 
with that Epistle (Col. iv. 9). The persons sending salutation are the 
same, with the one exception of Jesus Justus. In Col. iv. 17, a message 

is sent to Archippus, who is one of those addressed in this Epistle. 
Both Epistles are sent from Paul and Timotheus; and in both the 
Apostle is a prisoner (Col. iv. 18; Philem. vv. 1, 9). 

2. 'This being во, we are justified in assuming that it was written at 
the same place and time as the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians, 
viz. at Rome, and in the year 61 or 62. 

8. Its occasion and object are plainly indicated in the Epistle itself. 
Onesimus, a native of Colosse’, the slave of Philemon, had absconded, 

after having, as it appears, defrauded his master (ver. 18). He fled to 
Rome, and there was converted to Christianity by St. Paul. Being per- 
suaded by him to return to his master, he was furnished with this letter 
to recommend him, now no longer merely a servant, but a brother also, 
to favourable reception by Philemon. This alone, and no didactic or 
general object, is discernible in the Epistle. 

SECTION III. 

TO WHAT PLACE ADDRESSED, &c. 

1. From comparing Col. iv. 9, with ib. 17 апа Philem. 2, we infer 
that Philemon was a resident at Colosse. The impression on the 

2 ét фий» can bardly in Col. iv. 9 bear any other meaning: he could surely not be 
described, under the circumstances, as “ belonging to the Colossian Church," as supposed 
by Dr. Davidson, Introd. ii. p. 138. The case of Epaphras in Col. iv. 12 is not strictly 

parallel ; but even there, there is no reason why the words should not bear their proper 

sonso 

Vor. III.—118] h 
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reader from Philem. 1, 2, is that Apphia was his wife, and Archippus 
(a minister of the church there, Col. iv. 17), their eon, or some near 
relative dwelling with them under the same roof. A letter on a matter 
so strictly domestic would hardly include strangers to the family in its 
address. 

2. An hypothesis has been advanced, recently by Wieseler, that our 
present Epistle is alluded to іп Col. iv. 16, as ; ёк Aaodixeias, and that 
the message to Archippus in the next verse favours the view that he, and 
consequently Philemon, dwelt at Laodicea. And this is corroborated, 
by Archippus being called bishop of Laodicea in the Apostolic Constitu- 
tions (vii. 46, p. 1056, Migne). 

8. The objection to this hypothesis is not so much from any evi- 
dently false assumption or inference in the chain of facts, all of which 
may have been as represented, but from the improbability, to my view, 
that by the latter limb of the parallelism—" this Epistle,” “ that from 
Laodicea,"— can be meant a private letter, even though it may have 
regarded a member of the Colossian church. We seem to want some 
Epistle corresponding in weight with that to the Colossians, for such 
an order, in such a form, to receive its natural interpretation“. 

4. Of Onesimus we know nothing for certain, except from the notices 
here and in Col iv. 9. Tradition reports variously respecting him. 
In the Apostolical Canons (73) he is said to have been emancipated by 
his master, and in the Apostolical Constitutions (vii. 40, p. 1056) to 
have been ordained by St. Paul himself bishop of Berœa in Macedonia, 
and to have suffered martyrdom in Rome, Niceph. H. E. iii. 11. In the 
Epistle of Ignatius to the Ephesians, we read, cap. i., p. 645, ёб оўу тўр 
тоћитћэбіоу i iv ё дубрат: eo) Arca è év 'Ovnoipp, TQ êv бубу aden 
vire, брду à «у саркі стоке бу «Хорол xarà "собу xpioroy e 
буатду, Kal mávras ipás ex биоштуут cha. шүр yàp $ xapwrápevos 
iptv аёо oto. rowtroy ётіткотоу кє al“. It is just possible that 
this may be our Onesimus. The earliest date which can be assigned to 
the martyrdom of Ignatius is A.D. 107, i. e. thirty-five years after the 
date of this Epistle. Supposing Onesimus to have been thirty at this 
time, he would then have been only sixty-five. And even setting Igna- 
tius's death at the latest date, A.D. 116, we should stil be far within 
ihe limits of possibility. It is at least singular that in ch. ii., p. 645 
immediately after naming Onesimus, Ignatius proceeds vaiu ijv da 
каутф (cf. Philem. ver. 20; and above, § i. 2). 

3 In the Prelectio above referred to, Prolegg. to Eph., $ i. 11, note, I had adopted 

Wieseler's hypothesis. Maturer consideration led me to abandon it, solely on tbe ground 
of the improbability stated in the text. We must regard the Epistle to the тосе 
as one now lost to us (see Prolegg. to Vol. II. ch. iii. § iv. 3). 

* See also id. chapters ii., vi., рр. 645, 640. 
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SECTION IV. 

CHARACTER AND STYLE. 

1. This Epistle is a remarkable illustration of St. Paul's tenderness 
and delicacy of character. Dr. Davidson well remarks, “ Dignity, 
generosity, prudence, friendship, affection, politeness, skilful address, 
purity, are apparent. Hence it has been termed with great propriety, 
the polite Epistle. The delicacy, fine address, consummate courtesy, 
nice strokes of rhetoric, render the letter an unique specimen of the 
epistolary style." Introd. vol. iii. р. 160. 

2. Doddridge (Expositor, introd. to Philem.) compares it to an Epis- 
tle of Pliny to Sabinianus, ix. 21, written as an acknowledgment on 8 
similar occasion of the reception of a libertus by his master*: and justly 
gives the preference in delicacy and power to our Epistle. The com- 
parison is an interesting one, for Pliny’s letter is eminently beautiful, 
and in terseness, and completeness, not easy to surpass. 

3. Luther’s description of the Epistle is striking, and may well serve 
to close our notice of it, and this portion of our prolegomena to the 
Epistles. 

“ This Epistle sheweth a right noble lovely example of Christian love. 
Here we see how St. Paul layeth himself out for the poor Onesimus, and 
with all his means pleadeth his cause with his master; and so setteth 
himself, as if he were Onesimus, and had himself done wrong to Phile- 
mon. Yet all this doeth he not with power or force, as if he had nght 
thereto; but he strippeth himself of his right, and thus enforceth Phile- 
mon to forego his right also. Even as Christ did for us with God the 
Father, thus also doth St. Paul for Onesimus with Philemon: for Christ 

also stripped Himself of His right, and by love and humility enforced 
the Father to lay aside His wrath and power, and to take us to His 
grace for the sake of Christ, who lovingly pleadeth our cause, and with 
all His heart layeth Himself out for us. For we are all His Onesimi, 
to my thinking." 

5 The Epistle rans thus: 
«С. Plinius Sabiniano suo 8. 

Bene fecisti quod libertum aliquando tibi charum, reducentibus epistolis meis, in 
domum, in animum recepisti. Juvabit hoc te: me certe juvat: primum quod te talem 
video, ut in ira regi possis: deinde, quod tantum mihi tribuis, ut vel autoritati шею 
pareas, vel precibus indulgeas. Igitur et lando et gratias ago: simul in posterum moneo, 
ut te erroribus tuorum, etsi non fuerit qui deprecetur, placabilem præstes. Vale.“ 
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CHAPTER XII. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

SECTION I. 

LIST OF MSS. CONTAINING THE EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL. 

Nork.—It is intended to include in this Table the mention of those MSS. only which 
contain, and of those particulars which concern, the porton of the N. T. comprehended 
in this Volume. 

Designation. Date. | Name of Collator and other information. Gosp.|Catn. Apoc. 

A |Alexandrinus. У. !5ее Vol. I. ААТА 
В |Уайсап 1209. IV. See Vol. I. B B — 
С Ephræmi. v See Pol. I. сс |с 
D romontanus. VI. See Pol. II. — — — 
E |Sangermanensis. IX. lA faulty transcript of D. — — — 
F Augiensis. IX. See Pol. II. — — — 
G Boernerianus. IX Ated only when it differs from Е. | A | — | — 
Н Paris, Coisl. 202, a. | VI. Only fragments. See Vol. II. — — — 
I, Frag. Tischendorf. V See Vol. J. — J, — 
К Moscow Synod, 98. | IX. See Fol. II. — K — 
L |Passionei. IX. |See Vol. 1I. — L — 
M Sinaiticus. IV. See Vol. I. N EN N 
а Lambeth 1182. XII. Serivener. — | a — 
b Lambeth 1183. 1358 |Scrivener. — d — 
с |Formerly Lambeth XV. Sanderson in Scrivener. —|e;— 

1184. 
d |Lambeth 1185. XV. (Scrivener. —|4 | — 
e |Lambeth 1186. XI. Serivener. —|—'a 
f Theodori. 1295 (Scrivener. 9 f — 
g Wordsworth. XIII. Scrivener. l — 
[h] |See 104 below. 1357 |Cited as h in this edition. m Е b 
k Trin. Coll. Camb., В.) 1816 (Scrivener. ж | К — 

х. 16. 
] See 29 below. — |Cited asl. — — — 

m] See 37 below. — йен аз та Acts Epp., 69 in the 
spels. — — — 

п] See 80 below. — |Cited as n in this edition. —|—|— 
f See 61 below. —  |Cited as o in this edition. — — — 
1 |Basle, 1.270 8. (late; X. Tregelles and Roth in Gosp. 1| Lj— 

B. vi. 27. 
2 (Basle (late B.ix.ult.)| XV. Mill (В. 2). Belon to Amer- 

‚ bach. Naila. m — 2 — 
3 Vienna, Theol. 5 Kol.) XII. Alter. Known as Corsendoncensis. 3 3| — 
4 Basale (late B. x. 20). XV. мш B.3. Wetstein, throughout 

p == Ж == 
5 Paris 106. XII. Stephens 8. Scholz. 5 5 — 
6 Paris 112. XIII. Stephens е. [Def. Tit. ii. 1— 

Philem. 12.) 616! — 
7 |Basle (late B. vi. 17). X. ? Readings given in Wetstein. Text 

surrounded by various scholia 
from Thdrt., Gennad., Co., Sevrn., 
&e. On parchment. 
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.,Gosp. сањ Apoc. Designation. Date. |Name of Collator and other information 

[8] p .... — Stephens (". Identified by some, 
with 132 below. — 50 — 

9 Paris 102. X. Stephens /. No lacune. —|7|— 
[10]! | Not identified. Stephens’ . — 8 — 
11 Univ. Lib. Camb., XI. Stephens’ ey. [Def. 1 Tim. iv. 12 

MS. Kk. 6. 4. —2 Tim. iv. 3. —|9|— 
12 |Paris 237. X. Stephens (е). etstein, “ de in- 

tegro." Scholia. — 10 2 
8]. . . . . . « | — Ses notea. 
m Jacobi Fabri Daven- XVI. See note b. 90 | 47 | — 

triensis. 
[15] Amandi. — Ces note с. —|—|— 
16 |Paris 219. XI. |Wetstein. Variorum scholia. In- 

8 by Reiche. Belonged to 
ris. — | 12| 4 

17 Paris 14. (Colb. 2844.) ХІ. Tregelles. See 88, Pol. I. 88 | 18 | — 
18 |Paris, Coisl. 199. XI. Wetstein. 85 | 14 | 17 
19 Paris, Coisl. 26. XI. [Wetstein. Variorum comm. — 16 — 
20 Paris, Coisl. 27. X. Wetstein. Variorum comm. Mu- 

| tilated. — — — 
21 Paris, Coisl. 206. XI. Wetstein. — | 17 19 
22 Paris, Coisl. 202, a. | XIII. Wetstein. Variorum comm. — |18 18 
23 |Puris, Coial. 200. XIII. |Wetstein. Stephens’ 0. **Conti- 

net totum N. T. preter Apoc 
[nam in Catalogo hujus Biblio- 
thece Apoc. per errorem pro Ep. 
Paul. ponitur. |” Wetstein. 88 | 19 | — 

24 |Bodleian, Misc. 186. | XII. (Cited by Wetstein on Joh. vii. 
Ebnerianus. 105 — 

25 Brit. Mus, King's XIV. Wetstein (Westmonasteriensis 935). 
Lib. 1. B. 1. Mutilated. | — — 

26 |Camb.Univ. Lib., М8. XIII. [Def. 2 Tim. i. 1—ii. 4; Tit. i. 9— 
Dd. 11. 90. 5.15. Ends Philem. ver. 2.) —|21|— 

27 Camb. Univ. Lib., MS. XI. The (отци portions were вар- 
Ff. 1. 30. plied in XIIth century. Gali. 

1—8; Eph. i. 1—13; Col. i. 1, 
2: 2 Thess. iii. 16—end; 1 Tim. 

1—4; Philem. 24, 25. 
these Gal. (or Eph. P) i. 1—4; Col. 

& Jacobus Faber Stapulensis, i.e. Jacques le Fevre d'Estaples, a native of Etaples in 
Picardy, collated five Greek MSS. of St. Paul's Epistles which he sometimes appeals to 
in his Commentary (Paris, 1512). These citations, whenever it is necessary to refer to 
them, should not be quoted as if they came from some one MS. distinct from the others 
in the list, but as “ var. read. in comm. Fab. Stap.” or the like. 

b A ms. which once belonged to J.C. Wolf of Hamburg. It was procured by Wet- 
stein from Wolf's library, and collated by him. It consists of two square paper 
volumes, containing the whole N. T. exc. Apoc, copied by Jas. Faber, of Daventer (а 
brother scholar of Erasmus), from a ms. written A.D. 1298 on Mt. Athos, by the scribe 
Theodore, who wrote also Gosp. 74, and Scrivener's Gosp. q Epp. f. The Epistle of 
St. Jude occurs twice, the 2nd copy is entered as Cath. 55. 

с * We know nothing more of it than that Amandus, who lived at Louvain, had it in 
his possession, that Zeger appealed to it,” on Rom. i. 32 (us reading ov curnxay), “ and 
that Erasmus supposed it to be a latinizing manuscript, How many books of the N. T. 
it contains, where it is at present preserved, whether it has been used in modern times 

under another name, are questions which 1 am unable to answer," (Michaelis.) 
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Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information. Gosp. Cath. Apoc. 

28 |Bodleian, Baroc. 8. | XI. Mill (Baroc.). Scholia. — | 28 
29 Chr. Coll. Camb. F. XII. Mill (Cant. 2). Scrivener (1, so 

i cited in this ed.). —|24| — 
80 Em. Coll. Camb. ij ХП. Mill (Cant. 3). Scrivener (n, го 

4. 85. cited in this — | 58 — 
91 |Brit. Э Harl. 1087 |Mill (Coo. 2). — |95 7 

5587. 
82 Brit. Mus, Harl. XII. Mill (Cor. 3). — | 26 | — 

5557. 
88 Brit. Mus, Harl. XV. Mill (Сое. б No lacuna (Griesb. : 

5620. Symb. Cri E — 27 — 
84 HR Harl. XIII. Mill (Sis.). Very much mutilated. — | 28 

5 
85 Geneva 20 XII. Mill (Genev.). — | 29 — 
86 |Bodleian, Misc. 74. | XIII. Mill (Hunt. 1). Formerly known 

as Huntingdon 181. “Рег 
. . . Gali, ii.” (Griesbach — 30 9 

87 |The Leicester MS. | XIV. Scrivener. Cited аз m in this 
vol, “f” in Apoc. 69 in the 
Gospels. See 69, Vol. I. 69 | 31 | 14 

88 |Bodleian, Laud. 81. | XIII. |Mill poer 2). 51 | 32 | — 
89 |Linc. Coll. Oxf. 82. | XI. Mill (Lin. 2). — | 33 | — 
40 Dublin, Montfort MS. XVI. Barrett and Dobbin. 61 | 34 | 92 
41 |Magd. Coll. Oxf. 9. | ХІ. Мі (Magd. 1). 57 | 35 | — 
43 New Coll. Oxf. 59. XIII. Mill (N. 2). «gb 
44 |Leyden, Voss. 77. XIII. |Sarrau. Mills Pet. 1. Wetstein, 

Dermout. — | 88 | — 
4[46]|Situation unknown. | —  |Sarrau. Mills Pet. 2. Belon 

(with Pet. 1 and 8) to Paul 
Petavius. — | 39 | 11 

46 Vatican, Alex. 179. XI. (Zacagni. Mill’s Pet. 8. Birch. 
E Tit. iii. 3 to end of Philem.)| — | 40 | 12 

47 |Bodleian, Roe 16. XII. Mill (Roe 2). Marginal scholia. | — | — | — 
48 Frankfort on Oder, XI. Middeldorpf. — | 42/18 

Seidel MS. 
49 Vienna, Theol 300 XII. Alter. Mill's Vien. 76 | 48 | — 

(Nessel). 
d[60]|Situation unknown. | — |А MS. brought from Rhodes, occa- 

sionally referred to by Stunica, 
one of the Complutensian editors. — | 62 | — 

61 е r б е е e . б mad See note °. — — — 

a| 52] Hamburg. XV. |Bengel's Uffenbachianus. — | 45 | 16 
53 Sees M in Vol. II. 

q 66 |Munich 876. ХІ. Bengel (Augsburg, 6). (Ec.-comm.| — | 46 | — 

66] 

d These numbers are bracketed because it is perfectly possible that the MSS. denoted 
by them may be entered in the list under other numbers. 

е Under this number Wetstein and succeeding editors have entered “ Codices Laur. 
Palla.“ Laurentius Valla, a learned Roman, who was born in 1417, and died in 
1467, published in 1440, Annotationes in N, T., in which he collected the readings of 
three Greek and three Latin MSS., and took particular pains to amend the Latin 
version. The book was published at Paris in 1605, and gave occasion to the Com- 
platensian Polyglott." (Michaelis' Introductory Lectures, 4to, London, 1761, p. 66.) 

f Under this number Wetatein and succeeding editors have entered a Zürich M8., 
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Cath. Apoc. Date. | Мате of Collator and other information. |Gosp. 

57 теа m 23| XIII. Edited by Alter. 218 | 65 | 88 

58 |Vatican 165. XII. |Edited by Zacagni. Called Crypto- 
ferratensis. pe ene ree 

186 Coisl. 204. XI. Inspected. Catena. — | — | — 
[ 4 

61 (Camb. Univ. Lib., MS.] XII. |Mill’s Hal., identified by Scriven 
with 221 below. Cited аг “o” 
from Scrivener’s Collation. 

Mm. 6. 9. 
440 | 61 | — 

62 Brit. Mus., Harl. 5 XIII. |Eph. collated by Griesbach. — | 59 | — 
63 Brit. Mus., Harl.5613.| 1407 |Eph. collated by Griesbach. — | 60 29 

[64] See M i» Pol. П. 
[66] Paris 60. XIV. |Inspected by Griesbach. — | 62 | — 

67 |Vienna, Theol. 302| XII. Alter and Birch. The 
(Nessel). serted by a corrector (672 

very valuable. — | 66 | 84 
68 iro Theol. 813| XIII. |Alter and Birch. — |63 — 

69 roe Theol. 309| XIII. Alter and Birch. —|64| — 

70 |Vienna, 221| 1831 Alter and Birch. —-|6|— 
(Nessel). 

71 10 XII. Alter and Birch. — — — 
(Kollar). 

72 1278 |Hensler. Cited by and Birch. 234 67 | — 
73 * епќеја, XI.  |Aurivilius. Catena. (Part of 

MS. is XIIth cent.) — | 68 — 
74 Wolfenbüttel xvi. 7. | XIII. |Knittel (collation given in Mat- 

— | 69 | 30 
75 |Brit. Mus., Addl. MS.| 1326? (кз Cont. xii. Scrivener.) * Lectt. 

5115-7. ex 1 Tim. mecum communicavit 
Rev. Paulus." (Griesbach. 109 | 22 | — 

76 Bibl. Paul. Leipsic. | XIII. |Readi of Gal. Eph. given by 
айе, p. 208. — — — 

77 Vatican 360. XI. Birch (cursorily inspected). 181 | 70 | 66 
78 |Vatican 363. XI. by Birch and Scholz. |188 | 71 | — 
79 |Vatican 360. XIII. |Birch (cursorily). — | 72 | 87 
80 |Vatican 367. XI. Birch per omnia contuli." — 783 — 
81 Vatican 761. XII. |Inspected by Birch. Ee.-o mm. — | — | — 
83 |Vatican 766. XI. {Inspected Birch. Comm. on 

i 1 тас. XII. Ditto eps " —|—|— 
atican 1 XIII. Epp. inspected [Def. from 

"T Tim. vi. 5.] Apoc. bef. Epp. | — | — | 39 
86 Vatican 1160. XIII. |Inspected by and Scholz. |141 | 75 | 40 
87 |Vatican 1210. XI. I, 2 Thess. ; 7 1, 2 Tim. Tit. Philem. 

“ exacte contuli” Birch. 148 | 76 | — 
88 |Vatican, Palat. 171. | XIV. |Zacagni. 149 | 77 

which consists merely of the Epistles of St. Paul, transcribed for his own benefit by the 
reformer Zwingle from Erasmus' 1st edition. 

в Under this number Wetstein cites ** Codices Greeci, quorum fit mentio in Correctorio 
Bibliorum Latinorum seculo xiii. scripto." 

h Another transcript of Erasmus' 1st edition, Harl. 5652 in the British Museum. 
Griesbacli copied certain various readings found on the margin. 
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89 |Vatican, Alex. 29. 

90 |Vatican, Urb. 3. XI. 
91 Vatican, Pio 50 XII 
92 |Propaganda Lib 1274 

Rome 250 
98 |Naples i. B. 12 XI 
94 |Laur. Lib. Florence X 

iv. 1. 
95 |Laur. Lib. Florence, XIII. 

iv. 5. 
96 |Laur. Lib. 8 XI. 

iv. 20. 
97 Laur. Lib. Florence X. 

iv. 29. 
98 |Laur. Lib. Florence! XI. 

iv. 81. 
99 jLaur. Lib. Florence} XI. 

iv. 32. ` 
100 |Laur. Lib. Florence} XII. 

x. 4. 
101 |Laur. Lib. Florence| XI. 

x. 6. 
102 Laur. Lib. Florence| XI. 

7. 
103 |Laur. Lib. Florence XII. 

x. 19. 
104 |Brit. Mus. Addl. | 1857 

11837. 
105 |Bologna Can. Reg., XI 

610. 
106 |St. Mark's Venice, 5.| XV. 
107 [St. Mark's Venice, 6.) XV. 

` 108 [St. Mark's Venice, 10.| XV. 
109 St. Mark's Venice, 11. XI. 
110 St. Mark's Venice, 38. XI. 
111 St. Mark’s Venice, 34 XI. 
112 St. Mark’s Venice, 35. XI. 

1118 (Moscow f) XI. 

114 [Moscow Synod, б. 1445 
115 |Moscow Synod, 884. | XI. 
116 |Moscow Synod, 838. | X1II. 

[117] The MS. called К” 

118 Moscow Synod, 198. | XII. 
120 |Dresden, . Matth.| XI. 
121 |Moscow Synod, 380. | XII. 
122 |Moscow Synod, 328. | XI. 
123 Moscow Synod, 99. XI. 
125 |Munich 504. 1887 

126 Munich 455. XIV. 

128 Munich 211. XI. 

— 

i Rinck uses this number for St. Mark’s Venice 86, 
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Date. [Name of Collator and other information.|Gosp. Cath. Apoc. 

Birch ** accurate exam." Contains 
Gal., Eph. i. 1—9 only of this vol. 

Inspected by Birch. 
Birch “‘ per omn. diligenter bis coll." 
Engelbreth in Birch (once Borg. 4).1180 

S B * & AB? E Esa 

1 Tim. collated by Birch. — 
Inspected by Birch. Mutilated at 

end. Marginal commentary. — 
азгы by Birch. This comm. — 

| 

| 
pe by Birch. Marg. comm. 

| 
| 

Inspected by Birch. — 

Inspected by Birch. — 

Inspected by Birch. — 

Inspected by Birch. Comm. — 

Inspected by Birch. Comm. — 

Inspected by Birch. Var. comm. | — 

Inspected by Birch. Catena. — 

Scrivener. Cited as h.“ 201 

Inspected by Scholz. 204 

Rinck. 205 
Rinck, 206 
Rinck. 
Rinck. а wanting. | — 
Rinck. = 
Rinck. Сой. — 
Rinck. Comm. [Def. 1 Thess. iv. 
18—2 Thess. ii. 14.] — 

Matthei (a). Belonged to Matthæi 
himself. — 

Matthi (c). — 
Matthei (d). Thl.’s comm. — 1100 
Matthei (f). Scholia. — |101 

ЕГЕ |I d: d IE 

8 | 

|1 &&28 111518 

| | 

III 

Matthei (h). — 
Matthei (k). 241 
Matthei (1). 242 105 
Mattheei (m). — !106 
Matthei (n). Scholia. pan 
Inspected by Scholz. Philem. 

wanting. — — 
Inspected by Scholz. Philem. 

wanting. Prob. copied from aame 
MS. as preceding. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
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&т.] LIST OF MSS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Date. | Name of Collator and other informatlon.Gosp. Cath. Apoc. 

129 |Munich 35. ХУІ. |Inspected by Scholz. Thl’s comm. 
(So Hardt.) — — — 

130 Paris, Bibl. de l' Ar- ХІ. Inspected by Scholz. 43 54 — 
senal 4. 

131 |Paris, Coisl. 196. XI. {Inspected by Scholz. 380 182 | — 
132 |Paris 47. 1864 |Reiche. 18 113 | 51 
183 i XII. Inspected by Scholz. — | 51 52 
134 XIII. Reiche. — |114 | — 
185 XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. [Def.2 Tim. 

ii. to end, Tit.] — |115 | — 
136 XVI. |Inspected by Scholz. — (116 | 68 
137 ' XIII. Reiche. [Def. Philem. 21—25.] |263 117 | — 
138 XIII. Coll. 1 Tim.; 1 and 2 Thess. e 

Scholz. — 118 55 
139 X. |Кеісһе. — 119 | 56 
140 X. Reiche (in Epp. Paul). Marginal 

Schol —|11|— 
141 XI. Inspected by Scholz. [Def. Phil. i. 

5 —end; CoL; 1 Thess i. 1 
—iv. 1, v. 926 —end ; 2 Thess. i. 
1—11. — |120 | — 

142 XIII. by Scholz. — 121 — 
143 XI. [Inspected by Scholz. Contains Gal. 

i. 1—10, ii. 4—end; Eph. i. 1— 
18; 1 Tim. i. 14—v. 6. — |122 | — 

144 XIV, Inspected by Scholz. — |123 — 
145 XVI. II by Scholz. Contains Phil., 

ol., Thess., Tim. — — — 
148 XVI. Inspected by Scholz. Contains 

» Philem. — — — 
149 XVI. ла by Scholz. — |124 | 57 
150 XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. — 125 | — 
181 XVI. {Inspected by Scholz. —|—|-— 
153 X. Reiche. Scholia. — 126 | — 
154 XI. Inspected by Scholz = Босе 

Thdrt.’s Comm. on Epp — 127 | — 
156 XI. (Inspected by Scholz. — |128 | — 
156 XIII. Inspected by Scholz. Comme. txt 

often omitted. — |129 | — 
157 XI. Coll. magna codicis pars.” Scholz. 

Inpeted by Schal: and Rache 158 1045 к b an 
atena — [181 | — 

159 XI.  Inspected by Scholz. Catena. — | — | 64 
160 XVI. {Inspected by Scholz. Fragments w. 

Thl.’s comm. — — — 
164 XVI. Inspected by Scholz. Thdrt.’s 

comm. w. txt on marg. — | — | — 
165 XVI. терезеа by Scholz. Contains 1 

| 2 Thess., Tim., Tit., Philem.| — | — | — 
166 Turin, C. I. 40. XIII. Schola “accurate coll.” — |188 | — 
167 Turin, C. II. 17 (19). ХІ. [Inspected by Scholz. — 1134 — 
168 Turin, C. 11. 38 (325). XII. Inspected by Scholz. Comm. =- | — — 
169 |Turin, C. II. 81 (1). | XII. |Inspected by Scholz. — |186| — 
170 Turin, C. II. 5 (802).| XIII. 'Inspected by Scholz. 839 |135 | 88 
171 Ambros. Lib. Milan 6.| XIII. Inspected by Scholz. 
172 |Ambros. Lib. Milan| XII. кирсе by Scholz. Comm. after 

15. E 
173 Ambros. Lib. Milan XIV. Inspected by Scholz. — |138 

102. 
121] 
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PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

104. 
Ambros. Lib. Milan] XV. 

125. 
Inspected by Scholz. Continuo 

comm. 
* Coll. loca Ep. Paul. plurima." 

Scholz. 
“Coll. cod. integer.” Scholz. 

178 MA жн XII. |“ 0 eot integer." Scholz u 
B. 17). 

[179]|Cursive portion of H| XII. Scholz. Cited as Hr. 
of the Acts. 

180 |Leur. Lib. Florence, XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. 
18. 

181 Laur. Lib. Florence| XIII. |Inspected by Scholz. 
vi. 86. 

182 Laur. Lib. Florence 1832 |Inspected by Scholz. 
2708 (?). | 

183 |Leur. Lib. Florence XII. [Inspected by Scholz. 
iv. 30. 

184 e D. Flo: 984 |Inspected by Scholz. 
2574 (? 

185 Vallicella Lib. Rome, XVI. |Inspected by Scholz. 
E. 22. 

186 Vallicella Lib. Rome,| 1830 |Inspected by Scholz. 
F. 17. 

188 |Vatican 1490. XII. Inspected by Sch 
189 |Vatican 1649. XIII. Inspected by Scholz Thdrt.’s 

comm. 
190 Vatican 1650 1073 ree by Scholz. Comm. o 

192 |Vatican 1761. XI. ES by Scholz. Past. Epp. 
ted by loi, as supplementary 

198 |Vatican 2062. XI. n etel by Scholz. Scholia. 
194 |Vatican 2080. XII. |Inspected by Scholz. 
196 Vatican, Ottob. 81. | X. Ixnspected by Scholz. 
196 |Vatican, Ottob. 61. | XV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
197 Vatican, Ottob. 176. | XV. Inspected by Scholz. 
198 Vatican, Ottob. 258. | XIII.|Inspected by Scholz. Latin ver- 

Vatican, Ottob. 66. 
Vatican, Ottob. 298. 

Vatican, Ottob. 826. Р Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

. |Inspected by Scholz. 

. |Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 

Inspected by Scholz. Thdrt.'s comm. 

. |Inspected by Schols. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
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§ L] | LIST OF MSS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

Designation. Date. | Name of Collator and other information. 

[211] Naples (no number). | XI. by Scholz. Apparently 
| above. — [173 — 

212 ‘Naples 1 C. 26. XV. {Inspected by Scholz. 174| — 
213 CCP Scholia. — 

29 
215 Venice 546. XI. Fart Cent. XIII. 

Schols. ius sid 140 | 74 
216 Mon. of S. Bas. Mes- XII. |Inspected by Münter — |175| — 

sana 2. 
217 Palermo. ХП. |Inspected by Scholz. [Def. 3 Tim. 

8 5 XII. Inspectod ey 121 76 E 218 Syracuse. ünter. 421176 — 
2 Leyden, Meerm. 116. XII. ý 122 |177 | — 

Berlin, Diez. 10. XV. DET 1 Tim. i iv. 1—end.] 400 |181 | — 
чаты, same MS. as 61 

ove. 
k[222) b. Univ. Lib., MS.“ — folio of the Greek Bible, 

Nn. 6. 27. кше ilem per Joan. Her- 
ium 1545.” A few notes 

hn: Foi on the margin. 441 110 — 
k[228] Camb. Univ. Lib., MS.“ — copy of the Greek Test., 8vo., 

Nn. 3. 20, 21. London, 1728, interleaved and 
bound up in two volumes. Con- 
tains MS. notes by John Taylor. | 442 | 152 | — 

Clarke + 1 On parchment. Inspected by Scholz. — | 58 | — 224 |Bodleian, 
k[225] TÀe same MS. as 1 

above. 
k(226]| The same MS. as 27 

above. 

к Scholz has run into great confusion with the manuscripts in the Cambridge Uni- 
versity Library from not understanding the signs in his memoranda respecting them. 
The following explanation may be sufficient to clear up the matter. All the MSS. in 
the Library have since 1768 been denoted by a double-letter class mark, a number for 
the shelf, and a number for the volume. Nasmith, in writing out a list of the MSS. as 
thus arranged, added numbers on the margin to indicate merely the position which 
each MS. held in his catalogue. Nasmith’s classified index contains references to this 
catalogue by these marginal numbers, р being prefixed if the reference is to a printed 
book with MS. notes, an asterisk if to а Greek MS. Similar marginal numbers have 
been inserted in the printed catalogue now in course of publication; they are not the 
same as Nasmith’s, and 16 is as misleading to refer to MSS. by these numbers without 
stating what catalogue is meant, as to the pages of & book more than once edited, with- 
out stating the edition used. This may be seen in the following examples :— 

MS. Ff. 1. 80, is 11652 on Nasmith's margin, and 1163 on that of the new Printed 
Catalogue. 

MS. Kk. 6. 4, is 2068 on Nasmith's margin, and 2084 on that of the new Printed 
Catalogue. 

MS. Mm. 6. 9, is 2423 on Nasmith's s margin, and 2468 on that of the new Printed 

Catalogue. 
М8. Nn. 3. 20, is ф 2537 in Nasmith’s index. 
MS. Nn. 5. 27, is ф 2622 in Nasmith's index. 
It is right to prefix MS. to the double letter to indicate that the volumes meant 

belong to the Cases so marked in the Library, and to prevent any confusion with the 
classes of Printed Books alone known by the same letters. 
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PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. хи. 

Designation. Date. | Name of Collator and other Information. Gosp. Cath. Apoe. 

Bodleian, Clarke 4. | ХП. On parchment. Inspected by 
Scholz. = = 

Escurial x. iv. 17. XI. Moldenhauer. (See Birch, Gospels.) 226 108 — 
Escurial x. iv. 12. XIV. Moldenhauer. (See Birch, Gospels.) 228 109 — 
Riccardi Lib. Flo-| XV. |Inspected by Scholz. (— lect.-37.) | 368 | 150 | 84 

227 

тепсе 84. 
231 [Gr. Mon. Jerusalem 8. XIV. Inspected by Scholz. 188] — 
232 Gr. Mon. Jerusalem 9. XIII. Inspected by Scholz. — |184| 85 
288 Mon. 8. Saba, пг. XI. |Inspected by Scholz. — |185| — 

Jerus. 1. 
234 Mon. 8. Saba, nr. XIII. Inspected by Scholz. 457 186 — 

Jerus. 2. 
235 Mon. S. Saba, nr. XIII. Inspected by Scholz. 462 187 86 

Jerus. 10. 
236 Mon. S. Saba, лг.) XII. Inspected by Scholz. — 188 — 

Jerus. 15. } 

237 Mon. S. Saba, nr. XIII. Inspected by Scholz. 466 | 189 89 
Jerus. 20. 

288 Strasburg, Molshei- XII. Various readings of Gospels given 
mensis. by Arendt in the German Theol. 

quarterly for 1833. Those 
Acts and Epp. communicated to 
Scholz. 431 180 — 

239 |Laur. Lib. Florence XII. Inspected by Scholz. 189 141 — 
vi. 27. | 

240 Brit. Mus., Harl.6796.| XV. Inspected by Scholz. 444 153 — 
241 Wolfenbüttel, Gud.) XII. (Inspected by Scholz?) Scholia. | — 97 — 

104. 
242 |Middlehill Worces-| XI. |(Inspected by Scholz?) Once Meer- 

tersh. 1461. mann 118. — 178 87 
243 Two MSS. in a mo- XII. 

| mastery in the Is- Inspected by Scholz. — 1182 — 
243 land of Patmos. XIII. 
244 Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 34. XI. |Inspected by Scholz — |190 | 27 
245 Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 38. XI. (Inspected by Scholz?) Catena. | — 191 — 
246 Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 37. XI. (Inspected by Scholz 7) — 192 — 
8-pe St. Petersburgh xi. 1.| XII. Muralto. 8-pe| 8-pe| — 

2. 230. 

The following is a List of Lectionaries. 

Designation. Date. | Name of Collator and other Information. 

lect-1 Leyden 249. Scaligeri. | XI. |Wetstein and Dermout. Contains Col. 
i. 12—23; 1 Thess. iv. 13—v. 10; 
1 Tim. iv. 9—v. 10. [= ev-6 

lect-2 Brit. Mus, Cotton. Vesp. XI. “ Contains the portions of Acts an 
B. 18. Epp. appointed to be read through- 

out the whole year. Casley collated 
it in 1735, and Wetstein inserted his 
extracts.” (Michaelis) Mutilated at 
beg. and end. 

995 (Quoted by Mill. Heb. x. 22, 28 qu. f) 
XIV. Griesbach. Contains the following frag- : 

ments :—Gal. iii. 93—99; iv. 4—7 ; | 
id. 22—27; v.22—vi.2; Phil. ii. 5— 

lect.3 |Bodleian, Baroc. 202? 
lect-4 Brit. Mus., Harl. 5781. 
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Designation 

LIST OF LECTIONARIES. 

Date 

[ PROLEGOMENA. 

A . Name of Collator and other information. 

leet- 5 |Bodleian, Cromwell. 11. 
[Olim 296.) A liturgy 

book, containing 5thly 
(рр. 149—290), edaryye- 
5 TO" ue 
vd de- 

lect-6 Göttingen (Cd de ] Missy). 

lect-7 |Copenhagen 8. 
lect-8 |Propaganda Lib. Rome 287. 
lect-9 Paris 32. 
lect-10 Paris 33. 
lect-11 |Paris 34. 
lect-12 |Paris 375. 
lect-13 'Moscow Synod, 4. 
lect-14 'Moscow Synod, 291. 
lect-16 Moscom Synod, 266. 
lect-17 (Moscow Synod, 267. 
lect-18 Moscow Synod, 268. 
lect-19 Moscow Typogr., 47. 
lect-20 |Moscow Typogr., 9. 

lect-21 Paris 294. 
lect-22 'Paris 304. 
lect-23 Paris 306. 
lect-24 | Paris 308. 

lect-25 Paris 319. 
lect-26 'Paris 320. 
lect-27 |Paris 321. 
lect-28 'Bodleian, Selden 2. 
lect-29 Paris 370. 

lect-30 Paris 373. 
lect-81 iParis 276. 
lect-82 |Paris 376. 

Paris 383. 
Paris 324. 
Paris 826. 
Riccardi Lib. Florence 84. 
Vatican 1528. 
Vatican, Ottob. 416. 
Barberini Lib. Rome 18. 
Barberini Lib. Rome (no 

number). 
Vallicella Lib. Rome, С. 46. 

lect-43 {Riccardi Lib. Florence 2742. 
lect-44 Glasgow (Missy BB). 
lect-45 Glasgow 5 issy CC). 
lect-46 Athro, т 63. 
lect-47 Ambros. Lib. Milan 72. 
lect-48 Laur. Lib. Florence 2742. 
lect-49 Mon. St. Saba, nr. Jerus. 
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11; Col. ii. 8—12; iii. 4—11; id. 12 
—16; 2 Tim. ii. 1—10. [= Gosp. 117] 

1225 суны who says Variantes lectiones 

XIII. 

collegi 
4—9, Col. ii. . 8, 9. 2 

Matthei (v). See his 1 to Thess. 
Contains a large number of the usual 
lections. 

Hensler in Birch. = ev-4d 
Birch. = ev-37 
Inspected by Scholz. = ev-84 
Inspected by Scholz = ev-85 
Inspected by Scho. 
Scholz. An important MS. [= ev-60] 
Matthi (b). 
Matthsei (e). 
Mattbei (t). = ev-52 
Matthei (x). —ev-53 
Matthei (y). = ev-54 

Matthei (с). = ev-55] 
. |Matthei (16). Contains 2 Tim. ii. 1— 

10. = ev-56 
Inspected by Scholz. = ev-83 

. [Inspected by Scholz. 
. |Inspected by Scholz. 

е n^ O. T. lections; only a few from 

n by Scholx. 
. |Inspected by Scholz. Mutilated. 

. [Inspected by Scholz. Defective. 
Griesbach. [= ev-26] 
Some lections from Gospp. and Epp. 

[= ev-94] 

Inspected by Scholz. = ev-82] 
. |Entered in “ist of MSS. of ls as 

324. re in] 1 and 2 Tim. 
collated by Scholz. 

. Cursim coll. magna codicis pars.” 
Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
. [Inspected by Scholz. ev-92] 

. |Iuspected by Scholz. ev-93] 
See ms 230 above. 

, [ev-183] 
. Bome parts of Cent. X. 

'The first 114 leaves are lost. 

(Inspected by Scholz ?) 
Manuscript collations by Missy were 
f once in Michaelis’ possession. 

ev-104 
ev-112 

. ‘Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. 

XIV. (Inspeeted by Scholz f) 



PROLEGOMENA.) APPARATUS CRITICUS. Lok. хп. 

Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information. 

lect-60 St. Saba 18. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-61 |St. Saba 26. XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-52 |St. Sabu (no number). 1069 |Inspected by Scholz. 

. lect-58 St. Saba (no number). XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. [ev-160] 
lect-54 |St. Saba (no number). XIII. 
lect-57 |Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 1. XI. (26 Apoc.) Ch 
lect-68 |Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake 4. 1172 

For Versions and FATHERS, see Vol. II. 

SECTION II. 

LIST, AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS, OF BOOKS QUOTED, REFERRED 

TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS VOLUME. 

(Works mentioned in the lists given in the Prolegg. to Vols. I. and II. 
are not here again noticed.) 

Baux, Paulus, der Apostel Jesu Christi, u.s.w., Stuttgart, 1845. 
Ditto, Die sogenannte Pastoral-briefe u.s.w. (this latter work is 

quoted second hand.) 
BisPrwG, Erklärung der Briefe an die Ephesier, Philipper, Colosser, u. des 

ersten Briefes an d. Thessalonicher, Münster 1855. (Rom. Catholic.) 
DavripsoN, DR. S., Introduction to the New Testament, vol iii.: 

1 Timothy — Revelation, Lond. 1851. 
De Werre, Exegetisches Handbuch, u.s.w.: Gal. and Thess., 2nd ed., 

Leipzig 1845: Eph., Phil, Col, Philem., 2nd ed., Leipzig 1847: 
1 Tim., 2 Tim., and Titus, 2nd ed., Leipzig 1847. 

Елрте, Pror., Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians, Lond. and 
Glasgow 1854. 

Ditto, Commentary on the Epistle to the Colossians, Lond. and 
Glasgow 1856. 

Етллсотт, C. J. (now Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol), a Critical and 
Grammatical Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, 
&c., London 1854. 2nd edition, 1859. 

Ditto, on the Epistle to the Ephesians, London 1855. 2nd edition, 
1859. 

Ditto, on the Pastoral Epistles, London 1856. 2nd edition, 1861. 
Ditto, on the Epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, 

London 1857. 
Ditto, on the Epistles to the Thessalonians, London 1858 !. 

! I cannot forbear recording my very deep sense of the service rendered by Bishop 
Ellicott to students of the Greek Testament by these laborious, conscientious, and 
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$ n.] BOQKS QUOTED. [PROLEGOMENA. 

FrirzscHe, Pauli ad Romanos Epistola, 3 voll., Hal. Sax. 1886. 
FarrzscHIOBUM Opuscula Academica, Lipsis 1888. 

HaRnLEsS, Commentar über den Brief Pauli an die Ephesier, Erlangen 
1834. 

Hxrxrx, Patrum Apostolicorum Opera, ed. 3, Tübingen 1847. 
Hormayn, Der Schriftbeweis, 2 voll., Nördlingen 1855. 

Jowrrr, Pror., the Epistles of St. Paul to the Thessalonians, Galatians, 
Romans: with critical Notes and Illustrations, Lond. 1856. 

Квӣвев, Griechische Sprachlehre für Schulen, Berlin 1852. 
Mack, Commentar über die Pastoralbriefe des Apostels Paulus, Tübin- 

gen 1836. (Rom. Catholic.) i 
Meyer, Н. A. W., Kritisch-exegetischer Commentar über das neue 

Testament :— Gal., 2nd ed., Göttingen 1851: Eph., Göttingen 
1853: Col., and Philem., Göttingen 1848: Thess., continuation by 
Lünemann, Göttingen 1850: 1 Tim., 2 Tim., and Titus, continua- 
tion by Huther, Göttingen 1850. 

Passow, Handwörterbuch der Griechischen Sprache: neu bearbeitet 
und zeitgemäss umgestaltet von Dr. Rost u. Dr. Palm, Leipzig 
1841—1857 *. 

Pett, Epist. Pauli Ap. ad Thessalonicenses &c., Griefswald 1880. 
Srizz, Dr. Ruporr, Die Gemeinde in Christo Jesu: Auslegung des 

Briefes an die Epheser, 2 voll., Berlin 1848. 
Овтевт, der Paulinische Lehrbegriff, Zurich 1861. 
WINDISCHMANN, Erklärung des Briefes an die Galater, Mainz 1843. 

(Rom. Catholic.) 
WINER, Pauli ad Galatas Epistolam latine vertit et perpetua annotatione 

illustravit Dr. G. B. Winer, ed. tertia, Lips. 1829. 

scholarlike volumes. They have set the first example in this country of a thorough 
and fearless examination of the grammatical and philological requirements of every 
word in the sacred text. I do not know any thing superior to them, in their own 
particular line, in Germany : and they add what, alas, is so seldom found in that coun- 
try, profound reverence for the matter and subjects on which the author is labouring. 
Nor is their value lessened by Bishop Ellicott having confined himeelf for the most part 
to one department of a Commentator’s work—the grammatical and philological. No 
student ought to be without these books, nor ought he to spare himself in making 

them his own by continual study. - 
2 This Lexicon (which has now all appeared) ія as superior to all other editions of 

Passow, German and English, as Passow was to all that went before. A comparison 

of any important words will shew the difference at once. The immense labour requisite 
will, it is to be feared, deter our lexicographers from giving the English public a trans- 
lation: but it would be a great boon to the scholarship of our country. | (It is under- 

stood that a new edition of Liddell and Scott’s Lexicon, now long promised, will con- 

tain all the valuable improvements and additions from Rost and Palm. A translation 
was in progress, but was broken off by the lamented death of Dr. Donaldson in the 

spring of 1861.] 
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ERRATA. 

9, text, last line, dele P before Frepor, and transfer the reference to next page. 
88, reference о, for Rom. viii. 1, 4 read Rom. viii. 4, 

111, reference o, for Rom. xi. 30 read Rom. xi. 88. 
192, reference 1, for iii. 14 read iii. 16. 
215, reference r, dele (bis). 
289, reference g, affer 2 Cor. xii. 7 insert [bis]. 
292, reference u, for Rom. ii. 18 read Rom. i. 18. 
296, reference К, for Matt. xvii. 48 read Matt. xxvii. 43. 
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Readings of the Codex Vaticanus (В) in the text of this volume, which have been 
ascertained by the Editor’s personal inspection of the MS. at Rome, February, 1861. 

Gal. i. 4. row evertwros, not eveoreros | Phil. i. 22. a:pyowua as Bentley, not 

14. 
iii. 16. 

21 

Eph.i. 1. 

iv. 2. 

as Bentley. 
. r теш» as in Mai ed. 1, 

not Tw аг. as in ed. 2. 

aQepicas is in codex. 
karaBovAovcovciy is 1. m. 

Куфа is in codex. 

eppet noa ія 1. m. 
. OrTOS ey vouw, not ev У. ОРТО 

as Bentley. 
. о ds is in codex, not omitted 

as in Bentley. 
. сиу paxapiopes as in ed. 2, not 

ovy о нак. as in ed. 1. 

. vas деХоџисту is in codex with- 

out correction, not quas. 
. To $ ауар, not то ауар as 

Bentley. 

т 
* qAucots is in codex, all from 

1. m. 

оосу is at the end of a line, 

and er epeoe in margin, but it 

is very doubtful whether it is 
2. m., and not rather 1. m., as 

some of its letters seem to have 

the double ink of 1. and 2. m. 

. Tov та rarra, not Tov таута as 

Bentley and Birch. 
«v ayarn, not ayarn as Bent- 
ley. 

. euaBere ав Mai ed. 1, not epa- 

Өзүтє as ed. 2. 

8e is not omitted as in Bentley. 
32. np is not added by another 

hand” as Bentley asserta, but 
in the codex, 1. m. 

Vor. III.—129] 

—— e a 

ii. 9. 

. WapaxoAeucapyevos, not -Вол-. 

-gopa: as Mai. 

avres To оуодо is in codex. 

о 
коассає:з, both letters being 
1. m. 
коАоте- is 1. m. 
eis warras, not TH eis as Mu- 
ralto. 

. ev то, not та e» тоз as Mu- 

ralto. 
. apxn, not арха as Muralto. 
. emi "yns, not eri TNE ns as 

Muralto. 

. © єттїў, not 0$ естт» as Mu- 

ralto. 
and 2. Vercellone’s marginal 
notes are right: cod. has ewp-, 
and rov дєоо xpiorov. eop- is 
1 m. in ver. 18. 

їп. 8. vue 1. m. 

end. xoAAagc. is here plainly 1. m. 
1 Thess.i.2. Ist vær is not omitted as in 

Bentley. 
iU. 8. ornxere as in Mai ed. 2, not 

Are as in ed. 1. 
iv. 1. Логтох abeàgpo: із 1. m.: TO A. 

ovv ad. 2. m. 

[4. ** eidera: ends a line, and is fol- 
lowed by eva written by the 
2da manus." — Mr. Cure, 

April, 1862. ] 
v. 18. syeio6e is in codex. 

2 Thees. ii. 3. 1 астостас. is in codex. 
iii. 14. cvrvaraucyrocÓn, as Bentley, 

not -сбе as Mai. 
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IlavAoc amóoroÀoc ойк dr avOowrwy оо ^8 
a ~ Rom. xiii. 

1. so фк, 
э , ` 2 РА „ ` - ` Matt. xxi. 
avPowmrov, аАХа dia 1лсоо оштой kai ° доо * татрос oA 

e Eph.vi.35. 1 Th.. L 1. Thes. L I. 2. 1Pet.i.3. 3John 8. Jude 1. see1 Cor. vill. 6. 

TITLE. rec 7 pos уалатаз exioroAn TavÀov: elz wavAov Tov атостоћоо A 1p 
*ya^aras ewigcTOÀg: TOU ayiov Kat пауєифпиоо awogcToÀov wavAov ex. яр. “уал. L: 

Tp. yar. ew. т. ау. ar. wavd. h: ex. яр. уал. k 1: txt ABKN m n o 17, and (prefixing 
apxera:) DF. 

Снар. I. 1—5.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING.  woAAoU Tb wpooí(uio» уќџе: Cupo 
x. peydAov dporhuaros’ ob Tb япрооішоу 
84 udo, АЛЛА ко) жата, ds eiweiw, 3 
éxurroAh. Chrys. In the very opening 
sentence of the Epistle, we see the fervour 
of the Apostle's mind and the weightiness 
of his subject betraying themselves. The 
vindication of his own apostolic calling, — 
and the description of the work and pur- 
pose of Christ towards us, shew him to be 
writing to those who had disparaged that 
apostleship, and were falling from their 
Saviour. 1.] It is better not to join 
é&vócroAos (here of course used in its strict 
and highest sense: see Ellicott, and an 
interesting note in Jowett) with dx’, but 
to let it stand by itself, and take the two 
prepositions as indicating, dad the remote 
originating cause, &é the nearer instru. 
mental one. In St. Paul's case, neither 
of these was merely human; the Lord 
Jesus was both the original Sender, and 
Himself the Announcer of the mission. 
Perhape however the prepositions must not 
be so strictly see ref. 1 Cor., —and 
observe that the following 8:4 belongs to 
coU rarpds as well as to Inco’ xpioTov.— 
ё»брбтоо is perhaps (as Mey., De W., Ellic., 
al.) singular, for the sake of contrast to 
"Inc. xp. following; but more probably for 
1 sake, the singular making even 

or. IIL. 

а more marked exclusion of human agency 
than the plural. Luther's viewof the sen- 
tence is: “The Judaizing teachers could 
shew their credentials as disciples of Apos- 
tles or messengers of churches and de- 
spised Paul as having none such. To this 
he answers that he had not indeed any 
commission from men, but derived his 
authority from a higher source.” But 
(1) this was not the fact, for he had a 
regular mission from the church at An- 
tioch: (2) the words do not express it. 

к. Got «arpós] If by Jesus 
Christ, then also by the Father, in 
and by whose appointment all the me- 
diatorial acts of Christ in the Headship of 
His Church are done. The inferences of 
Chrys. al. as to the equality of the Father 
and the Son from this juxtaposition, ap- 
pear far-fetched, and according to the 
mind, not of the apostolic, but of the Ni- 
cene age,” as Jowett: but we may say at 
least this, that the strongest possible con- 
trast is here drawn between man, in 
the ordinary sense, on the one side, and 
Jesus Christ, and God the Father, on the 
other. Had not the Apostle regarded 
Jesus Christ as one with the Father in the 
Godhead, he never could have written thus. 
On the use of 8:4 here where àró might 
be expected, see Ellicott’s note. He refers 
it to the brevity with which ВЕ Раа] ех. 
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1 йш» Kat tipnvn ато ^60:ov € татрос cal kupiov nw rov 
iv. 34 and — — 4 ef 2 

passim Heb. "[усоо хр‹отов, rov ! Góvroc tavróv © тео! теу auapruov 

1.31. e Bom 
g = Rom. viil 8. Heb. x. se hon Ps. xxxix 

ela 11.6. Tit. iL 14. 1 Maoc. vi. 44. (= wapad., ch. И. 90 reff.) 

8. nur bef xa: kvpiov (as in Rom i. 7, 1 Cor. i. 8, 2 Cor i. 2, 4c) AN d 17 fald(with 
demid э зы 

теввев himself: I should rather say that 
fe states our Lord Jesus and God the 
Father to have been the causa medians, in 
bringing down divine agency even to the 
actual fact of his mission—and leaving it 
therefore to be inferred à fortiori that the 
causa principalis was the will of God. 
It is important to remember that the mis- 
sion of Paul to the actual work of the 
ministry was by the command of the Holy 
Spirit, Acts xiii. 2, —proceeding from, and 
expressing tbe will of, the Father and the 
Son. rarpds is better taken generally, 
as in reff., the Father, than supplied with 
nid (as "De W. n or wi Whe epo пое 
al.). vou iy. avr.) s аре 
here? Not, I think, because (Meyer) Peal 
was called to be an Apostle by the risen 
Saviour,—nor merely (De W.) to identify 
the Father as the Originator of the Son’s 
work of Redemption (which is so in Rom. 
iv. 24,—but here would not immediately 
concern Paul's calling to be an Apostle),— 
nor (Calvin, al.) to meet the objection that 
he had never seen Christ, and turn it into 
an advantage, in thet (Aug. [but cf. his 
Retractations |, Erasm., Beza, al.) he alone 
was commissioned by the already risen 
and ascended Jesus, for in this case we 
should not find тоё ¢yelpayros x. r. x. 
stated as a predicate of the Father, but 
TOU é*yepÜérros x. T. A. as one of the Son, 
muris as asserting the Resurrection 

inst the Jews and Judaizing Galatians 
( rys., Luther), which is far-fetched, 
—nor (Jowett) as expressing an 
attribute of the Father, without which He 
can hardly be thought of by the believer, 
—for this is too loose a relevancy for a 
sentence во pointed as the present: but 
because the Resurrection, including and 
implying the Ascension, was the Father's 

on Christ of gifts for meu, 
virtue of which (Boxer Tobs иф» ind 
Aevs, x. T. A. Eph. iv. 11) Paul's Apostle- 
ship had been received. Cf. a similar sen- 
timent in Rom. i. 4, 6. T 
ёк тё» ».,—see note on Rom. iv. In 
Matt. xiv. 2; xxvii. 64; xxviii. 7; a Eph. 
v. 14; Col. i.18 (ii. 12 ?); 1 Thess. i. 10, 

Chr-tx@lat-ff: om quer а 1 (not 67 
4. rec (for wepi) этер, with BN? rel Chr 

: ins in both places copt seth. 
drt Dainasc (Ec-comm: txt ADFER! 

the article is : otherwise it is 
always omitted. 9. 48. Who 
these were, may best be inferred by the 
Apostle's usage in the addresses of other 
Epistles, where we have XecOérgs ó àBeA- 
pós (1 Cor. i. 1), TiysdOeos ё 23. (2 Cor. i. 
l. Col.i.1. Philem. 1). They were his 
colleagues in the work of the Gospel, his 
'companions in travel, and the like not ай 
the members of the church where he was, 
as Erasm, Grot., Jowett, aL, who would 
hardly be specified as being vir abrg,— 
besides that oo such an address would be un- 
precedented): and their unanimity (wd»- 
ret) is here stated, as Chrys., Luther, al., 
to shew that he wes not alone in his 
doctrine, but joined by all the brethren 
who were present. At the same timo 
wdrres would seem to imply that just 
now he had many of these àBeAQoí with 
him. But we cannot draw any inference 
from this as to the date of our Epistle : 
for we do not know who were his compa- 
nions on many occasions. At Ephesus, 
where probably it was written, we hear 
only of Gaius and Aristarchus (Acts xix. 
29), but we cannot say that there were not 
others: in all likelihood, several more of 
those mentioned Acts xx. 4, were with him. 

Tais dkxÀ.] таутахой yàp eIpyer 
ў rds. Thdrt. e principal cities of 
Galatia were Pessinus and Ancyra: but 
this plural seems to imply more than two 
such churches. See 1 Cor. xvi. I, and 
Acts xvi. 6; xviii. 28. That we have here 

' barely rais 4ккА., without any honourable 
adjunct as in 1 Cor., 2 Cor., 1 Thess., 
2 Thess., &.), must be explained as Chrys. 
al.: Oda 84 ро: ка) dvravOa т. wodAde 
dyardernow. ob yàp elre Tois dyarn- 
той, odd Tois dry hes, &ААА Т. 
ёкк\. т. Tak. Meyer denies this, allegin 
(carelessly, which is not usual with him 
1 Thess. and 2 Thess. as addressed barely 
Th éxxAnolg, whereas in both we have 
added éy * жатр} к. корі "Ino. xp. 

3 See introductory note on 
Bom. i. 1— 4.] He thus obiter 
reminds the Galatians, who wished to 
return to the bondage of the law, of tlie 
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6. om ovres F al- 

great object of the Atonement, which they 
had . Ch. ш. 18 is but a re- 
statement, in more precise terms, of this. 

; see the inference, in 
Prolegomena to Past. Epistles, § i. 32, note. 

wept, in this connexion, bas much 
the same sense as бёр: seo reif. and 
note on Eph. vi. 19; also Ellic.’s note 

Sr. dO nra] 2ѓаресба: is 
the very word used by the Lord of St. 

own great deliverance, see reff. 
т. aléves т. der. rern the present 
(not, as Mey., © coming. е word will 

make us 
citizens and inheritors of a better al&»os, 
тоё pédAAowros. So Luther: “vocat hunc 
totum mundum, qui fait, est et erit, pre- 
sens seculum, ad differentiam futuri et 
seterni seculi" The allusion (Jowett) to 
the Jewish expressions, “ the present age," 
*the age to come," as applying to the 
periods before and after the Messiah's 
coming, is very faint,—indeed hardly 
traceable, in the change which the terms 
had urdergone as used in a spiritual sense 
by Christians. See however the rest of 
his note, which is full of interest). 
xarà тд Фура ...] And this, (1) not 
according to our own plan, in proportion 
to our legal obedience or any quality in 
us, but according to the Father's sove- 
reign will, the prime standard of all the 
process of redemption : and (2) not so that 
we may trifle with such rescuing purpose 
of Christ by mixing it with other schemes 
and fancies, seeing that it is according to 
a ure prescribed by Him, who doeth 

1 things after the counsel of His own 
will. And this, not as the lord эне. 

rec er rr 
Thdrt ¶ c- co mm 

om то Ni. 

of His works, but as татрфз ud, bound 
to us in the ties of closest love—for our 
good, as well as to fulfil His own eternal 
purpose. On the question, whether the 
genitive us, depends on both, or only on 
the latter of the two nouns беоб x. warpds, 
I agree in Ellicott's conclusion, that as 
warpós is regularly anarthrous, and thus 
purel matical considerations are con- 
founded, — as 0«ós conveys one absolute 
idea, while warp might convey many ге» 
lative ones, it is natural to believe that 
the Apostle may have added а defini 
genitive to татбр, which he did not inten 
to be referred to dds. Render there- 
fore, God and our Father, not our God 
and Father.’ 5. ф 4 84.) So (reff.) 
on other oceasions, when speaking of the | 
wonderful things of God, St. Paul adds a 
doxology. In politeia, quando regum aut 
principum nomina a us, id honeste 
uodam gestu, reverentia, et genuflexione 

solemus. Multo magis cum de Deo 
loquimur, genu cordis flectere debemus." 
Luther. In 9 86а, — the glory кат & - 
oxf», or the glory which is His,'—the 
article is probably inserted for solemnity. 
“In this and similar forms of doxology, — 
excepting the angelic doxology, Luke ii. 
14, and that of the multitude, Luke xix. 
88,— 84а regularly takes the article when 
used alone: see Hom. xi. 86; xvi. 27; 
Eph. iii. 21; Phil. iv. 20; 2 Tim. iv. 18; 

eb. xiii. 21; 2 Pet. iii. 18. When joined 
with one or more substantives, it appears 
sometimes with the article (1 Pet. iv. 11; 
Rev. i. 6; vii. 12): sometimes without it 
(Rom. ii. 10; 1 Tim. i. 17; Jude 25).” 
Ellicott. rodt сбу. т. абу. 
note on Eph. iii. 21. 6—10.] Ax- 
NOUNCEMENT OF THE OCCASION ОР THE 

EPISTLE, IN HIS AMAZEMENT AT THEIR 
SPEEDY FALLING AWAY FROM THE Gos- 

PEL. ASSERTION OF THAT GOSPEL'8 ERX- 
OLUBIVE CLAIM TO THEIR ADHESION, AS 

PREACHED BY HIM, WHO SERVED Gop IN 

2 
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ins id bef xv D al, vss. 

CHRIST, AND NOT POPULARITY AMONG 
MEN. We have none of the usual expres- 
sions of thankfulness for their faith, &c. ; 
but he hurries vehemently into his sub- 
ject, and, as Chrys. says, apodpérepoy тф 
perà тайта néxpyra: Абуф, xabdwep wupe- 
Gels cpodpas bxb ris évvolas tar evep- 
'уесїд» Tov беоў. 6.] батро in this 
sense (see reff.) is a word of mildness, in- 
asmuch as it imports that better things 
were expected of them,—and of condescen- 
sion, as letting down the writer to the 
level of his readers and even challenging 
explanation from them. Still, like many 
other such mild words, it carries to the 
guilty conscience even sbarper rebuke 
than a harsher one would. otras 
Toxéws] either (1) ‘so soon after your 
conversion’ (Calv., Olsh., Meyer, &c.), or 
(2) ‘so quickly, —' after го little persua- 
sion,’ when the false teachers once came 
among you (Chr., De W., &c.), or (3) * so 
soon after my recent visit among you’ 
(Bengel, &c.). Of these I prefer (1), as 
more suiting the dignity of the passage, 
and as the more general and comprehen- 
sive reason. But it does not exclude (2) 
and (3) : *so soon,' might be, and might 
be intended to be, variously supplied. See 
Prolegomena, on the time and place of 
writing this Epistle. perarié.] are 
passing over, pres.: not as E. V. ‘are 
removed, which is doubly wrong, for per. 
is not passive but middle, in the common 
usage of the word, according to which the 
Galatians would understand it. So Plat. 
Theog. 122 0, omixpdy ydp т: цетатібєца, 
* | am beginning somewhat to change my 
opinion: see also Gorg. 493 с: Demosth. 
879. 10: “IPnpes, бсо: . . . ёз ‘Peopalous 
нетќ0еуто, Appian, чере 17; &c. Seealso 
examples in Wetst. rys. says well, ойк 
elwe Метё0ес0е, АЛАА Merarí0ecÓOc тоот- 
dori, ab8éxe тістебо, 0000 yoda. 
dxnpricpéyny el thy dxdrny 5 ка) 
abr) di dcl» dvaxroptvou. It is 
interesting to notice, in connexion with 
о$тоз Taxévs perarl@eaGe, the character 
iven by Cæsar of the Gauls: “ut ad 
lla suscipienda Gallorum alacer ac prom- 

tus est animus: sic mollis ac minime re- 
sistens ad calamitates mens ipsorum est." 
B. G. iii. 19:— Cæsar . . . infirmitatem 
Gallorum veritus, quod sint in consiliis 
capiendis mobiles, et novis plerumque re- 
bus student: ib. iv. 5: see also ib. ii. 8; 

om xpic'Tov F Tert, Cypr, Lucif. 

iii. 10. ToU cake. бр.) not to be 
taken with xpiorov, as Syr., Jer., Luth. 
(gives both constructions, bnt prefers this), 
Calv., Grot., Bengel, &c., nor understood 
of Paul, as al. and recently by Bagge,— 
but, as almost always with the A e 
(see note on Bom. i. 6), of Gop the Father 
(see ver. 15; and cf. Rom. viii. 30; ix. 24, 
25: 1 Cor. i. 9; vii. 15, 17: 1 Thess. ii. 
12: 2 Thess. ii. 14: 2 Tim. i. 9. Also 
1 Pet. v. 10). iv хбр. хр.) in (as 
the element, and hence the medium; not 
into, as E. V.; see for construction 1 Cor. 
vii. 15. In the secondary transferred sense 
of local prepositions, so often found in later 
Greek, it is extremely difficult to assigu the 

ise shade of meaning : see Jowett's and 
нс. notes here. But we may safely lay 
down two strongly marked regions of pre- 
positional force, which must never be con- 
founded, that of motion, and that of rest. 
ё», for example, can never be strictly ren- 
dered into, nor els, in.“ Where such 
appears to be the case, some logical con- 
sideration has been overlooked, which if 
introduced would right the meaning) the 
grace of Christ. Christ’s grace is the ele- 
mentary medium of our ‘calling of God,’ 
as is set forth in full, Rom. v. 15, 9 Saped 
(тоб Beo) èv xdpirs тӯ ToU dvds à»0p. 
"Ing. хр.:——вее also Acts xv. 11. And 
Christ's grace’ is the sum of all that He 
has suffered and done for us to bring us to 
God ;— whereby we come to the Father, —i& 
which, ав its element, the Father's calli 
of us has place. els ётер. cb 
to a different (in Kind: not &AAo, an- 
other of the same kind, which title he 
denies it, see below) gospel (so called by 
its preachers; or said by way of at once 
instituting a comparison unfavourable to 
the new teachers, by the very etymology 
of ebay yéAtor). 7.) Meyer's note ap- 
pears to ime well to express the sense: 
“the preceding els ётероу ebayyéAioy was 
a paradoxical expression, there being in 
reality but one Gospel. Paul новь | by 
it to admit the existence of many Gospels, 
and he therefore now explains himself 
more accurately, how be wishes to be un- 
derstood—5 ойк fori Ao, el ph &c.," 
i e. which “different Gospel,” whereto 
you are falling away, is not another, not 
a second, besides the one Gospel (ÉAAo, 
not ётєро» again; see above), except that 
there are some who trouble you &o. That 
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is: ‘This črepov ebayy. is only in so far 
another, that there are certain, who &c.' 
Notice that the stress is on obe; so that 
Paul, though he had before said eis Frepo 
eéayy., yet guards the unity of tho Gospel, 
and explains what he meant by érepoy 
evayyéAior to be nothing but a corruption 
asd perversion of the one Gospel of 
Christ. Others, as Chrys., (Ec., Thdrt., 
Luther, De Wette, &c., take d орк forw 
ÉAAo аз all referring to ейагууёМмо», “ which 
$ (admits of being) по other” (= uh 
Srres HA): and then el иб is merely 
adversative, ‘but, or only, a meaning 
which it will hardly bear, but which, as 
De W. remarks, is not necessarily in- 
volved in his interpretation: ‘except that’ 
answering for it quite as well. The ob- 
jection to his view is (1) that the mean- 
ing assigned to d ob« fori MA is very 
harsh, taking the relative from its appli- 
cation to the concrete (érepov ebayy.), 
and ing it to the abstract (тд ebay. 
in general) (2) that the juxtaposition of 
črepov and &AAo in one sentence seems to 

uire, as in 1 Cor. xv. 40, 41, tbat the 
strict meaning of each should be observed. 
Others again (Winer, Olsh., &c.) refer the 
$ to the whole sentence from бт; &c. to 
ebayydAiow —‘whiok (viz. your falling 
away) is nothing else but (has no other 
cause, but that) . To this the objec- 
tion (2) above applies, and it is besides 
very unlikely that St. Paul would thus 
have shifted all blame from the Galatians 
to their false teachers ( hanc culpam non 
tam vobis imputo quam perturbatoribus 
illis &c. Luther), and, as it were, wiped 
out the effect of his rebuke just after ut- 
tering it. Lastly, Schótt., and Cornel. a 
Lapide, take $ oùx for.  АЛо as а par- 
enthesis, and refer «i uh to Oavud(e, 
which should thus have been 46aóua(or 
(&»). This would besides make the sen- 
tence a very harsh and unnatural one. 
The nature of this ‘different nie scd as 
gathered from the data in our Epistle, 
was (1), though recognizing Jesus as the 
Christ, it insisted on circumcision and the 

for ушу, vas D' f 1 Cyr-jer Chron. evayyeAicapeba 

observance of the Mosaic ordinances as to 
times, &c.: (2) it professed to rest on the 
authority of some of the other Apostles: 
Bee s. quoted below. ol тар. 
The article points out in & more mark 
manner the (notorious) occupation of these 
men, q. d. ‘certain your disturbers, &. 
Add to ref., Herodot. ix. 70, rh» oxnrdy 
T. MapBorlov obra: їсау ol Biapráaarres. 
Xen. An. ii. 4. 5, д фупобивуоѕ odSels 
dera: and compare the common expres- 
sion eialv of Aéyovres. Tò ebayy. т. 
хр.) perhaps here not Christ's Gospel,’ 
but the Gospel of (i. e. relating to, preach- 
ing) Christ. The context only can deter- 
mine in such ex ions whether the 
quur is subjective or objective. 
.] But (no matter who they are of rap. 

&c.) even though (in xal el, ка) éd», &c., 
the force of the ral is distributed over the 
whole supposition following, see Hartung, 
Partikell. i. 139; and éd» is distinguished 
from ei, in supposing а case which has 
never occurred, see 1 Cor. xiii. l, and а 
full explanation in Herm. on Viger, p. 832) 
we (i.e. usually, Z, Paul: but perhaps 
«sed here on account of of ab» èuo, deres 
àBeA ol, ver. 2) or an angel from heaven 
(ayy. dt. ойр to be taken together, not 
ФЕ ойр. ebayy.: introduced here as the 
highest possible authority, next to a di- 
vine Person : even were this ible, were 
the highest rank of created being to fur- 
nish the preacher, &c. See 1 Cor. xiii, 1. 
Perhaps also, as 8., there is а refer- 
ence to the new teachers having sheltered 
themselves under the names of the great 
Apostles: uh ydp pos Ide Bo efrps, oneal, 
ка) Iod xiy yàp tay pre ёуүё- 
Aer ў Tis TG» dt ovpav0d бафбербутшу 
TÒ ifpvypa x. r. A. Then he adds: таёта 
86 oby és xaToyivóckev T. йтостблор 
naiv, o és wapaBavderav Tb rh- 
pvyna, raye ere yàp peis, etre der- 
vos, naiv, ote xnpóacouer АЛЛАА Zeta. 
BovAÓpevos bri Дода прозбтоу ob xpos- 
(era Stay wept GAnOelas д Adyos ў), 
preach (evangelize: it is impossible to 
preserve in English the edayyédAior, and 
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3 Mace. ii. п Гуш ш yap vuiv, adeAgol, то eva y yéAtow то tu- 
zw. aee. Luke 115, 18. Aets vite 25. xiv. 18, 21. xvi. 10. 1 Pet.i.13. Paul, bete only 

. Xv. 1, " =æ Matt. Xxvill. 14. 
xv.1,3. P. only, exc. Matt. xiv. 6 
James 1.1. 2 Pet. I. 1. Judel. е 
u. 18. йребо, Matt. xxiii. 30 bis. Acts xxvii. 17. 
xv.lal. Ezrek. xilv. 28. 

9. хроєе:ртка N! К. 

i Мк. Acta vi.5. Sir. xx. 

a= 1 Cor. xi. 
Acts xil. 90. S Cor. v. II. 2 Macc. lv. 45. e = Rom. 

28. æ Rom.1. 1. Phil.1.1. (Tit.i.1.) 
. & Acte, passim. Paul, 1 Cor. хі. 11. ver. 23 only, Neh, 
ph. Ii. 8. * Luke il. 15. Дсіві. 28. 1 Cor. 

^ тебди 
H 
ABDF 
KL a b 
e de fx 
hkim 
nol? 

10. rec aft e: ins уар (for connexion), with DKL rel syrr Chr Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: 
om ABD'FN 17. 67? latt copt arm Cyr, Damasc lat-ff. | 

11. rec (for уор) 8e, with 2-3K LN?" d(in red) rel syrr copt Chr Cyr, Thdrt Ambrst : 
om eth: txt BDF N-corr! 17 latt Damasc Jer Aug. 

in it the reference back to vv. 6, 7) to 
you other than what (хара [reff.] as in 
vapà Sdtay, торі rods ёркооѕ, wapafalver, 
&с. not merely ‘against,’ nor merely 
* besides,’ but indicating ‘ beyond,’ in the 
sense of overstepping the limit into a new 
region, i. e. it points out specific dif- 
Jerence. The preposition is important 
here, as it has been pressed by Protestants 
in the sense of ‘besides, against Roman 
Catholic tradition, and in consequence 
maintained by the latter in the sense of 
‘against.’ It in fact includes both) we 
preached (evangelized) to you, let him be 
aceursed (of God: no reference to eccle- 
siastical excommunication: for an angel 
is here included. See note, Rom. ix. 3, 
and compare ch. v. 10: also Ellic.’s and 
Bagge’s notes here). 9.] As we said 
before (referring, not to ver. 8 as most 
Commentators; for the word more natu- 
rally, as in 2 Cor. xiii. 2 [so проєітаиеу, 
1 Thess. iv. 6], relates to something said 
on a former occasion,—and the plural 
seems here to bind it to ebnyyeAsodueda, 
but to what he had said during his 
presence with them: see a similar refer- 
ence, ch. v. 8, 21), I also now say again, 
If any one is (no longer now a suppo- 
sition, but an assumption of the fact: 
see neon ary ut supra; and с em 
evangelizing уоп (гет) other (wit 
another pel) thes that which ye 
received (from us), let him be accursed 
(see above). 10.] For (accounting 
for, апа by so doing, softening, the seem- 
ing harshness of the last saying, by the 
fact which follows) am I Now (арт: takes 
up the &pr: of the last verse, having 
here the principal emphasis on it,—q. d. 
‘in saying this, — in what I have just 
said ;’ is this like an example of meu- 
pleasing ?’) persuading (seeking to win 
over to me, (wr&».àpécknr nearly; seq 

reff.) MEN (see 1 Cor. iv. 3; 2 Cor. v. 11: 
not, as Erasm. al. [not Luther], ‘num 
res humanas suadeo, an divinas ?’—nor as 
Calvin, *suadeone secundum homines an 
secundum Deum ?) or (am I concilia- 
ting) (reid losing its more proper mean- 
ing, as of course, when thus applied) 
God! or am I seeking to please мен 
(a somewhat wider expression than the 
other, embracing his whole course of pro- 
cedure)? (Nay) if I any longer (imply- 
ing that such is the course of the world 
before conversion to Christ; not neces- 
sarily referring back to the time before his 
own conversion, any more than that is con- 
tained by implication in the words, but 
rather perhaps to the accumulated enor- 
mity of his being, after all he had gone 
through, a man-pleaser) were pleasing 
men (either (1) imperf, = ‘seeking to 
please: so that the fact, of being well- 
pleasing to meu, does not come into ques- 
tion ; or @) as Mey., ‘the fact of pleas- 
ing, r of seeking to please: ‘if I 
were popular with men: the construction 
will bear both), I were not (iam is a 
late form, found however in Xen. Cyr. vi. 
1. 9: see Ellic. here) the (or a, but better 
‘the’) servant of Christ. Some interpret 
xp. 800. ойк by fjuwv as Chr., ere perà 
Iordaſo funy, Ёт: Thy. ёккАпаќа» dBlexor. 
But this would more naturally be expreseed 
by ойк dy ёуєубиту, and, as Mey. remarks, 
would give a very flat and poor sense: it 
is better therefore to take Zoe in its 
ethical, not its historical meaning. 
Ш —Снар. II. 21.] FinsT, or APOLO- 

GETIO PART OF THE EPISTLE; consisting 
tn an historical defence of his own teach- 
ing, as not being from men, but revealed 
to him by the Lord,—nor influenced even 
by the chief Apostles, but of i ent 
authority. 11, 19.] Ewenciation о 
this subject. vv. үр] The DA 
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see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 66. 
5. а, 
Rom. Ш. 

ix. & xv. 32. 
ch. lii. 18. 
1 Pet. iv. 6, 

* "Iov&ateug, Ori ° каб * отерЗоћ ту * 2010коу ry ' єккАз- l т. з. 
cíav rov ' Ütov каї * &wópÜovv айту, 1% xai 

1 Cor. xiv. 6, 26. 3 Cor. xii. 
3 Kin ge x. 1. 

n here only *. 2 Macc. viii. 1 al. (-der, de, eh. if. 14.) 
3 Cor. L 8. iv. 17 only. 
v. 10, 11, де. Ps. vii. 1. 2 Macc. v. 8. 
31. ver. 38 only t. t Luke il. 53. 

ht Rev. I. 1. 
= Eph. iv. 23 reff. 

р as above (o). 3Cor.iv. 7. xii. 7 only t. 

t 7 42, Rom. 
ToOtKOTT TOY vill. 7. 

Joh. Ii. 2, 
k Matt. zi. Luke xxiii.6. Acts zvil. 32. 

m = Jobn R. 18. Rom. vii. 9. xi. 30 al. 
о Rom. vii. 18. 1 Cor, xil. 31. 

Hatt. 
т1 Cor. 1. 2 al. (zv. 9 es M ^ Acte tx. 

Hom. xili. 13. 3 Tim. Ii. 10. Ш. 9, 18 only. see Bir. li, 
17. Jos. Vit. f 2, eie peydAny тасдеѓае wpoUxosz vor ёаідосг». 

13. for ovre, сиде (mechanical repetition) AD'FN m Eus Chr Cyr,: txt BD*EL rel 
(Ec. for бг, 84a A al. 

18. for еторб., rox H. F, ezpugnabam latt lat-ff(exc Aug). (here and in ver 28.) 

seems to have been corrected to 80, as not 
applying immediately to the foregoing, — 
or perhaps in reminiscence of 1 Cor. xv. 1; 
2 Cor. viu. 1. It refers back to vv. 8, 9. 

yvep., see note, 1 Cor. xv. 1. 
&vÜpewov] according to man, as 

К. V. (see reff.) : i.e. measured by merely 
human rules and considerations, as it 
would be were it of human origin: so 
Beatioves § rer vOpernwov vepobérov, 
Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 24, xard cannot itself 
express the origin (as Aug. a Lapide, 
Est., al.), though it is included by im- 
ркаш: see note ver. 4, on xarà тд 
Аура. 12.] proof of this. For 

neither (obs ydp 11 negative sentences, 
answers to xal ydp in positive; e. g. in 
Herod. i. 3, ётістбиєуоу wárros бт: od 
Збае: Bíxas odd yàp éxelvovs ZI 
omit the ov, and substitute xal for ov5é, 
and the sentence becomes affirmative. So 
that cb has nothing to do, except in 
ruling the negutive form of the clause, 
with ofre following, but belongs to this 
clause only. See on the whole, Ellic.’s 
note) did I (éyó strongly emphatic, 
—eee example from Herodot. above: 
‘neither did I, any more than the ofer 
Apostles.’ Thus this clause stands alone; 
the ‘neither’ is exhausted and does not 
extend to the next clause) receive it 
(historically) from man (i. е. ‘any шап; 
not ‘a man,’ but gencric, the article being 
omitted after the ition as in ver. 1), 
nor was taught it (dogmatically); but 
through revelation of (i. е. from, genitive 
subjective: seereff. Thdrt. [but not alto- 
gether: for he subjoins, abròs айтђ» Foxe 
3Bdonador} al. take the genitive as ob- 
jective, ‘revelation of,’ i.e. revealing) 
Jesus Christ. WHEN did this revelation 
take place ?—clearly, soon after his con- 
version, imparting to him as it did the 
knowledge of the Gospel which he after- 

jy 

wards preached ; and therefore in all pro- 
bebility it is to be placed during that 
sojourn in Arabia referred to in ver. 17. 
Jt cannot be identical with the visions 
spoken of 2 Cor. xii. 1 ff.,—for 2 Cor. was 
written in A.D. 67, and fourteen years 
before that would bring us to A.D. 43, 
whereas his conversion was in 37 (see 
Chron. Table in Prolegomena, Vol. II.), 
and his subsequent silence, during which 
we may соате — been under 
preparation by this a yptic imparting 
of the Gospel, lasted but three years, 
ver. 18. Nor can it be the same as that 
appearance of the Lord to him related 
Acts xxii. 18,—for that was not the occa- 
sion of any revelation, but simply of 
warning and command. He appears to 
refer to this special revelation in 1 Cor. 
xi. 23 (where see on the supposed dis- 
tinction between àwó and тарй); xv. 8. 
1 Thess. iv. 15; see notes in those places. 

13— 1I. 21.] Aéstorical working out 
of this proof: and first (vv. 13, 14) by 
reminding them of hes former life in 
Judaism, during which he certainly re- 
ceived no instruction in the Gospel from 
men. 18. .] ye heard, viz. 
when I was among you: from myself: not 
as E. V., ‘ye have heard.’ үйр binds the 
narrative to the former verses, as in the 
opening of a mathematical proof. 
dvacrp.] Wetst. cites Polyb. iv. 82. 1, 
кат te Th» Aonrh» üvacvpoQi» ка) тёз 
wpátes Te«Üavuacuéros rèp Th» Мм» 
kíav, This meaning of the word seems 
(Mey.) to belong to post-classical Greek. 
There is no article before nor after wore, 
perhaps because the whole, dvacr.-wore: 
é»-rQ-'lovB., is taken as one, q.d. Tw 
éuóv wore “lovdaioudy: or better, as 
Donaldson in Ellicott, “the position of 
wore is due to the verb included in 
ёуастрофђіу. As St. Paul would have 
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wicwim да тус xüpiroc aurov атокаћофа: TOv viov avrov 
TW 1 These. - , * , М э” “м ә - 70 „Өг 
e £v mol, tva evayytÀikwpat avrov ev тос tÜveatw, evéwe 
H. 1. xil. 19 , 

(Mark xv.14 OW 
v. r.] only 7. 

з Tit. U. 14 ret). 
& Levit. xxii. 18 al. 
4 xli. (xxxiv ) 2 only. 

e Acts xiii. 2. Rom,t I. Levit. xx. . 
f == Rom. xii. е ver. 0. " 8. 

iti. N. h eh. Н. 6 only f. 
Lucian. Jup. $ 1, цо! тоогауабоь, 
50. Eph.vi.1$. Heb. Н. 16 опу. Bir. xiv 

y — Acte vill. 16. xvi. 8, 
а= Matt. zv. 21 Mk. 

b constr., 

» 18. 

15. rec aft evdoxngev ins o Geos, with ADKLN rel syr-w-ast copt Ori 

g Matt. xi. 25. 1 Cor. if. 10. ! 
Diod. Bic. xvii. 116, rate цаутес: ярогағат:бёцеуос тері TOV сицеѓою. 

Ade це сбрВооћо» zóver. 

*wpocaveBiuny ‘capi Kai ' atuari, WT 008 атт\Або» 
» 8. Rom. iv. 19 al. 
1 Cor. xi. 9. 1 Thess. 11. 15. tii. 6 
Luke xii. 33. 1 Cor 

z here only. Gen. I. 
2. Jer. оа, (xxi) 

Rom. zv. 9б. . 1. 31. 
d Matt. хіт. 12. Luke 1. 16. Isa. хіх. 

1 Mace. хіт. 
1. see Jer. i. 5. 

Phil. ii. 18. 1 Pet. i. 12. 1 Kings 

i Matt. xvi. 17. 1 Cor. xv. 

Chr, Thdrt, g 
Iren-lat, Aug: om BF vulg Syr Chr, Thdrt, Iren-lat, Orig-lat Faust(in Ang) Ambrst 
Jer. apepicas B(ita cod. see table at end of prolegg. to this vol) D? m n. 

17. rec (for lst awnAGov) avqA0ov, with AK LN rel latt syr copt Chr Thdrt : txt BDF 

said dvyearpepéuny поте, he allows him- 
self to write T)» фи. йуастрофћђу поте.” 
Mey. cites as a parallel construction, ў 
vhs Tpolas &\әсіз Tb Beórepov, Plat. 

. li. 685 p. T. lxxÀ. т. 
@cov] for solemnity, to set himself in con- 
trast to the Gospel, and shew how alien he 
then was from it (1 Сот. zv. 99. ёжбр@.)] 
rour do, oBéca: éxexelpei т. ёккАто(а», 
катастрф ш к. кабеле», ёфауісаг тобто 
yàp *op8oUrros Epyor. Chrys. But more 
than the mere atiempt is to be under- 
stood : he was verily destroying the Church 
of God, as far as in him lay. Nor must 
we think of merely laying waste; the 
verb applies to men, not only to cities 
and lands, cf. Acts ix. 21,—xeirvos yàp 
{керсек &vOpdrrovs, Soph. Aj. 1177, and 
ot rapara b, ph uiv ó Протаубраѕ Tb» 
Xiperl8ny ёктќрср, Plat. Protag., p. 340. 

14. evrqunéras] The compound 
form (compare cvuuéroxos, Eph. iii. 6; v. 
7: ovyxoweyds, 1 Cor. ix. 23 al.) is con- 
demned by the Atticists: Attic writers 
using only the simple form.“ Ellicott. 
dv T. үф p., in my nation, see reff. 

wepiog. | viz. than they. twa. 
*. =. |. *rap.] а zealous assertor (or de 
fender) of my ancestral traditions (i. e. 
those handed down in the sect of the 
Pharisees, Paul being @apicaios, vids Фа- 
peers Acts xxiii. 6,—not, the law of 

oses. This meaning is given by the 
pou: without it the szapaBóceis of the 
whole Jewish nation handed down from 
of wardpes, might be meant: cf. Acts 
xxvi. 5). —17.] A his conver- 
ston also, he did not take counsel with 
MEN. 15.] It was God's act, deter- 
mined at his very birth (cf. especially 
Acts xiii. 2), and effected by a special 
calling: viz., that on the road to Damas. 

cus, carried out by the instrumentality of 
Ananias. To understand xaAécas of an 
act in the divine Mind, as Rückert, is 
contrary to our Apostle's usage of the 
word, cf. ver. 6; Rom. viii. 80 al. This 
calling first took place, then the revela- 
tion, as here. 16.] ётокећ. belongs 
to е08бкте су, not to кал. (Erasm.), nor to 
&фор. and кал. (Est., al.),—to reveal his 
Son (viz. by that subsequent revelation, 
of which before, ver. 12: not by his соя- 
version, which, as above, answers to кал<- 
таз) in me (strictly: ‘within me,’ ris 
&woxartpews xatadkaunovons афто rh 
Wuxhy, Chrys.: not ‘through me’ (Jer., 
Erasm., Grot., &c.), which follows in Tra 
elayy. к.т.А., nor in my case (Rickert, 
al), as manifested by me as an example to 
myself or to others, as in 1 John iv. 9: 
the context here requires that his own 

nal illumination should be the point 
rought out;—nor ‘to me’ (Calv., al.), 

which though nearly equivalent to is 
me,’ weakens the sense), &c. Notice the 
present edayyeAl(oua:, the ministry being 
not a single act, but a lasting occupation. 

dv т. @у.] the main object of his 
Apostleship: see ch. ii. 7, 9. ‘ed0des is 
really connected with àw5A6ov: but the 
Apostle, whose thoughts outrun his words, 
has gre the negative clause, to 
anticipate his purpose in going away.’ 
Jowett. wposaveü.] See reff. The 
classical sense is, ‘to lay on an additional 
burden : and in middle voice, ‘on one- 
self > cf. Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 8. The later 
sense, ‘to impart fo,’ tiv ті, either, as 
here, with the view of getting, or as in 
ch. ii. 6, with that of conferring. The 
*pós in composition does not signify ad- 
dition, but direction: see Acts xxvii. 7, 
note. серк\ қ. ер.) i. е. with man. 
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m hereonlyt. Esdr. L. 33 (81) bis. 43 (40) only. ryo д» dyes...iordpyoa, only(?). 
Jos. B. J. vi. 1.8. lordpnea yhp tiva 'ЕЛелфаро», Antt. vili. 2.6 (see Ellicott's note). 
x. 48. sil. 16 al. L. P. (John du о т ызы 1 Сот. xvi. 7 

р zili. . John 1. 1, 1. 1 Cor. xvi. 

а Syr syr-marg Bas Thl-marg. 
18. тра bef ern AN а bo 17 8 

n Acts 
P о = Matt. 

xii. 4. 1 Cor. will. 4, see ver. 7. 

[aAAa, so ABDFLN. ] 
copt Chr Damasc. rec (for ) rerpor, with ктфау 

DFKLN’ rel latt syr-txt : txt ABN! 17. 672 Syr eo sth. (Cf ch ii. 11, 14.) 
ug 19. for ovx edo, «або» ovSera DIF latt lat-ff (exc А 

kind, “generally with the idea of weak- 
ness and frailty,” Ellic. whose note see, 
and also reff. — II.] åmfàbov both times 
refers to his departure from Damascus: 
а. d. ‘when I left Damascus, I did not 
go..... but when I left Damascus, I 
went.’ The repetition of джӯлбоу is quite 
in the Apostles manner; Meyer adduces 
as examples Rom. viii. 16 [Heb. xii. 18, 
22. We may add Heb. ii. 16]. els 
Apap] On the place which this journey 

in the narrative of Acts ix., see 
notes on vv. 19, 22 there. Its object does 
x а x Vero Den v Cari my 

er, al.) the preaching of the gospe 
aoe are the words Iva ebayyeA. x. T. A. 
necesearily to be connected with it,—but 
preparation for the apostolic work ; though 
of course we cannot say, that he did not 
preach during the time, as before and after 
it (Acts ix. 20, 22) in the synagogues at 
Damascus. Into what part of Arabia he 
went, we have no means of determining. 
The name was а very vague one, some- 
times including Damascus (‘ Damascus 
Arabise retro deputabatur, antequam tran- 
scripta erat in Syrophomnicem ex distinc- 
tione Syriarum.' Tert. adv. Marcion. iii. 
18, vol. ii. p. 839: so also (verbatim) adv. 
Judsos 9, p. 619. Zr. 84 Aduackos тїз 
'ApaBucis yüs 9» x. lor, el ка) уйу 
aposveréunra: тӯ Xopodowiny Aeyouéry, 
A indy re друђсасба: Svvarra:, Justin 
Mart. c. Trypho, 78, p. 176),—eome- 
times extending even to Lebanon and the 
borders of Cilicia (Pliny, Hist. Nat. vi. 32). 
It was however more usually restricted to 
that peninsula now thus called, between 
the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf. Here 
we must apparently take it in the wider 
sense, and understand that part of the 
Arabian desert wbich nearly bordered on 
Damascus. (From C. and H. edn. 2, i. 
p. 117, f) How he remained there 
we are equally at a loss diee E Hardly 
for any considerable portion of the three 

ul). 

years: Acts ix. 28 will scarcely admit of 
this: for those huépa: Ixexal were mani- 
festly passed at Damascus. The journey 
is mentioned here, to account for the 
time, and to shew that he did not spend 
it in conferring with mes, or with the 
other Apostles. «al «<А. J 
cf. Acts ix. 22, 25. 18—94.) But 
after a very short visit to Peter at Jeru- 
salem, he retired to ia and Cilicia. 

18.] At first sight, it would appear 
as if the three years were to be reckoned 
from his return to Damascus: but on 
closer examination we see that pera ÉT3 
Tp. stands in opposition to «d6dws above, 
and the &эўАбо» K. r. A. here answers to 
ё&ёжўАбо» x.T.A. there. So that we must 
reckon them from his conversion: бте Bè 
є086ктсеу K. T. A. ruling the whole narra- 
tive. See also on ch. ii. 1. This is the 
journey of Acts ix. 26,— where see note. 

ere is no real di псу between that 
account and this. The incident which 
led to his leaving Damascus (Acta ix. 
25. 2 Cor. xi. 32, 83) has not neces- 
sarily any connexion with his purpose 
in going to Jerusalem: a which 
may have been entertained before, or 
determined on after, that incident. To 
this visit, must be referred the vision of 
Acts xxii. 17, 18. lerop. K.] 
to make the acquaintance Cephas 
—not to get information or instruc- 
tion from him: see reff., and Ellic. here. 
Peter was at this early period the 
prominent person among the Apostles; 
see note on Matt. xvi. 18. p 
«pós] originally a pregnant construction, 
but usage become idiomatic. See 
reff. fpép. Saxaw.] mentioned to 
shew how little of his institution as an 
Apostle he could have owed to Peter. 
Why no longer, see in Acte ix. 29; xxii. 
17—21. 19.] This verse admits of 
two interpretations, between which other 
considerations must decide. (1) That 
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James, the Lord's brother, was one of the 
Twelve, and the only one besides Peter 
whom Paul saw at this visit: (2) that he 
was one rr дтостблоу, but not neces- 
sarily of the Twelve. Of these, (1) ap- 
parently cannot be: for after the choos- 
ing of the Twelve (John vi. 70), the 
dd A of our Lord did not believe on 
Him (John vii. 5): an expression (see 
note there) which will not admit of any 
of His brethren having then been His dis- 
ciples. We must then о (2) : which is 
besides in consonance with other notices 
respecting the term àzócroAos, and the 
person here mentioned. I reserve the sub- 
ject for full discussion in tbe prolegomena 
to the Ep. of James. See also notes, Matt. 
x. 3; xiii. 55; John vii. б. 20.] This 
asseveration (cf. 2 Cor. xi. 81) applies most 
naturally to the important fact just asserted 
—his short visit to Jerusalem, and his 
having seen only Peter and James, rather 
than to the whole subject of the chapter. 
If а report had been spread in Galatia that 
after his conversion he spent years at Jeru- 
salem and received regular institution in 
Christianity at the hands of the Apostles, 
this last fact would naturally cause amaze- 
meut, and need a strong confirmatory asse- 
veration. As the construction, 
&..... diy stands alone, (with regard to) 
the things which I am writing to you, — 
and the word necessary to be supplicd to 

on the sense from i80d фуфк. т. 0coU 
to Jr., lies under the i$oó, which here 
answers to such words as S:azapripouai, 
1 Tim. v. 21; 2 Tim. ii. 14; iv. 1,—*oap- 
ayyéAAw, 1 Tim. vi. 13. Meyer would 
supply ypépe, which seems harsh: others 
take ёт: as ‘for,’ which is worse still (cf. 
2 Cor. xi. 21, ó 6«bs ol8er.... бть od 
wedSouas),—and this too, understanding 
éavív after беой (Bengel). 21.] The 
beginning only of this journey is related in 
Acts ix. 80, where see note. Mr. Howson 
suggeste (ейп. 2, i. p. 129, f.) that he may 
have gone at once from Cæsarea to Tarsus 

John 1. 
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by sea, and Syria and Cilicia may after- 
wards have been the field of his activity, 
—these provinces being very generally 
mentioned together, from their geogra- 
phical affinity, Cilicia being separated 
from Asia Minor by Mount Taurus. (See 
also note on Luke ii. 1, 3.) Winer, 
al. have understood by Syria , Phe- 
nicia: but as Meyer has shewn, incon- 
sistently with usage. In Acts xv. 23, 41, 
we find churches in Syria and Cilicia, 
which may have been founded by Paul on 
this journey. The supposition is confirmed 
by our ver. 28: see below. 23, 23.) 
‘So far was I from being a disciple of the 
Apostles, or tarrying in their company, 
that the churches of Judæa, where they 
principally laboured, did not even know me 
by sight.’ T$ жрозФзге, the referen- 
tial, or adverbial dative: Donalds., Gramm. 
§ 457. rhs 'lovBaías excludes Jerusa- 
lem, where he was known. Jowett doubts 
this: but it seems to be required by Acts 
ix. 28—29. Chrys. seems to mistake the 
Apostle’s purpose, when he says, ba pd- 
Ops, Fri rocovroy dweixe тод knpóta: aù- 
то weprrouhy, Sri obs àrd Deos yró- 
pisos $y abrois: and Olshausen, in sup- 
posing him to be refuting the idea that he 
had learned the Gospel from other Chris- 
tians in Palestine. 23. ёк. eav) They 
(the members of the churches: cf. Eurip. 
Нес. 89, râ» orpdreup’ 'EXAqvutóv, wpds 
өЇкоу «ü6órorras évadlay wAdryy) heard 
reports (not * had heard, ss Luth.: the 
resolved imperfect gives the sense of dara- 
tion : see reff. and passim) that (not the 
recitative бт, but the explicative, follow- 
ing ёк. ўта›. Mey. remarks that no ex- 
ample is found of the former use of ёт. by 
St. Paul, except in O. T. citations, as ch. 
iii, 8) our (better taken as a change of 
pen into the oratio directa, than with 

ey. to understand jas as ‘us Chris- 
tians, the Apostle including himself as he 
writes) former persecator (not, as Grot., 
for B&ófas, but as ё reid, taken as а 

uy “evay- воп 
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substantiveg see reff.) is preaching the 
faith (obje tive, as in reff., and 1 Tim. i. 
19 b; ii. À; iv. 1, &c.; but not = the 

ine of the Gospel) which he once was 
(вее on ver. 13). And they 

glorified God in me (‘in my case:’ i.e. 
my example was the cause of their glori- 
fying God :—not, ‘on account of me,’ see 
reff., and cf. ё» dperais уёуабе, Pind. Nem. 
iii. 56,—é» со} тас’ Éyerye od{opat, Soph. 
Aj. 519. Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 210). By 
thus shewing the spirit with which the 
Churches of Judæa were actuated towards 
him, he marks more strongly the contrast 
between them and the Galatian Judaizers. 
Thdrt. says strikingly: narbdrorres yàp 
Thy ёбрба» petaBorgy, к. бт: é Adxos Ta 
wowpdvew dpyd(era, тїз eis Tbv Od» 
aii тд rar dul xpdépacw dAáuBa- 
vor. II. 1—10.] On his 
vt lo Jerusalem, maintained equal 
independence, was received by the Apos- 
tles as of co-ordinate authority with them- 
selves, and was recognized as the Apostle 
of the uncircumcision. 1. 8:4 бекет. 
ётё») First, what does this did imply? 
According to well-known usage, 8:6 with a 
genitive of timeor space signifies * through 
and beyond: thus, ó wi» xpóros 5) 8:4 
xpórov wpočßa:vé ро, Soph. Philoct. 285, 
d 84ка éwdAbeu» wipyo: сау peyd- 
Aoi, Thuc. iii. 21, and then тё» wópyer 
бетер b/ óALyov: see reff, and Bern- 
hardy, Syntax, p. 235. Winer, Gramm. 
edn. 6, $ 51. (The instrumental usage, 
dd Baxpówr, did ruxrbs, &c. is derived 
from this, the instrument being re- 
garded as the means, passed through 
before the end is attained: but ob- 
viously has no place here, where a defi- 
sile time is mentioned.) See more in 
Ellic. Bà Sex. іт. then is after fourteen 
years, Sexarecodpwr wapeA8Órrov ётёу, 
Chrys. Next, from what time are we to 
reckon? Certainly at first sight it would 
appear, — from the journey last men- 
tioned. And Meyer maintains that we 
are bound to accept this first impression 
without enquiring any further. But 
why? Is the prima facie view of a 
construction always right? Did we, or 

аул» 

did he, judge thus in ch.i.18? Are we 
not bound, in all such cases, should any 
reason ab extra exist for doing so, to re- 
examine the passage, and ascertain whe- 
ther our prima facie impression may not 
have arisen from neglecting some indica- 
555 by Өг context? That this 
is case here, I am persuaded. The 
ways of speaking, in ch. i. 18, and here, 
are very similar. The ётета in both cases 
may be well taken as referring back to 
the same terminus a quo, 8:4 being used in 
this verse as applying to the larger inter- 
val, or even perbaps to prevent the four- 
teen years being counted from the event 
last mentioned, as they would more natu- 
rally be, had a second nerd been used. 
What would there be forced or unnatural 
in a statement of the following kind? 
“ After my conversion (öre 84, &c. ch. i. 15) 
my occasions of communicating with the 
other Apostles were these : (1) after three 
years I went up, &c. (2) after fourteen 
ears had elapsed, I again went up, &c. ? 

is view is much favoured, if not ren- 
dered decisive, by the change in position 
of drr and the numeral, in this second 
instance. In ch. i. 18, it is perà Ern rpla: 
kr», in the first mention of the interval, 
having the emphatic place. But now, it 
is not 8¢ ётё» дєкатевсбреу, but 8:4 Bexa- 
TeGOdper ётёу —ётб»у now passing into 
the shade, and the numeral having the 
emphasis—a clear indication to me that 
the (ry have the same reference as before, 
viz. to the time of his conversion. A list, 
and ample discussion, of the opinions on 
both sides, will be found in Anger, de га- 
tione temporum, ch. iv. This (cf. Chro- 

nol. Table in Prolegg. Vol. II.) would bring 
the visit here related to the year 50: see 
below. wéw dvéPny | I 
went up: but nothing 18 said, and ere 

was no need to say any thing, of another 
visit during the interval. It was the ob- 
ject of the Apostle to specify, not all his 
visits to Jerusalem, but all his occasions 
of intercourse with the other Apostles: 

and it is mere trifling, when Meyer, in his 
love of creating discrepancies, maintains 
that in such а narration as thie, St. Paul 
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would be putting a weapon into the hands 
of his opponents by omitting his second 
journey. That journey was undertaken 
Acts xi. 30) in pursuance of a mission 
m the church at Antioch, to conve 

alms to the elders of the suffering churc 
at Jerusalem. It was at а period of per- 
secution, when James the son of Zebedee 
and Peter were under the power of Herod, 
—and in all probability the other Apos- 
tles were scattered. Probably Barnabas 
and Saul did not see any of them. The 
merely (Acts xii. 25) fulfilled their errand, 
and brought back John Mark. If in that 
visit he had no intercourse with the Apoe- 
tles, as his business was not with them, the 
mention of it here would be irrelevant: and 
to attempt, as Mey., to prove the Acts 
inaccurate, because that journey is not 
mentioned here, is simply absurd. That 
the visit here described is in all probability 
the THIRD related in the Acts (A. D. 60) on 
occasion of the council of Apostles and elders 
(Acts xv.), I have shewn in a note to the 
chronological table, Prolegomena to Acts, 
Vol. II. The various separate circumstances 
of the visit will be noticed as we proceed. 
«чут. xal Tlrov] In Acta xv. 2, Érata» 
évaBalyey П. к. Вару. cal tivas ÉAAovs 
4 abréy. Titus is here particularized by 
name, on account of the notice wbich fol- 
lows, ver. 3: and the cal serves to take 
him out from among the others. On Titus, 
see Prolegg.to Ep. to Titus. 2.] 84 not 
only carries on the narrative, emphatically 
repeating the verb (Mey.), but carries on 
the refutation also—but I went up (not 
for any purpose of learning from or con- 
sulting others, but) &e.:—So Il. о. 484, 
ds 'AxiAebs OduBnoew (- Tiplauor бео- 
cid (a. OduBnoay 8 ка) IAO, and other 
examples in Hartung, i. p. 168. Of his 
undertaking the journey car ёжокёлифи», 
nothing is said in the Acta, all that is 
related there being, the appointment by 
the church of Paul and Barnabas and 
others to go. What divine intimation 
Paul may have received, inducing him to 
offer himself for the deputation, we can- 
not say: that some such occurred, he 
here assures us, and it was important for 
him to assert it, as shewing his depend- 
ence only on divine leading, and inde- 
pendence of any behests from the Jeru- 
salem church. Meyer well remarks that 
the history iteelf of the Acte furnishes an 

instance of such a double prompting: 
Peter was induced by a visiou, and at the 
same time by the messengers of Cornelius, 
to go to Cæsarea. Schrader would 
give a singular meaning to кат’ ёяокќ- 
млн»; that his visit was for the se 
of making known the Gospel which he 

&c. Hermann (de ep. ad Gal. 
trib. prim. capp., cited by Meyer) agrees ; 
“explications causa, i.e. ut 
inter ipsos qua vera esset Jesu ing." 
But it is against this sense, that (1) the 
М. T. usage of ёяокблијнѕ always has- 
respect to revelation from above, and (2) 
this very phrase, xar’ àroxdAwpw, is 
found in ref. Eph. used abeolutely as 
here, undoubtedly there signifying by 
revelation. Hermann’s objection that for 
this meaning, xard Tiva áxox. would be 
required, is nugatory: not the particular 
revelation (concrete) which occasioned the 
journey, but merely the fact that it was 
by (abstract) revelation, is specified. 
&vebéuqv] (reff.) : so Aristoph. Nub. 1436, 
Üuiv ava Ararra rand xpdyuarea. 
See more examples in Wetat. av roc 
to the Christians at Jerusalem, impli 
in ‘IepoodA. above: see reff. This wide 
assertion is limited by the next clause, 
car 18. Ke. Œc., Calv., Olsh., al. take 
афто to mean the Apostles: in which 
case, the stress by and by must be on кат” 
lar, — I communicated it (indeed, n 
would more naturally stand here on this 
interpretation) fo them, but privately (i.e. 
more con tsally,—but з improba- 
ble, that St. Paul should have thus given 
an exoteric and esoteric exposition of his 
teaching) rots бокодазу. Chrys. is quoted 
for this view by Mey., but not quite cor- 
rectly ; ётедђ yàp dy тоге “leporoAvpos 
wdrres ёскаудёалі(оуто, ef tis wapaBaly 
Tbv убџоу, af Tis &oAvceie xphoacOa тӯ 
wepitouf....wappnolg piv rape 
к. TÒ Kfipvyua &xoraAUya Tb davrov ойк 
hvelxeto, кат ia 84 ois бокойоцу 
&réü«ro ёт) BaprdBa к. Titov, twa obros 
páprupes Gfidwioro: yévwrra: xpbs robs 
éyxadobvras, Fri ob3¢ тоз dwoordéAas 
{боѓёе» ёуаутіоу elvai, ААА PeBaoves +d 
wkhpvypa vb rotob ro.  Estius, character- 
istically enough, as a Romanist ; ‘publice 
ita contulit, ut ostenderet gentes non de- 
bere circumcidi et servare legem Mosis, — 
privato autem et secreto colloquio cum 
apostolis habito placuit ipsos quoque Ju- 
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9. om 6 B. 

deos ab observantia Mosaice їя..., 
ease liberandos.' кат. 18. but 
(limits the foregoing abrois ; q. d., when 
I say ‘to them,’ I mean." ic. ed. 2, 
questions this, and understands 84 to in- 
troduce another conference, more private 
than that just mentioned) in private (in 
a private conference : not to be conceived 
as separate from, but as specifying, the 
former dye8éuny) to those that were emi- 
ment (more at length ver. 6, of Зокобу- 
res «уа те. These were James, Cephas, 
and John, ver. 9,—who appear to have 
been the only Apostles then at Jerusa- 
lem. Olsh. supposes the words to imply 
blame, not in the mind of the Apostle 
himeelf, but as reflecting on the unworthy 
exaltation of these Apostles by the Ju- 
daizing teachers. He illustrates this by 
ol bwepAlay ётботоло, 2 Cor. xi. 5; but 
an expression of such feeling here seems 
out of place, and it is better to understand 
ol 8oxourres as describing mere matter of 
fact ; see examples in Kypke and Elsner), 
lest by any means I (seem to) 
be running, or (to) have run, in vain. 
ob жері éavroU тёбезкєу, ФАЛА жер} Tay 
Ae тоютфат, Туа pdéwow бтаутез 
Thy тоб xnptypatos cuugdertay, к. бт: 
к. ros Ало àpdenet тй бж ipo ктрут- 
dera, Thdrt.: so also Chrys., Thl., Calv., 
al. The construction of two moods after 
the same conjunction is found elsewhere 
in Paul: cf. 1 Thess. iii. 5. The - 
sent subjunctive Tpéxo implies continu- 
ance in the course; the 2 aorist indica- 
tive Е$рано», the course already run. It 
is quite out of the question, that this last 
clause should express a boná fide fear, leat 
his ministry should really be, or have 
been, in vain, without the recognition of 
the church at Jerusalem (De W., al.): 
such a sentiment would be unworthy of 
him, and, besides, at variance with the 
whole course of his argument here. The 
reference must be (as Thdrt. above) to 
the estimation in which his preaching 
would be held by those to whom he im- 
parted it. When we consider the very 
тегов protas of the Jerusalem church, 
this feeling of anxiety, leading him to 
take measures to prevent his work from 

being tumultuously disowned by them, is 
surely but natural. On eis xevdy and 
pix, seo reff. (The grammatical diffi. 
culty is well discussed in Ellicott’s note.) 

8.] But (so far were they from 
regarding my course to have been in 
vain, that) neither (ФАМ obs intro- 
duces a climax, see ге.) was Titus, 
who was with me, being a Greek (i. e. 
though he was а Gentile, and therefore 
liable to the demand that be should 
be circumcised), compelled te be eiroum- 
cised (i. e. we did not allow him to be 
thus compelled : the facta being, as here 
implied, that the church at Jerusalem 
[and the Apostles ? apparently not, from 
Acts xv. 5] deman his circumcision, 
but on account of the reason following, 
the demand was not complied with, but 
resisted by Paul and Barnabas. So Meyer, 
with Piscator and Bengel, and I am per- 
suaded, rightly, from what follows. But 
usually it is understood, that the circum- 
cision of Titus was sof even demanded, 
and that Paul alleged this as shewing his 
agreement with the other Apostles. So 
Chrys.: dxpéBuoroy бута obk ђубукасау 
repiruno ai ol ёяботоло, бнер àrd- 
Sakis År peylory rod ph xataywhoney 
tay бт) тоў ПабЛоу Acyoudywy À apat- 
Touéver» : во also Thdrt., Thl, Œc., &c., 
and Winer and De W. Had this been s0, 
besides that the following could not have 
Stood as it does, not the strong word 
4veryndcOn, but the weakest possible word 
would have been used the circumci- 
sion of Titus was not even mentioned") : 

4.] but (i. e. ‘and this "—the 
construction of the sentence is [aguinst 
Ellic.] precisely as ver. 2: this 86 re- 
stricts and qualifies the broader assertion 
which went before. Titus was not com- 
pelled....: and that, &c. To connect 
this with ver. 2, supposing ver. 8 to be 
parenthetical, as Mr. Bagge, seems harsh, 
and unnecessary. А second 84 would 
hardly be found in the same sentence in 
this restrictive sense) on account of the 
false brethren who had been foisted in 
among us (the Judaizers in the church 
at Jerusalem, see Acts xv. 1. The word 
wapelsaxros is not found elsewhere. It 
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v % Cor. zi. 90 
only f. 

IPO ГАЛАТАЎ. 

актоос ` pevdadlAgoue, " 

II. 

otrivec rap c ο ? karaso- 
"q.d" vit Thy 5 сАгибдеоѓау Suo» HY tvoutv év youre [ncov 2. Rom. l. 1] Play роу туу EXOR XGIT]§ Lnoov, ^L " : 
A Bom. „ % iva nhac * KaradovAwcovay, 

on 

* 
oic b o ° woo apa 

yhersouly. “ Баргу тр brorayp. iva 7 'а\пбиа rov ' vayyeAiov 
7 h ` e = 

1Смгов- xir. Е Sausivy ° трос vuac. 
xxl. 31 vat. 

(-weve.y, Josh. 11. 2, 3. -кое, Heb. xf. 81.) 
xi.200nly. Gen. xlvii. 21. constr., see note. 
$5. 7 Cor. vii. 3. Philem. 15 only. (1 Thess. И. 17.) 

e$Cor.ix.18. 1 Tim. 1.11. Ul. 4 only 1. (-récocew, Eph. v 
1. 1} (from Pe. cl. 9%). 2 Pet. ii 
{ here bis. Mark . 44. Susan. 5. see ver. 2. 

rec karaBoyAocerra with K rel Chr(8ovAew- 

g Luke i. 33. xxii. 38. Heb. 
1. 13 reff. 

4. aft wa ins uq F. (not F-lat.) 

. 2 
1. 40 

[] a өт ч 

6 aro 0€ то» ' Gokouvrwv eivat 

£ = 1 Cor. x. 39. ch. v. I, 13. 2 3 Cor. 
b = 1 Cor. v. 1. xiv. 31 al. € John v. 

d here only . Wied. xviiL 25 oniy. 
fver.14. Col. 1.5, 

h e» eh. 
1, 83.) 
nly. Jer. TE (zxxil.) 14. 

e 

owrr.) Thdrt, - coral L al: txt ABI CDN; -owow BF 17 Damasc. 
б. om ois ove D! Iren-lat Tert(who attributes see” to Marcion) Ambrst (Greci 

e contra: “nec...”) Victorin Primas: om ode hal, latt mea mentioned by Jer and 
Sedul: ins ABCD'F 
Thdrt Mcion-t Ambr Aug,. 

occurs in the title of the “ prologus incerti 
auctoris" to Sirach: spóAevyos wapeís- 
antros &8hAov. It is found however in 
the lexicons of Hesych. Photius, and 
Suidas, and interpreted 4AAdérpws. The 
verb zapeisáyew ія common іп Polybius, 
without any idea of surreptitious in- 
troduction: see Schweigh.’s Index: but 
such an idea certainly seems here to be 
attached to it, va the repetition of 
wapers-, in тех v immediately after), 
men whe (olrwes classifies) crept in to 
spy out (in a hostile sense: so Chrys.,— 
ópis was xa] тр Tey катаскбто» Bposnye- 
pig eBhaAwoce Y wéAcuor exelver,—reff., 
and Eur. Helen. 1607, So: котогу tuppd- 
Хоу karacxowav) our freedom (from the 
ceremonial law: to see whether, or how 
far, we kept it) which we have in 
Christ Jesus, with intent to enslave us 
utterly (the future after Tra is found 
John xvii. 2; Rev. iii. 9; viii. 8; xxii. 
14. Hermann, on (Ed. Col. 156, says— 
“futuro non jungitur fva, sé.” The con- 
struction of the future with 8rws and 
rws uh is common enough in the clas- 
sics. Winer remarks, Gr. ейп. 6, $ 41. 
b. 1. b, that it denotes continuance, 
whereas the aorist subjunctive is used 
of something transitory: but qu.? I 
should rather eay that it signifies the 
certain uence, in the view of the 
agent, of that which follows, not merely 
that it is his intent,—and that it arises 
from the mingling of two constructions, 
beginning as if fc with the subjunc- 
tive were about to be used, and then 
passing off to tbe direct indicative); 
to whom not even for one hour (reff.) did 
we (Barnabas, Titus, and myself) yield 
with the subjection required of us (dative 
of the manner : the article giving the sense, 
‘with the subjection claimed.’ Fritzsche 

LR rel vulg syrr copt goth gr-mss-in-Jer-Ambrst Orig Epiph Chr 
for дарет, Staysern F. (C defeetive.) 

takes it, * yield by complying with the wish 
of the Apostles ; but this is manifestly 
against the context: Hermann, and simi- 
larly Bretschneider, quibus ne hore gui- 
dem spatium Jesu obsequio segnior fui, — 
absurdly enough, against the whole drift 
of the passage, and the Apostle's usage of 
бтотеућ abstractedly), that the truth ef 
the Gospel (as contrasted with the per- 
verted view which they would have intro- 
duced : but not to be confounded with 13 
GAnGts ebayydAiov. Had they been over- 
borne in this point, the verity of the Gos- 
pel would have been endangered among 
them,—i. e. that doctrine of justification, 
on which the turns as the truth of 
God) might abide (reff.: and note on ch. 
i. 18) with you (‘you Galatians? not, 
‘you Gentiles in general ? the fact was 
во, — ће Galatians, specially, not being in 
his mind at the time: it is only one of 
those cases where, especially if a rhetorical 
pur is to be served, we apply home to 
the particular what, as matter of fact, it 
only shares as included in the general). 
The omission of ofs 0d3¢ in this sentence 
(see var. readd.) has been an attempt to 
simplify the construction, and at the same 
time to reconcile Paul's conduct with 
that in Acts xvi. 3, where he circamcised 
Timothy on account of the Jews. But 
the circumstances were then widely dif- 
ferent: and the whole narrative in Acts 
xv. makes it extremely improbable that 
the Apostle should have pursued such a 
course on this occasion. 6.] He re- 
turns to his sojourn in Jerusalem, and his 
intercourse with the бокод»тез. The con- 
struction is difficult, and has been very va- 
riously given. It seems best (and so most 
Commentators) to regard it as an anacolu- 
thon. The Apostle begins with dxd 32 
тё» Sexobvrey elval ті, having it in hia 

ABCDF 
K Lx 2 b 
e de fg 
hkim 
nol? 
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* ei, ! отоюќ тоте Yoav " ovdéy uo j афёры’ " 
Өгос avÜpewov ov" Aup iri ¿uoi yàp a ? Soxouvrec = 
ооё P троса „буто, 
" жетістеуцає то tva yytÀiov. тпс 

only t. 
гү: Acte eta z. . Epb. v i. 9.) 

азбы, ‚еШ „Boniy $. 3 Mago. 111. 93, 

= bere (08: tv. . ., вее 1 Cor. xv. 
о = ver. 2 only 1. Eur. "Hee. 193. 

IPOS TAAATAS. 15 

rede hh 96. ToOcemoy * Arm 

7 AAA ° rovvavriov iDovrec Ori EE e 
1 Cor. lii. 18. 'dxpopusriac кабыс 1 Theis 

p ch. I. niy +. 
. UI. 2. 1 Cor. ix. 17. constr., = Rom 

Hl. 30 2117. Pus] eety; cin: Acts xi. 5. "den. xvii. 11. 

6. кот Ni. 
Victorin Aug. 
am Jer) Ambret Pela 

ins o bef Geos AN 17. 
aft Soxourres ins т. ewm (repetition of. foregoing) F vulg(ed, agst 

Geos аудретоо bef wposenroy D'-3F 

7. for s8orres, р C f 17 al (Ec-txt, eres m n. 

ты to add se жрозеАаббиз» or the 
: but then, going off into the par- 

аа éxoiol тоте Foray &c., he entirely 
loses sight of the original construction, and 
proceeds with duel ydp &c., which a 
on the thesis, the 745 renderi 
reason [this is still my view, against 
whose note see] for the od8dy pos MEE 
&c. De Wette and others think that the 
parenthesis ends at AauBd»e, and the 
construction is resumed from àwb 84 &c. 
in an active instead of in a passive form: 
bat it seems better, with Meyer, to re- 
gard the parenthesis as never formally 
closed, and the original construction not 
resumed. Other ways are ; (1) most of the 
Greek Fathers (Chrys. hardly says enough 
for this to be inferred as his opinion), 
and others (е. g. Olsh., Rückert) take 
фяб as to бефёре:, as if it were 
жері: so Thl., obbeuía pos pperris пер) 
тё» Зокобғте», &c. The preposition seems 
capable, if not exactly of this interpre- 
tation, of one very nearly akin to it, 
as in BAéwere &xé and the like expres- 
sions: but the objection is, that it is un- 
natural to join 8:agdpe: with dad which 
lies so far from it, when бтою! тоте јс. 
so completely fills up the construction. 
(2) D (Parerg. p. 275: Meyer) 

illia ече r esse 

ап aposiopesis, and understands ‘what 
should I fear?’ but an aposiopesis seems 
oat of place in a passage which does not 
rise above the fervour of narrative. See 
other interpretations in Meyer and De 
Wette. ol Sokovvr. «lvaí Tt ma 
either subjective (‘those who believe t. 
selves to be something’), or objective 
(‘those who have the estimation of being 
something’). The latter is obviously the 
meaning here. were is understood by 
some to mean ‘once,’ olim: whatever 
they once were, when Christ was on 

earth:' so vu quales aliquando fua- 
erint"), Pelag., pes Beza, al. I But this 
is going out of the context, and unneces- 
вагу. The emphasis із 25 pot, and 
is again taken up by the pol ydp below. 
Phrynichus (p. 884) condemns ris: Sta- 
pipe: as not used by the best writers, but 
Lobeck (note, ibid.) has produced examples 
of it, as well as of the more approved 
construction тЇ фр, Tum Xenophon, 
Plato, and гыз ilt Р 
ung.] q. d. wish to my judg- 
mele каан to God's rule— which P 
that of strict unbiassed justice See Eph. 
vi. 9. eposavéóevro] as in ch. i. 16, 
—imparted. As I, at my first conversion, 
did not impart it to flesh and blood, so 
they now imparted nothing to me: we 
were independent the one of the other. 
The m ‘added’ (obx 4318о{ау, ob 
SidpOwcar, ovdty яроѕќбткау Sy e, 
Chrys.; so Thdrt., and most Commen- 
tators, and E. V. ‘in conference added’) 
is not justified by the usage of the word : 
see note, as above. Rückert, Bret- 
schneider, Olsh., al. explain it: ‘laid on 
яо additional burden.’ But this is the 
active, not the middle, signification of the 
verb: see Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 8, where po- 
ауада ба: is not ‘to impose on another 
additional duties,’ but * to take them on a 
man’s self." 1.] Not only did they 
impart nothing to me, but, on the con- 
trary, they gave in their adhesion to the 
course which I and Barnabas had been 
5 pursuing. **In what does 
his opposition (АЛАА robvarrioy) con- 
rist? Apparently in this, that instead 

ning the hands of Paul, they 
left him to fight his own battle [prac- 
tically: but they added the 8 of 
their approval: see Ellie.) 2297 аю 
‘Take your own course: T the Gos- 
pel of the uncircumcision to Gentiles, and 
we will preach the Gospel of the circum- 
cision to Jews.’ ” Jowett. iBóvres, vis. 

the communication mentioned ver. 2, 
coupled with the now manifest results of 
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tenon ш Пётрос rac ‘wepiroune (8 o yap "evepynoac Tlirow 
н. 3. т. 

u w. dat, here с " axocroAnv ric mtpuroume, " eving ynotv Kat £uot 
oniy. ror d i 20 9 1 2 * x ^7 ` * Sofstaá muli. w. ас та khn) O kat yvovrec тт» " уар tnv * ёодиса» uot 
&'1Cor. x. 'lakefJoc xat Кифас xai 'lwavvnc, ос! доқобутес orb 
wal. ( ua. Cr, etvat, дейс " EÓwkav epot ка! Bapvá(9g * Kowweviac, iva 
ж. eit, of the ¢ 
object, 
Philem. 92 2 

va a Cor % тоу Tr wy 
„ Col. 

w Acta i. . Rom. I. 5. 1 Cor. i 
4 11. 10. 2 Cor. viii. 1. Eph. 
only. 1 Tim. if. 15. Rev. iif. 12. x. 1 only. 

only. Jos. Antt. vill. 9. 3. 

d 

b ver. 7. ellips., ch. v. 1. Rom. iv. 16. c1 Cor. 
words, John ХШ. 39. Acte хіх 4 Rom. хі. 31. 1 Cor. ix. 
1 Maco. хіі. 11. f Eph. iv. 3 reff. 

8. om o yap to wep:touns (homoœot) Ni: ins N-corr!s. 

= › aw > а «ү › ` b прес se та tÜvn, aurot ÒÈ siç rid meprrouny, 
iva ° pynpovevwper, 

E nom Deut. xxt. 7. 12 
ML 4, зт Mig га (James Iv. б. 1 

10 

= (Paul) Rom. xii. & б. xv. 15. 1Cor.t. 
Pet. v. 5. - 

» „ a. . version 

15. xiv. 9. 2 Cor. И. 4. е = CoL iv. 15. 
g Acts xxiv. 16, 20. 3 Cor. Ц. J. vif. 11 al. 

када ACD!F a f k m 17 
Chr, Damasc: txt BD'ELN rel Chr Thi (Ec. 

9. for гакоВ. к. enpas, werpos x. «axe. DF fuld goth Thdrt, Nyssen Iren- lat Tert : 
arg (omg xai кү) A Epiph: txt BCKLN rel vulg syrr copt Ath Chr Thd 

ө. Damasc Aug Pe 

latt goth Orig, Chr Thi Œc lat 
10. wa bef тоу rraxwy DF vss lat-ff. 

his preaching among the Gentiles. Com- 
pare Acts xv. 12. senior. (for con- 
struction see reff. Acts and 1 Cor. and 
other examples in Winer, Gram., § 39. 
1. a) has the emphasis: they saw that 
I was (lit. am: the state being one still 
abiding) ENTRUSTED with the Gospel of 
the uncircumoision, as Peter with that 
of the circumcision ; therefore they had 
only to accede to the appointment of 
God. тїз dxpoB.] i. e. belonging to, 
addressed to, the uncircumcised (ed 7a 
rp H . афта, àAAà таё ard 
rob r "yvepi(ópeva #бут, Chrys.). Peter 
was not the Apostle of the circumcision 
only, for һе had opened the door to the 
Gentiles (Acts x., to which he refers, ib. 
xv. 7), but in the ultimate assignment of 
the apostolic work, he wrought less among 
the Gentiles and more among the Jews 
than Paul: see 1 Pet. i. 1, and note. But 
his own Epistles are sufficient testimonies 
that, in his hands at least, the Gospel of 
the circumcision did not differ in any 
ossential point from that of the uncircum- 
cision. Cf., as an interesting trait on the 
other side, Col. iv. 11. .] Parenthe- 
tic explanation of rexforevpa: к.т.А. 
Пётрф and éuoí аге datives commodi, not 
governed by the ¿y in drepy., the meaning 
of tbis preposition being already expressed 
in the word évepyeiy, and having there- 
fore no force to pass on: cf. ref. Prov. 

dp. applies to the àraxoAov- 
бобрта onucia with which the Lord ac- 
companied His word spoken by them, and 
to the power with which they spoke that 
word. The agent in évepy. is Gop,—the 
Father: see 1 Cor. xii. 6; Phil. ii. 18; 

aft nues ins ner (ѓо correspond to 8e follg) AC 
N-corr! ob! a b d? fh 067? syr eop Naz Bas Chr, Th Damasc: om BFHELN! rel 

Rom. xv. 15, 16. «ls droer.) to- 
wards, with a view to, the Apostleship,— 
reff. alg тА zern] The fuller con- 
struction would be, «ls dworroAhy т. 
doe: во тю» obris ducia vohpara 
TinveAorely | fen, Od. B. 120: and fre- 
quently. 9.] resumes the narrative 
ufter the parenthesis. 'láxwßos] 
placed first, as being at the head of the 
church at Jerusalem, and presiding (appa- 
rently) at the conference in Acts xv. 
Soxouvres alludes to vv. 2 and 6; see 
there. Rt] pillars, i. e. principal 
supporters of the church, men of distinc- 
tion and weight; see reff, and examples 
in Wetst.: and Suicer, sub voce. Clem.- 
rom. ad Cor. i. 5, p. 217, uses the word di- 
rectly, without metaphor: of Buaióraro 
rA düióxÓscar. Sek. бек. zow.) 
On the separation of the genitive from its 
governing noun, see Winer, § 30. 3, 
note 2. It is made here, because what 
follows respects rather xowerlas than 
Puxar. lva x. r. A.] There is an ellipsis 
of some verb; тореуддреух and -6ec., or 
perhaps ebeyyeu(épue8a, -forran which 
might connect with eis (see 1 Thess. ii. 9; 
1 Pet. i 26. But Meyer objects that it is 
not found with els in St. Paul): or as 
Beza, ёятбостоћо уєубребда. Similar ellipses 
occur Rom. iv. 16; ch. v. 13. This divi- 
sion of labour was not, and could not be, 
strictly observed. Every where in the 
Acts we find St. Paul ing *to the 
Jews first, and every where the Judaizers 
followed on his track: see Jowett's note. 

10. pév. т. wr. Iva ру.) The geni- 
tive is put before the conjunction for em- 
phasis: все reff., and 2 Thess. ii. 7, and 

II. 

a sfe’ , iie ABCDF 
0 kai towovoaga © avro Кім а 

-e 
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& i Deut. vii. 94. 
20, 31 oniy. Deut. xxv. 1. . 
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е \ ч - ЫШЫ э ? 

M бте & nA Куфас̧ нс Аутіоуна», ут 
xxv. 16. 
2 Cor. x. I. 
2 Chron. xili. 

j Acts vi 10. xil. & Job xH. 3al 1 1 John iii. 

1L rec (for xmas) яєтроз, with DFKL rel demid goth Chr ТЫ (Ec Tert: petrus 
cephas fuld: txt ABCHN 17. 671 vulg Syr syr-marg coptt Clem(in Eus) Chron Damasc 
Pelag Ambrst. 

Jobn xiii. 29, where remarkably enough it 
is the same word which precedes Iva, . . . . 
тоз "Texois Iva т) 0g. The construc- 
tion is complete without supplying any 
participle (alrotyres or wapaxadourtes), 
depending upon окар. 8 wal dow. 
etrd т. чо] which was the very thing 
that I also was anxious to do,—viz., then 
and always: it was my habit. So that 
écwoóbaza has not a pluperfect sense. 
He uses the singular, because the plural 
could not correctly be predicated of the 
whole time to which the verb refers: for 
he parted from Barnabas shortly after the 
council in Acts xv. Meyer understands 
dero. of the time subsequent to the 
council only : but this does not seem neces- 
sary. The proofs of this cxovóf; on his 
part may be found, Rom. xv. 25—27; 
1 Cor. xvi. 1—4; 2 Cor. viii. ix. ; Acts 
xxiv. 17: which, though they probably 
happened after the date of our Epistle, yet 
shewed the bent of his habitual wishes on 
this point. atrd Tovro ів not merely 
redundant, as in fs elxe» rb Ovydrpiory 
abris wvetua dxd@aprov, Mark vii. 25,— 
but is an emphatic repetition of that to 
which 5 refers, as іп Пе version above. So 
that d dow. abr) Tovro жог. = ral dow. Td 
abrd тобто xa. Cf. Thuc. i. 10,—'Aén- 
rale» 84 Tb abrd тобто wa0Óvrow. Cf. 

i 11—17.] He further 
proves his independence, by relating how 
he rebuked Peter for temporizing at An- 
tioch. This proof goes further than an 
before: not only was he not taught ori- 
ginally by the Aposties,—not only did they 
impart nothing to him, rather tolerating 
his view and recognizing his mission, —but 
he on one occasion stood aloof from and 
reprimanded the chief of them for conduct 
unworthy the Gospel : thus setting his own 
Apostleship in opposition to Peter, for the 
time. 11. Fre 51 X0. ] This visit of Peter 
to Antioch, not related in the Acts, will fall 
most naturally (for our narrative follows 
the order of time) in the period described, 
Acts xv. 35, seeing that (ver. 13) Barnabas 
also was there. See below. Kubas] 
J leropía тард КАўинеут: ката Thy rép- 
r tay бкотонбсеоу, dy ў ко) Kno, 
тері оў mol, д Пайлоз “Ore 8 FAO. К. 
els Arr. кат. wp. abr. dxrérrny, dra 
фтсі yeyordva: Tv éBSouhnorra ua8n- 
тё», ópóvvuov Пќтрр тиуҳбуоута Té 

Vor. III. 

Aro Av. Eus. H. E. i. 12. This story 
was manifestly invented to save the credit 
of St. Peter. See below. «ard wpós- 
roy] to the face, —вее reff. : not before 
all,’ which is asserted by and by, ver. 14. 
One of the most curious instances of eccle- 
siastical ingenuity on record has been af- 
forded in the interpretation of this 
by the fathers. They try to make it ap- 
pear that the reproof was only an apparent 
one that ô oe Tlérpos was entirely in 
the right, and Paul withstood him, xarà 
wpósewor, in appearance merely,’ be- 
cause he had been blamed by others. So 
Chrys.: so Thdrt. also: and Jerome,— 
“Paulus .. . nova usus est arte pugnandi, 
ut dispensationem Petri, qua Judæos sal- 
vari cupiebat, nova ipse contradictionis 
dispensatione corrigeret, et resisteret ei in 
facie, non arguens propositum, sed quasi 
in publico contradicens, ut ex eo quod 
Paulus eum arguens resistebat, hi qui cre- 
diderant e gentibus servarentur.” In Ep. 
ad Gal. ad loc. This view of his met with 
strong opposition from Augustine, who 
writes to him, nobly and worthily, Ep. 
40. 3, vol. ii. p. 155, ed. Migne : “In ex- 
positione quoque Ep. Pauli ad Gal. in- 
venimus aliquid, quod nos multum mo- 
vent. Si enim ad Scripturas sanctas ad- 
missa fuerint velut officiosa mendacia, 
quid in eis remanebit auctoritatis? Qum 
tandem de Scripturis illis sententia pro- 
feretur, cujus dere contentioss falsi- 
tatis obteratur improbitas ? Statim enim 
ut protuleris: si aliter sapit qui contra 
nititur, dicet illud quod prolatum erit 
honesto aliquo officio scriptorum fuisse 
mentitum. Ubi enim hoc non poterit, si 
potuit in ea narratione, quam exorsus 
Apostolus ait, Qua autem scribo vobis, 
ecce coram Deo quia non mentior, credi 
affirmarique mentitus, eo loco ubi dixit 
de Petro et Barnabe, cum viderem, quia 
non recie ingrediuntur ай veritatem Evan- 
geli? Si enim recte illi ingrediebantur, 
iste mentitus est: si autem ibi mentitus 
est, ubi verum dixit ? Cur ibi verum dir- 
isse videbitur, ubi hoc dixerit quod lector 
sapit; cum vero contra sensum lectoris 
aliquid occurrerit, officioso mendacio depu- 
tabitur? .... Quare arripe obsecro te, 
ingenuam et vere Christianam cum cari- 
tate severitatem, ad illud opus corrigen- 
dum et emendandum, et i ut 
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] Luke xv. 9. 
Acts x. 41. 
хі. 3. 1 Cor. 
v. 11 only. 
Gen. . 98. 

m = but mid., 
Heb. x. 33, 
from Hab. ii. 
4. (Acts xx. 

$7 only. 
ean. 1. 15 see 3 Thess. 111. 0. Demosth. 54 ult. 

IIPOZ TAAA TA. II. 

12 20 той yap Abw тас ато 'axo[jov pera теу 
tÜvov ! соуйа@еь" Sre дї IAO, d rtoreA AEN каї " аф- 
wolev tavróv, $o[Jobptvoc rovc °ёк mepirounc, 

PouruwexpiOnoay aury kat oi Хото! ‘lov8aior, осте kai 
n = Асы xix. 9. 2 Cor. vi. 17, from Isa. HI. 11 (ch. I. 15) al. 

o Acta x. 45. xi. 2. Rom. iv. 12. Col.iv.11. Tit. i. 10 only. 
Curvmexpiveto TOLC... G.A 0KivÜove e дак@ццф›ое : & al. 

13 kal 

p here only f. Polyb. Ш. 98. 6, $a Acer... 

12. 3A0«» BD'FN е k Orig(eA8orros iaxeBov), venisset D- lat G- lat some mss of vulg : 
txt ACD! HKL rel vss gr-lat-ff, venissent am(with fuld F-lat), venirent vulg-ed(and 
demid). 

18. з 2nd xa: В 67? vulg(and F-lat) copt goth. 

dicitur, cane. Incomparabiliter enim pul- 
ehrior est veritas Christianorum, quam 
Helena Grecorum ...." (Similarly in 
several other Epistles in vol. ii. ed. 
Migne, where also Jerome's replies may 
be seen.) Afterwards, Jerome abandoned 
his view for the right one: * Nonne idem 
Paulus in faciem Cephe restitit, quod non 
recto pede incederet in Evangelio ?' Apol. 
adv. Ruf. iii. 2, vol. ii. p. 682: see also 
cont. Pelag. i. 22, p. 718. Aug. Ep. 180. 
Б, vol. ii. p. 779. бть kareqveapévos 
qv] (not, as valgate, quia reprehensibilis 
erat [ because he was to be blamed,’ 
E. V.: similarly Calv., Beza, al.]: no such 
meaning can be extracted from the per- 
fect participle passive; nor can Hebrew 
usage be alleged for such & meaning in 
Greek. Theinstance commonly cited from 
Lucian de saltat., p. 952, drAnOds, ёт) 
pavi xareyvwopuévos, is none whatever; 
nor is Iliad, a. 388, $ 8) rereAecuévos 
gri: the perfect participle having in 
both its proper sense. Nor again is Aa- 
qopuéro (бре), Heb. xii. 18, at all to the 
р : see note there) because he was 
condemned (‘a condemned man,’ as we 
say: by whom, does not appear: possibly, 
by his оюп act: or, by the Christians in 
Antioch : but St. Paul would hardly have 
waited for the prompting of others to 
pronounce his condemnation of him. I 
therefore prefer the former : he was [self] 
convicted: convicted of inconsistency by 
his conduct). 12.] These rives ded 
*"IaxéBov have been softened by some 
Commentators into persons who merely 
gave themselves out as from James (Winer, 
&c. and even Ellicott, edn. 2), or who 
merely camo from Jerusalem where James 
presided Grot, Olsh., &c.. But 
the candid reader will I think at once 

ize in the words a mission from 
James (so Thl., Œc., Estius [Доору], 
Rückert, Meyer, De W.) : and will find no 
difficulty in believing that that Apostle, 
even after the decision of the council re- 
garding the Gentile converts, may have 
retained (characteristically, see his recom- 
mendation to St. Paul, in Acts xxi. 18 ff.) 

aft тообоо: ins srayres N'(N3 

his strict view of the duties of Jewish 
converts, — for that is perhaps all that the 
present requires. And this mis- 
sion may have been for the very purpose 
of admonishing the Jewish converta of 
their obligations, from which the Gentiles 
were free. Thus we have no occasion to 
assume (with De W.) that James had in 
the council been over-persuaded by the 
earnestness and eloquence of Paul, and 
had afterwards undergone a reaction: for 
his course will be consistent throughout. 
And my view seems to me to be confirmed 
by his own words, Acts xv. 19, where the 
emphatic rois ded rà» dr emaorpépov- 
ow tacitly implies, that the Jews would 
be bound as before. сууќсдыу] As 
he had done, Acts x., on the prompting of 
a heavenly vision; and himself defended 
it, Acts xi. See below. trdoredXcyv ] 
as well as à$dópi(er, erns éavrór: 
withdrew himself. So Polyb. i. 16. 10, 
ó Bè BaciAebs "Idpor, ÓwosrelAas éavrdy 
ть thy 'Peualev oxdxny, and al. freq. 
The imperfects express that there were 
more one than das nee he Por sp 
was the course he took. ppavos 
being afraid of. Chrys., to bear out ni 
interpretation of the whole incident, says, 
où ToUro d$oBoóuevos, ph kwüvreómny ё 
yàp èv àpxi uh qoBnOels (witness his 
denial of his Lord), жоллф даллАо» tére 
GAA’ fva ph àwocTóOcip. ère) ка) abrbs 
Aéye Taddras, $oBoUum bpâs ph wos 
єікў xexowlaxa k. r. A. And so Piscator, 
Grot., Estius, al. The whole incident is 
remarkably characteristic of Peter—ever 
the first to recognize, and the first to 
draw back from, great principles and 
truths: see this very ably enlarged on in 
Jowett’s note on ver. 11. 13. ew- 
vwexp.] were guilty of like hypocrisy. 
The word is not (as De W.) too strong a 
one to describe their conduct. They were 
aware of the liberty in Christ which 
allowed them to eat with Gentiles, and 
had practised it: and now, being still 
aware of it, and not convinced to the 
contrary, from mere fear of man they 
adopted a contrary course. The case bore 

ABCDF 
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s here only f. pres., John 1. 40. 1. 9. 
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goth Chr Victorin : txt ABC® 17. 673(Bch) vulg Syr coptt sth arm Clem(in Eus) Ps-Ath 

but very little likeness to tbat discussed 
in 1 Cor. viii.—x.; Rom. xiv. There, it 
was a mere matter of licence which was in 
question: here, the very foundation iteelf. 
lt was not now a question of using a 
liberty, but of asserting a truth, that of 
justification by the faith of Christ, and 
not by the works of the law. Gere 
- - . - Cwvaxýyxên) The indicative usually 
follows &sre, when the result is matter 
of fact: the infinitive usually, when it is 
matter of course as well. So Herod. vi. 
88,—"Apyos 82 àrBpav dxynpó8n обте, 
&sre of Sevre: abréwr loxor wárvra тё 
aphypara, eaa was nota n 
consequence of the depopulation, but в 
result which followed as matter of fact 
(so also John iii. 16, where the sending 
the Son to be the Saviour of the world 
was not a consequence of the 
Father’s love, but followed it as its result 
in fact : so that it is [against Ellic. edn. 1] 
an instance in point) Plat. Apol. 37 e, — 
obras dadjierés celui, Ssve uh dbvacGas 
Хоу((єс®ди, where the of Ayia 
supposed involves the result of not being 
able to reason at all. See Kriiger, Gram. 
§ 65, 8.1; Kühner, ii. p. 568. But the 
distinction does not seem always to be ac- 
eurately observed. On guvar., see ref. 
Rom., and note. Understand афто: after 
cvvaw., and take rf ór. as the instru. 
am s de ‘was carried away (with 

their hypocrisy :’ or ibl 
the dative of the state into which ies Red 
2 Pet. iii. 17 : but this construction seems 
questionable: see Ellic. edn. 2. Fritz. 
hie ea cae v. 6, ка) avrh 5% 

a ero TH ко TÜS 
'EAAdBos &Adcei : add Clem’ Alex. trom. 
i. 17, p. 868 P., т9 1809 сууатоубреғот 
(Ellicott). “ Besides the antagonism in 
which this passage ta the two t 
Apostles, it throws an important light 
on the history of the apostolic church 
im the following :—1] As exhi- 
biting Peter's relation to James, and his 
fear of those who were of the circum- 
cision, whose leader we should have natu- 
rally supposed him to have been. 2] 
Also, ая pourtraying the state of mee 

cision in which all, except St. Panl, even 
including Barnabas, were in reference to 
the obeervance of the Jewish law.” Jowett. 

14.] ечи apparently not ос- 
curring elsewhere, its meaning must be got 
from cognate words. We have àrpawbr 
ópBoBareiv, Anthol. ix. 11, dpboxpayeiv, 
Arist. Eth. Eud. iii. 2, and дрботоцёо, 
épÜoBpouée, &c.: to walk straight is 
therefore undoubtedly its import, and 
metaphorically (cf. weprrareivy, orotxeiy 
frequently in Paul), to behave uprightly. 

wpés| It is best, with Meyer, to 
take AA de as in ver. 6, and render, 
connecting wpós with дрбдотобобсту, to- 
wards (with a view to) main 
aud propagating the truth (objectively, 
the unadulterated character) of the Gos- 
pel. Others (De W., al.) render spós 
‘with reference to,’ (* according to,’ E.V.,) 
and take т. àAf6. т. «b. to mean the truth 
(Masse of character ; {Ае 
9 Mey. solace Как OC Pad dos 
not express nouns after verbs of motion by 
apés, but by «ard, cf. Rom. viii. 4; xiv. 
15; 1 Cor. iii. 8. Ellic. however answers, 
that in all these instances, wepizarde, St. 
Paul's favourite verb of moral motion, is 
used, and that óp8oxoBée does not so 
lainly express motion as wepirarde. 
ill, I prefer the former meaning, as 

better suiting the expression ) & 
T. evayy.: cf. ver. 5. . )révT.] 
* before the church assembled.’ The words 
require this, and the reproof would other- 
wise have fallen short of its desired effect 
on the Jewish converts. The speech 
which follows, and which I believe to extend 
to the end of the chapter, must be regarded 
as a compendium of what was said, and a 
free report of it, as we find in the narra- 
tives by St. Paul himself of his conver- 
sion. fee below. И thou, being (by 
birth, originally, cf. Acts xvi. 20 and note) 
а Jew, livest (as thy usual habit. As 
Neander [Pfl. u. Leit., p. 114] remarks, 
these words shew that Peter lad long 
been himself convinced of the truth on 
this matter, and lived according to it: 
see further on ver. 18) as a Gen (how, 
is shewn by дета тё» Over curhabicr 
2 
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d'.—om кага. rec (for жоо) 71, with KL rel syr Chr Thdrt ТЫ (Ес: txt ABCDFN 
m 17 latt Syr copt eth Orig Damasc lat-ff. 

f Rom. iti. 90. iv. 3. James Н. 21, 26, . 

16. rec om де, with AD® 
ox f. 

above) and not as a Jew, how (is it that 
[reff.]) thou art compelling the Gentiles 
(i.e. virtually and ultimately; for the 
high authority of Peter and Barnabas 
would make the Gentile converts view 
their course as necessary to all Christians. 
There is no need, with De W. and Wie- 
seler, to suppose that the rives awd "ак. 
actually compelled the Gentile converts 
to Judaize, as n to salvation, and 
Peter upheld them: nor is there any 
difficulty in the expression: the present 
may mean, as it often does, ‘art com- 
pelling to the best of thy power,’ ‘doing 
thy part to compel,’—for such certainly 
would be the ultimate result, if Jews and 
Gentiles might not company together in 
social life—‘ his principle logically in- 
volved this, or his influence and example 
would be likely to effect it.” Jowett) to 
Judaize (observe the ceremonial law)! 

15.] Some (Calv., Beza, Grot., Her- 
mann, al.) think that the speech ends 
with ver. 14: Calov., al., with ver. 15: 
Luther, al., with ver. 16: Flatt, Neander, 
al., with ver. 18: Jowett, that the con- 
versation gradually passes off into the 
general subject of the Epistle. “Ver. 
14,” he says, is the answer of St. Paul 
to St. Peter: what follows, is more like 
the Apostle musing or arguing with him- 
self, with an indirect reference to the 
Galatians.” But it seems very unnatural 
to place any break before the end of the 
chapter. The Apostle recurs to the Gala- 
tians again with & àvógro: Taddra:, ch. 
iii. 1: and it is harsh in the extreme to 
suppose him to pass from his speech to 
Peter into an address to them with so 
little indication of the transition. I there- 
fore regard the speech (which doubtless is 
freely reported, and gives rather tho bear- 
ing of what was said, than the words 
themselves, as in Acts xxii. and xxvi.) as 

rel vas gr-ff: ins BCD'FLN latt goth Cyr Thdrt, lat-ff, 
xpi Tov bef ino. AB 17 Victorin Aug : txt CDFKLN rel vss Chr Cyr Thdrt 

continuing to the end of the chapter, as do 
Chr., Thdrt., Jer., Est, Beng., Rosenm., 
Winer, Rückert, Usteri, Olsh., B.-Crus., 
Meyer, De W. We (thou and I) by 
nature (birth) Jews and not sinners from 
among the Gentiles (he is speaking to 
Peter from the common ground of their 
Judaism, and using [ironically ?] Judaistic 
language, in which the Gentiles were 
Abe, боо, Siku, auaprewdol [reff.]. 
The putting a comma after буду, and 
taking sg with u. gic. "оуб. 
[Prim. in Est., Elsner, Er.-Schmid, al.]. 
‘We, by birth Jews, and, though not 
Jrom the Gentiles, yet sinners,’ is ab- 
surd), knowing nevertheless (this seems, 
against Ellic. ed. 2, the proper force of 84 
here, and is the same in sense as Мв 
“but as we know,” but clearer) that a 
man is not justified by (as the ground 
of justification: see Ellic.’s note on the 
sense of ёк) the works of the law (not, 
‘by works o 
duty done’ | Peile]: this, though follow- 
ing as an inference, and a generalization 
of the axiom, was not in question here. 
* The works of the law,’ just as ‘the faith 
of Jesus Christ; the genitives in both 
cases being objective—the works which 
have the law [ceremonial and moral] for 
their object, —which are wrought to fulfil 
the law: Meyer compares бдартўдата 
vóuov, Wisd. ii. 12,— faith which has 
Jesus Christ for ite object, — which is re- 
posed in or on Him. On ?Puxaiów, sce 
note, Rom. i. 17),—(supply, nor is any 
man justified, and see reff) except by 
(ав the medium of justification. Ellic. ob- 
serves that two constructions seem to be 
mixed—oóí ёк. 0. dt (py. v., and ov 
Фик. GO. dày uh did r. I. X. dàr uh in 
this elliptical construction is not else - 
where found: but el uh repeatedly [reff.]. 
The éd» seems to remove further off the 

law,’ or ‘on the score of 
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om 2nd xp]. Too F Thdrt, Tert Tich (see Rom iii. 28 al): ino. x. K 
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hypothesis, which arises in the mind, of 
the two being united) the faith of = 
above) Jesus Christ, сае also (as well as 
the Gentile sinners, q. d., casting aside 
our legal trust) believed (reff.) on Christ 
Jesus (notice “Ino. xp. above, xp. "Ino. 
here. This is not arbitrary. In the 
general proposition above, ‘Inc. Xp., as 
the name of Him on whom faith is to be 
exercised: here, when Jews receive Him 
as their Messiah, xp. Inc., as bringing 
that Messiahship into prominence. Per- 
haps, however, such considerations are but 
precarious. For example, in this case, 
the readings are in some confusion. It 
may be remarked, that the Codex Sinai- 
ticus agrees throughout with our text) 
that we might be justified by (this time, 
faith is the ground) the faith of Christ, 
and not by the works of thelaw: because 
(it is an axiom in our theology that) by 
the works of the law shall all flesh find 
no jastification (Angl.: ‘shall no flesh be 
Justified ? our language not admitting of 
the logical form of the Greek: but by this 
transposition of the negative, the sense 
is not accurately rendered). There is 
a difference between Commentators in the 
arrangement of the foregoing sentence. 
Meyer follows Lachmann in placing а 
period after xpsorot, and understanding 
¢opdy at loud. or Aol. Вета, 
Hermann, Rückert, Usteri, Ellicott, al, 
begin a new sentence at eiBóres 86, also 
understanding écuév. But it seems much 
better, as above (with De W., al), to 
earry on ће sentence throughout. Meyer's 
objection, that thus it would not repre- 
sent the matter of fact, for Peter and 
Paul were not converted as eibóres к.т.А., 
would apply equally to his own arrange- 
ment, for they were not converted Iva 
SinaiwOacw K. x. A. 1T.] Continues 
the argument. But if, seeking (put first 
for emphasis—in the course of our earnest 
endeavour) to be justified in Christ (as 

t-f. 

the element—the Body, comprehending 
us the members. This is lost sight of by 
rendering ‘through Christ’), we ourselves 
also (you and I, addressed to Peter) were 
found to be sinners (as we should be, 
if we regarded the keeping of the law as 
necessary; for we should be just in the 
situation of those Gentiles who in the 
Judaistic view are &ásaproAo, faith having 
failed in obtaining righteousness for us, 
and we having cast aside the law which 
we were bound to keep), is therefore 
Christ the minister of sin (i. е. are we 
to admit the consequence which would in 
that case be inevitable, that Christ, having 
failed to obtain for his own the righteous- 
ness which is by faith, has left them sin- 
ners, and so has done all His work only to 
minister to a state of sin)! Whe- 
ther we read &pa or dpa matters little ; 
either will express the meaning, but the 
latter more pungently than the former. 
The clause must be interrogative, as uh 
yévorro always follows a question in St. 
Paul; see reff. Those who would take 
dpa for ёр od (qu. can it ever be so taken, 
in spite of Matthis (Gr. Gr. $ 641), Winer 
(comm. b. I., but not in Gr. ed. 6, § 67. 
2, where he allows the translation given 
above), Monk (on Eur. Alcest. 353), and 
Porson (pref. to Hec. p. x)?] seem to 
me to miss altogether the fine irony of the 
uestion, which, as it stands, presupposes 

the dp' оф question already asked, the in- 
evitable answer given, and now puts tho 
result, ‘Can we believe, are we to hold 
henceforth, such a consequence?’ The 
same might be said of all the passages al- 
leged by the above scholars in support of 
their view. Theodoret expresses well the 
argument: el 8% бт: rò» vóuor raTa- 
Anróvres TË хротф жротелтл даре», Bid 
ths d ard aicreas ris Фкоиосіуте 
ёзтолабсасда wpos8oxhoarres, wapdBacrs 
тобто verduioras, els abr ў alría xaphoes 
Tòr Seondrny xpiordy: abris yap ўшу The 
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кау bwéderte Siabhuny ААЛА uh убуото 
тайт» yas толиўсеа: thy Власфтуиќа>. 

18.] For (substantiates the uh 
~yéroro, and otherwise deduces the ep. 
Onper &yaproAot) if the things which I 
pulled down, those very things (and no 
others) I again build up (which thou art 
doing, who in Cæsarea didst so plainly 
announce freedom from the law, and again 
here in Antioch didst practise it thyself. 
The first person is chosen clementia causa; 
the second would have placed Peter, 
where the first means that he should 
place Aimee), I am proving (reff.) myself 
a transgressor 5 is the species, 
bringing me under the genus áuapreAós. 
So that тараб. ép. сомот. is the expla- 
nation of &puapreAol eópéónuer). The 
force of the verse is,—‘ You, by now 
reasserting the obligation of the law, are 
proving (quoad 51 that your former 
step of setting aside the law was in fact 
a transgression of it: viz. in that you 
аана and set it aside,—not, as Chrys., 

and Meyer (from ver. 19), because 
the law iteelf was leading you on to 
faith in Christ: for (1) that point is not 
yet raised, not belonging to this portion 
of the argument, and 62 b the hypo- 
thesis of this verse the < given up 
the faith in Christ, and so cannot be re- 
garded as acknowledging it as the end of 
the law. See against this view, but to 
me not convincingly, Ellicott, ed. 2. 
19.] For (the vies [agst Ellic.] retains, 
on our view of vapaBárns, its full exem- 
plifying а нр, I (ую, for the first time 

li and empbatic. The 
с регвоп of the fast verse, serves as 
the transition point to treating, as he 
now does, of HIS OWN state and course. 
Aud this ¢yé, аз that in Rom. vii, is 
purely and bona fide ‘I Paul;’ not ‘I 
and all believers’) by means of the law 
died to the law (Christ was the end of 
the law for righteousness: the law iteelf, 

properly apprehended by me, was my 
wadayeryds to Christ : and in Christ, who 
fulfilled the law, I died to the law: i. e. 
satisfied the law's requirements, and passed 
out of ite pale: the dative, as Ellic. re- 
marks, is а sort of dativus commodi, as 
also in (jv беф) that I should live to God 
(the end of Christ's work, LIFE unto God. 
Dow is 1 aor. subj. in subordination to the 
sor. preceding: not fut., as stated in former 
edd. See Ellic.). Many of the Fathers 
(some as an alternative), Luther, Bengel, 
al., take the first »ópos here to mean the 
Gospel (the уброз ToU жуебдатоз TRS (wis 
of Rom. viii. 2); but it will be manifest 
to any who follow the argument, that this 
cannot be so. This 8:4 ›бдо» убио ётёда- 
voy is in fact a compendium of his ex- 
panded experience in Rom. vii.: and also 
of his argument in ch. iii. iv. below. 
I am (‘and have been,’ perf.) cracified 
with Christ (specification of the foregoing 
awd@avoy: the way in which I died to 
the law was, by being united to, and in- 
volved in the dh бү Body of Christ 
which was crucified): but it is no longer 
I that live, but (it is) Christ that liveth 
in me (the punctuation—xp. соуевтабрю- 
pat, (€ 8€ obréri dyed, (0 98 dv Фи. xp.— 
as in E. V., &c.— is altogether wrong, an 
would require àAAd before obxéri. The 
construction is one not without example, 
where the empbatic word is repeated in 
two parallel clauses, each time with 84. 
Thus Eur. Iph. Taur. 1867, Ae, 82 xal 
cb Tb» касіууутоу, бей Ae 84 nde 
Tovs ópaluovas 86ке: Xen. Cyr. vi. 2. 
22, Ir ros мёр olves, толлд Bé сока, 
хоу Bé (Amor, 64Хатта Bà vwposkAU(e. 
So that our second 84 is not fondern,—‘ sof 
I, but,’—but aber, as the first —q. d. but 
the life is not mine, — but the life is 
Christ's within me.’ Notice, not 4 èr 
ёро) xp.: Christ is the vine, we the 
branches: He lives, He, the same Christ, 
through and in every one of His believing 
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people)—but (taken up again, parallel with 
(» 00 .... (9 56) that which (i. e. *the 
life which,’ as E. V.) I now (since my con- 
version, as contrasted with the time before : 
not, as Rück., al, the present life con- 
trasted with the future) live in the flesh 
(in the fleshly body ;—which, though it 
appear to be а mere animal life, is not. So 
Luth.: in carne quidem vivo, sed ego 
hanc vitam quantulacunque est, qus in me 
agitur, non habeo pro vita. Non enim est 
vere vita, sed tantum larva vitæ, sub qua 
vivit alius, nempe Christus, qui est vere 
vita mea") I live in (not ‘by, as E. V., 
Chr. [ià rhe rier], Œc., Thl., Thdrt. 
ise тўз vlorews]: dv ж. corresponds to 
» capal: faith, and not the flesh, is the 

rea] element in which I live) faith, vis. 
that (the article particularizes, what sort 
of faith) of (having for its object, see on 
ver. 16) the Son of God (so named for 
solemnity, and because His eternal Son- 
ship is the source of His life-giving power, 
cf. John v. 25, 26) who loved me (the 
link, Мает binds a d eterna] Son of God 
to me) and (proved that love, in that He 
gave Himself up (to death) for me e 
my behalf). 21.] I do not (as thou 

art doing, and the Judaizers) 
te TA not merely ‘despise, as 

Erasm., al.) the grace of God: for (justi- 
fication of the strong expression åĝerâ) 
if by the law (comes) righteousness (not 
Justification—but the result of justifica- 
tion), then Christ died without cause (not 
‘én vain,’ with reference to the result of 
His death [for which meaning Lidd. and 
Scott’s Lex. refers to LXX: but it does 
not appear to occur in that sense], but 
gratuitously, causelessly (reff.) ;—‘ Christ 
need not have died.’ ei yàp dre e 6 
xpurTós, evnar бт: 8:4 TÒ uh loxóew Thy 
véuoy ўраз BucaioU»" el 84 д rópos Sixatod, 
wepirTós б ToU xpia ToU Өбуатоз. Chr.). 
obra taŭra iekea» ёк тїз wpbs Tbv 
трізракбрюу (truly so in this case, in 
having found such a faithful reprover) 
Hérpor BuaAéfeos, wpbs abrobs Aciwdy 

&vorelvera,, к. BapvOunay ётофӨѓууєти. 
Thdrt. : 

Сн. III. 1—V. 19.] Sxconp, or Po- 
LEMICAL PART OP THE EPISTLE. L] 
The Apostle exclaims indignantly, mov 
by the fervour and truth of his rebuke of 
Peter, against the folly of the Galatians, 
for suffering themselves to be bewitched 
out of their former vivid apprehension of 
Christ’s work and Person. dvdnrot 
must not, with Jer., be taken as an allu- 
sion to any su national stupidity of 
the Galatians (Wetst. on ch. i. 6, cites from 
Themistius & very ditferent description: 
ol &удреѕ . . . Geis к. фух!>о1 к. eüpa- 
Өќстеро: ту yay ‘RAAfywy): it merely 
springs out of the occasion : see ref. Luke. 

dae has the emphasis you, to 
whom, &c. iBdoxavey] Not with 
Chr. al., ‘envied,’ in which sense the verb 
usually takes a dative: so Thom. Mag., 
Васкоаїуо, ob pdvoy фут! той фбоуф, бжер 
1p Soruchy ouvrdacerat, АЛЛА ка} дут! 
ToU péudoua: к. SiaBdAAw жард Tois wa- 
Aaois ебрттои, x. сиутбссети pds alria- 
rauch (not always, cf. Sir. xiv. 6); but, as 
E. V. bewitched, — fuscinated: so Aristot. 
Probl. xx. 84, 8:4 ví ть xfryavoy Barra- 
vlas acl фірџакоу elvai; $ 8:6т: Bar- 
xalver@at $окофоз: AdBpws ёсӨќоутеѕ; . . . 
фил буоос: ‘you, bray тїз айтӣѕ тратё- 
(ns ibig т: прозфірюута, peradiddvres, 
“Tra uh Bardens ye.” car à40.] . 
openly,—before your eyes: so Tra со 
кат” д$фбалдофз Aéyp, Aristoph. Ran. 625; 
cf. кат Supa, Eur. Androm. 1040, xpv- 
ards катастіѕ, h xar bup Абд» uáxp ; 

т 4%] was described before, 
asin reff. It has been variously explained, 
1) ‘depicted before уои’ So Œc., Thl. 
(Chrys. ?), Erasm., Luth., Calv., Winer, 
Rickert, Jowett, &c. But яроурфеу 
cannot be shewn to have any such mean- 
ing; nor [sec below] is it required [as 
Jow.] by the context. (2) 'palam scriptus 
est :’ so Estius, Elsner, Bengel, al. But 
this, although an allowable meaning (rijs 
Slans wpoyeypappérns айтф, 8:4 ve 
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olkoópei, Plut. Camill. 11), would not suit 
èy биту (see below). (3) ‘p iptus est.’ 
So Vulg., Ambr., Aug., Lyra. e d 
фе» abrovs QvydBas, Polyb. xxxii. 21. 12; 
of xpoyeypaypévos, ib. 22. 1.) But this 
is quite irrelevant to the context. It is 
best therefore to keep to St. Paul’s own 
meaning of sxpoypdpew, and understand 
it to refer to the time when he preached 
Christ among them, which he represents 
as a previous description in writing of 
Christ, in their hearts and before their 
eyes. Jerome, Hermann, al., understand 
it as above, olim scriptus est,’ interpret- 
ing it, however, of the prophecies of the 
О.Т. But not to mention that no pro- 
phecy sets Him forth as éoraupepévos, 
the whole passage (cf. vv. 2—5) evidently 
refers to the time when the Apostle 
preached among them. (See more in De 
W. and Meyer, from whom the above is 
mainly taken.) [The iv $piv of the rec. 
could hardly belong to éoravpwpyévos ; for 
if so, it would more naturally be éoraup. èv 
дурту, the emphasis, as it now stands, being 
on y биі: but it must belong to rpo- 
єурёфт, as above, and as in 2 Cor. iii. 2,— 
‘in animis vestris.’ So Mey. Among the 
various meanings proposed, among you’ 
(E. V., &c., De W., Rück.), on account of 
you’ (Koppe, but wrongly, see ch. i. 24, 
note), —Luther's is the most remarkable; 
* jam non solum abjecistis gratiam Dei, 
non solum Christus frustra vobis mortuus 
est, sed turpissime in vobis crucifixus est. 
Ad eum modum loquitur et Epistola ad 

‚ Ebr. vi. 6: denuo crucitigentes sibimet- 
ipsis fllium Dei, &c." This again is con- 
demned by the context, and indeed by the 
nor. яроєурёфл.) loravpwpévos, as 
expressing the whole mystery of redemp- 
tion by grace, and of freedom from legal 
obligation. It has an echo of cuveorav- 
pena: in ch. ii. 20.’ Jowett. 3.) т. 
póvov, — not to mention all the other 
grounds on which I might rest my argu- 
ment, ‘this only,’ &c. 8: currduov Ad- 
you к. raxlarns awroseltews as reira 
BoóAopai, Chr. pobsiv, be informed: 
not to be pressed, as Luther, al. (“ Agite 
nunc, respondete mihi discipulo vestro, 
tam subito enim facti estis docti, ut mei 

IIPOZ l'AAATAX. III. 
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jam sitis preceptores et doctores"), but 
taken in its ordinary sense, see reff. Did 
ye from (as its ground, see ch. ii. 16) the 
works of the Law (not & Law) receive 
the Spirit (evidently here to be taken as 
including all His gifts, spiritual and ez- 
ternal: not as Chr., Thl., Jer., xaplauara 
only: for the two are distinguished in 
ver. 5), or from the of faith 
(meaning either, ‘that preaching which 
proclaimed faith,’ or ‘that hearing, which 
received (the) faith? The first is prefer- 
able, because (1) where their first receiving 
the Gospel is in question, the preaching 
of 16 would probably be hinted at, as it is 
indeed taken up by the o?» below, ver. 5: 
(2) where the question is concerning the 
power of faith as contrasted with the 
works of the law, faith would most likely 
be subjective. But certainly we must not 
understand it ‘obedience [бтак. Rom. i. 
5; xvi. 26. See 1 Kings xv. 22] to the 
faith,’ as Wahl, al., which would spoil the 
contrast here)! 8.] Are ye so (to 
such an extent, emph.) foolish (as viz. 
the following fact would prove)? Having 

(see Phil i. 6, where the same 
two verbs occur together, and 2 Cor. 
viii. 6, where wpoerfjptaro is followed by 
émcreAdop. Understand, ‘the Christian 
life’) in the Spirit (dative of the manner 
in which, reff. The Spirit, i. e. the Holy 
Spirit, guiding and ruling the spiritual 
life, as the essence and active principle’ 
[Ellic.] of Christianity, —contrasted with 
the flesh, —the element in which the law 
worked), are ye now being completed 
(passive here, not mid., ef. Phil. i. 6, where 
the active is used: and for the passive, 
Luke xiii. 32. The middle does not ap- 
pear to occur in the N. T., though it does 
in classical Greek, e. g. Polyb. ii. 58. 10, 
ung ёсеВіѕ éxireAecapuérow. Diod. Sic. 
xii. 54, peydras тре ёт:телесіцеуо) 
in (dative, as above) the fiesh! 
4.) Did ye suffer (not, ‘have ye suffered,’ 
as almost all Commentators, E. V., &c.,— 
i. e. тетбубдате, Heb. ii. 18; Luke xiii. 2) 
so many things in vain? There is much 
controversy about the meaning. (1) Chrys., 
Aug., and the ancients, Grot., Wolf, Rück., 
Olsh., &c., understand it of the sufferings 
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which the Galatians underwent at the 
time of their reception of the Gospel. 
And, I believe, rightly. For (a) dx 
occurs (see reff.) seven times in St. Paul, 
and always іп the strict sense of sufer- 
ing, by persecution, or hardship (similarly 
in Heb., 1 Pet, &c.): (b) the historic 
aorist here marks the reference to be to 
some definite time. Now the time referred 
to by the context is that of their conver- 
sion to the Gospel, cf. rò я». éAdBere, — 
éraptduero: туєбрат: above. Therefore 
the meaning is, Did ye undergo all those 

(not specially mentioned in this 
Epistle, but which every convert to Christ 
must have undergone as a matter of course) 
in vain (Schomer first, and after him 
many, and Winer, B.-Crus., De Wette, 
understand табегу here in а good sense, 
in reference to divine grace bestowed on 
them. But схо seems never to be thus 
used in Greek without an indication in 
the context of such a meaning, e.g. ed 
Tác хе, or as in Jos. Antt. iii. 15. 1, боа 
wafórres d abroU к. wnAuay evepyeriar 
peraAaBórres, where the added clause de- 
fines the va0órr«s ; and never in N. T., 
LXX nor Apocrypha at all. (8) Bengel 
refers it to their patience with Paul [pa- 
lientissime sustinuistia periulistisque me]; 
but this, as Meyer remarks, would 
expressed by àvéxeiw, hardly by dex ev. 
(4) Meyer, to the troubles of their bond- 
age introduced by the false and judaizing 
teachers. But not to dwell on other ob- 
jections, it is decisive against this, (а) that 
it would thus be present, кйтхете [вее ch. 
iv. 10], not past at all, and (b) that even 
if it might be pest, it must be the perfect 
and not the aorist. I therefore hold to 
(1); ob yàp rèp той ибцоу ФАА бжёр 
ToU xpiorov TÈ жабћиата, Thdrt.: wdyra 
yàp éxeiva, фтор, Arep brenelvare, (n- 
luca Spas otro: BobAovtas, к. Toy or- 
фауоу бий» aprdoa. Chrys. (So Ellic. ed. 
2.) When Meyer says that this meaning is 
ganz iſolirt vom Context, he is mer speak- 
ing at random : see above. [ Ellic. ed. 1 took 
éwáDere in а neutral sense, as applying to 
both persecutions and blessings, and nearly 
so Jowett : ‘Had ye all these experiences 
in vain ?* objecting to (1) that it is unlike 
the whole spirit of the Apostle. But we 
find surely a trace of the same spirit in 
PhiL i. 29, 30; as there suffering is repre- 

w ob, II. 8 reff, X — Matt. vii. 33. Acts ii, 
w. dat., Gux. v. 6. John v. 26. Acts xvi. И. 

sented as a special from Christ, so grace 
here it might well be said, ‘let not such 

have been received in vain’])? if it 
really in vain (on ef уе xal, see note 

on 2 Cor. v. 3: the construction is, ‘if, aa 
it must be, what I have said, elxi, is really 
the fact. The Commentators all take it 
as a supposition,—some, às Chr., &c., E. V., 
‘if it be yet in vain,’ as a softening of «кӯ, 
others, as Meyer, De W., al., as an inten- 
sification of it, ‘if it be only in vain [and 
not something worse]"). 5.] оду takes 
up again the question of ver. 2, and asks 
it in another form. There is a question 
whether the participles émyopnyéy and 
фуерүёу are present, referring to things 
done among them while the Apostle was 
writing, or imperfect, still spoken of the 
time when he was with them? Chrys., 
Thdrt., &c., and Bengel, al., maintain the 
latter: Luth., Calv., Riick., Meyer, De 
W., &c., the former. It seems to me, that 
this question must be settled by first de- 
termining who is the agent here spoken 
of. Is it the Apostle? or is it not rather 
Gop, and is not this indicated by the 
reference to Abraham’s faith in the next 
verse, and the taking up the passive éAo- 
yyío 6n by deraiot È beds in тег. ВР If it 
de so, then the participles here must be 
taken as present, but indefinite, in a sub- 
stantive sense (Winer), as б 3idxav hu 
woré, ch. i. 28. And certainly God alone 
can be said (and so in ref. 2 Cor.) éwixop- 
yer Tb xveüpa, and évepyeiy (ch. ii. 8) 
Surduecs èv биту (see below). em yop. } 
The éwí does not imply addition, but as 
во often with prepositions of motion in 
composition, the direction of the supply: 
see notes on Acts xxvii. 7 ; Rom. viii. 16. 

Svvápeig] here, not merely miracles 
or Харісџата, though those are included: 
nor is ёи фит», ‘among you ;* but Buv. are 
the wonders wrought by divine Power in 
you (cf. Oeds ó évepyov тё wárvra dv 
waow, 1 Cor. xii. 6. Oeds ydp фест б 
dvepyðv фу ópiv Tò Ne x. T. A. Phil. ii. 
18. Eph. ii. 2; also Matt. xiv. 2), viz. at 
your conversion and since. 4 Epy. 
supply does He it) in consequence o 
“as the originating or moving cause," 
Elic.) the works of the law, or in 
consequence of the hearing (see above, 
ver. 2) of faith! 6—9.] Abrahams 
J'aith was his entrance into righteous- 
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ness before God: and Scripture, in re- 
cording this, records also God's Pe 
mise to him, by virtue of which all the 
Saithful inherit his blessing. 6.] The 
reply to the foregoing question is under- 
stood: it is d£ &áxofjs wiorews. And then 
enters the thought of God's évepyeiy as 
following upon Abraham's faith. The 
fact of justification being now introduced, 
whereas before the éw:xoprryeiy Td туєйда 
was the matter enquired of, is no real 
departure from the subject, for both these 
belong to the évdpfac@a: of ver. 3, — are 
concomitant, and inseparable. Оп Шо 
verse, see note, Rom. iv. 3. T.) 
yiveon. is better taken indicatively, wit 
Jer, Ambr, Beza, Rück., al, than im- 

ratively, with most, Commentators (and 
Me „De W., Olsh., Ellic.). It is no ob- 
jection to tho indicative that such know- 
ledge could not well be predicated of the 
Galatians: it is not so predicated, but is 
here set before them as a thing which 
they ought to be acquainted with—from 
this then you know (q. d. ‘omnibus 
patet. The imperative seems to me to 
lose the fine edge of the Apostle’s argu- 
mentative irony: besides that the usage 
of that mood with &pa is not frequent: 
indeed ap tly only to be found in 
Homer; cf. Il. к. 249; . 622. See on 
the other side, Ellicott’s note here). 
ol ix leres] see Rom. ii. 8; iii. 26, 
and notes, those who are of faith, as 
the origin and the à$opuf; of their spi- 
ritual life. "hg omphatic; these, 
and these only (see ‚ viii. 14), not 
ol dt Épyov. Chrys. says obx of Thy 
guouchy Éxorres wpbs abr avyyéreiar : 
but this point is not here raised: be- 
sides, they might be, as well ns others, 
if they were ёк axlarews, see Rom. iv. 16. 

viol 'App.] see Rom. iv. 11—17, 
and notes. 8.] But (transitional 
[see Ellicott’s note]) the Scripture (as 
we say, Nature: meaning, the Author 
of the Scripture ; see reff.) foreseeing 
(Schóttgen, Hor. Hebr. i. 732, gives ex. 

amples of ‘quid vidit Scriptura ?’ and the 
like, as common sayings among the Jews) 
that of faith (emphatic,—' and not of 
works’) God justifieth (present, not merely 
as Mey., De W., al., because the time 
foreseen was regarded as present, nor 
‘respectu Pauli scribentis,’ as Bengel,— 
but because it was God’s one way of 
justification—He never justified in any 
other way—so that it is the normal pre- 
sent, q. d. ‘is a God that justifieth’) the 
Gentiles (observe, there is no stress here 
on тё (0y»,—it is not ёк wlorews xa) тё 
Ovn Sucacot ó 8.: so that, as is remarked 
above, no question is raised between the 
carnal and spiritual seed of Abraham,— 
nor, as Bengel, ‘é vim argumenti ex- 
tendit etiam ad gentes:’ the question is 
between those who were ёк sícrews, and 
those who wanted to return to the ёруа 
yépov, whether Jews or Gentile. 80 
that in fact rà enn must be here taken 
in its widest sense, as in the Abrahamic 
promise soon to be quoted) announced 
the good news beforehand (the word is 
found only in Pbilo, and in tbis sense :— 
écrépa Te ка} spolia, dy jj uiv spoevay- 
yeAlCera: h No {ioy  Avlaxew, de 
Mundi Opif. § 9, vol. i. p. 7, and de mut. 
nom. $ 29, p. 602, 4s (viz. ó veorrds) 
ее тофз Tapcobs Фасеев» direct, Thr 
darida тод жётесбаи 8ууђсесбо xpoevey- 
yeAc(éuevos) to Abraham: (őr: recita- 
tive) In thee (not, in thy seed, which 
is a point not here but strictly 
in thee, as followers of thy faith, it 
having first shewn the way to justi- 
fication before God. That the words 
will bear that other reference, does not 
shew that it must be introduced here) 
shall all the Gentiles (see above: not 
to be restricted with Meyer, al., to 
its narrower sense, but expressing, from 
Gen. xviii. 18; xxii. 18, in a form suiting 
better the Apostle's present argument, 
the waca: ai фила) ris ys of Gen. 
xii. 8) be blessed. 9.] Consequence 
of évevAcynPhcorra: above, substantiated 
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12. vii. 19 al. 3 Kings xvi. 19. Winer, J ét. 4. 

fi, n. q- Me ЖЇН. 30. Rom. v.9. 1 Cor. vl. 11. Num. xxvii. 
1 Cor. iil. 10 al. в Has. И. 
v. 18. Col. іт. 5 only. Dan. ii. 8 only.) 

o constr, Matt. xxi. 82. Acts Ш. 
p 1 Cor. xv. 7 only. à53^., Matt. xxvi. 78 only. 

r = Rom. li. 18. 
t Laver. xviii. 5. u- ch.iv.5only. (Epb. 

v ver. 10. 

10. rec om or, with KL rel vulg syrr Chr Thdrt : ins ABCDFN 17 arm Cyr Damasc. 
om 1st e» BN! m 17. 67? Damasc. 

11. om то bef беш DIF. 

avro F. (not F-lat.) 

by ver. 10 below. А share in Abrabam's 
blessing must be the accompaniment of 
faith, not of works of the law. 
"ícrews has the emphasis. civ, to 
shew their community with him in the 
blessing: T$ $109, to shew wherein the 
community consists, viz. FAITH. 
10.] substantiation of ver. 9: they ё 
ger duo cannot be sharers in the 
blessing, for they are accursed; it being 
understood that they do not and cannot 
épuérew dy xacw &.: see this expanded 
in Rom. iii. 9—20. The citation is freely 
from the LXX. Оп тоб жота not а 
Hebraism, but a construction common 
H ul Greek, see Ellic.’s noe 

‘contain a perfect syllogism, so 
that 6 dix. ёк rior. баеты ls the major 
proposition, ver. 12 the minor, and d 
ибир ойд. Bux. жард r. Oe the con- 

nce, Meyer. It is inserted to 
strengthen the inference of the former 
verse, by shewing that not even could a 
man keep the law, would he be justified — 
the condition of justification, as revealed 
in Scripture, being that it is фу faith. 
But (= moreover) that in (not merely 
the elemental in, but the conditional as 
well: ‘in and by:' not ‘through’) the 
law no man is justified (the normal 
present: is, in God's order of things) 
with God (not emphatic as Bengel, *quic- 
quid sit apud homines:' this would re- 
quire ovSels тора TË 0:9 Buaobra: 
but S:xatotra:-waph-rg-Geg is simply 
predicated of obels) is evident, for (it is 
written, that) the just by faith hall live 
(not ‘the iust shall live by his faith,’ as 

om dA F. 
evyeypapqutvous B. 

ins yeyparra yap bef 2nd or: 

rec aft avra ins аубротоѕ, with DKL rel: om A(appy) BCD!FN 
copt eth arm Mcion-e Chr Cyr Damasc Ambrst Aug Jer. er 

Winer, De W., al. The order of the words 
would indeed suggest this rendering, see- 
ing that ô ёк т. 5. (. would properly re- 

t the other: but we must 
t. Paul's logical use of the citation: and 

I think, with Meyer, that he has ab- 
stained from al the order of the 
words as being well known. Не is not 
seeking to shew by what the righteous 
shall live, but the ground itself of that 
righteoueness which shall issue in life; 
and the contrast is between ó Sixaios ёк 
wlorews and ó worhoas ard. [It is right 
to say that Ellic. (both edd.) prefers the 
other rendering, and supports it by the 
fact that the original Hebrew will not bear 
this one, and that St. Paul adopts the 
words of the LXX as they stand; and by 
the contrast between (hoera: ёк wlorews, 
and (сети dv abrois. Jowett doubts 
whether (heera: could be used absolutely: 
but see Heb. xii. 9. I still however preter 
rendering as above. The construction de- 
siderated by Bp. Middleton to suit our ren- 
dering,—ó 8lxaios 6 ёк w.,—would etultify 
the sentence, by bringing into view other 
Sika, who were not ёк míerews]): 
but (logical, introducing the minor of 
the syllogism: see above) the law (not 
‘law, as such,“ Peile: no such considera- 
tion appears here, nor any where, except 
in so far as the law of Moses is treated 
of as possessing the qualities of law 
in general) is not of (does not spring 
from nor belong to: ‘non agit fidei 
partes, Beng.) faith: but (ſondern) (its 
nature is such that) he who has done them 
(viz. тута rà xposrdypard цоо к. ж. 
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Tà kpíuard pov of Levit. xviii. 5) shall 
live in (conditional element) them (see 
Rom. x. 5). 13.] But this curse has 
been removed by the redemption of Christ. 
The joyful contrast is introduced abruptly, 
without any connecting particle: see an 
asyndeton in a similar case in Col. iii. 4. 
The $uàs is emphatic, and applies solely 
to the Jews. They only were under the 
curse of ver. 10,—and they being by Christ 
redeemed from that curse, the blessing of 
Abraham Озари faith), which was 
always destined by to flow through 
the Jews to the Gentiles, was set at liberty 
thus to flow out to the Gentiles. This, 
which is Meyer's view, is certainly the 

one which suits the context. To 
make jas refer to Jews and Gentiles, and 
refer ) кат. ToU vóu. to the law of con- 
science, is to break up the context alto- 
gether. ifnyóp.] See, besides ref., 
1 Cor. vi. 20; vii. 23; 2 Pet. ii. 1; Rev. 
v.9. Ellicott remarks, ‘ the é- need not 
be very strongly pressed, see Polyb. iii. 42. 
2, ébryópage wap’ ab’ray rd те no 
wAoía . T. XA. .. . The tendency,’ he con- 
tinues, *to use verbs compounded with 
prepositions without any obvious increase 
of meaning, is one of the characteristics of 
later Greek : so Thiersch, de Pentat. vers. 
alex. ii. 1, p. 83.’ The form of the idea 
is,—the Law (personified) held us (Jews) 
under its curse; (out of this) Ohrist 
bought us, BECOMING (emphatic, standing 
first) a curse (not éxixardparos, concrete, 
but катёра, abstract, to express that he 
becume not only accursed, but the curse, 
coextensive with the disability which 
affected us) for us (the JEws again. Not, 
as many older Commentators, and Rück., 
Olsh., Peile, &c., ‘instead of us,’ but * on 
our behalf, It was in our stead; but 
that circumstance is not expressed by 
óxép used of Christ's death for us—see 
reff. and Ellic.'s note; and Usteri, Paulin. 
Lehrbegriff, p. 115 ff). $n р. 
c. T. A. is a parenthesis, justifying the formal 

for ewayy., evàoyiay DIF k Tert Ambrst Vig. (not F. 

expression ed. бж. ўы. xardpa. The 
citation omite the words фжф ĉeso? of the 
LXX. They were not to the point here, 
being understood as matter of course, the 
law being God's law. The article ó is 
not in the LXX. The words are spoken 
of hanging after death by stoning; and 
are given in |. c. as a reason why the body 
should not remain on the tree all night, 
because one hanging on a tree is accursed 
of God. Such formal curse then extended 
to Christ, who died by hanging on a tree. 

14.] in order that (the intent of 
yevóu. bw. zu. rardpa) the blessing of 
Abraham (promised to Abraham: i.e. 
justification by faith; ver. 9) might be 
(come) upon the Gentiles (not, all nations, 
but strictly the Gentiles: see above on 
ver. 13) in (in and by, conditional ele- 
ment) Jesus the Christ, that (Iva, parallel 
with, not. dependent on and included in, 
the former Tra: for this clause has no 
longer to do with rà 0л, see below. We 
have a second fra co-ordinate with a first 
in Rom. vii. 18; 2 Cor. ix. 3; Eph. vi. 
19, 20) we (not emphatic, nor is ўдегѕ ex- 
Treue : no longer the Jews, as Beza and 
engel, but all Christians: see Jowett's 

note, wbich perhaps is too finely drawn 
might receive (in full, as fulfilled, aor. 
through the (or, but not so usually, owr 
faith (as the subjective medium : but ren- 
dered objective by the article, as so often 
by St. Paul: no stress on 8:4 т. т.) the 
promise of the Spirit (viz. that made 
Joel ii. 28. See Acts ii. 17, 33; Luke 
xxiv. 49,—THE PROMISE of the new cove- 
nant) The genitive ToU wy. is objective, 
—the Spirit being the thing promised. 
But let me guard tiros agsinst the old 
absurdity, “dwayyeAla rod wvevparos pro 
Tb пуєдра Td ёттуує\џќуоу,? which would 
destroy, here and overy where else, the 
logical form of the sentence. This re- 
ceiving the promise of the Spirit’ dis- 
tinctly refers back to ver. 2, where he 
asked them whether they received the 
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Spirit by the works of the law, or by the 
hearing of faith? Here is a pause, at 
which the indignant feeling of the Apostle 
softens, and he begins the new train of 
thought which follows with words of milder 
character, and proceeds more quietly with 
his ment."  Windischmann. 
1518) But what if the law, coming 
after the Abrahamic promise, abrogated 
that promise? These verses contain the 
refutation of such an objection: the pro- 
mise was not abrogated by the law. 
15.] тЇ ст: кат’ GvOp. Aéqu; ё àvOpo- 
жіуюу xapaBeryuáre». Chr. But (see 
1 Cor. xv. 32) the expression refers not 
only to the character of the example 
chosen, but to the temporary standing- 

int of him who speaks: I put myself 
for the time on a level with ordinary men 
in the world. pes is out of its 
logical place, which would be after obdels ; 
see on ref. 1 Cor. To make it ‘even’ 
and take it with d»@pamov, is contrary to 
ite usage. A (mere) man's covenant (not 
‘testament,’ as Olsh., after Aug., al.; for 
there is here no introduction of that ides : 
the promise spoken to Abraham was strictly 
а covenant, and designated ко in Ws 
passages which were now in the Apostle's 
mind, see Gen. xv. 18; xvii. 7. On the 
general meaning, see Mr. Bagge's note) 
when ratified (roff.), no one notwithstand- 
ing (that it is merely a human covenant) 
sets aside or supplements (with new condi- 
tions, Jos. Antt. xvii. 9. 4 describes Arche- 
laus as 6 dv rais Stab rats bed той 
warpds éyyeypaupévos BaciXeós, in his 
father's subsequent testament :’ and again 
says of Antipas, B. J. ii. 2. 8, à тїз 
ewiBiabjans Thy ёабйкту elvai kvpieré- 
pay, ё» BasiAebs айтьѕ ёуёүратто. 
Nothing is implied as to the nature of the 
additions, whether consistent or incon- 
sistent with the original covenant: the 
simple fact that яо additions are made, is 
euounced). 16.) This verse is not, as 
commonly supposed, the minor proposition 
of the syllogism, applying to Abraham's 

трокекороцєуту (see 

алла В. 

case the general truth enounced in ver. 
15: for had it been во, (1) we should cer- 
tainly find 69d eo? contrasted with the 
ёудрёкоу before, and (2) the parenthesis 
ob AH. . . Xi rd: would be a mere 
irrelevant digression. This minor propo- 
sition does not follow till ver. 17. What 
is now said, in a parenthetical and sub- 
sidiary manner, is this: The covenant was 
not merely nor principally made with 
Abraham, but with Abraham asd nis 
SEED, and that seed referred, not to the 
Jewish people, but to CHRIST. The cove- 
nant then was not fulfilled, but awaiting 
its fulfilment, and He to whom it was 
made was yet to appear, when the law 
was given. al ёт.) because the ud 
mise was many times repeated: e.g. Gen. 
xii. 7; xv. 5, 18; xvii. 7, 8; xxii. 18. 

к. TÊ сү. re These words, on 
which, from what follows, the stress of 
the whole argument rests, are probably 
meant to be a formal quotation. If во, the 
promises quoted must be Gen. xiii. 15; 
xvii. 8 [Jowett supposes xxi. 12, but qu. Р], 
0b Nye] hiis с as here. 

v] viz. He who gave the 
— God. J Ir voà., je ads] of one, 
of many, as E. V. Plato has very nearly 
this usage, BotAoua: 8 por ph ёж) бей» 
(de diis) Aéyer@a: +d -rowVrov, Legg. 

. 662 d. See also Rep. 524 e. Cf. 
Alic.'s note. rots ip 
T$ oxripparıj The central point of the 
Apostle's argument is this: The seed to 
whom the promises were made, was 
Christ. To confirm this position,—see 
Gen. xxii. 17, 18, where the collective 
v*épua of ver. 17 is summed up in the 
individual сжёриа of ver. 18, he alleges a 
hilological distinction, recognized by the 

Rabbinical schools (see Wetat. and Schitt- 
gen ad loc.) This has created consider- 
able difficulty: and all sorts of attempts 
have been made to evade the argument, сг 
to escape standing committed to the dis- 
tinction. Jerome (ad loc.), curiously and 
characteristically, applies the xara Drop 

mi 
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roy Aéyo to this distinction especially, and 
thinks that the Apostle used it as ted 
to the calibre of those to whom he was 
writing : “ Galatis, quos paulo ante stultos 
dixerat, factus est stultus." The Roman- 
Catholic Windischmann, one of the ablest 
and most sensible of modern expositors, 
says, “Our recent masters of theology 
have taken up the objection, which is as 
old as Jerome, and forgetting that Paul 
know Hebrew better than themselves, 
have severely blamed him for urging the 
singular cwépuar: here, and thus justify- 
ing the application to Christ, seeing that 
the word yy, which occurs here in the 
Hebrew text, has no plural (Wind. is not 
accurate here: the plur. ow is found 
1 Sam. viii. 15, in the sense of *grains of 
wheat"), and so could not be used. Yet 
they are good enough to assume, that 
Paul had no fraudulent intent, and only 
followed the arbitrary exegesis of the 
Jews of his time (Rückert). The argu- 
ment of the Apostle does not depend on 
the grammatical form, by which Paul 
here only puts forth his meaning in 
Greek,—but on this that the Spirit of 
God in the promise to Abraham and the 
passage of Scripture relating that pro- 
mise, has chosen a word which implies a 
collective unity, and that the promise was 
not given to Abraham and his children. 
чо the h of the carnal Jews, 
who held that the promise applied to the 
plurality of them, the individyal descend- 
ants of the Patriarch, as such,—the 
Apostle maintains the truth, that only 
the Unity, Christ, with those who are in- 
corporated in Him, has part in {һе in- 
heritance.” On these remarks I would 
observe, (1) that the Apostle’s argument is 
independent of his philology : (2) that his 
philological distinction must not be pressed 
to mean more than he himself intended 
by it: (8) that the collective and indi- 
vidual meanings of сяёрџа are both un- 
doubted, and must have been evident to 
the Apostle himself, from what follows, 
ver. 29. Weare Lu in a position to rk 
pret the words $$ ёст xpiorós. Meyer 
says ' xpiores is the кк Christ Jesus, 
not, as has been held (after Aug.), Christ 
and His Church.’ This remark is trne, 
and untrue. xp. certainly does not mean 
‘Christ and His Church: but if it im · 

rts only the personal Christ Jesus, why 
is it not so expressed, xpiords 'ImaoUs? 
For the word does not here occur in pass- 

ing, but is the predicate of a very definite 
and important proposition. The fact is, 
that we must place ourselves in St. Paul’s 
pna with regard to the idea of Christ, 

ore we can appreciate all he meant by 
this word here. Christians are, not by a 
figure, but realty, the Bopy or CHRIST : 
Christ contains His people, and the men- 
tion even of the personal Christ would 
bring with it, in the Apostle’s mind, the in- 
clusion of His believing people. This seed 
is, CHRIST: not merely in the narrower 
sense, the man Christ Jesus, but Christ 
the Seed, Christ the Second Adam, Christ 

key to 
2-а (s El“ iore iv S T yap ёе ore оте 

"особ (notice loud here carefu 

« 8 dete xprcrot, бра 
E PMA 'EZTE', кат 
povónot. So that while it is necessary for 

scribing His Personality, but leaving room 
for the inclusion of His mystical Body. 

17.] Enthymematical inference from 
vv. 15, 16, put in the form of a restate- 
ment of the argument, ав applying to the 
matters in hand. This however I say 
(this is my meaning, the drift of my 
previous statement) : the covenant (better 
than a covenant, as most Commentators ; 
even Meyer and De W.: the emphatic 
substantive is often anarthrous: cf. the 
different arrangement in ver. 15) which 
was previously ratifled by God (eis xp. 
being inserted by some to complete the 
correspondence with ver. 16: the fact 
was го, it was ‘to Christ,’ as its second 
party, that the covenant was ratified by 
God), the Law, which took place (was 
constituted) four hundred and thirty 
years after, does not abrogate, so as to 
do away the promise. As regards the 
interval of 480 years, we may remark, 
that in Exod. xii. 40, it is stated, The 
sojourning of the children of Israel who 
dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and 
thirty years.” (In Gen. xv. 18, Acts 
үй. 6, the period of the oppression of 
Israel in Egypt is roundly stated at 400 
years.) But to this, in order to obtain 
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tbe entire interval between the covenant 
with Abraham and the law, must be 
added the sojourning of the patriarchs in 
Canaan,—i.e. to the birth of Isaac, 26 
years (Gen. xii. 4; xxi. 5),—to that of 
Jacob, 60 more (Gen. xxv. 26),—to his 
going down into Egypt, 130 more (Gen. 
xlvii. 9); in all = 215 years. So that 
the time really was 645 years, not 430. 
But in the LXX (and Samaritan Penta- 
teuch) we read, Exod. xii. 40, 4 8% xarol- 
anoss (wapolk., F.) rà» viðv 'lopafjA, hy 
катфкуса» (wapóx. F.) d» уў АІубттф 
ка} ép уў Xavady (F. adding, from the 
Cod. Alex., афто} kal oí warépes airrar) 
fru Terpaxócia трійкоута: — and this 
reckoning St. Paul has followed. We 
have instances of a similar adoption of the 
LXX text, in the apology of Stephen: 
see Acts vii. 14, and note. After all, how- 
ever, the difficulty lies in the 400 years 
of Qen. xv. 13 and Acts vii. 6. For we 
may ascertain thus the period of the 
sojourn of lsrael in pt: Joseph was 
89 years old when Jacob came into Egypt 
(Gen. xli. 46, 47; xlv. 6): therefore he 
was born when Jacob was 91 (91 + 39 
— 130: see Gen. xlvii. 9). But he was 
born 6 years before Jacob left Laban (com- 
pare ib. xxx. 25 with xxxi. 41), having 
been with him 20 years (ib. xxxi. 88, 41), 
and served him 14 of them for his two 
daughters (xxxi. 41). Hence, seeing that 
his marriage with Rachel took place when 
he was 78 (91—20—7; the marriages 
with Leah and Rachel being contempo- 
raneous, and the second seven years of 
service occurring , not, as I assumed 
in the first edition, before, the marriage 
with Rachel]; Levi, tbe third son of 
Leah, whose first son was born after 
Rachel's marriage [xxix. 30—32], must 
have been born not earlier than Jacob's 
815% year,—and consequently was about 
49 [130—81] when he went down into 
Egypt. Now (Exod. vi. 16) Levi lived in 

copt eth Cyr, Damasc Jer A 
rec ern bef Terp. x. Tp., with KL rel Thdrt C 

Ugsepe Pelag Bede. 
п: txt ABCDFN аш 17 latt syrr copt 

all 187 years: i. e., about 88 [187—49 
years in t. But (Exod. vi. 16, 18, 20 
Amram, father of Moses and Anron, mar- 
ried his father Kohath's sister, Jochebed, 
who was therefore, as expressly stated 
Num. xxvi. 59, *the daa ker of Levi, 
whom Aer mother bare to Levi in Egypt.’ 
Therefore Jochebed must have been born 
within 88 years after the going down into 
Egypt. And seeing that Moses was 80 
years old at the Exodus (Exod. vii. 7),— 
if we call z his mother’s age when he was 
born, we have 88 + 80-++ x as a maxi- 
mum for the sojourn in Egypt, which 
clearly therefore cannot be 430 years, or 
even 400; as in the former ¢ase z would 
= 262,—in the latter 232. If we take 
x= cir. 47 (to which might be added in 
the hypothesis any time which 88 and z 
might have had in common) we shall have 
the sojourn in Egypt = 216 yeara, which 
added to the previous 215, will make the 
required 430. Thus it will appear that 
the LXX, Samaritan Pent., and St. Paul, 
have the right chronology,— and as stated 
above, the difficulty lies in Gen. xv. 18 
and Acts vii. 6,—and in the Hebrew text 
of Exod. xii. 40. 18.] See Rom. iv. 14. 
For if the inheritance (the general term 
for all the blessings promised to Abraham, 
as summed up in his Seed who was to in- 
herit the land,—in other words, for the 

. Kingdom of Christ: see 1 Cor. vi. 9, 10) 
is of the law (i.e. by virtue of the law, 
having as its ground the covenant of the 
law) it is no more (ойк Fri, as viv in 
argumentative passages, not of time, but 
logical—the ойк follows on the hypothesis) 
of (by virtue of) promise: but (the ‘but’ 
of a demonstration, appealing to a well- 
known fact) to Abraham by promise hath 
God granted [it] (and therefore it is not of 
the Law). 19 —24.] Tie use and nature 
of the Law. What (ref.) then [is] the 

w (‘ubi audimus Legem nihil valere ad 
conferendam justitiam, statim obrepunt 
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varie cogitationes: aut igitur esse inuti- 
lem, aut contrariam fœderi Dei, aut tale 
quippiam. Calv.) 1 For the sake of the 
transgressions [of it] (the words тё» 
wapaBdoews хар have been variously 
understood. (1) Aug., Calv., Beza, Luth., 
al., explain it of the detection of trans- 
gressions, as in Rom. vii. (2) Chrys., 
(Ec., Thl., Jer, Erasm. Grot, Rück., 
Olsh., B.-Crus., De Wette, al., of their 
repression; wh Ер “lov8alois a8eds Cay 
.. . . AX фут} xaAwoU ё vónos abrois 
éwuceínevos ў, waidebwy, pvOuni(w», kæ- 
Abw» rapagalrei /. Chrys. (3) Luth., 
Est., Bengel, al., combine (1) and (2). But 
it is hardly possible that either of these 
should be the true explanation. For the 
Apostle is not now treating of the detec- 
tion of sin, or of the repression of sin 
[which latter was besides not the office of 
the Law, see Rom. v. 20], but of the Law 
as a preparation for Christ, vv. 28, 24: 
and therefore it must be regarded in its 
propeedeutic office, not in its detective or 
(?) repressive. Now this propedeutic office 
was, to make sin into TRANSGRESSION,— 
so that what was before not a transgres- 
sion might now become one. The law 
then was added [to the promise, which 
had no such power], for the sake of [in 
order to bring about as transgressions] 
the transgressions [of it] which should be, 
and thus [ver. 28] to shut us up under 
sin, viz. the transgression of the law. 
This is nearly Meyer's view, except that 
he makes this the exclusive meaning of 
xápw, which usage wil not sustain, cf. 
1 John їй. 12. Ellic.’s view is very close 
to mine, which he has mistaken) it was 
superadded (“ poser (0) does not con- 
tradict the assertion of ver. 15, ойде); 
.... nbiaráeserai, For the Law was 
not given as an dridtaghen, but came 
in as another institution, additional to 
that already existing." Meyer) until the 
seed shall have come (he places him- 
self at the giving of the law and looks on 
into the future: hence the subjunctive, 
not the optative: and without &», because 
the time is a certain and definite one), to 
whom (ver. 1% the promise has been (see 
above) made (the vulgate renders rty- 

om хар» 

era promiserat, sc. Deus: and so Ben- 
gel prefers, from reff. active. But the 
passive suits ver. 16 ene better, 
and is justified by reff. Macc. Bretschnei - 
der understands it cus demandatum est, 
viz. to put an end to the law: but this is 
against N. T. usage of éwayyfAAw, and 
absurd, where ézay-yeAÍa: is во often used 
in the context. This Seed is of course 
Christ), being enjoined (the aorist parti- 
ciple does not here denote previous occur- 
rence, but is merely part, of an aorist sen- 
tence: so Herod. 1. 14, l'éygs 8 Tupar- 
vevoas àvémeyVer àvaðhuara . . .: Diod. 
Sic. xi. 81, yervalws ayorioduevos rox - 
Aobs dveiAe тё» 'EAAfj|»ev. See Her- 
mann on Viger, pp. 772-3. For dard, 
cf. note on Acts vii. 53, and Hesiod, Op. 
274, róvbe yap dp r. убцоу 8:ќтаѓє 
Kpovlwy: it is not promulgate, as Winer) 
by means of (not, under the attestation 
e as Peile, nor in the presence of, as 
alov., al.) angels (angels were, according 

to the Rabbinical view, the enactors and 
enjoiners of the Law: so Jos. Antt. xv. 
5. 8, huey Trà kdAAw Tra Tàr Boypudroy x. 
Tà ócióTrara тё» dv rots иброз 8. ày- 
үдеу жарё ToU Gcot vrev: see also 
the citations in Wetst.: Heb. ii. 2; and 
note оп Col. ii. 15. Of course no explain - 
ing Ave of &yyeAo: into men [Moses, 
Aaron, 2 as Chrys. [altern.: $ robs 
lepdas dyyéAous Aéyei, J ка) abrobs rods 
&yyéAovs danperfcacbal gyno: Tp уоро- 
he l]. al., can be allowed. Observe, the 
angels are not the givers of the Law, but 
its ministers, and instrumental enactors : 
the Law, with St. Paul, is always God's 
Law ; see especially Rom. vii. 22) in the 
hand of a mediator (viz. Moses, who 
came from God to the people with the 
tables of the law in his hands. Cf. his 
own words, Deut. v. 5, xåyò eiethrew 
&ávapécov xvplov x. tay ey TQ xap 
ёкеіуф dvayyeiAa бшу тё fhuara xuplov, 
бт: ёфоВћетте awd жротёкоу ToU wupds к. 
ойк ёуёВтте els Td Epos, Аёүш» . . . : Philo, 
vit. Mos. iii. 19, vol. i. p. 160, ofa perims к. 
Zia Aax rs ойк ebObs dvert3ncer, АЛЛА хрё- 
Tepor tas бтёр ToU UOvous ікесіаѕ к. Arras 
éxoretro. Schóttgen gives numerous ex- 
amples from the Rabbinical books, in which 
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the name Mediator is given to Moses. — 
But most of the Fathers (not Thdrt.), 
Bede, Lyra, Calvin, Calov., al., under- 
stand Christ to be meant: Schmieder and 
Schneckenburger, the Angel of the Cove- 
nant,—the Metatron. Neither of these 
interpretations however will hold against 
the above evidence). does the 
Apostle add this last clause? I am inclined 
to think with Meyer that it is,—not to 

i the Law in comparison with the 
(as Luth. Elsn., Flatt, Rück., 

Jowett, &. &c.) or with the promise (Es- 
tins, Schneckenb., De Wette), but to en- 
hance the solemnity of the giving of the 
law as a preparation for Christ, in answer 
to the somewhat disparaging question 71 
ody 5 r»óuos; If the 3 &yyéàœr had 
been here disparaging, as in Heb. ii. 2, 
3:4 тоё xvplov or the like must have been 
expressed, as there, on the other side. 
And èr xeipl иесітоо is certainly no dis- 
paragement of the old covenant in com- 
parison with the new, for this it has in 
common with the other. The fact is (see 
below on ver. 20), that no such compari- 
son is in question here. 20.) The 
explanations of this verse, so obscure from 
its brevity, are so numerous (Winer counted 
250: Jowett mentions 430) that they re- 
uire a bibliography of their own." De 
ette. I believe we shall best disentan- 

gie the sense as follows. (1) Clearly, д 
peoirns and д 0«ós are opposed. (2) As 
clearly, éxbs ойк for and els ёстіу are 
opposed. (8) From this contrast arises an 
apparent opposition between the law and 
the promises of God, which (not alone, but 
as the conclusion of the whole тЇ обу to 
els ёстіу) gives occasion to the question of 
ver. 21. Taking up therefore again (1),— 
ó ревіттз, by whose hand the law was 
enacted, stands opposed to ё бє, the 
giver of the promises. And that, in this 
respect (2);—(a) 9 детїттз is not évds, 
but (b) ó @eds is еї. And herein lies the 
knot of the verse; that is, in (b), - for the 
meaning of (а) is pretty clear on all hands; 
viz. that 5 peolrns (generic, во ref. Job; 
‘quw multa sunt cunctis in unum colli- 
gendis,’ Hermann ad Iph. in Aul. p. 15, 
pref. cited by Meyer) does not belong to 
one party (masculine) (but to two, as 
going between one party and another). 
Then to guide us to the meaning of (b), 
we must remember, that the numerical 
contrast is the primary idea: ó yeolrns 
belongs not to one, but à 0eós is one. Shall 
we then say, that all reference of еї; (as 
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applied to ô @eés) beyond this numerical 
one is to be repudiated ? I cannot think 
во. The proposition ô 0ebs «Is sr would 
carry to the mind of every reader much 
more than the mere numerical unity of 
God—viz. His Unity as an essential at- 
tribute, extending through the whole di- 
vine Character. And thus, though the. 
proposition ó peolrns évbs ойк fru would 
not, by itself, convey any meaning but 
that a mediator belongs to more than one, 
it would, when combined with à @eds els 
dori, receive a shade of meaning which 
it did not bear before,—of a state of 
things involved in the fact of a peolrns 
being employed, which was not according 
to the évyérns of God, or, во to speak, in 
the main track of His unchanging pur- 
pee And thus (8), the law, administered 
y the pealrns, belonging to a state of 

obx els, two at variance, is apparently 
opposed to the éwayyeAla:, belonging en- 
tirely to & efs, the one (faithful) God. 
And observe, that the above explanation 
is deduced entirely from the form of the 
sentence itself, and from the idea which 
the expression ô беђѕ efs doriy must neces- 
sarily raise in the mind of its reader, ac- 
customed to the proposition as the founda- 
tion of the faith ;—not from any precon- 
ceived view, to suit which the words, or 
айан arrangement, must be forced. 
Notice by the way, that the objection, 
that the Gospel too is è» хер! uecírov, 
does not apply here: for (a) there is no 
uestion here of the Gospel, but only of 

the promises, as direct from God : (8) the 
pealrns of the Gospel is altogether differ- 
ent, and His work different: He has abso- 
lutely reconciled the parties at variance, 
and MADE THEM ONE in Himself. Re- 
member St. Paul's habit of insulating the 
matter in hand, and dealing with it ir- 
respective of all such possible objections. 
To give even an analysis of the various 
opinions on this verse would far exceed 
the limits of this commentary: I will only 
take advantage of Meyer’s long note, and 
of other sources, to indicate the main 
branches of the exegesis. (I) The Fathers, 
for the most part, pass lightly over it, as 
easy in itself, — and do not notice its prag- 
matic difficulty. Most of them understand 
by the десіттѕ, Christ, the mediator be- 
tween God and man. In interpreting évds 
ойк Écriy and «fs doriy, they go in omnis 
alia. It may sutfice to quote one or two 
samples. Chrys. says, th à» ёутаёба cf. 
roter alperinol; ei yàp TÒ “pdvos &An- 

D 
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Givós," ойк àpinoi Tb» иу elvai Gedy 
AA, obx Epa ob8t Oedy, ià rò 
Adyeo@ur “6 Bè Oeds els dor.” ..... 
à Bà џесітз, фис, 360 тубу «vivera 
pealrys. Tivos оду ur Fy ó xpi 
erós; ® $ўАо» бт: Ccov к. àvÜpówow; 
ôpĝs was Belxvvow Fri ка) Tb» уброу 
abrbs  окєу; el Tolvv» abrds Sexe, 
kÜpios fy elm ка) Adoa жм». And 
Jerome, ‘manu mediatoris potentiam 
et virtutem ejus debemus accipere, qui 
cum secundum Deum unum sit ipse cum 
patre, secundum mediatoris officium alius 
ab eo intelligitur. Theodoret, having ex- 
plained the ners of Moses, proceeds, 
on ó 84 Oeds els do vw,—Ó xal Thr iray- 
yerlay тё 'ABpaàu Be8wxds, ка) тфу 
vópov TeÜeuds, ка) oóv тїз éxayyeAlas 
hui éxiBeltas ть wépas. ob yap GAAos 
uiv dxeiva Geds gxovdunoer, AMA 84 
таўта. (II) The older of the modern 
Commentators are generally quite at fault : 
I give a few of them: Grotius says, ‘ Etsi 
Christus mediator Legem Judwis tulerit, 
ut ad agnitionem transgressionum addu- 
ceret, eoque ad fœdus gratie præpararet, 
non tamen unius est gentis Judaice me- 
diator, sed omnium hominum: quemad- 
modum Deus unus est omnium. Luther 
(1519), Ex nomine mediatoris concludit, 
nos adeo esse peccatores, ut legis opera 
satis esse nequeant. Si, inquit, lege justi 
estis, jam mediatore non egetis, sed neque 
Deus, cum sit ipse unus, secum optime 
conveniens. Inter duos ergo quæritur 
mediator, inter Deum et hominem; ac si 
dicat, impiissima est ingratitudo, si me- 
diatorem rejicitis, et Deo, qui unus est, 
remittitis, &c.“ Erasmus, in his para- 
phrase : ‘ Atqui conciliator, qui intercedit, 
inter plures intercedat oportet, nemu enim 
secum ipse dissidet. Deus autem unus 
est, quocum dissidium erat humano ge- 
neri. Proinde tertio quopiam erat opus, 
qui naturre utriusque particeps utramque 
inter sese reconciliaret, &c. Calvin, as 
the preferable view, ‘diversitatem hic 
notari arbitror inter Judsos et Gentiles. 
Non unius ergo mediator est Christus, 
uia diversa est conditio eorum quibuscum 

us, ipsius auspiciis, paciscitur, quod ad 
externam personam. Verum Paulus inde 
wstimandum Dei fedus negat, quasi se- 
cum pugnet, aut varium sit pro hominum 
diversitate. (III) The later moderns 
begin to approach nearer to the philo- 
logical and contextual requirements of the 
passage, but still with considerable errors 
and divergences. Bengel, on the first 

clause, ‘ Medius terminus est in syllogismo, 
jus major propositio et minor expri- 

mitur, conclusio subauditur. Uses son 
utitur mediatore illo: atqui Deus est 
unus. Ergo Deus non prius sine media- 
tore, deinde per mediatorem egit. 
is cujus erat megiator non est unus idem- 
que cum Deo sed diversus a Deo, nempe 
J vópos, Lex.....ergo mediator Sinai- 
ticus non est Dei sed legis: Dei autem, 
promissio.’ Locke (so also Michaelis): 
God is but one of the parties concerned 
in the promise: the Gentiles and Israel - 
ites together made up the other, ver. 14. 
But Moses, at the giving of the law, was 
& mediator only between the Israclites 
and God : and therefore could not transact 
any thing to the disannalling the pro- 
mise, which was between God and the 
Israelites and Gentiles together, because 
God was but one of the parties to that 
covenant: the other, which was the Gen- 
tiles as well as Israelites, Moses appeared 
or transacted not for." (ІУ) Of the 
recent Commentators, Keil (Opusc. 1809— 
12) says: ‘Mediatorem quidem non unius 
sed duarum certe partium esse Doum 
autem qui Abrahamo beneficii aliquid pro- 
miserit, unum modo fuisse : hincque apo- 
stolum id а lectoribus suis colligi voluisse, 
in lege ista Моваіса pactum mutuum 
Deum inter atque populum Israeliti- 
cum mediatoris opera intercedente initum 
fuisse, contra vero in promissione rem ab 
unius tantum (Dei sc. qui solus eam de- 
derit) voluntate pendentem transactam, — 
hineque legi isti nibil plane cum bac rei 
fuisse, adeoque nec potuisse ea novam 
ilius promissionis implends conditionem 
constitui, eoque ipso promissionem omuino 
tolli’ And similarly Schleiermacher (in 
Usteri's Lehrbegriff, p. 186 ff.), but giving 
to efs the sense of freedom and independ- 
ence ;—and Meyer, only repudiating the 
second part of Keil’s explanation from 
* bincque,' as not belonging to an abstract 
sentence like this, but being historical, as 
if it had been ў», and besides contrary to 
the Apostle’s meaning, who deduces from 
our verse consequence the contrary to 
this (‘hineque..... fuisse"), and obviates 
it by the question in ver. 21. For the 
numerous other recent interpretations and 
their refutations I must refer the reader 
to Meyer’s note [as also to Ellicott’s (in his 
ed? 1: see his present view in his ed. 2), who 
preferred Windischmann's interpretation of 
«Is, * One, because He was both giver and 
receiver united: giver, as the Father; 
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receiver, as the Son, the owdppa ф éwtry- 
yeAra:.” But this seems going too deep— 
almost, we may say, arriving at the con- 
clusion by a coup de main, which would 
not have borne any meaning to the 
readers]: see also Jowett's note, which 
seems to me further to complicate the 
matter by introducing into it "s unity 
of dealing with man, and man's unity 
with God in Christ. (V) We may pro- 
fitably lay down one or two canons of in- 
terpretation of the verse. (a) Every inter- 
pretation is wrong, which understands 
Christ by ô џесіттѕ. The context deter- 
mines it to be abstract, and its reference 
to be to Moses, the mediator of the Law. 
(8) Every interpretation is wrong, which 
Mula dime *one party' in the cove- 
nant. ó Oeds els deri Welk confutes any 
such view, being a well-known general 
proposition, not admitting of a concrete 
interpretation. (у) Every interpretation 
is wrong, which confines els (as Meyer) 
to ite mere numerical meaning, and does 
not take into account the ideas which the 

proposition would raise. (8) Every 
interpretation is wrong, which deduces 
from the verse the agreement of the law 
with the promises: because the Apostle 
himself, in the next verse, draws the very 
opposite inference from it, and refutes it 
on other grounds. (е) Every attempt to 
Set aside the verse as а gloss is utterly 
fatile. 21.] The Law being thus set 
over against the promises,—being given 
through а mediator between two,—tho 
promises by the one God, —it might seom 
as if there were an inconsistency between 
them. The nature of the contrariety 
must not (as De W.) be deduced from the 
following disproof of it: this disproof pro- 

on TÓ» T «шә x Tpos- 
ет9п, which is not the ground of the 
apparent contrariety, but its explanation. 
The appearance of inconsistency lay in the 
whole ph preceding—the ойк àxv- 
pot of ver. 17, the el ёк vóuov, odaérs d 
éwayyeAlas of ver. 18,—and the contrast 
between the giving of the two in ver. g Windischmann: cf. ch. v. 1. Nor 

2 

Acta vii. 8. 
кик XI. 1i 

s John v. 21. Rom. Iv. 17. 1 Pet. 
LZ. Luke xxili. 47. 1 Cor. хіт. 28 al. Num. xxiL 87 

v (= Tove waerar, Rom. xi. 22.) 

rec ay bef ex 
: om ту a: om a» y» F: txt 

for ort, arnOea F. 

иф AD!F m Damasc. 

“тоў део? ів not without emphasis: the pro- 
mises which rest immediately on God, and 
were attested (? sic still in ed. 2) by no me- 
diator.” Ellie. et үбр) Notwithstanding 
all the above features of contrast between 
the Law and the prophets, it is not against 
them, for it does not pretend to perform 
the same office; if i£ did, then there 
would be this rivalry, which now does not 
exist. vépos & Suv. is best expressed 
in English, as in E. V, a law Which 
"ini . . for the article circumscribes 
the róuos to some particular ity in- 
dicated in the definin iar which 
follows: see reff. Peile's rendering, if 
that which (6 Svrdueros!) should have 
power to give life had been given in the 
form of law,” is in the highest degree un- 
grammatical. (оото: оча takes for 
granted that we by nature are dead in 
t and sins. Svres has the 
emphasis: in very truth, and not only 
in the fancy of some, by the law (as its 

und) would have been righteousness 
(which is the condition of life eternal,— 
ó Samos. . . (rera. If life, the 
result, had been given by the law, then 
righteousness, the condition of life, must 
have been by it also: reasoning from the 
whole to its part). 22.) But on the 
contrary (&ÀAAK, not 84: comp. Ellic. This 
not being the case,—no law being given 
out of which could come righteousness 
the Scripture (not the Law, as Chrys. 
most of the Fathers, also Calv., Beza, al. ; 
but as in ver. 8, the Author of Scripture, 
speaking by that His witness) shut up 
Ine subjective, as Chrys., ffAeytev . . . . к. 
Adytas xareixev dy фбВф,—от it is their 

objective state of incapacity to attain 
righteousness which is here brought out: 
— nor * conclusit omnes simul,’ as Bengel, 
al.: the preposition enhances the force of 
Ae le, as in contraho, evusvívyew, &.: 
see note Rom. xi. 82, where the ваше ex- 
ression occurs. The word evyxAelei is 

tifully chosen, to set off more clearly 
the idea of Christian freedom by and by. ! 

ав 
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vouov * ёфооиройнеба " auyKAcopevor ° &c тп» uhfEAHNο noi 
" * awoxaAugOnvat. 

x gen., = ch. 
1.16. Ho , 

in. Bon murtbovotv, 25 
y 7 Rom. vii 

x = oh. i. 3з. : 

Jude 3. cav * тот» 
& 3 Cor. xi. 83. 
Philtv.7. 1 Fet. I. S only f. Judith Ш. б. 

viii. 18. 1 Cor. XII. 22. 
Iv. 18 only f. 

b see Wisd. xvii. 16. 
d =» Matt. ті. 26. Rom. I. 17. 1 Cor. il. 10. Isa. Ivi. 1. 

е є 

94 Gert о vopog ° mað- 
. of Rom. с transp. o еы] саа, 

98. rec our NAC Me vo, with CD3KL rel Clem, Cyr, Thdrt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABD'FN 
17 Clem, Chr, Суту. 

суукА. merely a declaratory sense, as Bull, 
Examen ure xix. 6, * conclusos involu- 
tos declaravit, al.) all (neuter, as indi- 
eating the entirety of mankind and man's 
world: ‘humana omnia,’ as Jowett: cf. 
reff. I think [against Ellic. ed. 2] that we 
must hold fast this) under sin, in order that 
(the intention of God, as in Rom. zi. 82: not 
the mere result, here or any where else. Be- 
wareof suchan assertion as Burton’s, quoted 
also by Peile ;—** Туа here implies, not the 
cause, but the consequence, as in many 
places." fra never implies any thing of the 
sort ; nor does any one of the examples he 
gives bear him out) the promise (i. e. the 
things promised —the xAmporopuía, cf. vv. 
16, 18) (which is) by (depends upon, is 
conditioned by) faith of (which has for its 
object and its Giver—is a matter altogether 
. to) Jesus Christ (q. d. 7 éxayy. 
4 ex x.: but the article in such sentences 
is frequently omitted, especially where no 
distinction is intended between the subject 
and another of the same kind: cf. 75s xis- 
Tews èr xp. "Ina. below, ver. 26, —rois xuplors 
xarà odpxa, Eph. vi. 6, &c. The 
words ёк mier. cannot well be taken with 
80601 without harshness, especially as "Inco 
xpioroõ intervenes, and tots misrevovow 
is already expressed. Besides, in this case 
they would most naturally come first, — Туа 
ёк wiorews I. xp. ў ray. 8009 т. т.) 
might be given а free gift —95005 has 
the emphasis) to that believe (3067 
baving the emphasis, тоё; жет. does no 
more than take up ёк rier. above; q.d. 
* to those who fulfil that condition"). 
238.) But (84 carries us on to a further 
account of the rationale and office of the 
law. When the noun, to which the par- 
ticle is attached, is preceded by & prepo- 
sition, and perhaps the article as well, 84 
may etand the third or fourth word in the 
sentence. So ёх Tois rpõro: 83 *A@nvain, 
Thuc. i. 6: oix órd ёрастоё 84, Plat. 
Pheedr. 227 d, &c." Hartung, Partikell. i. 
190) before (this) faith (not, the faith, in 
the sense of the objects of faith, but the 
faith just mentioned, viz. rioris Ingo? xp, 
which did not exist until Christ) came 
(was found, or was possible, in men: cf. 

[4 

ref., where however it is more entirely sub- 
jective), we (properly, we Jewish believers 
—but not here to be pressed, because he is 
speaking of the divine dealings with men 
generally—the Law was for rà dra, the 
only revelation) were kept in ward (not 
simply ‘kept’ as E. V., but as Chrys., 
Ssxep dv техіф Twi, —though not as he 

TQ фФВф karexóuevor—for, as 
above, our objective state is here treated 
of: see Rom. vii. 6. But we must not 
yet, with Chrys., al., introduce the ra. 
a'yoryós, or understand ёфроор. as conveying 
the idea of ‘safely kept’ [old ётерох 
8уЛодутбѕ dorir, } rhv ёк тёр dero 
TOU róuov -'yevouérny üadjdAear]: ovy- 
kAeiójeroi is quite against this, and the 
pedagogic figure does not enter till the 
next verse, springing out of the prepara- 
tion implied in els, joined to the fact of our 
sonship, see below. Our present verse an- 
swers to ch. iv. 2, where we find ёжітрото 
and oixoróuoi, not the wa8aywyds. See 
Jowett's beautiful illustration) shut up 
under the law, in order to (eis of the 
preparatory design, not merely of the 
result, or the arrival of the time: and it 
may belong either to суукАєџи. [not to 
OvykexAeiguévoi, if that be read, as that 
would betoken the act completed when 
the Law was given], or to the imperfect 
é$povpoóue0a) the faith (as in ver. 22) 
abeut to be revealed (on the order of the 
words see on ref. Rom. As long as 
there was no such thing as faith in Christ, 
this faith was not yet revealed, was as vet 
an element of life hidden in the counsel of 
God.” Meyer). 24.] So that (taking 
up the condition in which the last verse 
left us, and adding £o it the fact that we 
are the sons of God, cf. dp, ver. 26) the 
Law has become (has turned out to be) 
our tutor (pedagogue, see below) unto 
(ethically; for) Christ (the wa:dayeryds 
was & faithful slave, entrusted with the 
care of the boy from his tender years till 
puberty, to keep him from evil physical 
and moral, and accompany him to his 
amusements and studies. See Dict. of 
Gr. and Rom. Antt. sub voce. The E. V. 
* schoolmaster’ docs not express the mean- 
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Cor. x. в ва es 1 

"ime ™'lovðaioç орд? ""EAAqv, орк ‘ive " доюАос oU ETÀ "a 
14. Ер: iv. 34. Col. 111. 10. Ps. схххі. 9. 

ake хі. 41. m Rom. і. 16. L sce 

24. for yeyover, eyevero В Clemi. 
F-lat) Ambrst. 

11 Cor. vi. б. Col. Ш. 11. James і. 17 only. 
n Eph. vi. 8 al. Conde 

aft xp. ins г9соуу D'(and lat) F fuld (and 

26. aft vio: ins o: Ni: but marked for erasure by Ni or N-corr. 
28. for 2nd ovde, n D! : xai lect,. (not D- lat.) 

ing fully: but it disturbs the sense less 
than those have done, who have о 
one portion only of the pedagogue’s duty, 
and “етиш by it, ‘the slave vio 
leads a child to the house of the school-. 
master’ [olédy. тїї cope 8:8аскёлеф spos- 
pépet TQ ёєсибтр Хрістф, Thdrt.: во also 
Thl.: see Suicer, убиоз, b], thus making 
Christ the schoolmaster, which is incon- 
sistent with theimagery. On the contrary, 
the whole schoolmaster's work is included 
in the waiBayoryós, and Christ represents 
the édAev6epía of the grown-up son, in 
which he is no longer guarded or shut up, 
but jastified by faith, the act of a free 
тап; and to Christ as a Teacher there is 
here no allusion), in order that by faith 
we might be justified (which could only 
be done when Christ had come) : but (ad- 
versative) now that the faith (see above) 
has come, we are no longer under a 
tutor (pedagogue). 98.] Reason KA 
the negation tn last verse. For ye 
(Jews and Gentiles alike) are sons (no 
1 raides, requiring a wa:daywyés) of 

by means of the (or, but not so well, 
your) faith in Christ Jesus (some [ Usteri, 
Windisch., al.] would join ё» xp. Ino. with 
viol бео dore, but most unnaturally, —and 
unmeaningly, for the idea of dy xp. ‘Inc. 
in that case has been already given by 3a 
тїз жіттеоз. The omission of vis before 
фә will stagger noone: see Col. i. 4, where 
the same expression occurs). 27.] For 
(substantiates and explains the assertion 
of ver. 26: see below) as many of you as 
were baptized into (see Rom. vi. 3 and 
notes) Christ, put on (at that time, 
compare the aorists in Acts xix. 2: not 
“ lace been baptized,” and “have put 
оз,” as E. V., which leaves the two actions 
only concomitant: the aorists make them 
identical: as many as were baptized into 
Christ, did, in that very act, put on, clothe 
yourselves with, Christ: see Ellicott's 
note). Те force of the argument is well 
given by Chrys.: rivos &£rexev ойк eIrev, 

Brat yap els xpiordy ёВажтісёпте, ёк тоб 
0«o0 eyervhOnre; Tb yàp ёкдАообо» тоб 
8е о: vlobs тобто Fy. Bri толь ppw- 
8стеро» abrd T(Ónaw. el yàp ё хріатёзѕ 
vids ToU beot, со 8k abrdy dvydé8uca:, тфу 
vidy xo ev aur x. wpbs abrdy ёфо- 
powwbels, els Шау cvyyéveray к. play і8ќак 
%x@ns. Observe here how boldly and 
broadly St. Paul asserts the effect of 
Baptism on all [xd»res yàp . . . and 
бсо: arr.] the baptized. Luther re- 
marks: “ Hic locus diligenter observandus 
est contra fanaticos spiritus, qui majesta- 
tem baptismi extenuant, et sceleste et im- 
pie de eo loquuntur. Paulus contra mag- 
nificis titulis baptismum ornat, appellans 
lavacrum rerationis ac renovationis 
Sp. sancti (Tit. їй. б), et hic dicit omnes 
baptisatos Christum induisse, quasi dicat : 
non accepistis per baptismum tesseram, 
per quam adscripti estis in numerum chris- 
tianorum, ut nostro tempore multi fana- 
tici homimes senserunt, qui ex baptismo 
tantum tesseram fecerunt, hoc est, breve 
et inane quoddam signum, sed quot quot 
inquit etc.: id est, estis extra legem rapti 
in novam nativitatem, тше facta est in 
baptismo." But we may notice too, as 
Meyer remarks, that the very putting on 
of Christ, which as matter of standing and 
rofession is done in baptism, forms a sub- 

ject of exhortation to those already bap- 
tized, in its ethical sense, Rom. xiii. 14. 

28.) The absolute equality of all 
in this sonship, to the obliteration of all 
differences of earthly extraction or posi- 
tion. SeeCol.iii.11; Rom. x. 12; 1 Cor. 
xii. 18. ойк Fri = ойк Фести —*il n'y 
а pas: De Wette quotes Plat. Gorg. 607, 
Sry 84 uh (vi kowmrlo, Фф: а ойк by eli. 
Buttmann (ii. 299), Kühner (i. 671), 
Winer (5 14. 2, note) maintain čv: to 
be а form of the preposition er, and the 
same of ёт:, тра, &с But Meyer re- 
plies, that all those are against 
this view, where & and èv occur toge- 
ther, as 1 Cor. vi. 5; Xen. Anab. v. 8. 
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or 

u Acts xiii. 23 (Paul). 

1. 18. Deut xii. 10. 
only 1. Dan. vil. 30 Theod.). 

в 1 Cor. xv. 16. 1 Cor. v. 15. see Rom. vii. 3, 25. 
Tim. I. 1 only. 

w Rom. xv. 8. ch. v. 10. 
y = 1 Cor. xiii. 11 (b times). Ps. viii. 2. 

t John УШ. 33. Rom. ix. 
v Rom. іе. 18, 16. vlil. 17. Heb. 

x Rom. vii. 1. 1 Cor. vii. 80. see 2 Pet. 
Z = und constr., 1 Cor. xv. 41 

N rec wayres (oe ver 26, where there is no variation: Ellic wrong), appey N. 
with B'CDFKL rel Clem, Chr Thdrt Damasc : txt ABN. om «Їз AN! : for 
«Is, Z Е 17 latt copt goth Orig Ath, Ps-Ath Dial-trin Tbdrt, Philo-carp lat-ff. 
for ev xp. o., xpurrov ingov A; во Ri, ev baving been written before xv, and marked 
for erasure: the marks have been removed by №: which reads as text: om гус. c. 

29. for xpiorou, eis етте ё» xæ iw DF (with [besides F-lat] har!) Ambrst. 
стериатоѕ В copt. apa ins ov» D'F. 

aft 
rec ins xa: bef кат, with FKL rel 

syrr goth Chr Thdrt: om ABCDN 17 vulg copt arm Thdor-mops Damasc Ambrst 
ictorin Aug. ката N. 

11. Observe, "1008. ob EA., SodA0s o 
éAe/0.,—but брову ral 05Av: the two 
former being accidental distinctions which 
may be entirely put off in falling back on 
our humanity,—but the latter a necessary 
distinction, absorbed however in the higher 
category: q. d. there is no distinction 
into male and female.” peer к. Ou, 
generalized by the neuter, as being the 
only gender which will express both. 

, reason why there is neither, &c.—viz. 
our unity in Christ. On the unavoidable 
inference from an assertion like this, that 
Christianity did alter the condition of 
women and slaves, see Jowett's note. 

alg, more forcible and more strict 
than f»: for we are one, in Him, els 
raids &vOpwxos, as he says in Eph. ii. 15, 
speaking on this very subject. 29.) 
hrist is Abrahams seed’ Mas 16): ye 

are one in and with Christ, have put on 
Christ; therefore ye are Abraham’s seed; 
consequently heirs by promise; for to 
Abraham and his were the promises 
made. The stress is on duets, тоё ABDA, 
and кат’ éwayyeAlay, especially on the 
latter. — carrying the conclusion of the 
argument, as against inheritance by the 
law. See on this verse, the note on ver. 
16 above. ‘ The declaration of ver. 7 
is now substantiated by 22 verses of the 
deepest, the most vafied, and most com- 
prehensive reasoning that exists in the 
whole compass of the grent Apostle's 
writings." Ellicott. 

IV. 1—7.] The Apostle shews the cor- 
ondence between our treatment under 

the law and that of heirs in general: and 
thus, by God’s dealing with us, in sending 
Forth His Son, whose Spirit of Sonship we 

have received, confirms (ver. 7) the con- 
clusion that WE ARE HEIRS. 1.] AN 
Bé refers to what follows (reff.), and does 
not imply, ‘What I mean, is.’ 
6 к\түр., generic, as ô peairys, ch. iii. 20. 
The question, whether the father of the 
xànporópos here is to be thought of as 
dead, or absent, or living and present, is 
in fact one of no importance: nor does it 
belong properly to the consideration of 
the e fact is, the antitype 
breaks through the type, and disturbs it : 
as is the case, wherever the idea of in- 
heritance is spiritualized. The supposi- 
tion in our text is, that a father (from 
what reason or under what circumstances 
matters not. Mr. Bagge quotes from Ul- 
pian, speaking of the right of а testator 
appointing guardians, * Tutorem autem 
et а certo tempore dare et usque ad cer- 
tum tempus licet.” Digest. xxvi. 2. 8) 
has preordained a time for hie son and 
heir to come of age, and till that time, has 
subjected him to guardians and stewards. 
In the type, the reason might be absence, 
or decease, or even high office or intense 
occupation, of the father: in the anti- 
type, it is the Father's sovereign will: 
but the circumstances equally exist. 
ob Y Siad. BoíÀov] 8:4 тобто yàp x. 
waler x. Ёухеу к. mrpeBAoUy, к. & тёр 
Secxoray wpbs robs оікётаѕ, тайта ter 
vidwy Tois epectaaw Aliobow d οοw̃. 
Libanius (Wetst.). See below on ver. 3: 
and Plato, Lysis, pp. 207. 8, cited at 
length in Bagge. корс wdavrey dy 
must be understood essentially, rather 
than prospectively. It is said of him in 
virtue of his rank, rather than of his 
actual estate: in posse, rather than in 
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19. Tit. ff. 3. 
31. Actsil 1. Ezek, v. 2. 
aK. L. P. Mal ii. 1. 

Wind, vii. 17. xix. 18 only. 

Cuar. IV. 2. ins rns bef rov жатроз B. 
9. for nue», пиеба D'FN 17. 

2 Pet. ii. 10 only. Gen. zv. 13. 
) Paul, here (bis) only. Luke i. 53. xx 10, 

1 eee Matt. xL 11. Job xlv. 1. It лт ob iyévov, Xen. Cyr. vill. Б. 10. 

ytvoutvov EK yuvarKog, „б il. . 
d here only *. Job xzxvili.88ymm. Jos. Antt. xii. 4. 7, 

e ver. 9. Col. Ч. 8, 90. Heb. v. 12. 2 Pet. ill. 
f Acte vil. 6. Rom. vi. 18,33. 1 Cor. vil. 15. ix. 

g = Epb. 1. 10 only. (comp. Luke i. 57. ix. 
11. Acte viL 12 

4. for lst -yevou., -yevopevoy KI: yevvopevov R al,: yervapevovadef g (26 others 
and correctors of 4 more in Reiche) eth Clem-ms Eus Ath, Thdrt, Damasc 

pr: txt ABCDFLN rel syrr copt 
уг; Thdrt, factum latt Iren-lat, Tert Victorin Hil. 

fuld(with demid tol harl*) Iren. lat 
Eus Ath, Ps-Ath Method Суг-јег Chr 

, over- 

's notes. тродесуа, 
the time (previously) appointed. The 
word (an adjective used substantively : 
scil. j4épa or Spa. бее for the classical 
meaning, ‘the time allowed to elapse be- 
fore bringing an action,’ Smith's Dict. of 
Antt. sub voce) is a common one: Wetst. 
gives many examples. The following clearly 
explain it: óplca:; яробєсша», d» f Tb 
iepbr ourreAccOhoera:, Polyen. p. 597 :— 
ei Bè 6 ris (wis TO» dv xpóros 
«ікосаетђѕ J. . . Thy 8 тё» к. erv 
wpeGeculay ёктлтрбсаута, Plut. ad Apol- 
lon. p. 118 e. It is no objection to the 
view that the father is dead, that the 
time was fired by law (Hebrew as well as 
Greek and Roman): nor on the other 
hand any proof of it, that wpo@ecuila will 
hardly apply to a living man's arrange- 
ment: see on the whole, above. 
3.) фрев —аге Jews only here included, 
or Jews and Gentiles? Clearly, both: 
for Iva T. vlo8cc. dwordBapev is spoken 
of all believers in Christ. He regards the 
Jews as, for this purpose, including all 
mankind (see note on ch. iii. 23), "s 
only positive dealings by revelation being 
with them —and the Gentiles as partakers 
both in their infant-discipline, and in 
their emancipation in Christ. бте 
ner убито refers, not to any immaturity 
of capacity in «s, but to the lifetime of 
the church, as regarded in the xpo0ec pa 
ToU Tarpós: see below on ver. 4. 
тё ra ToU к ] Aug. interpreta 
this physically, of the worship of the ele- 
ments of nature by the Gentiles: Chrys., 
Thdrt., al., of the Jewish new moons and 
sabbaths: Neander (Pfl. u. Leit. p. 370), 
of a religion of sense as opposed to that of 
the spirit. But it is more natural to take 
orosxeia in its simpler meaning, that of 

ot, nalum 
goth Clem Orig 

letters or symbols of the alphabet, and 
TOU xécpou not in its worst sense, but as 
in Heb. ix. 1, &y:ov xoopixdy, —‘ belonging 
to the unspiritual outer world. Thus 5 
in reff. Col.) the words will mean, the 
elementary lessons of outward things 
(as Conybeare has rendered it in his note: 
‘outward ordinances,’ in his text, is not 
во good). Of this kind were all the enact- 
ments peculiar to the Law; some of which 
are expressly named, ver. 10. See oroi- 
xeta well discussed in Ellicott’s note; 
and some useful remarks in Jowett, in loc. 

Meyer prefers taking quer and де- 
SovAwpdvo: separate: ‘we were under the 
elements of the world, enslaved: as an- 
тош better 12 ok ial еен еси 
above. 4. т\ќрера T. vou 
(‘that whereby the time was filled up:“ 
see note on Eph. i. 28, —Fritzsche's note 
on Rom. xi. 12, and Stier’s, Eph. i. 
p. 199 ff. for a discussion of the meanings 
of wAfpepna) answers to the хробесд(а т. 
warpés, ver. 2: see reff. The Apostle 
uses this term with regard not only to 
the absolute will of God, but to the - 
parations which were made for the Re 
deemer on this earth: partly as Thl., $r« 
way elos xaxlas BiefeA080Uca 3$ dois ў 
dvOpwrlvn dero Oepaweias, partly as 
Bengel, ‘suas etiam ecclesia states habet.“ 
The manifestation of man’s guilt was com- 
plete :—and the way of the Lord was pre- 
paren by various courses of action which 

e had brought about by men as his in- 
struments. tEawdor. cannot, —how- 
ever little, for the purposes of the present 
argument, the divine side of our Lord's 
mission is to be pressed, —mean any thing 
less than sent forth from Himself (reff.). 

yevop. ёк vvv. will not bear being 
pressed, as Calv., Grot., Estius, al., havo 
done (“ discernere Christum a reliquis vo- 
luit hominibus: quia ex semine matris 
creatus sit, non viri et mulieris coitu," 
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Aug)). om o беоз B. 

Calv.): it is Christ's Humanity which is 
the point insisted on, not His being born of 
& virgin. On the other hand, the words 
cannot for an instant be adduced as incon- 
sistent with such birth: they state gene- 
rically, what all Christians are able, from 
the 1 record, to fill up specifically. 

yevóp.. iro vópov ] ‘born Y. a woman,’ 
identified Him with all mankind: born 
under (the idea of motion conveyed by the 
accusative after ówó is accounted for by the 
transition implied in -«yeróu«vos) the law, 
introduces another condition, in virtue of 
which He became the Redeemer of those 
who were under a special revelation and 
covenant. А Gentile could not (humanly 
speaking, as far as God has conditioned 

is own proceedings) have saved the 
world : for the Jews were the repre- 
sentative nation, to which the representa- 
tive man must belo yevóp. is both 
times emphatic, and therefore not to be 
here rendered * legi subjectum,’ as Luther, 
‘unter das Geſetz gethan.“ 5.) See 
above. Christ, being born under the law, 
a Jewish child, subject to its ordinances, 
by His perfect fulfilment of it, and by 
enduring, as the Head and in the root of 
our nature, its curse on the tree, bought 
off (from its curse and power, but see on 
ch. iii. 13) those who were under the law: 
and if them, then the rest of mankind, 
whose nature He had upon Him. Thus 
in buying off robs óxb убџроу, He effected 
that jets, all men, rhv џиобес ау àxoAd- 
Boper—should receive (not ‘recover,’ as 
Aug., al, and Jowett [ receive Баск’): 
there is no allusion to the innocence which 
we lost in Adam, nor was redemption by 
Christ in any sense а recovery of the state 
before the fall, but a far more glorious 
thing, the bestowal of an adoption which 
Adam never had. Nor is it, as Chrys., 
ads erer, AwoddBeper, Beavis дфе- 
Aouérnr: it is true, it was the subject of 
promise, but it is the mere act of recep- 
tion, not how or why it was received, 
which is here put forward. Nor again, 
with Rückert and Schótt., must we render 
awo—‘ therefrom,’ as a fruit of the re- 
demption. This again it iz, but it is not 
expressed in tbe word) the adoption (tho 
place, and privileges) of sons. The word 
vlod ela occurs only in the N. T. In 
Herod. vi. 57 we have Oerdy таа word- 

ea@ai, and the same expression in Diod. 
Sic. iv. 89. 0.) Meyer interprets this 
verse with Chrys.: xal rde 89Лоғ ёт! 
yeyóraper viol, onoly; elwe rpéxov Tra, 
Sr: roy xp, ёуедосбреда Tò» бута 
vió Aéya к. 8єбтероу, Bri тд жуейи& 
ths vod eo Ad RHD. ov yàp by bu- 
vfünuev калёсо warépa, el uh mpórepor 
viol xaréornuey. And so Thdrt, Thl, 
Ambr., Pel., al., Koppe, Flatt, Rickert, 
Schótt, and Ellicott. [Jowett combines 
both interpretations: but this can hardly 
be.] If во, we must assume a very unusual 
ellipsis after бт: Bé dere vioí,— one hardly 
justified by such precedents as Rom. xi. 
18,—el $ xkaraxavxáca, ob ab т. pg 
Baord(es, k. r. A., Rom. xi. 15, and supply, 
God hath given you tbis proof, that 
Meyer urges in defence of his view the 
emphatic position of dre, on which see 
below. I prefer the ordinary rendering 
because it suits best (1) the simplicity of 
construction,—the causal бт: thus begin- 
ning а sentence followed by ап apodosis, 
as in ref., —whereas we have no example 
of the demonstrative бт; followed by the 
ellipsis here supposed : cf. ch. iii. 11, where 
Six follows: — (2) the context ;—it is 
not in corroboration of the fact that we 
are sons, but as а conse of that fact, 
that the Apostle states what follows: to 
shew the completeness of the state of son- 
ship. In Rom. viii. 16, the order of these 
is inverted, and the witness of the Spirit 
proves our sonship: but that does not 
affect the present passage, which must 
stand on its own ground. (8) The aorist 
dfaxéore:Acy is against Meyer's view—it 
would be in that case éfaxécraAxev. 16 
is now used of the time of the gift of the 
Spirit. Render then: Because moreover 
ye are sons a stress on dare is hardly to 
be urged: viol érre would certainly give 
а very strong emphasis on the sous : all 
we can say of ѓсте viol, where so insigni- 
ficant a word as a verb substantive is con- 
cerned, is that there is now no such strong 
stress on viol, but that the whole fact, of 
the state of sonship having been brought 
in, and actually existing, is alleged) God 
sent forth (not, ‘hath sent forth — see 
above) the Spirit of His Son (you being 
now fellows with that Son in the com- 
munion of the Spirit, won for you as 
a consequence of His atonement: called, 
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t Matt. vi.24. Acts xx. 10 al Ps. 11. 11. 
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Thdrt Aug: txt ABCD!FM cl n Cyr 
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er. Hil Ambrst 
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Damasc : txt ABC! N! 
17 vulg copt Clem Ath Сут, Did Ambrst Ang epu Pelag Bede, фа бео» F. 

8. rec un bef фисе, with DFL rel вуг Chr Cyr, Dial-trin Thdrt Ps-Ath : om voe: 
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Nyssen, Суг Damasc Jer. goth Ath, 
goth: txt ABCD KLR rel Ambr Jer. 

9. vra D-F. 

Rom. viii. 15, wveipa vioGeclas, and ib. 9, 
пуебра xpwurrov, where participation in 
Him is said to be the n condition 
of belonging to Christ at all) into our 
hearts (as he changed from the third 
person to the first in the foregoing verse, 
so now from the second : both times from 
the fervour of his heart, wavering be- 
tween logical accuracy and generous Lae 
ness of sympathy), crying (in Rom. viii. 
15, it ія ё» ф xpá(ouev. Here the Spirit 
being tbe main subject, is regarded as the 
agent, and the believer merely as His 
organ) Abba Father. д rarhp is not а 
mere Greek explanation of 'АВВа, but an 
address by His name of relation, of Him 
to whom the term 'ABBa was used more 
as a token of affection than as conveyiug 
its real meaning of my father: see notes 
on Mark xiv. 36, Rom. viii. 15. Aug. gives 
a fanciful reason for the repetition : ** Ele- 
gantor autem intelligitur non frustra dua- 
rum linguarum verba posuisse idem signi- 
fieantia propter universum populum, qui 
de Judæis et de Gentilibus in unitatem 
fidei vocatus est: ut Hebræum verbum ad 
Judssos, Grecum ad gentes, utriusque ta- 
men verbi eadem significatio ad ejusdem 
fidei spiritusque unitatem pertineat." And 
so Luther, Calvin, and Bengel. 7.] 
Statement of the conelusion from the 
foregoing, and corroboration, from it, of 
ch. iii. 29. The second п singular 
individualizes and points home the infer- 
ence. Meyer remarks that this indi- 
vidualization has been gradunlly proceed- 
ing from ver. 5—droAdBuper,—tore,—el. 

&à Ocot] The rec. Oeo? Bid xpio ToU 
seems to have been an adaptation to the 
similar passage, Rom. viii. 17. On the 

ins тоу bef бео» F. 

Syr copt 
eSovAeucare at end of ver D!F latt 

aft vro ins rov K Orig Dial-trin 

text, Windischmann remarks, “ 3:0 90 
combines, on behalf of our race, the whole 
before-mentioned agency of the Blessod 
Trinity: the Father has sent the Son and 
the Spirit, the Son has freed us from the 
law, the Spirit has completed our sonship ; 
and thus the redcemed are heirs through 
the tri-une God Himself, not through the 
law, nor through fleshly descent." 
8—11.] Appeal to them, as the result of 
the conclusion just arrived at, why, having 
passed out of slavery into freedom, they 
were now going back again. 8.] тбте 
refers back for ita time, not to ver. 3, as 
Windischmann, but to офкёт: ef BovAos, 
ver. 7. In оёк eibór. 0., there is no in- 
consistency with Rom. i. 21: there it is 
the knowledge which the Gentile world 
might have had: here, the matter of fact 
is alleged, that they Aad it not. 
той фосеь pù оболу 0.) to gods, which 
by nature exist not: see 1 Cor. viii. 4; 
x. 19, 20 and note. The rec. would be, 
“ to those which are not by nature gods,” 
i.e. only made into gods by human fancy : 
but this is not the Apostle’s way of con- 
ceiving of the heathen deities. Meyer 
compares 2 Chron. xiii. 9, ёубуето els lepéa 
тә ph бут: деф. Notice ux—giving the 
Apostle’s judgment of their non-existence 
—and see 2 Cor. v. 21 note, where how- 
ever I cannot hold with Eic., that 65 
уубута. expresses ‘God’s judgment’ (?). 

9.) “The distinction which Olsh. 
attempts to set up between elbóres as the 
mere outward, and »y»órres as the inner 
knowledge, is mere arbitrary fiction : see 
John vii. 26, 27; viii. 55; 2 Cor. v. 16.” 
Meyer. ale 84 yv. от. 0.] See 
note on 1 Cor. viii. 3. Here the propriety 

u Rom. Н. 14 ch. if. 15 (reff.). Eph. ii. 3 Anf. 
vili. [xxxi] м.) w = Rom. viii. 54. Eph. 

Cor. vill. 3. 2 Tim. iL 19, Кош Маш. xvi. 5. see Matt. vii. 35. 
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of the expression is even more strikingly 
manifest than there: the Galatians did 
not so much acquire the knowledge of 
God, as they were taken into knowledge, 

ized, by Him, pos UOG res órd 
део, Thl.: ob yap duets каңбутез eÜpere 
roy Oedy,. . . айтду 8 Duas drecrdoaro, 
Chrys. And this made their fall from Him 
the more matter of indignant appeal, as 
being a resistance of His will respeeting 
them. No change of the meaning of 

. must be resorted to, as ‘ approved,’ 
‘loved’ (Grot., al.: see others in De W. 
and Mey.): cf. Matt. xxv. 12; 2 Tim. ii. 
19. Cf. also Phil. iii. 12. тё] how 
is it that . . . see reff. ёс.) во the 
apodyouca dvroAf) is called in Heb. vii. 18, 
dobevts к. dvapedds. Want of power to 
justify is that to which the word points 
here. *TwX.] in contrast with the 
riches which arein Christ. Or both words 
may perbaps refer back to the state of child- 
hood hinted at in ver. 6, during which the 
heir is йсбєғђѕ, as immature, and rreyés, 
as not yet in possession. But this would 
not strictly apply to the elements as the 
Gentiles were concerned with them: see 
below. On crotxeia, see note, ver. 8. 

wá] These Galatians had never 
been Jetos before: but they had been be- 
fore under the отогхєѓа той xócuov, under 
which generic term both Jewish and Gen- 
tile cultus was comprised: so that they 
were turning back again to these elements. 

Arber] from the beginning, —afresh ; 
not a repetition of dai: Mey. quotes d. 
dg à xs, Barnab. Ep. 16, p. 773 Migne: 
and Wetstein gives, from Plautus, Cas. 
Prol. 38, * rursum denuo.’ Өсте, as 
in E. V., ye desire: but if thus expressed 
here by our translators, why not also in 
John v. 40, where it is still more emphatic ? 

10.] The affirmative form seems 
best, as (see Ellic.) supplying а verifica- 
tion of the charge just brought inst 
them interrogatively : explaining rís тїз 
9ovA clas трбхоз, Thdrt. Wishing to shew 
to them in its most contemptible light 
the unworthiness of their decadence, he 
pute the observation of days in the fore- 

єтістрефєсдш D! : emorpeperat F. 
10. transp eviavrovs and kaipovs DF Aug. 

SovAevoas BN. 

front of his appeal, as one of those things 
which they already practised. Circum- 
cision he does not mention, because 
were not yet drawn into it, but only in 
danger of being so (ch. v. 2, al.) :—nor 
abstinence from meats, to which we do not 
hear that they were even tempted. 
$tiépos, emphatic, as the first mentioned, 
and also as a more general predication of 
the habit, under which the rest fall. The 
days would be sabbaths, new moons, and 
feast days: see Col. ii. 16, where these are 
specified. waparnp.| There does 
not seem to be any meaning of supersti- 
tious or inordinate observance (as Olsh., 
Winer, &c.), but merely a statement of the 
fact: see ref. Joseph., where, remarkably 
enough, the word is applied to the very 
commandment [the fourth] here in ques- 
tion. When wapd is ethical, i. e. whou 
the verb is used in a bad sense, e. g. èr- 
edpedery к. waparnpeiy, Polyb. xvii. 3. 2, 
the idea conveyed is that of hostile ob- 
servation.” Ellicott. wives} hardly 
new moons, which were days : but perbaps 
the seventh wonth, or any others which 
were distinguished by great feasts. 
Kaipovs] any festal seasons: so Levit. 
xxiii. 4, abra af éopral r$ xvply кАтта) 
йун, As kaXéoere abràs dr тоу kaipois 
abròv. éviavroós] can hardly apply 
to the sabbatical or jubilee years, on ac- 
count of their rare occurrence, unless in- 
deed with Wieseler, Chron. der Apost. 
Zeitalt. p. 286 note, we are to suppose that 
they were then celebrating one: perhape 
those observations may be intended which 
especially ed the gear, as the new 
year. But this is not likely (see above on 
Mfüras): and I should much rather sup- 
pose, that each of these words is not 
minutely to be pressed, but all taken toge- 
ther as a rhetorical description of those 
who observed times and seasons. Notice 
how utterly such а verse is at variance 
with any and every theory of а Christian 
sabbath, catting at the root, as it does, of 
ALL obligatory observance of times as 
such: see notes on Rom. xiv. 5, 6 ; Col. ii. 
16. “ These periodical solemnities of the 
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law shewed, by the fact of their periodical 
repetition, the imperfection of the dis- 
pensation to which they belonged : typify- 
ing each feature of Christ’s work, which, 
as one great and perfect whole, has been 
performed once for all and for ever,—and 
were material representations of those spi- 
ritual trnths which the spiritual Israel 
learn in union with Christ as a risen Lord. 
To observe periods tben, now in the fulness 
of time, is to deny the perfection of the 
Christian dispensation, the complete and 
finished nature of Christ's work: to for- 
sake Him as the great spiritual teacher of 
His brethren, and to return to carnal pæd- 

: to throw sside sonship in all 
its fulness, and the spirit of adoption : and 
to return to childhood and the rule of 
tutors and governors." Bagge: who how- 
ever elsewhere maintains the perpetual 
obligation of the Sabbath. 11.] There 
is no attraction in the construction (fo. 
duds, ph тоз... ), as Winer (comm. in 
loc.) holds: in that case Juers must be the 
subject of the next clause (so in Diod. Sic. 
iv. 40 [Meyer], rò» adeApdy ee, 
ph wore... Ila тӯ Bae): but 
oof. d nds stands alone, and the following 
clause explains it. So Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 
760, Se dpavròr . . . wh 26x byar 
єірпиќу ў poi. The indicative assumes 
the fact which uh тоз deprecates :—see 
reff. 12—16. ] Appeal to them to imi- 
tate him, on the ground of their former 
love and veneration for him. 
This has been variously understood. But 
the only rendering which seems to answer 
the requirements of the construction and 
the context, is that which understands e 
or убуоуа after ёуш, and refers it to the 
Apostle having in his own practice cast off 
Jewish habits and become as the Gala- 
tians: і. e. а Gentile: see 1 Cor. ix. 20, 
21. And so Winer, Neander, Fritz., De 
W., Meyer, Jowett (alt.), &c. (2) Chrys., 
Thdrt., Thl., Erasm.-par., al., regard it as 
said to Jewish believers, and explain, —— 
red ro «хоу wdAa Yb (Лоу c$óbpa 
Tb» уороу érd0our QAN ópüre кёз her- 
BéBAnuau. Tabrny rolvuy ка) inert (nAd- 
cere thy ретаВолћ» (Thdrt.). But to this 
Meyer rightly objects, that fi», which 
would in this case have to be supplied, 
must have been expressed, as being em- 
phetic, and cites from Justin ad Grecos, c. 2, 
where however I cannot find it, ie às 
уб, Sri cdj funr és nes. (3) Jerome, 
Erasm.-not., Corn.-a-lap., Estius, Michaelis, 
Rückert, Olsh., *. . . as also I have accom- 

12.) 

ovdéy pe nounoare’ 1? оідате & Ог: дї асб унау 

modated myself to you’ But thus the 
second member of the sentence will not an- 
ewer to the first. xp Luther, Beza, Calvin, 
Grot., Bengel, Morus, Peile, al, would 
understand it, love me, as I love you’ (“ac- 
cipite hanc meam objurgationem eo animo 
quo vos objurgavi: . . . sit in nobis is 
affectus erga me, qui est in me erga vos," 
Luth.) But nothing has been said of a 
want of love: and certainly had this been 
meant, it would have been more plainly 
expressed. The words à5«Aol, Séouas 
Jud» are by Chrys, Thdrt., al, Luther, 
Koppe, al, joined to the following : but 
wrongly, for there is no 80:5 in what 
follows. oùbév pe 4$8ucjcare] The 
key to rightly understanding these words 
is, their apposition with éfovüerficare, ... 
Феттісате... d8éfacGe below. To that 
period they refer: viz. to the time when 
he first preached the Gospel among them, 
and the first introduction of this period 
seems to be in the words, 87: кёуф ds 
ducts. Then I became as you: and at that 
time you did me no wrong, but on the 
contrary shewed me all sympathy and reve- 
rence. Then comes in the inference, put 
in the form of a question, at ver. 16,—I 
must then have since become your enemy 
by telling you the truth. The other ex- 
planations seem all more or less beside the 
urpose: dA Sri où ploous, 008% ExOpas 
» Tà eipnuéra . . Chrys., and similarly 
Thi., Aug., Pel., Luth., Calv. (‘non ex- 
candesco mea causa, nec quod vobis sim 
infensus ), Estius, Winer, al., which would 
be irrelevant, andindeed preposterous with- 
out some introduction after the affection of 
the foregoing words: ‘ye have done me no 
wrong,’ i. e. ‘ex animo omnia condonabat 
si resipiscerentur,’ Beza : so Bengel, Rück- 
ert, al.,—which is refuted by the aorist 43:- 
Hare, of some definite fime. The eame 
is true of ‘ye have wrongéd not me but 
yourselves? (Ambr., Corn.-a-lap., Schótt.), 
. . . not me, but God, or Christ’ (Grot. 
al.). 18.] 8 doOdvacay rit capxós 
can surely bear but one rendering,— on 
account of bodily weakness: all others 
(e.g. in weakness,’ as E. V., perà ёсбе- 
velas, as Œc., Thl., infirmitatem, as 
vulg, Luth., Beza, Grot., Estius, Jowett 
[comparing Phil. i. 15, where see note], 
‘during a period of sickness, as Mr. Bagge) 
are ungrammatical, or irrelevant, as on 
account of the infirmity of (your) flesh’ 
(Jer., Estius, Hig., Rettig), which would 
require some qualifying adverb such as 
obres with ebnyyeAiocduny, and would be- 
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13al Deut. 
iv. 94. 

т) see 2 Cor. xli. 7. o Rom. xi 
q = Matt. x. 14, 40. Luke іх. 85. 2 Cor. vil. 15. 
в constr, Acts XII. 6. Rom. x. 4. Col. Iv. 13. 
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sides be wholly out of place in an Epistle in 
which he is recalling them to the substance 
of his first preaching. The meaning then 
will be, that it was on account of an illness 
that he first preached in Galatia: i.e. that 
he was for that reason detained there, and 
reached, which otherwise he would not 
ve done. On this, see Prolegomena, § ii. 

8: the fact itself, I cannot help thinking, 
is plainly asserted here. Beware of con- 
jectural emendation, such as ёг dcevelas 
of Peile, for which there is neither war- 
rant nor need. TÒ трбтероу may 
mean formerly, but is more probably 
‘the first time, with reference to that 
second visit hinted at below, ver. 16, and 
ch. v. 21. See Prolegomena, $ v. 3. 14.) 
J had in some former editions retained the 
rec., feeling persuaded that out of it the 
other readings have arisen. The whole 
tenor of the passage seeming to shew that 
the Apostle's weakness was spoken of as a 
trial to the Galatians, до» appeared to 
have been altered to dub, — or to have 
been omitted by some who could not see 
ita relevance, or its needfulness. But 
the principles of sounder criticism have 
taught me how unsafe is such ground 
of arguing, and have compelled me to 
adopt the text of the most ancient 
MSS. The temptation seems to have 
been the ‘thorn in the flesh’ of 2 Cor. 
xii. 1 ff, whatever that was: perhaps 
something connected with his sight, or 
some nervous infirmity: see below, and 
notes on Acts xiii. 9; xxiii. 1. èt- 
єктїтатє] “expresses figuratively and in 
a climax the sense of d Cf. the Latin 
despuere, . In other Greek writers 
we have only кататтбе» туф, ёхоктб- 
ev tivd (Eur. Troad. 668; Hec. 1265. 
Hes. іру. 724), and Siamróeiw rind in this 
metaphorical sense, —but éxxrrvew always 
in its literal sense (Hom. Od. e. 322), as 

also éduxrócw rel. Even in the 
cited by Kypke from Plut., Alex. i. p. 
328, it is in its literal sense, as Sswep 
xa^wó»s follows. We must treat this 
then as a from Greek usage, 
and it as occasioned by éfové@., as 
Paul loves to repeat the same prepositions 
in composition (Rom. ii. 17; xi. 7 al), 
not without emphasis." Meyer. 
©з yya. 0., ós xp. 'Inco.] a climax :— 
besides the freedom of angels from fleshly 
weakness, there is doubtless an allusion to 
their office as messengers — and to His 
saying, who is above the angels, Luke x. 
16. No inference can be drawn from 
these expressions being used of the Gala- 
tians’ reception of him, that they were 
already Christians when he first visited 
them: the words are evidently not to be 
preseed as accurate in point of chronology, 
but involve an ботероу xpérepor: not, 
‘as you would have received, &c., but ‘as 
you would (now) receive.’ 16.) Where 
then (i.e. where in estimation, holding 
what place) Mey your congratulation 
or yourselves) $ 1. e. considering your 
ckle behaviour since. ‘Que causa fuit 

gratulationis, si nos nunc pœnitet mei?“ 
Bengel. Various explanations have been 
given: ‘que (reading un erat beatitudo 
vestra, neglecting the обу, and making 
poxapicuós into beatitudo, which it will 
not т: во (Ec, Luth., Beza, &c. All 
making the words into an exclamation 
(even if rls be read) is inconsistent with 
the context, and with the logical precision 
of ody, and &stre below. Where is then 
the blessedness ye spake of?’ (E. V.) is 
pepe ав good а M as the words 
w : - ... | & f 
to what T p huius Hu ор 
sequently their high value for St. Paul 
ran, at his first visit. In seeking for a 
reference for this expression, +. "m1 ipi 
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F. Bi Kings 
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xix. 22 only.) 
see note. 

u д» omitted 
Winer, § 42. 2. Y = Rom. хі. 28. w Eph. 

x= 2 Cor. хі. 2. Zech. i. 14. pass., see Xen. Mem. il. 1. 19, 
John xviii. 93. 1 Cor. vil. 87. ch. v. 7 

3 Macc. xili. 21 АМ. only. 

rec ins a» bef є8окате, with DSK LRS rel: «a, Е; 

17. elz (for 2nd ораз) nuas, with none of our mss. (Apparently, from a conjecture 
of Beza's.) 

Фор. iBóx. pos, the right course will be, 
not at once to adopt the conclusion, that 
they point to ocular weakness on the part 
of the Apostle, nor because they form а 
trite proverh in many lan there- 
fore to set down (as Meyer, De W., Win- 
dischmann, al, have done) at once that 
no such allusion can have been intended, 
but to judge from the words themselves 
and our information from other sources 
whether such an allusion is likely. Aud 
in doing во, I may observe that a prover- 
bial expression so harsh in its nature, and 
so little prepared by the context, would 
perhaps hardly have been introduced with- 
out some particle of climax. Would not 
the Apostle have more naturally written, 
бт: el Buvardy, xal robs àQ0. du..... ? 
Had the cal been inserted, it would have 
deprived the words of all reference to a 
matter of fact, and made them purely 
proverbial. At the same time it is fair to 
say that the order robs 300. óuóv rather 
favours the purely proverbial reference. 
Had the Apostle's eyes been affected, and 
had he wished to express Yon would, if 
possible, have pulled out your оюп eyes, 
and have given them to me," he would 
certainly have written биби rods d., not 
rots 699. öde In other words, the 
more emphatic rods ó$60aAuoós is, the 
more likely is the expression to be ке 
verbial merely: the less emphatic 7. 040. 
is, the more likely to refer to some fact, 
in which the eyes were as matter of 
notoriety concerned. The inference then 
of any ocular disease from these words 
themselves seems to me precarious. Cer- 
tainly Acts xxiii. 1 ff. receives light from 
such a supposition; but with our very 
small knowledge on the subject, many con- 
jectures may be hazarded with some shew 
of support from Scripture, while none of 
them has enough foundation to make it 
probable on the whole. The proverb is 
abundantly illustrated by Wetst. ё орбс- 
ow is the regular classic word : cf. Herod. 
vii. 116: this however is doubted by 
Ellic. See on the whole passage, Jow- 

ett’s most interesting “fragment on the 
character of St. Paul,” Epp. &с. vol. i. 
pp. 290—303. 16.] Во that (as 
things now stand; an inference derived 
from the contrast between their former 
love and their present dislike of him. See 
Klotz, Devar. ii. 776) have I become your 
enemy (‘hated by you ;'—éxóp. in passive 
sense: or perhaps it may be active, as 
Ellic.) by the truth (see Eph. 
iv. 15 note) to you? When did he thus 
incur their enmity by speaking the truth ? 
Not a£ his first visit, from the whole tenor 
of this passage: nor i» this letter, as some 
think (Jer., Luther, al.), which they had 
not yet read ; but at his second visit, see 
Acts xviii. 28, when he probably found the 
mischief beginning, and spoke plainly 
against it. Cf. similar expressions in 
Wetst.: especially * obsequium amicos, 
veritas odium parit, Ter. Andr. i. 1. 40: 
dpyifovra: Éxarres тоз perà raßpnolas 
т” AUD A€yovet, Lucian, Abdic. 7. 
17.) ‘My telling you the truth may have 
made me seem your enemy: but I warn 
you that these men who court you so 
zenlously (see ref. 2 Cor., and cf. Plut. vii. 
762, cited by Fritz. örd xpelas Tb pro- 
t rorra к. (qAobcir, Ürrepov $ xal GA 
ow) have no honourable purpose in so 
doing : it is only in order to get you away 
from the community ав a separate clique, 
that you may court them.’ Thus the verse 
scems to fit best into the context. As re- 
gards particular words, dacht must bear 
the meaning of exclusion from a larger and 
attraction to a smaller, viz. their own, 
party. (Our very word ‘exclusive’ con- 
veys the same idea.) I have therefore not 
adopted Mey.'s rendering, ‘ all other 
teachers,’—nor that of Luther (1538), 
Calv., Grot., Beng., Rück., Olsh., Winer, 
al., ‘from me and my communion,’—nor 
that of Chrys, (Ec, Thl., rijs reAcias 
yrdoews éxBaAeiv,——nor that of Erasm., 
Corn.-a-lap., ‘from Christian freedom.“ 

The mood of {yAotre has been dis- 
puted : and it must remain uncertain here, 
as in 1 Cor. iv. 6, where see note. Here as 
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constr, 
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тра ес, Philo, Deus immut. 39, vol. i. p. 993. 
only. Іва. xliv. 18 F. only. 

f constr, Rom. хі. 29. 1 Cor. xi. 26. g here 

at end ins (gAovre Be Ta кретте xapwrpara (see 1 Cor xii. 81) D!F Victorin Ambrst 
Sedul 

18. for de, yap 17 : quoque F. lat: om D!F h Victorin Ambr, 
Chr Thdrt ТЫ (Ес: om ABCN 17 Damasc.—(3A0vo8« (itacism) Aovaba, with DFKL 

rec ins то bef (»- 

BN 17 vulg(and F-lat) Damasc Jer Ambrst : txt ACDFKL rel Chr Thdrt ТЫ (Ec Aug 
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19. for rev, текуа B О!(віс) FR! Eus Marcell: txt ACD*2KLN? rel Clem Method 
Bas, Chr Cyr Thdrt, Damasc Phot. 

there Meyer would give fa the meaning 
of * in which case :? but it is surely far bet- 
ter where the sentence so plainly requires 
Туа of the purpose, to suppose some peculiar 
usage or soleecism in formation of the sub- 
janctive on the part of the Apostle. 
18.] Two meanings are open to us: (1) as 
E. V. (apparently : but perhaps zealously 
affected’ may be meant for the passive—for 
© earnestly courted’) and many Commenta- 
tors taking (Лобода: as middle—or pas- 
sive with a signification nearly the same, 
*it ts good to be zealously affected in a 
good cause, and not only during my pre- 
sence with yon: in which case the sense 
must be referred back to vv. 13— 15, and the 
allusion must be to their zeal while he was 
with them. But, considering that this con- 
text is broken at ver. 17,—that the words 
(nAode ba ёу кахф are an evident reference 
to (nAciow бр. ob xaAGs, and that the 
wider context of the whole passage adduces 
а contrast between their conduct when he 
was with them and now, I think it much 
better (2) to explain thus: *I do not 
mean to blame them in the abstract for rd 
(nAoty óuas: any teacher who did this 
калёѕ, preaching Christ, would be a cause 
of joy to me (Phil. i. 15—18): and it is 
ап honourable thing (for you) to be the 
objects of this zeal (* ambiri") àv калф, in a 

cause (I still cannot see how this ren- 
ering of ёу калф ‘alters the meaning of 

the verb’ [Ellic.|: it rather seems to me 
that the non-use of xaAés, while the par- 
onomasia is reteined, leads to this mean- 
ing ‚ at all times and by every body, not 
only when I am (or was) present with 
you:’ q.d. ‘I have no wish, in thus 
writing, to set up an exclusive claim to 
( Mor duas—whoever will really teach 
you good, at any time, let him do it and 
welcome.’ Then the next verse follows 
naturally also, in which he narrows tho 
relation between himself and them, from 
the wide one of a mere (nAwrhs, to the 

for axp., nexpis BN! m. 

closer one of their parent in Christ, much 
as in 1 Cor. iv. 14 f,—ós Téxra pov 
йуатттй rovüer&' ёду pupíovs va:d- 
ayoryobs Eyre dv xp, GAA’ ob woddods 
патёра èv yap xp. Ingo? Bà т. eday- 
yeAlou dye buds éyévenga. On other 
interpretations, I may remark, (a) that 
after (nAoUci», the strict passive meaning 
is the only suitable one for (NO, as 
it is indeed the only one justified by 
usage: (В) that (Nd must keep its 
meaning throughout, which will exclude 
all such renderings as ‘ iseidiose tractari’ 
here (Koppe): (у) that all applications of 
the sentence to the Apostle himself as its 
object (v калф, in the matter of a good 
teacher, as Estius, Corn.-a-lap. al.) are 
beside the purpose. 19.] belongs to 
what follows, not to the preceding. Lach- 
mann, (1 suppose on account of the 86 fol- 
lowing, but see below,) with that want 
of feeling for the characteristic style of 
St. Paul which he so constantly sbews in 
punctuating, has attached this as a flat 
and irrelevant appendage to the last verse 
(so also Bengel, Knapp, Rückert, al.): 
and has besides tamed down rexvia into 
тёкуа, thus falling into the trap laid by 
some worthless corrector. 
dren (the diminutive occurs only here in 
St. Paul, but is manifestly purposely, and 
most suitably chosen for the propriety of 
the metaphor. It is found [see reff.] 
often in St. John, while our Apostle has 
Tékrov, 1 Tim. i. 18; 2 Tim. ii. 1), whom 
(the change of gender is common enough. 
Meyer quotes an apposite example from 
Eur. Suppl. 12, Oavévrev Aer yervaler 
Téxvwy.... obs ro. . Hyaye) I again 
(a second time; the former was ёи тё 
wapeival pe, ver. 18) travail with (bear, 
as a mother, with pain and anxiety, till 
the time of ш) until Christ shall have 
been fully fo within you (for Christ 
dwelling in а man is the secret and prin- 
ciple of his new life, see ch. ii. 20), 

ABCDP 
КАА» 
cdefg 
hkim 
nol? 

My little ohil. . 
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John ziii. 22. 
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n Оня. IVI. 16. xxi 1, 2. Matt. 
pæl Cor. ын. Neb. "ziii. 17. 

== Rom. xii. 3. 
TVI. 96. xiii. 38. John zv. 

sa 

91. for axovere, avayweoxere DF latt coptt arm Orig, Cyr Jer, Ambr, Ambrst 

eA eue pia: (sic) 
N. 80° ewayy., om nn АСК b! o 17 Cyr, Damasc Thdrt,. 

94. for avra, avra 

20. yea, I could wish (вее note on Rom. 
ix. 3. There is a contrast i in the 8é between 
his present anxiety in absence from them 
and his former rapeîva: ver. 18: similar 
constructions with 8é are frequent, espe- 
cially after vocatives, when some parti- 
cular is adduced more or less inconsistent 
with the address which has preceded: 
thus Hom. Il. о. 244, “Ектор, vid IIpid- 
pow, тіп 84 cb »бсфіу ёж Kawy | ho 
Nr rener; Eur. Hec. 372, ij rep, с? 
8 биі» under cuwoday "убур... а). freq.) 
to be present with you now, and to 
change my voice (from what, to what? 
Some say, from mildness to severity. But 
surely such a change would be altogether 
beside the tone of this deeply affectionate 
address. I should rather hold, with Meyer, 
—from my former severity, when I be- 
came your enemy by ёлубеѓор Üpir, to 
the softness and mildness of a mother, 
still Ax AO e, but in another tone. The 
great majority of Commentators under- 
stand áAAdta: as Corn.-a-lap. [Mey.]: ut 
scilicet quasi mater nunc landirer, nunc 
gemerem, nunc obsecrarem, nunc objurga- 
rem vos. But so much can hardly be 
contained in the mere word 4AAdga: with- 
out some addition, such as xpbs rb» raie 
pér, xpos Tò сорфќіро» (1 Cor. xii. 7], or 
the like) : for I am about you 
(not I am suspected you,’ but év 
буі» as in 2 Cor. vii. 16, Gad) ё» биі, — 
the element iu which: tho other is irre- 
levant, and inconsistent with the N. T. 
usage of ёжоробра:: see reff. The verb 
is passive: Meyer quotes Demosth. р. 830. 
2, woAAd Tolvuy pads ut repl тобто» 

rec ins a: bef duo, with Ni 67: om ABCDFKLN? 

к. каб Fc D ékeAcyxouevos, and Sir. 
xviii. 7, бтау rater, тфте ropne- 
та). 21—30.] Illustration of the 
relative positions of the law and the pro- 
mise, by an allegorical interpretation of 
the history of the two sons of Abraham: 
“intended to destroy the influence of the 
false Apostles with their own weapons, 
and to root it up out of its own proper 
soil" (Meyer). 21. Oédovres]} xargs 
ele of Ao e, ob Y. тўз Tay ярау- 
Абто» „ АЛАА T$s е éxal. 
pov qQuAorewías v wpa-yua $r. Chrys. 

т. уброу otx áxovere] do ye not 
hear (heed) the law, listen to that which 
the law imparts and impresses on its 
hearers? Meyer would understand, ‘do 
ye not hear the law read?’ viz. in the 
synagogues, &c. But the other seems to 
me more natural. 22.] yáp answers 
to a tacit assumption of a negative an- 
swer to the Pp ree пау, ye 
do not: for, &c. rynichus saye on 
жол$(ткт, тойто ёк) тїз Gepaxalyns ol 
убу т:бќас», ol $ dpyaio: dml тїз vedye- 
dos, ols üxoAovOmréor. 23.) xarà 
сбрко, according to nature, in her usual 
course: 8 dwayyeAlas, by virtue of (the) 
promise, as the efficient cause of Sara’s 
becoming pregnant contrary to nature: 
see Rom. iv. 19. 24.] which things 
(on 8s and čsrıs see Ellic.’s note: here 
Ara seems to enlarge the allegory be- 
yond the mere births of the two sons to 
all the circumstances attending them) are 
allegorical: i. е. to be understood other- 
wise than according to their literal sense. 
So Suidas: &AAsyopía, $ ue«raqopd, BAAO 
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Aéyov Tò турбина, к. AMA Tb убпиа: 
Hesych., &AXwyopía, BAAo т: парй 7d 
&xovóuerov ӧтодекубоуса : and gloss. 
N. T., àAAmyopotueyra, érépws xarà nerd - 
фрасіу уообреуа, ко) ob xara thy ad- 
yryecir. The wong is often ait M the 
thing signifled it is exemplifled, b 
Philo. T. was tho practice of the Rab. 
binical Jews to allegorize the O. T. his- 
tory. “Singula fere gesta qua narrantur, 
allegorice quoque et mystice interpre- 
tantur. Neque hac in parte labores ip- 
sorum plane possumus contemnere, Nam 
eadem Paulus habet, qualia sunt de Adamo 
primo et secundo, de cibo et potu spi- 
rituali, de Hagare, etc. Sic Joannes me- 
morat Sodomum et Egyptum mysticam, 
plagas item JEgyptias per revelationem 
hostibus Ecclesi& immittendas predicit,” 
Schóttgen. How various persons take 
this allegorical comment of the Apostle, 
depends very much on their views of his 
authority as & Scripture interpreter. To 
those who receive the law ав a great 
system of prophetic figures, there can be 
no difficulty in believing the events by 
which the giving of the law was prepared 
to have been prophetic figures also : not 
losing thereby any of their historic reality, 
but bearing to those who were able to see 
it aright, this deeper meaning. Апа to 
such persons, the fact of St. Paul and 
other sacred writers adducing such alle- 
gorical interpretations brings no surprise 
and no difficulty, but only strong con- 
firmation of their belief that there nre 
such deeper meanings lying hid under 
the O. T. history. That the Rabbis and 
the Fathers, holding such deeper senses, 
should have often missed them, and alle- 
gorized fancifully and absurdly, is no- 
thing to the purpose: it is surely most 
illogical to argue that because tliey were 
wrong, St. Paul cannot be right. The 
only thing which really does create any 
difficulty in my mind, is, that Commen- 
tators with spiritual discernment, and ap- 
preciation of such а man as our Apostle, 
should content themselves with quietly 
casting aside his Scripture interpretation 
wherever, as here, it passes their compre- 
hension. On their own view of him, it 
would be at least worth while to consider 
whether his knowledge of his own Scrip- 
tures may not have su ours. But 
to those who believe that he had the Spirit 
of God, this passage speaks very solemnly ; 
and I quite agree with Mr. Conybeare in his 
note, edn. 2, vol. ii. p. 178, “The lesson to be 
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drawn from this whole ge, ав regards 
the Christian use of the O. T., is of an 
importance which can scarcely be over- 
rated." Of course no one, who reads, 
marks, learns, and inwardly digests the 
Scriptures, can subscribe to the shallow 
and indolent dictum of Macknight, * This 
is to be laid down as a fixed rule, that яо 
ancient history is to be considered as 
allegorical, but that which inspired per- 
sons have interpreted allegorically : but 
at the same time, in allegorizing Scripture, 
he will take care to follow the anal 
of the faith, and soberly, and in 
dependence on that Holy Spirit, who alone 
can рав us in possession of His own mind 
in His word.’ Calvin’s remarks here are 
good: Quemadmodum Abrahse domus 
tunc fuit vera Ecclesia: ita minime du- 
bium est quin precipui et pre aliis memo- 
rabiles eventus qui in ea contigerunt, nobis 
totidem sint typi. Sicut ergo in circum- 
cisione, in sacrificiis, in toto sacerdotio le- 
vitico allegoria fuit: sicuti hodie est in 
nostris sacramentis, ita etiam in domo 
Abrahs fuisse dico. Sed id non facit ut а 
literali sensu recedatur. Summa perinde 
est ac si diceret. Paulus, figuram dnorum 
testamentorum in duabus Abrabhm uxor- 
ibus, et duplicis populi in duobus filiis, 
veluti in tabula, nobis depictam." As to 
the objection of Luther, repeated by De 
Wette, that this allegory shews misappre- 
hension of the history (bie Allegorie von 
Sara unb Hagar, melde ... zum Stich 
zu ſchwach iſt, denn {Ге weichet ab vom 
biſtoriſchen Verſtand. Luth., cited by De 
W.), because Ishmael had nothing to do 
with the law of Moses, the misapprehen- 
sion is entirely on the side of the objectors. 
Not the bare literal historical fact is in 
ел here, but the inner character of 

's dealings with men, of which type, 
and prophecy, and the historical fact itself, 
are only яо many exemplifications. The 
difference between the children of the bond 
and the free, of the law and the promise, 
has been shewn out to the world before, 
by, and since the covenant of the law. 
See an excellent note of Windischmann's 
ad loc., exposing the shallow modern criti- 
cal school. See also Jowett's note, on the 
other side: and while reading it, and 
tracing the consequences which will follow 
from adopting his view, bear in mind that 
the question between him and us is not 
affected by any thing there said on the 
similarity between St. Paul and the Alex- 
andrians as interpreters of Scripture,— 
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25 

49 

‚є № a y = uud L 1. 18 al. 

TO yap Ay Ziva > 1ке bert 
ly f. Polyb. 2. di. 26 e 4 : 

n de a beol, 1 Tim. 
vi. 2. 

25. » ABD m copt Cyr,: уар CFK Lit vulg зугт sth arm Epiph Chr Cyr Thdrt 
Damasc Orig-lat Jer.—om ауар СЕМ vulg wth arm Epiph Cyr. ne Damasc Orig-int 
Jer.— om то yap ayap 17. (The variation appears to have sprung from the 
juxtaposition of yap ауар: hence one or other was оті, and 3e tnsd for connexion. 

aft eai» ins о» R. 
Di) 

for состо. de, [3] avro roixovra D'F latt goth. (om 
rec (for 2nd yap) de, with DKL rel syr-marg goth : et servit vulg(and F. lat) 

Syr Jer Aug, : txt ABCD!FN 17 copt Cyr Orig-lat Aug,. 

but remains as it was before,—was the 
O. T. dispensation & system of typical 
events and ordinances, or is all such typical 
reference fanciful and delusive ? For these 
(women [абтаг], not as Jowett, Ishmael 
and Isaac, which would confuse the whole : 
the mothers are the covenants ; — the sons, 
the children of the covenants) are (import 
in the allegory, see reff.) two covenants 
(not ‘revelations,’ but literally covenants 
between God and men): one (covenant) 
indeed from Mount Sina (taking its origin 
from,—or baving Mount Sina as its centre, 
ав ó ёк ПеЛояоууђсоу xdéAcuos) gendering 
(bringing forth children : De W. compares 
viol. . . . THs Dia0fjicns, Acts iii. 25) anto 
(with & view to) bondage, which one is 
(identical in the allegory with) Agar. 
25.) (No parenthesis: състоҳе 84 begins 
a new clause.) For the word Agar (when 
the neuter article precedes a noun of an- 
other er, not the import of that noun, 
but the nous itself, is designated,—so 
Demosth. р 255. 4, Tò 8 Jueis Stay elro, 
Thy хблу AH. Kühner ii. 197) is (im- 
ports) Mount Sina, in Arabia (i.e. among 
the Arabians. This rendering, which is 
Chrysostom's, — то 32 Зуд Spos обто peð- 
epunveberas тї emixaplp abra» yAdTTY 
[so also Thl., Lather | is I conceive neces- 
sitated by the arrangement of the sen- 
tence, as well as by rò Aya. Had the 
Apostle intended merely to localize u 
ópos by the words d» тӯ Ap., he could 
hardly but have written тд èv тр Ap., or 
have placed ё» т. Ap. before égri». Had 
he again, adopting the reading Tb yàp 
Zirã Spos dorly ёғ тӯ 'ApaBig, intended 
to say [as Windischmann], ‘for Mount 
Sina is in Arabia, where Hagar's de- 
acendants likewise are,’ the sentence would 
more naturally have stood 75 yàp Ж@ Sp. 
ё» тў Ap. ёсті», or ка) yap Ziva ёр. èv т. 
Ap. éorly. As it is, the law of emphasis 
would require it to be rendered, ‘ For Sina 
ts а mountain in Arabia,’ information 
which the judaizing Galatians would hardly 

uire. As to the fact itself, Meyer 
Vor. III. 

5 / s 

states, in Arabic, is a stone: 
and though we have no further testimony 
that Mount Sina was thus named кат’ 
éfoxf)» by the Arabians, we have that of 
Chrysostom; and Biisching, Erdbeschrei- 
bung, v. p. 535, adduces that of the 
traveller Harant, that they to this day 
call Sinai, Hadschar. Certainly we have 
Hagar as a geographical proper name 
in Arabia Petrea : the Chaldee paraphrast 
always calls the wilderness of Shur, wun.” 
So that Jowett certainly speaks too 
strongly when he says, **the old explana- 
tions, that Hagar is the Arabic word for a 
rock or the Arabic noun for Mount Sinai, 
are destitute of foundation.” As to the 
improbability at which he hints, of St. 
Paul quoting Arabic words in writing to 
the Galatians, I cannot see how it is 
greater than that of his making the covert 
allusion contained in his own interpreta- 
tion. We may well suppose St. Paul to 
have become familiarized, during his 
sojourn there, with this name for the 
granite peaks of Sinai), but (86 marks the 
latent contrast that the addition of a new 
fact brings with it: so Ellic.) corresponds 
Mis Agar, which is the subject, not Mount 
ina, see below. everoixeivis ‘to stand 

in the same rank : hence ‘to belong to the 
same category,’ ‘to be homogeneous with > 
see Polyb. xiii. 8. 1, Spore к. тйўтто:ха.” 
Mey., Chrys, all, and the Vulg. он. 
junctus est}, take it literally, and under- 
stand it, yeirrid (ei, rrera, is joined, by 
a continuous range of mountain- tops,“ un- 
derstanding Sina as the subject) with the 

t Jerusalem (i.e. Jerusalem under 
tbe law, the Jcrusalem of the Jews, as 
contrasted with the Jerusalem of the Mes- 
siah's Kingdom), for she (7 vi» 'lepovc., 
not “Ayap) is in slavery with her chil. 
dren. 26.) But (opposes to the last 
sentence, not to pla pér, тег. 24, which, as 
Mcyer observes, is left without an apodosis, 
the reader supplying that the other cove- 
nant is Sara, &c.) the Jerusalem above (i.c. 
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v gal Le Ду = IepovcaAnu &А Ө оа eariv, hrie tor ийт 
e Isa. liv. 1. e 
Luke . n. yay? 27 уёуратта: yap ° Еофра>»бут‹ 

П) е t= 1 2 e * f^? St @ XX a 

ricrovoa, *onÉov xai Boo n ovx ' wotvovaa, ort rod 
i. 36. 

d Luke 1.7 

d - e Ы 
стара n ov 

xxi. Sony. та rékva THC #ЕрПдоо " dA т тїс Exovanc róv ' avÓpa. 
Gen. xi. 80. 

е = э 7 k A 5 M 12 7 ls 
е 177 only. 28 урес де, ade Apo, “xara 1саак ewayyeAtac ríkva 
x. 17 [. 
Mark k 181 L. only.) see Isa. xlix. 18. ТИ. 9. f ver. 19. g = here only. 

hw. pue Mark ix. 42. Acts xx. 36. 1 Cor. ік. 15 (xil. 22) only. I. c. only. 1 <» John iv. 17,13, 
k = Eph. iv. 24. Col. ІН. 10. 1Pet.i. 15. Lam. I. 13. 1 Rom. ix. 8. 

26. om тт етт» (homæot) Ni: ins N-corr!. 
Damase Iren - int Jer Aug,: om BC! DFN! 17 AC'KLN? rel Mac Cyr-jer Th 

rec ins arre» bef nur, with 

67? latt syrr coptt goth æth- mas Orig,sye Eus, Chr Cyr Thdrt,(mss vary) Isid Tert 
: Hil Ambrst Aug. pe · 

9T. for ov, дт) DF. 
eis and ec . Tec 

th eth. pf Chr Cyr 
(rom ver 26), with ACD*KLN rel vulg(and F- lat) syrr copt 

drt Aug: txt BDI 17. 672 sah eth Orig(in Jer) Iren-int 
'ictorin Ambrst Tich Ambr. (Tes [Т in red] Ко.) 

the heavenly Jerusalem lep. éxovpdyios 
Heb. xii. 22, ) xeu) lep. Rev. iii. 12; 
xxi. 2, and see reff. on yw. Michaelis, al., 
suppose ancient Jerusalem [Melchisedek’s } 
to be meant. Vitringa, al, Mount 
Zion, as ) Куо wéAts means the Acropolis. 
But Rabbinical usage, as Schóttgen has 
abundantly proved in his Dissertation de 
Hierosolyma ccelesti [Hor. Heb. vol. i. 
Diss. v.], was familiar with the idea of a 
Jerusalem in heaven. See also citations 
in Wetst. This latter quotes a very re- 
markable parallel from Plato, Rep. ix. end, 
er ў viv dh bifA0ouer oix((ovres Ad 
Aéyes, TH èv Adyas кербур, drel yiis ye 
obsapou olum abr)» elvai. “AAA, Fv 8 
éyó èv ойрауф Yows wapdderypa àrdxei- 
Ta: TQ BovAouéve ópüv xal ӧрӧут: avrò» 
каток (еу. Siapdpe: 84 ob elre wou 
ёст\у «тє forar тё yàp tabrns uérvns 
dy wpdiciery, ÉAA 5 $ о0бешаѕ. Elxds Y, 
Lon. The expression here will mean, 
“the Messianic Theocracy, which before 
the wapovala is the Church, and after it 
Christ’s Kingdom of glory.” Mcy.) is free, 
Which (which said city, which heavenly 
Jerusalem) is our mother (the emphasis 
is not on jor as Winer: nay rather 
it stands in the least emphatic place, 
as indicating a relation taken for granted 
by Christians. See Phil. iii. 20. The 
rendering adopted by Mr. Bagge, “ which 
e the free] is [answers to, as 

is dr “A-yap above] our mother [ viz. 
Serah]," is untenable from the absence 
of the article before hrap, besides that it 
would introduce confusion, and a dowble 
allegory). $91.) Proof of this rela- 
tion from prophecy. The portion of Isaiah 
from which this is taken, is directly Mes- 
sianic: indicating in its fo und the 
коп pd Israel after calamity, but 
in language far surpassing that event. 
Bee Stier, Jesaias nicht Decio: Jeanine 

vol. ii. p. 512. The citation is from the 
LXX, verbatim. tov] sc. parte: 
cf. many examples in Wetst. Probably 
the rule of supplying ellipses from the 
context (following which Kypke and 
Schótt. here supply єёфросбуу», from 
ebppdy@nri, and Іва. xlix. 18; lii. 9; cf. 
also ‘erumpere gaudium,' Ter. Eun. iii. 
5. 2 [ Ellic.]) dy hardly be applied here ; 
the phrase with Kors was so common, as 
to lead at last to the omission of the sub- 
stantive. The Hebrew ny» ‘into joy- 
ful shouting,' seems not to have been read 
by the LXX. St. Paul here interprets 
the barren of Sara, who bore not accord- 
ing to the flesh (— the promien), and the 
fruitful of Agar (= the law). Clem. 
Rom., Ep. ii. ad Cor. 2, p. 333, takes the 
oreipa of the Gentile Church, ёте) £pnuos 
dre: elva: &mb той беой, б Aab hr, 
purl Bà життейсаутез wAcloves Фуєубџеба 
тё» $окобуто» Exew be (the Jewish 
church), and similarly Origen (in Rom., 
lib. vi. 7, vol. iv. p. 578), .. quod 
multo plures ex gentibus quam ex cir- 
cumcisione crediderint. And this has 
been the usual interpretation. It only 
shews how manifold is the ‘ perspec- 
tive of prophecy:' this sense neither is 
incompatible with St. Paul's, nor surely 
would it have been denied by him. (So 
Chrys., al., in this passage, which is clearly 
wrong: for иб», even without тетер, 
must apply to all Christians for the ar- 
quunt to hold.) Fri тоћ.) not, as 

. V4 “many more &c.," which is in- 
accurate: but, many are the children of 
the desolate, more than (rather than; 
both being numerous, hers are the more 
numerous) of her, &c. тфу Év5pa.] 
The E. V. has perhaps done best by ren- 
dering ‘an husband, though thus tho 
force of the Greek is not given. ‘The 
husband’ would mislead, by pointing at 
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m.i. 
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э «= э 4 Lm ? € as - г şi q 
Gur"C. ov yap py) kAyoovounog о шос THC Tat ne, 

Hera тоо viov тпс At 

30. aft waidioxny ins тазтту (from LTI) А. 
(so хх) ВОМ К! m n 17. 
A., pou таак 

(see ver 28 var 
Cyr, itaque latt Ambrst Jer,. 

the one husband (Abraham) who was 
common to Sara and Agar, which might 
do in this passage, but would not in 
Isaiah : whereas èx. rb» Kv3pa means, 
ber (of the two) who has (the) husband,’ 
the other having none: а fineness of 
meaning which we cannot give in English. 

.] But (transitional: or rather 
perhaps adverzative to the children of her 
who had an husband, which were last 
5 Witb Е would Бе re- 
sumptive of ver. 26) ye (see var. readd.), 
чет Ад like (the expression in full, xarà 
T. ёроібтута MeAxic eBén, occurs Heb. vii. 
15. Wetat. quotes from Galen, ó Asp 
wos ob xarà Афоут& фет: th» фФиту, and 
from Arrian, Hist. Gr. ii., risdpevos бту 
тоб hpov xarà vb» патёра "Ayveva: 
see also reff.) Isaac, are children of PRO- 
MISE (éwayy. emphatic :—are children, 
not garda cápxa, but 8:4 ris éwayyeAlas, 
see ver. 23, and below, ver. 29). 
29.] д кат. cáp. yev., see ver. 23. It has 
been thought that there is nothing in the 
Hebrew text to justify so strong a word 
as Wlexev. It runs, and Sarah saw the 
son of Hagar. . pred (xalforra perà 
Ide ToU vlov abrijs, LXX); and some 
deny that d ever means ‘he mocked.’ 
But certainly it does: see Gen. xix. 14. 
And this would be quite ground enough 
for the éBlerer, for the spirit of persecution 
was begun. So that we need not refer to 
tradition, as many have done (even Ellic., 
whom see; Jowett, as unfortunstely 
usual with him when impugning the ac- 
сагат of St. Paul, asserts га у and 
confidently, that the sense in which the 
Apostle takes the Hebrew is inadmissible), 
to account for St. Paul’s expression. 
Tbv ката wveUpa, sc. ‘уєуутбѓута, him 
that was born after the Spirit, i.e. in 
virtue of the promise, which was given 
by the Spirit. Or, ‘by virtue of the 
Spirit s agency ? but the other is better. 

obres: xal viv] “nec quicquam 

Numb. xviil. 94. 

om Tov viov NI: ins N-corr! : ins viov N?. 
Lxx) DIF demid Ambrst Jer Aug. nd. 

$1. rec (for дю) apa, with KL rel syr Chr Thi (Ec: apa 
read) AC copt Cyr, Damase Jer, Aug,: txt BD'N 17. 67? (sah goth) 

Acta xvi. 37. 
аав тиры 10. 

k ver. 

31 t8, aòe Apo, ovk * sbeol. bere, 
v. Bal. 

t see Rom. il. 1. Epb. II. 11 al. 

om u F m. KAnpovopnoe: 
for тут 

оуу Е Thdrt: дез de 

est quod tam graviter animos nostros vul- 
nerare debeat, quam Dei contemptus, et 
adversus ejus gratiam ludibria: nec ullum 
magis exitiale est persequutionis genus, 
quam quum impeditur anime salus.” Calv. 

А as in E. V., * neverthe- 
less notwithstanding the fact of the 
persecution, just mentioned. The quota- 
tion is adapted from the LXX, where 
pov lade stands for rijs éAevüépas. We 
need hardly have recourse (with Ellic.) 
to the fact that God confirmed Sarah’s 
words, in order to prove this to be Scrip- 
ture: the Apostle is allegorizing the whole 
history, and thus every part of it assumes 
а significance in the allegory. c- 
povoniioyn] See Judg. xi. 2 (LXX), к. 
@4Вало» Tbv "IeQOde, к. elroy айтф, ob 
kAnpovoufjcers d» TQ olke той warpds 
zus, Sri vibs -yvvaubs ётаіра cú. 
* The distinction drawn by Hermann on 
(Ed. Col. 853, between ob uf with future 
indicative (duration or fatarity) and with 
aorist subjective (speedy occurrence), is 
not applicable to the N. T. on account of 
(D various readings (as here): (2) the 
ecided violations of the rule where the 

MSS. are unanimous, as 1 Thess. iv. 15: 
and (3) the obvious prevalence of the use 
of the subjunctive over the future, both 
in the N. T. and ‘fatiscens Grecitas:’ 
see Lobeck, Phryn. p. 722.” Ellicott. 
81.] I am inclined to think, against Meyer, 
De W., Ellie, &c., that this verse is, as 
commonly taken, the conclusion from 
what has gone before: and that the 8:6 is 
bound on to the xAwporouf;cp preceding. 
For that we are xAnporópo:, is an acknow- 
ledged fact, established before, ch. iii. 29; 
ver. 7. And if we are, we are not the 
children of the handmaid, of whom it 
was said оф uh kAnporop., but of the free- 
woman, of whose son the same words 
asserted that he should inherit. Observe 
in the first clause raldlornt is anarthrous : 
most likely because emphatically prefixed 
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only. vot сз A 3 d М à Xr 1? @ , 

w Mark iil. 31. оуб  wOEANGEL Haprupopat CE TAV avri avlpwry 
xiv.4 1 Cor xvi. 18. Phil. 1. 27. iv.1. 1 These. 11. KA. 2 Thess. li. 18 only. Exod. xiv. 18 У. constr. 3 Cor. i. 24. 

80. Acts zv. 10. 1 Tim. vi. 1 (Rev. vi. 5) only. Jer. xxxv. BR X Matt. xi. $9, 
15, 31. ch. iv. 24. Heb. Н. 15 only. Exod.zxx.2al. 

vili.) 14. y Rom. viii. 
х = here (Mark vi. 10. Luke xi. 53) only. (Gen. 

, xiix. 28. Ezek. xiv. 4 only.) Herod. ii. 121, 77 жал évéxeoUas. Plut. Symp. il. 3, tvexeotia. дбуцави» 
Het) a y optoĩe. 
ch. il. 3 al. fr. Gen. xvii. 10. 

а $ Сог. X. 1. Eph. iif. 1. Col. I. 28. 1 Thess. il. 18. Рет. 19. 
в = 1 Сог. хіт. 6. Heb. iv. 3. Prov. x. 1. 

b Luke i. 89. 
d constr., Acts xx. 

26. on, Acte xxvi. 23. Eph. Iv. 17. 1 Thess. il. 12 only t. 

Char. V. 1. rec aft eAevÓepia ins ovy, omg it aft ornxere, with CKL rel Damasc 
ТЫ Œc: om D m latt вуг Thdrt, Jer Ambrst : txt ABC'FN 17. 67? (Syr) goth copt 
Cyr A (An eccles. lect. ended with hrevOdpwcer, C? marks thes 
roc ins fj bef nuas, with D;. (F) KL rel Marc Chr Cyr Thdrt, ТЫ 
Е latt Syr lat-ff): om ABCD'N m 17 copt. 

insg TeAos.) 
"d арра = 

rec xpioros bef праз, with С 
rel vss (Chr) Thdrt Damasc, Mcion-t Victorin: txt ABDFN 17 am goth Cyr Damasc, 
(Orig-int). 
Thdrt-ms Ec. 

2. om wavdus N! : ins N-corr! obl, 

to its governing noun (cf. desu àwó- 
стоћоѕ, Rom. xi. 18): but possibly, as 
indefinite, q. d. we are the children of no 
bondwoman, but of the freewoman. I 
prefer the former reason, as most con- 
sonant to N. T. diction. V. 1—12.) 
De W. calls this the peroration of the 
whole second part of the Epistle. It 
consists of earnest exhortation to them, 
grounded on the conclusion of the fore- 
going argument, to abide in their evan- 
gelical liberty, and warning against being 
led away by the false teachers. 
1.] It is almost impossible to determine 
satisfactorily the reading (see var. readd.). 
I have in this Edition adopted that in 
the text, as being best attested by the 
most ancient authorities. With liberty 
did Christ make you free (i. e. ёле(беро 
is your rightful name and ought to be 
your estimation of yourselves, seeing that 
éAev@epia is your inheritance by virtue of 
Christ’s redemption of you). Stand 
fast, therefore (reff. «rfc is unknown in 
classical Greek), and be not again (see note 
on ch. iv. 9: in fact, the whole world 
was under the law in the sense of its 
being God's only revelation to them) in- 
volved (reff) in the yoke of bondage 
(better than ‘a yoke;' an anarthrous 
noun or personal pronoun following an- 
other noun in the genitive often deprives 
that other noun of its article: e. g., rls 
ууш voy kvplov ; 1 Cor. ii. 16: see nu- 
merous instances in Cunt. v. 1. Cf. Winer, 
$ 19. 2, most of whose examples however 
are after prepositions. Wetst. quotes from 
Noph. Aj. 944, wpbs ola SovAelas (vyà 

SovAeias bef (vye DF goth Aug. M3 (1?) m ave xe 

wepireunobe В ni. 
8. om тал» DIF а goth Chr Thi Jer Aug Ambrst. om от: Ñ! : ins N*. 

Xwpovper). 2.] Te, not 184, in later 
Greek: see Winer, 5 6. 1. a:—it draws 
attention to whut follows, as a strong 
statement. dye TlavÀos] Érrixpus 
Üpiy Ady x. Siaßßp hs ne, к. Tb Ppavrob 
xposti@nu: буора, Thdrt. th» той oi- 
xelov xposéwov dfiomorlay àrt} wáons 
dwroSeltews  TÍÓno:, "Theophyl, and so 
Chrys. There hardly seems to be a refer- 
ence (as Wetst. “ego quem dicunt cir- 
cumcisionem predicare") to bis having 
circumcised Timothy. Calvin says well: 
«Ista locutio non parvam emphasin ha- 
bet; coram enim se opponit, ct nomen 
dat, ne videatur causam dubiam habere. 
Et quanquam vilescere apud Galatas cœ- 
perat ejus auctoritas, tamen ad refellendos 
omnes adversarios sufficere asserit." 
The present, ёду терьтёруто де, implies the 
continuance of a habit, q. d. if you will 
go on being circumcised. He does not 
say, ‘tf you shall have been circumcised ;' 
so that Calv.’s question, ‘quid hoc vult ? 
Christum non profuturum omnibus cir- 
cumcisis ?’ does not come in. On yp. 
du. où. dehou, Chrys. remarks: ó wepi- 
TeurÓuevos ds убиоу едок weplrep- 
verat, 6 8 бебокфз ётістеї тӯ биуйне: 
vis xdpwros, 6 8d йтістёр obbàr xepSalve: 
rap Tis dmioroupéyns. Nothing can 
be more directly opposed than this verse 
to the saying of the Judaizers, Acts xv. 1. 
The exception to the rule in Paul’s own 
conduct, Acts xvi. 3, is sufficiently pro- 
vided for by the present tense here: sce 
above. 8.) 44 moreover, introduces 
an addition, and a slight contrast — not 
only will Christ not profit...... but 
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wWeoirepvomivyy От! 

топта. 

> гу vop ‚ #кагоообе, ' тїс Xaptrog * tEemtaart. 
yap 'webpari “єк míartuc 
exdex ónsa. 6 f E удо Xetorw 

* tox bet OUTE ' акро[остіа, a Ad rierte à ауйатпс* 

калос" 
аах 7. Sir 1. 24, from Isa. х]. 8 

= Col. 1. 8. Tit. 11. 13. Heb. vi. 18. 0 
Pall th ый Hab. їх.8. 1 Pet. aan +. 

*évepyoupivn. 7 *€ 
k 22 Pet. lii. Le 
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Exod. 
r Rom. iv. 9, J bor. vil 18. Col. ili. 11. P. ani 
DES 12, Eph. Н. 20. (ch. il. 

or aL 87. Joh Bal. Prov. хх 24. 
U. 18. 1 Pet. Hl. 7. ры. ix 26 ТАМ о. only. (F. vat. ёккбкт.) 

4. om rov BCD'FN ТЫ: ins AD*EL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc. 
bꝛedef g hk m. 

5. exdex. RI: txt N3. 

Edad ? On paprépopas (usually, in 
this sense, -povpa: ;— -popas having an 
accusative, whence Bretschn., al., supply 
Tb» bed here, but wrongly), see: reff. ty, 
onee more: applies to the verb, not to 
the paprupla which follows, for that is 
not a repetition. 'Thus it will refer to 
Turri drop. as ‘a more extended applica- 
tion of div’ (Ellic.), not, as Meyer, to a 
former inculcation of this by word of 
mouth at his second visit. seprreuropévo, 
not -r470érri, see above—to every man 
who receives circumcision,— ‘submits to 
be circumcised,’ as Ellic. The emphasis 
is on жаут{, substantiating, and carrying 
further, the last verse. Jo has the 
stress. The circumcised man became a 
* proselyte of 55 and bound 
to keep the whole law. “This true and 
serious со ence of circumcision the 
false A had probably at least dis- 
sembled.” Mey. 4.] Explains and 
establishes still further the assertion of ver. 
2. Ye were annihilated from Christ 
(literally : the construction is a pregnant 
one, 'ye were cut off from Christ, and 
thus made void: see ref. 2 Cor. ‘were,’ 
viz. at the time when you began your 
course of èr du 3cx.), уе who are being 
justified (‘endeavouring to be justified,’ 
‘seeking justification :’ such ts the force 
of the subjective present. So ТЫ. és 
trokauPdvere) in (not by: it is the 
element in which, as in the expression 
dv коріф) the law,—ye fell from (reff. : 
see 1 Cor. xiii. 8, note. Wetst. quotes 
from Plat., Agis and Cleom. р. 796, à» 
wAeloTwv It reger $ 3r калё» : 
Gracch. р. 834, deweceivy к. стќресбаи тїз 
pos thy duo ebvolas. ‘So Plato, : 
vi. 406, dxxereivy фіЛософіаѕ: Polyb. xii. 

= Heb. 
ехе. Acta хі. 3. 
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s opudérne forty SAO rov vópov "PAS A 
e 

катпруйбпте ' ато [тоё] Xptarov rwe siu 
Nautic 8 Aj son. 
o? f Rom. 2, 6. 

^ Алда дікагосбупс ar- se 1 Cor. хі. 
8. кат., 

Insov ovre ? тєрїтонї ES. ad 
u. 

b oh ti. nne 
- m. v. Y evéxowev 7412 4 

1 < ch. lii. 4 ver. 16. 1 Cor. ii. 4. 
Rom. viii. 3 Cor. 

p John vii. 22, 
b. ix. 17. James v. адет, 1 Cor. vli. 19. р ев. wis 

Gen. A vit. 
b eur il. 2 reff, "Rom. х1. 16. 

v Acts xxiv. 4 Rom. v. A. 

ric Upac 

1 Thess. 

etexecere D? а 

6. om moo В copt. 

14. 7, ёктіяте» тоў xa0fkorros, Ellic.) 
graoe. 5.] Proof (hence ydp) of 
фек. T. xáp., by statement e contrario 
of the condition and hope of Christiane. 
Emphasis (1) on hee, as opposed to 
dd dy уби 8:коодабе, —(2) on wveó- 

m (not ‘mente’ [Fritz.], nor e 
ritually,’ Middleton, E but by the ar ] 
Spirit, reff.), as opposed to capxí, the 
fleshly state of those under the law, see 
ch. iv. 29,—(8) on ёк wlorrews, as а 
to ev rope, т ich involves & čpywr. 
dria Sac J] Is this genitive ob- 
jective, the hope of righteousness, i. e. the 
hope whose object is perfect righteousness, 
—or subjective, the hope of hteous- 
ness, i.e. the hope which the righteous 
entertain — viz. that of eternal life? Cer- 
tainly I think the former : for this reason, 
that ¿Aria has the emphasis, and dH 
Zur. &текдєх. answers to Sucaiova6e above 
—* Ye think ye kave your к 
in the law: we, on the contrary, anxiousl М 
wait for the vote of righteousness (fall 
and perfect).' e phrase ётекдёҳесба: 
фхх!ба may be paralleled, Acts xxiv. 15; 
Tit. ii. 18; Eur. Alcest. 130, ті” ёт Blov 
enriba wpos8dxeopat ; Polyb. viii. 21.7, rais 
wposdoxwuévais élan. 6.] Con- 
aar of the words Le wlorews, ver. Е 

v xpurrg, in Christ, as an ele- 
ment, in срв with Christ, = in tbe 
state of a Christian: notice xp. Inc., not 
"Ino. xp.:—in Christ, and that Christ, 
Jesus of Nazareth. ive , not 

ive, but middle, as always in N. T. 
See reff and notes on those places: also 
Fritzsche’s note on Rom. vii. 5. “© évep- 
учу, vim exercere de personis, dye o dal, 
ez se (aut suam) vim exercere de rebus 
collocavit, Gal, v. 6; Col. i. 29; 1 Thess. 
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w — Rom. ii. 8. 
1 Pet. i. 33. 

X Acte xxviil. = — е 2 
s нош. і. " ка Aobyrog ирас. 

у here only t. 10 2 ае өз 

only used by Cunt. 
Chrys. on 
1 Thess. 1. 3 (De W.), and Eustath. (see Wetst. 

a 1 Cor. v. б. b 1 Cor. aa above. 
xll.1. 1 Cor. v.7, 8 only. Exod. xil. 18. 

e as above (b) only always w. Avy. Exod. xii. 99. 
3. 3 Thess. iif. 4.) 

7. rec avexowe, with none of our mas: txt ABCDFKLN rel. 
CDF KLN? rel. 

ПРО> TAAATAZ. 

) 
Matt. xiil. 3 l. 

ү. 

[ry] " aànbeig ит * засдаг ; 8 % 7 retopown ойк єк TOU 

с 9 pupa I Coun Ооу 70 " фурана 
Eyw яётода ыс Upac tv корр От! ооё» 

к ch. I. 6 reff. cip, as 1 Thess. v. 24. 
cas above (a, b). Matt. xvi.66, 11, 12. Luke 

Rom. ix. 21. 21.16 1 Cor. v. 6, 7 only. Exod. xit. 34. 
12 Cor. il. 9, 12. viii. 23. ix.8 (6w4, 3 Cor. U. 

om 79 ABN!: ins 
at end add under: rei Е lat-mss-in-Jer vulg-sixt(with demid 

hal) Victorin Lucif Ambrst-comm Pelag Bede. (Gloss to account for n tepon Soll.) 
. om оик D! al, lat-mss in Jer(who says “abstulerunt non 

kaAovrras(sic) N. 
оңо, ёоло: D! vulg(and F-lat) lat-mss(‘ male?) in Jer and Sedul Mcion-e 

male) Orig, Lucif. 
9. for 8 

) in Sedul(who says 

Constt Bas-mss Lucif Ambrst Pelag : corrumpit fermentat G- lat. 
10. aft eyo ins дє CIF demid вуг arm Damasc (Ec-comm. 

ii. 18 al., ut h. l. Passivo (cf. édvepyetras 
vóAepos, Polyb. i. 18. 5; Jos. Апі. xv. 
5. 3) nunquam Paulus usus est." The 
older Romunist Commentators (Bellarm., 
Est.) insisted on the passive sense as 
favouring the dogma of Jormata, for 
which it is cited by the Council of Trent, 
sess. vi. cap. 7, de justific. And the 
modern Romanist Commentators, though 
abandoning the passive sense, still claim 
the passage on their side (е. g. Windisch- 
mann); but without reason; love is the 
modus operandi of faith, that which jus- 
tifles, however, is not love, but faith ; nor 
can a passage be produced, where St. Paul 
says we are justified by faith working by 
love,’ but it is ever by faith only. One 
is astonished at the boldness of such a 
generally calm and fair writer as Windisch- 
mann, in claiming the passage for the Tri- 
dentine doctrine, even when the passive 
interpretation, which was all it had to lay 
hold on, is given up. As parallels to our 
passage, see Rom. xiv. 17; 1 Cor. vii. 19. 

1—12.) He laments their deflezion 
from their once promising course, and 
denounces severely their perverters. Ye 
were ranning well (‘hoc est, omnia 
apud vos erant in felici statu et successu, 
vivebatis optime, contendebatis recta ad 
vitam wternam quam vobis pollicebatur 
verbum,’ &. Luther): who (see ch. iii 1, 
the question expresses astonishment) hin- 

you (Polyb. xxiv. 1. 12, uses ёукбт- 
теу with a dative, 3:4 т) rb» OlAcrroy 
фүкбхтеу Tf 81каодосіф: Ellic. quotes, 
in connexion with the view of the primary 
notion being that of hindering by breaking 
up a road,—Greg. Naz. Or. xvi. p. 260, 
À xaxías éyxowroudévns бузба тб» 
wornpwy, ) àperíüs óBdoroiovuévns eùrd- 
Oua T&v BeAtidvav) that ye should not 
(uh before weider@a: is not pleonastic, 
but the construction, so often occurring, 
of a negative after verbs of hindering, is in 

om e» коре B Chr 

fact a pregnant one, uh rel@ecGa: being 
the result of the hindrance: q. d. &sre 
uh ж. or ка) éwoínce ph r. See Bern- 
hardy, Syntax, ix. 6 b, who quotes one 
ample very apposite to this, —éusxobór 

jui» yévnras Thy Gedy ph ker, Aris- 
toph. Pac. 315) obey the truth (i. e. 
submit yourselves to the true Gospel of 
Christ. These words, which Chrys. 
omits here, have been transferred hence to 
ch. iii. 1. See var.readd.there. On that 
account they are certainly genuine here)? 

8.) The persuasion (to which you 
are yielding—active ; not your persuasion, 

ive. we may mean either. El- 
ic. says: As the similar form sAncporh 
means both satietas (the state) and also 
expletio (the act) Col. ii. 23; Plato, 
Sympos. 186 c. A. xal kérogis,— 80 Ter- 
porh may mean the state of being per- 
suaded, i. e. conviction, or the act of per- 
suading, ‘ persuadendi sollertia’ (Schótt.) : 
cf. al on 1 Thess. i. 8, où weespovd 
дубротіут . . 4x h welGovca.” But here, 
J теси. being connected with ó кала» 
duds, and answering to the act of ёукёк- 
теу in the last verse, is better taken 
actively) is not from (does not come from, 
is not originated by) Him who calleth 
you (i. e. God: see ch. i. G and note). 
Ө.) {spy may allude either to men (Jer., 
Aug., Grot., Est, Beng, De W., al), 
or to doctrine. In the parallel place in 
1 Cor. v. 6, it is moral influence; so also 
where our Lord uses the same figure, Matt. 
xvi. 12, where (dun = 3:8axh. Nor can 
there be any objection to taking it as 
abstract, and фйрада concrete :—a little 
false doctrine corrupts the whole mass (of 
Christians). So Chrys. (ob ка) Spas 
lo xbei d pinpòy тобто kaxóv, ph Zo 
Ody, ка) eis réAcioy lor dato dye), 
Thl., Luth., Calv., all. 10.] “ After 
the warning of vv. 8, 9, Paul assures his 
readers that he has confidence iu them, 

ABCDP 
KL 2 b 
e def 
hkim 
nol? 
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P скаудаћоу rov *craupov. 
rat ot ' avagrarovvrtQ vuac. 

3 =» Lake хіт. 27. John xix. 17. Acts xv. 10. ch. vi. 2, Sal. 
30. 1Tim.v.12 J 111. 1. i 8. ames 2 Pet. 1 

Rom. HL 7. ix. 19. 
p Rom. tv. 1 1 Cor. 1. 23. Rev. Н. 16 al. 1 Kin 

jii. 18. r 1 Cor. iv 
в Mark із. 48,45. Joh 5 only. xviii. 

t Acts xvii. б. xxi. 38 only. L.P. Dan. vil. 28 LXX only. Ps. L 1 Aq 

(in Niceph ; elsw has it: ev xpiores Chr-txt). 
Dial: txt ABN b o 17. 673 Damasc. 

11. om Ist єт: DIF f 672 demid 
стаурох ins Tov xpurrov AC copt œ 

19. e$«Aor DKL 1 n. 

but that their perverters shall not escape 
punishment. Divide ot impera P’ Meyer. 

W, emphatic, I, for my. part; 
‘quod ad me attinet, ... .' els, with 
regard to, see reff., and Bernhardy, p. 220. 
On iv pl, see 2 Thess. iii. 4 :—it is the 
element or sphere in which his confidence is 
conditioned. ob &М\о $pov.] See 
ётёрыѕ, Phil. iii. 15: of which this KAAo is 
а kind of softening. We take the m 
here to be, ye be of no other 
than this, viz. which I enjoin on you, —not 
in vv. B, 9 only, but in this Epistle, and in 
his preaching generally. 8 88 rapás- 
сеу need not be interpreted as referring 
necessarily to any one éxfonyuos among the 
Judaizers (as Olsh., al.), but simply as in- 
dividualizing the warning. and carrying 
home the denunciation to each one's heart 

the perverters. Cf. oi à»acra- 
Trovrres below, and ch. i. 7; iv. 17. 
Tb кріра, the sentence, understood to be 
unfavourable, is a burden laid on the judged 

n, wbich he facrd(e, bears. The 
day ý generalizes the declaration to 

the fallest extent : see ch. i. 8, 9. 
11.) The connexion appears to be this: 
the Apostle had apparently been charged 
with being & favourer of circumcision in 
other churches; as shewn e. g. by his 
having circumcised Timothy. After the 
preceding sharp denunciation of ó rapác- 
се» фраз, and бут; dà» 7, it is open to 
the adversaries to say, that Paul himself 
was one of their rapdocorres, by his in- 
consistency. In the abruptness then of 
his fervid thoughts he breaks out in this 
self-defence. dy, emphatic as before. 

"үт has the chief emphasis, 
as the new eleinent in “a ST Rs and 
not «npicow, as Chrys. (où «їе» bri 
wepitouhy ойк јата. ФЛАЙ, où Knpic- 
се, Tour, о0ҳ обто кеХебо vio Tebeiw), 
al.,—its position not allowing this. The 
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0$tÀov xat * атокофоу- aid parti 

4 Kings xviil. 14. k = 1 Cor. хі. 
1 constr., Mark і 4 Luke fv. 40 (from Isa. lxi. 

n = ch. iv. 90 reff. o ch. III. 17 reff. 
2 = 1 Cor. I. 17. ch. v1.13, 14. Phil. 

А ings v. 3. Jobxiv. 18. Ps. exviil. 
te xxviL 33 only. — (see note) Deut. xxill. 1. 

rec (for ea») a», with CDFKL rol 

[dpa Da.] aft 

first ёть is best understood, as referring, 
not to any change in his preaching as an 
Apostle (for he appears always to have been 
of the same mind, and certainly was from 
the first persecuted by the Jews), but to 
the change since his conversion, before 
which he was a strenuous fautor of Judaism. 
Olsh. objects to this, that «»póccow could 
not be used of that period. But this (even 
if it be n to press xnpve. so far 
into matter of fact) cannot be said with 
any certainty :—the course of Saul as а 
zealot may have often led him even to 
preach, if not circamcision in its present 
debated position, yet that strict Judaism 
of which it formed a part. vl ёт 
n.] I is logical, as in reff. (De W.): 
i. e., what further excuse is there for my 
being (as I am) persecuted (by the Jews) ? 
For, if this is so, if I still preach 
circumcision, бра, then is brought to 
nought, is done away, the OFFENCE (reff. 
stumbling-block, oxdy8. has the emphasis) 
of the cross — because, if circumcision, and 
not faith in Christ crucified, is the condi- 
tion of salvation, then the Cross has lost 
its offensive character to the Jew: ой8ё 
yàp obres ё cTavpbs zy & скаудалібо» 
Toùs 'lovbalovs, &s Tb ph бегу welOccGac 
тоз жатрфо эбдо. ка} yàp roy Xré- 
parov wposeréykovres, ойк elroy бт: obros 
tov doTavpeuérvor xposxuvei, M ёт! 
кат& ToU duo к. ToU TÓ*Ov Лёує тоё 
&ylov. Chrys. 19.] The xal intro- 
duces a climax—I would (reff) that 
they who are unsettling you would even 

As to ётокбфоутаі, (1) it can- 
not be, passive, as E. V., were even cut 
of.’ (2) It can hardly mean ‘ would cut 
themselves off from your communion,’ as 
the tal is against so mild a wish, besides 
that this sense of the word is unexampled. 
(8) There is certainly an allusion to eré- 
кофе» in ver. 7, so that in reading aloud 
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Кат. xi. 12 bis. 1 Tim. v. M only. P. Ezek. v.7 only. з so ver. б. ане Boti. п 
23. 1 Cor. ix. 19. рош Acta xix. 7. xxvii. 37. с Rom. xili. 9. 
15. Acte xii. 25. xiv. 20 al. Ре. хіх. e Matt. xix. 18. Rom. iil. 9 bis. Lane. ne a 

13. for yap, бє F al Chr Aug, Pac. 
Ambrst Pelag. 
Bas Ambrst. 

14. for vouos, Хоуоѕ KL. 

тїз capxos D! 17 vulg copt goth Ambr Aug 
for Zia т. ayar., Ty ayan Tov wyevparos DF us 

ins e» ишу bef er evi Аоуш (fo refer the sentence 

-ed copt goth 

to the Galatians) DIF Ambrst : ош» Mcion-e: in paucis syr(but txt in marg). 
гес wAnpovra: (corra, in 

the Greek, the stress would be, бфел. к. 
é&voxóyorrai of ду. du. But (4) this allu- 
sion is one only of sound, and on account 
of the xai, all the more likely to be to 
some well-known and harsh meaning of 
the word, even as far as to which the 
Apostle’s wish extends. And (5) such 
a meaning of the word is that in which 
(agreeably to its primitive classical sense, 
of hewing off limbs, see Lidd. and Scott) 
it is used by the LXX, ref. Deut., by 
Arrian, Epit ii. 20, by Hesych., ё ажбко- 
wos, fra б ebvobxos—by Philo, de legg. 
special. ad vi. vii. dec. cap. § 7, vol. ii. 
p. 806, тё yevyntixd яроѕатёкофау, — 
de vict. offerent. $ 13, p. 261, Өла$!аз 
к. ёжокєкоцибуоѕ Ta "yeyyyrikd. (Wetat.). 
It seems to me that this sense must be 

rotests raised 
against it; e. g. that of Mr. Bagge re- 
cently, who thinks it “involves a positive 
insult to St. Paul” (?). And so Chrys., 
and the great consensus of ancient und 
modem Commentators: and, as Jowett 
very properly observes, * the common in- 
terpretation of the Fathers, confirmed by 
the use of language in the LXX, is not 
to be rejected only because it is displeasing 
to the delicacy of modern times." 
бфелоу is used in the N. T. as a mere 
particle: see reff.: also Hermann on 
Viger, p. 756-7, who says: “omnino ob- 
servandum est, S A nonnisi tunc ad- 
hiberi, quum quis optat ut fuerit aliquid, 
vel sit, vel futurum sit, quod non fuit 
aut est aut futurum est." The construc- 
tion with а future is very unusual ; in 
Lucian, Solec. 1, dN xal viv Ace- 
Өўааг urhon is given as an example of a 
sokecism. I need hardly enter a caution 
against the punctuation of a few mss. and 

itions, by which ёфелоу is taken alone, 
&nd the following future supposed to be 
assertive, as Bacrdc« above, ver. 10. The 
reff. will shew, how alien such an usage is 
from tho usage of the N. T. фуаста- 

ignorance of true sense of perfec with DFKL rel Chr 
Thdrt Damasc,; Jer: txt ABCN m 17 Mcion-e Damasc, Aug. om e» te DF 

тобутев, dvarpéworres, Hesych. It be- 
longs to later Greek : the classical expres- 
sion is arov тоу, Polyb. iii. 81. 6 
al.: or т:Өбуаг, Soph. Antig. 670 : and it is 
said to belong to the Macedonian dialect. 
Ellic., referring to Tittmann, p. 266: where 
however I can find no such assertion. 

18—Cu. VI. 5.] THE THIRD or HOR- 
TATORY PORTION OP THE EPISTLE, not 
however separated from the former, bat 
united to it by the current of thought :— 
and, 18—15. | Though free, be one another's 
servants in love. үр gives the rea- 
son why the Apostle was so fervent in bis 
denunciation of these disturbers ; because 
they were striking at the very root of 
their Christian calling, which was for (оп 
condition of; hardly, for the pu 
see reff.) freedom. Only ( not) da 
uh with the verb omitted and an accusative 
in ph °ногуе uó8ovs, Aristoph. Vesp. 1179; 
uh TpiBàs Fri, Soph. Antig. 577; и} ро 
puplous unde Busuuplovs F, Demosth. 
Phil i. $ 19. See more examples in 
Hartung, ii. 163) your liberty into (or, 
use it not for) an occasion (opportunity) 
for the flesh (for giving way to carnal 

si but by means of (your) love, be 
bon (opposition to éAe«vOepía) to 

one another. Chrys. remarks, dA èr- 
тайба alvirrera:, бт: pirovenia к. orders 
к. QiAapxía к. àwóroia тайтт$ alrla Tis 
ràdyns abrois Фубуето` ў tüv alpd- 

ad in- À 
„„ 1а Rom. xiii. 8, 9. 
The rec. reading тАлробта: would mean 
merely ‘ts in course of being fulfilled," 
whereas now it is, ‘is fulfilled ? not com 

hended’ (Luth., Calv., Olsh., Winer, 
al). “Тһе question, how the Apostle can 
rightly say of the whole law, that it is 
fulfilled bv loving one’s neighbour, must 
not be answered by understanding rópos 
of the Christian law (Koppe), or of the 
moral law only (Estius, ANA or of the 
second table оГ the Puce ey (Beza, al.), 

ABCDP 
Kinab 
edefg 
hkim 
nol? 
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15 gt 88 GAA AO © да- © вте оу. = 

*xareoBiere, ' BAdwere рӯ ото dA iava- I 3Co xi. 

es 5 1 и t е 

16 к Atyw 2, туюйнат: | тєртатете, cal ™ EH, u UM е 
m саркдс ov ит " тєАсуте. 17 1 yap варЁ °єтїбүш card f ae kr. y 
той TvtUuaroc, ro & туйда ? ката ric саркбс' ravra Svr] only. 

k ch. tv. 1. Rom. xv. 8. 1 constr., Acts (іх. 51) xxi. 1. 3 Cor. xii. 18. 
14 70 1 Net. 11. 

p= ch. ill. 21 reff, 
14) Eph. Ii. 3. 2 Pet. 11.18. 1 John iL 

° ~ James 1т.2. 3 Kings xxiil. 15. 

latt arm Mcion-e Ambrst Jer Pelag (not Aug,). 
rel Chr Thi (Ec: txt ABCDKN beg hno 17 Mcion-e 
ziii. 9.) 

m (Rom. xili. 
п = Rom. Ii. 37. James ii. 8. 

rec (for e«avror) eavror, with FL 
drt Damasc. (Simly Rom 

15. Bax. к. xar«a0. bef adAnAous, and ауалоб. bef ur. aana. Di- F сүр Victoria. 
т BDFN! а g m Bas Chr ТЫ: txt ACD?^LN? rel Thdrt Damasc 

or of every divinely revealed law in gene- 
ral (Schótt.);— for d was »бдоз cannot, 
from the circumstances of the whole Epis- 
tle, mean any thing but ‘the whole law of 
Moses г — but by placing ourselves on the 
lofty spiritual level from which St. Paul 
looked down, and saw all other commands 
of the law so far subordinated to the law 
of love, that whoever had fulfilled this 
command, must be treated as having ful- 
filled the whole.” Meycr: who also re- 
marks that Tbv wAncloy cov applies to 
fellow-Christians ; cf. &àAAfAovs below. 

15.) ANN, has both times 
the emphasis. The form of the sentence 
is very like Matt. xxvi. 52, — dre: 
ol AaBórres náxaipay, èv paxalpg àro- 
Лобутаі, except that there AaBórres, аз 
having the stress, precedes. Chrys. says, 
vais Adteow duparrixas ёурћсато. ob yap 
elwe Sduvere uóvov, rep dor) Ovuovuévov, 
АЛАА ка) катес@(ете, rep. oriy dun- 
Tos тў sovnple. ё ui» yap ёбкушу, друўз 
Фтлбресє wdOos’ 6 84 xarecOlwy, Өпріодіаз 
doxdrns waploxey AwóBeuw, бурата 80 
к. Bpéceis où Tas awpaTuás фто», AMA 
rät rob xaAemwTépas. ob yàp offres б 
arOpenlyns àroyevoduevos capxds ÉBAa- 
wer, &s & Shypata els thy vxor mryves’ 
бсо» yap Wuxh Tuuerépa cópaTos, To- 
cobre xaAemerépa ў tabrns 9. 
ávaÀe0.] The literal sense must be kept, 
—eonsumed (by one another), — your 
spiritual life altogether annihilated : 4 
yàp Sidramis к. } pdxn фборотоф» к. 
dvarwtixdy ка) TG» Üexouérw» айтђу к. 
тё» cisayévrey, xal стос AA йхаута 
arp ye. Chrys. 16—29.] Ezkor- 
tation to a spiritual life, and warking 
against the works of the flesh. 16. 
Ady 84 refers to ver. 13 —repeating, an 
explaining it—q. d., ‘What I mean, is 
this.’ avevpart, the normal dative, 
of the rule, or manner, after or in which : 

Meyer quotes Hom. Il. о. 194, ofr: Aids 
Вќоши ppecly:—by the Spirit. But жу. 
is not man’s ‘spiritual part,’ as Beza, 
Rück., De W., al.; nor is wvevpare ‘a 
a spiritual manner, Peile,—nor will ў 
évoixotoa xdpis give the force of туєдриа 
(Thdrt.): it is as in ver. 5) the Holy 
Spirit of God: this will be clear on com- 
paring with our vv. 16-18, the more 
expanded deris passage, Rom. vii. 22— 
viii. 11. e history of the verbal usage 
is, that туедра, as xpiords and Oeds, came 
to be used as a proper name: so that the 
supposed distinction between тё wv. as the 
xà rite (the Holy Ghost), and s». as the 
subjective (man's spirit), does not hold. 

J] the natural man: — that 
whole state of being in the flesh, out of 
which spring the practices and thoughts 
of ver. 19. où ph reAddonre]} Is this 
(1) merely Future in meaning, and a se- 
quence on em H rer., and ye shall 
not fulfil, —or is it (2) imperative, and 
fulfil not ? ЕШе. in his note has shewn 
that this latter meaning is allowable, it 
being doubtful even in classical Greek 
whether there are not some instances of 
ob uh with the second person subjunctive 
imperatively used, and the tendency of 
later Greek being rather to use the sub- 
junctive aorist for the future. And Meyer 
defends it on exegetical grounds. But 
surely (1) is much to be preferred on these 
same grounds. For the next and follow- 
ing verses go to shew just what this verse 
will then assert, viz., that the Spirit and 
the flesh exclude one another. 1.) 
Substantiation of the preceding. that; 
ye walk by the Spirit, ye shall not ful, 
the lusts of the flesh. The second yáp 
(see var. readd.) gives a reason for the 
continual éwi80vueip of these two against 
one another : viz., that they are opposites. 

(уа) not ‘so that — this ts the 
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e yap aX oic * arrictirat, "iva ju] ‘a td v Bre * tavra 
r. 

Phil. 138; тоте. 8и Se ' турат, ‘ayeaOe, оок от? rd удро». 

v. . 19 v $avepa dt є сту та "ipa тїс sapróc, *arwva tore 

iLi торуна, Е axaÜapoia, * ? ас Хума, ® eie AN ria, 
y = 1 Thess. v. d П ew bt * bg v- 

„Sog, Reh. фарракаа, exo, eie, (Aoc, " > On,? 'epiÜstat, 
vil. 15. t Bom. viii. 14, constr. 3 Tim. ill. 6 u ch. iv. 4 5 reff. v Rom. 1. 19 al. 

w see Rom. xiii. 1 = ch. iv. 26. Col. 1i. 23. y Matt. v. 35 al. fr. Gen. xxxviti. 26 
к Ню. |. 24. vi. 10 al. D exc. rege + l. 17. Prov. ті. 16. 3a $ Сог. xil. 21. am Mark vii. 

1, 22. Eph. iv. 2 Pet. 1.3. Jude ба! J Wisd. xiv. 20 only. Rom. xiii 13. 
a col Pet. iv. 8. Mio 

xviii. 33) only. Exod. vil. 11, $3. Ina. 2 XIvil. 9, 12. 
liL9t. Sir. Xxvill. 11 al. fg 1 Cor. ili. 8. 

h plur., 2 Cor. xii. 20. (Wisd. vil. 90.) 

i46 Col. "in 5. 1 Pet. п. 8 only t. d here (-sa, Rer. 
e Eph. iL 16 11 Cor. I. 11. Tit. 

fg hi Cor. xil. $0. pd xl. 5.) Rom. i. 29. fim 
i Rom. II. 8. 2 Cor. xii. 20. Phil. I. 17. ii. $. James lil. 14, бошу. 

17. rec for (2nd) yap, 8« (prob to avoid recurrence of yap which introduced the 
former clause: t 
Thdrt Damasc: txt BD'FN! 17 latt 

oth: ova 31. 
Dama : om C! : txt ABN a. 

ovx ins єт: CN? вуг Апр. 
19: rec ins допхеа bef ropyaa (fro 

20. rec epes (i mse cee 
rel latt Justin: an ABD Nbfghko. 

he recurrence of 3¢ would not be simly felt), with ACD'KLN? rel Chr 
copt lat-ff. 

KLN rel syrr copt: txt ABCDF m 17 latt goth Damasc, lat-ff. 
гес (for cas) av, with C?DF K(e sil) L rel Clem Chr Thdrt 

rec ayruce:ra: bef aAAnAas, with 
for & 8 D'F 

m places such as Mt xv. 19, Mk vii. из Дон 
ii. 2), with DFKLN? rel вуг gr-lat-f: om PABCNI 17 vulg Syr copt æth Clem 
Cyr Eph Damasc, Tert Јегехр Aug Fulg P 

much between the sing and plur 

cion-e 

отта), with CD'*JFEL 
гес uA, with CD- K x rel vss gr-lat-ff: 

txt BD! 17 goth Justin Damasc Concil-Carthag-in-Cypr, cu F. (A defective.) 

result: but more is expressed by fva. 
Winer gives the meaning well: “ Atque 
hujus lucta hoc est consilium, sé &. Scil. 
Tb wy. impedit vos, quo minus perficiatis 
тё THs capkós (ea, que ў odp perficere 
cupit), contra ў det adversatur vobis ubi 
Ta ToU wveóuaTos peragere studetis ;” and 
Be : * Spiritus obnititur carni et ac- 
tion: male: caro, Spiritui et actioni bons, 
ut (va) neque illa neque hzc peragatur." 
The necessity of supposing an echatic 
meaning for fra in theology is obviated 
by remembering, that with God, resulta 
are all ротової See this verse ех- 
panded in Rom. vii. viii. as above: in vii. 
20 we have nearly the same words, and the 
same construction. It is true that 
6éAew there applies only to one side, the 
better will, striving after good: whereas 
here it must be taken ‘sensu commoni,’ 
for ‘ will’ in general, to whichever way in- 
clined. So that our verse requires expan- 
sion, both in the direction of Rom. vii. 
15—20,—and in the other direction, od 
yàp d G (after the natural man) word 
xaxdy GAN’ d ob OA dyabdy, тобто тод, 
—to make it logically complete. 18. 
By this verse, the locus respecting the fl 
and the Spirit is interwoven into the gene- 
ral argument, thus (cf. ver. 23): the law 
is made for the flesh, and the works of the 
flesh: the Spirit and flesh dyrixewra:: if 
(84 bringing out the contrast between the 
treatment of both in ver. 17, and the 

selection of one side in this verse) then 
ye are led by (see Rom. ref., S . 
wvetuari Oco? &yovrai, obrot viol. aow 
6cov) the Spirit, ye are not under the 
law. This he proceeds to substantiate, by 
specifying the works of the flesh and of 

Spirit. This interpretation is better 
than the merely practical one of Chrys., 
al, ó yàp myeua Ex os xph, a Bérrvci 
bà тобтоо wornpàr éwibuyley rasar 
ó 8 Tobre» àxaAAayels ob Зети ris 
ard ToU vóuov BonÜ«las, bjnAÓTe«pos TOAAG 
THs exelvou wapayyeAlas "yevópevos, —for 
it is a very different thing ob деоба 
yéuov, from ойк elvas bxd vópov. 
10—23.] substantiates (see above) ver. 
18. 19.] фауєр& (emphatic), plain 
to all, not acing like the more hidden 
fruits of the Spirit, to be educed and 
specified: and therefore more clearly 
amenable to law, which takes izance 
of та gavepd. &rwé ton) almost 
= for example: ‘qualia sunt: see on 
ch. iv. 24. éxa9., impurity in 
general. dodhy., ётоџиётут ярь 
vaca» ўдоуђу, Etym. fag. It does not 
seem to include necessarily the idea of 
lasciviousness : “ Demosthenes, makin 
mention of the blow which Meidias ha 
given him, characterizes it as in keeping 
with the well-known àcéA-yeia of the man 
(Мед. 514). Elsewhere he joins bec- 
woTués and dceAyws and po ers. 
Trench, New Test. Synonyms, p.64 The 
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= j Rom. xvi. 17 
Kw ЛҮ 

pot, kat та 0 onora тото, a " wpolEyo ù йш» кабдос ка! ише" 

Ч тронтоу, " órt ot та Баш 
Led э t , 

Üsov ov xAnpovoyinaovaty. | 

ororne, * ayabwotvn, тісті, 

only. L. P. Hag. l. з Judith xiii. 15. 

zoe" 
paróc Eoriy a yam, хара, нрйуп, " 

o Rom. XIII. 13. 1 1r iv. 8 only f. 

* mpágoovreç ' PaowAsiay к10 бат. 1.10. 
каржос̧ той wvei- ТИ 6 vey 1 Maco. vill. 

ua vnia, N i see above, 
"* mpavrne, ' &ykpartta* ere if 

Rom. xili. 18 
Wiad. xiv. 23. 2 Macc. 

only. 3 Cor. xili. 2. 1 Thess. lit. ‘only. Іва. zli. 30 ong. пасы ы 1 Thess. iv. 
phe AE Tanu, John vili. 54. ix. 19. x. Б Cor. vi. 9, 10. 

: (see Eph. v. 5. James ii. u = Rom. т " Eph. v. 9. " Heb. xil iL James Ш. 
18. Prov. хі. v w as above (v). ош, И. 4. 2 Cor. vi. 6. 

х as above (v т). Rom. Iz. 22. 1 Tim. I. 18. Heb.vi.13. James v.10al. Prov. xxv. 15. 47 аа abore 
{ew). Rom. iii. 12, xi: nei Eph: U. 7. Tie fl oniy, Ps. хі. 1 z Rom Epi. 
ve 2 Thess. i. попу. a Paul, 1 Cor iv. 11 al? James i. 21. М 18% 1 Pet. 
Hl. 15 oniy. Ps. xliv. b Acts xxiv. 25. 3 Pet. 1. 8(bís) oniy t. Bir. xviii. S0(tit!e) only. 

21. om doro: (prod тот homaotel, but see Hom i. 29) BX 17 demid F-lat! Clem 
Meion-e Iren- int Cypr Jer,(and elsw expressly) Ambrst Aug: ins ACDFEL rel Chr 
Thdrt, Damasc lat-mss-in-Jer Lucif. 

zpoeus., arov NI: проєютка DF. 
23. rec v rns, with DFEL rel: txt ABCN 17 Cyr-jer. 

om 2nd ка: BFN! 67? vulg wth Chr, Tert 
Lucif: ins ACDKLN' rel vss Clem Chr. Thdrt Damasc lren-int Jer. for 

aft eyxpar. ins ауғеа 
D'F latt(not am harl) Bas Pallad Iren-int Cypr Ambrst Pelag Sedul (not Jer Aug). 

best word for it seems to be wantonness, 
* protervitas.’ 20.] «De, in its 

meaning of idolatry: not, as Olsh., 
‘sins of lust,’ because of the unclean 
orgies of idolatry. фарр., either 
* poisonings,’ or * sorceries. The latter is 
preferable, as more frequently its senso in 
the LXX and N. T. (reff.), and because 
(Mey.) Asia was particularly addicted to 
sorceries (Acta xix. 19). Өъроѓ) pas- 
sionate outbreaks. 6vubs pér dori wpós- 
raipos, ópyh 82 woAvxpórios йэтакак!а, 
Ammonius, Jia$épe: Zè Oupds dpyijs, тф 
on иф» elrai друђу drabupcopdrny к. Er: 
ёикалорќуту, друђу 8¢ бре» dyririseaphoews. 
Orig. sel. in Ps. ii., vol. іі. 641 : both cited 
by Trench, Syn. p. 146. UA os, 
jealousy (in sense) —Treff. ip- 
(eias ] not strife,’ as E. V. and commonly, 
in error: see note on Hom. ii. 8,—but 
cabals, unworthy compassings of selfish 
ends. 21.] Wetst. N. T. ii. p. 147, 
traces in a note the later meanings of 

Here d:xeor., divisions, seems to 
lead to alpéc., parties, composed of those 
who have chosen their self-willed line and 
adhere to it. Trench quotes Aug. (cont. 
Crescon. Don. ii. 7 (9), vol. ix. p. 471): 
* Schisma est recens congregationis ex ali- 
uÀ sententiarum diversitate dissensio: 
йөген autem schisma inveteratum." But 
wemust not think of an ecclesiastica! mean- 
ing only, or chiefly here. 906, (Cv. )] 
see Rom. i. 29, where we have the same 
alliteration. & po. ] The construc- 
tion of & is exactly as John viii. 54, b» 
duets Adyere Sri Oeds par dori :—it is 
governed, but only as matter of reference, 

by vpoAé&yo, not to be joined by attrac- 
tion with spdocorres, as Olsh., al. 
жро\. к. tpostwov | I forewarn you (now), 
5 Ми (when I was with 

ou): the rpo- in cases pointing on 
to the great day of retribution. E тё 
rar] The article generalizes тоабта, 
the things of this kind, i. е. all such 

See Ellic.’s note. Bac. 0. 
оф kÀ.] See reff. 22.) к ‚ not 
Épya, ToU wvetparos. The works of the 
flesh are no xapxés, see Rom. vi. 21. 
These are the only real fruit of men: see 
John xv. 1—8 : compare also John iii. 20, 
note. They are, or are manifested in, 
үа: but they are much more: whereas 
ihose others are nothing more, as to any 
abiding result for good. dydawy —at 
the head, as chief—1 Cor. xiii. See Rom. 
xii. 9. Херб, better merely joy, than 
as Winer, al., ‘ voluptas ex aliorum com- 
modis percepta,’ эз о to 0dvos. 
We must not seek for a detailed logical 
opposition in the two lists, which would 
be quite alien from the fervid style of 
St. Paul. Xpyorérys, Av.] 
Jerome, comm. in loc., says, “ Benignitas 
sive suavitas, quia apud Grecos xpnord- 
rns utrumque sonat, virtus est lenis, 
blanda, tranquilla, e& omnium bonorum 
apta consortio: invitans ad familiaritatem 
sui, dulcis alloquio, moribus temperata. 
Non multum bonitas (dya@wotrn) a be- 
nignitate diversa est, quia et ipsa ad bene- 
faciendum videtur exposita. Sed in co 
differt ; quia potest bonitas esse tristior, et 
fronte severis moribus i ta bene qui- 
dem facere et prestare q dod poscitur: non 
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o ch. Ш. 81. 
чет. 17. 

d Т, 1 Cor. 
. 39, 23 al. 

е «es ch. vi. 14. 
see Rom. vi. 

2 Rom. vii. Б 
vill. 18 aU., 
ul. Heb. iL 
10. x. 38. 

1. 
= ver. 16 ref. Rom. I. Sal. 8 

24. Rom. iv. 13. ch. vi. 16. 
k here only t. (-f«a, Phil. il. 3.) 

24. ins xvpiov bef ypirrov N'(but erased). 

IIPOZ TAA ATA. 

ската тоу TOLOUTWY ойк Toru уброс̧. 
d 2 — a ? в , a æ- f > 

xpurrov Incov ту сарка ° toratowaay соу тос rah 
pao cal raiç * emiÂupiaiç. 25 ct Сору “wvedpart, mvev- 
part cal oroN he. 26 
Aoug ' spoxaXovpevor, AM, " $Üovovvrec. VI. I aded- 

us, 11, &e. h dat, Rom. xii. 12 al. Winer, § 31.6, 7. 1 el Acta xxl. 
Phil. iii. 16 only. (Eccles. xi. 6 only.) j = ch. iv. 13. 

1 here only t. 

V. 24—20. 

% ot St Tov 

ui tue кє»бдоЁо!, аАА\й- 

ph. v. 17 al. 
m here only t. Tobit iv. 16 only. 

rec om in, with DFKL rel latt 
syrr Chr Thdrt Ps-Ath Cypr Jer: ins ABCN 17 coptt mth Суг Bas Procop 

asc Aug. aft сарка ins avro» F vulg Cypr. 
25. xvevyar: bef (au. DF latt(not am demid al) Aug: (. ovr ev vv. к. ту. eTax. 

syrr Chr. om xa: F Ambrst-ed. eTouxovuey DKL e 672. 
98. adAnAovs BG! са k Chr Thdrt,-ms, (Ec: aAAqAows(sic) a: txt ACDFKLN rel 

Clem, Thdrt, Damasc. 

tamen suavis esse consortio, et sua cunctos 
invitare dulcedine." Plato, deff. 412 e, 
defines ^ Hous s per! 
ebAoyi las. үадес. is a enistic 
1 see reff. Perhaps kindness and 
goodness would best represent the two 
words. mío Tus, in the widest sense: 
faith, towards God and man: of love it 
is said, 1 Cor. ziii. 7, dera mioreva. 

23.] кретту seems to be well re- 
presented by meekness,—again, towards 
God and man: and éyxp. by temperance, 
—the holding in of the lusts and desires. 

ry тоюбт. answers to Trà тоабта 
above, and should therefore be taken as 
neuter, not masculine, as Chrys. al. This 
verse (see above on ver. 18) substantiates 
ойк èrrè бя) vépov—for if you are led 
by the Spirit, these are its fruits in you, 
and against these the law bas nothing to 
say: see 1 Tim. i. 9, 10. € Fur- 
ther confirmation of this last result, and 
transition to the exhortations of vv. 25, 26. 
But (contrast, the one universal choice 
of Christians, in distinction from the two 
catalogues) they who are Christ's cruci- 
fied (when they became Christ’s,—at their 
baptism, see Rom. vi. 2: not so well, 
‘have crucified,’ as E. V.) the flesh, with 
its passions and its desires, —and there- 
fore are entirely severed from and dead to 
the law, which is for the fleshly, and those 
passions and desires — on which last he 
founds, — 25.) If (no connecting 

rticle— giving more vividness to the in- 
erence) we LIVE (emphatic—if, as we saw, 
having slain the flesb, our life depends on 
the Spirit) in (said to be a species of in- 
strumental dative; but such usage is of 
very rare occurrence, and hardly ever 
undoubted. Here the dative is probably 
employed more as correspondiug to the 
dative in the other member, than with 

strict accuracy. But it may be justified 
thus: our inner life, which is hid with 
Christ in God, Col. iii. 3, is lived ятуєѓрат: 
[normal dative], the Spirit being its gene- 
rator and upholder) the Spirit,—in the 
Spirit (emphatic) let us also walk (in our 
conduct in life: let our practical walk, 
which is led xarà яроа(рєс:у of our own, 
be in harmony with that higher life in 
which we live before God by faith, and in 
the Spirit). 96.] connected with 
cTroixéper above, by the first person, — 
and with ch. vi. 1, by the sense; and so 
ee са БА the admonitions 
which follow. óm., let us 
not become — cfficiamas, 1 
a mild, and at the same time a solemn 
method of warning. For while it seems 
to concede that they were not this as yet, 
it assumes that the process was going on 
which would speedily make them so. ‘ Let 
«s not be, of the E. V., misses this. 
xtvóBoEo. would include, as De W. ob- 
serves, all worldly honour, as not an 
object for the Christian to seek, 1 Cor. 
i. 31; 2 Cor. x. 17. ФМА. po- 
il eis QuAoveucas к. Ipeis, Chrys. So 
és Sixas wpoxkaAovuévev тё» "A@nvaler, 
Thuc. vii. 18: «is udym» wpobkaAeiro, 
Xen. (Wetst.) < фдоуеу is the correla- 
live act on the part of the weak, to the 
трокалеїт@ш on the part of the st Я 
The strong vauntingly challenged their 
weaker brethren: they could only reply 
with envy.” Ellicott. These words 
are addressed to ай the Galatians :—the 
danger was common to both parties, the 
obedient and disobedient, the orthodox 
and the Judaizers. 

VI. 1—5.) Exhortation to forbearance 
and humility. Brethren (bespeaks their 
attention by a friendly address; marking 
also the opening of a new subject, con- 

ABCDF 
KL a U 
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n 0 17 
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1 Thece fl. 8 Rev. it. 24 on Bir 

33. 1 Cor. xl. 28. xiv. a Matt 
11 eel. Gen. xxix. 38. imper. аог., John zv 15. 1 Сог. vi. 20 

Cuar. VI. 1. om Ist ка K o: 

єкаттоз сеаот. u к. avros Tepasi F. 
2. Вастасете Rl: txt ЇЗ. 

unusual : 

IIPOZ TAAATAS. 

con Matt.iv.91aL Ezra iv. 13. 
33. то 2 Cor. Н, 6, 7. x. II. Tit. Hi 1 t 

ix. 10). 1 18. Eph. 1.17 al. чыгы 

forsan arm. 
wpaor., with ACDFEL rel: txt BN 17. (See ch v. 23.) 

avaxAnpecere (prob corra, 
see reff) BF latt Syr sah eth Thdrt-ms 1 lat-ff: txt ACDKLN rel syr 
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° ävðpwroç i tv Tvi ' тараттш- " onse dur 
r. xl. 21 

тд» ' rotovroy Ср 

err сєаотбу, ру ка! où оо л 
xi. 38. ? aX rd * Bán d Ваатайьте, kai p Math v 1. 

P vópov rob yoigrov. ?& а Рв. ш: 
Eze 

тш. 26. 
Acts xxil. 

m Rom. viiL 15 bis, xL 8 (trom а. 
ks . iv. 

. lv. 18. Inn. Н. 4. i. 17 only t. ? Mace. г e 
3 Mate UE i a xv. 28. Cor iv. 2. 

= Rom. x (ch. v f.) 
All. lé 1 Gor. E 16. in. 17. Phil. H. 90. Thee 

b see Rom. vill. 3. 

хрокаталуфе) К. rec 
for ov, avtos D!.—oc«. 

the imper aor being 

тобан [Ellic.]) such а person 

Clem Ath Chr Thdrt Damasc, impletis goth. 

nected however with the fi regoin see 
abore), if & man be even (тро- 
Азнфёў has the emphasis, on account of 
the cal. This makes it necessary to assign 
a meaning to it which shall justify ite 
emphatic position. And such meaning is 
clearly not found in the ordinary render- 
ings. К. g. Chrysostom,—ddy cuvapm 
—Lso E. V. * overtaken,’ and De Wette, 
which could not be emphatic, but would 
be palliative: Grotius, — si quis antea 
[h. e. 1 hec ep. ad vos veniat] 

it“ Winer,—‘ etiam si 
[si vel] Ted antea deprehensus fuerit in 
peccato, eum tamen [iterum peccantem] 

igite г Olsh., who regards the xpo- 
almost as expletive, betokening merely 
that the AauBdvecGa: comes in time be- 
fore the xarapríQew. The only mean- 
ing which satisfies the emphasis is that 
of being caught in the fact, ‘flagrante 
delicto, before he can escape: which, 
though unusual, seems justified by ref. 
Wied. : and во Me er, Ellic., al.) in any 

on (with the meaning ‘over- 
taken’ for roh,]. falls also that 
of ‘inadvertence’ for тараттыра. The 
stronger meaning of ‘stn,’ is far com- 
moner in St. Paul: see ref. Rom. and 
ib. v. 15, 16, 20; 2 Cor. v. 19; Eph. i. 7 
ii. 1, 5; Col. ii. 18 bis), do ye, the spi- 
ritual ones (said not in irony, but bond 
Jide: referring not to the clergy only, 
but to eve believer), restore (Beza, 
Hammond, Bengel, al, have imagined 
an allusion to a dislocated limb being 
redaced into place: but the simple ethi- 
cal sense ia abundantly justified by ex- 
amples: see Herodot., cited on 1 Cor. 
i 10; Stob. i. 85, xaraprlQew pidrous 

especially 1 Cor. v. 5, 1) i te pt 
of meekness (beware of the sill 
diadys : Chrys. gives the right e 
—ойк elxey “dy прабттт” ААА dy 
wveóuar, rp“ dns бт: ка) Tjj 
жуєбраті табта BSoxet, ка) т) 8буасда: 
per dwieixelas 8:орбобу obs duaprdvor- 
Tas, xaplcuarós dari xvevpariov: and 
Ellic., “ жу. here seems immediately to 
refer to the state of the inward Spirit as 
wrought upon by the Holy Spirit, and 
ultimately to the Holy Spirit, as the in- 
working power. Cf. Rom. i. 4, viii. 15; 
2 Cor. iv. 13; Eph. i. 17: їп all of which 
cases xv. seems to indicate the Holy Spirit, 
and the abstract genitive the specific 
xdpioua ), — looking to thyself (woh have 
the same angling o out of individuals from a 
multitude previousl ly addressed in Thucyd. 
i. 42, Sv dvOupnOdvres, кай vedrepós тіз 
тарі xpeoBurépov pabdéy, &ķioúvræ . 
$uüs dutyecbas. See more examples in 
Bernhardy, p. 421), lest thou also be 
tempted (on a similar occasion : notice the 
aorist). 2.] MMA, prefixed and 
emphatic, has not been enongh attended to. 
You want to become disciples of that Law 
which imposes heavy burdens on men : if 
you will bear burdens, bear ONE ANOTHER’S 
burdens, and thus fulfil (see var. readd. : 
notice aorist: by this act fulfil) the law 
of Christ,—a far higher and better law, 
whose only burden is love. The position 
of à) A ev I conceive fixes this meaning, 
by throwing тё Вари into the shade, as a 
terum common to the two laws. As to the 
Bain, the more general the meaning we 
give to it, the better it will accord with the 
sense of the command. The matter men- 
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e Phi. iti. 4 
reff. 

d ch. ii. 6 reff. 
eit dor vi 
re eivai, е M , ~vi 
ипдё>» бт tavutOwvw puovo» TO 

e here 

10. 
f = Hom. 11. 6. 1Pet.1.17. Rev. ххіі.12. Ps. xxvil. 4 

vill.8. Prov. viii. 10. 
ба. Paul. Heb. ili.6. Deut. x. 31 al. 

k Matt. xi. 30. xxiii. 4. Luke xi. 46 (ola): 
Phil. iv. 15. 1 Tim. v. 38. Heb. 

IPOS TAAATAE. 

h æ Luke хіі. 21. xvi.8 Eph. i. Б. 
jme н. хіН. 8. 1 Cor. fv.6. vi. 1. x. 24 10 al. Exod. хті 18. 

Acts XXVII. 10 only. 2 Kinja zix 1 Rom. 
i.14 1Pet.iv.18 2 John 11. 1. ix. 

xviii. 28. xxi. 21. 4 Hom. 11.18. 1 Cor. xiv. 10 only t. 

VI. 

dp Soceĩ тес “elvat тї undi ov, фогуатата tavróv. 
4 có & E yov cavrov * Soxinatíro Ёкастос, kai rore " etc 

inii» кабутна | tke, kat ойк " tc 
Baar. pe d ̀ 5 caro yap то 110» * фортіо» У Bacracet. 

Jong Y . TOV ETEDOV 

61 KOLYA- 
е * a - — , 

(me Tl l. veirw Of o " kargyoUptroc тоу AOyov тр " karnyouvrt Ev 
к = Luke xiv. 19. 1 Cor. iif 18. xi. 28. 2 Cor. 

1 Rom. iv. $. karx., 1 Cor. v. 

xii. 13. xv. 17. . 85. 
4. m Luke I. 4 Acta 

8. тес cavror bef pperarara, with DFKL rel latt gr-lat-ff: txt ABCR m 17 
coptt Chr. 

4. om exacros B sah. 

tioned in the last verse led on to this: 
but this grasps far wider, extending to ай 
the burdens which we can, by help and 
sympathy, bear for one another. There are 
some which we cannot: see below. 
évawdnp., thoroughly falfil: Еіс. quotes 
Plut. Poplicol. ii., dverAfpwoe thy BovA3» 
SA οο %,; ‘ filled up the Senate.’ 
.] The chief hindrance to sympathy with 
the burdens of others, is self-conceit : that 
must be got rid of. elvai qÍ, see reff. 

pnv бу] there is (perhaps: but 
this must not bo over-pressed, see Ellic.) 
a fine irony in the subjective дуду — 
‹ being, if he would come to himself, 
and look on the real fact, nothing: 
—whereas ob & expresses more the 
objective fact,—his real absolute worth- 
lessness. See examples of both expres- 
sions in Wetst. h. ]. $pevaxatQ] 
not found elsewhere: see ref. and James i. 
26. The word seems to mean just as 
dwarév xap8iay афто? there: I should 
hardly hold Ellic.'s distinction: both are 
subjective deceits, and only to be got rid 
of by testing them with plain matter of 
fact. 4.| The test applied : emphasis 
on тё Épyov, which (as Mey.) is the com- 
plex, the whole practical result of his life, 
see reff. Вок.) put to the trial (reff.) : 

~ not render 8óripov, which the word will 
not bear. x. Tóre] And then (after 
he has done this) he have his matter 
of boasting we article makes it subjec- 
tive: the xavynpa, that whereof to boast, 
not without a slight irony, — whatever mat- 
ter of boasting he finds, after such a test- 
ing, will be) in reference to himself alone 
(«їз dav. рбу. emphatic—corresponds to 
ets тду ёт. below), and not (as matter of 
fact: not uf) in reference to the other, 
(or, his neíghbour—the man with whom 
he was comparing himself: general in its 
meaning, but particular in each case of 
comparison). 5.] And this is the 
more advieable, because in the nature of 

things, each man's own load (of infirmi- 
ties and imperfections and sins: not of 
* responsibility,’ which is alien from the 
context) will (in iurat d life: not ‘ at 
the last day,’ which is here irrelevant, 
and would surely have been otherwise ex- 
pressed: the Вастасеі must correspond 
with the Barrd(ere above, and be a taking 
up and carrying, not an ultimate bearing 
the consequences of) come upon himself 
to bear. here, hardly witlf 
any allusion to JEsop's well-known fable 
(C. and H. ii. 182, edn. 2), — but, —as distin- 
guished from Bdpos, in which there is an 
idea of grievance conveyed,—the load im- 
posed on each by his own fault. The future, 
in this sense of that which must be in the 
nature of things, is discussed by Bern- 
hardy, pp. 377-8. 6—10.] Ezhorta- 
tion (in pursuance of the command in ver. 
2, sce below), to liberality towards their 
teachers, and to beneficence in general. 

6.] xotwevelrw most likely intransi- 
tive, as there does not appear to be an 
instance of its transitive use in the N. T. 
(certainly not Rom. xii. 13). But the two 
senses come nearly to the same: he who 
shares in the necessities of the saints, can 
only do so by making that necessity partly 
his own, i. e., by depriving himself to that 
extent, and communicating to them. Оп 
karnxoóu. and xarnxay, see Suicer, Thes. 
sub voce. This meaning, of ‘ giving oral 
instruction,’ is confined to later Greek: 
see 1444. and Scott. 84, as bringing 
out а contrast to the individuality of the 
last verse. тфу ‚ in its very 
usual sense of the Gospel,—the word of 
life. It is the accusative of reference or 
of second government, after xarnyotuevos, 
as in Acts xviii. 26. iv wac. dy. 
in all good things: the things of this life 
mainly, as the context shews. Nor does 
this meaning produce an abrupt break 
between vy. 5 and 6, and 6 and 7, as 
Meyer (who understands &yefi of moral 
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T. for ea», су BDF m Dial Thi: txt ACD*KLN rel Clem Chr Thdrt Damasc. 
for rovro, Tavra D'F (latt). 

8. ту сарк: F: in carne latt. 
ABCD?*ELN rel. 
eie) № (сотта by N-corr!). 

9. rec exxax, with CD KL rel Clem Chr Thdrt, еккакусорєу 
Өєрсереу CFLN d hi k m 17. Chr-wlf. 

good; Mare with your teachers in all 
virtues : i.e. ‘imitate their virtues?) 
maintains. From the mention of bearing 
one another's burdens, he naturally passes 
to one way, and one case, in which those 
burdens may be borne—viz. by relieving 
the necessities of their ministers (thus 
almost all Commentators) ; and then, 
%.] regarding our good deeds done for 
Christ as а seed sown for eternity, he 
warns them not to be deceived : in this, as 
in other seed-times, God's order of things 
cannot be set at nought: whatever we 
sow, that same shall we reap. ot 
puernp.] is not mocked :—though men 
subjectively mock God, this mocking has 
no objective existence: there is no such 
thing as mocking of God in reality. 
puerplfay Aéyogey trols фу TQ Sdiaral - 
(еу тёз ToUTÓ vos Tb uépos (uur ip 
éxioxa@vras, Etym. Mag. (cited by Eile 
Pollux quotes the word from Lysias: in 
medicine it is used for bleeding at the nose 
(Hippocrat. p. 1240 р). yep, and 
in this it will be shewn.’ orei 
present subjunctive (cf. orelpav below). 

тоёт. к. 0.] this (emphatic, this and 
nothing else) shall he also (by the same 
rule) reap, viz. eventually, at the great 
harvest. The final judgment is necessa- 
rily sow introduced by the similitude (ô 
Gepwruós rA alavés deri, Matt. 
xiii. 39), but does not any the more belong 
to the context in ver. 5. 8.] Zu, for 
— i.e. and this will be an example of the 
universal rule. å owelpev, he that 
(now) soweth,—is now sowing. 
els, unto,—with а view to—not local, 
* drops his seed into,’ ‘ tanquam in agrum,’ 
Bengel: this in the N. T. is given by ёх 
(Matt. 1 xiii. 24, 27. Mark iv. 15), or ёт 

att. xiii. 20, 23. Mark iv. 16, 20, 31): 

for eavrov, avrov D!F a! Thdrt Thi: 
aft таркоз ins avrov DF copt wth Chr Thdrt Zeno. 

txt 
0epi- 

for «is T. wy. (in spiritu latt), ex Tou xy. D! sah. 
: txt ABD!N m 17 

els ras ёкбубаз (Matt. xiii. 22. Mark iv. 
18) rather being ‘among the thorns’ (see 
Ellic.). davrov, not apparently with 
any especial emphasis—to his own flesh. 

фборбу) (not àwéAeav—ss Phil. 
iii. 19) oorruption — because the flesh is 
a prey to corruption, and with it all fieshly 
desires and practices come to nothing (De 
W.): see 1 Cor. vi. 18; xv. 50:—or per- 
Ar in the stronger sense of $6opd (see 

r. iii. 17; 2 Pet. ii. 12), destruction 
(Moyer). de т. v.] See Rom. viii. 
11, 15—17. 9.] But (їп our case, 
let there be no chance of the alternative: 
see Hartung, Partikell. i. 166) in well- 
doing (stress on калбу) let us not be 
faint-hearted (on yx. and lxx., see note, 
2 Cor.iv. 1. It seems doubtful, whether 
such a word as éxxaxéw exists at all in 
Greek, and whether its use by later writers 
and in lexicons is not entirely due 
to these doubtful readings. бее Ellic.’s 
note): for in due time (an expression of 
the pastoral Epistles, see reff..—and Pro- 
legomena to those Epistles, § i. 82, and 
note) we shall reap, if we do not faint 
(so reff., and Isocr., p. 322 a, 17 od» ph 
торттабі» ёкли, жолАд» Fri до: Aer- 
Téwv бутау). Thdrt., al, join ph кА. 
with дерісоцеу, — wóvov аде Верісоре» 
Tà стєрбреуа` .... ёт) ply yàp тй» 
alf d owepudroy cal 6 сжброѕ Exe 
advov, к. б dunrds dsabtws’ 8:албе yàp 
*oAAdxis robs duavras к. Tb тїз Spas 
Bepudy> AAA exeivos ob тобто 6 üuvrós: 
sróvov ydp dari к. Id pro фХеїбероз. But 
though such a rendering would be unob- 
үе (not ae ob for uf, as 

ück., al., for as rightly, the parti- 
cle being subjective, i would be in place), 
it would give a very vapid sense: whereas 
the other eminently suits the exhortation 
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b Heb. vil. 4 only. Zech. ii. 
d Philem. 19. ( 

11. Хан: Mem. i. 8, 10. I Ps. сх1. 6 Bymm.) 
11. 8 reff. 
11. 18. Bernbardy, p. 870. Ich. iv. 39 reff. 

10. exeu«» ВІК. 
Clem, -сөреба К вр. 

II. pau pact» bef ошу DF Aug. 

стаорф TOU уфатоо ju) ! Stwxwvrat. 

в 1 Cor. xvi. 31. Col. iv. 18. 2 Thess. lii. 17. 

Luke 1. 50 al Gen. vil. 10. 

13 ou yap ot 

.M vat. alxeios фиЛософіос, Btrab. i. p.1& | oikeioc yewypagiac, ib. р. 25. (Wetat.) 
2 c see note and Acts xxviii. 21. 1 Масс. v. 10. dat, Matt. vili. 8. 

fhere only t. (- пос, Gen. xii 
g Rom. 11. 28. 1 Tim. ili. 16 reff. h ch 

k =ch.v.ll ref. dat, Rom. xi. 20. 3 Cur. 

epya(oueba ABL c d m n goth Ce: txt B!CDFN rel vss 

12. rec un bef rw aT. т. xp., with FKL rel Chr Thdrt Ambrst: txt ABCDN 17 vulg 
Syr goth Victorin Aug Jer Pelag. 

ph dyx. 10.) Epa olv, so then: the 
proper meaning of бра, ‘rebus ita com- 
paratis, is here distinctly apparent: its 
weaker ratiocinative force being supported 
by the collective power of ob-. Ellic. 

©з] not ‘while’ (Olsh., al.),. nor, 
* according as,’ i. е. * quotiescu „nor, 
‘since,’ causal (De W., Winer, al.), — but 
аз, i. e. in proportion as: let our benefi- 
сепсе be in proportion to our xaipds— 
let the seed-time have its xa:pds 8:05, as 
well as the harvest, ver. 9. Thus xaipós 
is а common term between the two verses. 

TÒ ày.] the good thing: as we 
say, ‘he did the right thing: that which 
is (in each сазе) good. T. olxelovs т 
ator.) those who 
there does not seem to be any allusion to 
a household, as in E. V. In Isa. lviii. 7 
thy fellow-men’ are called of olkeio« тоб 
c*épkarós cov: во also in the examples 
from the later classics in Wetst., olxezo: 
ФіХософіаѕ, — "yeorypapías, — óAXvyapxías, 
Tupavvl8os,—rpudijs. 

11—end.] POSTSCRIPT AND BENEDIC- 
TION. 11.) See in how large letters 
(in what great and apparently unsightly 
characters: see note on next verse. wy- 
Мко will not bear the rendering (1) 
‘how many,’ xécois,—or (2) ‘ what sort,’ 
wolors :—but only (3) how great [reff.]. 
Nor can (8) be made to mean (1) by 
taking ypdupara for Epistle,’ a sense un- 
known to 8t. Paul) I wrote (not strictly 
the epistolary scribebam, nor referring to 
the following verses only : but the aorist 
spoken as at the time when they would 
receive the Epistle, and referring I be- 
lieve to the whole of it, see also below) 
with my own hand. I do not see how 
itis possible to avoid the inference that 

belong to the faith: 

9uxovrau АСЕК, ad fk m: txt BDR rel. 

these words apply to the whole Epis- 
tle. If they had reference only to the 
passage in which they occur, would not 
үрёфо have been used, as in 2 Thess. iii. 
17? Again, there is no break in style 
here, indicating the end of the dictated 
portion, and the har of the written, 
as in Rom. xvi. 25; 2 Thess. iii. 17 al. 
I should rather believe, that on account 
of the uliar character of this Epistle, 
St. Paul wrote it all with his own hand, 
—as he did the pastoral Epistles: and I 
find confirmation of this, in the partial 
resemblance of its style to those Epistles. 
(See Prolegomena, as above on ver. 9.) 
And he wrote it, whether from weakness 
of his eyes, or from choice, in large cha- 
racters. 18.] As my Epistle, so my 
practice: I have no desire to make a fair 
show outwardly: my ypduyara аге not 
ebmpésewa (ів there a further allusion to 
the same point in бсо: r$ xavón тоўте 
croxfeovow, and even in oriypera, bo- 
low Р) and I have no sympathy with these 
Өёлортез ebwposewjoa: d capri. The 
word eimposwwety occurs only here: but 
we have ga:womrposwreiy, Cic. Att. vii. 
21; xiv. 21: geuvorposwreiv, Aristoph. 
Nub. 363. iv к, not merely ‘is 
the flesh,’ but in outward things, which 
belong to man’s natural state: see ch. 
v. 19. otro, it is these who: sce 
ver. 7. dvayxdfovow] are com. 
pelling:—go abeut to compel. TÊ 
cravpe|] dative of the cause, see reff. 
Winer would understand ‘ should be per- 
secuted with the Cross (1. е: with suffer- 
ings like the Cross) of Christ.’ But apart 
from other objections (which I do not feel, 
however, so strongly as Ellic.), surely this 
would have been otherwise expressed by 

ABCDF 
KL a b 
e de ſg 
hkim 
nol 
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LX) dat, ch. v. 10. Phil. iii. 16. w & constr., ch. v. 28 (tr). я аы 

18. reprrerunnero BL rel 67? copt goth lat-ff: txt ACDKN d h 117 syrr Mcion-e 
Chr Thdrt Damasc Bede. for @cAovery, Воућоута: АС. wepitener@a: В. 

xavxynoorvra: DG! c d. 
14. каухттосба AD!. ins o bef xocuos Е (Clem Bas,) Thl. rec ins 

r bef косро, with CDK L rel Clem Orig, Ath, Mac Bas, Epiph Chr Cyr Thdrt 
Damasc : om ABC'D'FN 17 Orig, Ath, 

15. rec (for ovre yap) ev yap x. ino. ovre (from ch v. 6), with ACDFKLN rel 
latt syr-w-ast(e» to ine.) copt seth-pl Thdrt Damasc Victorin Ambrst : txt B 17 Syr 
syr(altern) sah goth sth arm(ed 1805) Chr Syne Jer Aug. rec (for erty) we xvei 
(from ch v. 6), with D*KLN? rel vulg Chr Thdrt: txt ABCD'FN! 17. 67? Syr syr- 
mex coptt eth Orig ТЫ. Sync Jer Aug Ambrst. 

16. cro:xovoww (corra to pres, as more usual and simpler. No reason can be given 
why the fut should have been substituted, and i£ belongs to the nervous style of this 
conclusion) АС! DF syrr copt(appy) goth arm Chr Cyr Victorin Jer Aug, Ambrst Ruf: 

тоз *abfuacw ог the like. 18.] 
For (proof that they Mea ошу {о ere 
persecution) not even who are bei 
ыны (who are the adopters aii 
stigators of circumcision, cf. ёуаукё(оисіу 
above) themselves keep the law (уброу em- 
phatic: the words contain a matter of 
fact, not known to us otherwise,—that 
these preachers of legal conformity ex- 
tended it not to the whole law, but 
selected from it at their own caprice), 
but wish you (emphatic) to be circum. 

i that in your (emphatic) flesh they 
may make their boast (Iva фу TẸ xara- 
adwrey thy Üpnerépar сірка xavxfiowr- 
ти és 8:84скало: sper, i. e., дабттёз 
pâs Éxorres, Thl. In this way they es- 
caped the scandal of the Cross at the 
hands of the Jews, by making in fact 
their Christian converts into Jewish pro- 
selytes). 14.] But to me let it not 
happen to boast (on the construction, see 
reff. Meyer quotes Xen. Cyr. vi. 3. 11,— 
Ф Ze uéywrre, AaBeir por убуото abróv), 
except in the Cross (the atoning death, 
as my means of reconcilement with God) 
of our Lord Jesus Christ (the full name 
for solemnity, and дф» to involve his 
readers in the duty of the samo abjura- 
tion), by means of whom (not so well, 
‘of which’ [тоў тташрой as many Com- 
mentators; the greater antecedent, vo 
көр. Hp. I. x, coming after the cravpg, 

Vor. III. 

has thrown it into the shade. Besides, it 
could hardly be said of the Cross, 8. оё) 
the world (the whole system of unspiritual 
and unchristian men and things. Notice 
the absorption of the article in & word 
which had become almost a proper name: 
so with fis, yñ, wóAis, &c.) has been 
(and is) crucified (not merely ‘dead ? he 
chooses, in relation to cTavpós above, this 
stronger word, which at once brings in his 
union with the death of Christ, besides his 
relation to the world) to me (dol, dative 
of ethical relation: во uóve Malie каб- 
ed, Plut. Erot. p. 760 a: see other ex- 
amples in Bernhardy, p. 85), and I to the 
world. Ellic. quotes from Schótt., *alter 
pro mortuo habet alterum.’ 15.] See 
ch. v. 6. Confirmation of last verse : so 
far are such things from me as а ground 
of boasting, that they are nothing: the 
new birth by the Spirit is all in all. 
«Tíaw (see note on 2 Cor. v. 17), creation: 
and therefore the result, as regards an 
individual, is, that he is a new creature: 
so that the word comes to be used in both 
significations. me And as many 
(reference to the Seo: of ver. 12; and in 
xavdvs to the ebrposcr. and wnAlxos 
ypdup.? вее above) as shall walk by this 
rule (of ver. 15. xavæv is a ‘straight 
rule,’ to detect crookedness : hence a sor- 
ma vivendi. The dative is normal), peace 
be (not is: it is the пони blessing, 
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x = Bom. ti. $, siphon хет abrode Kat EAeoc, У kai 
17 a roi Лото? ? кбтгоос pot unc ” тареуёты" edet : 

° oriypara rov ‘Incov év T9 cupari роо nol? 
y cigs * той Өғо?. 

Rom. іх. 6. f n 
agen. of “үле eye уар та 

п i ағ Bard. 
fauc i 104, 

b Mane- d 

Duker A b. 

с gai ony, 
ce 1. 11 

d - zd w. 45 

18 H хаос rov æuplou quay ‘Inco xpurov pera rov 
 rvevparoc оноу, adeA pot. ару. 

IPO lAAATAX. 

xv. ÍT Е " Acta ix. 15. ied беоб Bae rd tei, Clem. Rom. (Coteler. 1. 6. Ellic.) € Phil. tv. 
33. 2 Tim. iv. 33. 

txt BC!'KLN rel F et. F-lat) Chr Thdrt Hil Bede. 
for @cov, короо DIF (G-lat has both). 

17. то Abt bu 

C8D*KL rel vulg D-lat syrr goth eth-pl: то 
uneis por xowovs D. 

om Srd xa: ЮЗ. 

rec ins киру Ў bef f imeov, with 

v xp. Euthal-ms al: т. kv w xv N: Tov 
кир. nuwy ino. xp. DIF: alii;aliter: txt ABG 17 am(with demid F-lat) Petr-alex 
Dial Euthal Epiph. 

18. om «uev N m. om aun» G Victorin Ambrst. 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec adds eypagn aro peus, with B*K(L) rel syrr copt Thdrt 
Euthal Jer, aro e$ecov Thl, (Ec: some add ĝia rirov, or Sta тїт. к. Лорка, or Bua Tv- 
Хікоо: ба yxeipos wavdov al, : 1 has no subscr: reAos rns ew. wp. уал. L (d): txt 
AB!C!N(adding erix 1:8’) 17, and D(addg єтАуробу) F(prefixing ereAco@n). 

so common in the beginninge of his Epis- 
tles : see also Eph. vi. a^ upon them (come 
on them from God; reff., and Luke ii. 26, 
40 al. freq.) and (and indeed, *unb а 
е xal explicative, as it is call 
ee the Israel of God (the subject 

e whole Epistle seems to have given 
rise to this expression. Not the Israel 
after the flesh, among whom thcse teachers 
wish to enrol you, are blessed: but the 
IsRAEL OF Gop, described ch. iii. ult., 
el 32 брез xpirrod, ёра той A Bpady 
orippa ёстё. Jowett compares, though 
not exactly parallel, yet for a similar ap- 
parent though not actual distinction, 1 
Сог. x. 82). I.] тоё Aovwod, as E. V., 
henceforth : scil, xpévov. So Herod. iii. 
16, J тоб Acro Biarraro :—see nu- 
merous other examples in Wetstein. “тё 
Ao continuum et perpetuum tempus 
significat, —ut, apud Xen. Cyr. viii. б. 24; 
rod Хотой autem repetitionem ejusdem 
facti reliquo tempore indicat, ut "ET 
Aristoph. in Pace, v. 1684 [1060 Bekk. 
Hermann ad Viger., p. 706. But the 
above example from Herod. hardly seems 
to bear this out. Rather is a thing 
happening in time regarded as belonging 

e period including it, and the geni- 
tive is one of possession, Against this 
Ellic., viewing the gen. as simply partitive, 
refers to Donalds. Gram. $ 451: who 
however defines his meaning by saying 
* partitive, or, what is the same thing, 
possessive.” This indeed must be the 

clear and only account of a partitive 
genitive. кёк. rape] How? 
Thdrt. (hardly Chrys.), al., understand 
it of the тан of writing more epistles 
—otxért, gori: pd ya ті жалі &réto- 
por дут! è урацибтеу rods иёЛетаз 
Seixvup:, к. Tar aleicpevy тё сте. 
But it seems much more natural to take 
it of giving him trouble by rebellious 
conduct and denying his apostolic autho- 
rity, seeing that it was stamped with 
so powerful a seal as he proceeds to 
state. фү® vp! for it is I (not = 
‘Judaizing teachers) who carry (perha 
in ver. 5, and ch. v. 10,—bear, as a ba 
but Chrys.’s idea seems more adapted t to 
the feierlich character of the sentence: 
otk elxev, Exo, dd, Вастё(о, бетер тїз 
eri zporalas péya фроуду d$ onpelos 
BaciAikois : see reff. [2 ]) in (on) my body 
the marks of Jesus тё orlypara, 
—the marks branded on slaves to indicate 
their owners. So Herod. vii. 233, rods 
wAeüvas abr, кеЛебсаутоѕ Hep co, 
rio otlypara BasıAhla: and in an- 
other place (ii. 113) is а passage singularly 
in point: Frey d»Opósxor zi 
orlypara ipá, ёобтд» Bibobs TE Seg, ob 

есті тойтоу Gyacba:. Sec many more 
examples in Wetst. These marks, in St. 
Paul's case, wêre of course the scars o m 
wounds received in the service of Ms 
fer—cf. 2 Cor. xi. 28 ff. "Ies 
is the genitive of possession, —nsworing 
to the possessive Bat in the extract 

* A АВСОР "еті TOV Тера? ABCD 



17, 18. 

above. There is no allusion whatever to 
any similarity between himself and our 
Lord, ‘the marks which Jesus bore ; such 
an allusion would be quite irrelevant : and 
with its irrelevancy falls a whole fabric of 
Romanist superstition which has been 
raised on this verse, and which the fair and 
learned Windischman, giving as he does the 
honest interpretation here, yet attempts to 
defend inasupplemental note. Neither 
enn we naturally suppose any comparison 
intended between these his orlyyara as 
Christ's servant, and circumciston : for he 
is not now on that subject, but on his 
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authority as sealed by Christ : and such a 
comparison is alien from the majesty of the 
sentence. 1] THE APOSTOLIO BLESS- 
ING. No special intention need be sus- 
pected in жуєйиатоѕ (üwd'ym» abrobs ray 
тарккд», Chrys.) as the same expression 
occurs ut the end of other Epistles (reff.). 
I should rather regard it as a deep expres- 
sion of his Christian love, which is further 
carried on by ёделфоі, the last word, — 
parting from them, after an Ejpistle of 
such rebuke and warning, in the fulness 
of brotherhood in Christ. 

F 2 



IIPOX ESEZIOYZ. 

a Rom. xv. 33. 

9 Cor. I. 1. 
Ні. 5. Col. 
1. 3 Tim. 

.lonly 
v. 16. 

.  ПаюАос атостоћос̧ xptorov "Incov * Sta OeAnnaroc ABDr 
KLN ab — - еә — y А Li Г 8 - 7 

boù, roic " ayioiç тос obo [ev Egéoy | kat Ĉ RIOTOIÇ tV c defg 
; b — Acts іх. 73, 32, 41. Rom. I. 7 al. fr. Dan. vil. 18. € e Acts 3. 4$. 1 Tim. hk Im 
Rev. xvii. 14. Wied. Ш. 9. по]? 

TITLE. elz wavAou Tov awocToAov n *pos epecious er roa: Steph яроѕ edeciovs 
eri ro wavAov, with al: wpos еф. ew. Tov ayiov awocroAov wavAou h: Tov ay. 
ак. ж. єжіст. wp. ep. L: Tois €$eciois дирт Tavra 8:8аскаћоѕ e f: apxeras 
троз epeciovs DF: incipit epistula ad ephesios am: wp. ep. ew. k.: ew. wp. ep. I: txt 
ABKN m n o 17. 

СнАР. I. 1. rec ino. bef xp., with AFKLN rel vulg-ed(with fuld F-lat) Syr gr-lat-ff : 
txt BD 17 am syr copt goth Orig-cat Damasc Ambrst. aft ayiois ins жасу AN? 
vulg copt Cyr Jer-txt. om 2nd ros D. om er єфесо BIN?! 672. (supplied in 
margin B!(? see table]f, so also M3.) Basil says, ofrw yàp ка) of xpd zus rapa- 
бейка, ка) hers èv Tois wadawis Tür йутгурќфоу ebphxavey: Marcion is a 
Tert of inserting ad Laodicenos, and so does not seem to have read ev еф. here. Also 
Tert and Jerome seem to have found it omd in other MSS. *quidam ...putant... 
eos qui Ephesi sunt sancti et fideles essentie vocabulo nuncupatos ut... ab Eo qui 
EST, hi qui винт appellentur... Alii vero simpliciter поп ad eos qui sint(al sunt), 
sed qui Ephesi sancti et fideles sint, scriptum arbitrantur." Jerome ad Eph. i. 1, vol. 
vii. p. 545. (See prolegomena, 8 ii. 17 a.) 

Cuar. I. 1, 2.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. I.] xp. In., as in the case of 
SovAos “Ine. xp., seems rather to denote 

ion, than to belong to é&wóeroAos 
and designate the n from whom sent. 

5.4 Ge. eo] See on 1 Cor. i. 1. 
Ав these words there have а special refer- 
ence, and the corresponding ones in Gal. 
i. 1 also, so it is natural to suppose that 
here he has in his mind, hardly perhaps 
the especial subject of vv. 3—11, the will 
of the Father as the ground of the election 
of the church, but, which is more likely 
in а general introduction to the whole 
Epistle, the great subject of which he is 
about to treat, and himself as the author- 
ized expositor of it. т. обслу фу EG.] 
On this, and on Ephesus, see Prolegomena. 
On y lots, see Ellicott’s note. It is used 

here in its widest sense, as designating the 
members of Christ’s visible Church, pre- 
sumed to fulfil the conditions of that mem- 
bership: cf. ially ch. v. 83. wal me- 
Tois фу x. I. I These words follow rather 
unusually, separated from т. ay. by the de- 
signat ion of abode: a circumstance which 
might seem to strengthen the suspicion 
against ё» "Epdcy, were not such trans- 
positions by no means unexampled in St. 
Paul. See the regular order in Col. i. 2. 
The omission of the article before mor. 
shews that the same persons are desig- 
nated by oth adjectives. Its insertion 
would not, however, prove the contrary. 

èv xp. ‘Ine. belongs only to moross : 
see Col. 1. 2: faithful, i. e. believers, in 
(but ёи does not belong to rr ds, аз it 
often does to ere: see also Col. i. 4) 
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Хоютф Insoi. | 2 xd pie Univ Kat ойуп ато бой e Mark an. 
warpoç nuwy Kat кыроо Inaov yptorov. Rom. £ 5. 

3 е EvAoynroc о бс ка! татўо той «voi zu texte. 
"] ГА yn? p f э , Ф : e RUM 7 Я , 9 Кин ы 6 
псоо xpisrov, o tvAoyncac nuac *tv racy evÀoyig E u oe 

Gal. 11.0. Heb. vi. 14 al. Gen. xxil. 17, 
h— Rom. zv. 99. Heb. vi. 7. Ps. XIII. b. 

2. xp. bef ine. B. 
3. om xa: хаттр В. 

Christ Jesus. This, in its highest sense, 
* qui fidem praestant, not mere truth, or 
Faitiſulsess, is imported: see reff. The 
a@yios and жтто denote their spiritual 
life from its two sides—that of God who 
calls and sanctifles, —that of themselves 
who believe. So Bengel, ‘ Dei est, sanc- 
tificare nos et sibi asserere; nostrum, ex 
Dei munere, credere) Stier remarks that 
by vir. èv x. 'L,—é&yío:s gets its only 
fall and ЇЧ. T. meaning. Не also notices 
in these expressions already a trace of the 
two great divisions of the Epistle—God’s 

towards us, and our faith towards 
im. 9.) After хбри bp. x. вір. 

supply rather ей) than Lor; see 1 Pet. i. 
2; 2 Pet. i. 2; Jude 2. On the form of 
greeti , cf. Rom. i. 7; 1 Cor. i. 8; 2 Cor. 
1.2; Gal. i. 8, &c. The Socinian per- 
version of the words, ' from God, who is 
the Father of us and of our Lord Jesus 
Christ,’ is decisively refuted by Tit. i. 4, 
not to mention that nothing but the 
grossest ignorance of St. Paul's spirit could 
ever allow such a meaning to be thought 
of. We must not fall into the error of 
refining too much, as Stier, on ydpis and 
eiphyn, as referring respectively to aylos 
and w:erois: see || above, where these last 
epithets do not occur. 

$—1II. 21] FIRST PORTION OF 
THE EPISTLE: THE DOCTRINE OF 
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST. And 
herein, I. 3—23.] GROUND AND ORIGIN 
OF THE CHURCH, IN THE FATHER'S COUN- 
BEL, AND His ACT IN CHRIST, BY THE 
SPrRIT. And herein again, (A) the preli- 
minary IDEA OF THE CHURCH, set forth 
in the form of an ascription of praise vv. 
$—14:—thus arranged :—vv. 3—6] The 
FATHER, in His eternal Love, has chosen 
ae fo holiness (ver. 4),—ordained us to 
sonship (ver. 5),— bestowed grace on us 
in the Beloved (ver. 6):—vv. 7—12] In 
the Sox, we have,— redemption according 
to the riches of His grace Tun T), iir 
ledge of the mystery of His will (vv. 8, 
8 im the one Head 
(vv. 10—12) :—vv. 13, 14] through the 
SPIRIT we are sealed,—by hearing the 
word of salvation (ver. 18), —by receiving 

g constr, here only. see James Ш. 9. 

aft киро ins ког cwrnpos (completing the familiar phrase : 
see 2 Pet i. 11; ii. 20; iii. 2) Ni( Ns disapproving). om nuas №! : ins N-corr!: 

the earnest of our inheritance (ver. 14), — 
to the redemption оў the purchased pos- 
session (ib.). 3.] Blessed (see note 
on Rom. іх. 6. Understand «f (Job i. 21; 
Ps. cxii. 2; or tere, 2 Chron. ix. 8. Elli- 
cott)—' Be He praised.’ See a similar 
doxology, 2 Cor. i.3. Almost all St. Paul's 
Epistles begin with some ascription of 
praise. That to Titus is the only excep- 
tion [not Gal.: cf. Gal. i. Б]. See also 
1 Pet. i. 3) be the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ (cf. Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor. 
1. 8; xi. 31; Col. i. 35—also 1 Cor. xv. 24. 
Sach is the simplest and most forcible sense 
of the words—as Thl., lod к. 0ebs к. татђр 
тод avrov к. dvds хрістоб` Oeds u, ӧз 
сарксо®ќутоѕ" warhp dé, ós Өєоо Adyov. 
See John xx. 17, from which saying of 
our Lord it is not improbable that the ex- 
pression took its rise. Meyer maintains, 
God who is also the Father of.. .: on 
the ground that only warhp, not 6eós, 
requires a genitive supplied. But we may 
fairly reply that, if we come to strictness 
of construction, his meaning would require 
6 Oeds, 6 ко) warhp. Harless's objection, 
that on our rendering it must be ó eds те 
ка} r., is well answered by Meyer from 
1 Pet. ii. 25, rò» woiuéva к. éxloxoroy 
TG» yvxór ud. Ellicott prefers Meyer's 
view, but pronounces the other both gram. 
matically and doctrinally tenable), who 
blessed (aor.: not ‘hath bl :? the 
historical fact in the counsels of the Father 
being thought of throughout the sentence. 
ebroyntdés—ebrAoyhoas — — ebrAoyla — such 
was the ground-tone of the new covenant. 
As in creation God blessed them, saying, 
Be fruitful and multiply,’—so in redemp- 
tion,—at the introduction of the cove- 
nant, all families of the earth shall be 
BLEBSED,”—at its completion, Come ye 
BLESSED of my Father.” But God's 
blessing isin facts —ours in words only) us 
(whom? not the Apostle only: nor Paul 
and his fellow-Apostles :—but, ALL CHRIS- 
TIAxs—all the members of Christ. The 
ка} dues of ver. 13 perfectly agrees with 
this: see there: but the xd of ver. 16 
does not agree with the other views) in 
(instrumental or medial: the element in 
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TR. wveuparicy év тоїс " éxovpavioic ‘ev шот, rab ABD 
m (Е.А Като nag k abr "тро "xara(JoAnc Kdopov, cá e fx 

1.20 ошу. ато, Matt. xlii. 35 al. cv., 2 Macc. il. 39 only t. 

vpas c d. 
4. for ev ауто, eavro Е Did. 

which, and кен d "m the Denn 
is imparted i. e. possible — all, 
exhaustive, б all richness and fulness of 
blessing: cf. ver. 28 note) blessing of the 
Spirit (not merely, ‘spiritual ратан) 
blessing ? пуєиратікбз in the N. T. always 
implies the working of the Holy Spirit, 
never bearing merely our modern inac- 
curate sense of spiritual as opposed to 
bodily. See 1 Cor. ix. 11, which been 
thus misunderstood) in the heavenly places 
(so the expression, which occurs five times 
in this Epistle (see reff.], and nowhere 
else, can only mean: cf. ver. 20. It is 
not probable that St. Paul should have 
chosen an unusual expression for the pur- 
poses of this Epistle, and then used it in 
several different senses. Besides, as Harless 
remarks, the preposition dri in composition 
with adjectives gives usually a local sense : 
e. g. їп éxíyeios, ёт:іхдбиюѕ, dxoupdnos, 
as compared with -fivos, x6órios, obpá- 
vios. rys., al, would understand it 
‘heavenly blessings, in which case the 
Apostle would hardly have failed to add 
xaplopaciv, or &yaGots, or the like. 
But, with the above rendering, what is 
the sense? Our country, woAlrevpa, is 
i» heaven, PhiL iii. 20: there our High 
Priest stands, blessing us. There are our 
treasures, Matt. vi. 20, 21, and our affec- 
tions to be, Col. iii. 1 ff.: there our hope 
is laid up, Col. i. 5: our inheritance is 
reserved for us, 1 Pet. i. 4. And there, 
in that place, and belonging to that state, 
ія the cba, the gift of the Spirit, Heb. 
vi. 4, poured out on those who rà Ave 
$povoüciw. Materially, we are yet in the 
body: but in the Spirit, we are in heaven 
—only waiting for the redemption of the 
body to be entirely and literally there. 
I may once for all premise, that 16 will be 
impossible, in the limits of these notes, to 
give even a synopeis of the various opinions 
on the rich fulness of doctrinal expressions 
in this Epistle. I must state in each case 
that which appears to me best to suit the 
context, and those variations which must 
necessarily be mentioned, referring to such 
copious commentaries as Harless or Stier 
for further statement) in Christ (“the 
threefold é» after ebAcyfoas, has a mean- 
ing ever deeper and more precise: and 

aft xpiorw ins oov D? вуг th Thi. 

should therefore be kept in translating. 
The blessing with which has blessed us, 
consists and expands itself in all blessing 
of the Spirit—then brings in Heaven, 
the heavenly state in us, and us in it— 
then finally, CHRIST, personally, He Him- 
self, who is set and exalted into Heaven, 
comes by the Spirit down into us, so that 
Ho is in us and we in Him of a truth, and 
thereby, and in so far, we are with Him 
in heaven." Stier). 4.] According 
аз (cases explains and ds the fore- 
going — shewing wherein the cb con- 
sists as regards us, and God's working 
towards us. Notice, that whereas ver. 3 
has summarily included in the work of 
blessing the Three Persons, the FATHER 
bestowing the SPIRIT in CHRIST,—now 
the threefold cord, so to speak, is un- 
wrapped, and the part of each divine 
Person separately described : cf. argument 
above) He selected us (reff. I render 
selected, in preference to elected, as better 
giving the middle sense, chose for him- 
self,— and the &., that it is а choosi 
out of the world. The word [ref. Deut] 
is an O. T. word, and refers to the spiri- 
tual Israel, as it did to God's elect Israel 
of old. But there is no contrast between 
tbeir election and ours: it has been but 
one election throughout—an election in 
Christ, and to holiness on God's side— and 
involving accession to God's people [cf. 
тістебсаутеѕ, ver. 13, and efye àxquévere 
тӯ love, Col. i. 23] on ours. See Elli- 
cott’s note on the word, and some excel- 
lent remarks in Stier, p. 62, on the divine 
and human sides of the doctrine of elec- 
tion as put forward in this Epistle) in 
Him (i.e. in Christ, as the second Adam 
[1 Cor. xv. 22], the righteous Head of our 
race. In Him, in one wide sense, were 
all mankind elected, inasmuch as He took 
their flesh and blood, and redeemed them, 
апа represents them before the Father: 
but in the proper and final sense, this can 
be said only of His faithful ones, His 
Church, who are incorporated in Hin by 
the Spirit. But in any sense, all God's 
election is in HIM only) before the founda- 
tion of the world (ярд кат. к. only here 
in St. Paul: we have àzó кат. x. in Heb. 
iv. 8; his expressions elsewhere are ярд 

-= — m — — a Wh 
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Té» alévev, 1 Cor. ii. 7, — ёт} т. al., 
Eph. iii. 9. Col. i. 26,—*p5 xpóræv ale- 
(оу, 2 Tim. i. 9, —xpóro: alevío:s, Rom. 
xvi. 25,—à»x' &px ijs, 2 Thess. ii. 13. 
Stier remarks on the necessary connexion of 
the true doctrines of creation and redemp- 
tion: how utterly irreconcileable panthe- 
ism is with this, God's election before 
laying the foundation of the world, of His 

e in His Son), that we should be 
(infinitive of the p , see Winer, edn. 
3, р. 267, 5 45. 3. [In edn. 6, the treat - 
ment of the inf. of the purpose without 
the art. той, seems to have been inadver- 
tently omitted.] The Apostle seems to 
have Deut. vii. 6; xiv. 2, before his mind ; 
in both which places the same construc- 
tion occurs) holy and blameless (the posi- 
tive and negative sides of the Christian 
character—&yio:, of the general positive 
category, —Ќиоро, of the non-existence 
of any exception to it. So Plut. Pericl., 
p. 178 [меу], glos xafapds к. &ularros. 
This holiness and unblameableness must 
not be understood of that justification by 
faith by which the sinner stands accepted 
before God : it is distinctly put forth here 
[see also ch. v. 27] as an ultimate result 
as regards us, and refers to that sanctifi- 
cation which follows on justification by 
faith, and which is the will of God re- 
specting us, 1 Thess. iv. 7. See Stier’s 
remarks against Harless, p. 71) before 
Him (i.e. in the deepest verity of our 
being—throughly penetrated by the Spirit 
of holiness, bearing His searching eye, ch. 
v. 27: but at the same time implying an 
especial nearness to His presence and dear- 
ness to Him—and bearing в foretaste of 
the time when the elect shall be d 
тод Opdvov ToU 0єо0, Rev. vii. 15. Cf. 
Col. i. 22, note) in love. There is consi- 
deruble dispute as to the position and refer- 
ence of these words. Three different ways 
are taken. (1) (Ecum., &c., join them 
with ел4 ато. I do not see, with most 
Commentators, the extreme improbability 
of the qualifying clause following the verb 
after so long an interval, when we take 
into account the studied solemnity of the 
passage, and remember that è» уретф in 
tbe last verse was separated nearly as far 
from its verb ejAoyf!mas. My objection 
to this view is of a deeper kind: see be- 
low. (2) The Syr., Chrys., Thdrt., Thl., 
Bengel, Lachm., Harless, Olsh., Mey., De 
W., Stier, Ellic., all., join them with po- 
opícas in the following verse. To this, 

in spite of all that has been so well said 
in its behalf, there is an objection which 
seems to me insuperable. It is, that in 
the whole construction of this long sen- 
tence, the verbs and participles, as natural 
in a solemn emphatic enumeration of God's 
dealings with His people, precede their 
qualifying clauses: e. g. е0Лоуђсаѕ ver. 
9, é[eAclaro ver. 4, ёҳарітюсє» ver. 6, 
éxeplogevoey ver. 8, ‘ywwploas ver. 9, 
проёбето ib., dvaxepadaiécacba: ver. 10. 
In no one case, except the n one 
of a relative qualification (4s ver. 6, and 
again ver. 8), does the verb follow its 
ualifying clause: and for this reason, 

that the verbs themselves are emphatic, 
and not the conditions under which the 
subsist. ‘‘ Blessed be God who DID 
this, &c He may have fore-ordained, 
and did fore-ordain, i love : and this is 
implied in what follows, from xarà т. ebd. 
to jryaxnuéro: but the point brought 
out, as that for which we are to bless 
Him, is not that i» Jove He fore-ordained 
us, but the fact of that fore-ordination 
itself: not His attribute, but His act. 
It is evidently no answer to this, to bring 
forward sentences elsewhere in which dy 
&ydwy stands first, such as ch. iii. 18, 
where the spirit of the pa is different. 
(8) The vulg., Ambrst., Erasm., Luth., 

astal., Beza, Calvin, Grot., all., join them, 
as in the text, with elva: . . . . &udpovs 
xar. avrov. This has been strongly im- 
pugned by the last-mentioned set of Com- 
mentators: mainly on the ground that 
the addition of ёх &ydxp to åy. x. диби. 
кат. айтоў, is u mmatical,—is flat and 
superfluous,—and that in neither ch. v. 
27, nor Col. i. 22, have these adjectives 
any such qualification. But in answer, I 
would submit, that in the first place, as 
against the construction of фу ay. with 
&uóp., the objection is quite futile, for 
our arrangement does not thus construct 
it, but adds it as а qualifying clause to 
the whole elva:....atvrov. Next, I hold 
the qualification to be in the highest de- 
gree solemn and appropriate. dydwn, 
that which man lost at the Fall, but 
which God is, and to which God restores 
man by redemption, is the great element 
in which, as in their abode and breathing- 
place, all Christian graces subsist, and in 
which, emphatically, all perfection before 
God must be found. And so, when the 
Apostle, ch. iv. 16, is describing the glo- 
rious building up of the body, the Church, 
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he speaks of its increasing eis olxo8opdy 
éavroU dv ёүбтү. And it his practice, 
in this and the parallel Epistle, to add 
éy &yáp as the completion of the idea of 
Christian holiness—cf. ch. iii. 18; Col. ii. 
2, also ch. iv. 2; v. 2. With regard to 
the last objection, —іп both the places 
cited, the adjectives аге connected with 
the verb wapacrijoa:, expressed therefore 
in the abstract as the ultimate result of 
sanctification in the sight of the Father, 
not, as here, referring to the state of 
sanctification, as consisting and subsisting 
in love. 8.] Having predestined us 
(subordinate to the éfeAétaro: see Rom. 
viii. 29, 30, where the steps are thus laid 
down in succession ;—obs wpoéy»w, xal 
wpodpicey — obs xpodpicev, тойтоуз ка) 
ékdAecey. Now the ёкАоуі must answer 
in this rank to the xpoéyve, and pre- 
cede the xpodpicer. Stier remarks well, 
“ In God, indeed, all is one; but for our 
anthropomorphic way of speaking and 
treating, which is necessary to us, there 
follows on His first decree to adopt and to 
sanctify, the nearer decision, how and by 
what this shall be brought about, because 
it could only thus be brought about." 
p. as Pelagius [in Harless ],—“ ad eos 
refertur qui antea non fuerunt, et prius- 
quam fierent, de his cogitatum est et postea 
substiterunt") unto adoption (so that we 
should become His sons, in the blessed 
sense of being reconciled to Him and hav- 
ing a place in His spiritual family,—should 
have the remission of our sins, the pl 
of the Spirit, the assurance of the inherit- 
ance) through Jesus Christ (THE Son of 
God, in and by whom, elementally and in- 
strumentally, our adoption consists, cf. 
Rom. viii. 29, ярофрсєу avuuópoovs vit 
elxévos T. vioù avrov, «is Tb elvai abrir 
wpuróTokov фу NA d8sAgois) to Him 
the Father: see Col. i. 20, 8“ аўтор 
Christ] ёжокаталл& ,I Adra els aù- 

тфу [the Father]. So Thdrt., all., Harl., 
Olsh., Meyer, Stier: and rightly, for the 
Son could not be in this sentence the ter- 
mines ultimus [the whole reference being 
to the work and purpose of the Father] ; 
and had this been intended, as Harl. re- 
marks, we must have had xal els abróv. 
De W., who, after Anselm, Tho.-Aq., 
Castal., all., refers it to the Son, fails to 
answer this objection of Harl.’s. But now 
arise two questions: (1) the meaning. 

I. 

did 'nsov 

pi Tov bef oov B: 

Does 16 merely represent davrꝙ, a dativus 
commodi Р So Grot. al, but it cannot 
be, after the insertion of the special 8:4 
I. x., that the sentence should again re- 
turn to the general purpose. It secms 
much better, to join it with 8:4 I. x. as 
in Col. i. 20, above: and so Harl., but too 
indefinitely, taking it only as a phrase 
common with the Apostle and not giving 
its full import. As in Col. i. 20, the els 
abróv, though thus intimately connected 
with 3? афто, depends on йтокатал- 
Adai, so here it must depend on viole- 
olay, and its import must be fo [info] 
Himself, —i, e. so that we should be par- 
takers of the divine nature: cf. 2 Pet. i. 
4. (2) Should we read айтди or abrór? 
It will depend on whether we refer tbis 
clause, from 8:4 to card, to the Father as 
its subject, or consider it as а continuation 
of the Apoetle's thanksgiving. And the 
latter is much the most likely; for had 
the former been the case, we should pro- 
bably have had, instead of 8:4 “Ino. xpi- 
стой, 8:4 ToU vioU аўйтоб I. xp., so that 
reference to the Father might stil] be kept 
up. I decide therefore for айтб», as Thdrt. 
certainly read, or his remark, rò 82 eis ab- 
тфу, Tb» *arépa Adye:, would have been 
needless. And so Erasm., Wetst., Lachm., 
Harl., Olsh., Meyer. Then abro in ver. 
6 naturally takes it up again) accord- 
ing to (in pursuance of) the pleasure 
(it is disputed whether eb3oxía has here 
morely this general meaning of beneplaci- 
tum, or that of benevolentia. Harl. [seo 
also Ellicott] examines thoroughly the uso 
of the word by the LXX, and decides in 
favour of the latter, alleging especially, 
that a mere assertion of doctrine would be 
out of place in an ascription of thanks- 
giving. But surely this is a most unfor- 
tunate position. The facts on which doc- 
trines rest are here the very subjects of 
the Apostle’s thanksgiving : and the strict 

rallels of Matt. xi. 26, Luke x. 21, should 
ave kept him from adducing it. Grant- 

ing, as we must, doth senses to evBoxeir 
and eó8oxía, the context must in each case 
determine which is meant. And its testi- 
mony here is clear. It is, as De W. re- 
marks, not in xpowpiopévo:, but in po- 
орісаѕ, that the object, to which єўдок!а 
refers, is to be sought: and the subsequent 
recurrences to the same idea in ver. 9 and 
ver. 11 point out that it is not the Father’s 
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benevolentia, but His beneplacitum, which 
is in the Apostle’s mind. And so Meyer, 
De W., Stier, and Ellic. This laci- 
tum was benevolentia, ver. 6; but that 
does not affect the question. See, besides 
Harl., a long note in Fritz. on Romans ii. 
p. 369) of will, 6.] to (with a 
view to, as the purpose of the predestina- 
tion) the praise (by men and angels—all 
that can praise) of the glory of His grace 
(beware of the miserable hendiadys, ‘ His 
glorious grace, by which all the richness 
and depth of meaning are lost. The end, 
God's end, in our estination to adop- 
tion, is, that the glory,—glorious nature, 
brightness and majesty, and kindliness and 
beauty,— of His grace might be an object 
of men and angels’ praise: both as it is 
in Hry, ineffable and infinite, —and exem- 
plified in ws, its objects; see below, ver. 
12. “Owing tothe defining genitive, the 
article (before 8ó£n:) is not indispensable: 
see Winer, ейп. 6, $ 19. 2, b: com 
Madvig, Synt. § 10. 2." Ellic.) which 
(there is some difficulty in deciding 
between the readings, ё» ў, and fs. The 
former would be the most naturally sub- 
stituted for an attraction found diffi- 
cult : and the existence of 7, as a reading, 
seems to point this way. The latter, on 
the other hand, might perhaps be written 
by а transcriber carelessly, xdpiros having 
just preceded. But I own this does not 
seem to me very probable. А relative fol- 
lowing a substantive, is as often in a differ- 
ent case, as in the same: and there could 
be no temptation to a transcriber to write 
$s here, which could hardly occur at all 
unless by attraction, a construction to 
which transcribers certainly were not 

e. I therefore, with Lachm., Mey., 
fick, al, adopt fs. Considerations of 

the exigencies of the sense, alleged by 
Harl., a do not come into play unless 
where external authorities are balanced 
[which is the case here], and probabilities 
of alteration also [which is яоѓ]) He be- 
stowed upon us (the meaning of xapiróe 
is disputed. The double meaning of xdpis, 
—favour, grace bestowed, and that which 

ensures favour, viz. grace inherent, beauty, 
—has been supposed to give a double mean- 
ing to the verb also,—to confer grace, and 
to render gracious, or beautiful, or accept- 
able. And this latter sense is adopted, 
here and in Luke i. 28 [where see note], 
by many,—e. g. by Chrys., rouvréoriy, ob 
pdvoy Guaprnudray drhddAatey, ФАЛА kal 
ёкерёстоо‹ éxolnce,—Erasm., Luth., all. 
But the meaning of xdpis, on which this 
is founded, does not seem to occur in 
the N. T., certainly not in St. Paul. And 
хар‹тбе, both here and in l. e., according 
to the analogy of such verbe, will be * to 
bestow grace. Another reason for this 
sense is the indefinite aorist, referring to 
an act of God once past in Christ, not to 
an abiding state which He has brought 
about in us. This, as usual, has been 
almost universally overlooked, and the 
perfect sense given. Another still is, the 
requirement of the context. Harl. well 
remarks, that, according to the sense 
‘bestowed grace,’ ver. 7 is the natural 
answer to the question, ‘How hath He 
bestowed grace?’ whereas, on the other 
rendering, it has only a mediate connexion 
with this verse. Stier would unite both 
meanings; but surely this is impossible. 
The becoming xaplerres may Бе а conse- 
uence of being xexapirapnévan, but must 
бе quite independent of its verbal mean- 
ing. Conyb. remarks that it may be lite- 
rally rendered ‘ His favour, wherewith He 
favoured us? but ‘favour’ would not 
reach deep enough for the sense) in (see 
above on ёи xpiorg, ver. З. Christ is our 
Head and including Representative) the 
Beloved б. e. Christ: = vlbs rijs aydans 
айтоў, Col. i. 13. He is God's фуатуиё- 
vos кат’ étoxfv,—cf. Matt. iii. 17; John 
iii. 16; 1 John iv. 9—11). 7.] Now 
the Apostle passes, with è» &, to the 
consideration of the ground of the church 
in the Son (7—12): see the synopsis 
above. But the Father still continues the 
great subject of the whole ;—only the re- 
Jerence is now to the Son. In whom 
(вее on èv xp. ver. 3— cf. Rom. iii. 24) we 
have (objective there is for ws. But 
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not without a subjective implied import, as 
spoken of those who truly hace it—bave 
laid hold of it: are ever needing and ever 
having it," Eadie) the Redemption (from 
God's wrath—or rather from that which 
brought us under God's wrath, the guilt 
and power of sin, Matt. i. 21. The article 
expresses notoriety —‘of which we all 
know,’—‘ of which the law testified, and 
the prophets spoke") through (as the in- 
strument :—a further fixing of the d» 5) 
His blood (which was the price paid for 
that redemption, Acts xx. 28; 1 Cor. vi. 20; 
both the ultimate climax of His obedience 
for us, Phil. ii. 8, and, which is most in 
view here,—the itiation, in our nature, 
for the sin of the world, Rom. iii. 25; Col. 
i. 20. It is a noteworthy observation of 
Harless here, that the choice of the word, 
the Broop of Christ, is of itself a testimony 
to the idea of eæpiation having been in the 
writer's mind. Not the death of the vic- 
tim, but its вгоор, was the typical instru- 
inent of expiation. And I may notice that 
in Phil. ii. 8, where Christ's obedience, not 
His atonement, is spoken of, there is no 
mention of His shedding His Blood, only 
of the act of His Death), the remission 
(not “overlooking” [xdpeoiw]; see note 
on Rom. iii. 25) of (our) transgressions 
(explanation of т. ётоЛітросі» : not to be 
limited, but extending to all riddance from 
the practice and consequences of our trans- 
gressions: at least equipollent with àro- 
Adtpwots:—so Thdrt., 3: éxelvov yap ras 
T&v aͤuapriud ro &roĝðépevoi ктїїбаз, 
к. Ths ToU тирбууоо BSovdAelas à r- 
irres, robs THs elkóvos THs Oclas dweAd- 
Воцєх xapaxríjpas. This against Harless), 

to the riches (Ellic. compares 
Plato, Когуре. 12 4, tpupgs órd A- 
тоо ris софіаѕ) of His grace (this alone 
would prevent &$ecis applying to merely 
the forgiveness of sins. As Passavant [in 
Stier], We have in this grace not only 
redemption from misery and wrath, not 
only forgiveness,—but we find in it the 
liberty, the glory, the inheritance of the 
children of God,—the crown of eternal 
life: cf. 2 Cor. viii. 9), 8.] which 
he shed abundantly (‘caused to abound :’ 

for xapitos, хрустотутоѕ A copt. 

apOdvees Exec, Thl.: Thdrt. has the same 
idea, ávaBAU(« yàp ras той dAdous syyds, 
к. Tobrois huas epic rois феђрасі». 
The E. V. is wrong, ‘wherein He hath 
abounded : no such construction of at- 
traction of a dative being found in the 
N. T. Calvin and Beza would take $s 
not as an attraction, but as the genitive 
after керіс. as in Luke xv. 17, of which 
He was full, &e.“ But this does not agree 
well with the yræpisas, Kc. below. Ав 
little can the ‘quae superabundavit’ of 
the Vulg. [and Syr.] stand: the attrac- 
tion of the nominative being scarcely pos- 
sible, and this being still more inconsistent 
with yveploas) forth to us in all (possi- 
ble) wi and prudence (with Е. V., 
De Wette, &c., I would refer these words 
to God. Оп the other hand, Harless 
[with whom are Olsh., Stier, Ellic., al.] 
maintains, that neither rde nor ¢porfce 
will allow this. “ жаз,” he says, “never 
= summus,—never betokens the inten- 
sion, but only the extension, never the 
power, but the frequency,—and answers 
to our ‘every,’ i.e. all possible ;—so that, 
when joined to abstracts, it ts them 
to us as concrete: таса vvas, ‘every 
power that we know of,’ that exists; 
aca troporf, every kind of endurance 
that we know of;—*àca che, &c. 
Now it is allowable enongh, to put toge- 
ther all excellences of one species, and 
allege them as the motive of a human act, 
because we can conceive of men as want- 
ing in any or all of them: but not so with 
God, of whom the Apostle, and all of us, 
conceive as the Essence of all perfection. 
We шау say of God, in Him is all wis- 
dom,’ but not, ‘ He did this or that in all 
wisdom.”  * Again,” he continues, ppé- 
ута cannot be ascribed to God." And 
this he maintains,—not by adopting the 
view of Wolf, al, that it is practical 
knowledge, which suits neither the con- 
text nor usage,—nor that of Anselm, Ben- 
gel, al, that соф. is ‘de presentibus, 
фроу. ‘de futuris, —but by understanding 
софіа of the normal collective state of the 
spirit, with reference especially to the is. 
telligence, which last is expressed accord- 
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ing to its various sides, by the words so 
often found conjoined with copla,—oty- 
ei, $pórnais, "ууй. So that ppdrnais, 
as a one-sided result of copia, cannot be 
predicated of God, but only of men. Ас- 
cording to this then, év mde. о. к. фр. 
must refer to that ta the bestowal of 
which on мг He hath made His grace to 
abound, so that we should thereby become 
софо) к. фрфудо‹ :— ав Olsh., Tra dy каср 
co$íg x. gpovice перстатдреу. Chrys. 
joins the words with yrwpísas, under- 
standing them, however, of ws, not of 
God: é ж. соф. к. $p., nal, ууорісаѕ 
jp. Tb p. T. 0. abr. rourdari, coQobs к. 
Qporviuovs voti thy бутот coplay, Thy 
Irres $pórncw. But see, on such ar- 
rangement, the note on d &yásy ver. 4. 

Stier quotes from Passavant: In the 
living knowledge of the thoughts and ways 
of God we first get a sure and clear light 
upon ourselves and our ways, a light cast 
from above upon the import and aim of 
this our earthly life in the sight of God 
and His eternity. Here is the true wis- 
dom of the heart, the true prudence of 
life.” But against this view, De W. 
alleges, (1) that $pórns:s can be as well 
predicated of God as yvaors, Rom. xi. 33, 
and is actually thus predicated, Prov. iii. 
19; Jer. x. 12 LXX, of His creatice wis- 
dom, which is analogous to His redemptive 
wisdom. (2) that God's absolute wisdom 
js not here treated of, but His relative wis- 
dom, as apparent in the use of means sub- 
servient to its end: so that фу rdop would 
mean 'in all wisdom thereto belonging,' 
as Jer.: ‘ Deus in omni sapientia sua atque 
prudentia, juxta quod consequi poterant, 
mysterium revelavit. And he compares 
$ woAvxolxiAos софіа т. 8. ch. iii. 10. 
These last arguments are weighty, as shew- 
ing the legitimacy of the application to 
God: but even beyond them is that, which 
construction and usage furnish. It 
would be hardly possible, did no other 
consideration intervene, to refer this dy s. 
с. к. фр. to other than the subject of the 
sentence,—cf. ўз éxap. nuas dv те yar. 
above. I therefore decide (still; after re- 
consideration of Ellicott's note] for the 
application to God, not tous. It was in 
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His manifold wisdom and prudence, mani- 
fested in all ways possible for us, that He 
poured out His grace upon us: and this 
wisdom and prudence was especially exem- 
plified in that which follows, the notifica- 
tion to us of His hidden will, &c. In Col. 
i. 9, the reference is clearly different : see 
note there), having made known (ууері- 
cas is explicative of éreplaceucer, just as 
wpoopícas is of éteadtaro above: — in 
that He made known.’ This ‘making 
known’ is not merely the information of 
the understanding, but the revelation, 
in its fulness, to the heart) to us (not, 
the Apostles, but Christians in general, 
as throughout the passage) the mystery 
(reff. and Rom. xvi. 25. St. Paul ever 
represents the redemptive counsel of God 
as а mystery, i.e. a design hidden in His 
counsels, until revealed to mankind in and 
by Christ. Sothat his use of uverfjp. has 
nothing in common, except the facts of 
concealment and revelation, with the mys- 
teries of the heathen world, nor with any 
secret tradition over and above the gospel 
as revealed in the Scriptures. All who 
vitally know that, i.e. all the Christian 
church are the initiated : and all who have 
the word, read or preached, may vitally 
know it. Only the world without, the un- 
believing, are the uninitiated) of (objective 
genitive, ‘the material of which mystery 
was, Kc.) His will (that which He pur- 
posed), according to His good pleasure 
(belongs to yvwplcas, and specifies it: not 
to be AH. [той катӣ т. є. ab.]: i.e. во 
that the revelation took place in a time 
&nd manner consonant to God's eternal 
pleasure— viz. eis olxov., &c. On ed8ox., 
see above ver. 5) which He purposed (reff.) 
in Himself (д> айтф is read, and referred 
а) to Christ, by Chrys. and the ff., An- 
selm, Bengel, Luther, all. But this is 
рое because фу TQ xpurrQ is intro- 
duced with the proper name below, which 
certainly would not occur on the second 
mention after é» avrg, in the same refer- 
ence: (2) to the Father, by Harless. But 
this ia equally impossible. For abr to 
refer to the subject of the sentence, we 
must have tbe mind of the reader re- 
moved one step from that subject by an 
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intermediate idea supervening, as in xarà 
Thy eb8oxlay avrov. Had this been xara 
T. жрбдєсіу abrod, the reference would 
have been legitimate. But when, as here, 
no such idea intervenes,.— h эроёбєто 
dv abrg—the subject is directly before 
the mind, and аётбз, not being reflective 
but demonstrative, must point to some 
other person : who in this case can only be 
Christ. Our only resource then is to read 
ar) in order to (belongs to wpoé8ero, 
not to -ywepícas. Very many ancient 
Commentators and the Vulg. and E. V., 
take eis wrongly as = èv, by which the 
whole sense is confused. Hardly less con- 
fusing is the rendering of Erasm., Calv., 
Est., al., usque ad tempus dispensationis, 
thereby introducing into жроёбєто the 
complex idea of decreed and laid up, in- 
stead of the simple one which the con- 
text requires) the @conomy of tho fulfil- 
ment of the seasons (after long and care- 
ful search, I am unable to find a word 
which will express the full meaning of 
olxovoula. The difficulty of doing so will 
be better seen below, after тд AHD. тё» 
кар. has been dealt with. This expres- 
sion is by no means = rd тА. той xpdvou 
in Gal. iv. 4, nor to be equalized with it, 
as Harl. attempts to do, by saying that 
many каро! make up а xpóros. The mis- 
take which has misled almost all the Com- 
mentators here, and which as fur as I know 
Stier has been the only one to expose, has 
been that of taking т. rA. тфу kar аз а 
fixed terminus a quo, — the coming of 
Christ, as Gal. iv. 4, —whereas usage, and 
the sense, determine it to menn, the whole 
duration of the Gospel times ; cf. especially 
ch. ii. 7, ёи rots aiwow tois éxepxopévois: 
1 Cor. x. 11, rà TréAm тё» al-, and 
Luke xxi. 24, каро} é@vav, Acts i. 7; iii. 
19, 21; 1 Tim. ii. 6. Thus T. vA. т. кард» 
wil mean, the filling up, completing, 
fulfilment, of the appointed seasons, carry- 
ing on during the Gospel dispensation. 
Now, belonging to, carried on during, this 
fulfilling of the periods or seasons, is the 
olkovouia here spoken of. And, having 
regard to the derivation and usage of the 
word, it will mean, the giving forth of the 
Gospel under God's providential arrange- 
ments. First and greatest of all, Hx is 
the olxovópos: then, above all others, His 
divine Son: and as proceeding from the 
Father and the Son, the Holy Spirit—and 
then in subordinate degrees, every one who 

olxovoulay sexíaevrai, i. e. all Christians, 
even to the lowest, as olxovóuo: хоілуз 
xdpiros Geov, 1 Pet. iv. 10. So that our 
best rendering will be, economy, leaving 
the word to be explained in teaching. The 
genitive коф» is опе of belonging or ap- 
purtenance as in xplois p ns ўиёраѕ, 
Jude 6), to sum up (the infinitive belongs 
to and specifies ed8onlay;—hr . . . . rar- 
pd having been logically parenthetical, — 
and explains what that єўбок!а was. The 
verb, here as in the only other place in 
the N. T. where it occurs [ref.], signifies 
to comprehend, gather together, sum up. 
As there the whole law is comprehended 
in one saying, so here all creation is com- 
rehended, summed up, in Christ. But 

it can hardly be supposed that the àra- 
xeparaiwocac6a has express reference here 
to Him as the xe NS: for 1) this is not 
predicated of Him till below, ver. 22 ;— 
2) the verb is from кефёлагоу, not from 
cen; so that such reference would be 
only a play on the word:—3) the com- 
pound verb, as here, is used in Кош. 1. c. 
in the simple ordinary sense. The àra- 
applies to the gathering of all individuals, 
not to any restoration [Syr., vulg., Olsh. 
(Ellic. in part), al.], in which rà ёт) тоз 
ойрауоїз would have no share. See more 
below : and cf. the ||, Col. i. 19, 20, and 
note there) all things (neuter, and to be 
literally so taken: not as a masculine, 
which, when a neuter is so understood, 
mnst be implied in the context, as in Gal. 
iii. 22 :— the whole creation, see Col. i. 20) 
in the Christ (9. d., His Christ. The 
article is not expressed with xp rds after 
a preposition, unless with some such special 
meaning: sce below ver. 12), the things 
in (lit. o»; see below) the heavens (uni- 
versal—not to be limited to the angels 
e &c.], nor spirits of the just 
Beza, al.], still less to be understood of 

the Jews, rà ёті T. yiis being the Gen- 
tiles [Locke, &c.]. Chrys.’s words are so 
far true, play кефалђу Gracw ёхќӨпке 
TÒ Kara сірка Хрістбу, к. &yyéAois к. 
ёудрфтжогу" . . . . тоз wey тд karà сірка, 
Tois 8& тд» Gedy Ad-yor—but the Apostle's 
meaning extends much further. е Tec. 
dv т. ойр. seems to have been adopted 
from Col. i. 20. There also ёхЇ is read, 
but by L and a few mas. only, and evi- 
dently from our passage. The construc- 
tion is а common one: cf. èr) x@ovl П. . 
195, ёж) UN, ib. 149. It is strange 
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to find in Ellicott a defence of the rec. ё», 
grounded on the fact that eri is never 
joined in the N. T. with ovpayds or où- 
pavol, and that e офрауф and ёж) yis 
are invariably found in antithesis.” Such 
an argument would sweep away all #ха 
Acydhera of construction, and break down 
the significance of all exceptional usage) 
and the things on the earth (general, as 
before rà wárra. All creation is summed 
up in Christ: it was all the result of the 
Love of the Father for the Son [see my 
Doctrine of Divine Love, Serm. i.], and in 
the Son it is all regarded by the Father. 
The vastly different relation to Christ of 
the different parts of creation, is no objec- 
tion to this union in Him: it affects, as 
Beng. on Rom. viii. 19, “ pro suo quodque 
genus captu.” The Church, of which the 
Apostle here mainly treats, is subordinated 
to Him in the highest degree of conscious 
and joyful union: those who are not His 
spiritually, in mere subjugation, yet con- 
sciously; the inferior tribes of creation, 
unconsciously: bnt objectively, all are 
summed up in Himj; 11.] in Him 
(emphatic repetition, to connect more 
closely with Him the following relative 
clause), in whom we (Christians, all, both 
Jews and Gentiles ; who are resolved below 
into $aeis and биеге: see оп ver. 12) 
were also (besides having, by His pur- 
pose, the revelation of His will, ver. 9. 

Not ‘we also,’ ка) jets, аз ушр. ce $n 
quo etiam nos . . . , nor as E. V. ‘in 
whom also’) taken for His inheritance 
(кАурбо, in its ordinary meaning, ‘to ap- 
point by lot, —then ‘to appoint" generally: 
кАтроёиа:, mid. ‘to get, or possese any 
thing by such appointment. The aorist 
passive, if ever taken in a middle sense, 
cannot be thus understood here, on ac- 
count of «is тд elva: following. Confining 
ourselves therefore to the strict passive 
sense, we have three meanings apparently 
open to us: (1) ‘we were appointed by 
lot. So Chrys., Thl., vulg. [sorte vocati 
sumus], Erasm. sorte electi sumus]. 
Chrys. supposes this apparently fortuitous 

th Thdrt (Ec Tert. 
он) ADF syr: txt BKLN rel vu 

asc Ambrst Jer. 
aft wpoSecir ins Tov ras DF copt goth eth Ambrst. 

Mer F. lat) 
ins ттуу bef wpoteciy D!F 1. 

om ra DIF: for ra жарта, 

choice to be corrected by «poop. x. r. A. 
following : *we were allotted, yet, not by 
chance: others justify it, as Estius, quia 
in ipsis electis nulla est causa cur eli- 
gantur pre aliis. But to this Meyer 
properly opposes the fact, that we are 
never by St. Paul said to be chosen by 
any such беа Tóx», but only by the 
ac purpose of God : cf. Plato, Legg. 

р. 759 с: KAnpoty odr тӯ belg rx 
— (2) ‘we were made par- 

takers of the inheritance, i. e. of the 
Kingdom of God, as Israel of Canaun,— 
Acts xxvi. 18: Col. i. 12. This is adopted 
by Harl., and Mey., and many others. 
2 it seems without authority from 

the instance which Mey. quotes 
ana Pind., Ol. viii. 19, xAnpoür Tiri, not 
bearing this rendering. And besides, the 
context is against it: dxAnpdéOnper being 
followed, as Stier observes, not by eis TÓ 
fev йн. „ but by eis rd «усь u., and 
thus pointing at something which ‘we’ 
are to become, not to possess. Another 
reason, see below. (3) ‘we were made an 
God's) inheritance. This (Grot., Beng., 
lsh., De W., Stier, Ellic., al.) seems to 

me the only rendering by which philology 
and the context are alike satisfied. We 
thus take the ordinary meaning of кАтурфео, 
to assign as a xAjjpos: and the prevalent 
idea of Israel in the О. T. is as a people 
whom the Lord chose for His inheritance ; 
cf. Deut. iv. 20, фраз ёЛаВеу ó 0€0s . . . . 
elvai abr Аад» EyrAnpor : ib. ix. 29; 
xxxii. 9; 3 Kings viii. 51, al. Flatt cites 
from Philo (qu. ref. ?), $ wposkexAfjperra:, 
Sidr: тоб  cÓuwarros б>Ёёрфхшу -ydvous 
Awereusón ofa тіз ёкару% TË копт к. 
rarpl. Olsh. calls this the realization in 
time of the éxAoy dv xpiorg spoken of 
before,’ viz. by God taking to Himeelf a 
people out of all nations for an inheritance 
—first in type and germ in the O. T., then 
fully and spiritually in the N. T. This 
interpretution will be further substantiated 
by the note on ver. 12 below), having been 
predestined (why mention this again ? 
Harl. maintains that it here applies to the 
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Jews only, and refers to their selection 
[according to him to possess the inherit- 
ance] by God: but this cannot be, be- 
cause as remarked above, дас, which 
first brings up the difference, does not 
occur yet. The true answer to the ques. 
tion lies in this, —that here first the 
Apostle comes to the idea of the universal 
Church, the whole Israel of God, and 
therefore here brings forward again that 
fore-ordination which he had indeed hinted 
at generally in ver. 5, but which properly 
belonged to Israel, and is accordingly pre- 
dicated of the Israel of the Church) ac- 
cording to (in pursuance of) the purpose 
(repeated again [see above] from ver. 9: 
cf. also ch. iii. 11) of Him who works 
(energizes; but especially in and among 
material previously given, as here, in His 
material creation, and in the spirits of all 
flesh, also His creation) all things (not to 
be restricted, as Grot., to the matter here 
in hand, but universally predicated) ac- 
cording to the counsel of His will (the 
BovAf) here answers to the eb8oxia ver. 5, 
—the definite shape which the will as- 
sumes when decided to action—implyin 
in this case the union of sovereign vili 
with infinite wisdom), 12.) in order 
that we (here first exp „ as dis- 
tinguished from dyeis, ver. 18: see be- 
low) should be to the praise of His 
glory (see on ver. 6 and ver. 14 below), 
namely, we who have before hoped in 
the Christ (we Jewish-Christians, who, 
before the Christ came, looked forward to 
His coming, waiting for the consolation 
of Israel: cf. especially Acta xxviii. 20, 
ёуєкєу "yàp тїз \жіёоѕ ToU 'lopabA Thv 
davow тайтту weplxeiuai—and xxvi. 6, 7. 
The objection, that so few thus looked, is 
fully met by the largeness of St. Paul's 
own expression in this last passage. But 
oo whole interpretation uires de- 
ending against opponents. First, tho 
verse is variously райы: Harl., and 
Olsh. even more decidedly, read it els rd 
elvai. yas, eis Erawor 86%. ab., тофу 
wpogAx. dr т. xp. But to this it may be 
objected, (1) that els Jr. 86 1з ab., oc- 
curring as it does again at the end of the 
whole passage as the final aim of all, can- 
not with any probability be here merely 
parenthetical: (2) that above, ver. 6, and 

om avrov D'F flor Tert. (not F-lat.) 

below, ver. 14, it, as well as the predes- 
tination, has reference to the fuülnese of 
the Gospel, not to incomplete prefatory 
hope in Christ [this would be no objection 
to De W.’s view : see below] : (8) that thus 
we should require some demonstrative ex- 
pression ing, to mark out these даг, 
such as dy $ xal éxAnpéOnuer дес of 
wpoopurÜérres. The objections which Harl. 
brings against the ordinary construction 
are implicitly answered in this exposition. 
They rest mainly on the mistake of refer- 
ring ёкА\трф@. wpoopiaOérres to the Jewish 
Christians: see above. De W. denies all 
reference to Jews and Gentiles, —(1) from 
the analogy of words compounded with 
wpo- [po-axoóew Col. i. 5, wpoAéyew 
Gal. v. 21; 1 Thess. iii. 4, rpoypdoew 
Rom. xv. 4, яроетаууѓАЛесба: Rom. i. 2], 
which he says indicate always priority as 
to the thing spoken of [in his idea here 
merely, hope previous to the falfilment of 
that hope,’ i. e. p. has no meaning, for 
all hope must be this], not in comparison 
with other persons: but (a) this is not 
true—cf. wpoeA0órres Acta xx. 18, rpoéxe- 
сда, xpewyeigÓa, wporiÜérai, жрофуну, 
троторєбесдси, and (b) if it were, it does 
not touch our interpretation—hoped before 
[Christ's coming] :—(2) from ver. 13 say- 
ing nothing peculiar to Gentile Christians 
[but see there]: (3) from ка) duds, in 
ch. ii. 1, and Col. i. 21, not meaning Gen- 
tile Christians, but being merely addressed 
to the readers generally. But in both 
these places it is so, merely because other 
things or persons have just been treated 
of: whereas here he would understand this 
z ud as including the ducts, thus depriving 
it of the force which it has there). 
18.] What is the construction? Have we 
but one sentence, èr È . . . . dappaylatyre, 
the two participial clauses being el, 
and both belonging to the verb? so the fl., 
Beng., De W., Ellic., [by whom the view 
is well defended and explained,] &c. But 
this seems to me impossible, from the 
arrangement. It would require the omis- 
sion of the second ёу &, or the placing of 
the xal óueis after üxoócarres. As the 
sentence now stands, the second д» $ xal 
must begin & new sentence, and surely 
cannot be the mere rhetorical repetition 
of the first. This being so, we must un- 
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derstand some verb to complete dv & ка! 
duets. Nothing can be more usual or 
more simple than to supply dor: nothing 
commoner than dy xpiorg elvai : nothing 
better suited to the context then, after 
putting forward the Jewish believers, to 
turn to the Gentiles, * Ye also have your 
part in Christ—our prominence does not 
exclude you.’ Some supply #Arixare 
(Erasm.-ver., Calv., Est., 5, some ёкАз- 
pé@nre (Erasm.-par, Harl, Olsh., al); 
but the otheris far simpler; and I cannot 
see how it deserves the charge which Elli- 
cott brings against it, of being “a state- 
ment singularly frigid and out of harmony 
with the finked and ever-rising character 
of the context." It is quite accounted for 
as above, as forming a link in the context, 
whose character is well thus described. 
In whom are ye also (ye Gentile believers) 
since ye heard (from the time wen 
Their hearing was the terminus a quo) the 
word of the truth (the word whose cha- 
racter and contents are the truth of God : 
* quasi extra ipsum nulla eeset proprie 
veritas," Calv.: see reff. This word is the 
instrument of the new birth, James i. 18. 
Bee Col. i. 5, and, above all, John xvii. 17), 
viz.) the Gospel of your salvation (the 
Gagel whose contents, whose good tidings 
are your salvation : not a genitive of appo- 
sition, as Harl., —cf. the expressions ebay. 
THs xdpiros т. Ó«oU, Acts xx. 24,—T25 
elphyys, ch. vi. 16,—7. Вас:Леіаѕ, Matt. 
ix. 35, Ilnooð xpiorot, Mark i. 1); in 
whom (belongs to Christ, as the former 
er $—not to Афуоу nor to ebayydasoy,— 
nor із фу & to be taken with ж‹стебсаутез, 
see below: but with ёсфрауѓсбтте—іп 
whom ye not only are, but were sealed. 
The èr S cal. da qparyla0nre answers 
exactly to dy $ xal ékAmpá8nuer above; 
morevoarres not being by this construc- 
tion rendered superfluous (Mey.]; see 
below) also (belongs to stocredcapres 
ёсфрау(с@пте, not to either word alone) on 
your believing (terminus а quo, as xov- 
carres above. Not to be taken with d» $ 
[as = els бу, an usage unknown to St. 
Paul], for see Acts xix. 2, el wveipa y. 
dere ret; did ye receive 

the Holy Ghost when ye believed ?'—and 
Rom. xiii. 11, viv... dyybrepov tay ў 
соттр(а ij 5те : вее also 1 Сог. 
11.5; xv. 2, 11; Heb. iv. 3. This use of the 
aorist marks the time when the act of belief 
first took place—and it must naturally 
therefore stand absolutely) ye were sealed 
(the fact followed on baptism, which was 
administered on belief in Christ. See the 
key-passage, Acts xix. 1—6. re- 
таутеў is, and is not, contemporaneous with 
todpaylotyre: it is not, inasmuch as in 
strict accuracy, faith preceded baptism, 
and baptism preceded the gift of the Spirit: 
but it is, inasmuch as on looking back 
over a man's course, the period of the com- 
mencement of his faith includes all its 
accidents and accompaniments. See Ellic.’s 
note. The figure of sealing is so simple 
and obvious, that it is perhaps mere anti- 
quarian pedantry, with Schó » Grot., 
and Wetst., to seek for an explanation of 
it in Gentile practices of branding with 
the names of their deities, or even in cir- 
cumcision itself. The sealing was objec- 
tive, making manifest to others [&sre 
elvas zj Ao, bri eod ёсте Adxos к. kAf)pos, 
ТЫ. ; so Chr., al.]: see John iii. 38; Rev. 
vii. $,—but also subjective, an approval 
and substantiation of their faith [тх 
BeBalucir Bétarðe, Theod. Mops.], see 
Rom. viii. 16; 2 Cor. i. 22; 1 John iii. 
24 b) by tho spirit of the promise (i. е. 
who was ў ётаүуеМа той татрбѕ, Luke 
xxiv. 49; Actsi. 4; Gal. iii. 14, 22; and 
I therefore insert the article. This, and 
not the other alternative, that the Spirit 
confirms God's promises to us, is the true 
rendering: He was the promise of the 
O. T. as well as of the N. T. : asChr.: 
8бо elo éwayyeAlar, pla poy did тӧу 
трофлтёу, фтёра Bà àrd тоў viol. To 
unite together both alternatives as Stier 
does, weakens the force of the reference 
‘of éwayyeAlas back to God, so necessary 
to the context. The fact, that the Spirit 
is fo us the Spirit of promise, is abund- 
р expressed іп the following clause), 
the Holy One (I have preferred giving the 
G@yly separately, feeling with Meyer that 
there is an emphatic pathos in it which 
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should nut be lost in the usual prefix, 
‘the Holy Spirit.’ The Spirit with whom 
He sealed you is even His own Holy 
Spirit — what , and mercy, and love, 
is sa which (if the 8s of the rec. be 
retained, it is not for a moment to be 
referred to Christ, — nor to be insisted on 
as agreeing with the understood gender 
of the personal wveipua,—but as so very 
often, a relative agreeing in gender with 
the subject [agsaBa»] of the relative 
clause: see ch. iii. 18 reff. and many more 
examples in Brtider) is the (not ‘an’) 
earnest (“the word signifies the first in- 
stalment paid as a pledge that the rest will 
follow. It is used by the Greek orators, 
and by the earlier Latin writers, espe- 
cially Plautus and Terence. A. Gellius 
xvii. 2] speaks of it as a word considered 

in his time [A. D. 120—50] to be vulgar, 
and superseded by ‘arra,’ which is the 
substitute for it in later Latinity. It is re- 
markable that the same word ju is used 
in the same sense in Hebrew, Gen. xxxviii. 
17, 18, from 1y, to mir or exchange, and 
thence to pledge, as Jer. xxx. 21; Neh. v. 
8. It was therefore probably derived by 
the Greeks from the language of Phenician 
traders, as tariff, cargo, are derived, in 
the English and other modern languages, 
from Spanish traders.” Stanley, on 2 Cor. 
i. 22. And so here—the Spirit is the 
&xapxf, Rom. viii. 23,—the дёроѕ ToU 
wavrés, as Chrys., or xpdé8oua, as Hesych. : 
the pledge and assurer to us of rà órò 
TOU ÓcoU xapic0évra йш, 1 Cor. ii. 12, 
which eye hath not seen, &c.) of our in- 
heritance (here the first person comes in 
again, and not without reason. The in- 
heritance [see above on éxAnpodOnuer, 
which involved the converse idea] belongs 
to both Jew and Gentile—to all who are 
the children of Abrabam by faith, Gal. iii. 
28, 29), for (‘in order to,'—not ‘ илїї! as 
E. V.; nor in ch. iv. 30: nor does els 
belong to 8 фот»... , but to ёсфра- 
yla@nre. These two final clauses express 
the great purpose of all—not any mere 
intermediate matter—nor can the Holy 
Spirit be said to be any such intermediate 
gift) the full redemption (d rok. is often 
used by the Apostle in this sense, e.g. 
ch. iv. 80; Rom. viii, 23, of the full and 
exhaustive accomplishment of that which 
the word imports) of His purchased pos- 

(the sense of wepirolyors has been 

ПРО> ESEZIOYZ. 

h ver. 7 reff. 
2 Chron. xiv. 18. Mal. tii. 17 only. 

I. 

f appaßwv ттс 5 kAnpovouiac nud etc “amoAurpwow тс ABD? 

! терітоаєюс, tic ётауо» ттс 80Ёпс avrov. 
i 1 Tbess. v. K 2 These. II. 

j ver. 6 ref. 

om last Tys N. 

much disputed, and many ungrammatical 
and illogical renderings of the words given. 
A full discussion may be seen in Har- 
less’s note. The senses to be avoided 
are, (1) the nonsensical antiptosis, that 
ÀxoA. T. wepix. = wepiwolnow Tis ёжо- 
Avrpéctws: (2) the equally absurd hen- 
diadys, taking т. epimoifjoews for thr 
wepiwoinGetoay, which fits neither the true 
sense of «is, nor the context: (3) the 
taking weprworfoews as active in meaning 
—'* redemptio qua contingat certa vite pos- 
sessio. Bucer. But this it could not con- 
vey to the Apostle's readers, unless con- 
structed with some substantive to indicate 
such а meaning, as in 1 Thess. v. 9, where 
see note. А variety of this is proposed by 
Grot.— rescuing,’ i.e. salvation—and de- 
fended by Heb. x. 89, where reperolnocs 
vx ns is opposed to awéAcia. But be- 
sides that there the genitive фихӯт fixes 
the meaning, — the article тўз here. in my 
view, is an insuperable objection. (4) the 
taking wepiw. in а passive sense, as res 
acquisita —making it therefore = кАтро- 
rouía, and giving to ёжоАбтрою:т the 
sense of entire bestowal, which it cannot 
have. It remains then, that we seek some 
technical meaning of reptrolnots, since 
the obvious etymological ones fail. And 
such a meaning is found by considering its 
uses in the О.Т. It, and its cognate word 
яеріеєци, ure found applied to the people 
of God, in the sense of a people whom He 
preserves for Himself as His ion. 
So Exod. xix. 5, Érec0é por Aads weprov- 
duos àxó várrer тоу ёбуду, Deut. vii. 6; 
xiv. 2; xxvi. 18;—Ps. cxxxiv. 4, ràr 
'"axéB éteAétaro ó ópios, Ip «із 
жер éaurg,—Isa. xliii. 21, Ааф» 
pov b» жєрєкомүтбнлүү tas dperds доо 
Sinyeto@ar,— Mal. iii. 17, ¥rovral uoi, Adye: 
xUpios таутокр., eis ўиёрау, hy фуф то, 
els wepwwolnotvy, к. aper abrod]p, . 
к.т.А. In ref. 2 Chron. we have the 
wider meaning of a remnant generally. 
The above sense as applied to the e 
of the Lord, was adopted by the N. T. 
writers: e.g. St. Paul, Acts xx. 28, rhv 
ёккАтосќау T. 0е00, hy weprewoujoaro 8:4 
T. аїнатоз т. I lou, — St. Peter, 1 Pet. ii. 
9, ones.. . . Aabs eis )epurolqow. And 
such seems to be the meaning here: though 
no other case can be alleged in which the 
word stands so absolutely. We must sup- 
pose, that it would explain iteelf to the 
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readers, from their familiarity with O. T. 
expressions, or with the Apostle's own use 
of it. This view is taken by the Syr., 
Œc., Erasm., Calv., Grot., and most Com- 
mentators, also by De Wette, Harless, 
Olsh., Meyer, Stier, Ellic. Stier endea- 
vours, as 80 often, to unite the meanings 

ing God, and ourselves, —for that 
we in being God's poesession, reserved for 
survivorship to others, do, in the root of 
the word, thus survive, are thus saved: 
and undoubtedly this is so, but is not the 
leading idea) for the praise of His glory 
(as before, ver. 6: but as Stier well re- 
marks, xdprros does not appear here, grace 
having done its work. atrov is the Father: 
cf. ver. 17,  татђр тїз óëns. This, the 
thorough and final redemption of the 
Church which He hath acquired to Him- 
self, is the greatest triumph of His glory : 
ав Grot. well says, * Plus aliquanto est in 
voce weptrorhoews quam in voce xAfpov 
quam antea habuimus. xAfpos, sors, jus 
proprium perpetuumque significat : wepi- 
wolnots, acquisitio, et hoc, et modum 
acquirendi gravem et laboriosum. So- 
lemus autem plurimi ea facere que magno 
nobis constant’). See the typico-histori- 
cal connexion of this wonderful passage 
with the patriarchal, legal, and prophetic 
periods, unfolded in Stier, i. pp. 129—136. 
I would not be understood to subscribe to 
all there advanced: but though his paral- 
lelism sometimes borders on the fanciful, 
the connexion is too striking to be alto- 

ber set aside by the real student of 
ipture. 

vv. 15 -23.] Tie IDEA OF THE 
Сновсн carried forward, in the form of 
a prayer for the Ephesians, in which the 
Sulfilment of the Father's counsel through 
the Son and by the Spirit, in His people, 
às set forth, as consisting in the KNOW- 

Vox. III. 

LEDGE of the hope of His calling, of the 
riches of His promise, and the 
which He exercises on His saints as first 
wrought by Him in Christ, whom He has 
made Head over all to the Church. 
15, 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PRAYER. 
Wherefore (i. e., on account of what has 
gone before since ver. 8: but especially of 
what has been said since ver. 13, where 
ка) duets first came in :—because ye are 
in Christ, and in Him were sealed, &c.) I 
also (xàyó, either as resuming the first 
person after the second, going back to the 
éxAnpo@nuer ver. 11,—or as corresponding 
to xal óueis above: — not, as Mey., al., be- 
cause he is sensible that in thus praying 
for them he is helping ¢heir prayers for 
themselves) having hesrd of (on the indi- 
cation supposed to be furnished by this 

ing the readers, see Prolegg. § ii. 
12) the faith among you in the Lord 
Jesus (каб suas is not = duerdpay, as 
ordinarily rendered [even by Meyer], either 
here or any where else: cf. the example 
which Mey. quotes from Thuc. vi. 16, тё 
rar abrobs Bly, ‘the life which prevails 
among them: Ellic. compares, for the 
distinction, TẸ убиф те Üperépo, addressed 
to Pharisees, John viii 17, with эбдо» 
ToU кав браз, said with reference to Jews 
in Achaia, Acts xviii. 15: nor is * among 
you’ merely local [chez vous], but is par- 
titive, implying the possibility of some not 
having this faith, and thus intensifying 
the prayer which follows) and [your love 
which 1 towards all the saints (on the 
reading, see digest. Taking the bracketed 
words as genuine, Tfj» specifies thy dy. 
which might be general: т. каб by. 
vía Ti wants no such specification, all our 
Jaith being èy т. кор. 'Inc., grounded in 
Him. Chrys. remarks: таутаҳоб ovv- 
dwre: к. AN т. жісті x. ̂  & yd ri 
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17. 9e B. 

OavuacTf» туа  [vrwpíba) cease not 
giving thanks for you, making mention 
(of them,— viz. your faith and love) in (see 
reff. ‘In í with a genitive, the appa- 
rent temporal reference partakes some- 
what of the local reference of juxtaposi- 
tion, Bernhardy, p. 216) my пиши), 
see Кош. i. 9 note) prayers. 17.) 
purpose (including also the purport, see 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13, and Ellicott's note 
here) of the prayer :—that (depends on 
the ee of pyelay жог. a т. 1 
implying that a prayer for them too 
place) the God of our Lord Jesus Christ 
(see on ver. 8. The appellation is here 
solemnly and most appropriately given, as 
leading on to what is about to be said in 
vv. 20 ff. of God’s exaltation of Christ to 
be Head over all things to His Church. 
To His God, Christ also in the days of His 
Flesh prayed, wárep, Sdfecdv cov тфу 
убу: and even more markedly in that 
last cry, 0«é pov, 0«é pov), the Father of 
glory (not merely the auctor, fons, of 
glory, Grot., Olah.: still less = татўр 
Iydotes: пог with Chrys. to be explained 
å peydrAa qu de dr ёуабб` àrd yàp 
Tv Üwokeuaérur del abs кале, ©з, 
öra» Aéyp 6 катўр тё» olxrippary: nor 
is dns to be understood of the divine 
nature of Christ, as Thdrt.: deb uà» бз 
dvOparov, warépa è és 0‹09, Bókay yàp 
thy belay obow érópacer: for this would 
require т. 86у: abrov: but God is the 
Father,—by being the God and Father 
of our Lord Jesus Christ,—of that glory, 
the true and all-including glory, and on 
glory, of the Godhead, which shone forth 
in the manhood of the only-begotten Son 
John i. 14],—the true Shechinah, which 
is saints beheld in the face of Christ, 

2 Cor. iv. 4, 6, and into which they are 
cha by the Lord the Spirit, ib. iii. 
18. In fact, 2 Cor. iii. 7— iv. 6, is the key 
to this sublime expression), would give (the 
account of the optative after fva, when a 
present тайы) has preceded, is very 
simple. It is used when the purpose is not 
that of the writer as he is writing, but is 
described as that of himself or some one 

' else at another time. Thus Herod. ii. 98, 
KaTawAcwovos ès Gd, к. dvarAd- 

Prov. Ц. 4 bol. 

dal тїз  abrüs arrdxorrat, 
Pat d Ха 9) ph Tüs 4806 
8:4 rb» fd See Klotz, Devar. р. 622) 
to you the Spirit (certainly it would not 
be right to take rvedpa here as solely the 
Holy Spirit, nor as solely the spirit of man: 
rather is it the complex idea, of the spirit 
of man indwelt by the Spirit of , 80 
that as such, it is His special gift, see 
below) ef wisdom (not, which gices wis- 
dom, but кере pos it as ers niet 
racter—q. d. to which appertains wi 
and of revelation (i. e. tbat revelation 
which belongs to all Christians : see 1 Cor. 
ii. 10 f.: not the хар!тдата of the early 
Church, as Olsh.—nor could the A 
be alluding to any thing so trivial and 
fleeting, see 1 Cor. ziii. xiv. To those who 
are taught of God's Spirit, ever more and 
more of His glories in Christ are revealed, 
see John xvi. 14, 15) in (belongs to 87: 
as the element and sphere of the working 
of this gift of the Spirit) the full know- 
ledge (for the distinction between yeni 
and éwíyvecis, see 1 Cor. xiii. 12) of Him 
(Chr., Thl., Olsh., al., strangely connect d» 
éxiyveces abrov with the following sen 
tence, rer. к.т.А. The whole paral- 
lelism is against this, in which преби. 
тоф. к. ёпок. ів || rer. т. 590. т. к. bp. 
and ё» éweyróc. abToU is | eis ту clddvax 
K. r. A. ; and the object being to exalt the 
gifts of the Spirit, d» dr. abr. would hardly 
come first in the sentence, and thus mono- 
polize the emphasis. See also on a similar 
proposal, ver. 4, end. аётоё [not 
abrov] refers to the Father, — not to 
Christ, as Beza, Calv., al.; cf. abro$ four 
times in vv. 18, 19: Christ first becomes 
thus designated in ver. 20), having the 
eyes of your heart enlightened (the con- 
struction is as in Soph. Electr. 479, Sweewl 
poi Üpácos übvxrvóe» xAócvca» ёртівз 
üveipdroov, Each. Chotph. 396, wéraa- 
та & abré po: фіЛоу кќар Tórða илбоьса» 
olxroy: see also Acts xxvi. 3,—Kihner 
li. p. 881: so that тефютитифуоиз belongs 
to буі», and robs d@GaApous is the accu- 
sative of reference. So Вета, Beng., 
Koppe, Meyer, Ellic.: and snch is the 
simpler and more forcible construction. 
But Grot, Rück. Harl, Olsh, De W., 
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Stier, all., take weg. т. 390. together, and 
govern it by ọn, to which the 
before 300. is no objection [ав ч! 
51 The en. - 
tag as regards [or of] the eyes of the 
heart, is a condition, subordinate to the 
wrevua ve. x. dwox., not another gift, 
correlative with it. Besides which, the 
sentence, even after all the grammatical 
vindicutions of Harl., al.,. — n n-. 
weQericuévovus тойс 690. 77 xapdlas 
Suey, is clumsy and unpauline in the last 
degree. On тефет:сџи., cf. Matt. iv. 16: 
ch. iii. 9 (v. 14): Harl. gives an elaborate 
analysis, as usual, of the meaning, and 
remarks well that $wrí(w has the double 
meaning of belehren und beleben — on- 
Lightening and enlivening.’ He cites from 
Greg. Naz.: gas ds Aauxpérys фихд» к. 
Adyy x. Bly xafapouérur. el yap axóros 
ў Ќуғеш к. $ Арарт(а, pas y An 3 - 
> ps Bios à freos. сеа ion т. 

. kaplas is somewhat unusual. 
The xaptla of Scripture is, as Harl., the 
Mittelpunkt des Lebens, the very core and 
centre of life, where the intelligence has its 
post of observation, where the stores of ex- 

i are laid up, and the thoughts have 
their fountain. Similarly the Homeric 
zpaBín, see Damm. Lex.: the Latin ‘cor’ 
ef. Cic. Tusc. i. 9,—‘aliis cor ipsum 
animus videtur, ex quo excordes, vecordes, 
con dicuntur. Thus the 300. 
тйз rapdlar would be those pointed at in 
Matt. vi. 22, 23,—that inner eye of the 
heart, through which light is poured in on 
its own purposes and motives, and it looks 
oat on, and perceives, and ju things 
spiritaal : the eye, as in nature, 

that you may know (purpose of the re- 
ren., not of the ed. тоф. к. ёжок. 
This which is now to be described, to the 
end of the chapter, is involved in the wv. 
соф. к. ёток., not its object : but it te the 
object of the exlightening, which will endue 
us with the knowledge) what (the dispute 
among the Commentators, whether тїз im- 

i quantity, seems hardly plies quality or 
worth entering into. The fulness of the 

. ean be contem 

ing both | 
receptive and contemplative of the light), - 

simple meaning, ‘ what,’ embraces all cate- 
gories under which the things mentioned 

ted. In the passage to 
which both sides appeal, ch. iii. 18, ri +d 
SAéros x. r. A. of course implies, ‘how great 
ts the breadth, &.: but it implies this by 
the simple meaning ‘ what is the breadth, 
Фе.” not by making 71 = quantum, quan- 
tity being already involved in the sub- 
stantives) is the hope (again, it is mere 
trifling to enquire whether éAvís is the 
hope feabjective ] or the thing hoped for 
[objective], in this case. For the rís in- 
volves in itself hoth these. If 1 know 
WHAT the hope is, I know both its essence 
and its accidents. Undoubtedly such an 
objective sense of dAxís does occur,— see 
on Col. i. 5; but certainly the meaning 
here is far wider than in that As 
well might the subjective sense of Col. i. 
23, be on that side) of (belonging 
to, see on ch. iv. 4) His calling (i. e. the 
calling wherewith He called us. All the 
matters mentioned, xAjjois, xAnpoveula, 
Bévauıs, are abrov, His,—but not all in 
the same sense: see below. On Ades, 
see notes, Rom. viii. 28—30), what the 
riehes of the glory of His inheritance 
(‘what a rich, sublime cumulation. set- 

ting forth in like terms the weightiness 
of the matters described; and not to be 
weakened [verwafert] by any resolution 
of the genitives into adjectives. Mey. 
See Col. i. 27) in (in = 5 

ified in; not so weak as 4 »—n 
Ped im so as to refer to its subjective 

realization in them) the saints (much dis- 
ute has arisen on the construction of iv т. 
i Koppe and Winer Gram. $19.2.b, edn. 

sot appy in edo. б}, with whom Meyer пес? 10 Wi CT 

otte agree mean ‘what the rich- 
ness of, &c. : ; Ы { biection to this awk- 
5 „ the context and sense 

are decisive pedet рга 
‘Paul does no : what great 
enlightened, ay among Christians. 
No: nor is it easy to conceive how any 

а 2 
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intelligent reader of the Epistle could ever 
maintain such a rendering. The other con- 
struction is, to take ёу т. åy. as belonging 
either to wAoUros, or to óns, or to Au- 
povoulas, as if it had been б (or тўз) èr 
Tois &y. And this is the only one allowed 
by the context: cf. vv. 19, 20, where els 
has, dv xpiorg, form objects of reference 
precisely similar. Again there is mani- 
festly a distinction between of &y:o: here, 
and jeis of тістебоутеѕ in the next 
verse : the former being the perfected, the 
latter the militant saints. And this de- 
cides for the joining é» т. йу. to kAnporo- 
plas abrov, —* His inheritance in, whose 
example and fulness, and embodying is in 
the saints, The objection to this is sup- 
posed to be the want of the article before 
фу, which is urged by Meyer [see also Elli- 
cott’s note here], because abrod has inter- 
vened, thereby preventing «Anp. dv т. ay. 
being considered as one idea. But surely 
this is not so. If, before abroU was in- 
serted, i; kAnp. dv т. &ylois was sufficiently 
one to prevent the necessity of a specifica- 
tion of the genus xAnpovopla that it was 
the xAnp. which was фу т. ay. [for such is 
the force of the inserted article), how can 
this logical fact be altered by the in- 
sertion of Him, whose Ap. it is,—who 
originated and bestowed it,—and who is 
therefore necessarily prior to the xAnpo- 
yoia, not intervening between it and its 
example ? I therefore join it to xAp., 
and so Rück., Harless, Olsh., Stier, al. 
This latter, as usnal, combines the senses 
of кАтр. abro), including the inheritance 
which God has in His people, and that 
which they have in Him. His whole note 
is well worth attention), 19.] and 
what the surpassing (a word only pauline 
in N. T., see reff.) greatness of power 
to usward who believe (construction as 
before, ver. 18, rijs vyd. abr. els Ju., 
not Tí rb ö r.. Lorle] els ñu. Not 
His future power in the actual resurrection 
only is spoken of, but THE WHOLE of His 
energizing to usward from first to last, 
principally however His present spiritual 
work, cf. riotetovrag, not, as in 2 Thess. 
і. 10, rioretoacw: see also Col. ii. 12, 

and 1 Pet. i. 3—5. This power is exerted 
to wsward, which expression of the E. V. 
I retain as giving better the prominence 
to «s in the fact of its direction, than the 
more usual but tamer ‘toward ws.’ But 
it is not, as Matth., Flatt, the power which 
works faith in us, except in so far indeed 
as faith is a portion of its whole work: 
here, the miorevorres aro the material on 
which the power works), according to (in 
proportion to,—as might be expected from : 
but more than this—His power to usward 
is a part of, a continuation of, or rather in- 
cluded as a consequence in, the other. 
All the shallower interpretations must be 
avoided here :—Grot., rei similitudinem 
significat :’ Van Ess., gleidh ber Wertung : 
nor must we join, as Erasm. al., ката т. 
фә. with wicTeborras, which is beside the 
Apostle’s purpose: nor, with Mey., un- 
derstand it as a qualification of «ls +d 
e Erkenntnißgrund des vorherigen 
Momentes]: nor, with Harless, refer it 
to all three, éAsís, wAovros, uéyeOos: but 
with Chrys., Calv., Est., Grot., De W., 
Ellic., take it as an amplification, or ex- 
planation, or grounding, of—175 dwepB. . . . 
io morevovras) the working (putting 
forth in action, in an object) of the 
strength of His might (xpáros the actual 
measure of loyvs, His might. The latter 
is the attribute, subjectively considered ‹ 
the former the weight of that attribate, 
objectively esteemed: the évépyaa, the 
operation, in matter of fact, of the strength 
ofthat might. Calvin’s distinction, though 
not quite accurate, is worth noting: “Inter 
tria nomina qum hie posuit, hoc interest: 
quod robur est quasi radix, potentia, au- 
tem, arbor (qu. vice versá?): efficacia, 
fructus, est enim extensio divini brachii, 
que in actum emergit ), which (viz. évép- 
уча»: cf. ver. 6, note) He hath wrought 
in Christ (our ёяархӯ, аз Œc.: nor only 
this, but our Head, in virtue of God's 
érépyeia in whom, His power to usward 
is made possible and actual. No shallower 
view, such ав that of Grot. that ‘ Deus 
oculis humanis quantum posset, in Christo, 
capite et duce nostro, ostendit, must be 
for а moment admitted) in that He raised 
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91. «Lovcias xa: apxns B. 

(as -yrepicas above, ver. 9) Him from the 
dead (the resurrection of Christ was not a 
mere bodily act, an earnest of our bodily 
resurrection, but was a spiritual act, the 
raising of His humanity [which is ours], 
consisting of body and soul, from in- 
firmity to glory, the curse to the 
final triumph. In that He died. HE DIED 
окто BIN once; but in that He liveth, 
Hx LIVETH UNTO Gop. And so nei of 
vwicTevorTes, knit to Him, have died unto 
sin and live unto God. It is necessary 
to the understanding of the following, 
thoroughly to appreciate this—or we shall 
be in danger of regarding, with the shal- 
lower expositors, Christ’s resurrection as 
merely a pledge of our bodily resurrec- 

і figure representing our 
spiritual resarrection,—not as involring 
the resurrection of the Church їп both 
senses); and setting Him at His right 
hand (see especially Mark xvi. 19) in the 
heavenly places (see on ver. 3: and Matt. 
vi. 9, note. Bat the fact of the universal 
idea, of God’s dwelling being in heaven, 
being only a symbolism common to all 
men, must not for a moment induce us to 
let go the verity of Christ's bodily exist- 
ence, or to explain away the glories of 
His resurrection into mere spiritualities. 
As Stephen saw Him, so He veritably is : 
in human form, locally existent) over 
above (not, as in my former editions, far 
above.’ Ellicott says, “ The intensive force 
which Ch and ТЫ. find in this word, 
Та ть өү Да Byos SnAdoy, and which 
has recently been adopted by Stier and 
Eudie, is very doubtful: as is also the 
assertion [Eadie] that this prevails in 
the majority of paseages in the LXX: 
ef. Ezek. i. 26; viii. 2; x. 19; xi. 22; 
xliii. 15; and even Deut. xxvi. 19; xxviii. 
1. Sach distinct instances as Ezek. xliii. 
15, and in the N. T., Heb. ix. 6, the simi- 

for exovp., ovpayos B Hil. 

larly unemphatic use of the antitheton 
Swoxdre, John i. 51, Luke viii. 16, and 
the tendencies of Alexandrian and later 
Greek to form duplicated compounds, 
make it highly probable that ówepdro, 
both here and ch. iv. 10, implies little more 
than simple local elevation. So too Syr. 
and apparently all the ancient тте 
all government (cf. Matt. xxviii. 18) 
power and might and lordship (sce simi- 
lar combinations in reff. The most reason- 
able account of the four words seems to 
be this: inr. жас. Ap gives the high- 
est and fullest expression of exaltation : 
к. It ew is added as filling out dpyijs 
in detail: ¿ovela being not only govern- 
ment, bat every kind of official power, 
primary and delegated: cf. Matt. viii. 9; 
x. 1; xxi. 23 ff.; Luke xx. 20; xxiii. 7. 
Then in the second pair, Bóvepis is mere 
might, the raw material, so to speak, of 

wer: cupiérys is that pre-eminence or 
lordship, which Zürauis establishes for 
iteelf. So that in the first pair we de- 
scend from the higher and concentrated 
to the lower and diffused: in the second 
we ascend from the lower and diffused to 
the higher and concentrated. The follow- 
ing shews that in this enumeration not 
aly earthly, nor only heavenly authorities 
are meant to be included, but both to- 

her,—8so as to make it perfectly general. 
at the evil spirits are included, is there- 

fore manifest: see also ch. vi. 12; 1 Cor. 
xv. 24—26) and every name that is 
named (further generalization : indicatin 
not merely titles of honour [cf. óvoua(on. |, 
nor persons, but, as Stier, a transition from 
the dpxal, &c. to жута below: answer- 
ing to обте ris ктЇдїз érépa, cf. Rom. 
viii. 39. And this transition passes into 
still wider meaning in the following words) 
not only in this present state, but also in 
at which is to come (= ¢vqovara and 
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23. rec om ra, with e: ins ABDFKLRN rel. 

HÉAAorra of Rom. viii. 88—not only time 
t and to come, but the present 

earthly condition of things, and the 
future (heavenly) one. And forasmuch 
as that heavenly state which is for us 
Suture, is now, to those in it, present, i£ is 
by the easiest transition denoted by the 
A&A айфу: cf. Luke xx. 85, and espe- 
cially Heb. ii. 5, rẹ» olxoupérny т. pér- 
Aeveay. So that the meanings seem com- 
bined,—‘ every name now named in earth 
and heaven: and, ‘every name which 
we name,—not only now, but hereafter.’ 
And in this last view Thdrt.: rpos- 
тёбекеу, Sri kal el Tiwas тойтеу rod - 
реу, perà 88 тайта уумсбреда dy TË u 
№оут: Bly. Chrys.: Spa deri durduedy 
view bvépara Suiv konpa к. ob p 
uera. Grot., ‘que noscemus in altero 
ssculo: Beng., ‘quamvis non omnes no- 
minare possumus.’ Wesley, beautifully ex- 

ding Bengel (Stier, p. 188): We 
ow that the king is above all, though 

we cannot name all the officers of his 
court. So we know that Christ is above 
all, though we are not able to name all 
His subjecta"), 23.] and subjected 
all things under His feet (from the Mes- 
sianic Ps. viii.; not without an allusion 
also in кабісаѕ, ёс. above to Ps.cx.1: not 
merely cited, as Thdrt., ка) т. трофзуткў» 
éwfryaye papruplay, but interwoven into 
the context, wdyra being a summing 
up of all mentioned before), and gave 
(‘presented ; keep the literal sense: not 
appointed; see below) Him (emphatic, 
from its position: Нім, thus exalted, thus 
glorified, the Futher not only raised to this 
supereminence, but gave Him to His re- 
deemed as their Head, &е.) as Head over 
all things to the Church (not as Chrys.,— 
in either of his alternatives: 3 rò» бута 
бёр wáera Tà puera x. тё voobpera 
xptoréy [which would be Th» xep., or và» 
trip wárra], } vip dera та é&ya0à 
тобто wewolnxe, TÒ Tb» иф» добуш re- 
$aAfv,—which is beside the context, in 
which no comparison is made between the 
ift of Christ and other blessings: nor as 

g., ‘ Ecclesia, super omnia, super im- 
peria, &c., quorum caput (?) Christus est, 

potest dicere, Christus est caput meum: 
ego sum corpus ejus,'— for this sense can- 
not possibly be extracted out of the words 
themselves фиўр dra: nor as Baum- 
garten, rèp dra = párra d rer, 
precipue, potius quam ceteris,—for, not 
to mention other objections, rdyra must 
surely be the same in meaning as várra 
before: nor can wdyra be masculine, as 
Jer., Ansehn, al, and Wahl: nor, as 
Calv., ‘quia simul plena rerum omnium 
potestas et administratio illi sit com- 
missa ? nor, with Harl, does dera find 
its limitation within the Church, so as 
not to apply to other things withont it : 
nor is trip ябута to be taken with 
nep., summum caput, as Olsh., all.: nor as 
Meyer, Stier, and Ellicott [edn. 1: in 
edn. 2, he interprets nearly as below}, 
is another кефаАў» to be supplied before 
3 ‘gave Him, as Head over all 
ings, as Head to the Church: nor is 

the dative a dat. commodi, as De W.: but 
the meaning is thus to be gained, from 
what follows: CREisT is Head over all 
things: the Church is the Bopy of Christ, 
and as such is the fulness of Him who fills 
al with sll: the Head of such a Body, 
is Head over all things; therefore when 
God gives Christ as Head to the church, 
He gives Him as Head over ail things 
to the church, from the necessity of the 
case. Thus what follows is epexegetical 
of this), which same (Church, * gue qui- 
dem; hardly ut que,’ “in virtue of her 
being," as Meyer) is His BODY (not in a 
figure merely: it is veritably His Body: 
not that which in our glorified humanit 
He personally bears, but that in which 
CCC 

glorified by spiritual organization. 
He is its Head; ‘fons Him comes its life; 
in Him, it is exalted: in it, He is lived 
forth and witnessed to; He по- 
thing for Himself,—neither His commu- 
nion with the Father, nor His fulness of 
the Spirit, nor His glorified humanity,— 
but all for His Church, which is in the 
innermost reality, НїмвкїР; His flesh 
and His bones—and therefore) the falness 
(Ni- is in apposition with vd одра abr., 
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and із a fresh description of 4 éiA ala. 
It would pass my limite, even to notice 
summarily what has been written on 
тАрера. I wil endeavour to give an 
account of the word itself. Like other 
derivatives in -ua from the perfect passive, 
it would appear primarily to designate 
either (1) concrete, that ary | on which 
the action denoted by the verb has passed : 
e. g. тутка, the thing made, zpaypa, the 
thing 6 "отбора, the Em Do A- 
pupa, ing filled: or (2) abstract, 
that occurrence whereby the action de- 
noted has been exemplified: e. g. трёра, 
the effect of тгтрбекеу, not the thing 
wounded, but the wound inflicted: so 
«adoua, dplOunua, and the like; wAfpepa, 
the fulness. From this latter, the transi- 
tion is it Bape’ to the meaning the thing 
whereby the effect is produced, as where 
TAhpupa is used for the crew of а ship 
[see ulso Matt. ix. 16 ||; Mark vi. 48; 
1 Cor. x. 26; Gal. iv. 4; тег. 10}, (et^yua 
for а bridge or yoke, &c. arises the 
0 called active sense of such nouns, which 
is not in fact an active sense at all, but a 
logical transference from the effect to that 
which exemplifles tbe effect. Here, the 
simple and primary meaning is by far the 
best, —' the thing filled, —'' the 
55 [cf. катеутђбргоу, ch. ii. 22 
as ie expresses it [see also Ellicott |, 
the meaning being, that the church, bei 
the Body of Christ, is dwelt in and 
by God: it is His rAfpepa in an especial 
manner—His fulness abides in it, and is 
exemplified by it. The nearest approach 
to any one word in English which ma 
express it, is made by falness, th 
it, as well as vA., requires ining, ал 
importing not the inherent plenitade of 
God Himself, but that communicated 
plenitude of gifts and graces wherein He 
infuses Himself into His Church. I would 
refer those who wish to enter more fully 
into thia matter, to the long and laboured 
notesof Harless, and Stier: and to Fritzsche 
on Rom. vol. ii. pp. 469 ff.) of Him who 
filleth (it is doubted whether wAypovw- 

is passive, or middle in an active 
sense. Those who take тАфрема above, 
actively, “ the filling up,” generally [ Har- 
lees is an exception) defend the i 
sense here, “of Him who is (being | filled, 
&.“ 

.... 8:4 der 
аётоё. тбӧте ADD ral Ù кефалф, тбте 
тёлеу сёра "ylyerai, Stay брод xdvres 

Bev. Ш. 1. m bere only. wap., Gal. vi. 1 reff. 

Suey cornupérot x. ovyxexodAAnpévor. Jer. : 
* Sicut adimpletur imperator, si quotidie 
ejus augeatur exercitus, et fant nove 
provincia, et orum multitudo suc- 
crescat, ita et Christus, in eo, sibi 
credunt omnia, ipse adimpletur in omni- 
bus; and Estius: Qui secundum 
omnia, sive quoad omnia in omnibus sui 
eorporis membris adimpletur. Nisi enim 
essent hic quidem pes ejus, ille vero manus, 
alius autem aliud membrum ..... non 
perficeretur Christus secundum rationem 
capitis.” But to this it is difficult to 
assign any satisfactory sense, especially on 
account of rà dera d» wüciw. It cer- 
tainly cannot be said that Christ awaits 
His completion, in any such meaning as 
this by the completion of his Church. 
And it is not pro that if such had 
been the meaning, та drr dy vâr» 
would have thus barely and emphatically 
preceded the participle which itself con- 
veyed so new and startling an idea. We 
should have had some such arrangement 
as this—rd wAfpepa тоў ка) abr ra 
wárra [x.] фу waow sAnpoupdvov. If 
now we take wAmnpovuérow in an active 
reflective sense, both meaniug and ar- 
rangement will be satisfactory —* tke fual- 
ness [receptacle, filled and possessed 
Him who filleth’ rà rárra dv rd. 
But are we justified in thus taking it? 
It seems so, from Xen. Hell. vi. 2. 14, 6 
cTparwybs цёла ё бюз ras vais érAn- 
povro к. robs rpinpdpxous hdr See 
likewise Plato, Gorg. § 106; Xen. Hell. v. 
4. 56; vi. 2. 35: Demosth. p. 1208. 14: 
Plut. Alcib. 85: Pollux i. 99: in all of 
which the 1 aor. middle is thus used. 
Having then this authority as far as graw- 
matical usage is concerned, we are further 
inclined to this rendering by ch. iv. 10, 
where it is said of Christ, é з bwep- 
бую «xdetev Té» obparév, Хуа «\рбсү 
тё жута, and the Apostle proceeds to 
enumerate the various gifts bestowed by 
Him on His Charch. See further in note 
there) all things (the whole universe: 
not to be restricted in meaning. The 
Church is the ial receptacle and 
abiding-place--the wAfpepa кат’ Фф ох%>, 
of Him who fills all things) with all things 
(i. e. who is the bestower of all, wherever 
found. ёғ waew has been rendered every 
where’ [B.-Crus.]: in every way’ [De 
W.]: ‘69 every case’ [Harl.]: and al.: 
but the Apostle's own usage is our best 
guide, —тАтроёобе dv яуєбраті, ch. v. 18, 
and other reff., and directs us to the in- 
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eirunental or elemental meaning —the 
thing with, or by, or in which ss an ele- 
ment, the filling takes place. So that the 
expression will mean, with all, not only 
gifts, not only blessings, but tings: who 
fills all creation with whatever it pos- 
sesses—who is the Author and Giver of 
all things. The reference is, I think, to 
the Father, not to Christ. The latter has 
been imagined [see especially Ellicott], 
principally from strictly parallelizing the 
two clauses,—7d сёиа | adroit ||, TÒ A.- 
pua | тоў т. ж. ёу ж. wAnpoupévov ||. 
But this is by no means conclusive: the 
second definitive clause may assert more 
than the first ;—may be, not subordinate 
to the first, but inclusive of it. In ch. 
iv. 10, where Christ’s filling all things is 
spoken of, we have the active voice, de- 
noting the bare objective fact: whereas 
here the reciprocal middle implies a filling 
for Himself, which can hardly be pre- 
dicated of any but the Father, for whom 
are all things, even the Son himself). 

II. 1—23.] (See on ch. i. 3.) Coursz 
AND PROGRESS OF THE CHURCH THROUGH 
THE Son; consisting mainly in the re- 
ceiving of believers in the new man Christ 
Jesus— setting forth on one side the death 
and ruin in which they were;—on the 
other, the way to life opened to them 
by the finished work of Christ. This 
throughout the chapter, which is com- 
posed (as ch. i) of two parts—the first, 
more doctrinal and assertive (vv. 1—10), 
the second more hortative and remi- 
niscent (vv. 11—22). In both, the sepa- 
rate cases of Gentiles and Jews, and 
the present union in Christ, are treated 
of. And herein 

A.1—10.] THE POWER OF THE FATHER 
IN QUICKENING UB, BOTH GENTILES AND 
JEWS, IN AND WITH CHRIST (1—6); 
—His PURPOSE IN MANIFESTING THIS 
POWER (7);— INFERENCE RESPECTING 
THE METHOD OF OUR SALVATION (8— 10). 

1, 9.] Actual state of the Gentiles 
—dead in trespasses and sins, living under 
the power of the devil. 1.] You also 
(refi much more than merely copulative. 
t selects and puts into prominence биаз, 

from among the recipients of God's grace 
implied in vv. 19—28 of the former cha 
ter. See below), who were (**Óvras clearly 
marks the state in which they were at the 
time when God quickened them: this in 

ver. 5 is brought prominently forward by 
the nal: here however «al is joined with 
and gives prominence to $дйз. A simple 
indication, then, of their state, without 
any temporal or causal adjunct, ‘shen,’ 
© whereas,’ &c., seems in the present case 
most satisfactory, as less calling away the 
attention from the more emphatic épas.” 
Ellicott, edn. 1) dead (certainly not, as 
Meyer, ‘subject fo [physical] death: the 
whole of the subsequent mercy of God in 
His quickening them is spiritual, and 
therefore of necessity the death also. 
That it involves physical death, is most 
true; but as I have often had occasion to 
remark [see e. g. on John xi. 25, 26], this 
latter is so subordinate to spiritual death, 
as often hardly to come into account in 
Scripture) in (not exactly as in Col. ii. 18, 
vexpovs Ürras ёу Tois wapamrápasw, where 
the element is more in view, whereas 
here it is the causal dative— we might 
render, were the expression good in serious 
writing, ‘dead of your t „ as we 
say ‘he lies dead of cholera.’ I use ‘in’ 
as giving nearly the rame causal sense: 
we say, indiscriminately, ‘sick F a fever,’ 
and ‘sick is a fever’) [your] trespasses 
and sins (it seems difficult to establish 
universally any distinction such as bas 
been attempted, e. g. by Tittm. Synon. 
р. 47.—“ licet non satis vera Hieronymi 
distinctio videatur, qui тарёхтеора pri- 
mum ad peccatum lapsum esse dicit, йдар- 
tía», quum ad ipsum facinus perventum 
est; tamen in v. rapdwrepa proprie inest 
notio peccati quod temere commissum est, 
i. e. a nolente facere injuriam ; sed in 
ёрартіа et àudprnka cogitatur facinus 
quod, qui fecit, facere voluit, sive imprudens 
erraverit, recte se facere existimans, sive 
impetu animi et libidine obreptus fecerit. 
. . . Levius est таріттоца quam épap- 
tla, si Guapria de sin peccato dicitur.” 
Where however, as here, the two occur 
together, it may be accepted as correct. 
If we take merely that of Ellicott, al., 
that “ тараятбрата are the particular, 
special acts of sin,—dyaprias the more 
general and abstract, viz. all forma, phases, 
and movements of sin, whether entertained 
in thought or consummated in act," we 
shall not provide for the whole case: for 
éuapria: are unquestionably used for 
special acts [= йнартўиата]: and we 
want a distinction which shall embrace 
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this case. Another question concerns 
the construction of this accusative clause. 
Some [Beng., Lachm., Harl.] consider it 
as a continuation of ch. i. 23, and place a 
comma only at wA«»povuérov. Bat [see 
our division of the sense] the sentence 
evidently finishes with wAnpovuévov, and 
& new subject is here taken up. The 
simplest view seems to be the usual one, 
that the Apostle began with the accu- 
sative, intending to govern it by туує(шо- 
rolycer тё xpirTé, but was led away by 
the relative clauses, dv als wore . . . , 
dy ols ка) pets . . . . , and himself takes 
up the dro thread of the construction 
by é 84 bedòs . . . ., ver. 4. So Erasm.: 
“ hyperbati longioris ambitum ipse cor- 
rexit Apostolus dicens ‘Deus autem qui 
dives est At all events, the clause 
should be left, in translation, pendent, as 
it stands, and not filled in conjecturally), 

2.] in which (apyaprias, the last 
substantive, but applying in fact to both) 
ye once walked (we hardly need, as Eadie, 
al., go back every time to the figure in 

- тергтатеєу — е word has become with 
the Apostle so common in its figurative 
sense. See Fritzsche’s note, Rom. vol. iii. 
р- 140) according to (after the leading of, 
conformably to) the course (so E. V.: the 
very best word, as vo often. The meaning 
of elév here is compounded of ita temporal 
and its ethical sense: it is not exactly 
‘ lifetime,’ ‘duration,’ nor again ‘fashion,’ 
‘spirit,’ bat some common term which 
will admit of being both temporally 
and ethically characterized. career’ or 
‘course.’ Beware 1) of taking aléve and 
h as synonymous, and the expres- 
sion as a pleonasm [“ utrumque nominat, 
seculum et mundum, cum sufficeret alte- 
rum dixisse," Estius], 2) of imagining, as 
Michaelis and Baur, that the expression 
is a gnostic one, the won being the devil : 
for, ás Meyer remarks, the ordinary sense 
of al gives a good meaning, and one 
characteristic of St. Paul. See Gal. i. 4, 
for а use of aléy—somewhat similar, but 
more confined to the temporal meaning) 
of this world (St. Paul erally uses 
д кбсиоѕ, but has 6 к. obros in 1 Cor. 
iii. 19; v. 10; vii. 31. It designates the 
present system of things, as alien from 
God, and lying in the evil one), according 
to the ruler of the power of the air (the 
devil—the sòs ToU aléros тобтоо, 2 Cor. 
iv. 4, ia clearly meant: but it is difficult 

в Acta xxii . 1 Cor. ix. 36. хіт. 
t — Lakeix.5&, Rom. viii. 18. 1 Cor. v. 21. 9 Tim. i. 7. 1Johniv. 1 ff. 

9. 1 Thess. iv. 17. Rev. ix. 2. xvi. 17 

exactly to dissect the phrase, and give 
each word its proper meaning. éfovela 
appears to be used here as брилі in 
Homer, Ака, érapla, BovAela, trnpecia, 
cvupaxía, and the like, to represent the 
aggregate of those in power: as we say, 
‘the government.’ So that all such ren- 
derings as ‘ princeps potentissimus’ are to 
be at once dismissed. So also is every 
explanation which would ascribe to the 
Apostle a polemical, or distantly allusive 
tendency, in an expression which he mani- 
festly uses as one of passage merely, and 
carrying its own familiar sense to his 
readers. This against Michaelis, and all 
who have imagined an allusion to the 
gnostic ideas—and Wetst., who says, 
* Paulus ita loquitur ex principiis philo- 
sophie Pythagorem, quibus ilh ad quos 
scribit imbuti erant." Not much better 
are those who refer the expression to 
Rabbinical ideas for its source. The dif- 
ferent opinions and authorities [which 
would far exceed the limite of a general 
commentary | may be seen cited and treated 
in Harless, Stier, and Eadie. I am dis- 
posed to seek my interpretation from a 
much more obvious source: viz. the per- 
suasion and common parlance of mankind, 
founded on analogy with well-known facts. 
[ Ellic., ейп. 2, disapproves this, but with- 
out sufficiently attending to my explana- 
tion which follows, which, as in so many 
cases where he imagines а difference be- 
tween our interpretations, is practically 
the same as his own.] We are tempted 
by evil spirite, who have access to us, and 
suggest thoughts and desires to our minds. 
We are surrounded by the air, which is 
the vehicle of speech and of all sugges- 
tions to our senses. Tried continually as 
we are by these temptations, what so па. 
tural as to assign to their ministers a 
dwelling in, and power over that element 
which is the vehicle of them tous? And 
thus our Lord, in the parable of the sower, 
when He would represent the devil com- 
ing and taking away the seed out of the 
heart, figures him by тё werewà ToU où- 
parob. e Apostle then, in using this 
expression, would be appealing to the 
common feeling of his ers, not to any 
recondite or questionable system of dæ- 
monology. That traces are found in such 
systems, of а belief agreeing with this, is 
merely a proof that they have embodied 
the same general feeling, апа may be used 
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in illustration, not as the ground, of the 
Apostle's saying. All attempts to re- 
present ёўр as meaning ‘darkness,’ or 
‘ spirit,’ are futile, and beside the pu 
The word occurs (see reff.) six more times 
in the N. T. and nowhere in any but its 
ordinary meaning), of the spirit (rs N- 
ovcías being used as designating [see 
above] the personal aggregate of those 
evil ones who have this power, ToU wved- 
poros, in apposition with it, represents 
their aggregate character, as an influence 
on the human mind, a spirit of ungodli- 
ness and disobedience,—the s»ebpa тоб 
кфоноо of 1 Cor. ii. 12, —the te 
of the ж»ейдата wAdva of 1 Tim. iv. 1. 
So that [against Harlese] the meaning of 
wyebpartos, though properly and strictly 
objective, almost passes into the subjec- 
tive, when it is spoken of аз évepyotvros 
фу k. r. A. And this will account for the 
otherwise harsh conjunction of Épxorra 
тод жуєбратоз.. As he (the devil) is the 
ruler of тё wredpara, whose te 
Tb wveüua is,—so he is the рушу of the 
thoughts and ways of the ungodly,—of 
that wreijua which works in them. The 
genitive, v»veóuaros, must not be taken, 
аз by many Commentators and by Rückert, 
as in apposition with &pxorra, by the 
Apostle's negligence of construction. No 
such assumption should ever be made with- 
out necessity; and there is surely none 
here) which is now (i. e. still :’ contrast 
to xoré,—to you, who have escaped from 
his government : no allusion need be 
thought of to the interval before the 
тароџсіа being that of the hottest con- 
flict between the principles [2 Thess. ii. 7. 
Rev. xii. 12), as De W.) working in the 
eons of (the expression is a Hebraism, but 
is strictly reproduced in the fact: that of 
which they are sons, is the source and 
spring of their lives, not merely an acci- 
dental quality belonging to them) disobe- 
dience (the vulg. renders it diffidentia, 
but anfortunately, as also Luther Un- 
glaube; for both here and in ch. v. 6, it 
is practical conduct which is spoken of. 
Doubtless unbelief is the root of disobedi- 
ence: but it is not here expressed, only 
implied. In Deut. ix. 23, #weOfoare 7$ 
Phuare xvplov т. Oso биёру, and the allu- 
sion to it in Heb. iv. 6, of xpérepoy eùay- 
yerroOdvres ойк «їзїйАбо› Èe dwelBaav, 
we have the disobedience in its root— 
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here, in its fruite—cf. ver. 8, wotobrres 
та Behara x. r. A.): 8.] among 
whom (the viol т. dwe:delas: not merely 
local, but numbered among whom, — . 
ко) афто! Ürres, as Rückert: not ‘is 
which,’ viz. wapaxrtépacw, as Syr., Jer. 
Grot., Bengel, al, and Stier, who would 
divide off ásapría:, allotting them to the 
Gentiles, and to ver. 2,—and ó- 
para, assigning them to the Jews, and to 
ver. 3. further on this below: but 
meantime, besides its very clumsy treat- 
ment of the áuapr. and raparr. which 
both belong to бше in ver. 1, it ascribes 
to the Apostle an unusual and unnatural 
precision in distinguishing the two words 
which he had used without any such note 
of distinction, such as re—xaf) we also 
all (wHoP The of net wavres 
by St. Paul must decide. It occurs Rom. 
iv. 16, ёз фот warhp тутш» ўир, 
undeniably for Jews and Gentiles included 
[for the slight difference arising from 
dre being first, and therefore empha- 
tic, need not be insisted on]: viii. 33,- 
drip pr wdvrev тарфдшке» abr, 
where the universal reference is as unde- 
niable: 1 Cor. xii. 18, where it is still 
more marked: jets wdyres'. . . . efre 
"IovBaio. efre “EAAnves, efre Jobo elre 
see ph: 2 Cor. iii. 18, equally un- 
doubted. It сап hardly then be that here 
he should have departed from his univer- 
sal usage, and placed an unmeaning rdr- 
Tes after мез merely to signify, we 
Jews, every one of us.’ I therefore infer 
that by рз wdvres, he means, we all, 
Jews and Gentiles alike; all, who are now 
Christians) lived our life (reff. especially 
2 Cor.) onee, in (as in ref. 1 Pet., of the 
element, in which: in 2 Cor. i. 12, the 
same double use of ё», of the place, and 
the element, is found) the desires of our 
flesh (of our unrenewed selves, under the 
dominion of tbe body and the carnal soul. 
See a contrast, . v. 16), doing the 
wishes (the instances in which 73 GAU 
manifested itself: see reff.) of our flesh 
and of our thoughts (the plural use is 
remarkable. "There appears to be a refer- 
ence to Num. xv. 39, où S:acrpaphoecte 
éxlaw TG» Bivour Suey. In Isa. lv. 9, 
a distinction is made, &àxéxer. . . rà ia- 
vofuara ópðv xb ris B:avolas pov, 
which is useful here, as pointing to bid- 
vo: as an improper use for Buavefiuara, 
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—the instrument for its results. Thus 
* thoughts’ will be our nearest word— 
those phases of mind which may or may 
not affect the will, but which then in our 
natural state we allowed to lead us by 
the desires they excited), and were (Фе 
change of construction has been remarked 
by the best Commentators as intentional, 
not of negligence,—“to give emphasis to 
the weighty clause that follows, aud to 
disconnect it from any possible relation to 
resent time, ‘we were children of wrath 
y nature,—it was once our state and 

condition, it is now so no longer.'" Elli- 
cott. And Eadie remarks: “ Had he yrit- 
ten ка} бутеѕ, as following out the idea of 
rotoõyres, there might have been a plea 
against the view of innate depravity | see 
below ]— fulfilling the desires of the flesh 
and of the mind, and being,’ or * во being, 
children of wrath.’ Bat the Apostle says, 
ral ue and we were, at a point of 
time prior to that indicated in rosourres ”) 
ebildren (not = viol, but implying closer 
relation. The effect of the expression is 
to set those of whom it is predicated, be- 
neath, in subjection to, as it were, the 
products ое. TE So in the passages 
adduced by Harl.;—Deut. xxv. 2, rd 
nim, if he be the son of stripes,’ i. e. not 

as LXX and E. V. Atios sAmyér, but 
actually beaten:—1 Sam. xx. 31, гтрү 
ran, be is the son of death, — i. e. as 
we express it, ‘he is a dead man,’ antici- 
pating the effect of that which seems to 
be certain) by nature (the meaning of 
en is disputed. Some of the ancients 
[Cyr (Ec., Thl. ], and Grot. took it as = 

ws, Anfas, which meaning it never 
bears; see on Gal. iv. 8. Others [ Holz- 
hansen, Hoffm.] would join it with брүўз, 
— ‚ which arises from the ungodly 
natural life: but as Mey. remarks, even 
granting this use of фіс:з, this would re- 
quire ras тр bon брүйз ог THs dk Tis 
ote. ёрудз. It can then only mean, ‘by 
nature. And what does this imply ? Harl., 
in loc., seems to have given the distinctive 
sense well: '*$ócis, in its fundamental 
idea, is that which has grow» as distin- 
guished from that which has been effected 

rec (for nueba) 
duces 

Clem: txt 

[das Gewordene in Gegenfag zum Ge- 
machten], i.e. it is that which according 
to our judgment has the ground of its 
existence in individual development, not 
in accessory influence of another. Accord- 
ingly, $ócis, in its concrete idea, as the 
sum total of all growth, is * rernm natura:’ 
amd in its abstract philosophical idea, 
Q$6c:s is the contrast to % The фісіз 
of an individual thing denotes the pecu- 
liarity of its being, which is the result of its 
being, as opposed to every accessory quality: 
hence фсе: elvai or тошу т: means, ‘ sua 
sponte facere, esse aliquid’ and ‘natura 
esse aliquid :? to be and do any thing by 
virtue of a state [ elvai] or an inclination 
— not acquired, but inherent : It - 
оа ка) pice: сє uh wepukóra | тоаёта 
pve v, unë? rexv&aÓa xaxd, Soph. Philoct. ~ 
80." If this be correct, the expression will 
amount fo an assertion on the part of the 
Apostle of the doctrine of original sin. 
There is from its secondary position [cf. 
Plutarch de frat. am. p. 37, in Harl., 
ópyádrer фбсє: тоюбтеу Érvxev) no em- 
phasis on poet: but its doctrinal force 
as referring to a fundamental truth other- 
wise known, is not thereby lessened. And 
itis not for Meyer to argue against this 
by assuming original sin not to be a pau- 
line doctrine. If the Apostle asserts it 
here, this place must stand on its own 
merits, not be wrested to suit an apparent 

nceived meaning of other passages. 
ut the truth is, he cites those other pas- 

sages in а sense quite alien from their real 
one. It would be easy to shew that every 
one of them [Rom. i. 18; ii. 8, 9; v. 12; 
vii. 9; xi. 21. Gal. ii. 15] is consistent 
with the doctrine here implied. The stu- 
dent will do well to read the long notes in 
Harl., De W., Stier, and Eadie) of wrath 
(т новя wrath, is evident : the meanin 
being, we were all concluded under an 
born in sin, and so actual objects of that 
wrath of God which is His mind against 
sin. Zpyn must not be taken as = Timo- 
pla, xóAacis, as Chrys., Thdrt., Basil, Thl., 
al.: this would in fact make the expres- 
sion mean, actually punished : see above 
on réxva;—just as it now means, the 
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actual objects of God's wrath against sin), 
as also are (not, were) the rest (of man- 
kind: not Gentiles, as those hold who 
take the jets wdvres of Jews,—see above: 
nor, as Stier, the rest of the Jews who 
disbelieved : but, all others, not like us, 
Christians). 4.] The construction is 
resumed, having been interrupted (see 
above on ver. 1) by the two relative sen- 
tences, dv alg... lv ols. But (contrast 
to the preceding verse,—the £fA«os and 
dyden, to the èpyh just mentioned. 84 
is, however, often used after a parenthesis, 
where no such logical contrast is intended, 
the very resumption of the general subject 
being a contrast to its interruption by the 
particular clauses: see examples in Klotz, 

e Devarius, II. 376, 7) God, being rich (the 
participial clause states the general ground, 
aud the following 8:4 т. woAA. &y., the 
special or peculiar motive, of cuve(wor., 
De W.) in compassion (for és, see reff. 
ойх  &xAcGs dPAefpev, АЛАА wAoócios- 
кадбтєр ко] ё» érépp (Ps. v. 7; lxviii. 
13] фто!» 'Ev тф AGE: ToU dAKovs aov: 
к. каму Ps. I. 1] ‘EAénody pe катӣ ть 
péya ÉA«ós соо, Chrys. tot, properly, 
as applying to our wretchedness before : 
cf. Ezek. xvi. 6),—on account of His 
great love wherewith (the construction 
may be attractive: but it would appear from 
ref. 2 Kings, to be rather a Hellenistic 
idiom) He loved us (the clause belongs, not 
to waod. dy èv ., as Calv., al., and E. V. 
necessarily, by ‘ath quickened’ follow- 
ing; but to the verb below. jas are ail 
Christians; = ўцех wárres in the last 
verse) even when we were dead (the ка 
belongs to, and intensifies, the state pre- 
dicated by Švras vexpovs; and is there- 
fore placed before the participle. It is 
not to be taken as a mere resumption of 
ver. 1 ( Rück., al.). nor as the copula only 
[Meyer]. His objection to the above ren- 
dering, that a quickening to life can ha 
pen only in and from a state of death, 
and therefore no emphasis on such a state 
is required, is entirely removed by noticing 
that the emphasis is not on the mere fact 
eCworolngey,—but on ve. TÈ X p. 
with all its glorious consequences) Ia our 
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(rots, the r. which we committed) tres. 
passes (see on ver. 1), vivifled (not * sath 
vivified’—a definite act in time, not an 
abiding consequence is spoken of) us toge- 
ther with Christ (the reading ќу т. хр. 
[see var. readd.] seems to have arisen 
either from repetition of the es in gvur- 
є(оото(тсеу, or from conformation to ver. 
6. ]t is clearly not allowable to render 
xpiorg, tn Christ, as Beza, without the 
preposition. It is governed by the ovr-, 
and implies not exactly as Chrys, é(e- 
omolnoe küxeitvor ка) fjuás,—but that 
Christ was THE RESURRECTION and the 
Life, and we follow in and because of Him. 
The disputes about the meaning of é(e- 
oxoínc«» have arisen from not bearing in 
mind the relation in N. T. language be- 
iween natural and spiritual death. We 
have often had occasion to observe that 
spiritual death in the N. T. includes in 
it and bears with it natural death as a 
consequence, to such an extent that this 
latter is often not thought of as worth 
mentioning: see especially John xi. 25, 26, 
which is the key-text for all passages re- 
garding life in Christ. So here— God vivi- 
ed us together with Christ: in the one 

act and fact of His resurrection He raised 
all His people—to eis life, and in 
that to victory over death, both spiritual, 
and therefore necessarily physical also. 
To dispute therefore whether such an ex- 
pression as this is past [spiritual], or fu- 
ture physical], is to forget that the whole 
includes its parts. Our spiritual life is 
the primary subject of the Apostle’s 
thought: but this includes in itself our 
share in the resurrection and exaltation 
[ver. 6] of Christ. The three aoriste, 
ouve(worolnoey, avrviryeipey, cuvexdbicer, 
are all proleptical as the actuation 
in each man, but equally describe a past 
and accomplished act on God’s part when 
He raised up Christ)—by grace ye are 
saved (this insertion in the midst of the 
mention of such great unmerited mercies 
to us sinners, is meant emphatically to call 
the reader's attention to so ta 
of that which the Apostle ever preached 
as the great foundation truth of tbe 
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k j = Rom. iil. 
GUV- ~ s, and Paul 

im. 
121 Col. U. 

n es 12. ii. 1only. 
atugiv. тос ° ewepyopé- 

voic тд P vwep(aAAov 3 пЛоотос тїс XGptroc айтой Ev ı trans, here 
T p 8 217 е = ? - р - 

Xpucrorgr( p трас ev. урот Incov. 
xviii. 18, m eh. I. 8 reff. 
only, exo. Heb. vi. 10, 11. 

p cb. 1. 19 reff. q ch. I. 7 reff. 
$3. see eit h., ch. 1.19. 

ear read) B. 
G. lat (altern) copt Chr Damasc lat-ff. 
Aug. 
ri om ey x. i. F Hil Aug, (ins,) Victorin. 

N': ins N-corr!, 
DKL rel: txt ABD'FN-corr’ 17. 67? Orig, Eus. 

Т. om ver (Aomaotel) 

om merov D'F sth-rom. (not F. lat.) 

Gospel. Notice the perf. ‘ are saved,’ 
not с&(єсбе, ‘are being saved, because 
we have passed from death unto life: 
salvation is to the Christian not a fature 
but a past thing, realized in the present by 
faith)—and raised us with Him 
(the Resurrection of Christ being the next 
event consequent on His vivification in the 
tomb) and seated us together with Him 
(the Ascension being the completion of the 
Resurrection. So that all three verbs re- 
fer strictly to the same work wrought on 
Christ, and in Christ on all His mystical 
Body, the Church) in the heavenly places 
see on ch. i. 8, 20. “ Obiter observa, non 
ixisse Apostolum : et consedere fecit ad 

dexteram suam, sicut superiori capite de 
Christo dixerat: sedere enim ad dexteram 
Patris Christo proprium est; nec cuiquam 
alteri communicatur: tametsi in throno 
Christi dicantur sessuri qui vicerint, Apoc. 
iii. in fine." Estius: and so Bengel) in 

ist Jesus (as again specifying the ele- 
ment in which, as united and included 
in which, we have these blessings which 
have been enumerated— lv ур. as in ch. 
i. 3, does not [Eadie] belong to т. ¢xoup. 
but to the verb, as an additional qualifica- 
tion, and recalling to the fact of our union 
in Him as the medium of our resurrection 
and gloriflcation. The disputes as to 
whetber these are to be taken as present or 
fature, actual or potential, literal or spi- 
ritual, will nate be disposed of by those 
who have apprehended the truth of the 
believer’s union in and with Christ. АП 
there we have, in fact and reality [see Phil. 
iii. 20], in their highest, and therefore in 
all lower senses, in Him: they were ours, 
when they were His: but for their fulness 
in possession we are waiting till He come, 
when we shall be like and with Him), 
7.] that He might shew forth (see Rom. 
ix. 28: and for év8eifyra:, reff. Tho 

9 here only. (see Mark x. 30 

8 м ы Lu e xxi. U 
TU YOP оу. Exod. 

n Раш (Rom. іх. 17, from Exod. ix. 16. 1 Tim. i 16 al.) 
L.) éz., ~ Luke xxi. 98. James v. 1. 

т Gal. v. N reff. P. Ps. xxx. 19. s Rom. xL 

aft cure. ins e» (see note) B 17. 118 vulg(not am demid al 
ins ov тту bef xapırı D! ; ov Е latt(not am 

rec Tov vrepBaAAorra, sAovrov, with 
ins ty bef xpnorornr: D. 

middle voice gives the reference which 
the English sentence itself implies, that 
the exhibition is for His own purpose, 
for His own glory [see ch. i. 6, 12, 14] 
—see note on Col. її. 15. This mean- 
ing of præ se ferre is illustrated by Lid- 
dell and Scott sub voce: or far better 
by Palm and Rost, Lex. Beware of the 
rendering ‘might give a specimen о!” 
Rückert, Eadie}, which the word will not 
bear either here or in reff.) in the ages 
whioh are hereafter to come (what are 
they? the future periods of the Church's 
earthly career,—or the ages of the glo- 
rified Church hereafter ? The answer must 
be given by comparing this with the very 
similar expression in Col. 1.26, 27,..... 
Tb uvoTfjpior Tb dwroxexpuppévor awd r 
aidvey к. awd тфу гуеуебу, ууу 5% ipare- 
gen rois dylois abro), ols }04\тсеу é 
gebs yraploa: ris 5 wAobros тїз 80 п 
abrov &. . A. Here it is manifest (1) that 
the alves from which the mystery was 
hidden are the past ages of this world; 
(2) that those to whom, as here, God will 
make known the riches of His glory, are 
His saints, i. e. His charch on earth. 
Therefore I conceive we are compelled to 
interpret analogously : viz. to understand 
the aléves éwepydpevos of the coming ages 
of the church, and the persons involved 
in them to be the future members of the 
church. Thus the meaning will be nearly as 
in ch. i. 12. The supposed reference to 
the future state of glory seems not to agree 
with aicves, nor with éwepxóperoi :— nor 
with the fact that the second coming and 
future kingdom of Christ are hardly ever 
alluded to in this Epistle) the exceeding 
riches of His grace in (of the material of 
which this display of His grace will consist, 
the department in which it will find its ex- 
ercise) goodness (see especially Rom. ii. 4) 
towards us in (not ‘through,’ as E. V.) 
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uuo» DF d (Chrys 

for x. i., кори F. for emt, ew Fac 
g k m Chr, Thdrt Damasc: в» 78. 74. 109 latt Aug lat-ff. 

Christ Jesus (again and again he repeats 
this “is Christ Jesus :” HE ia the great 
centre of the Epistle, towards whom all the 
rays of thought converge, and from whom 
all blessings flow; and this the Apostle 
will have his readers never forget). 
8.] For by grace (the article shews us the 
import of the sentence—to take up and 
expand the parenthetic clause xdpirl dre 
сесосиёуо above: but not barely so: that 
clause itself was inserted on account of the 
matter in hand being a notable example of 
the fact, and this ydp takes up also that 
matter in hand—the dwepBdAAcy wAoUros 
к.т.Х.) yo are (perf.) saved, through [your] 
for [the], but the possessive article is pre- 

rable, see below: ‘the’ would make both 
objective. The abstract, ‘ through faith,’ 
must be the rendering if the article be 
omitted) faith (the dative above expressed 
the objective instrumental condition of 
your salvation,—this $á the subjective 
medial.condition: it has been effected by 
grace and apprehended by faith): and this 
(not your faith, as Chrys. 0838 ) wloris, 
ole, è биди: во Thdrt., al., Corn.-a- 
lap., Beza, Est., Grot., Beng., all. ;—this 
is precluded [not by the gender of тодто, 
but] by the manifestly parallel clauses 
ohr ёЕ бр@у and ойк ё Epywr, of which 
the latter would be irrelevant as asserted 
of rioris, and thè reference of ver. 9 must 
therefore be changed: — but, as Calv., 
Calov., Rück., Harl., Olsh., Mey., De W., 
Stier, al., ‘your salvation ;’ 7d сесосиќуо 
elvat, as Ellic.) not of yourselves, Gop's 
(emphatic) is the (not, as E. V. it 
is the gift of God’ Faces dapor], — 7d 8@- 
pov, viz. of your salvation:—so that the 
expression is pregnant—q. d., but it is a 
gift, and that gift ie God's There is 
no occasion, as Lachm., Harl., and De W., 

to parenthesize these words: they form я 
contrast to ойк è} ój., and a quasi-parallel 
clause to 17а uh Tis „„ not 
of works (for 4 fre, see on Rom. iii. 
iv., and Gal. ii. 16), that no man should 
boast (on the proposition implied, see on 
Rom. iv. 2. Tva has in matter of fact its 
strictest telic sense. With God, results 
are all purposed; it need not be under- 
stood, when we predicate of Him a parpose 
in this manner, that it was His mai» or 
leading aim; —but it was one of those 
things included in His scheme, which 
ranked among His purposes). 10. 
For (substantiates vv. 8, 9. The Engli 
reader is likely to imagine а contrast be- 
tween not of works’ and ‘ for we are His 
workmanship," which can hardly have been 
in the mind of the Apostle) his 
are we (wolypa, not, as Tert. and al., of 
our original creation: “quod vivimus, 
quod spiramus, quod intelligimus, quod 
credere poesumns, ipsius est, quia ipse con- 
ditor noster est," Pelagius, in Harl. : this 
is clearly refuted by the defining clause 
below, «rio. K. T. A., and the хона. shewn 
to be the spiritual creation treated of in 
vv. 8, 9), created in Christ Jesus (see ver. 
15, tva rubs Bóo кт(сү w abre els iva 
i Ќедроғхоу, and cf. Tit. iii. 5, where 
the beginning of this new life is called 
weAryyevegcía. See also 2 Cor. v. 17; 
Gal. vi. 15) for (see reff.: so Xen. Anab. 
vii. 6. 8, кале abrobs dn Гео. Bee 
Winer, edn. 6, $ 48, c. e; Phrynichus, ed. 
Lobeck, p. 475) good works (just as а treo 
may be said to be created for its fruit: 
see below), which (attraction for &: not 
‘for which,’ which would require ua: 
after the verb) God before prepared 
‘ante paravit, quam conderet. Fritz. in 
Ше. So Philo, de Opif. 25, vol. i. p. 18, 
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Dial Tert : om ABD! FN 17 tol(and F. lat) dau Epiph Cyr Victorin Jer Aug. 

é ds rà èv rden ибута oluagey : 
Wisd. ix. 8, ulunua cruris &yías $r 
pon rolnacas ёж’ ёрхўз. The sentiment 
is the same as that in John v. 36, тё ly 
A Bendy uo: ó warhp Та теебсо abrá. 
To recur to the similitude used above, we 
might say of the trees,—they were created 
for fruita which God before prepared that 
they should bear them: i.e. defined and 

to each tree ita own, in form, 
and flavour, and time of bearing. So in 
the course of God's providence, our good 
works are marked out for and assigned 
to each one of us. See the doctrine of 
pe eena in God explained in De- 
itzsch's biblische Psychologie, p. 23 f. 
Stier’s view, after Bengel, is that tthe verb 
por. is neater, having no accusative 
after it, — ‘for which God made prepa- 
ration, &c.:’ but this usage of the com- 
pound verb wants example) that we should 
walk in them. Thus the truth of the 
maxim “bona opera non nt jus- 
tificandum, sed sequuntur justificatum ” 
(вее Harl) is shewn. The sentiment is 
strictly pauline (against De W. and Baur), 
—in the spirit of Rom. xii, Gal. v. 22, 
25, &c. 

B. 11—22.) HORTATORY EXPANSION ОР 
THE FOREGOING INTO DETAIL: REMIND- 
ING THEM, WHAT THEY ONCE WEEE (vv. 
11, 12); WHAT THEY WERE NOW IN 
CHEIST (vv. 18—22). 11.) Where- 
fore (since so many and great blessings 
are given by God to His people, among 
whom уе are) remember, that once ye, 
the (i. e. who belon to the category 
of the) Gentiles in fiesh (i.e. in their 
corporeal condition of uncircumcision : 
' prieputium profani hominis indicium est,’ 
Calv.—construction see below), who are 
ealled (the) uncircumcision by that which 
is called (the) circumcision in the flesh 
wronght by hands (this last addition iv 
серкі yup. seems made by the Apostle, 
not to throw discredit on circumcision, 
but as a reserve, veprrouf; having a higher 

and spiritual application: q. d. but they 
have it only in the flesh, and not in the 
heart.’ As Ellic. well states the case— 
“The Gentiles were called, and were the 
dxpoBvorla: the Jews were called, but 
were not truly the reperontj. See Col. ii. 
11), 13.4 that ye were (the Er takes 
up again the Sr: in ver. 11, after the 
relative clause,—and the T$ x. ёкеуф 
takes up the word there. It is not a 
broken construction, but only a repeti- 
tion; ‘that, I say ....") at that time 
(when ye were,—not ra Ur» èv саркі, 
which ye are now, and which is carefully 
divided from word above by óueis,—but 
that which is implied in woré,—heathens, 
before your conversion to Christ. On the 
dative of time without the preposition 
dy, see Kühner, vol. ii. $ 569, and remarks 
on its difference from the genitive and 
accusative) without Christ (separate from, 
having no part in, the promised Messiah. 
Thst this is the sense, is evident from 
ver. 18: see below. The words Хөр. xp. 
are not a defining clause to re àwyA- 
Aorp. as Lachmann pointa them, and De 
W. and Eadie render: ‘that ye were, 
being without Christ, бе’ Thearrange- 
ment would thus be harsh and clumsy 
beyond all precedent) alienated from 
(ойк elre,  kexopicuéroi rok 
тё» pnudrer ў VuQacis, wordy Bewrüca 
тд» xepiguór. ёте) xal lIlepanxrrat ris 
rokrreſas Yoav #ёктфз, adr’ оўу ds 
åAAdrpio: AAA’ hs BdOvpo, к. тё» Bia- 
Onxay edwecoy, GAA’ ойх & kn, GAA’ 
és дубо, Chr. Gentiles and Jews 
were once united in the hope of re- 
demption- this was constituted, on the 
apostasy of the nations, into a definite 
wodirela for the Jews, from which and ita 
blessings the Gentiles were alienated) the 
commonwealth (томтеа is both polity, 
state [objective], — r&v Thv тш» olxotr- 
Ter Takis Tis, Aristot. Polit. iii. 1,—and 
right of citizenship, ref. Acts. The 
former appears best here, on account of 
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ёттАЛотр., which seems to require as its 
reference an objective external reality) of 
Israel (either as synonymous genitive, 
‘that commonwealth which is designated 
by the term Israel,’ or ive [as 

Nic.], that commonwealth which Israel 
possessed.’ I prefer the former, as more 
simple) and strangers from (so Soph. (Ed. 
Tyr. 219, K évos ui» той Adyou Tov 
dt epd, {уот Bà ToU праҳббутоѕ. The 
genitive may be explained either 1) as one 
of the quality, as in nA fj8ns, ebbalpev 
uolpas, —or as 2) one of privation = nega- 
tive of possession, téros being resolved 
into ob péroxos. This latter is perhaps 
the best. See Bernhardy, p. 171 ff.; 
Kühner, ii. 163) the covenants of the 
promise (rives ўсау al 5. T. dr.; “Zol x. 
тф vrépuari eov bégo т. yiv rar, 
к. бта érepa éxmyyelAaro, Chrys. See 
note on Rom. ix. 4. The meaning here, 
as there, has been mistaken (Calv. al.] to 
be the two tables of the law.“ Cf. Wisd. 
xviii. 22; Sir. xliv. 11), not having (py 
on account of the subjective colouring 
given to the whole sentence by urn- 
porebere, So in dwicroUrres abri» иђ 
Meir, Thuc. ii. 101: 5 à» yrao: Surdue- 
vow ui» xdow dwodi3dévai, ph ArGe 
84, Xen. Cyr. i. 2. 7: wvxh» скотёу 
NG те kal ph, Plat. Rep. p. 
486 в. See Winer, $ 65. 6; Kühner, 
ii. § 716. 8) hope (not covennnted hope’ 
[тў» ией ‘hope’ at all. The 
emphatic position of riða makes this 
the more necessary) and without God 
(this is the best rendering, as it leaves 
&éeos in its latitude of meaning. 16 
may be taken either 1) actively, ‘deny- 
ing God,’ ‘ atheist,’ 2) in a neuter senso 
[see Ellic.]—' ignorant of God’ [fpnuo 
Geayvecias, Thdrt. : see Gal. iv. 8; 1 Thess. 
iv. 5, where the Gentiles are described as 
офк «і8бтез т. Gedy], or 3) passively, * for- 
saken of God’ [so Soph. Gd. Tyr. 661, 
drel AM,, Eqiros 5 т: rnaror Gola: 
ib. 254, rijsdé те ns, 33° dadpwas AH 
éQ6apuérns). This latter meaning is best 
here, on account of the passive character 

of the other descriptive clauses) in the 
world (contrast to the woArrela тоб lep. 
“He subjoins to the евз ‘ How,’ the 
godless ‘Where,’” Mey. Olsh. under- 
stands, ‘in this wicked world, in which we 
have so much need of divine guidance,’ 
which is hardly in the simple words: 
Rück., in God's world,’ contrast to бео. 
These words must not be separated, as 
some, from Ae). 13.] But now 
63 to ёу тё карф d rely) in Christ 
not merely é» хретф as you were xepls 
xpioroõ, but more —in a personal Mes- 
siah, whom you know as) Jesus (there is 
hardly a reference to the meaning of Jesus 
—much rather to its personal import— 
а. d. ‘Now in Jesus the Christ’) ye who 
once were far off were brought (keep the 
historic tense : it is the effect of a definite 
event of which he is speaking. The passive 
sense of the passive form èyerhônre is well 
kept where the context justifies it, but 
must not always be pressed: see Ellic.’s 
note on ch. iii. 7) near (it was a common 
Jewish way of speaking, to designate the 
Gentiles as ‘far off So Bereshith rabba, 
in Schöttg., Hor. Heb. in locum, Qui- 
cunque реп еш appropinquare facit, eum- 
que ad religionem Judaicain perducit, idem 
est uc si creasset ipsum.’ See also reff. Isa. 
and Dan.) in (or the instrument by which, 
but more—the symbol of a fact in which 
— the seal of a covenant ia which,—your 
nearness to God consists. I prefer ‘in’ 
to ' by,' as wider, and better representing 
the Apostle's idea. The difference between 
à here and 8:4 in ch. i. 7 is, that there 
the blood of Christ is spoken of specifically, 
as the medium of our àxoA rpecis—here 
inclusively, as representing the dwoaAd- 
Tpecis. d» would have served there, and 
8:4 here, but the logical exactness of both 
would have been weakened by the change) 
the blood of Christ (see remarks on ch. 
i. 7). 14.] For He (there cer- 
tainly із an emphasis on abrdg, as Rück., 
Harl., Mey., Ellic., Eadie, ‘He and none 
other.’ This can hardly be denied by any 
one who will read through the whole from 
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e сони H. 19. 2 Pet. iff. 10, 11, 12. Esdr. 1.55 (tà 
7. Gal. v. 0. James iv. (only. Gen. 
xxxix. 
error) only. Dan. vi. 9 al. Theod. 

ver. 11, and mark the repetitions, xp«'roU 
—хриттф 'IncoU—ToU xpurToU, which this 
abrós takes up) is our peace (not by met- 
onymy for eipyveroids, but in the widest 
and most literal sense, our peace. He did 
not make our peace and then retire, leaving 
us to enjoy that peace, but is Himself its 
medium and its substance; His making 
both one was no external reconciliation, 
but the taking both, their common nature, 
on and into Himself, —see ver. 16. Bear 
in mind the multitude of prophetic pas- 
sages which connect peace with Him, Isa. 
ix. 5, 6; lii. 7; liii. 5; lvii. 19; Micah v. 
5; Hag. ii. 9; Zech. ix. 10: also Luke ii. 
14; John xiv. 27; xx. 19, 21, 26. And 
notice that already the complex idea of the 
whole verse, that of uniting both Jews and 
Gentiles iu one reconciliation to God, be- 
gins to appear: for He is our Peace, not 
only as reconciling Jew to Gentile, not as 
bringing the far-off Gentile near £o the Jew, 
bnt as reconciling both, united, to God ; 
as bringing the far-off Gentile, and the 
near Jew, both into peace with God. For 
want of observing this the sense has been 
much obscured : see below) who made 
(specification, low He is our peace. Better 
‘made,’ than ‘hath made: the latter is 
true, but it is the historic fact which is here 
brought out) both (Jews and Gentiles ; not 
“таң and God, as Stier: cf. vv. 15, 16. 
Neuter, as abstract,—both things, both 
elementa) one, and (epexegetic—* namely, 
in that he") threw down the middle wall 
of the fence (i. e. the middle wall which 
belonged to— was a necessary part of the 
со out of—the $payuós. The pri- 

allusion seems to be, to the rending 
of the veil at the crucifixion: not that 
that veil separated Jew and Gentile, but 
that it, the chief symbol of separation from 
God, included in its removal the adinission 
to Him of that one body into which Christ 
made Jew and Gentile. This complex idea 
is before the Apostle throughout the sen- 
tence : and necessarily ; for the reconcilia- 
tion which Christ effected between Jew 
and Gentile was in fact only a subordinate 
step of the t reconciliation of both to 
God, which He effected by His sacrifice in 
the flesh, — and in speaking of one he 
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speaks of the other also. The $peypuós, 
from what has been said above, gione 
general in sense than the peodrotyov; is 
in fact the whole arrangement, of which 
that was but an instrument—the separa- 
tion itself, consequent on а system of sepa- 
ration: it — therefore the whole legal 
system, ceremonial and moral, which made 
the whole separation, —of Jew from Gen- 
tile, — and in the background, of both from 
God), the enmity (not, of Jew and Gen- 
tile: so strong а term is not justified as 
applying to their separation, nor does such 
а reference satisfy ver. 16,—see there ;— 
but, the enmity in which both were in- 
volved against God, see Rom. viii. 7. 
viv &6. is in apposition with тд ресбт. 
This enmity was the rea] cause of separa- 
tion from God, and in being so, was the 
inclusive, mediate cause of the separation 
between Jew and Gentile. Christ, by 
abolishing the first, abolished the other 
also see below) in His flesh (to be joined 
not with xarapyjoas, as most Commen- 
tators, which is very harsh, breaking the 
parallelism, and making the instrumental 
predication precede the verb, which is not 
the character of this passage ;— but with 
About. Christ destroyed the ues., i. e. 
the #хдра. in, or by, His flesh; see on 
ver. 16, where the same idea is nearly 
repeated. It was in His crucifled flesh, 
which was è» бддопфдат: capkbós auaprias, 
that He slew this enmity. The render- 
ing, ‘the enmity which was in His flesh,’ 
would certainly in this case require the 
specifying article rfj», besides being very 
questionable in sense), — having done 
away the law of decretory command- 
ments (this law was the $payuós,—the 
great exponent of the xp. Its specitic 
nature was that it consisted in command- 
ments, decretorily or dogmatically ex- 
pressed; — in érroAal-dy.8éypacw. Во 
that we do not require Tày èy óy. or тё» 
dv ёбу. This law, moral and ceremonial, 
its decalogue, its ordinances, its rites, was 
entirely done away in and by the death of 
Christ. See Col. ii. 13—15, notes. And 
the end of that xardpynois was) that He 
might oreate the two (Jew and Gentile) 
in Him (it is somewhat шош. to decide 
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between davrg and avrg. On the one 
hand, айтф is the harder rending: on 
the other, we have the constant confugion 
of aùr., abr., and éavr., complicating the 
question. Whichever be read, the refer- 
ence clearly must be to Christ, which, with’ 
абтф, is, to say the least, a harsh recur- 
тепсе to the abrés of ver. 14) into one 
new man (observe, not that He might 
reconcile the two £o each other only, nor 
is the Apostle speaking merely of any such 
reconciliation: but that He might incor- 
porate the two, reconciled in Him to God, 
into one new man, — the old man to which 
both belonged, the enemy of God, having 
been slain in His flesh on the Cross. Ob- 
serve, too, ONE new man: we are all in 
God's sight but one in Christ, as we are 
but one in Adam), ing peace (not, 
between Jew and Gentile: He is  elphyn 
иду, of us all: see below on ver. 17), and 
(parallel with the former purpose: not 
‘second purpose” [Ellic., De W. J, which 
yet must thus be the first. The xaí is in 
fact just as in ver. 14) might reconcile 
again (most likely this is implied in the 
Aro. We have it only in Col. i. 20, 21, 
where the same sense, of reinstating in 
the divine favour, seems to be intended) 
both of us in one body (not His own 
human body, as Chrys. [who however 
seems to waver,—cf. (es àv uéveuev dv 
TË сёрот: TOU хрістой, — between this 
and His mystical body], al.— but the 
Church, cf. the same expression Col. iii. 
15) to God (if this had not been here ex- 
pressed, the whole reference of the sen- 
tence would have been thought to be to 
the uniting Jews and Gentiles. That it 
is expressed, now shews that throughout, 
that union has been thonght of only as a 
subordinate step in а greater reconcilia- 
tion) by means of the oross (the cross- 

ed zs the symbol of that which was 
done cn and by it) having slain the 

enmity (f@pa has been taken here to 
mean the enmity between Jew and Gen- 
tile. But see on ver. 15: and let us ask 
here, was this the enmity which Christ 
slew at His death? Was this the {хӨра, 
the slaying of which brought in the &so- 
xardAAagis, as this verse implies? Does 
such a meaning of Kx6pa at all satisfy the 
solemnity of the sentence, or of the next 
two verses? I cannot think во: and must 
maintain Ix p here (and if here, then in 
ver. 15 also] to be thut between man and 
God, which Christ did slay on the cross, 
and which being brought to an end, the 
separation between Jew and Gentile, which 
was a result of it, was done away. Elli- 
cott, who maintained the above opinion in 
his lst edn., now agrees with that here 
insisted on) on it (on the cross: compare 
Col. ii. 15, notes: not in His body: see 
above): and having come, He preached 
(how? when? Obviously after his death, 
because by that death the peace was 
wrought. We seek in vain for any such 
announcement made. by Him in 
after his resurrection. But we find a key 
to the expression in John xiv. 18, ob« 
ah suas Špparovs  Épxouoi  spàs 
das: see also ver. 28. And this coming 
was, by his Spirit poured out on the 
Church. There is an expression of St. 
Paul's, singularly parallel with this, and of 
itself strongly corroborative of the genuine- 
ness of our Epistle, in Acts xxvi. 23, ei 
хабттдз д xpurrós, el rd ros èl ёуастё- 
gews уекрёу pes péAAet котауубЌ\Леу TË 
T€ Aap к. то; Üürv«ciw. This coming 
therefore is by His Spirit [see on ver. 18], 
and ministers, and ordinances in the 
Church) peace to you who were far off, 
and peace to those (not “žo «s," for fear 
of still upholding the distinction where 
he wishes to merge it altogether) that 
were nigh (this elgfvm is plainly then 
not mere mutual reconciliation, but that 
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far greater peace which was effected by 
Christ's death, peace with God, which ne- 
cessitated the union of the far off and the 
near in one body in Him. This is shewn 
especially by the repetition of elph»nr. 
See Isa. lvii. 19. Then follows the 
empowering reason, why He should preach 
peace to us both: and it is this ver. 18 es- 
pecially which I maintain cannot be satisfied 
on the ordinary hypothesis of mere recon- 
ciliation between Jew and Gentile being the 
subject in the former verses. Here clearly 
the union [not reconciliation, nor is enmity 

icated of them] of Jew and Gentile 
is subordinated to the blessed fact of an 
access TO Gop having been provided for 
both through Christ by the Spirit); for 
(not epexegetic of eiphyny, ‘viz. that., 
as Baumg.-Crus.) through Him we have 
our access (I prefer this intransitive 
meaning to that maintained by Ellic., 
al., introduction, —some [ Mey. ] say, b 
Christ [1 Pet. iii. 18] as our xposayeryebs 
[admissionalis, a word of Oriental courts], 
—not as differing much from it in mean- 
ing, but as better representing, both here 
and in Rom. v. 2, and ch. iii. 12, the 

tion, the present liberty of approach, 
which Kyoue» implies, but which ‘iatro- 
duction’ does not give), both of us, in 
(united in, 1 Cor. xii. 13) one Spirit (not 
* one frame of mind’ ( Anselm, Koppe, al.]: 
the whole structure of the sentence, as 
compared with any similar one, such as 
2 Cor. xiii. 18, will shew what spirit is 
meant, viz. the Holy Spirit of God, 
already alluded to in ver. 17; see above. 
As a parallel, cf. 1 Cor. xii. 13) to the 
Father. 19.] So then (pa oiv is 
raid by Hermann | Viger, art. 292] not to 
be classical Greek. It is frequent in 
St. Paul, but confined to him: see reff. 
Cf. on Gal. vi. 10) ye no longer are 
strangers and sojourners (see ref. Acts, 
where certainly this is the sense. “wdp- 
owes is here simply the same as the 
classic uérowos [в form which does not 

occur in the М. T., and only once, Jer. 
xx. 8, in the LXX), and was probably its 
Alexandrian equivalent. It is used fre- 
quently in the LXX,—in eleven passages 
as a translation of W. and in nine of gin." 
Ellicott. ‘ Sojourners,’ as dwelling am 
the Jews, but not numbered with them. 
Bengel opposes £évoi to ‘cives’ and жёро:- 
xot to ‘domestici,’—and so Harless: but 
this seems too artificial), but are fellow- 
citizens with the saints (cuywoAlrys is 
blamed by Phrynichus (ed. Lob. p. 172: 
see Lobeck's note] and the Atticists as a 
later word. But it occurs in Eur. Hera- 
clid. 821, and the compound verb gup- 
roktrede is found in pure Attic writers: 
see Palm and Rost's Lox. vorrat would 
not here express the meaning of comrades, 
co-citizens, of the saints. of бую, аге 
not angels, nor Jews, nor Christians then 
alive merely, but the saints of God in the 
widest sense,—all members of the mystical 
body of Christ,—the commonwealth of 
the spiritual Israel) and of the household 
(olxeto:, not as Harl., ‘stones of which the 
house is built, which is an unnatural 
anticipation here, where all is a political 
figure, of the material figure in the next 
verse : but * members of 's family,' in 
the usual sense of the word) of God,— 
having been built (we cannot express the 
4к-: the ‘superedificati’ of the Vulg. 
gives it: we have the substantive * super- 
structure, but no verb corresponding. 
There is, though Harl. [see above] denies 
it, a transition from one image, a political 
and social to another, & material) upon 
tho foundation (dative as resting upon: 
in 1 Cor. iii. 12, where we have ef ris 
ézowolBousi dx) Tbv бецёмо» . . . . . ‚ the 
idea of bringing and laying upon is pro- 
minent, and therefore the сазе of motion 
js used. Between the genitive and dative 
of rest with xri there is the distinction, 
tbat the genitive implies more partial 
overhanging, looser connexion,—the da- 
tive, a connexion of close fitting attach- 

H 2 
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ment. So in Xen. we have, ёт! ris кє- 
qaA$s rà draa #фероу, partial, over, — 
ol Opüxes dAwmwealSas ёж) mois xepadais 
$opovcu close, ‘on:’ see Donaldson's 
Greek Gr. $ 483) of the Apostles and 
Prophets (bow is this genitive to be un- 
derstood? Is it a genitive of apposition, 
so that the Apostles and Prophets them- 
selves are the foundation? This has been 
supposed by numerous Commentators, from 
Chrys. to De Wette. But, not to men- 
tion the very many other objections which 
have been well and often urged against 
this view, this one is to my mind decisive, 
—that it entirely destroys the image 
of the passage. The temple, into whic 
these Gentiles were built, is the mystical 
body of the Son, in which the Father 
dwells by the Spirit, ver. 22. The Apostles 
and Prophets [see below], yea, Jesus 
Christ Himself, as the great inclusive 
Head Corner Stone [see again below], are 
also built into this temple. [That He 
includes likewise the foundation, and 18 
the foundation, is true, and must be 
remembered, but is not prominent here.] 
Clearly then the Apostles and Propheta 
cannot be the foundation, being here 
spoken of as parts of the building, to- 
gener with these Gentiles and with 
esus Christ Himself. But in, does 

the genitive mean, the foundation which 
the Apostles and Prophets Aave laid? 
So also very many, from Ambrst., to 
Rück, Harl, Mey. Stier, Ellic., both 
edd. As clearly,—not thus. To intro- 
duce them here as agente, is as incon- 
sistent as the other. No agents are here 
spoken of, but merely the fact of the 
great building in its several parts being 
built up together. The only remaining 
interpretation then is, to regard the geni- 
tive as simply possessive : * (Ae foundation 
of the Apostles and Prophets,’ = ‘the 
Apostles’ and Prophets’ foundation 
that upon which they as well as your- 
selves are built. This exegesis, which I 
find ascribed to Bucer only (in De W.), 
seems to me beyond question the right 
one. See more below. But (2) who 
are «podia? They have commonly 
been tuken, without enquiry, as the О. 7. 

Prophets. And certainly, the sense, with 
some little straining, would admit of this 
view. They may be said to be built upon 
Christ, as belonging to that widest ac- 
ceptation of His mystical body, in which 
it includes all the saints, O. T. as well as 
N. T. But there are several objections: 
first, formal: the order of the words has 
been urged against this view, in that 
троф. should have come first. I should 
not be inclined to lay much weight on 
this; the Apostles might naturally be 
spoken of first, as nearest, and the 
Prophets second — the Apostles, yea and 
of the Prophets also.“ А more serious 
formal objection is, the omission of the 
article before xpo$., thereby casting Tv 
ётостбћеу x. spodyriv together as be- 
longing to the same class. But weightier 
objections are behind. In ch. iii. 5, we 
have 5 rep, erat ойк dyvapleéy 
Tois vlois тё» йудрётоу, as рубу dwexa- 
Ab Tois &ylots àwooróAo:s abToU к. 
wpophrais èv sreópari, where unques- 
tionably the wpopijra: are N. T. Pro- 
phets; and again ch. iv. 11, ка} aurds 
Dore robs pty ётостбЛооѕ, тофу 84 
wpopfrras. And it is difficult to conceive 
that the Apostle should have used the two 
words conjoined here, in a different sense. 
Even stronger is the consideration arising 
from the whole sense of the passage. All 
here is strictly Christian, —post-Judaic, — 
co uent on Christ's death, and triumph, 
and His coming preaching peace by the 
Spirit to the united family of man. So 
that we must decide for троф. being N. T. 
Prophets : those who ranked next to the 
Apostles in the government of the church : 
see Acts xi. 27, note. They were not in 
every case distinct from the Apostles: 
the apostleship probably always including 
the gift of prophecy: so that all the 
Apostles themselves might likewise have 
been жрофӯтаи), Christ Jesus Hi 
(the atrot exalts the dignity of the 
temple, in that not only it has among its 
stones Apostles and prophets, but tho 
Lord Himeelf is built into it. The at- 
tempt of Bengel, al, to render abro), 
its, and refer it to deneAI, will be seen, 
by what has been said, to be foreign to 
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ерш Besides, it would more na- 
ly be brros айтоб ёкроу. . ... . 

Bengel’s idea, that оп our rendering, 
it must be abrot rod, is refuted by such 
passages as xal abr Aavel3, Luke xx. 42) 
being the Head corner stone (see, besides 
reff., Ps. exvii. 22; Jer. xxviii. (li.) 26; 
Matt. xxi. 42; Acts iv. 11. The refer- 
ence here is clearly to that Headstone of 
the Corner, which is not only the most 
conspicuous but the most important in 
the building: “qui, in extremo angulo 
[fandamenti, but qu. 7] positus, duos pa- 
rietes ex diverso venientes conjungit et 
continet," Est. Builders set up such a 
stone, or build such а pillar of brick, 
before getting up their walls, to rule and 
square them by. I must again repeat, 
that the fact of Jesus Christ being Him- 
self the foundation, however it underlies 
the whole, is not to be brought in as in- 
terfering with this portion of the figure), 

21.) in whom (д 1d way evréxo» 
doriy 5 xpiords, Chr.: not only во, but 
He is in reality the inclusive Head of the 
building: it al 4» ar cuvéornxer, ів 
pared and ruled by its unity to and in 

im) all the building (more properl 
часа ў oixod.: and to a classical Gree 
ear, any other rendering of таса oix. 
than erery building, seems preposterous 
enough. But ‘every building’ here is 
quite out of place, inasmuch as the Apostle 
is clearly speaking of but one vast build- 
ing, the mystical Body of Christ: and 
таса ок. cannot have Meyer's sense 
‘every со tion thus built in:' nor 
would it be much better to take refuge in 
the proper sense of oixoBouf, and render 
‘all building,’ i. e. ‘every process of build- 
ing, for then we should be at а loss when 
we come to а е: below. Are we then to 
render ungrammatically, and force words 
to that which they cannot mean? Cer- 
tainly not: but we seem to have some 
light cast here by such an expression as 
wperóroxos dons xticews, l. i. 16, 
which though it may be evaded by render- 
ing ‘of every creature,’ yet is not denied 
by most Commentators to be intended to 

bear this sense ‘of all creation:’ cf. also 
ib. ver. 23, ép adop ктісе Tfj bx” obpavóv. 
The account 7 Бо d such later 

es 1s, that y other words be- 
side proper names became regarded as 
able to dispense with the article after 
was, so that as they said first жайса 
‘leporéAvya (Matt. ii. 3], and then was 
olkos Ip [Acts ii. ), во they came 
at length to say vaca «ricis [as we our- 
selves all creation,’ for ‘all ¿že creation °] 
and wáca olxo8ouh, when speaking of one 
universal and notorious building.  Ellic. 
adis to the examples, raca yf, Thucyd. ii. 
43, хаса drioroAh, Ignat. Eph. $ 12, p.656. 

olxoBop itself is a late form, cen- 
sured by Phryn. [ Lob. p. 421] and the Atti- 
cists) being framed exactly together (the 
verb [= evrapuó(w] sufficiently explains 
itself, being only found in these two places 
[ref. J. Wetst. quotes jppordynce тбфоу 
from Anthol. iii. 82. 4, and Palm and Rost 
refer for dppoAcyéw to Philip of Thessalo- 
nica, Ep. 78) is growing (there seems no 
reason why the proper sense of the present 
should not be retained. Both participle 
and verb imply that the fitting together 
and the growing are still going on: and 
the only way which we in English have 
to mark this so as to avoid the chance of 
mistake, is by the auxiliary verb sub- 
stantive, and the participle. The bare 
present, groweth, is in danger of being 
mistaken for the abstract qua Ar and the 
temporal development is thus lost sight 
of: whereas the other, in giving pro- 
minence to that temporal development, 
also necessarily implies the * normal, per- 
petual, unconditioned nature of the or- 

піс increase" [Ellic.]) to (so ‘crescere 
in cumulum,’ Claudian in tor) an 
holy temple in the Lord (i. e. according to 
apostolic usage, and the sense of the whole 

, ‘in Christ, The ly $—4v кәр(ф, 
- ¢,—like the frequent repetitions of 
the name xpiovrds in vv. 12, 13, are used 
by the Apostle to lay all stress on the fact 
that Christ is the inclusive Head of all 
the building, the element in which it has 
its being and its growth. I would join 

el 
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w Luke vii. 47. 
Gal. іН. 19. 
ver.14. Tit. 
£511. 1 John Hi. 12. Jude 16 only. Prov. xvii. 17. 
18. Philem. 1, 9. Heb. xili. 8. h. ix. 18. 

dy xupl with ads & ye, as more ac- 
cordant with the Apostle’s style than if it 
were joined with afte: [аб ы фу cup. els 
хоћу &y.], or with ёуох [els vady iv 
xuplep a The increase spoken of will 
issue in its being a holy temple in Christ), 

22.] in whom (not ‘in which,’ 
viz. the temple—it is characteristic [see 
above] of this part of the epistle to string 
together these relative expressions, all 
referring to the same) ye also (not, as 
Eadie, even yon: there is no deprecia- 
tion here, but an exaltation, of the Gen- 
tiles, ая living stones of the great build- 
ing) are being built in together (with one 
another, or with those before mentioned. 
An imperative sense [‹ Ephesios hortatur 
ut crescant in fide Christi magis et magis 

uam in еа semel fuerunt fundati,’ 
v.] is not for a moment to be thought 

of: the whole passage is descriptive, not 
hortatory) for (Griesb. parenthesizes with 
two commas, dy ф . . . . сууокоборлс®е, 
and takes this elg as parallel with the 
former elg. But this unnecessarily involves 
the sentence, which is simple enough as it 
stands) an habitation of God (the only 
true temple of God, in which He dwells, 
being the Body of Christ, in all the glorious 
acceptation of that term) in the Spirit (it 
is even now, in the state of imperfection, 
by the Spirit, dwelling in the hearts of be- 
lievers, that God has His habitation in the 
Church : and then, when the growth апа 
increase of that Church shall be completed, 
it will be still in and by the Holy Spirit 
fully Very inar. and possessing the whole 
glorified Church, that the Father will dwell 
in it for ever. Thus we have the true 
temple of the Father, built in the Son, 
inhabited in the Spirit : the offices of the 
Three blessed Persons being distinctly 

inted out: God, THE FATHER, in all 
His fulness, dwells in, fills the Church: 
that Church is constituted an holy Temple 
to Him in TRE Son,—is inhabited by Him 
in the ever-present indwelling of the HoLY 
SPIRIT. The attempt to soften away ѓу 
sveduare into wvevparixas [vads wwev- 
каткфс, Chrys., and so Thl., Œc., al., and 
even Olsh.] is against the whole sense of 
the passage, in which not the present spi- 
ritual state of believers, but their ulti- 
mate glorious completion [els] is spoken 
of. See reff.). 

III. 1—21.] Атм AND END OF THE 
CHURCH IN THE SPrIRIT. And herein, 
the revelation to it of the mystery 

ПРО> EOEZIOYZ. III. 

III. ! Totrov " хао» * eyw * IlavAoc о Y ${ошос TOV 
x Gal. v. 3 reff. y Acts xxlil.1& 1 Tim. 

of Christ, through those ministers who 
wrought in the Spirit : primarily, as re- 
garded the Ephesians, through himself. 
Thus first, of H18 OFFICE AB APOSTLE OF 
THE GENTILES (1—18): secondly, under 
the form of a prayer for them, THE АТМ 
AND END OF THAT OFFICE A8 RESPECTED 
THE CHURCH: ifs becoming strong in the 
power of the Spirit (14—19). Then (20, 
21) dozology, concluding thia first divi- 
sion of the Epistle. 1—13.] (See 
above.) On account (in order to ex- 
plain this, something must be said on the 
construction. (n) Chrys. says :—elwe fod 
хрістоб Thy ктдероу(ау Thy wodAthy èn- 
Balve: Аоф» и. ёж) тў» бахто, ширӣ» 
иё» odcay к. сфбдра ob8ty vs de l. 
ixavhy 38 ка} табтту éxtendcacGa:. 8:4 
тобто ка) фуф Sé8eucu, фпеіу. This sup- 
plying of eiui after ó 3éeyu0s, and making 
the latter the predicate, is the rendering 
of Syr., and adopted by very many. It 
has against it, 1) that thus тобто» xdpw- 
and бяёр бабр become tautological : 
2) that thus ver. 2 and the following 
are unconnected with the preceding, 
serving for no explanation of it (* legatio- 
nis, non vinculorum rationem explicat, 
Castalio in Harl.]: 3) that the article ó 
with the predicate ésos gives it undue 
prominence, and exalts the Apostle in a 
way which would be very unnatural 
to him,—‘sum captivus ille Christi,’ as 
Glass.,—and inconsistent with ef ye ro- 
тате, бс. following. (b) Erasm.-Schmidt, 
Hammond, Michael., Winer [and so E. V.] 
regard the sentence, broken at do, as 
resumed at ch. iv. 1. Against this is the 
decisive consideration, that ch. iii. is no 
perenthesis, but an integral and complete 
portion of the Epistle, finished moreover 
with the doxology vv. 20, 21, and alto- 

ther distinct in subject and character 
ch. iv. (c) Ec. says (and so Estius 

and Grot.]: árrexóborís ёст: rovrou yá- 
pu, olor robrov x. ipo TẸ ФЛ. ж. &у. 
4860. к.т.А. (ver. B) скбте $ Fri áptd. 
pevos THs wepiddou xarà Tb yo. ox hme 
dv Tjj kwoBóre. ётхлауіебе, oxnuaticas т. 
бутатбВосіу wpbs toy wepiBodéy rv. 
But as Harl. remarks, this deprives roórov 
xápw of meaning: for it was not because 
they were built in, &c., that this grace was 
given to him: and, besides, thus the lead- 
ing thought of the antapodosis in ver. 8 is 
clumsily forestalled in vv. 6,7. (d) The 
idea that ver. 18 resumes the sentence 
[Сатегаг., Cramer, al.] is refuted by the 
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2 Col. 1. 33. 
ch. tv. 21. 22 ye * nxov- 

М а ГА — c » РА “m — 0 r] 3 Cor. v. 3 
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pot ° &c энас, 3 ore ° 

то # pvarnpiov, кабос "троёураа ! є» ! oA yg, ** трос 
Rom жү ш 
Esdr. vi. 81 F. 1 Macc. x. 98 only 

d = ch. L 19 теб. {ite Jude ni, ( 
only. Rom. xv. ( Gal.iiL!. Jude 4onlyt. 
only. (Acta xzvi. 28, 20.) see 1 Pet. v. 13, 

Cuar. III. 1. for xpior., kupov C. 
ABCD?*KL N. corr rel vulg: me. bef xp. Syr. 

ката *arokáAwjiy ‘ EyvwotoeOn no p 61тен. 
17. (ch 

r. ix. 
7. (ch. i. 10 
rem) 

c Gal. Ч. 9 гей. 
h = here fg ch. i. 9 ref. 
i = here 

k = Luke xii. 47. 3Cor. v. 10. Gal. 11.14. 

om «cov D!FN! о D-lat G-lat æth : ins 
aft ебуоу add rperßevæ D 10 

Ambrst-comm, postulo D-lat : something erased in 67. 
2. for т. 8«ov, avrov А: rov «ov bef Tys xapıros DIF: om т. 0. 115 Ambrst-txt 

ТЫ. 
9. om or: B D-lat Ambrst : кат. ат. уар F goth. rec pira (connecting with yy 

т. Geov above), with DKL rel wth Damasc-txt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCD!FN 17. 67? latt 
syrr copt goth Clem Chr Суг Damasc-comm Jer Ambrst Pelag. 

insufficiency of such a secondary sentiment 
as that in ver. 13 to justify the long par- 
enthesis full of such solemn matter, as 
that vv. 2—12; and by the improbability 
that the Apostle would resume rod¢rov 
xdpw by 3:4, with roérov xdpwr occurring 
again in the next verse, and not rather 
bave expressed this latter in that case by 
wal. (e) It remains that with Thdrt. [on 
ver. 1, ВофАета piv eire бт: rar 
Spey Th» кАўо «805 к.т.А. Sdopat к. 
ixereóno Tb» TG» JAY Gedy, BeBawoa 
éuas тӯ пісте k. r. A., then on ver. 14, 
табта кта éd» plow тебекйду dvadap- 
Bdre Tb» пері swposevxfis Абуоу), Luth., 
Pisc., Corn.-a-lap., Scbóttg., Beng., Rück., 
Harl., De W., Stier, Ellic., al., we consider 
ver. 14 as taking up the sense, with its 
repetition of rovrov Ap, and the weight 
prayer which it introduces, and whic 
forms a worthy justification for so long 
and solemn a parenthesis. тобто» xápiw 
will then mean, ‘seeing ye are so built in,’ 
—stand in such a relation to God’s pur- 
poses in the church) I Paul (he mentions 
himself here, as introducing to them the 
agent in the Spirit's work who was near- 
est to themselves, and setting forth that 
work as the carrying on of his enlighten- 
ment on their behalf, and the subject of 
his earnest prayer for them : see argument 
to this chapter above), the prisoner (but 
now without any prominence, or the very 
slightest : cf. Tesd@eos ó àBeAqós: it is 
rather generic, or demonstrative, than 
emphatic) of Christ [Jesus] (see ref. ; xp. 
first, because it is not so much personal 
possession, as the fact of the Messiahship 
of Jesus having been the cause and origin 
of his imprisonment, which is expressed 
by the genitive) on behalf of you Gentiles 
(вее ver. 13, where this dp tua is 
repeated. The matter of furt was so:— 
his preaching to Gentiles aroused the 

jealousy of the Jews, and led to his impri- 
sonment. But he rather thinks of it as a 
result of his great office and himself as a 
sacrifice for those whom it was his intent 
to benefit), —if, that is (ef ye, ‘assuming 
that:' see note on 2 Cor. v. 8. The 
Ephesians Aad heard all this, and St. Paul 
was now delicately reminding them of it. 
So that to derive from «f ye ўкоѓсате an 
argument against the genuineness of the 
Epistle, as De Wette does, is mere inat- 
tention to philology), ye heard of (when I 
was among you: his whole course there, 
his converse [Acts xx. 18—21], and his 
preaching, were just the imparting to 
them his knowledge) the wconomy (see 
note on ch.i. 10. It is not the apostolic 
office,—but the dis tion— munus dis- 
pensandi, in which he was an olkovóuos, of 
that which follows) of the grace of God 
which was given me (the xdpis добеїт@ 
[beware of joining 30@efons with olxo- 
оша» by any of the so-called 
was the material with respect to which 
the dispensation was to be exercised : so 
that ешеш is objective as in ch. i. 
10) tow you (to be dispensed in the 
direction of, to, you) 3.] that 
(epexegesis of the fact implied in ўкойсате 
Thy ойк. ‘viz. of the fact that: as we вау, 
‘how that’) by revelation (see reff.; the 
stress is on these words, from their posi- 
tion) was made known to me the mystery 
(viz. of the admission of the Gentiles [ ver. 
6] to be fellow-heirs, &c. See ch. 1. 9, 
directly referred to below) even as I be- 
fore wrote (not, ‘have before written,’ 
though this perhaps better marks the 
reference. ‘ Before wrote,’ viz. in ch. i. 
9 ff.) briefly (3:4 HD , Chrys.: “ Ha- 
bet locutionem hanc Aristoteles rhet. iii. 
2, p. 716, ubi de acuminibus orationis, 
que ex unius aut plurium vocum similium 
oppositione oriuntur, dicit, ex tanto ele- 
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0 ere p ytreatc 

о constr, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12. Neb xii, 7. Esdr. і. 5% (81). 
à here only. Ps, xxxv.7 al. r&constr., 

1. 7. s Rev. xviil. 21 v. r. only. 
33 reff. v Rom. viii. 17. Heb.xi.9. 1 Pet. 

x ch, v. 7 only t. y Gal. iii. 14 ref. 

б. rec ins ev bef erepais (on account of the double dative), with (none of our mss) 
вуг copt: om ABCDFKLN rel latt Syr goth arm Clem, Orig Cyr-jer Chr Cyr, Jer. 

avTov bef атостоћо:ѕ DF copt Thl Hil. 
aft wy. ins ayıw D a b c o eth Vig: pref g. 

eias ins avrov, with D. FK L rel syr Thdrt Damasc Hil: om 6. rec aft ex 

ins то bef wyeuuarı F Chr. 

ayy 
ABCD'N 17 demid(with tol) D-lat Syr copt arm Orig, Chr Cyr Jer Pelag Sedul. 

rec ins rw bef xpior, with DFKL rel: om ABCR 17 vulg syr-w-ast copt goth 
Ambrst Pelag. 

gantiora esse, бер &» ёліттои, quanto 
brevius proferantur, et id ideo dicit sic se 
habere, т: ў uá0nc:s, Sià uiv Tb àvrucei- 
сда: A, Biù Zè vb фу ö Oarror 
ylvera:, quoniam ea ob oppositionem eo 
magis, ob brevitatem vero eo celerius per- 
cipiantur." Kypke, obss. sacræ, ii. p. 293), 

4.] by (or, in accordance with ;’ per- 
haps‘ at’ is our word nearest corresponding. 
The use of ярќѕ is ав in wpbs rb áBóknror 
Terapayuévous) which (viz, that which I 
wrote: not the fact of my having written 
briefly, as Kypke) ye can, while reading 
(ava. absolute), perceive (aorist, because 
the act is regarded as one of a series, each 
of which, when it oceurs, is sudden and 
transitory) my understanding in (con- 
struction see reff., and compare céveowr фу 
ждет copia, Dan. i. 17, also Dan. x. 1, 
LXX and Theod.) the mystery of Christ 
(by comparing Col. i. 27, it will clearly 
appear that this genitive is one of appo- 
sition :—the mystery 18 Christ in all His 
fulness; not of the object, ‘relating to 
Christ’), б.] which in other genera- 
tions (dative of time: so Luke xii. 20, raŭ- 
тр тӯ vurt) Th» Wuxhy cov àwatrobUciy 
&xb сой,— Matt. xvi. 21 al.: for the tem- 
poral meaning of ered, see reff.) was 
not made known to the sons of men 
(‘latissima appellatio, causam exprimens 
ignorant iam, ortum naturalem, cui opponi- 
tur Spiritus,’ Beng.; and to which, re- 
marks Stier, & and abrov are further 
contrasted) as (ёухарісет uè» trois wdAas 
профћтаѕ, ÀAA' obx ds vir ob yàp 
тё ярбуцата Ido, ФАЛА robs wep) тёк 
wpayuárw» жроќурафау Афуошз, Thdrt.) 
it has been now revealed (we are com- 

pelled in the presence of убу, to desert 
the aorist rendering * was revealed,' which 
in our language cannot be used in refer- 
ence to present time. The Greek admits 
of combining the two. We might do it 
by a paraphrastic extension of rUv,—'as 
in this present it was revealed") to 
His holy (see Stier's remark above. Ols- 
hausen says, It is certainly peculiar, that 
Paul here calls the Apostles, and conse- 
quently himself among them, ‘holy Apos- 
tles.“ It is going too far when De W. 
finds in this a sign of an unspostolic 
origin of the Epistle: but still the ex- 
pression remains an unusual one. I ac- 
count for it to myself thus,—that Paul 
here conceives of the Apostles and Pro- 
phets, as a corporation (cf. ch. iv. 11), 
and as such, in their official character, 
he gives them the predicate &y:os, as he 
names believers, conceived as a whole, 
буо: or ћугасрќко, but never an indi- 
vidual”) Apostles and Prophets (as in 
ch. ii. 20, the N. T. Prophets—see note 
there) in (as the conditional element; in 
and by) Spirit (Chrys. remarks, é»- 
vónco» p ô Пќтроѕ, el ud тард тоб 
wweüpaTos fjkovcev, ойк hy drope dn eis 
Tà Gyn. ёу ту. must not be joined with 
ж®роф. as Koppe, al. [not Chrys., as the 
above citation shews]; for, as De W. 
remarks, the words would thus either be 
superfluous, or make an unnatural distinc- 
tion between the Apostles and Prophets) 
—that (namely, that’—giving the pur- 
port of the mystery) the Gentiles are 
(not, ‘should be? a mystery is not a 
secret design, bat a secret fact) fellow- 
heirs (with the Jews) and fellow-members 

ABCDF 
KLNa b 
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EOveaw  ebayyeAicacBat ro * avetiy viaorov 

kat ‘ dwricat таутас Tic 7 
e ch. 1. 1 reff. 

тоо  xpiarov, ? 
pe Ёбтерос, 8 John 4. 
e Job v. 9. ix. 10. xxxiv. 24 only. 
1. 18 reff. k ch. I. 10 reff. 

Т. rec eyevopny (more usual form), with CD°KL rel: txt ABD!FN 17. 

h ү в 11. 9 reff. 

TÀOUTOC © bere only. 
Mo rovontd eee 
OK VO ta d here only t. 

f ch. 11. 17 reff. { Rom, xi. 28 
h neut., ch. i. 7 ref. i John i. 9. ch. 

rec 

туу добесау, with BKL rel syrr goth Chr Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ес: txt ABCD!FN 17 
latt copt lat-ff. 

8. тес aft жаутоу ins rey, with (none of our mss) goth Cyr Thdrt ТЫ: om 
ABCDFKLN rel Orig. aft avr ins тоу Geov F. rec ins e» bef ros eÜveci 
(from ||, Gal i. 16, where none omit it), with DFEL rel latt syrr goth Dial Chr Cyr 
Did Thdrt Damasc lat-ff: om ABCN o copt. 
rel Dial Cyr: txt ABCD'FN! 17. 672. 

9. om wayras AN! 673 Cyr Hil Jer Aug (not Tert all). 

rec тоу a. vAovroy, with D'KLN?3 

rec (for ouoropia) 
ower (explanatory gloss), with e: txt ABCDFKLN rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

(of the same body) and fellow-partakers 
of the promise (in the widest sense; the 

mise of salvation : the complex, in- 
eluding all other promises, even that chief 

ise of the Father, the promise of the 
irit itself) in (not to be referred to 

тїз éwayy., which would be more natu- 
rally, though not necessarily, Tfjg ¢v,— 
but to the three foregoing adjectives,— 
in Christ Jesus, as the conditional ele- 
ment in which their participation con- 
sisted) Christ Jesus (see above on ch. ii. 13) 
through the Gospel (He Himself was the 
objective ground of their incorporation ; 
the ebay, the joyful tidirgs of Him, 
the 5 medium by which they ap- 
prehended it): of which (Gospel) I be- 
came (a reference to the event by which. 
“The passive form, however, implies no 
со nding differenceof meaning ( Rück., 
Eadie}: yíyropa: in the Doric dialect was 
а deponent passive: ¢yerfOny was thus 
used for ¢yeréuny, and from thence occa- 
sionally crept into the language of later 
writers. Зее Buttm., Irregular Verbs, s. v. 
TEN —, Lobeck, Phryn. pp. 108-9." Ellic.) 
а minister (see the parallel, Col. i. 23: 
and the remarks in Mey., and Ellic. on 
Sıáxovos and éwypérys) according to os 
consequence of and in analogy with) the 
gift of the grace (genitive of apposition, 
as clearly appears from the definition of 
the grace given in the next verse: the 
grace was the gift) of God which was 
given to me (8o0., not tautological, or 
merely pleonastic after 8 pe, but to be 

e joined with what follows) according to 
the working in me of his powe- (he- 

cause, and in so far as, His Almighty 
power wrought in me, was this gift of the 
xdpis, the ётостолћ, the office of preach- 
ing among the Gentiles, &c., bestowed 
upon me). 8.] Instead of going 
straight onward with é» rois €@veow &. r. ., 
he calls to mind his own (not past, but 
present and inherent, see 1 Tim. i. 15) 
unworthiness of the high office, and re- 
sumes the context with an emphatic 
declaration of it. To me, who am less 
than the least (thus admirably rendered 
by E. V. Winer, edn. 6, $ 11. 2. b, 
adduces éAayirróraros from Sext. Empir. 
ix. 406, and џебтерот from Apoll. Rhod. 
iii. 368—and Wetst. xepeiórepos from П. 
B. 248, and other examples [ Ellic. remarks 
that Thuc. iv. 118 must be removed from 
Wetst.s examples, as the true reading 
is xdAAcov]) of all saints (ойк ere, và» 
dwooréAwy, Chrys.: and herein this has 
been rded as an expression of far 
greater depth of humility than that in 
1 Cor. xv. 8: but each belongs to the 
subject in hand — each places him far 
below all others with whom he compared 
himself), was given this grace (viz.) to 
preach to the Gentiles (т. #0у. is em- 
phatic, and points out Ais distinguishing 
office. There is no parenthesis of du to 
abr» as Harl. has unnecessarily imagined) 
the unsearchable (reff.; in its nature, 
extent, and application." Ellic.) riches of 
Christ (i.e. the fulness of wisdom, right- 
eousness, sanctification, and redemption — 
all centred and summed up in Him) 
9.j and to enlighten (reff.; not merely 
externally to teach, referred to his work,— 
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but internally to enlighten the hearers, 
referred to their apprehension: as when 
the Apostles gave witness with great power 
of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, Acts 
iv. 33. On St. Paul's mission to enlighten, 
see especially Acte xxvi. 18) all (no empha- 
sis on *árTas, as Нагі. —‹ not the Gentiles 
only, but all men, —or as Mey. observes 
it would be wdrras [or robs я. ? ] г) 
what (the ellipse is supplied by els 7 
«84и in ch. i. 18) is the wconomy (see 
on ch. i. 10) of the mystery (“ the 
dispensation [arrangement, regulation] of 
the mystery [the union of Jews and Gen- 
tiles in Christ, ver. 6] was now to be 
humbly traced апа acknowledged in the 
faet of its having secretly existed in the 
primal counsels of God, and now having 
been revealed to the heavenly powers b 
means of tbe Church." Ellicott) whic 
has been hidden from (the beginning of) 
the ages (àrò т. alévev gives the tem- 
poral limit from which the concealment 
dated: so xpévois alewíos сесгүпиќғоџ, 
Кош. xvi. 25. The decree itself originated 
ярь катаВолӯѕ xócuov, ch. i. 4, xpd тё» 
alévey 1 Cor. ii. 7: the alder being 
the spaces or reaches of (ite necessary for 
the successive acts of created beings, either 
physical or spiritual) in (join with ётокекр. 
* hidden within, —humanly speaking, in 
the bosom or the mind of’) God who 
created all things (“rerum omnium creatio 
fundamentum est omnis relique ccono- 
mim, pro potestate Dei universali liber- 
rime dispensate.” Beng. The stress is 
on тё жбута —(һіз concealment was no- 
thing to be wondered at—for God of His 
own will and power created ALL THINGS, 
а fact which involves His perfect rigbt to 
adjust all things as He will. тё v., iu the 
widest sense, embracing physical and spi- 
ritual alike), 10.] that (general pur- 
pose of the whole: more properly to be 
referred perhaps to 4860 than to any 
other one word in the last two verses. 
For this sublime cause the humble Paul 
was raised up,—to bring about,—he, the 
least worthy of the saints,--that to the 

heavenly powers themselves should be 
made known, by means of those whom he 
was empowered to enlighten, &c. Cf. 
Chrys.: xal тобто dè xdpiros fv, Tb тё» 
шкрду тй pel(ova фухециет@ уа Tb ye- 
végða: тобто» eùayyeMmorhr) there might 
be made known (emphatic, as opposed to 
т above—‘no longer hidden, but 
. . . . ) DOW the secon emphasis : 
opposed to in dv ee to go- 
vernments and to the (Stier notices the 
repetition of the article. 1t perhaps here 
does not so much separate the two ápxa£ 
and Ё. as different classes, as serve to ele- 
vate the fact for solemnity's sake) powers 
(see ch. i. 21 and note) in the heavenly 
places (see ch. i. 8 note. The ёру. and 
4Е. are those of the holy angels in heaven; 
not, as has been vainly imegined, Jewish 
rulers [ Locke, Schóttg.]: Christian rulers 
[Pel.]: good and bad angels [Beng., 
Olsh. J. These are excluded, not by é» 
Tois é¢wovpaylots, see ch. vi. 12, but by 
the general tenor of the passage, as Ellic., 
who adds well: “evil angels more natu- 
rally recognize the power, good angels the 
wisdom of God") by means of the Chureh 
Bre seis eudOoner, tére huevos 8 
pâr, Chrys. See also Luke xv. 10; 

1 Pet. i. 12: and cf. Calvin's note bere. 
* That the holy ina are capable of a 
specific increase of knowledge, and of a 
deepening insight into God's wisdom, 
seems from this passage clear and incon- 
trovertible." Ellic. ** Vide, quantus honos 
hominum, quod hsc arcana consilia per 
ipsos, maxime per apostolos, Deus inno- 
tescere angelis voluit. Ideo angeli post 
hoc tempus nolunt ab apostolis coli tan- 
quam in ministerio majore collocatis, Apoc. 
xix. 10, et merito." Grot. But as Stier 
well notices, it is not by the Apostles 
directly, nor by human preaching, that 
the Angels are instructed in God's wisdom, 
but by the Church ;—by the fact of the 
great spiritual body, constituted in Christ, 
which they contemplate, and which is to 
them the бФатроу тўз 86 7: тоб Өеоб) 
the manifold (xoAvsxolxi os, во far from 
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ing a word found only here [Нагі., 
Stier], occurs in Eur., Iph. Taur. 1149, 
woAvrolxiAa фареа: in a fragment of 
Eubulus, Ath. xv. 7, p. 679, ordpavor 
woAvwolxiAor àvôéwv, and twice in the 
Orphic hymns, in this figurative sense: 
wodvuwolxiAos TeAerf, v. 11; ж. Adyos, 
lx. 4) wisdom of God (how is the wisdom 
of God woAvwolxtA0g? It із all one in 
sublime unity of truth and purpose: but 
cannot be apprehended by finite minds in 
this its unity, and therefore is by Him 
variously portioned out to each finite race 
and finite capacity of individuals—so that 
the Church is a mirror of God's wisdom, 
—chromatic, so to speak, with the rain- 
bow colours of that light which in itself is 
one aud undivided. Perhaps there was in 
the Apostle’s mind, when he chose this 
word, an allusion to the «wrépvyes repi- 
eTepás wepinpyvpwpdva: ка) Tà детйфреуа 
abris dy xAwpérnt: xp lou, the adorn- 
ment of the ransomed church, in Ps. Ixvii. 
13. See Heb. i. 1; 1 Pet. iv. 10), 
11.] according to Vei sini on ‘умер: — 
this imparting of the knowledge of God's 
manifold wisdom was in accordance with, 
&c.) the (not, ‘a:’ after a preposition, 
especially when a limiting genitive, as 
here, follows, the omission of the article 
can hanily be regarded as affecting the 
sense) purpose of (the) ages (the genitive 
is apparently one of time, as when we 
say, it has been an opinion of years: 
the duration all that time giving the 
aléeves a kind of possession. If so, the 
sense is best given in English by ‘eternal’ 
as in E. V.), which (xpó6ecw) He made 
constituted, ordained. Бо v., Beza, 
arl, Rück. On the other hand, Thdrt., 

Grot., Koppe, Olsh., Mey., De W., Stier, 
Ellic., wonld apply it to the carrying out, 
exceuting, in ils historical realization. 
I can hardly think that so indefinite a 
word as rost would have been used to 
express eo very definite an idea, now intro- 
duced for the first time, but believe the 
Apostle would have used some word like 
ётетЕл есек. Further, we should thus 
rather expect the perfect; whereas the 
aorist seems to refer back the act spoken 

of to the origination of the design. Both 
senses of void are abundantly justified : 
see, for our sense, Mark xv. 1; Isa. xxix. 
15: for the other, ch. ii. 3; Matt. xxi. 
81; John vi. 38; 1 Thess. v. 24 al.) in 
Jesus our Lord the Christ (or, ‘in the 
Christ, [namely] Jesus our Lord.’ The 
former is official, the latter personal. It 
was in his Christ that He made the pur- 
pose: and that Christ is Jesus our Lord. 
The words do not necessarily refer éroln- 
ow to the carrying out of the design. 
They bind together God's eternal purpose 
and our present state of access to Him by 
redemption in Christ, and so close the 
train of thought of the last eleven verses, 
by bringing us again home to the sense of 
our own ness in Christ. That he 
says, ќу т. xpurrQ I., does not, as Olsh. 
and Stier, imply that the act spoken of 
must necossarily be su ent to the In- 
carnation : see eh. i. 8, 4: it is the complex 
personal appellation of the Son of God, 
taken from, and familiar to us by His in- 
carnation, but applied to Him in His præ- 
existence also), 12.) in whom (for the 
connexion, see note on last verse : in whom, 
as their element and condition) we have 
our boldness (not ‘freedom of speech’ 
merely, nor boldness in prayer : wap 
is used in a far wider sense than these, as 
will amer by the reff.: viz, that of the 
state of mind which gives liberty of speecb, 
cheerful boldness, *freimutbigfeit/ Palm 
and Rost.'slex.) and | our] access (see note 
on ch. ii. 18: here the intransitive senso 
is even more necesaary, from the union 
with «ajfwe(av. We may confident! 
say, that so important an objective truth 
as our introduction to God by Christ 
would never have been thus coupled to ў 
mere subjective quality in ourselves. Both 
must be subjective if one is: the second 
less purely so than the first—but both re- 
ferring to our own feelings and privileges) 
in confidence (rourder:, пета тоё Oadpeiv, 
Chrys. Mever remarks what a noble ex- 
ample St. Paul himself has given of tbis 
zexolóno:s in Rom. viii. 98 f. re rolonots 
is а word of late Greek; see Lobeck's 
Phrynichus, p. 294) through the faith 
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(“èv xp. points to the objective ground of 
the possession, 8a ris mior., the sub- 
jective medium by which, and dv теко. 
the subjective state in which, it is appre- 
hended.” Ellic.) of (objective: = ‘in:’ of 
which He is the object: see reff.) Him. 

18.) Wherefore (‘ que cum ita sint, 
viz. the glorious things spoken of vv. 1— 
12: and especially his own personal part in 
them, dy x., ёро! 8607, eyerhOny Sid- 
xovos :—since I am the appointed minister 
of so great a matter) I beseech you (not, 
beseech God,—which would awkwardly 
necessitate a new subject before ёукакег» : 
sce below) not to be irited (not, ‘that 
I may not be dispirited,’ as Syr., Thdrt., 
Beng., Rück., Harl, Olsh. Such a refer- 
ence is quite refuted by the reason ren- 
dered below, Hris ёс. 86€a opév, and by 
the insertion of pov after O., which in this 
case would be wholly superfluous : not to 
mention ite inconsistency with all we know 
of the Apostle himeelf) in (of the element 
or sphere, in which the faint*heartedness 
would be shewn: ‘in the msdst of’) my 
tribulations for you (the grammatical 
Commentators justify the absence of the 
article before p by the construction 
OAlBoua: órép ros. This surely is not 
necessary, in the presence of such expres- 
sions as тогу Kuplo:s xarà odpra, ch. vi. б. 
The strange view of Harl., that bwtp фий» 
is to be joined with alrobnat, needs no 
refutation), seeing that they are (not 
‘which is; ru is not = , but = 
*quippe qui,’ ‘utpote qui:’ see examples 
in Palm and Rost’s Lex. 8s, p. 647) your 

glory (rôs dor: Bóla abrév; Sri obras 
abrobs фубт)сеу ó Өєбз, бзтє xal т. 
ор биёр abr бойуа x. robs BosAovs 
какою. Tra yap айто) réxwot TocoóTe» 
&ya0áv, Паёлоѕ e8eopetro, Chrys. 
compares duets бу$оф$о, ўце 84 Éripo, 
1 Cor. iv. 10: and this certainly seems 
against Stier's notion that 84а фдё» 
means ‘your glorification,’ ‘the glory 
of God in you’). 14—19.] Ни 
prayer for them, setting forth the aim 
and end of the ministerial office as 
respected the Church, viz. its becoming 
strong in the power of the Spirit. 
14.) On this account (resumes the той. 
тоу Хірі of ver. 1 [see note there]: vis. 
‘because ye are so built in, have such a 
standing in God's Church’) I bend my 
knees (scil in prayer: see reff.; and 
cf. 8 Kings xix. 18) towards (directing 
my prayer to Him: see Winer, § 49, h) 
the Father (on the words here inter- 
polated, see var. readd.), from whom 
(as the source of the name: so Hom. Il. 
к. 68, татрббе» ёк yereñs Óroud(ev Av 
ёкаттоу :— Soph., (Ed. Tyr. 1036, фзт' 
évoudcÓns ёк rixns табттз, ds еї: — 
Xen. Mem. iv. 5. B, en 84 xal rb dia- 
Афуес@а: ÓrouacOsva. ёк той сорібутаѕ 
коў BovAeverOau Siaréyorras :—Cic. de 
Amicitia, 8, ‘amor, ex quo amicitia 
nominata’) every family (not ‘the whole 
Jamily’ [xàca 7 ra. %, or, less strictly, 
таса жатр. Y], as E. V. The sense, see 
below) in the heavens and on earth 
is named (it is difficult to convey in 
another language any trace of the deep 
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connexion of жатр and warpid here ex- 
pressed. Had the sentence been the 
Creator, after whom every creature in 
heaven and earth is named,' all would be 
plain to the English reader. But we must 
not thus render; for it is not in virtue of 
God's creative power that the Apostle here 
prays to Him, but in virtue of His adop- 
tive love in Christ. It is best therefore 
to keep the simple sense of the words, 
and leave it to exegesis to convey the 
idea. warpid is the family, or in a wider 
sense the gens, named so from its all 
having one татр. Some [Est., Grot., 
Wetst., al.] have supposed St. Paul to 
allude to the rabbinical expression, ‘the 
family of earth and the family of heaven :' 
but as Harl. observes, in this case he would 
have said s. J warp., ў èv ойр. к. ў ёт) y. 
Others [Vulg., Jer., Thdrt.,—6s dr9Oes 
бтірхе warhp, ðs ob wap’ ÉAAov тобто 
Aa xe, ФАЛА avrds той KAAS 
gerad ce Tovro, — Corn.-a-lap.] have 
attempted to give warpid the sense of 
paternitas, which it can certainly never 
have. But it is not so easy to say, to what 
the reference is, or why the idea is here 
introduced. The former of these will be 
found very fully discussed in Stier, pp. 
487—99: and the latter more shortly 
treated. The Apostle seems, regarding 
God as the Father of us His adopted 
children in Christ, to go forth into the 
fact, that He, in this His relation to us, 
is in reality the great original and proto- 
type of the paternal relation, wherever 
found. And this he does, by observing 
that every warpid, compaternity, body 
of persons, having a common father, is 
thus named [in Greek], from that father, 
—and so every earthly [and heavenly] 
family reflects in its name [and constitu- 
tion] the being and sourceship of the 
great Father Himself. But then, what 
are watpial in heaven? Some have 
treated the idea of paternity there as 
absurd: but is it not necessarily involved 
in any explanation of this passage? He 
Himself is the Father of spirits, Heb. 
xii. 9, the Father of lights, James i. 17 :— 
may there not be fathers in the heavenly 
Israel, as in the eartbly ? May not the 

holy Angels be bound up in spiritual 
warpial, though they marry not nor are 
given in marriage ? Observe, we must 
not miss the sense of évopdfera:, nor 
render, nor understand it, as meaning is 
constituted.’ This is the fact, but not 
9 out here), 16.] that (see 
on (va after words of beseeching, ; 
note, 1 Cor. xiv. 18. Tbe purpose and 
purport of the prayer are blended in 
it) He may give you, according to the 
riches of glory (specifies бф, not 
what follows: give you, in full proportion 
to the abundance of His own glory — His 
own infinite perfections), to be strength- 
ened with might (the dative has been 
taken in several ways: 1) adverbially, 
‘mightily,’ as Bla els оікіау vapiéra:, 
Xen. Cyr. i. 2. 2, —to which Meyer ob- 
jects, that thus буси would be strength 
on the side of the bestower rather than of 
the receiver, whereas the contrast with 
¢yxaxety (?) requires the converse. This 

y seems sufficient to disprove the 
sense: 2) dative of the form or mape in 
which the крат. was to take place (Harl., 
al) as in yphpact 5vrarol elvan Xen. 
Mem. ii. 7. 7,—to which Meyer replies 
that thus the xparaiw@jva: would only 
apply to one department of the spiritual 
life, instead of to all. But this again 
seems to me not valid: for ‘might, 
‘power,’ is not one faculty, but a quali- 
fication of all faculties. Rather I should 
say that such a meaning would involve a 
tautology — strengthened in strength.“ 
3) the instrumental dative is maintained 
by Mey., De W., al., and this view seems 
the best: ‘with [His] might,’ imparted to 
you) by His Spirit (as the instiller and 
imparter of that might) into (not merely 
‘in,’ but ‘fo and into, as Ellic.: import. 
ing the direction and destination of the 
prayed for gift of infused strength.” кра- 
та, kaTOwi(wm» els toy Xopovrra low 
Ќудрото» Tbv хрістбу, Schol. in Cramer's 
Catena. Similarly Orig., sre eis т. o. 
&v0. каток}сш T. xpiordy 8:4 ris xl- 
crews, ib. Both rightly, as far as the 
idea of infusing iuto is concerned: but 
clearly wrong, as are the Gr.-ff. in general, 
in taking els т. ёс. &v8. with what follows, 
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thus making фу rate кар8. dp. tauto- 
logical, or giving to &à ris dv 
tais (aus бреу the meaning, ‘through 
the faith which is in your hearts,’ which 
it cannot bear) the inner man (the spi- 
ritual man—the noblest portion of our 
being, kept, in the natural man, under 
subjection to the flesh [reff.], but in the 
spiritual, renewed by tbe Spirit of God) — 

t (continuation, not of the prayer 
merely, — not from 8¢,—as the strong 
word «xatowuyou, emphatically placed, 
sufficiently shews, but from кратае - 
vas,—and that as its result [see Orig. 
above: not its purpose,—rov кат.]. See 
u similar construction Col. i. 10) Christ 
may dwell (emphatic ; abide, take up His 
lasting abode: ‘summa sit, non procul 
intuendum esse Christum fide, sed reci- 
piendum esse animse noetrz complexu, ut 
in nobis habitet, Calv. by your faith 
(apprehending Him, and opening the door 
to Him, —see John xiv. 23; Rev. iii. 20— 
and keeping Him there) in your hearts 
(“ partem etiam designat ubi legitima est 
Christi sedes; nempe cor: ut sciamus, 
non satis esse, si in lingua versetur, aut 
in cerebro volitet." Calv.),—ye having 
been (Вета, Grot., al, and Meyer [and 
so E. V.]. join the participles with the 
following fra, justifying the trajection b 
Gal. ii. 10; 2 Thess. її. 7; Acta xix. 4a 
But those cases are not parallel, as in 
every one of them the prefixed words carry 
especial emphasis, which here they can- 
not do. We must therefore regard the 
clause as an instance of the irregular no- 
minative [see ch. iv. 2; Col. ii. 2, and 
reff. there] adopted to form an easy 
transition to tbat which follows. Meyer 
strongly objects to this, that the participles 
are perfect, not present, which would be 
thus logically required. But surely this 
last is a mistake. It is upon the com- 
pletion, not upon the progress, of their 
rooting and grounding in love, that tho 
next clause depends. So Orig., Clirys., 
all., and Harl. De W., and Ellic.) rooted 
and grounded (both images, that of a 

tree, and that of а building, are supposed 
to have been before the Apostle’s mind. 
But 5.06% was so constantly used in а 
figurative sense [seo exam in Palm 
and Rost sub voce] as hardly perhaps of 
necessity to suggest its primary image. 
Lucian uses both words together, de 
Saltat. 84 [Wetst.],—3$swep тёз pila 
к. ÜeuéAioi THs дрхћсеюѕ dca») in love 

ve, generally—not morely abror, as 
brys., nor ‘qua diligimur а Deo, Beza; 

nor need we supply ‘in Christ’ after 
the participles, thus disconnecting them 
from ёу ày. as Harl: but as Ellic. 
well says, This [love] was to be their 
basis and foundation, in (on?) which 
alone they were to be fully enabled to 
realize all the majestic proportions of 
Christ's surpassing love to man), that 
ye may be fully able (ref.: 7 émé- 
Aeta ToAAdkis al тӯт picens itio xvser 
ériAcinovens, Strabo, xvii. p. 788 [417 
аш) to comprehend (reff. “ many 
middle forms are distinguished from their 
actives only by giving more the idea of 
earnestness or spiritual energy: p 
wodAol dua tas dwifloAds, Thucyd. iii. 20: 
обто def wept warrbs ocxoweiy бтау e 
Ti табтр ckowobpevos &Aps, obras Engpper 
wept tovro yéyovas. Plato.” Krüger, 
griech. Sprachlehre, § 52. 4) with all the 
saints (all the people of God, in whom is 
fulfilled that which is here prayed for) 
what is the breadth and length and 
height and depth (all kinds of fancifal 
explanations have been given of these 
words. One specimen may be enough: 
doxnudricey Sswep rut reer eis arav- 
poU TÓwor. cal $ ке} 
piros xol wAdros, т. лан За 4 
TOU стаороб dicis ; SewAroiy i rov Éowe 
Tbv crap Adyav, obx åràðs M 
dre) ў nir той kvplov oikorouía Ocórus 
derlr ÉvwÜev, ка) árOperwórgs кйтебе>, 
Tb 8 iópvyua &romroA uy Siérewer ard 
Кокто» els пєстцВр(ау ка) ёж) дуатолӯзѕ 
«із Bósw, ovyæyayèr ка) xuplov tày 
olxovoplay xal tev &хостбдАе> lar 
Tb der Ts olxovoplas, és èr ёжАф 

év ауатр a tpputoptvot каї cef убтр “ipplwpivor кай cote 
Guy nol? 

ay 
E 
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ка: ° Baboc, 19 "yvovat re ryv ? vrto[JàAAovcav ric yv- o = Rom. l 

aews " ayümmy rov ' ур:стоо, iva 

" gsAnownua tov brov. 

v. 13. 2 Cor. vil. 4 al. 
"т = Philem. 21. 
x ver. 13 reff. y ver. 4 reff. 

6. iv. 12. Gal. U. 8. Hl. al., Paul chiefly. 

19. om re DIF copt. 
fatis Aug) · 

20. om vrep DF latt lat-ff (exc Jer). 

TË rap ёт:Ўекуйцеуоѕ, otras elrev. 
Severianus, in Cramer’s Catena. Similarly 
Origen, ib., Jer., Aug., Anselm, Aquin., 
Est. (*longitudo temporum est, latitudo 
locorum, altitudo gloria, profunditas dis- 
cretionis’). Numerous other explanations, 
geometrical, architectural, and spiritual, 
may be seen in Corn.-a-lap., Pole's Synope., 

Eadie. The latter, as also Bengel and 
Stier, see an allusion to the Church as the 
temple of God—Chandler and Macknight 
to the temple of Diana at Ephesus. Both 
are in the highest degree improbable. Nor 
enn we quite say that the object of the 
sentence is the love of Christ [ Calv., Mey., 
Ellicott, al.]: for that is introduced in a 
subordinate clause by and by [see on тє 
below ] : rather, with De W., that the geni- 
tive after these nouns is left indefinite— 
that you may be fully ablo to comprehend 
every dimension-—scil., of all that God has 
revealed or done in and for us [ = 7d uvo- 
трио» T. Ooh, Col. ii. 2]—though this is 
not a genitive to be supplied, but lying in 
the background entirely) and (re intro- 
duces not a parallel, but a subordinate 
clause. Of this Hartung, i. p. 105, gives 
many examples. Eur. Hec. 1186,—$” 
evróxe | Tpola, тёр 8€ vópyos ely (ri 
rA, n те Tipíauos, “Exropés т" 
Arbei Bópv: Med. 642, & warpls, Baud r’ 
d ud. So that the knowledge here spoken 
of is not identical with the na 
above, but forms one portion of it, and by 
ite surpassing excellence serves to exalt 
still more that great whole to which it be- 
longs) to know the knowledge-passing 
(ris yvéceus, genitive of comparison after 
SrepB., as in SerAfoior detvrov, Herod. 
viii. 137, — ob3erds Sarepos, Plat. Tim. 
р. 20 a. See Kühner, ii. § 540. yvévar 
ora are chosen as а paradox, 
yréceus being taken in the sense of mere,’ 
‘bare’ knowledge ref.], and уубу in the 

t sense of that knowledge which 
is rooted and grounded in love, Phil. i. 9) 
Love of Christ (subjective genitive; Christ's 
Love to ws—sec . v. 5 note, and viii. 

ob. 1. 19 reff. 
> sÀnpwÜnre eig mav TÒ 4-icor viti 

90 d ` ; 4 А , 1. Till. 2, 8. 

тр 0: Suvapivy “urto wavra 
e» - » A æ 

womoat " vsepskmepusgoU wv * airobusÜa N ? vooŭpev card: 
тт» dbvau тту * vepyoupévny Ev пис, 

t — eh. ll. f al. 

Hos. iv. б. 
see 1 Tim. vi. 

а c U e e a ә * v. 

avr n do ba в Ikom. 1. 90. 
u = Rom. xv. 39. Col. L 10. 1. 9. 

21 a 

wl Thess. III. 10 only +. Dan. iff. 22 Theod.-Ald.-compl. (- соёт, 1 Thess. v. 13. ) 
2 = Matt. xiv. 2 4. Rom. vit Б. 1 Cor. Til. 6, 1 Cor. i. 

a Rom. xi. 20. 2 Pet. iii. 18. Rev. i. G. 

ayarny bef rns ууосеюзѕ А а 116 вуг Jer(scientiam cari- 
тАуро0у, omg es, B 17. 73. 116. 

35—39—not ‘our love to Christ.’ Nor 
must we interpret with Harl. [апа Olsh. ], 
“to know the Love of Christ more and 
more as an‘unsearchable love.” It is not 
this attribute of Christ's Love, but the 
Love itself, which he pruys that they ma 
know), that ye may be even to 
the fulness of God (var 1d wAfpona rijs 
@ебтэутоѕ abides in Christ, Col. ii. 9. 
Christ then abiding in your hearts, ye, 
being raised up to the comprehension of 
the vastness of God’s mercy in Him and of 
‘His Love, will be filled, even as God is full 
—each in your degree, but all to your 
utmost capacity, with divine wisdom and 
might and love. Such seems much the 
best rendering: and so Chrys. [ultern.], 
Gsre wAnpoveba: xdons &perüs hs wAfpns 
dorly ó beds. тоо 0. then is the possessive 
ae The other interpretation taking 

od ав a genitive of origin, and wA¥ypepa 
for wA7@os, ut omnibus Dei donis abun- 
detis, Est., is not consistent with «ls [see 
above], nor with the force of the passage, 
which having risen in sublimity with every 
clause, would hardly end so tamely). 

20, 21.] DOXOLOGY, ARISING FROM THE 
CONTEMPLATION OP THE FAITHFULNESS 
AND POWER OF GOD WITH REGARD TO 
His Спсвон. 20.] But to Him 
(84 brings out a slight contrast to what 
has just preceded — viz. owrselves, and our 
need of strength and our growth in know- 
ledge, and fulness) who is able to do be- 
yond all things (ùwép is not adverbial, as 
Bengel, which would be tautological), far 
beyond (reff.: фу is not governed by 
vr: but this second clause repeats the 
first in a more detailed and specified form. 
“ [t is noticeable that dp occurs nearly 
thrice as many times in St. Paul's Epis- 
tles and the Epistle to the Hebrews as in 
the rest of tbe N. T., and that, with a few 
exceptions [ Mark vii. 37. Luke vi. 38, 
&c.], the compounds of irép аге all found 
in St. Paul’s Epistles.” Ellic.) the things 
which (genitive as -yrócews above, ver. 
19) we ask or think (‘cogitatio latius 
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ә 1 яр es b 1Cor. xiv. 19, b £y тр exxAnoia [xai] ғ» yplory "Inaov siç © тавас тас 
L ki 1. . e * - 6 : 

"(rersr&) ^ yevedc rov ° atívoc теу © atüvev, арту. 
d here only. le РА q e = › a tf , Р 
„мына IV. IlapakaAc о?» йнас tyw о ' $башос év косі, 

Varr, ew Байас " meperargsat rnc !'кАйо юс qc. * exAnOnre, 
v. Vill. P 

f ch. Li б 2™ nerd maane " татнуофролбуцс Kai ° pavraroc, пета 
Rom. xvi. 2. Phil. 1.97. Col. 1.10. 1 Thess. ii. 12. Paul only, exc. 3 John 6¢. Wied. vii. 15 (xvi.l. Sir. xiv. 

11) only. h = Acts xxi, 21 al. fr. princ. Paul(31) & John (19), i Rom. хі. 39. 1 Cor. I. A ch. 
1. 18 als). Paul only, exc. Heb. ill. 1. 2 Pet. i. 10. k 1 Cor. vil. 90. ] attr. ch. i. 7 ref. 

m — Matt. ххүйї!. 8. 1 Chron. xxix. ?9 al. fr. n Acts xx. 19 (Paul). Phil. II. з. Col. H. 18, 33 tii. 
12. Paul only, exc. 1 Pet. v. 6 f. (- wv, 1 Pet. Ш. 8. -¢povess, Ps. cxxx. 1.) o Gal v. 
33. v1. 1 reff. 

91. om ки DKL rel syrr goth Chr Thdrt ТЫ (Ec Vig: ins ABC(D!F)N 17 vulg 
copt arm Damasc-comm lat-ff.—«» x. г. xas Ty еккА. DIF Victorin Ambrst. om 
Tov шоо F tol. 

Cuar. IV. 1. for корго, Хр:сто N. 
2. rec xpaorntos, with ADFL rel: vraxons К: txt BCR 17. 

tet quam preces: gradatio.’ Beng.) 
according to the power which is working 
(not passive: sce on Gal. v. 6: the power 
is the might of the indwelling Spirit; 
see Rom. viii. 26) in us, 21.] to 
Him (solemn and emphatic repetition of 
the personal pronoun) be the glory (the 
whole glory accruing from all His deal. 
ings which have been spoken of: His own 
resulting glory) in the Church (as its 
theatre before men, in which that glor 
must be recognized and rendered) and] 
in Christ Jesus (as ita inner verity, an 
essential element in which it abides. If 
the «ai be omitted, beware of rendering 
‘in the Church which is in Christ Jesus,’ 
which would not only require the article 
[cf. Gal. i. 22, rais ёккА. Tis “lovdalas 
Tais d» xpwrg], but would make iv 
xpwrre "Ince superfiuous. As the text 
stands, we need not say that dv xp. “Ino. 
is a second independent clause: it belongs 
to lv тү ёкк. as inclusive of it, though not 
as descriptive of ёккА.: in the Church 
and [thus] in Christ Jesus") to all the 
generations of the age of the ages (pro- 
bably as Grot., *augendi causa duas locu- 
tiones Hebraicas miscuit Apostolus, qua- 
rum prior est awd yevetis els -yevedy, 
“Үт, Ps. x. 6, altera čws той alvos 
"P эрур, Isa. xlv. 17.’ Probably the ac- 
count of the meaning is, that the age of 
ages [eternity] is conceived as containing 
ages, just as our ‘age’ contains years: 
and then those ages are thought of as 
made up, like ours, of generations. Like 
the similar expression, alaves Trav aldvey, 
it is used, by a transfer of what we know 
in time, to express, imperfectly, and in- 
deed improperly, the idea of Eternity). 

IV. 1—VI. 20.) Szcowp (hortatory) 
PORTION OF THE EPISTLE: and herein 
[A] (IV. 1—16) ground of the Christian's 
duties as a member of the Church, viz. the 

unity of the mystical Body of Christ (vv. 
1—6) tn the manifoldness of grace given 
to each (7—13), that we may come to per- 
Section in Him (14—16). 1.] I ех- 
hort (see reff. паракеЛё, rb тротрёте, 
és ёт) rò woAÓ. Thom.-Mag. in Ellic.) 
you therefore (seeing that tbis is your 
calling: an inference from all the former 
part of the Epistle, as in Rom. xii. 1; but 
here perhaps also a resumption of roórev 
xdpw of ch. iii. 1, 14, and thus carried 
back to the contents of ch. i. ii.), —the 
prisoner in the Lord (who аш, as 
and for the sake of the cause, of the Lord, 
в prisoner; so that my captivity is in the 
Lord, as ita element and sphere, and there- 
fore to be regarded as an additional in- 
ducement to comply with my exhortation. 
* Num quicquid est Christi, etiamsi coram 
mundo sit ignominiosum, summo cum ho- 
nore suscipiendum a vobis est." Calv. то 
8:0 tov xpiordy Seopots évaBpürera: paA- 
Aor h BaciAebs diadhparı. Thdrt. Beware 
of joining dv көр. with d, as in 
2 Thess. iii. 12 [see ver. 17], which the 
arrangement of the words here will not 

rmit), to walk worthily of the calling 
e ch. i. 18, and note Rom. viii. 28, 30) 
wherewith (see ch. i. 6. The attracted 

nitive may stand either for the dative 
8 or the accusative f$». Both construc- 
tions are legitimate attractions: cf. for 
the dative, Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 89, фуето 88 
ка} T6» éavroU TG» Te тісту, ols бето, 

‘x. бу ћяісте woAAoós.—dv, for xeiro, 
ofs; and for the accusative, ch. i. 6, and 
Hom. II. x. 649,— rugs Irre p боке 
rere. De W. denies the legitimacy 
of к№јсъу naler; but Raphel produces 
from Arrian, Epict. p. 122, karais x ire 
Thy kAsjcw hy kéxAnker) ye Were called, 
With (not ‘sx,’ as Conyb., which, besides 
not expressing perá, the association of 
certain dispositions to an act,—confuses 

ABCDF 
KLR b 
cefg 
hk!m 
во 17 
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P накробыр!ас‚ dM, E аААйАа» ev ayámy, ? " anov- I Paai). 
дабо»тес *ттри» тї» 'evórnra 

gur d THC ирїөїс. 

n op Col. Ш. 12. o p Gal. 33. 
v.13. 2 Cor. xi. I, &c. 
17 ee Paul). Heb. iv. 11. 2 Pet. 

t ver. 13 only t 
w ch. iL 16, Is reff. 

. 10, 15. 
T Col. iii. 18 ( . Paul 

15 14. Іза. xxi. 3. 
u Acts тШ. 28. Col. И. 19. if. 14 only. Isa. lviil. 6. 

" 8 L *Heb. vi. 11. 

тоо TytvuuarOC ғу тр James v. 10. 

4v* > ‘wa с 1 Pet. i 18 е ; EV qa Kat EV ку ина, Prov. тҮ. 

q & constr, Matt. xvii. 17]. Acts xvill.14 1 Cor. 
. Iss. Iill. 18. г Gal. II. 10. 1 Thess. it. 

э = (Paul) 7 Tim. iv. 7 only. 
v ch. fi. 16 reff. 

9. for eipnrns, ayarns К 1: ayarns eins al. 

the ёи which follows) all (see on ch. i. 8) 
lowliness (read by all means Trench's 
essay on татауофроетбут and wpadrys, 
in his N. T. Synonymes [xlii.]. I can 
only extract one sentence here, to put the 
reader on his rd: “Chrys. is in fact 
bringing in pride again under the disguise 
of humility, when he characterizes it 
as а making of ourselves small when we 
are great [Tawavodpocvvy тойт doris, 
bra» Tis рёуаѕ бу, éavrby татеуої: and 
he repeate this often : see Suicer, Thes. 
s. v.]: it is rather the esteeming ourselves 

], inasmuch as sce are so: the think- 
ing truly, and because truly, lowlily of 
ourselves”) and meekness (before God, 
accepting His dealings in humility, and 
before men, as God’s instruments, 2 Sam. 
xvi. 11: resting therefore on rareivoꝙp. 
as its foundation. See Trench, as above), 
with long-suffering (paxpo@upla consists 
in not taking swift vengeance, but leaving 
to an offender a place for repentance. 
From this, its proper meaning, it is easily 
farther generalized to forbearance under 
all circumstances of provocation. Some, 
as Est., Harl., Olsh., al., join these words 
with ёуєҳбреуоь. But thus (1) we should 
have an emphatic tautology — for how 
could Ње dvdyeo@a: be otherwise than 

ракродур(ас ? and (2) the paral- 
elism, perà wdons тат. к. wpatr., uer. 
макр., — would be destroyed. Still less 
should we, with Thdrt., Œc., and Bengel, 
make all one sentence from perà vdo. to 
aydw.: for thus [Mey.] we should lose 
the gradual transition from the general 
Giles wepiw. T. кА. to the special дйғех. 
&AA.),—forbearing (see reff. and Rom. 
ii. 4; on the пош. part., see ch. iii. 18) 
one another in love (it is very unnatural, 
ав Lachm. and Olsh. have done, to join 
dy ày. with oxouSd(ovres, making thereby 
an excecdingly clumsy clause of the fol- 
тоа ашы striving (reff.) to main- 
tain unity of the Spirit (that unity, 
in which God's Holy Spirit in the Church 
TObs yáves к. tpémas Siapdpos Biearnkóras 
évoi, as Chr.: not animorum inter vos con- 
Junctionem, as Est.,—and so Ambr., An- 
selm, Erasm., Calv., al. The genitive is 

Vor. III. 

in fact a possessive—the Spirits unity, 
that anity which the Spirit brings about, 
hy 7b wv. Roxer Тшту, Thl.) in (united 
together by: within) the bond of peace 
(again Lachm. joins the qualifying clause 
to the following sentence : here again most 
unnaturally, both as regards what has 
preceded, and the general truths which are 
afterwards enounced: see below. The 
o . is elphyn, not that which brings 
about elphyn, ‘vinculum quo pax reti- 
netur, id est, amor. Beng. So Thl., Rück., 
Harl., Stier. Col. iii. 14, which is quoted 
to support this meaning, is not applicable, 
because love there is expressly named, 
whereas here it certainly would not occur 
to any reader, especially after d» &ydwy 
has just occurred. The genitive of appo- 
sition is the simplest —peace binds to- 
gether the Church as а condition and 
symbol of that inner unity which is only 
wrought by the indwellng Spirit of 
Ооа). 4.] Lachm, joining & сёре 
«.7.A. as far as фу паслу, with what has 
gone before, makes these words horta- 
tory: ‘as one Body and one Spirit, even 
as, &c. Certainly the reference to Я 
кАдс:ѕ buoy seems to tell for this. But, 
on the other hand, it is very unlikely 
that the Apostle should thus use ёх 
cóua and fy wveipa, and then go on 
in the same strain, but with a dif- 
ferent reference. I therefore prefer the 
common punctuation and rendering. 
(There is) (better than ‘ye are,’ which 
will not apply to the following parallel 
clauses. The assertion of the unity of 
the Church, and of our Lord in all His 
operations and ordinances, springs im- 
mediately out of the last exhortation, as 
following it up to its great primal ground 
in the verities of God. To sup it con- 
nected by a ydp understood [Eadie] is to 
destroy the force and vividness with which 
the great central truth is at once intro- 
duced without preface) one Body (reff. : 
viz. Christ's mystical Body. ті & Éarir, 
i» обра; ol wavtaxou ris oixoupérns 
morol, ка) Byres к. yerduevos x. daópevoi. 
rd ка) of vp тўз ToU хрттой wapov- 
clas єўпрестукбтеѕ, by сё, СЫ Chrys. 
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x 1 Cor. vil. 18. 
Gal. 1. 6. 
Thess. Iv. 7. 5 

i 
1.6.) 2 
Sal. 

6. om 8rd «au B 114. 

кабес kai &AnÜnrs * & ша У Ея: ттс 7 KANCEWS инш” 

* tic * küpioc, pia wiortc, tv Bawriopa, 
татђо Tavrwy, o eri mavrwy kat " did wavTwr Kal Ev 

в maciv. 7 Seve OE Екаст uu d doln [n] ч xa pic ката 

a 

6 2 (ic * Ode xat 

om 2nd xa: B k 114 vulg(not fuld tol) syr goth Chr, Ambrst. 
rec aft тазу ins ишу (the pronouns appear to be mere 

glosses to confine the assertion to Christians), with k Chr-comm Thdrt: nuw DFKL 
rel latt syrr goth Did Damasc Iren-lat: om ABCN 17. 67? copt æth Ign Eus Ath Naz 
Epiph Cyr Jer Victorin Ambr Aug Sedul. 

7. vue» В к 120 Thdrt. om 7 BD!FL k Damasc: ins ACD*KN rel Chr Thdrt. 
—aft у xapis ins avry C? 81 Cyr. (The art was prob absorbed by the precedg n, or 
omitted as superfluous.) 

But these last hardly sensu proprio here) 
and one Spirit (viz. the Holy Spirit, who 
dwells in, and vivifies, and rules that one 
body: see ch. ii. 18, 22; 1 Cor. xii. 13 al.: 
not as Chrys., ёи жу. kaA Gs else, Bewvbs 
Sri awd ToU évds cóparos ty жуейда 
tora, ) bri Cor) niv сёра elvas ёр, оёх 
ty 84 wveipar ds by ef ris ка) alperucàv 
los ef ) bri àr ёкеіроу usone, 
TovrégTiw, ol d туебра AaBdrres, ка} 
ёк pias пот:сдќутез ттуйз ойк ÓdelAere 
dixoroe y wy. футайба th» wpoOvular 
$ncív), as also (rb cad of ’Arrixol хрёу- 
rat, Tb 06 xo0dbs ot8dwore, GAN’ # r&v 
"AActavipéwy  BidAeiTos, каб hy ) Oca 
ypaQ?) yéyparra:. Emm. Moschop.a Byzan- 
tine grammarian, cited by Fabricius, vi. 191. 
See also Phryn. p. 426, and Lobeck's note : 
and Ellic. on Gal. iii. 6) ye were called in 
(elemental—the condition and sphere in 
which а ere called to live and move, 
see reff. Mey. referring to Gal. i. 6, takes 
the instrumental sense: see there) one 
hope of (belonging to: you were called 
in it as the element, see above: it is then 
an accident of the «Ajjois. Or perhaps it 
may be the genitive of the causa efficiens, 
* which the calling works, as Ellic. Cf. 
1 Thess. i. 6, perà xapàás sveóuaros &ylov) 
your calling: [5 one Lord (as the 
Head of the Church: in this verse he 
grounds the co-existence of the ty сёра 
к. ё» wvedua in the three great facts on 
which it rests—the first objective, elg 
«оров — thesecond subjective, — plawloris 
—the third compounded of the two,— фу 

a), one faith (in that one Lord: 
the subjective medium by which that one 
Lord is apprehended and appropriated : 
not ‘fides gue creditur, but ‘fides qud 
creditur :’ but it is necessarily understood, 
that this subjective faith has for its object 
the One Lord just mentioned) one bap- 
tism (the objective seal of the subjective 
faith, by which, as a badge, the members 

of Christ are outwardly and visibly stamped 
with His name. The other sacrament, 
being a matured act of subsequent partici- 
pation, a function of the incorporate, not 
a seal of incorporation [а symbol of «sion, 
not of sanity: so Ellicott], is not here 
adduced. In 1 Cor. x. 17, where an act 
was in question which was a clear breach 
of union, it forms the rallying-point), 
6.] one God (the unity is here consum- 
mated їп ite central Object: ‘hoc est 
precipuum, quia inde manant reliqua 
omnia,’ Calv. But we must not mis 
the distinct witness to the doctrine of the 
Holy Trinity in these verses :—going up- 
wards, we have Ist, the One Spirit dwell- 
ing in the one body :—2nd, the One Lord 
appropriated by faith and professed in 
baptism :—8га, One God and Father su- 
preme, in whom all find their end and 
object) and Father of all (masculine: ‘of 
all within the Church,’ for so is clearly 
the primary meaning, where he is speak- 
ing distinctly of the Church: — of all 
(Mey.) who have the vie@ecia. But it 
can hardly be doubted, that there is a 
further reference—to the univereal Father- 
ehip of all men— which indeed the Church 
only inherits in its fulness, others having 
fallen out of it by sin, — but which never- 
theless is just as absolutely true), who 
is over all (men, primarlly; and from 
the following, — men only, in this place. 
He is over all, in his sovereignty ал 
the FATHER), and through all (men: 
in the co-extensiveness of Redemption 
by the Son with the whole nature of 
man: see on ver. 10 below, and cb. ii. 20, 
21) and in all (men: by the indwelling of 
the Spirit, see ch. ii. 22. So that I cannot 
but recognize, in these three carefully 
chosen expressions, a distinct allusion again 
to the Three Persons of the blessed Trinity. 
All these are the work of the Father :—it 
is He who in direct sovereignty is over all 
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2 Cor. x. 13, 8 B0 E Ab yt. 
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g Gal. 111.16. James iv. 6. Heb. x. В. see 1 Cor. vi. 16. 
im Luke i. 78. xxiv. 49. (ch. Hl. 18 reff.) 

ch. Ill. 7 reff. 
ħ John iiL 13. Psa. lxvii. 18. 

k here only. Amos і. 6. (-tiÇe:v, 3 Tim. ti б.) 
] = Rev. xiii. 10 tis only. Num. xxii. Judg. v.13. 3 Chron. xxviii. 17. Diod. Bic. xvil. 70, т. aixpu- 
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8. nxparwrevoas AL a! c k 114 eth. om ко (see Lxx) AC'D'FN! 17 latt copt 
Iren - int Tert Hil Jer Ambrst: ins BC!?D*KLN! rel syrr goth Orig Chr Thdrt Cyr 
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— Не who is glorified in the filling of all 
things by the Son :— Не who is revealed by 
the witness of the indwelling Spirit. Many 
Commentators deny such a reference. Al- 
most all in dv vd representing the 
indwelling of the Spirit: the &a wavreyv 
has been the principal stumbling-block : 
and is variously interpreted: by some, of 
God's Providence, — Tour (cru, ó xpovomy 
ка) Staus, Chrys, al.: by others, of His 
pervading presence by the Spirit, —' Spi- 
ritu sanctificationis diffusus est per omnia 
ecclesie membra,’ Calv.: by others, to the 
crention by tbe Son, * per quem omnia facta 
sunt’ [ Aquin. in Ellic.]: but this seems to 
be a conversion of 8:4 xdyrey into 8° ob 
adres, as indeed Olsh. expressly does, 
als Werkzeug, durch das die find.’ Ire- 
neus, v. 18. 2, p. 315, gives the meaning 
thus, adopting the Trinitarian reference, 
but taking the dre both times as neuter, 
and reading d» тасу шу: ‘super omnia 
quidem Pater, et ipso est caput Christi: 
per omnia autem verbum, et ipse est caput 
ecclesiz : in omnibus autem nobis Spiritus, 
et ipse est aqua viva,’ &c.). Т.) But 
(the contrast is between lv waow and dy} 
{катар the general, and the particular. 
And the connexion is— as a motive to keep 
the unity of the Spirit—‘none is over- 
looked :—each has his part in the distribu- 
tion of the gifts of the One Spirit, which 
part he is bound to use for the well-being 
of the whole") to each one of us was 
given (by Christ, at the time of His ex- 
nltation—when He bestowed gifts on men) 
[the] graoe (which was then bestowed: 
the unspeakable gift,—or, if the art. be 
omitted, grace, absolutely, — was distri- 
buted to each xard &c.) according to the 
measure of (subjective genitive: the 
amount of: cf. Rom. xii. 3, éxdorg б ô 
Oeds dudpicer pérpov wlorews) the gift of 
Christ ( Christ’s gift ;’—the gift bestowed 
by Christ, 2 Cor. ix. 15: not, ‘the gift 
which Christ received, — for He is the 
subject and centre here—so Calv., —' pr 
Christum facit auctorem, quia sicut a Patre 
fecit initium, ita in ipsum vult nos et 
nostra omnia colligere.’ Stil less 
must we with Stier, suppose both senses a 

the genitive included). 8.) Where- 
fore ques cum ita sint: viz. — the gift be- 
stowed by Christ on different men accord- 
ing to measure) He (viz. God, whose word 
the Scriptures are. See reff. and notes: 
not merely it, еб hei- t, as De W. al.: nor, 
h ypaph: had it been the subject, it must 
have been expressed, as in Rom. iv. 8; ix. 
17 al.) says (viz. in Ps. Ixviii. 18, see below : 
not, in some Christian hymn, as Flatt and 
Storr,—which would not agree with Aéye:, 
nor with the treatment of the citation, 
which is plainly regarded as carrying the 
weight of Scripture. With the question 
аз to the occasion and intent of that Psalm, 
we are not here concerned. It is a son 
of triumpb, as ver. 1 [cf. Num. x. 85 
shews, at some bringing up of the ark to 
the hill of Zion. It is therefore a Mes- 
sianic Psalm. Every pert of that ark, every 
stone of that hill, was full of spiritual mean- 
ing. Every note struck on the lyres of the 
sweet singers of Israel, is but part of a 
chord, deep and world-wide, sounding from 
the golden harps of redemption. The par- 
tial triumphs of David and Solomon only 
prefigured as in a prophetic mirror the 
universal and eternal triumph of the In- 
carnate Son of God. Those who do not 
understand this, have yet their first lesson 
in the O. T. to learn. With this caution 
let us a the difficulties of the cita- 
tion in detail) He ascended up on high 
(viz. Christ, at His Ascension: not ‘ having 
ascended :’ the aorist participle denotes an 
action not preceding, but parallel to, that 
expressed in the finite verb which it ac- 
companies: see Bernhardy, Synt. p. 383. 
The ascending in the Psalm is that of God, 
whose presence was symbolized by the ark, 
to Zion. The Apostle changes the words 
from the 2nd person to the 3rd; the ad- 
dress asserting a fact, which fact he cites), 
he led captive a oaptivity (i. e. ‘those 
who suffer captivity :’ a troop of captives : 
such is the constant of the abstract 
alxpadwola for the concreto in LXX: cf. 
reff.: and it is never put for capticatoree, 
‘those who cause captivity,’ as some would 
interpret it. In the Psalm, these would 
be, the captives from the then war, what- 
2 
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ever it was: in the interpretation, they 
were God's enemice, Satan and his hosts, 
as Chr., rola» alyuaAecíav фтсі; thy 
ToU 8:аВбЛоо. alxuáAeTor roy TÜparvor 
{лаВе, roy did go o kal rò» Өбуатоу xal 
Thy dpdy xa) rhv Guaptiay), he gave 
gifts to mankind (Heb.: cry гозо опр, 
— LXX, (AaBes брата d» dvOpdry 
[-woes 15 The original meaning is ob- 
scure. ere seems to be no necessity to 
argue for a sense of MhaPeg—‘ thou re- 
ceivedst in order to give; as the qualify- 
ing фу ёудретоим will shew for what pur- 
pose, in what capacity, the receipt took 
place. But certainly such a sense of rr 
seems to be substantiated: see Eadie's 
note here, and his examples, viz. Gen. xv. 
9; xviii. 5 [where the sense is very marked, 
E. V. I will fetch'],—xxvii. 13 (ib. 
‘fetch me them '], xlii. 16, — Exod. xxvii. 
20 (‘that бе bring thee"],—1 Kin 
xvii. 10 (‘fetch me, AaBe 86 ног), 
Then, what is ony? First, oW is clearly 
used in a collective sense: we have Jer. 
xxxii. 20, озму ‘unig, Israel and the rest 
of mankind,’ see also Isa. xliii. 4 al. In 
Prov. xxiii. 28, we have oR used for 
* inter homines,’ which is evidently ita sim- 
plest meaning. If then we render here, 
‘hast taken gifts among men, hast, as a 
victor, surrounded by tiy victorious hosts, 
bronght gifts home, spoils of the enemy, — 
the result of such reception of gifts would 
be naturally stated as the distribution of 
them among such hosts, and the people, 
as indeed ver. 12 of the Psalm has already 
stated. And so the Chaldee paraphrast 
[and Syr. and Arabic vss. : but their testi- 
rian as Christian, is little worth] under- 
8 the words, interpreting the passage 
of Moses [which does not invalidate his 
testimony: against Harl.]: ‘thou hast 
given gifta to the sons of men.’ The lite- 
rature of the passage may be seen in De 
W. and Meyer: and more at length in 
Stier, Eadie, and Harless. To give evena 
synopsis of it here would far exceed our 
limite). 9.] Further explanation of 
this text. But that He ascended (rd àv. 
does not here mean, ‘the word’ àvéßn, 

which does not occur in the text cited), 
what is it (does it imply) exeept that he 
also (as well) descended to the lower 
parts of the earth (the argument seems 
to be this: the Ascension here spoken of 
was not a first exaltation, but a return to 
heaven of one who dwelt in heaven—obSels 
dvaBéBnxery els Tv obpavóvy, el ph ó ix 
TOU oUpavoU xaroBás, ó vids т. b оу 
6 dy iv Tẹ офрауф, John iii. 13, which is 
in fact the key to these verses. The ascent 
implied a previous descent. This is the 
leading thought. Bot it is doubted Ao 
Jar the words катетера uépm тї yas 
carry that descent, whether to earth 
merely, so that rijs ns is the genitive of 
apposition,—or to Hades, so that it is 
genitive of possession. Usage will not 
determine—for 1) it is uncertain whether 
the Apostle meant any allusion to the cor- 
responding Hebrew ezpreesion: 2) that 
expression is used both for Hades, Ps. lxii. 
9, and for earth [0«4éAia, LXX ], Isa. xliv. 
23 [and for the womb, Ра. cxxxix. 15]. 
Nor can it be said [as Harl., Mey.] that 
the descent into hell would be irrelevant 
here—or that our Lord ascended not from 
Hades but from the earth: for, the fact of 
descent being the primary thought, we 
have only to ask as above, how far that 
descent is carried in the Apostle’s mind. 
The greater the descent, the greater the 
ascent: and if the alypadwala consisted 
of Satan and his powers, the warfare in 
which they were taken captive would 
most naturally be contemplated in all 
its extent, as reaching to their habi- 
tation itself: — this ascent, what does 
it imply but a descent, and that even 
to the lower parts of the earth from which 
the spoils of victory were fetched?’ And 
this meaning seems to be upheld by the fra 
vAnpóTy тё *rávTo which follows, as well 
as by the contrast furnished by Swepdve 
тбутыу rev obpavev. This interpreta- 
tion is upheld by most of the ancients, 
Iren., Tert., Jer., Pelag., Ambrst. ; also by 
Erasm., Est., Calov., Bengel, Rück., Olsh., 
Stier, Baur [uses it as a proof of the gnostic 
origin of the Epistle], Ellicott, al. : that of 
the Incarnation merely, descent on earth, 
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by Beza, Calv., Grot., Schdttg., Mich. filled the office, no less than the office 
Storr, Winer, Harl., B. Crus. „ Meyer, Ре 
W., al: 5 iod of Christ's death [and 
burial], b „ Thdrt., Œc., al.: that 
corres ip Ps. cxxxix. 15, Beza 
[alt.]. на al)! 10.] Ho that 
descended, He (and no other: où yàp 
Mos катеАўХибе» к. BAAos àrveAfjAvOer, 
Thdrt. ards is the subject, and not the 
predicate [5 abrós]) also he that 
ascended (sce again John iii. 13) up above 
(reff.) all the heavens (cf. Heb. vii. 26, 
reges тё» оўрауйё» yevduevos: and 
ib. iv. 14, SseAnAvOdra robs obparoís. 
It is natural that one who, like St. Paul, 
had been brought up in the Jewish habits 
of thought, should still use their methods 
of speaking, according to which the heaven 
is expressed in the plural, ‘the heavens.’ 
And from such an usage, sdrres ol obparol 
would naturally flow. See, on the idea of a 
threefold, or sevenfold division of the hea- 
vens, the note on 2 Cor. xii. 2. Ellicott 
quotes from Bishop Pearson, —' whatsoever 
heaven is higher than all the rest which 
are called heavens, into that place did he 
ascend.’ Notice the subjunctive after the 
morist participle, giving the present and 
enduring sense to the verb: used, when 
* res ita comparata est, ut actione præ- 
terita tamen eventus nondum exp letus sit, 
sed etiam nunc duret: Eur. Med. 
215, Коріубищ "yvvaixes, "UERBO Schur, К 
м? оќ Ti péppno®.”” Klotz, Devar. ii. 
618), that He may au (not as Anselm, al., 
fulfil") all things (the whole universe: 
пее ch. i. 23, note: with His presence, His 
sovereignty, His working by the Spirit: 
not, with His glorified Body, as some have 
thought. “ Christ i is perfect God, and per- 
fect and glorified man: as the former He 
is present every where, as the latter He can 
be present any where.” Ellicott). 
11.] Resumption of the subject — ће di- 
versity of gifts, all bestowed by Him, as a 
motive to unity. And HE (emphatic; ‘ it 
is He, that’) gave (not for fero, any 
more than in ch. i. 22:—the gifts which 
He gave to His Church are now enume- 
rated. “The idea is, that the men who 

itself, were a divine gift.” Eadie) some as 
Apostles (see 1 Cor. xii. 28, and note; 
and a enumeration of the essentials 
of an Apostle, in Eadie’s note here), some 
as prophets (see on 1 Cor. xii. 10: and 
cf. ch. ii. 20; iii. 5, notes), some as evan- 
gelists (not i in the narrower sense of the 
word, writers of gospels, but in the wider 
sense, of itinerant preachers, usually sent 
оп a special mission: of ph mepiórres 
паутаҳоб, ФАА ebayyeM(Óónevo: pdvor, 
és TiploxtAAa к. 'AxóAas. Chr. See note 
on Acts xxi. 8), some as pastors and 
teachers (from these latter not being dis- 
tinguished from the pastors by the robs Bé, 
it would seem that the two offices were 
held by the same persons. The figure in 
woipéves, if to be pressed, would imply 
that they were entrusted with some special 
flock, which they tended, xa8fuero: ка} 
кєр} va dr djoxoXguérvo, as Chr.; 
and then the ёбаескалА!а would necessarily 
form а chief part of their work. If this 
view be correct, this last class includes 
all the stationary officers of particular 
Churches), in order to (ultimate aim of 
these offices, see below) the of 
the sainte,—for (immediate o see 
below) (the) work of (the) (of 
did oro in God's Church. The articles 
give completeness in English, but do not 
affect the sense), — for building up of the 
body of Christ (the relation of these three 
clauses has been disputed. Chr., al., regard 
them as parallel: ёкастоѕ oixoðopei, čna- 
eros катарті(е, ёкастоѕ Siaxoved: but 
this is to confound the distinct preposi- 
tions, wpés and «ls, after the unsupported 
notion that St. Paul uses prepositions 
almost anang Others, as De W., 

«ls . alg as dependent on т 
and thus are obliged to give to Siaxovla a 
wider sense [ genus omnium functionum in 
ecclesia | than it will bear. The best way 
саш seems to be, with Mey. and Ellic., 

rd erpós as the ultimate end, els as 
te immediate use, ав in Rom. xv. 2, 
ёкастоз fay TQ wAncloy àpeckérm als 
Tb & ade wpós oixolouf»), until (marks 

ject, 
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1 ch. i. 23 note, 

18. om o: DIF Clem, Orig, 

the duration of the offices of the ministry) 
we (being thus xarnpricuévo: by virtue 
of the ёруо» Biaxorías and the oixoðouh) 
arrive (see reff.: no sense of ‘meeting,’ 
but simply of ‘attaining.’ Ellicott well 
remarks, that we must be careful of apply- 
ing to later Greek the canons of the gram- 
marians respecting the omission of dy, as 
giving an air of less uncertainty to sub- 
Junctives in such constructions as this; 
and he adds, “the use of the subjunctive 
[the mood of conditioned but objective 
possibility], not future [as Chrys.), shews 
that the катаутёу is represented, not only 
as the eventual, but as the expected and 
contemplated result of the iene”), all 
of us (Christians, Jews as well as Gentiles: 
first person, because he himself was among 
tbe number. The article brings out the 
wdyres, as belonging to one class), at the 
unity of the faith (* How so? Бате not 
all Christians the same faith? .... No 
doubt they have, as regards its substance, 
but not as regards clearness and purity ; 
because the object of faith may be diversely 
known, and knowledge has ever such a 

werful influence on faith. Therefore 
adds to this unity of faith ка) ris èri- 

yróceos к.т.А.: true and full unity of 
faith is then found, when all thoroughly 
know Christ, the object of faith, alike, and 
that in His highest dignity as the Son of 
God." De Wette) of the knowledge 
(further result of the faith, ch. iii. 17, 19; 
2 Pet. i. Б) of the 8on of God (this objec- 
tive genitive belongs to both rig посте 
and rijs éweyrócens), at a perfeet man 
(an awkwardness is given by the coupling 
of an abstract [ els dy Hr] to a concrete 
[alg ávBpa vv]. The singular not 
only denotes unity веш]. but refers to 
the summation of us all in the one perfect 
Man Christ Jesus. The maturity of the 
dp réAccos is contrasted with the - 
widrns which follows. Among curiosities 
of exegesis may be adduced that which Aug. 
mentions, de Civ. Dei xxii. 17, vol. vii. p. 
778 : “ Nonnulli, propter boc quod dictum 
est, Eph. iv. 13, nee in sexu feemineo resur- 
recturas foeminas credunt, sed in virili 
omnes aiunt ") to the measure of the sta- 
ture (ог, * age this is doubtful. The simi- 
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litude in &»3pa réAewr seems to be derived 
from age: that in ver. 16, from stature. 
The fact seems to be, that A Aula is a com - 
prehensive word, including both ideas— 
answering to the German Grwadfenbeit,’ 
but having no corresponding word in our 
language. We have uérpor Вуз in Hom. 
Il. A. 225. Od. A. 317, ec. 217. The er- 
ressioh itself occurs in Lucian, Imag. 7 
Wetst. J, ris $)Awlas 5$ тё метро», Ile 

yévo:rro: karà thy èv Rid, dxeleny 
ста... meperphobw,—and Philostra- 

tus, vit. Sophist. p. 649, rb 84 nérpor riis 
fpuxías Tais này BAAaS ёитт}шлз -yfipes 
àpyx*. Clearly, none of these passages 
settles the question. In Homer, the mean- 
ing is ‘the measure of youth, — (ће size and 
ripeness of youth : in Lucian, ав decidedly 
‘the measure of the stature,’ as in Phi- 
lostr, ‘ the ripeness of manly age.’ The 
balance must here be inclined by the pre- 
valence of the image of growth and exten- 
sion, which can hardly be denied as per- 
vading the passage) of the fulness of Christ 
(see note on ch. i. 23; iii. 19. xp. isa 
genitive subjective:—the fulness which 
Christ has: Christ’s fulness.’ Cf. Gal. iv. 
19), — that (apparently another, and subor- 
dinate, aim of the bestowal of gifts on the 
church is here adduced. For we cannot go 
Forward from the finished growth of ver. 13, 
and say that ifs object is fra un. Spey 
virioi, but must go back again to the 
growth itself and ite purpose; that pur- 
pose being mainly the terminal one of ver. 
18, and subordinately tho intermediate one 
of our ver. 14. See Meyer's note) we be 
no more (having been so once: тё изкёт‹ 
Selxvvecs A Tovro пеббртаз. Chr.) 
children, tossed (like waves: see James 
i. 6: Jos. Antt. ix. 11. 8, fera Nivew) 
KkoAvuB6pa ÜBaros к:уоумёрт, oDres и. ё 
Bios Aras Tapaccóuevos к. AU - 
pevos оїхќсета: pewyor) and borne about 
by every wind of teaching (тў rporß in- 
uv na dvduous ёиблесе тёз Diapópovs 
бедоскал(аѕ. Thi. Wetst. quotes from 
Plut. de Audiend. Poetis, p. 28 р, sd 
такт! AG j,, ётхер mvebpari, 

Sibobs ёаутбу. The article before 
— las gives a greater definitences 

to the abstract word, but cannot be ex- 

ABC OF 
KLaab 
cefg 
bkim 
nol? 
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iva pnkért O 

xai ° терфгобргро wavri Pavénwp тпс % ддаскаћас iv rg 
mrio " x AU 0. AH unt * 

' xufseiq тш» avOowrwy, £v * wavoupyia т00с туу o- times) aB, 

диа» rne “wAavnc, 15 " aAnÜibovrtc $2 Ev ayary " афЁ- E Ii. 
7 т >? э ғ ` ГА [4 › € x е 
nomut v ис avrov та паута, Oc tOTiV m кєфаА\п, 

nly. 
Isa. lvil. 20 
only. Jos. 

Antt. ix. 11. 3, о = here only. (Heb. xili.9 v. r. Jude 12 v. г) EccL vit. & (Mark vi. 48. 8 Cor. 
iv. 10 salg). p Маб. хі. 7 1. Jude 12. q 1 Tim. 1, 10 ref. Paul only, exc. xv. 
і Mk. v. iL. 17 r here only . 8 (=) Luke xx. 23. 1 Cor. 114.19. 3 Cor. iv. 

25 n gy Josh: а e 1018) t ch. vi. 11 only f. со 1 Ne жк үк» зове хіх. 
» о „ A le 4 — е А " 

v Gal. iv. only Gen. xii a” w ch. Н. 21. x ch. l. N reff. m 8 

14. for m., rio А. 

BiaBoAov A. 
15. for adnGevorres Be, алудеау Se sowvrres F. 

pressed in English. So Arat rposovph- 
garra Tj трауф$!ч‚ Aristoph. Ran. 95) 
in (elemental: the evil atmosphere, as 
it were, in which the varying currents 
of doctrine exist and exert their force.” 
Hie. This is better than instrumental, 
which, as we have just had varrl àvéuy, 
would be a repetition) the sleight ( dice- 
playing, from xóBos. The word, as well 
as коВебю, was naturally and constantly 
used to signify ‘entrapping by deceit :’ 
xuBelay Thr sxayoupy nae? wemol- 
ута 8 ded кВ» Tb Ürouam iow 84 
Té» kvBevórrer, Tb THoe Kaxeioe ета» 
%% тёз фќфоуз, ка} warovpyes тобто 
wow. Thdrt. See examples in Wetat. 
The word was borrowed by the Rabbi- 
nical writers, and used in this sense: see 
Schóttg. h. 1.) of men (as contrasted with 
тоё xp ro. ver. 13), in eraftiness (reff.) 
furthering (tending or working towards: 
or perhaps but not so well, — after, ac- 
cording to, gemòß) the system (see reff. 
and especially ch. vi. 11, note, and Chr.’s 
explanation) of error (not, десе, though 
in fact the sense is so: т , even in 
the passages generally alleged for this 
active meaning, is best en as ‘error.’ 
The genitive wAdsyns is subjective — the 
plans are those which error adopte. rie 
R., ав THs 3:3а0каліаѕ: see above), 
15.] but (opposition to the whole last 
verse; introducing as 16 does, not only 
&AgOcborres: dy ёубяр, but the ab(fce- 
pey below) being followers of trath (&\ту- 
Ovósww cannot here mean merely to speak 
the (ruth, as the whole matter dealt with 
is more general; the particular follows, 
ver. 25. The verb has the widest mean- 
ing of being àAn6js—sand [as Stier re- 
marks] not without a certain senso of 
effort, ‘sectari veritatem, The Vulg. 
gives it well, but perhaps with too ex- 
clusively practical a bearing, ‘veritatem 
Sacientes :' Bengel, ‘ verantes :’ the old 

Thy дебо8:ау D'FKLN е m n: thy ue0oBoy 17: vas 
небойаз A: remedium old-lat Lucif Ambrst Pelag-comm. aft wAaryns ins Tov 

om у D!F Clem. rec 

English versions, folowe the truth,’ which 
gives too much the objective sense to 
truth. It is almost impossible to express 
it satisfactorily in English. I have some- 
what modified this last rendering, re- 
storing the general sense of truth.“ The 
objection to ‘followers of truth’ is that 
it may be mistaken for ‘searchers after 
truth —but I can find no expression 
which does not lie open to equal ob- 
jection) in love (must be joined with 
GAnGebovres, not with ађёўсореу. For 
1) the mere participle with 3 would stand 
most feebly and awkwardly at the begin- 
ning of the sentence: and 2) we have 
already obeerved the habit of the Apostle 
to be, to subjoin, not to prefix, his qualify- 
ing clauses. dv dydwy is added, as the 
element in which the Christian dA be 
must take place: it is not and cannot be 
an dAn@edew at all hazards—a flat jus- 
titia, ruat celum’ truthfulness: but must 
be conditioned by love: a true-seekin 
and true-being with loving caution 90 
kind allowance — not breaking up, but 
cementing, brotherly love by walking in 
truth) may grow up into (increase to- 
wards the measure of the stature of ;—to 
the perfect man in Him. Again an allu- 
sion to the incorporation of all the Church 
in Christ: see below) Him in all things 
(accusative of reference; the article im- 
plying. in every department of our growth, 
* in all things wherein we grow, as Meyer) 
who is the Head (see ch. i. 22), namely, 
Christ (the nominative is best regarded 
as an attraction to the foregoing relative, 
just ав in arbem quam statuo vestra est’ 
the substantive ia attracted to the follow- 
ing relative. So we have, Eur. Hecub. 
754, pds vdp’, bs брхе: rijsde TloAv- 
иќстер xGovds: and Plat. Apol. Р 41 А, 
copie ro ёѕ AH Ўікастіѕ, оїжер 
к. Adyorra: ёкеї 8:кӧ(еу, Mises Te ка) 
‘PadduarOus к. Alaxos. In the face of 
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y ob. 1. 38 reff. 
ach, fi. 21 

only +. 

IIPOX ESEZIOYZ. IV. 

Хрістос, 16 i£ ov та» то У сора * ouvappoAoyoupevov ка! 
„Аба. . "суш Заўбиюо» Sia таопс "apne rnc ° ewtyopnyiac 

* 83 v. r.] G 
1 Cor. Н. 1 кат 

= 3, 
plague.) € Phil. 1. 10 only t. (ee, Gal. Ш. 5.) 

. S Thess. it, 9 only. e ver. 7 reff. 
11. 11 al. 1 Kings xiiL 20 Ald. 

1 constr., Luke v. 83. Phil. I. 4. 1 Tim. ti. 1 al. 
12. Acta xx. 26. xxvi. 22 (Paul only) t. 

к 
m 1 Thess. iv. 1 al. fr. P. 

Ч evipyeay £v ° pérow f iyoc f tküarov Е népovc jv 

h аюЁтацу той atparoc | worstrat ис * кодон» tavrov Ev 

I7 "Tovro ovv Aéyw kai ! papripomat ™ Ev kvplp, unktrt АВОР 
d ch. 1. 19 (reff.). Ш.7. Phil. Ш. 21. Col. 1. .) 

f Luke iv. 40. Acts iL 3,0. тег. 7. Col. iv. d. 1 Thesa. 

h Col. ii. 19 only t. 2 Mace. т. 16 - 
ver. 12 reff. 1=Galv.3. 1 Thess. 

ins o bef хр:стоѕ, with DFKLN? rel: om ABCN! 17. 67? Bas Cyr Did Dumasc. 
16. om кат’ evepyeiay Е D- lat arm(not ed-1805) Iren-lat Lucif. for uepovs, 

pedous (corrn to suit т. cwparos) AC vulg Syr copt arm Chr Cyr Jer Pelag: txt 
BDFKLNX rel syr goth Bas-mss Thdrt Iren-int Lucif Victorin. 
D'FN a m. 

these examples, there is no occasion, with 
De W. and Ellic. to suppose that the 
Apostle plnces xp. at the end to give force 
to dt ob which follows. Beware of Eadie's 
rendering, ‘ who is the Head, the [6 xp.] 
Christ,’ as alien from any design apparent 
in the argument, or indeed in the Epistle), 

187 from whom (see Col. її. 19, an 
almost exact parallel, from which it is 
clear that é£ ob belongs to rh» аб тоге 
wowira:— He being the source of all 

wth) all the body (see on Col.), (which 
is) being closely framed together (note 
the present participle—tho framing is not 
complete but still proceeding. For the 
word, 
(‘notat simul firmitudinem et consolida- 
tionem, Bengel), — by means of every 
joint (to be joined, not with the participles 
preceding, but [see below] with т. abf. 
xoi., as Chr., Thdrt., Beng., Mey., except 
that they understand афф to mean afon- 
ois—the perception of the vital energy 
imparted from the head [rd жуєбца тд 
awd т. ёукефёЛоу karaflaivoy, Tb 8:4 r&v 
уебро» |, which is the cause of all growth 
to the body. But it seems hardly con- 
trovertible that афу does signify ‘joint’ 
Levrat] in the parallel Col. ii. 19; it is 
there [see note] joined with curdecpér 
so closely, as necessarily to fall into the 
same class of anatomical arrangements, 
and cannot mean alone. Also in Da- 
moxenus in Athenmus, iii. 102 k, we have 
it in this вепве—ка) cvurAexouérns obxl 
Guupávovs hdr. Indeed the meaning 
Beruhrung, point d'appui, would natu- 
rally lead to that of joist) of the (article 
just as тарт) à»éuo тўз 8:8аск. above: 
see note there) supply (the joints are the 
poiuts of union where the supply passes to 
the different members, and by means of 
which the body derives the supply by 

see on ch. ii. 21) and compounded 

for eav., avrov 

which it grows. The genitive, as обира 
THs Guaprias, Gkeóm тїз AuTovpylas : 
“a kind of genitive definitions, by which 
the predominant use, purpose, or destina- 
tion of the ag is specified and charac- 
terized.” Ellic.), —according to vital work- 
ing in the measure of each individual 
part,—carries on (remark the intensive 
middle тота, denoting that the або 
is not carried on ab extra, but by func- 
tional energy within the body itself) the 
ro of the body (I thus render, pre- 
erring to join as well 8:4 s. ag. v. ёту. 
as кат’ фу. k. r. A. with т. аб. поета 
rather than with the preceding parti- 
ciples, 1) to avoid the very long awkward 
clause encumbered with qualifications, ray 
Tb сёра с. к. с. Jid пас. Gd. THs dix. 
кат” ёуќрү. фу pérp. dv. ёк. udpovs : 2) be- 
cause the repetition of той odparos is 
much more natural in a cumbrous apo- 
dosis, than in a simple apodosis after a 
cumbrous protasis : 3) for perspicuity : the 
whole instrumentality and modality here 
described belonging tothegrowth [ éeixop., 
évépy., cv рќтрф), and not merely to the 
compaction of the body. тоё cépeTos is 
repeated, rather than avro used, per- 
haps for solemnity, perhaps (which is 
more likely] to back the attention to 
the subject сёра after so long a descrip- 
tion of its means and measure of growth) 
for the building up of itself in love 
(Meyer would join d» dy. with т. akk. 
T. сӧр. по. as suiting better ver. 15. 
This is hardly necessary, and encumbers 
still further the already sufficiently quali- 
fled abf. тота. Love is just as much 
the element in which the edification, as 
that in which the growth, takes place). 

[B] (See on ver. 1.) IV. 17—V1. 2] 
Exhortations to a course of walking 
conversation, derived from the ground just 

S. ear. 

ab 
cefg 

g Luke хі. 36, Plat. Legg. vil. p. 706 e, 4Aagpornrée ve čreaa «. HK} mw 
ad AR tæv той cepurtot айтой дел ву к. шер». nol? 
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vpac " mepimarety кабшс kat та tvn " теотаты ev ° pa- v ertet 
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rotoryri TOU VOOC айту», taxorwpivo: ry ° dtavoig 
» тэ 7 - А РА — 8 - 4 ` xxx. 
ovrec, "awnAAorpuoutvot тпс Tong rou 'Ütov, Sta ryv рет... 

* àyvoiav THY ovUgav tv avruic Sta rnv "wwowouw TNC 
xvi. 10 only. 
Jer. xiv. 3. 
(- rie. v, 

Matt. xxiv. 39] Mk. Luke xxlii.45. Rom. 1. $1. xf. 10, from Ps. Ixviii. 33. Rev. viii. 12 only.) 
rch. il. 13 reff. в bere t ach. U. 3 reff. 

1.16 Lev. XXII. 14. 
only. 

u Mark iii. 6 only. s. Rom. xl. 25 only f. 
Acte ill. 17. xvii. 30. 1 

17. rec ins Aowa bef ed» (see note), with DSK Lies rel syrr goth Chr Damasc Thdrt 
ТЫ Œc: om ABD'FN! 17. 672 latt coptt eth Clem Cyr lat-ff. 

18. rec «exorwperoi with DFKL rel Clem Chr Thdrt : txt ABN 17 Ath. 
orres Е ТЫ, 

laid down, and herein (iv. 17—v. 21) ge- 
neral duties of Christians as united to 
Christ their Head. 17.) This (which 
follows) then (resumptive of ver. 1; as 
Thdrt, dam á»éAaBe тїз wapawécews 
Tb wpooípiov. This is shewn by the fact 
that the ux«éri veprrar. here is only the 
negative side of, and therefore subordinate 
to, the Ass жерг. of ver. 1. Vv. 4—16 
form a digression arising out of т. évéryra 
T. 1. in ver. 3. Still this must not be 
too strictly pressed : the digression is all 
in the course of the argument, and џукќт: 
here is not witbout reference to unkér: in 
ver. 14. The fervid style of St. Paul will 
never divide sharply into separate logical 
portions— each runs into and overlaps the 
other) I say (see Rom. xii. 8. There is no 
need to understand Bei» before the infini- 
tive which follows. The дук. du. vepira- 
ту is the object of A % expressed in the 
infinitive, just as regularly as in BotAopal 
oe Ae. t an imperative sense is in- 
volved, lies in the context) and testify (see 
reff.: cf. Plat. Phileb. p. 47 р, raira 3% 
тфте иф» ойк ёиартирќиеба, убу 3è Ad- 
youev: Thuc. vi. 80; viii. 53, Duk.) in 
the Lord (element ; not ‘ formula jurandi,’ 
see 1 Thess. iv. 1, note), that ye no longer 
(‘as once; implied also by ка! below) 
walk as also (besides yourselves : though 
the Ephesians did not walk so now, their 
returning to such a course is made the 
logical hypothesis) the Gentiles (ye being 
now distinguished from them by being 
members of God's church, though once 
Gentiles according to the flesh. Perhaps 
from this not being seen, Логи was in- 
serted) walk in (element) vanity (see 
Rom. i. 21: they éuaraiwéOncav in their 
downward course from God. But we 
must not restrict the word to idolatry : 
it betokens the waste of the whole rational 
powers on worthless objects. See also 
on Rom. viii. 20) of their mind (their 
rational part), boing (beware of referring 
vres to àrnAA. with Eadie. Besides its 
breaking the force of the sentence, I doubt 

om 

if such an arrangement is ever found) 
darkened (see again Rom.i. 21, and the 
contrast brought out 1 Thess. v. 4, 5, and 
ch. v. 8) in (the dative gives the sphere 
or element in which. The difference be- 
tween it and the accusative of reference 
[ry Zidvo,d doxeriopévous, Jos. Antt. 
ix. 4. 3] is perhaps this, that the dative 
is more subjective — The man is dark :— 
wherein? in his Jií»o:a: the accusative 
more objective— Darkness is on the man: 
— in him, whereon ? on his 3:dvos) their 
understanding (perceptive faculty: intel- 
lectual discernment: see note, ch. ii. 3), 
alienated (reff.: objective result of the 
subjective ‘ being darkened’) from the life 
of God (not modus vivendi quem Deus 
instituit, as the ancients (Thdrt., Thl., 
and Grot., al.], for fej in N. T. never has 
this meaning [see the two clearly distin- 
guished in Gal. v. 25], but always /ife, as 
opposed to death. Thus ‘the life of God’ 
will mean, as Beza beautifully says, vita 
illa qua Deus vivit in suis:’ for, as Beng., 
* vita spiritalis accenditur in credentibus 
ex ipsa Dei vita.’ Stier makes an import- 
ant remark: ** The Apostle is here treat- 
ing, not so much of the life of God in 
Christ whieh is regenerated in believers, 
as of the original state of man, when God 
was his Life and Light, before the irrup- 
tion of darkness into human nature") on 
account of the ignorance (of God: see 
ref. 1 Pet.) which is in them (not, by 
nature: cf. Rom. i. 21—28: they did not 
choose to retain God in their knowledge, 
and this loss of the knowledge of Him 
alienated them from the divine Life), on 
account of (second clause, subordinate to 
démmAA.: not subordinate to and rendering 
a reason for Thv Kyr. т. odcay, as Meyer, 
which would be awkward, and loss like St. 
Paul) the hardening (‘ répecis est obdu- 
ratio, callus. Rem quz hac voce significa- 
tur, eleganter describit Plutarchus, de au- 
ditione p. 46, ubi nullo monitorum ad 
vitam emendandam sensu duci, negotium 
esse dicit ёуеЛєидіроу rivds det x. 
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Acta xvi 16, 19. xix. 24, 25 only. 
€ Col. lil. 6 reff, 

Rom. Till. 18 al? Ne E бош. 
Jonah 1. 8.) 

Isa. xxvi. 9, 10. 

IV. 

19* ~ т 2 À , e * xa 
otrivec " amnÀynkóreç tavrovc * map- 

Swxav ry " aatÀ yea stc " epyaaíav "" акадаосіас тастс 

20 орыс 9? ооу ovrwe рабдете rov 

2 3 Cor. zii. 31. Gal v. 19. 
b Rom. i. 24 a1(7). Paal 

d constr., Matt. xxiv. 33 1 Mk. Rom. 

19. for axnAy., axnAmmores D: афулт. F: desperantes latt Syr arm Iren-in- 
Epiph Iren-int Jer(notices the variation) Ambrst Gild Pelag. 
А. 

e ir ока ]баро‹:а>у 
for e» X., кш wA«ovetiag DF Clem Ambrst Aug Gild Sedul Pelag- 

comm. 

&szaÜovs wpds Tb ald ee véov 814 Fuy- 
fOcay auc nud r к. cvvéxeiav, Srxep 
dy oxdnpG capx| к. толе TQ Wuxi, 
Аека ph AauBdrorros' Курке. The 
sense * blindness? is said by Fritzsche, on 
Rom. xi. 7, to be invented by the gram- 
-marians. Thdrt. says wápecir v doxd- 
туу dvadynolay Aéyer ка) yàp al Té 
en eyyuwóperas vopáaeis obBeular alr- 
Onow Exot 8d rb wayTeAGs vevekpa- 
сда) of their heart, 19.] who 
аё (ofriwwes, see ch. i. 23 e being 
past feeling (Sswep тё» awd wá8ovs Ti- 
vòs nen wodAduis ToU сбратот veve- 
xpopérov ols ob uóvor BAyos ob8ty éxei- 
Oev eyylvera, GAA’ ob8t ў той uépovs 
&фа!реа!з afoOnow ёитоге?. Theod. Mops. 
in Stier. From the *desperatio' of the 
Vulg. Syr., seems to have come the read- 
ing àxsAvixéres, see var. readd. The ob- 
duration described may spring in ordinary 
life from despair :—во Cicero, Ep. fam. ii. 
16, in Bengel, *diuturna desperatione re- 
rum obduruisse animum ай dolorem no- 
vum,'—and Polyb. ix. 40. 9, &raA-yoürres 
rais ¢dwios [where see Ernesti's note], but 
may also result from other reasons. Cer- 
tainly despeir has nothing to do with the 
matter here, but rather the carrying on 
of the rdépwors to positive dedaynais by the 
increasing habit of sin) gave up them- 
selves (“ éavr., with terrific emphasis. It 
accorded here with the hortatory object of 
the Apostle to bring into prominence that 
which happened on the side of their own 
free will. It is otherwise in Row. i. 24, 
rape d, abrobs ó 0«ós: and the two 
treatments of the fact are not inconsistent, 
but parallel, each having its vindication 
and its full truth in the pragmatism of the 
context." Meyer) to wantonness (see Gal. 
v. 19 note) in order to (conscious aim, not 
merely incidental result of the жарабойуо 
dee below) the working (yes and тоге — 
the being épydra:—the working as at a 
trade or business—but we have no one 
word for it: cf. Chrys., dpgs was айтофу 
awoorepe: ovyyrauns dpyaclay йкабар- 
clas сяб»; ob торитесбутез, $noív, huap- 

тоу, ФАА elpyd(ovta abrà TÀ Bewd, к. 
ue r тё xpdypart ёкќхртрто) of im- 
purity of every kind (see Rom. i. 24—27. 
Ellie. remarks, * As St. Paul nearly in- 
variably placos тёз before, and not as here 
after the abstract (anarthrous] substan- 
tive, it seems proper to specify it [that 
circumstance | in translation") in greedi- 
ness (such is the meaning, and not ‘eith 
greediness,! і. e. greedily, as E. V., Chr. 
[appy], Thdrt., Œc., Erasm., Calv., Est., 
al., nor ‘ certatim, quasi agatur de lucro, 
ita ut alius alium superare contendat, as 
Beza, nor as Нагі. ‘in giuttony" [which 
meaning his citation from Chrys. does not 
bear out]. wheoveg(a, the desire of 
having more, is obviously a wider vice than 
mere covetousness, though this latter is 
generally its prominent . It is self- 
sceking, or greed: in whatever direction 
this central evil tendency finds its employ- 
ment, So that it may include in itself as 
an element, ав here, lustful sins, though it 
can never actually mean ‘lasciviousness.’ 
In 1 Cor. v. 10 it [wAcovdera:s] is dis- 
joined from répvo:s by $, and joined by 
wal to йркай&» — clearly therefore mean- 
ing covetous persons. See also ch. v. 3, and 
Col. iii. 5: and compare Ellicott’s note 
here). 20.] Bat vov (emphatic) did 
not thus (obw ёж! rohr, Chr.—not on 
these conditions, nor with such prospecta. 
Bera suggests that a stop might be put at 
obrws—'ye are not thus: yo learned,’ 
&c.: but the sense is altogether marred by 
it) learn Chriat (Christ personal—not to 
be explained away into 656. fior, as 
Chr., or any thing else: cf. 1 Cor. i. 23, 
zue a xnptocouer xptordy: Phil. i. 16— 
18; Col. ii. 6. CHRIST Himself is the 
subject of all Christian preaching and ali 
Christian learning — rò yravu abrév 
Phil. iii. 10] is the great lesson of the 
bristian life, which these Ephesians began 

to learn at their conversion: see next 
verse) if, that is (see ch. iii. 2 note, and 
2 Cor. v. 3. He not absolutely as- 
sume the fact, but implies that he then 
believed and still trusts it was so), it was 

ABDP 
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1 

2 Cor. xi. 8. 

Him that ye heard (if ye really heard at 
your conversion the voice of the Shep- 

Himself calling you as his sheep 
—Tà xpéBatra ra uà 79 феуўѕ pov 
dxote:, John x. 27, see also John v. 25) 
and in Him that ye were taught (if it was 
in vital union with Him, as members of 
Him, that ye after your conversion re- 
ceived my teaching. Both these clauses 
are contained in éudéere vb» хр., the 
fret hearing of the voice of the Son of 
God, and ing in the knowledge of 
Him when awakened from spiritual death), 
аз is truth in Jesus (the rendering and 
connexion of this clause have been much 
disputed. І will remark, 1) that it seems 

its form to be subordinate to tv абтф 
xəta, and the кадо to express the 

quality of the — 2) that in this 
сазе we have derw AAüνα dv те ly. 
answering to dv афте i8:8dyOnre. 3) to 
take the easier members first, iv tẹ 
Ive is a closer personal specification of 
iv abrg—in Jesus—that one name re- 
calling their union in both in His Person, 
and, which is important here, in His 
example also: 4) кабыс icnv Ane 
expands &84y@nre—if the nature of the 
teaching which you received was accord- 
ing to that which is truth (in Him). So 
that the meaning will amount to this— 
if ye were taught in Him according to 
that which is truth in Jesus ;—if you re- 
ceived into yourselves, when you listened 
to the teaching of tbe Gospel, that which 
is true [respecting you and Him] in your 
union with and life in Jesus, the Son of 
God manifest in the flesh. See Ellicott's 
note), .] namely (the infinitive 
depends on 4 e [not on Aéyo, 
ver. 17, as Bengel and Stier], and carries 
therefore [not in 5 as thus de- 
pendent] an imperative force—see on ver. 
17) ed put off (cf. 780сасдо ver. 24: 
aorist, because the act of putting off is 
one and decisive, so also of é»pBvcacÓa: 
below: but draveovaGa:, because the re- 
newal is a gradual . Beware of 
rendering, with Eadie and Peile, * (hat ye 
have put off, which is inconsistent with 
the context (cf. ver. 25, and not justified 
by dpas being expressed. This latter is 
done merely to resume the subject after 

ver. 25. Acts 
vH.58. Rom. XIII. 12. Col. Ш.8. Heb. ZII. 1. James i. 31. 1 Pet. ii 1 only. 2 Chron. күй. 36. 

= Bom. ix. m Gal.1.13. 1 Tim. iv. 12. Heb. кїї! 
а](7)+. Tobitiv.14. 2 Macc. v. 8 vat. only. n Rom 
33. Јаде 10. Gen. vi. 11. 

„7. James lil, 18. 1 Pet. I. 15 
. vl. 6. Col. Ш. 9. 0 21 . XV. 

p Mark lv. 19 al. fr. 

the parenthetical ver. 21), as regards your 
former conversation (explains the refer- 
ence of àwo8éc0m: q. d. [for you were 
clothed with it in your former conversa- 
tion}: and must not, as by Œc., Jer., 
Grot., Est., al., be joined with rh» тал. 
vêp.: оп &vecrp., see note, Gal. i. 19), 
the old man (your former unconverted 
selves, see note on Rom. vi. 6) whieh is 
(“ almost, ‘as it is, ꝙ., the participle 
having a slight causal force, and serving 
to superadd a further motive." Ellic.) 
being corrupted (inasmuch as the whole 
clause is subjectively spoken of the жал. 
40 ., it is better to take $6. [as usually] 
of inward ‘waxing corrupt,’ as in reff. 
[especially Jude), than of destination to 
perdition, as Mey., which would be intro- 
ducing an outward objective element) 

to (in conformity with; as 
might be expected under the guidance of) 
the lusts of deceit (q ётёт is personified 
— the lusts which are the servants, the in- 
straments of deceit : cf. ёк xerA dwy àxárns 
pov, Judith ix. 10. Beware of the unsatis- 
factory hendiadys, ‘ deceitful luste,’ E. V., 
which destroys the whole force and beauty 
of the contrast below to бо:бтэут: THs A- 
а), 23. aut nndergo renewal (both 
should be marked,—the gradual process 
implied in the present, and the passive 
character of the verb. Of this latter there 
can be no doubt: the middle &vareova6a: 
having always an active force: so we have 
dvaveovoba: T. cvuuaxíary, Polyb: xxiii. 
1. 5: see many more examples in the 
Lex. Polybianum, and in Harl.’s note 
here: and we have even, in Antonin. iv. З 
[Harl.], dvardov ceavróv. Stier’s argu- 
ments in favour of the middle sense seem 
to me to be misplaced. év8vcac@a is 
middle, but thut refers to a direct deflnite 
reflexive act; whereas the process here in- 
sisted on is one carried on by the Spirit of 
God, not by themselves. And it is not to 
the purpose to ask, as Stier does, ‘How 
can the Apostle say and testify by way of 
exhortation, that they should be renewed 
as they ought fo walk ?' for we have per- 
petually this seeming paradox, of God's 

. work encouraged or checked by man's co- 
operation or counteraction. The distinc- 
tion between dvaxalveots and áveréeeis 
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23. for de, er B: om F. 

is not [as Olsh. ] beside the p here, 
but important. The reference in кошу 
[novus] to the objective is prominent, in 
véog [recens] to the subjective. The 
xavég is as opposed to the former 
self; the véos, as regards the new nature 
and growth in it: cf. Col. iii. 10, rà» »éor, 
Tb» àvaxaivovpevov. Thus in Rom. xii. 2 
it would not be said дєтадорф. тӯ àva- 
veworas т. vods, because it is not by nor in 
the dyavdwois, but by or in the dva- 
xalvwoxs, that the serapopo. takes place. 
Whereas here, where a process of grow- 
ing up in the state of dvaxalvyeois is in 
uestion, йуауеодсдо is properly used. 
vaxaivovo@at is more renewal from the 

age of the old man; dvaveotoGa, ‘ re- 
newal in the youth of the new man.’ See 
Tittmann, Syn. p. 60 ff.) by (though [see 
more below] the expression тф wv. ToU 
vods ùp. stands contrasted with è» ua- 
тшфттт ToU vobs avtay, ver. 17, yet the 
omission of è» here serves to mark that 
not merely the sphere in which, but the 
agency by which, is now adduced) the 
Spirit of your (emphatic) mind (the ex- 
pression is unusual, aud can only be un- 
derstood by reference to the N. T. meaning 
of vedha, as applied to men. First, 
it is clearly here not exclusively nor pro- 
perly *the Holy Spirit of God,' because it 
is called rb x». rod vods dd. It isa 
wvevua, in some sense belonging to, not 
merely indwelling in, ysis. The fact is, 
that in the N. T. the .nu of man is 
ouly then used ‘sensu proprio,’ as worthy 
of its place and governing functions, when 
it is one Spirit with the Lord. We read 
of no ren палау: the wrevuarikós 
is necessarily a man dwelt in by the Spirit 
of God: the yvxixós ів the ‘animal’ man 
led by the yvxf, and wvetua ph Ex, 
Jude 19. Thus then the disciples of Christ 
are àvapeoóuevo:, undergoing a process of 
renewal in the life of God, by the agency 
of the жуе®да of their minds, the restored 
and divinely-informed leading principle of 
their votg, just as the children of the 
world are walking in the paradérns of their 
minds. vovg, see above, ver. 17), 24.] 
and put on (see on àxo6éc6a: ubove) the 
new man (as opposed to жала»; not 
meaning Cárist, any further than as He 
is its great Head and prototype, see on 
ктіс@.), which was created (mark the 
norist, as historical fact, once for all, in 

Christ. In each individual case, it is not 
created in, but put on: cf. Rom. xiii. 
14) after (= rar єікбуа ToU xricay- 
Tos abTÓr, Col. ii. 10: also кат’ єікбға 
дєоё d role ai-réy, Gen. i. 27: во 1 Pet. 
i. 15, ката toy kaAécarra tuas бую» ка} 
афто yio: x. T. A. The doctrine of the 
restoration to us of the divine image in 
Christ, as here implied, is not to be over- 
looked. Müller, Lehre von der Sünde, 
ii. p. 485 ff., denies any allusion to it here, 
but on insufficient grounds, as indeed he 
himself virtually allows. Not the bare 
fact of Gen. i. 27, but the great truth 
which that fact represents, is alluded to. 
The image of God in Christ is a far more 
glorious thing than Adam ever had, or 
could have had: but still the кат’ eixóra 
Geov, = катй Gedy, is true of both: and, 
as Müller himself says, jenes ift erſt die 
wahrhafte Erfullung oon biefem?) in (ele- 
ment, or sphere, of the character of the 
new man) righteousness and holiness of 
truth (again, beware of ‘true holinese,’ 
E. V.—as destroying the whole antithesis 
and force of the words. The genitive, 
too, belongs to both substantives. 
. God's essence, John iii. 33; 

m. i. 25; iii. 7; xv. 8, opposed to 7 
&rárgy above. “dscacorbyn and дота 
occur together, but in contrary order, in 
ref. Luke, and Wisd. ix. 3. The adjec- 
tives and adverbs are connected, 1 Thess. 
li. 10: Tit. i. 8. &Sixaoodyn betokens a 
just relation amoug the powers of the soul 
within, and 3 men and duties with- 
out. But óciórns, as the Heb. сюр [ Prov. 
ii. 21. Amos v. 10], betokens the in i 
of the spiritual " and the piety ье 
God of which that is the condition. Hence 
both expressions together complete the 
idea of moral perfection [ Matt. v. 48]. As 
here the ethical side of the divine image 
is brought out, Col. iii. 10 brings out the 
intellectual. The new birth alone leads 
to éxí^y»ocis: all knowledge which pro- 
ceeds not from renewal of heart, is but 
outward appearance: and of this kind 
was that among the false Coloseian teacb- 
ers. On the other hand, in Wiad. ii. 23 
[ó Oeds Exrivev roy Ќубретоу ёз’ dpGapala, 
kal eixdva тїз 181аѕ iBiórmros (&ididr. 
Е. [not А.)) ёжоіусєу iid the physical 
side of the divine image is brought out. 
Olsh. Stier suggests that there is perhaps 
а slight contrast in Buteiocóva to wheo- 
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d pole kai prj apapravere. 26 
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u ch. ii. 15 reff. 

eee note. 
ee А А w ch. il. 10 reff. 

о nAtog py ° emedudrw = Leh 
imi [rq] ‘ mapopyiopy оро», 27 phòe ® 818оте © rómov тф уте. Ser. 
2 Sia AG. 

. 2. Heb. 
24. xxli.7 

4 Kings xix. $ al. see note. 
xit. 17. 

k о 

94. erBucac0« МК k m. 
Cypr Hil Lucif (not Tert). 

25. «xac ros bef аАтбе:а> Nl. 
26. aft ору. ins Be F. 

Clem Ath Ps-Ath Chr Thdrt, Damasc. 

e ГА 7 ГД -~ 

o 'xXtrrwy unktri ! kAerréro, * даААо›» 
a John vili. 40 only. (elew. A¢yerv, John vill. 

xv vili. f. Micah vii. 3. We 
. Lwkexiv.9]. xv. 78. Rev. xl. 18 only. Psa. iv. 4 

xxiv.15. Josh. viii. 29. Jer. ху. 9 only, always w. Асос. 

ocioT. кш Bucauoc. Nl. 

€ John viii. 44. 
Rom. i. 28 al. 
Ps. v. 0. 

46; Leis, $ Cor. x!i.Gopnly.) 2кси. vill. 18. b Rom. 
== Rom. xii. 6. 1 Cor. xil. 37. d Matt. v. 22. xviii. 

e here only. Dsvur. 
fhere only. 8 Kings xv. 30. 
xxxvill.19. тоя., = Heb. g Luke xiv. 9. Rom. хіі. 19. Sir. tv. Б. 

h = Matt. ir. 1, &с.} L. al. fr. Job l. & ас. (adj, 1 Tim. 111. 11. 2 Tim. III. 3. Tit. 
i particip, Gal. i. 23. Rev. xv. 2 al. fr. xA., Matt. vi. 19. Rom. Н. 21 al. Obed 5. 

for rns aà., cal аХлбе:а D'F 

for pera Tov, xpos тоу (LIX) №! : txt N-corr!-3. 
for ew, єў D'. om то ABNM': ins DFKLN? rel 

27. rec pyre, with rel Chr, Thdrt: txt ABDFEKLNcfghklmno 17 Clem. 

velia ver. 19, and in боъбту [75 кабарбу, 
Chr.] to áxafBapoío). ME Where- 
fore (because of the general character of 
the коф ÉvOporros as contrasted with 
the waAaiés, which has been given: elrdy 
Tb» жалау EvOpwrov кабомк@з, Aonrbv 
airdy к. бжоурбфе xarà pépos, Chr.) 
having put off (the aorist should be no- 
ticed here: it was open to the Apostle to 
write ётот:бёрєуо, but he prefers the 
past— because the man must have once 
for all put off falsehood as a characteristic 
before he enters the habit of speakin 
truth) falsehood (ubstract, see reff.), spea 
truth each one with his neighbour ( scia- 
mus de Zacharia propheta sumptum,' Jer.: 
see ref. We allow ourselves the remark, 
hoping it may not be over-refining, that 
the Apostle instead of ярӧѕ Tò» AMI 
with the LXX, prefers following the He- 
brew text and writing nerd, to express by 
anticipation our inner connexion with one 
another as àAAfAer» илт.’ Stier): for 
we are members of one another (Rom. 
xii. 5. The &ЛМА Ми» brings out the rela- 
tion between man and man more strongly 
than if he had said, of one body: at the 
same time it serves to remind them that 
all mutual duties of Christians are grounded 
on their union to and in Christ, and not on 
mere ethical considerations). 26. 
Be ye angry and sin not (citation: sce 
ref. Psa.: and that from the LXX, not 
from the Hebrew, which [see Hupfeld on 
the Psalms in loc.] means ‘tremble [*stand 
in awe, E. V.] and sin not.“ The first 
imperative, although jussive, is so in a 

weaker degree than the other: it is rather 
assumptive, than permissive. ‘Be angry 
[if it must be so]: as if he had said, 1 Cor. 
vii. 81, xd тф кбсиф ei [for that 
must be], xal uh) катахрйтбе. As Chr., 
ef тїт ёитёсо: wort eis TÒ wdOos, ёЛЛА wh 
eis тособтоу. Thus Tholuck's question, 
Bergpred., p. 186, is answered :—“ If Paul 
speaks of culpable anger, how can he dis- 
tinguish sinning from being angry? If 
of allowable anger, how can he expect not 
to retain it over the night ?"—the answer 
being, that he speaks of anger which te an 
infirmity, but by being cherished, may 
become a sin): let the sun not set upon 
(во Thuc. has, sùg éweyérvero 7$ #руф) 
your irritation (i.e. set to your wrath 
with a brother [in every case: the omis- 
sion of the art. gives the sense upon any 
wapopyiouds’] a speedy limit, and indeed 
that one which nature prescribes— the 
solemn season when you part from that 
brother to meet again perhaps in eternity. 
The Commentators quote from Plut. de 
am. frat., p. 488 B, a custom of the Pytha- 
goreans, elwore wposaxÜecev eis Aoiboplas 
фт’ ópyns, wpliv ) 2d Ho Bra, rads 
Фейз ёиВёЛЛоутеѕ АААФЛо к. do rad 
реро: 8:єАбоуто. TGpopywpós is а 
late word, apparently not found beyond 
the N. T. and LXX : the verb -Ife occurs 
ch. vi. 4, where see note. The жар- im- 
plies, irritation on occasion given, as in 
wapopude, meres a) 3 le nor 
again (there is a slight climax : see below. 
The rec. phre would require that uý be- 
fore should be capable of being taken as 
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Sont . Job xxxi 17, p Matt. iiL 14. P pass. 1 Cor. xit. 21 bis, 94. ra ge irs Panl). 
v. 12 bis. x. 38. 1 John li. L. tti 17. Rev. iti, 17 al. Prov. xvii. 2. «x att. vil. 17, 18. x 

83 bis. жїн. 4. Luke vi. & bis only t. r Matt. iv. 4 Hom Пешти. J. xv. 11 ас. Lake 
Iv. 92. Rev. Paul, here only. Numb. xxxii. 26. a= pus + = ver. 12 

u abs., Acts xxviii. 10, i HR see Phil. il. 25. 17. 16. v = James iv. 6. 1 Pet. v8. see Exod. iii. 
s. (Ps. Ixxxiv 

X here only. 
ch. L 7 reff. 

y a 

y ch. I. 13 ref. 
Rom. xiv. 15 al. att, $ Car. ll. 1. Nis. VII. 8 bis only. Job xxzi. 

к == Phil. 11. 16 b. 3 Tim. 1. 12. 
90. 

abereonly. ат., 

98. rec то ауадо» bef Tras xepoir, with L rel Chr Damasc ТЫ (Ec: om vais xepow 
17. 673 Clem, : To ay. т. 18. x. K af 71. 78. 80 вуг Thdrt : Tais Biais x. то aya. (see 
1 Cor iv. 12) ADFN' m latt coptt goth eth arm Bas Naz Epiph Damasc Jer Aug 
Pelag: txt BN* am Ambrst. 

Cypr Hil Aug Ambrst Pelag. 
80. то ay. xv. D'3F goth. 

phre, which it clearly cannot, on account 
of its position after ô HAtos D give scope 
(opportunity of action, which you would 
do by continuing in a state of wapop- 
7 to p devil (not, £o the slanderer, 
as Erasm., al.: SuáfoXos as a substantive 
always has this personal meaning in the 
N. T.; see reff.). 28.) Let him that 
stealeth (not that stole,’ as E. V.; gui 
Jurabatur, Vulg.: cf. reff., and Winer, 
8 46. 7. Stier remarks well, that the 
word lies between Ae: and kA éirrms : 
the foriner would be too mild, the latter 
too strong) steal no longer, but rather 
(ob yàp ёркєї жайсасда: ris Auaprías, 
Ax AA ка) rhv ёуаутіау abris S8dy mer- 
eA0€iv, Thl.: similarly Chr.) let him 
labour, working (cf. besides reff., John 
vi. 27 and note) with his hands (contrast 
to his former idleness for good, and bad 
use of those hands) that which is good 
(rb &y. antitheton ad furtum рети 
manu piceata commissum.’ Beng.), in 
order that (as a purpose to be set before 
every Christian in his honest labour) 
he may have to impart to him that 
has need. 29.] Let every worthless 
(b uh rh» llay xpelar xdnpot, Chr. [in 
Mey.: not in Hom. h.1.]: not so much 
‘ filthy, —вее ch. v. 4) saying not come 
forth mare your mouth,—but whatever 
(saying) is good for edification of the 
(present) need (the xpela is the defi- 
ciency: the part which needs оікодорег- 
70a, = the defect to be supplied by edi- 
fication; and so is the regular objective 
genitive after ойкобору, which has no 
article, because it has a more general refer- 
ence than merely to тўз xpeías, which 

exnras Nl. 
29. for xp, тістеоѕ DF latt lat-mss-in-Jer B 

for 9o, 80: ЮЕ: дет 

petaBouras 4 
Naz Anton-and-Max Tert 

bw K: exe: L. 

Гамата limite it. The renderings ‘ gud 
sit * [Erasm., Peile, al.], ‘use of edi- 
Sying’ [5 . Beza, E. V. ], are manifestly 
wrong), that it may give grace (minister 
spiritual benefit: be a means of conveying 
through you the grace of God. Such, from 
the context [cf. olxoB. rìs xp.], must be 
the meaning, and not * may give pleasure," 
ав Tus Курке, al.) to them that hear? 

80.] and (Thl. finely gives the 
connexion: da «ирт pia grp к. 
adio тоб yxpioriavoy orduares, оўк 
EvOparoy ё\бттсаѕ, ЛАА Tb пу, т. der 
grieve not (the expression ів anthropo- 
ae as Meyer remarks, truly and 
touchingly sets forth the love of God, 
which Rom. v. 5] is shed abroad in our 
hearts by His Spirit) the Holy Spirit of 
God (the re tition of the articles gives 
solemnity and emphasis), in whom (as the 
element, condition, of the sealing: not by 
whom ; ‘the sealing, both of the Lord and 
of us His members, is the act of the Father, 
John vi. 27: the Spirit being the seal, 
ch. i. 18) ye were sealed unto (in reserva- 
tion for) the day of redemption (the day 
when redemption shall be complete in 
glory—see again ch. i. 13. On the geni- 
tive, see Winer, § 30. 2,—80 иёра dpyis, 
Rom. ii. 5, Ke. So far from the doctrine 
of final perseverance, for which Eadie 
more sharply than reasonably contends, 
being involved here, there could hardly 
be a plainer denial of it by implication. 
For in what would issue the grieviag 
of the Holy Spirit, if not in quenching 
His testimony and causing Him to depart 
from them? The caution of Thil., д} 
Atops Th» oppayita, is a direct inference 
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v. 7. (tee, Matt. xit. 19.) е = Col. НІ. 8. 1 Tim. vi. 4. f — (In epp.) 1 Cor. vi. 15. 
Col. 3. 14 „ Matt. xiii. 12 & Gospp. passim. Acte xxii. 32. Isa v. 33. g 1. 20. 
iiL 8. 1 Pet. li. 1 al. Gen. xxxi. 51. h of men, here only. (Matt. x1. 30. Luke v. 30. 
vi. 35. Rom. 1. 4 1 Cor. xv. 33. 1 Pet. Н, 3 (from Ps. xxxiii. 8] only) Ps. схі. 5. (-óvsy, ch Н.У reff.) 

11 Pet. iii. 8 only f. see note. k = Luke vii. 43, 48. 3 Cor. fl. 7, 10. xii. 13. CoL il. 13. L. . (Str. 
xii. $ al) 1 CoL tiL 13. m = 1 Cor. vi. 7. see note, Col. Ш. 18. 

• 91. оруң кси буроѕ DF latt copt Clem Ps-Ath Cypr: 
33. om ĝe В k 177 Clem Damasc, (Ес: for де, ouv DIF 114: txt AD®KLN rel vulg(and 

F-lat) syr coptt Chr Thdrt Damasc Thl Tert Jer. 
DEL rel am syrr 
Clem Cyr Thl-marg (Ec Tert Ambrst. 

from the ; 31.) Let all 
bitterness (of 82 wixpol BvsBidAvroi, к. To- 
Adv xpóror dpyl(orra:, катёҳоос: yap Tbv 
ound, Aristot. Eth. Nic. iv. 11. 6 rosd- 
тоғ к. BapóOvuós ёст: к. оё8ќтоте &ríyci 
Thy Why, ёе) civvous Фу x. oxvôpwrós, 
Chrys, So that it is not only of speech, 
but of disposition) and wrath and anger 
(Ovubs иё» dori apdsxaipos, òpyh 84 ro- 
x, иусікакіа, Ammon. Both are 
effecta of «pla, considered as a rooted 
disposition. See Trench, Synon., § 87) 
and clamour (‘in quem erumpunt homines 
irati, Est. Chrys. quaintly says, Irxos 
“dp ёстіу dvaBdrny $épor 9) xpavyb Thy 
ópyfw cvuwébwor Tb» Tro», к. xaT- 
4етреўаз Tb» àvaBárnv. His reproofs to 
the ladies of Constentinople on this head 
give a curious insight into the domestic 
manners of the time) and evil s 
(the more chronic form of xpavyh—the 
reviling another not by an outbreak of 
abuse, but by the insidious undermining 
of evil surmise and slander. Chrys. traces 
a progress in the vices mentioned: бра wes 
врбе: Tb какбу. 7) wixpla Tbv du. 
Frerer, 6 6. thr dpyhy, fj др. rhv кразуң», 
$ кр. thy ВлЛасфтиќа», тоитќат: ras Aoi- 
Верас) be put away from you, with all 
maliee (the inner root, out of which all 
these spring. # ойк ol8as, 87: al wupxaial 
pánwrrd eici ҳалетбтатаи, ofrep by J- 
бө» rpepdéueva: ph dalywrrai rots mepi- 
eoryxdoww derós ; Chrys): 32.] but 
be yo (it is very difficult to mark the dis- 
tinction between yiverOe and daré in a 
translation. Become ye [Ellic.] is cer- 
tainly too far off the time present; be ye, 
too immediately belonging to it. The 
difficulty is best seen in such a command 
as that in John xx. 27, wh ylvov micros 
ФЛАА vicTÓs) towards one another kind 
(see note, Gal. v. 22), temder-hearted 

* nuv B(sic 1. m., see table) 

Orig-cat Chr-comm Thdrt Thl: wu» АЕМ d h m latt сор goth 

безд. profanis animosum, fortem, сог- 
tum notat (see Eurip. Rhes. 192]. At 

res i docet h. 1. esse, misericordem, 
benignum [ref.]. In testament. xii. patri- 
arch. р. 644, de Deo dicitur: érexpar ёст! 
ка) eSoxAayxvos, ibid. paulo post; piis 
Tacis к. ebowdoryxvia, ‘salus et miseri- 
cordia futura’ dicitur, ibid. p. 641, Zyere 
etowAayxylay катй  warrbs add ru. 
Курке. So also in the prayer of Ma- 
nasseh, 6, eÜcwAayxvos, ракрёбоцоѕ к. 
woAvéAeos ; see also the parallel, Col. iii. 
12), forgiving (see Luke vii. 42. Bengel 
notices that the three, ypyorel, єб- 
exÀayxvot, xapióuevot davrois, are op- 

ively to жъкр(а, Óvnós, and 
) other (this idiom is found in 
ical Greek — xa" abroiv Supareis 

Adyxas етта» Éxerov коіғоў бауфтоь 
pépos Kuga, Soph. Antig. 145. See Mat- 
thie, Gr. $ 489. See remarks on its es- 
8 propriety as distinguished from 

AfaAos, on ref. со even as (argu- 
ment from His example whom we ought 
to resemble—also from the mingled mo- 
tives of justice and gratitude, as Matt. 
xviii. 93, oix (Be: ral ge ёлеўси cbr» 
be cov, ёз кёуё се hAdnoa;) God 
in Christ (not ‘for Christ's sake,’ as 
E. V., seo 2 Cor. v. 19, 20. God In 
Christ, manifested in Him, in all He had 
done, and suffered: Christ is the sphere, 
the conditional element in which this act 
took place. Chrys. appears to take dv as 
‘at the cost of,’ as (P) Josh. vi. 26; Matt. 
xvii. 21: for he says, ta co сууууф, 
Tbv иф» vce) forgave you (not ‘Aus 
Sorgiven’ [ce xdpiorai]. as E. V. It is 
the historical fact of Christ once for all 
putting away sin by the sacrifice of Him- 
self, which is alluded to. So that we are 
not 1) to attempt to change the meaning 
into a future [even as thou, Lord, for 
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n1 Cor. iv. 16. 
xl.1. 1 Thess. 
1.6. fi. 14 , 
Heb.vi.l2 туга, 

POE E®EXIOYS. V. 

V. ! Г{ъєсбє oiv " шрпта! rov Üsov we ° тёкуа ° aya- 
? kat Y weptwarere ? ev ayary, кабшс xai о xoa- 

only f. . 22 4 « ` e е «= 100.114 тос nyamnow ù n, Kat 1тарїдшк > " tavróv Urtp йн» 
2. see Phil. 

ch. ll. 10 reff p ch. Ii. 10 reff. 
q Gal. ii.30 3 

ver. 25 only. 
r (=) Acts xxi. 

36. xxiv. 17. Rom. xv. 16. Heb. x. 5, ас. only. 
al fr. esp. Heb. u ch. H. 22 reff. 
3. 2 Cor. 11. 14 16 bis. 

y Col. Ш. 6 (ref.). Gal. v.19. 7 Cor. xii. 31. 

v Ei by 18 only. Gen. viii. 31. Levit. 1. 9. 
Phil as above only. Exod. v 

E eee 1 Cor. v. 10. ver. &. 

P mooçpopav kat " Üvotav те Orp ` eig оси» tua. 

У торуна Ôt kai Y акадарсіа тава % " жАгок а рп: 

s Heb. x. 5, from Pe. xxxix. 6. 

1 1 Cor. ii. 15. Phil. as above only. Ezra vi 19. 

Снар. V. 2. rec quas, with DFKLN? rel vss Chr Thdrt lat-ff: txt ABN! m sah eth 
Clem, ТЫ Victorin Ambr-ms. rec quor, with ADFKLN rel Clem (Orig): txt B 
m 116 spec sah eth Victorin Ambr-ms.—a^posqoopar bef vr. ти. D: om vr. уи. 115 Chr- 
comm, ТЫ Leo,. 
_8. rec таса bef акабарес 

боста» xa: трозфора» N. 
@ (see ch iv. 81), with DFKL rel latt Clem, Chr Thdrt, Jer: 

om жаса m Thdrt, Thl-ms: txt ABN 17 copt Clem, Ephr Tert. 

Christ’s sake, hast promised to forgive 
us.” Family Prayers by Bishop Blomfield, 
р. af е 2) to render yapļópevor and 
éxapicaro, with Erasmus, ‘largientes’ 
and ‘largitus est,’ a meaning clearly at 
variance with the context). V. 1, 2.) 
These verses are best taken as transitional, 
—the inference from the exhortation which 
has immediately preceded, and introduc- 
tion to the dehortatory passage which 
follows, Certainly Stier seems right in 
viewing the repiwarcire as resuming repi- 
хатђоси ch. iv. 1, and indicating a begin- 
ning, rather than a close, of a paragraph. 
Be ye (у(уєсде, see on last verse) there- 
fore (seeing that God forgave you in Christ, 
see next verse) imitators of God (viz. in 
walking in love, see below), as children 
beloved (see next verse: and 1 John iv. 19, 
zuerst dyawapev, бт: abrbs wpóros yd. 
nce» hui) and (shew it by this, that 
ye) walk in love, as Christ also (this 
comes even nearer: from the love of the 
Father who gave His Son, to that of the 
Son, the Personal manifestation of that 
love in our humanity) loved (not, ‘hath 
loved’ as E. V.) you (the nds . диф» 
is more a personal appeal: the jas... 
zuò of the rec. is а general one, deduced 
from the universal relation of us all to 
Christ), and gave up Himself (abeol. : not 
to be joined with T$ беф) for you (see 
note on Gal. iii. 18 :—* on your behalf :' 
in fact, but not necessarily here implied, 
in your stead’) an offering and а sa- 
crifice (beware of проф. к. Ovo. = 
Ovolay xpospepoudyny [Conyb.]: it is our 
duty, in rendering, to preserve the terms 
coupled, even though we may not be able 
precisely to say wherein they differ. The 
ordinary distinction, that «pos$opá is 
an unbloody offering, dv a slain victim, 
cannot be maintained, see Heb. x. 5, 18; 
xi. 4. I believe the nearest approach to 
the truth will be made by regarding p.. 

as the more general word, including all 
kinds of offering, —6vota ив the more spe- 
cial one, usually involving the death of а 
victim. The great prominent idea here is 
the one sacrifice, which the Son of God 
made of Himself in his redeeming Love, 
in our nature—bringing it, in Himmself, 
near to God - offering Himself as our repre- 
sentative Head : whether in perfect righte- 
ousness of life, or in sacrifice, properly so 
called, at his Death) to God (to be joined, 
as a dat. commodi, with тр. к. .: not 
with тарике» [as De W. and Mey.], 
from which it is too far removed : still 
[as Stier, who would apply the clause тф 
6..... ebwBlas, to us] with what follows) 
for an odour of sweet smell (the question 
so much discussed, whether these words 
can apply to a sin-offering strictly so called, 
is an irrelevant one here. It is not [see 
above] the death of Christ which is treated 
of, but the whole process of His redeemi 
Love. His death lies in the backgroun 
as one, and the chief, of the acknowledged 
facts of that process: but it does not give 
the character to what is here predicated of 
Him. The allusion primarily is to ref. 
Gen., where after Noah bad brought to 
God a sacrifice of every clean beast and 
bird, d&e$párvÓn xipwos ó Oeds Jon 
ebw3las,—and the promise followed, that 
He would по more destroy the earth for 
man’s sake). 8—@1.] Dehortation 
(for the most part) from works unbecoming 
the holiness of the life of children and 
imitators of God. З.] But (not tran- 
sitional merely: there isa contrast brought 
out by the very mention of wopveia after 
what has just been said) fornication and 
all impurity or (see ch. iv. 19 note) covet- 
ousness (ib.), let it not be even named 
55 nomen quidem audiatur.’ Culv. So 

io Chrys. p. 360 B [Mey.}, ordow 8 
ob dvoud(ey о>» тар Univ: Herod. i. 
188, deca 84 сф: тое ойк Eeors, тайта 

ABOF 
KLN ab 
cefe 
hkim 
poli 
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kat al- chi 91 rem. 
А ғ е oo ^ fo’ Ма Ê obk EÈ 1 Tim. li. 10. Xeornc Kat "umpoÀoyía, п  tvrpartita d ovk Save тый. 

ә 3 a e 3 L „ә [Y { м eo. EI 

пке», аААа ралЛо» "sbyapwría. 5 rovro yàp ! їсте yi3 oniy. 
ech. 1. 1 reff. d here only t. see ver. 13. Col. iif. 8. 

1 Macc. хі. 35 (3ce) al. but not == 

xivi.& Не. хі. 17. Jamesi.19only. 

fhere only +. see note. 
E h = Acts xxiv. 8. Phil. iv. б. 

я ve xvi. 26. Bir. хххтіН. 11. 2 Maco. il. 28 only. 

g Col. iil. 18. Philem. 8 only f. 
Col. II. 7 al. Luke & Paul 

4. for 1st and 2nd ка, у (fo suit » before) AD! FNI (2nd) latt sah Bas Ephr Antch 
Iren- lat Orig - lat: transp 2nd xa: and n c: txt BD'*ELN-corr! rel copt Clem Chr Thdrt 
Damasc Jer. rec (for ё our aynxev) та оюк arnkorra, with FKL rel (Clem) 
Chr Thdrt Damasc : txt ABN ORE &) 67° Clem, Ephr Antch Cyr. 

5. rec (for исте) есте, with РК 

ob Adyew єттї. Cf. Ps. xv. 4) among 
you, аз becometh saints (meaning, that if 
it were talked of, such conversation would 
be unbecoming the holy ones of Gód): and 
obscenity (not in word only [alo xpo o yla, 
ref. Col.]: cf. Plat. Gorg. р. 525 a, brd 
dtovalas x. tpus к. ÜBpews к. &xparías 
Té» pd àcvpperplas T€ xol aloxpó- 
res vyéuovcar Thy wWvxih» elde) and 
foolish talking (‘stultiloquium,’ Vulg. 
Wetst. quotes from Antigonus de Mirabi- 
libus, 126, rà peydàa и. éraverrnxéra 
рероћоуіаѕ к. d80Acecyxlas. Trench well 
maintains, Syn. 8 84, that in Christian 
ethics, it is more than mere random talk: 
it is that talk of fools, which is folly and 
sin together: including not merely the way 
Pre ápyór of our Lord [Matt. xii. 36], 
but in good part also the was Adyos aawpós 
of Er A [ Eph. iv. 29]) or (disjunc- 
tive, ing off ebrpawedla as wAcovefla 
before) jesting ipu interest attaches to 
this word, which will be found well dis- 
cussed in Trencb, as above. It had at 
first а good signification: Aristot. Eth. 
Nic. iv. 8, deals with the ebrpdwedos—oi 
duuss wai(orres ebrpdweAo: прозауо- 
peGerra:,—and describes him as the mean 
between the Воролёхоѕ and &ypoixos. So 
too Plato, Rep. viii. p. 563 a,—of 9i 
pere tvyxatidyres rots vd, єйтрате- 
Alas Te к. xapierriopot dur Nara. 
Tra 8h ph Zorc aAnSeis era. u 
Seoworsxol. But Trench remarks that 
there were indications of a bad sense of the 
word: e. g. Pind. Pyth. i. 178,—ph do- 
AeO0js, d Філе, xépBecw ebrpawédois, 
where he quotes from Dissen—‘ primum 
est de facilitate in motu, tum ud mores 
transfertur, et indicat hominem temporibus 
inservientem, diciturque tum de sermone 
urbano, lepido, faceto, imprimis cum levi- 
tatis et asseutetionis, simulationis notione." 
I may add, as even more apposite here, 
Pyth. iv. 185, ore Épyor ott’ Ёкоѕ є0- 
vpdseAor kelvo er. Aristotle him- 
self, Rhet. ii. 12 end, defines it as rerai- 
deuten 5Вриз. “The profligate old man 
in the ‘miles gloriosus’ of Plautus, iii. 

Vor. ПІ. 

rel syr Thdrt Damasc Thl: txt ABD!FN h 17 

1. 42—52, who at the same time prides 
himself, and with reason, on his wit, 
his elegance, and his refinement [cavil- 
latus, lepidus, facetus], is exactly the 
ebrpdxedos: and remarkably enough, 
when we remember that ebrpaweAÍa 
being only expressly forbidden once in 
Scripture, is forbidden to Ephesians, we 
find him bringing out, that all this was to 
be expected from him, seeing that he was 
an Ephesian: ‘Post Ephesi sum ratus: 
non enim in Apulis, non Animuls.’” 
Trench: whose further remarks should by 
all means be read), which are not be- 
coming (the reading тё ойк dyfxoyra has 
perhaps come into the text from the rà u) 
ka8fkorra of Rom. i. 28, the oix of the 
text being preserved through inadvertence. 
If, however, the participial clause be re- 
tained in the text, it may be grammati- 
cally justified by remembering that, where 
the various objects are specified which as 
matter of fact are ойк àrfkorra, the ob- 
jective negative particle ойк may be used: 
whereas in Rom. i. 28, where no such 
objects are specified, we have кої» тё 
MÀ кабћкоута, ‘si que essent indecora,” 
as Winer, § 59. 8: see Hartung, vol. ii. 
р. 131): but rather thanksgiving (not, 
as Jer, Calv. al, ‘sermo qui gratiam 
арча audientes habet, which the word 
cannot mean. It is a question, what 
verb is to be supplied: Beng. supposes 
&rfkei, which is perhaps most likely, as 
suiting the simplicity of the construction 
of these hortatory verses better than 
going back to дуора(ќсбо [De W., Mey., 
al.], —and as finding a parallel in ch. iv. 
29, where the ellipsis is to be supplied 
from the sentence itself. There is a play 
perhaps on the similar sound of ebTpa- 
weAfa and ефўхарот!а‚ which may ac- 
count for the latter not finding so com- 
plete a justification in the sense as we 
might expect: the connexion being ap- 
parently, ‘ your true cheerfulness and play 
of fancy will be found, not in buffoonery, 
but in the joy of a heart overflowing 
with a sense of God’s mercies’). 
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х constr. here К yivwakovrec, dri тас! wopvoc n акадартос n ° wAcov- ABDP 

ékr nc, ° 0 &griv td %, οẽ,ñ оюк Eye q kAnpovouiav ty cele 

6 илдес vuac nol? a ty Pacireig тоо "xpiwrov xai 'Ücov. 
1 Cor. v. 
10, 11. vi. 10. 1 2 7 t - А a 8 M — a м е 
ію. i araTaTw KEVOLÇ Aoyore а Tavra yae toxtrat 1] 

eb. x! a 

xiil.4. Rev 
7 ` ы - э 4 a u e a ы u ? 0 7 

L4 Rev. оруп TOU deo єтї rovc “ойс rnc “ахтыбиас. 
Е Ві XXIII. 16, 17 only. 

А .7. Rev. xvi. 13. xviii. 2 a. Acta x. 14, 98. xi. 1 Cor. vii. 14 3 Cor. vi. 17. Bev. 
2 1 Cor. v. icu vi. 10 only 4. Bir. xiv. 9 only. y o constr. (see note), Mark rii. G. xv. . Johni 6, 

43. Acta iv. 38. p 1 Cor. v. 10, 11. v1.0. 2.7. Rev. xxi. 8. xxii. 18 only t. ch. 1.14 ref. 
т Rev. xx. 6. see 1 Tim. v. 21. Rev. xi. 15. s 1 Tim. Ii. 14. James i. 20 only. 1m. xixvi 16 
t 1 Cor. xv. 10, 14, 58. Col. H. 4. James ii. 30, Exod. v.9. Job vi. 6. u eb. ii. 3 reff. 

latt goth coptt arm Clem Chr Cyr Œc Suid Cypr Jer Vig Реја. rec (for 8) 
8s (cf constr in the || Col iii. 6, where vris follows the gender of xAcovetiay: the 
read of Е dc is another form of the same corra, retaining the origl 5), with ADKL 
rel syr copt Clem Chr Thdrt,: txt ВМ 17. 672 Cyr Jer, also with ‹деЛолатра Е latt 

um 
m = Hev.xvii.4 only. in боврр., only with weepua. 0 aleo ace r 

Cypr Victorin Jer Ambrst. 
6. ca (itacism) R. om yap NI: 

5.] Appeal to their own knowledge that 
such practices exclude from the kingdom 
of God: see below. For this ye know 
(indicative, not imperative: this to my 
mind is decided 1) by the context, in 
which an appeal to their own conscious- 
ness of the fact is far more natural {һап a 
communication of the fact to them: 2) 
by the position of the words, which in the 
case of an imperative would more naturally 
be fore yàp Tovro *ywdarorres: 3) by the 
use of the construction tote ywweoxovres, 
which almost necessitates a matter of 
fact underlying *iéakorres.— tore у. 
is not an example of the ywéoxwy yróop 
[Gen. xv. 13 al.] of Hebrew usage, the two 
verbs being different) being aware that 
every {ота аг or ($ now, not «al, for 
individualization of each) unclean man, 
or covetous man, which is (i. е. ‘that 
is to say,’—‘quod;’ meaning, the word 
wAeovéxrns. This reading necessarily con- 
fines the reference to that one word) an 
idolater (cf. Col. iii. 5, which shews that 
even 8s égri» would apply to the wA«oréx- 
rns only, not, as Stier, al., to the three: 
see Job xxxi. 21; Ps. lii. 7; Matt. vi. 24. 
Mey. remarks well, that it was very na- 
tural for St. Paul, whose forsaking of all 
things (2 Cor. vi. 10; xi. 27) so strongly 
contrasted with selfish greediness, to mar 
with the deepest reprobation the sin of 
wAcovetia), hath not inheritance (the pre- 
sent implying more the fixedness of the 
exclusion, grounded on the eternal verities 
of that Kingdom,—than mere iuture cer- 
tainty: see. 1 Cor. xv. 25) in the King- 
dom of Christ and God (not ‘and of God’ 
be. TOU 0. ], as E. V. No distinction is to 

made, Христо? xal Geot being in the 
closest union. Nor is any specification 
needed that the Kingdom of Christ is 
also the Kingdom of God, as would be 
made with the second article. "This fol- 

ins N-corr!. 

lows as matter of course: and thus the 
words bear no legitimate rendering, ex- 
cept on the substratum of our 's Di- 
vinity. But on the other hand, we can- 
not safely say here, that the same Person 
is intended xpurToU x. geo, merely on 
account of the omission of the article. 
For 1) any introduction of such a predi- 
cation regarding Christ would here be 
manifestly out of place, not belonging to 
the context: 2) 0«ós is so frequently and 
unaccountably anartbrous, that it is not 
safe to ground any such inference from 
its use here). 6.) Let no one deceive 
you with vain (empty — not containing 
the kernel of truth, of wbich words аге 
but the shell—words with no underlying 
facts.  JEschines, de Corona, p. 288, says 
that Demosthenes had drawn up a decree, 
keverepoy TG» Adyer obs «00е Adyew, к. 
TOU В:оо by ВеВіекє See other exam- 
ples in Kypke h. 1.) sayings (the persons 
pointed at are heathen, or 

Christian, palliators of the fore-mentioned 
vices. The caution was especially needed, 
at а time when moral purity was so ge- 
nerally regarded as a thing indifferent. 
Harl. quotes from Bullinger, — ** Erant 
арпа Ephesios homines corrupti, ut hodie 
apud nos plurimi sunt, qui hec salutaria 
Dei prsecepta cachinno excipientes obstre- 
punt: humanum esse quod faciant ama- 
tores utile quod foneratores, facetum 
quod joculatores, et idcirco Deum non 
usque adeo graviter animadvertere in 
istiusmodi lapeus "), for (let them say what 
they will, it is а fact, that) on account ef 
these things (the above-mentioned crimes, 
see Col. iii. 6, 8v ® fpxerai ў ёру. к.т.А.: 
not the ёти just spoken of, to which 
the objection is not so much the plural 
Tavra, as the robs viods т. dwebelas 
which follows, shewing that the carrying 
out of their dwel@eca are the таёта spoken 

DP 
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8 "тє yap wore ord- i.“ 
w Rom. vi. 17. 
re ыты ы 
Rom. ii. 
ziii. 12. 
3 Cor. iv. 6 

kai Óucatocbvy kai anni), 10 b док:раЌоътес ті toriy , A f TF 
* грарготоу TQ коо!" \ 4 

kat pn 
d -~ - E mt е 

а . Y. CK ere тос га. v 

b Rom. xv. 14 Gel т. 29. 2 Tbeas. 1. 11 only. Neh. ix. 36. constr, Rom. xii, 3. dox., 1 Thess. il. 4 reff. 
e Rom. xi 1, 4 Phil. iv. 18. Col. iii. 90 al, only. P.H.t Wisd. Iv. 10. Ix. 10 only. (-ree, Heb. xii. 98. rev, 

Heb. xi. 5.) 

9. rec (for $wros 
Damasc: txt ABD! 

d Phil. iv.14 Rev. xviil. 4 only t. (or, Phil. 1.7.) 

xrevuaros (from Gal v.25), with DKL rel syr Chr Thdrt 
N 17. 67? latt Syr coptt eth arm Mcion lat-ff. 

10. for коро, dew DIF latt lat-ff(exc Aug). 

of; and the u) ody уі. x. T. A. of ver. 7) 
cometh t, as Exe, ver. 5) the wrath 
of God (not merely, or chiefly, His ordi- 
nary judgments, ‘quorum exempla sunt 
ante oculos,’ as Caly.: nor the * antitheton 
reconciliationis, as Beng., for that is on 
all who are not in Christ (John iii. 86]: 
but His special wrath, His vengeance for 
these sins, over and above their stato of 
Ritter on the sons of (see on ch. ii. 2) 

ence (the active and practical side 
of the state of the ахедёу [John iii. 86] 
is here brought out. The word is а valu- 
able middle term between unbelief and 
disobedience, implying their identity in a 
manner full of the highest instruction). 

Т.) Be not (the distinction * Become 
nof’ [* nolite effici, Vulg. : so Stier, Ellic., 
al.] is unnecessary and indeed unauiteble ; 
it is not a gradual ‘ becoming,’ but *be. 
ing, like them, which he here dehorts 
from. See on уіуесде not bearing the 
meaning “become,” note, ch. iv. ult.) 
therefore (since this is so—that God's 
wrath comes on them) (seo ch. 
iii. 6) with them (the viol т, àr., not the 
sine :—sharers in that which they have 
in common, viz. these practices: their 
present habitude, not, their punishment, 
which is future: nor can the two senses 
be combined, as Stier characteristically 
tries to do). 8.] For (your state 
[present, see above] is a totally different 
one from theirs—erciuding any such par- 
ticipation) ye WERE (emphatic, see ref.) 
once (no wfy. “The rule is simple: if 
the first clause is intended to stand in 
connexion with and prepare the reader for 
the opposition to the second, ué» is in- 
serted : if not, not: see the excellent re- 
marks of Klotz, Devar, ii. p. 856 sq.: 
Fritz., Rom. x. 19, vol. ii. p. 423." Ellic.) 
darkness (stronger than i скбте, Rom. 
ii.19; 1 Thess. v. 4: they were darkness 
ite ee on pôs below), but now (the 
deré is not expressed perhaps, as Stier 
suggests, not only for emphasis, but to 

carry a slight tinge of the coming exhor- 
tation, by Sherine them what they ought 
to be, as well as were by profession) light 
(not ky ete, ТУ has an active, 
illuminating power, which is brought out 
in ver. 13) in ( is «nion with ’—condition- 
ing element—not *óy'—13ià ris беоб xd- 
prros, Chr.) the Lord (Jesus) : walk (the 
omission of ойу makes the inference rhe- 
torically more forcible) as ohildren of light 
(not той $erós, as in Luke xvi. 8, where 
Tb pes is contrasted with ó аф» obros, 
and in next verse, where той ¢wrds is the 
figurative ¢âs—q. d. ‘the light of which 
I speak: here it is light, as light, which 
is spoken of. The omission of the article 
may be merely from the rules of correla- 
tion, as Ellic. : but I much prefer here to 
treat it as significant) ; for (ives the rea- 
son of the introduction of the comparison 
in the context, connecting this with the 
moral details which have preceded) the 
fruit of the light (ro), see above) is in 
(is borne within the sphere of, as its con- 
dition and element) all goodness and 
righteousness and truth (in all that is 
good [0а]. v. 22], right, and true. As 
Harl. observes, the opposites are xaxía, 
ёбуийа, Ve)“: proving (to be Line 
with weprwaretre as its modal predicate, 
ver. 9 having been parenthetical. The 
Christian's whole course is a continual 
proving, testing, of the will of God in 
practice: investigating not wbat pleases 
himself, but what pleases Him) wbat is 
well-pleasing to the Lord; 11.] and 
have no fellowship with (better than “фе 
not partakers in,’ as De W., which would 
require a genitive, see Demosth. p. 1299. 
20, cvykexowwrfkauer ris 8675 тайттз 
of karecragiaguéror: whereas the person 
with whom, is ly put in the dative, 
e. g. Dio Cass. xxxvii. 41, ovyxowerhoar- 
TÓs офіс: THs cvvaporlas,—ib. lxxvii. 16, 
Curvexoivdyncay айт к. trepas Tpeis THs 
катеёіктз. And Phil. iv. 14 furnishes no 
objection to this rendering) the unfruit- 

K 2 
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18. pavepowwra: AK*L с m. 

ful works of darkness (see Gal. v. 19, 22; 
on which Jer., vol. vii. p. 505, says ' vitia 
in semetipea finiuntur et pereunt, virtutes 
frugibus pullulant et redundant. See 
also the distinction in John iii, 20, 21; 
v. 29, between rà файла xpdocew and тё 
&ya0à or Th» àAsj0eiay тоту), but rather 
even reprove them (see reff., —in words : 
not only abstain from fellowship with 
them, but attack them and put them to 
shame). 12.] For (the connexion 
seems to be, ‘reprove them—this they 
want, and this is more befitting you—for 
to have the least part in them, even in 
speaking of them, is shameful’) the things 
done in secret by them, it is shameful 
even to speak of (so xal in Plat. Rep. v. р. 
465 в, rd ye uhr сшкрбтата Tay какёу 
8. dxpéwesay bxvd xal Aéyew, see Hart- 
ung ii. p. 186. Klotz, Devar. ii. p. 633 
f.: the connexion being—‘I mention not, 
and you need not speak of, these deeds 
of darkness, much less have uny fellow- 
ship with them— your connexion with 
them must be only that which the act of 
{леу necessitates’) : 18.] but (op- 
position to т. крифӯ угу.) all things (not 
only, all the крофӯ "yiwópeva, ав Ellic. 
after Jer. al.: the Apostle is treating of 
the generul detecting power of light, as is 
evident by the resumption of the was. in 
the next clause) being reproved, are made 
manifest by the light: for every thing 
which is made manifest is light (the 
meaning being, ‘the light of your Chris- 
tian life, which will be by your reproof 
shed upon these deeds of darkness, will 
bring them out of the category of dark- 
ness into light’ ¶ dre dd фауеробў, ylveras 
фёз, Chr.]. They themselves were thus 
‘once darkness, but having been re- 
proved’ by God’s Spirit, had become ‘light 
in the Lord.’ There is in reality no diffi- 
culty, nor any occasion for a long note 
here. The only matters to be insisted on 
are, 1) wird ToU dwrdés belongs to dave- 
povrat, not to dAcyyépeva: for it is not 
the fact of pavyepotra: that he is insisting 
on, but the fact that if they reproved the 

works of darkness, these would become so 
longer works of darkness, but would be 
robe ToU Sers фауеробиєра. m 2) 

vepotpevoy is passive, not middle, in 
which sense it 2 never used іп N. Т.; 
‘every thing which is made manifest, is 
no longer darkness, but light: and thus 
you will be, not compromised to these 
works of darkness, but making an inroad 
upon the territory of darkness with the 
бжЛа ToU Qwrós, And thus the context 
leads on easily and naturally to tbe next 
verse. The objection to this ( Eadie} that 
‘light does not always exercise this trass- 
forming influence, for the devil and all 
the wicked are themselves condemned by 
the light, without becoming themselves 
light,’ is null, being founded on misappre- 
hension of the gas derı». Objectively 
taken, it is universally true: every thing 
shone upon I8 LIGHT. Whether this tend 
to condemnation or otherwise, depends 
just on whether the transforming influence 
takes place. The key-text to this, is John 
li. 20, was yàp 6 файла wpdccer jusei 
Tb das, к. ойк Epxera: wpbs Tb фёз, ba 
uh dAeyx0j та Epya airrot,—His works 
being thus brought into the light,—made 
light, and he being thus put to shame. 
Notice also $a»epe05 in the next verse, 
which is the desire of him who wore? rà» 
&Afray. The E. V. is doubly wrong 
ү ‘all things that are reproved’ (x. 

ё\еухбреуа |: 2) in ‘whatsoever doth 
make manifest is light’ [way +d pare- 
оўу]: besides that such a proposition 
is absolutely no meaning in the context. 
The meaning is discussed at length in 
Harl, Eadie, who however fall into the 
error of renderin bpevoy active 
[not middle},—Stier, Ellicott, - and best 
of all, Meyer): 14.] wherefore (this 
being so—seeing that every thing that 
is made manifest becomes light, —is shone 
upon by the detecting light of Christ,— 
objectively,—it only remains that the man 
should be shone upon sswardly by tho 
same Christ revealed in his awakened 
heart. We have then in Scripture an 
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18. 1 Cor. tii. 10. Y == here (1 Thess. v. 3 reff.) only. (as, Acts ravi. B.) 
2 Gal. III. 13. iv. 3. Col. tv. only. Dan. il. 3 only. Со х 

1 Pet iii. 10. a Ps. хі 
хі. . xii. 20. Rom. 11. 20 A. L. P., exc. 1 Pet. 
1. Неф. x. . 

14. rec eyeipas, with rel: txt ABDFKLN e n. 
Christum 

. 1. 
II. 15. Job v. . 

=æ Matt. 
1 Co 

10. viH. 9. 
a = (see note) Luke vili. 

w here only t. 
€ — 2 Tim. il. 

o Luke 

xxiv. 
r. fil. 

y Col. as above. 
b = Gal. 1. €. ch. ví. 13. 

€xiyavg eis Tov xpurrov continges 
D! mss-in-Chr-Jer Thdrt(who however cites txt from Ina тё» àvrryp. with 

approval) Orig-int Ambrst : txt ABDSFEKLN rel Clem Orig, Ath Chr Damasc (Archel) 
Jer Ambr Aug. ud Vig Pelag. 

Chr,. 

exhortation to that effect) He (viz. God, 
in the Scripture: see ch. iv. 8 note: all 
other supplies, such as ‘the Spirit in 
the Christian’ [Stier],—' the Christian 
speaking to the Heathen’ [Flatt], — one 
may му [Вогпешапп], &c. are mere 
lame helps out of the difficulty :—as are 
all ideas of St. Paul having quoted a 
Christian hymn [some in Thdrt.], an 

hal writing [some in Jer., Epiph., 
al.], а baptismal formula [Michaelis], — 
one of our Lord's unrecorded sayings 
[Rhenferd],—or that he means, thus 
saith the Lord’ [some in Jer. al. ], or 
alludes to the general tenor of Scripture 
Barnes — Or does not quote at all 
Barnes], &c. &c.) saith, Awake, thou 

that sleepest, and arise from the dead, 
and Christ shall shine upon thee (where 
is this citation to be found? In the first 
place, by the introduction of é xpioTós, 
it is manifestly a paraphrase, not an 
exact citation. The Apostle cites, and had 
a perfect right to cite, the language of 
prophecy in the light of the fulfilment of 
prophecy: and that he is here doing во, 
the bare word ‘Christ’ shews us beyond 
ispute. I insist on this, that it may be 

plainly shewn to be no shift in a difficulty, 
no hypothesis among hypotheses, but the 
necessary inference from the form of the 
citation. This being s80,—of what passage 
of the О.Т. is this a phrase? I 
answer, of Isa. lx. 1, 2. re, the church 
is set forth as being in a state of darkness 
and of death [cf. lix. 10], and is exhorted 
to awake, and become light, for that her 
light is come, and tbe glory of Jehovah 
has arisen upon her. Where need we go 
further for that of which we are in search ? 
It is not true [ав Stier], that there is ‘xo 
allusion to sleep or death’ in the prophet: 
nor is it true again, that ёх) cà parhoera: 
népios к. Jf 86а abrov ёт) cà àq0foera 

15. aft ovv ins аделфо: AN3 vulg copt Pelag. axpiBeos bef % BN! 17 copt 

is not represented by éwupatoa соь ô 
. "The fact is, that Stier has alto- 

gether mistaken the context, in saying, — 
* The Apostle quotes here, not to justify 
the exhortation—‘ convict, that they may 
become light; — but to exhort—' Become 
light, that ye may be able to convict 
[shine]:'" the refutation of which see 
above, on ver. 13). 15.] He now re- 
sames the hortative strain, interrupted by 
the digression of vv. 12—14. Take heed 
then (there is not any immediate con- 
nexion with the last verse: but the ob re- 
sumes from the repirareire in ver. 8, and 
that which followed it there) how ye 
walk strictly (the construction is exactly 
as in ref. 1 Cor., ёкастоѕ 84 BXewdre wos 
érowxoBoue:. Take heed, of what sort 
your йкр:Вёѕ reptrare is:’—the impli- 
cation being, ‘take heed not only that 
your walk be exact, strict, but also of 
what sort that strictness is—not only that 
you have a rule, and keep to tt, but that 
that rule be the dest one.“ So that a 
double exhortation is involved. See 
Ellic. here : and the Fritzschiorum Opus- 
cula, pp. 208 f., note), (namely) not 
as unwise, but as wise (qualification 
of the &xpiBés wepiwareire, and expan- 
sion of the wos pn subj.]: no wepi- 
waro)wres need be supplied after py, as 
Harl.), buying up for yourselves (the) 
opportunity (viz. of good, whenever occur- 
ring; let it not pass by, but as merchants 
carefully looking out for vantages, make 
it your own: see Col. iv. б. The com- 
pound t- does not suggest the question 
dom whom’ it is to be bought, as Beng., 
alv. al, nor imply mere completeness, 

as Mey., but rather refers to the * collec- 
tion out of’ [see reff. Gal.], the buying 
up, as we say: culling your times of good 
out of a land where there are few such 
flowers. The middle gives the reflexive 
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18 kat pn 

g Tit.1.6. 1 Pet. tv. é only. 
h = Acts zlii. 51. Rom. 

k Col. iti. 16. 1 = cb. tv. 83 гей. 

17. rec evrievres, with DKL rel Chr Thdrt Damasci: evrirres DF latt syr goth 
Lucif: txt ABN 17. 672 Chr-ms Damasc, Jer. for GeAnyua, ppornpa №!. 
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19. rec om Ist ev, with ADFKLN rel Cyr-jer Thdrt Damasc: ins В 17. 672 vulg 

sense: cf. ref. Dan.), because the days 
(of your time,—in which you live) are 
evil (see above. б éLayopa(ópevos Tòr 
&AAÓóTpiov DoUAoy, tape era к. Taras 
abréy. ёте) ob» ӧ xaipds BovAeóei rois 
поупроїз, éayopdcagde abróv, Sste ката- 
хрќсаадш aùr xpds еёсёВеау. Severi- 
anus, in Cramer’s Catena). 17.) On 
this account (because ye have need во 
prudently to define your rule of life, and 
во carcfully to watch for opportunities of 
good: not, because the ўиёра: are rory- 

(Ec. Thl, De W., ien which 
would fritter down tho context) be not 
(better than *do not become, which 
epe in more strictly the literal sense of 
p) ylvec@e, puts the process of degene- 
racy too strongly in English) senseless 
(Tittmann, Syn. p. 143, has discussed the 
meaning of &pper, qui mente non recte 
utitur’), but understand (c, to 
know intelligently,— ywéc ew merely to 
know as matter of het, as the servant 
who knew his lord’s will and did it not, 
Luke xii. 47) what is the will of the 
Lord. 18.] The connexion seems to 
be: after the general antithesis in ver. 
17, ph Edpoves, АЛА cuvieve x. r. A., ho 
proceeds to give one prominent instance, 
in the same antithetical shape. And (xal 
is subordinate, introducing a particular 
after a general: so Herod. i. 73, rd. 
el era kal is indpe....s0ee Hartung 
i. 145) be not intoxicated with wine, 
in which practice (not, d otv, but dr 
T$ peOboxecGa: оїуф the crime is not 
in God's gift, but in the abuse of it: and 
the very arrangement of the sentence, 
besides the spirit of it, implies the lawful 
use of wine—see 1 Tim. v. 23) is pro- 
fligacy (&awr(a, not from 6é—odferOa1,— 
as Clem. Alex. Pædag. ii. 1, p. 167 P. [йт4- 
тооз abrobs ol kaAécarres xpwroy єў цо 
ёокобс:іу alvlrr t тд Ao ard, 
dodaorous abrobs ката #келијлу ToU с 
orotxyelou vevonxdres], al, but from à 
San: dowrla dorly dwepBordh тері 
Хрќната, Aristot. Eth. Nic. iv. 1. 3. 

But as spendthrifts are almost of neces- 
sity self-indulgent and reckless, the word 
comes to have the meaning of dissohute- 
ness, ‘debauchery, ‘profligacy, — see 
Eth. Nic. iv. 1. 36, Tittmann, p. 152, and 
Trench, N. T. Syn. § 16. Theodotion 
renders Isa. xxviii. 7 by d» тӯ мёр ow- 

Shore) Be Alied (шй. Ы Face. r above) antith. to б 
olive ;—not to раббеквсӨеє alone, so that 
фу re,] should be opposed to ofrw: 
see below) with (lv, as ch. i. 23, but also 
in: let this be the region in, and the 
ingredient with which you are filled) the 
Spirit (the ambiguity in the preposition 
is owing to the peculiar meaning of 
жура as applied to the Christian :—viz. 
Ms own spirit, dwelt in and informed by 
the Holy Spirit of God, see note on ch. 
iv. 23. If this is во, if you are full of the 
Spirit, full in Spirit, there will be a joy 
indeed, but not that of дсотіа: one 
which will find its expression not in 
drunken songs, but in Christian hymns, 
and continual thankfulness), speaking to 
one another (ch. iv. 32; see also the ||, 
Col. iii. 16. It is perhaps too much to 
find in this the practice of antiphonal 
chanting: but it is interesting to remem- 
ber that in Pliny's letter the Christians 
are described as ‘soliti stato die ante 
lucem convenire, carmengue Christo quasi 
Deo dicere secum inricem: and that 
Nicephorus, Hist. xiii. 8 [cited by Eadie}, 
says Thy tay àvripdrur ovrhOeaay бумду 
ёхостбло» ў ёккАчс(а тарёлаВе. Conyb. 

aces а full stop at éavrois: bat su 
h style and sense are thus ) 

in (this must be the rendering, whether 
the preposition is inserted or not) psalms 
(not to be confined, as Olsh. and Stier, to 
O. T. bymns; see 1 Cor. xiv. 26; James 
v. 18. The word properiy signified those 
sacred songs which were performed with 
musical accompaniment [во Basil, Hom. in 
Ps. xxix. 1, vol. i. p. 124, д WaApds AG 
dor) povowds, бта» ebpéüums xarà robs 
Ġppovixobs Adyous p rb Üpyaryor p 

ABDF 
KL*ab 
eefg 
hkim 
nol 
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x eh. l. A ref, 

D-lat Chr Ambrst Jer Pelag. om srevuarucais В D-lat Ambrst-ed (it prob came 
Fron Col iii. 16, where none omit it. In such a case, the evidence of B might be sufi- 
алин were it “= v arn io ee ae 
арт: А. m 2nd ey BN. 

aft ew. ins e» 
im, raus карёииѕ (see Col iii. 16) 

ADFN? latt Syr в marg copt goth Bas Chr, lat-ff: txt BELN! rel syr mth Chr-txt 
Thdrt Damasc 

20. for varrwer, ver us. 
D'F m D-lat G-lat goth Victorin Vig. 

ZL rec (for xpurrov) деоо ($08. Ceou being 

om quer NM. xp. bef ino. B. warps коц бео 

the more usual е. sion), with rel Clem 
Thdrt: корю» K: txt ABDFLN c f k m 17.—D adds, F(not Flat) pref in. 

тта апі Greg. Nyss. in Psal. lib. ii. 8, 
vol. i. p. 493, Migne, papós ёстіу ў Bd 
Tov Ópyávov той povoixod pedgdla},—as 

without it: but the two must evi- 
dently here not be confined strictly to their 
proper meaning)and hymns (sce above) and 
[spiritual] songs (¢3 being the general 
name for all lyrical poetry, and applying 
especially to such effusions as persons used 
in the state of drunkenness, the Christian's 
381 is to be spiritual (Chr. opposes al 
атака) dBal), inspired by that fulness 
of the Spirit which is in him), singing and 
playing (as wel as AaAovrres, not ex- 
planatory of it: Hi grafts and spíliovres 
corresponding to Špvows and 
above) in your hearts (Harl. remarks that 
dv nap8lq cannot, being joined with бид», 
represent the abstract ‘ ily,’ as Chr., 
Theirt., Pelag., &c. ; but must be rendered 
as Bullinger, *canentes intus in animis et 
cordibus vestris") to the Lord (i. e. Christ 
—cf. Pliny’s letter above), — gi thanks 
(another additional, not explanatory, 
clause) always for all things (see Phil. 
iv. 6 : not only for blessings, but for every 
5 of God: Ellie. quotes from 

—obx bxip rà» & ya pórov, a 
ral тё» Avmwpa», к. фу feuer, к. бу 
eùr Toper ко) yàp 8: vdr evepye- 
тобреда кї» dyrodper) in the name 
(the element in which the ebyapiorotv- 
res must take place. The name of 
the Lord is there, where He is named. 
How He is named, depends on the par- 
ticular circumstances: it is one thing to 
be reproached [1 Pet. iv. 14], another to 
be saved [Acts iv. 12], another to be bap- 
tized [Acts x. 48], another to command 
[2 Thess. iii. 6), another to pray [John 

xiv. 13], another to give thanks [cf. Col. 
iii. 17] in the name of the Lord. 
The Apostle says, that all the Christian 
would do, he must do in the name of 
Christ [Col. iii. 17]." Harl.: the rest of 
the note is well worth consulting) of our 
Lord Jesus Christ to God and the Father 
(see on ch. i. 8), - being subject to one 
another (a fourth additional, uot sub- 
ordinate clause. AaAoórret, — {Зо›тез K. 
VdAAorres, — ebxapirToUrres, — dworac- 
odpevas GAAGAOrs: and then out of this 
last general injunction are unfolded all 
the particular applications to the rela- 
lion. of life, ver. 22—ch. vi. 9. It is not 
so easy to assign precisely its connexion 
with those which have preceded. It is 
hardly enough to say that as the first 
three name three special duties in regard 
to God, so this last a comprehensive moral 
duty in regard to man [Ellic.]: for the 
question of the connexion is still unan- 
swered. I would rather regard it [as I 
see Eadie also does], as a thought sug- 
gested by the ui меб. x.T.A. with which 
the sentence —that as we are other- 
wise to be filled, otherwise to sing and re- 
joice, so also we are otherwise to behave— 
not blustering nor letting our voices rise 
in selfish vaunting, as such men do, — but. 
subject to one another, &c.) in the fear of 
Christ (‘rara phrasis" Beng.: of Him, 
whoso members we all are, 80 that 497 
displacement in the Body is а forge 
ness of the reverence due to Him). 
29 —VI. 9.] The Church, in her relation 
to Christ, comprehending and hallowing 
those earthly relations on which all social 
unity (and hers also) is founded, the 
Apostle proceeds to treat of the three 
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avróc 

5 

Iv. 10. 1 John avdpaaw ^ £v TTavTt. 

iv. 14. o Phil. iv.6, 12. 1 Thess, v. 18. 

vidios c avüpáaty & we тф cvpip, 
T ch. . Si. rig quyatkóc we kai o Xpurróc repo тїс * &kk noíac, cele 

curro тоў ошнатос.| 
* Wrorágoerat Tw Хо!отф, обтыс Kai Qi yuvaikec тос 

ot avdprc, ауататг тас yuvatkag, 

М алла we n 

22. rec aft ay3paci ins vroraccec0e (prob supplementary gloss, as also vsroraa- 
сесдоса»), with KL rel Chr, and, bef :8., DF Syr; vroraccer@wcay AN 17. 67? vulg 
copt Clem, Bas Thdrt Damasc lat-ff: om B and Greek MSS in Jerome[* Hoe quod ia 
lat. exx. additum est, subdits sint, in gr. edd. non habetur .... Sed hoc magis in greco 
intelligitur quam in Latino 

23. rec ins o bef а»тр, with blo Clem: om ABDFKLN rel Damasc. Ist 
keparan bef ест» B m vulg (and F-lat) lat-ff. rec ins «a: bef avros and adds 
cr, with Da. K Lies rel (17 has ô instead of avros): om ABD!FN! latt Clem Ambrst. 

ins o bef cwrnp АМ! Clem. 
24. [алла, so BD!. rec (for ws) wswep, with РЭКІ, rel Thdrt Damasci. : 

om B Ambrst-ed : txt AD!FN 17. 67? Clem Chr Damasc. for xp., кири» D'!-gr 
Chr. rec ins s:os bef av8pacw (from ver 22), with ADKL а: om BD!FN 
17. 67%. 

25. rec aft *yvraixas ins eavrwy (see below, ver 28), with DKL rel Chr, Thdrt, 
Damasc; vier Е Thdrt,: om ABN 17 Clem(citing vv 21 to 25) Orig Chr, Cyr. 

greatest of those: that of husband and 
wife (vv. 22—33), that of parent and 
child (ch. vi. 1—4), that of master and 
servant (vi. 5—9). See this expanded by 
Stier, in his very long note, ii. 316—329. 

22—33.] Mutual ‘duties of wives 
and husbands, arising from the relation 
between Christ and the Church. 
22.] Wives (supply, as rec. has inserted, 
ӧтотіссєсбе, seeing that the subsequent 
address to husbands is in the 2nd person), 
to your own husbands (td(ors, as we often 
use the word [e. g. ‘ He murdered his own 
father'], to intensify the recognition of 
the relationship and suggest its duties: see 
1 Cor. vii. 2: also John v. 18), as to the 
Lord (‘quasi Christo ipsimet, cujus locum 
et personam viri repræsentant.’ Corn.-a- 
lap. in Ellic.: і. e. in obeying your hus- 
bands, obey the Lord:' not merely as in 
all things we are to have regard to Him, 
but because, as below expanded, the hus- 
band stands peculiarly in Christ's place. 
But he is not thus identified in power 
with Christ, nor the obedience, in its 
nature, with that which is owed to Him): 
for а husband (any husband, taken as an 
example: the same in sense would be ex- 
pressed by ó ёућр, the husband in each 
case, generic : sing. of of бубрес) is head 
of his wife, as also (al, introducing 
identity of category) Christ is Head of 
the church (see for the sentiment, 1 Cor. 
xi. 3 note), (being, i in His enge —see below) 
Himself Baviour of the Body (i. e. “їп 
Christ's case the Headship is united with, 
nay gained by, His having SAVED the 

body in the process of Redemption: so 
that I am not alleging Christ's Headship 
us one entirely identical with that other, 
for He has a claim to it and office in it 
peculiar to Himself.“ Vir autem non est 
servator uxoris, in eo Christus excellit: 
hinc sed sequitur. Bengel. Stier re- 
marks the apparent play on rp 
céparos, in reference to the supposed 
derivation of capa from ode (cé(w); 
and has noticed that in the only other 
place [except the pastoral Epistles | where 
St. Paul uses cwrüp, Phil. iii. 20, 21, it is 
also in connexion with сёре): but (what 
I do say is, that thus far the two Head- 
ships are to be regarded as identical, in 
the subjection of the body x the Head) 
as the church is subjected to Christ, so 
also (again, identity of category in the 
trordov.) let the wives be to their hus- 
bands (not I8lols now, as it would disturb 
the perspicuity of the comparison) in every 
thing (thus only, with Calv., Beng., Mey., 
Ellic., can I find any legitimate meaning 
or connexion in the words. All attempta 
1) to explain ewrijp тоё сер. also of the 
marriage state [ Bulling., Beza, * viri est 
qusrere quod mulier conservet], or 2) 
to deprive 4AAd of ite adversative force 
[Rück., Harl., al.], or 3) refer it to some- 
thing other than the preceding clause 
[De W., Eadie] seem to me unsatis- 
factory). .] I cannot refrain from 
citing Chrys.’s very beautiful remarks on 
this next passage,— eldes метро» фжакоў; 
Éxovcor xal pérpoy a&ydwns. Bobre oat 
Thy yuvaixa бтакобеу, йз TQ xpwré 

28 ore avhp сті» " ke$aÀy dar 

* EKKÀ nota nel? 



23—27. 

кабдс ка! o Хрістос nyawnoev т> KA õ,“G ка! 
d Њу еу э ~ 96 «* > A o: ГА f 0 t 
тар деке» b ауттс̧, ^ iva avriv °* аугасу ` кабар!сас 

tw 5 Aourpꝙ rov v6aroc " tv ! phnart, 

{= Tit. ii.14 Heb. . 1. 
h ch. iv. 19. vl. 3. 1 (without art.) Rom. 

only. see Matt. xzvi. 53.) 3 (ог. Xi. 1. Luke 

thy éxxdrnolay; xporde: ка) abrbs airijs, 
és ô xpiords тїз dA, why thr 
xd p abrijs бойуш Bép, xh» xara- 
койун pupideis, xh» Sriovy bwopciva 
ка) rabei, uh wapairfocp кё» Tavra 
нбр, od ob8éxw wemoinxas, olov д 
xpurrós: ob piv yàp {ёт cvrapüels Tavra 
жое, éxecvos 84 rèp Awoorpedouérns 
abray xol jucobons Sswep oby abrbs 
Th» Àwocrpedouérg» abrdy ка) шооёсау 
xal чаа eius kal pu Ton, wep 

2 

тофз 10d афтоў Tf *oAAD Hyaye тр 
,s i, ob àreihaîs, oùðè 6Вресіу, 
od g, ob8t Ar tiv) топофто*, обто 
kal od 1p thy ушака {ҳе thy ohr 
nay ixepopacay, кй» satel ger rad 
катафроғодсау 18р, ёиуђор abr» ór 
revs wédas Аууу Tobs cobs тў толлӯ 
wep) abr)» xpovolg, тӯ &ydwp, TH SIG. 
odd yap тобтюу Tupayvixeérepoy ТОУ 
secpey, kal dN Gra adp] к. vrai. 
elxérny uir yàp oéBy Tis by ката$йса 
Suvhaera, paddAoy 88 ob éxeivor ra- 
xs yàp drorndhoas olyfoerav thy 84 
тоб Plov xowwvdy, thy жадау pntépa, 
T)» dns eb$pocórns bxd0eow, ob Sag 
wal dweiAais Bei катадєсиету, GAA’ & yd 
kal taste i. Husbands, love your 
wives, as also (see above) Christ loved the 
church and gave Himself for her (better 
than it; the comparison is thus brought 
out as in the original. кї» wdéys т: 
iwtp abrijs, uh дрес’ obbà yàp ô xp. 
rovro éxolnce. Chr.) that (intermediate 

rpose, as regarded Aer; see below, ver. 
27 He might sanctify her, having puri - 
fied her (4yidop and xafap(cas might 
be contemporaneous, and indeed this is 
the more common usage of past parti- 
ciples with past finite verbs in the N. T. 
[see ch. i. 9 note}. But here, inasmuch 
as the sanctifying is clearly a gradual 

, carried on till the spotless pre- 
sentation [ver. 27], and the washing can- 
not be separated from the introductory 
rite of baptism, it is best to take the 
kefapícas as antecedent to the àyváaq) 
by the laver (not ‘washing,’ as E. У.: а 
meaning the word never has) of the water 
(of which we all know: viz. the baptismal 
water, see ref. Tit. We can hardly set 
aside the reference to the purifying bath 
of the bride previous to marriage :—see 
below on ver. 27, and cf. Rev. xxi. 2) in 

IPOS EPEZXIOYZ. 

X. 
il, 

£ 
17. e 

137 

д“ ч d ver. 3 reff. 
td uro e — John xvii. 

17,19. Rom. 
xv.16. 1Сот. 

е? , 1 
tva тараатпсү з. A 

xxii. 11 al. 
Tit. НІ. бошу. Cunt. iv. 1. Sir. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 95 ; 

17. Hebd. vi. 5. xt. &. P.H. | * = AA 
vi. 18 bis а. 

h. vi. 
2. Acts 1. 3. іх. 41. xxiii. 38. Rom. 

the word (what word? èr $убиат: татрфз. 
к. vloU x. å&ylov reh, says : 
alluding to the formula in Baptism: and 
so many fathers:—the ‘mandatum di- 
vinum’ on which Baptism rests ¶ Storr, 
Peile] :—the *'émvocatio divini nominis? 
which gives Baptism its efficacy [ Erasm.] : 
—the preached word of faith i m. x. 8] 
of which confession is made in baptism, 
and which carries the real cleansing [John 
xv. 3; xvii. 17] and regenerating power 
[1 Pet. i. 23; iii. 21 (P) ]—во Aug. Tract. 80 
in Joan. 8, vol. iii. p. 1840, Migne; yhere 
those memorable words occur, “ Detrahe 
verbum, et quid est aqua nisi aqua ? Acce- 
dit verbum ad elementum, et fit sacramen- 
tum, etiam ipsum tanquam visibile ver- 
bum.” And this certainly seems the sense 
most analogous to St. Paul’s usage, in 
which gina is confined to the divine word. 
But we must not join iv фўраті with rg 
Aovrp$ nor with rod Garos ; for the former 
would require tg èv jfuar:—the latter, 
TOV d» HE i, there being no such close 
connexion as to justify the omission of 
the article; indeed the specification being 
here absolutely required, after so com- 
mon а term as rb Лобтроу ToU BSaros. 
So that we are referred back to the verb 
[&ү.] and participle [кебар(соѕ) pre- 
ceding. The former connexion is not pro- 
bable, on account of the participle inter- 
vening: see also below. The latter is on 
all accounts the most likely. Thus, the 
word, preached and received, is the con- 
ditional element of purification, the real 
water of spiritual baptism ;—that wherein 
and whereby alone the efficacy of baptism 
is conveyed—that wherein and whereby 
we are regenerated, the poca of sancti- 
fication being а eae and gradual), 

27.) that (further purpose of éaur. 
wapébekev d abris) He might Him- 
self present to Himself (as a bride, see 
reff. 2 Cor.: not as a sacrifice [ Harl. ], 
which is quite against the context. The 
expression seta forth that the preparation 
of the Church for her bridal with Christ 
is exclusively by His own agency) the 
church glorious (the prefixed adjective is 
emphatic, which we lose in translation), 
not having spot (a late word — тобто 
dr ro, Aéye 8è xnAls—Phryn. Lobeck 
28, where see note. It is found in Dion. 
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е e» J 

l Lake vil. 8. ayroc ёаотф dE ту» єккАцсіа» un to omiAov 
1 Cor. fv. 18 5 
only. cil 
mile ius Р арымос. 

o 
al. fr. Paul]. 
John 8. b. 1. C reff. 
4 only. 8 Kings xi. $ Bà 8, 10 al. 

a = » т 

"purida I те "rov roiabrou, dÀÀ iva p ayia xat 
928 е D q 9 A $ ew So ? - 

ovrwç ‘OptiAovaty Kai oi avóotc ayamav 
- — - > 

rac t aur yuvaixaç we та tavrQv owpara. 

+. тї» tavroU yuvaixa tavróv ayawg. 2 oudste yap тоте rn 
e eo ГА > г > гәз , 8 P4 э „ 

tavroU сарка E,, adda ' ekrpé$e kat * балтн aurny, 

кабос kai o xoioròc тө exxAnotay. 
q = Luke xvil. 10. John III. 14. 1 Cor. xi 10 alg к 

81 Thess. H. 7 only. Deut. яхи. 6. 

1 

e - 

0 a ax 

9 ori uf Eoptv 
r ch. vi. 

27. rec (for avros) avra, with DK rel syrr Chr Thdrt,, «avrg» m! : avro 67%: txt 
ABD!FLN 17 latt copt goth gr-lat-ff. 
N-corr! obl, 

for «avro, avre Ni. om y т: N!: ins 

28. rec om xa, with KLR rel syrr Method Chr Thdrt Damasc : ins ABDF 17 latt 
syr copt goth Clem lat-ff.—[xas] ot avðpes bef epe:Aovory ADF latt copt goth Gem: 
txt BK LN rel syrr Method Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

[аАла, во ABDFLabehlno.] 
txt ABD'FN b! k m o 17 latt syrr coptt 

29. for eavrov g., тарка avrov Nl. 
(for xpurres) короз, with D'EL rel (Ec: 
gr-lat-ff. 

Hal, Plut., Lucian, &c. The proper ac- 
centuation seems to be as in text, not 
скіЛоѕ. In Anthol vi. 252, we have 
AoA, appurlscror, beginning a hexame- 
ter) or (puris, ў ovyxexAvopevy 
сёр, Etym. Mag.: from [ d Jobe, see Palm 
and Rost, Lex. A classical word, see reff.), 
or апу of such things, but that she may 
be holy (perfect in holiness) and blamo- 
less (see on both, note, ch. i. 4). The 
presentation here spoken of is clearly, in 
its full sense, that future one at the Lord’s 
coming, so often treated under the image 
of a marriage (Matt. xxii. 1 ff.; xxv. 1 fl.; 
Rev. xix. 7 ff.; xxi. 2 al. fr.), not any pro- 
gress of sanctification here below, as Harl., 
Beng., al., maintain [and Calv., commonly 
quoted on the other side: for he says on 
1 ‘ finem baptismi et ablutionis 
nostre declarat: ut sancte et inculpate 
Deo vivamus"]: however the to- 
wards this state of spotlessness in this life 
may sometimes be spoken of in its fulness 
and completion, or with reference to its 
proper qualities, not here found in their 
purity. Schöttgen quotes a rabbinical 
comment on Cant. i. 5 :—‘ Judi de syna- 
goga intelligunt, et sic explicant: nigra 
sum in hoc sœculo, sed decora in sseculo 
futuro. 28.] Thus (two ways of un- 
derstanding this otres are open to us: 
l) as referring back to Christ's love for 
the church,—* Thus,’ ‘in like manner,’ 
&c., as [being] ‘their own bodies ? and 
2) as referring forward to the ós below, 
as very frequently [though Eadie calla it 
contrary to grammatical law] in St. Paul 
[cf. 1 Cor. iii. 15; iv. 1; ix. 26, al., and 
ver. 33 below, where Eadie himself renders, 
*30.... as himself" ],—' Thus,’ 30, &c., 

for repara, rexva Rl. 
Tec 

‘as [they love) their own bodies.’ After 
weighing maturely what has been said on 
one side and the other, I cannot but de- 
cide for the latter, as most in accordance 
with the usage of St. Paul and with 
ver. 33: also as more simple. The sense 
{against Ellic.] remains substantially the 
same, and answers much better to the com- 
ment furnished by the succeeding clauses : 
—husbands ought to love their own wives 
as they love their own bodies [= them- 
selves : for their wives are in fact part of 
their own bodies, ver. 31]: this being illus- 
trated by and referred to the t mystery 
of Christ and His church, in which the same 
love, and the same incorporation, has place) 
ought the husbands also (as well as Christ 
in the archetypal example just given) to 
love their own (emphatic: see above on 
ver. 22) wives, as (with the same affection 
as) their own bodies. He that loveth his 
own (see above) wife, loveth himself (is 
but complying with that universal law of 
nature by which we alllove ourselves. The 
best words to supply before the following 
ydp will be, And this we all do”): for 
see above) no man ever hated his own 

h (= éavrdy, but put iu this form to 
prepare for els odpxa play in the Scrip- 
ture proof below. Wetst. quotes from 
Seneca, Ep. 14, ‘fateor, insitam nobis ee 
corporis nostri caritatem’), but nourishes 
it up (through all its stages, to maturity: 
во Aristoph. Ran. 1189, of (Edipus, Ira uà 
"трафеі *yéyorro тоў warpbs oreés : and 
ib. 1427, où xph Adovros axüpror dv d 
pie [at all]: dy 8° ёктрафр res [have 
been brought up], tots rpéwors innperew) 
and cherishes (ref. 1 Thess. It is certainly 
not necessary to confine the meaning to 

ABDF 
KLatab 
cefg 
hkim 
0017 
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точ ' cüparoc avrov, єк ric заркос̧ avrov, Kai ix тоу «Мыз xxl 
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t ch. 1. 33 reff. 

2. Luk " ogréov айтой]. 31 rr! тобтоу rarakti he. dvÜpw- zx. LN » 
from Num. тос zaríoa kai пттіра, ка! "тоос co пбпаєгоі трос 1х.12. Heb. 

Tm» ae abroũ, cal tor oi Фоо ? aie сарка шау. 5 
з, 

B 1, fom Gur. ii. 24. 1 These. Пі. 1 al. 
y Matt.{ as above, xxi. а. Lukeii5. Rom. И. 28. Gen. ху. б. 

а * Acta Ц. 25. Heb. vii. 14 1 Pet. Lil. xv. 51. 1 Tim. II. 9, 

*pvornpiov rovro рёуа toriv, суо & AE 
„ des Luke xii, 
с w Matt. XIX. 

= Matt Len above, Com): е. Acts v. 36 only. 
„ Rom. XI. 8. 1 Cor. 

90. om ex rns таркоз avrov kai ex Ter оттесоу avrov (prob from homaotel: had the 
words been insd from Lxx, ост. would prob have come first. See note) ABN! 17. 67? 
copt eth Method Ambrst : ins DFKLN? rel vss Iren-gr-lat Chr Thdrt masc Jer. 

31. rec ins ror bef татера and тту» bef unrepa (from Lxx), with AD°KLN rel Method 
Tit-bostr : om BD'F. 
Mcion-e : om BD! FN! 17. 67? Orig Thdrt, Thl-ms Jer(expr 

rec aft патера ins avrov (from rzx), with ADK Les rel 
after for xpos ) 

TY "урушка, TN тек (го also in Gen ii. 94, A al Method 4 40 Epiph lat.ff) AD!FN! 
m 17 latt lat-ff 
Ni: ins N-corr'-?. 

‘warming,’ as Beng. ['id spectat amic- 
tam J, Mey., al.: for it is very forced to 
apply the feeding and clothing to the other 
member of the comparison [as Grot.: * nu- 
trit eam verbo et spiritu, vestit eam vir- 
Ме) “E as must then be done aer 

t, as also (does) Christ (nourish 
and cherish) the аек 30.] For 
(again а link is omitted; ‘the church, 
which stands in the relation of marriage 
to Him: for, &c.’) members we are of His 
Body [,— (being) of His fiesh, and of His 
bones (see Gen. ii. 23. As the woman 
owed her natural being to the man, her 
source and hend, so we owe our entire 
spiritual being to Christ, our source and 
head: and as the woman was one flesh 
with tbe man in this natural relation, so 
we in our entire spiritual relation, body, 
soul, and Spirit, are one with Christ, God 
manifested in our humanity,— parts and 
members of His glorified Body. Bengel 
well remarks, that we are not, as in Gen., 
L c. ros ёк тё» drr avrov, kal 
capt ёк ris capxds abr.:— non ossa 
et caro nostra, sed sos spiritualiter pro- 

ur ex humanitate Christi, carnem et 
ossa habente") ]: wherefore (the allusion, or 
rather froe citation, is still carried on: cf. 
Gen. ii. 24:—i. e. because we are members 
of Him in the sense just insisted on. Thie 
whole verse is said p on ver. 32 below 
not of human marriages, but, of Christ an 
the church. He is the &véperros іп the 
Apostie’s view here, the Church is the 
үч. But for all this, I would not under- 
stand the words, as Meyer, in a prophetical 
sense of the future coming of Christ :— 
the omission of the article before &vOperwos 
sufficiently retains the general aphoris- 
ra sense :—but would regard the saying 
ek to that, past, present, and futare, 
which constitutes Christ’s Union to His 

ethod Epiph: txt BDK LN? rel Orig, Chr Thdrt,. Om avTeu 

Bride the Church : His leaving the Father’s 
bosom, which is past —His gradual р 
ration of the union, which is present : 
fall consummation of it, which is future. 
This seems to me to be necessary, because 
we are as truly now els odpxa play with 
Him, as we shall be, when heaven and 
earth shall ring with the joy of the nup- 
tials ;—and hence the exclusive future 
sense is inapplicable. In this allegorical 
sense [see w], Chrys, Jer., and most 
of the ancients: Beng., Grot., Mey. [as 
азота al., interpret: and Eadie would 
have done well to study more deeply the 
spirit of the context before he character- 
ized it as ‘strange romance,’ ‘wild and 
visionary,’ and said, ‘ there is no hint that 
the Apostle intends to allegorize.’ That 
allegory, on the contrary, is the key to the 
whole) shall a man leave father and 
mother and shall be closely joined to his 
wife, and they two shall beeome (sec 
Matt. xix. 5, note) one flesh (‘non solum 
uti antea, respectu ortus: sed respectu 
nove conjuuctionis. Beng.). 32. ] 
This mystery is great (viz. the matter 
mystically alluded to in the Apostle's 
application of the text just quoted : the 
mystery of the spiritual union of Christ 
with our humanity, typified by the close 
conjunction of the marriage state. This 
meaning of p , which is strictly 
that in which St. Paul uses the word [sec 
reff. ], — as something passing human com- 
prehension, but revealed as a portion of the 
divine dealings in Christ,—is, it seems to 
me, required by the next words. It is 
irksome, but necessary, to notice the ridi- 
culous perversion of this text by Ше Romish 
church, which from the Vulgate rendering, 
‘sacramentum hoe magnum est, ego autem 
dico in Christo et in Ecclesia,’ deduces that 
‘ marriage is a great sacrament in Christ 
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83. ins wa bef єкаттоз D!N*. exac rov F. ws eav. bef ayar. DF. 

СнАр. VI. 1. om ev коро (prob as appearing irrelevant, had it been inserted from 
ch v. 22 it wd have been ws то x., if from Col iii. 20, it wd have stood aft Bucaior : so 
Mey., and Harless) BD'F Cyr-jer Cypr Ambrst: ins AD*3KLX rel vss Orig-cat 
Chrexpr Thdrt Damasc Jer. 

and in His Church’ [Encyclical letter of 
1832 cited by Eadie]. It will be enough 
to say that this their blunder of *sacra- 
mentum’ for ‘mysterium,’ had long ago 
been exposed by their own Commentators, 
Cajetan and Estius) : but I (emphatic) say 
allege) it with reference to Christ, and 
(7108 reference to] the church (i. e. my 
meaning, in citing the above text, is to 
call your attention, not to mere human 
marriage, but to that high and mysterious 
relation between Christ and His Church, 
of which that other is but a faint resem- 
blance). 38.] Nevertheless (not to 
go further into the mystical bearings of 
the subject — so Meyer) you also (as well 
as Christ) every one (see reff. and 1 Cor. 
xiv. 27; Acts xv. 21; Heb. ix. 25), let 
each (the construction is ch and the 
verb put into concord with dkacrog in- 
stead of dus: so Plat. Gorg. p. 503, &s- 
жер к. of BAAo wdyres Snusoupyol Badrov- 
Tres. wpbs Tb éxdorou Epyor ёкастоѕ ойк 
«Їкў ёкЛеубрєғоѕ wpospépes к.т.А.; Rep. 
р. 346, af AAAat жаса: (тхри) обте т 
abris éxdorn Epyov épyd(erat, к.т.А. Cic. 
de Off. i. 41, * poete suum quisque opus a 
vulgo considerari vult") so love his own 
wila as himself, and the wife (best taken 
ав а nominative absolute, as Mey. Other- 
wise we should rather expect fva 8% q yurh 
c. r. A. It is no objection to this [Кае] 
that in the resolution of the idiom a ver 
must be supplied:—but the wife, for her 
part, —* I order,’ or, let her see,’ cf. note 
on 2 Cor. viii. 7), that she fear (ds pére: 
yuvaina фоВегтёш, uh SovAoeperas, Ec.) 
her husband. Си. VI.1—4] See on 
ch.v.22. Duties of children and parents. 
Children, obey your parents [in the Lord 
(i. е. Christ : the sphere in which thy ac- 
tion is to take place, as usual: фу 
belonging to éwaxovere т. yov., not to qois 

yov., аз if it were тоз d» корі yor., nor 
can this be combined, as a second reference, 
with the other, as by Orig. in Cramer's 
Catena, understanding ‘ your fathers in the 
faith, dwoios б IlavAos fy KopiwOler.' 
I should venture however to question whe- 
ther the Apostle’s view was to hint at such 
commands of parents as might not be ac- 
cording to the will of God, as is very gene- 
rally supposed [* quia poterant parentes ali- 
quid imperare perversum, adjunxit in Do- 
mino. Jer.) : for cf. Col. iii. 20, óxaxovere 
Tois yovevow xarà wévra. I should rather 
believe, that he regards both parents and 
children as ёи cup, and the commands, as 
well as the obedience, as having that sphere 
and element. How children were to regard 
commands sof answering to this descrip- 
tion, would be understood from the nature 
of the case: but it seems to violate the sim- 
plicity of this бтотассбреуоь @Л\фАо 
passage, to introduce into it a by-thought 
of this E for this is right (Thdrt., 
Harl., De W., Mey., al., regard Sixacov as 
explained by the next verse, and meaning 
катӣ Tb» 0«oU róuorv. But it seems rather 
an appeal to tbe first principles of natural 
duty, as Est., ‘ut a quibus vitam acce- 

rimus, iis obedientiam reddamus. So 
ng. Stier, as usual combines both 

senses—just, according to tbe law both of 
nature and of God. Surely it is better to 
regard the next verse as an additional 
particular, not the mere expansion of 
this). 3.] Honour thy father end 
thy mother, for such is (‘seeing i£ is,’ us 
Ellic., is rather too strong for Aris, throw- 
ing the motive to obedience too much on 
the fact of the promise accompanying it. 
Whereas the obedience rests on the fact 
implied in évroA$, and the promise comes 
in to shew its special acceptableness to 
God) the first commandment (in the deca- 
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m Rom. x. 19 (Col. 1. 31 v. r.) only, from Deut. xxxii. 21. (орог, ch. 1v. 26.) 
2 Tim . Isa. Iti - iii. 10. Heb. xii. 5, 7. 8, 11 only. Prov.i.3,7. I 
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ЕТІ 

і. 5. 
р 1 Cor. х. 11. Tit. Ш. 10 only 1. Judith vill. 27 (33) Ald. (- vneit, F. vat.) Wiad. xvi. бошу. 

2. aft тту дттєра ins соо F m. om єттїў В 46. ins ту bef ewayyeAca DF. 
8. Ni has written the ver twice: N-corr has marked it for erasure. 
4. [алла, so ABD'N.] 

logne, which naturally stands at the head 
of all God's other commandments; and 
which, though not formally binding on us 
as Christians, is quoted, in matters of 
eternal obligation а of positive enact- 
ment], as an eminent example of God’s 
holy will) with a promise (i.e. with a 
special promise attached : ‘in respect of 
promise" is too vague, and does not con- 
vey any definite meaning in English. 
The fact certainly is so, and the occur- 
rence of the description of God as ‘shew- 
ing mercy unto thousands, &c.' after the 
second commandment, does not, as Jer., 
al., have thought, present any difficulty 
for that is no special promise attached to 
the commandment. Nor does the fact 
that no otber commandment occurs in 
the decalogue with a promise: see above. 
The фу, as in reff.—in the sphere or de- 
partment of—characterized by—accom- 
panied with), that it may be well with 
thee, and thou be long-lived upon the 
earth (he paraphrases the latter portion of 
the commandment, writing for Tra paxp. 
yérp, top u., and omitting after уй, 
THs буабйз, so in Exod. but not in 

t.] $s xópios д 0«ós соо Biwer coi: 
thus adapting the promise to his Christian 
readers, by taking away from it that which 
is special and peculiar to the Jewish 
people. It is surely a mistake, as Jer., 
Aq., Est., Olsh., to spiritualize the pro- 
mise, and understand by ris ys the 
heavenly Canaan. The very fact of the 
omission of the special clause removes the 
words from the region of type into un- 
doubted reality: and when we remember 
that the persons addressed are rà Ték»a, 
we must not depart from the simplest 
sense of the words. For the future after 
Tra, вее 1 Cor. ix. 18, note: and John 
vii. 3; Rev. xxii. 14. To consider it as 
such, is far better than to suppose a 
change of construction to the direct 
future — and thou shalt be, &c."). 

4.] And ye, fathers (the mothers being 
included, as dworagodpeva: тої Idlois 
&»bpdeww—they being the fountains of 
domestic rule: not for any other less 
worthy reason, to which the whole view 
of the sexes by the Apostle is opposed), 
irritate not (olov, says Chrys., of xoAAol 
wotovoty, &xokAnporónovs dpya(óperoi ка} 
droxnpixrovs  *oioUvTes, ка)  qQoprikós 
dix ele obx ds éAevOÉpois AA ds 
dd par dos. But the Apostle seems 
rather to allude to provoking by vexatious 
commands, and unreasonable blame, and 
uncertain temper, in ordinary intercourse : 
cf. Col. iii. 21) your children, but bring 
them up (see on ch. v. 29, where it was 
used of physical fostering up: and cf. 
Plato, Rep. p. 538 c, тер! Juralo к. 
калд», dy ols éxreÜpduue0a ds imb yo- 
redet) in (as the sphere and element: see 
Plato above) the discipline and admoni- 
tion (‘rabela hic significare videtur in- 
stitutionem per penas: уоудєсќа autem 
est ea institutio que fit verbis.“ Grot. 
Such indeed is the general sense of rat - 
õela in the LXX and N. T., the word 
having gained a deeper meaning than 
mere *eruditio, by the revenled doctrine 
of the depravity of our nature: see Trench, 
Syn. § 32. Ellic. remarks, that this 
sense seems not to have been unknown to 
earler writers, e. g. Xen. Mem. i. 3. 6, 
Zialry Tf» re puxhy èralbevoe к. Tb 
сёра . . . , he disciplined &o., but not 
Polyb. ii. 9. 6, where it is AGB èra- 
SevOnoay wpds Tb AX. vovd 
a late form for vov@éryois, вее Phryn, 
b. p. 512) is as Cicero, ‘quasi lenior 

objurgatio ; the training by word by 
the word of encouragement, when no more 
is wanted; —of remonstrance, reproof, or 
blame where these аге required.“ Trench, 
ubi supra) of the Lord (i. e. Christ: either 
objective, — concerning the Lord: — 80 
Thdrt. and very many of the ancients, 
and Erasm., Beza [not Est. ], &е.; or sub- 
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5. ката сарка bef курго (see Col їй. 22) ABN m 17 Clem Chr, Damasc Thi: txt 
DFEL rel Chr, Thdrt (Ec. 
AL 17 copt Chr,. 

om т75 М 72. 114. 115. 122. for xpiore, kupus 

6. rec ins rov bef ypiorov, with D*KL rel Chr Thdrt: om ABD'FN 1 n! 17 Damasc 
Thl-ms (Ec. 

jective—' such as the Lord approves and 
dictates by His Spirit,'—so De W., Harl. 
Olsh., Mey., Stier. Conyb. renders ‘such 
training and correction as befits the ser- 
vants of Christ, which surely the words 
can hardly contain). 5 —9.] See on 
ch. v. 22. Duties of masters and slaves. 
Slaves (or as Conyb., ‘ Bondsmen.' There 
is no reason to render ol Sobor, servants, 
as in E. V., for by this much of the 
Apostle’s exhortation is deprived of point), 
obey your lords according to the flesh 
= той xara odpxa коріогѕ, Col. iii. 22: 

not to be joined with Gwaxovere: пог can 
it be here said as so often, that xópios- 
karà-cdpra is united in one idea: for in 
the context, another description of xp 
is brought forward, viz. ё xpio7rds. Chrys. 
sees in катё os a consolatory hint 
that the дестотєіа is wpóskaipos ка} Bpa- 
xea: Calv., that their real liberty was 
still their own: Ellic. in citing these, 
rightly observes, that however they may 
be doubted, still both, especially the latter, 
are obviously deductions which must have 
been, and which the Apostle might have in- 
tended to have been, made) with fear and 
trembling (see reff., and note on 1 Cor. ii. 
3: whence it ap that the $éflos к. 
трбр.о$ was to be not that of dread, arising 
from their condition as slaves, hut that of 
anziety to do their duty,—‘ sollicita reve- 
rentia, quam efficiet. cordis simplicitas. 
Calv.), in (as its element) simplicity (sin- 
gleness of view : “so Pind., Nem. viii. 61, 
epeaks of кел ейбогѕ атА dais (was in contrast 
with яірфасиѕ, treachery: in "Aristoph. 
Plut. 1159, it is opposed to 3déAcos: in 
Philo, Opif. 86, 39 ( 8 55, 61, vol. i. pp. 38, 
41}, it is classed with &xaxía," Harl.) of 
your heart, as to Christ (again He being 
the source and ground of all Christian mo- 
tives and duties), not in a spirit of (ac- 
cording to, measuring your obedience by) 
eye-service (Thv ойк é£ eiAupivobs kapB(as 
vposQepouérnr Gepawelay, АЛА TE OX hart 

xexpwopéyny, Thdrt. Xen. (Ec. xii. 20, 
Вас:леђѕ trou ётітохфу dyabou таҳә- 
yas abrbv és rdywrra BovAÓueros Fpero 
tay Верби Tiva aud’ Trrous Boxoóvrer 
elyal тї тёҳста xaxtves frror rb» 54 
«теу. Adyera: Sri Seowdrev ӧфбалмёѕ) 
as men-pleasers (on dévOperdpecxot, see 
Lob. on Phryn., p. 621; who, while dis- 
approving of forms such as ebdpecxos 
and Susdpecxos, allows àrOporrápeakos), 
but as slaves of Christ (д ip dr€pwr- 
dpecxos, où 8одЛоѕ ToU xp r é Bè 
do x os той Хрістоў, ovk ёудротёрєскоѕ. 
tls yap Oeo? BotAcs бу, дубрбтогѕ дрќс- 
кє» Bo i r; tls 84 &yOpõrois ёрѓскер, 
Beo? 8буата: elva: SovAos; Ch The 
contrast is between кат’ ёфдаћ delay 
and és SovAo: XP., and жоюбутев к.т.л. 
is a qualification of otor. xpvrvov. This 
is much more natural, than, with Rickert, 
to make votoUrres x. r. A. carry the empha- 
вів, and és SovA. ур. to be merely subor- 
dinate to it), doing the will of God (serving 
not a seen master only [ép@arpo8oua. |, 
but the great invisible Lord of all, which 
will be the surest guarantee for your 
serving your earthly masters, even when 
unseen) ; from your soul with good will 
doing service (this arrangement, which is 
that of Syr., Chr., Jer., Beng., Lachm., 
Harl., De Wette, seems to me far better 
than the other [Tischdf., Mey., Ellic., al.] 
which joins ёк Me to rer rd GA. 
TOU dc For 1) these words need here 
no such qualification as ёк фихӯз : if the 
will of God be the real object of the man's 
obedience, the u} rr ёфбалцодоъл. will 
be sufficiently answered : and 2) were it 
во, it would be more natural to find łe 
ꝓvxm̃ preceding than following the clause, 
—éx wvxfjs soioÜrres Tb 00A. ToU део, 
or ёк ф»уўз Tb 06A. ToU дєод коюйутез, 
or rb 0А. ToU Geot ёк n] wowvrres, 
whereas 3) the double qualification, ёк 
vx per’ ebrolas, attached to SevrAcd- 
orres, describes beautifally the source in 

ABDP 
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" gvduvapovebe Ev кир! Ace "m. uobobe év Kupiy kai Ev TỌ елін, UN, 
f Rom. ti. n оа: arm » Col. Ш. A oa. James , 

iti. 1. — Paul h Paul (Rom. 1. d 82 als.) 
only, exc. Acte іх. $3 ( Paul) and Heb Al. 54 Ps. U. 7 (9). 

7. uera В. 

exactos N'.—for «ay, ау D'F a Chr, : 
BDꝛors L rel. 
Damasc: txt ABD!FN! Petr-alex. 
om ABDFN 17 Petr-alex Damasc,. 

rec om os, with D*KL rel Thdrt : 
Constt Bas Chr Damasc Antch Thi-ms Ambrst-ed Pelag. 

8. rec (д) ea» Ti bef екастоз, with L(KN) rel s 
ABDF m 17 latt Bas Damasc.—om 6 BLN! g 

om K "i —om т: AD'FKN m n! 17 Bas: ins 
rec кошеьто: (see Col iii. 25), with D°KLN rel Bas Chr Thdrt 

rec ins тоу bef курор, with KL rel Chr Thdrt : 

ins ABDFN b o1? m o 17. 67% vss 
аудрете B Damasc. 

Chr Thdrt Damasc, ТЫ (Ec: txt 
1 Thi-mss.—eay (o «ay N3) жосу bef 

Ө. rec (for avrev к. ирер) vuer avrov (the sense of Col iv. 1 helping the omn of 
к. avrew by homootel : cf varr), with K rel D-lat Syr ff: xa: avr. ид. D'F : GQUTOV 

к. теу 43: qur aur 26. 109: к. од. к. avr. L 672. 115 вуг Petr-alex Antch Cypr 
Ambrst: «avr. к. vuoy N!: 

th arm Clem Jer. ovpave N. 
vwy x. eayr. Ne: txt ABD! m 17 vulg(and F-lat) copt 

for жар’ ауто, жара беш D! spec demid(and 
lat) Ambrst-ed Pelag : 2. то беш F: ev ауто b m o 118 syr-marg. 
10. rec то Aorwow (see Phil iii. 1, iv. 8; 2 Thess iii. 1; 2 Cor xiii. 11), with DFKLN' 

rel Chr Thdrt Thi (Ес: txt ABN! 17. 67: Cyr Procop Damasc. rec ins adeA dot 
pov bef єудиғад. (зев Phil fc. аг above), with. KLN’ (Е in red), and (omg pov) Е 71. 
109 vulg syr Thdrt Aug Pelag: om A(insg aß Ap. aft ers.) ВОМ! 17 wth arm Cyr 
Damasc Lucif Jer Ambrst. 
K-corr!(?) 3. 

himself [фк xs] and the accompanying 
feeling towards another (uer' ebvolas] of 
Christian service. On cbvota in this sense, 
cf. Eur. Androm. 59, eürous 8¢ xal col, 
(errs 8 y тф og rde: Xen. (Econ. xii. 
б, ебуоіау жрётоу . . . Behoe: abroy Exe 
тош xal rois соз . . .; yeu yàp ebroías 
тЇ peños ётітрбтоџ eri hens үн, 
and the other examples їп Wetst. 
to the Lord and not to men, 8J 
knowing (as уе do; i. e. seeing that ye 
are aware) that each man if he shall have 
done (at Christ’s coming) any good thing 
(the reading is in some doubt. If we 
take the rec., or that of A, &с. we must 
render ‘whatsoever good thing each man 
shall have done,’ and take 8 day ть for dr: 
A; so Plat. . ix. р. 864 x, ty Ќу та 
катаВліфр : а 1, кз 160, bs бу rs 
teas «b rof Tel J. On ёб», 
zee Winer, § 42.6 oh); this (emphatic : 
‘this in ый, ‘ this 5 ) he shall 
receive (sce reff. where the same expres- 
sion occurs—this he shall then receive in 

. its value as then estimated,—changed, so 
to speak, into the currency of tbat new 
and final state) from the Lord (Christ), 
whether he be alave or free (Chrys. 

SvrapovoOe В 17. ins то bef киро №! 91: om 

beautifully gives tbe connexion of thought: 
dwe:8) yàp elxds Fv woAAobs тфу derer 
axiarous Üvras ph alo xóvea0a: unde ёде!- 
Bega: тофу olkéras tis braxons, бра 
wes ajTobs wapeuvOf.maro Gste uh ùro- 
wreóeu Thy árraxóbogw, &AAà opddpa 
бабфеї” биёр тїз Au iir. xafdwep yàp 
ої kaAGs wdoxortes, bra» ph deR ra. 
Tobs ebepryéras, Thy deb abrrois dpeAérny 
moovow or h ка) oí Seowdra:, dy ra- 
0órres ed парі cov uh се dyelforra, 
раллоу juchparro, Tb» Gedy ёфелќтту 
со кат саутеѕ): 9.] апа уе 
masters, do the same things (*jus ami 
gum, quod vocant :’ as they are to remem- 
ber one whom they serve, во [below] are 
ye—and, ‘mutatis mutandis,’ to act to 
them as they to you. This wider sense is 
better than that of Chrys, тё айта пога; 
per’ ebvolas SovAetere) with regard to 
them, forbearing your (nsual) threaten- 
ing (ry, ‘quemadmodum vulgus domi- 
norum solet, Erasm. par. in Mey.), know- 
ing (as ye do: see ver. 8) that both of 
them and of yourselves the Master is 
in the heavens, and respect of persons 
(warping of justice from regard to any 
man's individual pre-eminence, see reff.) 
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for lst xpos, єз DF. 
peGodias A B'(RI) D'FKLN e m 17. 

VI. 

12 3 

xxii 53. 

ornva: bef unas D: 

12. * úuiv BD!F ac Syr Lucif Ambrst: тш» ADK LR rel vulg copt вуг Thdrt Clem 
Orig, Method Cypr Hil Jer Aug Ambr. 
lat-f. 

om 2nd xpos таз Е: for ж. r., к D vulg 
rec ins rov aswvos bef rovrov, with D'KLN?(but rubbed out) rel syr-w-ast 

Mac Ath-ms Chr Thdrt : om ABD!FN! 17. 67? latt copt goth Clem Orig, ye Ath Eus 
Bas Nyssen Cyr una Cypr Lucif Hil Ambrst Jer Tert Ors. 

exists not with Him (Wetst. quotes the 
celebrated lines of Seneca, Thyest. 607, 
‘vos quibus rector maris atque terre | jus 
dedit magnum necis atque vitz, | ponite 
inflatos tumidosque vultus: | quicquid a 
vobis minor extimescit, | major hoc vobis 
dominus minatur: | omne sub o gra- 
viore regnum est ^). 10—20.| Gene- 
ral exhortation to the spiritual conflict 
and to prayer. Henceforward (cf. Gal. vi. 
17, note: тод Aorwot [see var. readd.] 
would be ‘finally.’ Olsh.’s remark, that 
the Apostle never addresses his readers as 
àBeAQol in this Epistle, is perfectly cor- 
rect: the d Ao, in ver. 23 does not 
contravene it [as Eadie], but rather 
establishes it. Не there sends his apos- 
tolic blessing rots àd e, but does not 
directly address them) be strengthened 
(passive, not middle, see reff.—and Fritz. 
on Rom. iv. 20) in the Lord (Christ), and 
in the strength of His might (see on 
«páros тїз lox vos, note, ch. i. 19). Put 
on the entire armour (emphatic : repeated 
again ver. 18: offensive, as well as defen- 
sive. 16 is probable that the Apostle was 
daily familiarized in his imprisonment 
with the Roman method of arming) of 
God (Harl. maintains that tbe stress is on 
TOU d od, to contrast with rod Rage 
below: but there is no distinction made 
between the armour of God and any other 
spiritual armour, which would be the case, 
were this so. rod дєоб, as supplied, minis- 
tered, by God, who Graco: Siavéuer Thy 
BaciAuchy wayrevxlay, Thdrt.), that ye 
may be able to stand st (во Jos. 
Antt. xi. 5. 7, Oapfeiy pèr ody rq беф 
ярётоу, és kal ps Th» éxelvov awdy- 
Caray сттсорёрр : вее Курке, ii. p. 301, 
and Ellicott's note here) the schemes (the 
instances [concr.] of a quality [abstr.] 
of реб48еа. ri ёст: рє868ва; педоёессаї 
ёст: т) àwarfca,, к. 8:4 cuvrduov éAciy, 
Chrys. :—the word is however sometimes 

used іп a good sense, as Diod. Sic. i. 61, 
Taóras 82 ob fdBiow àxpiBas N Qu. 
Bh yeopérpov Thy. àAfj0ciay ёк тїз ёрте- 
las редодєдсаутоз, —' if the geometrician 
had not investigated, &c.' The bad sense 
is found in Polyb. xxxviii. 4. 10, жолла 
h twa rds тайтуу thy or bee 
duwopetuy к. geÜobevoueros, exlves к. 
тар@ёоуе robs ÜxAovs. See Ellic. on 
ch. iv. 14) of the devil. 12.] For 
(confirms т. џеб. ToU 8.08. preceding) our 
(or, ‘your: the ancient authorities are 
divided) wrestling (rag must be lite- 
rally taken —it is a hand to hand and foot 
to foot ‘tug of war’—that in which the 
combatants close, and wrestle for the 
mastery) is not (Meyer well remarks, that 
the negative is not to be softened down 
into nom fam, or son tanium, as Grot., 
&c. — the conflict which the Apostle means 
[qu.? better, ў wdAn, the only conflict 
which can be described by such a word 
—our life and death struggle, there being 
but oxe such] is abeclutely not with men 
but &c. He quotes from Aug., “Non 
est nobis colluctatio adversus carnem et 
sanguinem, i. e. adversus homines, quos 
videtis ssevire in nos. Vasa sunt, alius 
utitur: organa sunt, alius tangit”) against 
blood and flesh (i. e. men: see reff.), but 
(see above) against the governments, 
against the powers (see note on ch. 
i 21), against the world.rulers (mus- 
ditenentes, as Tert. c. Marc. v. 18, 
vol ii. p. 58. Cf. John xii. 31 note; 
xiv. 30; xvi. 11; 2 Cor. iv. 4; 
1 John v.19. The Rabbis [see Schöttg.] 
adopted this very word + , and ap- 
plied it partly to earthly kings [as on 
Gen. xiii, partly to the Angel of Death ; 
t quamvis te feci xoopoxpdropa super 
homines &с So that the word must 
be literally understood, as in the places 
cited. Cf. Ellicott’s note) of this (state 
of) darkness (see ch. ii. 23 v. 8, 11), 

n x Evovoaabe ту ! wav- ABDP 
, — ^ m ` * ГА es“ - ` ` KIR sb 

zi sion." отАау rov he, " трос то GuvacÜat vpac ornvat тоос rac cers 
"n , — , 5 1 £t: to 7 RI m 

v. ^ дебобнас rov д:а[ЗоЛоо. ‘оті ойк Ест» #пшу т ° maàn vot! 
тоос " aipa Kai сарка, adAa moog raç 4 аруас, rp 

тас k O Ola, трос rovg ' косрократорас rov ` скбгоос 
р Matt. xvi. 17. 1 Cor. xv. 50. Gal. 1. 16. Нер. М. 16 only. Sir. xiv. 18. xvii. N. 

only t. s == Col. і. 13. Luke 
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2 ` » ` t Ы =. u , э e tch 19 ref. 

TOUTOV, прос та  Tvytvuarika THC " поупоіас tv roi ee 
v? [4 
&rovpaviotc. 

only. Pu. exl. 4 ү cb. i. 3 ref. 
11. Deut. I. 41. Jer. xxvi. (xtvi.) 3. ) 
ix.19 alé. abs. here only. Esth iz. 2. Nah. i. d. 
15, 17, ас. xv. 18 al. Paul only, exc. James i. 3 (20 v. r.). 1 Pet. iv. 3. 

13. катеруасреуог А. 

the spiritual (armies) (во we have 
[Mey.] т> woArrucdy (Herod. vii. 103], 
Tb lewudy (Rev. ix. 16], rà Anorpecd 
озо. v. 14], rà дола, тд alxudAwra 

с. Winer, Gr. $ 34, note 3, compares 
та гаибу:а, originally a neuter-adjective 
form. See Bernhardy, Synt. p. 326, for 
more examples. Stier maintains the ab- 
stract meaning, ‘fhe spiritual things г 
but as Ellic. remarks, the meaning could 
not be ‘ spiritales malignitates, as Beza, 
but ‘spiritualia nequitia,’ as the Vulg., 
i e. ‘the spiritual elements,’ or pro- 

tes,” ‘of wickedness,’ which will not 
suit here) of wickedness in the heavenly 
places (but what is the meaning? Chrys. 
connects àv тоў dwovpovíos with ) 
TdAg ёстіу—ёу trois ёк. ў иіхт rerai 
e... &s àp cd yer, ў аоудђкт dv 
iyi кета; Фу Хрис. And so Thdrt., 
Phot., (Ес., al. But it is plain that év 
wil not bear this (Chrys. says, Tb e, 
rip dari, cal т} dy, Bid dori], though 

ibly the order of the sentence might. 
Ruckert, Matth., Eadie, al., interpret of 
the scene of the combat, thus also joining 
ép т. ёх. with ёст. zu. $ du. The 
objection to this is twofold: 1) that the 
words thus appear without any sort of 
justification in the context: nay rather 
as a weakening of the following 3:4 Tovro, 
instead of a strengthening: and 2) that 
according to Eadie's argument, they stul- 
tify themselves. He asks, “How can 
they [the heavenly places, the scenes of 
divine blessing, of Christ’s exaltation, 
&с.] be the seat or abode of impure 
fiends?” But if they are “the scene of” 
our “combat” with these fiends, how 
can our enemies be any where else but 
in them? Two ways then remain: to 
join фу rois dwovp. a) with тё жуєора- 
тика THe sovynplas—b) with Tris Tory- 
plas only. The absence of an article 
before фу forms of course ап objection to 
both: but not to both equally. Were b) 
to be adopted, the specifying тї would 
appear to be required - because the sense 
would be, ‘of that wickedness,’ viz., the 
rebellion of the fallen angels, ‘ which 
was (ог is) in the heavenly places.’ If 

Vor. III. 

13 $a rovro " ауала[Зете тт * таротћах 
— = р г у > z а “ge ? ~ 2 

tov brov, iva SuvnPyre ? avriornvat év ry " пира ry ro- 
vnog ка! üravra ^ катєруасаџеуо: ornvat. 

constr. see 
note, here 
only, 

u Matt. xxii. 18. 
Mark vii. 22. 

Acts iii. 30. 
Rom. 1. 29. 
1 Cor. v.8 

w Абба vil. 43. xx. 18, 14. xxili. $1. 2 Tim. lv. 
x ver. 11 reff. Matt. v. 30 al. Paul, Rom. 

z ch. v. 16 1eff. a= Row. vil. 

- АД 
OTNTE ouv 

om сттуа: and ovy ver 14 Dy Cypr. 

&) we do not so imperativel uire 
T тё before фу, because èv TO deos. 
only specifies the locality, —does not dis- 
tinguish rà *vevuarikà fs romp. ё» 
тоз éwovp. from any other жуейшат:кё& 
THs rovnplas elsewhere. So that this 
is in grammar the least objectionable 
rendering. And in sense it is notwith- 
standing what Eadie and others have 
said, equally unobjectionable. That habi- 
tation of the evil spirits which in ch. 
ii. 2 was said, when speaking of mere 
matters of fact, to be in the ép, is, 
now that the difficulty and importance 
of the Christian conflict is being forcibly 
set forth, represented as dr то: éwov- 
paríos—over us, and too strong for us 
without the panoply of God. Cf. ra 
rertivd Tov obpavoU, Matt. vi. 26; and 
reff.). 18.] Wherefore (since our foes 
are in power too mighty for us,—and in 
dwelling, around and above us) take up 
(i. e. not to the battle,’ but ‘to put on: 
‘frequens est árvaAauBávew de armis; 
Kypke in loc. He refers to Diod. Sic. 
XX. 33, ёкасто: ras wavowAlas dveAdp- 
Baroy ёт) thy той фоуейсаутоз Tipwplas, 
—and many places in Josephus. See also 
Wetst.) the entire armour of God (see 
on ver. 11) that ye may be able to with. 
stand in the evil day (not as Chrys., 
Bpépav wovnpàv Tb» жарбута Blov фто! 
— for then the evil day would be upon the 
Christian before he has on the armour; 
the de) dwAi(eocde of Chr., if taken lite- 
rally, would be but а poor posture of de- 
fence. Nor again can his view stand, awd 
ToU xpórov wapauvÜeirar Bpaxós, nl, 
å kaipós —evidently no such point is raised 
in the following exhortations, but rather 
the contrary is implied—a long and wear 
conflict. The right interpretation is well 
given by Bengel — Bellum est perpe- 
tuum: pugna alio die minus, alio magis 
fervet. Dies malus, vcl ingruente morte, 
vel in vita: longior, brevior, in se ipso 
вере varius, ubi Malus vos invadit, et 
copie maligne vos infestant, ver. 12”), 
and having accomplished all things (re- 
quisite to the combat : being fully equipped 
and baving bravely fought. ы words 
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b Luke xii. 8. be 
Exod. xii. II. 
see 1 Pet. i. 
18. 

c Paul, here А » 
only. Luke má 
xii. $5, 37. gaptvot TOUC тбдас 

xvil.3. Bev. 
L 13. xv. 6only. 

10 only. Iaa. 
fch. iv. 

кү. Dan. x. 5 

14. wepse{wopevos DIF Naz Chr. 

must not be taken in the sense of, * omni- 
bus debellatis, as if xatepyaodpevos = 
«araxoAeufjmavres [so Chrys. — &vavra 
—touréari, ка) жӧбт к. éviÜvulas ётб- 
vous к. тё dévoyAo)Urra ui vigi 
nor again, understood of preparation only 
= wapackevacduevot, 1 Cor. xiv. 8] as 
zrasm., Beza, Bengel, al. To finish, or 
accomplish, is the invariable Pauline usage 
of the word when taken in a good sense) 
to stand firm (at your post:.as Estius, 
reporting others,—' ut posteaquam omnia 
qua boni militis sunt, perfeceritis, stare 
et subsistere possitis :— that you may not, 
after having done your duty well in bat- 
tle, fall off, but stand your ground to the 
end. The other interpretation, ‘ stare 
tanquam triumphatores, is precluded b 
what has been said above). 14—20. 
Particulars of the armour, and attitude 
of the soldier. 14.] Stand therefore 
whether ‘ready for the fight,’ or ‘in the 
we matters very little: all the aoristic 
participles are in time antecedent to the 
grtîre—and the fight ever at hand), having 
girt about your loins with (iv, not in- 
strumental, but local: the girt person is 
within, surrounded by, the girdle: but 
this is necessarily expressed in English b 
‘with’) truth (not truth objective, whic 
is rather the fñua 0«o? below, ver. 17: 
but ‘truthfulness, subjective truth: to 
be understood however as based upon the 
faith and standing of a Christian, neces- 
sarily Ais truthfulness in Ліз place in 
Christ, As the girdle [hardly here, how- 
ever true that may have been, to be re- 
garded as carrying the sword, for that 
would be confusing the separate images, 
cf. ver. 17] kept all together, so that an 
ungirded soldier would be (see Mey.) a 
contradiction in terms,—just so Truth is 
the band and expediter of the Christian’s 
work in the conflict, without which all 
his armour would be but encumbrance, 
Gurnall’s notion [Christian Armour, vol. 
i. p. 378], that ‘the girdle is used as an 
ornament, put on uppermost, to cover the 
joints of the armour, which would, if seen, 
cause some uncomeliness [see also Harl. 
‘fie ift des Chriſten Schmuck], is against 
the context, and against the use of the 

IIPOX EPESIOYS. 

. 5. d as above (b). Matt. lii. 4 
e Matt. xl. 88 L. John xix. 40. 1 Tim. il. 9. 

VI. 

mepiČwgapevoi thy h оро» ° ev aXnÜdg, kai f év- 
дисареуо: tov 5 Üopaka тїс 1какосоупс, 

* ғу ` ётошасіа ro evayyeAiov тус 

15 Kat a vzoón- 

Mark i.6. Acts Ii. 80. Heb. vii. A 
1 Сог. iv. 21. 1 Chron. xv. 27 vat. 

brase few. т. dog. in the N. T.). and 
ving put on the breastplate of righte- 

ousness (see ref. Isa., and Wisd. v. 19. 
As in those passages, righteousness i» the 
breastplate—the genitive here being one 
of apposition. The righteousness spoken 
of is that of Rom. vi. 18—the purity and 
uprightness of Christian character which 
is the result of the work of the Spirit of 
Christ; the inwrought righteousness of 
Christ, not merely the imputed righteous- 
ness), and having shod your feet (as the 
soldier with his sandals—cf. the frequent 
description of arming in Homer—seve} 
& tral Arwapoiow e3hoaro кала тила. 
The Roman caliga may be in the Apostle’s 
mind: see on ver. 11) with (local again, 
not instrumental: see on ver. 14) the 
(article omitted after è») readiness (the 
uses of érowpacla [ in classical Greek, 
éroiiórns, Dem. 1268. 7. Mey.] in Hel- 
lenistic Greek are somewhat curious, and 
may bave a bearing on this passage. In 
Ps. ix. 17, it has the sense of inward 
і тепате асно CM ётоциасіау THs rap- 
dlas [Tøv rertror],. of outward, in Jos. 
Апі. x. 1. 2, Bisx:Afous.... ro eit 
éroipagíay óuip wapéxew {тоз e: 
of preparation, in an active sense, Wisd. 
хіі. 12, rà àwoBAfjuara тїз epyacias 
els ёторас{ау трофӯз dvaddoas évewAh- 
c0» : in Ezra ii. 68, it answers to the Heb. 
fw a foundation, тоб oroa: айт$» (the 
temple) ёж! r)» éromaclay abro), see 
also Ps. Ixxxviii. 14, Straloo. к. «plua 
éromsacia тоб Өрбуоу cov, and Dan. xi. 7 
Theod. From this latter usage [which 
сап ay be a mistake of the translators, 
as Mey. supposes] some [Beza, Be 
al.] have believed iat as e сы 
аге the lowest part of the panoply, the 
same meaning has place here: but no 
good sense seems to me to be gained : for 
we could not explain it ‘pedes militis 
Christiani firmantur Evangelio, ne loco 
moveatur, as Beng. Nor again can it 
mean the preparation (active) of the Gos- 
pel, or preparedness to preach the Чер. 
as Chrys. and most Commentators [* shod 
as ready messengers of the glad tidings of 
peace,’ Conyb.], for the persons addressed 
were not teachers, but the whole church. 

ABDF 
KINab 
cefg 
hkim 
nol 
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3 stomme, 16 * Er waow ‘avadaBovreg тд» ™Oupsoy тїс кїлкөй.ю. 
wisrewc, “ev ф доупаєсдє wavra rà ° IH u rov ? roynoov bois 

* а г т 7 17 ` є у 7 1 Thess. 1.7, [ra] * тетороџёуа ' оса. Kat Thy " перкефаћаау 9. inm 
rov ' awrnpiov " ${Ёаобе, kai rnv ' uáyaipav тоо mvebna- THER „ 

i 1 Pet. iv. 11. 
1 ver. 1$ re ff. 

4Ki ix. 44. 

Іза. хі. 8). xxv.8. Mark ix. 44, &c. 1 
80nly. Ina. Их. 17. 

u = Luke ii. 28. xvi. 6, 7. xxii. 17 only. 
t Luke Il. 30. Ш. 6. 

m here n 3 Kings i. N. А 
nge = Matt. (v.37?) тїй, 10. (3 Thess. lil. 37) 1 John И. 13. v. 18. 

vil.9. 2 Cor. xi. 90. 3 Pet. lil. 12. Rev. I. 15. iil. 18 only. Prov. x. 70. r 
. 1 Thess. v. 19. Heb. хі. 84. Job xvi. 18. al Thess. v. 

o here only. n simply local, see note 
1 Cor. 

Matt. хи. ad (from 

Acta xxviii 28 (Paul) only; Isa. 1л. б. (чот, Tit Н, n.) 
> v. le v Heb. iv. 13 al. 

16. év BM m 17 latt Method, Naz Cyrjer Cypr: ex: ADFKL rel goth Method, 
Chr Thdrt Damasc, Jer Ambrst. 
ra BD!F ; ins AD'RLN rel. 

$vyaa0« DIF: Surncecrbar N. om 2nd 

H. om 8 асбе DIF Cypr Tert. (8 асбаь АПК &bcefghl1mo]17.) 

The only refuge then is in the genitive 
subjective, ‘the preparedness of, i. e. 
arising from, suggested by, ‘the Gospel 
of peace ; and so (Ec. [2], Calv., Harl., 

Ish., De W., Mey., Ellic., al.) of the 
Gospel of peace (the Gospel whose mes- 
sage and spirit is ce: во ё џодоѕ ó rijs 
éxiorhyns, Plat. Thext. p. 147 O: все 
Bernhardy, p. 161), besides all (not as 
E. V. ‘above all, as if it were the most 
important: nor as Beng., al. ‘over ail,’ 
s0 as to cover all that has been put on 
before :—вее especially reff. to Luke. And 
the all, as no rodros is specified, does 
not apply only to *quscunque induistis' 
[Beng.], but generally, to all things what- 
ever. But it is perhaps doubtful, whether 
iv асту ought not to be read: in which 
case it will be “in all things," 1. e. on all 
occasions) having taken up (see on ver. 13) 
the shield (@upeds, scutum: old» vis Віра 
$vAárrer Tò сёра : the large oval shield, 
as distinguished from the small and light 
buckler, doris, clypeus.“ Polybius in his 
description [vi. 23 | of the Roman armour, 
which should by all means be read with 
this passage, says of the 6vpeós,—ob Tò 
piv wAdros dor) tis Kupriis émipavelas 
т40 nurrotler’ ть 3è unos, 108 
TerTdpav. Kypke quotes from Plutarch, 
that Philopoemen persuaded the Achseans, 
Gyr} ui» ÜvpeoU kal Bóparos ёстідёа Aa- 
Bei» xal оёфщитта›. Не adduces examples 
from Josephus of the same distinction, — 
which Phryn. p. 366, ed. Lob., states to 
have been unknown to the ancients, as 
well as 8vpeós in this sense at all. See 
Lobeck’s note, and Hom. Od. 1. 240) of 
ENG of apposition) faith, in which 
as lighting on it and being quenched in 

it ; or perhaps [as Ellic. altern. with the 
above], “ аз protected by and under cover 
of which”) you shall be able (not as Mey., 
to be referred to the last great future 
fight — but used as stronger than ‘in which 
ye may, &c., implying the certainty that 

the shield of faith will at all times and in 
all combats quench &c.) to quench all 
the дегу darts (cf. Ps. vii. 18, rà BGA 
abrod rots kauoj (vois éfeipydoaro:— Herod. 
vili. 52, Ükes orumeiov тер) robs дїттофз 
vepiüéyres üiyeiay, érótevor és rò Фрбуџа: 
—Thucyd. ii. 75, ка} жрокаАбддата elxe 
Béffeis ка) BipOdpas, Ssre rods ёруаборќ- 
vous kal Ta U pire турфбром AN rg 
Віллесда, els dopdrcidy тє elvai, and 
other examples in Wetst. Apollodorus, 
Bibl. ii. 4, uses the very expression, rà» 
da . . . A- Вес merv ч 
.. . . Appian calls them жорфбра roted- 
рата. The Latin name was malleoli. 
Ammianus Marcellin. describes them as 
cane arrows, with a head in the form 
of a distaff filled with lighted material. 
Wetst.ib. The idea of Hammond, Bochart, 
al., that poisoned darts are meant [‘ caus- 
ing fever']|, is evidently ungrammatical. 
See Smith's Dict. of Antiq. art. Malleolus, 
and Winer, RWB. ‘Bogen.’ If the art. 
TÉ be omitted, a different turn must be 
given to the participle, which then be- 
comes predicative: and we must render, 
‘when inflamed,’ even in their utmost 
malice and fiery power) of the wicked 
one (see reff. and notes on Matt. v. 87; 
John xvii. 15. Here, the conflict being 
personal, the adversary must be not an 
abstract principle, but a concrete person). 

17.) And take (‘accipite oblatam a 
Domino.’ g.) the helmet (wpds 5$ Tov- 
Tos... wepixepadala xai. Polyb. ubi 
supra) of (genitive of apposition as о) 
salvation (the neuter form, from LX 
l c.: otherwise confined to St. Luke. 
Beng. takes it masculine, ‘salutaris, i. e. 
Christi,/—but this is harsh, and does not 
correspond to the parallel, 1 Thess. v. 8, 
where the helmet is the hope of salvation, 
clearly shewing its subjective character. 
Here, it is salvation appropriated, b 
faith), and the sword of (furnished, forged, 
by: ef. т. жауотА. т. ÓcoU vv. 11, 18: not 

L 2 
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b (w. rovro, Rom. ix. 17. xlil.6. 2 Cor. v. 8. ver. 28. Col. iv. 8.) eie, = 1 Pet. iv. 7. c Mark xiii. 33. Luke 
ххі. 36. Heb. III. 17 only. Cant.v.3. (-w»ía, 2 Cor. v. 8.) d here only . (-peiv, Col. iv. 2.) 

ech. i. 1 reff. f — 1 Cor. хіі. 8. g see note. h here only t. (-er т. or., Matt. v. 2. 
Acts viii. 85. х. 34 al. Ezek. xvi. 68.) Phil. i. 20. Col. II. 18. Раш only. ., cb. lii. 12 reff. 

18. rec aft avro ins rovro (explanatory expansion of ауто: avrov speaks also for 
the reading of but one word), with DKL rel Chr-txt Thdrt Damasc-txt al: om ABN 
17 copt goth Bas Chr, Damasc,, avrov D!F, in illum G- lat, in illo D. lat, in ipso vulg 
(and F-lat). aft ауритуоџутєѕ ins таутотє DF Syr goth Bas. om po 
kaprepna«. ка DIF. ins ту bef enoe: Dl. for тер, отер ЮЕ m вуг 
Thdrt. 

19. до, bef 8005 NI: txt N3. 

here the genitive of apposition, for 8 d 0 
follows after) the Spirit, which (neuter, 
attracted to Aja: see ch. iii. 13 and 
reff. there) is (see on dri, Gal. iv. 24 
reff.) the word of God (the Gospel: see 
the obvious parallel, Heb. iv. 12: also 
Rom. i. 16: and our pattern for the use 
of this sword of the Spirit, Matt. iv. 4, 
7,10); with (see reff. : asthe state through 
which, as an instrument, the action takes 
place. The clause depends on отӯте обу, 
the principal imperative of the former 
sentence—not оп 8 асбе, which is merely 
& subordinate one, and which besides 
[Mey.] would express only how the wea- 
pons should be taken, and therefore would 
not satisfy wdons and èr mavr) xai) 
all (kind of) prayer and supplicaticn 
(*it has been doubted whether there is 
any exact distinction between sposevxf) 
and 3éno1s. Chrys. and Thdrt. on 1 Tim. 
ii. 1 explain wposevxf; as altnois dyabay 
see Suicer, Thes. s. v. 1], —8éyais as dwip 
waddAayijs Аотурёу ixerela [so Grot. as 

ard той 8єоуѕ, but see 2 Cor. i. 11]: com- 
pare Orig. de Orat. c. 38 [vol. i. p. 271]. 
Ali ali. The most natural and ob- 
vious distinction is that adopted by 
nearly all recent Commentators, viz. that 
*posevxf; is а ‘vocabulum sacrum’ (see 
Harl.) denoting prayer in general, pre- 
catio :' deni a ‘vocabulum commune,’ 
denoting a special character or form of it, 
* petitum,’ rogatio: see Fritz. Rom. x. 1, 
vol. ii. p. 372. Huther on Tim. I. c." 
Ellicott) praying in every season (literal : 
cf. Luke xviii. 1 note, and 1 Thess. v. 17. 
There seems to be an allusion to our 
Lord's èy жарт) карф Seduevor, ref. 
Luke) in the Spirit (the Holy Spirit : 
see especially Jude 20, and Hom. viii. 
15, 26; Gal. iv. 6 :— not, heartily, as Est., 
Grot., al.), and thereunto (with reference 

rec (for 308) Soden (with none of our mss): txt 

to their employment which has been just 
mentioned. Continual habits of prayer 
cannot be kept up without watchfulness 
to that very end. This is better than to 
understand it, with Chr., &c. of persist. 
ence in the prayer itself, which indeed 
comes in presently) watching in (element 
in which: watching, being employed, in) 
all (kind of) importunity and supplica- 
tion (not а hendiadys: rather the latter 
substantive is explanatory of the former, 
without losing its true force as coupled to 
16: ‘importunity and (accompanied with, 
i. e. exemplified by] supplication’) con- 
cerning all saints, and (ка brings into 
prominence a particular included in the 
general: see Hartung, i. 145) for me (cer- 
tainly it seems that some distinction be- 
tween tmdp and wepi should be marked: 
see Eadie's note, where however he draws 
it too strongly. Krüger, § 68. 28. 3, re- 
gards the two in later writers as synony- 
mous. So Meyer, who quotes Demosth. 
р. 74. 35, wh жері tar dicalor pnd бжёр 
tay tw mwpayudror «уа: thy Boi, 
GAA’ ӧтёр rà» dv Tj xdpg; and Xen. 
Mem. i. 1. 17, ӧжтёр rohre wep) айтой 
*apayvavat) that (aim of the uwip ёро) 
there may be given me (I do not see the 
relevance of a special emphasis on 800 ñ̃ аз 
Mey. Ellie. That it is a gift, would be 
of course, if it were prayed for from God) 
speech in the opening of my mouth 
(many renderings have been proposed. 
First of all the words must be joined 
with the preceding, not with the fullow- 
ing, as in E. V., Grot., Kypke, De W., 
al., which would [see below] be too tame 
and prosaic for the solemnity of the pas- 
sage. (Ec. (and similarly Chr. ? see Ellic.) 
regards the words as describing unpre- 
meditated speech: dr abrg тә дрофи 
ó Adyos paper But as Mey., this cer- 
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21. xa: уде bef eire АПЕК latt Thdrt : om ка оре 17: txt ВКТ, rel syrr basm 

tainly would have been expressed by èv 
abr] тр à». or the like. Calv., os aper- 
tum cupit, quod erumpat in liquidam et 
firmam confessionem : ore enim semiclauso 
proferuntur ambigua et perplexa responsa," 
and similarly Rück., al., and De W. But 
this again is laying too much on the 
phrase: see below. The same objection 
applies to Beza and Piscator's rendering, 
‘at aperiam ов meum:' and to taking 
the phrase of an opening of his mouth 
by God, as [Chrys. ) Ёлис:ѕ éwikecrai 
Thy wapinolay émoroullovaa, GAA’ ij edxh 
9 бнетёра dvolyes pov Tò ordua, Iva 
wdvra А édxéudOny cixeiv, efrw) Corn.- 
a-lap., Grot., Harl, and Olsh. from Ps. 
1. 17 and Ezek. xxix. 21. The best ren- 
dering is that of Est. [dum os meum 
aperio’], Meyer, Eadie, Ellic., al., in [at] 
the opening of my mouth,’ i. e. when 
undertake to ; thus we keep the 
meaning of dvolyew Tb стбда [reff. and 
Job iii. 1; Dan. x. 16], which always car- 
ries some solemnity of subject or occasion 
witb it), in boldness ( [subjective] freedom 
of speech, not as Grot. [ ut ab hac custodia 
militari liber per omnem urbem per- 
ferre sermonem evangelicum,’ &c. ], 
Koppe [objective], liberty of speech) to 

known (the purpose of the gift of 
Adyos dy дуое: той oréuaros) the mystery 
of the gospel (contained in the gospel : sub- 
jective iade ‘The genitive is some- 
what different to rd uva rfjp. ToU белћистоѕ, 
ch. i. 9: there it was the mystery in the 
matter of, concerning the @éAnua, gen. ob- 
jecti,’ Ellic.), on behalf of which (viz. rov 
puor. ToU ebayy.—for as Meyer remarks, 
this is the object of yvwploa, and yve- 
сем is pragmatically bound to 4p«o leve) 
am an ambassador (of Christ ref.]: to 

whom, is understood: we need not supply 
as Michaelis, to the court of Rome) in 
chains (the singular is not to be pressed, as 
has been done by Paley, Wieseler, al., to 
signify the chain by which he was bound 
to ‘ the soldier that Шы him’ [Acts xxviii. 
20]: for such singulars are often used col- 
lectively : see Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 68 f., 

Polyb. xxi. 3. 3, sapà juxpbw eis Tth» 
davow évémecov. Wetst. remarks, alias 
legati, jure gentium sancti et inviolabiles, 
in vinculis haberi non poterant. His 
being thus а captive ambassador, was all 
the more reason why they should pray ear- 
nestly that he might have boldness, &c.), 
that (co-ordinate purpose with Туа 800ү, 
not subordinate to wperPetw. See схат- 
ples of such a co-ordinate tva in Rom. vii. 
18; Gal iii. 14; 2 Cor. ix. 8. But no 
tautology [ав Harl.] isinvolved: see below) 
in (the matter of, in dealing with: cf. Af@y 
èv Tois цабђцас‹, Plat. Phileb. p. 252 в: 
and see Bernhardy, p. 212: not ав in 
1 Thess. ii. 2, éroponciacdueÜa èv тё беў 
ud, where è» denotes the source or 

und of the confidence) it I may speak 
freely, аз I ought to speak (no comma at 
ue, as Koppe—'£hat I may have con- 
fidence, as I ought, to speak ; but the 
idea of speaking being already half under- 
stood in rapfnolq, AaAjoa: merely refers 
back.to it. This last clause is a further 
qualification of the ragpnola—that it is a 
courage and free-spokenness фу 8er: and 
therefore involves no tautology). 
21—24. | CONCLUSION OF TRE EPISTLE. 

21.] But (transition to another sub- 
ject : the contrast being between his more 
solemn occupations just spoken of, and his 
personal welfare) that ye also (the xal may 
have two meanings: 1) as 7 have been 
going at length into the matters concern- 
ing you, so if you also on your part, wish to 
know my matters, &c.: 2) it may relate to 
some others whom the same messenger was 
to inform, and to whom he had previously 
written. If so, it would be an argument 
for the priority of the Epistle to the Colos- 
sians [so Harl. p. lx, Mey., Wieseler, and 
Wigger's Stud. u. Krit. 1841, p. 432]: 
for that was sent by Tychicus, and a simi- 
lar sentiment occurs there, iv. 7. But I 
prefer the former meaning) may know the 
matters concerning me, how I fare (not, 
‘what I am doing,’ as Wolf: Meyer an- 
swers well, that he was always doing one 
thing: but as in lian, V. H. ii. 35, where 
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uncert.) 

Cuar. I. 1, 9.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. 1. imotheus seems to be 
named as being well known to the Phi- 
lippians (Acts xvi. 3, 10 ff.), and present 
with St. Paul at this time. The mention 
is merely formal, as the Apostle proceeds 
(ver. 3) in the first person singular. Cer- 
tainly no official character is intended 
to be given by it, as Huther, al, have 
thought: for of all the Epistles, this is 
the least official: and those to the Ro- 
mans and Galatians, where no such men- 
tion occurs, the most so. Observe, there 
is no àxóeroAos subjoined to Ilar os (as 
in Col. i. 1), probably because the Philip- 
pians needed no such reminiscence of his 
authority. Cf. also 1 and 2 Thess. 
On Sodor xp. IN., see Ellicott. 
waow] both here and in vv. 4, 7, 8, 25; 
ch. ii. 17, 26, is best accounted for from 
the warm affection which brenthes through 
this whole Epistle (see on ver. 3), not 
from any formal reason, as that the Apos- 
tle wishes to put those Philippians who 
had not sent to his support, on a level 
in his affection with those who had (Van 
Hengel) —that he wishes to set himself 
above all their party divisions (ch. ii. 8: 

Chr Thdrt: txt BDN coptt. (A 
for ob émiox,, cvyerioxéwos BDK 17 Chr ТЫ Cassiod. 

so De W.), &c. ov ёжик.) This is 
read by Chrys. cwvewurkómwow, and he 
remarks: тЇ тобто; pias wéAews roa 
éxlaxoxo: oar; obbauGs АЛЛА тофу 
тресВотќрооѕ обтоѕ dA dre yàp 
1 ékowovovr Tois òvópası, к. did core: 
6 éxlaxowos éAé-yero (see also var. readd.). 
But thus the construction would be im- 
perfect, the cvv having no reference. 
Theodoret remarks, éxiokómovs robs жреб- 
Burépovs кале ёрфбтера yàp elxor kar 
éxeivoy Tbv карду óvóuara, —and alleges 
Acts xx. 28, Tit. i. 5, 7, as shewing the 
same. See on the whole subject, my note 
on Acts xx. 17, and the article Biſchof, by 
Jacobson, in Herzog's Realencyclopádie 
für protestantische пас u. Kirche. 

к. Staxdvois] See оп Rom. xii. 7; 
xvi 1. Chrys. enquires why he writes 
here to the xA7pos as well as to the yo: 
and not in the Epistles to the Romans, or 
Corinthians, or Ephesians. And he an- 
swers it, 87: афто} xal dwdoretray, к. 
ёкартофбртаау, к. айто} Ётєрфау прі 
abroy Tb» "Етафрбдітоу. But the true 
reason seems to be, the late date of our 
Epistle. The ecclesiastical offices were 
now more plainly distinguished than at 
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the time when the two former of those 
Epistles were written. That to the Ephe- 
sians rests on grounds of its own. The 
simple juxtaposition of the officers with 
the members of the Church, and indeed 
their being placed affer those members, 
shews, as it still seems to me, against Elli- 
cott in loc., the absence of hierarchical 
views such as those in the Epistles of the 
apostolic fathers. 2.] See on Rom. 
i. 7 

3—11.) THANKSGIVING FOR THEIR 
FELLOWSHIP REGARDING THE GOSPEL 
(3—5), CONFIDENCE THAT GOD WILL 
CONTINUE AND PERFECT THE BAME (6— 
8), AND PRAYER FOR THEIR INCREASE 
IN HOLINESS UNTO THE DAY OF CHRIST 
(9—11). 8.] See the similar expres- 
sions, Rom. i. 9; 1 Cor. i. 4; Eph. i. 16; 
Col. i. 3; 1 Thess. i. 2; Philem. 4. 
drt here with a dative is hardly distin- 
guishable in English from the same prepo- 
sition with a genitive in Rom. i. 10; Eph. 
i. 16 ;—at, or in: the primitive idea of 
such construction being addition by close 
adherence: 'my whole remembrance of 
you is accompanied with thanks to God.’ 
wary тү hee must not be rendered as 
in E. V. (so even Conyb.) ‘ every remem- 
brance, but my whole remembrance. 
The expression comprehends in one all 
such remembrances: but the article for- 
bids the above rendering: cf. яаса 7 
wédis, Matt. xxi. 10; also ib. vi. 29; 
Mark iv. 1; Luke iii. 3: Winer, § 18. 4. 
Some (Maldon., Bretschn., al.) take éwl 
as assigning the reason for evyapwrroe 
(as 1 Cor. i. 4), and рувіф ùpūv as 
meaning, ‘your remembrance of me,’ 
viz. in sending me sustenance. But 
this is evidently wrong: for the ground 
of ebxapirré follows, ver. 5. pvela here, 
remembrance, not mention, which mean- 
ing it only gets by rote o dat being joined 
to it, ‘to make an act of remembrance,’ 
1. е. to mention, Rom. i. 9; Eph. i. 16; 
1 Thess. i. 2; Philem. 4. 4.] váv- 
ToT(t—Tác g—"Trávruv —here we have the 

overflowings of а full heart. Render— 
always in every prayer of mine 
my prayer for you all with joy: not, as 
in E. V., ‘in every prayer of mine for 
you all making request with joy.’ For 
the second 8, having the article, is 
thereby defined to be the particular re- 
quest, ówép т. bu.—rd perà xapüs pe- 
proba onpetoy тїз ёке(уоу àperñs, Thl. ; 
so that the sense is, that every time 
he prayed, he joyfully offered up that 
portion of his prayers which was an 
intercession for them. See Ellic., who 
defends the other connexion; but has 
misunderstood my note. 5.] for 
(ground of the edx., wávrore to moit- 
pevos having been epezegetical of it) your 
fellowship (with one another: entire ac- 
eord, unanimous action: not your fellow- 
ship with me, бт: xotvovol pov ylverbe x. 
cuppepiotal ray ёт) тё ebayyealp ré- 
væv, Thl.: this must have been further 
specified, by ner éko? [1 John i. 3] or the 
like. Still les must we with Estius, 
Wetst., al. [and nearly so Chrys.], render 
eri Tf kowovía, pro liberalitate vestra 
erga me) as regards the Gospel (not ‘in 
the Gospel,’ as E. V. and Thdrt., xowo- 
viay $# ToU ebayyeAlov rh» vori exd- 
Aege: but thus it would be the genitive, 
and «le rò cb. can hardly be taken as 
equivalent to it: cf. xowwveiy els, ch. iv. 
16. Their mutual accord was for the 
purposes of the Gospel—i. e. the perfect- 
ing, of which he proceeds to treat. The 
article тӯ is not repeated after ud, be- 
cause xowwvla eis rò еў. is conceived as 
one idea, together." Meyer. Ellie. would 
understand козу. as absolute and abstract, 
‘fellowship,’ not ‘contribution:’ including, 
without expressly mentioning, * that parti- 
cular manifestation of it which so espe- 
cially marked the liberal and warm-hearted 
Christians of Philippi:' and it may well 
be so, even holding my former interpre- 
tation: this was the exhibition of their 
cor eis Tb ebay.) from the first day 
(of your receiving it) until now. This 
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m here only. 
п constr. (see nope); Бош, xv. 18. Col. 11.7. Sir. xix. 24 

J. q xxviii. $. Prov Eph. I. 13 reff. 
a Rom. Ii. 18. Galit.6. Dan. vii. 3. 

Col. 1. 9. x = John iv. 88. 
xvii. 3, 4. Ps. xv. 11 A. (not F.) 

t 2 Pet. ill. 1 only !. 
u Acts xxiv. 16. 1 Cor. х. 33 only t. P. Sir. xxxv. (xxxii.) 21 only. 

m. i. 13. vi. 91, 92. ch. fv. 
y Heb. xii. 11. James iii. 18. Prov. xi. 30. 

o Eph. 1. 17 reff. here only. Exod. 
"n Luke xii. 56. Rom. À 18. Job Xi. 4 
Wisd. vii. 35 only. (- eta, 3 Cor. L 12. ti 17) 

v ver. 6 гей. wW = Ё constr. 
17. James Ш. 18. see., Col.1.9. Rer. 

9. wepicoevaon (substn of aor: see е. g. vo 24, 26) BD k m: wepiocevos Е: txt 
AKLN rel Clem Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

10. om vuas N! m: ins №, 
11. rec * арте 

seth arm Thdrt-comm Damasc (Ec Ambrst Pelag. 

aAccpevers (but corrd) Ni. 
v фк. тоу, with rel syrr copt Chr: txt A(B)DFKLN f m n 17 latt sah 

om то» В 116. 122. for 
eov, Хратоо D! : до F(not F-lat) : ejus barl!. 

ToUTo and (va,—-ovro introducing the 
substance of the prayer, Tra its aim. See, 
on (va with xposedxoua:, note, 1 Cor. 
xiv. 13: and Ellic. here. $ ёүсту 
$p.] not, ‘towards me, as Chrys. (ёра 
тёз $iAoUuevos Fri paAAov dBoóAero pi- 
Aeic0ai)), Thl., Grot., all, — nor towards 
God and Christ (Calov., al.), but either 
perfectly general, as Ellic., or, ‘towards 
one another: virtually identical with the 
kowevía of ver. 5. In 4 àydry dv its 
existence is recognized; in pa@AAov ка} 
paAAOY wepiog., its deficiency is hinted 
at. фу is not to be taken as if ésíyrocis 
and afo@yo1s were departments of Love, 
in which it was to increase: but they are 
rather elements, in whose increase in their 
characters Love is also, and as a separate 
thing, to increase: q. d. that your love 
may increase, but not without an increase 
in éxlyvwors and alednois.’ For by these 
Love is guarded from being ill-judged 
and misplaced, which, separate from them, 
it would be: and accordingly, on the in- 
crease of these is all the subsequent stress 
laid. iri is accurate knowledge 
of moral and practical truth: ale@yors, 
perceptivity of the same, the power of ap- 
prehending it : “ the contrary of that dul- 
ness and inactivity of the alc@yrfpia тӯ 
kapbías (Jer. iv. 19), which brings about 
moral want of judgment, and indifference”’ 
(Meyer). De W. renders it well, moral 
tact. 10.] Purpose of the increase in 
knowledge and perceptiveness: with a 
view to your i hing things that 
are different, and so choosing the good, and 
refusing the evil. Meyer’s objection to 
this rendering—that the purpose is, not 
such distinction, but the approval of the 
good, is, after all, mere trifling: for the 
former is stated as implying the latter. 

He would render with Vulg., E. V., Chr. 
(Tà 8:афёроута, rovrég ri, Tà cvudéporra), 
Thl., Erasm. Grot, Est, Beng., al, 
‘approving (or, as Ellic., with Syr., seth., 
‘proving, ‘bringing to the test’) things 
that are excellent,’ which certainly is 
allowable, such sense of S:apépe being 
justified by Matt. x. 31, and rà Sapé 
povra for prestantiora occurring Xen. 
Hier. i. 8; Dio Cassius xliv. 25. But 
the simpler and more usual meaning of 
both verbs is preferable, and has been 
adopted by Thdrt. (S:anploews, буте eidé- 
va: tiva py кала, riva 8% xpelzrova, Tra 
82 varrárac: та 8:афорду wpbs AAYAR 
Éxorra), Beza, Wolf, all., Wies., De Wette, 
al. elAccpivets] pure:—a double 
derivation is given for the word: (1) «Т, 
&píro : that which is proved in the san- 
light,—in which case it would be better 
written as it is often in our MSS,, elà. : 
and (2) eos (elAciv, TAX ew), xplrw: that 
wbich is proved by rapid shaking, as in 
sifting. This latter is defended by Stall- 
baum on Plato, Phæd. p. 66 a, where the 
word occurs in an ethical sense as here 
(elArxpivet тр Biavoíg xpánevos abrb каб 
aörd elAixpivts ёкастоу éxixeipolg d- 
pebety TOv Evrwy): see also ib., p. 81 c: 
and cf. Ellie. s note here. épóskowe) 
here as in ref. Acts, used intransitively, 
void of offence, —without stumbling ; so 
Beza, Calv., De W., Wies., al. The tran- 
sitive meaning, ‘giving no offence’ (see ref. 
1 Cor.), is adopted by Chr. (ande cnar- 
3arlcarres), Thdrt. (?), al., Meyer, al.: bat 
it has here no place in the context, where 
other men are not in question. ele 
hpipav хрчтто% | See above оп ver. 6: but 
«s is not exactly = бур; it has more 
the meaning of * for,'—* so that when that 
day comes, ye may be found.’ Our tem- 
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comparat. == 
14 Acta AV. 10. 

Kal xxvii. 13. 
2 Cor. vil. 7. 

o == Wisd. xv. 5. (not Mark v. 
d ver. 25. 1 Tim. iv. 18 only t. Bir. li. 17. 2 Macc. vili. 8 only 

p jin» прок. woieiv THE . RON, Polyb. Ii. 43. 7 al. 
cte xvi. 20. ях. 13. t 

g John xviii. 78 (bis) į Mt. Mk., 33. xix. 9. 

18. yeveoOa: bef еу xpiorw DF vulg Chr-comm Thl: om ev xp. al. 

a dem ке 14. neut, Luke УШ. 29. 
M. 1 Cor. lii. 11. Gen. xlii. 16 

xpiote N'(N? disapproving) 80. 

ral use of ‘against’ exactly gives it. 
si 11. жере dio картду Sr.] 
filled with (the accusative of reference or 
secondary government, reff.) the fruit of 
righteousness (that result of work for 
God's glory which is the product of a holy 
life: Sato. being here, the whole puri- 
fied moral habit of the regenerate and 
justified man. Cf. карт. ToU wveónaros, 
Gal. v. 22,—т. erós, Eph. v. 9.— 81 
xao vns, James iii. 18) which is (speci- 
fies the xaprós—that it is not of nor by 
man, but) through Jesus Christ (by the 
working of the Spirit which He sends from 
the Father: Silvestres sumus olcastri et 
inutiles, donec in Christum sumus insiti, 
qui viva sua radice frugiferas arbores nos 
reddit." Calvin) unto the glory and praise 
of God (belongs to wewAnpepévor). 

12—26.] DESCRIPTION OF HIS CONDI- 
TION AT ROME: HIS FEELINGS AND 
HOPES. And first he explains, 12—18. ] 
how his imprisonment had given occasion 
to many to preach Christ: how some in- 
deed had done this from unworthy motives, 
but still to his joy that, any-how, Christ 
was preached. 12.] According to 
Meyer, the connexion is with émyvéce 
above, whence уибскеу is placed first: 
q. d., and as part of this knowledge, I 
would have you, &c.  [Ellic. cites this 
view as mine also, but erroncously. 
тё car іы] my affairs (reff.). ak- 
Aov] rather (than the contrary): not, 
‘more now than before,’ as Hoclemann, 
which would be expressed by pardov 457 
or уб» h. жрокотту | advance 
(reff). The word is common in Polyb. 
and later authors, but is condemned by 
Pbrynichus, ed. Lobeck, p. 85, as unknown 
to the Attic writers. dA Aver ] 
‘evaserunt, have turned out: so Herod. 
i. 120, к. тё ye rà» Óreipárov. éxdueva, 
ix, ds dd, Épxera:. 18.] so 
that (effect of this eis wpox. ¢AndAv@évar) 
my bonds (the fact of my imprisonment) 
have become manifest in Christ (фауер. 
Èv Хриттф is to be taken together. They 

me known, not as a matter simply of 
notoriety, but of notoriety in Christ, 1. e. 

е ver. 7 reff. plur. masc. hero 
= Mark xi. 14. Acta vii. 

Acts xxili. $5 only. 

ins tw bef 
for eyed yeyoveva: NY: txt N-corr!(?)5. 

in connexion with Christ's cause,—as en- 
dured for Christ's sake ;—and thus tbe 
Gospel was furthered) in the whole pres- 
torium (i. e. the barrack of the pretorian 
guards attached to the palatium of Nero 
[Dio liii. 16, калето: 86 rà Васілеа xa- 
Adrioy . . . бт: Ey те те Madatiy (monte 
Palatino) ó Касар фке, xal ёкєї 1d отрат- 
fryiov єЇхє. See Wieseler’s note, ii. 403 f.]: 
not the camp of the same outside the city 
р castra pretorianorum,’ Tac. Hist. і. 31: 
suet. Tiber. 37]. That this was so, is 
shewn by the greeting sent ch. iv. 22 from 
oi ёк тїз Kaícapos оікіаѕ, who would 
hardly have been mentioned in the other 
case. The word ‘pretorium’ is also used 
of castles or palaces belonging to Cesar 
[Suet. Aug. 72, Tiber. 39, Calig. 37, Tit. 
8], or to foreign princes [Acts xxiii. 35, 
uv. x. 161], or even to private persons 

[Juv. i. 75]: it cannot be shewn ever to 
have signified the palatium at Rome, but 
the above meanings approach so nearly 
to this, that it seems to me no serious 
objection can be taken to it. The fact 
here mentioned may be traced to St. Paul 
being guarded by a prstorian soldier, 
and having full liberty of preaching the 
Gospel [Acts xxviii. 30 f.]: but more pro- 
bably his situation had been changed 
since then,—see Prolegg. to this Epistle, 
81i. 6. I should now say that the блеф, 
and the Tois Aormois waciv, make it more 
probable that the prætorium is to be 
taken in the larger acceptation,—the 
quadrangular camp now forming part of 
Aurclian’s city walls, — including also the 
smaller camp on the Palatine) and to all 
the rest (u popular hyperbole :—i.e., to 
others, besides those in the pretorium: 
not to be taken [Chr., Thdrt., E. V.] as 
governed by фу and signifying, ‘in all 
other places? The matter of fact inter- 
pretation would be, that the soldiers, and 
those who visited him, carried the fame of 
his being bound for Christ over all Rome), 

14.] and (so that) most of (not 
‘many of; as E. V., nl.) the brethren in 
the Lord (this is the most natural con- 
nexion: see on якога, -ós, standing first 
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карр. bef част Gl coptt. 
21. aft xpioros ins erry F latt. 

a meaning can be dogmatically objection- 
able, I am wholly unable to see. Surely, 
that intercessory prayer should attain its 
object, and the supply take place tn con- 
sequence of the prayer, is only in accord 
with the simplest idea of any reality in 
such prayer at all. Then again, is ToU 
TVeÚpaTOS a subjective genitivo, ‘supply 
which the Spirit gives, ›—во Thdrt. [rod 
Belov цог xv. ҳорпуодутоѕ thv xdpw], 
Calv., De W., Meyer, all.:—or objective, 
the Spirit being that which is supplied 
so Chrys., Thl., Œc., Grot., Beng., al.]? 

idedly, I think, the latter, on account 
[1] of St. Paul's own usage of éxtxop- 
тує» with this very word s»eüua in Gal. 
iii. 6, which is quite in point here, and [2] 
perhaps also, but see Ellic., of the arrange- 
ment of the words, which in the case of 
a subjective genitive would have been x. 
TOU жу. I. x. éxixopnylas, as in Eph. iv. 
16, 3:4 dent apis ris extxopnylas.— 
By a delicate touch at the same time of 
personal humility and loving appreciation 
of their spiritual eminence and value to 
him, he rests the advancement of his own 
salvation, on the supply of the Holy Spirit 
won for him by their prayers), 20.) 
according to (for it is *our confidence, 
which hath great recompense of reward," 
Heb. x. 35 f) my expectation (not, 
*earnest expectation, which never seems 
to be the sense of ётё in composition: 
still less is àxó superfluous : but карабокегу 
signifies to ‘attend,’ ‘look out’—([wapa 
T)» xdpay NM Sexe» ( „ 
ТЫ. ad loc.]; and àwó adds the signi 
cation of ‘ from а particular position, or 
better still that of exhaustion, ‘look out 
until it be fulfilled,’—as in ‘ erspectnre,' 
é&Tekbéyouai, dwéxw, &с. See the word 
thoroughly discussed in the Fritzschiorum 
Opuscula, p. 150 ff.) and hope that (Est., 
al, take r: argumentatively, because : 
but thus the expectation and hope will 
have no explanation, and the flow of the 

aft ovSer: ins viov F. 

sentence will be broken) in nothing (in 
no point, no particular, see ref. It should 
be kept quite indefinite, not specified as 
Chrys. (кау driovy убуцтог]. ‘In none’ 
[of those to whom the Gospel is preached}, 
as Hoelemann, is beside the purpose—no 
persons are adduced, but only the most 
general considerations) I shall be ashamed 
(general: have reason to take shame for 
my work for God, or His work in me), 
but (on the contrary: but perhaps after 
the év ob8e»{ this need not be pressed) in 
all (as contrasted with Фу oùbberi above) 
ошаш (contrast to shame :—boldness 
on my part, seeing that life or death are 
both alike glorious for me—and thus I, 
my body, the passive instrument in which 
Christ is glorified, shall any-how be bold 
and of good cheer in this His glorification 
of Himself in me) аз always, now also 
(that I am in the situation described 
above, ver. 17) Christ shall be magnified 
(dex diho era 8s ёст, Thdrt.: by His 
Kingdom being spread among men. So 
Ellicott, say ing Tightly that it is more 
than ‘praised,’ as in my earlier editions) 
in my body (my body being the subject 
of life or death,—in the occurrence 
of either of which he would not be 
ashamed, the one bringing active service 
for Christ, the other union with Him 
in heaven, ver. 21 ff.), either by (means 
of) life or by (means of) death. 
21.] For (justification of the 
expectation and hope, in either event) 
to me (emphatic) to live (continue in 
life, present), (is) Christ (see especially 
Gal. ii. 20. All my life, all my energy, all 
my time, is His—I dive Christ. That this 
is the meaning, is clear, from the cor- 
responding clause and the context. But 
many have taken xps for the subject, 
and тд [jv for the predicate, and others 
[as Chrys] have understood 7d {р> in 
the sense of higher spiritual life. Others 
again, as Calvin, Beza, &e., have rendered, 
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2 = Rom. 1. 18. ver. 11 теб. 
b see note, and 1 Cor. v. 2. 1 Cor. ii. 2. 

reff. 
y Matt. xv. 11 

& = Acte zili. 2. xv. 
€ — Matt. xxi. 81. 

d 2 Thess. ii. 13. Heb. xi. 28 only. Jer. viiL 8. 
f Luke iv. 88. Acts vll. 7. 7 Cor. v. 14 
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basm : txt ABCDFKLN rel latt syr sah goth gr-lat-ff. 

* mihi enim vivendo Christus est et mo- 
riendo lucrum,’ ы before 75 
(. and 7d àr., card or the like), and to 
die (‘to have died,’ aorist; the act of 
living is to him Christ; but it is the state 
after death, not the act of dying, which 
is gain to him [the explanation of the two 
infinitives given here does not at all affect 
their purely substantival character, which 
Ellic. defends as against me: rò (yy is 
life and ть ёхобауєіу is death: but we 
must not any the more for that lose sight 
of the tenses and their meaning. Tb 
ёяобдуђске» would be equally substantival, 
but would mean a totally different thing) 
(is) gain. This last word has surprised 
some Commentators, expecting a repe- 
tition of xpiords, or something at all 
events higher than mere xépðos. But it 
is to be explained by the foregoing con- 
text. ‘Even if my death should be the 
result of my enemies’ machinations, it will 
be no aicxdvn to me, but gain, and my 
wagpnala is secured even for that event.’ 

22.) But if (the syllogistic, not 
the hypothetical ‘if ? assuming that it is 
so) the continuing to live in the flesh 
(epexegesis of rd (fv above), this very 
thing (rovro directs attention to the ante- 
cedent as the principal or only subject 
of that which is to be asserted: this very 
(jy which I am undervaluing is) is to 
me the fruit of my work (i.e. that in 
which the fruit of my apostolic ministry 
will be involved,—the condition of that 
fruit being brought forth), then (this use of 
cal to introduce an apodosis is abundantly 
justified: cf. Simonides, fragm. Danae, el 
Bé то: Bewby. тбує derb fy, kal xev фдд> 
nud rn Мєктду бехет odas: Hom. Il. 
e. 897, «i Bé rev ФЕ ЁЛЛоу ye Ücór ydveu 
&5 &18пЛоѕ, kal кє» $} тла оба èvép- 
Tepos obpavióvory : Od. {. 112, айтар 
ése Selaynce к. pape dub ёбод9, kal ol 
wAncduevos Sexe aoxidov, фтер Émiwev. 
And the construction is imituted by Virg. 
Georg. i. 200, ‘si brachia forte remisit, 

Vor. III. 

om es DF (latt). 

Atque illum ps prono rapit alveus 
amni?’ See Hartung, Partikell i. 180, 
where more examples are given. The 
primary sense is ‘ also,’ introducing a new 
Jeatwre—for whereas he had before said 
that death was gain to him, he now says, 
but, if life in the flesh is to be the fruit of 
my ministry, then Ut must add,—this be- 
sides arises— ), &c.) what (i. e. which of 
the two) I shall choose (for myself) I know 
not. e above rendering is in the main 
that of Chr. Thdrt., Œc., Thl., Erasm., 
Luth., Calv., all., Meyer, De Wette, —and 
as it appears to me, the only one which 
will suit the construction and sense. 
Beza’s ‘an vero vivere in carne mihi 
oper pretium sit et quid eligam ignoro,’ 
adopted [except in his omission of the 
тобто and his rendering of xapzbs fpyov 
by ‘opere pretium ] by Conyb., is open to 
several objections: (1) the harshness of 
attaching to ob yvepí(w the two clauses 
el ...., and rf....: (2) the doubtful- 
ness of such а construction at all as 
ob yvæpifw, el... . (3) the extreme 
clumsiness of the sentence when con- 
structed, “whether this lyfe in the flesh 
shall be the fruit of my labour, and what 
I shall choose, I know not” (Conyb.): 
(4) in this last rendering, the lumeness of 
the apodosis in the clause ei 54 [rò (5v e 
тарк\ тойтб] pos карті; (pyov, which 
would certainly, were тобто to be taken 
with 7d Cfr, have been xapwdés pot Ёруси 
or xapwds #руоо цо. 23.] But (the 
contrast is to the decision involved in 
yvapi(w) I am perplexed (reff. and Acts 
xviii. Б note : held in, kept back from deci- 
sion, which would be a setting at liberty) 
by (from the direction of,—kept in ou 
both sides) the two (which bave been men- 
tioned, viz. rd (jv and rò drove: not, 
which follow : this is evident by the insig- 
nificant position of ёк тё» dvo behind the 
emphatic verb cuvéyopa:, whereas, had the 
two been the neto particulars about to be 
mentioned, 7d kraiga: and Tb éiuéycp, 

M 
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it would bave been ёк 8è тд» 360 cvréxo- 
pa), having my desire towards (cig be- 
паз to xwv, not to ёт:бошау. The 
E. V., ‘having a desire (o, would be 
ёт:боріау Exov той, and entirely misses 
the delicate sense) departing (from this 
world—used on account of ody xp. elva: 
following. The intransitive sense of dva- 
Ave is not properly such, but as in the 
Latin solvere, elliptical, to loose [anchor 
or the like: see reff.] for departure, for 
return, &c.) and being with Christ (* valet 
hic locus ad refellendum eorum deliramen- 
tum, qui animas a corporibus divisas dor- 
mire somniant: nam Paulus aperte tes- 
tatur, noe frui Christi presentia quum 
dissolvimur." Calv.; and similarly Eet. 
Thus much is true: but not perhaps that 
which some have inferred from our verse, 
that it shews a change of view respecting 
the nearness of the Lord's advent—for it 
is only said in case of his death: he im- 
mediately takes it up [ver. 25] by an as- 
surance that he should continue with them: 
and cf. ver. 6; ch. iii. 20, 21, which shew 
that the advent was still rded as im- 
minent), for it is by far better (ref. Mark, 
and examples in Wetst., Plato, Hip. Maj. 
§ 56, ofe со: креттоу elvai: (йу nA 
J teOvdvai: Ieocr. Helen. 218 с, ойто 
dryavdurnoey 858° fryhoaro xpetrroy elvai 
red uaAAov: ib. Archidam. 134 c, 
rod yàp xpeirroy èv ais BóLaius als 
Éxouev vreAeurijca thy Blow uaAAo» Ñ 
i» dv rait aripias): but to continue 
(He preposition gives the sense of still, cf. 
om. vi. 1) in my flesh (the article makes 

a slight distinction from ёи aap«í, abstract, 
ver. 22) is more needful (this comparison 
contains in itself a mixed construction, be- 

at end 

tween йғаукатоу and аірєтбтероу or the 
like) on account of you (and others—but 
the expressions of his love are now directed 
solely tothem. Meyer quotes from Seneca, 
Epist. 98 : —* vite suse adjici nihil deside- 
rat sua causa, sed eorum, quibos utilis est.’ 
Cf. also a remarkable passage from id. 
Epist. 104 in Wetst.). 25.) And 
having this confidence (Thi., al., take 
Tovro with ol8a, and render werowós 
adverbially, ‘confidently,’— which last can 
hardly be, besides that ol$a will thus lose 
its reference, тобто . . . . бт: being un- 
meaning in the context), Т know that I 
shall remain and continue alive (so Herod. 
і. 30, сф; elde Ewac: réxva ёкуєубиєға, xol 
zárra vapaueíravra. cupwapapéve [sce 
var. readd.] occurs in Ps. lxxi. 5, and in 
Thuc. vi. 80 with yon all (the dative may 
either be after the compound verb, or 
better . а ‘dativus commodi 2o 
your advancement and joy in your faith 
(both ярок. and xap. govern rijs тіс. 
which is the subjective genitive; it is 
their faith which is to advance, by the 
continuance of his teaching, and to rejoice, 
as explained below, on account of his pre- 
sence among them), 20.] that your 
matter of boasting (not, as Chr., ‘ mine in 
ow: nor, as commonly rendered, your 
oasting? [xavxnors}. Their Christian 

matter of boasting in him was, the pos- 
session of the Gospel, which they dad 
received from him, which would abound. 
be assured and increased, by his presence 
among them) may abound in Jesus 
its field, element of increase, it being a 

ristian matter of glorying) in me (its 
field, element, of abounding in Christ 
Jesus, I being the worker of that which 
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19. xv. 21 
only. 

, lv. 18 

T æ f 9 X * a g е h ? 8 (FORET 

OTEL TOV tva yyt tov, Kat um Wryvpopevot ey pnotvi y Eph. iv. 1 

ref. х Acts xxiii. 1 only t. 2 Macc. vi. 1. xi. 2 only. (-€vua, ch. tii. 90.) a mostly w. 
тарг», 1 Cor. v. 3. 8 Cor. x. 1, 11. хі. ©, 10. Wied. xi. 11. xiv. 17. alone, Col. Н. 5 only. Job vi. 18. 
Wiad. ix. б only. b Luke xxiv. 19, 27. Acts xxiv. 10. cb. II. 16 70 al. Col. {v.8. w. acc. 
ch. ii. 33 al. c Gal. v. 1 reff. Acts Iv. 33 only. 1 Chron. xil. 38. e ch. iv. 
3 only f. 
Diod. Bic. xvii. 84. 

27. om rov xpiorov NI arm-ed : ins N-corr!. 

f gen. see Col. II. 13 reff. 
zi i ver. 20. 

g here only f. Tro. . wrupdpevor, 

om eTe arwy N': ins N-corr! obl, 

*axovw BD!N basm: axovew ACD!FKLN-corr! obl rel (audiam latt). 

furnishes this material) by means of my 
e again with you. 

21—11.18.] EXHORTATIONS TO UNITED 
FIRMNESS, TO MUTUAL CONCORD, TO HU- 
MILITY; AND IN GENERAL TO BARNEST- 
NES8 IN RELIGION. 21.) póvov,— 
i. e. I have but this to ask of you, in the 
prospect of my return :—see reff. 
жоћмтебес де] The толітеуца being the 
heavenly state, of which you are citizens, 
ch. iii. 20. The expression is found in 
Jos. (Antt. iii. 6. 8) and in Philo, and is 
very common in the fathers: e. g. Pa- 
Ignat. Trall. 9, p.789, 6 Adyos сарі dero, 
к. ёжолтебсато dvev üuaprías, —Cyr. Jer. 
Catech. Шаш. iv. 1, p. 51, iodyyeAow Blov 
wodtteverGas. See Suicer in voc. The 
emphasis is on à£íes т. eù. тод xp. 
Tva «тє c. r. A.] This clause is loosely con- 
structed, — the verb dxovow belonging 
properly only to the second alternative, 
efre àrár, but here following on both. 
Meyer tries to meet this by understand- 
ing ao in the former case, ‘hear from 
your own mouth: but obviously, 180% is 
the real correlative to dxotow, only con- 
structed in a loose manner: the full con- 
struction would be something of this kind, 
Туа, «fre dA к. iov suas elre àrò- 
к. ёкобсаз TÈ wept dus, тууй ёт: aTfikere. 
Then và nn daa, 6r. стўкете is an- 
other i r construction—the article 
generalizing that which the ёт: icu- 
larizes, us in olsd се, тЇз el, and the like. 

фу dvi wveúparı] refers to the unity 
of spirit in which the various members 
of the church would be fused and blended 
in the case of perfect unity: but when 
Meyer and De W. deny that the Holy 
Spirit is meant, they forget that this one 
spirit of Christians united for their com- 
mon faith would of necessity be the Spirit 
of God which penetrates and inspires 
them: cf. Eph. iv. 3, 4, Then, as this 
Spirit is the highest principle in us,—he 
includes also the lower portion, the Ы i 

mal soul ; i учуў cuvabAotrres 
These words NUI be taken together, — 
puxi taken with o-r(ker« as in apposition 
with wvevpare (Chr. Thl., all), which 
would leave сууабА. without any modal 
qualification. The фу, receiving on the 
one hand influence from the spirit, on the 
other impressions from the outer world, is 
the sphere of the affections and moral en- 
ergies, and thus is that in and by which 
the exertion here spoken of would take 
place. ovvaSAotvres, either with оле an- 
other (so Chr., Thdrt., Thl., CEc., all., De 
W., al.), or with me (so Erasm., Luth., 
Beza, Bengel, al, Meyer). The former 
is I think preferable, both on account of 
the A ту. and pig фух, which naturally 
prepare the mind for an united effort, and 

use Ais own share in the contest which 
comes in as a new element in ver. 80, and 
which Meyer adduces as а reason for his 
view, seems to me, on that view, super- 
fluous; duol after cvraüAo)Urres (cf. ch. 
iv. 3) would have expressed the whole. 
I would render then as E. V., striving 
together. тр ere is a ‘dativus com- 
modi'—for the faith, cf. Jude 3—not, as 
Erasm. Paraphr., ‘with the faith,’ *adju- 
vantes decertantem adversus impios evan- 
Беш fidem :’ for such a personification of 
wioris would be without example: nor 
is it a dative of the instrument (Beza, 
Calv., Grot., al.), which we have already 
had in фохӯ, and which could hardly be 
with той evay. added. 28. ре, 
akin to wrodw, ятбосо, rh, to 
frighten, үч кайны said of animals (ref.), 
but often used figuratively, e. g. by 
Plato, Axioch. p. 370 a, ойк ќу Tore 
wrupelns Tb» Gd: Ps-Clem. Hom. ii. 
89, p. 71, vr es robs üuaBeis ÜxAovs. 

dv unßbert] in nothing, see on ver. 20. 
fhe dyrixe from the compa- 

rison which follows with his own conflict, 
and the ówip atrov da xeiw, must be the 
adversaries of the faith, whether Jows or 
2 
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vi. (xiv) „ r „ 1 x 7 t , , 
zavi. Gi) axovere EV EpOt. II. I «а Tig оу» mapaKAnac EV Хрісто, 

п = Acts iii. 14 1 Cor. ii. 12. o Gal. ii. 16 reff. 
ras above (q). 1 Thess. Ii. 2. 1 Tim. vi. 12. 2 Tim. iv. 7. Heb. xii. 

1 us Іва. vii. 18 s constr. of part., Acts £xvi. 3. Col. iif. 16 al. t = Acts 
81. ш. il. & Heb. AI. Баі L.P.H. 1 Macc. x. 34. 

zlii 15. xv. 

98. rec (for єстіу avrots) avrois pey єттї, with KL rel Thdrt: ecru avros per 
D? вуг Chr Thl: avrois (alone) o: txt ABCD!FN 17 am(with fuld tol) Syr coptt goth 
Ambrst Pelag. 
goth Chr, Thdrt Ambrst: quu 

29. туш» А 35. 

гес ишу (соога to suit avrois), with D*FRL rel vulg вуг coptt 
1D! Damasc: txt ABC*N 17 D-lat Chr-ms Aug. 

om Ist то F 3. 682. 73. 120 (Ec-comm. 
80. aft ооу ins ки D'F latt Ambrst Pelag: aft ebere, Cl. rec ere, with 

PB3D*FEL d m n Thl Ec: txt AB'CD'N rel 673 Clem Chr Thdrt Damasc!. 

Gentiles, cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 9. fris, viz. 
ть ónüs ph wripeoOa, fem., on account 
of lxdeitis, following: see a similar feris, 
Epb. iii. 13. 18. Gwed., because it 
will shew that all their arts are of no 
avail against your union and firmness and 
hopefulness: and thus their own ruin 
(spiritual, as the whole matter is spiri- 
tual), in hopelessly contending against 
you, is pointed out, not perhaps to them- 
selves as perceiving it, but to themselves 
if they choose to perceive it. рё» 
& cw.] but (is a sign) of your (see var. 
readd.) salvation (spiritual again: not 
merely, rescue and safety from them), 
and this (viz. the sign, to them of perdi- 
tion, to you of your salvation: not to be 
referred to owrnpias, nor merely to pâr 
$4 сет. [Calv., al.], nor to both джол. and 
awr., nor to the following sentence ( Clem. 
Alex. (Strom. iv. 18, vol.i.p.614 P.), Chrys., 
Thdrt., al.], but simply to Ev8edis: the 
sign is one from God) from God,— because 
(proof that the sign is from God, in that 
He has granted to you the double proof 
of His favour, not only, &c.) to you (first 
emphasis) it was granted (second em- 
phasis—* gratie munus, signum salutis 
(P) est.’ Beng. The aorist refers to the 
act in the dealings of God regarded as a 
historical whole), on behalf of Christ (the 
Apostle seems to have intended immedi- 
ately to add rdoxew, but, the od uóvov 
к.т.А. coming between, he drops 7b drip 
xpw ToU for the present, and takes it up 
again by and by with бяёр афтой. The 
rendering of Tò úr. x., absolute, ‘to you 
it is given in the behalf of Christ’ (E. V.), 
‘quod attinet ad Christi causam," is mani- 
festly wrong), not only to believe on Him, 
but also on his bohalf to suffer, 

80.] having (the nominative instead of 
the dative, the subjective óueis being be- 
fore the Apostle's mind: so Eph. iv. 2, — 
Thuc. iii. 36, okey abrois . . . . éxuma- 
Aoürres: ib. vi. 24, ка) #рюз evéwece 
mücip .. . . evéamides zyres: Sallust, Jug. 
112, ‘populo Romano melius virum .... 
rati; seg other examples in Kühner, ii. 
p This is far better than with 

chm., al, to parenthesize Friss 
xdexew, which unnecessarily breaks the 
flow of the sentence) the same conflict 
(ein in its nature and object) as ye saw 
viz. when I was with you, Acts xvi. 16 

ff.) in me (in my case as its example); and 
now hear of in me (lv гроќ, as before, not 
‘deme.’ He means, by report of others, 
and by this Epistle). II. 1—11.] 
Exhortation to unity and humility (1— 
4), after the example of Christ (Б—11). 

1.] He introduces in the fervour 
of his affection (Spa яӧз Awrapes, wes 
vc$olpds, was perà cupwadelas тоА\ї, 
Chr.) four great points of the Christian 
life and ministry, and by them enforces 
his exhortation. Mey. observes, that the 
four fall into two pairs, in each of which 
we have first the objective principle of 
Christian life (ёи ypiorg and яуєбиатоѕ), 
and next the subjective principle (ёуётуғ 
and стАбух. к. oixTipuof). And thus 
the awakening of motives by these four 
points is at the same time (so Chrys 
above) powerful and touching. rapá- 
кло] here, exhortation, not com- 
fort,’ which follows in тжарадўбоу. iv 
xpurrQ$ specifies the element of the ex- 
hortation. 40pajvÓ.] better com. 
fort, than ‘persuasion: it corresponds 
(see above) to отл. x. olkrip. in the other 
pair: see also reff. wapayvéla, the ear- 

т $ — 7 a 0 - 
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CHAT. II. 1. for re, tis D'*L. 
“gi in ullis, in perpaucis certe codicibus grecis 

о отерёҳоугас атш», 
11. 12. Tus x. 38 only. Ts Ixili. 15. 

Pas hare o onl aly. фе. = Rom 
8. 1 

Wied. xiv. 14 on 

4 ` finr 15 Beef. 
ит) та y Bom. rii.1. 

= Jobn ili. W. 51 й. vl. 34. xvii. 
Matt. xvill.6. John viti. 50. b Rom. xil. 16. xv. 

. vili. 5. ch. III. 18 al. 1 Macc. x. 30. 
7. Eph. l. Il. ch. Iv. 11. e Gal. v. 20 

„2975. Ш. 81. 9 al, (g Gal. r M) 
r.ix.Bal Jo HL Rom. xiii. 

rec (for last ris) туа, with 57(ed Alter) al(e sil 
” Reiche p. 213. also ib. p. 211 

note 7): ri be h m o 4. 18. 37. 46. 72-4. 116-32-9. 219! Clem Chr-ed-montf: те 109 
Thdrt-ms : txt ABCDFELN rel а lgs (in Reiche) Bas Chr- mas Damasc Th! (Ec. 

2. for то ёр, To avro ACN! 17: ipsum vulg Pelag : 
3. rec (for car) ката, with AD rel: txt BCD!FL 1 m n 17. 

txt Ns &c. 
rec (for n 

card) $, with DFKL rel Chr Thdrt: txt ABCN(but N3 disapproves ката) m 17 vulg 
80. D-lat copt Victorin Ambrst Aug. 

улер. В. umepexovres DF. 

lier form, occurs in the same sense 1 Cor. 
xiv. 3; Wisd. xix. 12. d&ydans is 
the subjective genitive —' consolation fur- 
nished by love.’ xow. v.] commu- 
nion, —fellowahip, of the Holy Spirit, cf. 
ref. 2 Cor.: not, ‘spiritual communion’ 
(De W., al.). The MSS. evidence in 
favour of the reading «el rig is over- 
whelming ; and in Tischandorf’s ни language, 
* nobis servandum erit ris, nisi malumus 

matici quam editoris partes agere.” 
it i is in its favour, that almost all the 

t MSS. have ef т: before fin Pct 
For if ef тїз had been a mere mechanical 
repetition of the preceding, why not in 
one place as well as in the other ? And 
if this were once so, and the former ти 
got altered back to its proper form, why 
not this also? The construction may be 
justified perhaps as analogous to бҳлоу.. 
хбрт», Mark viii. 1; see also Luke ii. 17; 
vii. 49: though, it must be confessed, it 
is the harshest example of its kind. 
ewAdyyva, of affectionate emotion in 
general: olxrippol, of the compassionate 
emotions im particular. So Tittm. p. 68 a: 
—tenderness and compassion, Con oe — 
“bergliche Liebe und Barmherzigkeit, Luth. 

I may remark, that the patioreation 
being addressed to the Philippians, the ef 
Tis and ef т: are to be taken subjectively — 
If there be with you any &c. 2. 
wAnpécare has the emphasis he already 
bad joy in them, but it was not complete, 
because rid did not walk in perfect unity: 
cf. ch. i. 9. va, of the purpose, as 
always — but here as s frequently. of a corre- 

трозрүоидеуо: D'3K 

. to be taken together ав pe desi 

ins rovs bef 

lative result, contemplated as the purpose: 
never, however, without reason : e.g., here 
the unanimity of the Philippians is the и 
greater and more important result, to 
which the А = Thy x. is but ac- 
cessory. urd фро This ex- 
pression of. the same vind) i is more 
general than 1rd ё» $povoürres ( being of 
one mind’) below. And this is all that 
can be reasonably said of the difference 
between them. In the more fervid por- 
tions of such an Epistle as this, we must 
be prepared for something very nearly 
approaching to tautology. Baal, says 
Chrys., wocdkis Tb abrb Adye: dd Bia- 
0éceos, woAAÉ$s. T. abrhy дуст. 
Éxovres] rouréoris, ёроќоѕ kal фАе к. 
ф:Хеіс@а, Chrys. №. т. dv фр.] 

tion 
only: сйшф. having the emphasis, and 
defining the rò è» фр., with union of soul, 
unanimous (minding one X So that 
the Apostle does not, as Zier Aa- 
gidei Td Ópodporeiy. py div— 
$povo)vres, scil. from the Rd verse: 
entertaining no thought in a spirit of 
(according to, after the manner of) self- 
seeking (see note, Rom. ii. 8, on the com- 
mon mistaken rendering of this word), 
nor in a spirit of vainglory (xerobolía, 
катаа тіз Tepl éavroU ofnors, Suidas), 
but by means of humility of mind (article 
either generic or possessive: in the latter 
case assuming тотеуофросчут as а Chris- 
tian grace which you The dative 
is either modal [ch. i. 18. Rom. iv. 20], or 
instrumental, or more properly perhaps, 
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m Mark xvi.i$" TOUTO 
only. Isa. 
xliv. 13. 
1 Cor. xi 
Gal . i. 14 rof. leip., 1 Cor. ix. 19. Philem. 8. 
3 Pet. Ш. 15. (ons reff) Job xii. 19. 

4. for eavrwy, «avrov С? Thi,: erepov Thl,. 
CDKLNX rel vss gr-ff: txt АВЕ 17 
Chr Thdrt: скотето K k 73 syrr 

n 67? (Ec. 

ПРОЎ Ф1А1ППН>1ОҮЎ. II. 

o here only ¢. (see note. р = James i. 2 

rec (for Ist екастог) exacros, with 
lat-ff. rec oxowerre, with L rel copt 

Thi: txt ABCDFN c 17 latt goth arm Ath lat-ff 
om «a: D'FK o latt arm Bas lat-ff(not Aug). 

ins тоу bef erepsy» DIF bi ck o. 
for 2nd та, то D?K a hl 

rec (for 2nd exactor) exag ros, 
with KL rel D-lat syrr goth Chr Cyr Thdrt: om Е vulg lat-ff: txt ABDN 17 copt 
Bas. (C defective.) 

D. rec aft rovro ins yap, with DF 

6. om то F 109 Eus, Did. 

causal: seo Ellicott's note) esteeming one 
another superior to yourselves (i. e. each 
man his neighbour better than himself); 
each (the plural is only found here in the 
М. T., and unusual elsewhere : it occurs in 
Thuc. i. 2, jebíes ёкасто: thy éavrév 
&voAclxorres, —Hom. Od. 1. 164, woAAdp 
yàp èv dudidopetow катто: ђфбсаиеу) 
regarding (cf. both for expressions and 
sense, Herod. i. 8, dA, тё kaAà àr0pó- 
wot etpnra... dy тоо» ty róde dar, 
скотќе» туй тё éoDToU: Thuc. vi. 12, 
Tb éavroU uóvov cxowév) not their own 
matters, but each also the matters of 
others (“ this second clause ( Mey.] is a 
feebler contrast than might have been 
expected after the absolute negation in 
the first." The ral shews that that first 
is to be taken with some allowance, for by 
our very nature, each man must скотеѓу 
тё éavrov in some measure). On the 
nature of the strife in the Philippian 
church, as shewn by the exhortations 
here, see Prolegg. § ii. 7. 6—11.] 
The exhortation enforced, by the example: 
of the self-denial of Christ Jesus. The 
monographs on this important age, 
which are very numerous, may seen 
enumerated in Meyer. For (reason for 
the exhortation of the preceding verse) 
think this in (not ‘among,’ on account 
of the фу xp. I. following. On the read- 
ing, вее various readings, and Fritzschiorum 
Opuscula, p. 49 note) yourselves, which 
was (2фроуегто) also in Christ Jesus (as 
regurds the dispute, whether the Aóyos 
Ёсаркоѕ or the Adyos ёусаркоѕ be here 
spoken of, see below. I assume now, and 
will presently endeavour to prove, that 
the Apostle's reference is first to tho 
taking on Him of our humanity, and then 
to his further humiliation in that hu- 
manity) : “who subsisting (originally: sce 

ACN Cyr, join 2nd єкаст. to follg. 
Rie Tel latt вуг goth Chr Thdrt Damasc Victorin 

Hil Ambrst : om ABCN! k m 17 arm Orig Ath &c. 
with C'EL rel copt goth arm Orig Eus Ath 
Tos Сугу Thdot-ancyr: txt ABC! DFN 17. 67? 

rec (for фроуєгтє) фроуеісбе, 
Cyr, Chr Thdrt, Damasc: ꝓporerre erac- 

jatt Cyrape Ambrat Pelag Ruf Hil. 

on ówdpxe and elui, Acts xvi. 20. Les 
cannot be implied in this word than 
eternal prz-existence. The participle is 
hardly equivalent to “although he sub- 
sisted,” as Ellic., still less “inasmuch as 
he subsisted ;” but simply states its fact 
as a link in the logical chuin, “ subsisting 
as He did ;” without fixing the character 
of that link as causal or concessive) in 
the form of God (not merely the sature 
of God, which however is implied: but, 
as in Heb. i. 8, the dwatyacua т. Béns 
к. Характђр T. Übwocrdceos abro? — cf. 
John v. 87, обте «los avrov форбкате, 
with ib. xvii. 5, rf бр ў elxow xpd тоб 
Tb» kócuov elvat торд gol. “Ipsa na- 
tura divina decorum habebat infinitam in 
se, etiam sine ulla creatura illam gloriam 
intuente." Beng. See also Col. i. 15; 
2 Cor. iv. 4. That the divine »atere of 
Christ is not here meant, is clear: for He did 
not with reference to this dxévecer éauréy, 
ver. 7) deemed not his equality (notice 
Tea, not Looy, bringing out equality in 
nature and essence, rather than in Person) 
with God & matter for grasping. The 
expression is one very difficult to render. 
We may observe, (1) that apwaypév holds 
the emphatic place in the sentence: (2) 
that this fact casts rò «Туш To Geg into 
the shade, as secondary in the sentence, 
and as referring to the state indicated by 
er poppi 0coü ӧтірҳоу above: (S) that 
&pra'ynós strictly means, as here given, 
the act of seizing or snatching {во in the 
only place in profane writers where it oc- 
curs, viz. Plut. de Puerorum educ. p. 120 4, 
kal robs рёу OfjBnci x. Tobs "Нл: hevre- 
тќоу Epwras, к. Toy ёк Kpfyrns kaXoópervor 
ёртаүрбу. One thing must also be re- 
membered,—that in the word, the leading 
idea is not ‘snatching from another,’ but 
‘snatching, grasping, for one’s self: it 
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7. [As, so BFN.] 

answers to rà dauvrdy oc res above], 
not [&prayua] the thing so seized or 
snatched: but that here, rò elvai fra беф, 
i. e. a state, being in apposition with it, 
the difference between the act [subjective ] 
and the ¿Aing [objective] would logically 
be very small: (4) that 10 elvai Їса беф 
is no new thing, which He thought it not 
robbery to be, i. e. to take upon Him,— 
but His state already existing, respecting 
which He оўу ўућсато &c.: (5) that this 
clause, being opposed by àAAd to His 
great act of self-denial, cannot be a mere 
secondary one, conveying an additional 
detail of His Majesty in His pre-existent 
state, but must carry the whole weight of 
the negation of selfishness on His part: 
(6) that this last view is confirmed by the 
tryhoaro, taking up and corresponding to 
fryotuero: above, ver. 3. (7) Other ren- 
derings have been :—(a) of those who hold 
Tb eat toa beğ, as above to be virtually 
identical with é» дорфр 0«o0 idpyew be- 
fore,—Chrys. says, ó ToU бео vids ойк 
éQoBf65 xaraBnra: ёт) той Aliparos. 
оф yàp apraypdy iyfcaro Th» Өебттта, 
ойк ed c dolce ph tis abrby apdéanra: thy 
esi 3 тд ора. 8:0 ka) ётќдето abró, 
Gagpav бт: афтд dA, r. ка) Ёкрифеу, 
yo neros ob dAaTToUGÜn: AH rotrov. 
8:4 тобто офк elxey оўу Fp race, ДАЛА 
ойх aprayper Зүүйтато, ёт: ойх артбтаѕ 
«хе rhv дёрхфу, ААЛА фисисђь, ob де- 
Bouéry», ЛАА pdyipov к. ётфаАў. And 
so іп the main, Œc., Thl., Aug. :—Beza, 
“non ignoravit, se in ea re (quod Deo 
patri coequalis esset) nullam injuriam cui- 
quam facere, sed suo jure uti: nihilominus 
famen quasi jure suo cessit " and so Са]. 
vin, but wrongly maintaining for 3yficaro 
a subjunctive sense: ‘non fuisset arbitra- 
tus: Thdrt., eds yàp Gr, к. фсе: бебз, к. 
Th» xpos roy xarépa loórgra (xov, ob 
péya тобто бкќЛаВє. тобто yap ЇЙ» 
тё» Tap dtiay тўз Tivos TeTvX"kÓTOv. 
àAAÀ thy дау xarakpoyas, Thy Áxpar 
Ttaxevopportyny nero, к. Thy à»0po- 
weíar ӧжёо popohy: and so, nearly, 
Ambr. Castal., all.; — Luther, Erasm., 
Grot., Calov., all..—‘ He did not as a 
victor his spoils, make an exhibition of 
&c., but’... . (B) of those who distinguish 
Tb «уа ira деф from èr popp beot úr- 
dpxew : Bengel, — Christus, quum posset 

esse pariter Deo, non arripuit, non durit 
rapinam, non subito usus est illa facul- 
tate De Wette, Christ had, when He 
degan His Messianic course, the glory of 
the godhead potentially in Himself, and 
might have devoted Himself to manifesting 
it forth in His life : but seeing that it lay 
notin the purpose of the work of Redemp- 
tion that He should at the commencement 
of it have taken to Himself divine honour, 
had He done so, the assumption of tt would 
have been an act of robbery ? — Lünemann 
[in Meyer]: Christus, etsi ab eterno 
знае dignitate creatoris et domini rerum 
omnium frueretur, ideoque divina indutus 
magnificentia coram patre consideret, ni- 
hilo tamen minus haud. arripiendum sibi 
esse autumabat existendi modum cum Deo 
aequalem, sed ultro se exinanivit, And іп 
fact Arius [and his party] had led the way 
in this explanation: бт: ds Sv dAdrrov 
ovx prase Tb elva: Toa TË bei TQ pe- 
day xal ueí(ori. See this triumphantly 
answered in Chrys. Hom. vi. inloc. Indeed 
the whole of this method of interpretation 
is rightly charged with absurdity by Chrys., 
seeing that in фу poppy бео? órdpxcer we 
have already equality with God expressed : 
ei fy Oeds, was elxer aprdoa; к. wos 
ойк ёжергубттоу ToUTO; tis yap ћу elro: 
бт: ô Sea, Ќубротоѕ Gy, oùx Horace Tb 
elva: EvOpwwos; wos бә vis Seep 
éorly, áprxdcewv ; (8) We have now to 
enquire, whether the opening of the passage 
will bear to be unders of our Lord 
already incarnate. De Wette, al., have 
maintained that the name xpurrós "Inovts 
cannot apply to the Абуоѕ ácapxos. But 
the answer to this is easy, viz. that that 
name applies to the entire historical Per- 
son of our Lord, of whom the whole pas- 
sage is said, and not merely to Him in his 
rie - existent state. That опе and the same 
erson of the Son of God, ёх ud бое 

bxápxov, afterwards dv ёробрат: ёудр@- 
way éyévero, gathering to itself the hu- 
manity, in virtue of which He is now de- 
signated in the concrete, Christ Jesus. So 
that the dispute virtually resolves itself 
into the question between the two lines of 
interpretation given above,—on which I 
have already pronounced. But it seems to 
mo to be satisfactorily settled by the con- 
trast between Фф» poppi беоб тарху 
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and дорфђу 8ойлоу AaBóv. These two 
cannot belong to Christ in the same in- 
carnate state. "Therefore the former of 
them must refer to his ꝓrœ · incarnate state. 

7.) but emptied Himself (éaurdy 
emphatic, — not ёкёуюсеу éaurdv. 
ixdvecrey, contrast to dpwaypdv $4yfo.— 
he not only did not enrich himself, but he 
emptied himself:—He used His equali 
with God as an opportunity, not for self- 
exaltation, but for self-ahasement. And the 
word simply and literally means, erinani- 
vit’ [vulg.|, as above. He emptied Him- 
self of the popph Geot [not His essential 
glory, but its manifested ion : see 
on the words above: the glory which He 
had with the Father before the world 
began, John xvii. 5, and which He re- 
samed at His glorification]—He ceased 
while in this state of exinunition, to refiect 
the glory which He had with the Father. 
Those who understand $« above of the in- 
carnate Saviour, are obliged to explain 
away this powerful word: thus Calv., * is- 
anitio hac eadem est cum humiliatione de 
qua postea videbimus г Calov., ‘ veluti de- 
posuit : Le Clerc, ‘non magis ea usus est, 
quam si ea destitutus fuisset? De W., 
‘the manner and form of the xévwors is 
iven by the three following participles' 
ag "уєубиеуоз, eópeOc(s] : alii aliter) 
by taking the form of а servant (speciti- 
cation of the method in which He emptied 
Himself: not co-ordinate with [as De W., 
al.] but subordinate to indvecey davrév. 

The participle AaBév does not point to 
that which has preceded avr. éxév., but 
to а simultaneous act, ав in «à у’ éwoln- 
gas àrvauvfcas ue (Plat. Phed. p. 60 n], 
see Bernhardy, Synt. р. 383, and Harless 
on Eph. i. 13. And so of yerónevos below. 
The oos is contrasted with ‘equality 
with God’—and imports ‘a servant of 
God,’—not a servant generally, nor a ser- 
vant of man and God. And this state, of 
a servant of God, is further defined by 
what follows), being made (by birth into 
the world. becoming: but we must not 
render the general, yevópevos, by the par- 
ticular, ‘deing born’) in the likeness of 
men (cf. v duoiduart таркдз duaprias, 
Rom. viii. 8. He was not a man, purus 
putus homo [Mey.], but the Son of God 

manifest in the flesh and nature of men. 
On the interpretation impugued above, 
which makes ail these clauses refer to acts 
of Christ, in our nature, this word uord- 
рат: loses all meaning. But on the right 
interpretation, it becomes forcible in giving 
another subordinate specification to дәр- 
phr BoóAov Aa — viz. that He was 
made in like form to men, who are Oecd 
8о9ло!). 8.] My interpretation has 
hitherto come very near to that of Meyer. 
But here I am compelled to differ from 
him. He would join xol ax. «op. Фе ёубр. 
to the foregoing, put a period at „апа 
begin the next sentence by ёта 
without a copula. The main objection to 
this with me, is, the word ebtpe@els. It 
seems to denote the taking up afresh of 
the subject, and introducing a new portion 
of the history. Hitherto of the act of 
laying aside the form of God, specified to 
have consisted in popphy бойАо» AaBeir, 
and ќу би. дудрбтер yerdoOa:. But now 
we take Him up again, this having past; 
we find Him in his hnman appearance — 
and what then? we have further acts of 
self-humiliation to relate. So Van Hengel: 
* duo enim, ut puto, diversa hic tradit 
Paulus et quamnam vivendi rationem 
Christus inierit, .. ... et quomodo hane 
vivendi rationem ad mortem usque perse- 
cutus sit." And when He was (having 
been) found in having (guise, outward sem- 
blance ; e. g. of look, and dress, and speech. 
сурат is а more specific repetition of 
porrón. above: and is here emphatie: 
‘being found in Aabit, &c. He did not 
stop with this outward semblance, but 
.. . . ) аз а man (for He was not а man, 
but {in Person], with the humanity 
taken on Him: és Ќубретоѕ — й үйр 
&д»аАтф@еїта bois тобто ћу abrds BR 
тодто ойк Ў», тодто 8d wepiéxerto, Thart.) 
He humbled himself (in His humanity: 
a further act of self-denial. This time, 
éaurdy does not precede, because, as Meyer 
well says,—in ver. 7 the pragmatic weight 
rested on the reflexive reference of the act, 
but here on the reflerive act itself) by 
Beco (see on the aorist participle 
above. It ifles, wherein the rawelve- 
сіз consisted) obedient (to God ; as before 
in the бойдо»: not *capientibus se, dam- 
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nantibus et i entibus, as Grot. See 
Rom. v. 19, Heb. v. 8 f., and ver. 9, — 8:5 
ка} ё 0eós,—referring to the r$ беф here 
understood) even unto (as far as) death 
(the climax of His obedience. np d 
TOv must not be taken with éraweivecer, 
as Beng., al, which breaks the sentence 
awkwardly), and that the death of the 
cross (on this sense of 56, see ref., and note 
there: —rour( or, ToU éwixarapárov, ToU 
rois ёубио:ѕ ёфорісиќуоо, Thl.). 
9—11.] Exraltation of Jesus, consequent 
on this His humiliation :—brought for- 
ward as an encouragement to follow His 
example. ‘Quod autem beati sint qni- 
cunque sponte humiliantur cum Christo, 
probat ejus exemplo: nam a despectis- 
sima sorte evectus fuit in summam ulti- 
tudinem. Quicunque ergo se humiliat, 
similiter exaltabitur. Quis nunc submis- 
sionem recuset, qua in gloriam regni ccles- 
tis conscenditnr?" Calvin. Wherefore (i. e. 
on account of this His self-humiliation 
and obedience: see Heb. ii. 9, note: not 
as Calv., ‘quo facto,’ trying to evade the 
meritorious obedience of Christ thus, * quod 
dictio illativa hic magis consequentiam 
sonet quam causam, hinc patet, quod alio- 
qui sequetur, hominem divinos honores 
posse mereri et ipsum Dei thronum ac- 
uirere, quod non modo absurdum sed 
ictu etiam horrendum est: strangely for- 

getting that herein Christ was not a man, 
nor an example what we can do, but the 
eternal Son of God, lowering Himself to 
take the nature of men, and in it rendering 
voluntary and perfect obedience) also (in- 
troduces the result, reff. and Luke i. 36; 
Acts x. 29) God (on His part : reference to 
the rg de understood aftes úrhroos 
above) highly exslted Him (not only 
dye, but O(w«phbyecev; His exalta- 
tion being a super-eminent one, cf. ó*ep- 
vingy, Rom. viii. 37, also 2 Cor. xii. 7; 
2 Thess, i. 3. Not, ‘hath highly ex- 
alted:’ the reference is to a historical fact, 
viz. that of His Ascension), and gave to 
Him (the Father being greater than the 
incarnate Son, John xiv. 28, and having 

Ps-—ins eu bef то итер F, ut sit 

by His exaltation of Jesus to His throne, 
freely bestowed on him the kingly office, 
which is the completion of His Mediator- 
ship, Rom. xiv. 9) the name which is 
above every name (Üvoua must be kept, 
against most Commentators, to its plain 
sense of КАМЕ, —– and not rendered glory,’ 
or understood of His office. The name 
is, the very name which He bore in His 
humiliation, but which now is the highest 
and most glorious of all names, тё буора 
'IHZOT. Compare His own answer in 
glory, Acts ix. 6, ёуф eiu Ingots, 5» ab 
dichtes. As to the construction in the 
rec. without the ró before voua, the 
indefinite буора is afterwards defined to 
be fAat name, which we all know and 
reverence, by Tò dwtp x. r. A. The 76 be- 
fore буора may have been inserted to 
assimilate the expression to the more 
usual one), 10.] that (intent of this 
exaltation) in the name of Jesus (empha- 
tic, as the ground and element of the act 
which follows) every knee should bend 
5 e. all prayer should be made (not, as 

. V., “аё the name of Jesus every knee 
shoul. 1 bow,’—which surely the words will 
not bear]. But what prayer? fo Jesus, 
ог to Gop THROUGH HIM? The only 
way to answer this question is to regard 
the general aim of the passage. This un- 
doubtedly is, the exaltation of Jesus. 
The els 8ótav Oeo xarpós below is no 
deduction from this, but rather an addi- 
tional reason why we should carry on the 
exaltation of Jesus until this new parti- 
cular is introduced. This would lead us 
to infer that the universal prayer is to be 
to JESUS. And this view is confirmed by 
the next clanse, where every tongue is to 
confess that Jesus Christ is коргоз, when 
we remember the common expression, 
d rica ein Uni Tb Üvoua xuplov, for prayer: 
Rom. x. 12 f.; 1 Cor. i. 2 [2 Tim. ii. 22]; 
Acts [vii. 59] ix. 14, 21; xxii. 16), of 
those in heaven (angels. Eph. i. 20, 21. 
Heb. i. 6) and those on (men) and 
those under the earth (the dead: so Hom. 
II. . 467, Zebs waraxOdnios, Pluto; so 
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Thdrt.: éwovpavlous кале Tobs dopdrovs 
Surduers, exryelovs 84 rods Eri (örras 
ё»Өрбтоыѕ, kal катаҳбоуіооѕ robs теб- 
ved ras. Various erroneous interpretations 
have been given—e. g. Chr., Thl, c., 
Erasm. understand by xarax0., the devils 
—and Chr., Thl. give metaphorical mean- 
ings, of dirai: x. of àu⁰ , 11.] 
and every tongue (of all the classes just 
named) shall confess (result of the way 
убри кашүшм) that Jesus Christ is Lord 
(see the predicate xópis similarly pre- 
fixed in 1 Cor. xii. 3) to the glory (so as 
for such confession to issue in the glory) 
of God the Father (which is the great 
end of all Christ's mediation and media- 
torial kingdom, cf. 1 Cor. xv. 24—28. 
*Ut Dei majestas in Christo reluceat, et 
Pater gloriflcetur in Filio. Vide Johan. 
v. et xvii., et habebis hujus loci expositio- 
nem.' Calv.). 12—16.] AfYer this 
glorious example, he exhorts them to 
earnestness after Christian perfection. 

12. бете) wherefore—i. e. as a 
consequence on this pattern set you by 
Christ. The vrnxovoare answers to ye- 
vóuevos bwhxoos ver. 8, and owrypla to 
the exaltation of Christ. It is therefore 
better, with Meyer, to refer Sere to that 
which has just preceded, than with De 
Wette, Wiesinger, al., to all the foregoing 
exhortations, ch. i. 27 ff. ётукобсате | 
i.e. to God, as Christ above: not as ordi- 
narily, ‘to me’ or ‘my Gospel.’ This 
last De W. grounds on the presence and 
absence of the Apostle mentioned below : 
those clauses however do not belong to 
dryxotcare, but to xarepyd(eaOc. This 
is evident by uh ds and убу. In fact it 
would be hardly possible logically to con- 
nect them with ó*nkoócaTe. As it is, 
they connect admirably with xaTepyd(eate, 
see below. és is by no means super- 

fluous, but gives the sense not as if (it 
were a matter to be done) in my presence 
only,—but now (as things are at present) 
much more (with more earnestness) in 
my absenoe use spiritual help from 
me is withdrawn from you) carry out 
рана to an accomplishment) your own 
emphasis on éavréy, perhaps as directing 
attention to the example of Christ which 
has preceded,—as НЕ obeyed and won 
His exaltation, so do you obey and carry 
out your own salvation) salvation (which 
is begun with justification by faith, but 
must be carried out, brought to an issue, 
by sanctification of the Spirit—a life of 
holy obedience and advance to Christian 
perfection. For this reason, the E. V., 
‘work out your own salvation,’ is bad, 
because ambiguous, giving the idea that 
the salvation is a thing to be gotten, 
brought in and brought about, by our- 
selves) with fear and trembling (lest you 
should fail of its accomplishment at the 
last. The expression indicates a state of 
anxiety and self.distrust: see reff.—der 
yap Sec к. Tpéuew dv тё épyd(ec- 
да: T)» las cornplav катто», ufprore 
brooxeAcOels ёктёсп rabrns. (Ec. in 
Meyer. And the stress of the exhortation 
is on these words :—considering the im- 
mense sacrifice which Christ made for 
ou, and the lofty eminence to which God 
ath now raised Him, be ye more than 

ever earnest that you mise not your own 
share in such salvation. The thought be- 
fore the Apostle’s mind is much the same 
as that in Heb. ii. 3, wae $yueis dxpevgd- 
peda rnAcabrys ducAfcarres соттріаз ;) : 

18.] encouragement to fulfil the 
last exhortation—for you are not left to 
yourselves, but have the almighty Spirit 
dwelling in you to aid you. “ Intelligo,” 
says Calvin, “ gratiam supernaturalem, 

Kai жава yAwooa ! č- ABcor 

hkim 
o 17 
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que provenit ex Spiritu regenerationis. 
Nam quatenus sumus homines, jam in Deo 
sumus, et vivimus, et movemur ; verum 
hic de alio motu disputat, quam illo uni- 
versali." This working must not be 
explained away with Pelagius (in Mey.), 
* velle operatur suadendo et præmia pro- 
mittendo: it is an efficacious working 
which is here spoken of: God not onl 
brings about the will, but creates the wi 
—we owe both the will to do good, and 
the power, to His indwelling Spirit. 
фу tp. not among you, but in you, as in 
ref. 1 Cor., and 2 Cor. iv. 12; Eph. ii. 2; 
Col. i. 29. The Өле and dvepyciv аге 
well explained by Calvin: * Fatemur, nos 
а natura habere voluntatem : sed quoniam 
peceati corruptione mala est, tunc bona 
esse incipit, quum reformata est а Deo. 
Nec dicimus hominem quicquam boni fa- 
cere, nisi volentem : sed tunc, quum vo- 
luntas regitur a Spiritu Dei. Ergo quod 
ad banc partem spectat, videmus Deo in- 
tegram laudem asseri, ac frivolum esse 
quod sophiste docent, offerri nobis gra- 
tiam et quasi in medio poni, ut eam am- 
plectemur si libeat. Nisi enim efficaciter 
ageret Deus in nobis, non diceretur effi. 
cere bonam voluntatem. De secunda 

rte idem sentiendum. Deus, inquit, est 
6] évepyà» d ? e i . Perducit igitur 

ad finem usque pios affectus, quos nobis 
inspiravit, ne sint irriti: sicut per Eze- 
chielem (xi. 20) promittit: Faciam ut in 
preceptis meis ambulent. Unde colligi- 
mus, perseverantiam quoque merum esse 
ejus donum." ddp ris «©бок(ав] 
for the sake of His geod pleasure, —i. e. 
in order to carry out that good counsel of 
His will which He hath purposed towards 
you: ейдокіау Bà rò dyaddy той Oeo? 
wposmyópevuce BiAnpa Ae 32 жйутаз 
avOparous сидўуси, к. els éxiyracw àA- 
Oclas dA0eiv, Thdrt. Conyb. would join 
inrip «08. with the following verse, 
—'do all things for the sake of good 
will ’—and remarks, It is strange that so 
clear and simple a construction, involving 
no alteration in the text, should not have 
been before suggested. But surely St. 
Paul could not have written thus. The 

sense of «Вокќа indced, would be the 
same as in ch. i. 165: — but that very pas- 
sage should have prevented this conjecture. 
]t must have been in that case here as 
there, 8° ed8oxlay, or at all events, óvip 
ei dor las: the insertion of the article where 
it is generally omitted from abstract nouns 
after a preposition, as here, necessarily 
brings in a reflexive sense, —to be referred 
to the subject of the sentence: and thus 
we should get а meaning very different 
from that given by Conyb., viz.: ‘Do all 
things for the sake of (to carry out) your 
оюп pleasure.’ It has been proposed 
(i know not by whom, but it was commu- 
nicated to me by letter: I see it also no- 
ticed in Ellic.'s note, and Van Hengel's 
refutation of it referred to) to take lav - 
Tév (ver. 12) as = MAMA, and render 
* with fear and trembling labour heartily 
for one another's salvation ;" thus con- 
necting the Gsre with ver. 4. The sag- 
gestion is ingenious, and as far as the 
mere question of the sense of larrò goes, 
perpe allowable; but see Eph. iv. 32; 
‘ol. ili. 18, 16; 1 Pet. iv. 8, 10: there 

are, however, weighty and I conceive fatal 
objections to it. 1) the emphatic position 
of éauray, which restricts it to its proper 
meaning: 2) the occurrence of éavréy, in 
the very verse [4] with which it is sought 
to connect our passage, tn its proper mean- 
ing puh тё davrey Exacro: скотесте, ААЛА 
wal та érépwy Exacro:: 3) the context, 
and inference drawn by sre, which this 
rendering altogether mistakes: see it ex- 
plained above. 14 fl.] More detailed 
exhortations, as to the manner of their 
Christian energizing. › in 
every other place in the N. T. (reff.), as 
also in ref. Exod., signifies murmuring 
against men, not against God (as Mey.). 
And the context here makes it best to keep 
the same sense : such murmurings arising 
from selfishness, which is especially die- 
commended to us by the example of Christ. 
This I still maintain as against ЕШе, : his 
rejection of John vii. 12 and 1 Pet. iv. 9, 
as not applicable, not seeming to me to be 
justified. Gv] by the same 
rule we should rather understand dis- 
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rec (for арена) apwunrTa, with DFKL rel Chr Thdrt Philo- earp Damasc : txt 
ABCN 17 (Clem) Cyr. 
rel: txt ABCD'FN 17. 67? Clem. 
Chrom Leo. 

16. exovres N! : txt N-corr!. 

putings with men, than doubts respecting 
God or duty (Mey.). It is objected that 
the N. T. meaning of ёалоушибз is gene- 
rally the latter. But this may be doubted 
(see on 1 Tim. ii. 8); and at all events the 
verb S:advyl(w, and its cognate dia o- 
po, must be taken for ‘to шерш їп 
Mark ix. 33, 34. I cannot understand 
how either word can apply to matters 
merely internal, seeing that the primary 
object is stated below to be blameless- 
ness, and good example to others: cf. 
pécor "yeveas, x. r. A. 16.] &pepwror, 
without blame, dxédparot, “pure, simplices, 
vulg eth: sinceres [i], Clarom.: 6 u 
xexpauévos cars, à &xAoUs ка} àwoí- 
kiA os, Etym. М For the distinc- 
tion between ёк pasos, &vAoUs, and rakos, 
see Tittm. Synon. i. p. 27.” Ellicott. 
On Térva ri see especially Rom. viii. 
14, 15. ере blameless: unblamed, 
and unblameable: Herod. uses it, ii. 177, 
of a law: T$ éxeivo: és alel xpdwvrat, 
éórvri ёрёр vóug. The whole clause is 
a reminiscence of ref. Deut., where we 
have réxva popntd, yeved ткоМм& к. Bı- 
єстрариёут. For the figurative mean- 
ing of cou, cf. reff. Acts and 1 Pet., 
and Plat. Legg. xii. p. 945 в, úv тЇз Ti etry 
Ae abr À xpdtn,—Gorg. p. 525 a, 
dra сколій imb Webduvs к. A Aa oe las, 
к. оф$Ф> є000 8:4 rb ürvev GAnOelas Te- 
pápai — and оп Sterrpappdvn, — õi- 
єстрефето bed xóAaxos, Poly. vil. 24. 3. 

фу ole, the masculine referring to 
those included in yeved : so Thuc. i. 136, 
pevye—is Кёркира», by abrüy ebepyérms. 
See more examples in Kühner, ii. p. 43. 

фо[уво@є, not imperative, as most 
of the Fathers, Erasm., Calvin, Grot., al., 
— but indicalive, for this is the position 
of Christians in the world: see Matt. v. 
14; Eph. v. 8. So De W., Meyer, Wie- 
singer, &c. &c. It bas been said (Mey., 
Wies., al.) that we must not render Sal- 
veoOe ‘shine,’ which would be ¢alvere: 
but surely there is but very little difference 

rec (for peor) ev pegw (explanatory corra), with D*-EL 
ev Tw косро Tovro in hoc mundo Е D- lat spec 

between appear and ‘shine’ here, and 
only St. John and St. Peter use фаіуе for 
fo shine,’ John i. 5; v. 35; 1 John ii. 8; 
Rev. i. 16; 2 Pet. i. 19, not St. Paul, 
for whom in such a matter their usage is 
no rule. Ellic. 1) objects that this must 
not be alleged against the simple meaning 
of the word, and 2) wishes to give the 
middle a special use in connexion with 
the appearance or rising of the heavenl 
bodies. But we may answer 1) by suc 
examples as deol Bé of booe фбаудеу, 
where Кові and Palm translate the passive 
leuchteten! and 2) by urging that such а 
reference seems here to lay too mach 
pregnancy of meaning on the word. 
dwornpes, not ligůts merely, but lumi- 
naries, ‘heavenly bodies:’ see ref. Gen.: 
and Sir. xlii. 7, Wisd. xiii. 2. 
éwéyovtes] probably as E. V. ачу»: 
forth (hardly, as Ellic., “ seeing 
forth,” but “in that ye hold ps gris 
participle being rather explicative еа 
causal) to them, applying to them, which 
is the one of the commonest meanings 
of éwdxecw,—see reff. Various senses have 
been given,—e. g. ‘holding fast,’ Luther, 
Estius, Bengel, De Wette, al: ‘tu vertice 
tenentes, Erasm.: ‘sustinentes,’ Culv. : 
‘ possessing,’ Meyer, who quotes for this 
meaning Herod. i. 104, of $ Xxó« тў» 
'Acíay xacay éxéoyov, and Thuc. ii. 101, 
ó Bè rhv тє XaXkiBuchr к. Borrichy к. 
Maxedoviay Aua er (xc kebeipe, — neither 
of which justify it: for in both these 
places it is ‘to occupy,’ not fo possess :' 
as also in Polyb. iii. 112. 8, «b xal к. Ovotas 
KT... Óreixor Thy тм». And this 
sense would manifestly be inapplicable. 
His objection to the ordinary rendering, 
that the subjects of the sentence them- 
selves shine by means of the Adyos тїї 
(wis, surely is irrelevant: for may not 
the stars be said prebere,’ ‘ preetendere,' 
their light, notwithstanding that thet 
light is in them?  Chrys., Œc. Thl., in- 
terpret it, AAo res hoecGas, Tey cw- 
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rau xn D. ovo. B. 
17. [алла, во BDI F.] (A def.) 

(Aomaot) N' : ins N. corri. 
18. 80 К 109. 

Qouére» rres: and Chrys. continues of 
фыстӯрёзѕ, фто, Aóyor Qerós dnéxovour 
aue Абуоу (wis. тЇ deri Adyor (wis 
oripa (wis (Éxorres, Tovréariw, évéxvpa 
(ws Éxorres, abr)» naréxovres Th» (ehe, 
rovr irt сябрра (wis dv ӧиї» Éxorres :— 
Thdrt., дут) тоб T$ AG xwposdxorres 
rhs (097, ungrammatically, for this would 
be лбуф (wis éxdxovres,—as å 64 àreixer 
афто, Acts iii. 5: cf. also ref. 1 Tim. 

els казу. épof] for (result of your 
thus walking, as concerns myself) a matter 
of boasting for me against (temporal: 
reserved for) tbe day of Christ, that (Sr: 
ob pudry» Th» биёр бру Avebeldumnr 
ткоу$йу, Thdrt.) I did not run (the past 
tense is from the point of view of that 
day. On ё$радо», see reff.) for nothing, 
nor labour for notbing (cf. ref. Job). 

17, 18.] These verses are closely 
connected with the preceding; not, аз 
De W.,al, with ch. i. 26, which is most 
unnatural, and never would occur to any 
reader. The connexion is this: in ver. 16 
he had tacitly assumed (els ўи. x.) that 
he should live to witness their blameless 
conduct even till the day of Christ. Now, 
he puts the other alternative—that the 
dangers which surrounded him would 
result in his death:—and in that case 
equally he rejoiced, &c. el xal im- 
plies more probability than ка} ei: in the 
former the case is presupposed, in the 
latter merely hypothesized. Klotz in 
Devar. p. 519 f., gives two examples from 
Xen.’s Anabasis: (1) óBowoifoeié y Ау 
abrois, kal el соу reOplrrois BotAowro 
&riéra: (iii. 2. 24), a supposition evidently 
thought improbable: (2) ёуф, 5 KAdav8pe, 
el xal ofe: pe àBikobvrd тї Ќуєсда: (vi. 4. 
27), where as evidently the speaker believes 
that Cleander does entertain the thought. 
The difference is explained by the common 
rules of emphasis. In el Kal, the stress is 
on ei, which is simply ‘posito, and the 
even belongs to that which is asswned : 
in ка} el, the stress is on «al, even, and 
the atrangeness belongs not to the thing 

ка bef ei (el si) Е. om Kas соухХоро 

simply assumed, but to the making of the 
assumption. In the present case then, 
the Apostle seems rather to believe the 
supposition which he makes. orév- 
Sopat} not future, but present; If I am 
even being poured out, because the danger 
was besetting him sow, and waxing on- 
ward to its accomplishment. He uses tho 
word literally, with reference to the shed- 
ding of his blood. ‘He represents his 
whole apostolic work for the faith of the 
Philippians, as a sacrifice: if he is put to 
death in the course of it, he will be, by 
the shedding of his blood, poured out as a 
libation upon this sacrifice, as among the 
Jews (Num. xxviii. 7; xv. 4 ff. Jos. Antt. 
iii. 9. 4. Winer, RWB., s. v. Trankopfer) 
and heathens, in their sacrifices, libationa 
of wine were usual which were poured 
over the offerings (Hom. Il. A. 775, orév- 
Ber albora olvoy ёж’ alone iepotow : 
cf. also Herod. ii. 39)." Meyer. Wetst., 
al., would render it affundor' (xaraowér- 
борои), and understand it of the pouring 
of wine over a live victim destined for 
sacrifice—but wrongly. The @verla is 
the sacrifice : i. e. the deed of sacritice, not 
the victim, the thing sacrificed. Ae- 
Tovpy(a, priest’s ministration, without 
another article, signifying therefore tho 
same course of action as that indicated by 
8vcía, viz. his apostolic labours : see below. 

тїз re Ùp., gen. objective; your 
faith is the sacrifice, which I, as a priest, 
offer to God. The image is precisely as in 
Rom. xv. 16, where he is tbe priest, offer- 
ing up-the Gentiles to God. And the case 
which he puts is, that he, the priest, should 
have his own blood poured out at, upon 
б. e. in accession to: not locally ** upon :” 
or it was not so among the Jews, sce Ellic. 
here), his sacrificing and presentation to 
God of their faith. Харе] not to be 
joined with ёж, as Chrys., but absolute, I 
rejoice for myself (оёх ws áxoÜaroUueros 
Auro &AAÀ yalpw, бт: arov) ylvo- 
pa, Thl.) and congratulate you (so the 
Vulg. rightly, and all.: not, ‘ rejoice with 
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ом, ав most Commentators [even Ellic.]. 
eyer well observes that the following 

verse is decisive against this: for if they 
rejoiced already, what need of cal det 
X P—congratulate you, viz. on the 
tact that I have been thus poured out for 
your faith, which would be an honour 
and a boast for you. De W.’s objection, 
after Van Hengel, that to congratulate 
would be осиуҳаірораь is futile: cf. 
Æschin. p. 34, rh» 'Естіау èrópose thv 
BovAalar qvyxalpe тр жбле бт: той» 
Tous &ySpas ёж! thy axpeofelay 5 
—Demosth. p. 194, — Pod ioſs 
xaſp ray "yeyernuéror) : 18.] “aud 
(but would be too strong: the contrast 
is only in the reciprocity) on the same 
account (accusative of reference, governed 
by xalp.) do ye (imperative, not indicative, 
as Erasm., al.) rejoice (answer to сиуҳаіро 
above,—for this your honour) and con. 
gratulate me (answer to xaípe above,— 
on this my joy). 

19 — 30.) ADDITIONAL NOTIOES RE- 
SPECTING THE APOSTLE’S STATE IN EIS 
IMPRISONMENT: HIS INTENDED MISSION 
oF TIMOTHEUS AND ACTUAL MISSION OF 
EPAPRRODITUS. The connexion with the 
foregoing scems to be,—‘and yet this стёу- 
Весо: is by no means certain, for I hope 
to hear news of you soon, nay, to see you 
myself, 19. dv kuplo] ‹ my hope is not 
an idle one, as a worldly man’s might be; 
but one founded on faith i in Christ. 1 Cor. 
ху. 19, to which Meyer refers, is wholly 
different : see there. Ta X des, see ver. 
23. Opiv] The dative after verbs of 
sending, &c. need not be regarded (as De 
W., al, here) as the dativus commodi, 
bnt is similar to that case after verbs of 
giving —indicating the position of the reci- 
pient, I stated in some former editions, that 

it is in no case equivalent to the mere local 
pos duds. But Ellie. has reminded me, 
that this is too widely stated, later writers 
undeniably using it in this sense. See 
о on Acts xxi. 16, and cf. such exam- 
ре as vórepor ћубит» 'АВрокбир, Xen. 
ph. iii. 6, and усуе» abr» "ASaracig 

T$ drr, Epiph. vit. p. 840 d. See the 
discussion in Winer, $ 31. Б. кёүе ] 
* as well as you, by your reception of news 
concerning me.' .] may be of 
good courage. The verb is unknown to 
the classics: the imperative єйдє: із 
found in inscriptions on tombs, in the 
sense of the Latin ‘have pia anima.’ 

20.] Reason why he would send 
Timotheus above all others: for I have 
none else like-minded (with myself, not 
with Timotheus, as Beza, Calv., al.) whe 
(of that kind, who) will really (emphatic : 
—with no seco regards for himself, 
ав in ver. 21) care your (have 
real anxiety about our matters, to order 
them for the best 21.) for all 
(my present companions) (who these 
were, we know not: they are character- 
ized, ch. iv. 21, merel as ol viv (pol АМ. 
gol—certainly not Пе Раа бна Demas, 
in transition between Philem, 24 and 2 Tim. 
iv. 10, we cannot say) seek their own 
matters, not those of Jesus (no 
weakening of the assertion must be thought 
of, as that of rendering of wdyres, тану, 
or most,—or understanding tho assertion, 
care more about dc. than 4c.,—as many 
Commentators: nor must it be restricted 
to the love of ease, &c., unwillingness (о 
undertake so long a journey, as Chr., Ec., 
Thl.: both of wdyres and the assertion 
are absolute). 93.] But the approved 
worth (reff.) of him ye know (viz. by trial, 
when we were at Philippi together, Acts 
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Heb. 1.7 (from Ps. cili. 4). viii. 2 only. 
Tit. iii. 14. 2 Chron. ti. 
xxi.40 v. r.) Jer. xxxi. (xlvill.] 7. 
37 | Mk. t. Jobx 20 Aq. 

3 Macc. viil.7. xiv. 5 only. 
Ез xiv. 6 F. Ac. (not vat) only. 

ark vi. 

с? 22. хх. 
26 єт дт) t = ver. 19. 

u 2 Cor. ix. 5. 
2Macc.ix.21. 

ч ch. 1. 10 ref. 
x Rom. xvi. $, 9, 21. eh. iv. &. CoL iv. 11. Philem. 1, 24. 

y Philem. 3 only . Xen. Anab: 1.2. 10 
. xv. a . xiii. 

b = Acta xx. 34. xxviil. 10. Rom. xli. 13. ch. iv. 16, 19. 
o Luke m 6. Acte xili. 46 1 Cor. 1.2), 33 al. L. P. (exc. Matt. 

& constr., ch. 1. 8 reff. e Matt. xxvi. 

23. rec , with В? C(-ei-) D3 K(e sil) L rel: txt AB!D'FN 17. 
дА. aft avros ins eye N-corr!. 

Syr copt Chr Thl Ambrst Pelag Facund. 
26. ораз bef таутаз В copt. 

at end ins тро ,d ACN'(N? disapproving) vulg 

aft vas ins (бе (supplement. Meyer defends it, 
seeing no reason why it should have been supplied here, and not in ch i. 8: but how 
could it be insd there, seeing that ev awAasyxvois xp. oaov follows?) АСОМ! a b? fl mn 
17 syrr copt æth arm Damasc ТЫ Cassiod: om BFKLN' rel Chr Thdrt Victorin Ambrst. 

xvi. 1, 3,—xvii. 14), —viz.: that as a son 
serves) a father, served with me for 
oe) the Gospel. The construction is 
this: the Apostle would have written, ‘as 
a son a father, so he served me,’ — but 
changes it to ‘so he served with me,’ from 
modesty and reverence, seeing that we аге 
not servants one of another, but all of 
God, in the matter of the Gospel. We 
must not supply eúr before warp! :—when, 
in case of several nouns governed by 
the same preposition, that preposition is 
omitted before any, it is not before the 
Arat, cf. Plat. Rep. iii. p. 414, 8e? és wept 
метрі к. rpoQoU Tis xdpas dv ў «іс: Bov- 
Ace: and see Bernhardy, Syntax, 
p. 205. The examples cited by Ellicott to 
disprove this, do not seem to me to apply : 
viz. Each. Suppl. 813 [811], Eur. Hel. 
872 [863]: both are instances of local 
terms coupled by xaí, and both occur in 
poetry, where the exigencies of metre 
come into play. Winer takes the con- 
struction as above, edn. 6, § 63, ii. 1: “as 
a son with a father” being, in the English 
translation [ p. 599], а misrendering of the 
German, wie dem Vater ein Kind,’ and of 
a kind which considerably diminishes one's 
confidence in the accuracy of the English 
edition. pév answers to 84, ver. 24: 
оўу reassumes ver. 19. és dy 285] 
as soon as І shall have ascertained. On 
the force of the preposition, see Heb. xii. 
2, note. & йу, of time, implying un- 
certainty as to the event indicated: see 
reff. and Cebes, tab. p. 168, «posrárre: 54 
Tois eiswopevouérois, тЇ Bei abrovs жоу, 
фз ay єізёлбосіу eis Tb» Blow. See also 
Klotz, Devar. pp. 769. 63. The form 

8 ls is supposed by Meyer to be owing 
to the pronunciation of 15e with the di- 
gamma. The word signifies here, 890 
clearly, as in Herod. viii. 37, ёте) 84 dy- 
хоб те fray ої BdpBapor émwiórres xal 
&róp«oy Tb ip» . . .: following the ana- 
logy of àréxw and similar words: tho 
preposition being not intensive (as Ellic. 
wrongly reports my view), but exhaustive. 

тё wept грќ, my matters. 24. 
iv кър(ф) See above, ver. 19. cal, 
as well as Timothy. 25—380.) Of 
Epaphroditus : his mission: and recom- 
mendation of him. ag. chen is not 
elsewhere mentioned. е name was a 
common опе: see Wetst. h. I., and Tacit. 
Ann. xv. 55; Suet. Domit. 14. There is 
perhaps no reason for supposing him identi- 
cal with Epaphras (Col. 1.7 ; iv. 12. Philem. 
28), who was a minister of the Colossian 
church. We must not attempt to 
give a strict official meaning to each of the 
words predicated of Epaphroditus. The 
accumulation of them serves to give him 
greater recommendation in the eyes of the 
Philippians. 25.] cvvorpoT. applies 
to the combat with the powers of darkness, 
in which the ministers of Christ are the 
leaders: see besides ref., 2 Tim. ji. 8. 
Хр. 84] the contrast is to pou above. 
&sócToAov, not in the ordinary sense of 
Apostle, so that фиф» should be as d- 
(ard) in Rom. xi. 18,—but as in 
ref. 2 Cor. (where see note), almost — д 
àrocraA«ls bg’ sump. Aevrovp. 
minister (in supply) of my want. Cf. Ae- 
Tovpyía below, ver. 30: and on xpelas, 
reff., especially Acta xx. 34. Acrroupyb 8è 
айтду «Ipnke Tis xpelas, ws Ta wap’ abr 
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@ 9 , 

Feed cart ort noGernoev. 
19. (-t. А . 5 ` e ` 
Heb. 714) Üavarp" AA о 0:0с 

g Matt. ix. 37. 
Rom. ix. 15 

Тн. 19) ai. ОВ 
h constr., Ps. d 

lxvill 27. 
Ezek. vii. 98. 

1 John xvi. 91, 
Cor, 

27 

. (-ое, 2 Tim. 1.17.) k here only +. 
xxix. n e ch. I. 20 reff. 
4 6 (from Isa. xxviii. 16) only. 1 Kings xzvi. 21. 

rch. I. 33 reff. 

IIPOX ФЇА1ЇППН>ЇОҮЎ. 

l = Rom. xvi. 3. 
o 1 Cor. xvi. 16, 18 al. 

II. 27—80. 

е 4 rtr 7 
ort dia то єр уо» pey pe 

mech.i.3al. 1 Chron. 
p Luke vil. 2. xiv. f. 1 Pet. ti. 

q = Matt. xiv. 0. xxi. 28, 46 Philem. 17. 

for or: nob., avrov noGernxevas DIF latt goth lat-ff. 
27. 0avarov BN? ] Chr Thl-ms. алла, во ABDN cen 17.] 

bef 3A ence», with KL rel ves gr-ff: txt ABC DFN m! 17 latt Phot lat-ff. 
тес avro» 

Tec 

(for 2nd Avg») Лота (corrn to more usual constr), with K rel Thdrt Phot: txt 
ABCDFLNabck 1? o 17 Chr-mss Damasc Thl-ms (Ес. 

for ovr, 8e F 17 Thi. (not F-lat.) 28. crov8aorepov DIF. 
29. wposdeEacde AN 672. 73. 80. 

for схо, exe D'F. 

80. rec aft epyor ins rov xpirrov, with DEL rel, xpiorov BF 73. 80; кургоо AN 17, 

&rocraAérra кошсаута Хрћиата, Thdrt. 
трло) it was actually a sending 

back, though not so expressed here: see 
ch. iv. 18. 26.) reason for the neces- 
sity. The imperfect is, as usual, from the 

aition of the receivers of the letter. 
ion.) See note on ref. Matt. Whother 
there was any special reason, more than 
affection, which made Epaphroditus anxious 
to return on account of this, we cannot 
вау. 27.] cal yáp recognizes and re- 
asserts that which has before been put as 
from another, as fAeyes Toíyvy 8%, Öri 
x. r. A. “Kal yap #Аеуо>, fy ye бхАф.” 
Plat. Gorg. 459: see Hartung, Partikell. 
i. 137,—for he really was sick. 
wapawAyjorov does not involve any ellipsis 
(De W.) as of ágíxero or the like, but (as 
Mey.) it stands adverbially as raparn - 
oles; so in Polyb. iii. 88. 10, el weworh- 
cane wapawAfiov Tois àkiorioræws феџ- 
Sondvas тфу суүүрафќоу : and Cavdry is 
the dative of congruence after it,—some- 
times a genitive, as Plat. Soph. p. 217, 
Абуюу éxeAdBov wapawAnolay Gv... . 
Scepwravres eruyxdvoper. Avry im 
№лғту ) for construction, sce reff. The 
dative after èrí is more usual: so odo: 
ёт) , Eur. Iph. Taur. 197 (189): the 
uccus. giving the sense of accession, — 
“ sorrow coming upon sorrow,” — not, 
sorrow superimposed upon sorrow. The 
second Айту» refers to his own distress 
in his imprisonment, so often implied in 
this Epistle: see Prolegg. § iii. 4, 5: ‘si 
ad vincula accessisset jactura amici, Grot. 
This is better, than with Chrys., al., to 
refer it to Epaphroditus's sickness, — 73,» 
r тїз телеут ёк) тӯ 8:4 thy Affoc- 

lar, —which does not agree with áAvzé- 
repos, ver. 28, implying that лоту would 
remain even after the departure of Epa- 
phroditus. 28.] таМму most na- 
turally, considering St. Paul's habit of 
prefixing it to verbs, belongs to ҳарӯте : 
and there is here no reason to depart from 
his usage and attach it to iBóvres, as 
Beza, Grot., De W., all., have done. The 
кёүё dhuwérepos & is one of the Apostle's 
delicate touches of affection. If they re- 
joiced in seeing Epaphroditus, Аб ows 
trouble would be thereby lessened. 
29.] обу, as accomplishing the purpose 
just expressed. The stress is on pos- 
lese, see ref. There certainly seems 
to be something behind respecting him, 
of which we are not informed. If ex- 
treme affection had been the sole ground 
of his nuove», no such exhortation as 
this would have been needed. TOW 
tovovrous ] Tra uh 86р abr ud xapí- 
ec. .. Thl. Then there is an inac- 
curacy in expression, in reverting back to 
the [concrete] conduct of Epaphroditus as 
a reason why ol пиа паа should 
be held in honour. : Epyov, 
viz. of the Gospel, or of Christ (see the 
glosses in var. readd.) ;—part of which it 
was, to sustain the minister of the Gospel. 

рёхрь 9. fjyy.] be incurred so 
serious and nearly fatal a sickness :— not 
to be understood of danger incurred by 
the hostility of the authorities, as Chrys., 
al., also Thdrt.: каберубиєуоу yap Tár- 
Tes paddy, kal wò Aer puiar- 
TÓuevov, else AG ёдейсато, той xidurev 
karaQpornoas. wapaBoAcveduevos | 
There is, and must ever remain, some 

* a 9 

kai уар Hob  wapamAnatoy АВСТР 
» 

E nAéncew avróv, оок avrov 
ә ? a e 9 аё ы A =æ 

põvov, adAa kai ёџё, iva un Айт» emi "Айт OD. not 
АД LÀ э P a , 

стоуда:отёоос ovv wemba aurov, tva iÒovreç aurov 
ar — > V k? , ч 29 l 7 

та» yapnre, кауш " aÀvsrortpoc w. woocdtyrobe 
y 9 ` L] 7 * - a 

ой» avrov | ev кирир era donc Харас, ка! ? rovc 
? », é‘ * 

d. TOtovroug Pevrinoug 9 Еуєте, 

EIN 25 
; e def 

kia 



III. 1. 

* дауатоо By,, " rapafsoAevcauevog ту " Хоу, tva 
x avazÀnpocyg ro , 'vartpnua “ тпс трос pe Лат- 

oupyiac. 

IIPOZ PIAINNHZIOYS. 

pix. bav., 

ПІ. 1 To Хожо», адгАфоі pou, * yaipere * &v кирир. pen 
rd айта уоафи» уши tuoi uiv оюк (see notes.) b , e 

OKVnpOY, уш» u ~ Acts xv. 
9 xx. 96 

33. dat., see note. v Gal. vi. 3 ref. Gen. iL n. w double ch. 

"oe & Luke xxi 4 J lad e сє. IE » OBLY, exo. е æ Ver. те! z 

ach. fv. 4, 10. A 4 Ar. 2 Bom. xil. 11 only. Prov. vi. ü 9. F 

Tov kvpiov 57 ; тоу Geov al copt th Chr-comm: om C. for мехр, «es DF. 
rec vapaBouAevaaueros, with CKL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ес: txt ADFN, wapaxoA. 
B (ita in cod. see table at end of prolegg).—parabolatus [see notes} D- lat G- lat: 
tradens vulg[ and F. lat] eth latt-ff[ pref in interitum Amb: 

avazAnpocu М d. copt : obliviscens goth. 
СнАР. III. 1. for та avra, ravra F-grN! : 

“doubt whether to read wapeBovA- or 
wapeBoXevodueros. Both words are un- 
known to Greek writers. The first verb 
would signify ‘male consulere vitse, and 
is found not unfrequently in the fathers, 
especially Chrys., which makes it all the 
more likely to have been introduced here 
for the other. This latter would be formed 
from wepdBoAos, ' „ за Tep- 
жерєбори from wépwepos (1 Cor. xiii. 4), 
dAcyetopa: from M (Cic. ad Att. 
vi 4): similarly dccredopa:, фиАауёро- 
redn, worwpeboua, &с. See Lobeck 
on Phryn. pp. 67, 591. Thus *apafBo- 
Аебесб would be used exactly as wapa- 
Вёллесби in Polyb. ii. 26. 6, (pn dei ph 
«evSuveber Uri, au rap HNA e Tois 
SAes, and ій. 94 4, and rapagdA Ac 
тас (vxais in Diod. Sic. iii. 16. Phryn. 
(р. 288, ed. Lob.) says, тараВол:ор" à3ó- 
кроу тобто. TE u ob» фуфдат: об xpér- 
Ta of rant, тё bè phar. фас! yàp 
ore, оши TH ёраутод кефалӯ. 
Фурӯ» оду кёк! тойт Ae, жараВал- 
Achat dpyuply. Hence also nurses of the 
sick were called 555 ne various 

iristic interpretations, and illustrations, 
I Tischendorf and Wetstein. Tva 
. T. A.] that he might fill up (1 Cor. xvi. 
17) your deficiency (viz. on account of 
your absence) in the ministration to me 
(the Accrovpyla was the contribution of 
money, which had been sent by Epaphro- 
ditus. The only óerépnua in this kind 
service was, their inability througb ab- 
sence, to minister it to the Apostle them- 
selves: and this Epaphroditus filled up, 
and in so doing risked his life in the way 
above hinted at, i. e. probebly by too 
constant and watchful attendance on the 
Apostle. So that there is no blame con- 
veyed by тё ёр. ёстрпра, as Chr., бер 
xn rárras тосса, тобто Expater ab- 
768, — but the whole is a delicate way of 

Vor. III. 

ret |: gyrr: post- 
que N b со. 

txt Na. 

enhancing Epaphroditus’s services—* that 
which you would have done if you could, 
he did for you—therefore receive him 
with all E 9). 

Cu. III. 1—1V.1.] WARNING AGAINST 
CERTAIN JUDAIZERS,— ENFORCED BY HIS 
OWN EXAMPLE (1—16): ALSO AGAINST 
IMMORAL PERSONS (17—iv. 1). 
1.] He appears to have been ing his 
Epistle (ró Аоф», and reff.), but to have 
again gone off, on the vehement mention of 
the Judaizers, into an lanation of his 
strong term ДД ты 8., al., find a 
connexion with the foregoing, but it is far- 
fetched (Éxere 'Етафр., 9! by Nerve, 
Ixere Tiu00., ірхори råyó. ть єйаууб\юу. 
rid ld ті фш› Aclre: Aorrór ;): the 
sense is evidently closed with ch. iii. 30. 

тё aùbráj It seems to me that 
Wiesinger has rightly apprehended the 
reference of this somewhat difficult sen- 

warning which follows—1et your joy (your 
A d this same boast) in the Lord. An 

exhortation, x: v, is in fact the peri 
tone of the whole Epistle. See ch. i. 18, 
25; ii. 17; Aic 4, where the «4é&uv ¿pô 
seems to re again to this saying. 
оа rod b difficulty in i hing 

e Apostle may mean xaípere by the 
тё abtré. The word is us ob- 
jection to this: because the уар. è» кър. 
is in fact an introduction to the warning 
which follows: a provision, by upholding 
the antagonist duty, against their falling 
into deceit. And thus all the speculation, 
whether rà abra refer to а lost Epistle, or 
to words uttered (ypdgew ?) when he was 
with them, falls to the ground. And the 
inference from Polycarp’s words in his 
Epistle to these Philippians, 3$ p: 1008, 
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"оры c aopaXic. 2 * BNéwere тоб * vac, * ВАтать тобе какоўс — 
Col, iv. 17. 

IPOS 9IAIIITIHEZIOYZ. III. 

Inat 

à ls * Epyürac, ° BAéwere тт» ‘ кататоџӯ». ůutic уар tout саек 

e hake. й територи, о * wvebpare Bev ' Aarpebovrec ка} * eave ‘nell 
Wi 17. FI y tepevot iv хргатф Insoi, Kal ойк tv ' варкі ™ tO 

dre dd Вотес, o кайтер 270 38 ro kai іу варкі. 

се et & rie Р доке: dA Ao ™ 
Gal. iL 

L h dat, 1 Cor. хіт. $, 15. 
k т. ё», Rom. il. 17. v.3. 1 Cor. х 18а]. Jer. ix. 39, 94. 
m constr, bere only. Jer. xxxi. 

. 13 only. 
26. Winer, { 08. 7. е. 

ee see ch. fi. 24. 

ztwoiÜtvat Ev capki, & AA, 
1 absol, кы Үс ee ш Heb. ix. 9. x. 3. 

98. Gal. III. X. vi. U. 
re only. “Heb, к vü. ED 2 Pet. 

КЫР тит ас 3. xiv. 87. Gal. чі. 8. James i 

ins To bef асфалез d h k m n 80. 113—116. 120—128 Procop Damasc. (A defective.) 
9. rec for deo, Oca 

with D'(and lat) N= 

lat-mss-in-Aug('* ezempl. nonnul 
Au 
om xu DiF a n o Aug). 

$s xal Arò бизә Hypa er dne rod, may be 
ride true wc bnt does not belong here. 

troublesome: Moy. quotes from 
«A ii. 310 D, rdAnOR Aéyeiw обте 

ieee otre aloxvvotpa:. 2. 
were, not, ‘ beware of,’ as E. V. (BA. awd, 
Mark viii. 15 reff.), but as in reff., observe, 
with a view to avoid: cf. exoreiy, Rom. 
xvi. 17. rode xüvos] profane, im- 
pure persons. The appellation occurs in 
various references; but in the Jewish usage 
of it, uncleanness was the prominent idea : 
seo, besides reff, Deut. xxiii. 18; Isa. 
lvi. 10, 11; Matt. xv. 26, 27. The re- 
mark of Chrys. is worth noting in con- 
nexion with what follows: оёкіт: réxva 
loud. wore of d8vikol тобто ékaAoUrTo, 
voy 84 dxeivos. But I would not confine 
it entirely to them, as tbe next clause cer- 
tainly generalizes further тоў Ka- 
code dpydáras] cf. 2 épydra:, 2 Cor. 
хі. 18,—épydrnvy dveraloxuvrov, 2 Tim. 
ii. 15 »—pydCorras pèr ydp, quai, AAA 
drì xax. By dpydras, he seems to point 
out persons who actually wrought, and 
professedly for the Gospel, bnt who were 
tevil workmen,’ not mere * evil-doers.’ 

T. кататору] ‘gloriosam appel- 
lationem epvrop e, circumcisionis, vin- 
dicat Christianis, Beng. Observo the 
(I will not say, circumcision, but mere) 
coxcision (‘amputation .’ who have no 
true circumcision of beart, but merely 
the cutting off of the flesh. Mey. quotes 
from Diog. Laert. vi. 24, of nes the 
Cynic, rh» ЕўфкАе!бои сҳолђ» fAeye xo- 
17050 id 85 IlIAdTervos Затр:Вђ»у xara- 
Fife Gal. v. 12 note. On the 

ce а article, Erasmus says, 

perhaps corrn after such passages as Romi. 9. 2 Tem i. 3), 
g(with F-lat &c, agst ms,) Syr goth Thdrt, lat-ff: бенә 115: 

txt ABCD'FKLN' rel al (Tischdf) gr-mes-mentd b 
have Gee) syr-marg copt Eus Ath Orig-in 

a«AAos bef Boxe D в latt: 8e aAAes боке: Е: om 
Ros al, Syr Chr-comm Lucif Ambrst.—aAAes m. 

y-Aug (“ omnes aut pene omnes Y 

for eyœ Ni has те: txt N-corr!. 

‘indicat, eum de certis quibusdam loqui, 
2 illi noverint" 8.) for wz are 
the weptrouh, real cCiROUMGision 
(whether bodily circumcised, or not — 
there would be among them some of both 
sorta : 5 д» Col. п. 11), 
who serve ous service und obe- 
dience) by © spirit of God (cf. John iv. 
23,24. The dative i is instrumental, Rom. 
viii. 18,—expressing the agent, whereby 
our service is rendered: see Rom. v. 5; 
viii. 14; xii. 1; Нер. ix. 14. The empha- 
sis is on it: for both profess a Aarpela. 
The бео is expressed for solemnity), and 
glory in (stress on казуф —aro not 
ashamed of Him and seek our boast in 
circumcision, or the law, but make our 
boast in Him) Christ Jesus, and trust not. 
in the flesh (stress on ir gapai —* but, in 
the Spirit - m our union with Christ’). 

4.] Although (see Hartung, Partik. 
i. 340: wl@ov узус, каітер où erépyur, 
Sues, Esch. Theb. 709: wposexbrycar, 
кайтер elBóres, бт: ёт) Oavdry Kxeere, 
Xen. Anab. i. 6. 10) I (emphatic. There 
is no ellipsis, but the construction is re- 
gular, кайтер, as in the above exam 
having a participle after it: had it 
xalwep Éxorres, this would have been uni- 
vereally seen: now, only one of the od 
тето:Өбтез, viz. үф, ia made the excep- 
tion; but the construction is the same) 
have (not, might have, as E. V. I hace 
it, but do not choose to make use of it : 1 
have it, in tbe flesh, but I am still of the 
number of (no ov wewoibéres, in spirit) 
confidence (not, *growad of confidence,’ 
as Beza, Calv., Grot, &c.: there is no 
need to soften the assertion, see abore: 
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5 4 seotrony "oxranpepoc, ёк * yévouc орал, p uA ne 195i. Cor. 
с бена Bevtapty, * ЕЗоагос ££ `Е@оайш>›, "" катӣ “* vouov ba- — 

P - a - ld a 2 na ABDF сас, ° " ката “ (Лос " Óukev тт» У exxAnotay, " ката 9 
KI ab R : 

pects dicatoobvnv тп» "ev vón ytvoutvoc d, roc. 7 DAA Ad] — 

m 
А 

i 

no17 arva "I2 > mot е кёоёп, rubra тутша‹ ёа Ttov Хото» со 

ap в = Acts хт. 1 al. Esth. iL 10. t Acta Greg. Naz. Orat. vol. i. p. 465. 
3 Cor. xi. $2 only. Gen. (xiv. t8 Heb.) х 
нь Iv. 11 al. w 3 Cor. vil. 

xxix. 14 al 
11. ix. Jal. Ps.Ixvili. 8. neut, here only. 

vi. Y 
u Acts xxii. 12. xxiv. 0. Heb. vill. is 

42 „ 

. 11. 12. £1.49. L 18 ref, particip, ib. 1. 25. absol., Eph. 1. $3 reff. z Rom 
а ch. t. 15 reff. a VL Ronak d te e ch. 1. 11. Tit. Lit chly t. Gen. 

Symm. d — Acts xxvi. 2. 3 Сог. ix. Bal. Job xiii. 6. 

B. wepcroph a e 
6. rec (улоу, with 

vulg arm(not ed-1805) Ambrst. 
T. om aAAa [so 

hkl mno: weprrop§ f. 
D'2KLN? rel: txt ABD!FN!. 

ins ror bef vouor Е. 
aft exxAnovay ins beou (122) 

Di] AGN! 17 D-lat Cyr Lucif Ambr Aug.—«auu тра F (sic). 
ко: bef т» B b c o 238 latt Thdrt Lucif: txt ADFKLN rel syr copt goth Chr 

Victorin. 

nor, with Van Hengel, to understand it 
of the unconverted state of the Apostle) 
also (over and above) in the flesh. If 
any other man thinks (бокеї is cer- 
tainly, as De W., Wiesinger, al, and 
reif., of his own judgment of himself, 
not of other men's judgment of him, as 
"i al.: for how can т men's 
judging of the fact of his having confi- 
dence j^ in place here? But it is his 
own judgment of the existence of the se- 
wol@no.w Few which is here in compari- 
son) he has confidence in the I 
more : 5.) “predicates of the iyé, 
justifying the éyò pa „Meyer. He 
compares himself with them in three 
eden I. Pere 1 aay ag 
2. exactitude and position: 3. 
zeal. In ocireumeision (i.e. ‘as acra 
circumcision :’ reff. Many [ Erasm., Beng., 
all.] have taken терт. as nominative, and 

tood it сасе ‘circumcisus ie but 
wrongly, for the usage applies only col- 
lectively, see Winer, edn. 3 [not in ейп. 
6], § 31. 3), of eight days (Gen. xvii. 12: 
as distinguished from those who, as pro- 
selytes, were circumcised in after life. 
For see reff.), of the race of Israel 
(cf. Rom. xi. 1; 2 Cor. xi. 22, обте phy 
dx wposnAÓtev yeyévynua, АЛАА Tòr 'Ia- 
pe) abxo прбуоуоу. Thdrt.), of the tribe 
of Benjamin (Ssre той бокшеетёроу uépovs, 
Chrys.: or perhaps as Calv., merely ‘ut 
moris erat, singulos ex sua tribu cen- 
seri’), an Hebrew, of Hebrews (i. е. from 
Hebrew parents and ancestry [which the 
word parents was of course meant to im- 
y in my earlier editions : not, as Ellic., to 

imit the assertion to St. Paul's father 
and mother] on both sides: футербе» 
Selervou бт: оёҳ) wposfjAvros, GAA’ A 
Gey тду «ідокіроу "LovBalwr. driv uir 
yàp. elva: тоб "ТорађА, àAA' obx "EBpaior 

èt 'Efpalo». modol yàp ка} 8:6фбе- 
pow ön Tb прёура, xal ris 'улАфестз 
joa ёдфуто, érépous peprypéva: Ёбуєст. 
Chrys.: see also Trench, Synonyms, 
§ xxxix. p. 153 ff. So Demosth. p. 427, 
$офАооз ёк бофАо» kaAGr tavrot BeATí(ovs 
к. ёк ВеАтфбушу: see other examples 
in Kypke and Wetst.) as regards the 
law (with reference to relative 1 
position and observance), a Pharisee (cf. 
Acts xxiii. 6; xxvi. 5), as zeal 
(for the law), a persecutor of church 
of Christ: on the participle, see ref.: 
llic. holds the pres. part. to have an 

adjectival force, being predicate to a sup- 
pressed verb subst.), as regards righteons- 
ness which is in (as its element: consists 
in the keeping of) the law, become blame- 
less (i.e. having carried this righteous- 
ness so far as to have become perfect in 
it, in the sight of men. Calvin well dis- 
tinguishes between the real and apparent 
righteousness in the law —the former be- 
fore God, never possessed by any man: 
the latter before men, here spoken of by 
Paul: — erat ergo hominum judicio sanc- 
tus, et immunis ab omni reprehensione. 
Rara sane laus, et prope singularis: vide- 
amus tamen quanti eam fecerit’). 
7.) But whatsoever things (emphatic (cf. 
табта below] and general: these above 
mentioned, and all others, The daw itself 
is not incladed among them, but only his 
kép3n from this and other sources) Were 
to me gains (different kinds of gain: cf. 
Herod. iii. 71, wepiBadAduevos devre 
epd ca), these (emphatic) I have esteemed, 
for Christ's sake (see it explained below, 
vv. 8, 9), аз loss (“ this one Loss he suw 
in all of which he speaks : hence no lo 
the plural, as before xépðn.” Meyer. 
licott remarks that the singular is regu- 
larly used in this formula, referring to 

N 2 
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е Acts xxvii, 
10, 21 only. 
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caiser KUptov uou, Oc Ov 
constr. Rom. | 
vill. 3. 

bh 1 Pet. iI. 

aut, Sa, Matt. 
E: их 16. u "Ca wiarewe 

k Mt. МЕ. as 

та тахта *.ёпшфФобл» xai 4 jyovpat nel 

екїЗаХа slvat, iva yprotoy "Kepdnow 9 xat " evpiÜo iv 
° uÑ Ex ov Penny Р дікаіосбуту thy “ёк уброо, adda 

"Хотой, тї» єк Ütov & cd 
i » 1 = 7 æ e * * 4 a ? 

Acer ibi. “ent ТТ Wore, 10 ro ууоуає avrov. Kat ту dbννjR . 
$ Cer. vii. 9 only lbereonlyf. Sir. xxvii. 4only. (- Haier, fb. xxvi. 28.) m Matt. xxv. 
VY, Balt n=%Cor.v.8 2 Pet. ili. 14 al. . ово Rr. ай x-, Eph. II. 18. р 
Rom. х. . q Rom. x. 5. see Gal. lil. 21. т Eph. li. 8 reff. s Eph. iii. 1$ ref. 

$ seo $ Cor u = Luke v.5. Acts iii. 16. Job xxix. A. v Acts xiv. 9. 1 Car. ix. 10. . v. 91. 
W e» dete viii. 10. Rom. 1.16. 

8. rec aft uerovr ins ye, with AN bk m o 17 Did Cyr, Thl: om BDFEL rel Bas Chr 
Cyr Thdrt Damasc (Ec Hesych. 
bef xp. B Thdrt. 

єси (as гир 
Fulg: ins AD'KLN? rel goth Cyr, Aug. 

9. дкшовс. bef euny Ni: txt R3. 

om Ist ка B(Bic) №! 80: ins N?. 
тт. bef xp. AK b f o vulg(and F-lat) gr-lat-ff. 

nu⁰, А demid(and harl!) вуг copt æth Bas Cyr Did Thdrt Lucif Aug. 
ows, of ch ji. 6) BD'EN! 17 latt arm Lucif Ambr Hil Pelag Ambrst 

for ext ту T., ev тісте D!, in fide latt: om 
Syr: in L 28. 46 вуг gr-lat-f it is joined with the follg. 

Kypke and Elsner inloc. But the reason 
of this usage is analogous to that given 
above, and not surely lest (пша should 
be mistaken to mean * punishments.” 
Thus, in the instance from Xen. in Kypke, 
ёті pui» тоз olxéras ёҳдорбуоиз ка) 
(nulay $fryovuévovs, the separate deaths 
of the servants are all massed together, 
and the loss thought of as one). 
8.] But moreover (not only have I once 
for all passed this judgment, but I con- 
ee to эш, &c. The n. ү ©) 
the present Фра, to above 
I ales continue to esteem them | all (not, 
all things, which would require rdyra or 
Tà xdyra [see below] before yoda, em- 
phatic) to be loss on account of the super- 
eminence (above them all: тоё yàp Alov 
фауќутоз, прозкабђсда: TË Abxrp (пиа. 
Chrys. Оп the neuter adjective [ог par- 
ticiple] construction, see ref. and 2 Cor. 
iv. 17) of the knowledge of Christ Jesus 
my Lord (‘quod Dominum suum vocat, 
id ad exprimendam affectus vehementiam 
facit.' Calv.), on whose account (explained 
by iva .... below) I suffered the loss of 
ALL THINGS (now, emphatic and universal. 
Or, it may be, “them all," as Ellic. : but 
this almost involves a tautology ; -and, be- 
sides, Tà dra stands too far from ariva 
for the rd to be reflexive), and esteem 
them to be refuse, that I may (by so 
disesteeming them: ta gives the aim 
of what went before) gain Christ (not, as 
the rationalizing Grot., * Christi favorem 2 
no indeed, it is Christ Himself, — His per- 
fect image, His glorious perfection, which 
he wishes to win. He has Him now, but 

not in full: this can only be when his 
course is finished, and to this time the 
next words allude) and be found (now, 
and especially at His coming,—* evadam :' 
— not, as Calv., * Paulum renuntiasse om- 
nibus . . . ut recuperaret (ungrammatical) 
in Christo.“ Cf. ref. 2 Cor.) in Him 
(living and being, and included, in Him 
as my element), not having (specification 
of cop. dv abry,—but not to be joined, as 
Lachm., al, with dy афтф, which would 
make this latter superfluous) my own 
righteousness (see on ver. 6) which is of 
(arising from) the law, but that which is 
through (as its medium) the faith of 
(in) Christ (a construction of this sentence 
has been suggested to me, which is perhaps 
possible, and at all events deserves men- 
tion. It consists in making фиў» 8. 
xa:oouwny predicative; not having as 
my righteousness that righteousness which 
is of the law, but that which is through 
faith in Christ"), therighteousness which 
із of (answering to ёк vópov,—^as its 
source, see Eph. ii. 8) God on my faith 

uilt on, grounded on, ted on con- 
ition of, my faith. It is more natural 

to take ёті ry тісте with Зигагос бууу, 
which it immediately follows, than with 
Meyer to understand another fer to 
attach it to. The omission of the article 
is no objection, but is very frequent, where 
the whole expression is joined as one idea. 
Chrys., al., join èm ry riora with төз 
yvevas, as if it were той dul т. w. ураг, 
which of course is unallowable: Calv., 
Grot, Bengel, make the infinitive res 
vv dependent on тісте [*' describit 
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тўс хауастасєюс̧ avrov, kai [rnv] Ykoweviay тоу *wabn- A. 

parey avrov, "avupopdiloutvoc ry Bavary avrov, |! ^d А! 
roc “xaravrnaw Sec тту <: Еауаставі» rrjv. ёк vexouwy, Jgd. ll. 

D е 58 ў a 38 [ À , 8 r ovy ore dn tAa(jov ij NSn ‘rereActwpu, * d „к 
(-фое, ver. u.) b = & constr, Rom. 

а = fv. 18 тей. here only t РД i are 

10. for avast., yrocens N', icrews 108: txt N-corr! obl, 
om тоу N! : ins Ns. 

12 e 

10. v. 9. vil. 96. Wied. iv. 18. 

om 2nd ry» ABN! : ins DFELN? rel. 
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only f. 

1. 10. xi. 14 (w. opt., Acts xxvii. 12) only. Eph. 
. 8B. 4. : = ch. iv. 11 pet fa een 

om Ist avrov Di. 
rec Cuspophoupevos 

(more usual form), with D?>KLN? rel Chr Thdrt: cuvpopri(opevos cooneratus F D-lat 
ced goth Iren - int Lucif: txt ABD'N! 17 (67?) 

11. rec (for rw» ex) tar (see note), with К 
17 latt syrr Bas Ch 

ig-ms, Bas Maced. 
rel copt Thdrt: rw» ex Е: txt ABDN 

r Damasc Iren-int Tert Lucif Ambrst. 
13. aft «AaBor add у яду дедик ши D'F Iren-int Sing-cler Ambrst (not Tert Hil 

vim et natoram fidei, quod scilicet sit 
Christi cognitio." Calv.], which is also 
inadmissible, for rio vis, as Mey. observes, 
is never joined with a genitive article and 
infinitive: and when with a genitive, not 
the nature but the object of faith is de- 
scribed by it), 10.] (aim and em- 
ployment of this righteousness, — taking up 
again the irepdyor ris yrécews, ver. B. 
De W., al., treat ToU yv. as parallel with 
Tra epd, к.т.л. But as Mey. remarks, 
it is no real parallel, for there is more in 
Tra xp. xepshow &c. than in тоў yravai 
abrir. &c. Besides, thus the process of 
thought is disturbed, —in which, from fva 
to im Trj тісте answers to Bà mv 
xpeerróv above, and from rod yv. to уєкрбу 
answers to &à тд ov T. 
«bros. See a similar construction, Rom. 
vi. 6), in order to know Him (know, in 
that fulness of experimental knowledge, 
which is only wrought by being like pna 
and (поё = ‘that is to sag but ad- 
ditional: His Person, and.. and. .) 
the power of His resurrection (i. e. not 
* the which He was raised,’ 
but power which His resurrection 
exerciscs on believers—in assuring thom of 
their justification, Rom. iv. 25; 1 Cor. xv. 
17 ;—mostly however here, from the con- 
text which goes on to apeak of conformity 
with His sufferings and death, —іп raising 
them with Him,—cf. Rom. vi. 4; Col. ii. 
12), — and the participation of His suffer- 
ings (which is the necessitating condition 
of being brought under the power of His 
resurrection, seo as above, and 2 Tim. ii. 
11), being eonformed (the nominative is 
ап anacoluthon, belonging to тоё yvevat, 
and referring, as often, to the logical sub- 
ject) to His Death (it does not appear to 
me that St. Paul is here speaking, as Mey., 
al., of his 8 risk of a death of пас: 
tyrdom, but that his meaning is general, 
applying to his whole course of suffering 
and self-denial, as indeed throughout the 

sentence. This conformity with Christ’s 
death was to take place by means of that 
perfect self-abjuration which he here asserts 
of himself—see Rom. viii. 29 ; 2 Cor. ii. 14; 
iv. 10 ff.; 1 Cor. xv. 31, and especially Gal. 
ji. 20), if by any means (so Thucyd. ii. 77, 
жата» yàp iBéar éwervóovy, ef ros colsi» 
{еу Bawárns к. woXiopklas  wposax0eíy : 
Herod. vi. 52, BovAoudyny, ef kws дифбёте- 
pos yerolaro BaciAjjes. It is used when 
an end is but failure is pre- 
sumed to be possible : see Hartung, ii. 206 ; 
Kühner, ii. 584. Sues perà Tavra rárra 
obwe Gappa* Swep &kXAaxoU Adye: 6 Sonar 
dordyas BAenéro ph тор. к. dA, ġo- 
Botpas ph wes AAA ктрїфаз, abrds 
ё8бкіроѕ yévepas. Chrys.) I may attain 
(not future, but subjunctive aorist. On 
the sense, see Acta xxvi. 7; from which 
alone, it is evident that it does not vignify 
live until,’ as Van Hengel) unto the re- 
surrection from the dead (viz. the blessed 
resurrection of the dead in Christ, in which 
ol той xpiorot shall rise ёу Tj яароџс 
abrov, 1 Cor. xv. 23, see also T Thess. ды 
16. But the è- in davder. does not 
distinctively point out this first resurrec- 
tion, but merely indicates rising «p, out of 
the dust; cf. the verb Mark xii. 19 || L., 
Acts xv. б, and the word itself in ref. 
Polyb.). 19—14.) This seems to be 
inserted to prevent the misapprehension, 
that he conceived himself already to pos- 
sesa this knowledge, and to have ped 
Christ in all His fulness. 14.) het 
that (I do not mean, that. . . , see reff.) 
I have already aoquired (this хросту 
xepdiica:: not the BpaBetor below [ Mey.], 
which is an image subeequertly intro- 
duced, whereas the reference here must 
be to something foregoing, nor rà» àxd- 
erac, which has just been stated as an 
object of his wishes for the future: but as 
Calv., “ nempe ut in solidum communicet 
Christi passionibus, ut perfectum habeat 
gustum potentie resurrectionis, ut ipsum 
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1 5 s , з ү a , 
ъс йокы, & e cal катаАад® ' tp Q kat " careAnugOnv Uwe ура- ABDF 

94. Exod. 13 EY г э мї э ` , к ' b KLxab 
25. b. Deut. TOU адеАфо:, tyw tuavrov ov oyiLouat " karttÀm- cde fg 
xxviii. 45. 7 Е 14 |^ | m a 4 m L n?’ ? о - kim 

1 бм, v1. pévar t» 06, 2 ra uiv "отісе "tEriAarÜavóutvoc, "тос nol! 
Mark d 3 , 

clipe. Mark Oi °eumooaOey ? &mskrewopntvoc, 9 ката " окотду "wkw 
v. 98. X: Rom. Ili. 28. xiv.16al. Wiad. xv. 13, 1 ellips., Rom. xiii. 7. 2 Сог, vili. Il. Winer, 4 66.1. 

Hii, aed xili Ie al. Gen. xix. 17. n w. асс. jand Poul), here no Deut. iv. b al. jonas T ата 
w. gen., Heb. vi. 10. ziii. 2, 16. elsw., Matt. xvi. 5 1 Mk. James i. 24 only. ohere only. Іза. xil. 28. 
exoweites rà un., бес undév nude Албу, Xen. Anab. vi. 8. 14. p here only t q Acts 
viii. 26, т here only. Job xvi. 18. 

Ambr Aug Jer Pelag). 
txt N?’ Ас. 
f . . 
18. om eye Dl. 

14. for rois Be, eis 9e Ta D'F. 

plane cognoscat") or am already com- 
pleted (in spiritual perfection. Philo de 
Alleg. iii. 28, vol. i. p. 101, dre об», à 
vx i, ud to ra vexpopopeiy саотђ» фхоА%\ур; 
dpd ye oby Bray reArciwbis kal ВраВєісу x. 
стефбуоу 1:009 ;), but I pursue (the 
image of a runner in a course is already 
before him. So Sicc absolute in sch. 
Theb. 89, Spyvras Лад... dw) хфМму din 
This is simpler than to suppose that an ob- 
ject, the BpeBeior, is in bis mind, though 
not expressed. See Ellic.’s note) if (nearly 
= ef жоу above) I may also (besides biore: 
—not as Mey., nicht bloß greife [#хайбо»], 
fondern auch ergreife: nor does it answer 
to the xal following, ав De W.) lay hold 
of (Herod. ix. 58, Jiorr dot ell, és 5 xara- 
Aauo6érres . . ёӧсоис: leas: Lucian, 
Hermotim. 77, дифко›тез ob karéAafor) 
that for which (this seems the simplest 
rendering, and has been the usual one. 
Meyers rendering of è$ ¢ ‘because,’ 
after Chrys, Thdrt., Thl., requires xara- 
AdBe to be absolute, and would more 
naturally be expressed 4% ф куф xar- 
eAfjuQ 8n», the emphatic first ре hardly 
admitting of being supplied from the pre- 
ceding clause: whereas on our rendering 
the whole forms but one clause, the first 
person recurring throughout it. Grot.’s, 
quo ut pervenire possem,’ Beza’s, &c., 
‘for which reason, — all keeping xara- 
AdBe absolute, are not open to the above 
чк he I was also laid hold of (the xal 

ongs to the verb, not to éyó under- 
stood, nor to tbe ёф’ ф, as if there might 
be other ends for which he was appre- 
hended [Ellic.]: see above— and brings 
out, that in my case there was another 
instance of the xaraAaBeip. For the 
sense, cf. 1 Cor. xii. 12, ёжсууфсторш 
кайёдз xal éweyrócÓny: and Plat. Tim. 

p. 89, t h тайтоб фор Tà vd xtra 
жерибута фк) тё» Врадитќрәр |бутшу 
Ффаіуете xatadauBdverra катаЛлорңбйуетс- 

TOV xp. ind., with KL rel: xp. no. 
asc: txt BD!F 17 goth eth Clem Mac Tert 

for ov, ovre ADR b? c g h 17 copt eth syr-w-ast Clem Bas 
Chr-comm, Thdrt Damase Chron Thl (Ec Jef. Ambrst. 

awexrewvaneros F. 

om 1st ка: РЕК! vulg goth Tert Ambrst Hil Ambr Jer: 
om 2nd xa: DF 1! 672 Tert: for ка, е N' : txt N-corr! &c. rec 

AN c f Chr, Thl-ms: mc. xp. а 112: Tov 
Sing-cler Hil Jer. 

кат!Атфота F. 

gat. The time referred to by the aorist 
was his conversion: but we need not, as 
Chrys., al, press the image of the race, 
and bim as flying, and overtaken) 
by 18.) Emphatic and affec- 
tiouate re-statement of the same, but not 
merely so;—he evidently alludes to some 
whom he wishes to warn by his example. 
Brethren, I (emphatic: ef. John v. 30; 
vii. 17; viii. 33; Acta xxvi. 9) do not 
reckon (emphatic) to have laid 
hold: but one thing (I do: not Ace, 
nor Bióke, nor e$porrí(e, none of which 
correspond to the epexegesis following: 
nor can we say that nothing requires to 
be supplied dis , al.], for even in rovre 
84 this would not be so—the sense must 
have а logical supplement : nor will it do 
to join ë» to Sir [ Aug., al. J, or to sup- 
ly ёст: [Beza ]): tbe tbings 

Poking (ule as ЕЁ in the course; by 
which image, now fully before bim, the 
теша in this verse must be explained: 
Kal yàp ó Bpouebs obx Scous firucey àra- 
Aoyiferas Siabrovs, GAA’ Boovs Aclwera 
„++. TÍ yàp uãs ффеАеї т) üàrvabéy, бта 
Tb Аєтбиеуоу ph wposre05 ; Chr. Thdrt. 
explains it тер) тё» той ктрбуџратоз 
Tóvæv: but this seems insufficient), but 
ever reaching out towards (as the runner 
whose body is bent forwards in his course; 
the ёж giving the continual addition of 
exertion in this direction ( Mey.] or per- 
haps merely the direction itself. 6 yàp 
émexreiwóneros, Tour dcr, 6 тиф wébas 
Kaíro: Tpéxovras TË Aorvg cépnari - 
AaBei» cwovbd(wr, drexrelver davrbr els 
Tb kurpocber, к. Tas ҳераѕ deres, Туа 
к. ToU Spduou A Ti épydonras. Chr.) 
the before (i. e. the perfection not 
y% reached), I pursue (on Bu«e abso- 
ute, see note, ver. 12) towards the goal 
(tho yea of ёт cxowo), beside the 
mark, Plat. Tim. p. 25 al.) for (to reacb, 
with a view to; or perhaps simply in the 
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Rom. ix. l. Dan.iv.19. XII. 19 Theod. ví, 1 Thess. II. 16. 

с dat, Gal. vi. 16. 
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"kAnssec rov Ürov ev seit 9 Thess. 
1 Cor. zi. 17. 
Heb. vi. 8.— 
феі, = Luke 

xv.4. 
~ +1 Сог. іх. 26 

mÀnv "uc 0 "éqüüsautv, “тю abr virt 

w= 1 cor. Н.б. Ar. 10. Heb. v. 14 
5 =» Matt. xvi. 17. (-Vit, Eph. i 7.) 

6. Dan. iv. 39 
а (=) Acts xxi. 94. Rom. iv. 13. Gel. 

rec (for es) ert, with DFKL rel Chr Thdrt: txt АВК 17 Clem Ath Chron. 
om Tov бео F vulg-ms Clem Novat Sing-cler Haymo. 
xp. D'F. 

15. aft recti ins еу xp. shoov F(not F. lat). 
$porovuer LN n mss-in-Jer 

rec aft eroixeiw ins xavovi то avro $porei (xavoni 
Tœ ауто, and то аото ppoveiw as а gloss ezplaing то аут. от. : 

vi. 16; ch ii. 2), with D'KLN? rel: aft ефбатаде» ins то avro фроуеу D'Y m 

approving). 
16. for eroix «vr, ouvert. F. 

prob to supply 

for xp. NT., корие imo. 

aft Ist rovro ins ovy ЇЇ1(М? dis- 
em. om o D!. 

Gal 
ictorin 

Ambrst, D'F omg xayom, m dej it aft avre: om ABN! 17. 67? coptt sth Thdot- 
1). апсуг Hil Aug. e Facund (Sedu 

direction of: see reff. for both) tho prise 
(see 1 Cor. ix. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 8; Rev. ii. 
10) of my heavonly (reff. and xAjors rov- 
eds Heb. ii. 1, ‘lepove. éwovpd»iwos 
Heb. xii. 22. Not, ‘from above, = kræ- 
деу: but the allusion is to his appointment 
having been made directly in heaven, not 
by d tion on earth) calling (not as we 
familiarly usc the word,—‘ calling in life,’ 
&c.—but to be kept to the act of his being 
called as an Apostle: q. d. the prize con- 
sequent on the faithful carrying out of that 
summons which I received from God in 
heaven ") of God (who was the caller: but 
we must not think of Him, as Grot., al., 
—as the arbiter sitting above and sum- 
moning to the course,—for in these last 
words the figure is dropt, and ў A, кАӯ- 
ois represents real matter of fact) in 
Christ Jesus (to what are these last words 
to be referred? Chrys., al., join them 
with Buéxe :—éy x. I. тобто Tot, GNT. 
ob yàp lvi xwpls ris ёкеіуоо foris ro- 
содтоу died Sidornpa тох\йз Bei тїз 
BonOelas, voAASs THs Cvuuuaxlas. But I 
own the arrangement of the sentence thus 
seems to me very unnatural—and the con- 
stant practice of St. Paul to join eds and 
things said of 6«ós with èy xpier weighs 
strongly for the other connexion, viz. that 
with т. xAfoews Tov g The objection 
that then rjs or rod would be required 
before é», is not valid; the unity of the 
idea of the кАўе:< dv xuplg, 1 Cor. vii. 22, 
would dispense with it). 15, 16.) Ez- 
hortation to them to be unanimous tn fol- 
lowing this his example. Їп order to un- 
derstand this somewhat difficult passage, 
we must remember (1) that the description 

of his own views and feelings which he holds 
up for their imitation (cvupuumral pov 
yiv.) began with having no confidence in 
the flesh, ver. 4, and has continued to ver. 
14. Also (2) that the description com- 
mencing with Soot otv vlt, is taken up 
again from ver. 3, $ueis ydp dhe ў wepi-. 
Topf), ol xveduars Beo? Aarpeborres, к. Kav- 
xu d» x. Inooõ, к. ойк d» таркЇ teror- 
0óres. These two considerations will keep 
us from narrowing too much the тобто 

Spev, and from misunderstanding the 
& оўу тео. As many of us then 

refers to тег. 3: see above) as are perfect 
mature in Christian life, — those described 

above, ver. 3), let us be of this mind 
(viz. that described as entertained by bim- 
self, vv. 7—14): and if in any thing 
accusative of reference: see Kühner, 
ramm. ii. 220 ff.) ye be differently 

(for érépes, cf. Od. а. 232 ff., Aer hd 
wore olkos 58° àreibs к. Apóue | Éuye- 
yas, bop ёт. Keivos dw iBhpios 
ўе» | уй» 8 iripus éBáxorro Geol, card 
pyridevres: Demosth. p. 298. 22, el иб» 
т. тё» бебутюу expdxOn, Toy корбу, obk 
dud фто aru» уеуєудсдш, ray 8 és 
évipws cupBdyray ardrrer d ка) T)» 
duh» thynv alrlay уш. Hence it gives 
the meaning of diversity in a bad sense. 
The difference referred to seems to be that 
of too much self-esteem as to Christian 
perfection: see below), this also (as well 
as the rest which He has revealed) will 
God reveal to you (i.e. in the progress 
of the Christian life, you will find the 
true knowledge of your own imperfection 
and of Christ's all-eufficiency revealed to 
you by God's Spirit, Eph. 1. 17 ff. Spe 
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е here only +. 
f Das eta 

EU g Kom. y 4 
Epiri 18 жоо ао 

h = 1 Thess. i. 7. атша: as 1 
John viii. 97. Rom. iv. 6. 

was cvrerTaAuérous Tours noi. б Oeds 
buds diddet, rourderiv, duas veloci, ob x) 
did tei A rA. 4818аске pir yàp ё TlabAos, 
ar’ 6 Oeds dre. ка) ойк elmer, dvdtes, 
Grn’ ёжокалбре, Tra 886) ийАлоу буро(- 
as elvai Tb траура. ob жері Soypdrev 
abr’ «рта, ЛЛА wep) Blou TeActérnTos, 

к. TOU ph voullew davrobs re elovs elrac 
és бує voul(ay ть way elAnpéva, oddity 
Ixei. Chrys. тобто must not be taken 
as Œc., &c. ав representing the 
fact, that ye éripus $poveire, but is the 
thing, respecting which ye іт. pp.). 
16.) Let 5 пн diversity, re- 
specting w some you yet await 
deeper revelations from God’s Spirit, pro- 
duce any dissension in your Christian 
uni evertheless (notwithstanding 
that some of you, &с. as above. On Ay, 
see Devarius, and Klotz's note, i. 188; 
ii. 725) as far as we have attained (to- 
wards Christian ion: b xarep0é- 
gaper, ТЪ].: including both knowledge 
and practice, of both which he spoke 
above in his own case. On the Gi) 
tion, see reff.), walk by the same 
(reff.: Polyb. xxviii. (^ 6, BovAópe 
соха тўз суүклђтоо obici: 4 
Fritz. ad 142. On the ellip- 
tic of the ‘indi itive for the impera- 
tive see Kühner, ii. Ё 342, where many 
examples are given. It appears from е 
that the usage occurs in the 2nd 

: which determines this to 185 
‘let us walk,’ but walk ye’). The ex- 
hortation refers to the onward advance of 
the Christian life—let us go on together, 
each one in his place and d of ad- 
vance, but all in the same path. 17 
—IV. 1.] Ezhortation to follow his ez- 
ample (17): warning against the enemies 
Qf the cross of Christ (18, 19): decla- 
ration of the high privileges and hopes 
of Christians (20, 21), and affectionate 
entreaty to stedfastness (iv. 1). Be imi- 
tators together (i.e. with one another: 
во, and not imitators ther with those 
mentioned E за ies. ], must the 
word bere be ren ie The latter would 
be allowable as far as the word is con- 
cerned, but the sed c of the sentence de- 
termines for the other. ral pov 
yíverĝe forms a complete clause, in which 
pe has 12 place of emphasis, 

in b сына the preposition : it is 
refore unallowable to pass on the sense 

IIPOX 9IAIIIIIHZIOYZX. 

17 * Tenuta! pov yiveobe, aded poi, cal 
' тойс ovrwe * wepiwarovwrac кабёс k „хет 

Е mepimarovoiv, 
u. 12. TI. ll. 7. 1Pet. v.8. 

III. 

һ 

t ойс woAAaatc 
1 = 3 Thess. Ш.7—9. k constr., 

of the тин. to another clause from which 
it is separated by xal and another verb. 
So that instead of xal скотеіте K. r. A. 
being a reason for this meaning, it is in 
fact a reason against it) of me, and ob- 
serve (for imitation: robs «bréAeiar H- 
Aor ) жоло fay oxoxovurras, 
Symp. iv. 42) those who walk in such 
manner as ye have an example in us. 
The construction is much controverted. 
Meyer and Wiesin would separate 
обтоѕ and xa8és— observe those who thus 
walk (i. e. as implied above); as ye have 
(emphatic—ye are not in want of) аз 
example in us (viz. Раш! and those who 
thus thus walk). My objection to this is, that 
if ores and к are to be independent 
—the three verbs үбуєсбе, axoweire, Exere, 
being thus thrown into three independent 
clauses, will be all correlative, and the 
ere тбтоу will not apply to otras Tepi- 
4eToUvras, but to the foregoing verbs, 
thus stultifying the sentence: Be ĝe. 
and observe ꝙc., ar ye have an example 
(viz. of being сицщитта! pov and of cxe- 
теў robs oftws reptraroũyras) $ 
Besides which, the otra waptwarotvras 
would be (1) very vague as referring back 
to what went before, seeing that no repi- 
wareiy has been specified, whereas (2) it 
is directly related to what follows, by the 
vo wepwarovow of ver. 18. I there- 
fore retain the usual rend . Meyers 
objections to it are, (1) that it is ere, 
not Éyovcir :—but this does not affect the 
matter: for, the example including in its 
reference the rods obres weprrerourras 
and the Philippians, the 2nd person would 
be more naturally used, the 3rd m a 
separation which would not be desirable : 
—(2) that it is ўраз, not dud :—but grant- 
ing that this does not apply to Paul alone, 
it certainly cannot, as Mey., be meant to 
include the rods ofr. wep. with him, 
which would be a way of ing unpre- 
cedented in his writings,—but must Apply 
to himself and his fellow-workers, 
theus, Epaphroditus, &. Of course the 
bre is no objection (as De W.) to the 
proper plural sense of pâs, for it is used 
of that wherein they were all united in 
one ca , ав in Neis Thy u (Plat.), 
како) Thy Vv Hoch.): see ühner, 
ii. 27. 18.) 5 for axowerre 
к.т.А. in the form against 
others who walk differently) many walk 

' oxoweire ABDE 
KLN a 

тотор ! иас. cdef м 
hkim 

“Xeyor nol? 
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Эро, vuv € kat. кА\а!ш» Аёуш, rovc ! éyÜpo)c rov grau- Thx 
19 * - - - n 7 о?” ГА т e q 

pov rov ypicrov, 1° wv то *тёАос °атшАвна, wv о дес 
7 P ко№а, cal h %дбЁа ev rg ' асубур avrov, ot rà 

9) fni» yap rò "swoAirtupa tv 
9 - ve „ » w т * - x? 4 

ovpavoic ` urapyea, Ё o Kat сютпоа " artkócyoptÜa 
"ёт{уна ' $povobvrtc. 

та Gal. v. 11 reff. ne 

о че Matt. vii. 13. ch. 1.38. Jer. xxvi. (xiv 
HL 18, 1 These. H. 20. rej 
Obad. 10. ( I ыис 
5M xli. в m [] - 

x Gal. v. 5 ref R 

18. eAeyouer Di. 

11K. 
ber. Iv. 

om xa: Di 55 Syr 

Plato, Rep. 
MI. 189, p. 403, 

обте айўтос, 
обте obe 
фаре» hut 
watróevróov 
elvat, 10 
hance. 

Iner, § 39. 7. 
vi.91. 7 Cor. хі. М. Heb. ті. 8. 1 Pet.iv.17. Wiad. iiL 10. 

23 Bom. xvi.18. Prov. xxiv. 15. q ~ Epa. 
3. Jude 18. jakna Heb. zii. 3. Rev. ili. 18 only. 

t= ch. И. $ al. u here only. (see note. 
v Gal. 1. 14 reff. w во CoL if, 19 (see note). 

20. for уар, 8е 80 latt goth Syr syr-marg Clem Orig, Eus, Chr-comm Thl-ed Iren- 
int lat-ff. 

no need to supply any thing, as raxós 
ce.) or ‘longe aliter" ¶ Grot. ], nor to 
understand the word ‘circulantur,’ us 1 
Pet. v. 8 (Storr, al., but inconsistently 
with ver. 17 },—still less with Calv. am- 
bulant terrena cogitantes? [ungrammati- 
cal: of rà èriy. фр.]: or to consider the 
sentence as broken off by the relative 
clause [De W., al.]; for яеригатоёоъи is 
а ‘verbum indifferens,’ as in ver. 17, rods 
otras тергт.) whom I many times (an- 
swers to reo) mentioned to you (viz. 
when I was with you) but now mention 
even weeping (3:4 ті; Sr: dwérewe т} 
kaxór, бт: Baxpówy ATU of тоюдто . . . . 
Aale: Tolrv» ó Падлоѕ èp’ ols Frepo 
A ке) axaraAGciw. obras err) gup- 
табутікбз, ofr $porrí(e drr àv- 
Opéreay. Chrys.), the enemies (the article 
ча the posi class intended) 
of cross Christ (not, as Thdrt., 
Luth., Erasm., all., of the doctrine of the 
Cross :—nor is there any reason to iden- 
tify these with those spoken of ver. 2. 
Not Judaistic but Epicurean error, not 
obliquity of creed but of practice, is here 
stigmatized. And so Chrys, — ér«4 ri- 
pes joa» bxoxpwónevo: pty Tò» урттїа- 
rind, dv à»véce Bb (Gvres к. tpu 
тобто 84 drarrlo тф cTavpg),—of whom 
perdition (everlasting, at the coming of 
the Lord: see ch. i. vus the * 
certain) end; of whom their belly is the 
od (cf. the boast of the Cyclops, in Eurip. 
буа 884 ff.,—A "уф об Tiv 060, тАђу 
duol, 0«oic. 8* об, | xal тў peylorn уастрі 
тӯде Bamóvær | фу Tobywieir ye ка) 
paye» todd’ һиќрау, | Zebs obros àv- 
Өрёхопт! тосо: сёфросіу. Seneca de be- 
nef. vii. 26, *alius abdomini servit") and 
their glory in their shame (“ 84 а is 
subjective, — in the judgment of these 
men, — and тӯ alexórp objective, — ac- 
cording to the reality of morals. Cf. 
Polyb. xv. 28. 5, d ols ёхрўу alexó- 
ve naf ӧтерВолф», tai тотоу ёз 

ax geuvóvecĝai кай peyaravyeiy. 
On elva: èv, ‘versari, to be found in, or 
‘contained in, any thing, cf. Plat. Gorg. 
470 E, ф› тобтф ў rde ebBaiporía ёстіу, 
Eur. Phon. 13810,—oix dv alex та 
od.” Meyer. Ambr., Hil., Pel., Aug., 
Beng., al., refer the expression to circum- 
cision, taking another meaning for al- 
ox dyn ae et pudor sunt affinia.’ 
Beng.], but without reason; and Chrys., 
al., disown the meaning), who regard (it 
is not easy to give $poreiw, фрбутда, in 
this sense, by one word in English. They 
betoken the whole aspect, the set of the 
thoughts and desires: ra déwfyea, are 
the substratum of all their feelings) the 
things on earth (in opposition to the 
things above, cf. Col. iii. 1 ff. The con- 
struction is that of logical reference to the 
subject of the sentence, setting aside the 
strictness of grammatical connexion: so 
Thuc. iii. 36, Bote abrois ... di- 
kaAoUrres . . . and iv. 108; vi. 24; vii. 
42: see more examples in Kühner, ii. 377. 

The of serves as тойу above, to indi- 
cate and individualize the class). 90.) 
For (I шау well direct уоп to avoid rods 
Ta éxlyeia dpovoirras:—for—our state 
and feelings are wholly alien from theirs) 
our (emphatic) country (the state, to 
which we belong, of which we by faith are 
citizens, —) warpls, Thl; meaning the 
A nai of God, the heavenly Jerusalem 
[Ча]. iv. 26. Col. iii. 1 Eb. This objec- 
tive meaning of the word is better than the 
subjective опе, our citizenship’ [wodrrela, 
Acts xxii. 28: but they seem sometimes to 
be used indifferently, see Palm and Rost’s 
Lex., and Aristot. Pol. iii. 4, xópiov nir 
yàp Tb rok ſrevua vis wóAems" woAÍTeuua 
$ orly } wodrrela, cf. however, on the 
other side, Ellicott : and his note through- 
out], or, ‘our conversation,’ us vulg. E. V., 
which rendering seems to want precedent. 
Conyb. renders it ‘life > but this is insuffi- 
cient, even supposing it justifiable, as 
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f : * ^, 21 10.19. kbpiov [псооу xpicróv, 
I ш onig? , 

enn Joa. dof 
? m * a e? f 

Ant. vil. 10, pc avrou, ката THY  tvtpytiav 
B. 1 gt , 9 = a e 

= constr, Rom. ка! vrorakat avro та Tavra. 

a Luke i. 48. Ama TULE (ios Taa 101 D James 1. 10 
x a 

e Eph. L $9 ref. 
iL 18. 1 Thess. (1.18, Winer, 

Acts xiv. 9. 1 Cor. vili. 11. 

IIPOZ 9IAIIIIHZIOYZ. 

o Lon. 1. 19 reff. ii. 

III. 21. 

IV. 1 í шосте, adeA got 

b Rom. viii 99 only t. constr. Matt. 
7. d constr., Luke xxii. 6. 

f= ch. Ц. 18 reff. 

21. rec ins eis To уєуєсдо avro bef suvupoppov, with D'*KL rel syrr Orig Ces Epiph 
Chron Victorin Jer: om ABD!FN latt (copt) goth sth Eus Ath Cyr, Antch Iren-int 
ia pos Tert Cypr. rec (for avre) «avro, with DRI. N rel 67? Thdrt, sibi vulg 
(and F-lat) Hil Ambr: txt ABD!'FN! b! f k o 17 Eus Epiph Chr,-mss Cyr Thl- mes. 

giving the English reader the idea of (wf, 
and so misleading him. I may remark, in 
passing, on the unfortunate misconception 
of St. Paul’s use of the plural, which has 
marred so many portions of Mr. Cony- 
beare’s version of the Epistles, and none 
more sadly than this,—where he gives the 
Apostle'a noble description of the state and 
hopes of us Christians, as contrasted with 
the та miy. фроуодутез, —all in the singu- 
lar—‘ For my life, 4c.,—from whence also 
І look, c.) subsists (the word is more 
solemn, as indicating priority and fixed- 
ness, than éorw would be: see notes, 
ch. ii. 6, and Acts xvi. 20) in the heavens, 
from whence (of does not refer to roxl- 
тейде, as Beng., al.— пог = &, nor to be 
rendered ‘ex quo tempore,’ as Erasm., but 
ФЕ ob is adverbial, ‘unde,’ see Winer, 5 21. 
8, and cf. Xen. Anab. i. 2. 20, ñuépas 
tpeis, dv $) also (additional particular, 
following on heaven being our country) 
we wait for (expect, till the event ar- 
rives: see note on Rom. viii. 19, and a 
dissertation in the Fritzschiorum Opus- 
сша, p. 150 ff) a Saviour (emphatic : 
therefore we cannot rà ёжіу. $poreir, be- 
cause we are waiting for one to deliver 
us from them. Or, as Saviour (Ellic.]: 
but perhaps the other is preferable, as 
being simple: (vis.) the Lord Jesus 
Christ, 1.] (describes the method, 
in which this Saviour shall save us—a 
way utterly precluding owr making a 
God of our body) who shall transform 
(see 1 Cor. xv. 51 ff. The words assume, 
as St. Paul always does when speaking 
incidentally, the uers surviving to wit- 
ness the coming of the Lord. The change 
from the dust of death in the resurrection, 
however we may accommodate the expres- 
sion to it, was not originally contemplated 
by it; witness the dwexBeydépe0a, and the 
сёра THs Tarewódews huar. It is quite 
in vain to attempt to escape from tbis in- 
ference, as Ellicott does, by saying that 
“every moment of a true Christian’s life 
involves such an dwexdoxfv.” This is 

most true, but in no way accounts for the 
iar expressions used here) the body 

of our humiliation (beware of the hen- 
diadys, by which most Commentators, and 
even Conyb. here enervate the Apostle’s fine 
and deep meani The body is that ob- 
ject, that ШАПА in which our Aumilia- 
tion has place and is shewn, by ite suffer- 
ing and being degraded—woAAd хасха 
yor Tb capa, bespera, pamrí(eras, pupla 
do xe bed, Chrys. He once had such 
a rarelywors, and has passed through it 
to His glory—and He shall change us 
so as to be like Him.— Whereas the ren- 
dering ‘our vile body’ sinks all this, and 
makes the epithet merely refer to that 
which is common to all humanity by nature. 
It is besides, perbaps, hardly allowable: 
for тете(уюсм; cannot — unless the exi- 

cy of context require it, as in ref. Luke 
not in Prov. xvi. 19], — signify mere ‘otle- 

ness, tawewérns, but must imply the act 
whereby the body raweivovras) (80 as to 
be) conformed to (on this common idiom, 
ебфтроу, & TáXmwa, xoluncov crépa, 
Esch. Ag. 1258, al. freq.,—cf. Kühner, 
ii. 121) the body ef His glory (in which, 
as its object or material His glory has 
place and is displayed: see above), acoord- 
ing to (after the an of) the working 
of His power also (besides the peracy ty. 
&c. spoken of) to subject to Him all 
things (the universe: see the exception, 
1 Cor. xv. 95—27). таёта BÀ wod$ce, 
says Thdrt., dre 3) баш Espyror yor, 
x. роз x. T)» фборд» к. roy Odraror 
катажабоу, x. eis dBavaglay тё ure 
cáuara ретоВбллеу, к. wepackevd(u» 
&wayras els abrbr dwoBAdwey. And 
Chrys.:— fede mellora l rhs Bvré- 
pews айто, Iva к. rotros mirredoyt. 

abre, used of the abTós of the 
whole sentence, from the position of the 
writer, not of the agent in the clause it- 
self. IV. 1.] Concluding ezhorta- 
tion, referring te what has pessed since ch. 
iii, 17,—not further baek, for there first 
he turns directly to them in the second 

de пегасупиатіве тд * сора Amr 
“rnc "'ramuveotwc неу сориорфо» TU * айдат тїс edefe 

- m 

той Sb avrov воп 
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А 1 А A 

pov ayarnrot Kat 5 ететдддто, “yapa xat ™ eríjavóc peat 
19. 

роо, oUrec " ornxere Ev Kupiy, ! ауаятђгоі. 1 Prov. xvi. 81. 
Ezek. xvi. 12. 

2 Eùoðiav " таракаАф kai Zuvrüy n» " wapaxade rò f zj iren. 
ауто " $povttv év xupip. È 

als. 3 John 3, 6, 11. Jude & 17, 30. 
=æ Matt. xv. 33. 1 Thess. iv. 1 гей. 

only. fer ch. Н. 30.) 
xxx. 8 P. 

CHAT. IV. 1. хор F(and G, but gaudium G lat). 
om 2nd ауатуто: D! 108. 

2. [«voliay, so ABDFKLN, &c.] 
9. rec for vas, xa: (error), with h(e sil): txt ABDFKLN rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

culvye bef ууусте, with K 

person, with 28еАфоі, as here,—there also 
obras occurs, answering to the обтеѕ here, 
—and there, in the Christian's hopes, vv. 
20, 21, lies the ground of the $sre here. 

Gere] qua cum ita sint '—since 
we have such a home, and look for such a 
Saviour, and expect such a change :—@зте 
xà» épare rovrous Хаіроутаѕ, xà» dpare 
SeSetacnévous, стћкете, Chrys. Cf. 1 Cor. 
xv. 58. éwuwd8.] longed for. The 
word occurs in Appian, vi. 43, Spxous re 
Gpocey avrois к. Mager, ёт:тобдђтоит dv 
ros батероу ro H⁰,l;pl wodAduis "yevoué- 
yous. For the verb, see ch. i. 8 reff.: for 
the substantive, -nc:s, 2 Cor. vii. 7, 11. 

cTí$avos] from ref. 1 Thess., both 
хар and ordpavos apply to the future 
great day in the Apostle’s mind. And 
indeed even without such reference to his 
usus loquendi, it would be difficult to dis- 
sociate the “crown” from such thoughts 
as that in 2 Tim. iv. 8. see 
above: ‘as I bave been describing: not 
ós dorhxare «àis, as Chrys., Thi. 
Œc., Calv., Beng., ita, ut statis, state,’ 
which would be inconsistent with ch. iii. 
17. dv «vpíq] as the element wherein 
your stedfastness consists. Ффүаттто(] 
an affectionate repetition: дет” єйфш{аз 
roi J wapaívegis, Thdrt. ‘ Doctri- 
nam suo more vebementioribus exhorta- 
tionibus claudit, quoeam hominum animis 
tenacius infigat. Et blandis appellationi- 
bus in eorum affectus se insinuat: qus 
tamen non sunt adulationis, sed sinceri 
amoris." Calv. 2—9.] Concluding 
exhortations to individuals (2, 8), and to 
ali (4—9). 2.] Euodia and Syntyche 
(both women, cf. abrais and arrives below) 
appear to have needed this exhortation on 
account of some disagreement, both how- 
ever being faithful, and fellow-workers 
(perhaps deaconnesses, Rom. xvi. 1) with 
himself in the Gospel. 0avud(« pèr тёз 
qyvveixas* alvirrera: 80 ds {ру туй vs 

? vat Р ёошто kai аё, yoe 
roe в , > е ү „ о ” 3 
aúvčvyt, * сиуХар[Зарои avratc, " atriwec iv туу evayye- tt 

m Eph. iv. 1 re. 

r here only t. Aristoph. Plut. 045. 
t = Acts x. d, 47. xiii. 81, 48 al. 

1 (alone) Paul, 
Rom. xii. 19. 
2 Cor. xii. 19 
o 

1 John ll. 7 
ff. n ch. ii. 9 reff. o Philem. 20. 

q 3 Сог. vili. 8. 1. Tim. і. 1 Tit. l.6onlyt. 
s = Luke т. 7 only. Gen. 

u < Rom. i. 0. 2 Cor. viii. 18. x. 14 al. 

ins cat bef ovrws Е. 
aft 2nd ауатэто: ins pov B 17. 

rec 

rel syrr Chr Thdrt: eyrnoce yeppave соу, F: txt ABDN 

AHA ёхофтаз, Thdrt. The repetition 
of the verb wapaxaA@ not merely signifies 
© vehementiam affectus’ (Erasm.), but hints 
at the prent separation between them. 

афтд $povsiv] see ch. ii. 2, note. 
He adds ќу swpíw, both to shew them 
wherein their unanimity must consist, and 
perbaps to point out to them that their 
present alienation was not èr xuply. 
3.] val assumes the ting of the request 
just made, and carries on further the same 
matter, see Philem. 20 and note; but does 
not conjure, ав Grot., al. үуйтм 
vóvivye] true ( genuine: true, as dis- 
tinguished from counterfeit: lit. of le- 
gitimate worth [ yerihoios]) yoke-fellow. 
Who is intended, it is quite impossible 
to вау. Various opinions have been, (1) 
that St. Paul addresses Ais own wife. 
So Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 6 (53), p. 535 P, 
ко) $ ye TIaUAos оўк óxvei Ey тил éxurToA f 
Thy abro) wposayopeóew сбу(ууоу, hy 
ob wepiexópi(e. 8:4 ть THs Swapeclas eù- 
eraA és, — Eus. Н. E. iii. 30, al. But this 
is evidently an error, and Thdrt. says 
rightly,— Trà» Bè c. ries àvofires ór- 
éAaflov yuvaixa elva: той ётостёЛоу, ob 
wposecxnkóres Tois dp тї "pbs KopiwOlovs 
yeypappévoi (1 Cor. vii. 8), Sri rois & y- 
pos cuvératey éavrór. Besides which, 
the adjective in this case would be femi- 
nine,—cf. Eur. Alcest. 320, rolas Tvxovca 
cur(eyou ;—and 354, Troas)" áuaprdvorri 
соу(буоо: perhaps even if it were of two 
terminations [as adjectives in -i fre- 
quently in the N. T., e.g. oùpdrios, Luke ii. 
18; Acts xxvi. 19: óclovs xeipas, 1 Tim. 
ii. 8, &c. See Winer, § 11. 1], in which 
case Ellic. remarks, it would revert to 
three terminations ; but authority for this 
statement seems wanting. (2) tbat he 
was the husband, or brother, of Euodia 
or Syntyche; so Chrys. doubtfully, and 
Thl., al. But then the epithet would 
hardly be wanted—nor would the ex- 
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Ме» " avvfÜAncáv not, pera kat KAnusvroc xai riv Ao 
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в = 1 Tim. iti. 3 ref. a constr, Acta ix. 

om xa: bef Eros D!F а latt arm (Orig) Ambrst Pelag. 
om Acre, adding xa: Tw» Аоте» aft pov, NI; txt N3. 

б. ins тоц bef av6p. А. 

pression be at all natural. (8) that he 
was some fellow-labourer of the Apostle. 
So Thdrt.,—ovv{vyov кале, és rbv abrdy 
Zaxovra ris eboeBelas (vydy, Pelag., all., 
and De W.,—and of these some (Grot., 
Calov., al.) have understood Epaphroditus, 
—Estius, Timotheus, — Bengel (but after- 
wards he preferred Epaphroditus), Silas, 
— Luther, the chief bishop at Philippi. (4) 
Others have regarded Zev[vye as a proper 
name: so тоќ in Chrys. and Œc., and so 
Meyer. In this case the ууйс‹е would 
mean, ‘who art veritably, as thy name is,’ 
a yoke-fellow. And this might be said 
by the Apostle, who elsewhere compares 
the Christian minister to the Bows dAcer. 
It seems to me that we must choose be- 
tween the two last hypotheses. The ob- 
jections to each are about of equal weight : 
the Apostle nowhere else calls his fellow- 
labourers ajv(wyoi, and the proper name 
ZMór(vyos is nowhere else found. But 
tbese are no reasons, respectively, against 
either hypothesis. We may safely say 
with Chrys., efre тобто, elre ёкеѓро, ob 
сфӧёра axpiBodcyeicbas: Bei. ovv- 
арр буом афто] help them (Euodia and 
Syntyche) : but not, as Grot., ‘ut habeant, 
unde se suosque honeste sustentent :’ it is 
the work of their reconciliation which he 
clearly has in view, and in which they 
would need help. . utpote 

@'—seeing that they.... e E.V. 
ere is in error, ‘help those women which 

... The Gospel at Philippi was first 
received by women, Acts xvi. 13 ff., and 
these two must have been among those 
who, having believed, laboured among 
their own sex for its spread. фу т. 
bay.] see reff. perà xal KAfgevros] 
These words belong to evví8Awcav, not 
to evvAauBárov, and are rather an addi- 
tional reminiscence, than a part of the 
exhortation ‘ae did Clemens also &.“ 
q.d. ‘not that I mean, by naming those 
women with distinction, to imply forget- 
falness of those others &c., and especially 
of Clemens.’ The insertion of xal between 
the preposition and substantive is said to 
be a habit principally of Pindar,—e. g. 

èv kal QaAdacq, Ol. ii. 28; dv ка) reAcvrg, 
Ol. vii. 26: ёт! xal бау&те, Pyth. iv. 390. 
See Hartuug, i. 143. It is not neces- 
sary to regard the «al - xal as bound to- 
gether: so that these examples are in point 
(against Ellic.). Clemens must have 
been a fellow-worker with the Apostle af 
Philippi, from the context here ; and, from 
the non-occurrence of any such name a 
Paul's fellow-travellers, and the fact that 
ol Хожо) cuvepyol must have been gi 
pians,—himeelf a native of Philippi. It 
1s perhaps arbitrary, seeing that the name 
is so common, to assume his identity with 
Clemens afterwards Bishop of Rome, and 
author of the Epistles to the Corinthians. 
So Eus. Н. E. in. 4, 6 Kauns, ris "Pe- 
pale» x. abr ёккАзт!аз tpiros éxloxowes 
karacás, TlaóAov cuvepyds к. curadAnrhs 
yeyovdva: vp abroU perras: eee also 
Н. E. v. 6% so Origen, . in Joan. t. vi. 
36, vol. iv. p. 153: and Jer. Script. Ecel., 
16, vol. ii. p. 854. Chrys. does not notice 
any such idea. See on the whole, Ellicott’s 
note. Gy ra dv. dv ВВА twis] 
belongs to the Ao:wol, whom Ае does not 
name: Whose names are (not a wish, «fs, 
as Bengel, nor are they to be regarded as 
dead when this was written) in the book 
of life (reff., and Luke x. 20). 4—9. 
Exhortation to ALL. welw фрё 
AGAIN I will say it: referring to ch. 
iti. 1, where see note. It is the ground- 
tone of the Epistle. 5.] +d uu, 
your forbearance, from dri, implying di- 
rection, and elxós, fouxa [not «xw, to 
yield, as Trench, N. T. Syn. 171: see Palm 
and Rost's Lex. under the word, as also 
under EI Kn and Lora], reasonableness of 
dealing, wherein not strictness of legal 
right, but consideration for one another, 
is the rule of practice. Aristot, Eth. 
Nic. x. 6, defines it to be that which fills 
up the necessary deficiencies of law, which 
is general, by dealing with particular cases 
as the law-giver would have dealt with them 
if he had been by. 814, he adds, Sixaser 
dy Sori, ко) GAG Tiros Bixatov .... 
ка} leri abra f bois $ тоў érieixovs, dr- 
avópÜeua véuov, ў éArclwes 8:4 rò xab- 
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1 Gal. iti. 28 reff. тз Cor. fl il. Ul. 14. iv. 4 x. 5. xi. 8 only. P.t Baruch iL 8 only. 

6. per’ ВМ. 

T. for 8«ov, xpwrrov А syr-marg Cyr Procop Ambr, Pelng-comm. 
ewpara F D- lat spec tol Chrom 

éAov. And he describes the éwieucájs as 
ó uh dxpsiBoSlxaos ёж) Tb xeipov. See 
Trench, New Test. Syn. „ a8 above. 
By the waco dv@p., the Apostle 
rather intends, ‘let no man know of 
any inconsistency with ésieíxeia." The 
universality of it justifies its application 
even to those described above, ch. iii. 18 f., 
—that though warned against them, they 
were to shew all moderation and clemency 
towards them: so Chrys. Meyer observes 
well, that the succession of these precepts 
seems to explain itself paychologically by 
the disposition of spiritual joy in the 
exalting us both above rigorism, and above 
anxiety of mind (ver. 6). è кро 
évrós] These words may apply either to 
the foregoing —‘ the Lord will soon come, 
He is the avenger; it is yours to be mo- 
derate and clement’ (so Wette, all.): 
or to the following—' the Lord is near, 
be not anxious? so Chrys. Thdrt., all. 
Perhaps we may best rd it as the tran- 
sition from the one to the other: Christ's 
coming is at hand—this is the best en- 
forcer of clemency and forbearance: it 
also leads on to the duty of banishing 
anxiety. & xéptos is Christ, and the 
yves refers to the wapovola; see on ch. 
iii. 20. 6.) pn5tv has the emphasis. 
It is the сша of the object, as rd 
тоЛЛА дери>»ф>, а Сут. viii. 7. =} 

фу vavri ) in every thing: see ref. 
1 Thess. and note. Meyer remarks that 
the literally correct rendering of the Vulg. 
is omni (neut.) oratione’ led Ambrose 
wrong, who gives it ‘per omnem ora- 
tionem. тў Tposevxý xal ы. бебоч | 

or better, by tho prayer and the suppli- 
eation appropriate to each thing. On the 
difference between wposevxh and 8égeis, 
see on Eph. vi. 18, 1 Tim. ii. 1. Not 
perà vig ebxapuaTías, because the matters 
themselves may not be ized as 
grounds of «bxapicTía, but it should ac- 
company every request. Ellic., who doubts 
this explanation, thinks it more simple 

for vonuara, 

to say that ebxapier(a, * thanksgiving for 
pest blessings,’ is in its nature more 
general and comprehensive, xpos. and 
Seno. almost necessarily more limited and 
specific. Hence, though ефхор. с 
12 times in St. Paul’s Epistles, it is on 
twice used with the article, 1 Cor. xiv. zi 
2 Cor. iv. 15.” m I much prefer the 
other view. тё alrijnara] = ð А» 
eiréue0a, 1 John v. 15. Plato, . viii. 
р. 566, speaks of rd rvpavrukby айна. 
alreiv Tb» Sijpor ptAands tivas v sé- 
ратоз. €pàs Tòr Gedy] unto, before, 
‘coram : see Acta viii. 24. 7.] Con- 
sequence of this laying every thing before 
use in prayer with thanksgiving— peace 

eakabie. cal, and then. 
32 elp. тоё Geod, that peace which rests in 
God and is wrought by Him in the soul, 
the counterpoise of all troubles and anxie- 
ties —see John xvi. 88—.... ta dv ёро) 
phrin» Ёхзтүгє d» тё rden TA Éxere. 

eyer denies that eiern ever has this 
meaning: butheis certainly wrong. The 
above verse, and John xiv. 27, Col. iii. 15, 
cannot be fully interpreted on Ais mean- 
ing, mere mutual concord. It is of course 
true, that mutual concord, and Tb èri- 
eucés, are n elements of this peace: 
but it goes far beyond them. See the 
alternatives thoroughly discussed, as usual, 
in Ellic.'s note. inrepéxovoa xávra 
vody] not as Chrys., бта» A wpbs rods 
éxSpobs elpnvedew „... wis ойх brip 
your deri» drOpérivoy тобто; nor as 
Estius, quia omnem expectationem hu- 
manam excedit, quod Deus pro inimicis 
sibi reconciliandis filium suum dederit in 
mortem :” nor as Calvin, “quia nihil hu- 
mano ingenio magis adversum, quam in 
summa desperatione nihilominus sperare :' 
but as Erasm., all., * res felicior quam ut 
humana mens queat percipere.” vovs is 
the intelligent faculty, the perceptive and 
appreciative power: reff. On the senti- 
ment itself, cf. Eph. iii. 19. $pov- 
nm must not with Chryse., Thdrt., Thl., 

th., all. and Vulg., be made optatice 
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8. aft exawos ins emornuns discipline DIF vulg(not am! tol) Sing-cler Ambrst 
Pelag (not Aug Fulg Sedul). 

in sense: it is not a wish, but a declara- 
tion—following upon the performance of 
the injunction above. Tàs xapb 
T к. TA vor 
the fountain of the thoughts, i. e. designs, 
plans (not minds, as E. V.): so that this 
expression is equivalent to, ‘your hearts 
themselves, and their ipe А 

tore ‘Inco is not the icate after 
5 keep dc. in Christ, i. e. 
keep them from falling from Christ (&sre 
pévew к. ph exweceiy abroU тїз wíareos, 
Chrys.): but, as usual, denotes the sphere 
or element of the @poupd thus bestowed — 
that it shall be a Christian security :—the 
verb фроурђсє: being absolute. 

8, 9.] Summary exhortation to Chris- 
tian virtues not yet specified. 8.) rd 
Aouwéy resumes in his intention of 
closing the Epistle with which he had 
begun ch. iii., but from which he had 
been diverted by incidental subjects. It 
is unnatural to attribute to the Apostle 
so formal a design as De W. does, of now 
speaking of man’s part, as he had hitherto 
of God’s part :—Chrys. has it rightly,— 
тЇ dors Tò Aorwdy; Avr) тоў, dra Sir 
рута. ётегүорќуоо Tò Bud фот, ка) 
ойёі» коф» Éxorros xpds тй тарбута. 

This beautiful sentence, full of the 
Apostle’s fervour and eloquence, derives 
much force from the frequent repetition 
of dea, and then of el ris. due] 
subjective, truthful: not, frue in matter 
of fact. The whole regards ethical qua- 
lities. табта yàp Ürres Axe, h dperh, 
weUBos 8 ў кака. к. yàp ў Hard abris 
феўбос, к. ў 86а айтйз pedos, к. кйута 
qà ToU кбтноо феб80ѕ. Chrys. 
oe Tb cepvdy буора, Tb kaAÓw тє 
кёуаббу, Xen. (Ec. vi. 14. It is difficult 
to give it in any one English word: 
© honest’ and ‘honourable’ are too weak: 
‘reverend’ and ‘venerable,’ ‘ grave,’ are 
seldom applied to things. Nor do I know 
any other more eligible. Strata] not 
‘just,’ in respect of others, merely—but 

ht, in that wider sense in which 8Suaso- 
gen is used before God and man: see 
this sense Acts x. 22; Rom. v. 7. 

len ̂ 
para di] The heart is 

&yvd] not merely ‘chaste’ in the ordinary 
confined acceptation : but pure generally : 
“ castimoniam denotat in omnibus vite 

rtibus." Calv. wposdiAy | lovely, 
in the most general sense: no subjects 
need be supplied, as rois vicrois, or тф 
беф (Chrys.) : for the exhortation is mark- 
edly and designedly as general as possible. 

paj again, general, and with 
reference to general fame—of good repert, 
as E.V. The meaning sermones qui bene 
aliis precantur, adopted by Storr and 
Flatt, though philologically justified, is 
evidently not general enough for our con- 
text. «ти ees i sums up all 
which have gone before and generalizes 
still farther. The E. У. ‘if there be any 
virtue,’ &c. is objectionable, not for tbe 
reason alleged by Scholefleld, Hinte, &c. 
p. 85, as * expressing a doubt of the exist- 
ence of the thing in the abstract,’ which 
it does not,—but as carrying the appear- 
ance of an adjeration, ‘ by the existence 
, &c. which conveys a wrong im ion 
of the sense—whatever virtue there is 
not ‘there be, as Scbolef.) &c. 

] virtue, in the most general ethical 
sense: fwa.vos, preise, not ‘pro eo quod 
est laudabile, as Calv., al., but as Erasm., 
‘laus, virtutis comes.’ The discipline, 
which follows ‘laus’ in the Vulg. &c., 
is а pure interpolation, and beside the 
meaning: see various readings. 
ravta—viz., all the foregoing—the àAq03 
&c.—the àperf, and the (Éweuros—thoese 
things meditate: let them be your - 
para. 9.] These general abstract 
things he now particularizes in the con- 
crete as having been exemplified and 
taught by himself when among them. 
The first cal is not ‹доѓд as E. V., but 
also,—moreover: which, besides what I 
have said recommending them above, were 
also recommended to you by my own 
example. ірббете] again, not as 
E. V. ‘have learned,’ &c.—-but all aorista, 
—-referring to the time when he was 
among them. Those things whieh (not 
‘whatsoever things: we are on generals 
no longer: nor would he recommend to 
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10. e6adare Di. for то, тоу F. 

them ай his own sayings and doings; 
bat the ral expressly eg = DN 
being of the kinds speci above) ye 
moreover learned, and received (reff.: 
here of receiving not by word of mouth, 
but by knowledge of his character: the 
whole is not doctrinal, but ethical) and 
heard in not of hing, but of his 
tried ылу ыы рат Christian cha- 
racter, which was in men's mouths and 
thus heard) and saw (each for himself) 
in me (ёи ёро! will not properly belong to 
the two first verbs, du. and тарел., but 
must be associated by а with them 
—he himself being clearly the example 
throughout), these (ratra.... &) 
praetise (correlative with, not opposed to, 
Aeyí(ecÓe above:— that Aoyiwpuós being 
eminently practical, and issuing, in the 
concrete, in the таўта rde, after 
Panl’s example). cal] and then: see 
ver. 7. On «іру, see there. 

10—320.) He thanks them for the supply 
received Philippi. 10.] Lfd is 
transitional; the contrast being between 
the personal matters which are now intro- 
duced, and those more solemn ones which 
he has just been treating. dv xuply | 
See above, ch. iii. 1, ver. 4, Every oc- 
currence, in his view, has reference to 
Christ, — takes from Him its character and 
form." Wiesinger. 58 word) now 
at length, as E. V. : * tandem aliquando: 
xeévor BwAovrvrós ёст: џакрбу, Chrys. 
The word takes ap and makes indefinite 
the 45s : as in 34 word, 8{ vov, &c. See 
Klotz ad Devar. p. 607, 8. But noreproof 
is conveyed by the expression, as Chrys. 
thinks: see below. Arch ere] lit. 
ye came into leaf; “metaphora sumta 
ab arboribus, quaram vis hyeme contracta 
latet, vere florere incipit,” Calv. But it is 
fanciful to conclude with Bengel, that it 
was Spring, when the gift came: see on a 
similar fancy in 1 Cor. v. 7. The word is 
taken transitively (see reff.) by Grot., all., — 
* ye caused to spring again your care for 

me’ (see below) : but the intransitive onl 
will suit the sense here— ye budded fo: 

in for my interest (see 
below). Yourcare for me was, so to speak, 
the life of the tree; it existed just as much 
in winter when there was no vegetation, 
when ye 3kaipeia6e, as when the buds were 
put forth in spring. This is evident by 
what follows. We must thank Meyer, to 
whom we owe so much in accuracy of 
grammatical interpretation, for having 
followed out the nght track here, first 
indicated by Bengel, and rendered rò 
биёр duot as the accusative governed by 
gpovety. The ordinary way (во Wiesinger 
and Ellicott recently) has been to regard 
the words as = rò pore» ówip ёџоў, 
thus depriving the relative ёф’ $ of any 
thing to refer to, and producing the 
logical absurdity (Mey.], é$poreóre ёт) 
T$ тїр duod Qporeiv, or forcing ёф’ ¢ to 
some unjustified meaning (‘ although,’ as 
Luth., al.,—‘ sicut, as vulg.,—&c.) or 
understanding it ‘ for whom,’ as Calv., al., 
—contrary to the Apostle's usage, in 
which [reff.] гр’ $ is always neuter. But 
if we take rd úrèp dno together, — my in- 
terest,’—and govern it by $poreiv, all will 
be simple and clear : I rejoiced, &. that at 
last ye flourished in anxiety for my in- 
terest: for which purpose (cf. Plat. Gorg. 
р. 502 в, d $ darwodSaxe:—the purpose, 
namely, of flourishing, putting forth the 
supply which you have now sent. Wie- 
singer een the other, and vindicates it 
from Meyer's imputation: but to me not 
convincingly: as neither Ellicott) ye also 
were anxious (all that long time, imper- 
fect), but had no opportunity (üxeipée 
is a word of later Greek: ebxatpde, ita 
opposite, is used by Lucian, Plutarch, 
Polyb, &c., as also its compounds drev- 
cap, Tposevkoupée, йс. See Phryn. ed. 
Lobeck, p. 125. Wiesinger well remarks 
that we must not press this $«aipeiate into 
& definite hypothesis, such as that their 
financial state was not adequate — that they 
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к = Heb. v. 8. 
l ei 64^ ei де 

фу тообтоіе 
elvac dy olt 

pen. 
1 Pet. - s М 1 e - id nc теза» xai ?regisoevav Kat " vorepeoOat. 

е зе әш - ГА 

"ev ry * судоуаробуті pe. 
Sir. xl. 18. (-«eiv, Deut. xxxii. 10. 6. 0, 1 Tim. vi. б.) 

id 

m here only. (gy vw 

о œ 3 Cor. хі. 7. Prov. xili. p = ver. 18. . 7. 

Paul, here „ Matt. хіт. 30. James 1.16. Rev. xix. 91. 
5 11. Ad Мањ l. u = Luke xv. 14. 3Cor.xi.8. Heb. xi. 37. Bir. xfil. 4. 

p, kc. passim. x Eph. vi. 10 reff. 
^87, N James 11.8, 19. 3 Pet. Laks Kings vili. 18 

James т. 16, Wisd. xvi. 90. т = фр 
v. 88 reff. z Acts х. . 1 Cor. 

II POE *PIAINMHSIOYS. IV. 

Аёув* үф уар t лабо» ' £v оїс ыш " айтйоктс tivar 
n Y à 9 = a 78 * p , 
оа kai °тати»ооваба, "ода кає? mepicotituw. 

mavri kai "£v waow ej] каї " уортабезба‹ xai 

3 £p 

18 vr 
a = 

М> era ‘кас 
n = 1 Thess. іт. 4 James iv. 17. Job xxxiv. 10 

r here t. з Mace. 
асе t iv. 2. go re 

p v = Gal v. & 

12. rec (for Ist xaj) дє, with b d ef: txt ABDFKLN rel vulg syr goth Clem lat-ff. 
om «as bef wepioovery A Syr. 

18. rec aft we ins x (gloss : or as in Orig below, filled up 
with DKL“ rel syrr goth (Orig,) Ath(elsw ino. xp.) Nyssen Chr 

1 Tim i. 12), 
drt Damasc: xpv 

Е: xo ij Orig,(elaw adds incov то кир. тшеу): om ABD!N 17 vulg(and F-lat) copt th 
arm Clem Ambrst Aug Ambr Pelag. 

had no means of conveyance, &c.—it is 
perfectly general, and all such fillings up 
are mere conjecture). 11.] inserted 
to prevent misunderstanding of the last 
verse. ovx $n] See ch. iii. 12: 
my meaning is not, that.. . xaf, 
according to, i.e. in consequence of— 
see reff, and Od. . 106, wAa(dueva: 
ката Ant: Herod. ii. 152, ката Aufu- 
ékvAdcarras: Thuc. vi. 31, xarà Өќау 
Frei: not, as Van Hengel, ‘st more re- 
ceptum est penuria,’ which would be xara 
Tobs borepovrras (see Rom. iii. 5 al.). 
For I (emphatic: for my part, whatever 
others may feel) learned (in nty experience, 
my training for tbis apostolic work: not 
‘have learned the aorist is much sim- 
pler and more humble—*1 was taught: 
the present result of this teaching comes 
below, ol8a, but not in this word), in the 
state in which I am (not ‘in whatsoever 
state I am’ [E. V.: which would be 4» 
ols à» eliui,—cf. wou dy elsexopedero, 
Mark vi. 56, dco: d» Hrrorro аўтой, ib. 
Winer, § 42. 3. a], nor as Luther, bei 
welchen ich bin [ofs masculine], which is 
against the context. But ols apí 
does not apply only to the Apostle’s 

esent circumstances, but to any possi- 
le present ones: ‘in which I am at any 

time see next verse) to find compe- 
tence (we have no word for айтёрктз. 
* Self-sufficing’ will express its mean - 
ing of independence of external help 
[reAccérns xrhoews ёуабёу, Plat. Def. 
412], but is liable to be misunders : 
‘competent’ is not in use in this sense, 
though the abstract noun competence is: 
the German genügíam gives it well). 

12. above. I know (by this 
teaching) also (the first xal expresses 
that, besides the general finding of com- 
petence in all circumstances, he specially 

has been taught to suffer humiliation and 

eos Senet е з w to ht generally : 
here especially by need, in humiliation of 
circumstances. Meyer remarks that 2 
Cor. iv. 8; vi. 9, 10, are а commentary 
on this), Ї know also (cal as before, or 
as an addition to ola xal rawewovg@a) 
how to abound (iyvicGa:, as Wies. re- 
marks, would be the proper general op- 
posite: but he chooses the ial one, 
which fite the matter of which he is treat- 
ing): in every thing (not as vulg., E. V., 
all, ‘every where,’ nor at time,’ 
as Chrys., Grot.,—nor both, as TUL, &c. : 
—but as usually in St. Paul: see ref. and 
note) and in all things (not, as Luth., 
Beng., ‘respectu omnium hominum г dy 
тат} wpdyuarí, фпс: к. dy жас: ros 
тарертіхтоусі, Œc.: the expression con- 
veys universality, as ‘in each and ali,’ 
with us) I have been taught the lesson 
55 but no stress to be laid, as by 

g., ‘disciplina arcana imbutus sum, 
ignota niea! see the last example be- 
ow. Beware [against Wiesinger] of join- 
ing peg snpges with dy warn к. (у rde, 
inttiated in, q. the verb is [against 
Ellicott] not constructed with dé», but 
with an accusative of the person and the 
thing [моей rod тї], which last accu- 
sative remains with the passive: so p’ 
dvhp énónc' ‘EAuwesi8a, Anthol. ix. 162, 
—ol ras redetads pepunudro, Plat. Sym 
p. 209. The present construction, with 
an infinitive, occurs, Alciphr. ii. 4, куВер- 
vé» pun@hoopa:) both to be satiated and 
to hunger (the forms жай», 3:xGy, for 
“jy, seem to have come in with Mace- 
donian influence: being found first in 
Aristotle ; see Lobeck in Phryn. p. 61), 
both to abound and to be in need. 
18.) After these special notices, he de- 
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kotrana AERE dV 15 67 t rothoart " avykow a Eph. v.11, romsare * avykorwvüoavréc nou тр Brahe. oidare 25 v 
& koi vysic, Ф.А, Ore £v © аруу rov evayyeAtou, (oon ch. 
Ld aye э Li * Ore EAD awd Maxedoviac, ovdeuia uot exxAnoia коі- b Eph. it 18 
vwrnoey ыс ' Aóyoy ™ Sdcewe kai ™ Anupewc, & ui Deere ! Kart ri 14 

Р e \ › , ИГИ; \ U , Luke xvii. 
povou 16 оті cal &v O«acaAoviky xai ) атаЁ ка! ) dic * ас ®. деп. 

XX . А 
€ Gal. vi. 6 reff. {£1 Maco. z. 40. Polyb. xv. 34. 3. g Str. xli. 19. xiii. 7. h James 1. 17 only. Prov. xxi. 14. i here only. Prov. xv. 7. Bir. re (x) oniy, 
11 Thess. il. 18. Neb. xiii. 90. k Acts xi. .. e 

14. ry Ae bef до» DF latt. 
15. om de D! f m 72. 115 вуг sth-pl Chr Thdrt Thl-mss. 

om povo: Al. 
yr goth Ps-Ath (Ec-txt Victorin: «sibus meis Ambrst Aug. 

(retaining former т) D!F. 
16. om «s AD! 

clares his universal power,—how triumph- 
antly, yet how humbly!’ Meyer. I can 
do (reff.: so итёёу loxóew, Plat. Crit. 
р. 50 в) all things (not ай these things,’ 
тё dra, as Van Hengel: ‘the Apostle 
rises above mere relations of prosperous 
and adverse circumstance, to the gene- 
ral, De W.) in (in union with, — by 
means of my spiritual life, which is not 
mine, but Christ living in me, Gal. ii. 20: 
the E. V. ‘through’ does not give this 
union sufficiently) him who strengthens 
me (i.e. Christ, as the gloss rightly sup- 
plies : cf. 1 Tim. i. 12). 14. | ‘ Cavet, 
ne fortiter loquendo contempsisse ipsorum 
beneficium videatur. Calv. uh yàp drei- 
34, gnaw, ѓу xpelg ob xablornxa, vopl- 
етте ph 86060 pe ToU wpáyuaros 8ќо- 
pas 8, duas. Ch суүкоуеу{-. 
саутё pow Tj ӨХ мы ive софіау, кёз 
éxalpe: ть прӣуџа, l: in that ye 
made yourselves partakers with my pre- 
sent tribulation (not poverty: by their 
sympathy for him they suffered with him ; 
and their gift was a proof of this sym- 
pathy). 15 —17.] Honourable recol- 
lection of their former kindness to him. 

15.] 84 contrasts this former ser- 
vice with their present one. xal 
$peis] ‘as well as I myself. He ad- 
dresses them by name (as 2 Cor. vi. 11) 
to mark them particularly as those who 
did what follows: but not to the absoluto 
exclusion of others, as Bengel ('antithe- 
ton ad ecclesias aliorum рш 
others may have done it too, for aught 
that this appellative implies: that they 
did not, is by and by expressly asserted : 
dy àpxũ vod eba Mov, penes vos, Beng.: 
he places himself in their situation; dates 
from (so to speak) their Christian era. 
This he specifies by бте Ide årò 
MaxeSovias. See Acts xvii. 14. By this 
is not meant, as commonly understood, 
the supply which he received at Corinth 
(2 Cor. xi. 9), in order to which De W., 
Wies., al, understand dN as а plu- 

Vor. III. 

ins ori bef оудеша 

perfect,—but that mentioned below: see 
there: #Ё Або» being the aorist marking 
the simple date: when I left Macedonia. 

оёдерќа pot ёкк\тоќа ] no church 
communicated with me as to (in) ап 
account of giving and receiving (i. e., 
every receipt being part of the depart- 
ment of’ giving and receiving, being one 
side of such a reckoning, ye alone opened 
such an account with me. It is true the 
Philippians had all the giving, the Apos- 
tle all the receiving: the debtor side was 
vacant in their account, the creditor side 
in Мә: but this did not make it any the 
less an account of giving - and - receiving,“ 
categorically so called. is explanation, 
which is Meyer s is in my view far the 
most simple [against Ellic., who appa- 
rently has misunderstood it}, and prefer- 
able to the almost universal one, that his 
creditor and their а тари 
which he spiritually im to them : 
for the introduction of spiritual gifts does 
not belong to the context, and therefore 
disturbs it. Similar usages of Ajyis к. 
8ócis occur: e. g. Artemid. i. 44, of дё 
dd cc к. XM , mwopi(ónevor: Arrian, 
Epict. ii. 9, rò» Q$iAdpyvpor (érabfovaw) 
al àxardAAnAo: AMHVeis к. 8óceis: Cicero, 
Lelio 16, * ratio rum et datorum. 
See Wetat.) but you only: 16.) for 
even in Thessalonica (which was an early 
stage of my 4елбеіу àwb Max., before 
the departure was consummated. The 
бть gives a reason for and proof of the 
former assertion—ye were the only ones, 
&o.,—and ye began as early as d» Oeog., i. e. 
when 1 was at Thessalonica. In such 
brachylogical constructions the preposi- 
tion of rest, as belonging to the act ac- 
complished, overbears the preposition of 
motion, as belonging to it only in its im- 
perfect state; во of ёи тф ‘Hpaly rara- 
wepevyóres, Xen. Hell. iv. 5. 6,— rais 
Aorrais ё» тӯ yf xarawepevyviass da- 
Aor, Thuc. iv. 14,—&àrocreAobrTes .,.. 
dy тӯ AxeRlq, ib. vii. 17, where és rh 5. 
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ro raf. ray ! xptiav poi * ётёрфате. М е ору Ort "tmibgro ro ABD 
n == Matt. vi. 

> Lat ab 

Hal Tio. ° Sopa, аААа kr rov Pkapróv тб» “wAcovalovra ыс heim vil. 13. 
o Matt. vii. 4 f Абуоу ору. 
Luke xi. 15. 

{iin Be ‘тетАђоошрах дЕЁане»ос тада Етафоодітоо "rà тар оро», 
опу. бе. “боду * euwdiac, Üvaiav " дектђи “evapecror тр быр. 

p ch. I. II MI. 19 ` 2 y ’ — 
a = Rom. v. о $ Geog pov Y жАтр®ан тасау 

е a ә 7 - b », 

Ере TO "wAovroc avrov "t $ Chron. xxi 

19 re y sce 
b 1 Tim. Ш. 16 reff. 

v 

fl. 28. aii. b2 Ro 14 Tia io a КШ a . 20. Xil. m. X. . le » M. 

w Lake iv. 19,34. Acta x. 35. со. Тый Ina. ivi. Lu Bir. xxxii. (xxxv.) 7. 

2 7 е = ` Хоча» ушу ката 
бЁр Ev xptar@ Ib. 

Gen. 33. ver. 13. t = Acts 
Luke 1. 7. v Eph. v.3 (е. only. 

a Eph. I T reff. 

20 тф 

= ver. 16. Sir. xxxix. $$. 

for uoi, роо DL Chr, Procop Thdrt Thl (Ec Ambrst Aug. 
17. [алла, so AB.] ins тоу bef Acyor Е 121. 
18. om тара exappodcrov A: for пара, ато N-corr!. for ra, ro D!. aft 

up. ins жєүфбє» D', тедфбе»та Е latt Syr Iren-int Cypr Victorin. 
19. sAnpwoa: DIF b cg m o 17. 67? latt Chr, Thdrt Thi lat-ff: txt ABDI!KLN rel 

copt Chr, Thdrt-ms. 
txt ABDIFN! 17. 672. 

in Bekker's text is a correction) ye sent 
both once and twice (the account of the 
expression being, that when the first ar- 
rived, they had sent once: when the 
second, not only once, but twice. So in 
ref.: and Herod. ii. 121, айтф к. dis x. 
7pls àvoífarr:: iii. 148, тобто к. dls к. 
Tpls єжаутоѕ MauapBpíov. The opposite 
expression, obx бта ой84 Sis, is found in 
Plat. Clitoph. $ 7) ye sent (absolute as in 
ref.) to (for the supply of, ref.) my neces- 
sity. 17.] Again he removes any 
chance of misunderstanding, as above in 
ver. ll. It was not for his own sake 
but for theirs that he rejoiced at their 
liberality, because it multiplied the fruits 
of their faith. Not that (see above, ver. 
11) I seek (present, 'it is my c 
to seek. The preposition in composition 
denotes, as so often, the direction; not 
studiose, nor insuper) the (ré—in 
the case in question), but I do seek (the 
repetition of the verb is solemn and em- 
phatic) the fruit which (thereby, in the 
case before us) abounds to your account 
(this ele Adyovw refers to the same expres- 
sion, ver. 15 — fruit, шетбб» in the day of 
the Lord, the result of your labour for me 
in the Lord. De W., after Van Hengel, 
doubts whether whsovdéfLovra can be con- 
structed with els, and would therefore 
separate them by а comma, But surely 
little would be thus gained, for the als 
would belong to the whole clause, the 
connecting link being каркду Ro 
kevra, so that even thus the idea of 
wA«orvd(ovra must be carried on to «is: 
and perhaps in 2 Thess. i. З it is во: see 
note there). 18.] But (notwithstand- 
ing that the gift is not that which I 

rec тоу wAovrov, with D'KLN? rel Cyr: тоу vAovros m! : 
for avrov, vy Dl. om Ist e» Ni: ins N-corr! obi, 

desire, I have received it, and been suf- 
ficiently supplied by it) I have (emphatic, 
and exactly as in axéxew Tòr штӨбу —* І 
have no more to ask from уоп, but have 
enough: — not as Erasm., Beza, Grot., 
&с. ‘I have duly received all you sent’ 
all (I want), and abound (over and 
above): I am filled (repetition and in- 
tensification of wep:iccedw), having re. 
ceived at the hands of Epaphroditus the 
remittance from you, a savour of fra- 
grance (a clause in apposition, expressing 
a judgment,—so frequently in poetry, 
especially in ians, — II. e. 785, $ ris 
Axa ple, xepds ddr, and vópyev, 
Avypdy ÜAc0por: Eur. Orest. 950, ri8eica 
Aevxdy Üvvxa did парох, ратурі» 
Grav. See Kühner, ii. 146. On à 
ebeBlag see Eph. v. 2, note), a 
acceptable, well pleasing to God (асе 
Heb. xiii. 16; 1 Pet. ii. 5). 19.] an 
assurance taken up froin rẹ 0«$ above, 
pov because he (Paul) was the receiver: 
this was his return to them: ‘qui quod 
servo ejus datur remunerabitur.’ Beng. 
aw\npece .... all refers to vv. 16, 

18 ;—as ye wewAnpéxard pov rà» xp. 
It is an assurance, not а wish (-се), 
wacay,—not only in the department al- 
luded to, but in all. Meyer refers to the 
beatitudes in Matt. v. and үү using St. 
Luke's ҳортасбћђсєсдг and yeAdcere, Luke 
vi. 21, as illustrative. iv 8460] to 
be connected with «Awpéoe, not with 
Td *Àobrog atrov: not, gloriously, as 
many Commentators, which is weak and 
flat in the extreme: but 8é€a is the in- 
strument and element by and in which 
‘all your need’ will be supplied : in glory, 
cf. Ps. xvi. 16 LXX : but not only at the 

Wrawiyw 82 тауга kat “wepiccevw, noi! 
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de Oe kat °ттато1 про» h ° 866a tic rode atwvac тоу sauter. 
А 9 25 

alwVvwy, ару. 

d Gal. i. 5 reff. 

21 'Аставсаабе тбута "ayiov év pior 'псоб. aoma- „лал, 
боута vpac ot cvv tuol адеАфоі. 

BRom.1.7 & 
22 passim. 

Ц / 
аспасоът си 

UVuac mTüvrtc оі ° ayot, раћота & oi Єк тпс Каіварос 
г» 7 
oiktac. 

93 H ГА - ГД 1 - РА 4 Ра Е , 

XA pe Tou короо ngou Xpisrov PETA TOU ue. 

paroc vpwr[, di]. 

f = 1 Cor. xvi. 
Gen. I. 

DPO? 9IAITITIHZIOYZ. 

90. aft эор ins о N.: om N3, 
22. om оџа; F. 

for ex, axo B. 
23. rec aft 

(for Tov xvevparos) тауто» (cf 2 Cor xiii. 13. De W. suppos 

om T«r» сорох KL 80. 
om de L 17 Chr-mss Thdrt Th] Ambrst(xa: рал. sth). 

iov ins sue», with D ad f k | fuld(with F-lat al) Syr syr-w-ast copt 
gr-lat-ff: om ABFKLN rel am D-lat(and G-lat) arm Damasc Thl-mse (Ec. rec. 

es txt to have come from 
Gal vi. 18), with KLN? rel syrr Chr Thdrt : txt ABDFN! 17. 672 latt coptt sth arm 
Damasc lat-ff. om aun» BF 67? sah Chr (Ec Ambrst : ins ADKLN rel vss. 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec adds єурафт ато рертз, with BKL rel syrr copt Chr Thdrt 
Euthal; rec adds further 3 exappo8irov, with KL rel syrr Thdrt: ёа тидобео» к. 
exapp. copt : no subscr in 1: K. r. A., omg wp. філ, h k m o: txt AB b 17, and 
D(addg exAnpw6n) F(prefg ereAec&5) N(adding orsxor о). 

coming of Christ [as Meyer, according to 
his wont], but in the whole glorious im- 
parting to you of the unsearchable riches 
of rar 4 and carried on here, and 
com at that day. Хрьстф 
Ivo] and this filling (or, ‘this glory,’ 
but then perhaps +f would have been 
expressed) is, consists, and finds its sphere 
and element, in Christ Jesus. 20.) 
The contemplation both of the Christia 
reward, of which he hus been speaking, 
and of the glorious completion of all 
God’s заш at the great day,—and the 
close of his Epistle,—s ts this ascrip- 
tion of praise. But — however 
rich you may be in works, how- 
ever strong I may be by Christ to bear all 
things, — not to us, but to our God and 
Father be the glory. On els rovs alavas 
тё» alevey, see note, Eph. iii. 21. 

21—23.] GREETING AND FINAL BE- 
NEDICTION. 91.) wdvra &vvov, every 
individual saint. e singular has love 
and affection, and should not be lost as in 
Conyb., * Salute all God's people.’ iv 
xorg ine] belongs more probably to 

é&ma09«,—see Rom. xvi. 22; 1 Cor. xvi. 
19,—than to &vvov, as in ch. i. 1, where, 
as Meyer observes, the expression bas а 
diplomatic formality, whereas here there is 
no reason for so formal an adjunct. 

ol сіу ёро) àS«AM$o(] These must, on 
account of the next verse, have been his 
closer friends, perhaps his colleagues in the 
ministry, such as Aristarchus, Epapbras, 
Demas, Timotheus. But there has arisen 
а question, how to reconcile this with ch. 
ii. 20? And it may be answered, that the 
lack of ісофиҳіа there predicated of his 
Companions, Ae к e them from the 
title Ade gol, nor from sending ting to 
the Philippians : see also ch. i. Á ES 
Távres ol Ao, all the Christians here. 

ol ёк ris Kaloapos olx(ag) These 
perhaps were slaves belonging to the familia 
of Nero, who һай been converted by inter- 
course with St. Paul, probably at this time 
а prisoner in the pretorian cks д 
ch. i. 13 note) attached to the palace. is 
is much more likely, than that any of the 
actual family of Nero should have em- 
braced Christianity. The hint which 
Chrys, al, find here, ef yàp of фу тоз 
BactAelous dr катефрбусау 8:4 75 
Вас:Аќа тё» офраубу, wodAG HN 
abrobs xph тобто *oieiv, is alien from the 
simplicity of the close of an Epistle. The 
reason of these being specified aed н> 
the connexion perhaps between a colonia, 
and some of the imperial household, might 
account for it. 23.] See Gal. vi. 18. 
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Thdrt uH txt ABFLN 17 am(with fuld) D-lat syr copt Synops Damasc Ambrst Jer 

3. зра коласс. (see prolegomena), with АК rel вутт copt Orig Synops Nyssen 
drt Euthal Damasc-ms Thl.ms Suid (so also Polysenus Hierocles Herodot- 

mss Xenoph-mas) : txt B!(see table)DFLN e f n (g 17, in title) latt Clem Chr Thdrt- 
ms Thl lat-ff (so also Herodot Xenoph Strabo al, and coins in Eckhel). aft 
хритто ins ju AD'F 17 latt Syr syr-w-ast lat-ff: om BD*KLN rel syr eth Chr 
Thdrt Damasc. rec aft доу ins каз коріои incov xpurrov, with АСЕМ rel vulg- 
ed(with demid tol) syr-w-ast: ош BDKL d k 17 am(with fuld barl mar) sah Syr 
Ong wth-rom Chrlexpr., каіто: ёи табтр Tb тод дриттой ob víÓncw буора) Thlerpe 

-in 
J. rec ins xa: bef жатр. (from Eph i. 8), with ACIDSKL rel vulg(and F. lat); re 

(see also Phil.i.1; Philem.1, and 2 Thess. 
i. 1). 6 &8eAgds] вее on 2 Cor. i. 1. 
On his presence with the Apostle at the 
time of writing this Epistle, see Prolegg. 
to Past. Epp. § i. 5. Chrys. (and simi- 
larly Thl.) says on à &8« › obo ка} 
abros ётботолоѕ: but there seems no 
reason for this. 2.] On Corossx, 
or CoLAssx, see Prolegg. § ii. 1. 

&y(ow should be taken (Mey.) as a sub- 
stantive, not (De W.) with d8eAgers, in 
which case morois, being already (as Mey.) 
presupposed in aylois, would be tame and 
ше :—and = goles кар ано 

p seems to be а ifying clause, 
f N the &c.:' oc peta added 
merely on account of the natural diploma- 
tic character of an opening address. év 
хр. belongs closely to sicrois àBeAqoois 
or perhaps rather to à5eAqoís alone, as 

il. i. 14: no article before Фф» үротф 
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v. 
Acts vill. 15. 
Heb. xlii. 
18 аі. Ps. 
IXI. 18. 
W. тёр, 
ver. 9 reff. 
constr., Matt 

2. Acte 
XXIII. 16. 
Eph. i. 18 al. 

Luke ix. 20. 9 Tim. fv. 8. 
кат awoGavety. .. «+ 

bey Xetorp "Inaov ка! 

k 9 — a 
oupavoic, 7и, 

тт SAge айтос дне ávoasévns, Jos, Antt. vi. 14. 7. èv ng ry čiai . . . т» ВеВаготбтне 
4A srí3a йжокезабаг, 1b. vili. 11. 9. k Matt. v. 12. vi. 90. xix. 21. Phil. 111. 90. 1 Pot. 1. 6. 

lhere onlyt. Xen. Mem. ii 4 7. Polyb. x 5.6. = Jos. Antt. vili. 1%. 8, wpouxnxuer та néAAorra. вее 
Gal. v. 31. mE ЫНЫР n Gal. II. 5, 14. i ddr каг * ph 

D!F Chr: om В C'(appy) har]? syrr copt th Ambrst Aug Cassiod. om xpu"Tov 

В. * Urto (see ver 9, where none vary) BD'F m 17 Thi: wep: ACD*KLN rel gr-ff. 
4. for xpurro, коро AN': txt №. rec (for y exere) ту» (aft Eph i. 15), with 

DKL rel Syr gr-ff: om B: txt ACD'FN a m o 17 latt вуг copt arm lat-ff. 

being "wanted, because no distinction be- 
tween these and any other kind of brethren 
is needed — the idea àBeAqbs-dv-ypuo 
being familiar. фр K. r. A.] вее 
Rom. i. 7. 3—29.] INTRODUCTION, 
bat unusually expanded, so as to anti- 
cipate the great subjects of the Epistle. 
And herein, 3—8.] Thanksgiving for the 
Jaith, hope, and love of the Colossians, 
announced to him by Epaphras. 
З.) We (I and Timotheus. In this Е агасы 
the plural and singular are too plainly 
distinguished to allow us to confuse them 
in translating : the plural pervading ch. i., 
the singular ch. ii., and the two occurring 

in ch. iv. 8, 4, and the singular 
thenceforward. The change, as Mey. re- 
marks, is never made without a p atic 
reason) give thanks to God the Father 
erh, like Aios, уў, &c. is anarthrous, 
as indeed often in our own language, from 
its well-known universal import as a pre- 
dicate necessarily single of its kind: see 
Eph. i. 2, 3) of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
always (I prefer, against De W., Mey., 
B.-Crus, Eadie, to join wdvrore to wep. 
фи. тросєох., rather than to ebyapior. 
For 1] it would come rather awkwardly 
after so long an interruption as тф 0. тат. 
т. kup. ўр. "Ino. xp. (see however 1 Cor. 
xv. 68]: and 2] I doubt whether the next 
clause would in with «pl dpév, so 
naturally as with wdvrore тері pâr, 
which are found together so usually, cf. 
1 Cor. i. 4; 1 Thess. i. 8 [2 Thess. i. 2]) 
praying for you (Meyers and Eadies 
objection to joining wdvrore with wpos- 
evxópavos is, that it is much more natural 
tosay 'we always give thanks when we 
pray, than ‘ we give thanks, always pray- 
ing.’ But we must remember that prayer 
with thanksgivi M the А postle's re- 
commendation ( Phil. iv. 6], and doubtless 

his practice, and that the wider term 
wposevxóuevos included both): since we 
heard of (not, because we heard : see Eph. 
i. 15. The facts which he heard, not the 
fact of his hearing, were the ground of 
his thanksgiving) your faith in (not rà» 
év: the immediate element of their faith, 
not its distinctive character, is the point 
bro ha out) Christ Jesus, and the love 
v ye have (these words, dwelling on 
the fact as reported to him, carry more 
affectionate commendation than would 
merely the article rf» of the rec.) towards 
all the saints, б.] on account of 
(oot to be joined with eùxapıor. as Beng., 

die, al.: for, as Mey., the ground of 
such thanksgiving is ever in the spiritual 
stato of the person ad see Rom. 
i. 8; 1 Cor. i. 4 ff.; Eph. i. 16 &c., and 
this can hardly [against Kadie] be said to 
be of such a kind: but with $» fxere— 
so Chr.: тобто mpds obs weipacpods, 
Ssre ph ёутаёба (irrer rh» recur. Туа 
yàp uf) vis clay ка} тЇ Tb кёрбоз vi: 
dydens tis els Tobs &ylous corre 
abràr; xalpeuer, pnoly, Sri ueyáAa dar- 
Tois mpotevetre d» ois obpavois. 80 
also Calvin, who combate the ment of 
Est., al., deriving support for the idea of 
meritorious works from this verse. It is 
obvious that we must not include r» 
wlorw ö in the reference, as Grot., 
Olsh., De W., al., have done: for tiens 
èv x. I. cannot be referred to any such 
motive: besides, see ver. 8, where he re- 

turns again to thy dydrnv) tho hope 
(on the objective sense of Its, see reff.) 
which is laid up (Kypke quotes Plut. 
Сез. p. 716 —xowà ða ris dvd las 
wap abr феЛассбреға ёлгок and 
Jos. B. J. ii. 8. 11,—та иф» dyabais 
фихаїғ] Th» бир œkeavòr атау 
woxeto@a:) for you in the heavens 
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4, 5. ver. 10 only. Ны. Wied. x. 7 only. mid, 
10. Gen. vil. 6. pass. 3 Cor 
Job xxxiv. 37. 
16. 1 John II. 18 al. 3 Chron. xix. 9. 

here only. 
„ x. 18. ver. 10. 1 Pet. 11.8. Exod. 1. 7 
s = John L 14 Kc. Acts хі. 33. 1 Cox. I. 4 4 Cor. ix. а. 

7 кабос tnabere amo 
q transit, 1 Cor. fii 6, 7. 3 Cor. їх. 
r1 Tim. iv.8r 2 Pet. H. N. 

t Matt. хуй. 

6. rec ins xa: bef «тт (to preserve the balance of the sentence, that каб. к. ev v. т. 
к. might Е answer to кад. к. ev un.), with D'FEL rel latt syrr Chr Thdrt Damasc 
Ambrst : om ABCD!N k 17 coptt Aug Sedul. rec om xai avtarouevor (homaotel), 
with D*K rel Damasc-txt : ins ABCD!FLN a h m o 17 vss gr-lat-ff. 

T. rec aft кабоѕ ins «a (ѓо corresp with каб. кси above), with DKL rel вуг gr-ff: 
om ABCDI!FN 17 latt Syr copt eth arm Ambrst Pelag. 

reff.), of which ye heard (aorist, re- 
erring to the time when it was preached 
among them) before (not, before this 
letter was written, as Beng., and usually : 
nor, as Mey., before ye had the hope: 
nor, as De Wette, al, before the hope 
is fulfilled : nor exactly as Eadie, ‘have 
see above] already heard ? but before, 

in the absolute indefinite sense which 
is often given to the idea of priority, 
ere this'—olim, aliquando) in (as part 
of) the word of the truth (no hendiadys) 
of the Gospel (the word or preaching whose 
substance was that truth of which the Gos- 

1 is the depository and vehicle), 
87 which is present (emphatic: is now, 
as it was then: therefore not to be ren- 
dered as an imperfect, which stultifies the 

ment, cf. dr7ly картоф. . . . dp’ 5s zu. 
ow. ой vapeyérero, фусіу, к. ётќст 

GAD’ uewe, к. ёат\у der, Chrys.) with you 
(pregnant construction,— came to and re- 
mains with ў see ee е 24, 
тарўу és `Ас(ту, а . uently) as it 
is also in all the world (dre) 9) pdAisra 
of woAAol ёк vo Kowevods Exe soAAobs 
тд» soypdrav ornpiCovra, 8:4 Tovro 

ey ‘ каб. к. dy ж. T. ado.’ таутаҳой 
pares’ партаҳо) Fre Chrys, The 
expression warti т. кќор. is no hyperbole, 
but the pragmatic tition of the Lord’s 
parting command. ough not yet an- 
nounced to all nations, it is тарфи dv 
каут TG xécpy—the whole world bei 
the area in which it is proclaimed an 
working) bearing frait and incre 
ле paragraph is broken and unbalanced. 

e filling up would be, to insert xaí after 
adopy as in rec. Then it would be, which 
is present with you, as also in all the world, 
and карт. and abt. [in all the world], as 
also among you.’ But neglecting this, the 
Apostle goes forward, more logically indeed 
{for the reference in the rec. of x. dry 
карк, to the second member of the fore- 
going comparison, is harsh], but nof ap 

«дабат N. 

риу, enlarging the rupdrres of 
is first member into deri» карт. к. ай. 

in the second, and then in these words, for 
fear he should be supposed to have pre- 
dicated more of the whole world than of 
the Colossians, ing to кад. к. dy фи. 
Again: on керт. к. аф, cf. Thdrt.: sap- 
тофоріау тод ebayyeAlov xéxAnne Thy 
dxawouudyny  voAirelay, abinci» Bè rev 
moreuévtey Tb тАўбоз. As Mey. ob- 
serves, the figure is taken from a free, 
whose картофорід does not exclude its 

wth : with corn, it is otherwise) as also 
Ge is карт. к. abt.) among you, from the 

when ye heard (it) (the Gospel: 
better thus, than with De W., to go on to 
Thy хбр ved беоб for the object of both 
verbe: ёхеуу. being not simultaneous with 
droug., and èr &A90. not being thus satis- 
fled: see below) and knew in -, intensi- 
Er but too pissing 80 v урек 
у a st word in our language 

grace of God in trath (not adverbial, 
‘truly,’ as Beza, Olsh., Mey., De W., ul., 
which would make d» ёл. a mere quali- 
fication to ééyrere: still less, as Storr. 
al., rh» хар» &Aa05, or as Grot., ё rẹ 
буе TS A.;: but generally said, truth’ 
being the whole element, in which the 
xdpis was proclaimed and received: * ye 
knew it in truth,’— in its truth, and with 
true knowledge, which surely differs very 
appreciably from the adverbial sense 
[against Ellicott]: ойк é» Ady, nel, ob 
ё &xdrp, ФАА dr abreis тоу Lyons), 
Т.) as (scil. и àAn0e(q—*in which truth") 
ye learnt from Fpaphras (mentioned again 
ch. iv. 12 as of Colossm, and Philem. 23, as 
then a fellow-prisoner with the Apostle. 
The name may bo [hardly as Conyb., is 
identical with Epaphroditus. A person 
this latter name is mentioned, Phil. ii. 23, 
as sent by St. Paul to the church at Philippi 
and ib. iv. 18, as having previousl горы 
to him offerings from that church. There 
is no positive reason disproving their iden- 
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2 Pet. 1.14 опју. Exod. vi. 8. 

Mark 2. 34 d Epb. Ш. 18 ref. 0 ў Ў A 
f Epb. |. 17 ret ace., Phil. 1.11. Rev. xv 

v. 18. Phil. L 20 теб. 
a 1. 11. 1 Cor. II. 18. Hii. 1 alt 

10 o 

y = Phil. i. 9 reff. z рее Rom. xv. 90. ak 
b Matt. v.44 Luke vi. 38. (ver. 3. Janer vr) 1 Ki 

e 
1.8, 4 Ps. xv. 11 A. (not F. 

1 . 1. 8, 17 al. 
о Eph. iv. 1 (reff.). 1 Thess. il. 12 only. 

iH.18. Heb. — ME 414 - wiprrarnsat ° akiwç rov 1,3 Eil. 

PhiL 1. 9 reff. = & consir, 

m Eph. HI. 4 ref. 

rec (for 2nd ue dhe, with CDSFKLM? rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: txt ABD!N! a! 
Ambrst-comm(‘ vice apostoli’). 

9. om xa: airovsero: (homaotel) BK Ps-Ath Arnob : ins ACDFLN rel vss gr - lat ff. 
т) excyvece: D? m о 80. 

10. rec aft weporarnoa: ins uh ing «p the construction), with D*'KLN! rel Chr 
Thdrt Damasc al: txt ABCD!FN! m 17 Clem. 

tity : but probability is against it) our (not 
‘my’) beloved fellow-servant (of Christ, 
Phil. i. 1: not necessarily *feillotw-bonds- 
man, ав Conyb. : avraixudAwros, Philem. 
23), who is & minister of Christ faithful 
on our behalf (the stress of the predi- 
өмү sentence is on mords бтёр дф», 
which ought therefore in the translation 
not to be sundered. He was one acti 
faithfully “ vice Apostoli " [Ambrst.], an 
therefore not lightly to be set aside in 
favour of the new and erroneous teachers), 
who also made known to us your love in 
the Spirit (viz. the aydxy of which he 

1 himself in ver. 4 as having 
heard; their love eis xdyras robs &yíovs. 
This love is emphatically a gift, and in ite 
fall reference the chief gift of the Spirit, 
[ба]. v. 22; Rom. xv. 80), and is thus іп 
the elemental region the Spirit,—as 
distinct from those unspiritual states of 
mind which are é» sapxi. This love of 
the Colossians he lays stress on, as a Browne 
for thankfulness, a fruit of the hope laid up 
for them,— as being that side of their Chris- 
tian character where he had no fault [or 
least fault, sce ch. iii. 12—14] to find with 
them. He now proceeds, gently and deli- 
cately at first, to touch on matters needing 
correction). 

9—12.] Prayer for their confirmation 
and completion in the spiritual life. 
9.] For this reason (on account of your 
love and faith, &c. which Epaphras an- 
nounced to us) we also (каќ, on our side — 
the Colossians having been the subject be- 
fore; used too on account of the close cor- 
respondence of the words following with 
those used of the Colossians above) from the 

day when we heard (it) (viz. as in ver. 4) 
do not cease praying for you ('precum 
mentionem generatim fecit ver. 2 nune ex- 
rimit, quid precetur,’ Beng. j 
Pto prominence & special 9А а al 
cf. Eph. vi. 18, 19) beseeching that (on Iva 
after verbs of praying, see note, 1 Cor. xiv. 
13) ye may be with (accusative, as 
in reff.) the thorough knowledge (èriyr. 
stro than ri: see 1 Cor. xiii. 12) of 
His (God’s, understood as the object of our 
prayer) will (respecting your and con- 
uct, as the context shews: not so much His 

purpose in Christ, as Chrys. [8:2 той vlot 
wposdyerOa: i abr, ovxdr: ёг ay- 
уор), Œc., Thl., al.: cf, Eph. i. 9: but 
of course not excluding the great source of 
that special will respecting you, His general 
will to be glorified in His Son) in all wis- 
dom (seeing that é» теср coe, in the 
similar clauses, Eph. i. 8; ver. 28, ch. iii. 
16, is absolute, I prefer taking it so here, 
and not, as Ellic., with vreuuaTu) and 
spiritual understanding (the instrument 
by which we are to be thus filled, —the 
working of the Holy Spirit, жуєоратыс, 
On (а and ovveows, the general and 

rticular, see note Eph. i. 8: so Bengel 
ere.“ софіа est quiddam generalius : 

eóvecis est sollertia quedam, ut quovis tem- 
pore aliquid succurrat, quod hic et nunc 
aptum est. ovvecis est in intellectu : copla 
est in toto complexu facultatum anime) 
to walk (aim of the foregoing imperting of 
wisdom: ‘so that ye may walk.’ era 
wept Blou к. тё» Epywr gnaly del yàp тӯ 
тісте cu{ebyvves thy woAirelay. Chrys.) 
worthily of the Lord (Christ, see reff. and 
cf. dflws той Geov, 3 John 6) unto (‘with 
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rec es тту етгууюсіу, with D'KL rel Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec: s» тт exryrvace: № 6.10. 
84. 47 Chr, in scientia vulg Syr Hil Pelag : txt ABCD! FN! 17 am(with tol) Clem Cyr 
Max. (The constr [see note] being found difficult, was emended either by inserting 
e», or substituting the more usual es [see Eph. ii. 21, iv. 15), which had the additional 
recommendation of already ending the adjacent participial clauses. Tischdf and 
Meyer retain rec. 

12. ins aua е татр: В. 

a view to,’ subjective: ог, ‘so аз to effect,’ 
objective: the latter is preferable) all (all 
manner of, all that your case admits) well- 
pleasing (the word occurs in Theophr. 
Character. 5, which is on ёрќскеа ав a sub- 
jective quality. Mey. quotes from Polyb. 
xxxi. 28. 5, way yévos dpeoxelas xpos- 
pepépevos. The meaning is, ‘so that [see 
above] in every way ye may be well pleas- 
ing to God’): in (exemplifying element of 
the карт.; see below) every good work 
а to be joined with the former clause, as 

„ Thl., Erasm., al., to the destruction 
of the parallelism) bearing fruit (the good 
works being the fruits: the repirarijoa: is 
now further specified, being subdivided into 
four departments, noted by the four par- 
ticiples картофородутеѕ, abtavóuevo, ðv- 
vauoóuevoi, and ebxapigToUrres. On the 
construction, see Eph. iii. 18 note) and 
increasing (see on ver. 6 above) by the 
knowledge of God (the instrument of the 
increase. This is by far the most difficult 
of the three readings [see var. readd.], 
the meaning of ёу and els, being very ob- 
vious—the former pointing out the ele- 
ment, the latter the pro measure, of 
the increase. And hence, probably, the 
variations. It is the knowledge of God 
which is the real instrument of enlarge- 
ment, in soul and in life, of the believer— 
not a yvwois which vcio, but an èrl- 
yruois which ай бує), 11.] (cor. 
responding to è» тарт) x. r. A. above) in 
(not instrumental [Mer.) but betokening 
the element: all these, фу don, ё» mavr 
.. . are subjective, not objective. The in- 
strument of this strength comes in below) 
all (departments of every kind of) atrength 
being strengthened according to (in pur- 
suance of, as might be expected from, reff.) 
the power of His glory (beware of the 
hendiadys, * his glorious power,’ into which 

om lst то F. ins Oe ког bef warp: CF b 

E. V. has fallen here: the attribute of His 
glorious majesty here brought out is its 
pA [see Eph. і. 19, note], the power 
which it has thus to strengthen. In the 
very similar expression Eph. iii. 16, it was 
the vAojros ris 86 95 abrov, the erube- 
rant abundance of the same, from which as 
an inexhaustible treasure our strength is to 
come) to (so as to produce in you, so that 
ye may attain to) all patient endurance 
(not only in tribulations, but generally in 
the life of the Spirit. Endurance is the 
result of the union of outward and inward 
strength) and long-suffering (not only 
towards your enemies or persecutors, but 
also in the conflict with error, which is 
more in question in this Epistle. Chrys.’s 
distinction, дакробоце? Tis "pbs ékeirovs 
obs 8uvardy ка) dutvacda Sropdver 8% 
obs ob Sévara: dudbvacGa, though in the 
main correct, must not be closely pressed : 
see [Mey.] Heb. xii. 2, 3) with joy (Mey. 
argues that these words must be joined, as 
Chr., Œc., Thl., Kst., al., with edyapior., 
because in the other clauses the participles 
were preceded by these prepositional quali- 
fications. But this can hardly be pressed, 
in the frequent disregard of such close pa- 
rallelism by our Apostle, and seeing that 
ebxapior, does in fact take up again perà 
xapas, which if attached to it is flat and 
unmeaning: and as De Wette says, by 
joining иет. xap. to eby., we lose the es- 
sential idea of joyful endurance,—and the 
beautiful train of thought, that joyfulness 
in suffering expresses itself in thankfulness 
to God. And so Luth., B.-Crus., Olsh., 
Eadie, al.), giving thanks to the Father 
the connexion is not, as Chr., Thl., Calov., 
alv., al, with od таобдеба, the subject 

being we, Paul and Timothy,— but with the 
last words [see above], and the subjects 
are ‘уон, —тф warpl, viz. of our Lord 
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Jesus Christ: see reff.) who made (his- 
torical—by His gift of the Spirit through 
His Son) us (Christians) capable (not, 
‘worthy,’ as Est. after the Vulg.) for the 
share (participation) of the i itance 
of the saints in the light (it is much 
disputed with what dv rẹ url is to be 
joined. Mey., after Chr., Œc., Thl, &., 
regards it as instrumental—as tho means 
of the ixayéca: which has been men- 
tioned. But this seems unnatural, both 
in sense, and in the position of the words, 
in which it stands too far from ix. to be 
its qualifying clause. It connects much 
more naturally with «Afpov, or perhaps 
better stil with the whole, rẹ» peplda 
T. kAf)pov tay åy., giving Tb põs as the 
region in which the inheritance of the 
saints, and consequently our share in it, 
is situated. This seems supported by the 
usage of кАйроз in Acts viii. 21, ойк For: 
cot pepls о08& xAfjpos d» TẸ Абуф rohr 
Def. also кАўро» фу rois ian, ib. 
xxvi. 18. And so Thdrt, al, De W., 
Eadie, al.— Grot., al, would take iv т. 
ert with &ylwv : against this the omis- 
sion of the article is not decisive: but it 
does not seem so natural, as giving too 
great prominence to of yio: dv тф фет! 
as the éwérvpo: of the inheritance, and 
not enough to the inheritance itself. The 
question as to whether he is speaking of 
а present inheritance, or the future glory 
of heaven, seems best answered by Chrys., 
Boxe? Zé por к. пері TG» парбуто–у к. 
wep trav perddAdvrov ӧроб Adyew. The 
inheritance is begun here, and the meet- 
ness conferred, in gradual sanctification : 
but completed hereafter. We are dv тф 
geri here: cf. Rom. xiii. 12, 13; 1 Thess. 
v. 5; Eph. v. 8; 1 Pet. ii. 9 al.): 
18.] Transition, in the form of a laying 

om Ty» a$«aw D. (om тту aroa. Ја.) 

out into its negative and positive sides, 
of the ixdvecey above, to the doctrine 
concerning Christ, which the Apostle has 
it in his mind to lay down. Who rescued 
us out of the power (i. e. region where 
the power extends—as in the territorial 
use of the words ‘kingdom,’ ‘county,’ 
&c.) of darkness (as contrasted with light 
above: not to be understood of a person, 
Satan, but of the whole character and 
rule of the region of unconverted human 
nature where they dwelt), and translated 
(add to reff. Plat. Legg. vi. p. 762 b, 
xucTrebovres TQ цейїттасба! xarà ufvas 
els Frepo del ro qQ«byorres, and a 
very striking parallel noticed by Mey., 
Plat. Rep. vii. р. 518 a, Éx те $wrbs eis 
oxéros ребістарќуюу к. ёк oxdrovs els 
gas. The word is strictly local in its 
meaning) into the kingdom (not to be 
referred, as Mey. always во pertinaciously 
maintains, exclusively to the future king- 
dom, nor is uerérrzoer proleptic, but a 
historical fact, realized at aur conversion) 
of the Son of His Love itive subjec- 
tive: the Son upon whom His Love resta: 
the strongest possible contrast to that 
darkness, the very opposite of God's Light 
and Love, in which we were. The Com- 
mentators compare Benoni, ‘the son of 
my sorrow, Gen. xxxv. 18. Beware of 
the hendiadys, adopted in the text, of the 
E. V. Onthe whole, see Ellicott's note) : 

14—20.] Description, introduced 
by the foregoing, of the pre-eminence and 
majesty of the Son of God, our Redeemer. 

14.) In whom (as its conditional 
element: as in the frequent erpressions, 
ё» xpiorg, v xuply, &c.: see the parallel, 
Eph. i. 7) we have (see note, ibid.) Re- 
demption (this is perhaps better, taking the 
art, as the idiomatic way of expressing the 
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abstract subst., than our Redemption as in 
my earlier editions. See Ellic.), the remis- 
sion (“ on the distinction between Aegir 
and rdpeois, see Trench, Synon. § xxxiii.” 
Ellic.) of our sins (note, Epb., ut supra. 
таралторф&тоу, the more special word, is 
here replaced by auapriey the more gene- 
ral: the meaning being the same) : 15.] 
(The last verse has been а sort of intro- 
duction, through our own part in Him, 
to the Person of the Redeemer, which is 
now directly treated of, as against the 
teachers of error at Colosse. Не is de- 
scribed, is His relation 1) to God and 
His Creation [vv. 15—17]: 2) to the 
Church 18 — 20]. This arrangement, 
which is Meyer's, is far more exact than 
the triple division of Bahr,—‘ Source of 
creation [15, 16]: upholder of creation 
17]: relation to the new moral creation 
11820 ), who is (now—in His glorified 
state—essentially and permanently : there- 
fore not to be understood, as De W. after 
Erasm., Calv., Beza, Grot., Beng., al., of 
the historical Christ, God manifested in 
our flesh on earth: nor again with Olsb., 
Bleek on Heb. i. al., of the eternal Word : 
but of Christ's present glorified state, in 
which He is exalted in our humanity, but 
exalted to that glory which He had with 
the Father before the world was. So 
that the following description applies to 
Christ's whole Person in its essential 
glory,—now however, by His assumption 
of humanity, necessarily otherwise condi- 
tioned than before that assumption. See 
for the whole, notes on Phil. ii. 6, and 
Heb. i.-2 f.; and Usteri, Paulinisches 
Lehrbegriff, ii. § 4, p. 286 ff.) image ( = 
the image) of the invisible God (the ad. 
junct rot dopdrov is of the utmost weight 
to the understanding of the expression. 
The same fact being the foundation of the 
whole as in Phil. ii. 6 ff., that the Son ёх 
poppi Geot бхӯрҳеу, that side of the fact 
is brought out Aere, which points to His 
being the visible manifestation of that in 
God which is invisible: the Adyos of the 
eternal silence, the дётайуасиа of the 
86а which no creature can bear, the 
xapaxrhp of that óxócracis which is in- 
communicably God's: in one word the 
enynrhs of the Father whom none hath 
seen. So that while ёбратоз includes 
in it not only the isvisibility, but the in- 
communicability of God, elxév also must 

1 Tim. i. "m xL 97 only. Gen. 1. 1. Isa. хіт. 3. 
.1.5 

2 Maco. іх. 6 only. 
only. Exod. iv. 22. constr., see note. 3 (Mark 

Hom. viti. 33. ver. 28 (1 Pet. Ц. 18) only. Judith xvi. 16 

ins rns bef cri f 1 n 673. 

not be restricted to Christ corporeally 
visible in the Incarnation, but understood 
of Him аз the manifestation of God in 
His whole Person and work—pre-existent 
and incarnate. It is obvious, that in this 
expression, the Apostle a ches very 
near to the Alexandrian rine of the 

: how near, may be seen from the 
extracta from Philo in Usteri: е. g. de 
somniis, 41, vol. i. р. 656, xaðdrep rh» dr6- 
Hoy айуйу és Ao of ph Surdueros Tòr 
мо» abrbr idey Speci, к. tas wepl Thr 
oeAtvny Scat ws Er агъа р 
тооз ка) TOU Geov elxcva, 
аётоо Aóyov, és аўтду катауоо®съ: and 
de Monarch. ii. 5, vol. ii. p. 225, Adyes 84 
deri elei» 0е00, Ut оў тбитаз д кбсмоз 
ё$зшоуруеїто. See other passages in Bleek 
on Heb. i. 2. He is, in fact, as St. Jobn 
afterwards did, adopting the of 
that lore as far as it represented divine 
truth, and rescuing it from being used in 
the service of error. [This last sentence 
might have prevented the misunderstand- 
ing of this part of my note by Ellic. in 
loc.: shewing, as it does, that the inspira- 
tion of St. Paul and the non-inspiration 
of Philo, are as fully recognized me 
as by himself]), the first-born of all 
creation (such, and not ‘ creature,’ 
is the meaning [so I still hold against 
Ellic. But see his whole note on this 
passage, as well worth study]: nor can 
the strict usage of the article be alleged 
as an objection: cf. below, ver. 23, and 
Eph. ii. 21 note: the solution being, that 
кт(си, as our word ‘creation,’ may be used 
anarthrous, in its collective sense. 
Christ is д wpwrórokos, THE FIBST-BORN, 
Heb. i. 6. The idea was well known in 
the Alexandrian terminology: Torov дё» 
ydp, — viz. тд» àcóparor éxcivor, Belas ia- 
фородута eikóros—T"p«aBéraror vidy ё r&v 
бутш» üyéreie wathp, by érépwð: трәтф- 
or ёубиасє, kal ó yeronels pévres 
puuobuervos тёз той warpbs d8ots, wpbs 
wapavelypara &pyxérwwa édxeivov BAémwr, 
éuóépoov «т. Philo, de Confus. Ling. 
14, vol. i. p. 414. That the word is 
used as one whose meaning and reference 
was already known to the readers, is shewn 
by its being predicated of Christ as com- 
pared with two classes so different, the 
creatures, and the dead (ver. 18). ТЬе 
first and simplest meaning is that of pri- 
огйу of birth. But this, if insisted on, in 
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its limited temporal sense, must apply to 
our Lord's birth from his Auman mother, 
and could have reference only to those 
brothers and sisters who were born of her 
afterwards; a reference clearly excluded 
bere. But а secondary and derived mean- 
ing of wperóroxos, as a designation of 
dignity and implied by pri- 
ori, cannot be denied. Cf. Ps. Ixxxviii. 
27, k&yà wperróroxor Ghooua: abr, bun- 
Abr тард Trois BaciAeUs: тїз is :—Exod. 
iv. 22, vids wperóroxós pov 'lapafjA:— 
Rom. viii. 29, and Heb. xii 23, IAE 
wpororókwr àwoyeypapuéyer dy olparois, 
where see Bleek's note. Similarly po- 
Tóyoros is used in Soph. Phil. 180, obros 
wperro'yóvev laws оїкоу obBevbs Daepos. 
It would be obviously wrong here to 
limit the sense entirely to this reference, 
as the very expression below, abrds ётт}» 

dvr, shews, in which his priority 
is distinctly predicated. The safo method 
of interpretation therefore will be, to take 
into account the two ideas manifestly 
included in the word, and here distinctly 
referred to—priority, and dignity, and 
to regard the technical term wperóro- 
коз ав used rather with reference to 
both these, thun in strict construction 
where it stands. *“ First-born of every 
creature" will then imply, that Christ 
was not only first-born of His mother 
in the world, but first-begotten of His 
Father, before the worlds, — and that 
He holds the rank, as compered with 
every created thing, of first-born in dig- 
nity: FOR, &c., ver. 16, where this assertion 
is justified. Cf. below on ver. 18. 
It may be well to notice other interpreta- 
tions: 1) Meyer, after Tert., Chr., Thdrt., 
al., Bengel, al., would restriet the term to 
its temporal sense: ‘ primogenitus, ut 
ante omnia genitus:' on this, see above. 
2) The Arians maintained that Christ is 
thus Himself declared to be a «ries of God. 
It might have been enough to guard them 
from this, that as Chr. remarks, not wpo- 
тбктістоѕ, but zperórexkos is advisedly used 
by the Apostle. 3) The Socinians [also 
Grot., Wetst., Sclileierm., al., after Theod. 
Mops.] holding the mistaken view of the 
necessity of the strict interpretation of 
zperórokos—1aintain, that ist must 

е a 1 1427 19. Gal. iL 
opara Kat та aopara, Tus Ber 

v will. . xi. 86 al. Job viil. A. w here 
only. 

om 2nd та BD!FN! m 17 Orig,: ins ACDPELN? 
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be one of those among whom He is p- 
тфтокоз — and that consequently »rícig 
must be the new spiritual creation—which 
it certainly cannot mean without a qualify- 
ing adjective to indicate such meaning— 
and least of all here, where the physical 
kTícis is во specifically broken up into its 
parts in the next verse. 4) Worst of 
all is the rendering proposed by Isidore of 
Pelusium and vies by Erasm. and Er.- 
Schmidt, ‘first bringer forth’ 9.5 
Tékos, but used only of a mother]. See 
on the whole, De W.: and a long note in 
Bleek on the Hebrews, vol. i. pp. 48—48) : 

16.) because (explanatory of the 
xper. wác. кт(с.—16 must be so, seeing 
that nothing can so completely refute tho 
idea that Christ himself is included in 
creation, as this verse) in Him (as the 
conditional element, pree-existent and all- 
including: not ‘dy Him, as E. V. after 
Chr. [75 à» abr, Bf айтод éorw)|—this 
is expressed afterwards, and is a different 
fact from the present one, though implied 
in it. The idea of the schoolmen, that 
in Christ was the ‘idea omnium rerum,” 
adopted in the main by Schl., Neander, 
and Olsh. ['the Son of God is the intel- 
ligible world, the «écpos vonrds, i. e. 
creation in its primitive ideag Himself; 
He bears in Himself their reality,” Olsh.], 
is, as Meyer rightly observes, entirely un- 
supported by any views or expressions 
of our Apostle elsewhere: and is besides 
abundantly refuted by łxríg®y, the his- 
toric aorist, indicating the physical act 
of Creation) was created (in the act of 
creation: cf. on (rv ras below) the uni- 
verse (thus only can we give the force of 
the Greek singular with the collective 
neuter plural, which it is important here 
to preserve, as all things’ may be thought 
of individually, not collectively) — (viz.) 
things in the heavens and on the 

(Wetst. urges this as shewing that 
the physical creation is not meant: “поп 
dicit ó obpayds к. ў yn rien, scd тй 
ќу &c., quo habitatores significantur qui 
reconciliantur* [cf. the Socininn view of 
ver. 15 above] : theright answer to which 
ів not with De W. to say that the Apostle 
is speaking of living created things only, 
for manifestly the whole universe is here 
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treated of, there being no reason why 
living things should be in such a declara- 
tion distinguished from other things,— 
but with Mey. to treat тё ду т. obpp. к. rà 
ёк. T. is as an inexact designation of 
heaven and earth, and all that in them is, 
Rev. x. 6. In 1 Chron. xxix. 11, the 
meaning is obviously this, ob туте» rà» 
dv TQ ойр. к. él T. yrs Seowd(ers), things 
visible and things invisible (which divide 
between them the universe: Mey. quotes 
from Plato, Phæd. p. 79 a, bse обу, el 
Вобле, tpn, bo ön TG» Byrev, Tò uiv 
dpardy, Tò 8% dees. The ddpara are the 
spirit-world [not, oio» yvxf, Chr.: this, 
being incorporated, would fall under the 
ópard, for the present purpose], which he 
now breaks up by efre ... «те... efre), 
whether (these latter be) thrones, whether 
lordships, whether governments, whether 
authorities (on efre, . . . often repeated, 
see reff.: and Plat. Rep. p. 493 р, 612 a, 
Soph. El. 595 f [ Mey. J. These distinc- 
tive classes of the cea powers occur in 
а more general sense in Eph. i. 21, where 
see note. For 8uvdue:s there, we have 
@pévo: here. It would be vain to attempt 
to assign to each of these their places in 
the celestial world. Perhaps, as De W., 
the Apostle chose the expressions as terms 
common to the doctrine of the Colossian 
false teachers and his own: but the occur- 
rence of so very similar a catalogue in Eph. 
i. 21, where no such object could be in 
view, hardly looks as if such a design were 
before him. Mey. well remarks, “For 
Christian faith it remains fixed, and it is 
sufficient, that there is testimony borne to 
the existence of different degrees and cate- 
gories in the world of spirits above; but 
all attempts more precisely to fix these 
degrees, T rond what is written in, the 
N. T., belong to the fanciful domain of 
theosophy." All sorts of such interpreta- 
tions, by Teller and others, not worth re- 
cording, may be seen refuted in De W.): 
the whole universe (see above on тё 
wdyra, ver. 16) has been created (not 

now of the mere act, but of the resulting 
endurance of creation—leading on to the 
cuvéornier below) by Him (instrumental : 
He is the agent in creation—the act was 
His, and the upholding is His: sce John 
i. 8, note) and for Him (with a view to 
Him: He is the end of creation, contain- 
ing the reason in Himself why creation 
is at all, and why it is as it is. See my 
Sermons on Divine Love, Serm. I. 11. The 
fancies and caprices of those who in- 
terpret creation here ethically, are re- 
counted and refuted by Meyer): and He 
Himself (emphatic, His own Person) is 
as in John viii. 58, of essential existence : 
might have been used, as in John i. 1: 

bot as Mey. well observes, the Apostle 
keeps the past tenses for the explanatory 
clauses referring to past facta, vv. 16, 19) 
before all things (in fime; bringing out 
one side of the wpwróroxos above: not 
in rank, as the Socinians: of which latter 
James v. 12, 1 Pet. iv. 8, are no justifica- 
tions, for if -pó-zdrro» be taken as there, 
we must render, * and He, above all, exists,’ 
‘He especially exists,“ xpord»rey being 
adverbial, and not to be resolved. For the 
temporal sense, see reff.) all things (not 
‘omnes,’ as Vulg.) and in Him (as its 
conditional element of existence, see above 
on r айтф ver. 16) the universe subsists 
(‘keeps together,’ ‘ts held together in its 
present stale ? ob udo abr abrà ёк тоё 
Bh бутоз els ть elvas waptryayey, GAAQ ка) 
abros abrà сиукратеї viv, Chr. On the 
word, see reff.: and add Philo, quis rer. 
div. heres. 12, vol. i. p. 481, д Eraysos 
букоѕ, Ё lavro? BiaAvrbs dy к. vexpds, 
ouy кє к. (arupeira: проуоіа Ged. 

18—20.] Ralation of Christ to 
the Church (see above on ver. 15): And 
He (emphatic ; not any angels nor created 
beings: the whole following passage has a 
controversial bearing on the errors of the 
Colossian teachers) is the Head of the 
body the ohurch (not ‘the body of the 
church :' the genitive is much more natu- 
rally taken as one of apposition, inasmuch 
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TfUQV' 19 

k — Rev. 111.14. Gen.xlix.$. Deut. xxi. 17. 
iv. 12. 1 Tim. iii 11 al. fr. 

p ver. 1 q 
xv.90. Eph. i. A. 

18. for os, o F m: gui aut quod G. lat. 
118 Chr Damasc, (Ec : 

19. qv3ox. AD o Chr 

as in St. Paul, it is the church which és, not 
which the body, see reff.): who 
(q. d. ‘in that He is:’ the relative has an 

mentative force: see Matthie, Gr. 
§ 477: in which case it is more commonly 
found with a particle, ds n, or 3s ye) is 
the (of the Church of the First- 
born, being Himself wperór. ёк т. verp. : 
cf. årapxh хрстбз, 1 Cor. xv. 23, and 
reff., especially the last. But the word evi- 
dently standing as it does here alone, 
& wider and more glorious reference than 
that of mere iis Pal precedence: cf. ref. 
Hev. and note: He is the inning, in 
that in Him is begun and conditioned the 
Church, vv. 19, 20), the First-born from 
(among) the dead (i. e. the flrst who arose 

among the dead: but the term vpo- 
téroxos [see above] being predicated of 
Christ in brin references, he uses it ee 
regarding the resurrection as a kind o 
birth. On that which is implied in vpe- 
Tér., see above on ver. 15), that Hx 
(emphatic, again: see above) may become 
(not, as Est., *ex quibus efficitur, Christum 
....tenere:' but the aim and purpose 
of this his priority over creation and in 
resurrection) in all things (reff. Beza, 
[and so Kypke] argues, that use the 
Apostle is speaking of the Church; тасу 
must be masculine, allowing however that 
the neuter has some support from the rà 
adyra which follows. In fact this decides 
the question: the rà wdyra there are а 
resumption’ of the waow here. The ё» 
then is not * inter,’ but of the reference :— 
‘in all matters: warraxo, as Chrys.: be- 
cause the жута which follows applies not 
only to things concrete, but also to their 
combinations and attributes) pre-eminent 
(Jirst in rank : the word is a transitional 
one, from priority in time to priority in dig- 
nity, and shews incontestably that the two 
ideas have been before the Apostle's mind 
throughout. Add to ref., from Wetat., 
wpwrevey ёу rası крёт:стох, Demosth. 
1416. 25: and Plut. de puer. educ. p. 9 B, 
robs radar dy т20: vTáyiov яритедси). 

19.] ** Confirmatory of the above- 
said ly e dv wücir abr. тритебоутв — 

ө b > - * e 

ort Pev avro "tuQoknoev тау то > хАйошда 

ev архэ Cyr. (17 omits у bef кеф. | ( Ф.) 

тей. gen. 
apposition, 
see Rom. iv. 

ch. Ш. 94. 
m see Rev. L 5. А n = Phil. 

o here only. Esth. v. li vat. 3 Mace. vi. 18. ziii. А 
R Gell bel Pein. ges on 

B е e ° 

T = John L 16. Rom. 

ins у bef apxn B b 67? : arapxn 17. 
om ex ЇЇ. 

‘of which there can be no doubt, since it 
Ke. Moyer.—for in Him God 

was pleased (on the use of eb8oxéw for 
dort by the later Greeks, see Fritzsche's 
note, on Rom. vol.ii.pp.369—72. ^ The 
subject here is naturally understood to be 
God, as expressed in 1 Cor. i. 21; Gal. i. 
15: clearly not Christ, as Conyb., thereby 
inducing a manifest error in the subsequent 
clause, ‘by Himself He willed to reconcile 
all things to Himself,’ for it was not to 
Christ but to the Father that all things 
were reconciled by Him, cf. 2 Cor. v. 19. 
See a full discussion on the construction, and 
the subject to ei5óxncer, in Ellic.’s note. 
His conclusion, that vAfpepua is that sub- 
ject, I cannot accept) that the whole ful - 
ness (of God, see ch. ii. 9; Eph. iii. 19, 
and on яАфроџа, note, Eph. i. 10, 23. 
We must bear in mind here, with Mey., 
that the meaning is not active, *id quod 
rem implet,’ but passive, ‘id quo res im- 
pletur: all that fulness of grace which is 
the complement of the diving character, 
and which dwells permanently in Christ : 
< cumulatissima omnium divinarum rerum 
copia, Beza,—as in John i. 16. The va- 
rious other interpretations have been,— 
“the essential fulness of the Godhead ;" 
во (Ec., al.; which is manifestly not in 
question here, — but is not to be set aside, 
as Eadie, by saying that 'the divine 
essence dwelt in Christ unchangeably and 
not by the Father's consent or purpose: 
it is His in His own right, and not by 
paternal pleasure: for all that is His own 
right, is His Father's pleasure, and is ever 
referred to that pleasure by Himself;— 
“the fulness of the whole universe; so 
Conyb., and Castellio in Beza. This latter 
answers well: “Quorsum mentio univer- 
sitatis rerum? Nam res ipsa clamat 
Apostolum de sola ecclesia hic agere, ut 
etiam 1 Cor. xv. 18(?); Eph. i. 10; iv. 
6, 20 (?) :"—* the Church itself,’ as Seve- 
rianus in Cramer's Catena, rovréeriw T)» 
Ac Aa thy wexAnpeuérnr abToU dv 
Té xpõ .- and Thdrt., Asp. Th» ёккАз- 
clay dy Tj p 'Ефес(оуѕ ёк&Лесеу, ёз 
тё» bel xapiondror  vewAnponérny, 
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Y here only, ас avrov ` tip nr oroiαοοα did rov " оїнатос rov cravoov edets 
rov. X. m B a> = - м 1 - 
oniy. e  qurov, Ot avrov, "tire rd emt THC улс * eire Ta Ev roig ne! 
Eph. H. 18 w so Rom. Ш. 25. x ver. 16. 

20. om 2nd 8? avrov BD!FL f latt sah arm (Orig,) Chr-txt Cyr, Thl lat-H: ins 
Thdrt Damasc (Ec. ACD®KN rel syrr copt goth Eus Chr. nd om туз bef yns B. 

for ev, ems L d g h1n 911. 118-4. 121-2-8 Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

ratrny ton eb8oxjou Tiv Oey фу T$ 
хрютф Karowhoa, rouréorw abr ovv- 
Jobe, — and similarly B.-Crus., al, and 
Schleierm., understanding the fulness of the 
Gentiles and the whole of Israel, as Rom. 
xi. 12, 25, 26. But this has no support, 
either in the absolute usage of wAfjpepa, or 
in the context here. See others in De W.) 
should dwell, and (hee inhabitatio est 
fundamentum reconciliationis, Beng.) by 
Him (as the instrument, in Redemption as 
in Creation, see above ver. 16 end) to re- 
concile again (see note on Eph. ii. 16) all 
things (= the universe: not to be limited 
to ‘all intelligent beings,’ or all men, or 
‘the whole Church ;' these wdyra are 
broken up below into terms which will 
admit of no such limitation. On the fact, 
see below) to Him (viz. to God, Eph. ii. 
16: not абтб»; the writer has in his mind 
two Persons, both expressed by abrós, and 
to be understood from the context. The 
aspirate should never be placed over avr-, 
unless where there is a manifest necessity 
for such emphasis. But we are not [as 
Conyb.,—algo Est., Grot., Olsh., De W.] to 
understand Christ to be meant: see above), 
having made peace (the subject is not 
Christ [as in Eph. i. 15; so Chrys. (8: 
ToU llou oravpov), Thart., Œc., Luth., 
al.], but the Father: He is the subject in 
the whole sentence since «084кусеу) by 
means of the blood of (genitive possessive, 
belonging to, figuratively, as being shed 
on: ‘ideo pignus et pretium nostre cum 
Deo pacificationis fuit sanguis Christi, quia 
in cruce fusus," Calv.) His Cross, —through 
Him (emphatic repetition, to bring atrds, 
the Person of Christ, into its place of pro- 
minence again, after the interruption occa- 
sioned by eln... . . abro? : not mean- 
ing, as Castal. [їп Mey.], ‘per sanguinem 
ejus, hoc est, eum: for the former 
and not the latter is explicative of the 
other),— whether (ra másra consist of) 
the things on the earth, or the things in 
the heavens. It has been a question, in 
what sense this reconciliation is predicated 
of the whole universe. Short of this 
meaning we cannot stop: we cannot hold 
with Erasm., al., that it is a reconciliation 
of the various portions of creation to one 

another : ‘ut abolitis peccatis, que diri- 
mebant concordiam et pacem celestium 
ac terrestrium, jam amicitia jungerentur 
omnia: for this is entirely precladed by 
the dire . . . «те : nor, for the same reason, 
with Schleierm., understand that the ele- 
ments to be reconciled are the Jews and 
Gentiles, who were at variance about 
earthly and heavenly things, and were to 
be set at опе in reference to God (eis eò- 
tér). The Apostle’s meaning clearly is, 
that by the blood of Christ’s recon- 
ciliation with God has on all erea- 
tion as a whole, including angelic as well 
as human beings, unreasoning and life- 
less things, as well as organized and intel- 
ligent. Now this may be understood in 
the following ways: 1) creation may be 
strictly regarded in its entirety, and man’s 
offence viewed as having, by inducing 
impurity Ppor оте rtion of it, alienated 
the whole God: and thus rà rárra 
may be involved in our fall. Some support 
may seem to be derived for this by the un- 
deniable fact, that the whole of man’s world 
is included in these consequences (see Rom. 
viii. 19 f.). But on the other side, we 
never find the angelic beings thus involved: 
nay, we are taught to regard them as our 
model in hallowing God’s name, realizing 
His kingdom, and doing His will (Matt. 
vi. 9, 10). And again the «те... еге 
would not suffer this : reconciliation is thus 
predicated of each portion separately. We 
аге thus driven, there being no question 
about тё ёк} ris ns, to enquire, how ra 
ёи тоїѕ obpp. can be said to Бе reconciled 
by the blood of the Cross. And here 
again, 2) we may say that angelic, celestial 
creation was alienated from because a 
portion of it fell from its purity: and, 
though there is no idea of the reconcilia- 
tion extending to that portion, yet the 
whole, as a v hole: may need thus recon- 
ciling, by the final driving into panishment 
of the fallen, and thus setting the faithful 
in perfect апа undoubted unity with God. 
But to this I answer, a) that such recon- 
ciliation (P) though it might be a result of 
the coming of thc Lord Jesus, 5 not 
in any way be effected by the blood of His 
Cross : b) that we have no reason to think 
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b John iii. 19. HI. J. 3 Tim. Iv. 18. 1 John 

21. Tns diavorag sensus DIF fuld.— add ejus D- lat spec, vestri G-lat.—sensu vestro 

that the fall of some angels involved the 
rest in its consequences, or that angelic 
being is evolved from any root, as ours is 
from Adam : nay, in both these particulars, 
the very contrary is revealed. We must 
then seek our solution in some meaning 
which will apply to angelic beings in their 
essential nature, not as regards the sin of 
some among them. And as thus applied, 
no reconciliation must be thought of which 
ahall resemble ours in its process—for 
Christ took not upon Him the seed of an- 
gels, nor paid any propitiatory penalty in 
the root of their nature, as including it in 
Himself. But, forasmuch as He is their 
Head as well as ours,—forasmuch as in 
Him they, as well as ourselves, live and 
move and have their being, it cannot be 
but that the great event in which He was 
glorified through suffering, should also 
bring them nearer to God, who subeist in 
Him in common with all creation. And 
at some such increase of blessedness does 
our Apostle seem to hint in Eph. iii. 10. 
That such increase might be described 
as а reconciliation, is manifest: we know 
from Job xv. 15, that “the heavens are not 
clean in His sight," and ib. iv. 18, ** His 
angels He charged with folly." In fact, 
every such nearer a to Him ma 
without violence to words be so describe 
in comparison with that previous greater 
distance which now seems like alienation ; 
—and in this case even more properly, as 
one of the consequences of that great pro- 
pitiation whoee first and plainest effect was 
to reconcile to God, in the literal sense, the 
things upon earth, polluted and hostile in 
consequence of man’s sin. So that our 
interpretation may be thus summed up: 
all creation subsists in Christ : all creation 
therefore is affected by His act of propitia- 
tion: sinful creation is, in the strictest 
sense, reconciled, from being at enmity : 
sinless creation, ever at a distance from 
his unapproachable purity, is lifted inta 
nearer participation and higher glorifica- 
tion of Him, and is thus reconciled, 
though not in the strictest, yet in a very 
intelligible and allowable sense. Meyer's 
note, taking a different view, that tho 
reconciliation is baa shave xplow at the 
wapougla, is well wo ing: Eadie's, 
agreeing in the main with the above result, 
is unfortunately, as so usua] with him, over- 

londed with flowers of rhetoric, never more 
out of place tban in treating lofty subjects 
of this kind. A good summary of ancient 
and modern opinions is given in De W. 

21—23.] Inclusion of the Colossians in 
this reconciliation and its consequences, if 
they remained firm in the faith. 
21, 22.) And you, who were once 
aliena (subjective or objective ? — 
‘estranged’ [in mind], or ‘banished’ [in 
fact]? In Eph. ii. 12, it is decidedly ob- 
jective, for such is the cast of the whole 
sentence there: so also in ref. Ps. : in Eph. 
iv. 18 it describes the objective result, with 
regard to the life of God, of the subjective 
‘being darkened in the understanding.’ 
It is better then here to follow usage, and 
interpret objeetively— alienated '— made 
aliens) (from God,—not ard rijs wodrrelas 
TOU “ср. nor dud ris (wis T. Ü«ov: for 
‘God ’ is the subject of the sentence), and 
at enmity (active or passive? *Aating 
God, or ‘hated by God?’ Mey. takes 
the latter, as necessary in Rom. v. 10 [see 
note there]. But here, where the 8:4уоа 
and &pya ті rovnpd are mentioned, there 
exists no such necessity: the objective 
state of enmity is grounded in ite subjec- 
tive causes ;—and the intelligent responsi- 
ble being is contemplated in the whole 
sentence: cf. ef ye éxiudvere к.т.Л. below. 
I take éx0. therefore actively, ‘hostile to 
Him 9 in (dative of reference; not, as 
Mey. is obliged to take it on account of 
his passive éx0. of the cause, on account 
of, &c.: this is not the fact: our passive 
Kx0pa subsists not on account of any sub- 
jective actuality in us, but on account of 
the pollution of our parent stock in Adam) 
your understanding (intellectual part: see 
on Eph. ii. 8, iv. 18. Erasm.’s rendering, 
in his Par., enemies to reason,’ ‘ etenim 
qui carni servit, repugnat rationi,' is clearly 
wrong : va is а * voz media,’ and can- 
not signify ‘reason:’ besides, there is 
nothing here about * carni inservire :' that 
of Tert, Ambr, and Jer., enemies to 
God's will,’ resta on the reading abrod 
after 3:ay.,—see var. readd.: that of Beza, 
Mich., Storr, and Bahr,—‘ mente Y 
malis intenta, is allowable construction- 
ally: the verb is followed by ё, cf. Ps. 
lxxii 8, S:evohOnoay dy zornpíe, Sir. vi. 
97; xxxix. 1, and consequently the article 
before фу would not be needed: but is im- 
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Or. 1. 

1 Tim. iiL 10, гало. P.t 
1 Rom. vi. 1. xi. 22, 28. 1 Tim. iv. 16. 
n 1 Cor. vil. 87. xv. 58 only. Ра. lvi. 8 

F-lat. for ruvi, vv» DIF. 

8 Macc. v. 81. Eph ha 
L.P. [ехе. John viii. 7.] Exod. xii. 89 vat. 
Symm. 

for aroxatnAAatey, awoxarn 

k Eph. liL 3 ref. 
m Eph. üi. 18 ref. 

« B, aro- 
каттАЛактто(гіс) 17: axoraraAAayevres DIF spec Iren-int Hil Ambrst Sedul: txt 
ACD*ELXN rel vulg(and F-lat) syrr copt Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

23. om Ist avrov F. 
Chr - comm Iren · int. 

ed by the rots їр. Toig rornpoẽs, — 
Ret only Wicked works, but the wicked 
works which ye did) in your wicked 
works (sphere and element in which you 
lived, applying to both àxAA. and éx6. тӯ 
Siay.), now however (contrast to the pre- 
ceding description,—the participles form- 
ing a kind of wpéracis: во Béorv avrods 
thy dpéynow ёскеу paddoy Té» A, 
ol 82 xeipoy wewaolüe«vrrai ray |8иот@у, 
Isocr. &vrib. е. 26: xpedy ydp шу gd) 
AC ye ті eds, Ace & Sy, Herod. v. 50: 
Eur. Alcest. 487 (476). See more exam. 
ples in Hartung, i. p. 186. It is probably 
this 8“ which has given rise to the variety 
of readings: and if so, the rec. is most 
likely to have been original, at least ac- 
eounting for it) hath He (i.e. God, as 
before : the apparent difficulty of this may 
have likewise an element in altering 
the reading) reconciled in (of the situa- 
tion or element of the reconciliation, cf. 
ver. 24, dv тӯ тарк! pov, and 1 Pet. ii. 
24) the body of his (Christ's) flesh (why so 
particularized ? ‘distinguitur ab ecclesia, 
qus corpus Christi dicitur, Beng.,—but 
this is irrelevant here: no one could have 
imagined that to be the meaning: corpus 
humanum quod nobiscum habet commune 
Filius Dei,’ Calv. [and so Grot., Calov.],— 
of which thesame may be said :—as against 
the Docetæ, who maintained the unreality 
of the incarnation: so Beza, al.; but St. 
Paul nowhere in this Epistle maintains, as 
against апу adversaries, the doctrine of its 
reality. I am persuaded that Mey. is right: 
* He found occasion enough to write of the 
reconciliation as he does here and ver. 20, 
in the angel-following of his readers, in 
which they ascribed reconciling mediator- 
ship with God рагу to higher spiritual 

‘ beings, who were without a capa тїз cap- 
kós") by means of His Death (that being 
the instrumental cause, without which 
the reconciliation would not have been 
effected) to (aim and end, expressed with- 
out els тб: as in Eph. i. 4, al. fr.) present 

aft Üavarov ins avrov AN a b! c h k spec Syr syr-w-ast 

you (see Eph. v. 27 and note: not, as a 
sacrifice) holy and unblameable and irre- 
proachable (‘erga Deum. . respectu 
vestri . . . . respectu proximi,’ . But 
is this quite correct? do not AH. and 

both refer о саво us with- 
out? rather with Meyer, repre- 
sents the positive, p. and áveyxA. the 
negative side of holiness. The question 
whether sanctitas inharens or sanctitas 
imputata is here meant, is best answered 
by remembering the whole analogy of St. 
Paul's teaching, in which it is clear that 
progressive sanctification is ever the end, 
ай кй the Christian, of his justifica- 
tion by faith. Irrespective even of the 
strong testimony of the next verse, I 
should uphold here the reference to in- 
herent holiness, the work of the Spirit, 
consequent indeed on entering into the 
righteousness of Christ by faith: ‘locus 
est observatione dignus, non conferri nobis 
gratuitam justitiam in Christo, quin Spi- 
ritu etiam regeneremur in obedientiam 
justitie: quemadmodum alibi (1 Cor. i. 
80] docet, Christum nobis factum esse 
justitiam et sanctificationem." Calvin) be- 
fore His (own, but the aspirate is not re- 
quired: see above on ver. 20: not, that 
of Christ, as Mey., reading dwoxaryAAd- 
ure: in Eph. i. 4, a different matter is 
spoken of) presence (at the day of Christ's 
appearing) : 23.] (condition of this 
5 deing realized: put in Ше 
orm of an assumption of their firmness 
in the hope and faith of the Gospel)—if, 
that is (i.e. ‘assuming that,’ see note on 
2 Cor. v. 3), ye persist (more locally 
pointed than ner ;—ugually implying 
some terminus ad quem, or if not, per- 
severance to und rest in the end) in the 
faith (ref.: also Xen. Hell. ri. 4 6, 
Ano lxaos 56... . dwdpewe [al. ddl. 
rails owovdais: more frequently with èri, 
see Rost u. Palm sub voce) grounded (see 
Eph. iii. 18, note: and on thé sense, Lake 
vi. 48, 49) and stedfast (1 Cor. xv. 68, 
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t Gal. v. 3 reff. u ver. 7 reff. 
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only (see note & Rev. L 9). 

93. rec aft xac ins rn, with D?KLN? rel: om ABCD!FN! m o 17 Chr. 
ovp., omg тоу, F a. 

т ver. 15. 
v Phil. I. 18. 

| xhereonlyt. (dvawA., Gal. vi. 2 ref.) й»такажАпроЁ»тес wpòr тор cb 
perravov uei rovc аторетатоет, Demosth. 188. 33. here 

8 Acts ii. 5. 1v. 11 Deut. xxv. 19 
w = Rom. vili. 18. 3 Cor. I. & 1 Tim. 

y Phil. И. 90 ref. 

ve 

ins кру xa: axocToAos кош bef ё:акороѕ (see 1 Tim ii. 7) A 
syr-marg ; «npv£ xa: w@th-rom : for dar., кур. к. ат. NI: txt NS. 

24. at beg ins os ( from 

(Orig ?). 

where the thought also of uh метак. 
occurs), and not (the second of two cor- 
relative clauses, if setting forth and con- 
ditioned by the first, assumes a kind of 
subjective character, and therefore if ex- 
pressed by а negative icle, regularly 
takes 44, not od. So Soph. Electr. 880, 
néAAovet ydp re.. . . érravÓa xéppai, 
{уда иёжоб A фбүуоѕ xposdye:. See 
more examples in Hartung, ii. 113 f) 
being moved away (better passive than 
middle: cf. Хер. rep. Lac. xv. 1, ras 8è 
ÉAAas wodirelas eÜpoi dy ris peraxexivn- 
pévas к. Fr. vir peraxiwoupdvas: it is 
rather their being stirred [objective] by 
the false teachers, than their suffering 
themselves [subjective] to be stirred, that 
is here in question) from the hope (sub- 
jective, but grounded on the objective, 
see note on Eph. i. 18) of (belonging to, 
see Eph. as above: the sense ‘wrought 
by’ ( Mey., De W., Ellic.] is true in fact, 
but hardly expresses the construction) the 
Gospel, which ye heard (“ three consider- 
ations enforcing the uh peraxweioGa: 
the peraxiveio@a: would be for the Colos- 
sians themselves inexcusable [ob }кобе.), 
inconsistent with the universality of the 
Gospel [тоб xnpvx0. &c.] and contrary 
to the personal relation of the Apostle to 
the Gospel" Mey. This view is ques- 
tioned by De W., but it certainly seems 
best to suit the context: and cf. Chrys. 
км» abrobs фрее pdprupas, elra Thr 
oixounéyny йхасау, and see below),— 
which was preached (où Adye: той xnpuT- 
Touévov, GAA’ $$ surrevüévros к. knpvx- 
0érros, Chr.) in the whole creation (see 
Mark xvi. 15. On the omission of the 
article before xrige: see above, ver. 15, 
note) which is under the heaven,—of 
which I Paul became a minister (x. тоёто 
eis ту à GN ro auvredci. piya ‘yap 

Vor. III. 

preceding termination ?) DF latt Ambrst Pelag. 
aft жтабтџаст ins pov, with N3 bd ghkosyr Chr: om ABCDFELN! rel latt syrr 
copt Thdrt Damasc Phot lat-ff: N?! also om отер, ins N-corri. 

rec 
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ai ro zy ть деца Лотду жтаутахой 
ф8орбуоо, к. Tis olxoupéyns бутоз deda- 
oxddov, Chrys.). 24.) Transition from 
the mention of himself to Ме joy in his 
sufferings for the Church, and (25—29) 
Sor the great object of his ministry :—all 
with a view to enhance the glory, and 
establish the paramount claim of Christ. 
I now (refers to éyevépnv — extending 
what he is about to say down to the pre- 
sent time—emphatic, of time, not transi- 
tional merely) rejoice in (as the state in 
which I am when I rejoice, and the ele- 
ment of By joy itself. Ose ока idiom 
recognizes the same compound reference 
my sufferings (no то; follows: rots Ein 
parow = ols wácxo) on your behalf 
(= dp т. cáp. below; so that the pre. 
position cannot here imply substitution, 
as most of the Roman Catholic Commen- 
tators [not Est., ‘propter vestram gen- 
tium salutem :? nor Coma Lap. ‘ pro 
evangelio inter vos divulgando’), nor be- 
cause of you,’ but strictly ‘in commodum 
vestri,’ that you may be confirmed in the 
faith by Mi my example merely, as Grot., 
Wolf, al. | the glorification of Christ in my 
sufferings), and am filling up (the ёутќ 
implies, not ‘vicissim, as Le Clerc, Beza, 
Bengel, al.; nor that ávaxA. is said of 
one who *'ówrépuua а se relictum ipse 
explet, and &vrarawA. of one who ‘alte- 
rins бст. de suo explet, as Winer [cited 
by Mey.], but the compensation, brought 
about by the filling up being proportion- 
ate to the defect: so in ref.: in Dio Cass. 
xliv. 48, bror . . . . ёме, Tovro ёк Tis 
тард TG» AMA cuvterclas àrravamAg- 
pots: in Diog. Laert. x. 48, wal yàp 
petors ёт) тїз тё» сойтш d*ProAfüs 
cuvexhs avuBaíveu офк ёт(ётлоѕ alabhoe 
dick thy àvraraxAfjpeciw, ‘on account of 
the correspondent supply’) the Ааны 
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e 9 ы r` e 4 " a , * ы Д ә 
e» ver. 1 : n TOU & Ty Gapkt цоо отєр TOU сератос̧ аштоо, О єбтіу 
-1 

(Epi 1.10 n ExxAnota, 25 
reff.) 

om ту Е. om avTov Di. 
om 7 D! d 109. 

т 9» e *» u (4 м м b „ә 
Jic EyevOouny yw “ д:акорос ката тй» " ot- 

for o, os CD! o: om m: txt ABD?“FKLN rel 672. 

25. aft eye ins ravàos AN! 17. 81. 71. 120 arm. 

(plural because the 0Afyeis are thought 
of individually, not as a mass: those suf- 
ferings which are wanting) of the tribu. 
lations of Christ in my fiesh (belongs to 
dyrayard., not [as Aug. on Ps. ]xxxvi. c. 3, 
vol. iv. p. 1104, Storr, al.] to rà» A. Tov 
xp. not only because there is no article 
[rar dv Tjj шарк! pov], which would not be 
absolutely needed, but on account of the 
context: for if it were so, the clause ray 
Baly. т. xp. ёу Tfj с. p. would contain іп 
itself that which the whole clause asserta, 
and thus make it flat and tautological) on 
behalf of (see on бтр above) His body, 
which is the Church (the meaning being 
this: all the tribulations of Christ’s body 
are Christ’s tribulations. Whatever the 
whole Church has to suffer, even to the 
end, she suffers for her perfection in holi- 
ness and her completion in Him: and the 
tribulations of Christ will not be complete 
till the last pang shall have passed, and the 
last tear have been shed. Every suffering 
saint of God in every age and position is 
in fact filling up, in his place and degree, 
the Alpes ToU хрстой, in his flesh, and 
on behalf of His body. Not a pang, not 
a tear is in vain. The Apostle, as standing 
out prominent am this suffering body, 
predicates this of himself кат étoxfr; 
the àvaxAfpecis to which we all contri- 
bute, was on his part so considerable, as 
to deserve the name of dvravarAfpacis 
itself —I am contributing Aver which 
one after another fill up the berephyara. 
Notice that of the vobi та TOU xpi ToU 
not a word is said [see however 2 Cor. i. 
Б]: the context does not concern, nor 
does 6Ahyes express, those meritorious 
sufferings which He bore in His person 
once for all the measure of which was for 
ever filled by the one sufficient sacrifice, 
oblation, and satisfaction, on the cross: 
He is here regarded as suffering with His 
suffering people, bearing them in Himself, 
and being as in Isa. lxiii. 9, “afflicted in 
all their affliction.” The above interpre- 
tation is in the main that of Chrys., Thl., 
Aug., Anselm, Calv. Beza, Luth. Me- 
lancth., Est., Corn.-a-Lap., Grot., Calov., 
Olsh., De W., Ellic., Conyb. The latter 
refers to Acts ix. 4, and thinks St. Paul 
remembered those words when he wrote 
this: and Vitringa (cit. in Wolf) says 
well, Hs sunt passiones Christi, quia 

Ecclesia ipsius est corpus, in quo ipse est, 
habitat, vivit, ergo et patitur The other 
interpretations are 1) that the sufferings 
are such as Christ would have endured, 
had he remained longer on earth. So 
Phot. (in Eadie): $ca . . . . ётадеу by x. 
o reo, каб by трбтоюу к. ply xupóccor 
к. ebayyeM(óuevos thy Bacirclay tar 
ойрауё». 2) That the sufferings are not 
properly Christ’s, but only Ed the same 
nature with His. Thus drt., after 
stating Christ's sufferings in behalf of the 
Ch „ Bays, ка) ó Oscos &wócroAos &s- 
abr ӧяёр abr: ówéerm тё жожіла 
waüf,uara: and so Mey. Schl., Huther, 
and Winer. But evidently this does not 
exhaust the phrase here. To resemble, is 
not to fill up. 3) Storr, al., would render, 
‘ afflictions for Christ's sake,’—which the 
words will not bear. 4) Some of the Ro- 
man Catholic expositors (Bellarmine, Ca- 
jetan, al.) maintain hence the doctrine of 
indulgences: so Corn.-a-Lap. in addition : 
Hine sequitur non male Bellarmiuum, 
Salmeroneum, Franc. Suarez, et alios Doc- 
tores Catholicos, cum tractant de Indul- 
gentiis, мес generalia Apostoli verba ex- 
tendere ad thesaurum lesie, ex quo 
ipsa dare solet indulgentias: hunc enim 
thesaurum voluit Deus constare meritis et 
satisfactionibus non tantum Christi, sed 
et Apostolorum omniumque Christi Sanc- 
torum: uti definivit Clemens VI. extra- 
vagante [on thia word, I find in Ducange, 
glossarium in voce, ‘extravagantes in jure 
canonico dicuntur pontificom Romanorum 
constitutiones que ezíra corpus canoni- 
cum Gratiani, sive extra Decretorum li- 
bros cagantur?] unigenitus. But Estius, 
although he holds the doctrine to be 
catholic and apostolic, and ‘aliunde satis 
robata, yet confesses, “ех hoc Apostoli 
oco non videtur admodum solide statai 
posse. Non enim sermo iste, quo dicit 
Apostolus se pati pro ecclesia, necessario sic 
accipiendus est, quod pro redimendis pecea- 
torum ponis quas fideles debent, patiatur, 
quod forte nonnihil haberet arrogantie : 
sed percommode sic accipitur, quomodo 
proxime dixerat “gaudeo in passionibus 
meis pro vobis," ut nimirum utraque parte 
significet afflictiones et persecutiones pro 
salute fidelium, ipsiusque ecclesise promo- 
venda toleratas. The words in italics are 
at least an ingenuous confession, Соп. 
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A Hom. xii. Kovopiay rov Üsov тт» < одеса» uot с vac * wAnpwoa Nez 
a ? = - 

rov Хоуоу тою Ükov, 
Ф з a P 

pévoy 5 ато rov 

Р. Hi. 9 reff. 

96. rec run, with ADKL rel Eus Cyr 
m 20-marg 
Sestatum fuit D- lat.) 

sult on the whole matter, Meyer's and 
Eadie’s notes): of which (parallel with ob 
above: in service of which, on behoof of 
which) I (emphatic, resuming èy% Пабло 
above) became а minister, according to 
(во that my ministry is conducted in pur- 
suance of, after the requirements and con- 
ditions of) the stewardship (see on 1 Cor. 
ix. 17; iv. 1, al.: also Eph. i. 10; iii. 2: 
not, ‘ dispensation,’ as Chrys., Beza, Calv., 
Est., al.: the simpler meaning here seems 
best, especially when taken with 8o@civay. 
* In domo Dei que est ecclesia, sum ceco- 
nomus, ut dispensans toti familis, i. e. sin- 
gulis fidelibus, bona et dona Dei domini 
mei,’ Cone isp) of God i which God 
is the source and chief) which was given 
(entrusted to) me towards (with a view бо; 
ref.) you (among other Gentiles; but as 
во often, the particular reference of the 
occasion is brought out, and the general 
kept back), to (object and aim of the 
stewardship: depends on т. olx. т. 800. 
poi) 0181 the word of God (exactly as in 
Rom. xv. 19, to fulfil the duty of the 
stewardship els диа, in doing all that 
this preaching of the word requires, viz. 
“ай omnes perducere, as Beng., see also 
below: а t expression. The in- 
terpretations have been very various: “ ser- 
monem Dei vocat promissiones .... quas 
Deus prestitit misso ad gentes Apostolo 
qui Christum eis patefaceret,’ Beza : * finem 
adscribit sui ministerii, ut efficax sit Dei 
sermo, quod fit dum obedienter accipitur, 
Calv.: ‘ut compleam predicationem evang. 
quam ccepit 1 * Corn.-a-lap.: ‘ut 
plene ac perfecte annuntiem verbum Dei: 
vel, secundum alios [ Vatabl. al.] ut minis- 
terio meo impleam sternum Dei verbum, 
i. e. propositum et decretum de vocatione 
о ad fidem: vel denique, quod pro- 

bilius est, ut omnia loca impleam verbo 
Dei,’ Est.: ‘valet, supplere doctrinam di- 
vinam, nempe institutione quam Epaphras 
inchoavit, profliganda et conficienda,’ 
Fritzsche ad Rom., vol. iii. p. 275, where 
see much more on the : and otber 
interpretations in Eadie, Meyer, and E 

26 1 e a £ 3 3 

TO uur TÒ *amokekpup- м. 

6 aiQyuv Kat amo тоу 

‘epavepwOn тос * d ylotc avrov, 7 oic NOHA o coc 

: txt BCFN 17 Did. 
23. 49. 57. 80. 177. 218 syr arm Clem.) 

for ayiots, атостоћогѕ F. 

h - - 16. 

yevewy, vuv 8d „Rem. x. 
19. see Acts 
XII. 36. 

f Eph. 1. 9 reff. 

148 50. Acta xiv. 16. xv.31. Eph. ili. 5,21. Isa. XII. 4 
. k = Eph. і. 1 reff. 

А h = Luke 
Bom. xvi. 36. 3 Tim. 1. 10. Tit.i.8al. Jer. xl. (xxxiii.) 6 only. 

(for v. de, o yv k 
фауерюбеу Di. (but mani- 

W. All the above fail in not sufficiently 
taking into account the olxor. els браз. 
Chrys. better, els duds, фло, wxAnpaca 
т. Ady. T. Geou [but this connexion can 
hardly stand] wep) тё» d0và» AH. Не 
goes on however to understand жтАурёса 
of perfecting their faith, which misses the 
reference to fulfilling his own office) 
26.] (namely) the mystery (see on Eph. 
i. 9) which has been hidden from (the 
time of; 4wé is temporal, not ‘from’ in 
the sense of ‘hidden from’) the ages and 
the generations (before us, or of the 
world: as many Commentators have re- 
marked, not wed т. al, which would be 
‘from eternity,’ but the expression is his- 
torical, and within the limits of our world), 
but now (in these times) was manifested 
(historical: at the glorification of Christ 
and the bestowal of the Spirit. This change 
of a participial into a direct construction is 
made when the contrasted clause intro- 
duced by it is to be brought into greater 
prominence than the former one. So Thuc. 
iv. 100, AXA te Tpóræ weipdoayres, ка} 
unxarh- x ayov, жер Ae афтб, 
тофубе. Herod. ix. 104, Mas Te кат- 
ye duevol сф: d80ds—nal 11s афто . 
ёуёуоуто xreſvorres поЛешбтато. Вее 
Bernhardy, р. 473) to His saints (all be- 
lievers, not merely as in Eph. iii. 6, where 
the reference is different, the Apostles and 
prophets [see there, and cf. various read- 
ings here], as some of the Commentators 
have explained it [not Thdrt., who ex- 
pressly says, ols HOS ёуіогз, rouréors 
тоїз Aro AO, к. Tots 8:04 rohre re- 
життеикбо! |, е. g. Est., Steiger, al., and 
Olsh., but ing the Apostles only ав 
the representatives of all believers) : 
27.] to whom (‘quippe quibus, as Mey. : 
this verse setting forth, not the contents 
of the mystery before mentioned, but a 
separate particular, that these n ue 
persons to whom God, &c.) God (it 
is hardly justiflable to find in this word 
so much as Chrys. and others have done— 
rb 84 OM, ойтой, ой ÁAoyor. тобто 8% 

2 

«же xdpitos abrobs prior vrevddrous 
2 
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Qum. Tuc Sotnc, 28 ov Прас "karayytAXouty " vouferouvrec 
1. 7. 

n Eph. 1. 18 reff. SEM prer р 
г Acts 17.81 (Рап). Rom. xv. 16. 1 Thess. v. 19,16 2 

Р! Tim. I. I. во беў, ch. Ш. 4. Phil 1. 18 reff. 
. Ш, 15 only. P. Job iv. 4 Wisd. xii. 4 al. 

27. rec (for т. то) тз o, with CN b fh k o Chr Thdrt: txt ABD?*KL rel Clem Eus 
Thl-comm (Ec. (rov xAovroy DI.) 
Clem, Chr-txt(with ms): avrov arm 
Cyr Th 

тоду, )) àpiels abrobs ёт) xaropÜduari 
péya $povei»—a&and similarly Calv., Beza, 
and De W. Such an inference from the 
expression is quite legitimate: but not 
such an erposition. No prominence is 
given to the doctrine, but it is merely 
asserted in passing) to make known 
реш is not an interpretation of 
$avepéUn, nor an addition to it, nor 

result of it, as has been supposed: see on 
the reference of the verse above) what 
(how full, how inexhaustible this meaning 
of ri, necessarily follows from its being 
joined with a noun of quantity like wAov- 
тоз) is the richness of the glory of this 
mystery among the Gentiles (ceuvas 
elre к. букоу ewéOynxey дж) хоА\\йз bia- 
0éoews, émirdoes (yàp éxitdoewv. Chrys. 
Beware therefore of all attempts to weaken 
down the sense by resolving the substan- 
tives into adjectives by hendiadys. This 
the E. V. has here avoided: why not 
alvays? Next, as to the meaning of 
these substantives. All turns on тї Ly A 
Is this the [subjective] glory of the ele- 
vated human cbaracter, brought in by the 
eere) р Chrys., Thdrt. (Calv. P)]: or is 
it the glory of God, manifested [objective] 
by His grace in this mystery, revealing 
His Person to the Gentiles? Neither of 
these seems to satisfy the conditions оѓ 
the sentence, in which тӯ éns reappears 
below with 4 éAwls prefixed. On this 
account, we must understand it of the 
glory of which the Gentiles are to become 
partakers by the revelation of this mys- 
at i.e. the glory which is begun here, 
and completed at the Lord’s coming, 
see Rom. viii. 17, 18. And it is the glory 
of, belonging to, this mystery, because 
the mystery contains and reveals it as a 
portion of its contents. The richness of 
this glory is unfolded and made known 
by God’s Spirit as the Gospel is received 
ёи T. KOy., as the most wonderful display 
of it: the Gentiles having been sunk so 
low in moral and spiritual degradation. 
See Chr. and Calv. in Mey.), which (mys- 
tery: this is more in analogy with St. 
Paul's own method of speaking than to 

for rovrov, Tov O, DF Hil Ambrst : rov N? 
rec (for à) os, with CDELN rel Chr Cyr. 

drt Damasc, qui syrr : txt АВЕ 17. 67*; quod latt goth. 

understand б of +d wAovros: cf. тд àr- 
etixvla ro wAoDros ToU Хріатоб, Eph. 
iii. 8,—and rb rijs eboeBelas pvarhpior, 
bs ёфа>єр&@т dv тарк x. r. X. 1 Tim. iii. 16. 
Besides which [ToU достор. d is 
то Tore] is strictly parallel with, being 
explained by, [хритт$з | [2и фит» ]) is (con- 
sists in) Christ (Himself: not to be weak- 
ened away into 7) ToU xp. rd [ Thl. ],— 
* doctrina Christi’ [ Grot.] : cf. Gal. ii. 20; 
Eph. iii. 17; 1 Tim. iii. 16, al) among 
you (not to be confined to the rendering, 
“їп you,' individually, though this is the 
way in which Christ is among you: ёғ 
биту here is parallel with ёи то ÉOrvecuw 
above: before the Gospel came they were 
xepls xpicrot, Eph. ii. 12), the HOPE 
(emphatic; explains how Christ among 
them was to acquaint them rí 75 wAovros 
&c., viz. by being Himself the HOPE of that 
glory) of the glory (not abstract, ‘of 
glory: rijs 5ótms is, the glory which has 
just been mentioned). 28.] Whom 
(Christ) we (myself and Timothy: but 
generally, of all who were associated with 
him in this true preaching: not, as Conyb., 
‘I,’ which here quite destroys the force: 
the emphasis is оп дей. WE preach 
Christ — not circumcision, not wor- 
ship, not asceticism, as the source of this 
hope) proclaim (as being this Aris тух 
8é&s), warning (see on Eph. vi. 4, and 
below) every man, and teaching every 
man (I am inclined with Mey. to take 
vovÜeroürres and ğıðáexovres as cor- 
responding in the main to the two great 
subjects of Christian preaching, repent- 
ance and fuith: but not too closely or ex- 
clusively: we may in fact include Thl.'s 
view,— vovô. uèy ёт) ris wpdiews, 8.8. 52 
ёк) boyuárer,—Steiger's, that the former 
belongs more to early, the latter to more 
advanced instruction, and Huther's, that 
the former affects the heart, while the 
latter informs the intellect [see Eadie's 
note]: for all these belong, the one class 
to repentance, the other to faith, in the 
widest sense) in all wisdom (method of 
this teaching: not as Est. [giving the 
other but preferring this], in perfecta 
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29 sic d kai " кото * аувзу обиг>ос Y ката aum 1 Cor. 11. 8. 
xiv. 20. Heb. 

` y 4 , — ` 2? { { Ы » i ga? pi M M 
THY ёр уна» avTov ТУ» EV pyoup yyv tv EOI E ¢ os Thess, 

Ouvape. w Matt. vi. 28. 
1 b 7 * e = "Or e ey? d* ~ d 4 Acta x. 

II. Өг» yap нас ида, пћкоу aywva EXW Rom e 

1v. 10 al. Ps. exxvi. 1. x Luke xiii. 24. John xviii. 86. ch. iv. 12. 1 Tim. iv. 10. vi,13. 3 Tim. iv. 
7+. Sir. іт. 28 al. Dan. vi. 14 y Eph. 1. 19 reff. zP Rom. vit. 5 
alls. Matt. xiv. 2 J. ements oniy. Isa. xli. 6. а Mark іх.1. Ron. 1. 4. 1 Cor. iv 

b 1 Cor. x1. 8. o James iil. 6 bis only t. d PhiL 1.80 10. xv. 43 al. 
(teff.). 1 Thess. ИЙ $. 

28. om xa: 8:8аскоутет ravra аубрюк wy (homaotel) L 672. 73. 109 Clem, (Ec-comm : 
om rayra аубр. D'F(and lat) f 17 wath Clem, lat-ff. (om Ist ж. avép. Syr: om 8rd 14. 
48. 72: om ev ran to 3rd аубр. [homaotel] a d. 

rec aft xpior. ins «cov, with lat) D-lat. 
aft copia ins rreunarurn F(and 

2-3K LN? rel vulg(and F-lat) вуг copt 
goth Chraig Thdrt lat-ff: om ABCD'FN! h 17 Clem, Chr-comm, Ambrst Primas. 

cognitione Dei et mysteriorum fidei, que 
est vera sapientia, and so Aug., Anselm, 
al.-Jatt. : this is usually in the accusa- 
tive: but the Greek Commentators, rovr- 
сті, pera wdons софіас к. cvvécews), 
that we may present (see above ver. 22) 
every man (notice the emphatic triple 
repetition of хйөта Asp., shewing that 
the Apostle was jealous of every the least 
invasion, on the part of the false teachers, 
of those souls with whom he was put in 
charge. At the same time it carries а 
solemn individual appeal to those thus 
warned and taught: as Chrys, —Tí Aéyeis ; 
drr EvOpwxov; ral, pno тобто Trov- 
$4(одез” т( ydp; ei ка) ph убт тобто, 
Forever å pax. П. réActow тодо. There 
is hardly perhaps, as Mey., Bisp., Ellic., 
al, suppose, an allusion to the Judaizers, 
those who would restrict the Gospel) 
perfect in Christ (element of this perfec- 
tion, in union with and life in Him, — 
comprehending both knowledge and prac- 
tice. The presentation spoken of is clearly 
that at th Med day of Christ's appear- 
ing: ` 29. His own personal part 
in this gen work—for which end 
(viz. the wapacrijou, &c.) I also (xal 
implies the addition of a new particular 
over and above the xarayydAAcw, carry- 
ing it onwards even to this) toil in con- 
fllot (of spirit; in the earnestness with 
which he strove for this end, see ch. ii. 
1—38: not, with adversaries: this was so, 
but is not relevant here. See Phil. i. 80. 
1 Thess. ii. 2), according to (after the 

portion of, as is to be expected from) 
hu (Christ’s—see Phil. iv. 13: not God's, 
аз Chrys., Grot., Calv., al.) working which 
worketh (not passive, as Est. See on Gal. 
v. 6, Eph. iii. 20, and Fritzsche on Bom. 
vH. 5) in me in power (reff.: there is no 

allusion to miraculous gifts, as Ambrst., 
Mich., al.). 

CnaP. II. FIRST PART OF THE Eris- 
TLE. His earnestness in entering into 
and forwarding the Christian life among 
them, so amply set forth in ch. i., is now 
more pointedly directed to warning them 
against false teachers. This he does by 1) 
connecting his conflict just spoken of, 
with the confirmation in spiritual know- 
ledge of themselves and others whom he 
had not seen (vv.1—8): 2) warning them 
T Jalse wisdom which might lead 
them away from Christ (vv. 4—23): and 
that a) generally and in hints (vv. 4—- 
15),—b) specifically and plain-spokenly 
(vv. 16—23). 1.] For (follows on, 
and justifies, while it exemplifies, &yev- 
i(duevos, ch. i. 29) I would have you 
know how great (emphatic; not only 
that I have an dy, but how great it is. 
The word is unusual, see reff.) a conflict 
(of anxiety and prayer, cf. ch. iv. 12: his 
present imprisoncd state necessitates this 
reference here: he could not be in conflict 
with the false teachers) I have on behalf 
of you and those in icea (who pro- 
bably were in the same danger of being 
led astray, see ch. iv. 16: on Feodices, see 
Prolegg. to Apocalypse, § iii. 13), and (it 
would not ap on merely grammatical 
grounds, whether this xaí generalizes from 
the two specific instances, you and those 
in Laodicea, to the genus, including those 
two in the бео: [see the two first reff., 
where however ÉAAo: i» added)—or adds 
&nother category to the two which have 
preceded, as in the third ref., MaxeBdres 
kal... kal... xal бсо ris Өртїктз rhy 
waparlny vipovrai. This must be de- 
cided on other grounds, viz. those far- 
nished by the context: see below) (for) as 
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many as have not seen (“the form ёфра- 
кау is decidedly Alexandrian . . . . The 
*fonftige Gebraud Pauli’ urged against 
it by Mey. is imaginary, as the third per- 
son plural does not elsewhere occur in St. 
Paul’s Epistles.” Ellicott) my face in the 
flesh (my co presence: iv 
must not be Joined with the verb, as 
Chrys. seems to have done, who adds, 
Selxyvow футайба, bri édpor cuvexas ёр 
avetuar:; for in ver. 5 the тарк! is 
attached to the Apostle. But it is not 
necessary nor natural, with Estius, to see 
any ‹тажеЃронтѕ, ut intelligant pluris fa- 
ciendam esse presentiam spiritus quam 
carnis’ Rather is the tendency of this 
verse the other way—to exalt the impor- 
tance of the Apostle’s bodily presence 
with a church, if its defect caused him 
such anxiety), that (object of the &yóv) 
their hearts (these are the words on 
which the interpretation of the former 
xal босо: must turn. If abràv apply to a 
separate class of persons, who had not 
seen him, whereas the Colossians and Lao- 
diceans Aad, how are we to bring them 
into the dyév? In ver. 4 the third per- 
son abray becomes биаз Where is the 
link, on this hypothesis, that binds them 

ther? The sentence will stand thus: 
„ am anxious for you who have seen me, 
and for others who have not: for these 
last, that &c. &c. This I say that no 
man may deceive you.” What logical 
deduction can there be, from the circum- 
stances of others, to theirs, unless they 
are included in the fact predicated of 
those others ? in a word, unless the бео. 
above include the Colossians and Laodi- 
ceans? Thus the abréy extends to the 
whole category of those who had never 
seen bim, and the duds of ver. 4 singles 
them specially out from among this cate- 

ry for spectal exhortation and warning. 
fuis seeming to be the only logical inter- 

pretation of the abr&» and фраз, the xal 
above must be ruled accordingly, to be 
not copulative but generalizing : see there) 
may ђе confirmed (see reff. It can hardly 
be doubted here, where he is treating, not 
of troubles and persecutions, but of being 
shaken from the faith, that the word, so 
manifold in its bearings, and so difficult to 
express in English, carries with it the 
meaning of strengthening, not of comfort- 
ing merely. If we could preserve in 
‘comfort’ the trace of its derivation from 
*confortari, it might answer here: but 
in our present usage, it does not con- 
vey any idea of strengthening. This I 
still hold against Ellicott), "they being 
knit together (so E. V. well: not in- 
síructi, as vulg. On the construction, 
see reff. and Eph. iii. 18; iv. 2) in love 
(the bond of perfectness as of union: dis- 
ruption being necessarily consequent on 
false doctrine, their being knit together 
in love would be a safeguard against it. 
Love is thus the element of the ovpfi- 
BacOyjva:) and (besides the elementary 
unity) unto (as the object of the cvp.) 
all (the) richness of the full assurance 
(reff. see also Luke i. 1) of the (Christian) 
understanding (the accumulated substan- 
tives shew us generally the Apostle's 
anxious desire for a special reason to im- 
press the importance of the matter on 
them. ої84, gnaw, бт: wurrebere, AAA 
жАтрофортдђуи suas Воблоиси, ойк els 
Tb» Ab ö pdvoy, ФАЛ els пута Tov 
dy Tva ко} dy нра 2 фигтета- 
uv wexAnpopopnudva fre, , unto 
(parallel with the former, наат 
ing тау TÒ TA. т. 1A. THs суу. by tri. 
Tov и. т. cov) the thorough-knowledge 
Sa éxiyywois and уроп, here clearly 
istinguished, see on ch. i. 9) of the 

mystery of God (the additions here found 
їп the rec. and elsewhere seem to be 
owing to the common practico of an- 
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notating on the divine name to 
to which Person it belongs. Thus rod 
Geos having been original, warpés was 
placed against it by some, хриттой ог тоў 
xpıeroŭ by others: and then these found 
their way into the text in various com- 
binations, some of which from their diffi- 
culty gave rise again to alterations, as 
may be seen in various readings. The 
reading in * all the 
rest, has been ted by Griesb., Schulz, 
— [edn. 2], Olah. , De Wette, al.: тод 
Geov xpicrov by Mey. and Steiger. This 
latter is also edited, in pursuance of his 
plan, by Lachm. The shorter reading 
was by that plan excluded from his pre- 
sent text, as not coming before his notice. 
In the present digest, the principal differing 
readings are printed in the same type as 
that in the text, because I have been 
utterly unable to fix the reading on any 
external authority, and am compelled to 
take refuge in that which appears to have 
been the origin of the rest. One thing is 
clear, that тод беоб xpiorov, which Elli- 
cott adopts ‘with some confidence,’ is 
simply one among many glosses, of which 
it is impossible to say that any has over- 
whelming ает ‚ Such аа 
were not corrected ишү 
of any words, but сама у 
menting them in various ways): in which 
(mystery, as Grot., Beng., Mey., De W., 
al. [Bisping well remarks, that the two 
in fact run into one, as Christ is 
the pvorfpioy ToU 0cov. Не might have 
referred to ch. i. 27 and 1 Tim. iii. 16]— 
not is whom,’ as E. V. [but ‘wherein’ 
in marg.], and so, understanding ‘ whom’ 
of Christ, Chrys., Thdrt., al.: for it is 

Кыш 

unnatural to turn aside from the main 
subject of the sentence,—the pverípwr, 
and make this relative clause epexegetic 
of the dependent genitive merely. To 

this view the term àzóxpu$os also testi- 
fles: seo below) are all the secret (the 
ordinary rendering is to make àwóxpvQo: 
the predicate after «ісу: ‘in which are 
ай, &c. hidden.’ The objection to this 
is, that it is contrary to fact : the trea- 
sures are not hidden, but revealed. The 
meaning given by Bahr, B.-Crus., and 
Robinson [Lex.], ‘laid up,’ lying con- 
cenled, ásoxeíuera, does not belong to 
the word, nor is either of the places in 
the canonical LXX Ае .] an example of 
it. The rendering which I have adopted 
is that of Meyer, and I am on 
consideration that it is not only the only 
logical but the only grammatical one also. 
The ordinary one would require àxoxe- 
xpuupévar, or with drdxpuvgo:, a different 

ent of the words iv ф àwóxpv- 
фо! «law, or фу & eloly &wóxpuQoi. The 
objection, that for our ee of ard. 
pudo would be required [Bahr], shews 
ignorance of the logic such 
Where the whole subject is covered by 
the extent of the predicate, the latter, 
even though separated by an intervening 
clause from the former, does not require 
the specification by the article. It may 
have it, but need not. Thus if all the 
men in a fortress were Athenians, I might 
вау 1) of ЌуЗрет d» robr dy TQ техе of 
"Абпуаѓо: : bat I might also say 2) of 
ÉrBpes dv тобто dr то Telxe«v'AOnvaioi. If 
however, part of the men were Plateans, 
I must use 1), and could not use 2). Here, 
it is not asserted that ‘all the treasures, 
&c. which are secret, are contained in the 
mystery, others being implied which are 
not secret,—but the implication is the 
other way: 'the treasures, &с. are all 
secret, and all contained in the mystery. 
Ellicott's rendering of &wóxpwpo: as an 
adverbial predicate, hiddenly, is quite 
admissible, and tallies better with the 
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classification and nomenclature of pre- 
dicates, which he has adopted from Donald- 
son: but I question whether the render- 
ing given above be not both more simple 
and more grammatical) treasures (see 
Plat. Phileb. p. 16 е, Ss twa cola: 
єӧрукӧѕ Óncavpór: Xen. Mem. iv. 2. 9, 
A yana cov Bri ойк apyuplou к. xpvaíov 
wpoeíAov Onoavpods xc joa AA Ñ 
colas: also ib. i. 7. 14) of wisdom and 
knowledge (соф., the general, years, the 
particular; see note on Eph. i. 8). 
4.] See summary at the beginning of the 
chapter. [But (the contrast is between 
the assertion above, and the reason of it, 
now to be introduced) ) this (viz. vv. 1—3, 
not ver. 3 only, as Thl, Calv., al.: for 
ver. 1 is alluded to in ver. 5,—and vv. 
1—8 form a logically connected whole 
I say, in order that (aim and design of it 
no one may deceive you (the word is 
found in this sense in sch. p. 16, 33, 
&xárp ті) wapadoyicduevos Ópás, — ib. 
in Ctesiph. [Wetst.], ) rods üxoborras 
émiAfcporas ÜbxoXauBáreis $ cavrby rapa- 
Aoyi(y—also in Diod. Sic., &c., in Wetat. 
See Palm u. Roet sub voce) in (ele- 
ment in which the deceit works) per- 
suasive discourse (add to the ref. Plat. 
Themt. p. 162 e, cxoxe?re обу . .. el 
&xobéteo0e жїбауоАоу[ те x. elkóci тері 
түлікобтоу Acyouévous Adyous, and see 
1 Cor. ii. 4): 5.) personal ground, 
why they should not be deceived: for 
though 1 am also (in el xaí the force 
of the xal does not extend over the whole 
clause introduced by the el, as it does in 
zal sl, but only belongs to the word im- 
mediately following it, which it couples, 
as a notable fact, to the circumstance 
brought out in the apodosis: so mów 
Av, el kal uh BAéseiss, ppoveis 3 Duos, 
ola vóce ióvemri, Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 302. 
See Hartung, i. 139) absent (there is no 
ground whatever from this expression for 

nuas 

for gTepewpa, id quod deest (i. e. verepnpa) D- lat tol 

гес (for итде) un тїз, with KLN rel 
С. wapadoy:rnre СЗ 17. 

inferring that he had been at Colosse, as 
Wiggers supposed, Stud. u. Krit. 1838, 
p. 181: nor would the mere expression in 
1 Cor. v. 8 authorize any such inference 
were it not otherwise known to be во) in 
the flesh (ver. 1 reff.), yet (&AAd intro- 
duces the apodosis when it is a contrast 
to a hypothetically expressed protasis: so 
Hom. П. а. 81 f., efrep ydp те убАо» ye 
к. abrijpap xatawéjy, GAAd тє xal per- 
émobery tye: kórov, bopa телќссу. See 
Hartung, ii. 40) in my spirit (contrast to 
тӯ capri: not meaning as Ambrst. and 
Grot., ‘Deus Paulo revelat que Colossis 
fierent’) Iam with you (reff.) rejoicing 
(in my earlier editions, I referred xaíper 
to the fact of rejoicing at being able thus 
to be with you in spirit: but I see, as 
pointed out by Ellic., that this introduces 
a somewhat alien thought. I would now 
therefore explain it, not exactly as he 
does, by continuing the cb» бргу, but ав 
referring to their general state: rejoicing 
as such presence would naturally suggest : 
the further explanation, xal BAérer &. 
following) and (strictly copulative : there 
is no logical transposition, as De W., al.: 
nor is xaí explicative, ‘rejoicing, in that 
І see’—as Calv., Est., al.: nor, which is 
nearly allied, is there any hendiadys, * Г 
rejoice, seeing, ав Grot., Wolf, al. : nor 
need ёф’ óui» be supplied after даре, as 
Winer and Fritzsche: but as above. The 
passage of Jos. in ref, is rather а coin- 
cidence of terms than an illustration of 
construction) seeing your order (ў cvp- 
хата oxéois к. Tábs тїз olxoupévas, 
Polyb. i. 4. 6: see also 86. 6; Plat. Gorg. 
р. 504 a. It is often used of the organiza- 
tion of a state, e. g. Demosth. p. 200. 4, 
тайтту Thy Tálw aipeicGa: тїз woArrelas. 
Here it imports the orderly arrangement 
of а harmonized and undivided church. 
Mey.) and (as rdt was the outward 
manifestation, so this is the inward fact 
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on which it rested) the solid basis (5те 
weAAÀ curayayay cwykoAAfjceis туку 
к. ёа ттаттёз, rare cTepéwpa yiveras. 

It does not mean ‘ ness’ 
[Conyb. J, nor stedfastness’ [E. V.], nor 
indeed any abstract quality at all: but, 
as all nouns in -ра, the concrete product 
of the abetract quality) of your faith on 
Christ. 6.] As then (he has de- 
scribed his conflict and his joy on their 
behalf—he now exhorts them to justify 
such anxiety and approval by consistency 
with their first faith) ye received (from 
Epaphras and your teachers) Jesus 
the Christ the Lord (it is necessary, in 
order to express the fall sense of rbv xp. 
"Inc. Tb» кір. to give something of a 
predicative force both to rb» xp. and to 
тё» кїр. : see 1 Cor. xii. 3 (but hardly во 
strong as for your Lord," as rendered іп 
my earlier editions: see Ellicott here]. 
The expression ô xp. "Inc. ô кёр. occurs 
only bere : the nearest approach to it is in 
2 Cor. iv. 5, . .. anpbovomey . . xpiordy 
"Ina. кро»: where also кӧр. is a pre- 
dicate: but this is even more emphatic 
and solemn. Cf. also Phil. iii. 8, rd 
ózepéxop тїз ‘уубсєюз xp. Ino тод 
көр. pov. On the sense, Bisping says well: 
Notice that Paul here says, vapeAdBere 
Tb» xp rar, and not sapeA. roy Абуоу 
TOU xp. True faith is a spiritual com- 
munion : for in faith we receive not only 
the doctrine of Christ, but Himself, into 
us: in faith He Himself dwells in us: we 
cannot separate Christ, as Eternal Truth, 
and His doctrine"), in Him walk (carry 
on your life of faith and practice), rooted 
(see Eph. iii. 18) and being continually 
built up in Him (as both the soil and the 
foundation—in both cases the conditional 
element. It is to be noticed 1) how the 

силау» NI. 

fervid style of St. Paul, disdaining the 
nice proprieties of rhetoric, sets forth the 
point in hand by inconsistent similitudes : 
the walking implying motion, the rooting 
апа building, rest; 2) that the rooting, 
answering to the first, elementary ground: 
ing in Him, is in the ano the being 
built up, answering to the continual in- 
crease in Him, is present. See Eph. ii. 20, 
where this latter is set forth as a fact in 
the past) and confirmed in.the (or, your) 
faith (dat. of reference: it seems hardl 
natural with Mey. to take it instrumental, 
as there is no question of instrumental 
means in this passage), as ye were taught, 
abounding in it (reff.) in thanksgiving 
(the field of operation, or element, in 
which that abundance is manifested. 
* Non solum volo vos esse confirmatos in 
fide, verum etiam in ea pesas et pro- 
ficiendo abundare per pleniorem myste- 
riorum Christi cognitionem : idque cum 
gratiarum actione Deum, ut auc- 
torem hujus totius boni." Est.). 
8—15.) See summary, on ver. 1—general 
warning against being seduced by a wis- 
dom which was after men’s tradition, and 
not after Christ,—of whose perfect work, 
and their perfection in Him, he reminds 
them. 8.] Take heed lest there 
shall be (the future indicative expresses 
strong fear lest that which is feared should 
really be the case ; so Aristoph. Eccles. 487, 
wepicxowovpérn küàxeige кай тёк Bekis, 
uh uupopà yerfhoeras Tb wpüyua. Har- 
tung, ii. 188 : see reff. and Winer, § 56. 
2. b a) any one who (cf. rwis ol rapác- 
corres, ref. Gal. and note. It points at 
some known person) leads you away as 
his prey (Mey. connects the word in 
imagery with the foregoing wepiwareire 
—but this perhaps is hardly necessary after. 
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the disregard to continuity of metaphor 
shewn in vv. 6, 7. The meaning ‘to rob’ 
[so with «b» olxoy, Aristen. ii. 22], 
adopted here by Thdrt. [robs éwoovAgy 
T. lr ётіҳєробутаз), ‘to undermine,’ 
Chrys. [Sswep бу vis xépa ndrodey 
diopb rr ph *opéxp aloOnow, ть Ў 
bwovoore }, hardly appes suitable on 
account of the ката .... xará, which 
seem to imply motion. We have [see 
Rost and Palm’s Lex.] evAayeryeiv rap- 
6évov in Heliod. and Nicet., which idea 
of abduction is very near that here) by 
means of his (or the article may signify, 

оворһу ав Ellic., the current, popular, р 
of the day: but I prefer the possessive 
meaning: see below) philosophy and 
empty deceit (the absence of the article 
before xeris shews the xal to be epexe- 
getical, and the same thing to be meant 
by the two. This being so, it may be 
better to give the ris the possessive 
sense, the better to mark that it is not 
all philosophy which the Apostle is hero 
blaming : for Thdrt. is certainly wrong in 
saying ў» Хуа я:бауолоуісу, ёутайда S- 
софіоу ékdA ec e, —the former being, as Mey. 
observes, the form of imparting,— this, the 
thing itself. The ф:лософ. is not neces- 
sarily Greek, as Tert. de prescr. 7, vol. ii. p. 
20 [ fuerat Athenis']—Clem. Strom. i. 11, 
50, vol. i. p. 846, P. [ob waaay, AAA Thy 
8 Grot. al. As De W. observes, 
Josephus calls the doctrine of the Jewish 
sects philosophy: Antt. xviii. 2. 1, — 
"Iov8aío:s $iAocoQla: re oar, h Te ray 
"Есотубу к. ў Tay La’8ovnaley, трітт» 3è 
ёфіЛовбфоор ol Sapicaio. The character 
of the philosophy here meant, as gathered 
from the descriptions which follow, was 
that mixture of Jewish and Oriental, 
which afterwards expanded into gnosti- 
cism), according to the tradition of men 
(this tradition, derived from men, human 
and not divine in its character, set the 
rule to this his philosophy, and according 
to this he érvAayéyes: such is the gram- 
matical construction; but seeing that his 
philosophy was the instrument by which, 
the character given belongs in fact to his 
hilosophy), according to the elements 
see on Gal. iv. 3: the rudimentary les- 
sons: i.e. the ritualistic observances 
[* nam continuo post exempli loco speciem 

кбоноо kai oU ката xpigróv, 
sao Gall gay то " тАпошџа тпс Y Ütornroc " ewparwoc 

y here only t. (see note.) 

9 

10 cal tore 

z here only t. (-кбе, 1 Tim. tv. 8.) 

unam adducit, circumcisionem scilicet, 
Calv.] in which they were becoming en- 
tangled) of the world (all these belonged 
to the earthly side—were the carnal and 
imperfect phase of knowledge—now the 
perfect was come, the imperfect wus done 
away), and not (negative characteristic, 
as the former were the affirmative charac- 
teristics, of this philosophy) according to 
Christ (“ who alone is, as Bisp. observes, 
** the true rule of all genuine philosophy, 
the only measure as for all life довын 
to God, so for all truth in thought like- 
wise: every true philosophy must there- 
fore be кат Xa rds must begin and end 
with Him”): 9.] (supply, ‘as all 
true philosophy ought to be’) because in 
Him (emphatic: in Him alone) dwelleth 
ee in His exaltation) all the fulness 
cf. on ch. i. 19, and see below) of the God. 
head (Deity: the essential being of God : 
das Gott fein,’ as Meyer. the 
abstract of 0eós, must not be confounded 
with 0«iórns the abstract of 0eios, divine, 
which occurs in Rom. i. 20, where see 
Fritzsche's note. Oedrys does not occur 
in the classics, but is found in Lucian, 
Icaromenippus, c. 9: Tb» p& tie ярё- 
тоу heb ётек&Лоуу, Tois 8 td Sebrepa 
к. TÀ тріта Eveuoy тїз дебтттоѕ. ‘The 
fulness of the Godhead’ here spoken of 
must be taken, as indeed the context 
shews, . and not as all 
fulness’ in ch. i. 19, where the historical 
Christ, as manifested in redemption, was 
in question; see this well set forth in 
Mey.’s note. There, the lower aide, во to 
speak, of that fulness, was set forth—the 
side which is presented to us here, is the 
higher side. Some strangely take тАў- 
pepe here to mean the Church—so Heinr. 
in Mey.: “Ab eo collecta est omnis ex 
omnibus sine discrimine gentibus ecclesia, 
eo tanquam ole, tanquam сфдат, con- 
tinetur gubernaturque." Others again 
hold Christ here to mean the Church, in 
whom [or which] the wAfpupa dwells: 
во rivés in Thdrt. and Chrys.) bodily 
(i. e., manifested corporeally, in His pre- 
sent glorified Body— cf. on oixe? above, 
and Phil. iii. 21. ore His incarnation, 
it dwelt in Him, as the Aéyos Ќоеркег, 
but not caparixes, as now that He is the 
Aéyos Ёғсаркоѕ. This is the obvious, and 

е Ld * - en 
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10. 8 BDF: оз ACKLN rel Cyr-jer Chr Thdrt Damasc. 
for apx. к. etove., exxAnoias DI: apyns exxAnows Ni. 
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ig-int Hil Ambrst Aug(altern) Fulg Jer Pelag. 

ins rys bef apxns R. 
II. rec 

rel syrr goth Epiph Chr Thdrt A 
Ath Bas Cyr Damasc ТЫ 

I am persuaded only tenable interpreta- 
tion. And so Calov., Est., De W., Mey. 
Eadie, al. Others have been 1) ‘ really,’ 
as distinguished from rymixds : s0,— rest- 
ing for the most part on ver. 17, where 
the reference is quite different, — Aug., 
Corn.-a-Lap., Grot., Schdttg., Wolf, Nós- 
selt, al. 2) ‘ essentially,’ obœidòòs, as con- 
trasted with the energic dwelling of God 
in the prophets: the objection to which 
is that the word cannot have this mean- 
ing: so Cyr. Thl, Calv., Beza, Usteri, 
p- 324, Olsh., al.), and ye are (already— 
there is an emphasis in the prefixing of 
dere) in Him (in your union with Him,— 
* Christo cum sitis semel insiti Erasm. in 
Mey.) filled up (with all divine gifts—so 
that you need not any supplementary 
sources of grace such as your teachers are 
directing you to,—reff.: rìs yàp àr 
афтод xdprros üàsxeAaócare, as Thdrt.: 
cf. John i. 16, ёк той xAnpóparos abToU 
zue is wdyres éAdBouer: not, as Chrys., 
Thi., De W., ‘with the fulness of the 
Godhead,’ which is sot frue, and would 
require fs ёсте ка) duets dy abr. werd. 
Nor must sre be taken as imperative, 
against the whole context, which is as- 
sertive, no less than usage verbum doré 
nunquam in N. T. sensu imperandi ad- 
hibitum invenio, v. c. dor olxrippoves, 
sed potius у(уєсбе, cf. 1 Cor. x. 82; xi. 1; 
xv. 58: et Eph. iv. 82; v. 1, 7, 17, &c. 
Itaque si Paulus imperare hoc loco quic- 
quam voluisset, scripturus potius erat «. 
yírea0c àv abri xexAnp. Wolf. What 
follows, shews them that He their perfec- 
tion, is not to be mixed up with other 
dignities, as objects of adoration, for He 
is the Head of all such)—who (or, which: 
bat the neuter seems to have been written 
to agree with wAfjpepa) is the Head of 
every government and power : 11.] 
(nor do you need the rite of circum- 
cision to make you complete, for you have 
already received in Him the spiritual sub- 
stance, of which that rite is but the sha- 
dow) in whom ye also were circumcised 
(not as E. V. ‘are circumcised,’ — the 
reference being to the historical fact of 

1. 33 

1. 21 
Е ff. 

TNC a Gal iL 3 reff, 
13 Cor. v. 1. Mark хіт. 58 only t. g here only t. 

h gen., Rom. vi. б. vii, 23, 94. 

om 7 Di. 

their baptism) with a eiroumoision not 
wrought by (see Eph. ii. 11, and 
Rom. ii. 29. The same reference to spi- 
ritual [ethical] circumcision is found in 
Deut. x. E {ж 6: Ezek. avid Acts 
vii. 51), consisting in—which found 
tts pacts in) sa putting off (= 
when you threw off: dwex8., the putting 
off inl laying aside, as a ent: an 
allusion to actual circumcision,—see be- 
low) of the body of the flesh (i. e. as ch. i. 
22, the body of which the material was 
flesh: but more here: so also its desig- 
nating attribute, its leading principle, was 
fleshliness—the domination of the flesh 
which is a capt àpaprias, Rom. viii. 3. 
This body is put off in baptism, the sign 
and seal of the new life. When ethi- 
cally circumcised, і. e. translated by perd- 
yoia Out of the state of sin into that of 
the Christian life of faith, we have no 
more the сёра тўз capkós : for the body, 
which we bear, їз disarrayed of its sinful 
cdpt as euch, quoad its sinful quality: 
we are no more è» тӯ тарк! as before, 
when lust éxnpyeiro фу Tois плесу [ Rom. 
vii. 5, cf. ib. ver. 23]: we are no more 
adpxivot, sexpaudvo: nd Thy брартіау 
[Rom. vii. 14], and walk no more xarà 
сірка, but dy какбттт: wyeduaros [ Rom. 
vii. 6], so that our members are ra 
duratoo tuns TË беф Rom. vi. 13). This 
Christian transformation is set forth 
in its ideal conception, irrespective of 
its imperfect realization in our experi- 
ence." Meyer. To understand т} cóua 
to signify ‘the mass, as Calv. [*corpus 
appellat massam: ex omnibus vitiis confla- 
tam, eleganti metaphora], Grot. [*omne 
quod ex multis componitur solet hoc voca- 
bulo appellari], al,— besides that it is 
bound up very much with the reading 
ту &uapTi w, is out of keeping with 
N. T. usage, and with the context, which 
is full of im connected with the body), 
—in (parallel to v before then the cir- 
cumcision without hands was erplained, 
now it is again adduced with another 
eae bringing it nearer home to them) 

circumeision of Christ (belonging to, 
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12. гес Ватт:ісцоть (usual word), with ACD!KLN! rel, 5 Tert Hil: txt 
BD!FN? 67? Chr, baptismo latt Ambrat. 

brought about by union with, Christ: 
nearly —, but expresses more than ‘ Chris- 
tian circumcision,’ inasmuch as it shews 
that the root and cause of this circum- 
cision without hands is in Christ, the 
union with whom is immediately set forth. 
Two other interpretations are given: 1) 
that in which Christ is as the 
circumciser : ô xp. wepitéuves dy TẸ Bar- 
Tleuari, Ёхек8боу ўраз ToU жалио 
Віоо, Thl., but not exactly so Chrys., who 
says, obxéri фус)» фу paxalpg ] жерїт., 
GAA’ фу abrg Tp xp. ob yàp xeip exdyet, 
кабфёз éPxei, т. wepiToud» табтту, 
Tb туєйџра. combines both — 
‘Christus ipse nos intus suo spiritu cir- 
cumcidit. 2) that in which Christ is the 
circumcised—so Schdttg.: “per circum- 
cisionem Christi nos omnes circumcisi 
sumus. Hoc est: circumcisio Christi qui 
ве nostri causa sponte legi subjecit, tam 
efficax fuit in omnes homines, ut nulla am- 
plius circumcisione carnis opus sit, præ- 
cipue quum in locum illius baptismus а 
Christo surrogatus sit" [i. p. 816]. The 
objection to both is, that they introduce 
irrelevant elements into the context. The 
circumcision which Christ works, would 
not naturally be followed by ovvrapévres 
айтф, union with Him: that which was 
wrought on Him might be thus followed, 
but would not come in naturally in a 
passage which describes not the uni- 
versal efficacy of the rite once for all 
performed on Him, but the actual under- 
going of it in a spiritual sense, by each 
one of us), 12.) ( on to con- 
nect this still more closely with the 
person of Chris d., in the circumci- 
sion of Christ, to whom you were united, 
&о.) — buried together (i.e. when you 
were buried: the aorist ретары ав во 
often, is contemporary with the preceding 
past verb) with Him in your baptism (the 
new life being begun at baptism,—an 
image familiar alike to Jews and Chris- 
tians,—the process itself of baptism is re- 
garded as the burial of the former life: 
originally, perhaps, owing to the practice 
of immersion, which would most naturally 
give rise to the idea: but to maintain 
from such a circumstance that immersion 
is necessary in baptism, is surely the 
merest trifling, and a resuscitation of the 
very ceremonial spirit which the Apostle 

ourryepOnpey 

here is arguing against. As reasonably 
might it be argued, from the àwéxBvcis 
here, that nakedness was an essential in 
that sacrament. The things represented 
by both belong to the essentials of 

e Christian life: the minor details of the 
sacrament which corresponded to them, 
may in different ages or climates be varied ; 
but the spiritual figures remain. At the 
same time, if circumstances concurred,— 
е. g. a climate where the former і 
was always safe, und a part of the world, 
or time of life, where the latter would be 
no shock to decency,—there- can be no 
question that the external proprieties of 
baptism ought to be complied with. And 
on this principle the baptismal services of 
the Church of England are constructed) ; 
in which (i.e. baptism: not, as Mey. 
and so most expositors], is whom,’ i.e. 

rist. For, although it is tempting 
enough to regard the Фф» & ral as parallel 
with the ёи $ ка! above, we should be 
thus introducing а second and se e 
leading idea into the argument, manifestly 
occupied with one leading idea, viz. the 
completeness of your Christian circum- 
cision,— cf. ёкроВистіф again below,—as 
realized in your baptism: whereas on this 
hypothesis we should be breaking off from 
baptism altogether,—for there would be 
no link to connect the present sentence 
with the former, but we must take up 
again from éfouvelas. This indeed is freely 
confessed by Mey., who holds that all allu- 
sion to baptism 1з at an end here, and that 
the following is a benefit conferred by 
Fait as separate from baptism. But see 
below. His objection, that if ё» $ applied 
to baptism, it would not co d to the 
rising again, which should be é£ o$, or at 
all events the unlocal 8, ob, arises from the 
too precise materialization of the image. 
As dv before did not necessarily apply to 
the mere going under the water, but to the 
process of the sacrament, so ¢» now does 
not necessarily apply to the coming up out 
of the water, but also to the process of the 
sacrament. In it, we both die and rise 
again,—both unclothe and are clothed) 
ye were also raised again with Him (not 
your material, but your spiritual resarrec- 
tion is in the foreground : it is bound on, 
it is true, to His material resurrection, and 
brings with it in the background, yours: 
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but in the spiritual the material is in- 
cluded and taken for granted, as usual in 
Scripture) by (means of: the mediate, not 
the efficient cause ; the hand which held on, 
not the plank that saved. I &m quite un- 
able to see why this illustration is, as Ellic. 
states, “in more than one respect, not 
dogmatically satisfactory." Surely it is 
dogmatically exact to say that Faith is the 
hand by which we lay hold on Christ the 
Ark of our refuge) your faith in (so 
Chrys. Thdrt., Œc., Thl, Erasm., Beza, 
Calv., Grot., Est., Corn.-a-lap., Mey., al., 
Beng. [‘fides est (opus) operationis di- 
vine’), al, and Lather. W. under- 
stands faith wrought by God [ durch ben 
Glauben ben Gott wirtet; Luth.: mittelſt 
des Glaubens Kraft der Wirkſamkeit 
Gottes, De W. J. But both usage and the 
context are against this. The genitive after 
wlorss is ever [against Ellic. here] of the 
object of faith, see reff., and on Eph. i. 
19) the operation of God (in Christ —that 
mighty power by which the Father raised 
Him, cf. Rom. viii. 11; f» évfpynker èy 
xpiorg, Eph. i. 20) who raised Him from 
the (mio reVovres yàp тӯ ToU Oeo 
Surdues xposudvouey thy dedoraciw, êv- 
€xupoy Éyorres тоб Beoórov xpucToU Thy 
à»derasiww. Thdrt. But there is very 
much more asserted than the mere pos- 
névew thy dvdoracw—the power of God 
in raising the dead to life is one and the 
same in our Lord and in us—the physical 
power exerted in Him is not only a pledge 
of the same physical power to be exerted 
in us, but a condition and assurance of a 
spiritual power already exerted in us, 
whereby we are in spirit risen with Christ, 
the physical resurrection being included 
and taken for granted in that other and 
greater опе); 12—15.] Application, 
first to the (Gentile) Colossians, then to 
all believers, of the whole blessedness of 
this participation in Christ's resurrection, 
and assertion of the antiquation of the 

12 m 17. 
c d e m 17 vulg eth Thdrt lat-ff: txt ABCDFKN! rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

гес (for ушу) ишу, with LN? (a! ? 
at end ad 

law, and subjection of all secondary 
powers to Christ. And you, who were 
for ровара more strictly, when you were) 

(allusion to ёк [r&v] уекрёу imme- 
diately preceding) in your trespasses (see 
Eph. ii. 1, notes) and (in) the uncireum- 
cision of (i.e. which consisted in: this is 
better than, with Ellic., to the gen. 
as simply possessive) your flesh (i.e. having 
on you still your fleshly sinful nature, the 
carnal preputium which now, as spiritual, 
you have put away. So that, as Mey. 
very properly urges, it is not in йкро- 
Вистіа, but in тў$ caprés, that the ethical 
significance Шев —йкроВистіа being their 
state still, but now indifferent), He (God 
—who, not Christ, is the subject of 
the whole sentence, vv. 13—15. See the 
other side ingeniously, but to me not con- 
vincingly defended in Ellic.’s note here. 
He has to resort to the somewhat lame 
expedient of altering айтф into абтф: and 
even then the sentence would labour under 
the theological indecorum of making our 
Lord not the Resumer of His own Life 
merely, but the very Worker of acts which 
are by Himself and His Apostles always 
redicated of the Father. It will be seen 
y the whole translation and exegesis 

which follows, that I cannot for a moment 
accept the view which makes Christ the 
subject of these clauses) quickened you 
(this repetition of the personal pronoun is 
by no means unexampled, cf. Aristoph. 
Acharn. 391,—»ü» ody дє ярӧтоу ярі» 
Aéyew dare | фускеибтасбаїй р’ olov 
&@Aidraroy: see also Soph. (Ed. Col, 
1407: Demosth. p. 1225. 16—19. Bern- 
hardy, p. 275 f.) together with Him 
(Christ: brought you up,—objectively at 
His Hesurrection, and d iiid when 
you were received among His people, — out 
of this death. The question as to the 
reference, whether to spiritual or physical 
resurrection, is answered by remembering 
that the former includes the latter), having 
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forgiven (the aorist participle [which aor. 
* having forgiven’ isin English, we having 
but one past active participle] is here not 
contemporaneous with cuve(wor. but ante- 
cedent : this forgiveness was an act of God 
wrought once for all in Christ, cf. $uiv 
below, and 2 Cor. v. 19; Eph. iv. 32) us 
(be here passes from the particular to the 
general —from the Colossian Gentiles to all 
believers) all our ons (& rr 
vexpórnra rolei, Chrys. : but this, though 
true, makes the xaptodu. apply to the 
ovve(., which it does not), having wiped 
out (contemporary with xapioduervos—in 
fact the same act explained in its condi- 
tions and details. On the word, see reff., 
and Plat. Rep. vi. p. 501, 7d uiv б», olua:, 
ёёалефоіеу, Td 86 dA ёуурфо >»: Dem. 
468. 1, e duets Fri oxoweire el xph той- 
тоу [тфу "био, 4 алейре, ко) ob ж4Аш 
B«BoóA evo&« ;) the handwriting in decrees 
(cf. the similar expression Tò» vóuorv T&v 
uro dv 8бурас:у, Eph. ii. 15, and 
notes. Here, the force of -ypapov passes 
gn to the dative, as if it were 7d yeypap- 
udo тоз Bóyuasw—cf. Plato, Ep. vii. 
p. 343 a, к. тайта els dueraxiynrov, d 3} 
тйтхе: Tà уєурацибуа roxas. This ex- 
pauses of the construction is negatived 
y Ellicott, on the ground of хербурафоз 

being “а synthetic compound, and appa- 
rently incapable of such a decomposition :” 
referring to Donaldson, Gram. § 369 
[it is $ 377]. But there it is laid down 
that in synthetic compounds of this kind, 
the accent makes the difference between 
transitive and intransitive, without any 
assertion that the verbal element may not 
pass on in the construction. If xeipóypa- 
фо» means written by hands, then surely 
the element in which the writing consists 
may follow. Meyer would make the dative 
instrumental: but it can be so only in а 
very modified sense, the contents taken as 
the instrument whereby the sense is con- 
veyed. The хербүр. represents the whole 
law, the obligatory bond which was against 
us [see below}, and is apparently used be- 
cause the Decalogue, representing that law, 
was written on tables of stone with the 
finger of God. The most various interpre- 

for gpxev, пре DF a be fg h k Orig 

tations of it have been given. Calv., Вега, 
al., understand it of the mere ritual las: 
Calov., of the moral, against 4érre và 
raparr. above: Luther, Zwingl., al, of 
the law of conscience. Thdrt.’s view is 
very curious: he pare an т^ хербур. to 
mean our human y,—d -Toírv» Orbs 
Adyos, T)» fyuerépay pisi» åvaħaßér, 
wdons abrhy áuaprías ё\єубёрау édóAate, 
к. effAenbe тд wands Фф hay d» айту 
yerdueva TG» bpAnudrey He 
urges as an objection to the usual inter- 
pretation, that the law was for Jews, not 
Gentiles, whereas the Apostle says каб 
zus. But this is answered by remem- 
bering, that the law was just as much 
against the Gentiles as against the Jews: 
it stood in their way of approach to God, 
see Rom. iii. 19: through it they would 
be compelled to come to Him, and by it, 
whether written on stone or on fleshy 
tablets, they were condemned before Him. 
Chrys., (Ec. Thl., al, would understand 
Tb хербурафоу D drolnce p “Addn 5 
Oeds eixbv J by judpg pdyps awd vov 
ku, Ard y- but this is against the 
whole anti- judaistie turn of the sentence) 
which was hostile to us (the repetition of 
the sentiment already contained in каб 
jay seems to be made by way of stronger 
emphasis, as against the false teachers, 
reasserting and invigorating the fact that 
the law was no help, but а bindrance to 
us. There does not appear to be any 
force of vubcontrarius in sdrevarries ; 
Mey. refers, besides reff., to Herod. iii. 80, 
Tb 8 bwevavrioy ToÜTov eis robs woAshras 
wépuxe—to swevayricryns, Diog. Laert. 
x. 77: бтеуаутіоиа, Aristot. poet. xxvi. 
22: бӧтеғаут(ссіѕ, Demosth. 1405. 18) 
апд (not only so, but) has taken it (the 
handwriting s£seif, thus obliterated) away 
G. e. ‘from out of the way,’ cf. reff.: Dem. 
e corona, p. 354, Tò xarapetderGa: к. 

Be? Ex Opay т: Adyew dveAdvras ёк uéaov: 
other places in Kypke, ii. 323: and the 
contrary expression, Dem. 682. 1,—od3é» 
à» jv dv uéco rene Huds трт Kap- 
diarods dn), by (contem 
with the beginning of $pxe») it to the 
cross (“since by the death of Christ on 

ABCDF 
KLaed 
e def. 
ҺЕ ш 
nol? 
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уратісгу év * rappnoig, ' доар[Зеосас avro)c Ev айт. (Sve, 

ver. 11.) 
‚ t= Eph. i. 21 

е Eph. lii. 19 reff. 

15. aft awexBucapevos ins тту сарка, omg Tas apxas ка, F Hil, Pac; so, but re- 
taining T. арх. «., Syr goth Hil 
eavre G, in semetipso latt lat-f: (rec 

Aug. 
has ќу абтф): ev To uA (interpretation o 

ebr¢) Orig, Ath Chr Thdrt Macar Epiph (Ec. [licet in aliis ezemp 

ins xa: bef eSecyparicey B. ey 

laribus habeatur in 
semetipso sed apud Gracos habetur tn ligno Orig in Josh. Hom. viii. 8, vol. ii. p. 416.] 

the cross the condemna law lost its 
hold on us, inasmuch as Christ by this 
death bore the curse of the law for man- 
kind [Са]. iii. 13],—in the fact of Christ 
being nailed to the Cross the Law was 
nailed thereon, in so far as, by Christ's 
crucifixion, it lost its obligatory power 
and ceased to be de џќсф.” Meyer. Chrys. 
finely says, obbapoU oÓrws peyaropdves 
éQ0é-ytaro. gs owovdhy той kparıoði- 
уш TÒ хер. v txothoato; olor wárres 
query bg’ auapriay x. xóAcciww, ards 
wodag@els truce к. Thy lay к. Thy 
nédaow dxoddaty. Bà d» TQ cravp$). 

15.) The utmost care must be 
taken to interpret this verse according to 
the requirements of grammar and of the 
context. The first seems to me to neces- 
sitate the rendering of d&wex8vodpevos, 
not, as the great majority of Commentators, 
‘having spoiled’ (йтекдбсаѕ), а meaning 
unexainpled for the middle, and precluded 
by the plain usage, by the Apostle himself, 
a few verses below, ch. iii. 9, of the same 
word drexSucduevot,— but ‘having put 
off, ‘divested himself of. Then the 
second must guide us to the meaning of 
was åpxàs xal rig fovctas. Most Com- 
mentators have at once assumed these to 
be the infernal powers, or evil angels: re- 
lying on Eph. vi. 12, where undoubtedly 
euch is the ific reference of these gene- 
ral terms. But the terms being general, 
such specific reference must be determined 
by the context of each passage,—or, in- 
died, there may be no such specific re- 
ference at all, but thoy may be used in 
their fullest general sense. Now the words 
have occurred before in this very passage, 
ver. 10, where Christ is exalted as tho 
repaih rden ёрхйз x. dLoveías : and it 
is hardly possible to avoid connecting our 
present expression with that, seeing thut 
in тёз ápxàs к. тёз étovcías the articles 
seem to contain a manifest reference to it. 
Now, what is the context? Is it in any 
way relevant to the fact of the law being 
antiquated by God in the great Sacrifice 
of the atonement, to say that He, in that 
act (or, according to others, Christ in that 
act), spoiled and triumphed over the in- 

Jernal potentates? Or would the follow- 
ing оф» deduce any legitimate inference 
from such a fact ? But, suppose the matter 
to stand in this way. The law was &a- 
vayels B? Фууу (Gal. iii. 19: cf. Acts 
vii. 53), à ёг ёууёлаәу AadrnGels Adyos 
s li. 2): cf. also Jos. Antt. xv. 6. 3, 
L|» та káAAwTa Taw Doynárow, к. тё 
do H тё» dv тоз эбдо; 8: AyyéAev 
rap T. 000 paddrrey >—they were the 
promulgators of the xeipé-ypagoy Tois $фу- 
кат». In that promulgation of theirs, 
God was pleased to reveal Himself of old. 
That writing, that investiture, so to speak, 
of God, was first wiped out, soiled and 
rendered worthless, and then nailed to 
the Croes—abrogated and suspended there. 
Thus God ёжеге8бсато ras àpxàs к. ras 
éfovolas—divested Himself of, put off from 
Himself, that ayyéAwy 8:aTayh, manifest- 
ing Himself henceforward without a veil 
in the exalted Person of Jesus. And the 
act of triumph, by which God has for ever 
subjected principality and power to 
Christ, and made Him to be the only 
Head of His people, in whom they are 
complete, was that sacrifice, whereby all 
the law was accomplished. In that, the 
&pxal к. éfovsía: were all subjected to 
Christ, all plainly declared to be power- 
less as regards His work and His people, 
and triumphed over by Him, see Phil. ii. 
8, 9: Eph. i. 20, 21. No difficulty need 
be created, on this explanation, by the ob- 
jection, that thus more prominence would 
te given to angelic agency in the law 
than was really the fact: the answer is, 
that the prominence which is given, is 
owing to the errors of the false teachers, 
who had evidently associated the Jewish 
observances in some way with the worship 
of angels: St. Paul’s argument will go 
only to this, that whatever part the an- 
gelic powers may have had, or be sup- 
posed to have had, in the previous dis- 
pensation, all such interposition was now 
entirely at an end, that dispensation itself 
being once for all antiquated and put 
away. Render then,—putting off (by the 
absence of a copula, the vigour of the sen- 
tence is increased. The participle is con- 
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C11 EM. Шри кореп тоотиас-п саВате», edeti 
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v. 23. 
1 Pet. i1. 14. 

1— Бош xiv. 17. 1 Cor. тШ. 4 4 Cor. іх.10. Heb. хіі. 16 (John iv. р" NM bis, 56. Matt. vi. 19, 30) on. 

1 Pet. iv. 10 v. г.) only. De 
XVIII. 21 ) E n 

p plur, Matt. xil. 1, &c. Luke iv. 10 al. 
70. Acta v. 18) only t. (Job xiv. 2.) 

k John vi. 55. Rom. xiv. 17 only. Dan. i. 
mosth. 636. 5, 008. 94. 

XIII. 31. 2 Chron. iL 4. XXII. 3. o 
q = Heb. vill. 8. x. 1 (Matt. iv. 16. Mark iv. 3$. Luke 

т Heb. x. 1. 

. Gen. 
. 1 = 3 Сог. Ul le iz. a 

m Paul, here only. Matt. xxvi. Б al. fr. in Gospp. 
here oniy. 

в so Jos. B. J. ii. 3. 6, екй» artnedpevee 
BaciA eias, йс йртаое» арт T сёра. Philo de conf. ling. 87, vol. L p. 634, тё né» рита tee ypneudo 
ret трае é tardi сирате» (vat. 

16. *rec ij (to suit the rest of the sentence), with ACDFELN rel vulg syr goth 
Orig, Eus, Mcion-e, Auga Ambr: txt B (Syr) copt Orig, Jer Aug, Тїсһ.—ка voup. 
ка caf. d et (4 times) Mcion-t. 
veounr. BF 1. 

vovuņnria т caBBare DIF Mcion-e.— 

17. *rec d, with ACDKLN rel vulg(and F. lat) syrr Orig Eus, Aug, : txt BF spec 
copt goth Epiph Ambrst Aug. 
ABCN! m (Ec, o xpioros Syr. 

temporary with Яркеу above, and thus 
must not be rendered ‘having put off") 
the governments and powers (before 
spoken of, ver. 10, and ch. i. 16: see 
above) He (Сор, who is the subject 
throughout: see also ch. iii. 8:— not 
Christ, which would awkwardly introduce 
two subjects into the sentence) exhibited 
them (as completely subjected to Christ ;— 
not only put them away from Himself, 
but shewed them as placed under Christ. 
There seems no reason to attach the sense 
of putting to shame [жарабегудат!ст с to 
the simple verb. That this sense is in- 
volved in Matt. i. 19, is owing to the cir- 
cumstances of the context) in (element of 
the Seryparioa) openness (of speech; de- 
claring and revealing by the that 
there is none other but Christ the Head 
wdons àpxĝs к. éLovoías) triumphing 
over them (as in 2 Cor. ii. 14, we are 
said [see note there] to be led captive in 
Christ's triumph, our real victory being 
our defeat by Him,—so here the prin- 
cipalities and powers, which are next 
above us in those ranks of being which 
are all subjected to and summed up in 
Him) in Him (Christ: not ‘in it, viz. 
the cross, which gives a very feeble mean- 
ing after the èyelpavros atrév, and cvv- 
«(wow. gb» аўтф above). The ordinary 
interpretation of this verse has been at- 
tempted by some to be engrafted into the 
context, by understanding the херќбур. of 
a guilty conscience, the &px. к. dt. as the 
infernal powers, the accusers of man, and 
the scope of the exhortation as being to 
dissuade the Colossians from fear or wor- 
ship of them. So Neander, in a para- 
phrase (Denkwiirdigkeiten, p. 12) quoted 
by Conyb. and Howson, edn. 2, vol. ii. 
p. 478 note. But manifestly this is against 
the whole spirit of the passage. It was 

om rov DFKL? rel Chr Thdrt Damasc Thl : ins 

Opnoxela tev dyyéAwv to which they 
were tempted—and оі Aye can bear 
no meaning but the angels of God. 
16—233.]| More specific warning against 
Jalse teachers (see summary on ver. 1), 
and that first (vv. 16, 17) with reference 
to legal observances and abstinence. 
16.] Let no one therefore (because this is 
so— that ye are complete in Christ, and 
that God in Him hath put away and dis- 
pensed with all that is secondary and inter- 
mediate) jadge you (pronounce judgment 
of right or wrong over you, sit in judgment 
on you) in (reff.) eating (not, in St. Paul's 
usage, meat [ Bpsua], see те. ; in John iv. 
82; vi. 27, 55, it seems to have this signi- 
fication. Mey. quotes Il. т. 210, Od. а. 
191, Plat. Legg. vi. p. 783 0, to shew that 
in classical Greek the meanings are some- 
times interchanged. The same is true of 
wéors and wópa) and (or ог) in drinking 
(i. e. in the matter of the whole cycle of 
legal ordinances and prohibitions which 
regarded eating and drinking : these two 
words being perhaps taken not separately 
and literally, —for there does not appear 
to have been in the law any special pro- 
hibition against drinks, — but as forming 
together & category in ordinary parlance. 
If however it is desired to press each word, 
the reference of бс: must be to the 
Nazarite yow, Num. vi. 3), or in respect 
(reff. : Chrys. and Thdrt. give it the extra- 
ordinary meaning of in part, —4» ue. 
doprtjs ой "yàp 8h xárra катєҳо> тё - 
тера: Moy. explains it, in the category of 
—which is much the same as the explana- 
tion in the text) of а feast or new-moon or 
sabbaths (i. e. yearly, monthly, or weekl 
celebrations ; see reff.), 1T.) whiok 
(if the sing. be read, the relative may refer 
either to the aggregate of the observances 
mentioned, or to the last mentioned, i. e. 
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ио Meidiov xaraBpafevÜLvra, Demosth. Mid. p. 644 ult. (Арай., ch. 11. 18.) 
ngs xvill. 22. 1 Kings v. 26 8 Kings x. 0. 2 Chron (1) 3 Pet. tii. 5. 

tbe Sabbath. Or it may be singular by 
attraction, and refer to all, just as if it 
were plural, see Matt. xii. 4) is (or as in 
rec. are: not, ‘twas,’ or were: he speaks 
of them in their nature, abstractedly) 
a shadow (not, a sketch, скісурафіа or 
-¢npa, which meaning is precluded by 
the term opposed being capa, not the 
finished picture,—but literally the sha- 
dow: see below) of things to come (the 
blessings of the Christian covenant: these 
are the substance, and the Jewish ordi- 
nances the mere type or resemblunce, as 
the shadow is of the living man. But 
we must not, as Mey., press the 80 
far as to imagine the shadow to be cast 
back by the ra 4éAAorra going before 
[cf. also Thdrt., somewhat differently, 
wpodapfdve: 84 ў скій rd сёра &vlo xor- 
Tos TOU petós ёз elvai скійу ид» 175 
duo, сёра Bè rh» xdpw, ффз 06 rò» 
8ескбтту xpuwróv]: nor with the same 
Commentator, interpret rà» ead. of the 
yet future blessings of the state follow- 
ing the wapovola,—for which dor (see 
above] gives no ground. Nor again must 
we imagine that the obscurity [Suicer, 
al.] of the Jewish dispensation is alluded 
to, there being no subjective comparison 
instituted between the two,—only their 
objective relation stated); but the body 
(the substance, of which the other is the 
shadow) belongs to Christ (i.e. the sub- 
stantial blessings, which those legal ob- 
servances typified, are attached to, brought 
in by, found in union with, Christ : see on 
the whole figure Heb. viii. 5; x. 1). We 
may observe, that if the ordinance of the 
Sabbath had been, i» any form, of lasting 
obligation on the Christian church, it 
would have been quite impossible for the 
Apostle to have spoken thus. The fact 
of an obligatory rest of one day, whether 
the seventh or the first, would have been 
directly in the teeth of his assertion here: 
the holding of such would have been still 
to retain the shadow, while we possess the 
substance. And no answer can be given 
to this by tbe transparent special-plead- 
ing, that he is speaking only of that 
which was Jewish in such observances; 
the whole argument being general, and 
the axiom of ver. 17 universally applicable. 

I cannot see that Ellicott in loc. 
has at all invalidated this. To hold, as 
he does, that the sabbath was a cid of 
the Lord's dag, is surely to fall into the 
same error as we find in the title of 1 Cor. 
x. in our authorized bibles,—‘ The Jewish 

Vor. IH. : 

(2) 1 
a see note 

.1x.8. Ps. GN M d i 

Sacraments were types of ours.’ The 
antitype is not to found in another 
and a higher type, but in the eternal 
verity which both shadow forth. An 
extraordinary punctuation of this verse 
was proposed by some mentioned by 
Chrys.: of ud ойу rovro crí(ovci, Tò 84 
capa, Хрістод. ў 84 ёлћдеа ёх) xpurroU 
yéyover of 8%, Tb $ copa христо Al: 
биаз катаВраВеоќто” and Aug. ep.149 [59]. 
27, vol. ii. p. 841 f., has ‘corpus antem 
Christi nemo vos convincat. Turpe est, 
inquit . . . ut cum sitis corpus Christi, 
seducamini umbris. No wonder that the 
same father should confess of the passage, 
*nec ego sine caligine intelligo. 
18—23. ] See above warning, 2ndly, with 
reference to angel-worship and asce- 
ticism. 18.] Let no one of pur- 
pose (such is by far the best renderi 
of d- to tale it with caragpag. an 
understand it precisely as in ref. 2 Pet. 
And thus apparently Thl.: 0éAovei» spas 
xaraBpaBeóew 8:4 татеуофрс. Mey. 
pronounces this meaning ganz unpafiend,’ 
and controverts the brought to 
defend it; omitting penc ref. 2 Pet. 
So also does Ellicott, believing it to 
“impute to the false teachers a frightful 
and indeed suicidal malice, which is nei- 
ther justified by the context, nor in any 
way credible." But his own “ desiring 
to do it” is hardly distinguishable from 
that other: nor does it at all escape the 
imputation of motive which he finds so 
improbable. But surely it is altogether 
relevant, imputing to the false teachers 
not only error, but insidious designs also. 
Others take @éAwy with фу rar., keeping 
however its reference as above, and under- 
standing, as Phot. in Œc., тобто тошу 
after it. So Thdrt., тодто Tolyu» rvv- 
eBotrAevoy dkeivoi у(уєсда: ramewoppoaóvg 
0n0e» Kexpnudvor,—Calv., ‘volens id fa. 
cere,'—Mey., Eadie, al. This latter, after 
Bengel, assigns as his reason for adopting 
this view, that the participles o Aus, 
au Bar οõ., $uciobuevos, cpr, form a 
series, This however is not strictly true 
—for 0éAw» would stand іп a position 
of emphasis which does not belong to the 
next two: rather should we thus expect 
év rar. OA к. Op. rà» йуу. I cannot 
help thinking this rendering flat and 
spiritless. Others again suppose a barsh 
Hebraism, common in the LXX Treff., 
especially Ps. cxlvi. 10], but not found 
in the N. T. by which 6éAew d» is 
put for з усп, to have pleasure in.“ So 
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* 18. om ey N' : ins N-corr!. 

so B'CDN.] 

Aug., Est. Olsh., al. The principal ob- 
jection to this rendering here is, that it 
would be irrelevant. Not the delight 
which the false teacher takes in his raz. 
&c., but the fact of it as operative on the 
Colossians, and its fleshly sources, are ad- 
duced) defraud you of your prize (see reff. 
Demosth. Mey. points out the difference 
between xatrafp., a fraudulent adjudica- 
tion with hostile intent against the person 
wronged, and wapafpafetew, which is 
merely, as Thdrt. explains this, &Bíxes 
ВраВєбеу. So Polyb. xxiv. 1. 12, reves 
8° Фукаћадутеѕ Tois xpluacw, &s wapa- 
BeBpaBevuévois, dia elparros той ФА- 
(ктоо тоф DikacTds. Supplying this, 
which Chrys. has not marked, we may 
take bis explanation: xaraBpafevOijra: 
ydp ёстіу bray тар érépov uiv ñ viin, 
тар érdépww de Tb BpaBeiov. Zonaras 
ives it better, in Suicer ii. 49: катођВр. 
art, Tb ph Tbv ик}таута 00у тоб 

BpaBelov, АЛА érépp &$буш айтб, йф- 
xovuévov ToU wxhoaytos. This depri - 
vation of their prize, and this wrong, 
they would suffer at the hands of those 
who would draw them away from Christ 
the giver of the prize [2 Tim. iv. 8. 
James i. 19. 1 Pet. v. 4], and lower 
them to the worship of intermediate 
spiritual beings. The various meanings, 
—‘ne quis brabeuts potestatem usur- 
pans atque adeo abutens, vos currentes 
moderetur, perperamque prsscribat quid 
sequi quid fugere debeatis premium 
accepturi’? [Beng.],— nemo adversum 
vos rectoris partes sibi ultro sumat’ 
[Beza and similarly  Corm.-a-Lap.], — 
‘premium, id est libertatem a Christo 
indultam, exigere" [Grot.),—are all more 
or less departures from the meaning of 
the word) in (as the element and sphere 
of his xurafpaB.) humility (ofpecis Fy 
жалай Aeyórror туйу Bri ой Bei Tbv 
хрістђу ётікалеіс да: eis Воћђдеау, À els 
wposa'ye'yhv thy xpos roy Gedy, àxAà 
obs dyyéAous ós Táxa ToU roy xpiordy 
dwixadcioOa: vf тё elpnudva uel(ovos 
Ürros THs juerépas atlas. тойто 8 rdxa 
Tarewoupevos ÉAeyov, Zonaras in canon 
85 of the Council of Laodicea, in Suicer i. 

. 45. Similarly Thdrt., Aéyoyres ds 
patos ё raw Brow Oeds, йуефиктбз тє к. 

dxardAnwros, к. проѕћке 814 тё» dy- 

Opnoxia CDF 17. 
before ayyeAwy: marked for erasure by N-corr!. 
СО: КІМ: rel vulg syrr goth Orig Chr Tbdrt Damasc Lueif 
om ABD!N! 17. 67? mss-in-Aug spec copt Orig-edd Tert Lucif Ambrst. 

for avrov, aura NI: txt N-corri. 

Ni has written peAAorror 
rec aft & ins uy (see note), with 

Orig-int Aug; оик F: 
[eopaxer, 

{Ашу thy bear ebudveray ярауратебєс- 
дс. Aug. Conf. x. 48, vol. i. p. 807, 
says: “Quem invenirem, qui me recon- 
ciliaret tibi? abeundum mihi fuit ad 
angelo? . . . . multi conantes ad te 
redire, neque per se ipsos valentes, sicut 
audio, tentaverunt hsc, et inciderunt in 
desiderium curiosarum visionum, et digni 
habiti sunt illusionibus.” So that no 
ironical sense need be supposed) and (ex- 
plicative, or appending a specific form of 
the general raweiwoQp.) worship of the 
angels (genitive objective, ‘worship paid 
to the holy angels: not subjective, as 
Schóttg. Luther, Rosenm., al.: cf. Joa. 
Апі. viii. 8. 4, ToU раоё к. Ts Өрт- 
arelas rhs dv abrQ ToU Geov; Justin M. 
cohort. ad Grœe. § 38, p. 35,—érl тў» r&v 
и) бебу érpdryncay Opnonelay. With 
reference to the fact of the existence 
of such teaching at Colossm, Thdrt. 
gives an interesting notice: of тф 
Guyryopovyres xa) Tobs ayyéAous ee 
abrois elswyoürro, 8:4 тобтюу  Aéyorres 
Sede. roy убцоу. рее 84 Tovro rd 
wdOos ё тӯ Фриуіс к. Ito рур woa- 
Лод. ob 8) xdpw к. соғеЛбобоа ссуодот 
dv Aaodicela тїз Spvylas эб кєкбльке 
Tb Tois A wposevxeobar к. uéxpi 
8 ToU viv ейктуріа той &ylov Miyak 
wap’ ёкеіуогѕ к. Tois dudpots cel derb 
Bew. The canon of the council of Lao- 
dicea [A. p. 860] runs thus: od der xpte - 
ae t éyxatadrelrery th» = éxxAnolay 
той беоў, к. rte, к. &yyéAovs èro- 
páer, к. curábes жое, wep àr- 
Tyópevrai. ef Tis. обу єўрє@ў табту TB xe- 
kpupuévy elBeAoAarpelg oxor\d(ew, bore 
ёуббера, Sri yxardarcre rèy кӧр. dp. 
Ч. xp. T. vl. ToU dc, к. eiBeAoAarpelg 
wpos3A0e. See, for an account of subse- 
quent legends and visions of the neigh- 
bourhood, Conyb. and Hows., ii. p. 480, 
note, edn. 2), —standing on the 
which he hath seen (an inhabitant of, 
insistens on, the realm of sight, not of 
faith: as Aug. above, "incidens in de- 
siderium curiosarum visionum." First a 
word respecting the reading. The д} of 
the rec. and ob of others, seem to me to 
have been unfortunate insertions from 
misunderstanding the sense of dre 
That it may mean ‘prying into, would 
be evident from the simplest metaphorical 

edefg 
hkim 
по 17 
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а =» Rom. i. 28. xli. 2. 

1 Macc. xii. 
25 al3. only. 
ToAunpor: 
Фи Barevey 
THe йтерг- 

Cor. iv. 6, &c y Gal. Hi. & ref. 21 . 
b = Actalli. 11. Cant. Ш. 4. 

e Eph. 1. 23 reff. d Phil. Ні, 20. constr. gender, 1 Tim. Ul. 16. e Eph. iv. 
B „„ XIII. 2 al. fr.) f Acts vill. 38. Eph. lv. 8. ch. Ш. 14 only. Іза. тін. 6. 

18. aft кефалту ins xpurroy D! syr arm Novat. 

application of its primary meaning of 
treading or entering on: but whether it 
does so mean here, must be determined 
by the context. And it surely would be 
а strange and incongruous expression for 
one who was advocating a religion of 
JSaith,—whose very charter is pacdpio: of 
BY iBórres x. wemiorevxdétes,—to blame a 
man or а teacher for ё pi éópaxev ¿ußa- 
тебе, placing the defect of sight in 
the very emphatic forefront of the charge 

inst him. Far rather should we expect 
that one who 8:4 wlorews wepiexdre:, ob 
ёа edo, would state of such teacher as 
one of his especial faults, that he å ёдраке» 
éveBdrevey, found his status, his stand- 
ing-point, in the realm of sight. And 
to this what follows corresponds. This 
insisting on his own visual experience is 
the result of fleshly pride as contrasted 
with the spiritual mind. Of the other 
meanings of éuSaretew, that of ‘coming 
into possession of property,’ ‘inheriting,’ 
might be suitable, but in this sense it is 
usually constructed with els, cf. Demosth. 
1085. 24, 1086. 19. The ordinary mean- 
ing is far the best here: see reff., and 
cf. Ach. Pers. 448—э›ўсоз.... hy ô 
ф‹Абхороз$ Nay éuBareóe, Eur. Electr. . 
595—xaclyynroy euBaretoca: wéAw [this 
view I still maintain as against Elli- 
cott]) vainly (groundlessly. efi must 
not be joined with éuBar. as De W., 
Conyb., al..—for thus the emphasis of 
that clause is destroyed: see above) 
paffed up (no inconsistency with the 
vawewodp. above: for as Thdrt. says, Th» 
pay pins aea ToU Bè Tí$ov Tb wdfos 
áxpiBés перќкеуто) by (as the working 
principle in him) the mind (intent, bent 
of thought and apprehension) of his own 
flesh (órd capkucgs Diarolas, ob wvevpa- 
Turis, Chrys. But as usual, this adjec- 
tival rendering misses the point of the 
expression, — the Sid»o:a is not only sap- 
auch, but is rhs capxós—tho cdpt, the 
ordinary sensuous principle, is the fons 
of the »o)s— which therefore dwells in 
the region of visions of the man's own 
seeing, and does not in true humility 
hold the Head and in faith receive grace 
as one of His members, I have ое. 

abroõ rather more strongly than by ‘his’ 
only : its expression conveys certainly some 
idea of self-will. On the psychological 
propriety of the expression, see Ellicott’s 
note), 19.] and not (objective negu- 
tive source of his error) holding fast (see 
ref. Cant. The want of firm holding of 
Christ has set him loose to éuBareóciw & 
éépaxev) the Head (Christ: see on Eph. 
i. 22. Each must hold fast the Head for 
himself, not merely be attached to the 
other members, however high or eminent 
in the Body), from whom (better than 
with Mey., ‘from which,’ viz. the Head, — 
Christ, according to him, being referred to 
‘nicht perfonlid, fonbern fadlid:’ but if 
so, why not ё fs—what reason would 
there be for any change of gender? The 
only cause for such change must be sought 
in personal reference to Christ, as in ref. 
1 Tim. ; and this view is confirmed by the 
т. аб тп» т. Geov below, shewing that 
the figure and reality are mingled in the 
sentence. Beng. gives as his first alter- 
native, ‘ex quo, sc. tenendo caput:' but 
this would be èr ob, not dt о5. The Head 
itself is the Source of increase: the hold- 
ing it, the means) all the body (in its 
every part: not exactly = ‘the whole 
body, in its entirety, which would, if 
accurately expressed, be 7d way céoua, cf. 
Tbv wdrra хрбуоу, Acts xx. 18,—6 was 
vdo, Gal. v. 14. On the whole passage 
see Eph. iv. 16, an almost exact parallel) 
by means of the joints e against Meyer's 
meaning, ‘nerves,’ on Eph. I. c.) and bands 
(sinews and nerves which bind ther, 
and communicate between, limb and limb) 
being supplied (the passive of the simple 
verb is found in 8 Macc. vi. 40, Polyb. iv. 
77. 2, 5 б 5 
xoprynuévos xpos wpavypáro» катактї- 
N iii. 75. 3; vi. 16. 4 al. The 
фи, denoting continual accession, suits the 
а ыа below) and oompounded (see оп 
"Eph. Notice, as there, the present parti- 
ciples, denoting that the process is now 
going on. Wherewith the body is supplied 
and compounded, is here left to be in- 
ferred, and need not be, as by some Com- 
mentators, minutely pursued into detail. 
It is, as ТЇЇ, rd (9v x. aten rev 
2 
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only t. 
3 At v.16 wx constr., as John vii. 24. 

3. 3 Thess. i. 9. n Gal. iv. 3 reff. 
28 only. 

avia Ni m 44. 108-9-10. 219: txt N-corr!. 

= Rom. vii. 2. ix. 3. 3 Cor. хі. m 
o here only. Esth.1ij.9. Esdr. vl. 34. 3 Macc. х. 8. xv. 
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goth arm Cyr Tert Cypr. 
67? Cbr Thdrt Damasc. 
arm. 

ратиё@з, —as Chrys.,— understanding it 
however after way т) cáua,— xe Tb 
elvai, к. rb xaAGs elvai, The supply is us 
the sap to the vine—as the жата аїс0уо:ѕ 
к. хаста xlynois [Thl.] to the body) in- 
creaseth with (accusative of the cognate 
substantive, see Ellic. and Winer, § 32. 2) 
the increase of God (i.e. ‘the increase 
wrought by God,’—God being the first 
cause of life to the whole, and carrying 
on this growth in subordination to and 
union with the Head, Jesus Christ: not 
as Chrys, merely = xarà бебу, Thy ётё 
Tis *olirelas ris aplorns,—nor to be 
tamed down with Calv., al, to “ signi- 
ficat, non probari Deo quodvis angmentum, 
sed quod ad caput dirigitur.” Still less 
must we adopt the adjectival rendering, 
‘godly growth,’ Conyb., making that an 
attribute of the growth, which is in reality 
its condition of existence). The Roman 
Catholic Commentators, Corn.-a-Lap., Es- 
tius, Bisping, endeavour by all kinds of 
evasions to escape the strong bearing of 
this passage on their following (and out- 
doing) of the heretical practices of the 
Judaizing teachers in this matter of the 
Өрпскеіа тё» dyyéAwyv. The latter (Bisp.) 
remarks, —“‘ It is plain from this passage, 
as indeed from the nature of things, that 
the Apostle is not blaming every honour- 
ing of the angels, but only such honouring 
as put them in the place of Christ. The 
true honouring of the angels and saints is 
after all in every case an honouring of 
Christ their Head.” On this I may re- 
mark 1) that the word ‘honouring’ 
(Verehrung) is simply disingenuous, there 
being no question of honouring, but of 
worship in the strict sense (Opnoxela). 
2) That whatever a Commentator may say 
in bis study, and Romanists may assert 
when convenient to them, the honour and* 
worship actually and practically paid by 
them to angels and saints does by very 
far exceed that paid to Christ their Head. 
'Throughout Papal Europe, the worship of 
Christ among the body of the middle and 
lower orders is fast becoming obliterated, 

rec ins tw bef xpic Te, with k: om ABCDFELN rel 
ins Zia bef r: Dl. 

ins то bef xoopw Е; in hoc mundo D- lat fuld Ambrst. 
aft т: ins там» DF; ет: vulg 

and supplanted by that of His Mother. 
20.] Warning against asceticism. 

If ye died (in your baptism, as detailed 
abore, vv. 11 ff.) with Christ from (a preg- 
nant construction: ‘died, and so were set 
free from: not found elsewhere in N. T.: 
cf. Rom. vi. 2; Gal. ii. 19, where we have 
the dative) the elements (cf. ver. 8: the 
rudimentary lessons, i.e. ritualistic ob- 
servances) of the world (see on ver. 8: 
Christ Himself was set free from these, 
when, being made under thelaw, He at His 
Death bore the curse of the law, and thus 
it was antiquated in Him), why, as liriag 
саре as though you had sot died, 
see Gal. vi. 14) in the world, are ye being 
prescribed to (the active use of the verb, 
* to decree,’ is common in the later classics, 
and occurs in the LXX, and Apocrypha. 
The person to whom the thing is decreed 
or prescribed is put in the dative [2 
Macc. x. 8], so that, according to usage, 
such person may become the subject of 
the passive verb: cf. Thuc. i. 82, йде 
bx’ 'AO0nvalwr — éxiBovAevóneÓn [ €&iBov- 
Хебе tivi},—Herod. vii. 144, al 8$ es 

ойк éxphobncay [ xpicGal тарг), and 
see Kiihner, Gram. ii. p. 35. Some, as 
Bernhardy, p. 346, m d Ellicott, prefer 
considering this form as middle, and give 
it the sense of “doceri vos sinitis.” It 
seems to be of very little consequence 
which we call it; the meaning in either 
case is almost identical: * why is the fact 
so?” or, “why do you allow it?" To my 
mind, the passive here carries more keen, 
because more hidden, rebuke. The à5- 
re she and dsxocrépes0e of 1 Cor. vi. 7 
rest on somewhat different ground. There, 
the voluntary element comes into empbasis, 
and the middle sense is preferable. See 
note there. I cannot see, with Meyer, 
why we should be so anxious to divest 
the sentence of all appearance of blaming 
the Colossians, and cast all its blame on 
the false teachers. The passive [see above] 
would demand a reason for the fact being 
so—‘ Cur ita siti estis, ut .., which is 
just as mach а reproach as the middle 

е 2 è а 
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16. 3 Maco. vi. 90. 
1% а], fr. t = Gal. vl. 8 re 
1v. 9 t, from Isa. xrix. 13. 

y Eph. v. 16. 1 Tim. I. 10 reff. 
a here only. 

‘Cur, sinitis, ut. The active render- 
ings, ‘decr-ta facitis, Melancth. [in Eadie], 
* decerni(is,’ Ambrst. [ib.], are wrong both 
in grammar and in fact. The reference 
эй анан чет. 14 їз ра: They Tm 

ing aga n put under that yeipéyp. which 
was ied out and taken away) “ Handle 
not, neither taste, nor even touch” (it 
will be understood that these words follow 
immediately upon доураті(есбє without 
a stop, as тё Soypari(suera ;—just as the 
inf. in 2 Mace. x. 8. Then as to the 
meaning, — I agree with Calv., Beza, 
Beng., and Meyer in referring all the 
three to meats,—on account mainly of 
vv. 22, 23 [see below], but also of yetoy 
coming as a defining term between the two 
less precise ones &фр and 6fyps. Others 
have referred the three to different objecta: 
&фр and Oiyps variously to meats, or un- 
clean objects, or women: yedoy univer- 
sally to meats. Mey. remarks of the no- 
pee the relation of the three prohi- 
itions is, that the first итд is ‘nec,’ the 

second ‘ne... quidem.’ This would not 
be necessary from the form of the sentence, 
but seems supported by the word 6fyps 
introducing a climax. Wetst. and the Com- 
mentators illustrate 44р and #Гурз as ap- 
plied to meats, by Xen. Cyr. i. 8. 5, bray 
pàr ToU prov фу, [dpe] els obdty thy 
хера &royóuevov, Bray 84 тобтоу Tivds 
Olyps, «b8bs  àwokaüalpp thy xeipa els 
Tà xe:péuaxrpa)—which things (viz. the 
things forbidden) are set (dori гара 
‘whose very nature is...’) all of them 
for destruction (by corruption, see reff.) 
in their consumption (i.e. are appointed 
by the Creator to be decomposed and obli- 
terated with their consumption by us. So 
Thdrt.—«sóés . . . voul(erd ra pèr téy 
48есрбтыу Érrvoua, туй Bà wapdyoua, к. 
ov axoweire és pórov rohr obbév; 
els xéxpow yàp drarra per erai : 
and similarly (Ес. — $00p8 ydp, pno, 
Erdcerrat фу тё Apedperi—Thi., Erasm., 
Luth., Beza, Calv. Grot, Wolf, Olsh., 
Mey., al. The argument in faot is similar 
to that in Matt. xv. 17, and 1 Cor. vi. 13. 

Two other lines of interpretation have 
been followed : 1) that which carries the 
sense on from the three verbs, Handle 
not Фс. things which tend to [moral] cor- 
ruption in their ase.” De W., Baum.- 

IIPOZ KOAAZZAEI®. 

r Heb. xi. 78. xii. $0 only. Ezod. хіх. 13 only. 
ff. u dat m. 
2 Matt. as above 

aw 
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s Matt. хіх. 5. Eph. l. 
„ Кот. хі. 20, 80. v here only t. w Matt, 

Mk. only. Job xxiii. 11, 19 vat. Isa. as above only, 
. MI. 8. m.ix.4al change of gender, Phil. i. I. 

d во h (see note) Acts i. 1. tii. 18. Rom. vil. 12. Gal. 1v. 24. Winer, 3 63. 11. 2 e. 

Crus., al. But this suits neither the collo- 
cation of the words, nor àroxp fee, the 
‘using up,’ ‘consumption,’ which should 
thus rather be xpfce. 2) that which 
makes d refer to 8éyuara, and renders 
‘which 8буџата all tend to [everlasting] 
destruction in their observance ;’ but this 
is just as much against the sense uf àrd- 
xynois, and would rather require Tfpncis, 
if indeed Tj dwroxpfhoes be not super- 
fluous altogether. See these same objec- 
tions urged at greater length in Meyer's 
note)—according to (connects with boy- 
parí(ecüe Mh... Olyns: the subsequent 
clause being a parenthetical remark ; thus 
defining the general term 8é6yyara to con- 
sist in human, not divine commands) the 
commands and systems (58аскаМа is 
the wider term comprising many érrda- 
para. In reff., the wider term is prefixed : 
here, where examples of separate é»rdA- 
para have been given, we rise from them 
to thé system of doctrine of which they are 
a part) of men (not merely дубрётер, 
bringing out the individual authors of 
them, but rà» à». describing them gene- 
rically as buman, not divine. This I would 
press as against Ellic., who views the тё» 
as the art. of correlation, rendered neces- 
sary by rà évrdAuara. But even if this 
usage were to be strictly pressed with such 
a word as dv@pdérwy, the substantive near- 
est to it, SibackaAÍas, has no article), such 
as (riva brings us from the general ob- 
jective, human doctrines and systems, to 
the specific subjective, the particular sort 
of doctrines and systems which they were 
following: q.d., ‘and that, such sort of 
бут. к. 8:8аск. ав...) are possessed of 
(€orly Ixorra does not exactly = Éxei, but 
betokens more the abiding attribute of 
these 3óyuara —‹ enjoy, as we say) а гө. 
putation (Aóyor fxe: occurs in vanoas 
meanings. Absolutely, it may signify 
‘avoir raison,’ as Demosth. p. 204, for: 
8 Tovro or иёу dxodcas Лбуоу e 
Éxor, which meaning is obviously out of 

e here:—as is also *£o take account 
of,’ Herod. i. 62, 'Абууаѓо: 8$ of ёк тод 

«os, fos... . . Aéyor оф$фуа elxov. 
But the meaning ‘to have the repute of,’ 
found Herod. v. 66, KAeir@éyns . . . . 
Sswep 3h Adyor {уе rh» MvOlny дуате?- 
са: [*is said to have influenced the 
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(rà kasvd т» brodnucdrey à» Tul Tews $c rey, Lucian de merced, cond. 17. Wetat.) 
nly. Exod. xvi. 8 aL 

IT. 23. 

čyovra софіас tv ° :0:Хобопокиа кої ° татнуофоовоку 
kai “agedia ошнатос, ovk ‘tv тшу тон; r © sÀn- 

apedea B: txt CDFELN rel. (A defective.) 

Pythia'],—and Plat. Epinomis, p. 987 b, 
$ ui» yap iwspópos €aepós тє фу abrbs 
"Афродіттт «Туш rxeddy Exe: Абуоу [* Ve- 
neris esse dicitur, as Ficinus ],—mani- 
festly fits the context here, and is adopted 
by most Commentators) indeed (the Ae 
solitarium leaves the 84 to be supplied b 
the reader, or gathered from what fol- 
lows. It is implied by it, not by the 
mere phrase Абуоу xe [see the exam- 
ples above], that they had the repute only 
without the reality) of wisdom in (ele- 
ment of its repute) voluntary worship 
(words of this form are not uncommon: 
во we have éüeAowpólevos, a volunteer 
or self-constituted proxenus, in Thuc. iii. 
70,—40eAokeéw, to pretend to be deaf, 
Strab. i. p. 36,—460eAobovA«la, voluntary 
slavery, Plat. Symp., p. 184 c, &c. &e. ; 
see Lexx., and Aug., Ep. 149 [59, cited 
above on ver. 17], says ‘sic et vulgo dicitur 
qui divitem affectat thelodives, et qui 
sapientem thelosapiens, et cetera hujus- 
modi.“ Mey. cites Epiphan. Her. xvi. p. 34, 
explaining the name Pharisees, 53 TÒ 
àpwpiapévovs elva: abrobs ёт) Trà» ÁA- 
Awy Sid Thy ёӨеЛотер:тсобруске(ау rap’ 
abray уєуошаиќуту. many more ex- 
amples in Wetst. The Өр. was mainly that 
of angels, see above, ver. 18 : but the gene- 
rality of the expression here may take in 
other voluntary extravagancies of worship 
also) and humility (see ver. 18) and un- 
sparingness of the body (Plato defines 
éAevOepla, dpedla dv phoe: к. dv xrhoe 
obolas, Def. p. 412 D: Thuc. ii. 43 has 
&pedeiy Blov: Diod. Sic. xiii. 60, дфедёѕ 
éxp&rvro Tois {8105 odpacw eis Thy xoi- 
уђу соттріау, бс. &c., see Wetst.), not 
in any honour of it (on the interpretations, 
see below. тың is used by St. Paul of 
honour or respect bestowed on the body, 
in 1 Cor. xii. 23, 24: of honourable con- 
duct in matters relating to the body, 
1 Thess. iv. 4 [see note there: cf. also Rom. 
i. 24]: and such is the meaning I would 
assign to it here—these 8óypara have the 
repute of wisdom for (in) &c., and for (in) 
unsparingness of the body, not in any real 
honour done to it—its true honour being, 
dedication to the Lord, 1 Cor. vi. 13), — 
to the satiating of the flesh? I connect 

g bere 

aft Tare- 
om 2nd xa: B spec Hil. 

these words not with the ing clause, 
but with Seyuarí(ec0e above“ why ore 
ye suffering yourselves [see on the passive 
above] to be thas dogmatized [in the strain 
и) бур &e. according to &., which are 
&c.], and all for the satisfaction of the 
Slesh’—for the following out of a 8:8аска- 
Ala, the ground of which is the @uawscbas 
бту ToU vobs тїз таркфз, ver. 18? Then 
after this follow most naturally the ex- 
hortations of the next chapter; they are 
not to seek the wAnoporh THs capxós— 
not rà dw) rhs yijs $porcir, but рєкрбоси 
тё un rà ёт) тйз yis. The ordi 
interpretation of this difficult bas 
been, as E. V. ‘not in any honour to the 
satisfying of the flesh,’ meaning thereby, 
that such commands do not provide for the 
honour which we owe to the body in the 
supply of the proper refreshment to the 
flesh. But two great objections lie against 
this, and are in my judgment fatal to the 
interpretation in every shape: 1) that 4 
odpt cannot be used in this indifferent 
sense as equivalent to Tb сёра, in а sen- 
tence where it occurs together with +d 
сёра, and where it has before occurred 
in an ethical sense: 2) that sAncporh 
will not bear this meaning of mere ordi- 
nary supplying, satisfying the wants of:“ 
but must imply satiety, ‘satisfying to 
repletion.’ The children of Israel were 
to eat the quails els xAnoporhy, Ex xvi. 
8: cf. also Deut. xxxiii. 28: Lam. v. 6; 
Hab. ii. 16: also 3:4 ras ddAdyous oiro- 
$Avylas к. wAyopords, Polyb. ii. 19. 4. 
Meyer renders—‘ these commands have а 
repute for wisdom, &c., —not for any thing 
which ts really honourable (i.e. which 
may prove that repute to-be grounded in 
truth), bu£ in order thereby to the satia- 
tion of men’s sensual nature: and ao, 
nearly, Ellicott. The objections to this 
are, 1) the strained meaning of t т, 
—2) the insertion of ‘but’ before pd, or 
as in Ellic. ‘ only’ after it, both which are 
wholly gratuitous. This same latter ob- 
jection applies to the rendering of Beza, 
al, ‘nec tamen ullius sunt pretii, ques 
ad ea spectant quibus farcitur caro,’—be- 
sides tbat this Tatter paraphrase is un- 
warranted. See other renderings still 
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further off the point in Mey. and De W. 
Among these I fear must be reckoned that 
of Conyb., ‘are of no value to check (?) 
the indulgence of fleshly passions,’ and 
that of Babr and Eadie, regurding Adyor— 
rut аз participial, and joining dery with 
wpés—a harshness of construction wholly 
unexampled and improbable. The inter- 
poseen above given seems to me, after 
ng consideration, the simplest, and most 

in accord with the context. It is no ob- 
jection to it that the antithesis presented 
y ойк éd» Tipp тин is thus not to ќу 

dóeAo0p. к.т.А„ but merely to apadig 
odéparos: for if the Apostle wished to 
bring out a negative antithesis to these 
last words only, he hardly could do so 
without repeating the preposition, the 
sense of which is carried on to àeeidíg. 

Cumar. III. 1—1V. 6.] SECOND PART 
OF THE EPISTLE. Direct exhortatione to 
the duties of the Christian life—founded 
on their union with their risen Saviour. 

1—4.] Transition to the new sub- 
ject, and grounding of the coming exhor- 
tations. 1.] И then (as above as- 
serted, ch. ii. 12, 20: the ei implies no 
doubt of the fact, but lays it down as 
ground for an inference, see ch. ii. 20, and 
cf. Xen. Mem. i. 5. 1) ye were raised up 
together with Christ (not as E. V. are 
risen : the allusion, as above, ch. ii. 11— 
13, is to a definita time, your baptism. 
And it is important to keep this in view, 
that we may not make the mistake so. 
commonly made, of interpreting cvr5y'yép- 
Өте in an ethical sense, and thereby stul- 
tifying the sentence—for if the partici- 
pation were an ethical one, what need to 
exhort them to its ethical realization ? 
The participation is an objective one, 
brought about by that faith which was 
the condition of their baptismal admission 
into Him. This faith the Apostle exhorts 
them to energize in the ethical realization 
of this resurrection 5 things 
above (heavenly, spiritual things: cf. 
Matt. ^ 83; Gal. v. 26 ; Phil. il. 20) 
where Christ is (‘se trouve, not merely 

for xs, @з (but corrd) Ni. 
om 2nd v» KL del n o 672. 

Учи 

Ра. 

1 Macc. if. 29. 
n see Phil. iil. 19. © == Rev. il. 17. P». xxvi. 5. 

for ov, rov F. 

om cr R! 120: txt N-corr! : 

the copula. If you are united to Him, 
ou will be tending to Him; and He is 

in heaven),— ted on the right hand of 
God (see Eph. i. 20. Here, as every 
where, when the present state of Christ 
is spoken of, the Ascension is taken for 
granted): eare for the things above (фро- 
verre, wider than (mwreire, extending to 
the whole region of their thought and 
desire), not the things on the earth (cf. 
ol rà dre, $povovrres, Phil. iii. 19: 
i. e. matters belonging to this present 
mortal state—earthly pleasure, pelf, and 
pride. There is no reason, with Thl., 
Calv., Schrad., Huther, to suppose him 
still aiming at the false teachers, and 
meaning by та ёт! rìs ui,, тё тері 
Вр=и&тоу x. пиерёу ['Thl.]: in this part 
of the Epistle he has dropped the contro- 
versia] and taken the purely ethical tone). 
For ye died (ch. ii. 12: ‘are dead, 
though allowable, is not so good, as merely 
asserting а state, whereas the other re- 
calls the fact of that state having been 
entered on. That being made partakers 
witb Christ's death, cut you loose from 
the Trà ёт! тїз is: see Rom. vi. 4— 
7) and your life (that resurrection life 
which ss “your real and true life” as 

ic., objecting to this explanation. The 
only real life of the Christian is his resur- 
rection life in and with Christ. The fact 
is, Ellic. has mistaken my meaning in 
this term: see my remarks on it below], 
which you now have only in its first 
fruits, in possession i but not in 

possession, see below, and cf. Rom. 
viii. 19—23) is hidden (обто ёфауерб6у, 
1 John iii. 2: is laid up, to be manifested 
hereafter: that such is the sense, the 
next verse seems plainly to shew) with 
Christ (who is also Himself hidden at pre- 
sent from us, who wait for His àwoxdAv- 
ys [1 Cor. i. 7. 2 Thess. i. 7. 1 Pet. 
i. 7, 13 ; iv. 13], which shall be also ours, 
see ver. 4, and Hom. viii. 19) in God (with 
Christ who is els rò» xóAxor той Ilarpós 
—it is in Him, as in a great depth, that 
all things concealed are hidden, and He 
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4. for Aue, væv (see note) CD'FN k 17 latt goth gr-lat-ff: txt BD. KL rel syrr 
copt Orig Dial (Ec Hil, Ambr. (A uncert.) 
gavep. 73. 118 vulg. 

om ауу avr» А 57 Nyssen: ins aft 

5. rec aft ra peAn ins vue», with AC DFK L rel latt syrr copt goth Clem, Damasc, 
Iren-int Cypr Hil: om BC!N! 17. 672 Clem, Orig, Eus Damasc-comm(appy) Sing-cler. 

aft sopreiay ins ка: D sah; asofeueroi вуг arm Jer. 

brings them out as seems good to Him. 
Notice the solemnity of the repetition of 
the articles: and so all through these 
verses). When Christ shall be mani- 
fested (shall emerge from his present 
state of hiddenness, and be personally 
revealed), who is our (no emphasis—jpéy 
applies to Christians generally—see on 
bu. below) life (not as Eadie, shall ap- 
pear in the character of our life’ [5r. xp. 
$ (coh ju. Фауер–бў)]: Christ 18 person- 
ally Himself that life, and we possess it 
only by union with Him and His resur- 
rection : see John xiv. 19), then shall ye 
also (ка! takes out the special from the 
general—ye, as well as, and among, other 
Christians: with the reading ў (. uY, 
the cal would mean, ‘as well as Christ") 
with Him be manifested in glory (see on 
the whole, the parallel 1 John iii. 2. 
Though the completed life of the resur- 
rection seems 80 Рау pointed out by 
this last verse as the sense to be given to 
ў (ef, this has not been seen by many 
Commentators, who hold it to be ethical ; 
hidden, inasmuch as inward and spiritual 
— Фу TQ kpvmrrQ, Rom. ii, 29 [De W. ], 
and ideal: or, inasmuch as it is unseen 
by the world „Рев. similarly Storr, 

att, Bisping, al.). The root of the mis- 
take has been the want of a sufficiently 
comprehensive view of that resurrection 
life of ours which is now hidden with 
Christ. It includes in itself both spiri- 
tual, ethical, and corporeal: and the rea- 
lization of it as far as possible, here, is the 
sum of the Christian’s most earnest en- 
deavours: but the life itself, in its full 
manifestation, is that perfection of body, 
soul, nnd spirit, in which we shall be 
manifested with Him at His appearing. 
Cf. Thdrt.: éxelvou yap dvarrdyros rdv- 
тез ћуёрӨпиеу" АЛА ' ob Spaner тӧу 
vpayudrev thy (ÉxBaci. кќкроиттаи 84 
dy афтф TÄS )uerépas dvarrdcews Tò uvo- 
Thpiov). 
5—17.] General exhortations: and 

herein (5—11)—ío laying aside of the 
vices of the old man, —(12—17) to rea- 
lizing the new life in ite practical details. 
Put to death therefore (the оўу connects 
with the dwe@dvere of ver. 3: follow out, 
realize this state of death to things on 
F the aorist im- 
plying a definite act: — ef. écraópecar 
Gal v. 24, бағатоёте Rom. viii. 18, in 
the same reference) your members which 
are on the earth (literally, as to rà бли: 
your feet, hands, &c.: reduce these to a 
state of death as regards their actions 
and desires below specified—as regards, 
in other words, their denizenship of this 
earth. With this you have no concern — 
they are members of Christ, partakers of 
His resurrection, renewed after His image. 
The metaphorical sense of n, regarding 
тор». &c., as * membra quibus vetas homo, 
i.e. ratio ac voluntas hominis depravata 
perinde utitur ac corpus membris. Вета, 
—‘naturam nostram quasi massam ex di- 
versis vitiis conflatam imaginatur. Calv., 
—seems unnecessary. And the under. 
standing of Spe with rà ёк) ris 
ns, ав Grot., after Thdrt. [rouréor: rip 
ёт) rà xelpw ToU $povfuaros pewhv], is 
certainly a mistake: cf. rà dw) тӯз yis 
above, ver. 2),—fornication (these which 
follow, are the carnal functions of the 
earthly members. It is one instance of 
that form of the double accusative, where 
the first denotes the whole, the second a 
part of it, as тд» & Кор: Ant abxéra, 
Abo Bà yuia, II. A. 240,—woidy ge Eros 
фоуєу ёркоз ё8бутеу Od. a. 64. See 
Kühner, ii. p. 280), impurity (reff.), lust- 
fulness (see Rom. i. 26, whence it would 
appear that the absolute word need not 
be understood of unnatural lust, the spe- 
cifying genitive àripíes giving it there 
that meaning. We may understand it 
generally as in Plat. Phedr. p. 265 b, 7d 
épwrixdy wá0os, — * morbum libidinis,’ 
Beng.), shameful desire (more general 
than wd@os: as Mey. remarks т. is 
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Gal. v. 20. 1Pet.iv.30nlyf. (-rpne, Eph. v. s. 
be. dici мемы PARRA xix. 15. 

freq. Ecel. xi. 9. f = Rom. ті. 
h Eph. iv. 81. i Eph. as above (b). Rom. i 
1 .931. 1 Tim. vi. (al. Ezek. xxxv. 13. Matt. 

55 only. w.dat, Acts v. 4. 

e. 
th 

C'F. 

d John ill. 86. Rom.1.18. Eph.v.6. Rev. 
4. $ Cor. iv. 2. Eph. il. 2, 10. v. $. ch. iv. 5 al. 

iv. 23 ref. 3. ch. П. 20 (of things). Eph. iv. 
і. 8. ; ifr. as above. Rom. l. D Tit. Ш. 3. 

m here only t. n w. eir, here only. Susan. 
on 

rec for 8, & (see Eph v. 6), with ABC?D?-9KLN rel valg(with F-lat) syrr coptt 
Clem, Iren-int Cypr: quod aut que G- lat: txt C'(appy) D!F sth. ; 

rec aft бео» ins ew: Tovs vious rns areide, (from Eph v. 6, where none 
om 7 

omit it), with AC(D)FELN rel Clem,(mss vary): om B (D has it written, contrary to 
its custom, at the end of the line which should finish with @eov) sah æth Clem, , Iren - 
int Ambrst-txt. 

7. rec (for rovrots) ауто, with D?FEL rel syrr Chr Thdrt : illis latt: txt ABCD!N 
17 coptt goth. 

8. om xa: vpeis NI: ins N- corri. 

ches Е sah eth Vig Ambrst. 

always ёк:0., but not vice versa. The 
relation is the same as between oprela 
and áxafapcía), and covetousness (rd 
xA. as Beng.— articulus facit ad epitasin, 
et totum genus vitii а genere enumera- 
tarum modo specierum diversum complec- 
titar.’ On wheovef{a, вее on Eph. iv. 19, 
and Trench, N. T. Synonyms, § xxiv.), 
for it is (‘quippe que sit’) idolatry (the 
wAecoréergs has set up self in his heart 
—and to serve self, whether by accumu- 
lation of goods or by satiety in pleasure, 
is his object in life. He is therefore an 
idolater, in the deepest and worst, namely 
in the practical significance. 7d дашоуй, 
кро» б Zerhp трозтубреосє, 818ќбскоу os 
ó TẸ яббе THs wAcovetias BovAeówv, &s 
Gedy roy wvAobror тиў, Thdrt.), on which 
account (on account of the sAcovetia, 
which amounta to idolatry, the all-compre- 
hending and crowning sin, which is a ne- 
gation of God and brings down His especial 

cometh (down on earth, in present 
e visible examples) the wrath of God: 
in which (vices. Mey.'s remark that the 
reading 8 makes this è» ofs necessaril 
refer to the ёж) robs viots т. ёте. whic 
he reads after беоб, does not apply if 3: 8 
be interpreted as above to refer to vA«or- 
«а. There does not seem to occur in 
St. Paul any instance of , after repi- 
wareiy absolute, referring to persons. Cf. 
2 Thess. iii. 11 [жергт. ётӣктоз), John 
xi. 54, Eph. ii. 3, which last, if the clause 
dr. т. vl. т. dx. were inserted here, 
would certainly go far to decide the 
matter) ye also walked once, when ye 
lived (before your death with Christ to 
the world) in these things (the assertion 

for та x., kara ravra F: universum aut secun- 
dum omnia G- lat: omnem spec Jer Vig: om eth (Clem). at end ins un exropev- 

is not tautological: cf. Gal. v. 25, el 
(aner пуєбраті, wvetpat: кай отоҳдреу. 
When ye were alive to these things, ye 
regulated your course by them, walked 
in them. Vivere et ambulare inter se 
differünt, quemadmodum potentia et ac- 
tus: vivere precedit, ambulare sequitur." 
Calv.) : 8.] but now (that ye are no 
longer living in them: opposed to woré 
бте above) do ye also (as well as other 
believers) put away the whole (rà rdyra 
seems to buve a backward and a forward 
reference—‘ the whole, — both those things 
which I have enumerated, and those which 
are to follow.’ The mistake of rendering 
arobeohe, ‘have put T which one would 
hardly look for in a Commentator, occurs 
in Eadie here—cf. Eph. iv. 22), —anger, 
wrath (see on Eph. iv. 31), malice (ib.), 
evil speaking (ib.), abusive conversation 
(the context makes this more probable 
here, than ‘ filthy conversation’ [so E. V.; 
Clem. Alex., rep) ala xpoAoy(as, Pd. ii. 6, 
p. 198 P.; he however himself uses ais- 
xpo^oyet» for to abuse in words, Pad. 
Hi. ll, p. 296 P.: Chrys, who calls it 
zxnua *oprelas], for these four regard 
want of charity, of kindness in thought 
and word, rather than sins of un- 
cleanness, which were before enumerated. 
And the occasional of the word 
itself bears this out, cf. Plat. Rep. iii 
р. 895 end, кактуорофутёз тє ка) kw- 
pedotwras dAAhAous к. ale xpoAoyoUrTas : 
Polyb. viii. 13. 8, ) ката rev філар als- 
xpoXo'yía) out of your mouth (these words 
most naturally belong to the two last 

ifled sins, and must be constructed 
either with &wó0cc0e, which seems best, 
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s = 1 Сот. v. 7. 
t 1 Сог. lv. 16 only t. (- ene, Tit. 111.5. ce. Ps. сі. 5. 

15 reff. х Eph. И. 10 ref. w ch. l. A p . 10 reff. 
xxviii. 3, 4. Rom. 1. 4. 1 Cor. xiv. 11 bis only. 
(xii. 6) xv. 28. see Herod. ili. 187. Polyb. v. 26. 5. 

10. ererducanevo: RI. 

) u = Eph. i. 17 reff. v Gal iv. 98 ref. 
y Gal. 1. 38 ref. ® Gal. v. 6 reff. а Acts 

Ezek. xxi. 51. b Eph. vi. 8 al. c = 1 Cor. 

11. aft ем add арсеу xax Ondv (see Gal iii. 28) DIF vulg-sixt(with hal F-lat) lat-ff. 
aft BapBapos ins xa: DIF latt Syr wth Petr-alex Jer lat- 

ка: ADIF latt lat-ff: om BCD°KLN rel в 
alex Naz Cyr (Ec-txt : ins BDFKLN’ rel 

or with ‘proceeding,’ implied in alexpo- 
Aoytav), —lie not towards (eis the indif- 
ferent general моо of direction : 
so xard with WedSoua: in a hostile sense, 
James iii. 14. Plat. Euthyd. p. 284 а, 
obdty rard cov фєй8ета. We have xpds 
éxeivoy Wevoduevoy, Xen. Anab. i. 8. 5) 
one another,—having put off (the parti- 
ciples contain the motive for all the pre- 
ceding, from àzó6ec0«— 80 Thdrt. [Tovror 
&кєк$бсатбе dv TQ Bartiopar:), Calv. 
postquam iiie? Mey., al Vulg. 
eruentes), Luth., Calov. Beng., Olsh., 
e W., Conyb., al, understand them as 

contemporary with àwó6ec0e, — putting 
off, —or, and put off. But surely this is 
very flat, and besides would, if it is to 
answer to the foregoing, contain a super- 
fluous member, the évdurdu. x. r. A. there 
being no exhortation to graces in the 
former sentence, only dehortation from 
vices. Besides, as Mey. remarks, the ob- 
jective description in ver. 11 belongs to 
an assignment of motive, not to u horta- 
tive sentence: and the hortative flgure 
begins ver. 12) the old man (i. e. as Mey., 
‘die vorchriſtliche Individualität ; the na- 
tare which they had before their conver- 
sion : see on reff.) with his deeds (habits, 
ways of acting: see reff., and cf. Demosth. 
126. 21, Éxparrov Bros ў dis An$Ofjce- 
та, ка} karegkevd(orro Thy ярай»), and 
having put on the new (the other was the 
negative ground : thisis the positive. See 
on Eph. iv. 23, and ii. 16), who (the two 
are personal: not which, —except in its 
old personal sense) is continually being 
renewed (notice the present participle. 
* The new man is not any tbing ready at 
once and complete, but ever in a state of 
development [by the Holy Spirit, Tit. 
iii. 5], by which а sew state and nature is 
brought about in it, specifically different, 
from that of the old man.” Mey.) towards 

aft BovAos ins 
Clem. om та ACN! 17 Clem Petr- 

r Thdrt Damasc. 

perfect knowledge (which excludes all 
falsehood, and indeed all the vices men- 
tioned above) according to the image of 
Him that created him (the new creation 
of the spirit unto fulness of knowledge 
and truth, the highest form of which 
would be the perfect knowledge of God, 
is regarded by the Apostle as analogous to 
man's first creation. Аз һе was then 
made in the image of God, so now : but it 
was then bis naturally, now spiritoally in 
éxiyvects. Some join кат «ік. with A- 
xa». some with émriyrec. The sense 
will be the same ; but grammatically it is 
far better to join it with dvaxas. Thus 
the norm and method of the renewal is, 
car elk. т. ктіваутоѕ айтбу [the new 
шап], —i. e. God, who is ever the Crea- 
tor, e Is al., Christ. E under- 
stand the whole passage as referring to 
a restoration of the i of God in the 
first creation, as Calov., and De W., 
is to fall far short of the glorious truth. 
It is not to restore the old, but to create 
the new, that redemption has been brought 
about. Whatever may have been God’s 
image in which the first Adam was 
created, it is certain that the image of 
God, in which Christ’s Spirit re-creates 
us, will be as much more glorious than 
that, as the second man is more glorious 
than the first): where (viz. in the realm 
or sphere of the new man) there is net 
on & see Gal. iii. 28) Greek and Jew 
difference of nation; with special allusion 

also to the antiquation of the Abrabamic 
privilege as regarded his natural seed), 
circamcision and uncircumcision (differ- 
ence of legal ceremonial standing), —bar- 
barian (having as yet specified b pairs, 
he now brings forward a few single cate- 
gories, which in the new man were non- 
existent as marks of distinction ; see below. 
The proper contrast to Bápßapos would 
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om xa: B 17 
rec orippev, with K b c Orig-ms Thdrt : 

xas oucTipyoyr D! : txt ABCD?3FLN rel Clem Orig Bas Chr Damasc. 
with DFKL rel: txt ABCN 17 Antch Max. 

for pougny, uepyiv DI: opyny Е. 

rec храоттута, 

rec (for 
æupios) хриттоз (the practice of interpreting the indefinite xupios was so common, that 
хрістоѕ was far more 1 ee esp аз it occurs in Eph iv. 82), with CD*$2KLN- 
corr!(?)? rel syrr coptt goth 
Aug, : txt ABDIF ht Aug, Pelng. 

em, Chr Thdrt Damasc Ambrst: eos №! 17, simly arm 
na» D'K а k n 17 Clem Thdrt (so N?, but 

). at end ins xocecre D'F sah wth Ambrst. 

have been “EAAny, which has been already 
expressed), Scythian (the citations in 
Wetet. sufficiently shew, that the X«ó6a: 
were esteemed, as Beng., ‘barbaris bar- 
bariores.” It is remarkable that in one 
of those citations, from Polyb., they are 
classed with the Galatians ; cipfyns обот 
waperudvoncay, ЗХкыдд»у русу к. TaAa- 
теу éxiredourres), bond, free (he perhaps 
does not say ‘bond and free,’ because 
these relations actually subsisted: but the 

in them were not thus regarded 
in Christ—no man is, quoad a Christian, 
SovAos, nor [see also Gal. iii. 28] éAcd- 
0epos) : but CunisT (emphatically closes 
the sentence) is all (every distinctive 
category of humanity is done away as 
to worth or privilege, and all have been 
absorbed into and centre in this one, 
xv elvai yea xpirrós elraı His 
members, in vital union with Him) and in 
all (equally sprinkled on, living in, work- 
ing through and by every class of man- 
kind). 12.] Put on therefore (as a 
consequence of having pot on the new 
man, to whom these Peg as the 
eleet of God (see reff. and 1 Thess. i. 4), 
holy and beloved (it seems best to take, 
as Mey., филекто! for the subject, and фу. 
and y. for predicates,—1) because ёклек- 
Tol is a word which must find its ground 
independently of us, in the absolute will 
of God, and therefore cannot be an adjunc- 
tive attribute of A [xal] r. - and 2) 
because ёкЛекто) беоб is used in reff. and 
éxAexTol in several other places, as a 
enbstantive), bowels of compassion (see 
ref., and Luke i. 78. The expression is 
a Hebruism: and the account of it to be 
found in the literal use of oxAdyxva as 

the seat of the sympathetic feelings: cf. 
Gen. xliii. 30), kindness (see on Gal. v. 
22), lowliness (towards one another— see 
on Eph. iv. 2), meekness (Eph. ib.: but 
here it is primarily towards one another ; 
not however =o but rather implying 
meekness towards as its ground), long- 
suffering (ib.), forbearing one another 
(see ib.) and forgiving each other (éav- 
qois is not = AA, as De W., al.: but 
the mutual forgiveness of tho Christian 
body is put in marked correspondence to 
that great act of forgiveness which has 
passed upon the whole body, in Christ. 
‘Forgiving yourselves, did it not convey 
to our ears a wrong idea, would be the 
best rendering: doing as a body for your- 
selves, that which God did once for you 
al), if any have cause of blame (the 
phrase is a classical one—cf. Eur. Orest. 
1068, ty ui» apard co: рорфђу Üxe— 
Phen. 781; Soph. Aj. 180, and other ex- 
amples in Wetst.): as also (xaí; besides, 
and more eminent than, the examples 
which I am exhorting you to shew of this 
grace) the Lord (Christ: in Epb. iv. 82, 
the forgiveness is traced to its source, ф 
дед d» хриттў. Mey. compares the ex- 
pression ў xápis тоб xuplou Тиф») ve 
(see on Eph. iv. 32) you, so also ye (scil. 
xapi(óueroi—do not supply an imperative, 
by which the construction is unnecessarily 
broken. Chrys. carries this yap{(ec6a: 
to an exaggerated extent, when he says 
that it extends not only to тў» puxdy 
бтёр айтёх Üciva.—Tb yàp ‘xabes’ ravra 
dmastei—xal ob8¢ uéypi бауйто› pórov 
otira: der, GAN’ ei Suvarde ка) perà 
таёта; thinking perhaps on Rom. ix. 3): 

14.] but (the contrast lies between 
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kat exAnOnre “ev evi cwpart’ Kai * EV apiarot yiveobe. 

а, Eph. v. 

rch. if. 10 reff. 
в Heb. "i dg 

only. Judg. 
ix. 16, 19. 

t = John xiv. 37. Phil. iv. 7. 
v ~ Gal. 1.6 reff. 

ПРОЎ KOAASSAEIS. III. 

15 kai n cih 

u here only. Wisd. x. 19. — Polyb. Н. 28. 8 al. fr. (-eioe, PhiL HL 14) 
w = I Cor. vil. 18. Eph. if 18. h Prov. xi. 16 only. = Xen. Cyr. x here only. 

14. rec (for 8) iris (grammatical emendation), with D*KLN? rel: txt ABCF 17(eic) 
latt Clem, Ambrst, os D!N!. 

15. om 7 F. 
for TeAei., evornros DIF Ambrst. 

rec (for xpiorov) 8eov (cf Phil iv. 7), with CD KL rel goth 
Chr Ambrst : txt ABCI!D!FN! m 17 latt syrr coptt sth arm Clem, Damasc Aug Pelag. 5. 2 ug 

om єн B 67? sah (om ev en с. 33 

тайта dra, which have been indivi- 
dually mentioned, and éxl жас: тобто:з, 
that which must over-lie them as a whole) 
over (carrying on the image ёрдўсасдє— 
see below. Calvin’s * propter omnia hxc’ 
is every way wrong :—'in addition to,’ as 
Eadie, al, falls short of the fitness and 
beauty of the passage, weakening what is 
really the literal sense into a metaphori- 
cal one. The E. V., ‘above all these 
things,’ looks ambiguous, but by repeat- 
ing ‘put on,’ it seems as if our trans- 
lators meant ‘above’ to be taken locally 
and literally) all these things (put on) 
love (the article gives a fine and delicate 
sense here, which we cannot express) 
&уфку) is not merely love, but ‘the [well - 
known] love which becomes Christians: 
the nearest rendering would perhaps be 
* Christian love,’ but it expresses too 
much), which thing (reff.: there is a 
slight causal force,—‘ for it is’) is the bond 
of perfectness (the idea of an upper gar- 
ment, or perhaps of a girdle, as Calov. sup- 
posed, seems to have been before the Apos- 
tle’s mind. This completes and keeps toge- 
ther all the rest, which, without it, are but 
the scattered elements of completeness: 
wdyra éxeivd, флоту, абтт сосфіуує tap- 
oda droben 82 BZıarbovrai к. dAÉéy- 
xorrai twéxpois бута к. oùðév, Thi. 
Wetst. cites from Simplic. in Epictet., 
p. 208, калёѕ of Пьбаубрео: терссёѕ 
7 ANA dperay thy SA ётіроу, к. 
aty8erpor aithy racy тё» dpetav He- 
yov. The genitive after odv3ecpos is not 
the genitive of apposition, as in Eph. iv. 8, 
but of that which is held together by the 
gúvðeguos, as in Plat. Rep. x. р. 616 o, 
elvai yap тобто Tb pas LóvBeouorv ToU où- 
рахой, olov rà bwo(dpara тфу ph, 
обтю жасау Fur xo Thy wepipopdy. 
Those who, as some of the Roman Catholic 
expositors (not Bisping), find here justifica- 
tion by works, canst be very hard put to 
discover support for that doctrine. The 
whole passage ре» upon the ground of 
previous justification by faith: see ch. ii. 
12, and our ver. 12, dg le. т. 0. Some 

уєуєсдє Dl. 

render otySeopos the sum total,’ or in- 
clusive idea, Inbegriff: so Bengel, Us- 
teri, De W., Olsh., al.: and it appears to 
bear this sense in Herodian iv. 12. 11, - 
та Tb» сбудєсроу TG» éwicToAÓv,—bat 
not in the N. T.; and besides, the sense 
would be logically inconsistent with ёк) 
wüci» тобтоіѕ, implying that Love does 
not include, but covers and supplements 
all the former. Still worse is the wretched 
adjectival rendering of ris тєл. as = ré- 
Actor, the perfect band,’ as Grot., Erasm.- 
par., Est., al.): and (simply an additional 
exhortation, not an inference, ‘and во,’ as 
Beng.; compare Eph. iv. 3, where peace is 
the eóvBecpos. It is exceedingly interest- 
ing to observe the same word occurring in 
the same trains of thought in the two 
Epistles, but frequently with different ap- 
plication. See the Prolegg. to this Epistle, 
S iv. 7) let Christ's peace (the peace which 
He brings about, which He left as his 
legacy to us [ref. John], which is empha- 
tically and solely Hrs. This peace, though 
its immediate and lower reference here is 
to mutual concord, yet must not on ac- 
count of the context be limited to that 
lower side. Its reference is evidently 
wider, as SpaBevérw shews: see below. 
It is the whole of Christ's Peace in all its 
blessed character and effects) rule (sit um- 
pire—be enthroned as decider of every 
thi Cf. Demosth. 3. 6, 7, dtr $uiv к. 
тё nudrep’ abrüv àaQaAGs Eyer к. và 
Tay ÁÉAAwev Sixaa BpaBebew. ib. 1231. 
19, тобтоу Tb» Tpóxov биёр vavra fpa- 
Bevórrwr : and in the later sense of sim- 
ply to rule, Polyb. ii. 25. 8, Aras vò 
yr yr ee nòd rêy Галатё» supe 
udNA $ лАоутдф BpaBeóera, al, in 
Schweigh. Lex. Polyb., also in Jos. and 
Philo. It is forcing the to intro- 
duce the idea of a combat and a prize, as 
Chrys., &c.: and philologically wrong to 
render, as Calv., * palmam ferat," explain- 
ing it ‘experior sit omnibus carnis affecti- 
bus.’ Ав much beside the purpose is 
Grot.’s * dijudicet, nempe ві quid est inter 
nos controversum:' similarly Kypke and 

Bchr A 
KLwad 
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ту — egg? , э €" a À 24» у == 1 Cor. 1.5. 
oyoe Tou xXptorov EVOIKELTU EV ОШУ T ^AOUCLUG; „ 

ә , 7 , M — t Ы 

> ey тасу софа с Qi6aokovrtec ка! è vovÜcrovvrtc © єаутоос Meum 
Lev. xxvi. 38. 

в constr., ch. H. 2 reff. d ch. 1. 98 reff. 
al Tim. vi. 17. DEU 6. 2 Pet.i.11 only t. b Eph. 1. 8. ch. 1. 9, 28. 

e = ver. 1 

16. for xpiotov, Osov AC! k o 17 sah Thdrt Thl-marg : короо (from above) Ni copt 

Hammond [* componat omnia vestra cum 
aliis dissidia’ ] : against this is d» rais xap- 
Bias põr, which makes the office of the 
peace spoken of not adjudicare, but præ- 
venire lites) in your hearts,—to which 
(with a view to which, as your blessed 
state of Christian perfection in God— 
see Isa. xxvi. 8; lvii. 19: Eph. ii. 14— 
17) ye were also (the ка! marks the in- 
troduction of an additional motive— to 
which, besides my exhortation, ye have 
this motive: that,’ £c.) called (reff.) in 
one body (as members of one body—one- 
ness of being the sphere and element 
in which that peace of Christ was to be 
carried on and realized. This reminiscence 
refers to the whole context from ver. 8, 
in which the exhortations had been to 
mutual Christian graces. ià тЇ yap AA 
ёсцёу tv адра, ) Tra bs uéAn bores GAAF- 
Awy tabrny Tnpõpev, к. ph Siicrducda; 
Thi.) : and be thankful (to God, who called 
you: so the context before and after cer- 
tainly demands: not ‘one to another,’ as 
Conyb., which though an allowable sense 
of evydpioros, breaks the connexion here, 
which is as Chrys. on ver. 16—wapawécas 
evxyaplorous elvai, ка) thy 08b». dSelxvvar. 
The éxAf9gre was the word which intro- 
duced the exhortation —al! conduct incon- 
sistent with the ' calling in one body’ bein 
in fact unthankfulness to God, who call 
us. Јег., Erasm.-not., Calv., al., render it 
‘amiable,’ ‘friendly,’ against which the 
eame objection lies. See Eph. v. 4; andib. 
19, 20: where the same class of exhorta- 
tions occurs). 16.] See the connexion 
in Chrys.above. This thankfulness to God 
will shew iteelf in the rich indwelling in 
you and outflowing from you of the word 
of Christ, be it in mutual edifying con- 
verse, or in actual songs of praise. Let 
Christ's word (the Gospel: genitive sub- 
jective; the word which is His—He spoke 
it, inspired it, and gives it power) dwell 
in you (not ‘among you,’ as Luther, De 
W., al.: which does not suit dvow. Аз 
Ellic. observes, St. Paul's usage [reff, 
remembering that ref. 2 Cor. is a quota- 
tion] seems to require that the indwelling 
should be individual and personal. Still 
we may say with Mey. that the фдде 
need not be restricted to individual Chris- 
tians: it may well mean the whole com- 
munity—you, as a church. The word 

dwelling in them richly, many would arise 
to speak it to edification, and many would 
be moved to the utterance of praise. 
And to this collective sense of ö, dau- 
TOUS below seems to correspond; see above 
on ver. 18) richly (i. e. in abundance and 
fulness, so as to lead to the following re- 
sults), in all wisdom (these words seem 
to be better taken with the following 
than with the foregoing. For 1) ch. i. 
28 already gives us ооб. . . к. 818. фу 
don copig. 2) évoikeíro has already its 
qualifying adverb wAovolws emphatically 
la at the end of the sentence. 3) 

e two following clauses will thus cor- 
respond —é» софіс 8:8&скоутєѕ . . . 
év Tfj xápvri dBovres. And so Beng., 
Olsh., De W., Mey., al.: the usual ar- 
rangement has been with E. V., all. [not 
Chrys. ], to join them with the preceding 
teaching and warning (see on ch. i. 28 
each other (see on ver. 18) in psalms, 
hymns, spiritual songs (on the meaning 
of the words, see notes, Eph. v. 19. The 
arrangement here adopted may be thus 
vindicated: y. Bus. 45. ту. must be 
joined with the preceding, not with the 
following, because 1) the instrumental 
dative is much more naturally taken after 
8:8. к. vovô. avr., from the analogy of 
Eph. v. 19, Aaàoîrres avrois y. к. бру. 
к. ф8. [v.], Ado res к.т.А. 2) G8ovres 
here has already two qualifying clauses, 
one before and one after, d» тӯ xdprri and 
фу rais kapBlaus брду. Meyer в note here 
is important: Notice moreover that Paul 
here also (see on Eph. ut supra] is not 
speaking of *divine service' „горе 80 
called, for this teaching and admonishing 
is required of his readers generally and 
mutually, and as a proof of their rich 
possession of the word of Christ :—but of 
the communication of the religious life 
among one another (e. g. at meals, at the 
Agape, and other mectings, in their family 
circles, &c.), wherein spiritual influence 
caused the mouth to overflow with the 
fulness of the heart, and gave utterance 
to brotherly instruction and reproof in 
the higher form of psalms, &.; perhaps 
in songs already known,—or extemporized, 
according to the peculiarity and produc- 
tivity of each man’s spiritual gift: per- 
haps sung by individuals alone [which 
would especially be the case when thoy 
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doc qovrec é ev тос redete ù оно» тф бе” 7 Kat ! та» 15 cde! 
above ] al20 ки 10 hk!m 
Paul only, l. rt а» TONTE tv A 8 n Ev рүе, такта ty ovõpa Tt nol? 

nena, короо Ino “evyagrorouvrec ro "бгр " тато: & 
м, = avrov. 
3." Cor. iy. u. Gal. v. 4 Eph. 15.7. oh. iv. 18 (reff) i Matt. vli 34 x: 88. Acte Ш. 22 k Rom. 

xv. 18. 3 Сог, х.11. 1 John iii. 1 1 = John xiv. 18.— ellips sae Mom Exod. кті. 18. Winer, 
944 in Rom. I. l. іе вые. Eph C. 2 fl. & (Judith vill. 35. n Gal. L 3. Кра. vi. 2 

Clem: txt BC'DFKLN? rel latt вуг goth gr-lat-ff. гес aft yaAwos ins xas (of Eph 
v. 19), with CD. SK L rel demid буг coptt : om АВС! РЕМ lat syr goth Clem Chr, 
Pelag. rec aft unos ins xa: (cf Eph v. 19), with AC!D'9KL rel vulg-ed(with 
fuld-vict) Syr copt Chr: om BC!D!FN 17 am(with demid tol) syr goth Clem. rec 
om ту bef xapiri, with A(C)D'KLN! Chr Damasc: ins BD!FR' 673 Clem Chr-comm, 
Thdrt. (In C т: of xapiri is left out and ev yap: marked as wro 

rom Eph v. 19), with DKL rel Clem 
hr lat-ff. 

with D3EL rel demid Thdrt Ambrst-ms Pelag : xo or xo Ci: 

«a» BFL o: om sah : txt ACDEN rel. 
{ог кир. ing., mo. xpurTov ACD'F : короо L: кор. eno. xp. Ni: 

txt BD*K rel am вуг goth Thdrt Damasc Ambrst. (In the proba- 

Tas kapõiais) Ty кардга (ў 
Ee: txt ABCD'FN b! m 67? vas 

Clem Ста Ec Ambrst-ed Paulin. 
17. om «a: D'F latt goth lat-ff. 

тоште KL sah. 
тоо кир. 1. xp. NS: 

rec (for 
drt Damasc Thi 

rec (for dc курш (from Eph v. 19), 
tat ABC!D'FN 17. 67? 

bility of the alteration of our whole passage from Eph v. 19, 20 (where there are hardly 
any varne], txt is most likely to have been origi inal.) rec ins xas bef татр‹ (Eps 
v. 20), with DFKL rel latt зуг (Clem): txt ABCN Syr coptt goth eth Ambr Paulin. 

were extemporized], or in chorus, or in 
the form of antiphonal song [ Plin. Ep. x. 
97]. How common religious singing 
was in the ancient church, independently 
of * divine service' properly so called, see 
in Suicer, Thes. ii. p. 1568 f. Euseb., 
Н. E. ii. 17, v. 28, testifies to the existence 
of a collection of rhythmical songs which 
were composed йтархӯѕ by Christians 
[paruo] 88 dco: к. фба!, ddeAgar dwapxiis 
бт rer ypapeicat, Tòr Абуоу Tov бӨеоў 
Toy Хрістђу бруобс: ÓcoAovyoürres, v. 28]. 
On singing at the Agapm, see Tert. Apol. 
39, vol. i. p. 477: “post aquam manua- 
lem et lumina, ut quisque de scripturis 
sanctis vel proprio ingenio 17 79 provo- 
catur in medium Deo сапеге”); in grace 
(the grace —of Christ [see reff. for the 
absolute use of  xdpis]—à»b тїз ханти 
тоё жуебиатбѕ фто» фбо»тез, Chrys. : 
Œc., 8:4 тўз тарй тоб &yíov ата 
8o0eírns xdpiros: not ав Erasm., Luth., 
Melancth., Calv. [/pro dexteritate que 
grata sit'], and indeed Chrys. [altern. : 
таз ёу x — goats}, Beza, Corn. -a-lap., 
al., ‘ gracefully,’ —which would be irrele- 
vant as applied to the singing of the 
heart: see below—nor as Anselm, and De 
W., Conyb., al., thankfully, which would 
be a flat and unmeaning anticipation of 
ebxapurrobyres below. The article marks 
‘the grace,’ which is yours by God’s in- 
dwelling Spirit) singing in your hearts 
to God (this clause has generally been 
understood as qualifying theformer. But 

such a view is manifestly wrong. That 
former spoke of their teaching and warn- 
ing one another in effusions of the spirit 
which took the form of ms, &c.: in 
other words, dealt with their intercourse 
with one another; this on the other hand 
deals with their own private intercourse 
with God. The second participle is co- 
ordinate with the former, not subordinate 
to it. The mistake has partly arisen from 
imagining that the former clause related 
to public worship, in its external form: 
and then this one was understood to en- 
force the genuine heartfelt expression of 
the same. But this not being so, T 
which is founded on it falls with it. 
singing Tẹ беф is an analogous ex 
sion to that in 1 Cor. xiv. 28, —éà» 8 T 
p Oepunrevrfs, . . . aur. Aker x. 
TË Oep. So the d» vars xap. bp. de- 
scribes the method of uttering this praise, 
viz. by the thoughts only: *$ 6e9 de- 
signates to whom it is to be addressed, — 
not, as before, to one another, but to God) : 

1T.] general exhortation, compre- 
hending the preceding spiritual ones. 
And every thing whatsoever ye do in 
word or work (so far is a ‘nominativus 
pendens ), all things (do) in the name of 
the Lord Jesus (not as Chrys., (Ec., Thl., 
&c., тоитќёстіе abrbv калёу Воңббу, nor 
A as Тъй, who treats it as a dehortation 
rom the worship of angele, which 
were to exclude by their always rà pond 
xocufce тў uhr тоб ёєстбтоо xpur- 
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18 Ai yuvaikec, ° ùror doo roic «додаст», wç Parner ° Е. L9 

* iv rupiy. 19 ы аудргс, ауататг тас уууаїкас̧ Kal pù ів 
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rixpalvtobe трос avrac. 
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та тікуа, 'vzaxobere тос 10% 1.25 
— 4 Д P - ` t 2 7 в 9°. 9 Eph. iv. 17. 

yovrtuvaty ката тата TOUTO yae t vaptorov EO TI EV I Thess. iv. 1 
al. fr. Раш ГА 9 e * wu? , a f e ~ e 

корі. l ot жатѓоєс, py ° cocBilere та тёкуа оро», Тра , Ber. vil. n. 
х. 9, 10 only. — Exod. xvi. 30. Job xxvii. $ vat. s Matt. viiL 37. Epb. vi. I al. 

+ Eph. v. 10 ref. п 3 Cor. іх. 3 only. Deut. xxi. 20. Prov. xi. 7. 

18. om a Е. 

vn D'F syr-w-ast Th! Pelag. 

rec ins 180405 bef адраси» (from Eph v. 22), with DL rel Thdrt : 
om ABCD. FRN c d! ek 17 vulg arm Clem Thl Ambrst Pelag. 

ins te bef киро Е. 
aft avdp. ins 

19. aft yvraikas ins идо» C*D'F latt Syr syr-w- ob copt eth arm lat - ff: pref eavrer 
R3: om ABCI DKL i rel Clem. 

tat ABCDN m 17 latt. 
ABCDFKLN b ef g 1 m n 17. 67? latt 

таратікраиу. СК 113-4 Thi-marg. 
20. rec «cri» bef evaperroy (after Eph vi. 1), with FKL rel Chr 

rec (for er) то, with rel spec вуг copt Clem: txt 
h Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

hdrt Damasc : 

21. for ереб:(ете, wapopy:(ere (from Eph vi. 4) ACD'FLN m 17 Thdrt-ms Thi: txt 
BD*"*K rel Clem. 

тоб : but much as the common èr хрстф 
—so that the name of Christ is the ele- 
ment in which all is done— which furnishes 
& motive and gives a character to the 
whole) giving thanks to God the Father 
foni zu is not expressed, the words 

às жатр must be taken as approximat- 
ing in sense to that more technical mean- 
ing which they now bear, without exclu- 
sive reference to either our Lord or our- 
selves, and should be rendered God the 
Father ") through Him (as the one channel 
of all communication between God and 
ourselves, whether of grace coming to us, 
or of thanks coming from us. Cf. His 
own saying, ovdels Epyera: vp Tb» ra- 
тёра el ph d pov). 

18—1V.1.] SPECIAL EXHORTATIONS TO 
RELATIVE SOCIAL DUTIES: 18, 19, ѓо the 
married : 20,21, to children and parents: 
22—IV. 1, fo slaves and masters. See- 
ing that such exhortations occur in Ephe- 
sians also in terms во very similar, we are 
not justified, with Chrys., al., in assuming 
that there was any thing in the peculiar 
circumstances of the Colossian church, 
which required more than common exhor- 
tation of this kind. It has been said, 
that it is only in Epistles addressed to the 
Asiatic churches, that such exhortations 
are found: but in this remark the entirely 
general character of the Epistle to the 
Ephesians is forgotten. Besides, the ex- 
hortations of the Epistle to Titus cannot 
be so completely severed from these as to 
be set down in another category, as Eadie 
has endeavoured to do. See throughout 
the section, for such matters as are not 
remarked on, the notes to Eph. v. 22— 
vi. 9. 18. ós ёуўкеу) The verb is 
in the imperfect —as ($e and xpi», con- 

veying always in its form a slight d 
of blame, as implying the non-realiza- 
tion of the duty pointed out — just as 
when we say, ‘It was your duty to, 
&c. See Winer, § 41. 8, end. The 
words фу коріф belong to dvfke», not 
to бтотёссєсдє ; as is shewn by the paral- 
lel expression in ver. 20: was fitting, 
in that element of life designated by éy 
kuplo. 18.] See the glorious expan- 
sion of this in Eph. v. 25—33. rucpal - 
уес да: occurs in the same sense in Demosth. 
1464. 18: also in Plat. Legg. p. 731 d, 
— Tbv Oupdy прадау к. ph dxpaxo- 
Aovrra, yuvaixelæws — wikpauróuerov, Šia- 
теле. Курке illustrates the word from 
Plutarch, de ira cohibenda, p. 457, *ubi 
dicit, animi prodere imbecillitatem quum 
viri pd ,in. ıarıcpalvovra::” and 
from Eurip. Helen. 808: &AA' fray тбо 
wikpbs | urĝ "yvrauxí, к. Tb. Bop’ dori 
(lege oe тікрбу, Oavety кратїтто>. 

20.] See Eph. vi. 1. ката 
TüvTa, the exceptions not being taken 
into account: St. Paul's usual way of 
stating a general rule. It is best to take 
ebápec-rov, as Mey. absolutely, as s- 
An, Phil. iv. 8: the Christian qualifica- 
tion being given by the èv кир»: De 
W., al., understand тф беф, which would 
render that qualification meaningless. 
21.) See on Eph. vi. 4, for татёре. 
p» іреб.] do not irritate them — тобтќ 
dori, ph qiAoreikorépovs аўтоўз woieire. 
lori» brov ка) ovyxwpeiv ёфеіЛете, Chrys. 
In fra uh à0. it is assumed that the 
result of such irritation will be to cause 
repeated punishment, and so eventual 
desperation, on the pert of the child. It 
wonld be well if all who have to educate 
children took to heart Bengel's remark 



« pn ` abupwow. 

5 only. 
z Eph. vi. B ale 2 oa ? 

P i Chron. TU cup Хоотф E SovAcvere. 
ч Ъ1 Cor. xvi.10. Gal vl. 10 fl. Ёхой.ттхт.®. a Eph. vi. 7 (reff.) only. 

e here only 

23. ins ws bef Ist e» Cl. 

ПРО> KOAAZZAEIX. 

22 ot GovAot, 
roc “ката сарка cupioic, un tr х офӨбаА\нодоул\ ciag e 

n J а›бовтаркеако!, aX’ ev *arAornre kapbtac фоЗойбдуо 29 

” тд» Küptov. 23 0 tdv wore, "tk wu x de * £p yd 

we THY € kupit kai оюк ° аубо hi, 24 ciSorec Ore аво 

III. 22—25. 

€ ба, Rom. vi. 10 al. 
. Isa xxxiv.8. (-dona, Hom. xi. 9. fe . J. 14 ref. gen. 

g — Matt. vi. SAL L. Acts xx. 19. d l 6 N. H il. Er. 
122 Cor. v. 10. Eph. vi. 8 al. Ps. XXIII. 15. 

opGaApodovAca (the sing occurs in the similar passage 
Eph vi. 5) ABDF Damasc Thi: -Aei К: xar’ -eiay (as Eph vi. 5) Chr(txt and 
comm,): txt СКІ, rel Clem Chr-comm, Thdrt (Ec.—for Act, -A- CDF b? ce fln 17. 

алла В. тес (for киро) бео», with D® KN? ге] D-lat copt goth Thdrt: txt 
ABCD'FLN' 17 am(with besides F-lat] harl) syrr arm Clem Ambrst. 

28. rec (for о eav) xa: кау o ri ear (From ver 17), with D:: KL rel (ar a d! f m) Syr 
gr-lat-ff; way ori «av 671: тау o ay 672: way o eav NS: txt ABCD!FN' 17 latt copt 
goth Thl-ms lat-ff. 
ко B. 

aft xvpiw ins BovAevorres А о 8-pe (copt) Clem. 

24. for axoA., Ampec@e AC'LN? a b! c f g h k m (n?) Chr Thdrt.—(anyy. A с?) 
aft xAnpovopuias ins vuey С? m 80. 116 arm Chr-comm Thdrt rec aft To ins yap, 
with D°KL rel syrr goth Clem: om ABCD'N 17 vulg copt Pelag Bede.—rov курен 
прогу ingov Хрістоо w Sovdevere F, and, omg тд. mo., D-lat Ambrst. 

here; ‘&@upla, fractus animus, pestis ju- 
ventutis.’ Wetst. quotes from Æneas 
Tacticus, dpyp 9€ ртбдёуа ретуш rd 
TuxXÓvrTov Фдудрӧтыу — àÜvuórepot yàp 
elev dy. 22.] See on Eph. vi. 5 ff. 
The d@8adrpo8ovAcias here are the con- 
crete acts of the -ela of Eph. vi. 6, the 
abstract spirit. тфу xuptov, Him who 
is absolutely, and not merely xarà сірка, 
your master. rovrd ёст: фоВєісда: roy 
Gedy, Sray, underds öpòvros, und, rpdr- 
теңе» Twornpórv. by bà wodrrwper, ойу! 
toy bedr, ФАЛА Tobis dyôpórovs фоВой- 
peda, Chrys. 23.] ік ux, as 
Chrys., ner edvolas, uh perà ovais 
dydyans, dAAd ner dAevOeplas к. жрос- 
pécews. The datives may be taken as of 
reference, or commodi. In Eph. vi. 7 the 
construction is filled up by SovAedorres. 
Mey. observes against De W., that ойк is 
an absolute not a mere relative negative: 
‘doing things unto men’ is to be laid 
aside altogether, not merely leas practised 
than the other: “as workers to the Lord 
and non-workers to men,” Ellic. 
94.) = Eph. vi. 8, but more specific as 
to the Christian reward.  «lBóres, know- 
ing as ye do... The ётё xvpíov is 
emphatically prefixed —‘that it is from 
the Lord that you shall ° awd, 
as Winer, § 47. b, is distinguished 
from wapd, as indicating not immediate 
bestowal, but that the Lord is the 
ultimate source and conferrer of the in- 

heritance—from the Lord—not ‘af the 
hands of the Lord. You must look to 
Him, not to men, as the source of all 
Christian reward. [Еайіе, p. 265, has re- 
presented Winer as saying the contrary of 
that which he does say.] àvrewóBocius 
occurs in Thuc. iv. 81, in the sense of a 
mutual exchange of places taken in war: 
in Polyb. vi. Б. 8, in that of а compensa- 
tion, тобто Ікауду drrawóbociv тосе 
ёке(уоо, —and хх. 7. 2, Gswep ёкстибёз 
дутаябдослу roiovuérn 4 Tóxn: and hence 
in that of an opposite turn, xxvii. 2. 4, 
йутатб8осіу AauBdve: rà wpéypuara, —iv. 
43. 5, ёутаяб8осіу moita: ó povs wpés, 
&c. Here the sense would а to be, 
with a marked reference to their present 
state of slavery, the compensation. 
«Anp., genitive of apposition (reff.). ^ The 
very word xAypovopla should have kept 
the Roman Catholic expositors from in- 
troducing the merit of good works here. 
The last clause, without the ydp, is best 
taken imperatively, as a general compre- 
hension of the course of action prescribed 
in the former part of the verse: serve ye 
the Lord Christ. So Vulg. ‘domino Christo 
servite? 25.] This verse seems best 
to be taken as addressed to the slaves by 
way of encouragement to regard Christ as 
their Master and serve Him—seeing that 
all their wrongs in this world, р; they 
leave them in His hands, will be in due 
time righted by Him, the just judge, 

L4 a » 

* отакоёуєте ката wavra A 
Lie a b 

c edefe 
bkim 
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IV. c tg 
, 4 7 4 ` 1? » - , m k Eph. vi. 9. 

коого:, то каго» Kat т» igotyra тос SovAarc Tap- pomy 

7 "As е t e — у ? 2 9 ы p 
ёхесбг, PETIT. OTi Kal Ueli EX ETE коргои Еу ovoa vq. only t. Me 

Т, $ Cor. viiL 13, 2 Ty oe TpoctUy P жооскаотерите ° yonyopouvrec ev | Moni. | 
29. Zech. iv.7 P m mid, Luke vii. 4 Acts xix. 24. 

пто Рв іт. 1 ds xxii. 45. 1 
^ n absol., Matt. XXI. 12. Luke 

о Acts i. 14. Н. 43. vi. 4 Hom. xil. 13. p ч 
above (0). Mark Ш. 9. Acta iL 46. vill. 18. x. 7. Rom. xiii. 6 only. Numb. ziii. ?l only. Susan 
Theod. q Mark xiii. F. 1 Cor. xvi. 18. 1 Thess. v.6. Jer.1.3. 1 Macc. il. 27. 

25. rec (for уар) 8e (conseq of former), with DKL rel syrr gr-ff: txt ABCD FN 17 
latt copt goth Clem lat-ff. 

Eph vi. 9), with DFKLN? rel Chr Thdrt 
illegible.) 
with whom there is no respect of persons. 
For he that doeth "er shall receive 
(sce, ав on the whole, Eph. vi. 8) that 
whieh he did wrongfully (the tense is 
changed because in AA he is speaking 
of present practice—in 48(anoev, he has 
transferred the scene to the day of the 
Lord, and the wrong is one of past time), 
and there is not respect of (= etre 
SovAos elre &\е00ероѕ, Eph. vi. 8). At His 
tribunal, ev one, without regard to 
rank or wealth, shall receive the deeds 
done in the body. So that in your Chris- 
tian uprightness and conscientiousness 
you need not fear that you shall be in the 
end overborne by the superior power of 
your masters: there is A judge who will 
defend and right you: ёст) 8:кагокріттз 
bs ойк olde Bobov к. ёесятӧтои Biaqopdy, 
GAARA Bixalay cispépes thv Wiigov, Thdrt. 
Some, as Thl, Beng. al, suppose the 
verse spoken with reference to the slaves ; 
but ойк Lor wposewoAnuyía is against 
this, unless we accept Bengel’s fur-fetched 
explanation of it: “ tenues sepe putant, 
sibi propter tenuitatem ipsorum esse par- 
cendum." 

Cu. IV. I.] Meyer contends for the strict 
meaning of ‘equality’ for |тбттүта, and 
that it never has the signification of ‘ fair- 
ness.” But (see examples in Wetst.) the 
common conjunction of Toor x. Bixaiov 
would naturally lead to assigning to 
Tcov the same transferred meaning which 
‘æquus ’ has in Latin, and to lodrns the 
same which ‘ sequitas' has. I would render 
then, equity. — rue: understanding by 
that, an extension of 7d dlc,, to matters 
not admitting of the application of strict 
rules—a large and liberal interpretation 
of justice in ordinary matters. In every 
place cited by Meyer where the word is 
used ethically and not materially, this 
rendering is better than his. In Polyb. 
ii. 38. 8, the case is different: it there 

Vor. III. 

кошеєта BDK L d m Clem Chr-comm Thdrt. ТЫ; 
кошетта k: kopi(eras F: txt ACD'N' rel Damasc (see on Eph vi. 8). 
тара то Gece Е vulg(not am) arm Chr lat-ff. 

Cuar. IV. 1. vapexere C b! f 72. 114 Clem Chr, Thl-ms. 

at end add 

гес ovparous (from 
txt ABC?N! m 17 Clem Orig Damasc. (C! 

importsabeolute political equality. Erasm., 
Corn.-a-lap., al, understand impartiality, 
not preferring one above another: but 
this does not seem 4o be in question here. 
Сау. says: ‘Non dubito quin Paulus 
ladérnra hic posuerit pro jure analogo aut 
distributivo: quemadmodum ad Ephesios 
та abrá. Neque enim sic habent domini 
obnoxios sibi servos, quin vicissim aliquid 
ipsis debeant: quemadmodum jus ana- 
logum valere debet inter omnes ordines.’ 
Thdrt.: lodrnra ob T)» ісотццау èndàc- 
ce», &АА&ё Thy wposfkovcav éwipéAciay, 
fs тард TG» errora» àwoAaóew xph 
tous olkéras. Chrys.: 71 84 dori Їсбттз ; 
dre dv apOovig кадістфу, к. ph & 
érépov Beic0ai, GAA’ duelBecOar  abrobs 
тӧ» wóvwr. Cf. Philem. 16. тар- 
dxeoOe] ‘supply on your side :' see Krüger, 
Griechische Sprachlehre, § 52. 8, who gives 
several examples of the dynamic middle 
in this very verb. Ellic. well insists on 
and explains ite force, as referring rather 
to the powers put forth by the subject, 
whereas the active simply and objectively 
states the action. Ares See ch. 
iii. 24. cal Seis] as well as they: 
as you are masters to them, so the Lord 

to you. 
8 — 8.] SPECIAL CONCLUDING EX- 

HORTATION8: and 3 — 4.) fo prayer; 

see Rom. xii. 12: 1 Thess. v. 17. | 

2.] үрү. watching in it, i. e. not remiss 
and indolent in your occupation of prayer 
(тў p.), but active and watchful, cheer- 

ful also, as èr ebxepi ta, which defines 

and characterizes пе watc een ечи 
1b картере» d» Tais evxats pqOvueur 

5 3:4 roird pno: Y- 

podyres, rouréats vfporres, BH pepBóne- 
voi. olde ydp, older ô 3idBodos бсо» d-yabdy 

exh B Bapùs букети. olde 32 ka 

Ü was с ров, vo. dv abr. iv * үйө 

фп (pyor oper tore, dr теля «0х9 

Sido woAAOl «Uxópero. 
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T ch. 11.7. э LI. рү? , 3 st , е 12 Y 
ex., Eph. v. аут? ЕУ euyaototia, . "T POCevy OMEVOL ара kat TEP ари 
4 тет. е = te е ` a? 7 се up 5 AC v Іа 

ч ага. " "MOV, wa o 0coc а›оЁр "uv дорау TOU oyou Àa- ссем 
. I. 9 refl. v , > - 7 a EN. a m 

Acte xiv. 97. "Pre Anoa bs bdo dee TOU A 8. O ка! онна, бе nol? 

aimi daveowow ауто У шс da pe An,. Ev * софіа 
To object, a æ * b ` H3 ` a e 14 Lo 
w Eph. l. d reff. WEOLWATELTE трос тоос EGW, TOV Katpov E ayopa 9- 

X 21 Cor. xi. 6 * d Àó € = ? de? e 8 f aX 
6. ch. i. 26. He Ot. 0 0 yoc одо TAVTOTE tv xaprrt алат( 
Eph. vi. 20. 
5 ach. ili. 7 те. b (Acte xxvi. 11.) 1 Cor. v. 12. 1 Thess. iv. 13. Mark iv. 

11. (Sir. prol.) с Gal. 111.18. 1v. 8. Eph. v. 16 only. Dan. if. 8 only. d 1 Cor. Н 4 
e ch. iii. 18. f Matt. v. 18 bis. Mark ix. 50 bis (Gr, ib. 40,50). Luke xiv. 34 Ыз only. Lev. iL 18. 

2. om ev арту N! : ins N- corri. 
8. for ара, wa N'(but corrd): apa m. 

ins ev wappnoia А. for xpicrou, 0cov 
ACDKLN rel vulg(and F-lat) Clem Cyr. 

4. aft wa ins ka: Dl. 

thyapirreiy, к. rèp ray davepav к. фт. 
Tür ёфауду, к. brèp Gy ёкбутаз, x. биёр 
б» &коутаз ёкоіпсєу ed, к. bxip Bası- 
Aelas, к. ödp yedvyns, к. bp de-, 
к. ӧтёр ürécews. ойто yàp "os тоз 
åylois et xc, к. бтр тё» Kowa ebep- 
естй” ebyxapiorety. Chrys. 3.] 
pé&v,'not ‘me,’—see ch. i. 1, 3. This 

is plainly shewn here by the singular fol- 
lowing after. Туа] see on 1 Cor. 
xiv. 18. Here, the idea of final result is 
prominent: but the purport is also in- 
cluded. Өбрау x Aéyov] Not as 
Calv., al, oris apertionem, Eph. vi. 19; 
but as in reff., objective, an opening of 
opportunity for the extension of the Gospel 
by the word. This would, seeing that 
the Apostle was a prisoner, naturally be 
given first and most chiefly, as far as 

e was concerned, by his liberation: cf. 
Philem. 22. Aal cui] inf. of pur- 
pose — go that we may ado bc 8 
к. 8.] for (on account of) which (mystery) 
Т am (not only a minister but) also bound. 

4.] The second Туа gives the pur- 
pose of the previous verse, not the purpose 
of Jede, as Chrys. [rà Seopa фағерої 
abréy, ob cvoxiá(e], Bengel [* vinctus 
sum ut patefaciam : paradoxon’ J, — nor to 
be joined with wposevxóuewou as Beza, 
De W.,al. Ifthat might be so, the door 
opened, &c.,—then he would make it 
known as he ought to do— then he would 
be fulfilling the requirements of that apos- 
tolic calling, from which now in his im- 
prisonment һе was laid aside. Certainly 
this is the meaning,—and not, as ordi- 
narily understood, cf. Chrys., al, that he 
might boldly declare the Gospel in Ais im- 
prisonment. 5, 6.) Exhortations аг 
to their behaviour in the world. 
5. iv софе) in (as an element) wisdom 
(the practical wisdom of Christian pru- 
dence and sound sense). pst, as 
in ob3t» pb Aiórvcor,—et tov Boo 

om er evyapioria D! Cypr Ambrst. 
om Tov bef Aoyov DIF. aft Ayo 

B! 4. 41. 288 seth. for 5, 8» BF: txt 

xpos TiuóOcor wpata:, Demosth. p. 1185, 
signifying simply in relation to, in the 
intercourse of life. Еіс. refers to a 
good discussion of this preposition in 
Rost and Palm's Lex. vol ii. p. 1157. 
On ol ffe, see reff. They are those 
outside the Christian brotherhood. pds 
TÀ plan тё оікєа ob тосабтут Huw Sei 
drgarclas, Sons wpds Tobs Ele’ Erba yàp 
Ade pol, elol к. evyyvisuas rodAal x. &yd- 
wai. Chrys. т. кор. tfayop.] see 
on Eph. v. 16. The opportunity for wat, 
will be understood in each case from the 
circumstances, and our acknowledged 
Christian position as watching for the 
cause of the Lord. The thought in Eph., 
Sri al ue pai wovnpal ele, lies in the hack- 
ground of the word ёЁауора(биєуо. 
6.] Let your speech (wpbs robs {о still) 
be always in (as its characteristic element) 
grace (i. e. gracious, and winning favour: 
cf. Loke iv. 22), seasoned with salt (not 
insipid and void of point, which cen do no 
man any good: we must not forget that 
both these words have their spiritual mean- 
ing: xdpis, во common an one as to have 
almost passed out of its ordinary accepta- 
tion into that other,—the grace which 1s 
conferred on us from above, and which our 
words and actions should reflect: — and 
ÉAas, ав used by our Saviour in reff. [see 
note on Mark], as symbolizing the unction, 
freshness, and vital briskness which cha- 
racterizes the Spirit’s presence and work 
in a man. бо that we must beware here 
of supposing that mere Attic ‘sales’ are 
meant, or any vivacity of outward expres- 
sion only, and keep in mind the Christian 
import. Of the Commentators, Thdrt. 
comes the nearest, — revnarirp сусе 
косцеісдє. There seems to be no allusion 
here to the conservative power of salt: the 
matter in hand at present is not avoiding 
corrupt conversation. Still leas does the 
meaning of wit belong to this place. A 
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э , " 2 - - баз; з 

5 norupévoc, З ад рас тос Set нас kr! kräder aro- емак, 
xptvtoÜa:. 

Luke ziv. 94 
only. Cant. 
vill. 1 Symm. 

e hinf. Mark vil. 
Т®Та кат ёрі wa | шь» То pt тарта  yvwptou ош» Тоукос о & "Actor. 

m ` Ы ` * ‘ М о ү 
dy , ™adeAgoc kai ™ miardc "" Staxovoc Kai ° avv- , Ec . il. 

* Eph. lv. 16 dovdocg "Р ёр rupiy, 8 б» Éweuba mpóc брас tic "avrà тт. 
k Acts xziv. N. es a a s a 

rovro, tva уур rd Tepi опо» Kai * таракаћіар raç *Kap~ кү, 
L ГА - 

(ас ойор, 9 stv Ovnol TQ жото kai ™ayarnry 11 Cor. us парф TQ Ф "yan 11 Cor. хи. v.1. 2 Соғ. 

- adeA pu, бс ёстіу ‘6 Шиор" wavra ушу ' reptovoty та {її Eph. 

ч de. 10 'Aamáttrat ü nde "Арівтаруос o" ou] - тече. 
m Epb. vi. 1 

(Е. п = eh. 1. 7, 23. och. 1. 7 reff. p Phil. i. 14. q Acts xxiv. 
A1 xxv. 28. $ Cor. Il. & vil. 11. r Phil. L 27 reff. s ch. il. 3 (reff). t ver. 12. 

u Paul, 1 Cor. iv. 3 only. v Rom. xvi. 7. Philem. 33 oniyt. 

6. пие» Dl. 
T. aft та ins õe N'(N? disapproving). 
8. for 

vuas bef was бє B d 108. 
om xat cuv8ovAos Ri. 

yru and Ist ишо», yore and guev (as їз Eph vi. 22) ABD'F m 17 sth 
Thdrt-txt Тегү: txt CD: KL) rel vulg(and F-lat) syrr copt goth Chr Thdrt-comm 
lat-ff.— aft yr ins тє Ni: om N who also altered одо» to nuce» but corrected it 
again both here and in ver 9. 

9. ayaxyro kai more DF latt 

F latt Jer Pelag Bede. 

local allusion is just possible : Herod. vii. 
30 says of Xerxes, ”Avava 8% xarconérny 
$pvyor хм» apaueiBónuevos, ка) Alu- 
yyy ёк THs es ylvorra, dwixero és 
KoAoccds, wéAw peydAnv eprylns). 
eis] to know—i. e. so that you may 
know: see ref.,“ loosely appended infin., 
expressive of consequence," as Ellicott. See 
Winer, edn. 6, 6 44. 1. Cf. 1 Pet. iii. 
15, which however is but one side of 
that readiness which is here recom- 
mended. 1—18.] CLOSE or THE 
ErisrLx. 1—9.] Of the bearers of 
the Epistle, Tychicus and Onesimus. 

7.) On Tychicus, see Eph. vi. 21. 
é åy. &áBe s, as dear to his heart: 

mor. D án, as his tried companion in the 
ministry,—owv8. фу xuply, as one with 
him in the motives and objects of his 
active work: &sre, as Chrys., abr rdv- 
Tober т) àLiówiw ror Ёоуђуауєу. There is 
a delicate touch of affection in ta ууф 
та wep) d., which can hardly, in the 
doubtfulness of the reading, be the work of 
а corrector. It implies that there were 
painful circumstances of trial, to which the 
subsequent «*apaxaAécy also has reference. 
Belxrvcir абтойѕ èv Tois жерасроїзѕ бутаѕ, 
Chrys. The objection (Eadie), that thus 
the els abrò Tovro will announce another 
purpose from that enounced above in тй 
war’ ёрі x. rep., will apply just as much 
to the other reading ;—for any how the 
avr) тобто must include the xal wapaxa- 
Ade x. r. A. But the fact is, that aùrò тобто 
may apply exclusively to the following, 
without any reference to what has pre- 

raparcad ec: -oei L f: wapaxadeon те 17. 

-owo DI: yrepi(ovs: m: txt ACD KLNI rel Chr. 
yvepirovcw BFR? Damasc, 

at end add wparrojuera 

ceded: see Rom. ix. 17; the payallel place, 
Eph. vi. 22 ; Phil. i. 6. 9. aiv Ov.] 
There can hardly be a doubt [compare 
ver. 17 with Philem. 2, 10 ff.] that this 
is the Onesimus of the Epistle to Phile- 
mon. When Calv. wrote “vix est cre- 
dibile hunc esse servum illum Phile- 
monis, quia furis et fugitivi nomen dede- 
cori subjectum fuisset," he forgot that this - 
very term, a3ceAgds dyaxnrds, is applied 
to him, Philem. 16. 4£ dns] most 
probably, a native of your town. 
Gyr. ip. үу. т. Be] A formal restatement 
of та кат" du, w. yr. above. Is it likely, 
with this restatement, that the same should 
be again stated in the middle of the sen- 
tence, as would be the case with the read- 
ing wa yrwre тё пері uà»? 
10—14.] Various greetings from brethren. 

10.) Aristarchus was a Thessalo- 
nian (Acts xx. 4), first mentioned Acts 
хїх. 29, as dragged into the theatre at 
Ephesus during the tumult, together with 
Gaius, both being сиуёк$тдо: IlaóAov. 
He accompanied Paul to Asia (ib. xx. 4), 
and was with him in the voyage to Rome 
(xxvii. 2). In Philem. 24, he sends greet- 
ing, with Marcus, Demas, and Lucas, as 
here. On ovvas Meyer (after 
Fritzsche, Rom. vol. i. prolegg. p. xxi) 
suggests an idea, which may without any 
straining of probability be adopted, and 
which would explain why Aristarchus is 
here cvvaixp., and in Philem. 24, gvv- 
«pyós, whereas Epaphras is here, ch. i. 7, 
merely a eúrčovàos, and in Philem. 23 а 
curaixxdA os. His view is that the 

R 2 
— 
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w here only. 
Num. xxxvi. 
1t. Tobit 
vil. 2 only. 

x John x. 18. 

ПРОЎ KOAAZZAEIX. IV. 

Awróc pov, kat. Маркос о " avnjióc Bopvá(Ja, stpi 00 
e Aa Ber " ътоћас (tav £A0y тоос vpac, 7 2:6аобе avrov), 

1» es e L4 Ы - » » 

Асахи IL cal Inode о Aeyóutvoc "lovoroc* ot Ovrec " tk " wepi- 
only: ~ т , A 13b ?’ ` c À J - co - 

y= Зо. і. TONNE ойто povot " avvepyoL ‘ыс THY [Jac slav тоо * tov, 

Адат. d olriveç eyevrÜnsüv por * xapnyopia. 
iv. 18. Gal. 
И. 13. Tit. 1. 10 only. 

d = Acta х. 41, 47. xili. 31, 43 al. 

а Phil. И. 28 reff. 

12 астаў тає vpac 

b = Phil. Н. 22. o Rom. хіт.17. 1 Cor. iv. 38 ak 

е here only 1. (oec., Job xvi. 2 Symm.) 

10. 3‹асба DIF 17 syrr Thl(but mentions txt) Ambrst. 
11. aft evrepyyo: ins pov eciw DIF latt arm (Dial) Ambrst. 

Apostle’s friends may have voluntarily 
shared his imprisonment by turns: and 
that Aristarchus may have been his fellow- 
ү when he wrote this Epistle, 
paphras when he wrote that to Phile- 

mon. guvaxudAwros belongs to the same 
image of warfare as cuvorpattérns, Phil. 
ii. 25; Philem. 2. Мбёркоє| can 
hardly be other than John Mark, cf. 
Acts xii. 12, 25, who accompanied Paul 
and Barnabas in part of their first mis- 
sionary journey, and because he turned 
back from them at Perga (ib. xiii. 18; xv. 
38), was the subject of dispute between 
them on their second journey. That he 
was also the Evangelist, is matter of pure 
tradition, but not therefore to be rejected. 

sai icd not ‘sisters son ; this 
rendering has arisen from mistaking the 
definition given by Hesych., àvediol, àBeA- 

, $&v viol,—meaning that dyeyiol are sons 
of brothers, i. e. cousins. (Ellic. in notes 
on his translation of the Epistle, suggests 
that ‘sister’s-son’ may after all be no mis- 
take, but an archaism to express, as the 
German Geſchwiſterkind, a cousin.) “ Pol- 
lux dicit, filios fliasque fratrum et soro- 
rum, dici dveyiots, ex his prognatos 
&veyiaboUs, йує\ла8&ѕ, — tertio gradu 
dEaveyiods, éfavejids a Menandro dici." 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 306. This is 
decisively shewn in Herod. vii. 5, Мар$6- 
vos... bs qv Réptp piv äsewids, Aa- 
pelou 82 Berges wdis. It is also used 
in a wider sense (see Hom. Il. a. 464): 
but there is no need to depart here from 
the strict meaning. wept оў... 
What these commands were, must be le 
in entire uncertainty. They had been sent 
previous to the writing of our Epistle (¢Ad- 
Bere): but from, or by whom, we know 
not. They concerned Marcus, not Barna- 
bas (as Thl., al.): and one can hardly help 
connecting them, associated as they are 
with а» EAOn, $ асдє айтбу, with the 
dispute of Acts xv. 38. It is very possible, 
that in consequence of the rejection of 
John Mark on that occasion by St. Paul, 
the Pauline portion of the churches may 

have looked upon him with suspicion. 
11. 'Iqgovs . . . 'lovgros] Entirely un- 
known to us. A Justus is mentioned Acts 
xviii. 7, as an inhabitant of Corintb, and а 
proselyte: but there is no further reason 
to identify the two. The surname Justus 
(Pr) was common among the Jews: cf. 
Acts i. 28, and Jos. Vit. 9, 65, 76. 
These alone who are of the 
(the construction is of the nature of an 
anacoluthon, of Byres ёк x. being equiva- 
lent to ‘of those of the circumcision.’ 
We have a similar construction frequently 
in the classics: e. g. kupo 3° (ому yepa- 
рФтероз her ‘OSvoceds, Il. y. 211: San 
cap, шон ó per Baci evéro alel, Od. w. 
483. See many more сина іп Kühner, 
ii. 5 678. 2. This seems far better, with 
Meyer and Lachmann, than with rec. 
Ellie. al. to place the stop at veprrougs 
and attach the clause to the three pre- 
ceding names. For thus we lose [in 
spite of the assertion by Ellic. that t 
póvo: naturally refers the thought to 
the category last mentioned] the fact 
that there were other cuvepyol not of 
the circumcision who had been a comfort 
to him. The judaistic teachers were for 
the most part in opposition to St. Paul: 
cf. his complaint, Phil. i. 15, 17) are 
my fellow-workers towards the kingdom 
of God (the rest would not be called by 
this name—so that De W.'s objection to 
the construction does not apply, that the 
opponents would not be called cuvepyol ; 
for they are not so called), men that 
proved (the passive meaning of фуе›»}бу- 
cav is not safely to be pressed: see notes 
on Eph. iii. 7; 1 Thess. i. 5,6; 1 Pet. i. 
15. The aor. alludes to some event recently 
passed: to what precisely, we cannot say) 
а comfort to me (they are my evrepg- 
ol ‘quippe qui....' Hierocles, de nup- 
tiis, apud Stob. [Курке], has the same 
phrase: ў yur) è wapotca HAN yire- 
ral к. wpbs Tavra wapmyopía: so Plu- 
tarch, de auditione, p. 43 [id. J. уќсима 
waptryoplas . . . Beópero»). 18.] On 
Epaphras, see ch. i. 7 note. The sentence 

ABCDP 
Kitab 
e deff 
bilia 
noU 
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"Ётафрас а о LI оно» * дойАос * Xxpurov Tnoov, тпауготе | Gai, D 10 reff. 
г ауым бос i отсо Ореу EV тац mpocevXate, Гуа 

" тетАпрофорпиёког "iv? gavri *беА\лдат: rou pum 
naprupu үйр abr Оті Exe тоо» Р тороу \ Rom. и xii. 3. 

réAsion K 

Geos. 13 

ik t Ep ton 14. V ornre 1 Eph. vi. } 

те Urip Uwy Kal TOV EV Лаодікгід Kat тшу év ‘TepamoXet. m buke i. i. 
14 

8 УШ. 11 only. 

аатафета! vuac Aovküc о TEE 0 àyamnróc Kal 
Rom. iv. 21. 
Air. b. Stim. 
iv. uu 

n see Acts Ali. o Acts xxii. 5. Rom.x.2. Gal. i 
p Rev. xvi. 10, 11. nid eds Іза. izv, 14. q Mark ii. VE XXII. 48. 

+. v. 26 l. Luke iv. 23 only. Jer. vill. 22. 

12. rec om moov, with РЕК syrr goth Chr Thdrt Ambrst : ins ABCLN m 17 vulg(not 
F-lat) copt arm Aug Pelag. 
ure e g 13 91. 116. 1225 Ambrst. 
txt ABCD'FN 17. 672. 

18. rec (for жоАуу тороу) (nN v 

for отер, rep: DIF. 
Tec verAnponeyo: (more usual), with DKL rel: 

om Tov bef бео» k 673. 
loss, see note), with KL rel syrr, ro 

nuor Ni. стадуте BN! : 

for deo, xpiorov D! 1. 

(nAov D? 17: жоли» аушра 6. 61%: txt АВСМ copt, woAuy коко» D'F, multum laborem 
latt lat-ff. 

is better without a comma at pv, both 
as giving more spirit to the дофАоз x. I., 
and setting the dt úm. in antithesis to the 
bwip диф» below. On åywv. besides ref., 
see Rom. xv. 30. By mentioning Epa- 
phras's anxious pruyers for them, he works 
further on their affections, giving them 
an additional motive for stedfastnesa, in 
that one of themselves was thus striving 
in prayer for them. (va here gives the 
direct aim of &ye»i(. See above on ver. 
3—that ye may stand,— perfect and fully 
persuaded (see reff.),—in (be firmly set- 
tled in, without danger of vacillating or 
falling) all the (lit. ‘in every: but we 
cannot thus express it in English) will 
of God. This connexion, of стўте with 
iv, as Mey., seems better than, as ordi- 
narily (so also De W. und Ellic.), to join 
ё» with the participles. Eadie character- 
izes it as needless refinement in Mey. 
to assert that thus not only а тоба 
beftimmung but a local⸗deſtimmung is 
attached to erĝre: but the use of отӯға 
èr in the reff. seems to justify it. 
18.] wévog,—an unusual word in the N. T., 
hence the var. readd.,—is usual in the 
toil of conflict in war, thus answering to 
a&yavi(du. above: so Herod. vi. 114, ёх 
тобто TË xévye ô woAduapyos Каллі- 
uaxos SiapOelpera:: similarly viii. 89. 
Plat. Phædr. 247 b, r 8) wóros re x. 
бубу Exxaros pux xpéxerra:: Demosth. 
637. 18, el 8° éxeirvos dodevéorepos l 
Tb» биёр ris viens dveykeir wóvor. 
On account of this mention of Laodicea 
and Hierapolis, some have tbought that 
Epaphras was the founder of the three 
churches. See Prolegg. § ii. 2, 7. 
AaoBixeíe] Laspicns v was а city of Phry- 
gia Magna (Strabo xii. 8, Plin. v. 29: 
according to the subscription [rec.] of 

l Tim., the chief city of Phrygia Paca- 
tiana), large (ù тўз хФраз àperh к. Tar 
woAvTGv res c ruxhcarres, peydAny 
фхойтауто айтту, Strab.) and rich (Rev. 
iii. 17; and Prolegg. to Rev. § iii. 13. Tac. 
Ann. xiv. 27: aodicea, tremore terre 
prolapsa, nullo a nobis remedio, propriis 
opibus revaluit: Bvrarwrépa rv ёт) ba- 
Атту, Philostr. Soph. i. 25), on the river 
Lycus (hence called A. J éwi Aóke or 
pos TQ Abr, see Strabo, ib.), formerly 
called Diospolis, and afterwards Rhoas; ; 
its subsequent name was from Laodice 
queen of Antiochus II. (Steph. Byz.) In 
A.D. 62, Laodicea, with Hierapolis and 
Colossæ, was destroyed by an earthquake 
(Tacit. 1. c.), to which visitations the 
neighbourhood was very subject (el уар 
тїз GAAy к. J AaoBÍkeia e ro, к. THS 
wAnatoxépou AH, Plin. ib.). There is 
now on the spot a desolate village called 
Eski-bissar, with some ancient ruins 
(Arundel, Seven Churches). Winer, RWB. 
. Six Roman miles north 

from Laodicea: famed for many mineral 
springs (Strabo, xiii. 4, describes them at 
length, also the caverns which exhale 
noxious vapour. See also Plin. ii. 95), 
which are still flowing (Schubert, i. 283). 
Winer, RWB. 14.) This Aovads has 
ever been taken for the Evangelist: see Iren. 
iii. 14. 1, p. 201, and Prolegg. to St. Luke, 
§ i. In larpés å dyawyrdés there ma 
be a trace of what has been sup 
that it was in a professional capacity that 
he first became attached to St. Paul, who 
evidently laboured under grievous sickness 
during the earlier part of the journey 
where Luke first appears in his company. 
Compare Gal. iv. 13 note, with Acts xvi. 
6,10. But this is too uncertain to be 
more than an interesting conjecture. 
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т Acts il, 40. Anpac. 15 астйаааб: robe tv Ааойки ade AD Kai со 

ECC Модфа» kat тї» кат oikov avrwy " exxAngiay’ 16 kat 
1 Cor. xvi 19. tu 
Philem. 2. Gra v 

t Acts vili. 28. 
xv. 21. 
3 Cor. iii. 15. 
Exod. xxiv. 7. 

u 1 Thess. v. 77. 
v = 1 Cor. xvi. 

3. Rev. Il. 
13 

н. на. KUpit, tva aurny 

1e see mm хир! f ПабАог. 

хаос e onov. 

f1Cor.xvi.$1. 2 Thess. ili. 17. 
has above (f). Gal. vi. 11. Philem. 19. 

avayvwaby ' тар ош» "" 

х {va kai ёи rg Aaodtxéiwy exeAnoig ' avayrwoty, Kal r 

ёк Adodxtlac iva cal Uptic 
Аруітт Bakr rriv ® Staxomiay Hv ragt dee £v 

lugo. 

! uvypovevert pou TOV 

N maron, * 

ауа уште. Kat nar 

18 О " аотасрӧс " тр ug 
a h 

ПРО> KOAAZZAFEISX. 

E = w. tia. 1 Cor. xvi. 10. 3 John 8. w. x&c, 1 Cor. 1. 26. Eph. v. 15. 
xil. 25. see 2 Tim. iv. 5. Mid dtuxoviay rA erer, Philo in Flacc. $29, rol 15 
93. xv. 1, 4. Gal. irr d ch. ili. 18 reff, 

і = Gal. 

a Epb. Iv. 13 reff. D Acts 
Р € 1 Cor. zi. 

е = Matt. ii Acta ziv. 28 al. P 14. 4. 
qp abore n. 1 $9, 41, 44. xi. 43]. xx. 46 only *. 

k Phil. 1.7 reff. 1 absol. in 
valedictions, Eph. vi. 24. 1 Tim. vi. 14. 7 Tim. iv. 32. Tit. Ш. 15. Heb. xili. 3 oni. elsw. with rov кєр, 8с. 
Rom. xvi. 20 ($4). 1Cor.xvi.$3. 1 Cor.xiii.18. 1 Thess. т. 38. 3 Thess. ill. 18 al. 

15. rec abro (see note), with DFKL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: avrns (reading Ni- 
gay, as В? accentuates, аз a woman) В 672: txt ACN 17. 

18. om 9 err B. om last xa: D! o Ambrst : «ai bef wa F. 
18. rec at end ins амур, with DKLN? rel vss ff: om ABCEN! 17.67? eth-rom Ambrst. 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec adds єурафу ато penuns Bia TUXiKov каг oyna pov, with KL rel 
(of which, ЪЪ k m o om яр. кол. : aft тих. ins каз risofeou m): oml: A adds ато 
penn(sic): В? adds eypadm ато puls: т} xpos Kok. а: txt BIC 17 eth, and D(addg 
exAnpw6n) F(prefixing ereAec95) N(adding rx т). 

Ampüs] one of Paul's cuvepyol, 
Philem. 24, who however afterwards de- 
serted him, from love to the world, 2 Tim. 
iv. 10. The absence of any honourable or 
endearing mention here may be owing 
to the commencement of this apostasy, 
or some unfavourable indication in his 
character. 

15—17.] Salutations to friends. 
15.] cal, before Nuupay, as so often, 
selects one out of а number previously 
mentioned: Nymphas was one of these 
Laodicean brethren. The var. readings, 
абтоб, айтйз, appear to have arisen from 
the construction (see below) not being 
understood, and the alteration thus having 
been made to the singular, but in various 
genders. афтф» refers to rr жері Nup- 
gay: cf. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 62, ddv ris pave- 
pos туфта: kXékirroy — тойто Odvards 
dorty 4) (nuía: and see Bernbardy, p. 
288; Kühner ii. § 419 b. On the ёк- 
кде spoken of, see note, Rom. xvi. 5. 

16. émor., the present letter, 
reff. хойт. tva] as wole:, Go ... 
Herod. i. 8. 209,—4s сафќотат& туй» 
ei8elny . . . dolor, Xen. Cyr. vi. 3. 18. 

Thy ёк AnoB. ] On this Epistle, see 
Prolegg. to Eph. $ ii. 17, 19; and Philem. 
§ iii. 2, 8. I will only indicate here the 
right rendering of the words. They can 

not well be taken, as res in Chrys., to 
mean ойх! Tri» П. xpbs avrobs &recraA- 
мёрт», ФАЛА Thy wap’ abtar Паблеф (so 
also Syr., Thdrt., Phot. in Œe., Erasm., 
Beza, Calv., Wolf, Est., Corn.-a- Lep., al. ), 
boch on account of the awkwardness 
of the sense commanding them to read 
an Epistle sent from Laodicea, and not 
found there, and on account of the phrase 
a ёк so commonly having the pregnant 
meaning of ‘which is there and must be 
sought from there; cf. Kühner, ii. $ 623 
a. Herod.iii.6. Thucyd. ii. 34; iii. 22; 
vi. 32; vii. 70, and other examples there. 
We may safely say that a letter not from, 
but £o the Laodiceans is meant. For the 
construction of this latter sentence, rotij- 
care again is of course to be supplied. 

17.] Archippus is mentioned Phi- 
lem. 2, and called the Apostle’s ovverpa- 
тібттз. Ihave treated on the inference 
to be drawn from this passage as to his 
abode, in the ЗЫ to Philemon, $ iii. 
1. He was evide some officer of the 
church, but whet, in "ihe wideness of Bia- 
xovla, we cannot say: and conjectures 
are profitless (see such in Est. and Corn.- 
a-Lup.). Meyer well remarks, that the 
authority hereby implied on the part of 
the congregation to exercise reproof and 
discipline over their teachers is remark- 

Kat «celts 
hkim 

ede nol? 
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able: and that the hierarchical turn given 
to the by ТЫ. and (Ec. (fva ray 
фит Apx. abrois, wh Exwow ёукаћеїу 
éxelrp ws жикрф, . ... ёте) ЌАЛоѕ Ётотоу 
Tois patnrais тері ToU DibackdAov фа-^ 
Aéyegða:, Thl) belongs to a later age. 
As to the words themselves,—Take heed 
to the ministry which thou receivedst in 
the Lord (the sphere of the reception of 
the ministr in which the recipient 
lived and moved and promised at his or- 
dination: not, of the ministry itself [73v 
er «vp.],—nor is dv to be diverted from 
its simple local meaning), that (aim and 
end of the BAdwe,—in order that) thou 
falfil it (reff.). 

18.) AUTOGRAPH SALUTATION. 
6 .... HavAov] See ref. 1 Cor., where 
the same words occur. pr 
Sec.] These words extend furt than 

247 

to mere pecuniary support, or even mere 
ers: they were ever to keep before 

them the fact that one who so deeply 
cared for them, and loved them, and to 
whom their perils of false doctrine occa- 
sioned such anxiety, was a prisoner in 
chains: and that remembrance was to 
work and produce its various fruits—of 
prayer for him, of affectionate remem- 
brance of his wants, of deep regard for 
his words. When we read of ‘his chains,’ 
we should not forget that they moved 
over the paper as he wrote. His right 
hand was chained to the soldier that kept 
him. See Smith's Dict. of Antiq. under 
“Catena.” h) xépu ef. reff. and ch. iii. 
16. ‘The grace’ in which we stand (Rom. 
v. 2): it seems (reff.) to. be a form of vale- 
diction belonging to the later period of 
the Epistles of St. Paul. 
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IPO GESSAAONIKELS A. 

I. ! IIabàoc kai. ZiXovavóg cat Tiuótoc тр éxxAngig ABDP 
Gecoadovicéwy “ev "Oep * тато! kai коріф пао? Хот. edefe 

nol? 

a here (3 Thesa. 
EM only. 

. 1. 1 ref. c r е = зс 97 
c Rom. 1. 7 al. xaptc ушу Kat ртт], 

TITLE. rec ravAov Tov &wocToAov т) кроз Bego. єтїттоА\т) крштту: Steph n Tov ayiov 
кауАо» жр. бєтт. wporwy ET.: Tov ау. ат. к. ew. xp. 0. mporn L: apxera wp. дєсса- 
Хоткоиоох F: ew. wavAov xp. бетт. проту о: ӨєттаМмкоз woA:ras Tale knpu ovpa- 
vodorrns f: ro stp. т. бетт. а 1: яр. Beco. єт. а hk: txt ABKN m! n 17, and 
(prefixing apxera:) D. 

СнАР. I. 1. ins ка: bef татр: K зуг: add u А m 116. 5 vulg-sixt basm eth arm- 
d) marg Did Ambrst Pelag. Kat Kupiov tmgov xpi А 

eipnrij ins ато Ó«ov rarpo "uo Kat короо oov хрістооу (from later 
rec aft 17 (copt). 

epistles, e. g. 
1 Cor i. 8, 2 Cor i. 2, &c), with AD KLR rel fuld( with tol) syr-w-ast (copt) : om BF 
vulg fri Syr basm æth-rom arm Chr-comm Thl Orig- int ur“. . . paz. 
ultra") Ambrst Pelag. (C defective.) 

Cuar. I. I.] ADDRESS AND GREETING. 
The Apostle names Silvanus and Timotheus 
with bimself, as having with him founded 
the church at Thessalonica, see Acts xvi. 1: 
xvii. 14. Silvanus is placed before Timo- 
theus, then a youth (Acts xvi. 1 f., see 
further in Prolegg. to 1 Tim. $ i. 8, 4), ns 
being one ryo/uevos d» то ÀBeAqois 
(Acts xv. 22, 82; xviii. 5), and a xpo- 
фіттз (ib. xv. 32, see also 2 Cor. i. 19; 
1 Pet. v.12). He does not name himself 
an Apostle, probably for (an amplification 
of) the reason given by De Wette,—be- 
cause his Apostleship needed not any sub- 
stentiation to the Thessalonians. For the 
same reason he omits the designation in the 
Epistle to the Philippians. is last fact 
precludes the reasons given,—by Pelt, al., 
‘id ei tum non jam moris fuisse, by 
СЪтув.,— 8:4 ть veoxarnxfrovs elvai тайз 
Ќудраѕ, к. unsre abro) weipay A- 
péva — by Estius, Pelt (altern.), and 
Zwingl., out of modesty, not to distinguish 
himeelf from Silvanus and Timotheus,—by 
Jowett, probably the name ‘ Apostle,’ 

Её nihil 

which in its general sense was used of 
many, was gradually, and at no definite 
period, applied to him with the same 
special meaning as to the Apostles at 
Jerusalem.” Tj ёкк\тс(ф] So in 
2 Thess., Gal., Corr., in the other Epistles, 
viz. Rom., Eph., Col., Phil., more y. 
e. g. — тасіу тої; обозу dy P &vya- 
wwrois beot, xAnrois &ylos. This is most 
probably accounted for by the circum- 
stances of the various Epistles. We may 
notice that the gen. plur. of the persons 
constituting the church occurs only in 
the addresses of these two Epistles. We 
may render ‘of Thessalonians,’ or of the 
Thessalonians : better the former. 
lv de Tarp] The construction need not 
be filled up by vp or Tfj обер, as Chr., 
al: nor with Schott, by understanding 
xalpei Adyovorw, which would be un- 
necessary, xau. an the apostolic greet. 
ing follows. e words form a (“ ter- 
tiary,” Ellie.) predication respecting vj 
5 or 6«acaAorixéey, which requires 
no supplementing. See Winer, edn. 6, 
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d ә Р — E , a ы 

2 Evyaptoroupev ry * бер wavrore epi Tavrwy vpwy < Ton. l 
Col. 1.3. L е -æ ә LI - - - 

* пуна» [vuov] * rovobpevor * imi rov wpoctuxuv nu Phi.i 3. 
Philem. 4. 

‘adtaXtiarwc, Ù * рупцоуебоутес vno» rov ™ Epyou rnc Qiu. 
nol істес Kai TOU " KkOTOU тїс layümnc Kai ri virouovnc epi 16 

f Rom. 1 9. ch. Н. 13. v. 17 only *. 1 Maco. xii. 11 al. т. Luke xvii. 8$. John xvi. 4 21. 
Acts xx. 36 а]. 1 Chron. xvi. 18. Б Bom. xii. 12. Gal. v. 19. S Eph. iv. 13. 1 Heb. 4 10. 

k 1 Cor. Ч. 8. xv. 58. Gen. xxxi. 43. 1 во Rom. ii. 7. 

2. om Ist ишш» C fri: жер: т. vum bef warrore a 17. 74. 190. om 2nd vn 
(because vie» preceded? See Eph i. 16 var readd) АВМ! 17. 673 am(with harl?*) : 
ins CDFKLN? rel latt coptt s 

ch ii. 18 for nuas, unas Al.) 

gr-lat-ff. (om from pve» to end of ver m.) 
rowvpevog C! d 17, faciens D-lat. (corrd by Ci, appy.) for «ue, vier А. (во also 

9. rou ерү. rns mor. bef одо» (transposn from misunderstandg) DF latt Syr eth 
Ambrst. (ro epyor F, тоу epywy Syr.) 

§ 20. 2. iv беф rarpl marks them 
as not being heathens,—«. кор(ф IN o 
хригтф, as not being Jews. So De W. 
after Chrys.: but perhaps the жатр 
already marks them as Christians. 
The фу, as usual, denotes communion and 
participation in, as the element of spi- 
ritual life. xépus piv к. alpin 
“Gratia et рах a Deo sit vobis, ut, qui 
humana gratia et seculari pace privati 
estis, apud Deum gratiam et pacem ha- 
beatis." Anselm (in Pelt). The words 
which follow in the rec. are not yet added 
in this his first Epistle. Afterwards they 
became а common formula with him. 

29—III. 18.] First PORTION oF THE 
EPISTLE, in which he pours out his heart 
to the Thessalonians respecting all the cir- 
cumstances of their reception af and adhe- 
sion to the faith. 2—10.] Jowett 
remarks, that few passages are more charac- 
teristic of the style of St. Paul than this 
one: both as being the overflowing of his 
love in thankfulness for his converts, about 
whom he can never say too much: and 
as to the very furm and structure of the 
sentences, which seem to grow under his 
hand, gaining force in euch successive 
clause by the tition and expansion of 
the preceding. "doo this exemplified in de- 
tail in his note. 9.) cdx Hr, 
coming so immediately after the mention of 
Paul, Silvanus, and Timotheus, can hardly 
be here understood of the Apostle alone, as 
Pelt, Conyb. and Hows., Jowett, al. For 
undoubted as it is that he often, e. g. ch. 
lii. 1, 2, where see note, uses the plural of 
himself alone, yet it is as undoubted that 
he uses it also of himself and his fellow- 
labourers—e. g., 2 Сог. i. 18, 19. And во 
De W., Lünemann, al., take it here. 
wéyrore пері *Yávrev] We have the same 
alliteration Eph. v. 20. These words be- 
long to ebxapior., not to uvela» ко. On 
these latter words see Rom. i. 9 f. 

TOV korov and ттуу vxoporgv D'F. 

&BvaAe(orres seems by the nearly parallel 
place, Rom. i. 9, to belong to uvela» dp. 
xoi., not to urnporevorres, as Lün., Pelt, 
al. Such a formula would naturally re- 

t itself, as far as specifications of this 
ind are concerned. Still it must be 

borne in mind, that the order there is 
slightly different. $.] urnuor. is not 
intrausitive, as Erasm.-Schmid, al.: but 
as in reff, : * commemorantes, Вета. tna 
is by (Ecum., Calv., al, regarded as the 

nitive after urnpuov. standing alone, and 
évexa supplied before the other genitives. 
But such а construction may be doubted, 
and ut all events it is much simpler here 
to regard &. as the genitive governed by 
TOU Épyov, . . . . той кбжох, and тїз fro- 
poris, and prefixed, as belonging to all 
three. жгт, åyárn, rís, are the 
three great Christian graces of 1 Cor. 
xiii. See also ch. v. 8; Col. i. 4, 5: and 
Usteri, paulinisch. Lehrbegriff, p. 236 ff. 

TOV {рүсо тўз wlorews ] Simple as 
these words are, all sorts of strange mean- 
ings have been given to them. Koppe 
and Rosenmüller hold т. &pyou to be pleo- 
nastic: Calv., Calov., al, render (un- 
grammatical) ‘your faith wrought by 
God; Kypke, ‘the reality (&py. as con- 
trasted with Adyos) of your faith ; Chrys., 
Thl., Thdrt., Œc., al., ‘the endurance of 
your faith in suffering г “с. Comparing 
the words with the following genitives, 
they seem to mean, ‘that work (energetic 
activity) which faith brings forth' (as Chrys. 
J пісті 8:4 trav Epyor Seluvurac: the 
gen., as also those following. being thus a 
possessive one: see Ellicott here): q. d. 
‘the activity of your faith: see 2 Thess. 
i. 11: or perhaps, as Jowett (but not so 
well), your work of faith, i.e. the 
Christian life, which springs from faith :" 
thus making the gen. one of origin. 
TOU xówov] probably towards the sick 
and needy strangers, cf. Acts xx. 85; 
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meccumuls, rnc " eA midoc rov коріои nuwy Inagov ypisrov " eux poate ABCD? 
iva Epi TOU heob kat ° rarpòç nuwy, < adorec, адеАфо! Р nyawn- cáetr 

m 6. 1v. 18 al. fr. eon -æ ` » N e - 5 2 a » 
n = Matt. x. 33. 3 . r А ИГИ ut vo vro Grob, "i | exdoynv uno. ^ on ro "evayyé- noi 

o Gal 1. eret. Мо» "nuov оок * єувупдп ис vuaç ev Aoyp novov, 
Pig. Deut, zziii. 13. q Acts ix.18. Rom. i. 11. I. S 7, 26. 1 Pet. l. 10 only t. r3 Thess. Н. 

14 reff. s form, Acts іт. 4. Col. iv. 11 al. yiyv. eie, Acts xxviii. 6. Gal. HI. 14. soe трбт, 1 Cor. H. $. 
ён, Luke Ul. 3. t 1 Cor. iv. 19, 30. see Col. Hi. 17 reff. 

om туз «Ат боз А Ambrst-txt: for x., ayarns 17: pref ка k 19 tol Chr-comm, 
Ambrst-comm. 

4. ins rov bef бео› ACKN b k m o sah Thl-marg(and comm): om BDFL rel gr- 
lat-ff. 

б. aft evay. ins Tov Beov N. 
e 46: txt BKLN rel Chr-ms Thdrt Damasc. (С! illegible.) 

Rom. xvi. 6, 12— not i» the word and 
ministry (De W.), cf. ch. v. 12: which is 
irrelevant here. тўз &ydw. not as spring- 
ing from, but as belonging to, love,— 
characterizing it (Lün.): see above. 
T. октор. тїз dAx(60s] your endurance of 
hope—i. e. endurance (in trials) which 
belongs to (see above), charactorizes, your 
hope; and also nourishes 16, in turn: cf. 
Rom. xv. 4, La 8:4 тўз бтоџоуӯѕ, к. 8:4 
THs wapaxAfhoews Tay ypapay Thy ,da 
Excopev. TOU кър. ўр. I. X. ] specifies 
the hope that it is a hope of the coming 
of the Lord Jesus Christ (cf. ver. 10). Olsh. 
refers the words to all three preceding 
substantives—but this seems alien from 
St. Paul’s style. On all three Jowett says 
well, ‘your faith, bope, and love; a faith 
that had its outward effect on your lives: 
a love that spent itself in tbe service of 
others: a hope that was no mere transient 
feeling, but was content to wait for the 
things unseen when Christ should be re- 
vealed.’ šurp. т. 0. к. татр. An.] 
belongs most naturally to pynpovevor- 
res—making mention. . . before God: 
not to the genitives preceding (see Rom. 
iv. 17; xiv. 22), as Thdrt., al. 

. 4.) «lBóres refers back to uyn- 
poveborres ; in that we know — ог for 
we know. Thdrt., Erasm., Grot., al., take 
16 for o dare ydp, or eldéres ёстё, wrongly 
referring it to the Thessalonians: Pelt 
joins it with uvelay хтоофдеуо:: but the 
construction as above seems the best. фтд 
geo belongs to Fyarnpévor, as in 2 Thess. 
ii. 13, see also Rom. i. 7: not to el&dres, 
as Est. thinks possible (óró for тарй ?), 
nor to éxAoyhy—either as E. V., ‘your 
election of God,’ which is ungrammatical 
(requiring rhy бт. 0. ёк), or as Œc., Thl., 
all, бя) 0. T)» éxA. би. (elvai), which 
would introduce an irrelevant emphasis on 
бж beot. èxàoyý must not be softened 
down: it is the eleotion unto life of in- 
dividual believers by God, so commonly 
adduced by St. Paul (reff.: and 1 Cor. i. 

for eis, xpos (see 1 Cor ii. 3) AC?DF Chr ТЫ: 
pove (mechanical 

27 ; 2 Thess. ii. 18). ре», objective 
nitive after éxAoyf» — knowing that 

боа Фел ато фраз. 5.] has 
been taken to mean ‘videlicet, ut, and the 
verse to be an epexegesis of ёкЛоубу: but 
as Lün. remarks, evidently verses 5, 6 ff. 
are meant not to explain wherein their 
election consisted, but to give reasons in 
matter of fact for concluding (¢i8éres) the 
existence of that election. ri must then 
be because, and a colon be placed at ö. 
These reasons are (1) the power ahd con- 
fidence with which he and Silvanus and 
Timotheus preached among them (ver. 5), 
and (2) the earnest and joyful manner in 
which the Thessalonians received it (vv. 
6 ff.). Both these were signs of God's 
grace to them—tokens of their election 
vouchsafed by Him. -à ebayy. Au., the 
gospel which we preached. 
als] See ref., especially Gal.: came t» 
you is perhaps the nearest: elg betokens 
the direction. xpés, with dy, would give 
nearly the same sense, or perhaps that of 
apud, see ref. 1 Cor. &c. We must not 
take d yerhen els Su. for a constr. 
nans (AO. els xal фу. èv), which with » 
it might be: for éyer}@y eis carries mo- 
tion in itself without any thin ied. 
On ‘the passive form d even, alien to the 
Attic, and originally Doric, but common 
in the кой” (Lün.), see note on Eph. iii. 7; 
Lobeck on Phryn. p. 106 ff.; Kühner, 1.193; 
Winer, § 15. It was attempted in my 
earlier editions to press the passive sence 
in the frequent occurrences of this form 
in this Epistle. But wider acquaintance 
with the usage has since convinced me 
that this is not possible, and that we must 
regard it as equivalent in meaning to the 
more usual ¢yévero. The prepo- 
sitions фу following indicate the form and 
manner in which the preaching was car- 
ried on, not (as Pelt, 2) that in which 
the Thessalonians received it, which is not 
treated till ver. 6. v is not mi- 
racles, as Thdrt., Œc., all., nor eficacia et 
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ul Cor. Н. 4. ev тунат! ayip Kal ev "2 Cor vi S. 
' mÀnpopopig troAAg, кабшс otBart ойо 

Ural 
Kat тоб kvpiov, d A autvor rov Аб оу ev Oe wohAy 

v Col. fi. 2 
 eyernOnpev £y no operat 

роу eyernOnre Сабы, | 
I Сог. і. 

$0. 2 Сог. vii. 16 al. 
1 wore yevéoBar Урас x 1 Cor. fv. 18. 

ch. Ii. 
€ тотоу ташу тос miarevovow tv тр Maxedovia kai ev тү 11 ` Heb. vi. 

y = Luke vill. 13. Acta viil. 14. ur n хуй. 11. 
х = Phil. i. 4. Н. 29. 1 Chron. xxix. 
в = 1 Tim. iv. 12 reff. 

repetition) DK cd k. 
om 4th ey BN 17 tol coptt. 

6. for бео», кургоо А. 

oe NE 

1 Cor. ii. 14. ch. И. 18. James 1. 91 
a Rom. xiv. 17. b= bur 1.1 13 i 

om 8rd ey c e l n o 17. 672 D-lat tol copt Thdrt-ms 
om 5th ew ACN f 17. 67? am. 

aft xapas ins xa: B. 
T. rec rvrous (alteration to suit vpas), with ACFKLN rel syr gr-ff: rvros D? 49 (by 

mistake? or perhaps [Mill] а neuter form as wAovros?) : txt BD! 17. 67! latt Syr 
coptt Ambrst Pelag. rec om 2nd ey, with KL rel (c g h m o Chr om ry also): ins 
ABCDEN k 17 latt syrr Thdrt Ambrst Pelag. 

vis agens in cordibus fidelium (Bullinger) 
(see above), but power, viz. of utterance 
and of energy. жу. бүр] beware 
again of the supposed figure of 5 did dvoĩy, 
by which all character of style and all 
logical exactness is lost. Even Conyb. here 
has fallen into this error, and rendered 
* power of the Holy Ghost.” It isa 
predicate advancing beyond d» dude. 
not only in force and energy, but in the 
Holy Ghost—in a manner which could 
only be ascribed to the operation of the 
Holy Spirit. т\трофор(ф wold); | 
much confidence (of faith), see reff. Many 
irrelevant meanings have been given: fel- 
ness of spiritual gifts, which the Thessa- 
lonians had received (Lomb., Corn.-a-lap., 
Turretin.) : certainty of the truth, felt by 
them (Macknight, Benson, al): ‘ful c 
ment of the apostolic office’ (Estius). 
confidence see above) was that in which 
Paul and Sicanusand Timotheus preached 
to them. cas x. T. A.] Appeal to 
their knowledge that the fact was во. 
These words restriet the foregoing to the 
preachers, as explained above : xal ті, pno, 
ракртуор® ; avrol duets udprupés ёсте, oloi 
éyerfiüónuev xpds ӧраз. (Ес. This interpre- 
tation is fixed by кабёѕ, referring back to 
the whole previous description. The sense 
has been variously given: Conyb., * 4nd 
you, likewise know'—but ‘ likewise? surely 
confounds the connexion: Pelt, even fur- 
ther from the mark,. . . . ‘ita accipimus, 
ut Apostolum exemplum suum Thessaloni- 
ensibus imitandum statuamus." olor 
éyev0.] what manner of men we proved, 
as Ellic.: not ‘quales facti simus,’ see 
above on this note: nor as vulg., * 
J'erimas ;’ the point of the fact appealed 
to is, the proof given, what manner of men 
they were, by the manner of their preach- 

ing. “The woidrns was evinced in the 
ү and confidence with which they de- 

ered their message.” Ellic.: the proof 
given YT manner of their preaching. 

рлу] local merely : among you. 
Su das] for your sakes—convey- 

ing the purpose of the Apostle and his col- 
leagues, and in the background also the 
purpose of Gop—* you know what God 
enabled us to be, — how mighty in preach- 
ing the word,—for your sakes—thereby 
proving that he loved p and had chosen 
you for His own.’ 8.] Further proof of 
the same, that ye are éxAexro/, by the 
method in which you received the Gospel 
thus preached by us. xal ©ре corresponds 
with rò eb. dus above. It is somewhat 
difficult here to fix exactly the point of 
comparison, in which they imitated their 
ministers and Christ. Certainly it is not 
merely, in receiving the word—for to omit 
other objections, this would not apply at all 
to Him :—and therefore, not in any qua- 
lifying detail of their method of reception 
of the word -- not in ófrajus, nor in жу. y., 
nor in wAmp. vo. So far being clear, 
we have but one particular left, and that re- 

cts the circumstances under which, and 
the spirit with which : and here we find a 
point of comparison even with Christ Him- 
self: viz. joyful endurance in spirit under 
sufferings. This it was in which they imi- 
tated the Apostles, and thefr divine Master, 
and which made them patterns to other 
churches (sec below). For this ӨАйиз 
in which they edc ауто Toy Афуо>,вее Acts 
xvii. 5—10; ch. ii. 14; iii. 2, 3, 5. 
Mis evo] in that ye received. уа 

ros &y(ov (ref.), joy wrought 
the | oly Spirit. On the gen. of origin, 
see Ellic.’s note here. 7.] Further spe- 
cification of the eminence of the Thessalo- 
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: Ed "Аха. ^ tap vo yap "пулга: à 0 Ane той ' корго 

Joel iti. 14 ov povoy ev Ty MaxsSovig Kat Ахай, a £v wavri 
wu, TOT 1 6 тіотас Оноу т 5 трос rov Өєду Cen Roher, 

DCN dere pum ia Exe прас asiy ті. 9 * avroi уар 

«еа. wept nuov 'атауу ААоиш» " Отоа» " собо» Eoy oper 
u Malt. I. 28 iw. inf, ch. Iv. 0 reft, к — Gal. ti. 3 reft. 1 Paul, 1 Cor. xiv. $8 only. Gospa. 

& Acte, passim. Heb. Ii. 13. Toin, Lam Gen. xiv. m Acts xxvi. = 1 Cor. fit. 1 Gal. 
6. James i. 34 only f. 2%. ch. Li Heb. L. 10. 1 Pet. i. ll only. 1 Kings xvi. 4 

8. om yap Ni k: ins N-corr!, 
peated from former ver, as 
this 

(xa: ined as being usual after 

for rup., 0«ov N'. 
“necessary to mark Ach. as a distinct province." 

reason Meyer retains it) CDFKLN rel latt am Cyr Damasc (Ec Ambrst 
Pelag : ins ту fk o: om AB c m 17 Chr Thdrt ТЫ. 

ov povor), with DKL rel æ 

ins ev ту bef ахаа (re- 
For 

ne XX еу) axA кол ex 
th Chr Cyr Thdrt: txt 

ABCD'F m 17 о fuld demid) вутт сор, Ni has aAA«-, of which N-corr! or з has 
made алла ev. bef exew nuas (for emphasis to contrast with avrot oils), 
with KL rel Chr рас: txt ABCDFN (с) m 17 Thdrt. for Халеу, талу C. 

9. for nue», vues» Bah kn o 120-1-2-8 D- lat coptt Chr,-ms, Thdrt Damasc (Ес. 
rec (for erx.) exopev (with 17 ?): txt ABCDFKLN rel latt Chr Thdrt Thl-marg 

lat-ff. 

nians’ Christian character. тотоу, of 
the whole church as one: see Bernhardy, 
р. 60. diy тої miorrevovoty ] to 
the whole of the believers. of wioreú- 
ovres, like ó weipd(wy, designates the 
kind. Chrys. understands this participle 
as if it were moretoagw Vita ph» dv 
dorépp Хде *pbs abroór GAA’ obras 
ad re, d$moív, s тё» wpoXaBóvror 
yevéobas 8:8аскёлоиѕ . . . ob yàp elrer, 
Ssre т0тоиѕ yer toda wpbs тф rtv eM, 
АЛАА Tois {п wicredove: тоз ёубуесде. 
But it was not so: for the only church in 
Europe which was in Christ before the 
Thessalonian, was the Philippian (Acts xvi. 
12— xvii. 1, see ch. ii. 2). Max x. 
'Ax.] Cf. Rom. xv. 26; Acts xix. 21: 
the two Roman provinces, comprehending 
Northern and Southern Greece. There is 
no reference, as Thdrt., to the Greeks being 
{бут uéywrra к. mì copig баоџа(биеуа, 
and so their praise being the greater: these 
are mentioned simply because the Apostle 
had been, since their conversion, in Mace- 
donia, and had left Silvanus and Timotheus 
there,—and was now in Achaia. 8.] 
Proof of the praise in ver. 7. — ФФ bud 
is merely local, from you, as in ref.; not 
‘by you’ (as preachers) (Фф. бид). аз 
Ruckert, “locorum Paulinorum 1 Thess. 
i. 8 et 1 Thess» iii. 1—3 explanatio: nor 
‘by your means, viz. in saving Silas and 
myself from danger of our lives and во 
enabling us to preach (B  óuàv), as Storr, 
and Flatt. difxnra:] ZAG ёт s- 
wep odr Aaumpoy hxotons д FAN- 
cloy ras wAnpoirat тбкоѕ, ойто THs 
забо dy8pelas ij phun кабёжер éxelyn 
caAs(ovca ikav) T)» olkovuérgv. ёртАй- 

1. Chrys. ó Ady. т. kvp(ov $ сап- 

not be as De W. ‘the fame of the recep- 
tion of the Gospel by you: the sense 
seems to be that your ready reception and 
faith as it were sounded forth the Adyos 
той xuplov, the word of the Lord, the 
Gospel message, loudly and clearly, through 
all ‘parts. The logical construction of 
this verse is somewhat difficult. After the 
ob uóvov v т. Мак. к. 'Ax., we t 
merely GAA’ dy тают! тёкф: but these 
words appear, followed by a new subject 
and a new predicate. Either then we must 
regard this new subject and predicate as 
merely an epexegesis of the Rene, 6х 
тш ó Ady. ToU kup., or, with Lünemann, 
we must place a colon at xvpíov, and begin 
a new sentence with où nóror. This last 
is very objectionable, for it leaves дф ёр. 
... . кирои standing alone in the most 
vapid and spiritless manner, with the 
strong rhetorical word ё хута unac- 
counted for and unemphatic. The other 
way then must be our refuge, and I can- 
not see those objections to it which Lün. 
has found. It is quite according to the 
versatile style of St. Paul, half to lose 
sight of the ой uóror ДАА, and to go on 
after фу wayrl тбте with a new sentence; 
and especially as that new sentence ex- 
plains the somewhat startling one pre- 
ceding. 1p, towards, directed 
towards God as its object (and here, as 
contrasted with idols, see next verse)— 
not = the more usual eis, бо and isio, 
as Ellic. correcting my previous оз (df). 

De Wette, al., suppose with some 
probability that the report of the Thessa- 
lonians’ faith may have been spread by 
Christian travelling ai such as 
Aquila and Priscilla. Gere p3 . . . .] 

ABCDF 
KLN ab 
e def 
bhklm 
nol? 
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` e ө? * — ? rd ` м a , ` 
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'а›ацфуну TOv viðv айтой EK тоу ovpavwv, ov % 10 Kat 

11.16. Amos 
iv. б. 

u » ue — е 9 — ` ** >? e 7 v. 21 А]. 
qytipev EK 70 t & O, Incovv TOV pvoptvov прас Num. xxv. 2. 

q = хх. э a - æ - U 

avo тйс“ орупс түс Epyxopévnc. 

П. ! Арто! yap оїдате, адеАфо!‚ ryv *etcoðov nuwy "i 

19. Gal. iv. 
8. Ps. iI. 11. 
Acts xiv. 18. 

Kings xvii. 
е «= е 9 9 А 

THY TpOc Upac, Ore ov ? Kevyn yévovev, 2 Ad * прота- » Jobn 1i. 3 
(Sce) al. Isa. lxv. 10. 

ту. отб. Matt. vi. 13. Ro m.zv.31. 2 Tb 
w = Matt. iii. 7 1 L. Rom. іі. 5. ch. И. 10. Zeph. 

xv. 10, 14, 58. Deut. xxxii. 67, 
67. cf. also Ш. 83. 

t here only. Job vil. 3. Isa. lix. 11. 
ess. iii. 3. 3 Tim. iv. 18 only. 

M. 2. x ch. 1. 9 reff. 
з here only. *wopnióp naar où *posallóvsec, Thuc. Ш. 

n v. 20 

u Gal. i. 1 reff. 
. 1. w. ö, Col. 1. 13. Ps. cxxxix 
y Acta iv. 28. 1 Cor. 

10. rec om 2nd тор, with ACK (Ec: ins BDFL rel Chr Damasc Thdrt ТЫ. 
for ато, єк BN 17. 73. 

CHAT. II. 2. rec aft aAAa ins ка, with (none of our mss) D-lat: om ABCDFKLN 
rel vulg syrr coptt Cyr. lat-ff. 

The report being flready rife, we found 
no occasion to speak of your faith, or in 
your praise. 9.] ebrei, the people 
dy т. Мак. к. 'Ax., к. dy tart) тлф: 
see reff., and Bernhardy, p. 288. 
wep бу] concerning vs, Paul and Sil- 
vanus and Timotheus; not as Liin., ‘ae 
both,’ including the Thessalonians. This 
he does, to square the following clayses, 
which otherwise are not correspondent: 
but there are two objections to his view: 
0) the emphatic position of wept ypév, 
which seems to necessitate ite keeping its 
strict meaning: (2) that it would in this 
case have been much more naturally брду 
than usr, as the second person has pre- 
vailed throughout, and our efsoBos to you 
was quite as much a matter happening to 
you as to us. That xal жер! биё», was 
should be abbreviated as we find it, will 
surely not surprise any one familiar with 
the irregularities, in point of symmetry, of 
St. Paul's style. The &rayyeAA ópera 
here correspond to the two members of 
the above proof, verses 5 and 6. éoí(av 
has no reference to danger, as Chrys., al. 
elsoSos, merely access, in the way of 
coming to them: see ch. ii. 1: not of it- 
self facilis aditus, as Pelt. ©, merely 
how that, introducing matter of fact, — 
not ‘how,’ ‘in what manner, how joy- 
fully and energetically, as Ltinem.: if so, 
the long specification (spbs . . . .'ёрхоиё- 
ys), which follows the (thus) unemphatic 
verb, drags wearily: whereas, regarded as 
indicating matter of fact only, the wes 
is unemphatic, and the matter of fact it- 
self, carrying the emphasis, justifies the 
full statement which is made of it. 
terns к. Ауф) (avra uty abrir à»ó- 
parer, &s exelvwr ой (бутюу. dArAndivdy 
de, bs éxelroy qQevbas бей» xaXovpérav. 

Thdrt. 10.] The especial aspect of 
the faith of the Thessalonians was Доре: 
hope of the return of the Son of God from 
heaven: a hope, indeed, common to them 
with all Christians in all ages, but evi- 
dently entertained by them as pointing to 
an event, more immediate than the church 
has subsequently believed it to be. Cer- 
tainly these words would give them an 
idea of the nearness of the coming of 
Christ : and perhaps the misunderstanding 
of them may have contributed to the no- 
tion which the Apostle corrects, 2 Thess. 
ii. 1 ff.: see note there. By $v fy. ix 
T&v vexpev, that whereby (Rom. i. 4 
Jesus was declared to be the Son of 
with power, is emphatically prefixed to 
His name. Pvópavov] who de- 
livereth: not = т. jvoduevov,—astill less 
an E. V., past, ‘who delivered,’ but de- 
scriptive of His office, = ‘our Deliverer,' 
as à weipd(wy, &c. тй tox.— which is 
coming : cf. Eph. v. 6; Col. ni. 6. Cn. 
II. 1—10.] He reminds the Thessalonians 
of his manner of preaching among them (1 
—12, answering to ch. i. 9 a): praises 
them for their reception of tke Gospel, and 
firmness in persecution (13—16, answer- 
ing to ch. 1. 9 b). 1.] ydp refers 
back to drolay, ch. i. 9: ‘not only do 
strangers report it, but you know it to be 
true.“ He makes use now of that know- 
ledge to carry out the description of his 
preaching among them, with a view, by 
recapitulating these details, to confirm 
thein, who were as yet but novices, in the 
faith. кеу | It is evident from vv. 
2 ff., that this does not here apply to the 
fruits, but to the character of his preach- 
ing: the result does not appear till ver. 
13. And within this limitation, we may 
observe that the verb is yéyovev, not 
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а Matt. xxii. 6. 
Luke xi. @. 
xviii. 83. 
Acta xiv. 5 
EH Kings L X „ 

b Acts ix. 1, то ғуаууғл‹оу TOU 

ПРОЎ OEZZAAONIKEIZ A. II. 

Üóvrtc kat. Up re, кабшос оїдате, tv. ФМттос, 
" ётаррпо‹асаша сеу rw bep up AaAnaat трос ®нас 

; ° Otot ev то\Аф °аушм. 

таойк\Ала!с uwv ovk ex 8 rdavnc ovót ЕЁ " акабарайас, 
5л yàp 

Eph. vi. 20 эму э is? , ` ` 7 € < - 
oniy. LP.. ovde ev ‘SoAw, < аААа cage !дедокдаси+ба отб rov 
al. 0 - xX - 22 (A " À À - E 

сво Acts ix. оу TiO0TEUUVGaL TO Eva уу (0и, OUT ue QAOUHEP, ovx 
27,28. Eph , 
ті. 90. xi. Acts xiv. 8. d Rom. I. V. xv. 16. 2 Cor. хі. 7. M Ba 1 Pet. iv. 17 only. (ste Mark 1. 

14 Acta xx. 34 1 Tim.1. 11.) е = Phil. 1. 50 (reff.). f — PhiL Il. 1 reff. g = Matt. 
XXVII. 64. Eph. iv. 14 al. Prov. xiv. 8. h Paul (Rom. vl. 10. ch. iv. 7 al.) only, ехо. Matt. xxiii.17. Hus. 
if. 10. i John 1. 48. 1 Сог. xii. 10. 1 Pet. іі. 1 al. Job Till. 7. =æ Rom. xiv. . 1 Cor. xvi. 
3. (все below (m].) k Rom. iii. . 1 Cor. ix. 17. constr., Acts xxi. 8. . 1M. 7. 

3. rec (for 2nd ovde) ovre, with DKL rel Chraig Thdrt(ovre twice) Damasc Th) Ee: 
txt. ABCD FRN 17. 673, оуд m. 

éyévero ; to be understood therefore not 
of any mere intent, of the Apostle at the 
time of his coming among them, but of 
some abiding character of his preaching. 
It cannot then be understood as Kop 
—' veni ad оог eo consilio . . . ut cobi. 
prodessem, non ut otiose inter vos vive- 
rem: and nearly so Rosenm. It proba- 
bly expresses, that his «fsoBos was and 
continued ‘no empty scheme’ (‘no light 
matter, as we say; ойх 3j Tvxovea, Chrys.), 
but an earnest, bold, self-denying endea- 
vour for their good. This he proceeds to 
prove. 2.] wpowaldyres, having 
previously suffered: reff. On the fact, 
see Acts xvi. фкарфтозот.] Lüne- 
mann seems to be right (against De W.) 
in rendering it we were confident, not 
‘we were free of speech.’ See however, 
on the other side, Ellic.’s note. 
quer, because all true confidence is in 
God as our God. "This word reproduces 
the feeling with which Paul and Silas 
M ea their ministry among them: 8:4 
roy фу$ууадойута deb тобто тойош 
TeOapphxaper. (соп. алута is 
infinitive of the object after. dr 
we had the confidence to speak: as E. V., 
were bold to speak. This seems more 
probable than with De W., Mey. on Eph. 
vi. 20, and Ellic., to regard it as the 
ee inf. “defining still more 
clearly the oral nature of the boldness.” 
Chrys. can hardly be quoted on that side, 
as Ellie. dcubtfully. ToU cod, for 
solemnity, to add to the weight of their 
«150305. dv ro åyôvı] in (amidst) 
much conflict, viz. under outward circum- 
stances conflicting much with our work: 
and therefore that work could be no 
kevóy, which was thus maintained. 
8, 4.] Reasons why he éxapsnoidcaro 
Aa joa... . . dy тоЛАф Gyan :—viz. the 
true and single-minded character of his 
ministry, and his duty to God as the 
steward of the Gospel. 8. wapd- 
xÀwcis] exhortation to you, viz. our 

whole course of preaching. Supply is, 
not ‘was; cf. Aadotper A elo . “Тһе 
two senses of wapdxAnois, exhortation 
and consolation, so easily passing into one 
another (compare ver. 11), are suggestive 
of the externa] state of the early church, 
sorrowing amid the evils of the world, 
and needing as its first lesson to be com- 
forted ; and not less suggestive of the first 
lesson of the Gospel to the individual soul, 
of peace in believing." Jowett. ix; 
having its source in. TÀávqs] here 
probably error. The word is used transi- 
tively and intransitively. In the former 
case, it is ‘imposture’ (Matt. xxvii. 64) or 
‘seduction’ (Eph. iv. 14): in the latter 
and more usual, error  Lünem. 
éxafapoías| hardly, as Chrys, drip pv- 
сар@у wpayudror olo» rr к. udyor, 
—though such a reference is certainly 
possible, considering the vile degradation 
of that class at the period, —but here ap- 
parently of the impure desire of gain, 
cf. ver. 5, where é» mpo$dce e,, 
eglas seems to correspond with dt Ana- 
барт!аз. Still such a meaning seems to 
want example. If it be correct, this re- 
presents (Liin.) the subjective side, the 
motive, as ёк raden the objective side, 
the ground. iv Bép] this of the 
manner, or perhaps, as Ellic., the ethical 
sphere, in which: ‘nor did we make use 
of deceit to win our way with our wapd- 
AU. See 2 Cor. ii. 17. 4.] кедес, 
according as, in proportion as. 
Beorpa.) see reff,— we have been ap- 
proved,—thought fit: cf. sue» ўуќсато, 
1 Tim. i. 12. Lünem.cites Plot. Thes. 12: 
Ad ody ó Owoc«bs ёт) rò Épigsror, ob 
dbok(ua(« $pd(ew abrdy Esris ely. We 
must not introduce any ascertained fit- 
ness of them in themselves into the ides 
(obs Ау Фел ато, ei uh &blovus dylyecne 
Thl.: so Chr. Œc., Olsh.): it is only 
the free choice of God which is spoken 
of. On жщттєъб. тд «bayy. see reff., and 
Winer, ейп. 6, $ 32. 5. otras 

ABCDP 
ML»ab 
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bk I u. 
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1 Gal. i. 10 reff. we avOpwroe ' арёскоутес̧, аААа бир re Soxtuädovrt ARRE 
1 

rac kapótac "HOY. 

* gAcort£tac, ° 0:0с * naprvc, ы 

5 oure yap wore “iv ° Ауф ? con 
Li n?’ nO Oc 18 v 7 9 ГА 

квас “evyernOnuev, кабшс оїдате, ovre ev " трофаса X 
ovrt ‘Znrouvrec t avOow- 

19. 1 Cor. 
lit. 18. 3 Cor. 
viii, & ch. v. 
?1al. Prov. 

i. 3. 
n see 1 Tim. iv. 

18. 
o compare Eph. 

» * » өз э 9 ә L4 

Twv S, ovrt аф Uutov ovre ат алир, Suvapevor LER. 
ev "Bapu elvat we ` уоотоо ` атбстоћо 7 aArX’ eyen- OG v 7) 

p хо ? y L. John xv. 
19. Acts xxvii. 30. Phil. I. 18 only. 
1. 9. 3 Cor. 1. 38. Phil. I. & ver. 10. 
only. (see note.) 

4. Se8oxepaspeva: Е. 

Hos. x. 4. 
t John v. 44. (vil. pu 

vlCor.i.1. 1 Cor. 1. 1. xi. 18. ЕрЬ.і.1. Jade 17 al. 

r Col. lii. 8 ref. 9 Pet. il. 3. в Rom. 
n <= here (Gal. vi. 2 reff.) 

rec ins то bef Sew (as more usual with art follg), with 
AD?FKLN? rel: om BCD'N! 67? Clem bas (Ec. 

5. om 2nd ey BN? a 17. 
6. for uv, nue» А. 

answers not to the following &s, but to 
the preceding кабёв, and is emphatic— 
‘even 20. dpdoxovtes, in the strict 
sense of the present tense,—going about 
to please, —striving to please. oe 
belongs to the whole sentence, not merely 
to à»0p. àpécx. (as Lün.): for in that 
сазе the second member would involve 
almost too harsh an ellipsis.’ Ар», 
of us,—not said generally, of all men: 
but of us, Paul апі Silvanus and Timo- 
theus. As Liinem. justly observes against 
De W., ras xapõias here and ras éàvr. 
vvxds below, are conclusive against ima- 
gining that St. Paul in this place is speak- 
ing of himself alone. Yet Conyb. renders 
it, ‘my heart,’ and ras ё. u., ‘my own life? 

5 ff.] Proofs again of the asser- 
tions of vv. 3, 4. For neither did we 
become conversant (see reff. yerdada: бу 
Tim, in re quadam versari; so oi uly èv 
rovras то Adyas go, Xen. Суг. iv. 
8. 23. On the impracticability of main- 
taining a passive sense in the form éye- 
vh8nue», see above, on ch. i. 5) in speech of 
(consisting of) flattery (not 'incurring 
repute of flattery,’ as Hamm., Le Clerc, 
Michael., al. similarly as to meaning, Pelt], 
which would be irrelevant, as he is not 
speaking of what others thought of their 
ministry, but of their own behaviour in 
it. On колак. Lün. qnotes Theophrastus, 
Charr. 2,—тў» d xkoAaxelay Nd by 
тіз dn ale xD elva cvuoépovcar 
84 r$ xoAaxeborri and Ellie. remarks, 
“ It seems more specifically to illustrate 
the d» 84A of ver. 3, and forms a natural 
transition to the next words, the essence 
of xoAaxela being self-interest: д & brows 
dpéAeid res abr ylyynra els xpfiuara 
ко) Soa 8:4 xpnudrov, Aa. Aristot. 
Eth. Nic. iv. 12 ad fin.”) as ye know, nor 
(L yerhonner) in pretext (employed in that 
which was meant to be a pretext, not in 
occasione avaritia, as vulg. and Le Clerc; 

ins o bef Geo: F. 
for ат’, ато DFL rel: txt ABCR (k o m 17, e sil). 

nor is ярбфас:ѕ ‘species,’ as Wolf) of 
(serving to conceal) avarice; God is wit- 
ness (тўз uiv koAaxe(as abrovs ёкёлесє 
udprupas, AA yap Tors üxoóovci. ro 
kodrov Tà fhuara’: fs 8d wAeovetías 
obkéri abToós, ФЛАА Tbv тфу A] )] éxdx- 
туу. Thdrt., and similarly Chrys. But 
perhaps it is simpler, seeing that no xe f= 
is expressed with оїбате, to refer des udp. 
to the whole). 6.) {ттобутеє belongs 
to ёуєућбпцеу above. i£. Avop rev, 
emphatic: rh» yap ёк Oeo ка) é(fyow 
к. éAduBaror. (Ec. The real distinction 
here between ёк and ётё seems to be, 
that ёк belongs more to the abstract 
ground of the 86га, àxó to the concrete 
object from which it was in each case to 
accrue. This is strictly correct, not, as 
Ellic., who has misunderstood my distinc- 
tion, artificial and precarious :’ nor is it 
ever safe to assume identity of meaning, 
in St. Paul’s style, of different preposi- 
tions, except where the form of the sen- 
tence absolutely requires it. The glory 
which they sought was not at all to come 
out of human sources, whether actually 
from the Thessalonians or from any others. 

Suvdwevor|] though we the 
power. iv fp elvas) Thdrt., Est., 
Grot., Calov., all, refer this to wAcovet. 
mentioned above, and understand it of 
using the power of living by the gospel, 
which St. Paul, &c. might have done, but 
did not: so éxiBapeiw, ver. 9: 2 Thess. 
iii. 8; karaBapeiv, 2 Cor. xii. 16; à ga 
cuaurdy ётӯрпса, ib. хі. 9. But the words 
are separated from the Act by the 
new idea beginning at (wro)rres, to 
which, and not to the former clause, this 
is subordinated. I therefore take them 
with Chrys. (CEc., Thl., undecided), Ambrst., 
Erasm., Calv., &c., Olsh., De W., Lin.,— 
as equivalent to ёи Tiu «уси – elxbs yàp 
тойс тард (eov ирд; àvÜpdnmrovs ёто- 
сталбутаѕ, se axd тод ойрауой viv 
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w 3 Tim. Н, 94 
onlyt see 
note. a ¢ - 7 
нас та ғаитус̧ TEKva, 

xviii. 20. 
Luke Н. 48. Heb. ti. 12 (from Ps. xxi. 22) al. 

М . 7.29 . Deut. XII. 6. Nil. 1 Sym. d dnl. e ad 

T. AA BN. 

II POE OEZZAAONIKEIX A. II. 

Ünucv # riot * Ev * рес Yaw, we tà» У трофос * Ва\ту 
8 roc oh? Uutov " evdoxoupev 

. Gen. ххху. 8. 4Kings хі. 21 Chron. Isa. y here only. 
a here only. Job Ш. 21(ABICN). is., Ps. 

* ,õ (prob from attaching the v of the precedg word to 
aww. In such a case, where tt is almost as likely that the v of упт. may have 
dropped out, and the evidence is so divided, the sense may fairly be taken аз our 

ide : see note) BC!D!FN! а m latt copt eth Clem(from context) Огір! ре Cyr mes. in- 
1 Orig-int Ambrst Pelag Aug: mmo: AC?D°KLN® rel syrr sah Clem, Orig, Chr- 

comm (Ec-comm Thdrt-comm Damasc Thl-comm(alt.,— ) xal vfrrio:). «несе AC 
17. rec ar, with AD? K(e sil) LN! rel Orig, Thdrt : txt ВСЕМ, балтеь 
KLdfk m. 

8. rec inerpouevos, with rel Cyr: txt ABCDFKLN d e (f k) m n Chr.s Damasc-ms 
ТАМ (диер. rds Bà IueipdEeh àyéyyocar: ойк Yor: 84). (17 def.) quboxovuer 
B: evBoxkggauey 17, volebamus vulg(and F-lat) syrr coptt Pelag: cupimus old-lat 

fkorras wpécBeis, voAATs йёхоАаўстш Ti- 
uns. Chr. Bdpos is used of import- 
ance, dignity,—‘ weight,’ as we say: е. р. 
Diod. Sic. iv. 61, 9d тобто» ray xpéver 
*AOnvaio:, 8:4 Tb Bdpos тїз wéAews, ppo- 
vfuaros éverluxAavro, к. THs TÀy ‘EAA- 
vay ġyeporlas m@péxOnoay, and in this 
sense St. Paul's Epistles were called 
Вареш, 2 Cor. x. 10. Cf. also Bdpos 
8ótns, where however Bdpos is с 
roprio, as opposed to ёЛафрду, r. 
Ты. Render therefore, when we might 
have stood on our dignity. Heins., Pisc., 
Hamm., understand the words of ec- 
clesiastical censures—‘quum severitatem 
exercere apostolicam posset,'— and oppose 
them to ёуеу. riot below: but see there. 

és xp. ёт.) not: ‘as the other 
Apostles’ (Grot., Pelt, referring to 1 Cor. 
ix. 5, but ungrammatical), but as (being) 
Apostles of t. It is simpler to take 
&кбттохо: here in its wider sense, than to 
limit the sentence to St. Paul alone. 
Т.) &М\ё contrasts, not with the mere sub- 
ordinate clause of the last verse (Burda. 
x. r. A), but with its whole sense, and in- 
troduces the positive side of their behaviour 
— q. d. ‘so far from being any of the afore- 
said, we were...’ „ ав before, 
with a reference to God ennbling us. 

Fro, mild: во Od. B. 47, xarhp 
8 ás rios Fev: Herodian iv. 1, ќя‹оу 
Épxorra к. warépa: Pausan. Eliac. ii. 18, 
Вас:Аќа yàp ой và тбута ffrior, &ААй 
ко) Th dx ra Üvu$ xpénerov 'AAXéfar- 
pov той :Afrwou (Wetst.: see also 
Herod. iii. 89: and Ellic.’s note here. 
Surely the reading riot, being (1) by 
far the commoner tcord, (2) so easily in- 
troduced by the final » of the preceding 
word, can hardly, in the teeth of Ше 
sense, come under consideration: seeing 
too that the primary authorities are not 
unanimous. iv pér. р.) i.e. ‘in 

our converse with you; but with an allu- 
sion to our not lifting ourselves above 
you ;—ds «Is dt pav, (Ec. It is best 
to retain the comma after óuér, not as 
Lün., to place a colon: for though there 
is a break in the construction, it is one 
occasioned by the peculiar style of Ше 
Apostle, which should not be amended by 
punctuation. The emphasis on dawris 
should not be lost sight of—as when a 
nurse (a suckling mother) cherishes (reff.) 
her own children. See Gal. iv. 19, for the 
same figure. 8.] o belongs to 
є08окодреу, and із the apodosis to ds 
above. óp ӧреірес дег is 
found in reff. only (апа in both, the MSS. 
differ), except in the glossaries. Hesych., 
Phavor., and Phot. explain it by ésifvyuety. 
ТЫ. says, rourdor:, wposDebeuérot opi», 
к. ёхбреро: e, тард Tb ӧроб к. Tb 
«fpe, ть cuuTAÉko and Phot. gives брод 
рибада: as its meaning. But as Lünem. 
observes after Winer, ейп. 6, § 16. в), 
“This is suspicious, 1) because the 
verb here governs a genitive and not 
a dative, 2) because there is no instance 
of a similar verb compounded with dues 
or óuós. Now as in Nicander (Theriaca, 
ver. 402) the simple form pelpeo@a: occurs 
in the sense of inelper@a:, it can hardly 
be doubted that pelpecOas is the original 
root, to which iuelperOa: and dpeiperba 
(having the same meaning) are related, 
having a syllable prefixed for cuphony. 
Cf. the analogous forms кёлл= and 
dxéAAw,— Bbpopas and ф$ёйроиа„— grace 
and óQAéw,—ato and late, &c., and see 
Kühner, i. p. 27.” It will thus per- 
haps be best rendered by loving you, 
earnestly desiring you. єобок.] 
not present, but imperfect, without а 
augment, as is also generally the aorist 
ebBórnaa in N. T.: see Winer, $ 12. 3. а: 
we delighted; ‘it was my јоу to 

ABCDF 
KLR ab 
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e - ec D , ` > „ - 
uera&ovrat йш» ov põvov ro “evayyéAtov тоо“ Otou, f 1 Bom 

L ` L| ` ‹ — 7 , э ` - (nii 
айла kat тас ^tavrov (хас, Store d yar тш» 
» ^0 9g , 7 28 , ` h >? 

stre eyernOnre. uvnuovtutre уар, адгАфо, rov '"xowov 
A BDP ja | rov ! uóvOor- M JE RC к, ^ d ver. 3 reff. xABDE nuw» xat rov  uOyÜov: / уоктос кає ` пиёоас kDa“ 2 if AT 

1 ` ` ` , - РА , 1. 33. 
с4е{& pevot, moog rò un #кЗарпва! riva. Чио», exnpbtapev 1 Cor. l. 91 
nol? "Le pua n d Y 5 4 = ео и РҮ йс vgac то “esvayyidtov rov “beon. унес ° pap- ts Mut t 

* Ld е ер 1 1 э 

rugec Kat ° 0с, wç Posiwe kai *Sixaiwe ка! dh r ы. "Exod. 
e en - a э ә е. . 

Ушу roig tert bονν⁰ " &yeviÜnusv, |! ‘xaBawep одате, 52,4. Matt 
2 Tim. ii. 8 only. 1 Chron. xvi. 13. h see below (i). Matt. xxvi.10§. 2Cor.vi.6al. Deut. і. 12. 

1 (fn N. T. w. <6wot) 2 Cor. xi. 27. 3 Thess. Ш. 8 only. Num. xxiiL 31. l Mark v. 5. ch. 
UL 10. 1.3. Iss. xxxiv. 10. К — Matt. xxi. 96. 1 Cor. iv. 11. ch. Iv. 11. Exod. v. 18. 

m 3 Cor. 11.5. 3 Thess. iii. 8 only t. n Mark xiii. 10. Luke xxiv. G. 
А р here only t. Wied. vi. 10 only. q Luke xxiii. 41. 1 Cor. xv. 84. Tit. 
iL 19. 1 Pet. И. 88 only. Prov. xxviil. 18. r eh. v. 33 only t. (-rot, Phil ii. 18. 

8 constr. (see ch. I. 5), appy bere only. t Paul (Rom. iv. 6. xii, 4 al®.) only, exe. Heb. iv. 2. Lev. 
xxvii. 8. see Heb. v. 4. 

„erer: 

Jer. rec (for eyern@yre) -yeyernatüe (corrn in error, from imagining evBoxouper 
to be present), with K rel Chr, Thdrt: txt ABCDFLN a m 17 Bas Chr,. 

9. rec aft vurros add ae with DKL rel syr-marg Chr-txt Thdrt : om ABDIFN d k 
17 latt syrr coptt Chr, Ambrst Aug. for es upas, ушу N“: txt M-corr! : om 
eis c. 

10. aft дарт. ins «cre DIF vss lat-ff. for ws 001095, xpos ayios (віс) Е (not G). 

Conyb. ras davr. уууф, as remarked во reckoned it, but for emphasis, being 
above, shews beyond doubt that he is in- 
cluding here Silas and Timotheus with 
himself. dvar will not strictly 
apply to rds dav. фих., but we must bor- 
row from the compound verb the idea of 
giving, or offering. The comparison 
is exceedingly tender and beautiful : as the 
nursing-mother, cherishing her children, 
joys to give not only her milk, but her life, 
for them,—so we, bringing up you as 
spiritual children, delighted in giving, not 
only the milk of the word, but even (and 
here it was matter of fact) our own lives, 
for your nourishment in Christ. And 
that, because ye became (the passive form 
¢yerhOnre must not be pressed to a passive 
meaning, ав in my earlier editions: see on 
ch. i. 5) very dear tous. 9.] Proof of 
the dearness of the Thessalonians to Paul 
and his companions : not of dye. riot, 
to which it would be irrelevant,—nor of 

. their readiness to give their lives, &c. (as 
Ellic.), for this verse does not refer to 

undergone, but to labour, in order 
not to trouble any. It is no objection to 
this (Ellic.) that Siri . r. A. is а subor- 
dinate causal member of the preceding 
sentence, seeing that it is precisely St. 
Paul’s habit to break the tenor of his 
style by inserting confirmations of such 
clauses. pnpa. is indic. (ydp). 
T. кбтоу к. T. рбҳбоу ] a repetition (reff, 
to intensify—as we should say labour 
pains: no distinction can be established. 

vuxTóg first, not merely because 
the Jews and Athenians ('Athenienses 
itey duos occasus, Plin. N. H. ii. 77) 

Vol. III. 

the most noteworthy, and the day fol- 
lowing as matter of course. See besides 
reff. Acts xx. 31. ipyalópavoc 
(reff.) in its strict meaning of manual 
labour—viz., at tent-cloth making, Acts 
xviii. 3. p. тд py ray in order 
not to burden any of you, viz. by accepting 
from you the means of sustenance. One 
can hardly say with Chrys., футайба del - 
xvvow dv wevig бутаз Tobs Ade: for 
we know St. Paul's strong feeling on this 
point, 2 Cor. xi. 9, 10. «ls dds, to 
you—not quite = бріу: the latter repre- 
sents the preaching more as a thing ime 
parted, this as a thing p dran On the 
supposed inconsistency of the statement 
here with the narrative in Acts xvii., see 
Prolegomena, § ii. 8, and note. 
10—19.] General summary of their beha- 
viour and teaching among the Thessalo- 
mans. 10.] Upsets „ of the out- 
ward appearance. ó , of the heart. 

iri к. &к.] Cf. Plat. Gorg. p. 507 
A, B, — cal phy тері ui» àvüpdrrovs тё 
wposfiko»?ra ярёттеу dN à» xpdrroi, 
тєр} $$ Ob боза,—апй Polyb. xxiii. 10. 
8, wapaffva: к. тё wpbs rads: vÜpdrrovs 
каа к. таё wpbs т. O«obs беа. This 
distinction, perhaps “ precarious” (Ellic.) 
where the words occur separately, or seem 
to require no very precise application, is re- 
quisite here where both divine and human 
testimony is appealed to. tpiv т. 
mer.] not the dat. commodi (Ellic.), nor 
* towards you believers,’ nor is it governed 
by éudurres, but as Œc., Thi., Lünem., 
dat. of the judgment, us in 3 Pet, iii. 14, 



" wc 
en Урас ка! 

зас TO 

= Eph. v. 1 18 

$1) onl 
3 Thucyd. 
80, vill. 63. "ARS LN 
1. 10 0 1 > ech ta reli 
13 al, h = Heb. iv. 3. see Jer. x. N. 

11. for lst ws, тоз Е (qualiter latt, but in ver 10 guam) : 
19. rec uaprvpovuuevoi, with DIF a h 1! m Thdrt 

Damase (Ec.—om xa: нарт. А 114 Ambrst-ed. 
usual), with DKL rel: txt ABD!FN k m 17. 

DÉKL rd rel latt Chr Aug: ins ABN syr copt Thdrt-ms Ambrst. 
Chr-txt Thdrt Ambrst-ed Vi 

18. rec om Ist xa, with D 

orovidcare ЌстіЛо к. dudpnro айтф 
єбрєбђуа. For otherwise we lose the 
force of the slight emphasis on ùp. tots 
ROT., q. d. ‘whatever we may have 
seemed to the unbelieving : ? “tametsi 
aliis non ita videremur,” Bengel. See 
Bernhardy, p. 337 f. The charge of want 
of point, ‘brought by Jowett against the 
words тоё rere, hence appears to 
be unfounded. The former verse having 
referred to external occupation, їп which 
he must have consorted with unbelievers, 
he here narrows the circle, to speak of his 
behaviour among the brethren themselves. 

11, 12.] Appeal to the detailed 
judgment of each one, that this was so. 
This bales к. Scales x. &udurres in their 
judgment is substantiated by the fact, that 
of жері Tb» TlavAor busied themselves in 
inar i every one of them in the faith. 

ipe a refers what follows to 
what Аг Же before, as co-ordinate with 
it. os fva kaor. . . . Фрая) The 
construction is that of nouns in apposition, 
in cases where the one designates the in- 
dividuals of whom the other is the aggre- 
gate. In this case the noun of larger de- 
signation generally comes first. The sim- 
plest instance that сап be given is ravra 
wdvra, where rabra is the aggregate, 
wdyra the individualizing noun (whereas 
in wdyte таёта, таўта is the individuals, 
and ябута merely the adjective designa- 
tion of their completeness): so here ёра 
ёкасто» фаб» . . . spas differs very little 
from draus браз. As regards the par- 
ticiples, the simplest way of constructing 
them is to supply ¢yerfOnuer, which has 
just preceded. Ellicott would rather re- 
gard them as an instance of St. Paul's 
common participial anacolutha, which may 
also be : but here the construction is simple 
withoutsuch asupposition. Both 

ПРОЎ OEZZAAONIKEIZ A. 

"fva " їкастоу uo de татђр тёкуа čaro 

" таранубобшуо, 
repirareiv úpāç 

|" каХооьтос рас eic ray avrov Вааз\шна» xat ` Satay. 
kai дй rovro Kat прес " evyapiuroupew TQ Өс ' dd 

(doh x 10 Хеіттос, Ore 5 wapaAaPovrec © №уо» 
„1 Сот, хіт.3. or, Phil. Н.1.) 

кын зова. M 

t Rom. T Fw 1. еч, y out. з Mace. ff. . Seale 

IL. 

bi тара- 

Kai ” paprepo- 

d Eg rov ° Otou rov 

12 

M akonc тар nov 
roe vt Thoeyd. 

ral oat 18 al. 
are pert "mnl 

. I. Gal. 1 K 

N. 

& 1 Cor. хі. 93. xv. I. 
1 = Rom. x. 

ets О. upas 
: txt BD'KLX rel Chr 

rec терстатуса (aor more 
калесаутоз AN 78 vulg сори æth 

and wapapv@. seem here best taken, with 
Liinem., as applying to exkortaton, but in 
a sense nearly allied to consolation: see 
note on ver. 3. The enbject of the exhorta- 
tion follows, els TÒ x. r. A.: and this would 
be closely connected with their bearing up 
under trouble and persecution: cf. uh 
14 ff. 12. ] see reff.: 
strengthens the two former . 
conjuring. This is the sense of the verb 
not only in later but in earlier writers 
also: see reff. alg rò. the d 
to all three participles preceding : the € 
implying the direction, and, of course, in 
a subjective sentence, consequently the 
purpose of their action. 
pres. because the action is extended on to 
the future by the following words. 
ВасчЛеау and 86 а> must not be incor- 
porated by the silly ê» 3 бим»: God 
calls us to His kingdom, the kingdom of 
our Lord Jesus, which He shall establish 
at His coming: 3 He calls us to His 

glory,—to partake of that glory in His 
3 which our Lord Jesus had with 
Him before the world ; John куй. 
5, 24. See Rom. v. 2. 13.] hà 
тобто is best and most simply referred, 
with Lünem., to the fact announced in 
the preceding words—viz. that God хале: 
ӧраз els, &. Seeing that He is thus call- 
ing you, your thorough reception of His 
word is to us a cause of thanksgiving to 
Him. That 3:4 тобто is made thus ‘to 
refer to a mere appended clause’ (Ellic.) 
is no objection: see above on ver. 9. 
It is surely not possible with Jowett, 
to refer 8:0 тобто ‘to the verses both be- 
fore and after.’ «el мес] We also, 
і. е. as wel as wdyres ol тістебеутез 
dy т. Макед. к. dy т. Ax., ch. i. 7. 
wapehaPévres . . . . 8 асде) The for- 
mer verb denotes ‘only the hearing, as 

ABDP 
ELxab 
cdefg 
hkim 
1 017 
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тоо /@cov * :8Еасд: ov Ay аъдоотеу алла ' кабос Af oe 
! éariv adnBisg AGyov leot, бе Kat ™ Evepyetrar "Ev piy їрєн 

Т ‚ 14 то лцатЕйошо!У. Одес yao ? utumrat eyernOnre, ADEA- 1 itt ала. 
18. 7 = о - ^ о æ — э ә П - у 8 П 1 Pet. ii. 

фо, тоу ° exxAnowy тоо ° brov тоу ovowv ev ry Тообаа m Col. L 5 
> о p ә e a эы 7 Ve ы е < — 1 

év урот Inaov, ort ra айта ewabere kat Орыс vro ruv ode . . 
в - * * , пе < — в , 

P Siwy " cvudvAcrov, кабос Kai аўто! vro rov Tovdaiwy, 
al. p 2nd pers., Lake vi. 41. 1 Pet. iii. 1. q here only . (-Лое, Zech. xiii. 7 Aq.) 

the words from бео» (ver 18) to eov (ver 14) are written twice by Ni: the second 
is marked for erasure by N-corr!. 

Ni: ins (Ist time) bef «eri» N-corr!. 

for Ist vxo, ато DIF Orig-ed. 

objective matter of fact: the latter, the 
receiving into their minds as subjective 
matter of 5 pe ui фкоўв 

zu is рег to en toge- 
cer. I hearing (genitive of apposition) 

us—i. e. ‘which you heard from us.’ 
So Est, Pelt, Olsh., Liinem., all Or 
wapeX. rap’ hpev may be taken together, 
as De W., strongly objecting to the con- 
struction dxojs тар либ», and under- 
села. by Adyos йкоўѕ the preached 
word (Wort der Kunde). Lünem. an- 
swers,—that the construction акоўѕ тар 
dus» is unobjectionable, as dxotew тарі 
ros occurs John i. 41, al., and substan- 
tives and adjectives often retain in con- 
struction the force of the verbs from which 
they are derived (Kühner, ii. 217, cites 
from Plat. Alcib. ii. p. 141, olua: 84 ойк 
ё»ђкооу «ус: Evid ye xd Te ка) r, 
yeyernpéva) :—that De W.’s rendering is 
objectionable, because thus no reason is 
given for separating хар hub from 

„ and because àxoñs is superfluous 
and vapid if the same is already ex 
by жаралай. жар’ uav. On the other 
rendering which is adopted and defended 
also by Ellicott, there is a significant con- 
trast, St. Paul distinguishing himself and 
e companions, as оле publishers, from 

, the great Source of the Gospel. . 
T. @во®] of (i. e. belonging to, ‘coming 
from, not ‘ speaking of,’ as Grot., al., see 
below) God (I. e. which is God's. But we 
must not supply ‘as,’ with Jowett: no 
subjective view of theirs being implied in 
these words, but simply the objective fact 
of their reception of the word from Paul, 
Silvanus, and Timotheus). 184.) See 
above on тарал. Ye received it (being) 
not (по ‘as’ must be inserted: he is not 
speaking of the Thessalonians’ estimate 
of the word, but [see above] of the fact 
of their receiving it as it really was) the 
word of men (having man for ite о 
but as it is in reality, the word of 

алтдоѕ bef есту B 17: om adrnOws (twice) 
for ушу, тшу N. 

14. rec (for ra avra) rabrá, with A: txt BDFKLN rel Orig. 
for 2nd vro, aro F. 

om xæ vaes Dl. 

which (Bengel, al, take 3s as referring to 
6«ós: but the Apostle uses always the 
active évepyeir of God, cf. 1 Cor. xii. 6: 
Gal ii. 8; їн. Б: Eph. i 11: PhiL ii. 18 
al.,—and [reff.] the middle [not passive] 
of things) is (besides being merely 
менү» in you that believe. 
14.1 f of this évepyetra:,—that they 
had imitated in endurance the Judean 
churches. des yáp resumes бру 
above. кутта] not in intention, 
but in fact. (On éwerfügre, вее on ch. i. 
b.) Calvin suggests the following reason 
i: his here introducing the conflict of the 
Judsan churches with the Jews: * Poterat 
illis hoc venire in mentem : Si heec vera est 
religio, cur eam tam infestis animis oppug- 
nant Judei, qui sunt sacer Dei populus P 
Ut boc offendiculum tollat, primum admo- 
net, hoc eos commune habere cum primis 
Ecclesiis, quse in Judæa erant: postea 
Judzos dicit obstinatos esse Dei et omnis 
sacre doctrine hostes. But manifestly 
this is very far-fetched, and does not na- 
turally lie in the context : as neither does 
Olsh. 's view, that he wishes to mark out the 
judaizing Christians, as persons likely to 
cause mischief in the Thessalonian church. 
The reason for introducing this character of 
the Jews here was because (Acts xvii. 5 ff.) 
they had been the stirrers up of the perse- 
cution against himself and Silas at Thessa- 
lonica, to which circumstance he refers be- 
low. By the mention of them as the adver- 
saries of the Gospel in Judsea he is carried 
on to say that there, as well as nt Thessa- 
lonica, they had ever been its chief enemies. 
And this is a remarkable coincidence with 
the bistory in the Acts, where we find him 
at this time, in Corinth, in morethan usual 
m "n bs Jews (Acta cim 6, 
12). xpwre Ingo) (Ec. re- 
marks, eb$vas Bier ёте) yàp xal 
al cvrayeryal tay "lovBalev dy беф «lrai 
oxori, Tas Tay rer exxAnolas ка} 
dy TQ beğ ка) фу тё vig abroU Абун 
2 
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here (and 15 cGy Kai rov кбрюу aroxravavrwy ‘Incovy Kat тойс APOE 
evi 18. трофптас̧, kai quac 'tkOtwEavrwv, kai Ge py " арес- cete 

s Rom. vili. 8. (1 Cor. vil. 88.) ch. iv. 1. ар., Gal. 1. 10 reff. D 

15. rec ins bious bef трофттаз, with D! KL rel syrr goth Chr Thdrt Mcion-t : om 
ABD!FN 17. 67? 
have ораз, appy by 

elvai. cvpébvAéTqS, ÓnocÜ0rfis, He- 
sych. Herodian says, vors, dnudrns, 
фолётэѕ, üvev тїз сбу, сирёфтВоѕ 5$ ка) 
соуд:асбтух к. cupwérns petà тїз сбу 
бт: ка) apdsxaipos афту ў Kxotvovla, ёж) 
84 và» wporépev obx броіоѕ. And this 
criticism seems just: the Latins also using 
civis meus not concivis, of the enduring 
relation of fellow-citizen,—but commilito 
meus, not miles meus, of the temporary 
relation of fellow-soldier. See Scaliger, in 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 471 (also p. 172). 
Ellicott would regard these words merely 
as gu tory compounds belonging to 
later Greek. These vpu were not 
Jews wholly nor in part, but Gentiles 
‘only. For they are set in distinct con- 
trast here to of "оудаїо. rà ard 
‚...кабё$] The proper apodosis to ra 
abrá would be & ог ётер. But such in- 
accuracies are found in the classics: 
Kühner (ii. 571) cites from Plat. Phed. 
p. 86 a, ef tis dBiioxupl(orro TË aùr 
Ady фзтер тй: во also Legg. p. 671 o; 
Xen. An. i. 10. 10. atrol, not ‘we 
ourselves,’ as Erasm., al.: but the mem- 
bers of the Judæan churches mentioned 
above. The same construction occurs in 
Gal. i. 22, 23. 15, 10.] Characteriza- 
tion of the Jews as enemies of the Gospel 
and of mankind. Jowett’s note is worth 
quoting : ** Wherever the Apostle had gone 
on his second journey, he had been perse- 
cuted by the Jews: and the longer he tra- 
velled about.among Gentile cities, the more 
he must have been sensible of the feelin 
with which his countrymen were regard 
Isolated as they were from the rest of 
the world in every city, а people within a 
people, it was impossible that they should 
not be united for their own self-defence, 
and regarded with suspicion by the rest of 
mankind. But their inner nature was not 
less ant to the nobler as well as the 
baser feelings of Greece and Rome. Their 
fierce nationality had outlived itself: though 
worshippers of the true God, they knew 
Him not to be the God of all the nations 
of the earth : hated and despised by others, 
they could but cherish in return an impo- 
tent contempt and hatred of other men. 
What wonder that, for an instant (? on all 
this see below), the Apostle should have 
felt that this Gentile feeling was not wholly 
groundless ? or that he should use words 

mes dan Orig, Dial Tertexp-—[for quas Steph & Mill (not rec) 
apecarror F. 

which recall the expression of Tacitus: 
‘Adversus omnes alios hostile odium ?' 
Hist. v. 6." 15. rd xal] The re- 
peated ка! serves for enumeration. 
тфу kúp. ёзгокт. "Inc. is thus arranged to 
give prominence to тду xúp., and thus en- 
hance the enormity of the deed: it should 
35 who killed = the Lord, 

being in a position of emphasis. 
е к. TOUS 1 ] belongs to 

&vokreivárrev (see Matt. xxiii. 31—87; 
Acts vii. 52), not to éxBiet. as De W. 
His objection, that all the prophets were 
not killed, is irrelevant: neither were they 
all uted. The iBíovs of rec. appears 
to have been an early insertion: Tert. 
ascribes it to Marcion. кб.) drove 
out by persecution, viz. from among you, 
Acts xvii. 5 ff.,—not for the simple verb 
dit. (De W.), nor does the qrepoe oon 
merely strengthen the verb (Lünem.),— 
but it retains its proper meaning (ô der 
abràr dteò lte obs ёиуатобѕ, of Bè dwed- 
Өбутеѕ . . . Thuc. i. 24), and the aorist 
refers it to a definite event, as in the case 
of 5 when their Kabit is 
spoken of, the participles are present, 
е. g. дрескбутоу and xoAvórvrer below. 

pâs refers to Paul and Silas. 
беф рў dpeck.] The pý gives a subjective 
sense: not exactly that of Bengel, al., 
Deo placere non entium? For in 
strictness, as Ellicott, the shade of sub- 
jectivity is only to be found in the 
aspect in which the subject and the par- 
ticiple is presented to the reader: and 
therefore can hardly be reproduced in 
English. Compare on the usage, Winer, 
edn. 6, § 55. 5, g. B, and Ellicott’s 
note here. In тасу дубреком ivar- 
Tlev, moet Commentators, and recently 
Jowett (see above), have seen the odium 
humani generis ascribed to the Jews 
by Tacitus (Hist. v. 5), and by several 
other classic authors (Juv. t. xiv. 
103 ff. Diod. Sic. xxxiv. p. 524, &c.). 
But it is hardly possible that St. Pu 
himself а Jew, should bave blamed an 
exclusiveness which arose from the strict 
monotheism and legal purity of the Jew : 
and besides this, the construction having 
been hitherto carried on by copule, but 
now dropping them, most naturally 
on from érarríov to keAvórrer, in that 
they prevent, and thus xeA. specifies 
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16 а ce Avovrov 7 Atam. 
Tit. II. 8 
ат. 

5 EpOacev 92 ® Acts 
only. Prov. 
xiv.7. 

xix e - э — ч - * i 17 Haie 86, ade Apo, *"aàmopjavisÜtvrec аф Орох it ДН 
b M a е с , * c Г d 1 т00с̧ Kaipov wpaç ° wpocwm ой ° Kapdia, ` weptaao- s. 

4 Ф 

VIII. 8. John ,1. Amos іх. 8. 
1 Cor 5. 2 Cor. vll. 8. Gal. fi 5. 

16. себтсоуте Е. 
rel Orig, Eus, Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

x 

y ch. I. 10 ref, 

om Tas auaprias В. 
y орут bef ew’ avrovs В vulg(and F- lat) Orig,. 

v ver. 13. 

att. xil. 38 l L. Kool vili. 14. eit, Phil. ili. 16 reff. (ch. iv. 
З. Matt. х. 33. Luke xxi. z „ 28. xxiv. 18. Luke 

b here only, see John v. 36. 
of Cor. 2. R. d Gal. i. 14 re 

ефбаке» BD! : txt ACD'*3FKLN 

aft 1 оруу ins rov «ov DF latt goth lat-ff. 

wherein the évayriérns consists, viz. in 
ing the salvation of mankind by the 

боро. So that the other seems to be 
i vant (so nearly Liinem.). 
16. els тб) not of the result merely, 20 
tat, — but of the intention, not of the 
Jews themselves, but of their course of 
conduct, viewed as having an intent in the 
divine purposes: as so often in St. Paul. 

åvarà.] to bring up the measure of 
their sins to the prescribed point. 
тбутотеє] тайта S kal т ёт) тй» 
wpopnrGr к. уйу ќт) ToU XxpurroU к. Фф 
heey Vxzpalay, La пбутоте дуатАтро- 
Өбо:у al ayaprias abr, (сот. e 
idea is, not of а new measure having to be 
filled zárrore, but of their being rdyrore 
employed in filing up the measure. 
But (this their opposition to God and men 
shall not avail them : for) the (predestined, 
or predicted, or merited) wrath (of God) 
came upon them (he looks back on the 
fact in the divine counsels as a thing in 
past time, д. d. ‘was appointed to come:' 
not ‘has come.’ No sense of anticipation 
need be sought in ÉQ6aser in later Greek, 
except when it governs an accusative of 
the person, as ch. iv. 15 ; see reff.) to the 
utmost (to the end of it, i. e. the wrath : во 
that it shall exhaust all its force on them: 
not ‘at last Wahl, al.: nor to be taken 
with 4 épyh, the wrath which shall endure 
to the end (5 els 7. PJ, as Thl., (Ec., al.: 
nor to be referred to the Jews, ‘so as to 
make an end of them, De W.). 
17—111. 18.] He relates to them how he 
desired to return after his separation from 
them: and when that was impracticable, 
how he sent Timotheus: at whose good 
intelligence of them he was cheered, thanks 
God for them, and prays for their con- 
tinuance in love and confirmation in the 
Faith. 17. ws 84 resumes the sub- 
ject broken off at ver. 18: the & intro- 
dueing a contrast to the description of the 
Jews in vv, 15, 16. åroppanofévres] 

è is properly used, as with us, of 
children who have lost their parents. But 
it is found in a wider sense, e. g. John 
xiv. 8,—Pind., Isthm. vii. 16, фу 
puplow ётйёршу,—О]Йутпр. ix. 92, oppavol 
yeveas {ee téxvey, Dion. Hal. Antt. i. 
р. 69, Курке): Hesych.: ópoarós, 5 yo- 
эф» dorepnpévos ка) réxvey (com the 
similitude, ver. 7). The word тү 
„Фе occurs Esch. Choéph. 247, of the 
eagles’ brood deprived oF their parents. 
Here it is used in deep affection, the pre- 
position giving the sense of local sever- 
ance, which is further specified by 4ф 
buéy following. There is no occasion to 
press the metaphor, as Chrys., al. 
pd карду Spas] for the space of an 
hour, i.e. for a very short time: it is 
a combination of the expressions pis 
корду and xpos Spay, see reff. It refers, 
not to his present impression that the 
time of separation would still be short 
(as Flatt and De W.), for tbis the past 
participle &sopoavis0érres forbids, but 
to the time alluded to in. that past par- 
ticiple — when we had been separated 
from you for the space of an hour. 
е оё x.) datives of the manner іп 
which (i.e. as Ellic. ‘marking, with the 
true limiting power of the case, the meta- 
phorical place,’ which in the interpreta- 
tion of the metaphor would be manner or 
form, ‘to which-the sense is restricted ’) 
no separation in heart took place. 
weptogor. iow] the more abundantly 
(because our separation was so short. 
Lünem. says well: ** Universal experience 
testifies, that the pain of separation from 
friends and the desire of return to them 
are more vivid, the more freshly the re- 
membrance of the parting works in the 
spirit, i. e. the leas time has elapsed since 
Pes ү Therefore the explanation 

of (Ec. and Thl., after Chrys., із unpsycho- 
logical: wepiocordpes dowovSdcauer, À 
és elxds fv robs wpbs Spay AxoAeupóév- 
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rium) arépavoc ° kavyfjaewc, an обу! Kal upetc, ' ёптоос@є» 

kPhiLiv.18 roy xuplov Тиш» Incov "tv rg avrov " rapovcig ; 
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2. Cel H. . WOAAY ® ётїбөшїа. 
ет кап h* {у 
п sense, y 

PI. I. 8 „үт Pe F 
h Gal. v. a рас О garavac. 
і (uév, solita- no 

rium), Col. ii. 

19 

„ А . 

1 Pet. iil. 7 only. Dan. ix. 96 Theod.-Ald. only. 
0 Ezek. xvi. 19. Wal 49. Prov. xvi. 81. 
$ = Rom. Il. 4. т ch. L 8 reff. 

xxiv. 3, &o. ch. іу. 15. 3 Thess. iL 2, 8. 

IPO OGOEZZAAONIKEIZ А. 

p Rom. lil. 
s 1 Cor. хт 

James v. 7, 8 al. (Phil. i. 26 reff. 

IL 18—20. 

20 шас 
III. ! 0 pnxére 

m so of Christ, 1 Tim. 1. 1. n PhiL fv. 1. 
. 1 Cor. xv. 1 al P. only, exe. James iv. 16. 

. 25. ch. ШІ. 13. т. 93. 1 John iL 8. wap. — also Matt. 
) t = Eph. iiL 13 reff. 

18. rec 8:0, with DKL rel Chr Thdrt Damase: txt ABD'FN m 17. 07. avexoper 
F 121. 

19. for kavy., aA,“ A; exultationis Tert. 
-ed(with fuld! &c) coptt goth Chr Thl Tert al: om 
2) syrr Thdrt Damasc (Ec Ambrst-ed. 

to ins xpicrou, with FL rel 
ABDKN d eh 1 17. 67* am(and 

20. om 2nd 4 Ni 109. 

Tas. Luth., Bretschn., De W., and Ellic. 
understand it the more, i. е. than if I 
kad been separated from yon in heart: 
but the above seems both simpler and 
more delicate in feeling) endeavoured 
(implies actual setting on foot of measures 
to effect it) in much desire (i. e. ver 
earnestly) to see your face. 18) 
Wherefore (as following up this earnest 
endeavour) we would have come (had a 
plan to come: “not ¢BovAdueba, which 
would indicate merely the disposition : 
see Philem. 13, 14" [Liin.]) to you, even 
I Paul (the introduction of these words 
here, where he is about to speak of him- 
self alone, is a strong confirmation of the 
view upheld above fon ch. i. 9] that he 
has hitherto been speaking of himself and 
bis companions. e не» answers to а 
suppressed bé, q. d. жері dd rà» RNA ob 
эў» 6 Adéyos, or the like. Grot., al., think 
the suppressed 3 refers to the rest having 
intended it once only, but the Apostle 
more times, taking к. dw. к. dis with ёу. 
M. Mav.), not once only but twice (literally, 
‘both once and twice:’ not used widely 
[&х. к. 815], but meaning that on two 
special occasions he had such a plan: see 
ref. The words refer to do rund., not 
to èyè д. II., —see above), and (not ‘but ? 
the simple copula, as in Rom. i. 18, gives 
the matter of fact, without raising the 
contrast between the intention and the 
hindrance) Satan (i. c. the devil: not any 
human adversary or set of adversaries, из 
De W., al.; whether Satan acted by the 
Thessalonian Jews or not, is unknown to 
us, but by whomsoever acting, phe agen 
was his)" hindered us (reff). n 819. 
accounts for this his earnest, desire to 
гес them, by the esteem in whith he held 

om 8rd J N!. rec aft 

them. The words prp. т. кор. hp. "Inc. 
x.T.A. must not be tra in the ren- 
dering (“construi hsec sic debent, ris y. 
jp. A Tr.. Eump. T. kvp. .... § оёх) 
к. bg." Grot): or the Apostle, after 
having asked and answered the question 
тіз к.т.А„ breaks off, and specifies 
that wherein this hope and joy mainly 
consisted, viz. the glorious prospect of 
their being found in the Lord at His 
appearing. But he does not look forward 
to this as anticipating a reward for the 
conversion of the Thessalonians (Est., al.), 
or that their conversion will compensate 
for his having persecuted the Church be- 
fore, but from generous desire to be found 
at that day with the fruits of his labour, 
and that they might be his boast and he 
theirs before the Lord: see 2 Cor. i. 14; 
PhiL ii. 16. On créé. u., see 
reff. and Soph. Aj. 460 & о 
xal ipeig} The 4, as Ellic., ‘introduces 
a second and negative interrogation, ex- 
planatory and confirmatory of what is 
implied in the first: see Winer, edn. 6, 
8 57. 1. b. cal, ‘as well as others my 
converts.’ iv тў abr. wap. farther 
specifies the fuxp. тоб xvplov. 20.) 
үр sometimes serves to render a reason 
for а foregoing assertion, by asserting it 
even more strongly, q d. *it must be so, 
for the fact is certain. So Soph. Philoct. 
746, '*Bevór ye Tobzícayua тоб - 
paros.”  '*Bewby ydp, 008 pyrdy:” see 
Hartung, Partikell. i. p. 474. I should 
be inclined to ascribe to ver. 20, on this 
very account, a wider range than ver. 19 
embraces: q. d. you will be our joy in 
the day of the Lord: for ye are (at all 
times, ye are, abstractedly) our glory and 

i better than, joy. is seems to me far 
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u 1 Cor. ix. 12. 
xiii. 7. ver. 

ибьо, ? kai. kr. Tipóbeov row dd pov. xal vill fou 
v Gal. 1. 18 reff. 

Y guvepyov rov У гоо ev ry tvayytAU rov xpiarov, * ыс "уу N 
` а , е 7 М 

TO orapitat vupac xat 

Ореу 5 * 

а Acts хүїН. . Rom. 1. 11. xvi. 35. Pu. I. 12 (14). 
сво inf., w. то, Rom. iv. 18. Phil. iv. 10. see note. 93. Jobiv.&, 

b 7 е \ — , xv TapakaAécat Uxtp тїс riortoc Ru 
= xPh a et d 7 ЕД 6 L , Е f. ro unóéva ° gatvtaÜat ev raiç ӨМ ту» ravraic^ „ r. о 

sch. U. 13 reff. 

th 
lif. 19 al. 

11. 11. 
fl. il. 28 

: b == Со]. II. 2. $ Thess. II. 17. Dent. Ш. 
d here 

onlyt. оі dé, ea«vóuevo: voie Aeyopévod, ё#д@крэд» те к. ue, Diog. Laert, vill. 41. (Kypke.) . 

Cuar. III. 1. Son В: 8:0 ка а. ту»бокттаре» BN. 
2. rec (for соғеруоу tov бєои) З:акоуоу Tov Geov xai cuvepyoy nuwy, with DKL rel 

Syr syr(altern) Chr Thdrt Damasc; 3Siaxovo» т. 0. AN 672. 73 vulg syr(altern) copt 
basm wth Bas Pelag-txt ; 8:акоғоу ко: соу. Tov Geou F; соуеруоу, 

-comm : txt (from objections to which expression 
Ambrst. 

B (hart! Star. for avrepy.) arm P 
the variations probably arose) D! 1 
DKL rel Syr: om ABD!FN m 17 latt 

rec (for эзер) rept, with D?L rel Th 
3. rec for ro, то (see note), with a c: Tor 

with Ellic, to regard the ydp as only 
‘confirmatory and explicative.’ 
III. 1.] 86, because of our affection for 
you just expressed; ‘bac narratione qus 
sequitur, desiderii illius eui fldem facit, 
Calvin. pne. oréyovres| no longer 
being able to (uneérs gives the subjective 
feeling as distinguished from ойкёте, which 
would describe the mere objective matter 
of fact) bear (reff.) (our continued ab- 
sence from you), we (I Paul, from ahove, 
ch. ii. 18) determined («фбокфтанеу does 
not carry with it any expression of рїга- 
sure [* promptam animi inclinationem de- 
signat,’ Calv.], except in so far as we say 
‘it was our pleasure, — referring merely 
to the resolution of the will) to be left 
behind (see Acts xvii. 15, 16) in Athens 
alone, 3.] and sent Timotheus our 
brother and fellow-worker with God (ref. 
and Ellic.'s note here) in (the field of his 
working) the Gospel of Christ (there does 
not appear to be any special reason for 
this honourable mention of Timotheus [ав 
Chrys., тобто ob Tb» Tiuó0«ov ётаіреу 
gnoly, &AA' abrobs тибу), further than 
the disposition to s thus highly of 
him on the part of tho Apostle. Such is 
the more natural view, when we take into 
account the fervid and affectionate heart 
of tbe writer. See, however, note on 1 Tim. 
v. 29; with which timid character of 
Timotheus such designations as this may 
be connected), in order to oonfirm you, 
and exhort on behalf of (in order for the 
furtherance of) your faith, 8.] that 
no one might be disquieted (ref.: Soph. 
Antig. 1214, хо$6з5 дє calves ФфӨбуүоѕ: 
Eur. Rhes. 58, gaive p’ Évvvxos фрок- 
тӧра, Kc. In these places соу is a 
vor media, conveying the meaning of 

тоо Өєоо, 

rec aft rapaca kcal ins ураз, with 
t arm Chr Thdrt, Damaso Ambrst Pelag. 

: txt ABD!FEN 17 Bas Chr Thdrt,. 
: wa F 73: rov167 : txt ABDKLR rel 

agitation, disquieting, which the context 
must interpret for better or worse) in (in 
the midst of) these tribulations (which 
are happening to us both). The construc- 
tion of Tò pyBdva calveo@a: is doubted. 
Liinem. enters into the matter, as usual, 
at length and thoroughly. He first deals 
with the rec. T$ und. c., and exposes as 
ungrammatical the view which would re- 
gard it as a dalivus commodi, as = els 
Tb ..., rejecting also Rückert's more 
grammatical view, that it indicates unde 
nascituram Th» wapdxd\now speraverat, 
quum Timotheum munt, apostolus." Then 
as to тд д. o.,—we may take it either 
1) with Matthei, supplying a second eis 
from the former els rd остур. But then 
why is not the second els expressed, as 
in Rom. iv. 11? Or, 2) with Schott, as 
а pendent accusative, in the sense ‘ quod 
attinet, ad. But this is a very rare con - 
struction, which has been often assumed 
without reason (sce Bernhardy, pp. 132 fl.), 
and therefore should only be resorted to 
when no other рец! will help the 
construction: 8) Winer, edn. 3 (oot in 
edn. 6), § 45. 3 anm., whom De W. and 
Ellicott follow, makes it dependent on 
wapaxaAéca, and treats it as a further 
explanation of бяёр ris тістеюѕ — viz. 
‘to exhort, that none should become un- 
stable) But if rb und. galv. depended 
on wapaxaAdoa, then wapaxadeiy, in the 
sense of ‘to exhort,’ would be followed b 
а simple accusative of the thing, whic 
though perhaps Ami: see 1 Tim. vi. 2, 
is very harsh. (Consult however Ellicott's 
note, as to the mere mediate dependence 
of such clauses оп the governing verb in 
comparison with the immediate depend- 
ence of substantives.] Besides, if 75 н. с. 
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POE OEZZAAONIKEIZ A. III. 

e ? - e H 0 e 4 A 4 v eic rovro ° кешеда" * xat yap Ore 
J e = 4 h Д 

John mpoeÀéyouev йш» Ori ` рЕХЛореи 
со Nigro bal, кабёс kai tyévero kat otóart. 

ni. * кауш undi ' oréywv Exempa " ыс rò yvovat rrjv wiorw 
o nov, ий roc “Extioagey брас о ° тырйбш» Kai Рас 

5 ce vo yévnrat o %кбтос nev. 

5 Sia rovro 

6 apri & ЕАӨб»тос Tipo- 
: ` — э, е -> Vr? , "n 

З Hieb. . Oo тоос прас аф ©нш» kat ' evayyeAtoapivou тшу тт» 
87 (Matt. vil. 7 A ` * / t€ ~ е в st П е ~ 
Markit. WLOTLY Kal THY ауатцу оро», Kat Ore ' ёугте “ uvelav реу 
ФУ k — (see note) John 1. . Rom. хі. 8. 3 Cor. vi. 17. 

n indic, Gal. iv. 13. CoL iL 8. 
1. 1 Phil Н. 10 Мв. Isa rv. 
10. Rom. х. 15, from Isa. liL 7. 
only. see 3 Maoc. vii. 30. 

4. xpogeXeyoper D! : ereyouer F. 
5. vum bef тїстї В m 73. 
6. ins уор bef жтт» N. 

Rab. D- lat vulg(and F. lat). 

were a further specification of ówip тўз 
lor брду, it would not be accusative 
but genitive. 4) It only remains that 
we should take тд p. о. аз in apposition 
with the whole foregoing sentence, els 
Tb ат. ö. к. rap. bw. т. lor. бр. —80 
that Tb yd. caly. serves only to repeat 
the same thought, which was before posi- 
tively expressed, in a negative but better 
defined form: тб being nearly = Tovr- 
tri. So that the sense is: to confirm 
you and exhort you on behalf of your 
faith, that is, that no one may be 
shaken in these troubles: тд ри. being 
dependent, not on а second els under- 
stood, as in (I), but on the first els, 
which is expressed. With this view I 
entirely agree, only adding, that instead of 
making тё = rovréor:, I would rather say 
that тоџтёст: might have been inserted 
before ть und. atrol yàp . . .] 
Reason why no one should be shaken. 
Griesb., ab, parenthesize abrol — оїдате 
ver. 4: but wrongly, for 8:4 тобто ver. 5, 
connects with this sentence immediately. 
olBare; probably not for Theodoret’s rea- 
sôn: Are ur тайта протрубреосєу 
ó Serndtns xpiords,—but for that given 
in ver. 4. «ls тобто, viz. to 0AÍB«cOn, 
contained in Alpes above: the subject to 
кєреба being ‘we Christians.’ 4. 
reason for oare. 4pós In., see гей. 

pev may be taken either as the 
recit. present, or better as representing the 
counsel of God, as in ó dpxóueros and the 
like. The subject to AA., as above, being 
‘we Christians? of8are, viz. by expe- 
rience. 5.] 8.4 тобто, because tribu- 
lation had verily begun among you (кабфз 
ко) éyévero). cd seems to convey 
a delicate hint that Timotheus also was 

Winer, edn. 6, { 68.2. b. f 

в 3 Tim. L & eisw. as Eph. I. 16 ref. w. поседа. 

aft кабо om ки F D. lat. 

prey bef exere DF: qj bef exere 17, mem. nostr. 

anxious respecting them: or it may have 
the same reference as xal ġpeîs, ch. ii. 13, 
—viz. to the other Christians who had heard 
of their tribulation. De W. would render, 
not, ‘therefore I also qe. but * therefore 
also, I ge? But "ecd would require (as 
Lün.) Std ка) rovro—or xal 3:2 т. 
elg тб yv.] that I (not ze) might know 
(be informed about): belongs to the sub- 
ject of the verb Ёхєшфа. ph wes 
к.т.\.] lest perchance the tempter (ref.) 
have tempted (not, as Whitby, al., < se- 
duced ’) you (indicative betokening the fact 
absolute), and our labour might be (sub- 
junctive, 3 tbe fact conditional) 
to no purpose (reff.). Fritz. and De W. 
rather harshly take xh ræs in two different 
meanings,—with the first clause as ‘an 
forte,' e 8] 0 the second as ‘se forte.’ 

Ё the good пеюз brought 
by Timotheus. K 6. фы is by Lünem. 
(and De W. hesitatingly) ted by a 
comma from éA0óvros, and joined to rap- 
exAfnue» ver. 7. But the direct con- 
arion n брть with an aorist verb is harsber 
than with an aorist iciple, and wapexh. 
has already ite 8.4 sin which refers back 
to the whole preceding clause as contained 
in the тобто. I would therefore join pr: 
with éA0órros. But Timotheus having 
just now come &c. ebayy.] having 
brought good news of: see reff. obe elrer 
dwayyelAavrus, ФАЛА  eüayyeAucapérow 
тособтоу & /a фуєто 10 dkelrwr Be- 
Balecir к. thv &ydeny. Chrys. First 
their Christian state comforted him,— 
then, their constant remembrance of him- 
self. Thdrt. remarks: тріа ré8ewer». àge- 
ќраста, Th» vr, к. т. ёүбтуу, к. тоё 
8:8аск&лоо thy prhuny. nào $ py 
alanis ris eboeBelas ть G, $ d 
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1.6. 
Eph. I. 6 reff. feo Matt. fl. Id. (John iii. 20.) 

7. wapaxexAnueda A 3. 28. 57. 

, в 
о £v т. ii, 11 reff. 

ыз асе! 4 

ea. lxvi. 28. 
x 2 Cor. "m 
dase, ERE 

RECO Мыкы 3 Cor. io tal 1 Kings н. 

Heb. x Mealy Le LPH „== 1. (0 сант 

for ert, er F 109 vulg goth Pelag. rec 
Өм. кси averyx., with KL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc : txt АВРЕН m 17 latt ayer сор arm 
Ambrst Pelag. 
upær A fuld. 

for прау, v, АВ?. ins xa: bef tres bef 

3. rec стуктте, with DN! (b? e e h 17, e sil): „ FELN? rel Chr-ms. 
9. for de, киро ПЕМ! copt. 

dydan thy apaxtuchy àperfr Y 84 тоў 
Bibac kdAov pon к. Ó wept т” mólos, 
paprupet тєрї Thv Sd стога 
8 ongs more pits A 

the foregoing: see 1 Cor. i. 4; xv. 58; 
Gal. iv. 18; Eph. v. 20. éxewoOety T: 
(huc etiam redire structuram ёягтобеѓу вд. 
infinitivo nemo nescit) idem valet quod 
жфбо» Exew ёті ті, desiderium ferre in ali- 
quid versum, cf. LXX. Ps. xlii. (xli.) 1, ty 
vpóxor ix nrobei Ў lapos és] таз — 
тё» 084тоу.” Fritz. in Rom. i. 11. So 
that direction, not intensity (which as 
Fritz. also remarks, after the analogy of 
weprwdOnros, should be expressed by wapt-, 
not ётстодег») is the force of the preposi- 
tion. фрел Spas) scil. iBeiv фипко- 
Oovper. T. тобто, viz. on ac- 
count of к just been mentioned, 

.. . ro combining the 
whole of the good news in one. i9 
piv, with reference to you: as we say, 
over you. Yow were the object of our 
consolation: the faith which you shewed 
was the means whereby that object was 
applied to our aa фк\ т 
гыла к. OA. u in (reff., i. e. Cin the 
midst of я! ер) ) all our necessity 
and tribulation: what necessity and tri- 
bulation does not appear ;—but сеат 
some external trouble, not, as De W., 
care and anxiety for you, for this would 
be removed by the message of Timotheus. 
We may well imagine such external trou- 
ble from Acts xviii. 5—10: 8.] 
for now (not so much an adverb of time, 
here, as implying the fulfilment of the 
condition RA S hich follows: so Eur. 
Iph. in Aul. 644: “ evrerà Аёуоита рал- 
Aor els olerór р’ kyes.” “dodveta viv 
dpoiper, « cé y «b$pará. " бее more 
exam in Hartung, Partikell. ii. p. 25; 
Kühner, ii. р. 185) we live (the dodyxn aud 

for vy, роу Bl. 7 xa DI. 

adi being conceived as a death; but not 
to be referred to everlasting life, as Chrys. 
[Cody Ae Thy péAAovcar |, nor weak- 
ened to ‘vivit qui felix est’ [Pelt], but 
with direct reference to the infringement 
of the powers of life by àrd-yx. and 6A., as 
Lünem., “we are in full st h and fresh- 
ness of life, we do not the sorrows 
and tribulations with which the outer 
world surrounds us”) if ye stand fast in 
the Lord. The conditional form of this 
last sentence, with dáv, not éveí, carries it 
forward as an exhortation for the future 
also; while the solccistic indicative gives 
the “Apostle” s confident expectation that 
such would be the case. The reading 
must not be dismissed, as Ellic., by taking 
refuge in Scrivener'e assertion that permu- 
tations of similar vowels are occasionally 
found even in the best MSS. 1 have ex- 
amined the Vatican Codex through the 
greater part of the N. T., and can safely 
say that these permutations are found only 
in such cases as H, I, and EI, and О and a 
in doubtful inflexions, as éepax. and dopax. ; ; 
not in cases like the present, nor in any 
ordinary occurrences of long and short 
8 See remarks on Rom. v. 1; and 
prolegg. to Vol. I. ch. vi. $ i. 86, 37. 
There were (ver. 10) erepfiuara in their 
faith, requiring wardpriwis. 9.] And 
this vigour of life shews itself in the 
earnest, desire of abundant thanksgiving : 
во the ydp accounts for, and specifies the 
action of, the (wf, just mentioned. 
туе, what — i. e. what sufficient — P 

фута.) ref.: thanks is itself a 
return for God's favours: see oe 
ref. Ps. ixi, may А 
above (ref. 7), or as 3 for: the 
two meanings in fact run up into опе, 

чбс. тў харф, all the joy: i. e. 
not the joy from so many different 
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DFEL rel vulg ayrr copt goth Ath : om ABD% 17 am(with demid bari! tol) D-lat 
or eth - rom Ambr Vocat. 

ayarns F. 

sources, but the joy in its largeness and 
depth: q. d. rj xap Tj meydan. 

attr. for $r, —see Matt. ii. 10: not as 
ohn iii. 29, — see note there. 
are т. бео Au. shews the joy to be of 
the very highest and best,—no joy of 
this world, or of personal pride, but one 
which will bear, and does bear, the search- 
ing eye of God, and is His joy (John xv. 
11). 10.] wuer. к. Au. see on ch. ii. 
9. dweperw.: вее reff., and cf. Mark 
vi. 51. Sedpevor belongs to the ques- 
tion of ver. 9— q. d., * what thanks can we 
render, &c., proportioned to the earnest- 
ness of our prayers, &. 7 So that Sedpe- 
vo: would best be rendered praying as we 
do. alg ró— direction, or aim, of the 
prayers. ка тё ёст.) та 
éAA elxorra тАпрёса, Thdrt.: cf. 2 Cor. ix. 
12. These derepyipara were consequences 
of their being as yet novices in the faith : 
partly theoretical, e. g. their want of stabi- 
lity respecting the wapovela, and of fixed 
ideas respecting those who had fallen asleep 
in Christ. partly practical, ch. iv. 1. One 
can hardly conceive a greater perverseness 
than that of Baur, who takes this passage 
for a proof that the Thessalonian church 
had been long in the faith. 11—13.] 
Good wishes, with respect to this his 
earnest desire, and to their continued 
progress in love and holiness. ц. 
«brós] Not as De W. in contrast with 
the decherot just spoken of, — but us 
Chrys, abròs 82 ó Oeds dukójai rods 
Teipacuobs obs TavraxoU TepiíAkorras 
"Más, Gsre dpOhy èrbeiv wpòs buàás,— 
i. e. it exalts the absolute power of God 
and the Lord Jesus, —if He expedites the 
way, it will be accomplished. abrds then 
is in contrast with ourselves, who have 
once and again tricd to come to you, but 
have been hindered by Satan. Lünem. 

rd quer, vyer Ni. 
19. for xvpies, det А 78: кор. . D'F(not F-lat): om am! бут, тиз 

remarks that д beds is best taken abso- 
lute, and us referred to warho only. 
More majesty is thus given to the афтдз é 
beds, although abrós refers to the whole. 
Cf. 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17. carevOdva: } 
not infinitive, but third person singular 
optative aorist. It certainly cannot be 
passed without remark, thet the two 
nominatives should thus be followed, here 
and in 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17, by a singular 
verb. It would be hardly possible that 
this should be so, unless some reason 
existed in the subjects of the verb. Mere 
unity of will between the Father and 
the Son (Liinem.) would not be enough, 
unless absolute unity were aleo in the 
writer’s mind. Athanasius therefore seems 
to be right in drawing from this constrac- 
tion an argument for the unity of the 
Father and the Son. 1p Suds more 
naturally belongs to xarevüóra: than to 
Th» 58ду hu, in which case it should be 
T)» д8. u. Thy ярдѕ dp. 13.) spas 
84 —emphatic —'sive nos veniemus sive 
minus, Bengel. & rp may refer 
either to the Father, or to Christ. It is 
no objection to the former, that т. Gees к. 
татр. qu. is repeated below, any more 
than it is to the latter that v. «vp. ўм. I. 
is so repeated. I should rather under- 
stand [still, notwithstanding Ellic.'s note) 
it of the Father: see 2 Cor. ix. 8. 
w)sováce] transitive, see reff.: enlarge 
га merely in sesbers, аз Thdrt., 
ut in yourselves, in richness of gifts and 

largeness of faith and knowledge - fill up 
your ócTepfuara, ver. 10. wepo- 
cevoas (reff.), make you to abound. 
«ls wdvrag] toward all men, not, as 
Thdrt., rdyras rods dporlerous, but as 
Est., etiam infideles et vestra salutis 
inimicos.’ кад. к. peis, viz. reps- 
geboer TH aydan :—Ёхете yàp pérpor к. 

IIL 10—13. 

ABDF 
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„ ev n Eph.1.19 ref. 
"a sA 

3. Ps L13. 

IV. ! ^Aouróv обу, aded poi, "Éperrünty vnde ка!” I 
“ wapaxaXoupey * iv корр чаоб, f iva кабос, харе E. ms 

тар ўро» 670 тшс ди vac " wepumarety Kat 
a wepiwareirs, Ty 0%, кабос xai 

N d 1 Cor. i M. iv. 2. 3 Cor. кш. 11. ($ Thess. iii. 1.) 
Eph. iv. 1 re. 

Theod. Jude 
v. 11. 3 Thess. iL dea 

' арёскну з ch. Н. 19 reff 
see Ps. 

wEpiaceunTe пала E [2 7 

ea 3 Cor. i E 2 ir, 772 
— 1 Cor. x1. 38. mL. Gal. L 0, 13 al. g art, Mark ix. 33. Luke i. 63. Rom. viii. 36. 
3 4al б. 1 eh. Н. 18 reff. k Rom. Ui. 7. Phil. i X. ver. 10 al. fr. Косі. iii 19. 

18. ras корд:аз „ DF latt. арертте BL аы И икеме, BDF: 
Siaxasoouryn A 23. 6 rec aft nov ins xpi r, wit syrr copt nr 
æth-pl Ps-Ath, : om ABDEN d I m n am eth Damasc Ambr.—om ine. also m. 
end ins aus» (an ecclesiastical lection ending here) AD'N' m vulg cop seth arm Pelag 
Bede: om BD?FKLN? rel fuld?! syrr goth Tert Ambrst Vocat. 

Cuar. IV. 1. rec ins то bef Aorror, with B? a e g h k Chr Thdrt : om ABIDFEN zel 
Chr-ms Damasc. 

кури N. 
BD!F m 17 latt 8 
(see notes), with 03 
copt goth eth arm Ambrst. 

1 Ths ёубяуѕ $uàs, ТЫ. 
$.] als тӛ lte the further and 
hig er aim of Ator. к. repico.—in 
to confirm (i. e. els rb rb» adpioy ornpliau 
—‘in order that He may confirm’ your 
hearts (not merely ópâs: ёк Tis 
xapBlas dtdpyorvra: Siedrcyiopol wornpol, 
Chrys.) unblameable (i. e. so as to be un- 
blameable : i гей, and eisóxe 0epuà Aobrpa 

. 6,—eSpnuor, т&миуа, 
JEsch. Ag. 1258,—rér 

сё» ё$ёркте› Sundra тутбрєуозѕ, р. 
(Ed. Col. 1200) in holiness (belongs 
бибият. — ће sphere in which the vin 
Jessness is to be shewn :—not to страд) 
before (Him who is) God and our Father 
(or our God and Father. This ensures 
the genuineness of this absence of blame 

-in holiness: that it should be not onl 
before men, but also before God), st [o 
the coming, &c. e need 
not enter into any question whether these 
are angels, or puse properly so called: 
the expression is an O. T. опе, —Zach. 
xiv. 5, LXX,—and was probably meant 
by St. Panl to include both. Certainly 
(2 Thess. i. 7. Matt. xxv. 31, al.) He 
will be accompanied with the angels : but 
also with ius in spirits of the just, cf. ch. 
iv. 14. 

Cuar. IV. 1—V. 24.) SECOND POR- 
TION OF THE EPISTLE: consisting of ez- 
hortations and instructions. 1—12. 
Exhortations : and 1—8.] to a holy 
life. 1.] Хомтбу has no reference to 

om оуу B! d! k m 17 Syr 
rec om lst гра, with ADD KLR rel syr Chr Thdrt Damasc: ins 
arm Chr-ms Ambrst Д 

rel Syr Chr Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec: ins ABD!FN m 17 vulg 
repio eure B. 

t Chr Thi: autem D- lat. ins 

rec om кабет xa: weprwarerre 

time, del x. els rò Stnvexés, Chr., Thl., 
but introduces this second portion, thus 
dividing it from the first, and implying 
the close of the Epistle. St. Paul uses it 
towards the end of his Epistles: see in 
addition to reff., Eph. vi. 10; Phil. iv. 8. 

ovv, in furtherance of the wish 
of ch. їй. 12, 18: Toóre rumes T$ 
скбтф mposptpoper б> Th» wapalveow. 

dperépav] in the classics, onl 
used of asking a a westion : but in N. 
(as the Heb. Mp. Lün., which however, i in 
the sense of r ing, is rendered in 
the LXX by ren) it has both mean- 
ings of our verb ‘to ask’ (reff.). 
жарак. фу кор. Iq. ] we exhort you in 
(as our element of exhortation ; in whom 
we do all things ining to the ministry 
[see Rom. ix. 1]: Eph. iv. 17—not ‘by,’ 
as a formula jurandi,’ which is contrary 
to N. T. seo Fritzsche оп Rom. 
ix. 1) the Lo Lord Jesus, that as ye received 
(see on ch. ii. 13) from us how (тб is not 
superfluous: it collects and specifies , what 
follows, q. d.—‘the manner of your,’ &c.) 
ye ought to walk and to please God (i. e., 
to please God in your walk and conduct: 
—to walk, and thereby to please God), as 
also ye are walking (this addition, T 
Lün., is required as well [see var. readd. | 
by internal considerations. For (уа we- 
рите. requires the assumption of a prior 
commencement [see ver. 10]: and such 
а commencement would not be implied in 
the preceding text, without xades ка) 
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syrr Chr Hil 
9. ins To 

om Tov DIF I. 

wepimareire, Evidently the Apostle would 
originally have written Tra, каб. тар. 
wap ju. Tb тёз k. r. A. . o обтоѕ kal 
weprxarire: but while writing, altered 
this his intended expression, that he might 
not say too little, wishing to notice the 
good beginning already made by the Thes- 
salonians. The repetition of Tva after so 
long an intervening clause is too natural 
to have given rise [as De W. thinks] to 
the insertion) that ye abound yet more, 
viz.: éd» TQ oDrws xepiwareiy: not, as 
Chrys, Туа ёк wAclovos wepiovolas, ud 
péxpi rà». футоАё» Їттатбе, AN’ {уа ка} 
érepBalynre. ] takes up the 
nat wapeddBere of the former verse, 
and а to their memory in its con- 
firmation. See similar appeals in Gal. 
iv. 18; 1 Cor. xv. 1. wapayy. | 
commands, see reff. The stress is o 
rivas, to which Tovro answers, ver. 3. 
Sa т. к. 'Iqg.] by, i. e. coming from, 
wapayyeA0elcas Sid. So ras 8:0 тё» 
SA roktrelas, Demosth. р. 489: 8, 

вав Bernhardy, . 296. 

specification (ydg) of 
see above. 
not the 
ix. 8: 

nem.). 
take up again the 8:0 т. кур. 'Incob. 
The article may be omitted, because the 

edicate 6éAnua т. 0. із not distributed 
P): but in this case, rd 04A. would be 
ually applicable, there being no danger 

of rd 6 A. being mistaken for the whole 
will,’ but rather specifying ‘that which 
forms part of the will, This explanation 
is not to be abandoned, as Ellic., on ac- 
count of the merely occasional omission 
of the article after а noun substantive, 
mentioned by Middleton and Ellic.: for 
the reason of that omission is to be sought 
rather in logic than in idiom. Rather 
perhaps should we' say that there is in 

ПРО OGOEZZAAONIKEIZ A. IV. 

2 ofSare yap rivac ' тараууас̧ tOokaputv ушу " да rov 
5 "rovro yap tori» ° 0:Апра rov Өгоо, 

. °аумсрос онш», ? aH tot vuac ато rnc ° wopyetac, 
, 4 dv Exacrow vpwv ro tavrov ° скєџос * ктавба: Ev 
2 Thess. 11. 19. 1 Tim. II. 15. Paul only, exc. Heb. xil. 14 1 Pet. . 1 $ Масс. xiv. 96. 

. 20. ch. v. 77. Job 1.1, 8. n. without dró, Acta xv. 299. 1 Tim. lv. 3. 1 Pet. 11. 11 
Gen. xxxviii. 34. e r = Phil. iv. 12. Job xxxiv. 19. 

p W. awe, 
q Matt. 

bef &«Anua. AF с Clem Antch Damasc: om BDKL rel Chr Thdrt. 
for тэз, raens N? 73. 116 Syr Chr Thdrt Thi: vac:(sic) rys F. 

4. ins eva bef єкатто» B*(see table) Юза 78 (vss) Chr. acta єкастоз AF. кт 

Greek a tendency to omit articles before 
predicates, even where such an omission 
cannot be logically pressed. 6 åy. 

. is in apposition with A. т. ©. as а 
‘locus communis,’ the will of God 
ing us being known to be, our sanctifica- 
tion, and then this sanctification being 
afterwards specified as consisting in àr- 
ќхесдоа, бс. Therefore éysacpós must be 
taken in the most general sense, and that 
which is afterwards introduced, ётёҳесба:, 
&c., as а part of our ауасибз. 
dd is the objective genitive, of you. 
33 edit 

negative an itive si | as 
Lünem. and Ellie., for the negative comes 
in again in verses 5, 6,—but the latter 
(eld n {о 8:емарторбреба, ver. 6) far- 
ther specifios and ensures the former. 

4.] d8éver, know how (reff.). On 
the meaning of rò oxevos, there has been 
much difference. Very many Commenta- 
tors understand it of ‘the body.’ (So, 
among others, Chrys. [see below], Thdrt., 
Œc., Thl., Tert., Pelag., Calv., Corn.-a-Lap., 
Beza, Grot., Calov., Ham., „ Mac- 
knight, Pelt, Olsh., Baumg.-Crus.) But 
it is fatal to this interpretation, (1) that 
it must force an untenable meaning on 
rd, which can only mean ‘ fo acquire,” 
not to possess.’ Chrys. whose sense of 
Greek usage led him to feel this, tries to 
fll the meaning ‘to acquire’ into the 
sense: duets avrd ктбдеба, bra» пі 
кабару к. dorw dv &yusup^ бта» 
dud@aproy, &uapría—(so Olsh. also); but 
this is lame enough, and would not, as 
De W. remarke, answer for the other 
member of the sentence, uh d» rue èr- 
Ovulas. (2) that the mere use of oed et, 
without any explanation, could hardly 
point at the body. In all the passages 
ordinarily quoted to support it, the meta- 
phor is further explained by the context : 
—e. g., Barnab., ep. 7, 11, pp. 744, 760, rò 
ткеўоз TOU туебратоѕ oU, — Phi 
det. pot. Nad. $ 46, vd. i. p. ЮЗ 
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Saycaopy Kai тшу, 5 py ev ' жабы " ётіӨошас̧ " кабатер 
` 2 ` КӨГҮ; ` М 

ка! та tÜvn та ит “edora rov Ocoy, 
ч ба]. . 8. 2Thess.i.8. (Jer. iv. ) v ch. 1H. 6, 18. 

only. Jer. v. 23. 

bef то e. cxevos DF goth. 

тїз Vvxiis йууєбоу тд c&pa,—de migr. 
Abr. 5 36, vol. i. p. 467, rots & yes тїз 
vx eópartı к. alobjo ei, Cic. disp. Tusc. 
i. 22: ‘corpus quidem quasi vas est aut 
aliquod animi taculom,’—Lucret. iii. 
441: uod vas quasi constitit ejus 
(sc. anima). ^ Cor. iv. 7 is evidently no case 
in point, àcrpaxívo:s being there added, 
aad the body being simply compared to an 
earthen vessel. (8) that the order of the 
words is against it. In rò davrov axevos, 
the emphasis must lie on davrov—cf. 1 Cor. 
vii. 2, ёкастоѕ Thy iavroU yuvaixa dxéro. 
Had the body been meant, this would be 
without import, and it would more na- 
turally have been 7b oxevos dauro (or 
abroi). (4) But a more fatal objection 
than any of the former is, that the con- 
text is entirely against the meaning. The 
&yiacuós has been explained to consist in 
&wéxecOa: ard тїз wopvelas. And now 
this ropyefa comes to be specified, where- 
in it consists, and how it may be guarded 
against: viz. in carrying on the divinely- 
appointed commerce of the sexes in holi- 
ness and honour. In fact, the thought 
is exactly as in 1 Cor. vii. 2, 814 ras rop- 
velas Jaa ros Th» tavrot yuraixa dxérw, 
к. ёкёстт тд» Bioy будра & Hr Many 
have therefore understood oxevos in its 
literal meaning as applied to rd wpaypa, 
—і. e. the woman (or indeed the man, on 
the other side, inasmuch as the woman 
has éfovola over his body, see 1 Cor. vii. 
4. So that thus it would be un exhorta- 
tion to the woman also: so De Wette). 
Thus tbe context would be satisfled, and 
the emphatic position of ёамутоб (as in 
1 Cor. vii. 2) ; —and стента сок uen 
its meaning: t of you 
should know how to acquire his own 
vessel (for this purpose) in sanctification 
ктасби dv &y. belong together) and 

. This sense of gxevos is found in 
the Jewish books (Megill. Esth. i. 11: 
“In convivio dixerunt aliqui: mulieres 
Medics sunt pulcriores: alii, Persicm sunt 
pulcriores. Dixit Ahasuerus: Vas meum, 
quo ego utor, nec Persicum est nec Medi- 
cum, sed Chaldaicum”). And the expres- 
sion xràcÓa: yvvaîka is common: cf. Xen. 
Symp. ii.. 10: табтуи (HavOlrany) кёк- 
%,: Ruth iv. 10; Sir. xxxvi. 24. 
And so Thdr. Mops. (скебоз rh» dia- 
ixdavoy yaperh» dvopd(e:), some in Thdrt. 
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t Rom. 1. 96, 
Col. Ш. 5 

x < vy! © ref.) only. 
то ип отер Ба 

x art, ver. 1 reff. y here 

6 

ins ev bef Tiu» Ni d. 

(ruis тд ауто скедоѕ thy ónó(vya ўр- 
Mhvevoay), Aug. (contr. Jul. iv. 10, [56,] 
vol. x. p. 765,— ut sciret unusquisque pos- 
sidere vas suum, hoc est, uxorem :’ cf. also 
ib. v. 9 [85], p. 805: de nupt. et conc. i. 8 
[9], р. 418, —‘ non solum igitur conjugatus 
delis vase non utatur alieno, quod faciunt 

a quibus uxores alien appetuntur: sed 
nec ipsum proprium іп concupiscentis 
carnal. morbo possidendum sciat. But 
he mistakes xrdo@as for possidere, and во 
understands the command as given con- 
jugatis fidelibus), Thom. Aquin., Zwingle, 
Est., Heins, Wetst., Schdttg., Michaelis, 
Koppe, Schott, De Wette, Liinem., al. 
(Much of the foregoing note is from De 
W. and Lün.) The objection to the above 
view, that thus only mes would be ad- 
dressed (Calv., al.) is easily answered (be- 
sides as above, under 4) by observing that 
in other places also, where xopyela is in 
question, the male only is exhorted, e. g. 
1 Cor. vi. 16—18: the female being in- 
cluded by implication, and bound to inter- 
pret on her side that which is said of the 
other. 5.] dv жаба: іт. —nábe. 
having the emphasis, — in the mere passio 
of lust, as Thdr. Mops. (Lün.) ós А 
тойто moovrros ойкёт: табтр ёз -yvrau) 
cvvórros àAAk Std шй» deny àxAàs, 
Swep кӧбоѕ ёт:Өошаз dxdA«ocr. 
коб. cal] the xal so usual after icles 
of comparison, points to the association in 
the same category which the particle sup- 

: wal hui» rabra Boxe? Arep xal 
Baci ei, Xen. Anab. ii. 1. 22. See exam- 
ples in Hartung, Partikell. ii. 127: and 
cf. ch. ii. 13; iii. 6, 12, &c. тё pj 
«18. т. @.] pý, because the Gentiles are 
spoken of by the writer from this point 
of view. It is not а mere fact which is 
stated, but that fact as logically inter- 
woven with the course of the cohtext: 
and hence the subjective negative. See 
reff. 6.] I cannot help regarding it 
as most unnatural, to interpret this verse 
of а new subject introduced, viz. the not 
wronging one another in the business of 
life. How such Commentators as De Wette 
and Lünem. can have entertained this 
view, I am at a loss to imagine. For (1) 
the sense is carried on from vv. 4, D, 
without even the repetition of fxacror 
buoy to mark the change of topic: and 
(2) when the Apostle sums up the whole 
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s 2 Cor. if. Il. 
xit. 17, 

» уф Cor. vil. 11. feh xd Atot v 
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Baivev kai. * хАєоуєкты» Ev " rq wpáyuart тд» dd 
avrov, Sore ?їкёкос коріюс тєрї таутоу rovrev, кабес 

Kai ° троєітарєу ош» kai. ° динарторанеба. 7 0 
прас о Ge, 9 ér: * акабароїа, add 
8 m -æ e n 10 - , avô. 

; roryapouv о aherör ovk  avÜpenrov 
"абеты, аААа тд» brov rov [kai] * Sovra ro * wvevpa 

удо 
> гъ 

4A айтой тд ayov ? eic ©нас. 
п 1 Tim. v. 

Cor. vii. . 
iw. 4. 

v.l. 3 

. om lst roy DIF. 
ТЫ Ambr Ambrst Pelag : 

AKLNM? rel 67? vss Clem Chr Thdrt 

. $ Tim. H. 14 iv. 1. Heb. и Gonly. L.P.H. Ezek. xvi. 3. f == Rom. тій. 38. ix. 11. 
i Thess. ii. 14 aL Gal. 

ins o bef xvpios, with D?FKLN? rel Clem: om ABD!N! 17. 
Chr Thdrt: txt BDFN n o. 

om xa: ABD? o 17 D-lat 8 
ins DIFKLN vulg вуг Clem 

for Borra, 8:8оута (corrn to make the gift of the spirit present) BDFN! Ath Did: 
Damasc. 

троєгтонер 
SiepaprvpoueQa DK d ofi! mno. 

goth Ath Did Chr Thdrt-ms 
drt Damasc (Ec Bede. 

txt 
ay. eis. А. гес ауто TO TY. TO 

nuas (to suit the idea that аур. was the Ap. himself), with А c vulg-ed(and F-lat) 
syr-txt Chr: txt BDFKLN rel am(with fuld harl* tol) Syr syr-marg copt goth arm 

Did Chr-ms Damasc (Ec. 

in ver. 7, he mentions merely impurity, 
without the slightest allusion to the other. 
To say that more than one kind of sin 
must be mentioned because of rep) rdr- 
Te» тобтоу, is mere trifling: the dra 
qara (not тайта тбута, which would 
collect many individuals into a whole) 
generalizes from the sin mentioned to a 
wider range. The interpretation which I 
impugn, is also that of Zwingle, Calv., 
Grot., Calov., Le Clerc, Wolf, Koppe, 
Flatt. І understand the verse, with 
Chrys, Thdrt., Œc., Thl, Jer. Erasm. 
Est., Corn.-a-Lap., Heins., Whitby, Wetst., 
Kypke, Beng., Michaelis, Pelt, Olsh., all., 
to refer to the sins of uncleanness, and 
continue vv. 4, 6:—that he should not 
(viz. rd, contained in the abrob follow- 
ing: so that rd pd... is a further speci- 
fication of д &yiaguós, rather than parallel 
with elSéva:) set at nought (the order of 
the sentence requires that éwepB. should 
not etand absolutely, as De W., Lün., al., 
for ‘transgress’ [uh viv bwdpBas’, arr’ 
Фушаіреѕ pépe, Eur. Alc. 1077: бте xe 
vis brepBin к. Gudprp, II. 1. 497], but 
transitively : otherwise туа would have 
occurred after drepBalverw to mark the 
distinction of construction: and örepg. 
with an accusative of person signifies 
either ‘to pass by’ or ‘take no notice,’ 
* posthabere,' as Herod. iii. 89, óxepBatvor 
тоз wposexéas: or ‘to go beyond’ or 
* surpass,’ as Plat. Tim. 24 D, wdop d- 
таз ёуӨрётоџиѕ бтерВеВткбтез àperp. Of 
these, the former seems most applica- 

ble here: see below) or overreach his 
brother in the matter (viz. of Tb avrov 
скєдоѕ xracGa:—that there should be 
among you none of those strifes on account 
of the хаб éxiü0vulas, the ‘ teterrima 
belli causa’ in the heathen world. As 
Jowett rightly observes, It is not neces- 
sary to suppose that any idea of unchastity 
is conveyed by the term sAcoverteiy, any 
more than in the tenth commandment, 
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour’s 
wife. The meaning exclusively arises 
from the connexion and application of 
the word.” How тф xpdyyare can ever 
"m ros "pd'yuacw, business affairs’ 
[ W., alt., I cannot imagine; and 
it is equally futile [with E. V. arm. 
to take тф for ry = Tw: in ће N. T. 
“It is probable that the obscurity of 
the passage arises y from the de- 
cency in which the Apostle clothes it." 
Jowett), because God is the а 
(‘ righter, in such cases of setting at 
nought and overreaching) of all these 

i (viz. cases of dwepBacla and Acer 
etía, and by inference, lustful sins like 
them) as also (see on ver. 5) we before told 
yon and constantly testified. Т.) 

is verse (вее above) is in my view deci- 
sive for the above rendering of ver. 6. 
There is no mention here of avarice: nor 
is it possible to understand ёкадераќа, 
when ver. 8 has gone before, of any thing 
but carnal impurity. Chap. ii. 3, which is 
adduced to shew that it may here repre- 
sent covetousness, is a very doubtful ex- 

ABDF 
KLu ab 
e de f 
hklu 
nol! 
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9 Пер: & тпс * ф:ЛадгАфіас où X,, " уге, ypa- H. zi. 10. 
, , * 1 Pet. 1. 23. $uv ушу" avroi yap une * Өєодй!дакто! tore 

ш ауажа» * AAA] 

тойс adeAgove тойс tv ö тр Maxedoria. 
Море» & vac, adeAgoi, " weptocebery h 

consir, ses Heb. v. 12. 
t Phil. L 33. ch. III. 10 al. 

Bil. 11, 93. iv. 7, 11, 1$ only. 

10 AA: — эх р , bis, only t 
Kat yao тоште ауто ис таугас Phe 1 Pet. 

v Matt. iii. 14. 
TapaKa-" ziv è John 

1 ` "M 10. n 

cat 5, iit 
a here only t. see John vi, 8, aft. Isa. liv. 18., 1 Сог. il. 18 

a John xiti. 84 bis. xv. 12, 17. Bom. xiii. 8. 1 Pet. 1.83. 1 John 
v ver. 1. 

9. for exere, exou«r D!FN? b 67? latt вуг goth Chr ТЫ lat-ff: esyouer B am(with hal 
hari?) Pelag (corra on acct of the harsh constr: for which reason also c 48. 671. 78. 80 
copt have ypapecGa: аг in ch v. 1): txt AD*KLN! rel Syr copt Thdrt Damasc. 

10. om yap F. ins xas bef es B. 
урау 01: txt BD? 3K LN? rel. 

ample: see there. art, for the pur- 
pose of, —on condition of:—4v, in, ‘in the 
element of, not = eis, the aim: but 
Фусу is the whole sphere of our Chris- 
tian life. 8.) Hence, the sin of (re- 
jecting) setting at nought such limitations 
ies oe is a fearful are е than 

t of setting at nought the giver 
of the Holy Spirit. In &0ретоу ее 
there is an obvious allusion to irepBaivew 
к. wAeoverteiy T. GBeAgdéy above. There 
is no need to supply any thing after &0є- 
Tév—ó6 dÜerüv simply describes him who 
commits the act of rejecting; q.d. the 
rejecter—1Àat he rejects, is not to be 
supplied in the construction, but is clear 
from the context— viz. тд» Ade airov. 
The distinction between üx8peor (anar- 
throus) and tov бебу, seems to be, that 
the former is indefinite; not (any) man, 
but (definite) God. тфу [xal] Bóvra ] 
q. d. who also is the AUTHOR of our sanc- 
tification. [xeí—* novum hic additur 
momentum, Bengel. It introduces a 
climax, whereby the sin isintensified.] 
Sdvra, ак being one great definite act of 
God by His Son. = rd жу. афтод Tò y.] 
This form of expression (q.d. ‘His own 
[айтоб emphatic] Spirit, the Holy One’) 
is probably chosen, and not ть фу. жу, 
айтоё, for precision, to bring out то &угох 
as connected with dyiacpuds preceding. 

alg Фрая is not = биту, but gives 
the idea of direction: see Gal. iv. 6 ; ch. 
ii. 9. 9—12.] Erhortations to bro- 
therly love (9, 10 а), and to honest dili- 
gent lives (10 b—12). 9.) 84 is tran- 
sitional, the implied contrast being to the 
sin last spoken of. $1 aBe $a (reff.) 
here refers more immediately (cf. roceire 
abré below) to deeds of kindness by way. 
of relief to poor brethren. ob xpeíav 
ere] This is а not unusual touch of 
delicate rhetoric with St. Paul (cf. 2 Cor. 
ix. 1: Philem. 19: ch. v. 1). It conveys 
tacit but gentle reproof. e knowledge 

om 2nd rovs AD!F Chr-ms: for revs, 
for aBeA t, ayarnro А. 

and the practice already exist: but the 
latter is not quite in proportion to the 
former. rẹ eiweiy, où xpela ёсті, ne 
émoín sev ) ei «жеу. Chrys. Тһе con- 
struction о? xpelav Éxere ypdoew Suir (de- 
fended by De Wette and Winer), has been 
pronounced inadmissibe by Lünemann, 
such use of the infinitive active being only 
found where no ial personal referenco 
is attached to the verb, as óuiv here: so 
that this would require ud yp. or ypdoe- 
сӨш. He therefore reads Éyoue». But 
with so many corrections (see var. readd.), 
and with the known irregularities of St. 
Paul's style in such constructions, it surely 
is not safe to speak so positively. I should 
regard the construction, not as analogous 
with x&por ойх ayvdv wareiv, Soph. (Ed. 
Col. 87; Atios 0avudca:, Thuc. i. 38, and 
the like,—but as a mixed one between 
Exopuer *ypábew and Éxere ypdoer Oat. 
abrol ©реїс, in opposition to Muds, the 
subject to be supplied from ypddew: but 
афто is not sponte, which would not agree 
with дєео8(8актоі. The stress of the sen- 
tence is on abrol duets, not on the 6«o- 
in Oeod[3axro:, as Olsh.—'' where God 
teaches, there, the Apostle says, Ae may bo 
silent :” but as Lün. observes, the do- 
comes in over and above as it were; 8:3ax- 
Tol would convey the fact : 6«ob(Barro: = 
ёїбакто!, к. ravra Tapà dc And this 
teaching is practical—its tendency and 
object being els 7d dy. M., to produce 
mutual love. 10.] follows up the 
GeodlSaxrol ёсте by a matter of fact, shew- 
in: the teaching to have been in some 
measure effectual. xal yáp] the cal 
belongs to roter“ besides being taught 
it, ye do it,'— roter carrying the em- 
phasis of the sentence. abu, scil. rd 
&yaxQr aA. wepicoevay, viz. in 
this Den. (But there does not seem 
any reason, with Jowett, to ascribe this 
&ratía to their uneasiness about the state 
of the dead: much rather [ав he aleo 
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афтф naturally and forcibly referring back 
to "Ingots and 8.4 ToU ‘Ingot, in the 
реа clauses. Їп otber words, the 
ogical construction of the sentence seems 
to me so plainly to require the connexion 
of &à Tov 'IqcoQ wit. ra йди that 
it must be a grammatical impossibility 
only, which can break that connexion. 
But let us see whether there be such 
an impossibility present. ol xowusnOdvres 
are confessedly the Christian dead, and 
none else. They are distinguished by the 
Apostle's use of and adhesion to the word, 
from the merely баубутез. What makes 
this distinction? Why are they asleep, 
ес ш dead? By whom have they 

thus die i Certainly, 8:4 ToU 
рөп are said miorevew Bi афтой 
(Acts ii. 16), — ebxyapicrety 8 abr 
(Rom. i. 8), elpheny xe 8° афтой (ib. 
v. 1), xavxa: 8 abro? (ib. 11), n 
калес да: 87 abroU (2 Cor. i. 5), 
why not also коџ2сба 8: афто? Р pe 
when Lünem. objecta that the extent 
of the idea of коцитбутеє is understood 
from the former part of the sentence, 
el morevopey x. T. A., — this very reason 
seems to me the most natural one for the 
specification If we believe that Jesus 
died and rose again, then even thus also 
those, of whom we say that they sleep, 
just because of Jesus, will God, dc. : the 
emphasis being on the 84. Jowett 
keepe this connexion, merely saying how- 
ever, “nor will the order of the ncs 
allow us to connect them with Ates? 
reason surely insufficient for it. He i is 
certainly in error when he continues, 
* The only remaining mode is to take 
8:4 for èv (P), those that are asleep in 
Christ. Ker сіу abr] will 
bring (back to us) with Him (Jesus) : 
i e. when Jesus shall appear, they also 
shall appear with Him, being (as below) 
raised at His coming. Of their disem- 
bodied souls there is here no mention: 
nor is the meaning, as often understood, 
that God will bring them (their disem- 
bodied souls, to be joined to their raised 
bodies) with Him : but the bringing them 
with Jesus = their being raised when 
Jesus rs. 15.) Con 
y last verse by direct revelation the 

rodro— this which 8 
taken up by Sn. dv Adyy rup. in 

(virtue of: an assertion made within the 
sphere and element of that certainty, 
which the word of the Lord gives) the 
word of the Lord,—i. e. by direct revela- 
tion from Him made to me. -ovréerir, 
ойк ad lavrar, QAAR тара той Xpurros 
paðóyrres Aéyouey, Chr.: ёк Oclas du 
dwoxadtyess h ёбаскаМа 

revelations made to him, we know from 
2 Cor. xii. 4 Cf. also Gal. i. 12; Eph. 
їй. 8; 1 Cor. xi. 23; xv. 9, and notes. 

Then bevond 
to be alive, 

dee with the majority of those 
whom he was writing, at the Lord's 
coming. For we cannot for a moment 
accept the evasion of Theodoret (cf. also 
Chrys. and the majority of ancient Com- 
mentators, down to Bengel 

by their subjectivities : cf. Ellicott here), 
—офк ёт) roù avroð xposéwou TéÓeurer, 
ФАМ ёт) rü» car dxetvoy thy xaipey 
repid yr Аудретюу :—nor the 1 
matical rendering of Turretin and Pelt — 
‘we, if we live and remain’ (Spes (wrres, 
wepiAenróneroi) : —nor the idea of Œc. 
al, that ol arre are the souls, ol 
€ÓÓÀ— the bodies : but must take 
the words in their only plain grammatical 
meaning, that ol {бутес ol wept. are a 
class distinguished from ol xowmwÉévres, 
by being yet in the flesh when Christ 
comes, in which class, by prefixing 
he includes his readers and himself. 

to have been so stron ‘towards the end of 
his course; see e.g. hil. i. 20—26. Nor 
need it surp rise any Christian, that the 
Apostles should in this matter of detail 
have found their personal expectations 
liable to disappointment, respecting а day 
of which it is so solemnly said, that no 
man knoweth its appointed time, not the 
angels in heaven, nor the Son (Mark 
xiii. 82), but the Father only. At the 
same time it must be borne in mind, that 
this inclusion of himself and hie hearers 
among the tõvres and 
does not in any way enter into the fact 
revealed and here announced, which is re- 
specting that class of persons only as they 
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avacTycorrat Wooroy, 

94 init. Jude 9 А 
ш. Exod. хіх. 15 Li. ayt 

= 1 Cor. xv. 18. Prov. xxx. 4. e . 18. 
Е = 2Cor. xli. 3. Bev.xii.5. John vi.1& Acts viii. 39. 

17 Eura 

e À , [te N — wt [4 » 
Ер tt TOO. аца Guy av oi арх a-yucoutÜa EV vei- 

aso 1 Chron. xvi. 42. Ra 

re - t pye Ps. xciv. 2. 
nut ic ot Furt ot х here only. 

Prov. xxx. 
37 only. 
Thuoyd. il. 

х Matt. xxiv. 31. 1 Cor. хіт. 8. xv.52. Rev. Iv. 1 8 
v. Xv. 2. b John lil. 18. Eph. fv. 

d ver. 16. е ver. 15. f ch. v. 10. 

16. aft vexpo: ins о: F, mortui qui in Christo sunt latt goth: om oi уекро m Cyr. 
for xpor: 

ABD?ELN rel syrr copt goth Orig Dial. 
17. o: (ортез bef пиез K n: om ques 80. 

are, and must be, one portion of the faith- 
ful at the Lord's coming; not respecting 
the question, who shall, and who shall 
not be among them in that day. 
ol терет. alg . . ] Dr. Barton, doubt- 
ing whether wep:Aerwéuevo: els T. т. can 
mean ‘left to the coming’ (but why not? 
eis as defining the terminus temporis is 
surely common enough, cf. Phil. i. 10; 
Acts iv. 8, els réaor John xiii. 1 al. fr.), 
puts а comma at wepiAecrónueroi, and takes 
eis Thy r. with оф uh $0dcwpr, render- 
ing, those who are alive at the last day 
will not enter inio the presence of the 
Lord before those who have died. But 
1) $ sapovola тоб xvplov is never used 
locally, of the presence of the Lord, but 
always femporally, of His coming: and 
2) the ent of the sentence would 
in that case-be où uh 40. robs ког. els т. 
T. TOU кър. p 
not (emphatic—‘there is no reason to 
fear, that . .) prevent (get before, so 
that they be left behind, and fail of the 
prize). 16.] A reason of the fore- 
going assertion, by detailing the method 
of the resurrection. Because (not (Aat, 
во as to be parallel with бт: before, ая 
Koch) the Lord Himself (not, as De W., 
He, the Lord’—which would be to the 
last flat and meaningless ;—nor as 
Olsh., ‘the Lord Himself,’ in contrast to 
any other kind of revelation :—mnor as 
Liinem., as the chief Person and actor in 
that day, emphatically opposed to His 
faithful ones as acted on,—but said for 
solemnity’s sake, and to shew that it will 
not be a mere gathering to Him, but НЕ 
НїмӨ®1Р will descend, and we all shall be 
summoned before Him) with (in, as the 
element, — the accompanying circum- 
stance) ві ut (xéàevo pa is not only 
‘the shout of battle,’ as Conyb. ; but is used 
of any signal given by the voice, whether 
of a captain to his rowers, Thuc. ii. 92: 
of a man shouting to another at a dis- 

ov, wpero. DIF latt Thdrt, Cyr Thl-marg Tert Ambrst lat-ff: txt 

om o: xepuAeiroperoi F Тегі Ambr 

tance, Herod. iv. 141: of & huntsman to 
his dogs, Xen. Cyneg. vi. 20. Here it 
seems to include in it the two which follow 
and explain it), viz. with the voice of an 

(Christ shall be surrounded 
with His angels, Matt. xxv. 81 al. To 
enquire, which archangel, is futile: to 
understand the word of Christ Himse 
[Ambrst., Olsh. ], or the Holy Spirit vil 
impossible), and with the trumpet of God 
(g õ as іп reff., the trumpet especially 
belonging to and used in the heavenly 
state of God; not commanded by God 
[Pelt, Olsh., al.],—nor does («ov import 
size or loudness [Bengel, al.], although 
these qualities of course are understood. 
On the trumpet as summoning assemblies, 
cf. Num. x. 2 ; xxxi. 6; Joel ii. 1:—as ac- 
compenying the divine appearances, Ex. 
xix. 16 ; Ps. xlvii. Б; Isa. xxvii. 18; Zech. 
ix. 14; Matt. xxiv. 81; 1 Cor. xv. 52) shall 
descend from heaven (cf. Acts i. 11): and 
the dead in Christ (lv ур. must not, as 
Pelt, Schott, be joined with & TOVTAL: 
for apart from the question whether this 
would give азу admissible meaning, it 
would bring èr хрістф into an emphatic 

ition of prominence, which would con- 
fuse the whole sentence) shall first rise 
(трёто» has no reference whatever to the 
firat resurrection ( Rev. xx. 5, 6], here, 
for only the Lord's people are here in 
uestion: but answers to frata below: 

Йен, the dead in Christ shall rise: then, 
we, &c.): then we who are living, who 
remain (as above) shall bo caught up 
(reff.: the great change spoken of 1 Cor. 
xv. 62, having first suddenly taken place) 
all together (see Rom. iii. 12, ch. v. 10 
note: биа does not belong to ob- do) 
with them (the raised of ver. 16) in (the 
clouds (eke ть деуебоз ris Tints’ улер 
yàp айт; д Bearórys ёк) уефелђѕ Qorrei- 
vis aveAGGOn, обто xal ol els abrdy 
wemioreuxéres . . . ёт) vepeady Óxobueroi 

ооо: TQ TG» Nr крт .... 
T 2 
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xvii. 88. xxviii. 14 1 Cor. 

n = $ Cor. i. K al. fr. Isa. lxvi 
q = Matt. xvi.3. 3 Tim. ili. 1. 

. 38. xiv. 35 al. 
. 13. 

96. xxiii. 15, 20. xxiv. 39 (Eph. v. 15) only. Deut. хіх. 18. Wisd. xix. 18 only. Dan. vii. 10 Theod. 

] = Phil. 1. 28. m = Phil, H. 13 ref. 
о = 3 Cor. vii. 6, 7. Tit. 1.9. р Acta i.7. Dan. II. 21. 

r constr., see ch. iv. 9. а — Matt. 1.6. Luke 1. 3. Acts xviii 25, 
t . 

Acta ii. 20, from Joel II. 31. 3 Pet. iii 10 only. Тва. 11.13. т. xvp., 3 Thess. 11. 3. seet Cor. I. & 3 Cor. I. 16 al. 
u see Matt. xxiv. 49. 3 Pet. ШІ. 10. Rev. Ш. 3. хті. 18. Jer. xxix. 10 (xlix. 9). 

Ambrst-ed (not F-lat) : wepiAcsuevoi(sic) B. 
for wayrore, rares Dl. Tert Orig-int Jer,. 

eis vrayrnow Tœ xpore DI latt 
for сор, ev B. 

CHAP. V. 1. for ури» exere, Хра eoi» F D-lat(and G-lat but not F-lat) arm Tert 
Ambrst. «об bef ошу N3 115: тоо ур. ошу Nl. ураф 

2. om ў bef прера BDFN 17. 672: ins AKL rel Eus. 

Thdrt.) to meet the Lord (as He descends : 
so Aug. de civit. Dei xx. 20. 2, vol. vii. p. 
688: non sic accipiendum est tanquam in 
aére nos dixerit semper cum Domino man- 
suros, quia nec ipse utique ibi manebit, quia 
veniens transiturus est, venienti quippe 
itur obviam, non manenti.’ Christ is on 
His way to this earth: and when De W. 
says that there is no plain trace in St. Paul 
of Christ’s kingdom on earth,—and Liin., 
that the words shew that the Apostle did 
not think of Christ as descending down to 
the earth, surely they cannot suppose him 
to have been so ignorant of О. T. pro- 
phecy, as to have allowed this, its plain 
testimony, to escape him. «ls dwdvrynotw 
occurs [reff.] twice more in the N. T., 
and each time implies meeting one who 
was approaching—not merely meeting 
with’ a person) into the air (belongs to 
ёртаүпсореда, not to cls ёт. ToU кър. as 
in E. V), and thus we (i. e. we and they 
united, ўдєїз Фра, соу abrois, who were 
the subject of the last sentence) shall be 
always with the Lord. That he advances 
no further in the prophetic description, 
but breaks off at our union in Christ's 
resence, is accounted for, by his purpose 
ing accomplished, in having shewn that 

they who have died in Christ, shall not be 
thereby deprived of any advantage at His 
coming. The rest of the great eventa of 
that time— His advent on this earth, His 
judgment of it, assisted by His saints 
1 Cor. vi. 2, 3), —His reign upon earth, — 
is final glorification with His redeemed 

in heaven,—are not treated here, but not 
therefore to be conceived of as alien from 
the Apostle's teaching. 18.) Sore, 
so then: reff. zapar., comfort: 
cf. fva ph Аотӯсбе, ver. 18. Adyots, 

not things, here or any where: but words: 
these words, which I have by inspiration 
delivered to you. It will be manifest 
to the plain, as well as to the scholar-like 
reader, that attempts like that of Mr. 
Jowett, to interpret such a passage as 
this by the rules of mere figurative lan- 
guage, are entirely beside the purpose. 
The Apostle’s declarations here are made 
in the practical tone of strict matter of 
fact, and are given as literal details, to 
console men’s minds under an existing 
difficulty. Never was a place where the 
analogy of symbolical apocalyptic lan- 
guage was less applicable. Either these 
details must be received by us as matter 
of раа! expectation, ог we must set 
aside the Apostle as one divinely em- 
powered to teach the Church. It is a fair 
opportunity for an experimentum crucis: 
and such test cannot be evaded by Mr. 
Jowett’s intermediate expedient of figura- 
tive language. 

Сн. V.1—11.] Exzhortation to watch 
Jor the day of the Lord's coming, and to 
be ready for it. 1—8.] the suddennese 
and ч ectedness of that day's coming. 

1.] On xpóv. and кар., see Acts 
i. 7, note. They had no need, for the 
reason stated below: that St. Paul had 
already by word of mouth taught them as 
much as could be known. 3.) [4] 
fipépa xvplov is not the destruction of 
erusalem, as Hammond, Schóttg., al., — 

nor the day of each man’s death, as Chrys., 
Œc., Thl., Lyr., al., — But the day of the 
Lord's coming, the rapovoſa, which has 
been spoken of, in some of its details, above. 
So Thdrt.— $5ecworix) wapovela. This 
is plain, by comparing 2 Thess. ii. 2: 1 Cor. 
i. 8; у. 6: 2 Cor. i. 14: Phil. i. 6, 10; 

о - a b 

ma оакаћете edefe 
bk Im 
BOI? 
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5 wavrec yao орис ̂  5101 (53 Mese 

, ә Yh tt ges \ = Luke xxi. 
$wroc ЕСТЕ Kat шо : Nut pads. ойк to yUKTOC 5 у n yc 

i 2 6 12 1 < m [ i] "о iv. E a e 
акотоос. аба OUV дй кабєебдшце> we Kat tS 1 Сог. } 

E теге ыя 9 only. xxi. 7. a Matt. xxiv. 61 Mk. Acts ll. 340 . Exod. 
Eu a (hae Ila. vii, мр). xxiv. 19 t. Rev. xii. 3 on xxi. 33- 

e abore (b). Luke 1. 81 ne Үн 13 pai: 15 Luke xxi. 36. Rom. ii. 3. 2 or xi. 88. Judg. 
vi. 1 е John ili. 19. Rom. xiii. 12 {во 1 Сог, Ші. 18. Heb. х. 

— Jobn хи, 36. Numb. 33. b Luke х.б. zvi.8. John xii. 20. Eph. гате 
= Hom. xiii. 13. 2 Pet. 1. 1 1 Cor. I. 14. іН, 32, 93 al. 1 Rom. v. 18 allo. P 
"puru ver. io only. Gospp. (ШАШУ Matt. vili. 34 & fr. Sir. xxil.7 n ch. iv 

9. rec aft ота» ins 
Chr Thdrt : om АРМ! 17 

with KL rel vulg arm-marg Damasc ; ze BDN? зуг copt Eus 
D-lat Syr goth arm Iren-int Tert Cypr Ambrst. Aeyouci 

F. irrt BLN: $argoerai 3: D-lat(not F-lat) Hes(in Aug). (A def.) — eri. 
bef avras B. exevtorra: D'F. 

4. vyas bef э прера (throwing the emphasis on ураг) ADF latt Eua: txt BK LN rel 
goth Epiph Chr Thdrt Damasc.—add eren Е latt.—om ў с 17. 

катаЛаВо F. 
kAerras AB 

P om yap, with K(e sil) rel am: ins ABDFLN c m 17 latt syrr copt æth arm 
Eus Clem Chr Thdrt ТЫ Ambrst Aug Pelag. 

for ehe, єсте DIF fuld(with mar harl?) Syr 
6. om lst xa: ABN? b 17 am(and F-lat) syr copt eth Clem, Antch : 

(not D-lat F-lat.) 

rel vulg Syr Chr Thdrt Ambrst. 

1.16. It is both the suddenness, and the 
terribleness (surely we cannot with Ellic. 
omit this element, in the presence of the 
image in the next verse) of the Day’s 
coming, which is here dwelt on: cf. next 
verse. od fills up the 5 
—as a thief in the night (comes), 80 
comes (not for future, but expressing, a 
so often by the present, the absolute truth 
and certainty of that predicated—it is its 
attribute, to come). 8.] Following 
out of the comparison és xA. ёи vvxTí, into 
detail. Adywour, viz. men in general 
—the children of the world, as opposed to 
the people of God : cf. бхеброз below. The 
vivid description dispenses with any copula. 

alp. к. ёсф., scil. dr, вее ref. Ezek. 
. has the emphasis, becoming 

а kind of predicate. Ararat, 
generally used of any sudden unexpected 
appearance: see reff., and Acts iv. 1. 
It is pressing too close the comparison 
тер h dl x. r. A., when De W. says 
that it assumes the day to be near, — for 
that such a woman, though she does not 
know the day and the hour, yet has a de- 
finite knowledge of the period: for it is 
not the woman, nor her condition, that is 
the subject of comparison, but the unez- 
pected pang of labour which comes on her. 

4, 5.] But the Thessalonians, and 
Christians in general, are not to be thus 

ins «a: D!F fuld Chr-ms. 
th Ambrst. 
: ins DFKLN? 

aft uep. 

overtaken by it. 4.] фу oxdéra refers 
back to ёу уукті above—in the ignorance 
and moral slumber of the world which 
knows not God. тф жтара8омкф érduewe 
oxfuart, к. скбтоѕ иё» кале? shy Kyroiuar, 
zupa 8& th» yraow, Thdrt. тфу ско- 
tewdy к. дкбартоу Blov nol, Chrys. 
Both combined give the right meaning. 

(уа) not ‘so that,’ here or any 
where else: but that,—in order that: 
it gives the purpose in the divine arrange- 
ment: for "ha io es dre а mr 
posed. pépa] not, y, but 
the pay—the meaning of pépa as dis- 
tinguished from exóros being bronght out, 
and ў ўдёра being put in the place of em- 
phasis accordingly. This not having been 
seen, its situation was altered, to throw the 
Jirst stress on Suas, which properly has the 
second. That this is so, is plain from what 
follows, ver. 5. 5.] You (a) and all 
we Christians (b) have no reason to fear, 
and no excuse for being surprised by, tho 
DAY of the Lord; for we are sons or 
light and the day (Hebniisms, see reff. : 
signifying that we elong to, having our 
origin from, the light and the day), 
and are not of (do not supply ‘sons’ 
the genitives are in regular construc-. 

tion after éopev, signifying possession — 
we belong not to) night nor darkness. 
See, on the day of the Lord as connected 
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„ e. Aro, аААа ‘? уопуоререу Kat " vijjuutr. Tot yàp 
к 1 Р ` е М 
Jer. f. 2) r. m caGevSovrec vuxrog ah œ%ͤHt, kat. oi ' peOvoxopevor 

рі Pet. v 8. * $ 2 " 8 e e Se k [4 , » q , 

a feen - yyxrog * ucÜvovaw^ | рес nuioag оутес Tn paper, 
Р. 'iyQvcautvot "Owoaxa wiorewe Kat ayümnc, Kat " wept- 

t. " * e ә e 
r Lake si, ax кєфаћаќау " tAwida owrnpiac, 9 бт: ovk t hero ўрас о 

only, Prov. Meo * etc У оруї», aÀÀd ас *weperoinoww owrnpiac да 
в Matt. xxiv. - + fo з - eo 10 - > ? 

€. John il. той коріои пио» Inoov xpicrov, rov amoDavovroc 
18. lCor.vi 21. Rev. xvil.?,Gonly. Joel I. 5. 

т Eph. vi. 17 only. Isa. lix. 17 
xxv. 13. y Rom. xiii. 4. 

Т. for ueÜvakoutvou deu res B. 
9. о беоз bef nuas B m. 

with darkness and light, Amos v. 18 ff. 
There, its aspect to the ungodly is treated 
of: — here, its aspect to Christians. 
6—8.] Ezhortation to behave as such : i. е. 
to watch and be sober—éríracis ёуртүбр- 
gews Tb vhoew Ё: yap ка) éyprryopévai 
kal under З:афёрєу кабефбо>»тоз, (Ec. (af- 
ter Chrys.) 3 ol Aorrol—i.e. the care- 
less world. ] Explanation of the as- 
sertion regarding ol ̂ orrol above from the 
common practice of men. There is no dis- 
tinction, as Macknight pretends, between 
редиткёрєуо: and peOtovow (‘the former 
denoting the act of getting drunk, the lat- 
ter the state of being во’), but they are 
synonymous, answering to xa0eó8orres and 
abe. Мот are the expressions to 
be taken inea spiritual sense, as Chrys., al. 
(udOny ќутаё04 moi, ob Thy ёть тоё 
olvov uóvov, &ААй kal Th» ёт) vdr 
T&v какду : ‘Spiritual sleep and intoxica- 
tion belong to the state of darkness,’ 
Baum.-Crus.): the 5 of the same 
verbs as subjects and predicates (Liin.) 
shews that vurrés is merely a designation 
of time, and to be taken literally. 8.] 
Contrast (84) of our course, who are of the 
day. And this not only in being awake 
and sober, but in being armed—not onl 
watchful, but as sentinels, on our аай, 
and guarded ourselves. Notice, that these 
arme are defensive only, as against a sud- 
den attack—and belong therefore not so 
much to the Christian’s conflict with evil, 
as (from the context) to his guard against 
being surprised by the day of the Lord as 
a thief in the night. The best defences 
against such a surprise are the three great 
Christian graces, Faith, Hope, Love,— 
which are accordingly here enumerated : 
see ch. i. 3, and 1 Cor. xiii. 18. In Eph. 
vi. 13—17, we have offensive as well as 
defensive weapons, and the symbolism is 
somewhat varied, the dp being 8:каго- 
сбуњ жістіз being the 0vpeós ; while the 

w so Rom. v. 1. 
х = 3 Thess. 1.14. (Eph. i. i4reff. -wosieGur, Acta xx. 26.) 

[алла, во BD?N 17.] 

vi 14 ref. t Eph. iv. 34 reff. о Eph. 
P in 1 Tim. l. 12. 1 iL& Jer. xlii. 47. 

8. om xa: ayarns Nl. 
om xpic'rov B. 

helmet remains the same. See on tbo 
figure, Isa. lix. 17; Wisd. v. 17 ff. We 
must not perhaps press minutely the mean- 
ing of each part of the armour, in the pre- 
sence of such variation in the two pas- 
sages. 9.] Epexegesis of Ariba ow- 
Toplas —'and we may with confidence 
ра on such an hope as our helmet'—for 

set us not (‘appointed us not’ [reff]; 
keep the aorist meaning,—referring to 
time when He made the appointment) 
to (‘with a view to’—so as to issue in, 
become a prey to) wrath, but to soquisi- 
tion (reprrotée, to make. to remain over 
and above,’ hence ‘to keep safe:’ opp. 
to S:apGelpw, Herod. i. 110; vii. 52, &e. 
Thuc. iii. 102 [L. and 8.}. Hence жер- 
wolnots, ‘a keeping safe ; Plat. Def. 415 
o, cwrnpla, weprwolnois AHA. If this 
last remarkable coincidence be taken as a 
key to our passage, owryplas will be a 
genitive of apposition, ‘a keeping safe, 
consisting in salvation) But [reff.] it 
seems more according to the construction 
to understand черет. simply as aequisi- 
tion, as it undoubtedly is in ref. 2 Thess. 
Jowett's note, “‘wepiroretv, to make any 
thing over: hence wepisrolya:s, posses- 
sion," if I understand it rightly, alleges 
a meaning of the verb which has no 
existence. ‘To make to remain over’ is 
as different as possible from ‘to make 
over [to another регвоп)’) of salvation 
through (8.4 . . . refers to терт. сет. 
not to ker) our Lord Jesus Christ, 
10.] who died for us, that whether we 

e or sleep (in what sense? surely not 
in an ethical sense, as above: for 
who sleep will be overtaken by Him asa 
thief, and His day will be to them dark- 
ness, not light. If not in an ethical sense, 
it must be in that of living or dying, and 
the sense as Rom. xiv. 8. (For we cannot 
adopt the trifling sense given by Whitby. 
al.,—‘ whether He come in the night, and 

ABDF 
KL ab 
e def 
akI m 
nol? 
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.6.) = * usto Twv, tva etre ypnyogipsv eire ° кабкйдюрг» Sapa * 1:9), 
N э ~ — h. š 

cvv avr Gaowuev. II 80 * zapakaAsire аААпАоьс, Kai p Qi nif s) 
e ’ оё “ г ` fv N 4 > ор (тет, 

окободытЕ tie TOV &a, KaÜwc xat тоште. Dau, I. 
ch. iv. 17 12 t'Epwrwpev & opac, aei ot, ° sdivar тойс \ко- ^ Xon; Hi їз. 

- з ео 4 

wiwyrac t&v йш» Kai К vpotgrautvovc t | tv xD 
> a - e ~ 1 е — ? ` е эн. 1 

Kat vovÜtrovvrac va, 13 Kat B пунаба‹ avrovuc ? urtp- e 21 Cor. viii. 
1. X. 23. xiv. 

4 17. 11 Cor. iv. . = Phil. iv. 3. eh. iv. 1. 3 Thess. ii. 1 al. — 
only. see 1 Cor. xvi. 18. Prov. xxvii. 23. бел. xxxix. 6. 1 Rom. xvi. 6, 11. 1 
10 Gal. Iv. 11. Ps.cxxvi. 1. k 1 Tim. liL 4 5 reff. 1 Rom. xvi. 3, 8, 1$. 1 Cor. xvi. 
10 al. m Col. i. 38 reff. P. n dere only. o here only t. (-acov, ch. Ш. 10 
reff. bwepr., Mark vil. 87.) 

10. *wepi BN! 17: veep ADFEKLN? rel. 
(nooner А 48 1есі-1: (oper D! 73. 

vovÜerovyras A. 
тушс B b d e f g k 1m вуг copt goth. 

Chr ТЫ (in ver 6 KL have -доне»). 
19. vpoirravouerovs AN. 
18. for ка, re F; ut latt. 

во find us taking our natural rest, or in the 
day when we are waking.“] Thus under - 
stood however, it will be at the = 
of icuity, seeing that y ty an 
won have been used etbically through- 
out the . If we wish to preserve the 
uniformity of metaphor, we may [though 
I am not satisfied with this] interpret in 
this sense: that onr Lord died for us, that 
whether we watch [are of the number of 
the watchful, i. e. already Christians] or 
sleep [are of the number of the sleeping, 
i. e. unconverted] we should live, &c. 
Thus it would = ‘ who died that all men 

ight be saved: who came, not to call the 
righteous only, but sinners to life. There 
is to this interpretation the great objec- 
tion that it confounds with the Ао‹хо!, the 
Spas who are definitely spoken of as set by 
God not to wrath but to wepirolnow ew- 
T»plas. So that the sense live or die, must, 
I think, be accepted, and the want of per- 
spicuity with it. The construction of a 
subjunctive with efre . . . efre is not clas- 
sical: an optative is found in such cases, 
e.g. Xen. Anab. ii. 1. 14, xal efre GAA 
Ti ло: Хрӯабдаи dr’ ёт Alyvirror or- 
тебе»... . See Winer, edn. 6, $ 41, 

. 263, Engl. transl. 310, note. 
Kua] all together: not to be taken with 
тб», see reff. И.) Conclusion from 
the -I, ‘qua cum ita rint — 
since all this is so: or perhaps in literal 
strictness, as Ellic., qwamobrem: which 
however is exceedingly close to the above 
meaning. та ire, more naturally 
comfort, as in ch. iv. 18, than *'ezhort.' 
For as Liin. remarks, the exhortation 
begun ver. 6 has passed into consolation 
in vv. 9, 10. olx. els dy ya] edify 
the one the other: see ref.: and cf. 
(Курке) Theocr. Idyl. xxii. 65, efs dvi xei- 
pas беро» — Lucian, Asin. p. 169, éyà 8 

кабеободе› KLbef ghkl m o 

d) dg dvds drrrp Ax Arrinn, Epict. i. 
10, tv 4 évds éxicenpevxer. Whitby, 
е тА would inan els roy fra, and 
render ‘edify yourselves into one * 
(Whitb. els ёр) — or ‘so as to r the 
One, Christ, ae your foundation, on whom 
the building should be raised’ (Riickert : 
but this should be ёт) тё ёи). The only 
allowable meaning of eis Tb» va would 
be, into the One,’ viz., Christ, as in Eph. 
iv. 13. But the use of rd» éva for Christ, 
without any further designation, would 
be harsh and unpreceden 19—24. 
Miscellaneous exhortations, ending wit. 
a solemn wish for their perfection in the 
day of Christ. 12, 13.] In reference 
to their duties to the rulers of the church 
among them. The connexion (84, a slight 
contrast with that which has just passed) 
is perhaps as s., but somewhat too 
strongly —éreid) elwey olxoBoue?re els тфу 
iva, Tra ph voplowow бт: els 7d r&y 8:8а- 
axdrwy оца abrobs дёуђүаує, Tovro 
éxfyyaye, porovovx!. Ayer, Šri к. du 
érérpeya olxoSouciy &ААўАон où yàp 
Suvatdy dra roy 8:84скалоу  elweiv. 
Rather, as the duty of comforting and 
building up one another has just been 
mentioned, the transition to those whose 
especial work this is, is easy, and one part 
of forwarding the work is the ition 
and en ment of them by the church. 

12.) « in this sense is pea 
Hebraism: the LXX (in ref. у.) ex- 
press Үт by ёигубскер. The persons 

indicated by xomevras, spolctapivovs, 
and vov@erovrras, are the same, viz. the 
тресВбтеро: or éwískowo:: see note on 
Acts xx. 17, 28. iv tu. is among уоп, 
not as Pelt, al. ‘(bestowing labour) он 
you.’ iv xkupi, as the element in 
which, the matter with regard to which, 
their presidency takes place: = ‘in divine 
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Р f. E r. EKFEoIUG(C EV ауату да 
Ph » г 2 - 33 al. : A n. % EY tavroic 

LJ ө " ` t 9 , 

Rom. rill Qeretre тойс  araxrovc, 
only. Job v. м > , 

24. Air. vi. б. хос аутёуєсбе TWP 
r = Со. Ш.13 ^, ? ioe - mee 

8 Eph. iv.1 Tara. opare pn 
w kd - > 

t here only t. * amo, aÀÀd wavrore 
us. 

kJ ГА 1 ? , 

MANC аААз)Аоис kat ис züvrac. 
11. eiu, . * = 6h. ii. & ts i Thess 8.7) u- ch. ii. 11 (reff. 

(r part.], Rom. xiv. 1. 1 Cor. viii. 11.) 
VI. 15. James v. 7 bis, 8. 3 Pet. Ші. 9 only. 
17. 1 Pet. 11.09. (Prov. xvii. 18. 

d == Rom. ix. 81. xii. 
ch. 1 4. ll. 18. Boo. l. U only t. 2 Macc. IX. ( al. 

I POE OGOEZZAAONIKEIZ A. 

Matt. vl. 24 Luke xvi. 11 Tk. 1. D only. Prov. ti. 18. 

nly. Prov. xix. 11. 
Db Matt. vi. 4,6. Luke xix. 8 al. 

18. xiv. 10. 1 Cor. xiv. 1. Heb. 

V. 

s p? > = q 7 e тб Ptoyov айту.  "tipnveUtre ABDP 
4 5 À - à e = a m Lead 

waoakaAoupey & upac, абЕАфо, vov- edefg 

“ rapauvÜctoÜs тоўс bAV] - noir 
х acDcvov, ? uakpolvurire poc 

а a a ?, q a Cad * 

ric % како» "avri arab теч 
с S 3 Ы d , a 25 
то ауадо» Sihxert Kal ttc 
16 Z 4 17 f 48 wavrore yaipere, a dia- 

v here only. Prov. хіт. 20. xviii. 14. Isa. 
x 21 Cor. vili. 7. 

y Matt. xviii. 1 ee Luke viii. 7. 1 Cor. xiiL 4 Heb. 
х Matt. xviii. 10 aL a Rom. xij. 

€ Gal. vi. 10 ref 
xil 14 1 Pet. ili. 13, from Ps. xxxiii. 16. Bir. xxvii. 6. 

гес umepexwepiocow (more usual word; cf ch iii. 10), with ADK L rel: txt BD!F. 
ins «a: bef ерту. N!(N? disapproving). for eavr., avras DIFRN a bi dino 

78 vulg syrr Chr Thdrt (ТЫ: ypdgera: ка) èv афто): txt ABD3KL rel copt goth 
Clem Damasc, ipsis D- lat G- lat Ambrat - ms. 

14. »оубетагу . . жарарубефбал . . avrexecOas Е 115 G- lat (altern). 
15. aroo: D! : axodo: D*(appy) FN! : txt ABK L rel. 

17. 67% Syr copt goth Ambrst- 
Thdrt Damasc Ambrst-ms. 

om Ist ca: ADFN! m 
Pelag: ins BKLN® rel am(with fuld al) syr Chr 

16. aft xapere ins еу Tw корю F harl? Ambrst. (not F. lat.) 

things:' ойк èv Tois kocpakois, GAA’ dv 
Tois катй кїріоу. Thi. 18.] Aye. 
iv vang Rr an unusual expression for to 
esteem in love; for such seems to be its 
meaning. Lün. compares Éxew тій èv 
épyp (Thuc. ii. 18). We have rel vo- 
Лод ўуєісда, Herod. ii. 115 (Job xxxv. 2 
does not apply). Vrepeciepiooés is 
best taken with фу dydwy: it will not form 
a suitable qualification for Aye, which 
is merely a verbum medium. And so 
Chrys., all. 8a rò ёру. abr. may 
mean, because of the nature of their 
work, viz. that it is the Lord’s work, for 
your souls: or, on account of their ac- 
tivity in their office, as a recompense 
for their work. Both these motives are 
combined in Heb. xiii. 17. The reading 
elpnvetere фу abrois (see var. readd.) can 
hardly mean, as Chrys., al., — uh àvriAé- 
ye тот rap abrày Aeyouévois (Thdrt.), 
—but is probably, as De W., а mistaken 
correction from imagining that this er- 
hortation must refer to the presbyters as 
well as the preceding: whereas it seems 
only to be suggested by the foregoing, as 
enforcing peaceful and loving subordina- 
tion without party strife: cf. &rdxrovs 
below. davrots not = &AAfAos (see 
ref. Col. and note there, and cf. Mark 
ix. 50). 14—22.] General exhorta- 
tions with regard to Christian duties. 
There appears no reason for regarding 
these verses as addressed to the presbyters, 
as Conybeare in his translation (after 
Chrys, (Ec. Thl, Est., al). They are 

for all: for each to interpret according 
to the sphere of his own duties. By 
the à3eA qol, he continues the same address 
as above. The attempt to give a stress to 
duas (you, brethren, I exhort,’ Conyb.) is 
objectionable: (1) because in that case the 
order of the words would be different 
(spas dé, 48., wap., or ópüs 82 rap, 48.), 
—(2) because the attention has been drawn 
off from of xpoiorduevor by «lpyrebere èy 
davrois intervening. Tá&TOovs ] 
This as ch. iv. 11, 2 Thess. iii. 6, 11, cer- 
tainly implies that there was reason to 
complain of this ата а in the Thessalo- 
nian church. &vaxrog is especially 
said of the soldier who does not remain in 
his rank: so inordinatus in Livy." Lün.: 
hence disorderly. èhiyoyúxovs) such 
e. g. as needed the comfort of ch. iv. 13 ff. 

Футёҳес де) keep hold of (reff.)]— 
i. e. support. do Ceveig must be 
understood of the spiritually weak, not 
the literally sick: see reff. 
wavras| not, all the foregoing’ (&rdx- 
Tous, ÓAryoyóxovs, 00) ; but all 
men: cf. next verse. ee р 
gives a slight warning that the practice 
might creep on them unawares. It is not 
addressed to any particular section of 
the church, but to all; to each for him- 
self, and the church for each. 16.) 
Chrys. refers this to ver. 15: бта» 
roial ri Exper Wuxyhy Sere pndéva üuó- 
veoOar, àAAÀ wárras ebepyereir, aber. 
eimé pot, Tù THs Adwys kérrpor srapeiseA- 
Gciy Burhoerais д yàp obra xaíper të 
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Atirroc wpocedyeoOe, 19 у mavri ^ evyapiorere’ ' rovro © Reb. vil. 16. 
Föll. ie N А - 5 о р - * e c 19 „6. 

yap Oéànpa toù é» yowro ‘Inoov sic spac. TO h absol, аць 
тугуна ит * o(Xivvvre, 
21 

 wpopnretac uñ Е :Ёообғуете, qn Er 
* ich.iv. 3. тарта & "Ooxiülere тд каду ° kariyere, 2 ато Visti . 
г Хх”. 9. Mark 

wavroc Р tt " wovnpov "атѓёуєобе. 23 abröc & о ^ae 
lxvi. 24. h. vi. 16. Heb. xi. 84 only. 

m ^ Luke xviii. 9. Rom. ziv. à al. Prov. I. 7. 
15. 1 Cor. 11.9. xv. 2. Heb. Ш. 6,14. x. 23 f. 
only. Jer. xv. 3. wav eldoc wovnosat, Jos. Antt. x. & 1. q so 
Deut. I. 39. ff. 8 — ch. iti. 11 reff. (see note.) rch. iv. 8 reff. 

18. aft yap ins ести DIF. 

1 = Rom. ii. 6. 1 Cor. xii. 10. xiii. 3,8 al. 
pcc se нк o = Luke vill. 

p Luke iii. 22. іх. 39. John v. 87. 3 Cor. v.7 
калоў те к. какор, Heb. v. 14 

ins rov 175 Geov A(appy) N'(N? disapproving). 
«i$ эдаз bef єў уритто ino. A: om mo. L 177. 

19. [Servvre BDF. 
21. rec om 3¢ (perhaps absorbed by 8o follg : so Meyer), with AN! b! cf g k 17 Syr 

copt Orig Chry, Thdrt (Ec 
Bas Chr, 

syr-txt Bas Chr, Cyr Damasci. 

wabeiy xaxds, @s к. eepyecias dubre- 
сбои roy weroinxdra какёз, de. Zurhoe 
ral dvaGjva: Aorrór ; But perhaps this 
is somewhat far-fetched. The connexion 
seems however to be justified as he pro- 
ceeds: ка} was old те тобтб, gnaw; Ау 
OeAwper, Suvardy. «та ко) Thy» ódy 
ее. dH reer wposeíx«cÓe к.т.\. 
And Thl.: ó yàp 40:0беіѕ дшілеіу TQ 0.9 
к. eUxapurrei» aùr ёт) wacw фз evp- 
epd rer сурВа{роос, wpólgAov ёт; xa- 
рд» Ele: dener. 17.] See Chrys. and 
ТЫ. above. posco «cfe, not of the 
mere X: of prayer, as Jowett: but, as in 
parallel, Eph. vi. 18, of direct supplications 
to God. These may be unceasing, in the 
heart which is full of his presence and 
evermore communing with Him. 
18. iv таут(] in every thing, — every 
circumstance: see reff., and cf. öde rdr- 
тоу, Eph. v. 20: xarà dera, Col. iii. 
22, 23. Chrys. al., explain it ‘os every 
occasion’ (koipgp) ; but 2 Cor. ix. 8, ёи 
тат! wárrore, precludes this. тобто 
perhaps refers back to the three —xalp., 
vposebx., ebxap., or perhaps, as Ес. and 
most modern expositors, to ebxap. alone. 

After үйр, supply deri, and under- 
stand N, not ‘decree,’ but will, in ita 
practica] reference to your conduct. iv 
Хр. "Ino | in, as its medium; Christ being 
the Mediator. 19.] Chrys., Thi., CEc., 
understand this ethically : cBérrva: & abro 
Bios àxd6apros. But there can be no 
doubt that the supernatural agency of the 
Spirit is here alluded to, —the speaking in 
tongues, &c., as in 1 Cor. xii. 7 ff. It is 
conceived of as а flame, which may be 
checked and quenched: hence the (ќо 
79 ж»ейдат: of Acts xviii. 25, Rom. xii. 11. 
The word is а common one with the later 
classics applied to wind: e.g. Plut. de Is. 
und Osir. p. 366 x,—-à Bépeia жуєйдата 

Tert Ambrst-ms: ins BDFKLN? rel 672 latt вуг goth 
masc Thl Ambrst-ed Pelag. Soxua(Qorres Kabefgklto 

xaracBervüneva кош T» vorleor èr- 
xparoórrer. Galen. de Theriaca i. 17, 
uses the expression of the spirit of life in 
children: speaking of poison, he says, rd 
Eupuroy *vebua |48105 % . бее 
more examples in Wetst. 20.] On 
жрофзүте(аз, see 1 Cor. xii. 10, note. They 
were liable to be despised in comparison 
with the more evidently miraculous gift 
of tongues: and hence in 1 Cor. xiv. 5, 
&c., he takes pains to shew that prophec 
was in reality the greater gift. 21. 
4ávra 84 бокцф ете refers back to the 
foregoing : but try all (such ҳарісната): 
see 1 Cor. xii. 10; xiv. 29; 1 John iv. 1. 

TO xahdv катќҳете is best regarded 
as beginning а new sentence, and op 
to дт) rarr. «8. x. r. A. which follows: 
not however as disconnected from the pre- 
ceding, but & ted by it. In this, and 
in all things, hold fast the good. 
22. ded ж. «18. жоу. dwdy.] These words 
cannot by any possibility be rendered as 
in E. V., ‘abstain from all appearance 
of evil.’ For (1) d80 never signifies 
*appearance' in this sense: (2) the two 
members of the sentence would thus not 
be logically correspondent, but a new idea 
wonld be introduced in the second which 
bas no place in the context: for it is not 
against being deceived by false appear- 
ance, nor against giving occasion by be- 
baviour which appears like evil, that he 
is cautioning them, but merely to dis- 
tinguish and hold fast that which is good, 
ind reject that which is evil. elos is 
the species, as subordinated to the genus. 
So Porphyr. (in Liinem.) isagoge de qun 
que vocibus 2: Aéyera: 84 eldos xal T) 
(wb Tb dwro800dy 'уфуоз` кав d «lóOauer 
Аёує Tbv. uiv. Ќубротоу «805 той (dou, 
yévous бутоз тоб (dov’ rb Bè Acuxby той 
xpéuaros elbos rò Bà rplyevor tov x. 
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Pas z 6 dH roc "tv тр rapovolg той коріои "uev 'Igcov ает 
Aq.) constr., — a a 24 b * е e - е. a a 

note. T t9. a v vua ос к "ше. . nonb: 9 OTO O K Aw мас, ос каг 

105 Le a, ПОО. Р 
x vii. 15 э 7 Р Le 9 , 
A- (not F) 25 Ade Ai, тросебуго6е Е reg nut. 26 асхасас@ғ 
ваа А 14 xv. 44. ` L ` , е e 7 e 7 af: [ 
Jade 19. TOUC абьАфо®с wWayvTac ey $i part ayip. EvooKiČw 

y ch. ii. 10 only t. (ron Phil. II. 15.) 3 ch. il. 10 ref. а ~ 1 Сог. vil. F. 2 Cor. хі ö al. Wied. 
х. б. 1 Сог. 1. 0. x. 18. 2 Cor. I. 18. 1 Thess.iHi.3. 1 Tim. i. 18 al. 0 p., Gal. v. fl. 

d Col. I. 3 ref. e Rom. xvi. 16. 1 Cor. xvi. 30. 3Cor. xiii. 12. 1 Pet. v. 1. R., Luke vii. 45. xxii. 45 
only. Prov. xxvii. 4 Cant.i.30nly. f here only t. óp«., A constr, Mark v. 7. Acta xix. 18. Ife. 
Matt. xxvi. 68. Gen. xxiv. 8. 

23. ayiace: F cops. 

F. (not Q.) 
25. aft rposevxerðe ins xa: BD! m вуг 

rupnberny D! : om (leaving a space) F-gr G lat. 
24. ins о bef т:стоѕ F (not G), fidelis deus F- lat. was А et. коптел 

th Damasc. for тєр, итер F Damasc. 
27. rec (for evopx.) opxi(w, with D*-SFKLN rel: txt ABD!E 17 Synops Damasc. 

paros elbos. And тортро? is not an 
adjective, but a substantive: —from every 
species (or form) of evil. The objection 
which Bengel brings against this, ‘ spe- 
cies mali esset elbos тод тоулрод, is 
null, as such articles in construction are 
continually omitted, and especially when 
the genitive of construction is an abstract 
noun. Їп. quotes wpbs Sidapiow калоб 
re к. xaxov, Heb. v. 14: ray el8os тоуурќаз, 
Jos. Antt. x. 8. 1. 98, 94.] ab 84 
—contrast to all these feeble endeavours 
on your own part. руз) here most 
probably in its wider sense, ns the accom- 
plishment of all these Christian graces, 
and result of the avoidance of all evil. It 
seems rather far-fetched to refer it, back 
to ver. 18. dA reed seems to refer 
to the entireness of sanctification, which is 
presently expressed in detail. Jerome, who 
treats at length of this ‚ ad Hedi- 
biam (ep. cxx.) quest. xii., vol. i. p. 1004, 
explains it, ‘ per omnia vel in omnibus, sive 
lenos et perfectos :? and so Pelt, ut flatis 

integri : and the reviewer of Mr. Jowett in 
the Journal of S. Lit., April, 1856 : *sanc- 
tify you [to be] entire.’ But I prefer the 
other interpretation: in which case it = 
Sous. xal introduces the detailed 
expression of the same wish from the lower 
side - in its effects. &\бкАтроу] em- 
phatic predicate, as its position before the 
article shews : entire—refers to all threo 
following substantives, though agreeing in 
gender with rebua, the nearest. Cf. be- 
sides reff., Levit. xxiii. 15, ётта éB8oud8as 
ÓAokAfjpovs. TÒ wv. к. A фух. к. т. 
сёра] Tb rena is the SPIRIT, the 
highest and distinctive part of man, the 
immortal and responsible sow], in our 
common parlance: à vy is the lower 
or animal soul, containing the passions 

and desires (alría mrhoews (eus (our, 
Plato, Deff. p. 411), which we have in 
common with the brutes, but which in as 
is ennobled and drawn up by the en. 
That St. Paul had these distinctions in 
mind, is plain (against Jowett) from such 
places as 1 Cor. ii. 14. The spirit, that 
part whereby we are receptive of the Holy 
Spirit of God, is, in the unspiritual man, 
crushed down and subordinated to the 
animal soul (yvxf) : he therefore is called 
Yuxinds avea ph xo», Jude 19: see 
also note on 1 Cor. as above. 
épnépsTeg defines and fixes óAóxAmper 
pn.: that, as Ellic., i nan- 
tity, this defining quality. iv, for it 
will be in that day that the result will 
be seen,—that the бАбкАтро» турибӯғас 
will be accomplished. 94.) Assur- 
ance from God's faithfulness, that it will 
be зо. morós (reff.)—true to His 
word and calling: ёт! rov dAn@hs, Thdrt. 

$ rav] not = ó келќсаѕ, but 
bringing out 's office, as the Caller o£ 
his people: cf. Gal. v. 8. wood, 
viz. that which was specified in the last 
verse. 25—28.] CONCLUSION. 
25.] Cf. Rom. xv. 30; Eph. vi. 19; Col. 
iv. 8; 2 Thess. iii. 1. wept is not so 
definite as órép—pray concerning us— 
make us the subject of your prayers—our 
person—our circumstances—our apostolic 
work. Ellic. however remarks, that thie 
distinction is precarious; and hardly а 
preciable. 96.] From this vanes. and 
the following, it would appear that this 
letter was given into the hands of the 
elders. iv, simply in, —the kiss 
being the vehicle of the salutation: in 
our idiom, ‘ with.’ .] The meaning 
of this conjuration is, that an assembly of 
all the brethren should be held, and the 
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ПРО2 OEZZAAONIKEIX A. 

rec ins ayiois bef adeAgas (glose Pon the — with AKLN? rel vulg syrr copt 
goth sth-pl Chr Thdrt asc: om BDFEN! wth-rom Euthal Ambrst Cassiod. 

28. rec at end ins амуу, with AD:-sK LN rel vss Chr Thdrt : om BD!F o 17. 672 am 
Ambrst. 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec adds eypagn aro аблуеу, with AB?KL rel Syr copt: a Laodicea 
Di. lat вуг: lo goth have no subscr: еру. а. аб. b h k m: wp. бесо., omg а, 17: 
pref тоу ayiov ax. пахло» L: txt BIN, and (adding erAnpwðn) D, 
ere eon) F. 

Epistle then and there publicly read. The 
aorist, dvayveo@ivas, referring to a single 
act, shews this (but consult It Kin 's note). 
On the construction тфу cup. see re 
Jowett offers various solutions for the 
Apostle's vehemence of language. I should 
account for it, not by supposing any dis- 
trust of the elders, nor by the other hypo- 

theses which he suggeste, but by the ear- 
nestness of spirit incidental to the solemn 
conclusion of an Epistle of which he is 
conscious that it conveys to them the will 
and special word of the Lord. 
mâni i e. in Thessalonica, assembled 
e 28.] See on 2 Cor. хїй. 



IIPOX OEXZAAONIKEISX В. 

fr. 
a H 

а е „a Ota оох 
(0T 

f X here or i N. Ф. 1 

Ба А Kat коріоо 7800 
M. 8. 

в here onlyt. 
avf., Paul 

I. I avoc ка! ZiNovavoc kai Т‹нобгос тў exxAnoig J АВР 
dii " татр! пио» ка! коріо Insov ea dete 

2 харс Ошу каї sipnvn aro "rov 
rob. 

3 Evxaptorei ogetopev тф Өн таутоте жері Уре», 
e transit. абе\фо!, * кабс Сайд» € отау, ore d ‚ Umtpavzüvt n riorie 
1 Cor. Ill. U l. . 
quem vuwv kat 

h see 1 Thess үү? 
lise" yu@y ис аАААоо 

11 Thess. il. 11 vp с І e 
reff. k here only . Ps. 11. 1. xcvi. 7. cv. 47. 

h AEON N ayárn i evoc cd ro wavrwy 
4 = > A e = , e- K 
ere qurOUC пиас̧ tv уш»  ty- 

TITLE. rec wavAov Tov атостоћоу v яр. дєсс. ew. Üevrepa: Tov су. отост. таоло» Tp. 
десс. erior. В Li: тр. eco. В ex . WavAou 0: а»ёрао: Өєссаћтт Tale Sevrepa ovparios 
gos f: n тр. de. В єт. К: яр. бете. bevr. ex. h: wp. 0«ac. ew. B 1: txt ABN эп п 17, 
and (prefixing apxera:) DF. 

Cuar. I. 1. o ABO DF 673. 
кү Е. (not F-lat.) 

3. om last ишш» Ni. 
4. rec nuas bef avrovs, with ADFKL rel: txt BN m 17. 73. 

Cu. I. 1, 2.] ADDRESS AND GREETING. 
On ver. 1, nae ое 
2.) war a see i. 1, 3; 
1 Hm.! iw Tim. i. 2; Tif. i. 4. 
3—12.] ITRODUCTION. Thanksgiving 

For their increase in faith and love, and 
their endurance under persecution (vv. 8, 
4): promise of a rich recompense at 
Christ's coming (vv. 5—10), and good 
wishes for their Christian ж шнен (vv. 
11, 12). 3. ch & тту] as it 
is rig t—refers to the Sols preceding 
sentence. Err, not ‘ that, —«bxapic- 
rev Fri— which would make кабдз &. 
dor. flat and superfluous,—but because, 
dependent on the clause preceding, cadws 
At. dors, it is right, because “с. 

ins кош bef татр: N'(but сотта) 4. 80. om 
xpi T. bef ino. DF. (not F. lat. 

rec aft warpos ins nuw» (as in other 
Chr Thdrt Ambrst-ven: om BD 17 Thl Ambra 

P) with AFKLN rel vulg syrr copt goth 
t-rom Pelag. = 

тес (for eyx.) 

“ ёфе(ореу expresses the duty of thanks- 
giving from its jective side as an in- 
ward conviction,—xaGeg &£idv dori, on 
the other hand, from the objective side, as 
something answering to the state of cir- 
cumstances.” Lün. отерах буе] 
*Frequentavit hujus generis voce Puulus 
(бхєрМа› 2 Cor. xi. 5, UrepsAeosd (o 
1 Tim. i. 14 бжертерсседора: 2 Cor. vii. 
4 [cf. also Rom. v. 20], ówepruxde Rom. 
vill. 37, ӧтерифбы Phil. ii. 9), non quod 
lis delectaretur, sed quia vir vehemens 
natura duce aua cogitata gravibus verbis 
ii twm ad Rom. v. 20. 

els &АМА Ао goes with dydry. 
4.) atrovs fpas—as well as our 

informants, and others who heard about 

b rarpòc nol? 
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^ yro- ILIUM. il. 14 

pons UWV Kat FIOTEWÇ EV Жабу тос "урос v шыр Kal m Cal. EH 

raic ӨХ фео» ° aic " drbxesÜe, 5 чаура тпс, ' дкаќас " Dd 
plot тоо Q@eov, ° ас rò ' karačıwðnvat vpac тс 3 Cor. xii. 10, 
PacsAtiag vov @Qcov, uxip nc "xai _waayere, 6 тер Lem i 19. 
Sixatov ~ пара дер * аутатодооуа: то ' OAiBovew v опас ALL NE 
Oev, 7 ка! ош» тос У ӨХ. Воцёуос * 

ч here only? S, “Fee, Phil. 1. 98.) 

aveow peb пио» Ы ра. v.2 

T John v. 90. vii. 34 чы ‘Tan. lviii. 
s Phil. 1. 23. 1 Thess. iii. 10 al. 21 10 

26 Acta v. i одун. деп, xxxi. 28 compl. 3 Mace. xiii. 12 only Rom. vili. 1 
1 1 Ten li ата w = Rom. ii. 18. 1 Cor. lil. 19 al. T Thau. fl. o ref. 

1 Thess. lif. 4 reff, х Acts xxiv. 23. 3 Cor. II. 12. vil. 5. viii. 18 only. 3 Chron. axl . 15. 

кауҳасби (more usual word), with DEL rel, xavyxnoacéu F: txt ABN 17 Chr- ma. 
om 2nd ras DIF. 

8. ins то bef Gee A Orthod. 
7. for nuov, var Ni. 

yon, — see 1 Thess. i. 8. There is ample 
renson (against Jowett) for the emphasis 
on abrobs jas. The fact of an Apostle 
making honourable mention of them in 
other churches was one which deserved 
this marking out, to their credit and en- 
couragement. dv ору] as the obj “ 
of our éyravx. фу rais éxxAy 
Tov eot] i. e. at Corinth and in Achaia. 

tropovis xol alorews} No ty 8:4 
vot» (Grot., Pelt), — nor is there the 
slightest necessity, with Lünem., to take 
(сти here in a different sense from that 
in ver. 3. The same faith which was 
receiving so rich increase, was manifesting 
itself by its fruit in the midst of persecu- 
tions and afflictions. waow belongs 
only to Trois Srerypots (uv), as is shewn 
by the article before óA(Vecir, and by als 
o which is el with ópuàv. 

els dvd attr. for & àr- 
5 for ёз àréxegðe, as De W., 

ог àxéxoum always governs a geni- 
tive in the N. T. у, ya are enduring : 
the tions continued at the time of 
the Epistle being written. 5—10. | 
Comfort under these afflictions, to think 
that they were only part of God's carry- 
ing out his justice towards them and their 
persecutors. б.] The sentence, in 
construction, is in apposition with the 
preceding ris trou. to dvéxeocGe,—but in 
the nominative: (т) deriv or the like 
baving to be supplied. In Phil. i. 28 we 
have the like sentiment, with frs dorir 
supplied. There is a similar construction 
in . viii. 3. бубаура] cf. ф›- 
Sedis in ref.—a proof: manifested in you 
being called on and enabled to suffer for 
Christ, and your adversaries filling up the 
measure of their opposition to God. The 
Sinala ups is, that just judgment which 

evexeate B. 
ins avrois bef rois OAsBovew F vulg D-lat. 

will be completed at the Lord's coming, 
but is even now preparing—this being an 
earnest and token of . ele TÒ x. T. A.] 
in order to (belongs to the implied asser - 
tion of the foregoing clause which judg- 
ment is even now bringing about &c.' 

. els тб is not merely of the result, as Liin. : 
nor is it of the purpose of your endurance, 
als Ауёхес@є eis Tò K. r. A., as Estius cha- 
racteristically, to bring in the Romish 
doctrine of merit: — but of the purpose of 
God's dispensation of wala xplois, by 
which you will be ripened and fitted for 
his kingdom. [ Ellic. denies this, and would 
take eis тб of the object to which the 
8каіа pl tended. But surely when 
we are speaking of tho divine proceedings, 
the tendency involves the pu and 
there is no need for a semi-telic force]) 
your being oounted worthy of the King- 
dom of on behalf of which (for this 
meaning of ówép, see Acts v. 41; ix. 16; 
Rom. i. 5; xv. 8; 2 Cor. xii. 10; xiii. 8, 
al.) ye also (cal, as in ref., pointa out the 
connexion—q. d. e accordingly ") we 
suffering, 6.) if at least (reff. : 
refers back to above, and Ж 
duces a substantiation of it by an oppas] 
to our ideas of strict justice) it is just 
with (in the esteem of, reff.) God to re- 
quite to those who trouble you, tribula- 
tion (according to the strict jus talionis), 
and to you who are troubled, rest (reff. : 
literally, relaxation: ‘the glory of the 
kingdom of God on its negative side, as 
liberation from earthly affliction.’ Lün.) 
with us (viz. the writers, Paul, Silvanus, 
and Timotheus, who are troubled like 
yourselves : not with ws [ail] Christians,’ 
as De W., al.,—for all Christians were 
^ Oa: BójievoL, which is the condition of 
this & ес; in our sentence: still less, 
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év тр " атокаАйфы тор 
я ауу Svvautec avrov 

I. 

е Los « aw ovpavou mer’ 
8 сг *! туо * $Aoyóc (е ddv- 

13 

ED m n éxdixnow тос | pn dido bed kai тос in r- 
d bere Асы aKOUOUGLV ry ebayyehip TOU Kupiou "Mv "соў, ?' оїтіуес 

ly. Sir. 
vil i мө Sic Tigovaty ° оЛеброу alben. Рато ° mpocemov TOU 

Nu Кс kupov cal drò TNC Lou тпс io yýoç avro, 10 orav 
"езт EN * evdokaaBnvar ё ev ток "ау avrov ка! * Gavpaatin- 
% лет. vat EV ташу тос а бт! 
mn iS. Ezek. xxv. 14, 17. (awods3., Num. xxx 

d m. xii. 19. 3 Cor. vil. 11. 

o 1 Thess. v. 3 геї. p œ Col. if, 
19. vi. 10. 

a= here Lake vii. 
33. 1 Caf. L & 7 Im. I. . 

8. for тир: @Acyos, ФАоу‹ журот (alteration to sense, see 
ac Thdrt-comm(s eppy) Th 

Pelag: txt AK LN rel syr-marg Chr Thdrt-txt Damasc 
ins тоу bef бео» N?L are 

sth arm ancient-writers-in-Jren 

dare G- lat Iren-int Tert. 

Heb. x. 90 тр Ll oniy. 111 
ire) k = Acts vi. 7. Rom. vi. 17. 

m Acts (xxv. 1б rec.) xxviii. 4 Jade 7 miy ire. Av. 112 utis 

a ver. 13 only. Éxod.xiv.4 Ezek. rh *. ne 
eee Rev. zlii, 8. vil. 9. 

' emcorevOn то “ партў- 
h Lake XVIII. 7, 8. xxi. 32. Acts vil. 

1 Jer. 

1 Tim. ÜL 16. 

n 12 BDF latt syrr copt 
EIE (Ec Tert Aug 

bibovs ЮЕ: 
rec aft oov ins 

хрістоу, with AFN rel latt Syr goth Chr Iren-int: om BDKL b d e k 1 n o 17 syr copt 
sth Chr-ms Thdrt Damasc 

Ө. oAe0pvor А 17. 78 Ephr Chr-ms Tert. 
10. ev@avpacOnva: DIF. 

copt goth Iren - int : 
Iren- int, Ambrst. 

‘with us Jews,’ you being Gentiles [ Ben- 
1, a1.]) at the revelation (manifestation 

in His appearing, reff.) of the Lord Jesus 
from heaven (cf. 1 Thess. iv. 16) with the 
angels of His power (no hendiadys—not 
as E. V., ‘his mighty angels,’ which as 
usual, obscures and stultifles the sense: 
for the might of the angels is no element 
here, but His might, of which they are 
the 1 His power and pro- 
claiming His might) in (the) fire of fame 
(farther specification of the ёток&\уфи 
above: does not belong to the following. 
On the ‚ see Exod. iii. 2; xix. 18; 
Dan. vii. 9, 10 ‘allotting (distributing as 
their portion: reff.) ose 
who know not God (the Gentiles, see reff.), 
and to those (the тош eb de indicates 
a new class of persons) who obey not the 
Gospel of our Lord Jesus (the unbelieving 
Jews, see Rom. x. 8, 16), whieh persons 
(oUrwes, generic and refers 
back to their characteristics just men- 
tioned, thus containing in iteelf the reason 
for т(соос» &. following [against Ellic.]. 
See Ssr:s discussed by Hermann, Pref. ad 
Soph. (Ed. Tyr. pp. vii—xv) shall pay 
the penalty of „everlasting destruction 
from (local, as іп Matt. vii. 23, &roxo- 
рете ёт Quod of épya(éuevo: thy &vo- 
иќа», —* apart from, see reff. [во Pisc., 
Beza, Schott, Olsh., Lünem., al.] It has 
been interpreted of time, —‘ from the time 
of the appearing &c.’ [Chr., Œc., Thl., 

om rov DF 67? Chr, ТЫ. 
rec morevover (with a f 17, e ail), credentibus G-lat 

txt ABDFKLN rel Ephr Chr Thdrt, gus crediderunt vulg вуг 

&с.], but ard wposewov wil not bear 
this:—also of the cause, which would 
make ver. 9 а mere repetition of dy тӯ 
dwox. to ё$бутоз ёк$. above [so Grot., 
Бард. Pelt, De W., Baumg.-Crus., al. 1) 
the face of the Lord and from the glory 
of his Power (i. e. from the manifestation 
of his power in the glorification of his 
saints [see ref. Isa.]. De W. makes 
these words, ётё 594 c. r. N., ап objec- 
tion to the local sense of åwé. But it is 
not so: — the 86а being the visible local - 
ized result of the texte’ see next verse) 
when He shall have come (follows on 
dien ticovow &c. above. On the aor. 
subj. with $ra», see Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 42. б) to be glorified (aor.: by the 

manifestation at His coming) in 
(not ‘through’ [Tovréer:, bud, Chrys. : 80 
(Ec. Thl., Pelt, al.], nor ‘among ? but 
they will be the element of His glorifica- 
tion: He will be glorified in them, just as 
the Sun is reflected in a mirror) his saints 
(not angels, but holy men), and to be 
wondered at in (see above) all them that 
believed (aor. participle, looking back from 
that day on the past), —because our testi- 
mony to you (ref., not rd ёф’ би., as d 
belongs immediately to papripiey) was 
believed (parenthesis, serving to include 
the Thessalonians among the vicreócar- 
ves),—in that day (of which we all know: 
to be joined with 6avuac8., &c., not with 
Sr: ёт:стеб0д, &c., as Syr., Ambr., Grot., 

ABDP 
KLN a b 
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here . (Eph. i. 5 reff. 
— (к i rer 40. 

Gal. v. 23 reff. g 1 These. i. 3. 

11. om guo» D! am syrr Vig: vus» D'ÉLemn: ins ver bef o бе. nuo F arm: 
ins əxa vulg(and F. lat). жлтросе АК o. ayatocvyns DFL Damasc. 

19. rec aft 18 гтсоу ins xp ro, with AF be fh 17 vulg syrr &th-pl Chr Ambrst : 
om BDKLN rel coptt eth-rom Thdrt-ms Damasc (Ec. 

al., who also take rier. as a future, for 
in that day our testimony with regard to 
you will be substantiated.’ Most unwar- 
rantable—requiring also ér:ordé@n instead 
of · eth. "Calvin says, * repetit in dieilla 
....ideo autem repetit, ut fidelium vota 
cohibeat, ne ultra modum festinent.’ I 
should rather say, to give more fixity and 
definiteness to the foregoing). We may 
observe, as against Jowett's view of the 
arguments here being merely “ they suffer 
now; therefore tbeir enemies will suffer 
hereafter :—their enemies will suffer here- 
after; therefore they will be comforted 
hereafter,"—that the arguments аге no- 
thing of the kind, resting entirely on the 
word bixar, bringing in as it does all the 
relations of the Christian covenant, of them 
to God, and God to them,—and by con- 
trast, of God to their enemies and persecu- 
tors. 11. ] With a view to which 
(consummation, the  é»BotacÓ"ra, &e., 
above, in your case, as is shewn below: 
not ‘wherefore,’ as E. V., Grot., Pelt, &c.) 
we pray also (as well as wish: had the 
xal imported [as Lün.] that the prayer of 
the Apostle was added on behalf of the 
Thessalonians to the fact (P) of the é»- 
ёоѓас@ уси, it would have been xal ners 
wpos.) always concerning you, that (see 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13) our God may 
count you (emphatic) worthy (not—‘make 
gon worthy,’ as Luth., Grot., Olsh., al., 
which the word cannot mean. The verb 
has the secondary emphasis: see below) of 
your calling (just as we are exhorted to 
walk &t(es тїз AHG, Fs dA HO,, 
Eph. iv. 1—the calling being taken not 
merely as the first act of God, but as the 
enduring state produced by that act [see 
especially 1 Cor. vii. 20], the normal ter- 

nues А. 

mination of which is, glory. So that xAgors 
is not ‘the good thing to which we are 
called,’ as Liin.: which besides would re- 
quire ris xAhcews alison: now that ris 
kAfjeos is sheltered behind the verb, it 
is taken as a matter of course, your call- 
ing,’ an acknowledged fact), and may 
fulfil (complete,—bring to its fulness in 
you) all (possible) right purpose of good- 
ness (it is quite impossible, with many 
ancient Commentators, E. V., &c., to refer* 
es8oxlay to God His good pleasure.’ 
In that case we must at least have T)» 
ev8oxlay—and ёуадес. will not refer with 
any propriety either to God, of whom the 
word is never used [occurring Rom. xv. 14; 
Gal. v. 22; Eph. v. 9 only, and always of 
MAN], or to the Thessalonians [r. ёуабо- 
eóvn» ebBoxías]. It [eb8exia] must then 
apply to the Thessalonians, as it does to 
human agents in Phil. i. 15. And then 
&yabeotens may be either a gen. ob. 
Jecti, *approval of that which is „— 
or a gen. appositionis, a ebSoxla con- 
sisting in &ya8wctvn. The latter I own 
seems to me [agst Ellic.] far the best: 
as &yaÜwcórn is in all the above citations 
a subjective quality, and the approval of 
that which is good would introduce an 
element here which seems irrelevant) and 
(all) work of faith (activity of faith: see 
ref. 1 Thess. note. The genitive is again 
one of apposition), in power (belongs to 
rAnpéon, q. d. mightily), —that &c. On 
буора, cf. Phil. ii. 9 ff. Lünemann refers 
dv abrQ to буора, ‘and ye in i£? but 
surely the expression is one too appro- 
priated in sacred dietion, for it to refer 
to any but our Lord Himself: cf. 1 Cor. 
i. Б; 2 Cor. xiii. 4; Eph. i. 4; iv. 21; 
Col. ii. 10, al. ; 
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t Matt. 1xiv. 6 1 Mk. only. Cant v. 4 only. 
. Ш. 16 al. L. P. (Heb. іх. 14 1 Pet. 1.23.) 
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un ric 
q Luke vi Acts il. 36 (from Ps. zv. 8). 

m. vi. 7. vil. 3. ix. . 2 Tim. Ц. 28. в = Rom. viL 
u 

15. Acts xv. 97, 32. 78. xxi. 4. Rom. v5 E v ver. 15. 
w Cor. v. 19. xi. 21 only. Winer, ейп. 957 66. 9. x (=) Rom. vili. 88. 1 Cor. Ш. 93. vii. 

i4 2 Hm. tif.1. Heb. іх. b only. 1 Macc. xii. 44. y see 1 Thess. v. 3 reff. 

Cuar. II. 1. om Ist quor B syr. 
2. aft voos ins vue» D vulg Syr syr-w-ast sah wth Ambrst Jer Pelag. rec for 

unde, unre (to suit unre thrice follg : but the sense is dift), with D*KL rel: umore 
17: txt ABD!FN Orig.— unde ба Ac. an unde 4 times F, but unre ба Лоу. Fi. 
om ў Di. om last rov F Damasc 
rel goth : txt ABD!FLN m 67? latt syrr coptt eth arm 

rec (for коргоо) xpiorov, with DIRK 
ig Hippol Chr Thdrt Damasc 

ТЫ (Ec Tert Jer Aug Ambrst Pelag, xupiov «oov 17. 

Сн. П. 1—19.] DOGMATICAL PORTION 
ОР THE EPISTLE. Information (by way of 
correction) concerning the approach of the 
day of the Lord: its prevenient and ac- 
companying circumstances. This passage 
has given rise to many separate treatises : 
the principal of which I have enumerated 
in the Prolegomena, § v. 1.] But 

*(passing from those things which he prays 
for them, to those which he prays of them) 
we entreat (reff) you, brethren (to win 
their affectionate attention), in regard of 
(the Vulg., E. V., and many ancient Com- 
mentators, render bwép, ‘per,’ ‘by,’ and 
understand it as introducing a formela 
Jurandi, as in II. о. 466, xal шу бтёр 
warpts...Alooeo. But this construction 
is not found in the N. T.; and it is most 
unnatural that the Apostle should thus 
conjure them by that, concerning which 
he was about to teach them. It is best 
therefore to take iép, as so often, not 
quite = жері, but very nearly so, the 
meaning ‘on behalf of’ being slightly 
hinted—for the subject had been mis- 
represented, and justice is done to it by 
the Apostle; and so Chrys. [wepl ris 
wapovsias T. Хрістод футайба Siardyera 
к. wept Ths ётітоуау. huay] al.: вее reff.) 
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and 
our gath together (i. е. the gathering 
together of us, announced in 1 Thess. 
iv. 17) to Him (Lün. condemns fo, aud 
would render ‘up to’ as 1 Thess. iv. 17: 
but so much does not seem to lie in the 
preposition), 2.) in order that (aim 
of dpwrõper) ye should not be lightly 
i and with small reason) shaken 
properly of the waves agitated by a storm) 
from (see reff.) your mind (vois here in 

its general sense—your mental apprehen- 
sion of the subject:—not *your former 
more correct sentiment,’ as Est., Corn. 
a-lap., Grot., al.) nor yet troubled (reff.), 
nei (on pyé, which is disjunctive 
[5€], and separates negative from n 
tive, — and рте, which is adjunctive 
[re], and connects the separate parts of 
the same negation, see Winer, Gr. edn. 
6, $ 55. 6; and cf. Luke ix. 3) by 
Spirit (by means of spiritual gift of pro- 
phecy or the like, assumed to substantiate 
such а view) nor by word (of mouth: 
belongs closely to uftre 80 sri r. following, 
as is shewn by ver. 16, where they again 
appear together) nor by epistle as by 
agency of) us (pretending to be from us. 

t no pretended saying, no pretended 
epistle of mine, shake you in this matter. 
That there were such, is shewn by this 
parallel position of the clauses with 3:4 
жуєбратоѕ, which last agency certainly 
was among them. Sayings, and an epis- 
tle, to this effect, were ascribed to the 
Apostle. So Chrys.: évrai€a Bore? док 
alrlrrecvb ai wepitdva: туд emrioroAhy 
wAdcayras de- wb той [ladAov, к. 
тайтту  évibewrvuérovs Adyar фу бра 
ёфёстткєу ў ћибра ToU kuplov, Tra. xoà- 
Aobs dvrevOery  wAarfjoacir. However 
improbable this may seem, our expression 
would seem hardly to bear legitimately 
апу other meaning. Cf. also ch. iii. 17, 
and note. It is impossible to understand 
the éxicroA3 és 8: Quay of the first 
Epistle, wrongly understood, which cer- 
tainly would have been more plainly ex- 
pressed, and the Epistle not as here dis- 
owned, but explained. Jowett says, “ The 
most probable hypothesis is, that the Apos- 

ed ef 
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Acta xxi. #1 only. 8 Kings xx. (xxi) 13 Ald. 
€ vv. 6, 8. see 

e John xvii. 12. see Теа. ivii. 4 &v., 1 Tim. vi. 9 тей. 
KI. 16. h < John xiii. 18, from Ps x]. 9. 

8. for auaprias, ауошаз (see vo 7, 8) BN сорі Orig, Cyr-jer Damasc Niceph Tert 
once delinguentia, once delicti) Ambrat-ed (in guitatis) Ambr: txt ADFEL rel vulg 

ig, Hippol Cyr-jer-ms Chr Thdrt, Iren- int. 
4. for vrepaipoh., emaupoueros F Hippol Orig, Procop,(in Niceph): om xa: vrep. NI; 

tle is not referring deflnitely to any par- 
ticular speech or epistle, but to the pos- 
sibility only of some one or other being 
used against him." But this seems hardly 
definite enough) to the effect that ( as if; 
ог ‘as that.’ Lünem. is quite wrong in 
saying that фу shews that the matter in- 
dicated by Fri is dless,—see 2 Cor. 
v. 19, and note) the day of the Lord is 
present (not, is al hand :’ éviornu: occurs 
six times besides [reff] in the N. T., and 
always in the sense of being present : in 
two of those places, Rom. viii. 88, 1 Cor. 
iii. 22, та dyecroTa are distingui ex- 
resaly from rà uéAXorra. Besides which, 
t. Paul could not have so written, nor 

could the Spirit have so spoken by him. 
The teaching of the Apostles was, and of 
the Holy Spirit in ages has been, 
that the day of the Lord is at hand. But 
these Thessalonians imagined it to be al- 
ready come, and accordingly were deserting 
their pursuits in life, m: ш into other 
irregularities, as if the day of grace were 
closed. So Chrys, — ó 3 áBohos Tm 
ёте} obk loxvoe жейтш бт: Vedi Tà 
uA ra, ётёрау Ade 486, ко) ката- 
Gels Ààvüpóovs rivds Avpeðvas, émexeipet 
robs Teilouérovs àxarár, ёт: Tà цеубла 
dxeiva ко) Aaumpà тілоѕ AUD. тбтє 
pàr oby (Aeyor dxeivo: thy Adra Fon 
yeyovévar viv 8 Ercyov Sri evdrrnney ў 
kpícis ко) ў тароьсіа той хрістоў, Iva Tòr 
xi rd abrby үеде: bwohdAwc:, ка) rel- 
carres des обк Ёст: AO åyrldogis obd 8. 
каттўр‹оу ка) кёЛасіз xalriswpla тоз кокёз 
wexomxdoiv, exelvous тє Өратитёроуз dp- 

rat, ка) тобтоџиѕ татеротќрооз. ка) 
Tò dh тбутоу xaAerérepor, éxexelpovy ol 
piv бтлдз фђиата drayyéAAaw фз тард 
тоў ПабЛоу таёта Аеубде»а, ої 8$ ка) ёт:- 
gros apdrrew ws тар éxelvov урафєісаѕ. 
Hom. іп 2 Thess. i. 1, vol. хі. р. 469). 

3.) Lot no man deceive you in 
any manner (not only in either of the fore- 
going, but in any whatever) : for (that day 
shall not come) (so E. V. supplies, rightly. 
Thee па not seem to have been апу in- 

OL. . 

tention on the part of the A e to fill 
up the ellipsis: it supplies itself in the 
reader's mind. Knatchbull connects ёт; 
with Nararhon, and supplies évdornxer 
after it: but this is very harsh) unless 
there have come the apostasy first (of 
which he had told them when present, see 
ver. 5: and probably with a further refer- 
ence still to our Lord's prophecy in Matt. 
xxiv. 10—12. There is no need, with 
Chrys., Thdrt, Thl., Aug., to suppose 
&wogracíe to mean Antichrist himself 
vl фот» q; kwocracían ; abtdy кале Toy 

(Хрістоу drocractay, Chr.], nor to re- 
gard him as its only cause: rather is he the 
chief fruit and topstone of the apostasy), 
and there have been revealed (ref. ch. i. 
As Christ in his time, so Antichrist in his 
time, is *revealed' — brought out into 
light: he too is a Avefpior, to be un - 
folded and displayed: see vv. 8, 9) the 
man of sin (in whom sin is as it were per- 
sonifled, as righteousness in Christ. The 
gen. is called by Ellicott that of the pre- 
dominating quality), the son of perdition 
(see ref. John, where our Lord uses the 
expression of Judas. It seems merely to 

er to Antichrist himself, whose essence 
and inheritance is àváAc«ia, —not to his 
influence over others, as Thdrt.[both: 
és к. abrb» üwoAAÓuervov, к. érépois 
pt evo тобтоу "yevónevov], Œc, Pelt, 
al.), he that withstands (the construction 
is not to be carried on b 5 
ёт) бута x. r. A. belonged. to Axrixeſue · 
vos as well as to dwepapéuevos [the 
omission of the second article is no proof 
of this, as Pelt supposes, but only that 
both predicates belong to one and the same 
subject], but ёутисе(иеғоѕ із absolute, ‘he 
that withstands CHRIST,’ the dvrlypicros, 
1 John ii. 18), and exalts himself above 
(in a hostile sense, reff.) every one that is 
called God (cf. Aeyópero: Geol, 1 Cor. viii. б. 
** The expression includes the true God, as 
well as the false ones of the heathen— but 
Aeyóptror is a natural addition from Chris- 
tian caution, as *árra Gedy "oM have 
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ins N-corr! obl, rec ins ws бео» bef кайта, with D*FEL rel Syr syr-w-ast Chr 
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b. for wy, euov ovros D! Ambrst. 
6. for eavr., avrov AEN! c k m 17 Orig, Cyr-jer Damasc. 
T. aft nn ins yap NIN“ disapproving). 

been a senseless and indeed blasphemous 
expression for a Christian." Lünem.)or an 
object of adoration (= numen, and is a 

eralization of бебу. Cf. the close paral- 
el in Dan. хі. 36, 87 [ Theod. and simi- 
larly LXX]: к. ó Вас:Лейѕ N 
к. Ae yaAvr diho er. Ar wárra Gedy, . 7. A.), 
во that he sits (not abb . . . . .. каё!- 
со, as Grot., Pelt, al, but xa6Íca, in- 
transitive, as in reff.) in (constr. prag- 
nons—‘ enters into and sits in.’ The aor. 
usually denotes that one definite act and 
not a series of acts is spoken of: but here, 
from the peculiar nature of the verb, that 
one act is the setting himself down, and 
the session remains after it: cf. Matt. v.1; 
xix. 28, &c.) the temple of God (this, say 
De W. and Lünemann after Irenæus, Her. 
v. 80. 4, p. 330 [cited in Prolegg. 5 v. 
8 note], cannot be any other than the 

le at Jerusalem: on account of the 
finiteness of the expression, ё vaàs ToU 

6«ov, and on account of кайса. But 
there is no force in this. 4 vabs rot coU 
is used metaphorically by St. Paul in 1 Cor. 
Hi. 17 bis: and why not here? see also 
1 Cor. vi. 16; Eph. ii. 21. From these 
passages it is plain that such figurative 
sense was familiar to the Apostle. And 
if so, xa@loa makes no difficulty. Its 
figurative sense, as holding a place of 

wer, sitting as judge or ruler, is more 
equent still: see in St. Paul, 1 Cor. vi. 4: 

and Matt. xxiii. 2: Rev. xx. 4: to which 
indeed we might add the many places 
where our Lord is said кабіса: on the 
right hand of God, е. g. Heb. i. 8; viii. 1; 
x. 12; xii. 2; Rev. iii. 21. Respecting 
the interpretation, see Prolegomena, § v.) 
showing himself (хербреғоу kwobBewvó- 
vat Chrys. Hardly that, but the sense of 
the present, as in ô weipd(or—it is his 

habit and йе to exhibit himself as God) 
that he is (not * a god,’ nor is it equi- 
valent to ô 6e¢és—but designates the divine 
dignity which he icates of himself. 
The construction is an attraction, for 
ёжод. Šri ards . . .; and the emphasis is 
on erw, that be 18 God’). б.] 
conveys a reproach—-they would not hav 
been so lightly moved, if they had remem- 
bered this. 6.) And now (not tem- 
poral, but as ui 8é in 1 Cor. xiii. 18, 
‘rebus sic stantibus’—‘ now’ in our ar- 
gument. We must not for a moment 
think of the ungrammatical rendering of 
Whitby, Masker, Heydenr., Schrader, 
Oleh., B.-Crus., and Wieseler, that which 
at present hinders,’ which must be rò 
viv катёхоу: and for which ver. 7, Rom. 
xii. 8, 1 Cor. vii. 17, are no precedent 
whatever, not presenting any case of in- 
version of an adverb from its emphatic 
place between an article and a partici- 
ple. viv is a mere adverb of pas- 
sage, and the stress is on тд xaréxov) ye 
know that which hinders (viz. ‘him’ 
—the man of sin: not, the Apostle from 
speaking freely, ae Heinsius,—nor the 
coming of Christ) in order that (the 
aim of xaréxor {in God's purposes] — 
q. d. ‘that which keeps him back, that he 
may not be revealed before his,’ &c.) he 
may be revealed (see on ver. 8) in his own 
time (the time appointed him by God: 
reff.). T.] For (explanation of last 
verse) the MYSTERY (as opposed to the 
ётокілијиз of the man of sin) ALEEADY 
(as op to фу тф iavroU карф above) 
is working (not ‘ts being wrought,’ passive, 
as Est., Grot., all. I retain the inversion 
of the words, to mark better the primary 
and secondary emphasis: see be = of 
lawlessness (i. е. ungodliness—refosal to 
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" evepyeirat rnc *avoyutac, У uóvov о " karéy ev apri бос̧ V кої. Qul. 
+ 9 

“ex ёсоо yétvnrat, 
a » ^ e , з - 

avouoc, ov о Kupiog Inaove 
а Ld - * 

той ° атбиатос avrov xa! 
А э -æ 

f mapovaiaç avrov, 

8. Ezek. xxi. 3 al. fr. 

1 , t! , е x Matt. vii. 33 
Kat тоте ‘aroxaAup@naerat O ziii. 

Bb»? E - c » Rom. iv. 7 al 

ауы rm “mvevpare | Exod xxxv. 
7 — а ғ р ~- узо Gal. il. 10 

катаоупси TY — Emupaveta TOC (aloo arrangt 

L 
al. L.P. 

r3 Pet. Ii. 
b Paul, Acts xiti. 28. xxii 30. xxvi 10 only. Luke xxii. 1 al. Isa. 

XL 4 avadioxes, Luke ix. 8& Gal. v. 15 only. Joel il. 3. 

8. Tit. fl. 13 опу. Р. 2 Kings vil. 33. 
BRE: 1. 19 теб. . i. 90 reff. xd 

m.xv.19. 1 Cor. li. 13. Нер. ii. 4 only. Exod. 

Tim. 1.10. He 
o Ps. кҳхіі. 6. Isa. I. e. 

H. 14. e1 Tim. vi. 11. 3 Tim. i. 10. iv. 1, 
f ver. I. X Col. i. 20, Eph. 111. 7. iv, 16, 

Mat. xxiv. 341 Mk. John iv. 18 Acta vil. 36 48. 

8. rec om on, with BD3KL! rel тв MAC Cyr-jer Thdrt, Damasc; (Ec Vig : 
ins AD'FL?N 17 latt syrr coptt arm Orig, ippol Constt Ath Bas Cyr-jer-ms Ephr 
Chr Thdrtsepe Damasc Thi Iren, Tert Jer Fulig Hil Ambr Aug Ruf Ambrst Primas 

Pelag. * rec avaAwort, with DKL rel Orig, Mac Cyr-jer Thdrt, Damasc, 
(Ec Vig: avaro: M! : ауело: Di(appy) FN? 17. 672 (Orig): aveAes AB Orig, Hippol 
Mac Cyr-jer Ath. 

recognize God's Iaw—see reff. The 
genitive is one of apposition : the ёуорќа is 
that wherein the uve'fjpior consists :—not 
a genitive of the working cause, as Thdrt. 
[és xexpvuuévoy fyovras тўз royulas 
Th» түту ),—пог must we understand by 
the words, Antichrist himself, as Olsh., 
comparing 7d rìs ebo«B«las puoripioy, 
1 Tim. iii. 16,—nor the unexampled depths 
of ungodliness, as Krebs, al., from Joseph. 
B. J. in reff. As to the order of the 
words, cf. Arrian, exp. Alex. і. 17. 6, к. 
ep ec  avyyvóunv TË A T&v 
@nBalwy Tis ётостбсєоз, Lün.) only until 
he that now hinders (д xaríyor is placed 
before s for emphasis, as in ref. Gal., 
udo Tar wraxay Туа pynuovebeomer) 
be removed (the phrase is used of any 
person or thing which is taken out of the 
way, whether by death or other removal. 
So in reff.: and Plut. Timol. p. 238. 8 
[Wetst.]: #yræ Cir каб daurdy ёк uécov 
yevóueros, Ter. Phorm. v. 9. 40, “еа 
mortem obiit, e medio abiit, See also 
Herod. viii. 22: and for the opposite, dv 
pow elvai, Xen. Cyr. v. 3. 26. . Various 
erroneous arrangements and камен of 
this sentence have been current : of which 
the principal have arisen from fancying 
that the participle xeréyev requires some 
verb to be supplied after it. бо Vulg. 
[^ tentum ut qui tenet nunc, teneat, donec 
de medio fiat: so Syr., Erasm., Est., all.], 
and E. V. [only he who now letteth, wi 
let, so Beza, Whitby, al.],—xoTéxe: [во 
Bengel, Pelt, al.] ed Knatchb., 
Burton, al.]): 8.] then (when 
he that hinders shall have been removed : 
the emphasis is on rére) shall be revealed 
the lawless one (the same as the abrór of 
ver. 6: viz. the Gr@peros тїз &uaprías), 

U 

тту єтіфауєау D! f Cyr-jer-edd. 

whom (by this relative clause is introduced 
his ultimate fate at the coming of the Lord. 
To this the Apostle is carried on by the 
fervency of his pat and has to return 
again below to describe the working of 
Antichrist previously) the Lord Jesus will 
destroy by the breath of His mouth 
(from Isa. xi. 4,—wardte: yf» TË Абуф 
ToU стбратоѕ avrov, к. d» жуєбрат: 8:4 
хеләк дуел àceflff. It is better to 
keep the expression in its simplo majesty, 
than to interpret it, as Thdrt.,— pdeyte- 
Ta: pévoy, к. wavedcOpig éce Tbv 
&XTfpior. — 'Thdr-mope, — uórov ёт:Воф- 
cas. Chrys. on this is fine: каббтер yàp 
жор dA &áxAGs rd rp (иф: ка) 
"pb Tis тароосіаѕ айтӯѕ wójje8ev бута 
vapküv roter к. йраћскес обтю ral ó 
xpiords TQ éwvráyuari uóvov (but soe 
above) x. тӯ wapovalg Tbv dùvrlxpior 
&дуаА@те. ёркеї rapeiva: abróv, ка) ravra 
Tárra ётёлоле) and annihilate (not, as 
Olsh., ‘deprive of his influence,’ nor can 
Rev. xix. 19. be brought to bear here) 
by the appearance of His coming (not 
“Ше brightness of his coming, as very 
many Commentators, and E. V.; but as 
Beng.: ‘apparitio adventus ipso adventu 
prior est, vel certe prima ipsius adventus 
emicatio, uti éwiodreia THs inh.: the 
mere outburst of His presence shall bring 
the adv to nought. Cf. the sublime 
expression of Milton,—‘ far off His сое 
shone’) : 9, 10.] whose (refers 
to the 8» above—going back in time, to 
describe the character of his су) 
coming is (the present is not used for the 
future, nor is the Apostle setting himself 
at the time esied of, — but it describes 
the essential attribute, as so often) aceord. 
ing to (such as might 55 
2 
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kconstr e. Ì pfoagıy " ijebtovc 10 

IIPOZ OEZZAAONIKEIZ B. II. 

ә» „ ] * 2 k 19 , — 
Kai £v тасу amwürg “ адікіас тос 

m aroAAupévorc, ° avb’ ° Фф» тўи ayarny тпс aÀnÜslac оюк 
П kat Sta rovro 

h é г À , q U * — 

ev уға» " wAayne, ° etc то riortb- 
12 [ d t 0c Ld e * 

iva "kpiÜoaw amavrec ot un 

9. Rom. 
vi. vil. 4 

в. CELL. э ә a =з э d 

an. v, Ред ауто Tec ro awÜnvar avrovg. 
ver. 11. ; : - € А 

1Epb.iv.33 пите aurotc о 0coc 
= Matt. U 4 - 7 

куп e, Gat avroug "TQ Pevda, 
In. + 7 u "» 9 7 » > vv 9 Р K oo 

Cor. 1. 18. 3 Gor. 1i. 18 чотшо тр aA nÜd, qÀÀ *‘ evduxnoavrec ev | ту 

ral. . айка. 
o Luke 1. 90. 

xii. 8. xix. 18 “Hyueic è " opeiAopev " evyagioreiv ry бер mávrort 
æ e 

Gen Arlon WEL Онор, AdEAGOL " пуатпиёроє vr коріоо, Ort У Aaro 
м. Acte 

N Jer. v. 8. ver. $ 
в Вот. i. 25. К = Matt. vil. T. John iii. 17, 18. 

6. Col. 11.5. 2 Tim. Ш. 8. 
ххіх. 8. dat. without ду, 1 Macc. 1. 48. 

Matt. xxvii. 64. 
James v. 9 al. fr. 

vw. d, Matt. 11.17] Mk. L. 1 Cor. x. . 1 Cor. xli.10. 1 Chron. 
w ch. 1. 8. 

y = Phil. i. 22. Heb. хі. $5 only. Deut. xxvi. 18. (see Deut. vil. 6 7. x. 15.) 

1Thess.11.3. 1 John iv. 6. Prov. xiv. 8. 
: a = Rom. 1.18. 1 Cor. xiii. 

х1 Thess. i. 4. Deut. rxxifl. 12. 

10. rec ins туз bef adix., with DKLN? rel Hippol Chr Thdrt: om ABFN!' 17 Orig, 
Cyr-jer (prob the rn of axarn gave occasion for the insn). rec ins ew bef то 
avoAAvperois, with D'ELN? rel ayrr Orig, : om ABD'FN! 17 latt coptt eth Orig, Cyr- 
jer Iren-int Tert Aug Ambrst. 
etebetarro P. 

11. om ка D! 67? vulg S 

aft алубеах ins xpiorov D!. 
GE to conva, exc Ist є and nya, rewritten by a recent hand in А. 

copt th Chr Cyr-ms (Ec Pelag. rec тєє (see 
notes), with D'KLb? rel D-lat(and G- lat) vnlg-ed(and F. lat) syrr copt Hippol (orig P) 
Thdor-mops Cyr, Iren- int Cypr: txt ABD'FR! 67? am(with fuld) Orig, Bas Cyr-jer 
Damasc, Iren-int-mss. om avrovs F. 

12. [axayres, so AFN 17 Orig 
the two members of the sentence) b 

аАла N. om єў (prob to balance Cyr.) 
DI!FN? d h m 17 latt sah Orig, Hippol Cyr Cyr-jer 

Iren-int,y, Tert: ins AD'KLN' rel syrr copt Orig, Chr Thdrt, Damasc, Cypr Jer. 
18. for киру, бео» D! vulg lat-ff,: ins rov bef xvgiov AN: ато ко F. 

correspondent to) the working of Satan 
(Satan being the agent who works in the 
Ёуоцоѕ) in (manifested in, consisting in) 
all (kinds of) power and signs and won- 
ders of falsehood (máry and qreiSovs both 
belong to all three substantives: the varie- 
ties of his manifested power, and signs 
and wonders, all have falsehood for their 
base, and essence, and aim. Cf.ref. John), 
and in all (manner of) deceit (not, as 
K. V. * deceivableness, for itis the ag 
of the man of sin—active deceit, of whic 
the word is used) of unrighteousness 
(belonging to, consisting in, leading to, 

tkÍa) for (the dativus incommodi) those 
who are perishing (on their way to per- 
dition), (WHY? not by God's abeolute 
decree, but) because (in requital for this, 
that) they did not (when it was offered to 
them) receive the love of the truth (the 
opposite of the фєйбоз which characterizes 

the working of the man of sin: see as 
before, John viii. 44) in order to their 
being saved. 11.) And on this account 
(because they did not receive, &c.) God is 
sending to them (not, as E.V., following rec., 
‘ shall send : the verb is present, because 
the mystery of iniquity is already working. 
wépwe must not for a moment be under- 

of permissiveness only on God's part 

—He is the judicial sender and doer —it 
is He who hardens the heart which has 
chosen the evil way. All such distinctions 
are the merest folly: whatever God per- 
mits, He ordains) the working of error (is 
causing these seducing influences to work 
among them. The E. V. has weakened, 
indeed almost stultified the sentence, by 
rendering évépy. wAdyns ‘a strong dels- 
sion,’ i. e. the passive state resulting, in- 
stead of the active cause), in order that 
they should believe the falsehood (which 
the mystery of sin is working among them. 
It is better here to take rq definite, refer- 
ring to what has gone before, than ab- 
stract),—that (the higher or ultimate pur- 

of God) all might be judged (i. e. 
ere ‘ condemned,’ by the context) who did 

not (looking back over their time of proba- 
tion) believe the truth, but found ples- 
sure in iniquity. I have above given 
the rendering of this important passage. 
For the history and criticism of its inter- 
pretation, see the Prolegomens, $ v. 

18—111. 15.] HoRTATORY PORTION ОР 
THE EPISTLE. 18—17.] Exhortation, 
grounded on thankfulness to God for their 
election by Him, to stand fast in the faith; 
and prayer that God would enable them to 
do so. 18.) 84 contrasts Paul, Silvanus, 

ABDF 
KLNab 
cdefg 
hkim 
nol? 
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M siç OS ExaAcoev йнас 2! Pett. 
weprroinaty f 8дЁпс rov e Mom viit. 

h , L| - * il , ^ М ГА Rom. М. 
ornkere, cal кратете тас тарадосыс dc ғ8:8ауӨпте 16:76. 

Y a ` , y wr РА e = 189 ».* \ саа 
tire ° ба Aoyou sire "Ot EmtoroAne йш». avroc 8 сле 

1. 14 reff. f = John zvil. 3$. Rom. v. 3. g Rom. v. 18. vil. 8 26 als. Paul only. 
h Gal. v. 1 reff. i Mark vil. $8 e» Col. М. 19. Rev. ii. 13, 14, 18 951. 
1 = Gal. 1. 14 reff. m constr, x. 83. Luke il. 47. Hev.xvi.9. Winer, edn. б, { 23. ö. 
n ver. 2 о = 1 Thess. Ш. 11 reff. 

Гелето, so ABDFLN (m?) 17 Thdrt-ms.] nuas D'N? 1 am(with fuld hal F. lat). 
for ax apxns, axapx"r BF vulg syr Cyr Damasc-comm Did Ambr Pelag: txt 

ADELN rel gr-lat-ff. 
14. aft eis o ins ка FN m vulg syr arm Ambrst. 

for nu, vwy NI: txt N-corr!-3, 
15. aft тарадосе:ѕ ins троху D! Ambrst. . 

and Timotheus, with those of whom he has 
been recently speaking. éd oper] 
q. d. find it our duty: subjective: are 
bound, as E. V. try. dd кър.) Lüne- 
mann remarks, that as 77 беф has pre- 
ceded, and à 6еќѕ follows, ptos here must 
be the Lord Jesus: cf. Rom. viii. 37 : Gal. 
ii. 20: Eph. v. 2, 25. Otherwise, the ex- 
pression is perhaps more normally used of 
the Father, ver. 16: Eph. ii. 4: Col. iii. 
12: John iii. 16, al. freq. may 
enounce either (as Ellicott) the matter 
and grounds of the thanksgiving, that 
God. . ., or the reason of it, because 
God .... St. Paul does not elsewhere 
use aipdopas of divine election, but éxad- 
yoga (1 Cor. i. 27, 28. Eph. i. 4) or 
vpoopí (e . viii. 29. Eph. i. 11). It 
is a LXX expression: see reff. A 
åpxĝs must be taken in the general sense, 
as in reff.: not in the special, from the 
beginning of the gospel,’ as Phil. iv. 15. 
It answers to тр тё» аброюу 1 Cor. ii. 7, 
хру kran kócuov Eph. i. 4, ярі 
xpóvær alwvierv 2 Tim. i. 9, all of which 
are spoken of the decrees of God. 
ele сеттр(ау ) in contrast to the àxáA«a 
lately spoken of. фу dy. wv. к. т. 
éA.] the elements in which the «Лато els 
сот. takes place: not, as De W., the aim 
(dv for eis) of the Haro. rei 
is the Holy Spirit—the sanctification of 
(wrought by) the Spirit: not, ‘sanctifi- 
cation of (your) spirit. This is the divine 
side of the element: the human side fol- 
lows, the wforis dAnGelas, your own re- 
ception, by faith, of the truth.’ м. 
eis 5] to which (i. e. the being saved in 
sanctification of the Spirit and belief of 
the truth) He (God) called you through 
our Gospel (our preaching of the 1 
to you), in order to (your) acquisition 
(see on 1 Thess. v. 9) of the glory of our 

for ураз, nuas ABD! Vig. 

Lord Jesus Christ (i.e. your sharing in 
the glory which He Aas; see ref. John: 
Rom. viii. 17, 29: not the glory of which 
He is the bestower or source, as Pelt, al. 
Equaly wrong is the interpretation of 
Œc., Thl., Corn.-a-Lap., al. — Tra 3óla» 
wepiroifjopg TË vig айтой: of Luther, al., 
* yum herrlichen Gigentbum,"—-* ut essetis 
gloriosa possessio domini nostri J. C. :' for, 
not to mention other objections, the whole 
context has for its purpose the lot of the 
Thessalonians as contrasted with that of 
those spoken of, vv. 10—12 and the 
sense of weprmoígcis is indicated . 

el 1 Thess. v. 9). 15.) - 
—seeing that such is God's intent 

respecting you. Mr. Jowett here describes 
the Apostle as being “unconscious of the 
logical inconsistency " of appealing to 
them to do any thing, after he has just 
stated their election of God. Rather we 
should say, that he was deeply conscious, 
as ever, of the logical necessity of the only 
ractical inference which man can draw 

God's gracious purposes to him. No 
human reasoning powers can connect the 
two,—God’s sovereignty and man’s free- 
will: all we know of them is, that the 
one is as certain a truth as the other. 
In proportion then as we assert the one 
strongly, we must ever implicate the other 
as strongly: a course which the t 
Apostle never fails to pursue: cf. Phil. ii. 
12, 18, al. freq. к. is a contrast 
to Ae, ver. 2. On the sense of 
vapaBóceis, as relating to matters of doc- 
trine, see Ellic.’s note, and the reff. given 
by him. & is the accusative of 
second reference. Aer. ud, as 
contrasted with the émor. és 3: $uor 
of ver. 2, refers to 1 Thess. 16, 17.] 
abrés, as a majestic introduction, in con- 
trast with zz, see 1 Thess. iii. 11, and 
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Чыны. а 0 корюс, роу Inoobe Nhioròe cal о ? Өє0с o Р татр 
n iv e 

еи пре», о ‘ ayarhoac прас kat 

Hom. "1.27. wat À mida ауабў» ' EV ха irt, „ таракаћваи V d uo тас 

1 кардіас kat “ornpikat év тауті 9% ка! Хуф * ayaby. 
aac (Heb. III. "Tò Nero mpocevy tab, а$е\фо, J rept пио», 
E : "wa 2 е Абүос тоу " Kupiou * трёх каї °8о алта кабёс 
бес ке ` трдс vuac, 2 kai iva ° pvobwpev ато тоу " arómwv 
u < Luke I. 39. Rom. 1. 11. xvi. 35 al. DS EIUS: ch. E44 ae ee MAS сотая 
х1Сог. хі. 18. Phil. 1. ö. Cel. 1. 0. iv. 8. 
а - dere only. (Gal. Ii. 3 reff.) see Гь. eani 15 (6). y 1. 18. see ch. Y Acta xii. 48 

Ш. 4 reff. d 1 Thess. e Luke xxili. 4. Acts xxv. 5. xxviii. 6 

IIPOZ OEZZAAONIKEIZ В. II. 17. 

Ps 
zeli. 19. 

с seo 1 Thess. 
only. Job iv. 8. 

L 10 reff. 

18. xp. ino. B: ine. o xp. А. the Ist xa: is written above the line by N?! (a 
ín о bef des BD 17. rec (for o, bef sernp) ка, with AD*(and 11 M.. 

rel vulg(with am &c) вуг goth Chr Thdrt Ambr Ambrst: om oN“: txt BDIFR! 17 
Syr Ambrst Vig. om o ayar. nuas NI: ins N- corri. шоло» F. 

17. ras xapd:as bef ›до» AN vss. rec aft ornpifac ins vas, with DKL rel 
copt Thdrt : om ABDIFR 1 m 17 latt syrr arm Chr (Ec Ambrst gr-lat-ff. гес Ace 
kat epyw, with FK rel: om ка Aoyw 17: om epyo xu d: txt ABDLN c m latt copt 
sth Chr Thl Thdrt (Ec Ambrst Vig. 

Cuar. III. 1. om то F. 
D 78 goth. 

as ensuring the efficacy of the wish—q. d. 
‘and then you are safe.“ Our Lord Jesus 
Christ is placed first, not merely because 
He is the mediator between men and God 
(Lün.), but because the sentence is a 

ах. 8 ёү. ўр. x. r. A. probably 
refers to 6 bedòs x. Y тат. nu. alone: and 
yet when we consider how impossible it 
would have been for the Apostle to have 
written ol dyarhoarres, and that the 
singular verb following undoubtedly refers 
to both, I would not too hastily pronounce 

is. See note on 1 Thess. iii. 11. 
Avr — ho loved us—refers to a 
single fact — the love of the Father in 
sending His Son—or the lovo of the Father 
and Son in our accomplished Redemption. 

к. 80 —and gave—by that act of 
Love. alwy.] consolation, 
under all trials, and that eternal,—not 
transitory, as this world’s consólations : 
sufficient in lifo, ‘and in death, and for 
ever: cf. Rom. viii. 38 f. This for all time 
present: and then dA. dy. for the future. 

iv Xdpers 1 belongs, not to dà. åy. 
but to ovs, and is the medium through, 
or element in which, the gift is made. 
Better thus than to refer it to both the 
participles yar. к. 8068; for 6 dya- 
wens as applied to God (or the Lord 
Jesus) usually stands absolute, cf. Rom. 
үш. 87; Gal. ii. 20; Epb. v. 2. 

] as in 1 Thess. іі. 11, 
B pers. sing. opt. aor. comfort, with re- 
ference to your disquiet respecting the 
wapougla. After ornp. understand биаз, 

for короо, Geov F k 17. 
ade A bef wposevyxerbe F f о: ж. zu. bef ade. 

which has been supplied — see var. readd., 
—better than ras xap3. suey, which are 
not the agente in Épyor and Adyos. 
latter is not 'doctrine, as Chrys., Calv. 
(‘tam in pim et sancta vitæ cursu, quam 
in sana doctrina’),—for Épyov (work) and 
Aéyos (word), seeing that war»rí applies 
to both, must be correlative, and both 
apply to matters in which the man is an 
agent. Still less must we understand dv 
as = 8:4 (Chrys., Thi. 2, Beng., al.): the 
sphere, and not the instruments, of tho 
consolation and confirmation, is spoken of. 

Сн. III. 1—5.] Erhortation to pray 
Jor Mm and Мз co (1,2). His 
con that the Lord will keep them 
d T that they will obey his commands 
4). Prayer for them (5). 1.] On 
TÒ R. (= Aorwéy), see 1 Thess. iv. 1. 
bm On the use of telic conjunctions with 

like wposeUxojau, see note on 1 Cor. 
xir. 13. ФА. т. cup. ] the Lord's word 
—i. е. the : see reff. š 0 
Contrast to ‘being bound ? see 2 . Ii. 
9—may spread rapidly. Soß.] See reff. 
The ud of the Lord is then glorified, 
when it becomes the power of God to 
salvation to the believer—see Rom. i. 16. 

xaĝòs xol «wpós onde] for they 
са thus received it: 1 Thess. 1. 6. 

карм | among you (reff.). 82.1 
rey in order for that to be the case,— 
that we may be free to preach it. On 
toros, Lünem. say, it is properly used 
of that which is not in ite right place. 
When of persons, it designates one who 

This. 

ABDF 
KL a b 

[1 
pcdefg дойос " wapaxAnow atevía c defi 

nol? 



III. 1—5. 

каї Fovnpuv аубрёте». 

8 f gigrüc & tori О kbptoc, ӧс 
Лён апд rov wovnpov. ** 

Upac, ore a | 

5 0 dè ко ioc 

(Matt. хүй. 43.) see Gal. v. 10. 
ti. fron only. Prov. xx 

o Rom.1i.7. Rev.L 9. “iil 10 al. fr. 

8. om єстіу F, but insd bef y эшет ver 2 DNE 
(corrn, see 1 Cor i. 9, 10, 18. 2 Cor i. 18) ADF tt (not am 
Ambrst : txt BDK LN rel syrr Суг Jer.—o xupios bef есті Ni. 

острее В: тарсе F. 
тараууєХЛоре»у ins иш» (corra, see ver 6), with ADSFKL rel demid: om 

with am fuld) Chr,-comm Ambrst Pelag Bede. 
om xa: bef тоте AD!N!, 

87 syr-w-ast Vocat: pref m. 
4. rec aft 

BD!N 17. 672 valgiu 
ins xe: eworncare 
D! : somonre 17: om кои vorne ere F. 

5. таз capòtas bef vn D vas, 
АВРЕК І rel. 

does or says that which is inappropriate 
under the circumstances. Thus it answers 
to ineptus in Latin (Cic. de Orat. ii. 4). 
From ‘aptitude,’ it passes to its wider 
ethical meaning, and is used of men who 
act contrary to divine or human laws. 
Thus it gete the general signification of 
bad or ungodly. See examples in Kypke, 
Obes. ii. p. 145,—in Lósner and Wetst.“ 
Who are these men? It is obvious that 
the key to the answer will be found in 
Acts xviii. They were the Jews at Co- 
rinth, who were at that time the especial 
adversaries of the Apostle and his preach- 
ing. And this is confirmed by the clause 
which he has added to account for their 
&ток!а and wornpla: Tár- 
теу 1j xlorvs—for to all men the (Chris- 
tian) faith does not belong—all men do 
not receive it—have no receptivity for it 
obviously pointing at Jews by this de- 
scription. It is more natural to under- 
stand the article here as definite, the 
faith, than as abstract: for faith, as such, 
would not bear much meaning here. 
3.] Calvin says, “ Ceterum de aliis magis 
quem uam de se anxium fuisse Paulum, osten- 
unt hec ipsa verba. In eum maligni 

homines improbitatis suse aculeos dirige- 
bant, in eum totus impetus irruebat: 
curam interea suam ad Thessalonicenses 
convertit, nequid hsc illis tentatio no- 
ceat." seems to be chosen 
in allusion to тст: which has just pre- 
ceded; but the allusion cannot be more 
than that of sound, as the things spoken 
of are wholly different. é «xvptos 
is our Lord: see ch. ii. 16, and ver. 5. 

84, in contrast with the men 
just mentioned. cTwpibe] in refer- 

IPOS GEZZAAONIKEIZ B. 

h 

wapayyidAopey Kai woveire Kat momore. 
™ xarevOuvae оро» тас Kapd tig ryv 

x darm тою " Üsou kai ис т» °йтоцоуйу ? rov Xptorov. , 
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ob yap ‘wévrew 9 miete. Pe Acts i. 

отңо{$и 0 нас ка{ $5 LP These. 
текоібаре» ài ғ» кир кеф" hw oh it. 17 

бы. p 
pake xii. 13. 
1 John v. 21 
only, Ezek. 
xxxiii. 8. 
Sir. xii. 11. 
= $ Cor. И. 

11 Thess. iv. 11 reff, m Luke i. 79. 1 These. 
n Luke xi. 4$. John v. 48. Loan M. 5, 16. Ш. 17. ir. 12. v. 8. 

р gen. as 3Cor.1. 3. Col. i. Heb. xi. 28. 

for xupios, Ücos 
demid) arm-marg 

aft os ins ка A 

aft таратуу. 
for vorzere, woinoare 

rec om 2nd ту» (with none of our mas): ins 

ence to his wish, ch. ii. 17. TOV TO- 
vnpo9 may mean ‘the evil one, as in Matt. 
хш. 19: Eph. vi. 16, al.: and so Ellic. 
But here the assurance seems, as before 
said, to correspond to the wish ch. ii. 17: 
and thus ernpíta: фу rarr) фрүр к. Aye 
ad = ornpltes к. QuAdie dd тоё 
TornpoU: in which case т. жор. is neuter. 
We may observe that the words are 
nearly a citation from the Lord's prayer. 

4.] forms а transition to the ex- 
hortations which are to follow, vv. 6 ff. 

iv xvply, as the element in which 
his confidence is exercised, shews it to be 
one assuming tbat they will act conaist- 
ently with their Christian profession : and 
so gives the expectation the force of an 
exhortation, but at the same time of & 
hopeful exhortation. dp’ рае (reff.), 
with reference to you—the direction of 
his confidence. wal ouire к. томќсете 
is all the 5 бт. å а тарату. к. 
wouiTe, kal woijoere, as 
5.] There does not appear ake aa dis- 
trust of the Thessalonians implied by this 
repeated wish for them, as De W. supposes. 
Rather is it an enlargement, taken up by 
the 8“ (not only so, brut) JA the A тарау- 
Mme к. тоїтє к. тойтетеє. é 
vp. is our Lord, as before. $ ёүбту 
т. бео here, from the fact of his wishing 
that their hearts may be directed into it, 
must be subjective, the love of man to God. 
The objective meaning, God's love, is out 
of the question. The other subjective 
meanings, the love which God works 
Pelt), . . . . which God commands (Le 
erc), are are far-fetched. J bwopovh 7. 

Хрістой has very generally been under- 
stood as in E. V., ‘ the patient waiting for 
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а Acta tli, 6. 93 IIapa yy Ao de quis, adeApoi, гу óvópart TOU А 
r iGo. vih, 2 короо Ineou хр‹ото%, г aré Asolar бнас атб wavroc ede! s 

only. Д 
а козг ade AD araxtwe¢ * veptraroUvroc Kat pn card ry по 17 

Нек) " mapatogu nv 'vaprAá(Josav wap muov. 7 ауто yao 
Cor. 1 Thess. |» - ^w - t æ 65 > зэ 7 Р 
EM) oloare тос del шриада. nuac, Отг ovk * птактђсацеу ev 
w. adv., = j 
1 Thess. iv. div, ° ооё: y дореду * арто * epayouer тара s rivoc, 

"буса aAA гъ org kai ne vixra kal iulpav coya- 
ба. ü 1 Yopevor, % прос rò un * emBapneat туа tov 9° ovy 

w (ver.9.) Heb. ziii. 7. 8 John 11 only!. wee i 3 vat. xv. 24 T xhereonlyt. Xen. . vil. 3. 
б. see above (a Matt. x Rom. ш. ва. lii. “л E = ver. 12. ui. 
0. Luke vil gie. 1, 15 al, Cn. U. 16 

€ Acta xx xxvi. 7. 
4 abel. T Thess 11-0 9 ref. 

{а xxvi. 13 
7. Paul only, exc. Mark iv. 27. Esth. de 16. Шан: ‚ч 

е = John vi. 46. 7 Cor. i. 34. Ш. 

b 1 Thess. 
ark v. 5. so Paul, ch. if. 9. 

ame Mar iv. 11, 17 only. 

6. rec aft xvpiov ins mue», with AD'FKLN rel: om BD! Cypr!(olsw, om а 
rec тареАаВе (corrn of plur. The less usual form in tzt is the preferable one 

with (none of our mss) Syr: wapeAaBere BF вуг 
тарелаВоу D'ELN? rel 

8. ovre F. аАла М. 
ADEL rel. 

Christ So Œc., Ambr., Erasm., Corn.- 
a-lap., Beza, all. But тороу will not 
bear this meaning. It occurs thirty-four 
times in the N. T., and always in the sense 
of endurance,— patience. or again can 
the expression mean ‘endurance for Christ’s 
sake,’ which the simple genitive will not 
(оу: but it must be, as Chrys. (1) Tra 
bwonéropner, s éxeivos bréueiwev, the 
patience of Christ (gen. possess.), —which 

6—15.] Dehorta- 
tion from disorderly, idle habits of life. 
He had given a hint in this direction 
before, in the first Epistle (v. 14, 15): 
he now speaks more plainly, doubtless 
because their restlessness and excitement 
concerning the wapovofa had been accom- 

nied by an increase of such habits. 
is dissuading them from associating with 

such persons, seems to shew that the core 
of the Church (as Liin.) was as yet sound 
in this respect. 6.] wapayyéAAopey 
84 takes up the assurance of ver. 4, and 
tests its general form by a special com- 
mand. twóp. K. r. A. strengthens 
the wapayy., and does not belong to the 
following. oré\X\eoGar} lit. to take 
in, or shorten sail:' [cría ni» отеЛауто, 
Odcay 8 iv rnt pedalry, II. a. 433: hence, 
to draw in or shorten, r erally: ябтерќ 
со: wappnola саг тй кеїбеу, À Ady 
5 ur. 625; — to con- 

: éBowredero pir 5 ob phy 
а; ye xpbwrew Tò -yeyovós, Polyb. 
Frag. hist. 39 (from Suidas, voc. ereíAa- 
oa: ‚ — оф Suvaudvay Thy ёк тїз cv». 
n@elas xaratlwow a TéAA«oÓa: (c cohibere 
consuetam reverentiam ), ib. viii. 22. 4 
So here, ‘cohibere vos'—to' keep your- 

goth Anton Thdrt, Ambrst Sing-cler : 
gr-ff (most vss and lat-ff have the plur, but which form, is of 

course uncert) : txt AN! 17 Bas, eAaBocay D!. 
yueros к. nu, BEN. 17 Chr-ms Damasc): 

for тар, аф’ B. 
txt 

selves from : see reff.: obviously without 
allusion as yet to any formal excommuni- 
cation, but implying merely avoidance in 
intercourse and fellowship. The accusa- 
tive is repeated before the inflnitive, pro- 
bably because the clause ёи дуби., &c., in- 
tervenes. The тарідосіз refers to the 
oral instruction which the Apostle had 
given them when he was present, and 
subsequently confirmed wap been Borer} (1 These. 
iv. 11, 12). plaral, 
as belonging to the he ears а іп 
rarrds; so in Вау оїкбуде Exacros. 
On the form oma, which is said to have 
been originally Macedonian, and thence 
is found in the Alexandrian (é0xd(ocay, 
Lycophr. 21), Lobeck remarks (Phryn. 
р. 849), “ex modorum et temporum meta- 
plasmis, quos conjunctim tractare solent 
dialectorum scriptores, nullus diutius vi- 
guit eo quo tertiæ aoristi secundi persone 
plurales ad similitudinem verborum in ш 
{гадасапбат,—«Їбота» Niceph., ёфейроса» 

Anna Comnena, uerfA8oscay Nicet. (and 
торђлбосау).° We have #Аботау fern, Ps. 
lxxviii. 1; see other examples from LXX in 
Winer, ейп. 6, $ 18. 2. f. 7.] тё Bei 
pip. Hp. is a concise way of expressing 
‘how ye ought to walk in imitation of us. 

&тактфы also occurs in Lysias xarà 
"Алк:В. а. р. 141. 18, in this T dores of 
‘leading a disorderly life.’ TR 
voher, a Hebraistic expression for? got 
our sustenance :’ тарб Tivos, ‘at any one’s 
expense,’ from any one as a gift: there 
seems to be an allusion in the construc- 
tion to the original sense of deapeds. 

dpyafdp. belongs to pror ёф. as a 
contrast to реб»: ае by working, &с. 
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ew , 17 
Ort оюк EXO 

dont ош» E то 

* Jue 

ric оо Gide 

уар тас "wtpurarovvrec ^ 

4 £o*yatoné Ала epyalopévouc, a 

Insov Nerd, iva “pera 
tavrev " арто» tobi. 

Kaxnonre ? KaXosoiovvrtc, 

Aoyw nuov "da * 
Gal. vl 10. Ps, xiv. 3. 

8 Rom. xvi. 18. 3 Cor. xi. 18 al. 

18 

III. 1. 1 Tim. ff. 11, 12 only. Bir. ке 16. ойм 10 
y here only. Levit. v. 4 Ald. (калет т. F. vat.) only. see Mark ili. 

2 Cor. x. 9, 11. ch. Н. 3, 15 (see note). a= Rom. 
v. 9. 

10. om rovro Nl. for ov, un Dil. 
ll. ev un bef wepurarovrras D 
12. rec da Tov кир. nu. соо xp., with D'ELN? syrr 
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f éÉovaiav, GÀÀ iva © tavroUc 

ш hee Ha nhac. 
* трос Sac, rovro ' тартуу АЛореу и орг, Оті єї 

2 &pyyáteoÜat, und ёодіёты. П о 

v vut» Р атактос, under | 

g mepupyačoukvovç 
ътаоотос ‘ wapayyt\Aopey kai " rapakaAovpev ' ғу корїф M 1 ver 

' novxiag 

tic dt, a8: of, ил 5 a . 
4 а 8 rig o v vx akobet TU 1. 

тїс Жы к TOUTOY 
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b £ Matt. vil. 29. 
тотоу Ер Mu 10, 

10 1 11. 1 Cor. 1 
nee do re + rk іх.1 

let рео 
1 io xi. Ms 

axovouev ы" 
h fon. ul. 17 
cs 

* 1 Thess. lii. 4 12 » тос 

4 ш = Мен. xl. 

tpyačópevor rov xui x 

> anneovads ? only E UMEN 
rere only f: Ме 111. о. Polyb. xviii. 84. 3. ose 1 Tim. v. 18 reff. 

1 Thess. t ark iii. xxir. 92. v Acts 1. 5 al. 1 Chron. 
w ver. 8. x Eph. ili. 13 reff 

4 al. ж = } Cor. xvi. 8. 
xvi. 23. Col. ly. 16. 1 Thess. v. 27. see 1 Cor. 

d bere only. Ра. iv. 6 only. jenuewéca»ro row тбхоу, Polyb. xxii. 11. 12. 

om атакта? 672. 
Chr Thdrt Damasc, ТЫ (Ес: 

txt AB(D')FN! 17 latt copt goth Damasc, lat-ff (said by De Wette to be a corrn 
Jrom 1 Thess iv. 1: but із not rec rather a corrn to the more usual form 7). 

18. rec exxax. : txt ABN m, єукакетє Dil. 

ты. 
h 78. 118-marg 114-21-93, 219: Chraiq 

14. vær B b! m sth Chr-in-Thle e 

kaAov Toi vrres F: то кало» тог. 

8 exicroAns F. rec (aft on U.) 
ins ко, with D'FKL rel vulg syrr Bas Ambrst Aug. pe: om А(арру) BDN 17 е cont 

The sentence may also be taken as De W. 
and Ellic., regarding dv xéwy к. . 88 
the contrast to Bep«áv, and dp VÚKT. 
к. An. as a parallel clause to dv xéw. к. 

: 9.] See 1 Cor. ix. 4 f., where 
treats of his abstinence from this his 

apostolic power. my mean- 
ing is not, that..... See reff. and 
Hartung, Part. ii. 153. davrove is 
used in a the plural for $uás abroós and 
ps айтобѕ for shortness, but never in 
the singular for ёраутбу r ceavrdy, where 
no such reason нна вее Bernhardy, 
Syntax, р. 272. 10.] «ol ydp,—and 
we carried this further: we not only set 
you an example, but inculcated the duty ra 
diligence by special precept. The 
co-ordinate with that in ver. 7. е gal 
does not bring out бте quer wp. Óuâs аз а 
new feature, as Thdrt., for of this period 
the last three verses have treated—hut it 
brings out тобто, on which the stress lies, 
as an additional element in tbe remi- 
niscence. This seems to me clearly to be 
the force here, and not the merely conjunc- 
tive, as Ellic. maintains. тобто, viz. what 
follows. ef rug x. r. A.] Schóttgen and 
Wetst. quote this saying from several 
places in the rabbinical books. 1L] 
Ground for reminding them of this his 

saying. wepiepyatopdvove] being 
busybodies; or, active ahead trifles; 
‘busy only with what is not their own 
business’ (Jowett: who refers to Quoin- 

тод», Aout rabrà тайта 8:8&скоу. 
12.) таракаћоёџсу, scil. abroós. 
ќу кур. see on ver. 6. perà 

туу. may taken either subjectively, 
—with a quiet mind ;—or objectively, 
with quietness, i. e. in outward peace. 
The former is most probable, as addressed 
to the offenders themselves. lavrév, 
emphatie—that which they themselves 
have earned. 18.] 8¢—ye who are 
free from this fault. On ёук. and ёкк. see 
notes on 2 Cor. iv. 1 and Gal. vi. 9. 
коЛотжокюбутев, from the context, cannot 
mean ‘doing good’ (to others), but doing 
well, living diligently and uprightly: see 
also Gal. vi. 9, where the same general 
sentiment occurs. Chrys.’s meaning is 
surely far-fetched : oréAAcoOe uly, now, 
ax" abr к. drtrinare афто, ph I 
wepilnre Миф 8:афбарќутаз. 
Many Commentators (Lath. Calv., amt. 
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o chr. w, un Souvavapiyrucba avro, iva " tvrpamy' 9 cal дӯ oc 
vil. 8 F 
ene ғхбоо» en yeĩohe, d Ad 'vovbereire wç adeAgor. 16®афтдс 
ча . - ә t = a Ы a 

ста: o °кйрос тпс" epnvnc Syn өш» r eiphyny did 
ому. Ps. ` , k i k , 1 х , 
xxiiv.204. T VTOGG EV GD. тротф. о Kvuptoc pera aT 
Matt. š 

Mk. al. 

à Jus d kot m ’ ` п "еп 1 , "o5 
A sr ei О "астасџос̧ "ту tug “yupi IlavAov, О torv 
Job xix. 11. 

f Col. i. W reff. P. g = 1 Thess. iti. 11 reff. (see note.) b Phil. iv. 0 reff. i Mat xvi. 
10. Acts И. 9б. x. 9. Bom. xí. 10 (from Ps. ixvili. 24) al. k Phil. i. 18 ref. 1 ћете only. Ruth II. 6. 

m = 1 Cor. xvi. 21. Col. iv. 18 only. (Matt. xxiii. 7 

goth Chr Tert. 
15. om xa: D! Tert. 
18. for xvp., Geos F d f g vulg-sixt ТЫ Ambrst Pelag. 

ession, see 1 Cor i. 2 &c) ADF 17 latt goth Chr- for rporw, roxe (more usual 

1а17) 

Гсоуауашууос®ва, во AB(D!F)N D. lat copt goth Tert.] 
р 1 Сог. Со). as above. Gal. vi.11. Philem. 10. 

om «mw» А 673. 

expr 
montf Ambrst Pelag: txt A*BD*KLN rel syrr copt Thdrt Damasc. 

Calov., Le Clerc, Beng., Pelt, Winer, 
al.) have joined 8a ris ётигтолв with 
what follows, and explained it (usually, see 
below),—‘ note that man by an Epistle (to 
me). But тїз is decidedly against this 
rendering, — unless we suppose that it sig- 
nifies ‘ your’ answer to this. [Bengel and 
Pelt, taking rijs èr. for this ee would 
render, notate nota censoria, hanc Epist., 
ejus admonendi causa, adhibentes eique in- 
cultantes' (Beng.),—* Eum hac epistola 
freti severius tractate' (Pelt): but both 
these require onpeotabe to be diverted 
from its simple meaning.] The great ob- 
jection to the above connexion is that 
St. Paul has already pointed out the man- 
ner of treating such an one, ver. 6, and is 
not likely to enjoin а further reference to 
himself on the subject. It is far better 
therefore, with Chrys. (there seems no rea- 
son for qualifying this by apparently, as 
Ellic.), Ert. rn.-a-Lap., Beza, Hamm., 
Whitby, Schott, Olsh, De W., Baum.- 
Crus., Lün., Ellic., all., to join 8:4 ris èr. 
with the preceding тё Афу. I., and render 
it our word by this Epistle, as 7 d 
is undoubtedly used in reff., and the word 
is that in ver. 12. onpeovotc} 
mark, see ref. Polyb.: the ordinary mean- 
ing of the word: put a oypetor on him, by 
noticing him for the sake of avoidance. 
On what is called the dynamic middle, see 
Krüger, Sprachlehre, § 52. 8. 4. 
15.] каќ is more delicate than àAAd or 84 
would be: q. d. *and I know that it will 
follow as & consequence of your being 
Christians, that ye will, &c.' és in 
the first clause seems superfluous: it is 
perhaps inserted to correspond with the 
other clause, or still further to soften the 
éx0pbr Trysia8e. So Ssxep, Job xix. 11; 
xxxiii. 10. 18.) Concluding wish. 
On abràóg 84, see on ch. ii. 16. 
б «pios Tis elpfvns] As the Apostle con- 
Btantly uses ó Geds тїз «ip. for the God of 

Peace (see Rom. xv. 33; xvi. 20: 2 Cor. 
xiii. 11, al.), we here must understand our 
Lord Jesus Christ. 4 «рут must not 
be understood only of peace with one an- 
other: for there has been no special men- 
tion of mutual disagreement in this Epis- 
tle: but of peace in general, outward and 
inward, here and hereafter, as in Rom. xiv. 
17. See Fritz. on Romans, vol. i. p. 22. 

The stress is on óutvy —May the Lord 
of Peace give уон (that) Peace always in 
every way (whether it be outward or in- 
ward, for time or for eternity). 
*ávTev $.] therefore with the &rdxros 
wepiraToUrTes also (Lün.) : not as Jowett, 
pleonastic. The man who was to be ad- 
monished as an à3eA$ós, would hardly be 
excluded from the Apostle's parting bless- 
ing. 17, 18.] CONCLUSION. 
17.] Autographic salutation. The Epis- 
tle, as it follows from this, was not written 
with the Apostle’s own hand, bat dictated. 
So with other Epistles; see Rom. xvi. 22: 
1 Cor. xvi. 21: Col. iv. 18. 8] which 
circumstance: not attraction for 5s. The 
whole of vv. 17, 18, not merely the bene- 
diction, are inclufled. By the words обтеє 
yedde, we must not conceive that any 
thing was added, such as his signature,— 
or as Œc., olov vb ёсяё(ори pâs, $ rd 
{8 росбе, $ т: тообто»: they are said of 
that which he is writing at thetime. His 
reason for this caution evidently was, the 
moro às 8v fjpév, spoken of ch. ii. 3. 
And the words ќу т mioto must 
not, with Lün., be limited to any future 
Epistles which he might send to the Thes- 

onians, but understood of a caution 
which he intended to practise in future 
with all his Epistles: or at least with 
such as required, from circumstances, this 
identification. Thus we have (1 Thess. 
being manifestly an exception, as written 
before the rule was eatablished) Gal. writ- 
ten with his own hand (see note on Gal. 
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35 P харс 1 ador 

TOU cupiou пио» 'Insov Xpio ToU pera wavtwy vw. 4 Kings xix. 
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m nua» F: om т. кор. nu 
om NE 17. 67? fuld(with һаг] Eo intak 

19. 
р see Col. iv. 18 

ref. 

rec at end ins амур, with ADFELNS? rel: 

SUBSCRIPTION. rec adds aro абууор, with AB?KL rel: aro pwuns f gh: ато рю. т 
«xo аф b: no subscr іп 1 о: xpos бест. B' єтАтрибт арҳетси xpos теробеоу а D: 
ere ech xpos 0. В apyerai xpos т. а Е: txt BN) 17 goth æth.—(om В’ N, but adds 
crix pr.) After this in ABKN 6. 9. 16. 137. 189. 196 the Ep to Heb follows : 
во also, apparently, in C, все Tischdf. Cod. Eph. proleg. p. 15.] 

vi. 11); 1 Cor. authenticated (xvi. 21) ; 
2 Cor. sent by Titus and therefore perhaps 
not needing it (but it may have existed in 
xiii. 12, 13 without being specified) ; Rom. 
not requiring it as not insisting on his 
sonal 5 (but here again the con- 
cluding doxology may have been auto- 
graphic) : Col. authenticated (iv. cx 
ph. apparently without it (bnt possibly 

vi. 24 may have been аары 
from its character and its bearer N 
ditus not requiring it (but here again 
iv. 28 may be autographic): and the 
Epistles to individuals would not require 
such authentication, not to mention that 
they are probably all autographic—that 
to Philemon certainly is, see ver. 19 there. 
(So for the moat part De Wette.) 
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b Luke i 
epp. ch. fi. 4. Tit. I. a. 11.10. fl. ( Jude 96 only. Ра. xiv. 5. see ch. Iv. 10. 

d 3 Сог. vill. 8. Phil. іу. 8. Tit. i. 4 ову. Sir. vif. 18 only. (-er, Phil. II. 20. 
та. 1.3. li. 1. Tit. i. 6. 3 Cor. vi. 13. Phil. ii. 23. ver. 18. 2 

е = 1 Cor. iv. 14 17. 
Philem. 10. 3 John 4. f Gal. 

Н. 20. тег. 6. ch. (il. 7, 18) Ш. 18 (1v. 12). 3 Tim. і. 13. Tit. Ш. 15. James i. 5. elsw., $v Ы] ят. 

TITLE. elz ravàov тоу атост. т яр. TH. er To mporn: Steph у wp. Tiu. єт. пре. : 
Tp. Tipi. яротуз eric) vavAov L: txt AN h m n o 17, and (prefg apxera) DF. 

Cuar. I. L rec ino. bef христо, with AKL rel: txt DFN 17 syr copt goth Damasc 
Ambrst. 
nu. 60 m 80. 116. 218. 

for exitayny, exayyediay N. 
гес xa: коріои ino. Xp., with D'KLN rel Thdrt Damasc : 

ins rov bef cwrnpos D! 43.—rov сет. 

txt AD!F 17 latt syrr sah Chr-comm Ambrst Ambr Cass. (Cursives vary in the similar 
phrase in ver 2.) 

Cuar. І. 1, 9.] ADDRESS AND GEEET- 
ING. 1. rar ёжіт.) See reff., especially 
Tit.: а usual expression of St. Paul, and 
remarkably enough occurring in the doxo- 
logy &t the end of the Epistle to the Ro- 
mans, which there is every reason to think 
was written long after the Epistle itself. 
It is a more direct predication of divine 
command than 8:4 6eAfinaros Geov in the 
earlier Epistles. deo cwriüjpos ўр.] 
Apparently an expression belonging to the 
later apostolic period, one characteristic 
of which seems to have been the gradual 
dropping of the article from certain well- 
known theological terms, and treating 
them almost as proper names (see, how- 
ever, Ellicott’s note). Thus in Luke i. 47 
it is ёх) тф be Tq сотӯрі pov: and in- 
deed in almost every place in the pastoral 
Epistles except this, сетбр has the article. 
In ref. Jude, the expression is the same as 
here. xal xp. Ino.) See a similar 
repetition after BoUAos xp. IH in Rom. 
і. 4 & 6. The Apostle loves them in his 
more solemn and formal —and 
the whole style of these Epistles partakes 

more of this charucter, as was natural in 
the decline of life. тїз Our(Bos б] 
It is not easy to point out the exact 
reference of this word here, any farther 
than we may вау that it gives utterance 
to the fulness of an old man’s heart in the 
near prospect of that on which it natu- 
rally was ever dwelling. It is the ripen- 
ing and familiarization of ypiords èv piv 
$ Axis тўз 86лѕ of ref. Col. See also 
Tit.i.2. Iam persuaded that in many 
such expressions in these Epistles we 
are to seek rather а psychological than а 
pragmatical explanation. Theodoret no- 
tices the similar occurrence of words in 
Ps. lxiv. (Ixv.) 6, ёяёкоџтоу = ó Beds 
ô сотђр us,  @rwls ябутиу rev 
wepdro» тїз yis—which is interesting, 
as it might have suggested the expression 
here, familiar as the Apostle was with 
О. T. diction. Ellie. refers, for the same ex- 
pression, to Ignat. Trall. § 2, p. 676. 
yole r.] Cf. Acts xvi. 1: 1 Cor. iv. 
14—17; and Prolegg. to this Epistle, § i. 
lff. yoriy, true, genuine— cf. Plat. 
Politic. p. 203, ob yrndías 008° dvr обсаѕ 

€ = Col. 1. 27. 

Rom. xvi. 20. ] - JM. „ 2 а 2 . ADFK 1 Cor. vi 6 I. I [lavAoc атоботоћос̧ xosrov Ino "xar * em LEE 
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2 Tim. 1. 2 

5 харис, 5 ос, 6 eiphen ако eoù marpóc kat хотой = е 
. 12 

'Iucov rov коргоо "nov. 8 bd Kah ! тарекаћева oe Von, we 
æ Д › , 

К mpocuttvat tv Epiow, voptvóutvoc siç Maxedoviav, iva * f. LA Qu. 
! gapa-yye gc ? io py " £ripoói&ackaA v, * unde *r O- Winer edn. 

i — (under like circurst.) 3 Cor. vill. б, 1x. 5. х1. 18. 1 

. 12 ul. 

k = Acte xvili. 18 (of 
ul} only. (Matt. xv. 829 Mk. Acts i. 23. xili. 43. ch. т. 5 only. Jadg. ili. $5. Wisd. iil. d on 

1 Luke іх. 21. Асізі. 4 iv.18. xv. 5. Paul, 
1 
3 +. Ignat. ad Polyc. c. 
ang "Aet vill. & 10,11. 

1 Cor. vli. 10 & passim. 1 xxiii. B. 
8. 2 Cor. iii. 1. x. $. Gal. 1.7. Ii. 12. vv. 6, 19. ch. iv. 1. v. 18. vi. 10, 31. 3 Tim. Н. 18 

SL Tied. 1.1. 2 Pet. l. 10. 

+) 
m =з] Cor. J. 

n ch. vi. 
ch. ili 8. Iv. 1, 18. Tit. i. 14 & constr., Paul, ch. 1 

p Tit. 1.14. 

9. rec aft varpos ins nuwy, with DKL“ rel syrr sah: om AD!FN! 17 latt copt goth 
Orig-int Ambrst-ed Pelag. 

.. . . . GAAS дєшдифуаз ratrny. 
dv пісте) When Conyb. says, * i» faith, 
not ‘in the faith,’ which would require 
тӯ” (so Ellic., without the protest),—he 
fo (1) the constant usage by which the 
article is omitted after itions in cases 
where it is beyond doubt in the mind of the 
writer and must be expressed in transla- 
tion: (2) the almost uniform anarthrous- 
ness of these Epistles. He himself trans- 
lates the parallel expression in Tit. i. 4, 
‘mine own son according to our common 
faith,’ which is in fact supplying the ar- 
ticle. Render therefore in the faith: 
joining it with yrnolg réxrm: and com- 
pare reff. Neos and clpijyn are 
found joined in Gal. vi. 16, in which Epistle 
are so many similarities to these (see Pro- 
legg. to these Epistles, § i. 32, note). 
The expression ge «arp, absolute, is 
found in St. Paul, in Gal. i. 1, 3: Eph. 
vi. 28: Phil. ii. 11: Col. iii. 17 (тё 0. ж.): 
1 Thoss. i. 1: 2 Thess. i. 1: 2 Tim. i. 2: 
Tit. i. 4. So that it belongs to all pe- 
riods of his writing, but chiefly to the 
later. 

8—920.] From specifying the object for 
which Timotheus was left at Ephesus (vv. 
3, 4), and characterizing the false teachers 
5—7), he digresses to the true use of the 

which they pretended to teach (8—10), 
and ile agreement with the gospel with 
which he was entrusted (11): thence to 
his own conversion, for the mercies of 
which he expresses his thankfulness in 
glowing terms (12—17). Thence he re- 
turns to his exhortations to Timotheus 
(18—20). On these repeated digres- 
sions, and the inferences from them, see 
Prolegg. ch. vii. § i. 86 f. 8.) The sen- 
tence begins As I exhorted thee, &c., but 
in his negligence of writing, the Apostle 
does not finish the construction: neither 
verse 5, nor 12, nor 18, will form the 
apodosis without unnatural forcing. 

жарек@Мета ] Chr. lays stresg on 
the word, as implying great mildness— 

Éxove 1d hu, wes ob 8:8аскблоџи 
wéxpyra:  Deuj, ФАА olxérov cxebór 
ob yap «теғ éwérala ob8e ёкХеуса, 
о084 = wapfvera, ЛАА ті; ed x eod 
oe. This has been met (Ниет, al.), 
by remarking that he says Steratdun- to 
Titus, Tit. i. 5. The present word how- 
ever was the usual one to his fellow- 
helpers, see reff.: and d:erafdany there 
refers rather to a matter of detail—‘as I 
prescribed to thee.’ The sense of 
po, to tarry, or stay at a place, is 
sufficiently clear from ref. Acts. The mpos- 
implies a fixity when the word is absolutely 
used, which altogether forbids the joinin 
wposueirau with opevóueros understood 
of Timotheus, as some have attempted to 
do. The aorist wpospetya: refers to the 
act of remaining behind when the Apostle 
departed; the present would have marked 
an endurance of stay. Various endeavours 
have been made to escape from the difficul. 
ties of the fact implied. Schneckenburger 
would read wposueírvas : others would take 
прозгеїуси as imperative, most unnaturally. 
No one can doubt, that the straightforward 
rendering is, Ав I besought theo to tarry 
in Ephesus, when I was going to Mace- 
доша ..... And on this straightfor- 
ward rendering we must build our chrono- 
logical considerations. See the whole 
subject discussed in the Prolegomena, ch. 
vii. S ii.: and cf. Ellicott's note here. 

voptvóp.tvos, present, when I was 
on my way. Хуа, &c. object of his 
tarrying. wapayyeiAps, see reff. 
тофу | so constantly (reff.) in these Epis- 
tles: sometimes of &rriAéyorres Tit. i. 9, 
or woAAol ib. 10. Huther infers from 
тісі, that the number at this time 
was not considerable: but this is hardly 
safe. The indefinite pronoun is more 
probably slightly contemptuous: le mot 
тез a quelque chose de méprisant,’ see 
Arnaud, on Jude 4, compare Gal. ii. 12.” 
Ellicott. ёте алеу] There 
seems to be in érepo-, as in ётеро(иуодутез 
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аат о гуни 1дббос ка! " yevsaAoylaic -  amtpávrotc, " airivec 2 Tim. 
Tit. i. 14. 
3 Pet. i. 16 only t. Sir. zx. 10 only. 

only. (-qeiv, Heb. vil. б.) 

2 Cor. vi. 14, the idea of strange, or in- 
congruous, not merely of different : cf. also 
ётербулеесоѕ, 1 Cor. xiv. 21. And the 
compound -8:8аскалеѓу, not -8:840кеу, 
brings in the sense of ‘acting as a teacher > 
not to be teachers of str: things. 
Eusebius has the substantive, H. E. iii. 32 
—did ris тё» ётерод:даскіле» dxdrns,— 
in the sense of heretical teachers—which 
however is too fixed and developed a 
meaning to give here. We have x 
Sdoxados, Tit. ii. 8. The meanings of 
‘other teaching’ and ‘ false teaching,’ 
when we remember that the faith which 
St. Paul preached was incapable (Gal. i. 
8, 9) of any the least compromise with 
the errors subsequently described, lie very 
close to one another. awposéxatv, to 
give attention to: see reff.: “as it were, 
a mean term between àxoóew and ж:стей- 
«у, compare Polyb. iv. 84. 6, Biaxoócarres 
ovdty wposécxo»; Jos. B. J. vii. б. 8, 
обте wposeixov обтє ёжістєиоу.” Ellicott. 

Обо] We can only judge from 
the other passages in these Epistles where 
the word occurs, what kind of fables are 
alluded to. In Tit. i. 14, we have py 
wposéxorres “lovdaixois l. ln our 
ch. iv. 7, they are designated as 848тХо: 
kal pacbꝭ eis. In 2 Tim. iv. 4, they are 
spoken of absolutely, as here. If we are 
justified in identifying the ‘fables’ in Tit. 
with these, they had a Jewish origin: but 
merely to take them, as Thdrt., for the 
Jewish traditional comments on the law 
(ubOous 84 ob тђу ToU vóuov 8:8аскаліау 
adac, @АА& Thy lovdaixhy épunrelar 
Th» bx’ abrà» xaAovuérvgr BSeurdpwow 
[ug, mischna ), does not seem to satisfy 
the BéBnrAo: ка) ypaddeis. And conse- 
quently otbers havo interpreted them of the 
gnostic mythology of the Hons. So Tert. 
adv. Valentinianos, ch. 3, vol. ii. p.545: ‘qui 
ex alia conscientia venerit fidei, si statim 
inveniat tot nomina sonum, tot coniugia, 
tot genimina, tot exitus, tot eventus, feli- 
citates, infelicitates dispersae atque con- 
cisae divinitatis, dubitabiturne ibidem pro- 
nuntiare, has esse fabulas et genealogias 
indeterminatas, quas apostoli spiritus his 
jam tunc pullulantibus seminibus haereti- 
cis damnare praevenit ?' And Iren., in his 
prief., p. 1, assumes these words in the very 
outset, almost as his motto—éwel r)» àAf- 
hela  rapareumónevol tives éweisd-youcs 
Aéyous wevbeis к. yeveadoylas paralas 
efriwes (nrhoes Ao» waptxouci, Kabees 

r Tit. Ш. 9. 
t here only. Job xxzri. 26 only. 

s Tit. as above only. 1 Chron. v. 5, 7, & іх. 32 AM. 
= Acte x. 41, 47. Paul, passim. 

å Ard rod now, $) olxoBou3y» бєої Th» 
évalore:.... Others again (as Suidas's 
definition, uü8os, Adyos Pevdhs, elxori (coy 
Thy dAf@eav) would give an entirely ge- 
пега] meaning to the word,—* false teach- 
ing’ of any kind. But this is manifestly 
too lax: for the descriptions here (ver. 7, 
е. g.) point at a Jewish origin, and a de- 
velopment in the direction of -yeveaAcyla: 
dwépayro:. It does not seem easy to de- 
fine any further these Aso, but it is plain 
that any transitional state from Judaism 
to gnosticism will satisfy the conditions 
here propounded, without inferring that 
the full-blown gnosticism of the second 
century must be meant, and thus calling 
in question the оошсо of the Epistle. 
On the whole subject, see Prolegg. ch. vii. 
§ i. 8 ff. yeveah. dwep. | W. in 
his note on Tit. 1. 14, marks out well the 
references which have been assigned to 
this expression: “ yeveadoyla: cannot be 
1) properly genealogioal registers, —either 
for a pure genealogico-historical end (Chr., 
(Ec. ТЫ, Ambr., Est., Calov., Schöttg., 
Wolf), or for a dogmatico-historical one, 
to foster the religious national pride of 
Jews against Gentiles, cf. Phil. iii. 4 f. 
(Storr, Flatt, Wegsch., Leo), or to ascer- 
tain the descent of the Messiah (Thdrt., 
Jer., Wegsch.: according to Nicol. Lyr., 
to shew that Jesus was not the Messiah), 
least of all genealogies of Timotheus him- 
self (Wetst.),—for all this does not touch, 
or too little toucbes religious interesta: 
nor are they 2) gentile theogonies (Chr. 
gives this as well as the former interpre- 
tation: also Œc., Thl, Elsn.); nor again 
8) pedigrees of the cabalistic sephiroth 

itring. Obss. 1, v. 13: see Wolf), which 
will hardly suit eve: nor 4) Kesenian 
genealogies of angels (Mich., Heinr., al.), 
of the existence of which we have no 
proof; nor 5) allegorizing genealogies, 
applications of psychological and historical 
considerations to the genealogies contained 
in the books of Moses; as in Philo (Dahne, 
Stud. п. Krit. 1853, 1008),—a practice 
too peculiar to Philo and his view: but 
most probably 6) lists of gnostic emana- 
tions (Tert. contr. Val. 3,—prsescr. 33, 
Iren. pref. [see above], Grot, Hamm,, 
Chr., Mosb., ree: eeu pal But 
again, inasmuch as yeve are cou 
in Tit. iii. 9 with udya: >ошка!, it кре 
as if we must hardly understand the 
ripefied fruits of gnosticism, but rather 

ADFK 
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"Ёптйсис " mapiyovow * паААо> п 7 oixovopiay Ütov тту Jeu . f 
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эз. Tit. ili. d only t. 
vil. 13. 
2 reff. 

4. ex(ntnceas AN 17. 

5 20 St * Лос rie 
xxv. 30. 
Paul, ch. vi. > wapayyeAtac tori Pani ch. v. 

w Paul, Gal. vi. 17. Col. iv. 1. ch. ті. 17 only. = Matt. xxvi. 10 al. Isa. 
x John ili. 19. Acta xTvil. 1 Tim. Ш. 

а — Rom. x. ( 1 Pet. i. 0 only. (Phil. ill. 10 reff.) 
2 Tim. y Eph. i. 10 ref. a 3 ver. 

b тег. 18. 1 Thess. iv. J ref. 

elz och, with D: ообонц» D! Iren(in Epiph) : 
adificationem latt goth Syr syr-marg Iren-int lat-ff: txt AFKLN rel зуг copt sth Chr 
Thdrt. [Dr. Bloomfield’s statement, ed. 9, that A has oixoSouíay, and that Chr 
and Thdrt seem not to have been aware of any other reading, is contrary to fact. A 
reads olkovouíay, and во do Chr and Thdrt: see both cited in the notes.] 
Ty» F. 

the first beginnings of those genealogies 
in the abuse of Judaism. бее Prolegg. 
“It is curious that Polybius uses bot 
terms in similarly close connexion, Hist. 
ix. 2. 1.“ Ellicott. &vepávrow may 
be used merely in popular yperbole to 
signify the tedious length of such gene- 
alogies. The meaning profitless’ (Chr., 
то: wépas иті» Exovoa, À ob xph- 
Gn, ) SusxardAnwroy qu, and во 
Thdrt. ; see below) would be a natural 
deduction from the other, and is there- 
fore hardly to be so summarily set aside 
as it has been by De W., al. 
alries, of the kind which. kemi - 
ous} objective, questions: not subjective, 
* questionings г see reff. in these Epistles, 
in which (yrfeets are not themselves, but 
lead to, Upes, uáxm, &c. ov- 
ew] т, as E. V., is the best ren- 
dering: ‘afford,’ give rise to,’ ‘furnish г 
see below. paddov fj is a mild way 
of saying xal ob: see reff.  olxovoplav 
geo. . . .] This has been taken two ways: 
1) objectively : the DOMIN (reff.) of 
God (towards man) which ts (consists) in 
(the) faith: in which case *apéxovcir 
must bear something of a transferred 
meaning,—zeugmatic, as the grammarians 
call it, —as applied to oixorouía», imply- 
ing, “rather than they set forth,” &c. 
And to this there can be no objection, as 
the instances of it are so common. This 
meaning also suits that of oixovouía in the 
reff., even 1 Cor. ix. 17, where the olxovo- 
pla is the objective matter wherewith 
the Apostle was entrusted, not his own 
subjective fulfilment of it. 2) subjec- 
tively :—' the exercising of the steward- 
ship of God in faith ? во Conyb. : or as 
paraphrased by Storr (in Huther) (утобу- 
Tas aUTObs тода, naAAor À olxovópovs 
oc sicTobs. But to this there is the 
serious objection, that oixorouía in this 
subjective sense, ‘the fulfilment of the 
duty of am olxordhos, wants example: 
and even could this be substantiated, ol- 
kovopla» sapéxew, in the sense required, 
would seem again questionable. I would 

om 

therefore with Huther and Wie- 
inger (and Ellicott) in the objective sense 
— the tion of God. Then iv 
atore has also been variously taken. 
Chrys. says, xd erer, oixovoplay Oeo 
peyda yàp ui добуш $0éAgo«v ó Oeds, 
AA’ ob Béxerai 6 Лоу:сиёз Tb péyebos 
avrov тё» olxovopiðr. 8:4 wlorews обу 
тобто ylyecOa: Be. And Thdrt.: af u 
reptrral (nThoe:is dedynro, Т) 84 rioris 
фет (н тд» vob», ка) ётіде(куисі ras 
eias olcovonlas. But the words will 
hardly bear either of these. The onl 
legitimate meaning seems to be—whie 
is in faith, i.e. finds its sphere, and ele- 
ment, and development among men, in 
faith. Thus iv t stands in contrast 
to (»rfo«s, in which the oixovouía Geot 
does not consist; and the way for the 
next sentence is prepared, which speaks of 
х(ст:із àrvxóxprros as one of the means 
to the great end of the gospel. 5.) 
But (contrast to the practice of these рге- 
tended teachers of the law) the end (pur- 
pose, aim: Chrys. quotes réAos larpufjs 
mne of the commandment (viz. of the 
law of God in [ver. 11] the gospel: not, 
although in the word there may be a 
slight allusion to it,—of that which Ti- 
тоф у was *apayyéAAew, ver. 3. This 
commandment is understood from the 
oikovouía just mentioned, of which it 
forms a part) is Love (as Rom. xiii. 10. 
We recognize, in the restating of for. 
mer axiomatic positions, without imme- 
diate reference to the subject in hand, 
the characteristic of a later style of the 
Apostle) out of (urising, springing from, 
as its place of birth—the heart being 
the central point of life: see especially 
ref. 1 Pet.) а pure heart (pure from 
all selfish views and leanings: see Acts 
xv. 9: on the psychology, see Ellicott's 
note: and Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 
iv. 12, p. 204) and good conscience (is this 
cvvel8nois ёуабћ, 1) a conscience good 
by being freed from guilt by the application 
of Christ’s blood,—or is it 2) a conscience 
pure in motive, antecedent to the act of 
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с Mark x. 
& Luke е 
ro 1 , 4 А 

uw.vis Kai пістеос 5 аритокоітоо 
k ? , » | À 7 7 өл * m 
#Ёетраттпаа>› ис paratodoytay, ' BéAovreg tivat ™ vopo- 

- , “ , $ 

8,8аакаћоі, р) “voovvrec unre a Àéyovow, ите mepi- 
f = Acts Air. 14 Heb. xili. 18al. (Eccles. 2.30.) 

Rom. vi. 17. 

1 Pet. I. 22. 
d Matt. v.8. 
e Acte xxiii. 1 

(Paul). ver. 
19. 1 Pet. iil. 10, л 

g Rom. xii. 0. 
3 reff. ich. 
Plut. de Def. Orac. p. 414, Wetst. 

1 : ‚ Tit, I. 10. 
a p Et) 

5. om ya F. 

love? This must be decided by the usage 
of this and similar expressions in these 
Epistles, where they occur severul times 
[reff. and 1 Tim. їй.9. 2 Tim. i. 8. 1 Tim. 

Iv. 2. Tit. i. 15]. From those examples it 
would appear, as De W., that in the lan- 
guage of the pastoral Epistles a good con- 
science is joined with soundness in the 
Jaith, a bad conscience with unsoundness. 
So that we can hardly help introducing the 
element of freedom Jro guilt by the effect 
of that faith on the conscience. And the 
earlier usage of St. Paul in Acts xxiii. 1, 
compared with the very similar one in 
2 Tim. i. 3, goes to substantiate this) and 
faith unfeigned (this connects with rà» èr 
wiere: above; it is faith, not the pretence of 
faith, the mere Scheinglaube of the hypo- 
crite, which, as in Acts xv. 9, кабарі(е 
Tas xap8las, and as in Gal. v. 6, 8, dydxns 
évepyetra:: Wiesinger well remarks that 
we 8ee from this, that the general character 
of these false teachers, as of those against 
whom Titus is warned, was not so much 
error in doctrine, as FT men away 

0 

ті. 21. 2 Tim. ii. 18 0 

from the earnestness of the loving Chris- 
tian life, to useless and vain questionings, 
ministering only strife) : 9. (the con- 
nexion is—it was by declining from these 
qualities that these men entered on their 
paths of error) of which (the кабар& 
xapsla,— auveldnois adyalh, and жїттїї 
dvyunéxprros—the sources of dydxn, which 
last they have therefore missed by losing 
them) some having failed (reff.: ‘ missed 
their mark :’ but this seems hardly precise 
enough : it is not so much to miss a thing 
at which a man is aiming, as to leave un- 
regarded one at which he ought to be 
aiming: as Schweigh. Lex. Polyb., ra- 
tionem alicujus rei non habere, et oq 
ejus sibi male consulere, Thus Polyb 
i. 83. 10, rs uiv wpbs та Onpla udyms 
Seórrus сау ёстоҳасџбуо, rijs 05 wpbs 
тоўз immets, woddawAaclouvs бута тӧу 
wap’ abrois, ÓAocxepGs hotdéxnoay: v. 
107. 2, wpbs дф» Tb wapdy dvBexouévos 
éBovAeócaro, той $ uéAXorTos ђотбҳтсе : 
see also vii. 14. 3) turned aside to (4ф-, 

TIPOS TIMOOEON A. 

ayámm сек 8 кадарас̧ ° kapdiac kai 

2 Cor. v1.0. 2 Tim. i. 5. James Ш. 17. 1 Pet. 1. 23 only 
nly t. constr, here on 
X ch. v. 15. vi. 20. 2 Tim. Iv. 4. 

m Luke v. 17. Acta v. 84 only f. 

I. 

ef cuveronaewe * ауабпс 
6 т b $ d? 7 

TIWEG  аотоуттаутЕс Wy 

я Wisd. xvii. 11 only. 
f. Wisd. v. 18. xviii. 16 only. h = ver, 

3 eeu e: TOV метро» к. f oémovroc, 
eb. xii. 18 only. Amos v. 8 only. 

п = Matt. zv. 17. Eph. iii. 

away from the path leading to the réAos, 
ver. b, in which they should have been 
walking: the idiom is often found in the 
examples cited by Wetst.: e. g. Plat. 
Phiedr., Seip’ éxrpawóuervos xarà toy 
"Duccor Teuev,— Thuc. v. 65, rb bep 
étérpere xarà thy Marriwucfjy,—and in 
Polyb, ёктрётес@ём els ӧАгуарҳіау, vi. 
4. 9,—els thy avu$vs kaxíay, ib. 10. 2 
and 7: and in Hippocr. de temp. morbi, 
even nearer to our present phrase,—eis 
paxpodoylay ёёетрќтоуто) foolish speak- 
ing (of what kind, is explained ver. 7, and 

„Tit. iii. 9, which place connects this expres- 
sion with our ver. 4. It is the vain ques- 
tions arising out of the Jaw which he thus 
characterizes. Herod. ii. 118] uses pdraos 
Adéyos of an idle tale, an empty fable : — 
elpoudvou Bé pev robs ipéas, ef párar 
Аёуо» Adyoues of EMMA тё тері "Dor 
eye hai), wishing to be (giving them- 
selves out as, without really being: so 
Paus. i. 4 6, abrol 8 "ApkaBes d0éAovaiur 
«уш тё» po TA SiaBdyrey ds Thr 
Aclay. Cf. Palm and Rost's Lex. sub 
voce) teachers of the law (of what law ? 
and in what sense ? To the former ques- 
tion, but one answer can be given. The 
law is that of Moses; the law, always so 
known. The usage of vopodiSdoxadog 
(reff.) forbids our giving the word, as 
coming from a Jew, any other meaning. 
That this is so, is also borne out by Tit. 
і. 14. Then as to the sense in which these 
men professed themselves teachers of the 
law. (1) Clearly not, as Baur, by their 
very antinomianism, — teachers of the law 
by setting it aside: this would at best be 
an unnatural sense to extract from tho 
word, and it is not in any way counte- 
nanced by vv. 8 ff. as Baur thinks: see 
below. (2) Hardly, in the usual position 
of those Judaizing antagonists of St. Paul 
against whom he directs his arguments in 
Rom., Gal., ‘and Col. Of these he would 
an have predicated ara , nor 
would he have said ph vootvres к.т.А. 
Their offence was not eitherof these things, 
promulgating of idle fables, or ignorance 
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$ vópos). vill. 12, 28. 1 Cor. тШ. 1, 4. 1 Cor. v. 1 (Heb. x. 80. 1 John Ш 2, 14. v. 15, 18, 19, 90). 
ата, € «бте & eides, Paul, 

21, H. ix 12, Hf. ah. v.25.” Prov. x. 26. 

8. for xpiira:, xpnonra: A 73 Clem. 

of their subject, but one not even touched 
on here—an offence against the liberty of 
the Gospel, and its very existence, by re- 
introducing the law and ita irementa. 
(3) We may see clearly by the data far- 
nished in these pastoral Epistles, that it 
was with a different class of adversaries that 
the Apostle had in them to deal: with men 
who corrupted the material enactments of 
the moral law, and founded on Judaism 
not assertions of its obligation, but idle 
fables and allegories, letting in latitude of 
morals, and unholiness of life. It is against 
this abuse of the law that his arguments 
are directed: no formal question arises of 
the obligation of the law: these men struck, 
by their interpretation, at the root of all 
divine law itself, and therefore at that root 
iteelf does he meet and grapple with them. 
[See more in Prolegg.] Hence the follow- 
ing description), un ding neither 
(notice pire . . . . pyre, making the two 
branches of the negation parallel, not pro- 
gressively exclusive, as would be the case 
with uns: they understand as little about 
the one as about the other) the things 
which they say (the actual diatribes which 
they themselves put forth, they do not 
understand: they are not honest men, 
speaking from conviction, and therefore 
lucidly : but men depraved in conscience 
[Tit. i. 14, 16], and putting forth things 
obscure is themselves, for other and selfish 
purposes) nor oonoe what things 
they make their affirmations (nor those 
objective truths which properly belong to 
and underlie the matters with which they. 
are thus tampering. This explanation of 
the sentence is called in question by De 
W., on the ground of the parallel expres- 
sion in Tit. iii. 8, wep) тобтох BoóAopal сє 
SiaBeBasoteba, in which he maintains 
that in Stage Bh,“ wepi ros, жері 
Tivos represents the mere thing asserted, 
not the objective matter concerning which 
the assertion is made,—and he therefore 
holds our sentence to be a mere tautology, 
-—l Aéyovsi» answering exactly to жер} 
tlyey SiaBeBaovyra. But in reply we 
may say, that there is not the slightest 
necessity for such a construction in the 

of Titus: see note there. And so 
rama Wies. Cf. Arrian. Epict. ii. 21, 
тЇ 5 ёробс: xal vel tivæv } vp rívas, 

Vor. III. 

r 3 Tim. il. 5 only f. 
с Rom. vii. 16. каАбе, Paulis in other epp., 

s Acts xxvii. 17. 1 Cor. Ai. 

ка} rl ora: abrois dk тё» Хушу тобто», 
о08& xaraBpaxés wejporríkaa:). 
8 ff.] On the other hand the law has its 
right use :—not that to which they put it, 
but to testify against sins in practice : the 
catalogue of which seems to be here intro- 
duced, on account of the lax moral practice 
of these very men who were, or were in 
danger of, falling into them: not, as Baur 
imagines, because they were antinomians 
and set aside the (moral) law. They did 
not set it aside, but perverted it, and prac- 
tised the very sins against which it was 
directed. Now (slight contrast to last 
verse, taking up the matter on general 
grounds) we know (see ref.: especially 

m. vil. 14: a thoroughly pauline expres- 
sion) that the law is good (Rom. vii. 16: 
not only, as Thdrt., @фёМмио», but in a far 
higher sense, as in Rom. vii. 12, 14: 
abstractedly, — in accordance with the 
divine holiness and justice and truth; see 
ver. 18, ch. iv. 4) if & man (undoubtedly, 
in the first place, and mainly, a teacher : 
but not [as Bengel, De W., and Ellic.] to 
be confined to that meaning: all that is 
bere said might apply just as well to a pri- 
vate Christian’s thoughts and use of the 
law, as to the use of it by teachers them- 
selves) use it lawfully G. e. not, as most 
expositors, according (o its intention as 
law [édy Tis àxoAovOj abro) тё скбто, 
Thdrt. ], and as directed against the follow- 
ing sins in Christians : but clearly, from 
what follows, as De W. insists [see also 
Ellic.], and as Chrys. obscurely notices 
amongst other interpretations, vopípws in 
the Gospel sense: i. e. as not binding on, 
nor relevant (o Christian believers, but 
only a means of awakening repentance in 
the ungodly and profane. Chr.’s words 
are: тіз 3¢ айтф voplpes xphrerai; & 
«804 бт. оф Bras ab rod. His further 
references of vouíues, ‘as leading us to 
Christ, —as ‘inducing to piety not by its 
injunctions but by purer motives,’ &c., 
are not in place here), being aware of this 
(belongs to Tw, the teacher, or former of a 
judgment on the matter. «8% implies 

th the possession and the application of 
the knowledge: ‘heeding,’ or being aware 
of), that for a just man (in what sense? 
in the mere sense of ‘ virtuous,’ ‘righteous,’ 
in the world's acceptation of I term ? 
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х1 Pet. іт. 18. Prov. хі. I. (Jude 16.) 
Wied. xli. 4. 2 Macc. vil. 34. vill 51 

ins kat bef aceBeorr D! syr goth Lucif. 
rec waTrpaA. and иттрал., with rel Thi: sarpaA. but 

иттро\. K gn: txt ADFLN d fh klm 17 Thdrt-ms (Ee, жатр. Arp. o. 

in Chrys.’s third alternative, Sicaov èv- 
тайба xaAei rb» karepÜwróra Thy àpe- 
thv? ог as Thl, ds 8.“ abrb rd кал» 
Tí» те rornpla pice? xal thy üperhr 
wepixrbocera:? All such meanings are 
clearly excluded by ver. 11, which sets the 
whole sentence in the full light of Gospel 
doctrine, and necessitates a corresponding 
interpretation for every term used in it. 
Stratos therefore can only mean, righteous 
in the Christian sense, viz. by justifying 
faith and sanctification of the Spirit, — 
Justitia per sanctificationem, as De Wette 
from Croc.,—one who is included in the 
actual righteousness of Christ by having 
put Him on, and so not forensically amen- 
able to the law,—partaker of the inherent 
righteousness of Christ, inwrought by the 
Spirit, which unites him to Him, and во 
not morally needing it) the law (as before : 
not, ‘a law’ in general, as will be plain 
from the preceding remarks: nor does the 
omission of the article furnish any groand 
for such a rendering, in the nce of 
numerous instances where убиоѕ, anar- 
throus, is undeniably ‘the Law’ of Moses. 
Cf. Rom. ii. 26 bis; ib. 27; iii. 28, 3L bis; 
v. 20; vii. 1; x. 4: Gal. ii. 19; vi. 18,— 
to say nothing of the very many examples 
after prepositions. And of all parts of the 
N. T. anarthrousness need least surprise 
us in these Epistles, where many theolo- 
gical terms, having from constant use be- 
come technical words, have lost their 
articles. No such compromise as that of 
Bishop Middleton’s, that the Mosaic law 
is comprehended in убиот, will answer the 
requirements of the passage, which strictly 
deals with the Mosaic law and with nothing 
else: cf. on the catalogue of sins below. 
As De Wette remarks, this assertion = that 
in Rom. vi. 14, ob yap éoré бт) vóuov, 
ФАЛА órd yápw,—Gul. v. 18, el xveduars 
Éy«c8e, oùe dorè бт) vónov) is not 
enacted (see very numerous instances of 
vópos кето in Wetat. The following are 
some: Eur. Ion 1046, 7, bra» 8d rode- 
plovs Spica: какёз | Oy ris, обет 

duwotay Keira: vópos: Thucyd. ii. 87, 
vf . Brot re ёт apereila Tov àBixov- 
ud r xeivra: Galen. a. Julian. (Wetst.), 
vdpos обез кеїта: xarà tay ver ёука- 
Хобуто»у), but for lawless (reff.: not as in 
1 Cor. ix. 21) and insu te (reff. Tit.: 
it very nearly = dwes@fs, вее Tit. i. 16; 
iii. 9,—this latter being more subjective, 
whereas дуитотікт. points to the objective 
fact. This first pair of adjectives expresses 
opposition to fhe Law, and so stands fore- 
most as designating those for whom it is 
enacted), for impious and sinful (see espe- 
cially ref.1 Pet. This second pair expresses 
opposition to God, whose law it is — &e«s 
being the man who does not reverence 
Him, ёр the man who lives in 
defiance of Him), for unholy and profane 
(this last pair betokens separation and 
alienation from God and His law alike— 
those who have no share in His holiness, 
no relation to things sacred. The dce- 
BU is unholy through his lack of rever- 
ence: the à»ócios, through his lack of 
inner purity.” Ellic.), for father-slayers 
and mother-slayers (or it may be teken 
in the wider sense, as Ellic., ‘smiters 
of fathers:’ so Hesych.: ô rb» патёра 
àriud(wv, TÓwTev ) xrelvev. In De- 
mosth. xarà Tiuokpárovs, p. 782. 14, the 
word is used of ў тё» yordwy xdxecius: 
cf. the law cited immediately after. And 
Plato, Phsed. 114 a, apparently uses it in 
the same wide sense, as he distinguishes 
rarpd Ao, and ur rpdA oiu from ёу8рофбуо. 

Hitherto the classes have been gene- 
ral, and [see above | arranged according to 
their opposition to the law, or to God, or 
to both: now he fakes the second table of 
the decalogue and goes through tts com- 
mandments, to the ninth inclusive, in 
order. watpoAwas kal pnrpodgas are 
the стапе сонот of the fifth), for man- 
slayers (the sixth), for f tors, for 
sodomites (sins of abomination against 
both sexes: the seventh), for slave-dealers 
iudi adp % , тарй ть Ard 
rod ld oo, ^ TovrécT. пиле, | Schol. 

“avdpogovorc, 2017 

Y avuworax- ADFK 
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John (viii. 44 al.) only. 
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m = as above (1). 2 Tim. 1. 13. 
e meee Oei» bófa, Plut. de audiend. Poetis, р. 

f bere only t. 
au m. 

8 11. 4 Tit. 1 4 TI 
12 only. 
otherwise, 

b t. -K » Matt. „. * 1 . в А 

hare aay Ts aati Cie Wiad, xir M) . xiii. 9. m. Iv. 
. Tit. 1. 14 U. 2 (Luke v. 31 al.) only. 

20 P, Wetst. тойс by. Adyour. Philo de Abr. 38, vol. 
: 5 : n == as above (1). Matt. xv. 0 j, from Isa. xxix. 19. Eph. iv. 14. Col. if. 3. ch. Iv. 1, 

6 (13), 1 (е vl. 1. 2 Tim. iil. 10 (16). Tit. Н. 7, 10 only. o Luke rill. 17. xxi. 15. 1 Cor. 
xvi. 9. . v. 17. Puil. 1. . 3 Thess. H. & ch. v. 14 only. Tech. iH. I. р 2 Cor. iv. 4 only. 
see I Thess. II. 3 reff. q Paul, Rom. iv. 7, 8 ( Ба аан 1 Cor. vii. 40. TI. 
11. 18. but of God, ch. vi. 15 only. r = & constr, Rom. fii.2. 7 Cor. ix. 17. U. 7. 1 Thess, 
и. 4 Tit. I. 3. s Luke xvii. 9. 2 Tim. I. 3 (Philem. 7 v. r.). Heb. xil 28 only. 2 Maco. Hl. 88. 

10. ефюорко Di. 
lat-ff. 

om аутікета А. at end add ту D! vulg arm Bas 

12. rec at beg ins дси, with DKL rel syrr goth Damasc (Ec-txt Lucif Ambrst: om 

Aristoph. Plut. ver. 521. The etymology 
is wrong, but the meaning as he states : cf. 
Xen. Mem. i. 2. 6, robs AauBárorras vi: 
фиат рабу — üárBpasolurràs aur 
некле: and Pollux, Onomast. iii. 78, 
&rbpaxoburfs, & rò» Mee οο Kara- 
SovAoDuevos # 1b &AAdTpior oer 
Óweyóperos. [Ellic.] The Apostle puts 
the à»BpawoBurrfs as the most flagrant 
of all breakers of the eighth command- 
ment. No theft of а man’s goods can be 
compared with that most atrocious act, 
which steals the man himself, and robs him 
of that free will which is the first gift of his 
Creator. And of this crime all are guilty, 
who, whether directly or indirectly, are en- 
gaged in, or uphold from whatever pre- 
tence, the making or keeping of slaves), for 
liars, for perjurers (breakers of the ninth 
commandment. It is remarkable that he 
does not refer to that very commandment 
by which the law wrought on himself when 
he was alive without the law and sin was 
dead in him, viz. the tenth. Possibly this 
may be on account of its more spiritual 
nature, as he here wishes to bring out the 
groeser kinds of sin against which the moral 
law is pointedly enacted. The subsequent 
clause however seems as if һе had it in his 
mind, and on that account added a con- 
E general and inclusive description), 
and if any thing else (he passes to sins 
themselves from the committers of sins) is 
opposed (reff) to the healthy teaching 
(i.e. that moral teaching which is spi- 
ritually sound: = ў кот’ eboéBeiay 8:- 
SacneaAla, ch. vi. 8, where it is parallel 
with byalvorres Adyo: ol тоё кир. thu. 
"Ine. xpiorov. “The formula. . . . stands 
in clear and suggestive contrast to the 
sickly [ch. vi. 4] and morbid t Tim. ii. 17) 
teaching of Jewish gnosis.” Ellic.)—aosord- 
ing to (belongs, not to drr{xecra:, which 
would make the following words a mere flat 

repetition of Tfj бугаи». 8:8аск. [see ch. vi. 
1, 3}—nor to 5:8аскаліа, as ТЫ.,—тӱ by. 
945. тӯ обор xarà 7d ebayy.,—all. (вве Di in 
igest), —for certainly in this case the speci- 

fying article must bave been inserted, —and 
thus also the above repetition would occur ; 
—but to the whole preceding sentence,— 
the entire exposition which he has been 
giving of the freedom of Christians from 
the moral law of the decalogue) the gospel 
of the glory (not, ‘the glorious gospel,’ 
see ref. 2 Cor.: all propriety and beauty of 
expression is here, as always, destroyed by 
this adjectival rendering. The gospel is 
* the glad tidings of the glory of God, as of 
Christ in 1. c., inasmuch as it reveals to us 
God in all His glory, which glory would be 
here that of justifying the sinner without 
the law by His marvellous provision of re- 
demption in Christ) of the blessed God 
(uaxápios, used of God, is called un- 
pauliniſch by De Wette, occurring only in 
1 Tim. [ref.]: in other words, one of those 
expressions which are peculiar to this later 
date and manner of the Apostle. On such, 
see Prolegomena), with w I (emphatic) 
was (aorist, indicating simply the past; 
pointing to the time during which this his 
commission had been growing into its ful- 
ness and importance) entrusted (not these 
11705. еее із а construction 
only апа characteristically pauline: see reff. 
The connexion with the following ty i, tea 
to be this: his mind is fall of thankfulness 
at the thought of the commission which was 
thus entrusted to him : he does not regret 
the charge, but overflows with gratitude at 
the remembrance of Christ's grace to him, 
especially when he recollects also what he 
once was; bow nearly approaching [for I 
would not exclude even that thought as 
having contributed to produce these strong 
expressions] some of those whom he has 
just mentioned. So that he now goes off 

X 2 
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from the immediate subject, even more com- 
pletely and suddenly than is his wont in his 
other writings, as again and again in these 

ral Epistles: shewing thereby, I be- 
ieve, the tokens of advancing age, and of 
that faster hold of individual habits of 
thought and mannerisms, which charac- 
terizes the decline of life): (12 ff.) 
See summary, on ver. 3.) I give thanks 
(xépww бушу [reff.] is only used by the 
Apostle here and in 2 Tim. ref.) to Him 
who enabled me (viz. for His work: 
not only as Chr., in one of his finest pas- 
sages,—dopríoy бкўАбє péya, ка) woAAfs 
Beiro rìs бәушбє» Downs. evvdnoow yap 
бсо» fy 1p xa8nuepwüàs OBpes, Aoibo- 
plas, | éxiBovAds, кірдбуоиѕ, oxdppara, 
бує, Cardrovs ora, xal uh àro- 
кбруе», unè drrcOalvey, un weperpé- 
wechat ФАЛА wdyrofer ВалАбреуоу pvu- 
plos каб dxdorny ўиќрау rois BéA«aur, 
drevis Éxorra т Supa ёстбусі xal ёкатё- 
тАукто», —вее also Phil iv. 13,—for he 
evidently is here treating of the divine 
enlightening and strengthening which he 
received for the ministry: cf. Acts ix. 22, 
where the same word occurs—a coin- 
cidence not to be overlooked. So Thdrt.: 
où yàp olkelg Suvduer xpópneros тайттуу 
Trois ёубрӧтоз mxpospépe thy 8:8аска- 
May, АЛА Usb ToU сесокбтоз Dorrüuerós 
re Kal vevpo)ueros), Christ Jesus our 
Lord (not to be taken as the dativus com- 
modi after é»Üvrauócarr:, but in appo- 
sition with rẹ évBv».), that (not, be- 
cause: it is the main ground of the xdpw 
(x: the specification of r$ ér»bvrauó- 
carr: introducing a subordinate ground) 
He accounted me faithful (cf. the strik- 
ingly similar expression, 1 Cor. vii. 25, 
yr Silwi фз hAenudvos órd xvplov 
vids elya::—He knew me to be such an 
one, in His foresight, as would prove faith- 
ful to the great trust), appointing me (cf. 
ref. 1 Thess. The expression is there 
used of that appointment of God in His 

ymm. & Hom 
3 Сор. Iv. 1. 1 Pu ii.10. Prov. xxi. 10 
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єудиуацочуті 

aft orta 
for er, ту Di. 

sovereignty, by which our course is marked 
for a certain aim or end: and so it is best 
taken here,—not for the act of ‘putting 
me into the ministry, as E. V. But the 
present sense must be kept: not ‘having 
appointed, Odpevog constituting the er- 
ternal proof of vier pe ћуђс.) to the 
ministry (what sort of Siaxovía, is de- 
clared, Acta xx. 24, J 3:axovla $v ÉAaBor 
rap той kvplov "11009, Siapaprépacbat 
Tb ebayyéAior vis xdpiros ToU беоб), 
18.] (and аП the more is he thankful, 
seeing that he was once a direct opponent 
of the Gospel) being before (the Jared 
is slightly concessive: as Ellic. from Jus- 
tiniani, ‘cum tamen essem ;’ almost equiva- 
lent to ‘though I was") a blasphemer (see 
Acts xxvi. 9, 11) and persecutor and in- 
sulter (one who added insult to persecu- 
tion. See on ifipuwrríás, Trench, N. T. 
Synonyms, р. 112 Ё The facts which jus- 
tified the use of such а term were known 
to St. Paul's conscience: we might well 
infer them, from his own confessions in 
Acts xxii. 4, 19, and xxvi. 9—12. He de- 
scribes himself as жерттёз èupawópevos 
abrois): howbeit ('*àAAd has here its full 
and proper seclusive (*aliud jam hoc esee, 
de quo sumus dicturi, Klotz., Devar. ii. 

. 2], and thence often antithetical force. 
od's mercy and St. Paul's want of it are 

put in sharp contrast." Ellic.) I had mercy 
shewn me (reff.), because I did it igno- 
rantly (so Rom. x. 2, of the Jews, (Ао 
Oeo Exovow, GAA’ ob. кат’ éxíoyvecir. Cf. 
also as a moet important parallel, our Lord’s 
prayer for His murderers, Luke xxiii. 34) 
in unbelief (& era was his state, of which 
his ignorance of what he did was a conse- 
quence. The clause is a very weighty one 
as applying to others under similar circum- 
stances: and should lead us to form our 
judgments in all charity respecting even 
persecutors—and if of them, then surely 
even with a wider extension of charity to 
those generally, who lie in the ignorance of 

“чс ~ Staxoviay, cdete 
та 
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16. om то» R. 
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bef xp., with KLN rel syrr copt: om Е 1 Serap: txt AD k 17 vulg goth Thdrt, ае 

unbelief, whatever be its cause, or its ef- 
fects), 14.] but (contrast still to his 
former state, and epexegetical of 4A «fn» ; 
—not to 9$A«40.,—*not only so, but, as 
Chr., De W., al.) the grace of oar Lord 
(His mercy 'shewn to me—but not in 
strengthening me for His work, endowing 
me with spiritual gifts, &., as Chr., al.: 
for the Mein is the ruling idea through 
the whole, and he recurs to it again ver. 
16, never having risen above it to that of 
his higher gifts) superabounded (to be 
taken not comparatively, but superlatively, 
seo Rom. v. 20, note) with (accompanied 
by) faith and love (see the same pauline 
expression, Eph. vi. 28, and note there) 
which are (ris probably improperly used 
by attraction for тё»: there is no reason 
why rioris as well as &ydorm should not 
be designated as ёи xpio T9 ‘Ingo? неа а 
their element, and, аз it were, home t 
Jesus (all these three abounded — grace, 
the objective side of God's ¥Aeos to him: 
Christian faith and love—the contrast to 
his former hatred and unbelief,—God's 
gifts, the subjective side. This is much 
better than to regard perà wlorews xal 
&yd:xms as giving that wherein the үйр 
dwepewAcdvacer) : 18. faithful 
(worthy of credit: Аут! тоб, dpevd)s xal 
àAn0fs, Thdrt. Cf. Rev. xxi. 5, obra: of 
Adyot GAnOvol xal жисто elow : cad 
xxii. 6. The formula wirrds д Adyos is 
peculiar to the pastoral Epistles, and cha- 
racteristic I believe of their later age, 
when certain sayings had taken their place 
as Christian axioms, and were thus de- 
af al p is the saying, and worthy of 

ible, i. e. universal) reception 
ee rel Ры. and Wetst. and Курке, 

A word which, with its adjective 
Ae ch. ii. 3: v. 4), is confined to 
these Epistles. We have the verb, ої иф» 
ody dwodetdueva: rar Adyor аётоў ёВат- 
тіс@ђсау, Acts ii. 41), that Christ Jesus 
eame into the world (ап expression other- 
wise found only in St. John. But in the 
two reff. in Matt. and Luke, we have 

the Ade) to save sinners (to be taken in 
the most general sense, not limited in any 
way), of whom (sinners; not, as Weg- 
scheider, cw(ouévav or cee : the 
aim and extent of the Lord's mercy intensi- 
fies the feeling of his own especial unwor- 
thiness) I am (not, was’) chief (not, one 
of the chief,’ as Flatt, — nor does xpéros 
refer to time, which would not be the f fact 
see below]: the expression is one of the 

t humility: abrdy (wepBalvei rijs 
taxewodpocbyns Spoy, says Thdrt.: and 
indeed it is во, cf. Phil. iii. 6; 1 Cor. xv.9; 
Acts xxiii. 1; xxiv. 16; but deep humility 
ever does во: it is but another form of 
дио! TÊ áuapre^$, Luke xviii. 13: other 
men’s crimes seem to sink into notbing 
in comparison, and a man’s own to be the 
chief and only ones in his sight) : 
16.] howbeit (as E. V.: not resumptive, 
but as in ver. 13, seclusive and anti- 
thetical, marking the contrast between 
the Apostles own judgment on himself, 
and the merc which God was pleased to 
shew him.” c.) for this purpose I had 
mercy shewn mo, that in me (as an 
example; “in my case: see reff. and cf. 
els dwortrecciy below) first (it can hardly 
be denied that іп трете here the senses 
of ‘ chief" and ү” ret are combined. This 
latter seems to be necessitated by peAAdv- 
теу below. Though he was not in time 
‘ the first of sinners,’ yet he was the first 
as well as the most notable example of 
such marked long-suffering, held up for 
the encouragement of the church) Christ 
Jesus might shew forth (dynamic middle: 
see note on ref. Eph., and Ellicott there) 
the whole of His (not merely all' [all 

ible, rãca-]: nor ‘all His’ (Conyb., 
ic.: vaca» rhy....], but ‘the whole,’ 

‘the whole mass of paxpo@upla, of which 
I was an example; ó dwas seems to be 
found here only. If the rec. reading be in 
question, in other cases where ó was 
occurs with a substantive in the N. T., it is 
one which admits of partition, and may 
therefore be rendered by ‘all the’ or ‘the 
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„ 16. vil. 1 z Rom. xvi. 38. a here ane mitt 
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rec for awacay, vaga», with DKL rel: txt АЕМ d m 17 Serap Chri. 
рахроб. ins avrov D Syr coptt th Thdrt, Aug, 
marked for erasure)N!. 

17. for e$6apr., abavarw D! v 
rec aft 
om AD!FN! (m ‘ 
did not read соф. 

whole: e. g. Acts xx. 18, mês pef duav 
Tov пбута xpóvor eyevduny : see also 
ref. Wetst. has two examples from Polyb. 
in which ó râs has the mganing of ‘the 
utmost ? vi wdons ddcyiorlas ёст) oy- 
Metov,—and тўз axdons (as here) ёто- 
wías «ми onpeiov) long- (not, 

imity : nor is the idea 
of long-suffering here irrelevant, as some 
have said : Christ's mercy gave him all that 
time for repentance, during which he was 

ting and opposing Him, — and 
therefore it was his 3 which 
was £0 wonderful), for an example (cf. 
2 Pet. ii. 6, éwdSerypa AA aw eBeiv 
redes. Wetat. has shown by very copious 
extracts, that UVroriweon, is used by later 
writers, beginning with Aristotle, for a 
sketch, an outline, afterwards to be filled 
up. This indeed the recorded history of 
Paul would be,—the filling up taking place 
in each man’s own case: see ref. 2 Tim., 

Chr-comm Ge- comm. 

note. Or the meaning ‘sample,’ ‘ensample,’ 
as in 2 Tim. i. 13, suit «ау те) of 
to, see Ellicott's note, and Donaldson, Gr. 
т. § 450) those who should (the time of 

дєААф»теу is not the time of writing the 
Epistles, but that of the mercy being 
shewn: so that we must not вау who 
shall,” but “who should”) on 
Him (the unusual êw’ abr is easily ac- 
counted for, from its occurrence in so very 
common a quotation as was ё rere 
ёт айтф ob ката: ҳоубђсетои, see reff. 
The propriety of the ex ion here is, 
that it gives more emphatically the ground 
of the swrevew — brings out more the 
reliance implied in it—almost q. d., ‘to 
rely on Him for eternal life.’ Ellicott has, 
in his note here, given a full and good 
classification of the constructions of r- 
revo in the N. T.) to (belongs to sicreóew 
[see above] as its aim and end (cf. Heb. x. 

wove ins cope (зев Rom xvi. 97. with 
17 latt Syr coptt eth arm Eus Cyr TA 

f of God, Paul. here only. (ófa, Gal. I. 5.) 1 Pet. I. 17. Rev. iv. 0, 

aft 
aft ueAAorTor ins аүаби» (but 

lat-ff: aft aop Pen адауато F. 
2-3K LN? rel s әвеп Naz Thi-comm : 

rom comm, he plainly 

89]: not to brordxecu, = Te ls 
gests) life eternal: 1) wt 
nie the thought entirely off from him- 
self and every thing else, and makes the 
se Mars, adole exclusive as applied to 

sensu gratis fluit doxologis.' 
Bengel. Compare by all means the very 
similar doxology, Rom. xvi. 25 ff.: and 
see, on their similarity, the inferences in 
the Prolegomena, ch. vii. § i. 33, and note) 
to tbe King (this name, as applied to God, 
is found, in N. T., only in Matt. v. 35 
[not xxv. 84 fl.] and our ch. vi. 15. See 
below) of the ages (i. e. of eternity: cf. the 
reff. Tobit, where the same expression oc- 
curs, and Sir. —Oeds rv aldwvov: also Ps. 
cxliv. 13, ў Bae cov Васіл са dre 
тё» alére»,—t'o^m moyo. Comparing 
these with the well-known els robs alévas 
tev ald, els Tobs аібуас, and the like, 
it ів far more likely that of aires here 
should mean eternity, than the of this 
world, as many have und it. The 
doxology is to the Father, not to the 
Trinity [Thdrt.], nor to the Son I Calov., 
al.]: cf. dopdrq), incorruptible (in ref. 
Rom. only, used of God), invisible (reff. : 
see also ch. vi. 16: John i. 18. Beware 
of taking à$0ápre, dopdry with 09, as 
recommended by Bishop Middleton, on the 
ground of the articles being wanting be- 
fore these adjectives. It is obvious that 
no such co tion is of any weight in 
a like the present. The abstract 
adjectives of attribute are ased almost as 
substantives, and stand by themselves, 
referring not to Bac ec immediately, but 
to Him of whom Вас:лебѕ is a title, as 
чег as they: q. d. to Him who is the 
ng of the ages, the Incorruptible, the 

Inve „„ God (софе e: 
apperently come the doxology at the 
end of Romans, where it is most appro- 

* 
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1 Cor. xii 10, ао. „ 
ir. 1. 1 Pet. if. "ee Jonn 
12, а е hn x 1. 1 Pet. iv. 10. 
xi. 23 xiv. 9. ‚кї. Rom. xiv. 22. 

t ver. 8 re 
v во ch. э Ti. 2 Tim. iL 18. Tit. II. 7. 

18. аттууеМма F. 
19. evavyaynoay А. 

priate), be honour and glory to the ages 
of the ages (the periods which are wade 
up of ai&»es, as these last are of ears,— 
as years are of days: see note, Eph. iii. 
21: and Ellic. on Gal. i. 5), Amen. 
18 fl.] He now returns to the matter which 
he dropped in ver. 8, not indeed formally, 
во as to supply the apodosis there neglected, 
but virtually: the жараууєліа not being 
the one there hinted at, for that was one 
not given ѓо Timotheus, but ѓо be given 
him. Nor is it that in ver. 5, for that is 
introduced as regarding a matter quite dif- 
ferent from the present —viz. the aberra- 
tions of the false teachers, who do not here 
appear till the exhortation to Timotheus is 
over. What this command is, is plain 
from the following. This command I 
commit (as a deposit, to be faithfully 
guarded and kept : see ref. 2 Tim. and ch. 
vi. 20: Herod. vi. 86, beginning) to thee, 
son Timotheus (see on ver. 2), according 
to (in pursuance of: these words belong 
to waparl@epal coi, not as Œc., Flatt, al., 
to Iva orparety below) the former prophe- 
cies concerning thee (the directions, or, 
kt ata roperly so called, of the Holy 
pirit, whi hie spoken concerning Timo- 

theus at his first conversion, or at his ad- 
mission [cf. ch. iv. 14] into the ministry, 
by the pour in the church. We have 
instances of such prophetic intimations in 
Acta xiii. 1, 2, —[xi. 28,]—xxi. 10, 11. By 
such intimations, spoken perhaps by Silas, 
who was with him, and who was а яро- 
Ф%ттз [Acts xv. 32], may St. Paul have 
been first induced to take Timotheus to 
him as a companion, Acts xvi. 3. All other 
meanings, which it has been attempted to 
give to wpognrelas, are unwarranted, and 
beside the purpose here: as e. g. ‘the good 
ri qd conceived of thee,’ Heinrichs. The 

ví belongs to жрофуте!аз, the pre- 
position of motion being easily accounted 
for by the r vw to a subject implied in 
the word), that thou mayest ( ‚ and 
at the same time purport, of the sapay- 

1.3. Philem. 5 reff. 
| Ante vil. 27, 39. siii 4. Rom. xi. 1, J only. LP. x nth 9. 

п. 14. 1Cor ix.7. кчт James 
e» 1 Thess. iv. 15. ch. vi. 

41 Cor. x 4 on] t. r Matt x. маа 
James ii. 1, 14, 18. 

w 2 Cor. хі. 28 only t. 1. 15. H. 17. 

orparevon DN? Clem. 

ує\а : cf. note, 1 Cor. xiv. 13; and Elli- 
cott on Eph. i. 16) war (orparetverOa, 
Hd the whole ме ы ee аса sol- 
ler; not merely o ti гере! e 80 

called) in them (not as De W. by 
of them,’ but as Mock, Matth., id wie, 
‘in,’ as clad with them, as if they were 
his defence and confirmation. This is not 
zu künſtlich, as Hutber, seeing that the 
whole expression is figurative) the good 
Warfare (not, as Conyb., fight the good 
fight, —by which same words he renders 
the very different expression in 2 Tim. iv. 
7, 1b буйра Tov кайду r ,⅛ꝗ. It ів 
the whole campaign, not тав ht alone, 
which is here spoken of), holding fast 
(more than ‘having ;’ but we must hardly, 
as Matth., on the metaphor and think 
of the shield of faith Eph. vi. 16, such con- 
tinuation being rendered unlikely by the 
unmetaphorical character of rhy dyabhy 
oe ld no) faith (subjective: cf. rep) rhy 
lor below) and conscience (cf. 
ver. 5),—which (latter, viz. good con- 
science—not, both) some ‘having thrust 
from them (there is something in the word 
implying the violence of the act required, 
and the importunity of conscience, reluc- 
tant to be so extruded. So Bengel: 're- 
cedit invita: semper dicit, noli me ledere?) 
made shipwreck (the similitudeis so com- 
mon a one, that it is hardly necessary to 
extend the figure of а shipwreck beyond 
the word itself, nor to find in drwodpyevor 
allusions to a rudder, anchor, &c. See ex- 
amples in Wetst.) concerning (see reff., and 
cf. Acts xix. 25, of rep) тё тоабта ipyáras, 
also Luke x. 40. The same is elsewhere 
expressed by év,—so Diog. Laért. v. 2.14, 
èv то 18101: udAa vevavaynnés,— Plut. 
Symp. i. 4, é» ols тА wAciora уараує 
cuurdéora. See other examples i in Kypke: 
Winer, ейп. 6, § 49. i.: and Ellicott’s 
rel here) the faith (objective) : of whom 

nitive partitive: among whom) is 
5 there is а Hymensus men- 
tined 2. 2 Tim. ii. 17, їп conjunction 
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with Philetus, as an heretical teacher. 
There is no reason to distinguish him from 
this one: norany difficulty occasioned [De 
W.] by the fact of his being here mapado- 
Gels тф татауё, and there mentioned as 
overthrowing the faith of many. He would 
probably go on with his evil teaching in 
spite of the Apostle's sentence, which could 
carry weight with those only who were 
sound in the faith) and Alexander (in all 
probability identical with 'AAéfarbpos ô 
хаћ^кейѕ, 2 Tim. iv. 14. There is nothing 
against it in what is there said of him 
[against De Wette]. He appears there to 
ave been an adversary of the Apostle, who 

had withstood and injured him at his late 
visit to Ephesus: but there is no reason why 
he should not have been still under this 
sentence at that time) : whom I delivered 
over to Batan (there does not seem to be, 
as almost always taken for granted, any 
necessary assertion of excommunication 
properly so called. The delivering to Sa- 
tan, as in 1 Сот. v. 5, seems to have been 
an apostolic act, for the purpoee of active 
punishment, in order to correction. It 
might or might not be accompanied by 
extrusion from the church: it appears to 
have been thus accompanied in 1 Cor. v. 
5 :—but the two must not be supposed 
identical. The upholders of such identity 
allege the fact of Satan’s empire being 
conceived as including all outside the 
church [Acts xxvi. 18 al.]: but such ex- 
pressions are too vague to be adduced as 
applying to a direct assertion like this. 
Satan, the adversary, is evidently regarded 
as the buffeter and tormentor, cf. 2 Cor. 
xii. 7—ever ready, unless his hand were 
held, to distress and afflict God's people, — 
and ready therefore, when thus let loose 
by one having power over him, to execute 
unishment with all his malignity. 
beerve that tbe verb is not perfect but 

aorist. He did this when he was last at 
Ephesus. On the ecclesiastical questions 
here involved, Ellic. has, as usual, some 
very useful references) that they may be 
disciplined (the subj. after the aorist in- 
dicates that the effect of what was done 
still abides; the sentence was not yet 
taken off, nor the walSevoris at an end. 

race, as in reff., to instruct 
punishment, to discipline) not to blas- 

II. 1 ? TlapaxaAw оўу * тоото» dr 4 rolgto 0a 

Me Arua TVI. 11 (Paul) Matt.ix.3al. 3 Macc. х. 94. 
d Phil. 1. 4. 

om Ist varrer Е Origi. 

pheme (God, or Christ, whose holy name 
was brought to shame by these men 
associating it with unholy and unclean 
doctrines). 

Сн. II. 1—15.] General regulations 
respecting public intercessory pan Sor 
all men (1—4): from which igresses 
into а proof of the universality of the 
gospel (4—7)—then returns to the part 
to be taken the male sez in public 
prayer (8): which leads him to treat of 
the proper place and subjection of women 
(9—15). Iexhort then (‹ обу is without 
any logical connexion,’ says De W. Cer- 
tainly,—with what immediately precedes ; 
but the account to be given of it is, that 
it takes up the general subject of the 
Epistle, q. d., what І have then to say to 
thee by way of command and regulation, 
is this: see 2 Tim. ii. 1. The parti- 
cle оду has its proper collective force 
(‘ad ea, pe &ntea posita sunt, lectorem 
revocat. Klotz.]: ‘continuation and re- 
trospect, Donaldson, Gr. $ 604." Ellic.), 
first of all (to be joined with жарака, 
not, as Chr. 8 8 dr т} rpõror várrov; 
rovréaiw, фу тӯ Aarpelg TH nab .. 
Thl., Calv., Est., Bengel, Conyb., E. V., 
and Luther, with томйа®а in which 
case, besides other objections, the verb 
would certainly have followed all the sub- 
stantives, and probably would have taken 
pro ráyræv with it. It is, in order 
and importance, his first exhortation) to 
make (cf. ref. Phil. It has been usual to 
take wouteGat passive: and most Com- 
mentators pass over the word without re- 
mark. In such a case, the appeal must 
be to our sense of the propriety of the 
middle or passive meaning, according to 
the arrangement of the words, and spirit 
of the sentence. And thus I think we 
shall decide for the middle. In the pro- 
minent position of woreto@a, if it were 
passive, and consequently objective in 
meaning, ‘that prayer, &c. be made,’ it 
can hardly be passed over without an 
emphasis, which here it manifestly can- 
not have. If on the other hand it is 
middle, it is subjective, belonging to the 
person or persons wbo are implied in 
wapaxaA@: and thus serves only as a 
word of to the more important 
substantives which follow. And in this 
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2 Mace. iv. В only. dvrevFecs ето то трде тд» AagsAéa, Polyb. v. 35. 6. see Rom. vill. 96, 34. хі. 2. 
h = Eph. v. 4 reff. 
k here only t. (-ia, Job iv. 16 Symm.) 

2. om 1st e» F k 109? lect-7. 

way the Greek fathers themselves took 
it: e.g. Chrys.— r&s rèp wayrds roi 
xkócuov, ка} Вас:Лбоу, x. r. A. тообиеба 
thy Bénow) supplications, prayers, inter- 
cessions (the two former words, Зеќсєи 
and wpogevyal, are perhaps best distin- 
guished ав in Eph. vi. 18, by taking pos- 
evx4 for prayer in general, 8égois for 
supplication or pe‘ttion, the special con- 
tent of any perticular prayer. See Elli. 
cott's note cited there, and cf. ref. Phil. 
футеєў зм, judging from the cognate verbs 
éyrvyxdvw, brepevruyydve (reff. 
Rom.), should be marked with a reference 
to ‘request concerning others, i. e. inter- 
cessory prayer. [Ellic. denies this pri- 

erence, supporting his view by 
ch. iv. 5, where, he says, such a meaning 
would be inappropriate. But is not the 
meaning in that very place most appro- 
priate? It is not there intercession for 
a person: but it is by #утешиз, prayer on 
its behalf and over it, that тау ктісра 
is hallowed. The meaning in Polybius, 
copiously illustrated by Raphel, an sater- 
view or appointed meeting, compellatio 
aliqua de re, would in the N. T., where 
the word and its cognates are always used 
in reference to prayer, for persons or tbings, 
necessarily shade off into that of pleading 
orintercession.] Very various ind minute 
distinctions between the three have been 
imagined :—e. g. Theodoret :—3énors uér 
doriw биёр ёхаААтуйз тё» Aurnpòr 
ixerela прозфероцётг Y h,s xh Bé, аїтт- 
с dyabar йет нр 30 каттруорЌіа Tay 
aSixobyray:—Origen, wep) ebxfis, § 14 
[not 44, as in Wetst. and парай; vol. i. 
p. 220, —ġyoŭua: тоЇууу, Sénow này. elvai 
Th» dAAeiworrós tint цеб ixerelas wep) 
тод ékelvov Tvxeiv ёуатєџторбуту ebyfir 
Th» Bè wposevyf», Thy perà Sotodroylas 
жері uei(óver цєүалофибттероу dare 
vouévgr óró Tov vrevi» 84, rh» ved 
wappnolay туй  wAelova  Éyorros тері 
rtr r Gklwow wpds bedr k. r. Aa. The 
most extraordinary of all is Aug. 's view, 
that the four к refer to the liturgical 
form of administration of the Holy Com 
munion—Sefoes being “ precationes. . . 
quas facimus in celebratione sacramento- 
rum antequam illud quod est in Do- 
mini mensa incipiat benedici:—orationes 

11 Cor. il. 1 only. 1 Kings il. 8 P. 3 Mace. хі. б. (exec, Rom. xili. 1.) 
11 Pet. fil. tv. only. Іза. IXVI. 2 only. (-éa, vv. 11, 12.) 

npeuio F. 

[sposevxal}, cum benedicitur et sanctifica- 
tur 

ticipato tanto sacramento, ebxapioria, 
gratiarum actio, cuncta coneludit. Ep. 
exlix. [lix.] 16, vol. ii. р. 686 f.), thanks- 
givings, for all men (this gives the in- 

character to all that have 
receded. On the widencss of Christian 
nevolence here inculcated, see the argu- 

ment below, and Tit. iii. 2); for (i.e. 
‘especially for ^—this one picar class 
being mentioned and no other) kings (see 
Tit. iii. 1; Rom. xiii. 1 ff.; 1 Pet. ii. 13. 
It was especially important that the Chris- 
tians should include earthly powers in 
their formal public prayers, both on ac- 
count of the object to be gained by such 
prayer [see next clause], and as an effec- 
tuai answer to those adversaries who ac- 
cused them of rebellious tendencies. Jos. 
[B. J. ii. 10. 4] gives the Jews’ answer 
to Petronius, '1ообаїо! wep) иёу Ка!тароз 
ral ToU Öhuov trav 'Pouale» dls tiS 
Quépas Obey Ipacay, and afterwards [ib. 
17. 2], he ascribes the origin of the war 
to their refusing, at the instigation of 
Eleazar, to continue the sacrifices offered 
on behalf of their Gentile rulers. See 
Wetst., who gives other examples: and 
compare the ancient liturgies—e. g. the 
bidding prayers, Bingham, book xv. 1. 2: 
the consecration prayer, ib. 8. 1, and on 
the general practice, ib. 8. 14. Kings’ 
must be taken generally, as it is indeed 
generalized in the following words: not 
understood to mean ‘Cesar and his as- 
sessors in the supreme power,’ as Baur, 
who deduces thence an argument that the 
Epistle was written under the Antonines, 
when such an association was usual) and 
all that are in eminence (not absolutely 
in authority, though the context, no less 
than common sense, shews that it would 
beso. Cf. Polyb. v. 41. 83,——rois d» dwep- 
oxais обо: жер} T)» abk. He, as well 
as Josephus [e. g.. Апі. vi. 4. 3], uses 
oö repoxal absolutely for authorities: see 
Schweigh. Lex. Polyb. Thdrt. gives a 
curious reason for the addition of these 
words: цёла gopes Tb Kxoiwdy và» àr- 
Opdwey проѕтќдекеу, Tra и} тіз Koda- 
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TI. . 6, 4 11. 2 Tim. III. 5. Tit. I. 1 only. Acts III. 12. 2 Pet. I. 3, &, 7. 10. 11 only. Tra. xi. 2. (-Aeiv, ch. v. 4. 
Bie, Acte x. 2. Be, 3 Tim. III. 12.) 

q = Rom. xiv. 31. 2 Cor. УШ. 91. Isa. v. 0. 
s = Luke xvi. 15. Actes lv. 19. ch. v. ( 1 John ifi. 32. 8 

om vac Di. 
8. om yap AN! 17. 67? coptt Cyr,. 

xelay  voulop thy mèp тй» BaciMer 
«bxfy. The succeeding clause furnishes 
reason enough: the security of Christians 
would often be more dependent on inferior 
officers than even on ki themselves), 
that (aim of the prayer—not, as Hey- 
denreich and Matthies,—subjective, that 
by such prayer Christian men’s minds may 
be tranquillized and disposed to obey,— but 
objective, that we may obtain the blessing 
mentioned, by God's influencing the hearts 
of our rulers: or as Chrys., that we may 
be in security by their being preserved in 
safety) we may pass (more than ‘lead’ 
[&yew]: it includes the whole of the 
period spoken of:—thus Aristoph. Vesp. 
1006 [see also Eccles. 240), & i 
Bubyew се Tb» Nor xpórov, — Soph. 
(Ed. Col. 1616, +d Аоф» $$» Tb» Blov 
did£eroy : see numerous other examples in 
Wetst.) & quiet 08 adjective {papos is а 
late word, formed on the classical adverb 
)péua, the proper adjective of which із 
)peuaios, used by Plat. Rep. p. 307 а, 
Legg. 734 a &c. Cf. Palm and Rost’s 
Lex. sub voce) and tranquil life (éxeívow 
yàp vpvravevórrow elphyny, neraAayxá- 
youey ка} duets rhs UAH n, kal d» 
ўсухіф T$s ebocBelas  dkwAnpoUuer 0 
répovs, Thdrt. On the distinction be- 
tween fpepos, tranquil from trouble witk- 
out, and 3jeóxios, from trouble within, see 
Ellicott’s note) in all (‘ possible,’ re- 
quisite’) piety (I prefer this rendering to 
* godliness, as more literal, and because I 
would reserve that word as the proper one 
for 0«ogéBe«a: see ver. 10 below. eù- 
се is one of the terms iar in this 
meaning to the i pistles, the se- 
cond Epistle of Peter (reff.], and Peter's 

in Acts iii. 12. See Prolegg., and 
note on Acts ii. 12) and gravity (so 
Conyb.: and it seems best to express the 
meaning. For as Chrys,— el yàp ud 
ёсе (орто, pnde eddoxluoury d» Tois ro- 
Aduors, dd yen kal тё jyérepa d» Tapa- 
xais є ка} @opéBos. ф yàp ка} 
афто us: orparetecOa: er, raTa- 
Kkowérro» éxelvar 3) peiryeur хаутаҳой 
xal wAavac@a: and thus the gravity and 
decorum of the Christian life would be 

p eh. ill. 4 ТИ. 11.7 only t. 3 Macc. iil. 12 only. (-vór, ch. Ш. 8.) 
гсћ. v. ( only t. (-80x9, ch. 1.185. -S ve, Acta ii. 41.) 
Kings tii. 10, t cb. 1. 1 reff. 

broken up). 8, 4.] For this (viz. 
role cha Sehoas к.т.М. Dip rdyro d- 
Opdnrev, &c. ver. 1: what has followed 
since being merely the continuation of 
this) is good and acceptable (both ad- 
jectives are to be taken with érémior, 
„„ W. and 5 р 
good in and of itself :’ compare ref. 2 Cor., 
ard ob pórov фуфжиоу xuplov, ФЛАА ка} 
évdmior àvôpárwy. І still hold, against 
Ellicott, to this connexion, shrinking from 
the crude and ill-balanced form of the 
sentence which the other would briog 
in. é&voBecróv, peculiar (cf. àro- 
Soxf, ch. i. 15] to these Epistles. See 
2 Cor. vi. 2) in the sight of our Sa- 
viour (a title manifestly chosen as belong- 
ing to the matter in hand, cf. next verse. 
On it, see ch. i. 1) God who (i. e. seein 
that He) willeth all men to be sa 
(see ch. iv. 10: Tit. ii. 11. ябутаѕ ày- 
Opdrrovs is repeated from verse 1. Chrys. 8 
comment is very noble: шдоё Tb» бебу. 
el хйутаз àvOpcmovs OAc: сыюдўуа, єікб- 
тоз биёр ardyror Be? ebx e. «і rdv- 
Tas avrds Oee iu, @ФАє xal ob. el 
8& Neis, eÜxov. Tir yàp тоюбтор dai 
Tb eSxecOar. Huther rightly remarks, 
that Mosheim's view, “nisi pax in orbe 
terrarum vigeat, fieri nullo modo posse 
ut voluntati divine qus omnium homi- 
num salutem cupit, satisfiat,” 
the true context and train of thought: 
see more below. Wiesinger remarks 
cia, — not céco, as in Tit. iii. 5, 
as adapted to the mediatorial effect of 
prayer, not direct divine agency: but 
we may go yet further, and say that by 
Өле тйутаз àÀv0p. oil is expressed 
human acceptance of offered salvation, on 
which even God’s predestination is con- 
tingent. 6(A« c&éca: wdyras could not 
have been said: if so, He would have 
saved all, in matter of fact. See the re- 
marks, and references to English and other 
divines, in Ellicott’s note. Calvin most 
unworthily shuffles out of the decisive 
testimony borne by this passage to univer- 
sal redemption. “ Apostolus simpliciter 
intelligit nullum mundi vel populum vel 
ordinem salute excludi ; quia omnibus 
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* Soc * tavrov dyrlAurpov vip wavrwv, rò * papri- d Tel. 
1. Heb. x. x. 

6. w Gal. ill. 19, 30 reff. 

onlyt. (Acrp., Matt. xx. 28.) 
X — Gali.4. Tit. f. 16. 1 Macc. vi. 44. 

z 1 Cor. I. 6. 11.1. $ Tim. i. 8. 
y here 

5. ino. bef xp. K b f 114. 115 Syr Chr Thdrt-ms Thi. 
6. om vrep L. 

e 

кра evangeliam proponi Deus velit. 
De hominum generibus, non singulis 

personis sermo est; nihil enim aliud in- 
tendit, quam principes et extraneos populos 
in hoc numero includere." As if kings 
and all in eminence were not in each case 
individual men), and to come to (the) 
certain knowledge (on éwí*ywvecis, fuller 
and more assured than y»écis, see 1 Cor. 
xiii. 12: Col. i. 11; ii. 2) of (the) truth 
the expression is a favourite one in these 
pistles, seo reff. This realization of the 

truth is in fact identical with cwrnpla, not 
only шаи] as that cwrnpla is a rescue 
from life in untruth, but in its deepest and 
widest sense of salvation, here and here- 
after: cf. John xvii. 3, afr, ёстіу J 
aldvos (wl, Ira уюбскесі» сє Tbv pd- 
vov GAnOwor de. . . . . and ib. 17, 
&ylacor abrobs d» Tj ё@ёАлбє!@). 
3 For (farther gronnding of is accept- 
ableness of prayer for all mey,—in the 
UNITY of God. But this verse is joined 
by the ydp directly to the preceding, not 
to ver. 1. Chrys. gives it rightly —de:nrds 
бт: тоёўйуш öde wdyras) there is ONE 
God (He is ong in essence and one in pur- 
pose—not of different minds to different 
nations or individuals, but of one mind to- 
wards all. Similarly Rom. iii. 80, and, 
which is important for the understanding 
of that difficult paseage, Gal. iii. 20. The 
double reference, to the unity in essence 
and unity of purpose, for which I have 
contended there, is plain and unmistake- 
able here), onz Mediator (see ref. It oc- 
cars, besides the places in the Gal., only i in 
the Epistle to the Heb., viii. 6; ix. 15; 
xii. 24. There is no necessit that the idea 
should, as De W. and Schleierm., be con- 
nected with that of a mutual covenant, and 
во be here far-fetched as regards the con- 
text [ borrowed from the places in the Heb., 
according to De W.]: t e word is nsed as 
standing alone, and representing the fact 
of Christ Jesus being the only go-between, 
in whatever sense) also (the els prefixed 
to the xaí for emphasis) of (een een) God 
and men (if one only goes between, then 
that One must be for ail) (the) man 
Christ Jesus (why &r@pewos ? Thdrt. an- 
awers, бубрәхоу 52 roy xpi tor éróuacer, 

for ro, ка: N! : om то paprupioy А: pref ob DIF 80. 115 vulg- 

ёте) peolrny dxdA«cer ёуауб 
duecírevaer : and so most 

tators. But it is not here the Apostle's 
object, to set forth the nature of Christ's 
mediation as regards its being brought 
about ;—only as regards ite unity and 
universality for mankind. And for this 
latter reason be calls bim here by this 
name MAN,—that He gathered up all our 
human nature into Himself, becoming ite 
second Head. So that the ErOperos in 
fact carries with it the very strongest 
ро of that which he is maintaining. 

otice it is not 6 &vOpexes, though we 
are obliged inaccurately thus to express it: 
in personality, our Lord was not а man, 
but in nature He was man. It might be 
rendered, Christ Jesus, Himself man.” 

I should object, as against Ellicott, to 
introduce аё ай the indefinite article: not 
individual but generic humanity is predi- 
cated: and “а man” unavoidably conveys 
the idea of human individuality. It is 
singularly unfortunate that Ellic. should 
have referred to Augustine, Serm. Xvi. as 
cited by Wordsw., in corroboration of the 
rendering “а man:" the Latin homo 
being of course as incapable of сесси 
this as the Greek &убретог, and “ 
being only Dr. Wordsworth’s translation 
of it. Nay, the whole tenor of the pas- 
eage of Augustine (ed. Migne, vol. v. p. 
174) precludes sucl» а rendering. The 
stupidity of such writers ав Baur and 
the Socinians, who regard such an expres- 
sion as against the deity of Christ, is be- 
ond all power of mine to characterize. 
n the face of «Їз beds, «Is peobrys беоб 

ка) ávüpésrev, to maintain gravely such a 
position, shews utter blindness from party 
bias even to the plainest thoughts ex- 
ressed in the plainest words), who gave 

himself (reff reff., especially Tit.) a ransom 
(ёут(-, as in ArxrqucÓía, Rom. i. 27; 
2 Cor. vi. ETY áyráAAaypua, Matt. xvi. 26, 
expresses more distinctly the reciprocity 
which is already implied in the simple 
word in each case. That the main fact 
alluded to here is tbe death of Christ, we 
know: but it is not brought into pro- 
minence, being included in, and superseded 
by the far greater and more comprehensive 

cas 

ommen- 
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fact, that He gave HIMSELF, in all that 
He undertook for our redemption: see 
Phil. ii. 5—8) on behalf of (not of a 
portion of mankind, but of all men; the 
point of ver. 1, ówip wavrew бубрфкоу), 
—the testimony (‘that which was [to be) 
testified: so St. John frequently uses 
рарторіа, 1 John v. 9—11: “an accusa- 
tive in корсетсе with the preceding sen- 
tence,” Ellicott. This oneness of the 
Mediator, involving in itself the univer- 
sality of Redemption, was the great sub- 
ject of Christian testimony : see below) in 
its own seasons (reff.; in the times which 
God had appointed for it. On the tem- 
poral dative, see Ellicott's note), for (to- 
wards) which (the дартдро») I was 
placed as a h (pastoral Epistles and 
2 Pet. only : but see 1 Cor. i. 21, 28 ; ix. 27 ; 
xv.14) and apostle (the proclaiming this 
universality of the wus the one 
object towards which my appointment as 
ап apostle and preacher was directed. 
Those who hold the spuriousness of our 
Epistle regard this returning to himself 
and his own case on the part of the writer 
as an evidence of his being one who was 
acting the part of Paul So Schleierm. 
and De W. They have so far truth on 
their side, that we must recognize here a 
characteristic increase of the frequency of 
these personal vindications on the part of 
the Apostle, as we so often have occasion 
to remark during these Epistles :—the dis- 
position of one who bad been long opposed 
and worried by adversaries to recur con- 
tinually to his own claims, the assertion of 
which had now become with him almost, 
so to speak, a matter of stock-phrases. 
Still, the propriety of the assertion here is 
evident: it is only in the manner of it 
that the above habit is discernible. See 
more on this in the Prolegomena. The 
same phrase occurs verbatim in ref. 2 
Tim.), —I speak the truth, I lie not—(in 
spite of all that Huther and Wiesinger say 
of the evident appropriateness of this 
solemn asseveration here, I own I am un- 
able to regurd it as any more than a strong 

aft 1810 ins e800 DIF harl! Ambrst. 
for ereOny, exirrevOny A. 

rom Rom ix. 1), with D'KLN! rel goth Thdrt : om AD., еп 67? latt syrr 
1 Œc Ambrst Pelag. 

aft Aeyo ins er 

for тісте, туєинат: А: ууосі М. 

and interesting proof of the growth of а 
habit in the Apostle’s mind, which we al- 
ready trace in 2 Cor. xi. 31, Rom. ix. 1, 
till he came to use the phrase with less 
force and relevance than he had once done. 
Nothing can be more natural than that 
one whose life was spent in strong conflict 
and assertion of his Apostleship, should 
repeat the fervour of his usual assevera- 
tion, even when the occasion of that fer- 
vour had passed away. Nor can I consent 
to abandon such a view because it is desig- 
nated “questionable and ious” b 
Ellic., who is too apt in cases of difficulty, 
to evade the real conflict of decision by 
strong terms of this kind)—a teacher 
of the Gentiles (it was a lly in this 
latter fact that the бёр тутор àv0páxor 
found its justification. The historical 
proof of his constitution as a teacher of 
the Gentiles is to be found in Acts ix. 15, 
xxii. 2], xxvi. 17; but especially in Gal. 
ii. 9) in (the) faith and (the) truth (do 
these words refer subjectively to his own 
conduct in teaching the Gentiles, or ob- 
jectively to that in which he was to in- 
struct them ? The former view is taken 
by Thdrt. and most Commentators: perà 
THs xposnxovons awlorews ка) &Anðbelas 
тодто тйс: spospépw: the latter by 
Heydenreich, al. Ни ег [also Ellic.] 
takes the words as signifying the sphere 
in which he was appointed to fulfil his 
office of 3:3. #20»9»,—т(стіз being faith, 
the subjective relation, and 4A9@ea the 
truth, the objective good which is appro- 
priated by faith: Wiesinger, as meaning 
that he is, in the right faith and in the 
truth, the 3:3. (0v. Bengel regards them 
merely as another asseveration belonging 
to the assertion that he is 8:8. Jo., — in 
faith and truth I say it.“ This latter at 
once discommends itself, from its exceed- 
ing flatness: though Chrys. also seems to 
have held it—4» riere: rá: àAAÀ pd 
vouloys dreh dv тісте Қкоосаѕ, бт. 
ard run Tò wpüyud dori. ко) yàp èv dAn- 
Belg фус». el Bè Ahea, ойк For: Yevdos. 
In judging between these, we must take 
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into account the usage of àAfj0eia above, 
ver. 4, in в very similar reference, when it 
was to be matter of teaching to all men. 
There it undoubtedly is, though anar- 
throus, the (ruth of God. I would there- 
fore take it similarly here, as Wiesinger, 
—the sphere in which both his teaching 
and their learning was to be employed— 
the truth of the Gospel. Then, if so, it is 
surely harsh to make é» тісте: subjective, 
especially as the é» is not repeated before 
Ane. It too will most properly be ob- 
jective,—and likewise regard that in which, 
as an element or sphere, he was to teach 
and they to learn: the faith. This фу r. 
к. AA. will be, not the object of 8:84скал., 
but the sphere or element in which he is 
the 8:84скалоз). 8.] See summary 
at beginning of chapter. I will then ( in 
BotAopwa the active wish is implied: it is 
no mere willingness or acquiescence,” Ellic. 
On the distinction between BodAopa: and 
oe, see Donaldson, Cratyl. $ 463, p. 650 
f. ed. 2: and Ellic. on ch. v. 14) that the 
men (the E. V. by omitting the article, 
has entirely obscured this passage for its 
English readers, not one in a hundred of 
whom ever dream of a distinction of the 
sexes being here intended. But again 
the position of robs Ќудраз forbids us from 
supposing that such distinction was the 
Apostle's main object in this verse. Най 
it been so, we should have read rots Ar- 
Spas rpos ex ch. As it now stands, the 
stress is on pose xh, and obs &эдраз 
is taken for granted. Thus the main sub- 
ject of ver. 1 is carried on, the duty of 
PRAYER, in general—not {as Schleierm. 
objects] one portion merely of it, the al- 
lotting it to its proper offerers) pray in 
every place (these words dv avri téwe 

the general duty of praying, not 
the particular detail implied in rovs Á»- 
Spas: still less are we to join robs fdp 
[robs] i» wayr) rr. It із а local com- 
mand respecting prayer, answering to the 
temporal command  àSiaAehrros vor- 
ebx tobe, 1 Thess. v. 17. It is far-fetched 

™ 8аХоуроў, 
°v "karagroAg “ косшіф "pera 

r Mark III. 5, ёс. 1 Chron. xxix 

9 л jcaurwc S 12 

"одой БУА 
т v Z 

. giat dekide к. 333 ávicXovret, Demosth. 
PhiL м s above, Лаке олет D = ch. ili. 8, 11. Tic ri 26. 

phere oniy. в. mip omiy see note. 
here (Heb. 

Damasc-comm 
eused in the 

косшоѕ D'FN® 17 

and irrelevant to the context to fnd in 
the words, as Chr., Thdrt., al, Pel, 
Erasm., Calv., Beza, Grot., al., the Chris- 
tian’s freedom from prescription of place 
for prayer—apbs rhv ropuchy Biayópevaw 
i e,ẽʒ où yàp [vulgo ðs yàp] той 
5 тер:Ќурафе тў» Хатреіа», 
Thdrt.: and Chrys, бтер rois 'lovDaíois 
Oduis ойк 3», lining up holy hands (seo 
LXX, ref. Ps.: also Ps. xxvii. 2, xliii. 20; 
Clem. Rom. Ep. 1 to Corinthians, ch. 29, 
p. 269: проѕёлбоиеєу arr dv бӧсібттт: 
Wuxiis, rds xa) üàyiárrovs xeipas afporres 
wpos abr. These two passages, as Hu- 
ther observes, testify to the practice in the 
Christian church. The form dclous 
with a feminine is unusual: but we must 
not, as Winer suggests [edn. 6, $ 11. 
1], join it to ша His own in- 
stances, orparia obpdyws, Luke ii. 18,— 
Ipis бирооз Лб, Rev. iv. 3, furnish some 
precedent: and the fact that the ending 
-105 is common to all three establishes an 
analogy. “Those hands are holy, which 
have not surrendered themselves as instru- 
ments of evil desire: the contrary are 
HNO. xeipes, 2 Macc. v. 16: compare, 
for the expression, Job xvii. 9, Ps. xxiii. 4, 
and in the N. T., especially James iv. 8 
кабарісатє xeipas xal ёухісате xapbías." 
Huther. See classical passages in Wetst.) 
without (separate from, “ putti аға, 5 
Hm тыд аиа i. e. 

ity and mutual peace, so lite- 
nile a sine disceptatione, as vulg., see 
note on ref. Phil. Ellic.’s objection, that 
we should thus import from the context 
& meaning unconfirmed by good lexical 
.anthority, is fully met by the unquestion- 
able usage of the verb Stacy in the 
N. T. for to dispute. At the same time, 
seeing that the matter treated of is prayer, 
where disputing hardly seems in place, 
perhaps doubting is the better sense; 
which, after all, is a disputation within 
ones к) і 9.) di (ёѕабты, 
шере passage, Tit. ii. 8, seems 

to be little more than a copula, not 
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a Eph. v. 3 reff. be 

(-Вуе, John ix. 81.) 

Orig-ms, : чо» K. кататАеудаану А. 
G-lat (altern) 
1 Pet iii. 8) АЁ 1 

necessarily to refer to the matter which 
has been last under treatment) I will 
that women (without the article, the 
reference to rovs Gy3pas above is not so 
pointed: i.e. we need not imagine that 
the reference is necessarily to the same 
matter of detail, but may regard the verse 
[see below] as being to the general duties 
and behaviour of women, as not belonging 
to the category of of wposevxóuevo: dv 
таут! rów) adorn themselves (there is 
no need, as Chrys. and most Commenta- 
tors, to ‘supply mposetyer@a: to complete 
the sense: indeed if I have apprehended 
the paseage rightly, it would be altogether 
irrelevant. The décatrws serving merely 
as a copula [see above], the sposeóxeata: 
belonging solely and emphatically to robs 
ard pas, — the qui uestion, ‘what then are 
women to do?’ is answered by insisting 
on modesty of appearance and the orna- 
ment of good works, as contrasted [ver. 
12] with the man's part. The public as- 
semblies are doubtless, in ver. 12, still be- 
fore the Apostie’s mind, but in a very 
slight degree. It is the general duties of 
women, rather than any single point in 
reference to their conduct in public wor- 
ship, to which he is calling attention: 
though the subject of public worship led 
to his thus speaking, and has not alto- 
gether disappeared from his thoughts. 
According to this view, the construction 
proceeds direct with the infinitive xoopeiy, 
without any supposition of an anacoluthon, 
as there must be on the other дура) 
in orderly (ref.) apparel (cf. t. ii. 3, 
note: “in seomly guise,” Ellic. xara- 
vToM, originally arrangement, ‘putting 
in order,” followed in its usage that of its 
verb xaracréAdke. We have in Eur. 
Bacch. 891, abrdy [bv wAdkapor] талу» 
катаст«\о®реу,—-‹ we will re-arrange the 
dishevelled lock: then Aristoph. Thesm. 
256, 19: viv Hard rA де тё тері тё 
axinn—elothe, dress me. Thus in Plot. 
Pericl. 6, we read of Anaxagoras, that his 
кетостоћђ тер:Волӯз, ‘arrangement of 

s. xliv. 
ch. vi. AT cri (Tit, 1.3 ret) only 1. 

goth Clem : om 17: txt AD!FN Syr (copt) Orig. 
17 Chr-ms Thi-ms: txt DKLN rel Clem Orig. 

е here only. Job xxvill. 28. Gen. xx. 11. 

rec (for 3rd ка) n, with DKL rel 
хруси» (from 

dress, was яр ob dxraparrouérn 
sáðos фу тф Atyew. Then in Jos. B. J 
ii. 8. 4, of the Eesenes, that their ката- 
ro ка) expa edparos was т wie 
perà ФфбӧВоу Р. 
which he proceeds to ва 
obre 8è en obre gr cra D. 
Bovo, тр» à dias vi, . T. X. 
that we must take it as meaning the i 
parel,’ the whole е of the cern 
This he to ча атр ар 
into detail, forbid i sius para, xpueór, 
papyaplras, *"iuaruruby wodureAy, all 
which are parts of the rararroAf. This 
view of the meaning of the word requires 
dv катастоћӯ косџір to belong to kocpeir, 
and then to be taken up by the фу follow- 
ing, an arrangement, as it seems to me, 
also required by the nstural construction 
of the sentence itself) with shamefastness 
(not, as modern reprints of the E. V., 
'shamefacedness, which is a mere un- 
meaning corruption by the printers of a 
very expressive and beautiful word: see 
Trench, N. T. Synonyms, § xx.) and self- 
restraint (1 adopt ybeare's word as, 

h not wholly satisfactory, bringing 
et e leading idea of better 
than any other. Ite fault is, that it is a 
word too indicative of effort, as if the un- 
chaste desires were continually breaking 
bounds, and as continually held in check : 
whereas in the cédpery, the safe-and- 
sound-minded, no such continual struggle 
has place, but the better nature is esta- 
blished in its rule. Trench [ubi supra] 
has dealt with the two words, setting 
aside the insufficient distinction of Xeno- 
phon, Cyr. viii. 1. 31,—where he says of 
Cyrus, ёре 3è aid xal capporteny 
15d, бз Tobs uiv» aidouudrauvs và dv тф 
фауерф aloxpa фебуоутаз, robs 8 тффро- 
vat ко) тё dy re d , “If,” Trench 
concludes, “ al8es is the sbhamefastness. 
or tendency which sbrinks from over- 
passing the limits of womanly reserve and 
modesty, as well as from the dishonour 
which would justly attach thereto, qw- 
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h 2 Сог. іх. 18. Gal. 11.6. ch. HI. ( only . (-тбвсер, Tit. Н. 8.) 
k here only t. (-тус, Wisd. xiL б.) 1 Rom. ix 

* ovx ig L. rebel. сог. 
1 xiv. 31. 

14 каг g Phil. i. 30 

iae vit sa нъ ва 

18. rec v,] де 3:8аскеу, with KL rel syr Thdr-mops Chr Thdrt Damasc Ambr, 
and, omg де, k Did: txt ADFN тп 17 latt goth arm Cypr Ambrst Jer. 

фросбут is that habitual inner self-govern- 
ment, with ite constant rein on all the 

and desires, which would hinder 
the temptation to this from arising, or at 
all events from arising in such strength as 
should overbear the checks and hindrances 
which ai8ós opposed to it."  Ellic. 
for it, *sober-mindedness," and explains 
it, “the well-balanced state of mind, aris- 
ing from habitual seff-restraint.” Seo 
his notes, here, and in his translation), 
not in plaits (of hair: cf. 1 Pet. iii. 3, du- 
Ab Tp.x&r, and seo Ellicott's note) and 
gold (xal wepi0éc eos xpvaier, 1 Pet. I. e., 
perhaps, from the «al, the gold is supposed 
to be twined among, or worn with, the 
plaited hair. See Rev. xvii. 4), or pearls 
or costly raiment (= évivccws luer len- 
1 Pet. 1. e.). but, w is becoming for 
women (ir C i is or- 
dinarily in N. T. to promise, see гей. 
But the meaning to profess,’ pre se 
ferre,’ is found iu the classics, e. g. Xen. 
Mem. i. 2. 7, 46aóua(« Bé, ef тїз дретђу 
dwayyedAduevos ёрүйро» xpárrowo: cf. 
Palm and Rost's Lex., and the numerous 
examples їп Wetst.) godliness (0осіВеа 
is found in Xen. An. іі. 6. 26, апа Plato, 
Epinomis, 985 d, 989 e. The adjec- 
tive 0є0сє Bhs i is common enough), — by 
means of good works (not dy again, be- 
cause the adornment lies in a different 
sphere and cannot be so expressed. The 
adorning which resulte from коой works is 
brought, about by (8:4) their practice, not 
displayed by appearing to be invested with 
Lini а Uh. Huther's construction, after 

Luth., Calv., and Mack and 
Matthies — rey yel 0«oréBeiar 80 ly 
&уаба», —із on all grounds objectionable : 
—1) the ы Hi 5 as фу тойт бог 
каб 5, which of itself. might pass, intro- 
duces great harshness into the sentence : 
—2) the junction of dwaryyehropdvass 8¹ 
is worse du that of xoopeiv 8i, to which 
he objecte:—3) the ment of the 
words is against it, which would thus 
rather be yuragi» 3: eye ya8óv 
ӨвосВеау éwayyedAoudvais : —4) he does 

not see that his objection, that the adorn- 
ment of women has been already specified 
by & кататто\ў k. r. A., and therefore 
need not be again specified by 8% ёрум» 
éy., applies just, as much to his own ren- 
dering, taking 5 for каб 5 or фу тобто 5). 

11.] Let а woman learn (in the 
5 and every where: see below) 
in silence in all (possible) subjection (the 
thought of the public assemblies has evi- 
dently given rise to this precept [see 1 
Cor. xiv. PM] but he carries it further 
than can be applied to them in the next 
verse): but (the contrast is to а suppressed 
hypothesis of & claim to do that which is 
forbidden: cf. a similar 8, 1 Cor. xi. 16) to 
& woman I permit not to teach (in the 
church [primarily], or, as the context 
shews, any where else), nor to lord it over 
(abo evi unBérore хрћср ёт) тоў ёесяб- 
Tov, &s ol тері тё dura rip phropes, 
GAA’ ёт) ToU abréxeipos povéæs, Phryn. 
But Euripides thus uses it, Suppl. 442: 
xal phy Sxou ye $ўдоз avddyrns x0ovós, 
бобо» àcTois Kõera: увау{сыв. The fact 
is that the word itself is originally в 
‘vox media,’ signifying merely ‘one who 
with his own hand! .. . . aud the context 
fills up the rest, айбфуттз qórov, ог the 
like. And in course of time, the ineaning 
of ‘autocrat’ prevailing, the word itself 
and its derivatives henceforth took this 
course, and aber d, la, Au, all of 
later growth, bore this reference only. 
Later still we have abberrutds, from first 
auth (‘id enim adOerrixas, nuntiaba- 
tur, Cic. ad Att. x. 9]. It seems quite 
a mistake to suppose that aidévrqs arrived 
at its meaning of a despot by passing 
through that of a murderer) the man, but 
Gapply * BoóAoua, not кеЛебо, which 
t. Paul does not use." Ellic.] * Z command 

her :’ the construction in 1 Cor. xiv. 34 is 
the same) to be in silence. 18. 
Reason of this precept, in the origi 
order of creation. For Adam was first 
(not of all men, which is not here under 
consideration, and would stultify the sub- 
sequent clause :—but first in comparieon 
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fu^ uera * awopoauvn 

p Gal. tif. 19 А peo e 
reff. q = ch. iv. 16. see Phil. 1. 19. 

ch. v. 14.) t ch. 1. 2 reff. 
r == 1 Cor. 1. 15. see note. 

a = 1 Thess. iv. 4 7 (reff.). Heb. xil. 14. 
sbhereonlgt. (veir, 

Y ver. 9, 

14. rec ататубеюа (on this reading, critical considerations are somewhat uncertain. 
On the one hand, фак. may have come from Rom vii. 11. 2 Cor xi. 8: оп the other, 
ёт. may be a corrn to suit rarijon above. And this latter, as lying го much nearer 
the corrector’s eye, seems the more prob: 
iyrárqoér ne), with DK LN? rel 673: txt AD 

15. for 8e, yap D! : om al. 

with Eve) made (see ref. Gen., from which 
the word ¢wAdc@y seems to be taken: cf. 
1 Cor. xi. 8, 9, and indeed that whole pas- 
sage, which throws light on this), then 
Eve. 14.] Second feason—as the 
woman was last in being, so she was first 
in sin—indeed the only victim of the 
Tempter's deceit. And Adam was not 
deceived (not to be weakened, as Thdrt. : 
Tb ойк FxarhOn, бэт! rod, ob vp hs, 
elpnrev : nor, as Matthies, must we supply 
ö rd ToU Spews: nor, with De W., Wie- 
singer, al., must we press the fact that the 
woman only was misled by the senses. 
Bengel and Huther seem to me (but cf. 
Ellicott] to have apprehended the right 
reference: serpens mulierem decepit, 
mulier virum non decepit, sed ei persuasit." 
As Huther observes, the 4rdrncey, in the 
original narrative, is used of the woman 
only. We read of no communication be- 
tween the serpent and the mas. The 
* subtlest beast of all the field" knew his 
course better: she listened to the lower 
solicitation of sense and expediency: he to 
the higher one of conjugal love): but the 
woman (not now Eve, but generic, as the 
next clause shews: for Eve could not bo 
the subject to cæfhoeraı) having been so- 
duced BY DECEIT (stronger than ётату- 
деса, as ехото than oro: implying the 
full snccess of the åwdárn) has become in- 
volved (the thought is—the present state 
of transgression in which the woman (and 
the man too: but that is not treated here) 
by sin is constituted, arose [which was 
not so in the man] from her y 
having been se by deceit) in trans- 
gression (here as always, breach of a posi- 
tive command: cf. Rom. iv. 15). 
15.] But (contrast to this her great and 
original defect) she (general) shall be 
saved through (brought safely through, 
but in the higher, which is with St. Paul 
the only sense of собе, see below) her 
child-bearing (in order to understand the 
fulness of the meaning of собќсета: here, 

specially as in Gen iil. 18 it stands ô бф; 
FN! e 17 Bas Chr,. 

we must bear in mind the history itself, to 
which is the constant allusion. The curse 
on the woman for her wapdBac:s was, фу 
Aéwas тфү Tékva (Gen. iii. 16]. Her 
текуоүоуіа is that in which the curse 
finds its operation. What then is here 
promised her? Not only exemption from 
that curse in ite worst and heaviest effecta : 
not merely that she shall safely bear chil- 
dren: but the Apostle uses the word ow- 
@фтетол purposely for its higher meaning, 
and the construction of the sentence is 
precisely as ref. 1 Cor.—abTrhs 84 cw04- 
тетш, обтоѕ 82 és 8:4 wvpós. Just as 
that man should be saved through, as 

ing through, fire which is his trial, his 
indrance in his way, in spite of which he 
escapes, —so she shall be saved, through, as 
passing through, her child-bearing, which 
is her trial, her curse, her [not means 
of salvation, but] hindrance in the wa 
of it. The other renderings which 
have been given seem to me both irrele- 
vant and ungrammatical. Chrys, Thl., 
al, for instance, would press rexvoyoria 
to mean the Christian education of chil- 
dren: Heinrichs, strangely enough, holds 
that her rexvcy. is the punishment of her 
sin, and that being undergone, she shall be 
saved 8.4 rijs т., i.e. by having paid it. 
Conyb. gives it ‘women will be saved by 
the bearing of children, i.e., as he ex- 
plains it in his note, “аге to be kept in 
the path of эш (?) by the performance 
of the peculiar functions which God has 
assigned to their sex.” Some, in their 
anxiety to give 3:4 the instrumental mean- 
ing, would understand 8.4 тїз Texvoy. 
‘by means of the Child-bearing,’ i. e. the 
Incarnation :' a rendering which needs no 
refutation. I see that Ellicott maintains 
this latter interpretation: still I find no 
reason to qualify what I have above 
written. 1 Cor. iii. 15 seems to me so 
complete & key of Pauline usage of сќ(ес- 
ба: 8:4, that I cannot abandon the path 
opened by it, till far stronger reason has 

ADFK 
LN ab 
cdefg 
hklm 
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Cuar. III. 1. for rioros, avOpwmives (probably introduced 
some of the latin vss: see Ellie here, and cf var readd, ch i. 15) 

been shewn than he here alleges. In his 
second edition he has not in any way 
strengthened his a ent, nor has he 
taken any notice of the Pauline usage 
which I allege. After all, it is mainly a 
question of exegetical tact: and I own I 
am surprised that any scholar can believe 
it possible that St. Paul can have expressed 
the Incarnation by the bare word ў rexvo- 
yovla. He himself in this samo Epistle, 
v. 14, uses the cognate verb, of the or- 
dinary bearing of children: and these are 
the only places where the compound occurs 
in the N. т» if they (generic plural аз 
before singular) have remained (shall be 
found in that day to have remained—a 
further proof of the higher meaning of 
себќсетах) in faith and love and holiness 
(see reff., where the word is used in the 
same reference, of holy chastity) with self- 
restraint (sce above on ver. 9). 

Cu. III. 1—18.] Precepts respecting 
overseers (presbyters) [1—7], and dèa- 
cons [8—13]. 1.] Fai is the 
saying (sce on ch. i. 15, from the analogy 
of which it appears that the words are to 
be referred to what follows, not, as Chrys., 
Thl., Erasm., al., to what has preceded): 
if any man seeks (it does not seem that he 
uses ópéyerai with any reference to an am- 
bitious seeking, as De W. thinks: in Heb. 
xi. 16 the word is а ‘ vox media,’ and even 
in ch. vi. 10, the blame rests, not on ópe- 
yónevoi, but on the thing sought: and in 
Polyb. ix. 20. 6, the word is used as one 
merely of passage, in giving directions 
respecting the office sought: «xeAcdorres 
ёатролоуєіу к. yewperpeiy Tobs dpeyoud- 
vous abris [rs orpatrylas]. So that 
De W.’s inference respecting ambition for 
the episcopate betraying the late age of 
the Epistle, falls to the ground) (the) 
overseership (or, bishopric; office of an 
éxloxoewos; but the ёжіското: of the 
N. T. have officially nothing in common 
with our Bishops. See notes on Acts xx. 
17, 28. ТЬе identity of the émwícxo- 
wos and xpeoBurepos in apostolic times is 
evident from Tit. i. 5—7 : see also note on 
Phil. i. 1, the article Biſchof in Herzog's 
Real-Encyclopádie, and Ellic.'s noto here), 
" desires a good work (not ‘a good 

you. III. 

- v a 

2 46 ovv TOV b? 7 в. 
EWIOKOTO?P  cviii.8. 

(Luke xix. 

. vi. 10. Heb. хі. 10 only t. (act., Job vili. 
.18. Tit 

eh 
v, 10. xxvi. 10 | Mk. John x. E, 88. Epp. ch. v. 10, 28. vi 

constr., Acts xz. 83 only (Paul 3 А в 
01.1.1. Tit. 17. 1 Pet. ii. 35 only. 4 Kings хі. 18. Jo 

m the humanus of 
: G-lat has both. 

thing : but a good employment: see 1 
Thess. v. 13: 2 Tim. iv. 5: one of the 
кала pya so often spoken of [reff.]). It 
behoves then (оўу is best ed as 
taking up калду Épyor, and substantiating 
that assertion: “bonum negotium bonis 
committendum," Bengel) an (тб» generic, 
singular of robs ёт:скбтоиѕ) overseer to 
be blameless (Thucyd. v. 17, IAewrodrat 
84 ..... voul(w» . . . why abrós топ 
éx0pois dvewlAnwros elvai . . . . „ where 
the Schol. has, uh àv avrbs таре оу xar- 
nyoplas &$opufv. Thdrt. draws an im- 
portant distinction: pndeulay wpóoacir 
un %, wapéxew Bialas т) yàp &vexl- 
Aymror, ov TÒ ёсокофіутттох Adye: ёте) 
ка} abrbs é&wócroAos тауто$атйз cvxo- 
фаутіаз óméuewer), husband of one wife 
(two great varieties of interpretation of 
these words have prevailed, among those 
who agree to take them as restrictive, not 
injunctive, which the spirit of the pas- 

and the insertion of as surely 
alike forbid. They have been supposed 
to prohibit either 1) simulianeous poly- 
gamy, or 2) successive polygamy. 1) has 
somewhat to be said for it. The custom 
of polygamy was then prevalent among the 
Jews [see Just. Mart. Tryph. 134, p. 226, 
—Bidarxdros n] otrives ка) ифур: viv 
ка) тёссараѕ к. mírre Éxew бйз yuvaixas 
ёкастоу сууҳеробс: : and Jos. Antt. vii. 2 
(so cited in Suicer and Huther, but the 
reference is wrong), wdrpo» èv тайт 
wAcloow huir сиуокет), and might ensily 
find ite way into the Christian community. 
And such, it is argued, was the Apostle’s 
reference, not to second marriages, which 
he himself commands ch. v. 14, and allows 
in several other places, e. g. Rom. vii. 2, 3: 
1 Cor. vii. 89. But the objection to takin 
this meaning ie, that the Apostle would 
hardly have specified that as a requisite for 
the episcopate or presbyterate, which we 
know to have been fulfilled by all Chris- 
tians whatever: no instance being adduced 
of polygamy being practised in the Chris- 
tian church, and no exhortations to ab- 
stain from it. As to St. Paul’s command 
and permissions, see below. Still, we must 
not lose sight of the circumstance that the 
earlier Commentators were unanimous for 

Ү 
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this view. Chrys. is the only one who 
pro an alternative: — Thy duerplay 
колбе, & reid) er ray lovdaley dj kal 
Bevrépois du yduoss, к. 800 Exe катй 
rabroy yuvaixas. Thdrt.: Tb 86 pâs yv- 
vads ÉyBpa, ed por Boxovor elpnxdvat 
туб. жйАш үйр е@фбеса» kal “EAAnves 
к. "lov8ator: к. 80о x. тро} к. wAeloot u- 
ма) убие yduov karà тайтђу cuvoixeiy. 
wives de ка) viv, кбіто Trà» ВаазАк@>» 
vóuer 330 xarà rab KyerOat ce, Y- 
теу ‘yuvaixas, wal waAdAaxio: pl-yvurras 
к. éralpas. (pasar Tolrvv roy Oeîor àrd- 
reo еірукќуси, Tb» pig pórvp yuva 
соуокобута Godopóres, тїз (wi korufs 
Axio elvai xeiporovías, où yàp rb» Bev- 
тероу, pasiv, t e AE yduov, 6 ye woAAd- 
кїз TOUTO yeréoOa: кеАєйтаз. And simi- 
larly Thl., Œc., and Jer. 2) For the view 
that second marriages are prohibited to 
aspirants after the episcopate, —is, the 
most probable meaning [see there] of évbs 
йуёр$з yurf in ch. v. 9, — as also the wide 

valence in the early Church of the idea 
that, although second marriages were not 
forbidden to Christians, abstinence from 
them was better than indulgence in them. 
So Hermas Pastor, ii. 4. 4 р. 921 f, 
‘Domine, si vir vel mulier alicujus dis- 
cesserit, et nupserit aliquis eorum, num- 
quid peccat?' ‘Qui nubit, non peccat: 
воі si per se manserit, magnum sibi con- 
quirit honorem apud Dominum:' and 
Clem. Alex. Strom. iii. 12 [81], p. 548 P., 
ô &rócroAos [1 Cor. vii. 89, 40] 81 
axpaclay к. xUpwow xarà cvyyráunv 
Bevrépov peradl8wor yduov, rel к. obros 
oby apaprdve uiv катё Biabheny, ob yap 
wexhdvra: wpbs ToU vóuov, ob wAnpot 84 
ris xara Tb ebayyéAtoy ‘wodirelas Thy 
rar ёж(тасху теЛебтута. And во in 
Suicer, i. p. 892 f., Chrys., Greg. Naz. [7d 
wp&ro» (cvrvowégior) vónos, Tò Beóürepor 
ovyxapnois, Tb тр(тоу wapavoula. rb 85 
ӧтёр тобто, ҳора8тѕ. Orat. xxxvii. 8, 
p. 660],— Epiphanius (3evrepóyapor ойк 

ест: $уесда dy айтӣ (TH ANN) els 
lepwobrny. compend. de fide, p. 
1104], Orig.,—the Apostolical Canon xvii. 
[8 vol ib dam cukmAakels perà тд Bdr- 
Tigua, ) хаААак%» xrnoduevos, ob d SU 
elvai exloxoros, } wpeoBórepos, ў Bidkovos, 
4 Brows ToU каталбуоу тоў feparixod], &c. 
Huther cites from Athenngoras the ex- 

pression eixperhs po:xęla applied to 
second marriage. With regard to the 
Apostle’s own command and permissions 
of this state [see above], they do not come 
into account here, because they are con- 
fessedly (and expressly so in ch. v. 14) 
for those whom it was not contemplated 
to admit into ecclesiastical office. 3) 
There have been some divergent lines of 
interpretation, but they have not found 
many advocates. Some [e.g. „ 
deny altogether the formal reference to 
1) or 2), and understand the expression 
only of a chaste life of fidelity to the 
marriage vow: that neither polygamy, 
nor concubinage, nor any offensive deu- 
terogamy, should be able to be alleged 
against such a person." But surely this 
is very vague, for the precise words pâs 
*yvrauxós йуђр. Bretschneider maintains 
that ша; is here the indefinite article, and 
that the Apostle means, an ёкіскотох 
should be the husband of a wife. This 
hardly needs serious refutation. Winer 
however has treated it, edn. 6, § 18. 9 
note, shewing that by no possibility can 
the indefinite efs stand where it would 
as here canse ambiguity, only where unity 
is taken for granted. Worse still is the 
Romanist evasion, which understands the 
pla yurh of the Church. The view 
then which must I think be adopted, espe- 
cially in presence of ch. v. 9 (where see 
note] is, that to candidates for the episco- 
pate ( presbytery] St. Paul forbids second 
marriage. He requires of them pre-emi- 
nent chastity, and abstinence from a 
licence which is allowed to other Chris- 
tians. How far such a prohibition is to 
be considered binding on us, now that the 
Christian life has entered into another 
and totally different phase, is of course an 
open question for the present Christian 
church at any time to deal with. It must 
be as matter of course understood that 
regulations, in all ¿awful? things, depend, 
even when made by an Apostle, on circum- 
stances: and the superstitious observance 
of the letter in such cases is often pregnant 
with mischief to the people and cause of 
Christ), sober (probably in the more ex- 
tended sense of the word (* vigilantem ani- 
mo,’ Beng: SBievytryepuéror, кай $pogtomeiy 
тд wpaxTéov Suvduevor, ТЪЙ. tovrdrrs 
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б:орат:кбу, uuplous — Éyorra тбутобетх тобто тоу. But perhaps the coarser 
OpGarpots, д0 Влќтоута, xal ph ёрВло- 
vovra TÒ тїз Siavolas Supa, к.т.А. Chrys. ], 
as in 1 Thess. v. 6, 8 ;—a pattern of active 
sobriety and watchfulness : for all these ad- 
jectives, as far as S:8axrixdy, are descrip- 
tive of positive qualities: uh wdpowor 
giving the negative and more restricted 
opposite), self-restrained (or, discreet ; see 
above on ch. ii. 9), orderly (‘quod sopper 
est intus, id кбтшоз est extra,’ Beng.: 
thus expanded by Theodoret: ка) 90 
part ка) oxthpati ко) В8АФддат‹ xol Badl- 
apati Gsre ral Jà ToU céuaros palve- 
сб: Thy тїз yvxr)s софросбуту), hospita- 
ble (loving, and entertaining strangers: 
see reff. and Heb. xiii. 2. This duty in 
the early days of the Christian church was 
one of great importance.  Brethren in 
thelr travels could not resort to the houses 
of 4he heathen, and would be subject to 
insult in the public deversoria), apt in 
teaching (rà беа wewaideupévory, ка} 
wapaveiy B8uvduevoy ta троѕћкорта, 
Thdrt.: so we have rods frrixobs Bovdo- 
udvous yer, Xen. Sympos. ii. 10: not 
merely given fo teaching, but able and 
skilled in it. All might teach, to whom 
the Spirit imparted the gift: but skill 
in teaching was the especial office of the 
minister, on whom would fall the ordinary 
duty of instruction of believers and refuta- 
tion of gainsayers) : 8—7.) (His nega- 
tive qualities are now specified ; the posi- 
tive ones which occur henceforth arising 
out of and explaining those negative ones): 

8.] not a brawler (properly, one tn 
his cups,’ ‘a man rendered petulant by 
much wine: 7d rolyvy жар’ olvoy Aurety 
тоўз wapóvTas, ToUT' фуф кріую wapovlay, 
Xen. Sympos. vi. 1. And perhaps the 
literal meaning should not be lost sight of. 

- At the same time the word and its cognates 
were oſten used without reference to wine: 
see vapotwéo, · la, -:os, in Palm and Rost's 
Lex. As wAh«rns answers to wdpouvos, 
it will be best to extend the meaning to 
signify rather the character, than the mere 
fact, of тароо), not а striker (this word 
also may have a literal and narrower, or a 
metaphorical and wider sense. In this 
latter it is taken by Thdrt.: ob тд drin 
els корду колбе“ АЛАА Td ph Serre 

Y 

literal sense is better, as setting forth more 
broadly the opposite to the character of a 
Christian éxloxowos), but (this contrast 
springs out of the two last, and is set off by 
them forbearing (reasonable and gentle: 
фёре» eiSéra Tà wpds arb wAnppert- 
para, Thdrt. See note on Phil. iv. 5, and 
Trench, N. T. Syn. 6 xliii. ; but correct his 
derivation, as in that note), not quarrel- 
some (cf. 2 Tim. ii. 24. Conyb.'s *peace- 
able’ is objectionable, as losing the nega- 
tive character), not в lover of money ( lide- 
ral,’ Conyb.: but this is still more objec- 
tionable: it is not the positive virtue of 
liberality but the negative one of ab- 
stinence from love of money, which, 
though it may lend to the other in men 
who Aare money, is yet a totally distinct 
thing. Thdrt.’s explanation, while true, 
is yet characteristic of an érícxowos of 
later days: ойк elwey àxrfiuovm сбрџе- 
тра yap эуоробєтє GAAA uh ёрӧута 
xpnuárer. $у>ат$у yàp кєктїтбш! uér, 
оїко›одет› 8$ тайта бебутоз, xal uh Bov- 
Aevery Tobrois, ФАЛА тотоу Seowd er) : 

4.) (This positive requisite again seems 
to spring out of the negative ones which 
have preceded, and especially out of pà- 
dpyvpor. The negatives are again re- 
sumed below with uh vedpuroy) pre- 
siding well over his own house (18(00, as 
contrasted with the church of God below, 
olxov, in its wide acceptation, ‘howsehold,’ 
including all its members), having children 
not ‘keeping [or having] his children’ 
Éxorra Tà тёкуа), as E. V. and Conyb. 

e emphatic position of réxva, besides its 
anarthrousness, should have prevented this 
mistake: cf. also Tit. i. 6,—,u8s *yvrawós 
dvhp, rx Ex тіста, x. 7. A.) in sub- 
jection (i. e. who are in subjection) with all 
gravity (‘reverent modesty,’ see ch. ii. 2. 
These words are best applied to the clit - 
dren, not to the head of the house, which 
acceptance of them rather belongs to the 
rendering impugned above. It is the gep- 
vérys of the children, the result of his 
wpoorijvas, which is to prove that he knows 
how to preside over his own house, — not 
bis own ceurórns in governing them: the 
matter of fact, that he has children who 
arc in subjection to him in all gravity,—not 
2 
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his own keeping or endeavouring to keep 
them so. Want of success in ruling at 
home, not want of will to rule, would dis- 
qualify him for ruling the church. So that 
the distinction is an important one): but 
(contrast, as in ch. ii. 12, to the suppressed 
but imagined opposite case) if any man 
knows not (the use of «l of here is per- 
fectly regular: seo Ellicott's note) how to 
preside over his own house (shews, by his 
children being insubordinate, that he has 
no skillin domestic government), how shall 
he (this future includes ‘how can he,’ but 
goes beyond it—appealing, not to the man’s 
power, which conditions his success, but to 
the resulting matter of fact, which will be 
sure to substantiate his failure) take charge 
of (во Plat. Gorg. p. 520 a: of pdaxorres 
wpocordvas тїз wéAews Kal éwiueAeiata:) 
the church of God (ó rà тшукрё& olxovopeiy 
ойк elBós, was Búvaraı Tay xperrdver 
kal Oclwy miorevORva: Thy nne; 
Thdrt. See the idea followed out popularly 
in Chrys.) !  6.] (the negative charac- 
teristics are resumed) not а novice (veóov- 
тоу TÓV cb, wemiorevxédta Kare? фуф 
dp, onoly, ёфбтеота. ой ydp, obs tives 
iwéAaBoy, тд» véoy тїї inlas ёкВёлле, 
Thdrt. So Chr. ([»eoxarfixnros], Thl. 
[veoBderioros.] An objection has been 
raised to this precept by Schleierm., that 
it could hardly find place in the apos- 
tolic church, where all were »reóqvro:. 
Matthies answers, that in Crete this 
might be so, and therefore such a pre- 
cept would be out of place in the Epistle 
to Titus, but the Ephesian church had 
been many years established. But De W. 
rejoins to this, that the precepts are per- 
fectly general, not of particular applica- 
tion. The real reply is to be found, partly 
by narrowing the range of vedpuros, 
partly in assigning a later date to these 
Epistles than is commonly held. The case 
here contemplated is that of one very 
recently converted. To ordain such a per- 
son to the ministry would, for the reason 
here assigned, be most unadvisable. But 

we cannot imagine that such period need 
be extended at the most to more than 
three or four years, in cases of men of 
full age who became Christians; and 
surely such a condition might be ful- 
filled in any of the Pauline churches, 
supposing this Epistle to bear any thing 
like the date which I have assigned to it 
in the Prolegg. ch. vii. § ii.), lest being 
besotted with pride (from rues, smoke, 
steam, and hence metaphorically, the 
pother which a man’s pride raises about 
bim so that he cannot see himself or others 
as they ure. So rà тз фихӯз, vepos xal 
TÜ$os, Marc. Antonin. ii. 17: тд» rior 
&swep тій card фАотоф!аз cis тоўз 
софістёѕ dweoxédace, Plut. Mor. Гр. 580 
с. Palm. Lex.] Hence rugote a, which 
is used only in this metaphorical sense, to 
be thus blinded or bewilderod with pride 
or self-conceit. So rervgwudvos rais ebrv- 
xles, Strabo xv. р. 686, — ёт) wAovras 
те kal dpxais, Lucian, Necyom. 12. See 
numerous othes examples in Palm and 
Rost's Lex., from whence tbe above are 
taken) he fall into the judgment of the 
devil (these last words аге ambiguous. 
Is ToU dag LL] the enitive objective 
[as Rom. iii. 8], ‘the judgment into which 
the devil fell, —or [2] the genitive sub- 
jective, ‘the jud which іг wrought 
y the devil?" [1] is held by Chrys. 
[eis Thy катаёікт» Thy айтђу, hy dxetvos 
wb ris àwovolas ówéuewe], Thdrt. [тр 

ToU SiaBóAov тіроріа Treprregeirai], Thl., 
Œc., Pel., Calv. [*in eandem cum diabolo 
condemnationem ruat.' See below under 

Н de de 

ADFH 
KLM ab 
cdefg 
hkim 
nol? 

(2), Beza, Est. Grot. [id est, репа. 
qualis diabolo evenit, qui de colo dejectus 
est, 2 Pet. ii. 4, nempe ob superbiam, Sir. 
x. 18'], Beng., Wolf [‘repreesentato dia- 
boli exemplo’ |, Heinr., Heydenreich, Mack, 
De W., Wiesinger, al.: and by Ellicott. 
[2] by Anbr. [apparently : *Satanas prz- 
cipitat ешп’), Heumann, Matthies [“ if a 
Christian church-overseer allowed himself 
to be involved in a charge of pride, the 
adversary (in concreto living men, his in- 
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struments) might by it have reason as 
well for the accusation of the individual 
as for inculpation of the congregation, cf. 
ch. v. 14, Eph. iv. 27,” cited by Huther], 
Calv. [as an alternative: “activam signi- 
ficationem non rejicio, fore ut diabolo 
causam sui accusandi prebeat." He adds, 
* sed verior Chrysostomi opinio ], Beza 
[altern.], Huther. It is hardly worth 
while recounting under this head, the 
views of those who take rot BiaBóAov 
for а slanderer, inasmuch as 6 8dBodos 
never occurs in this sense in the N. T. 
[on 8:dBodros, adjective, in this sense, 
see below, ver. 11]. This is done in both 
verses 6 and 7, by Luther чет 
Rosenm., Michaelis, Wegsch., Flatt: in 
verse 6 and not in verse 7, by Erasm., 
Mosheim, al. In deciding between the 
above, one question must first be an- 
swered: are we obliged to preserve the 
same character of the genitive in verses 6 
and 7? because, if so, we must manifestly 
take [2]: for [óreificubr x.] mayida Tov 
$iaBoAov [see below] cannot bear an 
other meaning than ‘the [reproach and] 
snare which the devil lays.’ This ques- 
tion must be answered, not by any mere 
consideration of uniformity, but by careful 
enquiry into the import of the substantive 
xpiua. I conceive we cannot understand 
it here otherwise than as a condemnatory 
sentence. The word is a vor media; ойк 
«Üxpirov Tb кріра, Esch. Suppl. 892: but 
the dread here expressed of falling into it 
necessarily confines it to its adverse sense. 
This being so, Bengel’s remark is notice- 
able :—* diabolus potest opprobrium in- 
ferre, judicium non potest: non enim ja- 
dicat, sed judicatur." То this Huther 
answers, that we must not consider the 
«pipa of the devil as necessarily parallel 
with God's «pia, any more than with 
man's on his neighbour. “To under- 
stand,” he continues, the крда той dia- 
BédAov, we must compare Eph. ii. 2, where 
the devil is called 7d wvedua т) уф» 
dvepyoty dy тойу vlois vis ётебєіаѕ: so 
that whatever the world does to the re- 
proach [jut Schmach! of Christ's Church, 
is the doing of the spirit that works in the 
world, viz. of the devil.” But surely this 
reply is quite inadequate to justify the use: 
of the decisive xpiua: and Huther him- 
self has, by suggesting ‘reproach,’ evaded 

d Rom. xv. 3, from Ps. lxvii 9. Heb. x. 
9. Prov. xli. 13. f Luke I. 88. Rom. хі. 0, 

the real question, and taken refuge in the 
unquestioned meaning of the next verse. 
He on to say, that only by under- 
standing this of a deed of the Prince of the 
antichristian world, can we clearly esta- 
blish a connexion with the following verse, 
pointed out as it is by 8é. But this is still 
more objectionable: 5€ xal disjoins the 
two particulars, and introduces the latter 
asa separate and additional matter. From 
the use of the decisive word «piua, I infer 
that it cannot be an act of the adversary 
which is bere spoken of, but an act in 
which ё Epxwy ToU xócuov Tobrov кёкрь- 
тол. Then as to uniformity with ver. 7, 
I should not be disposed to make much 
account of it. For one who во loved simi- 
larity of external phrase, even where dif- 
ferent meanings were to be conveyed, as 
St. Paul, to use the genitives in xpiua 
TOU BiaBóAov and тау! той 3:аВбЛоу in 
these different meanings, is surely nothing 
which need cause surprise. тоё 8.aBóAov 
is common to both : the devil's condemna- 
tion, and the devil's snare, are both alike 
alien from the Christian, in whom, as in 
his divine Master, the adversary should 
find nothing, and with whom he should 
have nothing in common. The xpiua ToU 
9$iaBóAov is in fact but the consummation 
of that state into which the тту; тоб 
&aBóxov is the introduction. I there- 
fore unhesitatingly adopt [1]—the con- 
demnation into which Satan fell through 
the same blinding effect of pride). 
Т.) Moreover (84, bringing in the соп: 
trast of addition; ‘more than this,’.... 
cal, the addition itself of a new par- 
ticular) he must 6 8 testi- 
mony (reff) from those without (lit. 
‘those from without; the unusual -bev 
[reff.] being added as harmonizing with 
the awd, the testimony coming from 
without’), lest he fall into (a question 
arises which must be answered before we 
can render the following words. Does 
évei8iopdv [1] stand alone, ‘into reproach, 
and the snare of the devil,’ or is it [2] to 
be joined with тауі8а as belonging to 
QiaBóAov For [1], which is the view of 
Thl., Est., Wolf, Heyden., Huther, Wie- 
singer, al. [and Ellic. doubtfully), it is al- 
leged, that ó»veibicuór is separated from 
xal тауба by dur, . But this alone 
cannot decide the matter. The Apostle 
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may have intended to write merely eis 
dverdiopdy ёртќсү ToU BiaBóAov. Then in 
adding xal тауда, we may well conceive 
that he would kcep els dy. dux. for uni- 
formity with the preceding verse, and also 
not to throw x. тауда into an unnatural 
prominence, as would be done by placing 
it before фитёср. We must then decide 
on other grounds. Wiesinger, secing that 
the dvedicuds rod SiaBóAov, if these are 
to be taken together, must come imme- 
diately from oi Reden, objects, that he 
doubts whether any where the devil is 
said facere per se that which he facit per 
alterum. But surely 1 John iii. 8 is a 
case in point: ё тод» Thy йдарт!а> ёк 
той зарлоо doriy, ёт: ёт ёрхїз д 8:4Во- 
Aos Guaprdve:. els тобто ёфауєр@0т д vids 
TOU беой, Iva Adon Ta Epya ToU BvafióAov, 
—and indeed Eph. ii. 2, Tb wvevpa rd 
voy dvepyouw ё» rois vlois Tf)s àweibeías. 
Huther supports this view by ch. v. 14: 
but I am unable to see how that verse 
touches the question: for whether the 
zyeidtonds belong to тод Bing. or not, it 
clearly must come in either case from of 
ese. One consideration in favour of 
this view has not been alleged: — that 5j 
wayls той 8:аВёлоо seems, from 2 Tim. 
ii. 26, to be a familiar phrase with the 
Apostle, and therefore lees likely to be 
joined with another governing substantive. 

For [2], we have Thdrt. [ray It 
тфу ёхістоу AC. б yap ка} rap éxelvois 
wAclarrny {хоу xpd THs xeporovlas dia- 
go, éxorcíDunros Ётт, xal олло 
дує(8ес: wepiBaAer Tb кобу, ка) els Thy 
vporépay Sr: тёҳіста wadivSpoutoe: wapa- 
voulay, ToU З:аВблоо wdyra . тобто 
итҳауюрќуоу), al, — Bengel [( diabolus 
potest antistiti malis testimoniis laboranti 
plurimum excitare molestim, per se еб 
per homines calumniutores"], De W., 
al. The chief grounds for this view are, 
[а] grammatical—that the eis is not re- 
peated before rid ae. І am not sure, 
whether we are right in applying such 
strict rules to these Pastoral Epistles : but 
the consideration cannot bnt have some 
weight. [b] contextual—that the Apostle 
would hardly have alleged the mere ёдтє- 
ceiv els óveiburuóv аз а matter of sufficient 
importance to be parallel with ur. eis 
тауі8а ToU BiaBóXov. This latter, I own, 
inclines me to adopt [2], but I would not 

by any means speak strongly in repudia- 
tion of the other) the reproach and the 
snare of the devil (reff. This latter is 
usually taken as meaning, tbe danger of 
relapse [cf. Thdrt. cited above]: so Calv. : 
“ne infamis expositus, perfrictæ frontis 
esse incipiat, tantoque majore licentia se 
prostituat ad omnem nequitiam : quod est 
diaboli plagis se irretire. Quid enim spei 
restat ubi nullus est peceati pudor?" 
Grot. gives it а different turn: * ne con- 
tumeliis notatus querat se ulcisci, These, 
and many other references, may well be 
contained in the expression, and we need 
not, I tbink, be at the pains precisely to 
specify any опе direction which the evil 
would take. Such an one's steps would 
be shackled—his freedom hampered—his 
temper irritated — his character lost and 
the natural result would be a fall from his 
place, to the detriment not of himself 
only, but of the Church of Christ). 
8—18.] Precepts regarding deacons and 
deaconesses (see below on ver. 11). 
8.] The construction continues from the 
preceding—the ðe? elva being in the 
Apostle’s mind as governing the accusa- 
tives. In like manner (the фхабтоз 
seems introduced by the similarity of cha- 
racter,—not merely to mark an additional 
particular) the deacons (mentioned as a 
class, besides here, only Phil. i. 1, where, 
as here, they follow the éxicxero:. Phoebe, 
Rom. xvi. 1, is а 3ideovos of the church at 
Cenchrea. The term or ite cognates occur 
in а vaguer sense, but still indicating а 
special office, in Rom. xii. 7: 1 Pet. iv. 
11. The connexion of the ecclesiastical 
deacons with the seven appointed in Acts 
vi. is very doubtful: see Chrysostoin's and 
(Ec.'s testimony, distinguishing them, in 
note there. But that the ecolesiastical 
order sprung out of similar necessities, 
&nd had for its field of work similar ob- 
jects, can hardly be doubted. See Suicer, 
Sid covos: Winer, RWB.: Neander, Pfl. u. 
Leit. i. p. 51 note) (must be) grave, not of 
double speech ( = 8{улососоѕ, Prov. xi. 13 
[ Ellic. adds &:xdéuv60s, Eurip. Orest. 890], 
not quite as Thl. vobyras к. 
BAAa Aéyovras, but rather as Thdrt. [and 
Thl., additional], érepa rovrw, ётера 5i 
4кєуф Aéyorras), not addicted (applying 
themselves, reff.) to much wine ( = 4» 
ofvp *oAAg SedovAazeras, Tit. ii. 3), not 
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greedy of gain (hardly, as E. V., to be 
doubly ‚ро greedy of filthy lucre,’ 
—so also Thdrt., д ёк wpayydtay alo xpàv 
к. Ма» ётбкюу кёрёт аулАёфу ну avexdue- 
vos. It would appear from Tit. i. 11, 
diddo cores & ph de айтурой xépBovs xd- 
pi, that all кердоѕ is alo xpór which is set 
before a man аз a by-end in his work for 
God : so likewise in 1 Pet. v. 2,—ési0x0- 
тойутез hb.. . . umb alaoxpoxepdas. 
.... ‘nor with a view to gain,’ such gain 
being n ily base when thus sought. 
This particular of the deacons’ character 
assumes special importance, if we connect 
it with the collecting and distributing alms. 
Cyprian, Ep. 54 [12 ad Corn. Pap. § 1, 

igne, Patr. Gr. vol. iii. p.797 J, stigmatizes 
the deacon Felicissimus as ‘ pecunite com- 
miss sibi fraudator^), holding the mystery 
of the (or their) faith (that great objective 
truth which man of himself knows not, 
but which the Spirit of God reveals to the 
faithful: cf. Rom. xvi. 25 f.: 1 Cor. ii. 
7—10: and even Him who in fact is that 
mystery, the great object of all faith: вес 
note on ver. 16, Tò ris ebe ela pvorh- 
piov. That expression makes it probable 
that 72s víe reos is here to be taken sub- 
jectively : the, or their, faith: the appre- 
hension which appropriates to them the 
contents of God's revelation of Christ. 
That revelation of the Person of Christ, 
their faith's avorhpiov, they are to hold. 
See Ellic.’s note) in pure conscience (see 
reff. and ch. i. 19. From those passages it 
appears, that we must not give the words 
а special application to their official life as 
deacons, but understand them of earnest- 
ness and singleness of Christian character : 
—being in heart persuaded of the truth of 
that divine mystery which they profess to 
have apprehended by faith). 10.] 
And moreover (the 8é introduces a caution 
—the slight contrast of a necessary addi- 
tion to their mere present character. On 
this force of xal . . . 8, вее Hartung, i. 
182: Ellic, here. There is no connexion 
in ка}... 84 with the former require- 
ments regarding éwlexowa:) let these (who 
answer, in their candidateship for the 
diaconate, to the above character) ba put 
to the proof first (viz. with regurd to 

for era. ког ovre D! vulg goth Jer Ambrst. 

their blamelessness of life, cf. dvd. 
Byres below: e. g. by testimonials, and 
publication of their intention to offer 
themselves: but no formal way is speci- 
fied, only the reality insisted on), then. let 
them act as deacons (or, minister : but 
more probably bere in the narrower tech- 
nical sense, as in reff.(?) Not “бе made 
deacons,’ as Conyb.: the word is of their 
act in the office, not of their reception of 
it, which is of course understood in the 
background), if they are (found by the 
бок} to be) irreproachable. 11.) 

women in like manner (who are 
these? Are they (1) women who were to 
serve as dcacons,—deaconesses ?—or (2) 
wives of the deacons ?—or (3) wives of the 
deacons and overseers ?— or (4) women in 
general? I conceive we may dismiss (4 
at once, for Chrys.’s reason: rí yàp éfoó- 
Aero petatd rey eipnuévov wapeuBaAeiy 
Ti тєр) "yvraikür ;—(3) upheld by Calv., 
Est., Calov., and Mack, may for the same 
reason, seeing that he returns to Sidxoro: 
again in ver. 12, be characterized as ex- 
tremely improbable, —(2) has found many 
supporters among modern Commentators : 
Luth., Beza, Beng. [who strangely adds, 
spendet ab habentes ver. 9°], Rosenm., 

einr, Huther, Conyb., al, and E. V. 
But it has against it (а) tbe omission of 
all expressed reference to the deacons, 
such as might be given by айтё», or by 
tds: (b) the expression of dsavres, by 
which tho d:d«ovo. themselves were intro- 
duced, and which seems to mark а new 
ecclesiastical class: (c) the introduction 
of the injunction respecting the deacons, 
lo rea pias yuvands &vdpes, ав a new 
particular, which would hardly be if their 
wives had been mentioned before: (d) the 
circumstance, connected with the mention 
of Phebe as Sidxovos of the church at 
Cenchrea in Rom. xvi. 1, that unless these 
are deaconesses, there would be among 
these injunctions no mention of an im- 
portant class of perions employed as offi- 
cers of the church. We come thus to 
consider (1), that these yuvaixes are dea- 
conesses,—minisire, as Pliny calls them 
in his letter to Trajan [see note on Rom. 
xvi. 1). In this view the ancients are, as 
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Тат as I know, unanimous. Of the mo- 
derns, it is held by Grot., Mosh., Mich., 
De W., Wiesinger, Ellicott. It is alleged 
against it— (a) that thus the return to the 
8:ќкоуо:, verse 12, would be harsh, or, as 
Conyb. on that view, the verse is most 
unnaturally interpolated in the midst of 
the discussion concerning the deacons.” 
But the ready answer to this is found in 
Chrys.’s view of verse 12, that under 8:4- 
xovot, and their household duties, he com- 
prehends in fact both sexes under one: 
тайта kal жер) yuvaixay бакбуоу йрифт- 
те elo: (b) that the existence of 
deaconesses as an order in the ministry is 
after all not so clear. То this it might be 
answered, that even were they nowhere 
else mentioned, the present passage stands 
on its own grounds; and if it seemed 
from the context tbat such persons were 
indicated here, we should reason from 
this to the fact of their existence, not 
from the absence of other mention to 
their non-indication here. I decide then 
for (1): that these women are dea- 
conesses) (must be) grave, not slan- 
derers (corresponds to uh 8:Адуоуѕ in the 
males, being tbe vice to which the female 
sex is more addicted. Cf. Eurip. Phan. 
298 ff, філбфоуоу Bè xpüua OnAciav 
Epu, | сшкрёѕ Y ёфорийз d» АёВос: T&v 
Adywv, wAclous éxeisiépovour F8orh Bé 
тіз | yuvardl, under буе àAMIAais AC ye. 

SuíBoAos in this sense [reff.] is 
peculiar in N. T. to these Epistles), sober 
(see on ver. 2, corres uy A uh olvy 
ro wposéxorras), faithful in all things 
(corresponds to wh ala xpokepBeis : trusty 
in the distribution of the alms committed 
to them, and in all other ministrations). 

12.) General directions respect- 
ing those in the diaconate (of both sexes, 
the female being included in the male, 
see Chrys. cited above), with regard to 
their domestic condition and duties, as 
above (verses 4, 6) respecting the episco- 
pate. Let the deacons be husbands of 
one wife (see on this above, ver. 2), 
ruling well over children (the emphatic 
position of the anarthrous тёкуа, as above 
ver. 4, makes it probable that the Aaving 
children to rule is to be considered as a 
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qualification: see Tit. i. 6, note. Chrys. 
gives a curious and characteristic reason 
for the precept: warraxoU Tí0gc: Thv 
Trav Ték»vw» xpocraciay, iva ph &wb тоб- 
тоо ol Aotwol G rat) and their 
own houses. 13.) The importance 
of true and faithful service in the dia- 
conate. For those who served well tho 
office of deacon (the aor. participle, not 
the perf., because the standing-point of 
the sentence is at first the great day, when 
their 8:axovla has passed by. In fact this 
aor. participle decides between the inter- 
pretations : see below) are acquiring (the 
Apostle having begun by placing himself 
at the great day of retribution, and conse- 
quently used the aor. participle, now shifts, 
so to speak, the scene, and deals with their 
present conduct: q. d., ‘Those who shall 
then be found to have served well, &c. 
ЖУК are now, &c.“' On жергтогбо and 
wepirolnacs, see notes, Eph. i. 14: 1 Thess. 
v. 9) for themselves (emphatic—besides 
the service they are rendering to the 
church) a good standing-place (viz. at the 
great day: cf. ch. vi. 19, ётобтсаурі(оу- 
таз éavrois бє мо» кайфу eis Tb MA: 
Туа éxiMdBorrai тїз буто n: and 
Dan. xii. 3 [Heb. and E. V.], where how- 
ever the metaphor is different. The 
interpretations of v, а step, or place 
to stand on [in LXX, the fAreshold, or 
step, before a door: see reff.], have been 
very various. (1) Ambr., Jer., Pel., Thi., 
Erasm., Bull, Beza, Corn.-a-Lap., Est., 
Grot, Lightf., Beng., Wolf, Mosh., 
Schöttg., Wordsw., al, understand it of 
a degree of ecclesiastical preferment, 
scil. from the office of deacon to that of 
presbyter, and take калбу for a compara- 
tive. Against this is (a) the forcing of 
калбу ; (b) the improbability that such a 
rise upwards through the ecclesiastical 
offices was known in the Apostle’s time : 
(c) the still greater unlikelihood, even if it 
were known, that he would pro as a 
motive to a deacon to fulfil his office well, 
the ambitious desire to rise out of it. (2) 
Mack, Matth., Olsh., Huther, al., following 
Calv. and Luther, understand by it a high 
lace of honour in the esteem of the church 
see on sappyola below]: “qui probe 
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functi fuerint hoc ministerio, non parvo 
honore di esse." Calv. Against this 
is (a) that there is not a more distinct 
reference made to the estimation of the 
church; indeed that the emphatic éavro:s 
[ee above] is altogether against such re- 
erence: (b) that thus again an unworthy 
motive would be set before the deacons: 
(c) that again [see below] vadfnoía will 
not on this interpretation, any legiti- 
mate rendering. (d) the aor. part. Sta- 
«orfcarres, as before. (3) Musc., al, 
take it spiritually, as meaning progress in 
the faith. Chrys. is claimed for this view, 
but this is somewhat doubtful. His words 
are, rour (ori, xpoxowhy ка) тартаар 
толАђу thy èv тісте: xp. “Inco ёе) 
Meyer, of dv rots кбто Selfayres davrods 
die ye pu vous, Taxéos кой wpbs ékeiva 
dveAevoovra:: where, notwithstanding 
that xpoxorfy would seem to mean sub- 
jective progress, Thi.’s explanation of 
ékeiva, — тё àrrepa, the higher office, 
seems best to fit the sentence: and thus 
wpoxomf must be objective, —preferment. 
But (a) tho whole [especially Ba8uiv 
reprrotodyrai] is of too objective а cha- 
racter thus to be interpreted of a merely 
subjective process— besides that (b) thus 
also the present яер:тоюбути would re- 
quire a present participle BiaxorobrTes. 
4) Thdrt. [below], Croc., Flatt, Heinrichs 
modified : see below), Do W., Wiesinger, 

understand it nearly as above—of the sta- 
tion or standing-place which the faithful 
deacon acquires before God, with reference 
to his own salvation. The opinions of 
these Commentators are, however, some- 
what various as to the exact time to which 
the standing on this Ba6uós is to be re- 
ferred. Thdrt. says: el ка} éAdrrova, 
nei, тішђу Éxovsi катй 16e тд» Dior, 
GAA’ oby elddvas pos re, ё Thy éyxeipia- 
dec wexAnpoxéres S:axovlay, Tb» Ti- 
pidraroy BaO0uby dv тф péANorTi Афоу- 
та Bly, ка) tis pb тду eoróry» 
xpiordy ёхолабсоутш жаффтсіаѕ. Hein- 
richs, with whom De W. and Wiesinger 
are disposed to agree, understands that 
they procure to themselves a good ех- 
pectation of salvation: a Вабибу i. e. in 
this life, with reference to the future one. 
I believe, from the form of the sentence, 

.) b Philem. 8. 
d Gal. 1. 96. Eph. 1. 18. Col. 1. 4 3 Tim. Ш. 15. 
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that the truth will be found by combining 
the two views. The 8:акоујсағтеѕ, as above 
stated, is used with reference to their 
finished course at that day. The mepi- 
roioũyrai transfers the scene to the pre- 
sent time. The fa6uós is that which 
they аге now securing for themselves, and 
will be found standing on at that day: 
belonging therefore in part to both pe- 
riods, and not necessarily involving the 
idea of different degrees of blessedness, 
though that idea [cf. 1 Cor. iii. 15] is 
familar to St. Paul,—but merely predi- 
cating the soundness of the und on 
which these 8:dxovo: will themselves stand) 
and much confidence (this also is variously 
understood, according as Ba6uós is inter- 
preted. Those who think of ecclesiastical 
preferment, render rapinola freedom of 
speech as regards the faith [obj.], i. е. in 
teaching [ majore fiducia айза Evange- 
lium pradicabunt, Grot. ], or in resisting 
error,—or, ‘libertas ingenue agendi,’ as 
Est. : or ‘a wide field for spiritual action,’ 
as Matthies. To these there might be no 
objection, but for the adjunct to ragsn- 
ola, фу тісте тӯ d» xpurrQ “Inco. Thus 
defined, rancia must necessarily have a 
subjective reference,—i. e. to the confi- 
dence towards God possessed by those 
who have made good advance in faith in 
Christ, as in reff. And so Thdrt. [above], 
Ambr., Croc., Cocc., Flatt, Calv., Beza 
[these two understand it more generally, 
of the confidence wrought by a good con- 
science], Bengel, Wies., De W., Ellic., al.) 
in [tha] faith (subjective, from what 
follows) which is see reff. фу denotes 
more the repose of faith in, elg the reliance 
of faith on, Christ) Christ Jesus. 

14—10.] СтовЕ OF THE ABOVE DIREC- 
TIONS by a solemn statement of their 
object and its glorious import. These 
things (the foregoing precepts, most natu- 
rally : hardly, as Bengel. ‘totam epistolam") 
I write (expressed in the epistolary aorist, 
Philem. 19, 21 : but in the present, 1 Cor. 
xiv. 37 : 2 Cor. i. 13; xiii. 10: Gal. i. 20. 
1 John i. 4: ii. 1, &c.]) to thee, hoping 
‘though I hope: “part. éAszi(e» jer 
кайтер seu similem particulam esse resol- 
vendam, nexus orationis docet.” Leo, 
cited by Huther) to come to thee sooner 
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(itacism) C. 

(Шап may seem) (on the comparative, — 
which must not be broken down into a 
positive, as it is by almost all the Com- 
mentators,—see Jobn xiii. 27 note, and 
Winer, ейп. 6, $ 35.4 Also Acta xvii. 
21; xxv. 10; xxvii. 13: Heb. xiii. 19, 
23, which last is exactly parallel with 
this. Some supply it,—before this Epis- 
tle come to thee: or, before thou shalt 
have need to put these precepts into prac- 
tice: but the above seems simpler, and 
suits better the usage elsewhere): but if 
I should delay (coming) (from éAmi(wr 
to Bpabóvo may be r ed as paren- 
thetical, the Tra belonging immediately to 
pd), that thou mayest know how 
thou oughtest to conduct thyself (reff. 
Huther would take xis Be? дғастрёфес- 
да: generally, how men ought to behave 
themselves ;’ alleging, that in the pre- 
ceding, there is no direct prescription how 
Timotheus is himself to act, and that 
if we supply ce [as D! in digest], we con- 
fine the reference of olxos @eav to the 
Ephesian church. The latter objection 
need not detain us long. If the church 
in general is the house of God, then any 
portion of it may clearly partake of the 
title and the dignity. To the former, we 
may reply, that in fact, the whole of what 
has preceded does regard Timotheus’s 
own behaviour. He was to see to all 
these things—to take care that all these 
precepts were observed) in the house of 
God (see reff. also Heb. iii. 2, 5, 6, and 
notes: 1 Cor. iii. 16: 2 Cor. vi. 16: Eph. 
ii. 22:—that congregation among whom 
God dwells, by His Spirit);—for such 
(the house of God: the fjris brings out 
into prominence the appository explann- 
tion, and specially applies it to the ante- 
cedent) is the congregation (ёкклтсіаз 
ob tous olkovs Аёує Tobs edarnplous, 
ката Thy тӧк wToAAGY cuviPeiay, АЛАА 
tüv tity TOY тйААоуоу, Theod.-mops.) 
of the living God (thus designated for 
solemnity, and to shew His personal and 
active presence among them), the pillar 
(see below) and basement (= 6euéA:os, 
2 Tim. ii. 19: ‘firmamentum.’ It is a 
climax, not as Bengel, **instar unius voca- 
buli solidissimum quiddam exprimentis :" 
the eróAos із the intermediate, the &5palo- 

aft бе ins се Di vulg arm Orig lat-ff. itis 

pa the final support of the building: as 
Wahl, —“ omne id, cui ut primario et præ 
ceteris insigni innititur aliquid’’) of the 
trath (these latter words are vuriously 
referred: being (1) by Camcro, Er- 
Schmid., Limborch, Le Clerc, Schóttg., 
Beng., Mosh., Rosenm., Heinr., Wegsch., 
Heydenr., Flatt, al. [see in Wolf. Not 
Chillingworth, as stated in Bloomf.: see 
below], joined with the following sen- 
tence, putting a period at (Фито, and pro- 
ceeding orvAos kal éópaloua тїз &\удеіаѕ 
ка} óuoAoyovuéves péya dorly тд дист. 
K.T.A. To this І can only say, that if any 
one imagines St. Paul, or any other person 
capable of writing this Epistle, able to have 
indited such a seutence, I fear there is but 
little chance in arguing with him on the 
point in question. To say nothing of its 
abruptness and harshness, beyond all ex- 
ample even in these Epistles, how palpably 
.does it betray the botching of modern 
conjectural arrangement in the wretched 
anti-climax—orvAos xal é8palwpa [rising 
in solemnity] ris dAnOelas, «al [what 
grander idea, after the basement of the 
whole building, does the reader sup 
about to follow] dpoAcyounévws péeya! 
These two last words, which have [see 
below] their appropriate majesty and 
grandeur in their literal use at the em- 
phatic opening of such a sentence as the 
next, are thus robbed of it all, and sink 
into the very lowest bathos; the meta- 
phor being dropped, and the lofty imagery 
ending with a vague generality. If a sen- 
tence like this occurred in the Epistle, I 
should feel it a weightier argument against 
its genuineness than any which its oppo- 
nents have yet adduced. (2) by Gre- 
gory of Nyssa [de vita Mosis : vol. i. p. 385, 
ob uóvor Пётроѕ ка) 'IdewBos xal 'Iedvras 
rx тўз ékkAma(as «lol ... 6 Ocios ёжб- 
стоћоѕ ... kal roy TiudÓcoy a TÜAOV калд» 
érexthvaro, жођсаѕ atrdy, кабз onal 

б ilg devi, отфАо» ко) édpalwpa 13s 
a Aube las], Chillingworth Religion of Pro- 
testants, &c., ch. iii. 76: but he allows as 
possible, the reference to the Church: if 
you will nceds have St. Paul refer this not 
to Timothy, but to the Charch, I will not 
contend about it any further, than to say, 
Possibly it may be otherwise J, —by others 
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mentioned in Wolf, and in our own days 
by Conybeare, it is taken as referring to 
TIMOTHEUS :—'' that thou mayest know 
how to conduct thyself in the house of God, 
which ts &.....as a pillar and basement 
of the truth.” In the very elaborate dis- 
cussion of this e by Suicer (s. v. 
ros], he cites those fathers who seem 
more or less to have favoured this idea. 
Of these we must manifestly not claim for 
it those who have merely used the word 
ros or columna of an Apostle or teacher, 
or individual Christian, —as that is jus- 
tified, independently of our passage, hy 
Gal. ii. 9: Rev. iii. 12:— but Greg. Naz. 
applies the very words to Eusebius of Sa- 
mosata [ Ep. xliv. 1, vol. iii. (Migne) p. 89], 
and to il [ Orat. xviii. 1, vol. i. p. 330]: 
and Basil in the Catena says, eig] ка) ттїло 
тїз 'lepovraAhg of àxócToAo, xarà тд 
elpnudvoy, orbaos kal ébpaleua THs àAm- 
clas : and in the Epistle of the churches 
of Lyons and Vienne, Euseb. v. 1, it is 
suid of Attalus, rA kal ёраіюра тфу 
évrav0a de) *yeyoróra. Other cognate ex- 
ressions, such as rb orepémpa THs vlareos 
Chrys., of St. Peter, Hom. xxxii. vol. v. 

p. 199; and Basil, of Eusebius, as above], 
lor e perpa [Greg Naz., of Basil, Or. 
xviii. as жем TÒ тїз dH AN a aTfpryua 
[Thl. on Luke xxii, of St. Peter], Op7- 
arelas ornplypara [of Pastors, Nicephorus 
Hist. vii. 2), are adduced hy Suicer. 
The principal modern reasons for adopt- 
ing this view have been (a) polemical—as 
against Roman Catholic infallibility of the 
Church, or (b) for uniformity of sym- 
bolism, seeing that in Gal. ii. 9, Rev. iii. 
12, men are compared to pillars [see this 
very copiously illustrated in Suicer]. On 
both of these I shall treat expressly 
below. To the grammatical con- 
struction of the sentence thus understood, 
there is no objection. The nominative 
отоло after ĝe? would be not ошу allow- 
able, but necessary, if it expressed, not a 
previous predicate of the understood се, 
but the character which by the dvacrpé- 
$«c0a. he was to become or shew forth: 
cf. Plat. and Demost. in Kübner, $ 646, 
2 anm., who however has not apprehended 
the right reason of the idiom. But to 
the sentence itself thus arranged and un- 
derstood, there are weighty, and I conceive 
fatal objections : to wit, (c) if ardaAos «.7.A. 
had been meant to apply to Timotheus, it 
would hardly have been possible that ce 
should be omitted. He would thus be the 
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1 Acts xiv. 15 
(Paul). 
2 Cor. ill. 8. 

m Gal. И. 
n here only . (-o¢, Col. 1. 28.) 

prominent object in the whole passage, not 
as now the least prominent, lurking behind 
&racTpé$ecÓa: to make way for greater 
things. (d) I can hardly think, that, in this 
case, столоѕ would have been anarthrous. 
Though ‘a pillar’ might be the virtual 
meaning, се, Tò» oo, or се dvacrpé- 
echar . . . . ё orvdAos, would certainly 
be the Greek expression. (е) In this caso 
also, the xal ёролоуоуиќуюѕ which follows 
would most naturally refer, not to the great 
deposit of faith in Christ which is entrusted 
to the church to keep,—but to the very 
strong and unusual expression which had 
just been used of a young minister in tho 
church,—‘ and confessedly great is the dig- 
nity of the least of the ministers of Christ : 
for,’ &c. (3) The reference to THE CHURCH 
is upheld by Chrys. [оёх &s éxeivos б lov- 
daurds olxos Geol. Tovro ydp dari Tb gur- 
хоу thv lor xa) Tb кћроуџа` ў yàp 
&Afffeid ёст: THs dkxA molas kal r ка) 
&8palwua. This inversion of the sentence 
may have arisen from taking rijs àAn8elas 
as a genitive of apposition], Thdrt. [ olxor 
0«oU xal dxxAnolay TOv петістеикбтоу 
Tb» atdAdoyor wposmyópevoe. тойтооз tpn 
стӧЛоу kal é8palepa тўз ёлтде[аѕ. wl 
yàp тўз wérpas ёрпресрбуо: ка) àxAóvg- 
то Diauérovgi, kal 8:4 Tv wpayudrov 
anpurrovres thy tay боунатш» àAfcar], 
Theodor.-mope. (as cited above, on ¢xxAn- 
ola, as far as сЛЛоуоу, then he proceeds, 
zo e xal r I abr xal ipalapa Ts 
aAnOelas dkdAecev, às by dv айтр tis 
GAndelas thy сӧстас:» ёҳойстѕ), Thl. 
Œc., Ambr., Pel., the Roman Commenta- 
tors, Luth., Calv. [' nonne Ecclesia mater 
est piorum omnium, qus ipsos regenerat 
Dei verbo, que educat alitque tota vita, 
que confirmat, quw ad solidam perfectio- 
nem usque perducit ? eadem quoque ratioue 
columna veritatis pradicatur: guia doc- 
trinw administrande munus, quod Deus 
penes eam deposuit, unicum est instrumen- 
tum retinendm veritatis, ne ex hominum 
memoria pereat], Beza, Grot. [ *veritatem 
sustentat atque attollit ecclesia, efficit ne 
labatur ex animis, efficit ut longe lateque 
conspiciatur" |, Calov., Wolf, &c. De Wette, 
Huther, Wiesinger, al. Andthisinterpre- 
tation with 2 Tim. ii. 19: see note 
there. Bat there is brought against it 
the objection, that there is thus in- 
troduced confusion of metaphor. The 
ékkA goía, which was- the olxos above, now 
becomes cróAos, а part of the olkos. 
This is not difficult to answer. The 
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in Wetet. Eph. v. 32. q ch. il. 3 reff. r see 1 Thess. 1L 7. вт. BUTT., 
Rom. xvi. 28. Col. l. 20 (ref). see 1 Jobn 153.3 Tim. i. 10. 1 2 Cor. I. 1. ба). i. 20. Phil i 32, 
86. Col. Ц. 1. Philem. 16. u — Matt. хі. 19? see note. 

16. On the famous disputed reading їп this verse, I give an analysis of the present 
state of the evidence :—1. rec 8«os, i. e. ӨС, with the follg: (not A, nor C: see below) 

D?K (F has OC without any apparent stroke in the О) L № has written 66 above 
the OC of the codex [cent xii.] rel. The testimonies of the fathers for Oeog are very 
doubtful. Few make a direct citation of the passage as thus read: those which 
seem to do so being naturally explained on the supposition of their supplying 0eós as the 
subject of 8s. The readg Geog is directly supported by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Eutha- 
lius, Macedonius (who has been ch by some of the Latins with introducing the 
reading), Damascenus, Theophylact, (Ecumenius. Those supposed to favour the read- 
ing are Ignatius (ad Eph. 19, р. 660,—6«ov [but the Syriac has viov] à»Oporrívos pavepov- 
uévov: al ds üv0póxov pawoudvov), the Apostolic Constitutions(0ebs xdpse d éxiparels 
иб» dv capxl) Hippolytus(agst Noetus: debs dv odpar: epavepé0n) Gregory Thauma- 
turgus or rather Apollinaris(in Phot: Oeds фу тарк! pavepwGels). The testimonies of 
Athanasius, Nyssen, Cyr, usually adduced in favour of @eds, are either uncertain from 
various readings, or inapplicable (see below). II. og, i.e. OG, is found in the follg: 
A(this is now matter of certainty. The black line at present visible in the O, is a 
modern retouching of an older but not original fainter one, due apparently to the 
darkening of the stroke of an € seen through from the other side. I have examined 
the page, and find that a portion of the virgula of the €, seen through, and now cor- 
roded through, extends nearly through the Ө, not however quite in, but somewhat 
above, ita centre, as Sir erick Madden has observed to me. It was to complete 
this that Junius made a dot. Sce also Ellicott's note, Past. Epp. edn 2, р. 103. Be- 
sides which, the mark of abbreviation above the line is modern, not corresponding with 
those in the MS. Sir Frederick Madden now informs me that a very powerful micro- 
scope has been applied by Professor Maskelyne, at his request, to the passage in the MS, 
and the result has been that no trace of either virgula in the O or mark of contraction 
over it, can be discovered. It is to be hoped therefore, that A will never again be 
cited on the side of rec) C(see Tischendorf, prolegg to his edn of the Codex Ephremi, 
p- 30)FN' 17. 73. 181 mss mentd by Liberatus (Cent VI) Victor Tununensis (Cent VI) 

house contains in itself both eróàos and 
éðpalwua — the pillar and the basement 
both belong to the house. Why may not 
the ro be taken collectively? the 
very word éxxAnola, occurring since, has 
pluralized the idea—the building consists 
of the xAurol, who are so many ru 
why should it not in the aggregate be de- 
scribed as the eróAos ? This seems to me 
far better than, with some in Suicer, to 
suppose a monumental pillar, or base of an 
image, to be meant. The way in which 
the congregation of the faithful is the 
pilar and basement of the truth is ad- 
mirably given by Thdrt. and Calvin above: 
viz. in that it is the element in which and 
medium by which the truth is conserved 
and upheld). 16.] And (follows on 
the preceding: it is indeed worth all thy 
care to conduct thyself worthily in this 
house of God—for that truth which is 
there conserved and upheld is great and 
glorious above all others, being [see below] 
none other in fact than THE LonD Him- 
SELF, in all His gracious manifestation 
and glorious triumph) confessedly (‘as is 
acknowledged om all hands:’ so Thucyd. 

vi. 90, "ISnpas xal AAous rev drer A- 
yovuéres уйбу BapBáper  uayxiumráTovs : 
Xen. Anab. ii. 6. 1, KAéapxos ónoAoyov- 
péves ёк dvr тй» dyuwelpos abrod 
dxdvrav Bdbas yevérða: drhp ка) rorem- 
кӧз, k. r. A.: see other examples in Palm 
and Rost, Lex. and in Wetst. In this 
word there is a reference to the éx«Angla 
as the upholder of the truth: confessedly 
among the xAmrol. But we must not 
therefore take the word in а formal sense, 
‘as we confess,’ and then ts consequence 
regard the following words as a portion of 
a confession or song of praise [see below]. 
The adverb is of too general signification 
for this special reference) great is the 
mystery (see ver. 9: that which was hid- 
den from man until God revealed it, his- 
torically, in Redemption) of plety (see ch. 
ii. 2, note: * of the religious life.’ Ia 
order to comprehend fully what follows, 
we must endeavour to realize the train of 
thought in the Apostle's mind at the time. 
This ‘mystery’ of the life of God in man, 
is in fact the unfolding of Christ to and in 
him: the key-text to our passage being 
Col. i. 27, of: $0éAqa«v à eds yraplea ri 
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* rvedpart, " оф0у ayyérorc, " ёкпроуӨп tv &Üveaw, " im- 
Matt. xvii.8 1. Luke 1.11. II. 45. xxiv. 84. 1 Cor. xv. 6, ас. Exod. III. 2. 
xv.13. 2 Cor. I. 19. (Col. L 33.) y = passive, Rom. х. 10. 3 Thess. I. 10 only. 

& Hincmar (Cent IX), who charge Macedonius with introducing 6eós,—goth вуг (or 
syr-marg) coptt,—Cyr(de recta fide ad Theodosium, тд péya тўз ebe, дистр», 
тоутќот: xpioros, bs ёфауер@@п . . . . . olua oùx Frepo 1d тїз eboeBelas p prov 
q abrbs zubr ð ёк ToU Beo rarpds Adyos, bs ёфауер@бт K. That Cyril read бу as in 
the mes, and not 6«os as in the present edd, is testified by (Ec and Photius h. 1. and by 
the scholia of several mss cf the N. T.) Thdor-mope(Acts of the Council of Constantinop, 
Mansi іх. 221) Epiph, Pseud-Chrys(but & quod al) Gelasius of Cyzicum (or rather 
Macarius of Jerusalem [Cent IV] cited by Gelas. in the Acts of the Nicene Council) 
Jerome(on Іва. liii. 11):— 6s or 8 is read in Syr. III. $ (correction to agree with 
puornpiov) D'(accg to Wetstein and Griesbach and recently Tischendorf) lett lat-ff 
exc Jerome.— The reading 6s seems to be supported by the follg: Barnabas(epist. 12, 
р. 764, Ingots obx ó vids àyüpdrov &AA' ô vids тоб d õο Téme xal dy capxl фа>ерогбе!з) 
Theodotus(ó cerrhp &p6r rar тоз &yyéAos) Justin? to Diognetus(&xéarei Ae Лбуоу 
Tra xdopyp parf, bs . . . . 3:4 ётестдлоу kypuxOÜels órd буду ёк‹ттєйӨт) Clem-alex in 
(Ecum(Ó ростро" цеб jude elüov of A N Tbv. xpurróv) OrigCinoots èv óy 
ёуаларВіуес ба. Adyera:) Orig-int(Zs qui verbum caro factus apparuit positis (or 
positus) in carne, sicut Apostolus dicit quia (perhaps qui 7) manifestus est in carne, 
justificatus &c) Greg-Nyss(rb pvarfipioy d» capu] ёфауерббт. калёѕ тобто AY, obros 
å ўрётероѕ Aóryos) Basil(rov ueydAov џисттріоо Sr: ó kópios dpavepáðn dv capu) Nesto- 
rius in Arnob- jun( rb фу тӯ Maple yerynder . . . ффа»уер&@т) ydp, me lv, dv саркі, Ad uralchon 
&c) Didymus(secundum quod dictum est: manifestatur in carne, on 1 John iv.). Now 
that it may be fairly said, that merely external considerations have settled this question, 
we are not driven to combine internal considerations. Still the grounds which have 

w= & constr., 

x passive, 1 Cor. 

confirmed me in deciding for $e, may be seen detailed in the note. 

Tb хАоўтоз тўе Öns ToU pvotyploy 
тобтоо èv rois Ever, & de 
фу dv, ġ Doris ris 36 у. This was the 
thought in St. Paul’s mind; that the 
great revelation of the religious life is, 
CHRIST. And in accordance with his 
practice in these Epistles, written as I 
believe, far on in his course, and after 
the figures and resulta of deep spiritual 
thoughts had been long familiar to him, he 
at once without explanation, or apology as 
beforetime in Col. i. 27, or expression of 
the xpiords justifying the change of gen- 
der in the relative, joins the deep and 
latent thought with the superficial and 
obvious one, and without saying that the 
mystery is tn fact Christ, passes from the 
mystery to the Person of Christ as being 
one and the same. Then, thus passing, 
he is naturally led to а summary of those 
particulars wherein Christ has been re- 
vealed as a ground for ће evaéBeia of His 
Church. And, the idea of остро be- 
ing prominent before him, he selects espe- 
cially those events in and by which Christ 
was manifested forth—came forth from 
that secrecy in which he had beforetime 
been hidden in the counsels of God, and 
shone out to men and angels as the Lord of 
life and glory. Let me say in passing, that 
it should be noticed, in a question which 
now happily no longer depends on internal 
considerations, how completely the whole 
glorious sentence is marred and digjoined 

by the substitution of éeds. It is not the 
objective fact of God being manifested, of 
which the Apostle is speaking, but the life 
of God lived in the church,—the truth, of 
which the congregation of believers is the 
pillar and basement,—as identical {John 
xiv. 6] with Him who is its centre and 
heart and stock—as unfolded once for all 
in the unfolding of Him. The intimate 
and blessed link, furnished by the čs, as- 
suring the Church that it is not they that 
live, but Christ that liveth in them, is lost 
if we understand uvorthpio» merely as a 
fact, however important, historically re- 
vealed. There is hardly a passage in the 
N. T., in which I feel more deep personal 
thankfulness for the restoration of the 
true and wonderful connexion of the ori- 
ginal text)—who (thus, and not ‘ which,’ 
nor ‘ He who,’ should we render, preserv- 
ing the same transition, from the inystery, 
to Him of whom now all that follows is 
spoken. ds is, as stated in Ellicott, and 
of course implied here, “a relative to an 
omitted though easily recognized antece- 
dent, viz. Christ") was manifested in the 
fiesh (it has been often maintained of late, 
e. g. by Mack, Winer, Huther, Wiesinger, 
Conyb., al, that these sentences, from 
their perallelism and concinnity, are taken 
froin some hymn or confession of the an- 
cient church. We cannot absolutely say 
that it may not have been so: but I 
should on al] grounds regard it as very 
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doubtful. I can see no reason why the 
same person who wrote the rhetorica - 
sages, Rom. viii. 38, 39; хі. 33—36; 1 бог. 
xii. 4—7, and numerous others, might 
not, difference of time and modified men- 
tal characteristics being allowed for, have 
written this also. Once written, it would 
be sure to gain а place among the choice 
and treasured sayings of the Church, 
and might easily find its way into litur- 
gical use: but I should be most inclined 
to think that we have here its first expres- 
sion. The reason which some of the above 
Commentators adduce for their belief,— 
the abrupt insulation of the clauses dis- 
joined from the thought in the context, 
has no weight with me: I on the other 
hand feel that so beautiful and majestic 
& sequence of thoughts springing directly 
from the context itself, can hardly be a 
fragment pieced in, but must present the 
free expansion of the mind of the writer 
in the treatment of his subject. On the 
sense of this clause, cf. John i. 14, ô Aóyos 
capt éydvero,—and 2 Tim. i. 10. This is 
put first in the rank, as being the - 
liminary to all the rest. It is followed by 
the next clause, because the assertion and 
assurance of Christ's perfect unsinning 
righteousness was the aim of his manifes- 
tation in our flesh all those thirty years 
which preceded His public ministry: see 
below), was justified (i. e. approved to 
be righteous,—according to the uniform 
Pauline usage: not as De W., al., * proved 
to be what he was.’ The Apostle is fol- 
lowing the htstorical order of events 
during the manifestation of our Lord on 
earth. That this is so, is manifest by the 
final clause being, Ae e dv dóp. I 
take these events then in their order, and 
refer this to our Lord's baptism and 
temptation, in which His righteousness 
was approved and proved) in the Spirit 
(He was dwelt on by the Spirit in His 
baptism—led up by the Spirit to His great 
trial, and é» xvetpari, the Spirit of God 
being His Spirit [but cf. Ellicott’s apa 
that of which he said 75 wveipa pèr жр 
Ovuov, 7 5$ capt acderhs, He was proved 
to be righteous and spotless and separate 
from evil and its agent. See Rom. 1. 3, 4, 
where another proof of this His spiritual 
perfection is given, viz, the great and 
crowning one of the Resurrection from 
the dead. Some have thought of that 
proof here also: others, of the continued 

= Luke іх. 31. 1 Cor. xv. 4. 2 Cor. 

course of His miracles, especially the Re- 
surrection : Bengel of the Resurrection 
and Ascension, by which He entered into 
His glory: alii aliter. But I prefer keep- 
ing the historical order, though I would 
by no means limit the Ҙгкаѓос:т to that 
time only: then it was chiefly and pro- 
minently manifested), was seen by angels 
(viz. by means of His Incarnation, and 
specifically, when they came and minis- 
tered to Him after His temptation. This 
seems to be regarded as the first, or at all 
events is the first recorded occasion on 
which they ministered to Him. And thus 
Chrys. and Thdrt.’s remark may apply: 
thy yàp adparoy ris Өєбттоѕ pic ойёё 
ёкеїуо: ёбреу, саркоббута 84 #ё@ейсауто, 
Thdrt. :—ye@ пир, ав Chrys. This, one 
of the particulars of the glory and mani- 
festation of the incarnate Saviour, is, 
though not immediately concerning the 
mystery of piety as upheld in the Church, 
cited as belonging to the unfolding of that 
mystery in Christ), was preached among 
the nations (that preaching commencing 
with the sending out of the Apostles, and 
though not then, in the strict technical 
sense, carried on é» #Өуєсху, yet being 
the beginning of that which waxed on- 
ward till it embraced all nations. See 
and compare Rom. xvi. 26 [Eph. iii. 8]. 
So that we are still proceeding with our 
Lord's ministry, taking fóreciw in that 
wider sense in which the Jews themselves 
are numbered among them [во ulso Chrys., 
Huther], and the fact itself as the great 
commencement of the proclamation of 
Christ to men), was believed on in the 
world (including all that winning of faith 
first from His disciples [John ii. 11], 
then from the Jews [ib. 23, viii. 30], and 
Samaritans [iv. 41, 42]: see also id. x. 
42. Our clause beers with it a remini- 
scence of his own t saying, John iii. 
16 ff.. ob: „ Oeds tov 
CEE Are тфу vid» айтой 10v povoyer® 
deter, va was б tturTesnv eis аёту uh 
dwdanra GAA’ Exp (why aildviov. od 
yàp ёхётте Ае & Oeds toy vib» айтоб els 
ro xécpov iva xplen тфу Hor, AAA 
Tra соў ô xéopos Bí abrov. ё red 
els abro» ob кріуета 6 3è ph тістебоу 
$9» кёкрта‹: к.т.А.), Was received up in 
glory (at His Ascension [against De Wette, 
who understands it of celestial precedence 
(von einem himmliſchen Vorgange): but 
qu. his meaning ?]: ef. reff. iv is 
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later Gr. writers freq. see Wetst. 

12. 1 Macc. I. 15. 1- ch. L 3 reff. 
83. 1 John lv. 1. 3 Kings xxii. $1. 

best taken as a pregnant construction — was 
taken up into, and reigns in, glory. 
It is this distinct reference to the fact of 
our Lord’s personal Ascension, which in my 
mind rules the whole sentence and makes 
it, whatever further reference each clauso 
may have, а chain of links of the divine 
manifestation of the Person of Christ, fol- 
lowing in chronological order from His 
incarnation to His assumption into glory. 
The order and connexion of the clauses has 
been very variously understood, as may be 
seen in Wolf, and in De Wette. The triple 
antithesis, so characteristic of St. Раш], 
can hardly escape any reader: dy capxi, èv 
rena, -A AO, lOverw,— dy кбсро, 
d» Bófp: but further it is hardly worth 
while to reproduce the distinctions which 
some have drawn, or motives for arrange- 
ment which they have supposed). 

Сн. IV. 1—16.] Of future false teachers 
(1—6); directions to Timotheus in refer- 
ence to them (7—11); general exhorta- 
tions to him (12— 16). 1.] But (con- 
trast to the glorious mystery of piety 
which has been just dwelt on) the Spirit 
(viz. the Sen Spirit of prophecy, speaking 
in the Apostle himself, or in others, or, 
which is most probable, in both—in the 
general prophetic testimony which He 
bore throughout the church: cf. y(veaxe, 
spoken from the same point of prophetic 
foresight, 2 Tim. iii. 1l. Some [even Wie- 
singer] have supposed the Apostle to refer 
to some prophetic passage of the O. T., or 
to the general testimony of the O. T. pro- 
phecies [Dan. vii. 25; viii. 23; xi. 80], or 
those of our Lord Pergit xxiv. 4 ff., 11 |, or 
of the Apostles [2 Thess. ii. 3 ff. 1 John 
ii. 18. 2 Pet. iii. 3. Jude 18], or all these 
combined. But in the two former cases, 
we should hardly have had rò wvevpa 
Adyar, but 4 ypagh, or ё xópios, or the 
like; rd wvevpa implying rather the pre- 
sent agency of the Spirit: and the latter 
is only a less clear way of putting the 
explanation given above: for why should 
writings be referred to, when the living 
men were yet testifying in the power of 
the Spirit among them? Besides, see the 
way in which such written prophecies are 
referred to,in Jude 17) expressly (‘plainly,’ 
‘in so many words: üş is а post- 
classical word, found once in Polyb. (iii. 
23.5: given by Schweigh., Lex., and Palm 

IPO TIMOOEON A. 

є dri ‘ katporc " aro- 
Tpociyovrsc | wr vevmactv 

f here only. see 1 Pet. I. 5. 
Зї v. r.) only. 1 Chron. xxix. 29 only. (- or adv., Matt. iv. 2.) 
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d Acts xxl. 11. 

е here only Ф. 
к adj. here (Matt. xxt, 

h = Luke vili. 13. Heb. iii. 
k ch. I. 4 reff. 1 = 1 Cor. xii. 10. ziv. 

and Rost, wrongly, ii. 23.5; and by Lid- 
dell and Scott, in conseq., Polyb. without 
a reference], órèp 3è Areas тё>аут!а 
Zia re Ar pyres, and often in later 
writers—cf. examples in Wetat., еу 
Sext. Епріг.,—4 Zevopay év Tois ürourn- 
poveduacs nrs pnow, arapreicOa: arb 
Toy Зокрітту) Tb pucucdy; see also Plut. 
rut. 29), saith, that in after times (not 

as E. V. * in the latter times, which though 
not quite so strong as ‘in the last times, 
yet gives the idea of close connexion with 
them: whereas here the Apostle speaks 
only of times subsequent to those in which 
he was writing : see the difference in 2 Tim. 
lii. 1: and compare Acts xx. 29) certain 
men (not the false teachers: rather, those 
who wil be the result of their false 
teaching) shall depart (or decline: not 
by formal apostasy, or the danger would 
not be that which it is here represented: 
but subjectively, declining in their own 
minds and lives from holding Christ in 
simplicity) from the faith (objective—the 
doctrine which faith embraces, as so often), 
giving heed to (see reff.: the participle 
contains the reason and process of their 
declension) seducing spirits (xvevpaovw, 
as Huther remarks, is in contrast with 
т xvevpa, ver. 1;—it is to be understood 
as in 1 John iv. 1 and 6, in which last 
verse we have the cognate expression T) 
прєбра Ts Adr. Wolf's ‘spiritualibus 
seductoribus,' or * doctoribus seducentibus’ 
is quite inadmissible. The spirits are none 
other than the spirits of evil, tempting, 
energizing in, seducing, those who are 
described, just as the Spirit directe and 
dwells in those who abide in the faith), and 
teachings of demons (doctrines taught by, 
suggested by, evil spirits: gen. subjective: 
ef. copla Ja⁰ν,u ins, James iii. 15, and 
Tert. de preescr. hær. e. 7, vol. ii. p 19, “Hæ 
sunt doctrine hominum et dæmoniorum, 
prurientibus auribus nate: see Col. ii. 
22. So Thdrt. (Chrys. is vague], and the 
fathers generally: [ Grot., vaguely, ] Wolf, 
Bengel, Olsh., De W., Huther, Wiesinger, 
Conyb., Ellic. Two wrong interpretations 
have been given: (1) understanding the 
genitive as objective, ‘teachings concerning 
daemons ;’ so Меде, Works, p. 626 ff., sup- 
porting his view by 8:8аҳа) Ватт:срёу, 

eb. vi. 2, &c., and Heydenreich [*а cha- 
racteristic designation of the esscne-gnostic 
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mAdávotc kai. ? SidacxaXiatc ° Satpovlwy, ? г>? отокрісе 
* Vev6oA "yu, " кекаотпрасрёуоу тт idtav * cuvednar, 

о Paul, 1 Cor. х. 90 (bis), 31 (bis) only. 
Ps. xcv. 9. Р 

Човрр., im. Аса 
p Paul, Gal. ii. 13 only. (ete reff. there.) 

didacta cias N m. 
2. kexava rnpiacuevoy ALN d m o Orig-ed Cyr Thdrt': txt CDFK rel Clem Orig. 

false teachers, who had so much to say 
of the higher spirit-world, of the seons, 
Ko.: in Huther]—but against the con- 
text, in which there is no vestige of allu- 
sion to idolatry [notwithstanding all that 
is alleged by Mede], but only to a false 
and hypocritical asceticism : (2) applying 
Sarpovlev to the false teachers, who would 
seduce the persons under description [so 
Mosheim, Mack, al, and even Calvin— 
* quod perinde est ac si dixisset, attendentes 
peeudo-prophetis et diabolicis eorum dog- 
matibus']; but this is without example 
harsh and improbable. The student may 
refer, as а curiosity, to the very learned 
disquisition of Мейе on these Sa.]: 
— not merely for the really valuable in- 
formation which it contains, but also as a 
lesson, to assure the ground well, before he 
begine to build with such pains) in the 
(following in the..., êv giving the ele- 
ment, in which: see below) h of 
those who speak lies (tbe whole clause 
belongs to tiwés dtroonjcovra:, the pre- 
vious one, «poséxorres . . . . Sanol, 
being complete in itself. Bengel gives the 
construction well : * construe cum deficient. 
Hypocrisis ea que est falsiloguorum, illos 
auferet. ie, aliqui, illi sunt seducti ; 
Salsiloqui, seductores: fulsiloquorum, geni- 
tivus, unice pendet ub hypocrisi. Tb falsi- 
loquorum dicit relationem ad alios: ergo 
antitheton est in 18(ау, sua.’ This is much 
better than to join the gen. eu AG v 
with бао» [во Wegscheider and Co- 
nyb., but understanding that which is said 
of tho demons as meant of those wlio fol- 
low them], or with 8:89a7xaAÍíais [ Estius, — 
‹ doctrinis, inquam, hominum in hypocrisi 
loquentium mendaciuin’},—as making the 
sentence which follows apply to the false 
teachers [ cf. rovata whom {һе tivés 
follow. And so De W., Huther, Wiesinger: 
and Mede himself, book iii. ch. 2, p. 677), 
of men branded (with the foul marks of 
moral crime : во Cic., Catil. i. 6, ‘ que nota 
domestic turpitudinis non inusta vite tum 
est ? Livy, iii. 51, ‘ne Claudise genti eam 
inustam maculam vellent: Plato, Gorg. 
524 E, ó “PaSduavOus . . . . voAAdkis ToU 
реублоо BacıAdws ёт:ЛаВбреуоѕ $ ÉAXov 
drovoty Baci éms $ 8оубстоо xareiber 
ovdey фуфз by Tis фихӯз, &ААй Siauepa- 

oriywuéyny ка) obAGrv peorhy ónd èw- 
opxi@y ка) &3:xlas. See more examples 
in Wetst. and Kypke. kavrupud[e is 
properly to burn in a mark with а казтр, 
a branding - instrument of hot iron. ТЫ. 
explains: drel curicacw éavrois àxafap- 
olay woAAfy, 8:4 тобто Tb u, айтор 
dvefarelrrous Exe: robs xavrijpas ToU þv- 
жарой Blov. Thdrt. gives an explanation 
more ingenious than correct: кек. 8& rh» 
18. сор. abrobs xéuAnxe, Th» daoxdrny 
abr dwadynolay 8:84скеу. б yàp тоё 
каотӣроѕ тбкоз vexpwOels T)» жротёра» 
alaOnow àwoßdAàc. The idea rather 
seems to be as Bengel, “qui ipsi in sua 
sibi conscientia, inustis ei perfidise maculis, 
infames sunt: cf. Tit. i. 15; iii. 11, where 
abroxardxp:ros seems to express much 
the same. Or, as Ellic., ‘they knew the 
brand they bore, and yet, with a show of 
outward “ко [compare óroxploe), they 
strove to beguile and seduce others, and 
make them as bad as themselves’ The 
genitive still depends on roxplos, as does 
xeduévrey also) on their own conscience 
(viv (Slav, as Beng. above these false 
teachers are not only the organs of foul 
spirits, but are themselves hypocritical liars, 
with their own consciences seared by crime. 
The accusative is one of reference: cf. ch. 
vi. 6), hindering from marrying (this de- 
scription has been thought by some to fit 
the Jewish sects of Essenes and Thera- 
peute, who abstained from marriage, Jos. 
B. J. ii. 8. 2: Philo de vit. contempl. 
4, 8, vol. ii. pp. 476, 482: cf. Col. ii. 18 ff. 
But as De W. remarks, the abstineuce by 
and by mentioned seems too general to suit 
the idea that they were Jews [see below]: 
besides that the Epistle does not, describe 
them as present but as to come in after 
times), (commanding) (see a like ellipsis 
[zeugma], in which a second but logically 
necessary verb is omitted, and must be 
supplied from the context,— in ch. ii. 12, 
1 Cor. xiv. 34. Bengel quotes a similar 
construction from Chrys, ravra Adye, 
ob кт$ебну xwAdwy, AAA perà ovp- 
perplas тобто woe) to abstain from 
meats (compare Col. ii. 16. It does not 
appear here from what sort of food this 
abstinence would be enjoined: but pro- 
bably the eating of flesh is alluded to. 
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KwAvovrwy yaueiv, " атёукоба: " Bowparwy, а о Oc 2 Le il. 
"Exricev ис "ueráAnpyav Y дета aper тос ато с 

ка! * ereyvwxoow тй» " adAnGaay. 

Acta viil. 
36. 1Cor. 
xiv. 39. 
1 Thess. ii. ө æ b L з 

4 Ore mav °ктісра Osov 16, Кіш» 
c 7. A ? у d * , Д 

cad, kat ovdty “awdBAnrov, ? pera  evyaptoriac Nap- “ту 1 Pet. 
, i. 11. Jer. 

Bavopevov’ 5 *ayalerat yao ‘а 'Aóyov Ütov ка! è iv- vi 10 compl 
Acts xv. 20. 1 Thess. iv. A v. 23. constr., ch. ii. 12. 1 Cor. xiv. v plur. Matt. xiv. 15} L. Mark 

al w 1 Сот. 
34. 

vii. 19. Luke fil. 11. 1 Cor. vi. 18 bis. Не. ix. 10. xiii. 0 only. Mal. I. 12 al. 
XI. 9. Eph. Iil. 9. Col. I. 16 al. Deut. lv. 33. 
xxvii. 83. Phil. iv. 6. 2 Eph. v. 4 reff. 

b James 1. 18. Rev. v. 13. Lill. d only t. Wiad. 1x. 3 m 
xix.7 Aqu. © = 1 Cor. vil. 14. Exod. xxix. 87 

g ch. Ii. 1 reff. 

Euseb. Н. E. iv. 29, quotes from Irenæus 
Ci. 28. 1, p. 107), dxd Zarvprírov ка} Map- 
xl %, ol калойдеуо: "Eykpateis àyaplay 
ékfputay, àQeroUrres thy dpxalay wAdow 
TOU Oeo, ка) фрла каттуородутет ToU 
Gpper kal AU eis yéverww ày0póxev xe- 
тошкбтоз" xal TG» Aeyopévær пар’ abrois 
du, droxhy eisnyfjoarro, ÀxapwrTobr- 
Tes TQ пбута wexoimkóri.Óeq. These seem 
to be the persons here pointed at: and 
though the announcement of their success 
in after time is prophetic, we may fairly 
suppose that the seeds of their teaching 
were being sown as the Apostle wrote. The 
existence of gnosticism in its earlier form 
is certainly implied in ch. vi. 20: and in 
2 Tim. ii. 17, 18, we find that denial of the 
resurrection which characterized all the 
varieties of subsequent gmosticism. See 
the whole subject discussed in the Prolegg. 
ch. vii. § i. 12 ff.), which God made for 
participation with thanksgiving for (dat. 
commodi) those who believe, and have 
received the (full) knowledge of the 
truth. This last description of the wor- 
thy partakers of God's bounties is well 
illustrated by Calvin: ‘Quid ergo ? annon 
solem suum quotidie oriri facit Deus su 
bonos et malos (Matt. v. 45) ? annon ejus 
jussu terra impiis panem producit ? annon 
ejus benedictione etiam pessimi aluntur? 
est enim uuiversale illud beneficium quod 
David Psal. civ. 14 decantat. Respondeo, 
Paulum de usu licito hic agere, cujus ratio 
eoram Deo nobis constat. Hujus minime 
compotes sunt impii, propter impuram con- 
seientiam que omnia contaminat, quem- 
admodum habetur ad Titum, i. 15. Et 
sane, proprie loquendo, solis filiis suis Deus 
totum mundum et quicquid in mundo est 
destinavit, qua ratione etiam vocantur 
mundi heredes. Num hac conditione con- 
stitutus initio fuerat Adam omnium doini- 
nus, ut sub Dei obedientia maneret. Pro- 
inde rebellio adversus Deum jure quod illi 
collatum fuerat, ipsi una cum posteris spo- 
liavit. Quoniam autem subjecta sunt 
Christo omnia, ejus beneficio in integrum 
Bera idque per fldem . . . . Poste- 

от. III. 

x here only t. (ueraXAaflriv трофђс. Acts 
5 a 1.6 (reff.). 2 John 1 al 
o бия. i. 81. d here only t. Levit. 

f see 3 Kings xvii. 1. Sir. xlvili. 3. 

riore membro definit quos vocat fideles, 
nempe qui notitiam habent sans doctrine.’ 
On pera ebyapiorias, вее 1 Cor. x. 30: 
and below on ver. 4. 4, 5.] Reason 
Jor the above assertion. Because (Sn is 
more the objective,—ydp, which follows, 
the subjective causal particle: 8 intro- 
duces that which rests on a patent fact, as 
here on a Scripture quotation, — yép, that 
which is in the writer's mind, and forms 
part of his own reasoning) every tbing 
which God has made is good (in allusion 
to ref. Gen. See also Rom. xiv. 14, 20); 
and nothing (which God bas made) is to 
be rejected (Wetst. cites Hom. Il. y. 65, 
olro: ёксВАт’ ёст! беду epixvdéa бера — 
on which the Schol.,— ABN àvofo- 
Ajs Atta“ Tà xò 0е@у, pnei, Bedopéra 
Sepa ойк Lr дф» ёриђсасдаг) if received 
with iving (“ properly, even with- 
out this condition, all things are pure: 
but he did not rise to this abstraction, 
because he was regarding meats not 
per se, but in their use, and this latter 
may become impure by an ungodly frame 
of mind." De Wette): for (see on бт: and 
áp above) it (this subject is gathered out 
of the preceding clause by implication, 
and = ‘every ктісра which is partaken 
of with thanksgiving’) is hallowed (more 
than ‘declared pure, or even than ‘ren- 
dered pure: the latter it does not want, 
the former falls far short of the work of 
the assigned agents. The emphasis is on 
&ү ето and a new particular is intro- 
duced by it—not purity merely, but Aoli- 
ness, — fitness for the godly usage of Chris- 
tian men. To this, which is more than 
mere making or declaring pure, it is set 
apart by the ebxapwría ; so that the 
minus is proved by the majus. There is 
certainly a slight trace of reference to the 
higher consecration in the Lord's Supper. 
The saine word evxaporla is common to 
both. Ordinary meals are set apart for 
ordinary Cbristian use by asking a bless- 
ing on them: that meal, for more than 
ordinary use, by asking on it its own pecu- 
liar blessing) by means of за word of 
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God and intercession (what ‘word of 
God?” how to be understood? treating 
the plainer word first, the fvrev[w is evi- 
dent intercession [see on ch. ii. 1] os 
behalf of the xrlopa partaken of —that it 
may be ‘sanctified to our use.’ This, 
bound on as AG Өєо® is to dvredtews by 
the non-repetition of the preposition, may 
serve to guide us to its meaning. And 
first, negatively. 16 cannot mean any 
thing which does not form part of the 
ebxapioria: such as God's word in the 
Scripture just cited [Mack], or in any 
other place [Grot., al.]: or God's word 
in the foundation-truths of Christianity. 
Then, positively: i& must mean in some 
sense tho ebyapioria, or something in it. 
But not, as Wahl and Leo, the ‘ word ad- 
dressed to God,’ oratio ad Deum facta,’ 
which would be an unprecedented meaning 
for Adyos @sov: the only way open for us 
is, that the ebxapioría itself, or some part 
of it, is in some sense the word of God. 
This may be (1) by ite consisting in whole 
or in part of Scripture words, or (2) by 
the effusion of a Christian man, speaking 
in the power of God’s Spirit, being known 
as Лбуоѕ deo This latter is perhaps jus- 
tified by the reff.: but still it seems to 
me y probable, and I should prefer 
the former. [So Ellic. also.] It would 
8 be the case, that any form of 
Christian thanksgiving before meat would 
contain words of Scripture, or at all events 
thoughts in exact accordance with them: 
and such utterance of God's revealed will, 
bringing as it would the assembled family 
and their meal into harmony with Him, 
might well be said ayid(ew the Bpónara 
on the table for their use. Many of the 
Commentators quote from the Constt. Ap. 
vii. 49, p. 1057, Migne, the following grace 
before meat, used in the primitive times: 
edAoyntos el kópie ӧ tpépur де ёк vedryrds 
Hou, 6 BiBobs трофђ» тйтү саркЇ* яАђросоу 
xapas xal ebdpoaórns ras xapdlas uiv, Tra 
жйутоте wacay abrdpxeiay Éxorres, repis- 
cetwpev eis тау Epyor dyabby éd» RK, 
"17009 TQ коріф дё», 82 об col 86а Tu) 
ко) xpdros els тоёт ауаз, Aut. Here 

for 7? ns А 80 8-ре. 

almost every clause is taken from somc 
expression of Scripture). 6—11.] Re- 
commend application to Timotheus 
of what has been just said, as to form 
ре of hie teaching, to the avoidance by 
im of false and vain doctrine, and to 

the practice of godliness. These thi 
(hardly, as Rosenm., Heinr., Heyd., ch. 
iii. 16 f., nor as Chrys., rora; ётер етер" 
bri Tò цистӣріоу иёуа ёст», бт: vb Tob- 
тоу ётёуесдв: Doiuóviór dori, бт: Bid 
Adbyou kal фут сез беой &у:а(етеа but 
simply the matter treated since the be- 
ginning of the chapter, —the coming apos- 
tasy after these ascetic teachers and the 
true grounds of avoiding it. This best 
suite the following context and the фтот:- 
0épevos, which certainly would not be 
used of the иќуа ерте) suggesting 
(or counselling, cf. П. 6. 86, Bo N 'Ap- 
yelas trobncdped’, тїз érhoe:: Herod. i. 
156, Kpoicos yey dh тайтё те ol бжет{- 
дето : . . . Palm and Rost's Lex. sub voce, 
2, c; and Ellic.’s note bere) to the bre- 
thren, thou wilt be a good servant of 
Christ Jesus, ever training thyself in 
(the idea of évrpépopa: із not "nourish 
oneself with,’ but to grow up amongst, or 
to be trained in: cf. Eur. Phan. 368, 
yupvdord F, olaw dverpápnv: so évrpé- 
et vóuo:is, een, BrAàois, povesi, 
Афуоз, трифӯ, Plat., Plutarch, al.: see 
Palm and Rost's Lex. The present, as 
Chrys., denotes continuance in this train- 
ing, Tò Senvexts ris eis та тоайта wpos- 
охӯз zus, and again, pnpycdépevos 
ruminans], cvrvexós TÀ abrà orpiper, 
el rà abrà прелету. Cf. 2 Tim. iii. 14 

the words of the faith (the fundamen 
doctrines of the Gospel), and of the good 
instruction (not ‘words of the faith and 
good doctrine,’ as Conyb. The repetition 
of the article forbids this, severs the 
wapnxodovOnxas from trois Афуо тїз mi- 
crews, and attaches it to nal rijs xeAfjs 
8:8аскаліаѕ only) the course of which 
thou hast followed (I have thus endea- 
voured to give wapyKo. as :—* hast 
followed along, by tracing its course and 
accompanying it: see reff.; and Ellic,’s 
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note). 7.] But profane and anile 
(Baur understands this epithet to refer to 
the gnostic idea of an old universal mother, 
the софіа or dxaudéé [вее Irenæus, i. 4. 1 
ff. pp. 18 f.]: but Wiesinger well replies 
that this will not suit the word ypacdys 
[from ypais, eldos, as Gees], which 
must be subjective,—nor 8¢BnAos, which 
on this supposition would not be appro- 
priate) tables see notes on ch. i. 4 and 7, 
and Prole zg.) (lit. ‘excuse thyself 
from,’ see reff., Luke xiv. 18, 19, and Palin 
and Rost’s Lex.) : but exercise thyself for 
piety (rovríer, wpbs тісте кабарй» ка} 
Blov òpôór тобто yàp єісёВеа’ yvyra- 
clas kpa xpela ка} xdvwr Binvexav б yàp 
уоруа(бререз ка) йудуоз ph rros &yo- 
rie rat Ї$рётоз Expt. Thl. (not Thdrt., as 
Hutber]. apés, with a view to, as 
an athlete with a view to the games : cf. 
Soph. El. 456, pòs eùs éBeiar ў кбрт Adyes, 
—and the common expressions pb 730- 
whe Ayer, Bpqy, bnusryopeiv, &c.: Soph. 
Antig. 1170, TÁAA' d xaxvot скійѕ ойк 
Б» xpialuny dvdpl vp thy n8orhy) : 
8.] for the exercise (gymnastic training: 
see below) of the body is to small ex- 
tent (‘for but little, —in reference only 
to а small department of a man's being : 
not as in ref. James, ‘for a short time,’ 
as the contrast rp тйута below shews) 
profitable (to what sort of exercise does 
he allude? Ambr., Thom.-Aq., Lyra, 
Calv., Grot, Heydenr., Leo, Matthies, 
al., take it as alluding to corporal austeri- 
ties for religion’s sake: ‘hoc nomine 
appellat quecunque religionis causa sus- 
eipiuntur externe actiones, ut sunt vi- 
gli, longa inedia, humi cubatio, et si- 
milia,’ Calv. But against this are two 
considerations: 1) that these are not now 
in question, but the immediate subject 
ia the excellence of being trained and 
thoroughly exercised in piety : 2) that if 
they were, it would hardly be consistent 
with his previous severe characterization of 
these austerities, ver. 3, to introduce them 
thus with even so much creditable mention. 

Wicsinger has taken up this акаш, 

emayyeA ag 

4 Mace. l. 32. (-t. Col. if. ) 
(James iv. 14. Heb. xii. 10.) 

only. see ch. M 17. 

only *. 
t = Rom. ili. 96 al. see note. u ch. ii. 3 ref. 

w here only t. (see above Jil X 2 (see 
y past. epp. only. S Tim. lil 16. Tit. iil. 8+. 

3 Tim. iv. 1 Hit. H. 13. also Rom. Ш. 20. тШ. 28. Ki. 
Nom. viiL 98. Heb. vi. 5. 

om (он D? 118-7 am(with fuld): exercens Ambrst. 
d e g hl m o вуг goth Euthal Ce, 

again and contended very strongly for it, 
maintaining that the zb Alyor @фё доз 
must be moral, not corporeal. But it may 
fairly be answered, if it be moral, then it 
cannot be said to be ярёѕ oAlyoy, for it 
would contribute to edo Be. And indeed 
he way be refuted on his own ground: he 
says that the capar. "yvuracía must be- 
long to єйсёВеа: for that if it meant 
bodily exercise merely, жуєиџатис) yu - 
gla, not «do¢Bea, would be the proper 
contrast to it. But surely we may say, if 
caparixh ууну. does belong to «vaéBeia, 
how can it form a contrast to it? On kie 
hypothesis, not on the other, we should 
require xveugaTich) уурәасіа as the con- 
trast. A part cannot be thus contrasted 
with the whole. lt is therefore far 
better to understand the words, as Chrys., 
Thl., Thdrt. [ol тў тоё céparos, (noir, 
ebegias ewipedodpevo: v p bAlyor raérns 
érodatovew), Pel., ons ep: Estius, 
Wolf, al., Bengel, Mack, De W., Huther, 
of mere gymnastic bodily exercise, of which 
the Apostle says, that it has indeed its uses, 
but those uses partial only. Bengel adds, 
perhaps more ingeniously than conclu- 
sively, “ Videtur Timotheus juvenis inter- 
dum usus fuisse aliqua exercitutione cor- 
poris [ch. v. 23] quam Paulus non tam 

bibet quam non laudat." Two curious 
interpretations of the expression have been 
given; one by Chrys., as а sort of after- 
thought: 8 8 Adye:, тоюбтби dori’ und 
els yupvaclay wore катар ceavrdy bia- 
Aeyópevos vpbs éxelvous, &АА& тайта Tois 
abrov жарау. ob ydp ёст: wpds rads 
8:єстрациќуооѕ раҳбрекоу dvijcal ті wore, 
—the other by Braun [Selecta sacra i. 
10. 166, cited by Huther], who under- 
stands by it the ceremonial law): but 
piety (the first member of the antithesis 
contained the means, ij сарат) yup- 
vacía: this, the end, єйсёВеа; — that 
which is sought by уудуасіа wpbs eù- 
oéBe.av) is profitable for all things (not 
one portion only of a man’s being, but 
every portion of it, bodily and spiritual, 
temporal and eternal), ha (seeing that 
2 
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it has) promise of the life (we may, as far 
as the construction is concerned, take 
(es, as Ellic., abstract, of life, and then 
divide it off into тӯ vv» and ris pea- 
Aotons. But see below), which is now 
and which is to come (how is the genitive 
{wis to be taken? із it the objective 
genitive, giving the substance of the pro- 
mise, LIFE, in its highest sense? in this 
case it would be d» тф viv аіди ка| èv 
Чы péAAorri, And үү 16 із поё пар 
ut THs vUv к. Ts реАЛохот, we should 

have to understand [ef in two different 
meanings,—long and happy life here, and 
eternal life hereafter— it bears a promise of 
this life and of the life to come. This to 
say the least is harsh. It would be better 
therefore to take éwayyeXla as the pro- 
mise,’ in the sense of ‘the chief blessedness 
romised by God,’ the blessed contents of 
Hie promise, whatever they be, and (ўз 
as the possessive genitive: the best pro- 
mise belonging to this life and to that 
which is to come. It may be said, this 
also is harsh; and to some extent I ac- 
knowledge it,—it is not however a harsh- 
ness in thought, as the other, but only in 
construction, such as need not surprise us in 
these Epistles. The concrete éwayyeAla 
instead of the abstract is already familiar 
to us, Luke xxiv. 49: Acts i. 4; xiii. 32, 
al.: and the possessive genitive after ёкауу. 
is ur ned by Rom. xv. 8, éxayy. тё» ra- 
тёроу, and by the arrangement of the sen- 
tence). 9.] Fai is the saying, 
and worthy of all acceptation (see on ch. 
i 15. The words refer to what follows, 
not as Heinr. to ch. iii. 16, nor as De W., 
Huther, Wies., al, to what went imme- 
diately before: see оп ydp below. The 
connexion is with xal ris дєААойетт. 
Piety has the promise of that life attached 
toit, according to tbe well-known Chris- 
tian saying which follows. Otherwise verse 
10 comes in disjointedly and unaecount- 
ably): for (yáp is introduced from а mix- 
ture of two constructions, rendering a rea- 

son for kal ris ueAAoUcms, as if жістђе 
6 Adyos had not been inserted. We have 
the same construction in 2 Tim. ii. 11, 
where Huther, though he regards the ydp 
as decisive against it here, refers the mors 
6 Aéyos to what follows) to this end (viz. 
the owrnpla implied in that which follows, 
introduced by бт, —as in reff.: thus alone 
can the saying as a riorbds Adyos cohere 
together: and so Thdrt., Thl., Beza, Grot., 
Beng., Mosh., сс Leo, Wahl :—not, 
as De W., Huther, Ellic., al., for the obtain- 
ing of the promise mentioned above [De 
W. claims Thdrt. and Bengel for this mean- 
ing, but wrongly: the former says, rf 86 
wore, &c. el ph ths deri тду буюу àv- 
wlSoats ; ЛАА "ydp deriv àvríBocis. ёо 
yap Oeds  AyovoÜere? Tois dOAoUgi, каў 
*ávro» dr dyOpéray cwrhp к.т.А. ; 
and the latter, hoc nomine, hoc fine, hac 
spe, referring to $Xwíxauev]) we (Chris- 
tians in general) [both] (more than 
labour [ёруа(бџиеба ) : it gives the idea of 
‘toil and moil: see тей.) and suffer re- 
proach (elimax: we might toil and be had 
in honour, but as it is, we have both fatigue 
and shame to bear. The reading dy- 
реда is very strongly supported, but appears 
to have been introduced from Col. i. 29), 
because we have fixed our hope (the same 
perfect occurs John v. 45: 2 Cor. 1.10: ch, 
v. 5, vi. 17 : it refers to the time when the 
strong resolve and waiting began, and to. 
its endurance since that time) on (for con- 
struction see reff., and Ellicott’s note here. 
Thus in Polyb. і. 12. 6, rä a yopà : 
... OQ ols «хоу тёз peyloras dra) the 
living (inserted for emphasis and solemnity, 
to bring out the fact that the God in whom 
we trust is a veritable personal agent, not а 
creature of the imagination) God, who is 
the Saviour of all men (cf. ch. ii. 4; Tit. 
ii. 11: His will is that all men should be 
saved, and He has made full and sufficient 
provision for the salvation of all: so that, 
as far as salvation stands in Him, He is the 
Saviour of all men. And it is in virtue of 

— — — 
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this universality of salvation offered by God, 
that we have rested our hopes on Him and 
become miorof), especially them that be- 
lieve (in these alone does that universal 
salvation, which God bas provided, become 
actual. He is the same сотӯр towards and 
of all: but these alone appropriate His 
cernpía. Bengel rightly observes, ‘ Latet 
nervus argumenti a minori ad majus: 
but he applies the сотђр xdrrov to this 
life, and udAwfa moray to the life to 
come. So also Chrys.: ei 8 robs àmíc- 
тою ge ёутабба, толАф RANO» тофу 
ri ёке. But this does not seem to 
suit the context, nor the higher sense to 
which cwrfp is every where in the N. T. 
confined, and most especially in these 
Epistles, where it occurs very frequently. 

e true mentum a minori ad majus’ 
lies in this if God be thus willing for all 
to be saved, how much more shall he save 
them that put their trust in Him." For the 
expression, see reff., and especially Gal. vi. 
10). Command (see ch. i. 3) 
these things (viz. those insisted on since 
ver. 7) and teach them. 12—16.] 
General exhortations to Timotheus. Let 
no one despise thy youth (as to the con- 
struction, Chrys. [undes 8:4 1h veórnra 
xaraoporfon cov), Leo, Mack, Matthies, 
take соб as immediately governed by 
катафроућсү, and Ths уєбттутос as a second 
genitive — ‘thee for thy youth.’ But 
though I cannot think with Huther that 
such a construction would be illegitimate 
for in what does xarad$porée differ in 
ogical reference from xarsyyopée ? ef. el 
e. жараубишр . . . HuedAoy аўтой кат- 
уор», Demosth. Meid. p. 515. 26], yet 
ver. 15 seems to rule in favour of the sim- 
pler construction, where we have соу pre- 
ceding its governing substantive with no 
such ambiguity. As to the matter of the 
youth of Timotheus, see Prolegg. ch. vii. 
$ 1i. 35, note ; and remember, that his age 
relative to that of the Apostle himself, 
whose place he was filling, rather than his 
absolute age, is evidently that which is 
here meant. By the фә; fpxouai, we see 

that this comparison was before the Аров- 
tle’s mind. ‘The interpretation of Bengel, 
* talem te gere quein nemo possit tanquam 
juvenem contemnere :" Jibenter id faciunt 
senes inanes,' thus endeavouring to elimi- 
nate the fact, of Timotheus's youtb, is 
forced, and inconsistent with the fs. It 
is quite true [cf. what follows àAAà rú- 
xos *ylvov, &c.| that the exhortation is to 
him, not to the Ephesian church: but it 
is grounded on the fact of his youth, in 
whatever light that fact is to be inter- 
preted);—but beoome (by gaining their 
respect for the following acts and qualities) 
а pattern of the bellevors (the comma 
after тістеу, in which I have followed 
Lachmann, gives more force and indepen- 
dence to the clause adversative to uneis 
K. T. A., and then leaves the specifications 
to follow), —in word (the whole of thine 
utterances, in public and private: dv AG 
is elsewhere contrasted, as in Col. iii. 17, 
with dy руф), in behaviour (the other 
outward sign of the life within: ёх Épyw, 
Col. 1. c., but expressing more in quoti- 
diana consuetudine, as Beng. The àva- 
строф may testify, in cases where no 
actual deed is done), ín love, in faith (the 
two great springs of Christian conduct, 
the one it is true set in motion by the 
other,—cf. Gal. v. 6, xloris 8° àydrys 
évepyounéyn,—but both, leading princi- 
ples of the whole man), in purity (proba- 
bly, not chastity, in the more restricted 
sense, though in ch. v. 2 it certainly has 
this meaning from the context: but in 
the wider and higher meaning which the 
context here requires, all believers being 
in view, of general holiness and purity. 
Cf. for this,—ayvds, ch. v. 22: 2 Cor. vii. 
11: James iii. 17,— ёуу((о, James iv. 8: 
1 Pet. i. 22. From these passages the 
quality would appear definable as simpli- 
city of holy motive followed out in соя- 
sistency of holy action). 13.) Till I 
come (not as De W., as long as thou in 
my absence presidest over the Ephesian 
church: for this sup the Apostle to 
be the normal president of that Church 
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and Timotheus his locum-tenens, which 
was not the case. Timotheus was put 
there with a special commission from the 
Apostle: that commission would cease at 
the Apostle's coming, not because he would 
resume residence .and presidence, but be- 
canse he would enforce and complete the 
work of Timotheus, and thus, the necessit 
for special interference being at an end, 
the church would revert to the normal 
rule of its own presby ), attend to the 
(public, see below) ing (“scripture 
sacre, in ecclesia. Huic adjunguntur duo 
precipua genera, adhortatio, que ad agen- 
dum, et doctrina, que ad oscendum 
pertinet, ch. vi. 2 fin. Rom. xii. 7 ff.” 
Beng. This is certainly the meaning; cf. 
Luke iv. 16 ff.: Acts xiii. 16: 2 Cor. iii. 
14,—not that of Chrys. [àxovwpev rav- 
Tes, ка) waibevóueÜ0a. ph àdneA e, Tis 
тӧу Oelwy урафёу ueAérns], Grot., Calv. 
[“ certe fons omnis sapientie est Scrip- 
tura, unde haurire debent pastores quic- 
quid proferunt apud gregem”), al, who 
understand private reading. Whether 
the O. T. Scriptures alone, or in addition 
to them the earlier gospels were at this 
time included in this public reading, cf. 
Just. Mart. Apol. i. [ii.] 67, p. 83 [rà 
&rournuoreóuara тё» &ётоттбАоу f) rà cvy- 
ypduua ra Tay хрофттфу àvayudokera, pé- 
xpis d yxpe J, cannot be determined with 
any certainty), to the (also public) ex- 
hortation, to the (also public) teaching 
(cf. Bengel above. Chrys. takes wapa- 
x Het as social, 8:8аскаліа ав publie, — 
тй жараклћсе тй wpbs GAAfAoUs, TH 
8:8аскалісє тў яр 
‘in monendis aliis privatim, docendis pub- 
lico? but why so?). 14.] Do not 
neglect (= дуа(отурегу, 2 Tim. i. 6,— 
do not suffer to decay and smoulder by 
carelessness : * negligunt qui non exercent, 
nec putant se posse excidere,” Bengel) the 
spiritual gift which is in thee (sce more 
at length in 2 Tim. i. 6. The spiritual 
gift is that of teaching and ruling the 
church. Thdrt. says, too narrowly [and 
so nearly Ellic.], xdptopa Th» 8:8аскеліау 
ékáAece: it was not teaching only, but the 
whole grace of God given him for the 

s wárras — 80 Grot, . 
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office to which he was set apart by special 
ordination) which was given thee (by 
God, 1 Cor. xii. 4, 6) by means of pro- 
phecy (not as Mack, *on account of pro- 
hecies, alleging the plural in ch. i. 18. 
hat verse (see note] refers to the same 

fact as this—viz. that, either at the first 
conversion of Timotheus, or at his ordina- 
tion to the ministry [and certainly the 
latter seems here to be pointed аё |, tho 
Holy Spirit о by means of a prophet 
or prophets, His will to invest him with 
xaplopara for the work, and thus the gift 
was said to be conferred, as to its cer- 
tainty in the divine counsels, by such pro- 
рћесу—' ita jubente per os prophetarum 
piritu Sancto, Beza. All attempts to 

make 8:4 bear other meanings [* potest 
tamen sic accipi ut idem valeat quod «is 
rpopnTelav, i. e. ad prophetandum; vel 
dy xpopnreig ita ut quod sit hoc donum 
exprimat apostolus, Beza } are illegitimate 
and needless: see Acts xii. 1, 2, 9, which 
is a case precisely analogous: the gift was 
in Paul and Barnabas 8:4 xpognrefas, 
perà dsibéceos xeipay. Bengel strangely 
joins xpopnrelas with wpeoBureplov, - 
thesizing pera ёт:0. т. xeipàv, ing 
that ‘imposttio manus proprie fit per 
unam personam et quidem digniorem : 
prophetia vero flebat etiam per squales,’ 
&c. But this certainly was not so: sec 
below), with laying on of the hands (seo 
on Acts vi. 6. Neander, Pfl. u. Leit. i. 
267. There is no real difference, as De 
W. thinks, between this and 2 Tim. i. 6. 
There was a spocial reason there for put- 
ting Timothcus in mind of the fact that 
the Apostle's own hands were laid on him: 
but that fact does not exclude this. Sec 
references on the xeipo8ecía in Ellicott's 
note) of the presbytery (reff. : of the body 
of elders who belonged to the congrega- 
tion in which he was ordained. Where 
this was, we know not: hardly in Lystra, 
where he was first converted: might it 
not be in Ephesus itself, for this particular 
office ?). 15.] These things (viz. 
the things enjoined vv. 12—14) do thou 
care for, in these things be [employed] 
(Wetst. cites Plut. Pomp. p. 656 b, é» 
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16 еётғүє сгаюг ары. I. 13, 25 
* E only t. Br. 

П. 17. 2 Масс. 
vill. 8 only. 

e = Luke xiv. 

2 m 7 comers 
ToOotgjurtoa Acta 23. 
p В Hes, рыга 

шс mnripag’ vewripac, we адеАфас, ғ» "жасу ° аууна. (о), ое 
g Rom. vi. 1. хі 25,93. Col. L. 33. Exod. xil. 30 vat. 

khereonlyt. Jos. Antt. xi. 4 3. Polyb. I. 11. 7 al. (-wAn€cc, 3 Масс. vii. 83.) 
viti. 4. n = PhiL 1. 30 reff. m fem., here only. Zech. 

xxx. 19. 

15. rec ins ev bef wacw (from misunderstandi: 

h = ch. И. 18. 17 Tim. ii. 14. 
1 А]. fr. l — ch. ii. 

o ch. iv. 13 only. $ Chron. 

f, with D'EL rel wth Chr(ex- 
plaining uh ёи тё Bly pórov АЛЛА xal ёу тё AG) Thdrt Damasc: om ACD'FN 17 
latt syrr copt goth arm Clem Cyr lat-ff. 

16. ins еу bef avras D! vulg(not tol) goth lat-ff. 

Cuar. V. 1. om ws татера Ni. 

тобто ô Кайтар... . J: Lucret. iii. 
1093, ‘versamur ibidem, atque insumus 
usque: Hor. Ep. i. 1. 11, ‘quod verum 
atque decens curo et rogo et omnis in hoe 
sum. То which I may add а more 
striking parallel, Hor. Sat. i. 9. 2, * Nes- 
cio quid meditans nugarum, et totus in 
illis"), that thy progress (ref.: wpoxord is 
branded as a vox non immerito a . 
maticis contemta" by Lobeck, ryn. 
p. 85: towards perfection ; соат ш 
the Christian life, as Heydenr., De W.: 
this is implied; but the more direct 
weaning is, ‘with reference to the duties 
of thine office; and especially as ге. 
spects the caution given ver. 12, that no 
man despise thy youth) may be manifest 
to all. 18.4 Give heed to thyself 
(summary of ver. 12. Ou Frexe, see Elli- 
cott’s note) and to thy teaching (summary 
of ver. 13. Duo sunt curanda bono pas- 
tori: ut docendo invigilet, ac se ipsum 
purum custodiat. Neque enim satis est, 
si vitam suam componat ad omnem hones- 
tatem, sibique caveat ne quod edat malum 
exemplum, nisi assiduum quoque docendi 
studium adjungat sancte vite: et parum 
valebit doctrina, si non respondeat vitæ 
honestas et sanctitas." Calv.). Continue 
(reff.) in them (most naturally, the rara 
of ver. 15: but the words are ambiguous 
and puzzling. Grot. gives a curious inter- 

tation: ‘mane apud Ephesios, which 
is certainly wrong: Bengel, as an alterna- 
tive, refers it to rots áxojorras below, 
which is no better. I have punctuated it 
во as to connect this clause with what fol- 
lows, and thus to render it not quite so 
harsh, seeing that it then will assume the 
form of а recapitulatory conclusion); for 
doing this (‘in doing this,’ as E. V., better 
than ‘dy doing this,’ which asserts too 
much) thou shalt save (in the day of the 
Lord: the highest meaning, and no other, 

om cov N!, 

is to be thought of in both cases) both thy- 
self and those that hear thee (thyself, in 
the faithful discharge of the ministry which 
thou hast received of the Lord: thy hear- 
ers, in the power of thine influence over 
them, by God's word and ordinances). 

Сн. V. 1—25.] GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
TO HIM FOR GOVERNING THE CHUBOH. 

either sex. т 
ference to an о was called in question 
as early as Chrys. dpa rb tlupa viv 
now; ойк Fyerye ola ФАЛА тері wards 
yeynpaxéros. This indeed is evident from 
the quadruple specification in these verses. 
So even Mack, though he maintains that 
the vedrepo: of Acts v. 6 were official. 
Leo, as cited by Wiesinger, gives well the 
connexion with the last chapter: “ quam 
supra scripsisset, nemini licere ex juventute 
Timothei ejus despiciendi occasionem su- 
mere, nunc jam ipsum hortatur Timotheum, 
ut semper memor suse Hiro, ita ве gerat 
erga seniores uti revera deceat virum ju- 
шотеш.” But this connexion must not be 
too closely pressed. Some important ge- 
neral instructions have intervened since the 
undels cov тўз veórgros Katappovelre. 

rem] Thus II. д. 211, “Ектор, 
Gel uév wás pos ётітлфссет d&yopjow 
sd ppalopdry. AA | 
ba wpbs wardpa, $maí, wposervexOelns 
&uaprdrovra, обтш rp édkeivor Zia (you, 
Chrys. veetépovs | understand rapa- 
кли. Thus the ibition, u) èr- 
wAfins, applies to all, all being included 
in the таракёле which is the other and 
adopted alternative. ús Aa os] 
as on an equality with them, not lording it 
over them. ©з &$«Мф4з ] Hic respec- 
tus egregic adjuvat castitatem,’ Bengel. 
undd бкоріау, pol, 895. dradh yàp al 
wpbs Tas vewrépas yerduevar дшда Bvskó- 
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from Exot. тёкуа m 'ёкуоуа Ext, * раубауётосау прото» тоу 1000» cáefg 
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РФ оікоу ‘evscBev, kat " ао Вас * атод:ддуа: тос | mpo- no 
q Mark xt. 82. Paul, 1 Cor. xiv. ?5. Gal. 11, 21. vv. 5, 16. ch. vi. 19 only. Num. Exlt- $2 ашу. 

vil. 13 al. freq in LXX. . 18. 
rhere only. Dect. 

s — & constr, Phil. iv. 11. Tit. Ш. 14. see ver t Acta 
xvii. 93 only t. (see ch. ji. 2 reff.) uhereonly 1. Isa.1.23Symm. ole. . атёдаж" duoBae ой калас, 
Eurip. Orest. 408. i Wetat.) v Bom. rii.17. 1 Thews.v.15al -> 2 Tim. I. 8 only . Sir. 
vill. 4 3 Macc. vill. 19. xi. W only. 

4. eyyora Di 44. 109. pa8erecar DI. Twv bior оке Dl. 

Aws 8:афєбуоусту bxoyíay, Bei Bè ylresða: 
хар& ToU éwickóvov ка} тобто, 8:4 тобто 
“Фу тіср &yreig axposri@no:. Chrys. 
See similar sentiments from profane writers 
in Wetst. The Commentators cite the 
apologist Athenagoras (legat. pro christ. 
82, p. 810): xa juxla» robs иёу viods к. 
Üvyarépas уоодџе», robs 5è àBeAdobs Éxouev 
ка) deads” ка) тоф яроВеВлкбс: Thr 
тё» rarepο xal unrépwy тішђу drove- 
poner. * The rule of Jerome (Ep. 52 [2]. 
5, vol. i. p. 259) is simple: ‘omnes puellas 
et virgines Christi aut squaliter ignora 
aut æqualiter dilige? " Ellie. 8—16.] 
Directions concerning widows. This 
whole passage is somewhat difficult, and 
has been very variously understood. The 
differences will be seen below. 3. 
rina] Is this to be interpreted gene- 
rally, ‘ honour? merely, or with reference 
to the context? The best guide to an 
answer will be what follows. If the com- 
mand be merely to hold them in honour, 
why should the destitute be held in more 
honour than those who had families ? The 
command xfpas Tipa would surely apply to 
allalike. But seeing that it does not apply 
to all alike, we must necessarily limit its 
general meaning to that particular in which 
the one would be honoured, and the other 
not. Thus without giving or seeking for 
an unusual meaning to 2h, we may fairly 
interpret it of this particular kind of ho- 
nour, viz. being inscribed on the Church's 
«ardAoyos (ver. 9) as a fit object of cha- 
ritable sustenance. "That such a roll ex- 
isted in the very earliest days of the church, 
we know from Acts vi. 1. Cf. also Ignat. 
ad Polye. c. 4, p. 721 f.: Justin M. 
Apol. i. 67, p. 84: Euseb. H. E. vi. 43. 

us Huther and De W., and Ellic., after 
Grot., Calv., all. тёз Üvrws ухрах] 
cf. ver. 16 below,—those who are really 
in a widowed (destitute) state, as con- 
trasted with those described ver. 4. But 
then the enquiry has. been made, Is this 
Ürres xfpa to be defined by mere exter- 
nal circumstances, or not rather by the 
religious character, described below, ver. 
5? Or are we to bind (as Chrys., al.] 
the two together? In a certain sense, 
I believe we must thus unite them. The 
Apostle commands, ‘ Honour [by placing on 

the list] those who are widows indeed :’ for 
it is these especially, they who are desti- 
tute of earthly friends, who are most likely 
to carry out the true religious duties of a 
widow. Thus, without the two qualifica- 
tions being actually united, the former is 
insisted on ns ordinarily ensuring the lat- 
ter. 4.] The case of the xfpa who 
ів not Üvres xfpa, having earthly relations 
answerable for her support. li yo 
тёкуа Tékrvw», Hesych.; gran en: 
not as E. V. ‘nephews ;’ at least, not in 
its present sense. раудауќтюса» ] 
What is the subject? (1) The ancient 
Commentators mostly understand al xjjpa:, 
implied in rls хўра: во vulg. (discat : also 
D-lat, 2 cursives have uar0avéro), Chr. 
(see below), Thdrt., e., Jer., Pel., Ambr., 
Luth., Calv., Grot., Calov., Huther, al. 
(2) But some of the ancients took rà rékva 
J Écyora as the subject: e. g. (Ec. 2, Thl., 
and so Beza, Wolf, Mosh., Wegscheid. : 
Heydenr., Flatt, Mack, De W., Wiesinger, 
Ellicott. There is much to be said for 
both views; and as we advance, we shall 
give theinterpretations on both hypotheses, 
(1) and (2). wpirov] Either, ‘first 
of all duties, which seems supported by 
ver. 8 below ; or first, before applying to 
the church for sustenance. These mean- 
ings will apply to both the above alter- 
natives: whether we understand the sub- 
ject to be the widows, or the children and 
grandchildren. тфу 18:0у ol«ov eù- 
c*Beiv] On hypothesis (1), — fo behave 
piously towards, i.e. to rule religiously 
(Luth.; so vulg.), their own household. 
This seems somewhat to force ebe, 
see below; while the sense of tò» Bior 
olxoy is thus the simple and usual one, as 
the widow in question would be the head 
of the household. On hypothesis (2), to 
behave piously towards, i. e. to honour 
with the honour which God commands, 
their own family, i. e. the widowed mother 
or grandmother who is one of their own 
family. This sense of ерсєбіз, ebodBera, 
and ebóceféo, is common enough (see espe- 
cially Palm and Rost’s Lex.): the reference 
being generally (not always, it is true) to 
superiors,—those who demand og. 
those who stand in the place of God. This 
sense of rò» Yor olxoy is not so usual, 
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2er, тойто yap tarw * awooextov " Evrov той беор. 2 (x) 

52 Se? буто xpa ка! ' Ptpovonévn LLL tri roy iz 

ber, Kai “ wpoçpéver raiç "Setter Kat тас ° тоос- estar 
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* - э 
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Anuwro wav. 8 а 06 ric “ray dv kai ' padtara [rov] „ын. 
43 (of Paul). see Acta xi. 33. d ch. ii. 1 reff, e Paul, 1 Thess. II. 9. Ш. 10. 3 Tim. 1.3. 
Mark v. 5. Rev. іу. 8 al. Іва. xxxiv. 10. f James v.5 only. Ezek. xvi. 40. Sir. xxi. 18 ошу. (-Anm. 
Віт. zzvii. 18. cuvagwuradue, Prov. xxix. 21. Amos vi. 4 (cf. Wetst.).) g see па, 
1Н.1. ene às olavev, Qpovriðwv ое плачи, a hoes, үйөз TéUvnxe, Btob. 238, Wetat. 

i Mark v 11. 1 Iv. 11. Josh. vi. 
k Jobn l. 11. xiii. 1. Acts Iv. 23. xxiv. 93 only. 7 Mace е 

he 
J ch. ti. 2. vi. ое": 

1 eh. tv. 10 reff. 

rec ins xa ka: (from ch ii. 8) bef arodexrov, with (d, e sil) m o copt goth: om ACDF 
KLN rel vulg syrr gr-lat-ff. (17 def.) 

б. om тоу N!.—for бео», xvpioy DIN! Aug Fulg. 
7. om kai Ns. 
8. om (2nd) тө» AD!FN: 

but not therefore to be rejected. To dis- 
honour their widowed mother or grand- 
mother, would be to dishonour their own 
family, in An one of its рее 
most required respect. ка 
&жоб$буа rois srpoyóvow] On hypothesis 
(1) as Chrys, ёхўАбо» éxeivor ойк dv- 
on: abrois à ro % Th» диод" 
ob yàp 8} kal abri Anda éxelvous, 
оф8Ф àréüpeyas. dy тоз exydvois айтой 
à nel Bo awodi8ov Tb en 8:4 rey 
wader. But surely it is a very strange 
way of requiting one’s progenitors for their 
care of us, to kind towards our own 
children: and erg what would this 
have to do with the question, whether or 
not the widow was to be put on thecharity 
roll of the church ? But on hypothesis (2), 
this sentence certainly becomes more clear 
and natural Let them, the children or 
grandchildren, learn first to be piously 
grateful to (these members of) their own 
families, and to give back returns (a re- 
turn in each case) to their progenitors (so 
called, although living, because, the mother 
and grandmother having been both men- 
tioned, xpéyovo: was the only word which 
would include them in one category). 

тото үйр... .] see ch. ii. 3. 
б.] see above on ver. 8. 4 

буто хўра, as opposed to the widow just 
described; к. ре „as contrasting 
her condition with that of her who has 
children or grandchildren. Thus what 
follows is said more for moral eulogy of 
such a widow, than as commending her to 
the charity of the church: but at the 
same time, as pointing out that one who 
thus places her hopes and spends her time, 
is best deserving of the Church's help. 

ҖМтнкеу, ch. iv. 10, has set and 
continues to set her hope. irl тду 
Өсбу, оп God ая its portion and ultimate 

ins CD*-3KT rel Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

aim,—as distinguished from ёк) тф бед, 
ch. iv. 10, оп God as its present stay. 

poche] compare reff., and the 
similar о of жроѕкартер«їу, Rom. xii. 12, 
Col. iv. 2. rate . к. rat Wpos- 
єх.) see on ch. ii. 1. The articles may 
refer to the public prayers of the Church, 
or may be ive—‘ to her supplica- 
tions and her prayers:’ or may serve 
merely to designate the two t divi- 
sions of prayer. уУўкт. x. Hp.) so St. 
Luke of Anna the prophetess, ii. 97,— 
ynorelas x. Befoerw Aarpebovca vinta 
ка) ўрёрау. 6.) Contrast (84) to the 
character just described : and that certainly 
with a view to point out that this kind of 
widow is no object for the charity of the 
Church, as not being nt alla partaker of 
the lifo unto God. eoreAéca] 
Wetst. from the glossaries, gives статалӯ, 
Ма» трифё, àcóres (9. In the Anthol, 
iv. 28. 14, we have coupled way TÒ Bpó- 
Te» скатблтиа к.  wToAboABos #8084. 
It appears to be allied to evade (ord), 
—see Aristoph., Nub. 53, and Schol. (in 
Wetst.); and Ellic, here. 
Téðvyrev) while alive in the flesh, has no 
real life in the Spirit: see ref.—and Matt. 
viii. 22: Eph. v. 14. Wetst. quotes many 
such expressions from profane writers: 
one, as compared with this passage, re- 
markably illustrative of the moral differ- 
ence between Christianity and heathenism : 
Soph. Antig. 1188, — тёз yàp 7Sords 
Bray | aren, „pes, ob long dye | 
(pr rovroy, &АА ” Enpuxor iryotjpas vexpór. 
The very expression is found in Stobeus; 
see reff. I cannot help regarding the idea 
as in the background,—‘ and, if devoid of 
spiritanl life, then not to be taken into 
account by the Church.’ Т.) Tavra 
most naturally applies to the characters 
just given of widows, not more generally : 
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povoertas (corrn, the active occurring only here in N. T.) D'FEN!. 

and in that case fra dyexlAnuwro: (see 
reff.) фо» must refer to the widows also, 
not to the réxra and šxyova, or to these 
and the widows together, as Heydenr., or 
more widely still, as Grot., al. This nar- 
rower reference is confirmed by the next 
verse, which takes up the duty of the 
relations, being connected not by ydp, but 
by де. 8. ] zís, not only of the réava 
4) Ücyova above, or any persons connected 
with widows,— but the saying is perfectly 
general, grounding their duties on an 
axiomatic truth.  Agreeably with their 
former interpretation, Chrys., &c. 

as meaning ‘a widow :' Calv. and 
Thdrt. unite both, widows and children. 

ol (8.0. вест to be generally any 
connexions,— ol olxetox, those more imme- 
diately included in one's own family as 
dwelling in the same olxos — see reff. 
Mack is certainly wrong in regarding 
oixeio: (without тїз wlorews) as meaning 
those connected by the faith. The omis- 
sion of the article (see var. readd.) would 
make the two belong to one and the same 

ob жроуоб, viz. in the way 
noted above,—of support and sustenance. 
Notice el ой, in its regular usage, the 
negation being closely connected with the 
verb: “neglects to provide.” On the 
construction of wpovoeiv, see Ellic.'s note. 

т fiprura.] ‘fides enim 
non tollit officia naturalia, sed perficit et 
firmat.’ Bengel The Roman-Catholie 
Commentator Mack has some re- 
marks here, on the faith of which the 
Apostle speaks: “Faith, in the sense of 
the Apostle, cannot exist, without includ- 
ing love: for the subject-matter of faith 
is not mere opinion, but the grace and 
truth of God, to which he that believes 
gives up his spirit, as he that loves gives 
up his heart: the subject-matter of faith 
is also the object of love. Where there- 
fore Love is not, nor works, there is not, 
nor works, Faith cither: so that he who 
fulfils not the offices of love towards his 
relatives, is virtually an unbeliever.” 
&rícrov xeípev] For even among hea- 
thens the common duties of family piety 
are recognized: if therefore a Christian 
repudiates them, he lowers himself be- 
neath the heathen. Cf. Matt. v. 46, 47. 

Also, as Calv. suggests in addition, the 
Christian who lives in the light of the 
Gospel, has less excuse for breaking those 
laws of nature which even without the 
Gospel are recognized by men. Accord- 
ing to hypothesis (1) or (2) above, this gene- 

statement, applies to the widows or to 
their children and grandchildren: not, as 
Matthies, to their mutual relations, about 
which the context contains no hint. Bot 
surely it wonld be very harsh to under- 
stand it of the widows: and this forms 

tons re- 
Я 9.] Is хўра sub- 

ject or predicate? ‘let a widow каталеуё- 
o, or ‘let a woman каталеуёс бе 
xfpa?’ І own, from the arrangement of 
the words, I am inclined to believe the 
latter to be the case. The verb xaraAeyé- 
обе introduces the new particular. Had 
xhpa then been the subject, the verb, 
having the emphasis, must have preceded. 
As it is, xfipa has the emphasis, as it 
would have, were it the predicate, spoken 
of those of whom the xaráAoyos consisted. 
I render therefore, Lot a woman be in- 
serted in the catalogue as a widow. 
But now, for what purpose ? ката- 
Méyew is to enrol on a list or roll: so 
Aristoph. Acharn. 1029: brav страт:- 
Tas каталёуюсі . . .,—Lysistr., ó Bè G- 
erparos Ayer órAiras каталбуеу Za- 
kuvÜlev: Xen. Rep. Lac. iv. 3, тойт» 
& ёкастоѕ bydpas éxardy xaradéye:: Ly- 
sias, р. 172. 37, ov Tolrwv ob «5 ror 
xardAoyor 'A8nvalev катал аз ойдёға 
$arfcona: see other examples in Palm 
and Rost’s Lex., and in Wetst. But what 
catalogue are wo to understand? [In re- 
plying to this question I agree in the main 
with Wette, from whose note the sub- 
stance of the following remarks is adopted. } 
Hardly, (1) that of those who are to re- 
ceive relief from the Church (so Chrys. 
h. I., Thdrt., (Ec, Thl, Jer., Erasm., 
Calv., Est., Wolf, Neand., al.): for thus 
the rule, that she is to be sizíy years of 
age, would seem a harsh one, as many 
widows might be destitute at a fur earlier 
age: as also the rule that sho must not 
have been twice married, especially as the 
Apostle himself below commands second 
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marriage for the younger widows. Again, 
the duties enjoined in ver. 10 presuppose 
some degree of competence, and thus, on 
this hypothesis, the widows of the poorer 
classes would be excluded from sustenance 
by charity,—who most of all others would 
require it. Also, for the reason alleged in 
ver. 11, sustenance can hardly be in ques- 
tion — for then the re-marrying would: 
simply take them off the roll, and thus be 
rather a benefit, than а detriment to the 
Church. Nor in (2) can we under- 
stand the roll to be that of the deacon- 
esses, ав Pelag., Beza, Schicierm., Mack, 
al.: although the Theodosian code, founded 
on this interpretation, ordained nulla 
nisi emensis LX annis secundum præcep- 
tum Apostoli ad Diaconissarum consortium 
transferatur,” xvi. 2. 27 (De W.). For a) 
the age mentioned is unfit for the work of 
the deaconesses office, and in the council 
of Chalcedon the age of the deaconesses 
was fixed at 40: b) not only widows but 
virgins were elected deaconesses (Balsa- 
mon, ad Can. xix. conc. Niceni, wrap6d- 
ко. . тєттаракоутатодўз Mulas 
yerdnera, hkwirro ка) xeipororías Sia- 
колоту ebpioxdpeva: — wdrros шш. 
Suicer, i. 865): (3) it is implied in ver. 
12, that these widows were bound not to 
m again, which was not the case with 
the deaconesses. It seems therefore better 
to understand here some especial band 
of widows, sustained perhaps at the ex- 
pense of the church, but not the only 
ones who were thus supported :—set a 
for ecclesiastical duties, and bound to 
the service of God. Such are understood 
here by Chrys. himself in his homily on 
the passage [311 in div. N. T. loc. 3, 
vol. iii. p. 523, Міспе], — кабёяер elol 
тардбушу xopol, or ка) xnpww Tb ra- 
Ami» joa ҳоро xal ойк di айта 
&vAQs els ras xfpas ёФүурёфеєсда. ob 
жері éxelyns оф» AC vi dr rerig (dons 
ка} Seoudyns BonOelas, &AAA тер! табтут 
Ths édonévns xnpelay. They are also men- 
tioned as tdypa x»pàv, Td xnpicdy, трес- 
BóriBes, xpoxabhyeva:: i. e. such widows 
as corresponded in office for their own sex 
in some measure to the presbyters,—sat 
unveiled in the assemblies in a separate 
place, by the presbyters, and had a kind 
of supervision over their own sex, espe- 
cially over the widows and orphans: were 
vowed to perpetual widowhood, clad with 
a ‘vestis vidualis,’ and ordained by lay- 

x here onlyt. Arrian, Epict. I. . дьат: aroonpBowhevert тр софро 
у here onlyt. Herod. vi. 127. 

ing on of hands. This institution of the 
early church, which was abolished by the 
eleventh canon of the council of Lao- 
dicea (in the translation of Dionys. Exi- 
guus,—' mulieres que apud Grecos pres- 
bytere appellantur, apud nos autem vidum 
seniores, univirm, et matricularim nomi- 
nantur, in ecclesia tanquam ordinatas con- 
stitui non debere), is sufficiently affirmed 
by Chrys. 1. c. Epiphan. her. Ixxix. 4, vol. 
ii. [Migne], p. 1060 f., and long before by 
Tert. de veland. virg. 9, vol. ii. p. 902: ‘ad 
quam sedem [viduarum] preter annos Lx 
non tantum univire, i. e. nupte» aliquando, 
eliguntur, sed et matres et quidem educa- 
trices filiorum? De W. imagines he finds 
also a trace of it in Herm. Pastor, i. vision 
2. 4, p. 900: ‘xal Граттђ pèr (‘Grapte 
diaconissa fuisse videtur.  Hefele, not.) 
vovOerfja«. тёз xfpas xal robs Ópparovs :' 
and in Lucian de morte peregrini, Opp. 
iii. 335 Reig.,— Jede uir edOds Ir pgr 
торд T$ Secpernple терцќуоута pa- 
Sla, xfipas rivds kal saidia dp Не 
also refers to the dissertation of Mosheim 
on this place, in which he has thoroughly 
gone into wl! the bearings of the subject 
and maintained the above view. So also 
Grot., Fritzsch., and Michaelis: so Wiesin- 
ger,—and in a somewhat modified shape, 
Huther, repudiating the idea of formal 
ordination and setting apart of widows so 
early as the apostolic age. In this he is 
probably right. De W. makes the allusion 
to this ‘institute of widows’ one proof of 
the post apostolic date of the Epistle: but 
on this see Prolegg. ch. vii. § i. 27. Let 
a woman be enrolled a widow, who is 
not less than sixty years old (yeyorvia 
is joined by the vulg. [*quz fuerit unius 
viri uxor ], Jer., Luth., Calv., Beza, Grot., 
Mack, al., to the next clause: but against 
this is usage [őre évyérero ётё» Sadexa, 
Luke ii. 42: cf. also Plat. Legg. vi. p. 765, 
drin ply -yeyorbs uh ЁАаттоу ) rev- 
тђкоута and see other examples іп 
Wetst.], and the fact that mâs ^vrawbs 
&v8pa stands alone in ch. iii. 2. Besides, 
if it belonged to the next clause, it would 
have in it any place but the first), 
the wife of one husband (cf. ch. iii. 2. 
Here, as contemporaneous polygamy is out 
of the question, and thus one element of 
difficulty in the other case is eliminated, 
we can hardly understand any tbing other 
than that the ятрес Вот: should have been 
the wife of only one husband: i. e., not 
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married a second time : so Tertull. ad uxor. 
i 7, vol. i. p. 1286: “digamos non sinit 
presidere, . . . . viduam allegi in ordi- 
nem nisi upiviram non concedit." 80 
that the parallel expressions here and in 
ch. iii. 2 will be consistently interpreted. 
See the mistaken views of Thdrt. [rò c- 
$póves ev yduy В:обу vouo0erei), &c., 
treated of under ch. iii. 2), having a good 
character (testimony from without, cf. 
reff. and ch. iii. 7) in (the element or re- 
gion in which that paprupla is versed) 
good works (reff.), if (‘the conditions have 
as yet been expressed by participles in 
agreement with the noun : the construction 
is now changed for the hypothetical.’ De 
W.: but ei does not depend immediately on 
каталеуќс@о : the intervening clauses must 
be taken for granted. So that it may 
inore properly be said to be dependent on 
ph... . naprvpovuérn :—such an one, if in 
addition she, &c.) she (at any time—keep 
the aor.) brought up children (her own? 
or those of others? If [1], the barren 
might seem hardly dealt with: if [2], the 
word must be somewhat forced aside from 
its ordinary meaning [see rexvorpogla in 
Palm and Rost's Lex.: where in the exam- 
les cited, bie Kindererzeugung mitinbegrif- 
en ift). Still this latter, considering that 
dtevodéxnoe» is the next good work speci- 
fied, seems most probable: and so, but for 
the most part combining it with the other, 
Beng., De W., Huther, Wiesinger, al. 
Grot. understands it, ‘si nec abortum sibi 
fecerit, nec ob paupertatem exposuerit libe- 
ros. . ., sed omnes sibi natos educaverit, 
et quidem honeste ac pie: Calv.,—*' non 
sterilitatem hic damnari a Paulo, sed ma- 
trum delicias, que sobolis alendse tœdia de- 
vorare recusant ^), if she (at any time) re- 
ceived strangers (practised hospitality. 
This clearly points out a person above the 
rank of the poor and indigent: though 
Chrys. pithily replies, cay xévns ў, оікіау 
xei. ob yap 8h аїбрюѕ péver. One is 
glad to hear that all the Christian widows 
at Constantinople were so well off. But it 
can hardly have been so in the apostolic 
age. Cf. ch. iii. 2: Tit. i. 8: Rom. xii. 
13: Heb. ziii. 2), if she (at any time) 

washed the feet of the saints (‘synecdoche 
partis, pro omni genere officiorum humili- 
tatis, Beng. «i ras éoxdras ӧтуресіаѕ 
vois &ylos dvexacyivres éteréAeae, Thl. 
Still, we must not dismiss from our con- 
sideration the external act itself: as Thdrt. 
éxolovy yàp тобто жіла:: see John xiii. 
14, and note, in which, though 2 formal 
ceremony in obedience to our Saviour's 
words is repudiated, the principle of humbly 
serving one another, which would lead to 
such an act on occasion ted, is main- 
tained), if she (at any time) relieved (cf. 
Herod. i. 91, xaiouérp aùr driprere :— 
Eur. Нес. 963, ті xph Tbv её zpáccorra 
и) xpdcoaovew «b | філо фкаркы»;— 
and examples in Wetst. It is more rarely 
found with an accus.: see Palm and Rost’s 
Lex.) the distressed (not merely the poor, 
as Beng., but those afflicted in any way ; 
cf. example from Herod. above), if she fol- 
lowed every good work (Chrys. in his fine 
homily on this passage, cited above, § 15, 
says : тЇ doriw dv wayt) Épy. &. dr .: 
&sre kal els Beguwrthpior elsiéras ка} obs 
Be3eundvous ётіиткёттетдш, ка) àdpocrovr- 
таз émioxoweiy, xal OA:Boudvous параџи- 
gero da, ка) ddurmpudvous wapaxaAciy, ка) 
wdyra Tpóxor ta ката db. eclsiépew 
&rarra, ral und SAws xapareioba: TP 
els соттріау ка) dvdravow rà» aded pay 
qwonéve» TG» метроу. Bengel’s idea, 
‘ Antistitum et virorum est, bonis operibus 
praire, Tit. iii. 8, 14: mulierum, uh ui, 
adjuvando pro sua parte,’ is ingenious, but 
wrong: cf. Plat. Rep. p. 370 c,—éaa’ 
Ard yen thy xpdrrovta T$ wpartouéry 
draxodovbeiy ph èv wapépyou népei). 
11.] But younger widows decline (to 
place on the xardAcyos, see above on verse 
9: not 'avoid, for fear of scandal, as 
Chrys. in the homily above cited : nor both 
of these combined, as Huther : nor ‘decline 
as objects for the alms of the churcb,' as 
some above. Baur's idea [Paulus u. в. w. 
p. 497], that xfpas is the predicate,— 
‘the younger women decline as widows,’ 
refuse to put on the list of widows, is 
not justified by the construction, nor does 
it derive any support from the rendering 
given above of xfpa каталеуѓсде, verse 
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9): for when they shall wax wanton 
(a very full account of the usage of éd» 
and бтау with the indic. is given in Klotz, 
Devar. ii. pp. 468 ff. Ellicott sums it up 
by saying that in such cases the whole 
conditional force is restricted to the par- 
ticle, and there is no necessary internal 
connexion between the verb in the pro- 
tasis and that in the apodosis. He does 
not hold this to be applicable here, and 
therefore prefers the rec. reading) against 
(стртруъбе, and стрӯуов, see reff.—from 
отртуйз [strenuus], strong, — to be 
strong,’ whence xata-orp., to be strong 
against, — to rebel against [see Ellie. here]: 
and in the particular matter here treated, 
‘to become wanton against ") Christ (their 
roper brid : Jerome’s expression, 

ep. 123 (11) ad Ageruchiam [Gerontiam] 
3, vol. i. p. 901, which the Commentators 
blame as too strong, in fact gives the sense 
well,—“ que fornicatse sunt [-cantur f] in 
injuriam viri sui Christi.” Thl. similarly, 
but too vaguely,— brar xa8vrepnQareó- 
боут ToU хрістод, ph dwodexduercs 
abTb» vupoloy), they desire to marry 
(again), — having (bearing on themselves, 
аз а burden: see reff. and Gal. v. 10) 
judgment (from God: and as the context 
necessarily implies, condemnation : but we 
must not so express it in a version: that 
which is left to be fixed by the context 
in the original, should be also left in a trans- 
lation. The meaning ‘bringing on them- 
selves the imputation of having,’ &c., given 
by De W. and upheld by Huther, al., ap- 
pears to me to be ungrammatical), because 
they set at nought their first faith (i. e. 
broke, made void, their former promise. 
So Chrys, interpreting it, тёз 2b Tò» 
Xpiordy xatararjoa cvvÓfjxas, Hom. var. 
ut supra: and again, rier» Th» cuvOhienr 
Aéye Hom. in loc.: Thdrt. тё xpw76 
суутофбреға: mopóros (iv ev xmnpela, 
Sevrépois ójiAoUct убио: Thl. épedcavro 
Th» сорфеоу(ау Thv ярі xpicróv. Tert. 
de monogam. 13, vol. ii. p. 948,—*' quod 
primam fidem resciderunt, illam videlicet a 
qua in viduitate invente et profess eam 
non perseverant." Aug. in Ps. lxxv. 12, 
$ 16, vol. iv. p. 968: * Quid est primam 
fidem irritam fecerunt ?' voverunt et non 
reddiderunt." Having devoted themselves 
to widowhood as their state of life, and to 
the duties of the order of яресВбт:Зез as 

. xv. 22, 94. ] — Rom. I. 2. Gal. v. 10 reff. 
n Mark vii. 9. Gal. Ii. 21. 11.15. Heb. х. 28 al. Ps. )xxxviit. 34. 
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m = Polyb. viii 2. 6 al. fr. 
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а р constr., here 
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their occupation, they will thus be guilty 
of a dereliction of their deliberate pro- 
mise. Of the later vows of celibacy, and 
ascetic views with regard to second mar- 
riages, there is no trace: see below. Calv. 
[al.] interprets thy трфтту wíctiv ф0ќтт- 
сау of falling away from the faith,— 
‘quia a fide baptismi et Christianismo 
prorsus deficiant,’ and defends this view 
against that given above, calling it * nimis 
frigidum :’ but as it seems to me quite un- 
successfully. He expresses well, however, 
the difference between this addiction to 
single life and the later compulsory vows: 
non ideo caelibes se fore promittebant olim 
vidus, ut sanctius agerent vitam quam in 
conjugio: sed quod non poterant marito 
et ecclesise simul esse addicta :’—see the 
rest of his note). 13.] Moreover 
they also learn to be idle (so Syr., Chr., 
Thl., Beza, Huther, Winer, Ellie. [ It 
is needless to say that Winer does not 
conceive ‘an ellipsis of obsa: for elvai’ 
Bloomf.,—a mistake of which such a scho- 
lar could not be capable.” Ellie. edn. 1], 
а].; —а harsh construction, but, it is said, 
not without example: however, the only 
one cited is from Plat. Euthyd. p. 276 b: 
of ёнабеїз &ра opo) uayÜdyovc:, where the 
word gogol does not occur in Bekker's 
text, and seems on critical grounds very 
suspicious. Still, I conceive that the pre- 
sent sentence will admit of no other con- 
struction, on account of the emphatic 
position of друа!, which is further height - 
ened by où Ad 8$ àpyal below. De W. 
objects to it, that idleness is the cause, 
not the effect, of going about, &c.: but it 
may well be answered, that not only does 
a spirit of idleness give rise to such going 
about, but such going abont confirms the 
habit of idleness. Bengel would lay 
the stress on Lar0drovciv—' reprehendi- 
tur discendi genus: sequiturque species, 
—discunt, qua domos obeundo discuntur, 
i.e. statum familiarum curiose explorant.' 
But uar. does not seem to bear this 
meaning. The usual interpretation bas 
been to take reptepx. as an infin., ‘learn 
to go about: so vulg, Luth., &c.: but 
the objection to this is that ard 
with a participle always means £o be aware 
of, take notice of, the act implied in the 
verb: e.g. jSuBeBAnuéros. brd ‘Audros 
où uay0áres, Herod. iii. 1) going about 
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from house to house (lit. *the houses," 
viz. of the faithful. For the construction 
compare Matt. ix. 35, wepisryev б "Incovs 
тёз Neis): but not only (to be) idle, 
but also gossips (repio8etdovoa тёз olxlar, 
ob GAA’ À та тайттз els exelyny oé- 
povot, kal rd éxelyns els raérny. Thl. 
* Ex otio nascebatur curiositas, que ipsa 
garrulitatis est mater.’ Calv.) and busy- 
bodies (reff.), speaking (not merely *зау- 
ing: the subject-matter, as well as the 
form, is involved in AaAoUva) things 
which are not fitting (his fear is, that 
these younger widows will not only do the 
Church's work idly, but make mischief by 
bearing about tales and scandal) І will 
(consult Ellic.’s note on BovAopm. We 
may generally state that dA is the rest- 
ing inclination of the will BoóAogoi its 
active exertion) then (“ody has here ita 
proper collective force, ‘in consequence of 
these things being so, I desire.“ Kllic.) 
that younger widows (such, and not the 
younger women, is evidently the Apostle’s 
meaning. [xfpas is supplied in several 
cursives, Chr., Thdrt., Jer.] The whole 

has concerned widows—and to 
them he returns again, ver. 16) marry 
(not as Chrys, ёте) айта) ВоѓЛоута 
BoóAoua: k&yó. . . . . Ее pèr обу TÀ той 
Oeo? uepiuvGy, Ue Ty жістіу фиЛйттер. 
d reid 84 ёкєа ob уіуети, BéATiov Taira 
yeréa0n: [во also, characteristically, the 
R.-Cath. Mack]: for it is not younger 
widows who have been taken into the cata- 
logue of vpeaBórites of whom he is speak- 
ing, bnt younger widows im general: 
Chrys.’s interpretation would make the 
Apostle contradict himself. The od» on 
which Mack lays stress as favouring this 
meaning, simply infers from the tempta- 
tions of young widows just described. There 

АСТР 
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is no inconsistency here with the view ex- | 
pressed in 1 Cor. vii. 39, 40: the time and 
circumstances were different), bear chil- 
dren, govern households (i. е. in their 
place, and with their share of the duties : 
oixoupeiy, as Chrys. Both these verbs 
belong to later Greek: cf. Lobeck on 
Phryu., p. 873), give no occasion (start- 
ing-point, in their bebaviour or language) 
to the adversary (who is meant ? Chrys. 
and the ancients for the most part un- 
derstand, the devil [ph BovAduervos Tb» 
BidBorov ёфориђу AauBdyew]: and so, 
lately, Huther, defending it by his inter- 
i ale of Aooplas xdpw [see below]. 
ut St. Paul’s own of dyrixelpevos 
reff., see also Tit. ii. 8] is our best guide. 
rdinarily using it of human adversaries, 

he surely would here have mentioned ё &. 
BoAos, had he intended him. And the un- 
derstanding him to be here meant brings 
in the next verse very awkwardly, as he 
there has an entirely new part assigned 
him. Understand iberetüto, &ny adver- 
sary, Jew or Gentile, who may be on the 
watch to get occasion, by the lax conduct 
of the believers, to slander the Church) 
for the sake of reproach (to be joined with 
&$opuf;v: the &$opuf, when taken ad - 
vantage of by the adversary, would be used 
Ao8opias ҳіріу, for the sake and purpose 
of reproaching the people of God. Mack 
шлан A. x. with Воблора, — тові un- 
naturally: I will, on account of the re- 
proach which might otherwiee come on the 
Church, vewrépas anes Ac. — Leo,— 
with rg àrvrixeiképg, — which would more 
naturally bo тё Aoibopías хр» &rrikei- 
bevy. AowBopla must be kept to its 
true sense, reproach brought on the Gos- 
pel; not forced, as Huther, for the sake 
of his view of ó Avrirxelne vos, to that of 
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disgrace brought on the charch by the 
fall of the widows) ;—for already (par- 
ticula provocat ad experientiam, Beng.) 
some (widows) have been (we are obliged 
here to give а perfect rendering in Eng- 
lish. Our language will not, as the habit 
of mixed constructions in the Greek per- 
mits, bear the placing an indefinite past 
event in a definite portion of time such as 
hèn ие). turned away (out of the 
right path, ref.) after (so as to follow) 
Satan (‘eoque occasionem dedere calum- 
nie, Beng. When De W. doubts whether 
St. Paul’s experience could have been long 
enough to bear ont such an assertion 
and thus impugns the genuineness of the 
Брес ои is very much a matter of 
dates: and even taking the earliest com- 
monly assigned, the assertion might be 
strictly true, applying as it does not only 
to Ephesus, but to the far wider range of 
his apostolic ministry). 16.) Not a 
repetition of vv. 4, 8, but an extension of 
the same duty to more distant relatives 
Hering those there spoken of. If any be- 
мт шаа о) woman has widows (їп 
[his ог] y—dependent in any de- 
gree, however distat e. g. as sister, or 
sister-in-law, aunt, niece, cousin, &c.), let 
such person relieve them (see above, ver. 
10), and let the church not be burdened 
(with their support: “later and less 
correct form for Bap/vew;" see Ellic.), 
that it may relieve those who are widows 
b reality (really хӯра — destitute of 

10-25] Directions respecting (17— 
19) presbyters; (20—25) church disci- 
pline: and certain matters regarding his 
own official and personal life. 
17.) Let the presbyters who well preside 
(not, as in some former editions, have well 
presided : the perf. of Tornu: has the pre- 
sent signification thronghout. I owe the 
correction of this inadvertence to Bishop 
Ellicott. Preside, viz. over their portion 
of the Church’s work. Chrys. has well 

expressed the meaning, but not all the 
meaning; for wisdom and ability must 
be taken also into account: — 71 84 фет, 
makes хроестётаз; dxoteeper той хриттой 
Aéyorros б void» d kaAbs thy фохђу 
atrov vino bp тё» проВётор. бра 
ToUTÓ фот: madras xpocardea, pnderds 
elde oha rhs ёке(уюу xndeporlas Evexa), 
be held worthy of double (not, as com- 

with the widows, as Chr. is 
l: SA Tüs bs тёз xhpas, J тїз 
apds robs Siaxdvous, À àwAés BurA ss тўз, 
rox Aye], Thi. [1], Constt.-ap. ii. 
28, р. 674, Migne], Erasm., Calv., al. 
the deacons, аз Chr. [2, see кеу), ТЫ. 
[2],—%һо poor, as Flatt, &c.— but as 
compared with those who have not dis- 
tinguished themselves by kaAés wpoeerd- 
val; and evidently, as C 8, it is not 
to be taken in the mere literal sense of 
double, but implies increase generally— 
see reff, and below) honour (so Plat. 
Legg. v. p. 378 р, тішоѕ дї» 8 xal д 
undd àBucGy- д Bà und dxerpéxeoy ois 
&likovo:£» Are тАбоу N &кАас!аз 
Tins Atto ёкєіуоо : and see other exam- 
ples in Wetstein. From the general tenor 
of those, as well as from the context here, 
it is evident that not merely honour, bat 
recompense is here in question: but the 
word need not be confined to that mean- 
ing: honour, and honour's fruit, may be 
both included in it. Grot. conceives an 
allusion to the double portion of the first- 
born [Deut. xxi. 17]: Elsner, to the dou- 
ble share of provision which used to be 
set before the presbyters in the Agape 
Batan 1 Baur: cf. Constt.-apost. as above]. 
ut as De W. remarks, that practice was 

(therefore the preachi гое the word, and 
teaching, was not the office of ali the 
wpecBorepoi. Conyb. rightly remarks, 
that this is a proof of the early date of the 
Epistle. Of these two expressions, Ayo; 
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would more properly express preaching ; 
$19ackaAÍa, the work of instruction, b 
catechetical or other means). 18. 
Ground for the above injunction. See 
the first citation (“аз [or the, an anar- 
throus emphatic word] ox while treading,” 
&c., not, ‘the ox that treadeth,’ &c., as 
E. V.) treated by the Apostle at more 
length, 1 Cor. ix. 9. It is doubted whe- 
ther the words гос ó épydr. u. r. A. ure a 
citation at all. Some have referred them 
to Levit. хіх. 13: Deut. xxiv. 14, which 
passages however say nothing of the kind, 
being special directions about paying a 
labourer’s wages before night. Thdrt. 
and Thl. suppose it to be quoted from the 
New Testament; i. e. from our Lord's 
saying, гей. Mott, Luke. But it is 
very unlikely that the Apostle should 
cite these under the title of ў ypap#: and 
Calvin's view seems most probable, that 
he adduces the sentiment, as our Lord 
Himself does, as a popular and well-known 
saying (so Wolf and Huther). This 
verse it is which makes it extremely pro- 
bable, that ruh above refers to the hono- 
rarium of pecuniary recompense. 19.] 
See the summary above. Against a pres- 
byter (Chrys., Thl., are certainly wrong in 
supposing that age, not office is again here 
indicated: the whole passage is of pres- 
byters by office—cf. ver. 22 below) enter- 
tein not an accusation, except (reff. pleo- 
nastic expressions such as éxrós el ut, 
xwpìs ei or el uh, are found in later writers, 
such as Plutarch, Dio Cassius, &.: we 
have Аў» ef д} in Demosth. 141. 21, 
719. 1: Aristot. de Anim. i. 6. 9, al. See 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 459) before (lit. 
in presence оў; and perhaps we ought to 
press the meaning: but from the occur- 
rence of dr) orduaros 800 дарт. к.т.А. 
in ref. Deut., it is more likely figurative, 
‘in the presence of,’ signifying merely 
vorhandenſeyn, their presence in the 
case) two or three witnesses (De W. asks, 
—but were not these required in every 
case, not only in that of a presbyter? 
Three answers are given: one by Chrys. 
[7d 84 ёт) AAA, gral, dera 84 xarà 
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Nei. 
id( with F. lat) 

хрєсВитёроо], Thdrt. [cupBalver yàp èr- 
xAn)clas abr wporracíay wewiTevuéror 
kal Auwica 7. avéyreav тіз, 
«та dvredOer exelvous Beopérws Zire - 
Oévras ouxopartiay ö bn Be? Tolrvy 
ёжаутўсш тё» џарторюу Tbv дёр:бибр), 
and во Calvin at more length: the other 
by Huther, that Timotheus was not con- 
stituted judge in private men’s matters, 
only over the officers of the church in 
fanlts with which they might be charged 
as regarded the execution of their duty: a 
third by Bengel, —' privatus poterat, 
Mosis, citari uno teste, non condemnan : 
presbyterum ne citari quidem Paulus jubet, 
&. But this is manifestly a distinction 
without point — the каттуоріау apabé- 
хес@ол being used not of mere citation, 
but of entertaining the charge as a valid 
one: in other words, as including citation 
and conviction as well. So nearly Gro- 
tius, but. bringing out a different distinc- 
tion, which is manifestly here not in ques- 
tion —* poterat ad unius testis dictum vir 
plebeius capi aut contra eum inquisitio 
incipi: non ita autem contra Senatorem, 
cui mquiparatur Presbyter. The first 
reason seems the more probable: that he 
is only recalling the attention of Timo- 
theus to a known and prescribed precau- 
tion, which was in this case especially to 
be always observed. Somewhat otherwise 
Ellicott : see his note). 20.] [But) 
those who are doing wrong (if 8“ is Е 
these are the sinning presbyters, and 
cannot well be any others. Without the 
ee the application may be doubted. 

W., Wiesinger, and Ellic., following a 
few others [Aret., Heinr., Matthies, al.], 
maintain the general reference. So ap- 
pears Chrys. to have done, understanding 
spec B. merely of age, and going on with- 
out any further remark, and so [ap- 
parently] Thdrt. But, even thus, the 
other view is the more likely, from the 
strong language used in ver. 21, and the 
return again to the subject in ver. 22; 
and so most Commentators. The pres. 

ri. is no ment against it inst 
be W. and аа) those e are 
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22. єт:т:доу D'. 

[detected in] sinning,’ who are proved to 
be living in sin, may well be intended by 
it: the fact of their being áuaprdvorres 
is not ascertained till they have been 
charged with fault, and the evidence of 
the witnesses taken) reprove in the pre- 
sence of all (not the presbyters, the 
'consessus presbyterorum г see on ка} of 
Aorroí below: but the whole congrega- 
tion. Had it not been for ecclesiastical 
considerations, we should never have heard 
of such a limited meaning for di 
dry), that the rest (not, the 
other presbyters, which would have cer- 
tainly been pointed out if intended, —but 
in its usual sense of the rest, generally: 
the xaí seems to make this even plainer: 
that the warning may not be confined to 
а few, but may also spread over the whole 
church) may have fear (see Deut. xiii. 11: 
fear, on seeing the public disgrace conse- 
quent on sin. (xoci, as above, ver. 12). 

21.] I adjure thee (see reff., espe- 
cially 2 Tim. iv. 1) in the presence of 
God, and of Christ Jesus (on the supposed 
reference to one Person only, see вете 
note); and of the elect angels (the holy 
angels, who are the chosen attendants and 
ministers of God. Thus éxAerréy is an 
тое distributed over the whole extent 
of dyydAer, not one designating any one 
class of angels above the rest, аз De W. 
Bengel says rightly, éxAexrá», “ epitheton, 
Timothei reverentiam acuens:—the an- 
gels, сосе соп ministers.” Various 
meanings have been posed: good an- 
gels as distinguished. from bad (во Tbl., 
Ambr. Grot, Est., Wolf, al.), — but ol 
&yyeAor without any such designation, are 
ever good angels :—the guardian angels 
of Timotheus and the Ephesian church 
(Mosbeim) : ‘those especially selected by 

Vor. III. 

God as His messengers to the human race, 
as Gabriel’ (Conyb.), — which, if we sup- 
pose these to be any particular class of 
angels, would be the best; but I doubt 
ékA exrós, absolute, ever bearing this mean- 
ing, and much prefer that upheld above. 
Calvin says: “electos vocat angelos non 
tantum ut a reprobis discernat, sed excel- 
lentie causa, ut plus reverentis habeat 
eorum testimonium." There is a parallel 
form of adjuration in Jos. B. J. ii. 16. 4, 
where Agrippa is endeavouring to persuade 
the J 5 in the Roman alle- 
giance: paprtpopa 8 dy биё» tà Ayia 
ко) rods iepobs dyydaous той Geod, xal 
warpl3a Thy коюў». Schleiermacher 
thinks this mention of one class of шен 
as ‘elect,’ inconsistent with the Apostle’s 
warning against genealogies and idle ques- 
tions: bat with the above interpretation 
such objection falls to the ground. Baur 
would explain the expression by the gnos- 
tic notion cf angels more immediately 
connected with our Lord, alluded to by 
Irenæus, i. 4. 6, p. 21, of Ai Tat abrod ky- 
yeo: see ib. 7. 1, p. 32. But Irensus’ text 
is perà T» MAU айтод ray ёууб\ор, 
which hardly justifles the interpretation : 
and if it did, the whole lies too far off the 
matter in our text, to be brought to bear 
upon it), that thou keep these things (viz. 
the injunctions, vv. 19, 20. De W., taking 
ver. 20 generally, is obliged, although he 
confesses that the connexion with ver. 19 
would be best if only vv. 19, 21 came to- 
gether, to explain ravra of ver. 20 only, 
see below) without prejudice ( pre-judi- 
cium’— previous condemnation before hear- 
ing a man’s case: a word only found 
here), doing nothing according to par- 
tiality (bias towards, as the other was 
bias against, an accused ше: Diod. 

A 
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Sic. iii. 27, uses the word in its literal 
sense: rò 868роу 8:4 Thy yiwoudyny xpds 
айт} wAeovdxis xpdsxAtow тод (боо, Te- 
трщиќуоу orl :—Diog. Laert., procem. 20, 
in its metaphorical: el & alpes vooipey 
wpóckAugu ёғ Sdypacw. Thdrt. says 
well, 3óo swapaxeAeóerar phre TH 7 
xarnydper Af e тістейсоута karta- 
xplvew, Y QiaxexOnpórms Siaxelpevor 
Touro role трд Tis &xpiBoUs. eEerdcews. 
pire t&v ФАфух=ә трофаудт -yevouérov 
dvaBdrAAcoOar Ther Wikpow Ti xpos Tb» 
xpwvépevow xdpiri Tò lc, 8:афбеіроу- 
та). 22 f.] The same subject is con- 
tinued, and direction given whereby the 
scandal just dealt with may be prevented : 
viz. by caution in ordaining at first. The 
reference is primarily to presbyters: of 
course extending also in its spirit to all 
other church offices. This reference, 
which is maintained by Chrys. Thdrt., 
Tbl., Grot., Est., Flatt, Mack, al., is de- 
nied by De W., Wiesinger, and Huther: 
the two former (as also Hammond, Ellic.) 
understanding the command of receiving 
back into the ehurch excommunicated 
persons, or heretics, which from later tes- 
timonies (Cypr., the Nicene council, &c.) 
they shew to have been the practice: Hu- 
ther, rightly rejecting this idea, yet inter- 
prets it of laying on of hands as merely 
conveying ecclesiastical blessing on many 
various occasions. But surely this is too 
vague and unimportant for the solemn 
language here used. Regarding the whole, 
to v. 25, as connected, and belonging to 
one subject, I cannot accept any interpre- 
tation but the obvious and ordinary one: 
see especially ch. iv. 14: 2 Tim. i. 6. 
Lay hands hastily on no one, nor be par- 
taker in other men's sins (as he would do 
by being the means of negligently ad- 
mitting into the ministry unfit and un- 
godly persons, being properly held respon- 
sible for the consequence of those bad 
habits of theirs which more care might 
have ascertained. dpaprias points to the 
former &uaprárorras): — keep THYSELF 
(highly emphatic: not merely others over 
whom thou art called to preside and pro- 
nounce judgment in admitting them to 

p Paul, 2 Cor. vil. 11. Zl. 2. Phil. iv.8. Tit. П.Б. Prov. xv. 28. 
only 1. Herod. L 71. 

аге. viii. 8 only. 

rec (aft стом.) ins cov, with D*FEL rel vas Ath 
Chr Thdrt Damasc Ambrst-ms al: om ADIN 17 (arm) Ambrst-ed Gaud. 

the ministry. And tho emphasis is pecu- 
liarly in place here, as applying to that 
which has just preceded. IÈ he were to 
admit improper candidates to the ministry 
from bias or from negligence, his own 
character, by his becoming a partaker in 
their sins, would suffer: whatever thou 
doest therefore, be sure to maintain, by 
watchful care and caution, thyself above 
all stain of blame) pure (not here to be 
referred to personal purity and chastity, 
though that of course would be the most 
important of all elements in ing out 
the precept: but as above. On the word, 
see Ellic.). No longer (habitually) drink 
water, but use a little wine, on account 
of thy stomach, and thy frequent illnesses 
(the question, why this injunction is here 
inserted, has never been satisfactorily an- 
swered. Est, Grot., al, De W., Ellic., 
al, take it as a modification of ceavriv 
Фууђу ripe, во as to prevent it from 
being misunderstood ss enjoining asceti- 
cism. But on our explanation of the 
words, and I may add on any worthy view 
of the context, such a connexion will at 
once be repudiated. Chrys. has caught 
the right clue, when he says Forer 84 poi 
kal GAAws ётіуосоз elvai. ко) тойто delx- 
yugi Aéyor, 8.4 ras wvkrds cov ёс@е- 
velas, awd Te ToU crouáxov, asd тє тор 
ÉAAe» hep: but he hus not followed it 
up. Timotheus was certainly of a feeblo 
bodily frame, and this feebleness appears, 
from other hints which we have respecting 
him, to have affected his character. See 
especially 1 Cor. xvi. 10, 11, and note 
there. . it not very possible, that such 
feebleness, and perhaps timidity, may have 
influenced him as an overseer of the 
church, and prevented that keen-sighted 
Tocamene and vigorous action which a 
ishop should ever shew in estimating the 

characters of those who are candidates fot 
the ministry? If this was so, then it is 
quite natural that in advising him on this 
point, St. Paul should throw in a hint, in 
fatherly kindness, that he must not allow 
these maladies to interfere with the effi- 
cient discharge of his high office, but take 
all reasonable means of raising his bodily 
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condition above them. I feel compelled 
to adopt this view, from the close con- 
nexion of the next verse with the whole 
preceding passage, and the exceedingly 
unnatural isolation of this, unless it bears 
such a reference. It is impossible to 
avoid remarking, that the characteristic, 
but unnecessary anxiety of Ellicott to res- 
cue the apostolic Timotheus from any im- 
utation of feebleness of character, has 
linded him to the delicate connexion of 

thoughts here, as frequently in the second 
Epistle). 94.] The eame subject con- 
tinued : roy жері TÄS xewpororías ёуалаџ- 

· Вёуе AGV. Thdrt. If my view of the 
last verse is correct, the connexion will be 
found in the fact, that the conservation 
of himself in health and vigour wonld 
ensure his being able to deul ably and 
firmly with the cases which should come 
before him for decision. To guide him 
still further in this, the Apostle subjoins 
this remark, indicating two classes of cha- 
racters with which he would bave to deal 
in judging, whether favourably or unfa- 
vourably. Of some men the sins (cou- 
ресів with auapriais &àAAoTpla:s, ver. 22) 
are evident (there does not seem to be 
any relation of time in 4póBuÀo, ' mani- 
Jest beforehand,’—for thus meaning 
would be,—as in zpé8nAos wórpos, xiv- 
Suvor, &c., that the sins were manifest 
before they were committed, which would 
reduce this case to the other [see below]: 
but the тро- seems rather of place than of 
time, — xpd тё» дфбалиё»,—орет1у mani- 
fest,—notorious by common report), going 
before them (so that the man’s bad re- 
port comes to the person appointed to 
Judge, before the man zin: not tran- 
sitive, as Heinrichs, —* peccata in judicium 
eos vocant?) to judgment (i. e. so that 
when they come before thee to be judged 
of as candidates, their sins have arrived 
before them): but some men again they 
(their sins) follow (i. e. after-proof brings 

rec aft яро8уЛа ins етт, with KL rel: «олу DF 
rec Surara: (grammi corra), with FKLN rel Chr: txt 

ont the correctness or otherwise of tho 
judgment. Their characters coine before 
thee unanticipated by adverse rumour: 
but thou mayest by examination dis- 
cover those flaws in their conduct which 
had been skilfully concealed — the sins 
which, so to » follow at their heels. 
Therefore be watchful, and do not let the 
mere non-existence of previous adverse 
rumour lead thee always to presume fit- 
ness for the sacred office). 25.] 80 
also (in like manner on the other side 
of men's conduct) the good works (of 
some) are openly manifest: and those 
which are otherwise situated (which are 
not spé8yAa) cannot be hidden (will come 
out, Just as the sins in ver. 24, on ex- 
amination. The tendency of this verse is 
to warn him against hasty condemnation, 
as the former had done against hasty ap- 
proval. Sometimes thou wilt find a man's 
good character go before him, and at once 
approve him to thee: but where this is not 
so, do not therefore be rash to condemn — 
thou mayest on examination soon discover, 
if there really be any good deeds accom- 
пл Dum: for they are things which 
cannot be hidden—the good tree like the 
bad will be known by his fruits, and that 
speedily, on enquiry). I have abstained 
from detailing all the varieties of interpre- 
tation of these verses, following as they do 
those already specified on verses 20— 22. 
DE AY be seen shortly enumerated in 
De W. and Ellicott, and commented on at 
somewhat tedious ] in Wiesinger. 
Chrys., al., confuse the context by under- 
standing xpíc:s of eternal judgment, and 
the sentiment as equivalent to dxe? wdyra 
yuurd ёсть. And so even Ellicott, who 
in objecting to the above interpretation 
(which is also Dr. Wordsworth’s) charges 
it somewhat nalvely with failure in ar- 
plaining the context. That it only does 
explain it satisfactorily, is, in my view, 
the decisive consideration in its favour. 

A2 
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“vi. OToTaC Wacnc 

ch. I. 12 reff. 
Rom. li. 24, from Isa. !ii.5. James il. 7. Rev. ill. б. 

111. 8. Tit. 111. 2. l Tit. í. 6 ref. 

Cuar. VI. 1. for 8ovAoi, Bovàov F: -eias b! k 73 sah. 
Ni, but marked and erased. 

Власфтивта KL 17. 

Сн. VI.] The Apostles exhortations 
are continued, and pass from ecclesiastical 
to civil relations : and first to the duties of 
Christian slaves. This chapter has been 
charged (Schleierm., al.) with want of co- 
herence. But to a careful observer the 
thread of connexion is very plain. I have 
endeavoured to indicate it as we pass on. 
Such a thread being detected, the ides of 
Schleierm. (partly approved by De W.) of 
its being a clumsy compilation out of the 
Epistles to Titus and 2 Tim. hardly re- 
quires refutation. 1.] Let as many 
as are slaves under the yoke (I have 
adopted the rendering of De W. and 
На ет, attaching 9o0Ao: to the predicate, 
as the simpler construction. The other, 
‘as slaves as are under the yoke,’ 
making órò (убу emphatic as distinguish- 
ing either 1) those treated hardly, or 2) 
those who were under unbelieving masters, 
has undoubtedly something to be said for 
it, but does not seem to me 80 likely, from 
the arrangement of the words. Had brd 
(vyév been intended to bring out any dis- 
tinction, it would have more naturally pre- 
ceded eloiy. I take then órd gv дойАо: 
as the predicate : * bondsmen under yoke") 
hold their own (i5(ovs, asin Eph. v. 22, al., 
to bring out and emphasize the relation; 
see note there) masters worthy of all 
(fitting) honour, that the name of God 
and doctrine (cf. Tit. ii. 10, where, 
writing on the same subject, he admonishes 
slaves Tra Th» 8:8аскаліау Thy ToU ow- 
Tipos hu Geov Koopeow dv тасу. 
Hence it would appear that the article 
here is possessive, and ) 8:8аск. cor- 
responding to Tb буора) be not spoken 
evil of (Chrys. gives the sense well: 
ó &mirros à ui» 18р robs BoóAovs 8:4 
Thy тЇттїў ab0d8ws xpopepouévous, BAaa- 
nue wodAdes as ordow eunoiody Tb 
Béyua' rav 56 n weBouévous, wadrAoy 
weicOhoerai, ANA Tposéter тоў Aeyo- 
pévois. This verse obviously applies only 
to those slaves who had unbelieving mas- 
ters. This is brought out by the reason 

POE TIMOOEON А. VI. 

VI. ! Ово ttoiv vro уду Sovio, rovc “idtoug Ce- 

титс aktoug 5 nystaÜwcav, iva ий то 

^ ovopa той tov ка! з} '8:8аскаћ№а ™ [З3Аавфпитта!. 

Si ' miaroùç ёуоугес̧ Seoworac, ий ™ Karappovtirwoay, Ore 
адеАфоі мосу" аААа ралЛоу * SovAcvérwaav, Ort 

2 oi 

1 , 
"TIOTOL 

i ch. I. 10 reff. . I. k — as above (h). Hom. 
m ch. iy. 1% reff. . n ~ Eph. vi. 7 

aft BovA. x is written by 
for eov, xvpiov D! 17 vulg goth Pelag Ambrst Gelas. 

given, and by the contrast in the next 
verse, not by any formal opposition in 
terms. The account to be given of the 
absence of such opposition is, tbat this 
verse contains the general exhortation, the 
case of Christian slaves under unbelieving 
masters being by far the most common. 
The ezception is treated in the next verse). 

a] But (see above) let those who 
have believing masters not despise them 
because (belongs to xaraopoveírecar only, 
containing the ground of their contempt, — 
not to the exhortation uh xarapporelre- 
cay) they (the masters, not the slaves) 
&re brethren, but all the more serve 
them (p&ÀAov has the emphatic position: 
сї. Eph. v. 11, where it merely eignifies 
*rather, and the verb has the emphasis, 
к@ААоу Bt ка} (Aéyxere. Cf. also Hom. 
Od. o. 869, філе Bé ne nnpóð: prior : 
and in the same sense èr} paAAor, Herod. 
i. 94,—éwel re B6 офк dyidva: Tb. какбе, 
GAN’ ёт) nA ёт: Bid(eoOa, iii. 104; 
iv. 181. “The slaves who were under 
heathen masters were positively to re- 
gard their masters as deserving of honour ; 
—the slaves under Christian inasters were, 
negatively, not to evince any want of re- 
spect. e former were not to regard their 
masters as their inferiors, and to be insub- 
ordinate ; the latter were not to think them 
their equals, and to be disrespectful.” 
Ellicott), because those who ve (mu- 
tually receive: the interchange of service 
between them in the Christian life being 
taken for granted, and this word purposely 
used to express it. So Eur. Andr. 742 ff., 
кё» . . . толотд» ñ | сёфроу raf ius, 
céppoy’ &vriAhþera:i. | Oupoúpevos 84, 
Tetera: Oupoupdver, Lp j, 8 tpya 8:4- 
dox dvriAf vera. This sense, in the active, 
also occurs Theogn. 110, ofre xaxobs єў 
Spay, eb ктм» dyriAdBos. Aud Plut. 
Pericl. circa init. has it with the middle end 
the genitive construction, — тӯ ui» yàp 
alc0fe, xarà dos Tis wAmyfüs àrri- 
AauBarouévp T vposrvyxarórror . 
and so Porphyr. de abstinentia, i. 46, phre 
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» з * є æ ?, , , ? 

stow kat. йуаттто! ot тїс ° evepyeatac ? avriAapPavopevor. y n. 
S ravra 9 @18аске cal таракаһи. 3 El тас * erepodida- p= here 

скале, kai un * roucéoyerat “ vytatvouaw x Aoyorc тос È 
Luke 

Acte xx. 
RE 7 e ә - — - » , 55 ly. L.P. 

тою “xupiov пао» 1паоо xotarov kat ту кат “ evotBeav see note, 
ч , 4 х 7 м , , ` c mI 
diSacxaXia, rervpwral, unde emtorapevoc, аААа „ ft Um / 

ch. 1.8 t. Ignat. ad Polyc. c. . | t — and Paul, here only. : é 9 
fte de digen 9, vola 5. . u Ch. l. 10 ret тАса xx. . ch. H. S reff 
xch. 111.6. 2 Tim. Ш. 4 only t. 

9. exorras AD!F k m. 
for evepyeaias, evoeBeras F 46. 

8. zposexere Nl. 
4. for yierau, yeyvorra: D! Lucif. 

sc  xAeióvor 8орду àurA ral. 
On other senses, see below) the benefit 
(of their pa@AAoy do., There is ап 
apt and interesting in Seneca, de 
beneficiis, iii. 18: * Queritur a quibusdam, 
an beneficium dare servus domino possit ? 
This question he answers in the affirma- 
tive: ‘servos qui negat dare aliquando 
domino beneficium, ignarus est juris hu- 
mani: refert enim, cujus animi sit qui 
prestat, non cujus status: and at some 
length explains when, and how, such bene- 
fits can be said to be bestowed. The pas- 
sage is remarkable, as constituting perhaps 
one of those curious indications of commu- 
nity of thought between the Apostle and 
the philosopher which could hardly have 
been altogetber fortuitous. For instance, 
when Seneca proceeds thus, ** Quidquid 
est quod servilis officii formulam excedit, 
quod non ex imperio sed ex voluntate 
prestatur, beneficium est,” we can hardly 
forbear connecting the unusual sense here 
of ebepyecla after the uaAAor PDovAevéro- 
сау, with the moralist's discussion) are 
faithful and beloved. Very various 
meanings and references have been assigned 
to these last words. Chrys., Thl., Grot., 
Kypke, al, interpret evepyeclas of the 
kindness of the master to the slave (“quia 
Jideles sunt et dilecti qui b ii parti- 
cipes sunt [vulg.]: primum, quia fide in 
Deum sunt præditi: deinde diligendi eo 
nomine quod curam gerant, ut vobis bene- 
faciant : id eat ut vos vestiant, pascant, ab 
injuriis protegant." Grot.). On the other 
hand, Ambr. (9), Lomb., Th.-Aq., Calv., 
Beza, Bengel, al., understand it of God's 
grace in redemption. But thus, if we make 
ol тїз ebepy. ёутіЛ. the subject, as by the 
article it must be, the sentence will express 
nothing but a truism: if we escape from 
this by turning those words into the predi- 
ente (as E. V., because they are faithful 
and beloved, partakers of the benefit), we 
are violating the simplest rules of grammar. 
These things (viz. those immediately pre- 

om от: а$еАфо: «cup Ni c: om от: to SovAeveracay n. 

фдоуоь D! latt copt goth Pelag Ambrst-ed. 

ceding, relating to slaves) teach and er- 
hort. 8—5.] Designation of those 
who oppose such wholesome teaching— 
fervid indeed, and going further (see Pro- 
legg.) than strict adherence to the limits 
of the context would require, but still sug- 
gested by, and returning to the context : 
cf. ver. b fin. and note. If any man isa 
teacher of other ways (see on ch. i. 3: 
sets up as an adviser of different conduct 
from that which I have above recom- 
mended), and does not aocede to (so a con- 
vert to the true faith was called wposfjAvros: 
and we have in Origen, ii. 255 ( Wolf], 
mposiórras TQ Ady in the sense of just con- 
verted, and in ib. 895, wposepxouévovs 7$ 
bely Ad. So also Irenæus, in two places 
cited by Wolf: see also Philo in reff. There 
was therefore no need for Bentley’s conjec- 
ture, sposéyera: [вее itacism in M, var. 
read.] or sposéxe:, or *posíoxerai, though 
the use of these is commoner : see ch. i. 4 
reff. Cf.also Ellic.'s note) wholesome words 
(reff), nad those of our Lord Jesus 

t (either, precepts given by Him re- 
specting this duty of subjection, such as 
that Matt. xxii. 21,—which however seems 
rather far-fetched : or words agreeing with 
His teaching and expressing His will, which 
is more probable) and to the doctrine 
which is according to (after the rules of) 
piety,—he is (the apodosis begins here, not 
as Mack, al, with the spurious ёфістасо, 
ver. 5) besotted with pride (see ch. iii. 6, 
note), knowing (being one who knows: 
not ‘although he knows’) nothing (not 
ob8dy, which would be used to express the 
bare fact of absolute ignorance or idiotcy), 
but mad after (so Plat. Phedr. р. 228, 
&varrfcas Bà TQ уособут: rep) Афу шу 
áxof», lòv uiv [Sav Бобу Bri о: 7b 
cwykopuBarri&rra. Bengel and Wetst. 
quote from Plut. de laud. propr. p. 646 f, 
мосєіу тері óav, — de ira cohib. p. 460 
d, v. wept сфрау(8:а vwoAvreAS, insanire 
amore gloria, vel sigillorum pretiosorum. 
See more examples in Курке. “wepi 
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here only +. y 
y W М 

с ~ Eph. fv. 31. 
Col. III. 8 al. 

d Bir. Ш, 24. 
e here only t. 

Bir. as above, only. (-»oetv, Acts xili, 25.) 

I 9 ` 

evoiBea pera ™ 

i = here only g. 

4 Tlt. 1. 14. 
(Mark x. 10. 1 

only +. (-кяс, Phil. iv. 11.) 

IIPOZ TIMOOEON A. 

_ ,fhere only t. 
9. хі. 18 only. Ps.xiii.1. бербер ov тору ó09UaAu opt, Demosth. 1209. б. 

т. vi.7, 8. vii. 5. James v. 4 only. Mal. 1H. 5 al.) 
k here bis only t. Wisd. xiii. 10. xiv. 2 only. диш! «ехрпоба; provost тор:сцоїе, 

yewpyig xal фе:бов, Plat. Cat. Maj. į 25. ( iLecv, Wisd. xv. 13.) 
п = Luke v. 16,19. Heb. xiii. 11 only. Numb. xxxi. 54. 

VI. 

-. a , Ca ‚ "ov П 
> voce wepi “Cyrnoec kat NO NC . E wv yivtrat 

Ў b 06 by с \ , de * 7 d , f3 „ voc, ipic, Власфпшоа:, “ vrdvow 5 rovnpat, ?53ta- 
- raparpigal ?*диєфӨбаод{›ш» avOowmwy tov 

' ameareonuévor ) тпс ) aAnÜktac, vourZovrwy * mopiapòv 
eivat туу 00 Зна». 6 Eortv дё к торюсцдс ut yac ) 

avrapxtlac. t 

h 2 Y youy kat 

7 oudey yap " ecnvéiyxapev 
e 

g Luke xii. 83. 3 Cor. iv. 16 Rev. тШ. 
h see 2 Tim. ili. 8, 
J3 Tim. iiL 8. iv. 

lch. ii. 3 reff. m 2 Cor. ix. 8 

epas DFL latt syr copt Damasc Luc Ambr Ambrst Pelag. 
5. rec (for е) тарадьатр:Ва, with b ТЫ: Siarpigat K d 1: txt ADFLN 

rel Clem Bas Chr 
destitutorwn a D-lat G-lat Lucif. 

drt Hesych Suid Damasc (Ec. axecTpaupevoy aro Tys D! : 
rec at end ins agierago axo Te» то:оотор, 

with KL rel tol? spec syrr sth-pl gr-ff Ambrst : om AD!FN 17. 672 latt coptt goth 
wth-rom Lucif Ambr Bede. 

6. aft eva efleia ins Geou Е. 

with a genitive serves to mark an object 
ав the central point, as it were, of the ac- 
tivity [e. g. 1 Cor. xii. 1, the wreup. Sepa 
formed as it were the centre of the &y- 
voa): the further idea of any action or 
motto» round it is supplied by жері with 
the accusative. Cf. Winer, edn. 6, 5 47.¢: 
Donalds. Gr. § 482.” Ellicott) question- 
ings (reff.) and disputes about words 
(see ref. e word is found only in eccle- 
siastical writers: see Wetst. Calv. explains 
it well, contensiosas disputationes de 
verbis magis quam de rebus, vel, ut vulgo 
loquuntur, sine materia, aut subjecto”), 
from which cometh envy, strife, evil 
speakings (the context of such passages 
us Col. iii. 8, shews that it is not blas- 
phemy, properly so called [ёк 3% rûs 
Epidos 4) card той Geo BAacgnula толид- 
vai, Thdrt.], but mutual slander and re- 
proach which is here meant), wicked sus- 
picions (not concerning God [жер beot 
& uh 3e? бхожтебоце», Chrys. ], but of one 
another: not “ ‘opiniones mala,’ quales 
Diagore, non esse Deum,” as Grot.), in- 
cessant quarrels (3:a—gives the sence of 
continuance ; . primarily ‘fric- 
tion,’ is found in later writers in the sense 
of irritating provocation, or hostile colli- 
sion : so Polyb. ii. 36. 5, «à uiv оби xarà 
KapxvBoríous xal '"Peuaíovs àwb totter 
Kön TG» керд» dv drowlais Av 1p &ЛА%- 
Au, kal waparpiBais :— xxiii. 10. 4, 8:4 
Th» *pbs Tbv Ф:Лотоірєуа таратр:Вђу : 
see also iv. 21. Б; xxi. 18.5; xxiv. 3. 4. 
According to the other reading, rapá 
would give the sense of useless, vain, per- 
verse, and Sri would be disputation, 
thus giving the sense ‘ erse dis- 
putings,’ as E. V. Chrys, Œc., Thdrt., 

explain our word drb peragopas T&v 
WwpaAéer wpoBáre» [(Ec.]: and Chrys. 
says, кабйтер тё Woparda тё» pH 
vaparpiflóueva vécov ка) ra dyialvorra 
duslranow, обто кай otro: of wornpol 
É»5pes) of men depraved in mind (reff. ; 
and see Ellic. on the pyschology and con- 
struction) and destitute of the truth, who 
suppose that godliness is gain (lit., ‘a 
gainful trade, as Conyb.: see reff. :—and 
therefore do not teach contentment and 
acquiescence in God's providence, as in 
ver. 6: but strive to make men discon- 
tented, and persuade them to use religion 
as & means of worldly bettering them- 
selves). 6.] He then goes off, on the 
mention of this erroneous view, to shew 
how it really stands with the Christian as 
to the desire of riches: its danger, and 
the mischief it has occasioned. But (al- 
though they are in error in thus thinking, 
there ss a sense in which such an idea is 
true [eleganter et non sine ironica cor- 
rectione in contrarium sensum eadem verba 
retorquet.’ Calv.], for) godliness &coom- 

with contentment [see above, and 
Phil. iv. 11] is great gain (alluding, not to 
the Christian’s reward in the next world, 
as Thdrt.,—rhy yàp айфио» qu торі 
(ойу, Erasm., Calv., al., but as Chrys., 
Thl., Ambr., al, —the торитдёз is in the 
very fact of possessing piety joined with 
contentment, апа thus being able to dis- 
pense with those things which we cannot 
carry away with us). T.] Reason 
why this is so. For we brought nothing 
into the world, because neither can we 
carry any thing out (the insertion of 
Ao or dAnéds, or substitution of àAAd 
or xal for ёт, betray thomselves as having 
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IIPOZ TIMOOEON A. 399 

H yorrtc 5 сше 

de Р Ўатрофас kai 3 oxewagpara, robroic ' аркєобпабнгба. 9 

9 Oi à ' Bovdopevor wAouray ' turivroοο,G eie “ тераа- p here оцу 

pov kat ' mayida ка! 

х BrAaBepac, У atrevec 

B oAsBpov kai ° атоћеау. 

2 Mis vl. I. eri. u l. . 
w Вот. і. 14. Gal. Ш. i, 2 Tit. iti S only. L. P. 
у = Acta x. 41, 47 al. fr. 
a 1 Cor. v. 5. 1 Thess. т. 3. 2 Thess, 1. 9 only. P. 

28. Hi. 19. 2 Thess. in Tree Ц. 1 als. Rer. vll. ü. ll. "Isa. xiv. 33. 
from Bir. 1. 20 Deut. xxix. 18. 

“ ewOupiag roide " 
* Ju0iovew тойс. avÜpirrevc нс К 

10 © pita yap Tüvrev rwv Sohn 10, bat 

1 

avonrouc ка! Е: 

vw. фиг. 
«» James fy. 4. t ch. Ш. (6) 7 reff. Prov. xit. 15. 

Paul, 1 Cor. x. TW “Gal. tv. 105017. v Rom. i. 26 al. ir. 
Prov. xvii. 38. x here only. Prov. x. А (auly fl. 
Кайы, iT only t: $ Macc. xii. tom (-@ue, 2 Cor. хі. 25. 

Paul, Hom. ix. A. Phil. i. 
o = Heb. xii. 15, 

7. rec ins 87Лор bef ori (see note), with D'KLN? rel syrr Bas Mac Chr Thdrt Damasc: 
aAn6es D! syr-marg, verum quoniam D-lat Ambrst, haud dubium quod vulg, in veritate 
quod 
txt AFN 17. 

8. датрофцу DFK: victum D-lat G- lat lat · ff. 
Damasc 

th: алл’ Polyc(&AA" ob è. т: ёхоне») Cypr Aug Paulin: xa: coptt æth arm: 

аркесбдусецеба К d n Chr-ms 

9. aft тауба ins rov 8:аВоло» ОЕ latt Chr Antch Thdrt-txt Ambr Chrom Ces · arel. 

all sprung from the difficulty of the 
shorter and original construction. The 
meaning appears to be,— we were ap- 
pointed by God to come naked into the 
world, to teach us to remember that we 
must go naked out of it. But this sense 
of br. is not without difficulty. De W. 
cites II. я. 85, yAaurh Bé се тікте Od- 
ласта, wérpa: т УМВато Sri Toi dos 
deri» dwyets,—and Od. x. 36, ф кфуез, об 
и’ ёг dodokÜ" ördrporor оїка$' 1кётбал | 
Bhpov Aro Tos, бтї por xarexelpere 
olxoy, in both which it bas nearly the 
sense required, of * seeing that.’ The sen- 
timent is found in Job i. 21, Eccl. v. 14: 
and in words remarkably similar, in 
Seneca, Ep. 102. 21, *non licet plus cf- 
ferre, quam intuleris See other examples 
in Wetst.) : 8.] but (contrast to 
the avaricious, who forget this, or know- 
ing it do not act on it: not as De W., — 
sj», which would be a direct inference 
from the preceding verse) having (if we 
have) food (the Bia- gives the sense of 
‘sufficient for our continually recurring 
wants, ---* en needful supply of nourish- 
ment: the plur. corresponds to the plur. 
Éxorres, and implies in each case’) and 
oovering (some take it of both clothing 
and dwelling: perhaps rightly, but not 
on account of the plural: see above:— 
(ы „ AL, of clothing du ы: 
åupiévvucða, A скетісси pape its 
ёфеЛе ка) wepioreiAa: Th» уй 
These words occur together try [s 
Sextus Empiricus ix. 1), with these (so 
йуатбо, стірую, xaípe, “с. take a dative 
of the cause or object of the feeling. See 
ref. Luke, and Matthise, § 403) we shall 
be sufficiently provided (the fut. has an 

authoritative sense : so in Matt. v. 48, and 
Xen. Hell. ii. 3. 34, cited by Чие, 
duets ody, dày hoe, ov robrov, AAA 
ody ele ect) e: hut is not therefore equi- 
ralent to an imperative, let us be con- 
tent: for its sense is not properly sub- 
jective but objective—' to be sufficed,’ or 
* sufficiently provided: and it is passive, 
not middle). 9.] But (contrast to 
the last verse) they who to be rich 
~ not simply, ‘they who are rieh? cf. 
"etin oby атл elev, of wAovroürres, 
ФАЛА, of BovAduevor ёст) ydp ‘тоа xal 
xphuara Їхоута x оікоуоцеїу raTa- 
фроуодута афйтё»), fall (reff.) into temp- 
tation (not merely *are tempted,' but are 
involved in, cast into and among temp- 
tations; “in durſrrei is implied the 
power which the терасибз exercises over 
them." Huther) and a snare (being en- 
tangled by the temptation of getting rich 
as by a net), and many foolish and hurtful 
lusts (foolish, because no reasonable ac- 
count сап be given of them [see Ellic. on 
Gal. iii. 1]: hurtful, as inflicting injury 
on all а man’s best interests), such as 
sink men (mankind, generic) into destrue- 
tion and | tion (temporal and eternal, 
but y the latter: seo the usage in 
reff. of both words by St. Paul: not mere 
moral tion, as De W.). 10. -] 
For the of money is the (not ‘a, 
Huther, Conyb., and Ellicott, after Mid- 
dleton. А word like fifa, a recognized 
part of a plant, does not require an article 
when placed as here in an emphatic 
tion: we might have $ yàp (а, or ma 
yáp: cf. 1 . xi. 8 [which, notwith- 
standing what Ellic. has alleged against 
it, still appears to me to be strictly in 
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ony, Рен. yiZou rov "кабу “aywva rie miorewc, ` emiAa(Jov rnc 
h here only +. Jos. B. J. iv. 7. 4 end. 

iv. 6. 4K lv. 7 al. 
1 = 1 Thess. v. t5 reff. Xen. . Viil. 1. 80. Th 
n vv. 8, Б, 6. o 2 Tim. 

Alc. в Col. 1. 20 ref. ch. f. 18 reff. u Phil. i 30 reff. Y 
19 only. Lukeix.47. Heb. Ii. 16. vili.Q al. Prov. iv. 1 

10. for woAAas, woixtAas NI. 
11. om тоу AN! 17: ins DFKLN? rel 

uc. 1i. 08. 
10. Tit. 11. 2. 3 Pet. 1. 6, 7. 

de Abr. 37, vol. ii. p. 31, e£xova: дий tHy Tov Jecrórov Жрайтабеа». 

gr-ff. 

i Rom. ix.% only. Jer vill. 18. 32 Tim. ill. 17 сау. Josh. 
k =» (Paul only) 1 Cor. vi. 18. z. 14. 2 Tim. П. 22. Gir. xxi. 2. 

m Rom. ix. 80. 9 Tim. ti. 9 
p Col. 1. 11 reff. 

т? Tim. iv. 7. Eur. 
Paul, ver. 

3. 

om єосеВеау Ni. rec (for 
xpavradeiay) краоттута, with DK LN? (xpadr. D'N?) rel Chr Thdrt : txt AFN? Petr Ephr 
Hesych (perhaps alluded to in Ign Trall 8, p. 681, rh» mpaŭrdðeiay àvaAaBórres). 

point to shew that for which it is here 
adduced], ar: dydpbs 4) кефал) 6 
xpiords doriv, kepar) d yurads д ürfjp, 
kepar) 8 ToU xpiotod ô Oeds. Here in 
the first clause it is requisite to throw 
rayrbs dv8pés into emphasis: but had 
the arrangement been the same as that of 
the others, we should have read xe$aAf 
(not 9 кеф.) wayrds d»Bpós дф xpwrrós: 
but no one would therefore have thought 
of rendering a head’) root of all evils 
(not, is the only root whence all evils 
spring : but is the root whence all [man- 
ner of] evils may and as matter of fact do 
arise. So that De Ws objections to the 
sentiment have no force: for neither does 
it follow [1] that the covetous man cannot 
possibly retain any virtuous disposition, — 
nor [2] that there may not be other roots 
of evil besides covetousness: neither of 
these matters being in the Apostle's view. 
So Diogenes Laert. vit. Diogen. [vi. 50], 
Thy QuAapyvplar elre untpdwoAw drr 
TG» какё@у : and Philo de judice 3, vol. ii. 
p. 346, calis it дриттђро» ray реуістоу 
vapavounudrev. See other examples in 
Wetst.): after which (ф:Ларурріа, see be- 
low) some lusting (the method of expres- 
sion, if strictly judged, is somewhat incor- 
rect: for @tAapyupla is of itself a desire or 
Üpetis, and men cannot be properly said 
éptyerOa: after it, but after its object 
dpyópiov. Such inaccuracies are, how- 
ever, often found in language, and we 
have examples of them in St. Paul else- 
where: е. g. dAvls BAexouérn, Rom. viii. 
24,—ёляіёа ..... fjv ка) аўто) obra 
wposd¢xovrai, Acts xxiv. 15) wandered 
away from the faith (ch. i. 19; iv. 1), 
and pierced themselves through (not ‘all 
round’ or ‘all over,’ as Beza, Elsner, al. : 
the жері refers to the thing pierced sur- 
rounding the instrument piercing : so 
кєрк. Thy xepardhy wep) Adyxny, Plut. 

Galb. 27: see Palm and Rost, and Suicer, 
sub voce) with. many pains (the é3¢ra: 
being regarded as the weapons. бЌкаубаѓ 
«ici» al éw:Ouplai—xal кабёжер dv dxd»- 
Gas, Jer бэ res Anta: айтб», Juate 
тёз xeipas kal rpaópaTa épyd(erar obra 
ка) did räv éwiÜvjgu Ev Tb айт} теісетах 
6 rabras durcody, к. T)» yuxhy dy- 
óo: тер:Вале. Chrys.). 1—16.] 
Exhortation and 5 to Timo- 
theus, artsing out of these considerations. 

11.] But (contrast to vids above) 
thou (emphatic), O man of God (the de- 
signation of prophets in the O. T.: cf. 
LXX, 1 Kings ix. 6, 7, 8, 10, al.; and 
hence perhaps used of Timotheus as dedi- 
cated to God's service in the ministry : 
but also not without a solemn reference 
to that which it expresses, that God, and 
not riches [see the contrast again ver. 17] 
is his object of desire), flee these things 
(psAapyvpla and its accompanying evils) : 
but (the contrast is to the following these 
things, underlying the mention of them) 
follow after (ref. 2 Tim., where both 
words occur again) righteousness (see 
Ellic.'s note and references), piety (so 
Bixales, eboeBos, Tit. ii. 12), faith (not 
mere rectitude in keeping trust, for all 
these words regard the Christian life), 
love, patience (under afflictions: stedfust 
endurance: better than ‘stedfastness’ 
[Conyb.], which may be an active endu- 
rance), meek-spiritednees (ref.: we have 
xpavradéw in Philo de profugis, 1, vol. 1.547, 
—xpatwal}s in Basil. M. These two last 
qualities have reference to his behaviour 
towards the opponents of the Gospel): 

18. Strive the good strife (see ref. 
and ch. i. 18: 1 Cor. ix. 24 fl.: Phil. iii. 
12 ff.) of the faith (not ‘of faith,’ abstract 
and subjective: but that noble conflict 
which the faith,—the profession of the 
soldier of Christ, entails on him), lay hold 
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“atwviou Lone, eic nv “exAnOnc, kat ? шдоАдулаас . 
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- SE ` - 1 — "e , 9, $1. v. 10. 
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ғ л П , "v nv 'kaÀn 5 * A 14 g ll. “ 
ETL OyTiou Auro Try Калт» оно oyar, TH- Rom x 10. 

з (=) 3 Сог. iz. 

18 Heb. lit. 1. їе. 14. x. 28 only. P.H.$ (Levit. xxii. 18 al. a = Rom. zii. 17. 2 Cor. vili. 
31. en. v. 20. 8 John 6. d b Acta х. 41. xvi. 18 al. fr. Josh. vi. б. € ch. v. 21 reff. 

d Luke xvii. 83. Acte vii. 10 only. Exod. 1. 17, 18, 23. е = (but see note) here only. see Acts 
xxiii. 11. constr, Rev. i. 2. xxii. 16, 20. f = (see note) Mark xlii. 9. Acte xxiii. 80. xxiv. 19, 
20. xxv. 9, 10, 96. xxvi.2. 1 Car. vi. 1,6. партурӣеас Ci r&v Hyeudrwv, Clem. Rom. ad Cor. i. б, 
p. 220. к = Matt. xiz. 17. John xiv. 15. Paul, here only. see 1 Cor. vii. 19. 

19. rec aft es nv ins xai, with o (d h 1 m, e sil) syr-w-ast Thl Ee Ambrst-ms: om 
ADFELN rel latt Syr copt eth arm Petr-alex Ephr Chr Thdrt Damasc Pelag. 

19. wapayyeAAwy, omg (as also Ni 17) coi, F. om lst rov N: om rov deo 109. 
rec (for (woyovovrros) (оотогоџугоѕ, with KLN rel Cyr-jer: txt ADF 17 Ath 

Cyr Thdrt, un CEc-comm. 

upon (as the aim and object of the life- 
long struggle; the prize to be gained: so 
that the second imperative is, as Winer 
well observes, edn. 6, $ 42, not the mere 
result of the first, as in 'divide et im- 
pera,’ but correlative with it and contem- 
poraneous: ‘strive . . ., and while doing 
so, endeavour to attain’) everlasting life, 
to which thou wast called (here appa- 
rently the image is dropped, and the 
realities of the Christian life spoken of. 
Some have supposed an allusion to the 
athletes being summoned by a herald: but 
it seems far fetched —and. indeed inac- 
curate: for it was to the contest, not to 
the prize, that they were thus summoned), 
and didst confess (we must not supply 
els fj» again before &poddynoas, with 
Mack, al.,. — in reference to which,—a 
most unnatural construction: but regard 
it, with De W., as simply coupled to 
éxAhOns) the good confession (of faith in 
Christ: the confession, which every ser- 
vant of Christ must make, on taking upon 
himself His service, or professing it when 
called upon so to do. From the same 
expression in the next verse, it would 
seem, that the article rather represents 
the notoriousness of the confession, ‘ bo- 
nam illam confessionein, than its defi- 
nite general character. There is some 
uncertainty, to what occasion the Apos- 
tle here refers; whether to the baptism 
of Timotheus,—so Chrys. [?], (Ec, ТЫ. 
[alt.], Ambr., Grot, Beng., &c.: to his 
ordination as a minister, —so Wolf, al.: 
to his appointment over the church at 
Ephesus,—so Mack: to some confession 
made by him under persecution,—so, jus- 
tifying it by what follows, respecting our 
Lord, Huther, al. Of these the first ap- 
pears to me most probable, us giving the 
most general sense to 7 Kad} du a, 

ino. bef xp. FN Syr Did ТЫ Tert. 

and applying best to the immediate con- 
sideration of alé»ios (eh, which is the 
common object of all Christians. The re- 
ference supposed by Thdrt. (zdrras rap 
avrod Detauérovus Tb кфриуџа náprvpas 
elxe THs x ópoAoyías], Calv., al., to 
Timotheus’s preaching, is clearly inad- 
missible) before many witnesses. 
13.] I charge thee (ch. i. 3) in the pre- 
sence of God who endues all things 
with life (for the sense, see reff.: most 
portly a reference to alévios (orf) above: 
ardly, as De W., al., after Chrys., to the 

resurrection, reminding him that death 
for Christ’s sake was not to be feared : for 
there is here no immediate allusion to 
danger, but only to the duty of personal 
firmness in the faith in his own religious 
life), and of Christ Jesus, who testified 
(‘testari confessionem erat Domini, con- 
Jiteri confessionem erat Timothei," Bengel. 
See Ellicott's note) before Pontius Pilate 
(De W., al. [and Ellicott : see below on 
óuoAvy.) would render it, as in the Apos- 
tles’ creed, under Pontius Pilate: but 
the iminediate reference here being to 
His confession, it seems more natural to 
take the meaning, * coram :’ and so Chrys., 
who as a Greek, and familiar with the 
Creed, is a fair witness) —the good con- 
fession (viz. that whole testimony to the 
verity of his own Person and to the Truth, 
which we find in John xviii., and which 
doubtless formed part of the oral apostolic 
teaching. Those who render éxi, under.“ 
understand this confession of our Lord's 
sufferings and death —which at least is 
far-fetched. There is no necessity, 
with Huther, to require a strict parallel 
between the circumstances of the confes- 
sion of our Lord and that of Timotbeus, 
nor to infer in consequence of this verse 
that his confession must have been one 
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before a heathen magistrate: it is the fact 
of a confession having been made in both 
cases that is put in the foreground—and 
that our Lord’s was made in the midst of 
danger and with death before him, is a 
powerful argument to firmness for his ser- 
vant in his own confession. Another ren- 
сав of this verse is given by Mack, al.: 
ке Th» каў» ópoAoyíav governed 

by wapayyéAAw, and understands by it the 
same confession as in verse 12: ‘I enjoin 
on tlee,—in the presence . . . . and of 
Christ Jesus who bore testimony before 
Pontius Pilate—the good confession. But 
this is quite inadinissible. For it is op- 
posed both to the sense of wapayyéAAw, and 
to the following context, in which 4 é»- 
ToAh, not ў Kad} биолоуѓа, is the thing to 
be observed), that thou keep (preserve : cf. 
Ars below, and ch. v. 22) the oom. 
mandment (used not to designate any 
special command just given, but as a 
general compendium of the rule of the 
Gospel, after which our lives and thoughts 
must be regulated : cf. rapayyeAla in the 
same sense, ch. i. 5) without spot and 
without reproach (both epithets belong to 
Thy évroA fjr, not to тє, as most Commenta- 
tors, some, as Est., maintaining that àverí- 
Antros can be used of persons only. But 
this De W. has shewn not to be the case: 
we have ) dverlAnwros Téyrn in Philo de 
өрі. 22, vol. i. p. 15: dversAnwrérepoy rd 
Aeyóuerov in Plato, Phileb. p. 43 c. Be- 
sides, the ordinary construction with rnpeiy 
is that the qualifving adjective should be- 
long to its object: cf. ch. v. 22: James i. 
27: 2 Cor. xi. 9. The commandment, en- 
trusted to thee as a deposit [cf. ver. 20], 
must be kept by thee unstained and un- 
reproached. Consult Ellic.’s note) until 
the appearance (reff.) of our Lord Jesus 
Christ (rovréers, says Chrys, uéxpi rijs 
ons rereur7s, néxpi тїз étóBov. But surely 
both the usage of the word éwipdyerca and 
the next verse should have kept him from 

IPO TIMOOEON A. 

m P 
of the Father, Mait Ns 28. ch. I. 17. 

Rom. vi. 9, 14. xxii. 95. 
t. Wind. viii. 13 444 v Paul 
viL 13, 13. constr., Prov. x. 81. 

VI. 

‚ pinoai ae ryv * évrod nv : drihon, ‘averiAnumrov, ND 
тпс ' ётфа»нас тоу кърїоъ ub "Inaou Xptorav, 

" кацроїс m diore "ее о °акарос | xai ° póvoç S8evacrne, 

* Ваа:Леос TWV Baeivóvrev kat ' proc. TOV * Kupitu- 

0 004 N aA 5 фос " ока» 3 

5 жь 

та Gal. vL 9, сћ. 1.6. Tit.t3 
el. . о ee. Acts vill 

vil. 1. xiv. 9. 

xp. bef mo. R. 
16. ins xa: bef p D! vulg Did, Ашта Pelag ies for атрос., aoparor 623. 

this mistake. Far better 1: “ fideles 
in praxi sua proponebant sibi diem Christi 
ut appropinquantem: mos solemus nobis 
horam mortis proponere." We may fairly 
say that whatever im ion is betrayed 
by the words that the coming of the Lord 
would be in Timotheus’s lifetime, is chas- 
tened and corrected by the xaipois ibo of 
the next verse. That, the certainty of the 
coming in God's own time, was a fixed 
truth respecting which the Apostle speaks 
with the authority of the Spirit: but the 
day and hour was hidden from him as from 
us: and from such passages as this we see 
that the apostolie age maintained that 
which ought to be the attitude of all ages, 
constant expectation of the Lord's return) 

15, 16. | which in His own times (reff.: 
тоутёсті Tois трозђкоос:, тоз ёфелћорќ- 
vois, Chrys. “Numerus pluralis observan- 
dus, brevitatem temporum non valde coarc- 
tans;" Bengel) He shall manifest (make 
visible, cause to appear; display, Ellie.) 
«M who is) the blessed (7 abrouaxapiórns, 
hrys.) and only Potentate (Baur, al., 

believe the polytheism or dualism of the 
Gnostics to be hinted at in pdvos : but 
this is very unlikely. The passage is not 
polemical : and cf. the same иброз in John 
xvii. 3), the King of kings and Lerd of 
lords (this seems the place,—on account 
of this same designation occurring in reff. 
Rev. applied to our Lord, —to enquire 
whether these verses 15, 16 are said of 
the Father or of the Son. Chrys. holds 
very strongly the latter view: but surely 
the кро Sfois, compared with xaipoós, обт 
ó warnp Eero dv Tjj iBíq dovela, Acts i. 7, 
determines for the former: so does 
ty elde obdels к.т.А. verse 16, which 
Chrys. leaves untouched), who only has 
immortality (Huther quotes [Ps-]Justin 
M., quest. ad Orthod. 61, p. 464: Gros 
tow Thy ёбауас(ау Acyera: ó Oeds, Sri ок 
ёк OeAsfuaros AAov татуу Ax ee, xabdsep 
oi Aowol wdyres à8dvaro, GAA’ ёк Tis 
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Jude 

f тЛоосіюс * 11 Tos vir 10. 

jedem 

"in tv. 10 reff. 

16. Tit. LG 3 Pet. l. 11 only 1. 

ins то bef xparos M. 

Syr coptt Bas Jer Ambrst Pelag. 
vAÀovre D! 73. 

* iwi (аг above) AD'FN 17. 673 Orig-mss Chr Thl: «> DKL rel Orig Thdrt 
Damasc. om те bef Gee D!IFN Orig-mss Thl: ins ADSKL rel Orig. 
Gew add 7w (орут: (see ch ir. 10), with (D)EL rel latt(inclg vulg-ed fuld-vict) 

rec aft 
syrr Orig 

Chr, Thdrt lat-ff, (om то Di): om AFN 17. 67? am(with fold! demid tol harl) coptt 
æth arm -msa Jer,. ins ra bef arra А m 17 Bas Chr. rec TTAOUCLCS 

bef sarra, with rel: om тарта F: txt ADKLN m 17 latt syrr coptt Orig Bas Antch 
Chr Thdrt Thi Damasc (Ec Pelag. 

olxelas  obcías. Bengel remarks: Ad- 
jectivum immortalis non exstat in N. T. 
sed &фбартоз, incorruptibilis: neque á6d- 
vatos aut á&arvacía habent LXX. Utrum- 
que habet Sapientim liber qui semper 
Grecus fuit) dwelling in light unap- 
proachable (AAo Tb pôs abrds ka) KANO 
d оїкєї; obkoU» ка) тбте eure peru; 
&ктуе ойу Tra тобто  vofjrepev, Ax 
Туа T) dxardAnwroy Tis belas $óceos 
тарастђсү, фёз olxeiy abr elrer ётрбѕ- 
irov, обто 0coAoyfjras és qv абтф Dvraróv. 
Chrye.), whom no one of men [ever] saw, 
де: can see (the Commentators quote 

hilus ad Autol, i. 5, p. 341: ei 
Aly é¢aaxlorp буті orotxely ob 

Bivarai будретоғ drevica: 5:4 T бжер- 
Віллоусау 6épuny ка) draus, wes оўу! 
uãx AO тӯ Tov 0є00 54р буекфрісто oboy 
Ќудроетоѕ Ovnrds ob d drrorríma: ; A 
These words, as compared with John i. 
18, seem to prove decisively that the whole 
description applies to the Father, not to 
the Son), to whom be honour and power 
everlasting, Amen (see ch. i. 17, where a 
similar ascription occurs). Some of the 
Commentators (Mack, Schleierm.) think 
that verses 15, 16 are taken from an eccle- 
siastical hymn : and Mack has even ar- 
ranged it metrically. See ch. iii. 16, 
2 Tim. ii. 11 ff., notes. 

17—19.) Precepts or the rich. Not a 
supplement to the Epistle, as commonly 
regarded : the occurrence of & doxology is 
no sufficient ground for supposing that 
the Apostle intended to close with it : cf. 
ch.i.17. Rather, the subject is resumed 
from verses 6—10. We may perhape make 
an inference as to tho late date of the 

Epistle, from the existence of wealthy 
members in the Ephesian church. 
17.] To those who are rich in this pre- 
sent world (no Trois before é» тф убу al., 
because wAotbcioi-dy-rg-viv-alév: is the 
designation of the persons spoken of. 
Had there been a distinction such as 
Chrys. brings out, — elo! yàp xal ЌЁАЛо 
sAoóc10: dy TË дёААоут: [7# 3% дюрсиф 
dvaynalws Фурйтато' , «оі yap wAobciot 
ка} TOU péAAovros alávos, of Tbv udvipov 
vx %] ка) баркў кекттдбуо!. ы. 
the rois would have been more naturally 
prefixed. Such a distinction would be- 
sides have been improbable, as drawing a 
line between the two churacters, which it 
is the object of the exhortation to keep 
united in the same persons. See the dis- 
tinction in Luke xii. 21) give in charge 
not to be high-minded (таёта raparet, 
eibds бт, obBév ойто тікте tidoy, ка} 
дтбуоіау, kal dAaCoveiay, &s xphuata, 
Chrys.), nor to place their hope (i. e. to 
have hoped, and continue to be hoping: 
see on ch. iv. 10) on the uncertainty 
(reff.) of riches (not = rẹ ялойте T$ 
dM, but far more forcible, hyper- 
bolically representing the hope as reposed 
on the very quality in riches which least 
justified it. On the sense, Thdrt. says, 
non yap той wAobrov ть ктўра` viv 
иё” yàp тард Tobre poir, viv è ярд 
ékeiror peraBalvess ко) AA Ex 
Kupíovs, obBerds ёстіктӯра. An uncertain 
author, in the Anthology, having com- 
plained of the fickleness of Fortune, says, 
pica тё wárra Tíjs dBmAlas xdpiv), but 
in (see var. readd. : no distinction of mean- 
ing need be sought between dri and dr: 
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g Heb. xi. 25 
only f. 
(-Aaverr, 

ә * , ? 

tic Е aróAavsiy, 18 h 
bor vitis "кало с, | superaddroug tlvai, 

aavpilovtac ауто с "Üsu£Atov ка\д» Рас то ? а АЛОР, iva 

VemdAaBwvrat rie Ортос белс. 

Wisd. ii. б.) 
h Acta xiv. 17 

only t. 
1 ~ Luke хіі. 

21. Rom. х 
12. 

J Eph. tl. 4 k ch. ill. 1 reff. 
И. 41.1 
vil p Luke xili. f only. 

18. wAourLew F. 
19. avo8gcavpi(ew D vulg Ambrst-ed. 

atwvou, with DKL rel mar Chr: txt AD!FN 17 latt syrr 

IIPOZ TIMOGEON А. 

1 here only f. 
n here only r. Sir. Ш. 4. see Matt. vi. 19, 20. Tobit 1v. 9. 

q ver. 11. h 

VI. 

a yaÜorp-yctv, ; wX\ourew j £v J Epyorc 

Kowwrixovc, 19 " aroGy- 

20% T.. e, тт» 
m here only+. Demosth. 182. 17. Ж 
t o see 1 Cor. lii, 11. b. 

r ch. v. 8 reff. 

TOV нєААо»та, Е. rec (for orres) 
coptt eth arm Constt Clem 

Orig Bas Nyssen Naz Thdrt Euthal (Ec Aug Jer Ambrst Pelag, a«vviov ovres m. 

see Winer, edn. 6, 5 60. 2) God ( trans- 
fertur Ejus officium ad divitias, si spes 
in iis locatur, Calv.), who affordeth us 
all richly (xAovres of a nobler 
and higher kind is included in His 
bounty: that BodAcrba: wAovreiy which 
is a bane and snare in its worldly sense, 
will be far better attained in the course 
of his abundant mercies to them who 
hope in Him. And even those who would 
be wealthy without Him are in fact only 
made rich by His bountiful hand: alias 
nemo foret яАойотоѕ,’ Beng.) for enjoy- 
ment (for the purpose of enjoying: cf. 
ch. iv. 8, els nerd The term awé- 
Хачо, the reaping enjoyment from, and 
so having done with (cf. ётёхф &с. ], forms 
а contrast to #Amiuéva: ёт, in which 
riches are not the subject of drdAavais, 
but are looked on as a reliance for the 
future);—to do good (ref.: ‘to practise 
benevolence, ав Conyb.) to be rich in 
good works (honourable deeds: dya@és is 
good towards another, xaAós good in itself, 
noble, honourable),—to be free-givers, 
ready-contributors (Chrys. takes кошо- 
vious for affable, communicative, — juan- 
тікойѕ, @not, wposmweis: во also Thdrt.: 
Tb uiv [ebueraB.] dors ris T&v xpnudtov 
xopmyías: và dè тїз tray ho perpidry- 
Tos’ KOLVOGViKOUs "yàp cx єЇфбадєў robs 
Ќтуфоу 400s txovras. But it seems much 
better to take it of communicating their 
substance, as the verb in Gal. vi. 6, and 
xowowrla in Heb. xiii. 16, where it із cou- 
pled with ebrotfa), (by this means) (*thore- 
from,’ implied in the awd) laying up for 
themselves as & treasure (hoarding up, 
not uncertain treasure for the life here, 
but a substantial pledge of that real and 
endless life which shall be hereafter. So 
that there is no diffüculty whatever in 
the conjunction of &ro0ncavpi(orras den- 
Àior, and no need for the conjectures xei- 
Hf [Le Clerc] or @éua Alay кайф» 
[! Lamb-Bos]. For the expression, cf. 
ch. iii. 13) & good foundation (reff., and 

Luke vi. 48) for the future (belongs to 
&xoÜncavpl(orras), that (in order that, 
as always: not the mere result of the pre- 
ceding : ‘as it were,’ says De W., ‘setting 
foot on this foundation,’ or firm ground) 
they may lay hold of (ver. 12) that which 
is really ет) life (not merely the goods 
of this life, but the ion and sub- 
stance of that other, which, as full of joy 
and everlasting, is the only true life). 

20, 21.] CONCLUDING EXHOBTATION 
TO Ттмотнков. O Timotheus (this per- 
sonal address comes with t weight and 
solemnity : ‘appellat familiariter ut filium, 
cum gravitate et amore,’ Beng.), keep the 
deposit (entrusted to thee: reff. 2 Tim. 
[Hh gedops obk Ёст: od: таё &ААфтриа 
dye rio redn ить dAarrdoys, Chrys. 
I cannot forbear transcribing from Mack 
and Wiesinger the very beautiful comment 
of Vincentius Lirinensis in his Commonito- 
rium [A. D. 484], 5 22 f. p. 667 f.: “О Timo- 
thee, inquit, depositum custodi, devitans 
profanas vocum novitates[reading cao 
vias—see var. readd.]. ʻO!’ exclamatio 
ista et рговсіепіізе est pariter et caritatis. 
Previdebat enim futuros, quos etiam præ- 
dolebat, errores. Quid est * depositum cus- 
todi ? Custodi, inquit, propter fures, prop- 
ter inimicos, ne dormientibus hominibus 
superseminent zizania super illud tritici 
bonum semen quod seminaverat filius ho- 
minis in agro suo. Depositum, inquit, 
‘custodi.’ Quid est ‘depositum?’ id est 
quod tibi creditum est, non quod a te in- 
ventum: quod accepisti, non quod exco- 
gitasti: rem non ingenii sed doctrinæ, non 
usurpationis privates sed publicæ tradi- 
tionis: rem ad te perductam, non a te 
prolatam, in qua non auctor debes esse 
sed custos, non institutor sed sectator, non 
ducens sed sequens. ‘Depositum,’ inquit, 
‘custodi :?? catholice fidei talentum in- 
violatum illibatumque conserva. Quod 
tibi creditum est, hoc penes te maneat, 
hoc a te tradatur. Aurum accepisti, au- 
rum redde. Nolo mihi pro aliis alia sub- 
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v , 12 , - ч ? x , times w. kevopwviaç xai " avriüteuc ric Wevdwvipou * yvoctec, ф»хётты») 
9] ^ only. Levit. 

й» Утёс " ewayyeAAcpevor * mepi ri пісті» "mnoró- ~i 

Xn 2 'Н * xapic pera cob. 

ПРОХ TIMOOEON А. 
here only {. х see Rom. xv. 14 1 Cor i. 6 al. y = ch. I. 8 reff. 

10 1855 i. 9 reff.) only 1. а so ch. I. 19. (and constr.) 2 Tim. Ii. 18. 
il. 18 only f. e absol., Col. iv. 18 reff. 

u ch. i. 9 reff, 
v2 Tim. ii. 16 

(there also w. 

BeH.) only t. 

Eg e ch. li. 
beh. l. 6. 3Tim. 

20. гес жаракатабтктуу, with b f g Chr: txt ADFKLN rel (syr-marg- gr coptt) Clem 
Ign Thdrt Damasc (Ec. kavoperias (ѓасізт) Е 73 Epiph Bas Chr, vocum novi- 
tates latt Iren Tert Ps-Ath. 

29. for дета cov, pef vue (see 2 Tim iv. 22, Tt iii. 15, where there is hardly any 
variation in mss) АЕМ 17 g G-lat(altern) copt: txt DKL rel ува gr-lat-ff. rec at 
end ins agn», with D?K LN? rel: om AD!FN! 17 fuld’. 

SUBSCRIPTION.—rec wpos Tiu. жрет) єурафт ато Aaolikeias, NTIS ест: дзүтротоМу 

dpvyias rns такатіаулу, with KL rel вуг (xarariayys EL eg ko): om subscr bl m: 
axo абтуо» дв Titov Tov рабттоо avrov copt: ато paxeSomas 6: ато NixowoAews 114: 
txt A [addg (qu. Af?) axo AaoBixeias) N [adding erixer ту] 17 D-lat! Syr Euthal, 
яр. Tip. а exAnpa&n D, еєтАприбу ex. яр. тш. а F. 

jicias, nolo pro auro aut impudenter plum- 
um, aut fraudulenter æramenta supponas : 

nolo auri speciem, sed naturam plane 
"T Sed forsitan dicit aliquis: nullusne 

in ecclesia Christi profectus habebitur 
religionis? Habeatur plane, et maximus 
.... Bed ita tamen, ut vere profectus sit 
ille fidei, non permutatio. Siquidem ad 
profectionem pertinet, ut in semetipsa una- 
quique res amplificetur, — ad permuta- 
tionem vero, ut aliquid ex alio in aliud 
transvertatur. Crescat igitur oportet et 
multum vehementerque proficiat tam sin- 
gulorum quam omnium, tam unius hominis 
quam totius ecclesise statum et seculorum 
gradibus, intelligentia, scientia, sapientia : 
sed in suo duntaxat genere, in eodem 
scilicet dogmate, eodem sensu, eademque 
sententia.  Imitetur animarum religio 
rationem corporum, qua licet annorum 
processu numeros suos evolvant et expli- 
cent, eadem tamen que erant permanent 
. . J, viz., the sound doctrine which thou 
art to teach in thy ministry in the Lord, 
cf. Col. iv. 17. This is the most probable 
explanation. Some regard it as the év- 
то\% above, ver. 14: some as meaning the 
grace given to him for his office, or for his 
own spiritual life: but ch. i. 18, compared 
with 2 Tim. ii. 2, seems to fix the meaning 
as above. Herodotus has а very similar 
use of the word, ix, 45, &v8pes AG ,t, 
mapabhuny ӧріу tdde rà Exea тЇбєдш. 
And with this the following agrees: for it 
is agninst false doctrine that the Apostle 
cautions him), turning away from (cf. 
ётотрёжо», 2 Tim. iii. б) the profane 

babblings (empty discourses: so also 2 
Tim. ii. 16) and oppositions (apparently, 
dialectic antitheses and niceties of the 
false teachers. The interpretations have 
been very various: Chrys. says, dpgs was 
dx кеЛебе pydt дибте xopei vs 
Tods rowbrous ; ékrpexóuevós, now, Tas 
&vri0éceis. Epa elol» üvribéoeis, mpds 
As 088% dxoxplyecGa: xpfi ; — understand- 
ing by dvri8., sayings of theirs opposed to 
this teaching. But this can hardly be. 
Grot., nam ipei inter se pugnabant ; but 
this is as unlikely. Pelag., Luth., al, 
understand disputations: Mosheim, the 
dualistic oppositions in the heretical sys- 
tems: Mack, the contradictions which the 
heretics try to establish between the va- 
rious doctrines of orthodoxy: Baur, the 
oppositions between the Gospel and the 
law maintained by Marcion. On this 
latter hypothesis, see Prolegomena. There 
would be no objection philologically to 
understanding ‘propositions opposed to 
thee; and rods йут:д:ат:децбуооѕ, cf. 2 
Tim. ii. 25, would seem to bear out such 
meaning: but seeing that it is coupled 
with xevopwrias, it is much more proba- 
bly something entirely subjective to the 
Wev8érupos yvôgıs) of that which is 
falsely-named (бтау yàp rioris uh ў, 
yràcis ойк tors. Chrys.) knowledge (the 
true yrõsıs, being one of the greatest 
gifts of the Spirit to the Church, was soon 
counterfeited by various systems of hybrid 
theology, аш themselves by this ho- 
noured name. In the Apostle's time, the 
misnomer was already current: but we 
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are not therefore justified in assuming 
that it had received so definite an applica- 
tion, as afterwards it did to the various 
forms of Gnostic heresy. All that we can 
hence gather is, that the true spiritual 
rd ois of the Christian was already being 
counterfeited by persons bearing the cha- 
racteristics noticed in this Epistle. Whe- 
ther these were the Gnostics themselves, 
or their precursors, we have examined in 
the Prolegomena to the Pastoral Epistles), 

A.] which (the pevddy. dan 
some professing (ch. ii. 10) erred (reff. 
the indefinite past, as marking merely the 
event, not the abiding of theee men still 
in the Ephesian concerning the 

IIPOZ TIMOOEON А. 

faith. 22.] CONCLUDING BENEDIC- 
TION: The grace (of God,— x., the 
grace for which we Christians look, and in 
which we stand) be with thee. On the 
subscription we may remark, that the 
notice found in A al., owes its origin pro- 
bably to the notion that this was the 
Epistle from Laodicea mentioned Col. iv. 
1 3 und Tis 5 Fv h ded AaoBucefas ; 

wpós 'Tiuó0eor "er 
Aaodixelas ёурёфт. 
in rec al. betrays a 1 5 subsequent to the 
fourth century, when the province of 
Phrygia Pacatiana was first created. See 
Smith's Dict. of Geography, art. Phrygia, 



ПРО2 TIMOOEON B. 

I. ! ПайАос amóoroAoc yxpisrov 'Insov dd OeAn- 
parog Geov ° кат’ kr Ма» "lunc тпс tv your 

al Cor. i. I. 
2 Cor. 1. 1. 
viii. 5. Eph. 
1.1. Col. I. 1. 
Rom. xv. $2 

'Insov, 2 Tinotto ayarnre * тікуф. 4 хари, © £A soc, Prin at. 
1 (ref). ©1 Tim. iv. 8. d 1 Tim. i. 3 reff. 

TITLE. elz v. T. атост. 7 яр. т. ex. Bevrepa: Steph т} яр. т. ew. Beur.: Tov ay. ат. 
v. ст. N жр. ту. L: txt AKN hk m n o 17, and (prefg apxera:) DF. 

Снар. I. 1. rec mo. bef хр» with AL rel Syr goth: txt DFKN d e g n 17 demid вуг 
copt Damasc Ambrst Cassi 

Снар. I. 1, 9.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. 1. 8.4 Oar. 6«ov] Cf. reff. 
кот’ éwayy. Less] according to (in pur- 
suance of, with a view to the fulfilment of) 
the promise (ref.) of life, which is in 
Christ Jesus (all this is to be taken with 
фиботоћоѕ, not with GeAfparos. Thdrt. 
explains it well, Ssre pe rhv dxayyeAGcioay 
aidvioy (why тоз  à»Üpéwow күра. 
Chrysostom sees, in this mention of the 
poe of life in Christ, a consolation to 

motheus under present troubles: awd 
Tis dpxiis жото Thr vôlay — el 
dwayyeAla dori, wh (бте abr)» dyraiéa 
Arlt yap BAewoudrn офк Wow èrris. 
And this idea seems to be borne out by the 
strain of the subsequent portion of the 
Epistle, which is throughout one of con- 
firmation and encouregement. So Bengel, 
— “ nervus ad Timotheum hortandum, ver. 
10, cap. ii. 8"). 9. éyemrnré Tíxve) 
* Can it be accidental,” says Mack, “that 
instead of yrnaly réxv., as Timotheus is 
called in the first Epistle, i. 2, and Titus i. 
4,—here we have mnre? Or maya 
reason for the change be found in this, that 
it now behoved Timotheus to stir up afresh 
the faith and the in him, before he 
could again be worthy of the name yrnoiov 
téxvoy in its full sense?" This may be 

єт@үүємө М o(omg (оз). 

too much pressed: but certainly there is 
throughout this Epistle an altered tone 
with regard to Timotheus—more of mere 
love, and less of confidence, than in the 
former: and this would naturally shew 
iteelf even in ing words of address. 
When Bengel says, in Ep. i., scripserat, 
genuino: id compensatar hic versu 6,” he 
certainly misses the delicate sense of ver. 
Б: see below. To find in & p more 
confidence, as Heyd. (and Chrys., main- 
taining that ol xarà тісту bray dow 
&a url, ёг ob8ty grepdy elo, ФАМ } 
B’ ёретф»), can hardly be correct: the 
expression of feeling is different in kind, 
not comparable in degree: suiting an 
Epistle of warm affection ава somewhat 
saddened reminding, rather than one of 
rising поре and confidence. I regret to 
be, on this point, at issue throughout 
this second Epistle, with my friend Bishop 
Ellicott, who seems to me too anxious to 
rescue the character of Timotheus from 
the slightest imputation of weakness: 
thereby marring the delicate texture of 
many of St. Paul's characteristic periods, 
in which tender reproof, vigorous re- 
assurance, and fervent affection are ех- 
quisitely intermingled. See reff. 
and notes. 
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b 4 ноп ато * доо rarpòc kai отоо "Тптоо rov Kupiou 

Bae ipm, 
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DITE * pveiav ev raiç | Senoeciv pov ™ yukrOC Kat парас, 

don 4 " izuroÜov gt mE tuvnptvoc GOV TOV Saxpiwy, i iva 
Ш. vi. Xspac PwAnpwOo, 5" úróuvnow " Лаа» rnc iv coi 
i хі. 35 only. 

(-t, Rom 
11 Tim. iii. 9 only. see Heb, іх. 14. ., 1 Tim. i. 5 reff. j Rom. tx. 

only +. Rom. I. 9.) ie exec, 1 Thess. ili. б. elre- as Eph. 116 rel, тем коныр: 
1 Paul. Non. 2. l. з Сог. 1. 11 als A Mono 10, &c. m1 Tim. v. 5 ref. n1 tii. 6 red. 
dan ee xi.3. Heb. x p = Luke ii. 40. Mv 28. xiii. 62. PR a 13, 

к... 4 111. 1 only t. Wisd. xvi. 11. 7 Macc. vi. 17 only. (-4«uvrjene, ch. 1.14.) 
ro Heb zi 2 Pet. 1. 9. 

2. for xp. mo., киро ino. xp. (retaining Tov xv. below) Ni k m. 
8. aft бео ins pov D! 17 sah 

4. ex:xo8e F copt. (G-lat has both.) 

goth Orig Ambrst Pelag Cassiod: om ACD!FKLN rel 
vulg(with am fuld, agst demid hal) syrr copt Chr Thdrt. Aarpevey Cl. 

5. rec AauBarer, with DKLN? rel Chr Thdrt Damasc Thl (Ec: txt (see mote) 
ACEN! 17. 

8—5.) Thankful declaration of love and 
anxiety to see him. I give thanks (reff.) 
to God whom I serve from my ancestors 
(i. e. as Bengel, majores, innuit, non 
Abrahamum &c., quos patres, nunquam 
wpoyórovs appellat: sed progenitores prox- 
imos." The reason for the profession may 
perhaps be found in the following mention 
of the faith of the mother and grand- 
mother of Timotheus, which was already in 
the Apostle's mind. We may observe that 
he does not, as De W. charges him, place 
on the same ground the Jewish and Chris- 
tian service of God: but simply asserts 
what he had before asserted, Acts xxiii. 1, 
xxiv. 14,—that his own service of God had 
been at all times conscientious and single- 
hearted, and that he had received it as 
such from his forefathers) in pure con- 
science, how (not ‘ that,’ as Chrys. [ebxa- 
pore T$ beg zr. ahr a cov, фс», 
обтю oe філе), Luth., E. V., al.,—nor 
‘when,’ as Calv. [* quoties tui recordor in 
precibus meis, id enim facio continenter, 
simul etiam de te gratias ago г), пог 
‘since,’ ‘seeing that,’ as Heyd., Flatt, al., 
—nor as, as De W., Huther, Ellic., al.: 
but as in the parallel, Rom. i. 9, tlie con- 
struction is a mixed one between pdprus 
pov rl ó Oeds, ds &$‹дА. Exo, and eù- 
xapiore dA · ͥ xo: and hence 
the meaning ‘how’ must be retained, and 
with it the involution of construction, 
which is characteristic of one with whom 
expressions like these bud now become 
fixed in diction, und liable to be coin- 
bined without regard to strict logical ac- 
curacy) unceasing I make my mention 
(not ‘mention’ only, on account of the 
article, which specifies the u»ela aa a thing 

constantly happening) concerning thee 
Seo Herod. 36, mads рёу wepl тоё 
ou uh rE £r. :— Xen. Суг. i. 6. 

12, оф$' drioby wep) ToóTov dxeprhodn : — 
Plat. Laches, p. 181 a, 88 der! Terpar ur, 
wep) ob éxdorore uéurna0e: and Heb. xi. 
22) in my prayers, night and day (see 
Luke ii. 87 note: belongs to 48:4летт. 
(xo к.т. 2: not to defeeciv, much lesa, as 
Mack, al, to the following, for which 
1 Te = 9, iii. 10 are no precedents, as 
here such an arrangement would deprive 
the participle ёж:тобау of its place of 
emphasis); longing (bw, as the prep. in 
composition so often, seems to mark not 
intensification, but direction: see Ellic.'s 
note) to see thee, remem thy tears 
(shed at our parting), that I may be filled 
with joy (the expressions in this verse 
are assurances of the most fervent per- 
sonal love, strengthened by the proof of 
such love having been reciprocal. From 
these he gently and most skilfully passes 
{о а tone of fatherly exhortation and re- 
proof): having remembranoe (the aor. 
participle may be taken either (1) as de- 
pendent on Tra, and the condition of rAy- 
роб®, —ог, which is more probable, (2) as 
in apposition with ёт:тоббу and ueurnué- 
уох) of the unfeignod faith [which was] 
(Ellie. objects to was, and would render 
tig; see note above on ver. 2. But І donot 
see how St. Paul could be said ówóurnciw 
ХаВеїу of a thing then present. Surely 
the remembrance is of the time when they 
parted, and the faith then existing. But 
the sentence does not require any tem- 
poral filling up—‘the unfeigned faith 
in thee’ is quite enough, and is neces- 
sarily thrown into the past by the óró- 
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w constr, Rom. viii. 58. xiv. 14. xv. 14. ver. 18. 
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* 61 Tim. 1. 8 
тей. 

D 
Ч im. 

m. vill. 11. 

Col. iii. 16. 
ver. 14 only. 
Lev. xxvi. 82. 

x Paul, ver. 12. Tit. 
y Mark xi. 

21. xiv.72. 1 Cor. iv. 17. 3 Cor. vij. 15, Heb. x. 83 only. as. vill. 1 wat. (-uvne.c, Luke xxil. 19.) 
2 here only. LXX. intr, Gen. 217. 27. 1 Mace. xill.7 only. Clem 
а 1 Tim. iv. 16 (reff.). 

evourncer D! 17. 
6. for ағаџ., vrroyuurna xo D. 

мэз» AaBór. See more below) in thee 
(there is perhaps а alight roach in 
this ówóurnsiw and ris dv» col, as if it 
were а thing once certain as fact, and 
as matter of memory, but now only, as 
below, resting on a rere S71: and 
in presence of such a possible inference, 

of bxóurncir, I have ventured there- 
fore to render ris dv соі, ‘which was 
in thee,’ viz. at the time of rà Báxpva, 
—its present existence being only by and 
by introduced as a confident hope) such 
as d welt first (before it dwelt in thee) in 
thy grandmo (иду Thy той ra- 
трӧз À иттрӧз uu p, où Aéyovsw ої 
dpxator, ёЛАА rirên» [l. 10. Phryn., 
p. 133, where see Lobeck's note. It is 
thus used, as he shews, by Josephus, Plu- 
tarch, Appian, Herodian, &c., and Pollux 
says [iii. 17), ġ 82 warpds # дтүтрфз uh- 
тїр ThOn xal pduun ко) рёриа. But he 
adduces all the stricter philologists as 
agreeing with Phrynichus) Leis (not else- 
where mentioned), and thy mother Eunice 
(TiudOcos, vids -yvraixbs "IovBaías жїттўз, 
warpbs 3¢°EAAnvos, Acts xvi. 1: see also 
ch. їй. 16. Both these were probably con- 
verts оп Paul's former visit to Lystra, 
Acts xiv. 6 ff), bat (the 84 gives the 
meaning ‘notwithstanding appearances.’ 
It is entirely missed by Ellic., and not 
fairly rendered in the E. V., and; sce 
note below) I am persuaded that (supply 
évoucet, not évouchoe:, as Grot., al.) N 
in thee (there is undoubtedly a want of 
entire confidence here expressed; and 
such a feeling will account for the men- 
tion of the faith of his mother and grand- 
mother, to which if he wavered, he was 
proving untrue. This has been felt by 
several of the ancient Commentators ; 
е. g. Thdrt., — rj per’ ебфушаѕ urfipnp rev 
wpoyóvuv å eios ётбстолот kparórei thy 
тісті d» TQ рабттӣ. ob yàp obras òvl- 
now és olxeco wapdBeryua. ка) èrtedh 
cvuBalre. туйс dt etoeBev yeroudvous 
АЙ (n^Gcar T)» T&v троубуюу єйсќВеау, 
dvayxalws émfryaye “ rod indus 83 Sr: 
ка} dv col.” elra тобто aitd тїз wapai- 

Vor. III. 

for xap., e A, NI. 

ad Cor. ) 27, p. 208. Ign. Eph. J 1, p. 664 

for беди, хриттоо А. 

vice SwoBdOpay woieiras). 6—14] 
Erhortation to Timotheus to be firm in 
the faith, and not to shrink from suffer- 
ing: enforced (9—11) by the glorious cha- 
racter of the Gospel, and free mercy of 
God in it, and (11—13) by his own ez- 
ample. For w cause (reff.: viz. be- 
cause thou hast inherited, didst once pos- 
sess, and I trast still dost possess, such 
unfeigned faith ;—таёта тер{ cov тетео- 
pévos, ''hdrt.) I put thee in mind to stir 
їр (see examples in reff. and in Wetat. 
The metaphorical use of the word was so 
common, that there is hardly need to 
fecur to its literal sense. Cf. especially, 
Iambl. vit. Pythagor. c. 16: йкєкёбшре 
Thr Чуй», ко) dye(wwipe: Tb Geiov èr 
афтў. At the same time it is well to 
compare, as Chrys. does, 1 Thess. v. 19, 
Tb rrepa ph Bure. He adds, èv 
jui ydp ёст: xal сВќса: xal àvdiyai 
ToUTo, (wb pui» yàp йёктдЇаз ка) pqbuplas 
сВёууота, bed 8d views ка) vposoxij: 
Sieyelpera:) the gift of God (xdpicpa, 
singular, as combining the whole of the 
gifts necessary for the ministry in one 
aggregate [rhy хбр тоб пуебцатоѕ, fv 
Aages els тростасіау тїз ёккАпсіаз, 
Chrys.]: not ‘the gift of the Spirit im- 
parted to all believers :? see 1 Tim. iv. 14, 
note. Of those ministerial gifts, that of 
wappyola would be most required in this 
case, videtur Timotheus, Paulo diu 
carens, nonnihil remisisse: certe nunc ad 
majora stimulatur." Bengel) which is in 
thee by means of the la on of my 
hands (these words, especially when com- 
pared with 1 Tim. iv. 14, mark the sense 
of xdpicua to be as above, and not the 
general gifts of the Spirit which followed 
the laying on of hands after baptism. 
Any apparent discrepancy with that pas- 
sage, from the Apostle here speaking of 
the laying on of Ais own hands alone, 
may be removed by regarding the Apostle 
as chief in the ordination, and the pres- 
bytery as his assistants, as is the case with 
Bishops at the present day. As to the 
8:4 тўз dw:ô., we can only appeal, against 

B 
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the Roman- Catholic expositors, е. g. Mack, 
to the whole spirit of St. Paul's teaching, 
as declaring that by such an expression he 
does not mean that the inward spiritual 

is operated merely and barely by 
the outward visible sign, — but is only as- 
serting, in a mode of spcech common to us 
all, that the solemn dedication by bim of 
Timotheus to God's work, of which the 
laying on of his hands was the sign and 
seal, did bring with it gifte and grace for 
that work. In this sense and in this 
alone, the gift came 8:4 ris ériOdoces, 
that laying on being the concentrated and 
effective sign of the setfthg apart, aud 
conveying in faith the answer, assumed by 
faith, to the prayers of the church. That 
the Apostle had authority thus to set 
apart, was necessary to the validity of the 
act, and thus to the ption of the 
grace :—but the authority did not convey 
the grace. I may just add that the ‘in- 
кү of orders,’ ps ner pits 

this passage, is simply and directly 
refuted by it. If the xdpirpa Tb dy col 
required àv»a(w*vpeicÓm, if, as Chrys. 
above, éy ui dori ral сВќса: ка) àvdya: 
vovro,—then plainly it is ot indelible). 

T For (д. d., ‘and there is reason 
for my thus exborting thee, seeing that 
thou hast shewn a spirit inconsistent with 
the character of that xdpioua.’ The par- 
ticle is passed over by Ellicott) God did 
not give (when we were ndmitted to the 
ministry: not as not given [84бекє> |) 
us the Spirit (q. d., ‘the spirit which He 
gave us was not :’ see Rom. viii. 15 and 
note. The of rreũua without the 
art. in the sense of the spirit of man dwelt 
in by the Spirit of God, and as the Spirit 
of God working in the spirit of man, as 
e. g. continually in Rom. viii. [vv. 4, 5, 9 
bis, 18, 14], in 1 Cor. ii. 4; cf. 1 Cor. vi. 
17, forbids our rendering wveðpa a spirit’ 
ете , as Сопу. al.) of seewardico 
the coincidence in sound with the rredua 
SovAelas of Rom. viii. 16, is remarkable, 
and the most decisive of all testimonies 
against De Wette's unworthy and prepos- 
terous idea that this is an imita- 
tion from that. Rather I should account 
the circumstance a fine and deep indica- 
tion of genuineness:—the habitual asser- 
tion of the one axiom having made even 
its sound and chime so familiar to the 

d here only t. (see note.) 
only. f — 1 Tim. iL 8 reff. 

e vv. H. 18. Lake ix. 38 (bis) 

Apostle's ear, that he selects, when enounc- 
ing another like it, а word almost 
ducing that other. There is also doubt- 
less а touch of severity in this 8«Aías, 
putting before Timotheus his timidity in 
such a light as to shame him: oby Tra 
Seuuduer reds ӧтӧр rs cbeeglas c- 
vous, Thdrt.) but (the spirit) of power 
(as о to the weakness implied in 
Вела), and love (as opposed to that false 
compli with men, which shrinks from 
bold rebuke: — that lofty self-abandon- 
ment of love for others, which will even 
sacrifice repute, and security, and all that 
belongs to self, in the noble struggle to do 
men good), and correction (the original 
meaning of cedpovopds, ‘admonttion 
of others that may become p., 
Tb cedpori(ew тоб, cf. Tit. ii. 4, —m 
be retained, as necessary both on account 
of that usage of the verb, and on account 
of the context. It is this bearing bold 
testimony before others, from which Ti- 
motheus appears to have shrunk : cf. uh 
ody dxacxuréjs rò paprépoy, ver. 8. 
It also suits the construction of the other 
two genitives [against Huther]. which 
both express that which the Spirit inspires 
aman with: For the meaning iteelf, cf. 
Palm and Rost’s Lex. We have exam- 
ples of it in Hippodamus [Stob. 43. 93, 
p. 250],— vol pè» »éo 8ёоуте сефро- 
тср@ kal xatapricws: Plut. Cat. maj. 
5, — ёк) 8:0рдбсе: xal сефротсџрф тёр 
GAAwy: Appian, de rebus Punicis viii. 65, 
ell yàp of xal тбёє rouí(ovcur, arb. 
és "Рораіоу cepporw pube eq, yel- 
Tova kal ёутіжало»у aùrois Qófov ds del 
kaTaAcreiy. The word in after times be- 
came а common one for discipline or ec- 
clesiastical correction : see examples under 
софро» (е and -:cués in Suicer. Some, 
retaining this proper кайнаш, understand 
by it that the Spirit cagpori(e: ġuâs : so 
[ult.] Chrye., . [8 Tra cadponapdy 
Éxwuev Tb wvebUua]; but this docs not 
suit the construction of the other geni- 
tives, in which it is not power over us, or 
love towards us, that is meant, but power 
and love wrought in us as towards others, 
and opposed to cowardice апа fear of man. 
Thl. gives as another alternative the right 
meaning— ) Туа «al ЌАЛо:5 uer cappe- 
иста) cal wasdevral, The making se- 
periods = сефросіуу, аз E. V. and 
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many Commentators, is surely not allow- 
able, though Chrys. puts it doubtfully as 
an alternative. The only way in which it 
can come virtually to that, is by supposing 
the ced$poricuós to be exercised by our- 
selves over ourselves, as Thdrt.: Tra o- 
gpovicwpey ré». dv ui xiwoundver rat- 
рбтеу shy dratlay. But this does not 
seem to me to suit the context so well 
as the meaning given above). 8.) Be 
not then (seeing that God gave us such a 
Spirit, not the other) ashamed of (for 
construction see reff. I cannot see, with 
Ellic., that the aor. subjunc. with uf, ‘ne 
te pudeat unquam,’ as Leo, implies in 
matter of fact that “Timothy had as yet 
evinced no such feeling.” Surely, grant- 
ing that such is the primary construc- 
tional inference from the words, it would 
be just in keeping with the delicate tact 
of the Apostle, to use such form of admo- 
nition, when in fact the blame had been 
already partly incurred. See note on ver. 
1) the testimony of our Lord (i. e. the 
testimony which thou art to give concern- 
ing our Lord, gen. objective: not ‘the 
testimony which He bore,’ gen. subjective, 
as Corn.-a-lap., al., —nor, as Chrys. [appa- 
rently], ‘the martyrdom of our Lord,’ 
nor must we, with Mack, lay stress on 
xuplov, and understand the paprépioy to 
be ially this, that Jesus is the Lord. 
The us is added, hardly for the reason 
Bengel gives, ‘hunc opponit Cesari, quem 
sui sic appellabant, wbich would hardly 
have been thus expressed, requiring more 
rominence to be given to ui, but 

use, being about to introduce Aimeelf, 
he binds by this word Timotheus and 
himself together), nor of me His prisoner 
(I would hardly say, with De W., Huther, 
al, that this refers only to the services 
which the Apostle expected from Timo- 
theus in coming to him at Rome: such 
thought may have been in his mind, and 
may have mingled with his motive in 
making the exhortation: but I believe the 
main reference to be to his duty as up- 
holding St. Paul and his teaching in the 
face of personal da and persecution. 
It is impossible to deny that the above 
personal reference does enter again and 

В в 

(ҝкакотай., 
swoavroc Tac каї ™«xadésavroc ™ «Anos ayiq, , eh 1.9) 

idat, Phil. 1. . 
1 Tit. Ul. 5. see 1 Tim. i. 1 reff. m = Gal. 

o Eph. 1.18 Phil.1H.14. Jer. xxxviii. (xxxi.) 

ins rov bef 0«ov D! 17. 

again: but I cannot believe it to be more 
than secondary. the expression, тд» 
8ќошоу abro), see Eph. iii. 1 note: the 
gen. implies not possession, but the reason 
or which he was imprisoned, cf. Philem. 
18, 8eapol ToU ebayyeAlov), but suffer 
hardship with me for the Gospel (this is 
the meaning ref. J, and not ‘suffer kard- 
ship together with the Gospel,’ ав Thdrt. 
[Té» xnptxey Y wdÜos тоў ebayyeAlov 
wposmyópevce wdOos}, Calv. [?], Grot. 
[‘ wposeworoues evangelium, eique sensum 
tribuit, quomodo alibi legi, morti, pec- 
cato*]: for St. Paul, speaking of his own 
bonds, ch. ii. 9, says, ё Adyos ToU «oU ob 
848ети. This ovyxaxord@ncoy extends 
the sphere of his fellow-suffering with the 
Apostle beyond his were visiting Rome) 

to the power of God (what 
power? that which God has manifested in 
our salvation, as described below [gen. 
subj.], or that which God imparts to us 
[gen. obj.],— God's power, or the- power 
which we get from God? On all grounds, 
the former seems to me the juster and 
worthier sense: the former, as implyin 
ee the latter д уе ы G 
who by His strong hand and mi arm 
has done all this for us, vill ba us 
through ай trouble incurred for Him. 
Chrys. gives this meaning very finely: 
ёте) Qoprikby fy 7d ehe, naxomábuaor, 
wdAw abr wapauvÜeira: Adyar, оф ward 
Tà Épya hpv тоютќсті, ph тӯ Surdue: 
Aoyl(ov тӯ оў, ёАЛАё Tj To? O«ob таёта 
peu. dy цёр yàp т} adoba ка! xpo- 
OupyOiva:, coU Bè? тд koveloa ка) rad. 
«та ко) ts Burdpews айтор S8eluvuc: 
тё vexphpia. was eodOys dvróe, wis 
éxAfjóns. srep noh dAdAayou, xarà 
thy évépyeay аётоб thy evepyoupnivay 
dy tpiv. obre ToU поса Tb» ойўрауфу 
eien Sivaus abro fy, Tb real rhe 
оікооміғту), who saved us (all believers : 
there is no reason for limiting this jamás 
to Paul and Timotheus. It is painful 
to see such Commentators as De Wette 
so blinded by а preconceived notion of 
the spuriousness of the Epistle, as to 
call this which follows ‘gine ganz all 
meine fiberfidffige Erinnerung an die 
саре Heilsthatſachen.“ I need hardly 
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to the reader who has been hitherto 
fo owing the course and spirit of the pas- 
sage, that it is in the 5 coherence, 
as indeed is shewn b oa above. ‘Be 
not cowardly nor of the Gospel, 
but join me in endurance on its behalf, 
according to God’s power, who has given 
such proofs of that power and of its exer- 
cise towards us, in saving us,—calling us 
in Christ,—destroying death — &., of 
which endurance I am an example [11— 
18]—which example do thou follow" (18, 
14)), and called us (this, as indeed the 
whole context, shews that it is the Father 
who is spoken of: see note on Gal. i. 6), 
with an holy (rouréoriy, &ylovs éteipyd- 
caro &saprwAobs бутаз ка) ёҳбробз, Chrys. 
к\ўсы expressing the state, rather than 
merely the summo into it [as does 
‘vocation’ also], áyía is its quality) call- 
ing (see Eph. iv. 1; i. 18: Rom. viii. 
28—30, and notes) not according to 
(after the measure of, in accordance with) 
our works: but according to (after 
the measure of, in pursuance of) his 
own purpose (томтёсті» obderds ёуаукё- 
(ovros, obBeybs тун Воухебоуто$, алл ё 
Blas wpobéccus, оїкобеу ёк тїз ёуаботт- 
Tos abro? dpudpevos, Chrys. офи els 
Tb» Hudrepoy &тоВлёраѕ Blov, &АлЛй Bid 
péyny фіХаудроютіау, Thdrt. “ Originem 
tam vocationis nostra quam totius salu- 
tis designat: non enim erant nobis opera 
quibus Deum preveniremus: sed totum 
a gratuito ejus proposito et electione 
pendet." Calv.) and (according to) the 
grace which was given to us (this ex- 
pression, which properly belongs only to 
an actual imparting, is used, because, 
as De W., that which God determines in 
Eternity, is as good as already accom- 
plished in time. No weakening of 8обеїсау 
into destinatam must be thought of) in 
Christ Jesus ̂ g its element and condition, 
see Eph. i. 4; iii. 11) before the periods 
of ages (see reff.; rovrérriv, дуарҳёз, 

Chrys. It is hardly possible in the pre- 
sence of Scripture analogy to take the ex- 

ion «pd xpóvew aiwviw» as * meaning 
? Conyb. | the Jewish tion: still 

, a8 Dr. Burton, that ‘the scheme of 
redemption was arranged by God imme- 
diately after the fall, before any ages or 
dispensations.’ Even Calvin’s interpreta- 
tion, ‘ tuam annorum seriem a mundo 
condito,’ fails to reach the full meaning. 
In the parallel, Rom. xvi. 25, the mystery 
of redemption is described as having been 
xpévas alwvlos c«ceynpéror, which ob- 
viously includes ages previous to the ката- 
Bod} xóa ov us well as after it ;—see 
iii. ll, compared with i. 4: 1 Cor. ii. 7), 
but (contrast to the concealment from 
eternity in the manifestation in time) 
manifested now (уор! rois тоес Tb 
Tépas dxeOnxe, Thdrt. See Col. i. 26; 
Tit. | i. 3) by the appearing (in the flesh: 
here only used thus, see reff.: but not re- 
ferring tothe birth only : * His whole ma- 
nifestation 1 our Saviour Jesus Christ, 
who abolished (‘when He made of none 
effect,’ Ellic., objecting to my rendering, 
as confounding an anarthrous participle 
with one preceded by the article. But, 
pace tanti viri, and izing to the 
full the distinction, I must hold that the 
slightly ratiocinative force of the anar- 
throus participle is more accurately repre- 
sented by “who abolished," than by in- 
troducing the temporal element contained 
in * when He." "The bald literal! render- 
ing, ‘ abolishing [not, ‘having abolished ;’ 
the aor. iciples are synchronous 
throughout] as He did, is most nearly 
approached by ‘ who abolished ? and it is 
an approximation to the sense, not gram- 
matical purism, which must be our object) 
[indeed] death (cf. especially 1 Cor. xv. 
20. By the death of Christ, Death has 
lost his sting, and is henceforth of no more 
account: consequently the mere act of 
natural death is evermore treated by the 
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Lord Himself and his Apostles as of no 
account: cf. John xi. 26; Rom. viii. 2, 
88; 1 Cor. xv. 55; Heb. ii. 14: and ita 
actual and total abolition foretold, Rev. 
xxi. 4 Өёфуатоу must be kept here to ita 
literal sense, and ita spiritual only so far 
understood as involved in the other. The 
delivering from the fear of death is mani- 
festly not to the purpose, even did 3:2 тоё 
ebayy. belong to both participles. Notice 
тду Odvyaroy. As Bengel says, ‘ Articulus 
notanter positus.’ As if he had said, 
‘Orcum illum.’ (обу and {ау be- 
low have no articles), but (contrast to the 
loom involved in 6árarov) brought to 
ht (threw light upon, see ref. 1 Cor., 

and thus made visible what was before 
hidden: arr} rot wpounrócarros, Thdrt.) 
life (i. e. the new and glorious life of the 
Spirit, begun here below and enduring for 
ever: the only life worthy of being so 
called) and ineorruptibility (immortality 
—of the new life, not merely of the risen 
body: that is not in question here, but is, 
though a glorious yet only a secondary 
consequence of this fa; see Rom. 
viii. 11) by means of the (preaching of 
the) Gospel (which makes these glorious 
things known to men. These words are 
better taken as belonging only to фот. 
$$ (о. к. фб. not to xarapy. uiv Tb» 
6d». For this former is an absolute act of 
Christ, the latter & manifestation to those 
who see it), for which (viz. the ebay yéAwor, 
the publication of this news to men) 
I was appointed а d, and an apostle, 
and a teacher of tho Gentiles (see the 
same expression, and note, in 1 Tim. ii. 7. 
The connexion in which he here introduces 
himself is noticed above, on ver. 8. It is 
to bring in his own example and endurance 
in sufferings, and grounds of trust, for а 
pattern to Timotheus) : on which account 
(viz. because I éréón», as above) I also 
(besides doing the active work of such а 
mission. Or xaí may be taken with ravra, 
as Ellic.,—' even these things") am suffer- 
ing these things (viz. the things implied 
in thy 8фешо>» abrov, ver. 8, and further 
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specified by way of explanation and en- 
couragement to Timotheus below, ver. 
15): but I am not ashamed (cf. uò 
Фиат хоу0ђѕ, ver. 8), for I know whom 
I have trusted (hardly to be formally 
expressed so strongly as De W. ‘in whom 
I have put my trust’ [els by тек. |, though 
the meaning, in the spiritual explanation, 
is virtually the same: the metaphor here 
is that of a pledge deposited, and the de- 
positor frusting the depositary: and it is 
best to keep to the figure. The $ refers 
to God, as Tit. iii. 8: Acts xxvii. 25 7), 
and am persuaded that He is able (reff. 
as used of God) to keep my deposit (how 
are the words to be taken,—and what is 
meant by them? Does pov import, the 
deposit which He has entrusted to me, or 
the deposit which J have entrusted to Him? 
Let us consider the latter first. In this 
case pov is the gen. subjective. Now what 
is there which the Apostle can be said to 
have entrusted to God? Some say, (a) his 
eternal reward, the crown laid up for him, 
ch. iv. 8; so Thl., Beza, Calov., Wolf 
[* hoc est xAnpovopla que dicitur rernpn- 
dyn dy obparois, 1 Pet. i. 4: habes hic 
Tb фолссе»’) : but then we should have 
this reward represented as a matter not of 
God's free , but of his own, delivered 
to God to keep: (b) his soul, as in 1 Pet. 
iv. 19: Luke xxiii. 46: so Grot. [ Deus 
apud nos deponit verbum suum: nos 
apud Deum deponimus spiritum nostrum’), 
Beng. (‘anima nostra: nos ipsi, et portio 
nostra celestis. Paulus, decessui proximus, 
duo deposita habebat: alterum Domino, 
alterum Timotheo committendum], Co- 
nyb. and others [see this treated below]: 
(c) his salvation, so Ambr., Calv., Huther, 

al. [see ib.]: (d) the believers who had 
been converted by his means, as Chrys. and 
Thl. felt.) and as in the Ep. ad Heron. of 
the Pseudo-Ignatius, 7, p. 916,—taatdr 
pov Thy кт»... . wapaTlOnul co: Thy 
éxxAnolay "Avrioxéer, which hardly needs 
refutation, as altogether unsupported b 
thecontext. Then, under the former heni, 
which would make pov a gen. possessive, 
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we have the following meanings assigned: 
—(e) the Holy Spirit, as Thdrt. [Sony rap- 
écxe poi ToU пуєбратоѕ хр» дкђратоу 
guadie: péxpe ris айтод wapovelas)} :— 
(f) the faith, and tts proclamation to the 
world. So Chrys. [rf der: таракатабікт ; 
J rloris, Tb кћруура: but only as an 
alternative, see above], Ellic.; not Grot. 
as De W. see above: (g) the apostolic office 
[Corn.-a-lap, Heinrichs, W., al.] 
which the Apostle regarded as а thing en- 
trusted to him, a stewardship, 1 Cor. ix. 
17: (h) the faithful who had been con- 
verted by him, in the (alternative in Chrys. 
and Thl.] view of their having been com- 
mitted to him by Christ: (i) Мз оюп soul, 
as entrusted to him by God, as Bret- 
schneider, al., after Josephus, B. J. iii. 8. 
5, where speaking against suicide, he says, 
elAfji ager wap’ абтод т) vil... 
фух) à0draros del, xal OcoU poipa rots 
сёрасіу dvowl(erai. «та à pty dpavion 
тїз &yÜpdrrov wapaxarabhuny, 3) $40ңт 
какёз, поулрьѕ elva: Boxe? wal тото. 
And even more strikingly Philo, quis 
rerum div. heres, 26, vol. i. p. 491 :—Tovr' 
txawés ёст: тоб owev8alov, thy lepdy hy 
Hage wapaxarabhany, ux, aloe, 
At you, Oelas софіаз, dvOpenlens èmorh- 
uns, кабардз xal à GAA, uh lavr, póre 
82 тф rerioreurdri фиАФаутоз. And Her- 
mas Pastor, ii. 3, p. 918: “qui ergo men- 
tiuntar, abnegant Dominum, non redden- 
tes Domino depositum, quod acceperunt." 
On all these, and this view of the rapatjicy 

nerally, I may remark, that we may fairly 
guided by tbe same words жарабукт>» 

púħačov in ver. 14 as to their sense here. 
And from this consideration I deduce an 
inference precisely the contrary to that of 
De Wette. He argues from it, that rapa- 
hien must necessarily have the same mean- 
ing in both places, without reference to the 
verb with which it is joined: and conse- 
quently that because in ver. 14 it signifies 
a matter entrusted to Timotheus, therefore 
here it must signify a matter entrusted to 
St. Paul. But this surely is a very lax and 
careless way of reasoning. The analogy 
between the two verses, if good for any 
thing, goes further than this. As, in ver. 
14, тарабћкт» фола is said of the sub- 
ject of the sentence, viz. Timotheus, keep- 
ing a deposit entrusted to him,—so here 
жарабкту puada; must be said of the 
aubject of the sentence, viz. God, keeping 
a deposit entrusted to Him. Otherwise, 

Ld *＋ , a 

Urorumwaw * eye * Фу‹ауэб»тшу A6, 
m1 Tim. vi. 8. п е Actes zviii 18. Tit. i. . fl. 

while keeping the mere word wapa0jxn to 
the same formal meaning in both places, 
we shall, most harshly and unnaturally, 
be requiring the phrase wapa0j«n» - 
Adta to bear, in two almost consecutive 
verses, two totally different meanings. 
The analogy therefore of ver. 14, which 
De W. uses so abundantly for his view, 
makes, if thoroughly considered, entirely 
against it, and in fact necessitates the 
adoption of the first alternative, viz. the 
objective genitive,—and the tt oo 
mitted by the Apostle to God. And when 
ri peg what this deposit was, we have 

e ; 1 conceive, in the previous 
words, ri тетістєока [see this especially 
shewn in the quotation from Philo above, 
where the wremorevadés is God, not man]. 
He had entrusted HIMSELF, body, soul, 
and spirit, to the keeping of his heavenly 
Father, and lay safe in his hands, con- 
fident of His abiding and effectual care. 
A strong confirmation of this view is 
gained,—notwithstanding what Ellic. says 
of the moral reference there, and not 
here: for the parallel is to be sought not 
between gvAdgta: and фут, but be- 
tween фь»А ш and турӯса, which is a 
very close one,—from 1 Thess. v. 23, abrds 
82 ó без rijs clpfvns бугш брас here- 
Aes, ral dAdcAnpor suey Tb пуебра ка) 
J Wuxh xal 1b copa dudurres dy rj rap- 
ovol тоё кыріо» нё» leo xpurres 
T"pnÓcín) for (with reference to, as an 
object ;—‘ against,’ as we say, in a tem- 
poral sense: not simply until) that day 
(viz. the day of the wapovoía; вее reff., 
and cf. especially ch. iv. 8). 18.] 
The utmost care is required, in inter- 
ңы this verse, to ascertain the рго- 

ble meaning of the words in refereneo 
to the context. On the right apprecia- 
tion of this the question, whether 
they are to be taken in their strict mean- 
ing, and simple grammatical sense, or to 
be forced to some possible but far-fetched 
rendering. It has been generally, as far 
as I know by all the Commentators, 
assumed that wre буе = буе 
(= xdrexe, see reff.) thy Srorérecu, 
and thet then dyasrdyter Aóyæv is to 
be taken as a subject. gen. after бтотіт. ; 
i.e.as in E. V., * Hold fast the form of 
sound words :’ thus making the exhorta- 
tion perfectly general, —equivalent in fact 
to the following one in ver. 14. But to 
this there are several objections. Tho 
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14. rec wapaxaraénxny, with b f g: txt ACDFKLN rel. (in ver 12 b gk al have 
wapaxaraé.) 

want of the art. before érorérecw might 
indeed be got over: a definite word em- 
phatically prefixed to its verb is fre- 
uently anartbrous. But (1) this sense of 
tee can hardly be maintained in ite present 
unemphatic position. The sense is found 
(or something approaching to it, for it 
would require to be stronger here than 
in either place) in the reff.: but in both, 
the verb precedes the substantive, as in- 
deed always thronghout the N. T. where 
any stress whatever is to be laid on it. 
Cf., for some examples of both arrange- 
mente, (а) ye preceding, with more or 
less reference to ite sense of having or 
holding, as a matter to be taken into 
account, Matt. v. 23; viii. 9 ||, xi. 15 || 
(always thus), al.—Mark іх. 50, x. 21, 
xi. 22, а], — Luke iii. 11, viii. 6, xi. 6, al, — 
John iii. 15, 16, 29, 36. al, —Acts ii. 44, 
47, ix. 14, 81, &.,—Rom. ii. 20, iv. 9, 
vi. 22 (cf. ver. 21), xii. 6, &c.: and (b) 
{хо following its substantive, with always 
the stress on the subst., and not on the 
verb, Matt. iii. 14, v. 46, viii. 20, &c.,— 
Mark iii. 22, 26, viii. 142-18, &c., — Luke 
iii. 8, viii. 13, &c., — John ii. 3, iv. 17 (in- 
stances of both arrangements, and each in 
full significance), &., — Rom. xiv. 22, &c. 
I cannot therefore assent to the view, which 
would give #ҳе the chief emphasis in the 
sentence, but must reserve that emphasis 
for bxor/weciw. Then (2) there is an 
objection to taking бтотітеюту as ‘a form’ 
with a subjective genitive, —a ‘form con» 
sisting of sound words.’ The word is once 
only used (ref.) elsewhere, and that in = 
Epistles, as a ‘pattern,’ ‘specimen : 
there can hardly be a doubt that so uncom- 
mon a word must be taken, as again used by 
the same writer, in the same meaning, un- 
less the context manifestly point toanother. 
(3) A third objection, not so important as 
the other two, but still a valid one, will be 
that ing to the usual rendering, the 
relative àv would much more naturally be 
fj», referring as it ought to do in that case 
to édroréreciy, the object of Ixe, not to 
the Aéyo: of which that bdrorérecis was 
composed. This being so, we shall have 
the rendering so far,— Have (take) an on- 
sample of (the) healthy words which thou 

heardest of me in faith and love which are 
in Christ Jesus. Then two questions arise 
for us: to what (1) does $xoréweciw fe 
refer? І answer, to the saying imme- 
diately preceding, ol8a yap x. r. A. This 
was one of those trol Ad yo or byl- 
vorres Ady, of which we hear so often 
in 117 ре; one which, їп his ti- 
midity, Timotheus was perhaps in danger 
of forgetting, and of which therefore the 
Apostle reminds him, and bids him take it 
as a specimen or pattern of those sound 
words which had been committed to him 
by his father in the faith. To what (2) 
do the words фу rei к. dydwy т. фу 
xp. "Ine. refer? Certainly not, as Thdrt., 
to wap’ dpon, taking év as = пер) (rhy wap’ 
d to wep) wioTeos к. & dens yeyernudyny 
8:8аскаћау) : not, again, to Ixe, to which 
in our understanding of brordrwow ixe, 
such a qualification would be altogether 
inapplicable: but to fjxovcas, remindi 
Timotheus of the readiness of belief, an 
warmth of affection, witb which һе had at 
first received the wholesome words from the 
mouth of the Apostle, and thus tacitly re- 
proaching him for his t want of 
growth in that faith and love; q. d. Let 
me in thus speaking, I know whom I have 
believed &c.,' call to thy mind, by one ex- 
ample, those faithful sayings, those words 
of spiritual health, which thou once heard- 
est with such receptivity and ardour as a 
Christian believer. [I am bound to add, 
that Chrys., having too much sense of the 
import of the Greek arrangement, does not 
fall into the ordinary mistake of making 
fxe = кбтехе and emphatic, hut, as will be 
seen, understands it, From the éy:alvov- 
res AC y which I delivered thee, take thino 
examples and maxims om every subject." 
But that would rather require éy:alvorras 
Ad yo obs . . . I subjoin his words; xa6d- 
wep ёт) тёр (eypápar dveturwcduny, 
eneír, eixdva eo: rhs àperfjs, ка) rà» T$ 
Өе bonoórrwr» (ейдёокобутеу ?) Anderer, 
&swep rid navóra к. àpxérvrov к. Üpovs ` 
nataBahdyw els thy h wvuxf». abra 
оўу Exe, nh» wept alorews, xh» тері dyd- 
wns, кё» пері eagpomapol 84р ті BovA«ó- 
ra dat, dxeider  AápBare тё wapadely- 
мата. Ellic.'s note seems not altogether 
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perspicuous. He does not enter into the 
difficulty: and his “ not for xárexe, though 
somewhat approaching it in meaning," 
leaves the student under some doubt as to 
whether he does or does not agree with 
the E. V.] Then as following on this 
single example, the whole glorious deposit 
is solemnly committed to his care :—being 
a servant of One who will keep that which 
we have entrusted to Нім, do thou in thy 
turn keep that which Hz, by my means, 
has entrusted to thee: 14.] that 
goodly deposit keep, through the Holy 
Spirit who dwelleth in us (not thee and 
me merely, but all believers: cf. Acts xiii. 
52. Chrys. remarks: оф ydp dori àv- 
Operirns yu, o Suvduews, тосабта 
eumiarevOerra, dpxéca: xpos Thy pudrarhy. 
did тЇ; ёт: толло) of Aycral, скбтоѕ Babú 
ó did go os ёфёттткє> Kön к. ёфе$ребег). 
15—18.) Notices of the ee 
of certain brethren. ese notices are 
intimately connected with what has pre- 
ceded. He has held up to Timotheus, as 
an example, his own boldness and con- 
stancy : and has given him a sample of the 
faithful sayings which ruled his own con- 
duct, in ver. 12. He proceeds to speak of a 
few of the discouragements under which in 
this confidence he was bearing up: and, 
affectionate gratitude prompting him, and 
at the same time by way of an example of 
fidelity to Timotheus, he dilates on the 
exception to the general dereliction of him, 
which had been furnished by Onesiphorus. 
Thou knowest this, that all who are 
in Asia (it does not follow, as Chrys., that 
eixds qv, dv "Рӧир elvai woAAobs тбте TÓY 
ать ray 'Acías pepy: this would rather 
require of awd Tíjs 'Acías: but he uses 
the expression with reference to him to 
whom he was writing, who was in Asia) 
repudiated me (not as E. V., *are turned 

rel Chr Thdrt Damasc, oxovdSa:orepws A 73. ave(m- 

away from me’ [perf.]: the act referred 
to took place at a stated time, and from 
what follows, that time appears to have 
been on occasion of а visit to Коше. 
They were ashamed of Paul the prisoner, 
&nd did not seek him out, see ch. iv. 16 : 
_—_{фиусу тоб àwocróAov thy cvvovelay 
8:4 rb Népwvos ddos, Thdrt.: but perhaps 
not so much from this motive, as from the 
one hinted at in the praise of Onesiphorus 
below. The wavreg must of course apply 
to all of whom the Apostle had had trial 
[and not even those without exception, 
vv. 16—18]: the E. V. gives the idea, 
that a general apos of all in Asia 
from St. Paul had taken place. On Asta, 
i. e. the 5 Asia, see note, Acts 
xvi. 6), of whom is (dr is hardly to be 
pressed as indicating that аё the present 
moment Phygelus and Hermogenes were 
in Rome and were shunning him: it 
merely includes them in the class just 
mentioned) Phygelus and Hermogenes 
(wby their names are specially brought 
orward, does not appear. Suetonius, 
Domit. c. 10, mentions a certain Hermo- 
genes of Tarsus, who was put to death by 

mitian * propter quasdam in bistoria 
figuras’). 16.] May the Lord give 
meroy (an expression not found elsewhere 
in N. T.) to the house of Onesiphorus 
(from this expression, here and in ch. iv. 
19, and from what follows, ver. 18, it has 
been not improbably supposed, that Onesi- 
phorus himself was no longer living at 
this time. Some indeed, as Thdrt. [od 
ибуо» айтф àAAÀ ка} wavrl TQ оїкф Tò» 
heco dvr . ÉAcor], крш ob eum 
toti familie bene precatur. Unde colli- 
gimus Dei benedictionem non tantum 
super caput justi sed super totam domum 
residere" J, al., take it as merely an exten- 
sion of the gratitude of the Apostle from 

2 0 17 
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9 1 Tim. i. 14 reff. p= Rom. Il. 27. ly. 
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sch. q = 1 Tim. i. 18 only. (Matt. xiii. 24 al.) 

18. eAcov (not in ver 16) D'K e n. 
drt,. 

Onesiphorus to his household : but ch. iv. 
19 is against this. Thdrt. indeed [as also 
E understands that Onesiphorus was 
with him at this time: but the aorista 
here [cf. -yevóuervos] will hardly allow 
that), because on many occ he 
refreshed me (from буо, not from фиҳ. 
Any kind of refreshing, of body or mind, 
inay be implied), and was not of 
(ver. 8) my chain (reff): but when he 
was in Rome, sought me out with extra- 

diligence (literally : with more 
diligence than could have been looked for. 
Or perhaps, the more diligently: scil. 
because I was in chains. all ar- 
eorpdgnedy pe: he not only did not this, 
but earnestly sought me) and found me. 

18.) May the Lord grant to him 
to find mercy from the Lord (60 account 
to be given of the double xópios, xuplov, 
here is simply this—that 59» à xópios had 
become so completely & formula, that 
the recurrence was not noticed. This, 
which is Huther's view, is far better 
than to suppose the second кър. merely 
— éavrob, or to enter into theological 
distinctions between xópios as the Father, 
and sapà xuplov as from the Son, the 
Judge) in that day (see on ver. 12) : and 
how many services he did (to me: or, 
to the saints: the general expression will 
admit of either) in Ephesus (being pro- 
bably ап Ephesian, cf. ch. iv. 19), thou 
knowest well (the comparative is not for 
the positive, here or any where: but the 
signiflention is, *better, than that I need 
remind thee ). 
ip ended a KEzhortations to Timo- 
theus, fou on the foregoing examples 
and warnings. 49 Thou therefore 
(обу follows, primarily on his own example 
just propounded [cf. cvyxaxoxd@ycov be- 
low], and secondarily on that of Onesi- 
phorus, in contrast to those who had been 
ashamed of and deserted him), my child, 

r — and constr., 1 Cor. xv. only f. 

for xvpiov, беш DI; коре D? Chr-ms 

be strengthened (reff. The pres. indi- 
cates an abiding state, not a mere in- 
sulated act, as wapd@ov below. The 
verb is passive, not middle: see reff., and 
Fritzsche on Rom. iv. 20) in the 
which is in Christ Jesus (rourécr: 8:4 
тўз xdpiros ToU хрістод, Chrys. But 
more than that: the grace of Christ, the 
empowering influence in the Christian life, 
being necessary for its whole course and 
progress, is regarded as the element in 
which it is lived: cf. ab{dvere ey xdprri, 
2 Pet. ult. xápu must not be taken, 
with Ambr. Calov., Mack, al, for his 
ministerial office), and the things which 
thou heardest from me with many wit- 
nesses (i.e. with the intervention, or [as 
Conyb.] attestation of many witnesses: 
Sá [reff.] imports the agency of the wit- 
nesses as contributing tothe whole matter 
treated of: so 8:4 woAAGy Daxpówv, and 
3:4 ярофттєіаѕ, 1 Tim. iv. 14. These 
witnesses are not, as Chrys., Thdrt., the 
congregations whom Timotheus had heard 
the Apostle teaching [4&wep fjkovads pov 
rox Robs ё84тко>»тов, , or as Clem. 
Alex. in Œc., testimonies m the law 
and prophets: nor as Heydenr., the other 
at inuch less, as he gives in an- 
other alternative, the Christian martyrs: 
but the presbytere and others present at 
his ordination, cf. 1 Tim. iv. 14; vi. 12; 
and ch. i. 6. No word such as uaprvpov- 
peva or BeBaotpeva [Heydenr.] need be 
supplied), these deliver in trust (cf. тара- 
Ohun» above, ch. i. 14) to faithful men 
(i.e. not merely ‘believers,’ but trust - 
worthy men,’ men who thy калђи rapa- 
hrn» $vAdgorra)) such as shall be (not 
merely ‘are,’ but ‘shall be’—give every 
hope of turning out) able to teach them 
to (so I take érépovs, not as a first, but 
as a second accusative after 5:84 а, the 
first being included in таёта above) 
others also (xaf carries the mind on toa 
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w 3 Pet. H. 30 only. Prov. xxviii. 18 only. 
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Cuar. II. 8. rec (for суукакокаб.) cu ооу xaxorabncov, with CD.. K L rel goth 
gr-ff (Bloomf.’s assertion that Syr ‘mast have read’ eb ody, is contrary to fact, вее 
Ellic: and his express citation of for that reading, when B does not contain thie Ep. 
at all, is, it is to be feared, but a sample of the value of his statements in such matters): 
txt AC'DIFN 17 Syr syr-marg-gr copt arm, labora latt Aug Ambrst Pelag 

rec ino. bef xp., with DKL rel Syr gr-ff: txt ACD!F m 17 guvetpariwrns D!. 
latt goth syr copt Ang Ambrst Ре 

Gild. 

lag. 
4. aft orparevotvos ins rw беш Ё vulg Cypr Ambrst-txt Gild Jer Pelag; domino 

goth: den arm-ed-marg. 

further step of the same mou m 
ing ‘in their turn.“ These érepo: would 
be other trustworthy men like themselves). 
The connexion of this verse with the fore- 
going and the following has been ques- 
tioned. I believe it to be this: ‘The 
true keeping of the deposit entrusted to 
thee will involve thy handing it on unim- 
p to others, who may in their turn 
and it on again. But in order to this, 

thou must be strong in grace—thou must 
be а fellow-sufferer with me in hardships 
—thou must strive lawfully—thou must 
not be entangled with this life’s matters.’ 
So that ver. 2 serves to prepare him to 
hear of the necessity of endurance and 
faithful adhesion to his duty as a Chris- 
tian soldier, considering that he has his 
deposit not only to keep, but to deliver 
down unimpaired. It is obviously a 
perversion of the sense to regard this 
verse as referring (as Bengel, wapd@ov, 
antequam istinc ad me proficiscare’) merely 
to his journey to Rome — that during 
that time he should, &c.: the (corra, 
and tbe very contemplation of & similur 
step on the part of these men at a future 
time, are against such a supposition. 
Mack constructs a long argument out 
of this verse to shew that there are fen 
sources of Christian instruction in the 
Church, written teachi and oral, and 
ends with affirming that those who 
neglect the latter for the former, have 
always shewn that they in reality set 
up their own opinion above all teaching. 
But he forgets that these two methods 
of teaching are in fact but one and the 
same. Scripture has been God's way of 
fixing tradition, and rendering it trust - 
worthy at any distance of time; of ob- 
viating the very danger which in this 
Epistle we see so imminent, viz. of one of 
those teachers, who were links in this 
chain of transmission, becoming inefficient 
and transmitting it inadequately. This 

very Epistle is therefore a warning to us 
not to trust oral tradition, seeing that it 
was во dependent on men, and to 
no way of conserving it but that which 
God's providence has pointed out to us in 
the canonical books of Scripture. 
3.] Suffer hardship with me (Conyb. 
happily renders it, ‘Take thy share in 
suffering.“ The ovy- binds it to what 
precedes and follows, referring primarily 
to the Apostle himself, doubtless 
having a wider reference to all who simi- 
larly suffer: see above, on the connexion 
of ver. 2), as a good soldier of Jesus 
Christ. 4.) No soldier when on 
servioe ie (suffers himself to be: the pas- 
sive sense predominates: ‘is,’ as his nor- 
mal state. Or the verb may be middle, 
as Ellic., ‘entangleth himself,’ and vulg. 
* mplicat se’) entangled (ref.; ё» Вииоз 
évwAaxtyrey xévois, Platt. . vii. p. 
814 e. Grot. quotes from Cicero *occu- 
HN implicatus;' and we have in 

Off. ii. 11, qui contrahendis —— 
ирги. in the businesses of life 
(cf. Plato, hep vi. p. 500, 0084 ydp 
тоо... . TXOA) TQ уе ús Алиде vob: 
rots оба: thy 8:Ќуоау Exort: кбто HA 
теу eis dvOphxey xpayyarelas: Arrian, 
Epict. iii. 22 [Wetet.], és фә жарат, 
и%йкот' йтєерістастор elvai Bei, SAow wpds 
тӯ Baxovla той ÓcoU . . . ob vos ed 
évo» xa0hxovow  lBurruxois, ob8 dure - 
тАєуџбуоу axéceciww: Ambros. de Offic. i. 
86 [184], vol. iii. p. 49, ‘si is, qui im- 
peratori militat, a jonibus litium, 
actu negotiorum forensium, venditione 
mercium prohibetur humanis legibus, 
quanto magis &c.:’ Ps-Athanas. qussst. 
in Epistolas Pauli 117: ei yap drryeiv 
Backer ô néAA» orpareberOas ove Ардзе 
dav ph àphop dea тёз тоб Biev 
фроутідёаѕ, wócq далАо» MéAAmw oTpa- 
rebbec a тё  éwovparíp — BaciAei; sce 
other examples in Wetst. ‘Vox Groce 
wpayuárea (WOOW), pro mercatura, 

II. 
[4 e 9 am - 

T ir. I. кокожабисоу wç 'xaÀoc "erparwerae хутор  Incov. ES 

x here only. 1 Chron. zzviii. 
2 Rom. vill. 8 Gal. i. 10 ref. 
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б. om de A: nam vulg. 

sepius occurrit in Pandectis Talmudi- 
cis.” Schóttgen. On the whole matter, 
consult Grotius’s note), that he may 
please him who called him to be a 
soldier (who originally enrolled him as a 
soldier: the word signifies to levy sol- 
diers, or raise a troop, and ô стратолоућ- 
gas designates the commander of such 
troop. So й»т! rà» dxodwAdrary йуёрёу 
стратолоућсаутеѕ èk axdons ois, Dion. 
Hal. xi. 24. The same writer uses wrparo- 
Aoyla for a muster, a levy of soldiers,— 
vi. 44; ix. 88. The ‘cui se probavit’ of 
the vulgate is unintelligible, unless as 
Grot. suggests, it is an error for ‘ qui se 
probavit.’ The taking of these precepte 
according to the letter, to signify that no 
minister of Christ may have a secular 
occupation, is quite beside the purpose: 
for l)it is not ministers, but all soldiers 
of Christ who are spoken of: 2) the posi- 
tion of the verb durAéxera: shews that it 
is not the fact of the ezistence of such 
occupation, but the being entangled in it, 
which is before the Apostle’s mind: 8) 
the Apostle's own example sufficiently 
confutes such an idea. Only then does it 
become nnlawful, when such occupation, 
from ita ing the man, becomes a 
hindrance to the work of the ministry,— 
or from its nature is incompatible with it). 

5.] The soldier must serve on 
condition of not dividing his service: now 
we have another instance of the same 
requirement: and in the conflicte of the 
arena there are certain laws, without the 
fulfilment of which no man can obtain the 
victory. But (the above is not the only 
example, but) if any one also (q. d. to 

mention of the games, and by consequence 
not even suggesting them to the ordinary 
reader. The vulg. gives it ‘certat in 
agone:’ and Luth., merely kämpfet: so 
also Ostervald and Diodati: Scio,—‘lidia 
en los juegos publicos The word à8A«iv, 
in the best Attic writers, means ‘to work,’ 
‘to endure,’ and &9Acvay, ‘to contend in 
the games.’ [See however Ellic.’s note.) 
This usage belongs to later Greek: see 
Palm and Rost's Lex.), he is not crowned 

note). d Matt. vi. 28. xx. 35 
е Paul, here only. Matt. xxi. 33, Rc. and ]. John 

0. *pooTepor (w marked for erasure) N! : txt R.. 

(even in case of his gaining the victory ? 
or is the word inclusive of all efforts made 
to get the crown,—‘he has no chance of 
the crown?’ rather the former, from 
a6Afoy below), unless he have striven 
(this seems to assume the getting of the 
victory) lawfully (according to the pre- 
scribed conditions [not merely of the con- 
test, but of the preparation also, see 
Ellic.). It is the usual phrase: so Galen, 
comm. in Hippocr. i. 16: of -yupyvacra) 
wal of roniues à NA tes, dx) piv тод 
dplorov «Tb» üprov d doOlovsiw, ёт) 
Jè той Belwvov Tb xpéas: Arrian, Epict. 
iii. 10,—el rouíuws FOAneas, «і Epayes 
бта Sei, el & yunr don, ef той kAelrrTov 
fxovces (Wetst., where see more exam- 
ples]. Compare the parallel place, 1 Cor. 
ix. 24.—Tí deriv, dà» ph voies; ойк, 
ёбу тіз Tbv буёуа elsérGy, Aprer тодто, 
ob dà» dx eHνea¹, 0084 dà» cupwAaas, 
ФАЛА by ph dra thy тїз dH: 
эбдо» guddrry, кай Tb» dl rler, код 
voy ёт) capporiyns xol ceuydéryros, ке) 
toy d» wadalorpg, xal dera &vAés 8:dA801 
таё тоз &0Anrais яроѕђкорта, ойдётоте 
orepayoura:. Chrys.). 6.] Another 
comparison shewing the necessity of active 
labour as dn antecedent to reward. The 
husbandman who is engaged in labour 
(who is actually employed in gathering in 
the fruit: not xowiácarra) must 
partake of the fruits (which he is gather- 
ing in: the whole result of his ministry, 
not here further specified. The saying 
is akin to Bo длобута pd 1 
the right of first participation in the 
harvest belongs to him who is labouring 
in the fleld: do not thou therefore, by 
relaxing this labour, forfeit that right. 
By this rendering, keeping strictly to 
the sense of the present part., all difi- 
culty as to the position of wpéror is re- 
moved. Many Commentators ([Calv., 
E. V. marg. al, Grot, al, take rpõ- 
Tov for ita demum’) not observing this 
have supposed, in the sense, а transposi- 
tion of жрёто>», and given it as if it were 
Tb» yeupydy Dei, котідута wpérov, T&v 
картёу ueraA., or as Wahl and Winer 
[so in older editions of his grammar, 
e. g. edn. 3, p. 458: but now, edn. 6, 
$ 61. 4, he merely states the two render- 
ings, without giving an opinion],—rbv 
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harder one: but the authority for txi is strong), with KL rel syrr Chr Thdrt, беге: C? : 
txt AC DFN 17. 67? latt co 

8. uvnpovevew xp. ino. D! 111. 

y. Tb» ӨќЛоута TOv к. peTar., bei mpo- 
тоу Ko*iQv: but in both cases xondoarra 
would seem to be, if not absolutely re- 
quired, yet more natural. Thdrt. and 
(Ec. understand жрёто>» of the preference 
which the teacher has over the taught, 
—tTpb yap тё» кєктї évtoy ol rv 
peradayxdvoves Trav картёу. Ambr., Pel., 
Mosh. believe the bodily support of minis- 
ters to be imported by tay к. perad.: 
but Chrys. answers this well, ойк Exe: 
Adyor was yàp ойх axes -yeonprydy elwev, 
dAAÀ Tb» komiðvra; but his own idea 
hardly seems to be contained in the 
words, — ps Th» AA,, Тра proels 
Bus xepal "p, fn, nl, droXauBáreis, 4 
бт: фу аїтф TH e ў dvríbosis : and 
certainly there is no allusion to that of 
Athanasius [in De W. ], that it is the duty 
of а teacher first to apply to himself that 
which he teaches to others: nor to that 
of Bengel, * Paulus Timothei animam өх- 
coluit, c. i. 6, ergo fructus ei imprimis ex 
Timotheo debentur"). 7.] Under- 
stand (voie . . . “ift die innerlich tiefe, 
ſittlich ernſte Verſtandesthätigkeit. ” Beck, 
Biblische Seelenlehre, p. 56. It is the 
preparatory step to avriéra: —id. ib. note, 
and p. 69,—which is “ еіп ben 3ufammen- 
bang mit feinen Grunden unb Kolgen 
begreifendes Erkennen 10 what I say (drel 
ob» тё vapabelyuara lone Tb r&v erpa- 
TiteTGy к. абАтт@» к. yeapyay, tal пбута 
awA@s амуратеё@ѕ . . . ёфкїүштүє, кибе 
А Aéyo, Chrys.: so also Thdrt., all.: not 
as Calv., who denies the above, ** hoc non 
addidit propter similitudinum obscuri- 
tatem, sed ut ipse suggereret Timotheo 
quanto præstantior sit sub Christi auspi- 
ciis militia, et quanto amplior merces :” 
this would not with ovveotv 3é0e) : 
for the Lord (Christ) shall give thee 
thorough understanding (on civecis, see 
citation from Beck above) in all 

copt arm Damasc Ambrat Pelag ] Hil Vig-taps. 
D 

(i. e. thou art well able to penetrate the 
meaning and of what I say: for 
thou art not left to thyself; but hast 
the wisdom which is of Christ to guide 
thee. There is perhaps a slight inti- 
mation that he might apply to this foun- 
tain of wisdom more than he did :— the 
Lord, if thou seekest it from Him’). 
$15. This statement and substantia- 
tion of two of the leading facta of the 

1, seems, especially as connected with 
the exhortations which follow on it vv. 
14 ff, to be aimed at the false teachers 
by whose assumption Timotheus was in 
danger of being daunted. The Incarna- 
tion and Resurrection of Christ were two 
truths especially imperilled, and indeed 
denied, by their teaching. At the same 
time these very truths, believed and per- 
sisted in, furnished him with the best 
grounds for stedfastness in his testimony 
to the Gospel, and attachment to the 
Apostle himself, suffering for his faithful- 
ness to them: and on his adherence to 
these truths depended his share in that 
Saviour in whom they were manifested, 
and in union with whom, in His eternal 
and unchangeable truth, our share in 
blessedness depends. Remember, that 
Jesus Christ has been raised up from 
the dead (the accus. after urnuóreve im- 
porte that it is the fact respecting Jesus 

brist, not so much He Himself, to 
which attention is directed [see reff.]. 
Ellic. takes exactly the other view, citing 
in its favour Winer, 5 46. 4, who how- 
ever implicitly maintains my rendering, 
by classing even 1 John iv. 9, 2 Jobn 7, 
with Heb. xiii. 23, -ywéokere Tb» dd. 
Т:рббеоу dxoAeAvuéroy, which he renders 
“the wiffet, bab... entblaſſen ift.” Ellie. 
refers to my note on 1 John iv. 2, as if 
it were inconsistent with the rendering 
here: but the verb there is ógoAoyei, 
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not urnuoreócw, which I conceive makes 
all the difference. According to Ellic.'s 
rendering, unless we refer ёи $ to Christ, 
which he does not, tho context becomes 
very involved and awkward. The gen. 
is more usual in later Greek (see Luke 
xvii. 32: John xv. 20; xvi. 4, 21: Acts 
xx. 85, &c.)—but the accus. in classical, 
see Palm and Rost sub voce, and cf. 
Herod. i. 36, Æechyl. Pers. 769 (783 Din- 
dorf), Soph. Ag. 1278, Philoct. 121, Eur. 
Androm. 1165 [1141 Мае], &c.), 
Jesus Christ, who was) of the seed of 

vid (this clause must be taken as = 
Tov ёк crépu. Aavi8, and the unallow- 
able and otherwise unaccountable ellipsis 
of the article may probably be explained, as 
De W., by the words being part of a re- 
cognized and technical profession of faith. 
Com Rom. i. 8, which is closely pa- 
rallel. Mack attempt to join ёк HB ad 
A. to èymyeppévov ёк vexp., that Jesus 
Christ was raised from the dead in His 
flesh, as He sprung from David,’ is hardly 
worth refutation), according to my Gospel 
(‘the Gospel entrusted to me to teach,’ 
as in reff. Here the expression may seem 
to be used with reference to the false 
teachers,—but as in the other places it 
has no such reference, I should rather 
incline to regard it as a solemn way of 
speaking, identifying these truths with 
t пе which had been the source 
of Timotheus's belief. Baur, in spite of 
dv & &c. following, understands this ebay. 
роо of the Gospel of St. Luke, as having 
been written under the authority of St. 
Paul. See Prolegg. to St. Luke's Gospel 
in Vol. I. § iii. 6, note), in which (*cujus 
annuntiandi munere defungens, Beza: see 
reff.) I suffer hardship (see ver. 3) even 
unto (consult Ellic.'s note and his re- 
ferences on A4éxpi) chains (see ch. i. 16) 
as a malefactor (‘xaxora0a, kaxoUp-yos— 
malum passionis, ut si preessisset malum 
actionis, Bengel), but the word of God is 
not bound (8есиобута: иф» al xeipes, AAA 
ox $ yAa@rra, Chrys.: similarly Thdrt. 
But we shall better, though this reference 
to himself is not precluded (cf. ch. iv. 17: 
Acts xxviii. 31], enlarge the words to that 
wider acceptation, in which he rejoices, 
Phil. i. 18. As regarded himself, the 
word of God might be said to be bound, 

u 1 Cor. xiii. 7. v constr, Н 
w Rom. viiL 83. xvi. 18. Col. 11.1%. 1 Tim. v. $1. 

Галле, so ACD!N 17.] 

eb. x. . xil. 2, . James i. 
Tit. 1. 1 al. Prov. xvii. 8. 

om ov Ri. 

inasmuch as he was prevented from the 
free proclamation of it: bis person was not 
free, though his tongue and pen were. 
This more general reference Chrys. him- 
self seems here to admit [as cited in 
Heydenr.]: ó 8:84скалоғ dero ка) б 
Adyos édwérero: éxeivos Tb Seoperhpioy 
фке, wal Т) фїбаскаМа wrepwOeion rav- 
Taxóce тўѕ olkovuérns Urpexe. Thepur- 
ре of adding this scems to be, to remind 
imotheus, that Ais sufferings and im- 

prisonment had in no way weakened the 
power of the Gospel, or loosened the ties 
by which he [Timotheus] was bound to 
the service of it: hardly as Chrys.: ei 
zue i: Bebeuévor ктрбттоџеу, жолАф H- 
Лоу ùnãs rods AeAuuévovus тойто oir 
xpf). 10.] For this reason (what 
reason? ‘quia me vincto evangelium currit," 
says Bengel : and with this Huther, 
De W.,al. But neither 1) is this sound 
logic, nor 2) is it in accordance with the 
Apostle's of 8:4 тобто . . . . Фа. 
1) The fact, that the word of God is not 
bound, is clearly not the reason why he 
suffers these things for the elect: nor can 
we say with Huther, that the conscious- 
sess of this fact is that in which he en- 
dures all. De W. takes the predominant 
idea to be, the dispersion and success of 
God’s word, in and by which the Apostle is 
encouraged to suffer. But this would cer- 
tainly, as Wolf says, render the connexion 
* dilutior et parum cohærens. 2) In 1 Tim. 
і. 16, 3.4 тобто Men. . .. Туа, and 
Philem. 15, 3:4 тобто éxcplo6n .... ra, 
the reference of 8. т. is evidently to what 
follows: cf. also Rom. iv. 16, 2 Cor. xiii. 
10. I would therefore refer the words to 
the following, and consider them, as in the 
above instances, as a marked way of indi- 
cating the reason presently to be given: 
‘for this purpose, . .. that; so Chrys., 
Thdrt., Wolf, Wiesinger, al.) I endure all 
things (not merely suffer [obj.]: but 
readiness and persistence [subj.] are im- 
lied in the word, and the universal dra 
бакар to this subj. meaning—‘ І am en- 
during, ready to bear, all things’) for the 
sake of the elect (see reff., especially Tit. 
i. 1. The Apostle does not, as De W., 
refer merely to those elect of God who 
are not yet converted, but generally to 
the whole category, both those who are 
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already turned to him, and those who are 
yet to be turned: cf. the parallel declara- 
tion in Col. i. 24, ёутауатАтро Tà фоте- 
phuara trav OAlpeay тоў xpwrrTOUV . . .. 
iwip тоў cópnaros abrov, 8 ёстіу ў da- 
к\с(о), that they also (as well as our- 
selves, with reference to what is to follow, 
the certainty that we, who suffer with 
Him, shall reign with Him:—De W. [see 
above} says, ‘those yet unconverted, as 
well as those already converted :’ and the 
mere xal афто{ might seem to favour this 
view ; but it manifestly is not во) may ob- 
tain the salvation which is in (as its ele- 
ment and condition of existence) Christ 
Jesus with eternal glory (salvation hore, 
in its spiritual presence and power - xdorri 
tora ceoucpévor, Eph. ii. 6: and glory 
hereafter, the full development and expan- 
sion of salvation, Rom. viii. 21). Faith- 
fal is the saying (see on reff.: another 
of those current Christian sayings, pro- 
bably the utterances originally of tbe 
Spirit by those who spoke профутеіаѕ 
in the Church,—and, as in 1 Tim. iii. 16, 
bearing with it so much of balance and 
rhythmical arrangement, as to seem to 
be а portion of some hymn): for (Chrys., 
Œc., al, regard this yáp as rendering 
а reason why the Adyos is aurrés, under- 
standing mor. ó A. of what has gone 
before, viz. the certainty that ó (оз 
obpaviou ruxéy, kal aleviov redteras. 
But this is most unnatural. The ydp is 
not merely explicative, as Grot., Huther, 
al, but as in 1 Tim. iv. 9, renders a 
reason for the wicrós,—in the assertion 
of the fact in well-known words: for the 
fact is so, that if £c.) if we died with 
Christ (on account of the aorist, pointing 
{о some one definite event, the reference 
must be to that participation in Christ's 
death which takes place a£ baptism in ail 

those who are His, and which those who 
follow Him in sufferings emphatically shew 
that they then did really take on them : 
see Rom. vi. 8, 4 8: Col. ii. 12. Cer- 
tainly, if the aor. stood alone, it might be 
taken proleptically, looking back on life 
from that future day in which the ew- 
(hene will be realized: but coupled as it 
is with the present úxopéroper and the 
future àprncóue0a, we can hardly take it 
vastes literally M to At of an 
event past, and if so, stri as in 
the parallel Rom. vi. 8, where the д9 ааш 
is clear) we shall] also live with Him 
рокага in glory): if we endure (with 

im: the cvy must be supplied, cf. «тер 
urid хоре, Rom. viii. 17) we shall - 
also reign with Him (see Rom. v. 17; 
viii. 17. In the former pair, death and life 
are opposed: in this, subjection [tre-p.] 
and dominion. See the interesting anec- 
me of с que Ho the У 
ogy by Grotius) : if we shall deny (Him 
He also will des us (see Matt. x. 33): 
if we disbelieve (not, His Resurrection, aa 
Chrys.: ei ёж‹стобреу бт: dvdory, U 
awd Tobrov BAdwrera éxeîvos: nor His 
Divinity, as (Ec.(2) Sr: eds eri, but 
Him, generally. Ellic.'s note [which see) 
has convinced me that àriria seems 
always in the N. T. to imply not * untrue- 
ness,’ ‘ unfaithfulness,’ but definitely un- 
belief: see note on Rom. iii. 9, in Vol. II. 
edn. 6), He remains faithful (to His own 
word cited above): for He cannot deny 
Himself (i. o. if «oe desert, faith in Him, He 
will not break faith with ae; He havi 
declarcd that whosoever denies Him shal 
be denied by Him, and we having pledged 
ourselves to confess Him,—we may become 
unbelieving, and break our pledge, but He 
will not break His: as He has said, it shall 
surely be. See Rom. iii. 3. Chrys. gives 

et. 
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1 here only t. (-xia. 1 Tim. vi. 4.) only. Gen. xxxvii. 26 al. n = Gal. v. 18. Eph. 
I. 10. 1 Thess. Iv. 7. 2 only. Gen. xix. p 1 Tim. iv. 16. q Gal. 
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M. Siapaprvpovpevos C 288 Thdrt. om Tov D! 112. for коргох, 0eov СЕМ 
b c m syr-marg copt arm Chr ТЫ Ambrst. 
ff: txt CIDFKLN rel syrr copt goth Clem Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

Aoyopaxei AC! latt eth Orig-int lat- 
rec for ex^ ov3., 

eis ov8er, with DK LN? rel Chrayq Thdrt,: er ovBesi yap Е lat-ff: txt ACN! 17. 
15. for ew, Хрісте А Damasc. 

a curious explanation: àAg0fs deri, Bé- 
Beuós dori, by тє «Їходеу, йу тє ph dra- 
меу... . dkeivos yàp дф abràs péve: xa) 
àpvovuéver xal A &provuévor. vh- 
cada yap éavrdy ob Sévara, TovTÉOTI, 
ph elvai. Seis Aéyouey бт: ойк Lori, el 
ко) uh Tò Tpáyua obres Exe. obk Exe 
púow ph elvai, ob Bvraróv- rouréaty, eis 
Tb uh elvai abr xaphom. del цб, del 
{отіу avrot ó irdoracis, ph Toivu» &s 
xapi(éu«roc abrg, ойто Ziaxeópeða, J ds 
xaraBAdwrovres. But manifestly there 
is no such motive as this last brought for- 
ward, nor is the assertion éxeivos 1 but 
ёк. mores évei. Mack proposes another 
alternative, — ' If we fall from the faith 
and forfeit our own salvation, He still 
carries forward His own gracious will, in 
saving mankind by the Gospel.’ But that 
given above seams best to suit the context). 

14—28.] Application of the above 
general exhortations to the teaching and 
conversation of Timotheus, especially with 

erence to the false teachers. 14.) 
things (those which have just pre- 

ceded vv. 8—13) сай to their ds 
(reff.: the minds viz. of those among 
whom thou art ministering, as the context 
shews: see a similar ellipsis in Tit. iii. 8), 
testifying to them before the Lord not to 
contend with words (see 1 Tim. vi. 4. 
The var. reading Aoyoudx« changes the 
whole arrangement, and attaches Siauapr. 
dvéncov той xuplov to the preceding. 
The chief objections to this are 1) that 
broulurynoxe 8:амартирбиеуот evar. той 
xuplev is a very lame and inconsistent 
junction of terms, the strong emphasis of 
the д:ад. k. T. A. not agreeing with the far 
weaker word éxouíurnexe : 2) that in the 
other places where Oiauaprópouas occurs 
in St. Paul, it precedes an exhortation, 
e.g. 1 Tim. v. 21; ch. iv. 1, and papro- 
рома: Eph. iv. 17), — (a thing) useful 
(xphewuo» is in apposition with the pre- 
ceding sentence, as кабар!{о» in the rec. 

reading of Mark vii. 19: see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 59. 9. b) for no purpose (the 
reading dr’ ob, which has been put 
by,—cf. Ellie. here, — on account of the 
rec. illustrating St. Paul's love of pre- 
positional variation, does in fact illustrate 
it quite as much, èri having dat. and accus. 
in the same sentence, cf. Ps. cxvii. 9 vat. 
Фс. xps is constructed with eis in 
LXX: e.g. Ezek. xv. 4; Wisd. xiii. 11. 
Cf. also Wisd. xv. 15), (but practised) to 
(on condition of following from it as a 
necessary consequence as if it had been by 
covenant attached to it) the ruin un 
opposite of olxoSouf, cf. xabalpeois, 2 Cor. 
xiii. 10) of them that hear. 18. 
The connexion is close: — by averting them 
from vain and unprofitable things, approve 
thine own work, so that it may stand in 
the day of the Lord. Strive (reff.) to 
present thyself (empbatic, as distinguished 
from those alluded to in the i 
verse) to God approved (reff.: tested by 
trial, and found to have stood the test. 
Not to be joined with ёрубтз», аз Mack), 
a workman (a general word, of any kind 
of labourer, used [see reff.] of teachers 
perhaps from the parable in Matt. xr. 
unshamed (by bis work being found un- 
worthy: cf. Phil. i. 20, —é» oùer) alexur- 
buch, and 1 Cor. iv. 4: “cui tua 
ipsius conscientia nullum pudorem inen - 
tiat," Beng. Kypke quotes from Jos. 
Antt. xviii. 9 [but I cannot find the pas- 
sage] unde Sevrepedew ёуетаіс xvrror 
fryov, ‘neque credas id pudore vacare, si 
secundum teneas locum. Chrys, al, 
would take the word actively, ‘not being 
ashamed of Ма work, тоутќоті, pnd 
aws alaxóvov wpárrew T&v eis ebaéBeiar 
ўкбутоу, kh» BovAcUsm Bén, xh» órioUv 
табе», Chrys.: and so Agapetus, in 
Wetet., тар AAA єдредбута pndauas 
харорф, АЛАА pavOdve: рду йуекатуйу- 
тоѕ : but the above seems more according 
to the context. The opposite to іру. 
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x 1 Tim. 1.9 reff. 
xv. 7) only t. 

y 1 Tim. vi. 0 (there also w. B е.) only t. 
a Acta iv. 17. xx. 9. xxiv. 4 Va, uu. 9 only. 

z= Tit. 111.9 (John I. 42. Acts 
Jer. Н. 12. b Luke if. 

52. Rom. xiii. 12. Gal. i. 14. ch. Hi. 9, 13 only +. Ps. xliv. 4 Alius in Hezapl. woobtovur eit Tocovrov 
жоракоиќас, Jos. B. J. vi. 2. 9. ( z% 1 Tim. iv. 15) 
only. Jer.v.6. (-Beiv, 9 Pet. И.б. -H, 1 Tim. 1.9.) 

16. xasvopevas Е D-lat Chr Lucif Aug Ambrst. (G-lat has both.) 
D!K ; aceBeia D3. 

àve ralo xvyros is épydrns SdAws, 2 Cor. 
xi. 13), rightly administering (the mean- 
ing of ёрдоторёт is very variously derived 
and explained,—‘ recte secare’ being un- 
questionably the rendering. (1) Melanch- 
thon, Beza, Grot., al., suppose the mean- 
ing deduced from the right division of the 
victims, Levit. i. а т Fle Сатар ан 
Synagog. р. 714, sl v., al., from 
the ating and distributing of bread by 
the steward or father of a household: ‘ac 
si pater alendis filiis panem in frusta 
secando distribueret.' (3) Priceus, ‘a 
lapicidis, quos melius épydras vocaveris 
quam victimarios illos. Eurip. de Nep- 
tuno Trojam sadificante, Aafrovs dy you: 
repit ópÜois Freue card, — Apuleius, 
“non, inquit, e monte meo afferam lapi- 
dem directim сагит, i.e. ópfforerunpévor. 
Glossarium, directum, xarà каубуа òp- 
deb: (4) Thdrt. [émairobper rar "yeop- 
yar Tobs ebdelas ras айАаказ üvaréuror- 
Tas], Lamb-Bos, al, from plowers, who 
are said Téurew Th» yf», xe and 
trio xÍ(ew dpotpas: (5) Most Commen- 
tators, from the more general form of the 
last explanation, the cutting a way or a 
road: as ‘xaworoueiy, novam viam se- 
care, nova via incedere, so * дрдотореїѓ», 
rectam viam secare,’ but here used transi- 
tively, the Adyos Yi GAnGelas being itself 
the ó8ós: so in Prov. xi. 5, ё:кагосіуу 
dudpovs ӧрдоторе óðoús, and Eurip. 
Rhes. 422, ефбєа> Adyar Téíurav nérev- 
0ov: Gal. ii. 14, óp0oxoBeiv wpbs Thr 
&Affeiar тоб ebayyeAlov. Во De W.: 
but Huther objects, and I think with rea- 
son, that in all these places the idea of & 
way is ex ly introduced, and that 
withont such expression we cannot supply 
the idea in Абуоу. (6) Huthers own 
view, that, the original meaning being 
‘rightly to divide,’ the idea of rduvew 
was gradually lost, as in xatvoromety, во 
that the word came to signify ‘to manage 
rightly,’ ‘to treat truthfully without falsi- 
fying, seems to approach the nearest to 
the requirements of the context: tbe 
opposite being, as he observes, carnActew 

c Rom. 1. 18. xi. 36. Tit. iL 13. Jude 13, 18 
d here only t. 

асе8е$ 

toy Абуоу той Geov, 2 Cor. її. 17. (7) 
The meaning given by Chrys. and (Ec.— 
тёцує тд убда, ка) rà TOUTA дета woAATS 
THs cQobpórgros ёфістасо xal Éxkowre, 
does not seem to belong to the word. 
(8) It is plain that the patristic usages of 
it, as e.g. in the Clementine Constt. vii. 
83 [Grot.] ópOorouoUrras dv rots xvplev 
8d-yuaor,— Clem. Alex., Strom. vii. 16 
[104], p. 896 P., rh» ászocroAuchr ка} 
exxAncucrixnéy дрдоторіау r&v e, 
—Greg.-Naz. apol. fuge, рр. 23, 98 
[Kypke, from Fuller], opposing to óp6o- 
торе», raks S8edecy,—have sprung from 
thie passage, and cannot be cited as pre- 
cedents, only as interpretations) the word 
of the (the art. seems here better ex- 
pressed: cf. ver. 18 below, and the usage 
throughout these Epistles, e. g. 1 Tim. 
їй. 16; iv. 3; vi. 5; ch. iii. 8; iv. 4; 
Tit. i. 14) truth. 16.] But (contrast 
not to the óp8orouei» merely, but to the 
whole course of conduct recommended in 
the last verse) profane babblings (sec ref. 
1 Tim.) avoid (= éerpérer6a:, 1 Tim. vi. 
20: so Origen has wepiloracGa: xuwbé- 
vous [їп Hammond]: Joseph. В. J. ii. 
8. 6, of the Essenes, Tb óur»)ew abrois 
wepilorarai: Lucian, Hermotim. c. 86, 
oÜres ёктратћсоши кай жерест}тоща, 
Ssxep тойу AvrrürvTas тё» кирд» : 
Mare. Antonin. iii. 4, xph иф» oð» xal vd 
elei) ко) párny dv TQ elpug ray ġar- 
Taciéw xepiloracOa:: see other examples 
in Wetst. The meaning seems to come 
from a number of porsons falling back 
from an object of fear or loathing, апа 
standing at a distance round it. Beza’s 
sense, ‘ cobibe, i. e. observa et velut obside, 
nempe ne in ecclesiam i t, has no 
countenance from usage): for they (the 
false teachers: not the xevoderla:: cf. д 
AG yo аётёу below) will advance (intran- 
sitive, see reff., —not transitive, governing 
&cefielas in the accus.: see below) to a 
worse pitch of impiety (cf. ref. Jos., and 
Diodor. Sic. xiv. 98, 5 Bè Bacrteds еб 
BovAóuevos Tò» vp d трокбите» 
ёт) wAciov . . . ), and their will eat 
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97 alt. James и. 8. Jude 8 only. 
p 1 Cor. ili.12. Нер. vi. 1 al. Pu. lxxxvi. 

ali). Cant. viii. 6. 

18. om 2nd ту» FN 17. 

1 Tit. i. 11 only. Prov. х. 8. m 1 Tim. i. 5 reff, n John iv. 
o Heb. v. 19, 14. 1 Pet. v. 0 only. Deut. xxxil. 18. 
Bom.iv.11. 1 Cor. is. 3 ofly, exo. Rev. (v. 1 and 1. 

r Gal. Iv. 9 reff. Мом. xvi. 5. 

ту "cT. THY Twor avatp. D goth: туу miot. Tw. ау. 
F: ay. туу mori Tiv. N9 17 : ау. тту х. түу Tw. Ni. 

19. for дєоо, куроо N!: xpurrov 91. 

(уор [ pasture, ref. John. Aristot. Hist. 
An. 10], from vduecOa: [Tò põua expayty 
dvéuero xpéow, Herod. iii. 183], is the 
medical term for the consuming progress 
of mortifying disease: cf. voual capxbs 
8npióSeis, Plut. Mor. p. 165 e: rd ёАкоз 
ddr ro поїти vouh», Polyb. i. 81. 6, 
and Hippocrates and Galen in Wetst. It 
is also used of the devastating progress of 
fire, as in Polyb. i. 48. 5, rẹ» yey vouhy 
TOU wupos буєруоу cuvéBawe үіүуєтбси, 
and xi. 5. 5, rb wip AauBárei voufjv) asa 
gangrene (yéyypotva, from pde, ypalrw, 
to eat into, is defined by Hippocrates [in 
Wetat. ] to be the state of a tumour between 
inflammation and entire mortification— 
ёжетси тай peydAas QAeyuorais ў xaXov- 
мбуп ydyypawa, véxpocís те а ToU 
sdoxorros poplov, kal ty uh дй rax 
vis abr» idaonras, vexpovra: pqdiws Tb 
do Хоу тобто uópiov, éwtAapBdve: те тй 
out xñ, ко) ёжокт ере: Tb» Будротоух. Some- 
times it is identical with xapxivos, а can- 
cer): of whom is (ref.) Hymeneeus (see 
note, 1 Tim. i. 20) and Philetus (of him 
nothing further is known), men who con- 
cerning the truth went astray (cf. 1 Tim. 
vi. 21), sa: that the resurrection has 
already taken place (cf. Tert. de resurr. 
carnis, c. 19, vol. ii. p. 820, — “ resurrectio- 
nem quoque mortuorum manifeste adnun- 
tiatam in imaginariam significationem dis- 
torquent, adseverantes ipsam etiam inortem 
spiritaliter intelligendam. Non enim hanc 
esse in vero сов sit in medio dissidium 
carnis atque anime, sed ignorantiam Dei, 
per quam homo mortuus Deo non minus in 
errore jacuerit quam in sepulcro. Itaque 
et resurrectionem eam vindicandam, qua 
uis adita veritate sed animatus et revivi- 
catus Deo, ignoranti morte discussa, 

velut de sepulcro veteris hominis eruperit : 
.. . . exinde ergo resurrectionem fide con- 
secutos cum domino esse, cum eum in bap- 
tismate induerint.” So also Irenæus, ii. 
81. 2, p. 164, “esse autem resurrectionem 
а mortuis, agnitionem ejus quse ab eis dici- 
tur veritatis.” (See Ellicott'snote.] This 

Vor. III. 

aft кир. ins жаутаз N!(N? disapproving). 

error, which belonged to the Gnostics sub- 
sequently may well have been already 
sown and springing up in the apostolic age. 
If the form of it was that described by Ter- 
tullian, it would be one of those instances 
of wresting the words of St. Paul himself 
cf. Col. ii. 12: Rom. vi. 4, al.] of which 
t. Peter speaks 2 Pet. iii. 16. See on 

this Aug. Ep. тав 4, vol. iii. р. 206. 
Thdrt. [so also Pel. gives a curious and 
certainly mistaken meaning,—ràs ёк rai- 
doroctas Biadoxàs dvdaracw of ёоѕбуурог 
wposmyópevor: [so Aug. Hær. 59, de Se- 
leucianis, vol. viii. p. 42, —** Resurrectio- 
nem non putant futuram, sed quotidie fleri 
in generatione filiorum 2”] Schdttg. an- 
other, but merely as a conjecture, — that 
the resurrection of some of the bodies of the 
saints with Christ [Matt. xxvii. 52] may 
have been by them called *the Resurrec- 
tion of the dead"), and are overturning 
(ref.) the faith of some. 19.] Firm en- 
durance, notwithstanding this overturning 
of the faith of some, of the church of God: 
its signs and seals. Nevertheless (cf. 
Ellicott) God’s firm foundation standeth 
(not, as E. V. ungrammatically, ‘ the foun- 
dation of God standeth sure.’ But what 
is 6 orepeds den. т. Oe Very various 
interpretations have been given. тараса- 
Acora, says Thdrt., où 8 al Thy Tis 
Aan, крутїда. ó Oeds yàp тобтоу 
тё@еке Toy Bepéàioy: Cocceius, Michaelis, 
Ernesti, explain it the fundamental doc- 
trine of the Resurrection: Ambr., the 
promises of God: Bengel, Vatabl., fidem 
Dei mmotam : Bretschn., al., Christ, 1 Cor. 
iii. 11: Heinrichs, Rosenm., the Christian 
religion: Calv., Calov., Wolf, Corn.-a- 
Lap. al, Dei electionem. Rather, as 
Mosh., Kypke, Heydenr., Mack, De W., 
Huther, Wiesinger, al., éxxAnela тебеце- 
Aiwuéyn ёт) O - the co tion of 
the fuithful, considered as a foundation of 
a building placed by God, — the oixla 
spoken of in the next verse. So Estius: 
* Ipsa ecclesia rectissime firmum ac soli- 
dum Dei fundamentum т, quia super 

o 
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lent to *calleth on the name of the Lord’) especially the next verse. 
stand aloof from iniquity (the passage in F 
Isa. stands, àróoryre, ётботуте, & Adr. ere the thing signi is mingled 
de er, xal dxabdprov uh &yq00«, . . . . the similitude: the voluntary act de- 

е ol $éporres Tà rein кире». scribed belonging, not to the vessels, but 
It is clearly no reason against this pas- to the members of the church who are de- 
sage being here alluded to, that [as signated by them. If then (od deduces 
Conyb.] it is expressly cited 2 Сог. vi. 17. а consequence from the similitude : q. d. 
Ellic. remarks, that it is possibly in con- bi iti 
tinued allusion to Num. xvi. 26, ёже- аа), shall have purified himself (not 
oxſobnre àrd rà» exnvar, rr dvÜpdzer as Chrys, жаутелёт xaódpp: but ga 
тё» скАтр@» тобтоу). 90.] Those Bengel., ‘ purgando sese ezierit de numero 
who are truly the Lord's are known to horum; the ёк corresponds to the dro be- 
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\ , . 1 Tim. v. 
* Ne && P! ö cõ:ů0C⁰, 20, ch. ili, y. 

, bho? 7 m?’ ¢ m n: X 2 1 ale. Acts 
тісту, ayarnv, EIPNVNY META тоу ETIKGAOUHEVOV.— ix 3. Heb. 
\ , о, о 2.0 Д 23 * pq Ai. u. тб» kupio» ° єк °кабарас ° xapdiac. тас 6€ Р рерас̧ (бор, Matt. 

Тва. x1. 3) al. fr. Epp., 1 Cor. I. 8. Philem. 32. Heb. xl. 10 only. Bev. vill. 6 al. g here 
only t. аў@&де а уєетер:кд, Jos. Antt. xvi. 11.7. v. CRO, Polyb. x. 4 7. b=] Tim. vi. 11 (reff.). 

1 Rom. Ix. 80. 1 k 1 Thess. v. 18. 1 во Rom. vi. 13 al. Tim. as above. m see note. 1 Macc. 
vi. 40, 2 x. . n Acts vil. 50. Rom. x. 13 (&c.). mostly w. буора, Acte 1. 31 (from 
Joel ii. 38) al. o 1 Tim. L 5 reff, p Tit. iii. 9. q Gospp. Matt. (only) v. 23 
aM, 1 Cor. і. 25, 97. 111.18. 1v. 10. Tit. Ш. 0 only. Isa. xxxii. б. 

Ephr Chr Thdrt, (Ec Ambrst Aug,. (A uncert.) 
99. ayarny bef morw Е. 

for 2nd eis, xpos DF. 
for rev, жаутоу F 78: тауто» тоу AC 17 Syr th 

Chr-txt Thdrt Isid: txt DKLN rel volg Syr copt goth Chr-comm Damasc (Ec 
Ambrst al. 

low, and I have attempted to give that in 
the following) from among these (viz. the 
latter mentioned vessels in each parallel ; 
but more especially the скебт eis тиа», 
from what follows), he shall be a vessel 
for honour (Chrys. remarks : dpgs бт: оё 
фісеюѕ ob фМмкїйз dvdyxns ёсті rò elva 
xpuaoür d ёстріхіуоу. ЛАА Tis urrepas 
vpouipécens (?) ; dne? иё» yàp b Óorpáxi- 
уо» ойк dy yr Хрособу, ob82 тобто 
els thy ёкєіуоу кататесеу ейт\еау Bu- 
vhoeta’ dra Bà woAAh he ra BOA ка) 
perdcracis. credo фетркгуоу fw 3 
ados, dAA' èyévero xpucovy. скедоѕ 
Xpvcouw hy (P) & 'loóbas, GAA’ dyévero 
дстрёкіуо» ), owed (not to be joined, 
as Calv. and Lachmann, who expunges the 
comma after Tif», — with «is ru, 
seeing that els riuh» stands absolutely in 
the former verse. [reff.] is a 
favourite word with our Apostle to describe 
the saints of God), useful (see instances of 
the peri) this epithet in the two 
М. T. reff.) the master (of the house), 
prepared for every good work (rd 4d 
wpárrp, GAA’ Sues éxirfibeióy dari, Dexri- 
d der ob» wpbs ябута тареєскєобсбс, 
way wpbs Odvarov, ny vp paprépior 
кё» p тардеуіау, này 1p ravra wárra. 
Chrys.). 22.] Exhortations, taken 
эр again from ver. 16, on the matter of 
which the intervening verses have been 
a digression. But (contrast to the last- 
mentioned character, ver. 21, in the intro- 
duction of vewr. dib.) youthful lusts 
(not ‘ cupiditates rerum novarum,’ as Sal - 
masids; see against him Suicer, vol. i. 
p. 1167,—vewrepixal ody афта: cial» al 
Ths Toprelas nA dAAà хаста éwiüvula 
Érowos, »ewrepucf. dxovérwoay ol yeyn- 
ракбтеѕ, Fr. оў Bei Tà тё» ter eper 
жтоеїу. xà» dBporhs ў Tis, кё» 8иуа- 
orelas dp, kh» xpnu,QW , chy copdray, 
kh» drovoty Bhrore, vewrepuch ў di- 
Ovula, &vónros ойто тїз xapBías Be- 
Bnxvílas ob ray reed dv Hdd rede,“, 
GAA’ dopnuéror, дубукт ravra wdyra yi- 

for ewurad., ayarovrey А. 

veoOa:, Chrys.; and Thdrt., rovrésr: 
Tpuphy, yéAwros duerplay, Dólar Kxerhp, 
ко) ra TobTo:s wposópoia. See also Basil. 
Сев. in Suicer, as above) fly from, but 
(contrast to the hypothesis of the oppo- 
site course to that recommended above) 
follow after righteousness (moral rec- 
titude, as contrasted with &&:aia, ver. 19: 
not, as Calov., ‘the righteousness which 
is by faith; far better Calvin: ‘hoc 
est, rectam vivendi rationem.’ See the 
parallel, 1 Tim. vi. 11), faith, love, peaco 
with (perd belongs to eiphyny, not to 
Sloe; cf. Heb. xi. 14, eiphony бийкете 
perà wárrov: also Rom. xii. 18) those 
who call upon the Lord (Christ, see 
1 Cor. i. 2) out of a pure heart (these 
last words belong to éxiuxaAovuévov, and 
serve to designate the earnest and single- 
minded, as contrasted with the false teach- 
ers, who called on Him, but not out of a 
pure heart: cf. ch. iii. 5, 8, and especially 
Tit. i. 15, 16. Chrys. draws as an infer- 
ence from this, perà 5$ тё» ВАЛ ob xp 
жрйоу elvas, which is directly against ver. 
26: Thdrt. far better, drawing the distinc- 
tion between love and peace: &yaxür» дф» 
yàp ёжаутас buvardy, dweibíyzep тобто 
ка) ô єйаууєлмкӧѕ wapaxeActera: dh., 
'"Ауатате robs exGpobs pör elpnvetew 
88 ob 1d &таутаѕ Ivers, Tijs yàp kowñs 
тобто wpodipégews дети" rowtro 8 
wdyres ot ёк кабараз xapBlas roy Zer- 
ту ёткаЛобиеғо. See Rom. xii. 18). 

23.] But (contrast again to the 
bypothesis of the contrary of the last 
exhortation) foolish (Tit. ui. 9) and un- 
disciplined (dxal3evros can hardly be 
wrested from ita proper sense and made to 
mean ‘unprofitable pòs wa:delay,’ but, as 
in reff., must mean lacking raid la, show- 
ing want of wholesome discipline. Grot. 
limits it too narrowly, when he says, In- 
telligit hic Paulus questiones immodestas : 
nam et Graeci pro áxóAacror dicunt dxal- 
Sevror (sine disciplina]: quia idem est 
xoAd(ew et wadeter”) questionings de- 

Cc2 
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rhereonly. s. kal ‘awatdebrouc ™ Turotic * apatrov, ei de От: " yevvw- ACDE 

„Тїш, ФУ '"uáxac' 24 "BovAov 8 xvpiov ov дн " payeoOar, cae: 

gin. . AAAA У mov elvat тобс wavrac, * £iakrikóv, " avikika-: 2017 

u Paul Aca ко, 25 ғу o траўттт © жадкайбоута тойс “аут:Мат:бғлёроос̧, 

Eder i. 16. umore Sen avroi o toc ‘peravoray tic P EH Oel. lr. , АТ vn ç Ç H y 
24, 30. 
Philem. 10 only. Heb. 1.5, from Ps. 11.7. 1 John II. 39 al. fr. 

Hi 7. w « Gal. i. 10 reff. 
v3Cor. vil.& Tit. ii1.9. James fv. 1 

only. = Gen. х x John vl. 52. Acta vil. 26. Jamesiv.3only 
xxvi. 20. ы These. ii. 7 only t. z1 Tim. iit. 3 only Ф. a here only t. (-««u, Wisd. 
il. 19. b Gal. v. 23 reff. € 1 Tim. i. 20 reff. d here only f. стоне у 
поё . xxiv. Б). see Luke iif. 15. f 3 Cor. vil. 10. g Eph. L 17 reff. hl 
ch. fil. 7. Tit. I. I. 

24. [ax Aa, so ADFN 17.] 
25. for e», ту» Е latt (cum in modestia D- lat). 

txt ACD!N 17. 672 Ephr Bas Chr- mas. 
rec (for den) de, with РКІ? rel: txt ACD'FN Ephr Chr- ma 

at end ins eAGew A. 

apixotnr: Е: 
arTikeuuevovs F. 
Isid. om детауоау Nl. 

eline (reff.), being aware that they gender 
strifes (reff.): but (contrast to the fact of 
páxa) the (better than a, as De W. The 
meaning being much the same, and Bohov 
in the emphatic place representing тфу 
BoUAor, the definite art., in rendering, gives 
the emphasis, and points out the individual 
servant, better than the indefinite) servant 
of the Lord (Jesus; see 1 Cor. vii. 22. It 
is evident from what follows, that the ser- 
vant of the Lord here, in the Apostle’s view, 
is not so much every true Christian, —how- 
ever applicable such а maxim may be to 
him also,—but the minister of Christ, as 
Timotheus was: cf. SS,, &c. below) 
must not strivo (the argument is in the 
form of an enthymeme : —* propositionem 
ab experientia manifestam relinquit. As- 
sumptio vero tacitam sui probationem in- 
cludit, eamque hujusmodi : servum oportet 
imitari Dominum suum.' Estius), but be 
gentle (ref.) towards all, apt to teach 
(ref. :—so E. V. well: for, as Bengel, hoc 
non solum soliditatem et facilitatem in 
docendo, sed vel maxime patientiam et 
assiduitatem significat. In fact these 
latter must be, on account of the contrast 
which the Apostle is bringing out, re- 
garded as prominent here), patient of 
wrong (so Conyb. and perhaps we can 
hardly find a better expression, though 
‘wrong’ does not by any means cover the 
meaning of the какбу: ‘long-suffering’ 
would be unobjectionable, were it not that 
we have paxpé@uuos, to which that word is 
already appropriated. Plutarch, Coriolan. 
с. 15, says, that he did not repress his 
temper, ov8¢ c)» épnuíg Ёбуоікоу, ds 
TlAdraw freyer, айб8еау eibàs бт: Bei 
4мета бафебү н» | éxixeipotrra ярќу- 
pası Kowois ка} dyOpdéwas ӧшіЛ еї», ко) 
yevdoOat Y жолла yeAwpdérns ór Фуу 
dvetixaxlas ёрастђћ»), in meekness cor- 
recting (not ‘instructing,’ see reff., and 

for sry, rio DIF (see 1 Thess ii. 7). 
гес краоттт‹, with DKL rel: 

аут:8:адерероиз С: 

note on dwaidedrous, ver. 23) those who 
oppose themselves (better than as Ambrst., 
*eos qui diversa sentiunt:' to take the 
general meaning of S:arl@ec@a:, satisfies 
the context better, than to supply rà» 
voUr. The Vulg., eos qui resistunt veri- 
tati, particularizes too much in another 
way), if at any time (literally, ‘lest at any 
time but pore in later Greek some- 
times loses this aversative meaning and is 
almost equivalent to efwore. Cf. Viger, 
р. 457, where the annotator says of irre, 
* vocula tironibus sœpissime crucem 
cum significat fortasse, vel si quando, and 
he then cites this passage. The account 
to be given of the usage is that, from иф 
being commonly used after verbs of fearing, 
&c.,—then after verbs expressing anxiety 
of any kind [$porrí(e, и}... Xen.: 
oxowa, ph . . . Plat.: órorredew, uh 
.. . Xen.: alexórouat, wh... Plat. ], ita 
proper aversative force by degrees became 
forgotten, and thus it, and words com- 

unded with it, were used in later Greek 
in sentences where no such force can be 
intended. De W. refers to Kypke for ex- 
amples of this usage from Plut. and Athe- 
neus: but Kypke does not notice the word 
here at all) God may give them repentance 
(because their consciences were impure [ see 
above on ver. өш rur lives evil. Cf. Ellic.’s 
remarks on nerd.) in order to the know- 
ledge of [the] truth (see note, 1 Tim. 
li. 4), and they may awake sober (from 
their moral and spiritual intoxication: so 
ёк›}ф., in ref. 1 Cor., and this same word 
in Jos.: the Өрӯғо: there, as the ensnare- 
ment by the devil here, being regarded as 
a kind of intoxication. There is no one 
word in English which will express áva- 
vier: Conyb. has paraphrased it by 
‘escape, restored to soberness’ [ ‘return 
to soberness,’ Ellic.]: perhaps the E. V., 
‘recover themselves,’ is as near an ap- 
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ёк rng тоо | StaBdAou I ee, 
rare. 
Jos. Aut. vi. 
ü 19. 

куф. 
i Cor. X. 94.) 

II Tim. iil. 6, 7 reff. m Luke 

96. avaxmyovsir С: акаАзудоону D! : ауаутфос A-corr n o. (А! erased.) 

roach to the meaning as we can get. 
We have the word used literally by Plu- 
tarch, Camillus, c. 23: & KdysAAos s 
тері péoas тёз уйктаз po, Té 
xépaxi . . . . ékrapárrayr дубрёкоиѕ Ka- 
xaos фк) nens к. ифмз ёк Trav луш» 
dvapdporras spbs roy OdpuBov. Aly 
pir об» àvavipipavres dv TQ Q6B к. dia- 
ckevacduero, тофз пері Tb» У 
бӧтќстусау .... Sir Thomas North ren- 
ders it, ‘There were some notwithstand- 
ing did bustle «p at the sudden noise.’ 
See also examples in Wetst.) out of the 
snare of the devil (gen. subj., ‘the snare 
which the devil laid for them.’ There is 
properly no confusion of ag wal the 
idea being that these persons have in a 
state of intoxication been entrapped, and 
are enabled, at their awaking sober, to 
escape. But the construction is elliptic, 
dvavinpwow ёк = exotywow dvarhyay- 
Tes dx), having been (during their spiri- 
tual un) taken captive by him unto 
(for the fulfilment of, in pursuance of) 
the will of Him (viz. God: that Other, 
indicated by éxelvov. Thus I am now 
persuaded the words must be rendered: 
abroU, referring to the devil, and it being 
signifled that the taking captive of these 
men by 1 

its; according to His will. Render- 
ing it thus, as do Aret., Estius, and ЕШ. 
cott, I do not hold the other view, which 
makes афтой and édxelyov both refer to the 
devil to be untenable. I therefore give 
my note much as it stood before, that the 
student may have both sides before him. 
The difficulty is of course to determine 
whether the pronouns are used of the 
same n, or of different persons. From 
the Greek expositors downwurds, some 
have held a very different rendering of 
the words from either of those here indi- 
cated: ТЫ. e. g.,—ér vAd»p, $naí, vínyor- 
тш, GAAd (erypnÜérres фт) 0є00 els rò 
ёкеіуоо OfAnpa, Tovrérr. ToU Ócob, Yous 
dvayihpoucw дять trav óddræøv Tis wAdrms. 
This, it is true, does not get rid of the 
difficulty respecting the pronouns, but it 

inted a way towards doing so: and thus 
etst., Bengel, and Mack, understand 

abrod to aep to the dodo kvplov, — 
ixe(vov to God —' taken prisoners by God's 

servant according to Hie will.’ [Bengel 
however, as Beza, Grot., joins eis rb ёк. 
06A. with dvarfyoow, which is unnatural, 
leaving é(eryp. dx’ abrov standing alone.] 
The great objection to this is, the exceed- 
ing confusion which it introduces into the 
figure, in representing men who are just 
recovering their sense and liberty, as d- 
venuévot,—and in applying that partici- 
ple, occurring as it does just after the 
mention of wayls, not to that snare, but 
to another which does not appear at all. 
Aret. and Estius proposed the rendering 
given above ;—' taken captive by the devil 
according to God's will' i. e. ав Est., 
‘quamdiu Deus voluerit, cujus volun- 
tati nec diabolus resistere potest.’ De W. 
charges this with rendering els as if it were 
xard, but the charge is not just: for the 
permitting the devil to hold them captive, 
on this view, would be strictly eis, *in 
pursuance of,’ ‘ so as to follow,’ "s pur- 
pose. The real objection perhaps is, that 
it introduces a new and foreign element, 
viz. the fact that this capture is overruled 
by God—of which matter there is here 
no question. There is no real difficulty 
whatever in the application of abrov and 
ékeívov to the same person. Kühner, 
§ 629, anm. 3, gives from Plato, Cratyl. 
p. 480, Seita: афтф Ау uir Tóxp, dxelvov 
elxdva, dy 32 Tóyp, "yvraxós [where the 
reason for the use of dxelvov, viz. to em- 
phasize the pronoun, is précisely as here; 
see below]: from Lysias, с. Eratosth. 
429, ws ó Леубиероѕ бя’ dxelvou naipds 
éripedas бж’ abrot érnphOy [which cases 
of éxeivos followed by atrés must not be 
dismissed, as Ellic., as inapplicable: they 
shew at all events that there was no abso- 
lute objection to using the two pronouns 
of the same person. See below]. But 
be does not give an account of the idiom, 
which seems to be this: éxeivos, from its 
very meaning, always carries somewhat 
of emphasis with it; it is therefore unfit 
for mere reflexive or unemphatic use, and 
accordingly when the subject pointed out 
by éxeivos occurs in such unemphatic 

ition, éxeiros is replaced by avrés. 
к) ai hand, where emphasis is 

requi x€ivos is repeated: е. g. Soph. 
Aj. 1089, xeives Tà xelvov or. күй 
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2 4 

V MAN. P M ORI: Іва. xviii. 3 only. Wisd. ilt. 19 al. 
t Rom. u Bom. as above only. Job 

v Luke I. 61. Rom. i. 30. James iv. 
w 1 Tim. i. 13 reff. 

у Luke vi. 35 only t. 

Cuar. III. 1. ywwoxere AF 17 wth-rom Aug: txt CDKLN rel vulg(and F-lat) syrr 
copt goth seth-pl gr-latt-ff. 

9. om о N 72. 114-5. 

т&8е. And this жарыйа or unemphatic 
use is not determined by priority of order, 
but by logical considerations. So here in 
eCerypnuévo: bx” abro), the ab rod is the 
mere reflex of BiaBóAov which has just 
occurred,—whereas in eis Tò éxelvou 06An- 
pa, the dxelvov would, according to this 
rendering, bring out and emphasize the 
danger and degradation of these persons, 
who had been, in their spiritual en, just 
taken captive at the pleasure of éxeivos, 
their mortal foe. Still, it now seems to 
me it is better to adhere to the common 
meaning of the two pronouns, even though 
it should seem to introduce a new idea. 
The novelty however may be somewhat 
removed by remembering that God's sove- 
reign power as the giver of repentance 
was before the Apostle’s mind). 

Сн. ПІ. 1—9.] Warning of bad times 
to come, in which men shall be ungodly 
and hypocritical :—nay, against such men 
as 4 Bar present, and doing mischief. 

ut (the contrast is in the dark 
——— announcement, so different in 
character from the hope just expressed) 
this know, that in the last days (see 
1 Tim. iv. 1, where the expression is some- 
what different. The period referred to 
here is, from all N. T. analogy [cf. 2 Pet. 
iii. 8: Jude 18], that immediately pre- 
ceding the coming of the Lord. That day 
and hour being hidden from all men, and 
even from the Son Himself, Mark xiii. 82, 
—the Spirit of prophecy, which is the Spirit 
of the Son, did not reveal to the Apostles 
its place in the ages of time. "They, like 
the subsequent generations of the Church, 
were kept waiting for it, and for the most 
part wrote and spoke of it as soon to ар. 
pear ; not however without mapy and su 
cient hints furnished by the Spirit, of an 
interval, and that no short one, first to 
elapse. In this place, these last days are 
set before Timotheus as being on their way, 
and indeed their premonitory symptoms 
already a . The discovery which 
the lapse of centuries and the ways of pro- 

aAa(orres F. 

. teritum, instans, consequens’ 

for axapurroi, axpwrroi C! : ахрусто: K m. 

vidence have made to us, xpori(e« & xópids 
ноо Ade, misleads none but unfaithful 
servante: while the only modification in the 
understanding of the premonitory symp- 
toms, is, that for «ws, He with whom a 
thousand years are as one дау, has spread 
them, without changing tbeir . or 
their truth, over many consecutive ages. 
Cf. ref. 1 John, —where we have the still 
plainer assertion, ésxér94 фра ёсті») 
grievous times shall come (we can hardly 
express dverhoorras nearer in English 
* instabent, of the Vulg., though blamed 
by De W., , is rig ht, in the sense in which 
s use ‘instant’ of the present month or 
year ( Ellic. quotes Auct. ad Herenn. ii. 5, 
* dividitur (tempus) in ар tria, pre- 

© aderunt’ 
of Grot. and Bengel amounts in fact to the 
same. See note on 2 Thess. ii. 28 NV 
for (reason for yaAewol) men 
the men who shall live in ei e times) 
shall be selfish (of хбута wpbs rhv éavrav 
&pérciay жоюдутез, Theod-Mops. Aris- 
totle, in his chapter жері $uAavrías, Eth. 
Nicom. ix. 8, while he maintains that 
there is a higher sense in which rb» àvya- 
6b» 87 сток elva:,—allows that о! 
wodAol use the word of rods éavroeis 
&xoréuovras Tb wAeiov d» xphuac:, xal 
h,, Kal jd ora Tails CopaTuais: and 
adds, Sixaíes 8) тоз oÜre фФіЛабтоз 
óveibl(era:)), covetous (ref.: we have the 
subst, 1 Tim. vi. 10, and the verb, 2 
Macc. x. 20), empty boasters (dAa(dves, 
кауҳбреғо: Exew A ц) čxovew, Theod- 
Mope. : see ref. and definitions from Aris- 
totle in note), haughty (j.eydAa фроғобу- 
res, ёт) а одесі», Theod-Mops.: ref. and 
note) evil speakers (катзууор!сиз xalpor- 
rer, Theod-Mops. ot ‘blasphemers,’ 
unless, as in ref. 1 Tim., the context spe- 
cifies to what the evil-speaking refers), 
disobedient to parents (‘character tem 
porum colligendus imprimis etiam ex ju- 
ventutis moribus.” Bengel), aA, 
unholy (ref. édxiudAciay тоб Butalov py 
тоюбраро:, Theod-Mops., and Beza’s qui - 

° gaya та Wutpatc 1 

tgovrat “yer ot av- e dete 
im 

vrtpiiavot, nol 
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Shere ant. 15. x. 18, n only 
only 1. 3 Macc. v. 15. x. only. 

11 Tim. Ш. 6. vi. 4o : 
I here only t. 11. 17. 6. 
o = 1 Tim. v. 8 reff. 

IIPOX TIMOOEON В. 

Jhere only t. Р 
m Rom. tl. 8 

phere only . Sir. xx. 30. see ch. Iv. 4. 
т Lake zzi. 2. Rom. vil 38. 7 Cor. х. 5 only. 3 Kings viii. 46. 

Aristoph. Acharn. 517: av@pewdpra, id. Plut. 416. 
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asropyot, ^ астоудог, * cahoot, d axpareic, *avnuepot, “art 
mpotereic, 

j SAO ονỹ,s “arrow 7 AGO, 5 éxovrec ™ nop$waty 
"evocBeiac ryv & доуаши айтпс ° 

ёк rovrwy yap sow ot Tevdbvovrer ic 

тас̧ otkiag kai "atypadwriZovrec * -yuvaixapia * ceowpev- 
f here only t. aee Tit. 1. 8. 

i , P 
TETUPWBEVOL, E Rom. р 

31 гес.) 
only +. 

Cm! э \ , 
6, ff. npvuuívot. kai robroue ($m) 

only. Esth. 
vil. 4. E 
ere only. 

Prov. zxvif. 
90 (only ?). 

f Luke vi. 10. Асы vii. И 
h Acte xix. 36 сеї. Prov. х. 14. xili. 8. Gir. ix. 18 оны. 

b. х]. б, 10. k 1 Tim. L 4 те, 
only t. n 1 Tim. II. 2 reff. 

q here only ¢. 
в bere only f. @»доар‹а, 

t Rom. XII. 20 (from Prov. xxv. 91, $2) only. 

9. аткоубо: bef асторуо D m 78 Chr lat-ff: om асторуо: N: om both 238 Syr. 
6. rec aM HA re fes, with DKL rel Orig-ed Damasc: txt ACD!FN 17 Orig-mss 

Chr Thdrt Thl (Ec. 

bus nullum jus est nec fas’ are 
too wide: it is rather irreligious ), 
without natural affection (ref. and note), 
implaeable (it does not a that the 
word ever means ‘truce- , ob 
BéßBaio: wept тёз Alas, оё ёлтдеїз 
wept Ё curriderrai, — as Theod-Mops. 
In all the places where it occurs in a sub- 
jective sense, it is, ‘that will make’ or 
‘admit no truce? e. g., ech. Agam. 
1235, rod т’ дрду філо: жуфоосау: 
Eur. Alcest. 426, T$ droben är 
бе$ : Demosth. р. 314 16, Eowovdos к. 
duchpuctos wéAexos: the same expression, 
how. wéAcpos, occurs in Polyb. i. 65. 6. 
For the oe objective sense, ‘ without 
arov, see Thucyd. i. 87; ii. 22; v. 82, 
and Palm and Rost's Lex.), calamniators 
reff.), incontinent (we have the subst. 
pacia, 1 Cor. vii. 6), inhuman (фдо!, 

&wdrÜpero: (Ec.) no lovers of 
(éx9pol паутьз ёусбо$, Thi.), traitors, 

(either in action, qui precipites 
sunt in agendo,’ Beng. : or in passion [tem- 
per) which would in fact amount to the 
same), besotted by pride (see note, 1 Tim. 
iii. 6), lovers of pleasure rather than 
lovers of God (rb Aab. . qiAfBoror к. 
фіЛотабў даллАо» $ фіЛёрето» к. girder. 
Philo, de agric. § 19, vol. i. p. 818), having a 
(or the?) form (outward em t: the 
same meaning as in ref., but here confined, 
by the contrast following, to the mere out- 
ward semblance, whereas there, no con- 
trast occurring, the outward embodiment 
is the real tation. The more cor- 
rect word would be uépóepa [ Mech. Ag. 
873, Eum. 412], ибрфесіз being properly 
active, e. g., c xnuaricpbs к. udphecis TAY 
8е»8рёу, Theophr. de caus. plant. iii. 7. 4: 
there is, however, в tendency in the N. T., 
as in later writers to replace the verbal 
nouns in -ua by the corresponding nouns 

rec ins та bef yvramagia, with ad f o: om ACDFKLN rel 

in -ors: cf. bwordwec:s, ch. i. 18.” ЕШ. 
cott) of piety, but having repudiated (not 
pres., ‘denying,’ as E. V., —' renouncing,” 
as Conyb.; their condemnation is, that they 
are living in the semblance of God’s fear, 
bnt have repudiated its reality) the power 
of it (its living and renewing influence over 
the heart and life). throughout 
this description, Rom. i. 80, 31. Huther 
remarks, “We can hardly trace any formal 
rule of arrangement through these predi- 
cates. Here and there, it is true, a few cog- 
nate ideas are grouped together: the two 
first are connected by $íAos: then follow 
three words betokening high-mindedness : 
yovetow àseibeis is follow by áxdápieroi: 
this word opens a long series of words be- 
inning with à privative, but 5 
y Sid got: the following, я au, 

wpowereis, seem to be a paronomasia : the 
latter of these is followed by rervbeuéro: 
ав а cognate idea: a few more general pre- 
dicates close the catalogue. But this very 
„ serves to ict more 
vivi y the whole manifoldness of the mani- 
festation of evil." And from these turn 
away (ref.: ef. ёктрітесба, 1 Tim. vi. 20. 
This command shews that the Apostle 
ireats the symptoms of the last times as 
not future exclusively, but in some respecta 

t: see note above, ver. 1): 8. 
for (reason of the foregoing 
seeing that they are already among you) 
among the number of these are they who 
creep (cl8es т) Avalexurroy тёз dbdAece 
did тод eres, dvBévorress 7d rior, 
Thy adxdrny, T)» xodaxelay, Ch Cf. 

. Vesp. 1020, els àAAorpías yas- 
Tépas dds. Bengel interprets it irre- 
pentes clanculum") into [men’s] houses 
and take oaptive (as it were prisoners; 
a word admirably describing the influence 
acquired by meaking prosel 
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?, в ГА ә 

wend constr HH apapriatc, " a yóutva eniÜvutaic " mowilAatc, 7 wavrore 
Gal. v. 18. 
"Маі pavOavovra kat рпдётоте 

8 * Qv тобто» d laune xat Тар[Зопс il. 3 (also w. w 
фя‹.,. Heb. ЕХдыу Suvaueva. 

Н. 4. xlii. 9. James 1.2. 1 Pet. і. 6. Iv. 10 only 2. 1 Chron. xxix. 3. 
1 Tim. ia Tit. I. 1. 1. 17 reff. y ch. il. 25. 4. 

i. 11. vil. 28 only. Isa. xxxviii. 19. 

gr-ff. 

those presently described: attach to them- 
selves entirely, so that they follow them as 
if dragged about by them : a late word, said 
to beof Alexandrian or Macedonian origin, 
and condemned by the Atticist: see Elli- 
cott) silly women (the diminutive denotes 
contempt) laden with sins (De W. alone 
seems to have given the true reason of the 
insertion of this particular. The stress is on 
ceo wpevuéva : they are burdened, their con- 
sciences opp , With sins, and in this 
morbid state they lie open to the insidious 
attacks of these proselytizers who promise 
them ease of conscience if they will follow 
them), led about by lusts of all kinds (I 
should rather imagine, from the context, 
that the reference here is not so much to 
‘fleshly lusts’ properly so called, though 
from what we know of such feminine 
spiritual attachments, ancient [see below] 
and modern, such must by no means be 
excluded, —as to the ever-shifting [roi 
passion for change in doctrine and manner 
of teaching, which is the eminent charac- 
teristic of these captives to designing spi- 
ritual teachers —the running after fashion- 
able men and fashionable tenets, which 
draw them [&yove:} in flocks in the most 
opposite and inconsistent directions), ever- 
more learning (always with some new 
point absorbing them, which seems to them 
the most important, to the depreciation of 
what they held and seemed to know before), 
and never (on unè., see Ellicott) able to 
dome to the thorough knowl (reff., 
and notes: the decisive and stable appre- 
hension, in which they might be grounded 
and settled against further novelties) of 
the truth (this again is referred by Chrys., 
all., to moral deadening of their appre- 
hension by profligate lives: dreih éavràs 
катёҳосау Tais érilupíois ere ко) rois 
áuapríuaciw, фхорф@ё abra» ў 8:4ғуоа. 
It may be so, in the deeper ground of the 
peychological reason for this their fickle 
and A Et condition : but I should 
rather think that the Apostle here indicates 
their character as connected with the fact 
of their captivity to these teachers. 
With regard to the fact itself, we have 
abundant testimony that the Gnostic 
heresy in its progress, as indeed all new 

aft ехбишсиз ins xai пдоусиѕ А вуг Chr-txt 
8. waryns CI: Jamnes am(with fuld demid) Cypr 

"ac * emiyvwow aA nÜsiac 

w 2 Macc. iz. 11. x Eph. 
х Paul, bere only. Ман. XXIII. IL. Acte 

Thdrt,. 
Lucif Öpt Aug. paupas 

and strange systems, laid hold chiefy of 
the female sex: so Irenæus, i. 13. 3, p. 61, 
of the Valentinian Marcus, udA:a wep 
*yvraikas àg xoAe?rai, and in ib. 6, p. 63 f., 
ка) рабпта) bà abroU Twes . ckawareavres 
yuvaixdpia WOAAA 8:фберау: and Epipha- 
nius, Her. xxvi. 12, vol. i. p. 93, charges 
the Gnostics with duwal(ew rots уууаша- 
plus and dwargy Tb abrois reDéueror 
yuvaxeioy *yévos, then quoting this 
Jerome, Ep. схххііі. ad Cteeiphontem 4, 
vol. i. p. 1031 f., collects a number of in- 
stances of this: Simon Magus hseresin 
condidit Helens meretricis adjutus auxilio: 
Nicolaus Antiochenus omnium immundi- 
tiarum repertor choros duxit fœmineos: 
Marcion Romam preemisit mulierem quse 
decipiendos sibi animos prepararet. Apel - 
les Philumenem suarum comitem babuit 
doctrinarum : Montanus . ... Priscam et 
Maximillam .... primum auro corrupit, 
deinde heeresi polluit . . .: Arius ut orbem 
deciperet, sororem principis ante decepit. 
Donatus... Lucille opibus adjutus est: 
Agape Elpidium . . . cum ceca duxit 
in foveam : Priscilliano juncta fuit Galla." 

The general answer to Baur,— 
who again uses this as a proof of the 
later origin of these Epistles,—will be 
found in the Prolegomena, ch. vii. $ i. 
De Wette remarks, “This is an admirable 
characterization of zealous soul-hunters 
(who have been principally found, and are 
still found, among the Roman Catholics) 
and their victims. We must not however 
divide the different traits among different 
classes or individuals: it is their com- 
bination only which is characteristic.” 
* Diceres, ex professo Paulum hic vivam 
monachismi effügiem pingere" Calvin). 

8.] But (q. d. it is no wonder that 
there should be now such opponents to the 
truth, for their prototypes existed also 
in ancient times) as Jannes and Jambres 
withstood Moses (these are believed to be 
traditiona] names of the Egyptian magi- 
cians mentioned in Exod. vii. 11, 22. 
Origen says [їп Matt. comment. 117, vol. 
iii. p. 9164, “quod ait, ‘sicut Jannes et 
Mambres [see var. readd.] restiterunt 
Mosi, non invenitur in publicis scripturis, 
sed in libro secreto, qui suprascribitur 

АСТР 
KL». 
e de:. 
hkiz 
пе... 
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a 7 , - " у т a? 1 b ~” 
avrtargocav Мою, OUTUC Kal охото avQicravrat тү ш. 

aAnÜcia, avÜpwmot “ катефбарифо: тдъ 
aM! ov 5 rpokójovatw ® Ет! mA eov 1 

wept rüv ‘aiory. 9 

E [] Р 

robe, ad beet f. g . 
Matt. v. 30. 
Luke xxi. 15 

LI 7 - J * es є * е 

п yup b avora avrov ! &кӧђАос̧ Eorat тас, we ка! 5 „2,200 xl. 3. 
» у a 7 
EKELVWV EVEvETO. 

only. Gen. vi. 12. 4 
4 7. TIt. 1. 16. Heb. vi. 8 only. 
И. 18. goha arer, 
only f. 8 Macc. 1. 19. 

Е latt goth gr-ff(not Chr Thdrt Damasc) lat-ff(not Aug;). 
for ovro:, ауто F. 78. 80. (косе, A cl m.) 

17. 288: аутістпаоута Chr-comm. 
9. for avo, 8:ауоа А. 

эзе 1 Tim. vi. 5 reff. 
Prov. xxv. 4 Isa. i. 23 on 

10 gd SE * wapnkoAolÜncác pov ту cher (i Pet 
U. 12 v. r.) 

e Rom. i. 88. 1 Cor. ix. 37. 3 Cor. zili. 5, 
s f1 Tim. i. 19. vi. 21. see ch. 

h Luke vi. П only. Prov. xxii. 18. {here 
k 1 Tim. iv. 6 reff. 

ins то bef раисе: F 
arri ravra Dl, аутесттсау 

for «arai, етту F. (G-lat has both.) 
10. rec wapnxoAov@nnas, with DKL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: txt ACN 17, c 

Jannes et Mambres liber." But Thdrt.'s 
account is more probable [rà uérroi: тойто» 
dyépara obe ёк tüs Belas урафӣх uepd6n- 
кеу ё des йтбатолоѕ, AAA’ ёк тїз &ypd- 
gov тй» “lovdalay 8:8аскоЛіаѕ], espe- 
cially as the names are found in the Tar- 
gum of Jonathan on Exod. vii. 11; Num. 
xxii. 22. Ѕеһӧ реп has [in loc.] а lon 
account of their traditional history : and 
Wetat. quotes the passages at length. 
They were the sons of Balaam—prophe- 
sied to Pharaoh the birth of Moses, in 
consequence of which he gave the order 
for the destruction of the Jewish children, 
—and thenceforward appear as the coun- 
sellors of much of the evil,—in Egypt, 
and in the desert, after the Exodus, 
which happened to Israel They were 
variously reported to have perished in the 
Red Sea, or to have been killed in the 
tumult consequent on the making the 
golden calf, which they had advised. Ori- 
gen, contra Cels. iv. 51, vol. i. p. 543, 
mentions the Pythagorean Noumenius 
as relating the MT of Jaunes and 
Jambres: so also Euseb. prep. evang. ix. 
8, vol. iii. ( Migne], E 412. Pliny, H. 
Nat. xxx. 1, says, * Est et alia Magices 
factio, а Mose et Jamne et Jotape Judmis 

ndens, sed multis millibus annorum post 
roastrem." The later Jews, with some 

ingenuity, distorted the names into Joan- 
nes and Ambrosius) thus these also 
withstand the truth, being men cor- 
rupted (reff.: the Lexx. quote катафба- 
pels Tbv. Blov from a fragment of Menan- 
der) in mind, worthless (not abiding the 
test, ‘rejectanei’) concerning the faith 
(in respect of the faith: wept rh» sícrw 
is not, as Huther, equivalent to жер) rijs 
wícrews, but expresses more the local 
meaning of тері: circa, as the Vulg. 
here has it. In 1 Tim. i. 19, жері T» 
ir évavdyncay, we have the local 

reference brought out more strongly, the 
faith being, as it were, & rock, on, round 
which they had been shipwrecked). 
9.] Notwithstanding (Ellic. well remarks 
that &AAé here after an affirmative sen- 
tence should have Ив full adversative 
force) they shall not advance farther (in 
ch. ii. 16, it is said, ёт) тЛеѓоу яжрокбфоџ- 
ow docBelas: and it is in vain to deny 
that there is an apparent and literal in- 
consistency between the two assertions. 
But on looking further into them, it is 
manifest, that while there the Apostle is 
speaking of an immediate и of error, 
here he is looking to its ultimate defeat 
and extinction: as Chrys, xy wpórepor 
asien Tà тїз dent, eis тблоѕ où 
diaet): for their folly (unintelligent 
and senseless method of proselytizing and 
upholding their opinions [see ref. Luke], 
— and indeed folly of those opinions them- 
selves) shall be thoroughly manifested 
(ref. der ётоіпоєу le,. Demosth. 
24. 10) to all as also that of those 
men was (Exod. viii. 18; ix. 11: but most 
ашу the allusion is to their traditional 
en 

10—17.] Contrast, by way of reminding 
and exhortation, of the education, know- 
ledge, and life of Timotheus with the cha- 
racter just drawn of the opponents. But 
thou followedst (ref. not, as Chrys., Thl., 
Œc., al., Toórwv cb uáprvs,—for some of 
the undermentioned occurred before the 
conversion of Timotheus, and of many of 
them this could not be properly said,—but 
‘followedst as thy pattern:“ ‘it was my 
example in all these things which was set 
before thee as thy guide— thou wert a fol- 
lower of me, as I of Christ. So Calvin 
[‘ laudat tanquam suarum virtutum imita- 
torem, ac si diceret, jam pridem assue- 
factus es ad mea instituta, perge modo 
qua ccpisti’], Aret, De W., Huther, 
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Onaas Е. роь D'. for om тт) yar А 179 ТЫ. ayom, cyan D 
11. eyevovro А 72 lectt 7. 18: tat CDFELR ‘rel. 

for xupios, Geos D. 

Wiesinger, all. The aorist is both less 
obvious and more appropriate than the 
Rove: this was the example set before 
im, and the reminiscence, joined to the 

exhortation of ver. 14, bears something of 
reproach with it, which is quite in accord- 
ance with what we have reason to infer 
from the general tone of the Epistle. 
Whereas the perfect would imply that the 
example had been really ever before him, 
and followed up to the present moment: 
and so would weaken the necessity of the 
exhortation) my teaching, conduct (reff. : 
and add 2 Macc. iv. 16; vi. 8; хі. 24: тр 
did Tr #рүсу Toi eíg, Thdrt. АЙ 
these words are dependent on ov, not to 
be taken [Mack] as applying to Timo- 
theus, ‘Thon fo lowedst my teaching in 
thy conduct, &c.,’ which would introduce 
an unnatural accumulation of encomia on 
him, and would besides assume that he 
had been persecuted [cf. rois d:eypois], 
which there is no reason to suppose), pur- 
pose (ref. тобто wep) wpo8vulas xal ToU 

paros THs Wvxüs, Chrys. Ellie. 
remarks, that in all other passages in St. 
Paul's Epistles, xpdé@ecis is used with 
reference to God), faith (rolar Kyo тер} 
тд» JSeordr u dab cu, Thdrt.), long- 
suffering (rws pépw Trà т> ddeAgar 
wANUMEAT LATA, Thdrt.: or perhaps, as 
Chrys., тёз ойдёу дє тобто» érdparre,— 
his patience in respect of the false teachers 
and the troubles of the A love (Sep ойк 
elxor обто, Chrys.), endurance (тёз pépw 
yervalas tay  évaryríor tras mposBodds, 
Thdrt.), persecutions (‘to these ówopo»f, 
furnished the note of transition.’ Huth.), 
sufferings (not only was I persecuted, but 
the persecution issued in infliction of suf- 
fering), such (sufferings) as befell mo in 
Antioch (of Pisidia), in Ioonium, in Lys- 
tra (why should these be especially enu- 
merated? Thdrt. assigns as а reason, 
Tobs ÜAAovs катамтф» tay d» тў II. 
ей ка Tj Avxaovlg cupBeBnxéroy 
abre rubore» dviuence. Avedav удо 

for «ppv., epvearo AD! d. 

zy ка) abrds apds by Гурафе, ral Tavra 
Té» AA Fv abrQ уғюрибтєра. And 
80 „ and many both ancient and 
modern. It may be so, doubtless: and 
this reason, though rejected by De W., 
Huther, Wiesinger, al., seems much better 
to suit the context and probability, than 
the other, given by Huther, al., thet these 
persecutions were the first which befell the 
Apostle in his missionary work among the 
heathen. It is objected to it, that during 
the former of these сеси Timo- 
theus was not with St. Panl. But the 
answer to that is AA At the time of 
his conversion, they were recent, and the 
talk of the churches in those parts: and 
thus, especially with our rendering, and 
the aor. sense of szap«yxoAoó8ncas, would 
be naturally mentioned, as being those 
sufferings of the Apostle which first ex- 
cited the young convert’s attention to 
make them his own pattern of what he 
too must suffer for the Gospel's sake. 
Baur and De Wette regard tbe exact cor- 
respondence with the Acts (хїї. 50; xiv. 
5, 19; xvi. 3] as a suspicious circum- 
stance. Wiesinger well asks, would they 
have regarded a discrepancy from the 
Acts as a mark of genuineness ?) ; what 
persecutions (there is a zeugmatic con- 
struction here—understand, ‘ thou sawest ; 
in proposing to thyself a pattern thou 
hadst оге thee . cannot see 
how, as Ellic. asserta, this rendering 
vitiates the construction. Doubtless his 
rendering, ‘such persecutions as,’ is - 
timate, but it seems to me feeble after t. 
preceding ola.] Heydenr., Mack, al, 
understand these words as an exclama- 
tion: ofovs Senf. órhveyxa! I need 
hardly observe that such an exclamation 
would be шоу ye from the character 
and style of the postle) I underwent, 
and out of all act delivered me 
(àupórepa [both clauses of the sentence] 
wapaxAfioceas Sr: ка) èyè xpoOvular 
wapexduny yervalay, ка) [Eri] obx èy- 
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a here only t. (-reia. 3 Macc. xil. 2 Adyos youricoi, Prov. xxvi. 
b ver. 9. Paul, 1 Bon al. 

Matt. xxiv. 4 &c. 1 John ii. 96. А 
Eccles. vil. 16. 1 Macc. viii, 1 

ii. 30 al. fr. Paul, Rom. vi. 16 bis. 1 Cor. Ц. 10, ас. ? 

b , XII. 18. 
wpokoWovory у Tit iL 12 

М „ & Neuro 
gv 13. (see 

1 Tim. it. 2 
reff.) 

2 ч» Matt. v.10 

+ Wied. rv. 
e Tit. Ш. 3 reff. 

; g attr., Matt. xxiv. 
h bere only. 3 Kings vill. 26. 

Tim. v. ly. Mark v. 28. b. x. 19 
Rev. Il. 20 al. Deut. lil. B. 

19. (nv bef evoeßws AN m 17 syr copt Orig, Ath,: txt CDFEL rel latt Syr goth 
Ath, Chr Thdrt ТЫ. 

14. for херо», тлео» 672. отта DI: yorra:s ПЗЕ. 
14. rec ru (applying it to Paul alone: see ch ii. 2), with С%ОКТ, rel vulg(and 

F. lat) syrr copt goth æth Chr Thdrt Damasc Hil Aug: txt AC!FN 17 Ambrst. 

катећєіфбту. Chrys.). 18. Yea, and 
(or, and moreover. Д have explained this 
cal. . . . 8ё on 1 Tim. їй. 10. ‘They who 
will, &c., must make up their minds to this 
additional circumstance,’ viz. persecution) 
all who are minded (purpose: see reff.: 
* whose will is to,’ Ellic. : hardly so strong 
as ‘who determine, Conyb. Nor can it be 
said that 6éAorres is emphatic, as Huth. 
It requires its meaning of ‘ purpose’ to be 
clearly expressed, not slurred over: but 
that meaning is not ially prominent) 
to live plously (ref.) in t Jesus (‘extra 
Jesum Christum nulla pietas, Beng.: and 
this peculiar reference of eóséfeia [cf. 1 
Tim. iii. 16] should always be borne in 
mind in these Epistles) shall be perse- 
euted. 18.) But (on the other hand: 
& reason why persecutions must be ex- 
pected, and even worse and more bitter as 
time goes on. The opposition certainly, 
as seems to me (see also Wiesinger and 
Ellicott], is to the clause immediately 
preceding, not, as De W. and Huther 
maintain, to ver. 10 f. There would thus 
be no real contrast: whereas on our view, 
it is forcibly represented that the breach 
between light and darkness, between eù- 
сќВеш and wovnpla, would not be healed, 
bat rather widened, as time went on) 
evil men (in general,—over the world: 

icularized, as applying to the matter 
in hand, hy the next words) and seducera 
(lit. magicians, in allusion probably to 
the Egyptian magicians mentioned above. 
Jos. contra Apion. ii. 16, has the word in 
this sense, —TroioUTÓs Tis qu d кодобёттуз, 
ob убуз, 008° ётатебу. Demosth. p. 374. 
20, pute into the mouth of JEschines, re- 
specting Philip, Kwucros, -yó»s, wornpós. 
See Wetat., and Suicer in voc., and con. 
sult Ellic.’s note here) shall grow worse 
and worse (‘advance in the direction of 
worse > see above, ver. 9. There the dif- 
Susion of evil was spoken of: here ita in · 

tensity), deceiving and deceived 
(rAaréuevo: is not middle [as Bengel, 
qui se seducendos permittunt'] but pas- 
sive: rather for contrast’s sake, as the 
middle would be vapid, than for tbe rea- 
son given by Huther, that if so, it would 
stand first, because he that deceives others 
is first himself deceived: for we might 
say exactly the same of the passive. Nor 
is the active participle to be assigned to 
the yénres and the passive to the sornpot, 
as ue also: both equally designate 
both. But his remark is striking and 
just, ‘Qui semel alios decipere ccpit, eo 
minus ipse ab errore se recipit, et eo faci- 
lius alienos errores mutuo amplectitur’). 

14.] But do thou continue in the 
things w (the object to fua6es, and 
the remoter obj to éricrdééns, must, 
in the construction, be supplied out of the 
ё» ols) thou learnedst (= jjk«ovcas тар 
duo), ch. ii. 2) and wert convinced of 
(во Homer, Od. p. 217 f., where Odysseus 
shews his scar,— ei 5 kye 8} ка) «fua 
àpippabàs Ало т: Zelte, | бфра pd еб 
yr&ror, $i T dy» dun, and 
Soph. (Ed. Col. 1040, ob 8' ui, О 8іяооз, 
| fede: abrov lu, mioreels bri | fv 
Mh Odve "yb doe, obx) wabcopa. 
The Vulg. *credita sunt tibi,’ followed by 
8 Beza, Calv., brum the бару 

tholic expositors, wo uire ёт:стеб- 
Ons, cf. 1 Сог. іх. 17 al), knowing M 
thou dost) from what teachers (viz. thy 
mother Lois and grandmother Eunice, 
ch. i. 5: cf. àrb Bpépovs below: not Paul 
and bas, as Grot., пог the voAAol 
pdprupes of ch. ii. 2. If the singular 
Tíros, then the Apostle must be meant) 
thou learnedst them, and (knowing) that 
(the Vulg. renders бт: quic, and thus 
breaks off the connexion with (is:: 
and so vtm M de ^s 
Bengel ing, 'setiologia duplex. Si- 
milis constr. 8:4 . . . . kal Sri, Joh. ii. 
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lreff. Nox 

ка Yo oorpåxwa, Kai 

` ariptav. 
» w torar " oxevoc 

. Rev. I S7. xviii. 13 ble, al. Exod. UL ЭЗ. 
ске хан. за. Polyb L. 5 
„Р. Toa. xxii. 18. 

* xxvi. 18 ( 
xxxi. 13. 

Kp Sen v .7 only, 
both гац). i Боза 0al Yisa L. 17. 
Wied. 

"d lr 
2; еа» оўу тє ” exxabapy Equroy ато Tore, 

“ис rum, ^ 

Cor. i 2 9015. Levit. vi. (Бат laces w. n.]. 

"ad "ас тий», tic 

пу‹асџќуоу, a td x ro тф 

w Bom. ix. 31. 
Е Matt. 

Rom. 1.96. iz. 31. 1 XI. 14. xv.@. 3 Cor. vi. В хі. 
Deut. xxvi. 18. Judg. vil. 4 vat. only. o Acte 

dob. tr. 11. Philem. 11 only. Prov. xi. 

rec (for xvpiov) xpurrov, with c e: txt ACDFELN rel ves gr- lat. ff. (17 defective.) 
91. єккабарт А. 

ron, with C1D?-3KLN® rel vulg вуг Orig, 

рш. i. е. Christum, a Deo firmiter fun- 
ta, nullis aut Satane machinis aut ten- 

tationum fluctibus subverti potest aut 
labefactari: nam etsi quidam ab ea de- 
ficiunt, ipea tamen in uis electis per- 
severat usque in finem." He then cites 
1 Jobnii.19: Matt. xxiv. 24: John x. 28 
Rom. viii. 35, 89: and proceeds, "Ex bis 
admodum fit verisimile" firmum Dei fan- 
damentum intelligi fideles electos: sive, 
quod idem est, ecclesiam in electis." 
Against the tottering faith of those just 
mentioned, he sets the orepeds ben., and 
the gornxev. It cannot be moved: Heb. 
xii. 28), having (“ ‘seeing it hath,’ part. 
with a very faint causal force, illustrating 
the previous declaration: cf. Donalds. Gr. 
$ 615." Ellic.) this seal (probably in allu- 
sion to the practice of ving inscrip- 
tions over doors [ Deut. vi. 9; хі. 20] «nd 
on pillars and foundation stones [ Rev. xxi. 
14]. The seal [inscription] would indicate 
ownership and destination : both of which 

inted at in the two texts following) 
(1) (i) the Lord knoweth (see 1 Cor. viii. 3, 
note: ‘novit amanter [?], nec nosse de- 
sinit,' as Bengel) them that are His (the 
LXX runs: éxéoxerra: ка) Eyre 6 Oeds 
Tobs vras айтор ка| robs Aylovs, xal 
жроѕтубүєто xpos éavróv): and (2) Let 
every one that nameth the name of the 
Lord (viz. аг his Lord: not exactly equiva- 
lent to ‘calleth on the name of the Lord’) 
stand aloof from iniquity (the passage in 
Іва. stands, axdornre, &xvóarnre, dt bare 
éxeiÜey, ка) dxabdprov uh Eynobe,.... 
&ooplcÓnre of $éporres тё аскет xuplov. 
It is clearly no reason against this pas 
sage being here alluded to, that [as 
Conyb.] it is expressly cited 2 Cor. vi. 17. 
Ellic. remarks, that it is possibly in con- 
tinued allusion to Num. xvi. 26, àro- 
oxladnre ard тё» oxynvar, Tv drop 
TOv скАтрё@» obra). 20.] Those 
who are truly the Lord's are known to 

om esra: oxevos N! : ins K-corr!. rec ins «as evxpu 
Thdrt, : om СЮЕК! f 17 Syr copt goth 

Him and de from iniquity: but in 
the visible church there are many un- 
worthy members. This is illustrated by 
the following similitude. But (contrast 
to the preceding definition of the Lord's 
aged ina ball am house (= ё» rj elxov- 

rys., who strenuously up- 
n. Р view; во also Thdrt. and the 
Greek Commentators, Grot., al.: but far 
better understood of the church, for the 
reason given by Calv.: “contextus qui 
dem huc potius nos ducit, ut de ecclesia 
intelligamus : neque enim de extraneis dis- 
putat кшш sed de ipsa Dei familia :” so 

- 

also Cypr., Ambr., all. The idea 
then is much t d same as that in the pa- 
rable of the -net, Matt. xiii. 47—49 : 
not in the le of the tares of the 
field, as De W.: for there it is expressly 
said, ó dypòs écrly ó xóspos) there are 
not only vessels of gold and silver, but 
also of wood and earthenware; and some 
for honour, some for dishonour (viz. in 
the use of the vessels themselves: not, 
as Mack, al., to bring honour or dishonour 
on the house or its inbabitanta.  Eatius, 
anxious to avoid the idea of heretics being 
in the church, would understand the two 
classes in each sentence as those distin- 
guished by gifts, and those not so dis- 
tinguished : and so Corn.-a-Lap., al.: but 
tbis seems alien from the context: cf. 
especially the next verse. On the com- 
pen see Ellic.'s references). 21.] 
ere the thing signified is mingled with 

the similitude : S. voluntary act de- 
scribed belonging, not to the vessels, but 
to the members of the church who are de- 
аы by them. If then (оўу deduces 
5 from the similitude : q. d. 

g Chis pos any man (member of the 
аш) have purified himself (not 

Chin. „ rares: xabdpy : but as 
Bengel. fey gens sese exierit de numero 
horum :' the ёк corresponds to the dro þe- 
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Таб IX. 8. Colt. 
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ab€ddera уемтер:кӯ, Jos. Antt. xvi. 11. 7. v. CA, Polyb. х. 94. 7. 
Я k 1 These. v. 15. 120 Rom. vi. 18 al. 

onyt: 
1 Rom. ix.30. 1 Tim. as above 

vi. 40, 56. x. 4. 
Joel lt. 89) al 
alc. 

99. ауалу» bef rr F. 

Ambrst al. 

low, and I have attempted to give tbat in 
the following) from among these (viz. the 
latter mentioned vessels in each parallel ; 
but more especially the скейт eis driulay, 
from what follows), he shall be a vessel 
for honour (Chrys. remarks: dps бт: ov 
фбсеюѕ où? ok dráyius ёст) rò elvat 
хрособу 3) ёстрікіуоу. dAAÀ тїз juerépas 
wpoaipéa eos (); dxe? uà» yap Tb Óarpáxi- 
vow obk dy 'убутутгы xpvcoUr, ob dd тобто 
els thy ékelvou karameceiv ebréAciary Šv- 
hee rat: футарба è woAAh иєтаВолђ kal 
perdoracis. oxetos  ÓmTpáxiwor qv ó 
abort, ФАА dero xpvcoUr. Mo 
xpuoovy hy (P) ó 'loóBas, dAA' d yer 
óc rpáxivor ), wed (not to be joined, 
ав Calv. and Lachmann, who expunges the 
comma after тй», — with «is тиў», 
seeing that els тй» stands absolutely in 
the former verse. [reff.] is a 
favourite word with our Apostle to describe 
the saints of God), useful (see instances of 
the erred of this epithet in the two 
N. T. reff.) for the master (of the house), 
prepared for every good work (xà» yh 
wpárTp, dAX' Sues ётітіђбебь dori, berT- 
kóv. der обу wpbs wárra wapeckeváabo:, 
way rs Odsarov, xh» rs papripior 
ky rp mapÜerlay, này wpbs ravra dira. 
Chrys.). .] Exhortations, taken 
ар again from ver. 16, on the matter of 
which the intervening verses have been 
a digression. But (contrast to the last- 
mentioned character, ver. 21, in the intro- 
duction of ver. dib.) youthful lusts 
(not * cupiditates rerum novarum,' as Sal- 
masids; see inst him Suicer, vol. i. 
p. 1167,—v«orepixal оўу abra: {д> al 
Tis *opryelas pórov, dAAÀ таса ёт:диџіс 
Érowos, vewrepixh.  dxovéracar ol yeyn- 
paxéres, Öri ob Bei và тй» v«wTépwvy 
жое. kh» ÜÓBpurrhs D тїз, кй» Buva- 
orelas dpi, xh». хрпиќтоу, chy сюрбтоу, 
кй» drovoty hrote, vewrepich $ èri- 
Ovula, àvógros обкю ris кар$Їаз ße- 
ЙЁткийа$ obòè тё» poer dy Вібе: тебес», 
GAA’ Japnudver, дубукт тадта пбута yl- 

3 o 1 Tim. I. B reff. p Tit. 
1 Cor. I. 28, 27. Ш. 18. fv. 10. Tit. ii!.9 only. Isa. xxxil 6. 

Ephr Chr Thdrt, (Ec Ambrst Aug,. (A uncert.) 
or row, Tavra» F 78: таутоу тоу АС 17 8 

Chr-txt Thdrt Isid: txt DKLN rel vulg Syr copt goth Chr-comm Damasc 
for ewixad., ауатеутор» А. 

g here 
h = 1 Tim. vi. 11 (reff.). 

m see note. 1 Macc. 
n Acte vil. 50. Rom. x. 12 (&c.). mostly w. буора, Acts li. 21 (from 

Tit. il. 9. q Gospp. Matt. (only) v. 33 

for 2nd «is, xpos DF. 
eth 

hl Œc 

veoOax. Chrys.; and Thdrt., тортог: 
триффу, yéAwros duerplay, bóta» xevhy, 
ка) Tà rohr wposópoia. See also Basil. 
Ces. in Suicer, as above) fly from, but 
(contrast to the hypothesis of the oppo- 
site course to that recommended above) 
follow after righteousness (moral rec- 
titude, as contrasted with G8ixia, ver. 19: 
not, as Calov., ‘the righteousness which 
is by faith;’ far better Calvin: ‘hoc 
est, rectam vivendi rationem.’ See the 
parallel, 1 Tim. vi. 11), faith, love, peace 
with (perá belongs to ciphyny, not to 
шке; cf. Heb. хі. 14, ciphyny d 
pera drr: also Rom. xii. 18) those 
who call upon the Lord (Christ, see 
1 Cor. i. 2) out of а pure heart (these 
last words belong to éwuxaAovuéror, and 
serve to designate the earnest and single- 
minded, as contrasted with the false teach- 
ers, who called on Him, but not out of a 
ure heart: cf. ch. iii. 5, 8, and especially 
t. i. 16, 16. Chrys. draws as ап infer- 

ence from this, perà 9$ ray UAA ob xpi) 
vpüov elvai, which is directly against ver. 
25: Thdrt. far better, drawing the distinc- 
tion between love and peace: d&yaway pèr 
yàp ёжаутаз ёџиғатбу, éweibfyrep тобто 
wal ó ebayyeAixds wapaxeActera: убдоз, 
"Ауатате robs éx@pobs бреу’ elpnyetey 
82 ob wpbs &xarras verri, тўз yap roi: 
тобто wponipécews dera rotor 84 
wárres oi ёк кабараз xap8las Tò» Becwó- 
түу éxikaAoUueroi. See Rom. xii. 18). 

23.] But (contrast again to the 
hypothesis of the contrary of the last 
exhortation) foolish (Tit. iii. 9) and un- 
disciplined (&sraíbevros can hardly be 
wrested from ite proper sense and made to 
mean ‘unprofitable pb raise lar, but, as 
in reff., must mean lacking wa:dela, shew- 
ing want of wholesome discipline. Grot. 
limite it too narrowly, when he says, In- 
telligit hic Paulus qusestiones immodestas : 
nam et Greci pro áxóAaceror dicunt dwal- 
derror [sine disciplina]: quia idem est 
koAd(ew et wadedew’’) questionings de- 

C C 2 
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d here only. Rom. x. 8 al. 
49. Rom. xiv. 9. 

(see note), Deut. iv. 30. nly. see 

17. for aprios, rex tos Dl. etneriueros F: tur. К сп o. 

Cuar. IV. 1. rec aft S:anaprupoya: ins ovy eye, with DK rel: om ACD'FLN 17. 
672 latt Syr copt sth arm Ath Cyr lat-ff. rec aft xa: ins rov xvpuv, with D'KL 
rel Syr syr-w-ast: om ACD!FM am(with fuld demid) copt goth Bas Did Cyr lat-ff. 
(om Tov «ov xa: 17. гес mo. bef xp., with DKL rel syrr eth Ath Chr Thdrt : 
txt ACD'FN am(with fuld demid) copt goth Bas Did Cyr lat-ff. for up, 
круши F b 17. 672. 73 Thdrt ТЫ. тес ката туу erip., with D'ELN? rel syrr 
Thdrt Damasc: txt ACD'FN! 17. 67? am(with fuld harl tol) copt Cyr (Chr also refers 
to it: xarà (P) Thy» dri. ab. к. т. Вас. abroU. kplyeiw, rare; dv тӯ ériparelg abro? тї 
нета 86 9з, тӯ werd BasiAelas. 4 тоіроу rovro Adyar Sri obx obras Hiei ds viv, $ бт: 
дадартфрора! со Thy ёт:фбуеау abr. к. т. Вас.) Cs-arel Fulg-Bede. 

vol. i. p. 299, ёт! .. rfj Tot xayrds ёхауор- 
get Blov: similarly Polyb. p. 50, 26 al. 

. in Raphel: so Epictetus, ib.), for dis- 
сір (ref. Eph. and note) in (if the con- 
struction is filled out, the wa:delay is ab- 
stract, and the rhy èv particularizes; dis- 
cipline, viz. that which ..... ) righteous- 
ness (which is versed in, as ite element and 
condition, righteousness, and so disciplines 
& man to be boly, just, and true): that 
(result of the profitableness of Scripture : 
reasons why God has, having Himself in- 
spired it, endowed it with this profitable- 
ness) the man of God (ref. 1 Tim. and note) 
may be perfect (ready at every point: 
‘aptus in officio, Beng.), thoroughly made 
ready (see note on ref. Acts. It is blamed 
by the etymologists as an àBóriuor, Jos. 
Antt. iii. 2. 2, has roeper vp àv0pá- 
тооз Tois жас‹ kaAGs é[mpricuévovs) to 
every good work (rather to be generally 
understood than officially: the man of God 
is not only а teacher, but any spiritual 
man: and the whole of the present passage 
regards the universal spiritual life. In 
ch. iv. 1 ff. he returns to the official duties 
of Timotheus: but here he is on that which 
is the common basis of all duty). 

Сн. IV. 1—8.] Earnest exhortation to 
Timotheus to fulfil his office ; in the near 
prospect of defection from the truth, and 
of the Apostle’s own departure from life. 

adjure thee (ref. before God, and 
Christ Jesus, who is about to jndge 
living and dead (Aéye rods ўт] àr- 
eAGdyras xal Tobs rare каталефбтсо- 
ut vous (Gras, Thl.: so also Thdrt., and 
Chrys., alt. 2: not as Chrys., alt. 1, ásap- 

re Adye: ка) Bualovs), and by (i.e. 
‘and I call to witness, as in Deut. iv. 26, 
Biapaprópoum ö тб» те obpardy ка} 
Thy yñ», the construction being changed 
from that in the first clause. This is 
better ап with Huther, to take the 
accusatives as merely acc. jurandi, as in 1 
Сот. xv. 81; James v. 12. With кете, it 
would be, ‘at His, &c.:' cf. Matt. xxvii. 
15; Acts xiii. 27; Heb. iii. 8) his appear- 
ing (reff) and his kingdom (these two, 
T. drip. avrov к. т. Вас. abrod, are not 
to be taken as a hendiadys, as Bengel, — 
‘dxipdveca est revelatio et exortus regni 
— but each has its place in the adjuration : 
—His coming, at which we shall stand 
before Him ;—His kingdom, in which we 
hope to reign with Him), 2.] pro- 
claim (notice the sudden and unconnected 
aorists. Ellic. well observes after Schoe- 
mann, Iesus, p. 235, that the use of the 
imper. aor. seems often due, both in the 
М. T. and in classical authors, to the 
*]ubitus aut affectus loquentis") the 
word (of God. The construction after 
Stau. is carried on in 1 Tim. v. 21 with 
а: in our cb. ii. 14 with infinitives : 
here with simple imperatives, which is 
more abrupt and forcible), press on (ёжќ- 
стуб. is generally referred to the last 
clause—‘be diligent in preaching:’ ner 
dwiporys к. dri ra la AáA gor, as ТЫ. : 
and Thdrt, ойх áwAés xal ds Ürvxev 
abTbr xnpirrey wapeyyug, &ААё ябута 

: корду drr ,jje wpòs тобто vopl(e. 
De W. doubts this meaning being juati- 
fied, and would rather keep the verb to ita 
simpler meaning ‘accede [ad ctus Chris- 
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ті. 81. -péa, Matt. xxvi. 16. 
Phil. iv. 10) ) h — Matt. „16. 

саш bers ому. Соерр. (ехе. on passim, and 
1 1. те 

M. 1 Cor. xiv. 6,26. Tit. i. 9 only. 
Ж е 
xiv. 17 

9. аксир. bef evap. C. 
Pelag Aug Ambr. 

8. evetovra: С. for xara, xpos D. 

hereoniy t. Bir.xxxv. 
18. 1 Cor. ziv. 24. 

Jude 9, from 

Matt. vii. 28 al. Ps. lix. tit. only. о i. 16 ref. 
Heb. xiii. 33. Job vi. 90. q here only t. (Symm, Cant. li. 

.) т Eph. iv. 11 reff. ote. t = 1 Cor. 
XII. 17. Heb. v. 11. 2 Pet. H. 8. 3 Масс. xv. 39 

wapaxaA. bef еттш. FN! m latt goth Orig Ambrat 
for таст, paon(sic) N. 

| only. (-t 
4 ка) Heb W. 1. 

-petv, Mark 

zixiL)4. ( 
Eph. v. 11. Tit.1.9,18. Ч. 15. Prov. x. 10 

Ul. 2. k 
1. 11 reff. 

s here only t. seen 

rec tas ет. Tas 18., with KL rel copt 
Chr Damasc Aug: txt ACDFN g m 17 latt goth Ephr Thdrt Thi (Ec lat“ ff. 
eric'op. bef eavr. F m 78 vulg arm lat-ff. 

tianos],' as Bretsch. and so Huther. But 
there seems no need to confine the sense 
so narrowly. The quotations in De W. 
bimself justify the meaning of * press on,' 
‘be urgent, generally: not perhaps in 
preaching only, bat in the whole work of 
the ministry. Cf. Demosth. p. 1187. 6, 
ёте) .... éQeorfkei 8 aùr KaAM- 
ттратоз ка) 'Ijukpárus . . . . . otw 3è 
8:40есау suas каттүоробртє abrov, — 
‘pressed upon him,’ *urgebant eum ? id. 
p. 70. 16, 3:4 rads’ ёурќуоре» ёфќстукеу, 
.. . . ) in season, out of season (uh xa- 
poy Éxye фритцбфуо>, del col xaipbs fore 
uh d» elpfirn, ph ё» aSelq, unde èr d 
olg кабћиєғоѕ dv кћу èv tois xivdb- 
vos, кё» dv Secpernply js, кї» usw 
wepuxceluevos, xh» A Kp фу ext Өйуа- 
rer, ка) wap’ abrdy roy кард» ÉAeytos, 
B) бкосталӯѕ éxirisfieasr тбте yàp ка) 
ў émerlunow Eye корбу, brav ó #Аеухоз 
трох „ rav àrodeixop d Ipo, 
Chrys. I cannot forbear also transcribing 
a very beautiful passage cited by Suicer i. 
146 from the same father, Hom. xxx. vol. v. 
p. 221: ау 5 бра тоз abrois éxipévec: 
kal perà thy mapaíreai, оф$ё obras zue 
ётостпсбцеба тӯўз vp abrobs avuBovATs. 
ка) yàp ка) xpijra,, кё» undels d3petryrai, 
pdover ка) ol worapol, кй» undes wiry, 
Tpéxovgi. Be? tolyvy xal Tb» Аќуоута, 
aby pndels wposéxy, rà тар davroũ dera 
wAnpoty ка} vp vóuos fuis, Tois Thy 
тод Adyou Biaxovlay éyxexeipioudvors, торд 
TOU ф:Лаудрёкоо nera: Ocot, ure 
Ta rap éavroU ёАМитбуею, unde тгуйу, 
кё» дкобр tis, кй» waparpéxp. This 
latter passage gives the more correct 
reference,—not so much to Ais opportu- 
nities, as the former, but to there [as 
Ellic. quotes from Aug. on Ps. cxxviii., 
vol. iv. р. 1689, “sonet verbum Dei vo- 
lentibus opportune, nolentibus impor- 

for xynPopevas, repropevo: 672. 

tune“ J. Bengel, from Pricaus, gives ex- 
amples of similar expressions: Nicetas 
Choniates, таг 7? duBpibes ёошбз, «b- 
kalpeus áxaípus dxéwAnrrery. Julian: èro- 
peóero ext ras та» QíAwv olxlas &x)wros 
ex . Virgilii: ‘digna indigna 
pati,’ Terentii: ‘cum milite isto præsens 
absens ut sies. So fanda nefanda, plus 
minus, nolens volens, &c.), convict, Te- 
buke (reff.), exhort, in (not ‘with ;’ it is 
not the accompaniment of the actions, 
but the element, the temper in which 
they are to be performed) all (possible) 
long-suffering and teaching (not sub- 
jective, ‘ perseverance in teaching,’ as Co- 
пуф. ; but ‘ teaching’ itself: it [objective] 
is to be the element in which these acts 
take place, as well as gaxpo8vuía [sub- 
jective}. The junction is harsh, but not 
therefore to be avoided. Of course, hen- 
diadys L- dy wdon paxpoduulg 8:8ахӯз, 
Grot., nm.] is out of the question. 
On 8:8ахі and &баскал!а‚ see icott’s 
note). 8, 4.] Reason why all these 
will be wanted. For there shall be a 
time when they (men, i. e. professing 
Christians, as the context shews) will not 
endure (not bear-—as being offensive to 
them: reff.) the healthy doctrine (reff. : 
viz. of the Gospel), but according to (after 
the course of) their own desires (instead 
of, in subjection to God’s providence) will 
to themselves (en: atic) heap up (one 
upon another: rò dd:dupsroy An 
d$fAoce, Chrys. There is no meaning of 
‘heap upon themselves,’ ‘to their own 
cost, as Luth., ‘tverbden fie ihnen felbft 
Lehrer aufladen? во Heydenr. also) 
teachers, having itching ears (C rrobrri: 
т: dxotoa kaf Hilorhy, Hesych.: ger - 
mones qumrunt viti а sua titillantes,’ Grot. 
This in fact amo mts to the same as 
Chrys.’s, rãs 180097 xdpw Adéyorras 
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y. only. т» ^Oukovtav cov 
te 7. v.8 
only t. 

y Col. 1. 16. 
Phil iv. 13. 1 Tim. III. 11. ch. Il. 7. Tit. f. d. Heb. xii. 18. 

10 only. (-Oeca, James v. 10.) 
e Eph. iv. 22 reff. d = ver. 17 (Luke 1. 1. Rom. iv. 21. xiv. 6) only t. 

on 1 Chron. xi. 18. 
Phil. 1. 22.) g = (Раш) 1 Thess. v. 8. 

5. om xaxoraénaoy Ni. 

POE TIMOOEON B. 

Miu rng ovTat. 

run. 

° owévoopmat Kal о katpoc тїс eune av], 5 єфёстткеу' 

а == Аста xv. 38. Phil. 

aft какотабтсоу ins ws KAAOS ттратиеттз хр. n 

IV. 

500 Ò "vnet T evede 

„euren пе. 

86 уар non 
Ep-yov woinoov 

2 ch. ii. 9. дате, 13only. Jonah iv. 
II. 8. Ера. iv. DNE 1. al. bA 

(Eccles. vit 11 11 only.) 
f here only. viv ёк rov Biow avdaAvary, Philo in Flacc. 21, vol. И. i» 944 (-Аее‹›, 

uke xxi 34. L.P. Wied. vi.5,8. see Acts ts xviii. 3. ver. 1. 

neou А. 
6. for euns avad., avad. pou АСЕК m 17 copt arm Eus Ath Epbr Pallad TE : 

txt DKL rel am(with demid F-lat) syrr Chr Thdrt Euthal-mss Damasc, Th) Фе 
Cypr, 

xal réprorras thv ёкоў» éwi(yroürres, 
though De W. draws а distinction between 
them. Plut. de superst. р. 167 b [ Wetst.], 
povouchy gnoly 6 Плітеу . 015 
ob трифӯз ёуека xal ric er Grav 8009- 
мш: seo more examples in Wetst.), and 
shall avert their ears from the truth, 
and be turned aside (ref. and note) to 
fables (the art. seems to imply that they 
would be at least like the fables already 
believed: see 1 Tim. i. 4, and cf. Ellic. 
here). 5 ff.] He enforees on Timo- 
theus the duty of worthily fulfilling his 
office, in consideration of his own ap- 
proaching end. For this being intro- 
duced, various reasons have been given :— 
(1) he himself would be no longer able to 
make head against these adverse influ- 
ences, and therefore must leave Timotheus 
and others to succeed him: so Heydenr., 
Huther, al.: (2) “еро quamdiu vixi ma- 
num tibi porrexi: tibi mes assidum ex- 
hortationes non defuerunt, tibi mea con- 
silia fuerunt. magno adjumento, et exem- 
plum etiam magne confirmationi: jam 
tempus est ut tibi ipse magister sis atque 
hortator, natareque ineipias sine cortice : 
cave ne quid morte mea in te mutatum 
anünadvertatur," Calv.: similarly Grot.: 
(3) “causa que Timotheum moveat ad 
officium: Pauli discessus et beatitudo: 
finis coronat opus." Eleng., and so Chrys., 
Hom. in loc, in a very beautiful pas- 
sage, too long for transcription : (4) to 
stir up Timotheus to imitation of bim: 
so Pel, Ambr, Hein e., al. [in De W.] 
There seems no reason why any one of 
these should be chosen to the exclusion of 
the rest: we шау well, with Flatt, com- 
bine (1) and (4), at the same time bearing 
(2) and (8) in mind: —'I am no longer 
there to withstand these things: be thou 
a worthy successor of’ me, no longer de- 
pending on, but carr:ying out for thyself 
my directions: follove my steps, inherit 

their result, and the bonour of their end.’ 
6.) But (as contrasted with the 

description p ing) do thou (emphatic) 
be sober (it is difficult to give the full 
meaning of уфе i in а version. The refer- 
ence is ially to the clearness and wake- 
fulness of attention and observance which 
attends on sobriety, as distinguished from 
the lack of these qualities in intoxication. 
Keep thy coolness and presence of mind, 
that thou be not entrapped into forgetful- 
ness, but discern and use every opportunity 
of ing and acting for the truth, 
Mack: ef. also Ellie.) in all suf- 
fer hardship (reff.), do the work of an 
Evangelist (reff.: here probably in a 
wider sense, including all that belongs to 
a preacher and teacher of the Gospel), 
fill up the measure of (fill up, in every 
point; leaving nothing undone in. Beza's 
rendering, ‘ministerii tui plenam fidem 
facito, i. e. veris argumentis comproba te 
germanum esse Dei ministrum,'—«o Caly. 
ministerium tuum probatum гейде,°—із 
justified by usage le ff) but hardly in 
accordance with ver. 17: see there) thy 
ministry. 6.] For the connexion, see 
ss For I am already р offered 
as a drink-offering: i.e. the is 
begun, which shall shed my blood. * Ready 
to be offered’ [Е. M. я b., во also Mat- 
thies, Est., al. е force of the 
present. Grot. would f render it ‘jam nunc 

rgor vino, id est, præparor ad mor- 
tem: but such a meaning for сжёудора 
does not seem to be justified : see ref. Phil. 
That owévSona: ів there followed by èri 
тй Ovcía к.т.л., and here stands abso- 
lutely, is surely no reason why this usage 
sbould not be as significant and as cor- 
rect as that; against De W.), and the 
time of my departure (&váA was ref.] is 
merely this, and not dissolutio, as Vulg., 
Matthies,—nor as Elsner [so also Wolf] 
imagines, is there any allusion to guests 

5 оозу, Eri AC 
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both 

$: cuoi, aA Ad kai ташу тос ` пуатпкбооіу тт» ~ imi- - Haft 
vit. 8 al. Bir. vil. 28. see Gal. v. 16. 
zxvli.:0. 1 Cor. I. 16. 3 Cor. х. 11 al. 
12. 1 Pet. v. 4. Кет, 11. 10. Prov. Iv. 9. 

sch. 1. 19, 1&. 2 Thess. 1. 10. 
49. Red. хіі. . James v. 9. 

w ver. 1. 

n ~ Реп), Eph. iv. 3 only. see 1 Tim. vi. 14. 
сү d 

t Ps. vii. 11. 3 Macc. zii. б. 

only. Matt. 
о = Acts 

8 Q ix. . Jamesi. 
rae Rom. II. 6. Rev. XII. 14 al. Ps.1.13 (14). 

u Paul, . bere only. 
v = 1 Pet. HI. 10, from Ps. 12. Ps. 

7. for T. y. 7. ka., тоу Kadoy аушға АСЕМ ш 17 vulg Ath Chr, Cypr Pelag: txt 
DKL rel syrr t goth Orig, Eus lat-ff. 

8. om ra 1 67% vulg(and F-lat) Syr Ambrst: om ros ayarnxoow Ni; txt 
ACD?FELN!? rel вуг copt goth Chr. r Thdrt Ps-Ath Damasc Cypr Archel Jer Augatig- 

breaking up riri from & banquet 
and making libations [res]: —* al- 
lusisse Apostolum ad owov3ds crediderim 
&raAvórrer e convivio, sensumque esse, 
sese ex hac vita molestiisque exsatiatum 
abiturum, libato non vino sed sanguine 
suo. He quotes from Athensus i. 13, 
foxevdov dnd tüv Belxvay  àvaAvorres. 
But against this we have only to oppose 
that most sound and useful rule, that an 
allusion of this kind must never be ima- 
gined unless where necessitated by the con- 
text: and certainly here there is no trace 
of the idea of а banquet having been in the 
mind of-the Apostle, various as are the 
imeges introduced) is at hand (not, is pre- 
sent, ‘ift vorhanden, Luth.: which would 
be évéornxey, see 2 Thess. ii. 2 note): 

7.] I have striven the good strife 
(it is hardly correct to confine ёуф» to the 
sense of ‘fight:’ that it may be, but ite 
reference is much wider, to any contest, 
see note on ref. 1 Tim.: and here probably 
to that which is specified in the next 
cluuse: see especially Heb. xii. 1), I have 
finished my race (see reff.: the image 
belongs peculiarly to St. Paul. In Phil. 
iii. 12 ff. he follows it out in detail. See 
also 1 Cor. ix. 24 ff.: Heb. xii. 1, 2. Wetat. 
uotes Virg. En. iv. 653, “ Vixi, et quem 
ederat cursum fortuna, peregi "), I have 

kept the faith (not, as Heydenr., ‘my 
plight to obserce the laws of the race: 
but-as Bengel rightly observes, “res bis 
per metaphoram expressa nunc tertio loco 
exprimitur proprie." The constant use 
of ў xloris in these Epistles in the ob- 
jective technical sense, must rule the ex- 
ression here. This same consideration 

will preclude the meaning ‘have kept m 
Jaith, ‘my 97 as Raphel, Kypke, 
al): .] henceforth (perhaps this 
adverb expresses Aouwdv better than any 
other. It appears to be used in later 
Greek, from Polybius downwards, in this 

Vox. III. 

sense of ‘proinde,’ ‘itaque:’ cf. Polyb. ii. 
68. 9; iv. 32. 5; x. 45. 2) there is laid up 
‘(reff.) for me the (not ‘a,’ as E. V.) crown 
(reff., and cf. Phil. iii. 14) of righteous- 
ness (i.e. the bestowal of which is con- 
ditional on the substantiation and recog- 
nition of righteousness—q. d. ‘a crown 
among the righteous :' rò» rots Dualo 
nvrpemopévor Adye:, Thdrt.: and so De W. 
after Chrys, Sicasoodyny drraĩ da di 
thy xa8óAov gnoly dperfy. This is better 
than with Huther, al., to take the gen. as 
one appositionts, as in James i. 12, д ст. 
vis (ons: and 1 Pet. v. 4, ó ris 8695 
ст.: both these, (wh and 5óta, may well 
constitute the crown, but it is not easy to 
say how Sikaiocóv can. Thdrt.'s alterna- 
tive, Tb» 8:каіа foy Swpoóueror (80 
Heydenr. Matth., al.], is equally objec- 
tionable. There is, аз Calv. has shewn, 
no sort of inconsistency here with the doc- 
trines of grace: “neque enim gratuita justi- 
ficatio que nobis per fidem confertur, cum 
operum remuneratione pugnat quin potius 
rite conveniunt ista duo, gratis justificari 
hominem Christi beneficio, et tamen ope- 
rum mercedem coram Deo relaturum. Nam 
simulatque nos in gratiam recipit Deus, 
opera quoque noetra grata habet, ut premio 
quoque [licet indebito] diguetur." See fur- 
ther on this point, Estius's note, and Conc. 
Trident. Canones, Sess. vi. c. 16, where 
the remarkable expression is quoted from 
the Epist. of Pope Celestinus I. 12, ** Dei 
tanta est erga omnes homines bonitas, ut 
eorum velit esse merita, qus sunt ipsius 
dona”), which the Lord (Christ: cf. ёт:- 
pdr. abro? below) shall award (more than 
give: вее ref. and Matt. vi. 4, 6, &c., 
xvi. 27: the idea of reguital should be ex- 
pressed. Compare however Ellicott's note) 
me in tat day (reff), the righteous 
(subj., ‘just ;? but the word ‘righteous’ 
should be kept as answering to ‘ righteous- 
ness’ above) judge (see ае 42. In 

5 
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p Paul, ? Сот. s 

по). 
only, 
bwép 
Matt. 

q cb. lii. B reff. 
т Phil. L7 ref. — Acts xxii, 1 

14. om avrov N!. 

. xxv. 16. a Luke xxill. 48 . Ps. XXIII. 8 M 
Rom. Н. 36. tv. 4, 8, from Ps. xxxi. 3. 3 Cor. v. 10. Paul, esp. оу к 

DE "axoAoyig ovdeic por * cuvmapeyivero, aÀÀa wavrec 
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6 ver. 20. 

16. rec (for ауестт) arOcoryxey, with D'KLN? rel: avOnory F: txt ACD!R' 17. 
16. for соутар., wapeyevero ACFN! k 17 Chr, Euthal-mss. 

ACD?FL 17. 

dera тё xarà & ёуедеќбреба els айтду 
—and ver. 17, koes airois .... бт ro- 
mpå со: фуе$еЦауто. In both these 
places ёуде асби represents the Hebrew 
verb 5», ‘affecit :’ similarly in the Song of 
the Three Children, ver. 19, évrpaweinoay 
wd»res of ёуёєкуйиеро: Tois SoóAo:s cov 
xaxd: and 2 Macc. xiii. 9, rots 82 porh- 
paci ô Вао:АХефз BeBapBapepéros fjpxero, 
тё XelpicTa ray ёт ToU *arpbs афтод 
e odr dvBetduevos ois lovdafois. 
This usage is easily explained. From the 
primary sense of the middle verb fo mani- 
Sest; applied to a subjective quality [reff. 
Tit, Heb., and ебуогау, Aristoph. Plut. 
785,—yvéuny, Herod. vii. 141: al. in 
Lexx.], we have idiomatically the same 
sense applied to objective facts in Hel- 
lenistic Greek: Palm and Rost give from 
Plutarch, é»5eítacÓa. irdavOpwelas, a 
phrase intermediate between the two 
usages. Then in rendering évdeltacGal 
Tivi xaxd, it is for us to enquire, whether 
we shall be best expressing the mind of 
the original by changing the subjective 
évSelfarGa: into an objective verb, or by 
changing the objective subst. xaxd to a 
subjective quality |xaxfay]:—and the an- 
swer to this is clear. The xaxd were facts 
which we must not disguise. The éyBeí£a- 
сда, not the kard, is used in an improper 
and secondary meaning ; and therefore in 
rendering the phrase in a language which 
admits of no such idiom, it is the verb 
which must be made objective to suit the 
substantive, not vice versA. Conyb.'s ren- 
dering, ‘charged me with much evil,’ as 
also his alternative, ‘manifested many 
evil things (P) against me,’ would, it seems 
to me, require the active verb): the Lord 
shall requite him according to his works 
(the optative of the rec. makes no real 
difficulty: it is not personal revenge, but 
zeal for the cause of the Gospel which the 
wish would express, cf. ver. 16 below, 
where his own personal feelings were 
concerned): whom do thou also beware 
of (see above, on Alexander); for he ex- 
oeedingly withstood our (better than 

еукатеМагго» 

‘my, seeing that до: occurs їп the 
same sentence, and immediately follows. 
The plural may be used because the 
Ac yo were such as were common to all 
Christians — arguments for, or declara- 
tions of, our common faith) words. 
18.] In my first defence (open self- 
defence, before & court of justice, see 
reff. For a discussion of this whole mat- 
ter, see the Prolegg. and Ellic.'s note. I 
will only remark here, that any other de- 
fence than one made a£ Rome, in the 
latter years of the Apostle’s life, is out of 
the question) no one came forward with 
me (“verbum суртарсуіғєсби indicat 
patronos et amicos, qui alios, ad causam 
dicendam vocatos, nunc presentia sua, 
nunc etiam oratione [not in the time of 
Cicero, who clearly distinguishes, De Orat. 
ii. 74, between the orator or patronas, 
and the advocati : speaking of the former 
he says, ‘orat reus, urgent advocati ut 
invehamur, ut maledicamus, £c. But in 
Tacit. Annal. xi. 6, the orators are called 
advocati | дота solebunt. Id Cicero, 

TO cap. 29, рг ulla, adesse supplici, et сар. 
14, pro Milone, simpliciter adesse dicit. 
Greci dicunt nunc тарауіуєсби, nunc 
тареро, nunc cvumapeirai." Wolf. So 
Demosth., xarà Nealpas, 1369. 17, cvy- 
wapayevéuevos айтф  Soxipa(ouére), but 
all men deserted me: may it not be laid to 
their charge (by God: reff. rh» warpuchy 
wept abrGv eter eborrayxyrlar. eù 
xaxonóelas iy, àAAà Zea ў bwoxdpn- 
ois, Thdrt.): but the Lord (Jesus) stood 
by me, and strengthened (‘put strengt 
in :’ a word especially used of and by our 
Apostle, reff.) me, that by my means the 
proclamation (of the Gospel) might be 
delivered in full measure (see on ver. 5) 
and all the Gentiles might hear (one is 
tempted, with Thdrt., al., to interpret this 
of bis preservation for further missionary 
journeys [ Thdrt. thinks this defence hap- 
pened dwring his journey to Spain]: but 
the spirit of the whole context seems to 
forbid this, and to ape qr us to confine 
this rAnpopopla to the effect of the single 
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И. 1 reff. 
te А е , 411 aa 

puvatrat ple о Kuptoc xvi. 25. Rom. 

Cor. i. 31. 
4. xv. 14. 
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y = ver. B (reff.). 
а here only. PSA. xxi. 21. (see Ps. ivi. 4.) 

€ Col. 1. 31 ref. see 3 Cor. ix. 8. 3 Thess. ii. 17. 

rec акоосч 
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18. rec ins xa: bef pucerai, with D°FKL rel syrr eth: om ACD'N 67? vulg copt arm 

occasion referred to, his acquittal before 
the * corena populi,' in whose presence the 
trials took place: so Bengel —'* una sspe 
occasio maximi est momenti: gemtes— 
quarum Roma caput." And so Huther 
and Wiesinger, and in the main, De W.): 
&nd I was delivered from the mouth of 
the lion (the Fathers mostly understood 
this of Nero: so Chrys, Thdrt., Thl., 
(Ec, Euseb. &c.: see Suicer, ii. p. 233. 
And Esth. [add.] xiv. 13, E. V., is quoted, 
“where Esther says concerning Arta- 
xerxes, Put a word into my mouth d ri 
тоб Aéorros." Whitby: —or, seeing that 
according to the chronology adopted by 
some, he was not in Rome at the time 
[see Prolegomena to Past. Epp. § ii. 88], 
of his locum tenens, Helius Cesareanus : 
во Pearson, Annales Paulini, p. 24,—or of 
the Jewish accuser, as Wieseler, Chron. ii. 
р. 476. But these are hardly probable: 
nor again is it, that the Apostle was lite- 
rally in danger of being thrown to wild 
beasts, and established his right as a 
Roman citizen to be exempted from that 
punishment [Bengel's objection to this, 
‘ex ore leonum diceret, si proprie bestias 
innueret, is of no force: as the popular 
cry ‘Christianos ad leonem’ shews: see 
also ref. Psalm, of which doubtless the 
words were a reminiscence]: nor again is 
the idea [Calv., Ellic., al.], that the ex- 
pression is figurative for great danger,— 
the jaws of death, or the like: for the 
Apostle did nat fear death, but looked 
forward to it as the end of his course, and 
certainly would not have spoken of it 
under this image. The context seems to 
me to demand another and very different 
interpretation. None stood with him— 
all forsook him: but the Lord stood by 
him and strengthened him: for what? 
that he might sitness a good confession, 
and that the xfpvyua might be expanded 
tothe utmost. The result of this strength- 
ening was, that he was delivered ёк eré- 
paros Aéorros: he was atrengthened, wié- 

nessed а good confession, in spite of 
desertion and discouragement. en let 
us pass on to his confidence for the future, 
the expression of which is bound on to 
this sentence by фета, indicating the 
identity of God's deliverance, —and wav- 
тёз indicating the generalization of the 
danger of which this was a particular 
case. And how is the danger generally 
described ? as wav Épyov жоутрбу : and it 
is implied that the fulling into such dan- 
er would preclude him from enduring to 
brist’s heavenly kingdom. It was then 

an fpyor roynpéy from which he was on 
this occasion delivered. What fpyov ro- 
rnpór? The falling into the power of 
thè tempter ; the giving way, in his own 
weakness and the desertion of all, and 
betraying the Gospel for which he was 
sent as a witness. The йоп then is the 
devil; à àvríbuxos зиду bidBodos ds 
Ado» dépuóuevos wepuarei (uhr Tiva 
xatamly, 1 Pet. v. 8). 18.] The 
Lord (Jesus) shall deliver me from every 
evil work (see above: from every danger 
of faint-heartedness, and apostasy: во, 
even without adopting the above meaning 
of ёк orduaros Aéorros, Chrys., ка) yàp 
ка} rovro тд 8иупдђға: uéxpis aluaros 
dyrixatacrivas wpbs thy Ópuaprías, ка} 
Bh erBoiva:, érépov Ard dari bócac- 
Gas, ToU biaBóAov. So also Grot., De W., 
al. The meaning adopted by Huther, 
Wiesinger, al, that the fpya wornpd are 
the works of his adversaries plotting 
against him, is totally beside the purpose : 
he had no such confidence (ver. 6), nor 
would his conservation to Christ’s hea- 
venly kingdom depend in the least upon 
such deliverance. Besides which, the cor- 
respondence of this declaration of confi- 
dence to the concluding petition of the 
Lord's Prayer cannot surely be fortuitous, 
and then rovnpod, here joined to ёруои as 
neuter, must be subjective, evil resulting 
from our falling into temptation, not evil 
happening to us from without. It is 
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20. axeAavror CL 17. (A uncert.) 
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: om mo. xp. F(not F-lat) Ni 17 8-pe eth: om xpwrros A 

for n x. pef un., eppes ev ei 
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om warres Nl. 

yn Di. rec at 
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SUBSCRIPTION. rec mpos т. Üevrepa TNS edecio» eExkAnoias претор exickomor 
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hardly necessary to observe, that xornpoÜ 
here cannot be gen. masc., *of the eril 
one, —as Pelagius and Mosheim, in De 
W.), and shall preserve me safe (céc« 
in its not uncommon, pregnant sense of 
‘bring safe: cf. oe e, ll e. 
224; és ofxovs, Soph. Philoct. 811; és 
TJ)» ‘EAAdda, Xen. An. vi. 4. 8: 6. 23, al. 
freq.) unto his kingdom in heaven 
(though it may be conceded to De W. 
that this expression is not otherwise found 
in St. Paul, it is one to which his existing 
expressions easily lead on: e. g. Phil. i. 
28, compared with iii. 20): to whom be 
the glory unto the ages of ages, Amen 
(it is again objected, that in St. Paul we 
never find doxologies ascribing glory to 
Christ, but always to God. This however 
is not strictly true: cf. Rom. ix. 6. And 
even if it were, the whole train of thought 
here leading naturally on to the ascription 
of such doxology, why should it not occur 
for the first and only time? It would 
seem to be an axiom with some critics, 
that a writer can never use an expression 
once only. If the expression be entirely 
out of keeping with his usual thoughts 
and diction, this may be a sound infer- 
ence: but this is certainly not the case 
in the present instance. Besides, the pe- 
tition of the Lord’s Prayer having been 
transferred to our Lord as ite fulfiller 

(cf. John xiv. 18, 14], the doxology, 
which seems to have come into liturgical 
use almost as soon as the prayer itself 
[see Matt. vi. 18 var. read) would na- 
turally suggest a corresponding doxology 
here 

19—21.] Salutations and notices. Ba- 
lute Prisca and Aquila (see notes, Acts 
xviii. 2: Rom. xvi. 3) and the house of 
Onesiphorus (himself probably deceased. 
See on ch. i. 16). Erastus (Acts xix. 22, 
an Erastus was sent forward into Mace- 
donia by the Apostle from Ephesus,—and 
Rom. xvi. 23, an Erastus sends greeting, 
who is described as the olrordnos ris 
wéAews [Corinth]. This latter would 
seem to be the person here mentioned) 
abode in Corinth (on the inferences to be 
drawn from this, see Prolegg. to Past. Epp. 
§ ii. 80 f), but Trephimus (he accom- 
panied the Apostle from Greece into Asia, 
Acts xx. 4. He was an Ephesian, id. xxi. 
29, and was with the Apostle in Jeru- 
salem on his last visit there) I left (not 
*they [the Asian brethren who came to 
Rome] left? as Hug) in Miletus (see 
again this discussed in Prolegg. to this 
Epistle, $ i. 5. "Various conjectures have 
been made to escape the difficulty here 

nted: ёи Мелітр (Baronius, Beza, 
Grot. Est, &c.J—a Miletus in Crete 
[Michaelis, Schrader]) sick. Endeavour 
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to come before winter (when the voyage 
would be impossible, and so the visit 
thrown over to another year. See also on 
ver. 13). Eubulus (otherwise unknown) 
greets thee, and Pudens (see excursus at 
the end of the Prolegg. to this Epistle on 
Pudens and Claudia), and Linus (Iren. iii. 
8. 3, p. 176, of Атботоло:. . . Aire thv 
тїз éwickor ijs [at Коше] Accroupylay ire- 
x«Ípwrar. тобтоо ToU Alyov Пайлоз фу 

IIPOZ TIMOOEON B. 407 

rais vp Tiuó0eor ётістоћаїз néprnra:. 
So also Euseb. H. E. iii. 4), and Claudia 
(see excursus as before), and all the bre- 
thren. 

] 
pi (the) grace (of God) be with you 
the members of the church where Timo- 
theus was: see Prolegg.). - 
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Cuap. I. 1. 
sno. D! : txt D'VHKLN rel. 

2. for er (e D'), e» FH: om e m 17. 

Снар. I. 1—4.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. 1.] The occurrence of Sotdos 
8«ov, not elsewhere found in the superscrip- 
tions of St. Paul's Epistles, is a mark of 
genuineness : a forger would have been sure 
to suit every expression of this kind to the 
well-known habits of the Apostle. ёж. 
84] 84 further defines—a servant of God, 
—this is general :—bwt а more particular 
designation also belongs to the present 
matter. «ard slor has been variously 
rendered: (1) ‘according to the faith of,’ 
&c., so E. V., Luth., Matthies, al.: (2) 
similarly Calv., Beza, Aret., ‘mutuus est 
inter meum apostolatum et fidem electorum 
Dei consensus : ” (8) “зо аз to bring about 
Jaith in, &., — as De W., justifying it by 
xara thy Ann éxwAdcavres, Herod. ii. 
152, ката Oday Frey, Thuc. vi. 31,—s0 
also Thdrt. [Gsre wiorevoa тўз ёкАоуйз 
&tíovs, Œc. 2, Thl. 1, Jer., Grot., al, but 
see below]. We may at once say that (1) 
and (2) are inadmissible, as setting up a 
standard which the Apostle would not have 
acknowledged for his Apostleship, and as 
not suiting émiyreciy below, which also 
belongs to the xard. Nor do the instances 

xp. bef ino. А 106. 108 fuld(with tol) вуг copt Ambrst-ed Cassiod: om 

given to justify (3) apply here: for as 
uther has observed, in them it is the 

acquisition of the noun which is spoken of: 
so that here it would be to get, not to gro- 
duce faith. The best sense seems to be 
that which he gives,—that of reference, 
‘with regard to,’ i. e. to bring abont, 
cherish, and perfect: nearly in the same 
sense as els бтакођу wícreos, Rom. i. 5. 
See also 2 Tim. i. 1. I would render then 
“Тот? Paul а servant of God, but an 
postle of Jesus Christ, for (on this sense 

of кота, destination, seo Ellic.’s note) 
the faith of the eleet of God (those whom 
God has chosen of the world — reff.: and 
their faith is the only true faith—the only 
faith which the apostolic office would sub- 
serve) and the thorough knowledge (reff. 
and notes: subjective, and xard as before 
—to promote the knowledge. Thi. gives as 
an alternative,—3:ér: éxéyrar thy t- 
belav, 8:4 тобто émorretOny x. T. A.) of the 
truth—which is according to (belongs to, 
—is conversant in and coincident with: 
for as Chrys. „ orli» ёлфдеа яраурётиу 
GAA’ оф кат’ eboéBeiay, olor то eiBdvas тё 
yewpyind, т ed Tíxvas, dAndes doriy 
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па 2 reff. 46. iv. 33. JudeSonly. Wied. vi aid. to "ine. xp. 

aul, past. epp. (3 Tim. L. id. rd pi met 6) only. other epp., 2 Pet. 6. ү? 11. if. 20. ul. 18) o only. 

4. rec (for xai) eA«os (see 1 Tim i. 2; 2 Tim i. 2), i with AC'KL rel вуг Thdrt: txt 
C!DFN 17 latt Syr copt eth arm Chrexpr 

vulg copt goth arm Thdrt-ms Pelag Jer. 

tels (Vai ёх abra кат’ ebaoéfeiar AAH- 
Gera. xará cannot, as De W., import the 
aim, which leads to eve.:’ it does not 
lead to it, but rather runs ‘parallel with) 
piety, 9.] in hope (on condition of, 
in a state of, see note on ёф’ &. Rom. v. 12) 
of life eternal (to what are the words dr 
eA (B. C. al. to be referred? Not back to 
ard ros, regarding them as a co-ordi- 
nate clause with xarà wícri» . r. A. [not 
for the reason assigned by Huther, that 
thus cal would be required, cf. the similar 
sentence, Rom. xvi. 25, 26,—but because 
such a personal reference would not agree 
with ver. 3 below, where his preaching, 
not his prospects, is in question]: — not to 
ward wiotw ка) ёжіу. т. dA. as subordi- 
nate to it—nor to єўсёВеау, nor to any 
one portion of the preceding sentence : 
for by such reference we develope an infe- 
rior member of the former sentence into 
what evidently is an expansion of the 
main current of thought, and thus give 
rise to a disproportion :—but to the whole, 
from xarà жістіу to eveéf., as subordi- 
nate to that whole, and further con- 
ditioning or defining it: q. d., that the 
elect of God may believe and thoroughly 
know the truth which is according to piety, 
in hope of eternal life), which (eternal 
life: not &A4@ea, nor daris) God who 
cannot lie (во parrhioy den, Herod. 
і. 49: Eur. Orest. 364, dpeudhs Ges, bs 
po rd elrev ёрфауёз жарастаде(ѕ : вее 
Wetst. and cf. Heb. vi. 18) promised from 
eternal ages (the very distinct use of spò 
Xpóvev aiwríor in 2 Tim. i. 9, where the 
meaning ‘ from ancient times’ is precluded, 
should have kept Commentators from en- 
deavouring to fix that sense on the words 
here. The solution of the difficulty, that 
no promise was actually made till the race 
of man existed, must be found by regard- 
ing, ар in 2 Tim. 1. c., the construction as a 

Damasc. 
rec (for xp. ing.) кирди ing. xp., p» with DIFKL 

Orig-intexpr Ambrst (ушу xo: 17). 
rel syrr rr Chr: txt ACD!IyN 17 

mixed one,—compounded of the actual pro- 
mise made in time, and the divine purpose 
from which that promiso sprung, fixed in 
eternity. Thus, as there God is said to 
have given us grace in Christ from eternal 
ages, meaning that the gift took place as 
the result of a divine purpose fixed from 
eternity, so here He is said to have pro- 
mised eternal life from eternal ages, mean- 

that the promise took place as the re- 
sult of a purpose fixed from eternity. So 
Thart. таёта yàp dr pèr kal ярі аіфуюу 
48‹8окто TQ TG» бАш» Gag daa Be re- 
wolnxer, bre d do, e), 8.] but (con- 
trast to the eternal and hidden purpose, 
and to tbe promise, just mentioned) mani- 
fested in its own seasons (not, His own 
seasons’ [Ellic. al.], cf. ref. Gal. :—the 
times belonging lo it, TovTécTi, Tois apud- 
Cousi, Tois GNU, Thl.—fixed by 
Him for the manifestation) His word (we 
naturally expect the same object as before, 
viz. (why gris but we have instead, 
Tùy Ad yar abrov,—not to be taken in 
apposition with fj», as Heinrichs : :—і. e. 
the Gospel, see Rom. xvi. 25) in (as the 
element or vehicle of its manifestation) 
the proolamation (see 2 Tim. iv. 17) with 
which (on the construction, see reff) I 
was entrusted according to (in pursu- 
ance of, reff.) the command of our 8a- 
viour God: 4.) to Titus (see Pro- 
legg. § i.) my true (genuine, see on 1 Tim. 
i 2) d according to (iu of, or 
agreeably to, in conformity with the ap- 
pointed spread and spiritually generative 
power of that faith) the common faith 
(common to us both and to all the people 
of God: hardly as Grot., ‘J udsis, qualis 
Paulus, et Grecis qualis Titus: for there 
is no hint of such a distinction being 
brought out in this Epistle): grace and 
peace from God the Father (see on 1 Tim. 
i. 2), and Christ Jesus our Saviour (reff.). 
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11 Tun. Ed. ver 10. Heb. Il. S oy t. 1 Kings 

Bas-mss (-Легғоу 
: txt CD'KLN rel 

6. ayneyrAnros (but » marked and erased) Ni. 

5—9.] Reason stated for Titus being 
left in Crete—to appoint elders in its cities. 
Directions what sort of persons to choose 
Jor this office. 5.] For this reason 
I left thee behind (reff.: &véA. gives the 
mere fact of leaving behind when Paul left 
the island ;—xaréA. would convey the idea 
of more permanence: cf. Acta xviii. 19; 
xxiv. 27. This difference may have occa- 
sioned the alteration of the reading from 
ecclesiastical motives, to re t Titus as 
permanent bishop of Crete) in Crete (on 
the island, and the whole matter, see Pro- 
legg.) that thou mightest carry forward 
the correction (already begun by me: 
km implying the furtherance, addition of 
8:орбёрата. The middle voice, as so 
often, carries only so far the subjective 
sense, that whereas the active would state 
the mere fact of Sid pb, the middle im- 
plies that the subject uses his own agency : 
Jacit per se: see Krüger, Griechische 
Sprachlehre, p. 863, who calls this the 
dynamic middle. 80 Polybius, xxx. 5. 13, 
Tà ui» обу wath robs Kaurlovs..... 
ax of 'Рб8:о: BuepÜecavro) of those 
things which are defective (‘que ego per 
temporis brevitatem non pou expedire,’ 
Beng.: 6 yàp rfj eboeBelas Adyos xap- 
edldoro жёс: wap’ adrot, éAelwero 8è 
olxovoujoa: тё Kara TOÙS wemorevedras, 
wal els ápuoríay аўтойз катаєтђсс: таст 
exxAnowerimsis  Diarvaóoegi. Theodr- 
Mops. in Huther), and («al brings out, 
among the matters to be attended to in the 
rey Pop especially that which follows 
mightest appoint city by city (reff. 
elders (sce 1 Tim. iv. 14: note on Acts 
xx. 17. Thl. remarks, robs éwioxdxous 
ойтоз ф›тоў@& pner, bs kal фу тӯ xpds 
Tus e card adres Bé pne. ob yap 
éBoóAero wacay thy уўсоу emrerpdpba 
évf, GAN’ Exdorny rów roy Їй» rode 
Exe: ob yap kal 6 wxévos xouddrepos, 
ка) $ ётїнфАша ёкр:Вестёра), as I pre- 

scribed (reff.) to thee (“ S:erafduny refers 
as well to the fact of appointing elders, as 
to the manner of their appointment,— 
which last particular is now expanded in 
directions respecting the characters of 
those to be chosen.” De W.): 6.) if 
any man is blameless (see 1 Tim. iii. 10. 
No intimation is conveyed by the ef tis, as 
Heinr. and Heydenr. suppose, that such 
persons would be rare in Crete: see besides 
reff. Matt. xviii. 28; 2 Cor. xi. 20), hus. 
band of one wife (see note on 1 Tim. iii. 
а), having believing children (‘nam qui 
li non potuit ad fidem perducere, 
quomodo alios perducet?' Beng. : and si- 
milarly Chrys, ТЫ. тото! implies that 
they were not only ‘ad fldem perdncti,' 
but ‘in fide stabiliti", who are not under 
(involved in) accusation of profligacy (see 
Eph. v. 18, note) or insubordinate e 
specting the reason of these conditions 
affecting his household, see 1 Tim. iii. 4. 
I bave treated in the Prolegg. ch. vii. § i., 
the argument which Banr and De W. 
have drawn from these descriptions for 
dating our Epistle in the second cen- 
tary). 7 ff.) For it behovos an 
(Tó», ав во often [reff. ], generic, the, i. e. 
every: our English idiom requires the in- 
definite article) overseer (see note, 1 Tim. 
iii. 2; here most plainly identified with the 
presbyter spoken of ое So Thdrt. : 
dvrevOer Aor, Os obs tTpeoBuré 
ёт:іскбтооѕ órópa(or) to be! ши. 
аз God's steward (see 1 Tim. iii. 15, to 
which image, that of a responsible servant 
and dispensator [1 Pet. iv. 10] in the 
house of God, the allusion perhaps is, 
rather than to that of 1 Cor. iv. 1. There 
is clearly no allusion to the dier. s own 
household, as Heydenr. supposes. Mack 
well remarks, meaning perhaps however 
more than the bt masa * God's 
steward ; — consequently spiritual superiors 
are not merely servanté and commissioned 
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éxioxoroy ° aviykÀnrov etvar we Өеой ™ otxovopoy, *z K. f 
in a; t 9? 7 ` р 2 ‹ | ? 

pin” avOadn, и) ° оруіМоу, py” wapotvoy, h * wAfkrnv, 
John zii. М. 
xv. 6 al. 

ит) ' ata x poktpón, 8 аЛа "gi óÉcvov, t $a yallov, * ош- "Ace 8 
$pova, Sixatov, “oiov, " éyxparn, 

ката thy ° &daxnv * тєстоо ™Adyou, fva. Suvatoc ф ка! 
b 

1. 1 Pet. Iv. 10. (Gal. іу. 3. Esth. vilf. 6.) 
34 o ders оп ly. Prov. xxi. A XIII. 94. xxix. 

41 Tim. III. S only t. Pa. xxxiv. 15 Symm. 
1 Tim. III. 2. 1 Pet. 17.0 only t. (-»a, Rom. xii. 18.) 

„2, 5 only f. wi Tim. H. 8 ref. 
al. (теа, Gal. v. . rent, 1 Cor. vil. 9.) 

al Tim. l. 2. ob. if. 2 

wapaxaAey “iv ry * S8acxaXia Ty 

ul). Phil. 
1 Tim. a ? , - „ l. 

9 а УТЕ OMEtVOV TOU 3. 1 Pet. 
25 only 

4 Kings xi 
14. Job zx. 

З ù tarvouc Kai 17. 17. 
Y y m = 1 Cor. iv, 

п Pet. H. 10 only. Gen. xlix. 3, 7. Prov. xxi. 
"з ? p 1 Tim. ili. 8 onlyt. 

r 1 Tim. iii. Sonly?. (-Se, 1 Pet. v. 3.) see ver. 11. 
there only t. Wisd. vii. monly. 

w here only 1. Bir. xxvi. 16 
x Matt. vi. 34. Luke xvl. 18. 1 Thess. vy. 

14 only. Prov. 111.18. tl. epp., 2 Tim. iv. 3 (reff.) only. 121 Tim. i. 18 ref 
a Acta xviii. 15. 3 Tim. 1. 33. e. nsa Ши арЫ 1 Tio. iv. 9 a. c= 1 These. 

iv. 18. 3 Сот. vii. 6 7. å 1 Tim. 1. 10 reff. 

9. aft wa ins xa: F 17. 73. 

agents of the Church. According to the 
Apostle's teaching,church government does 
not grow up out of the ground”), not self- 
willed (éwlaxowos éxórrw» Epxwy, ойк 
opelAe: abOdins elva: Sstre abroyydpos 
wal афтобофАоз ка) Érev yvóuns Tey 
dpyoudvery ev. ruparrird — "yàp 
тото, Thl. ceurórgs 8 фет!» айбаЗе[аз 
ard puisor те ко) dpecxelas, dor) 84 тері 
vas ёутебез. бте yàp сй0&875 rotor: 
dori oios pyOer) drrvxeir i784 8:алеу?- 
уси, АЛЛА тобуора фоике» àrd той Tpówov 
кесбаг ó yàp abbd3ns abroddns vris 
dor, ånd тоб abrds abtg dpésxew, 
Aristot. Magn. Moral. i. 29: see also 
Theophr. Char. c. xvi. [a$0dBeid фест 
d*f»«a Susrfas ёр Adyors]: Suicer, i. 
р. 572: and Ellic.’s note here), not soon 
provoked (о! дф» obv bpyíXo: Traxdes pèr 
dpyl(ovra:, xal ols оф der, ка) дф ols ob 
Sei, ка) раллоу 5$ der жафоут 3% 
TaXéus b xal Вёлтісто» Exovci, Aristot. 
Eth. Nic. iv. 5: this meaning, and not 
Thdrt.’s, dpylAor 84, Tb» pynolxaxoy,— 
must be taken), not a brawler, not a striker 
(for both these, see 1 Tim. iii. 3, notes), not 
greedy of gain (1 Tim. iii. 8, note), but 
hospitable (1 Tim. iii. 2, note, and 8 John 
5), а lover of good (cf. the opposite d- 
dyados, 2 Tim. iii. 8. It is hardly likely 
to mean a lover of good men, coming so 
immediately after S He ТЫ. ex- 
plains it, roy miei, Tb» nérpiov, Tb» uh 
Q$0orobrra. Dionys. Areop., Ep. viii. 1, 
р. 597, calis God rd» фхерфуабоу ка} 
(iA d yao» — and Clem. Alex., Ред. iii. 
11, p. 291 P., classes together d»Bpía, 
ce$pocórn, SN GH), self-restrained 
(see T Tim. ii. 9, note. I am not satisfied 
with this rendering, bnt adopt it for 
want of a better: “discreet is perhaps 
preferable.” See Ellic. оп 1 Tim. as 
above), just, holy (see on these, and their 
distinction, in notes on Eph. iv. 24: 1 

for e» T» 8:8аск. TH vywur., Tous ey тасу Arber 

Thess. ii. 10), continent (Tòr wdéovs xpa- 
Torra, TÒ» xal yAdérrys ка) xeipós ка} 
ó$UaAuév йколбстюу тобто yàp dorir 
éykpáreia, rò under) twoctperda: wáOci, 
Chrys., and id. Epist. ii. ad Olympiad., 
vol. iii. p. 660 (Migne), ёукратейєсбси 
ékeivór payer... ae óró Tiwos émibv- 
plas dvoxAoóneror, xal кратоёута табтт. 
See Suicer i. p. 998 ff., for a full explana- 
tion of the subsequent technical usages 
of the word. Here, the sense need not 
be limited to sexual continence, but may 
be n over the whole range of the 
indulgences), holding fast (see reff.: con- 
к keeping to, and not letting go 
pp ora, Epyor тобто woiwüperor, Chrys. 

Then how are we to take the followi 
words? Is ToU cata thy SAN NY moro 
Adyov equivalent to (1) rod Adyou ToU 
natà Thy 8:8axhy т:стоб, or (2) тоб rr 
Adyou тоб xarà thy Bibaxfi P. (1) is taken 
by Wiesinger and Conyb. G words 
which are faithful to (?) our teaching]: 
(2) by Chrys., ThL, and almost all Com- 
mentators, and I believe rightly. For (a) 
it is hard to believe that even in these 
Epistles, such a sentence could occur as 
drrexóueror [ToU-karà - 135» · Sidax y -xo - 
тоў] Adyov: had this been intended, it 
would certainly have stood тоб A. тоб 
xarà Th» 8:8. riero; (B) the epithet 
words, absolute, is so commonly attached 
to Adyos in these Epistles [1 Tim. i. 15; 
iii. 1; iv. 9: 2 Tim. ii. 11: ch. iii. 8] 
as to incline us, especially with the above 
reason, to take it absolutely here also. I 
therefore renfler accordingly) the faithful 
(true, trustworthy, see note on 1 Tim. i. 
16) word (which is) according to (mea- 
sured by, or in accordance with) the in- 
struction {which he has received] (Sa- 
Buy may be active, as Calv., qui in 
ecclesia edificationem sit utilis: Luth., 
daß lehren kann.“ But thus we should 
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e Acts xili. 45. 
xxviii. 19. 

* Rom. x. 31. 
Hos. iv. 4. 

f1Tim. v. 20 
тей. 
ver. 0 reff. 
here onl 

1 э АМ Мота 01 

1 here only t. 
(-r. Gal. 

А 1 Tim. iv. 10 reff. 

u Eph. til. 1 reff 

A. 

IPO TITON. 

` e fX! 
rovc *а>»тАёуоутас &Aéyy&w. 

е e 

[xat] € avvrórakrot " naratoAóyot kai ! $ptvasárat, * på- 
ex P regirouñc, ойс дн *emiaropicey, | or- 

(qia 1 Tim. tivec ОЛоос P viKouc 4 avarpérovow Sidacxovrec d pn Set 

al x pov * кёрдоус " уаргу. 
1 Bom. ti. 8. III. 96. iv. 16 al. 

om ту vytavovon I, Lucif: ту vyia:w. 8:8. m 106-8-12. 

I. 

10 stot ydo rok AO 

ll o ot- 

12 (mtv ric & avrov ` tóvoc 

Y == 1 Thess, ii. 14 al. ( 8. wpog., ib. ver. 15 v. r.) 

n here only f. o — Acts x. 41, 47. Paul, freq 
q 3 Tim. il. 18 only. Prov. x. 3. твої Tim. v. 18 

&e. only. see ver. 7. t PhiL 1. 21 ref. 

aft e«Acyxer 
ins um xeipororew Biryapovs unde Diaxorovs avrovs жое unde "yvvawxas exe ex Bryauas, 
unde ктрозерхет@юесау ev тю Ouciwornpie Aeirrovpyeiw TO беш», тооз apXorras Tous aduca- 
крітаѕ, Kat apwaryas, kat eva ras, Kat aveAenuoras «Aeyxe, ws двои Siaxovos 96. 109-gr. 

10. om Ist xai (ав unnecessary, and appearing to disturb the sense) ACI,N a k 17 
am*(with demid) syrr copt goth Clem Ambrst-ed Aug: ins DFKL rel valg си 
Damasc Lucif Hil Jer. 
pariora ins $e CD demid ТЫ Jer,. 

ins xa: bef paraoa. Е Syr copt eth (Ec Jer,. 
ins rys bef wepirouns CD! Frag- tisch. 

ll. aft xapiw ins та rexva от: тооз iBiovs *yoreis vBpi(orres 7 тиктоутез єтістош(е каз 
eA €yxe, кои vovÜerei ws TaTHP текув ка: eipyrns єт:скокоѕ 96. 109-gr. 

have a tautological sentence, in which the 
practice, and the result of the practice 
[Tra x. r. A. J, would have the same power 
to instruct predicated of them: besides 
that dr»rexóuevor would require some 
forcing to make it apply in this sense of 
‘constantly using.’ The passive accepta- 
tion of 8:8ахӣ is therefore preferable: 
and the meaning will be much the same 
as in 2 Tim. iii. 14, ue dv ois #дабез,— 
cf. 1 Tim. iv. 6, of Абуо ris alorews ка) 
Tis Kadjjs 8:8аскаліаѕ f wapnkoXoj0n- 
каз. So Ellic. also), that he may be able 
both to exhort (believers) in (the element 
of his яарёкАтс:ѕ) healthy teaching 
(the teaching which is healthy), and 
to reprove (see ver. 13 below) the gain- 
payers. 

10—16.] By occasion of the last clause, 
the Apostle goes on to describe the nature 
of the adversaries to whom he alludes, 
especially with reference to Crete. 
10.] For (explains robs dyriAdyovras of 
ver. 9) there are many [and] insubordi- 
nate (ver. 6 above. The joining woAds 
with another adjective by xai is а com- 
mon idiom. So Herod. viii. 61, woAAd 
Te kal какё Heye: Aristoph. Lys. 1159, 
rA кауайфу: Plat. Rep. x. p. 325, 
*OAAd тє kal дубана «ipyaauéros: Xen. 
Mem. ii. 9. 6, cuvesdas айтф xoAAA ral 
rornpd. Matthie, S 414) vain talkers 
(see 1 Tim. i. 6, and ch. iii. 9) and de- 
ceivers (see Gal. vi. 8: deceivers of men's 
minds) chiefly (not only — there were 
some such of the Gentile converts) they 
of the circumcision (i. e. not Jews, but 
Jewish Christians: for he is speaking of 
seducers within the Church: cf. ver. 11. 

On the Jews in Crete, see Jos. Antt. xvii. 
12.1: B. J. ii. 7. 1: Philo, Leg. ad Cai. 
$86, vol. ii. p. 587), whose mouths (éAéyxew 
opotpas, Østre drokAcleiw abrois rà ra- 
para, ТМ.) it is necessary to stop (we 
hardly need introduce here the figure of 
& bit and bridle, seeing that 
is во often used literally of *stopping the 
mouth,’ witbout any allusion to that figure: 
e.g. Aristoph, Eq. 811, duol ydp dev 
elpyacudvory тоюбтоу Ёрүо» Gsre | ára£- 
drayras robs duobs éxOpobs éxieTopi(ew : 
Plat. Gorg. p. 329 d,—abrbs ówb сод 
éuxoDig0els d» тоз Adyos dxerropledy 
ala xvvOeis A dvvoci ciwety: and see other 
examples in Wetst. And Plut., Alcib. 2, 
speaks of rò» abaAdy édmioroul(ew ка} 
awogpdrrey. Cf. Palm and Rost/s Lex.): 
such men as (“inasmuch аг they," Ellie. : 
which perhaps is logically better) over- 
turn (ref. 1 Tim.: so, literally, Plat. Š 
р. 471 b, obre 19% ir #@«еА%тоиот: xelpeww 
alray,....obre oixias dvarpéwew: and 
fg. Demosth. 778. 22, dvarpépew oe 
тё koiwà Sixee, and so often) whole 
houses (cf. Juv. Sat. x. 5: "evertere 
domos totas optantibus ipsis | Di faciles.” 
Here it will mean, “pervert whole fami- 
lies.” ТЫ. says, uoxAol ydp elsi rev 
8:аВблоо, 8° ёру Rada Tobs той Geot 
оїкоџиѕ), teaching things which are not 
fitting (on the use of 8 оф 8« [things 
which are definitely improper or forbid- 
den) and & ph дег [things whicir are 
so either in the mind of the describer, or 
which, as here, derive a seeming contin- 
gency from the mode in which the subject 
is presented], see Ellic. s note here and 
his references to Herm..on Viger, 267, 

ACDFL 
KLR 

abede 
fghk! 
mn ө i? 
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h etm nv airiav *Edeyxe avrouc 

10—14. 

, 14 тр wiore, 
évroAaic avÜporev * 

ЪЗ Tim. 1.6 reff. o ver. 9. 
1. 10 reff. f1 Tim. i. 4 reff. 

19. aft етеу ins бе FN! copt. 
18. aA0. bef eor. D vulg lat-ff. 
14. erraAuaci» Е Thdrt. 

and Krüger, Sprachlehre, 5 67. 4. 8) for 
the sake of base gain (cf. 1 Tim. vi. 5). 

12.] One of them (not, of the 
woAAol spoken of above,—nor, of the of ёк 
xepiroujs : but of the inhabitants of 
Crete, to which both belonged), their 
own prophet (see below) said, “ The 
Cretans are always liars, evil beasts, 
slow bellies” (ТМ. says: 6 piv ob» elpn- 
кёз, Er ueris rja дав ќу тоз dN 
TÉ» wap’ EAA UG. copay Өеасџоїѕ ка) 
ёжотротгасцоїз wposéxor, kal parrichy 
dots каторбоў›. And so also Chrys., 
Epiph., and Jer. But Thdrt. ascribes the 
verse to Callimachus, in whose Hymn to 
Zeus, ver. 8, the words Kprres del Yep- 
ora: аге found. To this however Jer. [as 
also Epiph.] answers, “integer versus de 
Epimenide poeta ab Apostolo sumptus est, 
et ejus Callimachus in suo poemate usus 
est exordio." EPIMENIDES was a native 
of Phestus in Crete (Ern. ó Фаіст:от, 
Plut. Solon 12: or Cnossus, Diog. Laert. 
i. 109, Kphs ту yévos, awd Króoccov. 

. He makes his father's name to have been 
Фаістіоѕ :—varpbs piv Яу Saoriov, ої 
34, Awaid8ou, of Bè "Aynodpxov), and lived 
about 600 в.с. Не was sent for to 
Athens to undertake the purification of 
the city from the pollution occasioned by 
Cylon (see artt. * Epimenides’ and ‘Cylon,’ 
in the Dict. of Biogr. and Mythol.), and 
is suid to have lived to an extreme old 
age, and to have been buried at Lace- 
demon (Diog. Laert. i. п The appel- 
lation ‘ prop et’ seems ve belonged 
to him in its literal se dd see Cicero, de 
Divin. i. 18,—*' qui concitatione quadam 
animi, ant soluto liberoque motu futura 
presentiunt, ut Baris Bœotius, ut Epi- 
menides Cres:" so also Apuleius, Florid. 
ii. 15. 4, —“ necnon et Cretensem Epime- 
nidem, inclytum fatiloquum et poetam :” 
see also id. Apol. 449. Diog. Laert. also 
gives instances of his prophetic power, 
and says, Aéyovs: Bé res Sr: Kpijres 
аўтф Cbovow às 69. On the character 
here given of the Cretans, see Prolegg. to 

IIPOZ TITON. 
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" Veverat, кака 

om ef 673. 
om ev М! 219: ins N-corr', 
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a- lt ы х дпоќа, ? 

4 drug, tva ° v-ytaivwaty tv e 
un rpoclxorric € Поь$акос. родос kat x Urin. . 15 

атостоефорёушу т» 
d 3 Cor. xili. 10 only t. Wisd. v. 23 
g here only t. (-rf, Gal. il. 14.) 

а\пднау. *1 Pin. ш. ? 
23 only. e 1 Tim, 

h 2 Tim. 1, 18 ref. 

om (2nd) avrov F Clem. 

this e § ii. 9 ff. As to the words, 
—«axd Ónpía is abundantly illustrated 
out of various writers by Wetst., Kypke, 
and Raphel: yaordpes dpyal is said of 
those who by indulging their bodily ap- 
petites have become corpulent and in- 
dolent: so Juv. Sat. iv. 107, ** Montani 
quoque venter adest abdomine tardus"). 

18.] This testimony is true. 
Wherefore Veoh) Joos abTois dr ira- 
pòr kal Sorcpdy ка) ёкфАастоу, Chrys.) 
reprove them sharply (тау yetduvra 
wpoxelpws xal Zo epo ёо: ка) vacrpſuap- 
ot kal àp ol, сфоёрод xal тАткткоў той 
Adyou Ber эжрозтууе!@ yàp ойк ћу axbely 
6 rowovros, Chrys. d&wéropos, ‘cut off,’ 
‘abrupt ? hence, met., ‘rugged,’ ‘ harsh Р 
so Eur. Alcest. 985, obs“ tis dor u 
Afiuatós dori albds : Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 
876, d'rórouor броџсєу eis Evayxay), that 
Ne order that: De W. takes fra x. r. A., 
or the substance of the rebuke, as in 
wapayyéAAew lva and the like (?): but 
there appears to be no sufficient reason 
for this) they may be healthy in the 
faith (not, in faith, as Conyb. : even 
were no article expressed after ey, it might 
be ‘in the faith; when that article ts 
expressed, the definite reference can never 
be overlooked. The Kpñres indicated 
here, who are to be thus rebuked in order 
to their soundness in the faith, are mani- 
festly not the false teachers, but the or- 
dinary believers: cf. ver. 14), 14. 
not giving attention to (ref.) Jewis 
fables (on the probable nature of these, 
see 1 Tim. i. 4 note: and on the whole 
subject, the Prolegg. to these Epistles, § i. 
12 ff. They were probably the seeds of 
the gnostic mythologies, already scattered 
about and taking root) and command- 
ments (cf. 1 Tim. iv. 3: Col. ii. 16, 22: 
and our next verse, by which it appears 
that these commandments were on the 
subject of abstinence from meats and 
other things appointed by God for man’s 
use) of men turning away (or the pres, 
part. may express habitual character— 
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dc na 15 жарта кадара roic кабароц;` тос 84 ne, xai 

m n 
13. Rom. х. 

n wi Tim. v. 
B rell. o here palz. Eror, xvii. 15. Bir. xli. 5 vat. 

p Luke 1. 17. Acts xxvi. 19 (Paul). m. 1.80. 3 Tim. ili. 3. ch. lil 3 
iL 31 (reff.). r 3 Tim. lil. 8 reff. 

к ar, ov» kalapóv, adda ' решаууа: аўто» Kat 
се — te | 7 

k = Tim. v. 5 0 yvouc Kat m ouvelonaic. 

5 тос & to yo п apvovvrat, ° [38:Аоктоі vrec kai P awe- 
ix. - РА » е 

бис kai * трос % xav Epyov ч a yalov ' adoxtpor. 

16 oy ™ opoAayovew ыдан, 

Ый 1.97 only. (-eeer@as, Rev. xxt. 8.) 
.L.P. Nam. xx. 10. & 3 Tim. 

15. rec aft ravra ins uer, with D'KLN? rel вуг: уар Syr copt (Orig): txt ACD!FN'! 
e 17. 67* latt Orig Tert Jer Aug Ambrst.ed Fulg P. 

and (aecg to our edd) Clem Orig all: txt 
d f Chr. 

16. om xa Nl. 

whose description it is that tbey turn 
away—in idiomatic lish, the parti- 
cipial clause being merely epithetal, not 
ratiocinative [agst Ellicott], who turn 
away") from (ref.) the truth. 15.) 
The Apostle's own answer to those who 
would enforce these commandments. All 
things (absolutely —all things with which: 
man can be concerned) are pure to the 
pure (ovdiy à Oeds дкббортоу éxolncer 
obs yàp dxd@aprov, є ph ) üpapría 
póvn. vx yàp Exrera: ка} тайт 
фито, Chrys. ‘Omnia externa iis qui 
intus sunt mundi, munda sunt,’ Bengel. 
Cf. Matt. a n ин Luke xi. 41. There 
is no ground whatever for supposing this 
to be а maxim of the false teachers, quoted 
by the Apostle, any more than the xdrra 
poi Сєсті of 1 Cor. vi. 12, where see 
note. The maxim here is a truly Christian 
one of the noblest order. rot xaBapois 
is the dat. commodi,—‘for the pure to 
use, not, as often taken, 'in the judg- 
ment of the pure.’ This is plainly shewn 
by the use of the same dative in Rom. 
xiv. 14, where to render it ‘in the judg- 
ment of’ would introduce an unmeaning 
tautology: ry Лоугоцёуф т: коду elvai, 
ёкеіуф xowdy—‘to him [for his use] it is 
really xowóy.? As usual in these Epistles 
(see Prolegg. $ i. 88], purity is insepa- 
rubly connected with soundness in the 
faith, cf. Acts xv. 9, —and 1 Tim. iv. 3, 
where our rois ka0apois is expanded into 
qois тісто ка) éweyvaxéow Th» AA 
Geray), but to the polluted and unbe- 
lieving (cf. the preceding remarks) nothing 
is pure, but both (or even, as E. V.:— 
but the other seems preferable, on account 
of the close correspondence of «al ó vous 
with xal 7 cuveld.) their mind (their ra- 
tional part, Eph. iv. 17, which presides 
over and leads all the determinate acts and 
thoughts of the man) and their conscience 
is polluted (cf. Dion. Hal. de Thucyd. 8,— 
крбтістоу 84 dr Tb pydty éxovoles 

ACD(uejuarp.) 

om ауабоу NI: ins N-corr!. 

rec uejuaguerois, with ЮЗ, 

F(ueneiau.) KLR (pepuapya.) 

ve ide, pyè u ,, Th» abrov eur- 
eld yo. And therefore, uncleanness 
tainting their rational acts and their re- 
flective self-recognitions, nothing can be 
pure to them: every occasion becomes to 
them an occasion of sin, every creature of 
God an instrument of sin; as Mack well 
observes, ‘* the relation, in which the sinful 
subject stands to the objects of ite - 
sion or of its inclination, is a sinful опе.” 
Philo de legg. spec. ad 6 et 7 dec. cap. $ 337, 
vol. ii. p. 333 f., has a sentence which might 
be а comment on our verse :—йкабарто 
yap кор(оѕ ó K&R Kal doeBhs .... dra 
фброу ка) cuyx der dd те ras duerpias Tar 
хадд» kal ras тё» kaxar bwepBodds’ Sste 
бу ay épájura: wpayuáror xdvra davlv 
ётіАуяхта тӯ ToU Bpwvros gupperaBda- 
Aorra poxOnplg. xal yàp xarà Tb èras- 
т(о» al xpdtes ry Ayala éxaureral, BcA- 
Tio evas Tais TOY dvepyoUrrwr dperais, 
ёне) réuni тоз тё ieder то 
Spwow dLouowóc0m. Here again, the re- 
ference of the saying has been variously 
mistaken —% puwapa Sidvora какёѕ тер) 
Tobrev — Aoyi(ouévn ќёатр — avupialpe 
Tavra, Œc.: and similarly Chrys, Thl., 
al.: ‘non placent Deo que agunt etiam 
circa res medias, quia actiones tales ex 
animo Deus sstimat,’ Grot.: ‘iis nibil 
prodest externa ablutio et ciborum dierum- 
que observatio, Baldwin, Croc. in De W.). 

16.) Expansion of the last clause, 
shetoing (cf. Dion. Hal. above) their ixov- 
clos wevderOa:. They make confession 
(openly, in sight of men: but not so only 
—their confession is a true one so far, that 
they have the knowledge, aud belie it: not 
‘they profess,’ as E. V.: duoAcyovow ne- 
cessarily contains an implication of the sub- 
jective truth of the thing given out) that 
they know God, but in (or, by) their 
works they deny (Him) (not ‘if: see 
2 Tim. ii. 12), being abominable (cf. 
BõéAvypa vário» ToU беой, Luke xvi. 15. 
In ref. Prov. BBeAvkrbs wapd Gey is 
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II. ! Zo & Лала а " roire ту : v aiv s daora- * Matt. ш.ш. 
Ч 2u 7 Eph. v. 8. 

rig, | * тр:а[отас ' „ уай ; аєрьоус» * * ошфро- » Pn. iL 10 

vac; ' Uptaivovrac ту У тоте, M ' ayámy, rg ** o ronovp pi 0 oniy 

> трга[Вотидас © сайты év * karaornuart “ ie pur DEREIÇ, Кш 
f g u Lake 1. 18. 

“ип dia Bo AO, unde оф rA  dSovdwpivac, omiy ob 

a xadodidacKaAouc, T iva 'aw$povitovaw rdc víac ) prAav- ders i.. 
lon 

itm rcs Beca Е е yi Ul. 18. z Pert f. m s CoL i 1 ref 
d к= Tim. II. 9 тей. сыын = Jos. Апі. zv. 7. 5, атредайә ty 

here only f. ur anre 
t= 1 Tim. HEN 2 T, Ш. з 

Rom. vi. 18, 22 1 Cor. iz. 19. p iv. 8. 2 PAL AL Ie 
j here only t. (ends, 3 Tim. L7.) 

Cnar. II. 1. aft 3e ins a N. 
8. xaracynpar: Е. 

Ambrst Pelag Jer Sedul. 
teporpewes CH? m 17 latt syrr 

for unde, uy DFHK LN? rel: txt ACN). 

е John fv, 15. xiv.27. Acta fv. 18, 
ets vil. & from Gen. xv. 1 1 Cor. vii. 18 only. constr., 

h here i here only f. 

copt arm Clem Bas Thdrt 

4. rec софроу (есі, with CDKLN' rel: txt AFHN! o 

joined with d«d@apros) and disobedient, 
and for (towards the accomplishing of) 
every good work worthless (ref.). 

Сн. II. 1—11L II.] Directions to Titus, 
how to exhort the believers of various 
classes, and how to comport himself. For 
intermediate divisions, see om 

а 
1.] But (contrast to the pe 

described: ‘on the other hand’) do 
speak (not what they speak, ch. ? 11: but) 
the things which befit the healthy teach- 
ing (that teaching which is sound and 
wholesome, not teaching A 43 дет): viz., 
that the aged men (not = xpeoBurdpous, 
which implies eldership, and not old age 
only) be sober (see note on 1 Tim. iii. 2), 
grave (1 Tim. iii. 4, note), self-restrained 
(a better word for тффрш> would be a 
valuable discovery: see above on ch. i. 8, 
and 1 Tim. ii. 9: ‘discreet’ is good, but 
not adequate), healthy in their faith, in 
their love, in their patience (see ref. 
1 Tim., where the same three are joined 
together. The datives are of the element 
or condition : the same was expressed with 
ќу, ch. i. 13: Iva dytalvwow dv тӯ пісте. 
The articles should not be overlooked. 
The occurrence of rj àyárp and rfj bro- 
orp prevents us from rendering rj rl e 
obj ective as in ch. i. 13, and compels us to 
i tbe subjective and reflective mean- 

np. 3.] The aged women (= ярес- 
ера, 1 EN v. 2, there being in this 

case here no official term to occasion con- 
fusion) likewise ener the same general 
pattern, to wbich the separate virtues 
above mentioned belong) in deportment 
(cf. Porphyr. de abst. in Wetst.,—75 è 
серий» кёк Tov KaTagrypatog éwpâro. 
wopela re yàp ћу ebraxros, kal BAéuua 
kaGeornxds dwerndevero, ws бте Bovin- 
0««» uh oxaptapérres yéAws 84 ord- 
vios, ei 86 wou *yérovro, péxpi pedsacpod. 

del 86 évrbs ToU exhuaros al xeipes. The 
катёсттиа would thus include gesture 
and habit, — more than xaracTroAf of 
1 Tim. ii. 9), reverend (two examples, of 
those given by Wetst., seem nearest to 
touch the meaning of "the word here ав 
connected with outward deportment :— 
the one from Jos. Antt. xi. B. 5, describing 
the High Priest Jaddus going forth to 
meet Alexander the Great, — rvodneros & 
abroy оф „fh TÄS wóAews, xpédeios 
perà TO» lepéwy ка) ToU woArtixoy FAÑ- 
68vs, lapowpemt xal Biapépoveay 78 ĞA- 
Aer ddr vroiobpevos Th» б=дуттоцу 
РЧ тд pè» eos фу Tais Aevxais 
dodo тоўз Bà lepeis троеттётаз d» rais 
Bucalvas abr, тд» Se apxsepia Фу тў 
факуб!ур ка) Siaxptow сто: the other 
from Plato, Theages, $ 3, р. 262, Qeayhs 
Üroua Toure, à Xóxpares. Калбу ye, d 
Anuddoxe, TQ viet rd буора ЁӨткєз xal 
lepompewés), not slanderers (see reff. 1 Tim. 
and note), nor yet anslaved (so spos- 
éxorras, 1 Tim. iii. 8) to much wine (this 
vice may be included in the character 
given of the Cretans above, ch. i. 12), 
teachers of that which is good, that they 
school (see on софроисибз, 2 Tim. i. 7. 

The occurrence of Туа here with a 
pres. indic. in the best MSS. is remarkable 
—especially as the only other instances of 
this construction in St. Paul, 1 Cor. iv. 6 
and Gal. iv. 17 [see notes there], may be 
accounted for on the hypothesis of an un- 
usual [provincial] formation of the sub- 
junctive, being both verbs in -d. If this 
reading is to stand, it would shew that 
that hypothesis is unnecessary, and that 
St. Paul did really write the indic. pres. 
after Iva: see also 1 John v. 20. 
Winer, edn. 6, $ 41 b.1c. If he did thus 
write it, it may be questioned whether he 
intended to convey any sense very distinct 
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ipie e E Ópovc eivat, 'pAoréKvouc, 5 ®сафро»ас, ‘ayvac, а olkoup- 
7 1 Pet iil 
2. Prov. xix. 

m bere only ¢. 

o Eph. 1. 23 

I. reff. q ~ and 
v. 18. Tit. 11.6 1 Pet. lv. 7 only 1. 
4, 21. 
daurdv wapeixero. 
9. I Tim.iv.13. 1 

y 1 Tim. li. 2 reff. 
XXII. (at end of xxiv.) 8. 

Winer, edn. б, $ 38. 6. 
Pet. v. 3. 

121 Tim. 1. 13 reff. 
b here only t. 3 

5. rec oixovpovs, with D'HELN? rel Clem: txt ACD!FN!. 
vroragconerai: NI: txt N-corr. 8:Васкаћа C 6 syr arm. 

al. г Молк AO d n 
в = Luke x. él. Actexix.95. Phil. Ii. 23. 

t refi. pron. aft. mid voice, John хіх. 34. Іза. vii. 11. Xen. Cyr. viti. 1. 39, wapndecqua . . . v0. 6. 

v 1 Tim. Ш. 1 ref. 

Macc. iv. 47 

Р n * , or 7 о эф} ә Р e 

yovc, ауадас̧, итотасаоџёрас̧ тос бис avépaay, tva 

"TE: Aoyoc rov tov ? BrAaognunrat. 
v. be М q 2 r - 7s 1 e t ` 
. WwCauTwe 'таракаАли всшфроо›ъи», wept Tavra сєаото» 

ragt x dj e " тотоу " kaÀov “Epywy, &v тр " дбаска- 
геб. , a ? ГА у Г 8 8 Р at æ d : „ 

Fri Alg афборга>, atpvornra, Ab yuv vym, arara- 

constr, Rom. xil. 1. 3 Cor. 1. 8. vi.1 

6 тойс vewrépouc 

Bom. il. . ?Cor. 
1 iim. L 19. vi. 

u = Phil. ii. 17. 1 These. L7. 2 Thees. tif. 
w ver. 1. x bere only. 
jW 

aft «ov ins xa: 9 

7. for ceavroy, eavror DI 87 Chr Damasc.— rarras «avroy m! n 1 Thdrt Damasc. 
(So might the words in AC be divided, but vulg Syr read them as in text.) 
bef wapex. №! 120. 
17 Damasc (Ec-comm. aft 

TvTOF 

rec aBtapGopiay, with D*LN' rel Chr: apéomer F: txt ACD!'EN! 
афбор. ins a-yveiar C h? 78. 80 вуг arm Jer Chrom. 

Steph aft veuroryTa ins афбарстау, with D*KL rel вуг Chr-ms Thdrt : om ACD'N 17. 

from the pres. subj.: perhaps more imme- 
diate and assumed sequence may be indi- 
cated: but it is hardly possible to join 
logically in the mind a causal particle with 
& pres. indic.) the young women to be 
lovers of their husbands, lovers of their 
children, disereet (this term certainly ap- 
plies better to women than self-restratned : 
there is in this latter, in their case, an im- 
plication of effort, which destroys fhe 
spontaneity, and brushes off, во to speak, 
the bloom of this best of female graces. 
See, however, note on 1 Tim. ii. 9. The 
word is one of our greatest difficulties), 
chaste, workers at home (the word is not 
found elsewhere, and has perhaps on that 
&ccount been changed to the more usual 
one olxovpots. It is hardly possible that 
for во common a word oixovpyovs should 
have been substituted. If the rec. is 
retained, ‘keepers at home’ will be signi- 
fied: so Dio Cass. lvi. p. 891 [Wetst.], 
wos ойк Ќрістоу yuvh addpwy, olxovpós, 

, olkorópos, жа:Зотрдфоѕ ; see Elsner’s note 
on the word, in which he shews that, as 
might be expected, the ideas of ‘keeping 
at home’ and ‘guarding the house’ are 
both included: so Chrys.: 7 oixovpbs 
yv» kal сёфрюу “ 4 olxoupds ка} 
оікоуоцікі’ обте пері rpuphy, обте epi 
étóbovs axalpous, обте жер} AAA Tor 
тоофтшә ёсхолтдћсетах), good (Thl. joins 
this with oixovpoós—olxovpbs àyaðh. 80 
also Syr. But it seems better to preserve 
the series of single epithets till broken in 
the next clause by the construction. As 
a single epithet [reff.] it seems to provide, 
as Heydenr., that their keeping, or work - 
ing, at home, should not degenerate into 
churlishness or niggardliness), in subjec- 

tion to their own (inserted to bring out 
and impress the duties they owe to them 
—so in Eph. v. 22) husbands, that the 
word of (the Gospel) be not ill- 
spoken of (rb yàp ярофісе ӨєосеВеіаз 
karaAiuTdrew тоўз &r3pas, BAargnpulay 
Epepe TË ктрбураті, Thdrt.). 6 fl.] 
The younger men in like manner exhort 
to be self-restrained (see above ver. 5, 
and 1 Tim. ii. 9, note), ahewing thyself 
(the use of ceavrdy with wapéxeoGa: is 
somewhat remarkable, but borne out by 
Xen. in reff. The account of it seems to 
be, that wapéxeo@a: тітоу would be the 
regulur expression for ‘to set an example,’ 
the personal action of the subject re- 
quiring the middle [see Krüger, p. 363]: 
and, this being so, the form of such ex- 
pression is not altered, even where £avró» 
is expressed in apposition with «vo». 
Cf. Ellic.’s note) in (‘ about,’ ‘in reference 
to’ [reff.]: a meaning of жері with the 
acc. derived from ita local meaning of 
‘round about ? see Winer, edn. 6, § 49, i.) 
all matters (not masc. sing.) an example 
(xowdy DibackaAeior kal ӧкб8єгура ёрет ñs 
7 ToU gov Blov Aauwpórns Votre, обу 
тіз elch dpyéruros rd mpoxeiucry 
тоїз BovAouérvous évawopdtacba tev ё» 
abrñ каАб», Thi.) of good works (reff), 
—in thy teaching (wapexduevos) incor- 
ruption (it is difficult exactly to fix the 
reference of &$6opí(a [ог ё8:офборіа, 
which means much the same]. It may 
be objective, of the contents of the teach- 
ing—that it should set forth purity as 
its character and aim: or subjective, that 
he should be, in his teaching, pure in mo- 
tive, uncorrupted: so Wiesinger, com- 
paring 2 Cor. xi. 8, иф wes... фбарў 
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yvworov, iva о “Ё ~ ivavríac *evrpary unde {оу c Mark xv s 

Муну тері Tcv *gavdov. 9 SobrAoug "ioe " Seandrate a È Thesa. IL 15 
1 7 , 

vrorácctoDa:, 
Aéyoyrac, 10 
Tevdexvupévouc ayaÜnv, iva тт» " ддаоскайМа> тї rob, xxxiv. 

"ewrnpoc прои 'Ürov * Koopwor 

Р = Си 7 > m. e = cor. lv. , tv таш» evaptoroug tiat, ий "avri- Te ат, 
7 Ы =. $ > 

un ° уосфЌорёуоис̧, аААа ° таса» P mioriv (Luke зїй. 
"P в. )°Р 

f constr., Luke 
ll t € vii 40. Acts k ? = 

ЕУ WTaciv. We XIII 17,18, 
19. Eph. 

iv. 28. g Paul, Rom. Iz. 11 only. John tif. 20. v. 20. James Ш. 140nly. Prov. xxii. 8. 
b 1 Tim. vi. 1. Prov. xxli. 7. 1 ver. B. k 2 Tim. Iv. 5 reff. ] Eph. v. 10 reff. 
mch. 1.9. Acts xiii. 45. Rom. x. 31 (from Isa. izv. 1) al. L. P., exc. John xix. 13. n Acts v. >, 

3only. Josh. vii. 1. 3 Macc. iv. 32 only. o Phil. f. 20 ref. p= Matt. xxiii. 95. ; 
iii. 3al. Prov. xii. 23. 1 Moni: Н. 15. $ Cor. viil. 24 al. Paul only, exc. Heb. vi. 10, 11. Gen. 
1. 15, 17 f 1 Tim. l. 1 reff. s1 Tim. Hi. 9 reff. t Luke I. 70. Acts xxvii. 

8. rec reh. Juwr bef Ace, with K rel Chr Aug: txt ACDFLN m 17 latt syrr 
Thdrt Ambrst.—rec урор, with A h copt Thdrt: txt CDFKLN rel latt syrr gr-lat-ff. 

Ө. BovAo: Di, servi subditi sint D- lat. 
txt CFKLN rel Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

10. unbe CDF 17. 
om жт Ni 17: txt ACDN? m syr lat-ff.—rac. ere. жтт F. 

8erxorais bef 10 AD latt вутт copt: 

rec ir bef жасау, with KL rel copt Chr Thdrt Damasc : 
rec om 2nd 

туу, with KL rel Damasc: ins ACDFN 17 Chr Thurt. 

và vofuara биду àxb тїз awAdriros 
тїз els roy xpiordy. Huther takes it of 
the form of the teaching, that it should 
be pure from all expressions foreign to the 
character of the This is perhups 
hardly satisfactory : and the first interpre- 
tation would bring it too near in meaning 
to Лбуо» фу which follows), gravity, а 
discourse (in its contents and import) 
healthy, not to be condemned, that he of 
the opposite part (тд» d£ évarrías фто! 
ка} roy did go ка} ябута TÓ» ёкеіуф 
В:акоуобрєғоу, Chr. But the former idea 
is hardly before the Apostle's mind, from 
ver. б, in which the Gospel being evil spo- 
ken of was represented as the point to be 
avoided. Cf. also 1 Tim. vi. 1, and v. 14: 
2 Tim. ii. 25. It is rather the heathen or 
Jewish adversaries of the Gospel, among 
whom they dwelt) may be ashamed (reff.), 
having nothing (uns-, because, follow- 
ing the Axor, it is subjective to him, the 
adve . We should say, obs“ dori 8 
т. by Adyn.—but un, Eyer Adyew: in 
the former the objective fact, in the latter 
the subjective deficiency, is brought out) 
to say of us (Christians: not ‘me and 
thee’) (that is) evil (in our acts: $aíAos 
is never used with Лёує», nor of words, in 
the N. T., but always of deeds: ‘havin 
no evil thing to report of us’—no evil, 
whether seen in our demeanonr, or arising 
from our teaching). 9.) (rapard et) 
Slaves to be in subjection to their own 
(see above on ver. 5) masters,—in all 
things to give satisfaction (this, the 
servants’ own phrase among ourselves, 
expresses perhaps better than any other 
the meaning of ebapécrovs elvai. ‘To be 

Vou. III. 

acceptable’ wonld seem to bring the slave 
too near to the position of a friend), not 
contradicting (in the wide sense, not 
merely in words, see especially ref. John), 
not purloining (ref. vooQi(óueror, b 
родшеуоу,  ibwwoioóueroy, Suid. rò 3° 
айт ка} сфетер(есдги, Eustath.), but 
manifesting (see ref. 2 Cor.) all (possible, 
тей.) good faith; that they may adorn 
in all things (not ‘before all men,’ as 
Heydenr. al: cf. dv тӣсіу above) the 
doctrine of our Saviour, God (see on 1 
Tim. i. 1. Not Christ, but the Father is 
meant: in that place the distinction is 
clearly made. On this *adorning' Calvin 
remarks, “ Нес quoque circumstantia 
notanda est (this is hardly worthy of bis 
usually pure latinity], quod ornamentum 
Deus & servis accipere dignatur, quorum 
tam vilis et abjecta erat conditio, ut vix 
censeri soliti sint inter homines. Neque 
enim famulos intelligit quales hodie in 
usu sunt, sed mancipia, que pretio empta 
tanquam boves aut equi possidebantur. 
Quod si eorum vita ornamentum est Chris- 
tiani nominis, multo magis videant qui її 
honore sunt, ne illad turpitudine sua ma- 
culent.” ТЫ. strikingly says, xà» yàp 
T$ Üecwórp B:axovis GAA’ $ Tib els 
Gedy ürarpéxei, Sri ка) ёж) той d$óBov 
ёк«іуоо ў xpos Tb» Beowórn» єбуоа The 
ёрхђ»у Exe). 11—15.] Ground of 
the above exhortations in the moral pur- 
pose of the Gospel respecting us (11— 
14): and consequent exhortation to Tilus 
(15). 

11.] For (reasons for the above exhorta- 
tions from ver. 1: not as Chrys., al., ouly 
for vv. 9, 10. The latter s of ver. 10, 

Е 
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u Бете Sonig t 

hs (сок. 12 * 
or . vl. 17.) 

єфйуп yao " Nip тою бю” сытпрюс тазі а›бофтонс, 

watdevuvea прас, iva * apvnaápevos т» *aciBear 

* swoporwe cal & cl 
* Tin. И. 16. Rom. 1. 18. x1. 26. Jude 16, 18 only. Jer. v. 6. (-Beiv, - n. Jude 15) 

m. i. 20 у 0 
тет. Kat rac косшкас ewe оріас, 

w 1 rur 

y Hec. іх. 1 on] here only t. Wisd. ix. 11 only. 
unly. 1 Pet li. эз. Luke xxiii. 41 only. Deut. і. 16. 

a Paul, 1 Cor. ху. 54 1 Thess. 11.10 

11. rec ins 4 bef соттроз (to fill out the construction), with C5D*3KL rel Clem 
Cyr-jer-mes Nyssen Chr Thdrt Procl Damasc: om AC'D'N s gu 

piph 
for cerq«pios, 

сеттроѕ NR: ed cwrnpos nuwy (see ch iii. 4) F vulg copt sth 
1 19. om Tas 

it is true, gives occasion to this declara- 
tion; but the reference of these verses is 
far wider than merely to slaves) the grace 
of God (that divine favour to men, of 
which the whole process of Redemption 
was a proof: not to be limited to Christ's 
Incarnation, as (Ес. and Thdrt.: though 
certainly this may be said for their inter- 
pretation, that i£ may also be regarded as 
& term inclusive of all the blessings of Re- 
demption: but it does not follow, that of 
two such inclusive terms, the one may be 
substituted for the other) was manifested, 
bringing salvation (not, * ав bringing sal- 
vation: owrfpios is not predicate after 
dr e., but погбебоиса which follows: 
cwrhpios is still part of the subject, and 
to make this constructionally clearer, the 
art. 4 has been inserted) to all men (dat. 
belonging to cwrfípis, not to dwegdyn, 
which verb is used absolutely, as in ch. iii. 
4: cf. cwrhp várrev ёубрбтеу, 1 Tim. 
iv. 10: see also ib. ii. 4), disciplining us 
(see note on 1 Tim. i. 20. There is no 
need to depart from the universal New 
Testament sense of wa:3eouca, and soften 
it into ‘ teaching ? the education which 
the Christian man receives from the grace 
of God, is a discipline, properly so called, 
of self-denial ani training in godlinese, 
accompanied therefore with much mortifi- 
cation and punitive treatment. Luther 
has well rendered яагдеборса iu by 
‘und zuͤchtiget uns.“ Corn.-a-Lap. [cited 
in Mack) explains it also well: “ tanquam 
pueros rudes erudiens, corrigens, for- 
mans, omnique disciplina instituens et 
imbuens, perinde ut pedagogus puerum 
sibi commissum tam in litteris quam in 
moribus: hoc enim est rabeta, inquit 
Gell. i. 13. 18”), that (by the ordinary 
rendering, * teaching ма, that," we make 
Туа introduce merely the purport of the 
teaching: and so, following most Com- 
mentators, De W., and I am surprised to 
see, Huther, although I suppose 
senting in some measure the philological 
fidelity of Meyer, under whose shelter his 
commentary appears. There must have 
been some "defect of snpervision here, 

Wiesinger only of the recent Commen- 
tators, after Mack and Matthies, keeps 
the telic meaning of fra. Tbe Greek 
Commentators, as might be expected, ad- 
here uii а сорте of their own lan- 

[ Ader ó xpurvós, Tra 
deoa chr Виа»), ТЫ. [ raid ebe. 
yap ўраз, Туа тоў Aoro софрбғет 
(hohe], Thdrt. [тобто xdpw évnv6pé- 
no . . . а... I. Tlie truth is, 
that madea i is one of those verbs, the 

purport of which mutually 
include ah other. The form and man- 
ner of instructive discipline itself conveys 
the aim and intent of that discipline. So 
that the meaning of Tra after such a verb 
falis under the class which I have dis- 
cussed in my note to 1 Cor. xiv. 18, which 
see, Our English ‘that,’ which would be 
dubious after ‘ teaching,’ keeps, after dis- 
ciplining,’ its proper telic force), denying 
(not, ‘having denied: the aor. part. kp- 
ynoduevos ів, as во often, not prior to, but 
contemporaneous with, the aor. (howper 
following. [ This, against Ellic., requires 
pressing here. The whole life being 
summed up in (4caper, aor., not Cò 
pres., the aor. part. рее! must Ье 
so rendered, as to extend over all that sum, 
not as if it represented some definite act 
of abnegation anterior to it all.] 8 row 
dpyfcacba, says Thl., rh» ёк Biabigews 
dropbxou Loos pope onpalyes. * Has 
[cupiditates] abnegamus, cum eis consen- 
sum negamus, cum delectationem quam 
suggerunt, et actum ad quem sollicitant, 
abnuimus, imo ex mente et animo radi- 
citus evellimus et extirpamus.” 8. Ber- 
nard, Serm. хі. [Mack]) impiety and the 
lusts of the world (the rds gives uni- 
versality— all worldly lusts.’ к 
belonging to the 3 кбероз, the world which 
фу тф портр ке?та, and is without God: 
вее 1 John ii. 16—17 and Ellicott’s note 
here), we might live soberly (our old 
difficulty of rendering сбфреу and ita de- 
rivatives recurs. Soberly seems here to 
express the adverb well, though * sober’ 
by no means covers the meaning of the 
adjective. The fact is, that the peculiar 

ACDF 
Кіма 
edefg 
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meaning which has become attached to 
* sober,'—so much so, as almost to deprive 
it of its more general reference to life and 
thought,—has not taken possession of the 
adverb) and justly (better than ‘righte- 
ously, —' righteous, by its forensic ob- 
jective sense in St. Paul, introducing a 
confusion, where the question is of moral 
rectitude) and piously in the present life 
(Bernard, Serm. xi.: sobrie erga nos, 
juste erga proximum, pie erga Deum, 
Salmer. p. 630 f.: dicimus in his verbis 
Apostolum tribus virtutibus, sobrietatis, 
pietatis et justitie, summam justitiæ Chris- 
tiane complecti. Sobrietas est ad se, jus- 
titia ad proximum, pietas erga Deum 

. sobrie autem agit, cum -quis se propter 
Deum diligit: juste, cum proximum dili- 
git: pie, cum charitate Deum colit.” 
Mack. Wolf quotes from Lucian, Somn. 
p. 8, the same conjunction: 73» puxdy 
oo .Iraxogufjom . . . cwpporbry, Bi- 
xaiogóvp, xal ebocBlg . . . . тадта "ydp 
фот» ô тӯз фохӯз dxfparos кбоџцоз. 
These three comprising our wa:dela in 
faith and love, he now comes to hope): 
looking for (this expectation being an 
abiding state and posture,— not, like (4- 
сере», the life following on and unfolded 
from the determining impulse co-ordinate 
with the dprfcac@a:,—is put in the pres., 
not in the aor.) the blessed hope (here, as 
in reff. Gal. and Acts, Col. i. 5 al., nearly 
objective, — the hope, as embodying the 
thing hoped for: but keep the vigour and 
propriety both of language and thought, 
and do not tame down the one and violate 
the other, with Grot., by a metonymy, or 
with Wolf, by a hypallage of ракаріа 
éawis for éAm(ounévg paxapidrys) and 
manifestation (dA к. drip. belong to- 
gether) of the glory (86 Selxruvcw èr- 
табда ri net ко) ydp elei 800 +$ 
рёу яротёра xápuros, h 8$ Beurdpa àvr. 
ато8боєоз, Chrys. Nothing could be more 
unfortunate than the application here of 
the figure of hendiadys in the E. V.: see 
below) of the great God (the Father: see 
below) and о? our Saviour Jesus Christ 
(as regards the sense, an exact parallel is 
found in Matt. xvi. 27, ud Ae "yàp ё vibr 
ToU ёудрётоо EpxecOar èv тӯ 86р тод 
warpos айтоё, compared with Matt. xxv. 
31, бта» (A0p 6 vibs той ёубрёкоо d» тӯ 
86р айтод. See also 1 Pet. iv. 13. The 
glory which shall be revealed at the T 
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pearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ is 
is own glory, and that of His Father 

[John xvii. 3; 1 Thess. iii. 18]. This 
sense having been obecured by the foolish 
hendiadys, has led to the asking [by Mr. 
Green, Gr. Test. Gram., p. 216], ** What 
intimation is given in Scripture of a glo- 
rious appearing of God the Father and 
our Lord in concert?” To which the 
answer is, tbat no sach appearing is even 
hinted at in this passage, taken as above. 
What is asserted is, that the 84а shall be 
that тоб peydAou 0«o0 ка) сотђроѕ иду 
"19709 xpiorod. And we now come to 
consider the meaning of these words. Two 
views have been taken of them: (1) that 
тод peydAou 0е00 ка| cwripos ud are 
to be taken together as the description of 
"13709 xpiorov,—‘ of Jesus Christ, the 
great God and our Saviour? (2) that 
as given above, той peydAou 0«o) describes 
the Father, and cwrfipos jus» 'IncoU 
xpw rov the Son. It is obvious that in 
dealing with (1), we shall be deciding 
with regard to (2) also. (1) has been the 
view of the Greek orthodox Fathers, as 
against the Arians (see а complete collec- 
tion of their testimonies in Dr. Words- 
worth's “Six Letters to Granville Sharp 
on the use of the definite article in the 
Greek text of the N. T." Lond. 1802], 
and of most ancient and modern Commen- 
tators. That the former so interpreted 
the words, is obviously not [as it has been 
5 of the question, if 
they can shewn to bear legitimately 
another meaning, and that meaning to be 
the one most likely to have been in the 
mind of the writer. The case of Iva in 
the preceding verse [see note there], was 
wholly different. There it was contended 
that Tra with a subjunctive, has, and can 
have, but one meaning: and this was up- 
held against those who would introduce 
another, infer alia, by the fact that the 
Greek Fathers dreamt of no other. The 
argument rested not on this latter fact, 
but on the logical force of the particle it- 
self. And similarly here, the passage 
must be argued primarily on its own 

und, not primarily on the consensus of 
the Greek Fathers. No one disputes that 
it may mean that which they have inter- 
preted it: and there were obvious reasons 
why they, having licence to do so, should 
choose this interpretation. But it is our 
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object, not being swayed in this or any 
other interpretation, by doctrinal con- 
siderations one way or the other, to en- 
quire, not what the words may mean, but 
what they do mean, as far as we шау be 
nble to ascertain it. The main, and in- 
deed the only reliance of thoee who take 
(1) is the omission of the article before 
cweripos. Had the sentence stood той pey. 
oe xa) ToU cwTiüpos Jv I. x., their 
verdict for (2) would have been unanimous. 
That the insertion of the article would 
have been decisive for (2), is plain: but 
is it equally plain, that its omission is de- 
cisive for (1)? "This must depend entirely 
on the nature and position of the word 
thus left anarthrous. If it ів a word which 
had by usage become altogether or occa- 
sionally anarthrous,—if it is so connected, 
that the presence of the article expressed, 
is not requisite to its presence in the 
sense, then the state of the case, as re- 

rds the omiasion, is considerably altered. 
ow there is no doubt that ewrhp was 

one of those words which gradually drop- 
ped the article and became a quasi proper 
name: cf. 1 Tim. i. 1 [I am quite aware 
of Bp. Middletón's way of accounting for 
this, but do not ге it as satisfactory ]; 
iv. 10; which latter place is very in- 
structive as to the way in which the de- 
signation from its official nature became 
anarthrous. This being so, it must hardly 
be judged as to the expression of the art. 
by tho same rules as other nouns. Then 
as to its structural and contextual con- 
nexion. It is joined with nd, which is 
an additional reason why it may spare the 
article: see Luke i. 78: Rom. i. 7: 1 Cor. 
i. 8 [1 Cor. ii. 7; x. 11]: 2 Cor. i. 2, &е. 
Again, as Winer has observed [edn. 
6, § 19, 5 b, note 1], the prefixing of 
an appositional designation to the proper 
name frequently causes the omission of 
the article. Soin 2 Thess. i. 12: 2 Pet. 
i. 1: Jude 4: see also 2 Cor. i. 2; vi. 18: 
Gal. i. 3: Eph. i. 2; vi. 23: Phil. i. 2; ii. 
11; iii. 20 &c. If then ewr?p huey 'Incovs 
xp rds may signify ‘Jesus Christ our 
Saviour,'—on comparing the two members 
of the clause, we observe, that Oe has 
already had its predicate expressed in тоб 
peydaAou; and that it is therefore natural 
io expect that the latter member of the 
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clause, likewise consisting of a proper name 
and its predicate, should correspond lo- 
gically to the former: in other words, that 
TOU de kal сетӯроѕ usr "19. xp. would 
much more naturally suit (1) than тоо 
peyáAou cot ка) cerfüpos u. “т. xp. 
In clauses where the two appellative mem- 
bers belong to one expressed snbject. we 
expect to find the former of them without 
any predicative completion. If it be re- 
plied to this, as I conceive on the hy- 
pothesis of (1) it must be, that ToU pe- 
уйЛоо is an epithet alike of 6«ov and 
cr po, ‘our great [God and Saviour]. 
I may safely leave it to the feeling of any 
scholar, whether such an expression would 
be likely to occur. Let us now consider, 
whether the Apostle would in this place 
have been likely to designate our Lord 
as 6 uéyas Geds kai сотђр пие». This 
must be chiefly decided by examining the 
usages of the expression @ebs ó сетђр 
Фи», which occurs six times in these 
Epistles, once in Luke [i. 47], and once 
in the Epistle of Jude. If the writer 
here identifles this expression, *the great 
God and our Saviour,’ with the rd 
Jesus Christ, calling Him ‘God and our 
Saviour,’ it will be at least probable that 
in other places where he speaks of God 
our Saviour,” he also designates our Lord 
Jesus Christ. Now is that so? On the 
contrary, in 1 Tim. i. 1, we have кат” èri- 
Tayl» de corpos ўиёу, ко) xpurroU 
*Iycov ris Ado judy: where I su 
none will deny that the Father and the 
Son are most plainly distinguished from 
one another. The same is the case in 
1 Tim. ii. 3—5, a bearing much 
[see below] on the interpretation of this 
one: and consequently in 1 Tim. iv. 10, 
where srw cwrhp wdytey  àrüpdáxer 
co nds to 6ле: wdrras c vat in 
the other. So also in Tit. i. 3, where the 
сотђр jc» Oeds, by whose éxrayh the 
promise of eternal life was manifested, 
with the proclamation of which St. Paul 
was entrusted, is the same alésios 0643, 
by whose éx:ray the hidden mystery 
was manifested in Rom. xvi. 26, where 
the same distinction is made. The only 
place where there could be uny doubt is 
in our ver. 10, which possible doubt how- 
ever is removed by ver. 11, where tho 

1 Lake lv. 21. 1 Pet. 
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same assertion is made, of the revelation of 
the hidden grace of God [the Father]. 
Then we bave our own ch. iii. 4—6, where 
we find той cwrijpes zu beot in ver. 4, 
clearly defined as the Father, and 3: 
"Inco Хрістой той сотӯђроз Huey in ver. 
6. In that passage too we have the ex- 
pression ў xpnordérns kal $ quXAarOporría 
tre hd ToU cwTíüpos hu. Ocot, which is 
quite decisive in answer to those who object 
here to the ex ion éwipd»ear тўз 
Béns as applied to the Father. In the 
one passage of St. Jude, the distinction 
is equally clear: for there we have uóve 
be np. jar 3:4 "Incod хриттой ToU 
Kvplov jud». It is plain then, that the 
usage of the words ‘ God our Saviour’ docs 
not make it probable that the whole ex- 
pression here is to be applied to the Lord 
Jesus Christ. And in estimating this pro- 
bability, let us again recur to 1 Tim. ii. 8, 5, 
a passage which runs very parallel with the 
present one. We read there, «Ts yap Oeds, 
| els kal uecírgs de ка) б>Өёрфжо», 

GvOpexos xpiords "ImcoUs, б Sos davrbr 
бут(Литро» k. r. A. Compare this with тоб 
peyáXov Өєоб | кай cwrfüpos jay 'InooU 
Xp H, bs Ener avrò» ӧтёр huar Tra 
№трёстта: x. . A. Can there be а reason- 
able doubt, that the Apostle writing two 
sentences so closely corresponding, on a 
point of such high importance, would have 
in his view the same distinction in the 
second of them, which he so strongly lays 
down in the first ? Withont then consi- 
dering the question as closed, I would sub- 
mit that (2) satisfles all the grammatical 
requirements of the sentence: that it is 
both structurally and contextually more 
probable, and more agreeable to the 
Apostle’s way of writing: and I have 
therefore preferred it. The principal ad- 
vocates for it have been, the pseudo-Am- 
brose [i. e. Hilary the deacon, the author 
of the Commentary which goes by the 
name of that Father: whose words are 
these, hanc esse dicit beatam spem cre- 
dentium, qui exspectant adventum gloria 
magni Dei quod revelari habet judice 
Christo, in quo Dei Patris videbitur po- 
testas et gloria, ut fidei sus premium con- 
sequantur. Ad hoc enim redemit nos 
Christus, ut" &c.], Erasm. [annot. and 

— 7 1 n Paul, Rom. 
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3 Cor. vi. 
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raphr.], Grot, Wetst., Heinr., Winer 
ubi supra, end], De W., Huther [the 

other view,—not this as stated in my 
earlier editions, by inadvertence,— is taken 
by Ellicott]. Whichever way taken, the 
passage is just as important a testimony 
to, the divinity of our Saviour: according 
to (1), by asserting His possession of Deity 
and right to the appellation of the High- 
est: according to (2), even more strikingly, 
asserting His equality in glory with the 
Father, in a way which would be blas- 
phemy if predicated of any of the sons of 
men), who (our Saviour Jesus Christ) m" 
Himself (“ the forcible аиту, Him- 
self, His whole self, the greatest gift ever 
given,' must not be overlooked : cf. Beve- 
ridge, Serm. 93, vol. iv. p. 285." Ellicott) 
for us (* on our behalf,’ not ‘in our stead :’ 
reff.), that He might (by this assertion of 
the Redeemer’s purpose, we return to the 
moral aim of verses 11, 12, more plainly 
indicated as in close connexion with Christ’s 
propitiatory sacrifice) redeem (Хетробс дац, 
‘to buy off with a price,’ the middle in- 
cluding personal agency and interest, cf. 
кабаріср davrg below. So in Diod. Sic. 
v. 17, of the Balearians, бтау rivts yv- 
vaixes Önd Twv wposwAeórvrov Ard 
&Aóciv, dvr) pias yuvauds Tpeis 7 rér- 
Tapas AV ıdóvres Avrpoðvras. Polyb. 
xvii. 16. 1, of King Attalus and the Si- 
cyonians, where only personal agency is 
implied in the middle, r3» lepà» xp 
той 'AxóAAevos dÀvrpócaTro xpnudray 
айтоїѕ ойк ÒAlywy. See note, 1 Tim. ii. 6: 
and cf. ref. 1 Pet., where the price is stated 
to have been the precious blood of Christ) 
us from all lawlessness (see reff. and espe- 
cially 1 John iii. 4, 4 &uapría eorly ў 
&rouía) and might purify (there is no 
need to supply ud, though the sense is 
not disturbed by so doing. By making 
Лабу the direct object of кабарі(р, the 
purpose of the Redeemer is lifted off from 
our particular case, and generally and ob- 
jectively stated) to Himself (‘dat. com- 
modi’) a people (object: not, as De W., 
Wies., al., predicate, ‘(us) for a people’) 
peculiarly His (see note on Eph. i. 14, 
and cf. the reff. here in the LXX, from 
which the expression is borrowed. See 
also 1 Pet. ii. 9, and Ellicott here. The 
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dt of Chrys, though expressing 
the fact, says too much for the word,—as 
also does the acceptabilis of the Vulg.: 
шү of Jerome, too little: the ойкесо» 
of Thdrt. is exact: that which жер!єттгу 
abr¢), mealous (an ardent worker and 
promoter) of good works. 15. 
gathers up all since ver. 1, where the 
general command last appeared, and en- 
forces it on Titus. In ch. ili. 1, the train of 
thought is again resamed. These things 
(the foregoing: not, the following) speak 
and exhort (in the case of those who һе- 

' lieve and need stirring up) and rebuke (in 
the case of those who are rebellious) with 
all imperstiveness (uerà ab68«rrías xal 
perà douclias woAAgs, Chrys.—rovréoti, 
perà dworoulas, Thl.). Let no man de- 
spise thee (addressed to Titus, not to the 
people, as Calv. [‘populum ipsum magis 
quam Titum hic compellat’]: so conduct 
thyself in thine exhortations, with such 
gravity, and such consistency, and such 
impartiality, that every word of thine may 
carry weight, and none may be able to cast 
slight on thee for flaws in any of theee 
points’). III. 1, 3.) Rules concern- 
ing behaviour to those without. Put them 
in mind (as of a duty previously and other- 
wise well known, but liable to be forgotten) 
to be in subjection to governments, to 
autherities, to obey the magistrate (v«6- 
apxeiv here probably stands absolutely, 
not, ав Huther, connected with the dat. 
dpxais dt. So Xen. Cyr. viii. 1. 4, pé- 
yicTor фуаффу Tb хебдарҳеғ alveras 
eis rò xataxpdrrey Tà &yabd. The other 
construction bas however the reff. in its 
favour), to be ready towards every good 
work (the connexion seems to be as in 
Rom. xiii. 3, where the rulers are said to 
be ob $éBos тё &уабф Epyy, ЛАА тё 
какф. Compare also the remarkable coin- 

cidence in the sentiment of Xen. quoted 
above. Jerome in loc, Wetst., De W., 
ul, suppose these exhortations to subjec- 
tion to have found their occasion in the 
insubordination of the Jews on principle 
to foreign rule, and more especially of the 
Cretan Jews. In the presence of similar 
exhortations in the Epistle to the Romans 
and elsewhere, we can hardly perhaps say 
so much as this: but certainly Wetet.’s 
quotations from Diod. Sic., al, seem to 
establish the fact of Cretan turbulence in 
general. The inference drawn by 
Thdrt., al., from these last words, —e$54 
yàp eis Ararra бес Tois Epyoves weifapx eir, 
does not seem to bo legitimately deduced 
from them), to speak evil of no one (these 
words set forth the general duty, but are 
perhaps introduced owing to what hes pre- 
ceded, cf. 2 Pet. ii. 10: Jude 8), to be not 
quarrelsome (ref. and note), forbearing 
(id., and note on Phil. iv. 5. The dier. 
must have been, it is to be feared, а some- 
what exceptional character in Crete, where 
an Supuros wAeoretía, exhibited in out- 
ward acts of jon, xa) ilg xal xarà 
когубу [ Polyb. vi. 46—9], is described as 
one of the prevailing and dominant vices." 
Ellicott), manifesting all meekness to- 
wards all men (from what follows, sd»- 
vas ёуӨр. is evidently to be taken in the 
widest sense, and especially to be applied 
to the beathen without: see below). 
8.] For (reason why we should shew ail 
meekness, &c.: офкоб» under) дрегер, 
фпс“ тоюдтоз yàp Fs ко) ov, Chrys. 
d xal д Aporhs mpòs troy Ercpey ApoThy 
Heyer, ri dv тё abr xpluari dener. 
ТЫ.) we (Christians) also (as well as they) 
were (emphatically prefixed) once without 
unders (of spiritual things, sce 
Eph. iv. 18), disobedient (to God, ch. i. 16: 
he is no longer speaking of authorities, 
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q 1 Tim. lii. 
t 1 Tim. li. 

v Eph. il. 7 reff. 
x cb. fi. 11 reff, 

а so фу бє, фу курә, John ili. 

s Phil. 1. 15 reff. 

aft SovAevorres ins ey N'(N? dis- 
at end ins axocrepovrres 

шодо» uic ÓwTOV, Kas €kxvroperor aia :дритау auTO, wy N KpICLS aviAces Te u FOIN- 
carr: eA«os 96. 109. 

5. rec for &, Ф» (correction for elegance), with CDK L rel Ath(many mas) Cyr-jer 
Ps-Ath Chr Thdrt,: txt AC! D!IFN 17 Clem Сугьере- 

but has passed into a new train of thought), 
led astray (so Conyb.: tbe passive sense 
should be kept, as best answering to N. T. 
usage, ref. 2 Tim.: reff. Heb. and James, 
which Huther quotes for the neuter sense, 
are both better rendered passive. Еіс. 
advocates theneuter ‘going astray’), slaves 
to divers luste and pleasures (see reff.: 
an unusual word in N. T., though so com- 
mon in secular Greek), passing our lives 
(in ref. 1 Tim. Sío» is expressed) in ma- 
lice (reff) and envy,—hateful hating 
one another (the sequence, if there be 
any, seems to be in the converse order 
from that assumed by Thl., Aton ul 
jue», às àAAfAovs gucoürres. It was 
our natural hatefulness which begot mu- 
tual hatred. Or perhaps the two par- 
ticulars may be taken separately, as dis- 
tinet items in our catalogue of depra- 
vities). 4.] But when the goodness 
(reff.) and love-towards-men (I prefer 
this literal rendering of ф:Лауброт(а to 
any of the more usual ones: cf. Diog. 
Laert. Plat. iii. 98, rs ф‹Аауброхж!аз 
doriy «Їп тріа` фу này 8:4 ris xpos- 
nyoplas ywépevov, olov фу ols rivets roy 
évrvyxádvorra xdvra wposeyopebovgi кай 
thy Sefidy deres xa o 
AAA elos, Stay тїз BonOynriads ў жат) 
T$ aruxourre’ repor elğós deri Tfs S- 
avOpwrlas dy $ ru, gidrdodexncral 
«ісі. The second of these is evidently 
that here intended, but Huther's view 
of the correspondence of this description 
of God's kindness to us with that which 
we are required [ver. 2] to shew to others, 
appears to me to be borne out: and thus 

is @:AavOpwxla would parallel ярабтута 
pb wdrras àvÓpénrovs above, and the 
fact of its being ‘love foward men’ should 
be expressed. Bengel's remark also is 

[С is deficient from exoimgaper 

worth notice: Hominum vitia plane 
contraria enumerantur versu 8." The 
junction of хрустдз, -érns, with Ad- 
wos, la, is very common: see the numerous 
quotations in Wetst.) of our Saviour, God 
(the Father: cf. 8:4 "Inc. xp. below, and 
see note on ch. ii. 13), was manifested 
(viz. in Redemption, by the Incarnation 
and Satisfaction of the Redeemer),—not 
by virtue of (dt, as the ground out of which 
an act springs. Cf. besides the frequent 
ёк xlorems, dè Ip, Matt. xii. 37 bis: 
Rom. i. 4: 2 Cor. xiii. 4) works wrought 
in (I have thus represented the тё» dr :— 
Epyor [general, ‘any works’) те» ёк Зк. 
[viz. ‘which were,’ particularizing out of 
those, ‘in righteousness”) tv дик. in righte- 
ousness, as the element and condition in 
which they were nir I ташошион 
which we (emphatic) (not, ‘have 
done,’ as E. V., nor ‘had done, as Conyb., 
—which in fact obscures the meaning: 
for God’s act here spoken of was a de- 
finite act in time—and its application to 
us, also a definite act in time | see below)]: 
and if we take this éxorfmauer pluper- 
fect, we confine the Apostle's repudiation 
of our works, as moving causes of those 
acts of God, to the time previous to those 
acts. For aught that this pluperfect 
would assert, our salvation might be 
prompted on God’s part by future works 
of righteousness which He foresaw we 
should do. Whereas the simple aoristic 
sense throws the whole into the same 
time, — His goodness, &c. was manifested 
. . not for works which we did. . He 
saved us,"— and renders the repudiation 
of human merit universal. On the con- 
struction, cf. Thl.: Fog ўраз ойк 
Ф ёрум» фу drohoapery, àvrl ToU обте 
фкойсане» Epya Bixasacurns, obre róby- 
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b Eph. v. 96 
only. Cant. 
iv.2. Bir. 
xxxi. 
(xixiv.) 25 e 

Я , 6 e 

е xis. 28 ua roc ayiov 
only 1. Joa. Antt. x1. 3. 0. Philo passim. d Rom 
E. зов. А f = Ас ti. 17, 18 (from Joel 
16. 1 Tim. vi. 17. 1 Pet. i. 11 only f. 

to eco. | 

CDFKLN rel Orig. pe Ath Cyr-jer. 
6. for of, 8 D! lect-17. 

pey dk тобтоу, AAAà Tb way )) dyabdrns 
айтод éwoínce«), but according to (after 
the measure of, in pursuance of, after the 
promptings of: sce Ellic.’s note) His com- 
passion He saved us (this fowoev must be 
referred back to the definite objective act 
of God in Redemption, which has been 
above mentioned. On the part of God, 
that act is one—in the application of it to 
individuals, it is composed of many and 
successive acts. But this eee, being 
contemporaneons with бте dwepdyn above, 
cannot apply, as De Wette, to our indi- 
vidual salvation alone. At the same time, 
standing as it does in a transitional posi- 
tion, between God’s objective act and the 
subjective individual application of it, it no 
doubt looks forward as well as backward— 
to individual realization of salvation, as well 
as to the divine completion of it once for 
all in Christ. Calvin, h. L, refers the com- 
leteness of our salvation rather to God's 
ooking on it as subjectively accomplished 
in us: ре fide loquitur, et nos jam salu- 
tem adeptos esse docet. Ergo utcunque 
peccato impliciti corpus mortis circumfera- 
mus, certi tamen de salute nostra sumus, 
si modo fide insiti simus in Christum, se- 
cundum illud [Joh. v. 24]: ‘Qui credit in 
filium Dei, transivit de morte in vitam. 
Paulo post tamen, fidei nomine interposito 
nos re ipsa nondum adeptos esse ostendit, 
quod Christus morte sun prestitit, Unde 
sequitur, ex parte Dei salutem nostram 
impletam eese, cujus fruitio in finem usque 
militie differtur.” The pâs here is not 
all mankind, which would be inconsistent 
with what follows,—nor all Christians, 
however true that would be,—but the 
same as are indicated by ка) ners above, 
—the particular Christians in the Apostle's 
view as he was writing—Titus and his 
Cretan converts, and himself) by means 
of the laver (not * washing,’ as E. V.: seo 
the Lexx.: but always а vessel, or pool in 
which washing takes place. Here, the 
baptismal font: see on Eph. v. 26) of re- 
generation (first, let us treat of wadtyys- 
vesia. It occurs only in ref. Matt., and 
there in an objective sense, whereas here 

ПРОЎ TITON. III. 

, е — 9 a a hj J = * 9 е = 
nscaut» nug, dÀÀd ката то avrov tÀsoc Eoworv прас 

Фа "Aovrpov 5 wadcyyeveaiag Kat 
d * , e 
AVAKAIWWWOEWÇ FrEV- 

ov | eS Ey tv Ep "nac * wAovciwe, ба 
„XII. 2 only t. (· voa. Cor iii 10.) e attr., 
Н. 38, 20), 83. x. 45. Jer. ziv. 1 g Col, tii. 

rec тоу av. eA eov, with D*KL rel Chr: txt AD!FN 17. 67? Clem Max 
Ath Cyr-jer Thdrt Damasc.—r. «A. bef avr. DF. ins тоу bef Aovrpov A: om 

ins Zia bef srevparos D'F. 

it is evidently subjective. There, it is 
the great second birth of heaven and earth 
in the latter days: here, the second birth 
of the individual man. Though not oc- 
curring elsewhere in this sense, it has its 

te expressions, — e. g. erde, 
1 Pet. i. 3, 23: yervrnOfva( A,, John 
iii. 8 Ke. Then, of the genitive. The 
font is the ‘laver of regeneration, be- 
cause it is the vessel consecrated to the 
use of that Sacrament whereby, in its 
completeness as а Sacrament [see below], 
the new life unto God is conveyed. And 
inasmuch as it is in that font, and when 
we are in it, that tlie first breath of that 
life is drawn, it is the laver of, — belonging 
to, pertnining to, setting forth,— regene- 
ration. Observe, there is here no 
figure: the words are literal: Baptism is 
taken as in all its completion, —the outward 
visible sign accompanied by tbeinward spi- 
ritual grace; and as thus complete, it not 
only representa, but is, the new birth. Cf. 
Calvin: “Solent Apostoli a Sacramentis 
ducere argumentum, ut rem illic signifi- 
catam probent. quia principium illud va- 
lere debet inter pios, Deum non inanibus 
nobiscum figuris ludere, sed virtute sua 
intus preestare quod externo signo demon- 
strat. Quare Baptismus congruenter et 
vere lavacrum regenerationis dicitur. Vim 
et usum Sacramentorum recte is tenebit 
qui rem et signum ita connectet, ut sig- 
num non faciat inane aut inefficax : neque 
tamen ejus ornandi causa Spiritui sancto 
detrahat quod suum est." The font then, 
the laver of regeneration, representing the 
external portion of the Sacrament, and 
pledging the internal ;—that inward and 
spiritual grace, n to the comple- 
tion of the Sacrument and its regenerating 
power, is not, as too often, left to follow 
as а matter of course, and thus baptismal 
regeneration rendered a mere formal and 
unmeaning thing, ex opere operato, — 
but is distinctly stated in tbe following 
words) and (understand 8&4 again: so 
Thdrt. apparently,— Bengel ( *duse res com- 
memorantur: lavacrum regenerationis, 
quie baptismi in Christum periphrasis,— 

ACDP 
Кіл a5 
edefg 
hkim 
nol: 
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‘Insov Xpisrov тоо " сютђоос nuov, ? iva ! дкащбФутес fe fl. 
П k ГА 1 М , > m^? , 89 (Paul). 

TU EKELVOU xaptrt KAmnpovonot yevnOwpev кат E Ava Bonu pe 

sim. el 
1 = Rom. iv. 13, 14. viil. 17. Gal. iv.7. 

7. SucawSerros(sic) N. 
jer: txt ACD'FN! (o) 17 Chr Ath. 

et renovatio Spiritus sancti"), al. On the 
other hand, most Commentators [see El- 
lic. here] take àvaxawdcees as a second 
gen. after Aovrpov: and for the purpose 
of making this clearer, the тоў seems to 
bave been inserted before AovrpoU [see 
var readd. ]. The great formal objection 
to this is, the destruction of the balance 
of the sentence, in which waAryyevectas 
would be one gen. and &raxawóceos 
wvetparos aylov the other. The far 
greater contextual objection is, that thus 
the whole from wad. to &yíov would be 
included under Aovrpo?, and baptism 
made not only the seal of the new birth, 
but the sacrament of progressive sanctifi- 
cation) the renewal (dvaxalveou, see 
reff., is used of the gradual renewal of 
heart and life in the image of God, follow- 
ing upon the new birth, and without 
which the birth is a mere abortion, not 
leading on to vitality and action. It is 
here treated as potentially involved in 
God's act lo We must not, as Hu- 
ther, al., for the sake of making it con- 
temporaneous with the Aevrpór, give it 
another and untenable meaning, that of 
mere incipient spiritual life) of (brought 
about by; genitive of the efficient cause) 
the Holy Spirit (who alone can renew 
unto life in progressive sanctification. So 
that, as in 1 Pet. iii. 21, it is not the mere 
outward act or fact of baptism to which 
we attach such high and glorious epithets, 
but that complete baptism by water and 
the Holy Ghost, whereof the first cleans- 
ing hy water is indeed the ordinary sign 
and seal, but whereof the glorious in- 
dwelling Spirit of God is the only efficient 
cause and continuous agent. ‘BAPTISMAL 
REGENERATION’ is the distinguishing 
doctrine of the new covenant [Matt. iii. 
11]: but let us take care that we know 
and bear in mind what ‘baptism’ means: 
not the mere ecclesiastical act, not the 
mere fact of reception by that act among 
God's professing people, but that, com- 
pleted by the divine act, manifested by 
the operation of the Holy Ghost in the 
heart and through the life), 6. 
which (attr.; not = ét ob, as Heydenr. 
обе viz. the Holy Spirit, not Aovrpod, as 
even De W. confesses, who yet maintains 
the dependence of both genitives on A»v- 

sw, Luke xviii. 14. James II. 71, e only. Ps. oxlii 3. 
James 

k = Rom. xi. 6 al. 
m ch. 1. 3 reff. 

rec (for yernOaper) уєуореба, with Ds K LN rel Cyr- 

трой) He poured out (reff) on us richly 
(again, it is mere waste of time to debate 
whether this pouring out be the one 
general one at Pentecost, or that in the 
heart of each individual believer: the one 
was God's objective act once for all, in 
which all its subjective exemplifications 
and applications were potentially en- 
wrapped) through (as ite channel and 
medium, He having purchased it for us, 
and made the pouring out possible, in and 
by His own blessed Sacrifice in our na- 
ture) Jesus Christ our Saviour (which 
title was used of the Father above: of 
Him,—ultimately: of our Lord, imme- 
.diately: “ Pater nostre salutis primus 
auctor, Christus vero opifex, et quasi arti- 
fex," as Justiniani in Ellicott, whose own 
remarks are well worth consulting), 
7.) in order that (this Tva, in the form of 
the sentence, may express the aim either 
of Toer [ Beng., De W., Huther, Ellic.] 
or of étéyeey: more naturally, I believe, 
of the latter ( Wiesinger]: and for these 
reasons, that ёсесеєу seeming to have its 
full pregnant meaning as it stands, (1) 
does not require any further statement of 
aim and purpose: but é€éxeev being a 
mere word of action, is more properly 
followed by a statement of а reason why 
the pouring out took place: and (2) that 
this statement of sim and purpose, if it 
applies to fcwcer, has been already antici- 
pated, if lee be understood as including 
what is generally known as cernpía. 
Theologically, this statement of purpose is 
exact: the effusion of the Spirit has for 
its purpose the conviction of sin and 
manifestation of the righteousness of 
Christ, out of which two spring justifying 
faith) having been justified (the aor. part. 
here үйрө in English by ‘having 
been '] is not contemporaneous with the 
aor. subj. below. Ordinarily this would 
be so: but the theological consideration of 
the place of justification in the Christian 
life, illustrated by such passages as Rom. 
v. 1, StxasoOdvres oby ёк пістесоѕ eiphyny 
xu xpds т. бебу, к.т.А., seems to de- 
termine here the aor. part. to be antece- 
dent to yerfOwper) by His (ixelvov, re- 
ferring to the more remote subject, must 
be used here not of our Lord, who has just 
been mentioned, but of the Father: and 
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п1 m 1. 16 

о = 1 Tim. Н. 
8, v. 14. 

p!Tim.1.7 
only t. 

q bere only. 
Prov. xxxi. 

mn ойс " awviov. 

ri Tim . 111.1 
reff. 

э Rom. xil.& 1 Tim. iil. 4 al. P. Prov. xxvi. 17. = тег. 14 on 
T j. 1 John v. 10. u pastl. epp. only. 

reff.). 

8. for т:стозѕ, aAnéns 67“. 
Damasc Thl. (17 defective.) 
ACD'FKLN m Chr Damasc. (17 def.) 

so, usually, xdpis Geod [Acts xi. 28; xx. 
24, 82: Rom. v. 15: 1 Cor. i. 4, &c.] is 
the efficient cause of our justification in 
Christ) grace, we might be made (perhaps 
passive, see however on 1 Thess. i. 5) heirs 
(see especially Gal. iii. 29) according to (in 
pursuance of, consistently with, so that 
the inheritance docs not disappoint, but 
fully accomplishes and satisfies the hope; 
not ‘through’ (?) as Conyb., referring to 
Rom. vili. 24, 25, where, however, the 
thought is entirely different) the hope of 
eternal life (I cannot consent, although 
considerable scholars [e. g. De W., Ellic. } 
have maintained the view, to join the 
gen. die with «Anporóuo:, in the pre- 
sence of the expression, in this very 
Epistle, ém’ Arlt (ais aleríov, ch. i. 2. 
The objection brought against joining 
ёлкі8а with (iz here is that thus A- 
povéuos would stand alone. But it does 
thus stand alone in every place where 
St. Paul uses it in the spiritual sense; 
viz. Rom. iv. 14; viii. 17 bis [0є00 is a 
wholly different genitive]: iii. 29; 
iv. 1, 7: and therefore why not here? 
Chrys.’s two renderings, both of which 
Huther quotes for his view, will suit mine 
just as well: кат’ éAxiSa, rovrdor:, кабдз 
ъАкісамеу, обтоѕ йтолайсоцєу, Y Sri 
$0» kal кАтроубио: doré. The former is 
the one to which I have inclined: the 
latter would mean, we might be heirs, 
according to the hope"—i.e. in propor- 
tion as we have the hope, realize our heir - 
ship—“ of eternal life). 8—11.) 
General rules for Titus. 8.) Faith. 
ful is the saying (reff.: viz. tbe saying 
which bas just been uttered, бте ў xpm- 
orérns K.T.A. This sentence alone, of those 
which have gone before, has the solemn 
aud somewhat rhythmical character be- 
longing for the most part to the ** faithful 

' sayings" of the apostolic church quoted 
in these Epistles), and concerning these 
things (the things which have just been 
dwelt on; see above) I would have thee 
positively affirm (‘confirmare,’ Vulg.; 
'asseverare, Bera: cf. Polyb хіі. 12. 6, 

IIPOZ TITON. 

Rom. iv. 5. 

III. 

8 IItoròg о Adyoc, ка! wept rovrewy 
° BobAopai ce ? StaBeBarovebat, iva * фооут юс ' кай шь 
tp y * mpotaraaÜa, ot бтетіотеикотес ‘Oey. ravra tore 

каћа ка! " офёМуа тос а>бо@тос. ay pwpac ò: Turn- 

Y: t Acts xvi. 34. Gal. iH, 6 (from 
Tim. iv. 8 bis. 3 Tim. iii. 10 f. v2 Tim. il. 

rec ins tw bef беш, with rel: om ACDFKLN Thdrt 
rec ins та bef кала, with D' rel Thdrt: om 

Biopi(ópevos ко) — DiaBeBaiobueros тері 
тобто». The 814 implies persistence and 
thoroughness in the affirmation), in order 
that (not, that, implying the purport of 
that which he is d:aSeSaotoGas, nor is 
what follows the xiords Adyos, as would 
appear in the E. V.: what follows is to be 
the result of thorough affirmation of vv. 
4—7) they who have believed (have been 
brought to belief and endure in it: the 
present would perhaps express the sense, 
but the perfect is to be preferred, inas- 
much as miotrebe is often used of the 
hour and act of commencing belief: cf. 
Acte xix. 2: Rom. xiii. 11) (trusted 
God, learned to credit what God says: 
not to be confounded with sic. els, Jobn 
xiv. 1, 1 Pet. i. 8, 21—or жтт. dv, Mark 
i. 16 [not used of God], or scr. èri, 

There appears no reason for 
supposing with De W. that these words 
describe merely the Gentile Christians 
may take саге to (ópovrí[ew with an inf. 
is not the ordinary construction: it com- 
monly has Ses, Iva, és, el, и}, or а re- 
lative clause. We have an instance in 
Plut. Fab. Max. c. 12, rà wparróueva 
ywwéokew ёфрбут:(е. See Palm and 
Rost, eub voce) praetise (a workman pre- 
sides over, is master and conductor of, his 
work: and thus the transition in rpe- 
to rah, from presiding over to conduct- 
ing and practising a basiness was very 

Thus we have, tracing the progress 
of this transition, obro: Ara *wpo- 
естћђкесау тўз ueraBoA?s, Thuc. viii. 75: 
wes 00 gavepdby Sri wpográrres тоб 
wpáynaros Ta ууоюс020 bp’ Sys dwo- 
ттерўтаї pe (nrovow, Demosth. 869, 2: 
'"Астас(а ot косціоо xpoecraca épyactas, 
Plat. Pericl. 24: тфуу яроістатба,— 
& тогот» ёхӨроїѕ .... хройстітт» Qórov, 
Soph. El. 968: хері Bale xporrira 
ToU wavovpyfuaros, Synes. Ep. 67, p. 
211 d. See Palm aud Rost, sub voce) 
good works: these thi (viz. same as 
totrev before, the great truths of vw 4 
—7, this doctrine; not, as Thl., ) $porri« 
ка) 4 wporracía TG» калёу ёрумю, À 

ACDF 
Кіл Fe 
e def: 
bki- 
nol: 
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сыс ка! ~“ yeveadoyiac kai tete ка! ? нахас * уошкас "1917.14, 
a 4 а » 4 a b? - “с^ 

тєойставо` ttotv yap "aveeAstc ка! °датаго‹. 
` м 

rixov ау0оштоу pera шау xai 8evripay ° vovÜtatav * map- 
= " К е E a 

avrov, II вдос Gre 5 ésrpawrat "o rotovroc, Kat apap- 
, * | * 4 

тара шу avrokarakKotroc. 

V"Oray тёрфо '"Aprepav mode ot п Tvyikóv, * oro 
; дасоу e Ai moog pe ис Nórov ёки yao ! кёкрка , irt. 

Н Zaar ™ Wapayeimacat. 
E о $ t p ? e Er Ы m 

ACDFH ° стоудаіыс ? птротєнфоу, tva pndev avrog 

13 Znvav тд» 

only. Prov.xxvili. S. Jer. il. 8. 
17. James i. 28. 1 Pet. i. 18 only. 
only 1. Judith viti. 37 (23) Ald. Wisd. xvi. 6 only. 
only t. XXX . see 1 Tim. 1. 6 reff. 

i here only t. k 2 Tim. li. 15 reff. 
al. 2 Macc. xi. 35. 

34. L. P., exc. 8 John ô f. 

9. for yeveadA., Aoyopaxias F. 

1 = Acts 
К m Acts xxvii. 12. xxviff. II. 1 Cor. xvi. 6 only +, 

o Lake vil. 4 only t. Wisd. И. @ only. (-O. 2 Tim. 1. 17.) 

d * х Phil. L 15 
aipt- гей. 

у 3 Cor. vil. 5. 
11. 23. 

чь 9 lim 
` t» 1 

"уошкоу ка АтоААФ КАУ 
p xxv. 7) 
Atirp. v Heb. vu. 18 

e Acta xiv. 15. 1 Cor. ili. 20 (from Pa. zeill. 11). xv. 
d here only t. P TES е1 Сог. х.11. Eph. vi. 6 

— 1 Tim. iv. „2 reff. g bere 
b Paul, 1 Cor. v. 5. 1 Cor. 5. 6, 7. хіі. 3, ас. 

X. 16 (ef Paul). 1 Cor. v. 3. vii. 
+ n ver. O reff. 

p Acts xv. 3. — 88. xxi. 5. Rom. fv. 
reff. 1 Macc. xii. 4. Jos. Antt. xx. 2 б. Ach. 1.5 

for epecs, еру D'FR!. 
10. vov6eciar bef xa: Sevrepay DF syr Chr Thdrt,: txt ACKLN rel vulg(and F-lat) 

Eus Ath. (17 def.)—for ка, $ F.—for Sevrepay, дуо D copt Iren-int, Jer (remarks, in 
mas. latt. legi Post unam et alteram eorrept.). 

13. axoAAcra F: awoAAwy D3H'. 
Thdrt-ed. 

abrà та кала Épya, which would be а 
tautology: see 1 Tim. ii. 3) are good and 
profitable for men. 9.] Connexion : 
—maintain these t truths, but foolish 
questionings (ref. and note), and ge- 
nealogies (ref. and note, and ch. i. 14, 
note), and strifes (the result of the genea- 
logies, as in 1 Tim. i. 4) and contentions 
about the law (see 1 Tim. i. 7. 
The subjeet of contention would be the 
justification, or not, of certain command- 
ments of men, ont of the law: or perhaps 
the mystical meaning of tbe various por- 
tions of the law, as affecting these genealo- 
gies) avoid (stand aloof from, see 2 Tim. 
п. 16, note): for they are unprofitable 
and vain (“ ar. is here and James 
i. 26, as in Attic Greek, of two termina- 
tions: the fem. occurs 1 Cor. xv. 17: 
1 Pet. i. 18.” Ellicott). 10.) An 
heretical man (one who founds or belongs 
to an afpects— a self-chosen and divergent 
form of religious belief or practice. When 
St. Paul wrote 1 Cor., these forms had 
already begun to assume consistency and 
to threaten danger: see 1 Cor. xi. 19. We 
meet with them also in Gal. v. 20, both 
times as alpéceis, divisions gathering round 
forms of individual self-will. But by this 
time, they had become so definite and 
established, as to have their acknowledged 
adherents, their alperixo(. See also 2 Pet. 
ii. 1. For a history of the subsequent 
usage and meanings of the word, see 
Suicer, vol. i. pp. 119 fl. It should be 

for скоуд., Taxeus F. Amy Di b g? m 

observed,” says Conyb., “that these early 
heretics united moral depravity with er- 
roneous teaching: their works bore wit- 
ness aguinst their doctrine"), after one 
and a second admonition (reff. and note 
on ref. Eph.), decline (intercourse with: 
ref. and note: there is no precept concern- 
ing excommunication, as the middle wapa:- 
той shews: it was to be a subjective act), 
knowing that such an one (a thoroughly 
Pauline expression : see reff.) is thoroughly 
perverted (ref. Deut.: and compare 1 Tim. 
i.6; v. 15: 2 Tim. iv. 4), and is a sinner 
(is living in sin: the present gives the 
force of habit), being (at the same time) 
self-comdemned (cf. 1 Tim. iv. 2, note, 
—with his own conscience branded with 
the foul mark of depravity : see Conyb. 
above). 

12—14.] VARIOUS DIRECTIONS. 
12.] Whenever I shall have sent (véuyo, 
not fut. ind. but aor. subj.) Artemas (not 
elsewhere named: tradition makes him 
afterwards bishop of Lystia) to thee, or 
Tychicus (see Eph. vi. 21, note: Col. iv. 7), 
hasten (make it thine carnest care) to 
come to me to Nicopolis (on the question 
which of the three cities of this name is 
here meant, see Prolegg. to Pastora] Epis- 
tles, § ii. 30, note): for there I have de- 
termined to spend the winter. Forward 
on their journey ([зее below] the word 
here has the sense of ‘enable to proceed 
forward,’ viz. by farnishing with neces- 
saries for the journey: so in ref. 8 John) 
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with seal Zenas the lawyer (Zyvas = 
Znróbepos. Probably a Jewish scribe or 
jurist [ Matt. xxii. 85, note] who had been 
converted, and to wbom the name of his 
former occupation still adhered, as in the 
case of Mar@aios à TeAwrfjs. Hippolytus 
and Dorotheus number him among the 
seventy disciples, and make him to have 
been subsequently bishop of Diospolis. 
There is an apocryphal ‘Acts of Titus’ 
bearing his name. Winer, RWB.) and 
Apollos (see on Acts xviii. 24: 1 Cor. 
i, 12; xvi. 12), that nothing may be 
wanting to them. 14.) Moreover 
(connexion of 8è ral: the contrast in the 
86 is, ‘and I will not that thou only 
shouldest thus forward them, though I use 
the singular number; биё see that the 
other brethren also join with thee in con- 
tributing to their outfit’), let also our 
people (our fellow-believers who are with 
ae learn to practise (see note, ver. 8) 

works, contributions to (els, for the 
supply of) the necessary wants which 
arise (such is the force of rds : such wants 

as from time to time are presented before 
Christians, requiring relief in the course of 
their Father’s work in life), that they may 
not be unfruitful (implying, that in the 
supply by us of such dvayxaia: ypeias, 
our ordinary opportunities are to be found 
of bearing fruit to God’s praise). 

15.] SALUTATIONS : GREETINGS : Aros- 
TOLIC BENEDICTIONS. All that are with 
me salute thee. Salute those that love 
us in the faith (not ‘in faith: see note, 
1 Tim. i. 2. This form of salutation, во 
different from any occurring in St. Paul's 
other Epistles, is again [see on ch. i. 1] а 
strong corroboration of genuineness. Ап 
apocryphal imitator would not have missed 
the Apostle's regular formulsm, of saluta- 
tion). God's (5) grace be with all of you 
(of the Cretan churches. It does not fol- 
low from this that the letter was to be 
imparted to them: but in the course of 
by it naturally would be thus imparted 

itus). Ou the subscription in 
ne rec., makin Epistle date from 
Nicopolis, жеш Prolene. § ii. 30 ff. 

III. 14, 15. 

ACD? 
кн. 
ede: 
bK. 
ae.: 
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John vi. 4$. Winer, edn. 6, į 80. 2. 
dver.% Phil. il. 2. 
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с Acts xv.25. Rom. 1.7. xvi. 5, 8 al. 
e Phil. iL 28 only. Xen. Anab. і. 2. 26. 

TITLE. rec wavAov тоо ажостоћоо 7 крот ф:Лђиоуа er Hon: YGVÀOU (pref тоу ау. 
атост. L al) err. яр. pià. KL: wavdos er A rade BeBaia diAnpori тісте f: txt 
AN h m n o 17, апа (prefg apxeras) DF. 

Cuar. I. 1. for deru., атостолоз Dl. 
Th! Thdrt Damasc Ambr Cassiod. 

2. афф DI: apgia F. 
mo 
copt arm Hesych Jer. 

mo. bef хр. D'Lad f h k syrr arm Chr 
aft ayarnre ins adeAge D! Ambrst. 

rec (for adeAgn) eyarnrn, with DKL rel Syr Thdor- 
Chr Thdrt Damasc syr(pref adeAgn w. ob): txt AD'FN 17 am(with tol barl!) 

(It seems much more prob that the transcriber shd havs care- 
lesely written ауатутт again, than that ad. shd have been substd to avoid repetn.) 

[суустратиетт, so ADFR 17. ] 

Vv. 1—3.] ADDRESS AND GEEET- 
ING. 1.] Séopros x. I., prisoner 
of Christ Jesus, i. e. one whom He (or 
His cause) has placed in bonds: cf. rois 
Secu. ToU ebayyeAlov, ver. 13. He does 
not designate himself as &хбетолоз, or 
the like, as writing familiarly, and not 
authoritatively. Twué0.| see Pro- 
legg. to 1 Tim. 5 i. 10. 8 
for construction, see Rom. xvi. 3, 9, 21. 
We cannot say when or how, but ma 
well infer that it was at Colossm, in build - 
ing up the church there, while the Apoe- 
tle was at Ephesus: see Prolegg. to Col. 
§ ii. 7. tjv] Storr (cited in Koch) 
remarks, In epistolarum inscriptione, 
quamvis pronomina et verba tertim per- 
коше usitatiora sint, interdum tamen etiam 
ronomina et verba prime persone ut 
* 1. n., et ver. 2 (ef. 1 Tim. i. 1), Hui 
2 Pet i. 1: époí Gal. i. 2 et dAdfoyuer 

» 

Rom. i. 5 (cf. Tit. i. 8) reperire licet. Cf. 
Cic. epp. ad diversos lib. iv. ep. 1, et lib. 
ili. ep. 2. Nempe verbum, quod ad omis- 
sum vocabulum xaípe intelligi debet, 
cum in tertia, tum in prima persona ac- 
cipi potest, ut in laudatis inscriptionibus 
latinis S. P. D. et L. D. legere licet : 
(ego) M. T. C. et Cicero mens salutem 
plurimam dicimes,’ et ‘(ego) M. T. C. 
Appio Pulchro, ut spero, censori, salutem 
dico: cum legamus alias, v. e., lib. xvi. 
ep. 3, lib. xiv. ep. 14, dicunt, vel v. e., ер. 
1—5, dicit." Ard la is the Latin 
name Appia, also written Arr., see Acta 
xxvii. 15: cf. Kühner, Gramm. 5 44. 
She appears to have been the wife of Phi- 
lemon (Chrys., Thdrt.) ; certainly, as well 
as Archippus, she must have belonged to 
his family, or they would hardly be thus 
specially addressed in a private letter con- 
cerning a family matter. Apxirry] 
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kounstr, Matt. THC Tistewo тоу 4 ғуғоупс yévnrat " ev " émiyvoctt gavroc 
x 

xxiii. 16. Gal. 1. 13. Eph.i.15. Col.i.4. 
п = Col. 11.5 reff, ярос, 1 Thess. 1. 8. 

xvi.9. Heb.iv.130nlyf. Polyb. хі. 23. 3. 

9. om quer Ni. 

1 gen. sutj., Phil. i. 9 reff. 
o Eph. 1. 1 reff. 

r 

m 1 Tim. 1. 19 reff. 
p — Phil. ii. 1 (reff.). q 1 Cor. 

= Phil. i. 0. в = Eph. i. 17 ref. 

б. mori ка Thy ayarny (see Eph i. 15, Col i. 4, 1 Thess i. 8) D m 78. 116 Syr arm 
Ambrst. 
et in omnes): txt ACD! 17 copt. 

6. for diar., koworia NÑ.. 

Cf. Col. iv. 17. суустратибту] see 
reff. and 2 Tim. ii. 3. He was perhaps 
Philemon’s son (so Michael., Olsh., al.) : 
or a family friend (€repdy тира tows xo, 
Chrys.: so Thl): or the minister of the 
family (д 5$ Apxrrros Th» Zidan 
айўтду édxexlorevro, Thdrt.): the former 
hypothesis being perhaps the most pro- 
bable, as the letter concerns a family 
matter: but see on next clause. To what 
grade in the ministry he belonged, it is 
idle to enquire: nor does Col. iv. 17 fur- 
nish us with any data. тў кел” oix. 
v. іккА.) This a to have consisted 
not merely of the family itself, but of a 
certain assembly of Christians who met in 
the house of Philemon: sce the same ex- 
pression in Col. iv. 15, of Nympbas: and in 
Rom. xvi. 38— 5; 1 Cor. xvi. 19, of Aquila 
and Prisca. Meyer remarks the tact of 
the Apostle in associating with Philemon 
those connected with his house, but not 
going beyond the limits of the house. 
The former part is noticed also by Chrys. : 
OupwapadauBdyes к. Erepor (-povs) pel? 
éaurot Østre kükeivoy ö rd хоЛАду dfiob- 
utvov paGdAoy єЇ сє к. дойки Thy x dpi. 

4—7.] RECOGNITION OF THE CHRIS- 
TIAN CHARACTER AND USEFULNESS OF 
PHILEMON. 4.] See Rom. i. 8: 1 
Сог. i. 4. márrore belongs to єйҳарютё 
(Eph. i. 16), not to pyelay woiotpevos. 
The first part., woLoupevos, expands єйха- 
ptorc;—the 2nd, dxovey, gives the ground 
of the ebyapioric—for that I hear 

5.] It is far better (with Thdrt., 
Grot., De W., all) to take &ydey and 
alorie as to be distributed between eis 
Tb» xípiov lic and els wdrras тоўз 
&ylovs, than, with Meyer, to insist on 
the f» as a bar to this, and interpret 

rec for eis, wpos (see note), with D*FKLN rel вуг G-lat(ad dominum .. . 
aft sno. ins хрістоу D! eth. 

ins epyou bef a'yafov F b? сер 1? vulg(with fuld, agst 

wloris in the wider sense (?) of ‘fidelity,’ 
or with Ellic. to split up wíer:s into spi- 
ritual faith towards the Lord, and prac- 
tical’ faith towards the sainta. is 
naturally in concord with the nearest 
subst. The xpós of the rec. has perhaps 
been a correction for reverence sake. 
els is ‘towards,’ but more as contributing 
to—‘towards the behoof of:’ whereas 
wpós is simple direction: cf. ver. 6. 
6.) S ret belongs, as usually constructed, 
to the former clause, edxapiord — ғроз- 
evxà» pou. The mixing of prayer and 
ee in that clause does not ex- 
clude the idea of intercessory prayer, nor 
does (as Meyer maintains) the subsequent 
clause make against this: the dxcover 
к.т.А. was the reason why he nixapiore: 
drì r  wposevxà»  abrov, and ræs 
K. T. A. the aim of his doing so. To join 
Saws c. T. A. with hy {хезу is flat in the 
extreme, and perfectly inconceivable as a 
piece of St. Paul’s writing. In order 
that the communication of thy faith 
Sea others) may become effectual in 
as the element in which it works) the 
thorongh knowledge (entire appreciation 
and experimental recognition [by пе]) 
of every good thing (good gifts a 
graces,—cf. Rom. vii. 18, the negation of 
this in the carnal man) which is in us, to 
(the glory of; connect with évepyhs yen - 
тол) t [Jesus]. This seems the only 
simple and unobjectionuble rendering. To 
understand ў кошу. тїз ж. соъ, ‘fides tua 
quam communem nobiscum habes, as 
Bengel (and indeed Chrys. Thl., al.). is 
very Vero. to join els xp. Cine] 
with wlorewg (Calv., Est., al.) still more 
so: to render éxlyvwois passively, ‘re- 
cognition by others’ (*wa&yrwós sumiter 
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b Eph iii. 12 reff. 1 Tim. iii. 1 
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9 о subje 

» 70. 
3 Cor. vi. 12. 
Е B Phil. 

Prov. 
прес Borne > zi. а 

яеракады ot EM zl 
1 Cor. 

m Seo ot ы 18. 
А £s 2 Cor. vii. 

10 f 

d Mark 1. 97. vi. 
w. асс. here only. 

f — Eph. iv. 1 reff. 5 xxvi. 20. 
i ver. 1. k — 1 Tim. I. 2 reff, 1 = 1 Cor. 

rec эш» ( from a tendency, M. v thinks, 
copt Thi Jer: om ev 

yp. am(with demid): tx ACDKLabdefgkln fald(with t tol ban шат? hal) syr- 
marg arm Chr Thdrt (Ec Pelag-comm Ambrst. om mo. ACN! 17 copt seth-rom 
Ambrst Jer: ins DFKLN? rel latt gr-lat-ff (bef xp., Syr). 

7. Steph хары, with KL rel Chr-ms Thdrt Damasc Tlhl(xapw, TovrecT: Харау: ' 
simly Hesych and Erotianus: see also 2 Cor i. 15): txt ACDFN a o 17 vss Chr lat-ff. 

rec (for woAAny есҳоу) exouer woAAnr, with DKL rel syrr Chr Damase ТЫ 
(Ec: woAAny egxoper D! Jer: rodAny exouey m: Toàn» exo a: txt АСЕМ 17 vulg 
copt arm Thdrt Ambrst Pelag. om xa: wapaxAnow N. for ew:, ey D! 145. 

8. колл. rap. exo ev xpurro imo. D! vulg Jer. 
9. for ayarny, ауаукт» A. 

with DFKL rel: om me. D!: 
for эшч, иу А 67*. 73 Thi. 

txt ACN 17 copt wth Ambrst Jer Ambr. 
rec «c. bef xp., 

10. ins eyw bef eye»ynoa A m 68 Chr.: om CDFKLN rel (eye may, as Meyer, have 
been ота from similarity of eye eyev., but eye- may also have occasioned its insertion). 

rec aft deopocs ins pov, with CD'KLN? rel vss gr-ff : om AD!FN! 17 latt Ambrst 
Jer Ambr Pelag. 

habetque innotescendi significationem, 
Grot.: so Erasm., Beza, Est., all.) worst 
of all. The interpretation given above, 
I find in the main to be that of De W., 
Meyer, and Koch. 7.) If we read 
xdpw with the rec., it will be best inter- 
preted by 2 Cor. i. 15, as а benefit, —an 
outpouring of the divine xdpis—not xdp. 
Ёхе» in the sense of 1 Tim. i. 12: 2 Tim. 
i. 8, ‘to give thanks,’ for then it seems 
always to be followed by a dative. The 
yáp gives а reason for the prayer of ver. 6 
as De W., not, as Meyer, for the thanks- 
giving of ver. 4: see abore. in 
c. r. A.] further specification of rj ёуётр 
cov, whose work conajsted in ministering 
to the various wants and afflictions of the 
saints at Colosas. ё8«Мфё4 is skilfully 
placed last, as introducing the request 
which follows. 

8—91.] PETITION FOR THE FAYOUR- 
ABLE RECEPTION OF ONESIMUS. 
8.] 8:6 relates to 8:4 т. ddr. below, and 
refers back to the last verse; it is not to 
be joined to the participial clause as Chrys., 
al.: it was not on account of ver. 7 that 
St. Paul had confidence to command him, 
but that he preferred beseeching him. 

iv xptorg as usual, the element in which 
the wagfnola found place. 19 åri- 
cov, a delicate hint, that the reception of 
Onesimus was to be classed under this cate- 
бо which is fitting (reff.). 

. Thy dydany is not to be restricted to 
‘this thy love’ (of ver. 7: so Calv., al.), 
or ‘our mutual love’ (Grot., al.), but is 
quite general—' that Christian love, of 
which thou shewest so bright an example: 
ver. 7. TOLOVTOS бу ) reason for tho 
pardrov—‘I prefer this way, as the more 
efficacious, being such an one, &c The 
‘cum sis talis" of the Vulgate is evidently 
a mistake. I believe Meyer is right in 
maintaining that тогобтот cannot be taken 
as preparatory to és, ‘such an one, аг.. 
as in E. V., and commonly. I have there- 
fore punctuated accordingly, as has Ellic. 
The rendering will be: "Being such an 
one (as declared in 34b . . . . таракалё),— 
аз (1) Paul the aged and (2) now a pri- 
soner also of Christ Jesus (two points 
are made, and not three as Chrys., all.— 
Поов wpecBórns going together, and 
the fact of his being a prisoner, adding 
weight [кес]. The fact of ы ө! ир i 
interesting. as connected with the date 
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46. Mark 
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vii. 18 al. r. 7. 

u- Luke iv. 42. Gen. ү. 56. кїп. 19. 
w geu., see ver. 1 reff. 
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= Ma a cts хіх. 12. Rom. 
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zv. 18. Heb. vi. 10. 
x= Acts xx. 3. 1 Macc. | iv. 

11. ins «a: bef 2nd со: FN(N? marked it for erasure but removed the marks) b vulg 
Syr. for aver., ewexwa D d 17. 91 Chr. rec om Srd ceo, with DJFKLNS 
rel am(with fuld) syr goth: ins ACD!N! 17 Syr copt arm Jer Pelag, xpos се demid 
Chr Ambrst. 

19. rec at beg ins ov 3e (see above), with DFKLN rel vss: om ACN! 17. rec at 

end ins *posAaBov (corra to supply the sense, which is completed in ver 17: cf varr of 
posn), with CDKLN? rel vulg: also aft ov ёе m 73. 116 copt: also aft avrov G- lat arm 
Thdrt: om AFN! 17. 

18. 48ov^. N. rec 8:axovn bef до: (fra osn to avoid concurr of воо jot), with nsp 
KL rel syrr copt Chry4,: txt ACDFN 17 latt goth Thdrt Thi Jer Ambrst Pelag. 

of this Epistle and those to Eph. and 
Col.: see Prolegg. to Eph. § iv.), I be- 
seech thee, &c. If we read dy be- 
fore ёуќуупса, the repetition of uc 
éyó will serve, as Meyer remarks, to 
mark more forcibly the character of his 
own child, and è» rois Secpois gives s iiia 
weight still to the entreaty. 
pov is not (with Erasm.-Schmid) to “be 
treated as if it were a play on the name, bv 
tyévy..... dvijowpoy, ‘profitable to me: 
but simply to be regarded as an accusative 
by attraction. 11.) Here there cer- 
tainly appears to be a play on tbe name 
—'quondam .... parum sno nomini re- 
spondens, — nunc in diversum mutatus." 
Erasm. (No play on xpiords [as Koch, 
al. simu be thought of, as too far-fetched, 

because the datives goi and до! fix 
the adjectives to their ordinary meanings.) 
He had been &хрустоз in having run away, 
and apperently (ver. 18) defrauded bis 
master as well. Meyer quotes from Plat., 
Lys. p. 204 B: gavAos x. ypnaros: and 
from ib. Rep. p. 411 B: хрћоциоу dt àxpf- 
«тоу éxoínsery. On account of the col xal 
duol, eUx pnorov must not be limited to the 
sense of outward profit, but extended to а 
spiritual meaning as well—profitable to 
me, as the fruit of my ministry, — to thee as 
a servant, and also as a Christian brother 
(ver. 16). 18.) There does not appear 
to be any allusion to the fact of sonship in 
Tà uà awAdyxra, as Chrys. Thdrt. (duds 
ёотіу vids, ёк tiv ёибу yeydvynra 
Ad yx), al.: for thus the spiritual 
similitude would be confused, being here 
introduced materially. But the expression 
more probably means, mine own heart— 
‘as dear to me as mine own heart.’ Meyer 
compares the expressions in Plautus,— 

“тент corculem,’ Cas. iv. 4. 14,— meum 
mel, meum cor,’ Pen. i. 2. 154. Cf. also, 
* Hic habitat tuus ille hospes, mea viscera, 
Thesbon, Marius Victor, in Suicer, Thes. 
ii. 998, and examples of both meanings 
in Wetst., Suicer, and Koch. The con- 
struction (see var. readd.) is ап anacolu- 
thon: the Apostle goes off into the rela- 
tive clause, and loses sight, as so often, 
of the construction with which he began : 
taking it up again at ver. 17. 13.) 
dys, emphatic, I, for my part. Bev. 
Мрт, nearly ав nixduny, in Rom. іх. 3 
(though in that place there certainly is, as 
Ellic. remarks, a more distinct reference toa 
ы conditional clause), —was wish. 
ing,—had s mind, = A nn have wished, 
in our idioin. 360 «72, ver. 14, dif- 
fers from éBovAdéuny, (1) in that it means 
simply ed, as distinguished from the 
stronger wished, (2) in that it marks the 
time immediately preceding the return of 
Onesimus, whereas the imperfect, spreads 
the wish'over the period previous. I was 
(long) minded ....but fact considering) 
was not то?) Рот, 

wert thou, here, thou wea minister 
to me: I was minded therefore to retain 
him in thy place.. 8:акоғӯ, pres. subj. 
representing tite desidiam as а still con- 
pe wish. op. Tov ebay- 

explained ш by Thdrt., àó$ela eis 
n gsm és цабутђз BiBarxdA e, к. 
8:8аскёлф Tà Oea ктріттоут:: not with- 
out allusion also to the fetters which the 
UM 1 had laid on himself. 14.) But 

out thy decision (— consent : so 
zu Tis аўтой youn, Polyb. iii. 21. 7; 
xxi. B. 7: нета ris той A. урби. id. ii. 
ll. б) I was willing (see above) to do 
nothing (general expression, but meant to 
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х. 18 30. 7 Cor. 1 тар -— q = Acts xxviii. 2. Rom. xiv. 1, A. xxvi. 
10. IXIII. 24. = Matt. xx. 18. 1 Сог. vi. 8. s m Matt. 1. 48, Luke xvi. 8, 
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14. om 2nd ката D latt Ambrst Jer; Ambr Pelag. (car, 1st, DF; 2nd, F.) 
16. алла D'N m 17. om aAA' итер ёоулоу (homaotel) F. om aBeAqor 

Ni: ауакт. bef aBeAQ. 174. 
17. rec (for ue) eue, with AK a f: txt CDFLN rel Chr Thdrt Damasc Th! (Ec. 
18. rec eAAcye, with D*2KL(N?? but txt restored) rel: txt ACD'!FN 17. 

apply only to the particular thing in hand; 
— *nothing in the matter"), that thy good 
(service towards me: but not in this par- 
ticular only: the expression is general — 
the parti case would serve as an ezam- 
ple of it) might be not as (appearing as if 
к were: * particula és, substantivis, parti- 

totisque enuntiationibus preposita, 
rei veritate sublata aliquid opinione, er- 
rore, simulatione niti declarat.’ Fritz. on 
Romans, ii. p. 860) of (after the fashion 
of, according to: ўе бт: rdrres кат’ 
àrdyrny abr kowwrfcovci. Tay xpay- 
pater, Polyb. iii. 67. 5) necessity, but of 

will 15.] тех is delicately 
said, to conciliate Philemon : so Chrys., 
cas Tb ráxa, Туа «ур ô бесябтуг 
ёте} yàp awd abGadeias rer 1 
perà к. ÜDworpauuérns 3:ауоќаѕ, к. ohr 
wb mpoaptoews, Афүн TÁxa. And Je- 

rome says, ‘occulta sunt quippe [асыш 
Dei, et temerarium est, quasi de certo 
3 He refers to Gen. ane 5, where 

su the purpose whic 
аз ран ad in sending bim down into 
Egyvt. pen eber ral тў» 
фууй> Xoopropdy кале Tra. ph TE не 
Tis ovyiis жаро{бур rb» Beorórny, Th 
similarly Chrys. p Мер 
has been built upon this as indicating that 
the Epistle was written not so far from 
Colossm as Rome: but without ground: 
the contrast is between wpbs Spay and 
alévioy. al agrees witb abróv: 
see reff.: and imports obx ќу тф iia ight 
re колрф, реза : dv TË wéAAovTi, ав 
Сога вее reff., and note 

tt. vi. 3 have him for 
thine a NM him fully, entirely. 

"OL. III 

So Antonin., xi. 1, says that the Acyuch 
ф»х% does not bear fruit for others to reap, 
&c., but бтоу А» каталтфў, тАйрез 
x. üwposbeis é Tb протебіу тое? 
бте elxciv, "Ey åwéxo Tà dud. 
16.} And that, in a different relation from 
the one before subsisting. But oùrér: 
©з Zorn, does not imply his manumis- 
sion; rather the contrary: the stress is 
on ёз and twép—‘ no longer as а slave 
(though a be one), but aóove a slave.' 

a, of all other men, of all 
those without t thy house, with whom he bas 
been connected: but wdog далло›» се, 
with whom he stands in so near and lastin z 
а relation. 17.] takes up again the 
sentiment (and the construction) broken 
off at the end of ver. 12. The xo:vevia 
referred to is that shewn by the &yárn 
of him, common to both, mentioned in the 
last verse: but extending far wider than 
it, even to the community of faith, and 
hope, and love between them as Christian 
men: not that of goods, as : *ut 
tua sint mea et mea tua.’ 18.) 84. 
in contrast to the favourable reception 
bespoken for him in the last verse. Con- 
fessus erat Onesimus Рашо, que fece- 
rat, Bengel. офк elroy, ef т: #кАефе». 
Aa ti; A тї }8!ктсеә›. Apa x. rò 
дидртзна. Фролбутсє, ка} obx ёѕ BoóAov 
dudprnya GAAa ds olàov wpis Aor, 
Té тйз QBinlas маАлло» ) vj THs xào- 
яў: ёәбрат: xpnoduevos, Chrys. 
Mean is maid of the same matter, 
and is merely explanatory of 48lencer: 
тобто referring to both verbs. The 
weight of MS. testimony to Абуев over- 
bears the mere assertion coo (on 
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RS Rom. xt + Gal, 1. 18. i = Acte Ш. 14. XXVII. 34. 1 Cor. 
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19. for arri, awodacw D! scholl (reddam latt). at end ins er куре Dl. 
20. rec (for христо) кирге (repetn from foregoing), with D'K rel: txt ACD!FIN a 

m 17 latt syrr copt æth arm Chr QEc-comm Thdrt-ms Thl Ambr Jer Ambrst Pelag. 
21. rec (appy corrn to suit circumstance, only one request having been made), 

with DKL rel vss gr-lat-ff: txt ACN 17. 73 вуг copt. 
28. тес аста(оута, with D?*KL rel: txt ACD!N m vulg Syr copt «th arm Chr 

Thdrt ТЫ Jer Ambrst Pelag. 

Rom. v. 13)—‘acyay est dicturire (Luc. 
Lexiph. p. 15), sed dAAν vox nulla 
est: — that reckon, or impute to me: 
hardly perhape, notwithstanding the en- 
gagement of the next verse, with a view 
to actual repayment, but rather to in- 
ducing Philemon to forego exacting it. 

19.) The inference from this is, 
that the whole Epistle was autographic : 
for it would be most unnatural to suppose 
the Apostle to break off his amanuensis 
here, and write this engagement with his 
own hand. Фоа ph AGV]! est 
тхйна wapaciwxhcews sive reticentim, 
cum dicimus nos omittere velle, quod 
mazime dicimus," Grot. tva pý does not 
exactly, as Meyer, give the purpose of St. 
Paul in ívpaya—dmworíce : but rather 
that of an understood clause, —* yield me 
this tenuem lest I should have to remind 
thee, &c.  Ellic. paraphrases, ‘ repay : 
yes I say this, not doubting thee, but not 
wishing to press on thee all the claim that 
I might justly urge. xal тобто dd 
dydens ка) xarà roy ris piàlas AG, 
ка} той афб$ра барфе» , Chrys. And 
this may well be the right view. 
cal geavróv] ой та сарто uóvov, Chr. 
8. гроб ydp, Qnel, ris cornplas dxfjav- 
cas ка) футєўбє» Ro, фз тїз dro ro- 
мкўз 8:8аскаліаз 00) ó ФАўдш», 
Thdrt. 20.] val, as so often when 
we make requests, asserts our assent with 
the subject of the request: so Phil. iv. 3, 
al éyé and gov are both emphatic— 
and the unusual word бубу, thus 
thrown into the background, is an evident 
allusion to the name ‘Ovfomos. “The 

form évaluny is similarly used by Ignatius 
(Polyc. 1, 6, pp. 720, 725; Magn. 12, p. 672, 
al.), — once (Eph. 2, p. 645), curiously 
enough, but apparently by mere accident, 
after a mention of an Onesimus." Elli- 
cott. (Lobeck, on Phryn., p. 12, gives 
а complete account of the forms and 
tenses of this verb which are in use.) 
The sentiment itself is a reference to ceav- 
тфу pot wposopeiAcis:—this being so, let 
me have profit of thee. iv xvply,— 
not in worldly gain, but in the Lord—in 
thine increase and richness in the graces 
of His Spirit. dvawavoov .... 
refresh (viz. by acceding to my request 
my heart (as above—the seat of the uffec- 
tions. rd owhdyyva pov must not fora 
moment be imagined, with Jer. Est., 
Schrader, al,, to designate Onesimus, who 
was so called in ver. 12: which would be 
most unnatural) in Christ (as фу xvple 
above). 21.] Serves to put Phile- 
mon in mind of the apostolic authority 
with which he writes: and hints deli- 
cately (perbaps: but this may be doubt- 
ful: compare Ellic. here) at the manu- 
mission of Onesimus, which he has not 
yet requested. cal, also, besides 
doing what I say. 22. &ра Bà xal] 
But at the same time (as thou fulfillest 
my request) 8180..... We may, per- 
haps, take this direction as serving to 
secure the favourable tion of Onesi- 
mus: for the Apostle would himself come 
and see how his request had fared : woAA} 
yap 3» 9? xdpis к. ù Tid Пайло» éry- 
poUrros, IlaóAov nerd ЎўЛ:к(ау, Пабло» 
perà Seopuots, Chrys. Or it may be, as 
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Ellic., that Philemon was not to consider 
the Epistle as а mere petition for Onesi- 
mus, but as containing special messages 
on other matters to himself. tpév and 
dy refer to those named in vv. 1, 2. 

23—25.] ConcLusion. See on 
Col. iv. 10, 12, 14, where the same persons 

send greeting. "Ingots ô Леубрероѕ "Ioü- 
стоѕ (Col. iv. 11) does not appear here. 

] For this form of salutation, 
see reff. On all matters regarding the 
date and circumstances of writing the 
Epistle, see the Prolegomena. 

END OF YOL. IIT. 
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PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. 

SECTION 1. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tun most proper motto to prefix to this section would be that 
saying of Origen (in Euseb. H. E. vi. 25)— 

єї Tis обу exxAnoia net TavTyV Ti ётиттоАлуу © IIa ou, adry єўбок- 

pero Kai rd ro / où yàp «ік? of ápxatot dvdpes we ПаўАоо айту 

mapadeduxace tis 98 ð ypáyas' thy émoroMjv, тд ne dun Beds 
older. | 

2. For these latter words represent the state of our knowledge at 
this day. There is a certain amount of evidence, both external, 
from tradition, and internal, from approximation in some points to his 
acknowledged Epistles, which points to St. Paul as its author. But 
when we come to examine the former of these, it will be seen that the 

tradition gives way beneath us in point of authenticity and trust worthi- 
ness ; and as we search into the latter, the points of similarity are over- 
borne by а far greater number of indications of divergence, and of 
incompatibility, both in style and matter, with the hypothesis of the 

Pauline authorship. 
3. There is one circumstance which, though this is the most notable 

instance of it, is not unfamiliar to the unbiassed conductor of enquiries 
into the difficulties of Holy Scripture ; viz. that, in modern times at 
least, most has been taken for granted by those who knew least about 
the matter, and the strongest assertions always made by men who have 

1 On the sense of урбфаѕ, see below, par. 21 and note. 
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never searched into, or have been unable to appreciate, the evidence. 

Genuine research has led in almost every instance, to a modified hold- 
ing, or to an entire rejection, of the Pauline hypothesis. 

4. It will be my purpose, in the following paragraphs, to deal (fol- 
lowing the steps of many who have gone before me, and more especially 
of Bleek) with the various hypotheses in order, as to both their external 
and internal evidence. It will be impossible in citing the external 
evidence, to keep these hypotheses entirely distinct: that which is cited 
as against one will frequently be for another which is not under treat- 
ment, and must be referred back to on reaching that one. 

5. As preliminary then to all such specific considerations, we will 
enquire first into the external and traditional ground, then into that 
which is internal, arising from the Epistle itself, of the supposition that 
St. PAUL was the Author and Writer, or the Author without being tho 
Writer, of the Epistle. 

6. Some (e. g. Spanheim, Gerhard, Calov., Wittich, Carpzov, Bengel, 
Baumgarten, Semler, Storr, al., and more recently Mr. Forster, Apostoli- 
cal Authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews, pp. 625 ff.) think that they 
see an allusion to our Epistle in 2 Pet. iii. 15,16. But to this there are 
several objections (see Bleek, Einleitung, § 21); among which the 
principal is, that no passages can be pointed out in our Epistle answering 
to the desoription there given. This point has not been much pressed, 

even by those who have raised it; being doubtless felt to be too inse- 
cure to build any safe conclusion upon“. 

7. The same may be said of the idea that our Epistle is alluded to by 
St. James, ch. ii. 24, 25. Hug (Einleit. 4th edn. pt. ii. pp. 442 f.), 
following Storr (Opusc. Acad. ii. p. 376, Bl.), supposes that the citation 
of Rabab as justified by works is directly polemical, and aimed at Heb. 
xi 31. But as Bleek well remarks, even were we to concede the 
polemical character of the citation, why need Heb. xi. 31 be fixed on as 
its especial point of attack? Was it not more than probable, that the 
followers of St. Paul would have adduced this, among other examples, 
in their oral teaching ? 

8. We come then to the first undoubted allusions to the Epistle; 
which occur in the Ep. of Clement of Rome to the Corinthians, dating 
before the conclusion of the first century. Clement is well acquainted 
with the Epistles of St. Paul: he quotes by name 1 Cor. (c. 47, p. 305, 
ed. Migne, see Prolegg. to Vol. II. ch. iii. § i. 2 a) ; he closely imitates 
Rom. і. 29—32 (c. 35, pp. 277 f.); he frequently alludes to other pas- 
sages (see Lardner, Credibility, &c. vol. ii. pp. 84—89; some of whose 
instances are doubtful) But of no Epistle does he make such large and 

2 An exception to this is found in Mr. Forster's work, where he insists on this, as 
he does on all his arguments, in the strongest and most decided manner. 
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constant use, as of this to the Hebrews: cf. Lardner, ib. pp. 39—42°; 
and this is testified by Eusebius, H. E. iii. 38:— 

iy р (i.e. the Ep. to the Cor.) ris xpos ‘EBpaiovs r уойиата 
wapabeis, ўбр 8 xal abr puros riow ¿È abris xpuaápevos, 

cadésrara tapiornow dri py убор ўтарде тд avyypappa* : 
and by Jerome, Catal. Script. Eccl, vol. ii. p. 853 :— 

“ Scripsit ex persona Romane Ecclesi ad Eccl. Corinthiorum 
valde utilem Epistolam, que et in nonnullis locis publice legitur, 
que mihi videtur characteri Epistole que sub Pauli nomine ad 
Hebrveos fertur, convenire. Sed et multis de eadem Epistola non 
solnm sensibus sed juxta verborum quoque ordinem abutitur. 
Omnino grandis in utraque similitudo est." 

9. Now some have argued from this (e. g. Sykes, Cramer, Storr ; not 
Hug, see his ейп. 4, pt. ii. p. 411) that ав Clement thus reproduces 
pessages of this as well as of other Epistles confessedly canonical, he 
must have held this to be canonical, and if he, then the Roman church. 
in whose name he writes ; and if canonical, then written by St. Paul, 

But Bleek well observes, that this whole argument is built ou an unhis- 
torical assumption respecting the Canon of the N. T., which was certainly 
not settled in Clement's time; and that, in fact, his use of this Epistle 
proves no more than that it was well known and exceedingly valued by 
him. It is a weighty testimony for the Epistle, but says nothing as to 
its Author *. 

10. The first notices in any way touching the question of the author- 
ship meet us after the middle of the second century. Апа it is 
remarkable enough, that from these notices we must gather, that at 
that early date there were the same various views respecting it, in the 
main, which now prevail; the same doubt whether St. Paul was the 
author, or some other Teacher of the apostolic аде; and if some other, 

then what part St. Paul had, or whether any, in influencing his argu- 
ment or dictating his matter. 

11. The earliest of these testimonies is that of PANTAENUS, the chief of 

the eatechetieal school in Alexandria about the middle of the second cen- 
tury. There is a passage preserved to us by Eusebius (Н. E. vi. 14) from 

the Hypotyposeis of Clement of Alexandria, in which the latter says— 
sm de, ós б paxdpwos Acye прес Вітерос, ёте ô корю &mómroAXos фу тоў 
wavroxpdropos &rearáYx pos “ЕВраіохѕ, 8:0 perpióryra ô Had os os фә 
тё els ёду) ёжєстаибуоѕ, ок éyypdpe éavróv EHHa ámórroXoy dd 

3 Bleek, Einl. p. 92 note: and Stuart, Introd. $ 12. 
4 Stuart however is quite in error in supposing cuvercuaprupobons Tis 'урафз, 

e. 23, p. 260, to apply to our Epistle. Those words are used of O. T. passages, which 

be, as well as our Epistle, quotes verbatim from the LXX. See Tholuck, Hebr. edn. 

3, p. 2, note. | 

5 See this, and the inference from it, treated more fully below, § vi. 2. 
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re THY Tpos Tov кроу Tiny, 804 тє TÒ ёк mepovoias каї Tois “EBpaiots 
irt, ёбуфу курока бута. каї дтботоћоу". 

12. There can be no doubt that by ó џракарос mperßýrepos here, 
Clement means Pantenus. Eusebius (H. E. v. 11; vi. 13) tells us of 

Clement, éy als cuvérate trorumiceow œs йу 8:даскаћоу tod llavraivov 

pépvyrac; and in the latter place he adds, éx6oxds тє айто® урафФу xai 
rapaòòœeis éxriÜEp.evos. 

13. Nor can there be any doubt, from these words, that Pantænus 

believed the Epistle to be the work of St. Paul. But as Bleek obser ves, 
we have no data to enable us to range this testimony in its right place as 
regards the controversy. Being totally unacquainted with the context 

in which it occurs, wo cannot say whether it represents an opinion of 
Pantænus's own, or a general persuasion; whether it is adduced 

polemically, or merely as solving the problem of the anonymousness of 
the Epistle for those who already believed St. Paul to be the Author. 
Nothing can well be more foolish, and beside the purpose, than the 
reason which it renders for this anonymousness : are we to reckon the 
assumption of the Pauline authorship in it as a subjectivity of the same 
mind as devised the other? For aught that this testimony itself says 
it may have been во: we can only then estimate it rightly, when we 
regard it as one of а class, betokening something like consensus on the 
matter in question. 

14. And such & consensus we certainly scem to be able to trace in 
the writers of Ње Alexandrian school. СіЕМЕМТ himself, both in his 

works which have come down to us, and in the fragments of his lost 
works preserved by Eusebius, frequently and expressly cites the Epistle 
as the work of St. Paul. Мау, his testimony goes further than this. 
In a well-known passage of Eusebius (Н. E. vi. 14) he cites from the 
Hypotyposeis as follows :— 

кої riv mpos ‘EBpaious St & roh Ia ou piv «уол i, yeypd H 
8 “EBpaios 'Effpauj pov, Aovküv $ duXor(ues айту hee pe- 
gavra ёкбоўус тоїѕ EMD“  dOev тду офтду хрӧта eüpiokeaÜat karà 
T)v éppxveíav tavrns тє THS & ro каї rüy праёєшу. ул) троує- 
уүрафба 8 rò Па®Ао$ дтботоћос, elkóros* "EBpatos ydp фус r r- 
М» mpddAmpw eiAyddat kar abro) каї trorrevovoew аётбу, ovverâs 
wavy ойк ёу dpyjj d rere avrovs тд буора бє. 

15. Valuable as the above passage is, it fails to point out to us defi- 
nitively the ground and the extent of the opinion which it expresses. 
The citations from the Epistle throughout Clement's writings shew us, 
that his persuasion respecting its having been put into Greek by 
St. Luke, did not prevent him from every where citing the Greek as the 
words of St. Paul; either expressly naming him, or indicating him under 

6 бее below, par. 71, a very similar sentiment from Jerome. 
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the words ô (00) árócroios. See Strom. іі. [2 (8), 4 (12), 22 (136)] 
pp. 433, 435, 501, P.; iv. [17 (103—105), 20 (128)] pp. 608 f., 621; v. 
[10 (63)] p. 683 ; vi. [8 (62)] p. 771. But whether the opinion was 
derived from tradition, or from his own critical research, there is nothing 
here to inform us. The reference to the similarity of diction to that 
in the Acts seems rather to point to the latter source. Nor again can 
wesay whether he is representing (1) & general opinion, prevalent as 
transmitted in the Alexandrian church, or (2) one confined to himself, or 

(3) one which had spread through the teaching of Pantsenus his master. 
This last is hardly probable, seeing that he gives for the anonymous- 
ness of the Epistle & far more sensible reason than that which he imme- 
diately after quotes from Pantenus. We can derive from the passage 
nothing but & surmise respecting the view prevalont in Alexandria at 
the time. Апа tbat surmise would lead us to believe that St. Paul was 
not there held to have been the writer of the Epistle in its present 
Greek form, however faithfully that present form may represent his 
original meaning. 

16. We now come to tho testimony of ORIGEN ; from which, without 

being able to solve the above historical question, we gain considerably 
more light on the subject of the tradition respecting the Epistle. 

17. In his own ordinary practice in his writings, Origen cites the 
Epistle as the work of St. Paul, using much the same terms as Clement 
in во doing: viz. either 6 Па®Ао$, or ô дётботолоѕ. See е. g. Princip. 
iii, 1. 10, vol. i. p. 117; iv. 13, p. 171; iv. 22, p. 183: De Oratione, 

c. 27, pp. 245, 249 f. : Exhort. ad Martyr. 44, p. 303 ; and many other 
passages in Bleek, al. In the Homilies on Joshua, vii. c. 1, vol. ii. 
p. 412, he distinctly ascribes fourteen Epistles to St. Paul. But in 
what sense he makes these citations, we must ascertain by his own 
more accurately expressed opinion on the matter; from which it will 
appear, how unfairly Origen has been claimed by superficial arguers 
for the Pauline authorship, as on their side. 

18. Before however coming to this, it may be well to adduce two or 
three passages iu which he indicates the diversity of opinion which pre- 
vailed. In his Comm. on Matt. xxiii. 27 (vol. iii. p. 848), speaking of 
the elaying of the Prophets, he cites, as from St. Paul, 1 Thess. i. 14, 15, 
and Heb. xi. 37, 38; and then adds, Sed pone aliquem abdicare Episto- 

lam ad Hebraeos quasi non Pauli, necnon et secretum (&róxpvoov) adji- 

cere Isaiz, sed quid faciet in sermones Stephani” &c. And then after a 
caution against apocryphal works foisted in by the Jews (among which 
he clearly does not mean to include our Epistle, cf. his Comm. on Matt. 
xiii. 57, p. 4657), he adds, Tamen si quis suscipit ad Hebraos quasi 
Epistolam Pauli? &c. 

7 al ‘Hoatas 3è жехрісда: órd тоў Aao? Iordpyrar e Bé тїї où mposleras Thy 
leropíay 8:4 Tb dy T &кокрбфе ‘Hoatg abrhy фёресбоа, mictevodra Tois dy тў xpos 
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Again, in his Ep. to Africanus, с. 9, vol. i. р. 19, in the course of 
removing the doubt of his friend as to the authenticity of the history 
of Susanna, he mentions the traditional death of Isaiah, which he says 
is tad tis трдѕ "Efpaíovs éwwroMgs рарторобрера, бу ode trav фауер©у 
(canonical) BA yeypappéva (meaning, not that the Epistle was 
not one of these books, but that the account of Isaiah’s martyrdom is 
not in any canonical book of the O. T.). Then he adds— 

EN’ elxós Twa OABopevov årò Ts els ravra d roòei cs ovyypyoacbos 
тФ Bo,¶N& tev áÜeroívrov rij» ётиттоАлуу ås où Have yeypappérny- 
rp ôv &\Ашу AN kar ісу xpylopev eis ёлгббєфш/ rod etui Tavdov 
Tiv è ro 

It would have been of some interest to know who these raves were, 

and whether their a0éryjots arose from the absence of ancient tradition 
as to the Pauline authorship, or from critical conclusions of their own, 
arrived at from study of the Epistle itself. But of this Origen says 
nothing. 

19. The principal testimony of his own is contained in two fragments 
of his lost Homilies on this Epistle, preserved by Eusebius, H. E. 
vi. 25 :— 

тєрї tis трд “EBpaious émurroXMijs ёр тас els айтуу ёшМ№еос rubra 
dia aHHαHei· | 
“бм б xapaxtyp тў A, rìs mpds "Efpaíovs éxvyeypaupérgs. èm- 
стоћјѕ obx éxe тӧ dy Ауф WBewrixdy ToU åmrorróňov, ÓnoXoyjcavros 
davrov Busryy evar TQ Adya, Tovrérr. тӯ páre, AMA ёстіу i; ère- 
croi) owbéca тїз héfews `ЁААуикштёра, was ô ervordpevos kpivew 
фрісеєшу Dudopàs броћлоуцос, dv. dw тє ab ore rà vojpara THs 
Eric ro HνimGuui dort, kai ob Sevrepa rv ётоттоМмкФу ÓpoXoyovpévov 
ypappárov, cal robro Gy ауф, elvan ddafés râs ô mposéyov тў 
dyayveret Tjj ётостомкр.” 
robrois pel Erepa èxtchepet Ac 
“гу 88 ётофолубижуо$ «тоц бу Sre Tà piv уојиата тоў йлготтдА\оъ 
éoriv, ў 06 фрат xai 7) civOects dropynpovevoartds Twos Tà ётосто- 
uud, kai ósmepel сҳо\оурафтсаутоѕ rà clonuéva d Tod SiSacKxdAou. 
ei tis обу exxAnola exer таўтуу riy érurroNjv ås IIasAov, airy eddoxt- 
peitu каї em тобтф` ob yàp «кў of ёрҳаёо: dvdpes ós awo abrjv 
zapabeXóxagt, ris 8 $ yd туу ётиттоћ, Tò pèr dus Beds older 
ў 8 eis Has фӨйстаса історіа dd тушу рду Аєудутшу бт. КАит ó 
yevopevos ётіскотоѕ ‘Pupatwy ёүрафе тђу ётиттоАл]у, bró rwov 9$ бть 
Aovxas ô ypdipas Tò evayyéňov кої Tas mpdtes.” 

We learn from these remarkable fragments several interesting parti- 
culars : among which may be mentioned 

First, Origen's own opinion as to the Epistle, deduced from grounds 

‘EBpalous obre -yeypauuérois (Heb. xi. 37) Tò yap éexplednoar ёк) Tbv Ho 
фуафёретал. 
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which he regards as being clear to all who are on the one hand 
accustomed to judge of style, and, on the other, versed in the apostolic 
writings; viz. that its Author in its present form is not St. Paul, but 
some one who has embodied in his own style and form the thoughts of 
that Apostle. One thing however he leaves in uncertainty ; whether 
we are to regard such disciple of St. Paul, or the Apostle himself, as 
speaking in the first person throughout the Epistle. 

20. Secondly, the fact that some churches, or church, regarded the 
Epistle as the werk of St. Paul. But here again the expression is some- 

what vague. The « ris éx«xAnoia may be an uncertain indication of 
several ehurches, or it may be a pointed allusion to one. If the latter, 
which from аўто following is the more probable, the chureh would pro- 
bably be the Alexandrian, by what we have already seen of the testi- 
monies of Pantenus and Clement. The words аўту ebdoxineirw xai dri 
Tovro must be taken as meaning, “I have no wish to deprive it of this 
its peculiar advantage: and the ground, оё yàp єїкў oi ёрҳабм &yÓpes 
és IlavAov айту тарабебшкаоц, must be, his own conviction, that the 
voyara, of the Epistle proceeded originally from the Apostle. Who 
the dpyaio: аудрєс were, it is impossible for us to say. Possibly, if we 
confine our view to one church, no more than Pantsenus and Clement, 

and their disciples. One thing is very plain; that they cannot have 
been men whose vapáóocis satisfied Origen himself, or he would not 
have spoken as he has. Be they who they might, one thing is plain; 
that their mapáðosıs is spoken of by him as ойк «ixi, not as resting 
on external matter of fact, but as finding justification in the internal 
character of the Epistle; and that it did not extend to the fact of 
St. Paul having written the Epistle, but only to its being, in some 
sense, bis. 

21. Thirdly, that the authorship of the Epistle was regarded by Origen 
as utterly unknown. Thus only can we interpret the words, ris ôè 6 
ypévos tiv €mwroXjv, tò dee Oeds olbev. For that it is in vain to 
attempt to understand the word б ypdiyas of the mere scribe, in the 
sense of Eom. xvi. 22 (as Olshausen and Delitzsch), is shewn by ite use 
in the same sentence, Aovkás 6 ypdpas тд єѓауудиоу каї ras rp 

з The answer given to this decisive objection by Delitzsch (Introd. p. xvii) ie, in 
fact, incorrect. He says, “It is in vain to adduce ô *ypdiyas т. ebay. к. т. wpát., for 
there also Luke was workiug up material not his own, but ready to his hands.” Bat 
even granting this, which is not all true, e.g. of Acta xx.—end, and some other por- 

tions, it does not shew that the word is used in an emphatic sense of ‘compiler,’ but 
only in its common sense of ‘ writer,’ any peculiar circumstances of writiug not being 

in consideration. Moreover there is here another consideration. The sentence in 
which these words occur is not subordinate to the former one, in which he expressed 

his own conjecture that some one had written down the thoughts of the Apostle: but 

by the oj» which begins it is co-ordinated with that previous sentence, and resumes 

again the whole subject. 
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22, This passage further testifies respecting external tradition, as it 

had come down to Origen himself. Не speaks of ў «is quads фбасаса 
історіа : clearly meaning these words of historical tradition, and thereby 

by implication excluding from that category the rapdòoois of the Pauline 

authorship. Апа this historical tradition gave two views : one that 

- Clement of Rome was the Writer ; the other, that St. Luke was the 

Writer. 
23. And this last circumstance is of importance, as being our only 

clue out of & difficulty which Bleek has felt, but has not attempted to 
remove. We find ourselves otherwise in this ambiguity with regard to 
the origin of one or the other hypothesis. If the Pauline authorship 
was the original historical tradition, the difficulties presented by the 
Epistle itself were sure to have called it in doubt, and suggested the 
other: if on the other hand the name of any disciple of St. Paul was 
delivered down by historical tradition as the writer, the apostolicity and 
Pauline charaeter of the thoughts, coupled with the desire to find а 
great name for an anonymous Epistle, was sure to have produced, and 
when produced would easily find acceptance for, the idea that St. Paul 
was the author. But the fact that Origen speaks of 7 eis quads $0dcaca 
ioropia, not as for, but as against the Pauline hypothesis, seems to shew 
that the former of these alternatives was really the case. 

24. As far then as we have at present advanced, we seem to have 
gathered the following as the probable result, as to the practice and 
state of opinion in the Alexandrine church :— 

(a) That it was customary to speak of and quote from the Epistle as 
the work of St. Paul. 

(b) That this was done by writers of discernment, and familiarity with 
the apostolic writings, not because they thought the style and actual 
writing to be St. Paul’s, but as seeing that from the nature of the 
thoughts and matter, the Epistle was worthy of and characteristic of 
that Apostle ; thus feeling that it was not without reason that those 
before them had delivered the Epistle down to them as St. Paul's. 

(c) That we no where find trace of historical tradition asserting the 
Pauline authorship : but on the contrary, we find it expressly quoted on 
the other side“. 

25. We now pass to other portions of the church: and next, to pro- 
consular Africa. Here we find, in the beginning of the third century, 

the testimony of TTERTULLIAN, expressly aseribing the Epistle to Barna- 
bas. The passage occurs De Pudicitia, c. 20, vol. ii. p. 102, where, 
when he has shewn from the writings of the Apostles themselves the 
necessity “© је ecclesia eradicandi omne sacrilegium pudicitie sine ulla 
restitutionis mentione," he proceeds 

? On the phenomenon of the diversity of traditions, seo below, par. 36 ff. 
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* Volo tamen ex redundantia alicujus etiam comitis Apostolorum 
testimonium superinducere, idoneum confirmandi de proximo jure 
disciplinam magistrorum, Extat enim et Barnabs titulus ad 
Hebræos, adeo satis auctoritatis viri, ut quem Paulus juxta se 
constituerit in abstinentiæ tenore (1 Cor. ix. 6). Et utique re- 
ceptior apud ecclesias Epistola Barnabs Шо apocrypho pastore 
mechorum (the Pastor of Hermas). Monens itaque discipulos, 

t omissis omnibus initiis’ &c. (citing Heb. vi. 4—8). Hoe qui ab 
Apostolis didicit et cum Apostolis docuit, nunquam mecho et for- 
nicatori secundam penitentiam promissam ab Apostolis norat." 

26. From the way in which the Epistle is here simply cited as the 
work of Barnabas, we clearly see that this was no mere opinion of 
Tertullian's own, but at all events the accepted view of that portion of 
the church. He does not hint at any doubt on the matter. But here 
again we are at a loss, from what source to derive this view. Either, 
supposing Barnabas really the author, genuine historical tradition may 
have been its source,—or lacking such tradition, some in the African 
church may originally have inferred this from the nature of the 
contents of the Epistle ; and the view may subsequently have become 
general there. One thing however the testimony shews beyond all 
doubt: that the idea of a Pauline authorship was wholly unknown to 
Tertullian, aud to those for whom he wrote. 

27. ЇЇ it were necessary further to confirm evidence so decisive, we 
might do so by citing his charge against Marcion, of falsifying the 
number of the Epistles of St. Paul (Adver. Marc. v. 21, vol. ii. p. 
524) :— 
n Miror tamen, quum ad unum hominem literas factas receperit, 
quod ad Timotheum duas et unam ad Titum, de ecclesiastico statu 
compositas, recusaverit. Affectavit, opinor, etiam numerum Epis- 
tolarum interpolare." 

Now seeing that Marcion held ten Epistles only of St. Paul, it would 
appear by combining this with the former testimony, that the Epistle to 
the Hebrews was not here reckoned among them. 

28. Among the witnesses belonging to the end of the second and 
beginning of the third century, none is of more weight than IRENÆUS, a 
Greek of Asia Minor by birth, and Bishop of Lyons in Gaul, and thus 
representing the testimony of the church iu both countries. In his 
great work against Heresies, he makes frequent use of the Epistles of 
St. Paul, expressly quoting twelve of them. There is no citation from 
the Epistle to Philemon, which may well be from its brevity, and its 
personal character. But no where in this work has he cited or referred 
to the Epistle to the Hebrews at all, although it would have been ex- 
eeedingly apposite for his purpose, as against the Gnostics of his time. 
Eusebius, H. E. v. 26, says— 
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xai (Sera. Elpqgvaíov) В:б\№оу т. dx) & (called by 
Jerome (Catalog. Script. Eccles., vol. ii. p. 873), * liber variorum 
tractatuum "), ёи à THs mpòs "Efpaíovs ётитто\ў< xal ris Meyojévgs 
ZXodías LoAopGvros prnpovevar, рута twa ёб ar rape. 

From this it would seem that Eusebius was unable to find any cita- 
tions of the Epistle in other works of Ireneeus known to him. And 
he does not even here say that Irenæus mentioned St. Paul as the 
author of the Epistle. 

29. Indeed we have a testimony which goes to assert that this Father 
distinctly denied the Pauline authorship. Photius (Bibl. Cod. 232, vol. 
iii. (Migne) p. 291 5) cites a passage from Stephen Gobar, a tritheist of 
the sixth century, in which he says ore 'IzzóAvros каї Elpnvatos Tijv xpos 
‘Efpaiovs értaroXjv IasAov ойк éxeivov «ус фати. The same is indeed 
asserted of Hippolytus.by Photius himself (Cod. 121, p. 94 а: Aye && 
dM тё тоа THs dp ,s Aeemdpeva, kal Ott ў rp EHpalous ётигтоћ) ойк 
ёсті ToU дтоттбАоо IlasAov) : but it is strange, if Irenæus had asserted 
it, that Eusebius should have made no mention of the fact, adducing as 
he does the citation of the Epistle by him. At the same time, Gobar's 
language is far too precise to be referred to the mere fact that Irenæus 
does not cite the Epistle ав St. Paul's, as some have endeavoured to 
refer it! : апа it is to be remembered, that Eusebius does not pretend 
to have read or seen all the works of Irenæus then extant; his words 

аге (H. E. v. 25), каї тё pèv cis ўрєтёрау éAÜóvra уубозу rov Elpqvaiov 
тотаўта. Bleek puts the alternative well, according as we accept, or 
do not accept, the assertion of Gobar. If we accept it, it would shew 

that Irenæus had found some where prevalent the idea that St. Paul was 
the author ; otherwise he would not have taken the pains to contradict 
such an idea. If we do not accept it аз any more than a negative 
report, meaning that Irenæus no where cites the Epistle as St. Paul's, 
then at all events, considering tbat he constantly cites St. Paul's 
Epistles as his, we shall have the presumption, that he neither accepted, 
nor knew of, any such idea as the Pauline authorship’. 

30. If we now pass to the church of Rome, we find, belonging to the 

period of which we have been treating, the testimony of the presbyter 
Carus. Of him Eusebius relates (Н. E. vi. 20). 

Ahe 52 els Huds каї Tatov, Xoyurárov dvipds, 8:4Хоуоѕ ёті "Pops 
ката Zepupivoy mpós ПрокХоу, тїс xara Ppvyas aipécews (Mon- 

1 e. g. Storr, § 11 ff. 
3 On the spuriousness of the celebrated fragment in which Irenæus is supposed 

to cite Heb. xiii. 15 as St. Paul's, see Bleek, note, Ap. 118. If it be genuine, tben it 
must be from some work of Irenæus unknown alike to Eusebius and Gobar. The frag- 
ment will be found p. 1253, ed. Migne, and with Pfaff's very copious notes, in Stieren’s 
Irenæus, i. pp. 854— 887 ; and the whole controversy respecting it is reprinted, for any 
one who has leisure to read it, in Stieren, vol. ii. pp. 361—528. 
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tanism) iwepuaxoUvra, kexumpvos, фу & rb & ёраутіас Tijv жері TO 
сүуутёттеш xawas ypadas wpomréredy тє коі TóÀuav dr roter, Taw 
TOU iepoU dmogroAou Sexarpuw póvov érurrokav pynpoveder, Tiv zpos 
"Efpeíovs py cvvapii:jcas та Aocwais: éwei xal els Seipo wapa 

Paule Twiy où vopileras ToU ёжостоћох Tvyxàyew!, 
These words, pù cvvapiüuxras та Aovrais, can lead only to one of 

two inferences : that Caius, not numbering the Epistle among those of 

St. Paul, either placed it by itself, or did not mention it st all. In 

either case, he must be regarded as speaking, not his own private 
judgment merely, but that of the church to which he belonged, in 
whicb, as we further learn, the same judgment yet lingered more than 
a century after. 

81. Another testimony is that of the fragment respecting the canon 
of the N. T. first published by Muratori, and known by his name, 
generally ascribed to the end of the second or the beginning of the third 
century (Routh, Reliq. бает. i. pp. 394 ff). In this fragment it is 
stated, that St. Paul wrote Epistles to seven churches ; and his thirteen 
Epistles are enumerated, іп a peculiar order: but that to the Hebrews 
is not named, unless it be intended by the second mentioned in the 
following sentence: Fertur etiam ad Laudecenses, alia ad Alexan- 
drinos Pauli nomine ficta ad heresem Marcionis : et alia plura que in 
catholicam ecclesiam recipi non potest: fel enim cum melle misceri non 
congruit.” But this is very improbable: though some have imagined 
an allusion in the last clause to the Vatican LXX text of the passage 
cited Heb. xii. 15. 

82. As far then аз we have advanced, the following seems to be our 
result. No where, except in the Alezandrine church, does there seem 
to have existed any idea that the Epistle was St. Paul's. Throughout 
the whole Western church, it is either left unenumerated among his 
writings, or expressly excluded from them. That it is wholly futile to 
attempt, as Hug and Storr have done, to refer this to any influence of 
the Montanist or Marcionite disputes, has been well and simply shewn 
by Bleek. The idea of the catholic teachers of the whole Western 
church disparaging and excluding sn apostolical book, because one 
passage of it (ch. vi. 4—6) seemed to favour the tenets of their adver- 
saries, is too preposterous ever to have been suggested, except in the 
interests of a desperate cause: and the fact that Tertullian, himseli 
a Montanist, cites Heb. vi. 4—6 on his side, but without ascribing it to 
St. Paul, is decisive against the notion that his adversaries so ascribed 

3 Jerome, in his Catal. Script. Eccl. 59, vol. ii. p 899, and Photius, Bibl. Cod. 48, 

p. 12 a, repeat this testimony, but, as Bleek has remarked, they both have evidently 

taken it from Eusebius. If so, the stronger language of Jerome, “ decimam quartam, 

quse fertur ad Hebrmwos, ejus non esse,” is only his own interpretation of the words of 

Eusebius, and is not to be taken in evidence. 
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it at апу time: for he would have been sure in that case to have 
charged them with their desertion of such an opinion“. 

33. And even in the Alexandrine church itself, as we have seen, there 

is no reliable trace of a historical tradition of the Pauline authorship. 
Every expression which seems to imply this, such e. g. as that much- 

adduced one of Origen, od yàp єікў òs ЦаўфАо» айтуу of ápxaio: dvÓpes 
тарадєдокас:, when fairly examined, gives way under us. The tradi- 
tional account ( eis zuds POdcaca історіа), though inconsistent with 
itself, was entirely the other way’. 

84. The fair account then of opinion in the latter end of the second 
century seems to be this: that there was then, as now, great uncer- 

tainty regarding the authorship of our Epistle; that the general cast of 
the thoughts was recognized as Pauline, and that oi dpxatoe dvópes, 
whatever that may imply, had not unreasonably (ойк єікӯ) handed it 
down as St. Paul's: but on what grounds, we are totally unable to вау: 
for ecclesiastical tradition does not bear them out. In proconsular 
Africa it was ascribed to Barnabas: by the tradition which had come 
down to Origen and his fellows, to Luke or Clement; while the 
Western church, even when represented by Irenxus, who was brought 
up in Asia, and even including the church of Rome the capital of the 
world, where all reports on such matters were sure to be ventilated, 
seems to have been altogether without any positive tradition or opinion 
on the matter. 

35. Before advancing with the history, which has uow become of 
secondary importance to us, I will state to what, in my own view, this 
result points, as regarding the formation of our own conclusion on the 
matter. 

36. It simply leaves us, unfettered by any overpowering judgment of 
antiquity, to examine the Epistle for ourselves, and form our own opinion 
from its contents. Even were we to admit the opinion of a Pauline 
unthorship to the rank of an early tradition, which it does not appear in 

the strict sense to have been, we should then have ancient ecclesiastical 

tradition broken into various lines, and inconsistent with itself: not 

requiring our assent to one or other of its numerous variations. Those 
who are prepared to follow it, and it alone, will have to make up their 

minds whether they will attach themselves to the catechetical school of 

* Hug supposes that Tertullian does not mention its being St. Pnul's, because he 
wishes to argue with the Catholics ‘ex concesso. This is a curious specimen of the 
lengths of subtlety to which controversy will carry an ingenious mind. 

5 It is curious to see how such writers as Stuart can treat plain Greek to serve their 
purpose: “Ho does not say that either foropla madaid, ог wapd8oo1s тала, brings 
down this report: but simply ў els 4uàs фбасаса ioropla, i. e. report has come to us; 
or i£ is reported; there іг a report (4); report says—that either Luke or Clemens 
wrote it.” 

12] 
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Alexandria, and if so, whether to that portion of it (if such portion 

existed, which is not proved) which regarded the Epistle as purcly and 

simply the work of St. Paul, or to that which, with Clement, regarded 
the present Epistle as a Greek version by St. Luke of a Hebrew original 
by St. Paul,—or to the West African church, which regarded it as 
written by Barnabas; or to the історіа mentioned by Origen, in its 
Clementine or its Lucan branch ; or to the negative view of the churches 
of Europe. ö 

37. For to one or other of these courses, and on these grounds, 
would the intelligent follower of tradition be confined. It would be in 
vain for him to allege, as a motive for his opinion, the subsequent uni- 
versal prevalence of one or other of these views, unless he could at the 
same time shew that that prevalence was owing to the overpowering 
force of an authentic tradition, some where or other existing. That 
the whole church of Rome believed the Pauline authorship in subse- 
quent centuries, would be no compensation for the total absence of such 
belief at that time when, if there were any such authentic tradition any 
where, it must have prevailed in that church. That the same was 
uniformly asserted and acted on by the writers of the Alexandrine 
church in later ages, does not tend to throw any light on the vague 
uncertainty which hangs over the first appearances of the opinion, 
wherever it is spoken of and its grounds alleged by such earlier 
teachers as Clement and Origen. 

38. And these considerations are much strengthened, when we take 
into account what strong reasons there were why the opinion of the 
Pauline authorship, when once advanced by men of authority in teach- 
ing, should gain general acceptance. We see this tendency already pre- 
vailing in the writings of Clement of Alexandria and Origen ; who, not- 
withstanding the sentences which have been quoted from them, yet 
throughout their writings acquiesce for the most part in a conventional 
habit of citing the Epistle as the work of St. Paul. And as time passed 
on, a belief which so conveniently set at rest all doubts about an im- 
portant anonymous canonical writing, spread (and all the more as the 
character of the times became less and less critical and enquiring) over 

the whole extent of the church. | 
39. It will be well to interpose two cautions, especially for young 

students. It has been very much the practice with the maintainers of 
the Pauline authorship to deal largely in sweeping assertions regarding 
early ecclesiastical tradition. They have not unfrequently alleged on 
their side the habit of citation of Clement and Origen, as shewing their 
belief respecting the Epistle, uncorrected by those passages which shew 
what that belief really was. Let not students then be borne away by 
these strong assertions, but let them carefully and intelligently examine 

for themselves. 
13] 
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40. Our second caution is one regarding the intelligent use of ancient 
testimony. Hitherto, we have been endeavouring to trace up to their first 
origin the beliefs respecting the Epistle. Whence did they first arise? 
Where do we find them prevailing in the earliest times, and there, why ? 
Now this is the only method of enquiry on the subject which is or can 
be decisive, as far as external evidence is concerned. In following down 
the stream of time, materials for this enquiry soon fail us. And it has 
been the practice of some of the fautors of the Pauline authorship, to 
amass long catenæ of names and testimonies, from later ages, of men 
who simply swelled the ranks of conformity to the opinion when it once 
became prevalent. Let students distrust all such uccumulations as evi- 

dence. They are valuable as shewing the growth and prevalence of the 
opinion, but in no other light. No accretions to the river in its course 
can alter the situation and character of the fountain-head. 

41. We proceed now with the history of opinion, which, as before 
remarked, is become very much the history of the spread of the belief of 
a Pauline authorship. 

At Alexandria, as we might have expected, the conventional habit of 
quoting the Epistle as St. Paul’s gradually prevailed over critical sus- 
picion and early tradition. 

42. Dionysius, president of the catechetical school, and afterwards 
Bishop of Alexandria, in the middle of the third century, cites Heb. x. 
34° expressly as the words of St. Paul. PETER, bishop (cir. 300), 
who suffered under Diocletian, cites Heb. xi. 32 as St. Paul’s (тоф 
á&roocTóAov ©). 

HIERAX or Hieracas, of Leontopolis, who lived about the same time, 

and who, although the founder of a heresy, appears not to have severed 
himself from the church, is repeatedly adduced by Epiphanius as citing 
the Epistle as то? årosróàov : and the same Epiphanius says of the Mel- 
chisedekites (see on ch. vii. 3), that they attempted to support their 
view ёк tis трд “EBpaious ov IIasAov r f ?‘. 

ALEXANDER, bishop cir. 312, in Theodoret, H. E. i. 5, says in an 
Epistle to Alexander, Bishop of Constantinople— 

cippuwva yoðv rovrots Bog kai 6 peyadopwrdraros ados, фаеткшу wept 
avro “Ov кє кАлуроубиоу sáyrov, 80 of каї rovs alas ётойутєу. 

ANTONIUS, the celebrated promoter of the monastic life in Egypt, in 
one of his seven epistles to various monasteries *, which remain to us in 
а Latin version, says— 

* In his Epistle to Fabius, Bp. of Antioch (Eus. H. E. vi. 41), étéxAuror $$ xal ray- 
exópovr ol àBeAdol к. rhv dpxayhy тё» Üxapxóvrew Ópolwes éxeivas ols x. TlavAos 
ёрарт0рлєє werd xapas vpesebétarro. 

7 Routh, Reliq. Sacr. iv. p. 34, ds Aéye ô àrderokos, IAH & dy ўидѕ daryov-· 
pévovs б xpóros. 

8 See 14 Catal. Script. Eccl. 88, vol. ii. p. 925. 
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“De quibus Panlus ait, Quia non perceperunt repromissiones 
propter nos (Heb. xi. 13, 39, 40)." 

48. But the most weighty witness for the view of the Alexandrine 
church at this time is ATHANASIUS, in the middle of the fourth century. 
In his Epistola Festalis, vol. ii. p. 767, he enumerates rà xavovi{opeva, 

к. тарадобёута surrevÜévrao. тє бєа «уо [i Aia, among which he names 
fourteen Epistles of St. Paul, and among them our Epistle, without 
alluding to any doubt on the subject. And in his other writings passim 
he cites the Epistle as St. Paul's (see many examples in Bleek, 
p. 136). 

44. Belonging to nearly the ваше time in the same church are the 
anonymous SYNOPSIS Sacre Scripture,—Orstgsius or Oriesis, whose 
Doctrina de Institutione Monachorum remains in & Latin version by 
Jerome,—MaARcvs Diapocuus, whose discourse against the Arians we 
still possess, —in all of which the Epistle is either expresaly or implicitly 
cited as the work of St. Paul. 

46. It would be to little purpose to multiply names, in а church 
which by this time had universally and undoubtingly received the Pau- 
line authorship. Bleek has adduced with copious citations, DIDYMUS 
(the teacher of Jerome and Rufinus), —MaRcus EnEMITA (cir. 400),— 
THEOPHILUS of ALEXANDRIA (сіг. 400),—IstpokE of PELUSIUM 
(+450),— CYRIL of ALEXANDRIA (+444): concerning which last it is 
to be observed, that though Nestorius had adduced passages from the 
Epistle on his side, as being St. Paul's, Cyril, in refuting them, does 
not make the slightest reference to the formerly existing doubt as to 
the authorship. 

46. And so it continued in this church in subsequent times: the only 
remarkable exception being found in EuTHALIUS (cir. 460), who, though 
he regards the Epistle as of Pauline origin, and reckons fourteen Epistles 
of St. Paul, yet adduces the old doubts concerning it, and believes it to be 
а translation made by Clement of Rome from а Hebrew original by the 
Apostle. The passage, which is a very interesting one, will be found in 
Migne's Patr. Gr. vol. 85, p. 776, and is cited at length by Bleek. I 
give an abridgment of it :— 

j & mpòs “EBpaious ёж. Soxet iy ойк «уо Пабло Oii Te тду xapax- 
тўра, к. TÒ uù проурафеу, ws dy йтата та émigTOAais, xai тд 
Ayer (ch. ii. 8, 4) . . . то? uiv otv Adya Tov ҳарактӯра тўѕ èr., 
фауєрӣ ij airia’ xpos yap "Efpaíovs тр тфу ёа\ёктф урафейта, сте 
pov fe ep d erat, ds h wes, d Aon, às 8 of ro 
tro KAypevros: ToU yap кої собе тӧу характўра.. 

Then he gives the usual reason for the want of a superscription, viz. 
that St. Paul was not the Apostle of the Jews, but of the Gentiles, 
citing Gal. ii. 9, 10: and proceeds, paprupetras 4 каї фу rois ééns 7) kri- 

ro «уо TlavAov, Tẹ ypdpew—ch. x. 34, in which the reading rots 
15] 
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deo ois pov is his point: каї ёк то? Aéyew—-ch. xiii. 18, 19: xai ёк rod 
Aéyev—ch. xiii. 23, in which he interprets dwoAcAvpévoy, sent forth eis 
Suaxoviav, which he says no one could do but St. Paul: and then, robroy 
váxtov TposOokQv, Tiv iliav афтоїѕ, @ 00 тоААсуой, о?у ойтф mapovaíay 
ётаууёААєто. ° 

This testimony is valuable, as shewing tbat in the midst of the pre- 
valence of the now accepted opinion, a spirit of intelligent criticism still 
survived. 

47. If we now turn to other parts of the Eastern church, we find the 
same acceptation of the Pauline authorship from the middle of the third 
century onwards. Bleek gives citations from Метнортсв, Bishop of 
Olympus in Lycia, cir. 290 (which seem to me more decisivo as to re- 
cognition of the Epistle than he thinks them): from PAUL of SAMOSATA, 
Bishop of Antioch in 264: from Jacos, Bishop of NisIBISs, cir. 325: 

from EPHREM Syrvs (+378). 
48. A separate notice is required of the testimony of EusEBIUS of 

Cæsarea, the well-known church historian. In very many passages 
throughout his works, and more especially in his commentary on the 
Psalms, he cites the Epistle, and always as the work of St. Paul, or of 

ö дтботоћоѕ, or б ãyios dr., or б det ёт. In his Eccl. History also he 

reckons it among the Epistles of St. Paul; e. g. H. E. ii. 17, дауўсєс... 
Trav mda rpodytov épyyvevtixds, ómoías 7 тє mpòs “EBpatous kai A] 
sÀecovs ToU IIavAov mepiéyovow ётістолоі. In the chapter (iii. 25) which 
ireats especially of the eanon of the N. T., while there is no express 
mention of the Epistle to the Hebrews, it is evident, by comparing his 
words there and in another place, that he reckons it as confessedly one 
of the writings of St. Paul. For there he says, speaking of those ЇЧ. T. 
books which are énoAcyovpeva, received by all" — 

xal ё тактёоу èv тр®то Tiv áyíay тфу eùayyeMwv Terpaxriv: ols 
ётєта: i; Tov трафау TOv ётоттбАшу ypady peta бё ravryv Tas 
TlavAov kaTaXekréoy ypadas к.т.А. 

And in iii. 3, rot бё IIaAov трбё›ууАо xac cadets al Sexaréroapes. 
Still it would appear that Eusebius himself believed the Epistle to 

have been written in Hebrew by St. Paul and translated. In H. E. iii. 
38, a passage part of which has been above cited (par. 8), he says— 

‘“EBpaios yàp 8:4 тўс татріоо у\ӧттуѕ éyypadés ópaXgkóros rod 
TlavAov, of рёу rov єбаууєМотђу Aovrâv, of дё róv КАјиеута rotrov 
abròy épunvetocar A€yover tiv ypapývr ð Kal h ely dy dn, 
тд TÓv Gpowoy тўс ópáceos ҳарактӯра тту тє TOD KAjmevros ётістоћу, 
каї Tijv mpòs “EBpaious dmoco(ew, kal тф uù móppw Ta èv ќёкатєроіѕ 
то ovyypdppact уођиата kaÜeoráva:. 

If such was his view, however, he was hardly consistent with himself: 
for in his comm. on Ps. ii. 7, vol. v. p. 88, he seems to assume that the 
Epistle was written in Greek by the Apostle himself:— 

16] 
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$ рё тоѓує “EBpaios éXéyero. кўру elvat тӯс А ео €rexov, бтер kai 
"AxvAas Temoinkev б & ёяботоХоѕ уорорабђѕ бтарушу dv тў xpos 
"EBpaíovs (i. ö) тў Tüv о ёҳруоото : 

an inconsistency which betrays either carelessness, or change of 
opinion. 

49. Marks of the same inconsistency further appear in another place 
(Н. E. vi. 13), where he numbers our Epistle among the áyrd eyópavas 
урафог, saying of the writings of Clement of Alexandria, кёурттаа $ èv 
abrois xal тай жо tiv dvrüVeyouévov үрафёу paprupiass, THs тє Aeyo- 
pés XoXopamwros copias, kal rìs Inooù ToU Зерах, каї Tis zpos ‘EBpaiovs 
ёгигтоАўѕ, тўс тє BapvdBa kai KAMIN ros xai Тойда. It has been sug- 
gested that the inconsistency may be removed by accepting this last as 
a mere matter of fact, meaning, as іп Н. E. iii. 3, dre ye ру res 

7Üerj«act Tijv zpos "Efpaiovs mpòs тўс Popaiev dkkAgcías às uù DavAov 
ogay айту ёут:М№уєс дог фујсауте, ob Sixatoy ёууоєу : cf. also Н. E. vi. 
20, end. 

50. As we pass downwards, I shall mention but cursorily those 
writers who uniformly quote the Epistle as St. Paul's ; pausing only to 

notice any trace of a different opinion, or any testimony worth express 
citation. The full testimonies will be found in Bleek, and most of them 
in Lardner, vol. її. 

51. Of the class first mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, are 
Cyril of Jerusalem (+ 386) ; Gregory of Nazianzum (4 389); Epipha- 
nius, Bishop of Salamis in Cyprus (+ 402) ; Basil the Great, Bishop of 
Cæsarea in Cappadocia (+ 379) ; his brother Gregory, Bishop of Nyssa 
(cir. 870) ; Titus of Bostra (+ cir. 371) ; Chrysostom (+ 407) ; Thco- 
dore of Mopsuestia (+ cir. 428) ; Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus in Cilicia 
(4- 457). 

52. In the works of this latter Father we find it asserted tbat the 
Epistle was written from Rome. Also we find the Arians charged 
with setting it aside as spurious :— 

баурастӧу ойбу Spacw ol riv Apeavucy else dev vécov xara 
тфу d&xocToMuGv Avrrüvres ypappdrev каї Tijv трд “EBpaiovs èri- 
ro tiv orev ётокріуоутє xal уббоу татуу  dmokaAXoUvres 
(Proœm. ad Hebr, init. vol. iii. p. 541). 

The same accusation is found—in the Dialogue on the Trinity, 
atcribed sometimes to Athanasius, sometimes to Theodoret : where the 

orthodox interlocutor makes the rather startling assertion, dp о? катту- 
уу 76 ebayyAwv ro хриттоў allo «ус: weriorevras ў k ro: 
and in Epiphanius, Her. Ixix. 14, p. 738, where at the same time he 
charges them with misusing Heb. iii. 2, r$ voujcavrc aùróv, for the pur- 
poses of their error. (See the passages at length in Bleek.) From 
this, and from the Epistle of Arius to Alexander, where he professes his 
faith and cites Heb. i. 2 (Epiph. ubi supra, $ 7, p. 733), it is pen that 

Vor. IV.—17] 
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the Arians did not reject the Epistle altogether. Nay, they hardly denied 
its Pauline authenticity ; for in that case we should have Athanasius in 
his polemics against them, and Alexander, defending this authenticity, 

whereas they always take it for granted. Moreover in the disputation 
of Augustine with the Arian Gothic Bishop Maximinus, we find the 
latter twice quoting the Epistle as St. Paul's*. So that whatever may 
have been done by individual Arians, it is clear that as a party they did 
not reject either the Epistle itself or its Pauline authorship. 

53. Correspondent with the spread of the acceptance of the Epistle as 
St. Paul's, was its reception, in the mss., into the number of his Epistles. 
It was so received in the character of a recent accession, variously 
ranked : either at the end of those addressed to churches, or at the end 

of all. Epiphanius (Her. xlii. vol. i. p. 373), at the end of the fourth 
century, says, speaking of the Epistle to Philemon— 

обтоѕ yap rapa Tẹ Маркіши кета, (viz. ninth, between Col. and 
Phil.) тара 8 тф ámocoróAo doxárg keéirav èv тиі 8 бутгүрафов 
трискадекату про THS pos ‘EPpaiovs terrapeskaidekárys Térakrau 
ФАЛа & дутќурафа eye rijv mpòs ‘EBpaious Sexaryy, тро rd Ojo тфу 
apos Тулобєоу, xa Tiro кай Prova. ° 

The Epistle holds the place first here mentioned, viz. last of all, in the 
Iambi ad Seleucum, supposed by some to be the work of Gregory of 
Nazianzum, but more probably that of his contemporary Amphilochius, 
Bishop of Iconium (see Bleek, p. 156, note 187): but the latter place 
in the arrangement of Athanasius (Bl. p. 135, note 143), of the 
Synopsis Sacre Scripture (wrongly ascribed to Athanasius, but 
belonging to the Alexandrian school, Bl. p. 187. 7), of the Council of 
Laodicæa (Bl. p. 154) : of Theodoret and Euthalius : of our uncial Mss. 
A, B, C, H, N, and cursive 16, 17, 22, 23, 46, 47, 57, 71, 73, al.; and of 
tbe Memphitic version. 

54. The motives for these differing arrangements were obvious. Some 
placed it last, as an addition to the Epistles of St. Paul; others, to give it 
more its proper rank, put it before the Epistles to individuals. But had 
it been originally among St. Paul’s Epistles, there can be no doubt that 
it would have taken its place according to its importance, which is the 
principle of arrangement of the undoubted Pauline Epistles in the 
canon. 

. 55. A trace of a peculiar arrangement is found in B, the Vatican 
Codex. In that us., all the fourteen Epistles of St. Paul form one con- 

? Augustini collat. cum Maximino, 4, Aug. Opp. viii. p. 469 (725 Migne): Maximin. 
* Quod Christus est in dextera Dei, quod interpellat pro nobis, sic etiam in alio loco 
ipse prosequitur Paulus dicens (Col. iii. 1). Sic ad Hebreeos ipse scribens ait: ‘Purifica- 
tione peccatorum facta’ &c. (Heb. i. 3):“ and ib. 9, p. 471 (728): Maximia. “ Dicit 
enim sic Paulus ad Hebreos : Non enim in manufactis templis intravit Christus’ &c. 
(Heb. ix. 24).” 
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tinued whole, numbered throughout by sections. But the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, which, as has been observed, stands after 2 Thess., does not 

correspond, in the numeration of its sections, with its present place in 
the order. It evidently once followed the Epistle to the Galatians, that 
Epistle ending with § 59, Heb. beginning with § 60,—and Eph. (the 
latter part of Heb. being deficient) with $ 70. "This would seem to shew 
that the из. from which B was copied, or at all events which was 
at some previous time copied for its text, had Heb. after Gal. ; which 
would indicate a still stronger persuasion that it was St. Paul's 1. In 
the Sahidie version only does it appear in that place which it would 
naturally hold according to its importance: i. e. between 2 Cor. and Gal. 
But from the fact of no existing Greek manuscript having it in this 
place, we must ascribe the phenomenon to the caprice of the framer of 
the version. 

56. Returning to the Western church, we find that it was some time 
after the beginning of the third century before the Epistle was generally 
recognized as St. Paul's; and that even when this became the case, it 
was not equally used and cited with the rest of his Epistles. 

About the middle of the third century flourished in the church 
of Rome NovATIAN, the author of the celebrated schism which went by 
his name. We have works of his? full of Scripture citations, and on 
subjects which would have been admirably elucidated by this Epistle. 
Yet no where has he quoted or alluded to it. That he would not have 
had any feeling adverse to it, is pretty clear; for no passage in the N. T. 
could give such apparent countenance to his severer view de lapsis," as 
Heb. vi. 4—6. Yet, judging by the Tractatus ad Novatianum Нагей- 
cum °, he never cited it for his purpose. Nor does that treatise, full as 
it is of Scripture citations, adduce one from our Epistle. . 

57. Contemporary with Novatian, we have, in the West African 
church, Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage (+ 258). In all his writings, he 
never cites, or even alludes to, our Epistle ; which he would certainly 
have done for the same reason аз Novatian would have done it, had he 

recognized it as the work of St. Paul; the whole of whose Epistles he 
cites, with the exception of that to Philemon. In all probability, 

Tertullian’s view (* Da magistrum”) was also his, that it was written 
by Barnabas (see above, par. 25). 

1 Tt is one of the most grievous and inexcusable faults in Мара edition of the Codex 
Vaticanus, that these numbers, forming such a valuable record of ancient arrangement, 
have been wantonly tampered with, ** ne sectionum numerationem absurde perturbatam 
exhiberemus." See note at end of Thessalonians, p. 429 of the English reprint. 

2 De Trinitate, and De Cibis Judaicis: printed in Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. iii. pp. 
886—964, and in Gallandi, Bibl. Patr. iii. pp. 287—823. On the latter of them, see 

Neander, Kirchengesch. pt. iii. p. 1166; on the former, Cave, Hist. Lit. Ann. 251. 
з Migne, Patr. Lat. iii. pp. 1205—1218: Gallandi, Bibl. Patr. iii. pp. 871—876. 

The author is unknown. 
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58. A little later we have a witness from another part of the Latin 
church, Victorinvus, Bishop of Pettau on the Drave, in Pannonia 

(+ cir. 303). He asserts in the most explicit manner, both in his 
fragment De Fabrica Mundi and in his commentary on the Apocalypse, 
that St. Paul wrote only to seven churches; and in the latter he 
enumerates the churches :— 

“In toto orbe septem ecclesias omnes esse, et septem nominatas 
unam esse catholicam, Paulus docuit primo : quod ut servaret ipse, 
et ipsum septem ecclesiarum non excessit numerum : sed scripsit 
ad Romanos, ad Corinthios, ad Galatas, ad Ephesios, ad Philip- 

penses, ad Colossenses, ad Thessalonicenses: postea singularibus 
personis scripsit, ne excederet numerum septem ecclesiarum *." 

We may add to this, that the Epistle to the Hebrews is never quoted 
in this Commentary. 

59. About the middle of the fourth century, we find the practice 
beginning in the Latin church, of quoting the Epistle as St. Paul's: 
but at first only here and there, and not as if the opinion were the 
prevailing one. Bleek traces the adoption of this view by the Latins to 
their closer intercourse with the Greeks about this time owing to the 
Arian controversy, which occasioned several of the Western theologians 
to spend some time in the East, where the Epistle was cited, at 
first by both parties, and always by the Catholics, as undoubtedly 
St. Paul’s. Add to this the study of the Greek exegetical writers, 
and especially of Origen, and we shall have adduced enough reasons 
to account for the gradual spread of the idea of the Pauline authorship 
over the West. 

60. A fitting example of both these influences is found in HILARY, 
Bishop of Poitiers (+ 368), who seems to have been the first who thus 

regarded the Epistle. He quotes it indeed but seldom, in comparison 

with other parts of Scripture, and especially with St. Paul's Epistles ; 
but when he does, it is decisively and without doubt, as the work of the 
Apostle. These citations are found in his treatise De Trinitate, which 
he wrote in his exile in Phrygia, and in his Commentary on the Psalms, 
“іп quo opere," says Jerome (Catal. 100, vol. ii. p. 933), “imitatus 

Origenem, nonnulla etiam de suo addidit." 
61. LucirER of Cagliari (+ 371) also cites the Epistle as St. Paul's, 

but once only, De non conveniendo cum Her. c. 11, pp. 782 f. (Migne): 
though he frequently cites Scripture, and especially St. Paul's Epistles. 
And it is observable of him, that he was exiled by the Emperor Con- 
stantius, and spent some time in Palestine and the Thebaid. 

62. Fabius Marius VircTORINUS belongs to these same times. He 

4 On the almost certain genuineness of this Commentary, see Bleek, p. 179, note 229 : 
on which it may be said, that even if it should be held to be of later date, it would 

thereby only become a more remarkable testimony in this mattor. 
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was born in Africa, and passed the greater part of his days as a 
rhetorician at Rome : being baptized as a Christian late in life. Most 
of his remaining works are against the Arians: and in them he cites 
our Epistle two or three times, and as St. Paul's ; still, it has been 
observed (by Bleek), not with such emphasis as the other books of 
Seripture, but more as а mere passing reference. He is said by Jerome 
(Catal. 101, p. 935) io have written Commentarii in Apostolum," i. e. 
on the Pauline Epistles: yet it would appear, from what Cassiodorus 
implies in the sixth century ‘, that up to his time no Latin writer had 
commented on the Epistle, that he did not include it among them. 

63. Other Latin writers there are of this time, who make no use of 

our Epistle, though it would have well served their purpose in their 
writings. Such are—Paasapivs, Bishop of Agen, іп S. W. Gaul 
(+ aft. 392); Zeno, Bishop of Verona (cir. 860); Pacianus, Bishop 
of Barecelona (cir. 370); HirARY the Deacon, generally supposed to be 
the author of the Comm. on St. Paul's Epistles found among the works 
of Ambrose (cir. 370)“; OPTATUS, Bishop of Milevi (cir. 364—875), 
who wrote De Schismate Donatistarum. АП these quote frequently 
from other parts of the N. T. and from St. Paul's Epistles. 

64. On the other hand, Au BROSH, Bishop of Milan (+ 397), com- 
bating strongly the Arians of his time, and making diligent use of the 
writings of Origen, Didymus, and Basil, often uses and quotes the 
Epistle, and always as the work of St. Paul. (See copious citations in 
Bleek.) In one celebrated passage in his treatise De Poenitentia (ii. 2 
(6, 7), vol. iii. p. 417), where he is impugning the allegation by the 
Novatians of Heb. vi. 4 ff., he defends the passage from misunderstand- 
ing ; confesses its apparent inconsistency with St. Paul's conduct to the 
sinner at Corinth ; does not think of questioning the apostolical autho- 
rity of the passage, but asks, “ Numquid Paulus adversus factum suum 
predicare potuit ?" and gives two solutions of the apparent discrepancy. 

65. We have an important testimony concerning our Epistle from 
PHILASTRIUS, Bishop of Brescia (+ cir. 887), who while he cites the 
Epistle as unhesitatingly as his friend Ambrose, in his treatise De 
Heresibus ($ 89, Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. xii. p. 1200), ваув— 

* Н егевіз quorundam de epistola Pauli ad Hebræos. Sunt alii 
quoque, qui epistolam Pauli ad Hebræos non adserunt esse ipsius, 
sed dicunt aut Barnabæ esse apostoli, aut Clementis de urbe Roma 
episcopi. Alii autem Luce evangeliste aiunt epistolam etiam ad 

5 Divin. Litt. c. 8 (vol. ii. p. 643), cited in Bleek. 
© The Epistle is once cited in the comm., but so that it is distinguished from the 

writings of St. Paul. Speaking of St. Paul, he says (on 2 Tim. i. 8), “Sic enim ali- 
quando persequutus est ecclesiam ut Dei amore hoc ageret, non malevolentia. Nam 
simili modo e£ in epistola ad Hebraos:scriptum est: quia Levi qui decimas accepit, 
decimas dedit Melchisedech " &c. See Bleek, р. 189. 
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Laodicenses scriptam. Et quia addiderunt in ea quaedam поп 
bene sentientes, inde non legitur in ecclesia: et, si legitur a 

. quibusdam, non tamen in ecclesia legitur populo, nisi tredecim 
epistole ipsius, et ad Hebreos interdum. Et in ea quia rhetorice 
scripsit sermone plausibili, inde non putant ejusdem apostoli. . Et 
quia et factum Christum dixit in ea (ch. iii. 2), inde non legitur. 
De poenitentia autem (ch. vi. 4 ff.), propter Novatianos sque." 

Then he proceeds to give orthodox explanations of both places. 
He has also another remarkable passage, Her. 88, p. 1199 :— 

* Propter quod statutum est ab apostolis et eorum successoribus, 

non aliud legi debere in ecclesia catholica, nisi legem et prophetas 
et evangelia et actus apostolorum et Pauli tredecim epistolas, et 
septem alias, Petri duas, Joannis tres, qudæ unam et unam Jacobi, 
qu septem actibus apostolorum conjuncte sunt. Scripture autem 
absconditæ, id est, apocrypha, etsi legi debent morum causa a 
perfectis, non ab omnibus legi debent, quia non intelligentes multa 
addiderunt et tulerunt que voluerunt heretici.” 

These testimonies of Philastrius are curious, and hardly consistent 
with one another, nor with his own usual practice of citing the Epistle 
as St. Paul's. They seem to lead us to an inference agreeing with that 
to which our previous enquiries led, viz. that though some controversial 
writers in the Latin church at the end of the fourth century were begin- 
ning to cite the Epistle as St. Paul's, it was not at that time so recog- 
nized in that church generally, nor publicly read: or if read, but 
seldom. 

66. This reluctance on the part of the Latin church to receive and 
recognize the Epistle was doubtless continued and increased by the use 
made of some passages in it by the Novatian schismatics. We have 
seen already, in par. 64, that Ambrose adduces this fact: and Bleek 
brings several instances of it from other writers. But as time 
advanced, the intrinsie value of the Epistle itself, and the example of 

writers of the Greek church, gained for it almost universal reception, 
and reputation of Pauline authorship in the West. Thus GAUDENTIUS, 
successor of Philastrius in the see of Brescia in 387, to which he was 

summoned from travelling in Cappadocia, —and Favustinus, who fol- 

lowed in this, as in other things, the practice of Lucifer of Cagliari,— 
cite the Epistle without hesitation as St. Paul's. бо in general does 
RurINUS (+ cir. 411), having spent a long time in Egypt, and 

7 This curious sentence can hardly mean, as Bleek, that they believed the Epistle 
to the Heb. to be St. Luke's, as also that apocryphal one which is written to the Lao- 

diceans; but that they believed the Epistle to the Heb. to be St. Luke's, and that 
it was also written to the Laod., i. e. was the Epistle alluded to under that designation 
by St. Paul in Col. iv. 16. What follows is very obscure, but does not seem to me to 
support this rendering of Bleek's. 
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being familiar with the writings of Origen. He gives “Pauli apostoli 
epistole quatuordecim " among the writings “que patres intra 
canonem concluserunt*:” and in his writings generally cites the Epistle 
as Pauline without hesitation *. 

67. I shall close this historical sketch with a fuller notice of the 
important testimonies of JEROME апа AUGUSTINE, and a brief summary 
of those who followed them. * 

68. JEROME (+ 420) spent a great portion of his life in Egypt, 
Palestine, and other parts of the East; was well acquainted with the 
writings of Origen; and personally knew such men as Gregory of 
Nazianzum, Didymus, Epiphanius, and the other Greek theologians of 
his time. It might therefore have been expected, that he would, as we 
have seen other Latin writers do, have adopted the Greek practice, and 
have unhesitatingly cited and spoken of this Epistle as the work of 
St. Paul. This however is by no means the case. On the whole his 
usual practice is, to cite the words of the Epistle, and ascribe them to 
St. Paul! : and in his work De Nominibus Hebraicis (vol. iii. pp. 4 ff. ed. 
Migne), where he interprets the Hebrew words which occur in Scripture, 
in the order of the books where they are found, he introduces the Epistle 
аз St. Paul's (p. 113), after 2 Thessalonians. 

69. But the exceptions to this practice of unhesitating citation are 
many and important: and wherever he gives any account of the Epistle, 
be is far from concealing the doubts which prevailed respecting it. I 
shall give some of the most remarkable passages. 

In the Catalogus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum, chap. 5, under 
Paulus (vol. ii. pp. 837, 839), he says— 

* Scripsit autem novem ad septem ecclesias epistolas, ad Ro- 
manos unam, ad Corinthios duas, ad Galatas unam, ad Ephesios 

unam, ad Philippenses unam, ad Colossenses unam, ad Thessaloni- 

censes duas: preterea ad discipulos suos, Timotheo duas, Tito 

unam, Philemoni unam. Epistola autem que fertur ad Hebreos 
non ejus creditur propter stili sermonisque distantiam, sed vel 
Barnabe juxta Tertullianum, vel Luce evangeliste juxta quosdam, 
vel Clementis, Romans postea ecclesiæ episcopi, quem aiunt 
sententias Pauli proprio ordinasse et ornasse sermone : vel certe, 
quia Paulus scribebat ad Hebreos et propter invidiam sui apud eos 

* In his Expositio Symboli Apostolici, 37, p. 100 (Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. xxi.), pub- 
lished also in Jerome's works, ed. Paris, 1693, vol. ix. p. 70 (vol. iv. p. 62 in the 

Frankfort ed. of 1684). 

* The passage quoted by Bleek from the Invectiva in Hieronymum, “ Nescio quid 

tale et in alia epistola, si quis (amen eam receperit ” &c., is nothing but a citation by 

him from Jerome's commentary on Eph. : see it at length below, par. 72. 
! See numerous instances in Bleek, p. 202 f., note. I only cite those which are 

apposite to the queation before us. 
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nominis titulum in principio salutationis amputaverat. Scripserat 

autem ut Hebreus Hebræis Hebraice, id est suo eloquio diser- 

tissime, ut ea ques eloquenter scripta fuerant in Hebreo eloquentius 

verterentur in Grecum: et hanc caussam esse, quod a cseteris 

Pauli epistolis discrepare videatur." 

70. In this passage, while he relates the doubts and hypotheses, his 

own leaning seems'to be, to believe that the fact of St. Paul having 

written in Hebrew, and having omitted a salutation owing to his 

unpopularity among the Jews, would he enough to account for the 

phænomena of the Epistle. 
71. But in other places, he gives other reasons for the diffieulties of 

the Epistle and for the doubts respecting it. Thus in his Comm. on 

Gal. i. 1 (vol. vii. p. 874), he says— 
€... Unde et nos possumus intelligere, Joannem quoque baptistam 
et apostolum appellandum, siquidem ait Scriptura * Fuit homo 
missus а Deo cui nomen erat Johannes: et in epistola ad Hebræos 
propterea Paulum solita consuetudine nec nomen suum nec apostoli 
vocabulum preposuisse, quia de Christo erat dicturus, * Habentes 
ergo principem sacerdotem et apostolum confessionis nostre Jesum 
(Heb. iii. 1 ; iv. 14) :' neo fuisse congruum ut ubi Christus apos- 
tolus dicendus erat, ibi etiam Paulus apostolus poneretur." 

Again, on Isa. vi. 9, 10 (vol. iv. p. 97)— 
* Pauli quoque idcirco ad Hebreos epistola contradicitur, quod ad 
Hebrsos scribens utatur testimoniis que in Hebraicis voluminibus 
non habentur." 

72. In the prologue to his Comm. on Titus, he severely blames the 
Marcionites and other heretics for excluding arbitrarily certain Epistles 
from the number of the Apostolic writings, instancing the Pastoral Epis- 

tles and this to the Hebrews. Не then proceeds (vol. vii. pp. 685 f.)— 
* Et si quidem redderent caussas cur eas apostoli non putarent, 

tentaremus aliquid respondere et forsitan aliquid satisfacere leotori. 
Nuno vero cum heretica auctoritate pronuncient et dicant Illa 
epistola Pauli est, һас non est, ea auctoritate refelli se pro veritate 
intelligant, qua ipsi non erubescant falsa simulare." 

Still that this strong language does not prove him to have been 
satisfied as to the Pauline authorship, is shewn by two passages in his 
commentary on this same Epistle to Titus (vol. vii. p. 695) :— 

* Et ос diligentius observate, quomodo unius civitatis presbyteros 
vocans postea eosdem episcopos dixerit. Si quis vult recipere eam 
epistolam que sub nomine Pauli ad Hebraeos scripta est, et ibi 
sequaliter inter plures ecclesiz cura dividitur. Siquidem ad plebem 
scribit Parete principibus vestris? &c. (Heb. xiii. 17)." 

3 Compare Pantænus above, par. 11. 
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And (vol. vii. p. 714)— 
* Relege ad Hebreos epistolam Pauli, sive cujuscumque alterius 
eam esse putas, quia jam inter ecclesiasticas est recepta; totum 
illum catalogum fidei enumera, in quo scriptum est * Fide 
majus sacrificium Abel a Cain obtulit Deo’ &. (Heb. хі. 
4—8).” 

And again in his Comm. on Ezek. xxviii. (vol. v. p. 335)— 
* Et Paulus apostolus loquitur, siquis tamen ad Hebraos epistolam 
suscipit, ‘ Accessistis ad Sion montem" бс. (Heb. xii. 22)." 

And on Eph. ii. (vol. vii. p. 583), havigg quoted 1 Cor. he says— 
* Nescio quid tale et in alia epistola, si quis tamen eam recipit, 
prudentibus quibusque lectoribus Paulus subindicat, dicens, * Hi 
omnes testimonium accipientes fidei? &c. (Heb. xi. 39)." 

73. The following expressions regarding the Epistle, testifying to the 
same doubt, occur in his writings :— 

Epistle 73 (125), ad Evangelum (Evagrium), § 4 (vol. i. p. 442), 
* Epistola ad Hebreos, quam omnes Greci recipiunt, et nonnnlli 
Latinorum :” Comm. on Matt. xxvi. (vol. vii. p. 212), “ Paulus in 
epistola sua quz scribitur ad Hebræos, licet de ea multi Latinorum 
dubitent :" Catal. 59 (vol. ii. p. 899), sed et apud Romanos usque 
hodie quasi Pauli apostoli non babetur :” Comm. in Isa. vi. (vol. iv. p. 
91), *quam Latina consuetudo non recipit:” ib. in c. viii. (vol. iv. p. 

125), “licet eam Latina consuetudo inter canonicas scripturas поп 
recipiat :” in Zach. viii. 1—8 (vol. vi. p. 838), “ Paulus, si tamen in 
suscipienda epistola Græcorum auctoritatem Latina lingua non respuit, 
sacrata oratione disputans ait" &c. 

74. A passage requiring more express notice is found in his Epistle 
to Dardanus, § 3 (vol. i. p. 970), where after citing testimonies from 
Heb. xi. xii., he proceeds 

“Nec me fugit quod perfidia Judæorum hee testimonia non 
suscipiat, que utique veteris Testamenti auctoritate firmata sunt. 
Ilud nostris dicendum est, hanc epistolam qus inscribitur ad 

Hebraeos, non solum ab ecclesiis Orientis, sed ab omnibus retro 
ecclesiasticis Greci sermonis scriptoribus quasi Pauli apostoli 
suscipi, licet plerique eam vel Barnabæ vel Clementis arbitrentur : et 
nihil interesse cujus sit, cum ecclesiastici viri sit, et quotidie eccle- 

siarum lectione celebretur. Quod si eam Latinorum consuetudo 

non recipit inter scripturas canonicas, nec Graecorum quidem 
ecclesiæ Apocalypsin Joannis eadem libertate suscipiunt: et tamen 
nos utraque suscipimus, nequaquam hujus temporis consuetudinem, 
sed veterum scriptorum auctoritatem sequentes, qui plerumque 
utriusque abutuntur testimoniis, non ut interdum de apocryphis 

facere solent (quippe qui et gentilium literarum raro utantur 
exemplis) sed quasi canonicis." 
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75. There are some points in this important testimony, which seem 
to want elucidation. Jerome asserts, for example, that by all preceding 
Greek writers the Epistle had been received as St. Paul's: and yet 
immediately after, he says that most (of them, for so only can “plerique” 
naturally be interpreted) think it to be Barnabas's or Clement's*: and 
ihink it to be of no consequence (whose it is), seeing that it is the 
production of a * vir ecclesiasticus," and is every day read in the 
churches. Now though these expressions are not very perspicuous, it 
is not difficult to see what is meant by them. A general conventional 
reception (“ susceptio”) of the Epistle as St. Paul's prevailed among the 
Greeks. To this their writers (without exception according to Jerome: 
but that is a loose assertion, as the preceding pages will shew) con- 
formed, still in most cases entertaining their own views as to Barnabas 
or Clement having written the Epistle, and thinking it of little moment, 
seeing that confessedly it was the work of a * vir ecclesiasticus," and 
was stamped with the authority of public reading in the churches. 
The expression * vir ecclesiasticus" seems to be in contrast to ** homo 
hereticus *.” 

76. The evidence here however on one point is clear enough: and 
shews that in Jerome's day, i. e. in the beginning of the fifth century, 

the custom of the Latins did not receive the Epistle to the Hebrews 
among the canonical Scriptures. 

77. Jerome’s own view, as far as it can bo gathered from this 
passage, is, that while he wishes to look on the Epistle as decidedly 
canonical, he does not venture to say who the author was, and believes 

the question to be immaterial: for we cannot but suppose him, from 
the very form of the clause “ et nihil interesse" &c., to be giving to this 
view his own approbation. 

78. And consistent with this are many citations of the Epistle 
scattered up and down among his works : as, e. g.— 
Comm. on Isa. lvii., vol. iv. p. 677 — 

“Mons. . . de quo ad Hebreos loquitur qui scribit epistolam " &. 

Comm. on Amos viii., vol. vi. p. 389— 
* Quod quicunque est ile qui ad Hebrewos scripsit epistolam 
disserens ait” &c. 

Comm. on Jer, xxxi. 31, vol. iv. p. 1072— 

з By no possible ingenuity can these words be made to mean, as Dr. Davidson inter- 
prets them, that “the Greeks ascribed the style and language of it to Barnabas or 
Clement, though the ideas and sentiments were Paul's.“ The genitives, “ Pauli,” and 
* Barnabs vel Clementis,” are strictly correspondent and correlative. In the same 
rense as they“ suscipiebant" the Epistle as being the one, in that sense they “ arbitra- 
bantur" that it was the other; and in no other sense. 

4 A similar use of éxxAnotacriaés occurs in Euseb. Н. E. iii. 25, where see Heini- 

chen's notes. 
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“ Hoc testimonio apostolus Paulus, sive quis alius scripsit epistolam, 
usus est ad Hebræos &c.' 

And intimations conveyed in other places, besides that above cited 
from the Catalogus (раг. 69) :—- 
Ep. 53 (103), ad Paulinum, § 8, vol. i. p. 280— 

* Paulus apostolus ad septem scribit ecclesias (octava enim ad 
Hebreos a plerisque extra numerum ponitur)" &c. 

Comm. on Zachar. vol. vi. p. 854 f.— 
“Et in Esaia legimus, * Apprehendent septem mulieres’ &c. Que 
igitur septem ibi mulieres appellantur, id est ecclesise, quarum 
numerus et in Paulo apostolo continetur (ad septem enim scribit 
ecclesias, ad Romanos, ad Corinthios, ad Galatas, ad Ephesios, ad 

Philippenses, ad Colossenses, ad Thessalonicenses), et in Joannis 
apocalypsi in medio septem candelabrarum, id est, ecclesiarum, 

Ephesiorum &c., varietate et auro purissimo Dominus cinctus 
ingreditur : nunc in propheta Zacharia decem nominantur " &c. 

79. And as Bleek has very satisfactorily shewn, no difference in time 
can be established between these testimonies of his, which should prove 
that he once doubted the Pauline authorship and was afterwards con- 
vinced, or vice versa. For passages inconsistent with one another 
occur in one and the same work, e. g. in the Comm. on Isaiab, in which, 
notwithstanding the testimonies above adduced from it, he repeatedly 
cites the Epistle as the work of St. Paul*. And these Commentaries 
on the Prophets were among his later works. 

80. We may safely then gather from that which has been said, what 
Jerome's view on the whole really was. He commonly, апа when not 
speaking with deliberation, followed the usual practice of citing the 

Epistle as St. Paul's. But he very frequently guards himself by an 
expression of uncertainty : and sometimes distinctly states the doubt 
which prevailed on the subject. That his own mind was not clear on 
it, is plain from many of the above-cited passages. In fact, though 
quoted on the side of the Pauline authorship, the testimony of Jerome 

is quite as much against as in favour of it. Even in his time, after so 
long а prevalence of the conventional habit of quoting it as St. Paul's, 
he feels himself constrained, in a great proportion of the cases where 
he cites it, to cast doubt on the opinion, that it was written by the 

Apostle. 
81. The testimony of Aversrꝶm (+ 430) is, on the whole, of 

the same kind. It was his lot to take part in several synods in which 

the canon of the. N. T. came into question. And it is observable, 

+ See also on Isa. lvii. vol. iv. p. 700; L ib. p. 583; xxiv. ib. p. 338; viii. ib. p. 125; 

vii. p. 108; &c. 
6 Cf. on ch. ivi. vol. iv. p. 659; on ch. xlv. ib. p. 648; on ch. viii. ib. p. 125; on 

ch. vii. ib. p. 108; on cb. vi. p. 91; &c. 
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thatwhile in two of these, one held at Hippo їп 393, when he was 
yet a presbyter, the other the 3rd council of Carthage in 398, we 
read of— 

“ Pauli apostoli epistole tredecim : ejusdem ad Hebraeos una,”— 
clearly shewing that it was not without some difficulty that the Epistle 
gained а place among the writings of the Apostle,—in the 5th council 
of Carthage, held in 419, where Augustine also took а part, we 
read — 

* epistolarum Pauli apostoli numero quatuordecim." 
So that during this interval of 25 years, men had become more accus- 
tomed to hear of the Epistle as St. Paul's, and at last admitted it into 
the number of his writings without any distinction’. | 

82. We might hence have supposed that Augustine who was not 
only present at these councils, but took & leading part in framing their 
canons, would be found citing the Epistle every where without doubt 
as St. Paul's. But this is by no means the case. Bleek has diligently 
collected many passages in which the unsettled state of his own opinion 
on the question appears. In one renmrkable passage, De Doctrina 
Christiang, ii. 8 (12), vol. iii. pt. i. p. 40 (Migne), where he says of 
his reader— 

“In canonicis autem scripturis ecclesiarum catholicarum quam- 
plurium auctoritatem sequatur, inter quas sane ille sint que 

apostolicas sedes habere et epistolas accipere meruerunt, Tenebit 
igitur hunc modum in scripturis canonicis, ut eas que ab omnibus 
&ccipiuntur ecclesiis catholicis, præponat eis quas quidam non 
accipiunt : in eis vero que non accipiuntur ab omnibus, præponat 

eas quas plures gravioresque accipiunt, eis, quas pauciores mino- 
risque auctoritatis ecclesi tenent,"— 

having said this, he proceeds to enumerate the canonical books of the 
О. and N. T. (“totus autem canon scripturarum, in quo istam considera- 
tionem versandam dicimus, his libris continetur" &c.), giving fourteen 

Epistles of St. Paul, among which he places the Epistle to the 
Hebrews last: which, as we have seen, was not its usual place at that 
time. 

83. Plainer testimonies of the same uncertainty are found in other 
parts of his writings: e. g. De Peccatorum Meritis et Remissione, i. 
с. 27 (50), vol. x. pt. i. p. 187— 

* Ad Hebreos quoque epistola, quamquam nonnullis incerta sit, 
tamen quoniam legi, quosdam . . . eam quibusdam opiniouibus auis 
testem adhibere voluisse, magisque me movet auctoritas eccle- 
siarum orientalium, que hanc quoque in canonicis habent, quanta 
pro nobis testimonia contineat, advertendum est." 

7 See the canons of the respective councils in Bleek, pp. 217, 218; and in Mansi, 
Concil. Collect. vol. iii. pp. 891, 924; vol. iv. p. 480. 
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Inchoata Expositio Epistole ad Romanos (written in a.D. 894), $ 11, 
vol. iii. pt. ii. p. 2095— 

* Excepta epistola quam ad Hebreos scripsit, ubi principium 
salutatorium de industria dicitur omisisse, ne Judei, qui adversus 
eum pugnaciter oblatrabant, nomine ejus offensi vel inimico animo 

legerent, vel omnino legere non curarent quod ad eorum salutem 

scripserat: unde nonnulli eam in canonem scripturarum recipere 
timuerunt. Sed quoquo modo se habeat ista questio, excepta hac 
epistola, omnes qus nulla dubitante ecclesia Pauli apostoli esse 
firmantur, talem continent salutationem " &c. 

De Civitate Dei, xvi. 22, vol. vii. p. 500— 
“In epistola que inscribitur ad Hebreos, quam plures apostoli 
Pauli esse dicunt, quidam vero negant." 

De Fide, Spe et Caritate (А.р. 421), c. 8 (2), vol. vi. p. 285— 
* In epistola ad Hebr., qua teste usi sunt illustres catholicse regule 
defensores." 

84. Sometimes indeed he cites our Epistle simply with the formule 
“ Audisti exhortantem apostolum," Serm. lv. 5, vol. v. p. 376: © Audi 
quod dicit apostolus," Serm. Ixxxii. 8 (11), p. 511: see also Serm. clix. 
1, p. 868 ; elxxvii. 11, p. 960: Expos. Verb. ad Rom. § 19, vol. iii. 
pt. ii. p. 2102: sometimes with such words as these, * quos reprehendit 
scriptura dicens," Enarr. in Ps. cxxx. § 12, vol. iv. pt. ii. p. 1712: 
* Aperuit Scriptura, ubi legitur," Contra Maxim. Ar. ii. 25, vol. viii. 
p. 803. But much more frequently he cites either merely epistola ad 

Hebræos (In Ps. cxviii. Serm. xvii. $ 2, vol. iv. pt. ii.: De Trinit. iii. 11 
(22), vol. viii. ib. xiii. 1 (3), xiv. 1; Serm. Ixxxii. § 15), or “ epistola 
quz scribitur ad Hebræos (In Joan. Tract. Ixxix. $ 1, vol. iii. pt. ii.), 
or “ epistola quas est ad Hebreos (In Joan. Tract. xev. § 2: Contra 
Serm. Arian. c. 5, vol. viii. : De Trinit. xii. 18 (20); xv. 19 (34)), or 
* epistola que inscribitur ad Hebreos" (De Genesi ad Litt. x. 9, 
vol. x. pt. i.: In Ps. exviii. Serm. xvi. c. 6: De Fide et Opp. c. 11 (17), 
vol. vi.: De Civit. Dei x. 5). It is certainly a legitimate inference from 
these modes of quotation, that they arose from a feeling of uncertainty 
as to the authorship. It would be inconceivable, as Bleek remarks, 
that Augustine should have used the words “in epistola que inscri- 
bitur ad Romanos, ad Galatas" &c. 

85. It is of some interest to trace the change of view in the Romish 
church, which seems to have taken place about this time. In the synod 
of Hippo, before referred to (par. 81), and in the 3rd council of Carthage 
(ib.), it was determined to consult “ the church over the sea” for con- 
firmation of the canon of Scripture as then settled: de confirmando 
isto canone transmarina ecclesia consulatur.” And what was meant by 
this, is more fully explained by a similar resolution of the 5th council of 
Carthage (ib.): * Hoe etiam fratri et consacerdoti nostro, sancto Boui- 
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facio urbis Romane episcopo, vel aliis earum partium episcopis pro con- 
firmando isto canone innotescat, quia et a patribus ita accepimus legen- 
dum." Whether these references were ever made, we have no means 

of knowing: but we possess a document of the same age, which seems 
to shew that, had they been made, they would have resulted in the 
confirmation of the canonical place of the Epistle. Pope Innocent I. in 
his letter to Exsuperius, Bishop of Toulouse (A. p. 405 ff.), enumerates 
the books of the N. T. thus: * Evangeliorum libri quatuor, Pauli 
apostoli epistole quatuordecim, epistole Joannis tres” &с.* 

86. Yet it seems not to have been the practice of the writers of the 
Roman church at this. time to cite the Epistle frequently or authorita- 
tively. That there are no references to it in Innocent's own writings, 
and in those of his successors Zosimus (417—419) aud Bonifacius (419 
—422), may be accidental: but it can hardly be so, that we have none 
in those of his predecessor Siricius, who often quotes Scripture: in 
those of Cælestine I. (422—482), some of whose Epistles are regarding 
the Nestorian controversy: in the genuine writings of Leo the Great 
(440—461). 

87. Bleek adduces several contemporary Latin writers in other parts 
of the world, who make no mention of nor citation from our Epistle. 
Such are Orosius (cir. 415), Marius Mercator, Evagrius (cir. 430), 
Sedulius. Paulinus of Nola (+ 431) cites it once, and as St. Paul's*. 
After the middle of the fifth century, the practice became more usual 
and familiar. We find it in Salvianus (+ aft. 495), Vigilius of Tapsus 
(cir. 481), Victor of Vite, Fulgentius of Ruspe (+ 533), his scholar 
Fulgentius Ferrandus (+ cir. 550), Facundus of Hermiane (cir. 548), 
&c.: and in the list of canonical books drawn up in 494 by a council of 
seventy bishops under Pope Gelasius, where we have epistole Pauli 
apostoli numero quatuordecim, ad Romanos epistola una,....... ad 
Philemonem epistola una, &d Hebreos epistola una." 

88. In the middle of the sixth century we find Pope Vigilius, who 
took & conspicuous part in the controversy on the three chapters, in his 
answer to Theodore of Mopsuestia, impugning the reading ҳоріѕ бєо® 
instead of xdprri Geod, Heb. ii. 9 (see in loc. in the Commentary), 
without in any way calling in question the authority or authenticity of 
the Epistle. | 

89. To the same time (cir. 556) belongs the work of Cassiodorus, De 
Divinis Lectionibus; who, while he speaks of various Latin commenta- 

8 Galland. Biblioth. viii. pp. 563 ff. Bl. p. 280. 
? Bleek hardly does this citation justice in saying, that it does not appear certainly 

by it that Paulinus held the Epistle to be the work of the same Apostle as that to the 
Ephesians. Witness his words, Ep. 1. (xliii.) 18, p. 296, * Itidem apostolus spiritaliter 
exponens arma celestia . . . . gladium spiritus dicit verbum Dei (Eph. vi. 17); de quo ad 
Hebræos ait, Vivus est sermo Dei &c. (Heb. iv. 12).” Surely this is explicit enough. 
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ries on the Pauline and Catholic Epistles, knew apparently of none on 
that to the Hebrews, and consequently got Mutianus to make the Latin 
version of Chrysostom's homilies on it, “ ne epistolarum ordo continuus 
indecoro termino subito rumperetur." 

90. Gregory the Great (590—605) treats our Epistle simply as 
St. Paul's, and in his Moral. in Job xxxv. 20 (18), p. 1166 vol. ii. 
(Migne), lays a stress on the circumstance that the Church received as 
the Apostle's fourteen canonical Epistles only, though fifteen were written 
by him: the fifteenth being probably the Epistle to the Laodiceans. 

91. The testimonies of Isidore of Hispala (Seville: ＋ 636) are 
remarkable. Citing the Epistle usually without further remark as 
St. Paul's, and stating the number of his Epistles as fourteen, he yet 
makes the number of churches to which the Apostle wrote, seven, and 
enumerates them, including the Hebrews, not observing that he thus 
makes them eight (Procmiorum in О. et N. T. 6 92, vol. v. p. 215):— 

“Paulus apostolus quatuordecim epistolis prædicationis suæ per- 

strinxit stylum. Ex quibus aliquas propter typum septiformis 
ecclesi: septem scripsit ecclesiis, conservans potius nec excedens 

modum sacramenti, propter septiformem Sancti Spiritus efficaciam. 
Seripsit autem ай Romanos, ad Corinthios, ad Galatas, ай Ephesios, 
ad Philippenses, ad Colossenses, ad Thessalonicenses, ad Hebræos: 
reliquas vero postmodum singularibus edidit personis, ut rursus 
ipsum illum septenarium numerum ad sacramentum unitatis con- 
verteret." 

Again, Etymol. vi. 2. 44 f., vol. iii. p. 248, in enumerating the writings 
of St. Paul, he says— 

* Paulus apostolus suas scripsit epistolas quatuordecim, ex quibus 
novem septem ecclesiis scripsit, reliquas discipulis suis Timotheo, 
Tito, et Philemoni. Ad Hebræos autem epistola plerisque Latinis 
ejus esse incerta est propter dissonantiam sermonis, eandemque alii 
Barnabam conscripsisse, alii a Clemente scriptam fuisse suspi- 

cantur." 
And almost in the same words, De Officiis i. 12. 11, vol. vi. p. 876. 

92. After this time the assertors of an independent opinion, or even 
reporters of the former view of the Latin church, are no longer found, 
being overborne by the now prevalent view of the Pauline authorship. 
Thomas Aquinas indeed (+ 1274) mentions the former doubts, with а 
view to answer them: and gives reasons for no superscription or 

address appearing in the Epistle. 
And thus matters remained in the church of Rome until the begin- 

ning of the sixteenth century: the view of the Pauline authorship 
universally obtaining : and indeed all enquiry into the criticism of the 
Seriptures being lulled to rest. 

93. But before we enter on the remaining portion of our historical 
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enquiry, it will be well to gather the evidence furnished by the Græco- 

Latin mss., as we have above (par. 53) that by the Greek mss. 

The Codex Claromontanus (D, of cent. vi.: see Proleg. to Vol. II. 

ch. v. § i.) contains indeed the Epistle, but in а later hand: and after 

the Epistle to Philemon we have an enumeration of the lines in the O. 

and М. T., which does not contain the Epistle to the Hebrews: thus 

shewing, whatever account is to be given of it, that the Epistle did not 

originally form part of the Codex. 

The Codex Boernerianus (G, cent. ix.: see ibid.) does not contain 

our Epistle. 

The Codex Augiensis (F, of cent. ix.: see ibid.) does not contain the 

Epistle in Greek, but in Latin only. 
'These evidences are the more remarkable, as they all belong to а 

period when the Pauline authorship had long become the generally 
received opinion in the Latin church. 

94. We.now pass on at once to the opening of the sixteenth century : 
at which time of the revival of independent thought, not only among 
those who became connected with the Reformation, but also among 
Roman-Catholic writers themselves, we find the ancient doubts con- 

cerning the Pauline authorship revived, and new life and reality infused 
into them. 

95. Bleek mentions first among these Lupovicus Vives, the Spanish 
theologian, who in his Commentary on Aug. de Civit. Dei, on the words 
* in epistola qus inscribitur ad Hebræos, says, Significat, incertum 
esse auctorem :” and on the words, in epistola que inscribitur ad 
Hebræos, quam plures apostoli esse dicunt, quidam vero negant," says, 
* Hieronymus, Origenes, Augustinus et alii veterum de hoc ambigunt : 
ante etatem Hieronymi a Latinis ea epistola recepta non erat inter sacras." 

96. A more remarkable testimony is that of CARDINAL CAJETAN, ав 
cited by Erasmus'— 

“Thomas Bionensis Cardinalis Cajetanus adhuc vivens, cum alibi, 
tum in libello contra Lutheranos de Eucharistia, sine Pauli nomine 

citat hanc epistolam : uno loco subjicit, quod juxta genuinum sensum 
tractat auctor illius epistole. Si non dubitabat de auctore, quid 
opus erat illa periphrasi ?" 

Bellarmine (De Controvers. Fid. Christ. p. 54) cites Cajetan as object- 
ing to the idea that St. Paul wrote the Epistle, ch. ix. 4, as inconsistent 
with 1 Kings viii. 9, and saying, "Igitur aut mentitur Paulus, aut 
hujus epistolz auctor non est *.” 

! In his Declarat. xxxiii. ad Censuras Facult. Theol. Paris: Opp. Erasm. Leyd. vol. 
ix. fol. 166. 

2 These testimonies are cited from а commentary on the Epistle; Epp. Paulin. ad 
Gree. verit. castig. et juxta sensum literal. enarr. Venet. 1531, fol. My own lot has 

been that of Bleek: Cajetan's Schriften ſelbſt habe ich nicht nachſehen koͤnnen. 
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97. Erasmus gives it as his decided opinion that the Epistle is not 
written by St. Paul: and alleges at length the principal arguments on 

which it is founded. The passage is a long one, but very important, 
and I shall quote it entire. It occurs at the end of his Annotations on 
the Epistle, Opp. vol. vi. foll. 1023-4 :— 

* Optime Lector, nihilo minoris velim esse tibi hanc epistolam 
quod a multis dubitatum sit Pauli esset an alterius. Certe cujus- 
cunque est, multis nominibus digna est que legatur a Christianis. 
Et ut а stilo Pauli, quod ad phrasin attinet, longe lateque discrepat : 
ita ad spiritum ac pectus Paulinum vehementer accedit, Verum ut 
non potest doceri certis argumentis cujus sit, quod nullius habeat 
inscriptionem : ita compluribus indiciis colligi potest, si non certis, 
certe probabilibus, аЬ alio quopiam quam a Paulo scriptam fuisse. 
Primum quod sola omnium Pauli nomen non præferat, tametsi non 
me fugit, hoc utcunque dilui ab Hieronymo, sed ita ut magis 
retundat adversarii telum, quam adstruat quod defendit: *Si ideo,' 
inquit, ‘Pauli non est quod Pauli nomen non preferat, igitur 

nullius erit, cum nullius preferat titulum? Sed audi ex adverso. 
Si ideo quisque liber hujus aut illius eredi debet quod ejus titulum 
preferat, igitur et evangelium Petri apocryphum Petro tribui 
debet, quod præferat Petri nomen. Deinde quod tot annis, nempe 
usque ad statem Hieronymi, non recepta fuerit a Latinis, quemad- 
modum ipse testatur in epistolis suis. Ad hanc conjecturam facit 
quod Ambrosius, cum omnes Paulinas epistolas sit interpretatus, in 
hane unam nihil scripserit. Præterea quod enarrans Esaiæ caput 
vi. recensuit Hieronymus, quod in hoc qusedam testimonia citentur 
ex veteri Testamento, que non reperiantur in Hebreorum volumi- 
nibus, de quibus nonnihil attigimus hujus epistole cap. xii. Adde 
huc, quod quum nemo Scripturarum testimonia disertius aptiusque 
citet quam Paulus, tamen locum ex Psalmo viii. refert in contra- 
rium sensum, illinc colligens Christum dejectum, quum totus 
Psalmus attollat dignitatem humans conditionis. Ut ne dicam 
interim, inesse locos aliquot, qui quorundam Hereticorum dogma- 
tibus prima fronte patrocinari videantur: velut illa, quod velum 
separans sancta sanctorum interpretatur coelum : ac multo magis, 
quod palam adimere videatur spem a baptismo relapsis in peccatum, 

idque non uno in loco: cum Paulus et eum receperit in commu- 
nionem sanctorum, qui dormierat cum uxore patris. Adde huc, 
quod divus Hieronymus cum aliis aliquot locis ita citat hujus 
epistole testimonia, ut de auctore videatur ambigere : tunc edis- 
serens caput Hieremis xxxi, ‘Hoc,’ inquit, ‘testimonio Paulus 

apostolus, sive quis alius scripsit epistolam, usus est ad Hebreos." 
Rursum in Esaiæ capite l., *Dicitur et in epistola que fertur ad 
Hebreos: aliisque locis pene innumeris, alicubi negans referre 
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eujus sit, modo salubria doceat. Item capite vi., ‘ Unde et Paulus 
apostolus in epistola ad Hebræos, quam Latina consuetudo non 
recipit, Rursus enarrans Езаіе caput viii. citans hujus epistole 
testimonium dicit, In epistola qus ad Hebræos inscribitur docet, 
licet eam Latina consuetudo inter canonicas Scripturas non reci- 
piat. Item enarrans Matthæi caput xxvi., ‘ Licet, inquit, ‘de ea 
Latinorum multi dubitent.“ Item in Zacharie caput viii. citans 
addit, ‘Si tamen in suscipienda epistola Grecorum auctoritatem 
Latina lingua non respuit. Item in epistola ad Paulinum, Octava 
enim ad Hebraeos а plerisque extra numerum ponitur. Idem in 
Catalogo refert Gajum in hac fuisse sententia, ut tredecim duntaxat 
epistolas adscriberct Paulo, qua est ad Hebrzos negaret illius esse. 
Deinde subjicit suo nomine Hieronymus, * Sed et spud Romanos 
usque hodie quasi Pauli non habetur  Consimilem ad modum 
Origenes, Homilia xxvi. in Matthæum, cum adducat hujus epistolæ 
testimonium, non audet tamen ab adversario flagitare, ut Pauli 
videatur, ac remittit pene ut sit eo loco, quo liber qui inscribitur, 

Secreta Esaiæ. Et Augustinus citaturus hujus epistole testimo- 
nium, De Civitate Dei libro xvi. capite xxii, præfatur hunc in 
modum : De quo, in epistola que inscribitur ad Hebræos, quam 
plures apostoli Pauli esse dicunt, quidam vero negant, multa et 
magna conscripta sunt. Quin idem alias frequenter adducens 
hujus epistole testimonium, * Scriptum est,’ inquit, ‘in epistola ad 
Hebræos, omisso Pauli nomine: Sie intellectum est in epistola ad 
Hebreos :’ et, ‘De illo etiam in epistola legitur, que inscribitur 
ad Hebreos. Hee atque hujusmodi eum plus centies occurrant, 
nusquam, quod sane meminerim, citat Pauli nomine, cum in ceteris 

citationibus Pauli titulum libenter sit solitus addere. Ambrosius 
licet in hanc unam non ediderit Commentarios, tamen ejus testi- 
moniis non infrequenter utitur, et videtur eam Paulo tribuere. 
Quin Origenes apud Eusebium testatur a plerisque dubitatum, an 
hsec epistola esset germana Pauli, presertim ob stili dissonantiam, 
quanquam ipse Paulo fortiter asserit: locus est Eeclesiasticæ 
Historie libro vi. capite xvii. Rursus ejusdem libri capite xv. 
narrat, apud Latinos hanc epistolam non fuisse tributam Paulo 
apostolo. Restat jam argumentum illud, quo non aliud certius, 
stilus ipse, et orationis character, qui nihil habet affinitatis cum 
phrasi Paulina; Nam quod afferunt hic quidam, Paulum ipsum 
Hebraice scripsisse, eeterum Lucam argumentum epistole, quam 
memoria tenebat, suis explicuisse verbis, quantum valeat, viderint 
alii. Neque enim in verbis solum aut figuris discrimen est, sed 
omnibus notis dissidet. Et ut Paulus Grece scribens multum ex 
idiomate sermonis Hebraici retulit, ita et in hac, quam ut volunt 
isti scripsit Hebraice, nonnulla sermonis illius vestigia residerent. 
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Quid quod ne Lucas quidem ipse in actis apostolorum, hoc est iu 
argumento, quod facile recipit orationis ornamenta, parum abest ab 
hujus epistole eloquentia. Equidem haud interponam hoc loco 
meam sententiam. Caeterum admodum probabile est quod subindi- 

cavit divus Hieronymus in Catalogo Scriptorum Illustrium, Cle- 
mentem, Romanum Pontificem a Petro quartum, auctorem hujus 
epistole fuisse. Clementis enim meminit Paulus, et hic Timothei 
facit mentionem. Sed prestat, opinor, ipsa Hieronymi verba super 
hac re adscribere: ‘ Scripsit, inquit, * nempe Clemens sub persona 
Romans ecclesiæ ad ecclesiam Corinthiorum valde utilem epistolam, 
quz et in nonnullis locis publice legitur, que mihi videtur characteri 
epistole, quz sub Pauli nomine ad Hebrsos fertur convenire. 

Sed et multis de eadem epistola non solum sensibus, sed juxta 
verborum quoque ordinem abutitur. Omnino grandis in utraque 
similitudo est.“ Hactenus divus Hieronymus, satis civiliter indicans 
prudenti doctoque lectori, quid ipse suspicetur. Idem in epistola 
ad Dardanum testatur hanc a Latinis non fuisse receptam sed a 
plerisque Grecis seriptoribus hactenus receptam, ut crederent 

esse viri ecclesiastici, Pauli tamen esse negarent: sed Barnabæ 
potius aut Clementi tribuerent, aut juxta nonnullos Luce, quod 
idem diligenter annotavit Hieronymus in Pauli Catalogo. Ех his 
dilucidum est, state Hieronymi Romanam ecclesiam nondum 
recepisse auctoritatem hujus epistole: et Grecos qui recipiebant 
judicasse non esse Pauli: denique Hieronymus ad Dardanum 
negat referre cujus sit, quum sit ecclesiastici viri. Et tamen hodie 
sunt qui plusquam hereticum esse putant sj quis dubitet de auctore 
epistole, non ob aliud, nisi quod in templis additur Pauli titulus. 

Si ecclesia certo definit esse Pauli, captivo libens intellectum meum 
in obsequium fidei : quod ad sensum meum attinet, non videtur 
illius esse, ob causas quas hic reticuisse prestiterit. Et si certo 

scirem non esse Pauli, res indigna est digladiatione. Nec hac de 
re tantum verborum facerem, nisi quidam ex re nihili tantos 
excitarent tumultus." 

Other passages to the same effect are cited in Bleek. 
98. LuTHER spoke still more plainly. In his introduction to his 

version of the Epistle, he maintains that it cannot be St. Paul's, nor 
indeed the writing of any Apostle: appealing to such passages as 
ch. ii. 3; vi. 4 ff.; x. 26 ff.; xii. 17. But whose it is, he does not there 

pretend to say, further than that it comes from some scholar of the 
Apostles, well versed in the Scriptures. And with this view his 
manner of citation is generally consistent. His well-known conjec- 
ture, that the Writer of the Epistle was Apollos, is expressed in his 
Commentary on Genesis xlviii. 20: “ Auctor epistole ad Hebreos, 
quisquis est, sive Paulus, sive, ut ego arbitror, Apollo, eruditissime 
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allegat hunc locum.” In his Epistel a. Christent. Hebr. i. 1 ff. the 
following occurs :— 

Das iff eine ſtarke, mächtige und hohe Epiſtel, die da hoch herfähret und treibet 

den hohen Artikel des Glaubens von der Gottheit Chriſti, und iſt ein glaub⸗ 

wuͤrdiger Wahn, ſie ſei nicht St. Pauli, darum daß ſie eine geſchmuͤcktere Rede 

fuͤhret, denn St. Paulus an andern Orten gepfleget. Etliche meinen ſie ſei 
St. Luca, etliche St. Apollo, welchen St. Lucas ruͤhmet, wie er in der Schriſt 

maͤchtig ſei geweſen wider die Juden, Apgs. хуш. 24. Es iſt ja wahr, daß 

keine Epiſtel mit ſolcher Gewalt die Schrift fuͤhret, als dieſe, daß ein treflicher 

apoſtoliſcher Mann geweſen iſt, er ſei auch wer er wolle. 

99. Here he seems to imply that others had already conjectured 
Apollos to be the author. But this does not appear to be so: and 
he may, as Bleek imagines, be merely referring to opinions of learned 
men of his own day, who had either suggested, or adopted his own 
view. 

100. CarviN's opinion was equally unfavourable to the Pauline 
authorship. While in his Institutes he ordinarily cites the Epistle as 
the words of “ the Apostle,” and defends its apostolicity in the argument 
to his commentary (“‘ Ego vero eam inter apostolicas sine controversia 
amplector, nec dubito, Satans artificio fuisse quondam factum, ut illi 

autoritatem quidam detraherent ), yet he sometimes cites the “ autor 
epistole ad Hebræos; and when he comes to the question itself, 
declares his view very plainly :— 

* Quis porro eam composuerit, non magnopere curandum est. 
Putarunt alii Paulum esse, alii Lucam, alii Barnabam, alii Cle- 
mentem.—Scio Chrysostomi tempore passim inter Paulinos а 
Grecis fuisse receptum : sed Latini aliter senserunt, maxime qui 
propiores fuerunt apostolorum temporibus. Ego ut Paulum agnos- 
cam autorem, adduci nequeo. Nam qui dicunt, nomen fuisse de 

industria suppressum, quod odiosum esset Judsis, nihil afferunt. 

Cur enim mentionem fecisset Timothei, si ita esset? hoc enim 
indieio se prodebat. бей ipsa docendi ratio et stilus alium quam 

Paulum esse satis testantur: et scriptor nnum se ex apostolorum 
discipulis profitetur c. 2, quod est & Paulina consuetudine longe 
alienum." 

And similarly on ch. ii. 3 itself: — 
“ Hic locus indicio est, epistolam a Paulo non fuisse compositam. 
Neque enim tam humiliter loqui solet, ut se unum fateatur ex 
apostolorum discipulis: neque id ambitione, sed quia improbi 
ejusmodi pretextu tantundem detrahere ejus doctrine moliebantur. 
Apparet igitur non esse Paulum, qui ex auditu se habere evange- 
lium scribit, non autem ex revelatione." 

See also his comment on ch. xii. 13. 
101. Very similar are the comments of Вега, at least in his earlier 
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editions : for all the passages quoted by Bleek, from his introduction, 
on ch. ii. 3 and xiii. 26, as being in his own edition of Beza 1582, and 
from Spanheim, as not extant in that edition, are, in the edition of 1590, 
which I use, expunged, and other comments, favourable to the Pauline 
origin, substituted for them, 

102. And this change of opinion in Beza only coincided with in- 
- fluences which both in the Romish and in the Protestant churches soon 
repressed the progress of intelligent criticism and free expression of 
opinion. Cardinal Cajetan was severely handled by Ambrosius Catha- 
rinus, who accused him of the same doubts in relation to this Epistle 
as those entertained by Julian respecting the Gospel of St. Matthew: 
Erasmus was attacked by the theologians of the Sorbonne in а censure 
which concludes thus: Mira autem arrogantia atque pertinacia est 
hujus scriptoris, quod, ubi tot catholici doctores, pontifices, concilia 
declarant, hanc epistolam esse Pauli, et idem universalis ecclesi; usus 

ac consensus comprobat, hic scriptor adhuc dubitat tanquam toto orbe 

prudentior." And finally the council of Trent, in 1546, closed up the 
question for Romanists by declaring, “ Testamenti Novi . . . quatuor- 
decim epistole Pauli apostoli, ad Romanos &c.... ad Hebreos." So 
that the best divines of that church have since then had only that 
way open to them of expressing an intelligent judgment, which holds 
the matter of the Epistle to be St. Paul's, but the style and arrange- 
ment that of some other person: so Bellarmine, De Controversiis, 
Paris, 1613, fol. pp. 51 f. : so Estius, in his introduction to the Epistle, 
which is well worth reading, as a remarkable instance of his ability and 
candour :— 

“ Cum aliis omnino dicendum arbitramur, subjectum sive materiam 
totius epistole, simul et ordinem a Paulo fuisse subministratum, 
sed compositionem et ornatum esse cujusdam alterius, cujus opera 
Paulus utendum putaverit, sive Clemens Romanus is fuerit, sive 
Lucas individuus apostoli comes et laborum socius, quod magis est 
verisimile." 

At the end of the same chapter of his introduction he enquires at length, 
“an git fidei, Paulum esse auctorem : an hereticum sit, aliter sentire." 
And he concludes, “ temerarium esse, si quis epistolam ad Hebrsos 
negaret esse Pauli apostoli, sed haereticum ob id solum pronuntiare 
non ausim:" giving as his own opinion, * Neque vero dubitamus an 
Paulus apostolus materiam scribende hujus epistole suppeditaverit, 
ordinemque præscripserit, sed an ірве sit auctor scriptionis seu compo- 
Bitionis.” 

103. In the Protestant churches we find, as might be expected, a 
longer prevalence of free judgment on the matter. It will be seen by 

3 Erasm. Opp. Lugd. Bet. 1706, vol. ix. fol. 865. 
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the copious citations in Bleek (pp. 254 ff.), that Melanchthon remained 
ever consistent in quoting the Epistle simply as * epistola ad Hebreos :” 
that the Magdeburg Centuriators distinctly denied the Pauline origin 
(“ His et similibus rationibus mota prudens vetustas, que omnia ad dya- 
Aoyíav fidei examinare solita est, de epistola ad Hebraeos jure dubitasse 
videtur "): that Brenz, in the Confessio Wirtembergica, distinguishes in 
his citations this Epistle from those of St. Paul. : 

104. At the same time we find inconsistency on the point in Brenz 
himself: in the Commentary on the Epistle written by his son, the 
Pauline authorship is maintained: also by Flacius Illyricus (1557) on 
a priori grounds. In the Concordien-Formel, the Epistle is cited in the 
original German without any name, whereas in the Latin version we 
have “apostolus ait," and the like. And this latter view continued to 
gain ground. It is maintained by Gerhard (1641) and Calov. (1676) : 
and since the middle of the seventeenth century has been the prevailing 
view in the Lutheran church, 

105. In the Calvinistic or Reformed Church, the same view became 

prevalent even earlier. Of its various confessions, the Gallican, it is 
true, sets the Epistle at the end of those of St. Paul, thus: . . . “ad 
Titum una, ad Philemonem una: epistola ad Hebræos, Jacobi epistola :” 
but the Belgic, Helvetic, and Bohemian Confessions cite and treat it as 

St. Paul's. | 

106. The exceptions to this prevailing view were found in certain 

Arminian divines, who, without impugniug the authority of the Epistle, 
did not bind themselves to & belief of its Pauline origin. Such were 
Grotius, who inclines to the belief that it was written by St. Luke: Le 
Clere, who holds Apollos to have been the Author: Limborch, who 
holds it to have been written “ab aliquo e Pauli comitibus, et quidem 

conscio Paulo, . . atque e doctrina Pauli haustum :” and among the 
Socinians, Schlichting, who says of it— 

*Ticet Paulum ipsum autorem noa habuerit, ex ejus tamen, ut 
sic dicam, officina prodierit, h. e. ab aliquo ex ejus sociis et 
comitibus fortassis etiam Pauli instinctu ac, ut ita dicam, spiritu 

scripta fuerit." 
107. There was also а growing disposition, both in the Romish and 

in the reformed churches, to erect into an article of faith the Pauline 

origin, and to deal severely with those who presumed to doubt it. 
Many learned men, especially among Protestants, appeared as its 
defenders: among whom we may especially notice Spanheim (the 
younger, 1659), Braun and D’Qutrein in Holland, our own Owen 
(1667), Mill (1707), Hallet (the younger, 1727), Carpzov (1750), 
Sykes (1755), J. C. Wolf (1734), and Andr. Cramer (1757), to whom 
Bleek adjudges the first place among the upholders of the Pauline 
authorship. 
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108. Since the middle of the last century, the ancient doubts have 
revived in Germany ; and in the progress of more extended and accurate 
critical enquiry, have now become almost universal. The first that care- 
fully treated the matter with this view was Semler (1763), in his edition 
of Baumgarten’s Commentary on the Epistle. Then followed Michaelis, 
in the later editions of his Introduction : in the earlier, he had assumed 

the Pauline authorship. The same doubts were repeated and enforced 
by Ziegler, J. E. C. Schmidt (1804), Eichhorn (1812), Bertholdt (1819), 
David Schulz (who carried the contrast which he endeavours to 
establish between the Writer of this Epistle and St. Paul to an 
unreasonable length, and thereby rather hindered than helped that side 
of the argument), Seyfferth (who sets himself to demonstrate from the 
Epistle itself, that it cannot have been written by St. Paul, but has no 
hypothesis respecting the Writer), Bóhme (who holds Silvanus to have 
been the Writer, from similarities which he traces between our Epistle 
and 1 Peter, the Greek of which he holds also to have proceeded from 
him), De Wette (who inclines to Apollos as the author, but sees an 
improbability in his ever having been in so close a relation to the 
Jewish Christians of Palestine), Tholuck (whose very valuable and 
candid enquiry in his last edition results in a leaning towards Apollos 
as the Writer), Bleek (whose view is mainly the same), Wieseler (who 
supports Barnabas as the probable Writer), Liinemann (who strongly 
‘upholds Apollos), Ebrard (who holds St. Раш to have been the Author, 
St. Luke the Writer), Delitzsch (who holds St. Luke to have been the 
Writer). 

109. The principal modern upholders of the purely Pauline author- 
ship in Germany have been Bengel (+ 1752), Storr (1789), and 
recently Hofmann. 

110. In our own country, the belief of the direct Pauline origin, 
though much shaken at the Reformation *, has recovered its ground far 
more extensively. The unwillingness to disturb settled opinion on the 
one hand, and it may be the disposition of our countrymen to take up 
opinions in furtherance of strong party bias, and their consequent inap- 
titude for candid critical research on the other, have mainly contributed 
to this result. Most of our recent Theologians and Commentators are 
to be found on this side. Among these may be mentioned Whitby, 
Macknight, Doddridge, Lardner, Stuart (American), Forster (Aposto- 
lical Authority of the Epistle to.the Hebrews), and Bishop Wordsworth, 
in the third vol. of his Greek Testament ; also Conybeare and Howson 

(Life of St. Paul), but doubtingly, and Davidson (Introd. to N. T.), 
who holds that St. Luke co-operated with the Apostle in making the 
Epistle what it now appears. 

111. I am obliged, before passing to the internal grounds on which 
4 See the opinions of several of the Reformers below, § vi. 17 ff. 
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the question is to be treated, to lay down again the position in which 
we are left by the preceding sketch of the history of opinion. 

112. It is manifest that with testimony so divided, antiquity cannot 
claim to close up the enquiry: nor can either side allege ts voice as 
decisive. In the very earliest times, we find the Epistle received 

by some as St. Paul's: in the same times, we find it ascribed by others, 
and those men of full as much weight, to various other authors. 

118. I briefly thus restate what has already been insisted on in para- 
graphs 35—40, because the time has not yet entirely passed by, when 

writers on the eubject regard our speculations concerning the probable 
author of the Epistle as limited by these broken fragments of the 
rumours of antiquity : when a zealous and diligent writer among our- 
selves allows himself to treat with levity and contempt the opinion 
that Apollos wrote it, simply on the ground that he is & claimant 
“altogether unnoticed by Christian antiquity *" What we require is 
this: that we of this age should be allowed to do just that which the 
dpxato: dvdpes did in their age,—examine the Epistle simply and freely 
for and by itself, and form our conclusion accordingly, as to its Author, 
readers, and date: having respect indeed to ancient tradition, where 

we can find it, but not, where it is во broken, and inconsistent with 

itself, bound by any one of its assertions, or limited in our conclusions 
by its extent. | 

114. I now proceed to the latter and more important portion of our 
enquiry : whether the internal phenomena of the Epistle itself point to 
St. Paul as its Author and Writer, —or Author without being the 
Writer,—and if they do not either of these, whom, as ап Author, their 
general character may be regarded as indicating. 

115. But as this portion is most important, so has it been most dili-. 
- gently and ingeniously followed out by disputants on both sides. And 

it is not my intention to enter here on the often-fought battle of com- 
parisons of drag Aeyópeva, and tabular statements of words and phrases. 
The reader will find these given at great length and with much fair- 
ness in Davidson, who holds the balance evenly between previous 
disputants. And if he wishes to go still further into so wide a fleld of 
discussion, he may consult Mr. Forster’s large volume, which is equally 
fertile in materials for both conclusions, often without the writer being 
conscious that it is so“. 

116. The various items of evidence on this head will be presented to 

5 See Forster’s Apostolical Authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews, Dedication, 
. ix. 
6 As e.g. when he alleges, which he often does, the same thought expressed by 

different, words, or different cognate forms of the same root, in Hebrews and the Pauline 
Epistles, as indicating identity of authorship. The conclusion of most examiners of 
evidence would be in the opposite direction, 
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my reader in the references throughout the Epistle. He will there 
see, as indeed from the tables in any of the writers on the subject,— 
how like, and yet how unlike, the style of our Epistle is to that of 
the great Apostle: how completely the researches of such books as 
Mr. Forster’s have succeeded in proving the likeness, how completely 
at the same time they have failed to remove one iota of the unlikeness : 
-80 that the more we read and are borne along with their reasonings, the 
closer the connexion becomes, in faith and in feeling, of the writer of 
the Epistle with St. Paul, but the more absolutely incompatible the 
personal identity : the more we perceive all that region of style and 
diction to have been in common between them, which men living 
together, talking together, praying together, teaching together, would 
naturally range їп; but all that region wherein individual peculiarity 
is wont to put itself forth, to have been entirely distinct. 

117. I need only mention, as an indication to the student how to 
arrive at such convictions for himself, the different tinge given to the 
same or similar thoughts; the wholly differing rhythm of sentences 
wherein perhaps many words occur in common ; the differing spirit of 
citation (to say nothing of the varying modus citandi); the totally 
distinct mode of arguing ; the rhetorical accumulation; the equili- 
brium, even in the midst of fervid declamation, of periods and clauses ; 
the use of different inferential and connecting particles. All of these 
great and undeniable variations may be easily indeed frittered down 
by an appearance of exceptions ranged in tables ; but still are indelibly 
impressed on the mind of every intelligent student of the Epistle, and 
as has been observed, are unanswerable, just in proportion as the points 
of similarity are detailed and insisted on’. 

118. 1t is again of course easy enough to meet such considerations in 
either of two ways ; the former of which recommends itself to the mind 
which fears to enquire from motives of reverence, the latter to the 
superficial and indolent. 

119. It may be said, that the Holy Spirit of God, by whose inspi- 
ration holy men have written these books of the New Testament, may 
bring it about, that the same person may write variously at different 
times, even be that variety out of the limits of human experience ; that 
the same man, for instance, should have written the Epistle to the 

Romans and the First Epistle of St. John. In answer to which we 
may safely say, that what the Holy Spirit may or can do, is not for us 
to speculate upon : in this His proceeding of inspiration, He has given 
us abundant and undeniable examples of what He has done; and by 
such examples are we to be guided, in all questions as to the analogy of 
His proceedings in more doubtful cases. As matter of fact, the style 

? See this carried out further below, 8 v. 9, 10. 
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and diction of St. Paul differ as much from those of St. Joho as can 
well be conceived. When therefore we find in the sacred writings 
phenomena of difference apparently incompatible with personal identity 
in their authors, we are not to be precluded from reasoning from them 
to the non-identity of such authors, by any vague assertions of the 
omnipotence of the Almighty Spirit. 

120. Again it may be strongly urged, that the same person, writing 
at different times, and to different persons, may employ very various 
modes of diction and argument. Nothing can be truer than this: but 
the application of it to the question of identity of authorship is matter 
of penetration and appreciation. Details of diversity which may be 
convincing to one man, may be wholly inappreciable, from various 
reasons, by another. As regards the matter before us, it may suffice to 
say, that the incompatibility of styles was felt in the earliest days by 
Greeks themselves, as the preceding testimonies from Clement of 
Alexandria and Origen may serve to shew. Further than this we can 
say nothing which will be allowed as of any weight by those who 
unfortunately fail to appreciate the difference. We can only repeat 
our assurance, that the more acumen and scholarship are brought to 
bear on the enquiry, aided by a fairly judging and unbiassed mind, 
the more such incompatibility will be felt: and say, in the words of 
Origen cited above, par. 19, dre ô ҳарактђр ris Aéfews . . . ойк & тд 
dy Ady Beworixdv rod ётостбћоо, . . . was Gdmordpevos xpivew $páccuv. 
$‹афорд< Spodoyjout ду, 

121. I now proceed to consider the principal notices in the Epistle 
itself, which have been either justly or unjustly adduced, as making 
for or against the Pauline authorship. 

122. In ch. xiii. 28, we read, ywooxere тду dd h pav TME 
&moXeAvpévov, pe ob, dav Tdyiov épxyrat, буора pâs. This notice 
has been cited with equal confidence on both sides. The natural in- 
ference from it, apart altogether from the controversy, would be, that 
the Writer of the Epistle was in some other place than Timotheus, who 
had been recently set free from an imprisonment (for this and no other 
is the meaning of the participle), and that he was awaiting Timotheus’s 
arrival : on which, if it took place soon, he hoped to visit the Hebrews 
in his company. 

123. It is manifest, that such a situation would fit very well some 
point of time after St. Paul's liberation from his first Roman imprison- 
ment. Supposing that he was dismissed before Timotheus, and, having 
left Rome, expecting him to follow, had just received the news of his 
liberation, the words in the text would very well and naturally express 

this. It is true, we read of no such imprisonment of Timotheus: and 
this fact seems to remove the date of the occurrence out of the limits of 
the chronology of the Pauline Epistles. But if the command of the 
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Apostle in 2 Tim. iv. 9 was obeyed, and Timotheus, on arriving, shared 
his imprisonment, the situation here alluded to may have occurred not 
long after. 

124. On the other hand, the notice would equally well fit some com- 
panion of St. Paul, either St. Luke, or Silvanus, or Apollos, writing 

after the Apostle's death. All these would speak of Timotheus as д. 
adeAchos Tav. 

125. On the whole then, this passage carries no weight on either 
side. І own that the буора брас has a tinge of suthority about it, 
which hardly seems to fit either of the above-mentioned persons. But 
this impression may be fallacious : and it is only one of those cases 
where, in a matter so doubtful as the authorship of this Epistle, we are 
swayed hither and thither by words and expressions, which perhaps 
after all have no right to be so seriously taken. 

126. Similar remarks might be made on the notice of eh. xiii. 25, 
dowdf{ovra: Spas oi drò Tis Iraklas, as carrying no weight either way. 
As regards its meaning, it is indeed surprising that Bleek should main- 
tain, that it excludes the supposition of the writer being in Italy, in the 
face of the classical and N. T. usage of the prepositions of origin, — 
ó & ПеЛотоууђсоо xóXAegos,—Ad(apos © dxd Byfavias, and the like, 
The preposition may doubtless be taken as used with reference to those 
who were to receive the salutation: it may be the salutation, not the 

persons, which the preposition brings away from Italy. It may be as 
if I were to write to a friend, ‘I have the best wishes for you from 
Canterbury: which, although it would not be the most usual way of 
expressing my meaning, and might be said if I were elsewhere, yet 
would be far from excluding the supposition that I was myself writing 
from that city *. 

127. If the wore then do not forbid the idea that the Writer was in 
Italy, I do not see how they can be used for or against the Pauline 
authorship. As observed before, the Apostle may have been somewhere 
in that country waiting for Timotheus, when liberated, to join him. 

And we may say the same with equal probability of any of St. Paul’s 
companions to whom the Epistle has been ascribed. The only evi- 
dence which can be gathered from the words, as being exceedingly 
unlike any thing occurring in the manifold formule of salutation in 
St. Paul’s Epistles, is of a slighter, but to my mind of a more decisive 
kind. 

128. The evidence supposed to be derivable from ch. x. 34 (rec.), xai 

yàp тоф Seopots pov ovwemabyoare, vanishes with the adoption of the 
reading тос Seapios cvverabjcare, in which almost all the critical 
editors concur. 

5 That М. T. usage renders the other meaning more probable, does not belong to the 
argument here in the text, but is maintained below, in § ti. 28. 
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129. The notice ch. xiii. 7, uvnpovevere тфу Tyovpévov e k. r. A, 
will more properly come under consideration when we are treating of 
the probable readers, and of the date of the Epistle*. I may say thus 
much in anticipation, that it can hardly be fairly interpreted consistently 
with the known traditions of the death of St. Paul, and at the same 

time with the hypothesis of his authorship. 
130. The well-known passage, ch. ii. 3, requires more consideration. 

It stands thus :— 
rds tes ёкфєъфбдєба. туумкалту$ ёңєАлтауте$ owrypias, Iris åpxip 
Аадоў$та ХЛбсди 0 тод курбоо irs Tüv dxovcávrev els Peas 
eflefBaustn ; 

The difficulty, that St. Paul should thus include himself among those 
who had received the gospel only at second hand, whereas in Gal. i. 12 
he says of it, oùôè yap ёуф тара дубдротох rapéAaBov abro ovre eddy Ory, 
AMA SC droxadvpews Ihe xpwrro), has been felt both in ancient 
and modern times. Euthalius, CEcumenius, and Theophylact, Luther, 
Calvin, and all the moderns have alleged it, either to press or to explain 
the difficulty. I must own that, in spite of all which has been so inge- 
niously said by way of explanation by the advocates of the Pauline 
authorship, the words appear to me quite irreconcileable with that 

hypothesis. 
131. To pass by the ancient explanations, which will hardly be 

adopted in our own day ', ——the most prevalent modern one has been, 
that the Apostle here adopts the figure ovyxardBacts, or communicátio, 
by which a writer or speaker identifies himself with his readers or 
hearers, even though, as matter of actual fact, that identification is 

not borne out strictly. Such “communication” is most commonly found 
in hortatory passages, but is not confined to them. A writer may, for 
the purpose of his argument, and to carry persuasion, place himself on а 
level with his readers in respect of matters of history, just as well as of 
moral considerations. The real question for us is, whether this is a 
case in which such а figure would be likely to be employed. 

132. And to this the answer must be, it seems to mo, unhesitatingly 

in the negative. That ап Apostle, who ever claimed to have received 
the gospel not from men but from the Lord himself,--who was care- 

9 See below, § ii. 29, 80; § iii. 2. 

1 Œc.: rives 86 ol ёкойсаутеѕ; of Өєсжёс1о: SyAovóri рабпта Туа 8 uh скауёалісу, 
ov Aéyei kal аит» dicnnodva: тард хр‹ттоў, кайто: фкоџсєу. i 

Thl.: râs ob» ёАЛаҳод ойк ёж ёубрбтоу polv dxotom; Sides der ulv péya ко) 
&vaykaiop jw» Tò KaTexetyov айтд» сустђўса, бт: ойк rope rrt) palnrhs* 

BieBdAAeTo yàp és uh тоё коріои àxoócas" ка} 8:4 тобто exiwdúveve TÒ abToU nhpvypa 
rap тоз цабттаїѕ avrod dmiornOijva:, уду 06 ob rohr xpela тобтоу` обтє yàp 

Egpalois exhputey, обтє SieBáAAero xpos тобтооѕ @$ ёудрфжтоу pabyrhs, ко) obx) 

xpurToU. ) бт: ко) vraa éxdywr “cuveripaprupotyros тоў Oeo остео ка) 

tépact,” Selavvciv бт: ойк ёл’ àyüpdrsuv, GAN’ ёк беоў rapéraße ravra. 
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fal to state that when he met the chief Apostles in council they added 
nothing to him,—should at all, and especially in writing (as the hypo- 
thesis generally assumes) to the very church where the influence of 
those other А postles was at its highest, place himself on a level with 
their disciples as to the reception of the gospel from them,—is a sup- 
position so wholly improbable, that I cannot explain its having been 
held by so many men of discernment, except on the supposition that 
their bias towards the Pauline authorship has blinded them to the well- 
known character and habit of the Apostle. 

133. And to reply to this, that he thus speaks of himself when his 
Apostolical authority is called in question, as it was in the Galatian 
church, and partially also in the Corinthian, but does not so where no 
such slight had been put проп his office, is simply to advance that 
which is not the fact : for he does the same in an emphatic manner in 

Eph. iii. 2, 3, eye ўкойтатє Tiv oixovouía» тїз ydprros тоо Ü«ov ris 
ёобєстс pos cis pâs, Gre xarà dwoxdAupy ёуғюрітбр po тд ростро 
&.T.À. : in which Epistle, to whomsoever addressed, there exist no traces 

of any rivalship to his own authority being in his view. 
184. Certain other passages have been adduced ав bearing out the 

idea of стукатаВасі here. But none of them, when fairly considered, 

really does so. For to take them one by one :— 
In Eph. ii. 3 : Col. i. 12, 13: Titus iii. 3, there is no such figure, but 

the Apostle is simply stating the matter of fact, апа counts himself to 
have been one of those spoken of. 

In 1 Cor. xi. 31, 32, he is asserting that which is true of all Chris- 
tians equally ; himself as liable to fall into sin and thus to need chastise- 
ment, being included. 

In 1 Thess. iv. 17,—where see note, — еге is no such figure, for the 
Apostle is merely giving expression to the expectation that he himself 
should be among them who should be alive in the flesh at the coming 
of our Lord. 

In Jude, ver. 17, there is no such figure. St. Jude, in writing thus, 
is giving us plain proof that he himself was not one of the Apostles. 

135. Much stress has been laid, and duly, on the entire absence of 

personal notices of the Writer, as affecting the question of the Pauline 

authorship. This is so inconsistent with the otherwise invariable prac- 

tice of St. Paul, that some very strong reason must be supposed, which 

should influence him in this case to depart from that practice. Such 
reason has been variously assigned. And first, with reference to the 

omission of any superscription or opening greeting. It has been sup- 
posed that he would not begin by designating himself as an Apostle, 

because the Lord Himself was the Apostle (ch. iii. 1) of the Jewish 

people (so Pantenus, above, раг. 11). Or, because the Jewish Chris- 

tians in Palestine were unwilling to recognize him as such, only as an 
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Apostle to the Gentiles (so Theodoret, Procem. Ep. ad Hebr.: and al.). 
But to this it might be answered, Why then not superscribe himself 
do "усо xpiorod or the like, as in Phil. i. 1 and Philem. 1, or simply 
IlabAos, as іп 1 and 2 Thess.? But a further reply has been given, 
and very widely accepted: that being in disfavour among the Jews, 
he did not prefix his name, for fear of exciting a prejudice against 
his Epistle, and so perhaps preventing the reading of it altogether. 
(So Clement of Alexandria, above, par. 14. So also Chrys. (Homil. iii. 
p. 371), кої robro 57 тўз llavAov co Wa yàp pi ретасҳу TOU picous 
và ypdppara, cadre проѕотєйр тої Tjj TOU дубратоѕ adaipérer крурас 
éavróv, ovrws abrois A f“ тд тўс mapawésews ewiriOnot pappaxoy’ 
Grav yàp mpós туа ддс éxouev, кй буп т. Хур, ob яробушос ойдё 
реб id oje Seyoueha Ta Meyópeva: Gxrep ow, iva py кай тотє avp. Dj, ёфеЛе 
Tijv iav wposyyopiay THs ётиттоАй<, Фѕтє piv ToUro yeréoOar koÀvpa. TH 
тїз èr ro áxpoásec ov yàp of mirot povoy "Iovdaio, ДААА каї oi 
тигтєісаутєс афтоі guicow atrov xai dweotpépoyro.) But this cannot 
have been the purpose of the Author throughout, as is sufficiently 
shewn by such notices as those of ch. xiii. 18, 19, 23, which would 
have been entirely without meaning, had the readers not been aware, 

who was writing to them, Yet, it is said, these notices do not occur 
till the end of the Epistle, when ths important part of it has already 

been read through. Are we then to suppose that St. Paul seriously 
did in this case, that which he ironically puts as an hypothesis in 2 Cor. 
xii. 16, trdpywy wavodpyos, 80А pâs (fov? And if he did it, how 
imperfectly and clumsily ! Could he not as easily have removed all 
traces of his own hand in the Epistle, as those at the beginning only ? 
And how are we to suppose that the Epistle came to the church to 
which it was addressed ? Did he put it in at a window, or over a wall? 

Must it not have come by the hand of some friend or companion? 
Must it not have been given into the hand of some iyyotpevos? How 
happened it that the question was never asked, From whom does this 
come ? or if asked, how could it be answered but in one way? And 
when thus answered, how could it fail but the Epistle would thenceforth 
be known as that of St. Paul ? 

136. It may be said that these last enquiries would prove too much: 
that they would equally apply, whoever wrote the Epistle : and that 
the name of the Author was, on the view which they imply, equally 
sure to have been attached to it. But we may well answer, that this, 
however plausible, is not so in reality. It does not follow, because the 

name of the great Apostle was sure to be generally attached to it if he 
really wrote it, that every other name was equally sure. Many of his 
disciples and companions, eminent as they were, bore no authority to be 
compared with his. This is true even of St. Luke and Barnabas: much 
more of Titus, Silas, and Clement. And if one of these had been the 
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acknowledged author, there being no notices in the Epistle itself 
whereby he might be with certainty recognized after the first circum- 
stances of its sending were forgotten, how probable, that a writing, 
committed to the keeping of a particular church, should have been 
retained indeed as a sacred deposit by them, but, in the midst of perse- 
cutions and troubles, have lost the merely traditional designation which 
never had become inseparable from it. In the one case, the name of 
St. Paul would commend the Epistle, and so would take the first, and an 
inalienable place: in the other, the weight and preciousness of the 
Epistle would survive the name of its Writer, which would not of itself 
have been its commendation. The like might have happened to the 
Gospel, or Acts, of St. Luke, but for the fact, that in this case not one 

particular church, but the whole Christian world, was the guardian of 
the deposit, and of the tradition attached to it. 

137. Another solution has been suggested by Steudel: that the book 
has more the character of a treatise than of an Epistle, aud therefore 
was not begun in epistolary form: some letter being probably sent with 
it, or the customary personal messages being orally delivered. But the 
postulate may be safely denied. Our Epistle is veritably an Epistle: 
addressed to readers of whom certain facts were specially true, con- 
taining exhortations founded on those facts, and notices arising out of 

the relation of the writer to his readers; which last sufficiently ahew, 
that no other Epistle could have accompanied it, nor indeed any con- 
siderable trusting to the oral supplementing of its notices. 

138. Yet another solution has been given by Hug and Spanheim: 
that in an oratorical style like that of the opening of this Epistle, it 
was not probable that a superscription would precede. True: but what, 
when conceded, does this indicate? Is it not just as good an argument 
to shew that one who never begins his Epistles thus, is not the Writer, 
as to account for his beginning thus, supposing him the Writer? 
The reason for our Epistle beginning as it does, is unquestionably, the 
character of the whole, containing few personal notices of the relation 
of the Writer to his readers. But granted, as we have sufficiently 
shewn, that it was not the object of the Author to remain unknown to 
his readers, I ask any one capable of forming an unbiassed judgment, is 
it possible that were St. Paul that author, and any conceivable Hebrew 
church those readers, no more notices should be found, not perhaps of 
his apostleship, but of the revelations of the Lord to him, of his pure 
intent and love towards them? Any one who can suppose this, appears 
to me, I own,—however it may savour of presumption to say 80,— 

deficient in appreciation of the phenomena of our Epistle, and still 
more of the character of the great Apostle himself. 

139. In Bleek's Introduction to his Commentary, on which, in the 
main features, this part of my Prolegomena is founded, several inte- 
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resting considerations are here adduced as bearing on the question of 
the authorship, arising out of the manner in which variuos points which 
arise are dealt with, as compared with the manner usual with St. Paul. 
Such considerations are valuable, and come powerfully in aid of a con- 
clusion otherwise forced upon us: but when that conclusion is not 
acquiesced in, they are easily diluted away by its opponents. They are 
rather confirmatory than conclusive: and have certainly not had justice 
done them by the supporters of the Pauline hypothesis; who, as they 
seem to themselves to have answered one after another of them, re- 
present each in succession as the main ground on which the anti- 
pauline view is rested. 

140. I would refer my English readers for the discussion of these 
points to Dr. Davidson’s Introduction to the N. T., vol. iii., where they 
are for the most part treated fairly, though hardly with due appre- 
ciation of their necessarily subordinate place in the argument. The 

idea which a reader, otherwise uninformed, would derive from Dr. 
Davidson’s paragraphs, is that those who allege these considerations 
make them at least co-ordinate with others, of which they in reality 
only come in aid. 

141. The same may be said of the whole mass of evidence resting on 
modes of citation, drag Aeyópeva, style of periods, and the like. It 

abounds on the one hand with striking coincidences, on the other with 
striking discrepancies: each of these has been made much of by the 
ardent fautors of each side,—while the more impartial Commentators 
have weighed both together. The general conclusion in my own mind 
derived from these is, that the author of this Epistle cannot have been 
the same with the author of the Pauline Epistles. The coincidences are 
for the most part those which belong to men of the same general cast of 
thought on the great matters in hand: the discrepancies are in turns 
of expression, use of different particles, different rhythm, different com- 
pounds of cognate words, a mode of citation not independent but 
rather divergent,—and a thousand minor matters which it is easy for 
those to laugh to scorn who are incapable of estimating their combined 
evidence, but which when combined render the hypothesis of one and 
the same author entirely untenable. 

142. To the phenomena of citation in our Epistle I shall have occa- 
sion to advert very soon, when dealing with the enquiry who the author 
really was. (See below, parr. 149, 152, 158, 180.) The reader will find 
them treated at great length in Bleek, Davidson, and Forster. 

143. Before advancing to clear the way for that enquiry by other 
considerations, I will beg the reader to look back with me once more 
over the course and bearing of the external evidence as regards the 
Pauline hypothesis. 

144. The recognition of the Epistle as Pauline begins about the 
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middle of the second century, and, in one portion only of the church— 
the Alexandrine. Did this rest on an original historical tradition ? 
We have seen reason to conclude the negative. Was it an inference 
from the subject and contents of the Epistle, which, when once made, 
gained more and more acceptance, from the very nature of the case? 
This, on all grounds, is more probable. Had an ancient tradition con- 

nected the name of St. Paul: with it, we should find that name so 

connected not in one portion only, but in every part of the church. 
This however we do not find. We have no trace of its early recognition 
as Pauline elsewhere than in Alexandria. And even there, the earliest 
testimonies imply that there was doubt on the subject. Elsewhere, 
various opinions prevailed. Tertullian gives us Barnabas: Origen men- 
tions two views, pointing to St. Luke and to Clement of Rome. None 
of these claim our acceptance as grounded on authentic historical 

tradition. But each of them has as much right to be heard and con- 
sidered, ав the Alexandrine. And the more, because that was so easy а 
deduction from the contents of the Epistle, and so sure to be embraced 
generally, whereas they had no such source, and could have no such 
advantago. | 

145. But there was one view of our Epistle, which never laboured 
under the uncertainty and insufficient reception which may be charged 
against the others: viz. that entertained by the church of Rome. It is 
true, its testimony is only negative: it amounts barely to this—“ the 
Epistle is not St. Paul's." But this evidence it gives“ semper, ubique, 
ab omnibus.” And its testimony is of a date and kind which far out- 
weighs the Alexandrine, or any other. Clement of Rome, the disciple 
of the Apostles, refers frequently &nd copiously to our Epistle, not 
indeed by name, but so plainly and unmistakeably that no one can well 
deny it. He evidently knew the Epistle well and used it much and 
approvingly. Now, had he recognized it as written by St. Paul, —ho 
might not indeed have cited it as such, seeing that unacknowledged 
centos of ЇЧ. T. expressions are very common with him, —but is it con- 
ceivable that he should altogether have concealed such his recognition 
‘from the church over which he presided ? Is it not certain, that had 
Clement received it as the work of St. Paul, we should have found that 

tradition dominant and firmly fixed in the Roman church? But that 
church is just the one, where we find no trace of such a tradition: a 
fact wholly irreconcileable with such recognition by Clement. And if 
Clement did not so recognize it, are we not thereby brought very much 
nearer the source itself, than by any reported opinion in the church of 

Alexandria ? | 
146. I shall have occasion again to return to this consideration : 

I introduce it here to shew, that in freely proposing to ourselves 

the enquiry, ‘Who wrote the Epistle ?' as to be answered entirely 
Vor. IV.— 19] 4 
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from the Epistle itself, we are not setting aside, but are strictly 

following, the earliest and weightiest historical testimonies respecting 

it, and the inferences to be deduced from them. And if any name 

seems to satisfy the requirements of the Epistle itself, those who in 

modern times suggested that name, and those who see reason to adopt 

it, are not to be held up to derision, as has been done by Mr. Forster, 

merely because that name was not suggested by any among the ancients. 

The question is as open now as it was in the second century. They 

had no reliable tradition: we have none. If an author is to be found, 

avrà ёс. 
147. With these remarks, I come now to the enquiries, (1) What data 

does the Epistle furnish for determining the Author? and (2) In what 
one person do those characteristics meet ? 

148. (1. a) The WRITER of the Epistle is also the auTHOR. It is of 
course possible, that St. Paul may have imparted his thoughts to the 
Hebrew church by means of another. This may have been done in one 
of two ways: either by actual translation, or by transfusion of thought 
and argument: setting aside altogether the wholly unlikely hypothesis, 
that the Epistle was drawn up and sent as St. Paul’s by some other, 
without his knowledge and consent. 

149. But first, the Epistle 18 NOT A TRANSLATION. The citations 
throughout, with one exception (noticed below, $ ii. par. 85 note), аго 
from the LX X, and are of such a kind, that the peculiarities of the 
LXX version are not unfrequently interwoven into the argument, and 
made to contribute towards the result: which would be impossible, had 
the Epistle existed primarily in Hebrew. Besides, the prevalence of 
alliterations and paronomasis, and the Greek rhythm, to which so many 
rhetorical passages owe their force, would of themselves compel us to 
this conclusion“. 

150. And secondly, there are insuperable difficulties in the way of 
the hypothesis of any such secondary authorship as has very commonly 
been assumed, from the time of Origen downwards. Against this 

militate in their full strength all the considerations derived from those 
differences of style and diction, which in this Epistle are inseparably 
interwoven into the argument : against this the whole arrangement and 
argumentation of the Epistle, which are very different from those of 
St. Paul, shewing an independence and originality which could hardly 
have been found in the work of one who wrote down the thoughts of 
another: against this also the few personal notices which occur, and 
which manifestly belong to the Author of the Epistle. Supposing 
St. Paul to be speaking by another in all other places, how are we to 
make the transition in these? The notices which on the hypothesis of 

2 See this treated more fully below, $ v. parr. 1—8. 
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pure Pauline authorship, seemed difficult of explanation, appear to mo 
absolutely to defy it, if the secondary authorship be supposed. 

151. (8) The Author of the Epistle was a Jew. This, as far as I 
know, has never been doubted. The degree of intimate acquaintance 
shewn with the ceremonial law might perhaps have been acquired by a 
Gentile convert: but the manner in which he addresses his readers, 
evidently themselves Jews, is such as to forbid the supposition that he 
was himself a Gentile. Probability is entirely against such an address 
being used: and also entirely against the Epistle finding acceptance, if 
it had been used. 

152. (у) He was, however, not a pure Jew, speaking and quoting 
Hebrew: but a HrLLENIST: a Jew brought up in Greek habits of 
thought, and in the constant use of the LXX version. His citations 
are from that version, and he grounds his argument, or places his reason 
for citing, on the words and expressions of the LXX, even where no 
corresponding terms are found in the Hebrew text. 

153. (8) He was one intimately acquainted with the way of thought, 
and writings of St. Paul. I need not stay here to prove this. The 
elaborate tables which have been drawn up to prove the Pauline author- 
ship are here very valuable to us, as we found them before in shewing 
the differences between the two writers. Dr. Davidson, Mr. Forster, 
or Bleek, in his perhaps more pertinent selections from the mass, will 
in a few minutes establish this to the satisfaction of any intelligent 
reader. That our Author has more especially used one portion of the 
writings of the great Apostle, and why, will come under our notice in a 
following section. 

154. (e) And, considering the probable date of the Epistle, which 
I shall by anticipation assume to have been written before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem, such a degree of acquaintance with the thoughts and 
writings of St. Paul could hardly, at such а time, have been the result 
of mere reading, but must have been derived from intimate acquaint- 
ance, as a companion and fellow-labourer, with the great Apostle him- 
self. The same inference is confirmed by finding that our author was 
nearly connected with Timotheus, the son in the faith, and constant 
companion of St. Paul. 

155. (C) It is moreover necessary to assume, that the Author of our 
Epistle was deeply imbued with the thoughts and phraseology of the 
Alexandrian school. The coincidences in thought and language between 
passages of this Epistle and the writings of Philo, are such as no one 
in his senses can believe to be fortuitous. These will for the most part 

be found noticed in the references, and the Commentary: those who 
wish to see them collected together, may consult Bleek, vol. i. pp. 398 

—402 note, where other sources of information on the subject aro also 
pointed out, especially Carpzov, к Sacr. in S. Pauli Epist. ad 
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stately period, nothing of the deep tinge, which would be visible even 
in narrative, of the threatening of judgment. Within the limits of 
the same heavenly inspiration prompting both, St. Luke is rather the 
careful and kindly depicter of the blessings of the covenant, our 
Writer rather the messenger from God to the wavering, giving them 
the blessing апа the curse to choose between: St. Luke is rather 
the polished Christian civilian, our Writer the fervid and prophetic 
rhetorician. The places of the two are different : and it would shake 
our confidence in the consistency of human characteristics under the 
influence of the Holy Spirit, were we to believe Luke, the beloved Phy- 
sician and Evangelist, to have become so changed, in the foundations 
and essentials of personal identity, as to have written this Epistle to the 
Hebrews. 

165. If the preceding considerations have any weight, we must 
regard the coincidences above mentioned as the result of common 
education and manner of speech, and of common derivation of doctrine 
from the same personal source. St. Luke bad derived his style from 
the same Alexandrine scholastic training, his doctrine from the same 
father in the faith, as the Writer of our Epistle. 

166. It appears never to have been advanced as a serious hypothesis, 
that Sr. Mark is the Writer of our Epistle. There are no points of 

` coincidence between it and his Gospel, which would lead us to think so. 
He does not appear, after St. Paul's second missionary journey, ever to 
have been closely joined for any considerable time in travel or in mis- 
sionary work with that Apostle: and again, he seems to have been а 
born Jerusalem Jow (Acts xii. 12: see Prolegg. Vol. I. ch. iii. § i.), 
which, by what has been before said, would exclude him. 

167. The fact that Su.vanus, or Silas, belonged to the church at 
Jerusalem (Acts xv. 22), would seem to exclude him also. In other 
points, our tests are satisfied by him. He was the constant com- 
panion of St. Paul: was imprisoned with him at Philippi (Acts xvi. 
19 ff.), while Timotheus remained at large: is ever named by the 
Apostle before Timotheus (Acts xvii. 14, 15; xviii. 6: 2 Cor. i. 19: 
1 Thess. i. 1 - 2 Thess. i. 1): and afterwards is found in close connexion 
with St. Peter also (1 Pet. v. 12). It must be acknowledged, that as 

far as mere negative reasons are concerned, with only the one exception 
above named, there seems no cause why Silvanus may not have written 
our Epistle. But every thing approaching to a positive reason is 
altogether wanting. We know absolutely nothing of the man, his 
learning, his particular training, or the likelihood that he should have 

5 This remark especially applies to that portion of St. Luke’s writings which would 
be sure by the merely superficial observer to be cited as furnishing an answer to it: 
viz. the prologue of his Gospel. No two styles can be more distinct, than that of this 
preface, and of any equally claborated passage in the Epistle to the Hebrews. 
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given us such an Epistle as we now possess. - His claim is (with that 
one reservation) unexceptionable : but it must retire before that of any 
who is recommended by positive considerations *. 

168. A far stronger array of names and claims is made out for 
CLEMENT OF ROME, опе of the avvepyot of St. Paul in Phil. iv. 3. We 
have seen above (par. 19), that his name was one brought down to 
Origen by the фбасаса «ls ius laropía, together with that of St. Luke: 
we have found him mentioned as held by some to be the translator, e. g. 
by Euthalius (par. 46), Eusebius (par. 48): the author, by Philastrius 
(per. 65), Jerome (par. 69), al. This latter has in modern times been 
the opinion of Erasmus (par. 97), and of Calvin (par. 100). 

169. We cannot pronounce with any certainty whether Clement was 
а Jew by birth or not. The probability is against such a supposition. 
The advocates of this theory however rest his claim mainly on the fact 
that many expressions and passages of our Epistle occur in the (un- 
doubtedly genuine) Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians’. 

170. But to this it.has been satisfactorily replied by Bleek and 
others, that such passages have much more the air of citations, than 
that of repetitions of the same thought and diction by their original 
author, and that they in fact in no wise differ from the many other 
reproductions of passages of the N. T., especially of St. Paul's Epistles, 
in the same letter of Clement. Bleek has besides directed attention to 
the great dissimilarity of the two writings, as indicating different 
authors. Clement’s Epistle has nothing of the Alexandrine character, 
nothing of the speculative spirit, of that to the Hebrews. His style 
is pure and correct, but wants altogether the march of periods, and 
rhetorical rhythm, of our Epistle. Another objection is, that had 
Clement written it, there could hardly have failed some trace of a 
tradition to that effect in the church of Rome ; which, as we have seen, 
is not found. 

171. The idea that BARNABAS was the author of our Epistle seems to 
have been prevalent in the African church, seeing that Tertullian 
quotes him as such without any doubt or explanation (above, par. 25). 
But it was unknown to Origen, and to Eusebius: and Jerome, in his 
Catalog. c. 5, vol. ii. p. 838, says “vel Barnabe juxta Tertullianum, vel 
Luce Evangelistm juxta quosdam, vel Clementis" &c.: so that it is 

* Mynster and Böhme, from different points of view, have held to Silvanus: the 

former, assuming that our Epistle was sent; with that to the Galatians, end to the same 

churches: the latter, fancying a great resemblance between our Epistle and the first 
of St. Peter, and holding it to have been written under the superintendence of that 
Apostle : а supposition, I need not say, entirely untenable. 

7 Compare e. g. Clem. с. 17, with Heb. xi. 37: с. 86, with Heb. vi. 4; i. 8, 4, 7,6: 

с. 12, with Heb. xi. 31: c. 45, with Heb. xi. 82—37: c. 19, with Heb. xii. 1, 2; &c. 
And see Lardner, vol. i. p. 84 ff. 
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probable that he recognized the notion as Tertullian’s only. And we 
may fairly assume that Philastrius (par. 65) and others refer to the 
same source, and that this view is destitute of any other external 
support than that which it gets from the passage of Tertullian *. 

172. It must then, in common with the rest, stand or fall on internal 

grounds. And in thus judging of it, we have two alternatives before 
us. Either the extant Epistle ef Barnabas is genuine, or it is not. In 
the former case, the question is soon decided. So different are the 

styles and characters of the two Epistles, so different also the view 
which they take of the Jewish rites and ordinances, that it is quite 
impossible to imagine them the work of the same writer. The Epistle 
of Barnabas maintains that the ceremonial commands were even at first 
uttered not in a literal but in & spiritual sense (cf. Ep. Barn. c. 9, p. 749 
f, ed. Migne, and al. fr.): finds childish allusions, e.g. in Greek 

numerals, to spiritual truths (c. 9, p. 752 : №ує уар: каї mepiérepev AB:. 
ёк rob oikov афто? dySpas дёка x. ö erb x. Tpaxocious. tis ow 7) Sobcica 
TOUTQ yvügis; pdÜere тоў Sexaoxtd Tporovs, «Їта тоў Tpuakootovs. TÒ дё 
déxa к. ö cr, 1 Séxa, 1] q erb. eyes IOO Gre бё aravpós êv TẸ т ёдєАХА\є 
€xew Tiv ҳари, Aéye. кої robs Tptaxociovs) : is in its whole diction and 
character spiritless, and flat, and pointless. If any one imagines that 
the same writer could have indited both, then we are clearly out of the 
limits of ordinary reasoning and considerations of probability. 

173. But we may take che other and more probable alternative: that 
the so-called Epistle of Barnabas is apocryphal. Judging then of 
Barnabas from what we know in the Acts, many particulars certainly 
seem to combine in favour of him. He was a Levite, not of Judæa, but 

of Cyprus (Acts iv. 36): he was intimately connected with St. Paul 
during the early part of the missionary journeys of that Apostle (Acts 
ix. 27; xv. 41), and in common with him was entrusted with the first 
ministry to the Gentiles (Acts xi. 22ff.; xv. 12 &c. : Gal. ii. 9 &.): 
he was called by the Apostles vids wapaxAncews (Acts iv. 36), which 
last word we have seen reason to interpret ‘ exhortation.’ 

174. These particulars are made the most of by Wieseler (Chronologie 
des Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 504 ff.), as supporting what he considers 
the only certain tradition on the subject. But as we have seen this 
tradition itself fail, so neither will these stand under stricter examina- 

tion. For Barnabas, though by birth a Cyprian, yet dwelt apparently 

at Jerusalem (Acts ix. 27 ; xi. 22): and there, by the context of the 

narrative, must the field have been situated, which he sold to put its 
price into the common stock. As а Levite, he must have been 

thoroughly acquainted with the usages of the Jerusalem temple, which, 
as before observed, our Writer does not appear to have been. It is 

8 It has been upheld in modern times by J. E. Chr. Schmidt, Twesten, Ullmann, 
Thiersch, Wieseler. On the last of these, see below, par. 174. 
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quite out of the question to suppose, as Wieseler does, that Barnabas, 
a Levite who had dwelt at Jerusalem, would, during a subsequent 
ministration in Egypt, have cited the usages of the temple at Leon- 
topolis rather than those at Jerusalem. If such usages have been cited, 
it must be by an Egyptian Jew to whom Jerusalem was not familiar. 

175. Perhaps too much has been made, on the other side, of the 
manifest inferiority of Barnabas to Paul in eloquence’, and of the 
fact that as the history goes on in the Acts, the order becomes reversed, 
and from Barnabas and Saul” or “ Paul” (ch. xi. 30; xii. 25 ; xiii. 
2, 7) we have “Paul and Barnabas" (ch. xiii. 43, 46, 50; xv. 2 bis, 

22, 35, with only occasional intermixture of the old order, ch. xiv. 14 ; 

xv. 12, 25): Barnabas gradually becoming eclipsed by the eminence of 
his far greater colleague. For (1) it is very possible that eloquence 
of the pen, such as that in our Epistle, might not have been wanting 
to one who was very inferior to St. Paul in eloquence of the tongue: 
and (2) it was most natural, that in a history written by a companion 
of St. Paul, and devoted, in its latter portion at least, to the Acts of 

St. Paul, the name of the great Apostle should gradually nssume that 
preeminence to which on other grounds it was unquestionably en- 
titled. 

176. It would appear then, that against the authorship by Barnabas 
there can only be urged in fairness the one objection arising from his 
residence at Jerusalem : which, on the hypothesis of the Epistle being 
addressed to the church at Jerusalem, would be а circumstance in his 

favour with reference to such expressions as the ётокатастабо ipi, 
ch. xiii. 19, and the acquaintance with the readers implied throughout 
the Epistle. On the whole, it must Бе confessed, that this view comes 
nearest to satisfying the conditions of authorship of any that have as 
yet been treated; and should only be set aside, if one approaching 

nearer still can be found. 
177. It remains that we enquire into the claims ef the two remaining 

apostolic persons on our list, AQUILA and AroLLos. The former of 
these, а Jew of Pontus by birth, was once, with his wife Priscilla, 
resident in Rome, but was found by St. Paul at Corinth on his first 

arrival there (Acts xviii. 2), having been compelled to quit the capital 
by а decree of Claudius. It is uncertain whether at that time he was 
а Christian ; but if not, he soon after became one by the companionship 
of the Apostle, who took up his abode, and wrought at their common 
trade of tent-making, with Aquila and Priscilla. After this, Aquila 
became a zealous forwarder of the gospel. We find him (Acts xviii. 
18) accompanying St. Paul to Ephesus, and in his company there when 
he wrote 1 Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 19): again at Rome when the 

э See Bleek, Einl. p. 419 f. 
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Epistle to the Romans was written (Rom. xvi. 3): at Ephesus again 
when 2 Tim. was written (2 Tim. iv. 19). 

178. From these places it appears, that Aquila was a person of 
considerable importance among the brethren: that the church used to 
assemble in his house: that he and his wife Priscilla had exposed their 
lives for the gospel’s sake. And from Acts xviii. 26 we find, that they 
were also well able to carry on the work of teaching, even with such a 
pupil as Apollos, who was mighty in the Scriptures. 

179. It must be owned that these circumstances would constitute a 
fair prima facie case for Aquila, were it not for certain indications that 
he himself was rather the ready and zealous patron, than the teacher ; 
and that this latter work, or a great share in it, seems to have belonged 
to his wife, Prisca or Priscilla. She is ever named with him, even Acts 

xviii, 26, where the instruction of Apollos is described: and not unfre- 
quently, her name precedes his (Acts xviii. 18: Rom. xvi. 8: 2 Tim. iv. 
19) : an arrangement so contrary to the custom of antiquity, that some 
very sufficient reason must have existed for it. At all events, the 
grounds on which an hypothesis of Aquila’s authorship of our Epistle 
would rest, must be purely of a negative kind, as far ав personal capacity 
is concerned. Апа it does not appear that any, either in ancient or 
modern times, have fixed on him as its probable writer. 

180. There is yet one name remaining, that of APOLLOS,'in whom 
certainly more conditions meet than in any other man, both negative 
and positive, of the possible authorship of our Epistle., The language 
in which he is introduced in the Acts (xviii. 24) is very remarkable. 
He is there described as "Iovdatds тіс, Ale tu pes TQ Ve, дир AGs, 
Ovyarüs фу ép rois урафаб. Every word here seems fitted to point him 
out as the person of whom we are in search. He is а Jew, born in 
Alexandria: here we have nt once two great postulates fulfilled : here 
we at once might account for the Alexandrian language of the Epistle, 
and for the uniform use of the LXX version, mainly (if this be so) in 
its Alexandrian form. He is an eloquent man (see note on Adyws ad 
loc., Vol. IL), and mighty in the Scriptures. As we advance in the 
description, even minute coincidences seem to confirm our view that 
we are here at last on the right track. He is described as ériotdpevos 
póvoy tò Ваттиура To? 'loáyyov, but being more perfectly taught the 
way of the Lord by Aquila and Priscilla. No wonder then that a 
person so instituted should specify Barron дау as one of the 
components in the Oeuéuov of the Christian life (Heb. vi. 2). It is 
described as his characteristic, that he spfaro wappnoulerOa èv Tj 
owaywyy: is it wonderful then that he, of all N. T. writers, should 
exhort pij aroBdAnre tiv таррусіау (Heb. x. 35), and declare to his 
readers that they were the house of Christ éay тўи wappyciay . . . kara- 
vxopev (Heb, iii. 6)? 
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181. Nor, if we proceed to examine the further notices of him, does 

this first impression become weakened. In 1 Cor. i.—iv., we find him 
described by inference as most active and able, and only second to 
St. Paul himself in the church at Corinth. It would be difficult to 
select words which should more bappily and exactly hit the relation of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews to the writings of St. Paul, than those of 
1 Cor. iii. 6, éyw é$vrevoa, "ArodAus érórurev. | And the eloquence and 
rhetorical richness of the style of Apollos seems to have been exactly 
that, wherein his teaching differed from that of the Apostle. It is 
impossible to help feeling that the frequent renunciations, on St. Paul's 
pert, of words of excellency or human wisdom, have reference, partly, 
it may be, to some exaggeration of Apollos’ manner of teaching by his 
disciples, but also to some infirmity, in this direction, of that teacher 
himself. Cf. especially 2 Cor. xi. 3. 

182. It is just this difference in style and rhetorical character, which, 
in this case elevated and chastened by the informing and pervading 
Spirit, distinguishes the present Epistle to the Hebrews from those of 
the great Apostle himself. And, just as it was not easy to imagine 
either St. Luke, or Clement, or Barnabas, to have written such an 
Epistle, so now we feel, from all the characteristics given us of Apollos 
in the sacred narrative, that if he wrote at all, it would be an Epistle 
precisely of this kind, both in contents, and in style. 

183. For as to the former of these, the contents and argument of the 
Epistle, we have a weighty indication furnished by the passage in the 
Acts : ebróvus 7p | rois Iovdalois 8:акатућёуҳєто Sypocig, éxdeuvis did 
TOv урафёӧу «усі Tóv xpurróv собу. What words could more accu- 
rately describe, if not the very teaching itself, yet the opening of & 
course of argument likely, when the occasion offered, to lead to the 
teaching, of our Epistle ?, 

184. Again, we seem to have found in Apollos just that degree of 
dependence on St. Paul which we require, combined with that degree 
of independence which the writer of our Epistle must havo had. In- 
structed originally in the elements of the Christian faith by Aqnila and 
Priscilla, he naturally received it in that form in which the great Apostle 
of the Gentiles especially loved to put it forth. His career however of 
Christian teaching began and was carried on at Corinth, without the 
personal superintendence of St. Paul; his line of arguing with and 
convincing the Jews did not, as St. Paul's, proceed on the covenant of 
justification by faith made by God with Abraham, but took a different 
direction, that namely of the eternal High-priesthood of Jesus, and the 
all-sufficiency of His one Sacrifice. Faith indeed with him occupies 
place fully as important as that assigned to it by St. Paul: he does 
not however dwell on it mainly as the instrument of our justification 

before God, but as the necessary condition of approach to Him, and of 
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persistence in our place as partakers of the heavenly calling. The 
teaching of this Epistle is not indeed in any particular inconsistent 
with, but neither is it dependent on, the teaching of St. Paul's 
Epistles. | 

185. We may advance yet further in our estimate of the probabi- 
lity of Apollos having written as we find the Author of this Epistle 
writing. 

The whole spirit of the First Epistle to the Corinthians shews us, that 
there had sprung up in the Corinthian church a rivalry between the 

two modes of teaching ; unaccompanied by, as it assuredly was not 
caused by, any rivalry between the teachers themselves, except in so 
far as was of necessity the case from the very variety of the manner 
of teaching. And while the one fact, of the rivalry between the 
teachings and their disciples, is undeniable, the other fact, that of. 
absence of rivalry between the Teachers, is shewn in a very interesting 
manner. Оп the side of St. Paul, by his constant and honourable 
mention of Apollos as his second and helper: by Apollos, in the cir- 
cumstance mentioned 1 Cor. xvi. 12, that St. Paul had exhorted him to 
accompany to Corinth the bearers of that Epistle, but that he could 
not prevail on him to go at that time: he only promised a future visit 

at some favourable opportunity. Here, if I mistake not, we see the 
generous confidence of the Apostle, wishing Apollos to go to Corinth 

and prove, in spite of what had there taken place, the unity of the 
two apostolic men in the faith: here too, which is important to our 
present subject, we have the self-denying modesty of Apollos, unwilling 
to incur even the chance of being set at the head of a party against 
the Apostle, or in any way to obtrude himself personally, where St. Paul 
had sown the seed, now that there had grown up, on the part of 
some in that Church, a spirit of invidious personal comparison between 
the two. 

186. If we have interpreted aright this hint of the feeling of Apollos 
as regarded St. Paul; if, as we may well suppose in one ёёоут‹ 78 
avevpati, such a feeling was deeply implanted and continued to actuate 
him,—what more likely to have given rise to the semi-anonymous 
character of our present Epistle ? He has no reason for strict conceal- 
ment of himself, but he has a strong reason for not putting himself 
prominently forward. He does not open with announcing his name, or 
sending a blessing in his own person : but neither does he write through- 

1 The word d:caidw, which occurs twenty-eight times in the Epistles of St. Paul, is not 
once found in the Epistle to the Hebrews: and the citation from Hab. ii. 4, ö Sixa:ds 
(nov) ёк wlarews (ferai, though it forms the common starting-point for St. Paul, 
Rom. i. 17, and the Writer of our Epistle, ch. x. 88, leads them in totally different 

directions: St. Paul, to unfold the doctrine of righteousness by faith; our Writer, to 
celebrate the triumphs of the life of faith. 
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out as one who means to be unknown: and among the personal notices 

at the end, he makes no secret of circumstances and connexions, which 

would be unintelligible, unless the readers were going along with a 

writer personally known to them. And thus the two-sided phenomena 

of our Epistle, utterly inexplicable as they have ever been on the hypo- 

thesis of Pauline authorship or superintendence, would receive a satis- 

factory explanation.j 

187. It will be plainly out of place to object, that this explanation 

would only hold, on the hypothesis that our Epistle was addressed to 

the Jews at Corinth. The same spirit of modest self-abnegation would 

hardly, after such an indication of it, be wanting in Apollos, to what- 

ever church he was writing. But I reserve it for the next section to 

enquire how far this view is confirmed or impugned by our conelusion 

as to the church to which the Epistle was, in all probability, originally 

addressed *. 
188. The history of the hypothesis that Apollos was the author of 

our Epistle, has been given by implication, from the time of Luther, 

its apparent originator, above in parr. 98—108. It may be convenient 

to give here, in one conspectus, the principal names in its favour: 

Luther, Osiander, Le Clerc, Heumann (1711), Lorenz Müller (1717), 

Semler, Ziegler, Dindorf, Bleek, Tholuck, Credner, Reuss, the К.- 

Catholics Feilmoser and Lutterbeck (the latter with this modification, 

that he believes St. Paul to have written the 9 last verses, and the 

rost to have been composed by Apollos in union with St. Luke, Clement, 

and other companions of the Apostle),—De Wette, Liinemann. 

189. The objection which is commonly set against these probabilities 

is, that we have no ecclesiastical tradition pointing to Apollos: that it 

is unreasonable to suppose that the church to which the Epistle was 

sent should altogether have lost all trace of the name of an author 

who must have been personally known tothem. This has been strongly 

urged, and by some, e.g. Mr. Forster, regarded as a ground for at- 

tempting to laugh to scorn the hypothesis, as altogether unworthy of 

serious consideration *. 

190. But if any student has carefully followed the earlier paragraphs 

of this section, he will be fully prepared to meet such an objection, and 

will not be deterred from the humble search after truth by such scorn. 

He will remember how we shewed the failure of every attempt to 

establish a satisfactory footing for any view of the authorship as being 

the tradition of the church: and proved that, with regard to any re- 

search into the subject, we of this day approach it as those of old did in 

their day, with full liberty to judge from the data furnished by the 

Epistle itself. | 

1 Sce below, § ii. par. 86. 

3 Apostolical Authority of the Epistle to the Hebrews, preface, pp. ix, х. 
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191. And he will also bear in mind, that the day is happily passing 
away with Biblical writers and students, when the strong language of 
those, who were safe in the shelter of a long-prescribed and approved 
opinion, could deter any from humble and faithful research into the 
various phenomena of God's word itself: when the confession of 
having found insoluble difficulties was supposed to indicate unsound- 
ness of faith, and the recognition of discrepancies was regarded as 
affecting the belief of divine inspiration.’ We have at last in this 
country begun to learn, that Holy Scripture shrinks not from any tests, 
however severe, and requires not any artificial defences, however appa- 
rently expedient. | 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. That the book before us is an Epistle, not & homily or treatise, 
is too plain to require more than a passing assertion. Its personal 
and circumstantial notices are inseparable from it, and the language 
is throughout epistolary, as far as the nature of the subject would 
permit. 

2. And it is almost equally plain, that it is an Epistle addressed to 
JuDAEO-CHRISTIANS. The attempt to dispute this“ must be regarded 
rather as а curiosity of literature, than as worthy of serious attention. 
The evidence of the whole Epistle goes to shew, that the readers had 
been Jews, and were in danger of apostatizing back into Judaism again. 
Not & syllable is found of allusions to their conversion from the alienation 
of heathenism, such as frequently occur in St. Paul's Epistles: but 
every where their original covenant state is assumed, and the fact of 
that covenant having been amplified and superseded by а better one is 
insisted on. 

3. If then it was written to Judwo- Christians, on whom are we to 
think as its intended recipients ? | 

4. Was it addressed to the whole body of such converts throughout the 
world ? This view has found some few respectable names to defend it“. 
But it cannot be seriously entertained. The Epistle assumes through- 
out a local habitation, and a peculiar combination of circumstances, for 
those who are addressed: and concludes, not only with greetings from 

* Lünemann refers to Roth, “ Epistolam vulgo ad Hebræos inscriptam non ad Hebr. 
і. е. Christianos genere Judæos, sed ad Christianos genere Gentiles et quidem ad 
Ephesios datum esse (Franef. a. M. 1836). 

5 So the Schol. in one of Matthwi’s codices: урёфе . . . . wc: rois ёк meprropóis 
miotevoactw ‘EBpalois: во Euthal, (Ec, Braun, Baumgarten, Heinrichs, Schwegler, 
and our own Lightfoot, Harmony, i. p. 840, 
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ol dr 'IraMas, but with an expressed intention of the Writer to visit 
those addressed, in company with Timotheus ; which would be impos- 
sible on this cecumenical hypothesis. 

5. If then we are to choose some one church, the first occurring to us 
is the mother church at Jerusalem, perhaps united with the daughter 
churches in Palestine. And this, in one form or other, has been the 

usual opinion: countenanced by many phenomena in the Epistle itself. 
At and near Jerusalem, it is urged, (a) would that attachment to the 
temple-worship be found which seems to be assumed on the part of the 
readers: there again (8) were the only examples of churches almost 
purely Judaic in their composition : there only (y) would such allusions 
as that to going forth to suffer with Christ & rs vé Ass (ch. xiii. 12) be 
understood and appreciated. 

6. But these arguments are by no means weighty, much léss decisive. 

For (a) we do not find any signs in our Epistle that its readers were to 
be persons who had the temple-service before their eyes ; the Writer 
refers much more to his LXX, than to any existing practices : and men 
with their Bibles in their hands might well have been thus addressed, 

even if they had never witnessed the actual ceremonies themselves. 
Besides which, all Jews were supposed to be included in the temple- 
rites, wherever dwelling, and would doubtless be quite as familiar with 
them as there can be any reason here for assuming. And again, even 
granting the ground of the argument, its inference is not necessary, for 
there was another Jewish temple at Leontopolis in Egypt, wherein the 
Mosaic ordinances were observed. 

7. With regard to (B), it may well be answered, that such an exclu- 
sively Jewish church, as would be found in Palestine only, is not re- 
quired for the purposes of our Epistle. It is beyond question that the 
Epistle of St. James was written to Jewish Christian converts ; yet it 
is expressly addressed to the dispersion outside Palestine, who must 
every where have been mingled with their Gentile brethren. Besides, 
it has been well remarked‘, that the Epistle itself leads to no such as- 
sumption of an exclusively Jewish church. It might have been sent to 
a church in which both Jews and Gentiles were mingled, in mediam 
rem, to find its own readers: and such an idea is countenanced by the 
ёѓєрҳореда x. r. A., ch. xiii. 13, compared with the uù éyxaraAe/rovres riv 

jv éavrüv, ch. x. 25. It has been well shewn by Riehm', . 
that our Writers whole procedure as concerns Gentile Christians can 

only be accounted for by his regarding the Jewish people,— -rév Хабу, or 

rd / Хаду ToU беоб, ch. ii. 17 ; iv. 9; xiii. 12,—owéppa "ABpady, ch. ii. 16, 

в By Holzmann, on Schneckenburger über den Hebrüerbrief, in the Studien u. 

Kritiken, 1859, part ii.; an article to which I have been indebted for several sugges- 

tions on this part of my subject. 
* Der Lehrbegriff des Hebrüerbriefes, Ludwigsburg 1858, pp. 168—172. 
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—as the primary stock, into which all other men were to be engrafted 
for the purposes of salvation: as a theocratic rather than a physical 
development. For that the Lord Jesus tasted death örèp таутб<, is as 

undeniably his doctrine. 
8. The argument (у) is evidently not decisive. Wherever there were 

Jews, priding themselves on their own nationality, and acquainted with 
the facts of our Lord’s death, such an exhortation might be used. The 
type is derived from the usage of the tabernacle; the antitype, from a 
known historical fact: the exhortation is, as explained by Theodoret 
(see note on ch. xiii. 13), to come forth out of the then legal polity of 
Judaism, content to bear the reproach accruing in consequence: all 
of which would be as applicable any where, as in Palestine, or at 
Jerusalem. 

9. There seems then to be at least no necessity for adopting Jeru- 
salem or Palestine as containing the readers to whom our Epistle was 
addressed. But on the other hand there are reasons against such an 
hypothesis, of more or less weight. These I will state, not in order of 
their importance, but as they most naturally occur. 

10. The language and style of our Epistle, if it was addressed to 
Jews in Jerusalem or Palestine, is surely unaccountable. For, although 
Greek was commonly spoken in Palestine, yet on the one hand no 
writer who wished to obtain a favourable hearing with Jews there on 
matters regarding their own religion, would choose Greek as the medium 
of his communication (cf. Acts xxii. 2). And the Gospel of St. Matthew 
is no case in point : for whatever judgment we may form respecting the 
original language of our present Gospel, there can be no doubt that the 
apostolie oral teaching, on which our first three Gospels are founded, 

was originally extant in Aramaic: whereas it is impossible to suppose 
the Epistle to the Hebrews a translation, or originally extant in any 
other tongue than Greek. And, on the other hand, not only is our 
Epistle Greek, but it is such Greek, аз necessarily presupposes some 
acquaintance with literature, some practice not merely in the colloquial, 
but in the scholastic Greek, of the day. And this surely was as far as 
possible from being the сазе with the churehes of Jerusalem and 
Palestine. 

11. А weighty pendant to the same objection is found in the unvary- 
ing use of the LXX version by our Writer, even, as in ch. i. 6; ii. 7; 
x. 5, where it differs from the Hebrew text. ‘ How astonishing is this 
circumstance,” says Wieseler (ii. p. 497), “if he was writing to in- 
habitants of Palestine, with whom the LX X had no authority!“ 

12. Another objection is, that it is not possible to conceive either 
of St. Paul himself or of any of his companions, that they should have 
8tood in such a relation to the Jerusalem or Palestine churches, as we 

find subsisting between the Writer of our Epistle and his readers. To 
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suppose such a relation in the case of the Apoatle himself, is to cut 
ourselves loose from all the revealed facts of his course, and sup- 
pose a totally new mind to have sprung up in Jerusalem towards him. 
And least of all his companions could such а relation have subsisted 
in the case of Apollos and Timotheus; at least for many years, far 
more than history will allow, after the speech of St. James in Acts 
xxi. 20. 

13. Connected with this last difficulty would be the impossibility, on 
the hypothesis now in question, of giving any satisfactory meaning to 
the notice in ch. xiii. 24, dowd{ovrat брас ol dwo тє Iralas. If the 
Writer was, as often supposed, in Rome, how unnatural to specify 

the Jews residing there by this name! if in Italy, how unnatural again 
that he should send greeting from Christian Jews so widely scat- 
tered, thereby depriving the salutation of all reality! If again he was 
not in Rome nor in Italy, what reason can be suggested for his sending 
an especial salutation to Jews in Palestine from some present with him 
who happened to be from Italy? The former of these three supposi- 
tions is perhaps the least unlikely : but the least unlikely, how un- 
likely ! 

14. Again, the historical notices in our Epistle do not fit the hypo- 
thesis in question. The great notice of ch. ii. 8, would be strictly true 
of any church rather than that of Jerusalem, or those in Palestine gene- 
rally. At any date that can reasonably be assigned for our Epistle 
(see below, § iii.), there must have been many living in those churches, 
who had heard the Lord for themselves. And though it may be said 
that they had, properly speaking, received the tidings of salvation from 
those that heard Him, yet such a body, among whom Jesus Himself had 
lived &nd moved in the flesh, would surely not be one of which to 
predieate the words in the text so simply and directly. Rather should 
we look for one of which they might be from the first and without 
controversy true. 

15. Another historical notice is found ch. vi. 10, &exovocarres Tots 
dyiois kal ділкоуодутеѕ, which would be less applicable to the churches of 
Jerusalem and Palestine, than to any others. For it was they who 
were the objects, not the subjects of this dcaxovia, throughout the 
ministry of St. Paul: and certainly from what we know of their 
history, their situation did not improve after that Apostle's death. 
This daxovia els rovs dyiovs was а duty enjoined by him on the churches 
of Galatia (1 Cor. xvi. 1: Rom. xv. 26), Macedonia, and Achaia, and 
doubtless by implication on other churches also (see Rom. xii. 13) : the 
dyw being the poor saints at Jerusalem. And though, as Schnecken- 
burger replies to this, some of the Jerusalem Christians may have been 
wealthy, and able to assist their poorer brethren, yet we must notice 
that the dcaxovia here is predicated not of some among them, but of 
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the church, as such, in general: which could not be said of the church 

in Jerusalem. | 

16. There are some notices, on which no stress can be laid either 

way, ав for, or as against, the claim of the Jerusalem church. Such 
are, that found ch. xii. 4, which in the note there we have seen reason 

to apply rather to the figure there made use of, than to any concrete 
fact assignable in history : and that in ch. v. 12, which manifestly 
must not be taken to imply that no teachers had at that time pro- 
ceeded from the particular church addressed, but that its members in 
general were behind what might have been expected of them in spiritual 
knowledge. 

17. It may again be urged, that the absence, no less than the presence 
of historical allusions, makes against the hypothesis. If the Epistle 
were addressed to the church at Jerusalem, it seems strange that no 
allusion should be made in it to the fact that our Lord Himself had 
lived and taught among them in the flesh, had before their eyes 
suffered death on the Cross, had found among them the first witnesses 
of His Resurrection and Ascension“. 

18. If then we cannot fit our Epistle to the very widely spread 
assumption that it was addressed to the Jewish Christians of Jerusalem 
and Palestine, we must obviously put to the test, in search of its 
original readers, the various other churches which came within the 
working of St. Раш and his companions. Of many of these, which 
have in turn become the subjects of hypotheses, it is hardly necessary 
to give more than a list. Wall believed the Epistle to have been written 
to the Hebrew Christians of Proconsular Asia, Macedonia, and Greece: 
Sir I. Newton, Bolten, and Bengel, to Jews who had left Jerusalem 
on account of the war, and were settled in Asia Minor: Credner, to 

those in Lycaonia : Storr, Mynster, and Rinck, to those in Galatia : 
Lyra and Ludwig, to those in Spain: Semler and Nösselt, to those 
in Thessalonica : Böhme, to those in Antioch : Stein, to those in Lao- 

dicea (see the citation from Philastrins in § i. 65, and note): Röth, 
to those in Antioch: Baumgarten-Crusius, to those at Ephesus and 
Colosss. 

19. Several of these set out with the assumption of а Pauline 
authorship: and none of them seems to fulfil satisfactorily any of 
the main conditions of our problem. If it was to any one of these 
bodies of Jews that the Epistle was addressed, we know so little about 

. any one of them, that the holding of such an opinion on our part can 
only be founded on the vaguest and wildest conjecture. To use 
arguments against such hypotheses, would be to fight with mere 
shadows. ö 

* So Kostlin, in the Theologischer Jahrbücher for 1854, p. 371, cited in Holzmann's 
article before referred to, p. 296. 
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20. But there are three churches yet remaining which will require 
more detailed discussion : CoRINTH, ALEXANDRIA, and Rome. The 

reason for including the former of these in this list, rather than in the 
other, is, that on the view that Apollos was the Writer, the church in 

which he so long and so effectively laboured seems to have a claim to 
be considered. 

21. But the circumstances of the Jewish portion of the church at 
CoRINTH were not such as to justify such an hypothesis. It dees not 
appear to have been of sufficient importance in point of numbers: nor 
сап the tro rov dxovodyruy eis ўраѕ ¢BeBawGy of ch. ii. 3 have been 
asserted of them, seeing that they owed their conversion to the ministry 
of St. Paul. 

22. ALEXANDRIA is maintained by Schmidt and Wieseler to have 
been the original destination of the Epistle. There, it is urged, were 
the greatest number of resident Jews, next to Jerusalem : there, at 
Leontopolis in Egypt, was another temple, with the arrangements of 
which the notices in our Epistle more nearly correspond than with those 
in Jerusalem °; from thence the Epistle appears first to have come 
forth to the knowledge of the church. Add to which, the canon of 
Muratori (see above, § i. 31) speaks of an Epistle “ad Alexan- 
drinos,” which may probably designate our present Epistle. Besides 
all this, the Alexandrine character of the language, and treatment of 
subjects in the Epistle, and manner of citation, are urged, as pointing 
to Alexandrine readers. 

23. And doubtless there is some weight in these considerations : 
enough, in the mere balance of probabilities, to cause us to place this 
hypothesis far before all others which bave as yet been treated. Still 
there are some circumstances to be taken into account, which rather 

weaken its probability. One of these is that, various as are the notices 
of the Epistle from early Alexandrine writers, we find no hint of its 
having been addressed to their own church, no certain tradition con- 
cerning its author. Another arises from the absence of all positive 
history of the church there in apostolic times, by which we might try, 
and verify, the few historic notices occurring in the Epistle. Indeed 
as far as the more personal of those notices are concerned, the same 
objections lie against Alexandria, as have before been urged against 
Palestine: the difficulty of assigning a reason for the salutation from 
of ло Iralas, and of imagining, within the limits which must be set 
to the date of the Epistle, any such relation of Timotheus to the 
readers, as is supposed in ch. xiii. 23. 

24. 'These objections would lead us, at all events, to pass on to the 
end of our list before we attempt to pronounce on the preponderance of 

9 See this argued in detail in Wieseler, pp. 498 fl. 
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probability, and take into consideration the claims of Rome herself. 
These were in part put forward by Wetstein !, and have more recently 

. been urged in Holzmann's article on Schneckenburger in the Studien u. 
Kritiken for 1859, pt. 2, pp. 297 ff. 

25. They may be briefly explained to be these: (1) The fact of the 
church at Rome being just such an one, in its origin and composition, 
as this Epistle seems to presuppose. It has been already seen (par. 7) 
that when, as we аге compelled, we give up the idea of its having been 
addressed to a church exclusively consisting of Judeo-Christians, we 
necessarily are referred to one in which the Jewish believers formed a 
considerable portion, and that the primary stock and nucleus, of the 
ehurch. Now this seems to have been the case at Rome, from the 

indications furnished us in the Epistle to the Romans. The Jew first, 
&nd also the Gentile," is а note frequently struck in that Epistle: and 
the Church at Rome seems to be the only one of those with which St. 
Paul had been concerned, which would entirely answer to such a 
description. 

26. (2) The great key to the present question, the historical notice 
ch. ii. 3, fits exceedingly well the circumstances of the church of Rome. 
That church had arisen, not from the preaching of any Apostle among 
them, but from a confluence of primitive believers, the first having 
arrived there probably not long after our Lord’s Ascension: see Acts 
ii. 10. In Rom. i. 8, written in all probability in the year 58 A.D., 
St. Paul states, ў ristis бри xarayyéAXerat фу & TQ xéopy: and in 
xvi 19, ) yàp Juv vraxoy eis wavras ёфікєто: the inferences from 
which, and their proper limitation, I have discussed in the Prolegomena 

to that Epistle, Vol. II. § ii. 2. y. And in Rom. xvi. 7, we find a 
salutation to Andronicus and Junius, Jews (see note there) olrwés eiow 
éxionpo èv rois. åmooróňois, ot ко) xpd (poU yéyovay èv xpwrré. So that 
here we have a church, the only one of all those with which St. Paul 
and his companions were concerned, of which it could be said, that 
the gospel id tiv dxovodyrwy (тфу кроу) «ls ўриб dgeBaub05 : the 
Apostle himself not having arrived there till long after such BeBatwors 
had taken place. 

27. Again (3) it was in Rome, and Rome principally, that Judaistic 
Christianity took its further development and forms of error: it was 
there, not in Jerusalem and Palestine, that at this time the баа 
wouiArat koi Cévat, against which the readers are warned, ch. xiii. 9, were 

springing up. As soon as the gloom of the earliest history begins to 

! N. T. vol. ii. p. 886 f.: “Si conjecture locus est, existimaverim potius ad Judsos 
qui Rome degebant et Christo nomen dederant scriptam fuisse: quo admisso facile 
intelligimus qui factum, tum ut Paulus, qui Roma quidem sed non Italia excedere 
jussus erat, brevi se rediturum speraret, tum ut Itali Romanos salutarent, tum deniquo 
ut Clemens Romanus frequenter illa uteretur." 
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clear a little, we find face to face at Rome Valentinians and Marcionites, 
Praxeas and the Montanists (Proclus), Hegesippus and the Elcesaites, 
Justin, and Polycarp. Here it was that there arose in the second 
half of the second century the completest exposition of theosophic 
Judaism, the Clementines, the literary memorial of a mancuvre which 
had for its aim the absorption of the whole Roman Church into Judo- 
Christianity *.” We have glimpses of the beginning of this state of 
Judaistic development even in St. Paul's lifetime, at two distinct 
periods; when he wrote the Epistle to the Romans, сіг. д.р. 58, cf. 
Rom. xiv. xv. to ver. 13,—and later, in that to the Philippians, cir. A.D. 

63 (see Prolegg. Vol. III. $ ii. 5) : cf. Phil. i. 14—17 : again in the 
bitterness conveyed in fAerere rh xararowjv, and the following verses, 

Phil. iii. 2 ff. 
28. It is also to be remarked (4) tbat the personal notices found in 

our Epistle agree remarkably well with the hypothesis that it was 
addressed to the church at Rome. The information respecting Timo- 
theus could not come amiss to those who had been addressed dod- 
eras dds Tuscos ô avrepyós pov, Rom. xvi. 21; who had been accus- 

tomed to the companionship of IatAos xal Tuscos among them, Phil. 

i. 1: Col. i. 1: Philem. 1 : and the åørátovra: рас of årò тїз 'IraMas of 

eh. xiii. 24 receives а far more likely interpretation than that conceded 

ав poesible above, $ i. 126, if we believe the Writer to be addressing 

his Epistle from some place where were present with him Christians 

from Italy, who would be desirous of sending greeting to their bre- 

thren at home. If he was writing e. g. at Alexandria, or at Ephesus, 

or at Corinth, such a salutation would be very naturel And thus we 

should be giving to of àxó its most usual N. T. meaning, of persons who 

have come from the place indicated: cf. of xà ‘Iepovohvpuv, Matt. xv. 1; 

of àxó Kias к. Aclas, Acts vi.9; of dad "Iómrgs, ib. x. 23. Even 

Bleek, who holds our Epistle to have been addressed to the church in 

Palestine, takes this view, and assigns as its place of writing, Ephesus 

or Corinth. But then, what sense would it have, to send greeting to 

Palestine from of årò "Iradias ? 
29. Another set of important notices which this hypothesis will 

illustrate is found, where past persecution, and the death of eminent 

men in the church, are alluded to. These have ever presented, on the 

Palestine view, considerable difficulties. Any assignment of them to 

known historical occurrences would put them far too early for any 

probable date of our Epistle: and it has been felt that the deaths by 

martrydom of St. Stephen, St. James the Great, and. the like, were far 

from satisfying the ri» &Pacw rüv Syovpérew dfv, which they were 

commanded to consider : and though the time during which the Epistle 

з Holzmann, ut supra, p. 299. 
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must have reached Jerusalem was indeed one of great and unexampled 

trouble and disorganization, we know of no general persecution of 

Christians as such, since that which arose on account of Stephen, 

which was hardly likely to have been in the Writer's mind. 
30. But on the Roman hypothesis, these passages are easily explained. 

About 49 or 50, Claudius Judæos impulsore Chresto assidue tumul- 
tuantes, Roma expulit " (Sueton, Claud. c. 25). ‘This time may well be 
alluded to by the dvapipwjoxerOe tas mpdrepov ўрёраѕ of ch. x. 82; for 

under the blundering expression “impulsore Chresto tumultuantes it is 

impossible not to recognize troubles sprung from the rising of the Jews 
against the Christian converts. Thus also will the rots ĉerpiois ow- 
exafjoare receive a natural interpretation, as imprisonments and trials 
would necessarily have accompanied these “ аззійиоз tumultus," before 
the final step of expulsion took place; and the ri дртауўу тоу vrapxóv- 
Twv )püv perà xapas проѕєдєѓас дє may be easily understood, either as a 
result of the tumults themselves, or of the expulsion, in which they had 
occasion to test their knowledge that they had for themselves xpetocova 
ўтарф kal pévoucay. 

81. It is true there are some particulars connected with this passage, 
which do not seem so well to fit that earlier time of trouble, as tho 

Neronian persecution nearly fifteen years after. The only objection 
to taking that event as the one referred to, would be the expression 
was трбтєроу ўрќёраѕ, and the implication conveyed in & als pwrs- 
Üévres . . . Umeneivare: considering that we cannot go beyond the 
destruction of Jerusalem, at the latest eight years after, for the date 
of our Epistle. Still it is not impossible that both these expressions 
might be used. A time of great peril passed away might be thus 
alluded to, even at the distance of five or six years: and it might 
well be, that the majority of the Roman Jewish Christians had become 
converts during the immediately preceding imprisonment of St. Paul, 
and by his means. 

32. On this supposition, still more light is thrown on this passage, 
and on the general tenor of the martyrology in the eleventh chapter. 
Thus the ro du TaÜnuárov is fully justified: thus, the dvedio- 
pots тє koi OAdpeot Ocarpildpevor, which finds almost an echo in the 
“ pereuntibus addita ludibria? of Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44, and is so exactly 
in accord, when literally taken, with the cruel exposures and deaths 
in tho circus. The Sop and the åprayý too, on this supposition, 
would be matters of course. And I own, notwithstanding the objection 
stated above, that all this seems to fit the great Neronian persecution, 
and in the fullest sense, that only. 

33. To that period also may we refer the notice in ch. xiii. 7, pv- 
povedere Tüv iyovuévov uhu, oirwes eAdAnoay vpiv Tov Àóyov rod бєо®, 
Фу dvaÜcopoUvres Tiv ExBaow тїз dvactpodys pysetoOe ту піст. It 
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тау be indeed, that this refers simply to а natural death in the faith 
of Christ : but it is far more probable, from the dyaGewpourres, and the 

papeiaOe riy vir, that it points to death by martyrdom ; «rris having 
been go strongly illustrated in ch. xi., as bearing up under torments and 
death. 

34. On this hypothesis, several other matters seem also to fall into 
place. The yuworere rov áBeAdóv Tiuóbeov &тоАеАънфгоу may well refer 
to the termination of some imprisonment of Timotheus consequent 
upon the Neronian persecution, from which perhaps the death of the 

tyrant liberated him. Where this imprisonment took place, must be 
wholly uncertain. I shall speak of the conjectural probabilities of the 

place indicated by ¿àv ráxtov épyyrat, when І come to treat of the time 
and place of writing *. 

85. The use evidently made in our Epistle of the Epistle to the 
Romans, above all other of St. Paul's“, will thus also be satisfactorily 
accounted for. Not only was the same church addressed, but the 
Writer had especially before him the matter and language of that 
Epistle, which was written in all probability from Corinth, the scene of 
the labours of Paul and Apollos. | 

36. The sort of semi-anonymous character of our Epistle, already 
treated of when we ascribed the authorship to Apollos, will also come 
in here, as singularly in accord with the circumstances of the case, and 
with the subsequent tradition as regards the Epistle, in case it was 
addressed to the church in Rome. Supposing, as we have gathered 
from the notices of Apollos in 1 Cor., that he modestly shrunk from 
being thought to put himself into rivalry with St. Paul, and that after 
the death of the Apostle he found it necessary to write such an Epistle 
as this to the Church in the metropolis, what more likely step would 

. he take with regard to his own name and personality in it, than just 
that which wo find has been taken : viz. so to conceal these, as to keep 
them from having апу prominence, while by various minute personal 
notices he prevents the concealment from being complete ? And with 
regard to the relation evidently subsisting between the Writer and his 
readers, all we can say is that, in defect of positive knowledge on this 
head connecting Apollos with the church at Rome, it is evidently in 

the metropolis, of all places, where such а relation may most safely be 

3 See below, $ iii. 4. 
4 This has been noticed by many ; and may be established by the student for himself 

by consulting those Commentators &nd writers, who have drawn up tables of verbal 
coincidence with a view of proving the Pauline authorship. There is reason for 

thinking that the peculiar form of the quotation 4uol éxdlxnors, éyó árraxobáce in 

ch. х. 80, agreeing neither with the Hebrew text of Deut. xxiii. 85, nor with the 
LXX there, is owing to its having been taken direct from Rom. xii. 19. And the 
whole form of exhortation in our ch. xiii. 1—6, reminds us forcibly of that in Rom. xii. 
1—21. Вее also Rom. xiv. 17, as compared with Heb. xiii. 9, in $ iv. 1, note. 
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assumed. There a teacher, whose native place was Alexandria, and 

who had travelled to Ephesus and Corinth, was pretty sure to have 
been : there many of his Christian friends would be found : there alone, 
in the absence of positive testimony, could we venture to place such а 
cycle of dwelling and teaching, as would justify the ёхокатастабо piv 
of our ch. xiii. 19 : in the place whither was a general confluence of all, 
and where there is ample room for such a course after the decease of 
St. Paul. 

87. And what more likely fate to befall the Epistle in this respect, 
than just that which did befall it in the Roman church: viz. that 
while in that chureh, and by a contemporary of Apollos, Clement, 
we find the first use made of our Epistle, and that tbe most familiar 
and copious use,—its words are never formally cited, nor is any 
author's name attached ? And was not this especially likely to be 
the case, ав Clement was writing to the Corinthians, the very church 
where the danger had arisen of a rivalry between the fautors of the two 
teachers ? 

88. And as time goes on, the evidence for this hypothesis seems to 
gather strength, in the nature of the traditions respecting the authorship 
of our Epistle. While in Africa and the East they are most various 
and inconsistent with one another, and the notion of a Pauline origin is 
soon suggested, and gains rapid acceptance, it is in the church of Rome 
alone, and among those influenced by her, that we find an ever steady 
and unvarying assertion, that it was not written by St. Paul. By whom 
it was written, none ventured to say. How weighty the reasons may 
have been, which induced silence on this point, we have now lost the 
power of appreciating. The fact only is important for us, that the few 
personal notices which occur in it were in course of time overborne, as 
indications of its author, by the prevalent anonymous character: and 
that the eame church which possessed as its heritage the most illustrious 
of St. Paul’s own Epistles, was ever unanimous in disclaiming, on the 
part of the Apostle of the Gentiles, the authorship of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews. К. 

39. The result of the above enquiry may be shortly stated. As the 
current of popular opinion in the church has gradually set in towards 
the Pauline authorship, inferring that a document at first sight so 
Pauline must have proceeded from the Apostle himself: so has it also 
set in towards the church at Jerusalem as the original readers, inferring 
that the title zpos ERHpalous must be thus interpreted. But as in the 
one case, so in the other, the general popular opinion does not bear 
examination. As the phenomena of the Epistle do not bear out the 
idea of the Pauline authorship, so neither do they that of being 
addressed to the Palestine churches. And as in the other case there is 
one man, when we come to search and conjecture, pointed out as most 
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likely to have written the Epistle, so here, when we pursue the same 
process, there is one place pointed out, to which it seems most likely to 
have been addressed. At Rome, such a Church existed as is indicated 

in it: at Rome, above all other places, its personal and historical notices 
are satisfied: at Rome, we find it first used: at Rome only, is there an 
unanimous and unvarying negative tradition regarding its authorship. 
To Rome then, until stronger evidence is adduced, we believe it to have 
been originally written. 

SECTION III. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. Almost all Commentators agree in believing that our Epistle was 
written before the destruction of Jerusalem. And rightly: for if that 
great break-up of the Jewish polity and religious worship had occurred, 
we may fairly infer that some mention of such an event would have 
been found in an argument, the scope of which is to shew the transitori- 
ness of the Jewish priesthood and the Levitical ceremonies. It would 
be inconceivable, that such an Epistle should be addressed to Jews after 
their city and temple had ceased to exist. 

2. This then being assumed, as our ‘terminus ad quem,’ i.e. A.D. 
70, or at the latest assigned date, 72, it remains to seek for a * terminus 
a quo.“ Such would appear to me to be fixed by the death of St. Paul: 
but inasmuch as (1) this would not be recognized either by the advocates 
of the Pauline authorship, or by those who believe that the Epistle, 
though possibly written by another, was superintended by the Apostle, 
and seeing (2) that the date of that event itself is wholly uncertain, it 
will be necessary to look elsewhere for some indication. Апа the only 
traces of one will, I conceive, be found by combining several hints fur- 
nished by the Epistle. Such are, (a) that the first generation, of those 
who had seen and heard the Lord, was at all events nearly passed 
away : (B) that the first leaders of the church had died, probably under 
the persecution elsewhere alluded to: (y) that Timotheus had been 
imprisoned, and was then set free, probably in connexion with that 
same persecution. If these notices are to be taken, as maintained 

above ($ ii. 31 ff), to apply to the Neronian persecution, then the 

Epistle cannot have been written till some considerable time after that, 

in order to justify the expression åvajuurýoxeoðe тйс mpórepov he épas of 
our ch. x. 32. Now that persecution broke out in 64, and lasted four 

years, i.e. till Nero's death in 68. And I may notice, that even those 

who are far from adopting the views here advocated as to the Author and 

readers of the Epistle, yet consider, that the liberation of Timotheus 
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may well have been connected with the cessation of the Neronian 
persecution. 

8. If we follow these indications, we shall get the year 68 as our 
*terminus & quo,' and the time of writing the Epistle will be 68—70, 
i.e. during the siege of Jerusalem by the armies of Titus, to which 
we may perhaps discern an allusion in ch. xiii. 14, où yap dopey &de 
pévovoay поћу, dA Tijv jéAXovoay erc{yrovpev. 

4. With regard to the place of writing, we are almost entirely in the 
dark. Taking the usual N. T. sense, above maintained, for oi ёто 
Irak ias,—“ persons whose home is in Italy, but who are now here,'— 
it cannot have been written in Italy. Nor is Apollos (for when we are 
left, as now, to the merest conjecture, it is necessary to shape our 
course by assuming our own hypothesis) likely, after what had happened, 
again to be found fixed at Corinth. Jerusalem, and indeed Palestine, 
would be precluded by the Jewish war then raging ; Ephesus is possible, 
and would be a not unlikely resort of Timotheus after his liberation 
(ch. xiii. 23), as also of A pollos at any time (Acts xviii. 24): Alexandria, 
the native place of Apollos, is also possible, though the ёду rdytov 
épxyrat, applied to Timotheus, would not so easily fit it, as on his libe- 
ration he would be more likely to go to some parts with which he was 
familiar than to Alexandria where he was а stranger. In both these 
cities there may well have been of drò Iralas sojourning: and this 
very phrase seems to point to some place of considerable resort. On 
the whole then, I should incline to EPnESvs, as the most probable place 

of writing: but it must be remembered that on this head all is in 
the realm of the vaguest conjecture. 

SECTION IV. 

OCCASION, OBJECT OF WRITING, AND CONTENTS. 

1. The occasion which prompted this Epistle evidently was, the 
enmity of the Jews to the gospel of Christ, which had brought a 
double danger on the church : on the one hand that of persecution, on 
the other that of apostasy. Between these lay another, that of mingling 
with a certain recognition of Jesus as the Christ, a leaning to Jewish 
practices and valuing of Jewish ordinances. But this latter does not 
во much appear in our Epistle, as in those others which were written by 
St. Paul to mixed churches; those to the Romans‘, the Galatians, the 

5 One remarkable trace we have of allusion to this form of error,—in its farther 
development, as appears by the verdict of past experience which is appended, but 
otherwise singularly resembling a passage in the Epistle to the Romans (xiv. 17, o? 
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Colossians. The principal peril to which Jewish converts were exposed, 
especially after they had lost the guidance of the Apostles themselves 
in their various churches, was, that of falling back from the despised 
following of Jesus of Nazareth into the more compact and apparently 
safer system of their childhood, which moreover they saw tolerated as a 
religio licita, while their own was outcast and proscribed. 

2. The object then of this Epistle is, to shew them the superiority of 
the gospel to the former covenant: and that mainly by exhibiting, 
from the Scriptures, and from the nature of the case, the superiority of 

Jesus Himself to both the messengers and the high-priests of that 
former covenant. This is the main argument of the Epistle, filled out 
and illustrated by various corollaries springing out of its different parts, 
and expanding in the directions of encouragement, warning, and illus- 
tration. 

3. This argument is entered on at once without introduction in ch. i., 
where Christ's superiority to the angels, the mediators of the old cove- 
nant, is demonstrated from Scripture. Then, having interposed (ii. 
1—4) a caution on the greater necessity of taking heed to the things which 
they had heard, the Writer shews (ii. 5—18) why He to whom, and not 
to the angels, the future world is subjected, yet was made lower than tho 
angels : viz. that He might become our merciful and faithful High Priest, 
to deliver and to save us, Himself having undergone temptation like 
ourselves. 

4. Having mentioned this title of Christ, he goes back, and pre- 
pares the way for its fuller treatment, by а comparison of Him with 
Moses (iii. 1—6), and а shewing that that antitypical rest of God, 
from which unbelief exeludes, was not the rest of the seventh day, nor 
that of the possession of Canaan, but one yet reserved for the people 
of God (iii. 7—iv. 10), into which we must all the more strive to 
enter, because the word of our God is keen and searching in judg- 
ment, and nothing hidden from His sight, with whom we have to do 
(iv. 11—18). 

5. He now resumes the main consideration of bis great subject, the 
High-priesthood of Christ, with a hortatory note of passage (iv. 14 
—16,. This subject he pursues through the whole middle portion of 
the Epistle (v. 1—x. 18), treating it in its various aspects and re- 
quirements. Of these we have (v. 1—10) the conditions of High- 

priesthood : (v. 11—vi. 20) a digression complaining, with reference to 

the difficult subject of the Melchisedek-priesthood, of their low state 

of spiritual attainment, warning them of the necessity of progress, 
but encouraging them by God's faithfulness: (vii. l—x. 18) the 

ydp ёстіу q Вас:Ха тоб co? Bp&cis к. тфа, GAAS duratooiu n к. elphyyn к. Хард dv 

xvetpart &yly), in our ch. xiii. 9, колду yàp xdprri ВеВалобсби Th» кардіа», ob Bpó- 

unos, dy ols ойк & A) ol тертатђсаутез. 
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priesthood of Christ after the order of Melchisedek, in its distinction 
from the Levitical priesthood (see the various steps set forth in the 
headings in the commentary), as perpetual, —as superior, in that 

Abraham acknowledged himself inferior to Meléhisedek,—as having 
power of endless life,—as constituted with an oath,—as living for 

ever,—as without sin,—as belonging to the heavenly sanctuary, and to 
а covenant promised by God Himself:—as consisting in better 
ministrations, able to purify the conscience itself, and to put away sin 
by the one Sacrifice of the Son of God. 

6. Having thus completed his main argument, he devotes the con- 
cluding portion (x. 19—xiii. 25) to а series of solemn exhortations to 
endurance in confidence and patience, and illustrations of that faith on 
which both must be founded. In x. 19—39, we have exhortation and 

warning deduced from the facts lately proved, our access to the heavenly 
place, and our having a great High-priest over the house of God : then 
by the Pauline citation 6 & (pov) ёк wicrews Cycerat, a transition 
note is struck to ch. xi. which entirely consists in a panegyric of faith 
and a recounting of its triumphs : on a review of which the exhortation 
to run the race set before us, and endure chastisement, is again taken 
up, ch. xii. And the same hortatory strain is pursued to the end of 
the Epistle ; the glorious privileges of the Christian covenant being 
held forth, and the awful peril of forfeiting them by apostasy ;—and 
those graces, and active virtues, and that stedfastness in suffering shame, 
being enjoined, which are necessary to the following and imitation of 
Jesus Christ. The valedictory prayer (xiii. 20, 21), and one or two 
personal notices and greetings, conclude the whole. 

SECTION V. 

LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 

1. Something has already been said, in the previous enquiry into the 
authorship of our Epistle, respecting the question of its original lan- 
guage*. There also the principal passages of the Fathers will be 
found which bear on this subject. They may be thus briefly summed 
up :— 

2. The idea of a Hebrew original is found in Clement of Alexandria 
(cited above, § i. 14), in Eusebius (ib. 48), Jerome (Catalog. Script. Eccl. 
5, vol. ii., p. 889, Scripserat (Paulus) ut Hebreus Hebreis Hebraice"). 
Theodoret (Argum. ad Hebr. fin. vol. iii. p. 544, yéypade & айтуу Tj 
"EBpeiev pori épugvevÜgvat 8 айту dacw d KAI fs), Eutbalius 

6 See nbove, $ i. 149. 
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(above, $ i. 46; Argum, тў ov Saréxrp урафеса), Primasius 
(Preefat., “ Fertur apostolus hane Hebreis missam Hebræo sermone . . . 
conscripsisse ), John Damascenus (Opp. Paris 1712, p. 258 (vol. ii. p. 
997, ed. Migne), Hau айтуу “Efpains тў Eg pft бакте ow- 
таёаутоѕ), CEeumenius (Argum. 2), Theophylact (Comm. on ch. i.), in 
the schol. on ms. 31,—in Cosmas Indicopleustes,—in Rhabanus 
Maurus,—in Thomas Aquinas; in some modern writers, especially 

Hallet, in an enquiry into the author and language of the Epistle, 
appended to Peirce's Commentary (1742), and to be found in Latin at 
the end of vol. iv. of Wolf's Саге Philologicw,—and Michaelis. 

3. Still such an apparently formidable array of sncient testimony 
is not to be taken as such, without some consideration. Clement's 
assertion of а Hebrew original is not reproduced by his scholar Origen, 
but on the contrary а Greek original is presupposed by his very words 
(above, § i. 19). And this his divergence from Clement of Alex- 
andria is not easy to explain, if he had regarded him as giving matter 
of history, апа not rather а conjecture of his own. Indeed, the passage 
of Clement seems to bear this latter on the face of it: for it connects 
ihe similarity of style between this Epistle апа the Acts with the notion 
of St. Luke being its translator. If we might venture to fill up the steps 
by which the inference came about, they would be nearly theso: * The 
Epistle must be St. Paul's. But St. Paul was a Hebrew, and was 

writing to Hebrews: how then do we find the Epistle in Greek, not 
unlike in style to that of the Acts of the Apostles? What, if the 
writer of the Greek of that book were also the writer of the Greek of 
this,—and St. Paul, as was to be supposed, wrote as a Hebrew to the 
Hebrews, in Hebrew, St. Luke translating into Greek?“ 

4. Again, Eusebius is not consistent in this matter with himself. 
In his Comm. on Ps. ii. 7, vol. v. p. 88 (cited above, § i. 48), ho 

says— 
б pév тосує “EBpatos Acyero куру «уол Tis At Erexov, mep 
каї *АкфАа< wemotnxe’ & $ ёлботоћос̧ vopopabijs br, N,Evꝗ dv Tjj 1 
"EBpaíovs (Heb. i. 5) тў Tv о èxphoaro, 

thus clearly implying that the Epistle was written in Greek. And 
such has been the opinion of almost all the moderns: of all we 

may safely say, who have handled the subject impartially and intelli- 

gently. 'The reasons for this now generally received opinion are mainly 

found in the style of the Epistle, which is the most purely Greek 
of all the writings of the N. T.: so that it would be violating all proba- 

bility to imagine it & translation from a language of entirely different 

rhetorical character. The construction of the periods is such, in distinc- 

tion from the character, in this particular, of the Oriental languages, 
that if it is a translation, the whole argumentation of the original must 

have been broken up into its original elements of thought, and all its 
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connecting links recast; so that it would not be so much a translation, 

as a re-writing, of the Hebrew Epistle. 
5. The paronomasie’ again, and the citations from the LXX being 

made in entire independence of the Hebrew text, form collectively a 
presumptive proof, the weight of which it is very difficult to evade, that 
the present Greek text is the original. Such peculiarities belong to 
thought running free and selecting its own words, not to the con- 
strained reproduction of the thoughts of another in another tongue. 
Examine our English version in any of those numerous places where 
St. Paul has indulged in paronomasiæ, and no such will be found in tho 
translation. Апа yet English is much nearer to Greek than Greek to 
any dialect of the Hebrew. 

6. The same inference has been deduced from the appearance, e. g., 
of the two senses of covenant and testament for the word O0, ch. ix. 
15 ff. al. This is well stated by Calvin in the argument to his Com- 
mentary :— 

* Ut alios locos qui ex scriptura citantur, pritermittam : si He- 
braice scripta fuisset epistola, nulla in nomine testamenti fuisset 
allusio, in qua scriptor immoratur. Non potuit, inquam, ex alio 

fonte hauriri quod de jure testamenti capite nono disputat, quam ex 

Greca voce. Nam д:абукт ambiguam apud Græcos significationem 
habet: berith autem Hebreis nonnisi fedus significat. Нес una 
ratio sani judicii hominibus sufficiet &d probandum quod dixi, 
Greco sermone scriptam fuisse Epistolam °.” 

7. Again, the Epistle abounds with Greek expressions which could 
only have been expressed in the Hebrew by a circumlocution, and can 
therefore not be regarded as translations from it. The validity of this 
argument has been acknowledged even by those who deny that of the 
previous ones. We may instance such expressions as zroAupepiis каї rou- 
трӧтоҳ (ch. i. 1), ётобуасџо (i. 3), edrepioraros (xii. 1), uerpvora0év (v. 2), 
the repetition of the idea in trordcow in іі. 5—8, ... ob yap &yyéAots 
bwérofev Tij» oixoup. T. . . Фу TQ yàp trordfat abro Ta Tdvro, 

7 Lists of these have frequently been given. The following, from Bleek, comprises 
some of the most remarkable: ch. ii. 8, бтотё ои . . . àvvrórakrov: v. 8, Euaber 
ag’ dy ёхадех (this Michaelis endeavours to reconcile with a Hebrew original): v. 14, 
калод Te kal какой: vii. 8, &mdrep, duhrwp: vii. 19, 22, éyyl(ouer . . . Cyyvos: vii. 
23, 24, vapauévew . . . péveiw: viii. 7, 8, Kueurros . . . peupduevos: ix. 10, ёк} 
Bpánaciw к. wéuaow: ix. 28, vposevexOels . . . üveveykety: x. 29, ynoduevos dr Ф 

Mido: x. 34, thy йрттүўу TGy Üxapxóvrev . . . wposebétaa0e, yuwwdakovres Exe 
éavrois крєіссоуа Oraptiw: x. 88, 99, ка} day droorelAnra: . . . ue 8d ойк loner 
d roc ro: хі. 27, Tov yap ёбратоу ò dpd: xiii. 14, uévovcav . . . uéAAovcar. 

8 This argument has been met by denying that it is requisite to give the sense of 
testament to d:a0fnn in that passage: but cf. my notes there. See Davidson, Introd. 
to N. T. vol. iii. p. 284. The same ground has been taken by Mr. Wratislaw, in his 
little volume of sermons and treatises. 
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ovdey афлкеу aire дуџтбтактоу . . . . ö pd airy Tù wdyta Uroreraypéva, 
whereas in Hebrew trordocw can only be expressed by a periphrasis, to 
place under the feet (DÙN JIA Mw)’. 

8. These considerations, coming in aid of the conviction which must 
be felt by every intelligent Greek scholar that he is reading an ori- 
ginal composition and not a version, induce us to refuse the idea of a 
Hebrew original, and to believe the Epistle to have bebn first written in 
Greek. 

9. The style of our Epistle has been already touched upon in our 
enquiry respecting the authorship, § i. 116 ff. From the earliest 
times, its diversity from that of the writings of St. Paul has been 
matter of remark’. It is cuvOéca тўс Adfews OUmvwwrépa (Orig.). 
The main difference for us, which will also set forth its characteristic 
peeuliarity, is, that whereas St. Paul is ever as it were struggling with 
the scantiness of human speech to pour forth his crowding thoughts, 
thereby falling into rhetorical and grammatical irregularities, the style 
of our Epistle flows regularly on, with no such suspended constructions. 
Even where the subject induces long parentheses, the Writer does not 
break the even flow and equilibrium of his style, but returns back to 
the point where he left it“. 

10. Again, the greatest pains are bestowed on a matter which does 
not seem to have engaged the attention of the other sacred writers, 
even including St. Paul himself: viz. rhetorical rhythm, and equilibrium 
of words and sentences. In St. Paul’s most glorious outbursts of 

eloquence, he is not rhetorical. In those of the Writer of our Epistle, 
Һе is elaborately and faultlessly rhetorical. The roAvpepos xai ToAvrpó- 
vos of the opening, are as it were a key-note of the rhythmical style of 
the whole. The particles and participles used are all weighed with a 
view to this effect. The simple expressions of the other eacred writers 
are expanded into longer words, or into sonorous and majestic clauses : 
the шоббсѕ of St. Paul becomes picbarosocia: the alpa, aiparexyvoia ; 
the дркоѕ, épxwpocia : where St. Paul describes our ascended Lord as 
dy бебиз ToU Oeod xabypevos (Col. iii. 1: cf. Rom. viii, 34: Eph. i. 20), 
here we have éxáÜwev èv Seba ris peyadwowvys dy iymàoîs (ch. i. 3), 
ёкабисєу dy Seba ToU Üpóvov тўѕ peyadwowvns èv rois obpavois (viii. 1), 
фу det ToU Üpóvov тоў ÓcoU кекабікеу (хіі. 2): where St. Paul describes 
Him as eu ToU 0«o0 (2 Сог. iv. 4), or as elxàv тод Ocot тод áopdrov 
(Col. i. 15), here we have ôv ётайуасра ris Sdééys xol xapaxrip Tis 
Vwoerágeos той cov (i. 3). 

* Seo Davidson, Introd. vol. iii. p. 287. | 
1 See the citations above, from Clement of Alexandria, § i. 14, and from Origen, 

ib. 19. 
3 See e. g. ch. xii. 18—24. 
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SECTION VI. 

CANONICITY. 

1. This part of our introduction must obviously be treated quite 
irrespective of the hypothesis of the Pauline authorship of the Epistle. 
That being assumed, its canonicity follows. That being denied, our 
object must be to shew how the Epistle itself was regarded, even by 
those who were not persuaded of its apostolicity. 

2. The earliest testimonies to it are found where we might expect 
them, in the church of Rome, and in the writings of one who never cites 
it as apostolic. It will be important for us to see, in what estimation 
Clement held it. He makes, as we have already seen, the most frequent 
and copious use of it, never citing it expressly, never appealing to it as 
Scripture, but adopting its words and expressions, just as he does those 
of other books of the New Testament. It is to be observed, that when 
in the course of thus incorporating it he refers to ) урафт, or uses the 
expression yéyparra:, it is with regard to texts quoted not from it 
only, but also from the О. T.: e. g. in c. 86, p. 281, where he introduces, 
in the midst of a passage adopted from Heb. i, with yéypamras yap 
otrws, the citation & moy rots &yyéXovs abroU x. r. A. (Ps. ciii. 4) : in 
с. 28, p. 260, where we have ouveriaprupovons каї тїз pa, ort 
тахо Tie kal ob xponet (Heb. x. 37: Hab. ii. 3). By this procedure 
we cannot say that Clement casts any slight on this Epistle, for it is 
his constant practice. He frequently quotes Scripture as such, but it 
is always the О. Т. Two or three times he adduces the sayings of 
our Lord, but never even this in.the form of a citation from our exist- 

ing Gospels, or in agreement with their exact words. All we can 
gather from Clement is, that, treating this as he does other Epistles °, 
and appropriating largely as he does its words and expressions, he 
certainly did not rank it below those others : an inference which would 
lead us to believe that he recognized its canonical authority. But to 
found more {һап this on Clement's testimony *, would be unwarranted 
by fair induction. 

3. Justin Martyr, amidst a few allusions to our Epistle, makes what 
can hardly but be called canonical use of it in his first Apology, § 68, 
р. 81. There, in explaining that the Adyos of God is also His Son, he 
adds, xai ауүєХоѕ $ kaXeira, kai длботоћоѕ. Now it appears from the 

3 The only exception is in an express citation in c. 47 from 1 Corinthians, where, 
writing to the Corinthians, he is appealing to the authority of St. Paul. 

4 As e. g. Stuart, Comm. p. 78: but his expressions have become somewhat modified 
since Davidson quoted them, Introd. vol. iii. p. 264. 
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Dial. cont. Tryph. c. 57, p. 154, that the allusion in the каго d 
is to Gen. xviii. 2. It would seem, therefore, seeing that Heb. iii. 1 is 

the only place where our Lord is entitled drécroXos, that the каЛето is 
meant to embrace under it that pene as а Scripture testimony equi- 
pollent with the other. 

4. In Clement of Alexandria and ‘Origen, the recognition of our 
Epistle as canonical depends on its recognition as the work of St. Paul. 
Where they both cite it as Scripture, it is as written by him: and 
where Origen mentions the doubt about its being his, he adduces other 

Seripture testimony, observing that it needs another kind of proof, not 
that the Epistle is canonical, but that it is St. Paul's“. 

5. And very similar was the proceeding of those parts of tho church 

where the Pauline authorship was not held. Irenæus, as we have seen, 
makes no use of the Epistle. The fragment of Muratori, representing 
the view of the Roman church, probably does not contain it. Ter- 
tullian, who regards it as written by Barnabas, the comes apostolorum, 
cites it, not asauthoritative iu itself, but * ex redundantia,’ as recording 
the sentiments of such a companion of the Apostles. 

6. Our Epistle is, it is true, contained in the Syriac version (Peschito) 
wade at the end of the second century: but it is entirely uncertain, 
whether this insertion in the canon accompanied a recognition of the 
Pauline authorship, or not. This recognition, which prevailed in that 
part of the church in after times, may have at first occasioned its 
insertion in the canon ; but we cannot say that it did. 

7. But in the Alexandrine church the case was different. There, as 

we have seen, the assumption of Pauline authorship appears early and 
soon prevails universally : and in consequence we find the canonical 
authority there unquestioned, and the Epistle treated as the other parts 

of Scripture’. 
8. Throughout the Eastern churches, the canonicity aud apostolieity 

were similarly regarded as inseparably connected. It is true that 
Eusebius?, in numbering it among the Antilegomena, together with the 

Epistles of Barnabas and Clement aud Jude, and the Wisdom of the 

Son of Sirach, might seem to attribute to it another authorship, 
were it not evident from his constant use of it and his numbering it 

in bis prineipal passage on the canon (H. E. iii. 20) among the 

Homologoumena, that the doubt must be resolved into that on the 

Pauline authorship. 
9. In the Western church, where this was not recognized, neither 

do we find, even down tothe middle of the fourth century, any use made 

of the Epistle as canonical. Even Novatian and Cyprian, who might 

5 Sce above, $ i. 18. 
6 Seo the testimonies adduced § i. 10—24. 

7 H. E. vi. 13: see it quoted above, § i. 49. 
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well have thus used it, have not done so: пог in the controversies on 

the reception of the lapsed, and on the repetition of heretical baptism, 
do we ever find it adduced on either side, apposite as some passages are 
to the subjects in dispute. Only with the assumption, gradually im- 
ported from the East, of a Pauline origin, do we find here and there a 
Western writer citing it as of canonical authority. 

10. It is in Jerome first that we find“ any indication of a doubt 
whether canonicity and Pauline authorship are necessarily to stand and 
fall together. The same is found* now and then in the writings 
of Augustine. Dut soon after this time the general prevalence, and 
ultimately authoritative sanction, of the view of the Pauline author- 
ship, closed up any chance of the canonicity of the Epistle being 
held on independent grounds: and it was not till the times of the 
Reformation, that the matter began to be again enquired into on its 
own merits. 

11. The canonicity was doubted by Cardinal Cajetan!, but upheld by 
Erasmus, in these remarkable words :— 

* Imo non opinor periclitari fidem, si tota ecclesia fallatur in titulo 
hujus epistole, modo constet Spiritum Sanctum fuisse principalem 
auctorem, id quod interim convenit*.” 

In the Roman Catholie church, however, the authoritative sanction 
given by the Council of Trent to the belief of the Pauline origin 
effectually stopped all intelligent enquiry. 

12. Among reformed theologians, the canonicity of our Epistle was 
strongly upheld, even when the Pauline authorship was not recognized. 
Calvin says, in his prologue to the Epistle— 

“ Ego vero eam inter apostolicas sine controversia amplector: nec 
dubito Satans artificio fuisse quondam factum ut illi auctoritatem 
quidam detraherent. Nullus enim est e sacris libris qui de Christi 
sacerdotio tam luculenter disserat, unici quod morte eua obtulit 
sacrificii vim dignitatemque tam magnifice extollat, de csrimo- 
niarum tam usu quam sbrogatione uberius tractet, qui denique 
plenius explicet Christum esse finem legis. Quare ne patiamur 
Dei Ecclesiam et nos ipsos tanto bono spoliari, sed ejus possessionem 
constanter nobis asseramus. Quis porro eam composuerit, non 
magnopere curandum est.” 

13. Beza speaks in the same strain :— 
“Verum quid attinet de scriptoris nomine contendere, quod 
scriptor ipse celatum voluit? Sufficiat hoc nosse, vere esse 
dictatum a Spiritu Sancto, que luculertissimam ac plane apos- 

8 See above, § i. 68—80: esp. parr. 74 ff. 
® See § i. 81 ff. 
! In his Comm. on the Epistle, referred to by Bl. ; which I have not been able to see. 
2 Supportatio Errorum Natalis Веде, Opp. t. іх. pp. 694, 595. 
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tolicam veteris fœderis cum novo collationem, atque adeo novi 
foederis veluti singularem quandam promulgationem ac sanctionem 
complectatur ” (N. T. p. 335). 

And again, ib. p. 382 :— 
* Non dubitavimus tamen passim eum apostolum vocare, quod 
spiritu vere apostolico præditus fuerit." 

14. Similarly also the Confessio Gallicana, which, though it divides it 
off from the Pauline writings, yet includes it without remark among the 
canonical books. So also the Arminians, е. g. Limborch, who, believing 
it to have been written “ab aliquo e Pauli comitibus et quidem conscio 
Paulo," says— 

“ Interim divinam hujus epistole auctoritatem agnoscimus multis- 
que aliis quas ab apostolis esse scriptas constat, ob argumenti 
quod tractat prestantiam prœferendam judicamus.” 

15. Among the early Lutheran divines there were some differences of 
opinion respecting the place to be assigned to the Epistle ; the general 
view being, that it was to be read, as Jerome first wrote (Preefat. in 
libr. Salomon. Opp. ed. Migne, vol. ix. p. 1248) of the Apocryphal 
О. T. books, “ad sedificationem plebis," but not © ай auctoritatem eccle- 
siasticorum dogmatum confirmandam * In other words, it was set 
apart,—and in this relegation six other books shared, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 
John, James, Jude, and the Apocaly pse,—among the apocryphal writings 
appended to the N. T. And this order was usually followed in the 

German Bibles. 
16. Soon however after the beginning of the 17th century, this 

distinction began to be obliterated, and the practice to be introduced ‘ 
of calling these books “ deuterocanonict” or “ canonici libri secundi 
ordinis,” and, although thus called, of citing them as of equal autho- 

rity, and equally inspired, with the other books. Since that time, the 
controversies respecting the books of Scripture have taken a wider 

range, and it has not been so much respecting canonicity, as respecting 

origin, character, and doctrine, that the disputes of divines have been 

waged. m 

17. In our own country, at the time of the Reformation, while the 
question of authorship was left open, the canonical authority of the 

Epistle was never doubted. To establish thie, it may be enough to cite 

some testimonies. | 

In Tyndale’s prologue to the Epistle, he says, having mentioned the 

objection to the Pauline authorship from ch. ii. 3— 

« Now whether it were Paul's or no, I say not, but permit it to 

3 See the long extract from Martin Chemnitz’s Examen Consilii Tridentini, in Bleek, 

vol. i. p. 449 ff.: and the others which follow from the Wittenberg divines. 

* By Gerhard : see the references in Bleek, pp. 466, 467. | 
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other men's · judgments: neither think I it to be an article of any 
man’s faith, but that a man may doubt of the author.” 

Then, having met several objections against its canonicity urged from 

certain texts in it, as ch. vi. 4 ff, ch. x. 26 ff, ch. xii. 17, he con- 

cludes— 
“ Of this ye see that this Epistle ought no more to be refused for а 
holy, godly, and catholic, than the other authentic Scriptures.” 

And, speaking of the Writer, he says— 
“Tt is easy to see that he was a faithful servant of Christ, and of 
the same doctrine that Timothy was of, yea and Paul himself was 
of, and that he was an Apostle, or in the Apostles’ time, or near - 

thereunto. And seeing the Epistle agreeth to all the rest of the 
Scripture, if it be indifferently looked on, why should it not. be 
authority, and taken for holy Scripture * ?” 

18. Fulke, in his defence of Translations of the Bible*, while de- 

fending the omission of the name of St. Paul in the title of the Epistle 
in the Geneva Bible of 1560, says— 

* Which of us, I pray you, that thinketh that this Epistle was not 
written by St. Paul, once doubteth whether it be not of apostolical 
spirit and authority? Which is manifest by this, that both in 
preaching and writing we cite it thus, the Apostle to the 
Hebrews.” 

19. Bp. Jewel again, in his Defence of the Apology, p. 186, where 
he is speaking of the charge of anonymousness brought against it, says— 

* The Epistle unto the Hebrews, some say, was written by St. 
Paul, some by Clemens, some by Barnabas, some by some other: 
and so are we uncertain of the author's name." 

20. Whittaker (Disputatio de Sacr. Script. Controvers. i. quest. i. c. 
16), says— 

* Si Lutherus aut qui Lutherum sequuti sunt nonnulli aliter 
senserint aut scripserint de quibusdam libris N. T.. . ii pro 
se respondeant: nihil ista res ай nos pertinet, qui hac in re 
Lutherum nec sequimur nec defendimus, quique meliori ratione 

ducimur. . . .. De auctoritate nullius libri qui pertinet ad N. T. 
dubitamus, nec vero de auctore, preterquam Epistole ad Hebraeos. 
Epistolam hanc esse omni modo canonicam concedimus : sed num 

& Paulo apostolo conscripta fuerit, non perinde liquet . . . . non 
valde de hac re contendamus : neque enim necesse est: et res in 
dubio relinqui potest, ut interim sua epistole auctoritas constet 
atque conservetur." 

5 Tyndale’s Doctrinal Treatises, &c. Parker Socicty’s edn., pp. 521, 522. 
Parker Society's edn., pp. 82, 88. 
7 Cited in Bleek, p. 464. See the Eng. translation in the Parker Socicty’s edn., 

p. 105 ff. 
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21. With regard to the question itself, in what light we are to look 
on our Epistle with respect to canonicity, it is one which it will be well 
{о treat here on general grounds, as it will come before us again more 
than once, in writing of the remaining books of the N. T. 

22. We might put this matter on the ground which Jerome takes in 
his Epistle to Dardanus, “‘nzhil interesse cujus sit, cum sit ecclesiastici 
riri: or on that which Erasmus takes, when he says that the “ auctor 

primarius” is the “ Spiritus Sanctus,” and so puts by as indifferent the 
question of the “auctor secundarius : thus in both cases resting the 
decision entirely on the character of the contents of the book itself. 

23. But this would manifestly be a wrong method of proceeding. 
We do not thus in the case of other writings, whose unexceptionable 
evangelic character is universally acknowledged. To say nothing of 
later productions, no one ever reasoned thus respecting the Epistle of 
Barnabas, or that of Clement to the Corinthians, or any of the quasi- 
apostolic writings. None of the ancients ever dealt so before Jerome, 
nor did Jerome himself in other passages. More than intrinsic excel- 
lence and orthodoxy is wanting, to win for a book a place in the N. T. 
canon. Indeed any reasoning must be not only in itself insufficient, 
but logically unsound, which makes the authority of а book which is to 
set us our standard of doctrine, the result of a judgment of our own 
respecting the doctrine inculeated in it. Such judgment can be only 
subsidiary to the enquiry, not the primary line of its argument, which 
must of necessity be of an objective character. 

24. And when we come to proofs of this latter kind, it may well be 
asked, which of them are we to accept as sufficient. It is clear, we 
cannot appeal to tradition alone. We must combine with such an 
appeal, the exercise of our own judgment on tradition. When, for 

example, the Chureh of England takes, in her sixth Article, the ground 
of pure tradition, and says,— 

“In the name of the Holy Scripture, we do understand those 
eanonical books of the Old and New Testament, of whose authority 
was never any doubt in the Church," 

she would by implication, if consistent with herself, exclude from the 
eanon at the least the Apocalypse, which was for some centuries not 
received by the Eastern and for the most part by the Greek church, 
and our Epistle, which was for some centuries not received by the 
whole Latin church. Nay, she would go even further than this: for 
even to the present day the Syrian church excludes the Apocalypse, 
the Epistles of St. Jude, 2 and 3 John, and 2 Peter, from the canon. 

It is fortunate that our Church did not leave this definition to be 

worked out for itself, but, giving a detailed list of O. T. books, has 

appended to it this far more definite sentence : ** All the books of the 

New Testament, as they are commonly received, we do receive, and 
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account them canonical:“ thus adopting the list of N. T. books in 
common usage in the Western church at the time, about which there 
could be no difference. 

25. If then tradition pure and simple will not suffice for our guide, 
how are we to combine our judgment with it, во аз to arrive at a satis- 

factory conclusion ? It is manifest, that the question of origin comes 
in here as most important. If the genuineness of a book be in dispute, 
as е. g. that of 2 Peter, it suffices, to make it reasonably probable that 
it was written by him whose name it bears. When this is received, 
all question of canonieity is at rest. In that case, the name of the 
Apostle is ample guarantee. And so with our Epistle, those who think 
they can prove it to be the work of St. Paul, аге no longer troubled 
about its canonicity. This is secured, in shewing it to be of apostolic 

origin. 
26. And so it ever was in the early church. Apostolicity and 

canonicity were bound together. And in the case of those historical 
books which were not written by Apostles themselves, there was ever an 
effort to connect their writers, St. Mark with St. Peter, St. Luke with 

St. Paul, so that at least apostolic sanction might not be wanting to 
them. What then must be our course with regard to & book, of which 
we believe neither that it was written by an Apostle, nor that it had 
apostolic sanction ? 

27. This question must necessarily lead to an answer not partaking 
of that rigid demonstrative character which some reasoners require for 
all inferences regarding the authority of Scripture. Our conclusion 
must be matter of moral evidence, and of degree: must be cumulative 
—made up of elements which are not, taken by themselves, decisive, 
but which, taken together, are sufficient to convince the reasonable 
mind. 

28. First, we have reason to believe that our Epistle was written by 
one who lived and worked in close union with the Apostle Paul: of 
whom that Apostle says that “he planted, and Apollos watered, and 
God gave the increase :” of whom it is elsewhere in holy writ declared, 
that he was “an eloquent man and mighty in the Scriptures :" that he 
“helped much them which had believed through grace :” that he 
* mightily convinced the Jews, and that publicly, shewing by the Scrip- 
tures that Jesus was Christ.” 

29. Secondly, having, as we believe, from his pen such an Epistle, 
we find it largely quoted by one who was himself a companion of the 
Apostles,—and almost without question appealed to as Scripture by 
another primitive Christian writer: and both these testimonies belong 
to that very early age of the Church, when controversies about canoni- 
city had not yet begun. 

80. Thirdly, in the subsequent history of the Church, we find the 
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reception of the Epistle into the canon becoming ever more and more 
a matter of common consent: mainly, no doubt, in connexion with the 

hypothesis of its Pauline authorship, but, as we have shewn above, not 
in all cases in that connexion. 

31. Fourthly, we cannot refuse the conviction, that the contents of 
the Epistle itself are such as powerfully to come in aid of these other 
considerations. Unavailing as such a conviction would be of itself, as 
has been previously noticed, yet it is no small confirmation of the 
evidence which probable authorship, early recognition, and subsequent 
consent, furnish to the canonicity of our Epistle, when we find that no 
where are the main doctrines of the faith more purely or more majes- 
tically set forth ; no where Holy Scripture urged with greater authority 
and cogency ; no where those marks in short, which distinguish the 
first rank of primitive Christian writings from the second, more un- 
equivocally and continuously present. 

32. The result of this combination of evidence is, that though no 
considerations of expediency, nor consent of later centuries, can ever 
make us believe the Epistle to have been written by St. Paul, we yet 
conceive ourselves perfectly justified in accounting it a portion of the 
N. T. canon, and in regarding it with the same reverence as the rest of 
the Holy Scriptures. 

There are other subjects of deep interest connected with our Epistle, 
such as its relation, in point of various aspects of Christian doctrine, to 
the teaching of St. Paul, of St. John, of St. James, and of St. Peter: its 
connexion with, and independence of, the system of Philo: to treat of 

which would extend these prolegomena, already long, to the size of 
a volume. They will be found discussed in the first part of Riehm's 
“ Lehrbegriff des Hebraerbriefes,” Ludwigsburg, 1858. 

CHAPTER II. 

THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF JAMES. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Ir has been very generally agreed, that among the apostolic per- 
sons bearing the name of James (‘Idxwfos), the son of Zebedee, the 
brother of St. John, cannot well have written our Epistle. The state 
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of things and doctrines which we find in it can hardly have been reached 
as early as before the execution of that Apostle, related in Acts xii. 

2. But when we have agreed on this, matter of controversy at once 
arises. It would appear from the simple superscription of our Epistle 
with the name "акьВоѕ, that we аге to recognize in its Writer tho 
apostolic person known simply by this name in the А сіз, —who was the 
president of the church at Jerusalem (Acts xii. 17 ; xv. 13 ff. ; xxi. 18), 
and is called by St. Paul the brother of our Lord (Gal. i. 19). This 
also being pretty generally granted, the question arising is: Was this 
James identical with, or was he distinct from, James the son of Alphæus, 
one of the Twelve Apostles (Matt. x. 3: Mark iii. 18: Luke vi. 15: 
Acts i. 13) ? 

8. I have partly anticipated the answer to this question in my note 
on Matt. xiii. 55, where I havo maintained that, consistently with the 
straightforward acceptation of Scripture data, we cannot believe any of 
those who are called the brethren of our Lord to have been also of the 
number of the Twelve. І conceive John vii..5, as compared with ib. vi. 
67, 70 immediately preceding, to be decisive on this point ; and since 
I first expressed myself thus, I bave seen nothing in the least degree 
calculated to shake that conviction®. And, that conclusion still stand- 

ing, I must of course believe this James to be excluded from the 
number of the Twelve, and if so, distinct from the son of Alpheus. 

4. Still, it will be well to deal with the question on its own ground. 
And first, as to the notices in Scripture itself which bear on it. And 
these, it must be acknowledged, are not without difficulty. As e. g. 

those which occur in St. Luke, who must have been well aware of the 

state of matters in the church at Jerusalem. He names, up to Acts xii., 

but two persons as James: one, whom he always couples with John 
(Luke v. 10; vi. 14; viii. 51; ix. 28, 54 (Acts i. 13)), and in Acts xii. 2 
relates, under the name of тду ddeAdov Id, to have been slain with 

the sword by Herod : the other, whom he twice introduces as "Id«wBos 
б rod `АЛфаѓох (Luke vi. 15: Acts i. 13). Besides, the genitive of the 

name, 'Iaxófjov, is thrice mentioned by him as designating by relation- ` 

® Nothing can be lamer than the way in which Lange (in Herzog's Encycl. art 
Jacobus) endeavours to escape the conclusion. I subjoin it as the latest specimen of 
what ingenuity can do against plain matter of fact: Тһе kind of unbelief here pre- 
dicated of our Lord’s Brethren is parallel with that of Peter, Matt. xvi. 22, 23, and of 
Thomas, John xx. 25. John is evidently speaking, not of unbelief in the ordinary 
sense, which rejected the Messiahship of Jesus, but of that unbelief, or that want of 

trust which made it difficult for our Lord’s disciples, His Apostles, and even His 

Mother, to reconcile themselves to His way of life, or to His concealment of Himself.” 
Against this finessing I would simply set (1) the usage of miorevew eis at rd, John 
ji. 11; iv. 39; vii. 31, 89, 48; viii. 30; ix. 36; x. 42; хі. 45, 48; xii. 37 (with ойк), 

42 : and ( 2) the obdè dp, following on the unbelicf of the Jews ver. 1, with which the 
oí adeAgol abToU éxlorevoy eis adréy is introduced. 
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ship other persons: in Luke vi. 16 and Acts i. 13, we read of Ioùdas 
lexófov, and in Luke xxiv. 10, of Mapia 'Ia«éffov : interpreting which 
latter expression by Matt. xxvii. 56: Mark xv. 40, 47, and xvi. 1, and 

by John xix. 25, we shall infer that the Mary here mentioned being 
the wife of Alphæus (or Clopas), the ellipsis must be filled up by the 
word mother, and ‘IaxwBov in this place designates James the son of 
Alpheus. And as regards 'lovóas 'laxof jou we may well suppose 
that the same person is designated by the genitive, however difficult 
it may be to fill in the ellipsis. We have a Judas, who designates 
himself &бєАфд$ ТакоВоо, Jude 1: but whether these are to be con- 
sidered identical, must be determined by the result of our present 
investigation. 

5. The question for us with regurd to St. Luke, is the following : In 
Acts xii. 17, and in the subsequent parts of that book, we have a person 
mentioned simply as ‘IdxwBos, who is evidently of great authority in the 
church at Jerusalem. Aro we to suppose that St. Luke, careful and 
accurate as his researches were, was likely to have introduced thus 
without previous notice, а new and third person bearing the same name? 
Does not this testify strongly for the identity of the two? 

6. The best way to answer this question will be, to notice St. Luke's 
method of proceeding on an occasion somewhat analogous. In Acts 
i. 13, we find Фитто$ among the Apostles. In ib. vi 5, we find a 
Siunros among the seven, appointed to relieve the Apostles from the 

daily ministration of alms. In ib. viii. 5, we read that dvrros went 
down to a city of Samaria and preached. Now as there is nothing to 
identify this part of the narrative with what went before, or to imply 
that this was not a missionary journey of one of the Apostles, distinct 
from the ĉ&asropa from which they were excepted above, ver. 1, it is 
not at the first moment obvious which Philip is meant. It is true, that 
intelligent comparison of the parts of the narrative makes it plain to 
us: but the case is one in point, as shewing that St. Luke is in the 
habit of leaving it to such comparison to decide, and not of inserting 
notices at the mention of names, to prevent mistake. This would be 
much more in the practice of St. John, who writes, xiv. 22, Iolòas обу 
б "Ioxapusrys : cf. also xi. 2. It seems then that the practice of St. Luke 
will not decide for us, but our enquiry must still be founded on the 
merits of the question itself. 

T. And in so doing, we will make first the hypothesis of the identity 
of Jumes the son of Alpheus with James the Lord's brother. Theu, 
besides the great, and to me insuperable difficulty in John vi. 70 and 
vii. 5, we shall have the following circumstances for our consideration : 
(1) In Matt. xxvii. 56, and Mark xv. 40, we read of Mary the mother 
of James and Joses : and in Mark, the epithet той икро? is attached to 
'axófov. Now on the hypothesis of James, the brother of the Lord, 
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being identical with the son of Alpheus, there were four such sons, 
Matt. xiii. 55 ; James, Joseph, Simon, and Judas: and of these four, 

two, James and Judas, were Apostles. So that, leaving out of the 
question for the moment the confusion of the names Joses and Joseph, 
we should thus have Mary the wife of Clopas designated as the mother 
of James, who was an Apostle, and of Joses, who was not an Apostle, 
to the exclusion of her son Judas, who was also an Apostle. Is not 
this, to say the least, extremely improbable ? | 

8. And besides this, let us review for a moment the epithet rod шкроб, 
attached to "IaxwBov by St. Mark. Beyond question, at the time when 
this Gospel was written, James the son of Zebedee had long ago fallen 
by the sword of Herod’. And as certainly, at this time James the 

Lord's brother was at the head of the mother church at Jerusalem, one 

of the three pillars (Gal. ii. 9) of the Christian body. Was it likely 
that at such & time (for the notice and epithet is one whose use must 
be sought at the time of the publication of the Gospel, not at that of 
the formation of the apostolic oral history, seeing that it does not occur 
in the parallel place in Matthew) the epithet тоб juxpo) would be 
attached to this James by way of distinguishing him from that other, 
long since martyred ? Is it not much more probable that the epithet, 
for whatever reason, was attached to James the son of Alphsus to dis- 
tinguish him from this very James the brother of the Lord ? 

9. If James tho воп of Alphzus, the Apostle, were the head of the 
mother church at Jerusalem, and а man of such distinction among the 
Jewish Christians, how comes it, that when an Apostle of the circum- 
cision is to be named, over against St. Paul, St. Peter, and not he, is 

dignified by that title ? 
10. There is another more genera! consideration, which, however 

much it may be disallowed by some, yet seems to me not without weight. 
It hardly consists with the mission of the Twelve, that any of them 
should be settled in a particular spot, as the president or Bishop of a 
local church. Even granting the exceptional character of the Jeru- 
salem church, it does not seem likely that the dpyurpecBurepos there 
would be one of those to whom it was said ropevOérres els Tov xoopov 
&ravra ктрїфате Tò ebayyédiov тасу тў ктісе : and of whom all that we 
read in the Acts of the Apostles, and all that primitive tradition relates 
to us, assures us that they fulfilled this command. 

11. If we compare this hypothesis with early tradition, its first 
notices present us with a difficulty. Speaking of James the brother of 
the Lord, Eusebius (H. E. ii. 23) says,— 

dxpiBéorara ye uiv ta кат abróv б “Hynourmos, éri ris mpwrys tov 
atogToAwy yevopevos dx, & TH тєрттї афтод vrops рат: тобтоу 

® See Prolegg. Vol. I. ch. iii. § iv. 
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A€ywr історє tov Tpómov* Atadéyera: 08 тўр ёкк\сіау pera v do- 
oToAwy б dd A тоў kvpiov "IdxwBos, ô дуорасбєі Ото таутшу Sixatos 
&ró TOv ToU Kupiov xpóvev péxpt kal бу. ёте moù '1ак=до 
ёкаАобуто. 

12. This passage seems most plainly to preclude all idea of James the 
Lord’s brother being one of the Twelve. However we understand the 
not very perspicuous words pera rüy åmogróiwv ; whether we boldly 
suppose with Jerome, on account of the verb Siadeyera, that they are a 
mistake for pera rovs ётоостдАоус (“ Suscepit ecclesiam Hierosolyma post 
apostolos frater domini Jacobus:“ Catal. Script. Eccl. 2, vol. ii. p. 829), 
or take them as they stand, and as is most likely from comparison with 
St. Paul's narrative in Gal. ii,—of joint superintendence with the 
Apostles ; on either, or any view, they expressly exclude James from 
the number of the Apostles themselves“. 

13. And entirely consistent with this is the frequently misunderstood 
other testimony from Hegesippus, cited by Eusebius (H. E. iv. 22) :— 

коі pera TÒ paprupioar ЛакоВоу тду u б xai б Kiptos émi TQ 
aùr Абуф, таму б ёк Ücíov abrod Supewy б тод KAwra кабістатаі 
ézío komos* бу проёбєуто тйутез, бута ёуєјду tov Kupiou Sevrepov. 

The straightforward interpretation of which passage is, that '*after 
James the Just had been martyred, as was the Lord also for the same 
eause, next was appointed bishop Symeon, the son of Clopas, the off- 
spring of his (James's, not the Lord's, as Lange and others have most 
unfairly attempted to make it mean) uncle, whom all agreed in pre- 
ferring, being, as he was, second of the cousins of the Lord." That is, 

Joseph and Clopas (Alpheus) being brothers, and one son of Alpheus, 
James, being an Apostle, his next brother Symeon (Joses may have 
been dead ere this) being thus ávejus xvpíov Sevrepos, and born ёк rob 
Getov airo? (‘IaxwPov), succeeded James the Just in the bishopric of 
Jerusalem. I submit that on the hypothesis of Symeon being James’s 
own brother, such & sentence is simply unaccountable. 

14. It is true that in this, as in so many other matters, ancient tradi- 

1 How Lange, in his article in Herzog’s Encyclopsedia, can cite these words in proof 
of the identify, I cannot imagine. This, — besides his suppression here of the following 
ёте) sro0AA ol "IdawBor éxaAoÜrro,—is one of the many tokens of unfairness which appear 
in that specious and clever article. I subjoin his own words: Hegeſippus ſpricht 
offenbar für die Identität, SiaBéx era: è Thr ёккАтосЃах perà trav &xoanróAwr ó àde A 
TOU коріои Id gos. Hieronymus uͤberſetzte in feinem Katalog falſch, „nach ben 
Apoſteln; “ Rufinus verbeßerte, „mit den Apoſteln.“ Er uͤbernahm die Leitung der 
Kirche von Jerufalem mit den Apoſteln. Das heißt, er wurde nicht ausſchließlicher 
Biſchof, ſondern den uͤbrigen Apoſteln als Apoſteln war die Mitwirkung der Natur 
der Sache nach vorbehalten. Als Biſchof wird er von den Apoſteln unterſchieden, 
obſchon er Apoſtel iſt, ſo wie Petrus als Sprecher von den Apoſteln unterſchieden wird, 
obſchon er zu ihnen gehoͤrt, Apg. v. 29 (ô Mérpos xal of ётбетоло). Surely any one 
may see through the fallacy of this last citation, as compared with the expression in 
Hegesippus. 
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tion is not consistent with itself. For Euseb. (Н. E. ii. 1) quotes from 
the Hypotyposeis of Clement of Alexandria— 

"Таково TQ Owaio xai обир kai Петре pera туу dvdoracw Tapéboke 
Tiv yvaow ô курс. obrot ois Aourois &mooróAow mwapédwxay. ої dd 
Aovroi ётбеттоАо: rois ё&@$онлкоута, dv els Ту xai Bapraf jas. буо 8 
yeyóvaaw "Idxwflot, els 6 Sixatos, б катй тоў wrepvyiov ВАбєіѕ xai vrò 
kvadéus úp т\руєѕ els Üavarov, t repcs 8ё 6 караторлубе$. 

And in the same chapter he speaks of Clement as reporting that 
Stephen was the first martyr mpòs Tv kuptokróvov,— 

тбтє та xal 'ldxwfJov tov тоў Kupiov Аєубиєуоу , бт. ù Kai 
otros ToU IG Фубрасто mais . . . . Tovrov 8) otv айтду 'Idxoflov, 
8 koi Sixasov érixAny of mahar 8 dperijs éxdAovv mporepijpara, mpõrov 
істородс‹ тўс èv 'lepomoAUpots ёккАт}тїа$ tov тўс émwkomis ёуҳериг- 
Oval Hd 

15. Compare with this Euseb. H. E. i. 12:— 
emera 8 Ффдо abróv ТакоВо фусі” ds $ каї otros TOv фєроцбушу 
тоў corpos рабутёу, GANG илүү кої ddeApay y: 

and уй. 19: and the Apostolical Constitutions, її. 55, and vi. 12, 14, 

where, after the enumeration of the Twelve Apostles, we have named— 
"IdxwBos тє б ToU xupiov dd каї Теротоћушоу ericxorros xal abs 
ó тоу ёбуфу 88аскаћоѕ. 

Thus it appears, that the assumption of the identity encounters several 
difficulties, both from Scripture itself (even supposing the crowning one 
of John vii. 5 got over), and from primitive tradition. It nevertheless 
became very prevalent, as soon as the setting in of asceticism suggested 
the hypothesis of the perpetual virginity of the Mother of our Lord. 
This is found from Jcrome downwards; and all kinds of artificial ex- 

planations of the relationship of the brethren to our Lord have been 
given, to escape the inference from the simple testimony of Holy 
Scripture, that they were veritably children of Joseph and Mary, 
younger than our Lord. 

16. Let us now follow the other hypothesis, that James the brother 
of the Lord and James the son of Alphæus were different persons. 
Against this, many objections have been brought, the principal of which 
seems to be, that thus we have so considerable a repetition of names 
among the family and disciples of our Lord. But this cannot on any 
hypothesis be got rid of. 'The undoubted facts of the Gospel history 
give us the following repetitions of names :— 

(A) We have under the name Simon, (1) Simon Peter: (2) Simon 
коуауаќо or {nAwrys, the Apostle: (3) Simon, the brother of the Lord, 
Matt. xiii. 55: Mark vi. 3: (4) Simon, the father of Judas Iscariot, 
John vi. 71 al.: (5) Simon the leper, in Bethany, Matt. xxvi. 6: Mark 
xiv. 3: (6) Simon of Cyrene, who bore the cross after our Lord, Matt. 
xxvii. 82 |: (7) Simon Magus: (8) Simon the tanner: besides (9) 
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Simon the Pharisee, in whose house our Lord was anointed by the 
woman who was a sinner, Luke vii. 40. 

(B) Under the name Jupas, (1) Judas Lebbæus or 'laxoófjovy, the 
Apostle : (2) (?) Judas, the brother of the Lord: (3) Judas Iscariot : 
(4) Judas Barsabas, Acts xv. 22: if not also (5) the Apostle Thomas, 
the twin (@wpas 6 каї “Iovdas, Eus. H. E. i. 13), so called by way of 
distinction from the two other Judases among the T welve. 

(C) Under the name Many, (1) the Mother of our Lord : (2) tho 
mother of James and Joses, Matt. xxvii. 56: (3) Mary Magdalene: 
(4) Mary, the sister of Lazarus: (5) Mary, the mother of John Mark. 

17. Besides these, we have (D) at least four under the name JOSEPH, 
viz. (1) the reputed father of our Lord, (2) Joseph of Arimathea: 
(3) Joseph Barnabas, Acts iv. 36 : (4) Joseph Barsabas, Acts i. 23: if 
not two more, a brother of our Lord, Matt. xiii. 55, and accordiug to 

some M83., a son of Mary and brother of James, Matt. xxvii. 56. 
This being so, it really is somewhat out of place to cry out upon the 

supposed multiplication of persons bearing the same name in the N. T. 
18. The improbability of there being in each family, that of Joseph 

and that of Alphæus (Clopas), two sets of four brothers bearing the 

same names, is created by assuming the supplement of Ioùòas "Iaxofjov 
Luke vi. 16 and Acts 1. 18, to be àd es, which, to say the least, is not 

necessary. The sons of Alpheus (except Levi (Matthew) who appears 
to have been the son of another Alpheus, but has been most unaccount- 
ably omitted from all consideration by those who object to the multi- 
plication of those bearing the same name) are but two, James the less 
the Apostle, and Joses. We have not the least trace in Scripture, or 

even in tradition rightly understood, indicating that Simon Zelotes was 
a son of Alpheus. What is the improbability, in two brethren of our 
Lord bearing the same names as two of their cousins ? Cannot almost 
every widely-spread family even among ourselves, where names are not 
во frequently repeated, furnish examples of the same and like coih- 
cidences ? 

19. No safe objection can be brought against the present hypo- 
thesis from St. Paul's črepov бё rd) droordAwy ойк «доу el ил} láxo- 
Bov Tóv dd тод xvpiov, Gal. i. 19. For (1) the usage of the word 
émócroÀos by St. Paul is not confined to the Twelve, and Christian 
antiquity recognized in Paul himself and this very James, two sup- 
plementary Apostles besides the Twelve“: and (2) it has been shewn by 

Fritzsche, Neander, and Winer,and must be evident to any one accustomed 

to the usage of el pý in the N. T., that it need not necessarily qualify 

črepov here, but may just as well refer to the whole preceding clause’. 

2 See the citation from the Apostolic Constt. above, par. 15. 
з If we want an example of even a wider use of eè ph, we have it in the same chapter, 

ver. 7. 
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20. The objection of Lange (Herzog’s Encyclop. ut supra) that it 
is impossible to imagine the growth of an apocryphal Apostleship, 
by the side of that founded by our Lord, entirely vanishes under 
& right view of the circumstances of the case. There would be no 
possibility, on Lange’s postulates, of including St. Paul himself among 
the Apostles. There was nothing in the divine proceeding towards 
him, which indicated that he was to bear that name: still less was 

there any thing designating Barnabas as another Apostle, properly so 
called. These two, on account of their importance and usefulness 
in the apostolic work, were received among the Apostles as of apostolic 
dignity. Why may the same not have been the case, with a person 
во universally noted for holiness and justice as James the brother of 
the Lord ? 

2]. Again, Lange (ut supra) objects, that “real Apostles thus alto- 
gether vanish from the field of action, and are superseded by other 
Apostles introduced afterwards.” I would simply ask, what can be a 
more accurate description, than these words furnish, of the character 

of the history of the book which is entitled the Acts of the Apostles ? 
Is it not, in the main, the record of the journeyings and acts of a 
later introduced Apostle, before whom the work of the other Apostles 
is cast into the shade? Besides, what do we know of the actions 

of any of the Apostles, except (taking even Lange’s hypothesis) of 
Peter, James, John, and James the son of Alphseus? Where shall 

we seek avy record of the doings of St. Matthew, St. Thomas, St. 
Philip, St. Jude, St. Bartholomew, St. Andrew, St. Simon, St. Mat- 

thias? In Acts xv. 22, an 'Iovóas appears as an dhe iyyovperos êv Tots 
édeAgois : but he is not St. Jude the Apostle. In Acts viii. we hear 
much of the missionary work of díAurmos: but he is not St. Philip the 
A postle. 

22. It seems to me from the above considerations, far the more pro- 
béble inference from Scriptural and traditional data, that James the 
brother of the Lord, the Bishop of Jerusalem, the presumed Author of 
our Epistle, was distinct from James the son of Alpheus, one of the 

Twelve Apostles. And assuming thie, I shall now gather up the 
notices which we find of this remarkable person. 

28. It is certain, from John vii. 8—5, that he was not a believer in 

the Messiahship of Jesus at the period of His ministry there indicated. 
And from our Lord, when on the Cross, commending His mother to the 
care of St. John, the son of Zebedee, and probably His cousin after the 
flesh, we may infer that neither then did His brethren believe on Him. 
It would appear however, from our finding them expressly mentioned 
in Acts i. 18, as assembled in the upper room with the Apostles and 
with the Mother of our Lord, and the believing women, that they 
were then believers, having probably been, from а half-persuaded and 
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wavering faith, fixed, by the great events of the Passion and Resurrec- 
tion, in а conviction of the divine mission of Jesus. 

24. And of these the Lord's brethren, let us now fix our attention 

on JAMES, who seems, from his being placed first in the enumeration, 
Matt. xiii. 55 and | Mark, to have been the eldest among them. 

25. The character which we have of him, as a just and holy man, 
must in all probability be dated from before his conversion. And those 
who believe him to have been not by adoption only, but by actual birth 
a son of our Lord's parents, will trace in the appellation of him as 
Sixacos, the character of his father (Matt. i. 19), and the humble faith 
and obedience of his mother (Luke i. 38). That the members of such 
a family should have grown up just and holy men, is the result which 
might be hoped from the teaching of such parents, and above all from 
the presence ever among them of the spotless and bright example of 
Him, of whom his cousin according to the flesh, yet not knowing Him 
to be the Messiah, could say, J have need to be baptized of Thee” 
(Matt. iii. 14). 

26. 'The absence in the Holy Family of that pseudo-asceticism which 
has so much confused the traditions respecting them, is strikingly 
proved by the notice, furnished by St. Paul in 1 Cor. ix. 5, that “ the 
brethren of the Lord” were married men. At the same time there can 
be no doubt from the general character of St. James’s Epistle, and from 
the notices of tradition, confirmed as they are by the narrative in the 
Acts, ch. xxi. 17 ff., and by Gal. ii. 11 ff., that he was in other matters 
a strong ascetic, and a rigid observer of the ceremonial Jewish customs. 
In the testimony of Hegesippus, quoted by Eus. Н. E. ii. 28, we read, 
obros ёк коа unrpòs abro? dytos v. olvov каї сікєра ойк eme, оўбё 
Qupvxoy &фаує fupóv ёті ri kejaXiy abro) ойк dvéBy, Amoy ойк - 
фато, каї BaXaveio ox ёурутато. r дбуф dv «is та ayia else. 
ovde yàp épeoUv ёфбре ААА cuwBóvas. каї H elsjpxero els TOV vaóv, 
тӧріскетб тє керєуос̧ ётї rois убуас‹ kal alrovpevos trip rod ÀaoU deu 
és dmeoxAnxévar Tà yovata афтод ёкту xapyAov, Sui тд del канатту ёті 
yoru Tposkvvotvra TQ Ged cal aireicbar йфету TG Ааф Ok yéro Tiv 
SrepBodjy ris 8uatooívys atro) ёкаАеїто Sixatos каї HAI And with- 
out taking all this as literal fact, it at least shews us the character 
which he bore, and the estimation in which he was held. 

27. That such a person, when converted to the faith of Jesus, should 
have very soon been placed in high dignity in the Jerusalem church, is 
not to be wondered at. The very fact of that church being in some 
measure & continuation of the apostolic company, would, in the absence 

of Him who had been its centre beforetime, naturally incline their 

thoughts towards one who was the most eminent of His nearest relatives 

4 On the interpretation of this word, which is quite uncertain, see Suicer, sub voce, 
vol. ii. p. 1593. 
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according to the flesh: and the strong Judaistic tendencies of that 
church would naturally group it around опе who was so zealous a fautor 
of the Law. 

28. This his pre-eminence seems to have been fully established аз 
early as the imprisonment of St. Peter, Acts xii.“: i.e. about A.D. 44: 
which would allow ample time for the reasonable growth in estimation 
and authority of one whose career as a disciple did not begin till the 
Ascension of our Lord, i. e. 14 years before *. 

29. From this time onward, James is introduced, and simply by this 
name, as the president, or bishop, of the church at Jerusalem. In the 
apostolic council in Acts xv. (A.D. 50), we find him speaking last, after 
the rest had done, and delivering, with his ёуф кро (ver. 19), that 

opinion, on which the act of the assembly was grounded. On St. Paul 
reaching Jerusalem in Acts xxi. (A.D. 58), we find him, on the day 
after his arrival, entering in mpós Такобоу : and it is added 2dyres тє 
apeyévovro oi трєсВітєро: : shewing that the visit was a formal one, to 
a man in authority. 

80. Thenceforward we have no more mention of James in the Acts. 
In Gal. i. 19, St. Paul relates, that at his first visit to Jerusalem after 
his conversion he saw "IdxwBov rov йдєА\фду то? xupiov: but without any 
mark, unless the title дтостоХоѕ, there given him, is to be taken as such, 

that he had then the pre-eminence which he afterwards enjoyed. The 
date of this visit I have set down elsewhere as A. D. 407. 

31. In ihe same apologetic narrative in the Epistle to the Galatians, 

St. Paul recounts the events, as far as they were germane to his pur- 
pose, of the apostolic council in Acts xv. And here we find James 
ranked with Cephas and John, as orvAc: of the church. At some shortly 
subsequent time, probably in the end of A. D. 50 or the beginning of 51, 
we find, from the same narrative of St. Paul, that rwés amd 'IaxofJov 
came down to Antioch, of whose Judaistic strictness Peter being afraid, 
prevaricated, and shrunk back from asserting his Christian liberty. 
This speaks for the influence of James, as it does also for its tendency. 

82. At the time when we lore sight of James in the Acts of the 
Apostles, he would be, supposing him to have been next in the Holy 
Family to our Blessed Lord, and proceeding on the neccessarily some- 

5 Thus—for we can hardly suppose it to have been a sudden thing, —we should have 
it already subsisting during the lifetime of the greater James, the son of Zebedee: one 
additional argument for distinguishing this James from James the less, the son of 
Alpheus. 

5 For these dates, see the Chronological Table in the Prolegg. to the Acts, Vol. II. 
It has been objected, that it would be unlikely that one who at the Ascension was 
not a believer, should so soon after be found in the dignity of an Apostle. But the 
objectors forget, that less than half the time sufficed to raise one, who long after the 
Ascension was **a persecutor and injurious," to the ваше dignity. 

7 бее the Chronological Table, ut ра 
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what uncertain * inference deducible from the plain sense of Matt. i. 25, 
about sixty years of age. 

33. From this time we are left to seek his history in tradition. We 
possess an account in Josephus of his character and martyrdom. In 
Antt. xx. 9. 1, we read, ó"Avavos, vouícas xev карду èmirýðeov, & тд 
тебудусі тду Фтстоу, AHD & ёт: кат& ту 680v бтірҳеу, каба ow- 
pov xprrüv" xal mapayayow els abrò róv dd той "Igoo0 тоу Aeyouévov 
xi rod, ‘IdxwBos буора aire, kal twas érépovs, Gs тарауорлугбутшу KaT- 
wyoptay Tromodpevos, птарбокє AevaÜnaojéyovs. 

34. Further particulars of his death are given us from Hegesippus, 
by Eusebius, ut supra, H. E. ii. 23: but they do not seem to tally with 
the above account in Josephus. According to Hegesippus, whose 
narrative is full of strange expressions, and savours largely of the 
fabulous, some of the seven sects of the people (see Eus. H. E. iv. 22) 
asked James, ris ў біра то? "усо? And by his preaching to them 
Jesus as the Christ, so many of them believed on Him, that roAXGv xai 
ru Gpxovrev morevdvruv, Ту Üópuflos trav "Iovdaiwy x. урацџатёюу к. 
Фаритайву Xeyóvrov бт. xvduveia was & Aads "усойу тду yprorov 1тро$- 
бокау. On this they invited James to deter the people from being 
thus deceived, standing on the rrepvyioy тоў {єро® at the Passover, that 

he might be seen and heard by all, But, the story proceeds, when he 
was set there, and appealed to by them to undeceive the people, he 
&rexpcraro $xovjj peyáňy Ti pe ётеротбтє тєрї Io ToU vioU тоў dvOpwrov; 
кої avros кабута фу тё obpayQ ёк дефи» тїз peydAns Suvdpews, cal Ae 
ёрҳєсбол éxi тӧу уєфєАМ®у ro одрауой. On this, many were confirmed 
in their belief, and glorified God for his testimony, and cried Hosanna 
to the son of David. Whereat the Scribes and Pharisees said to one 
another, xaxüs érowjoapey тоюту рартуріау Tapagxóvres TQ "сой 
dAAà dvaBdyres катаВалорєу airov, iva dofTnÜévres pù micredowow aùr. 
каў ёкраёау Aéyoyres "О &, киї ô Sixaros ёпХауубт. So they went up, and 
cast him down: and said to one another, Ubdowpey “IdxwBoy tov Sixasov. 
«ai ўр$ауто М№дафеу айтбу, ёте xataBAnOeis ойк &méÜavev, АМА ore 
nee rà yovata Aéyov Паракаћ кїрє Get warep ёфёѕ abrots, ob yàp oidace 
ri rovotow. And while they were stoning him, a priest, one of the sons 
of Rechab, cried out, ri moere; edyeras trip борбу ó као. каї AaBwy 
т< ёл? abrüv ds Trav xvadéww тд {Лоу dv Q dremiele тй ipata, eye 

xarà Tis ces ToU Sixaiov. каї ovrws ёрартӯртсєу. xal ёбарау avrov 

er тё rm, кої Єтє abroõ ў rip e. Tapa TQ vag. 

8 Because there were also sisters of our Lord, and more than two, or the word хаси 

could not have been used of them, Matt. xiii. 55. 

* On this expression, Valesius says, “ Ostium hoc loco est introductio seu institutio 

atque initiatio. Ostium igitur Christi nihil est aliud quam fides in Deum Patrem et 

Filium et Spiritum Sanctum: &c. But this seems doubtful and the expression 

euigmatical. . 
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85. This last sentence seems wholly inexplicable, considering that 
long before it was written both city and temple were destroyed. And 
the more so, as Hegesippus proceeds to say, that immediately upon 
St. James’s martyrdom, Vespasian formed the siege of the city. He 
adds, ойто è dpa Gavudaows Tis Tv, Kal mapà тоф dos dGwacw ёті 
Sixcaoovvy BeBéyro ó "IdxwBos, ús каї rovs Iovòalu gudpovas do 
таўтуу elvat Ti alriay rs тараҳрђра perà TÒ papriptoy aUroU хо\оркіаѕ 
ris ‘IepovcaAjp, fjv dt obdty črepov афто cup Bivar, Y & тд кат avro) 
toàn? dyos. And he quotes from Josephus, таёта 84 cupPéByxe 
"IovSatows кат exdixnow lach BoD rot Owaíov, $$ Fv dds “Incod ToU 
Aeyouévou xpiorov: dre ,˙²ο Suawraroy айтду of Iovdaĩot dwéxreway : 
but no such passage as this latter is now found in Josephus. 

36. The character of St. James is sufficiently indicated in the fore- 
going notices. He appears to have been a strong observer of the law, 
moral and ceremonial: and though willing to recognize the hand of 
God in the Gentile ministry of Paul and Barnabas, to have remained 
himself attached to the purely Judaistic form of Christianity. Had 
not,” observes Schaff (Kirchengesch. i. p. 314), “a Peter, and above all 
a Paul, arisen as supplementary to James, Christianity would perhaps 
never have become entirely emancipated from the veil of Judaism and 

- asserted its own independence. Still there was a necessity for the 
ministry of James. If any could win over the ancient covenant people, 
it was һе, ' It pleased God to set so high an example of O. T. piety in 
its purest form among the Jews, to make conversion to the gospel, even 
at the eleventh hour, as easy as possible for them. But when they 
would not listen to the voice of this last messenger of peace, then was 
the measure of the divine patience exhausted, and the fearful and long- 

threatened judgment broke forth. And thus was the mission of James 
fulfilled. He was not to outlive the destruction of the holy city and 
the temple. According to Hegesippus, he was martyred in the year 
before that event, viz. A.D. 69.” | 

37. According to the above hypothetical calculation (par. 82), he 
would be, at the date of his martyrdom, about 71 years of age. The 
various particulars of his connexion with our present Epistle will be 
found in the following sections. 

38. The literature of the subject treated in this section is very exten- 
sive. I may refer the reader to the Einleitungen of De Wette, Huther, 
and Wiesinger: to Lange's art. in Herzog's Encyclopüdie : to Gieseler’s 
Kirchengeschichte, i. p. 89 ff.: to Schaff's do. vol. i. §§ 79, 80: to 
Neander's Pflanzung u. Leitung, p. 653 ff. and note: to Schnecken- 
burger, Annotatio ad Epist. Jacobi, p. 144 : and Davidson, Introd. to 
N. T., vol. iii. p. 302 ff. 
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SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS THE EPISTLE WAS WRITTEN. 

1. It is evident from the contents of the Epistle, that it was written 
for Christian readers. The Writer calls himself xvpiov IU % xpurroo 
SovAos, and addresses the readers throughout as his 48 In ch. i. 
18 he says that God has begotten us (suas) by the word of truth: in 
ch. ii. 1 he addresses them as having the faith of Jesus Christ the Lord 
of glory: in id. ver. 7, he speaks of the c.)) óvoua by which they were 
called: and in ch. v. 7, he exhorts them to patience on the ground that 
the eoming of the Lord was near. Besides which, the whole passage, 
ch. ii. 14, proceeds on the manifest supposition that writer and readers 
had one and the same faith. 

2. At the same time, the address of the Epistle, rats боёєка vais 
Tais & rjj Stacropg, which will not bear a spiritual meaning, but only 
the strictly national one, quite forbids us from supposing that Christians 
in general were in the Writer's view. Believing Jews, and they only, 
were the recipients of the Epistle. Not the words of the address, but 
the circumstances of the case, and the language of the Epistle, exclude 
those who did not believe. 

3. This Judaistie direction of the letter is evident from ch. ii. 2, 
where guvaywyý is the place of assembly: from ib. 19, where mono- 
theism is brought forward as the central point of faith: from ch. v. 12, 
where, in the prohibition of swearing, the formule common among the 
Jews are introduced: from ib. ver. 14, where anointing with oil is men- 
tioned. And not only so, but all the ethical errors which St. James 
eombats, are of that kind which may be referred to carnal Judaism as 

their root. 
4. Huther, from whom I have taken the foregoing paragraphs of this 

section, remarks, that the argument against faith alone without works 

is no objection to the last-mentioned view, but is rather in refutation of 

this same Jewish error, which was but the successor of the Pharisaical 

confidence in the fact of possessing the law, without a holy life: see 

Rom. ii. 17 ff. : and compare Justin Mart. Dial. § 141, p. 231, who says 

of the Jews, of Aéyovaw бт: why dpaprwroi Фе, Gedy бё wd og ov рӯ 

Aoyioyra: airots ápapríav. There is indeed no trace in the Epistle of 

ап anxious and scrupulous observance of the Mosaic ritual on the part 

of the readers: but this may be because in the main on this point the 

Writer and his readers were agreed. And we do find in it traces of an 

erroneous estimate of the value of mere Opyoxeia (ch. i. 22 ff.): and а 

trace of fanatical zeal venting itself by ёрут. 
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5. The situation of these Judso-Christian churches or congregations, 
as discernible in the Epistle, was this. They were tried by manifold 
trials, ch. i. 2. We are hardly justified in assuming that they were 
entirely made up of poor, on account of ch. ii. 6, 7: indeed the former 
verses of that chapter seem to shew, that rich men were also found 
among them. However, this probably was so for the most part, and 
they were oppressed and dragged before the judgment-seats by the rich, 
which trials they did not bear with that patience and humility which 
might have been expected of them as Christians, nor did they in faith 
seek wisdom from God concerning them: but regarded Him as their 
tempter, and their lowliness as shame, paying carnal court to the rich, 
and despising the poor. 

6. As might have been expected, such worldliness of spirit gave rise 
to strifes and dissensions among them, and to a neglect of self- 
preservation from the evil in the world, imagining that their Christian 
faith would suffice to save them, without a holy life. 

7. There is some little difficulty in assigning a proper place to the 
rich men who are addressed in ch. v. 1 ff. They can hardly have been 
altogether out of the pale of the Christian body, or the denunciations 
would never have reached them at all: but it is fair to suppose that 
they were unworthy professing members of the churches. 

8. It must be owned that the general state of the churches addressed, 
as indicated by this Epistle, is not such as any Christian teacher could 
look on with satisfaction. And it is extremely interesting to enquire, 
how far this unsatisfactory state furnishes us with any clue to the 
date of our Epistle: an enquiry which we shall follow ont in our next 
section. 

9. The designation & тў Sucopg need not necessarily limit the 
readers to the Jewish churches out of Palestine: but the greater cir- 
cumference may include the lesser: the бааттора may be vaguely used, 
regarding Jerusalem as the centre; and as in Acts viii. 1, where we read 
пдутєѕ тє 9wgápmgay Kara Tas xwpas Tis lovoaías каї Sapapetas,—the 
exception being the Apostles, who remained in Jerusalem,—may 
comprehend Palestine itself. 

SECTION IIL 

THE PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING. 

1. As regards the place of writing, if the general opinion as to the 
author be assumed, there can be butone view. His fixed residence, and 
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centre of influence, was JERUSALEM. There we find him, at every date 
in the apostolic period. If he wrote the Epistle, it was written from 
the holy city. 

2. And with this the character of the Epistle very well agrees. Most 
of the Judzo-Christians addressed in it would be in the habit of coming 
up to Jerusalem from time to time to the feasts. There St. James, 
though at a distance, might become well acquainted with their state and 
temptations, and exercise superintendence over them. 

3. It has been pointed out also', that the physical notices inserted in 
the Epistle are very suitable to this supposition. The Writer appears 
to have written not far from the sea (ch. i. 6; iii. 4): it was a land 
blessed with figs, oil, and wine (iii. 12). Wide as these notices may be, 
we have others which seem to come nearer to Palestine. Salt and 

bitter springs are familiar to him (iii. 11, 12): the land was exposed to 
drought, and was under anxiety for fear of failure of crops for want of 
rain (v. 17, 18): it was burnt up quickly by a hot wind (кайтат, i. 11), 
which is a name not only belonging to West Asia, but especially known 
in Palestine. Another phenomenon," says Hug, which was found 
where the Writer was, decides for that locality : it is, the former and 
latter rain, which he names zpwipos and &., ch. v. 7, as they were 
known in Palestine.” 

4. With regard to the date of the Epistle, opinions are more divided. 
That it was written before the destruction of Jerusalem, will follow as 

matter of course from what has already been said. But there are two 
other termini, with reference to which it is important that its place 
should be assigned. These are (1) the publication of the doctrine of 
St. Paul respecting justification by faith only: and (2) the Apostolic 
council in Jerusalem of Acts xv. 

5. A superficial view will suggest, that it cannot be till after the 
doctrine of justification by faith had been spread abroad, that ch. ii. 14 ff. 
can bave been written. And this has been held even by some, whose 
treatment of the Epistle has been far from superficial*. But I believe 
that а thorough and unbiassed weighing of probabilities will lead us to 
an opposite conclusion. It seems most improbable that, supposing 
ch. ii. 14 ff. to have been written after St. Paul's teaching on the point 
was known, St. James should have made no allusion either to St. Paul 
rightly understood, or to St. Paul wrongly understood. Surely such a 
method of proceeding, considering what strong words he uses, would be, 
to say the least, very ill-judged, or very careless: the former, if he only 
wished to prevent an erroneous conception of the great Apostle's 
doctrine,—the latter, if he wished to put himself into direct antagonism 
with it. 

! By Hug, Einleitung, edn. 4, p. 488 f. 
3 e. g. Wiesinger. 
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6. It is much more probable, that all which St. James says respecting 
works and faith has respect to a former and different state and period of 
the controversy : when, as was explained above’, the Jewish Pharisaic 
notions were being carried into the adopted belief in Christianity, and 
the danger was not, as afterwards, of a Jewish law-righteousness being 
set up, antagonistic to the righteousness which is by the faith of Christ, 
but of a Jewish reliance on exclusive purity of faith superseding the 
necessity of a holy life, which is inseparably bound up with any worthy 

holding of the Christian faith. 
7. The objection brought against this view is, that the examples 

adduced by St. James are identical with those which we find in the 
Epistles of St. Paul, and even in that to the Hebrews: and that they 
presuppose acquaintance with those writings. But we may well 

answer, what right have we to make this, any more than the converse 
assumption ? Or rather, for I do not believe the converse to be any 
more probable, why should not the occurrence of these common 
examples have been due in both cases to their having been the ordinary 
ones cited on the subject? What more certain, than that Abraham, 
the father of the faithful, would be cited in any dispute on the validity 
of faith ? What more probable than that Rahab, a Canaanite, and 
a woman of loose life, who became sharer of the security of God's 
people simply because she believed God’s threatenings, should be 
exalted into an instance on the one hand that even a contact with 
Israel’s faith sufficed to save, and that the Apostle on the other should 
shew that such faith was not mere assent, but fruitful in practical 
consequences ? 

8. Again it is urged that, owing to Ж! expressions and passages 
in our Epistle, we are obliged to believe that St. James had read and 
used the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians. Wiesinger says that 
any unbiassed reader will see in ch. i. 8 and iv. 1, 12, allusions to Rom. 
v. 3; vi. 13; vii. 23; viii. 7; xiv. 4. Of these certainly the first is a 
close resemblance: but that in the others is faint, and the connecting of 

them together is quite fanciful. And even where close resemblance 
exists, if the nature of the expressions be considered, we shall see how 
little ground there is for ascribing to the one writer any necessary 
knowledge of the other. The expressions are, тд докір 6 бру TIS - 
Tews катєрубфєтал бтороутуу James і. 3: 1 OAs ётороуђу катеруббетаи, 
Rom. v. 3. Now what could be more likely than that а mords Aóyos 
like this, tending to console the primitive believers under afflictions 
which were coeval with their first profession of the Gospel, should have 
been а common-place in the mouths of their teachers? And accordingly 
we find a portion of St. James’s expression, viz. rò Ook(uov ёрёр rhs 

3 § ii. 4. 
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wioress, again occurring in 1 Pet. i. 7: а cireumstanee which may or 
may not indicate an acquaintance with the contents of our Epistle. 

9. A similar inference has been drawn from the use by St. James of 
such terms as Sixawtofas, ёк тїттєшє, d& čpywv: which, it is urged, no 
N. T. writer except St. Paul, or, in the case of the verb, St. Luke 
under influence of St. Paul, has used. But here again it is manifest 
that the inference will not hold. The subject, as argued by St. Paal, 
was no new one, but had long been in the thoughts and disputes of the 
primitive believers *. 

10. With regard to the other question, as to whether our Epistle must 
be dated before or after the council in Acts xv., one consideration is, to 

my mind, decisive. We have no mention in it of any controversy re- 
specting the ceremonial observance of the Jewish law, nor any allusion 
to the duties of the Judeo-Christian believers in this respect. Now this 
certainly could not have been, after the dispute of Acts xv. 1 ff. If we 
compare what St. Paul relates in Gal. ii. 11 ff. (see the last note) of the 
influence of certain from James, and the narrative of Acts xxi. 18—25, 
with the entire absence in this Epistle of all notice of the subjects in 
question, we must, I think, determine that, at the time of writing the 
Epistle, no such question had arisen. The obligation of observing the 
Jewish ceremonial law was as yet confessed among Jewish Christians, 
and therefore needed no enforcing. 

11. But here again various objections are brought against assigning 

so early в date to our Epistle аз before the Jerusalem council, princi- 

pally derived from the supposed difficulty of imagining so much develop- 
ment at that time in the Judæo-Christian congregations. We find, it is 
alleged, zpeoBvrepor of an Aua, which is not the mere Jewish syna- 

gogue used in common by both, but a regularly organized congrega- 

tion. 
12. Now we may fairly вау, that this objection is unfounded. The 

Christian éxxAgoía is mentioned by our Lord Himself in Matt. xviii. 17, 

and was so easy and matter-of-course a successor of the synagogue, that 

it would be sure to be established, wherever there was a Christian com- 

munity. We find that the different varieties of Jews had their separate 

synagogues, Acts vi.9: and the establishment of a separate organization 

and place of worship would be the obvious and immediate consequence 

of the recognition of Jesus of Nazareth as the Messiah. In such а con- 

gregation, ref E p would be a matter of course. | 

13. It is also objected, that in the Epistle the readers are treated as 

mature in the belief and doctrines of the Gospel: that it exhorts, but 

does not teach“. Witness, it is said, the allusions to their knowledge, 

4 Asa proof of this, seo Gal. ii. 16, a speech which was made certainly a very short 

time after the council in A.D. 50, and in consequence of а message from James. 
* Wiesinger, p. 38. 
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and exhortations to perfection, ch. i. 3; iii. 1; iv. 1. But in those pas- 

sages there is nothing which might not well apply to the primitive 
Jewish believers : nothing which, from their knowledge of the O. T., 
and of the moral teaching of our Lord, they might not well have been 
aware of. 

14. Yet again it is said, that the character of the faults here stigma- 
tized in the Christian congregations is such as to require a considerable 
period for their development‘: that they are those which arise from 
relaxation of the moral energy with which we must suppose the first 
Jewish converts to have received the Gospel. In answer to this, we 
may point to the length of time which may well be allowed as having 
elapsed between the first Pentecost sermon and the time of writing 
the Epistle, and to the rapidity of the dissemination of practical error, 
and the progress of moral deterioration, when once set in. We may 
also remind the reader of the state of the Jewish church and the heathen 
world around, as shewing that if must not be supposed that all these 
evils sprung up within the Christian communities themselves: rather 
we may say, that the seed fell on soil in which these thorns were 
already sown,—and that, even conceding the position above assumed, 
§ i. 1, & very short time,—less than the 20 years which elapsed be- 
tween the first Pentecost and the Jerusalem council,—would have 

sufficed for the growth of any such errors as we find stigmatized in this 
Epistle. 

15. “ Where," asks Wiesinger, shall we look for the Judæo-Chris- 
tian churches out of Palestine, which will satisfy the postulates of the 
Epistle ?" I answer, in the notice of Acts ii. 5—11, in following out 
which, we must believe that Christian churches of the dispersion were 
very widely founded at а date immediately following the great outpour- 
ing of the Spirit. Such & persuasion does not compel us to believe that 
our Epistle was addressed principally to the church at Antioch, or to 
those in Syria and Cilicia, but leaves the address of it in all the extent 
of its own words, rats Sudexa фуАас rais ёи Tjj d, õ%ð,r. 

16. The notice of Acts xi. 19 ff., will amply provide for such Chris- 
tian congregations, consisting mainly or entirely of Jewish believers, 
as the purposes of this Epistle require. And that notice may surely be 
regarded as а record of that taking place with increased energy nearer 
home, which must have been long going on far and wide owing to the 
agency of the first Pentecostal believers. We find traces of this in the 
first missionary journey of Paul and Barnabas, where in several cases 
we have, besides the new converts made, an implied background of 
редута, naturally consisting mainly of Jews; and it appears to have 
been at and by this visit chiefly that the enmity of the Jews every 

Wiesinger, ut supra. 
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where against the Gentile converts, and against the Gospel as admitting 
them, was first stirred up. 

17. These things being considered, I cannot agree with Wiesinger 
and Schmid in placing our Epistle late in the first age of the church ; 
but should, with the majority of recent Commentators, and historians, 
including Schneckenburger, Theile, Neander, Thiersch, Hofmann, and 

Schaff, place it before, perhaps not long before, the Jerusalem council : 
somewhere, it may be, about the year 45 A.D. 

SECTION IV. 

OBJECT, CONTENTS, AND STYLE. 

l. The object of the Epistle has been already partially indicated, in 
treating of its readers. It was ethical, rather than didactic. They 
had fallen into many faults incident to their character and position. 
Their outward trials were not producing in them that confirmation of 
faith, and that stedfastness, for which they were sent, but they were 
deteriorating, instead of improving, under them. St. James therefore 
wrote this hortatory and minatory Epistle, to bring them to в sense of 
their Christian state under the Father of wisdom and the Lord of glory, 
subjects as they were of the perfect law of liberty, new-begotten by the 
divine word, married unto Christ, and waiting in patience for His 
advent to judgment. 

2. The letter is full of earnestness, plain speaking, holy severity. 
The brother of Him who opened His teaching with the Sermon on the 
Mount, seems to have deeply imbibed the words and maxims of it, as 

the law of Christian morals, The characteristic of his readers was the 
lack of living faith: the falling asunder, as it has been well callod', 
of knowledge and action, of head and heart. And no portion of the 
divine teaching could be better calculated to sound the depths of the 
treacherous and disloyal heart, than this first exposition by our Lord, 
who knew the heart, of the difference between the old law, in its exter- 

nality, and the searching spiritual law of the gospel’. 

7 Wiesinger, Einleitung, p. 42. . 
3 The connexion between our Epistle and the Sermon on the Mount has often been 

noticed: and the principal parallels will be found pointed out in the reff. and com- 
mentary. I subjoin a list of them: ch. i. 2, Matt. v. 10—12; ch. i. 4 Matt. v. 48; 
cb. i. Б and v. 16, Matt. vii. 7 ff. ; ch. i. 9, Matt. v. 8; ch. i. 20, Matt. v. 22; ch. ii. 18, 

Matt. vi. 14, 15 and v. 7; ch. Б. 14 ff, Matt. vii. 21 ff.; ch. iii. 17, 18, Matt. v. 9; 
ch. iv. 4, Matt. vi. 24; ch. iv. 10, Matt. v. 8, 4; ch. iv. 11, Matt. vii. 1 f.; ch. v. 2, 
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8. The main theme of the Epistle may be described as being the 
dvjp TéA«os, in the perfection of the Christian life: the rors tod 
уброх TeA«(ov : and his state and duties are described and enforced, not 
in the abstract, but in a multitude of living connexions and circum- 
stances of actual life, as might suit the temptations and necessities 
of the readers. 

4. St. James begins by a reference to their repaspoi exhorting them 
to consider them matter of joy, as sent for the trial of their faith and 
accomplishment of their perfection, which must be carried on in faith, 

and prayer to God for wisdom, without doubt and wavering. The 
worldly rich are in fact not the happy, but the subject of God’s judg- 
ment: the humble and enduring is he to whom the crown of life is 
promised (ch. i. 1—12). 

5. Then he comes to treat of a wrepdLecOa which is not from God, 
but from their own lusts. God on the contrary is the Author of every 
good and perfect gift, as especially of their new birth by the word of 
His truth. The inference from this is that, seeing they have their evil 
from themselves, but their good from Him, they should be eager to 
hear, but slow to speak and slow to wrath, receiving the word in meek- 
ness, being thoroughly penetrated with its influence, in deed and word, 
not paying to God the vain Opyoxeia of outward conformity only, but 
that of acts of holy charity and a spotless life. 

6. 'The second chapter introduces the mention of their special faults : 
and as intimately connected with ch. i. 27, first that of respect of per- 
sons in regard of worldly wealth (ii. 1—18); and then that of supposing 
а bare assensive faith sufficient for salvation without its living fruits in 
& holy life (ii. 14—26). Next, the exhortation of ch. i. 19, “slow to 
speak, slow to wrath," is again taken up, and in ch. iii. 1—18, these 
two particulars are treated, in the duties of curbing the tongue and the 
contentious temper. 

T. This last leads naturally on in ch. iv. 1—12 to the detection of the 
real source of all contention and strife, viz. in their lusts, inflamed by 
the solicitations of the devil. These solicitations they are to resist, by 
penitence before God, and by curbing their proud and uncharitable 
judgments. Then he turns (iv. 13—v. 6) to those who live in their 
pride and worldliness, in assumed independence on God, and severely 
reproves the rich for their oppression and defrauding of the poor, warn- 
ing them of а day of retribution at hand. 

8. Then, after an earnest exhortation to patient endurance (ch. v. 7— 
11) and to abstain from words of hasty profanity (v. 12), he takes occa- 

Matt. vi. 19; ch. v. 10, Matt. v. 12; ch. v. 12, Matt. v. 88 ff.; and from other dis. 
courses of our Lord, ch. i. 14, Matt. xv. 19; ch. iv. 12, Matt. x. 28. Compare also 

the places where the rich are denounced with Luke vi. 24 ff. 
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sion in prescribing to them what to do in adversity, prosperity, and sick- 

ness, and as to mutual confession of sin, to extol the efficacy of prayer 
(v. 18—18), and ends with pronouncing the blessedness of turning a 
sinner from the error of his way. 

9. The character of the Epistle is thus a mixed one: consolatory and 
hortatory for the believing brethren; earnest, minatory, and polemical, 
against those who disgraced their Christian profession by practical error. 
Even in ch. ii. 14—26, where alone the Writer seems to be combating 
doctrinal error, all his contention is rather in the realm of practice : he 
ig more anxious to shew that justification cannot be brought about by a 
kind of faith which is destitute of the practical fruits of a Christian life, 
than to trace the ultimate ground, theologically speaking, of justification 
in the sight of God. 

10. As regards the style and diction of our Epistle, Huther has well 
described it as being “not only fresh and vivid, the immediate out- 
flowing of à deep and earnest spirit, but at the same time sententious, 

and rich in graphic figure. Gnome follows after gnome, and the dis-, 
eourse hastens from one similitude to another : во that the diction often 
passes into the poetical, and in some parts is like that of the O. T. 
prophets. We do not find logical connexion, like that in St. Paul : but 
the thoughts arrange themselves in single groups, which are strongly 
marked off from one another. We every where see that the author 
has his object clearly in sight, and puts it forth with graphic concrete- 
ness. Strong feelings, as Kern remarks, produce strong diction: and 
the style acquires emphasis and majesty by the climax of thoughts and 
words ever regularly and rhetorically arrived at, and by the constantly 
occurring antithesis.” 

11. The introduction and putting forth of the thoughts also is pecu- 
liar. “Тһе Writer ever goes at once in res medias; and with the first 
sentence which begins a section,—usually an interrogative or imperative 
one,—says out at once fully and entirely that which he has in his heart: 
so that in almost every case the first words of each section might serve 
ава title for it. The further development of the thought then is regres- 
sive, explaining and grounding the preceding sentence, and concludes 
with & comprehensive sentence, recapitulating that with which he 
began*." 

12. The Greek of our Epistle is peculiar. It is comparatively free 
from Hebraisms ; the words are weighty and expressive : the construc- 
tions for the most part those found in the purer Greek. It does not 
sound, in reading, like the rest of the N. T. "There is only a slight link 
or two, connecting the speech of James in Acts xv. with it, which 

serves somewhat to identify its language with that. Such is áxovcare, 

? Wiesinger, Einl. p. 44. 
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lakófjov épera: xai ў Iova, ў тє Ilérpov Scvrepa ёлтитто\л], koi ў 
dvonaLopevn дєотёра kal tpiry "lodvvov, єтє rod єйаүүєМштто® rvyyá- 
vouoat, eire kal érépov бшоуброо ёкєіуо. 

And again in Н. E. ii. 23, after relating the death of St. James, he 
says 

TotaUra Kai Tà xarà Tov 'láxofSov, oU 7) mporn TOv dvopalouévuw kaĝo- 
ud er ro «рах Хуєтол" loréov 8 ws voOeverac рё" ob roio 
yow Tüv таћифу aris Sie,, és ойд Tis Aeyopévgs ‘Tovba, 
pas кой abris oõũ Trav érra Aeyouévoy kaÜoAwüw. брас 8 Loe 
kai ravras perà Tov Aovrüv dy rheicrats SeSypootevpévas cs. 

In this passage it can hardly be that vofaieras expresses Eusebius's own 
opinion as to the fact“ it is spurious:” but it simply announces the 
fact, that “ it is accounted spurious.” 

8. In Н. E. vi. 14, Eusebius says of Clement of Alexandria— 
dv & rals brorvróceot, Evweddvra eixe, maons THs ёд:абкох урафӣс 
èmirerpnpévas vero ai Supjoas, раё tas ávrüveyojévas tapedOuy, 
Tijv ода ACV xai Tas Aouras xafoduas ётигтоћаѕ, тту тє Bapváßa 
kai rjv Пётроу Acyopévyy aroxdAupy. 

But it is manifest, that even were we to take this as fact, its testimony, 
when taken with the last clause, is very feeble as regards the canonicity 
of our Epistle. 

9. Hippolytus, Bishop of Portus near Rome, quotes our Epistle appa- 
rently as Scripture, but not by name (ed. Lagarde, p. 122, 1. 8) :— 

ui Aaprddes Sudv oxorewal «іс ёк тїз ámdmAayyvíag ёлтё\детє az’ 
ёро" 1 yàp крт àvOveos ёст TQ ил TorprayTe Ace (James іі. 13). 

10. Jerome, in his Catalog. Scriptorum Eccles. 2, vol. ii. р. 829, 
Says 

* Jacobus, qui appellatur frater Domini, cognomento Justus... 
unam tantum scripsit epistolam, qus de septem catholicis est, quee 
et ipsa ab alio quodam sub nomine ejus edita asseritur, licet 
paullatim tempore procedente obtinuerit auctoritatem." 

11. Against these somewhat equivocal testimonies of the early 
Fathers, may be set the fact, that the Peschito, or primitive Syriac 
version, contained our Epistle from the first, although it omitted the 

second and third of John, Jude, aud the Apocalypse. Апа this fact 
has the more weight because the Syrian church lay so near to the 
country whence the Epistle originated, and to those to which it was, in 
all probability, principally addressed. And, as might be expected, we 
find it received and cited by the Syrian church as the Epistle of James 
the Lord's brother. So Ephrem Syrus, and other writers of that 
church. 

12. In the Western church also it soon, though gradually, rose into 
general acceptation and canonical authority. It was recognized by the 
council of Carthage in 397. From that time onward, we find it univer- 
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sally received: and indeed the great company of illustrious Greek 
Fathers of the fourth century all quote it as canonical Scripture : 
Athanasius, both the Cyrils, Gregory of Nazianzum, Epiphanius, Phi- 
lastrius, Chrysostom, the author of the Synopsis, &c. 

13. Various reasons might be assigned for the delay in receiving the 
Epistle, and the doubts long prevalent respecting it. The uncertainty 
about the personal identity and standing of its Writer: the fact, that it 
was addressed entirely to Jewish believers: the omission in it of most 
of the particulars of distinctively Christian doctrine: its seeming oppo- 
sition to the doctrine of justification as laid down by St. Paul: all these 
would naturally work together to indispose the minds of Gentile Chris- 
tians towards it. But as Thiersch and Wiesinger have rightly re- 
marked, so much the more valuable are those recognitions of its 
genuineness and canonicity which we do meet with. 

14. At the time of the Reformation, the doubts which once prevailed 
concerning the Epistle, were again revived. Erasmus, Cardinal Cajetan, 
Luther, Grotius, Wetstein, shared more or less in these doubts: and 
their example has been followed by several of the modern Com- 
mentators, e. g. Schleiermacher, De Wette, Reuss, Baur, Schwegler, 

Ritschl. The opinions of all these and their grounds will be found 
fairly set forth in Huther's Einleitung, pp. 24—35: and in Davidson’s 
Introduction to the N. T., vol. iii. pp. 339—845. 

15. On the whole, on any intelligible principles of canonical reception 
of early writings, we cannot refuse this Epistle a place in the canon. 
That that place was given it from the first in some part of the church; 
that, in spite of many adverse circumstances, it gradually won that 
place in other parts; that when thoroughly considered, it is во con- 
sistent with and worthy of his character and standing whose name it 
bears; that it is marked off by so strong а line of distinction from the 
writings and Epistles which have not attained & place in the canon: all 
these are considerations which, though they do not in this, any more 
than in other cases, amount to demonstration, yet furnish when com- 
bined a proof hardly to be resisted, that the place where we now find it 
in the N. T. canon is that whieh it ought to have, and which God in 
His Providence has guided His Church to assign to it. 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF PETER. 

SECTION I. 

ITS GENUINENESS. 

1. Tue First Epistle of St. Peter was universally acknowledged by 
the ancient church as a part of the Christian Scriptures. The earliest 
testimony in its favour is found in the Second Epistle of Peter (iii. 1), 
a document which, even if we were to concede its spuriousness as an 
Apostolic Epistle, yet cannot be removed far in date from the age of the 
Apostles. 

2. The second witness is PorxcaRP: of whom Eusebius writes 
(Н. E. iv. 14)— 

. 6 pé rot IoAvkaprros dy тў ё)Аодєісу mpós Pirermyciovs (pp. 1005 ff. 
ed. Migne) афто? ypady ферорёу «ls & qr t Tw papru- 
pias ётё ris ILérpov tporépas ётигтоћӯѕ. 

These paprupiac are too numerous to be cited at length. In ch. ii., he 
cites 1 Pet. i. 18, 21 and iii.9 : in ch. v., 1 Pet. ii. 11; in ch. vi, 
1 Pet. iv. 7; in ch. viii, 1 Pet. ii. 21—24; in ch. x., 1 Pet. ii. 17, 12. 
Eusebius also says of Parias (H. E. iii. 39)— 

ex ral & ó abròs paptupias dd ris lodvvov mporépas ётиттоА}$, kal 
тїз Пётроу Spoiws. 

3. None of the above testimonies from Polycarp mention the Epistle 
expressly; but IRENzus does so, more than once: е. g. Har. iv. 9. 2, 

p. 288:— 
“Et Petrus ait in Epistola sua, Quem non videntes diligitis, 
inquit, in quem nune non videntes credidistis, gaudebitis gaudio 
inenarrabili (1 Pet. i. 8)." 

And again, ib. iv. 16. 5, p. 247 :— 
* Et propter hoc Petrus ait, Non velamentum malities habere nos 
libertatem, sed ad probationem et manifestationem fidei (1 Pet. ii. 
16)." 

4. CLEMENT of ALEXANDRIA also quotes it expressly, Strom. iii. 11 
[75], p. 544 Potter :— 

did kai б Üavpácios Пётроѕ u, А уалтоі, TapakaM ùs trapoikovs 
K. r. X (1 Pet. ii. 11 f., 15 f.). | 

And again, ib. 18 [110], p. 562:— 
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xai б Iérpos & rjj éxurrody та био. Mya, "cre тўр risrw spew xoi 
туу Dura k. r. A. (1 Pet. i. 21 f.: and 14—16). 

And iv. 7 [47], p. 584 :— 
GAN el xal wdoxope & бикадот\лту, ракарин, q ô Ilérpos тд» 
& HO ойтФе ил) фоВтбтте, x.r.X. (1 Pet. iii. 14—17). 

And again [ib. 48], p. 585 :— 

py ёе єсбє roivuv, ô Пётроѕ №уе, &. r. X. (1 Pet. iv. 12—14). 
And ib. 20 [131], p. 622 :— | 

$ erpos & тӯ ёжиттоАр фтоіу, "ОМуоу dpre eè 84 *.. (1 Pet. i. 
6—9). 

Also in his Pædag. i. 6 [41], p. 124 :— 
&à тобто doi xol Ilérpos, 'Атобёшєуо ow K. r. A. (1 Pet. ii. 
1—3). 

And ib. iii. 11 [74], p. 296, with фус» ó IIérpos, he quotes 1 Pet. ii. 18; 
iii. 8 ff. ; and ib. 12 [85], p. 303, with the same formula, 1 Pet. i. 
17—19 ; iv. 3; iii. 18. 

5. Besides these express citations, he several times quotes without 
mentioning the name, as 1 Pet. iv. 8 in Strom. i. [27 (173)] p. 423; 
1 Pet. i. 32 in Quis Div. Serv. [23] p. 948 ; 1 Pet. ii. 9, 10 in Protrept. 
4 [59], p. 52 ; 1 Pet. ii. 12, as тобто тд elpguévov үи, in Pæd. iii. [11 
(53)] p. 285. 

6. It is to be noted likewise that the heretic Theodotus, in the tract 
commonly printed among the works of Clement of Alexandria, twice 
expressly quotes our Epistle ($ 12, p. 961): «ls а éribupotow dye 
wapaxinpat, ô Пётроѕ фисќу (1 Pet. i. 12), and ib., xarà тб &тботоАо» 
Tipio каї брор kal domus atpare AvrpoOnue (1 Pet. i. 19). 

7. ORIGEN bears, expressly and often, the same testimony. In the 
passage on the canon, reported by Eusebius Н. E. vi. 25, he says— 

Ilérpos $6 ёф & olxoSopetras ў хригто? exxAnoia He rúa gdov ob 
xarurxocovot, шау erurroAiw Óópoloyovuérgy %, An: doro 82 

Again in Homil. 7 in Josuam, vol. ii. p. 412 :— 
Petrus etiam duabus epistolarum suarum personabat tubis." — 

And in his Comm. on Ps. iii., vol. ii. p. 553 :— 
xarà rà Aeyóneva фу тў кабоМмку émwroÀj rapa ry Пётрр’ dv © 82 
Tois K. T. A. (1 Pet. iii. 19). 

And in his Comm. on John, tom. vi. 18, vol. iv. p. 185 :— 
cal тєрї rijs ł фиЛакў торєіаѕ pera mvejparos тард m Пере dv T] 
кабомкў ru r ÜavareÜds үйр do: саркі, worombeis & K. r. . 

(1 Pet. iii. 18—21). 
Many other places have been collected by Mayerhoff and others, in 
which Origen quotes our Epistle. 

8. TERTULLIAN testifies to the same point. Thus, Scorp. c. 12, vol. 

li. p. 146 :— « 
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“Petrus quidem ad Ponticos quanta enim inquit gloria, si non ut 

delinquentes puniamini, sustinetis ! Нес enim gratia est, in hoc et 
vocati estis" &c. (1 Pet. ii. 20 f.). 

And ib. c. 14, p. 150 :— 
* Condixerat scilicet Petrus, regem quidem honorandum (1 Pet. 

ii. 17). 
9. The ВРВ of Eusebius, as gathered from those before him, із 

given in his H. E. iii. 8—- 

Пётроо pw oby dr ro ша 7) Меүор ёт abro) xporépa, ch rar 

rabryj & каї of d peo grep. as сн фу tois сффу айту 

катакёуртутод EN. 

10. This Epistle is also found in the Peschito version, which contains 

three only of the Catholic Epistles. It is true, it is not mentioned in 

the fragment on the canon known by the name of Muratori. But the 
passage is one not easily understood :— 

* Epistola sane Jude et superscripti Johannis duas in catholica 
habentur. Et sapientia ab amicis Salomonis in honorem ipsius 
scripta. Apocalypsis etiam Johannis et Petri tantum recipimus, 
quam quidam ex nostris legi in ecclesia nolunt." 

The simplest interpretation of which latter sentence is, We receive 
also only the Apocalypses of John and Peter, which (]atter) some of 
our brethren refuse to have read in the church *.” 

11. It is inferred from a passage of Leontius of Byzantium (+ cir. 
610) that Theodore of Mopsuestia rejected the Epistle: but the inference 
is not в safe one, the words being too general to warrant it: **ob quam 
causam, ut arbitror, ipsam epistolam Jacobi et alias deinceps catholicas 
abrogat et antiquat.” 

12. It is said, in a passage of Petrus Siculus, that the Paulicians 
rejected it: “ Binas vero catholicas . . . . Petri principis apostolorum, 
pessime adversus illum affecti, . . . . non admittunt." 

18. So that, with these one or two insignificant exceptions, we have 

the united testimony of antiquity in its favour. It would be super- 
fluous to go on citing later testimonies on the same side. 

14. The first doubt in modern times was thrown on its authenticity 
by Cludius, in his Uransichten des Christenthums, on the ground that 
its thoughts and expressions are too like those of St. Paul, to have been 
written by the Apostle whose name it bears. 

15. This was taken up by Eichhorn and expanded into the hypothesis, 
that some one wrote the Epistle who had been long with St. Paul, and 
had adopted his ideas and phrases : and as this will not fit St. Peter, he 

| 6 Wieseler proposes an ingenious way of taking the words: We receive also (i.e. 
besides the two Epistles) the Apocalypee of John, and as much of Peter; i.e. two Epistles 
and an Apocalypse. Then he refers “quam” to “Apocalypsin.” This rendering might 
perhaps stand, were it not for this latter, which i is quite beyond all probability. 
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supposes that St. Peter found the material, but it was worked up by 
John Mark. This hypothesis is rejected by Bertholdt, but taken up in 
another form: viz. by adopting the idea hinted at by Jerome and 
formally announced by Baronius, that the Epistle was originally written 
in Hebrew (so Baronius), or Aramaic, and rendered into Greek by 
Mark (so Baronius) or Silvanus. Bat, as Huther well remarks, this 
hypothesis is as arbitrary as the other: and the whole diction of the 
Epistle and its modes of eitation protest against its being thought а 
translation. 

16. De Wette finds reason to doubt the genuineness, but on grounds 
entirely derived from the Epistle itself. He thinks it too deficient in 
originality, and too much made up of reminiscences from other Epistles. 
This ground of objection will be examined, and found untenable, in 
treating of the character and style of the Epistle. 

17. It was to be supposed, that the Tübingen school, as represented 
by Baur and Schwegler, would repudiate this, as they have done so 
many other Epistles. The arguments on wbich the latter of these 
founds his rejection are worth enumerating, admitting as moet of them 
do, of & ready and satisfactory answer. "They are'— 

(1) The want of any definite external occasion, and the generality of 
the contents and purpose. But it may be replied, it is surely too much 
to expect that an Apostle should be confined to writing to those 
churches with which he has been externally connected, and in which 
an assignable eause for his writing has arisen : and besides, it will be 
found below, in treating on the oecasion and object of the Epistle, that 

these, though of a general nature, are perfectly and satisfactorily assign- 
able. 

(2) The want of a marked individual character both in composition and 

in theology. But on the one hand this is not conceded in toto, and on 
the other it is manifestly unreasonable to require that in one man's 
writing it should be so plainly notable as in that of another: in St. 
Peter, as in St. Paul and St. John. . 

(3) The want of close connexion and evolution of thought. But, it 

may be answered, the purpose and character of the Epistle iteelf forbids 

us to require such а connexion : and we may notice that even in St. 

Paul's Epistles Schwegler professes not to be able to find it *. 
(4) The impossibility that St. Peter, labouring in the far East, could 

have become acquainted with the later Epistles of St. Paul so гооп 

(assuming their genuineness) after their composition. Bat, it is replied, 
there is no trace in our Epistle of acquaintance with the latest, viz. that 
to Titus and 2 Timotheus. The only possible difficulty is the ap- 

7 I have taken this statement mainly from Huther, Einl. pp. 28—32. 

5 See on this below, § vi. 9. 
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parent (7) acquaintance with 1 Timotheus: but this may have come to 
St. Peter through John Mark. 

(5) The impossibility, on the assumption of the Epistle being written 
in Babylon (see below, § iv., on the time and place of writing), of 
bringing together the Neronian persecution which is alluded to in it, 
and the death of St. Peter by martyrdom, during that very persecution. 

But it is а pure assumption that the persecution alluded to in the 
Epistle is that under Nero; and another, that the Apostle suffered 

martyrdom under Nero at that time. 
18. It is also not without interest, to discuss the reasons which 

Schwegler adduces for believing the Epistle to be a production of the 
post-apostolic age under Trajan. They are (1) the tranquil unimpas- 

sioned tone of the Epistle, contrasted with the effect on the Christians 
of the Neronian persecution: (2) the cireumstance that under the 
Neronian persecution the Christians were involved in a charge of a 
definite crime, viz. the setting fire to the city, whereas in our Epistle 

they suffer as ypioriavoi, on account of the general suspicion of a bad 
life (ds xaxowovol) : (3) the improbability that the Neronian persecution 
extended beyond Rome: (4) the assumption in the Epistle of regular 
legal processes, whereas the persecution under Nero was more of a 
tumultuary act: (5) the state of Christianity in Asia Minor as depicted 
by the Epistle, answering to that which we find in the letter of Pliny 
to Trajan. 

19. But to these reasons it has been well replied by Huther (1) that 
the tranquillity of tone is no less remarkable as under the later perse- 
cution than under the earlier, and that any other tone would have been 
unworthy of an Apostle: (2) the suffering of Christians, as Christians, 

did not begin in Trajan’s persecution, but was common to the earlier 
ones likewise: (3) even if the Neronian persecution did not extend 
beyond Rome, the Christians in the provinces were always liable to be 
persecuted owing to the same popular hatred : (4) there is in reality no 
trace of judicial proceedings in our Epistle : (5) the features of persecu- 
tion in the Epistle do not agree with those in Pliny’s letter: there, the 
Christians are formally put to death as such: here, we have no trace 
of such a sentence being carried out against them. 

20. The hypothesis of Schwegler, that the purpose of the Epistle is 
to be detected in ch. v. 12, as one of reconciliation of the teachings of 
St. Peter and St. Paul by some disciple of the former who was inclined 
also to the latter, is well treated by Huther as entirely destitute of 
foundation. 

21. So that, whether we consider external evidence, or the futility of 
internal objections, we can have no hesitation in accepting the Epistle 
as the undoubted work of the Apostle whose name it bears. 
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SECTION II. 

1Т8 AUTHOR. 

1. The Apostle Peter, properly called Simon or Simeon (Acts xv. 
14: 2 Pet. i. 1), was born at Bethsaida on the sea of Galilee (John i. 
45), the son of one Jonas (Matt. xvi. 17) or John (John i. 48 ; xxi. 15), 

with whom, and with his brother Andrew, he carried on ihe trade of a 

fisherman at Capernaum, where he afterwards lived (Matt. viii. 14 ; iv. 
18 |: Luke v. 3), with his wife's mother, being а married man 
(1 Cor. ix. 5). 

2. He became very early в disciple of our Lord, being brought to 
Him by his brother Andrew, who was а disciple of John the Baptist, 

and had followed Jesus on hearing him designated by his master as the 
Lamb of God (John i. 85—48). It was on this oceasion that Jesus, 
looking on him and foreseeing his disposition and worth in the work 
of His Kingdom, gave him the name Куфа (Aram. №“), in Greek 

Ilézpos, a stone or Rock (John i. 48 &c.: Mark iii. 16). He does not 
however appear to have attached himself finally to our Lord till after 
two, or perhaps more, summons to do so (cf. John, 1. c.: Matt. iv. 
18 | Mark: Luke v. 1 ff. and notes), but to have carried on his fishing 
trade at intervals. 

8. It would be beside the present purpose to follow St. Peter through 
the well-known incidents of his apostolic life. His forwardness in reply 

and profession of warm affection, his thorough appreciation of our 
Lord's high Office and Person, the glorious promise made to him as the 
Rock of the Church on that account (Matt. xvi. 16 and note), his rash- 

ness, and over-confidence in himself, issuing in his triple denial of 

Christ and his bitter repentance, his reassurance by the gentle but 

searching words of his risen Master (John xxi. 15 ff),—these are 

familiar to every Christian child: nor is there any one of the leading 

characters in the gospel history which makes во deep an impression on 

the heart and affections of the young and susceptible. The weakness, 

and the strength, of our human love for Christ, are both mercifully 

provided for in the character of the greatest of the Twelve. 

* His wife is variously named Concordia or Perpetua by the legends: the Com- 

mentators refer to J. F. Meyer de. Petri Conjugio (Wittenburg, 1684). Clem. Alex. 

(Strom. vii. 11 [68], р. 869 P.) relates, paol yoĉy b» pakdpioy Tlérpor, Geacdpevor Thr 

афтод yuvaixa àyopérny Th» ёт) Odvorov ohn uir s tho eos хбр» xal тўз els 

olxor ёуакошіӣз, exiperioa 84 «0 Ad mporperriucés те kal TAPAKANTIK®S a óvópaTos 

sposesróvra: рерућсды abrt ToU короо (qu. Ah à abrn, т. к). And in Strom. 

iii. 6 [52], р. 585 P., he says, Пётроз nir yàp cal Фіто; dxa8oxorhoavro. On the 

question whether Mark was his son, see note on 1 Pet. v. 18. 
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4. After the Ascension, we find St. Peter at once taking the lead in 
the Christian body (Acts i. 15 ff.), and on the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, he, to whom were given the keys of Christ’s kingdom,—who 
was to be the stone on which the church was to be built, first receives 

into the door of the church, and builds up on his own holy faith, three 
thousand of Israel (Acts ii. 14—41): and on another occasion soon 
following, some thousands more (Acta i iv. 4). | 

5. This prominence of St. Peter in the church continues, till by his 
specially directed ministry the door into the privileges of the gospel 
covenant is opened also 155 the Gentiles, by the baptism of Cornelius 
and his party (Acts x.)., But he was not to be the Apostle of the 
Gentiles: and by this very procedure, the way was being made plain 
for the ministry of another who was now ripening for the work in the 
retirement of his home at Tarsus. 

6. From this time onward, the ] prominence of St. Peter wanes behind 
that of St. Paul. The “first to the Jew” was rapidly coming to its 
conclusion: and the great spreading of the feast to the Gentile world 
was henceforward to occupy the earnest attention of the apostolic mis- 
sionaries, as it has done the pages of the inspired record. Only once or 
twice, besides the notices to be gathered from this Epistle itself, do we 
gain a glimpse of St. Peter after this time. ; In the apostolic council in 
Acts xv. we find him consistently carrying out the part which had been 
divinely assigned him in the admission of the Gentiles into the church ; 
and earnestly supporting the freedom of the Gentile converts from the 
observance of the Mosaic law. 

7. This is the last notice which we have of him, or indeed of any of 
the Twelve, in the Acts. But from Gal. ii. II, we learn a cireumstance 

which is singularly in keeping with St. Peter's former character: that 
when at Antioch, in all probability not long after the apostolic council, 
he was practising the freedom which he had defended there, but being 
afraid of certain who came from James, he withdrew himself and 

separated from the Gentile converts, thereby incurring a severe rebuke 
from St. Paul (ib. vv. 14—21). , 

8. From this time, we dpd on such scanty hints as the Epistles 
„ furnish, and upon ecclesiastical tradition, for further notices of St, Peter. 
r We may indeed, from 1 Cor. ix. 5, infer that he travelled about on the 
missionary work, and took his- wife with him: but in what part of the 
Roman empire, we know not. If the Babylon of ch. v. 13 is to be taken 
literally, he passed the boundaries of that empire into Parthia., 

9. The best text, and starting-point, for treating of the traditions 
respecting St. Peter, is the account given by J erome, after others, De 
Scriptor. Eccl. 1, vol. ii. p. 827 :— 

“Simon Petrus . . . . princeps Apostolorum, post episcopatum : 
Antiochensis ecclesie et prædicationem dispersionis eorum qui de 
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circumcisione crediderant, in Ponto, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia et 
Bithynia, secundo Claudii anno ad expugnandum Simonem Маат 
Romam pergit, ibique viginti quinque annis cathedram sacer- 
dotalem tenuit, usque ad ultimum annum Neronis, id est, decimum 

quartum. А quo et affixus eruci martyrio coronatus est, capite ad 
ierram verso et in sublime pedibus Wed san, asserens se indignum 
qui sic crucifigeretur ut dominus suus.' Sepultus Rome in Vati- 
cano juxta viam triumphalem totius urbis veneratione celebratur." . 

10. In this account, according to Huther, we have the following 
doubtful particulars :— 

(1) The episcopate of St. Peter at Antioch. This is reported 
also by Euseb. (Chron. a.p. 40), who makes St. Peter found the 
church at Antioch, i in contradiction to Acts xi. 19—22, 2 3 26- 

(2) His personal work among the churches of Asia Minor, 
which seems to be а mere assertion founded on Origen's conjecture 
(Eus. Н. E. iii. 1), Пегрос фу llóvre . r. xexnpuyévat rots * 
жеш °Тоъ$а{о four, grounded upon 1 Pet. i. 11. 

(3) His journey to Rome to oppose Simon Magus: which, as 
Eus. (Chron.) appeals to Justin Martyr for it, appears to be 
founded on Justin’s story of the statue found at Rome, see note on 
Acts viii. 10: which is now known to have been a statue of the '. -> 
Sabine god Semo Sancus., 

(4) The”twenty-five years’ bishopric of St. Peter at Rome. 
This has been minutely examined by Wieseler, and shewn on 
chronological grounds to have been impossible, and to be incon- 
sistent with Gal. ii. 7—9, according to which Peter, who by this 
hypothesis had been then for many years bishop of Rome, and 
continued so for many years after, was to go to the circumcision 
as their Apostle. 

(5) The peculiar manner of his crucifixion, which seems to have 
been an idea arising from Origen’s expression (Eus. Н. E. iii. 1), 
буєскоЛожіс@) xarà kejaMgs. This expression, it has been sug- 
gested, might import no more than capital punishment., But surely 
this cannot be, in connexion with áveonxoAoríg0g ; the words must 
be taken literally, as qualifying the verb, which is already suffi- 
ciently definite of itself. Besides which, the words following in 
Origen are entirely against such a supposition ; otrws abrós dfuicas 
таб«у : for it would deprive them of all meaning. 

11. The residuum from this passage, which is worth our consideration 
and elucidation, is, the death of the Apostle by martyrdom, and that in 
Rome. This seems to be the concurrent testimony of Christian anti- 
quity. I subjoin the principal testimonies. 

12. First we have John xxi. 19, which, whether a notice inserted 
з This is granted even by the R.-Cath. Windischmann (Vindicis Petrine, p. 112 f.). 
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after the fact, and referring to it, or an authoritative exposition of our 
Lord’s words to Peter, equally point to the fact as having been, or 
about to be accomplished. 

13. Clement of Rome, Ep. i. ad Corinth. c. 5, p. 217, says 
(... 6 Ilérp)os &à (Xov dBuov ойу (ёра ob)de ёдо АЛА wAclous 
qweyxey Tóvovs, kal одго paptup(joas) ёхорєйбу els ÓdeU(ópevov) 
тӧтоу tis dd. . 

Here indeed there is no mention of Rome: but the close juxta-position 
of the celebrated passage about St. Paul (cited in Vol. III. Prolegg., ch. 
vii. § ii. 20) seems to point to that city as the place of Peter's martyrdom. 

Hax Besides, I would suggest that these words, t ropebbn eis. . . тбтоут. ö., 
I.T Aag аге а reminiscence of Acts хіі. 17, xai & èmopeóby «ls črepov тбтоу, 

А ‘which by the advocates of the twenty-five years’ Roman bishopric was 
interpreted to mean Rome. 

14. Dionysius of Corinth is cited by Eusebius, H. E. ii. 25, as saying 
in an Epistle to the Romans— 

тадта xal ùeis 8:0 тўс Torys vovÜecias TH dro Ilérpov к. ПайАоу 
фот«іау yanPeicav “‘Pwpeiuy тє к. Kopwhiwy ovvexepdoare. кай yàp 
dudw кай eis rijv uerepu/ KópwÜov pvrevcavres® ўрӣс dpoiws bagar, 
dpotws 8 kal els rjv Ira éudoe & td ufs éuapripnoay катй Tov 
avTOv cdi. 

15. Tertullian, Contra Marcion. iv. 5, vol. ii. p. 866, says 

“Romani . . . quibus evangelium et Petrus et Paulus sanguine 
quoque suo signatum reliquerunt." 

And, Prescript. Her. c. 86, ib. p. 49— 
“Si autem Italie adjaces, habes Romam, unde nobis quoque 
auctoritas presto est. Ista quam felix ecclesia, cui totam doc- 
trinam apostoli cum sanguine suo profuderunt, ubi Petrus passioni 
dominiee adsequatur, ubi Paulus Joannis exitu coronatur, ubi 
apostolus Joannes, posteaquam in oleum igneum demersus nihil 
passus est, in insulam relegatur.” 

16. Caius the presbyter of Rome, in Eus. H. E. ii. 25, is reported as 
saying— 

dyò St rà tpdraca rôv årooróħuw exw ёо" dy yàp Oedrroys red- 
he ёті tov Ватікауду $ & rh бдду tiv ‘Ootiay, ehpjoas Tà трбтаа 
Trav tabryy lOpvcapévuy ri ёккАлутїау. 

This passage can mean nothing else than that Peter and Paul suffered 
at Rome, and that either their graves or some memorials of their mar- 
tyrdom were to be seen on the spot. 

17. To these testimonies we may add that of Eusebius himself, who 
says (H. E. ii. 25)— 

2 These three words, fuds duolws 2818аѓау, are omitted, apparently by a misprint, in 
Heinicben's edition, which I use, See Wieseler, Chron. der Apost. Zeitalters, р. 684, 
note 2. | 

“| 
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rar you otros Üeópaxos (Nero) éy тоф ріМота wpwros dvaxypuy- 
Geis, ext ras xarà тфу ёлтостбАоу ётурбу adayds. TlatAos $) otv фт 

aris Pos кєфаћўу drei xai Пєтроѕ àgavres дуасколотит- 

Өўуп car atróf/ i {стороўута!. 

And in his Demonstratio Evang. iii. 5, vol. iv. р. 116— 

xal Ilérpos 82 ёт! Paine xarà xepaMjs oravpoirat, ade 8% 

dworepverat 

18. And that of Lactantius (De Mortibus Perseeutorum, c. 2, vol. ii. 

p. 195 f., ed Migne) :— 
* Cumque jam Nero imperaret, Petrus Romam advenit, et editis 

quibusdam miraculis, que virtute ipsius Dei data sibi ab eo potes- 

tate faciebat, convertit multos ad justitiam, Deoque templum fidele 

et stabile collocavit. Qua re ad Neronem delata, quum animad- 

verteret non modo Roms sed ubique quotidie magnam multitu- 

dinem deficere a eultu idolorum, et ad religionem novam damnata 

vetustate transire, ut erat exeecrabilis ac nocens tyrannus, proeilivit 

ad excidendum ecleste templum, delendamque justitiam : et primus 

omnium persecutus Dei servos, Petrum cruei adfixit, et Paulum 

interfecit." 
19. In this report later testimonies concur. 

In forming an estimate of its trustworthiness, some discrimination 

is necessary. The whole of that which relates to the earlier visits under 

Claudius, and the controversy with Simon Magus, fails us, as incon- 

sistent with what we know, or are obliged to infer, from Scripture 

itself. | "This being во, is the rest, including the martyrdom at Rome, 

go connected with this fabulous matter, that it stands or falls with it ? , 

"When we find in this, as in other matters, that the very earliest 

Christian writers might and did fall into historical errors which we can’ 

now plainly detect and put aside,—when we find so prevalent a ten- 

dency even in early times to concentrate events and memorials of 

interest at Romà how much are we to adopt, how much to reject, of 

this testimony to St. Peter’s martyrdom there ? | 

20. These are questions which it would far exceed the limits of these 

Prolegomena to discuss, and which moreover do not immediately belong 

even to collateral considerations regarding our Epistle. They have 

been very copiously treated, and it seems almost impossible to arrive at 

even reasonable probability in our ultimate decision upon them. Their 

own data are perplexing, and still more perplexing matters have been 

mixed up with them. On the one hand, ancient tradition is almost 

lit witnesses to particulars in which even its 

earliest and most considergble testimonies must be put aside ав incon- 

sistent with known fact. Then again we have on the one hand the 

patent and unscrupulous perversion of fact to serve а. purpose, which 

has ever been the characteristic of the church of Rome, in her desperate 
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shifts to establish a succession to the fabulous primacy of St. Peter, 
and'on the other the exaggerated partisanship of Protestant writers, 
with whom the shortest way to save a fact or an interpretation from 
abuse has been to demolish it., 

21. So that on tho whole it seems safest to suspend the judgment 
with regard to the question of St. Peter’s presence and martyrdom at 
Rome. That he was not there before the date of the Epistle to the 
Romans (cir. A.D. 58), we are sure: that he was not there during any 

part of St. Paul's imprisonment there, we may with certainty infer:) 
Г that the two apostles did not together found the churches of Corinth’ 
and Rome, we may venture safely to affirm :,that St. Peter ever was, 
in any sense like that usually given to the word, Bishop of Rome, is 
we believe an idea abhorrent from Scriptute and from the facts of 
primitive apostolic history. But that St. Peter travelled to Rome 
during the persecution under Nero, and there suffered martyrdom with, 
or nearly at the same time with, St. Paul, is а tradition which does not 
interfere with any known facts of Scripture or early history, and one 
which we have no means of disproving, as we have no interest in dis- 
proving it. , 

22. It may be permitted us on this point, until the day when all 
shall be known, to follow the cherished associations of all Christendom 

—to trace still in the Mamertine prison and the Vatican the last days 
on earth of him to whom was committed especially the feeding of the 
flock of God: to “witness beside the Appian way the scene of the 

“most beautiful of ecclesiastical legends *, *, which records his last vision of 
his crucified Lord: to overlook from the supposed spot of his death* 
the city of the seven hills: to believe that his Jast remains repose under 
the glory of St. Peter's dome ©” 

28. The matters relating to the above questions will be found in 
Winer, Realwórterbuch, art. Petrus: in Wieseler, Chronologie des 
Apostolischen Zeitalters, pp. 558—598: Neander, Pflanzung u. Leitung 
u. 8. w., ii. p. 614 ff.: Gieseler, Kirchengeschichte, i; I, p. 101 ff.: David- 

^ x 
3 Stanley, Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, p. 96. The legend referred to 

is that related by Ambrose, Sermo de Basil., appended to Ep. 21 (88, ed. Paris 1586), 
vol. iii. p. 867, tbat St. Peter not long before his death, being overcome by the solicita- 
tions of the faithful to save himself, was flying from Rome, when he was met by our 
Lord, and on asking, “ Lord, whither goest thou?” received the answer, “I go to be 
crucified afresh.” On this the Apostle returned and joyfolly went to martyrdom. 
The memory of this legend is yet preserved in Rome by the Church called “Domine, 
quo vadis? " on the Appian way. 

* *'The eminence of S. Pietro in Montorio on the Janiculum" (Stanley, note ib.). 
5 «The remains of St. Peter, as is well known, are supposed to be buried immediately 

under the t altar in the centre of the famous basilica which bears his name" 
(Stanley, ib.). See in the same work an interesting account of the Judaizing party 
which gathered round the person of Peter, p. 96 ff. ! ‚| 
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son, Introd. to N. T. vol. iii. pp. 357 fl. ‚ | The Roman Catholic side is 
stated and defended by Baronius, Annals, on д.р. 44—46, 56,69: and 
of late by Windischmann, Vindicie Реігіпе, Ratisb. 1836. 

SECTION IIL 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

l. The inscription of the letter itself has on this point an apparent 
precision: éxAexrois тарет:дурос dia rod IIóvrov, TaAarias, Karrado- 
xías, Acías, kai Bifvvías. This would seem to include the Christians 
dwelling in those very provinces where St. Paul and his companions 
had founded churches, oly w G lia F Gl cota ro 7 

2. But it has been attempted, both in ancient days and in modern, 
to limit this address to the Jewish Christians resident in those pro- 

vinees. This has been done by Eusebius, Didymus, Epiphanius, Jerome, 
(Ecumenius, Theophylact : and by Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, 
Augusti, Hug, Bertholdt, Pott, Weiss, al. 

3. Still, there is nothing in the words to warrant such a limitation, 
The тарєтїбїно is sufficiently explained in the Epistle itself, in ch. ii. 
11, as used in a spiritual sense, strangers and pilgrims on earth: and 
the ӧастердѕ following may well designate the ingrafting of Gentile 
converts into, and their forming & part of, God's covenant people, who 
already, according to the flesh, were thus dispersed. 

4. With this view well-known facts, both external to the Epistle and 
belonging to it, agree. Those churches, as we learn from the Acts, 
were composed mainly of Gentile converts: and it would be unreason- 
able to suppose that St. Peter, with his views on the Christian relation 
of Jew and Gentile, as shewn in Acts xi. and xv., should have selected 
out only the Jewish portion of those churches to address in his Epistle. 
Rather, if one object of the letter were that which I have endeavoured 
to establish in § v., would he be anxious to mingle together Jew and 
Gentile in the blessings and obligations of their common faith, and 
though himself the Apostle of the circumcision, to help on the work and 
doctrines of the great Apostle of the uncircumcision. 

$. And this is further evident from many passages in the Epistle 
itself. Such is the из cvwvoyxnpari{épevor rats mpórepov èv тў &yvois. ⁵ 
érPupias (ch. i. 14), words which would hardly be addressed to Jews 
exclusively, cf. Eph. ii. 1 ff, where the Jews аге indeed included in 
jus mávres, but Gentiles are mainly addressed: such the oi тотё où 

Ааф, viv 8 Aads Geod (ii. 10)*, as compared with ver. 9, тоў ёк axórovs 

* [t has been argued (see amongst others Weiss, Der Petrinische Lehrbegriff, p. 119) 

that this passage, being originally written by Hosea of the rejected people of God, must 
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bpüs kaXécavros els tò Gavpacrov ойто? фос, and with Rom. іх. 25: such 
the js (Sdppas) eyerpOyre réxva (iii. 6), implying adoption into the 
(spiritual) family of Abraham: such the dpxerós yap ó wapeAynAvOas 
xpóvos тд RO, тфу ёдубу KarepydoGat weropevpévous ?’ . . . ёбєш{- 
Tots eldwAoAarpeiaus (iv. 3), which words are addressed to the readers, 
and not to be supplied with zu: and seem decisive as to Gentiles in 
the main, and not Jews, being designated. The expression of ch. i. 18, 

ob фбартої», брүзрїф ў урътйр, Ddutpdbyre ёк vis paralas Spay дуастрофс 
rarporapabórov, may seem ambiguous, and has in fact been quoted on 
both sides: but it seems to me to point the same way as those others: 
the Apostle would hardly have characterized all that the Jew left to 
become a Christian by such a name’. 

6. Steiger, in his Einleitung, $ 6, has given a list of such churches as 
would be comprehended under the address in ch. i. 1, IIóvrov, T'aAarías, 

Karzadoxias, 'Aaías, cal Bifvyías. The provinces here named proceed 
in order from N.x. to 8. and w.: a circumstance which will be of some 
interest in our enquiry as to the place of writing *. l'The first of them, 
Ромтов, stretched from Colchis and Lesser Armenia to the mouth of 
the river Halys, and was rich both in soil and in commercial towns. It 
was the country of the Christian Jew Aquila. Next comes GALATIA, 
to which St. Paul paid two visits (Acts xvi. 6 and Gal. iv. 18 ff.: Acts 
xviii. 28 and xix. 1 ff.), founding and confirming churches. After him, 

his companion Crescens went on a mission there (2 Tim. iv. 10). Its 
ecclesiastical metropolis was in after time Ancyra. Further particulars 
respecting it will be found in the Prolegg. to Vol. III. ch. i. § ii. 

7. Next in order comes CaPPADOCIA, south but returning somewhat 
to the k., where in after times the towns of Nyssa and Cesarea gave 
the ‘church a Gregory and a Basil, and whence (see Acts ii. 9, and 

be во understood here. But this is mere arbitrary assertion. The context here must 
determine in what sense the Apostle adopts the words of the Prophet: and I have no 
hesitation in saying with Augustine and Bede, Hoc testimonium quondam per Hoseam 
antiquo Dei populo datum est, quod попе recte gentibus dat Petrus." The express 
citation of the same passage by St. Paul in Rom. ix. 25, as applying to Gentiles, should 
have prevented Weiss at all events from speaking here with his usual overweening 
positiveness, 

* Weiss, in his treatise quoted in the last note, has taken very strongly the side or 
Judso-Christian readers only being addressed. He has laid great stress, p. 108 ff., on 
the O. T allusions in tbe Epistle, as shewing tbis. But either his instances prove 
notbing, or they prove too much. In the same way we might argue of the Epistles to 
the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, which abound much more with O. T. allusions. 

Imay remark here generally, that, Weiss's treatise, conclusive as he would represent his 
results, and strongly as be states them, is very deficient in thoroughness and fairness 
of investigation; being rather an attempt to justify a preconceived view, than an 
impartial dealing with the phsenomena of the Epistle. See this further illustrated, 
when we come to speak of the date of the Epistle, below, § iv. 

8 See below, § iv. 17. 
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Josephus, Ant. xvi. 6) Jews came up to the feasts in Jerusalem, who 
might well have carried back the knowledge of Christianity, and have 
founded churches. Next, going southward and westward, we have pro- 
consular Asia, including Mysia, Lydia, Caria, Phrygia, Pisidia, and 

Lycaonia,—containing the churches of Iconium where Paul and Bar- 
nabas preached (Acts xiv. 1 ff.), Lystra, the birthplace of Timotheus, 
where St. Paul was stoned by the Jews (Acts xiv. 8—19 ; xvi. 1, 2: 
2 Tim. iii. 11), —Derbe, the birthplace of Caius, where many were made 
disciples (Acts xiv. 20 f. ; xx. 4), —Antioch in Pisidia, where St. Paul 
converted many Gentiles, but was driven out by the Jews (Acts xiii. 
14 fl., 48 fl.): returned however, and confirmed the churches (ib. xiv. 

21—23),—then Miletus, on the Carian coast, where from Acts xx. 17 

and 2 Tim. iv. 20, there must have been Christian brethren,—Phrygia, 
where St. Paul preached on both his journeys to Galatia (Acts xvi. 6; 

xviii. 23),—then along the banks of the Lycus, Laodicea, Hierapolis, 
and. Colosse, celebrated Christian churches, to which he wrote his 
Colossian Epietle whose leaders Archippus and Epaphras, whose 
member Onesimus, are well known to us (Col. i. 7; iv. 9, 12 Ё, 17: 
Philem. 2, 10),—where erroneous doctrines and lukewarmness in the 

faith soon became prevalent (Col. ii. : Rev. iii. 14— 22). 
8. Then passing westward, we find in Lydia at the foot of the 

Tmolus, Philadelphia, known to us favourably from Rev. iii. 7 ff., and 
Sardis the capital (Rev. iii. 1 ff.), and Thyatira, blamed in Rev. ii. 18 ff. 
as too favourably inclined towards false teachers: then on the coast the 
famous Ephesus, where first St. Paul (Acts xviii. 19), then perhaps 
Aquila and Priscilla, then A pollos (Acts xviii. 24—28), taught, then St. 
Paul returned and remained rpuríavy oAnv building up the church with 
such success (Acts xx. 17 ; xix. 1 ff., 8—10, 17), a church well known 

and loved by every Christian reader of the Epistle to the Ephesians, 
but grieved over when we read (Rev. ii. 4) that it had deserted its first 
love. Then northwards we have Smyrna, known favourably to us from 
Rev. ii. 8 ff, and in Mysia, Pergamus (Rev. ii. 12 ff.); and lastly 
Alexandria Troas, whence St. Paul was summoned over by a vision to 
preach in Europe, where afterwards he preached, and raised Eutychus 
to life (Acta xx. 6 ff. : 2 Cor. ii. 12), and where he was on a subsequent 
occasion entertained by Carpus (2 Tim. iv. 18). 

This closes the list of churches known to us, BITHYNIA containing 
none whose names are handed down in Scripture. 

9. The enquiry ав to the then state of these Christian congregations 
is one which must be here conducted simply on grounds furnished by 
the Epistle itself. Its effect on the conclusion to which we must come 
ав to the date of the Epistle will be dealt with in & subsequent section. 

10. From the Epistle itself then we gather, that in external form and 
government they were much in the same state as when St. Paul exhorted 
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the Ephesian elders at Miletus in Acts xx. Here (ch. v. 1 ff.), as there, 
the elders (трєсВотеро‹) are exhorted to tend (zopaivew) the church or 
flock of God : and no other officers in either place appear. 

11. It was manifestly during a time of persecution that the Apostle 

thus addressed them. His expressions, especially those in ch. iii. 17 
and iv. 12—19, can hardly be interpreted of the general liability of 
Christians to persecutions, but must necessarily be understood of some 
trial of that kind then pressing on ета, 
"12. It would seem by ch. iv. 4, 5, that some of these trials had be- 

fallen the Christians on account of their separating themselves from the 
licentious shows and amusements of the heathen. And the same pas- 
sage will shew that it was from heathens, rather than from unbelieving 
Jews, that the trials came. 

18. We may gather, from hints dropped in the course of the Epistle, 
that there were in the internal state of the churches some tendencies 
which required repression, as e.g. the disposition to become identified 
with the heathen way of living (ch. ii. 11, 12, 16 al.),—that to greed 
and ambition and self-exaltation on the part of the presbyters (v. 2, 3), 
—that to evil thoughts and evil words towards one another (ii. 1 ; ili. 
8—12; iv. 9). 

SECTION IV. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. The former of these enquiries is very closely connected with that 
of the last section. Many Commentators have fancied that the state of 
the readers implied in the Epistle, points at the persecution under Nero 
as the time when it was written’: others that the persecution under 
Trajan is rather indicated’. But to both of these it has been suf- 
ficiently replied*, that the passages relied on do not warrant either 
inference : that the dzoAoyía to be rendered (ch. iii. 15), is not neces- 
sarily, nor indeed well can be at all, а publie defence in court, seeing 
that they are to be ready to make it avri тф alrotyr: K. . A.: that the 
suffering as какотоо{ cannot well be connected with the malefici of 
Tacitus, because in the Epistle the readers are exhorted to live down 
the il] repute, which, had it consisted in the mere name of Christian, 

9 Тһе bearing of this consideration on the date of the Epistle is treated below, 
§ iv. 1. 

1 So Hug, Einl. ii. p. 469 ff.: Neander, Pflanz. u. Leit. p. 590: De Wette, Einl. 
р. 1700: Thiersch, Apost. Kirche, pp. 205—208: Mayerhoff: Greswell, al. 

2 So Schwegler, Nachapost. Zeit. ii. 10 ff. 
3 By Credner, Steiger, Wieseler, Davidson, al. | 
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they could not have been. Again it is answered that we have no proof 
of the Neronian persecution having extended itself into the Asiatic 
provinces. 

2. On the whole it seems to me that we are not justifled in connecting 
the Epistle with either of these persecutions, but are rather to take its 
notices as pointing to a time when a general dislike of the Christians was 
beginning to pass into active tyranny, and in some cases into infliction 
of capital punishment. As Davidson remarks (vol. iii. p. 875), “the 
trials were not yet excessive. They were alarming in the future. A 
severe time was approaching. Judgment was soon to begin at tho house 
of God. The terrible persecutions and sufferings which the Christians 
were about to endure, were impending." 

8. These remarks are favoured by the tone m which suffering is 
spoken of, as by no means a matter of course: not sure, nor even likely, 
to follow upon а harmless Christian life: ef. ch. iii. 13, 14, where, by 
Tis 6 xaxdowy dss dav тод dyafod j ir, ye; it seems as if the 
good liver was in general likely to be let alone; and by what follows, 
ФАХ di xal rdoxorre Su. Sxasocivyy, paxápiou it is implied that in some 
exceptional cases, Christians might be hunted out by zealous enemies and 
made to suffer шеша Christians. 

4, So that I should be disposed, judging from the internal notices 
given of the state of the readers, to place the writing of the Epistle 
during the latter years of Nero, but before the persoeution related by 
Tacitus, Ann. xiv., broke out. The “odium generis humani” which 
justified that victimizing of the Christians, was gathering, and pro- 
ducing its anticipatory fruits here and there, wherever circumstances 
were favourable. 

5. And with this agree the personal notices in our Epistle, and infer- 
ences to be gathered from it. We must conclude from passages in it 
that St. Peter was acquainted with the Epistles of St. Paul; not 
only with his earlier ones, but with those written during his first 
Roman imprisonment‘. If now St. Paul was set free from that impri- 
sonment in the year 63 (see Prolegg. to the Pastoral Epistles, Vol. III. 
$ ii. 24), this Epistle cannot well have been written before the end of ' 
that year. 

6. Another personal notice also agrees with this date. By ch. МЕ 18 
we find that Mark was, at the time of its writing, with the Apostle in 
Babylon, which I here by anticipation assume to be the well-known 
city in. Chaldea Now from Coloss. iv. 10, we learn that Mark was at 
the time of writing that Epistle (61—63) with St. Paul in Rome, but 
intending to journey into Asis Minor: and from 2 Tim. iv. 11 (67 or 
68), we find that he was in Asia Minor, and was to be brought with 

4 See this shewn below, § vi. 3 note. 
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Timotheus to Rome. T Now one of two contingencies is possible. Mark 
may either have spent some of the interval between these two notices 
with St. Peter in Babylon, or have betaken himself to that Apostle 
after the death of St. Paul. 

T. Of these two alternatives, it is urged by the advocates of the 
usual view taken of our Epistle, the latter is the more probable. This 
Epistle is addressed to churches mostly founded by St. Paul: is it 
probable that St. Peter would have thus addressed them during the 
great Apostle’s lifetime? When we consider St. Paul's own rule, of 

\. not encroaching on other men's labours (Rom. xv. 20), and put together 
with it the fact of the compact made between the two Apostles as related 

1. in Gal. ii. 9, it seems difficult to imagine that such an Epistle should 
. have been written before St. Paul was withdrawn from his labours ; 
which latter took place only at his death. That event, and the 

strengthening of the influences adverse to St. Paul's doctrine consequent 
on it, might well agree with the testimony to that doctrine which we 
find in this Epistle, and especially in ch. v. 12. 

8. According to this view, we must place the Epistle late in the second 
apostolic period. We have seen in the Prolegomena to the Pastoral 
Epistles, that it is not easy to assign а date for the death of St. Paul 

~ before the last year of Nero, i. е. 67 to 68. If we suffer ourselves to be 
guided by these considerations, we should say, that in the latter part of 

— that year, or the beginning of the next, our Epistle may have been 
written. 

9. But these considerations, forcible as they seem, bring us into a 
greater difficulty than that of неш the Epistle to have been written 
during St. Paul's lifetime. They leave absolutely no room for the 

* , Journey of St. Peter to, and martyrdom at, Rome :[none for the writing 
* of the second Epistle, \ which clearly must not be rejected on such 
grounds alone. We must therefore adopt the other alternative, and 
suppose the writing to have taken place during a temporary withdrawal 
of the great Apostle to some other and distant scene of missionary 
action between the year 63 and 67. 

10. Next as to the place, whence it was written. If words are to be 
taken literally, this is pointed out with sufficient Plainness i in the Epistle 
itself (ch. v. 13), where we read áo«rá(era: ops ў dy Bag ovvexXexry, 

~ as being BABYLON. 

And there does not appear to be any reason to depart from the | 
prima facie impression given by this notice, that St. Peter was at thnt 
time dwelling and working at the renowned Babylon on the Euphrates. 

11. It is true, that from very early times the name has suggested 
other interpretations. Eusebius (H. E. ii. 15) quotes with a $acív, and 
alleges for it generally the authority of Papias and Clement of Alexan- 
dria in the Hypotyposeis, тод Марко» pynpovevew tov Ilérpov èv тў 
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zporépa. ётигтоћў, їу xai owrdtau фасіу ёт abris Popygs, onpaivay тє тобт 
айтду tiv Ou tpomumerepoy BBA Tposecróvra, к.т. And во also 
CEc. in loc., assigning however a very insufficient reason: Bau 
r ‘Popov 8А rò wepubaris койм, 3 9 каї Вабид» тоф xpóve N 
And Jerome, Catal. Script. Eccles. 8, vol. іі. p. 843: “Meminit 
hujus Marci et Petrus in Epistola prima, sub nomine Babylonis figu- 

raliter Romam significans." And on Isa. xlvii., vol. iv. p. 549: “Licet 
ех eo quod juxta LXX scriptum est, Ovyarep BafjvAówos, . . . non 
ipsam Babylonem quidam, sed Romanam urbem interpretentur, qus in 
Apocalypsi Joannis et in Epistola Petri Babylon specialiter appellatur." 
So also Isidore of Seville, as alleged by Davidson, p. 362. And this 

has been а very general opinion among not only Roman Catholic but 
also other Commentators. It is held by Grotius, Lardner, Cave, 
Whitby, Macknight, Hales, Cludius, Mynster, Windischmann, al.: and 

recently Wiesinger. 
12. But'there seems to be no other defence for this interpretation 

than that of prescription., And ‘it is now pretty generally recognized 
among Commentators that we are not to find an allegorical meaning in 
& proper name thus simply used in the midst of simple and matter-of- 
fact sayings., The personal notice too, conveyed in ў ovvexXexr}, will 
hardly bear the violence which many have attempted to put upon it, in 
supplying ёккАусќа (вее digest in loc.). No such word has been men- 
tioned: nor is the Epistle addressed rais éxxAnoias rìs Svacwopas, к.т.\., 
but éxAXexrots rape ẽ, Stacwopas, K. r. . And as those are individual 
Christians, so it is but reasonable to believe that ў cvvexAccry is an 
individual also, the term being strictly correlative with that other: and 
if an individual, then that 48«Афз) уллу whom, as we know from 1 Cor. 
іх. 5, St. Peter тєриўүєү in his missionary journeys. 

13. And this being so, d can see no objection arising from the & 
Bag uU being inserted. The Apostle, in ch. i. 1, had seen fit to 
localize the Christians whom he was addressing: and he now sends 
them greeting from one whom indeed he does not name, but designates 
by an expression also local, То the elect Christians of the dispersion 
of Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia Asia, and Bithynia, he sends greeting 

from their sister, an elect Christian woman in Babylon. "There might 
obviously be а reason why he should thus designate her, rather than by 
her name and relation to himself: but no reason whatever why he 
should go out of his way to make an enigma for all future каеш if 
he meant the Church at Rome by these words 

14. But even when we have taken the words literally, we T not 
yet got their full solution. Some contend, that an insignificant fort in 

5 So Weiss, p. 184 note, Es unbegreiflich bleibt, warum TM ben Aufenthalt 

feiner Gattin anglebt unb feinen eigenen nicht. | 
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Egypt, called Babylon“, is intended. This appears to be the tradition 
of the Coptic church, and it is supported by Le Clerc, Mill, Pearson, 
Calov., Pott, Burton, and Greswell. The ground seems mainly to be 

this; that as it is believed that St. Mark preached, after St. Peter's 
death, in Alexandria and the parts adjacent, so it is likely that those 
eame parts should have been the scene of his former labours with the 
Apostle. 4 le 2% 

15. Others again have supposed it to be Ctesiphon оп the Tigris, the 
winter residence of the Parthian kings; or Seleucia, both of which 
seem to have borne the name of Babylon after the declension of the 
older and more famous city. So (as regards Seleucia) Michaelis, 
who hówever adduces no proof that it was thus called in the apostolic 
age. 

16. With regard to the probability, or otherwise, of St. Peter having 
laboured in the Assyrian Babylon at this time, Wwe may notice, that 
that city in its decayed state, and its neighbourhood, were inhabited 
by Jews, long after other inhabitants had deserted it: that, which is 

sufficient for us, Josephus and Philo describe it as thus inhabited 
in their time". It is true that in the last years of Caligula, who died 

in A.D. 41, there was а persecution of the Jews there *, in consequence 
of which very many of them migrated to the new and rising Seleucia ; 
and five years after, a plague further diminished their number. But 
this does not preclude their increase or return during the twenty years, 
atleast, which intervened between that plague and the writing of our 
Epistle. 

17. It is some corroboration of the view that our Epistle was written 
from the Assyrian Babylon to find, that the countries mentioned in the 
address are enumerated, not as а person in Rome or in Egypt would 
enumerate them, but in an order proceeding, as has already been 
noticed, from East to West and South: and also to find that Cosmas. 
Indico-pleustes, in the sixth century, quotes the conclusion of our 
Epistle “ав a proof of the early progress of the Christian religion 
without the bounds of the Roman Empire: by which therefore we 
perceive that by Babylon he did not understand Rome," | 

* Thus described by Strabo, xvii. 1, p. 807: dvawAetoarr: 8 ear) Ba BNV, фробрюу 

ёроруду, dwoordyrwr футайба BaBvAcriey тубу, «та Siaxpataudveor ёутаёба катокіау 
rapꝭ Tay Васт:Лёюу" ууу) & ёст) стратбтеёо» dvds TG» тру таурќтоу T&v dpoupoórrev 
Thy Alyurrov. 

7 Jos. Antt. xv. 8. 1, od yàp ö pupiddes тоёбе той Aoo wep) Thy BaBvAwrlay 

ётекісбтсау : Philo de leg. ad Caium 86, vol. ii. р. 587, жата yàp Re pépovs Bpaxéos 
Baux, ка) rv (Aer сатратефу al ёретёта» Exovei thy dy kókAq yir, '"lovbalovs 
Éxovcir olxhropas. , 

8 See Jos. Antt. xviii. 9. 8. 
? Lardner, Works, vol. v. p. 269: citing Cosmas, ii. р. 147. 
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18. With regard to any journey of St. Peter to Babylon, as recorded 
or implied by antiquity, we are quite unfurnished with any other 
evidence than that deduced from the passage under consideration. 
And the difficulties which beset the conjunction of the various notices 
respecting our Apostle remain much the same in amount, whichever 
way we attempt their solution: whether by forcing the iy BaBvAowvt to 
some far-fetched and improbable sense, as has been very generally 
done, or with Weiss and others assigning an early date to our Epistle, 
contrary to tbe plain sense of his own words and the common-sense 
inferences from the indications furnished by it. That St. Peter wrote 
this Epistle to churches in Asia Minor mainly consisting of Gentile 
converts: that those churches had been previously the scene of the 
labours of St. Paul and his companions : that he wrote from Babylon in 
Assyria, and at a time subsequent to St. Paul’s missionary agency : 
these are points which can hardly be controverted, consistently with 
the plain acceptation of language in its obvious and ordinary meaning. 
ET the same Apostle visited Rome and suffered martyrdom there, 

. “we would fain believe as the testimony of Christian antiquity. It is 
difficult to believe it: difficult to assign the time so as to satisfy its 
requisitions: but in the uncertainty which rests over all the later 
movements of the great Apostles, it would be presumption for us to 

pronounce it impossible. 'There may be means of reconciling the two 
beliefs, of which we are not aware. And since this may be во, we are 
not unreasonable in retaining both, both being reasonably attested. 

19. One personal notice has not been mentioned in the foregoing 
paragraphs, viz. that of Silvanus having been the bearer of the Epistle 
(ch. v. 12). And the reason for its omission has been, that it is far too 
uncertain to found any argument on as to date or locality. Even 
assuming him to be the same person as Ше Silas of Acts xv. 22, 82, 40; 
xvi. 19, 25; xvii. 4, 10, 14 ; xviii. 5, or the Silvanus of 1 Thess. i. 1, 
2 Thess. i. 1, 2 Cor. i. 19,—we know absolutely nothing of his history 
subsequently to that period of his companionship with St. Paul, 

апа all that is founded on any filing up of the gap in his history 

fean only tend to mislead, by giving to baseless conjecture the value of 

real fact. | 

| SECTION V. 

ITB OBJECT AND CONTENTS. 

1. The object of the Epistle is plainly enough announced by the 

Apostle himself at ite conclusion : 

Auk З:Лохароб . . & My &yposya, поракоћди xol émipaprupór 

rob rij evar 4\10 sane тоё Geos, cig hv orire. 
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2. But this apparently simple declaration is not easy to track to its 
meaning in detail. The таракаАФ» portion of it involves no difficulty. 
The frequent exhortations in the Epistle, arising out of present circum- 
stances, are too evident to be missed as being referred to by this word. 
And when we come to the érioprvpor portion, our difficulty is not 
indeed to find matter in the Epistle to which this may refer, but to 
identify the тайтуу, to which, as being the dens уар той бєо?, the 
Apostle’s testimony is given. The ériaprvpia in the Epistle are 
plainly those constant references of practice to Christian doctrine, with 
which every exhortation terminates: being sometimes O. T. citations, 
sometimes remindings of facts in the evangelic history, sometimes 
assertions of the great hope which is reserved for God’s elect. 

8. Here there can be but little doubt: wapdxAnois and ériaprvpia 
alternate with and interpenetrate one another throughout the whole. 
It is only when we come to assign a meaning to the ravrzv, further 
specified as it is by the «ls ўу orire, that the real definition of the 
object of the Epistle comes before us, and with it, all its uncertainty 
and difficulty. What is this grace of God in which the readers were 
to stand—or rather, on account of the ais Ду or., into which they had 
been introduced as their safe standing-ground? Obviously in the 
answer to this question is contained the Apostle’s motive for writing. 

4. And as obviously, this answer is not to be found within the 

limits of the Epistle itself. For no such complete setting forth of 
Christian doctrine is found in it, as might be referred to in such terms : 
only a continual reminding, an ётлартъурѓа, a bearing testimony to 
something previously known, received, and stood in, with such expres- 
sions as eibóres бт, and such assertions as ду ойк dvres àyurdre, and 
frequent repetitions of бт, and ydp, as falling back on previously known 
truths. 

5. And this is further shewn by the els $v orfre, referring to a 
body of doctrinal teaching in which the readers had been grounded. 
Compare the parallel, which surely is not fortuitous, in 1 Cor. xv. 1: 

тд ebayyOuov $ einryyeioduyy piv, 8 kal rapeddBere, ёр & kai ёстўкате — 
and our assurance that such a reference is intended will be further 
confirmed. 

6. But to what body of doctrine does the Apostle refer? Clearly 
not to one imparted by himself. ' There is not the remotest hint in the 
Epistle of his ever having been among the éxAexrol vapeziónuo: whom 
he addresses. As clearly again, not to one fortuitously picked up here 
and there: the allusions are too marked, the terms used throughout the 
Epistle too definite for this to be the case. It was not merely the 

! See this ably elucidated by Brückner, in his portion of the Einleitung to De Wette’s 
Handbuch, edn. 2, pp. 2 Ё. 
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Pentecostal message in its simplicity which these readers had received, 
nor are they to be sought in the earlier and less definite times of 
Christian teaching,—nor was the object of writing only general edifica- 
tion : there had been а previous building of them up, a general type of 
Christian doctrine delivered to them : and it was to confirm this mainly 
that the Apostle writes to them, exhorting them to holy practice, and 
“stirring up their pure minds by way of remembrance.” 

7. It is hardly needful, after what has been already said respecting 
the churches addressed, to repeat, that this body of Christian teaching 
I believe to have been that delivered to them by St. Paul and his 
companions, and still taught among them after his decease by those 
who had heard him and were watering where he had planted. САП the 
acutenees of such writers as Weiss, who maintain the negative to this, 

has only the more convinced me that the view is the right and only 
tenable one. 

8. That St. Peter follows out the object not in a spirit dependent on 
St. Paul’s teaching ; that he uses, not the expressions and thoughts of 
that Apostle, but his own, is no more than we should expect from his 
standing, and personal characteristics ; and is not for a moment to be 
adduced as against the view here maintained, that his object was to 
build up and establish those churches which had been founded and 
fostered under the Apostle of the Gentiles. This will be further 
elucidated in the next section. 

9. The contents of the Epistle are summarily but lucidly given by 
Steiger, Einleitung, p. 27 ; which he prefaces by this remark: “It is 
not easy to give a logically arranged table of the contents, in a case 
where the Writer himself does not lay down an abstract division of his 
subject with a main and subordinate plan, but goes from one idea to 
another, not indeed with violent transitions, but still not according to 
logical connexion, only according to that of the subjects themselves. 
Besides, the changes are in general so imperceptibly made, that we can 
hardly tell when we are approaching them.” 

10. He then gives the following table : 
ch. ver. 

Address to the elect of the triune God ; „ „ 1, 2. 

Preciousness of that merey of God which has thus 
chosen them to salvation . è : ‘ 8—5 ; 

manifested even in their temporal trials . г 6—9. 
Salvation of which prophets spoke, and which 

angels desire to look into ; . 10—12. 
Therefore, the duty of enduring hope and of 

holiness in the fear of Gd 13—17: 
(considering the precious blood Pes as the ee 

of their ransom) . - 18—21; 
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ch. тег. 

and of self-purification (as кн of God's 
eternal word) . i . è . i. 22—25; 

and of growth in the Truth ; . . №. 1—8; 
and of building up on Christ as a spiritual pricst- 

hood 4 4, 5: 

Who is to the faithful —— bat to the disobe- 
dient а stone of stumbling Р А E 6—10. 

The duty of pure conversation among the heathen 11, 12; 
TE of obedience to authorities . ; . 18—17; 
e RE ecd to masters, even when inno- 

cently suffering at their hands . ‘ А . 18—20 
(for such is the calling of those, for whom Christ 

suffered innocently) Я : à ‚ 21—25 
C39 ou ee to husbands А А . lii. 1—6. 

(reciprooal duty of husbands) . 7 
‚ « « of all, to one another, being kind and 

gentle; and even to enemies : ; 8—17: 
for Christ so suffered and во gis for the living 

and the dead . : ; Я А . 18—20: 
and through His Resurrection and exaltation 

saves us by Baptism : . _ 20—22. 
Thus then die to sin and live to God, for Christ 

is ready to judge all i А Я iv. 1—7: 
watching, edifying one another, and glorifying 

God , 8—11: 
submitting to trial as the proof of уйг participe- 

ion in Christ’s sufferings ; Я ; . 12—19. 
Elders, tend His flock, for His sake  . А . v. 1—4: 
younger, be subject: all, be humble : . 6, 6: 
full of trust : watchful: resisting the devil . 2 7—9 : 
and may He who has graciously called you, after 

short suffering, strengthen and bless уоп. . 10,11. 
The bearer and aim of the Epistle: salutations ; 

concluding blessing . Я : . . . 12—14. 

SECTION VI. 

CHARACTER AND STYLE. 

1. Some Commentators* who have impugned the genuineness of our 

з e, g., Schwegler and De Wette. 
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Epistle, have objected to it a want of distinctive character, and have 
alleged that it is less the work ofan individual mind than a series of 
compilations from the work of others, mainly St. Paul and St. James. 

2. This however has been distinctly, and as it seems to me success- 
fully denied by others, and especially by Weiss in his work on the 
Epistle. It is hardly possible for an unprejudiced person to help 
tracing in the character of it marks of individuality, and a peculiar 
type of apprehension of Christian doctrine. That St. Peter was well 
acquainted with St. Paul’s teaching is certain, not from this Epistle 
only, but from the latter Apostle's own declaration in Gal. ii. 2, where 
he says, áveÜépyv atrois тд etayyéuov ô xnpiocw & rois ёдуєсту, кат Ila 
& rots Soxovcw, of whom St. Peter certainly was one. That he had 
seen, and was familiar with, many of St. Paul's Epistles, is equally 
undeniable*. The coincidences in peculiar expression and sequence of 
thoughts are too marked to be accounted for by any participation in 
common forms of teaching and thinking, even had this latter been the 
саве, which it was not. The coincidences now before us are of an 
entirely different nature from those in the Epistle to the Hebrews, with 
the exception perhaps of that one where an О. T. citation is apparently 
taken from the Epistle to the Romans. , 

8. If we seek for tokens of individual character and independence, 
we shall find them at every turn. Such are, for instance, the designa- 
tion of the whole Christian revelation as xdp« тоб Ó«o?, and treatment 

of it as such, which prevails throughout the Epistle. Cf. ch. i. 8, 
where it is described as the power of regeneration : i. 10, where it is 
the salvation promised by the prophets: ii. 19, where it breaks forth 
even in sufferings: iv. 10, where it is distributed in spiritual gifts: 
v. 10, where it is the pledge of continued divine help : iii. 7, where it 
is itself the inheritance of life: i. 18, where it is the material of the 

revelation of Christ at His coming. Апа connected with this same, is 
the way in which 1) God's acts of grace are ever brought forward : e. g. 
i 20, His fore-ordination of Christ: v. 10, i. 15, ii. 9, His call of His 

people: i. 8, 28, His new-begetting of them by His word through 
Christ's Resurrection : iv. 14, the resting of His Spirit on them : iv. 11, 

3 Tables of parallel passages will be found in Huther and Davidson. Brückner also, 
in his edition of De Wette, has discussed the usually alleged instances of dependency on 
St. Paul: and Weiss, in his fifth part, “Petrus und Paulus" The following are a few 
of the most remarkable: The address, as compared with that of Rom., 1 Cor., 2 Cor., 

&c.: ch. i. 5, with Gal. iii. 28 : 1. 21, with Rom. iv. 24: ii. 1, with Col. iii. 8 (James 

i. 21): ii. 6, with Rom. ix. 33 (x. 11): ii. 13, 14, with Rom. xiii. 1—4: ii. 16, with 
Gal. v. 18: ii. 18, with Eph. vi. 5, Col. iii. 22: ii. 21, with Rom. vi. 18: iii. 1 ff., with 
Eph. v. 22, 1 Tim. ii. 9, 1 Thess. iv. 4: iii. 8, 9, with Rom. xii. 10 f.: iii. 22, with 
Rom. viii. 84, Eph. i. 21, 22: iv. 1, 2, with Rom. vi. 7: iv. 10, 11, with Rom. xii. 

6—8: v. 1, with Rom. viii, 18: v. 8, with 1 Thess. v. 6: v. 10, 11, with (Heb. xiii. 

20, 21) Phil. iv. 19, 20: v. 14, with Rom. xvi. 16, 1 Cor. xvi. 20, 1 Thess. v. 26. 
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i. 5, v. 6, 10, His care for them in ministering strength to them, and 
guarding them by His power to salvation : and 2) the connexion between 
God and His people insisted on: e. g., ii. 9; 10: iv. 17, v. 2, generally: 
iii. 21, where Baptism is drepwrnpa eis беду : ii. 19, where сесі © 
0co?, an expression no where else found, is a motive for enduring suf- 
ferings: iv. 11, where His glory is the ultimate motive of Christian 
action. 

4. And in acoordance with this constant setting forth of the 
reciprocal relation of God апа His people, we find our Blessed Lord 
ever introduced as the Mediator: е. g. of things objective, as i. 3, of 
Regeneration ; iii. 21, of Baptism: of things subjective, as i. 21, of 
faith and hope; ii. 5, of acceptable works for God; iv. 11, of the 
power to glorify God. The central point of this mediatorial work is 
His Resurrection, i. 3, iii. 21 ; in subordination to which the other facts 
of Redemption are introduced, even where they occur without any 
necessary reference to it, as e. g., i. 11, 19—21 ; iii. 18; ii. 24, 25. 

And those particulars of Christ's agency are principally brought 
forward, which are connected with the Resurrection: e. g., His 

preaching to the imprisoned spirits, iii. 19 ff. ; His Ascension, iii. 22 ; 
His lordship over His people, ii. 25 ; His future Revelation, i. 7, 18, 
and that with judgment, iv. 4. Every where it is less the historical 
Christ, than the exalted Christ of the present and of the future, that is 
before the Apostle; the Eternal One, i. 11; ii. 25. Even where His 

sufferings are mentioned, it is ever xpurrds or ó xpwrrós : not so much 
the humiliated One, as the glorified and anointed One of God, ii. 21 ; 

iii. 18 f.; iv. 1,13. And this, partly because their present belief on 
Him, not their past experience or knawledge of Him, is that which is 
emphasized, i. 8; partly for the reason next to be noticed. 

5. Another original and peculiar feature of our Epistle is, its constant 
reference and forward look to the future, This has been indeed by 
some exaggerated : аз, e. g., Mayerhoff. Huther and Luthardt (Das 
Johan. Evang. р. 110) have considered Лоре as the central idea and 
subject of the Epistle : and Weiss adopts for St. Peter the title of the 
Apostle of hope. But the faot itself is not to be denied. Wherever we 
consult the Epistle, it is always the future to which the exhortations 
point : whether we regard the sufferings of Christ Himself, as pointing 
on to future glory, i. 11; iv. 13; or those of His followers, i. 6, 7, 9. 
Salvation itself is rò réAos rijs тїттєшє, i. 9 ; is the object of living (i. 3) 
and certain (i. 13) hope, i. 8, 13, 21; iii. 15. The same expectation 
appears as expressed in тулу, ii. 7; фот iii. 10 (cf. i. 3); ófa, v. 4, 

10: and as a constantly present motive, ii. 2; v. 4. The nearness of 
this future blessedness throws the present life into the background, во 
that God's people are mápoxo: and тарєті цо, i. 1, 17; ii. 11. This 
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is ever before the Apostle; both in reference to his readers, iv, 13, and 

to himself, v. 1. 

6. Briickner, from whom in the main the foregoing remarks have 
been adopted, and who goes much further into detail in following out 
the same, lays stress on several interesting points of individual pecu- 
liarity, even where the modes of speech of St. Paul appear to be 
adopted by St. Peter; e. g., in the comparison of our ch. ii. 24 with 
Rom. vi. 8—14, where St. Paul's {jv тф беф would have been equally 
available for St. Peter, who uses (jv тр 9uawovvy,. which on account of 
the close comparison with Christ in St. Paul, would not have been so 
apposite for him: where again the ётобуўскау тӯ dpapría of St. Paul is 
not adopted by St. Peter, though quite as well adapted to his purpose 
as dwoyiverOat Tj du., which he has used. In St. Paul, the death to sin 
is more а consequence of our union with Christ: in St. Peter, of 
Christ's having done away sin. The latter, as in other places, 
approaches nearer to St. John's form of thought and diction. 

7. He shews the same with regard to the idea of the Christian calling 
of God; to that of Aris; of Sxaxoq; of Christian liberty, as in the one 
Apostle (Gal. v. 13) the dn, in the other the éxadAvppa of sin 
(ch. ii. 16), and besides found in James i. 25, ii, 12, and in John viii. 

96: to that of the yapiopara; of the Christian reward; and several 
other cases which at first sight seem alike. In all these there is reason 
to believe that our Apostle, though spesking sometimes exceedingly 
like St. Paul and possibly from reminiscence of his Epistles, yet drew 
from another fountain within himself, and had a treasure of spiritual 
knowledge and holy inspiration distinct from that of St. Paul, incor- 
porated with his own individual habits of thought. 

8. And this is confirmed by observing, that it is not with St. Paul 
only that such affinities are found, but as before observed, with St. John, 

and with other of the N. T. writers*: and by seeing, that in many 
expressions St. Peter stands quite alone. Add to which, that iu 
several glimpses, which in the course of treatment of other subjects he 
gives us, of things mysterious and unknown, we evidently see that such 

* Compare ch. i. 28 with 1 Jobn iii. 9: i. 22 Gi. 2) with 1 John iii. 8: ii. 24 with 
1 John iii. 7: iii. 18 with 3 John 11: v. 2 with John x. 16: iii. 18 with 1 John ii. 1, 
iii. 7: i. 19 with John i, 29: iv. 2 with 1 John ii. 16 f.: ii. 24 with Heb. ix. 28, 
1 John iii. 6: i. 2 with Heb. xii. 24: v. 4 with Heb. xiii. 20: iii. 18 (Arat) with Heb. 
ix. 28; ii. 5 with Heb. xiii. 15. In almost all of the supposed imitations of St. James, 
О. T. citations are the material which forms ground common to both Apostles. This 
is the case with i. 6 f. compared with James i, 2: i. 24 with James i. 10: v. 6 with 
James iv. 6, 10: iv. 8 with James v. 20. 

5 As, e. g., sopevéels eis ойр. ch. iii. 22: PIA, &ydirms, v. 14: ovvelByors 0«o0, ii. 
19: ¿Aris (Әса, i. 8: xAnporvouía Ёфбартоз üularros dudparres, ib. 4. Вее а copious 

list given in Davidson, p. 886. 
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revelations come from a storehouse of divine knowledge, which could 
reveal much more, had it seemed good to Him by whom the hand and 
thoughts of the Apostle were guided *. 

9. As regards the style of our Epistle it has an unmistakeable and 
distinctive character of its own ', arising very much from the mixed 

nature of the contents, and the fervid and at the same time practical 
rather than dialectical spirit of its Writer. There is in it no logical 
inference, properly во called : no evolving of one thought from another. 
The word ob occurs only in connexion with imperatives introducing 
practical inference: бт: and дот: only as substantiating motives to 
Christian practice by Scripture citation or by sacred facts : ydp mostly 
in similar connexions, The link between one idea and another is found 
not in any progress of unfolding thought or argument, but in the last 
word of the foregoing sentence, which is taken up and followed out in 
the new one. 

10. It has been noticed that the same thought is often repeated 
again and in nearly the same words*. This is consistent with the 
fervid and earnest spirit of the Apostle: which however, as might be 
expected from what we know of him, was chastened by a sense of his 
own weakness and need of divine upholding grace. "There is no 
Epistle in the sacred Canon, the language and spirit of which come 
more directly home to the personal trials and wants and weaknesses 
of the Christian life. Its affectionate warnings and strong consolation 
have ever been treasured up close to the hearts of the weary and 
heavy-laden but onward-pressing servants of God. The mind of our 
Father towards us, the aspect of our Blessed Lord as presented 
to us, the preparation by sufferings for our heavenly inheritance, 
all these as here set forth, are peculiarly lovely and encouraging. 

6 See ch. i. 10, 11; iii. 19, 21; iv. 6, 17; v. 1, 8. 
7 The similarity between the diction of the Epistle and St. Peter's recorded speeches 

in the Acts, has been often noticed. Compare 1 Pet. ii. 7 with Acts iv. 11: i. 12 with 
Acts v. 82: 11. 24 with Acts v. 80, x. 89: v. 1 with Acts ii. 32, iii. 15: i. 10 with Acta 
iji. 18, x. 48: i. 21 with Acts iii. 15, x. 40: iv. Б with Acts x. 42: i. 21 with Acta 
lii. 16: ii, 24 with Acts iii. 19, 26. In connexion of sentence with sentence also (see 
below, par. 10) there is great similarity: cf. Acts iii. 21, xpiorb Ino, by 867... . 
rdrror, бу éAdAncev . . . . besides the same spirit, and view of the Gospel facts and 
announcements, being manifest throughout. Compare e. g. the summary of that part 
of his first speech which is not recorded, — o and ris yeveas TS KONIS TaUTS, 
Acte ii. 40, with the frequent exhortations in our Epistle to separation from the heathen 
world. | 

* See, e. g., ch. i. ver. 4, Suds . . . ver. 6, robs . . .: ver. б, calm doxdrm ..., ver. 6, 
d» S. . .: ver. 7, Ino. xpiorov . . , ver. 8, by . . . ver. 9, сюттріау . . , ver. 10, 
repl Ås cerrnplas . . .: ver. 10, xpopfra:..., ver. 12, ols &vekaA $05: &с., Ac. And 
во we might proceed through the Epistle. 

° Compare ch. iii. 1 with iii, 16, and with ii. 12: iv. 8 with i. 14 and ii. 11: iv. 12 
with i. 6—9: iv. 14 with iii. 14, 17, and with ii, 20: v. 8, with iv. 7, and with i. 13. 
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And the motives to holy purity spring direct out of the simple and 
childlike recognition of the will of our Heavenly Father to bring us to 
His glory. 

11. All who have worthily commented on the Epistle have spoken 
in similar strains of its character and style. Mirabilis est gravitas 
et alacritas Petrini sermonis, lectorem suavissime retinens," says 
Bengel. “Habet hzc Epistola тд сфоёрбу conveniens ingenio principis 
Apostolorum," says Grotius. And Erasmus calls it “Epistolam 
profecto dignam Apostolorum principe, plenam auctoritatis et dig- 
nitatis apostolies, verbis parcam, sententiis differtam, &c.“ And 
recently Wiesinger sums up thus his characteristic of the Epistle: 
* Certainly, it entirely agrees in tone and feeling with what we have 
before said of the character of the Apostle. His warm self-devotion to 
the Lord, his practical piety and his active disposition, are all reflected 
in it. How full is his heart of the hope of the revelation of the Lord ! 
With what earnestness does he exhort his readers to lift their eyes 
above the sufferings of the present to this future glory, and in hope of 
it to stand firm against all temptation! He who in loving impatience 
east himself into the sea to meet the Lord, is also the man who most 
earnestly testifies to the hope of His return. :—hbhe who dated his own 
faith from the sufferings of his Master, is never weary in holding up 
the suffering form of the Lord before the eyes of his readers to 
comfort and stimulate them :—he before whom the death of a martyr 
is in assured expectation, is the man who most thoroughly, and in the 
greatest variety of aspects, sets forth the duty and the power, as well 
as the consolation, of suffering for Christ. If we had not known 
from whom the Epistle comes, we must have said, It must be a 
Rock of the church (ein Felſenmann) who thus writes: a man whose 
own soul rests on the living Rock, and who here, with the strength 

of his testimony, takes in hand to secure the souls of others, and 
against the harassing storm of present tribulation to ground them 
on the true Rock of ages. The whole may be summed up by 
saying, that the entire Epistle is the following out of our Lord's 
command to its Writer, каї od ori émwrrpéjas orjptgov robs ёёе- 
dois соо". Ж 

1 Einl. p. 18. 
af? за forbear, as caring above all for the spiritual life in God of the students 

of His holy word, recommending to them most strongly the commentary of our own 

Archbishop Leighton, as а devotional subsidiary to their critical and exegetical studies 
of this Epistle. To the mere scholar, it may not present much matter of interest ; but 

to one who wishes that the mind of God’s Spirit, speaking in the Apostle, may live and 

grow within his own breast, no writer on Scripture that I know furnishes a more 

valuable help than Leighton. 
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It will be observed that I have throughout this chapter abstained 
from introducing considerations and comparisons of the Second Epistle 
of St. Peter. I have done this, because I wished to keep the first 
Epistle clear of all the doubt and difficulty which surround the treat- 
ment of the other, which I have reserved entire for the following 
chapter. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE SECOND EPISTLE GENERAL OF PETER. 

SECTION I. 

. OBJECT, CONTENTS, AND OCCASION OF THE EPISTLE. 

1. I THINK it best to approach the difficult question of the genuine- 
ness of this Epistle, by a consideration of the internal characteristics of 
the writing itself. 
2. Its general object is no viles so distinctly declared, as that of 

1 Pet. in v. 12 (ch. iii. 1, 2 being special) But the two concluding 
verses contain in them the double aim which has been apparent through 

ihe whole. In iii. 17 we read, троушфткоутєз pvidooeoðe wa pi r 
ёдётроу wAdvy ewosayÓévres ёктёсттє TOU 18000 атпр сувой, and in iti. 18, 
abfdvere be èv Xdptri xal ууӧсе той куроо Tuv xol сотђроѕ "соб 

дрчттоб. "These two, the prohibitory and the hortatory, are the objects 
of the Epistle. The former is the introduction to the latter, which, as 
might be expected, is the main and ultimate aim. | 

8. And this ultimate aim is apparent from the very beginning. 
Ch. i. 1—11 is devoted to fervent enforcing of it. Then i. 12—21, 
laying down the grounds on which the yvacis rests, viz. apostolic 
testimony and prophetic announcement, forms a transition to the 
description, ch. ii., of the false prophets and teachers who were even 
then coming in, and should wax onward in activity and influence. 
Then in ch. iii., the further error of false teachers in scorning and 
disbelieving the promise of the coming of the Lord is stigmatized and 
refuted, and the Epistle concludes with a general reference to the 
Epistles of St. Paul, as teaching these same truths, and as being 
perverted like the other Scriptures by the ignorant and unstable. 
Throughout all, one purpose and one spirit is manifest. The éxiyvems 

TOU o ўрёу cal ceríjpos "Ino. xp. is ever the condition of salvation 
(ch. i. 8; ii. 20 ; iii. 18). Sometimes we have it on the side of know- 
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ledge of the Father who oath called us (i. 2, 3), sometimes on that of 
knowledge of the gospel as the way of righteousness (ii. 21: ef. ii. 2). 

F This éwiyvwors is the central point of the Christian life, both theoretically 
and practically considered : it is the vehicle of the divine agency in us, 
and so of our bighest participation of God (i. 3, 4): it is the means of 
escape from the pollutions of the world (ii. 20),—the crowning point of 
Christian virtues (i. 8) the means of access into Christ's kingdom 
(i. 11). | 

And'the side of our Lord's own Person and Office on which attention 
is fixed is not so much His historical life, as His бууш and éfoveia in 
His exalted state of triumph (i. 16). The promises which are intro- 
duced refer to His second coming and kingdom (i. 4; iii. 4, 13). 

4. And in this peculiar setting forth of the Christian life must we 
look for the necessary bringing out of the dangers of seduction by false 
teachers, and the placing of this knowledge and these promises over 
against it. The wevdodddonaror (ii. 1; 4бєснон, iii. 17) are described 
partly theoretically, as denying the lordship of our glorifled Saviour 

which He has won by Redemption (ii. 1, contrasted with дууа, 
i. 16), and His promise of coming again (iii. 1 ff, contrasted with 
wapovoia, i. 16),—partly practically,—8s slandering God's way of 
righteousness (ii. 2) and His majesty (ii. 10 ff.), —as disgracing their 
profession of Christian freedom (ii. 19),—as degraded by a vicious life 
(ii. 13),—full of lust and covetousness (ii. 14),—speaking swelling 
words (ii. 18), deserters of the right way (ii. 15 f.), traitors (ii. 17), 
seducing the unstable (ii. 14, 18),—the objeets of God's inevitable 
judgment (ii. 8—9, 17),—preparing destruction for themselves (ii. 12, 
19), and the more so, because their guilt is increased by the sin of 

apostasy (ii. 20—22). 
5. In strong contrast and counterpoise against both sides of this 

heretical error stands their èríyvwsıs : against the former of them, in 
its theoretical aspect, as the right knowledge of the power and coming 
of Christ (i. 16: see above): against the latter, in its practical, as 
insight into the 5 тўс Sixacoovvys. This latter contrast is ever brought 
up in the description of the false teachers in ch. ii. Noah, as Sccaoovvys 
rijpvè, is excepted from the judgment of the Flood (ii. 5): Lot, as ŝikawos, 
from that on Sodom (ii. 7, 8): God knows how to punish the &Xxovs, 
and rescue the ede (ii. 9) : the heretics are described as having left 
the ce 66у (ii. 15), and the example of Balaam applied to them 
(i. 15, 16). And accordingly it is the éríyvocis Tyood xp. which is to 
preserve the readers from dopá (i. 4; cf. ii. 12), and from falling away 
(i. 10). | 

6. This main subject of the Epistle, which not only occasions the 
minute depiction of the adversaries, but also keeps together the whole, 
is, notwithstanding the parenthetical allusions and polemical digres- 
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sions, in close coherence. The later portions are all based on the 
earlier. Thus ch. i. 16 ff. is the foundation of ii. 1 ff., iii. 1 ff. : thus 
the conclusion is in intimate connexion with the opening, the same 
union of (é2/)yvwors, хар, and єіртуу being found in beth (i. 2; iii. 14, 
18) : thus the d uù ёктёсттє rod iov ornptypod, iii. 17, refers back to 
i. 10, 12: thus the conditioning clause, &modvyóvres . . . фборёс, i. 4, 

is remembered in the warning $vAdccecÓ0c . .... cvvamaxÜévres, iii. 17 ; 

and the more detailed exhortation of i. 5---8 is compressed together in 

the shorter айёауетє 82 x. r. A. of iii. 18. Thus also the qualifying èv 
Sucavoovvy of ch. i. 1 is borne in mind in ii. 21 and iii. 13. So again, 
iii. 1 takes up again і. 13, and the бло ràv буйи rpopyray of iii. 2 
refers back to i. 19. ' In fact, the contents of this short Epistle are 
bound together by the closest and most intimate connexion and co- 
herence. | 

7. The above notices will make sufficiently plain the occasion of the 
Epistle. It was, the prompting of & holy desire to build up and confirm 
the readers] in especial reference to certain destructive forms of error in 
doctrine and practice which were then appearing and would continue 
io wax onward., 

8. If we seek to fix histor ically the heretics here marked out, we find 
the same difficulty as ever besets similar enquiries in the apostolic 
Epistles. They are rather the germs of heresies that are described, 
than the heresies themselves as known to us in their ripeness after- 
wards. These germs ever found their first expansion in the denial of 
those distinctive doctrines of the Gospel which most closely involve 
Christian practice and ensure Christian watchfulness. " First came the 
loosening of the bands which constrained man by the love of Christ 
and waiting for Him ; then, when true liberty was lost, followed the 
bondage of fanciful theological systems and self-imposed creeds. The 
living God-man vanished first out of the field of love and hope and 
obedience, and then His place was taken by the great Tempter and 
leader captive of souls. 

9. So that when we enquire to which known class of subsequent 
heretics the description in our Epistle applies,—whether to the Carpo- 
cratians as Grotius believed, or to the Sadducees, as Bertholdt, or to 
the Gnosties, or Nicolaitans, as others, the reply in each ease must be, 
that we cannot identify any of these precisely with those here de- 
scribed : that the delineation is both too wide and too narrow for each 
in succession : but that (and it is an important result for the question 
of the date of our Epistle) we are here standing at a point higher up 
than any of these deflnite names of sects: during the great moral 
ferment of the first fatal apostasy, which afterwards distributed itself 
into various divisions and sects. 
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SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. The readers are no where expressly defined. By ch. iii. 1, it 
would appear that they are identical with at all events a portion of 
those to whom the first Epistle was addressed. Апа to this the 

éxatorore of ch. i. 15, “on each occasion which offers," seems also to 

point: besides appearing to refer to some previous personal connexion 
of the Writer with his readers. This latter has frequently been as- 
sumed from ch. i. 16 : but without necessity ; see note there. АП that 
is there assumed is that which is also stated in ch. i. 1, the delivery of 
the truths and faith of the Gospel to them by competent eye-witnesses, 

of whom the Writer (in office, but not necessarily in connexion with 
themselves) had been one. 
T 2. The address, ch. i. 1, is more general than that of the first Epistle: 

the words of warning and exhortation are for all who bore the Christian 

name. The dangers described were imminent throughout the then 

Christian world. And the expressions, whether of praise and encou- 

ragement, or of caution, must be taken as generally applicable to ali 

believers in Christ, rather than ав descriptive of the peculiar situation 

of any circle of churches at any ono time. 

3. Of necessity, the same general view^must not be taken of the 

enemies of the faith here depicted. The city of God, with ita bulwarks 

and towers, is ever the same: this was & special attack beginning to be 

made on it by а body of foes of в special character. The firmness and 

watchfulness which seem to be predicated of the readers (ch. i. 12, iii. 

17, i. 19) are rather assumptions, certain to be true of true believers, 

than statements of objective matter of fact: whereas the depravities 

and errors of the heretics, as far as spoken of in the present, were 

things actually occurring under the Apostle's notice. This must be 

borne in mind, or we shall be liable to go wrong in our inference re- 

specting those addressed. 

4. On the other hand it must be borne in mind, that the Apostle's 

field of view, as he looked over the church, would naturally be bounded 

by the lines which marked out the cycle of his own observation : that 

those to whom he had before written would be on this second occasion 

nearest to his thoughts: and by consequence, that when he seems to 

address these readers as in the main identical with those, this inference 

must not be carried too far, but allowance made for the margin which 

may fairly be granted to each Epistle : for expanding the apparent 

limited character of the former address towards that more general 

reference which was sure to have been in the Apostle's mind : and for 
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contracting the very wide address of this one merely by believing that 
in writing he would fix his thoughts on those whom he knew and 
especially cared for. 

5. If it be said, as it has been, that we find no trace in the former 

Epistle of the peculiar kind of adversaries of the faith of whom so much 
is here said, and on the other hand nothing in this Epistle of the per- 
secutions, which bore во considerable a pert in the matters treated in 
the former one: the answer to both these is exceedingly easy. A very 
short time would suffice for the springing up, or for the becoming 
formidable, of these deadly forms of error. As the Apostles were one 
by one removed by death, on the one hand their personal influence in 
checking evil tendencies was withdrawn, on the other that coming 
of Christ, of which they had once confidently spoken as to be in their 
own time, became in danger of being disbelieved.; This would be a 
sufficient reason for the one supposed difficulty : and as regards the 
other, it is quite answer enough to say, that'this second Epistle being 
written on а special occasion and for a special object, is, as we have 
seen, coherently and consistently devoted to tbat object, and does not, 
in its course, travel out of ite way to speak of things with which the 
first Epistle was concerned., It is obvious that, supposing the two to 
have been written by the same person, he is not likely to have dwelt 

again in his second letter on things already brought forward in 
his first., 

6. Besides, it has been not unjustly thought that we can discover 
traces in our Epistle of the same characteristics as those which marked 
the readers of the former one, or of others which would be probably 
subsequent to them. We have there the caution to take care that 
none of them suffer as an evil doer, Go u, kAérrygs, Kaxorotds, dAXoTpLO- 

єтіскотос (iv. 15) ; which seems to contain in it the seed of that fur- 
ther development of evil &mong Christians, which we find actual in 
this Epistle. Again, the neglect of the caution there, dvafworduevor ras 

óc$vac ris Stavolas úpr, vikbovres, TeAeius ёАттатє ёті Tiv. фероцблуу 
dad xdpw èv droxadupe I. x. (i. 13), would lead exactly to the dis- 
solute lives here described of those who had ceased to hope for His 
coming. There is close connexion between 1 Pet. ii. 16, às eAe/epor, 
xal ui) Gs èmıxáÀ\vupa & res Tis Kaxias т» ё\єоберіау ... and 2 Pet. 
ii. 19, &XevÜepíav atrots émayyeAXópevot айтої SotAo: Ümápxovres THs 
$9opás :, between the cautions there given against pride (у. 5—7), and 
the úrépoyka датабттуто$ dÜeyyópevoc of our ch. ii. 18. And the same 
analogies might be carried yet further, shewing that from the cireum- 
stances of the readers which respectively underlie the one and the 
other Epistle, this may well have been а sequel to, and consequent on, 
the former. 
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SECTION III. 

ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THIS EPISTLE AND THAT OF JUDE. 

1. It is well known that, besides various scattered resemblances, а 

long passage occurs, included in the limits Jude vv. 3—19, 2 Peter ii. 
1—19, describing in both cases the heretical enemies of the Gospel, 
couched in terms so similar as to preclude all idea of entire indepen- 
dence. If considerations of human probability are here as every where 
else to be introduced into our estimate of the Sacred Writings, then 

either one saw and used the text of the other, or both drew from a 

common document orfa common source of oral apostolic teaching.) 
2. Setting aside the supposition of а common documentary source, as 

notanswering to the curious phenomena of concurrence and divergence, 
no one can say that the latter alternative may not have been the case : 
that'a portion of oral teaching spoken originally in the power of the 
Spirit, may not, in its reproduction, have become deflected as we here 
ee. Were the case in strict analogy with that of the three Gospels, 

we should have no hesitation in adopting this hypothesis. But the 
cases are not similar. For we have first to add to the phenomena of 

this passage the remarkable coincidences elsewhere, where no such com- 
mon portion of teaching could have been concerned: and then to ob- 
serve, that the соїпсїйепсев and divergences in the passage itself do 

not entirely bear out the hypothesis. There is an intent and consistent 
purpose plainly visible in them, which is altogether absent, unless the 
wildest fancies be allowed to come into play, from the common text of 
passages in the three Gospels. 

8. We have then to fall back on the supposition, that one of the 
Sacred Writers saw and used the text of the other. ' And if this is to 
be so, there can be but little hesitation in answering the enquiry, on 
whieh side the preference lies ав to priority and originality. , The 
grounds of that answer have indeed been amplified and exaggerated, 
beyond what we can fairly concede: but still in the main they are 
irrefragable. We cannot see, with De Wette and others, that St. Peter 

is less fresh or individual in his expressions and turns of thought than 
St. Jude: but, conceding to both Writers originality and individuality 
of thought, it is then for us to ascertain by inspection, which text 
bears the air of being the free outflow of the first thought, which the 
working up of the other for a purpose slightly differing. 

4. The portion of the common matter which will best serve us for 
this purpose is that in which the traditional and historical examples are 
adduced, 2 Pet. ii. 1—16, Jude 4—11. In this passage, the object of 
St. Jude is to set forth the dceeis, riy тод co) роу Харита peraribéy- 
res el; dorédyetay, кої tov pdvow Seomdrny ral кїрюу Фу I. x. оше 
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The persons described by St. Peter are not the same, in however many 
common points the characters coincide. With him they are ꝙeudo- 
5.54скаћо:, answering to the Wevdorpopyra éy тф Лаф of old: like the 
others, they are described as 70% (дуорісаута abrots) Ocomórgv dpvov- 
pevot, with the two words in brackets characteristically inserted. In 
Peter (ii. 1) we have merely a reminiscence of the first historical notice 
in Jude (ver. 5), consisting in his specifying the false teachers as 
answering to the false prophets è тф Ааф, as contrasted with the true 
ones of whom he has been speaking (i. 19—21). It was not to his 
purpose to mention the destruction of the unbelieving (Jude 5), and 
therefore he slightly passes this example with a mere allusion. I submit 
that this will not bear the converse hypothesis: that the weighty and 
pregnant sentence in St. Jude could not be the result of the passing 
hint êv rà Ааф of St. Peter, nor can that hint be accounted for except 
ав а reminiscence of St. Jude. 

5. Passing to the next example, that of the sinning angele, we find 
the same even more strikingly exemplified. St. Jude is writing of apos- 
tates, and sets forth their fate by that of the angels, rovs ил) rypyoartas 
Tijv éavrüv dpx HM arodurdvras тд {10у olkyrypiov: in allusion (see 
note there) to Gen. vi. 2, their going after strange flesh, а sin after the 
manner of which (róv Ópotov трбтоу тото) Sodom and Gomorrha also 
sinned in after time (Jude 6, note). This special notice, so apposite to 
St. Jude's subject, is contracted in St. Peter into the mere mention of 
&yyéXuv dpaprgcávrov. Here it is most natural to suppose, that the 
special notice preceded the general. 

6. The next example in St. Peter is one exactly to the point for 
which he is adducing the whole series, viz., to shew God's power 
both to punish and to deliver, but, on one side at least, inapposite to 
St. Jude's purpose. It is found in St. Peter alone. But the reason 
why I adduce it here is, to remark, that, had St. Peter's been the 

original, St. Jude would have hardly failed to insert in his examples 
that portion of this one which so exactly tallied with his purpose, 
ápxatov Kdopov ойк ёфєѓсато, . . . karakìvopòv Koop doeBav ed tas. 

7. The next example, that of Sodom and Gomorrha, is found in 

St. Jude in strict connexion and analogy with that which has imme- 
diately preceded it, viz. that of the angels. This connexion is broken 
in St. Peter, no such particular as that on which it depends being found 
in his mention of the angels' sin. "These cities are adduced only as an 
example to the pédAovres дсеВєу, and, which is again noteworthy, the 
mention of the rescue of Lot is appended, conformably with that which 
we remarked in the preceding paragraph. 

8. It is further to be noticed with respect to this same example, that 
St. Jude describes the cities as ёєура турдс alwviou db tréxovcat, 
whereas St. Peter has resolved this, which might seem to imply the 
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eternity of the fire which consumed those cities, into а fuller and histori- 
cal account, retaining the feature of their being a warning to the impious; 
Teppwoas катастроф) karéxpwev, drddeayyua pedrAovrov accBely reh). 
Here again I submit that the converse hypothesis is inconceivable. 

9. Again, in the description which follows in St. Peter (ver. 9), we 
have a characteristic continuation of his main subject, the rescue of the 
righteous united with the punishment of the wicked, and then, with a 
pdduora &“, he returns to the particular characters here under description, 

and takes up the two traits which form the main subject in St. Jude, 
ver. 8; so that we have the original ópolws uro каї оўто: Gurvialdpevor 
cápxa pły paaívovcw, xupiéryta $ d bberodou, Sdfas д4 Bracdypotow 
replaced by udAurra 8 rods бтйтш саркд dy & rue ] pracpod wopevopévous 
kai xuptoryros Karadpovotyras. Toural, ab, Sédfas ob tpépovow 
Braodypotrvres : where again I submit that none can doubt for a moment 

which sacred Writer preceded the other. 
10. The next example even more strikingly shews the same. St. 

Jude cites at length from’ some apocryphal book, probably that called 
the далуу or dvaBaow Mwvoéws (see Origen de Principiis iii. 2. 1, 
vol. i. p. 138), an instance of the different conduct of mighty angels in 
contending with God's adversaries. St. Peter (ver. 11) merely asserts 
generally that such is the conduct of mighty angels, but gives no 
hint of an allusion to the fact on which the general assertion is based ; 
nor does the great Adversary appear in his sentence, but in his stead 
are substituted these heretics themselves; Ómov dyyeXot xx xai бане 
peLoves óvres où dépovew кат’ avrav BAdaognpoy xplow. This, standing 
as it does thus by itself, would constitute, were it not for the original 
in St. Jude being extant, the most enigmatical sentence in the N. T. 

11. I shall not treat at length every separate verse, but shall only 
remark, that as we pass on through 2 Pet. ii. 12 ff., while this view 
of the priority of St. Jude is at every step confirmed, we derive some 
interesting notices of the way in which the passage in our Epistle has 
been composed: viz. by the Apostle having in his thoughts the passage 
in St. Jude, and adapting such portions of it as the Spirit guided him to 
see fit, taking sometimes the mere sound of St. Jude’s words to express 
a different thought, sometimes, as we saw above, contracting and omit- 

` ting, sometimes expanding and inserting, as suited his purpose. Thus 
while in St. Jude we have the comparison és rà Goya oa simply 
introduced with reference to certain things which the persons under 
description know naturally (фис‹кос) and use corruptly, in St. Peter it 
is the heretics themselves who are ús dAoya (Ga, the additional point 
of comparison is introduced, that they are yeyevrgpéva voà elc Лос 
к. $Üopáy, and the $6«ípovra: of St. Jude is made to serve а very different 
purpose, —4y тў фборф abróv kai фбарусоуто. So in 2 Pet. ii. 18, in the 
reminiscence of the passage, exu Be; of Jude 12 becomes or к. 
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pópou—Àlv Tais буйта uay of St. Jude becomes év та drdrats 
abrév. бо in 2 Pet. ii. 17, we have somewhat similar figures to those 
in Jude 13, but whereas originally it was waves of the sea foaming 
out their own shame,” and ácrépes wAavira ols ô Logos ToU ON ros els 

aldva Terjpyra:, in the latter text it becomes, more suitably to St. Peter's 
purpose of depicting false teachers, wells without water,” and duiydor 
bro Aa(Aaros &АХолл/брлуол, ols. ô Logos той axórovs тєттртүтод. 

12. In ver. 11, St. Jude, fervidly borne along in his impassioned 
invective, collects together three instances of О. T. transgressors, to all 
of whom he compares those whom he is stigmatizing. They were 
murderers like Cain, covetous like Balagm, rebellious like Korah. But 
out of these St. Peter, dealing with false teachers, whom he is com- 

paring with the false prophets of old, selecta Balaam only, and goes at 
length (vv. 15, 16) into his sin and his rebuke. Сап any one persuade 
us that in the impetuous whirlwind of St. Jude's invective he adopted 
and abridged the example furnished by St. Peter, prefixing and adding 
those of Cain and Korah ? 

13. I shall carry the comparison -no further, but refer the student to 
some sources where he will find it elaborately treated. Of these the 
best worth consulting is Brückner's Excursus on 2 Pet. ii. in his 
Edition of De Wette's Handbook, vol. i. pt. 8, pp. 163—170. There he 
impartially, and in a critical and scholarly manner, examines the whole 
question, and while he successfully maintains the priority of St. Jude, 
and St. Peter's acquaintance with his Epistle, he sets in a very striking 
light the independence of our Apostle, and his coherence of purpose 
and language. The same is done, but less completely, and, unless the 

fault is in myself, with some little confusion, by Davidson, vol. iii. 

pp. 399—408, The same again is done very fairly by Huther, in the 
Anbang to his Commentary on the Epistle. I am sorry I cannot speak 
with praise of the work of Dietlein, Der zweite Brief Petri, Berlin, 1851, 

either as regards this, or other parts of the great question regarding our 
Epistle. It is a book with which I have been much disappointed both 
in point of scholarship and of logic, and the reader will find many 
notices of its mistakes scattered through my notes. On this part of 
the subject he is an unflinching advocate for the priority of St. Peter 
to St. Jude. The same side is taken by Schmid, Michaelis, Storr, 
Hengstenberg, Thiersch, Hofmann, and Stier. 
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this Epistle, we have very various opinions. Dietlein finds traces of its 
use in the earliest apostolic Fathers; in Polycarp, in Ignatius, in the 

Epistle of Barnabas, in Clement of Rome. Most of these however are 
very shadowy and fanciful: some of them even absurd *. The explana- 
tion of the coincidence in these cases is generally to be sought in the 
fact that these writers had the same sources to draw from, in the main, 
as the Apostle, viz. O. T. prophecy, and the common-places of Christian 
teaching: and this being so, it would be strange indeed if we did not 
find such coincidence in insulated words and occasional phrases. 

2. A few however of the instances adduced from the Apostolic 
Fathers are worth notice: not as by any means proving the use by 
them of this Epistle, but as remarkable in connexion with the question 
before us. Such are 1) Hermas, iii. simil. vi. 4, p. 968, dxove duporépuy 
тђу Dovapay, Tis трофтс к. тод Bacdvov. tis трофіс к. THs ётатуѕ ô xpóvos 
Фра dori pia’ ris & Васауоо Фра tpidxovra ўрербу Sivayw Exovca. ёбу 
ow play Tépay Tis Tpudnjoy кої ётаттбр, рау $4 ўрёрау BacavicGy &. r. A, 
as compared with a) évrpujüvres ey тас dmárais airay and b) ry év 
pép Tpvj»jv, 2 Pet. ii. 13, where see note: 2) Clement of Rome, ad 
Cor. е. 7, р. 225, Nae ёкуроёе ретбуоюу, and c. 9, p. 228, No« 

mutes ciples (uà тӱѕ Neroupyias афтод waltyyeweciay кборар Exp e- 
.. . . ib. c. 11, p. 232, in speaking of Lot's deliverance out of Sodom, 
apéondov woupoas ô deo, Ere ros Ат оутоѕ ёт’ abrov obx фукатаАейге, 
тойс $# érepoxdweis бтарҳоутаѕ es xoAacw xal alkwpày тібі: .... els 
Tò yvocróv усі паски dri ol Bójvyor каї of BurrdZovres тєрї ris TOU Өєоў 
Suvdpews els xpipa к. onpeiwow Tágais tais yeveais yivorrat, as compared 
with 2 Pet. ii. 5, 9. 

3. Neither the Epistle of Barnabas, nor Justin Martyr, nor Theo- 
philus of Antioch, nor Irenæus, can be fairly adduced as citing or 

alluding to our Epistle. This assertion may surprise the reader who 
is acquainted with the strong assertions and easy assumptions of 
Dietlein. But let him take them one by one and examine them strictly 

and impartially, and he will find them all in succession prove worthless, 

except as shewing that primitive Christianity had a Greek vocabulary 
of its own to express its doctrines and convey its exhortations, which 

the Apostles and their immediate successors used in common. Neither 

does the ancient fragment known as the canon of Muratori make any 

mention of our Epistle*. Neither does Tertullian, nor Cyprian, nor 

Clement of Alexandria in any of his extant works. 
4. There is a passage in Hippolytus de Antichristo, c. 2, p. 729, 

which seems to be an amplification of 2 Pet. i. 21;—speaking of ot 

хрофўта, he says, ob yap ёё Ibias ёе epOéyyovro, 004 ётер афто 

3 See Brückner, Einleit. рр. 131 ff. 
4 See the amusing special-pleading by which Dietlein endeavours to convert even 

this omission to his purpose, Einl. pp. 41—50. 
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dBoíAovro таёта, ёкүроттоу, ААА mpürov piv Sa той Ауоо écodülovro 
ópÜus, ётета & Ópapdrav проєд:даскоуто rà péAXovra kaÀGs, «6 ойто 
тетеорёуо. Acyov ravra, тер айто йу povots do ToU Oeod (dsroxexadup- 
péva, rots 82 Хошгоіѕ) dxokexpvpiéva. Still, striking as the similarity 
is, we cannot venture to affirm that the inference is really a sound one, 
any more than in the case of that place in Theophilus ad Autolycum, 
J. ii. p. 87, oi & rod Geot dvÜpwmot Tvevparodópor svejparos &yíov xai 
трофїтал yevópevor бт abro) ToU eot eurvevobérres к. софи Üévres Cyévovro 
Geodidaxror. 

5. Eusebius, H. E. vi. 14, reports of Clement of Alexandria, & ёг 

qais trorvrwcect, CvveAóvra. eime, máaws TAS ёуд:абукоо урафӣѕ, emereTpy- 
pévas weroinras Suyyjoes. pnde ras дут:Меуорёуаѕ TapeXOdv, тї Ioùᷣda 
A€yo каї tas NO кабоМмка< ётигтоћас, туу тє Bapvafja кої ryv Ilérpov 
Aeyop.érqv &roxdAupw. And Cassiodorus, in his de Instit. divin. pref., 
vol. ii. p. 538, says, * Ferunt itaque scripturas divinas veteris novique 

Testamenti ab ipso principio usque ad finem Greco sermone declarasse 
Clementem Alexandrinum." But this testimony seems to be contra- 
dicted by another from Cassiodorus, ib. c. 8, p. 543;—*' In epistolis 
autem canonicis, Clemens Alexandrinus presbyter, qui et Stromateus 
dicitur, id est in epistola S. Petri prima, S. Joannis prima et secunda, 
et Jacobi, qusdam Attico sermone declaravit. Ubi multa quidem 

subtiliter, sed aliqua incaute locutus est, que nos ita transferri fecimus 
in Latinum, ut exclusis quibusdam offendiculis purificata doctrina ejus 
securior potuisset hauriri. . . . . Sed cum de reliquis canonicis epis- 
tolis magna nos cogitatio fatigaret, subito nobis codex Didymi Greco 
stilo conscriptus in expositionem septem canonicarum epistolarum .... 
concessus est." 

6. The judgment between these conflicting testimonies must appa- 
rently be given on the side of Eusebius, and Cassiodorus's first assertion 
taken literally. For Eusebius mentions expressly the Epistle of Jude, 
as one of those on which Clement commented, whereas by the last-cited 
atatement of Cassiodorus it is excluded. Still even thus we have no 
express mention of our Epistle but can only include it by inference 
among the dyriAeyopnevas of which Eusebius speaks. 

T. The testimony of Origen appears somewhat ambiguous. 
Eusebius, H. E. vi. 25, reports it thus: IIérpos дё, & & olkoOop.etraa ў 

XptoToU éxxAnoia, ўс туЛоі адоъ où xara xocovat, ау ётс толу броћоуох- 
um xaradédourev: tro 0 koi Sevrépay, áuduáAA eras ydp *. 

On the other hand, in those works which are extant only in the 
Latin version of Rufinus, Origen again and again quotes our Epistle as 
Scripture : e. g. Hom. vii, on Joshua (cited above, ch. iii. $ i. 7), 

з Dietlein has made the unscholarlike attempt to infer from this ere 8 an opinion 
of Origen as to the genuineness. I need hardly remind the student that the words 
mean simply nothing more than “and if you will, a second also.” 
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* Petrus enim duabus epistolarum suarum personat tubis:* Hom. iv. 
on Leviticus (vol ii. p. 200), * Et iterum Petrus dicit, Consortes, 
inquit, facti estis divine nature" [2 Pet. i. 4] : Hom. xiii. on Numbers 
(vol. ii. p. 321), * Ut ait quodam in loco Scriptura: mutum animal 
humana voce respondens arguit prophet» dementiam " [2 Pet. ii. 16]. 

8. Perhaps the solution of this is to be found, not by supposing that 
Rufinus interpolated the passages“, but by remembering the loose way 
in which both Origen himself and others were found to cite the Epistle 
to the Hebrews’ : ordinarily, and currente calamo, speaking of it as 
St. Paul's, but whenever they wrote deliberately, giving expression to 
their doubts respecting its authorship. We have only to believe that 
Origen acted similarly with regard to 2 Peter, and the mystery is at 
once solved. 

In Origen's extant Greek works, it is true, we no where find the 
Epistle quoted. Nay, it is more than once by implication excluded 
from the number of the Catholic Epistles. Thus in his Comm. on John 
(tom. vi. 18, vol. iv. p. 185) cited above, ch. iii. § i. 7, he cites 1 Pet. 
iii. 18—21, as being êv rj кабоМмку ётигтоћ) : and in his passage on the 
Canon, Eus. Н. E. vi. 25, Sevrepov 5¢ тд xara Mapxov as IIérpos öh - 
caro aire 0 kai vid è rjj кабоМмкр ётібтоћў . . . . dpodrdynoe®. 

9. Firmilian, bishop of Cesarea in Cappadocia, a disciple of Origen 
(4- 270), certainly alludes to our Epistle, if his words are rightly given 
in the Latin version in which only we now have them : 

* Petrum et Paulum beatos apostolos, . . . . qui in epistolis suis 
hereticos execrati sunt, et ut eos evitemus monuerunt.” Ер. ad 
Cyprian. $ 6 (Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. iii. p. 1159, usually in Cypr. opp. 
ep. 75). 
Nothing is proved here by “epistolis suis" as to two Epistles of 

St. Peter being meant: but by the fact mentioned, this second Epistle 
must be intended, seeing tbat it is in this only that heretics are 
inveighed against by St. Peter. 

10. The testimony of Didymus, whose commentary on the Epistle is 
extant in a Latin version only, is given at the end of his remarks on 
this Epistle (Migne, Patr. Gr. vol. xxxix. p. 1774): 
“Non igitur est ignorandum, hanc Epistolam esse falsatam, que, 

licet publicetur, non tamen in canone est." 

* So Davidson, Introd. iii. p. 418 f. 

7 See above, ch. i. § i. parr. 17 ff. 
3 Asa specimen of the fairness and scholarship of Dietlein's book, take the following: 
*... Der nddfttiegende Sinn der Worte des Origines ift alfo: der unter ben 

ſogenannten katholiſchen Briefen befindliche Brief des Petrus. Ein eigentlicher 
Gegenſatz gegen den Zweiten als nicht katholiſchen, liegt gar nicht darin: hoͤchſtens 

kann man fagen, er blicke daraus das hervor, daß es nicht ganz ebenſo gelaüfig und 
unangefochten war, den zweiten Brief unter den ſog. katholiſchen aufzuführen, wie dies 
beim erſten Statt hatte.“ — p. 62. 
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Here the Latin expressions cause some little uncertainty, and can 
only be interpreted by conjecturing what they represent in the origina! 
Greek. Undue stress has been laid on the “igitur,” as if it were a 
ratiocinative conclusion from something preceding. Ви in all proba- 
bility the sentence was a mere concluding notice, and ran thus, rovro 

p&v otv oh, &yvocréov, Ort aŬr e ro vevótevra . . . . : the latter 

word meaning, “is accounted spurious." 
11. Euseb. H. E. iii. 3, says, IIérpov pév otv e ro ша 5j Ауорёт 

тротёра. ёуороћбуттог` tavry 0€ каї of пла mpea Вотеро: ws ávap ékro 
dy rois a àv avrüy kéypqvra« cvyypdppacu’ tiv 62 ферорёуту аўто? devré- 
рау ovx ёудіабдукоу piv «усі таре!Хфаержу, Орис 8 moios xpýoos 

‚ фауєіта pera tov dÀXav. torovddoby урафФу: and afterwards, 4АА& và 
piv óvonafóueva Пётрох, dv piay póvgv yrnciavy €yvov ётигтоћаји, xoi 
тард rois талаа прєс Ёотєрос ókoAoyovpéryv, rocavra. 

And in iii. 25, rüy d dvrUVeyopévoy, yvop(uev d otv брас rots 
ros, 1) Aeyopam "laxóffov erat каї 7 Iobòa, ў тє llérpov Sevrépa 
ётитто\} *. 

12. Jerome, Script. eccl. i., vol. ii. p. 827, says of St. Peter, * scripsit 
duas epistolas que catholice nominantur, quarum secunda a plerisque 

ejus esse negatur, propter styli cum priore dissonantiam." 
But this dissonance he elsewhere accounts for: “ Habebat ergo 

(Paulus) Titum interpretem, sicut et. beatus Petrus Marcum, cujus 
evangelium Petro narrante et eo scribente compositum est. Denique et 
due epistole que feruntur Petri stilo inter se et charactere discrepant, 
structuraque verborum. Ex quo intelligimus, pro necessitate rerum 
diversis eum usum interpretibus." 

18. After the time of Eusebius the Epistle appears to have been very 
generally received as canonical. We have however the statement of 

Gregory of Nazianzum, Carm. ii. 8, ver. 310, кабоМмкфу em ro | rwis 
piv émrá фаст, oi 8 pe povas | урус: Ŝéxyecðaı :—and of Cosmas 
Indicopleustes, Topogr. christ. lib. vii. (Migne, vol. Ixxxviii. p. 292), 
пара Tupois dt el wy ai pelis póvar al rpoyeypappévat N] eipicxovrat, AEN 
8), ‘IaxwBov каї Пётрох каї "Iwdvvov. It confirms this notice to find, that 
this Epistle is not contained in the Peschito version. Ephrem Syrus 
notwithstanding received the whole seven catholic Epistles, and so the 
Philoxenian, or later Syriac version. Leontius of Byzantium! says 
that Theodore of Mopsuestia rejected our Epistle. 

14, In the middle ages the Epistle was generally. recognized and 
accounted canonical. At the time of the Reformation, the ancient 
doubts revived. Both Erasmus and Calvin express them. Cajetan, 
Grotius, Scaliger, Salmasius, question its genuineness. And in modern 

; Md bon the testimony of Philastrius of Brescia in favour of our Epistle, above, ch. i. 
1, . 

! See above, ch. iii. 8 i. 11. 
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times, Semler, Neander, Credner, De Wette, Reuss, Mayerboff, have 

ranged themselves on the same side. 
15. On the other hand, there have not been wanting in our own days 

many defenders of the genuineness of the Epistle. The principal of 
these have been Michaelis, Pott, Augusti, Storr, Flatt, Dahl, Hug, 
Schmid, Lardner, Guericke, Windischmann, Thiersch. The same result 
is evidently to be supplied at the end of Briickner’s notices, though he 
himself hesitates to affirm it. From what has already been said of 
Dietlein’s book, it will be readily believed, that it is hardly worth 
quoting on this side. Non tali auxilio, nec defensoribus istis." 

16. If we now come to review the course of ancient testimony, we 
shall find its tendency to be very much the same as we found it respect- 
ing the Epistle of St. James, with which indeed our Epistle is often 

classed among the dyrAeyouera. And as far as this portion of the 
subject of our present section is concerned, we might append to it the 
same conclusion as that with which we terminated the corresponding 
section on that Epistle, ch. ii. $ v. 16. 

17. But another department of evidence in this саве requires con- 
sideration. Weighty objections have, and that from early times“, been 
brought against the Epistle on internal grounds. Some of these I have 
already dealt with by anticipation, in speaking on its occasion and object, 
—on the probability as to the ваше readers being partly in view as those 
in the former Epistle—on the kind of use made of the Epistle of 

St. Jude. If our preceding remarks, which I have endeavoured to 
make fairly, and not in the spirit of a partisan, have been warranted by 
fact, then on all these points we have been gathering reasons by which 
those objections to its genuineness from supposed internal disqualification 
may be so far met. 

18. But they extend to several other points besides those above 
mentioned. For instance, it is said, that the kind of mention of the 

coming of our Lord in the two Epistles could not have proceeded from 
the same person. ! In the former Epistle it is simply introduced as one 
of the great comforting assurances for God’s persecuted people : in the 

latter, it is defended against cavil and unbelief. Now would it not have 
been more just in this case to say, that the circumstances and persons 
in view cannot be the same, rather than that the Writers cannot ? For 
surely there is nothing in this Epistle shewing a belief, on the part of 
the Writer himself, inconsistent with that professed in the other. Nay, 
it is evidently shewn by such passages as ch. iii. 8, 10, that the firm 
persuasion expressed in 1 Pet. iv. 5 was that of our Writer also. 

19. It is said, that the peculiarities with regard to certain uncommon 
points which we find in the first Epistle (e. g. iii. 19, iv. 6, iii. 6, 21) 

аге not found reproduced in the second. But, as Brickner has well 

3 Cf. Jerome, above, par. 12. 
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observed, the very fact, that it was characteristic of St. Peter to adduce 
these mysterious and outlying points, would also account in some 
measure ſor their appearing, not always, but in a scattered and irregular 
manner, as illustrations by the way: just as they do appear in this 
second Epistle also (e. g. iii. 5, 10). So that this is rather an argument 
for, than against the identity of the Writers. Besides which, it halts 
in two essential points. For 1) it is not altogether correct in its state- 
ment.’ We do find the Writer's view of ancient prophecy continued 
from one Epistle (1 Pet. i. 10—12) to the other (2 Pet. i. 19—21; 

iii. 2) the new birth by the divine word, which in the first Epistle is 
alleged as a motive for putting off worldly lusts and passions (i. 22— 
ii. 2), reappears in the second in i. 4, йа & rovruv (God's ётаууё\- 
рата) yémoĝe e, Kowwvot dicews, &тофуубутев THs & кборф dv 
Eri. фдорӣѕ: the dperai of Him who hath called them, 1 Pet. ii. 9, 
reappear in the same peculiar form, 2 Pet. i. 3: if we read, 1 Pet. iv. 17, 

that judgment (rò pipa) is beginning at the house of God, and will 
proceed on to the disobedient, we read of the deceivers in the second 
Epistle, 2 Pet. ii. 3, that their judgment (rò кріџа) is not idle. Other 
instances might be and have been produced, shewing that the allega- 
tion will not hold. And 2)'it is forgotten by the objectors, that it 
would be only in а spurious Epistle imitating the first, that we should 
find such reproductions carefully carried out: the occasion and object of 
& second genuine Epistle being totally different, forms а very sufficient 
reason why they should not be found to any considerable extent. 

20. It is again objected, that whereas in the former Epistle the 
sufferings and death and resurrection of Christ were brought forward 
frequently and insisted on,—in this, these facts of Redemption are alto- 
gether put into the background, and only the exalted Christ is in the 

view of the Writer. But it is to be remembered that 1) in that first 

Epistle we found the exalted Person of our Lord mainly before the 
Apostle’s eyes‘: that 2) the differing occasion and object would tend 
to produce just the diversity found here, where there is no longer any 
purpose of comforting under persecution, but only of warning against 
error and building up in knowledge: that 3) in the first Epistle, where 
campia was во conspicuous with its facts and consequences, our Lord is 
commonly found as xpuwrrós simply (i. 11, 19; ii. 21; iii. 15 (cp. tov 
xp-), 16, 18; iv. 1, 13 (rod xp.), 14; v. 1 (ro? xp.)), or Трої xp. (i. I, 2, 
3, 7, 18; ii, 5; iii. 21; iv. 11), or xp. 'Igcovs (v. 10); whereas in the 
second, where сотуріа hardly appears (iii. 15), He is ordinarily д 
xuptos (or Ges ?) ub кої сотр I. xp. (i. (I,) 11; ii. 20; iii. 
18), or ô xpos Yu. I. xp. (i. 2 (Ino. т. к. j.), 8, 14, 16): but 
never simply xpurrós, ô xp., Тус. xp., or xp. Ino. This, which has been 
also alleged as against the identity of writers, is, I submit, strikingly 

5 See Brückner, pp. 127 f. * бее above, ch. iii. § vi. 4. 
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characteristic of the different realms of thought of the two Epistles. 
In the first, it is community of suffering and glorification with Him, 
which is to give enconragement: His lordly and glorious titles are 
dropped, and His office (xpiords) or combined Person and office (Ino. 
xp. or xp. Туос.) is ever brought forward. But in this second, where 
warning, and caution ngainst rebellion are mainly in view, we aro ever 
reminded of His lordship by «pis, and of what He did for us by 
cwrjp: and without the former, or both titles, He never appears. 

21. Another objection has been found in the apparent anxiety of the 
Writer to shew that he is the Apostle Peter, thereby betraying that he 
was not that Apostle. But here again, we may surely say just as fairly, 
that this is in manifest consistency with the character and design of the 
Epistle, which cautions against, and stigmatizes, false teachers. | Thus 
we find St. Paul, in those Epistles where his object is the same, most 
strongly asserting his Apostleship, and his personal qualification as a 
teacher and ruler of the church. ' Were the Epistle genuine, this is just 
what we might expect. 

22. The supposed objection, that in the reference to an apostolic 
command, ch. iii. 2, the Writer seems to sever himself from the Apostles, 
loses all weight by the reflection, that the words most naturally mean, 
as explained in the note on the passage, the Apostles who preached to 
you, much as in 1 Pet. i. 12: the Writer himself forming one only of 
that class, and thus preferring to specify it as а class. Besides, I 
submit that such an objection is suicidal, when connected with that last 
mentioned. If the object of the (apocryphal) Writer was, elaborately to 
represent himself as St. Peter, how can the same view of {һе Epistle 
be consistent in finding in it & proof, by his own deliberate shewing, 
that he is not an Apostle?  Forgers surely do not thus designedly 
overthrow their own fabrics. 

23. The last objection which I shall notice is, the reference to 
St. Paul's Epistles in ch. iii. 15, 16, as indicating a later date than is 
consistent with the genuineness of our Epistle. They are there 
evidently adduced as existing in some number: and as forming part of 
the recognized Scriptures (ris Aovràs ypadds). No doubt, these un- 
deniable phænomena of our Epistle are worthy of serious consideration ; 
and they present to us, I am free to confess, a difficulty almost insuper- 

able! if the common traditions respecting the end of St. Peter’s life are 
to be feceived as matters of fact But we are not bound by those, 
traditions, though inclined to retain them in deference to ancient 

“festimonieés: we are at all events free to assume as great a latitude in 
their dates as the phenomena of the sacred writings seem to require. 

All therefore that we can say of this reference to the writings of 

5 See the instances gone into in detail by Brückner, p. 118. 
$ See also note on Jude 17, 18. 
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St. Paul, is that, believing on other grounds this Epistle to be written 
by St. Peter, this seems to require for it a later date than is consistent 
with {һе usually received traditions of his death; and that our reception 
of auch traditions must be modified accordingly. 

24. At the same time it must be borne in mind, that it is an entirely 
unwarranted assumption, to understand by waca: émorodai here, an 
entire collection of St. Paul's Epistles as we now have them, seeing that 
the words can only represent as many of them as the Writer had seen“: 
and that it is equally unjustifiable to gather from what follows, that the 
sacred canon of the N. T. was at that time settled. Those words cannot 
imply more than that there were certain writings by Christian teachers, 
which were reckoned as on а level with the О. T. Scriptures, and called 
by the same name (see note there). And that tbat was the case, 
even in the traditional lifetime of St. Peter, it would be surely un- 
reasonable to deny *. 

26. The diversity of style in the two Epistles has been frequently 
alleged *. But on going through all that has been said, I own I cannot 
regard it, considerable as it undoubtedly is, as any more than can well 
be accounted for by the total diversity of subject and mood in the two 
Epistles, and by the interweaving into this second one of copious remi- 
niscences from another Epistle. Some of the differences we have already 
spoken of, when treating of the titles and names of our Lord appearing 
in the two Epistles; and have found them amply accounted for by the 
above reasons. The same might be said of the terms used for the 
coming of our Lord,—dézoxdAwfs and droxaAvrrew in the first Epistle, 
mapovria, ўрёра xupiov, Ņpépa крітєшс in this': the same again of the 
prevalence of Aris in the former Epistle, and of éxiyvwors in this. 
Some of the objections adduced on this head are without foundation in 
fact, e.g. that which Davidson admits, that whereas “in the first 

Epistle the Writer makes considerable use of the O. T., incorporating 
its sentiments and diction into his own composition ; in the second 
there is hardly a reference to the Jewish Scriptures.” What then are 

7 See note in loc.; as also on the omission of the art. before éioroAais. — 

8 The rest of the objections of this kind, which are not so important ав those dealt 

with in the text, will be seen discussed in Brückner; and in Duvidson, vol. iii. pp. 418 ff. 
° See Jerome, above, par. 12; and the principal particulars treated in Davidson, 

pp. 430 ff., and Brückner. 

1 Davidson, p. 483, treats this answer as insufficient, “because the phrascology is 
not confined to that part of the Epistle which is directed against tho false teachers, 
and the Epistle was not wholly or chiefly written to threaten the enemies of the truth 
with the dreadful day of the Lord. It was the writer's object to establish and com- 
fort, as well as to terrify.” But surely we may fairly sny, that the spirit in which the 
Writer set, himself to compose his Epistle, which is evident from the ruling tone of it 
being warning and denunciatory, would of necessity modify the terms in which ho 
introduced those doctrines and expectations which formed the ground of his exhortation 
or prophecy. 
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we to say of ch. i. 19—21; ii. 1, 5, 6, 7 f., 15 f., 22; iii. 2, 4, 5 f., 8, 
13? May not it be said that although the second Epistle, from the 
nature of the case, does not require so many references to the new- 
begetting word, yet the mind of the Writer was equally full of its facts 
апа sentiments ? 

26. Some of the points of resemblance between the two Epistles have 
been very fairly stated by Davidson (p. 434), and by Brückner (p. 150): 
and the latter writer has corrected the over-statementa of Dietlein. 
Of these coincidences, ёрєгу, as applied to God, has been already 
noticed. Others are, dudpov к. doro, 1 Pet. i. 19, compared with 
dot к. dudpnrot, 2 Pet. iii. 14; which is the more striking from its 
independence in the connexion, being used in an entirely different 
reference. The sound of these two words again occurs in the midst of 
the adaptation from St. Jude, ii. 13, стіАо к. nàüpot. Again tho ure 
of the word (00, 1 Pet. iii. 1, 5, ef. 2 Pet. i. 3; ii. 16 ; iii. 17 : the 
omission of the article, as before Race in 1 Pet. ii. 18, compared with 
that before OeAjpars in 2 Pet. i. 21, before áyyéXay іі. 4, будооу and 
xoopov ib. 5, dixaov Awr ib. 7, are points of similarity, which may be 
put in the balance against others of discrepancy. 

27. It may be allowed us to remark some notes of genuineness which 
are found in our Epistle, which, though at first sight of small import, 
and lying beneath the surface, yet possess considerable interest. In ch. 
i. 17, 18, we have & reference to the presence of the Writer at the 

transfiguration of our Lord. It is a remarkable coincidence, that close 
to that reference, and in the verses leading on to it, two words should 
occur, both of which are connected with the narrative of the Trans- 
figuration in the Gospels. In ver. 13 we have ёф боор elpi фу rovro 
ro oxnvdpan: let us remember that it was Peter who at the Trans- 
figuration said топтору сктудѕ тре. In ver. 15 perà тўр epi efodov. 
At the Transfiguration Moses and Elias Aeyov тўу одо abro ўи , 
aAnpovy èv ‘lepovoadnp. 

28. We have also very noticeable coincidences of another kind. 

Compare the use of Ano, ch. i. 1, with Aaxe in Peter's speech, 

Acts i. 17 : eboéBey, ch. i. 8, 6, 7, with Acts iii. 12, where, in Peter's 

speech, it is only found, except in the Pastoral Epistles : be, 

áyÜpánrov FyvéxGn, ch. i. 21, with Вод . . Tod Geot . . dye(Aare, Acts ii. 

28 : éykarowüv év abrois, ch. ii. 8, with тд viua abro) tr ви piv; Acts 

ii. 29: dvóposs Epyots, ibid., with 84 yepüv åvópwv, Acts ii. 28 : eboreBeis, 

ch. ii, 9, with Acts x. 2, 7, an account doubtless derived from St. Peter, 

—the only places where the word occurs in the N. T. : nodalopévous, 

ibid., with Acta iv. 21, another Petrine account, and also the only i 

places where the word occurs: the double genitive ch. iii. 2, тє rv 

drooréAwy Spay évroXis тоў kvpíov, with a very similar. one, Acts v. 82 7 

xal cis dopey айтод pdprupes trav фтрётшу voíruv : pépa къръ, ch. ii. 
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10, with the citation Acts ii. 20, where only it occurs, except 1 Thess. 

. v. 21. Such things are not to be despised, in estimating the proba- 
bility of our Epistle being a supposititious document. 

29.'Our general conclusion from all that has preceded must be in 
favour of the genuineness and canonicity of this second Epistle :| ac- 
knowledging at the same time, that the subject is not without con- 
siderable difficulty. That difficulty however is lightened for us by 
observing that on the one hand, it is common to this Epistle with some 
others of those called Catholic, and several of the later writings of the 
New Testament: and on the other, that no difference can be imagined 
more markedly distinctive, than that which separates all these writings 
from even the earliest and best of the post-apostolie period. Our 
Epistle is one of those latter fruits of the great outpouring of the Spirit 
on the Apostles, which, not being entrusted to the custody of any ono 
church or individual, required some considerable time to become gene- 
rally known which when known, were suspected, bearing as they 

necessarily did traces of their late origin, and notes of polemical 
argument :| but of which, as apostolic and inspired writings, there 
never was, when once they became known, any general doubt; and 

Twhich, as the sacred Canon became fixed, acquired, and have since 

maintained, their due and providential place among the books of the 
New Testament. | 

SECTION V. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. These can only be set down conjecturally, in accordance with 
views and considerations previously advanced. Assuming the genuine- 

ness of the Epistle, St. Peter wrote it in his old age, when he was 
expecting his death*. This, agreeably to what was said on the first 
Epistle, would be somewhere about the year 68 WP ar the place of 
writing would be Rome, or somewhere on the journey thither from 
the East. 

2. But all this is far too uncertain, and too much beset with chrono- 

logical difficulties, to be regarded as any thing more than a hypothetical 
corollary, contingent on our accepting the tradition of St. Peter's Roman 
martyrdom. 

3. Several matters, which have formed the subject of sections in our 
other chapters, such as the character and style of the Epistle, have 
been already incidentally discussed. 

2 This inference is not made from the word raxwh in ch. i. 14 (see note there), but 
from the general spirit of that passage. 
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Readings of the Codex Vaticanus in the text of this Volume (both parts), 
V ascertained by the Editor's inspection of the MS., Rome, Feb. 1861. i 

Heb. vii. 4. 

viii. 10. 

11. 

James ii. 13. 

ili, 5. 

1 Pet. i. 7. 

iii. 1. 

18. 

Subser. 
2 John 8. 

3 John 14. 

Jude 5. 

12. 

ib. 

Gewperre 8e, not dy, as Mai, edn. 2. 
карди eavrwy із all 1. m., not, as stated in Mai, edn. 2, 

“ex mendo secunde manus." The eis in the pale ink 
of the original scribe. 

not ovo, аз Mai, ейп, 2, but edovow, the no being a 
correction by the first hand, and so assigned by 
Tischdf. to his B'. 

xaTakavxare, as Bentley. 

ueya a avxet, not peyadavye, as Mai, edn. 1. 
soAÀvreuorepov, not -шотєроу, as Mai. 
cepònd nora, not -wyra, as Mai. 

. umyxouey, not -оусєу, as Mai. 
St, not Su-, as Mai, edn. 2. 
. vas et, not cav, as Muralto. 

. TOU xpiorov, not ypwrov, as Bentley. 

. €Aacpos єттї, not єттї eÀ., as Tischendorf (N. T. ed. 7). 
. avrov урєитра, not avro, as Mai, Tischendorf (N. T. ed. 7), 

and all before the inspection above mentioned. 
. eopaxey is a l. m., «op. a 2. m., not as Mai. 
aM єў єруо, not a epyo, as Mai. 

. veek, is а 1. m., yw. а 2. m., not as in Mai. 

. & Tovro, not ev rovro, as Mai. 

. тоу Ücov ayara ко is in marg. a 1. m. (B' Tischdf. ; see 
above on Heb. viii. 11). 

. ecru apaptia woos бауатоу is not repeated, as in Mai, 
edn, 2. 

aa, not , as Mai. 

a is not omitted, as Bentley. 
azoA«are, not rat, as Birch. 

evÜcus сє, not evÜcos, as Mai. 

оті 15 Àaoy is in the MS. 
очу ot «v, not ecw «v, as Mai. 

тараферорєуоь, not -va as Bentley and Birch. 
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CHAPTER V. 

1 JOHN. 

SECTION I. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. THE internal testimony furnished by this Epistle to its Author 
being the s&me with the Author of the fourth Gospel is, it may well be 
thought, incontrovertible. To maintain a diversity of Authorship would 
betray the very perverseness and exaggeration of that school of criticism 
which refuses to believe, be evidence never во strong. 

2. It will be well however not to assume this identity, but to proceed 
in the same way as we have done with the other books of the New 
Testament, establishing the Authorship by external ecclesiastical testi- 
mony. 

Polycarp, ad Philipp. c. 7, p. 1012, writes: was yap & д> изу биоАоур 
"собу xpwrróv фу саркї Лодро, ávr(ypurrós dor. Seeing that this 
contains a plain allusion to 1 John iv. 3, and that Polycarp was the 
disciple of St. John, it has ever been regarded as ап indirect testimony 
to the genuineness, and so to the Authorship of our Epistle. Lücke, in 
his Einleitung, p. 3 f., has dealt with and defended this testimony of 
Polycarp. 

8. It is said of Papias by Eusebius, H. E. iii. 39, xéypyrar & б abròs 
артур ётӧ тўѕ ledyvov mporépas ётигто№е, xal ris IIerpov spots. 
And be it remembered that Irenæus says of Papias that he was 'Iody- 

vov ду dxovoris, Hoduxdprov $ éraipos. 
4. Irenæus frequently quotes this Epistle, as Eusebius asserts of him, 

H. E. v. 8. In his work against heresies, iii. 16. 5, p. 206, after citing 

John xx. 31, with “ quemadmodum Joannes Domini discipulus confirmat 
dicens," he proceeds propter quod et in Epistola sua sic testificatus est 

nobis: Filioli, novissima hora est," &c. 1 John ii, 18 ff. In iii. 16. 8, 

p. 207, he says, “ quos et Dominus nobis cavere prædixit, et discipulus 
ejus Johannes in predicta epistola fugere nos precepit dicens Multi 

seductores exierunt, &е. (2 John 7, 8: so that “in predicta epistola" 

seems to be & lapse of memory) : et rursus in epistola ait Multi pseudo- 

prophete exierunt," &c. (1 John iv. 1—8.) 
In this last quotation it is that Irenæus supports the remarkable 

reading, 3 Ave TOv 'Igcoiv, qui solvit Jesum.“ СИ 
And just after, he proceeds, 85 талу éy тў ётиотолў фто Has 6 mo- 

rejov бта "угод xptords ёк то? дво? уєуёуто, 1 John v. 1. 

5. Clement of Alexandria repeatedly refers to our Epistle as written 
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by St. John. Thus in his Strom. ii. 15 (66), p. 464 P., paíveraı 8 xol 
"eá»»ys Фу тў petlove & ro ras 8uahopas tov duapriðv ёкд:даскшу èv 
rourois édy т 109 Tov ёдєАфӧу avroU ápaprávoyra, x. r. A., 1 John v. 16. 

In Strom. iii. 4 (32), p. 525 P., he quotes 1 John i. 6 f. with dyciv 
ô "Ioávvgs éy ту érwrroNj. In iii. 5 (42), p. 530, 1 John iii. 3, with pyew 
only. In iv. 16 (102), p. 608, 1 John iii. 18, 19, iv. 16, 18, v. 3, with 
"Iváyvgs, reelovs «уш d dd or; . . . . 

6. Tertullian, adv. Marcion. v. 16, vol. ii. p. 511: “ut Johannes 
apostolus, qui jam antichristos dicit processisse in mundum, precursores 
antichristi spiritus, negantes Christum in carne venisse et solventes 
Jesum . . . (1 John iv. 1 ff.) 

Adv. Praxean. c. 15, p. 178: * Quod vidimus, inquit Johannes, quod 
audivimus," &c. (1 John i. 1.) 

Ib. c. 28, p. 192 f.: Johannes autem etiam mendacem notat eum qui 
negaverit Jesum esse Christum, contra de Deo natum omnem qui credi- 
derit Jesum esse Christum (1 John ii. 22, iv. 2 f., v. 1) : propter quod et 
hortatur ut credamus nomini filii ejus Jesu Christi, ut scilicet communio 
Bit nobis cum Patre et filio ejus Jesu Christo" (1 John i. 7). 

See also adv. Gnosticos, 12, p. 147 : and other places, in the indices. 
7. Cyprian in Ep. 25 (24 or 28), p. 289, writes: “Et Joannes 

apostolus mandati memor in epistola sua postmodum ponit: In hoc 
inquit, intelligimus quia cognovimus eum, si precepta ejus custodiamus," 
&c. (1 John ii. 8, 4.) 

And de orat. dom. ad Demetr. 14, p. 529, “in epistola sua Joannes 
quoque ad faciendam Dei voluntatem hortatur et instruit dicens : Nolite 
diligere mundum," &. (1 John ii. 15—17.) 

Also de opere et eleemos. 3, p. 604: “iterum in epistola sua Joannes 
ponat et dicat: Si dixerimus quia peccatum non habemus," &c. (1John 
i. 8.) 

De bono patientis, 9, p. 628: * per Christi exempla gradiamur, sicut 
Joannes apostolus instruit dicens : Qui dicit se in Christo manere, debet 
quomodo ille ambulavit et ipse ambulare" (1 John ii. 6). 

8. Muratori's fragment on the canon states, Joannis dus in catho- 
lica habentur." 
And the same fragment cites 1 John i. 1, 4: “quid ergo mirum, si 

Joannes tam constanter singula etiam in epistolis suis proferat, dicens 
in semetipso Qus vidimus oculis nostris et auribus audivimus et manus 
nostre palpaverunt in hæc scripsimus." Cf. Routh, reliq. sacr. i. p. 395. 

9. The Epistle is found in the Peschito, whose canon in the catholic 
Epistles is во short. 

10. Origen (in Euseb. vi. 25), beginning the sentence ri Se тєрї ToU 
dvareadvros MH ёті тд стїбоѕ тоў зоб, 'Iodvvov . . . ., and proceed- 
ing as cited in the Prolegg. to the Apocalypse, $ i. par. 12, says, 
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cru Aue 06 xai dr ro wavy ÓMyev otixwr ёсто & xal Sevrépay 
кої r, ère ob mávres фасі yvgatovs «усл tavras: тАзу ойк «loi ar( quw 
dypdrepat ёкатбу. And he continually cites the Epistle as St. John's: 
e. g., in Ev. Jo. tom. xiii. 21, vol. iv., p. 230, ô 0е< Jv vip 
xaravadioxov, wapa 8 rẹ leáyvp ds ô Beds ydp, dyol, ds tore koi 
скотѓа & айтф ойк tri ойдеріа. Numerous other places may be found 
in the indices. 

11. Dionysius of Alexandria, the scholar of Origen, recognizes the 
genuineness of the Gospel and Epistle as being written by the Apostle 
John, by the very form of his argument against the genuineness of the 
Apocalypse. For (see his reasoning at length in the Prolegomena to 
the Revelation, $ i. par. 48) he tries to prove that it was not written 
by St. John, on account of its diversity in language and style from the 
Gospel and Epistle ; and distinctly cites the words of our Epistle as 
those of the Evangelist: 6 6 ye ebayyedcorys 009 THs кабомкўс ётигто- 
№5 wpoéypajer айтод тд буора, ААА drepirros ёт афтод ro pvornplov 
тўс Gelas ámoxaX eus ўрбото ò jv dr ёрҳўѕ, 8 dunxdapey, 8 dopdxapev 
Tos ёфбдаћиобс тфу». 

12. Eusebius, H. E. iii. 24, says, то» 8 'Iodvrov сууурарибтоу vpe 
TQ evayyehiy kal ў тротёра. Tüv exurroAGy тара тє то уйу Kal rois ёт 
apxaios dvaudirexros apoddyyrat. And in iii. 25, having enumerated 
the four Gospels and Acts and the Epistles of Paul, he says, als éfjs> 
Tiv $epopérgy "Iodvvov wporépay . . + . Kupwréov. 

13. After the time of Eusebius, general consent pronounced the 
same verdict. We may terminate the series of testimonies with that 
of Jerome, who in his catalogue of ecclesiastical writers (c. 9, vol. ii. 
р. 845) says of St. John, ** Seripsit autem et unam epistolam, cujus exor- 
dium est, Quod fuit ab initio, &c., que ab universis ecclesiasticis et 

eruditis viris probatur." 
14. The first remarkable contradiction to this combination of testimony 

is found ín the writings of Cosmas Indicopleustes, in the sixth century. 
He ventures to assert (lib. vii. p. 292, in Migne, Patr., vol. IXxxviii. ), 

that none of the earlier Christian writers who have treated of the canon, 

makes any mention of the Catholic Epistles as canonical; ob yap trav 
ёлтостёлоу hariv abrous of wielovs, d érépav тибу peo jvrépaov &фє\єт- 
tépwv. He then proceeds in a somewhat confused way to state that 
Irenæus does mention 1 Peter and 1 John, as apostolic, геро: 8€ oùòè 
abrüs Aéyovow elva ётостоЛоу, MA TOv xe Ur D проту yap каї 
Sevrépa кої rh r "Iodyyov yéyparrat, às d éyóc mpocwrov «уол Tas Tpéis. 
Bat it is evident from the chain of testimonies given above, that Cosmas 
can have been but ill informed on the subject. 

15. It is probable that the Alogi mentioned by Epiphanius as reject- 

1 See the passage at length, with Lücke's remarks, in his Einleitung, pp. 5, 6, note. 
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ing the Gospel and Apocalypse, included the Epistles in this rejection. 
Still Epiphanius does not assert it; he only says, ráxa $ каї ras ёті- 
стоћ5, ovvddover yap каї айти tp ebayyeAiy каї rj droxadAvpe. Her. 
li. c. 34, vol. i. p. 456. But their repudiation of the Epistle would be 
of no account. 

16. Its rejection by Marcion is of equally little consequence. He 
excluded from the canon all the writings of St. John, as not suiting his 
views. 

17. Liicke closes his review of ancient authorities, which I haye 

followed and expanded, by saying, Incontestably then our Epistle 
must be numbered among those canonical books which are most strongly 
upheld by ecclesiastical tradition." 

18. But the genuineness of the Epistle rests not, as already observed, 
on external testimony alone. It must remain an acknowledged fact, 
until either the Gospel is proved not to be St. John's, or the similarity 
between the two is shewn to be only apparent. Lücke has well ob- 
served, that neither Gospel nor Epistle can be said to be an imitation: 
both are original, but both the product of the same mind: so that con- 
sidered only in this point of view, we might well doubt which was 
written first. 

19. However, its genuineness has been controverted in modern times. 
First we have a rash and characteristic saying of Jos. Sealiger's : “ tres 
epistolæ Joannis non sunt apostoli Joannis." The first who deliberately 
and on assigned grounds took the ваше side, was S. Gottlieb Lange ; who, 
strange to say, receiving the Gospel and the Apocalypse, yet rejected 
the Epistle. 

20. His argument, as reported by Lücke, is as follows: The entire 
failure in the Epistle of any individual, personal, and local notices, 

betrays an author unacquainted with the personal cireumstances of the 
Apostle, and those of the churches where he taught, The close cor- 
respondence of the Epistle with the Gospel in thought and expression 
begets a suspicion that some careful imitator of John wrote the 
Epistle. Lastly, the Epistle, as compared with the Gospel, shews such 
evident signs of enfeeblement of spirit by old age, that if it is to be 
ascribed to John, it must have been written at the extreme end of his 

life, after the destruction of Jerusalem; whereas, from no allusion 

being made to that event even in such в passage as ch. ii. 18, the 
Epistle makes a shew of having been written before it. The only solu- 
tion in Lange’s estimation is that some imitator wrote it, as St. John’s, 
it may be a century after his time. 

21. To this Liicke replies that Lange is in fourfold error. For 1, 
it is not true that the Epistle contains no individual and personal 
notices. These it is true are rather hinted at and implied than brought 
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to the surface: a characteristic, not only of a catholic epistle as dis- 
tinguished from one locally addressed, but also of the style of St. John 
as distinguished from that of St. Paul. As to the fact, the Writer 

designates himself by implication as an apostle, and seems to allude to 
his Gospel in ch. i. 1—4: in ch. ii. 1, 18, he implies an intimate rela- 
tion between himself and his readers : in ch. ii. 12—14, he distinguishes 
his readers according to their ages: in ch. ii. 18, 19, iv. 1—3, the false 
teachers are pointed at in a way which shews that both Writer and 
readers knew more about them: and the warning, ch. v. 21, has a 
local character, and reminds the readers of something well known to 
them. 

22. Secondly, it is entirely denied, as above remarked, that there is 
the slightest trace of slavish imitation. The Epistle is in no respect 
the work of an imitator of the Gospel. Such & person would have 
elaborated every point of similarity, and omitted no notice of the per- 
sonal and local circumstances of the Apostle: would have probably 
misunderstood and exaggerated St. John’s peculiarities of style and 
thought. All such attempts to put off one man's writing for that of 
another carry in them the elements of failure as against a searching 
criticism. But how different is all we find in this Epistle. By how 
wide a gap is it separated from the writings of Ignatius, Clement, 
Barnabas, Polycarp. Apparently close as it is upon them in point of 
time, what a totally different spirit breathes in it. This Epistle 
written after them, written among them, would be indeed the rarest of 
exceptional cases—an unimaginable anachronism, a veritable фотероу 
=porepoy. 

23. Thirdly: it is certainly the strangest criticism, to speak of the 
weakness of old age in the Epistle. If this could be identified as really 
being so, it would be the strongest proof of authenticity. For it is 
altogether inconceivable, that an imitator could have had the power 
or the purpose to write as John might have written in his old age. 
But where are the traces of this second childishness ? We are told, in 

the repetitions, in the want of order, in the uniformity. Certainly 

there is an appearance of tautology in the style: more perhaps than in 

the Gospel. Erasmus, in the dedication of his paraphrase of St. John's 

Gospel, characterizes the style of the Gospel as a “ dicendi genus ita 

velut ansulis ex sese cohærentibus contexens, nonnumquam ex con- 

trariis, nonnumquam ex similibus, nonnumquam ex iisdem subinde re- 

petitis, —ut orationis quodque membrum semper excipiat prius, віс, ut 

prioris finis initium sit sequentis.” The same style prevails in the 

Epistle. It is not however an infirmity of age, but a peculiarity, which 

might belong to extreme youth just as well. | 

24. The greater amount of repetition in the Epistle arises from its 
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being more hortatory and tender in cbaracter. Апа it may also be 
attributed to its more Hebraistic form, in which it differs from the 

Grecian and dialectic style of St. Paul: abounding in parallels and 
apparent arguings in a circle. The epistolary form would account fot 
the want of strict arrangement in order, which would hardly be observed 
by the youngest any more than by the oldest writer. 

25. And the appearance of uniformity, partly accounted for by the 
oneness of subject and simplicity of spirit, is often produced by want of 
deep enough exegesis to discover the real differences in passages which 
seem to express the same. Besides, even granting these marks of old 
age, what argument would they furnish against the genuineness? 

St. John was quite old enough at and after the siege of Jerusalem for 
such to have shewn themselves: so that this objection must be dealt 
with on other grounds, and does not affect our present question. 

26. Fourthly, it is quite a mistake to suppose that if the Epistle was 
written after the destruction of Jerusalem, that event must necessarily 
have been intimated in ch. ii. 18. It cannot be proved, nor does it 
seem likely from the notices of the rapovota in the Gospel, that 
St. John connected the ёсҳату dpa with the destruction of Jerusalem. 
It does not seem likely that, writing to Christians of Asia Minor 
who probably from the first had a wider view of our Lord's prophecy of 
the end, he should have felt bound to make a corrective allusion to the 

event, even supposing he himself had once identified it with the time of 
the end. They would not require to be told, why the universal triumph 
of Christianity had not followed it, seeing they probably never expected 
it to do so. 

27. So that Lange's objections, which I have reported freely from 
Lücke, as being highly illustrative of the character of the Epistle, cer- 
tainly do not succeed in impugning the verdict of antiquity, or the 
evidence furnished by the Epistle itself. | 

28. The objections brought by Bretschneider, formed on the doctrine 
of the logos and the antidocetic tendency manifest both in the Epistle 
and the Gospel, and betraying both as works of the second century, 
have also been shewn by Lücke, Einl. pp. 16—20, to be untenable. 
The doctrine of the logos, though formally enounced by St. John only, 
i8 in fact that of St. Paul in Col. i. 15 f£, and that of theauthor of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews i. ff, and was unquestionably prepared for 
Christian use long before, in the Alexandrine Jewish theology. And 
though Docetism itself may have been the growth of the second cen- 
tury, yet the germs of it, which are opposed in this Epistle, were 
apparent long before. A groundless assumption of Bretschneider is, 
that seeing the three Epistles are by the same hand, and the writer of 
the second and third, where there was no ground for concealing him- 
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self, calls himself ô zpeoBvrepos,—the first Epistle, where, wishing to be 
taken for the Apostle, he does not name himself, is also by John the 
Presbyter. The answer to which is, that we can by no means consent to 
the assumption that the so-called Presbyter John was the author of the 
second and third Epistles: see the Prolegomena to 2 John, $ i. 2, 12 ff. 

29. The objections bronght against our Epistle by the modern 

Tübingen school are dealt with at considerable length by Düsterdieck, 

in his Einleitung, pp. xxxix—1xxv. It is not my purpose to enter on 

them here. For mere English readers, it would require an introduc- 

tion far longer than that which Düsterdieck has devoted to it, at all 

to enable them to appreciate the nature of those objections and the 

postulates from which they spring. And when I inform such English 

readers that the first of those postulates is the denial of a personal 

God, they will probably not feel that they have lost much by not 

having the refutation of the objections laid before them. Should any 

regret it, they may find some of them briefly noticed in Dr. Davidson's 

Introduction, vol. iii. pp. 454 ff.: and they will there see how feeble and 

futile they are. 
30. Whether then we approach the question of the authorship of this 

Epistle (and its consequent canonicity) from the side of external testi- 

mony, or of internal evidence, we are alike convinced that its claim to 

have been written by the Evangelist St. John, and to its place in the 

canon of Scripture, is fully substantiated. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS IT WAS WRITTEN. 

1. This question, in the case of our Epistle, might be very easily and 

briefly dealt with, were it not for one apparent mistake, which com- 

plicates it. 
In Augustine’s Quest. Evang. ii. 39, vol. iii. p. 1858, we read, “ secun- 

dum sententiam hanc etiam illud est quod dictum est a Joanne in epistola 

ай Parthos;" and then follows 1 J ohn iii. 2. This appears to be the 

only place in Augustine's writings where he thus characterizes it. | The 

“ ай Parthos” has found its way into some of the Benedictine editions 

in the title of the Tractates on the Epistle: but it seems not to have 

been originally there. It has been repeated by some of the Latin 

fathers, e.g. by Vigilius Tapsensis (or Idacius Clarus ?) in the ies 

century in his treatise against Varimadus the Arian’: by Cassiodorus": 

2 Lib.i. c. 6, p. 367 ; in Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. lxii 

3 De institut. divin. Script. c. 14, vol. ii. p. 646. 
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by Bede, who in a prologue to the seven catholic Epistles‘, says, 
* multi scriptorum ecclesiasticorum, in quibus est sanctus Athanasius, 
Alexandrine przsul ecclesix, primam ejus (Joannis) epistolam scriptam 
ad Parthos esse testantur." These two latter notices involve the matter 
in more obscurity still. For Cassiodorus thus designates not only the 
first, but also the second апа third Epistles; and, seeing that no Greek 
writer ever seems to give this title, it is hardly conceivable that the 
statement of Bede regarding Athanasius can be correct. Düsterdieck 
suspects, and apparently with reason, that the prologue cannot be from 
Bede's own hand, seeing that he so uniformly keeps to Augustine. 

2. Some, but very few writers, have assumed as a fact that the Epistle 
was really written to the Parthians. Paulus and Baur made use of the 
assumption to impugn the apostolicity of the Epistle. Grotius, who was 
followed by Hammond, and partially by Michaelis and Baumgarten-Cru- 
sius, gives & curious reason, in connexion with this idea, for the omission 
of all address and personal notices: ** vocata olim fuit epistola ad Parthos, 
і. е. ad Judæos Christum professos, qui non sub Romanorum, sed sub 
Parthorum vivebant imperio in locis trans Euphratem, ubi ingens erat 
Judæorum multitudo, ut Neardæ, Nisibi et aliis in locis. Et hanc cau- 
sam puto cur hec epistola neque in fronte nomen titulumque Apostoli, 
neque in fine salutationes apostolici moris contineat, quia nimirum in 
terras hostiles Romanis һас epistola per mercatores Ephesios mittebatur, 
multumque nocere Christianis poterat, si deprehensum fuisset hoc, 
quanquam innocens, litterarum commercium." This is absurd enough, 

especially as the Epistle is evidently not addressed to Jews at all as such, 
but mainly to Gentile readers: see below, par б. Апа ecclesiastical 
tradition knows of no mission of St. John to the Parthians, St. Thomas 
being supposed to have carried the Gospel to them. 

8. This being so, it would appear, as hinted before, that the supposed 
address ad Parthos" rests upon some mistake. But if so, on what 
mistake? A conjecture is quoted from Serrarius that in the original 
text of Augustine it stood “ad Pathmios:” another from Semler, that 
“ adapertius” is the reading, Augustine wishing to contrast St. John’s 
writings with those of St. Paul, as the plainer and more explicit of the 
two. A more probable conjecture bas been, that the word zapOévos 
has some concern in the mistake: not however in the manner supposed 
by Whiston’, that the original address was mpés rape, i. e. to “young 

* Vol. iv. p. 1, Migne, from Cave, Script. eccles. histor. liter. pp. 179, 296. 
5 Other conjectures have derived it from ad sparsos,’—‘ad pantas? “Ad 

Spartos? is asserted by Scholz (biblische-kritische Reise, p. 67) to be found in many 
Latin mss., but Lücke doubts this. 

* Comm. on the 8 catholic Epistles of St. John, Lond. 1719, p. 6: cited by Lücke 
and Düsterdieck. 
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Christians yet uncorrupted both as to fleshly and spiritual fornication.” 
Hug supposes that the xpos sápÜovs came from a superscription of the 
second Epistle, found in the cursive mss. 89 (Cent. xi.) and 30 (Cent. 
xiii.) of Griesbach, and alluded to by Clem. Alex., in a fragment of his 
Adumbrations on 2 John, ed. Potter, p. 1011, “secunda Joannis epis- 

tola, que ad virgines scripta, simplicissima est.“ And this is very 
possible. Another supposition is that of Gieseler, Kirchenge schichte, 
i. p. 139, that it has arisen out of the circumstance of the name sapÓévos 
being given to the Apostle himself. This name certainly occurs in a 
superscription of the Apocalypse cited by Lücke from ms. 30 of Gries- 
bach (Cent. хіі.) rot &yíov évOoforárov ётоттбАо› xol ebayyeuoroU 
zapÜérov iyyarnpévou ётигтубіох "Iodyvov 0coAóyov. Lücke gives various 
other notices, from which it appears that this character was attributed to 
St. John’. 

4. At all events we may fairly assume, that the Epistle was not 
written to the Parthians. Nor is there more probability in the notion 
of Benson that it was addressed to the Jewish Christians in Judæa and 
Galilee, who had seen the Lord in the flesh: nor in that of Lightfoot, 
who sends it to the Church at Corinth, supposing the Gaius to whom the 
third Epistle is addressed, identical with him of Acts xix. 29 ; 1 Cor. i. 
14, and the éypaya of 3 John 9 to refer to this first Epistle. 

6. Setting aside these, and falling back on the general opinion, we 
believe the Epistle to have been written not to any one church, but to 
a cycle of churches, mainly consisting of Gentile converts. This last 
seems shewn by the warning of ch. v. 21, combined with the circum- 
stance that so little reference is made to O. T. sayings or history. 

6. It evidently also appears, that the Apostle is the spiritual teacher 
of those to whom he is writing. He knows their circumstances and 
various advances in the faith: the whole tone is that of their father in 
the faith. Such a relation, following as we surely must the traces fur- 
nished by ancient tradition, can only be found in the case of St. John, 

by believing the readers to have been members of the churches at and 
round Ephesus, where he lived and taught. 

7. The character of the Epistle is too general to admit a comparison 
between it and the Ephesian Epistle in the Apocalypse, which some 
have endeavoured to institute. Our Epistle contains absolutely no 
materials on which such a comparison can proceed. 

7 See the (Ps.?) Ignatius, ad Philad. c. 4, p. 824; Tertullian de monogam. c. 17, 
vol. ii. p. 952; Cyr. Alex. Orat. de Maria virgine, р. 880 
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SECTION IIL 

ITS RELATION TO THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. 

1. As introductory to this enquiry, it will be well to give an account 
of opinions respecting the epistolary form of this canonical book. 

2. This was always taken for granted, seeing that definite readers and 
their cireumstances are continually present, and that the first and second 

persons plural are constantly used 5 —until Michaelis“ maintained that it 
is rather в treatise, or à book, than а letter ; and only so far a letter, ав 

any treatise may be addressed to certain readers, e. g. the Acts to Theo- 
philus. Accordingly, he holds this to be а second part of the Gospel. 

8. As Lücke remarks, it is of great importance whether we consider 
the writing as an Epistle or not. Our decision on this point affects 
both our estimate of it, апа our exposition. Surely, however, the ques- 
tion is not difficult to decide. We may fairly reply to the hypothesis 
which supposes the Epistle to be & second part of the Gospel, that the 
Gospel is complete in itself and requires no such supplement ; see John 
xx. 90, 31, where the practical object also of the Gospel is too plainly 
asserted, for us to suppose this to be its practical sequel. 

4. To view it again as а preface and introduction to the Gospel, as 
Hug, seems not to be borne out by the spirit of either writing. The 
Gospel requires no such introduction : the Epistle furnishes none such. 
They do not in à word stand in any external relation to one another, 
such as is imagined by every one of these hypotheses. 

5. Hug fancied he found а trace of the Epistle having once been 
attached to the Gospel, in the Latin version attached to the Codex 
Bezse. There, on the back of the leaf on which the Acts of the Apostles 
begin, the copyist has written the last column of 3 John, with tbis sub- 
scription : “ Epistule Johanis iii. explicit incipit Actus Apostolorum." 
But first, this proves too much, seeing that the second and third Epistles 
of St. John (and the rest of the catholic epistles ?) are included, and 
surely Hug does not suppose these Epistles to have been also sequels to 
the Gospel : and secondly, this very circumstance, the inclusion of all 
three Epistles, shews a possible reason of the arrangement, viz. to place 
together the writings of the same A postle. 

6. The writing then is to be regarded as ап Epistle, as it usually has 
been : and no closer external relation to the Gospel must be sought for. 

But, this being premised, a very interesting question follows. The 
two writings are internally related, in а remarkable manner. Do the 

9 Cf. ch. ii. 1, 7, 13, 14, 18, 28; iii. 18, 21; iv. 1, 7, 11, &c. 
9 Introd. to N. T., Marsh’s transl., vol. iv. p. 400. 
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phznomena of this relation point out the Gospel, or the Epistle, as 
having been first written? 

7. And to this question there can I think be but one answer. 'The 
Epistle again and again assumes, on the part of its readers, an acquaint- 
ance with the facts of the Gospel narrative. Lücke well remarks, that 
“as a rule, the shorter, more concentrated expression of one and the 

same writer, especially when ideas peculiar to him are concerned, is the 
later, while the more explicit one, which first unfolds and puts in shape 
the idea, is the earlier one." And he finds examples of this in the 
abbreviated formulz of ch. i. 1, 2, as compared with John i. 1 ff. ; iv. 2, 
compared with John i. 14. 

8. Other considerations connected with this part of our subject will 
be found treated in the next section. 

SECTION IV. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. On both of these, opinions have been much divided; no sure 
indications being furnished by the Epistle itself. If however wo have 
been right in assigning to it a date subsequent to that of the Gospel, 
we shall bring that date, by what has been said in the Prolegomena to 
Vol. 1. eh. v. § iv. (where fifteen years, д.р. 70—85, are shewn to have 
marked the probable limits of the time of the writing of the Gospel), 
within a time not earlier than perhaps about the middle of the eighth 
decade of the first century : and extending as late as the traditional age 
of the Apostle himself. 

2. Some have imagined that the Epistle betrays marks of the extreme 
old age of the writer. But such inferences are very fallacious. Cer- 
tainly the repeated use of rexvia, more frequently than any other term 
of endearing address, seems to point to an aged writer : but even this is 
insecure. : 

3. Again it has been fancied that the ѓёсҳату dpa éoriy of ch. ii. 18, 
farnishes a note of time; and must be understood of the approaching 
destruction of Jerusalem. But as Lücke replies, this expression is used 
simply in reference to the appearance of antichristian teachers, and the 
apprehension thence arising that the coming of the Lord was at hand. 
So that we have no more right to infer a note of time from it, than from 
similar expressions in St. Paul, e. g. 1 Tim. iv. 1; 2 Tim. iii. 1 

4. As to the place of writing, we are just as much in uncertainty. 

The Gospel (Vol. L Prolegg. ch. v. § iv.) is said by Irenæus to have been 

written at Ephesus. And ancient tradition, if at least represented by 

the subscriptions to the Epistle, seems to have placed the writing of the 

Epistle there also. Further, it is impossible to say. 
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SECTION V. 

CONTENTS AND ARRANGEMENT. 

1. This Epistle, from its aphoristie and apparently tautological 
character, is exceedingly difficult to arrange as a continuous contextual 
whole. Some indeed from this have been induced to believe that there 
is no such contextual connexion in the Epistle. So Calvin!, Episco- 
pius*, and others. And this seems, up to the beginning of the last 
century, to have been the prevailing view. About that time, Sebastian 

Schmid, in his commentary on the Epistle, maintained, but only tenta- 
tively and timidly, that there is а logical and contextual arrangement. 
The same side was taken up with more decision by Oporinus of 
Göttingen, іп a treatise entitled De constanter tenenda communione 
cum Patre et Filio ejus Jesu Christo, i.e. Joannis Ep. i. nodis inter- 
pretum liberata et luci vere innectæ sus restituta, Goett. 1741.” 

2. But the principal advocate of this view in the last century was 
Bengel. In his note in the Gnomon“ on the famous passage, ch. v. 7, 
he gives his contextual system of the Epistle, as cited below“. It will 

1 * Doctrinam exhortationibus mistam continet. Disserit enim de sterna Christi 
deitate, simul de incomparabili quam mundo patefactus secum attulit gratia, tum de 
omnibus in genere beneficiis ac presertim inæstimabilem divine adoptionis gratiam 
commendat atque extollit. Inde sumit exhortandi materiem, et nune quidem in genere 
pie et sancte vivendum admonet, nunc de caritate nominatim precipit. Verum nihil 
horum continua serie facit. Nam sparsim docendo et exhortando varius est, presertim 
vero multus est in urgenda caritate. Alia quoque breviter attingit, ut de cavendis im- 
postoribus, et similia." Argum. Epist. 1 Joh. vol. vii. p. 107. 

3 « Modus tractandi arbitrarius est, neque ad artis regulas adstrictus . . . sine rhe- 
torico artificio aut logica accurata methodo institutus." Lectiones sacre in Ep. Joh. 
Amst. 1665, ii. p. 178. 

3 Vol. ii. p. 568, ed. Steudel. Tübingen and London, 1850. 
* * Partes sunt tres: 

EXORDIUX, c. i. 1—4. 
ТвалстаАтто, c. i. 5—v. 12. 

CONCLUSIO, c. v. 18—21. 
“In EXORDIO apostolus ab apparitione verbi vite constituit auctoritatem prædi- 

cationi et scriptioni sum, et scopum (Iva, at, ver. 8) exserte indicat: ezordio respondet 
CONCLUSIO, eundem scopum amplius explanans, instituta gnorismatum illorum re- 
capitulans per triplex novimus, c. v. 18, 19, 20. 

% TRACTATIO habet duas partes, agens 
* Т, speciatim 

а) de communione cum Юко in luce, c. i. 5—10. 
В) de communione cum FrLtOo in luce, c. ii. 1 f. 7 f., subjuncta applicatione pro- 

pria ad patres, juvenes, puerulos, vv. 13—27. Innectitur hic adhortatio ad 

manendum in eo, с. ii, 28—111. 24, ut fructus ex manifestatione ejus in carne 

se porrigat ad manifestationem glori 
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be observed that this arrangement is made in the interest of the dis- 
puted verse, and tends to give it an important place in the context of 
the Epistle. It is moreover highly artificial, and the Trinitarian 
character, which is made to predominate, is certainly far from the 
obvious key to the real arrangement, as given us by the Epistle 
itself“. 

3. Nearer to our own time, differing arrangements of the Epistle 
have been proposed, by Liicke, De Wette, and Diisterdieck. I shall 

take these three in order. 
4. Liicke professes to have gained much, in drawing up his arrange- 

ment, from the previous labours of Knapp“ and Rickli'. He holds the 
proper theme of the Epistle, the object, ground, and binding together of 
all its doctrinal and practical sayings, to be this proposition: As the 
ground and root of all Christian fellowship is, the fellowship which each 
individual has with the Father and the Son in faith and in love, so this 

latter necessarily unfolds and exhibits itself in that former, viz. in the 
fellowship with the brethren.” Having laid this down, he divides the 
Epistle into many sections, all unfolding in various ways this central 
truth. Thus, e. g., ch. і. 5—ii. 2, speaks of fellowship with God through 
Jesus Christ. God is light: fellowship with Him is walking in light: 
all pretence to it without such walking, is falsehood. And striving 
after such purity is the condition under which only Christian fellowship 
subsists, and under which the blood of Christ cleanses from sin. For 

even the Christian state is a striving, and not free from sin, but pro- 
ceeding ever in more detection and confession of it: which leads not to 
& compromise with sin, but to its entire annihilation. 

5. This may serve for а specimen of Lücke's setting forth of the con- 
nexion of the Epistle: in which, as Düsterdieck observes, he does not 
attempt to grasp the master thoughts which account for the develop- 
ment, but merely follows it step by step. For this, however, Lücke 
does not deserve the blame which Düsterdieck imputes to him. His is 
obviously the right way to proceed, though it may not have been 
carried far enough in his hands: far better than the à priori assump- 
tion of а Trinitarian arrangement by Bengel. He has well given the 

у) de corroboratione et fructu mansionis illius per SPIRITUM, capite iv. toto, ad 

quod aditum parat c. iii. ver. 24 conferendus ad с. iv. 12. 
“ JI. Per Symperasma sive Congeriem, de Testimonio Patris ct Filii et Spiritus, cut 

fides in Jesum Christum, generatio ex Deo, amor erga Deum et filios ejus, observatio 

præceptorum, et victoria mundi innititur, c. v. 1—12.” 
5 Bengel's arrangement has been adopted in the main by Sander, in his Commentary 

on the Epistle. 
6 Script. var. argum. p. 177 f. 
7 Johannis erster Brief erklart und angewendet in Predigten, Luzern 1828. 
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sequence of thought, as it stands: but he has not accounted for it. 
The complete statement of the disposition of the matter of the Epistle 
must tell us not only how the train of thought proceeds, but why it thus 
proceeds. 

6. A nearer approximation to this has been made by De Wette. 
His plan may be thus described. The great design of the Epistle is to 
comfirm the readers in the Christian life as consisting in purity (love) 
and faith, and to this end to waken and sharpen the moral conscience 
by reminding them of the great moral axioms of the Gospel, by remind- 
ing them also of the inseparableness of morality and faith, to keep them 
from the influence of those false teachers who denied the reality of the 
manifestation of Jesus Christ in the flesh, and to convince them of the 

reality of that manifestation. The Epistle he arranges under 1. An 
introduction, ch. i. 1—4: 2. Three exhortations ; a) i. 5—ii. 28, begins 

with reminding them of the nature of Christian fellowship, as consisting 
in walking in light, in purity from sin and keeping of God's command- 
ments (i. ó—ii. 11): then proceeds by an earnest address to the 
readers (ii. 12—14), a warning against the love of the world (ii. . 
16—17), against false teachers, and an exhortation to keep fast hold of 
Christ (ii. 18—57), and concludes with a promise of confidence in the 
day of judgment. 

B) He again reminds them of the fundamental moral axioms of the 
Gospel The state of a child of God rests on the conditions of righteous- 
ness and purity from sin: he who commits sin belongs to the devil. 
Especially is the distinction made between those who belong to God 
and those who belong to the devil, by Love and Hate: and therefore 
must we ever love in deed and in truth (ii. 29—iii. 18). The Apostle 
adds a promise of confidence towards God and answer to prayer, and 
exhorts them to add to love, faith in the Son of God (iii. 19—24): 
which leads him to а second express warning against the false teachers 
(iv. 1—6). | 

y) In this third exhortation, the Apostle sets out with the simple 
principle of Love, which, constituting the. essence of God Himeelf, and 
being revealed in the mission of Christ, is the condition of all adoption 
into God's family and all confidence towards God (iv. 7—21). But a 
co-ordinate condition is faith in the Son of God, as including in itself 
Love, and the keeping of God's commandments, and the strength 
requisite thereto. And the voucher for this faith is found in the 
historical facts and testimonies of baptism, of the death of Christ, and 
of the Holy Spirit, and in eternallife which He gives (v. 1—18). At 

s Handbuch, vol. i. ed. Bruckner, Leipz. 1846. The Gospel and Epistles of St. John 
are treated together. 
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the conclusion of the exhortation, we have the repeated promise of 
confidence towards God and the hearing of prayer, in this case 
intercessory prayer for a sinning brother, yet with a limitation, and a 
reminding that strictly speaking, Christians may not sin: ending with a 
warning against idolatry (v. 14—21). 

7. To this division Düsterdieck objects that the terms exhortation, 
reminding, &c., are of too superficial a kind to suffice for designating 
the various portions of the Epistle, and that De Wette is in error in 
supposing a new train of thought to be begun in ch. iv. 7—21: rather 
does the leading axiom of ch. ii. 29 proceed through that portion, and 
in fact even farther than that. 

8. His own division, which has been in the main followed in my 

Commentary, is as follows. Regarding, as the others, ch. i. 1—4 as the 
Introduction, in which the writer lays down the great object of apostolic 
preaching, asserts of himself full apostolicity, and announces the purpose 
of his writing,—he makes tro great divisions of the Epistles: the first, 
i, 5—ii. 28, the second, ii. 29—v. 5: on which follows the conclusion, 
v. 6—21. 

9. Each of these great divisions is ruled and pervaded by one master 
thought, announced clearly in its outset; which we may call its theme. 
These themes are impressed on the readers both by positive and nega- 
tive unfolding, and by polemical defence against erroneous teachers: 
and, this being done, each principal portion is concluded with a cor- 
responding promise. And both principal portions tend throughout to 
throw light on the great subject of the whole, viz. FELLOWSHIP WITH 

Gop THE FATHER AND THE LORD Jesus CHRIST. 
10. The theme of the first portion is given ch. i. 5, * God is Light, 

and in Him is no darkness." Consequently, fellowship with Him, on 
which depends our joy in Christ (i. 8, 4), belongs only to him who 
walks in light (i. 6). To walk thus in light as God is light (i. 6 ff, 
ii. 8 ff.), and to flee from darkness, in which there can be no fellowship 
with God (ii. 11 ff.), forms the first subject of the Apostle's Exhortation. . 
То this end, after shewing the relation which this proposition, ** God is 
light," has to us in regard of our fellowship with God and with one 
another through Jesus Christ (i. 6, 7), he unfolds first positively 

(i. 8—ii. 11) wherein our walking in light consists: viz. in free recogni- 
tion and humble confession of our own sinfulnese: the knowledge and 
confession of our own darkness being in fact the first breaking in on us 
of the light, in which we must walk: viz. fellowship with God through 
Christ, whose blood is to cleanse us from all our sin. 

11. This our walking in light, whose first steps аге the recognition, 
confession, and cleansing of sin, further consists in keeping the com- 
mandments of God, which are all summed up in one great command- 
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ment of Love (ii. 8—11). Hence only we know that we know God 
(ii. 3), that we love Him (ii. 5), that we are and abide in Him (ii. 6), 
in & word that we have fellowship with Him (cf. i. 3, 5 ff), when we 
keep His commandments, when we walk (ii. 6, cf. i. 6) as “Не,” i. e. 
Christ, walked. 

12. This summing up of all God's commands in love by the example 
of Christ as perfect love (John xiii. 84) brings in the negative side of 
the illustration of the proposition “God is light." Hate is darkness: 
is separation from God: is fellowship with the world. So begins then 
& polemical designation of and warning against the love of and fellow- 
ship with the world (ii. 15—17), and against those false teachers (ii. 
18—26), who would bring them into this condition: and an exhortation 
to abide in Christ (ii. 24—28). All this is grounded on the present 
state and progress of the various classes mnong them in fellowship with 
God in Christ (ii. 12—14, 27). See each of these subdivisions more 
fully specified in the Commentary. 

18. The second great portion of the Epistle (ii. 29—v. 5) opens, as 
the other, with the announcement of its theme: God is righteous" 
(ii. 29), and he who doeth righteousness, is born of Him.” And as 
before, ** God is Light" made the condition of fellowship with God to 
be, walking in light as *He" walked in light, so now ** God is righte- 
ous” makes the condition of sonship " on our part to be that we be 
righteous, as He," Christ, was holy. And as before also, so now: it 
must be shewn wherein this righteousness of God's children consists, in 
contrast to the unrighteousness of the children of the world and of the 
devil. And so we have in this second part also а twofold exhortation, 
a positive and a negative: the middle point of which is the fundamental 
axiom “God is righteousness, and therefore we His children must be 
righteous:” and thus it also serves the purpose of the Epistle announced 
in i. 8 f. to confirm the readers in fellowship with the Father and the 
Son, and so to complete their joy: for this fellowship is the state of God's 
children. 

14. This however, as on the one side it brings in all blessed hope and 
our glorious inheritance (iii. 2, 3), so on the other it induces the moral 
necessity of that righteousness on which our fellowship with the Father 
and the Son, our abiding in Him, rests, grounded on His Love (iii. 8, 9, 

10 ff: iv. 7 ff. &c.). Both sides of the birth from God, that which 
looks forward and that which looks backward, are treated together by 
the Apostle. Because we are born of God, not of the world, because we 
are God's children, not the devil's (because we know Him,—because we 

аге of the truth,—because His Spirit is in us,—which аге merely 

parallel enunciations of the same moral fact), therefore we sin not, 

therefore we practise righteousness, as God our Father is just and holy: 
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and thus sanctifying ourselves, thus doing righteousness, thus abiding in 
Him and in His love, as His children, even thus we may comfort our- 
selves in the blessed hope of God’s children to which we are called, even 
thus we overcome the world. | 

15. It will be well+o examine more in detail the order in which the 
exhortation proceeds in this second portion of the Epistle. 

16. First after the enunciation of the theme in ii. 29, the Apostle 
takes up the forward side of the state of God’s children, that hope which 
is full of promise (iii. 1, 2); then proceeds to the condition of this hope, 
purifying ourselves even as “ Не” is pure (iii. 3). This purifying 
consists in fleeing from sin, which is against God’s command (iii. 4), 
and presupposes abiding in Him who has taken away our sins (iii. 5, 
6): the Apostle thus grounding sanctification in its condition, justifica- 
tion. 

17. Having laid down (iii. 7) the positive axiom, “He that doeth 
_ righteousness is righteous even as He is righteous," he turns to the 

other and negative side (iii. 8 ff.), contrasting the children of God and 
the children of the devil. And this leads us to an explanation how the 
abiding in the love of God necessarily puts itself forth in the love of the 
brethren (iii, 11.—18). Hate is the sure sign of not being from God 
(iii. 10); love to the brethren a token of being from Him (iii. 18, 19) : 
and being of the truth (ib.): and is а ground of confidence towards 
God (iii. 20, 21), and of the certainty of an answer to our prayers 
iii. 22). | | 
| 18. This confidence towards Him is summed up їп one central and 
decisive pledge—the Spirit which He has given us (iii. 24): and thus 
the Apostle is led on to warn us against false spirits which are not of 
God (iv. 1 ff.), and to give us a certain test whereby we may know the 
true from the false. He sets the two in direct opposition (iv. 1—6), 
and designates the false spirit as that of antichrist: making its main 
characteristic the denial of Christ having come in the flesh. This he 
concludes with a formula parallel io that in the first part, iii. 10: 
“ Hereby know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error.” 

19. After this (iv. 7 ff.) follows a fuller positive description of that 
which is born of God. Its very essence is love: for God is Love: 
Love to God grounded on His previous love to us (iv. 7—21) in send- 
ing His Son: love to one another, resting on the same motive, and 
moreover (v. 1—5) because our brethren, like ourselves, are born of Him. 
And seeing that our love to God and to one another is grounded on God 
having given us His Son, we come to this, that faith in the Son of God 
is the deepest ground and spring of our love in both its aspects: and is 

the true test of being born of God as distinguished from being of the 

world (iv. 1—6), the true condition of life (iv. 9: cf. v. 18, i. 3, 4), of 
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outer to the inner side of Christian life. Thus the Writer is ever work- 

ing upon certain fundamental themes and axioms, to which he willingly 

returns again and again, sometimes unfolding and applying them, some- 

times repeating and concentrating them: so that we have side by side 

the simplest and clearest, and the most condensed and difficult sayings: 

the reader who seeks merely for edification is attracted by the one, and 

the “scribe learned in the Scriptures” is satisfied. and his understanding 

surpassed and deepened by the other. i 

3. The logical connexion is not as in the Epistles of St. Paul, in- 

dicated by the whole superficial aspect of the writing, nor does it bear 

onward the thoughts till the conclusion is reached. The logic of St. 

Jobn moves, as Diisterdieck has expressed it, rather in circles than 

straight onward. The same thought is repeated as seen from different 

sides: is transformed into cognate thoughts and thus put into new 

lights, is unfolded into assertion and negation, and the negation again 

closed up by the repeated assertion (ch. i. 6 f., 8f., ii. 9 f., &.). Thus 

there arise numerous smaller groups of ideas, all, so to speak, revolving 

round some central point, all regarding some principal theme; all 

serving it, and circumscribed by the same bounding line. Thus the 

Writer is ever close to his main subject, and is able to be ever reiterating 

it without any unnatural forcing of his context: the train of thought is 

ever reverting back to its central point. 

4, Now if we regard the actual process of the Epistle with reference 

to these characteristics, we find that there is one great main idea or 

theme, which binds together the whole and gives character to its con- 

tents and aim; viz. that fellowship with God the Father and our Lord 

Jesus Christ, in which our joy is complete ; in other words, that right 

faith in the Son of God manifest in the flesh, in which we overcome the 

world, in which we have confidence in God, and eternal life. 
5. This idea, which pervades the whole Epistle, is set forth in two 

great circles of thought, which have been already described as the two 
portions of the Epistle. These two, both revolving round the one great 
theme, are also, in their inner construction, closely related to each other. 

God is light :—then our fellowship with Him depends on our walking in 
the light : God is righteous :—then we are only manifested as children 
of God, abiding in His love and in Himself, if we do righteousness. 
But for both—our walking in light, and our doing righteousness, there 
is one common term,—Love: even as God is Love, as Christ walked in 
Love, out of Love became manifest in the flesh, out of Love gave Him- 
self for us. On the other side,—as the darkness of the world, which 

can have no fellowship with God, who is Light, denies the Son of God 
and repudiates Love,—so the unrightcousness of the children of the 

- world manifests itself in that hatred which slays brethren, because love 
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to brethren cannot be where tho love of God in Christ is unknown and 
eternal Life untasted. 

6. Such a style and character of the Epistle, not bound by strict dialectic 
rules, not hurrying onward to a logical conclusion, but loving to tarry, 
and to repeat, and to limit itself in smaller circles of thought, shews us 
the simple heart of a child, or rather the deep spirit of a man who, in 
the richest significance of the expression, has entered the kingdom of 
heaven as a little child, and, being blessed in it himself, yearns to 
introduce his brethren further and further into it, that they may rejoice 
with him. In his Epistle Christian truth, which is not dialectic only 
but essentially moral and living, is made to live and move and feel and 
act. When he speaks of knowledge and faith, it is of a moral existence 
and possession: it is of love, peace, joy, confidence, eternal life. Fel- 

lowship with God and Christ, and fellowship of Christians with one 
another in faith and love, each of these is personal, real; so to speak, 
incarnate and embodied. 

7. And this is the reason why our Epistle appears on the one hand 
easy intelligible to the simplest reader, if only his heart has any ex- 
perience of the truth of Christ's salvation, —and on the other hand un- 
fathomable even to the deepest Christian thinker: but at the same time 
equally precious and edifying to both classes of readers. It is the most 
notable example of the foolishness of God putting to shame all the 
wisdom of the world. | 

8. But as the matter of our Epistle is rich and sublime, so is it fitted, 
by its mildness and consolatory character, to attract our hearts. Such 
is the power of that holy love, so humble and so gentle, which John had 
learned from Him in whom the Father's love was manifested. He ad- 
dresses all his readers, young and old, as his little children: ho calle 
them to him, and with him to the Lord: he exhorts them ever as his 
brothers, as his beloved, to that love which is from God. The Epistle 
itself is in fact nothing else than an act of this holy love. Hence the 
loving, attracting tone of the language; hence the friendly character 
and winning sound of the whole. For the Love which wrote the Epistle 
is but the echo, out of the heart of а man, and that man an Apostle, of 

that Love of God which is manifested to us in Christ, that it may lead 
us to the everlasting Fount of Love, of joy and of life. 

9. I may conclude this description, во admirably worked out by Diis- 
terdieck, with the very beautiful words of Ewald, which he also cites: 
speaking of the unruffled and heavenly repose” which is the spirit of 
the Epistle, he says, it appears to be the tone, not so much of a father 
talking with his beloved children, as of a glorified saint, speaking to 

· mankind from a higher world. Never in any writing has the doctrine 
of heavenly Love, of а love working in stillness, a love ever unwearied, 
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never exhausted, so thoroughly proved and approved itself, as in this 
Epistle.” 

SECTION VII. 

OCCASION AND OBJECT. 

1. The Apostle himself has given us an account of the object of his 
Epistle : ravra ypáģopev dh, tva i; xapà u $ тетАтрорёл, ch. i. 4: and 
again at the close, v.13: табта урод piv, wa «те бт: (оу Ax ere 
alóvioy, Tots murrevovew els тд буора TOU viot Tov Geov. In almost the same 
words does he sum up the main purpose of his Gospel, John xx. 31. 
He assumes readers who believe on the Son of God: he writes to them 
to certify them of the truth and reality of the things in which they 
believe, and to advance them in the carrying out of their practical con- 
sequences, in order that they may gain from them confidence, peace, joy, 
life eternal. 

2. This, and no polemical aim, is to be assigned as the main object of 
the Epistle. As subservient to this main object, comes in the warning 
against those persons who, by denying that Jesus Christ was come in the 
flesh, imperilled all these blessed consequences, by seducing men from 
the faith on which they rested. 

3. The fact of these false teachers having come forward in the church 
was most probably the occasion which suggested the writing of the 
Epistle. Such seems to be the reference, hinted at in the background by 
the repeated én in ch. ii. 12—14. The previous instruction, settlement, 
and achievements in the faith of the various classes of his readers, fur- 
nished him with a reason for writing to each of them: it being under- 
stood, that some circumstances had arisen, which made such writing 
desirable. And what those circumstances were, is not obscurely pointed 
at in the verses following, ii. 18—25: cf. especially ver. 21. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

2 & 8 JOHN. 

SECTION I. 

AUTHORSHIP. 

1. THe question of the authorship of both Epistles is one which will 
require some discussion. Оп one point however there never has been 
the slightest doubt: viz., that both were written by one and the same 
person. They are, as it has been said, like twin sisters: their style and 
spirit is the same: their conclusions agree almost word for word. I 
shall therefore treat of them together in all matters which they have in 
common. 

2. Were the two Epistles written by the author of the former and 
larger Epistle? This has been answered in the affirmative by some 
critics who do not believe St. John to have written the first Epistle: 
e. g. by Bretschneider and Paulus. Their arguments for the identity 
of the writer of the three will serve, for us who believe the apostolicity 
of the former, a different purpose from that which they intended. But 
the usual opinion of those who have any doubts on the Authorship has 
taken a different form.  Ascribing the first Epistle to St. John, they 
have given the two smaller ones to another writer; either to the 

Presbyter John’, or to some other Christian teacher of this name 
otherwise unknown to us. Another exception is found to this in the 
modern critics of the Tübingen school, Baur and Schwegler, whose 
method of proceeding I have briefly noticed in the Prolegomena to the 
former Epistle ($ i. par. 29), and need not further characterize. 

8. It will now be my object to enumerate the ancient authorities, and 
to ascertain on which side they preponderate: whether for, or against, 
the authorship by the Apostle John. 

Irengus, adv. Her. і. 16. 3, p. 83, says: 'Ioáyvgs d ô rod cuplov 
pabyris éréraye riy катабйкту abrov, unde xaipew aùrois tf’ tiov A€yeo Oar 
Bovubeis · ö yàp Mu abrois, o, xaipew, kowwve x. r. A. (2 John 10,11.) 

And in iii. 16. 8, p. 207: “ Et discipulus ejus Joannes in prædicta 

epistola fugere eos przcepit dicens Multi seductores,” &c. 
It is true that in the case of this latter citation Irenæus has fallen 

into the. mistake of supposing it to be taken from the first Epistle: but 
this very circumstance shews him to have had no suspicion that the two 
were written by different persons. 

4. Clement of Alexandria, in a passage already cited above (ch. v. § i. 

? So Erasmus, Grotius, Dodwell, Harenberg, Beck. 
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par. 5), cites the first Epistle thus, 'Iodvvgs év тр ре ои: r ro . . . 
thereby showing that he knew of more Epistles by that Apostle. 
And again in the fragments of the Adumbrations, p. 1001 P., he says, 

* Secunda Joannis Epistola, que ad virgines scripta simplicissima est: 
scripta vero est ай quandam Babyloniam Electam nomine, significat 
autem electionem ecclesise sanctse." 

5. Dionysius of Alexandria, in a passage (Eus. H. E. vii. 25) quoted 
at length below in the Prolegg. to the Apocalypse (§ i. par. 48), noting 
that John never names himself in his writings, says, du oióà dy тү 
Sevrépa pepopévy "Iwdvvov kal rpiry, каЌтоь Враҳєіолѕ осал erurroAais, б 
“ойуу дуорасті mpdxarar, MA dywipws ô mpecBirepos yéyparrat. 
Whence it appears that Dionysius found no offence in the appellation 
б прес Вітероѕ, but rather a trace of St. John’s manner not to name 
himself. No argument can be raised on the expression фероџёуу 'Ioávvov, 

that Dionysius doubted the genuineness of the two Epistles. Eusebius 
calls the first Epistle тўи $epouévqv "Iodyyov тротёрау. All we can вау 
of the expression is, that it gives the general sense of tradition. 

Alexander of Alexandria cites 2 John 10, 11 with as таруууєЛе ô 
paxdpws "Ieáyvgs. (Socrates, Н. E.i.6.) And the subsequent Alexan- 
drian writers shew no doubt on the subject. 

Cyprian, de her. baptiz., in Migne, Patr. Lat., vol. iii. p. 1099, 
in relating tho opinions of the various bishops in the council at Carthago, 
has: Aurelius а Chullabi dixit: Joannes Apostolus in epistola sua 
posuit dicens, Si quis ad vos venit," &c. 2 John 10. 

He does not in his own writings cite either Epistle, nor does Tertul- 
lian. But the above testimony shews that they were received as apos- 
tolic and canonical in the North African church. 

6. The Muratorian fragment on the canon speaks enigmatically, owing 
partly to some words in the sentence being corrupt: * Epistola sane Jude . 
et superscripti Johannis duas in catholica habentur et sapientia ab amicis 
Salomonis in honorem ipsius scripta.” Routh, Rel. Sacr. i. p. 896. 

Lücke, Huther, al., find here a testimony for the Epistles : Düsterdieck 

on the contrary understands the sentence (reading wt sapientia) as 
meaning that they were not written by John, just as the Wisdom was 
not written by Solomon. 

Most probably the Peschito did not contain either Epistle. Cosmas 
Indicopleustes (Cent. vi.) says (lib. vii. p. 292, in Migne, Patr., vol. 
IXxxviii.) that in his time the Syrian church acknowledged but three 
catholic Epistles, 1 Peter, 1 John, and James. Still Ephrem Syrus 
quotes the second Epistle, as also 2 Peter (see Prolegg. to 2 Pet. § iv. 
13) and Jude: possessing them probably, as he did not understand 
Greek, in another Syriac version. 

7. Eusebius, Н. E. iii. 25, reckons both Epistles among the antilego- 
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mena : saying, тди & àr ricoh . . . ў ёуора орёт Ševrépa кої тріту 
"Loárvov, єтє той єаүүє№отод Tvyxávovga, Єтє xai érépov ópwvópov 
ёкєіуо. 

Still, Eusebius’s own opinion may be gathered from his Demonstratio 
Evangelica, iii. 5, vol. iv. p. 120, where he says of St. John, v ui» rais 
éxwroXais abro) 000% uv] ris olkeías mpoonyopias тошто, ў peo Bvrepov 
фолтду dvopdlea, od8ayot 82 ardorodov où? ebayycuorýv. Whence it 
would appear that he received the two smaller Epistles as genuine. 

8. Origen mentions them with a similar expression of doubt (Eus. 
H. E. vi. 25): xaradédoure ('Lodyygs) 8 xai x roAI wave Мушу oriyur 
Sr $ kal Sevrépay xal rpiryy ère ob mávres þari yvgoíovs «уа ravras* 
A ойк єсі crix duddrepat ёкатбу. 

9. Theodore of Mopsuestia, if we are thus to interpret Leontius of 
Byzantium (see above, ch. iii. § i. 11), rejected these in common with 
the other catholic Epistles. 

10. Theodoret makes no mention of them. 
11. In a Homily on Matt. xxi. 23 ascribed to Chrysostom, but 

written probably by some Antiochene contemporary of his, we read 
туу Sevrépay каї rpirny of ruripes ётокауоу орто. 

12. Jerome (Vir. Illustr. c. 9, vol. ii. p. 845) says, “ Seripsit Joannes 
et unam epistolam, . . . qus ab universis ecclesiasticis et eruditis viris 
probatur: reliqu autem due, quarum principium . . . Senior,, 
Joannis presbyteri asseruntur, cujus et hodie alterum sepulchrum apud 
Ephesios ostenditur." " 

18. In the middle ages there seems to have been no doubt on the 
authenticity of the Epistles, till Erasmus revived the idea of their being 
the work of John the Presbyter. This view, grounded on the fact that 
the Writer names himself «peofiórepos, has been often maintained since: 
e, g. by Grotius, Beck, Fritzsche, al. 

14. If we take into strict aceount the import of this appellation, it 
will appear, as Lücke, Huther, and Düsterdieck have maintained; to 
make rather for than against the authorship by St. John. For in the 
first place, assuming, which is very doubtful, the existence of such 
a person as John the Presbyter, this name could only have been given 
him by those who wished to distinguish him from the Apostle, and 
would never have been assumed by himself as & personal one, seeing 
that he bore it in common with many others his co-presbyters. 

15. Again, such ап appellation is not without example ав used of 
Apostles, and might bear two possible senses, either of which would 
here be preferable to the one just impugned. In the very fragment of 
Papias (Eus. H. E. iii. 39), from which the existence of the presbyter 

John is inferred, he several times uses the term «pea fJérepos of Apostles 

and apostolic men as a class. He tells бта rapa rity pea vrépuv ёрабоу : 
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he says that if he met with any one who had conversed with то 
apeoBurépous, he enquired about robs rüv xpecrBurépwy Adyous. Here it is 
certain that rpeoBvrepos must not be taken officially, but of priority in time 
and dignity: it bears that meaning from which ita official sense was 
derived, not that official sense itself’. 

16. And this leads us to the other meaning, that of the old age of the 
writer“. St. Paul in Philem. 9, calls himself ados б peo ßýrys in this 
sense: and peo Birepos is but another form of the same word, though а 
form carrying a different possible meaning. 

17. It is impossible to decide for which of these reasons the Apostle 
might choose thus to designate himself, or whether any other existed of 
which we are not aware. But we may safely say that inasmuch as St. 
Peter (1 Pet. v. 1), writing to the mperßúrepo„, calls himself their 
суртрєс Вотєрос, there was no reason why St. John might not thus have 
designated himself. And we may hence lay down that the occurrence 
of such a word, as pointing out the Writer of these Epistles, is no 
reason against their having been written by that Apostle. 

18. On the whole then we infer from the testimony of the ancient 
Fathers, and from the absence of sufficient reason for understanding the 
title pec repos, of any other person than the Apostle himself, that 
these two smaller Epistles were written by St. John the Apostle 
and Evangelist. 

SECTION II. 

FOR WHAT READERS WRITTEN. 

1. The third Epistle leaves no doubt on this question. It is ad- 
dressed to one Tdios (Caius). Whether this Caius is identical with Gaius 
of Macedonia (Acts xix. 29), with Gaius of Corinth (1 Cor. i. 14; 
Rom. xvi. 23), or with Gaius of Derbe (Acts xx. 4), it is impossible to 
say. The name was one of the commonest: and it is possible, as Lücke 
remarks, that the persons of St. John's period of apostolic work in 
Asia may have been altogether different from those of St. Paul's period, 
A Caius is mentioned in the Apostolic Constitutions, vii. 46, Migne, 
Patr. Gr., vol. i. p. 1052, as bishop of Pergamus: and Mill and 
Whiston believe this person to be addressed in our Epistle. 

1 Cognate to this sense is that taken by Lyra: “qui tunc regebant ecclesias senes 
vel seniores dicebantur ratione discretionis vel maturitatis in moribus: inter rectores 
vero ecclesiarum qui tunc erant in Asia, Joannes erat principalior:" by Bartholomæus 
Petrus, understanding that John designates himself as Bishop, and Primate of Asia : 
by Corn.-a-lapide, taking the word as equivalent to Senior, Seigneur, Signore: by Beza, 
Whitby, Mill, Bertholdt, Baumgarten-Crusius, Lücke, Huther, &c. 

3 This is taken by Piscator, Erasm.-Schmid, Hermann, G. C. Lange, Wolf, Rosen- 
müller, Benson, Carpzov, Augusti, al. Some of the above, and Aretius and Guericke, 

unite the two, 
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2. It is not so plain to whom the second Epistle was written. The 
address is ёкЛект xvpíg xal rots тёхуос abris: тё réva cov are men- 
tioned in ver. 4: xvpia in the vocative occurs ver. 5: rà réva тўс &8єА- 
dijs cov rijs ёкЛектїс are mentioned as sending greeting, ver. 13. 

8. On these data the following doubts arise. Is it an individual lady 
who is addressed ? Апа if so, is either of the two words а proper name 
éxXexty or kupia, and which? Or is it a church, thus called figuratively ? 
And if so, is it some perticular body of Christians, or the Church 
universal ? 

4. These questions were variously answered even in ancient times. 
The Scholiast (ii.) says, 4 трд éxxAnoiay ij p тоа yuvaixa бй raw 
«bayycuxüv f Tijv éavrüs olxiav olxovopovoay xvevpatuus. We 
have also in CEcumenius and Theophylact, as a comment on the last 
verse of the Epistle, Bo/Aovra( rwes дай тобто BeBaroww ds ob v yuvaixa 
J éxwrroAn avrn, MMA wpós exxAnciav: жері of obv rg Bovlopery uvey- 
Gein. The individual hypothesis was held in its various forms by 
Lyra, Cappellus, Wetstein, Grotius, Middleton (taking "ExAecry for tho 
proper name); Benson, Heumann, Bengel, G. C. Lange, C. F. Fritzsche, 
Carpzov, Jachmann, Paulus, De Wette, Lücke, al. (taking Курма as 
the proper name’); by Luther, Piscator, Beza, Aretius, Heidegger, 

Bart.-Petrus, Corn.-a-lap., Joachim Lange, Wolf, Baumg.-Crusius, 

Sander, al. (taking neither word as a proper name, — to the elect 
woman, a lady”): Corn.-a-lap. giving a tradition that she was named 
Drusia or Drusiana: Carpzov, a conjecture that she was Martha the 
sister of Lazarus and Mary. Another conjecture has been, that she 
was Mary, the mother of our Lord“. 

5. On the other hand, the ecclesiastical hypothesis has been held by 
Jerome, Ep. 123 ad Ageruchiam, vol. i. p. 909, taking the words as 
meaning the whole Christian church: so also perhaps Clem.-Alex., as 
cited above, $ i. раг. 4. The Scholiast i. in Matthis says, Aer 
xuptay Aéye ту & тил тбтф exxdrnolay, os Tiv ToU Kuplov баскага 
dp ij duddrrovoay. And so Cassiodorus, Calov., Hammond, Michaelis, 
Hofmann ‘, Mayer, Huther, al. Some have carried conjecture so far as 

to designate the particular church ; ө. g. Serrarius, supposing the Caius 
of the third Epistle to have belonged to this church, and that it conse- 
quently was at Corinth: Whiston, arguing for Philadelphia: Whitby, 
for Jerusalem, as being кура, the mother of all churches: Augusti, for 
the same, as being кура, founded by our Lord Himself. 

6. In now proceeding to examine these various opinions, we will first 
dispose of а grammatical point. It has been insisted by Huther and 

з So too Athanasius apparently, урбфе: auplq xal ois réx»ow abríjs. 
4 Kraner, in the Stud. u. Krit. for 1833, part 2, pp. 462 fl. 
5 Schriftbeweis, i. 801. 
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others, that were Kvpía a proper. name, St. John would have written 
not ёкАєктӯ кора, but Kvpíg тр éxAexry, as Tate то dyarnre, 8 John 1. 
But this argument seems to me not to hold: and that principally on 
account of the peculiar nature of the name. Kvpia, like Kupuos, often 
in the LXX and N. T., is really an anarthrous appellation, abbreviated 
from ў корѓа, as that from 6 кўр:оѕ. This being во, it follows, even when 
used as а proper name, the rules of anarthrous nouns in general. Thus 
we have 1 Cor. x. 21, morýpiov kvpíov, трозёбтс xvpiov, whereas in 1 Cor, 
xi. 27. we have тд morýpeov ToU Kupiov, ToU aiparos ToU kvpiov : cf. also ib. 
xvi. 19; 2 Cor. iii. 18 bis, and the expression xópis ravroxparwp, 2 Cor. 
vi. 18, whereas when 6 ĝeós follows it is кро ô beds ô таутокрітор, 
Rev. iv. 8, xv. 3 al. So that no argument can be fairly founded on 
this. If коріо was a proper name, it still retained in the mind of the 
Writer its power ав an anarthrous substantive, and caused the adjective 
following to drop its distinctive article. 

7. In weighing the probability of either hypothesis, the following 
considerations are of importance. It would seem, as I have remarked 
in my note in loc., as if the salutation in ver. 18 rather favoured the idea 
of а church being addressed, because we have no mention there of the 
elect sister herself, but only of her children. But then we must set 
against this the fact, that in the process of the Epistle itself, the кира 
herself does distinctly appear and is personally addressed. It would 
be, to say the least, strange, to address the whole church in the one 

case, and not to send greeting from the whole church in the other. 
8. Again, would it have been likely that the salutation should have 

run dowdferai тє rà тёкуа THs dd Ahe aou, if the кура had been a mere 
abstraction ? Does not this personal address, as well as that in ver. 5, 
xai viv éowr® oe, xupia, imply personal reality of existence ? 

9. Let us, again, compare the address of this Epistle with that of 
the third, confessedly by the same Writer. The one runs ô zpecfvrepos 
(Tate rẹ áyamyró) bv éyo ёуато ду àXg0eíg. The other ô mpecBurepos 
(ёкЛектү) курба xal rots Tékvots айтўѕ) obs éyà dyarò dy ёде. Can 
any one persuade us that the well-known simplicity of St. John's 
eharaeter and style would allow him thus to write these two addresses, 
word for word the same, and not to have in the words enclosed in 

brackets a like reference to existing persons in both cases ? 
10. Besides, as Lücke has well observed, we are not justified in thus 

attributing to St. John a mystic and unaccountable mode of expression, 
not found in any other writer of the apostolic age, nor indeed even in 
the apocryphal writings which followed it. 

11. St. Peter's expression, ) & Ba HUN соуєкАєкту, 1 Pet. v. 13, 
even if understood of a church, which I have questioned in my 
note in loc, would not justify a like interpretation of cupia here: 
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though іп the use of ёкАєктуу the passages are closely connected. If 
person be addressed here, it is highly probable that we must under- 
stand a person there also: if a church be conceded to be addressed 
there, we have still the strange and unaccountable кира to deal with 
here *. 

12. On all these grounds I believe that an individual and not a 
church is addressed. And if so, first, is either of the words é&oexryj or 
кора. з proper name? We may safely answer this in the affirmative, 
on account of the anarthrousness of къріс and ёкЛєкту in ver. 1, which 
Y submit could only be occasioned by one or other of the words being a 
proper name. 

13. Then if so, which of the two words is the proper name ? Here 
again there can be little doubt, if we compare d Au rij xvpia with тӯ 
SN соо ris rie. Both sisters were éxAexrai: but both had not 
the same name. Hence it would appear, unless we are to understand 
vip ёкАєктїс in ver. 18 to be а mere play on the name of the person 
addressed, that éxAecr) is not the name, but an epithet. And if so, then 
Kupia is the name, and ought perhaps to be substituted for the rendering 
“lady,” in the notes. The name is elsewhere found: во in Gruter, 
inscriptt. p. 1127, No. xi., dévanros каї ij уу) abro) ci: and in other 
examples given by Lücke, p. 351, note 2. 

14. This Kyria then appears to have been & Christian matron gene- 
rally known and beloved among the brethren, having children, some of 
whom the Apostle had found (at a previous visit to her?) walking in 
the truth. She had а sister, also а Christian matron, whose children 
seem to have been with the Apostle when he wrote this Epistle. 

15. In the third Epistle, mention is made of Demetrius with praise, 
and of Diotrephes with blame, as a turbulent person, and a withstander 
of the Apostles authority. But it is quite in vain to enquire further 
into the facts connected with these names. We know nothing of them, 
and conjectures are idle. 

16. Of the occasion and object of these Epistles, it is hardly needful 
to remark. Both are too plainly declared in the letters themselves, to 
require further elucidation. 

SECTION III. 

' TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. It is impossible to. lay down either of these with any degree of 
certainty. From the similarity in style of both Epistles, it is probable 

* [t appears certain that Clem.-Alex. must have confused the two passages in his 
memory, when he stated (вее above, S i. par. 4) that this Epistle was written “ad 
quandam Babyloniam Electam nomine." 
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that the times of writing were not far apart. The journeys mentioned 

in 2 John 12 and3 John 10, 14, may be one and the same. Eusebius, 

H. E. iii. 23, relates that the Apostles, ётд тўс xarà тї viov perà Thy 

Aopertayod TeAcuray dravedOav $vyjs . . ёте таракаАобреуо$ Kat iri TÀ 

жАсібҳора TOV ёбуду, rov рёу ётиткбтохѕ котастјс–», бтоо 8 das 

dxxAnoias d he бтоу $2 кАурр &va yé twa kXypocev Tüv rò ToU amvev- 

partos onpawopévov. It may have been in prospect of this journey that 

he threatens Diotrephes in 2 John 10, If so, both Epistles belong to 

a very late period of the Apostle’s life: and are probably subsequent to 

the writing of the Apocalypse. See below in the Prolegomena to that 

book, § ii. par. 7. | 

2. With regard to the place of writing, probability points to Ephesus: 

especially if we adopt the view suggested by the passage of Eusebius 

just cited. 

CHAPTER VII. 

JUDE. 

SECTION 1. 

ITS AUTHORSHIP. 

1. Tae author of this Epistle calls himself in ver. 1, усо xpurroU 
dotAos, and ddeAdos Ia go, The former of these appellations is never 
thus barely used, in an address of an epistle, to designate an Apostle. 
It is true that in Phil. i. 1 we have ПаЛоѕ xai Tu4ó0€os odot N τ , 
Inood: but a designation common to two persons necessarily sinks to 
the rank of the inferior one. In every other case where an Apostle 
names himself SodAos, it is in conjunction with атбеттоАо< ; see Rom. i. 1; 
Tit. i. 1; 2 Pet. i. 17. That I see no exception to this in James i. 1, is 
plain to the readers of my Prolegomena to that Epistle. 

2. That an Apostle may have thus designated himself, we of course 
cannot deny; but we deal with analogy and probability in discussing 
evidence of this kind. 

8. The second designation, dd As "Iaxófgov, still further confirms the 
view that the Writer is not an Apostle. Whoever this 'Idxofjos may be, 
it is extremely improbable, that an Apostle of the Lord should have put 
forward in the opening of &n Epistle of solemn warning and exhortation, 

7 St. Paul in Philem. 1 calls himself merely 8éopios Хрістоб Ingo; but obviously 
both the name and the circumstances are widely different. 
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not his exalted commission from Christ himself, but his mere earthly 
relationship to one who was better known than himself. 

4. But this is met by some with the allegation, that we have elsewhere 

the Apostle Judas called the brother of James, Iobdas "Iaxeffov, Luke vi. 

16; Acts i. 13. Even were this so (and it is uncertain whether we are 
making the right supplement, see note on Matt. x. 2 ff.), that designa- 
tion must stand on its own independent ground, and being mere matter 
of conjecture, cannot claim to enter as evidence here. If the considera- 
tions arising from this Epistle itself tend to shew that the Jude who 
wrote it was not an Apostle, then either we must 1) otherwise fill up 
the ellipsis in that "Iovdas Токобоо, or 2) leave that difficult appellation 
in entire uncertainty. From the nature of the case, this must rule that 
other, not that other, this. 

5. 'The question for us is, How would the probability arise, that any 
one should call himself ** brother of James ?" and the reply to this will 
depend somewhat on the personal dignity of the James here mentioned. 
If this person be assumed to be the well-known bishop of the church at 
Jesusalem, then there will be no difficulty in the Writer of this Epistle 
thus designating himself. 

6. And this has been the general supposition. Those who вее in that 
James, the Apostle James, son of Alpheus, regard our Writer as the 
Apostle Jude, also the son of Alpheus: the “Judas not Iscariot” of 
John xiv. 22. "Those, on the other hand, who see in that James, not one 
of the Twelve, but the actual (maternal) brother of our Lord, the son of 
Joseph and Mary, regard our Writer as the Judas of Matt. xiii. 55, 
another brother of our Lord, and а younger son of Joseph and Mary. 

7. The reader wil at once gather from what has been said in the 
Prolegomena to the Epistle of James, that this latter is the view here 
taken. The other seems to me to be beset with insuperable difficulties: 
involving us as it does in the wholly unjustifiable hypothesis, that those 
who are called in Scripture the brethren of our Lord were not his 
brethren, but his cousins, sons of Alpheus (Clopas). 

8. It may be asked, if this Writer were indeed the brother of James, 
and thus the brother of the Lord Himself, should we not rather expect 
that he would give himself this high character, stating his relationship 
to Jesus, rather than that to James? But surely such a question would 
shew great ignorance of the true spirit of the apostolic writers. It 
would be the last thing I should expect, to find one of the brethren of 
the Lord asserting this relationship as a ground of reception for an 
Epistle. Almost all agree that the Writer of the Epistle of James was 
the person known as the brother of the Lord. Yet there we have no 
such designation. It would have been in fact altogether inconsistent 
with the truc epirit of Christ (see Luke xi. 27, 28), and in harmony 
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with those later and superstitious feelings with which the next and fol- 
lowing ages regarded His earthly relatives. Had such a designation as 
adh ro kvpíov been found in the address of an Epistle, it would have 
formed a strong & priori objection to its authenticity. 

9. I have before remarked in the Prolegomena to 2 Peter that such 
expressions as that in our ver. 17, pajoOnre тёк фуратоу TOv Tpoetpy- 
pévov vro Tov бтосттбАоу тоў kvpiov 714v ‘Iycod xpiorod, cannot be fairly 
alleged as evidence of the apostolicity or non-apostolicity of a writer“. 

10. Of this Judas, one of the Lord’s brethren, we know nothing from 
early ecclesiastical tradition. The only trace of him is found in an in- 
teresting story which Eusebius gives from Hegesippus (Н. E. iii. 20) of 
Domitian, in jealousy of the survivors of the family of David, sending 
for and examining two grandsons of this Judas (ато yévous тоў xvpíov 
vievoi Iobòa, ToU xarà сарка Aeyopévov abro dd O), and dismissing 
them, on finding that they were poor working men, and hearing that the 
kingdom of Christ which they expected was not to be in this present 
world. 

11. In this defect of our knowledge of the personal history of the 
Writer, we can only say that he, like his greater brother St. James, did 
not believe on our Lord during His ministry, but became a convert after 
the resurrection, and, as in Acts i. 14, consorted usually with the 
Apostles and followers of Jesus. All else respecting him is left to be 
gathered from the spirit and style of this Epistle: and will be found 
treated in the section devoted to that part of our subject. 

SECTION II. 

AUTHENTICITY. 

1. Eusebius reckons our Epistle, as indeed all the Catholic Epistles 
except 1 John and 1 Peter, among the ávrüveyópeva. Tüv & ávruveyo- 
pévov, yrupipwy & otv. Ops rots roAXoís, ;) Xeyopéyy Ia peru kal 
9 Ioο . . . H. E. iii. 25. 

And again, H. E. ii. 28, où ro yow roy Tav abris èuvnpó- 
vevoay, ùs о®8ё ris Хеуорё 'Тойба, uiis kal abris обот rv Émrà Acyo- 
рушу kaÜoXuüy- ӧрос 8 lopev kal ravras perà тоу Моітоу èv тАєістос 
Sednpoorovpévas éexxAnoiats. 

2. Tertullian however cites it as authentic, and attributes it to the 

apostle Jude: “Enoch apud Judam apostolum testimonium possidet.” 
.. De cultu fæmin. i. 3, vol. i. 1308. 

3. Clement of Alexandria gives citations from it as from Scripture: 

8 See above, Prolegg. to 2 Pet. § iv. 22: also the notes, in loc., and on 2 Pet. iii. 2. 
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Erd roírov olua cal riv бройоу аїрётєюу fe Io dy тӯ 4rwroMj 
cipyxévas . . . (citing our vv. 8, 17) Strom. iii. 2 (11), p. 515 Potter. 
And again: єЇбєүас yàp dds, pnoy 6 Ioùdas, Bo, Ori ó cóc druf ёк 

y'5 Аѓубттох тду Xaóv 0005, K. r. A. (ver. 5, 6) Pred. iii. 8 (44), p. 280 P. 
And Eusebius says of Clement, H. E. vi. 14, фу $ rais ўтототесєст, 

£vveAóvra etre, raons тїз фубабукоо pads éxcrerpypdvas wexoígrai 
dyn eis, d ras áyrü eyopévas тареЛ0ду, rijv “lovda ACE xal ras Aowwas 
кабоМмкй< érurroXMs, ту тє ВаруаВа каї rjv IIérpov Acyopévyy ёжокаћијлу, 

4. The Muratorian fragment speaks of the Epistle as genuine and 
canonical: “Epistola sane Jude, et superscripti Johannis duas in 
eatholica habentur." Routh, Rel. Sacr. i. p. 396. 

5. Origen, Comm. on Matt. xiii. 55, tom. x. 17, voL iii. p. 468, says: 
"Тоа éypaev ro Guyóorixov pé, memAypopérqe 8 тб» Ts 
oùpaviov xdpitos épfopéyov Adywv, бетщ dv TQ wpooysl cipyxe, “lodbas 
"соб purot Sot dos, &5<\фд Be "laxéBov. 
And again, on Matt. xxii. 23, tom. xvii. 30, p. 814: ef $ xal тї» 

"Тода zpósocró res KH ro, ópáro ті Exeras те Хуф 64 тд dyyélous тє тод$ 
p) THpHoarTas к.т.А. 
And again, on Matt. xviii, 10, tom. xiii. 27, p. 607: xoi & тр о/а 

ériwrroMj, rois dv de warpi yar K. r. A. 
See also pp. 692 f., where he argues on Jude, ver. 6: and several 

other places in the Latin remains of his works, cited in Davidson, 
Introd. vol. iii. p. 498. In two of these latter he calls the Writer of the 
Epistle Judas apostolus.“ 

6. Jerome, Catalog. script. eccles. 4, vol. її. p. 884 f., says: “Judas 
frater Jacobi parvam quidem que de septem catholicis est epistolam 
reliquit. Et quia de libro Enoch, qui apocryphus est, in ea assumit 
testimonium, a plerisque rejicitur : tamen auctoritatem vetustate jam et 
usu meruit, ut inter sacras Scripturas computetur." 

7. In the older copies of the Peschito the Epistle is wanting: but 
Ephrem Syrus recognized its authenticity. 

8. In later times, the Epistle has been generally received as authentic. 
The circumstance that the Writer does not call himself au Apostle, has 
ensured for it & more favourable reception than some other books of the 
N. T., with those who аге fond of questioning the genuineness of the 
Epistles. Even De Wette thinks there is no reason why we should 
suspect it to be spurious. He is willing to pass over the phenomena in 
it which have appeared stumbling-blocks to others: its citation of the 
book of Enoch, its probable acquaintance with tbe Epistle to the 
Romans, its difficult but apparently Greek style. 

9. Schwegler, on the other hand, though acknowledging its very 
simple and undeveloped character in point of doctrine, yet draws from 
vv. 17, 18 a proof that it belongs to the post-apostolic times. He thinks 
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that the forger prefixed the name of Jude, brother of James, in order to 
give his writing the weight of connexion, in point of doctrine and spirit, 
with this latter great name. 

10. But as Huther well remarks, had this been so; —in other words, 

for so the hypothesis seems to imply, had the Epistle been written in 
the interests of Judaizing Christianity against Pauline, we should surely 
have found more indications of this in it: and as to the superseription 
we may reply, that a forger would hardly have attributed his composi- 
tion to a man otherwise so entirely unknown as Jude was 

11. The fact that doubts were entertained respecting the authenticity 
of the Epistle in early times, and that we do not find many traces of its 
use in the primitive Fathers, may easily be accounted for from its short- 
ness, from its special character, from its presumed reference to apo- 

cryphal sources from its apparently not being written by an Apostle. 

SECTION III. 

FOR WHAT READERS AND WITH WHAT OBJECT WRITTEN. 

1. The readers are addressed merely as Christians: perhaps, as De 
Wette suggests, because the matters mentioned in the Epistle are little 
io their credit. The evil persons stigmatized in it do not seem to have 
been heretical teachers, as commonly supposed’, but rather libertines, 
praetical unbelievers (vv. 4, 8), scoffers (ver. 18), whose pride and 
wantonness (vv. 8, 10, 12 f.), whose murmuring, and refractory and 
party spirit (vv. 11, 16, 19), threatened to bring about the destruction 
of the church. In 2 Peter, as I have already observed above, ch. iv. 
§ iii. 4, these persons are developed into false teachers: one of the 
circumstances from which I have inferred the posteriority of that 
Epistle. 

2. It is mainly to warn his readers against these, that St. Jude 
writes the Epistle: * to exhort them that they should contend earnestly 
for the faith once,” and once for all, ** delivered to the saints." 

8. When we come to ask whether the readers formed a cireumscribed 
circle of Christians, and if so, where, we find ourselves left to mere 
speculation for an answer. There does certainly appear to be a 
speciality about the circumstances of those addressed, but it is difficult 
exactly to define it. They seem to have been Jews, from the fact of 
the altogether Judaic spirit of the Epistle: from its appeal to Jewish 
traditions, and perhaps to Jewish books. They evidently dwelt among 

® Even by Dorner, Lehre v. der Person Christi i. 104; and Huther, Einleit. 8 2. 
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an abundant and a wicked population, probably of a commercial 
character. Hence some have thought of Corinth as their abode : some 
of Egypt, to which land it is said the physical phenomena are suitable 
(vv. 12 f£) : some of a commercial city in Syria, seeing that Palestine, 
where St. Jude dwelt, must at the time of writing the Epistle have 

been in а state of commotion, to which there is no allusion in it. 

SECTION IV. 

TIME AND PLACE OF WRITING. 

1. On the former of these it is impossible to speak with any degree 
of certainty. Our principal indications are, the state of the church 
which may be inferred from the Epistle, the apparent use made in it of 
the apocryphal book of Enoch, and the reference made to the previous 
teaching of the Apostles. 

2. The state of the church indicated is one not far advanced in his- 
torical development. Those errors which afterwards expanded into 
heresies were as yet in their first stage. The evil men were as yet 
mixed with the church, rocks of danger in their feasts of love. They 
had not yet been marked off and stigmatized : for this very purpose the 
Epistle is written, that they might no longer be latent in the bosom of 
the church. All this points to an early date. 

3. The datum furnished by the apparent allusion to the apocryphal 
book of Enoch, guides us to no certain result. It is even yet matter of 
uncertainty, when that book was written’, So that this consideration 
brings us no nearer to our desired result. 

4. The fact that St. Jude (ver. 17) refers his readers to previous 
teaching by the Apostles, is hardly of more value for our purpose. On 
the one hand the imperfect tense Qeyov (ver. 18) seems to speak of the 
Apostles as if their work was done and they were passed away, they 
used to tell you:" on tbe other hand, it might fairly be used of men who 
were dispersed and carrying on their work in other parte. Then again, 
the language seems necessarily to imply that the readers had for them- 
selves heard the Apostles. No safe inference can be drawn from the 
words that they were written after the apostolic age: nay, the natural 
inference is rather the other way. They appear to point to a time when 
the agency of the Apostles themselves had passed away from the readers, 
but the impress of their warning words had not faded from their 
memories, 

5. Another note of time has been imagined to lie in the circumstance, 

1 See below, $ v. par. 8. 
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that the destruction of Jerusalem is not mentioned in the Epistle. It 
has been replied, that there was no reason why any allusion should 
have been made to that event, as the immediate subject before the 
Writer did not lead him to it. Still I cannot help feeling that the 
reply is not wholly satisfactory. Considering that St. Jude was writing 
to Jews, and citing signal instances of divine vengeance, though he may 
not have been led to mention the judgment of the Flood,—I can hardly 
conceive that he would have omitted that which uprooted the Jewish 
people and polity. 

6. So that on the whole, as De Wette, himself often sceptical on the 
question of the genuineness and antiquity of the N. T. writings, con- 
fesses, there is no reason why we should place our Epistle later than the 
limit of the apostolic age. That it was anterior to the second Epistle 
of Peter, I have already endeavoured to prove (see above, ch. iv. 
§ iii. 3 ff.). 

7. Of the place where this Epistle was written, absolutely nothing is 
known. From its tone and references, we should conjecture that the 
Writer lived in Palestine: but even thus much must be uncertain. 

SECTION V. 

ON THE APOCRYPHAL WRITINGS APPARENTLY REFERRED TO IN THIS 

EPISTLE. 

1. In ver. 14 we have a reference to a prophecy of Enoch, the seventh 
from Adam. This has by many been supposed to indicate an acquaint- 
ance on the part of the Writer with the existing apocryphal “ book of 
Enoch.” It becomes desirable therefore that we should briefly put the 
student in possession of the history and nature of that document. In 
so doing I shall take. my matter partly from Mr. Westcott’s article in 
Dr. Smith’s Biblical Dictionary, partly from a notice by Prof. Volkmar 
(see below): to which sources the reader is referred for further details, 

2. The book appears to have been known to the early fathers, Justin, 
Irenæus, Clem. Alex., and Origen, and we have numerous references to 
it in the “ Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.” Tertullian (de Cult. 
Fem. i. 3, vol. i. p. 1308; & passage well worth the reader’s perusal) 
quotes it as a book not admitted into the Jewish canon, but profitable, 
and indeed to be received by Christians on the ground that “nihil omnino 
rejiciendum est quod pertineat ad nos” and that “legimus, omnem 
scripturam edificationi habilem divinitus inspirari.“ Augustine was 
acquainted with it, as also was an anonymous writer whose work is 
printed among those of Jerome: but during the middle ages it was known, 
to the Western Church only through the (presumed) quotations in our 
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Epistle. The Eastern Church possessed considerable fragments of it, 
incorporated into the Chronographia of Georgius Syncellus (cir. 792). 

3. About the close of the last century, the traveller Bruce brought ~~ 
from Abyssinia the Ethiopic translation of the entire book. An Eng- 
lish version of this translation was published by Archbishop Lawrence 
іп 1821; and the Ethiopic itself in 1838. Since then a more complete 
edition has been published in Germany (Das Bach Henoch, von Dr. A. 
Dilmann, Leipzig, 1853), which is now the standard one, and has given 
rise to the Essays, among others, of Ewald and Hilgenfeld*. 

4: The Ethiopic version appears to have been made from the Greek; 
эз, though wanting a considerable passage quoted by Syncellus, it yet 
agrees in the main with the citations found in the early Fathers. But 

„it is probable that the Greek itself is but a version of a Hebrew original, 
The names of the angels and of the winds betray an Aramaic origin: 
and a Hebrew book of Enoch was known and used by the Jews as late - 
as the thirteenth century. 7 

5. The book consists of revelations purporting to have been given to 
Enoch and to Noah: and its object is, to vindicate the ways of Divine 
Providence: to set forth the terrible retribution reserved for sinners, - 

whether angelic or human: and to “repeat in every form the great prin- 
ciple that the world, natural, moral and spiritual, is under the immediate 

government of God." 
6. “In doctrine," says Mr. Westcott in the article above mentioned, 

*the book of Enoch exhibits а great advance of thought within the 
limits of revelation in each of the great divisions of knowledge. The 
teaching on nature is a eurious attempt to reduce the seattered images 
of the O. T. to a physical system. The view of society and man, of the 
temporary triumph and final discomfiture of the oppressors of God's 
people, carries out into elaborate detail the pregnant images of Daniel. 
The figure of the Messiah is invested with majestic dignity, as the Son 
of God,’ * whose name was named before the sun was made,’ and who 

existed ‘aforetime in the presence of God.’ And at the same time his 
human attributes as the ‘son of man,’ ‘the son of woman,’ ‘ the elect 

one,’ the righteous one,’ ‘the anointed,’ are brought iuto conspicuous 
notice. The mysteries of the spiritual world, the connexion of angels 
and men, the classes and ministries of the hosts of heaven, the power of 
Satan, and the legions of darkness, the doctrines of resurrection, retri- 
bution, and eternal punishment, are dwelt upon with growing earnestness 
as the horizon of speculation was extended by intercourse with Greece., 
But the message of the book is emphatically one of faith and truth: 
and while the Writer combines and repeats the thoughts of Seripture, 

2 See however its merits discussed in an article referred to below, par. 8. 
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The adds no new element to the teaching of the prophets. His errors 
spring from an undisciplined attempt to explain their words, and from a 
proud exultation in present success. For the great characteristic by 
which the book is distinguished from the latter apocalypse of Esdras is 
the tone of triumphant expectation by which it is pervaded.” 

7. The date of the book has been matter of great uncertainty. Abp. 
Lawrenee, and Hofmann, suppose it to have been compiled in the reign 
of Herod the Great: and with this view Gfröær, Wieseler, and Gieseler 
agree. Lücke (Einl. in d. Offenb. Joh. pp. 89 ff.) goes very fully into 
the question, and determines that it consists of an earlier and a later 
portion: the former written early in the Maccabean period, the latter 
in the time of Herod the Great. It is from the former of these that tho 
quotation in our Epistle is taken. 

B. But the whole question of the date has been recently discussed by 
Prof. Volkmar, of Zurich, in the * Zeitschrift der Deutschen morgen- 
ländischen Gesellschaft for 1860. He undertakes to prove the book а 
production of the time of the sedition of Barchochebas (А.р. cir. 132), 
&nd to have been written by one of the followers of Rabbi Akiba, 
the great upholder of that impostor. And certainly, as far as I can 
see, his proof seems not easy to overthrow. In that case, as he remarks 

(p. 991), the book of Enoch was not only of Jewish, but of distinctly 
antichristian origin. But this one point in the progress of his argument 
geems to me debateable. , He assumes that the words cited in our Epistle 
as a prophecy of Enoch are of necessity taken from the apocryphal 
book, and regards it as an inevitable sequence, that if the book of Enoch 
is proved to be of the first half of the second century, the Epistle of Jude 
must be even later. In order however for this to be accepted, we need 
one link supplied, which, it seems to me, Prof. Volkmar has not given 

"We want it shewn, that the passage cited is so interwoven into the 
casual book as necessarily to form a part of it, and that it may not 
itself have been taken from primitive tradition,'or even from the report 
of that tradition contained in our Epistle, 

9. The account of the matter hence deduced would be, that the book, 
in its original groundwork, is of purely Jewish origin, but that it has 
received Christian interpolations and additions., It may be regarded," 
remarks Mr. Westcott, “аз describing an important phase of Jewish 
opinion shortly before the coming of Christ.” If we accept the later 
date, this must of course be modified accordingly. 

There never has been in the church the slightest doubt of the apocry- 
phal character of the book of Enoch. ' The sole maintainer of its autho- 
rity seems to have been Tertullian“: it is plainly described as apocryphal 

3 1. c. above; cf. also de Idololatr. c. 4, vol. i. p. 665, where, after quoting the second 
commandment, he adds, Antecesserat predicens Enoch. . .: and id. c. 15, р. 684, 
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by Origen‘, Augustine“, and Jerome“, and is enumerated among the 

apocryphal books in the Apostolical Constitutions (vi. 16, Migne Patr. 
Gr. vol. i. p. 953)". 

10. The other passage in our Epistle which has been supposed to come 
from ап apocryphal source, viz. the reference to the dispute between the 
archangel Michael and the devil concerning the body of Moses (ver. 9), 
has been discussed in the notes ad loc., апа held morelikely to have been 
& fragment of primitive tradition. 

11. But it yet remains, that something should be said concerning the 
fall of the angels spoken of vv. 6, 7. In the notes on those verses, I have 
mentioned the probability, in my view, that the narrative in Gen. vi. 2 
is alluded to. This impression has been since then much strengthened 
by a very able polemical tract by Dr. Kurtz, the author of the Ge- 
schichte des alten Bundes," in which he has maintained against Heng- 
stenberg the view taken by himself in that work. It seems to me that 
Dr. Kurtz has gone far to decide the interpretation as against any 
reference of Gen. vi. 2 to the Sethites, or of our vv. 6,7 tothe fall of the 
devil and his angels. The exegesis of Hengstenberg and those who 
think with him depends on the spiritual acceptation, in this case, of the 
word éxxopvevvacat, which Kurtz completely disproves. The facts of the 
history of the catastrophe of the cities of the plain render it quite out 
of the question: апа LXX usage, which Hengstenberg cites as decisive 
on his side, is really against him*. And this point being disposed of, 

* Hsc igitur ab initio pravidens spiritus sanctus . . . . prsececinit per antiquissimum 
prophetam Enoch." In Apolog. c. 22 (vol. i. p. 405; but the reference may be to the 
citation by 8t. Jude, not to the original from which it was taken) he speaks even more 
definitely, apparently numbering the book among the litter sanctse. 

* Cont. Cels. v. 54; vol. i. p. 619: zò тё» d» те 'Erbx yeypauuérur, Eriva odd 
афта palveras dvayvobs, 008% yræøploas бт: dv rais éxxAnolas ob dev pipera: bs cia тй 
ёпгуеураиќға тоб Eryx BiBAÍa. Cf. also Hom. xxviii. in Numeros, § 2, vol. ii. р. 384: 
and Spencer’s note on l. c. 

5 De Civ. Dei, xv. 28. 4, vol. vii. p. 470: * Omittamus igitur earum scripturarum 
fabulas, quse apocryphes nuncupantur, eo quod earum occulta origo non claruit patribus, 
а quibus usque ad nos auctoritas veterum Scripturarum certissima et notissima suc- 
cessione pervenit. .... Scripsisse quidem nonnulla divina Enoch illum septimum ab 
Adam negare non possumus, cum hoc in epistola canonica Judas apostolus dicat. Sed 
non frustra non sunt in eo canone Scripturarum qui servabatur in templo Hebrai populi 
succedentium diligentia sacerdotum, nisi quia ob antiquitatem suspecte fidei judicata 
sunt, nec utrum hsec essent, qua ille scripsisset, poterat inveniri, non talibus proferen- 
tibus, qui ea per seriem successionis reperientur rite servasse." 

* In the catalogue of ecclesiastical writers: see the passage cited above, § ii. par. 6. 
7 For more, and very interesting information on the book of Enocb, see the article 

of Volkmar’s above alluded to. 

5 He alleges that Gen. xxxviii. 24 is the only place where dxwoprede is used of саг. 
nal fornication: whereas there are at least six other places, viz. Lev. xxi. 9; хіх. 29 
(bis); Num. xxv. 1; Deut. xxii. 31; Ezek. xvi. 83. See these discussed, and the 
meaning established, in Kurtz, Die Söhne Gottes, u.s. w. p. 47. 
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the whole fabric falls with it: Hengstenberg himself confessing that 
тоўто, in ver. 7, must refer to аууєЛо: above. 

12. That the particulars related in 2 Pet. and our Epistle of the fallen 
angels are found also in the book of Enoch’, is again no proof that the 

Writers of these Epistles took them from that book. Three other solu- 
tions are possible: 1, that the apocryphal Writer took them from our 
Epistles: 2, that their source in each case was ancient tradition: 
8, that the book of Enoch itself consists of separate portions written at 
different times. 

CHAPTER VIII. 

REVELATION. 

SECTION I. 

AUTHORSHIP, AND CANONICITY. 

1. Тнк Author of this book calls himself in more places than one by 
the name John, ch. i. 1, 4, 9, xxii. 8. The general view has been, that 

this name represents St. John the son of Zebedee, the Writer of the 
Gospel and the three Epistles, the disciple whom Jesus loved. 

2. This view rests on external, and on internal evidence. I shall 
first specify both these, and then pass on to other views respecting the 
authorship. And in so doing, I shall at present cite merely those testi- 
monies which bear more or less directly on the authorship. The most 
ancient are the following : 

8. Justin Martyr, Dial. 81, p. 179 (written between A. p. 189 and 161): 
Kal... wap uiv дур Tis, & буора 'ledvvgs, «с Tv dmooróAov тод 
xpurrov, éy droxadupe yevoyévy ойтф x ёту попсу dv. Тероосаћ№у, 
той TG ўретёрю xpurrQ mioteioavras xpoepyrevse, каї perà Tatra THY 
кабоМмктуу xal cvveAóvrt háva: alovíay бдобона$ду бра паутоу ávácTaciv 
yerjo«o0a« kal kpiaw. 
We may mention by the way, that this testimony of Justin is doubly 

important, as referred to by Eusebius, himself no believer in the 
apostolic authorship: H. E. iv. 18: рута dd каї ri Iwavvov dro- 
xadiivews сафёѕ тоё ётостӧЛоо айттуу «усл Aéyov. 

The authenticity and value of the passage of Justin has been dis- 
cussed at considerable length and with much candour by Lücke, Einl. 

* Cf. Kurtz, ibid. pp. 61, 52. 
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pp. 048—656. He, himself a disbeliever in St. John’s authorship, con- 
fesses that it is a genuine and decided testimony in its favour. 

4. Melito, bishop of Sardis (+ cir. 171), is said by Euseb. Н. E. 
iv. 26, to have written treatises (or a trentise, but the plural is more 

likely : &nd во Jer. Catal. 24, vol. ii. p. 867: **de diabolo librum unum, 
de Apocalypsi Joannis librum unum”) on the devil, and on the Apoca- 
lypse of John: каї тё терї то? d a каї тїз droxadupews 'Iodyvov. It 
is fairly reasoned that Eusebius would hardly have failed to notice, sup- 
posing him to have seen Melito's work, any view of his which doubted 
the apostolic origin: and that this may therefore be legitimately taken 
as an indirect testimony in its favour. See Liicke, p. 564; Stuart, p. 
258 ; Davidson, Introd. iii. 540. 

5. Of a similar indirect nature are the two next testimonies. 
Theophilus, bishop of Antioch (+ cir. 180), whose Libri ad Auto- 
lycum are still extant, is said by Euseb. iv. 24 to have written a book 
xpos Ti» alperw “Eppoyévous тї ёлтгүрафзуу xov, dy ф ёк THs droxadvpews 
"Twdyvou kéypyrat paptupiats. 

6. And similarly Eusebius, H. E. v. 18, says of Apollonius (of 
Ephesus? во in the treatise Prædestinatus, cent. v.: see Lücke, p. 567), 
who flourished in Asia Minor at the end of cent. ii., and wrote against 
the Montanists, thereby making his testimony more important: xéypyras 
82 xal paprepiats anò тїз lodvvov dmokaAvjems: кої уєкрӧу St дойра 
eig zpos atro? lodyvov èv тр "Edéow ёутуүёрдо: іоторє. From this latter 
sentence there can be no doubt that Apollonius regarded the Apocalypse 
as the work of John the Apostle. 

7. We now come to the principal second century witness, Irenæus 
(+ eir. 180). Respecting the value of his testimony, it may suffice to 
remind the student that he had been a hearer of Polycarp, the disciple 
of St. John. And this testimony occurs up and down his writings in 
great abundance, and in the most decisive terms. Joannes domini 
discipulus” is stated to have written the Apocalypse in Her. iv. 20. 
11; 30. 4; v. 26. 1; 35. 2, pp. 256, 268, 323, 336: and “ Joannes in 

iv. 21. 3; v. 36. 3, pp. 258, 337. And this John can be no other than 
the Apostle: for he says, iii. 1. 1, p. 174, Iod б рабутўс rod xvpíov 
(in the Latin, as above) ó каї éri тд остӯбоѕ abrod dvameciv, kai аётдѕ 
dd тд cbayyOuov, ly 'Edéoq rìs 'Acías SuarpiBwy. But the most 
remarkable testimony, and one which will come before us again and again 
during the course of these Prolegomena, is in v. 30. 1—3, pp. 328 ff. 

There, having given certain reasons for the number of Antichrist's name 
being 666, he proceeds, тотоу & ойто Ax Hr, kal dy wage rois amovóaiow 

xai ёрхо{ов дутгүр&фо Tov dppod robrov keuiéyov, кай paprupolvrwy айту 
éxeivoy trav кат булу Tov "обуу ёоракбтоу. . . . Then, after some remarks, 
and stating two names current as suiting the number, he concludes, iets 
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ow oix Gronwbuvalopey wept тоў дубратос TOU dyrixpI rod, drroaurdperos 
ВеВаотікос" el yap Be dvasytór TQ viv KUPO курбттесби robo айтоё 
бф éxelvou бу ёрребт тод kal ту daoxdAupw éwpaxdros. odd yàp жрд 
по\ћод xpóvou depabn, dM сує$д» ém тїз Åperépas yeveds, apds TG 
rc Re THS Aop.eruavoó руӣ. 

This is beyond question the most important evidence which has yet 
come before us. And we may observe that it is in no way affected by 
any opinion which we may have formed respecting Irenæus's exegetical 
merits, nor by any of his peculiar opinions. He here merely asserts 
what, if he were & man of ordinary power of collecting and retaining 
facts, he must very well have known for certain. 

8. Keeping at present to the direct witnesses for the authorship by 
St. John, we next come to Tertullian (+ cir. 220). His testimonies 
are many and decisive. 

Adv. Marcion. iii. 14, vol. ii. p. 340: Nam et apostolus Johannes in 
apocalypsi ensem describit ex ore Domini prodeuntem. . . ." 

Ib. 24, p. 356: Hane (colestem civitatem) et Ezekiel novit, et 
apostolus Joannes vidit." 

De Pudicitia 19, p. 1017: * Sed quoniam usque de Paulo, quando 
etiam Joannes nescio quid diverse parti supplaudere videatur, quasi in 
apocalypsi manifeste fornicationi posuerit pænitentiæ auxilium, ubi ad 
angelum Thyatirenorum," &c. 

See also de Resurr. 27, p. 834; de Anima, 8, p. 658; adv. Judsos, 9, 
p. 620; de Cor. Militis, 13, p. 96; adv. Gnosticos, 12, p. 147. 

9. The fragment on the Canon called by the name of Muratori, and 
written cir. 200, says, *et Joannes enim in Apocalypsi licet septem 
ecclesiis scribat, tamen omnibus dicit . . . ," where the context shews 

that the Apostle John must be intended. 
10. Hippolytus, bishop of Ostia (Portus Romanus), cir. 240, in his 

writings very frequently quotes the Apocalypse, and almost always with 
"lwdvvys Aéye. Whom he meant by Чоаууус is evident from one pas- 
sage, De antichristo, c. 36, Migne, Patr. Gr., vol. x. p. 756: Aéye ро, 
paxdpte ойуу, á&móoroAe кої pabyra roù xvpíov, тї «єс каї ўкоосаѕ тері 
Ba HIN. And then he proceeds to quote ch. xvii. 1—18. Multitudes 
of other citations will be found by consulting the index to Lagarde’s 
edition’. And one of his principal works, as specified in the catalogue 
found inscribed on his statue, was ётоЛоуѓа (ог rd, for the word has 
become obliterated, only A being now legible) drip rod xarà I 
evayyeAiou kai droxadvwWews: mentioned also by Jerome, Catal. 61, vol. ii. 
p. 901. 

11. Clement of Álexandria (cir. 200), in his Strom. vi. 18 (106), p 

1 See also his lately-discovered Refutatio omnium heresium, lib. vii. § 36, p. 408, 
ed. Duncker. 
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793 P., says of the faithful presbyter, obros жресВутерос . . . фу тоф «кост 
xal тёстароъ кабебеўтол Üpóvoiws, Os фус dv тў dxokaXoye "Iodyvys. And 
elsewhere he fixes this name as meaning the Apostle, by saying in his 
Quis dives вау. $ 42, p. 959: dxovrov pifov, оё pidov ЁЛ бута Aóyov, 
жері Twdvvov ToU &тоттбАо» wapadeSopévov . . . dred} yap rod Tvpáyvov 
re eurjouyros ётӧ тўс Idruov ris vijoov pergAOev ёті r3» "Edecor. . : 
and then he proceeds to tell the well-known story of St. John and the 
young robber. 

12. Origen, the scholar of Clement (+ cir. 238), who so diligently 
enquired into and reported any doubts or disputes about the canonicity 
and genuineness of the books of the ЇЧ. T., appears not to have known 
of any which regarded the Apocalypse. In а passage of his Commentary 
on St. Matt. preserved by Euseb. Н. E. vi. 25, he says, ri & rept тоб 
ávarecórros Axe ext тд ттїбо< ToU "сой, "Ieávvov, $$ eùayyéuov tv 
като отеу, Spodoyav Svvacbat rocatra ovre å ob ô кборосѕ урта 
Buivaro; eypaye St xal Tij dwroxdcAupy, keAevaÜeis салгал kai pù yparyas 
was tay érrà Dpovrüv dvds. 

We have also this remarkable testimony in his Commentary on 
Matt. tom. xvi. 6, vol. v. p. 719 f.: xai rò Ватнора Вазтісбпсоу ol Too 
ZeBedaiov viol, ётеікер“Нро$пє pèv åréxrewev "IdxoBov tov 'Iodyvov paxaipg, 
ó & “Pupaiwy Bacuve’s, @ ў) vapábDoou Sddoxe, катекасє тоду Iodvvgv 
paprupowra 84 dy ri &Атбєга< Adyov elc Патдоу tiy vijrov. Sed 08 
TÀ rep ToU paprvpiov abro? ойуур, ил Хушу Tis abróv xaredixave, dor 
ё тї Arosa hie Taira, "Ey Ii. . . TOU «oo (Rev. i. 9), xal và 
éfjs. каї loxe rjv дзгока@\лдл» dy тў vijow тедеоркёи. 

And Origen again repeatedly cites the Apocalypee without the least 
indication of doubt as to its author: as may be seen by consulting any 
of the indices to the editions. His procedure in this case forms a 
striking contrast to that in the case of the Epistle to the Hebrews: see 
Prolegg. to this vol. ch. i. § i. 16—23. 

18. Still keeping to those Fathers who give definite testimony as to 
the authorship, we come to Victorinus, bishop of Pettau in Pannonia, 

who suffered martyrdom under Diocletian in 303. His is the earliest 
extant commentary on the Apocalypse. On ch. x. 4, he says (see Migne, 
Patr. Lat., vol. v. p. 333), * Sed quia dicit se scripturum fuisse (Joannes) 
quanta locuta fuissent tonitrua, id est, quecunque in yeteri testamento 
erant obscura prædicata, vetatur ea scribere sed relinquere ea signata, 

quia est Apostolus. . . . . " 
And afterwards, on “ oportet autem te iterum prophetare," Hoc est, 

propterea quod quando hse Joannes vidit, erat in insula Pathmos, in 
metallo damnatus a Domitiano Cesare. Ibi ergo vidit Apocalypsin: et 
eum jam senior putaret se per passionem accepturum receptionem, inter- 
fecto Domitiano omnia judicia ejus soluta sunt, et Joannes de metallo 
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dimissus, sic postea tradidit hanc eandem quam acceperat a Deo 
Apocalypsin.“ 

14. Ephrem Syrus (+ cir. 378), the greatest Father in the Syrian 
church, repeatedly in his numerous writings cites the Apocalypse as 
canonical, and ascribes it to John: see the reff. in Stuart’s Introduc- 
tion, p. 271. In the Greek translation of his works, we read in the 
second Homily on the Second Advent of the Lord, caßòbs dxovopey ToU 
droordAov Aéyovros, and then he quotes Rev. xxi. 4, 5: vol. ii. p. 248, 
ed. Assem. See Liicke, Einl. p. 598, note. 
Now these citations are the more remarkable, because the old Syriac 

or Peschito version does not contain the Apocalypse: as neither indeed 
apparently did the later or Philoxenian version originally, nor its re- 
publication by Thomas of Harkel (see Liicke, p. 598). It may fairly 
be asked then, How came Ephrem by his Syriac version of the Apoca- 
lypse (for he seems not to have been acquainted with Greek)? And, 
How came the Peschito to want the Apocalypse, if it was held to be 
written by the Apostle ? 

15. It would exceed the limits of these Prolegomena to enter into 
the answers to these questions, which have been variously given: by 
Hug and Thiersch, that the Peschito originally contained the book, and 
that it only became excluded in the fourth century through the influence 
of the schools of Antioch and Nisibis: by Walton and Wichelhaus, that 
the Peschito was made in the first century, when as yet the Apocalypse 
had not won its way among the canonical books: by Hengstenberg, that 
the Peschito was not made till the end of the third century, after the 

objections against the apostolicity of the book had been raised by 
Dionysius of Alexandria“. 

16. These answers are all discussed by Liicke, Einl. pp. 597—605, and 
severally rejected. His own solution is by no means eatisfactory as to 
the former of the two questions,—how Ephrem came by his Syriae 
version. The latter he answers by postponing the date of the recep- 
tion of the Apocalypse into the canon till after the publication of the 
Peschito, i. e. аз now generally acknowledged, the end of the second 
century. 

17. Epiphanius, bishop of Salamis in Cyprus at the end of the fourth 
century, cites the Apocalypse as written by the Apostle. In combating 
ihe Alogi, who rejected the gospel of John and the Apocalypse, he 
speaks much and warmly of that book, and says among other things 
(Her. li. 35, p. 457), of re бую: трофӯтол kai of d yt ётбетоХо:, èv ols 
кої ö dyios 'lodyvgs 814 тоў ebayyeMov каї tov ётістоАбу кай ijs árokaAd- 
Ves ёк rob айтой ҳарісротоѕ тоў dyíov ueradddwxe: and ib. 32, p. 455, 

3 See belcw, parr. 47 ff. 
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having cited 1 Cor. xv. 52, he proceeds, cvvgSovros тойлуу тоб &rocróAov 
TQ буйр &roaróAo 'Iodyyy è тў d roc moia tis Ўтоћейтєто dvridoyia ; 

18. Basil the Great (+ 378), adv. Eunomium ii. 14, vol. i. p. 249, 
says, тй лара ToU йуѓоо mvevparos Su той џакаріоо 'Imáyvov A 
Oévra. zuin, бт èv ёру y ô Adyos x. r. A., and afterwards, d abrós uiv 
6 ebayyeucTis & ётёрә XG, Tod тогото Fv тд onpawdpeov Base, 
єЇтшу, 6 фу каї ö Ñv кої ô таутократор, Rev. i. 8. 

19. Hilary of Poictiers (＋ 368), in his Prologue to the Psalms, says 
(c. 6, vol. i. p. 5), “ita beati Johannis Apocalypsi docemur: et angelo 
Philadelphiæ Ecclesie scribe.” So also in his Enarratio in Ps. i. 12, 
р. 26, “sanctus Joannes in Apocalypsi testatur, dieens, Rev. xxii. 2." 
Stuart cites from p. 891 of the Paris edn. of 1693,—* et ex familiaritate 
Domini revelatione cœlestium mysteriorum dignus Johannes *.” 

20. Athanasius (4- 373) in his Orat. i. contra Arianos, § i. 11, vol. i. 
(ii. Migne) p. 327, cites John i. I, and then says, xoi dy aroxadkipa табе 
Aéyet, ö by каї б Tjy кої б épxóp.evos. 

21. Gregory of Nyssa, brother of Basil the Great (+ 395), in his 
discourse, “In suam ordinationem," vol. iii. p. 646, Migne, says, /jkovoa 
Tov chayyeu r "lodyvov év aroxpidos mpós robs rotourous St aiviyparos 

- Aéyovros Фф Sedov áxpiBüs (éew py mdvroc rö wveipari, xarejóx0a 8ё тү 
aͤuaprig . Sedov yàp hold do yrvxpós f) (єстбс, x. r. A. Rev. їп, 15. Of 
course this cannot mean that the Revelation is what we now commonly 
know as an apocryphal book, or, as Lücke remarks, the sentence would 
contradict itself: but amóxpv$a here is equivalent to иостікй or трофлутека : 
in the same way as Dion. Areop. De Eccl. Hierarch. iii. 4, vol. i. p. 287, 
calls the book тўи кръфйа» xol ростікђу érojíavy ro? tay pabyrav ayaryrot 
каї Üeaeoíov. 

22. Didymus (4- 394) in his Enarr. in Epist. i. Joann. iv. 1, 2, p. 
1795, says, * Et in apocalypsi frequenter Joannes (the writer of the 
Epistle) propheta vocatur." 

23. Ambrose (+ 397) constantly cites the Apocalypse as the work 
of the Apostle John: e. р. De virginitate 14 (86), vol. iii, p. 284: 
* Quomodo igitur adscendamus ad ccelum, docet Evangelista qui dicit 
Et duxit me Spiritus in montem magnum, &c." Rev. xxi. 10: and De 
Spiritu Sancto iii. 20 (153), p. 697, ** Sic enim habes, dicente Johanne 
evangelista Et ostendit mihi flumen aque vive, &c." Rev. xxii. 1 ff. 

24. Augustine (+ 430) uses every where the Apocalypse as a 
genuine production of the Apostle and Evangelist John. Thus we 
have, Ep. lv. (ехїх.) 6 (10), vol. ii. p. 209, * Joannes apostolus in 
apocalypsi: De Civ. Dei xx. 7. I, vol. vii. p. 666, Joannes Evangelista 
in libro qui dicitur apocalypsis.” In Joan. Tract. xxxvi. 5, vol. iii. 

3. I have sought in vain for this citation in the Paris edition of 1631, and in ite index, 
and have not access to the edn. of 1693. 
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p. 1665,—“ in Apocalypsi ipsius Joannis cujus est hoc evangelium :” see 
also Tract. xiii. 2, p. 1493; De peccat. mer. ii. 7 (8), vol. x. p. 156; 
de Trinit. ii. 6 (11), vol. viii. p. 852, &c.* 

25. Jerome (＋ 420), adv. Jovin. i. 26, vol. ii. p. 280, speaks of the 
Apostle John as also being a prophet, “ vidit enim in Pathmos insula, in 
qua fuerat а Domitiano principe ob Domini martyrium relegatus, apoca- 
lypsin, infinita futurorum mysteria continentem." And then follows, as 
also in his Catal. 9, vol. ii. p. 845, see below, $ ii. par. 12, Irenseus’s 
aceount of the place and time of writing the book. 
We shall have to adduce Jerome again in treating of the canonicity. 

And now that we have arrived at the beginning of the fifth century, the 
latter question becomes historically the more important of the two, and 
indeed the two are henceforth hardly capable of being treated apart. 

26. Before we pass to the testimonies against the authorship by the 
Apostle and Evangelist St. John, let us briefly review the course of 
evidence which we have adduced in its favour. It will be very instruc- 
tive to compare its character with that of the evidence for the Pauline 
authorship of the Epistle to the Hebrews, as collected in the Prolego- 
mena to that Epistle. 

27. There we found that, while there prevailed in the great majority 
of the more ancient Fathers a habit, when they are speaking loosely, or 
ad populum, of citing the Epistle as the work of St. Paul,—on the one 
hand, all attempts fail to discover any general ecclesiastical tradition to 
this effect: and on the other, the greatest and ablest of these writers 
themselves, when speaking guardedly, throw doubt on the Pauline 
authorship, while some of them set it aside altogether. In course of 
time, we there also found, the habit of citing the Epistle as St. Paul's 

became more general; then sprung up assertion, more and more strong, 
that it veritably was his: till at last it was made an article of faith to 
believe it to be so. So that the history of opinion in that case may be 
described as the gradual growing up of a belief which was entirely void 
of general reception in the ancient church. 

28. We are not yet prepared to enter on the whole of the corre- 
sponding history of opinion in this case: but as far as we have gone, 
it may be described as the very converse of the other. The apostolic 
authorship rests on the firmest traditional ground. We have it assured 
to us by one who had companied with men that had known St. John 
himself: we have it held in continuous succession by Fathers in all 

4 It hardly appears fair in Lücke to lay а stress on such expressions as this “ipsius 
Joannis cujus est," as implying that Augustine thought it necessary to protest by 
implication against the opposite view. There is nothing in the expression which he 
might not very well have said in speaking of the Acts as related to the Gospel of St. 
Luke: in which case there was no doubt. 
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parts of the church. Nowhere, in primitive times, does there appear 
any counter-tradition on the subject. We have nothing corresponding 
to the plain testimonies of Tertullian in favour of Barnabas, or of 
Origen that there was an icropía come down that Clement of Rome or 
St. Luke had written the Epistle. In subsequent paragraphs we shall 
see how variation of opinion was first introduced, and why. 

29. But before doing so, it will be well to complete this portion of 
our enquiry, by mentioning those early writings and Fathers which, 
though they do not expressly state who was the author of the book, yet 
cite it as canonical, or at all events shew that they were acquainted with 
and approved it. 

80. Among these the very earliest have been matter of considerable 
question. The supposed allusions in Polycarp, for instance, though 
strongly maintained by Hengstenberg, are really so faint and distant, 
that none but an advocate would ever have perceived them. Such are, 
e. g. the expression in Polyc. ad Phil. c. 1, p. 1005, Migne, Acos bpiv к. 
elo mapà Geo sovrokpáropos, seeing that 6 таутократор is as a N. T. 
word confined to the Apocalypse, being in 2 Cor. vi. 18 cited from the 
O. T.:—in p. 1012, c. 8, pnra otv уєуфреба тїз тороу) avrov, because 
in Rev. we find ) dropovy [усо], (i. 9, rec.) iii. 10. But so do we in 
2 Thess. iii. 5: indeed it need not be an allusion at all, being a very 
obvious expression. Апа Hengstenberg's next instance, which he calls 
as good as an express citation of the Apocalypse as an inspired writing, 
с. 6, p. 1012, otrus o дооМесореу aire pera póßov кай macys cba Heias, 
cal) abris дфуєте{Хато, kal of ebDayyeodpevot pâs &хтботоАо, xai ol 
apopyras of wpoxnpigayres Tijv EXevoww ToU Kupiov pay, is in reality no 
instance at all, the citation being from Heb. xii. 28, and the following 

words being just as applicable to St. James and St. Jude, as to St. John. 
Nay, Hengstenberg’s argument has two edges: for if the allusion here be 
to the Apocalypse, then we have a most important early witness to its 
not having been written by an Apostle. 

31. The passages which Hengstenberg brings from the Epistle of the 
Church of Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycarp, are even more 
uncertain and far-fetched’ Such advocacy is much to be lamented : it 
tends to weaken instead of strengthening the real evidence. 

5 They are these: in c. 2, p. 1032, Migne, we read, wpocéxorres Tfj ToU xpurroü 
xáprri тё» koc kr kaTeQpórovr Bacárer, 8:4 pâs ёраѕ thy alório» кфАаану ekayopa- 
(éperor kal Tb wip Ду abrois vx, Tò тё» ёттубу Bacanotéy, xpd ёфбалиау yàp 
elxov ve tò aldv e ко} undéwore oBervipevory т?р, supposed to be an allusion to 
Rev. xiv. 9—11. But why not to Mark ix. 44 ff. and parallels? In c. 17, p. 1041, 
ó 83 Ari Mos ка) Báckaros ка} жоупрбѕ, ё àvrireſueros Tẹ убуе r&y Dwalcr, Bay Tò 

péyeðos abrod тӯз naprupías, kal riy dw’ àpxis dven(Anaroy mortelar, doreparepdvor 

re TQ THs ёфдарс(аз orepdvy . . „ supposed to refer to Rev. ii. 10, but why not to 
1 Cor. іх. 25? There might be a referenco, which Н. han not noticed, in ô å» Tixeluevos 
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82. The next testimony produced is however of a very different kind. 
It is that of Papias, of whom Iren., Her. v. 33. 4, p. 333, in adducing 

the traditional words of our Lord respecting the millennial abundance of 
the earth, says, ratra 9€ xal Ilarias lodvyov uiv åkovorýs, IIoAvkdpzov 

de ératpos yeyovds, dpxatos åvýp, éyypddxos émaprvpét dv Tj rerdpry Tüv 
афтод BIM ёст: yap abr mévre В.В№Ма owreraypéva. It is well 
known that Eusebius, in his famous chapter, H. E. iii. 39, attempts to 

set aside this 'Iodvvov dxovorys by citing from Papias himself his asser- 
tion that he set down in his work what he had heard as the sayings 
of the Apostles, naming St. John among them. But there is nothing 
to prevent his having united both characters, — that of a hearer, and that 
of a collector of sayings: and Irenæus, the scholar of Polycarp, is 
hardly likely to have been mistaken on such а point. Now regarding 
Papias, ав & witness for the Apocalypse, we have a scholium of Andreas, 
of Cappadocia, at the end of the fifth century (see Lücke, p. 525 
note), printed in substance in Cramer's Catena, p. 176, at the begin- 
ning of the commentaries on the Apocalypse: тері uiv rod Ücorvevorov 
vis BiBAov trepyrróv. pyxivew tov Adyov ўуобиеба, Tov ракарішу Гртуоріох 
dpi тоў Oeodrdyou каї KvpiAXov, mposére T€ каї тфу apxatorépwy Паттќоо, 
Eipyvaiov, Med od ov xal 'ImroAvrov тайтү Tposuaprvpovvrov тд a£imwrrov: 
wap dv cat ue то\Айс AaBovres афорийс els rovro MD, кадо ёу 
riot Toros хрусєѕ Tovrov таредёџєда. And accordingly, on Rev. xii. 
7—9, he expressly cites Papias’s work: Marrias & otrws ёті тў 
Aé£eos*, x. r. A. 

83. There seems to be ample proof here that Papias did maintain, 
as from what we otherwise know we should expect, the inspiration, i. e. 
the canonicity of the book. All that has been argued on the other side 
seems to me to fail to obviate the fact, or to weaken the great import- 
ance of this early testimony. See the whole discussed at length in 
Stuart, pp. 250—254: Lücke, рр. 524—546: Hengstenberg, pp. 101 — 
116. I may be permitted to say, that both the last-mentioned Com- 
mentators have suffered themselves to be blinded as to the real worth of 
the evidence by their zeal to serve each his own hypothesis. 

84. The Epistle of the churches of Lyons and Vienne to the churches 
of Asia and Phrygia concerning the persecution which befell them under 
Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 177, is preserved by Eusebius, Н. E. v. 1, 2. 

The citations in it from the Apocalypse are unmistakable. In speak- 

TQ yéve: r dialer, to Rev. xii. 17: but it is at best ancertain. In c. 20, p. 1044, 
17000 хрістоб, $ 7) 86га, Tinh, крітоѕ, peyakwotrn, els aiGvas, duhy, which, H. says, is 

from Rev. v.18. This really is not worth an answer. 
* Surely this expression, éwl ris Аф еш, meets Lücke's very improbable notion 

(p. 530 f.) that the extract which follows had no reference to the passage in the text of 
the Apocalypse. 
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ing of the martyr, Vettius Epagathus, they say, qv yap xal бот: yvi h, 
Xpurrod pabyrys ákoXovÜüv тф ёруйр блох йу Ўтаүр (Rev. xiv. 4). They 
account for the rage of the Pagans against the Christians by its being 
the fulfilment of Rev. xxii. 11, iva ў ypady «тАробі), б dvopos ёуортсбто 
eri каї ò Sixatos іколобуто ёти". They call Christ ô ттд к. dAnOuds 
páprvs, and б mpwréroxos тФу vexpüv, expressions manifestly taken from 
Rev. i. 5, iii. 14. See Lücke, pp. 567, 568. 

35. The testimony of Polycrates of Ephesus, in Euseb. H. E. v. 24, 
concerning the burial of St. John in Ephesus, has been pressed by 
Hengstenberg into the service of the canonicity of the Apocalypse, but 
is far too uncertain in meaning to be fairly introduced*. See Hengstb., 
pp. 125—129: and Lücke, pp. 568—571. 

36. Cyprian (cir. 250) repeatedly refers to the Apocalypse, and un- 
hesitatingly treats it as part of Holy Scripture. In Ep. xiii. 1, p. 260, 
he says, maxime cum scriptum sit Memento unde cecideris, et ago 
penitentiam," Rev. ii. 5; see also Ep. xxviii. 1, p. 300, lii. (ad Anto- 
nianum Ep. x., Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. iii.) 22, p. 787. In Ep. xxvi. 4, 
p. 293, he cites the Apocalypse as on a level with the Gospels: “tuba 
Evangelii sui nos excitat Dominus dicens, Qui plus diligit patrem, 
бе. . . . : et iterum, Beati qui persecutionem passi fuerint, &c. . . .: et, 
Vincenti dabo sedere super thronum meum, &c." Rev. iii. 21. 

In Ep. lii. ubi supra, penitentiam non agenti Dominus comminatur; 
Habeo, inquit, adversus te multa, &c." Rev. ii. 20. 

De lapsis, c. 27, p. 488, ipse quoque Dominus præmoneat et præstruat 
dicens Et scient omnes ecclesie, &c. . . ." Rev. ii. 28. 

De opere et eleem. c. 14, p. 611, * Audi in Apocalypsi Domini tui 
vocem . . . . Dicis, inquit, dives sum, &c. . . ." Rev. iii. 17. The 
opening chapters of the treatise, De Exhortatione Martyrii, consist of 
Scripture testimonies strung together. In them he cites the Apocalypse 

7 Some think this refers to Dan. xii. 10. But the words there are very different, 
and not in this grammatical construction: and as the Epistle undeniably quotes the 
Apocalypse elsewhere, it is far more natural to believe them to come from it. This 
being so, the words fra 4 ypaph тАзрю@ў аге very important. Lücke himself acknow- 
ledges this; supposing however that Ireneus and the Asiatic Greeks who came over 
into Gaul, brought with them tbe belief of the canonicity into the Gallican churches. 
Such a concession is not to be despised. 

з Hengstb. maintains that in the words, "ойуу: б ёх) ть ттўбоз ToU kvplov ara- 
reo, bs Lexion lepeds Tb wéradov тефорекӧз ка} udprvs xal 8:84скаћоѕ, the udprus 
alludes to the paprupla of Rev. i. 9, and the lepebs x. r. A. to his having penetrated the 

Apocalyptic mysteries. It is obvious that nothing can be more unsafe than to reason on 

such hypotheses. Lücke's view which refers the udprus to the exile at Patmos, and tho 

other to St. John's position as patriarch of the Asiatic churches, is just as likely. Nay, 

with regard to udprvs, is not a third view more likely still? For if he was banished 

to Patmos, 8:4 rh» papruplay "1700$, the uaprupía preceded and occasioned the exile, 

and means his preaching and testimony in Ephesus or elsewhere. 
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as Scripture, c. 2, 3, 8, pp. 657 f., 661 (“e. in Apocalypsi eadem loquitur 
' divine predicationis hortatio dicens"), 10, 11, 12. The eame is the 

case in the Libri Testimoniorum. 

Besides these places Stuart quotes from his works, p. 168, “ Aquas 

namque populos significare in Apocalypsi Scriptura divina declarat, 

dicens, Адпа, &c." Rev. xvii. 15. 

87. Athanasius’ (+ cir. 373) gives in his 23rd éxurroAy ёортастікт, 

Opp. Pars ii. vol. ii. p. 156, & list of the books of the sacred canon, 

dividing them into three classes : the first of these being the canonical, 

which are the sources of salvation : in which only is the true doctrine of 

religion declared, to which no man can add, and from which none can 
take away: the second ecclesiastical—such as may be read in the church 
for edification, but are not inspired: the third, apocryphal, written hy 

heretics, and supposititious. In the first class he places the Apocalypse: 
and in his writings accordingly he refers to it frequently“. 

88. In Chrysostom’s own works we have no comments on the Apo- 

ealypse, nor any distinct references to it as Scripture. That he was 
acquainted with it, plainly appears from such passages as that in Hom. i. 
on Matt. § 8, vol. vii. p. 23, ed. Migne, where in speaking of the heavenly 
city, he says, катанаборєу оўу abris тё бера, ras wvAas ris årò 
салгфероу kal papyapvrüv ovyKepevas. 

Suidas says under 'Iodyyys, dex erat 8 б Xpvodoropos кої ras ёлиттоАд< 
афтод rpeis, кой rij ётокаћлјлу. 

89. I recur again to Jerome's testimony*. In his letter to Paulinus, 
Ep. liii he gives the whole sacred canon. And in including the Apo- 
calypse in it, he remarks, § 8, vol. і. p. 280, ** Apocalypsis Joannis tot 
habet sacramenta quot verba. Parum dixi pro merito voluminis. Laus 
omnis inferior est. In verbis singulis multiplices latent intelligentiæ.“ 
In his Comm. on Ps. cxlix., vol. vii. App. p. 1267, Migne, he says, 
“legimus in Apocalypsi Joannis, que in ecclesiis legitur et recipitur ; 
neque enim inter apocryphas scripturas habetur, sed inter ecclesiasticas." 

In his Ep. to Dardanus, $ 8 (vol. і. p. 971), we have the passage 
cited at length in the Proleg. to the Epistle to the Hebrews, 6 i. par. 74, 
in which he says, **quod si eam (the Ep. to the Heb.) Latinorum con- 
suetudo non recipit inter scripturas canonicas, nec Grecorum quidem 
ecclesie Apocalypsin Joannis eadem libertate suscipiunt . et tamen nos 
utramque suscipimus, nequaquam hujus temporis consuetudinem, sed 
veterum scriptorum auctoritatem sequentes, qui plerumque utriusque 
abutuntur testimoniis, non ut interdum de apocryphis facere solent, quippe 
qui et gentilium literarum raro utantur exemplis, sed quasi canonicis." 

9 See above, par. 20. 
1 See contra Arianos, i. 11, vol. i. (ii. Migne) р. 827; iv. 28, p. 606 f.; Ep. i. ad Serap, 

2, p. 547, &c. 
3 Bee above, par. 26. 
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40. It is hardly worth while to cite later and less important authori- 
ties on this side. They will be found enumerated in Stuart, Introd. 

p. 276 : Davidson, p. 545 : and still more at length in Lücke, pp. 638 ff. 
Of the general tendency of later tradition I shall speak below, par. 68. 

41. I now come to consider those ancient authorities which impugn 
the apostolicity and canonicity of the book. 

42. First among these in point of time, though not of importance, 
are the Antimontanists or Alogi of the end of the second and beginning 
of the third century (see Epiphan. Her. li. 32 ff. pp. 455 ff.: Neander, 
Kirchengesch. i. 2, p. 907) who rejected the writings of St. John. ob 
aifcivra: 5: dv, says Epiphanius, of тогото. xarà rd Üxü тод dylou 
"Iodyvov cipnudrwv èforMgópevoi, vouilovres pý wn dpa Sivevra: ri å\ńýðeav 
éyarpéret . . . . þáokovo: è xara ris dronadwrens ride xX«válovres 

. . Then follow their objections against the book, which are entirely 
of a subjective character: тё pe Фф ý токал "Ioárvov, AC ov 
pou жері érra áyyéuw xal érra codsiyyw ; and again, $áoxovow dyrt- 
Aéyovres, Gre elne wd Графоу те фүүбмр тў txaAnoias TQ dy. Gvareipow- 
xal ox én ёк& exxAnola xpurruwüv фу @vareipy. жӧс ov ёурафе тӯ uj 
обор : &е. To these apparently Dionysius of Alexandria, presently to 
be cited, alludes, when he says (ut infra, par. 48), rwés pay ody v xpd 
z ud 9бётусау cal дуєскехитау тбутү тд BHM, kaf катто xedddatov 
BuvÜívovres, dyvwordv тє кай dov\éywrov dropaivovres. Melde тє riv 
déxcypadiy, "ledyvov yàp ойк «уол Aéyovaw, GAN’ об droxddupy Фи, 
туу сфӧдрф kal таң xexoduppérny TQ тїз &yvoías wapawerdcpare коў 
oby Saws тӧу d&xocrÓey туб, ФМА ойб Aws rav de 7) raw ётӧ ris 
éxxAnoias rovrov yeyovlvat sowjriv ToU ovyypaypatos. KExpwÜovy 8 тд» 
cai ёж éxeivou к\Өдесау KupwÜwucy» ovoryodjevov «їрє, dE r 
exipypica Oedycayra TQ avroð xAdopare буора. тобто yàp «уш тӯѕ 
&8arxadias abro? тд Séypa, eriyeov EreoPa tiv тоё Христо Вас:Леіау, 
кой áp abrós épéyero didovduaros bv кой жайуу старккф, фу тоўтоң буш- 
poroMiy iver Ga, yaar pos кої Tov iO уастёра mao ovalis, rourèori arias 
xal Tórow kal уйдо, kal & dy eddmuórepov таўта u sropuetaÜa:, éoprais 
kai G v,, кої lepeimv сфауоїс. 

48. I have considered it important to quote this passage at length, 
as giving ап account of the earliest opponents to the authenticity of the 
Apocalypse and of the reason of their opposition. The student may 
farther follow out the account of these Alogi in Epiphanius, l.c. They 
have been very lightly разво] over by Lücke (p. 582) and others, who 
are not willing that their procession of opponents to the apostolic author- 
ship should be led by persons whose character is во little creditable, 
But the fair enquirer will not feel at liberty thus to exclude them. 
They were perhaps more outspoken and thorough, perhaps also lese 
learned and cautious than those who follow: but their motives of oppo- 
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sition were of the same kind: and it is especially to be noted, as a 
weighty point in the evidence, that, being hostile to the aathority of 
the writings commonly received as those of the Apostle John, they in 
their time conceived it necessary to destroy the credit of the Apocalypse 
as well as that of the Gospel. 

44. The Roman presbyter Caius,  Аоуштатос$ výp according to 
Euseb. vi. 20, who lived in the Episcopate of Zephyrinus (i. e. 196— 
219), wrote а polemical dialogue against the Montanist Proclus, of 
which a fragment has been preserved by Eusebius iii. 28, speaking out 
still more plainly : dM каї Куридос б &, azokoAXvijeuy às ®тд dero A 
peyáXov yeypappévoy reparodoyias piv @ 8¢ dyyéAov айтф Sedecypévas 
evddpevos ётєѕбує, Acyun/ peta riy. àváaraaw eriyeov «усі тд BaaíXewv 
rod дритто©' kal H тураа xal dove èv ‘Iepovoadnp Tijv сірка 
woAtrevopevyv SovAevey. Kal ёубрӧѕ irdpywv rais урофаїс то? бєо®, dp) 
XYAtovracrias фу уара ёортӯѕ Oh N Aéyet уѓуєсбал. 

45. Some, as Hug, al., have in vain endeavoured to persuade us that 

some other book is here meant, and not the Apocalypse of John. No 
such work is to be traced, though we have very full accounts of Cerin- 
thus from Irenæus (Her. i. 26, p. 105) and Epiphanius (Her. xxviii. 
pp. 110 f£): and neither the plural токолдор (which is also used by 
Dionysius, as cited below, of our apocalyptic visions), nor the exaggerated 
account of the earthly Kingdom as promised (see the same in the objec- 
tions of the Alogi as cited by Dionysius above) can have the least 
weight in inducing us to concur in such a supposition. 

46. When Lücke sets aside Caius in the same category as the Alogi, 
as having equally little to do with ecclesiastical tradition, we cannot 
help seeing. again the trick of a crafty partisan wishing to get rid of an 
awkward ally. 

47. Undoubtedly the weightiest objector to the canonicity of the 
Apocalypse in early times is Dionysius, the successor next but one to 
Origen in the presidency of the catechetical school of Alexandria, and 
afterwards bishop of that see (А.р. 247). This worthy scholar of Ori- 
gen (see Neander, Kirchengesch. i. p. 1229 f.) remained ever attached 
to him, loving and honouring him: and wrote him a letter of consola- 
tion when he was thrown into prison in the Decian persecution. This 
Dionysius, as he himself tells us, had become a believer in the Gospel 
by & course of free investigation, and unbiassed examination of all 
known systems: and after his conversion, he remained true to this 
principle as a Christian and as a public teacher. He read and examined 
without bias all the writings of heretics, and did not reject them, until 
he was thoroughly acquainted with them, and was in a situation to 
confute them with valid arguments. While he was thus employed, one 
of the presbyters of his church warned him of the harm which his own 
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soul might take by so much contact with their impure doctrines, Of 
this danger, he says, he was himself too conscious: but while pondering 
on what had been said to him he was determined in his course by a 
heavenly vision (брама бебтерттоу wposeX0óv. ётёрросё pe): and a voice 
distinctly said to him, * Read every thing that comes into thy hands: for 
thou art well able to judge and prove them all (xdow ivróyxave ols dy 
els xeipas AdBors’ SuevOivew yap каста kai Soxpdlav Llcaròs ef): indeed 
such was at the first the source of thine own faith." And, he says, *I 
received the vision as agreeing with the apostolic saying (&roeroAuxjj фикр) 
which says to the strong (rovs óvrarwrépovs) Гіуєсдє dd. тралге{та.” 

48. The notices left us of Dionysius in the seventh book of Eusebius, 
entirely correspond with the above. And the judgment which he passes 
on the Apocalypse is characterized by sound discretion and moderation. 
I give it at length. 

After the passage already cited in par. 42, he proceeds (Eus. H. E. 
vii. 25): “Kat yàp ef pù cuvinust, GAN trove’ ye vovv тшй Babvrepov 
Фукєсбо rois pypacw. Ox iy taŭra шетрёу xal kp(yov oy pẹ, тісте 
82 M уёроу, reha ) tr ёдо® KaradndOqvar vevópaxa* Kai ob 
d roò oc rubra & pů avveopaka, avito & paddov Orc pù kal. elBoy." 
Erd тобто Tiv Аи tis ёлокаћ№лрвас̧ Васауітос урафу, ddvvarov $ 
abr xarà Thy проҳєроу ёлодеіёаѕ уовстдол Sudvouv, ётифёре. Мушу 
“ ХуутеАёсгаѕ $) rd, ùs «bre, ту профлтєіоу, parapiet ó профіттк 
rovs T€ фуАйттоутас айту, xol $) xol éavróv. Maxdpws yáp dmow б 
rp то Aóyovs Tis xpodyteias rod ifiov rovrov Kayo ойуур ô 
RAe xai dxovwv тайта. Kae piv оўу atrov Id, xoi elvai 
Tiv ypadiv 'Ioárvov тайт, obe dvrepd. “Aylou piv үйр elvai twos каї 
Gcoxvercrou ovvawd. Où py рас dy cuvbduny rovrov «уо тду ётд- 
стоћоу, Tov хібу ZeBedaiov, tov ё$єАфду Ia o, оў тд ebayyéuov TÒ xara 
"ойууру excyeypappévoy, kal ў ётигтоћ ў kafoAucj. 'Тєкдайродал yap ёк 
re ToU lovs ёкатёроу, xai ro toy Aóywv «8015, кай THs ToU В Вох die- 
ay Aeyouévys, py TOv айтду «усл. O pèv yap edayyduoris офдаро® 
TÒ буора abro) rapeyypape, ovde knpisa« долутбу, ovre 8:0 тоў edayyeAlov, 
eire (à rìs exurrodjjs.” Elf brogds, хами rubra Aéye, “ Побууу 8 
офбадоў oU0€ Gs тєрї davrod obde ós пері érépov: б $ туў dwroxdAupy 
ypdáxas, cb тє ёолтду èv арх) wpotdcoe: “AroxdAwis LU Xpurro? fv 
Buxey ойтф 86а: Tois бо0Лос аўто èv Táye Kai éojpaver d ro re 
&à тоё dyyéAov айтоў тф бойАф abro) "Iodyvy, 85 ёрартіртасє rov AC ToU 
Oeod кой rijv paptupiay афто? бета eld ey. Elra cal ётигтоћђу ypade "Iodvvgs 
rais érrà éxxAnotas rois фу тр Aciq, дарь du xol epin. O dé ye eday- 
yuorys, оў$4 ris кабоћмкӣѕ er троёуродрєу avroð тд буора, d 
ёлеріттос ёл’ abrod тоў ростуріоо ris Belas ётокаћрвеѕ ўрёато O fv ёл’ 
dpx, ô ёкткбареу, $ dwpdxapey то ёфбоХиоќ роу. "Еті тахту yàp rj 
ётокаАлйфе: kai ô kúpios Tov Ilérpov épaxdpurev «тоу Maxdpws el AA 
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Bap "Teva, бт: тйрё kal alpa ox. drexddupé то, dM 6 таттр pov ô oüpdvios. 
"АМ ob dv тў Seurdpg ферордур "loárvov xal трїтү, кайтш. [брауебы$ 
ovoas Erro, 6 'Imávvgs Óvouacri p ,te, ААА avavópas Ó Tpea- 

Вітероѕ yéyparraı. Otros 8€ ye 00$ аўйтаркес dee elsd rut éavròv 
фуордтас, биүүбобш rà dn, САЛА wédw avalapBdve Ey обуу ó 
dd брду, kal ovyxowwvis фу rjj OAdpe каї Baca kal & sropovg 

'усо®, фуєубрлуу фу rij rio тї Kodovpévy Патир, 8:4 dy ХАуор тоў бєоў 
xal rijv papruplay "соё. Kai 9) kai r T$ TÓV« тадта «тє Maxdptos б 
Tnpav Tous Aóyovs THs профутеіаѕ ro BiBriov ro ou. Kayo Чобур б 
BXérov ка} dxovuw rubra. “Ore piv обу Idi toriv б тота ypddow, 
airp Adyovrs surrevréoy- motos 88 обтоѕ, dydov. Оё yàp drev davróv 
«га, ds фу Tẹ ebayyelly wodAaxod, тди fyarnpévov Sd тоў Kuplov 
pabyriy, ob rò ddaAdov "Iaxofjov, odd rò аўтбттуу кай abrixoov то 
короо yevópevov. Elre yap dv т: тойтшу Tüw тродебуАорфуо Mi 
davrév gudavioa: BovAópevos. "АЛМА rohre piv oùðév. 'А$е\фду 82 iu 
xai ovyxoweviy єтє kal pdprupa Iod, каї paxdprov ёті тӯ O kal ёкоў 
тфу droxarAwewy. ПоЛЛо 8 Ójwevópovs "ойуур TQ dwocróAo voullw 
yeyorévat, of Bà rijv mpds dE, % &yémqv, kal тд OavpdLew Kol Ce, 
dyarnoyal re Spotws abra [бойАетбол ӧтӧ тоў xuplou, xol туу brovuplay 
ri abr)» ўстбсауто. “Osrep коі $ ПаАо$ толуу xal 53) каї ô IIérpos èv 
Toig Tüv r rd толсіу dvoudfera. “Eor: piv обу каї ётерос Id dv 

тої xpagect tiv ёлостблоу ó érudufes Маркос, у Bapváßas xol ПайўАо< 
favrois ovprapéiaßov, тері ob каї таму Adye Elyov 8 xol 'lodyvgy бт- 
nor. El & obros ô ypdipas dor, ойк ду фаб? o yap &фїуба civ 
афто els r)v Асау yéyparrac AMA "Ауаубдёутез piv фут» awd тўс 
do” of тері abo, $AÓov els Ie. fs Порфоћмос. “Twdvvys 54 
droxwpyoas ёт abriv,-tréctpepey els "IeponóAsRa. “AdAov 8 Trwa ойдо 
Tüv dv Aciq yevouévww drei kal dio фасіу èv ‘Edécw ved prjpara, 
cal éxdrepov ‘Iwdvvov Aéyeufat. Kai &тд тд» vonpdrev & kal rüv jygpárov 

cat Tis ouvráfews abra, elkórus érepos obros тар exeivov trovonbycerat. 
Zuváðovos pev yàp Лок rò ebayyéAtov каї ў & ro, d, тє dpxov- 
ти. Td pèr pno Ev ёрхү fjv å Adyos: ў 5€,°O Fy ёторҳўѕ. Td niv dni 
Kal $ Adyos сёрё tyévero, каї ompucer dy ўрїу, кої ё0єасбреда тўи d 
афтод, Sofav as роуоуєуоёѕ тард TaTpós ў 8 rà айта opp mapydXay- 
péva, O ёкукборех, 8 ĉwpárapev тоў ёфда\иоѕ uav, 8 & eB,Em ed, xal 
ai херєѕ Hay dfnlddycay, тері rod Aóyov тїз wns: kal ў бот) ёфоуєробо. 
Таёта yap mpoavaxpoveras дістеубреуоѕ, ds & тоф déis joe mpós robe 
ойк фу capì ddoxovras eAnAvOdva тӧу kípioy: & & кої ovvippey emus 
Kol 8 dupdxapey papropoüpev, каї ётгаууё\ореу ö Tiv Соју ту ау», 
Gris qv xpos tov тотёра, kai ёфоуєробт du 8 ёорікарєу kal дкткбаџєу, 
дтауу(АЛорєу d “Exeras афтод каї TOv wpoÜéaeuv оёк ёфістота. Ad 
$ rüv abrüv xeparaiwv kal droudruw парта ёиёёрҳета’` dv Twa pév 
Tuis ouvrépws imopyüropev. O d mposexüs evrvyydvev epou dv 
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éxarépo Tol Tiv wiv, rod тд pas, &morporijv той okórovs, avveyi тўр 

dAijbetar, rjv xdpw, rjv дарау Ti» сарка xai Y alpa тод xvpíov, TY 
крісєу, rijv deu àv ápapriv, riv vhs ўрӣѕ åydryy тоё Oeod, riv vp 
GAARAovs Has åydrys évro jv, as таса Set фиЛлассеу tas ёутоА& ö 
€Aeyxos ToU koócpov, rod dN, rod йутіҳрістох, ў Gray yeMa roO áy(ov 
туєйдато$, ў vdo ei тоё Geo, ў didAov тісті joy йтатоуцбуту`б татђр 
Kai 6 vios savTGXoU Kai GAws 8:0 тӣутшу ҳарактурі(оуто, čva kai Tov aùròv 
ovvopay rod re cdayyeNiov kai THs éxurToARS påta трбкетаь “AAAovordTy 
82 kai C тара tradra ij d rod AIs, pyre ё#фалгтор бту, pire yarara тотоу 
under oxedov, Фф «іту, e cv\AaBav mpòs avrà кошу ёуоота` d оў$ё 
u той 0002 &vouy, оўтє Ñ éxwrroNi) Tis Gwoxadtpews Eyer dà yap 
тд ebayy&uov’ ойтє THs ётістоћјѕ 17) droxaAuys’ ILasAov da тфу ётиттоА@» 
Vrodnjvavrós Tt Kai жері tiv droxadvpewy avro), ås ойк фуёуродуе каб 
оті. “Ere 5¢ xal rijs ppdoews riy dn ёст: текиррастбал тоё cbayye- 
Nov xal ris Aero, wpós Tiv dwokdAwjw. Ta pèv yàp ой póvov 
drralorus card ту EMM puny, 4ААМ% kal Хоуиотата rats Aéfcot, rois 
схАЛоуигроёѕ, tais ouvrdfert тїз ppyveías yéypawrat. LOMO ye der 
ВарВард» twa ф0бууоу, ў солокигџбу, 1) Gs Bwricpov фу abrois єўрєб]- 
vat. “Exdrepov yàp «ҳеу, as core, тду Adyov, duddrepa aire xapurapévov 
TOU кирбоо, Toy тє TIS YVÖTEWS, TOV Te тїз dpáoeus. Tovry дё droxcAupy 
ud éupaxévar, кої ywaow «iAnpévat ka ярофттєіау, ойк dyrepa, SutAexrov 
pevro kal WD ойк axpiBws eAyviLovcay abro) ВАёто, adr’ Budpace 
pè BapBapixots xpwpevov, каї mov kal соок оута. “Arep ойк avayxatoy 
viv ye , ob yap &mwkdorrov, pý TiS vopíoy, Tatra elrov, GANG pórov 
Tijy дуорофттута, SevOivuy ти урафобу.? 

49. It will be seen that while on the one hand he separates himself 
from those who disparaged the book and ascribed it to Cerinthus, on 
the other he distinctly repudiates all literal interpretations of it as 
impossible, and approaches the enquiry with a strong anti-chiliastic bias. 
This more especially appears, from a previous chapter of the same book 
of Eusebius, in which is detailed the proceeding of Dionysius with 
regard to the schism of Nepos, ап Egyptian bishop of chiliastic views: 
Eus. H. E. vii. 24. 

50. With regard to the whole character of Dionysius's criticism, we 
may make the following remarks : 

а) its negative portion rests upon grounds common to him and our- 
selves, and respecting which a writer in the third century, however much 
we may admire his free and able treatment of his subject, has no advan- 
tage at all over one who writes in the nineteenth. It is as open to us as 
it was to him, to judge of the phenomena and language of the Apoca- 
lypse as compared with the Gospel and Epistles of St. John. 

b) the positive result of his argument, if fairly examined, is worth 
absolutely nothing. ‘The writer to whom he ascribes the book is, even 
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to himself, entirely unknown: more unknown than Silvanus as a con- 
jectural author of the Epistle to the Hebrews: more unknown than 
even Aquila. The very existence, in his mind, of the other John, who 
wrote the Apocalypse, depends on the very shadowy words érei xai dvo 
pasiv dy "Ефёсо уєуќсбо рујрата, kal éxdrepov "Iodyvov Аёуєсбал. 

51. And this latter consideration is very important. It shews us 

that at all events, the idea of John the Presbyter having written the 
Apocalypse was, in the middle of the third century, wholly unknown to 
ecclesiastical tradition’ in the church of Alexandria: or else we should 
never have found this seeking about and conjecturing on the matter. 

52. I shall treat, further on, the question raised by this criticism of 

' Dionysius as to the internal probability of the authorship by the Apostle 
John. At present I advance with notices of those who impugned or 
doubted it in ancient times. 

53. And of those we next come to Eusebius of Cesarea, the well- 

known ecclesiastical historian. His opinion on the question is waver- 
ing and undecided. In his Н. E. iii. 24, having asserted the genuine- 
ness of St. John's Gospel and First Epistle, and placed the other two 
Epistles among the ávrdeyóueva, he proceeds, тўс & ámoxaAóyews ёф’ 
éxdrepov éri viv тарӣ rots voAÀXois meptéAxerar j &i. Guus ye pv ёк 
THs Tv dpxaiwy paprupías èv olke(o xaipp ту èrikpiow de Ferd. каї airy. 
Again in the next chapter, in giving a list of the óp.oAoyo/pevat Octat 
урафоі, when he has mentioned the four Gospels and Acts and one 
Epistle of St. John and one of St. Peter, he says, ёті robrots raxréov 
el ye фауєй, ry. длока\дјну "Ioávvov, тері ўѕ Tà барта xarà Karpov èx- 
@усбреба. And a little below, when he is speaking of the убба, he says, 
ert re às ёфту j Iodyvov. árokdAwyts el pavein, Ñv wes às h дбєтоёсту, 
Erepot $# éyxpivovert Tots Guodoyouperais. 

54. In iii. 39, in adducing the well-known passage of Papias, «i &yrov 
каї mapyxodovOnxas Tis Tois mperBurépors Ebo, rois rüv mpeoßvrépwv 
dvéxpwov Ae ті ‘Avdpéas ў тї Пќтроѕ «лєу ij ri ФМттос ў) ті Gwpás 
ў 'Iáxoflos I) ri 'Ioávvgs 4 MarÜatos 7 Tis repos rv той kvpíov pabyrar, 
d re’Apioriov кай б прєсВітероѕ "Ioávvgs oi то? kupov рабттаї Aéyovow, 
he says, ёда xai ётистђсо: dérov Sis катар:Өробут: abr rò "loávvov 
буора, dy Tóv рёу mpdrepov Пётр xa акоВо xoi Marai ко rots or- 
rots @тоттбАо суукатаћёує, сафоѕ 8АФу rov ebayyedioryy, tov & črepov 
Чодууту астас tov Adyov érépos тарӣ тфу tov á&mocróAev &рїбрду 
кататйттє, протаёаѕ avrov rov 'Apurriova: cadis re abrov mpecBirepov 
évopd{e. ws каї 8:0. rovrwv ёлтодєікуосдо: Tiv loropíav áAx0g rv 800 
xarà Tijv Aar Guovupia kexpijoÜa. єірткбӧтоу, 800 тє èv Edéow yeverbau 
руђрата, кої éxárepov '"loáyyov ёт: viv Мёуєс бол, ols kai dvayxotiov Tépos 
!éxew тду voðv. єікдс yap TOv бєйтєро>, el pý tes ё0ёА\о Tov прӧтоу rijv ёт 
óvóparos $epopévqv 'Iodyvov dokdAwjw éwpaxévat. 
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55. The student will observe how entirely conjectural, and valueless 
as evidence, is this opinion of Eusebius. Certainly Liicke is wrong in 
his very strong denunciations of Hengstenberg for describing Eusebius 
as studiously leaving the question open. For what else is it, whon he 
numbers the book on one side among the undoubted Scriptures with an 
ei davein, and then on the other among the spurious writings with an 
ei $aveég also: while at the very moment of endorsing Dionysius’s con- 
jecture that the second John saw its visions, he interposes el pý tis 
eh Ao тӧу прӧтои ? That a man with the anti-chiliastic leanings of 
Eusebius concedes thus much, makes the balance of Ыз testimony 
incline rather to than away from the canonicity of the book. I would 
not press this, but simply take it as indicating that in Eusebius's time, 
as well as in that of Dionysius, there was no ecclesiastical tradition 
warranting the disallowing it as the work of the Evangelist. Adverse 
opinion there was, which found its fair and worthier employ in internal 
criticism, and issued in vague conjecture, resting on the mere fact 
of two persons named John having existed in Ephesus. Who and 
what the second John was, whether he had any right to speak of him- 
self аз the writer of the Apocalypse does, or to address with authority 
the seven churches of Asia,—on these and all such questions we aro 
wholly in the dark. 

56. Cyril of Jerusalem (+ 386) is a more decided witness for the 
exclusion of the Apocalypse from the Canon. In his Catecheseis, iv. 35, 
86, pp. 68 f., having prefaced the account of the twenty-two canonical 
books of the O. T. with apis rà атбкрифа νñe & кошобу, he enu- 
merates the canonical books of the N. T., the four Gospels, Acts, 

seven catholic epistles, fourteen of St. Paul, and concludes rà 2 Лота 
тйута lw кєісбю èv Sevrépw. каї бта èv ёкк\сіалѕ py avaywookerat, 
тойта unè? xara сахтду avayivwone, кабоѕ qxoveas. And it is to be ob- 
served that he appeals for this arrangement to ancient authorities: for 
he says to his catechumen, in the words alluded to in the last-cited clause, 
тайта$ povas peAéra ozrovdaiws, &s kal ép éxxAnoia pera rappyoias dra y- 
уфскорєу. ro gov фроуциотеро: каї ebAaBéorepor ђсау ої алтботоћо 
xal of dpxatot ётіткото: of Ts éxxAyoias mpooTarat, of tavras mapa- 
Sovres. 

57. Cyril nowhere mentions the Apocalypse by name. But he 
seems to use it, and even where he by inference repudiates it, to adopt 

its terms unconsciously. An instance of the former is found in Cat. i. 
4, p. 18, where he says to his catechumen, speaking of his baptism, 

катафутєй) eis тду vogróv rapddeioo . AopBdves буора xawóv Rev. ii. 

7,17. Of the latter, in Cat. xv. 13, p. 230, where, professing to get his 

particulars respecting Antichrist from Daniel, and having said ómíco 

аёту буастўсєтох Вас:№еўѕ Erepos bs drepoloei какоф rdvras ovs émpoaÜev, 
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he proceeds, каї tpets Baccreis rare t, SpAov Sé Ste ard тоу Séxa тоу 
протёроу, amd & TOv дёка TovTwy Tous трєї Tomewüy TavTWS бт @бтд$ 
будооѕ Bacrevoan:: this last particular being from Rev. xvii. 11, 
Again,—although, ib. c. 16, p. 232, he protests respecting the three and 
a half years of Antichrist’s reign, ойк ёё атокруфшу Аёуореєу, GAA’ ёк ToU 
AavujA,—in c. 27, p. 239, he alludes to the heresy of Marcellus of 
Ancyra in these words, той ópá«ovrós éorw GAAn кєфаћ) mposharus тері 
Tijy Tadariav ауафоєіса (Rev. xii. 3). Indeed previously in c. 15, p. 232, 
he had written Sewov тд Ünpíov, Spaxuv péyas, аубротоіс акатагушуитто$, 
&тоциоѕ els тд Karamcecy, evidently from the same place in the Apocalypse. 

68. Thus Cyril presents to us remarkable and exceptional phæno- 
mens: familiarity with the language of the book, so as to use it uncon- 
sciously as that of prophecy, combined with a repudiation of it as 
canonical, and a prohibition of its study. It would appear that there 
had been at some timó а deliberate change of opinion, and that we have, 
in these evident references to the Apocalypse, instances of slips of me- 
mory, and retention of phraseology which belonged to his former, not to 
his subsequent views. 

59. In the sixtieth canon of the synod of Laodicea, held between 
343 and 381 (see Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, i. 721 ff.), an account of 
the canonical books of the Old and New Testaments ig given in which 
the Apocalypse is omitted. The genuineness of this canon has been 
doubted (Lücke, p. 361), but apparently without reason: see Hefele, 
ut supra, pp. 749 ff. We next come to the testimony of Gregory of 
Nazianzen (+ 390), who in his poem, тері tay ymoiwv BugAiov Tis 
ÜcoxvevaTov ypadys, vol. ii. (iii. Migne) p. 259 ff., gives the same canon 
аз Cyril, and adds, maras єє’ el ri SE rovrov. ёктбс, ойк èv уутс!045. 
But here again, as in Cyril's case, we are met by the phænomenon of 
reference to the book and citation of it as of theological authority. In 
Oratio xlii. 9, vol. i. (ii. Migne) p. 755, he says, speaking of the angels 
presiding over churches, meiouo: pév aAAovs GAANS тростатеу ékkXgaías, 
as “Iwavyns diddo cet pe a THs adxokaAUjeums. And in another place, 
Oratio xxix. 17, p. 536, he cites, in speaking of the Godhead of Christ, 
каї б фу xai 6 Tj» каї б épxopmevos kai б таутократор, adding, caddis тері 
то? vio) AS. 

Lücke suggests in explanation of this, that possibly the churches 
of Asia Minor, especially that of Cappadocia, had excluded the Apoca- 
lypse from publie reading in the church, on account of the countenance 
which it had been made to give to the errors of Montanism, and placed 
it among the ётбкръфа. This may have been so: but I cannot think 
his inference secure, that therefore we may infer the general fact, that 
the book rested on no secure ecclesiastical tradition. 

60. In the Iambi ad Seleucum, printed in Gregory's works, ii. (iii. 
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Migne) p. 1104 f, ascribed by some to Gregory himself, but moru 
usually to Amphilochius of Iconium, we have the Apocalypse mentioned 

by name: rjv 8 drokdAwjw Tiv 'lodvvov máy Tuis piv eyxpivovew, of 
Re d& ye volov Aéyovatw. otros axyevOéo raros kavüv by ei tov e. 

отоу ypadàv. 
But it is to be noticed, that in the scholium of Andreas cited above, 

par. 32, he enumerates Gregory among those who recognized the 
canonicity of the Apocalypse. 

61. After this, it will be sufficient to give a general view of the 
antagonism to the authority of the book. It was maintained chiefly in 
the Eastern church; the Western, after the fifth century, universally 
recognizing the Apocalypse. It is remarkable that Sulpicius Severus 
(Hist. Sacr. ii. 81, Liicke) says the Apocalypse is “a plerisque aut 
stulte aut impie" rejected. But as Lücke observes, he must have 
found these “plerique” in the Greek, not in the Latin church. Pope 
Gelasius (Migne Patr. Lat. vol. cxxx. p. 984) in his decree “de libris 
recipiendis et non recipiendis" (500) gives the book its place in the 
Canon of the Catholic Church, between the Epistles of St. Paul and tho 
Catholic Epistles. Primasius and Cassiodorus, in the sixth century, 
expound it as apostolic and canonical. But Junilius the African, the 
friend of Primasius, says, De partib. leg. div. i. 4,in Migne Patr. Lat. 
vol. Ixviii. p. 18, that only seventeen books, viz. the О. T. prophets and 
the book of Psalms, contain the Scripture prophecy: cœterum, he 
continues, * de Joannis apocalypsi apud Orientales admodum dubitatur." 
This he had learned from Paulus, a Persian, of the school of Nisibis: 

and he consequently seems inclined not to place it among the * libri 
perfecte auctoritatis." 

62. The fourth synod of Toledo (688) in its seventeenth canon, 
decrees that, seeing the Apocalypse is by many councils and Popes 
sanctioned as a work of the Apostle John, and as canonical, it should 
under pain of excommunication, be preached on in the church between 
Easter and Pentecost. The Synod speaks of “ plurimi qui ejus auctori- 
tatem non recipiunt, atque in ecclesiis Dei prædicare contemnunt." 
This, Lücke thinks, points to doubters in the West also. But Isidore 
of Seville (+ 636) in his De officiis eccl. i. 12, vol. vi. pp. 874 ff, 
having given the generally received canon, speaks of many Latins who 
doubted of the Pauline origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, of the 

genuineness of 2 Peter, of the Epistle of James, and 2 and 3 John ; but 
not a word of any who doubted about the Apocalypse. So that it may 
be after all that the Synod of Toledo, as Junilius, may allude to 
Orientals only. 

63. Henceforward in the Western church, with the sole oxception of 
the Capitulare of Charlemagne, which, following Greek authorities and 
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especially the Synod of Laodicea, excluded the book from public 
reading, we find universal recognition of the Apocalypse until the 
Reformation. 

64. In the Greek church during the last noticed period opinions 
were much in the same state as in the fourth century. On one side we 
find rejection of the book, at the least from public ecclesiastical use: on 
the other, unsuspecting reception of it as a genuine work of the Apostle 
John. Neither side takes any pains to justify its view critically, but 
simply conforms to local ecclesiastical usage. Cyril of Alexandria, de 
Adorat. vi. vol. i. p. 188, says, тд rs aroxadtwpens HBN uiv curribeis 
$ codpds 'Iodyvgs, 8 кої rois т©у marépov reripyrae it. The very ex- 
pression here, it is true, betrays consciousness of the existence of doubts, 
which however do not affect his confidence, nor that of his contem- 
poraries Nilus and Isidore of Pelusium“. 

65. At Antioch, however, the opinion in cent. v. seems to have been 

different. Its greatest Father of this period, Theodore of Mopsuestia 
(+ 429), never cites the Apocalypse in his extant writings and frag- 
ments, even where we might have certainly expected it. In the 
fragments of his expositions of the N. Т. we have no allusion to it, even 
when on 2 Thess. ii. 3 ff. (Migne, Patr. Gr. vol. lxvi. pp. 933 ff.) he 
speaks of Antichrist and of the second Advent; nor again in his Com- 
mentary on the twelve prophets. Opponent as he was of the allegorical 
method of interpretation, he may have been withheld from receiving the 
Apocalypse by consciousness that no other mode would suit it: or he 
may have followed the older practice of the Syrian church, and the canon 
of the Laodicean Synod. Still, he rejected the Epistle of James, which 
both these recognized: and Lücke thinks he may have rejected the 
Apocalypse from the decision of his own judgment, helped by his dis- 
inclination to the book, and the existing doubt about its canonicity : 
being one of those who, like Luther in later times, **den Kanon im 
Kanon suchten und fanden." 

66. Theodoret (bishop of Cyrus, + 457) alludes two or three times 
to the book in his Dialogues on the Trinity (iii. 12) апа on the Holy 
Ghost (i. 18, printed by Migne among the works of Athanasius, vol. iv. 
pp. 447, 485): but on 2 Thess. ii. and on Heb. xii. 22, he leaves it un- 
noticed, as also in his Commentary on Daniel. On Ps. IXxxvi. 2, vol. i. 

p. 1217, he seems to aim at describing the heavenly Jerusalem in con- 
trast to the apocalyptic description. In speaking (hzret. fabb. lib. ii. 3, 
vol. iv. p. 329 f.) of Cerinthus, and (lib. iii. 1, 2, 6, pp. 340 f., 346 ff.) 
of the Nicolaitans, the Montanists, and even of the chiliast Nepos and 
his antagonist Dionysius of Alexandria, he says not & word of the 

? Nilus de Orat. 75, 76, p. 494 f. Isidor. Pel. Epp. i. 18, 188, pp. 4, 56; ii. 175, p. 208 
(Ac xéxanra: 6 xpirrds). 
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Apocalypse. Only in his Dialogus Immutabilis (vol. iv. p. 59) he once 
names it, and adduces ch. i. 9 with the formula 'Iodvvgs dyowy : but then 
it is in citing from Athanasius. 

67. After this, in the sixth century, the Syrian churches were 
divided on the matter. The Nestorians rejected the Apocalypse, 

following Theodore of Mopsuestia and the Peschito : the Monophysites 

received it, following the Alexandrians, and Hippolytus, and Ephrem 
Syrus. See Lücke, pp. 644, 5, who thinks from certain indications 
that even among them it was not in ecclesiastical, but only in theo- 
logical use. 

68. In the Greek church in Asia Minor, we have Andreas, of 
Cesarea in Cappadocia, the writer of the first entire and connected 
Commentary on the Apocalypse. He fully and earnestly recognizes its 
genuineness and inspiration, and (see above, par. 32) appeals to the 
testimony of the ancients to bear him out: mentioning by name Papias, 
Irenæus, Methodius, Cyril of Alexandria, and Gregory Theologus 

(of Nazianzum). It is perhaps hardly fair in Lücke to infer that, 
because he names so few, more might not have been adduced : hardly 
fair again to conclude that, because he promises to use their writings in 
his Commentary, and has not expressly cited them, he did not so use 
them, or was himself one of the first who explained the book. 

69. Arethas, who followed Andreas*in his see,and in his work of 

commenting on the Apocalypse, repeats in his prologue the scholium of 
Andreas on the Inspiration of the book, adding the authority of Basil 
the Great. But we are now approaching a time when, as Lücke 
remarks, it is really of small import who used the book апа who did 
not, who regarded it as the work of the Apostle, and who did. not. 
Still, a few facts stand out from the general mass, which may be useful 

as indications, or at all events have & claim to our attention. 

70. Such is the fact of the omission of all reference to the Apocalypse 
in the writings of Cosmas Indicopleustes in cent. vi. In his Topogr. 
Christiana, book vii. (in Migne, Patr. vol. lxxxviii.), he treats of the 
duration of the heavens according to Scripture, and Lücke thinks must 
of necessity have cited the book had it been in his canon. Still, he uses 
the Festal Epistle of Athanasius, in which it is expressly included in the 
Canon. | 

71. The second canon of the Trullian, or Quinisextan council, sanctions 
on the one hand the canon of the Laodicean council and that of tho 

eighty-five apostolica] canons, both which omit the Apocalypse, and on 

the other that of the African Synods of the end of the fourth and 

beginning of the fifth centuries, which include it. Various conjectures 

4 At what interval, is uncertain. Some place him as early as 540: others, not till 

the lOth century. See Lücke, p. 647, note. 
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have been made as to the account to be given of this (see Lücke, pp. 
648, 9). The desire to leave the question open (Liicke) can hardly have 
been the cause. We may safely leave such evidence to correct itself. 

72. The list may be closed with one or two notices from later cen- 
turies, shewing that the doubts were not altogether forgotten, though 
generally given up. 

Nicephorus (beginning of cent. ix.), in his Chronographia brevis, 
р. 1057, Migne, reckons only twenty-six books of the N. T., and does not 
mention the Apocalypse either in the dyruveydpeva or in the dxóxpva. 

73. A prologue to the book in the cursive codex 64 (cent. x. or 
beginning of xi.) after defending its canonicity and apostolic origin, 
apologizes thus for the ancient Fathers not mentioning it among the 
books to be openly read in church: тері yàp тфу avayxaiwy Fw aùrois 
ў orovdy, kal трд Ta катетєѓуоута ќстауто, талтту py €ykpivovres abrois, 
$j 8:4 тд pepuxas py ёктідєсда atrovs, 7) Sia тд асафёс abris kal Susépucrov 
xai дАуо быйан Заубдеуоу kal voovpevov, аас тє оши dia то fd 
ovpdépor «усх rois ToAXois тё dy airy Baby pe, n Avorredés. 

74. In the procmium given in Cramer's Catena to the extracts 
from the comments of CEcumenius (cent. xi.), p. 173, the canonicity of 
the book is strongly asserted, and its being рио: rìs ато той ёті тд 
стӣбоѕ ayakM eus Tis trepOéov wodias тоё ўуаттрќуох, and not Trav vbw, 
ús тоё тАауо avykporoüj.evo, wvevpart EAnpwonooy. For this, the writer 
refers to Athanasius, Basil, Gregory, Methodius, Cyril, and Hippolytus : 
and then says ойк йу rotobrots koi rogoírow dyÜpérrois тоўто Oókovwv, el ux) 
TÒ pérpiov атф Id ec orovõatópevov. 

76. In the Church History of Nicephorus Callistus (cent. xiv.), he 
treats it (ii. 42) as an acknowledged fact that the Apostle John, when in 
exile in Patmos under Domitian, wrote his Gospel and his {ерди xal 
€vÜcov атокайу{лу. Still, when enumerating the books of the canon in 
ii. 46, partly from Eusebius, he says summarily of the Apocalypse, that 
тос ёфаутасбтсау that it was the work of John the Presbyter. 

76. It will be well to review the course and character of the evidence 
from antiquity. As we have before noticed, so again we may observe, 
that throughout, we have results here in marked contrast to those of our 
enquiry regarding the Epistle to the Hebrews. In that case there was 
в total lack of any fixed general tradition in the earliest times. Gradually, 
the force and convenience of an illustrious name being attached to the 
Epistle bore down the doubts originally resting on its authorship, and 
the Pauline origin became every where acquiesced in. Nothing could 
be more different from the history of the doubts about the authorship of 
the Apocalypse. Here we have a fixed and thoroughly authenticated 
primitive tradition. It comes from men only removed by one step 

from the Apostle John himself. There is absolutely no objective 
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evidence whatever in favour of any other author. The doubts first 

originate in considerations purely subjective. 
77. These are divisible into two classes, anti-chiliastic and critical. 

It was convenient to depreciate the book, on controversial grounds. It 
was found advisable not to read it in the churches, and to forbid it 
to the young scholar. And, as matter of fact, thus it was that the 
doubts about the authorship sprung up. If it countenanced error, if it 
was not in the canon, if it was not fit to be read, then it would not be 
the work of the Evangelist and Apostle. 

78. Again, to the same result contributed the critical grounds so 
ably urged by Dionysius of Alexandria and observed upon above, par. 
50. I have there remarked, not only how absolutely shadowy and 
nothing-worth is Dionysius’s olua: that John the Presbyter wrote the 
book, but how this very word is most valuable, as denoting the entire 
absence of all objective tradition to that effect in the middle of the third 
century. 

79. Thus the doubts grew up, and in certain parts of the church, 
prevailed : the whole process being exactly the converse of that which 
we traced in our Prolegomena to the Hebrews. 

80. And, as far as the force of ancient testimony goes, I submit that 

our inference also must be a contrary one. The authorship of the book 
by the Apostle John, as matter of primitive tradition, rests on firm and 
irrefragable ground. Three other authors are suggested: one, Cerin- 
thus, by the avowed enemies of the Apocalypse,—an assertion which has 
never found any favour: the second, John the Presbyter, whose exist- 
ence seems indeed vouched for by the passage of Papias, but of whom we 
know nothing whatever, nor have we one particle of evidence to connect 
him with the authorship of the Apocalypse: and the third John Mark 
the Evangelist,who is equally unknown to ancient tradition as its author. 

81. As far then as purely external evidence goes, I submit that our 
judgment can only be in one direction: viz. that the Apocalypse was 
written by the Apostle John, the son of Zebedee. 

82. It will now be for us to see how far internal critical considerations 
substantiate or impugn the tradition of the primitive church. 

83. And in so doing, it will be well for us at once to deal with certain 
confident assertions which Liicke and others are in the habit of making 
respecting the testimony of the Apocalypse itself. 

84. Liicke begins this portion of his Introduction by setting aside at 
once the evidence of Justin Martyr and Irenæus, on the ground of 
supposed inconsistency with the Selbstzeugniss" of the writer him- 
self;—he cannot be the Apostle and Evangelist, “because he plainly 
distinguishes himself from the Apostles ;"—referring back to a previous 
section for the confirmation of this assertion. On looking there, we 
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find “in ch. xxi. 14, in describing the heavenly Jerusalem, he speaks 
expressly of the twelve Apostles of Christ and thcir names on the twelve 
foundation stones of. the celestial city, but apparently in such a manner 
as not in any way to include himself among them, but rather to exclude 
himself from them, and to speak of them as a higher and special class 
of servants and messengers of God.” 

85. Now let the reader observe that the “apparently” (“ augen- 
scheinlich“) of the former section has become plainly ” (“ deutlich“) 
in the latter: for it is thus that even the best of the Germans are often 
apt to creep on, and to build up a whole fabric of argument upon an 
inference which at first was to themselves merely an uncertainty. 

86. In this particular case, the original assertion has in fact no 
ground to rest upon. The apocalyptic writer is simply describing the 
heavenly city as it was shewn to him. Оп the foundations are the 
names of the twelve Apostles of the Lamb. Now we may fairly ask, 
What reason can be given, why the beloved Apostle should not have 
related this? Was he who, with his brother James, sought for the 
highest place of honour in the future kingdom, likely to have depre- 
eiated the apostolic dignity just because he himself was one of the 
Twelve ? and on the other hand, was he whose personal modesty was as 
notable as his apostolic zeal, likely, in relating such high honour done to 
the Twelve, to insert a notice providing against the possible mistake 
being made of not counting himself among them ? 

87. So that the first tentative introduction, and the very confident 
after-assertion, of this testimony of the book itself, are alike groundless. 
A similar instance will be found below, when we come to discuss the 

time and place of writing, of confident assertion respecting two sup- 

posed notices of date contained in the book itself. They turn out to be 
altogether dependent for their relevancy on a particular method of 
interpretation, not borne out by fair exegesis. 

88. The notices contained in the Apocalypse respecting its writer may 
be stated as follows ° ; 

First, his name is John, ch. i. 1, 4, 9, xxii. 8. 

89. Secondly, he was known to, and of account among, the churches 
of proconsular Asia. 

90. Thirdly, he was in exile (for so we submit must the words of ch. 
i. 9 be understood: see note there) in the island of Patmos on account 
of his Christian testimony. 
We may add to these personal notices, that he takes especial pains 

to assert the accuracy of his testimony, both in the beginning and at the 
end of his book: ch. i. 2, xxii. 8. 

91. Now thus far we have nothing which goes against the eccle- 
siastical tradition that he was the Apostle and Evangelist John. In 
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the latter part of his life, this Apostle was thus connected with procon- 
sular Asia, long residing, and ultimately dying at Ephesus: see Prole- 
gomena to Vol. I., ch. v. § i. 9 ff. It is impossible to reject this con- 
current testimony of Christian antiquity: nor have even those done so, 
whose doubts on the Apocalypse are the strongest. 

92. Again, the exile of the Apostle John in Patmos under Domitian 
is matter of primitive tradition, apparently distinct from the notice con- 
tained in the Apocalypse: for his return from it under Nerva, of which 
no notice is contained in that book, is stated as such by Eusebius: 
róre (when the senate after Domitian's death decreed that the unjustly 
exiled should return to their homes) &) otv xol róv йлботоЛоу lodvvgv 
ámó тїз xarà rjv уўсоу фоуўє rjv ётї THs "Edécou батр{$йу dreAndévar, 
ô тфу wap uiv åpxaíwv tapadidwor Adyos, Н. E. iii. 20. And again, 
ib. 23, ёті rovras xarà riv "Acíay ёт: TQ Biv weprrcerdpevos aùròs dxetvos 
ду Hyd xa ô Iuoods ётботоћос Ópo0 xoi evayycuorys Id ras айтобь 
Sccimey éexxAnolas, áxó Tis xara Tiv vijcov pera try Aojeruvo) reAevriv 
éravehOaw $vyijs. 

93. Equally definite is the tradition, that St. John lived on among the 
Asiatic churches till the time of Trajan: see Prolegg. Vol. I., ut supra. 

94. It is worth while just to pause by the way, and consider, in what 
situation we are placed by these traditions. To reject them altogether 

would be out of all reason: and this is not done by Lücke himself. 
So that we must either suppose that portion of them which regards the 
exile to have found its way in, owing to the notice of Rev. i. 9, or to 
have been, independently of that notice, the result of a confusion in 
men's minds between two persons of the same name, John. Either of 
these is undoubtedly possible: but it is their probability, in the {асе of 
other evidence, which we have to estimate. 

95. We may safely ask then, was either of these mistakes at all 
likely to have been made by Irenæus, who could write as follows: 
dere pe SivacGar єітєу kai rov тбтоу èv ф кабє{биуо$ @Аёуєто © paxdpios 
Полукарто$, xai tas mpoddous афто? kai ras eisóðovs xai Tov xapaxrijpa TOU 
Biov кай ri Tov caparos Béay kai ras баАё{є$ ås ётото прёѕ то js, 
кої Trjv perà 'loáyvov cvvavaorpodsjv ós àmjyyeUw, кої rijv Tov Xourüv 
Tüv éwpaxórwv Tov Kiptov, Kal as dwrepvnudveve ro Adyous abr I own 
it seems to me out of all probability that-such a writer, in ascribing the 
Apocalypse to John the Apostle, could have confused him with another 
person of the same name. If we ever have trustworthy personal tradi- 
tion, it is surely when it mounts up to those who saw and conversed 
with him respecting whom we wish to be informed. 

96. It may be said indeed, that Irenæus does not mention the exile 
in Patmos. But this would be mere trifling: he does not, simply 

because he had no occasion to do so: but his own date of the seeing of 
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the Apocalypse, at the end of the reign of Domitian (see above, par. 7), 
would, in combination with other notices, be sufficient to imply it: and 
besides, he admits it by inference from his unhesitatingly adopting the 
book as written by the Apostle. 

97. It seems then to me that the course of primitive tradition, even 
among those who did not believe the Apocalypse to have been written 
by the Apostle, asserts of him that he was exiled in Patmos under 
Domitian: and that we have no reasonable ground for supposing this 
view to have arisen from any confusion of persons, or to have been 
adopted merely from the book itself. Persons are appealed to, who 
knew and saw and heard the Apostle himself: and those who thus 
appeal were not likely to have made a mistake in a point of such vital 
importance, 

98. We now come to а weighty and difficult part of our present 
enquiry: how far the matter and style of the Apocalypse bear out this 
result of primitive tradition. The reader will have seen, by the pre- 
vious chapters of these Prolegomena, that I am very far from de- 
precating, or depreciating, such a course of criticism. I do not, as 
some of those who have upheld against all criticism the commonly 
received views, characterize such an enquiry as presumptuous, or its 
results as uncertain and vague. It is one which the soundest and best 
critics of all ages have followed, from Origen and Dionysius of Alexan- 
dria down to Bleek and Liicke: and, as I have elsewhere observed, 

is one which will be more esteemed in proportion as biblical science is 
spread and deepened. 

99. In applying it to the book before us, certainly the upholder 
of the primitive tradition of its Authorship is not encouraged by first 
appearances. He is met at once by the startling phenomena so ably 
detailed by Dionysius of Alexandria at the end of his judgment (above, 
par. 48). The Greek construction of the Gospel and Epistle’, though 
peculiar, is smooth and unexceptionable, free from any thing like 
barbarism or solecism in grammar: où póvov á&rraíoros karà туу EMAN- 
vow pwr, says Dionysius, dAAà xai Лоуибтата tats Adfeor, rois - 
үшгршоїѕ, rais ouvrdgeot Tis Eppnvelas yéyparrat. When however we 
come to compare that of the Writer of the Apocalypse, we find, at first 
sight, all this reversed: & Ae ro xol yAGooav ойк dxpBas ёААлууф ота» 
avrov Aéro, ФАХ Wudpace èv BapBapixols vodj.evov, каї mov Kal соћог- 
kit oꝰru. 

100. All this must be freely acknowledged, and is abundantly exem- 
plified in the following Commentary. The question for us however is 

5 I speak in the course of this argument of the first Epistle only, as undoubted ; not 
that I do not believe the second and third to be genuine and characteristic also. See 
above, chap. vi. § i. 
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one which lies deeper than the surface, and beyond mere first appear- 
ances. It presents itself to us in a double form: 

1) Is there any account which might be given of this great dis- 
similarity, consistent with identity of Authorship ? 

2) Are there any indications of that identity lying beneath the sur- 
face, notwithstanding this great dissimilarity ? 

101. In reply to the first question, several thoughts at once suggest 
themselves as claiming mention and contributing to its solution. "The 
subject of the Apocalypse is so different from those of the Gospel and 
Epistle, that we may well expect а not inconsiderable difference of style. 
In those, the Writer is, under divine guidance, calmly arranging his 
material, in full self-consciousness, and deliberately putting forth the 
product, in words, of his own reflectiveness: in this, on the other hand, 

he is tho rapt seer, borne along from vision to vision, speaking in a 
region and character totally different'. Is this circumstance any con- 
tribution to our reply? Let us consider further. 

102. St. John was not a Greek, but a Galilean. To speak a certain 
kind of Greek was probably natural to him, as to almost all the 
inhabitants of Palestine of his time. But to write the Greek of his 
Gospel and Epistle, can hardly but have been to him matter of effort. 
Or to put it in another point of view, the diction and form in which 
they were conveyed were the result of a deliberate exercise of a special 
gift of the Spirit, matured by practice, and deemed necessary for the 
purpose of those writings, to be put forth in them. 

103. In the Apocalypse, the case may be conceived to have been 
different. The necessarily rhapsodical and mysterious character of that 
book may have led to the Apostle being left more to his vernacular and 
less correct Greek. Circumstances too may have contributed to this. 
The visions may have been set down in the solitude of exile, far from 
friends, and perhaps from the appliances of civilized life. The Hebra- 
istic style may have come more naturally in a writing so fashioned on 
Old Testament models, and bound by so many links to the prophecies of 
Hebrew prophets. The style too of advanced age may have dropped the 
careful elaboration of the preceding years, and resumed the rougher 
character of early youth. 

104. I do not say that these considerations are enough to account for 
the great diversity which is presented: nay, I fairly own, that taken 
alone, they are not: and that the difficulty has never yet been tho- 
roughly solved. Still I do not conceive that we are at liberty to cut the 
knot by denying the Apostolic Authorship, which primitive tradition has 

€ Since writing this I see in Davidson’s Introduction, p. 687, “As Guerike has well 
expressed it (Einleitung, р. 559), the Gospel was conceived and written ёи тф vol, in 
the understanding: but the Apocalypse ё тё туейнат:, in the Spirit.” 
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so firmly established. Far better is it to investigate patiently, and not, 
by blind partisanship on either side, to stop the way against unfettered 
search for a better account of the phenomena than has hitherto been 
given. 

105. It has been shewn more than once, and in our own country by 
Dr. Davidson in his Introduction, pp. 561 ff, that the roughnesses and 
solecisms in the Apocalypse have been, for the purposes of argument, 
very much exaggerated: that there are hardly any which may not be 
paralleled in classical authors themselves, and that their more frequent 
occurrence here is no more than is due to the peculiar nature of the 
subject and occasion. "This consideration should be borne in mind, and 
the matter investigated by the student for himself. 

106. Our second question asked above was, whether there are any 
marks of identity of Authorship linking together the Gospel, Epistle, 
and Apocalypse, notwithstanding this great and evident dissimilarity ? 

107. The individual character of the Writer of the Gospel and 
Epistle stands forth evident and undoubted. We seem to know him in 
a moment. Even in the report of sayings of our Lord common to him 
and the other Evangelists, the peculiar tinge of expression, the choice 
and collocation of words, leave no doubt whose report we are reading. 
And so strongly does the Epistle resemble the Gospel in these particu- 
lars, that the criticism as well as the tradition of all ages has concurred 
in ascribing the two to the same perso? с, — 

108. If now we look at the Apocalypse, we cannot for a moment feel 
that it is less individual, less reflecting the heart and character of its 
Writer. Its style, its manner of conception and arrangement of 
thought, its diction, are alike full of life and personal reality. So that 
our conditions for making this enquiry are favourab p. Our two objects 
of comparison stand out well the one over against the other. Both are 
peculiar, characteristic, individual. But are the am presented 

by them such that we are compelled to infer different a тр or are 
they such as seem to point to one and the same person * 

109. The former of these questions has been affirmed by Liicke and 
the opponents of the Apostolic authorship: the latter by Hengstenberg 
and those who uphold it. Let us see how the matter stands. And in 

so doing (as was the case in the similar enquiry in the Prolegomena to 
the Epistle to the Hebrews), I shall not enter fully into the whole list 
of verbal and constructional peculiarities, but, referring the reader for 
these to Liicke and Davidson, shall adduce, and dwell upon, some of the 

more remarkable and suggestive of them. 
110. The first of these is one undeniably connecting the Apocalypse 

with the Gospel and the Epistle, viz. the appellation ё Aóyos то? Өєоў 
given to our Lord in ch. xix. 13 (see John i, 1; 1 John i. 1). This 
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name ó Aoyos for our Lord is found in the N. T., only in the writings 

of St. John. I am aware of the ingenuity with which Lücke (p. 679) 
has endeavoured to turn this expression to the contrary account, main- 
taining that it is a proof of diversity of authorship, inasmuch as the 
Evangelist never writes ô Acyos rob 0«ov : but I may leave it to any fair- 
jadging reader to decide, whether it be not a far greater argument for 
identity that the remarkable designation 6 Aóyos is used, than for diver- 
sity that, on the solemn occasion described in the Apocalypse, the 
hitherto unheard adjunct то? co? is added. 

111. Another reply may be given to our deduction from the use 
of this name: viz. that it indicates not necessarily John the Apostle, 
but only one familiar with his teaching, as we may suppose that other 
John to have been. All I сап say to this is, that which I cannot help 

feeling to apply to the whole hypothesis of the authorship by the second 
John, that if it be s0,—if one bearing the same name as the Apostle, 

having the same place among the Asiatic churches, put forth a book in 
which he also used the Apostle’s peculiar phrases, and yet took no 
pains to prevent the confusion which must necessarily arise between 
himself and the Apostle, I do not well see how the advocates of his 
authorship can help pronouncing the book a forgery, or at all events the 
work of one who, in relating the visions, was not unwilling to be taken 
for his greater and Apostolic namesake. 

112. Another link, binding the Apocalypse to both Gospel and 
Epistle, is the use of à икёу, in the Epistles to the churches, ch. ii. 7, 
11, 17, 26, iii. 5, 12, 21(bis): and in ch. xii. 11, xv. 2, xvii. 14, xxi. 7. 
Compare John xvi. 33; 1 John ii. 13, 14, iv. 4, v. 4(bis), 5. It is 
amusing to observe again how dexterously Lücke turns the edge of 
this. 5 vuv is never used absolutely in Gospel or in Epistle, as it is in 
the Apocalypse: therefore it again is а mark of diversity, not of iden- 
tity. But surely this is the very thing we might expect. The икфу 
тд» кӧсроу, Tov тоутрбу, ab ros, &c.,— these are the details, and come 
under notice while the strife is proceeding, or when the object is of 
more import than the bare act: but when the end is spoken of, and 
the final and general victory is all that remains in view, nothing can be 

more natural than that he who alone spoke of ик» tov кборор, TOV mown- 
pov, atrovs,—should also be the only one to designate the victor by 
$ vv. Besides which, we have also the other use, in Rev. xii. 11, 

xvii. 14. 
113. A third remarkable word, dAgfwós, is once used by St. Luke 

(Luke xvi. 11), once by St. Paul (1 Thess. i. 9), and three times in the 

Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. viii. 2, ix. 24, x. 22): but nine ише 
the Gospel of St. John’, four times in the Epistle’, and Gane times in 

7 John i. 9, iv. 28, 87, vi. 82, vii. 28, viii, 16, xv. 1, xvii. 3, xix. 35. 
8 1 John ii. 8, v. 20(8се). 
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the Apocalypse“. Here again, it is true, Lücke adduces this on the 
other side, alleging that while the Evangelist uses the word only in the 
sense of genuine—ó dAnOuds leds, Td pâs то aAdnOuwdy, б dpros ó dy- 
@wés,—the Author of the Apocalypse uses it of Christ as a synonym 
with murrds, & calos, dyros, and as a predicate of the Абуоь p eis, бдоё 
of God. This latter is true enough; but the former assertion is singu- 
larly untrue. For in three out of the nine places in the Gospel, the 
subjective sense of dAnOwds must be taken: viz. in iv. 37, viii. 16, xix, 

35: and in the last of these, аЛуу? avrov éorw Ñ paptvpia, the word is 
used exactly as in Rev. xxii. 6, ойто: of Adyot т‹стої kai adnOwoi. 

114. The word ápvíov, which designates our Lord 29 times in the 
Apocalypse, only elsewhere occurs in John xxi. 15, not with reference 
to Him. But it is remarkable that John i. 29, 36 are the only places 
where he is called by the name of a lamb, the word ayyds being used, in 
reference doubtless to Isa. liii. 7 (Acts viii. 82), ав in one other place 
where He is compared to a lamb, 1 Pet. i. 19. The Apocalyptic writer, 
8s Lücke observes, probably chooses the diminutive, and attaches to it 
the epithet érgaypévoy, for the purpose of contrast to the majesty and 
power which he has also to predicate of Christ: but is it not to be 
taken into account, that this personal name, the Lamb, whether auvós 

ог apyíov, whether with or without rod ĝeo®, is common only to the two 
books ? 

115. To these many minor examples might be added, and will be 
found treated at length in Lücke, p. 669 ff., Davidson, p. 561 ff! The 
latter writer has succeeded in many cases in shewing the unfairness of 
Lücke's strong partisanship, by which he makes every similarity into а 
dissimilarity : but on the other hand he on his side has gone perhaps 
too far in attempting to answer every objection of this kind. After all, 
while there certainly are weighty indications of identity of authorship, 
there is also a residuum of phenomena of diversity quite enough for the 
reasonable support of the contrary hypothesis. If the book stood alono 
in the matter of evidence, I own I should be quite at а loss how to sub- 

9 ch. iii. 7, 14, vi. 10, xv. 8, xvi. 7, xix. 2, 9, 11, xxi. Б, xxii. 6. 
1 I have observed the following which I have not seen elsewhere noticed, occurring 

only in the three books, or only is the peculiar sense :— 
1. ob Séivacbe Ватт&(е» Ќрті, John xvi. 12 

ob дбур Barrdca kaxoós, Rev. ii. 2. 

2. xexomiaxdés ёк rijs ббогкор!аз‚ John iv. б. 
ob xexorlaxes, Rev. ii. 3. : 

8. 800 &yyéXovs фу Aevxois . . . John xx. 12. 
veprrarfjcovoty uer! ёро dy Aevxois, Rev. iii. 4. 

4. The verb eiua used of mere position, John ii. 6, xix. 29, xx. 5, 6, xxi. 9; Rev. iv. 
2 only. 

5. б›ода аўтф, John i. 6, iii. 1 (xviii. 10); Rev. vi. 8, ix. 11. 
6. Compare Rev. iii. 18 with 1 John ii. 20, 27, as to the xploua and its effects. 
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stantiate identity of authorship between it and the Gospel and Epistle, 
But as it is our main reliance is on the concurrent testimony of primi- 
tive tradition, which hardly can be stronger than it is, and which the 
perfectly gratuitous hypothesis respecting a second John as the author 
entirely fails to shake. 

116. Our question respecting the internal evidence furnished by the 
book itself is thus in a position entirely different from that which it 
occupied in the Prolegomena to the Epistle to the Hebrews. There, we 
had no primitive tradition so general, or of such authority as to com- 
mand our assent. The question was perfectly open. The authorship 
by St. Paul was an opinion at first tentatively and partially held: then 
as time wore on, acquiring consistency and acceptance. Judging of this 
by the book itself, is it for us to accept or to reject it? In lack of any 
worthy external evidence, we were thrown back on this as our main 
material for a judgment. 
117. But with regard to the Apocalypse, external and internal 

evidence have changed places, The former is now the main material 
for our judgment. It is of the highest and most satisfactory kind. It 
was unanimous in very early times. It came from those who knew and 
had heard St. John himself. It only begins to be impugned by those 
who had doctrinal objections to the book. The doubt was taken up by 
more reasonable men on internal and critical grounds. But no real 
substantive counter-claimant was ever produced : only one whose very 
existence depended on the report of two tombs bearing the name of 
John, and on a not very perspicuous passage of Papias. 

118. This being so, our inquiry has necessarily taken this shape :—Zs 
the book itself inconsistent with this apparently irrefragable testimony ? 
And in replying to it we have confessed that the differences between 
it and the Gospel and Epistle are very remarkable, and of & character 
hitherto unexplained, or not fully accounted for: but that there are at 
ihe вате time striking notes of similarity in expression and cast of 
thought: and that perhaps we are not in a position to take into account 
the effect of a totally different subject and totally different circumstances 
upon one, who though knowing and speaking Greek, was yet a Hebrew 
by birth. 

119. Thus, all things considered, being it is true far from satisfied 
with any account at present given of the peculiar style and phenomena 
of the Apocalypse, but being far less satisfied with the procedure of the 
antagonists of the Apostolic authorship, we are not prepared to with- 

hold our assent from the firm and unshaken testimony of primitive 
tradition, that the author was the Apostle and Evangelist St. John. 
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SECTION II. 

PLACE AND TIME OF WRITING. 

l. The enquiry as to the former of these is narrowed withina very 
small space. From the notice contained in the book itself (ch. i. 9) the 
writing must have taken place either in Patmos, or after the return from 
exile. The past tenses, épapripgoev in ch. i. 2, and éyevduny in i. 9, do 
not decide for the latter alternative; they may both be used as from 
che point of time when the book should be read, as is common in all 

narratives. On the other hand, it would be more probable ab extra, 

that the writing should take place after the return, especially if we are 

to credit the account given by Victorinus, that St. John was condemned 
to the mines in Patmos. We have no means of determining the ques- 
tion, and must leave it in doubt. If the style and peculiarities are to be 
in any degree attributed to outward circumstances, then it would seem 
to have been written in solitude, and sent from Patmos to the Asiatic 

churches. | 
2. The only traditional notice worth recounting is that given by 

Victorinus: on Rev. x. 11, Migne, Patr. Lat. vol. v. p. 333: where he 

relates that John saw the Apocalypse in Patmos, and then after his 
release on the death of Domitian, “ postea tradidit hanc eandem quam 
acceperat & Deo Apocalypsin.  Arethas indeed says on Rev. vii., 
ô ebayyediorys éxpnopwoetro ravra. éy "ova Tjj кот Edecov: but this is 
too late to be of any account in the matter. 

8. It has been remarked?, that the circumstance of John having pre- 
pared to write down the voices of the seven thunders, Rev. x. 4, appears 
to sanction the view that the writing took place at the same time with 
the seeing of the visions. 

4. As regards Patmos itself, it is one of the group called the Sporades, 

to the S. of Samos (Pliny, iv. 28. Strabo, x. p. 488. Thucyd. iii. 23). 
It is about thirty Roman miles in circumference. A cave is still shewn 
in the island (now Patmo) where St. John is said to have seen tho 
Apocalypse. бее Winer's Realwérterbuch, and the Dictionary of 
Greek апа Roman Geography. 

5. With regard however to the time of writing, there has been no 
small controversy. And at this we need not be surprised, seeing that 
principles of interpretation are involved. 
We will first deal with ancient tradition as far as it gives us any 

indication as to the date. 
ж 6. Irenæus, v. 30. 3, p. 880, in а passage already cited (§ i. par. 7), 

2 Stuart, p. 215. 
a 
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tells us that the Apocalypse (for such is the only legitimate understanding 
of the construction) ёраб . .'. oxeddv &ri rìs uerepas yeveds, pos тф 
rel tis Aop.eriavoU dpyis. | 

7. Clement of Alexandria (Quis dives salvus, § 42, р. 949 P., cited 

also by Eusebius, H. E. iii. 23), says ёте) yap rob rupdyvov тє\єөтї]- 
cavros àxó rijs Ilárpov ris vjcov perfjAÜev els riv" Edecov, K. r. A. This 
passage, it is true, eontains no mention who the tyrant was, nor any 
allusion to the writing of the Apocalypse: but it is interesting for our 
present enquiry as shewing, in its citation by Eusebius, how Ле under- 
stood the date furnished by it. For he introduces it by saying that 
St. John ras xarà rjv 'Aeíay Owtmrev exxdyoias, drs ris xarà riv уўсоу 
perà ту Aogeriayov reAevrijy éraveAOóv фуу, and cites Clement as one 
of the witnesses of the fact. 

8. Origen merely calls St. John's persecutor б “Pwpyafuw faces, 
without specifying which. And he seems to do this wittingly: for he 
notices that John himself does not mention who condemned him. See 
the passage quoted above, $ i. par. 12. 

9. Eusebius, H. E. iii. 18, having cited the passage of Irenæus noticed 
above, says of ye kal tov корду ёт dxpiBes ётєструјуауто èv ret mevrexat- 
Sexdtw Aoperiavod, peta тАєбушу ётёрө ка} ФЛаВ(ау ДоретАЛау isro- 
рђсаутєс, ёё ddeAdys yeyovviay PAaBiov KAnperros, évós Tüy ттикадє ёті 
Pu Svvardv, ris els xpwrróv papruptas évexev els уўсоу Поут(ау xarà 
туџорѓау Seddc0a. And this same statement he repeats in his Chro- 
nieon, A.D. 95, vol. i. p. 551 f., Migne. In H. E. iii. 20 he gives the 
account of the return of St. John from Patmos in the beginning of 
Nerva's reign, cited above, § i. par. 92. 

10. Tertullian does not appear quite to bear out Eusebius's under- 
standing of him, H. E. iii. 20: for he only says, Apol. c. 5, vol. i. p. 293 f., 
after mentioning the persecution of Nero, Tentaverat et Domitianus, 
portio Neronis de crudelitate: sed qua et homo, facile coeptum repressit, 
restitutis etiam quos relegaverat.” Here he certainly makes Domitian 
himself recall the exiles. 

11. Victorinus, in the passage above referred tp (“ quando hoc vidit 
Johannes, erat in insula Patmos, in metallum damnatus a Domitiano 

Cesare”), and afterwards (“ Johannes, de metallo dimissus, sic postea 
tradidit hanc eandem quam acceperat a Deo apocalypsin"), plainly gives 
the date: as also in another place, p. 338: Intelligi oportet tempus 
quo scripta apocalypsis edita est, quoniam tunc erat Cesar Domitianus 

. . unus exstat sub quo scripta est apocalypsis, Domitianus scilicet." 
12. Jerome (de Vir. illustr. 9, vol. ii. p. 845) says, “quarto decimo 

anno secundam post Neronem persecutionem movente Domitiano in 
Patmos insulam relegatus scripsit apocalypsin . . . . interfecto autem 
Domitiano et actis ejus ob nimiam crudelitatem a Senatu rescissis sub 
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Nerva principe redit Ephesum." So also his testimony above, $ i. 
par. 25. 

18. So also Sulpicius Severus &nd Orosius, and later writers gene- 
rally. The first who breaks in upon this concurrent tradition is Epi- 
phanius, Her. li., in two very curious passages: the first where he says 
с. 12, vol. i. р. 433 f., torepoy йуаукаќе rò ayiov туєйда tov ld 

mapaıroúpevov єбаууєМсасба 8 etAdBeav кої Tamewodopoavvgy ёті тў 
упро афтод uq, perà ern ёуєуўкоута. тўс éavro? Соў, pera туу афтод 
&ró rs Idrnov ётауодоу, туу ёті КЛаъдіох yevopevyy Каітароѕ: the other, 
c. 88, p. 456, афто? $ профутєјсаутос èv xpdvors KAI % Kaicapos 
дуотато, Gre eis rh Патџроу уйтоу отдрёєу . . . . 

14. Now it is plain that there must be some strange blunder here, 

which Liicke, who makes much of Epiphanius’s testimony as shewing 
that the tradition, which he calls the Irenean, was not received by 
Epiphanius, entirely, and conveniently, omits to notice. The passage 
evidently sets the return from exile in the extreme old age of St. John. 
To say that a considerable interval may be supposed to elapse between 
the ётауодо$ and his ninetieth year, would be mere trifling with the 
context. Now if this is so, seeing that Claudius reigned from 41 to 
54 A.D., putting the return from exile at the last of these dates, we 

should have St. John aged ninety in the year 54: in other words, 
thirty-three years older than our Lord, and sixty-three at least when 
called to be an Apostle: a result which is at variance with all ancient 
tradition whatever. Either Epiphanius has fallen into some great 
mistake, which is not very probable, or he means by Claudius somo 
other Emperor: if Nero, then he would still be wrong as to St. John’s 
age at or near to his return. 

15. The testimony of Muratori’s fragment on the Canon has been 
cited (by Stuart, p. 218) as testifying to ап early date. But all it says 
is this: * Ipse beatus Apostolus Paulus sequens predecessoris sui 
Johannis ordinem, nomine nominatim septem ecclesiis scribat ordine 
tali." And the word praedecessoris, as has been pointed out by Credner, 
merely seems to mean that St. John was an Apostle before St. Paul, not 
that he wrote his seven epistles before St. Paul wrote his. . 

16. The preface to the Syriac version of the Apocalypse published by 
De Dieu, supposed to have been made in the 6th century, says that tho 
visions were seen by St. John in the island of Patmos, “in quam a 
Nerone Саваге relegatus fuerat." 

17. Theophylact, in his preface to the Gospel of St. John, vol. i. p. 504, 
says that it was written in the island of Patmos, thirty-two years after 
the Ascension: апа in so saying, places the exile under Nero. But he 
clearly is wrong, as Lücke remarks, or his meaning not clearly under- 
stood, when he attributes the writing of the Gospel to this time: and 
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moreover he is inconsistent with himself: for in commenting on Matt. 
xx. 23, vol. i. p. 107, he remarks that as Herod put to death the Apostle 
James the greater, so Trajan condemned John as a martyr to the word 
of truth. 

18. Jerome, adv. Jovin. i. 26, vol. ii. p. 280, determines nothing, only 

citing Tertullian, * Refert autem Tertullianus quod a Nerone (for “a 
Nerone," Migne reads Rom: ") missus in ferventis olei dolium purior 
et vegetior exiverit quam intraverit" But Tertullian only says, if at 
least De prescript. Hæret. c. 36, vol. ii. p. 49, be the place referred to, 
** Felix ecclesia (Romana)... . . ubi Petrus passioni dominice adæqua- 
tur, ubi Paulus Johannis (scil. baptiste) exitu coronatur, ubi Apostolus 
Joannes posteaquam in oleum igneum demersus nihil passus est, in 
insulam relegatur." It surely is stretching a point here to say that he 
implies all three events to have taken place under Nero. 

19. The author of the ** Synopsis de vita et morte prophetarum, apos- 
tolorum et discipulorum Domini” (ostensibly Dorotheus, bishop of Tyre, 
во cited in Theophylact, vol. i. p. 500: but probably it belongs to the 6th 
century), makes John to be exiled to Patmos by Trajan. Andreas and 
Arethas give no decided testimony on the point. Arethas, in comment- 
ing on Rev. vi. 12, says, that some applied this prophecy to the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem under Vespasian: but this is distinctly repudiated 
by Andreas: allowing however (on vii. 2) that such things did happen to 
the Jewish Christians who escaped the evils inflicted on Jerusalem by the 
Romans, yet they more probably refer to the times of Antichrist. Arethas 
again, on Rev. i. 9, cites without апу protest Eusebius, as asserting St. 
John's exile in Patmos to have taken place under Domitian. 

20. Much more evidence on this subject from other later writers 
whose testimonies are of less consequence,—and more minute discussion 
of the earlier testimonies, will be found in Elliott, Нога Apocalyptice, 

i. pp. 31—46, and Appendix, No. i. pp. 503—517. In the last mentioned, 
he has gone well and carefully through the arguments on external 
evidence adduced by Lücke and Stuart for the writing under Galba and 
Nero respectively, and, as it seems to me, disposed of them all. 

21. Our rgsult, as far as this part of the question is considered, may 
be thus stated. We have a constant and unswerving primitive tradition 
that St. John’s exile took place, and the Apocaly pse was written, towards 
the end of Domitian's reign. With this tradition, as has been often 
observed, the circumstances seem to agree very well We have no 
evidence that the first, or Neronic, persecution, extended beyond Rome, 
or found vent in condemnations to exile. Whereas in regard to tho 

second we know that both these were the case. Indeed the liberation at 

Domitian's death of those whom he had exiled is substantiated by Dio 

Cassius, who, in relating the beginning of Nerva's reign, lib. lxviii. 1, 
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says, pirer 06 тоб Aopercavoi al elkóves ar. . ov h,) . . кої ô 
Nepovas rovs тє xpwopévous ёт doreBeig &фїкє, Kai тойс фєйүоутаў kariyyaye 
... . TOUS 8 8) GAAos ott doeBeias, ovr "Iovdaixoy Biov xaratriacbai 
TIVAS TUVEXWPICE. 

22. Assuming then the fact of St. John’s exile at Patmos during a 
persecution for the Gospel’s sake, it is far more likely that it should have 
been under Domitian than under Nero or under Galba. But one main 
reliance of the advocates of the earlier date is internal evidence supposed 
to be furnished by the book itself. And this, first, from the rough and 

Hebraistic style. I have already discussed this point, and have fully 
admitted its difficulty, however we view it. I need only add now, that I 

do not conceive we at all diminish that difficulty by supposing it to be 
written before the Gospel and Epistle. The Greek of the Gospel and 
Epistle is not the Greek of the Apocalypse in a maturer state: but if the 
two belong to опе and the same writer, we must seek for the cause of 
their diversity not in chronological but rather in psychological considera- 
tions. 

23. Again, it is said that the book furnishes indications of having been 
written before the destruction of Jerusalem, by the fact of its mentioning 
the city and the temple, ch. xi. 1 ff., and the twelve tribes as yet existing, 
ch. vii. 4—8. This argument has been very much insisted on by several 
of the modern German critics. But we may demur to it at once, as con- 
taining an assumption which we are not prepared to grant: viz. that the 
prophetic passage is to be thus interpreted, or has any thing to do with 
the literal Jerusalem. Let the canon of interpretation be first substan- 
tiated, by which we are to be bound in our understanding of this passage, 
and then we can recognize its bearing on the chronological question. 
Certainly Lücke has not done this, pp. 825 ff., but, as usual with him, 
has fallen to abusing Hengstenberg, for which he undoubtedly has a strong 
case, while for his own interpretation he seems to me to make out a very 
weak one. 

24. Another such assumption is found in the confident assertion by 
the same critics, that the passages in ch. xiii. 1 ff, xvii. 10 point out the 

then reigning Cesar, and that by the conditions of those passages, such 
reigning Cesar must be that one who suits their chronological theory. 

It is not the place here to discuss principles of interpretation: but we 
may fairly demur again to the thus assuming a principle irrespective of 
the requirements of the book, and then judging the book itself by it. 
This is manifestly done by Liicke, pp. 835 ff. Besides which, the dif- 
ferences among themselves of those who adopt this view are such as to 
deprive it of all fixity as an historical indication. Are we to reckon our 
Caesars forwards (and if so, are we to begin with Julius, or with 
Augustus ?), or backwards, upon some independent assumption of the time 
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of writing, which the other phenomena must be made to fit? If the 
reader will consult the notes on ch. xvii. 10, I trust he will see that any 
such view of the passages is untenable. 

25. Upon interpretations like these, insulated, and derived from mere 
first impressions of the wording of single passages, is the whole fabric 

built, which is to supersede the primitive tradition as to the date of the 
Apocalypse. On this account, Irenæus must be supposed to have made 
a mistake in the date which he assigns, who had such good and sufficient 

means of knowing: on this account, all those additional testimonies, 
which in any other case would have been adduced as independent and 
important, are to be assumed to have been mere repetitions of that of 
Irenæus. 

26. But it is most unfortunate for these critics that, when once so sure 
a ground is established for them as a direct indication in the book itself 
of the emperor under whom it was written, they cannot agree among 
themselves who this emperor was. Some among them (е. g. Stuart, al.) 
taking the natural (and one would think the only possible) view of 
such an historical indication, begin according to general custom with 

Julius, and bring the writing under Nero. Ewald and Liicke, on account 
of the ойк éorw каї тарєста of ch. xvii. 8, which they wish to apply to 
Nero, desert the usual reckoning of Roman emperors, and begin with 
Augustus, thus bringing the writing under Galba. Again, Eichhorn and 
Bleek, wishing to bring the writing under Vespasian, omit Galba, Otho, 
and Vitellius, relying on an expression of Suetonius that their reigns were 
a mere rebellio trium principum." Thus by changing the usual starting- 
point, and leaving out of the usual list of the Cæsars any number found 
convenient, any view we please may be substantiated by this kind of 
interpretation. ‘Those whose view of the prophecy extends wider, and 
who attach a larger meaning to the symbols of the beast and his image 
and his heads, will not be induced by such very uncertain speculations to 
set aside a primitive and as it appears to them thoroughly trustworthy 
tradition. 

27. It may be observed that Lücke attempts to give an account of 
the origin of what he calls the Irenean tradition, freely confessing that 
his proof (?) of the date is not complete without such an account. The 
character of the account he gives is well worth observing. When, he 
says, men found that the apocalyptic prophecies had failed of their 
accomplishment, they began to give а wider sense to them, and to put 
them at a later date. And having given this account, he attempts to 

vindicate it from the charge of overthrowing the authority of Scripture 
prophecy, and says that though it may not be as convenient as the way 
which modern orthodoxy has struck out, yet it leads more safely to the 
desired end, and to the permanent enjoyment of true faith. 
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28. With every disposition to search and prove all things, and ground 
faith upon things thus proved, I own I am quite unable to come to 
Liicke’s conclusions, or to those of any of the maintainers of the Neronic 
or any of the earlier dates. The book itself, it seems to me, refuses the 
assignment of such times of writing. The evident assumption which it 
makes of long-standing and general persecution (ch. vi. 9) forbids us to 
place it in the very first persecution and that only a partial one: the 
undoubted transference of Jewish temple emblems to a Christian sense 
(ch. i. 20) of itself makes us suspect those interpreters who maintain the 
literal sense when the temple and city are mentioned: the analogy of 
the prophecies of Daniel forbids us to limit to individual kings the 
interpretation of the symbolic heads of the beast: the whole character and 
tone of the writing precludes our imagining that its original reference 
was ever intended to be to mere local matters of secondary import. 

29. The state of those to whom it was addressed furnishes another 
powerful subsidiary argument in favour of the later date. This will be 
expanded in the next section. 

30. These things then being considered,—the decisive testimony of 
primitive tradition, and failure of all attempts to set it aside,—the 
internal evidence furnished by the book itself, and equal failure of all 
attempts by ап unwarrantable interpretation to raise up counter evidence, 
I have no hesitation in believing with the ancient fathers and most 
competent witnesses, that the Apocalypse was written zpos TQ TÉÀ€ Tis 
Aoperiavod dpxijs, i. e. about the year 95 or 96 A.D. 

SECTION III. 

TO WHOM ADDRESSED. 

1. The superscription of the book plainly states for what readers it 
was primarily intended. At the same time indications abound, that the 
whole Christian church was in view. In the very epistles to the seven 
churches themselves, all the promises and sayings of the Lord, though 
arising out of local circumstances, are of perfectly general application. , 

And in the course of the prophecy, the wide range of objects embraced, 

the universality of the cautions and encouragements, the vast periods of 
time comprised, leave us no inference but this, that the book was intended 
for the comfort and profit of every age of the Christian church. In 
treating therefore the question at the head of this section in its narrower 
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and literal sense, I am not excluding the broader and general view. It 
lies behind the other, as in the rest of the apostolic writings. These 
things,” as the older Scriptures, “are written for our ensamples, upon 
whom the ends of the world are come :”jor, in the language of the 
Muratori fragment on the Canon, “ et Johannes enim in Apocalypsi licet 
septem ecclesiis scribat, tamen omnibus dicit.” 

2. The book then was directly addressed to the seven churches of 
proconsular Asia. A few remarks must be made on the general subject 
of the names and state of these churches, before entering on a descrip- 
tion of them severally. 

3. First, as to the selection of the names. The number seven, 

so often used by the Seer to express universality, has here prevailed in 
occasioning that number of names to be selected out of the churches in 
the distriet. For these were not all the churches comprised in Asia 
proper. Whether there were Christian bodies in Colosse and Hiera- 
polis we cannot say. Those cities had been, since the writing of 
St. Paul’s Epistle, destroyed by an earthquake, and in what state of 

restoration they were at this date, is uncertain. But from the Epistles 
of Ignatius we may fairly assume that there were churches in Magnesia 
and Tralles. The number seven then is representative, not exhaustive. 
These seven are taken in the following order : Ephesus, Smyrna, Per- 
gamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, Laodicea. That is, beginning 
with Ephesus the first city in the province, it follows a line from South 
to North up to Pergamum, then takes the.neighbouring city of Thyatira, 
and follows another line from North to South., 

4, As regards the general state of these churches, we may make the 
following remarks : 
We have from St. Paul, setting aside the Epistle to tne Ephesians, 

not from any doubt as to its original destination, but as containing no 
local notices, and that to Philemon, as being of a private character,— 
three Epistles containing notices of the Christian churches within this 
district. The first in point of time is that to the Colossians (A.D. 
61—63) : then follow the two to Timotheus, dating from 67 to 68. 
It is important to observe, that all these Epistles, even the latest of 
them, the second to Timotheus, have regard to & state of the churches 
evidently preceding by many years that set before us in this book. 
The germs of heresy and error there apparent (see Vol. III. prolegg. 
ch. vii. $ i. par. 12 ff.) had expanded into definite sects (ch. ii. 6, 15): 
the first ardour with which some of them had received and practised the 

Gospel, had cooled (ch. ii. 4, 5, iii. 2) : others had increased in zeal for 
God, and were surpassing their former works (ch. ii. 19). Again, the 
days of the martyrdom of Antipas, an eminent servant of Christ, are 
referred back to some time past (ch. ii. 13). | 
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5. It is also important to notice that Laodieea is described (ch. 
iii. 17) as boasting in her wealth and self-sufficiency. Now we know 
from Tacitus (see below, par. 13), that in the sixth year of Nero, or 
in the tenth, according to Eusebius (and apparently with more accuracy), 
Laodicea was destroyed by an earthquake, and recovered herself pro- 
priis opibus, without any assistance from the Head of the state. How 
many years it might take before the city could again put on such a 
spirit of self-sufficing pride as that shewn in ch. iii. 17, it is not possible 
to fix exactly : but it is obvious that we must allow more time for this 
than would be consistent with the Neronic date of the Apocalypse. 
This is confirmed when we observe the spiritual character given of the 
Laodicean church,—that of lukewarmness,—and reflect, that such a 

character does not ordinarily accompany, nor follow close upon, great 
judgments and afflictions, but is the result of a period of calm and pros- 
perity, and gradually encroaching compromise with ungodliness. , 

6. I may further mention, thut the fact of the relation here shewn to 
exist between John and the churches of proconsular Asia, points to 
a period wholly distinct from that in which Paul, or his disciple Timo- 
theus, exercised authority in those parts. And this alone would lead us 
to meet with a decided negative the hypothesis of the Apocalypse being 
written under Nero, Galba, or even Vespasian. At the same time, see 
note on ch. ii. 20,—the mention of фауєу eld ura there identifies the 
temptations and difficulties which beset the churches when the Apoca- 
lypse was written, with those which we know to have been prevalent 
in the apostolic age, and thus gives a strong confirmation of the authen- 
ticity of the book. 

I now proceed to consider these ‘churches one by one. 
7. ЕРНЕВОЗ, the capital of proconsular Asia, has already been de- 

scribed and a sketch of its history given, in the Prolegg. to the Epistle 
to the Ephesians, Vol. III. prolegg. ch. ii. $ ii. parr. 1—6. Моге detailed 
accounts are there referred to. The notes to the Epistle will in each 
case put the student in possession of the general character and par- 
ticular excellencies or failings of each church, so that I need not repeat 
them here. In reference to the threat uttered by our Lord in ch. ii. 5, 
we may remark, that a few miserable huts, and ruins of great extent 
and massiveness, are all that now remains of the former splendid capital 
of Asia. The candlestick has indeed been removed from its place, and 
ithe church has become extinct. We may notice, that Ephesus naturally 
leads the seven, both as the metropolis of the province, and as contain- 
ing that churcb with which the Writer himself was individually con- 
nected. 

8. SMYRNA, a famous commercial city of Ionia, at the head of the 

bay named after it, and at the mouth of the small river Meles : from 
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which Homer, whose birthplace Smyrna, among other cities, claimed to 
be, is sometimes called Melesigenes. It is 320 stadia (40 miles) north 
of Ephesus. It was a very ancient city (Herod. i. 149): but lay in 
ruins, after its destruction by the Lydians (B.c. 627 : cf. Herod. i. 16), 
for 400 years (till Alexander the Great, according to Pliny v. 31; 
Pausan. vii. 5. 1 ; till Antigonus, according to Strabo, l xiv. p. 646). 
It was then rebuilt, 20 stadia from old Smyrna (Strabo, I. c.), and rose 
to be, in the time of the first Cæsars, one of the fairest and most popu- 
lous cities in Asia (Strabo, ibid.). Modern Smyrna is a large city of 
more than 120,000 inhabitantes, the centre of the trade of the Levant. 
The church in Smyrna was distinguished for its illustrious first bishop 
ihe martyr Polycarp, who is said to bave been put to death in the 
stadium there in A.D. 166 (cf. Iren. Her. iii. 3. 4, p. 176). 

9. PERGAMUM (sometimes Pergamus), an ancient city of Mysia, 
on the river Caicus, an ёлфауђѕ т\с (Strabo, 1. xiii. p. 623). At first 
it appears to have been & mere hill-fortress of great natural strength ; 
but it became an important city owing to the circumstance of Lysi- 
machus, one of Alexander's generals, having chosen it for the reception 
of his treasures, and entrusted them to his eunuch Philetærus, who 

rebelled against him (в.с. 283), and founded а kingdom, which lasted 
150 years, when it was bequeathed by its last sovereign Attalus III. (B. c. 
133) to the Roman people. Pergamum possessed a magnificent library, 
founded by its sovereign Eumenes (в.с. 197—159), which subsequently 
was given by Antony to Cleopatra (Plut. Anton. c. 58), and perished 
with that at Alexandria under Caliph Omar. It became the official 
capital of the Roman province of Asia (Pliny, v. 33). There was there 
a celebrated temple of Esculapius, on which see note, ch. ii. 13. There 
is still a considerable city, containing, it is said (Stuart, p. 450), about 
3000 nominal Christians. It is now called Bergamah. 

10. THYATIRA, once called Pelopia and Euippia (Plin. v. 31), a town 
in Lydia, about a day's journey south of Pergamum. It was perhaps 
originally a Macedonian colony (Strabo, xiii. p. 625). Its chief trade 
was dyeing of purple, cf. Acts xvi. 14 and note. It is said to be at 
present а considerable town with many ruins, called Ak-Hisar, and to 
contain some 8000 Christians. 

11. Sanpis, the ancient capital of the kingdom of Lydia, lay in a 
plain between the mountains Tmolus and Hermus, on the small river 
Pactolus : 33 miles from Thyatira and 28 from Philadelphia by the 
Antonine Itinerary. Its classical history is well known. In the reign 
of Tiberius it was destroyed by ап earthquake, but restored by order of 
that emperor, Tacit. Ann. ii. 47 ; Strabo xiii. p. 627. It was the capital 
of а conventus in the time of Pliny (v. 30) ; and continued а wealthy 

city to the end of the Byzantine empire. Moro than one Christian 
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council was held here. In the eleventh century Sardis fell into the 
hands of the Turks, and in the thirteenth it was destroyed by Tamer- 
lane. Only a village (Sart) now remains, built among the ruins of the 
ancient city. 

12. PHILADELPHIA, in Lydia, on the N.W. side of Mount Tmolus, 

28 miles S.E. from Sardis. It was built by Attalus Philadelphus, King 
of Pergamum. Earthquakes were exceedingly prevalent in the district, 
and it was more than once nearly demolished by them : cf. Tacit. Ann. 
ii. 47; Strabo xiii. 628. It defended itself against the Turks for some 
time, but was eventually taken by Bajazet in 1390. It is now & con- 
siderable town named Allahshar, containing ruins of its ancient wall, 
and of about twenty-four churches. 

18. LaopicEa, Laodicea ad Lycum, was a celebrated city in the 
S.W. of Phrygia, near the river Lycus. It was originally called Dios- 
polis, and afterward Rhoas (Plin. v. 29) : and the name Laodicea was 
owing to its being rebuilt by Antiochus Theos in honour of his wife 
Laodice. It was not far from Coloss», and only six miles W. of Hiera- 
polis. It suffered much in the Mithridatic war (Appian, Bell. Mithr. 
20 ; Strabo xii. 578): but recovered itself, and became a wealthy and 

important place, at the end of the republic and under the first em- 
perors. It was completely destroyed by the great earthquake in the 
reign of Nero] but was rebuilt by the wealth of its own citizens, without 
help from the state, Tacit. Ann. xiv. 27. Its state of prosperity and 
carelessness in spiritual things described in the Epistle is well illus- 
trated by these facts. St. Paul wrote an Epistle to the Laodiceans, 
now lost. See Col. iv. 16, and Prolegg. to Vol. III. ch. xi. § iii. 2. It 
produced literary men of eminence, and had а great medical school. It 
was the capital of a conventus during the Roman empire. It was 
utterly ravaged by the Turks, and “ nothing,” says Hamilton, “ can ex- 
ceed the desolation and melancholy appearance of the site of Laodicea.” 
A village exists amongst the ruins, named Eski-hissar. 

14. See for further notices on the Seven Churches, Winer, RWB., 
and Dr. Smith’s Dictionary of Geography : from which two sources the 
above accounts are mainly compiled. In those works will be found 
detailed references to the works of various travellers who have visited 
them. Aiso, 
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SECTION IV. 

OBJECT AND CONTENTS. 

1. The Apocalypse declares its own object (ch. i. 1) to be mainly 
prophetie; the exhibition to God's servants of things which must 
shortly come to pass. And to this by far the larger portion of the 
book is devoted. From ch. iv. 1 to xxii. 6, is & series of visions pro- 
phetic of things to come, or introducing in their completeness allegories 
which involve things to come. Intermixed however with this pro- 
phetic development, we have a course of hortatory and encouraging 
sayings, arising out of the state of the churches to which the book is 
written, and addressed through them to the church universal. 

2. These sayings are mostly related in style and sense to the Epistles 
with which the book began, so as to preserve in а remarkable manner 
the unity of the whole, and to shew that it is not, as Grotius and some 
others have supposed, а congeries of different fragments, but one united 
work, written at one and the same time. The practical tendency of the 
Epistles to the Churches is never lost sight of throughout. So that wo 
may fairly say that its object is not only to prophesy of the future, but 
also by such prophecy to rebuke, exhort, and console the Church. 

8. Such being the general object, our enquiry is now narrowed to 
that of the prophetic portion itself: and we have to enquire, what 
was the aim of the Writer, or rather of Him who inspired the Writer, 
in delivering this prophecy. 

4, And in the first place, we are met by an enquiry which it may be 
strange enough that we have to make in this day, but which never- 
theless must be made. Is the book, it is asked, strictly speaking, 

a revelation at all? Is its so-called prophecy any thing more than the 

ardent and imaginative poesy of а rapt spirit, built up on the then 

present trials and hopes of himself and his contemporaries? Is not its 

future bounded by the age and circumstances then existing? And are 

not all those mistaken, who have attempted to deduce from it indications 

respecting our own or any subsequent age of the Church ? 

5. Two systems of understanding and interpreting the book have 

been raised on the basis of а view represented by the foregoing ques- 

tions. The former of them, that of Grotius, Ewald, Eichhorn, and 

-others, proceeds consistently enough in denying all prophecy, and 

explaining figuratively, with regard to then present expectations, right 

or wrong, all the things contained in the book. The latter, that of 

Liicke, De Wette, Bleek, Diisterdieck, and others, while it professes 

to recognize a certain kind of inspiration in the Writer, yet believes his 

view to have been entirely bounded by his own subjectivity and circum- 
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stances, denying that the book contains any thing specially revealed to 
John and by him declared to us; and regarding its whole contents as 

only instructive, in so far as they represent to us the aspirations of а 
fervid and inspired man, full of the Spirit of God, and his insight into 

forms of conflict and evil which are ever recurring in the history of the 

world and the Church. 
6. I own it seems to me that we cannot in consistency or in honesty 

accept this compromise. For let us ask ourselves, how does it agree 
with the phenomena? It conveniently saves the credit of the Writer, 
and rescues the book from being an imposture, by conceding that he 
saw all which he says he saw: “but at the same time maintains, that all 
which he saw was purely subjective, having no external objective 
existence: and that those things which seem to be prophecies of the 
distant future, are in fact no such prophecies, bnt have and exhaust 
their significance within the horizon of the writer’s own experience and 
hopes. 

7. But then, if this be so, I do not see, after all, how the credit of the 
Writer is so entirely saved. Не distinctly lays claim to be speaking of 
long periods of time. To say nothing of the time involved in the other 
visions, he speaks of a thousand years, and of things which must happen 
at the end of that period. So that we must say, on the theory in ques- 
tion, that all his declarations of this kind are pure mistakes: and, in 
exegesis, our view must be entirely limited to the enquiry, not what is 
for us and for all the meaning of this or that prophecy, but what was 
the Writer’s meaning when he set it down. Whether subsequent events 
justified his guess, or falsified it, is for us a pure matter of archeological 
and psychological interest, and no more. 

8. If this be so, I submit that the book at once becomes that which is 
known as apocryphal, as distinguished from canonical: it is of no more 
value to us than the Shepherd of Hermas, or the Ascension of Isaiah: 
and is mere matter for criticism and independent judgment. 

9. It will be no surprise to the readers of this work to be told, that 
we are not prepared thus to deal with a book which we accept as canoni- 
cal, and have all reason to believe to have been written by an Apostle. 
While we are no believers in what has been (we cannot help thinking 
foolishly) called verbal inspiration, we are not prepared to set aside the 
whole substance of the testimony of the writer of a book which we 
accept ав canonical, nor to deny that visions, which he purports to have 
received from God to shew to the Church things which must shortly 
come to pass, were so received by him, and for such a purpose. 

10. Maintaining this ground, and taking into account the tone of the 
book itself, and the periods embraced in its prophecies, we cannot con- 
sent to believe the vision of the Writer to have been bounded by the 
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horizon of his own experience and personal hopes. We receive the book 
as being what it professes to be, a revelation from God designed to 
shew to his servants things which must shortly come to pass?. And во 
far from this word éy rdye offending us, we find in it, as compared with 
the eontents of the book, а measure by which, not our judgment of 
those contents, but our estimate of worldly events and their duration, 

should be corrected. The èv rdxe confessedly contains, among other 

periods, a period of a thousand years. On what principle are we to 

affirm that it does not embrace a period vastly greater than this in its 

whole contents ? 
11. We hold therefore that the book, judged by its own testimony, 

and with regard to the place which it holds among the canonical books 

of Scripture, is written with the object of conveying to the Church re- 

velations from God respecting certain portions of her course even up to 

the time of the end. Whether such revelations disclose to her a con- 

tinuous prophetic history, or are to be taken as presenting varying views 

and relations of her conflict with evil, and God’s judgment on her enemies, 

will be hereafter discussed. But the general object is independent of 

these differences in interpretation. 

12. The contents of the book have been variously arranged., It seems 

better to follow the plain indication of the book itself, than to distribute 

it so as to suit any theory of interpretation. We find in so doing, that 

we have, 

I. A general introduction to „пе whole book, ch. i. 1—8: 

II. The portion containing the Epistles to the seven churches, i. 4— 

iii. 22, itself consisting of 

а. The address and preface, i. 4—8. 

B. The introductory vision, i. 9—20 

y. The seven Epistles, ii. 1—iii. 22. . 

IIL The prophetical portion, iv. 1—xxii. 5; and herein 

a. The heavenly scene of vision, iv. 1—11. 

В. 1. The sealed book, and the Lamb who should open its seven 

seals, v. 1—14. 

2. The seven seals opened, vi. 1—viii. 5, wherein are inserted 

two episodes, between the sixth and seventh seals. 

3 Düsterdieck has stigmatized this view (Einl. p. 44) as that of magical inspiration, 

as distinguished from his own, which he designates as that of ethical inspiration. It is 

difficult to assign any meaning to these epithets at all corresponding to the nature of 

the сазе. Why that inspiration should be called magical, which makes the prophet the 

organ of communicating the divine counsels in symbolical language to the Church, it is 

difficult to say : and surely not less difficult to explain, how that inspiration can be 

called ethical, which makes him pretend to have received visions from God, which he 

has only imagined in his own mind. 
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a. the sealing of the elect, vii. 1—8. 
b. the multitude of the redeemed, vii. 9—17. 

y. The seven trumpets of vengeance, introduced indeed before tho 
conclusion of the former portion, viii. 2, but properly extending 
from viii. 6—xi. 19. 

But here again we have two episodes, between the sixth and 
seventh trumpets, 

a. the little book, x. 1—11. 
b. the two witnesses, xi. 1—14, 

$. The woman and her three enemies, xii. 1—xiii. 18. And herein 
&. the dragon, xii. 1—17. 
b. the beast xii. 18—xiii. 10. 
с. the second beast, or false prophet, xiii. 11—18. 

« The introduction to the final triumph and the final vengeance, 
xiv. 1—20. And herein 

a. the Lamb and his elect, xiv. 1—5, 

b. the three angels announcing the heads of the coming 
prophecy : 
1. the warning of judgments, xiv. б, 7. 
2. the fall of Babylon, xiv. 8. 
8. the punishment of the unfaithful, xiv. 9—12. 
4. a voice proclaiming the blessedness of the holy dead, 

xiv. 13. 

с. the harvest (xiv. 14—16) and the vintage (xiv. 17— 
20) of the earth. 

¢. The pouring out of the seven last vials of wrath, xv. 1—xvi. 21. 
7. The judgment of Babylon, xvii. 1—xviii. 24. 
0. The final triumph, xix. 1—xxii. 6. And herein 

&. the church's song of praise, xix. 1—10. 
b. the issuing forth of the Lord and His hosts to victory, 

. хіх. 11—16. 
с. the destruction of the beasts and false prophet and kings 

of the earth, xix. 17— 21. 
.d. the binding of the dragon, and the millennial reign, 

xx. 1—6. 
e. the unbinding, and final overthrow, of Satan, xx. 7—10. 

f. the general judgment, xx. 11—15. 
g. the new heavens and earth, and glories of the heavenly 

Jerusalem, xxi. 1—xxii. 5. 
IV. The conclusion, xxii. 6—21. бее on all this the table at p. 260, 

in which the contents are arranged with а view to prophetic 
interpretation. 
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SECTION V. 

SYSTEMS OF INTERPRETATION. 

1. It would be as much beyond the limits as it is beside the purpose of 
these prolegomena, to give a detailed history of apocalyptic interpre- 
tation. And it would be, after all, spending much labour over that 

which has been well and sufficiently done already. For English readers, 
the large portion of Mr. Elliott's fourth volume of his Hors Apocalyptica 
which is devoted to the subject contains an ample account of apocalyptic 
expositors from the first times to the present: and for those who can 
read German, Lücke's Einleitang will furnish more critical though 
shorter notices of many among them“. To these works, and to others 
like them*, I must refer my readers for any thing like a detailed history 
of interpretations: contenting myself with giving а brief classification 
of the different great divisions of opinion, and with stating the grounds 
and character of the interpretations adopted in the following Commen- 
tary. 

2. The schools of apocalyptic interpretation naturally divide themselves 
into three principal branches : 

а. The Preterists, or those who hold that the whole or by far the 
greater part of the prophecy has been fulfilled ; 

B. The Historical Interpreters, or those who hold that the prophecy 
embraces the whole history of the Church and its foes from the 
time of its writing to the end of the world : 

y. The Futurists, or those who maintain that the prophecy relates 
entirely to events which are to take place at or near to the 
coming of the Lord. 

I shall make a few remarks on each of these schools. 
9. a. The Preeterist view found no favour, and was hardly so much as 

thought of, in the times of primitive Christianity. Those who lived 
near the date of the book itself had no idea that its groups of prophetic 
imagery were intended merely to describe things then passing, and to be 
in а few years completed*. The view is said to have been first pro- 
mulgated in any thing like completeness by the Jesuit Alcasar, in his 
Vestigatio arcani sensus in Apocalypsi, published in 1614. He regarded 

* It is to be regretted that Lücke should have performed this portion of his work so 
much in the spirit of a partisan, and not have contented himself with giving a résumé 
ab extra in the spirit of fairness, as Mr. Elliott has done. But his notices and remarks 
are very ablo and valuable. 

5 e.g. Dr. Todd on the Apocalypse, pp. 269 ff.: Mr. Charles Maitland's Apostolic 
School of Prophetic Interpretation, &c. Mr. Elliott has continued his notices down 
nearly to the present time in the appendix to his Warburtonian Lectures, pp. 510—566. 

6 СГ. Methodius, B. P. M. iji. 693: Johannes non de preteritis, sed de iis que vel 
tunc fierent, vel que olim eventura essent, loquitur." 
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the prophecy as descriptive of the victory of the Church first over the 
synagogue, in chapters v.—xi., and then over heathen Rome, in chapters 
xii.—xix.: on which follows the triumph, and rest, and glorious close, 

chapters xx.—xxii Very nearly the eame plan was adopted by Grotius 
in his Annotations, published in 1644: and by our own Hammond in 
his Commentary, published in 1653: whom Le Clere, his Latin inter- 
preter, followed. The next name among this school of interpreters is 
that of Bossuet, the great antagonist of Protestantism. His Commen- 
tary was published in 1690. In the main, he agrees with the schemes of 
Aleasar and Grotius”. 

4. The preterist school of interpretation has however of late been 
,revived in Germany, and is that to which some of the most eminent 
expositors of that nation belong’: limiting the view of the Seer to 
matters withir his own horizon, and believing the whole denunciations of 
the book to regard nothing further than the destruction of Pagan and 
persecuting Rome. | 

5. This view has also found exponents in our own language. It is that 
of the very ample and laborious Commentary of Moses Stuart in America, 
and of Dr. Davidson and Mr. Desprez in England. 

6. B. The continuous historical interpretation belongs almost of 
necessity to these later days. In early times, the historic material 
since the apostolic period was not copious enough to tempt men to fit 
it on to the symbols of the prophetic visions. The first approach to it 
seems to have been made by Berengaud, not far from the beginning of 
the twelfth century: who however carried the historic range of the 
Apocalypse back to the creation of the world*. The historic view is 
found in the fragmentary exposition of the Seals by Anselm of Havels- 
burg (1145): in the important exposition by the Abbot Joachim (cir. 
1200). 

7. From Joachim’s time we may date the rise of the continuous 
historic school of interpretation. From this time men’s minds, even 
within the Romish church, became accustomed to the ideas, that the 
apocalyptic Babylon was in some sense or other not only Pagan but 
Papal Rome: and that Antichrist was to sit, whether as an usurper or 
not, on the throne of the Papacy. 

8. I pass over less remarkable names, which will be found composing 

an interesting series in Mr. Elliott's history“, noticing as I pass, that 

7 See Elliott, vol. iv. p. 480, and a very good description in Lücke, p. 540. 
8 e.g. Ewald, Lücke, De Wette, Düsterdieck. 
9 See Elliott, vol. iv. pp. 862 ff. 
1 Elliott, vol. iv. pp. 376—410: where see also a tabular view of J сасып” в аро- 

talyptic scheme. 
2 Vol. iv. pp. 416 ff. 
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such was the view held by the precursors and upholders of the Refor- 
mation: by Wicliffe and his followers in England, by Luther in Ger- 
many, Bullinger in Switzerland, Bishop Bale in Ireland; by Fox the 
martyrologist, by Brightmann, Pareus, and early Protestant expositors 
generally. 

9. As we advance in order of time, the same view holds its ground in 
the main among the Protestant churches. It is, with more or lees in- 
dividual varieties and divergences, that of Mede (1630), Jurieu (1685), 
Cressener (1690), Vitringa (1705), Daubuz (1720), Sir Isaac Newton 
(first published in 1788, after his death; but belonging to an earlier 
date), Whiston (1706), and the Commentators further on in that 
eentury, Bengel and Bishop Newton, 

10. Mr. Elliott very naturally makes the great French Revolution a 
break, and the beginning of a new epoch, in the history of apocalyptic 
interpretation. From it, the continuous historical view seemed to derive 
confirmation and consistency, and acquired boldness to enter into new 
details, and fix its dates with greater precision. 

11. Some of the more marked upholders of the view since that great 
Revolution have been divided among themselves as to the question, 
whether the expected second advent of our Lord is to be regarded as 
preceding or succeeding the thousand years’ reign, or millennium. The 
majority both in number, and in learning and research, adopt the pre- 
millenial advent: following, as it seems to me, the plain and undeniable 
sense of the sacred text of the book itself. 

12. It is not the purpose of the present Prolegomena to open contro- 
versial dispute with systems or with individuals“. The following Com- 
mentary will shew how far our views agree with, how far they differ from 

the school of which I am treating. With this caution, I cannot refrain 
from expressing my admiration of the research and piety which have 
characterized some of the principal modern Protestant expositors of this 
school. I must pay this tribute more especially to Mr. Elliott, from 
whose system and conclusions I am compelled so frequently and so widely 
to diverge. 

The statement made above in the text will account for my not having noticed in 
detail, with a view to refutation, Mr. Elliott’s work, Apocalypsis Alfordiana," pub- 
lished since the first appearance of this volume. А careful perusal of that work 
has not altered my view on any of the points of interpretation whereon we differ. 
Ils arguments are not formidable, consisting for the most part of confident 
re-assertion of the system which they uphold. In preparing the present edition of 
this volume I began by inserting in the notes elaborate answers to them : but, I found 
that thus my pages became burdened with matter merely controversial, and moreover 
that I could not continue this course consistently with the unfeigned respect which 
I felt and wished to shew towards Mr. Elliott: the spirit of his book, which I forbear 
ете from characterizing, rendering this wholly impossible. 
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13. у. Our attention now passes to the Futurist school, consisting of 
those who throw forward the whole ‘book, or by far the greater part of 
it, into the times of the great second Advent, denying altogether its 
historical significance. 

14. Of these writers, some, who have been called the extreme futurists‘, 

deny even the past existence of the seven Asiatic churches, and hold that 
we are to look for them yet to arise in the last days: but the majority 
accept them as historical facts, and begin the events of the last days 
with the prophetic imagery in chap. iv. Some indeed expound the earlier 
seals of events already past, and then in the later ones pass at once 
onward to the times of antichrist. 

15. The founder of this system in modern times (the Apostolic 
Fathers can hardly with fairness be cited for it, seeing that for them all 
was future) appears to have been the Jesuit Ribera, about A.D. 1580". 
It has of late had some able advocates in this country. To it belong the 
respected names of Dr. Maitland, Dr. Todd, Mr. Burgh, Isaac Williams, 

and others. 
16. I need hardly say that I cannot regard this scheme of interpreta- 

tion with approval. To argue against it here, would be only to antici- 
pate the Commentary. It seems to me indisputable that the book does 
speak of things past, present, and future: that some of its prophecies 
are already fulfilled, some are now fulfilling, and others await their ful- 
filment in the yet unknown future: but to class all together and post- 
pone them to the last age of the world, seems to me very like shrinking 
from the labours which the Holy Spirit meant us, and invites us, to 
undertake. 

17. In the exposition of the Apocalypse attempted in this volume, I 
have endeavoured simply to follow the guidance of the sacred text, 
according to its own requirements and the analogies of Scripture. Iam 
not conscious of having any where forced the meaning to suit my own 
prepossession : but I have in each case examined, whither the text itself 
and the rest of Scripture seemed to send me for guidance. If a definite 
meaning seemed to be pointed at in such guidance, I have upheld that 
meaning, to whatever school of interpretation I might seem thereby for 

the time to belong. If no such definite meaning seemed to be indicated, 
I have confessed my inability to assign one, however plausible and 
attractive the guesses of expositors may have been. 

18. The result of such a method of interpretation may be apparent 
want of system ; but I submit that it isthe only way which will conduct 
us safely as far as we go, and which will prevent us from wresting the 

* e.g. the author of * The Jewish Missionary,” and “The Sealed Book.” 
5 Elliott, vol. iv. pp. 465 ff. 
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text to make it suit а preconceived scheme. "This latter fault seemed to 
me so glaring and so frequent in our expositors of the historical school, 
and inspired me with such disgust, that I determined my own pages 
should not contain а single instance of it, if I could help it. And I 
venture to hope that the determination has been carried out. 

` 19. The course which I have taken, that of following the tezt itself 
under the guidance of Scripture analogy, naturally led to the recognition 
of certain landmarks, or fixed points, giving rise to canons of interpreta- 
tion, which I maintain are not to be departed from. Such are for instance 
the following: 

20. The close connexion between our Lord's prophetic discourse on 
the Mount of Olives, and the line of apocalyptic prophecy, cannot fail 
to have struck every student of Scripture. If it be suggested that such 
connexion may be merely apparent, and we subject it to the test of more 
accurate examination, our first impression will I think become continually 
stronger, that the two, being revelations from the same Lord concerning 
things to come, and those things being as it seems to me bound by the 
fourfold Rx, which introduces the seals, to the same reference to 
Christ's coming, must, corresponding as they do in order and significance, 
answer to one another in detail: and thus the discourse in Matt. xxiv. 
becomes, as Mr. Isaac Williams has truly named it, “the anchor of 

apocalyptic interpretation? and, I may add, the touchstone of 
apocalyptic systems. If its guidance be not followed in the interpre- 
tation of the seals, if any other than our Lord is he that goes forth 
conquering and to conquer, then, though the subsequent interpretation 
may have occasional points of contact with truth, and may thus be in 
parts profitable to us, the system is an erroneous one, and, as far as it is 
concerned, the true key to the book is lost. 

21. Another such landmark is found I believe in the interpretation of 
the sixth seal: if it be not indeed already laid down in what has just 
been said. We all know what that imagery means in the rest of Scrip- 
ture. Any system which requires it to belong to another period than the 
close approach of the great day of the Lord, stands thereby self-con- 
demned. I may illustrate this by reference to Mr. Elliott's continuous 
historical system, which requires that it should mean the downfall of 
Paganism under Constantine. A more notable instance of inadequate 
interpretation cannot be imagined. 

22. Closely connected with this last is another fixed point in interpre- 
tation. As the seven seals, so the seven trumpets and the seven vials 
run on to the time close upon the end. At the termination of each 
series, the note is unmistakably given, that such is the case. Of the 
seals we have already spoken. As to the trumpets, it may suffice to refer 
to ch. x. 7, xi. 18: as to the vials, to their very designation ras éoydras, 
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and to the yéyover of ch. xvi. 17. Any system which does not recognize 
this common ending of the three, seems to me to stand thereby convicted 
of error. 

23. Another such absolute requirement of the sacred text is found in 

the vision of ch. xii. 1 fl. In ver. 5, we read that the woman érexey vióy 
dpaev, $$ ue тоша rávra rd yy èv реВдф стр, каї fpmrácÓOn тб 
тёкуоу abris mpos tov Gedy xai mpós tov Ópóvov avrov. All Scripture 
analogy and that of this book itself (cf. ch. xix. 15) requires that these 
words should be understood of our incarnate Lord, and of no other. Any 
system seems to me convicted of error, which is compelled to interpret the 
words otherwise. 

24. Another canon of interpretation has seemed to me to be deducible 
from the great care and accuracy with which the Seer distinguishes 
between the divine Persons and the ministering angels. Much con- 
fusion is found in the apocalyptic commentaries from this point not being 
attended to. Is such or such an angel Christ Himself, or not?” is a 
question continually meeting us in their pages. Such a question need 
never to have been asked. dyyeAos, throughout the book, is an angel: 
never our Lord, never one of the sons of men. ' This holds equally, I 

believe, of the angels of the seven churches, and of the various angels 
introduced in the prophetic vision. 

25. Various other rules and requirements of the same kind will be 
found mentioned in the Commentary itself. It may be well to speak of 
some other matters which seem worthy of notice here. 

26. The apocalyptic numbers furnish an important enquiry to every 
Commentator, as to their respective significance. And, in general terms, 
such а question can be readily answered. The various numbers seem to 
keep constant to their great lines of symbolic meaning, and may, without 
any caprice, be assigned to them. ‘Thus seven is the number of perfec- 
tion: seven spirits are before the throne (ch. i. 4; iv. 5): seven churches 
represent the church universal: the Lamb has seven horns and seven eyes 
(v. 6): in the several series of God's judgments, each of them complete 
in itself, each of them exhaustive in its own line of divine action, seven 

is the 8 of the seals, of the trumpets, of the thunders, of the vials. 
27. Four, again, is the number of terrestrial extension, Four living - 

beings are the celestial symbols of creation (iv. 6 ff.): four angels stand 
on the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of heaven (ch. 
vii. 1): four seals, four trumpets, four vials, in each case complete the 
judgments as far as physical visitations are concerned: four angels are 
loosed from the Euphrates to slay the destined portion out of all man- 
‘kind (ix. 13 ff.), in obedience to a voice from the four corners of the 
altar: Satan deceives the nations in the four corners of the earth (xx. 
8): the new Jerusalem lieth four-square, having all sides equal. 
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28. Twelve is the number especially appropriated to the Church, and 
to those appearances which are symbolically connected with her. Twice 
twelve is the number of the heavenly elders: twelve times twelve thousand, 
the number of the sealed elect: the woman in ch. xii. 1 has а crown of 
twelve stars: the heavenly city has twelve gates, at the gates twelve 
angels, and on them the names of the twelve tribes of Israel; also twelve 
foundations, and on them the names of the twelve Apostles: and its 
circumference (probably: see note, ch. xxi. 16) is twelve thousand stadii. 
Finally, in the midst of her the tree of life brings forth twelve manner 
of fruits. 

29. The occurrence of aliquot portions of these numbers is also worthy 
of ourattention. The half of seven, three and a half, is a ruling number 

in the apocalyptic periods of time. Three years and a half had been the 
duration of the draught prayed for by Elijah (see James v. 17, note: 
also Luke iv. 25); “а time, and times, and the dividing of time” was 
the prescribed prophetic duration of the oppression of the saints in Dan. 
vii. 25. Accordingly, we find in the Apocalypse (ch. xi. 2) that the two 
Witnesses, one of whose powers is, to shut up heaven that there shall be no 
rain (xi. 6), shall prophesy 1260 days =3 x 360 + 180 = three years 
and a half. And if this particular reminds us of Elijah, the other, the 
turning the water into blood and smiting the earth with plagues, directs 
our attention to Moses, whose testimony endured throughout the forty 

and two stations of the children of Israel's pilgrimage, as that of t hese 
witnesses is to endure forty and two months —3 x 12 + 6 months= 
three years and a half. (Again, for three days and a half shall the bodies 
of these witnesses lie unburied in tbe street of the great city, after which 
they shall rise again.) The same period in days (1260) is the term 
during which the woman shall be fed in the wilderness (xii. 6). The 

same in months (42) is allotted (xiii. 5) to the power of the first wild- 
beast which ascended from the sea. 

30. I have not pretended to offer any solution of these periods of time, 
во remarkably pervaded by the half of the mystic seven. I am quite un- 
able to say, who the two witnesses are: quite unable, in common with all 

apocalyptic interpreters, to point out definitely any period in the history 

of the church corresponding to the 1260 days of ch. xii. 6, or any in 
the history of this world’s civil power which shall satisfy the forty-two 

months of ch. xiii. 5. As far as I have seen, every such attempt hitherto 

made has been characterized by signal failure. One after another, the 

years fixed on for the consummation by different authors have passed 

away, beginning with the 1836 of Bengel: one after another, the ex- 

positors who have lived to be thus refuted have shifted their ground into 

the safer future. 
31. It is not my intention to enter the lists on either side of the vexed 
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* year-day" question. I have never seen it proved, or even made probable, 
ihat.we are to take а day for a year in apocalyptic prophecy: on the 
other hand I have never seen it proved, or made probable, that such mystic 
periods are to be taken literally, a day for a day. It is a weighty argu- 
ment against the year-day system, that a period of “а thousand years" 
(xx. 6, 7) does occur in the prophecy: it is hardly a less strong one 
against literal acceptation of days, that the principles of interpretation 
given us by the Seer himself (xvii. 17) seem to require for the reign of 
the beast a far longer period than this calculation would allow. So that 
in the apparent failure of both systems, I am driven to believe that these 
periods are to be assigned by some clue, of which the Spirit has not yet 
put the Church in possession. 

32. Still less can I offer any satisfactory solution of the prophetic 
number of the beast (xiii. 18). Even while I print my note in favour of 
the Aarewós of Irenæus, I feel almost disposed to withdraw it. It is beyond 
question the best solution that has been given: but that it is not the 
solution, I have a persuasion amounting to certainty. It must be con- 
sidered merely as worthy to emerge from the thousand and one failures 
strewed up and down in our books, and to be kept in sight till the 
challenge ðe т) софіа ёстіу is satisfactorily redeemed. 

83. On one point I have ventured to speak strongly, because my con- 
viction on it is strong, founded on the rules of fair and consistent inter- 
pretation. I mean, the necessity of accepting literally the first resur- 
rection, and the millennial reign. It seems to me that if in а sentence 
where two resurrections are spoken of with no mark of distinction 
between them (it is otherwise in John v. 28, which is commonly alleged for 

the view which I am combating),—in а sentence where, one resurrection 
having been related, “the rest of the dead are afterwards mentioned, —we 
are at liberty to understand the former one figuratively and spiritually, 
and the latter literally and materially, then there is an end of all definite 
meaning in plain words, and the Apocalypse, or any other book, may mean 

any thing we please. It is а curious fact that those who maintain this, 
studious as they generally are to uphold the primitive interpretation, are 
obliged, not only to wrest the plain sense of words, but to desert the 
unanimous consensus of the primitive Fathers, some of whom lived 
early enough to have retained apostolic tradition on this point. Not 
till chiliastic views had run into unspiritual excesses, was this interpre- 
tation departed от“, 

84. It now remains that I say somewhat respecting my own view of 
the character and arrangement of the prophecy, which may furnish the 

6 The student will find a good account of the history of opinions on this subject in 
Herzog's Encyclopudie, art. Chiliasmus. —— 
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reader with a general idea of the nature of the interpretation given in 
the notes. 

35. And first for the principles on which that interpretation is based. 
a) The book is a revelation given by the Father to Christ, and imparted 
by Him through His angel to St. John, to declare to His servants things 
which must shortly come to pass: in other words, the future conflicts 
and triumphs of His church; these being the things which concerned 
* His servants." 

36. B) Of all these, the greatest event is His own coming in glory. 
In consequence, it is put forward in the introduction of the book with all 
solemnity, and its certainty sealed by an asseveration from the Almighty 
and everlasting God. 

97. y) Accordingly we find every part of the prophecy full of this 
subject. The Epistles to the Churches continually recur to it: the 
visions of seals, trumpets, vials, all end in intreducing it: and it forms 
the solemn conclusion, as it did the opening of the book. 

88. 8) But it was not the first time that this great subject had been 
spoken of in prophecy. The Old Testament prophets had all announced 
it: and the language of this book is full of the prophetic imagery which 
we also find in them, The first great key to the understanding of the 
Apocalypse, is, the analogy of Old Testament prophecy. 

89. e) The next is our Lord's own prophetic discourse, before insisted 
on in this reference. He himself had previously delivered a great 
prophecy, giving in clear outline the main points of the history of the 
church. In this prophecy, the progress of the Gospel, its hindrances 
and corruptions, the judgments on the unbelieving, the trials of the 
faithful, the safety of God’s elect amidst all, and the final redemption in 
glory of His faithful people, were all indicated. There, they were 
enwrapped in language which was in great part primarily applicable to 
the great typical judgment on the chosen people—the destruction of 
Jerusalem. When this book was written, that event had taken place: 
completing the first and partial fulfilment of our Lord’s predictions. 
Now, it remained for prophecy to declare to the church God’s course of 
dealing with the nations of the earth, by which the same predictions 

are to be again fulfilled, on a larger scale, and with greater fulness of 
meaning. А 

40. It is somewhat astonishing, that many of those who recognize 
to the full the eschatological character of the prophetic discourse of 
our Lord, should have failed to observe in the Apocalypse the very 

same features of arrangement, and an analogy challenging continual 
observation. | 

41. £) In accordance with the analogy just pointed out, I conceive 
that the opening section of the book (after the vision in the introduc- 
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tion), containing the Epistles to the Churches, is an expansion of our 
Lord's brief notes of comfort, reproof, and admonition addressed to His 
own in the prophecy on the Mount of Olives and elsewhere in His 
prophetic discourses. 

42. **'It reveals to us our Lord as present with His people evermore 
in the fulness of His divine Majesty as the Incarnate and glorified Son 
of God: present with them by His Spirit to sympathize, to sustain, to 
comfort, to reprove, to admonish, as their need requires: his eye ever- 
more on every heart, his love ever ready to supply all their need? The 
Epistles are no other than the expression of that special message of 
rebuke or encouragement which day by day in all ages the Lord sees to 
be needed, in one or other of its parts, by every Church, and every 
Christian, on earth. Every body of Christians, we are reminded, like 

every individual, has at each moment, its own definite religious 
character and condition: like Ephesus, sound, but with declining love 
апа faith: like Smyrna, faithful in tribulation and rich in good works: 
like Pergamum, steadfast under open trial, but too tolerant of com- 
promises with the world's ways: like Thyatira, diligent in well-doing, 
and with many signs of spiritual progress, yet allowing false teaching 
and corrupt practice to go unchecked: like Sardis, retaining the form of 
sound doctrine, but in practice sunk into a deep slumber threatening 
spiritual death : like Philadelphia, faithful to the Lord's word and name, 

loving Him though in weakness, and therefore kept in safety: or finally 
like Laodicea, ‘ lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot:' self-satisfied, be- 
cause sunk too deepin spiritual sloth and indifference to be conscious of 
her poverty, and ready therefore to lose all without struggle or regret*." 

48. This first section has set before us the Lord present with His 
church on earth; the next introduces us at once to His presence in 
heaven, and to the celestial scenery of the whole coming prophecy. It is 
to be noted that this revelation of God is as the God of His Church. 
The Father, seated on the Throne: the Lamb in the midst of the 
throne, bearing the marks of His atoning sacrifice: the sevenfold Spirit 
with His lamps of fire: this is Jehovah the covenant God of His 
redeemed. And next we have Creation, symbolized by the four living- 
beings—the Church, patriarchial and apostolic, represented by the 
twenty-four elders: and the innumerable company of angels, minister- 

7 I borrow the words of a MS. Lecture on the Apocalypse by an old and valued friend. 
$ It has been supposed by some (the first of whom apparently was the Abbot 

Joachim) that these Epistles are in themselves prophetic of various states of the church 

from the time of the Apocalypse to the final close of the dispensation. One of the 

principal among these is Vitringa, in whose Commentary, pp. 27 ff., will be found a full 
account, and elaborate defence of the view. І need not say that I myself cannot sub- 

scribe to it. 
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ing in their glory and might, now by one of them, now by another, 
throughout the course of the prophecy. 

44. In the next section, the Lamb, alone found worthy, opens one 
after another the seals of the closed book or roll, so that, when they are 
all opened, it may be unrolled and read. One point I have urged in the 
following notes: viz., that the roll is never during the prophecy actually 
opened, nor is any part of it read. The openings of its successive seals 
are but the successive preparations for its contents to be disclosed: 
and as each is opened, a new class of preparations is seen in prophetic 
vision. When the seventh is loosed, and all is ready for the unfolding 
and reading, there is a symbolic silence, and а new series of visions 
begins. 

45. Ав regards the seals themselves, the first four are marked off 
. from the other three in a manner which none can fail to observe. They 

represent, I believe, Christ's victory over the world in His appointed 
way. We have Himself going forth to conquer, and in His train, the 
sword which He came to send on earth, the wars, famines, and pesti- 

lences, which He foretold should be forerunners of His coming. At 
each of these appearances, one of the living-beings who symbolize Crea- 
tion echoes with his épxov the sighs of the world for the manifestation of 
the sons of God. I conceive it to be & mistake, necessarily involved in 
the consecutive historical interpretation, but sometimes found where that 
is not, to interpret these four seals, as sueceeding one another in time. 
All are co-ordinate, all are correlative. 

46. Next to the sighs of Creation for the Lord's coming, we have those 
of His martyred saints, crying from under His altar. Then, at the 
opening of the sixth seal, we have reproduced the well-known imagery of 
our Lord's discourse and of the O. T. prophetas, describing the very eve 
and threshold, so to speak, of the day of the Lord : the portents which 
should usher in His coming: but not that coming itself. For the 
revelation of this, the time is not yet. First, His elect must be gathered 
out of the four winds—the complete number sealed, before the judgments 
invoked by the martyred souls descend on the earth, the sea, the trees. 
First, the Seer must be vouchsafed a vision of the great multitude whom 
none can number, in everlasting glory. The day of the Lord’s coming 
is gone by, and the vision reaches forward beyond it into the blissful 
eternity. Why? Because then, and not till then, shall the seventh 
seal, whieh looses the roll of God's eternal purposes, be opened, and the 
book read to the adoring Church in glory. "Then we have the last seal 
opened, and the half-hour's silence—the “initium,” as "Victorinus 

sublimely says, “ quietis eternz.” 
47. Thus far the vision of the seals necessarily reached onward for its 

completion. But there is much more to be revealed. God's judgments 
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on the earth and its inhabitants аге the subject of the next series of 
visions. The prayers of the martyred saints had invoked them: with 
the symbolizing therefore of the answer to these prayers the next 
section opens. Then follow the trumpet-blowing angels, hurting the 
earth, the trees, the sea, the rivers, the lights of heaven. And here 
again, as before, the first four trumpets complete these œcumenical 
jadgments, and with the fifth the three woes on mankind begin. The 
previous plagues have affected only the accessories of life: the following 
affect life itself. 

48. In these latter we have the strictest correspondence with the 
foregoing vision of the seals. Two of them are veritably plagues, 
the one of the locust, the other of the horsemen. After this sixth 

trumpet are inserted two episodical patsages, the one a vision, the other 
а prophecy (see below) : then, when the seventh is about to sound, the 
consummation of God's judgments passes unrecorded, as it did under the 

seals ; and at the seventh trumpet, we have the song of thanksgiving 
and triumph in heaven. Such remarkable and intimate correspondence 
carries its own explanation : the two visions of the trumpets and seals 
run on to one and the same glorious termination : the former, in tracing 
the course of the world as regards the Church, the latter, in tracing God's 
judgments of vengeance on the ungodly dwellers on earth : for it is for 
this that the heavenly song at its conclusion gives thanks. 

49. If now we turn to the two episodes between the sixth and seventh 
trumpets, we find them distinctly introductory to that section which is 
next to follow. А little book is given to the Seer, sweet to his mouth, 

but bitter in digestion, with an announcement that he is yet again to 
prophesy to many nations—that a fresh series of prophetic visions, 
glorious indeed but woeful, was now to be delivered by him. 

50. These begin by the measurement of the temple of God—seeing 
that it is the Church herself, in her innermost hold, which is now to 
become the subject of the prophecy. The course of the two witnesses, 
recalling to us by their spirit and power Moses and Elias, is predicted : 
and during the prediction, one principal figure of the subsequent visions 
is by anticipation introduced : the wild-beast that cometh up out of the 
abyss. That this is so, is at once fatal in my estimation to the con- 
tinuous historical interpretation. 

61. The student will find that there is no explanation of the two 
witnesses in the ensuing Commentary. I have studied the various 
solutions, and I own that I cannot find any which I can endorse as 
being that which I can feel to be satisfactory. І have none of my own. 
I recognize the characters: but I cannot appropriate them. I do not 
feel it to be any reproach to my system, or any disproof of its substance, 
that there are this and other gaps in it which I cannot bridge over. 
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Nay, on the contrary, if it be a sound interpretation, there must be. 

these : and to find events and persons which may fit the whole, ere yet 
the course of time is run, would seem to me rather writing a parody, 
than earnestly seeking a solution. 

52. And now the seventh angel sounds ; and as before at the opening 
of the seventh seal, the heavenly scene is before us, and the representa- 
tives of the church universal fall down and give thanks that God’s king- 
dom is come, and the time of the dead to be judged. But though this 
series of visions likewise has been thus brought down to the end of the 
final consummation, there is more yet to be revealed ; and in anticipation 
of the character of the subsequent visions, the temple of God in heaven 
is opened, and the pause between one and another series is announced, as 
before between the seals and the trumpets, and as after at the end of the 
vials, by thunders and lightnings and voices. 

53. And now opens the great prophetic course of visions regarding 
the church. Her identification in the eyes of the Seer is first rendered 
unmistakable, by the scene opening with the appearance of the woman 
and the serpent, the enmity between him and her seed, the birth of the 
Man-child who should rule over the nations,—His ascension to heaven 

and to the throne of God. Here, at least, all ought to have been plain : 
and here again I see pronounced the condemnation of the continuous 
historical system. 

54. The flight of the woman into the wilderness, the casting down of 
Satan from heaven, no longer to accuse the brethren there, his continued 

enmity on earth, his persecution of the remnant of the woman’s seed, 

these belong to the introductory features of the great vision which is to 
follow, and serve to describe the state in which the Church of God is 
found during ‘the now pending stage of her conflict. 

55. What follows, carries out the description of the war made by the 
dragon on the seed of the woman. A wild-beast is seen rising out of 
the deep, uniting in itself the formerly described heads and horns of the 
dragon, and also the well-known prophetic symbols of the great empires 
of the world: representing, in fact, the secular powers antagonistic to 
the Church of Christ. To this wild-bcast the dragon gives his might and 
his throne : and notwithstanding that one of its heads, the Pagan Roman 
Empire, is crushed to death, its deadly wound is healed, and all who are 
not written in the Lamb’s book of life worship it. 

56. The further carrying out of the power and influence of the beast 
is now set before us by the vision of another wild-beast, born of the earth, 
gentle as a lamb in appearance, but dragon-like and cruel in character. 
This second beast is the ally and servant of the former : makes men to 
worship its image and receive its mark, as the condition of civil rights 
and even of life itself. Here, in common with very many of the best 
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interpreters, I cannot fail to recognize the sacerdotal persecuting power, 
leagued with and the instrument of the secular : professing to be a lamb, 
but in reality being a dragon: persecuting the saints of God: the in- 
separable companion and upholder of despotic and tyrannical power. 
This in all its forms, Pagan, Papal, and in so far as the Reformed 

Churches have retrograded towards Papal sacerdotalism, Protestant also, 
I believe to be that which is symbolized under the second wild-beast. 

57. Next, the apocalyptic vision brings before us the Lamb on Mount 
Sion with the first-fruits of His people, and the heavenly song in which 
they join,—as prefatory to the announcement, by three angels, of the 
prophecies which are to follow, so full of import to the people and church 
of God. These are, first, the proclamation of the everlasting Gospel as 
previous to the final judgments of God : next, the fall of Babylon, as an 
encouragement for the patience of the saints : third, the final defeat and 
torment of the Lord's enemies. After these is heard a voice proclaiming 
the blessedness of the holy dead. ‘Then follow, in strict accord with 
these, four announcements, 1) the harvest and the vintage of the earth, 
and the seven last plagues, symbolized by the out-pouring of the vials : 2) 
the ample details of the fall and punishment of Babylon : 3) the triumph 
of the Church in the last defeat of her Lord's enemies : 4) the millennial 
reign, and finally, the eternity of bliss. But on each of these somewhat 
more must be said. 

68. I have found reason to interpret the harvest, of the ingathering of 
the Lord's people: the vintage, of the crushing of His enemies: both 
these being, according to the usage of this book, compendious, and in-- 

clusive of the fuller details of both, which are to follow. 
59. 'The vintage is taken up and expanded in detail by the series of 

the vials : seven in number, as were the seals and the trumpets before. 
These final judgments, specially belonging to the Church, are introduced 
by & song of triumph from the saints of both dispensations, and are 

poured out by angels coming forth from the opened sanctuary of the 
tabernacle of witness in heaven. 

60. The course of these judgments is in some particulars the same as 
that of the trumpets. The earth, the sea, the rivers, the lights of 
heaven—these are the objects of the first four : but ever with reference to 
those who worship the beast and have his mark on them. At the fifth, 
as in each case before, there is a change from general to special: the 
throne and kingdom of the beast, the river Euphrates, these are now the 
objects : and the seventh passes off, as in each former case, to the con- 
summation of all things. 

61. Meantime, as 80 often before, anticipating hints have been given 
of new details belonging to the other angelic announcements. At the 
sixth vial, we have the sounds of the gathering of an approaching battle 
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of God's enemies against Him, and the very battle-field pointed out. 
After the seventh and its closing formula, Babylon comes into remem- 
brance before God, to give her the cup of His vengeance. Thus then we 

pass to the second of the angelic announcements—the fall of Babylon. 
Here the Seer is carried in spirit into the wilderness, and shewn the 
great vision of the woman seated on the beast. I have entered in the 
Commentary into all the details of this important portion of the prophecy: 
and it is unnecessary to repeat them here. It may suffice to say, that 
the great persecuting city, the type of the union of ecclesiastical corrup- 
tion with civil tyranny, is finally overthrown by the hands of those véry 
kingdoms who had given their power to the beast, and this overthrow is 
celebrated by the triumphant songs of the Church and of Creation and of 
innumerable multitudes in heaven. 

62. But here again, according to the practice of which I cannot too 
often remind the student, a voice from heaven announces the character of 

the new and final vision which is to follow : Blessed are they which are 
called to the marriage supper of the Lamb. And now, in the prophetic 
details of the third of the previous angelic announcements, and of the 
proclamation of the blessedness of the holy dead, the great events of the 
time of the end crowd, in their dread majesty, upon us. First, the pro- 
cession of the glorified Redeemer with the armies of heaven following 
Him, coming forth to tread the winepress of the wrath of Almighty God. 
Then the great battle of the Lord against His foes, the beast and the 
false prophet, leagued with the kings of the earth against Him. Then, 

the binding of the dragon, the old serpent, for & season. "Then, the first 
resurrection, the judgment of the church, the millennial reign: as to 
which I have again and again raised my earnest protest against evading 
the plain sense of words, and spiritualizing in the midst of plain declara- 
tions of fact. That the Lord will come in person to this our earth: that 
His risen elect will reign here with Him апа judge: that during that 
blessed reign the power of evil will be bound, and the glorious prophecies 
of peace and truth on earth find their accomplishment :—this is my firm 
persuasion, and not mine alone, but that of multitudes of Christ's 

waiting people, as it was that of His primitive apostolic Church, before 
controversy blinded the eyes of the Fathers to the light of prophecy. 

63. But the end is not yet. One struggle more and that the last. 
At the end of the millennial period, Satan is unloosed, and the natiens 
of the earth are deceived by him—they come up against and encircle the 
camp of the saints and the beloved city: and fire comes down out of 
heaven and consumes them: and the devil who deceived them is cast into 
the lake of fire. Then is described the general judgment of the dead, the 
destruction of death and Hades, and the condemnation of all whose names 

are not found written in the book of life. 
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64. Finally, in accord with the previous proclamation of the blessedness 
of the holy dead, the description of the heavenly Jerusalem forms the 
glorious close of the whole. 

65. It remains that I say a few words in explanation of the annexed 
Table, which contains an arrangement of the Apocalyptic matter in 
accordance with the view upheld above. 

66. In the upper part of the table, extending all across it, are speci- 
fied the general subject of the book, printed in black, and the Epistles to 
the seven churches. Then follow, printed in red, the heavenly scenery and 
personages common to the whole following prophecy, till all the various 
visions merge, at the bottom of each column, in the new heavens and new 
earth, the description of which is again printed in red across the table 
beneath the columns. 

67. The columns themselves contains the various visions, followed by 
the episodes which occur in them, in order: each in turn passing away 
into the great day of the Lord, and the events of the time of the end. 
Any one who has followed the Commentary, or even the epitome given 
in these Prolegomens, will have no difficulty in making use of the con- 
spectus given in the table. 

68. The words printed in thick type are intended to direct the reader's 
attention to their recurrence as furnishing landmarks, or tests of inter- 
pretation: e. g. the numbers, seven, four, twelve: the white horse and 
its Rider: the ruling the nations with a rod of iron, as unmistakably 
ney ing the Man-child of ch. xii. with the Victor of ch. xix.: &c. &c. 

69! I have now only to commend to my gracious God and Father this 
feeble attempt to explain the most mysterious and glorions portion of His 
revealed Scripture: and with it, this my labour of now eighteen years, 
herewith completed., I do it with humble thankfulness, but with a sense 
of utter weakness before the power of His Word, and inability to sound 
the depths even of its simplest sentence. May He spare the hand which 
has been put forward to touch His Ark: may He, for Christ’s sake, for- 
give all rashness, all perverseness, all uncharitableness, which may be 

found in this book, and sanctify it to the use of His Church: its truth, if 
any, for teaching: its manifold defect, for warning. My prayer is and 
shall be, that in the stir and labour of men over His Word, to which these 
volumes have been one humble contribution, others may arise and teach, 
whose labours shall be so far better than mine, that this book, and its 
writer, may ere long be utterly forgotten. 

AMHN EPXOY KYPIE IHZOY. 
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CH. Ix. $1.] LIST OF MSS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER IX. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

SECTION I. 

LIST OF MANUSCRIPTS REFERRED TO IN THIS VOLUME. 

Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information. |Goep. 

A A | А Alexandrinus. V. See Vol. Т, A 
B B | — Vatican, 1209. IV. See Pol. I. B 
— | — |!» |Basilianus, Vatican, VIIL|Card. Quirini (for een): 

2066. Tischendorf and 
lished „ E by 
Mai at end of his edition o 
the Codex Vaticanus. — 

с! СІ C |Ephrsmi. V. Ss e Pol. I. C 
Dj —|— montanus?, VI. Ses Pol. II. — 
Н | — | — Paris, Coisl. 202 4. | VI. (See Vol. II. Contains of this Vol. 

only Heb. ii. 11—16, iii, 18—18, 
iv. 12—15. == 

— | НР |. . [Ses Heb. 179 below. 
К К | — Moscow Synod, 98. | IX. Se Fol. IT. — 
L | — Angelicus or Pas-] IX. Ses Vol. II. — 

sionei. 

i. 20. — 

P P| P iSt. Petersburg. VIII. See Pol. П. (Def. Heb. xii. 9, 10; 
Porphyrii*, 1 Joh. tii. 19—v. 1; Jude 4—15; 

Rev. xvi. 12—rxvii. 1, xix. 21 
xx. 9, xxii— d.) 

N R Sinaitious. IV. See Vol. I. N 
Frag. Mosquense. VI? Matthei. Contains Heb. x. 1—7, 

4a а | — |Lambeth, 1182. XII. Scrivener. — 
b b | — |Lambeth, 1183. 1858 (Scrivener. =e 
šc с | — |Formerly Lambeth,| XV. Sanderson in Scrivener. — 

1184. 

1 In this edition we have distinguished this MS. from the preceding, by the use of 
a different type for the letter denoting it. The difference is farther marked by quoting 
the cursive supplement to the great MS. uniformly as “ Br," and no longer, with 
Tregelles, as “ 91." 

3 [t seems no longer necessary to quote the Codex Sangermanensis (“ E") side by 
side with this manuscript, аз it has been clearly proved that the one is а transcript of 
the other. 

3 А few readings communicated by Dr. Tregelles were inserted in the third edition of 
the Apocalypse. [The whole of the Apocalypse has now (1871) been collated with 
Tischdf.’s ed. of the MS. in Mon. Sacra Inedit.. vol. vi., and the readings in the Epp. 
inserted from Tregelles’ New Test. ] 
Appendix to Mr. Scrivencr’s edn. of the * Codex Augiensis," Cambridge, 1859. It 

has not been thought worth while to encumber the page with every various reading 
found in these manuscripte; but whenever any variation of the uncials is mentioned, 
the testimony of these accurately-collated documents is added. 

5 A manuscript once in the possession of Professor Carlyle; returned to the Patriarch 
of Jerusalem in 1817. 
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Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. 

ба| 4 — 
e == a 

f f|— 

11 5 5 
— jj= 

k k | — 

1 l | — 

—— | е 

sa| eof d 

— Pe «1508 

~ | =e — |Reuchlini. Basle, К. X.  |Wetstein, “bis atque accurate," 

Designation. Date. Name of Collator and otherinformation.|Gosp. 

Lambeth, 1185. XV. |Scrivener = 
Lambeth, 1186. XI. (Scrivener. EN 
Theodori. 1295 |Scrivener. Belonged to Pickeri 

the publisher. g 
Wordsworth. XIII. Scrivener. I 
Butler 2. Brit. Mus., 1357 Serivener. (= Heb. 104, Cath. 91, 

Addl. 11837, Gosp. 201 below.) m 
Burney 48. Brit. Mus. XIV. |Scrivener. Contains Catholic Epis- 

tles only. They are found at fol. 
2 ofthe Znd Vol. of a MS. o 

sostom's homilies, but not 
m ы е ваше hand with them. | — 

Trin. Coll. Camb. B.| 1316 |Scrivener. w 
x. 16. 

Chr. Coll. Camb. F.] XII. |Scrivener. Mill (Cant. 2). ( Heb. 
i. 18. 29, Cath. 24 below.) — 
a Mus, Harl| XV. |Scrivener. (= Apoc. 81 below. | — 

8. 
Brit Mus., Нагі. XII. |Apoc., Scrivener. Epp., Mill (Sin.). 

5778. a Heb. 34,Cath.28, Apoc.8below).| — 
Brit. Mus., Harl. 5613.“ 1407 |Scrivener (in Apoc.) 1 Pet. 1 

John v. collated by Griesb. (= 
Heb. 63, Cath. 60, Apoc. 29 
below.) m 

The Leicester M8. XIV. |Scrivener. Y Heb. 87, Cath. 81, 
Apoc. 14.) See 69, Fol. I. 69 

Emm. ЕСЕ Camb. i.| XII. Serivener. иШ (Cone: 8). (= Heb. 
4. 3 à 80, Cath. 6 — 

5 Univ. Lib., MS. XII or Serivener. Mi l’s Hal. (= Heb. 
Mi. 6, 9. XIII.] 61 and 221, Cath. 61 and 111, 

Gosp. 40. v 
РАЕНАМ No. 17. XII. |Scrivener. — 
Parham No. 2. XIV. |Scrivener, — 
Brit. Mus., Addl. М8. XIV. Scrivener. — 

No. 17469. 
Liber Canonicus, №.) 1516 [Serivener. 

34. 
Brit. Mus., Harl. 5587. 1087 |Apoc., Scrivener. Epp., Mill (Cov. 

2). (= Heb. 81., Cath. 25, Apoc. 
7 below.) (Def. 1 Joh. v. 15— 
2 Joh. 6. 

Middlehill, Worces- XI. gon Scrivener. (— Heb. 242, 
tersh. No. 1461| XII. . 178, Apoc. 87. Epp., in- 
(formerly Meer- а by Scholz?) (Def. Heb. 
man 118). ix. 3—x. 29; Ja. i. 1—5 ; iii. 6— 

iv. 16; 2 Pet. i iii. 10—1 Joh. i. 
1; iii. 13—iv.2; ; Jude 16— end.) 

Bodleian, Baroc. 4 .| XV. Scrivener. 

iii. 3 (late B. vi. Tregelles and Roth. in Gosp. 
27). (See below, Apoc. 15 note.) 

€ * Might almost be considered a series of fragments in several different hands." The 
Catholic Epistles are written by one scribe, the Epistle to the Hebrews by another. 

7 Formerly Cod. Preedicatorum S. Marei, 701. See Scrivener, Collation of MSS. of 
Gosp. p. xlv. Iutrod. to N. T. Criticism, p. 163. 
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Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. Designation. Date. Name of Collaior and other information. Gosp. 

2 2 | — |Basle (late B. ix. ult.).| XV. МВ The basis of Erasmus’ 
lst 3 == 

— | — | 1 |Reuchlini. ? [бее note s. 
3 3 | — Vienna, F. s 15, K.'s5.| XII. Alter. Known as Corsendoncensis.| 3 
4 4 | — |Basle (late В. х. 20). XV. |Wetstein throughout Epp. Mill 

B 3), in 1, 2, 3 Joh. = 
5 5 | — |Paris, 106. XII. Stephens 8’. Scholz. 5 
6 6 | — |Paris, 112. Xl. Stephens е. 6 
7| — | — |Basle (late B. vi. 17). X. [Readings given in Wetstein. Te 

su y various Scholia 
from е = pont! ; 
Sevrn, &c. ment. 
(Ends "Heb. xii. 8.) = 

(8| ..|—l| ...... |— [Stephen ('(— Cath. 50. Iden- 
ü by some with Heb. 182, 

À. 118 below). fue 
9 7 | — Paris, 102. X. Stephens . No lacuna. EN 

(10) | (8) | — |Not iden Ue —  |Stephens’ ia". ze 
11 — |Camb. Univ. Lib.] XI. Stephens гу. Belonged to Vata- 

MS. Kk. 6. 4. blus. (Def. Heb. vii. 26—xi. 
10; xi. А X 

12 | 10 | 2 [Paris, 237. X. Stephens ie’. Wetstein “ de inte- 
^" Many additional readings 

| in Scbols. — 
8) See Pol. III. 

14) | .. — Jacobi Fabri Daven- XVI. See Vol. III. (= Cath. 47.) 90 
triensis. 

(15) | — | — Amandi. — ses Vol. III. — 
..| 11 | — Paris, 108. X. (- Heb. 140.) Reiche (in Heb.), 

Wetetein (in Cath.) Мата. 
Schol. (Def. Heb. xi. 86—еп 
Heb. xi. 35 —xii. 1, supplied in 

(в) [Not identified. — ыы E i —| — |(8 ot i odd. — tephens’ г — 
16 | 12 | *4 Paris, 219. XI. |Wetstein. Inspected by Reiche. 

Mi ақ 5 in cer- 
W. Grafton. 

Text mixed ce with commen. 
tary, but any distinguishable. 
Belonged to J. Lascaris. 

в The only MS. of the Apocalypse (containing i. 1— xxii. 16, eros rov 8а8|) used by 
Erasmus for his first edition. It was found in the library at Mayhingen by Prof. 
Delitzsch of Erlangen, who published an account of its readings as compared with the 
texts of Erasmus and Tischendorf. 'This account has been incorporated in the digest, 
the only exception to its faithful reproduction being that palpable and undeniable 
clerical errors in the MS. have not been noticed. Such, e. g., are, Aevixós for Aevads, 

хіх. 11: ёкбусау for ёкёб:сау, xx. 4: ка) kocunuéryv (accents sic), xxi. 2: els abrobs 
aléras, xxii. 6. The text in the MS. is mixed up with the commentary of Andreas, who 
lived in the latter half of Cent. V. Its age is not definitely stated; but it bears marks 
of being copied from an earlier uncial MS. See Delitzsch, Handschriftliche Funde, 
pt- i. pp. 7—16 and pt. ii. pp. 1—21. 

9 The mss. (of the Apocalypse) themselves were consulted by me in nearly every 
place where in the last edition they were either cited e silentio or queried. Roughly 
speaking, each manuscript was examined in about 200 readings, one or two of them in 
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Heb. | Cath, |Apoe. Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information. |Gogp. 

(5) | Various readings 
given by Lauren- 
tius Va 

— Paris,14.(Colb, 2844.| XI. |Tregelles. See 88, Vol. I. 
.. (Paris, Coisl. 199. XI. Wetstein. (= Apoc. 17 below.) 

А very few additional readings 
in Scholz. Apoc. re-examined. 

— Paris, Coisl. 25. XI. Wetstein. Scholia. 
19 — Paris, Coisl. 26. XI. |Wetstein. Variorum Comm. 
20 — |Paris, Coisl. 27. X.  |Wetstein.Varior.Comm.Mutilated. 
21 . < |Рагіз, Coisl. 205. ХІ. |Wetstein. (= Apoc. 19 below.) 

А рос. re-examined. (Heb. xiii. 
16—end of Ep. Apoc. i. 1—ii. 
5, supplied in a recent сЕ == 

. . Paris Cois. 2024. | XIII.|Wetstein. Variorum Comm 
Apoc. 18 below.) Apoc. re- 
examined. Andreas’ Comm. == 

28 — Paris, Coisl. 200. XIII. Wetstein. Stephens 0. Con- 
tinet totum N. T. prater Apoc. 
(nam in Catalogo hujus Bibli- 
othecm Apoc. pro. Ep. Paul. 
ponitur).” Wetstein 88 

24 — |Bodleian, Misc. 186. | XII. Occasionally cited by Wetatein. 
Ebnerianus. (= Cath. 48 below.) 105 

25 — Brit. Mus, King's XIV. Wetstein (Westmonasteriensis 
Lib. 1. B. 1. 935). Mutilated -— 

(26) — |Camb.Univ. Lib., MS.] XIII. Wetstein. Identified with МИР 
Dd. 11. 90. Lee. Belonged to * Jo. Luke.” 

(The whole of Heb. is lost.) — 
27 — ue Univ. Lib, MS. XI. Catena chiefly from Photius. 2 

1. 80. 
oe — |Brit. Mus. »Addl. MS.] XII. [Inspected by Wetstein. “ Lectt. 

6116-7. ex 1 Tim. communicavit. Rev. 
Paulus" (Griesbach). Belo 
to Meade, and then to Askew. 
(= Heb. 76 3 а 
written їп 1396 109 

28 6 |Bodleian, Baroc. 8. | XI. Mill (Baroc.). Caspar Wetatein. 
(29) — |The same MS. as “l” (Def. 1 Pet. iii. 7—28.) Scholia, 

above. that on Apoc. edited by Cramer. 
(80) — |The same MS. аз (= Cath. 53.) — 

“n” above. 
81 (7) |The same MS. as 

Apoc. “1” above, 
82 — Brit. Mus., Harl. 5557. XII. Mill (Сое. 8). — 
83 — Brit. Mus, Нагі. XV. Mill (Cov. 4). No lacune (Griesb. 

6620. Symb. Crit.). In Cath., either 

84 (8) The same MS. as 
Apoc. “4?” above. 

very many more. ('*4" and “9” were examined in about 182 places. “10” was 
collated up to ch. ii. 21, and consulted in the rest whenever there was reason to think 
that Mill had passed over any of the variations, the authorities for which were to be 

stated in the digest of this volume. 17“ was examined in about 864 places; ** 18," 
in about 264] and * 19," in about 220.) A. W. G. (note in 2nd edn.) 
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known as Huntingdon 131. 
#10 5 N MS.] XIV. мш (AM.). Apoc. re-examined. 

Dd. 6. 69 inal comm. 
р мй ( et. a (= Heb. 45, Cath. 

є Ја. i. l—v. 3 

—  |Mil (Pet. 8). Zacagni. Ex 

18 Frankfort on Oder. XI. Middledorpf in Rosenmilller’ 
„48, 

Cath. 42.) (Def. 3 Pet. i. 1,2; 
1 Joh. +. 11—21.) 

Heb. Cath. “m,” 

— |Bodleian, Laud. 81 XIII. Min I (Laud. 2). (Def. 2 Pet. iii. 2— 
716). 51 (late 

— |Line. Coll Oxford, XI. мі (Lin. 2). (Entered amo 
82. Latin MSS. in Coxe’s Catalogue.) 

(Def. 2 Pet. i. 1—15.) 
Sa рр Montfort. | XVI. |Barrett (App. to edn. of Z. d . 

ibed "from Cod. — trans- 

— 

are almost wholly confined to the 
concluding portion, where f is 
defective. 

15 |Baslefragment, А. №. — Rev. іі. 8—iv. 8 written in cur- 
iii. 12. sive letters in the volume referred 

to as * E" in the Gospels!. 
— Magd. Coll. Oxf., 9. | XI. Mill (Magd. 1) 
— |New Coll. Oxf., 68. | XIII. Mill (N. 1). Edited by Cramer. 

XIII. Mi m (N. 2 2). Marginal i argina 
XIII. |Sarrau. etstein. Addl re readings 

in Dermout (Mil's Pet. 1). 
No lacunz (Dermout). Belonged 
to Petau and to Vossius. 

Be ку 12, above. 
— eian, Roe 16. 

.. Vatican, 2080. 

XII. Mill (Roe n), Marginal Scholia. 

XIL 5 Scholz. (= Heb. 194, 
Арое. 20) Pat of the last 
chapter of Apoc. transcribed by 
Blanchini. 176 

XII. Alter. Mill’s Vien. 76 — Vienna, L.'s 28, N. 8 
800. | 

! So Tischdf.; but Delitzsch states that it is in the cursive ma. 1 of the Gospels. 
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Heb. | сањ. /Арос. 

(50) 

(61) | (4). 
62 | 45 

Designation. 

.. — (Situation N 

16 Hamburg 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. [©н. Іх, 

Date. | Name of Collator and other information. |Gosp. 

A MS. brought from Rhodes, occa- 
sionally referred to by Stunica, 
one of the E editors. 
(= Cath. 5 

See Vol. I. Jr Apoc. B above. 
Bengel's Uffenbachianus, in his Ар- 

paratus Criticus. In Apoc.closely 
allied with our “1” = 7 above. 

(58)| — | — Fart of the MS. 
* M." above. 

55 | 46 | — |Munich, 375. XI Бер е (Augsburg 6). (Ec. comm, | — 
(56) See Vol. 111. note. 
‚.{ ..|*#17|ТАе same MS. as 

Heb. 18, Cath. 14, 
above. 

oe | «+ | 918 The same HS. as Heb. 
22, Cath. 18, above. 

. ..| 19 |The same MS. as 
Heb. 21, Cath. 17, 
above. 

«^| «| 20 |The same Ls! as 
Cath. 41, abo 

—| — |221 Mw Lib. Боё, XIV. |Uncited. Andreas’ comm. — 

oof 2 | 922 Vallicelta Lib. Rome, XIII. [Inspected by Scholz. (= Heb. 204, 
B. 86. Cath. 166.) = 

(23) See note 3. 
67| Vienna, Ls 1, N/» XIII. Edited by Alter. (= Cath. 65, Apoc. 

23. 83. 218 
58 | — | — Vatican, 165. XII. |Edited by Zacagni. Called Crypto- 

ferratensis. — 
.. | (47)| — |The same MS. as 

Heb. 14, above. 
| 48 | — |The same MS. as 

Heb. 24, above. 
— 49 | — Not known now. — PWetstein (Andres Fæschii). Con- 

tains Cath. Epp. with Scholia о 
Sev., Ammon., Max. 92 

«+ | (60)| — |The same MS. as 
Heb. Ju abore. 

.. | Б1|.. Paris, ич by Scholz. (= Heb. 1 
Apoc. 52 below.) [Def. Apoc. 
xxii. 17—21.] 1— 

.. (52)| — |The same MS. as ‘aa 
Heb. 00), above. 

„. | (58)| — |The same MHS. as Heb. 
Cath. n above. 

2 Scholz’s citations of these numbers are taken from Wetstein, and not from these 
mss. as would be inferred from bis list. Wetstein's 21, 22 are two (supposititious 7) 
French mss. which appear in Bentley’s specimen of the last chapter of Revelation in 
his proposals for a new edition of the Greek Testament. 

3 Scholz inserts here a MS. (Paris, Coisl. 200), which Wetstein says does not con- 
tain the Apocalypse. The Medicsan readings once designated by this number ought 
not to be reckoned as if they represented tlie variations of some one MS. 
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PROLEGOMENA.) APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. Designation. 
— et Me ed 

80 Wolfenbüttel, xvi. 7. XIV. Knittel in Matthsi’s Appendix. 

|91)|TÀe same MS. 

$2 
38 

84 

85 

65 

86 

š is same MS. as 

Apoc. “ e” above. 
Loesch 

The 
Heb. 57 above. 

The same MS. 
Heb. 67 above. 

Vienna, 248. 

Vienna, Koll. 26. 

Vienna, Ls 87, N.'s 
221. 

Vienna, F.'s 19, К. 
10. 

The same MS. 
Cath. 57 above. 

Upsala, Sparwenfeld 

Apoc. 30, above. 
The same MS. as 

Cath. 22, above. 
Vatican, 860, XI. 

Vatican, 968. XI. 
Vatican, 866. XIII 
Vatican, 867. XI. 
Vatican, 679. XIII 

Vatican, 76b. XI. 

Vatican, 766. XII. 

Vatican, 1136. XII. 

Vatican, 1160. XIII. 

Vatican, 1210. XI. 

The same MS. as 
Apoc. 25, above 

Vatican, Alex. 29. XII. 

Vatican, Alex. 68. XIV 

Vatican, Urb. 8. XI. 
Vatican, Pio. 50. XII 

Barberini Lib. Rome,| XIV. 
23 

. |Alter and Birch. 

. Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

: Birch. Re-collated for this volum 

à п (ошо Арое.). Andr. 

Birch, „per omnia diligenter bi 

(S Heb. 74, Cath. 69.) 

Matthæi (t in Appendix). 

Collated with Apoc. 83. 
Andr. comm. Some readings in 
Delitzsch. 

Collated with Apoc. 33. 
Andr. comm. 

Alter and Birch. 

Aurivillias. Catena. 

rre by 80 and Scholz. 

Inspected by Birch and Scholz. 

Birch, “ per omnia contuli.” 

Comm. on 

Берш Apoc 

W l by Birch. 
marg. 

Birch (throughout 
not contain Heb. 

Does 

iii. 8; but illegible to iv. 7. 27) 
Apoc. "before Epp. — 

Birch. * Apoc. accurate examinavi 

“Ep. Jac.,1 et 2 Pet.,1 Joh. necnon 
эке, ‚Сар. Е р. ad Ebræoe exacte 

Birch. 

Birch, “accurate exam.“ 
not contain Heb. 

Inspected by Birch. 

coll.“ 
Contains among other things 
ae of a catena upon thi 

(ch. xiv. 17—xviii. 
2). Were ted by Birch. 
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Heb. Cath. Apot. 

— 81 — 

92 44 

P 

8 8 8 8 K 2 8 

S 8 8 8 5 Beer 100 — 

101 | —|— 

103 —|— 

103 | — | — 

(104) | (91) 

105 92 

106 98|.. 

107 94| — 
108 | 95 | 46 
109 | 96 — 
110 —|— 
1111 —|— 
112 | —|— 

ee 97 — 

4118| 98 | — 

114| 99 — 
116 | 100 | — 
116 | 101 | — 

(117) (102) | — 

118 | 103 | — 

120 ' 104 | 47 

— Bologna, Can. Reg., 
640 

LIST OF MSS. ^ [PROLEGOMENA. 

Date. Name of Collator and other information.|Goep. Designation. 

dum ini Lib. Rome, XI. Inspected by Birch. Commentary. | — 

Propaganda Lib. | 1274 | Engelbreth in Birch. (Once Borg. 
Rome, 250. 4. 180 

Naples i. B. 12. XI. |Birch. Ja. i, ii. “рег omnia 
contuli. — 

Laur. Lib. Florence, X.  |Inspected by Birch. Mutilated at 
iv. 1. end. Marginal commentary. — 

Laur. Lib. Florence,] XIII. Inspected by Birch. Does not con- 
iv. 5. tain Cath. Epp. Tbl. “'s comm. | — 

Laur. Lib. Florence,] XI. {Inspected by Birch. Margl. comm. 
iv. 20. = Apoc. 75.) — 

Laur. Lib. Florence, X. [Inspected by Birch. — 
Iv. 

Laur Lib. Florence, XI. Inspected by Birch. — 
iv. 31. 

Laur. Lib. Florence, XI. [Inspected by Birch; and Apoc. 
ы 32. 1 i.—iii. co а б E — 

ur. Lib. Florence, XI. Inspected by Birch. fains Ep. 
viii. 14. of Ja. with marginal scholia. [197 

XII. [Inspected by Birch. Comm. 

Inspected by Birch. Comm. 

Inspected by Birch. Var. comm. 

Inspected by Birch. Catena. 

x. 4. 
Laur. Lib. Florence, 

x. 6. 
xx Lib. Florence, 

X. 7. 

Laur. Lib. Florence. 

Apoc. “b” above. 

St. Mark's Venice, 6 

St. Mark's Venice, 6. 
St. Mark's Venice,10. 
St. Mark's Venice,11. 
St. Mark's Venice,83. 
St. Mark's Venice,84. 
St. Mark's Venice,35. 

Wolfenbüttel, Gud. 
Gr. 104 4. 

(Moscow ?) 
imself. 

Matthei (с 
i (d 
i (f 

Cath. K” above. 
Moscow, Synod. 198. 

Dresden, Cod. Matth. 

XII. |Matthmi (h). A volume of scholia 
with texts on margin. 

XI. Matthei (k). È | 

* Rinck uses this number for St. Murk's Venice, 86, 
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PROLEGOMENA.] APPARATUS CRITICUS. [он. 1x. 

Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. Designation. Date. |Name of Collator and other information. Gosp. 

Moscow, Synod. 380. ХІІ. Matthei (1). 
Moscow, Synod. 328. XI. Matthæi (m). 

Matthei (n). Moscow, Synod. 99. | XI. 
Matthei zm . Andr. comm. Moscow, Synod. 67. | XV. 

Moscow, Synod. 206.| XII. à 
Dresden, 252. XV. 

| | 

88118 

125 | — | — Munich, 504. 1887 |Inspected by Scholz. 
126 | — | — |Munich, 455. XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. Prob. горой 

128 | .. |. Munich, 211. XI. 

129 | — | Munich, 85. XVI. ир by Scholz. Thl.’s comm. 

180 | .. | — |The same MS. as 
Cath. 54, above. 

ee 5108 — Escurial Хх. iv. 17. XI. 

. . |5100 | — |Escurial x. ir. 12. XIV. No published collation of the 
istles. (= Heb. 229.) 

. . |(110), — |Camb. Univ. Lib. — HA folio copy of the Greek Bible 
MS. Nn. 5. 27. printed “ Basilea per Joan. Her- 

vaginm 1545." А few notes 
written on the margin. (— Heb. 

.. (6111) — |The same MS. as 
Heb. Cath. “о” 

abo 
181 | .. | — |Paris, Coisl. 196 XI. |Inspected by Scholz. (Cath. 182.)/830 
182 | 118 | 61 [Paris, 47. 1364 |Reiche). 18 
183 . . 52 [Te same MS. 

ë These appear to be the MSS. spoken of by Rev. Edw. Clarke in his * Letters 
concerning the Spanish Nation,” 4to, London, 1768, p. 133. “I took down two of the 
oldest MSS. of the Epistles which I could find in the Escurial. . . . Both concur word 
for word in this reading, Ori треіѕ «ici ol uaprvpoUrres Tb $reUua ска Tb 080р ка) Th 
alpa’ kal of 7pets eis 7d i el el rhv papruplay rà» ёубрёхоу x. r. A. (This passage 
was kindly pointed out to me by Dr. Tregelles. A. W. G.) 

6 See Vol. III., note. 
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LIST OF MSS. [PROLEGOMENA. 

| 

Б 

rr li BS 

s bk 8 

58 Paris, 59. 
(54) |Paris, 61. 

Paris, 101. 
Paris, 102 А. 
The 

Paris, 103 a. 

Paris, 104 
Paris, 106. 

Paris, 216. 

Paris, 217. 

Paris, 218. 
Paris, 220. 

Paris, 221. 

Paris, 222. 
Paris, 223. 

The same 

Paris, 491. 

Paris, 239, 240. 
Paris, 241. 
Paris, 224, 
Paris, 225. 

Paris, 238. 

Vor. IV.—271] 

same MS. as 
Cath. 11, adove. 

) MS. as 
Heb. 181, above. 

Date. Name of Collator and other information.|Gosp. 
— — — Ee eee 

XIII. Reiche. 
XIII 

XVI. 
XIII. 

XIII. 
X. 

XI. 

XIII. 

end.) 
. |< Coll. max. cod. 

Inspected by Scholz. [Does not 
contain Heb. 

Inspected by lz. 
Reiche (Epp.); who states that it 

does not contain the Apocalypse. 283 
by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. Reic he. 

Inspected by Scholz. (Def. 1 Joh. 
ii. 11—13. 3; iii. 24—v. 14; 2 
Joh.; 3 Joh. 11—end of Jude.) 

“ Coll. max. cod. pars,” Scholz. 
* Coll. max. cod. pars,” Scholz. 
(onini of Cath. Epp. only the 
ollg. fragments: 1 Pet. ii. 20 — 
ii. 2; iii. 17—end of 2 Pet.; 
1 Joh. i. 1—iii. 5; iii. 21—v. 97; 
2 era 8—3 Joh. 10; Jude 7— 

pars," Scholz. 
Scholia. (Def. 1 Pet. i. 9—ii. 7.) 

А 33 by Scholz. 
„Inspected by Scholz. 
. Inspected by Scholz. 
. Inspected by Scholz. 

by Scholz. 
| Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 

ted by Scholz. Contains 

Scholia. 
Ins by Scholz and Reiche. 

drt.'s comm. 
Inspected by Scholz. Catena. 
Inspected by Scholz. Comm., text 

often omitted. 
by Scholz. Catena. (Def. 

2 Pet. i. 14—.end; 1 Joh. iv. 11 
Jude 8.) 

“Coll. codicis pars,” Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz and Reiche. 

Catena. 

A defective copy of the Apoc. 
among various works of Bas. 
Thdrt. Max. 

XVI. |Inspected by Scholz. Andr. comm. 
XVI. |Inspected by Scbolz. Andr. comm. 

XIII.|In by Scholz. Contains 
eb. i.—viii. with cat. 

7 So Scholz: but on 1 John v. 7, he speaks of “122” ав * hoc loco mutilus." 



PROLEGOMENA. | 

Heb. | Cath. Ар; Designation. Date. 

The same MS. 
Heb. 185, above. 

Mura Lib. , Rome,| XIV. 

Rome, 1344 

Rome,| XV. 

Rome,| XI. 

` Rome, XVI. 

Коше, XVI. 
888. 

Corsini Lib 

The same MS. as 
Heb. 186, above. 
Two MSS, in the} XVI. 
| Library of the 

egio Romano XVI. 
Naples (ne | number). | XI. 

Naples, 1. C. 26. 
чаш Lib. Rome, 

a same MS. аг 
Cath. 140, „ 

The same MS. as 
Heb. 96, Cath. 86, 
above 

The same MS. 
Heb. 188, Cath. 
147, above. 

Laur. Lib., Florence, XV. 
vii. 9. 

The same MS. as 
Heb. 197, above. 

Munich, 248, Codex| XVI. 
Syrleti. 

Munich, 544. XIV 

Munich, 23. XVI 
Mon. of S. Bas. Mes-| XII. 

sana, 2 
Palermo XII. 

Syracuse XII. 

Heb. 128, above. 
Strasburg, Molsheim- 

ensis. 

Berlin, Dicz. 10. 

APPARATUS CRITICUS. 

‚ |Ins 

. |Theod. Peltanue 1547. Andr. comm. 

(cum. 1x. 

Name of Collator and other information. Gosp. 

Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 

Inspected by Scholz. Thdrt.“s 
comm. 

Inspected by Scholz. Andr. comm. 

Andr. comm. 

Inspected by Scholz. 

Inspected by Scholz. 
Inspected by Scholz. Apparently 
55 Heb. 98 . 83, 
abov 

Scholz (сада pars). 
Inspected by Scholz. Scholia. 

Inspected by Scholz. Areth. comm. 

F. Sylburg 1596 in ed. of Andr. 
comm. Some readings in 
Delitzsch. (Copied from the 
same MS. as Andr. a f) 

ted by Scholz. (The same 
S. as Andr. pP) 

(Inspected by Munter Р) 

Inspected by Scholz. (Def. Heb. 
ii. 9—end. 

Inspected by Munter. 
Dermout. (Def. 1 John iv. 20— 

end; 2, 8 John; Jude.) 

communicated 
eb. 238.) 481 

(Def. Heb i, 1—9.)400 

Various ry 
Scholz 

Pappelbeam 



$1] - LIST OF MSS. [ PROLEGOMENA. 

Heb. | Cath, |Apoc. Date. | Name of Collator and other information. |Gosp. 

6(221)} ..| — |The same MS. 

(222) 

(223)| ..| — |The same : 

| „| ты ems MA s 

e(225) .. 

(226) — 

227 

228 

229 

230 

т Inspected by Scholz (= Heb. 

. . 182a jf 349) 
231 | 188 . |Inspected by Scholz. 

232 | 184 . [Inspected by Scholz. Comm. 

233 | 185 Inspected by Scholz. 

294 | 186 . Inspected by Scholz. 

235 | 187 . |Inspected by Scholz. 

286 | 188 Inspected by Scholz. =з 

237 | 189 ‚ Inspected by Schols. 166 

238 | 

289 . | 

240 | . 

241 | .. 

242 $ 

243 



PROLEGOMENA. | APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. 1x. 

Heb. | Cath. |Apoc. Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information.|Gosp. 

244 190 | . . |The same MS. аг 
"HIS 27, above. 

245 | 191 | — |Ch 8 еке 38 ХІТ. |( Inspected by Scholz?) Catena. 
[8, Sch 

246 | 192 Ch.Ch. Ost Yake37.| XI. (Inspected by Scholz ?) = 
| с Scholz]. е 
8-pe |8-ре | — St. Petersburg, xi. 1.| XII. Muralto. 8-pe 

2. 230. 
— | — | 90 Synod Lib., Moscow, X. Matthi (a). (Scholz's (50%.) € 

Cod. Matth. 
— | — 091) The cursive portion of, XVI. Mico for Bentley. (Printed i 

Vatican 1209. App. to Woide's edn. of Cod. 
Alex.) Some readings, and a 
transcript of Rev. xxii. 17—21, 
by Brun in Delitzsch. Cited as 

... | 92 |The same MS. as 
Heb. 40, Cath. 84, 
above. 
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§ т.] LIST OF LECTIONARIES. [ PROLEGOMENA. 

The following is a List of Lectionaries. 

| Designation. Date. Name of Collator and other information 

lect-l |Leyden, 249. Scaligeri. XI. |Wetstein and Dermout. Contains... 
Heb. ix. 11—24; 1 Pet. i. 1—ii. 8; 
ii. 17—25; iii. 8—18; iv.; 1 Joh. i. 
1—9; Jude 1—6. (= ev-6) 

lect-2 [Brit. Mus., Cotton. Vesp. XI. |“ Contains the portions of Acts and 
B. 18. Epp. Appointed | to be read through. 

out the whole year. Casley collated 
it in 1735, and Wetstein inserted his 
extracts.” (Michaelis) Mutilated 
at beg. and end. 

lect-8 |Bodleian, Baroc. 202? 995 (Quoted by Mill. Heb. x. 22, 23 де) 
lect-4 [Brit. Mus., Harl. 6781. XIV.|Griesbach. Contains the following 

fragments :—Heb. i. 1—12; ii. 2— 
10; id. 11—18; vii. 26—viii. 2; ix. 
1—7; xi. 9, 10; id. 32—40; xiii. 17 
—21. = Gosp. 117) 

lect-5 |Bodleian, Cromwell. 11. 1225 Griesbach, who says “Variantes lec- 
(Olim 226) A li tiones collegi e .... Heb. i 1— 

book, containing 5thly 12; iv. 14—v. 6; xi. 24—26; xi. 92 
(pp. 149—290), ebayrye- — xii. 2." 
Хоатостёлеу TY pe- 
уйме» dopråv. 

lect-6 [Göttingen (C. de Missy). | XV. |Matthæi (v.). See his appendix to Thees. 
Contains a large number of the usual 
lections, but not that which includes 

lect-7 Copenhage XV. {Hensler in Birch. Not quoted at all n, 8. . |Hensler in Birch. Not quoted at all in 
2H Epp. Cath. (= ev-44) 

lect-8 Propaganda Lib., Rome, 287.| XI. Birch. Contains Ja. v. 10—20. » 
| = ev. 

lect-9 Paris, 82. ХП. |Inspected by Scholz. = ev-84 
lect-10 |Paris, 83. с XII. {Inspected by Scholz. = ev-85 
lect-11 Paris, 104 XII. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-12 |Paris, 875. 1022 |Scholz. An important MS. (= ev-60) 
lect-13 Moscow, Synod. 4. X.  |Matthsi (b)$. 
lect-14 |Moscow, Synod. 201. XII. |Matthwi (e)s. 
lect-15 Moscow, Ty pogr. 31. 1116 |Matthsi (tz). Contains besides О. T. 

| lections, only 8 pericope of 1 Joh. 
but not iv. 20 (or v. б) to v. 21. 

lect-16 |Moscow, Synod. 266. XV. Matthei (t) Гү Do not contain ( (—ev-52 
lect-17 |Moscow, Synod. 267. XV. |Matthsi aJ the 1 Joh. "1 —ev-58 
lect-18 |Moscow, Synod. 268. 1470 |Matthsei (y qoom Sev-54 
lect-19 Moscow, Typogr. 47. XVII. Matthei (о). Contains Ja. v. 10—16; 

v. 7— 18; 1 Joh. iv. 12—19; Ja. v. 
10—20; 2 Pet. i. 10—19. (= ev-55) 

lect-20 |Moscow, Typogr. 9. XVI. |Matthei (16). Contains Leb. 12 
=ev- 

lect-21 |Paris, 294. XL  |Inspected by Scholz. (= ov 83) 
lect-22 |Paris, 304. XIII. |Inspected by Schols. 
lect-28 |Paris, 806. XII. |Inspected by Scholz. 

These contain the lection from 1 John v., but not the received gloss. 
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PROLEGOMENA. | 

Designation. Date Name of Collator and other information. 

lect-24 Paris, 808. XIII. меш О. T. lections ; only three in 1 
ou. 

lect-25 Paris, 319. XI. |1 Pet. ii. iii. collated by Scholz. 
lect-26 |Paris, 820. XII. Inspected by Scho'z. Mutilated. 
lect-27 |Paris, 321. XIII. |1 Joh. collated by Scholz. Defective. 
lect-28 |Bodleian, Selden 2. XV. [Griesbach. (= ev-26) 
lect-29 |Paris, 870. XII. [Some lections from Gospp. and Epp., 

esp. Heb. (= ev-94) 
lect-80 |Paris, 878. XIII 
lect-31 |Paris, 276. V. |Inspected by Scholz. = ev-82) 
lect-32 |Paris, 876. XIII.|Entered in list of MSS. of ав 

324. тарсон by Scholz. 
lect-33 |Paris, 882. XIII.)“ Саз . magna codicis pars,” 

olz. 
lect-84 Paris, 383. XV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-35 Paris, 824 XIII. Inspected by Scholz 67.80 
lect-36 Paris, 826. XIV. Inspected by Scholz. ev-93 
lect-87 |Riccardi Lib., Florence, 84. XV. See 368. Vol. І. 
lect-88 Vatican, 1528. XV. 
lect-89 |Vatican, Ottob. 416. XIV. (ev-1383) 
lect-40 |Barberini, Lib., Rome, 18. | XIV. |Some parts of Cent. X. 
lect-41 55 Lib, Rome (п‹| ХІ. The first 114 leaves are lost. 

number). 
lect-42 Vallicella Lib., Rome, C. 48. XVI. 
lect-43 |Riccardi Lib., Florence, 27427 [(Inspected by Scholz?) 
lect-44 Glasgow (Missy BB). Manuscript collations by Missy were 
lect-45 Glasgow (Miss CC). 1199 || once in Michaelis’ ion, 
lect-46 Ambros. Lib., Milan, 63. | XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-47 |Ambros. Lib., Milan, 72. | XII. |Inspected by Scholz. ex-104 
lect-48 |Laur. Lib., Florence, 2742. | XIII. Inspected by Scholz. ev-112 
lect-49 Mon. St. Saba, nr. Jerus., 16.) XIV. |(Inspected by Scholz Р 
lect-50 |St. Saba, 18. XV. Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-51 |St. Saba, 26. XIV. |Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-52 |St. Saba (no number). Inspected by Scholz. 
lect-68 |St. Saba (no number). XIV. |Inspected by Schoiz. (ev-160.) 
lect-64 |St. Saba (no number). XIII. 
lect-55 |Tróves Cathedral Lib.,Codex| X. [Edited by Steininger. Contains 1 Pet. 

S. Simeonis. i. 3—9, 18 —19, 11. 11—24; 1 Joh. iii. 
21—iv. 6, iv. 11—16, id. 20—v. 5. 

(=ev-179) : 
lect-57 Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake [12 XI. (= 26 Арос.) 

(1, wares 
lect-58 |Ch. Ch. Oxf., Wake (85 ?]. | 1172 

278) 
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Su.] ANCIENT VERSIONS REFERRED TO. [rROLEGOMENA. 

SECTION II. 

ANCIENT VERSIONS REFERRED TO IN THIS VOLUME. 

vss. the versions in general. 

vulg. the Latin VULGATE. 

The following manuscripts are cited when they differ from the 
Clementine edition :— 

am. amiatinus, written about A.D. 541. Tischendorf has edited it, 
and considers it the oldest and most valuable extant. 

demid. demidovianus. Published by Matthei. Written in the 
XIIth century. 

fuld. fuldensis. Readings given by Lachmann. Written in the 
VIth century. 

harl  harleianus, No. 1772. Collation given by Griesbach Symb. 
Crit. 

ips 5 manuscripts of the Apocalypse belonging to the Univer- 

< sity of Leipzig. Readings given by Matthæi. 

lux.  luxoviensis. A lectionary cited by Mabillon and Sabatier. 
tol ^ toletanus. A collation was published by Blanchini in his 

** Vindicis Can. Script.” 

The Or» Latin Version in use before Jerome’s revision is known from 
the following documents :— 

In the Epistle to the Hebrews, from the copy written side by side 
with the Greek of MS. D. Cited as D-lat when either the Latin 
words are quoted or the Greek and Latin are at variance. 

In the Third Epistle of John, from the Latin of Codex Bezæ (D. of the 
Acts) of which a fragment is extant containing qui malefacit,” 
ver. 11 to end. Cited as D- lat. 

In the Epistle of James, and beginning of 1 Peter, from two 
manuscripts :— | 

corb. Corbeiensis. Published by Martianay in 1695 from the MS. 
cited in the Gospels as lat-j". 

vind. Vindobonensis. A few palimpsest fragments of the Acts and 
Catholic Epistles, copied by Tischendorf. Contains Ja. i. 
1—5, iii. 13—18, iv. 1, 2, v. 19, 20, and 1 Pet. i. 1—12. 

In the Apocalypse, the citations from Primasius are the chief repre- 
sentatives of the old text. 
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PROLEGOMENA] APPARATUS CRITICUS. [сн. rx. 

spec. denotes the Latin readings contained in Mai’s “ Speculum.” 
latt. denotes the consent of the Latin versions, 

Syr. The Peschito (or simple) SYRIAC version. Supposed to have 
been made as early as the second century. 

syr. The later or Philoxenian version. Cent. V. Revised by 
Thomas of Harkel, д.р. 616. 

syr-dd. (in the Apocalypse) a version of the Apocalypse published 
by De Dieu in 1627 from & MS. in the Leyden Library. 
Tregelles says, “It is possibly not really an ancient work; 
though its age is wholly uncertain, and its internal character 
and the nature of its text, as well as the want of all 

external credentials, place it indefinitely low as to critical 
value." 

syrr. denotes the consent of the Syriac versions. 

copt. the Coptic or Memphitic Egyptian version. 
sah. the Thebaic or Sahidic Egyptian version. 
basm. the Bashmuric Egyptian version’. 

coptt. denotes that the Egyptian versions agree in supporting a given 
reading. 

copt-wilk. Wilkins’ edition of the Coptic version. 
copt-schw. that of Schwartze. 
copt-dz. Codex Diez, written about the tenth century. 
sah-ming. Mingarel’s; sah-mnt, Munter’s edition of the Thebaic. 

sah-woide, the MS. of the Thebaic published in the ap- 

pendix to Woide’s edition of the Codex Alexandrinus. 

goth. the Goruic version: made from the Greek by Ulphilas about 
the middle of the fourth century. 

th. the ZETHrIOPIO version: assigned to the fourth century. 
seth-rom. the edition given in the Roman polyglott. 
th-pl. Pell Platt's edition. 

arm. the ARMENIAN version: made in the fifth century. 
arm-use. arm-zoh. the editions of Uscan and Zohrab respectively. 

° The Peschito does not contain 2 Pet., 2, 8 John, or Jude; they have been added 
in modern editions from a later Syriac version found by Pococke in a ms. in the Bod- 
loian. This is cited as “syr-pk.” 

1 This version follows sah so closely as to have no independent critical value except 
where sah is not extant. (See Treg. in Horne, vol. iv. p. 299.) 
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S ut.] ANCIENT WRITERS CITED. [PROLEGOMENA. 

SECTION III. 

FATHERS AND ANCIENT WRITERS CITED IN THE DIGEST TO THIS 
VOLUME. | 

(N.B.—The abbreviation is designated by the thick type. In the remainder of the 
word or sentence Latin writers are described in Italics.) 

Ambrose, Вр. of Milan, A. D. 374— 

397 
Amphilochius, Bp. of Iconium, 374 
Andreas, Bp. of Cæsarea in Cap- 

padocia, Cent. VI., cited as 
Andr-a from Cod, Augustanus, 
twelfth century ; Andr-b, from 
Cod. Bavaricus, sixteenth cen- 
tury (Delitzsch) ; Andr-p, from 
Cod. Palatinus, fifteenth cen- 
tury; and Andr-coisl, Cod. 
Coislinianus, No. 223, tenth 

century (see Tischdf.) 
Andreas of Crete, 635 
Ansbert, Ambrose, d. 767 
Antiochus of Ptolemais, 614 
Antonius Monachns, b. 251, d. 856 
Ате аз, Bp. of Cæsarea in Cappa- 

docia, Cent’. X.“ 
Athanasius, Bp. of Alexandria, 

326— 373 
Augustine, Bp. of Hippo, 895—430 
Basil, Bp. of Cesarea, 870—379 
Bede, the Venerable, 181 
Cassianus, Cent’. V. 
Cœsarius of Constantinople, 868 
Cesarius, Episc. Arelatensis, 502 
—544 

Cassiodorus, b. 479, а. 575 
Chromatius, Bp. f Aquileia, 402 
Chronicon Paschale, Cent’. VII. 
Chrysostom, Bp. of Constantinople, 

397—407 ; Chr-mss as cited by 

Tischdf. from Matthei ; -montf, 

from Montfaucon;  Chr-wif, 
Wolfenbüttel ms. of Chr. written 
in the sixth century. 

Clement of Alexandria, fl. 194 
Clement, Bp. of Rome, 91—101 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 535 
Cyprian, Bp. of Carthage, 248— 

258 

Cyril, Bp. of Alexandria, 412—444 
Cyril, Bp. of Jerusalem, 348—386 
Damascenus, Johannes, 730 
* Dialogi de Trinitate," variously 

ascribed to Ath Thdrt Max 
Didymus of Alexandrie, 370 
Dionysius, Bp. of Alexandria, 247 
—265 

Ephrem the Syrian, b. 299, 4. 878 
Epiphanius, Bp. of Salamis in Cy- 

prus, 868—408 
Epistle of the Church of Lyons 
Eusebius, Bp. of Caesarea, 315— 

320 | 

Euthalius, Bp. of Sulci, 458 
Euthymius Zigabenus, 1116 

Fastidius, Bp. in Britain, 430 
Faustinus, 383 

Firmicus, Julius F. Maternus, 845 

Fulgentius, Bp. in Africa, 508— 

588 

Gelasius of Cyzicum, fl. 476 

Gildas, fl. 581 
giycas of Sicily, 1120 

з Respecting the difficulties at present besetting the question of Arethas’ text, see 

iche Funde, ii. p. 26 f. Delitzsch, Handschriftliche 
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Haymo, Bp. of Halberstadt, 841— 
853 

Hesychius of Jerusalem, Cent’. IV. 
or VI. 

Hilary, Bp. of Poictiers, 354—368 
Hippolytus, disciple of Irenæus, 

Bp. of Portus, 220 
Idacius, the name under which Vig. 

published his work “de Trini- 

tate." 

Irenæus, Вр. of Lyons, 178. Ge- 
nerally cited (as Iren-int or Iren- 
lat) from a Latin translation old 
enough to have been used by 
Tertullian. 

Isidore of Pelusium, 412 
Jerome, fl. 378—420 
Leo, Bp. of Rome, 440—461 
Lucifer, Bp. of Cagliari, 854—861 
Macarius of Egypt, 301—391 
Martin, Bp. of Rome, 649—656 
Maximus Taurinensis, 430—466 
Maximus Confessor, fl. 630—662 
Meletius, Bp. of Antioch, 381 
Methodius, fl. 290—312 
Nazianzenus, Gregory, fl. 370—389 
Nilus of Constantinople end of 

Cent’. IV. 
Novatian, 251 

Nyssa, Gregory, Bp. of, 371 
Oecumenius, Bp. of Tricca in 

Thrace, Cent’. XI. ? 
Optatus, fl. 364—375 
Origen, b. 185, d. 254 
Orosius, 416 
Orsiesius the Egyptian, 845 
Pacianus, Bp. of Barcelona, 370 
Pelagii Ep. ad Demetr. 417 ? 
Peter, Bp. of Alexandria, 300—811 
Philastrius, Вр. of Brescia, fl. 380 
Philo Carpasius, Cent’. V. 
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Phobadius, Bp. of Agen, cir. 850 
— 3890 

Photius, Bp. of Constantinople, 
858—891 

Polycarp, Bp. of Smyrna, d. 169 
Primasius, Cent’. VI. 
Proclus, Bp. of Constantinople, 434 
Procopius of Gaza, 520 
“ De Promissionibus dimid. temp.” 
*€ Queostiones ex vet. et nov. Testt.” 

Printed among the works of 
Aug. 

Rufinus of Aquileta, 397 
Salvianus, 440 
Sedulius, 430 
Severus of Antioch, Cent’. VL 
* De Singularitate Clericorum." 

Among Cypr’s works. 
Socrates of Constantinople, 440 
Synopsis ascribed to Athanasius. 
Tertullian, 200 

Theodore, Bp. of Mopsuestia, 399 
— 28 

Theodore of the Studium, 795— 
826 

Theodoret, Bp.of Cyrus, 420— 
458 

Theophylact, Abp. of Bulgaria, 
1071 

Tichonius, 390 
Timothy, Bp. of Alexandria, 380 
Titus, Bp. of Bostra, cir. 360— 

371 
Victor of Antioch, 401 
Victor Vitensis, an African Bp., 

Cent. V. 
Victorinus, 380 
Victor, Bp. of Tunis, 565 
Vigilius of Thapsus, 484 
* De Vocatione gentium." 
Zeno, Вр. of Verona, 362—880 



§ uL] ABBREVIATIONS USED. [PROLEGOMENA. 

To this list it inay be useful to add the following ABBREVIATIONS 
USED IN THE DIGEST : 

aft, after. 

al, alii. Я 
appy, apparently. 
bef, before. 

beg, beginning. 
comm, commentary—when appended to the name of a Father, denotes 

that the reading referred to is found in the body of his commentary, 
and not in the text (txt) printed at the head of the commentary. 
This last is often very much tampered with. 

corr, corrector. corrd, corrected. 
ctra, contra. 

def, defective. 

ed or edn, edition. 

elsw, elsewhere. 

elz, elzevir edition of the Greek Test. 
e sil, e silentio collatorum. 

exo, except. 

expr, expressly. 
follg or filg, the following words. 
gr, Greek. gr-lat-ff, Greek and Latin Fathers. 
ins, insert“ ins к АВ” means that the MSS. A and B insert каг. 
int, interpreter or interpretation—appended to the name of a Father, 

means that the citation is made from a translation, not from the 
original. 

marg, margin. | 

om, omit—“om ко. AB” means that the MSS. А and B omit the ках 
given in the text or inserted by other MSS. 

Ps, Pseudo—used in citing the spurious works ascribed to Ath. and 
other Fathers. 

pref, prefix. 
rec, the textus receptus, or received text of the Greek Testament. 

This is used when Steph апа elz agree. 
rel, reliqui—means that all the other manuscripts named on the 

margin have the reading to which it is appended *. 
simly, similarly. 
Steph, Stephens’ Greek Testament. 
transp, transpose. 

P *rel-scr, occasionally used in the Apocalypse, means ‘the rest of the mas. collated 
by Scrivener.’ 
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txt, text —when followed by a list of MSS., versions, &c., means that 
the reading adopted in this edition is supported by those MSS., 
versiong, &с. (See also under comm above.) 

ver, verse. 
v88, versions. 

vv, verses. 
The figures 2, 3, &c., inserted above the line to the right hand, imply 

a second, third, &c., hand in a MS. Thus В! means the original 

scribe of B; C*, the first corrector of C; C, the second; D', a 
recent scribe in D, by whom corrections were made or parts not 
originally in the MS. supplied. 

The same figures below the line, imply recurrence of the reading 
2, 8, &c. times in the author mentioned; e.g. Augt, Orig, Ваз,:* 
similarly are used the words вере, aliq or alic (aliquoties or alicubi), 
ubique. 

Words printed in the digest in the larger type used for the text 
itself are to be taken as of equal authority with the reading printed in 
the text: the place in the text where such readings occur being indi- 
cated by an asterisk. 

SECTION IV. 

LIST AND SPECIFICATION OF EDITIONS OF OTHER BOOKS QUOTED, 

REFERRED TO, OR MADE USE OF IN THIS VOLUME. 

(N.B.—Works mentioned in the lists given in the Prolegomena to the previous 
volumes are not here again noticed.) 

ALTER, F. C., Novum Testamentum ad Codicem Vindobonensem græce 
expressum, varietatem lectionis addidit, Vienna 1787. 

AMBROSE ANSBERT (+ 767) in S. Johannis Apocalypsin. Printed in 
the Bibliotheca Patrum maxima, vol. xiii. pp. 403 ff. 

AUBERLEN, Der Prophet Daniel und die Offenbarung Johannis in ihren 
gegenseitigen Verhültniss betrachtet, u.s.w., Basel 1854. 

Barrer, Rev. W. G., Friendly Strictures on certain portions of the 
Rev. E. B. Elliott’s Hore Apocalypticw, London 1847. 

Вере, Opp. ed. Colon. 1688. 
BENGEL, Erklärung der Offenbarung Joh. u.s.w., Stuttgart 1740 (cited 

second-hand). 
Idem, Apparatus Criticus, Tubingen 1673. 

4.2-тпва, appended to the name of a Father means that the reading cited is contained 
in two mss. of that Father. 

Chr-5-mss, means that in 5 mss. of Chrysostom the reading cited occurs 8 times. 
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BiRCH, Andreas, Varie Lectiones ad Textum Apocalypseos, 8vo. Copen- 
hagen 1800. 

Birks, T. R., Outlines of Unfulfilled Prophecy, London 1854. 

BLEEK, Der Brief an die Hebräer erläutert u.s.w., 3 vols., Berlin 1828 
—1840. 

Вовзокт, L' Apocalypse, avec une Explication. Œuvres, ed. Versailles 
1815, tom. 3. 

BRiGHTMANN, Commentary on the Apocalypse, Lond. 1616. 
CATENA in Epistolas Catholicas. Accesserunt CEcumenii et Arethae 

Commentarii in Apocalypsin ad fidem Codd. MSS. Edidit J. A. 
Cramer, S. T. P., Aulae Novi Hospitii Principalis, Oxon. 1840. 

DauBuz, Perpetual Commentary on the Apocalypse, fol. Lond. 1720. 
Deuitzscu, Prof. F., Commentar zum Briefe an die Hebräer, Leipzig 

1857. 
Idem, Haudschriftliche Funde, erstes Heft: die erasmischen Entstel- 

lungen des Textes der Apokalypse, nachgewiesen aus dem verloren 
geglaubten Codex Reuchlins, Leipzig 1861. 

Idem, Handschriftliche Funde, zweites Heft: neue Studien über den 

Codex Reuchlins u. neue Textgeschichtliche Aufschlüsse über die 
Apokalypse aus den Bibliotheken in München, Wien, Rom, u.s.w.: 
mit Beiträgen von S. P. Tregelles, Leipzig 1862. 

De Werre, Exegetisches Handbuch u.s.w. (see previous volumes.) 
Di&TLEIN, Der zweite Brief Petri u s. w. 
DüsrERDIECEK, Dr. Friedr., Die drei johanneischen Briefe: mit einem 

vollständigen theologischen Commentare, 2 voll, Göttingen 
1852-1864. 

Idem, Kritisch-exegetisches Handbuch über die Offenbarung Johannis 
(being the sixteenth portion of Meyer's Commentary on the New 
Test.), Góttingen 1859. 

Esrar, Dr. J. H. A, Der Brief an die Hebräer (being the second 
part of the fifth vol. of Olshausen’s Biblischer Commentar), 
Königsberg 1850. 

Idem, Die Briefe Johannis (being the fourth part of the sixth vol. of the 
same), Kénigsberg 1859. 

Idem, Die Offenbarung Johannis (being the seventh vol. of the same), 

Königsberg 1853. 
Етллотт, Rev. E. B., Horæ Apocalypticæ, 4 voll. Fourth edit. Lond. 1851. 
Idem, The Destinies and Perils of the Church as predicted in Scripture, 

being the Warburtonian Lectures from 1849 to 1853. One of the 
Appendices is on the present state of the controversy on apocalyptic 

interpretation. London 1859. 
ERDMANN, Prime Joannis Epistole argumentum, nexus et consilium, 

Berolini 1855. 
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Езттов, Guil, Annotationes in precipua ac difficiliora S.S. loca. fol., 
Paris 1683. 

EvANGELIUM (Das) DES ReicvHs (anonymous), Leipzig 1859. 
EwALD, Commentarius in Apocalypsin Johannis exegeticus et criticus, 

Lipsie 1828. 
FAIRBAIRN, Pat., D.D., Prophecy viewed in respect to its distinctive na- 

| ture, its special function, and proper interpretation, Edinburgh 1856. 
Fon», Henry, Appendix ad Editionem N. T. Greci e Cod. MS. Alex- 

andrino descripti, a C. С. Woide, folio, Oxford 1799. 
GLOSSA ORDINARIA (i. e., Walafrid Strabo, in 850), from the Biblia 

Maxima (St. Augustine's College Library, Canterbury). 
GRÄBER, Herm. Joh., Versuch einer historischen Erklärung der Offen- 

barung des Johannes, mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Ausle- 

gungen von Bengel, Hengstenberg u. Ebrard, Heidelberg 1857. 
Свкаовү or Nyssa, cited by the Abbé Migne's pages in his edition of 

the Fathers. 
Grotius (cited from the Critici Sacri). 
Hammonp (see former voll.). 
HrNGsTENBERG, Prof., Die Offenbarung des h. Johannes, u.s.w., 2 voll. 

Berlin 1849 — 1850. 
HunrINGFORD, Rev. E., The voice of the last Prophet, a practical inter- 

pretation of the Apocalypse, London 1858. 
НотнЕв, Kritisch-exegetisches Handbuch über die drei Briefe des 

Johannes (being the fourteenth portion of Meyer's Commentary), 
Göttingen 1865. 

Idem, Krit.-exeget. Handb. über den 1 Brief des Petrus, den Brief des 

Judas, u. den 2 Brief des Petrus (being the twelfth portion of the 
same), Göttingen 1852. 

Idem, Krit.-exeget. Handb. über den Brief des Jakobus (being the 
fifteenth portion of the same), Göttingen 1858. 

JOACHIM, Abbas, Expositio magni Prophetæ Abbatis Joachimi (1186) 
in Apocalypsin, Venet. 1527. 

KuINOEL, Commentarius in Epistolam ad Hebræos, Lipsie 1831. 
LEIGHTON, Árchbp., A practical Commentary on the first Epistle general 

of St. Peter, in his works, 2 voll., London 1828. 
LückE, Dr. Friedr, Versuch einer vollständigen Einleitung in die 

Offenbarung Johannis und in die gesammte apokalyptische Lite- 
ratur, Bonn 1832 ; 2nd edition, 1852. 

Idem, Commentar über die Schriften des Evangelist Johannes (vol. iii. 
containing the Epistles), Bonn 1856. 

LÜüNEMANN, Dr. Gottlieb, Kritisch-exegetisches Handbuch über den 
Hebräerbrief (being the thirteenth portion of Meyer's Commentary), 
Göttingen 1855. 
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MAITLAND, Charles, The Apostles’ School of Prophetic Interpretation : 
with its History down to the present time, London 1849. 

MATTHAI, C. F., Apocalypsis Grece et Latine ex codicibus nunquam 
antea examinatis, Rigae 1785. 

MEDE, Clavis Apocalyptica, and commentary following; in his works, 
Cambridge 1677. 

MICHAELIS, J. D., Introduction to the New Testament, translated from 
the 4th edn. of the German, and considerably augmented with 
notes explanatory and supplemental by Herbert Marsh, B.D., Fel- 
low of St. John's Coll. Cambridge, Cambridge 1793. 

New ou, B. W., Thoughts on the Apocalypse, London and Plymouth 
1844. 

OOSTERZEE, Dr. J. J., Christus unter den Leuchtern, u.s.w., Leipzig 1854. 
Owen, Dr. John, An Exposition of the Epistle to the Hebrews, with 

preliminary Exercitationes, 4 voll., London 1840. 
Ramer, Dr., Der Brief Judá u.s.w., historisch, kritisch, exegetisch 

betrachtet (Roman Catholie), Sulzbach 1854. 
RxicHz, J. G., Codicum MSS. N. T. Grecorum aliquot insigniorum in 

Bibl. Regia Parisiensi asservatorum Nova Descriptio et cum 
textu vulgo recepto Collatio, præmissis quibusdam de neglecti 
codicum MSS. N. T. studii causis observationibus, Göttingen 1847. 

REVELATION (The) of Jesus Christ, explained agreeably to the analogy 
of Holy Scripture: and the interpretation of ite symbols. By a 
Clergyman, London 1850. 

RIERK, Der Lehrbegriff des Hebraerbriefes, Ludwigsburg 1858. 
SANDER, Commentar zu den Briefen Johannis, Elberfeld 1851. 
Scott, W. H., The Interpretation of the Apocalypse and the chief 

prophetical Scriptures connected with it, London 1853. 
STEIGER, W., Der erste Brief Petri mit Berücksichtigung des ganzen 

biblischen Lehrbegriffs ausgelegt, Berlin 1832. 
STERN, Prof., Commentar über die Offenbarung des Apostel Johannes 

(Roman Catholic), Schaffhausen 1854. 
Stier, Dr. Rudolf, Der Brief an die Hebräer u.s.w., Halle 1842. 
Idem, Der Brief Jakobi u.s.w., Barmen 1845. 
Idem, Der Brief Judá, des Bruders des Herrn, Berlin 1850. 
Idem, Die Reden des Herrn Jesu vom Himmel her (forming a supple- 

ment to the Reden Jesu), Barmen 1859. 
Idem, Die Reden der Engel in heiliger Schrift, Barmen 1861. 
SruART, Prof. Moses, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

Henderson's Edition, London 1856. 
Idem, A Commentary on the Apocalypse, London 1850. " 
TuüoLUck, Dr. A., Kommentar zum Briefe an die Hebrier. 3rd edition, 

Hamburg 1850. 
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Topp, Dr. J. H., Six Discourses on the Prephecies relating to Anti- 
christ in the Apocalypse of St. John, preached before the University 
of Dublin, at the Donnellan Lecture, Dublin 1846. 

TREGELLES, Dr. S. P., The Book of Revelation in Greek, edited from 
ancient authorities, with a new English version and various readings, 
London 1844. 

TRENCH, Archbp., Commentary on the Epistles to the Seven Churches 
in Asia, London 1861. 

VicTORINUS of Pettau (cir. 300), Comm. in Apocalypsin: in Migne’s 
Patrologia Latina, vol. v. 

ViTRINGA Campegius, Ardept ois Apocalypseos Johannis Apostoli, &c., 
Leucopetre 1721. 

Weiss, Dr. Bernhard, Der Petrinische Lehrbegriff, Berlin 1855, 
WILLIAMS, Isaac, The Apocalypse, with notes and reflections, London 

1852. 
WoopHousE, Dean, The Apocalypse or Revelation of St. John, 

translated, with notes, critical and explanatory, London 1805. 

WorpswortH, Bishop, Lectures on the Apocalypse, Critical, Ex- 
pository, and Practical, delivered before the University of Cam- 
bridge, being the Hulsean Lectures for the year 1848, London 
1849. 

Idem, the New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, in the 
original Greek (the last portion, containing the general Epistles and 
the Book of Revelation), London 1860. 
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ST. JOHN AND ST. JUDE: AND THE REVELATION. 





IIPOX EBPAIOYXZ. 

ABDK I. l*IloAuuepós кай "oXvrpómas ° палы б бед 4 Xa- «ver. ealy v. 
wt 

fahki d here'only t. obros à wóAeuos том wdbeos woixiAos, к. Tals туше WOAVTPOMMTaTOS, Plut. C. Mar. 
m u o p. E U. c Matt. хі. 21. Mark zv. 44. Luke х. 18. 2 Сог. хіі. 19. 3 Pet. i. 9. Jude 
17.47 ар Isa. xxxvii. 26 only. d of divine reve ch. И. 2, 3. lil. 6. v. 5. хі. 18, Luk e i. 

. 45, 70. xxiv. 26. Acte ili. 21, 34. vil. 6, 36, 44. тШ. 26. x. 7. 9. see also ch. vii. 14. ix. 19. xii. 94, 
35. Till. 7. never in St. Paul. 

.TrrLE. Steph э} xpos eBpaiovs exirroA« wavAov, simly a h К o: elz y xpos єр. eri. 
with gl: еурафу ато craduas dia тобеои 7 xpos eBp. єтіст. exreBeura ws ev sivari M: 
o 100 к. Wave U атост. 10. Tp. L: [жа»А. ew. яр. єВр. 
puc vite ABN C(in wabecr) (аг head of pages)) — "uL Tull 

Cuar. I. 1—11. 18.] AFTER MANI- 
FOLD REVELATIONS IN FORMER TIMES, 
Gop HAS NOW REVEALED HIMSELF TO 
vs IN His Son (i 1—4), WHO 18 
GREATER THAN THE ANGELS, THB DIS- 
PENSEES OF THE LAW (i. 4—14; infer- 
ence, ii. 1—4), THOUGH FOR A TIME HE 
WAS MADE LOWER THAN THE ANGELS, 
AND SUBJECTED TO SUFFERINGS, IN OR- 
DER TO BE, AS OUR HIGH PRIEST, OUR 
REOONCILER TO Gop (ii. 5—18). And 
herein (i. 1—4), introduction and state- 
ment of position. 
Wen notice, 1. The opening of this 

Epistle without any address, or mention of 
the Author. Various reasons have been 
assigned for this, and inferences drawn 
from it (see Prolegg.). Some have said 
that the matter to be treated was so 
weighty, that the Writermerged altogether 
his own personality, and trusted to the 
weight of his subject to gain him a hear. 
ing. But, as Ebrard remarks, this would 
not account for entire omission of the name 
of the man and bis standing. He therefore 

' imagines that another shorter of 
a more private nature must have accom. 
panied this. But we may reply, that this 
idea derives no countenance from the phe. 
nomena of the Epistle itself, containing as 
it does at the end private notices which 
might well have been dispensed with, if 
such а commendatory Epistle had accom- 

panied it. We must therefore deal with 
this circumstance without any such hypo. 

Vor. IV. 

22 

P:] zpos 
coptt. 

thesis to help us. On the supposition of 
the Pauline authorship, some account may 
be given of it, —viz. that the name of the 
Apostle was concealed, from the nature of 
the relations between himself, and those to 
whom he was writing (see this hypothesis 
examined in the Prolegomena). And on 
the idea of Pauline superintendence, it 
would obviously admit of the same solu- 
tion. 2. The carefully balanced and rhe. 
torical style in which the Epistle begins, 
characteristic indeed of its whole diction 
(see Prolegg.), but especially marking this 
first iod (vv. 1—4). clauses are 
joi by close grammatical and rho- 
torical dependence: there is no anaco- 
luthon, no carelessness of construction, but 
all is most carefully and skilfully disposed. 

1.] In many portions (for the 
usage of woàvpepäs and of its cognate 
adj. woAupephs, we have two passages of 
Maximus Tyrius, in which soAurpomos 18 

also conjoined with it: Dissert. xvii. 7, rf 
тоў ёудрбто» фоҳӣ 800 dera wr буту 

xpos giveow, той иё» àrNed, bv kaAoUnev 
voür, ToU è sowíAov ка} ToAvuepovs 
cal woAvTpóxov, ёт ale gest калоудеу: 
and ib. vii. 2, ober де: 7 5 

ou 

ID 5 2, TÒ wodupepts 
o тё» capdrar Toad- 

: Plut. de Virt. 

m n 17 [47 

Avpepés : id. 
ToU Өєосітоо 



2 ПРО> EBPAIOTA. I. 

^ ^ , 3 ? 

e= Larei. Алта * тої * arpácw fév тоф профјтаі ёт һёсуүй- 
i. 

vi. 31. Acts 
lii, 13 al. fr. absol., John vi. 58. vil. 23. Acts vii. 10. xiii. 32. xxvi. 6. Кот. іх. ы. B 8. 2 Pet. 8 only. 

f 3 Kings xxii. a8. 
(see note), 1 Pet. i. 20. Nu xxiv. 14. 

cómaros kakla»  woÀvuepós ка) repi- 
oBevuéros Фербрфосе, T)» d той HOous 
рох@пріау avrroudrara к. bv évbs Eppa- 
gev. Aristotle (in Stephanus, but without 
a reference) has woAvguepécTaros жбуто$, 
also De Part. Anim. iv. 7. 1, r ёотрако- 
Bépucor ойк фот: Tb cum тоЛирерќз, 
and Plato, Tim. Тост. p. 98 р, $$атоз eTo:- 
xeiov толорерќотатоу. Hesychius inter- 
prets the adj. els жолла pepi(suevor; and 
the adverb, woAvaxedés. Hence we may 
gather the meaning to be *in many por- 
tions,’ or ‘parts,’ manifoldly as regards 
the distribution. Non enim omnia, nec 
eadem, omnibus prophetis revelata sunt, 
sed quasi partibus mysteriorum distri- 
butis : alia aliis inspirata. Exempli caussa ; 
Jesaie, partus virginis et passio Christi: 
Danieli, tempus adventus ejus: оше, 
ejusdem sepultura: Malachie, adventus 
prescursoris, Ас rursum alis plura, aliis 
pauciora." Estius. woAvpepés says Thdrt., 
тёз жаутобатёз оікоуошаѕ onpalyer. 80 
that * a£ sundry times” is not an accurate 
rendering: nor can it be said as by the 
schol. in ms. 118, cited by Bleek (7d 
woAvueps TO Siddopow тёр Kaper alylr- 
тето, каб obs ёкастбѕ Tis тё» профутёу 
Mepuchy Tiva eee Ero oixovoulay), Cal- 
vin, Bleek, Lünemann, al., to express the 
meaning: fime isa historical condition of 
the sequence of parts, — persons to whom, 
an anthropological condition, —but it does 
not follow that ‘at sundry times,’ ог ‘to 
sundry persons, gives the force of ‘in 
divers parts because it might be the 
same thing which was revealed again and 
again. This revelation in portions, by 
fragments, in and by various persons, was 
necessarily an imperfect revelation, to 
So the one final manifestation in and 

e Person is properly and logicall 
ро, without у lodrat or ares ы 
Tholuck seems to desiderate in the apodo- 
sis) and in divers manners (AAA yàp 
Spm T$ 'ABpadu, к. BAAws тё Movof, 
к. érépos ‘HAla, к. UAA Té Muixalq. 
ка} ‘Hoalas 84 x. ДаиђлА x. Ie e 
Bidpopa eOedoavro cxhpara. — Thárt. 
Bleek remarks that in Num. xii. 6 —8, the 
diversity of manner of revelation is recog- 
nized: dreams and visions heing eet be- 
neath that open speaking, mouth to mouth, 
which the Lord used towards His servant 
Moses. Wetst. cites a remarkable parallel 
from Eustathius, where, speaking of Odys- 
seus, he says, woAurpérws Aveyveplcón 
жасу ols Абеу cis "vóciw, цтбєөфз 

gen., Mark ii. 26. Luke il. 2. iv. 27. Acts хі, 28. 1 
. ХХі Deut. iv. 30. Dan. viii. 19, 23 x. 16. 

onstr. 

avayvepuruov cunxecóvros фтёрр dva- 
yvepicug Tb córoAlor A үйр TO 
Tnreudxy, érépus тў EbpukAelq, érépos 
Tois ovos, KANo» 86 трбтоу TH Лаёрту, 
ка) Aes àvonoles Arai. See also ref. 
It will be seen, that I canpot agree with 
Chrys. and many others in regarding the 
two adverbs as a mere rhetorical redund- 
ance—rouréors S:apdpeos. Both set forth 
the imperfection of the О.Т. revelations. 
They were various in nature and in form: 
fragments of the whole truth, presented in 
manifold forms, in shifting hues of sepa- 
rated colour: Christ is the full revelation 
of God, Himself the pure light, aniting in 
His one Person the whole 5 see 
below on d&ravyacua. ypke, Bleek, 
and others, have pointed dat the mistake 
of Lambert Bos (Observ. Misc. p. 109), who 
imagined, from the of Max. Tyr. 
Diss. vii. 2, cited above, that these words 
were originally applied to music) in time 
past (generally interpreted of the O. T. 
period, ending with Malachi. But, as 
Ebrard well observes, there is no need for 
cutting off the period there. In the interim 
between Malachi and the Writer's time, 
though the O. T. canon was closed, we 
cannot say that God’s manifold revelations 
of Himself had absolutely ceased. Nay, 
strictly speaking, the Baptist himself be- 
longed to the former, though Һе pointed on 
to the latter period. No doubt Bleek is 
right in denying that he was here in the 
Writer’s view, and in maintaining that the 
period of former revelations is here re- 
garded as distinct from the final Christian 
one: but for all that, we must not put an 
artificial terminus where he puts none) 
God having spoken (see the usage of 
Халеф in this sense іп reff. and Bleek, 
12) to the fathers (see usage in reff. k 
is evident from this term being common 
to the Writer and his readers, where no 
reference is made to Jews in the context 
(as in Rom. ix. 5 al.), that he was writing 
as a Jew and to Jews. ol «arépes, 
“qui in carne et in fide nos genuere.” 
Ps.-Anselm) in (not = did, though it in- 
cludes it. The readers of Vol. III. of 
this work need hardly be reminded that 
such a rendering of é» has never been 
acquiesced in by me. 
to any number of Commentators that, as 
Primasius here, Præpositio pro alia 
prepositione вере accipitur, sicut in mul - 
tis locis epistole invenitur his ргюровї- 
tionibus indifferenter uti.” Nor again 

ABD 
LM Pr 
abcde 
fghkl 
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ER reg as oh ny ig . 
hr Di uan HE ME Damasc] Cyr, Pho. 1 K 
must we bring in the convenient solution 
of Hellenism, when we find the same 

in Greek classical writers, and the 
ас inadequacy of explanation of it. In 

h expressions as AAA dv, viewed irre- 
spectively of the idea of Beza, ** Deum quasi 
prophetis ipsis insidere," the é» designates 
the element in which the Халеу takes 
place, and holds therefore its own 
force. That we may be sometimes com- 
pelled by English idiom to render it ‘dy,’ 
is possible, though I do not at present 
recall any instance: certainly such an one 
does not occur bere, where the contrast is 
much weakened by making it instrumental, 
instead of conditional. 1 may be well to 
state, that this merging of the proper force 
of itions is not confined to those who 

here says, i» vig, бй ToU vlov . 
ópás $т‹ xal rb dv, Bid dari: similarly (Ec., 
Thl., Primasius (above), and in modern 
times Luther, Calvin, Grot., al., Reiche, 
Thol., Ebrard, Delitzsch, al. "Оп the other 
band, Thos. Aquinas (in Bl: “Quod pro- 

etze non ipsi loquuti sunt ex se, sed Deus 
uutus est in eis”), Beza (see above), 
ae КА (^E Se Den a e Оте 

olf, Bengel (“Ergo Deus i 
prophetis : tam maxime in Pio] Rex 
mortalis loquitur per legatum : non tamen 
in legato ), Uhland, Bleek, De W., Іліпе- 
mann, al. Erasm. Schmid, al. take д> жро- 
¢@fra:s to mean, “in the prophetic writings: 
but for this there seems no ground, and 
thus the antithesis would be marred. 
oi sense contended for above agrees with 
the expressions of Philo, e. g. De Prem. et 
Pon. 5 9, vol. ii. p. 417, Epunvebs "ydp dare 
é mpophrns, yd obe ixnxovwros TÀ Лектќа 
Tob беоў. Вее also De ease i. 9, рр. 
221 f.: De Spec. Leg. § 8, p. : Quis 
Rer. Div. Hær. 5 58, vol. i. p. B: al these 
are cited in Bl.) the prophets (to be taken 
here apparently in the wider sense,—as 
ne not Qu. those whose inspired 
writings form the O. T. canon, but all who 
were vehicles of the divine self-manifesta- 
tion to the fathers. Thus Enocb in Jude 
14 is said трофутедса. Moses is of course 
included, and indeed would on any view be 
the chief of those here spoken of, seeing 
that by him the in part of God's reve- 
lation of Himself to th o fathers was made), 
—at the end of these days (sce var. read. 
In order to understand this expression, it 

preposi 
deal with Greek as a dead language. Aye 

will be well to call to mind certain Jewish 
modes of speaking of time. The Rabbis 
divided the whole of time into 75 chien, 
aléy otros, and i31 Dyin, al epxéueves, 
or A There has been much learned 
dispute as to the exact limite of these 
two :—whether the days of the Messiah, 
mega rig, were counted in the former or 
in the latter. Bleek, aft. „Witsius, Rhen. 
ferd, and Schidttg., has given Rabbinical 

favouring both views. A safe 
inference from the whole seems to be, that 
the days of the Messiah were regarded as 
& period of transition from the former to 
thelatter, —Hisappearance, asthe ushering 
in of the termination of аі $uépa: abra, 
the beginning of the end, —and His second 
coming in „glory as the curréAca ri 
eee oe = ae сідроз (rovrev). 

with this, usage agrees,—see 
ref. 1 Pot., also James v. 8: Jude 18: 2 Pet. 
iii. 8. Thus ёт’ Aex&rov Tév tp. точ. 
Twv would mean, ‘at the end of this age,’ 
in the technical sense of these words as sig- 
nifying the whole world- the ‘ter- 
minns ad quem’ of which is the general 
Resurrection. And thus is the manifesta- 
tion of Christ in es bare e отга of, 
and especially in this Epistle : cf. ch. ix. 26; 
and notes du eli. il: 5; vi. 5. See, on the 
whole, Bleek's note; snd Stuart’s, who 
however has mistaken the meaning, in ren- 
dering “ during the last dispensation,” 
making rohre to import that the pes 
had already began. It is not of a 
ning, but of an expiring period, the Water 
is speaking. The ancient expositors 
principally’ use these words as ground of 
consolation—édv тоўтф abrovs diario r 
Аёүө» bri 4 avrréAeia errs. ó yàp ё» тё 
ayer xaraparanie@eis, ётедд»у dxcoucy 
TOU éy&ros Tb TéAos, dsarret шикрбу. 
ТЫ. aft. Chr.) spake (not “ Aath spoken :” 
the #ёсхато» is looked back on as a definite 
point, at which the divine revelation took 
place. The attention of the readers is thus 
directed not so much to the present state in 
which they are, as to the act of God towards 
them. us, as almost gee gee the dis- 
tinction between the aor. ect is 
important) unto us (i.e. all. ra have 
heard that voice, or to whom it is to be 
announced. There is no distinction be- 
tween those who received God's revelation 
immediately from the Son, and those who 
received it Inediately through others. To 

B 2 
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this latter number belonged the Writer 
himself, cf. ch. ii. 3) in (see above) his Son 
(vig without the art. is to be noted, and 
has been variously explained. The omis- 
sion would not at any time surprise us 
after a preposition; but here after dr Tois 
жрофйтап, we should expect, as an anti- 
thesis, ф> TQ vig. Hence we must seek a 
reason beyond that usual idiomatic omis- 
sion. Emphatic position will often dispense 
with the art.: and this may be alleged here. 
But even thus we do not get at the final 
cause. If the position of vig, whenever 
anarthrous, is emphatic £o this extent, it 
must be for some reason still latent. Some 
have suggested official denomination, 
making viés into a quasi-proper name. 
But this again is only an introduction to 
the final reason. Way is such an anarth- 
rous name here used, as designating our 
Lord? And thus we come to the word 
itself, as we must do in all such cases, for 
our account of the idiom. And that ac- 
count here seems to be found in the pecu- 
liar and exclusive character of that relation 
to God, which vlós expresses. We may 
say, that Jesus is ‘the Son of God ? by 
this is definitely enough expressed the fact, 
and the distinction from other sons of God 
implied: but we may also say that He is 
Son of God:’ and we thus give the pre- 
dicate all fulness of meaning and promi- 
nence, and even more emphatically and 
definitely express the exclusive character 
of His Sonship. And * this anarthrous 
appellation does the Writer frequently 
speak of Him: e. g. ch. vii. 28, à vóuos 
yàp йудрётооѕ каб!ттта> к.т.А..... 6 
Aéyos dè тўз dSpxapoclas тўз perà 752 
уброу, uiv els rbv alva TereAewyévov: 
see also iii. 6; v. 8; vii. 8. Nor is the 
usage confined to him: cf. John x. 86; 
хіх. 7, and in the case of vids &vÜpdrwov, 
v. 27. So far is this or any other usage of 
the art. from being * arbitrary," as Stuart 
here maintains. 1 will quote his sentence 
for a caution to tiros : ** After all the rules 
which have been laid down respecting the 
insertion or omission of the article in Greek, 
and all the theories which have been ad- 
vanced, he who investigates for himself, and 
is guided only by facts, will find not a little 
that is arbitrary in the actual use of it. 
The cases are certainly very numerous, 
where Greek writers insert or reject it at 

Cyr-jer, Chr Cyr, Thdrt, [ Damasc]: txt 
Eus, Ath, Tit-bostr, Coe рата 

pleasure." The direct contrary of this as- 
sertion is the fact, and cannot be too much 
impressed on every Greek Testament stu- 
dent. The rules respecting the art. are 
rigid, and are constantly observed; and 
there is no case of its omission or insertion 
in which there was not a distinct reason in 
the mind of the Writer, —usually, but not 
always, discernible by the patient and ac- 
curate scholar among ourselves. In this 
particular case our language, though it al- 
lows the predicate in the nominative, * Son 
of God,' to be used anarthrously, does not 
allow it to be so used with a preposition, 
nor in the objective case: so that we are 
here obliged to take refuge in the nearly 
equivalent, though not so accurate ‘in Hie 
Son.’ To render it in a Son’ would be 
directly to contravene the logical account 
of the anarthrousness of the predicate. We 
might poe ‘in Him who was Son 
of God.’ We now pass off into a description 
of the dignity, and person, and work, of 
this Son of God: which description ends 
in asserting and proving Him to be higher 
than angels, the loftiest of created beings), 

3.) whom He constituted (aor., not 
perfect, referring, as also éxoínce», to the 
ё» àpxj—the date of the eternal counsel 
of God. ringt with this double ac- 
cusative is commonly reputed a Hebraisiu. 
But as Bleek remarks, our Epistle is 
singularly free from Hebraistic construc- 
tions, and there is in fact no reason what- 
ever for deducing our present expression 
from such a source. Elsner gives from 
Xen. de Rep. Lac. р. 684, Gels тофу yépov- 
tas Kuplovs ToU wepl тїз Yuxis &yéros: 
Arrian. Epict. p. 264, rowotrdy we Өё- 
реу woAritny kopwOle»: Eur. Hec. 722: 
and Bleek from Xen. Cyr. iv. 6. 2, Sswep 
av eb)aíuova xarépa жаз тфу Ti8eln) 
heir (Lonre kAnpovóuor, TrovrécTi: тоўтоу 
pio &sárrer éexoincey.. . TQ Bè тоё 
кАтроуброо dyduar: xéxpytas 800 ByAGr, 
nal rb тўз uidtyTos yvhowr, кай rb THs 
xupidtntros ёуатбсжастоу. Chrys.: and 
so ТЫ. ‘“Convenienter statim sub Filii 
nomen memoratur hereditas." Bengel. 
That Aup. is not equivalent to курго 
simply, is plain: the same expression 
could not, as Bleek well remarks, have 
been used of the Father. It is in virtue of 
the Sonship of our Lord that the Father 
constituted Him heir of all things, before 

12 ch. xl. 4 1 Tim. i. a d e d 
fab k I 
mno 
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the worlds began. “In Him also,” says 
Delitzsch,“ culminates the fulfilment of the 
promise given to the seed of Abraham, 7ò 
кАзроғброр elva: ToU kóguov.” See below. 
See for St. Paul’s use of the word and 
image, ref.: and Gal. iv. 7) of all 
(иш то›тфтт, ToU кбсиоо Tarrós, 

т. 
limited sense, ш restrict it to this hens. 
especially as the subsequent portion of the 
chapter distinctly . the angels in it. 
It is much disputed whether this heirship 
of Christ is to be conceived as belonging to 
Him essentially in his divine nature, or as 
accruing to Him from his work of redemp- 
tion in the human nature. The Fathers, 
and the majority of the moderns, decide for 
the latter alternative. So he le and even 
more emphatically Thdrt.: àrb rà» ày0po- 
irre ó 0«0< &wómroAos Hptaro, ка) rà 
TGxewórepa жрӧтоу Adyar obras &xrerai 
не фео. xAnporduos yàp dvr ð ões- 
ri xpiords оёх ds beds, AMX ds - 
Opwwos. & yàp бебѕ, moths ёст: adyrow 
ó 84 wárrev Bnuiovpyds фбсє dr 
Seoxérns. And so the Socinian and quasi- 
Socinian interpreters, arriving at the same 
view by another way, not believing the præ- 
existence of Christ. But it is plain that 
such an interpretation will not suit tho re- 
quirements of the . For this humili- 
ation of his, with its effects, first comes in 
at the end of ver. 3. All this, now adduced, 
is referable to his essential Being as Son of 
God; not merely in the Godhead before 
his Incarnation, but also in the Manhood 
after it, which no less formed a part of His 
‘eonstitation’ by the Father, than his 
Godhead itself. So that the &уксу, as ob- 
served above, must be taken not as an ap- 
5 in peet of the Incarnation, 
ut авап absolute appointment, coincidert 

with the efjuepor уеубууткё тє, belonging 
to the eternal peru d of the Lord, thoug 
wrought out in full by his mediatorial 
work. Delitzsch contends for its exclusive 
application to the exaltation of Christ in 
his historical manifestation, beginning with 
the creation of the world: but I cannot see 
that he has proved his point) by whom 
(see ref. John: as His acting Power and 

instrument: so Thl., aft. Chrys. : 
drei) 84 alrios д rarhp ToU vlod, elxóres 
ка) ré» бж’ abroU -yevopéves 8:4 Tobró 
pno 8 ob. 6 warhp yàp Borei rote, 6 
Tb» тоиђсаута vibr yerrhoas. The idea 
of Grotius, fortified by a misrendering of 
Beza’s, Rom. vi. 4,—that *8« ob, per igo» 
videtur hic recte accipi posse pro б Sy, 

Clem. 1 ad Cor. 36. 
о 3 Cor. Ix. 4. хі. 17. ch. iii. 14. zi. 1 only. 

And we cannot give this a more 

n bere only. Lev. zils. 
Deut. i. 12. 

propter quem,” is only worth recording, to 
а us thankful that the labours of the 
great scholars of Germany have brought in 
a day when it no longer needs refutation) 
He also mado (created. According to tbe 
ancient arrangement of the words, adopted 
in the text,the word brought into empbasis 
by cal is not robs aléras, but "cvv. 
And so Bengel, Emphasis particule ral, 
et, cadit super verbum fecit, hoc sensu: 
Filium non solum definiit hæredem rerum 
omnium, ante creationem : sed etiam fecit 
per eum ао ages (the meani 
of rods alévas bas been much disputed. 
The main classes of in are two. 
1. Those who see in the word ita ordinary 
meaning of “an age of time:” 2. those 
who do not recognize such meaning, but 
suppose it to have been merged in that of 
“the world,” or “the worlds.” To (1) 
belong the Greek Fathers: Chrys. (see 
however note on ch. xi. 8), Thdrt. (тобто 
плоти» тўз Өебтттоѕ. ой uóvow yàp 
abrbr Ünuiovpyyór, Aa Aà ка) f Ie 
ó yàp alb ойк oùrla тЇз dori, AX àr- 
vrócraror xphya, cupwapopdprouy ross 
yevynriy Éxovci фос. Kareiras yàp 
ald xal rd ded THs ToU кёсроо gvoTd- 
ces péxpi тўз urea Bidornua. This 
he then supports by Matt. xxviii. 20: Ps. 
Ixxxix. 8, LXX : Eph. i. 21; ii. 7; and con- 
cludes, alà» rolyuy dor) b Tf xri rf pices 
wape(evyuéror Suíarnua. tev ald 3è 
vourr)r «рпке by обу, &18:0у айтфу elvas 
Zis dre, ка) wadedur Aus bs ded d» 
warrbs obriwosoty (wepkelpevos  xporucoó 
S.aorhparos), ТЫ. (xov 84 eiow of Aéyar- 
res, T» öre ойк fw; abrbs robs aldvas 
drolnoe, kal тёз hy ald бте obx у abrés;), 
Ec. &c., and Thom. Aquin., and Heinsius. 
On the other hand, (2) is the view of the 
majority of Commentators. It is explained 
and defended at length by Bleek, none of 
whose examples however seem to me to be 
void of the same ambiguity which charac- 
terizes the expression here. The Jews, it 
appears, came at length to designate by 
their phrase y cv (see above on ёт èr- 
xárov x. T. A.), not only the present age, but 
all things in and belonging to it—and so of 
the “ future age” likewise. He produces a 
remarkable instance of this from Wied. xiii. 
9, el yap rocovrov foxvca» cibéva, Iva 
Sbm rat стоҳісасдаи roy ауа, cb» 
rohre (of the things in the world) ĉes- 
dr wós Táxiov obx «бро»; He there- 
fore would regard rots ai$ras as strictly 
parallel with másra above, and would in- 
terpret, Whom He has constituted lord, 
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possessor and ruler over all, over the whole 
world, even as by Him He has made all, the 
universe.” And nearly so Delitzsch, Ebrard, 
and Lünemann: these two latter adding 
however somewhat, inasmuch as they take 
it of all this state of things constituted in 
time and space, Ebrard says: Die ewige 
Selbſt⸗offenbarung Gottes in fid, durch 
das ewige Ausſprechen ſeiner Fülle im 
ewigen perfónliden Wort, das Gott zu 
fic) (Joh. i. 1) redet, und im Wehen des 
Ewigen Geiſtes, bildet den Grund unb 
ſomit das Ewige (nicht zeitliche) Prius der 
vom Willen des Oreieinigen ausgehenden 
Offenbarung feiner in einer Sphäre, die 
nicht ewig, ſondern zeitlich raumlich, nicht 
Gott, ſondern Creatur iſt. And this last 
view I should be disposed to adopt, going 
however somewhat further still: for where- 
as Ebrard includes in тойу alras God's 
revelation of Himself in a sphere whose con- 
ditions are Time and Space, and so would 
understand by it all things existing under 
these conditions, I would include in it also 
these conditions themselves, — which exist 
not independently of the Creator, but are 
His work — His appointed conditions of all 
created existence. So that the universe, 
as well in its t primeval conditions, — 
the reaches of Space, and the ages of Time, 
as in all material objects and all successive 
events, which furnish out and people Space 
and Time, God made by Christ. It will 
be plain that what has been here said will 
apply equally to ch. xi. 8, which is com- 
monly quoted as decisive for the material 
sense here. Some (Schlichting, al.) have 
endeavoured to refer rovs aiwvas, 8. to 
the new or spiritual world, or the ages of 
the Messiah, or of the Christian Church: 
principally in the interests of Socinianiem : 
or, 4. as Sykes and Pyle, to the various 
di tions of God’s revelation of Him- 
self: or even, 5. as Fabricius (Cod. 
Apocr. i. p. 710, Bl.), to the Gnostic sons, 
or emanations from the Divine Essence, and 
во to the higher spiritual order of beings, 
the angels. Against all these, besides other 
considerations, ch. xi. 3 is a decisive testi- 
mony). It will be seen by consulting the 
note on John i. 1, how very near the teach- 
ing of Philo approached to this creation of 
the universe by the Son. See, among the 
quotations in my Vol. I. Edn. 6, p. 679, 
especially those from Philo, vol. i. p. 
106: and that in p. 681 from ib. p. 162. 

‚ 9. = . xi. 36. 1 Cor. viii. 6. хі, 12. zv. 18. Fph. iii. . Phil. ili. 21. Col. i. 16, 17, 20. iii. 
11. 1 Thm. vi. 13. ch. i 8,10. Rev. iv. 11. Job viii. 3. т = ch. xi. 3. see Eph. v. 28. dat., 1 Cor. ix. 

txt Вз, but former reading restored in 

See Isa. ix. 6 Heb. and LXX-AN. 
ae The Son of God now becomes Him- 

the subject. The 'verbum finitum’ 
belonging to the relative $$ is not found 
till éxd@icey at the end of the verse. 
But the intermediate participial clauses 
do not stand in the same relation to the 
main sentence. The first members, dy 
G@watyacua . . . Suvduews abrod, still 
set forth those attributes of the Son of 
God which are of а permanent cha- 
racter, and belonging to Him before 
the Incarnation: whereas the following 
member, the last participial clause, stands 
in nearer relation to the main sentence, ex- 
preng as it does the purification of man- 
ind from sin, wrought by the incarnate 

Son of God, as one individual historical 
event, — as the antecedent of that exaltation 
of Him to the right hand of God, which 
the main sentence enounces.” Bleek. 
Who (the бе represents, it will be evident, 
rather the prœ- existent than the incarnate 

But it is perhaps a mistake to 
let this distinction be too prominent, and 
would lead to the idea of a change having 
taken place in the eternal relation of the 
Son to the Father, when He subjected him- 
self to the conditions of and time. 
Even then He could say of himself, vids rod 
àyôpěrov ó dy dv TG o p. See Ebrard's 
note), being (cf. ётархор, Phil. ii. 6, also 
of His pre-existent and essential being. 
This comparison seems decisive against 
Hofmann, who (Schriftbeweis, i. 140 ff.) 
takes & and gépwr according to his 
theory that all the attributes of the Son of 
God spoken of in the N. T. are adduced in 
connexion with and as manifested by His 
work of Redemption. See against this 
view Delitzsch, b. 1. р. 7. But it must 
also be remembered that Фу and 
are present participles. They must not 
be rendered utpote qui, or cum esset 
and ferret, but kept to their essential and 
timeless sensc,—‘deing,’ and bearing) 
the brightness (effulgentia, not “ reper- 
cussus, qualis est in nube qus dicitur rap- 
hrs,” as Grot., Calv. (“splendor ex illius 
lumine refulgens,—refulgentia”), al. This 
latter would be legitimate, but does not 
seem to have been the ordinary usage. Bl. 
cites from Philo de Concupiscent. $ 11, 
vol. ii. p. 856, 7d 8 ёифисоиероу (Gen. ii. 
7) dj x és аібероу Fv ж»єйда kal ei dh 
Ti GiÜepiov туєйиатоѕ крєттоу, Are Тїз 
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dude, айтої, * kaÜapi pov Top * qaͤnapridy тои} иєр0$ o= 2 Pet 1.8 
OD v b 

t as above (s). Luke Il. 39. v. 14 X Mk. John ii 6, ili. 35 only. (Tar. Ale . 

rec aft avrov ins 8? eavrov (probably a glose: see note), with D3KLM rel syrr Ath, 
Chr, [Thdrt Damasc-txt] Aug,; 3: avrov D! Thdrt(rò Аг abro? Bagéws дусуџбскеу 
жроѕћкє‹ дут) тоб Аг ёаотоў); per quem "ү" per quem eth: om ABD IPN 17 [47] 

u vulg arm Ps-Ath, Cyr-jer, Cyr, [Dial, E 
Tec rotnanevos 
also intervened), with KL rel 

Aug Sedul Cassiod,. 

paxaplas код трізракаріаз picews àrab- 
yaspa, where the sense clearly is, that 
the breath breathed into man was as it 
were а ray of the divine nature itself. See 
also id. de Opif. Mund. $ 61, vol. i. p. 85; 
de Plant. Nos, 5 12, p. 154. Cf. Wisd. vii. 
26, where wisdom is called an &ёхабуаода 
q$erbs ditfov. And this (which, as De. 
litzach remarks, is represented by the pôs 
ёк $wrós of the Church) seems to have 
been universally the sense among the an- 
cients: no trace whatever being found of 
the meaning ‘reflexion.’ Nor would the 
idea be apposite here: the Son of God is, 
in this his essential majesty, the expression, 
and the sole expression, of the divine 
Light,—not, as in bis Incarnation, its 
reflexion. So Thdrt.: 75 yap ёхтайуасџа 
ка} ёк ToU xupés dori, kal ab» TQ торі 
dore kal alriov ue Axe т) rip, &xó- 
pioroy 8é dai той wupds.... . Kal TE жир) 
9$à биофиёѕ ть ёжабуасиа’ obkoUv ral ð 
vids Tj патр. (Cf. Athanasius contra 
Arianos Orat. i. (ii.) § 12, vol. ii. (Migne) 
p. 328: ris ойто do rl» dydntos, &s dugi- 
Валле» жері ToU alel elvai toy vióv; ябте 
ydp tis elde фӧѕ xwpls тӣѕ ToU dwavydo- 
pros Aauxpétyntos;) And Thl.: xal 
Tb &xaóyacua Y wavyd(orri cuveupal- 
vera. обте ykp FM &páðņ wore хоріѕ 
&vavyácuoaros* ole warhp voeta: xwpis 
vlov. Brav оду àxojops tar 'Apeavór 
Aeyórroar, Šri el ёк татрфз д vids, Xocrby 
Sorepos abro’ dyri@es abrois, Fri kal Tb 
Mu yatia ёк тоё HAlov, ка) оёх ботероу 
афто. Gua yap fpuos, dua йтабуасџа. 
And Origen, tom. xxxii. in Joann. § 18, 
vol. iv. p. 450: Sans piv обу oluat rijs 
Bótns ToU Oeo abro? dwatyaoua elva: 
vb» vidv, karà Tb» elwórra ПайЛлор “Оз 
dy axatyacua тӯѕ Bdins Q0drew цбуто! 
ye awd той àxavyásuaros Toórov тў$ 
Sans Sdins pepikà &ravydopara ёт) Thr 
логу» Acyuchy kriso ойк olua ydp Tiva 
Tb way 8буасдсл Хорўсо: Tfs SAns 86 п 
roo Oco? aravyacua,. ) Tb» иу abrod. 
Hesychius gives as the meaning of dxat- 
асра, MI фёүүоз: and the MS. Lexi- 

Tw» auapriv (appy to bring the accus nearer the verb, е 
ms] Damasc,-comm, Sedul Cassiod,. 

гр ал nu 
вуг Chr Thdrt [ Damasc,-txt,]: txt ABDM[P]N m 17 

[47] latt [arm] Ath, Ps-Ath, Cyr-jer, Cyr Did, Damasc-comm [Aug]. 
GQuaprioy ins nuwy (prob doctrinal corrn to shew that t 
Bleek), with DKL m [17. 47] вуг [arm] Ath, Ps-Ath 
dyer N3: om ABD!M[P]N! rel latt Syr copt æth Ath, Cyr-jer, Did, Cyr[- 

rec aft 
were not his own. So 
т Thdrt [Damase,,; ]: 

ру) Damasc, 

con of Cyril àærìs Alov $ крт» тоё 
$AiaoU dwrds &ёхоВоА%. See also Clem- 
rom. in reff. and several other authorities 
cited in Bleek) of His glory (not simply 
His light: nor need ётабуатџа be con- 
fined to such literal sense: cf. Clem.-rom. 
as above. His glory, in its widest and 
amplest reference. It has been at- 
tempted to give to dw. rijs 84фуз the 
meaning splendor gloriosus, and to make 
abTroU below refer, not to the Father, but 
to àwavyacua. But to this Bleck answers 
after Seb.-Schmidt, that dwatyacpa never 
is found without a genitive of the ётаууа- 
(ónercr, which genitive here can be no 
other than rijs &dins (abroU, i.e. 1 
geo). Again, Owen (vol. i. E 85 f.) 
supposes the Shechinah to be alluded to; 
—Akersloot, the Urim and Thummim. It 
is hardly probable that in a кошу 
description, couched in the most gen 
and sublime terms, any such particular 
allusion should be intended. Notice again 
the anarthrous predicate, to which the 
same remarks will apply as to viş above. 

Delitzsch remarks, Es ift kein Nim- 
dus um Gott, welchen hier 9óta genannt 
wird, ſondern die überſinnliche geiſti 
Feuer und Lichtnatur Gottes ſelber, welche 
er, um fic vor fid) ſelbſt offenbar zu werden, 
aus fid) herausſetzt) and impress (“<figura,” 
vulg.: figure, Wiclif and eims: 

ndal and Cranmer: “ in- 
ved forme,” Geneva: “ express image, 

. V. The word xaparrijp, which by 
formation would be the stamp or die itself 

apáccerai, and which 

stamps it on other things, "always io be 

2 7 3 m А 
taken for the impression ит pias 

тёр т èv 3 тбжоіз ichs dne. 

Tat Textédvay H 5 E 
(Ec. ii. р. 689, dvevexderros dt To? ёрум 
piov ётікбфаѕ хоро Ae ew is to stamp 

* very image," 

where xapaxrijpa éré 
coin, and it is said, ô ар x ic. m бе 

тоў wécov onmetor. 
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в Epb. i. 20. 

ch. vili. 1. 
х. 13. zii. 3 
only. ёк ef., Matt, xxi. 23 U. Mark xvi. 19. Sir. xii. 12. 

1. 1 Pet. Ш. 23 only. Ps. xv. 11. see Mark xvi. б. 
Iz wl. 11 al. x here only. sce 

т&\аута хросод, x dae ued⸗ 
{хоу a. Hence the word is taken, 1. gene- 
rally for any fixed and sharply marked 
lineaments, material or spiritual, by which 
a person or an object may be recognized 
and distinguished. Herod. i. 116, 4 x. 
тоў wposdmov. Diod. Sic. i. 82, robs 
тўз Nes дарактйраз, the lines of the 
countenance. Lucian, de Amoribus, p. 
1061, calls mirrors Trà» ü&»ripóp$er xa- 
paxríper из elxóras, and ib. p. 
1066, ўз & pèr ёлтбёз x. Ќиорфоѕ. De- 
mosth. (in Stephan.) d» pè» tois éséx- 
pot å ris byews, dv $$ vais ulas 
$ rhs фохӣт xapaxthp BAéreru. Philo, 
de Mund. Ори. 5 уи i. p. 4), robs xa- 
paxrijpas ёусфраү((єтба, to impress on 
the mind the lines and forms of an Intended 
city: id. Legg. Allegor. і. $ 18 (vol. i. p. 55), 
ó ris йретўз x р, olxeios dy èr тё 
жара$е!тф: id. de Mundi Opif. $ 28 (р. 15), 
тђ» dd duóépeiar (the likeness of man to 
God) g»9els «lka(ére сбратоз xapax- 
ect, ib. $ 58 (p. 36), ris éxarépov 
$úceus (viz. of God and the creation 
&repárTero (sciL man, while he was alone 

5 Wuxfi тоёт характ®раз :—and, 2. of the 
objects themselves, on which the features 
of апора аге пысе ыл bear its 
peculiar image, so that they ap as if 
taken off from it by impression of а die. 
So Philo, Quod Det. Potiori Ins. § 28 (vol. 
i, p. 217), designates the zveiua imparted 
by God to man тотоу ru ка} характўра 
Oslas Suvrduews, Moses naming the same 
elkóv, to shew ðr: дрхќтутоу nir Borde 
Aeyucis ё eds dari, plunua 84 ка] àre 
xémiopa бубритоѕ : De Plant. Nos, $ 6 (p. 
882), he says, Moses named the rational 
soul тоё Celou kal dopdrov eixdéva, $8бкдо> 
elva: vouícas ойстедеісау к. тотобдєісау 
сфраусд‚ Geot, 5s ё yapaxrip фет» 6 
Айбоз s. Here the Aéyos is desig- 
nated as impress of the seal of God, by 
the impression of which in like manner on 
the 5 вт last еза а сотте- 
spondi , a8 the image of the unseen 
and divine. Compare also Clem.-rom. ad 
Cor. с. 88, abrbs ó бтшоору$з к. de 
ard rer .. roy... porov та 
Blass abrod ка} duduos xepoly ёЌжласеу, 
тўз ауто eixóvos ҳаректђра. Hence 
the usage of x p here will be easily 
understood." Bleek: see also the word in 
Palm and Rost's Lex. каб éavrdy 
dp, фпс», ipdornner, Saor èv taure 
Sexvds патёра. robs vaTpucobs pas 
кетш Xapaxrüpas. тейтә Фоке T) bv) 

I. 

a де4б.те› W èv " Seka тўс " реүайаесїллү; * dy = inpydois, 

т аз above (a). Ror. viii. 34. Cal. IL 
w ch. vili. 1. Jude 25 only. 2 Kings vii. 21, 23. Ра. 

ToU xuplou wphs тфу ФІМттоу elpnuéver, 
$ éepaxós end, Apr e Tò» rarep pov. 
Thdrt.) of His substance (substantial or 
essential being: substance,” Wicl., Tynd., 
Cranm., Rheims: * persos," Geneva, and 
E. V.: Weſen, Luther, &., De Wette, 
Bleek, al.: das der Erſcheinung unters 
liegende Weſen, der Weſensgrund, De- 
litzsch. The various meanings of $wó- 
otacu are well traced by Bleek, from 
whom, as so often in this Epistle, I take 
the account. Etymologically, the word im- 
ports the lying or being placed underneath : 
and this is put in common usage for, 1. 
substratum or foundation — fundamentum. 
Diod. Sic. i. 66, ówócracis ToU Mie side 
id. xiii. 82, ката Tb иёуебоз тїз 
rde: Ezek. xlii. 11, к. Zterypd pe 
Tb» olxoy x. тёз étóbovs abroU к. Thy 

y афто: lxviii. 2, éverd- 
үп» els Ab Вобоё к. ойк {тту ra- 
ow. Nearly connected with this is, 2. 
establishment, or the state of being esta- 
blished: hence—a. firmness,—to which 
idea the word approaches in the last cita- 
tion: but especially in reference to firm- 
ness of spirit, confidence: see more on ch. 
iii. 14,—B. substantial ezistence, reality, 
in contradistinction to that which existe 
only in appearance or idea: Aristot. de 
Mundo iv. 19, тё» ёу ёё: $arracudrer 
qà uév ёст: кат’ Éupasir, tà 8% каб бкб- 
стосу: Artemidor. Oneirocrit. iii. 14, 
фаутас!а» pèr Lye яЛойтоу, inécracw 
3è ph: Diog. Laert. ix. 91, (nreira: & ode 
el palveras табта, ФА№ el каб ixdotacw 
obras Exe: id. vii. 185, cal кат’ évírouar 
ко) каб ixdoraciw. Hence. generally, 
consistence or existence. So Philo, de In- 
corrupt. Mund. 5 18, vol. i. p. 505, афуў 
биботасір la- ойк sxe, yervara: & ёк 
pAoyds: Ps. xxxviii. 5, xal ў édoracls pou 
ésel obi» dri соо: Ps. Ixxxviii. 47, 
prhoOnrs тіз bwécracis pov п both 
places for the existence of man, Heb. тўят: 
hence also, as raptis, for possessions or 
goods, as Deut. xi. 6: Jer. x. 17). Hence 
also—8. № imports the especial manner 

being, the peculiar essence of an object. 
us 1 Kings xiii. 21, rj ёар к. Tẹ 

perdry or ragt Fv d$ айт}: М. 
xvi 21, $ per yàp фиботаас!+ cov (т. 
Oeo) T)» ehv yAuxtrnta wpbs Tékva dv- 
e$árigce, And this last seems to be the 
best meaning in our place: His essential 
being, His swbstamce. For in rding 
the history of the word, we find that the 
well-known theological meaning ‘ person’ 
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was not by any means generally received 
during the first four centuries. Wehaveit 
indeed in Origen, tom. ii. in Joann. § 6, 
vol. iv. p. 61 (huet uérro: ye Tpeis bro- 
отте тебдбреуо: Tvyxáreiw, Tbv патёра, 
к. Tb» vidy, к. Tb бугу жуейца, K. T. A.): 
bat the usage is by no meaus constant. 
The Nicene council itself uses ówvócracis 
and otcia in the same sense, and condemns 
the deriving the Son dt érépas swoordoews 
kal ойсіаѕ from the Father (cited in Bleek, 
p. 60, note): and so usually (in the 
genuine works: e.g. Ep. ad Afros, c. 4, 
vol. ii. (Migne) p. 714: ў óvócracis obcla 
dorl, ко) ov8àp &ААо onpawdueroy Éxei f$ 
5 a 
obo aptís ёстіу. tori ка} ówápx e. 
See Gieseler, Kirchengesch. i. pt. 2, p. 63) 
Athanasius. The fact was, that the Easterns 
most commonly used ёпботас to de- 
signate the three separate Persons (cf. e. g. 
Chrys. de Sacerdot. iv. 4, vol. i. p. 410 4, 
Thy иё» бебтэта warpbs к. vl. к. ky. av. 
play ópoXoyobrras, wposriÜérras $% ка) 
ras тре broordces, &., and especially 
Basil, whom Gieseler regards as the repre- 
sentative of this view: Ep. 236. 6, vol. iv. 
p. 868, obcía x. bxécracts табтуу fixe 
T)  Biapopds, hy Exe Tò Kowdy xpbs Tb 
ка® 2катто>у. See other passages in Gieseler, 
ubi eupra) in distinction from Sabellianism, 
which acknowledged three wpóswsa, but 
not three ówocráceis, i.e. self-subsisting 
personalities: whereas the Westerns con- 
tinued to ixédorags as = obaía, 
and assumed but опе érécraccs: and the 
Western bishops, assembled with Atha- 
nasius at the council of Sardica in 347, 
distinctly pronounced the assumption of 
three h heretical, i.e. Arian. Their 
words, as cited by Suicer from Theodoret, 
Hist. Eccl. ii. 6, are very decisive: 7d тё» 
alperinéy состпиа piroverne?, 8:афброоѕ 
«ғи ras бжостбсез ToU warpos, к. Tob 
viov, к. ToU &ylov ж»ейдатоз, к. elvai 
mexepicpévas. types 8d табттр Tee: 
фане» к. бєй$йудєба, к. тайтту Üxouer 
4h» xaBoduchvy жарй$ооту к. rl к. 
dporoylay, plav elva бибстасір, hy abrol 
of alperixolh oùglay xposayopevove:, тоў 
warpós, к. тоў 000, к. ro &ylov xvet- 
paros. Subsequently however to this, in 
the Synod assembled at Alexandria in 362, 
at which Athanasius, and bishops of Italy, 
Arabia, Egypt, and Libya were present, 
the Easterns and Westerns agreed, on 
examination of one another’s meaning, 
to acknowledge one another as orthodox, 

» eh. 
vii. 20, N reff. 

never (1 Cor. xil. 31 rec.), but ch. vi. 9. vil. 7, 19, 23. viil. 6 bis. iz. 23. . 34. xi. 16, 36,40. xii, 

and to allow indifferently of the use of 
Tpeis broordoes signifying Persona, and 
pla óxóaracis signifying ‘ substance,’ es- 
sence,’ oùgla. The Epistle from this synod 
to the bishops of Antioch is among the 
works of Athanasius, vol. ii. p. 615 ff., and 
is & very interesting document. But it 
attempted conciliation in vain, the Miletian 
schism at Antioch, which began on this 
point, having been confirmed and per- 
petuated by external causes. See on the 
whole subject, Bleek's note: Jerome, 
Epist. 15 (al. 57) ad Damasum, § 4, vol. i. 
p. 40; and on the use made of this de- 
scription by orthodox and heretics in early 
times, Bleek, Chrys. in loc.: Calvin's 
note, where he gives some excellent 
cautions against the speculative preseing 
of each expression: * Nam hoc quoque 
notandum est, non hic doceri frivolas spe- 
culationes, sed tradi solidam fidei doc- 
trinam. Quare debemus in usum nostrum 
hsec Christi elogia applicare, sicuti ad nos 
relationem habent." On all grounds 
it will besafer here to hold to the primitive 
meaning of the word, and not to intro- 
duce nto the language of the apostolic age 
a terminology which was long subsequent 
to it), and (тє couples closely clauses re- 
ferring to the same subject, and following 
as matter of course on one another) up- 
holding (we have this sense of dpew in 
reff. and in the later Greek writers, e. g. 
Plut. Lucull. 6, $épew r3» тбл». Во in 
Latin, Val. Max. xi. 8. 5, “ humeris gestare 
salutem patris :” Cic. pro Flacco, c. 88, 
“quam (remp.) vos universam in hoc 
judicio vestris humeris . . . . judices, 
sustinetis :" Senec. Ep. 31, * Deus ille 
maximus potentissimusque vehit omnia. 
But the usage is principally found in the 
Rabbinical writings, as appears from 
the extracts in Schóttgen,—e. g. Sohar 
Chadasch, fol. іх. 1, “Creator benedic- 
tus portans omnes mundos robore suo 
(roi momit Saw),” Ke. Chrys. says, 
pipuy, rovr dri куберуйу, rà Biawlwrorra 
соукрат®» : and so Thl.: “* Sursum tenet, 
ne decidant, et in nihilum revertantur," 

Ps.- Anselm) the universe (the same ædrra 
as designated by wd»ro» above: not that 
the art. expressly refers back to that word, 
for rà xdvra is есу expression for 

ggregate of all t ings. meaning 
ie eed to be given by some Socinian 
expositors, “ the whole kingdom of grace, 

is wholly beside the purpose: see reff., esp, 
Col. i. 17, xal тё «4évTr& dy abr сур- 
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acompar..ch. 8 Suadopwtepoy ° тар avtovs ° xexAnpovouncey * буора. 
viii. 6 only. 
= Gen. I. 27. 

10, xv. 60. 1 Pet. ii. 9 al. Ша, Lev. 9. Sir. iv. 13. 
Symm., év eic for Geow). b = Luke lii, 13. ch. ili. 3. 1x. 23. xli. 24 al. (see note. 
eee lh. ch. v 1. 21. if Matt. xxv. 34. 1 Cor. vi. 9, ) 
d = Phil. if. 9, 10. 

éornxer: Job viii. 8, б тё пбута rochoas : 
Rev. iv. 11, бт: od Serivas ra wdvra) by 
the word (expressed command : cf. ch. xi. 
8, жісте voovue» каттртісдо Toùs alàrvas 
брат: бео?) of his (Whose? His own, or 
the Father's? The latter is held by Cyril- 
alex. contra Julian. viii. vol. іх. p. 259 o, 
és yàp ô тбусофоѕ үрфе Пайлоз” pépe: Tà 
x. dv TQ huat: ris Suv. abToU, ToU rarpds. 
And so Grot., al. But Chrys., Thdrt., Thl., 
and the t body of Commentators 
understand афтоў to refer to the Son. That 
it may do so, it is not necessary to write 
аётоў, as is done in the cursive mss. (the 
uncial mss. being mostly without accents) 
and in many modern editions. Bleek in 
his note (vol. i. p. G9) makes it probable 
that the abbrevia writing абтоб for 
éavro? had not been adopted in the days of 
the N. T. Even if it had, his rule seems 
а good one;—that aóro) should never be 
written unless in cases where, if speaking in 
the Ist or 2nd person, we should use éuav- 
Tov or тєаутод,—1. e. never except where 
emphatic. Now here, supposing the words 
addressed to the Son, cov and not ceavrov 
would evidently be the word used: and con- 
sequently in expressing the same sentence 
in the 8га person, ab rob, not abro? (éavrov) 
ought to be written. "The interpretation 
therefore is independent of this distinction. 
But the question recurs, which is the right 
one? The strict parallelism of the clauses 
would seem to require, that афтой here 
should designate the same person, as it does 
before, after тӯѕ brocrdcews. But such 
маш and consistency of reference of 
emonstrative pronouns is by no means 

observed in the N. T., e. g. Eph. i. 20, 22, 
ко) xablaas ё» detig айтой (of the Father), 
C. Kal dera Uxdrater ved robs wédas 
abrov (of the Son). In every such case the 
reference must be determined by the cir- 
cumstances, and the things spoken of. And 
applying that test here, we find that in our 
former clause, dv ётабуастсда т. Séins к. 
характђр тїз фкостбсеюз abroU, it is 
quite out of the question that афтой should 
be reflective, referring, as it clearly does, to 
&nother than the subject of the sentence. 
But when we proceed to our second clause, 
фёрю» тє Tà dera TQ D. T. Dvrdueos 
афтой, we find no such bar to the ordinary 
reflective sense of айтоб, but every reason 
to adopt it as the most obvious. For we 
have here an action performed by the Son, 
who фёре тё бута. Whereby ? 7$ ф%дат: 
THs Üvrduews abroU i where we may cer- 

tainly say, 1. that haa another than the 
subject of the sentence been intended, such 
intention would have been expressed: and, 
2. that the assertion would be after all a 
strange and unexampled one, that the Son 
upholds all things b acs word of the 
Father's power. So that, on all accounts, 
this second abro) seems better to be re- 
ferred to the Son) power ot to be 
weakened into the comparatively unmean- 
ing T$ рбнат: abro? T$ Suvar. His 
Power is an inherent attribute, whether 
uttered or not: the ffiuais that utterance, 
which He has been pleased to give of it. 
It is a “ powerful word,” but much more is 
here stated—that it is the word of, pro- 
ceeding from, giving utterance to, His 
power), having made (the vulg. “faciens ” 
is an unfortunate mistranslation, tending to 
obscure the truth of the completion of the 
one Sacrifice of the Lord. The words 
9 éavrov can hardly be retained in the 
text, in the face of their omission in the 
three most ancient mss. joined to their 
internal character as an explanatory gloss. 
Dr. Bloomfiela’s strong argument in their 
favour, that they “are almost indispensa- 
ble,"in fact, pronounces their condemnation. 
The hypothesis of homaoteleuton suggesta 
itself: but itis hardlylikely in so solemn an 
0 ing passage, шш weighs little against 
the probability the other way. Meanwhile, 
the gloss is a good and true one. It was 
81 éavrod, in the fullest sense) purifica- 
tion of sins (as Bleek observes, there is no 
occasion to suppose the genitive here equi- 
valent to ard ræv Gyapriay, seeing that 
we may say кабарі(оута: af auapriat той 
arp rob, as we read, Matt. viii. 8, ёка- 
9apla8n abrod ў Aéwpa. Sin was the t 
uncleanness, of which He has effected the 
purgation: the disease of which He has 
wrought the cure. This кабарсрбз must 
be understood by the subsequent argument 
in the Epistle: for that which the Writer 
had it in his mind to expand in the course 
of his treatise, he must be supposed to have 
meant when he used without explanation а 
concise term, like this. And that we know 
to have been, the purifications and sacrifices 
of the Levitical law, by which man's natural 
uncleanness in God's sight was typically 
removed, and access to God laid open to 
him. Ebrard's note here is so important 
that, though long, Icannot forbearinserting 
it: — “ kaBap((e. answers to the Heb. vro, 
and its ideal explanation must be sought 
in the meaning which suits the Levitical 
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cleansing in the O. T.cultus. Consequently, 
they are entirely wrong, who understand 
кабаре» of moral amelioration, and would 
зо take xaĝapıo ud» sroieiv in this place, as if 
the author wished to set forth Christ here 
as & moral teacher, who by precept and 
example incited men to amendment. Апа 
we may pronounce those in error, who go во 
far indeed as to explain the кабаретдёф of 
the propitiatory removal of the guilt of sin, 
but only on account of later passages in 
our Epistle, as if the idea of scriptural каба- 
piouds were not already sufficiently clear to 
establish this, the only true meaning. The 
whole law of purification, as given by God 
to Moses, rested on the assumption that 
our nature, as sinful and guilt-laden, is not 
capable of coming into immediate contact 
with our holy God and Judge. The media. 
tion between man and God present in the 
most holy place, and in that most holy 
place separated from the people, was re- 
vealed in three forms; а. in sacrifices, f. 
in the Priesthood, and y. in the Levitical 
laws of purity. Sacrifices were (typical) 
acts or means of propitiation for guilt; 
Priests were the agents for accomplishing 
these acts, but were not themselves ac- 
counted purer than the rest of the people, 
baving consequently to bring offerings for 
their own sins before they offered for those 
ofthe people. Lastly, Levitical purity was 
the condition which was attained, positively 
by sacrifice and worship, negatively by 
avoidance of Levitical pollution, —the con- 
dition in which the people was enabled, by 
means of the priests, to come into relation 
with God ‘ without dying (Deut. v. 26); 
the resalt of the cultus which was past, 
and the postulate for that which was to 
come. So that that which purified, was 
sacrifice: and the purification was, the re- 
moval of guilt. This is moet clearly seen 
in the ordinance concerning the great day 
of atonement, Levit. xvi. There we find 
those three leading features in the closest 
distinctive relation. First, the sacrifice 
must be prepared (vv. 1—10): then, the 
high priest is to offer for his own sins (vv. 
11—14): lastly, he is to kill the sin-offering 
for the people (ver. 15), and with its blood 
to sprinkle the mercy-seat and all the holy 
place, and cleanse it from the uncleanness 
of the children of Israel (ver. 19); and 
then he is symbolically to lay the sins of 
the people on the head of a second victim, 
and send forth this animal, laden with the 
curse, into the wilderness. For (ver. 30) 
‘on that day shall the priest make au 

r. 13. 
f Acta xiii. 33. ch. v. 6. Pasa. li. 7. 

atonement for you, to cleanse you, that ye 
may be clenn from all your sins before the 
Lord. In the atonement, in the gracious 
covering (p>, ver. 30) of the guilt of sin, 
consiste purification in the scriptural sense. 
(And so also were those who had become 
levitically unclean, e. g. lepers, Levit. xiv., 
cleansed by atoning sacrifices.) So that 
an Israelitish reader, a Christian Jew, 
would never, on reading the words каба- 
ритрду кому, think on what we com- 
monly call ‘moral amelioration,’ which, 
if not springing out of the living ground of 
а heart reconciled to God, is mere self- 
deceit, and only external avoidance of 
evident tranegression: but the caSapiopds 
which Christ brought in would, in the 
sense of our author and his readers, only be 
understood of that gracious atonement for 
all guilt of sin of all mankind, which Christ 
our Lord and Saviour has completed for 
us by His sinless sufferings and death : and 
out of which flows forth to us, as from a 
fountain, all power to love in return, all 
love to Him, our heavenly Pattern, and all 
hatred of sin, which caused His death. To 
speak these words of Scripture with the 
mouth, is easy: but he only can say Yea 
and Amen to them with the heart who, in 
simple truthfulness of the knowledge of 
himself, has looked down even to the dark- 
est depths of his ruined state, natural to 
him, and intensified by innumerable sins of 
act,—and, despairing of all help in him- 
self, reaches forth his hand after the good 
tidings of heavenly deliverance.” It is 
truly refreshing, in the midst of so much 
unbelief, and misapprehension of the sense 
of Scripture, in the German Commentators, 
to meet with such a clear and full testi- 
mony to the truth and efficacy of the 
Lord’s t Sacrifice. And I am bound 
to say that Bleek, De Wette, Liinemann, 
and Delitzsch, recognize this just as fully : 
the two former however referring on fur- 
ther in the Epistle for the explanation of 
the expression, and holding it premature 
to specify or explain it here. Observe 
now again, before passing on, the mistake 
of the vulgate in rendering wormoduevos 
* faciens." The purification is completed, 
before the action next described takes 
place: this all seem to acknowledge here, 
and to find an exception to the ordinary 
rule that an aorist participle connected 
with an aorist verb, is contemporary with 
it. The reason seems to be principally 

stic— that such session could not 
well be brought in until such purification 
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bad been accomplished: see above), sat 
down (кабо is always used intransitively 
in this Epistle, and always of this act of 
Christ. In fact it is always intransitive 
in the М. T., except in the two places, 
1 Cor. vi. 4, rovrous каб((ете, and Eph. 
i. 20, кабісазѕ év det id abrov) on the right 
hand (‘in the right hand,’ scil. portion or 
side. The expression comes doubtless ori- 
ginally from Ps. cx. (cix.) 1, cited below. 
Bleek, in the course of a long and thorough 
discussion of its meaning as applied to our 
Lord, shews that it is never used of his 
нра coequality with the Father, 
ut always with reference to His exalta- 

tion in his humanity after his course of 
suffering and triumph. It is ever con- 
nected, not with the idea of His equality 
with the Father and share in the majesty 
of the Godhead, but with His state of 
waiting, in the immediate presence of the 
Father, and thus highly exalted by Him, 
till the purposes of his mediatorial office 
are accomplished. This his lofty state is, 
however, not one of quiescence; for (Acts 
ii. 83) He shed down the gift of the Spirit, 
—and (Rom. viii. 34) He maketh inter- 
cession for us : and below (ch. viii. 1 ff.) He 
is, for all purposes belonging to that office, 
our High Priest in Heaven. This ‘sitting 
at the right hand of God is described as 
lasting until all enemies shall have been 
subdued unto Him, i. o. until the end of 
this state of time, and His own second 
coming : after which, properly and strictly 
speaking, the state of exaltation described 
by these words shall come to an end, and 
that mysterious completion of the supreme 
glory of the Son of God shall take place, 
which St. Paul describes, 1 Cor. xv. 28. 
On the more refined questions connected 
with the expression, see Delitzsch's and 
Ebrard’s notes here) of majesty (ueyaAc- 
obvn, said to belong to the Alexandrine 
dialect, is often found in the LXX, and 
principally as referring to the divine great- 
ness: see reff.) on high (in high places, 
і. е. in heaven. Cf. Ps. xcii. 4, Oavparrds 
dy bd N 6 кйроз, and cxii. 5, & èr 
dN karov: and the singular èr 
NF, Isa. xxxiii. 5: à úŅnàoð, Isa. 
xxrii. 15: Jer. xxxii. (xxv.) 30. In the 
same sense we have èy истог, Luke ii. 
14; xix. 38: Job xvi. 20: {моз dvardA- 
ло» èv dvioras xuplov, Sir. xxvi. 16: and 
è» rois ., Matt. xxi. 9: Mark xi. 10. 
Cf. Ebrard: HEAVEN, in Holy Scripture, 
signifles never unbounded space, nor omni- 

b 2 Krxos vii. 14. 2 Сог. vi. 18. Rev. xxl. T. 

presence, but always either the starry fir- 
mament, or, more usually, that sphere of 
the created world of space and time, where 
the union of God with the personal crea- 
ture is not severed by sin,—where no 
Death reigns, where the glorification of 
the body is not a mere hope of the fature. 
Into that sphere has the Firstling of risen 
and glorifled manhood entered, as into a 
place, with visible glorified Body, visibly 
to return again from thence." ere isa 
question whether the word should be joined 
with xder, or with ris ueyaAocórns: 
which again occurs at ch. viii. 1, where we 
have ds ёкёб:се» èv dete ToU Opdvou тїз 
HeyaAwotvns dp тоз óbparois. The strict 
grammarians contend for the connexion 
with the verb, on account of the omission 
of the art. T$js. But the order of the 
words in both places makes the other con- 
nexion the more natural; and no scholar 
versed in N. T. diction will object to it. Cf. 
тоз Kuplois card odpra, Eph. vi. 5, and note, 
also John vi. 82. The omission of the art. 
here gives majesty and solemnity—its in- 
sertion would seem to hint at other ueyaAc- 
cúva: in the background). 4.) having 
become (yevépevos, distinct from Sv ver. 8: 
that, importing His essential, this, His su- 
perinduced state. This is denied by Chrys. 
(rd yerónevos футаўба дут) тоб dwodeix Gels, 
és А» еїко: ris, do Tí»), Thi. (but not very 
clearly: дут} Tov &xobeixOels" srep ка} 
ó dn Aéyei O Óvíco цоо dpxóueros 
Iurpood er pou yéyove тоитёстіу évripd- 
Tepós pov awedelyOn’ ob yap 8h тері 
otorécews фут айба, Aéye:), Estius (“ Signi- 
ficatur tum Christum angelis majorem 
effectum, i. e. excrevisse super angelos in 
hominum estimatione et fide, postquam 
ccpit sedere ad dexteram Dei”): but they 
certainly are wrong. For we are now, in 
the course of the enunciation,—which has 
advanced to the main subject of the argu- 
ment, the proving of the superiority of the 
New Covenant,—treating of the post-in- 
carnate majesty of the Son of God. He 
WAS all that has been detailed in ver. 8: He 
made purification of sins, and sat down at 
the right hand of the majesty on high, and 
thus BECAME this which is now spoken of. 
This is recognized by Thdrt., but in a form 
not strictly exact: x. тобто Bé катӣ rd 
&дуёрёко» elpnxer фз yàp beds, ron- 
ths &kyyéAev к. Jer àyyéiwr és 
Bè BvOpawos, peta thy dvdoracw к. Thr 
els одрауойѕ avdBaow креєіттоу ёуүуё\оу 
Фубуєто` dredh ка) фАйттоу fy dyyéAwy 

abcde 
fghkl 
mno 
17. 47 
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8.4 Tb wdÓwua ToU Óarárov (ch. ii. 9). 
&srrep Tolrur dAárrov fv ayyévwy ós 
EyOperwos, dreh dxeiyon. uir àüávaror 
KÉxovai Qóciw, айтдз 84 Tb wdÜos rhei · 
ver, obro pera thy els obparobs àrd- 
Bac креіттоу Фууу eyévero. To 
this Bleek very properly objects, that the 
making this exaltation belong only to 
Christ's human nature, and supposing Him 
to have while on earth possessed still the 
fulness of the majesty of his Godhead, is 
not according to the usage of our Writer, 
nor of the N. T. generally, and in fact in- 
duces something like a double personalit 
in the Son of God. The Scriptures teac 
us, that He who was with God before the 
creation, from love to men put on flesh, and 
took the form of a servant, not all the while 
having on Him the whole fulness of his 
divine nature and divine glory, but having 
really and actually emptied himself of this 
fulness and glory, so that there was not 
only a hiding, but an abeciute керооз, a 
putting off, of it. Therefore His subse- 
quent exaltation must be conceived of as 
belonging, not to his Humanity only, but 
to the entire undivided Person of Christ, 
now resuming the fulness and glory of the 
Godhead (John xvii. 5), and in addition to 
thie having taken into the Godhead the 
Manhood, now glorified by his obedience, 
atonement, and victory. See Eph. i. 20— 
22: Phil. ii. 6—9: Acts ii. 86: 1 Pet. iii. 
21,22. Ecumenius, as an alternative, has 
given this well: ) 7d yevépevos ойк ёт) 
capkbs éxAdBois, iva ph d:aipeiy ошобуз, 
GAA’ ёк) тоў хрістоб ToU d» шӯ brorrdce: 
wposkuvrovuérov, ко) perà тўз саркӧѕ 
abTov. The Son of God before his Incar- 
nation was Head over Creation ; but after 
his work in the flesh He bad become also 
Head of Creation, inasmuch as his glorified 
Body, in which He triumphs sitting ut 
God's right hand, is itself created, and is 
the sum and the centre of creation) 80 
much (reff. Bleek cites from Philo, youl- 
Corres бор Oeds àv0pówer Siapdpe xarà 
TÒ kpeirror, tocotry Kal BaciAelas dpxie- 

буну. Leg. ad Cai. § 36, vol. ii. p. 
686. In the classics, the idiom is common 

h: see Palm and Rost's Lex. It is 
wholly unknown to the writings of St. 
Paul) better than (the usual word of 
general and indefinite comparison in our 
pes whether of Christian with Jewish 
(ch. vii. 19, 22; viii. 6; ix. 23), heavenly 
with earthly (x. 34; xi. 16; xii. 24), 
eternal with temporal (xi. fad see also 
vi. 9; vii. 7; xi. 40. It is only three 
times by St. Paul, and never (unless 1 Cor. 

xii. 31 rec. be counted) in this sense: but 
thirteen times in this Epistle. “The Greeks 
used ol kpelrrores, to signify superhuman 
beings, gods and demi-gods," Bl. So on 
vpelrroras, Each. fragm. Etn. 2, Hesych. 
&1y8, Tobs fjpeas. kal ol део) 84. See also 
E. arip. Orest. 709 : Plato, Sophist. p. 216 
cr. init.) : and Philo above) the angels 
of God: the heavenly created beings; 

afte wards, ver. 14, called Ac:roupyucd 
red, ura. All attempts to evade this 
plain meaning are futile; and proceed on 
ignorance of the argument of our Epistle, 
and of the Jewish theology : see some such 
noticed in Bleek. But why should the 
angels be here brought in? and why should 
the superiority of the Incarnate Son of God 
to them be so insisted on and elaborated ? 
BL gives a very insufficient reason, when 
he says that the mention of God’s throne 
brought to the Writer’s mind the angels 
who are the attendants there. The reason, 
as Ebrard remarks, lies far deeper. The 
whole O. T. dispensation is related to the 
N. T. dispensation, as the angels to the 
Son. In the former, mankind, and Israel 
also, stands separated from God by sin; 
and angels divine messengers (cf. **the 
angel of the covenant), stand as mediators 
between man and God. And of these there 
is, so to speak, a chain of two links: viz. 
Moses, and the angel of the Lord. The 
first link is а mere man, who is raised 
above his fellow-men by his calling, by his 
office, the commission given to him, —and 
brought nearer to God ; but he is a sinner 
as they are, and is in reality no more a 
partaker of the divine nature than they 
are. The second link is the angelic form 
in which God revealed himself to his peo- 
ple, coming down to their capacity, like 
to man, without being man. So that 
Godhead and Manhood approximated to 
one another ; a man was commissioned and 
enabled to hear God’s words: God ap- 
pand in a form in which men might see 

im: bat the two found no point of con- 
tact; no real union of the Godhead and 
the Manhood took place. Whereas in the 
Son, God and the Manhood not only ap- 

ximated, but became personally опе. 
od no longer accommodates Himself to 

the capacities of men in an angelophany 
or theophany, but has revealed the fulness 
of His divine nature in the man Jesus, — 
in that He, who was the dxavyacua of 
His glory, became man. The argument 
of the Writer necessarily then leads him 
to shew how doth Mediators, the angel of 
the O. T. covenant, and Moses, found their 
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higher unity in Christ. First, he shews 
this of the angel or angels (for it wus not 
always one individual angelic being, but 
various) by whom the first covenant was 
given: then of Moses, ch. iii. iv. This first 
glaces is divided into two: vv. 4—14, 

which he shews that the Son, as the 
eternal Son of God, is higher than the 
angels (see the connexion of this with the 
main argument below) : then, after an ex- 
hortation (ii. 1—4) founded on this, tend. 
ing also to PM on us the superior holi- 
ness of the N. T. revelation, the second 
part (ii. 5—18) in which he shews that in 
the Son, the manhood also is exalted above 
the angels (mostly from Ebrard)), in pro- 
portion as (see above) he hath inherited 
(as his own («vcio»): the word кекА- 
роубрукеу being perhaps chosen in refer- 
ence to the O. T. prophecies, which pro- 
mised it to Him: see below. The perfect 
is important, as denoting something be- 
longing to His present and abiding state, 
not an event wholly past, as éxa8icer 
above, indicating the first *setting him. 
self down:“ though that word might also 
be used of a permanent state of session, as 
in кєкфбїкєө, ch. xii. 2) а more distin- 
guished (or more excellent, as E. V. 
This sense of Biá$opos is confined to later 
writers, as Polybius and Plutarch: e. g. 
Polyb. vi. 23. 7, Exe 8 айту ( uáxaipa) 
кфәттда $‹йфоро›. So also Symm. in 
reff. The comparative is found only, be- 
sides ref., in Sextus Empir. Phys. i. 218, 
ё 8 Alvnoldnpos Biadoperepor éx' айт®» 
Éxpuro Tais wep) тўѕ "yevérews &ropiais. 
For the construction, see below on wapd) 
name (to be taken in its proper sense, not 
understood, with Beza, Calov., al., to mean 
precedence or dignity ; as ver. 5 shews: 
whence also we get an easy answer to the 
enquiry, what name is intended : viz. that 
of vlt, in the peculiar and individual 
sense of the citation there. The angels 
themselves are called “sons of God," Job 
i. 6; ii. 1; xxxviii. 7: Dan. iii. 25, and 
Gen. vi. 2 (notwithstanding Ebrard's 
denial of this sense: see Delitzsch in loc., 
Jude 6, note, and Proleg. to Jude, $ v. 11); 
but the argument here is, that the title 
‘Son ов Gop’ is bestowed on Him indi- 
vidually, in a sense in which it never was 
conferred upon an angel. This view is 
far more probable than that of Bleek, who 
thinks that the Writer used only the LXX, 
in which Кууело: 0«o stands in all these 
places except Gen. vi. 2, and there in the 
alex. ms. and Philo: and that he inter- 
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preted Ps. xxviii. 1; Ixxxviii 6, of other 
than the angels To say nothing of d 
riori considerations, the canon to be fol- 
owed in such cases is clearly never to sup- 
pose partial knowledge in а sacred writer, 
except where the nature of the case com- 
pels us in common honesty so to do: and 
ere that canon is not applicable. See as 

a parallel, Phil. ii. 9 ff. Still it must be 
remembered, as Delitzsch beautifully re- 
marks, that the fulness of glory of the 
peculiar name of the Son of God is unat- 
tainable by human speech or thought: it 
is, Rev. xix. 12, ап брома 5 obdels olen ei 
и? abrós. And all the citations and ap- 
pellations here are but fragmentary indi- 
cations of portions of its glory: are but 
beams of light, which are united in it as 
in a central sun. Der uberengeliſche 
Name felber, ben der auf dem Wege ber 
Geſchichte zu Gottes Thron Emporſteigende 
auf immer zu eigen bekommen, liegt jenſeit 
der begrifflich zerſplitternden Sprache der 
Menſchen. Die folgenden Schriſtworte 
find nur wie aufwarts weiſende Finger⸗ 
zeige, die uns ahnen laſſen, wie herrlich er 
iſt. ince when has Christ in this 
sense inherited this name? The answer 
must not be hastily made, as by some Com- 
mentutors, that xexAnporduncey implies 
the glorification of the humanity of Christ 
to that Sonship which He before had in 
virtue of his Deity: e. g. (Ec. (altern.): 
$ кАтроуоша kvpiws T€» sposnxdyTey 
ylverai, X où r jAXoTpwopéror* 
éxAnpovépnoer обу, rep Ave фуйу t ` 
Хуф, тобто wayraxdbey Bí афтод ка) ў 
тролрфбєіса сірі. ті Bé ёст: Tovro; TÒ 
vids,—1d d yet Tov тё» блоҝ Gedy 
хотера abtijs,—rd уеубуукё ce. Evi- 
dently so partial a reference cannot be 
considered as exhausting the sense of the 
Writer. Nor again can we say that it 
was at the time of His incarnation, though 
the words of the angel in Luke i. 35, rd 
yervepevoy Eyioy кАђдђаета uibs co, 
seem to favour such a reference: for it 
was especially at His incarnation, that 
He was made a little lower than the 
angels, ch. ii. 9. Rather would the sense 
seem to be, that the especial name of 
SoN, belonging to Him not by ascription 
nor adoption, but by his very Being itself, 
has been ever, and is now, His: inke- 
rited һу Him, “дай yvrfcior,” as Chrys. 
says: the О. Т. declarations being as it 
were portions of the instrument by which 
this inheritance is assured to Him, and 
by the citation of which it is proved. 
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Observe, that the xpe(rrew q«vópavos is 
not identical with the кекћтроубрткеу, but 
in 7 to it: the triumphant issue 
of his Mediation is consonant to the glo- 
rious name, which is His by inheritance: 
bat which, in the falness of its present 
inconceivable glory (see above), has been 
pat on and taken up by Him in the histo- 
rical of his mediatorial humiliation 
and triumpb) than (this construction of & 
оша with rapd is never found in St. 
Paul (Rom. xiv. 5, is а somewhat doubtful 
exception, and AOS тарі occurs 1 Cor. 
iii. 11), but often in this Epistle ; and once 
in St. Luke (reff). It occurs in Esdr. 
iv. 35, 7 àAf0e«a . . . . loxvporépa жард 
жбута: and in Thuc. i. 23: Herod. vii. 
108) they. 5—13.] Proof from 
Scripture of this last declaration. — D.) 
For (substantiation of d:apopwrepow кекл. 
voo) to whom of (among) the angels 
did He (God, the subject of vv. 1, 2; as 
the subsequent citation shews) ever say 
(this citation from Ps. ii, has brought up 
in recent German Commentators the whole 
uestion of the original reference of that 

m, and (as in Bleek) of O. T. citations 
in the N. T. altogether. These discussions 
will be found in Bleek, De Wette, and 
Ebrard. The latter is by far the deepest 
and most satisfactory : seeing, as he does, 
the furthest into the truth of the peculiar 
standing of the Hebrew people, and the 
Messianic import of the theocracy. Those 
who entirely or partially deny this latter, 
seem to me to be without adequate means 
of discussing the question. Ebrard’s view 
is, that the Psalm belongs to the reign 
of David. The objection, that ver. 6 
will not apply to David's anointing, in- 
asmuch as that took place at Bethlehem 
in his boyhood, he answers, by regarding 
that anointing as connected with his esta- 
blishment on Mount Zion, not as having 
locally taken place there, but as the first 
of that series of divine mercies of which 
that other was the completion. (Even 
Hupfeld gives up this objection.) He fur- 
ther ascribes the Psalm to that portion of 
David's reign when (2 Sam. viii.) Hada- 
dezer, and many neighbouring nations, 
were smitten by him: which victories he 
looked on as the fulfilment to him of 
Nathan's prophecy, 2 Sam. vii. 8—17. 
In that prophecy the offspring of David 
is mentioned in the very words quoted 
below in this verse, and in terms which, he 
contends, will not apply to Solomon, but 
must be referred to the great promised 
Seed of David. He regards this trium- 

Decr. 
111. 

о w. dat., Matt. И. 2, 8, 11. John iv. 21, 23. Беу. Iv. 10 al. Ps. vill. 2, 

phant occasion as having been treated by 
the royal Psalmist as a type and foretaste 
of the ultimate ideal dominion of the ‘ Son 
of David’ over the kings of the earth. 
But I must refer the reader to his long 
note, which is well worth reading: and to 
Bleek’s, in which are several suggestions, 
valuable as notices of the way in which the 
po and the future, tbe political and 

essianic ideas, are intermingled in the 
Psalms. See also Delitzsch, h. l. Even 
Hupfeld, who denies Messianic reference 
wherever he can, is obliged to acknow- 
ledge that the Psalm ** probably applies to 
no particular king, but is а glorification 
of the theocratic kingdom in general, with 
poetic reference to the universal dominion 

mised to it :” and confesses, that this is 
in fact the Measianicidea. He alsoconnects 
the Psalm with the prophecy in 2 Sam. vii. 
We may observe, that the connexion here 
of the two, the triumphant expression ot 
the Psalm, and the prophecy of Nathan, is 
а N pompi ca in favour of Ebrard's 
view), Thou (the seed of David, anointed 
in God's counsels as king on His holy hill 
of Sion : see above) art my Bon (apron Ing 
to the promise presently to be quoted, 
finding its partial fulfilment in Solomon, 
but its only entire one in the Son of David 
who is also the Son of God), I (emphatic : 
‘I and no other: expressed in the 
Hebrew) this day have begotten thee 
(First, what are we to understand by ye- 
үбупка? Bleek says, As Sonship, in 
the proper sense, is dependent on the act 
of begetting, so may, especially by the 
Hebrews, to beget’ be figuratively used 
to express the idea of ‘making any one 
a son, in which derived and figurative 
reference this also may be ineant. And 
we get an additional confirmation of this 
meaning from Jer. ii, 27, where it is said 
of the foolish idolatrous Israclites, 77 
tb elxay бт: à rarip pov el ob, xai 
TQ Alba ХУ éyérrnads pe. Accordingly, 
the meaning here is—'I have made 
Thee my son’ (so Ps. Ixxxix. 20, 26, 27: 
‘I have found David my servant; with 
my holy oil have I anointed him 
He shall сту unto me, Thou art my 
Father . . . Also will I make him my 
first.born, higher than the kings of the 
earth °) :—namely, by ЖЫЛ ie cipe 
throne of m e: ап 
will most ау. be referred to the time 

of the anointing of the King on Zion, as 

the act whereby he was manifested as Son 
of God in this sense.” And so Calvin, 
whom Bl. cites, in his comm. on Ps. ii.: 
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“David genitus a Deo fuit, dum clare 
apparuit ejus electio. Itaque adverbium 
hodie tempus illad demonstrationis notat, 
quia, postquam innotuit creatum divinitus 
regem, prodiit tanquam nuper ex Deo geni- 
tus.“ "The above baeo seem pian 
and unobjectionable, as long as we 
them as explaining the supposed immedi- 
ate reference to David and present circum- 
stances : but it is plain that, according to 
the above view a a ii, and 15 es 
the usage of the N. T., in applying this 
passage to our Lord, we want another and 
& higher sense in which both words, yeyév- 
vyra and сўрероу, may be applicable to 
Him: a sense in which I should be dis- 
posed to say that the words must in 
their fulness of meaning be taken, to the 
neglect and almost the obliteration of that 
their supposed lower reference. For, 
granting the application of such saying» 
to our Lord, then must the terms of 
them, suggested by the Holy Spirit of 
prophecy, which is His testimony, bear 
adequate interpretations as His 
personand office. It bas not therefore been 
without reason that the Fathers, and so 
many modern divines, have found in this 
word yeyévynxa tbe doctrine of the ge- 
neration of the Son of God, and have en- 
deavoured, in accordance with such refer- 
ence, to assign a fitting sense to gjj.epov. 
As the subject is exceedingly important, 
and has been generally passed over slightly 
by our English expositors, I shall need no 
apology for gathering from Bleek and 
Suicer the opinious and testimonies con- 
cerning it. 1. One view refers iD 
to the eternal generation of the Son, and 

it as an expression of the “ nuno 
stans, as they call it (Owen) of eternity. 
Thus Origen very grandly says, in Joann, 
tom. i. 32, vol. iv. p. 33: Aéyera: xpds 
abroy бх ToU Oeo, Ф del dori TÒ Hu, 
pow ойк in yàp ёсзќра беоб, èy% 8è 
yoda, бт: 0084 «pela, ЛА & тодтар- 
extelvav тӯ &yerhrø kal іф айтод 
en, 1” ойтюз er, xpóvos ўиќра doriy 
abr cfuepoy, dv ў yeyévvnra ó vlós 
дрхӯѕ ye, abroU ores оёх ефритко- 
pévns, ws 005% тїз Hudpas. And so Atha- 
nasius (de Decret. Nicen. Syn. 8 13, vol. 
i. р. 172, adv. Arian. iv. $ 24, vol. ii. 
(Migne) р. 503), Basil (contra Eunom. ii. 
24, vol. i. p. 260), Aug. (on the Psalm: 
* Quanquam etiam possit ille dies in pro- 
phetia dictus videri, quo Jesus Christus 
secundum hominem natus est: tamen hodie 
quia presentiam significat, atque in æter- 

nitate nec preteritum quidquam est, quasi 
esse desierit, neo futurum, quasi nondum 
sit, sed præsens tentum: quia quidquid 
sternum est, semper est: divinitus -acci- 
pitur secundum id dictum Ego hodie genui 
te, quo sempiternam generationem virtutis 
et sapientie Dei, qui est unigenitus Filius, 
fides sincerissima et catholica preedicat”’), 
Primasius, Thom. Aq.; of the Commenta- ` 
tors on this place, ТЫ. (od3y ётеро» $uAot 
$ ri ёт’ dpxiis, d£ ob dorw ô xarhp. 
Eswep фу Аёуета awd той ёуестётоз 
корой, obros yàp udAwra ápuó(e abro, 
обте xal Tò gju«pov) : and so Corn.-a-lap., 
Est., Calov., Seb.-Schmidt, Schöttg., al. 
2. A second, to the generation, in dime, 
of the Incarnate Son of Man, when Jesus 
assumed the divine nature on the side of 
his Manhood also: so Chrys. (curiously 
enough using the illustration from фу, 
which Thl. afterwards, copying verbatim 
from him, turns to the opposite purpose: 
Sswep de dy Aéyerac K. r. A. as above 
under Thl. to aGppdes abrg обто ка) Tò 

drradod ро: Soxei els T)» odpra 
eipñjo dai), Thdrt. (оф Thr alvio ётло 
vyérynaiv, ФАЛА THY тё xpórp acvre(evy- 
рбту. And even more expressly on the 
Psalm: ravrny 8d thy pærhy ойк ds 
Tis тр ToU Oclov пуєйратоѕ BdarKari 
weidónevos, TH Oedrnrs проѕёфо тог 
Beowórov хрістоё), Euseb, Cyr.-alex., 
Greg.-nyss. (see these in Suicer), Œc., 
Kuinoel, Stuart, &c. 8. A third, to the 
period when Jesus was manifested to men 
as the Son of God, i.e. by most, to the 
time of the Resurrection, with reference 
to Acts xiii, 33, where St. Paul alleges this 
citation as thus applying (so, recently, 
Delitzsch) : by some, to that of the Ascen- 
sion, when He was set at the right hand 
of God and entered on His heavenly High- 
pod (ch. v. Б): so Hilary (on the 

Im, § 30, vol. i. p. 48, “Id quod nunc 
in psalmo est, Filius meus es tu, hodie 
genui te, non ad virginis partum, neque 
ad lavacri generationem, sed ad primo- 
genitum ex mortuis pertinere apostolica 
autoritas est: and again, “ Vox hsec 
Dei patris secundum Apostolum (Acts l. c.) 
in die resurrectionis exstitit"), Ambrose 
(de Sacr. iii. 8, vol. iii. p. 362: “ Pulchre 
autem Pater dixit ad Filium: * Ego hodie 
genui te,’ hoc est, quando redemisti po- 
puluin, quando ad coli regnum vocasti, 
quando implesti voluntatem meam: m 
basti meum esse te Filium "), Calv. (** Fri- 
vola Augustini argutia est, qui Aodte 
seternum et continuum fingit. Christus 
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certe mternus est Dei filius, quia sapientia 
ejus est ante tempus genita. Sed hoc 
nihil ad præsentem locum, ubi respectus 
habetur ad homines, a quibus agnitus 
fuit Christus pro filio Dei postquam eum 
Pater manifestavit. Hsc igitur declara- 
tio, cujus etiam Paulus meminit ad Rom. 
i. 4, species fuit eterne (ut ita loquar) 
generationis. Nam arcana illa et in- 
terior qus prescesserat, bominibus foit 
incognita, nec in rationem venire poterat, 
nisi eam Pater visibili revelatione appro- 
basset ), Grot. (the Resurrection is“ ini- 
tium glorie Christi”), al.: Schlichting 
and the Socinians generally, Storr, Sack, 
Hengstenberg, &c. Owen also takes the 
same view (“The eternal generation of 
Christ, on which His filiation or sonship, 
both name and thing, doth depend, is to be 
taken only declaratively, and that declara- 
tion to be made in His resurrection, and 
exaltation over all, that ensued thereon"). 
Of these interpretations, I agree with 
Bleek that the first is that which best 
agrees with the context. The former verses 
represent to us the Son of God as standing 
in this relation to the Father before the 
worlds: and ver. 6, which plainly forms a 
contrast to this ver. 5 as to time, treats 
distinctly of the period of the Incarnation. 
It is natural then to suppose that this 
verso is to be referred to a time prior 
to that event. And he also remarks, that 
the sense of сўреро» thus adopted is by no 
means foreign to the Alexandrine theology : 
Philo, de Frofugis, § 11, vol. i. p. 554, 
says, ofpepoy Bé dori d awépartos xal 
48:6 {тттоз aióy. uyr&r yap ка) ériavrav 
к. cuvddrws хрбую» weplo8o: Bóyuara ày- 
Opdev» elolr apiOpdy ёктєтшткбтоу, TÒ 
Bè дрєудіз буора alios ў Chuepov. And 
їп . Allegor. iii. § 8, vol. i. p. 92, ws 
TS сђиєроу ўрќраѕ, тоитёсті del. ё yap 
ald Aras T$ сђиероу *apaperpeirai 
иётроу yap той wayrbs xpóvov ё ўрёріюз 
iókAos) t and again (how is the ellipsis here 
to be supplied? Probably, xal (rin elrey 
wort tiv dyyéAwv) тлу: or perhaps 
du (see below on ver. 6) merely serves 
to introduce a fresh citation), I will be to 
him as (‘for:’ so the LXX often for the 
Heb. > irq: е. g. in the citation, ch. viii. 
10. The more ordinary Greek construction 
would be as in Levit. xxvi. 12, к. “ropa 
брӧу Oeds, ка) ducts #се00& por үг) a 
father, and he shall be to me as (for) a 
fon (the citation is from the LXX, as 
usual. It occurs in the prophecy of Nathan 

Vor. IV. 

xv. 16. Phil. 
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to David, respecting David's offspring who 
should come after him. The import of it 
has been.above considered, and its con- 
nexion with Ps. ii. shewn to be probable. 
The direct primary reference of the words 
to Solomon, 1 Chron. xxii. 7—10, does not 
in any way preclude the view which I bave 
Шеге taken of their finding their higher 
and only worthy fulfilment in the greater 
Son of David, who should build the оп! 
temple in which God would really dwell. 
See Bleek in loc., who fully recognizes this 
further and Messianic reference)? 6.] 
But (84, because a further proof, and a more 
decisive one as regards the angels, is about 
to be adduced) when He again (or, ‘when 
again He’? Does u introduce а new 
citation, or does it belong to deaydyp, 
and denote а new and second introduction ? 
This latter view is taken by many, prin- 
cipally the ancient expositors, Chrys., Thl., 
ше hurt. appy.,) Ambr., Œc., Anselm, 

Aquin., &c., and lately by Tholuck, 
Do Wette, Lünemann, and Delitzsch, — 
interpreting the second introduction 
diversely : some, as His incarnation, con- 
trasted with His everlasting generation, or 
His crenting of tho world, which they 
treat as His first introduction: so Pri. 
masius, al.: others (Wittieh, Surenhus., 
Peirce, al.), as His resurrection, contrasted 
with His incarnation : others (Greg.-nyss. 
eontra Eunom. ii. vol. ii. p. 504 ed. Migne, 
Corn.-a-lap., Camerar., Gerhard, Calmet, 
Estius, Меде, Tholuck, De Wette, Lüne- 
mann, Delitzsch, Hofmann, in his Schrift- 
beweis, i. p. 151, al.), to His second coming, 
as contrasted with His first. The other 
view supposes a transposition of the adverb 
addy, = кйм» 86, rav elsaydyy. And 
this is taken by the Syr., Erasm., Luth., 
Calv., Beza, Cappellus, Schlichting, Grot., 
Hammond, Owen, Bengel, Wolf, Kuin., al. 
Bleek discusses the question, and adopts 
this meaning: Ebrard sets it down as 
certain, and congratulates himself on being 
“spared the fruitless trouble of decidiu 
which are the two introductions.” But 
think we shall find the matter not quite so 
clear, nor so easily to be dismissed. e 
iwo es of Philo adduced by Bleek 
(after Carpzov) for the transposition of 
dx, do not touch the present con- 
struction. They are, ё 8 dx rot- 
Spdoxwy Ocdv... . now, Leg. Alleg. iii. 9, 
vol. i. p. 93: and h 52 du Gedy ётобо- 
кірё(ооса «.7.A. ib. Now in both of these, 
as Lünemann bas pointed e the con- 
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trary suppositions have preceded: д 3è 
your aby Buoy reni eth d . & d яілу 
dwoB:3p. c. T. A.: j pèr yap Toy ёк) np, 
Toy yevyntoy к. Oyntoy йхомтоўта . . .. 
J 8 Ad K. r. A.: and consequently in both, 
sd» has the meaning of e contra, and 
necessarily stands after the subject of the 
sentence, as oe ч as we find it 
repeatedly in Plato, е. g. Gorg. $ 83, эў» 
3è Dur айбз (or abrds) Tabrb» тобто 
Kra0e: Laches, § 22, viv 5 аб хал» 
фацё» x. r. A.: Rep. x. $ 11, dredh тороу 
xexpizévas eioly, dy ndy ARTË x. r. A. 
Now manifestly no such meaning can here 
have place (notwithstanding that Storr 
and Wahl so give it) : nor can I find any 
analogous instance in prose of a trans- 
position of rd in its ordinary sense. In 
this Epistle, when it is joined to а verb, it 
always has the sense of ‘a second time ? 
e. g. ch. iv. 7 ; v. 12; vi. 1, 6. This being 
the case, I must agree with those who join 
addy with eisayd And of the mean- 
ings which they assign to the phrase «dA 
eisay., I conceive the only allowable one to 
be, the second coming of our tojudg- 
ment. See more below) hath (‘shall have: 
this rendering, the ‘futurus cxactus,’ is 
required by grammar: cf. the same verb in 
Exod. xiii. 5, 11, ко) fera rika dà» (ds 
by) eisaydyy те xipios ô beds cov eis Thy 
уў» тё» Хауауа{ оу к.т.А.: Luke xvii. 10, 
Ürar wothonre хаута . . Aéyere, “ when ye 
shall have done,” &c.: Matt. xxi. 40, бта» 
Ne Sxvpios .., TÍ тођсе; See numerous 
other instances cited in Winer, $ 42. 5. It 
would certainly appear from all usage that 
thepresent rendering is quite inadmissible) 
introduced (in what sense? Seesomeof the 
interpretations above. But even those who 
hold the trajection of xdA:» are not agreed 
ав to the introduction here referred to. 
Some hold one of the above-mentioned 
meanings, some another. I have discussed 
the meaning fully below, and gathered that 
the word can only refer to the great enter- 
ing of the Messiah on His kingdom. At 
present, the usage of elsdyery must bo con- 
sidered. It is the * verbum solenne ' for the 
* introducing? the children of Israel into 
the land of promise, the putting them into 
possession of their promised inheritance : 
see Exod. above, and indeed Exod., Levit., 
Num., Deut., passim: also Ps. lxxvii. 54. 
It is sometimes used absolutely in this 
senso: e, g. Exod. xxiii. 23, «54е oe pds 
тоу Apophaioy к. Xerraioy к.т.А.. Wo 
lave it again in Neh. i. 9, of the second 
introduction, or restoration of Israel to the 

Рел. xliv. 6 (B eic аша ales, but A aĝuriar). 
xviii 1l,13al Winer, 29. 2. 

w = voc., Matt. xxvii. 

promised land. The Prophets again use it 
of the ultimate restoration of Israel: cf. Isa. 
xiv. 2; lvi. 7: Jer. iii. 14: Ezek. xxxiv. 13; 
xxxvi. 24; xxxvii. 21: Zech.viii.8. This 
fact, connected with the circumstances to 
be noted below, makes it probable that the 
word here also has this solemn sense of 
‘putting in possession of,’ as of an in- 
heritance. The sense ordiparily given, of 
‘bringing into the world,’ the act of the 
Father corresponding to the eisépyeota: 
eis Tür кбсроу (ch. x. 6) of the Son, ap- 
pears to be unexampled. Estius remarks, 
* juxta hunc sensum (that given above) 
magis apparet évépyeca vocis ‘tntroducere > 
quatenus ea significatur id quod jurisperiti 
vocant inducere seu mittere i» posset- 
sionem") the firstborn (only here is the 
Son of God so called absolutely. It is 
His title by pre-existence, *perórokos 
done xricews, Col. i. 15 (where see tho 
word itself discussed): — by prophecy, 
Ps. Ixxxviii. 27, xpwrdroxoy Өђсоро‹ 
aurdy, dyn b жард тоз Basies: тїз 
iis :—by birth, Luke ii. 7, see also Matt. 
i. 18—25 :—by victory over death, Col. i. 
18, жретётоксѕ ёк ray рєкрёу: Rev. i. 5: 
—and here, where he is absolutely ó pæ- 
+éroxos, it will be reasonable to regard all 
these references as being accumnlated— 
Him, who is the Firsibora,—of the uni- 
verse, of the new manhood, of the risen 
dead. And thus the inducting Him in 
glory into His inheritance is clothed with 
even moresolemnity. Allangels, all men, 
are but the younger sons of God, compared 
to HIM, THE FIBSTBORN) into the earth 
(not = «déopoy, ch. x. 5: the ‘inhabited 
earth : and very frequently used by the 
LXX in prophetic passages, where the 
future judgments of God on mankind are 
spokenof. Cf. Ps. ix. 8; xcv. 13: Isa.x.23; 
xiii. 5, 9; xiv. 26; xxiv. 1 al. fr., and see 
below on the citation. The usage would 
not indeed be decisive against referriug the 
words to Christ's entrance into thehuman 
nature, but is much more naturally satis- 
fied by the other interpretation), He (i. e. 
God, the subject of ver. 5) saith, And let 
all the angels of God worship Him— 
(there are two places from which theee 
words might come; and the comparison of 
the two will be very instructive as to tbe 
connexion and citation of prophecy. 1. 
The words themselves, including the ral, 
which has no independent meaning here, 
come from Deut. xxxii. 43, where they con- 
clude the dying song of Moses with а 
triumphant description of the victory of 
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God over His enemies, and the avenging of 
His people. It will cause the intelligent 
student of Scripture no surprise to find such 
words cited directly of Christ, into whose 
hand all judgment is committed: however 
such Commentators as Stuart and De Wette 
may reject the idea of the citation being 
from thence, because no trace of a Mes- 
sianic reference is there found. One would 
have imagined that the words obre fori 55 
de Aera ёк Tay ҳер®у Lov, occurring 
just before, ver. 39 (cf. John x. 28), would 
ave prevented such an assertion. But 

those who see not Christ every where in the 
Old Testament, see Him no where. The 
fact of the usual literal citation of the LXX 
by our Writer, decides the point as far as 
the place is concerned from which the 
words are immediately taken. But herea 
difficulty arises. The words in the LXX, 
Deut. xxxii. 43, cb pd YU, obpavol Gua 
aÙTẸ, kal xposxurncdrwoay айтф xdvres 
Eyye2.o1 Geov, do not exist in our present 
Hebrew text. It is hardly however pro- 
bable, that they are an insertion of the 
LXX, found as they are (with one variation 
presently to be noticed) in nearly all the 
MSS. The translators probably found them 
in their Heb. text, which, especially in the 
Pentateuch, appears to have been an older 
and purer recension than that which we 
now It is true that AB have 
here viol Ob, and in the third clause of 
the verse &yyeAo: Geos: while the Ed-vat. 
reads ashere. But our Writer cites from 
the Alexandrine text: and it has been no- 
ticed that the Alexandrine Ms. itself in a 
second copy of this song, subjoined to the 
Psalter, reads &yyeAo:, only prefixing to it 
ol. And Justin Martyr, Dial. 130, p. 222, 
quotes the words as here. 2. The other 

ge from which they might come is 
s. xcvi. 7, where however they do not 

occur verbatim, but we read xposxuvhoare 
abr *wdrres Күуело: abrob. This, espe- 
cially the omission of the кай, which clearly 
belongs to the citation, is against tlie sup- 

ition of their being taken from thence: 
ut it does not therefore follow that the 

Psalm was not in the sacred Writer's 
mind, or does not apply to the same glo- 
rious period of Messiah’s triumph in its 
ultimate reference. Indeed the similarity 
of the two expressions of triumph is re- 

rec om каг: (see note, so Lxx), with D*KL[P7 rel vulg- 
ed (with fuld demid) syrr [eth] Chr Cyr, Thdrt Damasc Chron, [Euthal-ms : ins AB 

rec om т; (bef 1st раВбоѕ) (as Lxx), with 
ins 77$ 

markable, and the words in the Psalm 
must be treated as a reference to those in 
Deut. at least in the LXX rendering, for 
the Heb. seems rather (as Delitzsch in 
loc.) to regard tbe gods of the heathen 
nations (* Worship Him, all ye gods"). 
Ав a corroboration of the view, that the 
Psalm was in the Writer's mind, it may be 
mentioned, that in introducing the de- 
scription of the divine Majesty in ver. 4, 
we read #фағау аі àerpaxal афтод rij 
oixovpérņ. Ebrard denies the reference to 
eiiis but has some valuable remarks 
on the Messianic import of the passage in 
Deut. See also the: whole subject and 
context of it set forth in Delitzsch. 
wposkvvéo classically governs the accus. 
Some exceptions are found in which it bas 
a dat., e. g. Hippocrates, Precept. i. p. 29, 
какотрохір  *poskurseUrres: and more 
among the later authors, and in Philo and 
Josephus. See Bernhardy, Synt. p. 113 
and 266, and Kypke on Matt. ii. 8). 
7.] And (with reference) indeed to (wpds 
as in reff.: but not exactly correspondent 
in the two cases pb т. &yyéAovs and 
xpos roy vid»: the fact being, as Bl., that 
ярёз with a person, after AC ye and similar 
verbs, implies direction of the saying to- 
wards the person, usually by direct address, 
but sometimes by indirect reference. So 
Bengel here: Ad angelos indirecto ser- 
mone, ad filium directo sermone:” uv, cor- 
responding to 84 below) the angels He 
(God) saith, Who maketh his angels 
winds үр below) and his ministers a 
flame of fire (the citation is after the LXX 
according to the Alexandrine Ms., which 
indeed commonly agrees with the citations 
in this Epistle. And as the words stand in 
the Greek, the arrangement and rendering 
of them is unquestionably as above (see this 
argued below). But here comes in no small 
difficulty as to the sense of the original He- 
brew. It stands thus: after stating, vv. 2, 3, 
that God takes light for His raiment, and the 
heavens for a tent, and the clouds for a cha- 
riot, we read, ог Gy vr nim vao гтр?, 
ver. 4. And it is usually contended that 
these words can only mean, from the con- 
text, “ who maketh the winds his messen- 

and flames of fire his servants.” But, 
granting that this is so, the argument from 
the context can only be brought in as sub- 

C 2 
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sidiary to that from the construction of 
the passage. And it will be observed that 
in this verse the order of the Hebrew 
words is not the same as that in the former 
verses, where we have 52322 0'39 ОР, who 
maketh clouds his chariots.” For this 
transposition those who insist as above 
have given no reason: and I cannot doubt 
that the LXX have taken the right view of 
the construction: that чуо is the object, 
and гут the predicate, and so in the other 
clause: and that the sense is, who maketh 
hia messengers winds, his servants flames 
of fire," whatever these words may be in- 
tended to import. And this latter enquiry 
will I imagine be not very difficult to an- 
swer. He makes his messengers winds, i. e. 
He causes his messengers to act in or by 
means of the winds; his servants flames of 
firc, i. e. commissions them to assume the 
agency or form of flames for His purposes. 
It eeems to me that this, the plain sense of 
the Hebrew as it stands, is quite as agree- 
able to the context astheother. Andthus 
the Rabbis took it, as we see by the cita- 
tions in Schöttgen and Wetstein. So Sche- 
moth Rabba, 8 25, fol. 123. 3: Deus di- 
citur Deus Zebaoth, quia cum angelis suis 
facit quecumque vult. Quando vult, facit 
ipsos sedentes, Jud. vi. 11. Aliquando facit 
ipsos stantes, Isa. vi.2. Aliquando facit 
similes mulieribus, Zech. v. 9. Aliquando 
viris, Gen. xviii. 2. Aliquando facit ipsos 
spiritus, Ps.civ. 4. Aliquando ignem, ib.:“ 
and many other Rabbinical testimonies. 
The construction maintained above is also 
defended by Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, i. p. 
283, and proved to be the only admissible 
one by Delitzsch, whose commentary has 
been published since this note was written. 
The only accommodation of the original 

ssage made by the Writer, is the very 
slight one of applying the general terms 
* His messen ” апа «‹ His servants to 
the angels, which indeed can be their only 
meaning. And this I should be bold to 
maintain, even though it be against Calvin 
(“ Locus quem citat, videtur in alienum sen- 
sum trahi . . . nihil certius est quam hie 
fleri mentionem ventorum quos dicit a Do- 
mino fieri nuntios . . . nihil hoc ad ange- 
los pertinet ’’), Kuinoel (“ Verum enimvero 
Psalmi l. I., de angelis, tanquam personis, 
sermo esse non potest ”), De Wette (on the 
Psalm: Sinn: er bedient (id) der Winde 
u. Feuerflammen als ſeine Werkzeuge: 
von Engeln als himmliſchen Weſen iſt 
hier gar nicht die Rede), Bleek, Ebrard, 

Lünemann, al. See the whole literature 
of the passage in the three last. Sin- 
gularly enough, the ancient Commentators 
confine their attention to the part. коф», 
and seem simply to have taken the accusa- 
tives as epithets in apposition: e.g. Chrys.: 
(800,  ueylarn Bcapopd ёт: of niv c 
6 86 Berioros’ к. 8:4 тЇ pds ud robs y - 
yéAous артод gnaw б тофу, xpos $$ tòr 
vióv, 8:4 ті офк erer, d тофу; Similarly 
Thi. and Thdrt. (on the Psalm also). The 
sense of the words I have eudeavoured 
to give in some measure above. It is 
evident that хуєейдата must be rendered 
winds, not “ epirits:” from both the 
context in the Psalm and the correspond- 
ence of the two clauses, and also from 
the nature of the subject. wdrres eiciv 
*ve)üuaTG, ав азге below, ver. 14: 
therefore it could not with any meaning ba 
said, that He maketh them тл) : but to 
(that this pós is used of direct address, 
and not, as Delitzsch, al., of indirect refer- 
ence, is manifest by ó @pdvos сох following : 
see also above. "The difficulty mentioned 
by Ebrard, that thus we shall have the 
Writer implying that Ps. xlv. is a direct 
address to the Son of God, is not obviated 
by the indirect understanding of xpés, but 
is inherent in tbe citation itself, however 
the preposition is rendered) the 8on,—Thy 
throne, 0 God (6 дебе is probably vocative : 
both here and in the Hebrew : and is so 
taken even by modern Unitarians (see 
Yaten, Vindication of Unitarianism, р. 183, 
and notes), who seek their refuge by ex- 
plaining away бебз. To suppose the words 
a parenthetical exclumation to God, or the 
meaning “ God-like Throne,” or “Thy 
throne of God ” (see De W. in Psal.), i.e. 
‘the throne of Thy God,’ seems forcing 
them from their ordinary construction. 
The rendering of Grot., adopted by some 
modern Socinians, “ Thy throne is God for 
ever and ever,” is not touched by any of 
the principal Commentators on the Psalm, 
and seems repuguant to the decorum (for 
Ps. lxxii. 26, nepls pov ó hebt els roy 
аідра, is no case in point, the idea being 
wholly different) and spirit of the passage. 
I need hardly adduce instances of ó with a 
nom. as a form of the vocative: they will 
be found in the reff.) (is) for ever and 
ever (see Ps. ciii. 6; cx. 8, 8, 10; and 
fuller still ix. 5, eis rò» alva x. eis Tb» 
alva тод alàvos); and (see var. readd. 

Hofmann, Schriftbeweis i. 148, main- 
tains that this cal, splitting as it does the 
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citation into two, is intended by the Writer 
to mark off the former portion as addressed 
to Jebovah, and the latter only to the 
King, as indicated by ő 0eós cov. But, as 
Delitzsch well replies, he would thus be 
cutting asunder the thread of his own ar- 
gument, which depends on the address to 
the Son as 6 beds, as exalting Him above 
the angels) the rod (i. e. sceptre: see espe- 
cially Esth. iv. 11: Judg. v. 14 (see Ber. 
theau in loc.): Amos i. 5 (this latter in Heb. 
and E. V.,notin LX X), where thesame Heb. 
word оуд occurs) of thy kingdom is the 
rod of straightness (i.e. righteousness, 
justice: see reff. to LXX. Notice thut 
the position of ) 24880 rijs evOurnros 
in all probability, according to usage, 
points it out as the predicate; and the 
other, 7 fl. т. B. gov, is the subject). Thou 
lovedst (the Writer refers tbe words to the 
whole life of our Lord on earth, as a past 

riod) righteousness, and hatedst law- 
oss (m AN &c. (see var. readd.) and in 

LXX-A, iniquity : which is therefore very 
probably the right reading, but is hardly 
strongly enough attested) : for this cause 
(as 8:6, Phil. ii. 9: because of His love of 
righteousness and hatred of lawlessness, 
shewn by his blameless life and perfect 
obedience on earth. Some take бф тобто 
here, and 137? in the Psalm, as introducing 

not the consequence, but the reason of what 
has preceded: so Aug. Enarr. iu Ps. xliv. $ 19, 
vol. iv. pt. i., Propterea unxitte, ut diligeres 
justitiam, et odires iniquitatem :” hos. 
Aq., Schöttgen, al. In ver. 2 of the same 
Ps. the same ambiguity occurs : and there 
Bl. pronounces the sense to be decidedly 
* because" and not “therefore,” which 
latter however the E. V. has, and De W. 
without remark: and so also Aug. But 
the sense in both places seems decidedly 
‘therefore, and not Because: the eter- 
nal blessing of ver. 2, and the anointing 
with the oil of gladness here, being mach 
more naturally results of the inherent 
beauty and merit of the high Person ad- 
dressed, than means whereby these are 
conferred) God, thy God (many Commen- 
tators of eminence, both ancient and mo- 
dern, maintain that the first & бєбє here 
is as before, vocative. Some of them 
use the strongest language on the point : 
е. g. Aug. on the Psalm. — with regard to 
the Greek : *O tu Deus, unxit te Deus 
tuus. Deus unguitura Deo. Etenim in 
Latino putatur idem casus nominis repeti- 
tus: in Greco autem evidentissima distinc- 

tio est, quia unum nomen est quod compel- 
latur et alterum ab eo qui compellat, uuxit 
te Deus. O tu Deus, unxit te Deus tuus: 
quomodo si diceret, Propterea unxit te o 
tu Deus, Deus tuus. Sic accipite, sic intel- 
ligite, sic in Greco evidentissimum est.” 
And it is also assumed by Thl. (Sri 8 7d 
“О beds, дэт) ToU "() 0 dri udprvs AtG. 
motos & éx0Üphs XZouuaxos, ёкдойѕ ойт” 
Aid тобто IX pi се, Qed, ó des cov ÉAaior 
хараз жард  éraípovs cov), Ps-Anselm 
(“Sicut et in Hebræo et Greco patet, pri- 
mum nomen Dei vocativo casn infelligen- 
‚дат est, sequens nominativo"), Wolf, 
Bengel, Kuinoel, De Wette, Bleek, Lüne- 
mann, Stier, Ebrard, &c. The last 
во far as to say that the Heb. will not bear 
the construction of the two nominatives 
in apposition: “It is рое that 
Тї can be in apposition with py: even 
in a vocative address, such a juxtaposition 
would be foreign to the spirit ‘of Hebrew 
idiom: certainly here in a nominative sen- 
tence, or connexion of subjects, such a 
redundance would be the more out of 
расе, that an empbasis of this kind would 

entirely aimless and uncalled for.” But 
against such a dictum I may set the 
simple fact that, in a vocative sentence, 
the apposition does occur in Ps. xliii. 4 
BE LXX), both in the Heb. and in the 
r.— n Ore, & 0«ós, & bet pov, “О 

God, my God: and in a nominative sen- 
tence again, with the very same words as 
here, in Ps. l. (xlix.) 7, ‘pe NN NN. 
à Oeds, д Beds cov «lul ёуф, “1 am God, 
re) thy God.” See also Ps. lxvii. 

xvi.) 7, ó Beds, 6 0ebs ўидр, God, (even) 
our God.” So that I confess I am unable 
to see the necessity of interpreting either 
the Hebrew or the Greek in the way pro- 
posed. I take both as giving two nomina- 
tives in apposition, ‘God, thy God? And 
so Origen appears to have taken it, Contra 
Cels. vi. § 79, vol. i. 692, xal 8:4 тобто 
x pioe ка) abrobs & Oebs, ó без ToU хрістод, 
fray a&yadardoews (Chrys. and Thdrt. 
do not touch it) Grot., Estius (Calvin 
does not touch it) Owen, al. Delitzsch 
leaves it undecided, conceding that the 
vocative acceptation is inconsistent with 
the usage of the Elohimpealmen,” but 
balancing this by the consideration that 
the sense would be consistent with the 
usage of references to the Messiah, as 
Isa. ix. 6; xi. 2) anointed thee (ow ? and 

_ when? We must distinguish this anointing 
from the xp e abrór & Obs xvedpars 
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e Mark vi. 13. 
James iv. 14 

24 only. Ps. lxiv. 12. 
7. Eccl. iv. 10. (-xij, 2 Cor. vi 14.) 

Ps xlv. 7). 

ay к. Zurduei of Acts x. 88, and the 
Expiody ue of Іва. lxi. 1. For it is a con- 
sequent upon the righteous course of the 
Son of God in his Humanity, and therefore 
belongs to his triumph, in which He is 
exalted above his дётоҳо: (see below). 
Again the ‘oil of gladness’ below seems 
rather to point to a festive and triumphant, 
than to an inaugurative unction. We 
should therefore rather take the allusion 
to be, as in Ps, xxiii. 5; xcii. 10, to the 
custom of anointing guests at feasts: so 
that, as the King in the Psalm is anointed 
with the oil of rejoicing above his fel- 
lows, because of his having loved right- 
eousness and hated iniquity, so Christ, in 
the jubilant celebration of His finished 
course at his exaltation in heaven, is 
anointed with the festive oil map rob: 
peTóxovs афтод (sce below). There is of 
course an allusion also in éyptoev to tho 
honoured and triumphant Name xpicTós) 
with (xpíe is found with a double accus. in 
the N. T. and LXX (reff) ; usually else- 
where with a dative. Dut, ns Bl. remarks, 
the construction is in accordance with 
Greek idiomatic usage. He compares Aris- 
toph. Acharn. 114, fra ph сє Bájyo Bduua 
Zapbiavikór: Pind. Isthm. vi. 18, l 
ape Alpxas &yvby D5op) oil of rejoicing 
(see above: oil indicative of joy, as it is of 
superabundance : cf. Isa. lxi. 3) beyond thy 
fellows (i. e. in the Psalm, “ other kings," 
as De W., Ebrard, al.: hardly “brothers by 
kin " (other sons of David), as Grot., al. 
But to whom does £he Writer apply the 
words? Chrys. says, rives 8% ciow ol 
péroxot, GAN’ h ol Кидрютог; Tourer, Td 
жейда ойк ёк pérpov EAaBev б xpurrós: 
Thdrt., kéroxoi 84 hues kal коргоо) ob 
тїз бєбтттоз, AAA тўз üvÜpwwóruros: 
and so Bengel, citing &paios кёлЛе хара 
rods vious T&v йубрфкод>, ver. 2 (3) of this 
Psalm. Thdrt. ou the Psalm (Bl.), Calvin 
(Nos sibi adoptavit consortes”), Beza, al., 
think of believers, the adopted into God's 
family: Wittich, Braun, Cramer (in BL), 
of the high-priests, prophets, and kings, 
in the O. T., anointed as types of Christ: 
Klee, of all creatures: Kuinoel and Ebrard, 
as in the Psalm, of other kings. Camero 
says, ** ueróxovs in officio nullos, in natura 
humana omnes homines, in gratia omnes 
fideles habet Christus." Still we may 
answer to all these, that they do not in any 
way satisfy the requirements of the con- 
text. Were it the intent of the Writer to 
chew Christ's superiority over his human 

IIPOXZ EBPAIOTS. 
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brethren of every kind, we might accept 
one or other of these meanings: but as 
this is not his design, but to shew His 
superiority to the angels, we must I think 
take peréyous as representing other hea- 
venly beings, partakers in the same glorious 
and sinless state with Himself, though not 
in the strict senso, His ‘fellows.’ De 
Wette objects to this sense, that the Writer 
1 the angels far beneath Christ: De- 
itzsch, that the angels are not anointed, 
whereas there is no necessity in the text 
for understanding that tbe дётоҳо: are 
also anointed: the may consist in 
the very fact of the anointing itself :—and 
Ebrard, speaking as usual strongly, says 
that “ neither the Psalmist, nor our author 
if in his senses, could have applied the 
word to the angels." But this need not 
frighten us: and we may well answer with 
Liinemann, “1. that the general com- 
parison here being that of Christ with the 
angels, the fresh introduction of this point 
of comparison in ver. 9 cannot of itself 
appeer inappropriate. 2. Granted, that 
just before, in ver. 7, the angels are placed 
far beneath Christ, —we have this very in- 
feriority here marked distinctly by жард. 
3. The angels are nert to Christ in rank, 
by the whole course of this argument: 
to whom then would the Writer moro 
naturally apply the term uéroxo:, than to 
them?” I may add, 4 that the com- 
parison here is but analogous to that in 
ver. 4, of which indeed it is an expansion: 
and, 5. that thus only can the figure of 
anointing at a triumphant festival be car- 
ried out consistently : that triumph having 
taken place on the exaltation of the Re- 
deemer to the Father's right hand and 
throne (ver. 8), when, the whole of the 
heavenly company, His péroxo in glory 
and joy, being anointed with the oil of 
gladness, His share and dignity was so 
much greater than theirs. This meaning 
is held by Peirce, Olshausen, Bleek, Lüne. 
mann. Some, as Grot., Limborch, Böhme, 
Owen, join the interpretations—“ angels 
and men." Certainly, if the former, then 
the latter; but these are not present in 
the figure here used). It remains that 
we should consider the general import, and 
application here, of Ps. xlv. From what 
is elsewhere found in this commentary, it 
will not be for a moment supposed that I 
can give in to the view of such writers ns 
De Wette and Hupfeld, who maintain that 
it was simply an ode to some king, uncer- 

cov °%\аоу “ayadddoews rap тоў 'uerówovs cov. ABDK 
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tain whom, and has no further reference 
whatever. Granting that in ite first meau- 
ing it was addressed to Solomon (for to 
him the circumstances introduced seem 
best to apply, е. g. the palace of ivory, ver. 
9, cf. 1 Kings x. 18: the gold from Ophir, 
ver. 10, cf. 1 Kings ix. 28: the daughter 
of Tyre with her gift, ver. 18, cf. 2 Chron. 
ii. 8—16),—or even, with Delitzsch, to 
Joram, on his marriage with the Tyrian 
Athaliah,—we must yet apply to it that 
manifest principle, without which every 
Hebrew ode is both unintelligible and pre- 
posterous, that the theocratic idea filled 
the mind of the Writer and арис his 
pen: and that the Spirit of used him 
as the means of testifyingto that King, who 
atood veritably at the head of the theocracy 
in the divine counsels. Thus considered, 
such applications as this lose all their difi- 
culty; and we cease to feel ourselves obliged 
in every case to enquire to whom and on 
what occasion the Psalm was probably first 
addressed. And even descending to the 
low and mere rationalistic ground taken by 
De Wette and Hupfeld, we are at least safer 
than they are, holding as we do a meaning 
in which both Jews and Christians have so 
long concurred, as against the infinite di- 
versity of occasion and reference which 
divides their opinions of the Psalm. 
10.] And (xpbs 1b vidy Aéyei: see a simi- 
lar xaf introducing a new citation in Acta 
i. 20. The comma, or colon, or capital 
letter, as in text, should be retained after 
cal), —Thou in the beginning (Heb. rp». 
ad faciem, antea ; probably here rendered 
кат’ ápxás by the LXX with reference to 
Gen.i 1. The expression is found in Philo, 
and often in the classics: cf. Herod. iii. 
163, 159, and instances in Wetst. ; and see 
Kühner, Gr. Gr. 5 607. 1), Lord (кірге has no 
word to represent it in the Hebrew. Bat it 
is taken up from “yt in ver. 25 ; and indeed 
from the whole straiu of address, in which 
ттт, has been thrice expressed—in vv. 1, 12, 

16. The order of the words in this clause 
is somewhat different in our text from that 
of the LXX in either of the great Mas. ; 
B having xar’ àpxàs th» V, ob, кіре, 
А кат” às ob, xtpie, thy уду, and N 
omitting od кёре. The transposition has 
apparently been made from the alex. text, 
and for the sake of throwing the xópi« into 

emphasis. On the bearing and iu 
tation of the Psalm, see below), foundedst 
(“A primis fundamentis terram fecisti, et 
simul eam firmam et stabilem fundasti." 
Corn.-a-lap.,in Bleek, who remarks that the 
verb vo, 0eue^ióo, is not so usual of the 
heavens, as of the earth. Still in Ps. viii. 
8, we have the Greek verb 46eueAÍmcas, 
applied to the heavens: but the Heb. is 
Ta) the earth, and the heavens (“ Nil 
obstat," says Bengel, quominus sub colis 
angeli innuantur, quemadmodum creatio 
hominis innuitur sub terra pretereunte.” 
The same thought isimplied in Theodoret's 
8:4 yàp obpayoU к. уўѕ wdyra Tà фу айто:% 
epi Aue. Still, I would rather view the 
citation as made in proof of the eternal 
and unchangeable power and majesty of 
the Son, than as implicitly referred to the 
angels by the word орао. And so most 
Commentators. The plur. obparoí, repre- 
senting the Heb. crow, evidently includes 
in the Greek also the idea of plurality : see 
Eph. iv. 10: 2 Cor. xii. 2) are works of 
thine hands (see Ps. viii. 3. Bl. mentions 
an opinion of Heinrichs that the &pya теу 
хер. alludes to textile work, the beavens 
being considered as a veil spread out. But 
there does not seem sufficient warrant for 
this). 11.] They (seems most naturally 
to refer to oi офрауо{ immediately preced- 
ing. There is no reason in the Psalm why 
the pronoun should not represent both ante- 
cedents, the heavens and the earth. Here, 
however, the subsequent context seems to 
determine the application to be only to the 
heavens : for to them only can be referred 
the following image, ёсе) epiBóAaior 
#М єз adrovs) shall perish (as far as con- 
cerns their present state, cf. dAAAcyhoorras 
below. ¢34Awoe ка} rijs krigews Th» ёк) 
Tb Kpetrroy er ax abroU yeryngo- 
pévny, abro) $4 rò Ќуарҳоу ка) àvóAeOpor. 
Thdrt. On this change, see the opinions of 
the Fathers in Suicer, vol. ii. pp. 151-2, 
865, and 620 »), but thouremainest ( Bleek 

ers the fut. Siaueveis, вее var. readd., on 

the ground of the verbe being all future in 
the Heb. text. But perhaps the considera- 
tion alleged by Lünemann, that the Writer, 
using only the LXX, soems ораз съ 8% 
Siaudveis and abd $ 6 abrbs ef as parallel 
clauses, is of more weight than the other. 
De Wette, on the Ps., renders the Hebrew 



т éxhetpovow,. 

zü. 8. 
4,7. x. 9, 15. t ver. 5. u 

v Matt. xx. 21, 33. xxv. 28, 34. Mark xvi. 19al. 3 Kings li. 

for eiteis, aAAate:s DIN! 43 latt(not fuld harl!) 
also Bas, Iren-int, Orig-int, }. 

18.) ABD'N fuld eth arm: om DK LMI P] rel [vulg(with am 
aft 8e ins xa: N}(marked with dots eadem manu). 

12. for оза, es D! Damasc. 
Тег from Ps, so 
explaining woe Te 
demid al) syrr copt | ff. 

verbs ent: Diefelben vergeben, bod) 
bu beſteheſt. évo, as in reff. and Ps, 
cxviii. 90, €GeueAlooas Thy уў» «ol dia- 
péve. The preposition gives the sense of 
endurance through all changes): and they 
all shall wax old as a garment (see be- 
sides reff, Isa. li. 6, ) òè уў és ludrior 
waraiwihoeta:: ib. 1. 9; and Bir. xiv. 17, 
жаса adapt ёғ luáriov maXaovra), and 
as a mantle (aep.BóNaaov (reff.) is a word 
of unusual occurrence, found principally in 
the later classics ; but also in Eurip. Herc. 
Fur. 549, Oavírov яер:Вёла’” drhupeda, 
and 1269, capxds wepiBóAaia Barra. It, 
as wepiBoAf, Gen. xlix. 11, signifies any 
enveloping, enwrapping garment) shalt 
thou fold them up (the Heb. here and 
apparently some copias of the LXX have 
the same verb as below: bmm opon, — 
à Ad єз abrovs ка) dAAayhoovra,—“ thou 
shalt change them, and they shall be 
changed.” See also var. readd. here. 
LXX-A (not F.), with which BN agree, 
reads as our text: and there can be little 
doubt that the Writer of this Epistle fol- 
lowed that text as usual. Grot. thinks 
#М єє has come into the Greek text from 
ref. Isa., ёАгуйтетш б ре, és B:BAloy. 
See also ref. Rev.), and they shall be 
changed (viz. as a mantle is folded up to be 
put away when 9 fresh ong is about to be 

ton. Bleek quotes, as illustrating the 
idea, Philo de Profug. § 20, vol. i. p. 562, 
dd be rat 84 д ply wpeaBiéraros ToU бутоў 
Adyos és éc0ijyra Tbv Kédcpor уй» yàp kal 
ddp ка} &épa ко) wip к. Tà ёк тобтоу 
érauxloxeras): but Thou art the same 
(Heb. мут may, and Thou art He :” viz. 
He, which Thou hast ever been: cf. Isa. 
xlvi. 4 Heb. and E. Y. Bleek compares 
Philo, de Profug. $ 11, p. 554: Aios yàp 
ойк ФАЛаттбиєроѕ д аётбѕ dri del x. r. A.), 
and thy years shall not fail (Heb., “Thy 
ears end not,” are never completed: во 
XX render the same verb рор by de- 

те», Ps. ciii. 35: 1 Kings xvi. 11: 4 Kings 
vii 13, &c.). The account to be given of 
Ps. cii. seems to be as follows: according 
to its title it is “a prayer of the afflicted, 

IIPOX EBPAIOTZ. 

NatwOnoovrat, 1? kai se ? qeptBoratoy Fete avrovs 
кад P áXXaryjcovrat, ov $ % б avtos el, кай тд Ern соу ойк 

13 трӧс̧ tiva 8 tv ayyédwv * eipnkév 
t more u Кадоо “èx бе{йїф> pov Cus dv 00 tous éxÜpovs 

p Acte vi. 14. Rom. I. 33. 1 Cor. zv. 51, 52. Gal. iv. 20 only. Lev. xxvii. 23. 
т Luke xvi. 9. xxii. 33 only. Jer. vii. 28. 

Psa.cix. 1, Matt. xxii. 44 1. Acts il. 34. see 1 Cor. xv. 25. 
19. Ps. xv. 6 al. 

І. 18—14. 

= ch. 
s Acts xiii. 34. 2 Cor. xii. 9. ch. iv. 3, 

aft avrovs ins es iuaTtıov (gloss? 

when he is overwhelmed, and poureth out 
his complaint before the Lord." It was pro- 
bably written during the Babylonian exile 
(cf. vv. 14, 15) by one who “ waited for the 
consolation of Israel.” That consolation 
was to be found only in Israel's covenant 
God, and the Messiah Israel’s deliverer. 
And the trust of Israel in this her Deliverer 
was ever directed to the comfort of her sons 
under the immediate trouble of the time, 
be that what it might. As generations 
went on, more and more was revealed of the 
Messiah’s office and work, and the hearts 
of God’s people entered deeper and deeper 
into the consolation to be derived from 
the hope of His coming. Here then we have 
this sorrowing one casting himself on tho 
m of the great Deliverer, and extolling 
His faithfulness and firmness over, and as 
distinguished from, all the works of His 
hands. To apply then these words to tho 

eemer, is to use them in their sense of 
strictest propriety. See Delitzsch's note, 
where the whole matter is discussed. 
13.] But (the contrast is again taken up 
from ver. 8. 84 is often found after the 
second word of a sentence and even later, 
when a ition begins it: во ката 
TÉACS "7i Herod. viii. 68. 2: è» rots 
v pio) B6 `Абмуаїо:, Thuc. i. 6: .... ойх 
бж? ёрастоў Bè x. r. A., Plato, Phædr. 227 р: 
Edy тоху dè vpósoepe, Soph. Philoct. 764: 
pos xaxay & ёуёрёу рабар, ib. 959: 
èv vuxrl Svskópavra 8 фр@ре: кака, 
Asch Agam. 653. See also other cases 
without the prepositional construction, 
in Klotz ad Devar. p. 879: Hartung, 
Partikellehre, i. p. 190: the account to be 
given being, that the particle may be thus 
postponed, whenever for any reason the 
previous words can be considered as one) 
to whom of the angels hath He (God, as 
before) ever said, Sit thou on my right 
hand (see above on ver. 8. The phrase 
ёк Sef: is not found in classical writers: 
but we have in Diod. Sic. iv. 66, r3» yi» 
Exovras Ф born. It is very common 
of standing or sitting or being on the right 
hand of another, in Hellenistic Greck : see 

ABDE 
LMP 
abcde 
fghkl 
mno 
17. 47 
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соу “ imonóðiov trav тоёбу cov; 1% oùyl mávres etoly «мш v s. 
х AerTovpyixà Y туєйџрата, eis * Staxoviay *árroareXAÓueva 
Sia Tous péXXovras " KAnpovopety соттріау ; 
тото Set °пєріссотёр–с̧ “mposéyew yas тоф акоџс- 

12, 28, vil. б. 3 Chron. xxiv. 14. (-yós, ver. 7.) 
zzii. 31. 
19,26. Rev. v. 6. Isa. vi. 6. 
4 ай. ch. xiii. 19 (Mark xv. 14 v. r.) only t. 
1. 4. Ш. 8. iv. 1. 13. Tit. i. M. ch. vii. 13. 2 Pet. L 19. 

14. 3iaxoviog В Orig, (txt,). 

CHAP. II. 1. wepiocorepws bef de: N [aft pos. nu. 17]. 

vii. 49. ch. 
"à i npa 

. only. 
II. 1 dea Ге. x: Vai. 6. 

x here oniy. 
Exod. xxxi. 
10. Num. v. 

3 d = Luke xxiv. 37,39. Acts zziii. 8. 3 Ki 
т = 2 Cor. Ai. 8 al. (Esth. vi. 3A. I Macc. xi. 58 only.) a Luke l. 

b ver, 4 ref. Matt. хіх. 29. e Paul, 2 Cor. i. 12. il. 
d = and constr., Acts viii. 6, 10, 11. xvi. 14. 1 Tim. 
Prov. i. 30. Sir. xxiii. 27. 

rec nuas bef xposexeiw, 
with КІР] rel D-lat Thdrt [Damasc]: txt АВОҢ 17 vulg Ath, [ Euthal.ms] Áug,. 

3 place thine enemies (as) a foot- 
stool (irord3:0v, a word of later Greek, 
found in Athenseus, v. p. 192 Е, ё yap Өрб»оз 
... . CAevOdpids dari xabédpa civ roxo- 
Sig: and xii. p. 514 f., Sextus Empir., al. 
The allusion is to the custom of putting the 
feet on the necks of conquered enemies, 
see Josh. x. 24f.) of thy feet? Hardly an 
Psalm is во often quoted in the N. T. wit 
reference to Christ, as Ps. cx. And no 
Psalm more clearly finds its ultimate re- 
ference and completion only in Christ, as 
even those confess, e.g. Bleek and De 
Wette, who question its being immediately 
addressed to Him at first: and regard the 
argument of our Lord to the Pharisees, 
founded on this place, as merely one ‘ex 
concesso. On the theocratic principle of 
interpretation, there is not the slightest 
difficulty in the application of the words 
directly to Him who is (and was ever re- 
garded, even in David’s time, as Ebrard 
well shews against Bleek) Israel’s King, the 
Head and Chief of the theocracy. And 
see this farther carried out in the note on 
ch. v. 6. Delitzsch, in loc., has devoted 
several pages to the discussion of the sub- 
ject and arrangement of the Psalm. 
14.) Are they not all (all the angels) 
ministering (in reference probably to 
Aatoupyots in ver. 7. The word Лет- 
ovpywós, not found in the classics, is 
used in the LXX (reff.) of any thing per- 
taining to the Ae:roupyof or their service; 
the instruments, vessels, garments, or offer- 
ings for the ministry : here, of those devoted 
to or belonging to the ministry of God) 
spirits (unembodied beings, even as God 
Himself, but distinguished by the epithet 
Acrroupyurd. The idea of “ angels of ser- 
vice” or “of the ministry,” is familiar to 
the Rabbis: see tations in Wetstein) 
sent forth (mark the present participle, so 
also in ref. Rev.: he does not mean that 
angels have before now, in insulated cases, 
been sent forth, but that they are ever thus 
being sent forth,—it is their normal work 
and regular duty through all the ages of 
time) for ministry (in anlot tothe ministra- 
tion which is their work. The E. V. * sent 

forth to minister for them," gives a wrong 
idea of the meaning. The Buaxovía is not 
a waiting upon men, but a fulfilment of 
their office as 3idxovo: of God. See Rom. 
xiii. 4. Schlichting observes, “Noluit 
dicere, ut ministrent iis qui &c. Non 
enim proprie ministratur et servitur illis, 
qui imperandi aut jubendi jus nullum 
habent, licet, ministerium alteri prestitum 
in alterius commodum вере suscipiatur 
atque vertatur. Angeli proprie ministrant 
Deo et Christo, sed tamen in piorum usum 
et commodum. Idcirco maluit dicere, 
propter eos &с. It may fairly be ques- 
tioned whether the same idea, that of 
‘ministering to God in behalf of,’ is not 
to be traced in such expressions as eis 
Siaxovlay ois &ylois #тафау éavrods, 
1 Cor. xvi. 15: els S:axovlay жди Tots 
à de dois, Acts xi. 29. Com with this 
expression Col. i. 7, miords ӧядр iar 
Bidxovos ToU Хрістоё) оп of those 
who are about to inherit salvation 
(cwrnpla, in the highest sense—eternal 
salvation: not, as Kuin., al. “ deliverance 
from dangers:” in so solemn a reference, 
that meaning would be quite beside the 
Purpose. Those spoken of are the elect of 

, they who love Him, and for whom all 
things work together for good, even the 
principalities and powers in heavenly places. 
And if it be said, that the ministration of 
angels has often been used for other im- 
mediate purposes than the behoof of the 
elect, we may answer, that all those thin 
may well come under the d:axovla 8:4 rovs 
uA. кАтроу. cernplav: for all things are 
theirs ; and for them, in and as united to 
Christ, all events аго ordered)? Thus the 
Son of God is proved superior to the angels 
—i.e. to the highest of created beings: 
who, so far from being equal with Him, 
worship Him, and serve His purposes, 

Cuar. II. 1—4.] 5 f 1 
from the proved superiorit on 
God to the angels. I.] бп this account 
viz. because Christ,the mediator of the New 
8 is far above all the angels, who 
were the mediators of the former Covenant) 
it behoves us (tadrny Th» S:apopay iri- 
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“мез ш бейти, pý тоте * mapapvüpev. 2 ei yàp à Ui dyyéhov ARDE 
Isa. xliv. 4 only. abede 

(xapapvepey, во AB'D'L[P]& n 17 [47] syr-marg-gr.) ENE 
17. 47 

oraudvovs, Thdrt. : Set, of moral necessity 
arising from the previous premises: so 
Matt. xviii. 38; xxv. 27: 2 Tim. ii. 6 al. 
There is no stress on ġpâs according to the 
reading of the text) to give heed (apos- 
éxew usually in the classics is transitive, 
with Tb» vov» following: во e. g. Aristoph. 
Nub. 566, & соффтато: 0carat, едро тфу 

. моду Tposéxere, and Plut. 118, 151, al. 
In Demosth. both usages are found : e. g. 
p. 21. 26, ef тїз ö i wposétec тд» оўу :— 
р. 182. 9, xposéxovow &xarres, obx ols 
«Їїтодфу wore À уй» dy AMrotner, ФАЛ’ ols 
rotober. And later, intrans. usage pre- 
vailed : see reff.) more abundantly (some 
as Grot. (“ eo magis par est”), Kuin., al. 
would join wepiocorepws with Sef: but if 
so intended, it would certainly have been 
before that verb. We must not understand 
after the comparative, ToU vópov, than 
we did to the law," as Chrys., al.; or the 
aim of the Writer to be, to shew the supe- 
riority of the gospel over the law, as Thdrt.: 
but the adverb intimates how much onr 
attention ought to be increased and intensi- 
fled by our apprehension of the dignity of 
Him whose record the gospel is, and who is 
its Mediator) to the things heard (by us) 
(&xovoOeioww is better taken neuter than 
masc., “ the persons whom we have heard.” 
Bleek remarks, after Bóhme, the difference 
between the tone of exhortation here and 
in St. Paul, e.g. Gal. i. 6 ff.: but perhaps the 
remark is hardly just to the Pauline hypo- 
thesis: for ditference of circumstances 
should be tuken into consideration. Even 
the same person would not exhort in the 
same tone, converts to whom he stood 
in such different relations as St. Paul 
did to the Galatians and the Jewish con- 
verts. A similar criticism will apply to 
Bleek’s second remark, that the Writer 
here classes himself absolutely with his 
readers who had heard the gospel from 
others. There may have been reasons for 
his descending to the level of those whom 
he was addressing. But see below on 
ver. 8, and on the authorship, the Pro- 
legomena), lest haply (the wore is not to 
be pressed as meaning ‘at any time ? it 
simply generalizes and renders indefinite 
the рф, — ne forte, daß nicht etwa) we 
be diverted (rapapub ne ів the 2nd 
aor. subj. passive (épómv) from wapapéw, 
not the pres. subj. active from тарароќо, 
which latter verb is not in use. The 
orthography with one p only is charac- 
teristic of the Alexandrine Greek : which 
usually wrote double consonants single, 

(See Sturz. de Dial. Maced.) The verb 
signifies to flow by: so Xen. Cyr. iv. 5. 
2, rie xb той wapajjéorvros тота- 
pov: ref. Isa. és irda ёт) wapappéoy 
dd . Bleek gives an example from Ar- 
temidorus viii. 27, where dreams of run- 
ning water are interpreted to signify 
change and instability, 3:4 Tb uh ne 
Tb Übop AAA wapappeiy. Aristotle, de 
Part. Animal. iii. 8, uses this same passive 
form to indicate that which we familiarly 
call food going the wrong way in course of 
swallowing: à» ydp тї жареѕриў трд» 
 dypdv eis T)» dpraplay, wvryuobs ка} 
xdvous к. NX: loxvpobs déuwowi— 
cuuBalves yàp pavepås TÈ Ae xd r 
wüci» ols by mapafu т: Tis трофїз: 
see also numerous instances of the same 
or a similar meaning, from Galen, in 
Wetst. Plut. Amator, p. 754 a, says of 
fear lest a ring should fall off, és рӯ 
vapapvj 88:65. Elsner quotes similar 
Latin usages, among which notice Cicero 
pro Balbo, c. i., Oratio que» non preter- 
vecta aures vestras, sed in animis omnium 
penitus insederit." The meaning of the 
verb жарарфеїу seems then to be clear— 
to flow past, or away, or aside, to fall off, 
deflect from a course. But it is to one 
part of that verb that our attention is here 
directed, —the 2 aor. passive: and it may 
be noticed that whereas in the above ex- 
amples that which flows away or flows 
aside is said xapappeiv, that which is 
carried away or aside by floating on it, or 
which is caused to fall off or away, is said 
rapaßp uva: cf. also vié, ph wapapvps 
in ref. Prov. And so must the word 
inken here. We, going onward in time, 
living our lives in one or another direction, 
nre exhorted wposéxyei Tois üxovoOcict, 
‘to adhere to the things we have heard’ 
(see above), and that, uf тоте wapa- 
puer, ‘that we do not at any time 
Лоаё past them,’ be not carried away be- 
side them, led astray from the course on 
which they would take us. Twomistakes 
respecting the word are to be avoided: 1. 
that of Bos, Valcknaer, al., and the E. V., 
“ne quando preterfluere ea sinamus:” 
* lest at any time toe should let them slip.” 
From what has been above said of the 
tense and voice, it will be clear that such 
cannot be the meaning. 2. Still worse is 
that of those who, misled by the vulgate 
« pereffiuamus," have thought of a com- 
pus with a sieve, or leaking vessel. So 
fat. (preferring however the other, the 

* ne defluamus " of Aug.), Calv. (** Attenta 
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AaArnOcis fAóyos éyévero 8 BéBaios, кай race ^ apaBaais t= acts зми. 
13. Titi.9. П.В. 1 John fi. 7. 
19 only t. Wied. eli. 23 only. 

g Rom. iv. 16. 2 Cor. i. 7. ch. iil. 14. vi. 19. ix. 17. 
h Rom. ii. 23. iv. 15. v. 1 

2 Pet. i. 10, 
4. Gal. ін. 19. 1 Tim. il. 14. ch. ix. 

15 only. Ps.c.3. Wisd. хіт. 31. 2 Macc. xv. 31 only. (-Baivew, Matt. xv. 2,3. -Barys, James ii. 9.) 

mens similis est vasi bene obstructo: vaga 
autem et ignava, perforato "), Owen, al.: 
and I find it reproduced in Tait's com- 
mentary on the Hebrews: “lest... . we 
chould run out аг leaking vessels.” The 
meaning is as untenable, as the simile 
(after wposéxew) is irrelevant. And, as 
Kuin. and Bleek remark, the passage of 
Terence cited in justification, Eun. i. 2. 
25, “ Plenus rimarum sum, hac atque illac 
perfluo, has reference not to forgetfulness, 
but to indiscreet loquacity. The Greek 
expositors, whose authority in matters of 
Greek verbal usage is considerable, all 
explain it as above:—so Chrys. rour - 
от uh ахо\фцеба, uh ёкхёєсорєу. ко) 
Seixvvow футайба Tb xarerdy тїз ex- 
wrwoews, bri $0ѕкоЛоу Tb wapappuey rd- 
Му rave AG, каббт: ёк фабиџіаѕ тобто 
сиу Ву. | (AaBe Bà thy Лу ard TAY 
apo “vit” yap, pnei, “uh map- 
appups:” Thdrt, wh туа бАгебо» йто- 
ueirut ?: (Ec, Tovrecrw, Өктёсшюдеу 
ToU кабђкоутоѕ kal THs êr) соттріау 
oͤdoõ: Hesych, d ометбецне>»: Suidas, 
rapar c So also all the more 
accurate of the moderns) (from them) 
(such is the most naturai object to sup- 
ply after rapd: turned aside from and 
floated away from the course on which the 
жрозёхе» to them would have carried us). 

2.] For (introduces an argument 
(vv. 2—4) а minori ad majus. The law 
was introduced by the mere subordinate 
messengers of God, but was enforced with 
strict precision: how much more shall 
they be punished who reject that Gospel, 
which was brought in by the Son of 
Himself, and continues to be confirmed to 
us by God’s present power) if the word 
which was spoken by means of angels 
(i. ө. the law of Moses: not as mentioned 
by way of alternative in Chrys, (Ec., 
Thl., and adopted by Calv., al., all com- 
mands in the О. T. delivered by angels 
(excluding the law: or as Chrys., including 
it). For this would more naturally be 
of .... Adyot: and besides, in similar ex- 
hortations in our Epistle, the law and the 
gospel are so prominently set against one 
another, that there can be little доп the 
same is the case here: see ch. iii. 1 ff., 7 ff.; 
iv. 2, 11; x. 28, 29; xii. 18—25. This 
will become even plainer still, when we 
enter on the consideration of 8: ayyéAewv 
Ме. These words seem to point 
especially at the law, which was ĉiarayels 
9r àyyérwv, Gal. iii. 19, where see note: 
cf. also Acts vii. 53, and Deut. xxxiii. 2, 

Kópios ёк Zw fee cal. . care revue 
ФЕ брои Фару cb» дордо: Kadhs’ ёк 
Феу атоо EyyeAo: per’ айтод: on 
which see Ebrard’s note: and Рв. Ixviii. 
17, Е, V. The co-operation of angels in 
the giving of the law at Sinai was not 
merely a Rabbinical notion, but is implied 
in both the Old and New Testaments. 
There can consequently be little doubt 
that the Writer, in mentioning ó &. àyyé- 
Aer AA Oels Aóyos, had reference to the 
law of Moses, and not to the scattered 
messages which were, at different times in 
О. T. history, delivered by angels. And 
so Origen, in Matt. tom. xvii. cap. 2, vol. 
iii. p. 767: Thuͤrt., delxvvow brov ö rep- 
кета: TG» уошкФу  Diardtewv r 
єдаууємк@у 8:8аскаліа. Tfj yap Өсе 
тод vónov &үүєАо: 8:7кброоу x. T. A. It 
has been sometimes supposed that the 
G&yyeAor spoken of here are not angels, but 
merely human messengers. Chrys. says, 
vives wey ойу Thy Moevota pasiv aivir- 
Tecla ФАА ovk Exes Ad ayyéAous 
йр ‹утайба woAAous noi. And Olenrius, 
Analyse. Ep. ad Hebr. § v., says, “ Per 
&iyé^ovs hic maxime intelligi existimem 
профӯтаѕ, doctores et Sacerdotes: qui 
sunt фууеАо: Geo, et ita pnssim vocan- 
tur.” But this latter point wants proof. 
The difficulty as to whether God Himself, 
or an angel, is to be understood as giving 
the law in Exodus, raised by Cameron 
(вее also Schlichting in Bleek), hardly 
seems legitimately to arise here, where the 
words аге Bv дуулар» Лалтдєіѕ, and the 
angels may manifestly be considered as the 
inferior agents, acting and speaking in 
God's name, Bl. remarks that the Writer 
would hardly have used this argument of 
depreciating contrast, had he regnrded the 
law as given either to Moses or to the 
people by the direct, ministry of the Son of 
God Himself) was made (“factus est” vulg., 
* constitutus егі” Grot., “ became,” on 
being thus spoken by angels. The aorists 
point, hardly, as Lünemann, to the legal 
dispensation being past and gone by, but, 
since the same tenses are presently used of 
the gospel, to two historic periods com- 

red with one another, —the giving of tho 

aw, and the promulgation of the gospel) 
binding (see reff.: firm, ratified : “ sted- 
fast,” as E. V.: аз applied to commands, 
imperative. not to be violated with im- 

punity. Bleek quotes from Philo, Vit. Mos. 
ii. § 8, vol. ii. p. 136, rà 5€ TovTOv рбуоо 
(Mwvodws véuiua) PéBara, &cdAevra, 
&xpáBarra, xabdwep афрауіс: pucews 

p “ч 
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1. Wied. iii, 10. 2 Месе. lr. 14 only. 

abT$s сестиасуќра), and every trans- 
gression (overstepping of its ordinances, 
or more properly, walking alongside of, 
and therefore not in, the path which 
it marked out. See above on wapa- 
pvdner, an allusion to which the prepo- 
sitions in rapag. and жарак. seem to con- 
tain. Cf. Rom. iv. 15 and note there. 
The substantive does not occur in this 
sense in the classics, and only once 
in the Canonical LXX, ref. Ps.: but 
the verb is found in Plato, Crito, р. 52 р, 
53 a, and Legg. 714 р, and Demosth. 
p. 624. 1, wapaBàs тойз Spxous к. ras 
cvvÓfkas: and in the LXX passim) and 
disobedience (''wapaxojew imports ety- 
mologically, ‘to hear beside: and hence 
the Greeks use it principi in two senses : 
1. to hear any thing by stealth, to over- 
hear, as Aristoph. Ran. 749, ка) таракойо» 
de cord бта» (Érr' ty, Bekker) Aas: 
and, 2. to hear any thing inaccurately, to 
mis-hear, as Plato, Thesetet. p. 195 a, rap- 
ордо те к. жаракобоос: к. TapavooUci 
тлеста. From this last meaning of the 
word comes the Hellenistic usage, in which 
it betokens a more intentional mis-hearing, 
a reluctance to hear (ein Nicht⸗hoͤren⸗ 
wollen), and hence includes also the idea of 
non-compliance, of disobedience. Во Isa. 
lxv. 12, éxáAeca фийз к. obx Urnxovcare, 
dAdAqga x. тарукойтате: Esth. iii. 8, 
TGy bà dun ToU BaciAdws паракобоосі. 
Bee also Matt. xviii. 17, ёду 84 wapaxotry 
айтду, elm? Tf ёккАтсіс. éày 8 ка) тӯѕ 
di,, тарокойср к.т.А. бо also in 
Josephus. Accordingly, wapaxoh in the 
N. T., where it occurs thrice only (see reff. : 
never in the LXX), is used of practical 
mis-hearing, not listening to, a teaching, or 
law, or person. The relation of these two 
words to one another in point of sense 
seems accordingly to be, that mapáßarıs 
denotes the outward act of transgression of 
the law, the practical withstanding of its 
recepts,—while raparoij occurs when we 

- fulfil not, and have no mind to fulfil, the 
precepts of the law: the former expresses, 
viewed ab externo, more something posi- 
tive, the latter something negative, while 
at the same time it ores d more the dispo- 
sition of tne man. Still, the distinction, as 
regards the moral region here treated of, is 
not of such a kind that each wapdBacis 
may not also be treated as n wapaxof, and 
each wapaxon include or induce a rapd - 
Basis." Bleek) received just (Av, 

found twice only (reff.) in N. T. and not at 
АП їп LXX, is а good classic word: see 
lexx.) recompense of reward (used only in 
this Epistle, and every where else ina good 
sense: cf. also шобатоёётуѕ, ch. xi. 6. 
The classical writers use 140009ocía (Thuc. 
viii. 83: Xen. Anab. ii. 6. 22: Polyb. i. 69.8: 
Diod. Sic. xvi. 78) and juc0obórns (Xen. 
Anab. i. 3. 9: Plato, Rep. v. p. 468 B: 
ZEschin. p. 85. 10: Theocr. xiv. 59). In 
the passage of Diod. Sic., шобатобоес!а. is 
a various reading. To what does the 
Writer refer? To the single instances of 
punishment which overtook tlie offenders 
against the law, or as Grot. suggests, to 
the general punishment of the whole 
people's unbelief, as in ch. iii. 8; iv. 11; 
xii. 21, and see 1 Cor. x. 6 ff. Р I should 
be disposed to think, to the former: such 
penalties as are denounced iu Deut. xxxii. 
85, and indeed attached to very many of 
the Mosaic enactments: as Owen: “The 
law wus so established, that the transgres- 
sion of it, so as to disannul the terms and 
conditions of it, had by divine constitution 
the punishment of death temporal, or ex- 
cision, appointed unto it"), 3.) 
how в we (emphatic: including Chris- 
tians in general, all who have received the 
message of salvation in the manner specified 
below) escape ($«óyo and its compounds 
belong to tliat class of verbs which take the 
future middle, not using the active form of 
that tense. See а list of such in Krüger, 
Gr. Sprachlehre, § 89. 12. We may here 
either supply an object after the verb, such 
as ¥vbixov шобатодос(ау, as in ref. Rom., 
2 Macc. vii. 85, obra yàp Thv тоб . . .. 
Oeo? xplow exxdpevyas, and ib. vi. 26, —or 
take ёкф. absolutely, as in the two lust reff. 
and Sir. vi. 18, ойк ёкфейф ето: èv apwdy- 
рас: àkapreAós. The latter seems best, 
inasmuch as тђу #8. шоб. does not 
fulfil the perfectly general motive of the 
hypothesis, and we are hardly justified in 
inserting any other object, such as rb крїда 
TOU coU in ref. Rom. The forensic sense 
of exe, to be acquitted, founded on 
that of detyew, to be accused, maintained 
here by Wolf, appears to be merely imagi- 
nary, the forensic word being ётофебусу, 
not ёкф. So Thom. Mag.: pevyw, Tb 
karwyopoüumi. к. pvyh, ù каттуоріа. 
dropetyw 8, Bray vinhoas àxoAvOf Tis 
Tijs каттуоріат. In the passage of Aristo- 
phanes which he quotes to support his 
view, Vosp. 999, derdpevyas, & Ades. 

17. 47 
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the word, occurring as it does in the midst 
of the forensic use of dwopevyerr (cf. vv. 
985, 997), may very well be only in ite 
ordinary meaning, ‘thou hast escaped’) 
if we have neglected (the anarthrous par- 
ticipial construction implies a logical, i. e. 
here a hypothetical condition: the aor., 
that that condition will have been fulfilled 
at the date to which the fut. ёкф. refers) 
20 great (cad: 82 xal rb THAccadTys 
wposeOnucy. ov yàp ёк worculev, proiv, 
Has Banda ts viv, ob8t Thv уўу x. TÀ dv T 
yj ayaa xapeter, AAA бауйтоо xard- 
Avors oral, АЛАА SiaBdAou GreAcia, BAA’ 
ovpayay ВасіЛеа, ФАЛА (0) aldnos. 
Chrys.: and Theod.-inops. even more to 
the point,—éxeivo vouluev 8ócis $y рбуоу, 
футаўба $4 x. xdpis wveduaros к. Aócis 
auapruud ro к. Вас:Хеаѕ olpayiy èr- 
ayytAla к. G0avaclas dwdayeots’ de к. 
Quales Tyas elrey. THALKAUTHS 
might belong to fris below, as Thol., assum- 
ing fjris = Ssre, and referring to Matthi, 
Gr. Gr. § 479, obs.1. The instances there 
given of relatives after обтоз, фбє, тул:коб- 
Tos, тоойётоз, amply шу such a соп- 
struction, e. g. Isocr. Epist. p. 408 D, xp 
da Oupety NS eo e e ura TÒ 
пёуєдоѕ, fv uóvos dy où тау уйу BY 
кт}сааба: urnðelns: Xen. An. ii. 5. 12, 
ths обте ualveran Serie об со: BoóAera: 
$íAos elya.; But it seems better here, and 
more befitting the majesty of the thing 
spoken of, to take r3A:«avrys absolutely, 
leaving the greatness and exalted nature 
of the salvation to be filled up, as Bleek 
says, in the consciousness of the readers. 
Still of course the Aris introduces, both 
by the sense and by its own proper meaning 
(ut que), an epexegesis of that which 
was enwrapped in T3AuwaóTys) salvation 
фетр as in ch.i.14; no need, as many 
ommentators, to supply Adyou before it), 

the which (= ‘seeing that tt,’ in a direct 
construction) having begun (ёрузу Aa- 
Вобоа = dptaudyn. The phrase is found 
in the classics: e.g. Eur. Iph. in Aul. 
1111, rly à» А&Вош: тё» ¿põr dpxhy 
какбу; lian, Var. H. ii. 28, doe 56 
Thy apxhy {лаВе» 65e д vóuos, d: Polyb. 
iv. 28. 8, тё xarà thy `Італіау . . . Tas 
fey Apxàs rev wodéuwv тойтоу lias 
elhe: see more instances in Bleek, 
Raphel, and the same usage of AaBeiy in 
Plato, Кер. p. 497 E, Aar réAos ў &кб- 
Zeitis Tovrov фағерод yeropévov: Thuc. 

. v 
r absol., = ìn this Ea cn: xit, 

s so 2 Cor. x. fe: 1 Pet. 
1 Cor. і. 6,8. 2 Cor. 1. 21. Col. if. 7. eh. xiii. 8 only. Ps. 

i. 91, Fri reixiferal те x. $87 Dos Aap- 
Варе. Cf. Palm and Rost’s Lex. in 
AauBdew) to be spoken (the construction 
is a mixed one; the inf. after the substan- 
tive would naturally have the art., той 
Aae o but it is put without it as if 
фр ану) had preceded) by means of (He 
was the instrument in this case, as the 
angels in the other; but both, law and 
gospel, came at first hand not from the 
mediators, but from God. See Ebrard’s 
mistaken antithesis treated below) the Lord 
(81a т. кмр(ом is to be joined with the 
whole ápx. AaB. Aa., not with Лалеїс- 
Өш alone. rod xvplov, as Bl. remarks, 
has here an especial emphasis setting forth 
the majesty and sovereignty of Christ: 
avrds & r AyyéAmr Beoxdtyns wporos 
T)» ceThpov 8:8аскаліау  wposfiveyke, 
Thdrt. See reff.), was confirmed (see ref. 
Mark, where the word is used exactly in 
the same sense and reference. It seems 
to be used to correspond to é*yérero BéBauos 
above, signifying a ratification of the gospel 
somewhat correspondent to that there pre- 
dicated of the law: as also AaActo@az here 
answers to AA there. ТИ, explains 
it, SewopOuevOn eis 3uàs BeBalws к. Tı- 
orgs) unto us (not = the simple dative, 
which would be a dat. commodi, but im- 
plying the transmission and its direction; 
seo reíf.: nor, as Wolf, Wahl, al., to be 
rendered “usque ad," a meaning of els 
only to be assumed when defined by some 
indication of time or space in the context. 
Nor again must it be confounded with the 
idiom é8«Baué05 dy bud, “among you," 
1 Cor. i. 6. The construction is a pregnant 
one) by those who heard (is ? or Him? 
In the sense, the difference will be but 
little: in either case, those pointed at will 
be as Thdrt. of тӯт dwocroAinis ётоЛаб- 
carres xdpiros: the abréwra к. bwxnpeé- 
Tat тод Aóyov of Luke i. 2. From the 
usage, however, of the Writer himself, I 
refer understanding it: cf. ch. iii. 16; 

iv. 2; xii. 19) it (Ebrard (with whom 
Delitzsch partly agrees) arranges this whole 
sentence strangely, and I cannot doubt, 
wrongly, thus: **was confirmed to us by 
those who heard it, as having been from 
the beginning spoken by the Lord :” and 
brings out а contrast between the law, 
which was given through a mediator, and 
the gospel which came direct from the 
Lord Himself. But thus all the parallel, 
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v Mark xvi. 20. 
w in N. T. alw. 

a > ^ a 0 J. 

John ir. 4. TNV алтоо * ÜéXqgotv ; 
Acts ii. 19 
(from Joel il. 30), 22 al. 

xxix, 2. 

ch. x. 7, 9, 10.). 

[om те MP 17 vulg arm Chr.. 

and with it the true contrast, is destroyed. 
Both law and gospel, proceeding from 
God, were AaAnéévra to men: the former 
by angels, the latter by the Lord. Both 
were SeBaw6évra—the former absolutely, 
as exemplified by the penalties which fol- 
lowed ite neglect, the latter relatively to 
us, as matter of evidence requiring our 
hearty reception ; delivered by eye and ear 
witnesses, and further witnessed to by God 
Himself. And in proportion as the Me- 
diator of the new covenant is more worthy 
than were the mediators of the old cove- 
nant, will our punishment be greater if we 
neglect it. So there can be no doubt that 
the Writer meant to convey the sense 
against which Ebrard protests, and that 
the beginning of the promulgation of the 
gospel by the Lord, and the handing down 
of it by those who were its first hearers, 
are alleged by him as two separate and co- 
ordinate circumstances, On the evidence 
furnished by this verse as to the Writer 
of the Epistle, see Prolegg. § i. parr. 
180 fl.), God also bearing witness to it 
(nothing can be further from the truth 
than what Kuinoel, al, maintain, “ovv- 
cmipaprupety pro simplici waprupeiy posi- 
tum esse," In his own rendering of the 
word, the force of both prepositions is to be 
traced: “ Deo simul confirmante." pap- 
rupe y is simply to bear witness: émiuap- 
rupeiy to attest, to bear witness to: cuv- 
exiuaprupeiy to join in, attesting, or bear- 
ing witness to. The double compound is 
not uncommon in the later Greek writers : 
e.g. Aristot. de Mundo, v. 22, cuvem- 
uaprupet ó Blos &xas: Polyb. xxvi. 9. 4, 
wapóvrey 8 TV OerríAew, К. cvremi- 
рартиродутюу Tois ДардауЃоѕ. See ex- 
einples from Sextus Empir., Galen, Philo, 
&e., in Bleek. On the sense, Chrys. re- 
marks: was обу ge BAC, Ti ovr el oi 
&kobgarres ÉxAacdy фут”; тобто Tolvvy 
драірюу xal Beuvis ойк дубротіуту thy 
Xxápt», extyaye “ ouvem. T, Oe ойк 
ay ydp, e ÉrAacay, д 0cbs abrois ёдартф- 
pnct* pgaprupoUgi pèr kükeivoi, uaprupei 
$ ка) ó Oeds. obx ard ётістейсарєи 
ékelvous, ЛАА 814 onpeiwv Kal тєратш», 
Sste ойк éxelvats rug TeVoyuer, AAA avTQ 
TQ Өєф) with signs and wonders (Bleek 
remarks that these words are very com- 
monly joined together, and cites numerous 

IIPOX EBPAIO TS. 

Oepio pois NY (txt N- corr ). 

II. 

poovtos ToU Oeod * onpelois тє kal * répacw, кай * moci- 
Ма YSuvdperw, kat mvevpatos aylov * иєрїтдо% катай 

x Matt. iv. 24. 2 Tim. ili. 6. ch. xiii. 9. Jamesi.2. 1 Pet. i. 6. іг. 10. 1 Chron. 
у = Matt. vii. 22. xiii. 54. Mark vi. 14 al. fr. 

10 F. (not А) compl. Ezra vi. 18. Eccl. ii. 10 Ald. only. 
z ch. iv. 12 only. Josh. xi. 23. xviii. 

а bere only. Prov. viii, 35. Erek. xviii. 23. (-ра, 
е 

for avrov, Tov 0cov D!. 

instances from the later classics, the LXX, 
and the N. T. His remarks are: * As 
regards the relation of the two expressions 
to each other in their combination here, as 
divine confirmations of human testimony, 
it is this: ond is a more general and 
wider idea than répas. Every répas, reli- 
giously considered, is also a onpeioy, but 
not always vice versa. tépas always iu- 
cludes the idea of something marvellous, 
something extraordinary in itself, betokens : 
something which by its very occurrence 
raises astonishment, and cannot be ex- 
plained from the known laws of nature. 
Ou the other hand a onpetoy is each and 
every thing whereby a person, or a saying 
and assertion, is witnessed to as true, and 
made manifest: and thus it may be some- 
thing, which, considered in and of itself, 
would appeur an ordinary matter, causing 
no astonishment, but which gets its cha- 
racter of striking and supernatural from 
the connexion into which it is brought with 
something else, e. g. from a heaveuly mes- 
senger having previously referred to somo 
event which he could not have foreseen by 
mere natural knowledge. Butit may also 
be a 7épas, properly so called. Still, it is 
natural to suppose that the biblical writers, 
using so often as they do the words toge- 
ther, did not on every occasion bear in 
mind the distinction, but under Ше former 
word thought also of events which of them- 
selves would be extraordinary and marvel- 
lous appearances") and various (this adj. 
belongs only to duvdueow, not also, as 
Bleek, to the following clause, in which the 
pepuouocs of itself includes the idea of 
variety) miraculous powers (so Suvapes 
are used in reff.; and in Acts ii. 22 : 2 Cor. 
xii. 22: 2 Thess. ii. 9, we find them joined 
with onpeta к. Tépara ns here; and with 
onueia only, in Acts viii. 18. See also 
1 Cor. xii. 10, 28 f. In some of these 
places it is taken for the miraculous acts 
themselves which followed on the exercise 
of the powers: and so perhaps it may 
be here: but 1 prefer the other rendering 
on account of the near connexion with the 
following clause, which if we break by join- 
ing it to the foregoing, we destroy the 
grouping in couples, and also violate the 
proper construction of the onelos тє коў 
трасту) and distributions (the rare word 
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pe (see reff.) is in strict anulogy 
with the usage of the verb: e. g. Rom. xii. 
3, 4кйттф as ó Oeds ёиёр:сєу uéTpov xi- 
res: 1 Cor. vii. 17, éxdory ós фиёритєр 
$ к0рюз . . . mepimaTeiTw: 2 Сог. x. 18, 
катй Tb uérpov тоё каубуоѕ оў énépucey 
hui» ô Oebs uérpov. But both, in their 
simple classical meaning, merely signify 
division, as in ch. iv. 12, and not dis- 
tribution, which is a later sense, found 
in Polyb. xi. 28. 9, Diog. Laert., Hero- 
dian, &c. See Palm and Rost’s Lexicon) 
of the Holy Spirit (is tbis a genitive of the 
object distributed, or of the subject distri- 
buting? The latter is held by Camerar., 
al, and xarà Thy айтой 0éAnci» also re- 
ferred to the will ofthe Holy Spirit. And 
80 St. Paul certainly speaks, 1 Cor. xii. 11, 
adyra 06 ravra dvepyei Td Ev ка) Tb abr 
avetpa, бимробу 1814 ёкастф кабоѕ Вой- 
Лета. But it does not thence follow that 
such is the sense here: and it seems much 
more natural to refer the pron. atrov to 
God, the primary subject of the sentence. 
Otherwise we should have expected cel. 
Still, it may be said that the reference of 
this genitive is independent of that cf the 
pronoun аўтой, and that the clause rvev- 
paros &yíov peptapois should be con- 
sidered on its own ground. But thus con- 
sidered, if it be once granted that аўто? 
refers to God, we should have, on the sup- 
position of the subjective genitive, an awk- 
wardly complicated sense, hardly consistent 
with the assertion of absolute sovereignty 
80 prominently made in the follow ing clause. 
I take then the genitive with most Com- 
mentators, as objective, and the Holy 
Spirit as that which is distributed accord- 
ing to God’s will, to each man according 
to his measure and kind. The declaration 
in John iii. 34, of Him whom God sent, où 
yàp dx nérpov Sidecw Tb wvetua, speaks 
of the same giving, but of its unmeasured 
fulness, as imparted to our glorious Head, 
not of its fragmentary distribution to us 
the imperfect and limited members), ac- 
cording to His (God's: see above) will 
(Oyos is a rarer word (reff.) than 
6éanua, both being Alexandrine forms. 
Pollux says of it, v. 165, BoóAncis, èri- 
борба, petis, ps! 3) 84 Onos Biwrixdr. 
Tt is best to refer this clause, not to the 
whole sentence preceding, with Böhme, 
nor to the two clauses, sow. Jur., к. Ty 

. Фу. pep., as Bleek, Lünem., but to the last 
of these only, a bly to 1 Cor. xii. 11, and 
to the free and sovereign agency implied 
in pepiopots. See on the whole sense, 

Acts v. 32) 1 5—18.] The dogmatia 
argument now proceeds. The new world 
is subjected, by the testimony of the 
Scriptures, not to angels, but to Christ : 
who however, though Lord of all, was 
made inferior to the angels, that He 
might die for, and suffer with, being made 
like, the children of men. 5.] The 
proposition stated. For (the connexion is 
with the sentence immediately preceding, 
i.e. with vv. 2—4. That former Adyos 
was spoken by angels : it carried its punish- 
ment for neglect of it: much more shall 
this соттуріа, spoken Ьу... &c., con- 
firmed by . . . &c. For this whole state 
of things, induced by the proclamation of 
that salvation, is not subjected to angels, 
but to Christ, the Son of God. Then the 
fact that it is to MAN, and to Him As 
MAN, that it is subjected, is brought in, 
and a new subject thus grafted on the 
old one of His superiority to the angels. 
See Bleek and Ebrard) not to angels (dy- 
*éXois stands in the place of emphasis, as 
contrasted with &»6pwxos below) did He 
subject (aor.: at the date of His arrange- 
ment and laying out of the same. The 
subjection of this present natural world to . 
the holy angels, аз its administrators, is 
in several places attested in Scripture, and 
was a very general matter of belief among 
the Jews. In Deut. xxxii. 8, we read in 
the LXX, Bre bwuépiQey ó Djiwrros korn, 
és die creipe / viods Addu, torncer pia 
éÜva» ката ёр:диду &yyérwv leot. There, 
it is true, the Heb. text has, as E. V., *ac- 
cording to the number of the children 
(more properly, fhe sons, in the stricter 
sense) of Israel.” Origen, on Numbers, 
Hom. xxviii. 4, vol. ii. р. 385, says, Se- 
cundum numerum angelorum ejus, vel ut 
in alis exemplaribus legimus, secundum 
numerum filiorum Israel:“ but perhaps, 
as Bleek suggests, it was not Origen that 
was pointing to a various reading in the 
Heb. text, but only his translator that was 
noticing that the Latin versions differed 
from the LXX. But the doctrine reste on 
passages about which there can be no such 
doubt. See Dan. x. 13, 20, 21; xi. 1, 
for this committal of kingdoms to the 
superintendence of angels: Rev. ix. 11; 
xvi. 5 al., for the same as regards the 
natural elements: Matt. xviii. 10, as re- 
gards the guardianship of individuals: 
Rev. i. 20 &c., for that of churches (for во, 
and not of chief bishops, is the nume to 
be understood: see note there). See also 
Dan. iv. 13. In the apocryphal and Hab- 
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binical writings wo find the same idea as- 
serted, and indeed carried out into minute 
details. So in Sir. xvii. 17, cd r Ove 
xarécTycer Їүуобиєуо», к. pepis кирои 
"lopahadA ёстіу. The Rabbinical authorities 
may be found in Bleek and Eisenmenger. 
See also a very elaborate article—* Engel 
—by Böhme in Herzog’s Encyclopádie : 
and testimonies to the view of the early 
church from Eusebius (Demonstr. Evang. 
iv. 2, vol. iv. p. 146), Justin Martyr 
(Apol. ii. 5, p. 92), Irensous (iii. 12. 11, p. 
197), Athenagoras (Legat. 24, p. 802), and 
Clement of Alexundria (Strom. vii. 2, p. 
831 P) in Whitby's note. The idea then 
of subjection of the world to angels was 
one with which the readers of this Epistle 
were familiar) the world to come (the 
reference of this expression has been 
variously given by expositors. 1. Many 
imagine it to refer to the world which is, 
strictly speaking, fo come, as distinguished 
from this present world. So Thdrt. 
(olxovp. AA. Toy fr Bloy ёкёЛе- 
сех), Ec. (éra. oix. pnol rbv dodueroy 
xác uor, тері ob фсіу å Gras Adyos Suiv 
aurds yàp xpirhs д xpiords exeivns ka0eBei- 
rat olxouperns, of 84 &yyeAot ws Acsroupyol 
к. Zo wapiorayra:), Cajetan, Estius, 
a-Lapide, al. This meaning, as Bl. re- 
marks, will hardly tally with the ydp, nor 
with wept fjs AaAotpey: though it might 
be said that the future life, being the 
completion of the state of salvation by 
Christ, might very well here be spoken 
of as the subject of the present dis- 
course, 2. Some have supposed a direct 
allusion to ch. i. 6. So ТЫ. (wep) $s 
AaAoUuer, TovregTi жер! hs der ep elro- 
pev бт: Bray elsaydyn тфу wporrórokor 
eis Thy olxouneéyvny), Schlichting, Grot. 
(* ЛаЛодиер, id est ё\алјсадеу . . . Re- 
spicitur enim id quod precessit i. 6"), 
Böhme, al But certainly in this case 
the verb would have been past; and 
besides, the addition of the epithet wéAAov- 
cay sufficiently distinguishcs it from the 
mere olxovyuérm, the inhabited world, in 
the other place. 3. Others again have 
thought of the heaven, which is to us 
future, because we are not yet admitted 
to its joys. So Cameron (“Mundus ecclesise 
desertum est, oixovuérg ecclesi est in 
ccelo, sicut Israelitarum in terra Canaan"), 
Culov., Limborcb, Grot. (“In regione Ша 
superetherea sunt quidem angeli, sed non 
illi imperant ut Christus. Vocat hane olx. 
X., non quia jam non exstat; sed quia 
nobis ea non plene nota est, nec adhuc 
contigit"), al. But this aguin would not 

agree with the ydp and AaAo)uev. 4. The 
most probable account to be given is that 
the phrase represents the Heb. мэл civ 
(see note on ch. i. 1), and imports the 
whole new order of things brought in by 
Christ, —taking its rise in His life on earth, 
and having its completion in his reign in 
glory. So Calvin (“ Мапс apparet non 
vocari orbem futurum duntaxat qualem 
e resurrectione speramus, sed qui ccpit ab 
exordio regni Christi : complementum vero 
suum habebit in ultima redemptione ”), 
Beza, Cappellus (adding a remark, ** Sed 
nec contemnendum discrimen illud quod 
videmus inter veteris et novi testamenti 
secula, sub vetere Abraham, Josue, Da- 
niel coram angelis procumbentes non re- 
rehenduntur: sub novo Jobannes idem 
is faciens bis reprehenditur, Apoc. xix. et 

xxii"). Chrys. and ТЫ. are commonly 
quoted for this view even by Bleek: but 
if I understand Chrys., he means, as ТМ]. 
certainly does, that the oixovuérr) here is 
identical with that in ch. i. 6, and that 
the Writer calls it uéAAovcar, because at 
the time of the divine decree here spoken 
of, it was not yet created: péAdoucay 
è abrh» gyal, Jiri ó ud, vids ToU Oeo 
qv del, абту Bè Eperde ixeo d, uh одса 
wpórepov N . баоу обу wpbs Thy 
àtdiov Sraptiy той иод, wéAAovca jv» i 
olxousévn. And nearly so Clirys., but not 
во plainly. This last-mentioned view 
is by far the best, agreeing as it does with 
the connexion, for he has been speaking of 
the gospel above,—with the usus loquendi, 
—with the whole subject of the Epistle. 

The word uéAAovcar» has by some 
been supposed to be used “ ex prospectu ve- 
teris Test. prophetico in Novum 'Test.," as 
Bengel, who again says, Futurus dicitur, 
non quin jam sit, sed quia olim predictus." 
And so Bleek (as an additional reason why 
the word was used, besides that the com- 
pletion of the state is yet to come), al. I 
should be disposed, standing as the expres- 
sion does here without emphasis, to regard 
ue XA oνν rather as a well-known and 
well-understood designation of the latter 
dispensation, here technically adjoined, 
than as requiring minute explanation in 
this place. All reference to the future 
need not be excluded: we Christians are 
so eminently “ prisoners of hope," that the 
very mention of such a designation would 
naturally awaken а thought of the glories 
to come: but this reference must no$ bo 
pressed as having any prominence. With 
this latter view agrees in the main that of 
Delitzsch, which I have seen since this note 
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was first written. He concurs with Hof- 
mann, Weissag. u. Erf. ii. 23, in requiring 
а more concrete sense for the words, and 
understands them to point to the new 
world of Redemption, as distinguished from 
the old world of Creation, which by reason 
of sin is subject to death and decay. So 
that uéAAovca is not used from the О. Т. 
standing-point, but from the N. T. also, 
and points to the times of the Messiah in 
their ideal perfection which shall one day 
be realized), of which we are speaking 
(which forms the subject of our present 
argument: viz. that urged in vv. 1— 4. 
The sense is strictly present ; not past, (see 
Grot. above), nor future (*enallage tem- 
poris; de quo in sequenti testimonio lo- 
quemur," as Vatablus)  Bleek has here 
some excellent remarks: “ As regards the 
whole thought, the non-subjection of the 
new order of the world to angels, it respects 
partly what is already present, partly what 
we have yet to wait for. Certainly, here 
and there in the N. T. history angels are 
mentioned: but they come in only as 
transitory appearances, to announce or to 
execute some matter which is specially 
entrusted to them : they never appear as 
essential agents in the introduction of the 
kingdom of God, either in general, or in 
particular: they do not descend on earth as 
pan ing repentance, or preparing men to 

received into God’s kingdom. This is 
done by эзеп, first and chiefly by Him who 
is Son of Man кат’ étoxfi», and after Him 
by the disciples whom He prepared for the 
work. Even the miraculous conversion of 
Paul is brought about not by angels, but 
by the appearing of the Lord Himself. 
Our author has indeed in ch. i. 14, desig- 
nated the angels as fellow-workers in the 
salvation of men: but only in a serving 
capacity, never as working or imparting 
salvation by independent agency, as does 
the Son of Man in the first place, and then 
in a certain degree his disciples also. So 
that we cannot speak with any truth of a 
subjection of this new order of things to 
the angels. Rather, even by what we see 
at present, does it appear to be subjected 
to the Redeemer Himself. And this will 
ever more and more be the case; for,— 
according to the prophetic declaration of 
tlie Psalm,—the whole world shall be put 
under His feet (ver. 8) Thus, by re- 
minding them of the will of God declared 
in the holy Scriptures, does the Writer 
meet at the same time the objections of 
those of his readers and countrymen, to 

Vor. IV. 

whom perhaps this withdrawal of the 
agency of the angels with the introduction 
104 row ne realization of the new order 
of things might appear an important de- 
fect * 6.] Nut (* 84 introduces a 
contrast to a preceding negative sentence 
frequently in our Epistle: of ch. iv. 18,15; 
ix. 12; x. 27; xii. 13. It makes a more 
sharply marked contrast than &AAd, as our 
aber or vielmehr as compared with ſon⸗ 
dern.“ Bleek. Cf. Thuc. і. 125, éviaurds 
per ob dierplgn, {Аасто» bé: ib. 5. офк 
Éxorrós r alaxtyny тобто» той &pyou, 
$éporros Bé т: ка) Bóëns раЛЛор : id. iv. 
86, офк er кахф, ёж ёАв›берфтн Dà тёр 
‘EAAfvew тареАўАоба: Herod. іх. 8, обко 
dworerelx:aro, édpyd(orro é: and вее 
many other examples in Hartung, Parti- 
kellehre, i. 171. then here introduces 
the positive in contradistinction to the 
negative sentence preceding. Ап ellipeis 
follows it, to be supplied in the thought, 
‘it is far otherwise, for. . .) one 
somewhere (no inference can be drawn 
from this indefinite manner of citation, 
either that the Writer was quoting from 
memory, as Koppe, Schulz, al., or that he 
did not know who was the author of the 
Psalm, as Grot. Rather may we say, that 
it shews he was writing for readers familiar 
with the Scriptures, and from whom it 
might well be expected that they would 
recognize the citation without further 
specification. He certainly is not quoting 
from memory, seeing that the words agree 
exactly with the LXX : and Ps. viii. both 
in the Heb. and LXX has а superscription 
indicating that it was written by David. 
Chrys. says, Tovro 8 abrb olpa Tb 
крбятеу к. ph riß Y eipyxdra 
Thy рарторіау GAN’ &s жер:фероџёулә x. 
xarddnAoy olgay  eisáyew, Semvvorrds 
dorw aùtoùs сфбдёра éuselpous elvai тд» 
гурафёу. And Thi.. ob Aéye: 7d буора ToU 
eiwórros dre pb ётатђроуаз тёр 
ypaQér siareyduevos. Bleek quotes nu- 
merous instances of the same formula ci- 
tandi from Philo, as applied both to Scrip- 
ture writers and profane authors. Thus 
De Ebrietate, 5 14, vol. i. p. 865 end, elre 
ydp жой тіз, viz. Abraham, in Gen. xx. 
12: De Ор. Mund. $ 6, p. 5, ётер xal 
ra üpxaloy el vis, viz. Plato: al. And 
our Writer has again, ch. iv. 4, «руке dp 
xov тері тїз éBdduns обтеѕ, viz. Gen. ii. 
2. In all such cases the indefiniteness is 
designed and rhetorical. We can hardly 
infer, with Bleek and De Wette, that the 
Writer meant to express his feeling that 

D 
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the O. T. books had no human authors, 
but God Himself: for in this case, as 
Lünemann remarks, the personal vis would 
hardly have been used, but a passive con- 
struction adopted instead) testifled (the 
word Sapaprupde has in Attic law the 
technical sense of appenring as a witness 
previously to the admission of a cause into 
court, for the plaintiff or defendant, to 
substantiate or oppugn its admissibility : 
so Ha tion, xpd тоў eisax0fjroi Thy 
Slany els Td 8:кастћр:ор, ét» тф BovAo- 
nive Siapaprupiica bs eisaydryiuós ory 
J Bix, À ойк elsayéyimos. Hence the 
deponent middle, S.apaprvpopat, is ѓо сай 
in, or invoke witnesses to the justice of 
one's cause or truth of one’s assertion. 
And thus it acquires its less proper senses 
of conjuring, earnestly beseeching, on the 
one hand: and afirming, positively assert- 
ing, either absolutely, as here, or with an 
accusative of reference,on the other. Both 
these two are found in the N. T. See reff. : 
the former occurs chiefly in the pastoral 
Epistles, the latter in reff, Acts, 1 Thess., 
Jer.), saying (this seems the proper place 
for a few remarks on the sense of the 
citation which follows, and on the con- 
nexion of thought in the rest of the chap- 
ter. The general import of the eighth 
Psalm may be described as being, to praise 
Jehovah for His glory and majesty, and 
His merciful dealing with and exaltation 
of mankind. All exegesis which loses sight 
of this general import, and attempts to 
force the Psalm into a direct and exclusive 
prophecy of the personal Messiah, goes to 
conceal its true prophetic sense, and to 
obscure the force and beauty of its refer- 
ence to Him. This has been done by 
Bleek and others, who have made ‘the 
Son of Man’ a direct title here of Christ. 
It is МАМ who in the Psalm is spoken of, 
in the common and most general sense: 
the care taken by God of Aim, the lord- 
ship given to Aim, the subjection of God's 
works to Aim. This high dignity he lost, 
but this high dignity he has regained, and 

potentially in all its fuliíess and 
glory, restored and for ever secured to 
him. How? and by whom? By one 
of his own race, the MAN Christ Jesus. 
Whatever high and glorious things can be 
said of man, belong de proprio jure to 
Him only, propre personá to Him only, 
bnt derivative to us His brethren and 
members. And this is the t key to 
the interpretation of all such sayings as 
these: whatever belongs to man by the 
constitution of his nature, belongs xar' 

í ver. 9. John iii. 30 only. 1 Kings zzi. 15. Philo de Opif. } 29, 

dtoxfi» to that MAN, who is the constituted 
HEAD of man's nature, the second Adam, 
who has more than recovered all that the 
first Adam lost. To those who clearly ap- 
рог and firmly hold this fandamental 

trine of Christianity, the interpretation 
of ancient prophecy, and the N. T. appli- 
cation of O.T. sayings to Christ, become 
a far simpler matter than they ever can 
be to others. And so here, it is to MAN, 
not to angels, that the ‘world to come’ 
is subjected. This is the argument: and, 
as far as tho end of ver. 8, it is carried on 
with reference to man, properly so called. 
There is here as yet no personal reference 
to our Lord, who is first introduced, and 
that in his lower personal human Name, 
at ver.9. This has been missed, and thus 
confusion introduced into the argument, 
by the majority of Commentators. To 
hold that our Lord is from the first in- 
tended by &v@pwres and vids дубрётои 
here, is to disturb altogether the logical 
sequence, which runs thus: * It is not to 
angels that He has subjected the latter 
dispensation, but to mas». Still, we do 
not see man in possession of this sove- 
reignty. No; but we do see Jesus, whose 
humiliation fulfilled the conditions of man- 
hood, crowned with glory and honour, and 
thus constituted the Head of our race, so 
that His death and sufferings were our 
deliverance and our perfecting. And for 
this to be so, the Sanctifler and the sancti- 
fled must be all of one race.’ Апа the 
rest of the chapter is spent in laying forth 
with inimitable beauty and tenderness the 

ty and effect of Jesus being thus 
made like us. The whole process of this 
second chapter stands without parallel for 
tender persuasiveness amidst the strictest 
logical coherence. And yet both of these 
are 55 spoiled, unless we take 
these words of ‘the Im, and the - 
ment founded on them, of man generally, 
and then, and not till then, of Jesus, as 
man like ourselves. And so Clem.-alex. 
(Strom. iv. 8, pp. 666 f. P), Chrys., Thl., 
Thdrt. (rd 88 “+f dorw Év0pormos" etpn- 
тои uly Tepl rhs Koris фісєюѕ, dpudrre: 
8$ Tj & quay ётархӯ, às olxecounérp 
Tà тбсэуѕ THs фбсеюѕ. See also on the 
Psalm): so Pellicanus, Calvin, Piscator, 
Schlichting, Grot. Jansen. Bengel, and 
almost all the moderns, including De- 
litzach. The principal upholders of the 
other view are Beza (in part), Calov., 
Seb.-Schmidt, and the Lutheran Commen- 
tators, and recently Bleek), What is man 
(some, e. g. Kuinoel, have understood this 
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to mean, How great, how noble, is 
man; who even amongst the immensity 
or all these heavenly works of God, yet 
is remembered and visited of Him!” but 
against this are the words bere used in 

e Heb.: eos in the first member of the 
parallel, and Our in the second, both 
betokening man on his lower side, of weak- 
ness and inferiority. "There can be little 
doubt thut the ordinary view is right—not 
*guantus est komo, but ‘quantulus est 
homo.’ This far better also with 
the wonder expressed at God’s thinking of 
and visiting him, below), that thou art 
mindful of him (i.e. objectively,—as 
shewn by Thy care of him), or (in the 
Heb. 1; {is here doubtless substituted for 
it by the LXX, to indicate that the second 
member of the ism does not point 
to another subject additional to the first. 
Bleek is hardly right, when he says, that 
the I has ere a meaning somewhat modi- 
fied from ка, as bringing out more defi- 
nitely ‘the Son of Man,’ the Messiah, 
who follows. For (see above), the thought 
of Him is as yet in the background,—nay, 
carefully Zep? back; and the reference as 
yet to man generally) the son of man 

roceeding on the same view as that given 
above, it would be irrelevant here to enter 
on an enquiry as to the application of this 
title to our Lord, by others and by Him- 
self,—inasmuch as it is not here appro- 
priated to Him, but used of any and every 
son of Adam. It is true, our thoughts at 
once recur to Him on reading the words— 
but, if we are following the train of thought, 
only as their ulterior, not as their imme- 
diate reference), that Thou visitest (reff.: 
the common word by which the LXX ex- 
press the Heb. , and almost always in а 
good sense (see exceptions, Jer. v. 9, 29 
al, in Trommius) The sense is 
never departed from in the М.Т. It is 
often found in the classics: e. g. in Ajax's 
celebrated speech, Soph. Aj. 854, & бағате 
odr, viv р’ Alcea podrdy: Eur. 
Heracl. 869, à Ze), xpóve niv тб’ èr- 
єскЄфео xaxd. It is very commonly used of 
& physician or other visiting the sick ; so 
Xen. Cyr. v. 4. 10, ds ётокёрито Tbv 
TaBdray wes for ёк тод TpaópaTos: 
Mem. iii. 11. 10. See Palm and Rost’s 

“Thou lettest him be little inferior to 
God.” «чу in Kal betokens ‘to be 
without,’ to fall short of,’ and has, like 

1 = eh. i. C reff, 
vi. 7. 1 

m ver. 9. 2 Tn. ii 5 only. Ps. v. 

all other verbs of abounding and wanting, 
the thing wanted in the accusative: see 
Gesen. § 185. 3. b. The causative Pihel, 
‘to make or let want,’ takes consequently 
a double accusative, of the persun (here 
єт) and of the thing (here vyo): see 
Gesen. § 186. 1. w is usually taken com- 

rative, ‘in comparison of God г accoord- 
ing to Hupfeld, it is properly partitive, 
* of God ? of the attributes which consti- 
tute the essence of God.” De Wette: and 
thus also Calvin : * Tot decoribus ornatos 
esse dicit ut eorum conditio divina et co. 
lesti gloria non longe sit inferior." But 
when De W. goes on, in treating of түп, 
to say that some understand it, with the 

» Of time, and refers to Heb. ii. 6, 7 
to син. M I must venture e 
thoug е same very gen as- 
sumed (e.g. by Calvin, — Videtur бин 
tolus verba trahere in diversum sensum 
quam intellexerit David. Nam Ha rı 
videtur ad tempus referre ut sit paelisper, 
et imminutionem intelligit quum exinani- 
tus fuit Christus, et gloriam ad resurrec- 
tionis diem restringit, quum David gene- 
raliter extendat ad totam hominis vitam." 
And then he defends this method of quo- 
tation on the ground of there being “ nihil 
incommodi sí allusiones in verbis quserat 
ad ornandam presentem causam." Simi- 
larly Schlichting, Grotius Hammond, 
Limborch, and most of the moderns : and, 
maintaining the sense of time in the Psalm 
also, Beza, Gerhard, Calov., Peirce, Mi- 
chaelis, al.), whether this is so certain after 
all The expression @рауф ть is used both 
in the classics and in Hellenistic Greek, 
just as much of space and quantity, as of 
time; as the following examples (besides 
reff.) will shew, gathered from Wetst., 
Bleek, and from various indices: Hippo- 
crat. de Natur. Hominum i, rb ui» бЛо» 
BiBAlor oxeddy eis x! orixous $ Враҳо Ti 
Frroy éxreranéror : Thucyd. і. 63, Bpaxo 
pév ті яроялбоу ds Bondhcorres : 2 ings 
xvi. 1, xal Aavel8 wap7jAGe Врахо т: ard 
rís Pcb: Galen, de Usu Part. xiv., dredh 
dv rj wpórp 8:аятлйсе Bpaxó Ti sAnu- 
pernéy: id. de Facult. Med. Simpl. v., ówep- 
В&\Лоосі Bpaxó Ti parley к. тітте: ib. 

vi., palvera: pey yap dv abri Bpaxt тї тё 
ёрш, wAciorroy 8d 7d wixpdy. Also Plato, 
Legg. x. p. 906 B, Bpaxó Bé т: ка) rûs Ar 
тіз rêr тогото dvoucoUr hu, capes Bor. 
It is used of time in Luke xxii. 58: Acts v. 
34; xxvii. 28: Іва. lvii. 17. being 
the case, I do not see why it should be at 

once set, down that the LXX or our Writer 

D 2 
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Уот Lxx), with ACD'M[P]N b m 17 latt [Syr(ed-widin)] syr-w-ast [copt eth arin 
Euthal-ms] Thdrt Sedul: om BD3KL rel Syr-mss-edd Chr Damasc (Ec Thi. 

8. rec туар bef ro, with жо] rel [Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt]: txt BDMN. 
та wayra bef отот. ауто D вуг [copt ].—om avrw B D- lat [arm-usc: ins syr-w-ob]. 

necessarily referred it to time, either here 
or in ver. 9: see below. бо also Kuinoel, 
Heinrichs, Wahl, and Bretschneider. The 
only point remaining for discussion is 
&yyéXovs, the LXX rendering of iim, 
and the meaning understood also by the 

. Chaldee paraphrast. The best Hebrew 
scholars seem to agree that it represents, 
not the personal God, but the abstract 
qualities of Godhead, in which all that is 
divine, or immediately connected with the 
Deity, is included. This, as Hupfeld hiu- 
self confesses, the angels inay well be, in so 
far as they may be called cy, or ovi» N. 

If so, then the rendering of the LXX and 
our text is, though not exhaustive of tlie 
original yet by no means an inaccurate 
one. The angelic nature, being the lowest 
of that which is divine and heavenly, marks 
well the terminus just beneath which man 
is set. Апа it must be remarked, that the 
stress of the argument here is not on this 
mention of the angels, but on the assertion 
of the sovereignty of man. The verb 
д\аттобу is in frequent classical use: see 
Palm and Rost's Lex.: and notice the 
parallel from Philo in reff.): thou crown. 
edst him with glory &nd honour (I must 
remind the reader of what has beeu said 
before ; that the quotation is adduced here 
not of the Messiah but of man, and that on 
this the whole subsequent argument de- 
pends. With this view vanish the diffi- 
culties which have been raised about the 
original and the here-intended meaning of 
this clause. It is, in fact, a further setting 
forth of the preceding one. Man, who 
was left not far behind the divine attri- 
butes themselves, was also invested with 
kingly majesty on earth, put into the place 
of God Himself in sovereignty over the 
world. That this has only been realized 
in the man Jesus Christ is not brought 
out till below, and forms the central poiut 
of the argument. Hupfeld remarks, that 
m mg, here rendered 8ó£p x. тў, із а 
common expression for the divine majesty, 
and thence for the kingly, as a reflection 
of the divine : and the crowning represents 
the kingly majesty, with which man is 
adorned as with a kingly crown: Culv., 
* Decoratum esse honoris insignibus que 

non longe a divino fulgore absint"): 8.) 
thou didst put (the Heb. is perfect: on 
which Hupfeld remarks, The imperf. is at 
first continued from the foregoing verses, 
but in the concluding sentence all is finish- 
ed with the perfect md, and treated as a 
standing arrangement and permanent or- 
dering of things : all things bast thou put 
under his feet." So that our E. V., though 
imperfectly representing the Greek, is true 
to the original Heb.) all things under his 
feet (these words form in the Heb. and 
LXX the second member of a parallelism, 
the first of which, ка} karésrnoas abrdy 
ёт) тй Épya ray xeipey vov, is found in- 
deed in our rec. text, but (see var. rendd.) 
must be omitted on critical principles. 
The probable cause why the Writer omitted 
it, has been discussed by Bleek. He 
thinks that it was unnecessary to the ar- 
gumentation, the latter clause expressing 
more definitely the same thing. This he 
gathers, believing the whole to apply to 
our Saviour: but the same will hold good 
on our understanding of the passage also. 

The words themselves are plain. 
Universal dominion is bestowed on man by 
his constitution as he came from God. That 
that bestowal has never yet been realized, 
is the next step of the argument : the Re- 
deemer being at present kept out of sight, 
but by and by to be introduced as the 
real fulfiller of this high destiny of man, 
and on that account, incarnate in man's 
nature. It is, as Ebrard remarks, asto- 
nishing that a thorough Commentator like 
Bleek should have so entirely misread and 
misunderstood the logical connexion of so 
clear a passage : while he himself confesses, 
that it looks as if the Person were first 
introduced in ver. 9, to whom vv. 6, 7, 
have been pointing: and yet denies that 
in ver. 6 f. &»@pwros can mean man- 
kind. Besides all other objections, on 
Bleek's view, the question 71 ёст: &v0po- 
vos k. T. A. loses all appropriate meaning. 
The connexion was first laid out by Hof- 
mann, Weissag. u. Erfüll. ii. 23 ff.: Schrift- 
beweis i. 185—188; ii. 1. 88 ff., and is 
adopted by Ebrard and Delitzsch). 
For (Bleek thinks that the yap rather re- 
peats the former ydp, ver. 5, than bas any 
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logical force of its own here. This peculiar 
use of уйр, he says, is characteristic of our 
Epistle: see ch. iv. 2, 8; iv. 15; v. 1; vii. 
12, 13: see his vol. i. p. 330. Hofmann 
however proteste strongly against this view 
( Weissag. ii. 26, де. as above), holding the 
yáp to be ratiocinative, and justificative of 
the Psalm, as referring back to Gen. i. 28 
to substantiate the Urératas. But, as De- 
litzach remarks, this would be but to prove 
idem per idem; for the vwerafas itself 
necessarily refers back to Gen. i. 28. Не 
therefore prefers Bleek's view, which is 
also that of Tholuck, De Wette, and 
Winer,—that yáp grounds, or rather be- 
gins to ground, that already asserted in 
ver. 5) in that he (viz. God: not the 
writer of the Psalm, as Heinrichs: unless 
indeed we аге to understand óxordt« to 
mean eiweiy бт: Übxorérakro:, as St. Paul 
expresses it 1 Cor. xv. 27: but the other 
is much simpler, more analogous to usage, 
and more in the sense of the Psalm, which 
is a direct address to God) put all things 

- (the universe: not парта, as before, 
merely, but rd wavra) under him (Man, 
again: not, Christ: see above, and re- 
marks at the ond of the verse) He left 
(aor. asin E. V.; not perfect, which would 
be ёфеїке>) nothing (“ Nec cclestia vide- 
tur excepisse nec terrestria," Primasius: 
and so Estius, al. Possibly: and in the 
application itself, certainly: but we can 
hardly say that such was his thought Aere. 
The idea that angels are especially here in- 
tended, has arisen froin that misconcep- 
tion of the connexion, which I have been 
throughout endeavouring to meet) unsub- 
jected (seo reff. where, as in viol avuré- 
tartot, Symm. 1 Kings ii. 12, it is in the 
sense of rebellious. The word belongs to 
later Greek : we have, Arrian, Epictet. ii. 
10, тайт (to the will of man) та Ала 
бтотетауџёра, a’th Ў d doro к. 
&vvxóTraxrov : Porphyr. Oneirocrit. 196, 
évuréracros fora: row: Philo, Quis Rer. 
Div. Hr. § 1, vol. i. p. 473. dvvrordare 
ope хрӯсбаг: and in Polyb. several times, 
&vvirórakTos driyynois, “ narratio que non 
habet notitiam antecedentem in animo 
discentis cui ceu fundamento et basi inni- 
tatur.” Casaubon) to him: but (contrast 
bringing out the exception) now (‘ut 
nunc est:' in the present condition of 
things: not strictly temporal, but as the 
yir, ch. xi. 16, and the yv», ch. іх. 26) we 
see not yet (cf. on the whole, 1 Cor. xv. 
24—27) all things (ra v., again) put 
under him (the atrg in all three places 
referring to MAN : man has not yet attained 
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his sovereignty. That the summing up of 
manhood in Christ is in the Writer’s mind, 
is evident throughout, and that he wishes 
it to be before his readers’ minds also; but 
the gradual introduction of the bumiliation 
and exaltation of Christ in His humanity is 
marred by making all this apply personally 
to Him. Manhood, as such, is exalted to 
glory and honour, and waiting for its pri- 
meval prerogative to be fully assured, but 
it is IN CHEIST, and in Him alone, that 
this is true: and in Him it is true, inasmuch 
as He, being of our flesh and blood, and 
having been Himself made perfect by suf- 
ferings, and calling us His brethren, can 
lead us up through sufferings into glory, 
freed from guilt by His sacrifice for our 
sins). 9] We do not see man, &.: 
but (84, strong contrast again: ‘but rather’ 
— вее on ver. 6) him who is made (better 
than ‘was,’ or ‘hath been, made; His 
humanity in its abstract position being in 
view) a little (not necessarily, here either, 
of time (as Delitzsch here, though not 
above): nor are we at liberty to assume 
such a rendering: though of course it is 
difficult to say, when the same phrase has 
two analogous meanings both applicable, 
as this, how far the one may have accom- 
pauied the other in the Writer's mind) 
lower than (the) angels, we behold (notice 
the difference between the half-involuntary 
oͤpdõue above, the impression which our 
eyes receive from things around vs, —and 
the direction and intention of the contem- 
plating eye (here, of faith : cf. cb. iii. 19; 
x. 25) in BAésropav), (namely) Jesus (Lüne- 
mann is quite right against Ebrard here. 
The latter would take the words thus: 
* But we behold Jesus (object) rb» Вр. тг 
wap’ фуу. %Аатт. (adjectival attribute to 
"IncoV»), éereQaregéror (predicate).^ But 
this would be to throw “Incotr into a 

ition of emphasis: and would have 
n expressed ‘Incoty Bè Tb» &. T. A., or, 

Toy 8 Вр. т. ж. ày. HA. Ino ВАётоцє». 
As it is, 'Incob», standing as it does be- 
hind the verb, is, as Lünem. well remarks, 
altogether unemphasized, and is merely 
an explicative addition, to make it clear 
who is intended by rà» Вр. т: тар фуу. 
jAarrepuévor. So that this latter clause 
is the object, did to ёстеф. (see below) 
the predicate, and Incoõ an appositional 
elucidation of the object. So Hofinann 
now, Schriftb. i. 187. Formerly he took 
it as Ebrard; Weissag. п. Erfüll. ii. 28. 
Delitzsch takes 'Inco)v as the object and 
Th» Marron. к.т.А. as the appositional 
clause. But I prefer as above: see more 
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below), em aeeount of his suffering of airy odr xal ju; al AIs 
death (it has been much doubted whether x. тё тЇ eb» dxorydare rey re- 
these words belong, 1. to the foregoing 
clause, Враҳё т: кар. ayy. ђЛатт., or, 2. 
to the following, 56р к. тў doreQaruyué- 
sov. The former connexion is assumed 
without remark by the ancient Commen- 
tators: so Origen in Joann. tom. ii. 6 (vol. 
iv. p. 62), &yyéA ёліттоға 8:4 ть du 
төд Tov: A ine, contra Maximin. 
Н. 25, vol. viii. (misquoted in Bleek), 
» Eum autem modico minus quam angelos 
minoratum vidimus Jesum propter pas- 
sionem mortis. Non ergo propter naturam 

ipi 1 mortis :’ hominis, sed propter passionem : 
Chrys., Thdrt. (see below), (not Thi. as 
Bleek: seo below), Beza, Schlichting, Jus- 

de, Cameron (but interpret- tiniani, a-Lapi ЕЕ et- 

Limborch, Owen, Mi- 
ing it “per illud 
mortem 3, Calor, 
chaelis, u Semler, Dindorf, 
Wakefleld. And these interpret the words 
two ways: а. on acoount of the 
of death, i. е. because He has suffered death 
ed тў oboe ris ёебтттоѕ тбу & 
Adrrera, AMA тё doe Tis àvÜpewó- 

Tyros, Thart.),—thus making fipexé ть 
refer to the time of His sufferings and 
death, or as Chrys. (rd Bpaxi айтф ar 
a pus o eie. . TQ треѕ ђнёраз "yevoudvo 
dy тё pévas), al., to the three E 
of His being in the grave: А. for the 
of the suffering of death, = els rb váoxew 
T. 0. Во Aug. above, and most of the 
foregoing list. But, 2. the latter 
connexion, with the following clause, is 
adopted by Theophylact (as Thl. has been 
said by Bleek to maintain the other con- 
nexion, 1 give d note entire : D 
de Tal тё pnbdrra TQ xpiorg Tposapuó- 
asd ко) фто\» Sr: el ral тё dra ór- 
ératey ob v Boxe? &puó(ew айтф, xalros 
eelaper бт: тбутеѕ ко) тобто éxBhoeras. 
ААЛ оф» Tb Bpaxó т: ђЛаттёсбо: тар 
Фууќ№оозѕ, тойт ёррб(е: № fuir. kal yàp 
à này Tpeîs hudpas yeyoras dv rẹ 45р ós 
Ќубротоз, Bpaxd hAdrrera тё» ёууќ- 
Aer, Are und’ Aws bardr бтауоцбуюу 
dxelvcor’ ўце? 84 dul word POepédpervoi, 
eb Bpaxd eka 5 itd ћЛаттё- 
реба. ко) т ка ü vdo 
Bà ть 4008, dere түй ао 4 
ўр. wdOnua 84 баубтоо erb, тфу 
Але) Odvaroy db$jAecer. өй фаутас(а 
T» Oardrov, ŠAAà dnn Fy (repyov. 
әбрупсе 84 той eravpoU x. төй Üarvdrov, 

wa теср aùroùs yervalus piper тёз 
OrAlpes, els vd» 8,.84окалоу dpopérras. 
AA cal Bóka, gral, nal Trinh ô cravpds 

$aroórrev ; txeivos bp coU тоў SobAcv 
Fraß eb бтёр айтой ovk dvdyy un. 
тоў Seoxérov; Here, although he partially 
adopts the notion of Bpaxó т: referring to 
the three days, it is evident both from the 
words which I have noted by different 
type, and by the application which he 
makes to ourselves, that he joins 3:2 +d 
40. т. 0. with ddp x. тиў ёстефауюџќ- 
vor, not with the preceding clause), Lu- 
ther, Calvin, Estius, Grot., Seb.-Schmidt, 

Wetst., Schulz, Bóhme, Kuinoel, 
B Tholuck, Ebrard, Lünemann, De. 
litzsch, al. The question must be de- 
termined by the arrangement of the words, 
and by the requirements of the context. 
And both these seem to require the latter, 
not the former connexion. The words бё 
Tò ráð. т. 0. are emphatic; they are taken 
up again in the next sentence by 8:4 табу- 
drr телесе: (which words themselves 
are a witness that suffering and exaltation, 
not suffering and tion, are herecon- 
nected). But emphatic they could not be 
in the former connexion, coming as 
would only as an explicatory clause, after 
Bpaxó т: тар ayy. hAarrepévory. Again, 
the former connexion hardly satisfies the 
8:4 with an accusative; certainly not if the 
sense a., because He has suffered death, 
be taken; and if the other, B., we should 
have expected rather eis 75 wdOnua vod 0., 
or els 70 жабе» roy 0. Whereas the 
latter connexion entirely satisfies the con- 
text, the sufferings of Christ being treated 
of as necessary to His being our perfect 
Redeemer: entirely also fulfils the require- 
menta of 8:4 with an accusative ; wherein, 
which is no small consideration in its fa- 
vour, it is in strict analogy with the con- 
struction in ref. Phil, »yevóperos éwhxoos 
ulxpi Onpdrov, @avárov 3% отаород. бф 
ка} ó Oeds abrov бтербфесеу k. r. A. And 
this connexion will be made even clearer by 
what will be said on the next clause, ros 
k. T. A. ), crowned with glory and honour 
(viz. at His exaltation, when God exalted 
Him to His right Hand: not, as some (ө. g. 
Hofmann, ubi supra: see also Schriftbeweis 
i. 271, um des Todes willen iſt Jeſus mit 
der Berufsherrlichkeit und Berufsehre ge⸗ 
kroͤnt), at His incarnation, or His esta- 
blishment as Saviour of the world: see 
above, ver. 7): in order that (how is this 

logically constructed? In answeri: 
the question, we may at once dismiss 
impossible senses Üzes, invented to 
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Kuin Scholz Mey ischaf Delitzsch think that it may have been a marginal gloss on 
ver 8, arising from comparing ovdey афтк. avro AVUT. with 1 Cor хт. 27; and then 
erroneously taken into the text here: on the whole see note.) 

escape the difficulty : such as the supposed 
ecbatio sense, “so that" (Erasm. (paraphr.), 
Valek., Kuinoel, &.), ене mortem 
gustavit,” Schlensner ; Swes has 
no such ecbatic sense any where: and its 
temporal sense is altogether unexampled 
with the subjunctive mood. It can have 
here none but its constant telic sense : ‘in 
order that.’ And as to its dependence we 
must have recourse to no inversions of con- 

* struction, but take it simply as we find it, 
however difficult. It depends then on the 
last clause, which clause it will be best to 
take in its entirety, 8:4 Tb яёбуда той 
Oarárov 80р кай ting doreparwpévor. 
The full connexion we cannot enter into, 
till the three other questions arising out of 
our clause are disposed of: ҳёрит. 94 
Sap varrét — and yetontar Cavdrov) 
by the grace of God (here comes into 
question the very important various read- 
ing xepis deo, the authorities for which 
see in the digest. That it does not owe 
ita origin to the Nestorians, whatever use 
they may have made of it, is evident from 

igen reading and expounding it. In his 
time it was the prevalent reading, the pre- 
sent d» xdprri беоб being found only ќу 
Tii» бутгүріфоз. Theodoret here, and 
on Eph. i. 10 (see below), knew of no other 

ing: nor did Am nor кч ны: 
Jerome on Gal. iii. 10 says, “ Quia Christus 
gratia Dei, sive ut in quibusdam exem- 
plaribus legitur, absque Deo, pro omnibus 
mortuus est." In the Greek Church, the 
Nestorians mostly held fast to the old 
reading, as favouring their views, It may 
be well to cite Theophylact on this point : 
of 84 Necropiavol xaparootrres Thy 
ypaphy фас” xp eo bxip таутіз 
eber Gad r., iva averhowsw Sr 
dsravpendvy TË хриттф ob gur 7 6е6- 
ans, Are ph каб бкботасі abrQ Treuérn, 
ФАЛА xarà oxdow. wpbs obs ӧрббдоёбз 
Tis. XAevd(wr Th» dvenclay é abr elrev 
ёт: dxéro, &s pare, h урафі, ко) ores 

Üvép hur ёст: Tb Aeyóutror xepis 
Geo ödp sarrbs BAAov т, jos 
pios, ка) Óxép TG» dvyyéAer hr, wa 
aed d Th» vp juüs éx0pà» abrü» xol 
x abrois weptrochonra:. And simi- 
larly Ecumenius. In our copies of the 
Peschito this reading is not now found, 
but the passage runs © Nam ipse Deus per 
gratiam suam pro omni homine gustavit 
mortem ” (** For He Aloha in his grace for 
every man hath tasted death," Etheridge's 
version) : but (see digest) in certain mss., 
we have а combination of the readings, 
* Ipse enim excepto Deo per gratiam suam 
pro omni homine gustavit mortem," [but 
this combination appears to be due to 
Editors only, and not to mss.]  Bleek 
adduces, from the 8th century, Anastatius 
Abbas, a writer of Palestine: Absque 
Deo: sola enim divina natura non egebat.” 
In modern times, the reading has been de- 
fended by Camerarius, Colomesius, Bengel, 
Ch. Fr. Schmid, Paulus, and more recent]y 
Ebrard and Baumgarten. Hofmann once 
defended it, Weisaag. u. Erfüll.i.92; but has 
now given it ар ;— Entetehungsgeschichte, 
u.s.w. p. 888. By those who have adopted 
it, it has been interpreted three different 
ways: 1. as Origen (ore dre xwpis 
@еой), Thdrt. (ябута yàp loa xtiorhy 
xe Thy iow, тайтух ¿Berro тїз Cepa- 
velas" тобто yap elwew rws xopls Beo? 
rèp wayrds yeltornra: Өауатоо, — uórn 
one ў Oela фбсіз dverdehs, тЕЛЛа 84 
dra e ое venis 

ov), . ап ypothetically, 
5 and Ebrard; а in а modifica- 
tion, Bengel and Schmid (“ Omne, preeter 
Deum, Christo subjectum est, Beng. : in 
accordance with 1 Cor. xv. 27). 2. as Am- 
brose, Fulgentius, and the Nestorians, and 
Colomesius (“ Ut divinitate tantisper depo- 
sita, ut homo mortem subiret pro omni - 
bus). 8. as Paulus and Baum ym 
* foreaken of God," as witn by the 
cry on the cross. In considering the 
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probability of this reading, as to, a. ex- 
ternal evidence, and, 8. internal proba- 
bility, it must, a. be confessed, that such 
instances as this, where an important 
reading, prevalent in the early ages, is 
found only in two or three of our present 
mss., tend considerably to shake the trust- 
worthiness of mere manuscript evidence as 
to the original text of the N. T., and to en- 
hance the testimony of those sources which 
are anterior to any of our present мвв., viz, 
the earlier Fathers. In treating of (8), 
we must deal with each of the assigned 
meanings separately. Of (1) it may be 
said, that however true in fact,—the 
thougbt that Jesus died for every rational 
being (wayrds Лоугкоб as Origen), or for 
every thing (neut.), except, God, is quite 
alien from the present context, where the 
sovereignty of MAN in the new world is 
the subject—of man, in and through the 
Воп of man, Jesus Christ: cf. the roAAods 
vious тег. 10, rors à5eAdQois uov ver. 12: 
&c. &c. And ав to (2), it is even more 
alien from the context, as it also is from 
the N. T. Christol We have no ana- 
logical expression whereby to justify it, nor 
any safeguard against such а view being 
carried out at once into the bi-personality 
of the Nestorians. It is hardly to be 
imagined that the Writer here, with no end 
in view at all requiring such a severance of 
the two natures in Christ, should thus 
gratuitously bave introduced a sentiment 
of the most novel and startling character. 
And with regard to (3) it may well be said, 
that we have no right to press the excla- 
mation of our Redeemer in His agony to 
so bare and strong a dogmatic fact as that 
He really was xwp!s 0«ov on the cross. We 
no where find Himself so speaking, nor 
His Apostles: nay the Writer of our Epis- 
tle would be the first to testify against 
such an understanding of his words: cf. 
ch. v. 7, and indeed our next verse here. 
So that it does not seem possible to assign 
to the words xœpls deo a meaning in 
accordance with the demands of the con- 
text, and the analogy of Scripture. This 
indeed would be no argument against a 
reading universally and unobjectionably 
attested by external authorities; but where 
no such attestation exists, may well be 
brought in to guide us to a decision. If so 
then, and we аен хері 0co0, how are 
we to understand the rec. reading, xápvri 
део Р At all events we have конк Senp- 
ture analogy for such an expression. In 
Gal, ii. 21, the Apostle's confession of faith 
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in the Son of God, he says, ойк абет T)» 
xápw той eod €i yap 8:4 убцоо car- 
o Ќра xpioròs Swpeay area. 
And in Rom. v. 8, we read, evricrgciw $ 
Thy éavroU üyámm» cis ўраѕ (д Oebs), бт. 
Fri ápapreAQy бутш» quà» xpurTbs ù p 
juo» àmzé0avev. And in Titus ii. 11, 
dxepdyn yàp Ў xdpis ToU Geo’ acrf)pios 
wüci àvÜpéwois. So that, in point of 
meaning, no difficulty need be found in the 
words. It was by the love and grace, the 
xpnorórgs and фелаубрют(а of the Father, 
that all Redemption was effected, and 
above all that one sacrifice which was the 
crowning act of Redemption.  Bleek's 
account of the origin of the reading xapls 
in a mistake of a scribe, copying an illegi- 
ble хӧріт:, and Origen's ing this 
copy or one made from it, and the fur- 
ther progress of the reading being due 
to his mention of it,—is perhaps а shade 
more probable than that mentioned їп the 
digest, but at the same time far from 
satisfactory. I may mention, as a 
curious instance of the helplessness of 
those who read Scripture in a version only, 
that (see Bleek) Primasius and Thom. 
Aquinas, in the sentence “Ut gratia dei 
pro omnibus gustaret mortem,” take “gra. 
tia dei as nominative, and interpret it as 
a title of Christ) He might for (Swép, ‘on 
behalf of,’ for the benefit of: where this 
ordinary meaning of óxép suffices, that 
of vicariousness must not be introduced. 
Sometimes, as e. g. 2 Cor. v. 15, it is ne- 
ceasary. But here clearly not, the whole 
argument proceeding not on the vicarious- 
ness of Christ’s sacrifice, but on the bene- 
fits which we derive from His personal 
suffering for us in humanity; not on His 
substitution for as, but on His community 
with us) every man (is wavrég neuter or 
masculine ? and ifthe latter, to what to be 
referred? Origen (apparently, sce above), 
Thdrt., CEc., Thl. ove take it as neuter, 
and apply it either to all nature, or to all 
reasonable beings. The latter see discussed 
below. The former can hardly be here 
meant: for of such a doctrine, however true, 
there is no hint (see above on the readi 
xepis 0co), B. 1). Then taking жаутбу 
masculine, are we to understand it “for 
every one, angels included? " So Ebrard : 
but where do we find any such usage of 
was, absolutely put as here? And where 
in this chapter again is any room for the 
position, that Christ suffered death fer 
angels? In the logical course of the argu- 
ment, we have done with them, and are 
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now treating of man, and of Him who was 
made man to be our High Priest and ad- 
vocate. And therefore of none other than 
man can this word жоутбе bo here meant, 
in accordance indeed with its universal 

elsewhere. If it be asked, why 
жаутбѕ rather than drr, we may 
safely say, that the singular brings out, far 
more strongly than the plural would, the 
applicability of Christ's death £o each in- 
dividual man: and we may say that this 
again testifies to the sense *every шап, 
as there would be no such reason for in- 
dividualizing other rational beings, as there 
is for shewing that the whole nature of 
man, to which this promise of sovereignty 
is given, is penetrated by the efficacy of 
Christ's death) taste of death (reff. and so 
yeveoGar frequently in the classics with 
other substantives, e.g. &uóx0e» Soph. 
Trach. 1108, xévev Pind. Nem. v. 696, 
wévÜovs Eurip. Alcest. 1069, ray какёу 
Hecub. 879, дїстоб, dxcontjis Sovpds Homer, 
тӯѕ Gpyiis, тїз dAevOepíns Herod. iv. 147; 
vi. 5,—but never with 0aváírov. So that 
Bleek infers it has come into the N. T. 
diction from the Heb. phrase, which is 
not uncommonly found in the Rabbinical 
writings. Some have seen in the phrase 
an allusion to the shortness and transitori- 
ness of the Lord's death: go Chrys., xai 
Kuples clrev, биёр wavrbs  webowrai 
bardrov, kal ойк erer, йтодбур. rep 
yàp Ürrws yevoduevos, ойто шкрд> èv 
avrg *orfjcas Didarnua, є00ёюѕ йуфотт: 
then, comparing Christ to a physician who 
first tastes his medicines to encourage the 
sick man to take them, adds, обто xal д 
xpiords, 4e) vderes буброно: Tor 
Odvaroy ф$єдоїкєтау‚ те(доу abrobs kaTa- 
roh TOU баубтоу, kal abrds ётеуєй- 
caro abro), ойк (xcv буфукт›. And so 
ТЫ. and Œc., xaAés 86 Tb yedonrar ob 
yàp évéuewe TË Ünvárg, ФАЛА % 
abrà» Tpóxor туй àweyeócaro. And so 
many other Commentators, among whom 
Beza and Be find also the verity of 
His Death indicated in the words. But 
it is well answered (not by Calvin, as 
Bleek; for he says, Quod Chrysostomus 

e mortem exponit, quasi summis 
bris delibare, eo quod Christus victor e 

morte emerserit, non refello neque im. 
obo, quanquam nescio an adeo subtiliter 

oqui voluerit apostolus ”), that in none of 
the places where the phrase appears, either 
in the N. T. or in the Rabbinical writings, 
does any such meaning appear to be con- 
veyed. Nor again can we, as Bleek him- 
self, understand the implication to be that 

Christ underwent all the bitterness of 
death. But, as @Oavdrov has been just 
before mentioned, I cannot help regarding 
its position here behind the verb as throw- 
ing that verb into some little prominence, 
as Oaydrov itself is this second time in a 
place of insignificance. Thus viewed, the 
phrase falls into exact accord with the 
general argument of the passage, that it 
became Christ, in order to be the great 
and merciful High Priest of humanity, to 
be perfected through human sufferings : 
and it forms in fact the first mention of 
this idea, and prepares the way for yá 
which follows. I would say then, that 
yevonrai: must be regarded as slightly em- 
phatic, and as implying the personal under- 
going of death and entering into its suffer- 
ing. And I doubt much, whether it will 
not be found that in the other passages 
where the phrase occurs, this personal 
suffering of death, though not boldly pro- 
minent, is yet within view, and agreeable 
to the context. And now, having con- 
sidered the three points, харт. Geot— 
dp wavrés—and yevoytrat доуатоу, — 
we return again to the question of the con- 
nexion of the Swe, with which this clause 
begins. We before stated that, avoiding 
all tortuous and artificial arrangements, 
we find it dependent on the former clause 
SC lorehavepévoy. This exal- 
tation, being the reAciwars (see ver. 10) 
of Christ, was arrived at did rabnu⁰,ãL , 
and did Tb wd@nua той Üavárov—both 
by means of and on account of, His suffer- 
ing of death. And this exaltation has 
made Him the divine Head of our hu. 
manity—the channel of grace, and the 
&pxu"ybr ris cernplas huar. Without 
His exaltation, his death would not have 
been effectual. Unless he had been crowned 
with glory and honour, received to the right 
hand of the Father, and set in expectation 
of all things being put under his feet, His 
death could not have been, for every man, 
the expiation to him of his own individual 
sin. the triumphant issue of His suf. 
ferings, their efficacy depends. And this 
I believe is what the sacred Writer meant. 
toe His glory was the consequence 
of His suffering of death ;—arrived at 
through His suffering: but the applica- 
bility of His death to every man is the con- 
sequence of His constitution in Heaven 
as the grent High Priest, in virtue of his 
blood carried into the holy place,—and 
the triumphant Head of our common 
humanity: which common humanity of 
Him and ourselves now becomes the subject 
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of further elucidation). 10.] For (the 
connexion with the foregoing, see above. 
The үйр renders a reason why the result 
‘just introduced by the ros should have 

n one which the xdpis бєод contem- 
plated) it became (as matter not only of 
decorum, but of sequence from the data, — 
‘was suitable to,’ * decebat :’ not as matter 
of absolute necessity, which was not the 
question here. The expression here 
glances at those who found in a suffering 
and crucified Messiah something unsuitable 
to the Godhead; and expresses not merely 
a negutive, that it was not unsuitable, not 
anworthy of God,—but at the same time 
the positive, that it was altogether corre- 

dent to and worthy of His Being and 
is Wisdom and His Love, to take this 

course: that it is so shaped, that he who 
knows the being and attributes of God, 
might have expected it. And thus it is 
indirectly implied, that it was also the 
most suitable, and that any other way 
would have been less correspondent to the 
being and purpose of God. In this sense 
we have zpéwe: тф Oeg and similar for- 
mulse often in Philo: e.g. Leg. Allegor. i. 
15, vol. i. р. 63, тЇ ody Aexréor ; Sri ярё- 
rei TQ беф фитеєйш к. оікодоцєгу ép Wuxi 
vas dperds: De Incorrupt. Mundi, $ 13, 
vol. ii. p. 500, épmpesis 32 беф rà kuoppa 

Uv» к. тоз alaxloros  wepirifévas 
Oavuacrà кёл. And so elsewhere also 
ёрибтте т. Og, vpexaBés dr, cf. Carp- 
zov here.” Bleek; who has some excellent 
remarks on the lingering of the offence 

'of the cross among these Jewish Chria- 
tians, who, although their ideas of the 
lory and kingly triumph of the Messiah 
had been in a measure satisfied by the 
resurrection and exaltation of Christ, and 
their hopes awakened by the promise of 
future glory at His second coming,—yet, 
in the procrastination of this great event, 
felt their souls languishing, and the old 
stumbling-block of Christ's sufferings re- 
curring to their minds. To set forth then 
the way of suffering and the cross us one 
worthy of God's high purpose, would be a 
natural course for the argument of the 
Writer to take) Him, for whom (cf. els 
abrór in reff.) are all things (not only, 
“all those things which contribute to man's 
salvation," as Grot., al., but the sum total 
of things,’ ‘the universe,’ as in the parallel 
passages. All created things are for God 
(see below), for His purpose and for His 
lory) and by whom (by whose will, and 

fiat, and agency, cf. è ob in ref. Rom., 

i = Bom. vli 18. 1 Thess. ti. 13. 2 Thess. Ч. 14. 7. 
1 Acts fl. 15. v. 31. ch. xii. 3 only. Isa. xxx. (. 

which perhaps would have been the ex- 
pression here, had not the Writer preferred 
using the 3:4 in its two senses: see below) 
are all things (wHo is intended? From 
the sequel of the sentence there can be no 
doubt that it is God the Father. For the 
subject of this clause is there said TeA «Goa: 
Christ: and this could be predicated of 
none but the Father Himself. That these 
expressions are found frequently used of 
the Son, need be no objection: whatever 
is thus said of Him as the End, and the 
Worker, in creation, may d fortiori be said 
of the Father who sent Him and of whose 
will He is the expression. As to the reason 
of this periphrasis here, Calvin well says: 
** Poterat uno verbo Deum appellare; sed 
admonere voluit pro optimo id habendum, 
quod statuit ipse cujus et voluntas et 
gloria rectus est omnium finis.” And not 
only this: in introducing the zpéror of 
Christ's sufferings by such a description of 
God, he reminds bis readers that those suf- 
ferings also were $. atrév—contributing 
to His end and His glory—and & афто, 
brought about and carried ae by His 
agency and superintendence. e words 
are referred to Christ by Theodoret (read- 
ing ётрете yap abrév), Primasius, al, 
taking treAci@oa: neuter: Cramer refers 
this clause to Christ, and woAA. vl. els ddt. 
&y. to the Father: Chr. Fr. Schmid refers 
афтё to the Father, and 8 б» &c. to 
Christ: Paulus refers avrg B! by ra ж. 
to the Father, and then begins the refer- 
ence to Christ with ёг об т. x. None of 
these require a serious answer), bringing 
(а grave question arises: does this clause, 
жол. vl. eis 3, ày., belong to the subject of 
the preceding, abrg, 8i by т. v. к. ёг ob 
T. T., or to the object of the following, тд» 
архтүд» T. сет. айтёу? The latter is held 
y the Commentators mentioned above, 
who refer the former clause to Christ, and 
by Erasm. (parapbr.), Estius, Justiniani, 
Schüttg., Bengel, Pyle, and several others ; 
recently also by Ebrard. Itis argued that 
as тд» 06 HDI т. wap’ àyyérovs ђЛат- 
reno, above, ver. 9, was in apposition 
with *Incobv following, во is тоААой$ viovs 
eis awrnpíay &vyayórra with rb» dpxnydr 
. T. A. here. At first sight, it forms an 
objection to this view, that the art. is ex- 
5 with #Ааттоцфуо›, and not with 
ryayévra. And this objection is urged 
by Bleek. But as Lünemann bas pointed 
out, it is not a valid one. Had the art. 
been expressed, then Tb» rox. ol. els 8. 
&ycyórra and Th» apxnyoy тўз cor. 
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афт@» would be co-ordinate clauses in ap- 
position, tbe lutter being slightly empha- 
sized. Whereas with the art. omitted, the 
former clause is subordinate to the latter 
—‘the Captain of their salvation, while 
bringing many sons to glory.’ The ar- 
rangement would indeed be exceedingly 
harsh, but not grammatically inadmissible. 
There are, however, serious objections to 
it. It would be contrary to all Scripture 
analogy, to represent us as sons, in relation 
to Christ. Nay, in the ME verses, 
the argument goes on to substantiate the 
community of our nature with Him by the 
fact of our being His brethren. And be. 
sides, on this hypothesis the sentence would 
contain little more than a tautology : vA. 
vl. els 861. &y., and Tòr dpx т. cr 
plas аўтд», being in fact mere assertions 
of the same thing. So that there can 
hardly be a doubt that the true applica- 
tion of the clause is to God the Father, 
the subject of the preceding. And so 
Chrys., Thl., Œc., Erasm. (annot.), Luth., 
Jalv., Schlichting, Grot., Limb., and many 
others, and recently Bleek, Lünemann, 
and Delitzsch. The accusative &yayóvra, 
after abr, will not surprise any Greek 
scholar: cf. Herod. i. 87, rà dA 
„ . . uiv Fy, ts тє rox tuo к. ds бурах 
$orréorras eb8oxipéey: vi. 109, dr то}... 
for: N xaradovrAdcas AH, À M eu epa. 
rotſjarra urnuóovva AiwécOau . . . Thuc. 
fi. 89, weprylyvercu Spir Totis T€ uéAAovaw 
Aer ph жрокйдтте, kal ds abrà 
booa: wh àroAuorépovs тё» del pox- 
Gotrrev Qaíreróci. See many other ex- 
amples in Matthie, § 586, obe. The most 
frequent in the N. T. are found in St. 
Luke, whose style approximates the closest 
to that of this Epistle: e.g. Luke i. 74: 
Acts (xi. 12 v. r.) xv. 22; xxv. 27. The 
aor. &yeyóvra is by many taken as 
an absolute past: so D-lat., * multis filiis 
ie gloriam adductis:” the vulg., “ qui 
multos ios in gloriam adduxerat," and 
similarly Luther, Estius, al., and recently 
Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 1. 39, referring the 
expression chiefly, or entirely, to the O. T. 
saints. These however can hardly be 
meant; for they cannot be said in any 
adequate sense to have been led to glory, 
от to have had Christ for the àpxyós of 
their salvation. And surely it would be 
most unnatural to refer the part. to those 
saints only who had entered into glory 
since the completion of Christ's work, 
but before this Epistle was written. Bleek 
maintains that the aor. part., with an 
infinitive, may have sometimes а future 
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sense, and would render, “intending to 
bring," &c., da er viele Soͤhne zur Herr⸗ 
lichkeit fuͤhren wollte: and he cites for 
this Bernhard, p. 383 f.: who however 
only notices the use of the aor. with verbs 
of waiting, hoping, expecting, and says 
that in such cases it has eine entſchiedene 
Richtung zum Futurum. The fact seems 
to be that it has in all such cases reference 
to the completion of the action (being a 
futurus exactus): Tò cardare is to have 
died, —Anglicé, idiomatically, to die, but 
the act of death is regarded in both phrases 
as completed. And similar is the use of 
the aor. here. In Christ's being rere- 
Atiapévos, the bringing many sons to glory 
is completed. Had it been kyorra, we 
must have rendered, as indeed the E. V. 
has erroneously rendered now, “in bring- 
ing :” so that the Father's reAei Ga: of 
Christ was only a step in the process of 
leading many sons to glory. But now it 
is the whole process. We cannot give in 
idiomatic English this delicate shade of 
meaning correctly : the nearest representa- 
tion of it would perhaps be, — it became 
Him...., bringing, as He did, many sons 
to glory, to’ &c. Various other render- 
ings are “adducere decreverat," so Grot., 
al., and Kuinoel: that it signifies only the 
manner, without any temporal reference; 
во, after а long discussion, Tholuck (last 
edn.): that it is simply present; so Beza, 
* Ipsa sententia ostendit actum preesentem, 
non præteritum.” But we need not bave 
recourse to any elaborate and refined in- 
terpretations, where the simple force of the 
tense will serve) many (see reff. Not iden- 
tical with wd»ras, but as there, an inde- 
finite expression, indicating great number, 
but no more. “qoAXovs,” says Delitzsch, 
“not in contrast to all, but in contrast to 
few, and in relation to One”) sons (pro- 
bably in the closer sense; not merely sons 
by creation, but sons by adoption. This 
seems necessitated by the next verse) to 
glory (the expression is not common in 
this meaning in our Epistle: and is per- 
haps chosen on account of àótp in ver. 9. 
It is, that supreme bliss and majesty which 
rightly belongs to God only—of which His 
divine Son is (ch. i. 8) the ётабусоиа, 
and of which believers in Christ are here 
in their degree partakers, and shall be fully 
во hereafter. k is the crowning positive 
result of the negative cwrnpla), to 

eot (redciovcbac is used often in our 
pistle pe and in various references, 

It is said of the Redeemer Himself, here, 
and in ch. v. 9; vii. 28,—of His people, 
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who reAcovyras through Him, ix. 9; xi. 
14, 40; хіі. 28 ; and indeed xii. 2;—with a 
general reference, vii. 11, 19: see also Té- 

Actos, ch. v. 14; ix. 11,—and reAciórqs, ch. 
vi. 1. From all this it is evident, that 
some meaning must be looked for wide 
enough to include all these senses of the 
word itself and its cognates. And such a 
sense is found in the ordinary rendering of 
the word,—to ‘accomplish, or ‘make 

complete, or ‘perfect.’ This accom. 

plishment, completion, or perfecting of 
Christ was, the bringing Him to that glory 
which was His pro and destined end : 
so Thl., reAelociv ёутабба voe? Thy Sdtay 
ў» edotdoon. Estius, “ Consummaret, і. e. 
ad consummatam gloriam perduceret :" 
and it answers to the $0ф ко) ruf ёстє- 
pavwuévov of ver. 9: and to the боѓас- 
Gjjva: of St. John: and fits exactly the 
requirements of the other passages in our 
Epistle where our Lord is spoken of. Nor 
is such meaning at all misplaced in those 
passages where we are spoken of: seeing 
that it is a relative term, and our TeAciw- 
val is the being brought, each one of 
us, to the full height of our measure of 
perfection, in union with and participation 
of Christ's glory. Some Commentators, 
from the LXX usage of TeAeioU» ras 
xetpas for Tow NYO, in Exod. xxix. 9, 33: 

Levit. viii. 83; xvi. 82 (xxi. 10 Grabe on 
the authority of Codd. Ambros.-marg., 
Coisl): Num. iii. 8, spoken of the con- 
secration of a priest, and of reAclwors 
for ow in reference to the same, and 

especially for the offering offered on the 
occasion, in Exod. xxix. 22 ff.: Levit. vii. 
27; vii. 21 ff, 93 (fes zue тАтробў, 
иёра reed es tua éxrd Jué- 
pas телесе тёз хераѕ Sumr),—have 
imagined that the meaning here and else- 
where in our Epistle is ‘to consecrate ? 
and understand the word of the setting 
apart or consecration of Christ to the 
high-pricst'y office. So Calvin (the first, 
as Bleek thinks, who propounded the 
view), Beza (in his earlier edd.), a-Lapide, 
Le Clere, Schdttg., Peirce, Whitby, al. 
But Bleek replies well, that such a mean- 
ing will not suit the other passages in 
our Epistle, e.g. ch. vii. 11, 19; and 
that in the LXX itself reAcioiy riwa is 
never simply used for consecrating any 
one (but see Levit. xxi. 10, AB Ald. &.). 
He also notices the idea of Michaelis, al., 
that the word in this sense came from the 
Greek mysteries, and pronounces it to be 
without proof. Certainly, no such mean- 

: р = Rom. хі. 36. 1 Cor. viii. 6 al. 
xiii. 3). v. 15, 16. іх. 10. Gal. iii. 16, 20. ch. х1. 12. always masculi 

q Rom. iii. 12 (from Pe. 
ine. 

ing is noticed in the best Lexicons. The 
word occurs in the sense of ‘ad scopum 
perducere’ in Herod. iii. 86, éxcyerdueva d 
таўтатф Aapely crerdwooé шу, Sswep ёк ovy- 
gerov rev -yeydueva) the Leader [Author] 
(&pxnyós is illustrated very copiously by 
Bleek. In its literal sense it is often found 
in the LXX (see Trommius) Then we 
have the sense of the progenitor of a race: 
Тебкроѕ uiv ô тоб *yévovs Tay àpywryós, 
Isocr., Nicocl.: see other examples in Bleek. 
Then that of one who precedes others by 
his example, they following him. So He- 
rodian vii. 1. 23, apxnyds тїз dxoordoces : 
1 Macc. x. 47, бт: abrds єуєуето avrois 
&pxmybs Adya» eh: Polyb. ii. 40. 
2, архтуд» . . THs 8\75 éxioATjs. So 
ch. xii. 2, rò» ris wicrews dpx. к. 
reer, [where the idea of Author and 
Completer is во closely allied to that in our 
verse, that the word Author should have 
been kept here also.] Hence comes easily 
the idea of origination; and. во it fre- 
quently occurs in Greek writers, especially 
later ones, of the person from whom any 
thing, whether good or bad, first proceeds, 
in which others have & share: and some- 
times so that it very nearly = afrios. 
So Xen. Hell. iii. 3. 5, rò» dpx тод 
ярбуџатоѕ ; Івосг. Panegyr. 16, ápxmyós 
àyaððv: and more examples in Bleek. 
Hence the usage here, and in Acts iii. 15, 
where Christ is called à apxmyós Tis 
(wijs, is easily explained: on Him our 
salvation depends; He was its originator : 
as Chrys, rouréot: тди аїтоу Ts g- 
Tnpías ópás oov тд иќсоу' ко) obros 
vids, wal speis моб QAX ó дё» omer, 
ўлез 3è со(биєба. «lbes was Nas xal 
curdye: cal Sitornor voAAovs pnoiw viovs 
els $ф ау àyayóvra' ёутабба  cvríryaye 
тду Apymyóv vis соютпріаѕ altar ко} 
addy 8:стпоє Principally from Bleek’s 
note) of their salvation, ugh suffer- 
ings (i. e. His sufferings were the appointed 
access to and the appointed elements of, 
His glory : see more particularly below, on 
ch. v. 8, 9. Chrys, al, give a beautiful 
general application: ёеки)ѕ ёт: ó жабі 
бтёр Tivos, oùk éxetvoy àxpeAet буо», GAAS 
Kal abrós Aauxpérepos yivera: ка) TeActó- 
Tepos). 11—18.) The connexion with 
the foregoing cannot be made plain, till 
we have discussed the meaning of è$ évés 
below. It may suffice to say, that the 
assertion, and the quotations, are subordi- 
nate to the woAAovs vious in ver. 10. 
For both the Sanctifier and (notice the 
re—xal, which bind closely together in one 
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category) the sanctified (both the partici- 
ples are in their official substantival sense, 
as 5 weipa¢wy, and the like. The imper- 
fection of our passive in English prevents 
our accurately expressing a present passive 
participle: they that are being sanctified * 
is perhaps, though we are obliged sometimes 
to use it, hardly allowable English. The 
word буе (see reff.) signifies in LXX 
and N. T. usage the selecting out and 
adopting for God’s service. It is not here, 
as Bleek infers, o, but as every where, 
when used in allusion to Christ’s work on 
His people, involves that transforming and 
consecrating process, of which His Spirit is 
the actual agent. Hence, believers are or- 
dinarily not ўу‹асиёғо, but ay:aCouevar, 
as here: the difference being, as may be 
traced in reff, that where their present 
state is spoken of, the participle is present : 
where God’s purpose respecting them, and 
Christ’s finished work, the perfect. Sanc- 
tification is glory working in embryo: 
glory is sanctification come to the birth 
and manifested. It is disputed whe. 
ther the reference of these words is to be 
considered as general, applying to every 
case of sanctifier and sanctified, as, e. g., 
the priest and the people under the old 
law (so Schlichting, Schóttgen, al.), the 
firstfruits and the remaining harvest (so 
Cappellus) : or is to be restricted to Christ 
and His people alone. Certainly the latter 
seems to be required by tbe context, and 
most of all by the assumption of the sub. 
ject in the next clause tacitly as contained 
іп дүш». The ground on which Christ 
is our Sanctifier has also been variously 
alleged. Grotius leaves the connexion very 
loose, when he says, ** Christus nos sanctos 
facit doctrina sua et exemplo. Ille ex 

. Spiritu sancto conceptus est, et nos per 
Spiritum sanctum novam adipiscimur na- 
turam; ita communem babemus origi- 
nem." But this obviously does not reach 
the depth ofthe following argument, see 
especially ver. 17: and we must believe 
that there is a reference to the expiatory 
death of Christ: see also ch. x. 10, 14, 
and more in the note there) (are) of one 
(vos, as will be seen by the usage in reff., 
must be taken as masculine; not with 
Carpzov, Abresch, al, supplied by rep - 
partos or afuaros, nor understood “ех 
communi шав” with Cappellus, al. ,— 
“ех una natura,” Calv.—nor “ puritatem 
conditionis spiritalis," as Cameron, simi- 
larly Corn.-a-lapide. And if masculine, 
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usually w. acc., as Mark viii, 38 bis 

what are we to supply? Erasm. (par.), Beza, 
Estius (as an altern.), Hofmann, al. say, 
Adam: Bengel (whose note is well worth 
consulting), Peirce, al., 4brakam. But it 
seems far better and simpler here, on ac- 
count of the woddovs vlovs above, and as 
satisfying fully the force of ёк, to under- 
stand God to be meant. So all the pa- 
tristic Commentators, and almost all the 
recent ones, including Delitzsch: most of 
them however giving it the very wide sense 
of ref. 1 Cor. jui» els Oebs 5 xarhp, ё об 
тё парта, which is referre! to here b 
Chrys.,—(and во Thdrt., al тобто кат 
TÒ üvÜpoxiwo» Ara, ктіст) yàp $ 
An$óeica qois «Is Bé ye kal judy ка} 
abrijs wowr?s). But this can hardly be. 
For the argument in this particular place 
is not to shew by what means, viz. by be- 
coming man, Christ made men into sons, — 
but, that sonship of Himself and them 
towardsthe Father having been predicated, 
to justify the use of the common term. 
And thus we are driven to a sense of viol 
commensurate with &yua(óperot, by which 
word the Writer takes it up again. 
that it is not here the mere physical unity 
of all men with Christ which is treated, 
but the further and higher epiritual unity 
of the Aids and the &yia(óuero, as 
evinced by his speaking of them. The 
same is plain from ver. 14 below: see 
there. So that it is the higher Sonship 
of God, common to the Lord and those 
whom the Father by Him is leading to 
оту, which must be understood. See 
obn viii. 47 : 1 John iii. 10; 1v. 6; v. 19: 

8 John 11. Note, that the point 
brought out here is not that the holiness 
of our Lord's human nature, and our 
holiness, are both of one, viz. the Father 
(John x. 86): which, however true, would 
be introducing a matter not belonging to 
the argument Aere), all (of them) (after 
the re—xal, wavres forms a sort of pleo- 
nastic repetition; but comes with cousi- 
derable force. On account of the real, 
it is quite impossible, with Bengel, al., to 
confine the xá»res to the åyiafóuevo: 
only: and his argument,—“ utrosque, die- 
turus, si sanctificantem тф várres, omnes, 
includeret,"—goes for nothing: the La- 
(éuevor being not set over against the 
сую» аз а second class, but thought of 
in their multitudinous distinctness as indi- 
viduals. The connexion with ver. 10 will 
now be plain: ‘xoAAods vioós was the 
right expression to use of those who are 
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brought to glory, for they are of the same 
divine stock—have the same heavenly 
Father as their àpx»yós, the one proper 
Son of God.“ And this will be now illus- 
trated by His own words: om which 
account (reff. especially 2 Tim., Tit.: viz. 
because they are all of one) He (Christ: 
see above) is not ashamed (see ref. ópds 
was ялі BSeixvucs thy Üwepoyxt»y: TG 
yàp «жеу ойк d rι,ux er, Selxvvew ob 
vis ToU Tpáyuaros dicens, ФАА Tis 
irocropyias той ph (xau xvrouévov то 
way Br, xal Tis Taxewoppocurns Тїз 
*oAAfs, Chrys.) to call them (тоў ayia- 
cou vous) brethren (the Commentators 
quote from Philo de еш» § 8, 
vol. ii. p. 284, rods piv (scil тойт 
a uoe der:) калса ebOuBdrAws Ahe, 
ta undels plori tay Bier ù д» ёк 
obo es cvykAnpovóuois ade M), saying, 
I will declare (LXX, $Suwyncoua) thy 
name to my brethren, in the midst of 
the assembly will I sing of thee (it will 
be sufficient to refer, respecting the general 
sense and prophetic import of Ps. xxii., 
to what bas been before said, on Ps. viii. 
(above, ver. 6), and on similar citations 
elsewhere. The Psalm was originally the 
omg of a suffering saint, in all pro- 
bability David, communing with his God : 
laying forth to Him his anguish, and 
finally triumphing in confidence of His 
gracious help and deliverance. But by the 
mouth of ‘such servants of God did the 
prophetic Spirit speak forth His intima- 
tions respecting the Redeemer to come. 
No word prompted by the Holy Ghost had 
reference to the utterer only. All Israel 
was a type: all spiritual Israel set forth 
the second Man, the quickening spirit: all 
the groanings of God’s suffering people pre- 
figured, and found their fullest meaning in, 
His groans, who was the chief in suffering. 
The maxim cannot be too firmly held, nor 
too widely applied, that all the О. T. utter- 
ances of the Spirit anticipate Christ, just 
as all His N. T. utterances set forth and 
expand Christ: that Christ is every where 
involved in the O. T., as Пе is every where 
evolved in the N. T. And this Psalm holds 
an illustrious place among those which 
thus point onward to Christ. Its opening 
сту, “Му God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me?” was uttered by the Lord 
Himself in His last agony. The most 
minute particulars detailed in it are by the 

` *égoua4 P тето Tèr abr. kai “ таму» Ido éyo 
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Evangelists adduced as exemplifled in the 
history of His Passion: see e. g. (Matt. 
xxvii. 95 rec.) John xix. 24. And, as 
Bleek well observes, the particulars chosen 
out of that history by St. Matthew seem to 
have been selected with an especial view 
to the illustration and fulfilment of this 
Psalm. Ebrard, in hisnote here, insists on 
the authorship of the Psalm by David, and 
on its date, as belonging to the time of his 
persecution by Saul. en he maintains 
the exact parallelism of the circumstances 
with those of the second and greater David, 
and refers the 43eAgovs here to the coun- 
trymen of David, who were hereafter to be 
his subjects. I have no positive objection 
to this view. Subordinately to the deeper 
and wider one, it might be applicable in 
individual instances : but that other seems 
to me both safer and nearer the truth. See 
especially on the Psalm, Delitzsch, h. l. 
The particular verse here chosen, the 
22nd, forms the transition-point from the 
suffering to the triumphant portion of the 
Psalm: and consequently the resolution 
expressed in it by the Messiah has refer- 
ence to His triumphant state, in which he 
is still not ashamed to call his people 
brethren. It is characteristic of the object 
of this Epistle with reference to its in- 
tended readers, that whereas the Writer 
might have cited two instances as matters 
of fact, in which our Lord did call His 
disciples brethren after His resurrection 
(see John xx. 17: Matt. xxviii. 10), yet 
he has not done so, but has preferred to 
establish his point by O. T. citations). 
18.] And I wil put my trust in 
Him (there is considerable dispute as to 
the original place from which this citation 
comes. Most Commentators, and recently 
Bleek and Delitzsch, have believed it to 
be taken from Isa. viii. 17, where the 
words occur in the LXX, immediately 
preceding the next citation. The only 
objection to this view is, that it would be 
hardly likely in this case that the words xal 
TáAw would have occurred, but the two 
citations would have proceeded as one. 
And hence the words have been sougbt in 
other places: e. g. in Ps. xviii. 8 (xvii. 2, 
LXX), where however the LXX have 
dam èr’ abróv: so Cali, Beza, Lim- 
borch, al.:—Isa. xlii. 1,—so Schittgen ; 
where however, besides the LXX bei 
different (dyriAfyoucn abrod), the wo 
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are spoken in a totally different reference. 
The same words are found in the LXX in 
2 Sam. (2 Kings) xxii. 3 (eros тош 
ar avrg); and Isa. xii. 2, where however 
the Alexandrine recension, with which our 
Writer mostly agrees, has lv айтф. There 
is no objection to the first of these pas- 
sages bang the origis of our citation; and 
the alleged non-Messianic character of the 
Psalm will weigh very light with those who 
view the Psalms as above set forth. 
Still, regarding the above-stated objection 
as of no weight,—owing to the diversity of 
the two cited clauses, the one expressive of 
personal trust in God, the other declara- 
tory respecting a relation to others (cf. also 
ch. x. 30, which is a nearly though not 
exactly similar case), —1 prefer, as the more 
nataral, the opinion which derives both 
texts from the same расе of Isaiah. Оп 
the sense then see below): and again, 
Behold I and the children which God 

ve mo (Isa. viii. 18. Considerable dif- 
ulty has been made by tlie Commenta- 

tors in applying these citations to Christ. 
I own that the question seems to me to 
be admirably stated by Theodoret on Ps. 
xxii, LaAAo» үйр micrevrdoy rois lepois 
rA к. айт TQ rip Xpeuére 
capes TQ ToU Yapo? *pooiule À Tots 
wapepunvetew rx pow Воб this 
does not preclude our entering on an 
attempt im each case to give a distinct 
account of the rationale of the application. 
In the of Isaiah (vv. 11—18), the 
Prophet is especially blaming the people 
of Judah ander Abaz, for having called їп 
the help of the Assyrian king against 
Pekah king of Israel, and Rezin king of 
Syria. And in these verses (17 f.) the 
Prophet expresses his own determination, 
in spite of the reliance of the people on 
the confederacy, to wait for the Lord, and 
to remain, he and the children whom God 
bad given him, for signs and wonders in 
Israel from the Lord of Hosts, which 
dwelleth in Zion. Then, from Isa. viii. 18 
to ix. 7,is set forth the prospect of fatare 
deliverance to Judah coming from their 
God, ending with the glorious anticipa- 
tion of the great future Deliverer. This 
confident speech of the Prophet our Writer 
adopts at once as the words of the greatest 
of all Prophets—thereby assuming the 
prophetic office of Christ. Thus the matter 
illustrated (for there is no demonstration 
here; this verse is a consequence of the 
last, of 3:' $y aiia») is, that as the Pro- 
phet Isaiah withstood the human depend- 
ence of bis age, and stood forth, he and 
the children whom God had given him, 
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and who were begotten in pursuance of 
the divine command, as a sign to Israel, — 
во the great Prophet himself fulfilled the 
same office and bad the same hopes, and 
unde g 55 to those a 
whom He prophesied, praising God wi 
them, leading them in confidence on God, 
and speaking of thom as one family and 
stock with Himself. So that our passage 
forms & notable instance of the prophetic 
office of Christ being taken as the anti- 
type of the official words and acts of all 
the Prophets, just as His kingly office ful- 
fils and takes up all that is said and done 
by the theocratic Kings, and His priest! 
office accomplishes all the types and ordi- 
nances of the О.Т. Priesthood. There is 
one difference between Christ and the Pro- 
phet, which Ebrard, fully as he enters into 
the general argument, missed, owing 
to his applying soAAobs viobs.. . . Ga- 
yérra, above, to Christ. The таа are 
not the children of Christ (Chrys., Thdrt., 
vnlg.: “ i mei,” al.), as they were of 
Isaiah, but the children of God. John 
xvii. 6, col Joa, ка} éuol abrobs #еказ, 
seems decisive for this. They are God's 
children, and God has given them to Him. 
So also Schlichting, Grot., Kuin., Bleek, 
De W., Liinem., al. See on next verse: 
and Delitzsch’s note here. He agrees in 
the main with the above, but would re- 
strict the reference to Christ of prophetic 
words and acte, to those occasions when 
the Prophets were put eminently forward 
as signs, as Isaiah in this case. But is not 
the very fact of being commissioned as a 

phet, such a putting forward? Cf. 
ofmann's remarks in the Weissagung u. 

Erfüllung, ii. p. 110). 14.] The con- 
nexion and line of argument is this: in 
ver. 5 it was shewn, that snot to angels, 
but to MAN, is the new order of things 

: subjected: in vv. 6—8, that this domina- 
tion was predicated of man in the O. T.: 
in ver. 9, that the only case of its fulfil. 
ment has been that of Jesus, who has been 
crowned with glory and honour on account 
of His suffering death. Then, vv. 10, lla, 
it is shewn that the becoming way for the 
Redeemer to this crown of glory, the pur- 
pose of winning which was to bring many 
sons of God to it, was, being perfected 
through sufferings, seeing that He must 
share with those whom He is to sanctify, 
in dependence on a common Father. Then 
vv. 11 b, 12, 18 have furnisbed illustra- 
tions confirmatory of this, from His own 
sayings in the Scripture. And wow we 
are come to the proof, that He who was 
thus to be the Leader of the salvation of 
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these many sons, by trusting like them, 
and suffering like them, must Himself 
BECOME MAN like them, in order for that 
His death to have any efficacy towards his 
purpose. Since then (by ёж, an infer- 
ence is drawn from the words immediately 
preceding: by оўу, the thought is cast 
back to the argument of which the cita- 
tions had been an interruption: q. d. 
and by this very expression in our last 
citation, тё wala, we may substantiate 
that which our argument is seeking to 
prove) the children (before mentioned: 
“ Articulus est ёуафоркбѕ: ili pueri, de 
quibus versu precedente dictum."  Ger- 
hard, in Bleek :—not 7d generic, and rà 
wod3ia, little children, as Valcknaer and 
Heinrichs, and recently Hofmann, Schriftb. 
ii. 1. 40, which introduces a thought quite 
irrelevant: cf. Hofmann: Gr von ber 
Menſchwerdung Chrifti (agen wollte, daß 
er in berfelben ein Kind wie andere Kind⸗ 
er, mit Fleiſch und Blut, geworden iſt) 
are partakers of (lit. have been consti- 
tuted partakers of,—in the order esta- 
blished in nature, and enduring still. The 
коуеу(а is not with their elders, as Valck- 
naer (see above), but with one another. 
This absolute use of xowwveiv is not often 
found: we have it in Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 22, 
23, Suvayvra: weiwwvres ка) 8србутеѕ 
&лйкоз alrov к. жотой Kowwvely .... 
Sivayrac è? xal ypnudrav ob ud той 
тАєоуєктеіи  Amxexónevor vopipos kouro- 
vev . . . . and (Econ. vi. 3, 285 Y ойу 
éoriy.... &swep ка) xpunudrewv kowwvh- 
cayras йуарф:Абуюѕ dee, ofrw kal 
Adyous kowwroUrras жері Gv dy iae- 
ehe сиуороЛоуобутаѕ бєйфөш. The 
verb itself is generally found in the N. T. 
with & dative of the thing shared: in the 
classics, as here, with а genitive. See 
many examples iu Bleek) blood and flesh 
(this order, instead of the more usual one, 
тарк. к. alu, occurs in ref. Eph., and 
Polyeenus, Stratagem. iii. 11. 1: éxeibàr 
péAAomer pdyecOa, ufo: vopi(wuev &s 
wodeulocs | cvuBdAXovres, ФАА arOpd- 
ros alua к. odpra #ҳоосі, к. тїз avTis 
Sub ces ġuîv nexowowrnnéow. Bleek how- 
ever suspecte that this expression itself, 
belonging as it does to the time of the . 

rig[-int, ] Eus, Ath, Cyr- 
1 Kus, drt, Jer,, 

Antonines, may be derived from biblical 
or Jewish usage. It is found frequently in 
the later Jewish writers. It betokens,” 
says Bleek, “the whole sensuous corporeal 
nature of man, which he has in common 
with the brutes, and whereby he is the 
object of sensuous perception and corporeal 
impressions : whereby also he is subjected 
to the laws of the infirmity, decay, and 
transitoriness of material things, in con- 
trast to purely spiritual and incorporeal 

ings." Delitzsch remarks on the order, 
that it differs from càp£ x. alua in setting 
forth first the inner and more important 
element, the blood, аз the more immediate 
and principal vehicle of the soul, . . . . be- 
fore the more visible and palpable ele- 
ment, the flesh: doubtless with reference 
to the shedding of Blood, with a view to 
which the Saviour entered into community 
with our corporeal life), He himself also 
in like manner (similarly: the original 
idea of wapamwhyjovog being that of lying 
close together all along: not exactly = 
iros, for the two are not unfrequently 
found in conjunction, as ópàvres orpardy 
Tcov ка} (where we should say, *or?) 
каратАйто» TË Tporépp émeAgAv6ÓTa: 
Thuc. vii. 42, nor = duotos: cf. Herod. 
lii. 101, хрёра qopéovsi бдоїоу dre 
cal wapoxAfjiov А!Ө(офи: cf. also Thuc. 
i. 143, rà ni» IIeAovorrncior Ёросує Tor- 
ara kal wapawAfow Boxe? elvai: but 
expressing a general similitude, a likeness 
in the main; and so not to bo pressed here, 
to extend to entire identity, nor on the 
other hand to imply, of purpose, partial 
diversity ; but to be taken in its wide and 
open sense—that He Himself also partook 
in the main, in like manner with us, of our 
nature. The aucient expositors dwell justly 
on the word as against the Docetæ, who 
held that our Lord's was only &n apparent 
body. So Chrys., and more explicitly Thl. : 
ойк elre yap дбуоу ёт ueréa xe aapxbs к. 
aluaros Gswep Tà mudila, our (ecru of 
Лито!  ÉvOpowor като: є kal тобто 
elrer, ixavoy я> парастӯсои Sri danas 
ёсаркобт ФЛАА ка) Tb wapanrdnolas 
pos nce, Iva тї ёжарёллактоу «pds 
наз kal ddrAnOwhv edpkeciv wapacrhoy. 
And Thdrt.: сфбёра $ dvayxalws kal rd 
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vGpawAncíes тебеке, Tra. Thy тїз par- 
тасіаѕ Siet yen сукофаутіау) partici- 
pated in (the E. V., * took part," is good, 
but it should be followed by én,’ not 
which makes it ambiguous. Bleek re- 
marks that xoiwwvéw and peréye are 
almost convertible ; and instances Lycurg. 
cont. Leocrat. р. 187 (164, Bekker), e то» 
Tay kipbUvev цетасхбутез, оўу duoles 
ris rx exowdynocay: see also Xen. 
Anab. vii. 6. 28. So that minute distinc- 
tion of meaning is hardly to be sought 
for. Notice the aorist, referring to the one 
act of the Incarnation) the same things 
(viz. blood aad flesh: not тё» raid, 
nor as Bengel, “the same things which 
happen to his brethren, not even death 
excepted ”), that by means of his death 
(8:4 Tov O0avdrov abroU ty дує8 ато, as 
gapkòs к. aluaros niad) peracxór : 
Thl. “ Paradoxon: Jesus mortem 
vicit: diabolus mortem vibrans succubuit:“ 
Bengel. Death itself, as Death, is that 
which Jesus used as the instrument of 
annihilating the prince of Death :” Hofm. 
Schriftb. ii. 1. 274, whose further remarks 
there see, and Delitzsch's commente on 
them, Hebr.-brf. p. 85. The latter quotes 
from Primasius, Arma qus fuerunt illi 
quondam fortia adversum mundum, hoc 
est, mors, per eam Christus illum per- 
cussit, sicut David, abstracto gladio Golis, 
in eo caput illius amputavit, in quo quon- 
dam victor ille solebat дегі” Dominus 
itaque noster "—so Gregory the Great on 
Job xl. 19, “ad humani generis redem- 
tionem veniens velut quemdam de se in 
necem diaboli hamum fecit . . . Ibi quippe 
inerat humanitas, дов ad se devoratorem 
adduceret, ibi divinitas que perforaret: 
ibi aperta infirmitas, qus provocaret, 
ibi occulta virtus, que raptoris famem 
tranefi Cf. the remarkable reading 
in D: and the old Latin epigram, “ Mors 
mortis morti mortem nisi morte tulisset, 
terns vitæ januaclausa foret”) He might 
destroy (bring to nought: see reff. The 
word is found, besides here, once in Luke 
(xiii. 7), and twenty-five times in Paul) 
him that hath the power of death (the 
pres. part. is better taken of the office, 
q. d. ‘the holder of the power,’—than of 
past time, “ kim that had the power,” as 
E. V. The phrase rò xpdros буу has 
been abundantly illustrated by Bleek. 
Among his examples followed by a geni- 

Уот. IV. 

h Heb. here only. 
g Acts хіх. 4 Philem. 12. ch. vii. б. iz. II. x. 20. xi. 

Matt. iv. 1, &c. f L. 1 Tim. iji. 6, 7. 1 John iii. 
Acts зіл. 12. ordin. with gen., as Wied. Al. 2, but ses Job іх. 34. 

tive, as here, are Herod. iii. 142, тўз 34 
Zduov MaidrBpios . . . . elye rb xpdros: 
Aristoph. Thesmoph. 871, 6euárer Exe 
xpdros: Jos. Апі. i. 19. 1, ofs dy rd 
тайттз kpáros Tis -yfs Ident. It is 
evident that the gen. rod Gavdrov must 
be similarly taken here, and not, as 
Schlichting, al., as =“ mortiferum" merely. 
The reason why this clause comes first, and 
not rb» 8:48Воћоу, is probably, as Chrys. 
suggests, to exhibit the paradox men- 
tioned above: ть байдаттд» ODeíkrvoiw, 
Sri 8 ob dxpárnoer ó SidBodos, 8:4 ToÓTov 
Irren, kal ётер loxvpb qv abr SAO 
karà тўз olkoupéyns, ó Odvaros, тобтф 
abroy GrAntey ó xpiords. Thi. mentions 
some who thought that by тд xpdros той 
gardrov was meant si»: and (Ec. gives 
this interpretation. But itis hardly worthy 
of serious consideration), that is, the devil 
(cf. Wisd. ii. 24, 06% 54 3iaBóAov Odra- 
Tos else els toy kócQor: and see 
Rev. xii. 9; xx. 2. So in the Rabbinical 
writings, Samael, the chief of the evil 
spirits, was called the angel of death : and 
it is said (Debarim Rabb. fin.), Samael 
causa fuit mortis toti mundo: and (Sohar, 
fol. xxvii. 8), “ Filii serpeutis antiqui qui 
occidit Adamum et omnes ab eo descen- 
dentes." by Sido bs expdre той 
hard roi wis; 8:4 ris Apaprías. ётеђ 
yàp &uaprdvew xole: ro ёубр@жоџѕ ёк 
тўз xporns exelyns xapanoñs, abròs jv 
à rb» Odvaroy Snucoupyfhoas, & rep тїр} 
orparibry афтф к. бкл loxvp xpéperos 
xara Tis dvOpwnlyns pucews. Thl.: cf. 
Rom. v.12: John viii. 44. Ebrard would 
make той @aydrov the subjective genitive, 
—“ the power, which death has over us, 
and Ixorra to signify “wielding.” But this 
seems far-fetched and unnecessary. 
The Death of Christ brought to nought 
the agene of the devil in death, because, 
that eath of His being not the penalty 
of His own sin, but the atoning sacrifice 
for the sin of the world, all those who by 
faith are united to Him can now look on 
death no longer as the penalty of sin, but 
only as the passage for them, as it was for 
Him, to a new and glorious life of triumph 
and blessedness. But for those who are 
not united to Him, death, retaining its 
character of a punishment for sin, retains 
also therewith all its manifold terrors. 
Delitzsch, in treating of * Him that has 
the power of death,' quotes an important 

E 
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, 7 k N Kk ^ £^ 12 е m 
m э. $08 ! ба>атоу 8:4 k парто * тоў > !évoyot сар ™ Sov- 

13. Rev. хү, 10, 16 al. Esek. xxxvili. 21 A. Bir. xl. 5. k here only. Tò» dwavra Др» той gi, 
Jos. Antt. vliL 13. 7, end. 1 constr., Matt. zzvi. 68. Mark Ш. 29. xiv. 64. 1 Сог. xi. 27. Jamesii.10. іва. 
Н». 17. dat., Matt. v. 31, kc. only. Deut. xix. 10. Job zv. 5 al. m Rom. viii. 15,21. Gal iv. 24. v. 
1 only. Exod. xx. 2 al 

remark of Gregory the Great, on Job i. 
11, *Satans voluntas semper iniqua est, 
sed nunquam potestas injusta, quia a semet 
ipso voluntatem habet, sed a Domino po- 
testatem ), and might deliver (the con- 
struction is somewhat doubtful. The 
more obvious way of taking the sentence 
would be, to join SovAelag with ёталА\& ү 
— might free from bondage, ёкаллітте 
usually governing a genitive of the thing 
from which the deliverance is effected : see 
many examples in Bleek, from which the 
following may be selected as шщ 
бооле!аз: Jos. Antt. xiii. 13. 8, tis br 
тоз dx0pois abrods BovAelas . . . й@тал- 
Adrrew: Isocr. Plataic. 9, SovAeías à&wgA- 
Adynoay. And this would also suit the 

i construction of foxes with a 
dative: see reff, and examples from the 
classics in Bleek. Still, it is hardly natu- 
ral to suppose that SovAe(ag, standing so 
far as it would thus from ite verb, in a 
position of so little emphasis, and without 
any designating article or pronoun, can 
belong to &vaAAdtp. We are thus brought 
tothe ordinary construction, viz. the taking 
ёха р absolute, and joining Sovielas 
with ёуоҳо. And this latter is by no 
means an unusual construction, as the reff. 
will shew. Bleek divides the imports of a 
gen. after Ivo os into three: 1. the punish- 
ment inourred : so reff. Matt., Mark, De- 
mosth. p. 1229. 11, ¥voxo: deo uod yeydvace: 
2. the guilt incurred : во 2 Macc. xiii. 6, 
tov lepocvAlas čvoxov бута: Lysias in 
Alcib. p. 140, és ойде); Fvoxos Korat 
Aecroratlov oùðè de Aas: &c. : 3. the per- 
гоп or thing wherein the guilt із incurred : 
ао reff. 1 Cor., James, Isa. So that the 
construction with the genitive seems to 
embrace a wider of meaning than 
that with the dative, and to put &roxos 
rather in the place of a substantive, ‘ the 
subject of, to be interpreted by the соп. 
text: whereas with a dative it rather 
stands in a participial connexion, = évexé- 
ueros (cf. Gal. v. 1, wh wdaw Cuye ov- 
Aelas dvéxeoGe): ‘entangled in,’ ‘ liable 
to.’ Thus we shall here have охо ŝov- 
Aalag = those in a state of slavery; as 
(BL) in Sir. prol, of SA, s ка) тоб- 
тоу #уохо: "yevóuevo, those who are occu- 
pied with such things) those (rovrovs is 
not, as Bengel, Kuinoel, al., to be referred 
to the preceding, whether víoós, ver. 10, or 
audia, ver. 14, but to the Scot, which it 
designates and brings out. See below) 
who all (this use of 6cos after a demon- 

strative pronoun is not very common. It 
does not in such a case imply theexistence 
of others who do not fulfil the thing pre- 
dicated, but rather takes, so to speak, the 
full measure of those indicated, being al- 
most = ‘who, every one of them’.... 
Thus we have it after was in Each. Prom. 
975 f., &xAQ Ad Tobs wdvras ёҳбаіро 
Geots, oot waBórres ed kakova( A ёкђікоз. 
In fact it answers, asa relative of quantity, 
to Šsrıs as а relative of quality. These 
persons whom Christ died to free, were all 
subject to this bondage induced by the fear 
of death. And these in fact were, all man- 
kind; to whom the potential benefit of 
Christ’s death extends) by fear of death 
(во Philo, Quod Omnis Probus Liber, § 17, 
vol. ii. p. 462, оібреба rods nir doxnras 
THs dy сӧрасіу edrovias éxiPeBnxdva 
€óBy бауітоо: see also ref. Sir. The 
obj. gen. after $óBos, as deo, dvdpar, &c. 
is common enough) were through all their 
lifetime (= 3:4 wdons тӯз (wis. This 
substantival use of Tb (iv is found in 
JEschin. dial. iii. 4, Sswep els črepov (v 
ёт:дауобиеуоѕ : Ignat. ad Trall 9, ob xwpis 
Tb dAnOiwor (ду obk #ҳореу : id. ad Eph. 
8, xal yàp "сойз xpiords ть 43:4крєтоу 
zudd Gv. Bl. But the use with an ad- 
inis seems to want other examples. We 

ve something approaching to it in the 
* fcire tuum nihil est, nisi te scire hoc 
sciat alter of Persius) subjects of (on the 
construction of ¥roxos with a genitive, see 
above. It is here not merely ‘subject to,’ 
so that they might or might not be in- 
volved in it, but their actual implication is 
inferred) bondage (Wetst. &c. quote Philo, 
Quod Omnis Probus Liber, $ 8, vol. ii. p. 
448, édwaveira: wapd типу ó трідетроу 
ёкєіуо тобсаѕ — тіз dori DoUAos ; ToU 
Gaveiy Ёфроутіѕ &»; (the line is from 
Euripides, and is cited also by Plutarch. 
A és páa cvwibàps ть йкбАоибо› 
ore age ydp, dri ob obræ боиА\одўт@ш 
wépuxe Sidyoay, фу Tb ёт) Өаубте 860 
tvexa ToU vp Tb (av Íuépov. See also 
many es to the same effect in Raphel 
and Wetstein. Calvin’s note is well 
worth transcribing: “ Hic locus optime 
exprimit quam misera sit eorum vita qui 
mortem horrent; ut necesse est omnibus 
sentiri horribilem, qui eam extra Chris- 
tum considerant: nam tum in ea nihil 
apparet nisi maledictio. Unde enim mors, 
nisi ex ira Dei adversus peccatum ? Hino 
ista servitus per totam vitam, hoc est, 
perpetua anxietas qua constringuntur in- 
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Aeías, 16 ой yap * $зүтоуо dryyéXoy ° émriXauáverau, AANA s dere ouy*. 
s (сте Mer 

7 glev " dher- Sinov, Joe. 
IV. 5. 8. 

p Luke 
1.56. John viii. 33, 37. Acts iii. 25 (from Gen. xxii. 18). vil. 6,6. Rom. iv. 13. ix. 7. XI. 1. 2 Cor. i. 22. 

q = Matt. xiv. 7. Acts zxvi. 19 (Paul). ch. iii. 1. vil. 28. viii. 3. ix. 18. zi. 19. Judith viii. 20. 
3, 12. 1 Cor. vii. 36}. 

felices anims. Nam semper ex peccati 
conscientia Dei judicium observatur. Ab 
hoc metu nos Christus liberavit, qui male- 
dictionem nostram subeundo sustulit, 
quod in morte formidabile erat. "Tametsi 
enim nunc quoque morte defungimur: 
vivendo tamen et moriendo tranquilli 
sumus et securi, ubi Christum habemus 
nobis preeuntem. Quod si quis animum 
pacare non potest mortis contemptu, is 
sciat parum se adhuc profecisse in Christi 
fide. Nam ut nimia trepidatio ex ig- 
norantia gratie Christi nascitur, ita 
certum est infidelitatis signum. Mors 
hic non separationem modo anime a 
corpore significat, sed poenam qu ab irato 
Deo nobis infligitur, ut sternum exitium 
comprehendat. Ubi enim coram Deo rea- 
tus, protinus etiam inferi se oetendunt." 

16.] Epexegetic of ver. 16, by point- 
ing out a fact well known to us all (see on 
Sipwov below), that it was to help a race 
subject to death, that Christ came). For, 
as wo well know (B/ywov is a word of pure 
classical usage, see Xen., Plut, al in 
Bleek : not found except here in the N. T. 
пог in the LXX. Its force will be reached 
by combining that of the two simple pu 
ticles. 8%, with an assertion, gives deci- 
sion and confidence: 4rov universalizes this 
decision and confidence: implies the suc- 
cess of an universal ap for the truth 
of what is said. See Hartung, ii. 285: 
Klotz, Devar. p. 427 ff., where the various 
uses are fully gone into. Bengel compares 

~ wpó8nAor "ydp, ch. vii. 14), it is not 
that He helpeth, but it is the seed of 
Abraham that He helpeth (I have ren. 
dered thus, to preserve the emphasis on 
the two contrasted words, &Yy-yéAe» and 
oxépparos AD. bmapávo, to receive 
in addition, ‘insuper accipere, also to 
take hold of or upon,—is found in the 
N. T. and the LXX, in the middle form 
émiAauBárouc, only; and thus signifies, 
with the dynamic force of personal agency, 
to lay hold upon, toseize. It usually,after 
the analogy of AauBdrouc; itself, has a 

. case : occasionally, e. g. Acts ix. 27; 
xvi. 19; xviii. 17, an accusative. Whena 

n is the object, it may be used in a 
sense, фо seize hold of, in order to 

overpower or lead away, e. g. éwei8dy gov 
ёт:ЛаВбиеуоѕ бүр (6 ıxasrhs), Plato, 
Gorg. p. 527 a: Luke xxiii. 26 al.: as 
(more usually) in a good sense, to take by 
the hand, in order to help or lead, e. g. 

rach. v. 

ёт:ЛарВбуєсди тїз xepds, Xen. Rep. 
Ath. i. 18: Matt. xiv. 31: Mark viii. 23: 
Luke xiv. 4: see also Jer. xxxi. 32 in our 
ch. viii. 9. From this latter meaning is 
easily derived that of helping, adopting 
for protection: e. g. ref. Sir., ў софіа vios 
éavrj dxyijwoe к. éxtAauBdvera r 
(птобутюу abthy: the Schol on sch. 
Per. 742 (ААМ ray ore ris, abrds 
x bb Eurdwrera),—éravy схебӛр тіз 
els кола Y) els кака, à Oebs abroU èri- 
AauBdverar. And thus is the word best 
explained here: as referring back to the 
dwarAdia: just spoken of, and exactly 
answering to the Bon@jcm below in ver. 
18. This help is not by Him rendered to 
angels: He is not the Captain of their 
salvation. And herein there is no contra- 
diction to Col. i. 20: for the reconciliation 
which Christ has effected even for the 
things in the heavens, is not delivering 
them from fear of death, or bringing them 
through sufferings to glory, whatever mys- 
tery it may involve beyond our power of 
conception. paros A next 
comes under consideration. And we must 
here, as ever, render, and understand, ac- 
cording to the simple sense of the words 
used, regarding the circumstances under 
which they were used. Accordingly, we 
must not here understand mankind, as 
«ome have done: nor again with others, 
can we suppose the spiritual seed of Abra- 
ham to be meant (Gal. iii. 7,29: Rom. iv. 
11 f., 16),—because, as Bleek well remarks, 
the present context speaks not of that into 
which Christ has made those redeemed by 
Him, but of that out of which He has 
helped them. The seed of Abraham then 
means, the Jewish race, among whom 
Christ was born in the flesh, and whom 
He did come primarily to help: and the 
peculiarity of the expression must be ex- 
plained with Estius, “Gentium vocatio- 
nem tota hac epistola prudenter dissimulat, 
sive quod illius mentio Hebreis parum 
grata esset, sive quod instituto suo non 
necessaria ;" and with Grotius, * He- 
breeis scribens satis habet de iis loqui: de 
gentibus aliter loquendi locus." 
must not omit to mention, that the above 

manner of interpreting this verse, now 

generally acquiesced in, was not that of 
the ancient expositors. гое it was 
generally supposed that ém)apPdveras 
referred to our Lord’s taking проп Him 
of our nature: and they for the most part 

N 2 
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s Ace кун m. Аер * xarà тарта roiv adeAdois * duowwOivat, iva “ éXenwmy 
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тода av 

Іва. i. 9. elsw. Mt. Mk. L. only. 

make it into a past tense, and render as 
E. V., He took not upon him the nature 
of angels, but He took upon him the seed 
of Abraham," so Chrys. (ойк dyyéAcy 
фбс dvedéfaro, GAN àvôpórwv), Thi. 
(ob тўз тб» &үүёМө» pigews ёёрќѓато 
ovdt ratrny ёфдӧрєсєу), Thdrt. (ei yàp 
&yyéAev dvelAnpe фа, креіттюу ày 
eyeydves Qayárov. ёте) dè дёудрӧтеор 
3» 8 à лаВе K. T. A.), Ambros. (de Fide iii. 
11, vol. ii. (iii. Migne) p. 512, al.), Prima- 
sius, the Syr. (“ Non ex angelis sumsit sed 
ex semine Abrahami sumsit"): and so 
also Erasm., Luth., Calv., Beza, Owen, 
Calov., Wolf, and many others. On this 
I wil give the substance of Bleek's re- 
marks: “ This interpretation has been fa- 
voured both by the preceding and follow- 
ing context, and also by the circumstance 
that in the Greek Church the words Aau- 
Bdvew and &vaAauBávew are in use as 
representing the union of the two natures 
in Christ, the divine being the AwSovea or 
&vaAaBoUca, and the human the An$0eíca 
or ёуаЛтфбеса. But supposing that ési- 
AauBárew might be similarly used, cer- 
tainly the middle éxiAeaBdrectm with a 
genitive cannot; and even independently 
of this, the formula *to take on him the 
seed of Abrabam, or the angels, would 
be a most unnatural way of ерш ‘to 
take the nature of either of these.’ And 
the ancients themselves seem to have felt, 
that this formula of itself could not bear 
such a meaning. They assume accordingly 
that the Writer represents man and his 
nature, through sinfulness, alienated and 
flying from God and the divine nature, 
and the Son of God pursuing, overtaking, 
and drawing it into union with Himself. 
So Chrys, (Ec. Thl.; so the Schol. in 
Matth.: obw erer àvéAofcey, ФАЛА dri- 
AauBáverai, Iva Belin бт: $ebyovcar Thy 
фбсіу iu к. uaxpurÜeicay eleote ка) 
$0dcas ётел&Вєто abris к. wepiewAdxm 
évócas éavrQ к. orhoas айт» rtis ёт 
abToU Qvyfjs: so also Primasius, Erasmus- 
not., Justiniani, a-Lapide, апа Hammond." 
It needs little to shew how far-fetched and 
forced this interpretation of the words is, 
if it is intended to give the sense of ae. 
suming the natureof man. Nor would the 
present of the verb suit this sense: which 
present some explain as if it represented 
the testimony of Scripture, i. e. the pro- 
phetic or official present, as 6 épxópevos, 
No where do we tind it in Scripture that 
Christ has taken, or is to take, &c. So 
Erasm., Culvin, Seb. Schmidt, Hammond, 

coat OO катӣ парта. Artemidor. I. 14. 
u Matt. v. 7 only. Exod. xxii. 17. 

+ = Acts xiv. 11. Rom. ix. 29, from 

Wolf. But such sense altogether would be 
irrelevant in the context. Seeing that it 
has been in the preceding period main- 
tained, that Christ was flesh and blood 
like those whom He is to sanctify, - we 
should not surely have ydp introducing 
the same thought again, but this verse 
must somehow express why that other hap- 
8 Again, had that former thought 

en here expressed a second time, the 
following one could not have been joined 
to it by an 80е: for the sense would be 
this: He was to take on Him human 
nature: therefore must He in all thin 
be made like His brethren, — as they take 
on them human nature. And even were 
we, with (Ec. and Thl, to lay an em- 
pue on xarà wdyra, thus—seeing that 

e was to take human nature on Him at 
all, He must also in every thing become 
like other men, —we might admit such a 
sense, if succeeded by, *and therefore must 
He die,' or the like: but that which here 
follows, Tra éAefjumv "yérnTat x. r. A., would 
be wholly out of place. The first who 
detected the error of this rendering was 
Castelio (f 1563), who translates the 
word ** opitulatur," which Beza calls “exe- 
cranda audacia.” Then the R.-Cath. ex- 
positors Ribera and Estius took up the 
true rendering, which was defended more 
at length and thoroughly by Camero(whose 
note see in the Critici Sacri) and Schlicht- 
ing; amd so adopted without farther re- 
mark by Grotius. The conflict against 
this latter expositor and the Socinians 
(who all thus explain the word), induced 
many other Commentators, especially Lu- 
therans, to hold fast obstinately to the 
old interpretations: see above. But this 
pertinacity, from the palpable untenable- 
ness of the sense, could not prevail widely 
nor long. The right view is taken b 
Witlich, Braun, Akersloot, Limborch, Cal- 
met, Bengel, Peirce, Cramer, Michaelis, 
Ernesti (who however is wrong in saying 
it was the interpretation of the Greek 
Fathers), Storr, and the moderns almost 
without exception. Of these latter, Schulz 
has ventured to doubt the correctness of 
it, and to a new view—viz. that 
Death, or the Angel of Death, is the sub- 
ject of the sentence; for on angels truly 
e taketh not hold, but on the seed of 

Abraham he taketh hold.” And this sense 
is doubtless both allowable and admissible 
in the context; but it is most improbable 
that the subject in this verse should be a 
different one from that in the foregoing, 
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seeing that the same person, the Son of 
God, is also the subject, without fresh 
mention, in ver. 17, which is so intimately 
connected with this). 17.] Because 
then He had this work to do for the seed 
of Abraham (sons of men, in the wider 
reference),— viz. to deliver them from fear 
of death, He must be made like them in all 
things that He may be a merciful and 
faithful High Priest. Then ver. 18 yives 
the reason of this necessity. Whence ($0«v 
is а favourite inferential particle with our 
Writer. It never oceurs in the Epistles 
of Paul. On ref. Acts, see Prolegg. to 
Acts, § ii. 17 5. It is = 8r fj» alrlas, ver. 
11) it behoved Him (not = e used of 
the eternal purpose of God (Luke xxiv. 
26):—but implying a moral necessity in 
the carrying out of His mediatorial work. 
Compare ch. v. 8, and especially ib. ver. 
12, Leer es elvai 8:8&окало: dià 75 
xpévov) in all things (i. e. all things 
wherewith the present argument is con. 
cerned : all things which constitute real 
humanity, and introduce to ite sufferings 
and temptations and sympathies. The 
exception, xepw auaprias, brought out 
in ch. iv. 15, is not in view here. тЇ dor. 
ware xdyra; Feen gnoly, érpdon, 
nut hon, trae mårra rep Exgny, TéAos 
ёх&бауе. Chrys.) to be like (not, ‘made 
like:“ see reff., and compare Matt. vi. 8; 
vii. 26 al. The aor. expresses that this 
resemblance was brought about by a defi- 
nite act, other than His former state: an 
important distinction, which however we 
must rather lose in the English than in- 
troduce an irrelevant idea by the word 
* made") to his brethren (the children of 
Israel, as above: but obviously also, his 
brethren in the flesh —all mankind), that 
He might become (yévqras, not simply p, 
because the High Priesthood of Christ in 
allits fulness, and especially in ita work of 
mercy and compassion and succour, was 
not inaugurated, till He entered into the 
heavenly place: see ch. v. 9; vi. 19, 20; 
vii. 26; viii. 1, 4. His being in all things 
like his brethren, sufferings and death 
included, was necessary for Him, in order 
to his becoming, through those sufferings 
and death, our High Priest. It was not 
the death (though that was of previous 
necessity, and therefore is often spoken of 
as involving the whole), but the bringing 
the blood into the holy place, in which the 
work of sacerdotal expiation consisted : 
see Levit. iv. 18—20, and passim: and 

peyas.) Rom. 
y constr., Acts iii. 19. Rom. i. 11,20, Gal. Ш. 17. ak vh. 

below, on els rò fAdox. к.т.\.) а merciful 
(Luther, Grot, Bóhme, Bleek, De W., 
Tholuck, take Irin ae ав тАў- 
ue, alðhuwv, voyuer) alone, and not as 
an epithet to &pyiepeós, and Bl. maintains 
that grammar requires such а rendering, 
on account of the order of the words and 
the interposition of the verb yéynra:. On 
the other band, Bengel, Cramer, Storr, 
Ebrard, Hofmann, Delitzsch, take éAchuer 
with dpy., and Ebrard asserts that, had it 
been otherwise, 210 ds would have fol. 
lowed dpxi:epeds. There does not seem to 
me to be much weight in either argument : 
and the words might be rendered either 
way, were it not for the scope and object 
of our epistle, which is rather to bring 
out the facts and accessories of Christ’s 
High Priesthood, and all His attributes 
as subordinate to it, than to place them, 
abstractedly, by the side of it, as would be 
the case if ¢Aefyuwy were to be taken in- 
dependently here. Cf. ch. vii. 26, where 
many attributes of the Lord's High Priest- 
hood are accumulated. And especiall 
here, where the first mention of àpxiepevs 
occurs, would it be unnatural to find а 
mere attribute contemplated abstractedly 
and made co-ordinate with the office on 
which the Writer has so much to say 
hereafter. I therefore adopt the latter 
view, joining éAefuev with apxiepebs. 
Bengel, with his usual flne tact, accounts 
for the inversion of the words thus: ** De 
tribus momentis unum, éAchuwy, miseri- 
cors, ante yévnra, fleret, ponitnr, quia ex 
ante dictis deducitur. Reliqua duo com- 
mode innectuntur, quia cum primo illo 

tmodum tractanda veniunt." Calvin 
as a beautiful note here: * In sacerdote, 

cujus partes sunt iram Dei placare, opitu- 
lari miseris, erigere lapsos, sublevare la- 
borantes, misericordia inprimis requiritur, 
jum in nobis generat communis sensus. 

rum enim est ut tangantur aliorum 
serumnis qui perpetuo beati fuerunt. Certe 
hoc Virgilianum ex quotidiana hominum 
consuetudine sumptum est: * Non ignara 
mali miseris succurrere disco.” Non quod 
experimentis necesse habuerit Filius Dei 
formari ad misericordis affectum, sed quia 
non aliter persuaderi nobis posset, ipsum 
esse clementem et propensum ad nos ju- 
vandos, nisi exercitatus fuisset in nostris 
miseris; hoc enim ut alia nobis datum 
est. Itaque quoties nos urgent queevis 
malorum genera, mox succurrat nihil nobis 
accidere quod non in se expertus sit Filius 
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Dei ut nobis condolescat: nec dubitemus 
ipsum nobis perinde adesse ac si nobiscum 
angeretur") and faithful (true to His 
office, not only (Delitzsch) as regards God 
(ch. iii. б, 6), but as re s men also; to 
be trusted without fail: see ref., and cf. 
parrea miord, Soph. Trach. 77: also 
Philo, Quis Rer. Div. Негев, 8 18, vol. i. p. 
486, amorfica -yevéce. Tfj пбута E 
daurfis àwiory, бир 3è wicTeUcc beg 
T ка} wpbs HH uss жїттф, peyd- 
Ans к. dduprlov Ziavolas Épyov er: 
and De Sacr. Abel et Cain, § 28, vol. i. p. 
181, той... miorevOjva: xdpw йтїттой- 
eva: катафєбуоџеу Фф prov Auf öh 
3 8 Oeds кай Adyww morós фот) High 
Priest (this is the first mention of the sacer- 
dotal office of Christ, of which so much is 
afterwards said in the Epistle, and which 
recurs again so soon, ch. iii. 1: see note on 
yévntas above, and that on «ls тд Ласк. 
below) in matters relating to God (so in 
reff., and in inany other examples in Bleek, 
Elsner, and Kypke: e. g. Xen. Rep. Lac. 
xiii. 11, aA obbày BAA Epyov ката- 
Aelwera: . . . 9 lepel uày тё xpds Tobs 
0cobs elva, orparny@ è Tà wpds Tobs 
é&vOperous: Soph. Philoct. 1441, ebceBety 
тё xpos Ge: &c. The words must not 
be referred to wizrós, but to àpxiepeós, as 
in the example from Xenophon ; or rather 
to the whole idea, éAefjuev ка) wiords 
&pxiepeís), to expiate the sins (from 

aos, propitious, comes fAdgxer@a:, pro- 
perly used passively of the person to be 
rendered propitious, see ref. Luke: and 
2 (4) Kings v.18. ‘The expression here 
and in ref. Ps. is not a strict one: but is 
thus to be accounted for: God fAdoxeras 
(pass.), is rendered propitious to the 
sinner, who has forfeited His favour and 
incurred His wrath. But (see Delitzsch's 
long and able note here) we never find in 
Scripture, O. T. or N. T., any such ex- 
ression as Aden д патђр жер) T&v 

iy judy 8:4 roy Oda той иод 
abrov, or as xpiords lAdcaro (ог ed - 
сато) Tb» deb (or rh» dpyhy ToU Oeod) 
8:4 ToU aluaros айтоб: never kargAAáym 
ог AxokargAAdym) д eds. As the 

T. no where says, that sacrifice pro- 
pitiated God's wrath, lest it should be 
thought that sacrifice was an act, by 
Which, as such, man influenced God to 
shew him grace,—so also the N. T. never 
says that the sacrifice of Christ propitiated 
God's wrath, lest it may be thought that 
it was an act anticipatory of God's gra- 

cious purpose,—which obtained, and so to 
speak, forced from God previously re- 
luctant, without His own concurrence, 
grace instead of wrath." Del. To under- 
stand this rightly, is all-important to any 
right holding of the doctrine of the Atone- 
ment. This then is not said: but the 
sinner is (improperly, as far as the use of 
the word is concerned) said on his part, 
doe, to be brought into God's 
favour; and if the sinner, then that on 
account of which he is a sinner, viz. his 
sin. The word here is middle, used of 
Him who, by His propitiation, brings the 
sinner into God’s favour, = makes pro- 
pitiation for, expiates, the sin. The Death 
of Christ being the necessary opening and 
condition of this propitiation,—the pro- 
pitiation being once for all consummated 
by the sacrifice of His death, and all sin 
by that sacrifice expiated, we must of 
necessity determine (against the Socinian 
view of Christ’s High Priesthood, which 
will again and again come before us in 
this commentary) that His High Priest- 
hood was, strictly speaking, begun, as its 
one chief work in substance was accom- 
plished, here below, during his time of 
suffering. That it is still continued in 
heaven, and indeed finds its highest and 
noblest employ there, is no reason against 
this view. The high priest had accom- 
plished his sacrifice, before he went within 
the veil to sprinkle the blood: though it 
was that sprinkling of the blood (see on 
yéynras above) by which the atonement 
was actually made, aa it is by the Spirit’s 
application of Christ’s atoning blood to 
the heart of each individual sinner that 
he is brought into reconciliation with 
God) of the people (again, the Jewish 
people, cf. ref. Matt. bd rf Sè ойк elre, 
Tas auaprias rìs olkovuérms, &AAd, тоб 
Aaod; ёт: Téws wep) røv 'lovõalæv fv б 
Aéyos тф kvuple, kal 8:0 Toírovs FAGe 
wponyounevws, Iva ToÓTwy ошбФутоу kal 
of SAA cwÜGciu, ei kal тойуаут(оу yé- 
oe. Theophyl.). 18.] Explanation, 
how the xara rode à 8e 
род фус has answered the end, Iva 
éAcfjumr yérnra K. T. A. For He Himself 
having been tempted in that which He 
hath suffered, He is able to succour them 
that are (now) tempted (the construction 
is much doubted. The ordinary rendering 
is to take фу & as equivalent to ‘foras 
much as,’ “in that,” E. V., and to justify 
it by the Hebrew "gy3. But it is doubt- 
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18. avros bef xexorüev D. 

ful whether dv $ has ever this meaning 
absolutely. It seems only to approach to 
it through * as, in ae far as,’ 
which is an extension of its strict meaning, 
‘in that particular in which,’ ‘ wherein.’ 
And this slightly extended meaning is 
preferable in all the places usually cited: 
to justify that other: e.g. Rom. viii. 8: 
ch. vi. 17: Plato, Rep. v. p. 455 (lAeyes 
Tov ui» cu vj vpós т: elvai, Tb» bë àꝙuñ, 
dy ф 5 pir pls т: ard, д 84 xare- 
хёз). And in places where there is no 
need even to strain the expression so far 
as this, it is far better to retain its 
literal rendering, ‘tn the thing tn which,’ 
‘wherein.’ Sea Bernhardy, Syntax, p. 211: 
Fritzsche on Rom. viii. 8, who though he 
protests inst qwosiam in this place, 
seems too lenient to it in other 

Bot the difficulty by no means ends 
with taking ‘wherein’ for è» Ф. The first 
clause or protasis is open to isi logical 

ments and consequent renderi 
1. 17 8 yàp zwi улы, abrds N 
Strara: Tots e айтф) тер. Bond., “for 
He is able to help those who are tried by 
the same temptations in which His own 
sufferings consisted :” 2. dy $ yàp ré- 
тоубєу abrds терасдеіѕ доу. Ac. as be- 
fore, for sigs A been Himself tempted 
in that which He suffered,” &c.: 3. with 
the same arrangement of the Greek words, 
“for in that which He suffered when 

e himself was tempted, He is able to 
succour those who are tempted (in the 
same) :” 4. 55 participial con- 
struction, “for in that in which He kim- 
self was tempted and hath suffered He is 
able,” &с. Of these I much prefer (2) ; 
because, a. it keeps together the promi- 
nent members of the logical comparison, 
терасбєіз and тера(орёуоиѕ, giving èr ф 
rode as a qualification of weipacdels, 
and thus explaining wherein His tempta- 
tion consisted. Nor, В. is it at all open to 
Liinemann’s objection, that it limits the 
power of Christ to help, to those things 
merely in which He himself has suffered 
and been tempted : stating as it does gene- 
rally the fact reipacéefs, and then specify- 
ing in what, viz. ёи ф wérov@er. It also, 
У. nds exactly in construction 
with the similar sentence ch. v. 8, fuac» 
ёф dy Traber Thv broxofjy, in supplying 

om тє00с0е Ni(ins N3), 

an object after robe; And, 5. it 
seems more natural that an object should 
be ey after the perfect, that it 
should be used absolutely. After ‘He 
hath suffered,’ we enquire, ‘ What ?’ after 
He suffered,’—‘ When? Of recent 
Commentators, Bleek takes nearly as above, 
after Chr. F. Schmid; and so Delitzsch in 
loc. (only maintaining that % & is d 
тобтф Sri, “in that He hath suffered," 
not ё» rotre $, “in that which He hath 
suffered :” so Hofmann also): Ebrard 
preten (4): Luther, Casaubon, Valcknaer, 

itzsche, al., take (8): (1) is mentioned by 
Bleek, but I am not aware that it has met 
with any fautor. It may be necessary to 
pen readers against the citation, in Dr. 
loomfield’s note, of Ebrard as if he ren- 

dered d» ф **forasmuch as” or “in that.“ 
His rendering is, * Quibus in rebus tenta- 
tus ipse (est et) passus est, iis tentatos 

test adjuvare." On the sense, see 
vin's note above. Christ's whole suffer- 

ings were a терасибѕ in the sense here 
intended : see ch. iv. 15: James i. 2. 
The Siwara: Boo here is not to be 
understood of the power to which Ше Lord 
has been exalted through death and suf- 
fering to be a Prince and a Saviour,— 
which is not here in question : but of the 
power of sympathy which He has acquired 
y nal experience of our sufferings. 

As боа, He knows what is in us: but as 
man, He feels it also. And by this, won- 
derful as it may seem, He has acquired a 
fresh power, that of sympathy with us, 
and, in consequence, of helping us. See 
my sermon on this text, in Quebec Cba 
Sermons, vol. iii. p. 84. And this is the 
general view of expositors, both ancient 
and modern. Chrys. says, $ 8d Aéyet тойтб 
dort 3: abris тўз welpas б> ёхйбоце» 
Jabe уду ойк &yvoe? Trà ráðn тё ®ўд4- 
Tepa’ ob yàp фз Oeds udvor older, AAA 
ка] és Кубретоѕ Eyre did TS reipas 
hs ётербсбл’ Urabe woddd, olde cvy- 
adoxew. And the Schol in ms. 118, 
cited in Bleek, rouréor:, wpo0vpuórepor 
ópétes хера Tois weipaCoudvois (во far 
(Ec. also) ovyxaraBdoews 3è б Афуоз vp 
Tb утукй$ез ту üxovórre). 

Cuar. III. 1—IV. 16.] Tus Son or 
Gop GREATER ALSO THAN MOSES: AND 
INPERENCES THEBEFROM. 'The Writer 
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Cuar. III. 1. xaravogc«re D![-gr]. 17. 47 

Tias arrived through the reasonings of ch. i. 
ii., at the mention of the High Priesthood 
of Jesus. He might at once have passed 
thence to the superiority of His High 
Priesthood to that of the imperfect priests 
on earth. But one point yet remains, 
without which the gospel would not have 
its entire comparison with the law. The 
law was given by angels in the hand of a 
mediator. Moses was that mediator. Moses 
was above all others the Prophet by whom 
God had spoken to the Fathers in times 
past. Christ therefore must be compared 
with Moses, and shewn to be greater than 
he. This being done, he returns again to 
his central idea, the High Priesthood of 
Christ (ch. iv. 14); and from thenceforward 
treats of and unfolds it. Ebrard gives the 
detailed connexion well: The angel of the 
covenant came in the name of God before 
the people of Israel; Moses in the name 
of Israel before God: the High Priest 
came in the name.of God before Israel 
(with the name mr on his forehead), and 
in the name of Israel (with the names of 
the twelve tribes on his breast) before God 
(Exod. xxviii. 9—29 and 86—68). Now 
the N. T. Messiah is above the angels, 
according to ch. i. ii.: a. because in Him- 
self as Son of God He is higher than they, 
and f. because in Him all humanity is 
exalted above the angels to lordship in the 

. olkovuévņn néAAovsa, and that by this 
means, because the Messiah is not only 

but also dpx:epeds,—not only mes- 
senger of God to men, but also the pro- 
p sacerdotal representative of men 

fore . Now exactly parallel with 
this runs our second part. The funda- 
mental thesis, ch. iii. 8, wAelovog yap 
obrog 8б тара Mv fero, is 
plainly analogous in form with the funda- 
mental e of Yoda first part i. 4, 
TOCOUTOM креіттыу «vog r&v ёуүбөу. 
The N. T. Messiah is above Moses, because 
He, a. of Himself, as Son of the house (iii. 
6), is above him who was only the servant 
of the house (cf. with iii. 5, Oapadweov,— 
i. 14, \етохрүшкд wvevpata), and, B. be- 
cause the work, of bringing Israel into 
rest, which was not finished by Moses, is 
now finished by Him (iv. 1 ff.). And this 
work Christ has finished, by being not, as 
Moses, a mere leader and lawgiver, but at 
the same time a propitiatory representa- 
tive, an Ape (ch. v. 11 ff.). So far 
does the parallelism of the two portions 
reach even into details, that as the two 

divisions of the former part are separated 
by a bortatory passage, so are those of this 
part also :— 

* I, The Son and 
the angels. 

а. The Son of God 
of Himself higher 
than the Aec:roup- 
yixà ж»ейдата of 
God, i. 5—14. 

(Hortatory pas- 
sage, ii. 1—4.) 

B. In Him man- 
hood is exalted above 
the angels, ii. 5—16. 

For He was also 
High Priest, ii. 17, 
18. 

II. The Son and 
Moses. 

a. The Son of the 
house of Israel high- 
er than the 0epáxe» 
of the house, iii. 
1—6. 

(Hortatory pas- 
sage, iii. 7— 19.) 

B. In Him Israd 
has entered into rest, 
iv. 1—18. 

Thus He is also 
our High Priest, iv. 
14—16.” Comm. pp. 
128 f. 

Ebrard has perhaps not enough noticed 
the prevalence of the hortatory mood not 
only in the in passage, їп. 7—19, 
but all through the section: cf. iv. 1, 11, 
14, 16. 1.] Whence (i.e. seeing 
that we have such a helper: it is con- 
nected with the result of ch. ii.: not, 
surely, with ch. i. 1, as De W. The fact 
just announced in ii. 18, is а reason for 
катауођсате : see below), holy brethren 
(Michaelis proposed to put а comma at 
age Apo, and treat the two as separate, — 
brethren (and) saints. But, as Bleek ob- 
serves, the rhythm seems against this, 
кАўт. ёжоџр. wéroxo: following. And a 
graver objection may be found in the 
choice of the words themselves: for there 
can hardly be a doubt that both are used 
in reference to the &yia(ópevo: and àSeA gol 
of ch. ii. 11, 12. Not that the à5eAqQoí 
here are Christ’s brethren: but that the 
use of the word reminds them of that 
brotherhood in and because of Christ, of 
which he has before spoken. Whether 
the idea of common nationality is here to 
be introduced, is at least doubtful. I 
should rather regard it as swallowed u 
in the great brotherhood in Christ: an 
Bleek has well remarked, that, had the 
Writer been addressing believing Jews and 
Gentiles, or even believing Gentiles only, 
he would have used the same term of ad- 
dress and without any conscious difference 
of meaning), partakers (see on her xen, 
ch. ii. 14: and reff. here) of a heavenly 
calling (xAjjovs, as usual, of the invitation, 
or summons, of God, calling men to His 
glory in Christ—and hence of the state 
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which is entered by them in pursuance of 
that calling: cf. especially Phil. iii. 14, 
ahs kwo кАђсєюѕ той. beot d» xpwTQ 
'InvoU. Then also dwovpav(ov (вее reff.) 
—a calling made from heaven, see ch. xii. 
25: "vocatio que de colo," Syr. Or it 
may mean, the calling which proposes a 
heavenly reward,—whose inheritance is in 
heaven. By far the best way is, to join 
the two meanings together: so Bengel, 
“per Dominum e ccelo facts, et ео, unde 
facta est, perducentis.” In fact the calling 
being é¢wovpdyios and proceeding from 
heaven, must of necessity be heavenly in 
its purport and Aeavenward in its result; 
eine vom Himmel aus ergangene unb 
gen Himmel rufende: ihr Ausgangsort, 
br Inhalt, ihr Ziel —das Alles ift himm- 
liſch. Delitzsch), contemplate (survey, 
with a view to more closely considering. 
The word is used of the survey of the 

ies at Jericho (Aa@évres yap тд жрёто» 
P п’ àbelas thy хм»  abràr 
karevóncary, Tay Te TExav Soa kaprepà 
*. T. A. Jos. Antt. v. 1. 2: cf. also Gen. 
xli. 9, xardoxorol ёсте, KaTravojca TÈ 
Txrn Tis xópas xare, and Num. xxxii. 
8, 9); and of fixing the thoughts on any 
object, see reff. Luke, with whom it is a 
favourite word. The meaning then of the 
exhortation here is not, ‘pay attention 
to’ (“ut sedule attendant ad Christum," 
Calv.), ‘be obedient to,’ but as above) the 
Apostle and High Priest (notice that but 
one art. covers both &xócr. and ёрх., 
thereby making it certain that both words 
belong to rs ókoAo"ylas) of our profession, 
Jesus (ёт Àov, as superior to the 
Куує\о, being Himself the angel of the 
covenant, God's greatest messenger: the 
word &yyeAoy being, as Ebrard, avoided, 
on account of its technical use before, to 
prevent Christ being confused with the 
angels in nature. Не is 6 drerraApévos 
хар& warpés: see John xx. 21. (I may 
remark, that the circumstance of the 
Writer using &wócroAos without scruple, 
as designating our Lord, may shew that 
the &xócroAo: as a class were not so dis- 
tinctly marked as they have since been: a 
view supported also by some expressions of 
St. Paul: e.g. 2 Cor. viii. 23.) Ebrard 
well remarks, that all the difficulties which 
Commentators have found in this term 
vanish, on bearing well in mind the com- 
parison between Christ and the angels in 
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ch. i. ii. See an instance of this in the 
elaborate discussion of ite meaning on 
Hebraistic grounds in the last edition of 
Tholuck; who, by rendering дтбот., 
“ mediator,” has lost the joint testimony 
of the two, ardor. and àpx., to Christ's 
mediatorship. Bengel says well on the 
two,— тду Arr., eum qui Dei causam 
apud nos agit: тд» ёру., qui causam nos- 
tram apud Deum agit. Hic Apostolatus 
et Pontificatus 5 тошо 
continentur." тўз épodcylas Au-, of our 
Christian соп нон, | е. of jt faith: 
so Thl., rourdor: Tis rio re ой yap ris 
катй био» Aarpelas &pxiepeus ёст, АЛАЙ 
Tis ўдетёраз wíorews. And so Thdrt., 
Œc., and Erasm., Calv., Beza, Grot., al. 
Tholuck objects, that thus we get no good 
sense for a@rdorodos: but he does not 
seem to have taken into account the 

rallel with ch. i. 14, Thos. Aquinas, 
Luther, Camero, Calov., Owen (as an al- 
tern.), Wolf, al., and De Wette, and Tho- 
luck, take the words as merely importin 
“whom we confess." But although De W. 
defends this from ch. iv. 14, it does not 
seem to agree with the usage there, кра- 
taper тїз duodoylas,—nor with ch. x. 23, 
—nor 1 Tim. vi. 12, 18. To render épo- 
Aoyía by “covenant,” as Camerar., Titt- 
mann, al., is not according to N. Т. usage, 
which always has 8:00%ку for this idea. 
There is а remarkable passage quoted b 
Wetst., out of Philo de Somn. А 98, vol. 
i. p. 654, containing the expression ó péyas 
Apxiepebs rijs duodoyias: a parallel hardly 
to be accounted accidental, especially as 
the ёрхгєрейѕ here spoken of is the Adyos 
(see above, § 37, p. 653, $бо fepd Oeod, tv 
pir 88е д xócpos, dy q ка) dpxsepeds, 
6 протбуоуоѕ айтой eios Aóyos) But 
Bleek has argued that, there being nothing 
in the context, or in the usage of Philo 
elsewhere, which cán justify rijs duoAoylas 
there, the only inference open to us is, 
that it has been inserted in Philo's text 
from this ge. 3. First, a 

int of likeness between our Lord and 
oses is brought out, and that by a refer- 

ence to an O. T. declaration respecting the 
latter (рле wpolby roy xarà odpra 
xpiorb wporiOdvar Моуисёюѕ. AAA’ ёте, 
"i ка) ж:істо) joa» obra: vp obs 6 Adyos, 
peydras fr: Bótas elxov хер) Movoévs, 
Tra ph eb0duas ётофрбёюсіу abtay tè 
dra, ейк evOdws прот(бпо: a Mud Tb» 
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хрістбу, ФАЛА тёюз diuo? era xpoldy 
протіётоху. c.), who is (not, ‘twas.’ 
The present participle may always be con- 
temporary with a previously expressed 
verb, of any tense, provided that verb be 
absolutely in construction with the parti- 
ciple, as àvéBAeye tuprds бу, “ he, being 
blind, received sight” = he was blind and 
received sight. But а present participle 
standing absolutely, or with a present 
verb, must retain its present force; as 
туфАфу dy Épri Barw, “ І, being a blind 
man, now see,” — ‘whereas I am (by in- 
firmity, as every one knows, not, whereas 
I was,” as in E. V. in loco, John ix. 25) 
blind, now I see” And so the nt 
sense must be retained here. en & 
question arises: are we to understand it 
strictly of present time, of Christ now 
in heaven,—or as in the case cited, of 
general designation? Clearly, I think, of 
the latter: Jesus, whose character it is, 
that He is vic Tós. For the strict present 
would, to say nothing of other objections, 
not apply to the &xócToAor portion of the 
Lord's office, but only to theápxiepéa. It, 
as Lünemann has well expressed it, cha⸗ 
rakteriſirt das Treuſein als inbárirenbe 
Eigenſchaft) faithful (it is questioned, 
whether or not this word refers back to the 
rs &pxiepeós of ch. ii. 18. The sense 
is certainly not the same: the faithfulness 
there being the fidelity wherewith He 
being like His brethren would, so to speak, 
reproduce their wants before God,—that 
here spoken of being His faithfulness to 
God, over whose house He is set, ver. 6. 
Still I cannot help thinking that the «ord 
itself ia led to by, and takes up that other. 
That regarded more the sacerdotal, this 
regards the apostolic office of Christ) to 
him that made him (so we must render 
woihoarri, not, “that appointed him.” 
And so D-lat., “ fidelem esse creatori suo," 
Ambrose, de Fide iii. 11, vol. ii. (iii. Migne) 
p. 512 (quoting as above, he adds, Vide- 
tis in quo creatum dicit; in quo assumsit, 
inquit, semen Abrahs, corporalem uti- 
que generationem asserit * Vigil-taps. 
contra Varimadum, i 4, Migne, Patr. 

t. vol. lxii. p. 866, “ fidelem existentem 
ei qui creavit eum”), Primasius (“ qui 
fidelis eat eidem Deo Patri qui fecit eum 
(so vulg.), juxta quod alibi dicitur: qui 
factus est ei ex semine David secundum 
carnem (Kom. i. 3).“ ibid.), Schulz, Bleek, 
Lünemann. The ordi rendering,“ who 
appointed Him” (viz. àxóeroAor к. ёрх- 
sepea) does not seem to me to be sufi- 

ciently substantiated by any of the 
brought in its defence. That roret» with 
two accusatives signifies ѓо appoint, ѓо 
make into, of course no one doubts: cf. 
Gen. xxvii. 37: Exod. xviii. 25: John vi. 
15: Acts ii. 86. But our question is not 
of such constructions: we want to know 
whether хо б> Tiva can ever be filled up 
with в seoid accusative out e con- 
text. о passages are most uenti 
alleged to prove the affirmative. One A 
ref. 1 Kings, udprvs kópios & жойтаз 7b 
Movojy kal roy 'Аарфу (ony rige vos), 
ко) д dvayayar tobs rar p ópðv dE 
Aiyérrov. But here Bleek, against Gese- 
nius and De Wette, holds fast, and I think 
rightly, to the original sense of twp, and 
renders “ who made Moses and Aaron.” 
The other place, Mark iii. 14, érolnce 
dd e Tra Je per’ abro? ка) Tra àro- 
стёААр abrovs xnptccey, is less still to 
the point, because there the fva deir к.т.А. 
qualifies the verb, and gives the second 
accusative, q. d. ётоіусе $@$ека robs èro- 
névovs к.т.А. And the phrase à woujoas 
atrév, for God the Creator, is so common 
in the LX X, that had our Writer had that 
other meaning in his view, his readers 
would have been sure to misunderstand 
him. Bleek accumulates instances: cf, 
Isa. xvii.7; xliii. 1; 1i.18; liv. 6: Hosea viii. 
14: Job xxxv. 10: Ps. xciv. 6 (xcv. 7); 
cxlix. 2: Sir. vii. 80; x. 12; xxxix. 6, and 
many other He also presses the 
fact that ó оу in the Hellenistic Greek 
of Philo is the constant designation of 
God as the Creator. The word thus 
taken, is of course to be understood of 
that constitution of onr Lord as our Apos- 
tle and High Priest in which He, being 
human, was made by the Father: not of 
Him as the eternal Word (as even Bleek 
and Lünemann, explaining it of His gene- 
ration before the worlds), which would be 
irrelevant here, besides being against all 
Scripture precedent. Even Athanasius 
himself, though arguing against this un- 
warranted inference of the Arians from 
the phrases, seems to have understood it 
as we have done above: for he says, Contra 
Arianos ii. (iii.) 8, vol. i. (ii. Migne), p. 
876, obx бт: д Adyos, ў Adyos ёсті, me- 
хото, voce 0épis* AAA’ Bri Adyos dn 
9nuwwpybs Ücrepoy werolnra: архієрей 
ee copa TÒ yeryntdy kal Toi- 
тб›. And so also the orthodox Latins, 
Ambrose, Vigil-taps., Primasius, explain- 
ing “ creatio” by is generatio." 
The Greek Fathers, generally, repudiate 

17. 47 
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strongly this view, as was natural, living 
as they did in the midst of the strife. 
Chrys. says, тЇ wodfjcayri; ётботоЛо» к. 
dpxiepéa? ob8ty футаў@а жер) oboſas фтоі», 
ov8e жері тў: бєбтүүтоз, dAAÀ rd жері 
ёпорітору dvOperxivev. And so (Ec. and 
Thi. Thdrt. even more plainly, molino» 3è 
ov Thy Snuioupylay, 40 Thy xeiporovlay 
кќёклткєу. And Epiphan. Нег. Izix. 38, 
89, vol. ii. (Migne), p. 761, distinctly 
denies any reference even to the humanity 
of Christ as created,—ob32 T)» abrh» 
Ado drravÓa $пүуеїтш той  cópnaros, 
ovSt ris abToU évavOpwrhcews, ov жер} 
aricews SAws pdoxe:t, ДАЛА werd Thy 
dvd n⁰LÿWł⸗k тоў At uos Tb xdpwua. See 
other testimonies from the Fathers in 
Suicer, ii. p. 788), аз also (kal, to take 
another instance of faithfalness: thus, with 
every circumstance of honour, is Moses 
introduced, before any disparagement of 
him is entered upon) (was) Moses in all 
His house (from ref. Num., obx ofrws ó 
bepd r цоо Movatjs dv Aq TË оїкф pov 
wiorés ёсті. 1. It may be well to re- 
mark, that the substitution of abrov for 
pov at once indicates to whom айтоб is 
to be referred: viz. to God, тф roher 
abróv: see also below on ver. 6. And so 
most ancient and modern Commentators. 
Ebrard would make it both times reflexive 
—“ his house," i. e. the house to which he 
belongs: Bleek, both times to refer to 
Christ, whose house, as a Son, it is: Thl. 
gives the alternative, olxov тд» Ладу 
Aéye, &s kal fjueis єїйбацеу Adyew, ó 
dea tHsde THs оікіаѕ early: офтоб 86, 
Froi той beot, À той Movoedws' ко) yàp 
kal ToU M. dAéyero д Aaós, &s Tb б Aads 
соо Қрартєу. Bat this last expression had 
а special reference, and did not representa 
general truth. 2. The circumstance of 
the quotation makes it far more natural to 
refer èv Aq т. оїкф abro) to Moses directly, 
and not to Christ, as Ebrard, al., putting a 
comma at Moevuc?s. 3. The ellipsis is to 
be filled up by miords ў» after TQ ofke 
avrov, as in the place cited. 4. The sig- 
uification of ó olxos abro? is well illus- 
trated by 1 Tim. iii. 15, was e? év оїкф 
«ov дуастрёфесбси, is doriy éxkAmoía 
Geo (@утоѕ. It imports the Church of 
God : and is one and the same here and in 
ver. 6; not two different houses, but the 
same, in the case of Moses taken at one 

time only, —in that of Christ, in its whole 
existence and development). 8.] For 
(the yáp is best connected, as commonly, 
with the xararofcare above: as contain- 
ing the reason why our attention should be 
thus fixed on Jesus: for, though He has 
the quality of faithfulness in God’s house in 
common with Moses, yet is He far more ex- 
alted and glorious than he. Bleek, under- 
standing аётой above of Christ, inclines 
to connect ydp immediately with it: “ it is 
His house, inasmuch as,” But surely 
а ratiocination so taken up from a pronoun 
of at least ambiguous reference, would, 
without something to emphasize айтой as 
= éavroU, be exceedingly obscure to the 
reader. Others, as De Wette, would join 
it to the immediately preceding and render 
it explicatively : but this seems harsh and 
incoherent) this person (the transposition 
in the later mss. to 36éns obros has pro- 
bably been made to bring obros тарй 
Mavojy together and xAeíovos éns. 
But it is characteristic of our Writer to 
separate words constructed together by an 
emphatic word) hath been held worthy 
(the word includes, with the idea of *ac- 
counting worthy,’ that also of the actual 
bestowal of the dignity. So Philo, of Moses 
when a child, De Vit. Mos. i. 5, vol. ii. p. 
83, TpoQis оду Hin ВасіМікӯз к. Qepa- 
welas &Eoóuevos. And De Decal. § 21, 

. 198, T)» дёуто: mpovouíay hs èv rois 
otow d Hd Mt: Diod. Sic. xix. 
11, rà» 8 Evdpudlany .... Éxpwwe pel- 
(оуоѕ AH Tiswplas: Arrian, Var. Hist. 

ii. 10, rà» dpiorelay ђ:66псау. See 
more examples in Bleek. The word refers 
to the honour and glory wherewith God 
hath crowned Christ, in His exaltation 
to His right Hand; which is taken for 
granted without farther explanation, as a 
fact well known to the readers) of more 
glory (not, “of so much the more:” the 
construction is as in ch. viii. 6, 8:афоро- 
Tépas Térvxev Aevrovpyylas, боф ка} rpelt- 
Tovós dori Sa0hens peolrys) than (on 
карй after a comparative, see note, ch. i. 
4), Moses, inasmuch as (this seems to give 
kat? бсо» very happily, with just the same 
blending of analogy and inference) he hath 
more honour than the house (so is this 
gen. to be rendered, and not ‘in,’ or 
from the house,’ as D-lat., “quanto ma- 
jorem honorem habet domus is qui preepa- 
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ravit eam :" and so vulg., Luther, but com- 
bining with it the other rendering also 
(nachdem der eine groͤßere Ehre am 
Hauſe hat der es bereitet denn das Haus). 
Wolf, Peirce, al. This, that the Founder 
of the house had more glory from, or in the 
house, than Moses, was not true in fact of 
Christ: for they of the house had rejected 
Him. Cf. a very similar comparison in 
Philo, de Plant. Noé, § 16, vol. i. p. 340, 
ёс ó xrnoduevos Tò ктїда таў i- 
paros àpelvwr, к. Tb wewoinnds ToU yeyo- 
vóros, ToGoUTQ BacirrKdrepor — ékeivoi. 
The majority of Commentators take it as 
above: e.g. Chrys, wAclova Tib» Exe 
107 Épyor ô тєхүїттз, Ad ка) ToU otkov 
$ катаскєоё(оу айтбу: and Thdrt., $e 
ono! worhuatos wpbs тоттђ» 8:афорі, 
тосабту Movaéos pi Y хрістбу. For 
the argument, see below) who established 
it (““катоткеєз&ё{ olxov,” says Bleek, 
* js not to ‘found a household,’ so that ó 
xarackeudoas Tov olxoy should designate 
the paterfamilias,---a meaning which can 
hardly be defended:—but the formula 
refers beyond doubt primarily to the erec- 
tion of an actual house. The word is so 
used, of the preparation of a building,—a 
house, or temple, or ship, or town, &c., — 
and especially in later Greek. So in 
our Epistle (in St. Paul it never occurs), 
besides here and ver. 4,—as in reff. also. 
1 Mace. xv. 8, xareoxetaca х\лоїа холе- 
шка: Jos. Vit. § 12, кабаребђуси Tbv 
olxoy órd Hot . катаскєоасдёута : 
Herodian, v. 6. 13, xareoxedace $$ ка) ќу 
тё яроастеіф veùr uéyurróv тє wal soAv- 
TeAécTaTov: ib. 8 22, wípyovs u le- 
Tous Kal (jynAorárovs  karagkevdcas: 
Plut. Numa, p. 67 А, футайба karockevá- 
(era: xardyeios olxos ob дёүаз: Diod. Sic. 
xi. 62, KAAXas rpihpers woAAds катєткєйа- 
gay, &с. In almost all these places, the 
verb may be so taken as to ода not only 
the erection of the building, ship, &c., but 
also the fitting up, providing with proper 
furniture (xarackevh, скейт), as indeed it 
is found more expressly used in Attic 
writers: e.g. Xen. Hiero ii. 2, ueyaAo- 
rpereordras olklas ко) тайтаз rar- 
«ckevaguévas trois  wAelarov tíos: id. 
Anab. iv. 1. 8, сағ 84 ка) хаАк@дао: 
кадтбААо:  kaTregkevaguévai al oixlai, 
and al.; Demosth. p. 1208, £r. 82 greve- 
ow 181015 thy vaUv катєскєбаса: p. 689, 
ols sareoxevacuévny dpare Th» mów: 
ib., Irre rivés ui» abrGy rA Ünuo- 
ole oikoBounuárer ceurorépas ras ibías 
«aTeckevdxagiy olkías. And here also we 
may say, that xarackevá(ew means more 
than ошободеїу olxov, and includes, be- 

^м 

sides the building of the house, the fitting 
it up, and providing it with all requisites. 
So that to this xarac«evf; of the house 
belong servants, male and female ; and so 
here we may say that tlie oixéra:, the ser- 
vants of the house, are included. The 
sense then is this: just as he who has 
built and furnished a house,-—for himself 
namely, as master of the house, —stands 
higher in honour than the house itself 
and the individual ofeéra:, во does Christ 
higher than Moses: and Christ is thus 
represented as he who has prepared the 
house of God (and therefore as ite lord), 
to whom Moses also belongs, as an indivi- 
dual olxérns. And so Chrys., Œc., &c." 
Wetstein and Böhme have proposed a way 
of taking this verse which is at least spe- 
cious: viz. to understand ó xarackevácas 
not of the Son, but of the Father, and the 
sentiment to be, inasmuch as he who esta- 
blished the house has more honour than 
the house, which honour Christ, as His 
Son, shares. But however suitable this 
idea may be in the next verse (see below), 
it is well answered by Bleek, al., that the 
insertion of it here would be quite alien 
from the object of the Writer, who is 
clearly comparing, directly, Moses and 
Christ: and that besides, a reference to a 
sentiment lying out of the immedinte path 
of the argument would be introduced not 
by каб босо», but by rA, or &AAd (or 
3¢, as in ver. 4). lam surprised to find 
Hofmann and Delitzsch upholding this 
last- mentioned interpretation as the only 
right one. Surely the ellipsis of the pro- 
га ‘the honour of the Father be- 
ongs to the Son also’ is not for a moment 
to be assumed. And besides, to suppose 
obros in this verse, and д xaragxeudoas, 
not to refer to the enme person, would in- 
volve a harshness and carelessness of style 
neither of which belongs to our Writer. 
See more on next verse). 4.) For 
(expansion and justification of ô xara- 
oxevdoas) every house is established by 
some one (i.e. it belongs to the idea of a 
louse that some one should have built 
and fitted it up: arrangement implies an 
arranger, design a designer): but (con- 
trast as passing from the individual to the 
general) He which established all things 
is, God (= God is he which established 
all things; бебѕ being the subject, and ó 
Tà *dvra катаск., the predicate. Before 
treating of the misunderstanding of this 
verse by the Fathers, and by many of 
the moderns, let us endeavour to grasp 
its true meaning. The last verse brings 
before us Christ as the karack«vaerfis of 
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the house of God. Aud this He is, in 
whatever sense olxos be taken: whether 
zn the narrower sense which best suits 
this present comparison, or in the wider 
sense implied by the faithful centurion in 
Matt. viii. 9, in which all natural powers 
are His oixéra.. But He is this not by 
independent will or agency. 8 ob ка} 
rolno rots alõvas, is our Writers 
own language of the creation by Christ : 
nd it is in accord with that of St. John, 

where he says dra $t abrod éyévero. 
He, as the Son, is 6 karackevácas the 
house of God—the Church, or the world, 
or the universe; but, apparently (cf. ver. 
6), the former of these: but it is aa one 
with,—by virtue of his Sonship,— Him who 
is ó wdvra xaracxevdeas, viz. God. And 
thus the афтод, twice repeated in vv. Б, 6, 
falls into its own place ав belonging both 
times to God : Moses is His servant, part 
and portion of His household : Christ is 
His Son, over His household. Апа by 
this reference to God as the третоката- 
axevagths, is the expression above, тф 
котаут: abtdéy, illustrated and justi- 
fied. So that this verse is not quasi- 
parenthetic, as almost all the recent ex- 
positors make it—e. g. Tholuck, Bleek, 
Ebrard, Lünemann, — hut distinctly part of 
the argument. The ancient exposi- 
tors, almost without exception, take des ав 
predicate, and д (rà) vávra катаскеџйсаѕ 
as a designation of Christ—'* now He 
that founded all things, is (must be) God: 
thus making the passage a proof of the 
deity of Christ. The short-hand writer has 
apparently here blundered over Chrysos- 
tom's exposition, for it is meagre and con- 
fused to the last degree ; but Thdrt., CEc., 
and Thl., so explain it, regarding ver. 2 us 
an assertion of Christ's superiority to Moses 
quoad His human nature, and this verse as 
regards His divinity. Spa rd: fjptaro uiv 
Tis сиукр(сеюѕ db ris capkós, àvéBm 84 
eis Thv 0córnTa, xal ёсуукрітозѕ Srepéxew 
Toy woinThy ToU *oifhuaros (Beute. And 
so also Beza, Estius, Cappellus, a-Lapide, 
Cameron, Seb. Schmidt, Calmet, Bengel 
(who however as well as Cappellus, takes ó 
88 the personal pronoun referring to Christ, 
and (rà) váírra karackevdgas as in appo- 
sition; but He, who &c.,is God), al. But, 
apart from the extreme harshness and 

forcing of the construction to bring ont 
this meaning, the sentiment itself is en- 
tirely irrelevant here. Ifthe Writer was 
proving Christ to be greater than Moses 
inasmuch as He is God, the founder of all 
things, then clearly the mere assertion of 
this fact would have sufficed for the proof, 
without entering on another consideration : 
nay, after such an assertion, all minor con- 
siderations would have been not only super- 
fluous, but preposterous. He does however, 
after this, distinctly go into the considera- 
tion of Christ being faithful not as a servant 
but as a son: so that he cannot be here 
speaking of His Deity as a ground of 
superiority). б.] The argument pro- 
ceeds, resuming the common ground of 
ver. 2: and Moses indeed (inasmuch as 5é 
following has the effect of bringing out, and 
thus emphasizing, xpiords, this рќу may 
almost be treated as a particle of disparage- 
ment: cf. Isocr. Panegyr. р. 178, 7 kaAov- 
pé pèr ёрхћ, обса 8è svupopd—" which 
is called indeed. . . but really is.) 
(was) faithful in all His (God's, cf. above 
the words of the citation, on ver. 2) house, 
as a servant (cf. as above; the word 
Өербтоу (вее reff.) is often applied by tho 
LXX to Moses. So also Wisd. x. 16: 
Barnabas, Ep. c. 14, Mwveñs Oepdrwy 
dy Maße (тёз wAdwas), aùròs дё ó 
rúpios hui ÉBokev. Ocpaweyv differs from 
9oUAos, in embracing all who are, whether 
by occasion or by office, subservient to 
another: thus the Etym. Mag.: Sepdrov- 
ras obx, Srrep of veórepoi, BoÜAovs, АЛАА 
wdyras Tobs Oeparevrixnes Ёхоутаз, os 
“ Aavaol bepdrorres Apnos“- kal, Tb» 
ёу Bevrépg det філо», фт ч Патроклоѕ 
Axià Ac Ocpárwv.”” Wetst., who also 
cites Apollonius, Ammonins, and Eusta- 
thius, to the вате effect. This of courso 
would allow the same person to be called by 
both names, as Moses is in Josh. i. 1 and 2 
F. (not A), and al. Bleek well remarks here, 
that dobAos, had it been used of Moses in 
the place cited, would have served the 
Writer’s purpose here just as well for the 
arguinent, but not for the words els дарт. 
тфу AaAn8ncouéryov, which here follow, 
indicating the nature of his Bepaweia), for 
testimony of the things which were to be 
(afterwards) spoken (these words are not 
to be joined with 0epdsxov, as Bleek, Lün., 
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(i has dar, with the e written above ка 1. m.) (As єаухер is found, with no var in 

al., nor, as Estius, al, with wiords; but 
with the whole preceding sentence: the 
urpose of the faithful service of Moses in 

Boke house was, eis парт. x. T. A. In con- 
sidering the meaning of the words, surely 
we must look further than the commonly 
received shallow interpretation which re- 
fers them to the things which Moses him - 
self was to speak to the people by God's 
command. For how could his fidelity èy 
dA TQ оїкф eoù, comprehending as it 
does the whole of his official life, be said to 
be eis paprúpiov ray AaAnÜncouévo» by 
him to the people? It seems to me that 
neither eis uaprópior (dv тӯ рарторіа) nor 
тё» AgAnOncoudver (THY Лалтбёутор) 
will bear such an interpretation. And yet 
it is acquiesced in by Syr. (“in testimonium 
eorum qusB loquenda erant in ejus mas 
Chrys. (not perhaps exactly: rí deri, els 
paprópior ; Iva dci, onal, náprvpes, бтау 
dvaccxuryréow obro: : but this surely will 
not suit the gen. rêy AaAw0.) Thdrt. 
(axe s pew miords #фкА%Өт, Туа Dex 
&Róxpews vouoüérns. тобто yàp elrev, 
els нарт. TG» Aad.), ТЫ. (fva Лалӯ và 
TOU Seoxdrov тоз Aotwois oixérais, к. 
p s ў TQ be ёр тӯ крїтє: тфу AR 
NU c., Primas., Est., Corn.-a-Lap., 
Grot., Hamm., &c., Stuart, De W., Bleek, 
Lünem. But, 1. the eis with papripior 
seems best to express an ulterior purpose 
of the whole of that which is spoken of in 
the preceding clause: cf. the same combi- 
nation in reff. Gospp. :—2. the neut. gen. 
after paprupcoy is best understood of that to 
which the testimony referred, as in Acts iv. 
83: 1 Cor. i. 6; ii. 1: 2 Tim. i. 8 :—and 3. 
the future participle requires that the Aa- 
An8ncóueva should be referred to a time 
wholly subsequent to the ministry of Moses. 
This has been felt by some of the expositors, 
and curiously evaded : e. g. by Jac. Cappel- 
lus, “ Rationi consentaneum erat ut statim 
initio fidelissimus comperiretur Moses, quo 
fide dignius esset testimonium quod postea 
perhibiturus erat in monte Sinai.” But 
unfortunately for this view, the incident 
from which this divine testimony to Moses 
is quoted, was long subsequent to the de- 
livery of the law from Sinai. If then we 
are pointed onward to future time for тё 
Aadnbnodueva, what are they? What, 
but the matter of the divine dAdanoey 
фрі» ёи vig of our ch. i. 1? The whole 
ministry of Moses was, eis papripioy of 

these Aadn@ncduera. And when Bleek 
says that the participle would not be put 
thus absolutely with such a signification, 
but would be qualified by dr ee yárov rà» 
ўрерёу, or 810 ToU vio), or the like, or ex- 

TU» uEẽN AN Nhe) we may 
well answer that the Writer, having in ch. 
i. 1 laid down AaAcito@a: as a common term 
for the revelations of the two dispensations, 
and again taken it up ch. ii. 2, 3, had no 
need again to qualify it'further than by the 
fature participle. I interpret it then to 
mean the Gospel, with Calvin (“ Moses, 
dum est ejus doctrine przco, quse pro 
temporis ratione veteri populo erat præ- 
dicanda, simul testimonium Evangelio, 
cujus nondum matura prædieatio erat, red - 
didit. Nam certe constat, finem et com- 
plementum legis esse hanc perfectionem 
sapientise quse evangelio continetur. Atque 
hanc expositionem exigere videtur futurum 
participii tempus”), Owen (“ Aa. re- 
presents things future unto what he did in 
his whole ministry. This our translation 
rightly observes, rendering it, * the things 
that should be spoken after." And this 
as well the order of the words as the im- 

of them doth require. Iu his ministry 
e was a testimony, or, by what he did in 

the service of the house he gave testimony: 
whereunto ? to the things that were after- 
wards to be spoken, viz. in the fulness of 
time, the appointed season, by the Messiah: 
i. e. the things of the gospel. And this in- 
deed was the proper end of all that Moses 
did or ordered in the house of God”), 
Cameron, Calov., Seb. Schmidt, Limborch, 
Wolf, Peirce, Wetstein, Cramer, Baumg., 
al., Ebrard, and, as I have found since 
writing the above note, Hofmann and De- 
litzsch) : but Christ (scil. tors (dari), 
to correspond with the vir Хута, фу ка} 
K. r. A. above, ver. 2. Some would supply 
éorw only, as Erasm. (paraphr. At 
Christus, ut conditor ac filius, adminis- 
travit suam ipsius domum :" but thus the 
parallelism would be broken. Then, sup- 
plying words, are we to join it with ёж) 
Tbv olx. abrod, as in Matt. xxv. 21, 23, 
én) dAlya 4s wiords, or to insert 1t before 
és vids, and take it absolutely? Certainly 
the latter, as shewn by the order of the 
words in the previous sentence ; the ellipsis 
here being, to judge by that order, between 
бё and ds, not between vids and ёт!) as a 
Son over his house (atrod here again of 

abcde 
fghk} 
mno 
17. 47 
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God,— not primarily, though of course by 
inference, of Christ. The house is God's 
throughout: but Christ is of primary 
authority and glory in it, inasmuch as He 
is the Son in the house, and actually esta- 
blished the house. This, which I am per- 
suaded is required by the context, is shewn 
decisively by ch. x. 21, Zyovres . . . iepda 
p éya» twit Tov olkov rov 8co9. So Chrys. 
(dxeivos uiv cis тё тотрфа ws ёєстбтуѕ 
«іѕёрҳетси, obros 8 ds 8оЛоѕ), Thdrt. 
(on the following words: olko» тоў 6«oU 
KékAnke robs титтєбоутаѕ xarà Thr wpo- 
$Telay thy Aéyovaap, evoirhow èv abrois 
K. T. A.), D- lat. (but with *in,"—* Christus 
autem tanquam filius in domo ejus: vulg. 
has “in domo sua"), Jerome (Ep. 18, 
ad Damas. $ 5, vol. i. p. 49, “ Christus 
autem ut filius super domum ejus"), 
Corn.-a-Lap., Schlichting, Peirce, Bengel, 
Storr, Morus, Abresch, Dindorf, al.: and 
recently, Stuart (but only as a question 
between éavrod and abro?, and apparently 
without being aware that афтод may 
have both meanings) and Lünemann. 
The greater number of Commentators refer 
it to Christ: many of them writing it 
avrov, to which Bleek well replies, that 
had the Writer intended the emphatic re- 
flexive pronoun to be understood, writing 
as he did without accents, he would cer- 
tainly have used davrob, in a matter so 
easily confused. Of the rest, some, e. g. 
Ebrard, take abro as referring to Christ: 
and others, as simply the reflexive pronoun 
after the generic vids: “ as а son over his 
(own) house: thus Böbme, Bleek, De 
Wette, al. But thus the parallelism is 
destroyed, and in fact the identity of the 
house in the two cases, on which depends 
the strictness of the comparison between 
Moses and Christ. Most of the expositors 
have not felt this: but Ebrard has dis- 
tinctly maintained that two houses are 
intended: “ In the one house serves Moses 
for а testimony of the future revelations of 
God, the olxos itself being part of the uap- 
тіру : the other olkos, the oIkos of Christ, 
are we: it is a living house, built of livin 
stones.” But this introduces a complica 
comparison, and to my mind infinitely 
weakens the argument. There is but one 
house throughout, and that one, theChurch 
of God, in which both are faithful ; one as 

a servant, the other as a son: this house 
was Israel, this house are we, if we are 
found faithful in the covenant. So also I 
am glad to see Delitzsch takes the sentence. 
Dec. 31, 1858), whose (not (except by in- 
ference) Christ’s, as (Ec., Jac. Cappellus, 
Estius, Owen, Bleek, De Wette, Ebrard, 
al, but, God’s,—as Chrys. (olxos dp, 
фто», ёсбреба тоў 0«oU . . édrmep x. T. A.), 
Thdrt. (see above on abrov) Thi. (as 
Chrys., recognizing, however, Christ also, 
as the possessor of the house, olxoy Exe. 
ко) б хрістбз, tjus), Calvin (“Additur bec 
admonitio, tunc eos in Dei familia locum 
babituros, si Christo pareant ), al., and 
Delitzsch. Besides the considerations 
urged above as affecting the question, we 
have the strong argument from Scripture 
analogy, cf. besides reff., 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17: 
2 Cor. vi. 16: Eph. ii. 22: ch. x. 21 ; xii. 
22: Rev. iii. 12: which alone, especially 
cb. x. 21, would go very far with me to 
decide the question) house (some, e. g. 
Bengel who would read $s olcos, urge the 
omission of the article here as against ob 
olxes: adducing such expressions as ob т} 
artov, hs ó adeAgds, Sy Tb стбиа, фу та 
дубиата, ob $ wAnyh, dv тА кёла, ob ) 
фоуђ, ob 4 оікіа. But in every one of 
these the subject is distributed: whereas 
here olxos and huet are not commensurate, 
the proposition merely expressing cate- 
gorical inclusion, and God's house being 
far wider than jets. Compare the pre- 
cisely similar passage, 1 Pet. iii. 6, $s 
(2dppas) eyerhOnre тёкуа ёуаботоюдсш 
к.т.\.) are we (the Writer and his Hebrew 
readers : = of whose honse we are, even as 
Moses was), if we hold fast (reff. Bleek 
objects to the shorter text here, that the 

riter has twice besides used this verb, 
and both times with a tertiary adjectival 
predicate: see reff. Butsuch a considera- 
tion can hardly override critical evidence) 
the confidence (reff. : not, “ free and open 
confession,” as Grot. (“ professio Chris- 
tianismi aperta ”), Hamm., Limborch, al., 
which would not suit xardo oper, а purely 
subjective word) and the (notice the ar- 
ticle, which shews that this second noun 
is not merely explicative of the first, nor 
to be ranked in the same category with 
it) matter of boasting (the concrete: not 
here to be confounded (although the con- 
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fusion certainly did take place sometimes) 
with xadxnois, the abstract, as is done by 
Bleek, De Wette, Tholuck, &c. As wrap- 
pnola was subjective, our con ‚ 80 is 
this objective, the object whereon that 
confidence ts founded: see notes on reff. 
2 Cor., where the same mistake has been 
made. And xardexeuev is no objection 
to this: we may hold fast’ an object of 
faith, though (see above) we could not 
* hold fast,’ except in a very fur-off sense, 
an outward practice, such as a bold pro- 
fession) of our hope (xar@s elre ris èA- 
(805, éweid wdvyra fy èv aris: тй 
&ya0d: obre è айтђ» Be? xaréxew, os 
Jun xavxücÓm фу ёт) yeyernuévos: 
Chrys. See reff.and Rom. v. 2). 7—19.) 
бее the summary at the beginning of the 
chapter. Exhortation, founded on the 
warning given by the Spirit in Ps. xcv., 
not to allow an evil heart of unbelief to 
separate them from this their participa- 
tion in the house of God. 7.] 
Wherefore (i. e. seeing that they are the 
house of Christ if they bold fast their 
confidence and boast of hope. It has 
been disputed, what verb is to be con- 
nected with 86. Some (as Schlichting, 
J. Cappellus, Heinrichs, Cramer, Kuinoel, 
Ebrard, al.) join it immediately with 43 
oxAnpiynre, and regard the Writer as 
making the Spirit's words his own: but 
this labours under the great difficulty that 
in ver. 9 the speaker is God Himself, aud 
so an unnatural break is made at the end 
of ver. 8 (Delitzsch acknowledges this diffi- 
culty, but does not find it insuperable, and 
adopts the view). Others, as De W. and 
Tholuck, believe that the construction 
begun with 8&6 is dropped, and never 
finished, as in Rom. xv. 8, 21: 1 Сот. i. 
81; ii. 9: supplying after 86, u) axAm- 
pure Tas кард. bu..—or understanding 
6 more freely, “ wherefore let it be so 

with you, as" «с. But by far the best way 
is, with Erasm. (annot.), Calv., Est., Pisc., 
Grot., Seb. Schmidt, Limborch, Bengel, 
Peirce, Wetst., Abresch, BShme, Bleek, 
Liinem., al., to take the whole citation, 
including the formula of citation, as a 
parenthesis, and join &é with BAésrere ver. 
12. The length of such parenthesis is no 
objection to this view : see ch. vii. 20—22; 
xii. 18—24, where the Writer, after similar 
parentheses, returns back into the pre- 
vious construction. Nor again is it any 
objection, that in the midst of the citation, 
another 8:6 oceurs, ver, 10: for that 8:6 

belongs strictly to the citation, and finds 
both its preparation and its apodosis within 
its limits. Noregain, that the sentence be- 
ginning with BAérere, ver. 12, is more an 
analysis of the citation than an application 
of it: had this been so, we should more 
naturally have expected to find BAdérere 
оду, —сћ. xii. 25 supporting, instead of 
impugning (as Tholuck) this last reply to 
the objection),—even as the Holy Spirit 
saith (in Ps. xev., Heb. and Eng. This 
Psalm in the Heb. hus no writer's name: 
in the LXX it is headed, alyvos $895 тф 
Aaveld. And it is ascribed to David in ch. 
iv. 7 below. The passage is cited as the 
direct testimony of the Holy Spirit, speak - 
ing through David: cf. reff.), To-day, if 
ye hear his voice (“ In the Psalm, accord- 
ing to the Hebrew, the words nd- 
ing to these, wow N Di, the second 
hemistich of the 7th verse, form an inde- 

ndent sentence, to be taken as a power- 
ul exhortation expressed in the form of a 
wish, DM, о si, «tinam, as often. The sense 
from ver. 6 is, —' Come let us fall down 
and bow ourselves, kneel before Jehovah 
our Creator. For He is опг God and we 
the people of his pasture and tlie flock of 
his hand. Then this sentence follows: 
* O that ye might this day hearken to His 
voice!’ d stands first with strong em- 
phasis, in contrast to the whole past time, 
during which they had shewn themselves 
disobedient and rebellious against the 
divine voice, as e.g. during the journey 
through the wilderness, alluded to in the 
following verses: ‘to-day’ therefore means 
‘now,’ ‘nunc tandem.’ Then in the follow- 
ing verses, to the end of the Psalm, is in- 
troduced, in the oratio directa, that which 
the divine voice, which they are to hear, 
addresses to them. And it is probable 
that the LXX took the words in the sense 
of the Hebrew : at least their rendering of 
Ом by ed elsewhere gives no sure ground 
for supposing the contrary, seeing that 
they often give éd» for ом as utinam, and 
that, in places where they would not well 
have understood it otherwise: e.g. Ps. 
exxxvii. 19. Yet it would be obvious, 
with such a tranelation, to take this period 
not as an independent sentence, but either 
in close connexion with the preceding 
period of the 7th ver., as a declaration of 
the condition of their being His people, — 
or in reference to the following, as a pro- 
tasis to which ver. 8, uh ekAmpüryre . T. A., 
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forms the apodosis. In this last way the 
Writer of our Epistle appears to have taken 
the words, from his beginning his citation 
with them : and yet more clearly from ver. 
15, and ch. iv. 7.” Bleek: and so De 
Wette, on the Psalm: and Tholuck and 
Lünemann: and Calv. as an alternative. 
сђреро» will thus refer to the day in which 
the Psalm was used in public worship, 
whenever that might be. See below), 
harden not your hearts (Heb. heart. Bleek 
remarks, that this is the only place (in Heb. 
and LXX : Bapórew т. к. of the act of man 
is found Exod. viii. 15, 82: 1 Kings vi. 6) 
where this expression ‘to harden the heart’ 
is used of man’s own act: elsewhere it is 
always of God’s act, cf. Exod. iv. 21; vii. 
8 (vii. 22; viii. 19) ; ix. 12 (35); x. 20, 27; 
хі. 10; xiv. 4, 17: Isa. lxiii. 17, and rd 
vveUud Tiros, Deut. ii. 80; whereas when 
the hardening is described as the work of 
man, the formula gxAnptver toy трёҳт- 
Aor abToU is used, Deut. x. 16: Neh. ix. 
17, 29: 2 Chron. xxx. 8 (where however 
B reads тёз xapdlas); xxxvi. 18: Jer. 
vii. 26 al, or rb» roy abro), 4 Kings 
xvii. 14. For N. T. usage see reff.), as in 
the provocation (Heb. mim}, “as (at) 
Meribah.” In Exod. xvii. 1—7 we read 
that the place where the children of Israel 
murmured against the Lord for want of 
water was called Massah and Meribuh,— 
ка) ёторбисте Td Üvoua ToU тфхоу éxelvou 
Ilepagcubs kal Aoddpnois, LXX. But 
the subsequent account of Num. xx. 1—18, 
makes it plain that the two names refer to 
two different events and places : and this 
is further confirmed by Deut. xxxiii. 8, 
* Thy holy One whom thoa didst prove at 
Massah, and with whom thou didst strive 
at the waters of Meribah.” In the Psalm 
these two are mentioned together, and the 
LXX as usual fraxsiate the names, using 
here however the uncommon word жара- 
4ucpacyós, for Aoibópnais, which is their 
word in Exod. xvii. 7, AeiBopía Num. xx. 
24 (во AB), and dyriAoyia in Num. xx. 
18 (24 Ald.); xxvii. 14: Deut. xxxii. 51; 

Vor. IV. 

rec (for e» Soxipacta) «бокщатау pe 
yr, Thdrt Damasc Ambr, ]: 

TA АСР] 17Did. reo 
N. (So also in ver 17.) 

xxxii. 8: Ps. lxxx. 7; cv. 82; the only 
places where they have rved the pro- 
per name, being in Ezek. xlvii. 19 (дар 
óð), xlviii. 28 (Вари). In giving, 
for the proper names, their meaning and 
occasion, they have in fact cast light 
upon the sacred text ; though it is rather 
сз than strict translation. The word 
itself, wagamiuxpagpés, is supposed hy 
Owen to have found its way into the LX 
from this citation : but there is no ground 
whatever for such a supposition. Though 
the subst. does not again oocur, the verb 
ie ecb cd occurs 35 times, and gene- 
rally of men provoking God to anger. It 
has also been conjectured by Michaelis, 
that the LXX may, as they have never 
rendered Meribah by this word elsewhere, 
have read rr, Marah, in their Hebrew 
text here, which they render wixpía in 
Exod. xv. 93: Num. xxxiii. 8, 9. This 
may have been во, but is pure conjecture), 
in the time of (the xard, ав the Writer 
takes it, seems, by ver. 16 below, where 
only the verb saper{xpavay introduces 
the question, not waper. kal éwelpacay, 
—to be subordinate to the xapamwixpacusds, 
and as so often, to signify ‘during,’ at the 
time of: so of каб’ jas, our contempo- 
ruries, — rar "Auaci Вас:Лебоута, – кат” 
'AXétavBpor: see Bernhardy, p. 241: 
Blomf., Glossary оп Agam. 842. In the 
Heb. this second clause is distinct from 
the first, and introduces a fresh instance : 
see below) the day of the temptation in 
the wilderness (Heb., 33793 rz OF}, as in 
the day of Massah in the wilderness: viz. 
that of the second murmuring against 
Moses and Aaron for want of water: see 
Num. xx. 1—18. The place was in the 
wilderness of Sin, near Kadesh: ib. ver. 
1), where (we have the sume construction 
of ob after 75s dpíuov in ref. бкоо, 
TovrégTi:w dy Tf ёрћшр" i, od érelpacay 
херасиод, a À Tò об роу, алла 
p» тӧтоо ёулотікбр. (Ec. And in this 
latter way it is taken by Erasm. Schmid, 
Francke, Bengel, and Peirce. But tho 
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q(and сом) ёт, 10 0:0 9 T pose yÜa тї yevea Tavry Kai elrov Ac 
ver. 17 only. 
Gen. xxvii. 46. Ps. xxi. 24. Sir. vi. 25 al. w. dy, Num. xxi. 5. v. awd poceimov, xxii. 3. absol., Deut. vii. 26, 

10. rec (for Tana) «кенч (corrn to Lxx, where there is no var), with CD*KL[P] 
rel Chr Thdrt : ista Int: txt ABD MN 17 vulg Clem Did[ from the Psalm]. 
ewa (аг LXX-BN) А D'(appy) а c k 17 Chr-ms-corr ( Euthal-ms Cyr, ]: eray D! : txt 
BCD*KLM[P]N rel Clem Did [Chr Thdrt]. 

former way seems the more likely, on ac- 
couni of the arrangement of the words: if 
the latter had been intended, the order 
would more probably have been тоё wei- 
paspot, ob éxelpacay . . . . dv TH ёрђие. 
And the usage of об for био», though not 
found elsewhere in this Epistle, is not un- 
common in the LXX,—cf. Ps. Ixxxiii. 8: 
Ezek. xxi. 16 : Esth. iv. 8 : Sir. xxiii. 21,— 
and is found 24 times in the N. T.) your 
fathers tempted by way of trial (*tempted 
(me) in trying,’ or ‘proving (me). It 
will be seen that the more difficult reading 
is sustained by the consent of the most 
ancient MS8., and expressly supported by 
Clem.-alex. ; who cites the whole passage, 
and, as is evident by his insertion of 3:4 
before xposéx@:ca, from our Epistle: and 
continues, ) è бакшасїа rls ёст el 
Béres nabe, Td Gyidy со wveipa etyyh- 
gerar kal elboy «.7.A. The idea of such a 
reading being “an alteration to remove a 
seeming roughness of style” (Dr. Bloom- 
field) is simply abrod, the roughness 
existing not in the received text and LXX, 
but in the expression éweípaca» év boxi- 
pacíg. It is very difficult to account for 
such a reading: and Bleek supposes that 
it may bave existed in the Writer’s copy of 
the LXX ; dv докцасід, i.e. GAOKIMA- 

CIA, being written for € AOKIMACA; 
and instances ch. x. 5, rêpa, and ch. xii. 15, 
évoxAj,assimilarcases. For the usage of 
the word Soria la, see reff.), and saw 
my works (Heb., “yp үс, “moreover 
they saw my work —i. e. my penal judg- 
ments; so Ewald, and Bleek : and so the 
word yp is used in Ps. lxiv. 10: Isa. v. 12: 
Hab. i. 5; iii. 2: for these penal judgments 
lasted during the forty years, and it ia they 
which are described in the next sentence. 
The meaning given by most expositors, 
“although they saw my works (miracles of 
deliverance, &c.) for forty years," is not 
во likely, seeing that these provocations 
happened at the beginning of the forty 
years. But see below) forty years (these 
words in the Heb. most probably belong, 
as rendered in our E. V., to what follows : 
2n arrangement rendered impossible here, 
on account of $$ following. But that 
such arrangement was not unknown to 
our Writer is plain, from his presently 
saying, ver. 17, тісту $ wposéx0iwer Tec- 
сєрйкоюта črn; It is therefore likely that 

he did not choose this arrangement without 
reason. Aud if we ask what that reason 
was, we find an answer in the probability 
that the forty years' space is taken as re- 
presenting to the Hebrews their space for 
repentance; their сўдєро», between the 
opening of the preaching of the gospel (cf. 
ch. i1. 2), and their impending destruction. 
This idea was recognized by the Jews them- 
selves in their books: e.g. Sanhedr. fol. 
99. 1, R. Eliezer dixit : dies Messi sunt 
40 anni, sicut dicitur, Quadraginta annos 
&c., Ps. xcv. 10;" and then follows a proof 
of it from this passage in the Psalm: 
Tanchuma, fol. 79. 4, * Quamdiu durant 
anni Messie ? R. Akiba dixit, Quadra- 
ginta annos, quemadmodum Israelite per 
tot annos in deserto fuerunt." And if,” 
continues Bleek, this idea of the days of 
the Messiah was prevalent, that they were 
the immediate precursors of the x37 be 
(the age to come) as the time of the great 
S.bbath-rest, and the completed glory of 
the people of God,—this is something very 
analogous to the acceptation of the period 
of the forty years which seems to underlie 
what is said of them in our Epistle." If 
во, it is ible that the meaning of xol 
elbov тд k uov above may be, that they 
saw My wonderful works and took no heed 
to them, and thereby increased their guilt). 

10.] Wherefore (see above: & is 
inserted, to mark more strongly the refer- 
ence of reco. črn to the preceding. 16 ів 
impossible, with 3:6, to join those words to 
this sentence and understand 816 as = did 
rabra, as Estius, Piscator, Grot., &c. In- 
stead of being so anxious, at the expense of 
the meaning of words, to put our citations 
straight to the letter, it is far better to 

nize at once the truth, for such it is, 
which Calvin here so boldly states : “ Sci- 
mus nutem apostolos in citandis testi- 
moniis magis attendere ad summam rei, 
quam de verbis esse solicitos”) I was 
offended (жроѕоҳе({ о and óx6í((e are 
Alexandrine forms peculiar to the LXX. 
The classical word is óx6éw, frequently 
found in Homer; xposox@éw is cited in 
Palm and Rosts Lexicon from Pisid. 
fragm. (P). The root seems to be lye, 
from which also we have the cognate word 
&xGos, -ouc, which, says Passow, differs 
from ò xe in being always used of a literal 
and material burden, whereas this is always 
of a metaphorical and mental one. #убо$ 

ABCDK 
LMP 
abcde 
fghkl 
mno 
17. 47 
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т л\ардито TH карба, айто $ ойк Cyvocav tàs * б$офу rz Cor. vi.» 
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10. Rom. хі. 33. Rev. xv. 3. Ps, xvii. 2 

2 Tim. iii. 13. 
Tit. iii. 3 al. 
ш. xxix. 26. 

з cts xiii. 
= ch. iv. 3, б, from L c. Mark viii, 12. Gen. ziv. 1. 4 

23. Num. хіт. 30. Deut. i. 35. 1 Kings iii, 14. xiv. 45. 2 Kings xi. 1). xx. 20 al. 

in all probability is another cognate word 
similarly derived. The substantive бху 
does not seem to be any further connected 
with zx and óx6((o than by derivation 
from а common root. 38,67 is that which 
stands out or protrudes: óx60éo, to stand 
out against, to thrust oneself in the way 
of: “affinis phrasis, adversum incedere, 
Levit. xxvi. 24, 28," Bengel: hence ix 
хотацо?о, the banks of a river: so Eusta- 
thius бубоз, жард ть Éxew (єр) 
romiuxdy éxavdornua: but no nautical me- 
taphor, as “infringing (impinging P) upon 
the shore, running aground” (Stuart, al., 
after Suidas, wposéxOixe’ Tposkékpouke, 
wposkéxoper ard ToU тй emwnxdueva 
таз бхбаз яроѕкробєс дог), is to be 
thought of. Heer chius interprets wpos- 
oxGionds, wpóskpovais, Зеуохібна) with 
this generation (the LXX has éxeívp, as 
the rec. here: there is no demonstrative 
in the original Hebrew, 3. I quite think 
with Bóhme and Bleek, that the change is 
made by our Writer for a set purpose, viz. 
to extend the saying, by making -yeved 
thus import the whole Jewish people, over 
the then living race, as well as that which 
provoked God in the wilderness. Cf. Matt. 

' xxiv. 84, and note), and said, They do 
always err in their heart (Heb., * They 
are а people of wanderers in heart." 
Bleek thinks the del of the LXX is owing 
to the taking ny, people, for dw, ог y, 
or w, which last Symmachus has trans- 
lated def in Ps. xlix. 10; cxxxix. 18), but 
they (in Heb., merely “and they,” and so 
in the LXX-B, xal афто) ойк фуу. Our 
text agrees with the alex. Ms., which marks 
off the clause more strongly with 3¢ [so 
also N]. Bengel justifies this: “on in 
Hebr. iteratur magna vi. Accentus hic 
incipiunt hemistichium. Itaque non con- 
tinetur sub elxoy dizi, sed sensus hic est: 
illi me sibi infensum esse sentiebant, abrol 
de, üdem tamen nihilo magis vias meas 
cognoscere voluerunt. Simile antitheton : 
illi, et ego, cap. viii. 9, coll. ver. 10. Sic, 
at illi, Ps. cvi. 48 : cf. etiam Luc. vii. Б: 
Isa. liii. 7 in Hebr.") knew not (aor., as 
their iguorance preceded their wandering, 
and is treated as the antecedent fact to it. 
The not knowing, where matters of prac- 
tical religion are concerned, implies the not 
following) my ways (i. e. the ways which 
I would have them to walk in, зуут: во Gen. 

vi. 12: Exod. xviii. 20, onpavets айтоїз 
тёз Óbovs dv als xopevcovra, and passim. а 

The meaning given to the clause by Stuart, 
al.,“ They disapproved of (P) God's manner 
of treating them,” is quite beside the pur- 
pose, and surely not contained in the 
words: seo on Rom. vii. 15: 1 Cor. viii. 3), 
as (this &s corresponds to the Heb. Wer. 
which is often used as a conjunction, with 
varions shades of meaning all derivable 
from its primitive sense, as ‘quod’ in 
Latin. In Gen. xi. 7, which De W. on 
the Psalm adduces to justify fo daß, it 
has а telic force: and so the LXX, ta u} 
dxovowaow ёкастоѕ T)» pavhy тоў TAN- 
cloy. But it seems hardly to bear the 
ecbatic, “so that :” at least I can find no 
example. The sense here appears to be 
‘according as,’ ‘in conformity with the 
fact, that: such conformity not neces- 
sarily implying that the excluding oath 
was prior to the disobedience, but only 
that the oath and the disobedience were 
strict correlatives of one another. As the 
опе, so was the other) I sware (see Num. 
xiv. 21 reff.; xxxii. 10 f.: Deut. i. 84 fl.) 
in my wrath (not, ‘by my wrath,’ though 
such & rendering would be grammatical 
(cf Matt. v. 34; xxiii. 16: Rev. x. 6: 

s. lxii. 11); for such a method of swear- 

ing on God’s part is never found), If they 
shall enter (this elliptical form of an oath 
stands for a strong negative: it is some- 
times, when man is the speaker, filled up 
by The Lord do so to me and more also, 
if...” Cf. ref. Mark: 2 Sam. iii. 85 al. 
It is interpreted below, ver. 18: rics 8 
Фросеу ph elgehedocoGas к.т.л.) into my 
rest (in the Psalm, and in the places re- 
fe to above, the rest is, primarily, the 
promised land of Canaan. (Ec. says, els 
TocoUTÓv gnaw ойк #ууютау ras ddovs 
fou, ds eis тойтб ue yayov, @ѕтє dyud- 
ош uh «едеу avrovs els thv Kard- 
wavcív pov, Tour dri thy Vi rhs ёкау- 
*yeAMas, dv ў eiscAOdvres SucdrAov ёт) тёр 
толешат йуатайесби. In Deut. xii. 
9, 10, the words xardravois and rara- 
vajce pâs are used of the promised in- 
heritance of Canaan. But it has been well 
noticed, that after Joshua had led the 
people into the land, they never in reality 
enjoyed entirely the rest which had been 
promised ;—and in consequence, the mean- 
ing of that threat of God opened out be- 
fore them, and it became plain that more 
was denounced upon the yeved than one 
generation merely could exhaust, more 
also than the mere not entering into 
2 
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a ver, 18. ch. 
jv. 1 &c. (6 
times.) Acts 
vil. 49 (from 
Іва. lxvi. 1) 
e 

v = Matt. xxiv. 
4. Acts xiii. 40. 1 Cor. viii. 9. z. 12. Gal. v. 15 $. 

1.18al. Winer, | 56. 2. b. a. 
ziv. 25 only ch. ii. 8 &c. . y 
ъй. 10 al. 2 Cor. rii. B. 

al. 
13. 1 Thess. v.13. 1 Pet. iv. 8, 10, 

Canaan. Hence the prophetic pregnancy 
of the oath became evident, and its mean- 
ing was carried on in this exhortation by 
the Psalmist, and is here carried on by 
the sacred Writer of this Epistle, to a fur- 
ther rest which then remained for Israel, 
and now still remains for the people of 
God. Bleek notices the use of xAnpovo- 
pei» Th» r in the Psalms, as a promiso 
of blessings yet future (cf. Ps. xxiv. 13; 
xxxvi. 9, 11, 22, 29), as pointing the same 
way: and it is interesting to remember 
that we have our Lord, in the opening of 
hia ministry, taking up the same strain, 
and saying, uaxdpi of xpacis, Fri abr 
KAnporophoovew Thy уў») :— 12.] 
take heed (on the connexion of this with 
8:6 above ver. 7, see note there. BAdwere 
is only again found in our Epistle at ch. 
xii. 25. This construction with an indi- 
сайте future (see reff. on fora:) is hardly, 
as Bleek, to be explained by the interroga- 
tive force of uh: but falls under a class 
of constructions with Tra, 8rws, 4s, uh, 
in which there is & mingling, in case of 
ph, of the fear lest it should, and the 

icion t it will; und in case of 
the other particles, of the purpose that 
it may, and the anticipation that it will. 
This logical account of the construction 
is plainer when a past tense is concerned : 
as in Thuc. iii. 53, $oBoóue0a ph ёифо- 
тёрюу Gua $uaprükauev, We fear lest 
(that,—in English idiom) we have missed 
both at once.” See Hartung, Partikel- 
lehre, ii. 140, and Bernhardy, p. 402: and 
cf. ref. Col.: and the examples in Bleek), 
brethren, lest (on were not to be pressed 
as meaning at any time,’ see above on ch. 
ii. 1) there shall be jr construction, see 
above)in any one of you (not the same 
as dv duty. Calvin (see also Schlichting 
in Bleek) remarks well, “ Nec tantum in 
universum precipit Apostolus ut sibi omnes 
caveant, sed vult ita de salute cujusque 
membri esse sollicitos, ne quem omnino 
ex lis qui semel vocati fuerint, sua negli - 
gentia perire sinant. Atque im eo boni 
pastoris offleium facit, qui ita excubare 
pro totius gregis salute debet, ut nullam 
ovem negligat ") an evil heart of unbelief 
(the gen. éwvor(as is ive; an evil 
heart (del wAavaera: тў карді) belong- 
ing to, characteristic of, unbelief. This is 
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Thy “кататаџусір pov: 12° NRMere, а$еМмфо!, шл} Tore 
vrai è тил диду кардіа Tovnpà *amiotias 'év 7 
з2тостђраг amò ,t COvros: 19 Ad °паракаћєітє *éav- 

Matt. xiii. 4. Acta iii. 26. 
1 Tim. iv. 1. 2 Tim. ii. 19. Heb., here only. L.P.H. 

a Acts хіт. 1& 2 Cor. ni. 3. vi. 16. 1 Tim. ni. 15. iv. 10. ch. іх. 14. a. 31. xii. 22. 
7 b Hebd., ch. x. 25. xiii. 19, 22 only. = Acts xv. 32 al. fr. 

III. 

w indic. fat., Mark хіт. 2. Col. ii. 6. Xen. Cyr. iv. 
x = Matt. ziil. 66 Mk. xvid. 20 v. г. Rom. iv. 20. ver. 19 nl. 1 Wisd. 

т Luke іт. 13. viii. 19. xii. 27. Acts 
2 Chron. zzz. 7. Wied. tii. 10, 

v. vii. 1. xv. 7. lsa. KV. 
€ = Eph. iv. 82. Col. iii. 

lain, from the consideration that àricría 
is, througbout, the leading idea,—cf. ver. 
19, and ch. iv. 8,—and not the xaptia 
wornpd. Bleek, al. make it a gen. of 
origin, which in sense comes to the same, 
but is not so simple in grammar: Calv. 
(* Siguificat, conjunctam cum pravitate et 
malitia fore incredulitatem "), De W., al. 
a genitive of result (?), * which leads to 
unbelief: this latter is logically wrong:— 
Delitzsch, a qualitative genitive in the 
widest sense: but this would put àricrías 
too much in the background. dmotia 
must be kept to its simple primary mean- 
ing, not rendered, as Schulz, and Bret- 
schneider and Wahl in their Lexicons, dis- 
obedience; it was not this, but disbelief 
in the strictest sense, which excluded 
them, and against which the Hebrews are 
warned. That it led on to àxeí0eia, we all 
know, but this is not before us here), in 
(the element in which the existence of 
such an evil heart of unbelief would be 
shewn) departing (viz. in the sense indi- 
cated by the cognate substantive: apos- 
tatizing, falling from the faith : see below) 
from (Aro rijvat is commonly constructed 
with &xó in N. T. and LXX : reff. 1 Tim., 
and Wisd. are exceptions. The classical 
writers usually construct it with a geni- 
tive only, as in these two last passnges: 
see Demosth. p. 78. 21, and numerous 
other examples in Reiske's index: and 
Bleek) the living God (by using this 
solemn title of God, he not only warns 
them from Whom, and nt what risk, they 
would depart, but also identifies the God 
whom they would leave, with Him who 
had so often called Himself by this name 
ав the distinctive God of Israel, and as 
contrasted with the dumb and impotent 
idols of other nations. And thus heshews 
them that Israel, and the privileges and 
responsibilities of Israel, were now trans- 
ferred to the Christian Church, from which 
if they fell away, they would be guilty of 
apostasy from the God of Israel. Com- 
pare the three other places (reff) where 
the term occurs in our Epistle, and the 
notes there), — 13.) but (AMA after 
а negative sentence loses its stronger force 
of ‘nevertheless, the contrast already 
lying in the context: and here the pre- 
ceding exhortation though really a posi- 
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vii. 11. exliv. 2. see Acts xvii. 17. 
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1 Ki xcii. 
10 A (aot ia 
B). Esth. 
ii. 11. iil. 4. 
Job 1. 4. Ps. 

3 8 Ч е = Luke iv. 13. Acts xli. 11, хк. 6. 2 Macc. кіт. 10. Xen. 
Cyr. v. 4. 16, dx p об атфаАйс gero «уси. f ver. 8. g Matt. xiii. 3224 Mk. Eph. iv. 
22. Col. ii. 8. 2 Thess. ii. 10. 2 Pet. fi. 13 only +. Judith ix. 10, 18. xvi в (Ta, James ii. 36.) 

h = Rom. iii. 9, 30. v. 12 al. 
20, 22, 23. xii. 8. 

13. калате AC. 

14. rec у 

i = Ch. vi. 4. xii. 8. (i. 9 reff.) 
k (ver. 6 v. r.) ch. vi. 3 only. 

„ch. v. 11,12. vii. 16, 

тес Tis bef e£ vue» (transposn in lect o hasis), with 
ACHM[P]N m 17 [47 Lucif,]: txt BDK rel syr реале Еи Thdrt 

eyovauey bef Tov xpicrov, with К L(omg rov) e rel (syrr copt) Nm Eus,] 
if, HiL Chr Thdrt: txt ABCDHM[P JN m 17 latt Orig, Eus, Cyr, Damasc Lucif, 

tive one, BAézere, passes as a negative one 
from the sense, as if it were, ‘ Let there 
not be,’ &c.) exhort yourselves (so, in a 
literal rendering, should the word be given, 
and not “one another,” though English 
idiom may require this latter in а version 
intended for use. I have already dealt 
with this supposed éavr. “for &AMjA." 
on ref. Col.: and Bleek treats of it at 
some length here. In the word édavrous 
we have merely this: that the action to 
which the subject is united, refers to the 
subject itself, i. e. to óuas. Since how- 
ever this is a plural idea, a multitude 
consisting of many members, the words 
do not express whether an influence is 
meant which the different mémbers are to 
exert one upon another, or each one on 
himeelf, or each on himself and on others 
as well: as rds the expression, it is 
just as general апа indefinite as if 16 were 
said, h éxxAnola тарокалєіто — davrfv. 
Still, in the idea of the verb, or other- 
wise in the context, it may be made clear 
which of these meanings is intended: and 
so we find this reflective third person 
plural frequently used,—whether it imply 
actually the third person, or the first or 
second,—where from the context it can 
only be taken in the second of the above 
senses, viz. that of an influence to be 
exerted, in a body consisting of many 
members, by one member upon another: 
where, in other words, AA AHA might 

: stand without change of the sense. 
in reff.: and ir the best Greek writers, 
e.g. Xen. Mem. iii. 5. 2, ebpereordpous 
.. « davrots: § 16, ofye дут! ut». ToU 
ourepyeĩ déavrois Tà сорфёроута, ётт- 
ped(ovorw &АА%Аоз, kal d$OoroUsiww av- 
Tois uA Ñ тоз ÜAXows üvOpénrois: 
ib. mer 12, and De Venat. vi. Е &с. Аз 
regards our passage, this certainly is espe- 
cially meant. tht in the Church E should 
exhort another : yet not excluding the im- 
plication, that each one should himself be 
exhorted by his exhortation of the Church. 
In Col. iii. 16, we have the same relation 
expressed) day by day (reff.: so Xen. 

Mem. iv. 2. 12: De Re Equest. v. 9 al.: 
generally in the classics каб" éxdorny, or 
kaf фибра», elliptically), as long as 
(&xpis, connected with Gxpos, as uéxpi 
with uaxpós, properly means to the height 
of,’ and hence, up to, of space, —' until, 
of time. Hence, by а mixed construction, 
not unfrequently, as here, ‘as long as,’ 
i.e. ‘up to the moment of such or such a 
state enduring in existence:' see in reff.) 
the (word) “To-day” is named (i.e. as 
long as that period endures, which can be 
called by the name “to-day” as used in 
the Psalm. That period would be here, 
the day of grace; the short time (see ch. 
x. 25, 37) before the coming of the Lord. 
And so Chrys.: rò yàp ofyepoy, pnoiv, 
del dori ws Ау соуєстікр & xdcpos :— 
on the other hand, many Commentators 
understand, the term of their natural life ; 
so Basi] (Ep. 42. 5, vol. iv. p. 180), 
Thdrt, Thl, Primasias, Erasm., Corn. a- 
Lapide, al. But the words themselves, rò 
Chu. karera, are somewhat ambiguous in 
meaning. De W. with several others, take 
ejpepov as indicating the whole passage of 
which it is the first word, and naAciras as 
= куріссета : so Bengel, Dum Psalmus 
iste auditur et legitur." But this seems 
neither so simple nor so applicable : seeing 
that, ch. iv. 7, he again calls attention to 
this o¥pepov not as indicating the whole 
passages, but as dA туй брі иёра»), 
that from among you (emphatic, as соп- 
tradistinguished from of warépes ouv 
ver. 9. is not having been seen, the 
transposition, as in rec., has taken place) 
no one be hardened (as they, ver. 8) by 
deceit of (arising out of, belonging to) his 
sin (cf. Rom. vii. 11, 7 yàp duapria... . 
dinxdrnody pe kal .... &xékrewer. See 
also Eph. in reff. dp@s, says Chrysostom, 
бт. thy dmiotlay } ёрартіа тое. And 
(Ec, ётаттбеса дй THs morlas hy 
vU» Gpapríav éxdAecev. In ch. xi. 25; 
xii. 4 duapria is similarly used for de- 
fection from God). 14] A reason 
given for BAéwere x. r. A., enforcing the 
caution ; since it is only by endurance that 
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we can becoem partakers of Christ. For 
we have become (Bleek remarks, “Our 
Writer loves the use of this word гуёуоға, 
where he desiguates a state to which any 
one has attained, even where it would have 
been sufficient to have expressed by elvai 
simply the being (das fic) befinden) in that 
state.” See reff. But here it is rather 
perhaps proleptic, looking on to the fulfil- 
ment of the condition to be stated) par- 
takers of Christ (some, e.g. Michaelis, 
Paulus, Bretschn., De Wette, take these 
words as rous ueróxovs тоу ch. i. 9, to 
signify * fellow-partakers with Christ ;" 
bet 2 Meek remarks, in all the places 
where our Writer Aimself uses péroxos 
with a gen. (ch. i. 9 being a citation), it 
ever signifies partaker ‘ of,’ and not with,’ 
that genitive noun. So perdyxous yevn- 
Өќутаѕ xvevuaros a&ylov, ch. vi. 4; also 
ch. iii. 1; xii. 8; - and peréyew туб, ch. 
ii. 14; v. 18; vii. 13. So Chrys. (ueréxo- 
ue» abToU ppnow к.т.А.), Thi. (ueréxouer 
abroU ws capa кефалӯѕ), (Ec, Primas., 
Luther, Bengel, Bleek, Lünemann, &c.), 
if, that is (лер is originally the same as 
тері, and is found as an enclitic in Latin 
ав well as in Greek, in paulisper,' * parum- 
per,’ ‘semper,’—bearing the sense of om- 
nino,’ or the German prefixed all, in allda, 
allwo, alfo, &c., and in our although.’ 
See an interesting chapter in Hartung ii. 
327—344, and Donaldson’s New Cratylus, 

. 231 ff. ddvwep does not occur in St. 
aul, nor his usual efrep in this Epistle. 

We have it in Herod. vi. 57, rarpos xo 
re *apÜévov rt, és tov ixvéera: Exc, 
jv uf rep ô warho abThv eyyvhon, if, 
that is .. ‘si omnino? . . .), we hold fast 
(see on ver. 6) the beginning of our con- 
fidence (the earlier Commentators, down 
to Calvin, do not seem to have been aware 
that dr race has in Hellenistic Greek 
the signification of ‘confidence.’ That it 
has, is now proved beyond a doubt. Thus 
Polyb. iv. 54. 10, of 8€ Pd, Oew- 
роёутеѕ Th» T&v Bu(arrley sxdocracw, 
храуүцатік@ѕ Duevofióncay wpós TÒ rab- 
ixéo@ar тїз hm es: ib. vi. 55. 2, 
ойх odr thy Suvquy, os Thy ÜxócTacw 
altot kal тбАда> karawexAmyuévo» Tay 
évayriwv: Diodor. Sic. Excerpta de Virt. 
et Vit. p. 557, 4 «v rois Basárois ixdora- 
дїї тїз nn, ко) тд картеркдь Tijs 
T&» Üerü» Üxouovis тері uóvor eyerhOn 
тфу 'Apurroyeírova. Sce more examples 

in Bleek and Lünemann. Diod. Sic. also 
uses twootatixés of one who is of a con- 
fident nature (xx. 78), and Polyb. v. 16. 
4, iéwooTaTrik&s. See also notes оп reff. 
2 Cor.: and our ch. xi. 1, and the reff. in 
the LXX. The Greek Fathers mostly 
give ёрҳӯўу Tis twoordoews the sense of 
“our faith :" and Chrys. and Thl. explain 
how they came by this meaning: rhy 
тісті Aéyei Bi Fs Oxéorguey. The Latins 
also, as vulg., “initium substantism ejus," 
or as Primasius, “ fidem Christi per quam 
subsistimus et renati sumus, quia ipse est 
fundamentum omnium virtutum." And 
thus, or similarly, many of the moderns, 
even recently Bisping, “ the beginning of 
the subsistence of Christ in us. Calvin 
himself gives it “ fiducie vel subsistentia.” 

It is somewhat doubtful, whether 
Tijv dpxiv Tis бтост, is to be understood 
‘the beginning of our confidence,’ i. e. our 
incipient confidence, which has not yet 
reached its perfection,—or, our former 
confidence,’ thy бтбстасіу T)» Ф ёрхӯѕ, 
as 1 Tim. v. 12, T)» хрфтт» vloiw hOétnoav 
[cf. also Rev. ii. 4]. This latter is taken 
by very many, as Grot., Wolf, Tholuck, 
Delitzsch, al.: but the other is far better, 
inasmuch as it keeps the contrast between 
àpxh and TéAos; ‘if we hold fast this 
beginning of our confidence firin until the 
end. Otherwise, by making ёрхђу тўз = 
dpxaía», the contrast vanishes) firm unto 
the end (see reff. The end thought of is, 
not the death of each individual, but the 
coming of the Lord, which is constantly 
called by this name), — 16.) The whole 
connexion and construction of this verse is 
very difficult. I. a. Chrys, Œc., Thl., 
Erasm. (annot.), Grot., al. suppose a new 
sentence to begin, and a parenthetical pas- 
sage to follow from the end of this verse to 
ch. iv. 1, where the sense is taken up again 
by фоВтбаиеу обу. Besides the contextual 
objections to this (which see in the con- 
nexion below) there are these: 1. that бе or 
some such connecting particle would thus 
be wanted here; 2. that thus the ody of ch. 
iv. 1 would be very unnatural. В. Semler, 
Morus, Storr, De W., Bleek, Tholuck, 
Lünem., Delitzsch, Winer (§ 63. I. 1, edn. 
6), al. still regarding it as the beginning of 
anew sentence, believe the apodosis tofollow 
at tives ydp, the first question: and justify 
this use of ydp at the beginning of a ques- 
tion. But here again the omission of 8é (д> 

ꝑKLM P 
a be d 
fg hkl 
mno 
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8d rọ Aéy.) would be unnatural, besides that 
such a ydp in a question does not seem pre- 
cedented, when that question is in an a 
dosis with an ellipeis of A or the like. 
y. J. Cappellas, Carpzov, Kuinoel, al. be- 
ginning a sentence at & то A., believe 
the apodosis to commence et uh o- 

»nre, from which words they conceive 
that the Writer adopts the words of the 
Psalm as kis own. But thus no good 
sense is given: ‘Harden not your hearts, 
because (or while) it is said ‘To-day 
xe. And we should hardly find, in this 
case, dy TQ wapaxikpacué thus standing 
without farther explanation. II. The se- 
cond class of interpreters are those who 
join dv тё Aey. with the foregoing. And 
of these, 3. Bengel, Michaelis, al. regard 
ver. 14 as a parenthesis, and join dv 79 
My. with ver. 18; “exhort one another," 
“as it is said,"—or “while it is said,” or 
even, “by saying." This must be con- 
fessed to be very flat and feeble. e. The 
Peschito (** mcuti dictum est), Primasius, 
Erasm. (par.), Luther, Calvin, Beza, Estius, 
Corn. a- Lap., Calov., Seb. Schmidt, Ham- 
mond, Wolf, Paulus, Lachmann (in his 
punctuation) Ebrard, take dv rẹ Ady. as 
immediately connected with what preceded. 
Of these some, as e. g. Thl, Primasius, 
Luther, Calvin, Estius, al., connect it with 
tens TéAovs—''lill. the end, while or as 
long ar it te said," бс. Others connect it 
with the whole of the Рево sentence— 
“if we hold fast the beginning of our 
confidence, seeing that it ıs said," or 
* exhorted by what is said," or “ observing 
what is said." Ebrard takes the words as 
a proof that we must hold fast &c. in order 
to be uéroxo: xpiorod. And I own that 
this seems to me by far the most natural 
way, and open to none of the objections 
which beset the others. I would render 
then ‘since it is said, ог in more idio- 
matic English, for it is said, To-day, 
if ye hear His voice, harden not your 
hearts, as in the provocation. Thus the 
context goes on smoothly, and the purpose 
of the whole is to shew, as is summed 
up in ver. 12, that it is the карда 
ron åmiorias which they have above 
all things to avoid. This argument is 
now carried forward by taking up the 
word wapawixpacug, and asking, in a 
double question, who they were that pro- 
voked, and with whom it was that He was 

. would have quite 

offended. But here we are met by a cu- 
rious phænomenon in Scripture exegesis. 
It is remarkable that, while all expositors 
ancient and modern are agreed to take the 
second Tío interrogatively, as indeed the 
form of the sentence renders necessary, 
the whole stream of interpreters down 
to Bengel, and many since, have taken 
riyes demonstratively, not interroga- 
tively. The sense thus obtained would be 
as follows: indeed, as in E. V., “ For 
some, when they had heard, did provoks; 
howbeit not all that came out of Egypt by 
Moses :”—the exceptions being, Caleb and 
Joshua, and all under twenty years old, 
and the women and Levites. But if we 
come to examine, 1. what contextual sense 
such a sentence can bear, or even, 2. how 
our Writer would probably have expressed 
such a meaning, we shall find reason at 
once to reject the interpretation. For, 1. 
the purpose here is clearly not to bring 
out the exceptions to those who were 
included in this saying, а process which 

feated the purpose of 
the exhortation, seeing that the rebellious 
would be designated merely by tivés, and 
the exceptions would appear to be by far 
the ter number : and во every reader 
might shelter himself under the reflection 
that he was one of the faithful many, not 
one of the rebellious r:v¢és. Nor again, 2. 
would this, as mere matter of fact, have 
been thus expressed by the Writer. For 
it obviously was not so. The twés were 
the faithful few, not the rebellious many : 
&AA' ovk dv ros кАєіосіу air nidédancer 
ò бебѕ, 1 Cor. x. 5. As regards the con- 
text, the course of thought is in fact just 
contrary to what this construction would 

uire. The faitbful exceptions are over- 
looked, and the whole of Israel is included 
in the жаратікрасибз, to make the exhor- 
tation fall more forcibly on the readers. 

16.] For (on our understanding of 
the connexion of èv Të A¢yeoOa (see above) 
this ydp is not the elliptic ydp so often 
accompanying an interrogation, as on 
Bleek’s rendering, but the ordinary ydp, 

rendering a reason. ‘You need indeed to 
be careful against unbelief:—for on ac- 

count of this very unbelief all our fathers 
were excluded’) wHo, when they had 
heard (in immediate reference to ày 
dxovonre above), provoked (scil. God: вес 
reff, and Ezek. xx. 18 A)? nay, was it 
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not (this d& Ad, in a question which itself 
answers а еа, is elliptical, and may 
be explained in two ways: 1. ‘was it not, 
not a few but! . . 2. by regarding 
the à d as expressing a negation of the 
uncertainty implied in the question—a 
ground why the question should not have 
been asked at all. And this is by far the 
better account: ef. ref. Luke: rls 8 . 
oo o o CE биду... . bs Фет... GAA’ ох) 
фреї; q.d. ‘what need to ask such a 
question? Xen. Cyr. ii. 2. 21, ка} тЇ 
бес... . éuBoAety Абуоу жер1 ToÓrTov, 
GAA’ obxl проєтеіу бт: обтю коте; 
Aristid. Panath. i. p. 169, dp’ Yoov rd 
кефёлагор, } puxpdy TÒ Sidpopoy ; GAA’ ob 
way тойуаутіоу;) all who (Bengel and 
several others would take wdvres ol to 
signify * meri," “ only those who,” а mean- 
ing which it cannot by any possibility 
bear. As above noticed, the exceptions 
are put out of sight, and that which was 
true of almost ali, asserted generally) 
camo out from Egypt by means of Moses 
(the construction is somewhat unusual. 
We should expect with Sud a passive parti- 
ciple, like éfax0érres. Lünemann refers 
to 8% dy émoretoare 1 Cor. iii. Б)? and 
(we cannot otherwise express in English 
this 84, which simply brings out the very 
slight contrast of a second and new par- 
ticular. Itis“ but” in the E. V.: but that 
is because they take ver. 16 in the manner 
above rejected, as ап assertion) with WHOM 
was He offended forty years (see on vv. 
9, 10 for the verb тросеубьсчу, and the 
consonance, in the connexion of тате. Em 
with it, with that in the Psalm, which 
was there departed from)? Was it not 
with those who sinned (some, as Bengel, 
Griesbach, Lachmann, Knapp, Vater, set 
the interrogation here, and take д» rà 
c K. T. A. ав an affirmative sentence. 
But it seems unnatural to insert an affir- 
mative clause in the midst of а series of 
interrogatories, and therefore better to 
keep the interrogation for the end of the 
sentence, including that clause in it), 
whose carcases (кёЛа any members of 
the body, but especially the legs : taken 
also for the legs and arms, i. e. limbs: see 

example in Wetat. from Galen. The LXX,. 
see reff., use it for cr), corpses: but pro- 

bably with the meaning that their bodies 
should fall end perish limb from limb in 
the wilderness: so Beza: * Hoc vocabulo 
significatur, illos non tam sic ferente mor- 
talitato vel quovis morbo, sed tabescentibus 
sensim corporibus in deserto veluti conci- 
disse) fell in the wilderness (cf. 1 Cor. x. 
5, катєстр©бтсау yàp фу Tjj ephuy. The 
words here are exactly those of Num. xiv. 
29. Again, we must remember, in er. 
plaining these words, that the Writer is 
not bearing in mind at this moment the 
exceptions, but speaking generally. So 
Calvin: * Queritur, an Moses et Aaron ac 
similes in hoc numero comprehendantur. 
Respondeo, apostolum de universo magis 
оо quam de singulis membris loqui ”) t 
And to whom (not “concerning whom,” 
as Syr., al. : the dative after verbs of swear- 
ing or asserting is common, as expressing 
those towards whom the act is directed. 
So that it is not a dativus incommodi, as 
Lünemann) sware He that they should 
not enter into His rest (the construction 
here is somewhat anomalous with regard to 
the subject of the verb elseAeócea0ni. Or- 
dinarily, the subject of the verb of swearing 
is identical with that of the verb expressing 
the act to which he binds himself. So in 
Xen. Hel iii. 4. 6, Twcaoéprns pèr 
@росє Tois TejpÜeici: wpds avrdy . . . . 
$ phy wxpdtew àdõ W Th» elphryyr 
dxewo: Bè àyróuocay . . . . Тіссафёруе, 
J phy, Tavra mpdrrovros abroũ, èure- 
Sórey ras cwovbás. See other examples 
in Bleek. But here the persons to whom 
the oath is directed, are the subject of the 
future elseAetoecOa:. We seem to want 
either a 76 before uh elseAeóc., or an abroós 
after it. The latter construction is found 
in ref. Tobit, dudpoxe 'Payovhà, ph ekeA- 
Өє7у ue), except to those who disobeyed 
(not, as vulg., “ increduli fuerunt :” E. V., 
'5 believed not: and so Luther, Estius, 
Calov., al.: this was a fact, and was in- 
deed the root of their dwel@em: but 
dwe:6fs, àreide , are most commonly 
used of practical unbelief, i.e. disobedi- 
ence: even in the passages in the Acts 
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(ref), where the meaning approximates 
the nearest to unbelief, it is best under- 
stood of ‘contumacia.’ Ref. Deut. seems 
decisive of the meaning here: see also Deut. 
ix. 7, 23, 24: Josh. i. 18 al.) 1 19.] 
And (thus) we see (Grot., al. give it, “ex 
historia oscimus: but Bleek quotes 
from Seb. Schmidt, and it seems the cor- 
recter view, “ Bàéwopev non de lectione 
aut cognitione historie, sed de convic- 
tione animi e disputatione seu doctrina 
premissa") that they were not able to 
enter in (however much they desired it: 
they were incapacitated by not fulfilling 
the condition of inheriting all God's pro- 
mises, belief and resulting obedience) on 
account of unbelief (see above on ver. 
12. This verse forms a kind of ‘quod 
erat demonstrandum °’ (as Ebrard), clench- 
ing the argument which has been pro- 
ceeding since ver. 12. The Writer now 
5 to make another use of the 
example on which he bas been so long 
dwelling). 

Cuar. IV. 1—13.] In the Son, Israel 
enters into the true rest of God. On the 
mingling of the hortatory form with the 
progress of the argument, see the summary 
at ch. iii. 1. 1.] Let us fear there- 
fore (Bleek remarks that the words do- 
Poba . commonly used,—see Acts 
xxvii. 29: 2 Cor. xi. 8; xii. 20: Gal. iv. 11, 
—of fear of something happening, here 
include also the desire to avoid that con- 
tingency. It might have been owovdd- 
conv, as ver. 11, or BAdwaper иўхоте, as 
ch. iii. 12, or ёт:скохдуцєу, as xii. 15. But 
the word seems pu chosen to ex- 
press the fear and trembling, Phil. ii. 12, 
with which every servant of God, however 
free from slavish terror and anxiety, ought 
to work out his salvation) lest (on ufrrore 
as only indefinite, not expressing, ‘ lest at 
any time,’ see above on ch. iii. 12), a pro- 
mise being still left us (notice the present 
not каталєфбєіоуѕ. On the force of 
this present, very much of the argument 
rests. Many Commentators, as Erasm., 
Luther, Calv., Est., Schlichting, Limborch, 
al., have mistaken this participle to mean 
* derelicta seu neglecta per infidelitatem ac 
dif&identiam pollicitatione divina " (Est.). 
The term каталеітер éxayyeAlay might 
perhaps bear this meaning, which however 

с = Luke zx. 

18. Ps. xlviii, 
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is not subetantiated as to the verb by Acts 
vi. 2, nor as to the object of the verb by 
Baruch iv. 1. But it is decisive against 
this interpretation, 1. that the participle is 
present, not past, which it certainly in that 
case must have been: 2. that àxoAcírera: 
in vv. 6, 9 takes up again this word: 3. 
that the article would be wanted before 
катахех.‚ or it would stand ris ётау. 
vis кат. The meaning given above, to 
leave behind for others,’ so that xaraAc(- 
xera: = ‘superesse,’ is common enough. 
Bleek gives many examples: e.g. Xen. 
Cyr. їй. 1. 6, калд»... x. abrdy diev- 
bepoy elvai, к. жасу éAevOepíay катам- 
xey: and often in Polybius, каталеітетси 
éAvís: and ой phy как@ё» alpéceos kara- 
Aevrouérns: вее Raphel. Again, as to 
construction, some, as Cramer and Ernesti, 
make this genitive governed by the verb 
borepnxévas, But against this the want of 
the article is, if not decisive, a very strong 
presumption. Our Writer would certainly 
have expressed this тӯѕ èr. 715 кат. It 
remains then to take it as a gen. absolute, 
representing the present matter of fact) 
of entering (compare tou, теруге, 
1 Cor. ix. 5: puh óBplaa, Acts xiv. 5: 
and such expressions as Spa Av , C 
ната uh abtn05vai. The more usual con- 
struction would be éwayyeAla тоб eiseA0. 
See Winer, in reff.) into His rest (it is to 
be observed, that in the argument in this 
chapter, the Writer departa from the pri- 
mary sense of the words kardxavoív uou 
in the Psalm, and lays stress on офто, 
making it God's rest, the rest into which 
God has entered: see below on ver. 10. 
And this is very important as to the nature 
of the rest in question. So Estius: “Hic 
per requiem promissam non intelligit ter- 
ram Chanaan de qua secundum litéram 
Psalmus locutus est, sed patriam cœlestem, 
quam illa terrena quies mystice signifi- 
cavit." Of course all references of the 
rest spoken of to the period after Ше 
destruction of Jerusalem, as Hammond 

(вее Whitby's note against him), or to the 
cessation of Levitical ordinances, ав Mi- 
chaelis (on Peirce: he does not ото 
repeat it in his other works), are imade- 
uate and oat of the question), any one of 

yon (although the communicative form has 
been used before in pH , the second 
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person is bere returned to; and of pur- 
pose. A similar change is found in ch. 
x. 24, 25: and in Rom. xiv. 18. The 
reading ид» (mss. 5. 56 vulg.-sixt. Thdrt.) 
is too obvious an alteration to what might 
be expected, to come into the text except 
on overwhelming authority, which it has 
not) appear (see below) to have fallen 
short of it (i. e. be found, when the great 
trial of all shall take place, to have failed 
of, — to have no part in,—the promise. 
So orf is, as so many both of ancients 
and moderns have taken it, a mild term, 
conveying indeed a sterner intimation be- 
hind it. The Latiu will bear the same 
idiom—* ne quis videatur non assecutus 
esse — expressed without the softening 
word, “ne quis evadat non assecutus." 
So, but not exactly, Thl.: iAapóTepor 80 
ка} àyewaxÜécrepoy vd AG тофу ойк 
«тє uh borepfion, àAM: wh Boni боте- 
pnréva. I say, not exactly; for 1 should 
rather say that doxp vorepyxéva: is used, 
not for borepjon, which would rather re- 
quire the present, ёокӯ torepeiv, but for 
Ac yx. or $arepo0p, torepnxds. We 
thus fully account for the perfect, which 
almost all the Commentators who take 
бок as pleonnstic or as softening, have 
not attempted, or have failed to do. An- 
other and wholly different interpretation 
of ory (and indeed of torepyxévat) has 
been given by Schöttgen, Baumgarten, 
Schulz, Wahl, Bretschneider (both onder 
torepéw), Paulus, and recently taken up 
and defended with much spirit, and, as is 
his wont, with no little confidence, by 
Ebrard: “lest any of you think that he 
has come too late for it"—i.e. should 
suppose that, all the promises having been 
now fulfilled, he has been born too late to 
have any share in this one. As far as 
mere usage of individual words is con- 
cerned, this interpretation might stand: 
for Boxetv has often, and in our Epistle, 
this meaning, e. g. ch. x. 29, wéaw Soxeire 
K.T.A. And torepeiv has this meaning 
borephoarres tis uáxms, Polyb.; боте- 
poU» тїз BonOelas, Diod. Sic. p. 391 c; 
bcrepeiv тїз rarpldos, Xen. Ages. ii. 1. 
And this view also secms favoured by the 
perfect borepnxevar. As indeed against 
the general idea of the pleonastic докӯ, 
the perfect would be a strong argument 
forit. But it is very difficult to persuade 
oneself that it suits either the mode of ex- 
pression, or the context. For if this were 

the object of the caution, why put so 
prominent a solemn фо8т02@дє>ў? would 
not the exhortation rather have been ex- 
pressed in a reassuring form, ph оф» Tis 
ў (or Ёсто) $óBos, ог ph ody фоВл0@деє>, 
or uh Sor e, or the like? Again, what 
end would so solemn a caution serve, if 
merely to explain to the Hebrew converts 
the fact that the promise had yet a fulfil- 
ment waiting forthem? This fact indeed 
the Writer does prove in the subsequent 
verses; but it is introduced with a xal 
yap, and only subserves the purpose al- 
ready enounced in this verse, that of 
awakening in them a fear lest their un- 
belief should be foand in the end to have 
excluded them from the participation of 
that promise. The meaning here as- 
signed to Фстерёе, that ө айну short of, 
is quite borne out: cf. Thucyd. iii. 31, д 
$ 005 тайта évedéxero, АЛЛА Tb Aer 
THs yróuns elyer, dreih тїз MeruAhvns 
ӧстеріке: (since he had failed of Mitylene), 
ёт: rdxiora TH ПеЛотоуућсф пілі» mpos- 
ugar: Jos. Апі. ii. 2. 1, obBevós & 
остерєу. For the usage of Soxée, the 
Commentators quote Jos. Antt. ii. 6. 10, 
оф$' Gv els диф Soxeire üuaprávew, Éri 
uynuoreóo : which is a fair instance, not- 
withstanding Ebrard's nur auf eine Stelle 
des ſchwuͤlſtigen Jofephus: and in Latin, 
Cic. de Off. iti. 2. 6, ut tute tibi defuisse 
videare." The usage in Gal. ii. 9, though 
not identical, is not very dissimilar, carry- 
ing the force of softening the verb to which 
it 1s attached). 2.| The former half 
of this verse substantiates the каталеиго- 
pévns of the last verse. The stress is not, 
‘we, as well as they,’ which would require 
juets to be expressed: but lies on eUnyye 
MHH. which includes both us and them. 

For good tidings have been also an- 
nounced (xal yáp is often used where the 
váp iu fact belongs to the chief word in 
the sentence, but is transposed back to the 
cal, because it cannot well stand third: 
see Hartung, i. 188. This passive use 
of ebayyeA(fonas is found in reff.) to us, 
as likewise to them (they were not the 
same good tidings in the two cases: but 
the Writer treats them as the same. To 
them indeed it was primarily the inherit- 
ance of the land of promise: but even 
then, as proved below, the xardwavols 
ov had a further meaning, which mean- 

ing reaches even down to us): neverthe- 
less the word of their hearing (тїс Axis, 
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ge . of apposition; the word and the 
of; being commensurate : ‘the word of 

(consisting in) that which they heard.’ 
See note on ref. 1 Thess., where however 
&xof) is connected with жар fuer. De- 
litzsch says here: “The classical use of 
axon (e.g. ёкоў» Lx Aéyew rà» жротё- 
реу, i.e. a tradition from the ancients, 
Plato, Phædr. p. 274 с) does not by itself 
explain the apostolic; but we must refer 
to the Heb. mor, that which is received 
by hearing, the tidings (with the gen. of 
the thing declared 2 Sam. iv. 4, or of the 
declarer ref. Isa.). That is so called, which 
the Prophet hears from Jehovah and an- 
nounces to the people, Isa. xxviii. 9: Jer. 
xlix. (xxix., LX X) 14 : and thus there could 
not be a more appropriate word for that 
which is heard immediately or mediatel7 
from the mouth of the àxoúravres (ch. 
ii. 3), and thus for the N. T. preaching, 
so that the Adyos &xors, considered as 
one idea (ref. 1 Thess), betokens the 
N. T. word preached. The expression 
of this idea not being of itself а М.Т. 
one, it may, without supposition of any 
reference to such passages as Exod. xix. 
5 (day акоў ёкобстте tis devis Lov), 
be used of God's word spoken to Israel 
in the time of Moses") did not profit 
them, unmingled as they were in faith 
with its hearers. The passage is 
almost a locus desperatus. The question 
of reading may be solved by consulting 
the digest. The nominative, which ap- 
parently makes the sense so easy, the 
word, not being mingled with faith in them 
that heard it," resta on no manuscript 
authority, except that of the Codex Sinai- 
ticus, but mainly on the Peschito and an- 
cient Latin versions. It is notwithstand- 
ing retained by Mill, and Tischendorf ed. 7 
[and 8], and defended, purely on subjective 
grounds, by Bleek, De Wette, Lünemann, 
Ebrard, and Delitzsch. I own that the 
temptation is strong to follow their example : 
but the evidence on the other side is very 
strong, and internal grounds seem to me 
ав decisive in its favour as external. No 
doubt the difficulty is great: but not, I 
think, so great in reality, as on the other 

more tempting and apparently easy con- 
struction. 1 will first discuss this latter, 
and thus approach the question of the real 
meaning. The above rendering, “the 
word, not being mingled with faith in 
them that heard it,” is that of the great 
majority of modern expositors: who take 
Tois ёкоусасіх as a dative either, a. com- 
modi, “for,” or “with” (“chez”) the 
hearers; B. as = бт) Tí» ёкоџсіутоур, 
the dative of the subject after а passive; 
ог, гу. as = “with,” i. e. so that the hear- 
ers are they with whom the word was not 
mingled in, or by, faith. This latter ap- 
pears to be the sense of the Syr. : “ guo- 
niam non commixtus erat per uem cum 
tis qui eum audierant ;" (Etheridge’s 
rendering however is “ because not con- 
tempered with faith in them that heard 
it:“) and the general understanding ot 
this has been, that as food profits not, 
unless assimilated and mingled with the 
body of the eater, so the word did not 
profit, there being no assimilation of it by 
faith with (or, according to (a) and (B), it 
not being mingled with faith in) the 
hearers. Ebrard, alone of all Commenta- 
tors, strikes out confidently and with 
some assumption a different path, and, 
taking this reading, understands that not 
the non-receptivity of the hearers, but the 
incapacity of the O. T. word itself to carry 
faith with it, is meant. I need hardly re- 
mind the reader that such a sense is 
directly against the argument, which 
knows of but one word, —and against the 
plain assertion of ver. 12, which Ebrard 
tries, without the least indication in the 
text itself, to interpret of the N. T. word 
only. It is indeed lamentable that an 
able expositor, such as Ebrard on the 
whole is, should suffer himself to be so 
often carried away by unworthy crotchets, 
and when so carried away, to speak so 
confidently of them. But let us now dis- 
cuss this whole class of renderings. The 
first objection to it appears to me to be, 
that it connects pi cvyxexpapévos with 
Aéyos. Bleek felt this, and tried to help 
the sense by the conjecture tots ёкойсиа- 
ow, originally suggested, from Thdrt.’s 
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explanation, by Nósselt. It would be 
surely unnatural that the word itself, and 
not the hearers, should be alleged as in 
any way the ground of their rejection. 
And if it be replied, that it is not the 
word itself, but the circumstance of its 
being not mixed with faith in them, I 
answer thut such may have been the fact, 
but considering what our Writer says of 
the word of God in ver. 12, it seems to 
me very unlikely that Ле should so have 
expressed it. Then again the pý presents 
a difficulty on this interpretation. The 
usages of д} with participles are ve 
difficult to limit accurately, amidst all 
the varieties of subjectivity introduced 
by personification and hypothesis: but I 
think we may safely say, that the occur- 
rence of uh ouyxexpauévos applied to 
Aéyos, and indicative of mere historical 
matter of fact, would not be so likely as 
that of uh ovyxexpacuévovs, where per- 
sons are treated of. And yet more: it 
seems hardly probable from the form of 
the sentence, that dxefvovg and тоё 
dxovcacw should refer to the same per- 
sons, as they must do, in case of the 
nominative reading being adopted. Why 
not in this case avrois, Or dv abrois, 
or simply тӯ жісте? І feel however an- 
other, and a still weightier objection, to the 
art. тї}, in that case. It might doubtless 
be there, and capable of a good meaning: 
but when we examine the habit of our 
Writer, we find that he never uses ў xlotis 
for ‘faith,’ abstract, but always for ‘ the 
faith,’ concrete, of some person spoken of. 
And this usage is very marked: for in ch. 
xi. 1, where he gives a definition of Faith 
in the abstract, it is fori 38 saris àri- 
(oudveor bwdoracts, not  8¢ víaris erry 
к.т.А. The other places where he uses it 
with the art. are ch. хі. 39, paprupnOdvres 
8:4 Ts wlorews, “by their faith: — xii. 2, 
els Tò» тїз lorews üpymyóv, “of the 
faith :”—and xiii.7, dv шдеїетбє 1% тісті», 
* whose faith”. . . So that I conceive we 
cannot understand here otherwise than, 
‘in their faith,’ although the word ‘their’ 
may be too strong when expressed in 
English, as almost implying the existence 
of real faith in them, which did nof exist. 
And I own this consideration sets so strong 
a barrier against the rec. reading ovyne- 
kpapévos, that, it seems to me, no difficulty 
consequent on adopting the other reading 
can bear me over it. On these grounds 
then, as well as external evidence, I feel 

that the accusative plural should be in- 
flexibly maintained. Then, how are we to 
understand the sentence? The modern- 
Commentators all declare that it cannot be 
understood at all. The Fathers, with the 
exceptions of Cyr.-alex. once, Thdrt. in one 
edition (both unreal ones, see Bleek, p. 
505),— and Lucifer of Cagliari, all read the 
necus.; and mostly explain the clause, that 
they (de cv were not mingled im (in 
respect of) faith with those who really 
listened and obeyed, viz. Joshua and Caleb. 
So Chrys. : but his homilies on this Epistle 
have been so imperfectly reported, that he 
seems not unfrequently very confused: 
here, e. g., making Caleb and Joshua those 
who were not mixed with the multitude; 
so that Thl., who himself takes the above 
view, naively says of Chrys., тодто $4 ката 
Thy peydAnv айтоё к. Babeiay софіа» ò 
&y:os obros elxdy, ёро) your TQ &vatly 
ойк Éboke уођсси was avTd «теу. And so 
(Ec. and Photius (in Bleek), Hammond, 
Cramer, Matthai, &c. But the objection 
to this reference will already have been 
seen by the student. The exceptions to 
tne general unbelief are not brought out 
by our Writer, anxious to include all under 
it for the greater warning to his readers. 
Theodoret, though quoting dxotcacw, 
seems to have read dxovcpuacw or &xova- 
Geto, for he interprets uh Tieras eta- 
pévous, к. TH ToU Oeo боуйде: rehagpn- 
кфтаз, к. oloy rots беой Афуо (one ms. 
reads ӨєоЛбуоѕ) йуакрабдёутаз. And 
Theodore of Mopsuestia says, ой yap orav 
ката Thy xlorw Tois ray yeA0«io1 соупи- 
ut vo. Sev obras йуаүуостќоу` ph ovy- 
xexpaundvous тї тісте Tois &xovobeiciw, 
Туа efxn tails xpds abrods yeyevynudévas 
érayyeAlas ToU 0«oU 8:4 Mou ee. We 
have also a testimony from Irenæus of a 
character hardly to be doubted, pointing to 
the same reading. It occurs iii. 19. 1, 
р. 212, “ Qui nude tantum hominem Eum 
dicunt ex Joseph generatum, perseverantes 
in servitute pristina inobedientic moriun- 
tur, nondum commisti verbo Dei Patris." 
If we could set aside the objection to 
a covobe qi, that it has next to no exter- 
nal authority in its favour, it would be & 
not improbable reading, for we have this 
very participle in ch. ii. 1; and in Sto- 
beeus xlv. 8, we find these lines from Me- 
nander: Be? тд» roty хроттатегу 
alpovuevoy Thy той Aóyov pèr óva 
ойк ériphovov, Өе d par avykekpa- 
клу Axe. But at present, it cannot 
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come into question as a reading at all. 
Besides which, there would be this objec- 
tion to it, that àxoósavres has already 
occurred in this passage, and as implying 
those who heard the word, ch. iii. 16. 
Taking then rots дкобсасу, and reject. 
ing the idea that it means Caleb and 
Joshua, or implies yielding assent and 
obedience, we have but this way open to 
us, which, though not without difficulty, 
is yet neither ſinnlos nor contertwibrig. 
& №бүоє Ths Ax having been mentioned 
in the general sense of ' tha word heard,’ 
of dxovcavres is also in the general sense 
of ‘its hearers,’ and the assumption is 
made, that the word heard has naturally 
recipients, of whom the normal character- 
istic is faith.“ And so these men received 
no benefit from ‘the word of hearing,’ be- 
cause they were not one in faith with its 
hearers; did not correspond, in their me- 
thod of receiving it, with faithful hearers, 
whom it does profit. So that I would take 
тоз ёкойсас1у not as historical, those 
who heard it,’ but as categorical, * those 
who have heard it,’ as in John v. 25, of 
vexpol dxovcovras . . . . к. ol áxojcavres 
(ficorra.. I fairly own that this interpro- 
tation does not satisfy me: but it seems the 
only escape from violation either of the 
rules of criticism or of those of grammar: 
and therefore I am constrained to accept 
it until some better is suggested. 
8.] For (taking up again тр riore: iu ver. 
2: not the каталетоиќутѕ éxayyeAias 
of ver. 1, as rendering а new reason for it, 
as Bengel: nor the ка) ydp dopev &c. of 
.ver. 2, ав De W. and Delitzsch. It may 
certainly be said, that the emphatic posi- 
tion of єісерҳбиєба includes also ver. 1 in 
that to which ydp applies: but then it 
must not be forgotten that ol su reUvcarres 
is equally, if not more emphatic, and thus 
ver. 2 is included, at the very least) we 
do enter (are to enter, as д épxóuevos and 
tbe like On the reading eisepxópeða, 
see оп Bom. v. 1. Some Commentators 
have seen a communicative andconciliatory 
tone in the first person here, So Calvin: 
“In prima persona loquendo majori eos 
dulcedine allexit, ab alienis ipsos separans." 
But Bleek and Lünem. well remark that 
it is not so; for of xi r«bcarr«s brin 
out а class distinct from the rest, as in ch. 
vi. 18; xii. 25) into the (aforesaid) rest 
(not only, as E. V., into rest,” abstract), 

om ows А!(арру).] 

.tion, vv. 11—16. 

т Gen. ii. 2. e ch. i. 10 2 Pet. ili. 10, 

om e А о 108: у C! 17(4). 

we who believed (the aor. is proleptical, 
the standing-point being the day of en- 
tering into the rest: so in reff. It was 
unbelief which excluded them: the pro- 
mise still remains unfalfilled, see below: 
they who at the time of its fulfilment 
shall be found to have believed, shall enter 
into it), even as He hath said (this citation 
evidently does not refer to the whole of 
what has just been said, but only to the 
fact, that the rest has not yet been en- 
tered into in the sense of the promise. 
The condition, morevoavtes, is not yet 
brought into treatment, but follows below 
in ver. 11 in hortatory form, having in 
fact been demonstrated already in ch. iii. 
12—19. Œc. and ТЫ. understand the 
wicTeUgarres as also substantiated by our 
verse: so also Bengel: Ап vero ex hoc 
testimonio efficitur, nos per fidem ingredi 
in Dei regnum ? minime id quidem per 
se: sed ita est si omnia connectas, tum 
5 tum sequentia: nam si infi- 
elitas arcet ab aditu, fides certe introdu- 

cit.” But this seems unnatural: see the 
connexion below), As I sware in my wrath, 
If (see above on ch. iii. 11) they shall en- 
ter into my rest: although (the context 
is much disputed. I believe it will be 
best taken thus: the Writer is leading on 
to the inference, that the entering into 
God's rest is a thing YET FUTURE for 
God’s people. And this he thus brings 
about. ў xardwavols uov ів not a thing 
future for God :— He has already entered 
therein,—«xalro: to афтойў end of ver. 4. 
Still (ver. 5) we have again, after God had 
thus entered in, the oath, They shall not, 
&. Consequently, since (ver. 6) it re- 
mains that some must enter in, and they 
to whom it was first promised did not, on 
account of unbelief, —for that they did not 
(i. e. none of them did), is plain by His 
repeating in David, after the lapse of so 
many centuries, the same warning again 
ver, 7), which He would not have doue if 
oshua had led Israel into that rest (ver. 

8):—since this is so, the sabbatism of 
God's people is YET FUTURE (ver. 9), and 
reserved for that time when they shall rest 
from their labours, as God from His (ver. 
10). Then follows a concluding exhorta- 

Thus all is clear, and 
according to the progress of the argument. 
The other views have been, a. that of Lyra, 
Calvin, Beza, Seb. Schmidt, Wolf, Kuinoel, 
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al., most of whom understand a second 
катбётаисіу before r&y» Üpywr,—and ren- 
der cal rot, idque," “and that" —" in re- 
quiem meam, nempe illam ab operibus а 
fundatione mundi factis," as Seb. Schmidt. 
But this involves two mistakes: като 
can never mean nempe or idque, and this 
meaning would require тфу» dx кат. к. &c., 
without which article it is of necessity п 
primary, not a secondary predicate. And 
indeed thus some of the above (Limborch, 
Cramer) take it, and construe, still however 
forcing «airon —“ namely, into the rest 
which came in when the works were 
finished," &c. B. That of Calvin (“tametsi 
operibus a creatione mundi perfectis. Ut 
definiat qualis sit nostra requies, revocat 
nos ad id, quod refert Moses, Deum statim 
а creatione mundi requievisse аЬ operibus 
suis, c£ tandem concludit hanc esse veram 
fidelium requiem, que omnibus sœculis 
duret, в: Deo sint conformes"), Beza, 
Bohme, &c. And there is some portion 
of truth in this, but it does not mghtly 
represent the context. For the fact, 
that God’s rest is that into which we 
are to enter, is not proved, nor con- 
cluded, but taken for granted, and under- 
lies the whole argument, the object of 
which is to shew that that катат. pov is, 
though not a future rest for God, a future 
rest for us to enter into, when we have 

finished our works, as He his. . That of 
Erasm.(par.), a-Lapide, Grot, Hamm., 
Calov., and many others, who hold that 
two, or as Chrys., Ec., Thdrt., Thl., that 
three different rests are spoken of (e.g. 
Thl, dswep Tb ocáBBarov  karámavois 
Aéyerai тард TH урафў, xal ob éxdAvaoe 
катакаопу perà тадта  AexÜnvor xa 
Thr eis thy Yi тїз ётаууєл(аѕ elsodor 
обтоѕ 0082 уйу колде METÈ tabryy TAAL 
rer dra KAnOjva: thy иёААоита>, 
Thy T obpavóv gnu: Bacrrclay, eis 
фу of àriwTfsarres ойк eiseAeUcorra). 
But this is manifestly wrong: there is not 
a word nor a hint of a second or third rest: 
the ordinance of the Sabbath is not so 
much as alluded to: ) xardravols nov is, 
all through, the rest into which God has 
entered ; and the object, to shew that into 
this, God's people have yet to enter. The 
fact that men did not, by the ordinance of 
the Sabbath, enter into it, lies, авап easily 
to be assumed thing, beneath tbe surface, 
but is not asserted nor even implied. 8. 

тоо тєрї Tis Y &880ит ойто, Kai " karéravaev о eos 

talw. w. коси. (see above), exc. ch. x. II +. 2 Macc. ii. 29 only. 
v = here only. Lev. xxiii. 16 A. ту eB , hy 

w Gxw.ii.2. vv. 8,10. Acts xiv. 

It would be hardly worth while to mention 
Ebrard's view, were it not for his name 
and ability. It is strange in the last de- 
gree:—ifpya are “man’s works ;" not 
exactly good works, for we have none: not 
the works of the law, for they came after- 
wards: but all Auman works (alles das, 
wag čpya gennant werden koͤnne), which 
had been going on since the creation, yet 
were not sufficient to bring us into God's 
rest, but required a new way of salvation, 
viz. not one of works, but of faith, to effect 
this. So that rà» čpywv is a contrast to 
wioredcayres: and in ver. 4, rv Ep 
афтоё a contrast to rà» русу here, the 
one God's, the other man's, works. I 
need but state this to the reader, to shew 
him how utterly preposterous it is, and 
foreign from the context, in which not a 
word is indicated of the contrast between 
works and faith, but every thing of that 
between belief and unbelief) the works 
(viz. of God: ап expression borrowed 
from the citation which follows) were con- 
stituted (i. e. finished. What Ebrard says 
against this meaning, that it is making the 
aorist participle = yeyernudvey, the per- 
fect, is altogether without force. That the 
1 aor. pass. of yívopa: may almost always 
be tracked to its original passive meaning, 
once maintained in note on 1 Thess. i. 5, 
does not appear to be a safe assertion : see 
note there in 8rd and subsequent Edns. of 
Vol. III. In our Epistle, however, it may 
generally be done: e.g. ch. v. 5; vi. 4 (x. 
33; xi. 84). This being so, тё La éyerhOn 
will simply mean, * the works were consti- 
tuted,’ ‘were settled in their established 
order,’ ‘were made;’ and so by conse. 
quence ‘ were finished.’ The word seems 
to be taken from the constant repetition 
of éyévero in Gen. i., and the passive used 
because the agent is here in question) 
from the foundation (xaraBod¥ occurs in 
the N. T. only in this connexion, except 
ch. xi. 11. See on ch. vi. 1) of the world 
(1. e., as explained above on «afro:, and 
substantiated in next verse, though God 
Himself had not that rest fo enter into, 
and did not mean this by 4 кат. pov, but 
had entered into the rest of which He 
speaks: the key verse to this being ver. 
10). 4) Substantiation of the last 
assertion. For he (God, not Moses, nor 
7 рафт: see above on elpnxey: вее 
ch. xiii. 5) hath spoken somewhere (sce 
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ev TH иёра т) 68дошу amò mávræv тёр ёрүюу афтод’ 
5 kai * év тойт там», ? Ki eiseXevaovrat eis THY P ката- 

6 ёте) ойу 7 йто\ейтета тір ele N eU eis 
avT:jv, каї oi протєроу * evatyyeAuoÜévres ойк eb dd 
a йтєібєар, Т таму тий d opiter fuépav, Xüuepov e 

a Rom. хі. 30, 32. Eph. ii. 2. v. 6. Col. ііі. 6. ver. 11 only t. 
22. Acts ii. 23. x. 42. zi. 29. xvii. 26,31. L. only, exc. here & Rom. i. 4. 

таусй pov. 

= ver. 2. 

1. 2. Rom, iz. 25. see Rom. xi. 

4. om ev тт) nu. ту eB. A. 
6. (da, so ACL a.) 
7. оре bef Tiva Nl. 

above on ch. ii. 6) concerning the seventh 
day (so in Hellenistic Greek constantly for 
the Sabbath : as e.g. in the title of one of 
Philo’s treatises, тері ris éBiduns: and 
elsewhere: see Bleck. In 2 Macc. xv. 1, 
the Sabbath is called 795 кататайсеот 
3uépa) on this wise, And God rested (in 
classical Greek xatazave is transitive, 
with an accusative of the person and a 
genitive of the thing: во Xen. Сут. viii. Б. 
25, fj» тїз àp xX Küpor èrixeip ката- 
wave. For this other usage, see ver. 
10, and reff. LXX. The rest here spoken 
of must not be understood only as that 
of one day after the completion of crea- 
tion; but as an enduring rest, com- 
mencing then and still going on,—into 
which God's people shall hereafter enter. 
Still less must we find here any discre- 
pancy with such passages as John v. 
17: Isa. xl. 28: God's rest is not a rest 
necessitated by fatigue, nor conditioned by 
idleness: but it is, in fact, tbe very con- 
tinuance in that upholding and governing, 
of which the Creation was the beginning) 
on the seventh day from all His works: 

5.] and in this (place: but it is 
bardly necessary to fill up the ellipsis: 
Bleek quotes from Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 20, 
paprupet 3è kal 'Exíxapuos у тёбе. See 
reff. robry here means, not, this which 
follows, but this passage about which we 
are treating: our present passage) again 
(i. е. on the other hand: a citation which 
shall qualify and explain that other, 
making it impossible that men should 
have already entered into it), If they shall 
enter into my rest (these words are to be 
taken exactly as before, in a strong nega- 
tive sense; not, as D!(see var. read.), 
and Primas., Bohme, al., indicatively. The 
point raised is, that in the days of Moses, 
nay long after, of David, men had not 
yet, in the full sense at least, entered 
into that rest, because it was spoken of 
as yet future: it being of no import 
to the present argument, whether that 
future is of an affirmative or negative pro- 
position : the negative denunciation in fact 
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х see ch. v. 6. 

ude 6 al.) 
ФАтіс aro- 
Aatwerat UTR 

ver. 1. 
b Luke xxii. 

um. xxziv. б. c= Mark 

5. om e: D! d o 123. 8- pe: e£ D. lat. 
for атебдеау, axioriay Ж! [vulg Cyr,]. 

implying in itself the fact, that some would 
enter therein. So Calov. (in Bleek), “Et 
in dicto paulo ante loco iterum loquitur 
Spiritus Sanctus de requie sua, ‘ Non in- 
gredientur in requiem meam,’ significans 
scilice& hac comminatione, quandam ad- 
huc quietem restare sperandam iis, qui non 
sunt increduli nec comminationi predicte 
obnoxii ”). 6.] Since then it. yet 
remains (see reff.: this is the sense in all 
three places in our Epistle: remains over, 
not having been previously exhausted. 
&roAelwera, dwouéver, Hesych. The time 
indicated by the present here is that fol- 
lowing on the threat above) that some 
enter into it (viz. by the very expectation 
implied in the terms of the exclusion— 
‘These shall not? therefore there are 
that shall: because, the eiseAcucecbas 
Twds being a portion of God's purposes, 
the failure of these persons will not change 
nor set aside that purpose. This latter 
consideration however does not logically 
come into treatment, but is enthymema- 
tically understood ;—‘‘since what God 
once purposed, He always purposes." 
We Ши beware of Delitzsch inference, 
that the тус implies that some Aad on 
each occasion entered into it, meaning, 
* there are some left yet to enter.” For 
thus the reasoning, as such, would be 
quite invalidated; which is concerned in 
establishing, not that some part of the 
entrance is yet future, but that the en- 
trance itself, as such, is so. That some 
have entered in, as matter of fact, is true 
enongh; but even they not yet perfectly, 
ch. xi. 89 f.; and the Vs here is used, 
not in respect of others who have entered 
in, bat in respect of those who did mot, 
when the words were used on the former 
occasion), and those who were formerly 
(as contrasted with David's time, and with 
the present) the subjects of its announce- 
ment (viz. the Israelites in the wilderness) 
did not enter in on acoount of disobe- 
dience (not, “unbelief :” see on ch. iii. 18. 
The first clause — ёте) ody àwoA. uud; 
elseA@., was a deduction from the terms 
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xiv. 18 only. 
Exod. xxxiii. 14. Deut. iil. 20. v. 33. Josh. I. 13 al. h >= ver. 6 reff. 

rec eienr, with D?KL rel (eth) Damase [Thl]: xpoepnxer В 78. 80: txt ACDIN[P 
47] 17 latt syr copt arm Chr. [Euthal-ms] Cyr, Thdrt Lucif,. 

. for ovk a», оок apa В: nos D- lat Lucif: nusquam vulg. 
9. om ver N'(ins N-corr!). 

of the divine denunciation, as to God's 
general purpose; and now this second 
clause is а particular concrete instance in 
which that general purpose was not car- 
ried out. Since some must, and they did 
not, the implied promise is again found 
recurring many centuries after), 
(emphatic: anew) He limiteth (reff.: and 
Demosth. p. 952. 20, д uè» rolyuy vópos 
capes obrTec] Tbv xpóvov Spirev—has 
fixed, specified, assigned, limited the time. 
See many more examples in Bleek) & oer- 
tain day (Valcknaer and Paulus make 
qiva interrogative, the former ending the 
question at ўкёра», the latter, at xpóror. 
But this cannot well be, with the emphatic 
wá prefixed), saying “To-day” (He 
begins his citation here with the word 
сўр«роу; but having interrupted it by dv 
A. Adyav, peta тособтоу xpovov, xabes 
apoe(pyrat, takes it up again below. This 
is much the simplest way to take the sen- 
tence (so aleo Delitzsch): not, as Calv., 
Beza, Grot., Jac. Cappell., Bleek, De W., 
Bisping, to make the first afjuepor а ter- 
minus in apposition with тё ўиёрау, 
“a certain day, viz. * To-day,’ ” and then 
to on from è» to xpoelpyra before 
coming to the citation: nor again to un- 
derstand with Heinrichs, al. and E. V., 
the first слиерор as the whole of the first 
citation, and then to start with the second 
at кабдз (xpo)elpnra:) in David ( in, as 
in reff.: as we say, ix Isaiah, meaning, 
‘in the book of Isaiah.’ This is better 
and more natural than, with Luther, Grot., 
Lünem., Delitzsch, al., to understand e- 
instrumental (?), “ by David ;"—or with 
Bengel, al, as Ле understands ch. i. 1, è» 
wpophtais, фу vig, i. e. as local, dwelling 
in, inspiring, —though this is better tban 
the other) after (the lapse of) во long a 
time (viz. the time between Joshua and 
David. The blunder of understanding the 
words, after such a time as we have be- 
Jore mentioned, viz. p. years (?) " has 
been endorsed by Dr. Bloomfield from 
Whitby, although in his previous note he 
had given the right interpretation, and 
although he puts кабёѕ efpyra: in a paren- 
tbesis in his text), as it has been said 

per’ avra C. 

before (viz. ch. iii. 7, 15. According to 
the reading троє[ртүтаь, there can hardly 
be a question that the reference of the 
words is backward, to what has been al- 
ready cited, not forwards to the words 
which follow. This latter being imagined, 
the readings троєіруке» and «Їрутои have 
arisen), To-day, if ye hear His voice, 
harden not your hearts. 8.] Con- 
firmation of the above, as against an ex- 
ception that might be taken, that not- 
withstanding the exclusion of many by 
unbelief, those who entered the promised 
land with Joshua did enter into that rest 
of God. For if Joshua ('IgycoUs is the 
constant Greek form of the name pn, 
or as in the later books, Chron., Ezra, and 
Nehemiah, yuy, It does not appear that 
any parallel between the typical and the 
great final Deliverer is intended: but it 
could hardly fail to be suggested to the 
readers. Our translators, in retaining the 
word ** Jesus” here, have introduced into 
the mind of the ordinary English reader 
utter confusion. It was done in violation of 
their instructions, which prescribed that 
all proper names should rendered as 
they were commonly used) had given them 
rest (led them into this rest of which we 
are treating: for the usage of raramat, 
see above, on ver. 4: and compare reff.), 
He (God: the subject of plei and Adyar 
above) would not speak (not **Aavespoken," 
as E. V. Compare Thuc. iii. 56, el $ 
awoorjva: "A@nvalwy oùe YO 
(if we had not consented &c.) shor 
neAcvodytav, ойк dbukoüuey (we should 
be doing no wrong),—and John xv. 24, 
ei Tà Upya ph éxoínca dy abrois, & oddels 
&AAos éwoíncev, &papríav ойк еЇхота», 
“If I had not done &c.,—they would not 
have sin) after this of another day. 
9.) Consequence from the proposition in 
ver. 6. Some must enter therein: some, 
that is, analogous to, inheriting the con- 
dition of and promises made to, those first, 
who did not enter in because of disobe- 
dience. These are now specified as ‘ the 
people of God,’ cf. reff., doubtless with 
a reference to the true spiritual character 
of Israelites indecd, represented under 
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^єйтетал t caBartauós TQ IMa тод Ge 10 6 үйр els- sean. 
\ > k е е ‚эур (-i, Exod. 

є«\Өфу eis тїр * кататауси» айтод, kai altos! катётаџсєи "$. Ler 
xxvi. 36.) 

amò Tay Épyov avroU, deep awd tov ™ lov б Geos.) Ter H. 10. 
k ch. ii. 13 reff. 

столета B. 

1 intr., ver. 4 (reff.). 
see Rom. xi. I. 

m so ch. vii. 27. ix. 18. xiii. 13. 

10. aft lst aro ins тату D! вуг Cyr[-p,]: va is written over те by № but erased. 

their external name: and their rest is 
no longer a kardxavois, but (see below) 
is called by а higher and nobler name. 
Therefore (see above) there remains (seo 
on ver. 6: remains as yet unexhausted, 
ашуре. unrealized) a keeping of 
sabbath (as regards the word, it is only 
found, besides here, in Plut. de Super- 
stitione с. 8, ё PdpBapo: éteupdrres, 
“EAAnves rar тӯ Зес:доиокід, wnAd- 
gers, karaBopBopéces, с ; 
pipes ёт) axpésewov, airxpàs pokabé- 
ves, xórovs Tposkvvfceu. It is re. 
gularly formed from cafBarí(w (reff.), as 
éopracuós from éoprá(w. It is used 
to correspond to the xardxavols pov, 
specified and explained in ver. 4. God's 
rest was a caBBaricpós ; so also will ours 
be. Thdrt. remarks: caSBariopdry $ 1h 
nardwavow kénAnkev, ёте) d» тӯ 6B56- 
ир up karéraucerv & Oeds àrd 1dr 
Tü» ёруш» Sy éwolncer, dy TE дёААо›т‹ 
$ Bip üAvwos тта (wh к. wóvæv Au- 
0épa kal dporridar ёжулЛауцёру. саВ- 
Bari ur Tolyuy é»óuace Th» TOP o- 
paru» Epyer àrariæyhr.  ToUTO “yàp 
Snaco rà 4). The idea of the rest here- 
after being the antitype of the Sabbath- 
rest, was familiar to the Jews: see the 
uotations in Schöttg., Wetst., and Bleek. 
ey spoke of the tempus faturum as the 

“dies qui totus est sabbathum.” It is 
hardly probable that the sacred Writer had 
in his mind the object which Calvin men- 
tions: Non dubito quin ad Sabbathum 
data opera alluserit apostolus, ut Judteos 
revocaret ab externa ejus observatione: 
neque enim aliter potest ejus a tio in- 
telligi, quam cognito spirituali fine.” Still 
more alien from the sense and context is 
it to use this verse, as some have absurdly 
done, as carrying weight one way or the 
other in the controversy respecting the ob- 
ligation of a sabbath under the Christian 
dispensation. The only indication it fur- 
Dishes is negative: viz. that no such term 
as caBBaricuós could then have been, in 
the minds of Christians, associated with 
the keeping of the Lord's day : otherwise, 
being dy present, it could not be said 
that it GwoA«lwera:) for the people of 
God (the well-known designation of Israel 
the covenant people. It occurs again, ch. 
xi 25. Here it is used of that veritable 

Vor. IV. 

Israel, who inherit God's promises by faith 
in Christ: cf. Gal. vi. 16. So Photius: 
kal abr» ob rots TvXoUs:, ФАЛА тё Лаф 
тоў 000 Ajiepeuéry, Aobs 84 ёлтдәз 
TOU Oco? ol тістебсаутег els abr» к. 
QqvAdecorres TÈ  *posrdávyuamra афтод). 

Ver. 10 is taken in two ways (not 
to mention the untenable interpretation 
of Schulz, which refers ó yàp el 
to the e of God, *for, when it has 
entered," This would be else 
ydp without the article) : 1. as a general 
axiom, justifying the use of the word 
cafiBaricuós above: For he that has 
entered into his (God's) rest, has himself 
also rested from his (own) works, like as 
God rested from his own. This has been 
the usual explanation. Thl. says, épuyrevei 
хёз соВВат:ісиду évóuarce Th» тоюабтуе 
axardwavow бт: onol  xeraxavouer 
xa) jueis awd rar Epyoy trav tyes ip, 
GSswep kal ô beds, кататайтаз бт тёр 
Ir ry els otoracw  ToÜ xécQov, 
с&ВВатоу T)» $uépa» éwóuacev. This 
explanation labours under two difficulties : 
а. the aorist xaréxavcey, which thus is 
made into a perfect or a present. De 
Wette regards it as a reminiscence of the 
same word in ver. 4: so Delitzsch: but 
this is most unsatisfactory: В. the double 
reference of афтод, first to God, and then 
to the man in question, ially when 
God’s works are taken up by the strong 
term тё» Bl 2. The other interpreta- 
tion has been that of Owen, Alting, Stark, 
and more recently Ebrard, who refer ô eis- 
єАӨбф› to Christ: For He that entered into 
his (own or God's) rest, Himself alsorested 
from His works like as God rested from 
His own: and therefore, from our Forerun- 
ner having entered into this sabbatism, it is 
reserved for us, the people of God, to enter 
into it with and because of Him. Thus, as 
Ebrard says, Jesus is placed in the liveliest 
contrast to Joshua, who had not brought 
God's people to their rest; and is desig- 
nated as ‘That one, who entered into 
God's rest.“ And to this view I own I 
am strongly inclined, notwithstanding the 
protest raised against it by Bleek, Liine- 
mann, and Delitzsch. Му reasons are, in 
addition to those implied above, a. the 
Jorm of the assertion, as regards Joshua 
here and Jesus in ver. 14, That a contrast 

G 
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gr 10 II 8garoydaowper обу eiseXDetv eis ёкєйти тї * karámavauv, 
© bad sense, \ 2 ^ » ^ Peu. (va pay év TQ айтф Tis 
good, J 
xiii. 15. Gelas. 
James т. 10 
(ch. viii. б, ix. 23 only) T. Sir. хіт. 16, 2 Mace. 

xxvii. 27. q ver. 6 reff. 
t 1 Cor. xvi. 9. Philem. 6 only t. 

vi. 28, 31 only. p 
г = Acts vi.. 38. John vi. 61. 1 Pet. i. 33. 

o irodeiypatt Y re тўс drei- 
12 тё) yàp б *Xyos той Өєой xal t évepyrs, кай 

Luke wil. 7. Pe. xxxziv.6. Ezek. Узр 
8 see note. 

11. aft ecseAGew ins aBeA Qo: D!. om tis Ni. for ате:бе:аз, олде D!, 
a veritate D- lat: arabeias o. 

18. (~ C. evapyns В, evidens Jer]: efficaz vulg фет. 

is intended between the "Ingots who did 
not give them rest, and the dpxiepéa uéyar 
SceAmAvOdTa obs obparoós, "особу Tb» 
vl)» ToU беой, seems very plain. And if 
во, it would be easily accounted for, that 
Christ should be here introduced merely 
under the designation of & elseAddp els т. 
karáx. abrov. В. The introduction of the 
words xal aùrós, lifting out and dignifyin 
the subject of this clause as compared wit 
$ eds, in a way which would hardly be 
done, had the assertion been merely of any 
man generally. у. Scripture analogy. This 
rest, into which the Lord Jesus entered, is 
spoken of, Isa. xi 10, ка) fora: $ dd - 
rauer ойтой, тїнї: and this work of His, 
in Isa. xl. 10, xal Tò Epyor ёуаутіор айтод, 
and by Christ Himself, John ix. 4, due 
bei ёруй(єтба Tà pya ToU véjarrós це 
des huépa doriy tpyera vót, бте obBels 
Sévara: èpyáťecðaı. 8. The expression 
dxeívqv thy xatdwavow below, which 
stands harshly insulated unless it refers 
to the xardxavow in this verse. є. The 
whole context: see summary at ch. iii. 1. 
Render then: For He that entered into 
his (either, *God's; or more probably 
merely ‘his,’ reflective, as in Isa. xi. 10 
above: see also Matt. xxv. 21, 28, where 
the хара is ToU kvplov cov) rest, He Him. 
self also (on this, see above) rested from 
his works тан above) as from his 
own (тоу lev not with any distinction 
of kind, but used only to mark distinction 
of possession). 11—18.] Exhorta- 
tion, so frequently interspersed in the 
midst of the argument: see on ch. iii. 1. 
Let us therefore (consequence from vv. 
8—7; seeing that the promise is held out 
to us, as it was to them, and that they 
failed of it throngh disobedience) earnestly 
strive (not, as vulg., festinemus 2? вее 
reff.) to enter into that rest (viz. that men- 
tioned in ver. 10, into which Christ has 

its position in the sentence certainly must 
have been more prominent. As it stands, 
it holds the most insignificant place, be- 
tween the genitive in government and the 
word governing it. And usage abundantly 
justifies the idiom irres ép, for to fall 
into.“ Cf. receiv ѓу b, Pind. Isthm. 
iv. 89: d» dpparia, Isthm. viii. 14: è» 

tera: yuordsais reo, Pyth. ii. 75: 
Tire» wor’ dvipay dv џќсоз àpkvardrois 
TírTox' d TAMfuer ; Soph. El. 1476: dr 
кАў$ю xal $pevé» тарќурат: хёттока 
beu, Eurip. Herc. Fur. 1092. The con. 
struction is simply a p t one—ri- 
тте» ela, во as to be фу) the same example 
(отб еура is found fault with by the 
Atticists : wapd8eryua Adye, ph dwdderyua, 
Thom. Mag.: and similarly Phrynichus. 
But Bleek shews that it isin frequent use, 
from Xenophon downwards. Its proper 
meaning is, something shewn in a light and 
merely suggestive manner : soin ch. viii. 5, 
ofrwes бкоде(ураті kal ский Aarpetovcir 
тёу dxovpaviey, But it is oftener used, 
as here, to aiy a attern or example, 
good or bad: cf. besides reff., Jos. B. J. vi. 
l, калд» bwé8eryua BovAonérp  cá(ew 
Th» xarpiia oo: «péwerra: Bacireds 
"loudalev “lexovlas: and other examples 
in Bleek) of disobedience (not, wnbelief : 
see on ch. iii. 18. It was ol dwe:@hoarres 
who failed to enter in). 12, 13.] 
Apart from the difficulties of some terms 
used, we may give the connexion thus: 
Such an endeavour is well worth all our 
oxovt}—for we have One to do with, 
who can discern and will punish every 
even the most secret disobedience. For 
the word of God (in what sense? 1. The 
№уоѕ ӧтостатікбз, Personal Word, has 
been understood by many, e. g. the Fathers 
in general (see the copious reff. in Bleek's 
note here), Œc., ТЫ. (as commonly sup- 

, but see below, and judge), Thdrt. 
no means certain) Thom. Aquin, 

yra, Cajetan, Corn. a-Lap. (* Longe aptius 
et melius alii intelligunt Dei Filium "), 
Јас. Cappellus, Owen, Le Clerc, al. To 

this the first obvious objection is, that this 
mode of expression is confined to 8t. John 
among the N. T. writers. This, however, 
though clearly not to be met by alleging 
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such passages as Luke i. 2 and Acts xx. 82, 
is not decisive. For our Epistle, ra 

haps anterior to all the writings of St. 
окп, is yet so intimately allied to the 
Alexandrine terminology, that it would be 
no matter of surprise to find its Writer 
using a term so nearly ripe for his purpose 
as we find д Adyos in Philo (see below). 
The real objections to the Personal Adyos 
being simply and directly here meant, lie in 
the Epistle, and indeed in the passage itself. 
In the Epistle: for we have no where in it 
this term used with any definiteness of our 
Lord, nor indeed any approach to it; not 
even where we might have expected it most, 
in the description of His relation to the 
Father, ch. i. init. Every where He is the 
Son of God, not His Word. And in ch. 
vi. 5; xi. 8, that expression is changed for 
Pina Oeo), when, especially in the latter 
place, had the idea of the personal Adyos 
been familiar to the Writer, he would 
almost certainly have said rooUuer каттр- 
lot Tobs alévas Ad de, not фќрать 
0. And in the passage itself : for such ad. 
jectives as évepyfis and кргт:кбз, and even 
(9р, as matter of emphatic predication, 
would hardly be ше of the Personal 
Aéyos: and, which to my mind is stronger 
evidence still, had these words applied to 
our Lord, we should not have had him 
introduced immediately after, ver. 14, as 
*Incotv Tbv „у ToU 0co9. But, 2. some of 
the ancient, and the great mass of modern 
Commentators, have understood by the 
term, the revealed word of God, in the law 
and in the gospel: or in the gospel alone, 
as contrasted with the former dispensation. 
And во even some of those who elsewhere 
in their writings have understood it of 
Christ: e.g. Origen (on Matt. xix. 12, 
tom, xv. 4, vol. iii. p. 666, el rò» Aor Tis 
ava B roy (evra к. dvepyh K. T. A., 
.. фктёдуош TÒ THE vx таблтікбу : 
on Rom. xii. 7, lib. ix. 8, vol. iv. p. 650: 
* Verbum Dei omnia, etiam qus in occulto 
sunt, perscrutatur: maxime cum vivens 
sit, et efficax &.. 1 . . etenim cum mo- 
ralis in ecclesia sermo tractatur, tunc 
uniuscujusque intra semetipsam conscien- 
tia sti uletur ̂ &c.), Euseb., Aug. Civ. 
Dei xx. 21. 2 (vol. vii.) al. But neither 
does this interpretation seem to meet the 
requirements of the passage. The quali- 
ties here predicated of the Aóyos do not 
appear to fit the mere written word: nor 
does the introduction of the written 

word suit the context. I should be 
rather dis with Bleek to understand, 
8. the spoken word of God, the utterance 
of His power, by which, as in ch. xi. 8, 
He made the worlds,—by which His Son, 
as in ch. i. 8, upholds all things. This 
spoken word it was, which they of old 
were to bear and not barden their hearts: 
ohuepoy, day ris paris abroU ükovawre 
Kk. T. A.: this spoken word, which inter- 
dicted them from entering into His rest 
—tpora dy Trj dpyp ноо Ei eiseAeócor- 
Tai els thy xardxavaly цоо It seems 
then much more agreeable to the con- 
text, to understand this utterance of God, 
so nearly connected with God Himself, 
the breath of his mouth: and I would 
not at the same time shrink from the idea, 
that the Alexandrine form of expression 
respecting the Adyos, that semi-personif- 
cation of it without abeolutely giving it 
ирене existence, was before the mind 
of the Writer. Indeed, I do not see how 
it is possible to escape this inference, in 
the presence of such passages as this of 
Philo, Quis Rer. Div. Hær. § 26, vol. i. 
p. 491, wa évrofjjs 0«bv réuvorra, тёз те 
Tay сербтер ка) xpayydror tj &xdcas 
apud dai xal фудсба Soxotcas picas, 
TË торе r Cup*árrwr айтоў Ady, ðs 
eis Th» Skurdrnv ёкоупӣе\ѕ Axußr, Bini- 
paw ob8érore Afrye Tà alognrà xdyra, 
éreibày 86 uéxpi r&y Tw» ка) Aeyoué- 
vov duepoy de x.T.A.: and again, ib. 
§ 27, p. 492, obres & 0«bs dnovnodueves 
Tbv Touéa TG» cupxdytayv abro) Aóyor, 
бишире? Thy тє йдорфо» xal Aro ray 
Аш» одсіау. See, on the whole, De- 
litzsch's note. The idea of Ebrard, 
that this word, meaning the gospel, is in- 
troduced to give weight to crov8dooper 
—“ Let из do our part, for the gospel of 
God is not wanting in power on its part," 
is too absurd to need refutation or even 
mention, were it not for his name) is 
living (not, in contrast with the dead 
works of the law (Ebr.), of which there 
is no question here; nor, as Carpzov, 
nourishing, and able to rve life: nor 
enduring, as Abresch and Schlichting: but 
as E. V., quick, i. e. having living power, 
in the same sense in which God himself is 
so often called “the living God," e. g. ch. 
x. 81. Во in reff.: во ee ed 5 
482, speaking of the prophecies, T 
бута ее вао where the Schol. has, 
ioxvovra тӯ dAnGelg. Thl, who besides 

G 2 
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finds in (or a proof of the h tic Per- 
sonality, says well: srep TóTe, onoly, оё 
NH,, ой páxupa афтофз ardAecer, 
&AA' à тоў b, Adyos, abréuara: yàp 
xaréminrov, ойто ка) d jui» (отш. ó 
yàp abrds Афуоз xal dxelrors éxdrage ка} 
Hpas code (f yàp ёе) ка} офк leger. 
The emphatic position of {éwv, the omission 
of dri, the frequent repetition of «af, all 
tend to increase the rbythm and rhetorical 
force of the sentence. Some have thought 
that the Writer was citing from some 
other source: but for this there does not 
appear any reason) and active (= évepyós, 
which is the commoner form (see Bleek), 
found in Xen., Demosth., and often in 
Polybius, in which latter however the mas. 
often give us évepyfis. In one place, xi. 
28. 2, this latter seems чыр Uy 
Toiobuevoi thy loo It is a word of 
the xoh or Macedonian dialect. This 
activity is the very first quality and attri- 
bute of Дуе: so that the predicates form a 
climax: not only living, but energizing : 
not only energizing, but rouchr epos к.т.\.: 
and not only that, but S:icvoduevos к.т.\.: 
nor that only, but reaching even to the 
spirit, крітікз dvêvuhoewv к. dvvoiðv 
кардіаѕ), and sharper ( , an adj. 
formed from 7éyuves, is found in Plato, Tim. 
61 в: Plut. Sympos. уі. 8; viii. 9: its com- 
parative in ref.,and Lucian, Toxar. ii. al.: 
the superlative, m the well-known exor- 
dium of Ajax’s dying specch, Soph. Aj. 815) 
than (Bleek has shewn that the con- 
struction topdrepos trip бурау, for 
Tóuos dwtp и. or ToudTepos uaxaípas, is 
not Hebraistic; for in Heb. there is no 
comparative; we have it in ref. Judges, 
& add repos od brip Валік viby Zerpóp : 
and the similar construction with харф in 
ch. i. 4, where see remarks) every two- 
edged sword (lit. two-mouthed : meaning, 
sharpened on both sides, both edge and 
back. The expression (reff.) is found in 
classic poetry, e. g. 3loropor toos, Eurip. 
Hel. 992: Sloroua фёсуауа, id. Orest. 
1296, and other instances in Bleek. The 
more usual word is dudhens, II. к. 256: 
Soph. Aj. 286: Electr. 485. We have 
ёрфіӨпктоѕ, Antig. 1809. As s the 
comparison itself, of the word of ar of 
men toa sword, it is common in Scrip- 
ture: see Ps. ivii. 4; lix. 7; lxiv. 8: Wied. 
xviii. 15, 16: Rev. i. 16: and above all, 
Eph. vi. 17. It has been questioned, 

whether the office here ascribed to the 
word of God is punifice, or merely search- 
ing: whether it 8 the foes, or the 
servants of God. ere seems no reason 
why we should separate the two. The 
same WORD, to which evidently by the 
succeeding clause is attributed the search- 
ing power, is powerful also to punish. 
The udxaipa belongs to the surgeon, and 
to the judge: has its probing as well as 
its smiting office. And во Chrys.: adrds 
тй d» тр xaptle xplve: duet yàp Zia gal 
ко) cod éterd(er. Bleek points 
out the ime relation of us similitudo 
to a series of passages in Philo, especiall 
in the treatise Quis Rerum Divinarura 
Heres. There, in speaking of Abraham's 
sacrifice, and explaining d. Aer аўта péoa, 
which act he refers to God, he says: тф 
торе TÉ» cupxdyray adrot Ауф’ 85, 
els rhe Sturdrny üxornüels dxphr, биш- 
poy ov8dxore Афує: тд alcÓgrà rdrra, 
éresBay 8 цёхр: тё» arépev kal Леуо- 
иш» дрерд» DietéAOp, mdr ёт} Tod- 
тоу тй X 0coprrà els duvOtrous xal 
dwepiypdgpous polpas Epxeras бишире ob- 
Tos ó ropets, § 26, vol. 1. p. 491. And 
further on, be divides these биуотоцд}- 
para made by the Adyos into triads, and 

says, $vyh yhp Tpusepfis dori, dixa 8% 
Éxacror T&v pepr, Gs edelyOn, ru er 
орд» Bè yivoudrer €t, 48ёоџоѕ eixórws 
Tousbs jJ» adxdvrav, d lepòs ка) Ocios 
Aéyos. From these and similar ges 
(cf. esp. Quod Deterior Potiori Insid. 8 99, 
p. 212: De Cherubim, $ 9, p. 144 ff.), we 
may reasonably infer, that the writings of 
Philo were not unknown to the Writer 
of this Epistle. The same conclusion has 
been also drawn by Grotius and Bleek. 
See Prolegg. § i. 155), and 
through (so [xweira: Adyos Bid rd, 
Esch. Sept. c. Theb. 515 : 8икуєсба 8 
trey поті тй» idvxádx Tim. Locr. p. 
101 А: 4 Béga бикто uéxpi Bas. 
Plut. Dem. 20) even to dividing of soul 
and spirit, both joints and marrow (there 
has been considerable diversity in the 
taking of these genitives. I have regarded 
them as follows: фъуй and avevparos, 
not coupled by re xal, but only by ral, 
denote two separate departments of man's 
being, each subordinate to the process in- 
dicated by pepropov. The Adyos pierces 
to the dividing, not of the yvxf; from the 
туеўда, but of the yvxh itself and of the 
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myeua itself: the former being the lower 
pres of man's invisible part, which he 

in common with the brutes, the Mo- 
70 тўз vx of Philo; the latter the 
higher portion, receptive of the Spirit of 
God, the Aeyixbr тїз фихӯѕ of the same; 
both which are pierced and divided by the 
sword of the Spirit, the word of 08. Š Ex 

ing on to dppév тє к. pvedév, 
Kot Ter these terms as coordinate with 
the former фиҳӯѕ x. пуейратоз, but as 
subordinate to them, and as used in a 
el sense, not a corporeal (as many 

mentators and recently Delitzsch): 
implying that both the ápuoí and the 
puedol of the {өх and of the хт>ейда ure 
pierced and divided by the A&yos. This I 
conceive is necessitated both by the te, 
expressed in this second clause, and by 
the sense, which otherwise would degene- 
rate into an anti-climax, if pur те x. 
ane were to be understood of the 
body. (The metaphorical sense of pve- 
Ads is amply justified by such expressions 
as elsdeBuxvia (38trn) «ls айт» Tb» uue- 
Ady тўз фохӯѕ, Themist. Orat. 32, p. 857: 
xpü» yàp perplas els &AAhAovs quas 
Omrrods ёуакіруас Ө: ка} ph 1pbs adxpdy 
pueddy фихд, Eur. Hippol. 255 ff. And 

is not an anatomical, but а com- 
mon tera, which might be applied to any 
kind of com as dpuds Spas, Dion. 
Hal. v. 7: àpuol Лібгу, ref. Sir. &с.) 
This, which is in the main the sense given 
by Grot., Kuin., Bl., De W., Lünem. агу 

ng 
a division of the soul from the spirit, the 
Joints from the marrow (on this latter see 
below). This is given as early as by Chrys. 
as an alternative: 4 yàp Or: Tb rebua 
diapa? ard ris фихӣз, A À бт: ка) 
abr тё» üceudrer ÜDuxreira. And 
c., 5 туебра of the Holy 
Spirit: fyotpa: оби viv тобто еЇїрўт@ш, 
бт: хор+ўмф» Ффруйбета: тод åylov туєй- 
paTos, к. dpaipeira: айт} àrd тїз M 
and so, but giving the alternative, 

And so Erasm.-paraph. (“ adeo ut dissecet 
animam a spiritu ), J. Cappellus, Wolf, 
Bengel, al The objections to this are 
both psychological and contextual. It has 
been rightly urged (see especially Ebrard's 

for kat errowr, «rv. re Di. 

note here) that the soul and spirit cannot 
be said to be separated in any such sense 
as this: and on the other hand, the ёрдо! 
and pvedAol could not be thus said to be 
separated, having never been in contact 
with one another. 2. Many Commentators, 
who hold the division of soul from spirit, are 
not prepared to apply tbe same interpreta- 
tion to the ápuév т. к. Ave Ad; although, 
peu the former те, 5 hilo- 
ogically necessary that two clauses 
should be strict] Not reading 
the former re, it mes possible to make 
бри» тє к. uveAG» dependent, not on 
рерісџой but on &хрг, which has been done 
by Cyril of Alexandria, de Fest. Pasch. 

om. xxii. vol. x. p. 275 b, xaðıxveîra: 
8% kal uéxpis Арид» те kal pveAdy, and De 
Adorat. xvi vol. i. p. 661, ACX ápu&v 
те к. ve roy TOU Ó«oD кабк»егстбса 
Ado, and Schlichting (see ко C. F. 
Schmid, Paulus, al. But certainly, had 
this been meant, the &ypis w have 
been repeated before ápué&». Otherwise 
it would be exceedingly harsh. 8. Many 
understand дередой to mean, not the act 
of division, but the place where the division 
ooours. So Böhme, “ Ita ut per intervalla, 
si qus sint, anims animique, et compagum 
medullarumque penetret, seque insinuet :” 
Schlichting, “Ad loca usque abditissima ubi 
anims cum spiritu connectitur, itemque ubi 
sunt membrorum com et теда.” 
And so, more recently, Ebrard. The objec- 
tion to this is, partly the omission of what 
would in that case be the requisite article 
before uepiopo?t, and partly as before, that 
thus ápu. т. к. uv. must be constructed 
with &xpi: see above. 4. One up mins = 
given by (Ec. (after Cyril: д d» &ylois 
KópiAAos dv тротфіре xeple ка) obras 
484 ато . . . Td wept ToU Oeo xhpvyua 
Buupe? фто) ка) цера rà Ths Wurhs uépn, 
8ектибуу тобу к. xepytixhy Trav àxovo- 
uévæv), and Thi. (but not approved by the 
latter, as Bl. who has been misled by the 
Latin: for he says riis 3è obras ddékarro 
Tbv Aévyor, duol Boxeiv ойк dxodoties TE 
ёхостоМмк@ cxomg, and then proceeds as 
Œc., except that he me ToU и [ov for 
тё» dxovoudver). But clearly this can- 
not be the meaning, with а cau- 
tion), and a judger (or, discerner: not as 
Kuinoel, condemner. The word is 
Greek, as a simple predicate : so Plato, Pol. 
260 o, Tb ch e yadpos: with a gen., it 
seems to be of later usage: Palm and Rost 
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1 bx eed 1. 26. 
viil. 39. 
Judith ix. 12. 

it. 6 al. хи. 6 i= Job xxv. 6. 

18. кр:оиз D'[-gr]- 

uote ёфбалио) xpirixol тоё KdAAovs from 
Basil the Great: but the government of a 
gen. by verbals in -s is : we have 
waparxevarrixos тди eis Toy жбледоу, к. 
mwopiorriKds 78 ёкєтудеіюу, Xen. Mem. 
iii. 1. 6: 8:8аскалкз THs abrov Topias, 
Plato, Eathyph. p. 3 0: see Kühner, § 530 
hh; it is the genitivus materie) of (the) 
thoughts (¿vðúunua ia the commoner 
word: but Thucyd. (i. 123), Eurip. (Frag. 
20), Isæus, and Aristotle (Bl.) use - 
in much the same sense; -nois being pro- 
perly the action of the thought itself, -nxa 
the thing conceived or thought of. But 
these two become frequeutly confused in 
lator Greek) and ideas (this seems the 
nearest term to Évvova. Plato gives rather 
a mysterious definition of it—«evrroría 
Biavolas. But the usage, where the word 
wavers, as here, between the process in the 
mind itself and that which 1s the result of 
the process, pointe very much to our ‘idea.’ 
Thus fvvoay AauBárew Yu, Demosth. 
p. 157. 18: ) коў ёрро Tiwos, Polyb. 
x. 27. 8. In ib. i. 4. 9, we have Soa 
distinguished from émorhun: čyvoiav niv 
yap Auge axd pépovs тё» Лоу Bvrarór 
émiorhuny 84 kal yrouny @трекї Exes, 
Ф80уатоу. Certainly the “intentiones of 
the vulg. (“ intents,” E. V.), though ap- 
parently answeriug to the Platonic deflni- 
tion, does not give it here (though this 
seems the sense in 1 Pet. iv. 1), nor does 
* consilia" of Erasmus: “ conceptus" of 
Crell. is better. Bengel says, “ dv@vpnore, 
intentio, involvit affectum; vvota, cogi- 
tatio, que dicit simplicius, prius et interius 
T But though strictly speaking 

is might be the meaning of é»@vpnors (év 
бон), it does not carry so much in ordinary 
usage) of the heart (the inner and thinking 
and feeling part of man in Scripture psy- 
chology ; bie innere Mitte des menſchlichen 
Weſenbeſtandes, in welcher das dreifache 
Leben des Menſchen zuſammenlaͤuft, De- 
litzsch, biblische Psychologie, § 12 init., 
which see; and Beck, Umriss der biblischen 
Seelenlehre, p. 63 ff.): 18.) and there 
is not а creature (for the concrete ктќсро, 
as so often, see reff. The term embraces all 
created things, visible and invisible, cf. Col. 
i. 15) шо (a classical word: see Palm. 
and Rost’s references) in his presence (first 
ав to the gen. pron. avrov : to what does it 
refer? to д Adyos тоё 0є00, or to той beot 

бфӨба%хдоф abrod: * mpòs by тур ó * №уоѕ. 
h ly f. Sir. хх. 90. 2 Macc. iii. 34 only. 

8300 хт. ) here only t. (see note.) 
h Heb., ch. xiii. 31 yd z Luke 

k 3 Kings il. 14. 4 Kings iz. 5. 

itself? The idea of its referring to Christ 
falls with the untenableness of the personal 
meaning of Adyos: although Calov., Schótt- 

„ al., abandoning that, yet hold it. 
The: of the two other, it seems much the 
more obvious to refer it to ToU беоб, espe- 
cially in the presence of rots dpOadpois 
айтоў, and p. b» Тш» д Adyos below. 
Nor is there any harshness in this; from 
speaking of the uttered word of God, whose 
powers are not its own but His, the transi- 
tion to Himself, with Whom that word is 
so nearly identified, is simple and obvious. 
The expression dvermov atro), common in 
the N. T. and especially in St. Luke, is 
apparently Alexandrine, and borrowed from 

e LXX, where it answers to the Heb. 
W): but (84, in the strongly adversative 
sense which it several times has in our 
Epistle: cf. ch. ii. 6, and note there, also 
ver. 15 below; ch. ix. 12; x. 27; xii. 18, 
This it gains by its force of passing altoge- 
ther to а new subject, excluding entirely 
from view that which is last treated: 

. d. “ tantum absit, ut... . ut. . ) all 
i are naked (it had been said by 

Böhme, that this metaphorical meaning of 
Yvpvos was unknown to the Greeks: but 
see Herod. viii. 19, Tavra uiv «is TocobTo 
wapeyóurov: also i. 126; ix. 44: and 
yvurGr F  Tpayudre»  Ücepovuévow, 
Diod. Sic. i. p The herald in the 
Areopagus forbade the witnesses Anpecy 
p Th» BovAhy ка) wepixdrrew Td 
траура è» rois Adyos, &s yupyda тё 
yeyernudva ої ‘Apeowayira: — BAésoter, 
Lucian, Gymnas. p. 401. And Marc. 
Antonin. xli. 2, says, in language very 
similar to this, д 0ebs wárra Tà fryeyovixà 
уоцуй Tv t ayyelo» ко) Mol 
kal кабарийто» dp§) and prostrate (see 
at the end of this note: resupinata, mani- 
festa ; wepavepwpéra, Hesych. The vari- 
ous meanings given to this difficult word 
rp, form a curious chapter in 
the history of exegesis. Its first and most 
common classical acceptation seems to be, 
to take by the throat, as an adversary in 
a struggle, or an athlete in wrestli 
might do, for the purpose of overthrowing. 
So (to give merely one example among 
many which will be found in Wetstein, 
and better arranged in Bleek) dpare ri» 
àOAwrhe ind xaidsioxaplov трахул:(б- 
peror, Plut. de Curiositate, p. 521 b. And 

17. 47 
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thus some have interpreted it here: “ laid 
open," as an athlete, caught by the neck 
and overthrown, lies for all to see. But 
as Bl. remarks, this last particular, which 
does in fact carry the whole weight of the 
comparison, comes in far too accidentally 
and subordinately. Another meaning has 
been by Perizonius (on Kian, 
Var. Hist. xii. 58) derived from the practice 
of stripping and bending back the necks of 
malefactors, that all might see their faces 
and sbame, so producing the very opposite 
of the € а man seeks when 
ще ин. by ing down his head and 
covering his face. Thus Sueton. Vitel. 17: 
(Vitellius) relegatis post terga manibus, in- 
jecto cervicibus laqueo, veste discissa, semi- 
nudus in forum tractus est —reducto coma 
eapite ceu noxii solent, atque etiam mento 
mucrone gladii subrecto, ut visendam præ- 
beret faciem, nevesubmitteret." And Pliny, 
Panegyr. 84. 8: Nihil tamen gratius, 
nihil seculo dignius quam quod conti- 
git desuper intueri delatorum supina ora 
retortasque cervices, agnoscebamus et frue- 
bamur, quum velut piaculares publice sol- 
licitudinis victims supra sanguinem noxio- 
rum ad lenta supplicia gravioresque poenas 
ducerentur." And this is the interpre- 
tation followed by Elsner, Wolf, Baum. 
pe Kuinoel, Bretschneider, Bleek, 

e Wette, al. But here again, though 
the meaning is apposite enough, we have 
no precedent for the Greek word being 
thus used, or for any such custom being 
familiar to Greeks. So that this ee 
tation can hardly be the true one. e 
ancients give very various renderings. 
Chrys. says: rerpaxndccpdva sizer amd 
ueradopüs тё» Sepudray tay and Tar 
тфабоцфуоу lepe lor — dieAkouévur : but 
does not justify such an application of the 
word. Œc.: тетрахтлісцќуа 84 фто) та 
yuprd, awd perapopas тё» проВётеу 
тё» ёк тоў TpaxhAou Aprnucvar к. yeyvp- 
voudvey тїз борйз À .. dvr) ToU кіте 
кӧттоута к. Toy tpdyndoy ётиАуоута, 
8:4 7d ph ioxtew aterioan TD 54р éxelyp 
TOU xpiroU ка) eot lj. Thdrt.: 
ёк perapopas тФбаке rà» Üvouérer (dur, 
& rares Eduva кети, THs сфауйѕ 
Thy (why abe Ans, xal perà тїз (ois 
Thy $wvür. obra, onal, kal heit xpwó- 
pavo: бєйцеба pèr rastra та 8иѕсеВёз 
wap mav d  xapavóues -'yeyevnuéra' 
oryevres Bè Th» tis Tiuoplas бехдиеба 
vor, Are öh 15 $їкшо» abr: еа. 
pero. Thl.: àrd uerapopás raw ёкдеро- 

xii. 20. Acts 
n Luke H. 15. viii 22 al. fr. (see note). 

ur  wpoBárer. seep yàp éxelvey 
‚ TpaXsyuo0érror, roi xarà ro трах%Ао› 
Th» pdxapay Setandvay ка) сфаубуте», 
perà Tb каде\косеђус: ть ipua wdrta 
ral тё ld dcr, rn ohr ко) TQ 
0:9 dra Aa. тёз Bé, rerpaxnx e- 
péra, rd dx ToU трахўАао, È алло» 
cer тоб TpaxfAov Kxpeuduera drvóncar. 
Не then mentions the second alternative 

I have given all these to shew how 
various have been the renderings, and how 
universally acknowledged the difficulty of 
the word. The objection to the sacrificial 
rendering is, that the word never seems to 
have been used of any such process :—see 
all the meanings given in Palm and Rost 
sub voce. In seeking for a way out of the 
difficulty, it seems to me that the frequent 
use of word by Philo, ought, in a pas- 
sage cast so much, as we have seen, in 
Philo’s mode of rhetorical expression, to 
enter as a considerable element into our 
decision. Wetst. gives us twenty 
in which the word and its compound éxrpa- 
xnAi{e occur in that writer: and the uni- 
form meaning is, to lay prostrate, generally 
in a metaphorical sense: e. g. De Cherub. 
§ 24, vol i. p. 158, nd" бто» буакйфы 
Suvdperes, GAARA тас: Tois éemiTpéxovEL 
ка) rpaxnAl{over Sevois iwoPeBAnpévos : 
De Vita Mos. i. 54, vol. ii. p. 127, rpa- 
y"^(óueros 88 rais  éiÜvulaus ade’ 
bropdvouc: Spay те ко) wdoxew: Quod 
Omnis Probus Liber, § 22, p. 470, dc 
Jois ёелеб(ета, À Qó debe, 8 
Aéwy ovorddAeTa:, À rT &xopías тра- 
ху (ета. And as we have seen in the 

inning of this note, this is the sunplest 
&nd most frequent sense in the classical 
writers. See also very numerous examples 
in Wetstein. I would therefore accept this 
metaphorical sense here, and regard the 
word as signifying entire prostration and 
subjugation under the eye of God: not 
only naked, stripped of all covering and 
concealment,—but also laid prostrate in 
their exposure, befure His eye. I own 
myself not thoroughly satisfied with this, 
but I am unable to find a better rendering 
which shall at the same time be philolo- 
gically justified) to His eyes (dat. com- 
modi: for His eyes to see); with Whom 
we have to do (there could not be a hap- 
pier rendering than this of the E. V., ex- 
pressing our whole concern and relation 
with ‚ One who is not to be trifled 
with, considering that His word is во power- 
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fal, and His eye so discerning. And so 
Calv., Beza, Bengel, Kuin., Bleek, De W., 
Lünem., Ebrard, Delitzsch, al. The an-, 
cients, without exception, confined this re- 
lation to ono solemn particular of it, and 
rendered, “to whom our account must be 
given so Chrys.: dvr) той abr péa- 
Лоре» Sovvas eb0tvas ray wewpaynérov. 
And many of the moderns also take this 
view : e. g. Erasm. (par.), Michaelis, Bret- 
schneider, Stuart, al. Otbers suppose it to 
mean, “concerning whom is our discourse,” 
referring to ch. v. 11, rep) об roads ur 
à лбуоз. So Luther, a-Lapide, Schlichtiug, 
Grot., Wolf, al. But, even conceding that 
4pós may well bear this meaning, which 
has not shewn (see Bleek, p. 591 
note), the meaning iteelf is far too vapid 
here, and finds no fit representation in the 
Epistle itself, which cannot be said to be, 
in any such sense, xpds бебу or тер! Oeo. 

As regards the punctuation, and 
emphasis, it seems better to make apds $» 
duty ё Афуоз an independent clause and to 
set a colon at abrov, than as commonly 
done, to join abroU, wpbs бу. For by so 
doing, we weaken very much the force of 
the sentence, in which, after the predica- 
tive clause, the stress is on Jui» : and be- 
sides, we violate the strict propriety of 
abrov, making it = ёке(уоџ). 14—16.) 
Hortatory conclusion of this second coursa 
of comparison (see summary at ch. iii. 1); 
taking up again by anticipation that which 
is now to be followed out in detail, viz. the 
3 5 of aye int is 
тера many (e.g. Bl., V., Lünem., 
Thol., Holt, (6.6 ii. 1.44, —after Beza, 
who says : * Hinc potius oportuerat novam 
sectionem aperiri ") as tbe opening of the 
new portion of the Epistle : but on account 
of 5 hortatory and n character, I 
prefer hair it, wi rard, as the 
conclusion of the preceding: being of 
course at the same time transitional, as 
the close connexion of ch. у. 1 with our ver. 
15 sbews. It is much in the manner of 
the Writer, to anticipate, by frequenti 
dro hints, and by asserting that, which 
he intends very soon to demonstrate. 
Чы | Наезд therefore (otv refers rather 
to the whole exhortation than to the £xor- 
Tes: see Delitzsch) a great High Priest 
(the fact of this being Christ’s office is as 
yet assumed : see above ch. ii. 17; iii. 1; 
and Philo cited in note there: — but now 
with more points of contact with what has 
been alrea pee: e. g. ver. 10, where the 
«зелу els T. xardravow abro has 

ПРО2 EBPAIOTZ. IV. 

vid / r Өєоў, P par pev Tis 
zz w, ge., Paul, Col. fi. 19. 2 Thess. ii. 15. also Mark vii. 

close connexion with the High Priest en- 
tering within the veil. рќүау, as in ch. 
xiii. 20, rb» round Tí» apoBdreor Tòr 
péyay: answering very much to the use 
of dAnOwés, in St. John, —évyé еш 7 Au- 
weAos J àA30f, —]» Tb pâs 7d &хт@:- 
vór:—one archet, High Priest,—one 
above all) passed ugh (not “ into,” as 
E. V., Calvin, al.: see below) the heavens 
(as the earthly high priest through 
the veil into the holiest place, so the great 
High Priest through the heavens to God's 
throne (on this, aud ite bearing on the 
Lutheran doctrine of Christ’s ubiquity, see 
Bleek, Tholuck, and Delitzsch in loc.) : cf. 
ch. ix. 11: with reference also to ver. 10, 
the eating of Jesus into His rest. In 
this fact, His greatness is substantiated. 
On obpaross, plur., see on ch. i. 10. * Per 
colos intelliguntur omnes coli, qui inter 
nos et Deum sunt interjecti: nempe et 
tota aeris regio, que etiam coelum in scrip- 
tura vocatur, et cœli in quibus eunt sol, 
luna, cseterseque stelle ac mundi luminaria, 
quibus omnibus Christus sublimior est 
factus, infra vii. 26: Eph. iv. 10. Post hos 
omnes est celum illud, in quo Deus ha- 
bitat, immortalitatis domicilium, quod in- 

est pontifex noster, non supergres- 
sus." Schlichting. Thi. gives another 
expansion of the reference of this clause 
which may also have been intended: оф 
rotsbror olos Mavoqs’ dxetpos pui» yàp 
obre abrbs «lisfjjA0ev els Thy катбтаосіу, 
otre roy Aabr elsfyayer” ebros $ diein- 
Лобаз тойз obpayods  cgvrebpiá(e 78 
warpl, к. Sivara: fuir thy els ovpavods 
elsodor Boüva, xol ris d» dwayyeAlas 
xaraxabcews kAnporóuovs тота), Jesus 
the Son of God (certainly not so named in 
this connexion without an allusion to the 
"Invovs above mentioned. We cannot 
conceive that even a careful ordinary 
writer would have used the same name of 
two different persons, во designating the 
second of them, without intention. At the 
same time, there is no reason for supposing 
that such an allusion exhausts the sense of 
the weighty addition. It brings out the 
majesty of our High Priest, and justifies 
at the same time the preceding clause, 
leading the mind to supply to God, whose 
Son He is.’ Besides which, it adds infi- 
nite weight to the exhortation which fol- 
lows), let us hold fast (not as Tittmann, aL, 
“lay hold of:“ it is the opposite to rapa- 
alates, ch. vi. 6; тарариўуо, ii. 1. On 
the genitive, see reff. In ch. vi. 18, the 
aor. gives the sense ‘lay kold of’) the 
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confession (viz. of our Christian faith : not 
merely of Christ's ascension, nor merely 
Christ as our High Priest: cf. ch. iii. 1 
and note, and ch. x. 23, which gives more 
the subjective side, here necessarily to be 
understood also. Seo also ch. iii. 6. 
Corn. a-Lapide Ачы а beautiful para- 
hrase: “ Agite Hebrai, persistite in fide 

Ohristi, ad requiem in colis pro te: esto pera 
cœli longe a nobis absint, facile eos conscen- 
demus et penetrabimus, oue T qui 
eos vit, eosque nobis pervios fecit, 
аер confessionem, i. e. professionem, 
scilicet "cuir ru nostrse, constanter ro- 
tineamus ") б.] For (how connected ? 
certainly not as grounding the facts just 
stated; but as furnishing a motive for 
xpareiy THs бролоуќаз. e чиен is ir 
hopeless, алшы ша 
our High Priest, and the 5 prd us 
d. our God : for we are qn pathized 

ые and helped | by Him. As blichting g 
* Occupat objectionem. Poterat enim ali- 
quis dicere : quid me magnus iste Pontifex 
ura confessionis nostre causa patientem 

juvabit, qui quanto major est, quanto а 
nobis remotior, tanto minore fortassis nos- 
tri cura tur?” To suppose, as some 
have done, that a contrast to the Jewish 
high priests is intended, is to contradict 
сю ch. v. г Rather 92 — great 

igh Priest in this respect ex iden- 
tifted with them) we have not à high 

unable (thus better than “ who is 
not able,” rò» uh Svváuevor) to sympa- 
thise with (“ The verb cupwalde, imme- 
diately from с›нтабфз, as by the same 
analogy 4rrixabde, dur rab, ейтабба, 
Muraß be, детрожаб&о, Suocowalde, is like 
all these derivative forma, Greek. 
ыры states it is to be ound i in Iso- 
crates: sre ко) таз &rvxlais 
Фкастоѕ иб» woddods ty € eussabh- 
gorras. Philo de Septenar. х 18, vol. ii. 
р. 290: тё Bè àwópos Éxorri coverdbyce 
xal ретбокеу dAéovs к.т.М. In St. Paul, we 
have evusdox«w (reff.) which our Epistle 
has not, but in a somewhat different mean- 
ing, that of actual community in suffering 
"s another, Morin E word is spoken 

one athizing, ta in heart 
with the auferin of ies oi Erasmus 
(annot.) : Est affici moverique sensu alieni 

mali, guprdoxew might indeed be used 
in this sense, but hardly evuxaei» in the 
other.” Bleek) our ue рое с suf- 
Jerings, as Chrys, Thdrt., al 
idea would be here out of place, and the 
word cannot have this meaning. Bleek has 
well examined its region of significance; 
and shewn that it can only betoken prima- 
n the inner and a priori weakness, — be 
that physical, and thereby leading to expo- 
sure to suffering and disease, which itself is 
sometimes called by this name (see John 
xi. 4: Luke v. 15; viii. 2 al.: ch. xi. 34), 
Dor spiritual and moral ,—whereby misery 
arises, and sin finds entrance, as in ch. v. 2; 
vii. 8. Both these, indeed ali human 
infirmities, are here included. With all 
does the Son of God sympathize, and for 
the reason now to be given), nay rather 
on 84 being a ote adversative than 

d, see on ver. 13 above), (one) tempted 
(Ebrard has a good note on the subject of 
our Lord’s temptations) in all ў (see 
on ch. ii. 17) to (our) tude 
(A is the natural word to supply. So 
ra vii. > isto Thy ndr Mex; 
xio eder. ight be wpbs juás: so 
Aristot. a Mar o (Bl), ката rh» p 
таўта фиобтута: Philo de Profugis, § 9, 
vol. i. p. 558, xarà Tr)» wpds MA & 
tyra, seo ref. Gen. St. Paul uses дио!юра, 
not óuoiórns : cf. Bom. i. 28 v. 14; ті. 5; 
viii. 8: Phil. ii. 7) apart from sin (о that 
throughout these temptations, in their 
origin, in their process, in their result, 
sin had п in Him: He was free and 

from it. This general reference 
is the only one which fally gi An] ades the general 
рос саза, хи xopls áuapr so it 
as been usually taken. But there are 

considerable divergences. Œc.: бт: ob 
duapriay drivyve Sleny Tavra, mal, 
awdoxer. So Thi. altern.: Schlichting, 
“ Ut ostendat, Christum innoxium prorsus 
faisse, nec ullo modo = mala m use passus 
est, commeritum :' But this would 
require 5 to be confined in its 
meaning to such sufferings as might be 
iuflicted on 5 of rg Pags would 
altogether ve it the meani 
үнтү d sclicited towards, but mal 
of An sin.’ Again, very many Commentators 
take the words to imply, that He was 
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tempted in all other points, but not in 
sin: ein only excepted.” So Jac. Cap- 
pellus, Storr, Ernesti, Heinrichs, Kuinoel, 
Schleusner, Wahl, and Bretachneider, and 
al. But the words certainly do not lead to 
any sucb interpretation. They would rather 
in this case be, el ud) ка? ásapría», or xwpls 
&uaprías would stand before каб óuod- 
тута. The Commentators refer to 
of Philo in which he states the High Priest- 
hood and the sinlessness of the Aóyos in a 
manner very similar: e.g. De Profugis, 
5 20, p. 562: Aéyopev 545 Tbv dpxiepéa 
obe Ќубротоу GAARA Adyor beĩor elva, 
wárrw» ovx éxovoler иброу ФЛАА ка) 
dxovolwy àSunudrer üuéroxor). 16.] 
KEzhortation to con even in our guilt 
and need, grounded on this sympathy of 
our great High Priest. Let us therefore 
approach e only once used 
by St. Paul, 1 ‚ vi. 3, and that in a 
totally different sense, xposépyec@a: al- 
vouoi Aóyois, is a favourite word in this 
Epistle, cf. ch. vii. 25; x. 1, 22; xi. 6; xii. 18, 
22, and generally in the same sense as here, 
that of destina | to God, either, as under 
the О, T., by sacrifices, or, as under the 
М. T., by the one sacrifice of Christ. The 
same idea is expressed Eph. ii. 18; iii. 12, 
by the word wposayoryf;: see also reff.) 
with confidence (ref. and note there) to 
the throne of grace (i.e. not, as Seb. 
Schmidt, al, Christ Himself,—nor, as 
Chrys., Œc., Thl., Thdrt., Primasius, Lim- 
borch, al, the throne of Christ, —nor is 
there any allusion to the lid of the ark of 
the covenant as the mercy-seat, which both 
would here be alien from the immediate 
оь Be would introduce a confusion 
of metaphors in a purely spiritual passage : 
but, by the analogy of this Epistle! it is the 
throne of God, at the right hand of which 
(dv betig той Opóvov THs peyadrwotvys, 
ch. viii. 1; év Sef. т. Өрбуоо тоў Geo, 
xii. 2) Jesus our Forerunner is seated. 
That it is here called the throne of grace, 
is omg о the complexion of the passage, 
in which the grace and mercy of our re- 
conciled God are described as ensured to 
us by the sympathy and power of our 
great High Priest) that we may receive 
(AapBávev here clearly in its passive reci- 
Pient sense, as ch. ii. 2 al) compassion 

tn. 

High Priest 

om es D! : om eis evkaupor f. 

corresponding to that сиияібеа of our 
$ Labore spoken of: but extend- 
ing further than our &c0éreuu, to the for- 
iveness of our sins by God's mercy in 
rist), and may find grace (we have ейрЇ. 

ске» ÉAeos, in ref. 2 Tim. evp. xdpw is 
common in the LXX. The meaning is not 
very different from AaBei» fAcos. Many 
distinctions have been set up, but none 
appear to hold. Both, the receiving Aces 
and finding xdpw, apply to the next clause) 
for help in time (i.e. che οο, while it is 
yet open to us: as Chrys., bv viv sposéA- 
0ps, $nol, pd i xdpw ка} Neo eù- 
kaípes yap wposépxn. Ё» Bé wore spos- 
éA8ys, оёкёт:` Ёколроз yàp 7 wpdsobos’ ob 

ёст: тбте. Opdvos xápvros* dpd 
xdprrds фат» os кёӨёттаз ҳар:(браеғоѕ б 
BaciAeós, Sray 84 ў соутёлєа yérnrtan 
тбте dyelpera: els apiow,—Thl., Calvin, 
referring to 2 Cor. vi. 2 (from Isa. xlix. 
8), карф 8єктф erfxovcd соо . . . . lod 
уйу xp t ebxpdés8extos, — Estius, al, 
Bleek, De W., Liinem., Ebrard, Tholuck. 
This is decidedly the right interpretation, 
and not as many Commentators and tho 
E. V., “ in time of need,” “ as ve as we 
want i£," which would be both flat, and 
hardly justified by usage, cf. ref. Mark. 
Delitzsch objecta to the above view as 
weder dem Ausdruck noch ber Situation 
recht entſprechend: but his own, that they 
were to apply for help which might come 
in good time, before the danger which 
surrounded them became so pressing that 
they must sink under it from inability 
to resist,—surely comes nearly to the 
same. There is no reason why the two 
should not be united: ¢Sxa:por,—while 
the throne of grace is open, and you your- 
selves not overwhelmed by the danger). 

CHAP. У. 1 — X. 18.] Тнк Hren 
PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST: and this in seve- 
ral pointe of view. That which has before 
been twice by anticipation hinted at, ch. 
ii. 17; iii. 1; iv. 14, 15, is now taken up 
and thoroughly discussed. First of all, 
vv. 1—10, two necessary qualifications of a 
high priest are stated, and Christ is proved 
to have fulfilled both: a. vv. 1—3, he 
must be taken from among men, capable, 
in respect of infirmity, of feeling for mon, 
and, B. vv. 4—10, Ае must not kave taken 
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26. ch. vill. 3. ix. 9. x. 1, Ke. Gen. iv. Sal 
o here only t. "Philo, de Abr. 

never. 
42 (from Ames v. 26). xxi. 
“Л, 13.12. Ezek. xiv, 22. 
17. Num. xii. 11. Gen. xx. 4. 

$ cta xv. 
14. Xen. 

t. il. 2. 15. 
b= Lake xii, 14. 

Tit. 1. 6. ch. 
vii. 28. viii. 

k Heb., vv. 3,7 al7. Paul 
m Acts vii. 

n 1 Cor. xv. 3. eh. vii. Sal. 
è €, vol. il. p. 67, p21 Tim. i. 

Car. V. 1. om те B Ю2(арру) [vss(exe syr)]. 

the dignity upon himself, but have been 
appointed by God. 1.] For (takes 
up again ch. iv. 16 with a view to sub- 
stantiate it: see remarks below) every 
high priest (in the sense, Levitical high 
р, the only class here in question. 

litzsch is however right in maintaining, 
that it is not right to limit the words to 
this sense, or to see in them this condition, 
which indeed is not brought forward, 
but only existe in the nature of the case, 
no other high priests being in view), 
being taken from among men (this parti- 
cipial clause belongs to the predicative 
portion of the sentence, and indeed car- 
ries the chief weight of it, having a slight 
causal force; ‘inasmuch as he is taken 
from among men.’ And thus the clause 
is understood by Chrys., Thl., Primas., and 
Calv., Schlicht., Grot., Beng., Bl., De W., 
Lünem., Ebrard, Delitzsch, al. Others, as 
Luth., Seb. Scbm., Wetst., Storr, Kuinoel, 
al, take it as belonging to the subject, as 
does the E. V., * Every high priest taken 
from among men," and see in it & contrast, 
as in ch. vii. 28, between human high 
priests, and the Son of God. But such 
contrast here is not only not in, but incon- 
sistent with, the context: which does not 
bring out as yet any difference between 
Christ and the Jewish high priests, but 
rather (see below) treats of the attributes 
of a high priest from their example. Aap- 

is no technical word, as ‘capi’ 
in Latin: “ Eximie virgines Vestales, sed 
flamines quoque Diales, item pontifices et 
augures capi dicebantur," Aul. Gell. i. 12: 
for the question here is not of clecting or 
appointing, which comes below in xaé- 
lerer, but simply of taking from among, 
as in reff.), is appointed (the ordinar 
classical word: larpobs катќстусау дктф, 
Xen. Anab. iii. 4. 80: and the pass., &e: 
acid xableracba, id. Ages. iii. 1, see 
also reff., and numerous examples in Bleek) 
for (on behalf of, for the benefit of: vicari- 
ousness must not be introduced where the 
context, as here, does not require it: see 
note on ch. ii. 9) men (the stress is both 
times on this genitive and ite preposition, 
èf AauBaróperos, ddp åvôpú- 
wav xa@lorara:: the former justifying the 
latter. This is a powerful additional rea- 

son for taking 4 йубр. AauB. predica- 
tively : for if it be taken as attached to the 
subject, *every high priest taken from 
among men,” with a necessary stress in 
such case on ‘men,’ the same stress must 
be laid on ‘men’ in the drip àrvp., with 
an implication that Christ, with whom on 
this hypothesis the human high priest is 
contrasted, was љоѓ appointed for men) in 
matters relating to God (see note on ch. ii. 
17. It is extraordinary how Calvin and 
Kypke could, in the face of usage and of 
ch. ii. 17 and vii. 28; viii, 8, bave supposed 
кадістата; to be active, and тё ap. т. 6. 
accus. after it: “ Curat Pontifex, vel or- 
dinat, qua ad Deum pertinent : . . con- 
structio melius fluit, et sententia est ple- 
nior," Calv.: “ Cultum divinum instituit," 
Kypke. So also Stuart in his summary, 
“that he may superintend or direct the 
concerns which men have with God ;" but 
not in his commentary. All the instances 
of an active (агаш) sense of the middle 
of xaSlaornu: adduced by Kypke are in the 
aorists, which stand on different ground 
from the present), that he may offer (the 
technical word : see reff.) beth gifts and 
sacrifices for sins (Sapa and @velas are 
both to be taken with iip pv, as 
the тє shews: not, as Grot., Bengel, al., 
Bapa alone, and бис. óxip йд. together; 
nor, ав Delitzsch, is dwép to be taken with 
wpos$épp. And the sentence Iva xpos¢. 
к.т.\. is not, as Thi., a mere epexegesis of 
тё vp Tbv Gedy, but із intimately con- 
nected by the word áuapri&» with what 
follows: see below. imép, i. e. to atone 
Sor, = els rd Adoxecd тёз &uaprías ToU 
AaoU, ch. ii. 17: see also reff. No satis- 
factory distinction can be set up between 
бера. and dvs: properly speaking, the 
former would be any manner Of offerings, 
the latter slain beasts only : but this usage 
is not observed in Scripture: see reff. 
ТЫ. says, ката piv vb» üxpiBfj Adyor 
Biapdpover, жара 38 Tjj үрафр dBiapdpws 
keivTau), -] being (one who is) able 

(this clanse is closely bound to the last, 
and belongs to it, not to the whole sen- 
tence. It is in fact a conditioning partici- 
pial clause to Tra яроѕфёрр, and at the 
same time a retrospective epexegesis of ёё 
ёудрбхоу AauBavdueros) to be compas- 
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sionate (uerprowalde is а word apparently 
invented to serve the view of the Peripa- 
tetic school, as op to the dawdée of 
the Stoics. "They held that we ought to 
rule our passions by reason, and denomi. 
nated such moderation perpiord@era. The 
word is not found,—except in a Pythagorean 
fragment of Archytas in Stobæus, of doubt- 
fal authenticity,—before the time of Alex- 
ander: Diog. Laert. v. 81 says, {фи 54 
(Aristotle) rò» copdy uh elvai: дф» àrab, 
perpioraði 54. See numerous other exam- 
ples in Bleek. Hence we have the verb and 
ita cognates frequently used of moderating 
the passion of anger: Plut. de Ira Cohib. 
р. 458, dvarrijou x. сдса к. pelasta к. 
kapreprioas xpadrnrés ёст: к. ovyyyduns 
"add perpiowabelas: Appian, Bell. Hisp. 
p. 529, el perpioxabas сфіс: xphoerai, 
wapa8ovow ёаотобѕ: Jos. Antt. xii. 8. 2, 
Офестатфуоу $' by тіз ко) Tírov Thv pue- 
еуалофросбулр  elkóres dkuAayely, pera 
woAéuovs к. туЛиобтоит dyavas, obs 
Écxov xphs ius, perpiowabnodyrar. So 
the Etym. Mag., uerpiowatetv ёк uépovs 
таё ж ката$ёхесба, Mu ,: 
Hesych. perpiowaGhs’ шкрё wáoxer, 5 
сиүуфско» ёт:іекдѕ. The meaning here 
therefore must be given according to this 
analogy, and the dative following explained 
as one of direction, or perhaps commodi) 
towards the ignorant and erring (the 
former mild word, though frequently used 
of sinners elsewhere without (e. g. Hosea 
iv. 15: Sir. v. 15; xxiii. 2 al.: Judith v. 
20: Esdr. viii. 76 (72): cf. 2 Chron. 
xvi. 9: and so Thi. here, бра 8, бт: way 
Gudprnua бууда к. TA yevvG) as 
well as with the implication of igno- 
rance (see Eccles. v. 6: Levit. iv. 18; v. 
18), seems to be here placed, as well as 
whavepdvors, itself at all events a milder 
term than duaprdrovci», as suitable to 
the tone of the sentence, in which the 
feeling of a sinner towards his fellow- 
sinners is expressed. The sense might be 
filled up, ‘towards those who (possibly 
after all) are ignorant and deluded? And 
thus the propriety of the next clause is 
rendered still greater; both these, Ќуғоа 

and Aden, being the results of àcóéreta, 
with which he himself is encompassed. 
On the exclusion on the one side from 
these designations of * sinners with a high 
hand,’ and the inclusion in them, as above, 
of much more than sins, strictly speaking, 
of ignorance, see Delitzsch's note), seeing 
that he himself also is compassed about 
with infirmity (on this construction of 
an acc. with еркеше, compare ref. Acts: 
80 Teixos wepiBarécba thy , Herod. 
i. 163: Eustath. on Il. 7. p. 1229: Spa 84 
wal бт: Tb wepuccioOa: orif avvérale, 
AaBay abrb dvr) тоё сиукєісби x. wept- 
vexAéxÜar 4 uévro: сиуђбеа ёт) Tob 
Bacrd(ew к. popeiy thy Афи» rino: к. 
айпаткў суутбссе, &s dy тф replaerrat 
TUQor 3) NO 3) 8иуйстеах. 
ав in ch. vii. 28, that moral weakness which 
makes men capable of sin. It is never 
predicated of Christ in this sense: nay, by 
the terms of vii. 28, He is excluded from 
it. That àc0ér«a of the flesh, which He 
bore оп Him, and thereby was capable of 
suffering and of death, was entirely dis- 
tinet from this, Some have gone even 
further here, as (Ec.—75 ** wep) tay”? 
cindy, capes haures Eri ёсӨбуеах rhy 
duapriay éxdáAeccv). 8.] And on 
acoount of it (the infirmity wherewith he 
himself is encompassed ; not fem. for neut., 
as Bengel, altern.: nor is абто, Matt. xxi. 
42, which he alleges, the slightest justifi- 
cation for such a notion) he must (not 
meaning, it is his appointed duty accord- 
ing to the law: but, it is necessary for 
him, a priori, on higher ground than, and 
before, the ordinance of the law. See on 
ch. ii. 17) even as for the people, so also 
for himself, offer (here only used absolutely 
in N. T., see Num. vii. 18) for (see on ch. 
x. 6) sins (and accordingly, such was the 
ordinance of the law: of vit. iv. 8; ix. 
7; xvi. 6 al. Much has been seid as 
to the applicability or otherwise of these 
considerations to Christ. Some have con- 
sidered all that has hitherto been said as 
spoken of human high priests in contra- 
distinction to Him: but it is better to 
understand it all as spoken of high priests 
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in general: and then, as Ebrard well says, 
leave it to the Writer himself, ver. 5 ff., to 
determine how far these requisites are satis- 
fied in Christ. The progress of the E 
ment itself will shew us, ver. 8 f., and fur- 
ther on, ch. vii. 27, in how far Christ is 
unlike the O. T. high priest). 4—10.] 
Second requisite: divine appointment. 

4.] And (couples to ver. 1, of which 
the subsequent verses have been epexege- 
tical) none taketh (AapBdva, not alto- 
gether perhaps without an allusion to Аад- 
Basdueros above, ver. 1. Во in Xiphilinus 
Galb. р. 187, voul(ar obx clAnpéva: thy 
архі», AAAS 8е8бсди arg) the office (of 
the high priesthood: so тиў, Herod. ii, 
59, obre Tiuàs ras doócas cuvrapdias 
(Песістратоѕ), обте Oéopia цетаАХАф аз: 
see other examples in hus 
uses it frequently of the high-priestly 
office: e.g Antt. iii. 8. 1, abrds 3 Geds 
'Aapéra тїз тиз tabrns ÉL» Expiwe) 
to himself (dat. commodi: and carrying 
the stress of the sentence, although the 
construction of Aap Bdye: with both clauses 
must be somewhat zeugmatic: it must 
have rather a more active sense in the case 
where he takes it to himself, than in that 
where he only receives it, being called by 
God. This is denied by Delitzsch, but I 
see not how we can altogether escape it. 
The construction with éavrg in the one 
case necessarily throws a different tinge 
over the verb than when it is understood 
with калобиеуоѕ xb ToU 0«o0) but (only 
when) called by God (with the & of the 
rec. text, it would be, But only he who is 
ealled by God’), as indeed was Aaron (see 
Exod. xxviii. 1; xxix. 4: Levit. viii. 1: 
Num. iii. 10; but especially Num. xvi.— 
xviii. Schdttgen quotes from the Rab- 
binical Bammidbar Rabba, § 18, fol. 234, 
Moses ad Corachum ejusque socios dixit: 
Si Aaron frater meus sibimetipsi sacer- 
dotium sumsit (wav) Ус = AauBdvew 
éavrQ) recte egistis, quod contra ipsum 

istis: jam vero Deus id ipsi dedit," 

&c. This divine ordinance of Aaron 
and his sons to be high priests endured 
long in the Jewish polity: but long before 
this time the rule had been disturbed: Jos. 
Antt. xx. 10. 5, relates, h 3è Вас: еа 
'Hpéábns торі  'Pouaieo» ёФухерісӨєіѕ, 
obkéri robs ёк ToU "Acapevalov yévovs 
nabiornow dpyxiepeis, ААЛА тїт\» dohmors, 
kal pórov ФЕ lepéer odo, Ah dvds Apt - 
тоВойАоь, T)» Tiu)» àr ene. Some of 
the early Commentators, e. g. Œc., Thl., 
Primas., imagine that un allusion to this 
irregularity is here intended: alv{rrera: 3è 
ёута0ба rob rére dpyiepeis тё» 'lovybole», 
of èmerhdær T9 rig, kynth» тайтт» 
ктш, xal roy vóuor S:apbelporres, 
(Ec. But, though even Bleek imagines 
such an allusion may have been in the 
Writer’s mind, it seems I own to me v 
improbable). §.] Thus Christ also 
(as well as those others) did not glorify 
HIMSELF to be made h Priest (i. e. 
did not raise Himself to the office of High 
Priest. Зоб {еу is here used in its most 
general sense, of all those steps of elevation 
by wbich the dignity might be attained : 
see ially ref. John, which is exceed - 
ingly useful to the right understanding 
here. De Wette (so also Hofmann, Schrb. 
ii. 1. 182. See Delitzsch’s note) is cer - 
tainly very far wrong, in taking éddgacer 
of the ultimate well-known glorification 
of Christ, properly so called (ch. ii. 9), for 
thus confusion is introduced into the mem- 
bers of the parallel, seeing that this sen- 
tence, орх éavrb» ddtarey ern. &px., 
ought to correspond to oby éavrQ AauBá- 
ver Thy Tiuhy above. In the construction, 
the inf. oval contains rather the re- 
sult than the definite purpose: ‘did not 
exalt himself so as to be made,’ i. e. ‘did 
not use that self-exaltation which might 
make him ’), but He (i. e. the Father) who 
spake to , Thou art my son, I have 
this day begotten thee (see ch.i. 5, where 
this same saying is similarly adduced as 
spoken by the Heavenly Father to the 
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Son. It must be carefully observed, that which even such Commentators as Tholuck 
the Writer does not adduce this text as 
containing a direct proof of Christ’s divine 
appointment to the High Priesthood: that 
follows in the next verse: nor again, does 
it merely assert, without any close con- 
nexion (cf. кадо xal д> irépp N, that 
the same Divine Person appointed Him 
High Priest, who said to Him “ Thou art 

my Son: but it asserts, that such divine 
pointment was wrapped up and already 

involved in that eternal generation to the 
Sonship which was declared in these words. 
So Thl.: 8oxe; $ dvdppooros «уш ў ёк 
тод Sevrépov фалиоб профттеіа wpbs rd 
apoxelyevow пробкеєто uy "yàp ovÜey 
&хо$бех@ў»ол &pxiepéa thy xp, аёту 
32 ў царторіа Tb ёк тоё warpds yerynOjvas 
було. dN ra uir обу ка} тд bd тоў 
Oeo? "уєүеууђадаи xpoxaracnevh ёст: тоў 
rd той 000 ҳеротоуудђуш. And simi- 
larly Chrys. Then again, we must beware 
of imagining that ô ARM . . . yeyév- 
vnxá oe is а mere periphrasis of д rarfp, 
as some have done. The true account 
seems to be this: the word 486 асчу con- 
tains in it the whole process of exaltation 
(through suffering) by which the Lord 
esus has attained the heavenly High 

Priesthood. This whole process was not his 
own work, but the Father's, John viii. 54. 
And in saying this, we involve every step of 
it, from the very Чалыш / Of these, un- 
questionably the first was His eternal gene- 
ration by the Father. He did not consti- 
tute himself the Son of God, in virtue 
ultimately of which sonship He éyerhéy 
&pxiepeós. And therefore in proving this, 
the sacred Writer adduces first the declara- 
tion of the Father which sete forth this His 
generation as Son of God, on which all His 
8оѓас0ђуиа: сорама адо then, when Не 
was completed by 1 vv. 7—10, the 
direct declaration of his High Priesthood, 
also by the Father. This class of inter- 
pretations has been much impugned, prin- 
cipally by the Socinian interpreters, and 
those who lean that way. Schlichting, 
Grot., Hammond, Limborch, Peirce, Storr, 
De Wette, and even Tholuck, refer the 
saying to the time of Christ’s exaltation 
through death: and therein the more di- 
rectly Socinian of them (e.g. Schlichtg.) see 
a disproof of the eternal generation of the 
Son. To take one of the arguments by 

support this view; he alleges that it best 
agrees with the reAelwous spoken of vv. 7 ff., 
in which Christ by obedience became per- 
fect as our High Priest. How fallacious 
this is, may readily be seen from the words 
котер Gv vlós, which according to this 
view He was not, in the present sense, till 
those sufferings were ended. Delitzsch also 
would understand the words entirely of His 
triumphant glorified state, beginning with 
the Resurrection: on the ground that there 
is no connexion in the proposition that He 
who designated Him as His Eternal Son, 
alsoappointed Him tothe High Priesthood. 
But surely this is not so: see проте. On 
the whole question of the interpretation of 
the words themselves, as cited from the 
Psalm, see on ch. i. 5, where I have fully dis- 
cussed it), G.] even as also he saith in 
another (place) (see on ref, dy rovrg), 
Thou art a priest for ever after the order 
of Melchisedek (on the relation of this 
Psalm to Christ, see generally on ch. i. 13. 
1 may add to what was there said, that it 
is thus declared, that He, in whom all the 
theocratic promises find their fulfilment, in 
whom the true Kingdom of God comes and 
is summed up, was to be, as in Zech. vi. 
12 fl., “a priest upon His throne,” and such 
a priest (i.e. necessarily High Priest, if a 
King; as indeed the word is given in ver. 
10 and ch. vi. 20) as should be after the 
order of Melchisedek. In examining this 
last predication, we find that xara r 
ráu, according to the ordinary meaning of 
dis, importa, according to the office or 
order, the rank which Melchisedek held. 
So Jos. Antt. vii. 11. 6, David appointed 
Amasa commander, ка} Th» тй» айтф ёф’ 
3s 'leáBos hv, 8l3wow: Polyb. ii. 24. 9, 
epedpelas Éxorres тёйу: Demosth. 813. 
18, oikérov тй», obe dAevOépov waidds, 
Ёхоу. See many other examples in Bleek. 
So that xara rv rtv will be very nearly 
the same as xarà rhy биосбттта, ch. vii. 15: 
and the Peschito has this latter expression 
both in the Psalm, aud throughout our 
Epistle. On els тфу aléva, as indeed on 
the detailed application of the several ex- 
pressions to Christ, see on ch. vii. 20 fl.). 

7 ff.] The sufferings of Christ are 
now adduced, asa portion of his Sotaa6fjra: 
io be made High Priest. They were all in 
subjection to the will of the Father: they 
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were all of his тел оси, by virtue of 
which He is now, in the fullest and most 
glorious sense, our High Priest. So that 
these verses are no digression, but stand 
directly in the course of the argument, 
as proving the proposition, oby éavrdv 
434 асе» yernOijvas àpxiepéa. Part of this 
connexion is recognized by Bleek, but not 
all. He regards the verses as introduced 
to shew that Christ was never, not even 
in his deepest humiliation, severed from 
the Father, whose Son He was, and who 
subsequently, at his resurrection, appointed 
Him to his High Priesthood: thus missing 
the one link which binds this pessage into 
the argument, viz. that this obedience 
and these sufferi were all a pn of 
His being glorified for his High Priestly 
office: a part of that office itself, per- 
formed before He was үп by en- 
trance, through the veil of His flesh by 
death, into the most holy place. This 
mistake about the time of commencement 
of the High Priesthood of Christ has misled 
several of the Commentators throughout 
this part of the Epistle. 6s фу K. r. A. 
It will be best to mark at once what 
believe to be the connexion of this much - 
disputed sentence, and then to justify each 
portion in detail afterwards. Who the 
days of his flesh, in that he offered up 
prayers and supplications with strong 

and tears to Him that was able 
to save him from death, and was heard 
by reason of his reverent submission, 
though He was a son, learned, from the 
things which He suffered, his obedience, 
and made perfect, became the cause 
of ө salvation to all who obey Him, 

addressed by God as High Priest 
after the order of Melohisedek. That is, 
being paraphrased,—‘ who had a course 
of glorifying for the High Priest’s office 
to go through, not of his own choice, 
but appointed for Him by the Father, 
as is shewn by that sharp lesson of obe- 
dience (not as contrasted with disobe- 
dience, but as indicating a glorious de- 
gree of perfect obedience, tùy órax.), 
familiar to us all, which He, though God’s 
own Son, learned during the days of his 

flesh: when He cried to God with tears for 
deliverance from death, and was heard on 
account of His resignation to the Father’s 
will (Not my will, but Thine be done), 
&c. Then as to details: iv rois ġpépais 
тў capxds atrod I understand as a general 
wide date for the incident which is about 
to be brought in,—as contrasted with His 
present days of glorification in the Spirit. 

трифіреу ів found in Achil. 
Tat. vii. 1 (Bl), és 3è obe Eneber... 
Seurdpay abt прозфёре: Bénow, and Lohn- 
gin. M gw : Jos., Е J. iii. = 8, 

wpospépes ebyxhy. xernpla is 
properly an adjective used of «xAddes, 
pdfsos, &c. held out by the ixérns. So 
Philo, Legat. ad Caium, § 36, vol. ii. p. 586, 
урафђ dè pnrdce: pou Thy Dénow, hy дуб 
ixernplas mporelyew. But it also was used 
as = Ixeola or ixerela: во, joined as here 
with 847015, by Isocr. de Pace 46, толлаз 
ixernplas xol Sehoes: вее reff. and more 
instances in Bleek. т Suvdp. 
is to be taken with the substantives 3efce:s 
re xal ixer., not with the verb rposevéyxas, 
in which case the words would most pro- 
bably be placed after perà xpavy. lox. к. 
darp., next the verb. úlev a èx 
Üavárov is by Estius, Schulz, al. understood 
to mean, not as generally, fo rescue Him 
From death, but “ut celeriter eriperetur a 
morte quam erat passurus : quod,” Estius 
adds, *'factum est, quando a morte ad vitam 
immortalem resurrexit tertia die.” So also 
more recently Ebrard. But this is not оп] 
against the usage of ce ёк Gavdrov: ef. 
reff., and the examples given in Bl. : e.g. 
Od. 8. 755, 7 ydp cer шу Ёхєта ко) ёк 
даубтою табса: Aristid. Plat. i. p. 90, 
(д kvBeprforns) od{wr ёк Өаубтоо ка} 
obros ёубротоџиѕ к. aùToùs к. xpfiuara,— 
but still more decidedly against the truth 
of the sacred narrative : om i if i ne 
possible, let this cup pass from me: for 
we must of course ош. that in such a 
designation of the Father, the contents of 
the prayer made to Him are also indicated. 

The pera бак is not distinctly 
asserted in the sacred narrative: but is a 
most obvious inference from what is there : 

cf. Matt. xxvi. 37 ||. Bl. has noticed that 
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from the juxtaposition of краху and els- 
axovotels, it is probable that the Writer 
may have had before his mind such 
from the Psalms as xxi. 2, d bedr nov, 
xexpdtona: Juépas wpós се kal obw els. 
axobcy : ib. ver. 24, ка) d» TẸ xexpayévas 
pe wpbs abrby elshxovod (érfx. A) pe: 
Ps. cxiv. (cxvi.) 1. I may remark, that 
there scems no reason for understanding 
the xpavyh loxupd and 8&криа of апу other 
time than the agony at Gethsemane, as 
some have done. is is adduced as the 
most illustrious instance of that learning 
obedience from suffering. Epiphanius re- 
ports that this weeping of the Lord in His 
agony was once related in some texts of St. 
Luke: see note on Luke xxii. 48, 44. 
elgaxovoGele ётё тїз cùhàaßelas is ren- 
dered in three different ways. 1.* He was 
heard on account of His pious resignation." 
2. * He was heard, and so delivered, from 
that which He feared." 8. * He was heard 
by Him who was His fear.” Of these, (3) 
may shortly be discussed. It is cited by 
Wolf, Cure in loc., as the view of Albert 
Ehlers, and is justified by God being called 
* the Fear of Isaac,” Gen. xxxi. 42, 58. See 
also Isa. viii. 18. But as Wolf answers, “Si 
Deum indicare voluisset Apostolus, procul 
dubio scripsisset, фи” афтой, vel àv" abrod, 
cum antea ToU Üvrauérov od (eu, i. e. Dei 
facta fuisset mentio." And usage would 
be wholly against such a sense of ebAd- 
Bea. (2) has found a formidable phalanx 
of supporters. The old Latin versions, 
'"exauditus a metu:” Ambrose on Ps. 
lxi. p. 957, *exauditus ab illo metu :” 
Calv., Beza, Schlichting, Grot., Gerhard, 
Erasm. Schmid, Jac. Cappell., Hammond, 
Limborch, Schdttgen, Wolf, Bengel, Wetst., 
Storr, Ernesti, Bretschn., Kuinoel, De 
Wette, Stuart, Tholuck, Ebrard, and many 
others. Of these, most understand - 

of His own fear (abstr.), from which, 
y strengthening Him, God delivered Him: 

some, as Calv., Schlicht., Hamm., take it 
(сост) of the thing itself which Не 
eared, viz. death : “ex eo quod timebat,” 
Calv. But neither can this be maintained. 
Bleek has most elaborately discussed the 
meanings of ebAdSea, and shewn, that 
however near it may seem to approach in 
some Greek sentences, to fear, yet it is 
always the fear of caution or modesty, not 
of terror: and even could it be thus taken 
(which Delitzsch, though interpreting the 
passage as I have done below, yet main- 
tains it may be, on the strength of such 
examples as Bir. xli. 8, wh ebAaBod xpiua 

rape thei it тош zd be agreeable either 
to the propriety of the passage to express 
that Christ was delivered from death in 
such a phrase, when od(ew èx 0avdrov 
has immediately preceded, —nor to its pur- 
pose, to predicate such а deliverance from 
death of Him at all, seeing that He did 
actually undergo that death which He 
feared. This would apply to the concrete 
acceptation of еёл4Веа: and the abstract 
is precluded by tbe usage of the word. 
Besides which, the expression elenxova8n 
dad would be, if not altogether un 
dented, yet so harsh as to be exceedingly 
improbable. None of the precedents al- 
leged for it apply. In Ps. xxii. 22, ** Thou 
hast heard me from among the horns of the 
unicorns,” the LXX (xxi. 21) have к. awd 
kepárev uovokepdirer Thy taxelvacly pov, 
which is no example: in Job xxxv. 12, ёкеї 
xexpdtorra: ка) où ph «isaxovcy ка) (om. 
wal А) dad ÜBpeus vrornpóv, the àrd bel 
to the former verb xexpátorro:. The only 
case of a pregnant construction at al] simi- 
lar, seems to be, Ps. cxvii. 5, elshxoucé 
pov els wAarvopbdy (xópios): but as Bl. 
remarks, it surely is no reason, because & 
translator reproduces a Hebrew pregnancy, 
that a writer should have a far harsher con- 
struction of the same kind attributed to 
him when there is no such justifying reason. 
The other instances, from our Epistle, ch. 
х. 22, þepavrısuévoi ... àxb cuverdhoecs 
woynpas, vi. 1, are to no purpose, as the 
verbs there carry in them the idea of being 
cleansed, or of turning, from something, 
and the prep. therefore naturally follows. 
It remains then to examine (1), against 
which it is urged by Beza, and even by 
Tholuck (but not in his last edn.), that drs 
will not bear the meaning оя account of.’ 
It is surprising that a scholar should ever 
bave made such an objection, in the face of 
the instances in the reff., to which many 
more might be added out of the classics 
from those given by Bleek. The objection 
which Tholuck still brings, that such an 
interpretation would require abroi after 
Tis ebAaB., is equally futile, the unusual 
expression of the art. after a preposition 
carrying the full force of a possessive. On 
the other hand it must be urged, that this 
meaning, ‘He was heard on account of 
His ү resignation,’ as it is that given 
by all the Greek expositors, во is the only 
one which will satisfy the usage of ebAdBesa. 
The account of the word, which I take 
mainly from Bleek, is this: it is derived 
from ebAaffis, and that from ed and Aaz- 

17.47 
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T)» * vraxoyv, ? Kat * reXeuoÜeie &yévero тӣсір Tois Y ÙT- ч Heb., here 
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x ch. li. 10 reff. y ch. zi. 8 reff, 

9, rec rois vrax. арте bef жасу, with KL rel Thdrt, Damasc, (Ес: txt DEM 
m 17 [47] latt syrr copt [sth arm] Chr, Cyr, Thdrt, ( Euthal-ms Antch, Damasc, Thi]. 

Вёуеі, denoting one who lays hold of an 
thing well, i.e. carefully, во as not to brea 
or injure it ; and is used of а man proceed- 
ing cautiously in his design, so as to avoid 
injury to himself or another. As such, it is 
opposed to 6pdcos by Demosth. 517. 21, 
к. yàp ёк тобтоо $arepà waow piv $ те 
0 Brov axdyray inary ейў\йб= ye- 
vhoera: к. Tb Tovrov Opdoos. Thus again 
in Plut. Marc. 9, p. 262, Tb 60ajfaAéor 
abrot x, 8pacripiow xpos thy ékelvov 
xepayybyres к. apud rrorres «bAdBeiar к. 
тоа. Aud Polyb. iii. 105. 8, 8:4 
иќ» thy Марко» tréApay ёктбАшле тё bAa, 
8:4 8d Thy ebAdáBeiay той SaBlov aéreo ras 
ка) ярь rod xal уду. And hence the 
meaning sometimes approaches very near 
to fear: but, as above observed, always 
the fear of great caution or great modesty, 
not that of terror in any case. So Liban. 
iv. 205 a, peords dor ebrAaBelas x. 880:- 
ker: Jos. Antt. vi. 9. 2, wh raxewbv fore 
$pórnua pnd” ebaaBés, & BaciAev. And 
in Antt. xi.6. 9, Esther is said to have 
come in to the king wera Béovs, but be 
laid the sceptre on her neck, ebAaBelas 
афтў» & r,. So far is the word from 
representing the fear of terror, that it is 
expressly opposed to it: as e. g. by Demosth. 
405. 19, riva $ё обто: uiv ЁтоАдо» к. $е- 
Ady wpbs rods ÜyAovs фат!» «уш, фуд 
32 n. dud. Diog. Laert. says of 
Zeno, th» 8° ebAdBeiay (ёуаутіау pnoy 
elva rq $óBq) obrav «ÜAoyor černou 
фоВлдћсєсда: рё» yap roy codbr ovda- 
pas, ebAaBnOhoerOa bé. See also in Bleek 
a remarkable extract from Plutarch, where 
he mentions ebAdBea being used by the 
Stoics as an euphemism for $óBos. m 
these meanings the transition was very easy 
to that cautious reverence with which the 
pious man approaches a Divine Being. So 
Plut. Camill., 73» той 'AABlvov wpbs Tb 
Oeiov ebAdBeiar. к. Tiuhv: Plato, Legg. vi. 
p. 879, є0ЛаВеісёа 0cór : Philo, Quis Rer. 
Div. Heer. $ 6, vol. i. p. 476, ebAaBelg тд 
gagßoũ / dvaxéxparar. тд цёу yap “ті 
ро: Sc, (Gen. xv. 2) ;" 04рсоѕ eupalres 
тд 8 “ 5 Séawora,” ebadBeay: cf. also 
reff., especially ch. xii. 28, the only other 
place where it is found in the N. Т. And 
this religious sense certainly suite remark- 
ably well in our passage. No term could 
more exactly express the reverent submis- 
sion to His Heavenly Father's will which 
is shewn in those words, Not my will, 
but thine be done: none the constant 

Vor. IV. 

bumbling of himself in comparison with 
the Father, and exalting Him in word and 
deed, of which our Saviour's life is full. 
I bave no hesitation therefore in adopting 
this rendering, and feeling entirely satis- 
fled with it. Besides fulfilling the requi- 
sites of philology and of fact, it admirably 
suits the context here, where the appoint- 
ment of Christ by the Father to his High 
Priesthood and the various steps by which 
that High Priesthood was perfected, are in 
question. As the ancient schol. says, el 
xal xápiri, Qnei, тетркў ds vids eis- 
icobo on, GAN” and 775 olxelas ebAaBe(as, 
cb agel yap у ті Aéyew ПАў» ойх ds 
dye GA,, GAN’ &s ob. The matter 
of fact represented by elgaxova@els ma 
require some explanation. He was heard, 
not in the sense of the cup passing away 
from Him, which indeed was not the 
prayer of his evAdBera,—but in strength 
being ministered to Him to do and to 
suffer that will of his Father, to fulfil 
which wae the prayer of his ebAdBeia — 
* Not my will, but thine be done." And 
I have little doubt that the word imme- 
diately refers to the “angel from heaven, 
strengthening Him,” of Luke xxii. 43. 
Calvin’s reinarks (“ Ita ssepe fit, ut hoc vel 
illud petamus, in alium finem: ipse 
vero Deus quod petieramus, eo modo quo 
petieramus, non concedens, interea modum 
invenit, quo nobis succurrat"), however 
true in the Christian life, do not арр! 
here, because the real prayer of our Lord, 
as ebAaBhs wpbs Toy warépa, was granted 
in the very form in which it was expressed, 
not in another. катер Ov vide} This 
clause, according to all analogy of the use 
of кайтер with n participle, is to be taken 
by itself, not with what follows. So xaísep 
rox Ad waddvra, Od. у. 224; ктер ой 
ordpyov Sues, Each. Sept. c. Theb. 714: 
&c. Bleek, who adduces many more ex- 
amples, doubts whether any authentic in- 
stance of the use of xalwep with a finite 
verb can be produced (not Rev. xvii. 8: 
see text there) : see also reff. Thus much 
being certain, the next question is, to what 
these words are to be applied. А three- 
fold connexion is mentioned by Photius 
(in CEc.). The first alternative involves 
an inversion which would be unnatural in 
the last degree: 5s é» т. u. THs тарк. 
abr., xalwep фу vids, befjaeis x. Ic. 
wposeréykas. The second is to take tho 
words with the clause immediately pre- 

H 
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ceding: elsnxotaOn, pyol, kalwep dy vids, 
к. uh Seónevos elsaxovcGjva:. And so 
Thl. (Chrys. in one place, but see also 
below; Phot. prefers it among the three), 
al. And this doubtless is possible, both 
grammatically and contextually. For the 
катер Sv viós would thus come in as an 
exceptional clause, not to elsaxova6els, in 
which light Bleek, Lünem., al. object to 
it, а his being a Son would be 
rather the reason why He should than 
why He should not be heard,—but to the 
whole clause elsax. àrd rijs ebrAaBelas,— 
though He was a Son, yet not this, but 
his ebAdBeia, was the ground of his being 
heard: which gives an undoubted good 
sense. Not much dissimilar will be the 
sense given by the other and more general 
way : viz. to take the words with the follow- 
ing clause, ёдабе» аф’ dy Traber rhv dx- 
axohy: although He was a Son, He learned 
his obedience, not from this relation, but 
from his sufferings. So Chrys. (ri Aéyes; 
ó vids ToU Oeod àrd ebAaBelas ўкобєто; 
xal тЇ тері r ярофттёу wAéov dy 
«Їхо: tis; Tola 82 ка) dxoAovOÍa elxety 
eisakovu30«ls  àwb THs etAaBelas, ка) 
éxayayeiv, xalwep ду vids #дабеу ap’ Фу 
ётабе thy бжакођу ; but see also above), 
Ambrose (Ep. 1хїїї. vol. iii. p. 1088: “et ex 
iis que passus est, quamvis esset filius 
Dei, discere videretur obedientiam :” and 
alibi), and almost all the moderns. And 
there can be little doubt that this yields 
the better sense, and points to the deeper 
truth. Christ was a Son: as a Son, He was 
ever obedient, and ever in union with his 
Father's will; but ў óxaxof, His special 
obedience, that course of submission b 
which He became perfected as our Hig 
Priest, was gone through in Time, and 
matter of acquirement for Him, and prac- 
fice, by suffering. The expression, špa- 
беу аф’ Gv ётобеу, brings to mind a num- 
ber of Greek sayings founded on the pro- 
verb, жабђиата, рабћиата. So Herod. 
i. 207, of Croesus, rà é ио яабђрата, 
dórra àxdpira, nabf˙νj M yéyovev: 
JEschyl. Agam. 177, «cb» rde udo: 
ёёута, and a very long list of examples in 
Wetstein and Bleek. The ancients found 
this assertion startling, attributing too 
narrow a sense to our Lord's ra@fyarta: 
so Thdrt., rò è Euaber ёф dy Éxa0e thy 
draxchy, tywepBorAiuas б `ёжботолоѕ Té- 
Oeuce* thy "yàp Swaxohy ob perà 7d dos, 
ФАЛА ярь тоб wdBous àredelkaro. And 
Chrys., ô uéxpi 0avárov xpd тобтои bs- 
akovoas @5 жатрі vids, was 5% ка) bor epov 
tuadew; This indeed would be a difficulty, 
were the Writer speaking of the Passion 
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only, in its stricter sense; but he is speak- fE К! 
ing, I take it, of that continuous course of 
new obedience entered on by new suffering, 
of which the prayer in Gethsemane fur- 
nishes indeed the most notable instance, 
but of which also almost every act of His 
life on earth was an example. Thl. is so 
scandalized by the whole as applied 
to Christ that he says, eldes was дй Thy 
10 ёкроатёу àoéAear obro cvykaréBn 
IaóAos, &sre ко) Arord Tiva Аёфуш» 
Salve. Two mistakes must be 
avoided: 1. though He was the Son, which 
I find in Craik’s new translation of the Epis- 
tle: cf. ch. iii. 6, 6, Movoafjs, &s дєрбтоу 
.. . xptords, оз vids: and consider besides, 
that if we take from the simple predicative 
force of viés, as a well-known relative, we 
take from the катер dv at the same time, 
by diminishing the general appreciation of 
the exceptional xalwep: and, 2. that of 
Whitby, that Zuadey here means “taught 
(us).” If such a meaning ever could be 
admitted, least of all could it, from the 
context, here, where the subject treated is 
entirely Christ Himself, in his completion 
as our High Priest, and not till this is 
finished does that which He became to 
others come into question. тећєобе(, 
see note on ch. ii. 10, perfected, completed, 
brought to his goal of learning and suffer- 
ing, through death: the time to which the 
word would apply is that of the Resurrec- 
tion, when his triumph began: so our 
Lord Himself on the way {о Emmaus, 
ойх) табта Wes жабе» roy xpiordy, kal 
(reAeiwGels would come in here) eis Ae 
els Th» ólav афўтой; Thdrt., rerclworr 
82 туу dydoracw к. Thy dBavaclay 
adac тобто yap Tis olkovoulas rd 
wépas. ёүёуєто, by means of that course 
which ended in His reAefwors. In тасу 
Tois Vraxovovotv аўтф there is probably 
an allusion to the óxaxof; above. As He 
obeyed the Father, so must we obey Him, 
if we would be brought to that сотуріа 
aló»is into which He has led the way. 
The expression is strictly parallel with of 
riorel res, ch. iv. 8, and rods wpos- 
epxopévovs 8° abroU TQ leĝ, ch. vii. 25. 
Some have thought that in тат, the 
Writer hints to his Jewish readers, that 
such salvation was not confined to them 
alone. But it hardly seems likely that 
such a by-purpose should lie in the word. 
This unlikelihood is increased if #201 (as 
it must do) begins, instead of closing the 
clause as in rec. atr@ is of course Christ. 

altiog «Трох tivi Tivos is good Greek, 
and often found: see examples in Bleek, 
е. g. Xen. Cyr. viii. 5. 2, Y0AAGr к. &уабд> 

m u o 
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afriot GAAhAas Teo: Diod. Sic. iv. 82, 
тоз BAAaos aírios èyévero тїз acrnplas : 
and the same expression in Jos. Antt. iii. 
8. 1; vii. 1. 1: Philo de Agric. $ 22, vol. i. 
p. 815: De Vita Contempl. $ 11, vol. ii. p. 
485. See reff. also on awrnpla aldémnos. 

The next clause, rposayopevcis 
c. 7. A., depends closely upon теледе! 
c. T. A. above, and belongs to the time of 
Christ’s exaltation, indicated by reAeiu0els : 
and therefore must not be divided by a 
colon, as done by Griesbach, Bengel, Mat- 
thai, al., from the foregoing, nor supposed 
to refer to the whole from ver. 7. As to 
the word itself, it refers to the passage of 
the Psalm above, and carries with it a 
slight causal force, ‘being,’ or ‘inasmuch 
as He is, named.’ mpogayopeve in this 
connexion has a force of solemnity and 
formal appellation: so, Xen. Cyr. vii. 2. 4, 
Creesus says to Cyrus, даре & bécwora: 
oro yap Å Téxn kal Exew ... . SIS 
сог, kal ёро) троѕауорєбеу: Diod. Sic. i. 4, 
Tdtos "lovAws Касар, & 8:4 ras wpáies 
жроѕауореудеіѕ 0eós. See reff. 2 Macc., 
and many more examples in Bleek. So 
that it here implies, not ‘appointed’ or 
‘inaugurated,’ but ‘addressed as,’ ‘named,’ 
it being of course implied that He was 
both appointed and inaugurated. 

11—VI. 20. ] Digression, before entering 
on the comparison of Christ with Melchi- 
sedek, complaining of the low state of 
spiritual attainment of the readers (11— 
14): warning them of the necessity of 
progress a | the peril of falling back 
(vi. 1—8): but at the same time encou- 
raging them by God's faithfulness in bear- 
ing in mind their previous labour of love, 
and in His promises generally, to perse- 
vere in faith and patience to the end (vi. 
9—20). 

11.] Concerning whom (i.e. Melchise- 
dek, as Syr. (which expresses Melchisedek 
after the relative), Calv., a-Lap., al., Bleek, 
De W., Tholuck, al.: not as (Ec., Prim., 
al., and Lünem., Christ, of whom such an 
expression as this would hardly here be 
used, seeing that the whole Epistle hitherto 
has been concerning Him : nor is ob neuter, 
as Schlichting, Grot., Storr, Kuinoel, al.: 
and more recently, Delitzsch (жері тоб 
elvai xpiordy àpx. xarà т. rat. M.): for the 
Writer returns to Melchisedek, ch. vii. 1) 
our discourse (that which we have to say. 
The plural pronoun, not with any definite 

$ 32, voL i. P. 049. 

om o DP arm]. 

reference to Timothy or other companions 
of the Writer, nor intended to include the 
readers, which is here impossible: but as 
in some other раси of the Epistle, see 
reff., merely indicating the Writer him- 
self, as so frequently in the Epistles of St. 
Paul) is (not, as Erasm., Luther, a-Lap., 
al., “would be :” for we may safely say that 
in that case eln or à «fy would be sup- 
plied, as in the passage of Lysias cited 
below, and Dion. Hal. i. 28, wept dy» 
толӧз dy eln Adyos, el BovAolug» Thv 
dupiBeay ypdpey) much, and difficult 
of interprétation to speak (the connexion 
of Bvs«ppijvevros with Лёує is somewhat 
dubious. Who is the épunrevrfs? the 
Writer, so that it should be difficult for 
him to explain what he has to say to his 
readers, or the readers, во that it should be 
difficult for them to understand it for them- 
selves? This latter alternative is taken by 
Grot. (“quem si eloquerer, intelli- 
geretis "), Jac. Cappel., Peirce, Valcknaer, 
al But surely this would be inadmissible 
as matter of construction, and would re- 
quire d» тё Aéyew or èv TQ AdyeoOat. 
And in consequence, some who take this 
view connect Aéyew with Adyos, жол. ўи. 
J А. к. Susepu. AK ye, referring, as Wetst., 
to Lysias adv. Pancleon. p. 167. 26, 8c 
piv об» айтбб: рт, words by «fy pos 
Adyos deye oda. But, as Bleek has no- 
ticed, there is this difference between the 
passages : that in ours, the adjectives are al- 
moet necessarily predicates, whereas in Ly- 
sias they are epithets: and, in consequence, 
here the verb must depend on usepuſvev- 
тоз. We are driven then to the other 
alternative, of making the Writer the sub- 
ject to be supplied: so Chrys. (ray ydp 
Tis wpds ürÜpdrwous d xy и) wapaxodou- 
hodyras, und таё Acydueva veovrras, 
épunvedoa nares abtois où 80уата), and 
ТЫ. (8: rh» Sperdpay ody væðpeiav, vna, 
Üvsepujrevrós dori» ó AG ё жер} тоб 
was dori ô христо &pxiepebs xarà Thy 
tdi Meaxioedéx, xol ибт: ob cuvlere 
öne ts, 8:4 тойто èyè калёз épunvetoa: où 
3évaua:), Erasm. (“sed omnia perdifficile 
fuerit enarrare vobis, eo quod” &c.),Schlich- 
ting (“sermo difficilis ad eloquendum віс 
ut facile ab audientibus percipi et in 
ueat ), al.: Bleek, De W., Lünem., al. 
Then the infin. follows, as Saas à dow 
ol Adyo:) ёз жїбаубтато: Хув», Plato, 
Gore. р. 479 0: сўна таурбжоу» бра», 

H 2 
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13 kal yap ABCDK yap ree 
note. P 

gehit l GN fee elvat OiódakaNo, ! 8:4 tov ypovoy, Wad аса 
Sir. iv. 29. xí. k 
12 only. see 
Prov. xil. 8. 

xpelav * & ere той * аскер 0џӣ5 тий тй ! %,) THs 
h = Mark vii. 35. Luke vil. 1. Acts xvii, 20 al. 2 Mace. zv. 39. ols ra hy oTi», axoai 84 ove Evecow, Philo, 

Quis Rer. Div. Негев, } 3, vol. i. p. 474. 
and Matt. iii. 14. ziv. 18. John ziii. 10. 1 Thess. 
iii. 10, 12 only +. Wied. vli. 17. хіх. 18 only. 

1 ver. 3. j = here only. see note. k constr., see note 
. 16. 1 Gal. iv. 3, 9. Col. ii. 8, 20. 2 Pet. 

19. om туа 672.—т(ға (interrog.) CLI PI (putting a stop bef it) [also B*]D? latt вуг 

Eur. Iph. Aul. 275: TaAdreia . . . Аеико- 
reha waxrüs soTibeiv, Theocr. xi. 20: and 
as in our phrase beautiful to look upon,’ 
‘hard to work upon, &c. Bleek (after 
Storr) and Lünemann have supposed that 
& kind of zeugma is necessary to connect 
Aévyos with both predicates, woAds regard- 
ing more the discourse itself and the ех- 
lanation of the subject given by the 
riter,—Bvsepuf;yvevros, the contents of 

the Adyos, as thus explainod. But it does 
not seem to me that such а supposition is 
needed : our Adyos, that which we have to 
вау, is both woAds, abundant in quantity, 
and 3vsepufyvevros, difficult to state per- 
spicuously to уон, in quality. And so also 
Delitzsch), since (probably renders a rea- 
son only for the Susepufveuros Aéyeiw, not 
belonging also to woAds) ye are me 
(not, * are," as E. V., Luther (not De W.), 
al Chrys. says well, $gAoürros ў», бт: 
wdAoi óylawor ка} hoa» loxvpol, т mpo- 
ovale (éorres, kal Dorepov abrobs ro 
waGecy paprupec) dull (vu0pós, a lengthened 
and later form of »«0fs. It is found as 
early as Plato, Theætet. p. 144 в, but 
more commonly in the later writers, Aris- 
tid., Plut, Polyb. al. See Elsn. and 
Wetst. Bleek thinks the most probable 
formation of it is from the negative ут and 
, as dos toothless, vóbvros painless, 
yovupos nameless, »ísios from te, = 
‘in-fans.’ Thus the two words mean, dif- 
ficult to move: so буоѕ рођ, II. B. 559: 
Ürev vwOpdy Séuas, Oppian, Halieut. iii. 
140. And so likewise as applied to the 
soul, Plut. Lycurg. 61 e: vwOpas.... к. 
xpos Óper)v adiroriuou фоухӯўѕ onpeior: 
and to the senses, Heliodor. v. 10, ёуф 
ut» ody ойк joOduny.... Táxa u 
wov xal 8° Ailey vecOpérepos dy rhe 
àxohv véoos yap Au тє kal Grav Tb 
yüpas. See many more examples in Bleek 
and Wetst.) in your hearing (more usually 
the accus., as in the last citation: but fre- 
quently in the (local or referential) dative, 
as e. g. 1 Cor. xiv. 20, uh mabla yiverde 
rats фрес(», ФАЛА TH Kaxlg vnridgere. 
See examples in Winer, edn. 6, § 31. 6. 
àro is used in good Greek writers of the 
ear, with however this distinction, that it 
is of the ear with reference to the act of 
hearing, not merely as a member of the 
body. Philo draws the distinction, in ref. 

It is related to ods as Sys to дфдалибз: 
ef. Xen. Mem. i. 4. 11, ка) Dur. к. dxodhp 
к. ordua e r il: Herod. i. 88, &- 
єфбариќуоѕ Thy &xofv: and other exam- 
ples in Bleek. The plur. here denotes not 
only the plurality of persons addressed, but 
also, as in ref. Mark, the double organ of 
hearing in each person). 12.] For 
though (or, ohen: but in the presence 
of 3: rb» xpóror, which gives the tem- 
poral reference, it is perhaps better not to 
repeat it) ye ought (вес on ver. 3, and ch. 
ii. 17) on account of the time (i.e. the 
length of time during which you have been 
believers: ойто 8è Selxvvaw ёк толЛо$ 
wemurrevkóras abroós, (Ec. Cf. Polyb. ii. 
21. 2, of uiv афтфжтол yeyovsres tov 
Bevy ёк ToU y eexdpycay 8:4 «viv 
xpóvor, éxeyévovro $ уби: Diod. Sic. i. 
12, Bpaxd peraridelons 8:4 Tbv xpóvov 
тйз Acts: ib. c. 27, катёф@барта did 
Tb» xpévov: and other examples in Bleek. 
So that it is not “jamdudum,” as Luther, 
al., nor “ after so long a time (8:4 xpdvov),” 
as Schulz: nor “ on account of the present 
time (5:4 Tbv корбу), as proposed (not 

referred, as Bl.) by Owen, and given by 
raun: nor can we understand it, with 

a-Lapide, “pro longitudine temporis, quo 
tum in lege Mosi, quum in Christianismo 
estis eruditi.” On the evidence given by 
expressions of this kind as to the time of 
writing the Epistle, and the persons to 
whom it is addressed, see Prolegg.) to be 
teachers, ye again have need that some 
one teach you (it is doubtful whether ria 
represent the accus. sing. masc. (rid) or 
the accus. plur. neut. (ríva). The latter 
has been taken by our E. V., after consider- 
able authorities: e. g. the Syr. ; the Latin 
attached to D, “iterum necesse est doceri 
пов, que sint," &.; vulg. ; Aug. Tract. 98 
in Joann. (vol. iii. pt. ii.) : and indeed most 
Commentators, including Grot., Wolf, Ben- 
gel, Kuin., De Wette, Tholuck, Delitzsch. 
But the other rendering has also ancient 
authority for it: Œc. says, du xp. Ixere 
той SidacKkew ùuãs Tira, тЇ Bà S8donew; 
Ta oroxed pno And so Luth., Calv. 
e ut quis vos doceat elementa "), al., and 
achmann, Bleek, Ebrard, Lünem. And 

indeed it is the only one which will fit 
either the context, or the construction 
strictly considered. The context: for it 

fghkl 
mno 
17. 47 
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m apys tov "Xowylev той Өєоў, xal °yeyovate P ypeiav mch. vı. 
9éyovres "yáXaxros, xal ov ї стєрєйс "Tpoji. 

Axlv. 4,16. = Ps. evi. 11. exviii, 67, 172. Іва. v. 24. 
14. Col. i. 18. Rev. 111. 2. xvi. 10. 
12. ch. x. 38. Rev. 1x1. 23. Іва. xiii. 17. 

13 ^ n Acts mit ri 

TWAS 1 Pet. ir. 11 
only. Num. 

o constr., Mark i. 4. 1x. 3,7. 2 Cor. vi. 
p w. gen., Matt. vi. 8. ix. 12. 1 Cor. xii. 21. 1 Thess. iv. 

q 1 Cor. il. 2. ix. 7. 1 Pet. ii. 2 only. Gen. xviii. 8. 
г = here bis (2 Tim. il. 19. 1 Pet. v. 9: only. (Deut. xxxii. 13 al.) Diod. Sic. ii. ( al. in ВІ. = теАшо 

or KpaTaA0TEpos in Philo. 

copt [seth Jer, Aug, фїбаткес@ба: Tiva Orig, syr-mg. 
-lat, sermonum vulg (Jer, : simly copt ath arm ]. verborum 

8 Matt iii. 4. Acts 11. 44 xxvii. Wal. Ps. exlv. 7. 

Aoywr D' 3. 10-1. 108, 
om last xa: BCN! 

17 vulg copt Orig,[int, Euthal-ms] Chr-2-mss, Cyr, Aug:: ins AB!DKL[(PJNS rel. 

was not loss of pore in them to distin- 
guish between first elements and other 
portions of Christian doctrine, of which he 
complains, but ignorance altogether, and 
slowness of ear to receive divine know- 
ledge : and they wanted some one to begin 
again with them and teach them the ver 
first elements. And so far from rw 
‘some one, being, as Delitzsch most ab- 
surdly says, matt und nichtsſagend, it 
carries with it the fino keen edge of re- 
реа ; q. d. ‘to teach you what all 
now, and any can teach.’ Then again, had 

Tiva been interrogative, we should have ex- 
pected 8:84скесбси, or some personal pro- 
noun before 3ibdexew. This is perhaps 
not altogether certain, in the face of ov 
xpelay txere ypdpecw, 1 Thess. iv. 9, where 
I have retained the rec. (as against the 
correction #хореу, admitted by Lachmann) 
and defended it as а mixture of two con- 
structions. Still we have no right to as- 
sume such an irregularity where the con- 
text manifestly admits the common con- 
struction. Cf. 1 Thess. v. 1, оф xpelay 
#хете u урафєсда: and reff. The ac- 

tation of rot BiBdáckeiw as a subetantival 
infinitive (of the teaching) is precluded by 
ӧраѕ following) the rudiments (or ele- 
ments: see Gal. iv. 8 and note, and Elli- 
cott there: the simple parts, out of which 
a body is compounded: Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 
1, BoóAe cxoxapev, aptdueror awd тїз 
трофйз Sep &wb тё» croixelor: Gulen, 
adv. Lycum, 39Ads dori undd rà oroixeia 
vhs 'Lwwoxpdrovs téxyns ётістбреуоѕ : 
which are afterwards called ai cvAAaBal 
vis réyyns, and тй ярёта тїз тёҳупѕ) 
of the beginning (so “ prima elementa," 
Quintil. Instit. i. 1: Hor. Sat. i. 1. 26: 
prima pueritim elementa," Justin. Hist. 
vil. 5. The genitive specifies the elements, 
that they are not only such, but also belong 
to the very beginning of divine knowledge) 
of the oracles (Mov, properly a diminu- 
tive from Aóyos, is used both in classical 
and Hellenistic Greek for an oracle, or a 
divine utlerance, Very numerous instances 
are given in Bleek from both sources: and 
such will occur at once to every scholar. 
See Herod. iv. 178: Thucyd. ii. 8: апа 
reff. Herc it betokens that Christian doc- 

trine (cf. ch. vi. 1), which rests entirely 
on revelations from God: as Schlichting: 
* doctrine Christians, que nil nisi Dei 
eloquia et oracula continet ") of God: and 
ye have become (xa) ойк elre xpela» 
кете, ФАЛА yeydvare xp. Ixorrer Tovr- 
orw Oues d0eAfjcare, peis éavrobs els 

ro ro катєстћсате, els raórqv Thy xpelay. 
Chrys.: and Œc., yeyórare ёк pgbuplas, 
ойк бутез тоёто:: and Thl. even stronger, 
к Tpoaipégems тоіюйто: "yeyovóres) (Per- 
"y having need of milk, and not of 
solid food (see 1 Cor. iii. 2. The simili- 
tude is very common with Philo: see ex- 
tractsin Wetst.and Bleek. Arrian, Epictet. 
11, 17, has the contrast as here, ob 6éAcs 
Jen és và rabla &коуаАактт@ўуш, к. 
Areca трофӯѕ orepewrépas. What is 
the milk in the Writer’s meaning, is plain 
from ch. vi. 1, where he enumerates several 
portions of Christian doctrine as parts of 
ó Tis &pxijis ToU xpirrod Aóyos. The 
Fathers for the most part take the eTocyeia 
and the dda to mean the doctrine of the 
incarnation: so Chrys, orotxeia архӯз 
Th» àvÜpwxórwra фпсіу. стер yap ёт) 
TOV Render ураџибтоу яр@тоу TÈ FTOI- 
x«ia der pabeiv, обто kal èr) тё» Өєіюу 
Adyar TwpTov тері тїз àvÜpowórmTos 
der B:8donecGa:: and similarly ТЫ. and 
(Ec. Primasius more explicitly : ** Lac ergo 
simplicis doctrin est incarnatio filii Dei, 
passio, resurrectio illius, ascensio ad ccelos; 
solidus vero cibus perfecti sermonis est 
mysterium Trinitatis, quomodo tres sint in 
pene et unum in substantia Deitatis." 

ut nothing of this is found in the con- 
text: add to which, that the Writer has 
actually treated of the pre- existent state 
of Christ and of His incarnation, ch. i. ii. 
Thl. reckons the explanation about Mel- 
chisedek among the oro:xeia, not even to 
understanding which were they equal : and 
certainly this might be so: but from the 
form of the contrast drawn, and from ch. 
vi. 1, it is much more probable that the 
Writer regards that explanation as one of 
the more recondite things, and those enu- 
merated ch. vi. 1, as the first principles. 
But it does not thence follow that these 
srotxeia are of leas importance than those 
deeper mysteries: these are the founda- 
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t ch. ii. 14 
reff. 

ПРО> EBPAIO T. V. 14. 

af Tien l. UNS, vi үйр стир. IA Y eM ˖ẽw && ori ij oTEped 
80 A 
compl. Zech. xi. 15 (Jer. Il. 6 passive). 

classics, see Bl. v = ch. vi. I. we 
25 L. Rom. fi. 20. lCor.iii.1. Eph. iv. 14. Ps. exvili, 129, 
6. xiv. 20. Eph. iv. 13 al. gen., Actei.7. Rom. iz. 16. 

13. aft Bucaiorvygs ins єттїў D! latt [Orig-int,(om Orig,) Aug, ]. 
акиту Dl, adhue D- lat. 

tions, without which no building whatever 
can be raised. This is well expressed by 
Limborch, as cited by Bleek: Нэс itaque 
sublimior doctrina non vocatur solidior 
cibus quia ad fidem Christianam magis est 
necessaria quam principia illa religionis : 
nihil minus: illis enim ignoratis, modoprin- 
cipia religionis Christians quis solida fide 
amplectatur, potest esse Christiunus: non 
autem est Christianus, nisi illa firma fide 
amplexus fuerit: sed eo solum respectu, 
quod faciant ad solidiorem doctrins Christi 
confirmationem : sicuti solidus cibus non 
præcise est necessarius ad vitæ conservatio- 
nem, sed ad virium majorum que ad labores 
sustinendos requiruntur, acquisitionem. 
Idque potissimum locum habet in Heb- 
resis, qui multum addicti allegoricis inter- 
pretationibus, et de legis sug divinitate per- 
suasi, valde in fide Christiana confirmari 
poterant dilucida et distincta applicatione 
typorum V. T. ad Christum ejusque ponti- 
ficatum ”). Ver. 18 renders a reason for 
vv. 11, 12, and especially for dusepyhvev- 
тоз. Having before stated that what he 
had to say would be hard for him to explain 
to them, and then that thev were become 
СЕ needing milk and not solid food, 
е now proceeds to join these two positions 

together: For every one who partakes of 
(in the sense of has for his share, in ordi- 
nary feeding: not, partakes of in common 
with other things, for that adults do: see 
1 Cor. x. 21) is unskilled in (&re- 
pos, from тєра, trial: opposed to ëu- 
wetpos, experienced: not to be confounded 
with another repos, from wépas: Etym. 
Mag., ётероѕ, б per àua0fs, тарӣ Tb ph 
Exew weipav’ d 84, udyas, парӣ 7d ph 
Exe xepas. It is of frequent use in the 
classics їп this sense of unskilled: see 
numerous examples in Bleek: e. g. Plato, 
Rep. ix. p. 787, Ќтеро: dAnOelas, and a 
passage not unlike this in its enst, Herodian 
v. 5. 1, abrós yàp Fy véos те Thy ўЛкіау, 
жрауцатои re к. waiSelas Aretpos) the 
word of righteousness : for he is an infant 
(that is, ‘for every partaker of milk, in 
the metaphorical вепве in which I just now 
used the word, i. e. every one who requires 
yet to be taught the first principles &c., is 
devoid of understanding in the word of 
righteousness, in, that is, the positions and 
arguments which treat of God's salvation 

Wisd. xiii. 19 only. ат. ris 
w 

r 

wawrucys, Herod. vill. 1, and passim in 
(see .ote) ch. vil. 2. xl. T. „* = Matt. xi. 

Pind. Pyth. iii. 148. у = 1 Cor. ü. 

aft уар ins 

by Christ: for be is an infant: takes the 
same rank in spiritual understanding, that 
an infant does in worldly.” Thus taken, I 
can see no difficulty such as Bleek repre- 
sente in the contextual connexion. There 
is of course a mingling of the figure and the 
thing represented, which however is easy 
enough to any reader to whom both figure 
and thing are already familiar. But it is 
necessary to fix more satisfactorily the 
meaning of the somewhat obscure expres- 
sion À 
ecrav0d por Boke? kal Blow alvirrecOa: 
Srep ка} ó xpiords Ie yer, "Edy uh Tepis. 
сейср Y Btixatorben buy wAÉor K. . A. 
тобто ка} ab rds фус” Ќтероѕ AG 
ducaioo hn, Tovréai, Tis Kyo фіЛософ[аѕ 
Aretpos, ob ёйуатш тжара$ёфасба: Blov 
Éxpov x. Rxp:Boudvov. Similarly Thl, 
giving however the alternative that 3:xa:o- 
тб тау mean Xpiords atrés. (Ec. says, 
Абуо» Se Bixasoovrns Aéye: roy жері TiS 
Oedrnros тод xuplov. Thdrt., generally, 
TÀ reer epd déypara, Primasius, Alie- 
nus est a discretione perfecte justitim, 
quia nondum potest penetrare arcana mys- 
teriorum, nec scit, ut expedit, discretionem 
facere inter bonum et malum." And so 
a-Lapide, Bretschn., al. Others, as Beza, 
Pyle, Storr, Tholuck, al., take d:xcaootrn 
"i the doctrine of justification before God 
by faith in Christ : or, as Bengel and Cra- 
mer, justification and sanctification as well : 
uprightness of doctrine and practice. Cal- 
vin says, **justitiee nomine perfectionem in- 
telligens, de qua paulo post loquitur" (ch. 
vi. 1). Many others take Афуо» 8:кахо- 
obvns as = Adyou Bikalov : so Schlichting, 
Grot., Wahl, Kuinoel, al. Others again 
have appealed to the Heb. usage of rry for 
‘truth,’ and understood it “verbum verita- 
tis: so, with minor differences, Michaelis, 
Zachariá, Dindorf. Bleek half adopts a 
hint given by Carpzov, who interprets it of 
the ** doctrina de sacerdotio Jesu Christi 
Melchisedeciano, que dicitur Adyos Suxauo- 
cóv)s propterea quod Melchisedecus, vi 
nominis ace Sexatocbvns , vertitur, 
vii. 2, eaque appellatio ad Christum sacer- 
dotem applicatur, cujus жрежох fuit tAn- 
Әса: жата» Sinascocvryny, Matt. iii. 15:" 

Bleek, however, not accepting the reference 
in this shape, supposes that Sicaocbry is 
here used as belonging to the whole subject 

Suxetogvvos. "Chrys. says, 

A f t / 4 u Y А ” „ ABCDE yap 0 'peréywy 9 уаћактоѕ " йтєшро$ Y Xoyov “ Stxatocd- ABCD 
a d e d 
fg h ki 
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в трофэу, TMP bà т» * {бш ta *aicOntypia ° yeyvuvaouéva * only t. 
éxóvrov “mpos *Oíkpwiy °кахой те ка *kakoü. VI. і Aw g 

7. Sir. xxx. 14 only. Dan. vil. 16 Theod.) 
zii.1l. 2 Pet. ii. 14 only +. 2 Macc. x. 15 only. 55 uéy yap Td aicÓm 
i obros eres ау ei yrepey, Galen. de Di ixavet .. 

e = Acts iti. 10. ch. vi. 11. Iz. 18. 

1K xvi. 
„ dI Tia g. х eh. 

E 5 «хе yeyupvacudvoy 
ign. . iii. (-vaota, 1 Tim. iv. 8. 

d Rom. xiv. 1. 1 Cor. zii. 10 only. Job xaxvil. M only. 

а here only. Jer. iv. 19 only. 

е so (wovnpov) 1 Thess. v. 22, (ayad.) Deut. i. 39. Isa. vii. 16. 

to which Melchisedek, as the BaciAebs 
ducato, also belongs: and that the 
3:xaioourn is that righteousness of which 
the fulness dwells in Christ, but of which 
Melchisedek, by his very name, was a type. 
Bat to this De Wette justly answers, that 
it would be very unnatural, to find a refer- 
ence to an expression which, where it occurs, 
is not, апу more than its cognate ВастЛейѕ 
eiphrns, followed up,—and, so far from 
clearing this passage, itself needs explica- 
tion. I incline more to Lünemann's view 
of the meaning, based as it is on the re- 
quirements of the passage, in which the 
stress is not on Ado Bucaiocórns, but on 
Aretpos, and Абу. Suc. follows as something 
of course and generally understood. Feel- 
ing this, he interprets it of the gospel in 
general: that Gos of which the central 
point is, the righteousness which is of 
God. And he refers to 2 Cor. iii. 9, 7 
dtarorla тїз PDukaiocóvgs, and xi. 15, 
dic co  Bucasonóvns. This acceptation 
would not altogether preclude BaciAebs 
diceuoc bn: falling under the same general 
head, and thus would bring the two expres- 
sions into union, though without any dis- 
tinct reference from one to another. 
Delitzsch, whose commentary I have seen 
since writing the above, explains Афу. dix. 
«the capability to speak agreeably to 
righteousness” (bie Fähigkeit, gerechtig⸗ 
keitsgemaͤß zu їрсефеп), and takes the 
genitive as one of attribute. But I cannot 
see how the general context justifies this. 
It is not speaking, but apprehending, which 
is here surely required of the readers): 

14.] but (continuation of and con- 
trast to ver. 18) solid food belongs to (is 
the portion of) the grown up (so xe 
often: е. g. Xen. Cyr. viii. 7. 8, éy» yàp 
хаз Te à» rd dv пасі vou(duera калі 
dom kexapmac0ar de 8 fjBnca, Tà dv 
veavloxas’ TéAeiós Te php yerduevos, TÈ 
ёу бу$рда1: Polyb. v. 29. 2, éAm(carres 
ós madly e xphoacda TQ di, 
єброу abroy Téàciov бу$ра, The spiritual 
sense is found in reff.: Thl. says, dpd: 
этүкбттүта érépay, hv ка) уброутеѕ Üxovat, 
Thy тё» opevóv, ка) ee d Tra, hy ка} 
»éovs Exew oddity ёито81(е. Then the 
qualification of reAeley . those 
who by virtue of their (long) habit (Its 
from Ex, as ‘habitus’ from ‘habeo.’ Quin- 
til. Inst. x. 1 init., “бед hee eloquendi 
precepta, sicut cognitioni sunt necessaria, 

ita non satis ad vim dicendi valent, nisi 
ilis firma qusedam facilitas, quae apud 
Grecos 20:5 vocatur, acceperit : quam seri- 
bendo plus, an legendo, an dicendo, con- 
sequamur, solere queri scio." Aristot. 
Rhet. i. 1, of дф» el} Tavra dpd, ol 84 
ià curfüear awd Etews. Observe, on 
account of this meaning of the word as 
well as the accus. after AW it is not, “бу 
means of skill acquired in practice," as 
(Ec. (rhv iw Aéye Thy телебттута, 80 
also Thl., adding, ка) 1h таугбтута T» 
408»), Bengel (“ its notat h. I. robur 
facultatis cognoscentis ex maturitate ta- 
tis spiritualis existens"): but, ‘om ao- 
count of (their) long usage,’ so that gis 
stands in a causal, not in an instrumental 
relation to the result. Notice also that 
8:4 Thy iw is not = 80 ev, * by virtue 
of habit’ (abstract),—and that, on ac- 
count of its position, it belongs not to 
yeyvuracuéra, but to the whole sentence) 
have their organs of sense (not, /£àeir 
senses themselves. Wetst. quotes а defi- 
nition ascribed to Galen, rò аїсбутбргоу, 
Tb alcOncly twa euremorevpévoy Spya- 
yov .. . „ фто: dN, ) Als, ) улётта, 
А ка) Bpyava aicOnrixh wposayoptverai. 
Here again there manifestly is a mixture 
of the figure and the thing signified: on 
account of what follows, Гуе must neces- 
sarily understand these аїтӨттйра of the 
inner organs of the soul: as Œc., rà 72s 
yuxis alcOnrhpia Aéye:) exercised (reff.) 
with a view to (so in ref. 1 Tim., убиуа(є 
8d ceavrdy vp єйсёВеау :) see also reff. 
here. 4pós most likely belongs to yeyup- 
yacuéra, not to the whole rà» .... 
éxóvrev, because of the art. rd, which 
makes уєуоџупсиќуа a predicate, not an 
epithet. See the very similar passage of 
Galen in reff.) distinction of good and evil 
(this puts us in mind, as Bleek remarks, 
of the common O. T. expression in de- 
scribing childhood: e. g. Deut. i. 89, wav 
хоу véoy, Sstis oùe older ofpepov 
ya À xaxdy: Isa. vii. 16, ярі урду 
Tb wadloy dyafdy ) какбу. Cf. Sext. 
Empir. Нур. Pyrrh. iii. 19, Aebrerai $ 75 
hoer, rep Bore? тер) Thy Bidkpurw Tay 
те кад» kal какёу ка) ad:apdpwr ката» 
ylyver6a:. The reference here of good and 
evil is manifestly not to moral qualities, 
but to excellence and inferiority, whole- 
gomeness and corruptness in doctrine. 
Chrys. explains 16 well: viv ой жері Bíov 

1 
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1 ? [4 N ^ , ^ ^ ^ h J i $ 4 
f Matt. iv, 20, db тор т; E ару]5 TOU xpiorou Aoyov €T 

Judg. iz. 9. 

Thr «руу 
adeis pM thy теАєутўу, ботероу осо», dpn, Eurip. Androm. 393, ul. in Bleek. 

i = here only. Jie & tows ёт' éxeivow Toy Acyor фе 
only. Judg. ix. 16, 19. ; 

only. вее note. (т.Өбуаг b., Luke vi. 48, 49 al. ScSdvac, Erra v. 16. éuBáAAecÓOat, Esdr. vi. 20.) 

h = ch. v. 13. 
al. In Bleek. k Col. iii. 1 

(2 Cor. iv. 9) only $. (-BoAxj, ch. iv. 3.) 

thy * reXeiórgra ! ферфреба, p) там m QeuéXiov ™ ката- 

| g = ch. v. 12, 
poutros, Lycurg. adr. Leocr. p. 138, 

or. iii. 11. 2 Tim. ii. 19. m here 

n = here 
11 

Cuar. VI. 1. ферореба D!(but Barricuov below) КГР] o(but reAcuernra) вуг. 

ó Adyos, Stay Cy wpbs $:акр. калоў к. 
како" ro yap mavt) àvOpdre Buvardy 
el3évas к. eBxodXor A NAA wep) 8оуцбтоу 
буби к. ö yd Зіефдариќуюи te ка} 
rarer. Tb waidloy obx olde Thy pabàny 
к. Thy Bóxiuov tpophy Duupety: woAAdacs 
yoy ка) Хобу évéBarey eis 7d ordya, kal 
Tb BAaBepb» 4Oétaro, kal wdyra ta- 
крїтө roter ФАА ob Tb TéA€i0v ToioUTor. 
roovrol elow ol rd a rA Tposéxorr«s, 
к. &8:акрітеѕ тёз дёкойѕ exdiddvres дбо- 
M(uois. кой тойтоуз аітійта фу атл 
wepipepoudvous, к. vor u rovras убу 84 
exelvors фи$бутаў éavroós" d кой xpos TQ 
теле: ritaro Aéyew Bayas wols 
к. Edvais uh тарафёресбє. ToUTÓ dors wpbs 
dic epi / Karod тє kal какой" Adpvyë pv 
yap otra -yevera:, Wuxh 82 докш 
Hen But we must beware of the mis- 
take to which Chrys. gives some counte- 
nance, and which (Ec. and ТЫ. repeat, 
that the xaÀóv represents 3éypuara ind, 
and какбу, Sóyuara Taweiwd). 

CHAP. VI. 1.] Therefore (on the con- 
nexion, see below) leaving (as behind, and 
done with; in order to go on to another 
thing. “Jubet omitti ejusmodi elementa, 
non quod eorum oblivisci unquam debeant 
fideles, sed quia in illis minime est hæren- 
dum. Quod melius patet ex fundamenti 
similitudine que mox sequitur. Nam in 
exstruenda domo, nunquam a fundamento 
discedere oportet: in eo tamen jaciendo 
semper laborare ridiculum.” Calvin) the 
word of the beginning of Christ (— 7 
dpxh TG» No ToU 0є00 above, ch. v. 
12: that word, or discourse, which has 
respect to the fundamenta] and elementary 
things mentioned below), let us press on 
to maturity (фќро in this sense is not 
uncommon: see Lycurg. in reff.: Xen. 
Venat. 3. 10, Kv жодєеу dxotowor xpavyiis, 
xaraAelwovca: Ta айтди Épya dwpovof- 
rs ёт) тойто фіроути : Polyb. v. 26. 6, 
râs» B8nros jv, ёх) ті oper, ка) én 
wolas Óóxdpxei *yvóuns. Bleek cites on 
Valcknaer’s authority фёрєтбш ёт) rhy 
ф:Лософіау: and in the Pythagorean 
school our very expression, $épecüa: ёт) 
Th» телебттта, was current. A ques- 
tion of some difficulty has divided the 
Commentators here: whether this веп- 
tence be meant as expressing the resolu- 
tion of the Writer, as we say, ‘let us 

now proceed’ to this or that,—or as con- 
veying an exhortation to the readers. Each 
view has a formidable array of supporters. 
On the side of the former are Primasius, 
Erasmus, Luther, a-Lapide, Grot., Lim- 
borch, Wolf, Bengel, Michaelis, al., and 
Storr, Heinrichs, Abresch, Wahl, Bret- 
schn., Kuinoel, Baumg. Crus., De Wette, 
Tholuck, Conybeare, al. The latter is 
adopted by Chrys., Thdrt., Phot., and 
Gennadius (in CEc.), ТЫ. (not decidedly), 
Calvin, Justiniani, Estius, Jac. Cappellus, 
Bóhme, Stuart, Bleek, Ebrard, Lünemann, 
Hofin. (Schrb. i. 553). Owen tries (and во 
also Delitzsch) to comprehend both mean- 
ings: giving, however, the alternative very 
lueidly: The Apostle either assumes the 
Hebrews unto himself, as to his work, or 
joins himself with them as to their duty. 
For if the words be taken the first way, 
they declare his resolution in teaching: if 
in the latter, their duty in learning." 
Between these two, both equally legiti- 
mate, the context must decide. And in 
seeking for elements of decision, I own 
that the alternative seems to me to have 
been put too exclusively. What I mean 
will be plain, when we consider on the one 
hand that бєдёмө» karaBaAAóuevor can 
hardly be properly said of any but & 
teacher : and on the other, that vv. 4 ff., 
dBirvarov yàp к.т.А., must necessarily have 
а general reference of warning to the 
hearers. It seems to me that the fact 
may be best stated thus: The whole is a 
cuyxardBacis of the Writer to his read - 
ers: he with his work of teaching comes 
down to their level of learning, and re- 
gards that teaching and learning as all 
one work, going on together : himself and 
them as bound up in one progress. Thus 
best may we explain the expressions, which 
seem to oscillate alternately between writer 
and readers. And thus will 816 retain all 
its proper meaning, which on the first 
hypothesis was obliged to be wrested: so 
Schlichting, its advocate, confesses, and 
joins 3:6 to ch. v. 11. But now it will 
mean, ‘ Wherefore, seeing that we (you and 
T, by communication) are in so low a state, 
babes, instead of grown men, let us, &c.): 
not again laying the foundation (Geh. 
кат is a phrase of common 
occurrence in later writers. Dion. Hal. iii. 

ABCDK 
LPs 

a be d 
fghkl 
mno 
M. 47 
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Badrdpevor ° peravolas ° ато Р%уєкрфу “% ёруоу Кай - obere ст. 
Tews éri Geb, 2*Валтт тиф» Sudayns ͤ e ,e,.¼s re Rii 

8. James ii. 17, 26. 

t Mark vii. 4. [B.] ch. іх. 10. Col. ii. 12 only t. 
iv. 14. 2 Tim. i. 6 only {. 2 Chron. xxv. 27. 

2. d8axnv B, doctrinam D- lat. 

69, Tapxivios . . .. тойѕ тє ÜecueAlovs 
(тод veð) xareBáAero : Porphyr. de Abstin. 
viii. 10, oixías Өєиё\а karaBdAA eco : 
Galen, Rat. Medendi ix., xp} yàp olua: тй 
Geudrra trois olkoboufjkagiw io Xvpà тро- 
cerrage g JO: Jos. Antt. xi. 4. 4, bob; 
Tobs GeueAlous катеВёХето : ib. xv. 11. 3, 
dv Aο è robs dpxalous CepeAlous, xal 
катаВаАбде>о$ érépovs. Cf. 2 Macc. ii. 
29, dpx r, rhs BAns катаВолӯз, and 
see examples also of SdAAecOa, in Bleek. 
It is a curious instance of the occasional 
singularity and perversity of Ebrard’s 
exposition, that he insists here on ката- 
BaddAduevoe meaning “pulling down г” 
(which however, as Delitzsch remarks, 
partakes of the infirmity of all would-be 
original interpretations, falling under the 
proverb, ** There is nothing new under the 
sun ;" for the old Latin has “ non iterum 
fundamenta diruentes.”) Not to dwell 
on the entire inconsistency with the con- 
text, how can one be said xaraBdAAer Gas 
бє мор, which is in the ground already ? 

The subjeote to be supplied to 
xaraBadAduevo: are the readers, with 
whom the Writer unites himself, as above 
explained) of (the genitives here indicate 
the materials of which the foundation 
consists. They are all matters belonging 
to the Adyos vi: ёрхӯѕ ToU хрістод : 
extending indeed in their influence over 
the whole Christian life, just as the shape 
of the foundation is that of the building: 
but to be laid down once for all and 
not afterwards repeated) repentance from 
dead works, and faith on God (so ín 
the opening of the Gospel, Mark i. 16, 
peravoeire к. жістебете dy TQ eUayyeAleo : 
and in its progress, Acts xx. 21, 8:арарто- 
pópevos "lovdalois те кай “EAAnow Thy 
eis Gedy uerárvoiay ko) wiorw eis Tov kú- 
piov uùy "Incovv. These were the com- 
mon conditions on which all mankind were 
invited to embrace the Gospel. And as 
the readers here were Jews, so would these 
words especially remind them of the form 
in which they were first invited by Christ's 
messengers. But we have to notice the 
qualifications which here follow each term 
—perdvoia ёд уєкр@у epyev—aloris ёт\ 
бебу. The vexpd čpya are taken by all 
the patristic expositors to mean sinful 
works: so Chrys., тё juaprnucva: Thdrt., 
thy xovnplay: Thl, rovréoti, thy àro- 

q ch. ix. 14. 
21. жрбє,1 Thess. i. & gen. obj., Mark xi, 22.) 

see Acta viii. 
Jer. 

p Rom. vii. 
r here only. (èv, Gal. iii. 26. eis, Acte xx. 

в Acts xi. 17, I. 31. xvii. 19. Rom. iv. 8,24. 
u (№. T. alwaye w. Херу) Acta viii. 18. 1 Tim. 

тауђу tev Ёруш» ToU татауй: Primas., 
* Penitentiam ab operibus mortuis agere, 
est ipsa opera mala per penitentiam delere, 
que animum mortificabant : opera nam- 
que mortis sunt peccata." And so the 
great majority of modern Commentators 
also. And the justification of such an 
expression as vekpà #руа for sins is va- 
riously given: as causing death eternal, 
Schlichting, J. Cappell., Limb., Peirce, 
Stuart, al.: as polluting, like the touch of 
а dead body, Chrys. (on ch. ix. 14, калёзѕ 
elxey, Grd vexpav Upyor. e tis yàp 
Varo rére vexpod, ёшаірето" ка) dra 
« tis Gato vexpot Epyou, uoAóverai бё 
THs cuvedhoeds), (Ec. (ibid.), Storr, al. 
But neither of these meanings is borne 
out: the former being contrary to usage, 
the latter far-fetched and unlikely. It is 
much better to take уєкрб in its common 
and obvious ‘meaning; dead, devoid of 
life and power: cf. vexpda жістіѕ, and 
vexpd Guapria in the reff. St. Paul speaks, 
Eph. v. 11, in nearly the same sense: cf. 
rh Épya rà Exapwa ToU oxdrovs. And 
Tholuck cites from Epict. Dissert. iii. 23, 
29, vexpds Adyos, in the sense of discourse 
without convincing power. But such dead 
or lifeless works again may be variously 
understood: either of the works of the 
flesh in the unconverted man, or of the 
Jewish works of the law which could 
not give life. Considering the readers and 
object of the Epistle, it is much more 
likely that the latter are here meant: 
those works by which they sought to set 
up a righteousness of their own, before 
they submitted themselves to God’s right- 
eousness. And во, nearly, Delitzsch, and 
Hofm. Weiss. u. Erf. ii. 166. The best 
explanation of ясты lari Oadv is found in 
St. Paul's language, Rom. iv. 5, тф 56 uh 
épya(ouépq, mirrevovrs Bt ёт) roy dixat- 
одута toy dei, Aoyl(erar 5 alors 
афтоў eis Bıucarocóyny. And by this, our 
expression is defined to mean, ful? trust, 
rested on God, that He has fulfilled his 
promises in Christ: во Wittich, cited in 
Bleek: “Fides evangelio adhibita, hec 

Ades dicitur ёт} Өєбу, quia dum evangelio 
creditur, creditur preestitisse Deum pro- 
missa facta patribus eaque in Christo im- 

plevisse.” We may observe, а аы 
ives аггап emselves in gro , 

of which this is the first), 2.] of the 
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^ 2 7 А ^ ` 9 / 

"Нести, xeupàv Y" арастасєос Te Y vexpov Kat * кріцатоѕ У aiwviov. A BCDK 

. 32. xxiii. 6 al. x = Aciszxiv.25. 1 Pet. lr. 17. Rer. xz. 4 y Mark ii, 2 b e d 
20. ch. v. 9 reff. fghkl 

mno 

om 2nd re B D!(-gr Р]. for vexpwr, уєрошу D![-gr]. 17. 47 

doctrine of washings (not baptisms : Bdr- 
h is generally the N. T. word for both 
Christian baptism and that of John. In 
reff., the word is used as here of washing, 
orlustration with water. On the meaning, 
see below. Our first question ia, respect- 
ing the construction. The words are taken 
in two other ways besides that given above. 
1. Some have taken Sarriopoy and 8:8а- 
xis as two distinct genitives: so Chrys. 
(apparently, for he says, el yap жаму 
abrous éBderice ка) üve0er xathynce, 
ко) хам» et àpxñs Ватт:сббутеѕ edidd- 
скоуто TÀ TpaxTéa . r. A.), an interp. given 
in Œc.. . . Ado oiov 8} тоўтоу; Tb» 
тё» Ваттісц®у kal 8:8аҳӣӯз ка) éxi0éoeos 
тё» ҳерё@» k.T.A. : and so Cajetan, Luther, 
Semler, Michaelis, al., and De Wette. But 
this seems very improbable. The rhythm 
of the sentence, which in all the other 
cases has feo substantives in a clause, 
seems to forbid insulating the two words 
aud forming a clause out of each: besides 
which, a double objection arises from the 
words themselves; that thus the plural 
Barricnev would not be accounted for, 
and that thus also 3:3a, would have to 
bear а meaning which it is very doubtful 
if it can bear. 2. The two substantives 
being taken together, &Bay js is made the 
genitive dependent on Basrvayàv,—those 
baptisins which were accompanied with 
di da xh, in distinction from those other 
washings, which were not so accompanied. 
This view is taken by Bengel (“ В. 8. 
erant baptismi quos qui suscipiebant, doc- 
tring sacre Judsorum sese addicebant ; 
itaque adjecto 3:8ах95 distinguuntur a lo- 
tionibus cmteris leviticis“), Winer (making 
however the distinetion between Christian 
and Jewish baptism, § 80. 3, Rem. 4, edn. 
6), Michaelis, al. Still it cannot be denied 
that this would be a very strange expres- 
sion, and that thus the plur. Bawriopev 
would be more unaccountable than ever, 
seeing that it would apply to one kind of 
baptism only, viz. the Christian. As re- 
gards the plur. Bawricu&v, it has been 
very variously taken: by some as put 
for the singular, in which number the 
Syr. translates it: by Chrys. (to whom 
Calv. assents), as implying the repetition 
of baptism involved in the wddsv,—rl 
аёт жАтбуутикёз elre; did ть elre?v, 
ph яли бед. катаВ. petavolas. ef yàp 
rd атоо éBáxrice, kal Ќуюбєу кат" 
fixnce, kai ялу et àpxñs Barriobévres 
ébibdakorro тё ярактќа, ка} Tà ph прак- 

Téa, $уєек©з Euedrow &$брбето: uéveiw : 
by ТЫ. and (Ec. as pointing to a practice 
among the Hebrews of frequently repeating 
baptism (fews Bè обто às Fri тоб vóuov 
Avrexóuervo: soAAobs Barrtırpoùs "Lovbai- 
кёз ка} dv Tf xdprri épécBevov, Thl.): 
by others, as referring to the threefold 
immersion in baptism: by Grot., al., “de 
duplice baptismo, interiore et exteriore :” 
by Thdrt. of the plurality of the recipienta, 
ёте} толло! ris тоб Ваттісратоѕ & ro- 
Aabouoi xdperos: во Primas., Beza, Erasm. 
Schmid. But none of these seem to reach 
the point so well as that given above, 
which includes in the idea those various 
washings which were under the law, 
the baptism of John and even Christian 
baptism also perhaps included, the nature 
of which, and their distinctions from one 
another, would naturally be one of the fun- 
damental and primary objects of teaching 
to Hebrew converts. This meaning, which 
is that of Jac. Cappellus, Seb. Schmidt, 
сона, Wolf, al., and Bóhme, Kuinoel, 
Klee, Bleek, Tholuck, al., is strongly com- 
bated by Lünemann, and the insecurity 
of the consideration arising from the dif. 
ferent form of Ватт:субе and -pa is urged 
on the ground that the Writer never uses 
В&хт‹тда: but against this we may fairly 
allege that he does use Barriouds again 
Кык ix. 10), and їп the ordinary sense of 
ewish washings, not in that of Christian 

baptism. When it is objected to the view 
(as e. g. by Stuart) that the doctrine of 
Jewish washings would have had nothing 
to do with the elements of Christian 
teaching, we may fairly say that such ob- 
jection is brought in mere thoughtlessness. 
Ihe converts being Jews, their first and 
most obviously elementary instruction 
would be, the teaching them the typical 
significance of their own ceremonial law 
in its Christian fulfilment, It is obvious 
from what has been above said, that we 
must not, as Erasm., Calv., Beza, Schlich- 
ting, al., understand “ the teaching given 
as introductory to baptism :” Calvin iden- 
tifying it with the other genitive terms of 
the sentence: “ Quæ enim baptismatis est 
doctrina, nisi quam hic recenset de fide in 
Deum, de penitentia et de judicio, ac simi- 
libus ?””) and of laying on of hands (first, 
it is almost necessary, on account of the 
transposed place of Ba*ricué», and the 
coupling by те, to understand er, e 
тє as gen. after d:3axfs, and not after 
9euéAiov (of the succeeding genitives, sce 
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3 xal ro o & поијсорєеу * éaymrep * ётітрєту б бєбє. 
а = 1 Сог. xvi. 7. Xen. Сут. I. I. 2. v. 5. 9. 

IIPOX EBPAIOTZ. 

. (8 
v. r.) 14 only. 

b ver. 18. ch. х. . zi U. 

3. Ж Troia о pev ACD[P 47) arm Chr-ms [Euthal-ms] Thdrt, Damaso: жопртодер 
BKLN rel latt Chr-montf, [ТЫ] Ambr,. 

below). And thus the doctrine of laying 
on of hands, like that of washings, not 
being confined to any one special rite, will 
mean, the reference and import of all that 
imposition of hands which was practised 
under the law, and found in some cases ita 
continuance under the gospel. · By laying 
on of hands, the sick were healed, Mark 
xvi. 18: Acts ix. 12, 17; xxviii. 8: cf. 
2 Kings v. 11: Mntt. ix. 18 al.; officers 
and teachers of the Church were admitted 
to their calling, Acts vi. 6; v1.8: 1 Tim. 
iv. 14; v. 22: Num. viii. 10; xxvii. 18, 23: 
Deut. xxxiv. 9; converts were fully ad- 
mitted into the Christian Church after bap- 
tism, Acts viii. 17; xix. 6: 2 Tim. i. 6. 
And there can be little doubt that it is 
mainly to this last that the attention of 
the renders is here called, as the Writer is 
speaking of the beginning of Christian 
teaching: so Chrys., oÜrw yap Tb wreUua 
ёлёрВауоу : and Thdrt., 3:4 75s leparieñ: 
xeipbs óxoBéxorro. Thy xdpw ToU wveb- 
paros. Some have thought that the prin- 
cipal reference is to the laying of hands on 
the scapegoat as a type of our Lord's taking 
our sins upon Him: but this is unlikely) 
and of resurrection of the dead and eter- 
nal judgment (these words, as well as the 
foregoing clause, depend on 8:8ахӯѕ. This 
would be evident, were ıt merely for the 
sense, seeing that it is not the facts them- 
selves of the resurrection and tlie judgment 
which would be laid as the foundation of 
the rod xpia ToU Adyos, but the doctrine of 
these, that apprehension and recognition of 
them consequent on their being taught, as 
didax ß implies. And then notice, that 
these also were points of Jewish doctrine, 
confirmed and brought into clearer light 
by the Gospel. Some, as Est., Schlicht., 
Schöttg., Michaelis, Storr, al., have sup- 
posed Dur уєкрёу to refer only to the 
righteous, as in John vi. 39, 40, 44, 64, — 
крїдато$ alevíov only to the wicked. But 
it is more probable, in & passage of such 
very general reference, that the Writer 
speaks genernlly, without any such distinc- 
tion here in view, of the two doctrines: of 
the dvdoracis (ons and the drdoracis 
крісєоѕ of John v. 29. And it is probable 
that he uses kpígaros in the same indefi- 
nite meaning. Cf. ref. Acts. кріра, 
properly the result of æplois, gradually be- 
came in Inter Greek, as other substantives 
in -ра, confounded with the process in 
ois, and the two used convertibly. Our 
Writer has both: ef. eb. x. 27.  alevtov, 

probably as part of the proceedings of 
сану, and thus bearing the агаа 
and stamp of eternal: or perhaps ав Thl., 
rourdari, THs крісєоз THs alóvia did ots 
3$) & } колёсеѕ. So Erasm. (par. ) and 
many others). 3.] And this (viz. er! 
Thy TecacdtnTa dépecba, see below) we 
will do (on the reading, see digest. 
жом тону has been variously interpreted. 
Schlichting, Grot., Wetst., and several 
others, who suppose (sec above) that e- 
реда expresses the determination of the 
Writer, take it as referring to the partici- 
pial clause uh wáA. бедёмо> karaBaAAÓ- 
nuevo and as meaning, even (ral) this 
(rd dA белор xaraBdArccOa) we 
will do.” But surely this is impossible: 
first, we have to refer rovro to a dependent 
clause, not to the whole sentence going 
before: and even if this could be got over, 
the pý attached to катаВаллбџеуо is put 
aside, and the clause taken as if it were a 
positive one. Besides which, no convenient 
sense would be yielded by such a reference. 
For having asserted on this hypothesis 
that even the relaying of the foundation 
should be done, if God will, he goes 0. to 
say àBóraror yàp N. T. A., which would in 
no way (see below) fit in to the context. 
This being so, others, still regarding 
фер&иеба ая tho first, refer the future 
котон» to the ферёреда. Sa Primasius, 
“ Et hoc faciemus, i. e. et ad majora nos 
ducemus, et de his omnibus qum enume- 
ravimus plenissime docebimus nos, ut non 
sit iterum necesse ex toto et а capite 
ponere fundamentum :” and Thl, Tovro 
moifjcouep. oiov ; TÒ (wl thy TeAciórTa 
фёрєсдш. And doubtless so a very good 
sense is given. In favour of woujoupev, 
it may be said, that it corresponds better 
with the hortatory tone of ферфдеба, and 
though the less obvious reading, is more 
in accordance with the style of the Epistle) 
if, that is (the force of wep in composition 
is to give thoroughness and universal re- 
ference to the particle to which it is at- 
tached: éd», &c.: édvwep, si omnino: so 
Hom. Il. y. 97, ulrvvd. rep BAH. 
&AAhAous, “brevi omnino amplexu fru- 
entes.” See this well worked out, and its 
relation to жері, wépas, &c. established, in 
Hartung’s chapter on the particle, Parti- 
kellehre i. 827—844. The effect of this 
meaning in hypothetical sentences like the 
present, is to assume the hypothesis as 
altogether requisite to the previous poei- 
tion: so Soph. Œd. C. 999, єжєр (iy 
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quA ets, “if, that is, thou lovest life:” sch. 
Ag. 28, єЇкхєр "Alou NM ё4Хокєр, os ô 
$puxrbs AyyéAw» трёте), God permit 
(c., rà édywep ob wpbs тобто elxev, &: 
той Oeo ob жйутоз ётітрёжоутоѕ—ёті- 
трёте yap del д Oeds rà калі Kai EAS 
GAN’ фз k Yu Adyew'—Oeou OéArorvros 
Touro wothowuey. And Thl., better, dua 
8 xal 8:8&ске duds dvr eder, rb way THs 
éxelvou étaprüv OerAhoews, кой ртдё ёт) 
T&y dpodoyounévas кал®у Tj olxelg Bap- 
pei» к. крісе к. биуйде. It may here 
again be said, that the addition after the 
hortatory «odjgwpue» is as delicate and 
beautiful, as it is frigid in the common 
acceptation after the indicative которду. 
For it is God who worketh in us both to 
will and to do of his good pleasure, Phil. 
ii. 18. And it leads the way beautifully 
to what follows: ‘If,’ I say, God per- 
mit: for when men have once fallen away, 
it is a thing impossible,’ &c.). 4.] 
For (depends on the whole foregoing 
sentence, including the reference to the 
divine permission: not as Whitby and 
De Wette, on ph wdAw Oep. Ni 
Aóueroi, The connexion is: we must 
go on, for if we go back, it will be to 
perdition—a thing which (ver. 9) we do 
not think of you, and therefore expect 
your advance) it is impossible, in the 
case of (these words I insert, not as 
belonging to the Greek construction, but 
as necessary in English, to prevent the 
entire inversion of the Greek order of the 
sentence) those who have been (or, were: 
but the English perfect here represents 
idiomatical the Greek aorist, Arat in 
this clause referring pointedly enough to 
the time when the event took place. And 
indeed where there is no such plain refer- 
ence as in the subsequent clauses, we are 
in the habit of expressing priority more 
by the perfect, the Greeks by the aorist. 
And here it is quite necessary to take our 
English perfect: for our indefinite past, 
‘who were enlightened and tasted... 
and were made... and tasted...’ would 
convey to the mere English reader the 
idea that all this took place at one and 
the same time, viz. baptiem,—whereas the 
participles clearly indicate progressive 
steps of the spiritual life. These remarks 
do not apply to cases like that of Acts xix. 
2 f., but only to those where an aorist pur- 
ticiple indicates priority to some present 
action) onee (for all: indicating that the 
process needs not, or admits not, repetition: 
cf. reff. &wa§ occurs eight times in our 

Epistle, which is oftener Шап in all the rest 
of the N. T.) enlightened (Bleek gives a 
good résumé of the usage and meanings of 
ф=т у. It is a word of later Greek, 
principally found in the N. T. and LXX 
(reff.). It occurs in Polyb. xxx. 8. 1, тё» 
ypauud re da к. wepericuéror, 
*! taken and brought to light:“ xxiii. 3. 10, 
ёффтите thy éxaréper alpeoww: Arrian, 
Epict. i 4 тф . . Th)» AHG, . . . 
$erícarri kal els Aravras à»Opósrovs 
&еуёукаут:: Diog. Laert. i. 57, unaAAov 
оду TM “Ounpoy é$óricer # Ieis- 
тратоѕ. In all these places the sense is 
to bring to light, or cast light upon. The 
other meaning, to enlighten, applied to a 
person, is purely Hellenistic. So in ref. 
Judg., dwricdra $uàs, тЇ roth, TH 
wadaple TQ тіктоцбф. And the LXX 
usage is generally simply ѓо teach, to in- 
struct : во in ref. 4 Kings, and ib. xvii. 27, 
$erioÜciw abTobs Tb xpiua ToU Oeo? ris 
йз. Here it implies, taught, by the 
preaching of the word of God. An his- 
toric interest belongs to the occurrence of 
this word here, as having in all probability 
given rise to a meaning of $wrí(ew and 
фот:србѕ, аз denoting baptism, which was 
current throughout the Church down to 
the Reformation. Justin Mart. Apol. i. 
61, p. 80 says, kaAeira Bà тойто TÒ AoUTpor 
$erwpéós, ós Qeri(ouérer Th» Biávoiar 
Tv TaUTa pavGavévrewy, Chrys. has two 
катухђсеѕ Tpós ToUs uéANorras porl(e- 
одаи, in the first of which (vol. ii. p. 
228) he justifies the name фе=титца for 
baptism by reference to the two places 
in this Epistle. Suicer (sub voce) gives 
& full account of this usage, from which 
it appears that the word never came 
simply and purely to signify outward 
baptism, but always included that illu- 
mination of the new birth which is the 
thing signifled in the sacrament. So 
Ps.-Chrys, Hom. on John i. 1, vol. xii. 
р. 418, (of alperixol) Віёжт:ісиа Éxovociw, 
où фӧт:ісра. kal Bawrl(orrat рё» сёцаті, 
Wuxfi è ob фоті(оута“ бѕжер yàp ка) 
Sluwy ёВаттісӨл, ФАМ ойк edwrlsOn’ 
obree ко) афто} dxoAoó0ws еӧріскортаи. 
The Syr. here translates, “qui semel 
ad baptismum descenderunt.” And so 
all the ancient Commentators here, and 
some of the moderns, as Justiniani, Es- 
tius, a-Lapide, Calmet, Hammond, Pyle, 
Ernesti. Erasmus seems the first who 
interpreted the word aright (“ qui semel 
reliquerint tenebras vite prioris, illumi- 
nati per doctrinam evangelicam "), and 
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4. гуєуутбеутаѕ Af k m o. (simly elsw.) 

almost all since have followed him), and 
(on the coupling by тє see below) bave 
tasted (personally and consciously par- 
taken of: see reff. 1 Pet. and Ps.: and 
on the general expression yedeadal rivos, 
note on ch. ii. 9) of the heavenly gift 
(what is more especially meant? It is 
very variously given: Chrys. (rouréori, 
ris ache we), (Ec. (ris à$écews ray 
Guapriay Tis (v тф Baxtlopari), remis- 
sion of sins: and so Thl., Faber Stap., 
Erasm.(par.) (*jamque per baptismum 
condonatis peccatis"), Hammond, De 
Wette, al.: Schlichting (“animi cum pax 
et tranquillitas quas oritur ex notitia 
plenissime remissionis omnium peccato- 
rum, tum liquidissimum illud gaudium et 
spes immortalis vitæ”), Grot. (“id est, 
pacem conscientie”), Justiniani, joy and 
peace in believing: Primas., Estius (only 
as “probabilitatem habens"), Michaelis, 
the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper: 
Owen, Calmet, Ernesti, the Holy Spirit 
and His gifts : Seb. Schmidt, Bengel, and 
many more, Christ Himself: Kuinoel, 
Heinrichs, al., the religion of Christ,—the 
gospel: Pareus, faith: Klee, regeneration 
in general as distinguished from the special 
gifts of the Spirit in Baptism: Bleek and 
Tholuck, on account of the close coupling 
by тє to what has preceded, the pas itself 
conveyed in the $ericuós. But I would 
rather, considering the emphatic position 
of yevoaudvous, take, as indeed do Lüne- 
mann and Ebrard virtually (and Delitzsch, 
referring to 2 Cor. ix. 15), Seped to have 
a perfectly general reference, q.d. ‘that 
which was bestowed on them thereby.' 
This heavenly gift the persons supposed 
have tasted for themselves. The re, in the 
style of this Epistle and St. Luke in the 
Acts, cannot be pressed so securely as in 
ordinary Greek and in the rest of the N. T.: 
and indeed on this last rendering is fully 
justifled) and have been made (see note on 
ch. iv. 8, for а discussion of the passive 
sense of èyerhðn»: which, however true 
here, must not be too much pressed, во as 
to emphasize the participle: see below) 
partakers (see on ref.) of the Holy Spirit 
(outwardly, the agency would be the laying 
on of hands after baptism : but obviously 
the emphatic word is xXovs—have be- 
come real sharers—eis ty пуєбџа потіс- 
Oévres: so that tho proper agent is He 
who only can bestow this participation, 

i Josh, хзі. 43. (zxiil. 18.) Zech. i. 13. ` j w. ace., 
Rom. x. 17. Eph. v. 28. vi. 17. ch. zi. 3. 

viz. God), 5.] and have tasted (seo 
above: yevo. is not emphatic here, as be- 
fore, but having once borne its emphatic 
meaning, carries it again, in its repetition. 
On the government, see below) the good 
word of God and the powers of the world 
to come (Bengel, al. wish to cetablish a 
distinction here between the senses of the 
accus. and gen. government by yevec6a. 
“ Alter ү» denotat: nam gustum 
Christi, doni cœlestis, non exhaurimus in 
hac vita: alter plus dicit, quatenus verbi 
Dei prædicati gustus totus ad hanc vitam 
pertinet, quanquam eidem verbo futuri 
virtutes sseculi annectuntur. But thus 
even Bengel's own account of the dis- 
tinction halts on one foot; and moreover 
the distinction itself is untenable, witness 
hs Bè ёуєйсато Tb Ёбеер olrov yeyevnuévor, 
ref. John: this being merely as it would 
appear a Hellenistic impropriety, not 
found in good Greek. (Another distinc- 
tion is made by Delitzsch, h. l., from 
Kühner, 8 526, Anm. 3, al.; that words of 
bodily partaking take a gen. in a partitive 
seuse, but an acc. where the object par- 
taken is either considered as a whole, or is 
designated materially, or ав an accustoined 
means of nourishment. But this also fails 
in the above instance, however true in 
general) Here, as Bleek, after Bóhme, 
suggests, the acc. perhaps was adopted to 
avoid the ambiguity which would have 
arisen, in калод yevoauévous 0«o0 fhua- 
тоз, as to whether кало? agreed with бєой 
or with фўдатоз. But now, what are the 
things spoken of? What is cad 6«ov 
Suna? The epithet is frequently applied 
to the word of God: sec reff.: and usually 
with reference to its quickening, com- 
forting, strengthening power, as sent or 
spoken by God to men. And in conse- 
quence it has been taken here to signify 
the comforting portion of the gospel, its 
romises: so Thdrt., rhv brdoxeow r 
уабду: Est., Schlicht., Grot., Kuinoel, 

Thol., and many others. Others under- 

stand it more generally, as Chrys. (rhe 
Bidacxarlay дфутаўба Aéye), ‘Thi. (wepl 
xdons туєиџатікўз didacKadlas тойтф 
noc), Ec. (Thv жері ToU xpicToU bı- 

Заскаліау), Primas., Faber Stapul., Corn. 
a-Lap., Bengel, al. This latter, or that 
modification of it which understands by 
bun Oeo? the wholesome and soul- pre- 

serving uttcrance of God in the gospel, 
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seems to me better than the meaning taken 
by Bleek, who thinks 554a to be a per- 
sonified attribute of God, as Adyos ToU 6. 
ch. iv. 12, and the gospel, with its comfort- 
ing message, an emanation from it, on which 
the soul feeds. Certainly the passage which 
he cites from Philo is much tothe point: (u- 
rhoayres kal тЇ Tb трёфо» ёсті Thy Wuxdy 
‚ .. epo paddvres фђиа бєой kal Adyor 
8co0, àp ob wücai тоабеїм ко) Sola 
péovaw &évvco,, De Profug. 5 25, vol. i. p. 
566, said of the Israelites in the wilderness. 
See also Allegor. iii. $ 60 f. p. 121 f., where 
the manna is said to be designated by the 
Mina deo and Adyos Geod, with reference 
to Exod. xvi. 16, and to Deut. viii. 3. It 
certainly is not improbable that in using 
the expression Td кайду yevoapévovs дєо$ 
dna, the Writer may have bad in view 
this latter text, ёт! тарт) ф%дат: тё éx- 
wopevondvy 8:4 orduaros de Choerar б 
kvOperos: but the supposed personifica- 
tion does not seem to suit the context. 

Then it is a far more debated question, 
what is meant by Suvdpes ovros 
alevos. Some have said, those powerful 
J'oretastes of glory which belong indeed to 
the future state in their fulness, but are 
vouchsafed to believers here: so Schlich- 
ting, interpreting уєйсасба: of this fore- 
taste; so Primas., Seb. Schmidt, al. But 
most Commentators, and rightly, take 
«фу néAAw» as equivalent to oikovuévm 
péAXovca ch. ii. 5 (where see note), and 
as designating the Christian times, agree- 
ably to that name of Christ in ref. Isa., 
татђр ToU uéAMorros alévos. Then the 
Suvduess of this ‘world to come’ will be 
as in ch. ii. 4, where we have woulda 
Svrdueis enumerated with onuelos тє xal 
Tépaciww and хуєйдатоз &ylov рер:сцоїз, 
ав God's testimonies to the gospel. Thus 
they would mean the xaplcuara, given 
by the Spirit in measure to all who be- 
lieved, “distributing severally to every 
man as He will.” We need not necessarily 
limit these to external miraculous powers, 
or even ярофттєіа and the like: but 
surely may include in them spiritual 

wers bestowed in virtue of the indwell- 
ing Spirit to arm the Christian for his 
conflict with sin, the world, and the devil. 

The ancients were very uncertain 
in their exegesis of the words: Chrys., 
Tivas Adye Duvdueis ; ) т) байната 
émcreAcy, d cb» AjjaBara ToU тжуєй- 

patos. And some way on, he says, 
«ixàyr 8d Кал. yevo. beot p. Surdu. тє 
alvos péAdr., ойк ётокаліжте айтб, 
àAA' аіуіттєта, каї povovovy! тадта 
Aéyev бт: 7d (v фз &yyéAovs, тд un: 
Ze бш tay dyrav0a, Tò ciBérau бт: тӯѕ 
TO» peAAdvrov alórvev àwoAaóce«ws Tpó- 
tevos div 4 viobecla yivera Tb els Ta 
та ce elseAOetv троѕдока», did 
тод пуєйратбѕ deri табта nabe. ті dori, 
durd eis тє ToU uéAXorros айф»о$; ў ( 
J alévios, J a&yyeAuch битүогүй. rohr 
Hin Tbv appaBava erdBouey 8:4 ris 
wírT«os wapà ToU жуейдатоз. Thdrt., 3v- 
váueis 8 u. al. ть Bderioua жроѕтубрєосе 
к. thy xdpw ToU xvevparos’ Std rohr 
yàp bvvarby tay фттүүүєХифушу Tuxeiv 
&ya0G». Photius, дут) тоў, & Sérvara 
ó péAAwy aidy ёкраббутаѕ, by cateches's, 
for so he interprets yevoauévous), 
6.] and have fallen away (the classical 
usage of жарат(тте is very different, as 
will be seen from the following examples: 
Herod. viii. 87, xara тут» waparecotca 
ynis, i. e. impinging, coming into collision: 
Plato, Phileb. p. 14 o, rb» уду 56 wapare- 
córra (Aóvyor), “eum sermonem qui nobis 
se obtulit :” Legg. iii. p. 686, ot poi da- 
paordy Kripa таратесєіу Tois “EAAnow, 
** Grtecis accidisse." We first find trace ot 
our present meaning in Xenophon, Hell. i. 
6. 4, 8:аброобутеу . . . Öri Aakebaiuóvict 
кушта тарат!кто у èv TG. DiaAAÁTTEU 
Tous vavapxovs к.т.А. Polyb. uses it fre- 
quently in this sense, but commonly with 
a gen. of that from which: so iii. 54. 5, 
wav Tb wapareody tis 6800: xii. 7. 2, 
waparimrew ths dAnOelas: viii 18. 8, 
той кабдђкоутоѕ: and xviii. 19. 6 abso- 
lutely, rocs O xpdypacw &yvoeir ton 
Kal wapanlrrew abrór. In the LXX it 
occurs often (reff) in the ethical sense, 
and the cognate noun тарфттода often in 
the N. T. It is used here, as ёкоусіет 
duaprdvey, ch. x. 26, and drooriva: &xb 
Geo Cavros, ch. iii, 12,—see also ch. x. 
29, and zapapvaper ch. ii. 1,—as pointing 
out the sin of apostasy from Christ: and 
the case supposed is very similar to that 
of the Galatians, to whom St. Paul says, 
karnpyhOnre àr [rot] xpurroU ofrives dv 
véup Sixasodobe, Tis xdpiros #еєтќсате, 
Gal. v. 4; and ib. iii. 8, édvaptduevos 
туейдат: уйу capri ёт:телєісдє; The 
fear was (see Prolegg. § iv. 1) lest these 
Hebrew converts should cast away their 
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confidence in Christ, and take up again 
that system of types and shadows which 
He came to fulfil and abrogate: and neari 
connected with this peril was their small 
progress in the doctrine of Christ. While 
speaking therefore of that, and exhorting 
them to be advancing towards maturity, 
he puts in this solemn caution against the 
fearful result to which their backwardness 
might lead), again (wáà does not belong 
to тарахесбутаз, but to дракар: 
the usual place of dt, and the unvary- 
ing place in this Epistle, being before the 
verb to which it belongs) to renew (them) 
to repentance (there is no pleonasm, as 
Grotius thought, in wdAw àvarawlÇew. 
For the dvaxa:vifew would be the regene- 
rating in any case, and the wdAw dvax., 
the renewal of it. Even in the first case, 
man évaxayl(erac: in the second case, 
wá üvaxcuví(erai, As to the word, it 
is found, after Isocr. as in reff., in Appian, 
Lucian, Josephus (Antt. ix. 8. 2, BaciAéa 
'Ióaco» ópuf; ris Hage rbv vady йуакси- 
vidas тоб Geot), Philo (Legat. ad Cai. 

11, vol ii. p. 558, dmodrara, thy 
was Apxfv, one lodryri, тз 

ёст 8:каосутѕ), and freq. in 
LXX. Observe St. Paul’s usage in reff. 
The usage of the word, as Bleek remarks, 
is without reference to any previous ex- 
istence of the state into which the renewal 
takes place: e. g. we cannot say here that 
the perfect state of man before the fall was 
in the Writer's mind. The verb is active, 
and implies a subject. "This by some is 
made to be the foregoing accusatives, and 
éavroós is supplied after &ávaxaiwl(ew: во 
Origen cites it (in Joann. tom. xx. 12, vol. 
iv. p. 822, ávaxauí(ew éavróv in some 
mss., évaxawiopdy тогєїу фат ду in others): 
so vulg. (“renovari”), and Erasmus, 
Vatabl., al. But it is far better, as in 
the translation, and usually, to make the 
subject indefinite: “it is impossible to” 
Ae. Instead of els perdvorav, one would 
expect 4» eravyolg or dia детауо!аз, 
inasmuch as dyaxayi(ecGa: in full mea- 
sure can only be brought about by uerd- 
void, and must therefore be preceded by 
it. But on the other side, nerdvoia itself, 
the change of disposition, may be con- 
sidered as the result of the renewal of the 
man having taken place: and so it is here: 
to renew to uerd»oia, i.e. so to form anew, 
that entire change of disposition precedes.” 
Bleek. On the very general ancient re- 
ference of this to renewal of baptism, see 
below. It is really marvellous, that 

р = Eph. ii. 22. q here only +. = (see note). 

such a note as this of Dr. Burton’s could 
have been written in England in the pre- 
sent century: дупка (ер, once more 
to make them new creatures by baptism, 
eis uerdvouay, upon their repentance. 
Even if they repent, there is no power to 
readmit them by baptism "), ing as 
they do (“seeing they crucify” as E. V. 
well. The ratiocinative force is given by 
the omission of the article before the par- 
ticiple, as the demonstrative would be 
by its insertion. Some ancient Commen- 
tators, especially those who refer the fore- 
going clause to the repetition of baptism, 
join these participles closely to the verb 
dvaxari(eyv, as epexegetical of it; as in- 
dicating, that is, what such a хли àra- 
curl (ei eis ner. would be: that it would 
amount to a new crucifying and putting to 
shame the Son of God: and they refer to 
St. Paul’s declaration, that in baptism is 
symbolized the crucifixion of the old man 
with Christ (Rom. vi. 8 ff.), and under- 
stand it thus, that if baptism be repeated, 
Christ also would appear to be crucified 
anew. So Chrys., Thdrt., Eulogius (Phot. 
Bibl. 280, ed. Bekk. р. 588 a), Phot. (in 
(Ec.) Cc. (6 тоири, noir, oiduevos 
elva: Bevrepor Вёттісра, brov Tb Kar’ 
abrór, Ќушюбєу ттаиро Tbv кбріоу. TÍ yap 
Frepo то? ó debrepo abrQ 8:4 ToU 
Baxrícuaros систауродсба: тош, À 
Sr: ral айтӧу fryeira: Sevrepor doravpac- 
bat, 8, Sv roter; Tò 56 Bedrepow cravpody, 
фто, tò» хриттбу, Tù Soov xev els abrór, 
odd srepdy ёст À xapaderynarioa 
avr» xal катшсҳдуаш. Anak yàp стаџ- 
pwGels, àOdvarós dor: Мокду. ó Bt àa- 
eravpir, yevdos тодто тої, rep alaxó- 
pny abrõ $épe U Yevoauévy Tb rat 
&xoÜavei» pévov), Schol. Matthiw, Thl. 
and similarly Faber Stapulensis, Erasm. 
(par.), Clarius. And so Calvin takes the 
connexion, even though he does not under- 
stand the foregoing of the repetition of 
baptism: that it is impossible that they 
should again be renewed to repentance, 
and their fall from Christ be forgiven 
them, for that thus God would be again 
crucifying His Son and putting Him to 
shame. This Beza also mentions as an 
alternative (giving it indeed his approval, 
“quam sententiam si amplectamur, uti 
sane probabilis et commoda mihi videtur, 
tum pro ut qui rursum crucifigant,' scri- 
bendum erit, ‘rursum crucifigendo, et ad 
ignominiam exponendo'?). ** But besides 
that which Seb. Schmidt adduces against 
the Greek Commentators, that they 
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wrongly assume Christ to be crucified in 
baptism, whereas it is only our old man 
that is crucified,—the whole construc- 
tion is, grammatically speaking, very un- 
natural; and only tolerable, if the men 
spoken of, whose renewal is ваїй to be 
impossible were not the object but the 
subject, if, that is, instead of dvaxavi(ew 
we had a passive, or it could be taken 
intransitively. And since this cannot be 
done, it is only possible, grammatically, 
to take the participles as a close specifica- 
tion of the foregoing object, an emphatic 
setting forth of the grievous offence of 
which they have become guilty by their 
apostasy, and on account of which it has 
become impossible to renew them again to 
repentance.” Bleek) afresh (it has been 
questioned by Lambert Bos, Exercitt., 
whether dvacravpoty can bear this mean- 
ing. He, and others who have taken his 
view, adduce multitudes of instances of the 
use of the word in the simple sense of * to 
crucify,’ the dvd being merely up, as 
in Фуакрєцбо, Фуартбю, ёуаскоћоті(о, 
&c. So in Herod. vi. 80, 7d wey ati ro 
cua . . . . avecratpwoay, and thus in 
Thucyd., Xen., Polyb., also in Plato, Plut., 
Diod. Sic. lian, Herodian, Galen, Lu- 
cian, Josephus. But it has been well 
answered by Bleek, and others, 1. that ava 
in composition is not unfrequently found 
with the double meaning of again, or back, 
and also up: as e. g. in àvaBAéro, which 
signifies both £o look wp, and to recover 
sight; so of dvaBalyw, avdyw, дуа8бо- 
а, dyabéw, üvarpéxo, àvaxabl(w, dva- 
koul(w, dvardure, дуатлбо, &c.: 2. con- 
sidering, a. that the classical writers never 
had any occasion for the idea of re- 
erucifying, and, 8. that our Writer could 
have used the word, however to be ren- 
dered, with no other idea here, it is very 
probable that the reiterative force of дуд 
is the right one to be adopted: 3. the 
consensus of the Greek interpreters is of 
great weight, in a question simply affecting 
the meaning of a Greek compound. Chrys., 
vwðev wddw oravpovrras: Thdrt., Œc., 
Évo0ev, onol, cTavpoUrras: Phot., ёті 
Üevrépar oradpwow к. Sebrepoy vd 
kaAoUrras айтбу: Thi. and Schol. Matth., 
Rv oravpovrras’ drat yàp éarav- 
pé0n . . A.: Syr., “denuo crucifigunt :” 
vulg., “rursum crucifigentes г? D- lat., re- 
erucientes г? Tert., “‘refigentes cruci." Jo- 
rome's testimony also is remarkable: Pro 
rursus crucifigentes melius unum verbum 
compositum in Greco est àvaeravpobrres, 

quod nos interpretari possumus recruciſt- 
gentes”) to themselves (éavrois is not, us 
some of the Fathers, e. g. Œc., Thl, Sco» 
Tb é éavrois,——nor by their means, as 
Schulz: but is that kind of ‘dativus com- 
modi’ which approaches very nearly to 
mere reference, though there never is, 
properly speaking, a dative of mere refer- 
ence. Во in ref. Gal., ёг ob ёро) xdcuos 
ёотайрот куй kócue. Christ was 
their possession by faith : this their posses- 
Bion they took, and recrucified to them- 
selves: deprived themselves of all benefit 
from Him, just as did the unbelieving Jews 
who nailed Him to the tree. Vatablus’s 
* in suorum perniciem," approved by Lüne- 
mann, is too strong. The 'dativus incom- 
modi* is only in fuct а fine irony on the 
‘dativus commodi, and its edge must not 
be turned by too rough use.  Bengel's 
characteristic antithesis, “éavrots, sibi, 
facit antitheton ad wapaderypari(orras, 
ostentantes," is in this case more fanciful 
than real) the Son of God (for solemnity, to 
shew the magnitude of the offence), and 
putting (Him) to open shame (во in ref. 
Matt.: in ref. Num, the word is used of 
the actual hanging up on a tree: “Take all 
the heads of the people, xal wapaBeryud- 
Tigo abrobs TQ Kuply ca той 
IAlou. See other examples in Bleek. Here 
the word continues the action of the former 
participle: they crucify Him anew, and 
as at his former crucifixion, put Him to 
shame before all: as Bleek strikingly says, 
they tear Him out of the recesses of their 
hearts where He had fixed his abode, and 
exhibit Him to the open scoffs and reproach 
of the world, as something powerless and 
common: cf. ch. x. 29, тд» vidy 0є00 raTa- 
warhoas, ко) Tb alua ris Biabhens ког- 
yoy ꝓynodueros d» ф убод, kal rd 
Tvea THs xdprros évuBploas). It would 
be quite beyond the limits of mere annota- 
tion, to give any satisfactory avalysis of the 
history of interpretation of this passage, 
and of the conflicts which have sprung up 
around it. Such accounts will be found 
admirably given in several of the Commen- 
tators, among whom I would especially 
mention Bleek and Tholuck; and for the 
English reader, Owen, who treats it at 
great length and very perspicuously. I 
will only mention the most notable points, 
and set down a few landmarks of the exe- 
gesis. 1. The passage was used by the 
Montanists and the Novatians, in ancient 
times, to justify the irrevocable exclusion 
from the Church, of those wbo had lapsed. 
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Tertullian, de Pudicitia, § 20, vol. ii. p. 
1021, cites it as the testimony of Barnabas, 
and adds, “ Hoc gui ab apostolis didicit et 
саш apostolis docuit, nunquam mocho et 
fornicatori secundam penitentiam promis- 
sam ab apostolis norat." See other testi- 
monies in Bleek i. 8 53, and h.]. Bat, 
2. in the Catholic Church this view was 
ever resisted, and the Газета found in 
the passage simply a prohibition against 
the repetition of baptism. So Athanasius 
expressly, Ep. 4, ad Serap. § 18, vol. i. (ii. 
Migne) р. 568, obe éxxAeiór tors тё» 
á&uaprarórrer T)» ретбғо‹ау, ФАЛА ex- 
убор, ty elvas +d тїз кабоМикйз éxkAmoías 
Віжтитра ка) uh Beórepov. And so all 
the ancients who have noticed the paseage, 
and some of the moderns: see above on 

combat over our passage 
tween the Calvinistic and the Arminian 
expositors. To favour their peculiar views 
of indefectibility, the former have endea- 
voured to weaken the force of the partici- 
pial clauses as implying any real 5 
tion in the iritual li e. So Calvin him- 
self (“ Hoe (the elect only being truly rege- 
nerate) obstare nego quominus reprobos 
etiam gustu gratie sum a t, irradiet 
eorum mentes aliquibus lucis sue scintillis, 
afficiat eos bonitatis suse sensu, verbumque 
suum utrumque animis eorum insculpat "), 
Beza (“ Aliud est vere credere . . . aliud 
vero gustum aliquem habere . . ): so 
Owen (“ The persons here intended are not 
true and sincere believers: . . for, 1) in 
their full and large description there is no 
mention of faith or believing," &c.), and 
recently Tait, Exposition of Epistle to the 
Hebrews. But all this is clearly wrong, 
and contrary to the plainest sense of the 
terms here used. The Writer even heaps 
clause upon clause, to shew that no such 
shallow tasting, no *'primoribus tantum 
labris gustasse" is intended: and the whole 
contextual argument is agaiust the view, 
for it is the very fact of these persons 
having veritably entered the spiritual life, 
which makes it impossible to renew them 
afresh if they fall away. If they have never 
entered it, if they are unregenerate, what 
possible logic is it, or even common sense 
at all, to say, that their shallow taste and 
partial apprehension makes it impossible to 
renew them : what again to say, thet it is 
impossible «dau dyaxawl(ew persons in 
whose case no dvaxaurouds has ever taken 

Vor. IV. 

Y" 
u gen., Mark iv. 28. Rev. iii. 10 aL fr. 

гес woAA. bef epxou. with ACEL rel vulg [arm] Epiph, 
[Chr., Eutbal-ms Cyr, Thdrt Damasc Orig-int,]: bef rov b: txt BD P]N m (syrr 

pee ? If they have never believed, never 
п regenerated, how can it be more 

difficult to renew them to repentance, than 
the heathen, or any unconverted persons? 
One landmark of exegesis then must be, 
to hold fast the simple plain sense of the 
passage, and recognize the fact that the 
persons are truly the partakers of the spi- 
ritual life—regenerate by the Holy Spirit. 
Elect of course they are not, or they could 
not fall away, by the very force of the 
term: but this is one among many pas- 
sages where in the Scripture, as ever from 
the кайы of the Church, we learn that 

* regenerate’ are not con- 
vertible terms. All elect are regenerate : 
but all regenerate are not elect. The rege- 
nerate may fall away, the elect never can. 
4. Again, the wo Tov has been 
weakened down to “difficile” by the an. 
cient Letin version in D, and thus ex- 
lained by a-Lapide, Le Clere, Limborch, 

le, and many others. The readers of 
this commentary will not need reminding, 
that no such sense can be for a moment 
tolerated. And this is our second landmark 
of exegesis: &8uvarov stands immoveable. 
But let us see where, and how, it stands. 
It is the strongest possible case, which the 
Writer is putting. First there is consi- 
derable advance in the spiritual life, care- 
fally and specifically indicated. Then there 
is deliberate apostasy : an enmity to Him 
whom they before loved, a goiug over to 
the ranks of His bitter enemies and re- 
vilers, and an exposing Him to shame їп 
the sight of the world. Of such persons, 
such apostates from being such saints, the 
Writer simply says that it is impossible to 
bestow on a fresh renewal to repent- 
ance. There remaineth по more sacrifice 
for sin tban that one which they have gone 
through and pr sie : they are in the state 
of crucifying the Son of God : the putting 
Him to shame is their enduring condition. 
How is it ible then to renew them to 
repentance Р It is simply impossible, from 
the very nature of the ease. The question 
is not, it seems to me, whether man's 
ministry or God's power is to be supplied 
ав the agent, nor even whether the verb is 
active or passive: the impossibility lies 
merely witbin the limits of the hypothesis 
itself. Whether God, of His infinite mercy 
and almighty power, will ever, by judg- 
ments or the strong workings of His Spirit, 
reclaim the obdurate sinner, so that even 

1 
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he may look on Him whom he has pierced, 
is, thank Him, a question which neither 
this, nor any other passage of Scripture, 
precludes us from entertaining. There is 
no barring here of God’s grace, but jast as 
I have observed above, an axiomatic pre- 
clusion by the very hypothesie itself, of a 
renewal to repentance of those who have 
paa and rejected for themselves, 

od’s appointed means of renewal. 5. 
Another dispute over our passa been, 
whether the sis against the Holy Ghost 
is in any way brought in here. inly 
we may гау that the fall here spoken of 
cannot be identical with that sin: for as 
Bleek has m 5 sin may 
be predicated of persons altogether out- 
side the Christian Church, as were those 
with reference to whom our Lord uttered 
His awful saying on it. It is true, the 
language in the lel place, ch. 
x. 29, does approach t sin, where he 
says Tb xvevua тўз xdprros ёууВрісаз : 
but it is also clear that the impoesibility 
here en of cannot depend on the fact 
of such sin having been committed, by 
the very construction of the participles, 
&racTaupoUrras and sapaleryuar((orras, 
which themselves render the reason for 

i 7, 8.) Zilustration 
of the last position, by a contrast between 
profitable yr ya land. Forland 
which has in (^ уў, indefinite: 7 
siobvca, defined as to the kind of ^j 
meant. So Gal. ii. 20; iii. 21; iv. 27: 

ў 84 éxpépovea. Besides which, the К. V. 
has neglected the aorist part. here, in ren- 
dering, “the earth which drinketh in." 
The drinking in the rain is an act prior to 
both the hypotheses: the participles which 
convey the bypothesis itself being present. 

The verb wivew is not uncommon] 
used of land receiving rain, both in L 
(ret), and classical writers: as, besides 

erod. in reff., Anacreon xix. 1, J уў дё 
Acura riye: Virg. Ecl. iii. 111, “sat prata 
biberunt :” Georg.iv.82. Here it implies 
not only that the earth has received the 
rain, but that it has taken i£ i», sucked it 
in, "being no impenetrable rocky soil, 

са which e өте rans off without 
sinking in. An us it is an appro- 
priate figure for men who have reall 
taken into themselves the word of God, 
and experienced its power (Bl.), and so 
furnisbes an explanation of vv. 4, 5, as 
well as being explained by them. In the 
in tation, must not be too 
strictly confined to * teaching," as Chrys., 
Thl., Œc., but taken as widely as the par- 
ticipial clauses before extend, as importing 
all spiritual influences whatever. Notice ёт’ 
abris, not ёт’ айтуу, as we should expect 
of the falling rain : the gen. being used to 
indicate that the rain lies and abides over it, 
not running off, nor merely falling towards, 
but covering, ready to be sucked in) and 
(cal serves, after the clause, уў... 
óeróv, common to both alternatives, to 
introduce the first of them. We should 
more naturally expect rixrovea дё» to an- 
swer to dxpdpovea 84) bri forth (see 
reff, and Wetst.) plants ( from 
Bm, properly fodder, provender, for man 
or beast : generally used for grass, or corn, 
or any kind of green herb: so in reff. Bl. 
quotes from an Hexa transl. of Hab. 
iii. 17 (LXX, тё redia ov worhoes Врёсі»), 
$ 84 уў uh éx0dAp Bordyny) fit (ciPeros, 
а word iar to St. Luke elsewhere in 
N. T., is found in the later classics in this 
sense of aptus, convenient. So Diod. Sic. 
ii. 57, тууйт . - . . els Aovrpà x. dr 
apalperw eb0érovs : Dion. Hal. i. p. 10, 
x&pa «ls vouds eüeros : Polyb. xxvi. 5. 6, 
Tpbs wacay cepaTu)y xpelay . .. . . eð- 
Geros) for those (it is a question whether 
txelvous depends on «eros or on rixrovea. 
It will be seen that in the instances above 
quoted ебдетозѕ is followed by eis or 20 
and not by a dative. But the construction 
with a dative is not altogether unprece- 
dented : e. g. besides Luke ix. 62, Nicolaus 
in Stob. Florileg. xiv. 7, olua: & duavrds 
eOeroy TË ярбуцаті, waides, yeyordvas : 
and the dative, whether after one or the 
other, is a dativus commodi, not equivalent, 
if taken after «бетору, to трі dxelxous, but 
to vpbs Bpécir éxelyors. To the sense, it is 
quee indifferent which connexion we take. 

sentence is perhaps better balanced 
by joining édxelyos with rixrovoa, rix- 
qovga Bord eÜOeror | exelvos Zè obs 
ка) уємруєто: flowing more evenly than 
тіктооса Bordyny | єбдетоу ёкеіуо:ѕ 8° obs 
xal yeeopyetra. The absolute use of ebôe- 
тоу need make no difficulty: cf. ref. Ps., 
wposettera: wpós се was Sows dy керф 
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co er: Diod. Sic. v. 87, xaracxevd(ovew 
ебдетоу thy wpbs тёз épyaclas wpoyua- 
telap: also ref. Susan.), on whose ac- 
count (the E. V. following the vulg. (“a 
uibus ), and Luther, Beza (“ per quos ”), 

v. (“quorum opera"), Erasm. (par.), 
al, render ungrammatically, * by whom,” 
de ö or ö dy. It is a curious sign of the 
scholarship of Owen’s days, that he says, 
“8d with an accusative case is not un- 
frequently ү for the genitive .... un- 
questionable instances of this may be given, 
and amongst them that of Demosth. 
Olynth. i. is eminent: xal Ocwpe? Tb» 
M pid 8. dy pyas yéyovev daberhs фу 
т$ кат’ àpxàs Amro: as if this were 
not a strictly normal use of 8:4 with the 
accusative. Tert. and the old Latin ver- 
sion in D, have it right, propter quos >” 
and (Ес. says, yeapyeira: è BnAoróri 
els cernplay x. кёрдот abrõ ёкеіуму 
TG» kapropopoórrer, On the sense, see 
below) also (this xal is common in cases 
where some special reference of an already 
reri M is 5 80 a Tef., те 

piv к pere» üpxtepeós : q. d. an- 
other consideration is’ &с. Schlichting, 
al. have mistaken its sense, and regarded 
it as introducing yeepyerra: as an addi- 
tional icular over and above the «ety 
Ty Üerór : “Ait autem et colitur, ut ad 
imbrium irrigationem etiam terre istius 
diligentem accedere culturam ostendat" 
it Et tilled (who are éxeivo: Be obs 
ytwpyeira:, in the interpretation? ТЫ. 
mentions two references: 1. to the men 
themselves : goad Pal еги of rap- 
TOQopoUrTes у ётолАайтоуо: 
тайтуз: 2. to their teachers: «al yàp 
wal d abrobs түєөрү топ 4 dplorn To- 
tela, Ès ка) abr nerexórro» ris TV 
ua&yró» dperjs. But both these fall 
short of the mark: and there can be no 
doubt that if, as is probable, the features 
of the parable are to be traced in the in- 
terpretation, we must understand Gop as 
the owner of the land which is tilled, and 
the tillers are the teachers and preachers 
of the gospel. So 1 Cor. ili. 9, беоб yedp- 

Luke xv. 22. Acta v. 6, &. 1 Tim. vi. Т) only. Gen. i. i2. Cant. ii. 18. Hagg: 1. il. 
. u 

(0) and Prov. xxii. h 
Tim. iij. 8. Tit. 

с = ch. xii. 17. 1 Pet. ili. 9. Gen. zlix. 25 

f as abore (e). Matt. ziii. 1 Kc. 0. zzvii. 20 ke vi. 
2 Kings xii. 31; only. Rom. 
16 only. Prov. xv. ( Isa. i. 23 oniy. 

j ch. viii. 13. dudxeror 
k = Rom. vi. 31. 3 Сог. xi. 15. Phil. 

1 Isa. x). 16. xliv. 15. m here only. 

om тоу Di d 

yur .. . . dore), partakes of (the verb ів 
often used without any necessary reference 
о others ice? PME sharers: see reff.) 
essing ichting’s remark is : 

that the Writer has not so йы res 
figure in mind, as the thing figured, vis. 
the men to whon, already having, more is 
given: aud he refers to John xv. 2, way 
Tb xapwhy $épos, wabalpe abtd Tva xap- 
Tb» *Aelova pépp) from God (awd rod 
бео may be joined either with ebAoyías 
or with ueraAauBárei. It is no objection 
to the former construction that it is not 
тїз ёк) ToU Ceo: the insertion of the 
art. would in fact encumber the sentence. 
And this is the connexion which seems to 
me the more probable; it has a share in 
cu ya ard roð беоб. So also Delitzsch : 
Bleek and Lünemann support the other) : 
but if it bear (Chrys., Co., Thl., and some 
of the moderns, ala ide, Grot., al., have 
drawn a distinction between ixéépovce 
and tlerovoa: бра тёз d тё» dxarbar 
ove elre Tcrovca дкбғбаз, o03à. хрусіра 
тобтф дёубрат: ёхрђсато, Aa ті; ёкф4{- 
povca дкбудаѕ, ós by roi тіз ёкВрќс- 
соуса, ékBáAAovca. But it has been ob- 
served by Elsner, Raphel, Wetst., al. that 
expépery ів а gen word for to bring 
forth fruit: е. g. Herod. i. 198, fer: 5 
xepéov abro &svacéurv макре dplory 
Afunrpos карт» éxdépeir. And see reff. 
LXX and other urne in Bleek and 

jectanea, tried and found wanting. It 
occurs in the N. T. elsewhere only in St. 
Paul, 7 times: see reff. Being thus re- 
jected, it gets no share of God's blessing) 
and nigh unto cursing (see reff.: and 
compare 5 88; i 8, for the 
dative usage . ere appears 
here to be an allusion to Gen. iii. 17, 18, 

тарам 

Фау д Adyos. kardpas pay етеу èyyós, об 
12 
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Em реда è wept ўш», ° dyamnrol, rà P kpelaaova, Kai 9 éyó- ABCDK 
x 

& fr. James (w.dSeAp,) i. 16, 19. Н.Б, 1 Pet. iL 11aU. 1 John ii, J 45. Jude 3, 17, 20. = ch. I. (ref. ^ be d 
Luke ziii. 33 Acts alii. 44 al. 

р 
= here only. Esek. i. 18, 10. dee à Alan. Prag.(Elaner. éxéueva Philo de Agric. } 22, E B К 

ы voL l. p. 316. see z i кы ") * re mno 

9. for ayar., а$еАфо: N? [syrr]. 
[P]N b fl n o 17 [47]. 

катра 5 Bà undéxw els xardpay dureh 
aan’ dyyùs yerduevos ко) цакрду yerdr Gas 
Suvhoerat), of which the end unto 
burning. There is considerable doubt both 
as to the connexion, and as to the inter- 
pretation of the sense when obtained. To 
what does ig belong? to yis, or to xar- 
dos? The latter is taken by (not Erasm. 
(par.),as so cited by Bleek: for it runs, ex- 
secrationi divinse : cujus exitus huc tendit, 
non ut demetatur, sed ut exuratur :" where 
the passives make it almost necessary to 
apply “cujus not to the curse, but to the 
land), Camerarius, Bleek, al.: the end, re- 
eult, of which curse is that it tends to burn- 
ing. But it does not seem to me that this 
would have been thus expressed. xardpas 
holds a very subordinate predicatory place: 
and it is hardly likely that it should be 
taken up again and made the subject of a 
relative : especially in the presence of such 
hrases as reff. 2 Cor., Phil., and 1 Pet., 
n all of which the gen. aft. réAos is of 
the finished, not of the finishing. I would 
therefore, with Chrys. (d qx Sr: dày pé 
TéXovs oro èripeim, тобтф (ropre?) 
weloera:), Thi. (ob derer $ xaraxavOf;- 
gerai, M Fs rò TÓA. els x., vovréa rip, dà» 
. T. A. as Chrys.), Luth., Bengel, and most 
Commentators (including Delitzsch), refer 
$s to уй. But then, with what view will 
this ultimate burning take place? Some 
bave said, with a salutary end, as in Virg. 
Georg. і. 84—93 (“Sæpe etiam steriles in- 
cendere profuit agros, Atque levem stipu- 
lam crepitantibus urere flammis: Siveinde 
occultas vires et pabula terre Pinguia con- 
cipiunt, sive illis omne per ignem Excoqui- 
tur vitium atque exsudat inutilis humor." 
See also Plin. H. N. xviii. 89 (72)). Strange 
to say, this meaning is adopted, not by 
Roman-Catholic Commentators, but by 
such as Schlichting, Stuart (apparently : 
“ to have all its worthlees productions con- 
sumed ), Dr. Bloomfield, al.: not seeing, 
except Schlichting, who attempts to repu- 
diate it (“ nam quod terra sterilis per in- 
cendium non corrumpatur sed corrigatur, 
hoc in similitudine hac non attenditur ”), 
that the inevitable conclusion from such an 
acceptation would be, the existence of pur- 
gatorial fire. The reference clearly is, as 
the whole context and the words $s réAes 
els shew, not to purifying, but to con- 
suming fire: as in ch. x. 26, 27, where the 
same ultimate fear is described as issuing 

rec xperrrova, with D'K [rel]: txt ABC DL 

in wupds (5Aos doblew pérdovros rods 
brevarríovs. So in Deut. xxix. 22, 28, 
the curse of the apostate land is described 
as consisting in “brimstone, and salt, and 
burning ; that it is not sown, nor beareth, 
nor any grass groweth therein, like the 
overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah,” &c. 
And this destruction by burning is quite 
according to N. T. analogy : e. g. John xv. 
6: Matt. iii. 10, 12; vii. 19; xiii. 80, 40 ff. 

els каўозу is suid by Kuin., Ebrard, 
al. to be a Hebraism for xatois. But 
this has been satisfactorily disproved by 
Winer, Gramm. $ 29. 3 Remark. Chrys., 
continuing the same strain as above on 
K ós, beautifully concludes, 
Este, dà» derd une x. xaraxabgeper тёз 
dudyOas, durnedneda тё puplay ёхо- 
Ласи dab, к. verd. 8бкіро, к. 
evroylas peracxety. And во Œc., Thl. 
Primas. The stronger Calvinistic inter- 
preters regard é¢yyés as betokeuing the 
near approach of the judgment; as in 
Җ{үүєү i Вас. тё» оёр. ; and some refer 
the whole to the destruction of Jerusalem : 
so Bengel: “ Strictura prophetica, per 
paucis annis ante combustam urbem Hiero- 
solymorum. Perditissimi Judsorum erant, 
qui in urbe, et circum eam, fidei repug- 
nabant." 9—20.] Encouragement 
to perseverance : and first (9—12), from 
God's faithfulness : вее summary at ch. 
v. ll. xogmjduevos Tolrvr abtay ікаудѕ 
к. фоВђсаѕ к. vASLas, Өератебе dw, 
Irre ph Ado катаВалеу, к. örrlous 
épydaaa0ar Tb» yàp vp’ & vAfITTev 
veOpórepor d de ral. обте ob» wárry 
колакебе Ssre ph ёкары, obre wdvry 
тАфтте, Üsre ph bxrwrépovs жотоы* 
ФАА фАЁуо» du A- т) тАлуктикбу, rob 
Tb Gcpaxevrixdy проѕфёре 8:4 Tay èr- 
ayoudver, &sre d Воблетси каторбёса. 
Chrys. 9.] But we are persuaded 
(stronger than reroldaner, which woul ! 
express only a subjective confidence, 
whereas wewelopeOa gives the result of 
actual conviction by proof. Notice the 
almost verba] correspondence of ref. Rom.) 
concerning you, beloved (* Apposite eos 
sic vocat (see reff.) ne putarent eum aliquo 
ipsorum odio laborare, sed ut scirent eum 
amore Christiano erga i : qui 
amor facit ut semper meliora ominemur iis 
quoe amamus, et si quid severius dicimus, 
animo corrigendi, non nocendi cupido, 
dicamus." Schlichting), the things which 

17.47 
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peva owtnpias, et kal otrws Aadodperv. 10 ой yàp duos "= Lake xi. 
о Oeds " ёт:№адёс даі tod * épyou биёи Kal тўс Фуйтт ра 
tfe u dvedeiEacbe ‘els TO Svopa alot, * Staxovjoavres 

DM: тш ia 26 эжеси. inf., as ch. v. 
„Matz. ele ee M ark vil 13. Acta L |. ch. x. | 

os x 23 al. Heb. here (bis с ешт, Paul? only. Gen. I. 15, 17. i "ini. 
Sm aco) Rom. v. 8. 3 Cor. ii. 4, Bal. fr. 

10. rec ins тоу koxov bef 75s ay 
Chr, [Thdrt Damasc Œc] : 
seth arm Chr, [Eutbal-ms] Antch, ТЫ J 

are better (the better course as regards 
your moral state: or, the better fate, as 
regards your ultimate end. бо Chrys, 
drawing the same distinction, fro: тер} 
zoAirelas (бт: ойк darà Syets тоюдто 
&ёкаубай$аз, added by Tbl.) 4 тєр} er 
Bóceus (бт: obr істі катйраз èyyós, obre 
apos rau, &AAd Tis BAAN &»титб!а 
брі dedcecra:, added by ТМ.) rard 
gnow. The latter is most probably the 
reference, seeing that what follows reste on 
God’s ultimate faithfalness and justice in 
the day of retribution. The former is of 
course invulved in it, as conditioning it. 

The art. is used, because it is not 
merely better things,’ of some sort, that 
he is persuaded, but, of two opposite 
courses, that 5 which is the more ex- 
cellent), and ings) akin to salvation 
e ene formula By shal тошу: ‘to be next 
to, ng on, has occasioned the par- 
ticiple lapin to be used in the sense of 
akin to, partaking of the nature of. This 
use is frequent in Herodotus, е. g. v. 49, 
end обте хросоё éxduerdy dor obdty 

pov: i 120, ra ré» dreipárur 
rdi cf. also ii. 77 ; iii. 25, 66 ; viii. 
142. So that Augustine's, Erasmus’s, and 
Beza’s rendering, “saluti adhserentia," is 
better than vulg., “ viciniora saluti,” or 
D. lat., “ proximiora saluti." There may 
cartalaly bo а reminiscence, in the ex 
sion, of xardpas éyyts above, as Schlicht- 
ing, * saluti non maledictioni vicina: but 
it seems hardly probable, for as Bleek re- 
marks, had this been meant, the Writer 
would, considering his love for raporo- 
pagía, have used some more cognate ex- 
pression. On сшттрба, in the highest 
sense, eternal N see note, ch. i. 14), 
if even we do thus speak (el ка differs 
from ral el, in that the force of the el 
extends over the whole of the addition or 
climax expressed by the «al, ‘if even? 
whereas in ү el, the hypothesis itself i is 
included in the climax, ‘even if. See 
Hartung, Partikellehre i. 189 f. pre- 
sent enlarges the speaking, so that it refers 
not merely to what bas just been said, 
but to a habit of thus speaking: Ari 
yàp buds fuac: фоВӯса, Хуа дї} то 
Tpáyuaciu Gdyhonre. Chrys.). 

eri · 

vi. t 
ү Тыш. v. 13. 1 Pet. і. 

al. fr. Gen. zzii. 

wi zv. 

(gloss from 1 Thess i. 8), with D*K[L] rel copt 
omn ABCDI[P]N 17(appy) ы to marg] latt syrr [basa] 

93, HY 

10.] For God is not unjust, (so as) to for- 
роса (first, of the construction, A8. 
malisha. Cf. оёх lavrò е 
ern &pxiepéa, ch. v. 5: it is е 
getic, and penne the act wbere ax 

ality j just predicated would 
must 

not be rendered "ut oblitus sit," “зо 
that He should have forgotten," as Seb. 
со neither can we вау with Kühner, 
§ 445. 2, that there are infinitives in 
УМК all relation of time is lost, and the 
gor. the pres.: but the distinction seems 
to be as in саг NE where aorists and 
presents appear to convertibl t, 
that whoever the act is one admitting of 
being treated as & momentary one, or of 
being grasped as a whole, the aor. is used : 
when, on n tho other band, habit, or endur- 
ance is indicated, the present. This is 
strikingly shewn in one of Kühner's own 
examples: Xen. Cyr. v. 1. 2, xaddoas à 
Kipos A у М980>, тотоу ёкё\еисе 

афтё Thy Te yuvaixa к. Thy 
oxnrhy—here is the whole act: as we say 
‘to keep safe,’ and abr binds the office 
as one solemn duty on A ; but below, 
ib. 8, we have, abr iz Aer é 
Kipos toy ’Apdowny, tus 
ау abrds AdBp, where by dws üs, the 
duration of time is introduced, and the 
habitual t rendered necessary. Here, 
the whole forgetfulness would be one act 
of oblivion, ich the aor. expresses. 
There are many places in the O. T. where 
forgetfalness on the part of God is thus 
denied: cf. Ps. ix. 12, 18; x. 13: Amos 
viii. 7: or deprecated, cf. 1 Sam. i. 11: 
Ps. xiii. 1; xlii. 9; xliv. 24; Ixxiv. 19, 28: 
Іза. xlix. 14 fl.: Lam. v. 20 al.) your work 
(i. e. your whole Christian life of active 
obedience: so #pyov absolutely in the 
passage 1 Cor. iii. 18—15; so besides 
reff., in Gal. vi. 4 rò 8è foyo avroð 
8окіцабётео ёкастоз. See this work some- 
what specified in cb. x. 82—84. It is a 
general term, including the labours of love 
mentioned below) and the love (the ex- 

ions nearly resemble those in 1 Thess. 
1. 8, from which the rod N of the rec. 
seems to have = ш ye shewed 
(avSclavupes (see re ) is used in classical 
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х= Вов, хі. TOUS * die ка} * Ouwcovobvres. 
13. 13 Cor. 
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11 у ériOupovpev 8 

аш Auro бри тї» айту Y érOcikvvaÜa, * оттоуёўр * pos 
M. Lukexv. «4 
16 al. Gen. TV 
xxxi. 90. 

£ = Row. zii. 8, 11. 2 Cor. vii. 12 al. Ezra lv. 23. 
2. 1 Thess. i. 6. ch. х. 22 only t. 
ch. ii, 14 reff. 

e ver. 18. ch. iii. 6. vin. 19. x. 23. 

barAnpogoplay ris Nd ®4урь тоқ, 13 іра дл) 
а = Acts lil. 10, eh. v. 16. ix. 18. b Col. ii. 

Rey. H. 26. see 

for 3:axovourres, BGiakxovorres Di; et audimus D-lat. 

Greek in this same sense, of exhibiting а 
quality or attribute of character: Aristoph. 
Plut. 785, évBeuvünevos ev, /: Plut. 
Cicero, р. 877, тасау фубекубдеуо: ф:Ао- 
фросбуу. See more examples in Bleck: 
and note on Eph. ii. 7. Here, as there, 
the dynamic middle gives the personal 
reference: but not here, as there, con- 
scious and predetermined) towards His 
name ($s dred. now eby ёялдз els robs 
&ylovs, aan’ els roy Gedy тобто do 
dori» els Tò буора abroU, sel VAeye 8:4 
тд буора abroU ябута тетођкате д 
Tolvuy rocatrns тар биду ётоАайоу 
oxoviys к. aydwns, ob катафроуђсе 
wort Spay 0084 Ar. Chrys. and 
similarly Œc. and Thl., Erasm., Calv., 
Luther, Justiniani, Seb. Schmidt, De W., 
al. And this seems better than with D-lat. 
and the vulg. (“in nomine ejus or prime"), 
and most Commentators, to suppose eis 
Tb бу. abr. a Hebraism for , or èri, тф 
vónar: abr. : see Matt. x. 41, 42; xviii. 20. 
The XM were those who were called 
by His name, so that beneficence towards 
them was in fact shewn towards His name. 
афто refers to God, as the antecedent 
expressed above: not to Christ, as Ernesti, 
Stuart (alt.), al.) in having ministered 
(probably, see ref. and 2 Cor. viii. 4, 19, 
20; ix. 1: Acta xi. 29, if not exclusively, 
ўе principally, in eleeinosynary bestowals. 
t may hence perhape be surmised that 

these Hebrews did not live in Judæa : see 
Prolegg. § ii. 15) to the saints, and still 
ministering (fpa 32 rôs бератейе: abrobs 
ob yàp elwe S:axovhoartes кои Tory, ААЛА 
жроѕёбтке ка) buaxorvoUrres, rourdert, ко) 
ёт: ойт) soicbrres. Thl. is a fine 
touch here of that delicate compliment, 
which is also characteristic of St. Paul. 
* Necdum hee pietas in vobis cessavit, licet 
forte remiserit,” as Schlichting: but the 
Writer leaves the defect to be understood 
and states the excellency at its utmost. On 
the Christian doctrine of reward, as de- 
clared in this see note in De- 
litzsch, p. 242). 1L] But (the èé 
carries & slight reproof, contrasting your 
need of exhortation to constancy with your 
past and partially remaining present prac- 
tice) we earnestly desire (ойк elre’ 04A 
Üxep dv didacxaruchs avderrias, MX ® 
катриўз ў» QuAocTopylas к. тАфо» тоў 
Baer, exOvpobpebar fro] ACH 

FR, 

сбуүғютє kh» фортікбќу тї фдеуѓбџеба. 
Chrys.: aud Thl., ed yàp uéxpi phucros 
тобто Nod, &AA' q vx pov xaíerau 
"de pár) ш every hind of you (толлђ 

ф:Лосторуіс` к. p wy к. pup 
époles dera, ка) wdyras olðe, к. oò- 
Séra жарорё, АЛЛА Thy abr тер) Exac- 
тоу xwOeuorlay éxibeikrvran к. Thv loo- 
ala? pb wávras ббе» ка) uaAAor 
{тебе 8&асдо Tb фортку Trav fd re. 
Chrys.) до shew (все above) the same 
diligence («4v айтуу, not as Peirce and 
Eee the same which some have already 

: nor, the same as ye Aave already 
shewn, as Chrys. (oles ўз *wpórepor, тогой- 
To» elva x. viv к. els Tb AA), (Ec., 
Thdrt, Thl., Grot, Limb, al, which 
would imply that the Writer was satisfied 
with their state hitherto, and only desired 
its continuance: an inference at variance 
with the facts of the Epistle: but, the 
same, with a view to the Apo. rijs 
(Aw. бур: TéAovs, as they had already 
shewn with to the necessities of 
the sainte. So Bengel. Cramer, Böhme, 
Bleek, Lünem., Ebrard, Delitzsch (doubt- 
fully), al.) with to (the employ- 
ment which this diligence is to find: the 
object with reference to which it is to 
energize) the fall assurance (so, taking 
4Ànpod$opía иеше as in the other 
places of the N. T. (reff.), Erasm., Vatabl., 
Calvin, Beza, Estius,Jac.Cappell., Schlicht., 
Calov, Wolf, Tboluck, Ebrard, Lünem., 
Delitzsch, —and many others. And so in 
fact Thl.: fva Ahe x. reAela» Th» d- 
жЇба dvBelinoGe к. uh сколеўте But 
Corn. a-Lap., Grot., Schulz, De W., Bleek, 
al., take the word objectively, the full for- 
mation, in the sense, ѓо be diligent, ever- 
more to form hope more comp within 
you, so that you be not moved, but sted- 
fast, until the great object of hope appear. 
This latter no doubt is excellent sense, but 
М. T. usage inust prevail) of your hope un- 
til the end (cf. ch. iii. 14. The words бурь 
Au belong to the whole sentence, not 
to the verb nor to wAnp. rijs dos only. 
‘The end’ is the coming of the Lord, 
looked for as close at hand, see note as 
above): 12.) that ye become not (“ бе 
not misses the fine delicacy of the Writer: 
as Chrys. Iwa uh уоброї убупсбє, duphv 
убтподе ка) phy dvwrdpe Heye, ёте) 
veÜpol yeyévare vois dxoais. “Ах бра 
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е yoÜpoi yérnole, ! шштта\ 60 тди 8:4 rio res kal & pa- och, v.11 
xpoOupias ^ KXnpovopovvrey tas { érarypyedias. 
"АВрадь * érraryyethapevos б Jede, ётгєї ! кат ovdevds m eder 

(reff.) only. 
f1 Cor. v. i5. 
AI. I. E 
v. 1. 1 
I. 6. il. 14 

18 тё yap 

mes v. 10. peelfovos " бдбтал, ” dpocev ! каб ёаџтоў 1% Xéyov ° Ei uiv € = Cat a 
3 

10. iv. 2. Tea. lvii. 18. 
6. xi. 18, 17, 33. 

n w. ord, here bis and ves. 16 ouly 
о 

h ch. I. 4, 16. see тег. 17. ch. xi. 9. 
В Rom. ix. 4. zv. 9. 2 Cor. I. 20. vii, 1. Gal. Ш. 16. 

6 al. fr. Abs., Heb. “ig eh х. 23. xl. 11, xii. 28. Sir. 
16. 2 Chron. xzxvi. 1 

] z Matt. 
Luke vii. 42. xii. 4. Acts iv. 14. (xxv. 26.) Prov. Ш. 21 

i plur., Heb., ch. vii. 6. viil. 
k Mark ziv. 1. Acts vi. 

„ IVI. 63. Grn. zzii. 

Amos vi.8 al. Philo (see note) al. (in Bleek) . Gen. яххі. 53. Isa. xiv. 23. 
later authors. EN, 2xil. 17, Num. ziv. 23,36. Job L 13. 

12. aft Zia ins туз D! 108. рак as D![-gr]. POWT. 
14. rec 55 (we sote), with K rel сы Euthal-ms m Thdrt ТЫ; Фе], fui» 

Lio: e un 

zés dne? бур THs ёкойўз Thy ve 
lerne. rad те abrd тобто 
фдёууета, АЛА &repór т: alrſrr era. бут} 
yap ToU elweiv, ph dvaropelyyte тӯ pg- 
ovale, jth ғедро) -yévnote, «хе. каму 
abrebs eis roy AAA ra Фбүє корду 
Tb» dvebOuvoy, elady, la puh ребро) 
еуќусде exelvou yàp тоб whee wapórros 
ойк ћу elnuev ö rel hurt. ô uly yàp els т} 
rapò»  vapakaAoóuevos  cxovOd(ew, ёз 
феуд», Yous каї дӧкупрбтероѕ (orar 
ó 8% eis ть néAXor, оўу обтез) sluggish 
(see оп ref. Lünemann observes that this 
p vel. yévyote is in no contradiction 
to . yeydvare there, the one being of 
sluggishnees in hearing, the other in Chris- 
tian practice. See Chrys. above), but (this 
again is а & bringing in a strong contrast 
—'nay, but rather: passing to another 
subject altogether, as it were. See on ch. 
ii. б) imitators (a favourite word with St. 

‚ see ref.: Xen. Mem. i. 6. 3, ol Bı- 
Bdoxado: Tobs uaÜgrüs puunràs éavràv 
àrobeuróovo:, Herodian vi. 8. 5, és wh 
paü8nTàs elvas udo, BANA (Nerds ка) 
papxràs vir dxelvov ärdpelas) of them 
who through faith and enduranee (see 
ref. Col, also ver. 16: James v. 7, 8. 
Both the noun and the verb belong to later 
Greek. They form а contrast to & 0-0ииоз, 
, earlier and classical words. Here, that 
constant and patient waiting is implied, 
without which faith would be made void : 
of which it is said, * It is good that a man 
should both hope and wait for the salvation 
of the Lord." But there is no Hendiadys: 
faith is one thing, endurance another, 
superadded upon it) inherit the promises 
(what is meant by xAnporouoórrer ras 
oe, ge who are indicated by the 
expression e two questions are v 
closely connected together. First olere 
that the participle is not xAnpovounedy- 
теу, but present: said not of any one act 
by which these persons entered on the in- 
heritance of the promises, but of either, 1. 
^ state now going on, ‘who are inheriting,’ 
or, 2. in mere ication, ‘who are in- 
heritors оў” That the first cannot be 

nisi latt Ambr, [Primas]: txt ABDiſ * 17 [471] Did, Damasc. 
meant, їз clear: for in ch. xi. where he 
enumerates the examples of faith and pa- 
tience, he says, obra: várres . . . ойк dxo- 
pícarro Thy érayyeAlay. This same con- 
sideration will prevent the reference very 
commonly here su ‚ to Abraham and 
the patriarchs. ing then (2), we may 
regard the participle аз 6 seipd(o» and the 
like, used without reference to time, but as 
indicative of office, or standing, or privilege. 
Thus the reference of the words will be per- 
fectly general: not, who have inherited, nor 
who shall inherit, nor who are inheriting, 
but ‘who are inheritors 3. who inherit, 
in all times and under all circumstances. 
Of these, Abraham is chosen as the most 
illustrious example). 18—20.] The 
encouragement to perseverance is farther 
confirmed by God’s оң der" made to 
Abraham, the first inheritor of the pro- 
mise. 18.] For (“ His verbis non red- 
dit rationem cur imitari debeant eos, qui 
per fidem et longanimitatem divinarum 
promissionum heredes sunt facti, sed cur 
mentionem faciat talium. Poterat enim 
aliquis querere, an tales aliqui sint, et 
quinam sintP his ergo verbis in exemplum 
istius rei adducit omnium creden- 
tium Abrahamum, qui et in fide fuit con- 
stantissimus, et istius fidei fructum tulit 
maximum." Schlichting) God when He 
promised (not, as De W., Lün., al., havi 
promised: for in matter of fact the oat 
preceded the statement of the promise, cf. 
ver. 14 below: but the aor. participle, as 
so often, is contemporaneous with the aor. 
verb, as in dwoxpidels elwe, &. Bleek 
well remarks, that ёхауунАйде»оз is to 
be taken not only as “made a promise," 
but in the Messianic sense, “gave the pro- 
mise,” as ras drayyeAlas above, and ù èr- 

Ala vv. 15, 17 al., af éweryyeAlau ch. vii. 
6al.: Rom. ix. 4: Gal. iii 16) to Abraham, 
since He could (fav with an infin., to 
have the power, or the means, or the op 
portunity, to...’ is good Greek, е. g. ovr 
{хо elreîv, common in Herod. See reff.) 
swear by (the classical construction of 
буур is with ап accus, of the person 
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peace. Р «оуб» Vedropjicw ae xal "mAanbúvaw т\б се ABCDE 
9 Ер.13 15 wai %ойтос * waxpoOuunaas % érérvxyev THS émaryyeXias. sv ca 
xxiv. 1. 16 2 Y 423 à w à ^ v? , fghki 

а mpet, asia &vÜporro, [" рё) yap " xarà ToU peitovos " друбоиси, mno 
cit., Acts vil. „ 17. 47 

т al. Exod. У 
t Matt. xviii. 26, 29. Luke zviii.7. 1 Cor. ziil.& 1 Thess. v. 14. James v. 7 (bie), 8. 2 Pet. 

u ch. xi. 33. (there also w. iray. Rom. хі. 7 bis. James iv. 2 only. Ges. 

34 (from Exod. ii. 7) al. 
v. 13 al, 
ili. 9 only. Prov. хіх. 11. 
xxxix. 2. Prov. хіі. 27 only. v Gal. Ir. 24. Col. ii. 33 al. 

в = Acts vii. B. xvii. 33. Rom 

ner, } 63. ii. 3. e. w ver, 1 

16. om де» ABD'N[P 47 вуг arm Eathal-ms] Cyr: ins CD*KL rel Chr Thdrt Damasc. 

sworn by, Burum: rods Ocoós: but катё 
with a gen. is found when a thing is used 
as binding the oath, as urup: кат’ éo- 
Aelas, Demosth. p. 668. 17 al.; каб (ep, 
p. 1906. 21 al. And this construction, 
applied to persons, appears to have arisen 
from that other. See Bleek’s note) none 
(masc.) greater, swore by Himself (a sin- 
gularly coincident passage occurs, of the 
same promise, in Philo, Legg. Allegor. iii. 
72, vol. i. p. 127: eð xal T9 Spey BeBas- 
dcas thy бкбоҳесіу, ко) Epxy деотретеї. 
bpGs yap бт: ob ка? érdpov ддуфе: Oeds, 
obSty yàp abrod xpeirroy, ФЛАА каб 
daurod, 8s ёст: vdr Res), и.) 
saying, Surely (in reff., the editions vary 
between el phy and ў why, but the greater 
MSS. have el phy: in fact, е and » are 
constantly interchanged by the copyiste. 
The expression occurs in formulss jurandi 
in several places in the LXX (as e. g. Ezek. 
xxxiii. 27, ( уб, el phy of d» mois hon- 
poudvas paxalpas wecotyra:: see also 
ib. xxxiv. 8; xxxv.6; xxxvi. Б; xxxviii. 
19), so that it could not be an ne 
expression to the Hellenistic ear. Blee 
thinks it came from the Hebraistic for- 
mula el uh, which has sometimes been 
written and edited for it) blessing I will 
bless dins frequently the LXX, for the 
Heb. idiomatic conjunction of tbe absolute 
infinitive with the finite verb: but some- 
times they have it where the Heb. has no 
such conjunction, as in 1 Kings ii. 26: and 
something like it is found even in Greek 
writers as e.g. Herod. v. 95, $eóyor 
éxQebye: Ken. Cyr. viii. 4. 9, ö rare 
exoAj ówfkovca: Lucian, Parasit. 43, 

.. . rarer (none of which 
however are quite analogous, the second 
verb in all being coupled with some addi- 
tional predicate, as in petywr ёкфебүн— 
„flying, he escapes, gets clear off’). See 
Winer, $ 46.8, edn. 6. At first the parti- 
ciple seems to have had a certain empha- 
sis: but afterwards this was lost, and the 
expression became а mere formula) thee, 
and multiplying I will multiply thee (the 
LXX has for се, Tò стёриа соо. This the 
Writer alters, not from a wish to abbre- 
viate (Jac. Cappell.) nor because he quoted 
from memory (Abresch), nor because he 
was nnwilling to introduce Abraham’s 

bodily descendants, but wished to direct 
his readers’ thoughts to his spiritual seed 
(ше Bisping, al.), but, as Bleek, De 

„ Lünem., al., because his concern here 
was with Abraham alone, and his spiritual 
example: or perhaps, as Delitzsch, seeing 
that vx. сє could опу be understood of 
posterity, because he wished to concentrate 
the promise as much as possible): 15.) 
and thus (обтес bel to éréruyxe, not to 
ракродоцђсаз,аз Tholuck, and Hofm. Enst. 
Lh 811, for then some i instance or 
ind of patience would be most naturally 
inted out. It then signifies, when he 

144 received this promise — being in this 
state of dependence on the divine promise: 
see below, and reff.) having endured with 
patience (viz. in his waiting so long for 
God’s promise to be fulfilled—in having, 
when 16 was partially fulfilled, again shewn 
noble endurance in the will of God by 
offering up Isaac), he obtained the promise 
(i. е. not as Bleek, he had made to him the 
promise above related: this would nearly 
stultify the sentence, which proceeds on 
tbe faithfulness of God, confirming his 

mise with an oath by Himself, and the 
ith and endurance of Abraham, waiting 

for that promise to be fulfilled : but as 
Lün., he obtained, got fulfilled to him, 
the promise, the thing promised, to wit, 
the birth of Isaac, as the commencement 
of the fulfilment—as much of it as he 
could see. And thus Abraham became a 
KAnpoyduos T&v d, td. That there 
is here no inconsistency with ch. xi. 39, 
see shown there. émtvyydve is always 
used of the actual getting in possession: 
óAxdBos àrcyouérns ётќтоҳоу, Thuc. iii. 
9: el &уабод бутто? ётітбхощш, Xen. 
Œc. 2. 8: Trrov èrirvxàèv &kyaboũ, ib. 
12.20: al in Bleek. And the above is 
the explanation, I believe, of every ex- 
positor ancient and modern, except Schulz 
and Bleek. Ebrard indeed varies thus far, 
as to understand éxrérvy«r of Abraham’s 
final and heavenl enjoyment of the ful- 
filment of the Messiantc promises: but 
I believe the aorist will be generally con- 
sidered to preclude this). шю 
Security of thie promise, as being part 
God’s great promise, which He has fulfilled 
in Christ. These verses are transitional, 
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xai mdons айтоў; *avridoyias ? тёраѕ ей * ВеВаіюсчи 0 х = tee rote) 
*Spxos 17 dv ф ° перссотеро» ° BovAopevos д беде * èri- 1 
бє а, Tois * xAnpovoposs тўѕ ! érraryyeNlas тд Е йдетабетор u.s, 20. 

r.. 

arte varro oM. 
xii. 48 1 L. Rom. х. 18 only.) wdpas äragıy ávÓpersrouw ёсті тоб Biov à Gd 

15—17. 

2 Phil. i. 7 only. Lev. ххт. 23. Wied. vi. 18 only. see ch. li, 2, 3. & bere Ыз. Matt. v 
OU Mk. xxvi. 72. Luke i. 73. Actsii.30. James v. 12 only. Gen. xxvi. 3. b adv., 

1 Cor. xv. 10. ch. vii. 16. € of God, James 1. 18 reff. d = Acts хуй. 28 t. (lsa. 
zXX e ch. 1. 3 тей. f so ch. хі. 9, 39. „ G hero (bis) only. 3 Mace. v. 
1, 13. Polyb. н. 32. 8, демробттес éperáferor od 
Xenoph. Fragm. Ep. i. 2, rd аметакАастбе Gov тўс үгү 

arri. bef avro« Di? А 
17. for о, Te Dl. [ут] 

bef BovAonevos D F-lat. 

and lead us to the consideration of the 
Melehisedek-priesthood of our Lord in the 
next chapter. 16. For [indeed] Lee 
var. readd. This pv solitarium or ellip- 
ticum is common with ydp, in the sense of 
the German zwar or freilich, and our ‘of 
a trath, ‘verily? so Eurip. Med. 698, 
gvyyructa piy yàp jJ» се А»хеїтбш, 
губи: Xen. Mem. iii. 10. 1, elseA0óv 
pà» ydp wore robe Magsdowr. See the 
elliptic né» well discussed in Hartung. Par- 
tikellehre ii. 411 ff.) men (emphatic) swear 
(Bleek observes that it is a mistake to call 
the form ógwóowew Hellenistic (ёАЛба- 
ow, èrbas», 'ATTrwés* ddAbovew, друб- 
ovciy, EAX Moeris), for we have 
it in Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 16 (яаутаҳоб 
zurbouo Tb» ёркоу ro and Demosth. h 

. 622. 22) by the ter (one) (ToU pal- 
ме is e it could 
not be predicated of any thing neuter, that 
it was greater than the men who swear. 
And by the expression here, generally 
taken, must be meant God Himeelf: that 
greater One, who is above all men. And 
eo Primas., Grot., Bengel, al.), and an (the 
in the case supposed: the art. is ic: 
cf. Matt. xiii. 8, 5 owelpey: John xii. 24, 
ó кёккоз) oath is to them an end (see 
reff. and more examples in Bleek) of all 

ying (E. V. with very many others, 
* strife,” which is a legitimate meaning 
of àrruvyía (cf. Exod. xviii. 16: Deut. 
xix. 17; xxi. 5: 2 Kings xv. 4: Prov. xviii. 
18: Xen. Hell. vi. 8. 20, ciphony rà» H- 
Aer sewonudver, xpos 84 Onfalovs ué- 
yous à»rioylas olcons), but not borne 
out here by the context, seeing that there 
is no allusion to any instance in which God 
and men were at strife. And besides, in 
the only places where йутіЛоуіа occurs in 
the N. T. (see reff.) 3 
*gainsaying ; e.g. ch. vii. 7, xepls rd- 
ons drriAoylas, without possibility of gain- 
saying. So that it is best to take this 
meaning here, and understand that an oath 
ats an end to all gainsaying by confirm- 

ing the matter one way, in which all par- 

zepicgorepes B, primum D-lat, abundantius vulg. 
emBe:taoGa: A 47. 116 ТЫ. s 

o Geos 

ties consent), for confirmation (the E. V. 
with Beza, Erasm., al., ungrammaticall 
joins these words with ô 3pxos,—“ an о 

con ion.” It is obvious to every 
one, that they can in An joined, and tbat 
closely, with répas. only reason why 
in the translation I have separated them 
from it, is for fear of introducing, in Eng- 
lish, the ambiguity, for confirmation of all 
gainsaying.’ Calvin's remark on this verse 
is inent: “ Prseterea hie locus docet 
aliquem inter Christianos jarisjurandi 
usum esse legitimum. Quod observandum 
est contra bomines fanaticos qui regulam 
sancte jurandi, quam Deus lege sua præ- 
scripsit, Jibenter abrogarent. Nam Aposto- 
lus certe hic de ratione jurandi tanquam de 
re pia et Deo probata disserit. Porro non 
dicit olim fuisse in usu, sed adhuc vigere 
pronuntiat "). 17.) In which behalf 
(nearly equivalent to ‘wherefore.’ This 
seoms ied ye 5 and поб pa 
some, to take , ав agreeing with Spx 
* is which,” or “by which oath г” el. 
ТЫ. (alt.), Primas., al. It belongs, not ex- 
clusively to ддесЇтєште», nor to BovAduevos, 
but to the whole sentence, as Delitzsch) 
God, willing ( BovAópevos . . . BovAfs, 
conjugata. Summa hic exprimitur benig- 
nitas," Bengel) to shew more abundantly 
* quam sine juramento factum videretur," 

. The word can hardly mean as Thl., 
ёк repiouo lag, — Beza, “amplius etiam 
quam necesse esset." The Commentators 
cite av oe passage of Philo, de 
Abr. § 4, vol. ii. p. 89: Oeds ev odparg, 
bs тўз rpòs abrdy wíoreos &ydueros Tò» 
Ada rior» ёут:8(8осіу айтф, Thy 8? 
ёркоо BeBalwow бу бтісҳето берей», obe 
ёт: рброу ӧз дубрбте Ocós, ЛАА xal ds 
Ф(Лоѕ yreplug диЛАеүбдеуоз. фто) . 
"kar ёраотод Gyuooa,” тар È ô Adyos 
pros doriy, Aer тоў Thy Didroiar üxAi- 
pas к. wayles ёт lAo» À wpórepor 
dpnpeîcðaı) to the heirs of the promise 
from ch. xi 9, Isaac and Jacob were 
CvykAnporóuo: ris érayyeAlas тўз айтӯѕ 
with Abraham. But there is no need 
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binke vis. THS P Вос айтой !duesirevcev *õprp, 18 iva dia 1 dv0 ABCDE 
le 7 > , 

Eph. Karpaypatov 8 аметабётор, v ols ! àBvvarov ™ YrevoacOas аъ ca 
i here only t. Өєбу. ^i ° е x є / fghk 

M cov, ” ioyupay ° та AKANT LV exyopey oi Р катафиуо Anti а. 5, : pa Р тез. шпа 
apds Tv Baguida, but commonly trans. 

16. xx. 24. Luke xil.6. Phil I. 23 al. Gen. xxxi. 2 
m Rom. ix. 1 al. Pe. luxxviii. 36. 

B. ch. xil. 5, xiii. 22. 1 Macc. х. 24. 

18. for Jia, дета Dr 
Thdrt, Chron, : om BD 

to confine the title to them: as (Ec. 
(Chrys.), ўлбе 84 xal els $uàs. hues yàp 
ol xXAnpovóuo. ris ётаууе\аѕ, ol xar 
ётауує\іоау oxdpua бутет TË "ABpad,: 
el $ стёриа, ко) xAnporduo:) the un- 
changeableness (sce reff. Beware of sup. 
posing the words equivalent to h BevAny 
avTob T)» duerd@eror. It was not His 
unchangeable counsel" that He would 
shew, but the fact that His counsel was 
ness gie of His counsel, interposed 
(pecvreve, like pnecírys, belongs to later 
Greek: and in its usage it is generally 
transitive. Thus Diod. Sic. xix. 71, 
peoiredoayros тёз соубђказ  "AuíAkov: 
Polyb. iz. 84. 8, peorredoas T)» DidAvow 
єйуоїкёѕ, and other examples in Bleek: 
and thus some have rendered it here: 
dveclrevocy Spxy th» ö rde xe, c.: 
scil, т» BovAfy, Böhme: Thdrt. Eran. 
Dial. i. vol. iii. p. 84, & yàp rois ÉAAos 
awayopetorv durbvar, Tb бёдетабетоу Тїз 
BovAfjs айтой, коё фто: ral à &жбстолоз, 
duealrevoery бркр. But it is also found 
with an intransitive sense, as in ref.; and 
thus we may best interpret it here: God 
came in as a middle person between Him- 
eelf and Abraham. Men swear by God, 
as greater than themselves. So be- 
comes for men, when swearing, the third 
and higher person concerned, the Mediator 
between them: cf. Jos. Antt. iv. 6. 7, 
тайта 8d durdovres Hr ка) Ocdy na- 
тү oy orie xvodrro тоойцеғи. And 
thus when He Himself swears, having no 
greater to swear by, He swears by Himself, 
so making Himself as it were a third 
between the parties to the oath : so, in the 
intransitive sense, ueci«reów». It is strange 
that Bleek quotes the E. V. as having 
here “interposed himself by an oath,” 
whereas it has con d it by an oath,” 
taking the transitive sense. We may 
note, that this word vevoev has led 
the Greek expositors, Chrys., Œc., Thl., to 
fancy that the Son was the зтеаг- 
ing and sworn by. Thus (Ec.: cards 8% 
Exe: ў čvvoa ris Epunvelas, Iva ohr: 
p' 5 Oeds tourdaorw 5 Aóyos, ride Чаи 
Bouddpevos Tb àuerdÜero» ray те warpl 
Dotdvrer, dueclrevce TQ warpl к. TQ 
' uu брке, тоутќот: цесте èv rE 

eec Bleek. eh. viii. 6. 
. s. ( ы ы a ; 

n see 2 Cor. x. 10 al. о = (see note) Acts xiii. 15, Rom, zii. 
р Acts хіт. бошу. Gen. xix. 20. Zech. ii. 11. 

„ Matt. xviii. 
J gen, er 4 теб. 

ins tor bef bea AC( PIN! 17 Eus, Cyr, Did, Chr, 
LN? rel Eus, Cyr-jer, Phot, ( Euthal-ms Thdrt, masc Thi]. 

бокр yéyove 8° ойтой yap ds Adyou 
Gusver & Geds) with an oath (dat. of the 
instrament: it was by means of the oath 
that He exercised the office of десітзѕ), 

18.] that by means of two (560 is 
here undeclinable, but not, as Delitzsch 
states, always in N. T. We have zie in 
ch. x. 28: Matt. vi. 24; xxii. 40: Acta 
xii. 6 al.) unchangeable things үнө ral 
Tolov; ToU тє elweiy ко) brocyécOa, ToU 
re Üpkor sposÜcira, Tjj brocxdoe:. Chrys., 
Thl.: 860 ярбурата Tb» AGV ка) Tw 
бркоғ efpyke. ка} шбуф №уф хр@- 
pevos & Oeds po ö rde xe 
rox, 84 uA Üpkor cvrárvrev Té 
Aéyy, Thdrt. Similarly Œc., Schol. 
Matth., Primas, Erasm., Calov., Besa, 
Schlichting, and almost all. recent exposi- 
tors. Primasius mentions an idea that 
one is the promise accompanied by the 
oath, the other the completion of the pro- 
mise. Stuart thinks that the two oaths 
are meant, that to Abraham, and that to 
Christ by which He is constituted a priest 
after the order of Melchisedek, and refers 
to Storr as agreeing in substance with him. 
But this cannot be the meaning. For the 
Writer is not recounting God’s promises 
made by oath, on which our Christian hope 
is founded: for thus he might say not two 
but many (e.g. “The Lord hath sworn unto 
David and will not repent: Of the fruit 
of thy body will I set upon thy seat”): but 
be is impressing on us the of that 
method of assurance which has been 
pleased to give us, in that He has not only 
promised (in both cases in Палеор) but 
also confirmed it by an oath), in whieh 
(“que quum adsint," as Böhme in Bl.: 
bei denen: much as v $ above [as the 
material of the lie, if it were possible }) it is 
impossible for God ever (this force is given 
by the aor. which distributes the proposi- 
tion into te incidents) to lie (in 
each and either of them, it is out of all 
question that falsehood should be sus- 
pected in Him. The stress is on феб- 
uod, not on бебу) we may have strong 
encouragement (see below), who have fled 
for refage to lay hold on the hope set 
before us (во (except “consolation” for 
' encouragement’) E. V. and in my opi- 
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9 paTíjca, Tis * трокєцдёртүс - 19 Hy dx * drykupav acie 
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19. exeper D. асфаАту ACDI(P]: txt BD'KLN rel. 

nion rightly. The construction, and with for a contest, — vp giving the sense of 
it the meaning of wapáxAnois, is much coram, as in * propono :' so Herod. ix. 101, 
controverted. The above view is that of 
Primas, Erasm., Beza, Schlicht., Grot., 
Wolf, Schulz, Böhme, Kuinoel, De Wette, 
Ebrard, Bisping, Tholuck, Delitzsch, and 

KAnow wapalyeoww peydàny к. rpo- 
тротў»...... mo 8d kx v 
wporpomí»; eis Tb xarijcal k. r. A.), 
(Chrys. gives no exposition), Camerarius, 
Camero, Seb. Schmidt, Heinrichs, Bleek, 
Liinem., Conybeare, Stuart, al. make 
xparjoa dependent on wapdéxAyovw, 
which they render “exhortation,” en- 
couragement.” This necessitates making 

буте absolute, we who have 
fled for refuge: but from what, or to 
what? There is nothing in the context 
here, which could lead to this absolute use 
of such an expression. But if it be joined 
with eis тд кратӯси, the idea of flying to 
an asylum is at once given, and the figure 
eusily and naturally introduced. Besides 
which, had wsapdxAnois, meaning ex- 
hortation or ‘encouragement,’ been fol- 
lowed by a verb, 20 hold fast,’ this could 
hardly have been expressed by an aorist: 
being an abiding condition, it must be pre- 
sent. Whereas now, we have fled to re- 
fuge in order to lay hold of—tbe whole 
Christian state in one act, which justifies 
the aorist. As regards the separate words, 
тарёк\лүтъ need not mean “consolation,” 
but may here also be taken in the same 
sense ав in the other two passages of our 
Epistle (reff.), viz. ‘encouragement’ or 
‘exhortation,’ without an infinitive fol- 
lowing. Of these, the former is that which 
best bears absolute use in English, and I 
have therefore adopted it. ка ý 
(see reff. and Jer. xxvii. (l.) 5: Ps. exlii. 9) 
is generally used in the sense of flying for 
refuge: so Herod. ii. 118, of Paris, when 
shipwrecked in Egypt, and a suppliant in 
the temple of Hercules: vi. 75, of the 
Argives who had fled for sanctuary to the 
temple of Argos. See especially Raphel’s 
note here. For крат«у, see on ref.: w 
observe the present, giving the sense ‘hold 
fast.’ тїз wpoxepdvys dAw(Dos is 
not an easy expression. The verb rpo- 
ce ĩo da is often used of a prize proposed 

6s og: ка) al rico: kal d “EAAhoworros 
&«@Аа wpoéxecto, and in numerous exam- 
ples in Bl. from Xen., Polyb., lian, Jos., 
Philo. So in ch. xii. 2, 73s tpoxapévas 
avrg xapas. Hence it seems most natu- 
ral x take Arís here енеш very 
nearly so ;— hope, as em ing the thing 
hoped for. And рес, e this so, 
when we compare Col. i. 4 Thy dd 
Th» dxoxepdyny Üpiv éd» ois одрауоїз, 
and Titus ii. 13, прозёеҳбиеуо: Thv paxa- 
plav ària. Those who take xparifjoa 
for “ to hold fast," are obliged here to re- 
gard. тӯѕ wpoxeiuéyns AAo as equivalent 
to ris dAsBos rà» ярокерќуоу: so Bleek: 
which is very forced: or, as Liinem., to 
regard ёлтіѕ itself as a subjective quality 
made objective, ki, ay privilege or a 
possession, is ready for and proposed to us 
in the Christian г ж жк Calvin gives 
a curious explanation: “In vocabulo spei 
est metonymia: effectus enim pro causa 
accipitur: nam ego promissionem intelligo 
cui spes nostra innititur"); 19. ] which 
(viz. the hope : in its subjective resting on 
objective grounds now to be set forth : not 
the wapákAncis, as Grot, Seb. Schmidt, 
al) we have воб “we hold fast,” as 
Bretschn., Wahl, al., = катёхоцеу: this is 
forbidden by the unemphatic position of 
the word, as well as by the context) as an 
anchor of our soul (the similitude is a very 
common one in Greek and Roman writers ; 
and on coins and, medals, where hope is 
represented by an anchor. See Wetst. A 
saying is attributed to Socrates, обте var 
dt dvds ёукиріоо oðre Bloy ёк pias draidos 
éppioréoy: see Курке. Suicer gives some 
interesting remarks from the Fathers on 
the similitude) safe and firm (the adjectives 
belong to &yrvpar, not to éAsíóa. ойх 
&xAGs 8 elwey Ќукироу, GAAd, дёсфалӣ 
тє к. BeBalav. tore yap Ќукира ph 
guAdrrovea Tb скафоѕ &àadAevror, $ бтау 
wabpd, ) ётау ёлафротќёра. Thi.) and 
entering into the part within the veil 
(first, to what is els«pxo v to be re- 
ferred ? to Gykupay, or to (hv) A 
The former is the more obvious construc- 
tion: aud has been accepted by Beza, 
Estius (** Sicut ancora navalis non in aquis 
hæret, sed terram intrat sub aquis laten- 
tem, eique infigitur: ita ancora anima 
spes nostra non satis habet in vestibulum 
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wader. perm eis TO , égayrepoy Hv кататетасцато$, % *drov ABCDK 
x Lev avi. 3, 

13,16. Exod. * троброшоѕ u rep шб» else Inoobs, xarà tiv» табу abed 

.ix. 3. x. 20. Matt. xxvii. 611 only. = Exod. zzvi. 31—35. 
теа 5 Ruth l. 16. a bere ix. 67. John viii 1. 22 al. 

. v. 8 гей. 

20. aft yo. ins хрістоѕ Dl. 

pervenisse, id est non est contenta bonis 
terrenis et visibilibus: sed penetrat usque 
ad ea, que sunt intra velum, videlicet in 
ipsa sancta sanctorum: id est, Deum 
ipsum et celestia bona apprehendit, atque 
in iis figitur"), Schlichting, Limborch, 
De Wette, Ebrard, Lünem., Delitzsch, al. 
This is said by Bleek to be too artificial, 
and he, with Abresch, Storr, Böhme, 
Kuinoel, al., takes hope as that which 
enters within the veil, simply, the figure 
being dropped. He refers for this to 
the Greek expositors also: but Chrys. 
says, Ќукирау dd ойх àwAóés elwev, AAA 
deni те xal B«Balar tra nadon Tb 
dyevBis тё» айт éxepeibouérey els c- 
ruola : did éxdye, elsepy. els Tb. dor. 
ToU катачєт. TÍ фет: тобто; дут) rot 
Suxvounévny eis roy obpayór: by which 
he clearly seems to refer it to the anchor. 
Thi. says beautifully on the other side, 
абтэ yàp ( ёАжіѕ) elseA000ca #убо» тоб 
otpavov, éxoíncer ud: Kön «уа: dv топ 
érryyeAnévas, này lr: като der, x 
uhaw €AdBoper Tocabry» xei Th» loxby 
J is, Sste vob: ёжсуєіооѕ obpavious 
тое. And similarly Œc. But I must 
say that I prefer the other, being as it seems 
to me the simpler view. ‘ Two figures are 
here not so much mixed, as wonderfully 
combined. The Writer might have com- 
pared the world to a sea, the soul to a ship, 
the future yet hidden glory to the con- 
cealed bottom of the deep, the far off terra 
firma, stretching away under the water and 
covered by it. Or, he might have com- 
pared the present earthly life with the 
forecourt, and the future blessedness with 
the heavenly sanctuary which is concealed 
from us by a veil. But he has combined 
both these. The Soul clings, as one in 
fear of shipwreck, to an anchor, and sees 
not whither the cable of the anchor runs,— 
where it is fastened: but she knows that 
it is fastened behind the veil which hides 
the fature glory, and that she, if she only 
holds on to the anchor, shall in her time be 
drawn in where it is, into the holiest place, 
Lar hand of the Deliverer.” Ebrard. 

is is very beautiful, and in the main, 
simple and natural: only going off into 
fancy at the end, which is not required for 
the interpretation. The word xata- 
aéracpe ів, as far as Blcek knows, Alex- 
andrine: the classical form being rapa- 

Lev. xxí. 23 al. к = Matt. vili. 19. Luke 
only. Num. xiii. 21. Isa. xviii. 4. Wied. zii. 8 only. 

Cra. See reff. It was the name for 
the second veil or curtain (ch. ix. 8), which 
shut in the holy of holies; the first or 
outer one being called к&луџиа, Philo, Vita 
Mos. iii. 9, vol. ii. р. 150, dv 32 тё pedople 
Tay TeTTÓpow к. rere кабусу, бтєр dari 

:Kupíes ere wpóraory, elpyópevoy Buol» 
d hd, 4, rd mèr Évbov b» калеїта: ката- 
ra, td & durds mposayopeteras 
AU,“ . See farther on ch. ix. 3. For 
the whole expression, see reff.), 20.] 
where (rov is found in places where Sros 
ought rightly to stand, as in our own 
common phrase, Where are you going P 
It is in fact а constructio preegnans, become 
a familiar idiom. So Xen. Ages. vi. 6, 
ЁЗуЛоѕ yryvduevos, Brou те «fn xal brov foi. 
See also reff.) as forerunner (not “the 
forerunner ” as E. V.: the omission of the 
art. necessarily places эг in the 
situation of predicate) on our behalf (it is 
disputed whether ddp heey is to be joined 
with wpó8Bpouos or with eisfA0e«». (Ec. 
and ТЫ. adopt the former: ТЫ. explainin, 
very fully: ойк tpxéoOn Bà err p- 

pos, ДАЛА яроѕёбке ка) Td dp Фе, 
els vel alorwow, e тобто AH 
ойк abrds éBeiro ToU ёкесе dA0eir тёз 
ydp, Oeds фу; AAD’ &srep odpxa 8 pâs 
Hage, обто ко) 8° fuas eise iró- 
Tepow ToU офра»ой, Iva uiv dvolty thy 
88 &sre dvayxales elseXevodpeda ral 
abro. 7d drip zus, дут) rod Та 
фут›ууйур iwip иб» TQ татрі, ds ко} 
ô dpxiepeùs elsje: eis Tò бую» Arat тоё 
dviavrov, Ф:Ласкбрероз тёр тоб AaoU. 
And во Thdrt., referring to John xiv. 1 ff. 
And similarly many moderns also. But 
Bleek, De Wette, Lünem., Delitzsch, al. 
prefer joining dp qué» with the verb, as 
more simple. One objection to this they 
do not seem to have seen: the emphatic 
position which it gives to ӧтёр идр, a 
position certainly uncalled for here. Be- 
sides which, the predicate rpé8pouos stand - 
ing alone is bald and unexpected, whereas 
1p ονh,efdu rèp fjuar fully justifies itself. 
And the subsequent words, xarà rà» тб» 
M. dpxiepebs yer. els т. al., are no con- 
firmation of the other view, as Del. main- 
tains. The Lord’s entrance is sacerdotal, 
whether He is Forerunner for ws, or has 

Jor us. +Фужёр ів not pleonastic, as 
(Ec.: but He is forerunner on our behalf, 
as representing, and introducing, us, who 

fghki 
mno 

17. 47 
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Meryioedéx apyiepeùs yevopevos eis tov alva. VII. eom. xir. 1. 
1 Obros yàp б MeAyicedéx Васеў * Zarýu, (єрєйў тод 

are to come after. wpdé8popos is а good 
classical word, signifying ordinarily the 
scouts who were sent before an army, 
Herod. i. 60; iv. 121-2; and see many 
examples in Bleek: but also any others 
sent before, reff.; and Herod. ix. 14, 7A0« 
&yyeAlg wpóbpouos. It is a figure analo- 
gous, in ita propriety, to àrapxh tar 
Kexotunpévev, тротфтокоз ёк Tay vexpár, 
in theirs. And it is one full of comfort to 
us: as Thi., ó yàp wpóbpouos, rar ёстіу 
&xoXovOoórre» wpóüpouos xol od dv 
толу Tb џёсоу ToU продрбиоо ка) rv 
ёторќуоюу, srep oùðè "ladvvov ка) xp - 
ToU. ph Tolrv» àoxdAAere. d 
else A eve dν⁰ü ae Sov ô wpóbpouos ö zu,) 
entered Jesus, having become (see on ch. 
ii. 17) a High Priest for evor after the 
order of Melchisedek (the stress is on the 
words xata Thy» тай» MeAxioedéx, which 
on that account are taken out of their 
order (see ch. v. 10) and put first. And 
this is so, because it is this particular point 
to which the Writer wishes to return in 
what follows. He assumes for the present 
арх. yer. els roy alava as conceded, and 
takes up the mysterious point which he left 
at ch. v. 10, for elucidation. And thus 
ends the digression which began there). 

Cuar. VII. 1—X. 18.] Тнв Нан 
PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST AFTER THE 
ORDER OF MELOHISEDEE, SET FORTH IN 

_ITS DISTINCTION FROM THE LEVITICAL 
PRIESTHOOD: — THE NEW COVENANT 
BROUGHT IN BY CHRIST, IN ITS DIS- 
TINCTION FROM THE OLD:—AND THE 
FULL PROPITIATION WROUGHT BY Нім, 
IN DISTINCTION FROM THE PROPITIATORY 
SACRIFICES FORMERLY OFFERED. And 
herein, VII. 1—10.] The priesthood 
of Melchisedek : its nature, as eternal 
1—8); as ior to the Levitical (4— 
0). 1—8.] This forms grammatically 

but one sentence, ue being the only verb, 
and the adjectives àrdrep &. being only 
epithets, not predicates. This has been 
mistaken by mus, Luther, Calvin, 
Beza, al, who supply ёст: to BaciAebs 
Zaxiju and the following clauses. The 
epithetal clauses themselves however have 
some distinction from one another. As far 
ав 'Afpady, they are merely axiomatic, or 
historical, referring to matters of fact: after 
that they are predicatory, introduced and 
taken for granted by the Writer. For 
this Melchisedek, of Salem (соў чэр, 
Gen. xiv. 18. It is doubtful whether this 
Salem is a short form of Jerusalem, or 
some other place, Epiphan. Her. lv. 2, 

zzxill. 18 
see nots). 
ohn Ш. 23. 

Judith iv. 4. 

vol. i. p. 469, says, жері 5s KAAos BAAcs 
dt dre ка) MAO AA ої цё» yàp Ad- 
yovow abrhy thy viv 'lepovzaA)g xaAov- 
pérny,—BarAa: 34 Epacay iA AU туй Za- 
Aha elvai dv тф wedi Зікір» xarayrixpds 
THs vv NeawóAeos kaAovuérys. Jose- 
phus, Antt. i. 10. 2, understands it of 
Jerusalem: 6 Ti; ZXóAvua wóA«ws Barı- 
Achs M..... thy uérro: XóAvua бстероу 
éxdAecar 'lepocóAvua. So also the Tar- 
gumists and most of the Fathers, from 
Theophilus ad Autolicum ii. 81, p. 872, 
and Greek expositors (e. g. Œc., ore 
8 xph Fri kal ЖаАўд exelvns ётбуҳауе 
Basies, fris dal» "IepovsaAfu) : and 
most modern Commentators: among them 
being Grot., Drusius, Michaelis, Kuinoel, 
Gesenius, Hitzig on Isa. і. 1, Von Raumer, 
Winer (Realw.), Lünemann, Delitzsch, al. 
But many others, as Primasius, Jac. Cap- 
pell, Whitby, Cellarius, Reland, Rosen- 
müller, Bleek, Ewald, al., contend that 
Jerusalem cannot be meant, because Jebus, 
and not Salem, was its old name, and 
Salem for Jerusalem occurs only in Ps. 
Ixxvi. 2, a song of late date (entitled in 
the LXX, who however render the word 
by elpfivg, dd wpbs roy "Accópior), and 
there as a poetical form, for the rhythm's 
sake. A prose writer ofthe primitive date 
of Genesis would not be likely to use such 
а form. They therefore suppose that this 
Salem was that mentioned John iii. 28 as 
near to ZEnon, where John baptized : ре 
bably also in Gen. xxxiii. 18, where LXX, 
vulg., and E. V. all recognize now as the 
name of a place, though the Targumists, 
Josephus, al. regard it as an adjective. 
The same place seems to be mentioned in 
Judith iv. 4, rb» ab Залфи. And 
for this view, there is very ancient and 
Mi cud authority. Jerome, Ep. 73 (126), 
ad Evagr. vol i. p. 446, says that he 
had learned *' ex eruditissimis gentis illius, 
Salem non, ut Josephus et nostri omnes 
arbitrantur, esse Hierusalem nomen 
sed oppidum juxta Scythopolim, quod 
usque hodie appellatur Salem." And he 
goes on to say, et ostenditur ibi palatium 
Melchisedec ex magnitudine ruinarum 
veteris ris ostendens magnitudinem." 
And Bleek, from whom this notice is mainly 
taken, argues with some probability that 
the Writer of our Epistle can hardly have 
thought of Jerusalem as indicated by Sa- 
lem, or he would have pressed, not merely 
the etymology of the name, but all those 
sacerdotal associations which belonged to 
the holy city. Similarly Philo, Legg. 
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a Mark ыл, 4 дєод ToU 4 inpiorou, 0s ° ovvavrýoas `АВрайр бтострё- ABCDE 
x a nr , e ГА , 

omiy. Le Ре. Форт amò THs ! koris TOv Вас\юу kai ® evAoyHoas avTOv, ape 
. see Acts ^ l 

vi. w o ? ф xai ^ бекати ато márrov | éuépicev 'ABpaáp, трфто mno 
xx 17. 4 al. x Я К 

ever 10. Lake wey К épumvevopevos ! Baciheùs im дисалосілтс, serra 8 kal 

Cuar. VII. 1. elz om 2nd rov: ins АВ 
[ed Gaisfd]. 

2. for д, о 
rarros B. 

vulg- mas F- lat [copt arm). 

Alleg. iji. 25, vol. i. р. 102 (Вас:лќа те 
ir elphyns, Tad, тобто yàp elpwreó- 
erat), though elsewhere (De Somn. ii. 88, 
p. 691) he urges the sanctity of Jeru- 
salem, and ita etymological significance 
as Spacis elphyys. And this latter view 
seems to me the more probable. As to 
the further question, whether Tanin is 
here, or by Philo, meant as the same of a 
place at all, see on ver. 2), priest of God 
the most high (so Genesis L c., yy ‘ne? үгүз. 
The appellation, here and in the Ò. T., be- 
longs to the true and only God: ef. Gen. 
xiv. 19, 22, where in this same bistory both 
Melchisedek and Abraham k of “the 
most high God, heaven and 
earth.” Philo, in explaining this same 
office, Legg. Alleg. iii. § 26, p. 108, says, 
ео yàp bylarov doriy lepeós, ойх Bri ёсті 
тіз КЌАЛоѕ оёх Duros" ó yàp beds, els Gr, 
“ dy cQ ovpavg Куш дот) ка} ёт) yrs cdr, 
ка) ойк foriy Eri Ah abro?” dAAd TE 
p) rares к. Xaν,L As, бтериеуќбо 
Bà к. dwepadaws x. Ns ve тер) 
Oeo, lupasi» Tov thlorou кіре. From 
the above passages it will appear, that the 
fact of the Phoenicians in their тар 
having had опе god cailed ep, Elion, or 
Bros, see Bl., De Wette: Philo Byblius 
in Euseb. Prepar. Ev. i. 10, p. 86, can- 
not be any further apposite here, than 
in so far as that one may have been 
the true God, whose worship still lin- 
pee up and down in heathen countries. 

e union of the kingly and priestly 
offices in one belonged to the simplicity 
of patriarchal times, and is found in Abra- 
ham himself, who offers sacrifice: cf. 
Gen. xv. and xxii. Bleek cites Serv. ad 
En. iii. 80, * Sane majorum hec erat con- 
suetudo, ut rex etiam esset sacerdos vel 

ntifex:” and Arist. Pol. iii. 14, says of the 
eroic age, orparyyds jJ» к. 8:кастђг ó 

BacsiAebs к. тб» ярь robs robs «pios. 
Remember the prophetic announcement 
Zech. vi. 18, so familiar to every Christian. 
Our beloved Saviour, as the катўр A- 

rec (for os) o, with CIL P] rel ( Euthal-ms] : txt A 
at end ins xa: * «vAoynÜüeis от’ avrov D! o. (o has agp. below: D! omits it there.) 

1. ерер. bef aro x. N [47 Chr,(and mai) Thdrt(not h. I.)]. 
om ĝe xa 

see Zech. ix. 0. Jer. xxiii. 5. m Rom. xiv. 17. 

һа? expr) CDKL[P]® rel Clem, Eus 
сәркк 17. ` 

ош 
lat: om 3e c d | Thdrt]: om «a: K 

Aorros alévos, restores in that first 
blessed family relation, which sin had dis- 
turbed), who met (д cvrarr. would be by 
far the simpler construction, and in $$ 
cvv. we must assume an anacoluthon. 16 
is curious to find, even in De Wette, such а 
remark as this: “ds, Lachm. after ADE 2 
minuscc., requires no notice, as it mars the 
construction ") Abraham (it was, as the 
narrative in Gen. literally stands, the king 
of Sodom, who dix e eis curdyrnow to 
Abraham: but Melchisedek is mentioned in 
the same sentence as having brought forth 
bread and wine, and must be included in 
the category of those who came out to meet 
him also) returning from the defeat of 
the kings (all this froin the LXX, which 
only differs in having, котӯғ ToU No- 
Acyoudp kal тё» Вас. тё» ner abToU. 
nowy in this sense is Hellenistic, as also is 
adwrew used of ‘defeating,’ ‘cutting 
up’ in war. See Palm and Rost’s Lex.) 
and blessed him (Gen. ver. 19: see the 
argument below, vv. 6, 7), to whom also 

Abraham apportioned a tenth of all 
(Gen.: ко) Ne ar “ABpau (om."ABp. 
A) Bexdryy àrd жбутоу: “of ail,” viz. 
the booty which he had taken from the 
kings: so Jos. Antt. i. 10. 2, rù» dend 
тўз Aelas: and ver. 4 below. In the nar- 
rative, the whole has the solemnity of а 
formal act; of sacerdotal blessing on the 

rt of Melchisedek, and ition of 
im as High Priest of God on the part of 

Abraham. And so the Jews: the Tar- 
m of Pseudo-Jonathan, as cited in 
leek, and Philo, de Abr. $ 40, voL ii. 

р. 94 & péyas dpxsepeds ToU peylorov 
бвоў . . rà ётіуікіа дое. The custom of 
setting apart the tenth to divine uses, 
was heathen as well as Jewish: see nume- 
rous examples in Wetstein. So far 
(see the summary above) is purely his- 
torical: now follow the inductions from 
the history: as Chrys. 0«ls Tr)» Buf9ygow 
wücar èy cvrrÓue pvorinds abr)» ebed- 
pnxe kal ярётоу ply ard ro? фубдатоз), 
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first indeed being interpreted (i.e. as 
E. V., being by interpretation: his name 
bearing this meaning when translated into 
Greek) king of righteousness (7737270. 
So also Josephus, Аш. i. 10. 2, MeAxiae- 
Séxns, anuaíve: dd roUro Вао‹Аейз Blaios. 
And again, B. J. vi. 10, д 88 ярётоѕ 
«Tíras ('lepocóAvua) Яу Xavavaleyv 8u- 
yáaTy5, д тў татріф *yAdaay к\тбе1з Bası- 
Aebs Büros Fy yàp dh тоодтоз. And 
Philo, Leg. Alleg. iii. 25, vol. i. p. 108. 
Bleek remarks, that Васіл. 81 j 
not only comes nearer to the Semitic form, 
but is no doubt purposely chosen, inasmuch 
as Melchisedek is a prophetic symbol of 
Him who is not only righteous, but the 
fount and ground of all righteousness 
before God. Zech. ix. 9: Isa. ix. 7: Jer. 
xxiii. 5, 6: Dan. ix. 24: Mal. iv. 2: 1 Cor. 
i. 30), and next also ( being,’ not * being 
interpreted,’ must be d yam This is 
plain from the position of épunrevópevos 
after vp, and from Вас. Zahn repre- 
senting a matter of fact, and the inter- 
retation following) King of Salem, which 
IM King of pu has been much dis- 
uted, whether Tak in is regarded by the 
riter as the name of a town at all, and 

is not rather a portion of the personal 
appellation of Melchisedek. This latter 
has been held by Bleek, after Bóhme, and 
Pet. Cunmus de Rep. Hebrworum, iii. 3, 
mainly from the consideration that no 
distinction here is made between the two 

ressions, ‘ King of righteousness,’ and 
* King of peace.’ But, as Bl. himself con- 
fesses, wo may well imagine that the 
Writer may wish to point out as a remark- 
able fact, that the city over which Mel- 
chisedek reigned, as well as his own name, 
was of typical significance; and in that 
case, does not Érevra Bà cal draw sufficient 
distinction between his appella- 
tion and that of his city As regards 
the word itself, it appears that 070 is the 
adjective, belonging to the sub- 
stantive Diog, peace. But Philo takes it 
as here, Legg. Alleg. iii. 25, vol. i. pp. 102 
f., ka) Мел xicebie Bani (a те тїз elphrns, 
Tau, тобто yp ёритуєйета, Герба 
éavroU wewolnxey à Oeds . . . . калеісбо 
оё» à ui» тіраууоз Epywy wodduou, ê Bà 
Вас:Леёѕ fryeudy eiphyns, aA. ‘ Peace’ 
is here used іп that pregnant and blessed 
sense in which Christ is said to be Prince 
of ^ Isa. ix. 6: see also Rom. v. 1: 
Eph. ii. 14, 15, 17: Col. i. 20: obros yap 
ju8s Binxalovs roinge, ка) cipnvorolyce 
тё ép тоз obparois ка) rà ext ris "yís. 

o here only t. 
see note. 

Chrys. It is peace as the fruit of righte- 
(ш ef. Isa. xxxii. 17 1 the order 
ere, pro . . 9 е ө ө txatog VV ys, 

{ката 8 ка) elevat. “ Righteousness 
and peace,” says Delitzsch, “ form in О.Т. 
prophecy, the characteristic of the times 
of the Messiah ^), without fathor, with- 
out mother, without genealogy (it is very 
difficult to assign the true meaning to these 
зара The latter of them seems in- 
eed to represent a simple matter of fact: 

viz. that Melchisedek has not in Genesis 
any genealogy recorded, by which bis de- 
scont is shewn (see below). But as to the 
two former, it cannot well be denied that, 
while they also may bear a similar sense, 
viz, that no father and mother of his are 
recorded in the sacred narrative, it is 
poe be on the other hand to feel that the 

riter would hardly have introduced them 
so solemnly, hardly have followed them up 
by such a clause as Are dpxhy fuepaw 
phre Coss TéAos хо, unless he had 
coupled with them far higher ideas than 
the former supposition implies. I confess 
this оша to be present in my own mind : 
—indeed I feel, such solemn words as 
phre ёрхў» к.т.А. seem to me to decide 
against that other supposition. So far I 
think all is clear: but when we come to 
enquire, what high and mysterious emi- 
nence is hereallotted to Melchisedek, I own 
I have no data whereon to decide: nor, 
I think, is a decision required of us. The 
Writer assigns to him this mysterious and 
insulated position, simply as а type of 
Christ : and this type he is merely by vir- 
tue e ва far as these epithets are 
con : in what hewas sot, he surpasses 
earthly prieste, and represents Christ : 
what he was, is not in the record. I would 
regard the epithets then as designedly used 
in this mysterious way, and meant to re- 
present to us, that Melchisedek was a per- 
son differing from common men. It re- 
mains to give, 1. an account of each word 
used: 2. a summary of the opinions re- 
specting the passage. 1. dwdtwp, dpijrep 
occur in two senses: a. of those who Aave 
lost father or mother : so Pollux, Onomast. 
iii. 2. 4: see Herod. iv. 154: Soph. Trach. 
800: Eur. Orest. 804: Herc. Fur. 114 f. 
This clearly has no place here. В. Of those 
who, with whatever meaning, can be said 
not to have had father or mother : whether 
it be meant literally,as where Plato, Symp. 
beer то pagers duhrep, 
Ovparod np: 90 A Topos Пал- 
AáBos, Eur. Phon. 676: and in Pollux, 
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à ph #х=» pnrlpa Aufoep, Sswep ) in which ó uh yereadroyodpevos d£ abrüv fEh k 1 
"A@nva, ка} àrdrep дф wh {уву патёра, clearly shews that it was ancestry, and not 17. 47 
és H, (according to a legend that 
he was the son of Juno alone): see many 
other examples in Bleek :—or improperly, 
one whose father or mother is unknown, 
or ignoble—so Ion, Eur. Ion 850, is said 
to be ёиўтер, dvaplOunros, as being sup- 

to be the son of a humble slave: and 
in Horace's “viros nullis majoribus ortos," 
Sat. i. 6. 10: Cic. de Orat. ii. 64, “ quibus 
nec mater nec peter, tanta confidentia 
estis ? (Bl. observes that neither the 
“patre nullo” of Livy iv. 8, nor the és 
àpfjrep ётбтор Te yeyés of Ion 109 can 
be adduced here, because in the former 
case there was a myth according to which 
the word might be literally used of Servius 
Tullius, and in the latter the és deprives 
the words of their true meaning. De- 
litzsch has quoe àuiyrep as used of Sarah 
by Philo, de Ebriet. 14, vol. i. 865 f.: 
Quis Rer. Div. Нет. 12, p. 481, * quoniam 
ejus mater in sacris literis non memoratur" 
(Mangey) : but this is not correct, for in 
both places Philo states the reason to be a 
mystical one, because she was related to 
Abraham by the father’s, not by the mo- 
ther’s side.) d&yevead occurs only 
here in all Greek literature. It can only 
mean, ‘ without genealogy.’ But this has 
been variously unders Corn. a-Lapide 
says, “ Per genealogiam 5 prosapiam 
non tam parentum quam filioram Mel- 
chisedech: nam de patre et matre ejus 
jam dixerat." * Dicet aliquis," says Estius, 
* Quorsum addidit, ‘sine genealogia," cum 

‚фата dixisset ‘sine patre, sine matre: que 
pers genealogiam satis videbatur exclu- 
sisse. Responderi potest, ea parte remo- 
veri genus, a quo Melchi descendit, 
id est, majores, non autem genus cujus ipse 
rin fuit, id est, posteros ac nepotes. 
roinde hujus generis gratia additum esse: 

‘sine genealogia.’ am utroque modo 
genus accipi constat, etiam apud Grscos, 
ut et generationem apud Hebreos. Unde 
est illud Gen. v., ‘Hic est liber generationis 
Adam,’ et cap. x., * Ню generationes filio- 
rum Nos, et cap. хі., He generationes 
Thars, cum posteros eorum vellet re- 
censere. Sic quidem Hieronymus hanc 
partem intellexit, quando eam interpreta- 
tur, sine nuptiis, lib. i. contra Jovinianum. 
Per nuptias enim genus in pro- 
pagatar. Unde et Martyr Ignatius in 
spistola ad Philadelphios Melchisedech 

recenset inter sanctos qui cœlibem vitam 
duxerunt." But this, which would be at 
the best but a doubtful deduction from the 
use of “ generatio," is precluded by ver. 6, 

terity, which was in the view of the 
riter. 2. In giving & summary of tbe 

exegesis of the ge, I have made free 
use of the abundant materials at hand in 
the commentary.of Bleek. The circam- 
stance that Melchisedek is here stated to 
be ddepoopdvos T vig той ĉeco, has led 
many of the older expositors to regard 
these epithets as belonging to Melchisedek 
only in so far as he is a type of the Son of 
God, and as properly true of Him alone, 
not of Melchisedek, or only in an improper 
sense, and a subordinate manner. So 
Œc., é yàp réwos ob xarà sárra faos dari 
ў &AnGelg: Schol Matth., de yàp $ 
elxdow duvdporépa тод sperorózov *pbs 
dupépevay. Accordingly, they understand 
é&rárep of Christ in reference to his Hu- 
manity (ётбтер . . ds Ќубретоѕ, ёк hv 
yàp éréxO0n pnrpds, rhs жарбфуо› npl. 
Thdrt.), in reference to his Di- 
vinity (ds beds, ёк pdvou yàp Lal ied 
rarpds, id.), and so also &yeveaAóywros 
(ob yap xpi(e« yere las 4 Ф dyevrh- 
TOv *yeyerrnuéros rarpds, id.). And so 
Chrys, Œc., Thl, Marcus Eremita de 
Melchisedec, $ 4 (Migne, Patr. Gr. vol. 
lxv. p. 1121), Cosmas Indicopleustes (de 
Mundo v. in Galland. Bibl. Patr. xi. p. 
478), Lactantius, Inst. iv. 13, vol. i. p. 482: 
Ambros. de Fide iii. 11 (88), vol. ii. p. 513 
al And so Corn. a-Lap., Jac. Cappell., 
Gerhard, Bisping, al. But, however the 
word årárep might perhaps be conceded 
to be not unnaturally applied to Christ in 
virtue of his Humanity, the words ддўтер 
and dyeveaddynros lie во far off any ob- 
vious application to bis Divinity, that we 
may safely say this view could not well 
have been in the Writer's mind. See fur- 
ther reasons, on the words dowy. 8 тё ul. 
т. бео below, for applying these epithets 
to Melchisedek, and not to Christ. But 
when are so applied, жо are met by 
two widely divergent streams of opinion, 
partly hinted at in the explanation of the 
rendering given above. e one of these 
regards Melchisedek as a superhuman 
being: the other finds nothing in this 
description which need point him out as 
any thing beyond a man. Jerome (see Ep. 
ad Evagr., vol. i. p. 440 ff.) had received 
from Evagrius an anonymous work (which 
in all probability was the Qusestiones in 
V. et N. Test., by Hilarius the deacon), 
in which the qussstio famosissima super 
Pontifice Melchisedec " was treated, and 
the writer tried to prove him “ divinioris 
naturs fuisse, nec de hominibus wstiman- 
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dum: et ad extremum ausus est dicere, 
Spiritum Sanctum occurrisse Abrahæ, et 
ipsum esse qui sub hominis figura visus 
ait.” This strange ш moved Jerome 
“ revolvere veterum libros, ut videret quid 
singuli dicerent.” And he found that 
Origen, in his 1st Hom. on Genesis (now 
lost) maintained him to have been as 
angel, as did Didymus the follower of 
Origen. Then he examined Hippolytus, 
Eusebius of Cesarea, and Eus. of Emesa, 
Apollinarius, Eustathius of Antioch, and 
found that all these held him to have been 
а man of Canaan, King of Jerusalem, 
and endeavoured to prove it in different 
ways. He then mentions the opinion 
of the Jews, that Melchisedek was Shem, 
the eldest son of Noah; and gives their 
calculation that this may well have been, 
for Shem survived Abraham forty years. 
On this he ee no opinion. The 
view, that Melchisedek was the Holy 
Ghost, was also entertained by Hieracas 
the Egyptian, and by a branch of the 
Theodotian heretics, founded by a younger 
Theodotus (Epiphan. Her. lv. vol. i. 
pp. 468 ff.: Aug. de Hær. c. 34, vol. 
viii) and called Melchisedekites: and 
Mareus Eremita (cir. 400), who wrote 
а treatise оп M., mentions heretics who 
believed him to be д 0ebs Adyos, ярі» cap- 
kova h ёк Maplas yerrnOjjva. This 
opinion Epiphanius, Her. lv. 7, mentions 
as held by some within the Church: and 
Ambrose, from his remarks, De Mysteriis 
ch. 8 (46), vol. ii. p. 887: De Sacram. iv. 8 
(12), p. 368 f.: De Abrahamo i. 8 (16), vol. 
i. p. 288, seems to have held this: though, 
De Fide as above, he expressly states him 
to bave been merely a holy man, & type 
of Christ. This last view was ever the 
prevalent one in the Church. Cyr.-alex., 
Glaphyr. ii. vol. it рр. 46 ff., combats the 
two opinions that Melchisedek was a vision 
of the Holy Spirit, and that he was a great 
angel. In later times the idea tliat 
he was the Son of God was revived by 
Molingeus (Vates, iv. 11 f), by Cuneens 
(cited above), by Hottinger (De Decimis 
Judæœorum, p. 15), Gaillard (M. Christus 
Unicus Rex Pacis, Ludg. Bat. 1686), and 
others. The theory that he was Shem has 
found many advocates: Lyra, Cajetan, 
Luther (on Gen. xv.), Melanchthon, Chem- 
nitz, Gerhard, Selden (De Decimis, § 1), 
al. Jurieu (Histoire Crit. i. 10) believes 
him to have been Ham; Hulse (M. una 
cum Parente e Tenebris emergens, Lugd. 
Bat. 1706) and Calmet (Dissert. ii. pp. 271 
f), to have been Enoch reappearing on 
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TQ vig TOD Geod, uéve, p dere onyt. 
Epist. Jer. 5, 

63. 71 only. (-огоу, Prol. Sir.) 

earth. Bleek refers, besides the above, for 
the general subject, to Deyling, Observv. 
Sacre p. ii. рр. 71—87 (edn.8, Lipe. 1788) : 
Fabricii Cod. Pseudepig. O. T. pp. 811— 
814 (edn. 2, 1722) : Calmet, Bibl. Biblioth. 
pt. iv., where many dissertations are men- 
tioned. A th which identified Mel- 
chisedek with Job is mentioned by Wolf, 
Cure Phil. in loc., and has recently been 
revived by Mr. Galloway, in his work, 
Egypt's Record of Time), having neither 
beginning of days nor end of life 
these words are again taken by most 
MEN к, mean, ge of Melchi- 

ek, neither beginnin days nor end 
of life are related in Вела. Some, 
e. g. Beza (as a deduction from the other : 
“svi uc inde sacerdotii"), Camero, 
Schlicht., Wittich, al., take ёруу for the 
beginning of his sacerdotal life: others as 
Camero, Seb. Schmidt, Limborch, Schleus- 
ner, Kuinoel, take réXog also for the end 
of his priestly life: Nullus ante eum 
defunctus est sacerdotio cui ipse deinde 
successit . . . . nullus commemoratur ei 
successisse in sacerdotio: qua in re typus 
fuit Christi," Camero. But however deri 
rA may be legitimately thus referred, 
seeing that his priesthood and his life 
would expire together, ёруђу Ahe 
can hardly be understood of any thing 
but his natural life, especially as following 
ardrœp, &c., und in the presence of the 
general biblical usage of af juépau ro 
as a man’s lifetime. Accordingly most 
expositors take the words in this their 
natural sense and interpret them as above. 
So Chrys. on Ps. сх. $ 8, vol. v. p. 277, 
otre px h ol» iu:pà» palverai Ёр 
obre (wis TéAos б M., ob TG ph Éxew, 
BAAR TQ ph yeveadoynOjvar ó 8 'Iqcobs 

. TQ Kal IAO uh «уи ёт’ айтод 
&pyJ)r xpovich» unè TéAos ть ui» yàp 
jr exu Tb bb &л40ео. Similarly Thdrt.: 
Eranistes, Dial. ii. vol. i. p. 88 f.: Cyr.- 
alex. Glaph. ii. p. 68: Primasius, who 
ends, “neque enim sub quo natus est 
Melchisedek legitur, neque quando mor- 
tuus est narratur, sed subito introducitur 
sicut et Elias.“ Again however no one, 
I think, can help feeling that such an 
interpretation is in fact no worthy ac- 
ceptation of these solemn words of the 
sacred Writer. The expressions become 
incomparably more natural, as Bleek 
says, if the Writer really meant that M. 
had not, as mortal men, a definite begin- 
ning and end of his life. It really would 
seem to me almost childish, to say thus 
solemnly of any whose acts were related 

K 
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in the O. T., but whose birth and death 
were not related, that they had neither 
beginning of days nor end of life. Sup- 

e.g. such a thing were said of Ho- 
bab, father-in-law of Moses. Here again 
Delitzsch, who takes strongly the other 
view, quotes from Philo an expression 
respecting Cain which he supposes analo- 
gous: д Katy ойк dro8aveira:, Tb kaklas 
ciuBoroy, hv del det i dv rj be 
éve: жар dv@pérous. But surely it is 

hardly legitimate to conclude that, because 
Philo means only thus mach, the Writer of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews means no more), 
but (yea, rather) likened to the Son of God 
3 (ке) isa classical word. Plato, 

р. ii. 882 D, йфорообутез тӯ AUS er 
Tò Heider: al. in Bl. Aristot. Polit. i., rà 
efón тё» бєй» éavrois ёфороюбәтои of 
ÉvOpoxo.. This clause stands alone and 

dent, like the preceding, and must not 
taken with éve: lepebs eis Tò Sinverds, 

as Syr. (“sed in similitudinem filii Dei 
manet sacerdos in seternum :” “ but in the 
likeness of the Son of Aloha standeth his 
15 for ever.“ Etheridge’s version), 

hlichting (“ assimilatus filio Dei, i. e. illic 
ubi comparatus est cum Christo. Non enim 
usquam Scriptura de Melchisedeco seorsim 
et expresse dixit, eum manere sacerdotem 
in perpetuum : sed tantum in comparatione 
cum Christo, in illis nenpe verbis de Christo 
positis, Tu es Sacerdos " &c.). То this there 
are three objections: 1. it would be ex- 
tremely unnatural to say that from a text 
where it is said that the Son of God is a 
priest for ever after the order of Melchise- 
dek, Melchisedek himself derives the cha- 
racter of тепаа а priest for ever: 2. it 
would be but a poor way of proving the 
eternal priesthood of Chust, to shew that 
He is a priest after the order of one who 
only appeared to have, but really had not, 
such eternal priesthood : and 3. it is clearly 
not in respect of priesthood that the à$- 
opolwors is here meant, but in respect of the 
foregoin icates: for it is as to these 
only that the Son of God would be an arche- 
type for Melchisedek, seeing that, in re- 
spect of priesthood, Melchisedek was chro- 
nologically prior to our Lord. So Thdrt., 
rob ro xdpw (in reference to the 418105 

| ет and the &@dvaros púsıs of the 
n of God) ob rb» деттбтту xpiordr тф 

MerAxiceddn ёфоцо(юсеу, АЛАА Toy M. тё 
үе éxeivos yap totrov TÜwos, obros 
Bè тоў throu ў Cheer dy цќуто: Tf 

r=hereonly. (Heb. 
teh. ili. 3. x. 12 

IIPOX ЕВРАІОТУ. VII. 

4 Oeopeire Bé * arnXixos * ойто, 

bo air: Pod на а Histor, Bloke, fog.) on) ET a 

om ovros D'[-gr] 672. 

legen, ob MeAxiwebik цешрута bv 
Seawdrny xp rd, GAN’ б Berrórns xpurrbs 
lepeds els Tbv aiva катӣ Thy TáGw MeA- 
xi ebéx, in loc.: во also Eranistes, Dial. ii. 
vol. i. p. 88. These very words shew 
that the Writer does not regard Melchi- 
sedek as an appearance of the Son of God : 
and are so adduced by Epiphan. Her. lv. 7, 
р. 474: ob dp ris d aur биогоз yerhoeral 
sore. The sense is then that Melchisedek, 
in being àxdrep dufrep kyereardynros, 
phre adpxhy jSuepàr phre (ws TéAos 
xwv, personally, not typically, resembles 
the Son of God —in his personal attributes, 
as the Son of God subsequently in His 
incarnation, resembled Aim in His priest- 
hood), remaineth priest for ever (ele rd 
Siyvends = eis Tb» alva above, ch. vi. 20: 
and see reff. The expression is one which 
must be in ted in each case by the 
context in which it occurs. Thus Sylla 
and Cesar were chosen dictators els Tb 
Sinvexés, “ dictatores perpetui," that is, for 
life: Appian, B. C. i. p. 682. But that is 
no reason why here, where an eternal 
priesthood is in question, it should mean 
Jor life: indeed such meaning would be 
absurd, seeing that all were priesta for life. 
In that case too, we should not have the 
peser péve. All kinds of ways have 

n devised to escape the plain assertion 
of these words. Most Commentators have 
had recourse to the same as before, viz. 
that mo end of Ме priesthood is related 
tous in Scripture : во (Ec., ThL, Cyr.-alex., 
Epiphan., and many moderns. Schlichting 
takes it, that as our Lord's High Priest- 
hood, which is said to be eternal, will 
endure to that time when the high-priestly 
office will cease, во Melchisedek’s priest- 
hood is said to endure for ever, * quod et 
sacerdotium per longum aliquod temporis 
spatium egerit, et cum ipso veri Dei cultus 
et notitia inter homines illos extincta fuerit, 
ita ut sacerdotio, quod quidem vero Deo 
dicatum foret, nullus inter eos relictus esset 
locus. In sternum enim aliquid durare 
dicitur, quod et per longum tempus durat, 
et tamdiu duret quamdiu natura ipsius rei 

titur. Sic David Deum se in sternum 
udaturum dixit," &c. Stier says, “Не 

Stands in Scripture as a type of an eternal 
priest: but the question here is not of 
type, but of fact. Tholuck, “ He remains, 
in so far as the type remains in the anti- 

pe, in so far as his priesthood remains in 
Christ,” after Primas., Haymo, Thos. Aq. 
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Bat thus type and antitype are hopelessly 
confound Christ is to be proved to be 
a а e for ever after the order of 
Melchisedek. Can we conceive then that 
the Writer, in эн forth what the order 
and attributes of Melchisedek are, should 

back to Christ to find them? Again, to 
shew to what shifts in ters have been 
reduced here, Jac. Cappellus, Pyle, Peirce, 
and Storr, actually understand 8s before 
péva, and construe, “ made like to the Son 
of God, who abideth” &c. Every thing 

ews that which has been maintained all 
through this difficult passage, that the 
assertions are made, and this chief one is 
above all made, simply of Melchisedek, and 
d are, as matters of fact, inferred and 

id down by the sacred Writer from the bis- 
toric notices of him. What further infer- 
ence lies from such dignity being here put 
on Melchisedek, is not, us I before said, for 
us to enquire : certainly, none which can in 
any way interfere with Christ's eternal and 
sole priesthood, can be correct. It is one 
of those things in which we must not be 
wise above that which is written, but must 
take simply and trustingly the plain sense 
of our Bibles on a deep and mysterious sub- 
ject, and leave it for the day when all shall 

clear, to give us full revelation on the 
matter. See on the whole, Bleek’s long 
and interesting note, to which I must again 
acknowledge my obligations, and with 
which in the main I agree, against most 
expositors, and among them De Wette, 
Tholuck, Lünemann, Ebrard, and De- 
litzsch). 4—10.) See summary at ver. 
1. The Melchisedek priesthood greater 
than the Levitical, shewn by the fact that 
Meichisedek received tithes of Abraham 
and blessed him (4—8), and potentially, tn 
Abraham, Levi (9, 10). 4.] But ob- 
serve (some take Gewpeire indicative, but 
the imperative seems far better, both with 
regard to the sense of the verb, and the 
requirements of the context. The 84 also 
tends to sharpen up the verb. The dis- 
tinction between o i and dpáo, as be- 
hold and see, is, it is true, not always 
observed (see Luke xxiv. 89: Jobn iv. 19; 
xii. 19: Acts xvii. 22), still less that laid 
down in Phavorinus, dpô uir ёт) сёратоз, 

` беюрд 8% dx) Wuxiis: but where the con- 
text plainly allows of the distinction, it 
ought to be borne in mind: so Demosth. 

p. 19. 28, Qewpár xal скотёу cóploxe : 98. 
9, Oewpetre yàp Tb rapb ph d ylve- 
Ta: Ceb. Tab. 88, od rolyuy ohr бебрд- 
co»: and other examples in Bleek) how 
great ( quantus isque,”’ of what dig- 
nity and excellence) this man 
(was) (let it be noticed that the argument 
still forward the personal dignity of 
Melchisedek, in а way quite inconsistent 
with the commonly received interpretation 
of the predicates above), to whom Abra- 
ham paid tithes also (went so far as to pay 
tithes, the каќ ing to Secdryy N- 
«ey, and of these, rather to Sexdrny, sepa- 
ака den it s erre from maintes 
(o spoi ууа, neut. plur. 
from dxpo@ix:os,—literally that which 
comes from the top of an heap, and so the 
first-fruits, usually of spoils: Bl. quotes 
from the Schol. on Eur. Phan. 218, axpe- 
biva  kuples al Tí» карий» àrapxal, 
торд Tb» Ova, $ tori, Tbv cüpor Tis QA, 
катахрпстікёз 84 Aéyovra: кай al &xap- 
xol тўз Леаѕ. So Herod. viii. 121, pra 
pir vU» тоо: Oct kedho dxpotlvia 
Aa тє ral rprhpeas Tpeis Gowlocas, and 
122, wéuparres h d&xpoOlyia of “EAAnves 
és AeAgovs. Вее many more examples in 
Wetst. Elsner, and Kypke. And in ооп- 
sequence, some have pressed here the Be 

meaning, and understood, that Abra- 
bon gave to Melchisedek the tenth of that 

of the spoil which was already set 
apart for God. But, considering that these 
words merely take up Sexáryr dad rdv- 
rev Of ver. 2 and of Genesis, it is more 
natural to understand rà dxpoGina іп a 
wider and less proper sense, of the booty 
itself, as in all perd brought away 
might be considered as the primitim, the 
choice part, in contradistinction to the 
more worthless portion which was left 
behind. This general sense does not indeed 
appear in classic Greek, nor where in 

ellenistic : and when Hesych. and Phavo- 
rinus give as alternative meanings, o, 
and тё àrd тё» толёрор Aájvpa, it is 
probable that this pasaage was before them. 
So that Bleek, with Hammond and Grotius, 
would understand, after Thl., ёк т@» ёкро- 
Quer, rourdarw ёк tev Aajóper тй» 
xperrdvev xal TujuoTépor. This he thinks 
is favoured by the dx, which rather indi- 
cates that whereof the tithe consisted, than 
that of which (&ró) it was the tithe), the 

K 2 
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9 

stuieie | *epareíav Y Xauflávovres, * ёртоћђи *éyousw * йлтобека- ABCDK 
only. Ех 

nit94. тоёр Tov Хади катй Tov voor, ° TovrécTiw TOUS аёе\- peed 
5 d ^ , , 4 Е 

us de айтфу, °кайтер * éf£eXgAvÜoras ёк tis © oodvos m no 
y bale: еа Rev. xvii, 13. see ch. v. d. з John xiv. 21. 1Johniv 21. a Matt. xxiii. 23. Luke 

xi. 63. xviii. 19 only. Gen. xxvii. 22. Deut. xiv. 22. conatr., 1 Kings viii. 15. 17. (дек., ver. б.) b ch. if. 
14 reff. € ch. v. 8 reff. d here only. Gen. xxxv. 11. 2 Chron. vi. 8. e = Acta il. 
30. ver. 10 (Matt. iii. 41 Mk. Lake хіі. 35. Eph. vi. 14. 1Pet.i. 13) only. 

rec axoBexarovr, with ACD*3KL[PTN rel 

patriarch (added at the end of the sen- 
tence to emphasize the title: ‘and he, 
the illustrious patriarch? ойх ó тоҳфу 
üvOpexos, GAA’ ó AB. б 'rocoVros, 
à warpidpyns’ оўк bAdyws yap Tb жатрь- 
épyns wposéünkev, GAN T) & don rb 
xpósæzov. Thl. Tholuck has noticed the 
full rhythm of the word itself, as forming 
the foot called Ionicus a minore, with 
which, and the Peon tertius, orators love 
to end their ee i “ 16 8 Pater 
т is Hellenistic: formed from &px 
egit] the last in the Hellenistic 
sense denoting single families and lines of 
descent, the minor subdivisions of races. 
It is often found in the LXX version of the 
Chronicles for the heads of these families. 
Later however it was used to signify also 
the head and originator of a race; in Acts 
vii. 8, 9, it is used of the twelve sons of 
Jacob, as heads of the tribes; in 4 Macc. 
vii. 19, of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; in 
Acts ii. 29, of David." Bleek). 8.] 
Continuation of ver. 4, setting forth the 
reason of the NC. And (‘et qui- 
dem: the E. V. “and verily,” is rather 
too strong) they of the sons of Levi who 
receive the priesthood (or, and perhaps 
more properly, ‘ they a the song of Levi, 
when they receive priesthood ; in 
either case meaning the family of Aaron, 
not as Wolf, al., the whole tribe of Levi, 
which indeed was appointed by God to 
receive tithes, see Num. xviii. 20: the 
words of ix тӧу vidy A. will not admit 
of this interpretation. The Writer speaks 
of the custom, whereby not all the Levites, 
but the priests only, received tithes. Aan - 
Bévovres, as frequently, capessentes, 
taking as of course and right: Xen. Cyr. 
i. 5. 2, á 0$ Kuatdpns .... rh» dpxhy 
age trav Mfdwr. lepaTe(av, the office 
of priest: mostly a late word, Dion. Hal., 
al.: but also found in Aristot. Pol. vii. 8, 
thy wept robs Oeods éxipéAeiap, hy калой- 
ow leparelay. In vv. 11, 12, 24, іеросбут 
is used in the same sense. If any distinc- 
tion is to be made between the two words, 
it would rather seem to be the opposite 
of that laid down by Schulz and others: 
lepareía seems more to denote the service 
of the priest, lepwodvn the office and 
power. So in Aristot. above: so Herod. 

: txt BD!. om тоутесто Bl(ins B?). 

lii 142, lepwotony . . . alpeUum abrg 
те ёро) ка} того: dw’ due сіе) -ywouévoii, 
ToU Aids т. "EAevOepíov, —and Demosth. p. 
1813. 20, wpoexplÓnv èv тоз ebyervecrrá- 
Tos KAnpovoba: тїз lepwrdyns TQ 'Hpa- 
xAei) have commandment to take tithes 
of (Sexareve is the Greek form, -óe the 
Hellenistic. See reff.) the people acoord- 
ing to the law (the words котё Trav vépov 
have been joined by Seb. Schmidt, Ham- 
mond, al., to roy Ааф»: “the (people ac- 
cording to law) : і. е. either God's people, 
who were under the law, or those who 
according to the law were the Aads, in 
distinction from the priests and Levites, as 
ol 84 lepeis ка) ó Aads, Exod. хіх. 24. But, 
though an article after Лабу would not be, 
as commonly supposed, absolutely required 
in such a construction (witness of vexpol dy 
xo TQ, тоў Kuplois xarà odpra, and the 
like), yet it is difficult to imagine the con- 
struction without it here. Bleek would 
refer the words to évroAJj» Ax oN justi- 
fying it by ch. ix. 19, Aadrnéelons n 
don érwroÀüs «ath roy уброу { 
Mo des, where however it is far better 
to join it with AaAg8elems. If it there 
belonged to wáews évroAjs, we should 
certainly expect either is, or ray, card 
Tb» уброу. The commandment re- 
ferred to, on the ordinary construction of 
the first words of the verse would be Num. 
xviii. 22—82. But it seems more natural 
to understand those first words as I have 
given them in the alternative there, and 
then xara Tb» рубро falls into its place 
easily : * Those df the sons of Levi, when 
they are invested with the priesthood, 
receive commandment to tithe the people 
according to the law.“ On the ways in 
which the right of tithe was understood 
at different times, and how it became at 
length attached to the priesthood only, 
see Bleek's note), that is, their brethren, 
though come out of the loins of Abraham 
(the formula é£épyeoas ёк ris dro. for 
to spring from, as an ancestor, is only Hel- 
lenistic, arising from the rendering by the 
LXX of the Heb. u xy, as in reff. 
Compare ёк r&v xAeupay aov, 8 Kings viii. 
19; ёк тё» unp&v abrod, Gen. xlvi. 26. 
The meaning is very difficult to assign. 
Certainly it cannot be as Bleek, r 
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"ABpaáu: 6 б 82 ил) Syevearoyovpevos éE айтфуь € Sedexd- f bere only. 
Chron. v. 1. 

токєу APadu, ка} rov ^ Éyovra tas № érayyedas K єйї&- Herdi. us: 
eynkev. Tlywpis & rdons ™ àvriXoyylas " тд ° Aar ro bro (T1 E 

^ ^ 3.) 
той P xpelrrovos * eùAoyeîrat. 8 xal de E= Ч Sexdtas daro- bere and 
Ovjexovres dvOpwirot *rAapPdvovow ёкє dé, * дартирой- 

b 3 Cor. vii. 1. 
vi. 16. 

ver. 
9 only. Neh. 
x. 37 only. 
(аяоЗек., 
ver. B.) 

k ver. 1 1 ch. iv. 15 reff. m = ch. 
о John ii. 10. Rom. ix. 12 (from Gen. 

2 Matt. Р ch. i. 4 reff. q ver. А ra 
s тег. 17. eh. х!.2,4,5,99. Hom. Ші. 31. 1 Tim. v. 10 al. 

6. rec ins то» bef оВрадаи, with AD*3KL[P]N? rel Chr Thdrt Damasc: om BCD!N! 
17. 

Böhme, Abrahamidas quidem, sed fratres 
tamen :” for this quite reverses the Tovr. 
ќотіу and каѓтер. I take this to be in. 
tended : by the first clause, rovréa-Tw rove 
àBe obs афтёу, that the Levitical tithe 
right was all within the limits of one race, 
a privilege de Abrabamide in Abrahami- 
dem,' and therefore less to be wondered 
at, and involving less difference between 
man and ma», than the tithe right of Mel- 
chisedek over Abraham, one of different 
race, and indeed over all his progeny with 
him. Then the second clause, кайтер 
deR Rv Grat ix. ris S 'App., is in- 
serted to shew the deep subjection of the 
ordinary Abrahamid to the Melchisedek 
priesthood, seeing that, nee ee 
his privilege of descent, he was subject 
to his own priest, his. brother, who in turn 
paid tithes in Abraham to Melchisedek). 

6.] But (apodosis to дф, ver. 5), 
he whose pedigree is never (see below) 
reckoned from them (contrast—ol ёк r&r 
vl  A«vel,—ó ph yevearoyotmevos d 
airéy: also speaking for the connexion 
above advocated in ver. 5. The present 

rt. gives the sense, ‘who is not in the 
it e his genealogy made out 

“ә descent no one thinks of de- 
ducing. This is also indicated by the sub- 
jective pý. Had it been ob (as of ойк 3Aen- 
udvot, 1 Pet. ii. 10) it would denote the 
mere matter of fact, of whom no such 
genealogy existe. This is better than 
with Winer, edn. 6, § 55. 5, to regard the 
и} as only a stronger form of negation. 
The verb is good Greek : the Egyptian 
priests in Herodotus, 'Exaraío *yevenAoyf- 
Tavrı dbb. . . . ürreyevenAóyncar 
k. T. A., li. 148, see also ib. 146; and in Xen. 
Symp. iv. 61, we have уєуєаЛоуодс: Thy 
ovyyéveiay. i£ abrév, viz. тё» vió» 
Acuvel: not ав Epiphan. Her. lxvii. 7, 
p. 716, a-Lapide, al., тё» vl Io pf, nor 
as Grot., from Levi and Abraham : and it 
means 'from them,' i. e. their line of 
descent) hath taken tithes of Abraham 
(not took, aor. The sentence is cast into 
this form, because of the enduring nature 
of the office and priesthood of Melchisedek, 

evaoynoery AC( P 47 Euthal-ms] Chr,.— чл. AD.. 

which is given by the perfect tense. Doubt- 
leas the perfect might be used without any 
such reference, meaning, ‘as the fact now 
stands:’ indicating, as Winer, § 40. 4, 
that the fact endures in its significance : 
see below, ver. 9: but 5 раа the 
connexion here, I prefer supposing it to 
have been intended) and hath blessed the 
possessor of the promises (Klee would 
urge the present sense of the participle ; 
“him who now possesses the promises; 
but there seems to be no necessity for this. 
I should rather take 6 Éyev rag dway. for 
а quasi-official designation of Abraham 
(see on ch. vi. 12) as the possessor of the 
promises. As to the sense, (Ec. has well 
expressed it: & pe Tb» 'Afpadp, Tva 
Aer 44ру roy Мелис едк): ТЛ and 
(our English ‘and’ is the nearest to this use 
of 84, which is a faint ‘det,’ introducing 
merely a new proposition, Were it not in 
the middle of a sentence, ‘sow’ after a 
period would best give its sense) without 
all controversy (wdyres 8d xow&s да) 
&raprijpfrres of8auer. Thi. See on ch. 
vi. 16), the loss is blessed by the better 
(the neuters here serve entirely to gene- 
ralize, as in rò xaréxor ofbare, 2 Thess. 
ii. 6, taken up by ё xaréxw», ver. 7: вее 
reff. ; and Winer, $ 27. 6. So Thuc. iii. 
11, тё kpárurra ёхі robs iwodeerrépous 
lvvexyor: Xen. Anab. vii. 9. 11. On 
kpelrrow, see note, ch. i. 4. It is obvious 
that the axiom here laid down only holds 
good where the blessing is а solemn and 
official one, as of а father, or a priest: as 
was the case here. In such cases the 
blesser stands in the place of God, and as 
во standing is of superior dignity). 
8.] Second item of superiority, in that 

Js is an enduring, the Levitical a 
transitory priesthood. And here indeed 

(284, ut res nunc se habent: the Leviti- 
cal priesthood being still in existence in the 
Writer's time: of uiv yap 986, т оотќсті», 
dy т рбие AauBdvortes Sexdras. ты.) 
men who die (ёжобу. first for emphasis as 
bringing out the point of the ment : 
but there is also a secondary emphasis on 
&vÜpeo.: men, who die. Otherwise it 
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t here oniy. (LEVOS бт 9. 9 kal os : Eros eimeiv, V "ABpadu кай ABCDK 
note. Aevels 6 %бекйтав ' AauBávov 5 6cbexárorrav 10 ёт: yàp èv аъса only. (see 

ете Tj 
w ch. vill 

x Luis l. 45 себёк. 
n 

(Rind. ххіх. 26. Jer. II. 3.) sce ch. iL 10 reff. and note. 

9. for етеу, єлєў C! p J. (8% so BDN e m 14200 
Frag t] : Aevis А: txt ВСІМ Грея, 

ueXxicelex, with ACSD*KL/ PI rel [Chr-montf 
Aevi, with CIDKL[P]N! re 

10. [avrov P.] rec ins o 

ree (for Aeveis) 

Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc] : om BCI DIN [47 Chr-ms 
11. for e, » CL'(P]. 

need not have been expressed : see below) 
receive tithes (plur. as we also use the 
word, signifying the different sorts of 
tenths taken of different things): but 
there (de? 86, Tour dv TẸ xarà MeA- 
xte xpdypar:, Thl.), one of whom it 
is testified (É»0poxos is not again ex- 
pressed, nor is it to be "js Th 
mysterious character of Melchisedek is 
still before the Writer. It is hardly 
needful to say that Christ cannot be 
meant, as Justiniani, Jac. Cappellus, Hein- 
sius, and Pyle have imagined. К чы 

ivo sense of paptupotpa: (reff) is 
сакав in classical Greek. The 
testimony meant is certainly that of 
soripture; probably, that in Ps. cx. 4, 
where an eternal priesthood, and therefore 
duration, is predicated of Melchisedek. So 
Thdrt., Bleek, al. It cannot well be, as 
Calv., Est., Drusius, Grot., Wolf, Bengel, 
Bisping, al., the mere negative fact of his 
death not being recorded, which would not 
amount to a testimony that he lives : and 
it is improbable that in so express a word 
as uaprvpoóuevos the Writer should, as 
Böhme, al. imagine, intend to combine 
both the positive testimony and the in- 
ference from the omission) that he liveth 
(this clearly cannot be interpreted of the 
priesthood of Melchisedek enduring, as 
(Ec. : J axdoterepoy Béga: Tb elpuuévor, 
бт: 6 трбжоѕ тїз lepwotyns ray pir 
Aevirer, àxoürfoke ко) yàp ётабсато, 
т: Ane, pavelans: ó 86 той MeAxice- 
Ste GG : for what is here said is 
eminently personal, and that Melchisedek 
himself is meant, is shewn by the historical 
reference to the fact of his receiving tithes 
of Abraham. As Bleek well remarks, if 
&zo0rfjcxovres applies personally to the 
sons of Levi, (7 must also apply personally 
to Melchisedek). 9.] The Jew might 
reply, that it was nothing to him, if Abra- 
ham paid tithes to Melchisedek : for Abr. 
was no priest, and therefore paid tithes 
naturally to a priest: the Writer therefore 
proceeds to a third proof, shewing that i» 
Abraham even Levi himself, the patriarch 
of the Jewish priesthood, paid tithes. 80 

J. 
rec Aevirix., with ACKL[P] rel: txt BDN. 

Chrys., Thdrt. And so to (7d 84, 
ix Unos eld, } тобто onyalve:, & Ti wad 
èy суутбиф elxciv, ) arr) той 19? обтоз 
ere ёте} yàp тблитџа dBóke ть «яе» 
ёт: ô Acut ur els yéverw порахбеіз 
Ф8екат&у rapa тоў MeAyicebéx, ёкбласе 
тоёто. Thl. The former of these meanings, 
‘tn a word, is taken by Camerarius, Jac. 
Cappellus, Erasmus Schmid, Elsner; the 
latter by vulg. (“at sta dictum sit"), 
Erasm., Luthe, Beza, 8 
and most Commentators. Bleek e 
into both these meanings, and proved by 
many examples that either is legitimate. 
Both in fact ran into one. The phrase is 
used when any thing is about to be said 
that is unexpected, or somewhat strained, 
not likely to be universally recognized, at 
least in the general way in which it is 
asserted. So sometimes it is used for 
‘roughly,’ * improperly '—Plato, Legg. ii. 
656 E, pupioordy Ётоз.... és éxos 
«Vireiv диргостфу, GAN’ буте. So that it 
шау be here regarded as introducing and 
softening n strong saying: as Thi. above) 
by means of Abraham Ве. is genitive, 
not accusative, as Aug. de Genesi ad lit. x. 
19 (84), vol. iii. pt. ii., “ propter Abraham," 
and Phot. (8:4 roy 8екатебіута `АВраќи)) 
Levi also, who receiveth tithes (who is the 
hend and representative of the tithe-taking 
tribe. Indeed the name here is almost a 
collective one, the personal reference being 
taken up in the next clause), hath been 
taken tithes of (on the perfect, see above, 
ver. 6): 10.] for he was yet in the 
loins of his father i. e. his forefather, Abra- 
ham: for Isaac was not yet born, much less 
Jacob. But we need not hence understand 
ToU хатрёз to mean “the patriarch,” as, 
strange to вау, Bleek does. On the expres- 
sion cf. ver. b) when Melehisedek met him 
(on the questions, for the most part unpro- 
fitable (cf. és {коз elreiv), which have 
been raised on this proof, see Bleek, Ebrard, 
and Owen. It may fairly be replied to 
one of them, whether Christ айо did not 
pay tithe in Abraham, that He never was 
in the loins of an earthly father). 

11—25.] Further proofs of the perfec- 

ae à А hk 
u go ToU maTpos fw öre” curiyrncey abr Meyi- mno 

П wei © udy тойу х те\іюсіс Sid THs Aevevrucei)s 
17.42 
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Yiepwouvns ju, б Xaós yap *ёт' abris "vevopoÜérgraa, з 1, 
tis ёт pela xarà thy ° таў Mexx ) Érepoy Say. 1 ть. 

з = bere only. Exod. xxztv. 27. (see note.) 
James iv. 12. -Üecía, Rom. ix. 4. 

d = Acta Ш. 22, 26 al. Rom. xv. 12, ш Isa. xi. 10. 

гес (for auris) avra, with D*K L rel [Chr Thdrt Damasc pl om у» B. 
үа : txt ABCD! EN m 17 C 

drt Damasc]: txt ABC DI 

tion of Christ’s priesthood, as compared 
with the Levitical: (11—14) i» that Не 

a tribe not recognized as a 
iestly one by the law, thus setting aside 

the law: (16—19) is that He was con- 
stituted priest not after the law of a 
carnal commandment, but after the power 
of an endless life, thus impugning the 
Sormer commandment as weak and un- 
profitable : (20 —22) i» that He was made 
with an oath, they without one : (28, 24) 
in that they by reason of thew transitori- 
ness were many, He, ons and unchangeable. 

11.] If again (this seems the nearest 
English expression to ei иёх оби. It takes 
up the reasoning, not from the point im- 
mediately preceding, but from the main 
line of argument, of which what has just 
preceded has been merely a co-ordinate 
illustration. So that it is not necessary to 
say here, as some have attempted to do, 
from what point in the preceding chapters 
the reasoning is resumed. The main line 
of thought is again referred to, dependently 
on the promise of Ps. cx. 4, as made to our 
Lord and verified in Him) perfection (in 
the widest sense: the bringing of man to 
his highest state, viz. that of salvation and 
sanctification: see on ver. 19, obs, ère- 
Aclwoev ô убдоз. Commentators have too 
much limited it: Grot. understands per- 
Section of priesthood (“quod in genere 
sacerdotii perfectissimum est”): Primasius 
and Beza, moral perfection: Estius, 
Schlichting, al., perfect remission of sins. 
But manifestly these two latter are in- 
cluded in the idea, which is a far more ex- 
tensive one than either) were (v may be 
rendered either by the imperf. subj. or 
pluperf. subj. The former, ‘if perfection 
were,’ would imply it is not the latter, 
‘if perfection had been, would imply, 
it was not.’ The difficulty of deciding 
here arises from the apodosis being given 
in an elliptic form, viz. in that of a ques- 
tion in which the verb is left out) by 
means of (could be brought about by the 
instrumentality of) the Levitical priest- 
hood (on lepwovvn, sce note, ver. 5),— 
for upon it (i. e. rf)s Aevirucfs lepaaórns : 
not as, reading ёз” айтӯ, many Commen- 
tators, rex ee, for the sake of obtaining 
perfection. Three meanings are legitimate 
for ёж atris. 1. Concerning it, it being 

1% 17 (47 Enthal-ms] Cyr. 

Esdr. v. 38 aH. 
а ch. viii, 6 (also раза.) only. Ps. ххјт. 5 al. (-Gérqe, 

b Luke x. 42. Bir. iii. 22. € ch. v. 6 reff. 

атту o 
L rel (Chr 

aft ris ins yap D![-gr). 

the objective basis or substratum of the 
vomoOérnors: as in ob Adyar... . ӧз èm 
*o0AAGr, Gal ii. 16: enueia A role: ёт) 
tov ügÜevoóvrev, Jobn vi. 2. This is 
taken by Schlichting, Grot., Bleek. So 
‘disserere ’ or ‘ scribere super se.’ 2. In ite 
time, as ёт OAUν⁰’ki⸗wad dos, e Kpxorros. 
8. On its ground, it being the subjective 
ris or 5 P е панн : it 

ng presupposed, and the law-giving pro- 
ceeding on it as ex concesso. This ii akoi 
with s ight variations, by De Wette, Lüne- 
mann, Ebrard, al. And this seems most 
agreeable to the sense. For (1) would seem 
hardly to account for the insertion of the 
parenthesis at all: that the law was enacted 
concerning the priesthood, would certain] 
be no reason for here introducing it: sti 
less would the form of the parenthesis thus 
be accounted for, 6 Ааде yàp èr abTíüs 
revoj., see below: and (2) again, being a 
mere notice of dnte, would not account for 
{һе occurrence of the parenthesis. But if 
we consider the priesthood as the basis 
on which the law was constructed, so that 
not the priests only, but the people also 
(cf. the same rarr? TQ Ааф, wdyta тфу 
аф», in ch. ix. 19) were involved in the 
question of the dignity апа finality of the 
priesthood, then a sufficient reason seems 
to be gained for inserting the parenthesis : 
q. d. not only they, but the whole system 
of which the priesthood was the basis and 
centre) the people (emphatic: not èr 
афтўз yap ё Ааф, but 4 Aads yàp ёт’ 
abTís: see above) hath received the law 
(the verb vopo@ereiy is common both in 
classical and Hellenistic Greek. It is used 
sometimes with a dative of the person, 
so Ken. Apol 15, тері Avkoópyov Tob 
Aaxebauuoríois рородетђсаутоѕ, — some- 
times with an accus. of the thing, so Xen. 
Rep. Laced. v. 1, & иф» оф» éxdory ЛАшіс 
dvouobérnaey ó Avxotpyos. The use of 
the passive hence is obvious: and althougb 
not justified by Greek usage, finds a parallel 
in such expressions as 1 re,: тї, evary~ 
ex IC od, бс. : see Winer, 5 39. 1, ейп. 6. 
The LXX use the word rather differently, 
for to teach: e. g. Ps. xxiv. 8, vouo0erfjaei 
&raprdvorras ёғ é89,—ver. 12, vopobe- 
thee айтф dy 00g : Ps. cxviii. 33, vouott- 
rncór ue кре thy 08» Tay Dikauwpdrer 
cov. The perfect is used, as indicating 

rec veronoderNHro, with D? 
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ilem. 14. i eh. хі 
1 ch. ii. 14 reg. m = John i. 46. xi. I. ziz. 38, 

payrexois), Thue. i. 16. 

сЕ е1 
. 5. хі. 27 only +. 2 Macc. хі. 24 only. 

[for ov, un Р. 
12. om ка: vouov В. 
18. леув DI. 

h 2 Сог. ix. 7 only. KET а>. 
k = Mark iz. 12,13. Rom.iv. э. 

n intz., 1 Tim. lil. . iv. 13. о (Tots 

for sposea xnkev, wpos«axer АС 17: peregre [P] Е: nereoxuker 
Damasc). 

ya 
а о: txt BDELN rel [Chr. Euthal-ms Thdrt 

the fact that tbe people was still remain- 
ing and observing the law),—what fur- 
ther need (was there) (what need after 
that, a er, that being so: so Sext. 
Empir. cited by Wetst.: « 3è Arat 4 
фтобісеюѕз Aaußáveral туа, каї сті 
miard, тіз ёт xpela ёто$екубуш abrd ;) 
that a different priest (črepov, more than 
AAo not only another, but of a different 
kind) should arise (Herod. iii.66, Zuépbur . . 
Вас:ћќа ёуестедта. reff. There ія 
no idea in it of suddenness or unexpected- 
ness, ав Böhme (not Tholuck in his last 
edn.)), after the order of Melchisedok, and 
that he (the priest that should arise) is 
said to be not after the order of Aaron 
(there have been various views as to the 
construction. Some, as Faber Stap., Luther, 
al, take the whole as one sentence only, 
thus: rls ri xpela AdyeoOar xarà т. тф. 
M. Jr. dylor. lepéa, к. où xarà т. rág. 
' Aap., “what further need wae there for it 
to be said that another priest should arise, 
after Melchisedek’s, and not after Aaron’s 
order?" But thus we should have expected 
&v(ar. to be future (this perhaps is not de- 
cisive, but notwithstanding Tholuck's pro- 
test against Bleek, I cannot help still be- 
lieving it would have been so): besides that 
the transposition of the infinitives is very 
harsh (Tholuck tries to justify this hy do 

. тособтф Tb тЇ xph roten cvufov. 
Acra халетётерох elva Demosth. p. 
66. But the case is not parallel, inasmuch 
as there is no ambiguity in it). Besides 
which, ётера can hardly have any other 
meaning than that in ver. 15, not — &AAos, 
butjmplying diversity of nature and order: 
in which case it cannot be the subject 
to Ауєс бал, which has warà rhv табу 
Aa for its predicate, thus nullifying 
the črepov. So that we must either take 

impersonal, ‘ that it ie said,’ or, 
which is preferable, supply as above, ‘ that 
he (the coming priest) is said.’ ob would 
more naturally be 4f, in a sentence ех. 
pressing necessity, which of iteelf involves 
a judgment, see Hartung, Partikell. ii. 125. 
But in such cases ой may stand where the 

denial is carried in the particle itself, which 
seems to bring out a negative expression as 
set over against a positive one: e.g. Aris- 
toph. Eccles. 681, GAA’ ob pére GAD’ 
Areca: кої Bh xph ras Biaroías : Thuc. 
i. 51, bworerhoarres ёт °АӨлуду elvas 
обу Saag idpwy AA whelovs. So here 
the оф must be closely joined with xarà 
why rdiw "Aap., not with AéyeorGa:: or we 
must with Bleek sup that xpeía Яу or 
#80уато is to be supplied with ой)? 
19.] For if the priesthood is changed 

tter thus than E. V., “ tke priesthood 
eing changed," which gives the reader the 

idea of детат:деісух), there takes place of 
necessity a change of the law (not ‘of 
law,’ which would be decidedly wrong, and 
would require ToU »óuov, as іп a general 
sentence, implying ‘the law’ of the par- 
ticular case in view; vóuov, anarthrous, 
means that law, which had already begun 
to beused as a proper name, the well-known 
law of Moses) also (viz. of that law, which, 
as above, is legislated upon the ground of 
that priesthood: not, as Beza, Grot., al., 
of the law of the priesthood only, nor as 
Calvin, a-Lapide, Jac. Cappell., Bohme, 
Kuinoel, al., of the ceremonial law only. 
Chrys. says rightly: el dè črepov 867 iepéa 
elvai, ud AA & ётёрау [epo y, Ard yr. 
ка} duo Erepoy elvai Tovro 84 xpds тоф 
Adyorras' тЇ Ide kawis diaßhens: The 
connexion is with the parenthesis in ver. 
11, which was inserted to prepare the way 
for our verse. Bleek, De Wette, al. deny 
the reference to the parenthetical clause in 
ver. 11, and regard our verse as preparing 
the way for what follows: “It lays down 
the ground, why not without urgent cause 
a change of the priesthood took place” 
(De W.), that cause being that the law 
itself was to be abrogated. The Writer as 
yet expresses himeelf mildly and cautiously: 
the ретбдєсъ hero in fact amounts to the 
abérnois in ver. 18, but is not yet so ex- 
pressed). 18.] Confirmation of the 
position that a change is made in the law, 
у JSact indicative of a change in 
the priesthood. For He with reference to 
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ёстір, ? ei “" Kata Tiv "* биобттта Medyioedéx ? áviaraTas 1,16. Mark 
1.19. Gen. ix. 25 al. see Zech. tii, 9. 
v. . 1 Pet. i. 11 only. 
i. 4. 14. u 

w ch. lv. 15 only. Gen. I. 11, 12. 

14. rec ov9. v. ie 

15. om туу B. 

whom (cf. reff.: and ds ёх) 15 жау elseiv, 
Plato, Legg. ii. p. 667 D) these things (viz. 
the ise in Ps. ex.: not, these which 
I am now saying) are said, is member of 
(hath taken part in: the perfect implying 
the enduring of His humanity) a different 
tribe (from that of Levi, which has been 
already sufficiently indicated in the pre- 
ceding context), of which (sprung from 
which, coming from which, see reff.) no one 
hath (ever, to this day) given attention 
(applied himself, see ch. ii. 1, note; and 
reff. So Demosth. р. 10. 25, тё xoAéug 
mposéxew: Xen. Mem. iv. 1. 2, Tax» uar- 
Odvew ols xposéxoey: Polywn. p. 415, 
Tais yeopylais poseixor) to the altar (i. e. 
as a general and normal practice, had any 
thing to do with the service of the priest- 
hood). ar Proof of ver. 18. For 
it is plain to all (rp, of that which 
lies before men’s eyes, plain and undoubted. 
Tb apédnaor, &s üwarrij)uror rédexe, 
Thdrt. Jos. B. J. ii. 9. 1, ярёбуло» 3» rò 
avos obe hpeuioo: and other examples 
in Wetst. and Bleek) that our Lord (this 
is the only place in Scripture where Christ 
is called by this appellation, now 80 
familiar to us, without the addition of 
either His personal or official name. 2 Pet. 
jii. 16, rhy» paxpoĝvulay ToU Kvplov , 
is hardly an exception: see there) hath 
arisen (some have thought that this word, 
which, as an intransitive verb, is generally 
used of the heavenly bodies, has reference 
to our Lord’s rising as a Sun of righteous- 
ness: so Mal. iv. 2, àvareA e? duty . . . HAcos 
Sikauocórgs : Іза. lx. 1, {ке cov Tb pôs к. 
ў 86а nvplov dri ge àraréraAkev : Num. 
xxiv. 17, dare Ámrpor ё 'laxéB, to 
which Thl. thinks there is allusion here: 
eur ) Аёйз Tb üvaréraAke, ко) ёк Tis 
ToU BaAaàu *poQureías An$6eica kai ёк 
тоб MaAaxíov x. T. A. And it is quite 
legitimate, and a very beautiful thought, 
to regard these sublime ideas as having 
been in the Writer's mind, while at the 
same time we confess, that the word is 
used of the springing or rising up of other 
things, e. g. of water, Herod. iv. 62: und 

s ch. vi. 17 reff. 
= Matt. vil. II. Joba vii. $3. x. 3. 

х as above (w). Wisd. ziv. 10 only. 

pecuvys, with DKL rel syrr (wth Chr-montf, Thdrt Damasc]: =. 
epo. order [C?]D?: txt ABC DIT PINS 17 arm 
eoptt] Chr-mss, Cyr,.—pevons bef ovõey Ni. 

1. 11. 2 Pet. 
see ch. il. 3. xiii. 30. f = Acts ii. 35. Eph. 

there only t. Herod. iii. 68. Xen. Mem. 
v = Gal.1v.28. Lam. i. 12, 

у ver. 11. 

: 008. ж. cepewy 47 valg(and F. lat) 

especially of the sprouting of plants—Jos. 
Ап. i. 1, «ф0$з $vrd тє ка) ordpyara 
уЯбеу АуќтелЛеу: and see reff. And in 
this sense probably is évaroA4 given as the 
rendering of roy, Branch, Zech. iii. 1; 
vi. 12, though the two ideas, of the Sun, 
and of а branch, came to be mingled to- 
gether, as in Luke i. 78) out of Judah (this 
word may be the name, either of the tribe, 
or of the patriarch. From Gen. xlix. 9, 10, 
it would appear to be the personal name: 
but preceded and followed as it is here by 
$vAfs érépas, and els he vagy, it would 
rather seem to be that of the tribe), with 
reference to («ls nearly as ¿ml above; that 
which is said with reference to any one, 
being regarded as tending towards, and 
finding its issue in him: for its usage, see 
reff.) which tribe Moses said nothing oon- 
cerning priests (i. e. nothing to imply that 
any priest should be or be consecrated 
out of it: dera yàp тё ri lepwotrns 
els T». Acviruchy ávébnxe фолду. Thl). 

15—17.] Another proof that the 
law is changed (set aside) : for our Lord 
could not be of the law (= Levitical priest- 
hood), seeing He is an eternal Priest. 

15.) And it (viz. the change of tlie 
law; the proposition of ver. 12.: so (Ec., 
ob uóvov бубу dn ёстлу, Fri dA fj 
те Aarpela xal 3) Stabhun... àAAÀ ка} ef 
éxelyou wepioaas A do TU . . . kal ёк 
Tobrov катіётАбѕ dorw re ёуалЛау}ђ 
cal ij ueráü«cis ris raras 8:а0ђктѕ. 
Chrys. takes *i£' to mean the distinction 
between the Levitical and the N. T. High 
Priesthood : Tí dor: karáBnAor; Tb цёсоу 
тўз lep unt. Jac. Cappellus, and Bengel 
—" illud quod in ver. 11 asseritur, nullam 
consummationem factam esse per sacerdo- 
tium Leviticum," and soDelitzsch. Prima- 
sius, Hammond, al., that the priesthood is 
altered: Ebrard strangely supplies, ** that 
our Lord sprung from Judah :” indeed his 
whole comment on this verse is one of those 
curiosities of exegesis which unhappily 
abound in his otherwise valuable commen- 
tary. But the alteration of the Lato is the 
proposition here: and so Estius, Schlich- 
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ns 3 lag axardAvroy сеоба xpáros. 
ux YA 8, Psa. сіх. 4. f ch. v. 6 reff. 

€ here only v1. Dion. Hal. x. 31, vd 
d ver, 8. е = Gospp. passim. Heb., 

16. гес capxiens, with C-corr D3K rel Chr-montf, Thdrt [Thl Œc]: txt ABC!D! 
rus title) L[P]N a! d fh 1 n 17 Dion, Chr-s-mss, Cyr[- Euthal-ms Damasc]. (The P 
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17. rec paprupe: (for -peirai), with CD3KL rel Thdrt ( Damasc 
17 [syrr] coptt Chr [Euthal-ms] Cyr, ТЫ. 
coptt th (so v. 21 also) ]. 

ting, Seb. Schmidt, Kuinoel, Tholuck, 
Bleek, Lünem., al) is yet more abun- 
dantly (see for epic aórepor, on ch. її. 1) 
manifest (катёбту\оз is another stronger 
form of 87Aos, common in the classics 
(reff.), but found only here in LXX and 
N. T.). if (i. e. siquidem, seeing that: rd 
el дут) тоў $тъ vohoes, yovv iradi, 
Œc.: “si... rem dubitative loquitur, 
sed affirmative, quasi diceret . . . quia” 
&c., Primasius, in Bleek. See reff. ёт; 
could not well have been used here, as the 
reader would have connected it with xard- 
zu or, ‘it is evident, that &c.) acoord- 
ing to the similitude of (= xarà Tth» 
rdf before) Melchisedek ariseth a dif. 
ferent priest (it is best to take lepeòs Ere- 
pos as the subject, érepos being & mere 
epithet: not, as Schulz (also in ver. 11), 
lepeós predicatively, “another ariseth as 
priest, nor as some (F) mentioned by 
Lünem., to take lepeds and Zrepos both 
predicatively, He ariseth as another 
priest,” viz. our Lord). 16.) who (viz. 
lepebs Frepos. тЇз; ó МеАхите$#к obros; об, 
GAA' ó xpiorés. Chrys.: and so Œc. Thi. 
mentions both ways of taking it, and ex- 
pounds both at some length) is appointed 
(hath become priest) not according to the 
law of a carnal commandment (i. e. not in 
accordance with, following out, the rule 
and order of an exterior ordinance founded 
on the present fieshly and decaying state 
of things. So Thdrt., capxiuchy yap ёуто- 
Аў» ToUTo кёкАлкеу, &s тоб vdéuov did T 
Oynroy tay dvOpéxev кеЛейортоѕ, uerà 
thy ToU àpxiepéms Tereurhy, Toy de lo 
тада rhy lep un AauBdvey. And so 
most Commentators. But others take vó- 
pos to mean strictly the law of Moses asa 
whole, and évroAjjs capalyns as = a plural, 
and designating the character of those 
commandments of which the law was com- 
posed. So Syr., Chrys. (cas аўтбу—тф» 
sduov—dvrodhy ékdAeae aapkucf)e жбута 
yàp bea Buwpl(ero сарккё Fv. rb yàp 
At yeir, weplrene thy odpra, xpicor 7. 
сірка, Acicoy т. пёрка, кабартоу т. сірка, 

и txt АВО![Р]М 
aft со ins es D*K[P] b о [latt syrr 

хер(ке:роу т. odpra, éxl8ycoy т. сарка, 
Gpéfor т. сірка, àpyñoor capri, 
таўта, elxé poi, oùxl таркик&; є 8è Ac! 
paüeiy xal tiva & dry Nero &yatd, 
Exove’ roAAh (wh, pnol, TH capri, ydrAa 
к. A TH саркі, elphyn тў саркі, rpuph 
тў саркі. ded тобтоо тоў vóuov Thy lepes- 
otyny Rage ô 'Aapór ô uro Med- 
хїтє$Фк oùx обто), (Ec. (тЇ дот xarà 
>бцоу фут. сарк.; Sri ó vóuos ras футо\йз 
тарккёз «Їҳєу, olov wepirouhy, apylay, 
тф$є payeiv к. rdde ph dayeiv, Seep тар- 
kbs Ir к. ob vx ka0dpaim ob "yéyorer 
оду üpyiepebs Gxd ToU vópov ToU ras 
capkuüs ёутолАѕ ёутеХАорќуои). Other 
Commentators, who take vépow as I have 
done above, yet understand vapxivys as а 
subjective epithet, a law which was in itself 
transitory: so Bóhme, Kuinoel, al.), but 
according to the power of an indissoluble 
life (the two clauses closely correspond in 
ыш, as is much the practice of the 

riter. The power here spoken of does 
not, however, strictly correspond, in its 
relation to the priesthood spoken of, with 
‘the law of a carnal commandment’ 
above. That was the rule, by and after 
which the priesthood was constituted: this, 
the vigour inherent in the glorious priest- 
hood of Christ,—for it is of His enduring 
Melchisedek-priesthood in glory (see De- 
litesch and Hofmann) that this is spoken— 
to endure for ever. Camero, Calovius, al., 
have thought Svvapts to be, Christ's power 
to confer life on others: zov, al., the 
enduring nature of the divine decree which 
constituted this priesthood : but both are 
shewn to be wrong by the next verse, in 
which the lepebs els 7b» aidva is the point 
brought out). 1T.] Proof of the last 
clause: karackevd(ei тёз elre Tò ёката- 
Avrov Lefjs, kal pno Bri 9) ypaph AE 
афтф» eis Tò» aiava «ус lepéa. Thl. The 
stress of the citation is on elt ràv alva. 
For he (the lepeùs repos) is borne witness 
of that (just as in naprvpoóuevos Sr: (8, 
ver. 8, The Sts belongs, not to the cita- 
tion, but to the verb. If the rec. pape 
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i = Gal. iv. 9. constr., Rom viii. 3. 
10 reff. and note. 

ealviil, M. ck. Hl. 1. . J. 

18. vposeyovens D'[-gr]. 19. 

туре? be taken, ó des must be supplied, as 
in ch. i. 6, and passim in this Epistle. 
And then also the ёт: belongs to the verb) 
Thou art a priest for ever after the order 
of Melehisedek. 18, 19.] These verses 
belong to the proof of 15—17, expanding 
the conclusion thence derived, and express- 
ing it more decidedly than before in ver. 12. 

For moreover (pàv yáp, at tho same 
time that by the ydp it carries on the rea- 
soning, by the elliptic uév suggests some 
succeeding position as introduced by a 8. 
So Eurip. Med. 608, tvyyrword ul» удо 
j» ce Литеїс да, -yóva—'" certainly, I 
concede it, thy grief was pardonable, ... 
(but .. ):“ and in a sentence made as 
an example, èyè дф» ка} Aiorúgios ёёет- 
voüper, od phy yap ob Topeyérvov—'" for 
you, you will remember, were not there 
(bat we were)." See Hartung, Partikell. 
ii. 414. So here we may regard the рќу as 
elliptical, and pointing at an understood 
contrast in the permanence of the (ow) 
&xardAvtos just mentioned. It is hardly 
possible, even withthe right construction of 
the sentence (see below), to regard this ue» 
as answering to the 8“ following ères- 
«үшүй: its connexion with the ydp will 
not allow this. If this had been intended, 
we should have ex the form of the 
eentence to be à6érgois yàp yivera: 755 
uty xpoayotons drroASs) there takes 
place (är кошой Tb yiveran Œc.: that 
is, it belongs to both &@érnors and ётез- 

—вее below) an abrogation (ri dori 
3 Euenfcs, dr ROA Chrys.: й04- 

туш, Touréoriv draAAayh к. ёкВол%, 
Thi. Though no where else fonnd in all 
Greek, except in the two ро in this 
Epistle, it is a perfectly regular word from 
&Oeréo, ав vovOérgais, vouobérno:s) of the 
preceding commandment (lvroAMjs is anar- 
throus because the epithet wpoayoócns is 
thrown strongly forward into emphasis, 
which emphasis would be weakened by тз 
preceding, and altogether lost in тўз èv- 
TOARS Tis жросуоботѕ. The érroAÍf) in- 

: tended is that mentioned in ver. 16, ac- 
cording to which the priesthood was con- 
stituted, not, as Chrys., Thdrt., CEc., Thl., 
Prim., Calv., Grot., Hamm., Kuinoel, al., 

only t. 
i åo Üevés kal к ávedeXés, 19 ovdev (reir, ch. к. 

h æ 1 Tim. i. 
18 *. ht. 
Matt. xxi. 
Dal. fr. Wiad. 
zix. 11. 

i. 4 reff. o = ch. iil. 
3. lea. xxix. 13. lviii 2. Pe. 

exeisoyoryns D'[-gr]. eyy (oper А 31. 

the whole Mosaic law, however much that 
may be involved in the assertion, cf. the 
parenthesis in ver. ll. This command- 
ment went before—not merely in time, but 
was an introduction to and gave way before 
the greater and final ordinance) on account 
of its weakness and unprofitableness (on 
the neuter concrete where the abstract 
substantive would rather be looked for, see 
Winer, ейп. 6, $ 84. 2, and beeides reff., 
Rom. ii. 4; ix. 22: ch. vi. 17 al. Rom. 
viii. 8, as Gal. iv. 9, is remarkably parallel, 
both in thought and mode of expression : 
one of those coincidences which could 
hardly take place where there was not 
community of thought and diction), — for 
the law perfected nothing (this parenthe- 
tical clause is inserted to explain the 
implication contained in abrijs doe к. 
àredQeAés. The law had not the power to 
bring any thing whatever to perfection, to 
its appointed end and excellence :—perfec- 
tion, in any kind, was not by the law. 
This assertion must not be limited by 
making ob represent a masculine, as 
Chrys. (тЇ doris, о084у éreAelocer ob, 
фтсі», TéAcoy «іруёсато Tapaxovóneros. 
RA 8é ойі el djkoóoOn, TéAcior éxoln- 
сеу by xal évdperov. тёюѕ 84 ob тобтб 
фточу ó Adyos érvrav0a, GAA’ Sri oddity 
loxvoe кай eixdres’ ypdupara yap jr 
keipera, тбдє parte ка} тёбе wh pp 
oͤrorihe eva ШШ. obxl 8¢ ка) Bórvauw 
érriBévra. J 8d xls ob Toiaórn). Bimi- 
larly Ec. and Thl.),— and (Bé, see above 
on ui» ydp: and is the only English 
conjunction which will preserve the true 
connexion and construction of the sen- 
tence) (there takes place; yivera: belongs 
to this also, see below) an introduction 
(leise yx, superintroductio, a bringing 
in besides: the law being already there, 
this is brought in to and upon it: see ref.) 
of а better hope (the contrast is between 
the хрофуонта dvroAf, weak and unprofit- 
able, and a better thing, viz. the ¿Aris 
which brings us near to God. This xpelr- 
vovós Tivos, Tovréotiy, CAw(Sos x. r. A., is ex- 
pressed by xpelrrovos ёАтЇ$оз. This seems 
more natural, than with Chrys., (Ес., Thl., 
Prim., to suppose any comparison between 
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EX a d οο *o) *уюріѕ t opxwpoclas’ oi pèv yap opis ' ópko- ABCDK 
s Е 7. t here (3ce) and ver. 28 only. Ezek. xvii. 18, 19. Esdr. viii. 93 (90) only. (see note.) г ра fg 

: i т 

20. om о: дє» yap xepis оркорос. (homootel) D! 2. 21. 114 syr [(æth)]. 17. 47 

the earthly hopes held out in the old cove- 
nant, and the heavenly hope of the new (elxe 
ка} б váuos dla, pnoly, BAA’ ob vo, r 
ҖАх(оу yap ebaperrhoarres ew Thv 
«уйу, und weloecOa: Зеубу футайба 8è 
daniCopey ebaperrhoayres, ob уй» rab- 
étew, MA Thy obpaydy. Chrys.)), by 
means of which we draw near to God (this 
note, of personal access to God, has been 
twice struck before, ch. iv. 16; vi. 19, and 
is further on in the Epistle expanded into 
a whole strain of argument. See ch. ix. 
11 ff.; x. 19 ff. It ie that access, which 
was only carnally and symbolically open 
to tliem by shedding of the blood of sacri- 
fices, but has been spiritually and really 
opened to us by the shedding of Christ's 
blood once for all, so that we being justified 
by faith can approach the very throne of 
God. The word d yyige is the technical 
term in the LXX for the drawing near of 
the priests in their sacrificial ministrations. 

Notice the reading éeyyl(wuer, found 
in A al., as throwing light on the famous 
{хоџех, Rom. v. 1). t remains to treat 
of the connexion of the above sentence, vv. 
18, 19, which has been entirely mistaken 
by many, and among them by E. V. The 
ending clause, éxesayeyh $4 . r. A., has 
been wrongly joined with odd yap ère- 
Aeloce» 5 уброѕ: aud that, either, 1. as 
subject to éreXelucer, as E V., “but the 
bringing in of a better hope did" (Beza 
appears here, as in so many other cases, to 
have led our translators into error; and so 
also render Castellio, Parmus, Schlichting, 
Seb. Schmidt, Michaelis, Stuart, al.): or, 2. 
as predicate to vduos preceding, For the 
law perfeoted nothing, but was the intro- 
duction,” &c. So Faber Stap., Erasmus 
(par., * Lex... in hoc data est ad tempus 
ut nos perduceret ad spem meliorem Q 
Vatabl, Calvin, Jac. Cappel, Pyle, al. 
This latter is successfully impugned by 
Beza, on the ground that the law was not 
an ётеѕауоуў nt all, from the very mean- 
ing (see above) of that word. The form 
of the sentence is also against it, in which 
the first member of the predicate, ob yap 
dre. б v., has a definite verb expressed, 
whereas the verb of the second member 
would have to be understood. But neither 
is Beza's own counexion allowable: for first, 
it would be difficult to take out a positive 
verb and object from the clause ob yàp 
éreA. ó vóuos to supply after the subject 
èresaywyh: secondly, there is no proper 
opposition in the arrangement of the two 

clauses odd yàp . . . éreisayoryh 54: as the 
object was thrown emphatically forward in 
the first, so should it be at lenst expressed 
in the second: and thirdly, the position 
and anarthrousness of éweisayoyf) itself 
are against the rendering: we should at 
least expect ) 54 éxe:sayeyh, and pro- 
bably 4 8 xpelrrowos ds ётеѕау. 
There is а third alternative, which Calvin 
takes, “ nihil enim lex perfecit, sed accessit 
introductio." But this, though tolerable 
sense, is harsher than either of the others. 
Ebrard indeed approves it, and in his usual 
slashing manner calls the interpretation 
of Blosk &c. ein ſinnloſer Gedanke: but 
as usual also, he misunderstands the intent 
of that Gedanke: viz. that in these 
words, съ lepebs eis тд» al. к.т.А., there 
takes place both the à6érgo:s and the 
éxeisayoryfj, а thought which, whether 
right or wrong, is surely not without sense. 

20—22.] See summary at ver. 11. 
Further proof of the eriority of the 
Melchisedek-priesthood of Christ—in that 
he was constituted in it by an oath, thus 
giving it a solemnity and weight which 
that other priesthood had not. And 
inasmuch as (it was) not without an 
oath (Thdrt. and some of the older Com- 
mentators (hardly Chrys.) join this clause 
with the former verse, and understand it 
to apply to the certainty of the kpeirrow 
Awis. абту рат sposoweioi TQ 09° 
Spxos $ xui» BeBaiot ToU de Thy óró- 
execw. "Thdrt. And eo Calvin, Nihil 
enim lex perfecit, sed accessit introductio 
ad spem potiorem per quam appropinqua- 
mus Deo: atque hoc potiorem, quod non 
nbsque jurejurando res acta sit." So 
Luther. The vulg., et quantum est, non 
sine jurejurando," is apparently meant as 
an exclamation, as indeed Primas. and Jus- 
tiniani take it. But there can be little 
doubt that the right connexion is to take 
каб соу as the protasis, the following, ol 
pév to aldva, as a parenthesis, and xara 
тотоўто к.т.А. as the apodosis. So, dis- 
tinctly, ТЫ. (having before said on каб" 
бео» к.т.№., id od BAAN Sia tob тє véov 
lepéus xpds robs waAaiobs K. r. A., he ex- 
plains xarà тотойто, rouréeri, kaüócor 
бросєу del abr ÉceaÓai [epéa). And so 
1 believe Chrys. meant, though ordinarily 
quoted on the other side. He is by no 
means clear: and indeed the notes of hislec- 
tures on parts of this Epistle are evidently 
very imperfect. So almost all the modern 
Commentators, including Delitz:ch. As 
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pogías elol iepels yeyovores, 21 б $ perà * ӧркоросіаѕ зры. cis. «. 
v Matt. xxi, 

did тод Xéyovros трд айтор, ""Ouocev Kuptos xal ov È$, 
+ 05 y e ` 9 ` »^ . 99 Ir 2 Cor. vii. 8 
ue raEẽE 0 ,ẽeE ra, Zi ієрей eis TOV ai@va’ ?? ката ' Tog- vis only 

er. xx. 

ото xal " «peírrovos х :а0ђкас *yéyovev Y &yyvos Inhooùs. se Rom. . 
x (see note.) Matt. xxvi. 28. 2 Cor. ili, 6. ch. viii. 6 alls. Exod. xxiv. 8. Jer. zxzviii. / zzzi.) 31. 

only t. Sir. xxix. 16,16. 3 Macc. x. 28 only. 
Prov. vi. 1.) 

21. ner АВ? k m Cyr-jer, Chr Thdrt: per’ ee N? [Euthal-ms]. 
[aft ov ins e агора Ni (ins in marg №3). 

29. 
w ch. 1. 4 reff. 

i „J here 
rb #00: Takarrwy, Polyb. т. N. 1. (-vac@a, 

om 6:5 TOV 

КР vss Eus,(om,). rec at end 
ins xara тту тобі peAdxiceder, with ADK IC PI N.. marg rel syrr copt [wth] Eus, Chr 
Thdrt Chron : om BCN! 17 vulg sah arm 

ABCN! 17 Ath-ms, [-re DIP]. 

regards the ellipsis here, it is variously 
supplied. Some fill it up out of the apo- 
dosis, Stabe Eyyvos yéyove. And this 
seems on the whole more natural, and 
more agreeable to the style of our Epistle, 
than to put in, as E. V. after (Ec., and 
Bengel, Lünem., al, yéyover àpxıepevs, 
or as Bleek, al, robro (viz. éresayoryh 
xpelrrovos ANI) yéyover (or ylvera:). 

the swearing of an oath, 
is not found in classical Greek, but тё 
dpxopdora, in Plato, Pheedr. p. 241 a, and 
Crito, p. 120 в, Oduara or Íepeia being 
understood. Still, as Wolf remarks, $ 
йторосіа, 7) Siepocia, and many similar 
forms, are actually found) — they, 
as we know (оп рду ydp, see above, 
ver. 18), without swearing of an oath 
are made priests («loiv ycyovdres, not 
only for the sake of rhythm, but ns 
more strongly marking the existence of 
these prieste at the time of writing. The 
quasi-aoristic use of yeyóvaor is 80 com- 
mon, that it would not convey to the 
reader here the meaning intended. Paulus 
and Klee render, “are without an oath 
made priests :” Böhme, “ sunt sacerdotes, 
sed sine juramento (illi quidem singuli 
deinceps) facti : which would require eic?» 
lepeis хорі dpx. yéyovdres. Michaelis 
would render it “fuerunt, i. e. esse desie- 
runt :” which is against both grammar and 
context) but He with of an 
oath, by Him who saith (i. e. certainly 
not the Psalmist, as some (hardly Schlich- 
ting), who cannot be said to have spoken 
this xpós abTóv, unless indeed we take 
*pós in the mere secondary sense of with 
reference to.’ In the following citation it 
is the words of address only to which this 
refers: the former part is the mere intro- 
duction to them. Not seeing this has led 
to the above mistake. It was God who 
addressed Him, God who made Him priest, 
God who sware unto Him) to Him, The 
Lord (коро, as commonly in LXX, for 
пут) sware, and will not repent (so ref. 

{Euthal-ms] Ambr. 
22. rec тосоџтоу, with DIKLNS? rel [Ath-ed, Chr uthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]: txt 

rec om xa; with ACIDKL(PJN? rel [vulg copt 
Ath, Chr Thdrt Thi]: ins BCI Damasc. 

Jer. Heb., orm М: і. e. the decree stands 
fast, and shall undergo no change), Thou 
art a priest for ever (see var. readd.) :— 
of so much (in that same proportion, viz. 
as » N рекоа the oath and по 
oath indicates) better a testament (the 
meanings of бабку, 1. an appointment, 
without concurrence of a second party, of 
somewhat’ concerning that second party,— 
of which nature is a last will and testa- 
ment; 2. a аа agreement in which all 
parties concerned consent, = a covenant, 
n the proper sense, — bein ме 3 ur 
usiness here is, not, as Ebrard absurdly 

maintains, to enquire what is the fixed 
theological acceptance of the word, and so 
to render it here, irrespective of any subsc- 
quent usage by our Writer himself; but to 
enquire, 1. how he uses it in this Epistle, 
3. whether he is likely to have it in 
more than one sense:—and to render ac- 
cordingly. Now it cannot well be doubted, 
that in ch. ix. 16, 17, he does use it п 55 
sense of “testament.” Aud just as little 
can it be questioned, that he is speaking 
there of Eni same thing as here; that as 
кшуў Ziabhen there answers to the креіт- 
тоу Dia01 here, this first шепп zu it 
being in fact preparatory to t uller 
treatment. I therefore keep here to the 
E. V., which Bleek also approves in spite 
of Ebrard's strong but silly dictum, that 
every passage ia to be interpre a8 & 
jeder would understand it who had nover 
read any further) also hath Jesus пешо 
sure Eyyvos, see ref., occurs in 

7i and in the later classics, e. g. 
А pha, iv. 20 5 b5nnocip ёст 

and Polyb. in reff, : but the form éyyvnrás 
{ h more common. Bl. remarks that 

Mooris "s notice is wrong, Éyyvor 'Атт:к®з, sabes jy EAA I. Jeaus is become 
AS of the better covenant, 1. e. in 
His s rson security and certainty 18 given 

en, that а better covenant is mado 

and sanctioned by God. For Christ, the 
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z= Lukezi.63. 28 ка) o дёр * TXe(ovés elow ієре yeyovores, 84 тд 
ziil. 31 al. 
Num. ix. 19. 

& Acte xvi. 6 
al. Exod. 
TVI. 6. 

b 1 Cor. xvi. 6. Phil. i. 25. James i. 25 only. Gen. xliv. 33 (see note). 
1 1 John ii. 17 only. see ver. 3. 9, from Ре. схі. 9. 1 Pet. I. 25, from Isa. x1. 8. 

e ver. 11. 

23. гес yeyovores bef sepeis, with BEEN rel vulg (Syr) зур copt [eth arm Euthal- 
ms] Eus, Chr Thdrt Damasc: om yey. 
P Kus-ms,.] 

24. for sepwourny, гератіау D!. 

Son of God, became man, to publish this 
covenant on earth,—has sealed it with His 
sufferings and death, and by His resurrec- 
tion from the dead was declared with power 
to be sent by God as the Founder of such 
a Covenant.” Lünemann. This seems 
better, considering the context, in which 
our hope mainly, and not at present 
Christ’s satiafaction, is in question, than 
to bring in, as Calov., al., that satisfaction, 
or to regard His suretyship (Limborch, 
Baumgarten, al.) as meaning His media- 
torship (see ch. viii. 6, where He is de- 
scribed as xpelrrovos Suxfkms peolrns) 
seen from both sides—that He is God's 
surety for man and man’s surety for God. 
*Incovs is emphatically placed at the end: 
cf. John xix. ult.). 

23—25.) Further proof still of the su- 
periority of Christ's priesthood, tn that 
the Levitical priests were continually re- 
moved by death: Christ ts undying and 
abiding. This point was slightly touched 
before in ver. 8, and again in ver. 16 f.: 
in the first place, it was to shew the 
abiding nature of the superiority of the 
priesthood—its endurance in Melchisedek, 
and in Christ, Melchisedek's antitype, as 
contrasted with dying men who here receive 
tithes. In the second, it was to bring 
out the difference between the ordinances 
which constituted the two priesthoods: the 
one, the law of a carnal commandment, 
the other, the power of an endless life, 
Here, the personal contrast is dwelt on: 
the many, which change: the ONE, who 
abides. $3.] And they indeed (the 
ol uiv dp of ver. 20: i.e. the Levitical 
priests) are appointed (on eloiv yeyovdres, 
see above, ver. 20. epeis is interposed 

to give it the secondary emphasis) priests 
in numbers (the chief emphasis is on 
TÀ«loves, as contrasted with джар. 
below. The alternative rendering ae 
as possible in Bleek, “they indeed аге 
many, who have been made priests,” is 
hardly probable, seeing that thus the 
article of would more naturally precede 
Lepeis), on account of their being by death 
hindered from continuing (in e or, in 
their priesthood? The latter is taken by 
Œc, Grot, Seb. Schmidt, Ernesti, Wahl 

Hard r * xwdverGat ° apapuévew' ?* ò 86 814 TO © uévew 
> A с > bi 22 d 2 , E d e e 4 aùròv “eis Tov aiQva, * àmapáarov Eyes тї» lep π6ꝗ . 

e John тШ. 35 bis. xii. $4, 2 Cor. ix. 
d here only t (see note;. 

txt ACD 17 Chr-ms Cyr,[-p}. [Te 

апа Bretschneider, Kuinoel, al. And this 
is the more probable. The verb is а vox 
media, апа may be applied to any sort 
of endurance treated of in the context 
(so in the examples cited from Herod. 
і. 30, cal сф: elde Araoi réxva éxyerdueva 
kal жйута wapauelvarra, and Artemidor. 
li. 27, -yuvaind T€ к. raias uh wapayéverw 
parreverai): which clearly here treats of 
abiding in the priesthood: besides which, 
it would be somewhat tautological to say 
that they were hindered by death from 
continui in life. The other view is 
taken by hel, Wolf, Bengel, Michaelis, 
Schulz, De Wette, Lünemann ; not seeing, 
says Delitzsch, was баб für eine närriſche 
platte Rede iſt), 94.] but He, on ac- 
count of his for ever (here 
again, our former argument conversely ap- 
plies, and obliges us to understand this 
Adee of endurance now in life, not in 
priesthood. It would be tautology to say, 
as Estius, Seb. Schmidt, al., “because He 
remains a priest for ever, He has an un- 
changeable priesthood :” besides that thus 
the members of the parallelism would not 
correspond. They, on account of their 
deaths, are subject to continual renewal: 
He, because He lives for ever, has, &c. See, 
besides reff., John xxi. 22 f.: 1 Cor. xv. 6: 
Phil. i. 25), hath his priesthood unchange- 
able (such is the construction: as in such 
sentences as elre peydAn 7f фоур,—апй 
fe Exe: Thv ё&жокйбаразу, Plot. de 

iscr. Am. et Adult., $ 35, in Bl. The art. 
in such case is quasi-personal and the 
adjective a pure predicate, not an epithet. 
én is a word of later Greek: see 
Lob. on Phryn. p. 813 (ёкар48ато» rap- 
сито Aévyew, GAA’ dxapalryroy: on which 
Lob. says, Ratio convenit: nam sapd- 
Baroy vetus est sed poeticum : àxapáBaTor 
neque vetus, neque oratoricum ^). Many 
expositors, Thdrt., Œc., Thl., al., take it 
actively, $4$охо» ойк Éxovcar, wh xapa- 
Baivovcay eis KAXovy. But it seems 
doubtful whether the word ever has this 
meaning. Palm and Rost give it, but 
cite only this place as justifying it. On 
the other hand, the examples in Bleck and 
Wetst. all tend to substantiate the passive 
meaning, usalierable; which may not 
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25 г50єу wal собе eis тд Е парте дурата тоў  троѕ- feb. it. 11 тет, 
L 8 7 , ^ a 8 A 7 m 1 ? * k ? 

epxopévovs б avroU TQ Ge, wavtote Cav !eis то k évrvy- 

Navew йлтёр aura. 

1 Acts Ш. 19. vil. 19. Rom. l. 11,20. ch. іх, 28 al. 
iv. 36 al. (-rev£c, 1 Tim. ii, 1.) 
Ч. 10 reff. 

m cb. vi. J. 
o of persons, Acts fi. 27 & xiii. (34,) 36, from Pa. xv. 10. Tit. 1.8. (1 Tim. ii. 8.) 

= here (Rom. xvi. 18) only. Jer. xi. 19. 
2 Macc. xiv. 38. i 

4. xvi. b only. Ps. іт. 3 al. 
1.27. 1Peti.4onlyt. Wiad. iil. 1 

26. rec om Ist ка, with скн 
Thdrt]: ins ABD syrr Eus,. a 

be passed by or put aside. So Galen i. in 
Hippocr. says, wpbs yap TÒ катетегуоу del 
xph тд» larpbv Toracba, ка) uh nxabdwep 
dh az тоу $uAdccew тё Kedev- 
O0érra zpdrrecOa:. The same expression, 
уброз ётаріВатоз, is found in Epictet. 75. 
The sun, in Plut. de Oracul. Defect. p. 410, 
has a dit &wapáBaros: and Hierocles, 
Aur, Carm. p. 26, has, 7d &wapdBaror тїз 
фу tois duuioupynbecoi/ eb rat las, and p. 72, 
ў r&v cahEö air thpneis ётарёВатоѕ. So 
vulg. and D-lat., “ sempiternum :? Ambr. 
de Fuga Ssculi c. 8 (16), vol. i. p. 424, 
* impravaricabile :” Aug. de Pece. Mer. i. 
27 (50), vol. x. pt. i., *intransgreseibile ”). 

25.] Whence (dre:d4, pyoly, ded (5) 
also (as a natural consequence, some- 
thing else, flowing from and accompanying 
the last : but with a slightly characteristic 
force: a new and higher thing follows. 
It is not easy to say whether cal belongs 
to ce or to Sévara. Rather, perhaps, 
to the whole sentence, to 8órvaTai-aó(ew- 
es- 7b -. k. T. X.) He is able to save (in its 
usual solemn N. T. sense, to rescue from 
sin and condemnation) to the uttermost 
(the Syr., vulg., үн (ob p rb жарду 
udvor mol, &AAà Kal ёкєї ёу tH peAAovoy 
(ef), Œc., Thl., Luth., Calv., Schlicht., 
Grot., al. take «lg td vavreMs of time: 
* He is ever able to save," or “ He is able 
to save for ever." But this is not the usage 
of the word. Bleek has shewn by very 
many instances, that completeness, not du- 
ration, is its idea: as indeed its etymology 
would lead us to expect. It may refer to 
time, when the context requires, as in 
lian, V. Н. xii. 20, Adye: ‘Holodos 19 
and uóvgy . . 8:4 TéAovs d pure, 
Thy 8 xe ойк els ть wavredrts 
Фурихуєу, kal rabrny dd dwodwAenévat 
tov Üxvov тд uiou. But even then it is 
entirely, throughout, and only thus comes 
to mean ‘always.’ We have eis т) т. 
apancbjvat, Philo, Leg. ad Caium, § 21, 
vol ii. p. 567: улраћёз 8d àv (Isaac) к. 
тёз буе els Tò т. Hpaviopévos, Jos. Antt. 
і. 18. 5: robs Aewpods els Tb ж. ё Ласе 
vis TóÓAcos, ib. iii. 2. 8, Ке. &c.) those 
that approach (cf. éyyíQoue» above, ver. 

g Luke xiii. 11 
(there also 
w. eis) only+. 

ntt. vi. 28 1тоойто$ yàp uiv m kal " ётретєр 1 (A2, 
гакеков ápxiepeUs, ° Saws P йкакос A ашіаутоѕ, * keyapua uévos v 2 Macc.iii.12.) ch. iv h. iv. 16 reff. 

and note, 
k Acts xxv. 24. Rom. viii. 28, 34. хі. 3only¢. 2 Macc. 

1 see ch. viii. 1. 1 Cor. v. 1. n = ch, 
Rev. xv. 

q ch. xiii. 4. James 
т = Rom. vili. 35, 39 (see note). Neh. ix. 2. 

rel latt copt [sth arm Bas, Chr, Euthal-ms 
axakos ins ка! А. 

19) through Him (5:4 тўз els abri 
alorews, Œc., ТЫ. The contrast is to 
those, whose approach to God was through 
the Levitical priesthood) to God, ever 
living as He (this participial clause 
in fact is epexegetical of the S@ev, giving 
the reason which is wrapt up in that con- 
junction) to intereede for them (on 
évrvyxdvew, see reff. “As regards its 
usage, it is found with a dative frequently 
in classic Greek : but in the definite mean- 
ing of ‘adire aliquem? in reference to 
(тєрї) а person or occasion, to approach 
any one interceding (rép) or complaining 
(xard), it is not found until the later 
Greek, Polyb., Plut., Themestius, Ælian : 
see Wetst. on Rom. viii. 26. Here it im- 
plies the whole mediatorial work, which 
the exalted Saviour performs for his own 
with his Heavenly Father, either by refer- 
ence to his past death of blood by which 
He has bought them for himself, or by 
continued intercession for them. See Rom. 
viii, 84, below, ch. ix. 24: 1 John ii. 1. 
And cf. Philo on the mediatorial and in- 
lercessory work of the Adyos, Vita Mos. 
iii. 14, vol. i. p. 155: dvayxaioy yàp $y rov 
lepwopdvor TQ тоў кбороу жатрі, rapar Hir 
xo a TeAeioTár Thy dperhy vij, wpós 
тє dpynorelay ügaprnudTow ка) хорзру!ау 
&Q0overárcev dyabey: and Quis Rer. Div. 
Нег. 42, p. 501, 6 8 abrbs ixérns pév dori 
TOU O En del яз 7 тд 
Кфбартоу, xpecBevrhs TOU ўуєиброѕ 
ear éxhroov.” Bleek). 2.26. 
Further and concluding argument for the 
Sact of Christ being such a High Priest : 
that such an one was necessary for us. 
This necessity however is not pursued into 
its grounds, but only asserted, and then 
the description of His exalted perfections 
gone further into, and substantiated by 
facts in his own history and that of the 
riests of the law (ver. 28). 26. 
or such (i. e. such as is above described : 

retrospective, not prospective, as some 
have taken it. Then the following ad- 
jectives serve as appositionel prowess 
carrying forward rovotros, and enlarging 
on the attributes of our High Priest, which 
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kommen, and Bengel, Resolve: filius, 
semel consummatus, constitutus est sacer- 
dos in eternum.” The E. V. has oblite- 
rated both sense, and analogy with ch. ii. 
10 and v. 9, by rendering rerek., “ conse- 

CHAT. VIII. 1—18.] Not only is Christ 
personally, as a High Priest, above the 
sons of Aaron, but the service and ordi- 
nances of the covenant to which his High 
Priesthood belongs are better than those 
of that to which they belong. 
] Now the principal matter («e$áXatov 

most usually has this meaning. Thuc. 
iv. 50, d» als (ётістоЛоїг) morr ÉXXer 

(rov, кефёлоио» Fy к.т.А. : Plato, 
. р. 458 A, 4 ярауратеіа айт 

(rr gnropteñs) Éxaca к. Tb wejdAmor 
els тобто rex ur: Demosth. р. 816. 6, 
ке) Tb иф» кефйлшо» aducnudrey, és hr 
cvrrouóérar' «яо: Tis, тойт doriy: and 
see many more examples in Bl. and Wetst., 
as in Thl., 7d uro ка) ovvextixnd- 
тероу. The other meaning, ewm total, 
would be apposite enough here, were the 
sense of кеф. confined to ver. 1, which has 
been treated of before: but ver. 2 contains 
new particulars, which cannot be said to be 
the гит of any things hitherto said. Be- 
sides, even were that condition falfilled, 
this sense would require not the present 
participle Aeyopévows, but the past, Aex- 
dete, or eipnuévois, and the iciple 
itself would more 8 be in the geni- 
tive, as in Isocr. Nicocl. p. 90, кефФАшо>» 
ro elonudvar: Themist. de Pace, p. 230, 
кефёлаоу ToU rapdyros Aóyov. ed - 
Aato is not, a princi matter,” as 
Lünem. :—words thus thrown forward do 
not require the article to make them defi- 
nite: cf. the examples given above) in the 
things which we are saying (irt, ‘upon? 
lying as it were, by, and among. This 
seemg best; we ш render it, as in 
Luke xvi. 26, besides, but the present 
part. seems to forbid rendering “the 
things already said,” as most Commen- 
tatorsand E. V. Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 1, 
p. 287 f., adopts a curious arrangement: 
taking кеф4Ашоу 8 by itself, he under- 
stands àpxiepe doi after Aeyonérois, and 
renders, “besides these, who are called 
high priests, we have," &c. This is far- 
fetched and unnatural: for had Aeyouéras 
borne any such meaning, we should cer- 
tainly have had the predicate, which would 
thus be emphasized, expressed, and not 
understood: as in 1 Cor. viii. б, 6, етер 

IIPOX EBPAIOTZ. VIII. 

p ch. I. 7 тей. see note. 

edel Aeydueros bcol к.т.А„, АЛА Suiv els 
Oeds r. r. A.): we have such an High Priest 
(emphasis on тоюбтоу, which refers, not 
to what preceded, but to what is to follow, 
vis. $s ёкібісєу u. r. A.) Who sat down (“In 
ch. i. 3, the sitting at the right hand of 
God was mentioned as a pre-eminence of 
the Son above the angels, who stand as 
ministering spirits’ before the presence of 
od: here, where the same is said of 

Christ as High Priest, Schlichting, Lim- 
borch, Klee, al. rightly remark that there 
is again a pre-eminence in кабісси over 
the Jewish high priests: for these, even 
when they entered the holiest place, did 
not sit down by the throne of God, but 
only stood before it for a moment: cf. ch. 
x. ll, 12, ка) was ui» dpxsepeds Corne» 
каб tudpay Aerrovpyüv . . . . obros 8è 
ooo els TÒ Sinvents ёкбб:се» dv 8:0 той 
Өеоб.”” Bleek. Lünem. calls this fancifal : 
but snch distinctions are not surely to be 
overlooked altogether) on the right hand 
of the throne of majesty in the heavens 
(better thus, than “ of the majesty in the 
heavens," тў; pey- фу Tois ойр. The 
last words, фу rots ovp., may belong not 
merely to rijs деуалес., but to the whole 

ing, éxd0. d» Bef. тод Op. тўз ney. 
Bat see on ch.i. 8, where we have the very 
similar expression, ёкёб:сеу ёи Seti rs 
neyaAecórns dy ö: and where it 
seems simpler to join èr by. with тўз 
peyadwotyns. If taken as above, it will 
be best for this reason also to drop the 
English definite art. before ‘majesty,’ and 
regard тїз pey. as abstract. Hofmann 
(Schriftb. ii. 1. 289, and Weissagung u. 
Erfüllung, ii. 190) strangely joins ёи тогу 
ovp. with what follows, an order which 
hardly could be imagined in this Epistle, 
and wholly unnecessary for the sense, in 
which, Christ having been once asserted 
to have sat down in the heavens, it neces- 
sarily follows that the Фуа afterwards 
spoken of are фә rois obpavois. On the ex- 
pression ё Opév. тўз pey. Thl. remarks, 75» 
varpucóv quat, À Sri xal д warhp Acxbeln 
ay abr peyadwotyn, 3 бт: àxAGs ойто 
0póvos peyarwotens 6 néywros pd. 
The former and not the latter is evidently 
the sense here. All such mere periphrases 
of к ale rag would be m 
worthy of the solemnity and dignity o 
the subject and style), 3. minister 
(Aero dkáAovr ol палоо) rò Bnuócior, 
doe Aeirovpyyeiv Tò els тд Bnuócatoy - 
feoai ¥Aeyov. Schol. in Demosth. Lept. 
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yos, kai Tis Tonnis ris dLZ‚, fjv ®ётт єр ó mú- f vers. a » ^ FA 

pios, ойк avOparros. $ mas үйр dpyrepeds eis тд“ mpos- Let, a 
т Ezod. XIII. 7. Joch. xviii. I. = ch. Ix. 2. J . ті. „1. „1.9. e x ues (rey x. ohn L 9. vi. . zv. 1. 1 Thees. I. 9. 1JohniL& Jer. il. 21. 

9. rec ins xa: bef ovx, with AD'KL[P 
Chr Thdrt Damase] Chron: om BD!N 17 

The LXX use the verb and subst. to ex- 
press the Heb. myg and rgo, in reference 
to the sacerdotal service in the san : 
see, for the verb, Exod. xxviii. 81, 39 (35, 
48); xxix. 80; xxxv. 18: Deut. xvii. 12: 
8 Kings viii. 11: 1 Chron. ті. 82: 2 Chron. 
xiii 10: Ezek. xliv. 27, where we have 
Aerroupye dp TQ yl: xlv. 4 al: 
and for the subst., Neh. x. 39: Isa. lxi. 
6: Sir. vii. 80) of the holy places (ro 
zyten is taken as maso. by rer in Thl., 
and by (Ec, тё» jryicuérer жар афтой 
dxÜpdrer нё» ydp der  Apxiepess. 
Bat pav Epyrspeds and sj» Mvrovpyós 
are very different things. The Acroupyés 
is subordinate to those whose minister he 
is, as in Josh. i. 1 A, ré "Inoot . . . r 
Аєетоуруф Меисӯ : see also 2 Kings 
18: 8 Kings x. 6: 4 Kings iv. 48; vi. 16: 
2 Chron. ix. 4. See also Num. iii. 6; 
xviii. 2. It is taken by Luther (unb ift 
ein Pfleger ber heiligen Güter) as im- 

i ly things, as it seems to be in 
ilo, Leg. Alleg. iii. 46, vol. i. p. 114, 

тоюбтоѕ 84 ó GepawevThs к. Aevrovpybs 
тё» ёуіоу, and De Profug. 17, p. 560, 4 
Aevirud) uA} reexópov к. ri ad doriy, 
ols 3 тё» &ylev йбуйкетол Аетоуру!а. 
But this does not seem to answer to the 
usage of та Eyre in our Epistle. Cf. ref., 
in which rà X imports the holy place, 
i.e. the holy of holies. It does not seem 
necessary to supply any thing after d 
Ayla, аз тё» &\тбду, or тё» dv тоз 
одрауоїѕ : this distinction is brought out 
by what follows. As yet Christ is spoken 

as being in common with the Levitical 
prictis T&v йуіәу Aesroupyds. See be- 

), and of the true (archetypal, only 
true, as so often in St. John, and in one 

of St. Luke, xvi. 11: see reff. 
e difference between oes and для. 

06s is well sketched by nis, Abend- 
mahl, p. 119, cited in Delitzach: “ oj 
excludes the untrue and unreal, An. 
that which does not fulfil its idea. The 
measure of MAU is reality, that of &An- 
drt ideality. In Абе, the idea cor- 
responds to the thing, in dAnO.vds, the 
thing to the idea) tabernacle, which the 

(here evidently the Father: see note 
on cb. xii. 14) pitched (the usual LXX 
word of fixing the tabernacle, or a tent : 
see reff. And so in the classics: re 
Herod. vi. 12, and many examples in B 

L 

os, vulg syrr copt [sth arm] Eus, Cyr[-p 

and Wetet. It is used similarly of the 
heaven in Isa. xlii. 5, б rorhoas b» odpaydy 
ка) whtas abróv), not (any) man (not оёх 
ó э, which would be the literal 
way ing ‘not man,’ generically : 
because by the indefinite Ќубретоз, А 
throus, every individual man is excluded. 
It is an important question, symbolically 
considered, whether any aud what distinc- 
tion is intended by the Writer, between 
Tév &үшө and T€ окуйт. Delitzsch, 
in loc., has gone into it at length, and 
Hofmann bas treated of it in two places 

and 

nce of God, the veritable 
Holy of Holies, beyond, and approached 
t h, the heavens, ch. iv. 14. But as 

c Nn. they differ. Hofmann 
maintains it to be the glorified body of 
Christ, and argues that it alone will sati 
such expressions as that in ch. ix. 11, о 
табтуѕ тўз krícews : in order to satisfying 
which, this тк} must belong to the new 
creation, the waAryyeveoia, which com- 
mences with the glorification of Christ. 
This glorified body of His is the new and 
abiding temple of God, in which He dwells 
and meets with us who are united to and 
have put on that glorified body, our house, 
eternal in the heavens: for so Hofmann 
interprets 2 Cor v. 1 ff. On the other 
hand, Delitzsch controverts this view as 
inconsistent with the symbolism in ch. ix. 
11, 12, where Christ 3:4 rijs pel(ovos к. 
телеотёраз сктуйѕ . . eis Ae. . els Tà 
буа, taking this connexion of the words : 
and also with our ver. 5, where the Mosaic 
tabernacle is set forth as the representation 
and shadow ofthe heavenly. Accordingly, 
he believes the скуғё here to be the 
heavenly Jerusalem, the worship-place 
(Anbetungsſtätte) of blessed spirits (Ps. 
xxix. 9) and of those men who have 
been rapt in vision thither (Isa. vi.), —the 
vabs THs тктуйз ToU papruplov of Rev. 
xv. b,—the place where God's visible pre- 
sence (in contradistinction to His personal 
and invisible presence in the фуга) is mani- 
fested to His creatures angelic and human. 
Bee much more, well worth studying, in 
his note here. In weighing these 
two opinions, I own they seem to me to 
run into one, and of that one by far the 
2 
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v ch. Ii. 17 reff, 

“д 2er. 1 3 ^ , 
$. PhiL L3. катор ёүєш Tt кад тобто $ " rposevéyky. 
11. 26. 2 Macc. 
iz. 21. z ch. үй. 11 oniy. 

IIPOX EBPAIOT E. VIII. 

3. The last xa: is added over the line by M! or N-corr!. 
4. rec (for ov») уар, with DKL rel вуг [arm] Chr Thdrt Damasc: «t ABD![P]N 

larger component is on Hofmann’s side. 
For what is the heavenly Jerusalem P 
What, but the aggregate, in their persons 
and their glorious abiding.place, of the 
triumphant saints and servants of God? 
And what is this aggregate, but the mysti- 
cal body, of which Christ is the Head and 
they are th» members, in its fulfilment and 
perfection? That glorified of His, in 
which they are accepted before God, and in 
which as a barai temple, they serve 
God, and God dwells, Не has passed 
through, not by passing out of it, but by 
finally establishing it as an accomplished 
thing in God’s sight, and in and as pro- 
ceeding forth from it carrying on his inter- 
cession and A«Tovpyla T$s скууђѕ т 
à&Aq0ujs in the Ayia itself. See more on 
this subject, ch. ix. 11: and the views of 
Bleek, Tholuck, al.: also a sermon of 
Schleiermacher’s on the text, vol. ii. of his 
Predigten, p. 504. The idea of the ске» 
being the body of Christ is found in Joh. 
Philoponus (Cent. vii.) on Gen. i. (in 
Bleek): rò 8d той dwoardAov, "xal ris 
e e . . . . ÁrOporros," оўу obre жер) 
rod obpaveU AeAéx0a. por доке, кабі 
rives #фратау, és пері то) cuptaxoĩ 
cdéparos, el ётотћсе Tis йкр!бё» тф 
тфхф, ката Tb elpnudvor,—xal ё Adyos 
càpt фүфуето, ка) ёокћуесе» dv nu. It 
is also the view of Beza, Gerhard, Owen, 
Bengel, al.). 8—6.] This heavenly 
о and work our High Priest must have, 
$f He be veritably a High Priest. 8.) 
or every high priest is appointed to 

offer gifts and sacrifices (soe the very 
similar passage, ch. v. 1, and note there) : 
whence it is necessary that this h 
Priest) also have somewhat which he 
may offer (there is here considerable diffi- 
culty. For the Writer is evidently, from 
what follows, laying the stress on the 
heavenly Aevrovpyla of Christ: and this 
8 poser yr applies therefore to His work 
not on earth, but in heaven. If во, how 
comes it to be said that He has somewhat 
to offer in heaven, seeing that His offering, 
of Himself, was made once for all, in con- 
tradistinction to those of the Levitical 
priests which were beingconstantly offered ? 
Бее especially ch. x. 11, 12, which, on this 
view, brings the Writer here into direct 
contradiction to himself. In order to avoid 
this, Lünemann and Hofmann (Schriftb. 
ii, 1. 288) attempt to make the aor. wpos- 

evéyxy retrospective: it is necessary for 
Him to have (there, in heaven) мең А чын 
(vis. His body) which he may have 
offered.” But surcly this is a view of the 
aorist which cannot be admitted. In such 
sentences, the uses of the aor. and pres. 
seom to regard not the time, objectively, of 
the act expressed, but its nature, subject- 
ively, as an act rapidly passing in each 
case, or enduring. The straightforward 
construction of our sentence makes it ne. 
cessary that wposevéyxy should refer to an 
act done in the state pointed out by the 
Éxeiw, however the nature of that act may 
be, in each case of its being done, such as 
to be accomplished at the moment, and not 
enduring onwards: which latter, expressed 
by d xpos@épp, would certainly involve the 
contradiction above spoken of. Thus re- 

ed then, what is it which our High 
iest in heaven has to offer? In ch. v. 7, 

He is described ав xposevéyxas prayers and 
supplications in the days of His flesh : aud 
it might be thought that His &srvyxdrew 
ӧжёр ud, ch. vii. 26, might be here 
meant, the offering being those interces- 
sions. But this would hardly satisfactorily 
give the ть, which as Delitzsch remarks, is 
too concrete for such an interpretation. 
It must be something with which and by 
virtue of which, and as offering and apply- 
ing which, our High Priest enters and 
ministers in the Holy of Holies above. 
Now if we look to the analogy of ch. ix. 
7, 12, we sce, 1. that the high priest 
entered the holy place ob x alparos, 
d xpospdpe: bwtp davrod к. Té» той Aaov 
dyvonudrey,—2. that Christ is entered 
into the &ya of heaven оф 5; afparos 
Tpdyer ко) uócxwr, 8:4 3è той \б(оу 
alparog: see also ib. ver. 25. This BLOOD 
of the one offering, Christ is represented as 
bearing into the Holy Place, and ite appli- 
cation is ever sot forth to us as a continuing 
and constantly repeated one. Thus this 
blood of sprinkling is regarded ns being i» 
heaven, ch. xii. 24: as being sprinkled on 
the believer as the end of his election, 
1 Pet. i. 2: as cleansing us from all sin, 
1 John i. 7: as that wherein the saints 
wash their robes and make them «ite, 
Rev. vii. 14. Still, as Delitzsch also re- 
marks, this is not the place to enlarge on 
this matter, seeing that it is merely inci- 
dentally introduced here, the present object 
being to shew that it is in heaven, and not 

^ f , [4 * 
фёре u Büpá те кай " Üvaías " кабйттатаг "hev * avary- авокт. 

‚ aS X sees * PMba ei * wey х OW Al K 
lmno 
17. 47 
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zy émi yis, obò ди ўр iepeús, битәр тб» %ттро$фербутои ! cesis 1. 
Y atà Yvopov тй “Sdpa, 5 *®ойтуе$ vd rodetyuari 
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b = Col. ii. 17. ch. x. 1. 
d ch. iii. 1 reff. е = Matt. ti. 13, 22 
M.. als rà» avv «соу 

17 latt copt [ Euthal-ms]. 
syrr seth-pl 

\ з = Matt. xvi. 
KAL з. Mark 

i Mind - X al. fr. 
ua ach. iv. 11 тей, 

е = ch. ix. (9) jv а. 2.) xii. 28. (xiii. 10.) Matt. iv. 10, from Deut. vi. 13. 
Acts x. 

éxpuuarigero тері Sy ¿beiro кард тод eoù, 
„ ch. xi. 7. xii. . Job хі 3. Jos. Antt. iil. 8. 8, 

rec ins rev cepeay bef Twv яжрозфероутоу, with D*KL rel 
drt]: om ABD!(P]N 17 latt copt æth-rom arm [Euthal-ms]. Teo" 

ins то» bef коно», with DEL(P]N? 37 [Chr Euthal-ms Damasc] : om ABN! 17 Thdrt. 

on earth, that our High Priest ministers. 
The Roman d gung tation i this 

ce, as represen y Corn. a-Lapide, 
worth noticing, if only to remark how 

absolutely inconsistent it is with the ar- 
gument of the Epistle: ** Ergo Christus in 
«elo suas hostias et munera offert, scilicet 
suum in cruce sacrificium, quod olim in 
monte Calvarie obtulit, nunc quoque id 
ipsum per continumn commemorationem 
Patri in colo offert. Secundo, e£ proprie, 
Christus in celo offert sacrificia misse, 
quse toto orbe quotidie celebrantur; in 
his enim primus et primarius sacerdos 
qui consecrat, offert, et transubstantia- 
tionem peragit, est Christus.“  Estius, 
more cautiously, Probabile est apos- 
tolum loqui de ea oblatione qua se ipsum 
quondam in cruce passum et oblatum, 
continuo nunc representat Patri in coelis. 
Nam de altera (Christum, etsi in ccelo 
reguantem, offerre quotidie se ipsum ad- 
huc in terris per ministros et vicarios suos 
sacerdotes) apostolus prorsus tacet, quia 
mysterium est, quod intelligendum relin- 
quit fidelibus mysteriorum consciis." This 
last would make а curious canon of inter- 
pretation). 4.] Yea, if (or as rec., 
* Forif .. , which follows more smoothly 
and naturally on the position of ver. 2, and 
on that very account is probably a correc- 
tion. Hofmann, as above, laying all the 
stress on the aor. sposeré^xp, takes the 
yép as justifying that aorist: Er muß 
ein nicht erſt darzubringendes, ſondern 
dargebrachtes Opfer haben: —denn ware 
er auf Erden But see on this 
above. The connexion is obvious: our 
High Priest must have somewhat to offer. 
But on earth this could not be: for’ &c.) 
he were (not, had been, though grau- 
matically it might be so: the pres. part. 
буте, which follows, and Aarpebovo:, con- 
tinuing it, shew that this 7» is spoken of 
а continuing, not of a past hypothesis) on 
earth (some, as Grot., Wolf, al., supply 
udvo after yijs—and something in the 
same view Œc., rovro Bå fv el E éretyf- 
ке, u ёуербеѕ ёуелћфл : and Thdrt., 
wepitrdy ју abrò ёу Tfj y 8:о:тфрероу 
lepéa ca: others, as Gerhard, Hein- 
richs, al., supply dpxsepeds ог lepebs: but 

this it seems to me would stultify the argu. 
ment. There is no need of any thing sup- 
lied) He would not even be a priest 
lobre the emphasis: which is not, as 
Bleek, He would not even be a priest, 
much less a High Priest (obs lepebs А» 
3»), but the stress is on the verb qv, and 
it is taken ex concesso that the ápxiepeós 
belonged to the genus lepeós : He would 
not even belong to the category of priests.’ 
In the background lies, ‘and if not so, 
certainly could not be a High Priest :’ but 
it is not brought forward, nor does it belong 
to the argument, which continues бутет, 
not bros), since there are (буте, empha- 
tic: ‘there are already: not, “were " (as 
Grot.: “erant, nempe quum Pealmus iste 
scriberetur"), as is shewn by Латрейоџсту 
below. The time indicated is that of 
writing the Epistle) those who offer the 
gifts according to (the) law (the law, 
equally, with or without the article: not 
only because but one law can be meant, 
but because the art. is во constantly omitted 
after a preposition even when required in 
translation), 5.) men who (i«peis rà» 
"Iovbalev фто, e. Ву oUrwes is pointed 
out the class, or official description : 
mean those who’) serve (Aarpevtv occurs 
eight times in St. Luke, four times in St. 
Paul, and six times in this Epistle. It has 
more the general sense of * serving,’ either 
God, as almost always, or some especial 
portion of divine service or sacred things, 
as here and ch. xiii. 10. Acroupyety is 
the more proper word for priestly minis- 
tration. On the construction, see below) 
the delineation (óxóBeryua cannot as in 
cb. iv. 11 mean, а pattern, or example: 
but must be taken, less usually but more 
strictly as answering to úroðexvúvai, 
'oculis subjicere, here and in ch. ix. 28, 
ав meaning а suggestive representation, or 
sketch. So Thl., édwod8elynara, тоутќсті 
auvdpà Belyuara xal olov скісурафћрота 
тё dy TH талиб 0xobeux0érra TQ Mevoei, 
It corresponds to Seix6évra «oi in the fol- 
lowing citation) and shadow ('adumbra- 
tion,’ сюгаурёфтца. See on ch. x. 1, where 
oxid and екеу are contrasted. As regards 
the construction : Calvin, Bengel, al. take 
Aarpedovow absolutely, and фходейудат: 
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8:00. bef етт» [KP] M-corr! : the words from eorw to креттос(. ) are 
omd by NI, but N- corri has supplied them except the last с. 

pletion °) the tabernacle: for (үйр justi- 
fies the assertion by the following citation) 
Take heed, He says (supply ô des; there 
can be no doubt of this here, where the 
words following are God’s own), that thou 
makest (хог d des voces give a like 
sense, and in English must be 
by the same. The former is better Greek ; 

e latter according to the LXX : manu- 
script authority must prevail) all things 
(rá»ra is not in the LXX, nor in the Heb., 
but is supplied also by Philo, Legg. Allegor. 
iii. 88, vol. i. p. 108, xarà rò Den 
70 Beberyuévor со: фу TE бре тйута vork- 
oes) ing to the pattern which was 
shewn (LXX, Scde:ypévov) thee in the 
mount. If now we ask what this réwos 
was, we are met with various replies. 
Faber Stapulensis says, “ Arbitror id in- 
sinuare, non nudam veritatem in monte 
Mosi fuisse ostentatam, sed veritatis ad- 
umbrationem et remotam quandam ideam. 
Et quomodo etiam vidisset veritatem, nisi 
per speciem nude et revelate divina con- 
spexisset, quod viatorum et adhuc їп vita 
mortali peregrinantium non est. Typus 
igitur erat auod videbat, nondum ipsa 
veritas et archetypus.” And so Schlich- 
ting, concluding, “ adeo ut tabernaculum 
antiquum exemplar tantum fuerit exem- 
plaris, et umbra umbres. This view, which 
is that also of Bleek and Storr, is strongly 
controverted by Delitzsch, who takes the 
тотоз to be the veritable heavenly things 
themselves, not seen however by Moses 
directly and naturally, which would be 
impossible, but made visible to him in a 
vision. I do not see that there is much 
to choose between the two views. If the 
latter be taken, then surely the vision thus 
vouchsafed to Moses was itself only an 
intermediate representation, and so this 
view comes much to the same as the other. 

6.] But now (the logical, not the 
temporal url, as in ch. ix. 26; xi. 16 (viv), 
and frequently in St. Paul: ‘ut res se 
habet: ууу) 86 фис, ёте) u) {тт 

x. r. A. ablatively: who serve (God) in a 
delineation and shadow " &c. But this is 
far-fetched, and unn › especially in 
the presence of ch. xiii. 10, where it is hardly 
possible to regard тӯ ew otherwise than 
as the objective dative to Aarpevorres) of 
the heavenly things (i.e. the things in 
heaven, in the heavenly sanctuary: corre- 
spondent to rbv Trówov rb» ёехбѓута со 
éy те Spec: seo also ch. іх. 28, 24. Chrys. 
understands it of spiritual things: viva 
Ac ye футаўба тё éxovpdysia; Tà пуео- 
нати el yap ка) ёх) ys телета, GAA’ 
Sues T&v» olpavay elow Ata, - and then 
goes on to instance the work of the Spirit 
in baptism, the power of the keys, the 
utterance of Christian praise, &c. And 
Luther renders ber himmliſchen Güter. 
But the context clearly requires the other 
view): even as Moses was commanded 
(“ admonished of God,” E. V., an excellent 
nodu. xpnpar(Lo is used in the later 
classics, but as early as Demosthenes, for 
to give a decisive answer, ** responsum ex 
deliberatione reddere," as Reiske. Hence 
it came afterwards to be appropriated 
mainly to responses, warni commands, 
given from the Deity: so Diod. Sic. iii. 6, 
тофу yàp O«obs abrois тайта kexpmuari- 
xévai: Xv. 10, жері 38 тё» xpyauáw 
KÉQuoe, wh xpnuarí(ew тфу Bedy кабблоо 
тері Oaydrov. And so constantly in the 
Scriptures both LXX and N. T. reff. and 
Jer. xxxii. (xxv.) 80; xxxvii. (xxx.) 2: 
Luke ii.26. The earlier classical verb is 
xpáo of the deity giving the oracle, xpdo- 
ре: of the person consulting it. Observe 
the perfect, not the aor., giving a fine dis- 
tinction not reproducible in Englieh : viz. 
that these figures of the heavenly things 
were still subsisting as ordained to Moses, 
when the Epistle was written) when about 
to complete (not in distinction from degin- 
ning, as if be were about to put the finish- 
ing stroke to the work already nearly 
ended: but involving the whole work: 
‘to take in hand and carry on to com- 
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т ёт} u wpeírroaiw * ётагуүє\аѕ * vevopobérntai. 1 Ei yàp : rern. 
plur., ch. vi. 

% трт ёкєйл Fv u йрєрлттос, ойк ду Bevrépas dgreiro VTE 
. 8 " neudópevos yàp avrois Aéyes * Ido ? ўдёра! VEG 

16. iii. 6. 1 Thess. iii. 13 only. LXX, Job only, exe. Gen. xvii. 1. Wind. x. 6, 15. (-rwg, 1 Thees. ii. 10.) 
v Acts xxv. 16. ch. xii. 17. w Rom. ix. 19 (Mark vii. 4 rec.) +. Bir. zl. 7. All. 7. 3 Mace. ii. Т only. 
ж Jen. xxzviil. (xxxi.) 31—34. y so Luke xxiii. W. Jer. ix. 36. xvi. 14 al. 

J. for Bevrepas, erepas Bi. 

dy тӯ уў, GAN’ dv Tẹ ойрауф, BeXríovos 
émérvxye Aecrovpyylas, то›тётту ext Be- 
o Aetroupylay dari» adpyiepets. Œc.) 
He hath ebtained (rérevya (rec.) is pro- 
perly the Ionic form of the ect, but 
occurs in Aristotle and later writers: but 
тётуҳа is also found in later writers, as 
Plutarch and Diod. Sic. The other readin 
here, тетбхукеу, is the true Attic form 
а more excellent ministry (than that of 
any earthly priests), in proportion as (there 
is an ellipsis in the earlier clause of тос- 
ol r, which now lurks under the com- 

rative: so in ch. iii. 8) He is also (xal, 
introducing & special reference to an al- 
ready acknowledged fact, as in ch. vi. 7, 
where see note) mediator (see reff. The 
meaning of peotrys, a later Greek word, 
is not far from that of &-yvos,—one who 
becomes a goer between two persons, as- 
suring to each the consent of the other to 
some point agreed on in common. The 
Atticists give us the Attic Greek for it, 
pecéyyvos. Philo uses the title of Moses, 
ola peotrns к. 8алЛактђѕ . . . Tas бтёр 
TOU Loo ésowiro. And so St. Paul, in 
ref. Gal. The genitive after uecírns may 
either be of the persons between whom, as 
in ref. 1 Tim., els xol peolryns Geod к. 
ёудрётеюу : or of one of the parties con- 

‚ ав in Jos. Antt. xvi. 2. 2, Té» тар 
Ayplrra туй»  éni(nrovuéver | uecírns 
3» : or of the object of the mediation, the 
agreement or covenant, as Diod. Sic. iv. 54, 
pealrny yeyovéta r&y ópoħoyiðv dy KÓA- 
хо: Jos. Antt. iv. 6. 7, таёта duvdovres 
Neyo ка) Gedy ueaíirn» Sv bxirxvoUvro 
хоодце»о. And in this last sense is the 
gen. here. Jesus is the mediator, between 
Зи үз of a better оар of ae 

ch (Fru, gui „ as alwa is 
specific relative абы the thi ferred 
to into its category, not only identifying 
it as h would do, but classing it, and 
educing its pro as belonging to the 
matter in hand: and thus having a ratio- 
cinative force) has been laid down (see 
on ref. The word is also used of 
the new covenant by St. James, i. 25; ii. 
12: see also iv. 12, and St. Paul, Rom. iii. 
27; vii. 2; ix. d. upon (on the condition 
of.. .: во Xen. Hell. ii. 2. 20, ётообуто 
ep hen, ёф Ф Td те paxpa reiũðx . . . 
кодећбутаѕ x. r. A.) better promises (vis. 
those which are about to be particularized 

8. avrovs AD IKT PN 17 [Eutbal-ms] Thdrt. 
in the following citation. Theodoret says, 
$ piv yàp жалай Stabe copariucds 
éwayyeAlas exe ouve(evypdvas, ie plov- 
car *yáAa к. дё... kal sraíBwr ило, 
к. тй Tobrois "posópoia" 4 84 rawh (wr 
alóviov к. obparü» Вас:Хеіау. And so 
(Ec. Thl., Primas., Bengel, al. But as 
Bleek objecta, it would be very improbable 
that the Writer should intend to refer the 
romises, on which the old covenant was 

in the 

con 
18), а place would not be sought (i.e. 
space opened, viz. in the words of the fol- 
lowing prophecy, which indicate the sub- 
stitution of such a covenant for the old one. 
Bleek gives a rather far-fetched interpreta- 
tion, —tbat the ves is the place in men's 
hearts, as distinguished from the tables of 
stone on which the first covenant was 
written; referring to 2 Cor. iii. 8 for a 
similar distinction. But it is far better to 
understand it of a place in history, and 
regard the expression as Tóxor eóplakew 
and téwey AauBárew in reff., seo also 
roy óva, Rom. xii. 19. 4 утеіто 
must not be rendered pluperfect, as in 
E. V., al., but, as in vulg. above, imperf.) 
for а second све emphasis is on pas). 

8—12.) Proof, that a place for a 
second is contemplated, by citation from 
Jeremiah. 3 For (there is an ellipsis 
of (yreirai 84, the ydp introduces the 
substantiation of the assertion) 
them (so ref. 2 Macc., uejidperos abrois 
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ел АМ, Y épxovTa», NH rúpios, kai ® cuvredéow em Tov olxov ABDEL 
gi, В. 

á 

a "орађ\ xai en róv olxov Тойба * daD * кайту, efghk 
17. ` , M , э ^ ‚ 3-3 mno 

vd e a. 900 Kata THY акли Àv * ётолоа ois патрасі айтёу, 17.41 
65oojo1) a» 
Jer. xli. (xxxiv.) 8, 15. e LXX, re окф. d Luke Exil. 20 k. 2 Cor. Ш. 6, ch. ix. 18. 

€ (1. c. бедиз) 2 Chron. xxxiv. 33. Isa. xzviil 18. Jer. xli. (xxxiv.) 18. 

om 2nd ех: D!. 

ebrev. The dative after дёдфодш is com- 
mon in Greek: see Herod. iii, 4; iv. 180; 
Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 6, and many other examples 
in Bleek. But seeing that it appears diff- 
cult, after the word luepwros has been 
used of the covenant, to apply the blame 
in peupóuevos to any object but the cove- 
nant, many Commentators have taken tbe 
participle absolutely, and joined афто 
with Aéye. So Faber Stapulensis, Pisca- 
tor, Schlichting, Grot., Limborch, Peirce, 
Michaelis, Storr, Kuinoel, Bleek, De Wette, 
Liinem,, al. But I cannot believe that 
the objective pronoun would be во loosely 
and ambiguously put, were it meant to be 
joined to Aéye:. It surely must have been 
Aéye abrots. And there is a propriety, 
which the ancients have not failed to ob- 
serve, in айтоїз, instead of aùrf or adrhy. 
So Chrys., having explained ef ... . . $» 
Bueumros, by el àuépmrovs éxole:, pro- 
ceeds, Sr: yàp тер! тойтоо фтсіу, kitove 
тё 495° . одк elwe peupduevos 8 ar. 
GAA, д. Bè adrett. And so Syr., vulg., 
Œc., Thl, Luther, Calv., Beza, Bengel, 
Wolf, a1.) He аит (the ore citation 
is the great prophetic er. xxxi. 
(xxxviii) 81—84, see also Ezek. XXXvi. 
25—27. ‘After the sack of Jerusalem, 
Jeremiah with the other captives was 
brought in chains to Rama, where Nebu- 
кага had his head.quarters. There 
took place, at God’s special command, his 
prophecies of the fature entire restoration 
of Israel, of another David, of Rachel’s 
wailing over her children at Rama, and 
their future return, of the new covenant 
resting on absolute and veritable forgive- 
ness of sins which Jehovah would make 
with his people, these prophecies forming 
the third part of the third trilogy of the 
three great trilogies into which the pro- 
phecies of Jeremiah may be divided : ch. 
xxi.—xxv., the book against the shepherds 
of the people; ch. xxvi.—xxix., the book 
of Jeremiah's conflict against the false 
prophets ; ch. xxx. xxxi. the book of re- 
storation.” Delitzsch. The question 
which bas before now been abundantly 
handled, whether the saying refers to the 
return of the exiles, or to the covenant of 
which Christ is the mediator, or to the 
future general conversion of the Jews, or 
whether some things in it to one of these, 

for And ouo», ог (sic) Ni. 

some to another, or whether the whole in 
its lower literal sense to the retarn of the 
exiles and in ite higher spiritual sense to 
Christ and His kingdom, must be answered 
by the considerations before adduced on 
ch. i. 5. It belongs throughout to the 
cycle of Messianic prophecies, and is one 
of the most beautiful and sublime of them ; 
and its true fulfilment can only be sought 
in the covenant brought in by the Saviour, 
and in the salvation throagti im imparted 
to mankind, and ever more and more un- 
folded and completed. This is the case, 
however this salvation, in the perception 
and declaration of the Prophet, is bound 
up with the restoration of the ancient 
covenant people and their reunion in the 
land of their home." Bleek), Behold, the 
days come, saith the Lord (фло: кїргоз 
LXX-B, but Ac y AN. The pro- 
phecy, taken from this rich cycle of escha- 
tologic prophecies, whose clear Messianic 
sense allows of no evasion, begins with 
Jeremiah’s constant formula, 1800 jpépas 
Epxovra:.” Delitzsch), and (cal explica- 
tive, answering to the Heb. ^ in an a 
dosis), I will accomplish upon (LXX, 
8:а0 соци тф оїкф c. r. A. The difference 
is beyond doubt intentional, to set forth 
the completeness of the new covenant. 
Twice in this same book (reff.), the LXX 
have rendered this same Heb. expreasion, 
N by evrreA etr Sialhxny. Augustine 
urges the word *consummabo," De Spir. et 
Lit. c. 19 (84), vol. x. pt. i., “ Quid est con- 
summabo, nisiimplebo?” dd, with the 
accusative of motion, the covenant being 
brought upon them) the house of Israel 
and upon the house of Judah (both these, 
Israel first and Judab were 
sent into apog for their sins: and both 
are specified severally in God's promise of 
grace and restoration) & new covenant 
(on длака see on ch. vii. 22), 9.] 
(this covenant is first specified negatively : 
it is not to be like that first one) not ac- 
cording to the covenant (myy , differ- 
ent in quality from, not after the measure 
of) which I made (LXX again, Steu-: 
see reff.) to (not “with it is a pure da- 
tive, and betokens mere agency on the part 
of the subject, God : the people of Israel, 
the objects, being only recipients, not co- 
асан) their fathers, in the day of my 
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er ўнёра f ériXafouévov pou Tis ei avTOv, eSayayeiv eh, M reft. 
aùroùs ёк i „ Stet aùrol ойк 8 évépeway éy TH E 

б&а#тукт pov, kaya ^ ашаа avTOv, ! reyes кўри. 
aitn ù баб en $v * 8:а6јсора TÖ окф Topai. petà 

constr., Acts 
xxviii. 30. 
Gal. iii. 10 
from Deut. 
xxvii, 28) 
бш. dat. 

10 GT, 

TAS huépas éxelvas, і yes KUpLOS, ' ббойў vopous pou eis h — 
тўр m Guávotav айтды, каї n ёті xapdias атфи ° éreypdyro + дека," 

cH 25. cb. ix. 16, "m х. 16 (from L с.) only. Gen. xv. 
ii nete vil 6 m Matt. xil 37 1. Eph. La iL 3. iv, 18 al. 1 Chron. zzix. 18. 

"Вет. ili. 12. Deut. iv. 13. v. 
o Mark xv. MEM ote 28. ch. 

9. nuepars B 34. for yns, rns D. 

LXI. 

1 = ) Thess. iv. 8. Rer. кїй, H. том) 

Чаш. xvii. 2, д Deut. vil. 3, 6. 2 Kings 
к 20. * iti 3. 

10. aft Stabnen ins pov (as Lxx-B) AD: om (as Exx -A Frid- -Aug(=N)) ВК РК 
corde vulg rel latt syrr coptt [Chr Euthal-ms]. 

Bede: kapõıay avrer (аг LXX-N) KN! 
D. lat Primas: txt [as Lxx-B] ADLN? rel 

урафо (аг LXX-B) аутор to avre 0.) 

taking hold of their hand (the idiom is 
Hebraistic: ота WR ora. Justin М. 
Dial. с. Tryph. с. AT, р. 112, cites it dy 
мр ў irehaBduy. This expression 
would shew beyoud & doubt, being one 
whieh the Writer of our Epistle would 
never have adopted in a translation of his 
own, that be is quoting the LXX) to bring 
them out of the land of : because 
they abode not in my covenant, and I 
disregarded them (thus, making Sri ren- 
der а reason for the foregoing, and at- 
taching it to the whole following sen- 
tence, most of the moderns: and this is 
npparently most agreeable to the Heb., 
туты ТЕЛ moy, where, says Bleek, 
the ти is “only a "particle of relation or 
connexion with the preceding, either for 
the subject, “ quippe illi," or for the ob- 
ject,’ * quod fedus meum :” and either way 
t = “for (or because) they broke my 
covenant.” But many take the sentence 
beginning with бт: as an independent опе 
because they abode not in my covenant, 
I also disregarded them.” So Chrys. 
(abrh» thy airlay Bewrós, $ hy ката 
Aimsrdye: аётойѕ), Thl., Böhme, Kuinoel, 
Klee, al.), saith (nof, LXX) the Lord. 

On the fact, obe ivépevay, De- 
litzsch gives a нише, quotation from 
Schelling, Offenbarungsphilosophie,—“The 
Law appears to be the mere ideal of 
a religious constitution, as it has never 
existed in fact: in practices the Jews were 
almost throughout polytheists. The sub- 
stance of their fr national feeling was formed 
by heathendom: the accidents only, by 
revelation. From the queen of heaven 
down to the abominations of the Phæni- 
cians, and even to Cybele, the J ews passed 
through every grade of ism.” “In 
fact,” adds Delitzsch, “there is no period 
of the history of Israel before the capti- 

кар$‹а eavrev В\(віс, see Table), i» 
g Clem: карды aur [Р] 31, in cordibus 

„Сат Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]. (om from 

vity, in which more or less idolatry was 
not united with the worship of Jehovah, 
except the time of David and the first years 
of Solomon, during which the influence of 
Samuel still continned to be felt. And 
when by the captivity Idol-worship was 
completely eradicated from the people, as 
far at least as regards that part of it which 
returned, it is well known that a hypo- 
critical letter-worship p the mastery over 
them, which was moral 13.5 little better.“ 
See note on Matt. xii. 10.) For 
(2: ‘because’ 5 the only 
reason rendered is for the expression каў» 
above: ‘new, I say: for . . . ) this (pre- 
dicate, explained in what follows) is the 
covenant which I will establish to the 
house (cf. Aristoph. Av. 438, $» uh bid- 
Owrral + Me 8:00 кту duoi) of Israel 
(Israel here in its wider sense, compre- 
hending both Israel proper and Judah: 
because then all Israel shall be again 
united), after those days ((Ec. under- 
stands ras rijs don, dv als ¥Aaßov Tb» 
vóuov: Thi. says, duol Sorel жері dei 
тд» dure Аёуч», тері Gy r ip 
elxey, {800 иёра Epxovrar. ped’ d ody 
BidAbwow al ера exetvat, тоайтту 
Ziabhiny З:абђсоши, ofa» sts dxoton. 
But the ёке(уаѕ seems to point immedi- 
ately to the time indicated by the aorist 
tuéAnca: and thus perà тёз A. dx. will 
be, after the end of that dispensation, when 
those days of disregard are over), saith 

(onei LXX) the Тота; giving (the LXX- 
BN have бубофз сю: the Heb. 
But A agrees with the text: and by the 
Writer repeating the same in ch. x. 16, 
it is probable that he had this reading in 
his copy of the LXX. The participle, as 
it stands, is best joined, as Œc., with Sta- 
Ohoouat, and ка) . . . ёж: œ taken аз 
a fresh and independent clause. This is 
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ren. GUTOUS, кай Exopat айтоїс Peis Ücóv, kal avTot ётоута{ uot ABDEL P 
р Luke xv. 16. a 

ха | Peis Na. 11 каї oU us) Siddfwow Ékacros Tov S тотту» cfghk 
A. , . ab rob, cat ёкастос Tov aderhoy айтоў, Xéyev * T'vQO, Y 11.4 
er ae. F курсор, бт TAVTES єідђсоџусір pe * amo үыкроў * ws peya- (xxiz.) 2. pop, a p 

r here only. 
see Rom. i. Xov avray, 12 бт; T0 ёсораь таф айикйи<$ avTOv, kal 
Poe d aL 1 Kings lil. 7. s Acts viil 10. Jsa. xxii. 24. t Matt. xvi. 23 only. constr., 

3 Kings тШ. 34, 66, 60 al. 

for до, pou № (сога “ipsa ut videtur manu). 
11. 3:8atovew D? Chr-2-mss Cyr,. 

syr-mg [wth] Chr{-montf Euthal-ms] Cyr, [Thl 
for lst avr., eavrov Dl. 

The 1c. of «99rovcw is written above by the first hand in B. 
Chr-mss Thdrt Damasc Aug. 

rec (for woAirny) xAnoioy, with a c f vulg 
: txt ABDELN rel syrr coptt arm 

avrov Di 46. 
rec aft puxpou 

om 2n 

ins аутор (as wo with DL rel syrr copt [oth Thdrt Damasc Thi Ec: om (as 
LXX-À) ABD'!K[P]N 
Clem, om атор at end.] 

the first of the xpelrroves ётаууєліо on 
which the new covenant is established) 
my laws into their mind (8S«droia, their 
inward parts, their spiritual man, as dis- 
tinguished from the mere sensorium which 
receives impressions from without: Heb. 
237), and on their heart (LX X.A, xal dp. 
афтофу dl ras x. abri v. Either gen., dat. 
(ав B), or accus. is suitable: if accus., the act 
of transference by inscription, rather than 
the fact of being inscribed, is in view: if gen. 
sing., which from the analogy of ё:ќуоа, 
and of Prov. vii.3 [Aler.] Ald.[so Tromm.: 
not Holmes] (ётіурафоу él wAaxbs тўз 
kapbías cov), our кордіаѕ most likely is, 
then the fact of their superimposition and 
covering of the heart: if the dat., then 
that of their situation upon its tablet. 
See instances of the . and accus. in 
reff.) will I inscribe (ypdyw n them 
(contrast to the inscription of the old law, 
which was on tables of stone: see 2 Cor. 
iii. 3): and I will be to them for (elvai 
els, $ TQ, as ch. i. 6, which see) a God, 
and they shall be to me for a people. 
11.] Second of the xpelrroves dwayyeAlat 
—universal spread of the knowledge of 
God: following on the other, that God 
would put His laws in their minds and 
write them in their hearts. Апа they shall 
not have to teach (see var. readd., which 
give the later usage of ob pý with the in- 

ic. fut.) every man his (fellow-)citizen 
(vwirw. LXX-A 48елфби: DN, as text. 
The LXX have several times rendered 
v Tp by woAlrns, see reff.), and every man 
his brother (LXX.A wAmeío») saying 
Know (Heb. wi, plural: “Know ye”) 
the Lord: because all shall know (eld je 
is properly an Ionic future of «бе, but 
used, at least in its aoristic form «уса, 
by the Attics also, e. g. Aristot. de Anima 
i. 2 (so Lobeck: but I cannot find it). 
See Lobeck, Phryn. p. 748, where more 
examples are given, but none of the Attic 

o 17 latt [basm arm Clem, uthal-ms] Chr, Cyr, [syr coptt 

use of «8%со: nor does this fut. seem to 
occur elsewhere either in the LXX or N.T.) 
me, from the small (one) (the Heb. bears 
out the rec. here (which agrees with LXX- 
BN) in expressing the aùr»: dy 
vynp The formula is found generally 

without the pronoun, as in reff. and Gen. 
xix. 11: 1 Kings v. 9; xxx. 2, 10: 4 Kings 
xxii. 2; xxv. 26, &c.: bat with it in Jer. 
vi. 18: Jonah iii, 6) even to the great 
(one) of them (that is, they shall be all 
taught of God," as cited by our Lord in 
John vi. 46, from Isa. liv. 13, as written 
ё» rots xpopfras, alluding to such pas- 
mga as this and Joel ii. 28, 29. See also 
1 John ii. 20, 27, and notes there. Under 
the old covenant, the priests’ lips were to 
keep knowledge, and they were to teach 
the people God’s ways: under the New, 
there is no more need for the believer to 
have recourse to man for teaching in the 
knowledge of God, for the Holy Spirit, 
which is given to all that ask, reveals the 
things of Christ to each, according to the 
measure of his spiritual attainment and 
strength of faith. And the inner reason 
of this now follows, making, formally, the 
third of these better promises, but in fact 
bound up with, and the condition of, the 
last mentioned) : 12.) because (not, 
as Michaelis on Peirce, *shall know me, 
that: but бт: is the causal particle: see 
above, and cf. the conclusion, Isa. xxziii. 
24. “By God passing by the former 
guilt of His sinful people, and beginning 
a new relation of grace with them, is 
this blessed change made possible." De 
Wette. Bleek and Delitzsch have good 
notes here) I will be merciful (mx. “In 
other places also is the verb mọ given 
in the LXX by the formula Gt elm: 
always of God only, in reference to men; 
sometimes absolutely, 8 Kings viii. 80, 
89: 2 Chron. vi. 21: Amos vii. 2; but 
genorally with a dative, either of the per- 
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ch. i. 
troll.) enly. 
see note. 
= here (John 
xxi. 18) 

Jer. xxviii. (Il.) 37 al. fr. y hereonly. Deut. vii. 3. 
a= тег. 6. Rom. ix. 4 (zii. 

12. reo aft auapr. аитор» ins kai rev ауошоу avrer (prob from oh x. 17: see Bleek), 
with ADKLN? rel [47 tra avop. and auapr.] syr [arm] Chr Thdrt Damasc: 
om BN! [17] vulg Syr coptt [sth] (Clem). (In m the ver begins (by &omaotel) xa: rev 

[и”лоюбңтора 17.] avopiœv : but for аутору, it has аитор.) 

Cuar. IX. 1. om xa; B a! bi k Syr 
ins genon, with rel copt [Euthal-ms Thdrt]; екеу m: 
KL[P]M h 1 n! 17 latt syrr basm arm Thaum Chr, Cyr, 

son whom God ives, Num. xiv. 20: 
Jer. v. 1, 7; xxvii. (l.) 20, or the sins which 
are iven, 1 (8) Kings viii. 84, 96, 50: 
Jer. xliii. (xxxvi) 3.” Bleek) to their 
iniquities (plur. in N. T. here only, but 
frequently in LXX, e. g. 1 Kings iii. 18: 
Jer. ii. 22; xviii. 23: Ezek. xii. 2: Hosea 
x. 18 &c.), and of their sins (see var. 
readd.) will I make mention no more. 

18.] Transition to the antithetical 
parallel which he is about to draw between 
the former, earthly and ceremonial, and 
the latter, heaveuly and actual tabernacle : 
see summary at ch. ix. 1. Im sa (cf. 
Teff. Here, as in each of those, the sub- 
ject is God, belongiug here to the following 
verb теталаіекеу: ‘when God saith’), 
“a new (covenant)," He hath made old 
(aa, a word peculiar tobiblical , 
and in the ЇЧ. T. to Heb. and St. Luke. The 
LXX have it a few times, in this same 
meaning: e.g. Lam. iii. 4, éwaAaíwcer 
odpxa pov kal $ёрда pov: Job ix. 5, б 
хаАду брт. Cf. also Job xxxii. 15: Isa. 
lxv. 22: Dan. vii. 26 Theod. Made old, 
viz. by апо а where God is the 
speaker, actua d in decree establishing, 
seeing that all God's snyings are realities, 
—a new one. Some have taken the word 
as signifying “Aath set aside, abrogated,” 
Ani unit, as Erasmus. But this, be- 
sides being unexampled, and not answer- 
ing to the technical meaning of anti- 
quare, does not tally with the present 
participle of the same verb below, which 
cannot be rendered ‘is being abrogated :' 
see below. Far better is the rendering, of 
somewhat questionable Latinity, but very 
expressive, *'veteravit," of the ital. and 

< see again below) the first (covenant). 
Now (transition, by 84, from a particular 
assertion, to an axiomatic general truth: 
as in Hom. xiv. 28) that which is being 
made old (the saying of God хехала!океу 
that first covenant: the state of aal 
thereby induced, continues, as the perfect 
(not aor., є, because the act was 

ты. om 7 Di. reo aft яроту 
| testamentum th: ] om ABD 

asc Thi. | 

not a passing one, contemporaneous with 
the saying) shews,—and hence the cove- 
nant жалаодта: continually. The valg., 
which bad “ veteravit ” before, here adopts 
* antiquater for the old ital.“ veteratur," 
which, as above shewn, was far better) and 
getting into old age (see reff.: and cf. 
Xen. Vectig. i. 4, of fruits of the earth, — 
tos d dv, rb ӨЌААоус{ те ка) mph- 
oxovet: id. Ages. її. 14, ў иф» тоў o óparos 
loxds up, $ 84 тїз фиҳӯз ni. 
àyhparós griw: Herodian iii. 2. 15, тй 
seele — ynpdcarra ка} wap’ AAAfjAoIs 
cvrrpiBérra Македбсіу ebdAowra ка) Pe- 
palois SoíAa yeyéynra:), is nigh unto 
ya ref. and note) hing away (els 

марду elvai or yevésĝas is a com- 
mon phrase with the LXX. See reff., and 
3 Kings ix. 7: 4 Kings xxii. 19 &., in 
Trommius. The Writer uses the expres- 
sion of tbe whole time subsequent to the 
utterance of the prophecy. At that time 
the waAalwois began, by the mention of a 
new covenant: and from that time the 
first covenant might be regarded as ever 
dwindling away, so to speak, and near its 
end, which God might bring on at any 
time. It is far better to regard the dy 
dda 9 thus, than, with some, to place 
it at the time of the Writer, when in fact 
it had already taken place). 

CHAT. IX. 1.) The chief train of thought 
and argument, although in the main for- 
warded, has been for the present somewhat 
broken, by the long citation in the last 
chapter. It is now resumed. Christ is 
the High Priest of a heavenly tabernacle, 
the Mediator of a covenant established 
upon better promises. This latter has been 
shewn out of Scripture: and it has been 
proved that the old covenant was by that 
Scripture pronounced to be transitory and 
near its end. As such, it is now compared 
in detail with thie second and better one, 
as to ite liturgical apparatue, and prof- 
J'ered means of acoess to These are 
detailed somewhat minutely, mention being 
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even made of some which are not insisted 
on, nor their symbolism explained: and 
the main point of comparison, the access 
into the holiest place, is hastened on. In 
this particular especially the infinite supe- 
riority of the new covenant is insisted on : 
and the whole access of Christ into God's 
presence for us is elaborately contrasted 
with the former insufficient ceremonial ac- 
cess by means of animal sacrifices. In one 
point, above all, is this contrast brought 
out: the supreme efficacy of the blood 
of Christ, as set against the nullity of the 
blood of bulls and of goats to purge away 
sin. Then the subject of the heavenly 
tabernacle and holy place is recurred to, 
and the future prospect of Christ’s re-ap- 
pearing from thence opened. 1—6.] 
The liturgical appliances of the first cove- 
nant, 1.] Now accordingly (pév 
answers to 8é ver. 6, not to 8“ ver. 11, see 
there. otv takes up the thought of 
ch. viii. 5, where the command is recited 
directing Moses to make tbe tabernacle 
after the pattern shewn him in the mount. 
In pursuance of that command it was that 
4 ярёту k. r. X.) the first (covenant) (not, 
the first tabernacle, as the rec. wrongly 
and clumsily glosses. There is no question 
between a first and second tabernacle : the 
plor ка) reXeirépa скпућ is a prototype, 
not an after-thought. ‘The gloss has pro- 
bably arisen from a blunder in interpreting 
Tis xpérns ский in ver. 8: see there) 
had (it was no longer subsisting in the 
Writer’s time as a covenant, however its 
observances might Бе still surviving. ésel 
Heye, тбтє «уе, убу oùe Exec Selxvvew 
Kön Toórp abr)» déxkexepnkviar art 
ap elxe, фпоќр. ste убу, el ка} Torre, 
obx Lr. Chrys. Or perhaps the «уҹ 
may refer back to the time indicated in 
ch. viii. б, when Moses made the taber- 
nacle: had, when its liturgical appliances 
were first provided. But I prefer the 
other view) also (as well as this second 
and more perfect covenant: not that this 
has all the things below mentioned, but 
that it too its corresponding 
liturgical appliances, though of a higher 
kind) ordinances (“The vulg. renders ‘jus- 
tifleationes culture. But the idea of 
Scxalwpa is ever passive. It imports 
always the product of either right appoint- 
ment, or righteous judgment, or righteous 
conduct : the ordinance having the force of 
right (ref. Luke), the righteously uttered 
judgment (Rom. у. 16), the decree accord- 
ing to righteousness (Rev. xv. 4), the 

d ch. Ш. 3, 4 reff. 

righteous performance (Rom. v. 18); here 
beyond doubt, and ver. 10, in the first of 
these senses, in which the LXX have it for 
wee, ph and their synonyms. It is from 
8:коодр, to give the force of law, to make 
of legal obligation. The old covenant also 
had liturgical ordinances, which were *juris 
divini,’ ordinances which rested their obli- 
gatory right upon revelation from God and 
declaration of His will.” Delitzsch) of ser- 
vice (worship: see ch. viii, 5 and note), 
and its (or, the: see below) worldly sanc- 
tuary (Thom. Aq., Luther, al. take AVM 
not in a local but in an ethical sense, = 
&y:érns: Wolf understands by it “vasa 
sacra totumque apparatum Leviticum.” 
But as the whole passage treats of the dis- 
tinction between two sanctuaries, one into 
which the Levitical priests entered, and 
the other into which Christ is entered, 
it is certain that the signification must be 
local only. As re the meaning of 
xoopixdy, it must not be taken with Hom- 
berg as = кбеошо», 1 Tim. ii. 9; iii. 2, for 
both usage and the art. are against this: 
nor again, with Theodor.-mops., Thdrt., 
Ec. (alt.), Grot, Wetst, Hammond, as 
сорВоло тоў кбароо: nor again as 
Курке “toto terrarum orbe celebratum," 
ав Jos. B. J. iv. 5. 2, where the high priests 
Ananus and Jesus are described as тўз 
kocpuuxijs Ópnoxeías — kardpxorres, xpos- 
xuvotpevol те тоз ёк т95 olkovuérns, a 
meaning which would apply only to the 
temple, not to the tabernacle, which, from 
ver. 2, is here spoken of: nor again as 
Chrys. (ёте) ody ка) “EXAnos Barb» Ў», 
котшк$» айт коле ob yap 8} ol 
"Iovdaios kócuos Ў»), Thl, Erasmus, al, 
which would only be true of a part of the 
&ycov, viz. the court of the Gentiles: but 
as in ref., and constantly in the Fathers, 
* mundanus,” belonging to this world. So 
Plut., Consol. in BL, xarà ..... 
косшкђ» Sidratiw: Hierocl. Carm. Aur. 
126, rìs косшкӯз ebratlas. So that it 
stands opposed to èrovpdrior, and is an 
epithet distinguishing the sanctuary of the 
first covenant from that of the second, not 
one common to the two. This is also 
shewn by the art. тб, to the consideration 
of which we now come, The art. itself is 
remarkable, as is also the non-repetition of 
it before косшкбу. And this latter cir- 
cumstance has induced some, among whom 
is Delitzsch, to take котшкбу ав a predi- 
cate, “and its (or, the) sanctnary, a 
worldly one.” For the necessity or veri 
similitude of this, usage is alleged, and such 
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passages as Tb сёра Ornròr xarvres 
Ixoner, where we have Ex with a definite 
subest. as an object, and an indefinite pre- 
dicate attached. But if I do not mistake, 
the peculiar arrangement of the clause here 
forbids such a rendering. For, 1. «уву із 
not peculiar to this clause, but common to 
the two of which the sentence consiste: 
and we should therefore expect, especiall 
from a writer so careful of rhetorical equili- 
brium, that the objects in the two clauses 
should correspond: not that the first of 
them should be merely objective, and the 
second predicative. Again, 2. the use and 
position of the copula те seems to forbid 
any such disjoining of substantive and 
epithet: being, however loosely used in 
later Greek, a closer copula than «af. I 
conceive the article to be rather used to 
distribute the object and epithet which 
follow it: the first covenant had not merely 
a worldly sanctuary, but the only sanctuary 
which was upon earth: that one which was 
constructed after the pattern of things in 
the heavens. Possibly another reason for 
inserting it might be, to deflne beyond 
donbt the substantival use of the neuter 
adj. бую» when joined with an epithet 
such as xoc,uxór, Ав to the omission of 
the art. before котшкбу, it is no bar to 
rendering the adj. as an epithet: cf. ToU 
alévos ToU éverraros woynpod, Gal. ^ 4). 

2—5.] Epexegetic of т} äy:or 
rohe, 3 detail. 2.) 
For the ta le (most Commentators, 
as De Wette, Bleek, Lünemann, Delitzsch, 
al., render (correctly enough for the Greek, 
cf. ch. vi. 7: Acts x. 41; xix. 11 ; xxvi. 22), 
“a tabernacle,” and theu take 4 wpórn 
as specifying. But I should rather query, 
whether this be not carrying nicety too 
far for the idiom of modern lan : 
and whether we can come closer in English 
to окту) À xpérn, and oxnvh ў Acyoudry 
&yía, than by ‘the tabernacle, namely, the 
first one,’ and ‘the tabernacle which was 
ealled holy. For as Delitzsch remarks, 
“the general idea oxnrf is put forward 
anarthrously, and afterwards defined by 
appositional epithets having the article.” 
But when we say ‘a tabernacle,’ we do 
not express the general idea oxnrf, but 
an indefinite concrete example of it. The 
English only admits such expressions in 
plurals and abstracts: e. g. уў *] riodoa, 
“land which hath drunk: $vvdues obx 
al rvxotca:, “miracles of no common 
sort.” Or we may say that in both cases 
oxnvh being thrown pike forward, 
loses its article. At all events, by render- 

ing it “a tabernacle” in both places, as 
Delitzsch (not the rest, that I can dis- 
cover), we give a tinge of indeflniteness 
which certainly does not belong to it, and 
seem to lose the solemn reference to the 
well-known tabernaele) was established 
(on xatacnevdf{e, see on ch. iii. 3. It is 
often found of the setting up or establish- 
ing of а tent: Xen. Cyr. ii. 1. 25, canvas 
abTois катескебасе: ib. 80, Kipos 32 
abr oxnrhy piv kareckevudsaro: Jos. 
c. Apion. ii. 2, Move, бте Th» 1p 
oxnvhy тё Cr xareckebacer) the first 
one (ярётт, in situation, to those enter- 
ing: see Ácts xvi. 12 note, and compare 
the Homeric expression é» xpérpoi Ovpyc:. 
In the citation from Josephus above, the 
expression is used in a temporal sense, as 
distinguished from the A one, in 
the temple of Solomon. The question, 
whether the Writer thinks (locally) of two 
tabernacles, or is speaking of the first 
portion of one and the same tabernacle, is 
of no great importance : the former would 
be but a common way of expressing the 
latter: and we can hardly deny that ‘two 
tabernacles ’ are spoken of, in the presence 
of ск. 4 Aeyouérg Ќуа å&ylw» below), in 
which were (not, are, as Lünem., hold. 
ing it to be ruled by Aéyera: below. But 
Aéyera: only refers to a name, now, as 
then, given: the position of the articles 
enumerated in the xpéry скаут) must be 
contemporaneons with катеск. above) the 
candlestick (with seven lights: of gold, 
carved with almond flowers, pomegranates 
and lilies: see Exod. xxv. 81—89; xxxvii. 
17—24. There were ten of these in the 
temple of Solomon, see 1 Kings vii. 49: 
2 Chron. iv. 7: but in the second temple, 
the Mosaic regulation was returned to, 
and only one placed in the tabernacle: sce 
1 Mace. i. 21; iv. 49: Jos. Antt. xii. 7.6: 
also B. J. v. 5.5 (see below); vii. 6. 5, 
where he describes V ian’s triumph, 
and the candlestick as borne in it, which 
is now to be seen in relief on the arch of 
Titus at Rome) and the table (for tho 
shewbread; of shittim (acacia?) wood, 

overlaid with gold, Exod. xxv. 23—30; 

xxxvii. 10—16, of which there was one 

only in the Mosaic tabernacle, and in the 
second temple (1 Macc. ut supra), but ten 

in Solomon's temple, see 2 Chron. iv. 8; 
also ib. ver. 19: 1 Chron. xxviii. 16: 

1 Kings vii. 48) and the shew of the bread 

(there can be little doubt that Tholuck 
and Delitzsch are right, who understand 

és not of the custom p, T&v ‹ 
1, exhibiting the bread, but, seeing that 
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the Writer is speaking of concrete objects, 
as ‘strues panum,’ the heap of bread itself 
thus exhibited. — 4pó8«os, E Del, is 
the Greek word for nywo. We have it 
similarly used in LXX, ref. 2 Chron. There 
it is in the plural, which Bleek maintains 
would have been the case here were it so 
meant, in reference to the double row of 
pieces: but I cannot see why the whole 
mass should not be called the wpó6ecis) : 
which tabernacle (the categorical ўти, 
* that tabernacle namely, which ") is called 
the holy place (Erasmus, Steph., Eras. 
Schmid, Mill, al. write this &yla, as fem., 
and agreeing with oxnvf, and so Luther, 
die heilige, and E. V., “the sanctuary.” 
The vulg. “que dicitur sancta,” a 
pears to refer the clause to “ propositio 
panum immediately preceding.  D-lat. 
(see D! in digest) has “ sancta sanctorum." 
There can be no doubt that it is neut. 
plur. This is insisted on as early as b 
Thdrt.: spowapolvrórves àvayvocTéor т 
Ayia ойто yàp zuãs Biddone vod Tb 
Sr epo Üvoua: viz. ya &ylov, ver. 8. 
So Erasm. (annot.) and all the moderns. 
But even thus the omission of the art. is 
significant. The Writer is not so much 
ee of the holy p'ace by name, ra 

i3, ав by quality and predication, (the) 
holy (places). 8.] But (as bringing 
out by anticipation the ваше contrast 
which we have in vv. 6, 7, els uiv rhy 
ртт... els $ shy Bevrépoy) after 
(i.e. in entering: Behind, as we shonld 
say, if regarding it in situ.“ So Herod. 
iv. 49, ol {схато: wpós Лоо svcpdoow 
perà Körnras olxéovo:) the second veil 
(raraxéracpa, class. waparéracua, see 
ch. vi. 19, is used in the LXX for the veil 
or curtain hanging before the sanctuary. 
There were in reality two of these, as de- 
scribed in Exod. xxvi. 31—37 : one before 
the holy of holies itself, гуча (vv. 31—85), 
the other before the tabernacle door, чоо 
(vv. 86, 37). For both of these the LXX 
in Exod. l. с. have xararéracua, and so 
also for the first veil in Num. iii. 26. And 
Josephus, B. J. v. 6. 4, xpd è тойтоу 
(the gates of the sp&ros olxos) lodunxes 
катахётасџа: and below, $ 5, Tò 5 éy$o- 

dr pépos . . . dielpyero ópolos kärare- 
тёсрат: wpbs Tb Robe. Similarly in 
Antt. viii. 8. 9, катетётасе 82 ка) raíras 
(the outside doors) ras біраз, óuolws rots 
évborépw karawerdsuas:. Usually how- 
ever in the LXX, the exterior veil is called 
kdAvuua or éxlowacrpoy, and the word 
xatawéracua reserved for the interior 
one. So Exod. xxvi. 86: cf. Levit. xxi. 
29, TA)» wpbs ть karaxéracua ob vp 
eAeócerai: xxiv. 8: Num. iv. 5. And so 
in Philo, Vita Mos. iii. 9, vol. ii. p. 150, 
Seep ёстіу етеу жрбуаоу, elpyduevor 
duoly dodopact, rd pèr do bv xe ra. 
кататётасџа, Tb 8 ders xposayopetera: 
к&Лоцџа : во also above, § 5, р. 148. But 
elsewhere he calls both by the name ката- 
xéracua, by implication at least: e. g. 
De Victim. $ 10, p. 246, àvrixpb rod sia 
Tois ddr xaraxerdouaros, éGerépo 
Tov Tpo1épov: and De Gigant. $ 12, vol. i. 
р. 270, Tò écórarov karaxéracua x. tpo- 
к&лорца тїз dtn) the (not “a,” see 
above) tabernaele which is called holy 
of holies (dia again, not dyla, see above. 
очур wip, sometimes rd yw» тё» 
éyle», a periphrasis of the superlative 
adopted from the Heb.), - 4.] having 
(on охуса, see below) a golden censer (or, 
altar of incense) (“ Maxima totius epis- 
tole difficultas in verbis hisce consistit, 
atque bic locus fortasse ter ceteros 
dubium apud veteres reddidit hujus epis- 
tole auctoritatem." Calmet, in Tholuck. 
The first difficulty is respecting the mean- 
ing of the word бордет}роу. And here 
the etymology gives us no help. For the 
word is & neut. adj., importing any thing 
having regard to or employed in the 
burning of incense. It may therefore 
mean either an altar upon which, or a 
censer in which, incense was burnt. The 
latter meaning is found in Demosth. р. 
617. 8, écróuara $$ 4 0vjuarfpia, by ply 
oͤrep dA Ay ré TAHOE: x.T.A. : Thuc. vi. 46, 
éxéSeitay rà дуабђиата, didAas те ко} 
olvoxóas xal Өошатћра K. r. A.: and во 
LXX, ref.: Josephus, Апі. iv. 2. 4, xoul- 
(ev фкастоз бишатћрюк ole cir 
@vuiduaot. The former, in Herod. iv. 
162, EbVA0uy, bs 7d d» Делфоїс: Өишттф- 
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4. [таутеҳобеу 47. ] 

piov ddv &100ттох dvdOnxey: Elian, V. H. 
xii. 51, xal crax dr [Менин 
Oviuarfpior wapdOnxe (Ф:Міттоѕ), ка) 
vuro abrQ. It is true, the LXX 
have generally called the altar of incense 
Tb Ovoiorhpioy Üviiduaros or r, cf. 
Exod. xxx. 1, 27: Levit. iv. 7: 1 Chron. 
vi. 49; xxviii. 18: 3 Chron. xxvi. 16, 19: 
or Tb Өисіастћђріоу Tb xpvcoDr, Exod. xl. 
5, 24 (26): Num. iv. 11: 8 Kings vii. 48: 
2 Chron. iv. 19 : or 7d 6veiacT. Tò àr- 
ќуауті корди, Levit. xvi. 12, 18: or merely 
qb Üvciarrfipior, where the context shews 
which altar is meant, Levit. xvi. 20: Num. 
iv. 18, 14: Deut. xxxiii. 10: 8 Kings vi. 
20: and also 6vciacTfpus, where both the 
altars, of burnt-offering and of incense, are 
intended, Exod. xxxi. 8: Num. iii. 81. 
But later, the more appropriate word 
bh,, became the usual Hellenistic 
name for the altar of incense. So Philo, 
Quis Rer. Div. Hær. § 46, vol. i. p. 604, 
трі» буто» èv rois üylois ckevüv, Avx- 
vias, tpawé(ys, бишаттр!оу‚ ть piv би- 
шатђроу K. T. A.: and id. Vita Mos. iii. § 7, 
vol ii. p. 149, ёушоуруєто ка) скейт 
lepd, к:Вотбз, Avxvía, Tpdze(a, Ovpiarfi- 
piov, Bwuós. And Josephus, Antt. iii. 6. 
8; iii. 8. 2, 8: B. J. v. 5. 6, ка) rd 
piv ярӧтоу pdpos... elye». ёр abr 
тріа Üavuasiórara к. тер:Вбута rd 
Ap % (pya, Avxvlay, tpdweCay, боша- 
Tfjpior. So also Clem.-alex. Strom. v. 6. 
83, pp. 665 f. P., and other Fathers. 
And thus it has been taken here by the 
old lat. in D, by (Ec. on ver. 7 (xoà 0v- 
pudore: ёт abro, rour cr, ёт той xpv- 
сод дишаттріоо ob Fy dv rois dylos T&v 
a yl K. T. A.), and of later expositors Tos- 
tatus (on Exod. xxv. qu. 6; on 1 Kings vi. 
qu. 16), Calvin, Justiniani, Estius, Corn. 
a-Lap., La Cerda (Adverss. c. 81, p. 112), 
Schlichting, Junius, J. Cappellus. Gerhard, 
Brochmann, Mynster, Owen, Bleek, De 
Wette, Ebrard, Lünemann, Delitzsch. On 
hei other a the ie ©“ censer? is 
opted by Syr., vulg. ( furibulum ), Thl. 

(perd ye ToU xpvcod бишатпріо» Seat 
візўє rod ёмаџтоб eis rà &, тё» & yl 
AO yàp бошат}ро» kal &АЛо Ouciarrh- 
(е, on ver. 7), Anselm, Th. Aquin., Lyra, 

ather, Grot., Villalpandus (on Ezek.), 
ашо, Ге Dieu, С б} iron Lim. 

» Wolf, Bengel, etat., rpzov, 
Deyling, Michaelis, Schulz, Böhme, Stuart, 
Kuinoel, Von Gerlach, Stier, Bisping, al. 
And on this side of the question it is 
remarkable, that much stress is laid by 

11. Mark 
Mark i. 45. Luke xix. 43 only. Jer. 

3 Kings xiv. 3 A (in B the omitted 

the Mischna upon fhe censer to be used 
on the day of expiation, as distinguished 
from that used on any other day: on the 
fact of its being of gold, and of a par- 
ticular and precious kind of gold. I give 
nearly the whole passage from Surenhu- 
sius, Ordo Festorum, ii. 229, as certainly 
forming an important element in deciding 
the difficulty. **In omni die deprompsit 
thuribulo argenteo et in aureum infun- 
debat: hodie deprompsit aureo, et intrabat 
cum eo. In omni die deprompsit thuribulo 
quod quatuor cabos continebat, et in alte- 
rum infundebat quod tres cabos capiebat : 
hodie deprompeit thuribulo quod tres 
cabos capiebat, et intrabat cum eo 
In omni die grave, hodie leve: in omni 
die manus ejus brevis erat, hodie longa: 
in omni die aurum ejus viride erat, hodie 
rufum" (on which Sheringham notes, 
* Thuribulum quo singulis diebus odores 
incendebantur, ex auro viridi constabat, 
quod minus pretiosum erat, sed pretiosum 
tamen. Martial. xii. 15, miratur Scy- 
thicas virentis auri Flammas Jupiter, et 
stupet superbi Regis delicias. Sed in 
die expiationis thuribulum rutilante auro 
coruscabat, quod genus auri pretiosissi- 
mum et prssstantissimum fuit, et ro xm, 
ut aiunt Talmudici, vocabatur, quia juven- 
corum sanguinem specie referebat. Quam- 
vis verisimilius videtur а nomine loci sic 
vocari: vide 2 Chron, iii. 6”). See also 
the citation below on th» к:Вотбу. If 
this latter interpretation be adopted, we 
are involved in the following difficulty. 
This golden censer is no where named in 
the law: the word rendered “ cesser" by 
E. V., in Levit. xvi. 12, is mrm, a shallow 
basin, in which the high priest on the day 
of atonement was to take incense from the 
incense-altar into the holy place: and is 
called in the LXX rupe cov, not бишат®- 
pi. Besides which, it is not specified 
as golden; nor was it kept in the holy 
of holies. Indeed it could not have been, 
or the high priest would have been obliged 
to fetch it from thence before burning in- 
cense in it, which is most im robable. 
Of these, the first-mentioned objection is 
not decisive; for our Writer is speaking, 
not of Mosaic usage only, but of several 
things outside the provisions of the law 
itself; and thus our explanation of any 
difficulty need not be sought in the pro- 
visions of the law only, but also in sub- 
sequent Jewish usage. This especially 
against Delitzsch, who, strictly confining 
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us to Mosaic ordinance here, and asserting 
that the Writer speaks of it and nothing 
else, yet below, on the pot of manna, &c., 
confesses that he follows tradition. If 
now, influenced by the above difficulties, 
wo adopt the interpretation ‘altar of 
incense, for Өишатћроу, a difficulty 
arises, certainly not less than апу of those 
adduced above. On the one hand the word 
Ixovou at first sight seems to admit of no 
other meaning than a local one, contain- 
ing. The parallelism with iv ў above 
appears to demand this, and the fact that 
the other things mentioned are beyond 
question intended to be im, not merely 
belonging to, the Holy of holies. On this, 
вее more below. Taking it as our first im- 
preasion, we are startled by the fact, that 
the altar of incense was not in the Holy of 
holies, but outside it, {со той xporépov 
cararerdeharor, as Philo de Vict. Off. § 4, 
vol. ii. р. 253. Hence Bleek, De Wette, 
aud Lünemann, suppose that the Writer 
hus fallen into a mistake, and Bleek infers 
from this that he was not an inhabitant 
of Palestine, but an Alexandrine. But as 
Delitzsch observes, whichever he were, he 
must have been a Monſtrum von Ип: 
wiffenbeit, to have fallen into any such 
error. Then, continues Delitzsch, 
“since we cannot submit him to such an 
imputation, is there any intent which our 
Writer may have had, inducing him to 
ascribe the altar of incense to the Holy of 
holies, notwithstanding that he knew its 

“local situation to be in the Holy place?” 
There is such an intent, recognized even by 
Bleek himself. ** The Author,” says Bleek, 
and after him Tholuck, “treata the Holy 
of holies, i tive of the veil, as sym- 

. bolical of the heavenly sanctuary, and had 
also a motive to include in it the altar of 
incense, whose offerings of incense are the 
symbol of the prayers of the sainte, Rev. 
viii. 3 f.“ And even во it is. Not only 
the N. T. writings, but the О, T. also, Isa. 
vi. 6, speak of a heavenly altar, which is 
the antitype there of the earthly 20% nay. 
Considering the fact that this antitypical 
altar belonged to the Holy of holies, into 
which Christ entered through the torn 
veil, it was obvious for our Writer to 
reckon the typical altar also among the 
things belonging to the Holy of holies. 
Philo, who regarded the Avx»ía аз the 
type of heaven, the 6vjuarfjpior as ovp- 
Воло» Tày wepryeley, ёЕ б> al ürafvjud- 

ces (Vita Mos. iii. 10, vol. ii. p. 251), had 
no such motive. Our second question then 
is, whether our Writer is justified, having 
this motive, in reckoning the altar of in- 
cense among the furniture of tbe Holy of 
holies. And our answer is, Entirely so: 
but not for the reason given by Ebrard, 
because the smoke of the incense was not 
intended to roll backwards, but to pene- 
trate into the holiest place as the symbol 
of supplication and homage : which reason 
is none at all (but see below), seeing that 
the same might be said of the smoke of 
tbe fat of the altar of burnt-offering, and 
in the same way the golden table and the 
shewbread might be reckoned in the Holy 
of holies; for the cakes, a thank-offering 
of the twelve tribes for the blessing be- 
stowed on them, lay on the table, that He 
who sat between tho cherubim might be- 
hold them. Nor can we refer to Exod. 
xxvi. 85, where the only reason for the 
altar of incense not being named among 
the furniture outside the veil, is, that its 
construction was not yet prescribed ; —nor 
can we adduce the fact of its being called 
in Exod. xxx. 10, оч RA holy of holies, 

seeing that the altar of burnt-offering is 
in Exod. xl. 10, distinguished by the same 
name. Bat the following considerations 
have weight: a. that the altar of incense, 
by Exod. xxx. 6 and xl. 5, is to be placed be- 
fore the ark of the covenant or before the 
Capporeth (mercy-seat), i. e. in the middle 
between the candlestick on the right and 
the table of shewbread on the left, so that 
its place is subordinate to the ark of the 
covenant: B. that on the day of atone- 
ment, it, as well as tho mercy-seat, was 
sprinkled with theblood of the sin-offering: 
y. that in 1 Kings vi. 22, as well as by 
our Writer, it is reckoned to the Holy of 
holies, being there called 335 "тн MN, 
the altar belonging to the sanctuary (E.V., 
“the altar that was by the oracle"). 
Thenius indeed holds vy% to be an error 
for 13777 E), before the sanctuary," but 

Keil maintains rightly that that = 
of Kings and ur ir s here шаа] у 
defend and explain one another. The 
solution to be gathered from this would 
be, that the altar of incense, being ap- 
pointed by the Mosaic ordinance to stand 
in immediate contiguity to the veil sepa- 
rating the Holy of holies, and being destined 
in ite use especially for the service of the 
Holy of holics (for this, notwithstanding 
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the objection brought by Delitzsch, might 
have weight; the exterior altar of burnt- 
offering did not belong in any such strict 
sense to the sanctuary and mercy-seat), 
and being described in more than one place 
of Scripture (e. g. Exod. xxx. 6: 1 Kings 
vi. 22) as connected with the sanctuary, is 
taken by tlie Writer ag appertaining to the 
Holy of holies: he choosing, thus to de- 
scribe it, the somewhat ambiguous word 
ty ove, and not » ў as before. For we may 
set off against what was just now said about 
the strict parallel at first sight between 
a § inthe former clause and fovea in this, 
that it may be fairly alleged, that the very 
fact of variation of terms, in such a paral- 
lelism, points to some varidtion of mean- 
ing also. I have thus given both views 
of the solution to be sought: and will now 
state the result. 1. On either hypothesis, 
Kxovca cannot be kept to its stricter.mean- 
ing of containing. For neither the censer 
nor the incense-altar was kept їз the holy 
of holies. 2. The language of the Mischna 
concerning the golden censer is very strong, 
and more weight still is given to it vhen 
we reflect that it is especially of the day 
of expiation that our Writer is preparing to 
speak. 8. The word xpvcoov should not 
be overlooked in the consideration. When 
the ark of the covenant by and by is spoken 
of, which like the altar of incense was over- 
laid with gold, it is not said to be xpvcoir, 
but only wepucexaAvpuérg vdr obe xpv- 
ofy. And this predicate being thus em- 
phatically thrown forward, it is hardly 
possiblo to help feeling that a stress is laid 
on it, and it is not used without design. 
And if we enquire what this design 18, we 
can hardly find fault with the reply which 
says that it is to distinguish a xpvcoUr 
Bvpiarhpiıoy from some other kinds of 
OvjiaTfpia. 4. On the whole then I 
should say that the balance inclines to- 
wards the * censer’ interpretation, though 
I do not feel by any means that the diffi- 
culty is removed, aud should hail any new 
solution which might clear it still further) 
and the ark of the covenant (see Exod. 
xxv. 10 ff.; xxxvii. 1 ff.: called by this 
name, rr rw, Josh. iii. 6 and passim) 

covered round on all sides (Lo ка} 
Цобех, Exod. xxv. п) with gold (xpvale, 
not xpvc$, perhaps for a portion of gold, 
or perhape, as Delitzsch, for wrought 
gold. See Palm and Rost's Lex. But all 
distinction between the words seems to 
bave been lost before Hellenistio Greek 

Vor. IV. 

arose, and the tendency of all Jater forms 
of speech is to adopt diminutives where the 
elder forms used the primitives. The ark, 
a chest, was of shittim (acacia) wood, over- 
laid with plates of fine gold, Exod. 1. c. 
The ark of the covenant was in the Holy of 
holies in the Mosaic tabernacle, and in the 
temple of Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 4,6. In 
the sack by the Chaldeans, it disappeared. 
See a legend respecting its fatein 2 Macc. 
ii. 1—8, where curiously enough Th» 
oxnvhy ка) T)» xiBordoy ка) Tb Óvcia- 
orhpioy ToU @uuiduaros are classed to- 
gether. The second temple did not con- 
tain it, but it was represented by a stone 
basement three fingers high, called rere! Dod 
“the stone of foundation" (Delitzsch: 
seo Gesen. Thesaurus, under W. iii.). 
So in the Mischna, Ex quo abducta est 
area, lapis ibi erat а diebus priorum pro- 
phetarum, et lapis fundationis fuit vocatus; 
altus e terra tribus digitis, еб super ipsum 
thuribulum collocabat." So Jos. B. J. v. 
5. 5, of the sanctuary, in his time, 15 5 
évBordrw pépos «косі uir. у яхи" 
8:еќруєто $ dpolws кататєтбсрот: ярі 
Tb tee. {кето dd ob IA èr афто, 
&Baroy 84 x. üxparrov к. &0daror $} 
waow, &ylov 8$ &усоу exadciro), in which 
(was) & golden pot (Exod. xvi. 32—84. 
The word golden, AdBe orduvoy xpv- 
соду ёра, ia added by the LXX : so also 
Philo de Congr. Queer. Erud. Gr. 18, vol. i. 
р. 588, ёи ordure pue the Heb. has 
merely “а pot," as E. V.) containing the 
manna (viz. an omer, each man's daily 
share, laid up for а memorial, cf. Exod. 
xvi. 82 with ib. 16. "That this pot was to 
be placed іл the ark, is not said there, but 
it was gathered probably from the words 
* before the Lord." In 1 Kings viii. 9 and 
2 Chron. v. 10, it is stated that there was 
nothing in the ark in Solomon's temple, 
except the two tables which Moses put 
therein at Horeb. But this, as Delitzsch 
observes, will not prove any thing against 
the pot of manna and the rod having once 
been there; nay rather, from the express 
declaration that there was then nothing 
but the tables of stone, it would seem that 
formerly there had been other things there. 
The Rabbis certainly treat of the pot of 
manna as of the rod, as being in the ark : 
see the testimonies of Levi ben Gershom 
and Abarbanel in Wetst., h. I.), and the 
rod of Aaron whioh budded (see Num. 
xvii. 1—11. It was to be laid up “before 
the testimony," in which Ben Gershom 

- M 
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sees а that it was in the ark: “ex 
eo autem, quod dicit coram testimonio po- 
tius quam coram arce, discimus, intra 
arcam fuisse." Abarbanel refers to “ tra- 
ditio quedam Rabbinorum nostrorum." 
See Wetet. as above. The Gemara (Joma 
62 b) mentions a tradition that with the 
ark disappeared the pot of manna, and 
the cruse of anointing oil, and the rod of 
Aaron with ite almonds and blossoms, and 
the chest which the Philistines sent for a 

ss-offering, 1 Sam. vi. 4, 8), and the 
tables of the covenant (viz. the tables of 
stone on which the ten commandments 
were written by the finger of God, Exod. 
xxv. 16; xxxi. 18: Dent. x. 1—5: 1 Kings 
viii. 9: 2 Chron. v. 10, as above. It will 
be seen from these references, that these 
tables were ordered to be put in the ark): 

5.] and (84, as contrasted to 
‘within’) over above it (the ark of 
the covenant) (the) cherubim (the well. 
known fourfold animal forms, fencing from 
human approach, and at the same time 
bearing ар апа supporting, the glory of 
God: symbolizing, as I believe and ‘ave 
elsewhere maintained (Hulsean Lectares 
for 1841, Lect. i. See also note on Rev. 
iv. 6—8), the creation of God. See more 
below) of glory (h rd Év3ota, 4 тА бута 
тўз 8675, rovréar: тод beo: Œc., Cyril, 
similarly Thl.,. . . . 4$ rà Aeerovpyikà ToU 
бео, к. wpds Bókay abro) бута: and 
Chrys., .... $ rà бтокбто тод Geol. 
There can be little doubt that the latter 
class of meanings is to be taken, though 
Camerer., Beza (vers.), Est., Corn. a-Lap., 
Schlichting, Kuinoel, al. adopt tho former. 
For we may well say, why such a peri- 
phrasis if a mere epithet were intended, 
when we have already the epithets xpv- 
соду and wepixexaduuudyny xpvelyP The 
Bófe is the Shechinah, or bright cloud of 
glory, in which Jehovah appeared between 
the cherubic forms, and to which, as at- 
tendants, and watchers, and upholders, 
they belonged. The want of the art. be- 
fore 3éfys is no argument for the other 
view, as 86а is often used thus anarthrous 
for the Shechinab: cf. Exod. х1. 28 (34), 
к. dxdAvier 4 vedéan Th» окту» Tob 
maptuplov, к. 86% къріоо éxAf$c0n j 
скң»уё: 1 Kings iv. 32: Ezek. ix. 8; x. 

катаскіа(оу A[ P] 17. eveoriv (but ev erased) M. 

18 al. On the Cherubim, see further 
Winer, Realw. sub voce) overshadow- 
ing (casting shadow down upon, causing 
to be xaráckiov : see reff. Exod. yepow- 
Bly here, as usually, is neuter: cf. Gen. 
lii. 24: Exod. xxv. 18 al.: sometimes the 
LXX have used it masc. : е. g. Exod. xxv. 
20; xxviii. 28 al. There seems to be a 
reason for the variation: the neut. being 
employed when they are spoken of merely 
as figures, the masc. when ав agente. 
The neut. prevails in Philo: Josephus has 
ol xepovBeis Antt. iii. 6. 5, and al xepov- 
Bets ib. viii. 9. 8) the mercy-seat (the 
ІЛастћроу éxlOeua of Exod. xxv. 17: the 
massive golden cover of the ark of the 
covenant, on which the glory of Jehovah 
appeared between the cherubim: Heb. 
mB? cover. It was that upon which 
especially the blood of the propitiatory 
sacrifice was sprinkled on the day of atone- 
ment, Levit. xvi. 15, and from this cir- 
cumstance apparently, the propitiation 
taking place on it, it obtained its name of 
{ластђр‹оу. It was the footstool of God, 
1 Chron. xxviii. 2: Ps. xcix. 5; cxxxii. 7: 
Lam. ji. 1; the spot where He, the God 
of the covenant, met with Israel, the e 
of the covenant: see Exod. xxv. 22: Levit. 
xvi. 2: Num. vii. 89. See also Philo de 
Prof. $ 19, vol. i. p. 661, rhs 8à Mews 
Suvduews, ть ewlOeua тїз kiBerroU, Kare 
82 abr [Aacrfpior: Vita Mos. iii. 8, vol. 
ii. p. 150, 4s ёж(Өєра save! хёда Tb 
Аеубдеуоу dp lepais BíBAows [Xaafipior : 
jb, 7d 84 ёхібеца Tb wposayopevóuevor 
lXacrfpir. Thl., h. I., says, lAacrfpior 
Ф\ёуєто Tb тёда THs KiBwrod, ds ёк THs 
v s abtijis pabhoy üxpiBécrepow xal 
uh &хаттбе!$ rois Tiveoy Adyos, BAAO Ti 
vohoys тобто elva:): concerning which 
it is not (opportune) (this use of doti» 
with inf., = Kerry, is pure Attic) now to 
speak one by one (i. e. particularly, ‘sin- 
gillatim :’ so катё pépos in Plato, Theæt. 
157 в, 3e? 82 ка) 5 обто Aévyeir 
ка} wep) wod\AGy ё0росдбуто» : Poly b. iii. 
82. 3; 19. 11, wep) Sv quets тё ката pépos 
«55 . йатаффдоце», al. in Bleek. The 
clause refers evidently not to the Cheru- 
bim ouly, but to all the contents of the 
sanctuary just mentioned. So Chrys. 
évrav0a |> ато бт: ob таёта Fy ибуоу тё 
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* kareaxevaa évov eis ёр тї Trporrqv awnvjv * d тартдс à chisa 
feicíagtv oi iepeîs Tas 8 Xarpeías © ere AOνο “ e, 7 eis de n f 

A 5 7 1g 212 ^ , € 3 ` k , 

thy Seutépay ! ma ToU !éviavroU povos 6 àapyiepeùs * où 
е/ A A ^ 

Kywpis aipatos, 0 'aposhépes Ümép éavroÜ xai TOv ToU f) 
№аоў m dryvonudrow 8 тоўто ° dt %ñũ ToU °ттрєй ua TOS 

Acts xxi, 18 only t. 1. g ver. 
ia, ӧнбт vó ёрхирба, ё є HNA Tas убиф трост 

брбреға, &АА& alví^yuará туа iy, wep) dy 
ойк Tori фто) viv Aéyeiw катӣ uépos, lows 
és paxpov 8єоџёгоу Adyou). 6, 17.) 
We now have that whereunto the abov 
details bave been tending, viz. the use 
made of the sanctuary by the " 5 

] iest on the day of atonement. . 
But (transitional) these things being thus 
arranged (it is impossible in English to 
give the force of the ect iciple as 
connected with the present which follows. 
To say ‘having been arranged,“ and fol - 
low it by ‘enter,’ would be a solccism: 
which shews, that our participle ‘ having 
been’ is not so much a perfect as an 
aorist. Resolved, the sentence would be: 
‘these things have been thus arranged 
(i. е. were thus arranged and continue во), 
and the priests enter.’ In taking our 
resent-perfect participle, ‘being,’ we 

loos the historical past involved in the 
perfect, pointing to the time when they 
were во arranged. To carry the sense of 
‘abiding even now,’ in the perfect, so far, 
as to suppose the Writer to imagine that 
the ark &c. were still, at the time he was 
writing, in the Sanctuary (Bl., Lünem., 
De W.), is quite unnecessary, and indeed 
unreasonable: he clearly conceives of the 
whole system and arrangement as sub- 
sisting, but not in every minute detail. 
The arrangement was essential to the 
system: the failure of some of its parts, 
accidental to it. катєскєхаср. in allu- 
sion to the same word ver. 2), into the 
first (foremost) tabernacle (indeed) con- 
tinually (i.e. day by day, at any time, 
without limits prescribed by the law : cer- 
tainly, twice at least in every day, see 
Exod. xxx. 7 ff.) enter (on the present, 
see above. It must not, as in vulg., be 
rendered by an imperfect, “introibant ;” 
D-lat., “intrabant :” Luther, gingén: and 
E. V., “went,” which is remarkable, as 
Beza’s version has “ingrediuntur”) the 
priests (the ordinary priests) accomplish- 
ing the services (so Herod. SAAas те 
Өрпскіаѕ puplas éxireAdovor: he uses èri- 
rec likewise of ovoſas, ii. 69; iv. 26: 
ebywAds, її. 68: dprds, iv. 180. Seo other 
examples in Bl. The services meant are 

f he 1 хха lll. 12. Judith v. 20. 8 li 20 о . 1 reff. m here only. Gen. x Judith v. 20. Bir. zziii. $. 11. 19. 1 Mace. xiii. 39 only. 
n ch. хі. 27. 1 Cor. 1. 11. ii. 13, Col. i. 58. 1Pet L11. 2 Pet. I. 14 only. Exod. vi. 3. o ch. Ü 

from Ps. xv. 
). . 2. 

Rom. zi. 10. 
(Exon. xxx. 

т. ais, Acta 
iii. 8. xxi. 

eh. fii. 7 re 

the morning and evening care of the lampe, 
the morning and evening offering of in- 
cense, and the weekly change of the shew- 
bread), 1.) but into the second (in- 
nermost, the Holy of holies) once in the 
year (i.e. on the day of atonement, the 
10th day of the 7th month : the same ex- 
pression is used in reff. Exod. and Levit. 
The entrance took place, on that day, 
twice at least, from Levit. xvi. 12—16: 
the Mischna sa&ys, four (three?) times, 
Joma v. 1; vii. 4. Much trouble has been 
spent by antiquarians on the question: 
see the whole treated in Bleek, if it be 
thought worth while: it may suffice here 
to say that the Writer follows the ordinary 
way of speaking among the Jews and our- 
selves, meaning by ‘once,’ on one ocea- 
sion. No one would think, if I said I was 
in the habit of seeing a certain person but 
once in every year, of asking how long I 
spent in his company during that day, and 
how often I looked upon him. Cf. Philo, 
Leg. ad Cai. $ 89, vol. ii. p. 591, els & 
(ота) Arat ToU e,, ro ё péyas iepebs 
eisépxerai тў vna req Aeyouérp udvoy èri- 
ouuido %.. Во dwat 8г &rovs, id. de 
Monarch. ii. 2, p. 228: ära кат’ éviav- 
тб», Jos. B. J. v. 6. 7: and 8 Macc. i. 11) 
the high priest alone, not without (see 
ch. vii. 20) blood, which he offers (see 
ch. viii, 8) on behalf of himself and the 
ignorances (sins of ignorance, see ch. у. 2: 
ef. Philo, Plant. Nos, $ 25, vol. i. p. 846, 
af... бош... dwouturhoxovoa res 
ёкбстоу dyvolas re к. Siapaprias. See 
Schweighüunsers Lexicon Polybianum, 
where he gives as the sense of &yvoia, 
“ peccatum, delictum, preesertim errore et 
per imprudentiam commissum:” giving 
numerous instances. But farther on, he 
says, * Nonnunquam tamen de graviori 
culpa et deliberato crimine usurpatur :” 
giving also examples. And similarly under 
dim “nude, peccare: woAcueiy тоф 
&yvohoac:, bellum gerere cum eis qui pec- 
carunt, deliquerunt, v. 11. 6: 2d von- 
uéva, errata, peccata, xxxviii. 1.5.” бо 
that here the word may have a wider mean- 
ing than mere sins of ignorance) of the 
people (it has been a question, whether 
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p Rom. ix. t тод drylov, v pyre 9 тпєефарєрдоадаг THY "Ttv di’ * odor ABDEL 
e^ A 7 / ч . Jer, Ere тўс mporns сктуђѕ évovars * стаси, 9 “тіс ap- ctghk 

1 
s w. gen., Matt. . 5. Gen, iii. 24, Prov. vil. 27. Jer. ii. 18 aL 17. 47 

хі. (zxxliL) 
6 only. r = ch. viil. 2 reff. 

t = here (Lake xxiii. 91 Mk., 25. Acts xv. 2aM.)only. Polyb.v.6.3. Tey ergo #89 ordow dxórrev = Tew 
„ фтеҳбитеу, id. c. 6. 

ch. хі. 19 only. Eccl. i. 17 A(not F.) B. 

8. unwes repavepwora D! | -gr ]. 

а = ch. vili. 6 reff. v Gospp., passim (but Mt. Mk. L. only). Epp., 

for eri ex DI. gr. 
9. aft nris ins xpwry Di, gui priori parabula D-lat. 

éavro? can be taken as dependent on åy- 
vonuárev —“ on behalf of his own sins 
and those of the people.” So vulg. (* pro 
sua et populi ignorantia *), Luth., Calv. 
(vers.), Schlichting, Limborch (vers.), al. : 
but as above Syr., D- lat. (“pro ве et populi 
delictis"), Faber Stap., Vatabl., m. 
vers.), Beza(vers.), Calov., Bengel, Schulz, 
hme, De Wette, al And no doubt 

grammatically this latter is in strict- 
ness right: the other rendering requiring 
тфу before (avrov. The question however 
in all such cases is not whether the sense 
would not be better expressed by a more 
elegant construction, but whether the 
N. T. dialect was likely to have expressed 
it without that more elegant construction. 
And here, though I prefer the more strictly 
grammatical rendering, I am by no means 
sure that the other is absolutely excluded. 
The parallel of ch. vii. 27, wpórepor rèp 
тё» ley duapriay, . . . . . тета Tí» 
тоў Aaod, is very strong: and we have a 
similar irregularity of grammatical con- 
struction in 1 John ii. 2, lAacpds wep) тфу 
dpapriay judy, ob wept fjueréper 84 uóror, 
Ad ка) wep) 8Aov ToU xdopov): 
8.) the Holy Spirit signifying (by the typi- 

arrangement of the sanctuary, exclud- 
ing all from it except the high priest once 
a year: ÜnAoUvros is not, as Semler, to be 
referred back to the prophecy of Jeremiah 
above quoted. We often have the.verb in 
this meaning of ‘signifying by a repre- 
sentation: so in ch. xii. 27, and Jos. Antt. 
ili. 7. 1, wepirlOera: roy uaraxaayy Aeyó- 
evov, BovAera: dd cuvaxrijpa yey $тАобу, 
Sid. dor) x. . A.: ib. 7. 7, Zyx? Se 
xal roy Ao к. thy ceAqyny TGv тар$о- 
ru xy dxdrepos: cf. also viii. 6. 2. Sea 
Libanius and Hermogenes in Wetst. In 
the latter, $53Ao0», “subindicare,” is op- 

sed to pavepõs ACV] this (which fol- 
m that the way to (‘of so in reff.,— 

see Kühner ii. p. 176, Anm. 4: but not 
in Th» eb “Apyous KxamiSauplas 686», 
Eur. Hipp. 1197, where the genitives are 
governed by eù0ús: cf. «b0bs oír ... 
хле, Thuc. viii. 96, and Lob. on Phryn. 
P. 144) the holy places (i. e. the true holy 
places in heaven: for it is of antitype, not 
of type, that the Writer is here speaking. 
Hence there is no danger of mistaking т 
d Ma here for the outer tabernacle: it is 

as in reff, and rò Ai, in Ezek. xli. 28 
and Levit. xvi. 16, 17, 20, 28, 27, the holy 
place кат ¿łoxhv. Syr. has a curious 
rendering —“ the way of the holy ones ” 
(masc.) has not yet been i 
(not, had not: the present form is main- 
tained throughout: see below) while the 
first tabernacle is as yet standing (what 
Arat tabernacle? That which was first 
in time, or first in order of space? 
Clearly the latter, which has already been 
used in ver. 6: no reason can be given for 
changing the sense to the temporal one, 
im жез as the Writer is regarding the 
whole as present, and drawing no contrast 
astotime. In fact, if time be regarded, 
the heavenly, not the earthly tabernacle is 
the first. Still less, with Peirce and Sykes, 
can we understand the tabernacle in the. 
wilderness, as distinguished from the tem- 
nil ru would tni no assignable gm 

supposes that 4j perry скууү, thus 
шынгыс, symbolis the whole Jewish 
Levitical worship which took place in the 
first or outer tabernacle: Ebrard, that the 
whole, exterior and interior tabernacle, 
is symbolical, tbe exterior of relative, the 
interior of absolute boliness: and he sees 
an equality of ratios which he thus ex- 
ргеввев —трётт oxnrh ; буш aylev ?: 
(xpérn сктућ + ayia үө) : Christ. 
But both of these ideas are well refuted by 
Delitzsch, who reminds us that the first as 
well as the second tabernacle was symboli- 
cal of heavenly things. ТЫ. says, Ap x erat 
Abrede dyaywyixdrepow Sewpeiy тё тер) 
Tay oxnvev, ка) onoly, ri reb) тА pèr 
d, тё> &ylov ÉBara Fv тоб KAXos 
lepe boi, Ё rúros elol ToU obparoU, ў 
érto mporn oxnvh, Tovréorw Á perà 
Tb Et e Восіастфр:о» Tb ҳалкоб»у проту 
ebObs обоа, Вдо‹до$ $y abrois 8:4 rarrds, 
otpBoroy obca тїз karà убцоу Aarpelas, 
éb4Aobro cvuBoAwós, бт: Fs ob Torara! 
ў} orny) абту, тоотботіу €ws ob кратеї 
6 vóuos kal al кат’ abrby Aatpeiat тє» 
AoUrra, ойк lori Bdomos ў тёр &уіюу 
6865, тоитёстіу ў eis Tbv obpavdy eTsobos, 
Tois тА; тоабтаѕ Aarpelas ёжтітеЛойсіу, 
“ФАЛА тобто: uiv &pavhs dors ко) &токќё- 
XG Tat, рду 84 T ќу) дрҳгерє хрстф 
ёфор(сет ў 685 айту. The phrase erá- 
ow буу, besides ref. Polyb., occurs 
in Plut. Symp. viii. 8, ei »éa ёби rére 
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Bory T eis Tov " xatpóv Tov х ёрєттткбта, Y каб Ñv * ра тє " Lake i, 3. 
, t. 

Kai буса * rposhépovras u Óvvápevay катй *ouveidnow en au 
breket@oat Tov *Xarpevovra, \0 доо» e *Bpapacw Wn t 

26. Gali 
4. 2 Thess. ii. 2. 3 Tim. Ш. ? only. 1 Масс. x 

ach. v. 1 reff. 
20. Wied. xvi. 1) only. 

d ch. viiL 1 reff. 
3. ch. ziii. 9 only. Job vi. 5. 

a Acts xxi 
е re e absol., ch 

e plur., Matt. xiv. 18 1 L. Mark vil. 19. Luke iil. 11. 

= Acts xv. 11. xxvii. 25. 2 Thess. l. 3 al. 
L 1. 1 Cor. тш. ёс . 25 ёс Со - * + ‚1. 1 ch. 2 Al. 1, x 7 2 T 2. x Eecl. . 

. X. 9 reff. (ch. viii. 5 reff.) 
1 Cor. ті. 13. 1 Tim. i. 

тес (for ў») ór, with D*KL[P] rel D. lat [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Thi: txt ABD!N 17 vulg 
[Chr] Damasc (Ес Primas. 

pro Ќсҳеу d» тў piou -yéveciw к. 
rde: and in Dion. Hal vi. p..415, 
péxpis ky obpayós те kal уў thy abrhy 
ordow wor. See other examples in 
Курке. On tle sense, cf. Jos. Antt. 
їй. 7. 7, thy dè трітпу poipay (тїз orn- 
vis) uóve wepidypape TQ беф 8:4 Tb ка) 
Tb» obpaydy йуетіВатоу elva: Tois àv0pó- 
топ), 9.] the which (йты — 
* quippe que," as almost always. #т1з, viz. 
the first or anterior tabernacle, and that 
especially considered as obstructing, by ite 
et remaining, the way into the holiest. 

This is better than with Primasius to 
understand ти res, and account for the 
gender by attraction) is (not, “ was,” see 
above) a parable (rouréor: TÓxos x. o- 
pala, Thi. тжараВоћ is predicate, not 
subject, as Calvin, Storr, De W., al. If 
we make it subject, the verb to be supplied 
would not be the mere copula, but a sig- 
nificant verb, which would require to be 
expressed) for (in reference to: or it may 
be taken as indicating tbe terminus ad 
quem, until? but I prefer the other: 
вее reff.) the time (period, or season, with 
reference to the divine dispensations) now 
present (so Primasius, commenting on the 
* parabola temporis instantis? of the vulg., 
* Quod enim agebatur in templo tum tem- 
poris, figura erat et similitudo istius veri- 
tatis quæ jam in ecclesia completur." And 
thus recently, and to my mind decisively, 
Delitzsch. But observe, the first taber- 
nacle was not a parable of the present time, 
во that д xaipds ó ёуестткоз should be 
the thing represented :—but a parable,— 
Jor, reserved unto, or given in reference 
to, the present time,—of heavenly things, 
to which the access is in the present 
time revealed. This application of 
тӧу казр. T. фуєтт. to the time now pre- 
senf, has not been the general view of 
Commentators. корди фуестткфта, says 
Chrys, жоѓоу Афун; Tb» xpd Tis тоб 
xi r wapovolas’ pera yàp Th» wapov- 
clay ToU xpwroU ob , корбуз dori 
vc wes ydp, exvyevdpuevos kal TéAos 
x; and thus (Ec, Thl., Schlichting, 
Seb. Schmidt, Baumg., Bengel, Stein, al. 
But this meaning, “ the time which was 
instant,” would not agree with the pres. 

жрозфёроутол, to which consequently those 
interpreters are obliged to do violence. 
Accordingly we have modifications of this 
view, e. g. that of Ebrard, al, reading 
каб’ бу below, that d кар. б éveornxds is 
the present time of offering O. T. sacrifices, 
in which the readers of the Epistle were 
still taking a part. “The author might 
have called the time of the O. T. worship 
‘the past time, and he would doubtless 
have so called it, had he been minded to 
speak from his own standing-point: but 
with practical wisdom he here speaks from 
that of his readers, who yet joined in the 
temple worship, and for whom the period 
of sacrifices was not yet away.” 
Ebrard :— that of Bleek, Tholuck, and Lü- 
nemann, * This жрёт oxnrf is, or there 
lies in its establishment, a parabolic setting 
forth of the character of the present time 
in general, i. e. of the time of the O. T.. 
of Judaism." Bl. And во E. V., which 
was a figure for the time then present.” 
See more below under xaipoU 8:0p8dcews), 
according to which (xapaBoA$»: so(Ecum., 
коё hv wapaBorAhy kal каб by TÓxor: 
i e. in accordance with which typical 
meaning; а specification accounting for 
and justifying the profitless character 
of the ordinances about to be spoken of. 
Some (as Lün., al.) have referred f» to 
ярӧтуѕ сктуўѕ, but каб fjv would hardi 
thus apply: we should rather expect èr ri 
Those who read каб бу naturally refer it 
to kaipór, thereby modifying their view of 
what is to be understood by rb» кар. т. 
Фуєстткёта : see above) both gifts and 
sacrifices are offered (see reff. for these 
words. The present implies only the 
matter-of-fact endurance of the Levitical 
offerings, not their subsistence in the 
divine plan) having no power (ud Suv., sub- 
jective, qus non valeant:’ not ob Su., 
‘invalida,’ ‘que non valent. The gen- 
der of the participle, as so often, is taken 
from the subst. next to it) to perfeot in 
conscience (see below) him that serveth 
(i. e. not the priests, as Est., al., who éxeré- 
Aou» tas Aarpelas, but the people, who 
offered through them. The offering 
Israelite assures,—doing, as he does, that 
which God's law requires, his part, as a 
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1c. 5b кай arduacw кай = Siadopots ^ Rarrricpois, | Sixatopata ABDKL 
, 7 a r , PR ab 

са љо? Ex capkós, ! péypi ™ карой " ёорӣосєос ° ётісєішера. II ypi- cfg hk 
g Hom. xii. e 

‚1.4. .8) only. Deut. xxii. 9. h = ch. vi. 2 reff. 1 Luke i. 6. Rom. i. 32. iL 28. е. 1 
eig. An. 4. ы 4 ч. y I k see Col. U. 13. 1 of time, Latz. V. 47 r. J. Rev. xv. 4. xix. 8 ik Exod. xv. 26, 26. 

хі. 23. Acts xz. 7. I Tim. vi. M. ch. iil, 14 al m and constr., Luke xix. 44. 
18. 2 Tim. iv. 8 al. Ps. zxxvi. 39. n here only t. Polyb. v. 86, 2 a1. fr. 
23. John xi. 98. xxi. 9. Acts xxvii. 20. 1 Cor. iz. 16 only. Job хіх. 3. 

10. rec cel 8:каорась, with DKL rel vulg syr Chr Thdrt Damase: бисолоәда D! 
бш lat) sah: xa: бисшоеката BN? 673. 219: txt ALPIN 17 Syr copt arm [ Euthal-ms] 
Ут. (The question seems to be whether Sixctopac: was an alteration to suit the 

precedg datives, or Sixatepara to suit the follg exikepeva. In the former case kai 
would find its way into the tzt and the readg of B isa conjunction of the two: in the 
latter xa: would naturally be struck out as coupling different cases and the readg of 

Acts iii. 
o Luke v. 1. xxiii. 

. Ре. сіт. 19. 

В was previous to its being expunged.) 

member, in the people of the law and of the 
promised salvation: he obtains also, if he 
does this with right feeling, operations of 
divine grace, which he icis in the way 
pee but, sering that the Holy of 
olies is not yet unveiled, the offerings cau- 

not Tecra: him xarà couvel3now, i.e. 
cannot put his moral-religious conscious- 
ness, in its inward feeling, into a state of 
entire and joyful looking for of salvation, 
во that his cuvel3nois should be an on- 
ward-waxing consciousness of perfect re- 
storation, of entire clearing up, of total 
emancipation, of his relation to God." 
Delitzsch : who continues, * The material 
offerings of animals are only parables, re- 
ferring to the time when that which is 
parabolically set forth becomes actual and 
passes into reality. They are, considered 
of themselves, incapable of any action on 
the inner part of a man, they are"), 
10.] only (consisting) in (supply oca: or 
жроѕфербиєуаг, and cudertand éri as 
pointing out the ground whereupon, the 
condition wherein, the offering of the 
dpd те kal @volac subsisted. Some of the 
ancient Commentators joined éwí with 
reed. not able to perfect... in 
his conscience, only as regards meats and ” 
.. . So (Ec, al Aarpeia, ꝓnolv, obe To- 
xvo Wuxines Tiva телес, АЛАА тері 
Thr сірка elxov thv ёуќруєау к. Tà cape 
«xd к.т.А. And во recently Ebrard. But 
this is not the fact, as it would be here 
stated. The gifts and offerings, е. g. those 
of the day of atonement, had far other 
reference than merely to meats and drinks 
and washings: nay, these were parables 
in reference to higher things. Another 
set joined it with Aarpetorra, “him who 
serveth under condition of meats” &c. But 
this is questionable ав to usage, and would 
make a very lame and dragging sentence. 
Thl. apparently joins éxí with éxikelueva 
below: uóvor, фтор, èxixelueva mois TÓTe 
&v0pézo:s к. бататтбдеуа пер) Bpwpd- 
Twv к. wopdrov. Others, as Grot. 
Bengel, Bleek, De Wette, give éxí the 
meaning “ together with,” which is hardly 

either philologically or contextually suit- 
able. If Sixarapacrv be read, then on this 
view it would be more likely &AAors Sukaud- 
paow: if Sahara, it could hardly be 
said that the meats and drinks and wash- 
ings were 8:кафрата in the same sense ag 
the 8àpd re к. Ovalar, seeing that they 
were only their conditions, not their cog- 
nates) meats and drinks and divers 
washings (probably the Writer has in 
mind both the legal and the Talmudical 
conditions imposed upon the Aarpevorres. 
See the very parallel place, Col. ii. 16. 'The 
law prescribed much about eating : nothing 
about drinking, except some general rules 
of uncleanness, such as Levit. xi. 34, —and 
in peculiar cases, such as the prohibition of 
wine to the Nazarite, Num. vi. 83,—and to 
the priests when on actual service in the 
tabernacle, Levit. x. 9. But subsequent 
circumstances and usage added other ob- 
servances and precedents: as e.g. Dan. i. 
8: Hagg. ii. 18. See Matt. xxiii. 24: Rom. 
xiv. 21. So there is no necessity to sup- 
pose that the allusion is to the feasts after 
sacrifice (ch. xiii. 10), or to the passover. 
The &4фороь Pawriopol may refer to a'l 
the various washings ordained by the law, 
Exod. xxix. 4: Levit. xi. 25, 28, 32, 40; 
xiv. 6—9; xv. 6 ff.; xvi. 4, 24 ff.: Num. 
viii. 7; xix. 17 ff. al. But it seems likel 
that not the sacerdotal washings, so muc 
as those prescribed to or observed by the 
people, are mainly in view: such as those 
mentioned in Mark vii. 4), ordinances of 
(the) flesh (i. e. belonging to flesh, as 
opposed to spirit. They regarded material 
things, gifts, sacrifices, meats, drinks, wash- 
ings, which from their very nature could 
only uffect the outward, notthe inward man. 
Of course Stxatipata capxós ів in appo- 
sition with dpd тє ка) ботїм. The ordi- 
nary reading, ка) 8:ка:фиасиу, has, besides 
manuscript authority, these two objections 
against it: 1. seeing that the things men- 
tioned were themselves 8:кафрата capxós, 
we should rather require (see above) ка} 
BAAas Sixadparw: 2. we should have 
Surduevas followed by ёж‹кеиеруа, which, 
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however possibly allowable, would cer- 
tainly be very harsh), im (cf. II. g. 
458, кратер) éxixelcer’ xn: also Acts 
xv. 10, 28, which is a remarkable parallel. 
xel 84 (vybs Is б rónos Bapós, elxótros 
elre rò ёжікєреуа. Thl.: who then, as 
(Ec., quotes Acts xv. 10) until the season 
of rectification (i. e. when all these things 
would be better arranged, the substance 
put where the shadow was before, 
the sufficient grace where the insufficient 
type. , Cf. ref. and Aristot. 
Polit. 8: r&v wirrérrey olxo8ounyudroy 
к. ò dd cerrnpla xal didpPwors. See many 
more instances of its use in Lobeck’s 
note on Phryn. p. 260 f. The expres- 
sion probably refers to ch. viii. 8 f, 
—the time when God would make with 
His people & better covenant. I need 
hardly remind the reader who has kept 
pace with what has been said on тд» корду 
Tb» éverrnxéta above, that this «eipós 
SiopOcscreees is one and the same with that. 
Those who give another meaning there, yet 
agree in referring these words to Christian 
times). 11,12.) The fulfilment of these 
types by Christ. But (the contrast is to 
the u} uydu. and the uéxpi кар. above 
to the ineffectiveness and the merely pro- 
visional nature of the Levitical offerings) 
Christ (not ‘Jesus’ here: because the 
Writer will introduce with emphasis that 
name which carries with it the fulfilment 
of all type and prophecy. Nor again, 6 
xpicTós (rapœyev. Se д xp.), because he 
will not say that the Messiah was come, 
but will use that well-known name as a 
personal name belonging to Him whom 
now all Christians know by it) having 
appeared (-aepay(yveoÓn. is the usual 
word for appearing or coming forward 
as a historical person: appearing on the 
stage of the world: see reff. And it is 
of this appearance of Christ in history 
that the word is here used. That appear- 
ance was the point of demarcation be- 
tween prophecy and fulfilment, between 
the old covenant and the new. So that 
TGpayevópevos is rather to be taken of 
the whole accomplished course of Christ 
summed up in one, than either of His first 
incarnation upon earth, or of His full 
inauguration into His Melchisedek High 
Priesthood in heaven. Chrys, Thl., al. 
join it so closely to doxiepeds т. д. йу. ав 
to make that predicatory clause the very 

object of His хтареуе»ёоба:: so Thl., ode 
elre è yesduevos apy. àAAÀ rapcye- 
vóuevos àpx., TovrécTiw els айту тобто 
Ad ob ярбтероу wapeyéveto, elra, 
cvuBàr обте, dyévero dpxtepeds, AAA“ б 
oxoxds TOU wapayeyovéva: abrür els Thy 
Үй» 9 dpxsepwotvn fy. Chrys. very 
similarly, adding, els avrd тобто лөр, 
ойх Frepo Siade duet ой жрбтерор 
rape yi vero, ка} tére dy ro, ЛАА A 
jA0«. But there is no need of this. It 
was not alg Tò «усл ápxiepéa, but as being 
éápy tepevs, that Christ yapeyérero. There 
is no need for a comma after жарауєубиє- 
vos on the rendering above given) as 
High Priest of the good things to come 
an question of the reading has much 
ivided Commentators here. I have had 

no hesitation in retaining the rec., be- 
lieving *yerouévo» to have been either a 
clerical error, or a correction in the sense 
given e. g. by Ebrard, who requires a con- 
trast between the mere antitypical and 
foreshadowed of the O. T and the 
substantial and fulfilled goods of the N. T. 
But no such contrast is here to be found. 
The contrast is between weak rites which 
could not, and the sacrifice of Christ which 
can, purify the conscience: the stress of 
our sentence is not at all on rà péAAorra 
or rà 4«róueva dyabd, but оп xpiords in 
the first degree, and on rapœyerdheros in 
the second. dpxiepeós is the office com- 
mon to both the subjects of comparison. 
тё Nora &үаб& are in this case the 
blessed promises of the Christian cove- 
nant, different, in the very nature of the 
case, from their uéAXorra ürya0d, but still, 
in formal expression, в term common to 
them and us: во that the expression àpx- 
tepebs tay цеАЛбутоу буабду might in 
its scantiness of sense have been used of а 
Jewish high priest, just as it is in its ful- 
ness of completed sense used of Christ 
now. Herein I should differ both from 
Hofmann and Delitzsch, the former of 
whom (Schriftb. ii. 1. 202) maintains that 
the difference between the O. T. and the 
N. T. High Priest is tbat the one is an 
àpxiepebs dyaday, which the other was 
not: and the latter, disputing this distinc- 
tion, states the difference to be, that the 
one is an арх. тё» реМ\бутшу бусдад», 
which the other was not. The fact being, 
that both might be described as дру. ras 
ue AGH r dab, but that Christ has 
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by His revelation brought life and immor- 
tality to light; so that those words bear 
another and a more blessed meaning now 
than they could then: in fact, that, as 
brought out in ch. x. 1, which is a key. 
text to open this, the law had oxid тё» 
ue MAGHrr  d'yaüQr, whereas we have 
abr Thy elkóva tay wpayudrer. After 
what has been said, it is hardly necessary 
to add that I take as meaning 
not, which were future ‘respectu legis,’ 
but which are now future; the xAnporouía 
&фбартоз of | Pet, i. 4, the éam(dueva of 
our ch. xi. 1: see our Writer's usage in 
reff. The gen. after &pxiepeis is, as Hofm. 
and Delitzsch well remark, not an attri- 
butive, but an objective one ; the uéAAorra 
dyad are the objects and ultimate regard 
of his High Priesthood), through the 
greater and more perfect tabernacle, not 
made with hands, that is, not of this 
creation (1, How are these words to be 
constructed? 2. To what tabernacle do 
they refer? 1. They belong to es A0 
below, not to wapayevduevos dpxiepeós 
above, as Primasius, Luther, Schulz, al. 
For in that case, obò would be left without 
any preceding member of the negation to 
follow, or it must be considered as the 
sequence to ad ratrns Tis ктісєоѕ, or to 
où херожоћтох, either of which would be 
absurd. So likewise recently Hofmann, 
joining however the whole, down to ibíov 
aluaros, with the subject dpxiepeis. Of 
his whole view, I shall treat below. 2. 
The Sed is Local: as the Jewish high priest 

through the spóry oxnrf in enter- 
ing into the earthly aya, so our High 
Priest has passed through the melfæv x. 
TeAeioTépa тктуў to enter into the hea- 
venly &yia (on the second did, see below), 
But, this settled, what is this greater and 
more perfect tabernacle? The Fathers for 
the most part interpret it of Christ’s body 
or human nature. So Chrys. (not however 
excluding the other interpretation, but 
maintaining that different things are typi- 
fled by the same types: dpgs was ка} 
oxnvhy x. катажќтасра к. ovpaydy Td 
capa калеї; . . . Tivos оду Évexey тобто 
жо; раз 8:84 аи Bovdduevos, каб 
črepov ка) &тєроу onuaiwópevov Tbv abr 
Aéyor бута. oléy Ti AGV, катаяќтасиа 
6 obparós dori Ssxep yàp dxoreixl(ei 
тё yia катожќтасра, kal 3 capt xpdx- 
Touga Thy Өеєбтута` ко) oxnvh dpolws 9 
edpt, Ixovoa thy бефтүт ка) oxnrh 
dA д obpavós cnet ydp dori švov бф 

IX. 

Gav, "dia ris *дєбоуо$ xal *TeXevorépas axmvie, ov 

u Acts vii. 48. xvii, 24. Eph. ii. 11. ver. 

dpxiepeós), Thl.(similarly), Thdrt., Œc., 
Ambros. (on Psal. cxviii.), Primas., Clarius, 
Calvin, Beza, Est., Jac. Cappellus, Grotius, 
Hammond, Bengel, al. Ebrard takes it of 
Christ's holy life, and rà буа of His exal- 
tation; passing, in fact, from reality into 
symbol: (Ecolampadius, Cajetan, Corn. 
a-Lap., Calov., Wittich, Wolf, al. of the 
Church on earth: Justiniani and Carpzov 
(relying on several of Philo, 
where the world is called the temple of 
God), the whole world : Hofmann, the glori- 
fied Body of Christ, which, and not the 
Body of His flesh, he maintains can alone 
be said to be od radrns rijs xrioeas, and 
in which dwells (Col. ii. 9) all the fulness | 
of the Godhead bodily. Bleek, De Wette, 
Lünem., and Stier, the lower region of the 
heavens, through which Christ passed in 
ascending to the throne of God: Tholuck, 
merely a superadded feature, having no 
representation in reality, but serving only 
to complete the idea of a heavenly sanc- 
tuary. Delitzech keeps to his interpreta- 
tion in ch. viii. 2 (which see discussed in 
note there) as against Hofmann. But 
here, as there, I believe that his and Hof- 
mann’s views run up into one: though 
perhaps here the weight is on his side, as it 
was there on Hofmann's, — Hofm.'s reason 
for joining 8:4 ris pelf. . . . Blov ofuaros, 
with dpx:epeds, is, that unless it be so 
joined, the stress laid on ride dpdrag 
is split up and weakened by the negative 
and positive qualifications appended to 
єіз9лӨеу. But the answer is plain, with 
Delitzsch, that nothing can be farther 
from the truth ; these qualifications being 

` in fact the very conditions, on which the 
completeness and finality of that entrance 
depended. Another of Hofin.’s objections 
may be as easily answered ; viz. that if 
we join 34... . 8? both with eisfjAer 
we must understand the first Sid local, 
the second instrumental. But as the 
preposition in Greek carries both mean- 
ings, во does it both in German (burd), 
and in English (through): and besides, 
both mennings are, in "their inner import, 
one and the same. The оку» here, as in 
ch. viii. 2, is the obpavol (ch. iv. 14, 81; 
«AnAvOÓra robs obparoós) through which 
Christ passed not only locally, but condi- 
tionally, being the abode of blessed spirits 
and just men made perfect — His mystical 
Body (see on ch. viii. 2: and below, on the 
other epithets of this tabernacle), and ra 
Ayia is the д obpayds airds (ver. 24, els- 
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Alev «is айту тд» одраубу), the espe- 
cial abode of the invisible and unapproach- 
able God, As rds the epithets of this 
сктру), first it is distinguished by the art. 
ig, — nearly dein rijs, ‘that taberna- 
cle of which we know.’ Then it is called 
pelur, in contrast with the small extent 
and import of that other, and re\aorépa, 
in contrast with its ineffectiveness and its 
exclusion from the divine presence: perhaps 
also with its merely symbolical, and its 
transitory nature. The indeterminate оф 
5 a word of St. Luke in similar 
eonnexion, Acts vii. 48; xvii. 24, is ex- 
plained by the Writer himself by ob тату 
тўз кт(сеоѕ, and serves as an apposition 
to the preceding, That tabernacle is not 
built by hands of men, but by the Lord 
Himself, ch. viii. 2; it is of His own im- 
mediate placing, not belonging to this 
creation, not only not to this material 
creation which surrounds us, out of which 
we get our building materials, but alto~ 
gether not to this first and present crea- 
tion: it belongs to the age of the future, 
to the glorified world.” Delitzsch. The 
rendering “ not of this building," E. V., 
а]во Erasm., Luther, Beza, Wolf, Bengel, 
Kuinoel, al., is wrong, and misses the idea, 
giving in fact a tautological explanation 
or oU xeipowoifjrov. As to the word xet- 
powolntos, it is classical, see Herod. ii. 
140: Thue. ii. 77: Pausan. Eliac. ii. 19: 
Polyb. i. 75. 4; iv. 64. 4; and other ex- 
amples in Bleek), nor yet (о®84, exclusive, 
but not necessarily climacte: ical; q. d. по, 
nor with any of the typical accompani- 
ments of that other tabernacle.’ It is 

“neatly stated by Delitzsch, that obre is 
the opposite of xaí and, ob8¢ of cal also? 
through (as a medium of preparation an 
approach. The instrumental sense very 
nearly approaches the local: so that there 
need be no scruple about the apparently 
different senses given to &d in the two 
clauses: see above) blood of goats and 
calves (the plurals are simply generic: for 
the portion of the ceremonies of the day of 
atonement, see ref. Levit.), nay rather (on 
this strongly contrasting 84, see note ch. 
ii. 6) through (see above; through, as His 
medium of entrance: it was as a key open- 
ing the holiest to Him) His own blood (not 
8. aluaros idfov, nor 8:4 ToU aluaros тоў 

iSfov, but, which is more emphatic than 
either after the former anarthrous aluaros, 
dea тоб lb(ov aluaros—q. d. * through that 
blood of His own.’ St. Luke has used the 
very same expression in ref. Acts) entered 
(xpiords above is the emphatic subject of 
the whole sentence) once for all (see ref.) 
into the holy places, and obtained (on 
ebpíaxe in this sense, see ch. iv. 16. The 
&or. part. is contemporary with the aor. 
itself els5A6ev. The redemption was not 
accomplished «Aen He entered, but accom- 
plished фу His entering. And our only 
way of expressing this contemporaneity in 
English is by resolving the part. into 
another aorist with the copula, as in àro- 
кр:бе\з ere, and similar cases. Consult 
the note on ch. ii. 10, which is not, how. 
ever, a strictly parallel case. Here as there, 
the contemporaneous completion ofthe two 
acts must be kept in view, and any such 
rendering as Ebrard's, “in bringing about,” 
carefully avoided. The form of the word, 
edpdpevos, is Alezandrine, found also in 
Philo, but not in Attic Greek: see Lobeck 
on Phryn. p. 189 f. The middle is of that 
force which Kriiger calls dynamic, Sprach- 
lehre § 52. 8. It imports the full custing of 
oneself into the action: thus in an ordinary 
саве, тофу Toy wéAcnoyv хо:одутаѕ, Isoer., 
but "Ауе obe ёк wapépyou roy wxéAcuoy 
dwoustro, Thucyd. So that edpduevos here 
gives an energy and full solemnity to the 
personal agency of our Redeemer in the 
work of our redemption, which edpdy 
would not give) eternal redemption for us 
(alevíay, answering to é$dxet above: as 
Hofinann remarks, the Aórpocis is the aim 
and end of the approach of our High Priest 
to God: if then this approach has once for 
all taken place, the Avrpoecis is therewith 
for ever accomplished. For the fem. form 
aivvlay, see ref. 2 Theas. It occurs some- 
times in the LXX: e.g. Nam. xxv. 18: 
Isa.lxi. 4 al. Avtpwors (reff.) is used else- 
where by St. Luke only: во also Avrpórys, 
Acts vii. 35. Лотродсба, Luke xxiv. 21, 
is also used by St. Paul once, Titus ii. 14, 
and St. Peter, 1 Pet. i. 18. куы 
is St. Paul’s word, occurring also in Luke 
xxi. 28, and in our ver. 15, and ch. xi. 36. 
In both words, as applied to our final 
redemption at the coming of Christ, the 
idea of ransom is rather in the backgrouud, 
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IX. 

18 ej yàp Tò alua 18 rpáryov кай ® Tavpev 
ка} * a-ro60s " Saparews im баут ита Tovs " cexowmpévous 

i Хом. xix. 9 (partio uós). 
only. Lev. vi. 27. 4 Kings iz. 

Acta (x. 15. xi. 9) xxi. 28 only +. 
m vv. 19, 21. ch. x. 

13. rec transp rpaye» and Tavper, with ELI syr [eth arm] Ath, Cyr-jer, 
Cyr[-p, Did, Chr, Euthal-ms Damasc] Ambri: 

кекотиеуооѕ D'[-gr]. 

and that of deliverance prevails over it: 
but in both, as applied to the redemp- 
tion which Christ wrought by His death, 

the idea of price paid for redemption and 
redemption by that price, is kept promi- 
nent. This may be especially shewn by 
the two great texts Matt. xx. 28 (and 
П Mark), б „з т. дуб... . de добра т. 
Yuxhy abro Abrpov dvr) woAAG», and 
1 Tim. ii. 6, 6 obs davrbv й>тЇХутроу udp 
drr. The price paid for our redemp- 
tion is His death (ver. 15) as the sacrifice 
of Himself, Titus ii. 14: 1 Tim. ii. 5 f., — 
His blood Eph. i. 7, as the sacrifice of His 
life, Matt. xx. 28: 1 Pet.i.19. And here 
also it is His blood which is the Aórpor. 
Delitzsch, from whom the substance of the 
above is taken, goes on to shew, on the 
ground of the analogy between Christ and 
the О. T. high priests who took the blood 
in before God and sprinkled it on His mercy- 
seat, that it was God to whom this Aérpoy 
was paid, and not, as many of the Fathers 
held, Satan. See his notes, in his Comm. 
pp. 386-7. On the matter itself, —the en- 
trance of Christ into the holiest 8:4 тод 
15100 aluaros, І cannot do better than refer 
the student to the following pages of De- 
litzsch, where he has treated at length, 
and in a most interesting manner, the 
various hypotheses. I do not sum up the 
results here, because it is а subject of such 

uliar solemnity, that the mind requires 
its treatment in full, in order to approach 
it reverently: and such full treatment 
would far exceed the limits of а general 
commentary. I have indicated some of 
the principal lines of hypothesis on ch. xii. 
24, where the direct mention of the afua 

срод makes it necessary). 
18—Х. 18.] Enlargement «pon, and 

substantiation of, аіоуіау Abtpwow ebpd- 
pevos: on which then follows, x. 19 ff., 
the third or directly hortatory part of the 
Epistle “For the blood of His self- 
offering purifies inwardly unto the living 
service of the living God (vv. 18, 14): His 
redeeming death is the inaugurating act of 
& new covenant and of the heavenly sanc- 
tuary (vv. 15—28): His entrance into the 
antitypical holiest place is the conclusion 
of his all-sufficing atonement for sin (vv. 
24—26), after which only remains His re- 
appearance to complete the realization of 

txt ABDN latt Syr coptt Thdrt Primas. 

Redemption (vv. 27, 28). In distinction 
from the legal offerings which were con- 
stantly repeated, He has, by his offering 
of Himself, performed the actual will of 
God which willed salvation (ch. x. 1—10) : 
our Sanctification is now for ever accom- 
plished, and the exalted Saviour reigns in 
expectation of ultimate victory (x. 11— 
14) : and the promised new covenant has 
come in, resting on an eternal forgiveness 
of sins which requires no farther offeri 
(х. 15—18).” Delitzsch. 18, 14. 
Argument, ‘a minori ad majus,’ fo shew 
the cleansing power of Christ's blood. For 
(rendering a reason for ale». Aürp. eópd- 
evos) if (with indic. —'as we know it 
does") the blood (тӛ alua, compared with 
Tò alua below, because it is not the one 
blood compared with the other in its 
quality, but the shedding of the one blood 
compared with the shedding of the other : 
the articles then distribute the subject in 
each case) of goats and bulls (viz. the 
yearly offering on the day of atonement, 

vit. xvi. rabpe this time, both as more 
precise, males alone being offered, and as 
forming an alliteration with tpdyev) and 
ashes of an heifer (see the whole ordi- 
nance, full of significance, in Num. xix. 1— 
22. has no art. because the ashes 
were to be laid up, and a portion used as 
wanted) sprinkling (= jarri(ouévg èri. 
баут «у is a Hellenistic form: false is 
the pure Greek, and also the commoner 
form in the LXX (14 times: the other 8 
only. See reff.): who however in Num. 
xix. call the water in which were ashes of 
the red heifer, бор Pavricuov) those who 
have been defiled (D-lat., vulg., Luth., 
Calv., De Wette in his version, al. make 
this accus. depend on aydf{e. But to 
this there are two objections: 1. it is 
much less likely that фаут((оџта should 
be absolute, than that ауе: should : 2. 
on this hypothesis, those who were the sub- 
jects of the virtue of the blood of the goats 
and bulls would also be described as re- 
kowupéyon Which they were not in the 
same sense as those who were sprinkled 
with the water of separation containing the 
ashes of the heifer. This latter objection 
is to me decisive. Tho word кобо, in 
this usage of to make unclean, to defile, as 
the opposito of &yid(e, ns кобу itself 
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A(-pió ras 
т Heb., here only. Matt. vii. 11 al. see ch. x. 29. 

u of Wy., here only. see Rom. I. 4. 1 Tim. iii. 16. 
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14. for atwxov, ayiov DI[P]N? a b f b 67? latt coptt . (Didi) Съ, Euthal-ms 
i Damasc]: aytov отоу К: txt ABD!KLN! rel syrr arin Ath, 

over against &yios, is Hellenistic, and first 
found in the N.T.: the LXX have for it 
pialye and ВеВллбо, and for the person 
defiled, dad@apros. In 1 Macc. i. 47, 62 
only, is когубз found in the sense of unclean) 
sanctifieth to (so as to bring about) the 
purity (not “purifying,” as E. V.) of the 
flesh (it is evident, that the Writer speaks 
only of the Levitical rites in their matter- 
of-fact results as ‘opera operata,’ not of 
any divine grace which might accrue to 
the soul of the faithful Israelite from a 
spiritual partaking in them. The out- 
ward effect of the sacrifices of the day of 
atonement, as well as of the sprinkling 
of the ashes of the heifer, was, to render 
ceremonially pure before God, in the 
one case m the imputation of the 
defilement of sin on the whole people, 
in the other, from the defilement actu- 
ally contracted by contact with death 
or uncleanness. ese effects they had in 
themselves: what others they had, out of 
themselves, belonged not so much to them, 
as to that great Sacrifice which they 
represented), how much more (see the 
logical connexion at the end) shall the 
blood of (the) Christ, who through the 
eternal Spirit offered HIMSELF (emphatic) 
without fault to God (first, when did He 
offer Himself? Clearly not, as Socinus, 
Schlichting, Grot., which last says, Ob- 
latio autem Christi hic intelligitur ea, тше 
oblationi legali in adyto fact respondet, 
ea autem est non oblatio in altari crucis 
facta, sed facta in adyio ccelesti:” with 
whom Bleek agrees. For, as Delitzsch 
rightly observes, when Christ is anti- 
typically or by way of contrast compared 
with the victims of the O. T. sacrifices, as 
the ritual word Éuwuo» here shews that 
He is, then beyond question the offering 
on the cross is intended, which corresponds 
to the slaying the victim and offering him 
on the altar. Besides which, the “ oblatio 
in adyto” was but the completion of the 
* oblatio in altari," and, when Christ's self- 
offering is spoken of generally, we are to 
take the whole from the beginning, not 
merely that which was the last act of it. 
This will guide us to the meaning of the 
somewhat difficult words 8a avevparos 
alwvfov: for thus do wo read, and not 

hdrt. 

&y(ov, which appears to have originated in 
а mistaken view of the words. The animals 
which were offered, had no will, no т»єўд@ 
of their own, which could concur with the 
act of sacrifice. Theirs was a transitory 
life, of no potency or virtue. They were 
offered 8:4 vóuov rather than did any con- 
sent, or agency, or counteragency, of their 
own. But Christ offered Himself, with 
His own consent assisting and empowering 
the sacrifice. And what was that consent ? 
the consent of what? of the spirit of a man? 
such a consent as yours or mine, given in 
and through our finite spirit whose acts are 
bounded by its own allotted space in time 
and its own responsibilities ? No: but the 
consenting act of His divine Personality— 
His xvetua alévoyv, His Godhead, which 
from before time acquiesced in, and wrought 
with, the redemption-purpose of the Father. 
Thus we have xvedua contrasted with odpt 
in king of our Lord, in several places : 
ef. "Rom. i. 8, 4: 1 Tim. iii, 16: 1 Pet. iii. 
18. This divine Personality it was, which 
in the Resurrection so completely ruled 
and absorbed His сарі : this, which causes 
Him to be spoken of by St. Paul in 1 Cor. 
xv. 45 as а wvetpa (worooty, and in 
2 Cor. iii. 17 f. as absolutely 7d жейда. 
Not however that any confusion hence 
arises iu the distinction of the divine Per- 
sons: «»eóua aló»iv is not the Spirit 
of the Father dwelling in Christ, nor is it 
the Holy Spirit given without mensure to 
Christ, but it is the divine Spirit of the 
Godhead which Christ Himself had and 
was in His inner Personality. And I con- 
clude with Delitzsch as to the relevancy of 
such a clause here: the eternal spirit is 
absolute spirit, divine spirit, and thus self- 
conscious, laying down its own course 
purely of itself unbound by conditions, 
simply and entirely free : so that Christ's 
offering of Himself 3,à w»eónaros alwrlov 
is, as such, a moral act of absolute worth, 
as Baumg., Von Gerlacb, Ebrard, Lünem., 
al. . Jam vero," says Seb. Schmidt, “cum 
hic Spiritus seternus adeoque infinitus sit, 
utique pondus meriti et satisfactionis, quod 
ab eodem spiritu est, eternum et infinitum 
est. Quod si eternum et infinitum sit, ne 
quidem infinita Dei justitia in eo aliquid 
desiderari potuit." The $41з beautifully 
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paraphrased by (Ecolampadius, “рег ar- 
dentissimam caritatem a Spiritu ejus seter- 
no profectam." See for the prep., in this 
connexion, Acts i. 2; xi. 28; xxi. 4. Itis 
by virtue of—so that His divine Spirit was 
the agent iu the zpospopd, penetrating and 
acting on the Humanity. pos, as 
above observed, is (reff.) the lar word 
of the ritual in reference to victims 
which must be without spot when offered. 
Therefore to understand it of the perfec- 
tion of the glorified human nature of the 
ascended Saviour, as Schlichting and the 
Socinian interpreters, is clearly beside the 
meaning, and contrary to analogy. See 
many further details on this difficult pas- 
sage in Bleek and Delitzsch), purify our 
(the question of reading, judy or бид», 
is one not easy to settle. At the word 
кабаре? we unfortunately lose the evi- 
dence of B, the Ms. terminating there, 
and being completed by a later hand. 
From all analogy it would seem that we 
must infer ўдфу to have been its reading 
here. It is true, as Bl. and Delitzsch 
assert, that диду has a more lively and 
emphatic aspect: habet aliquid inexpec- 
tatum," as Bóhme: but I cannot bring 
myself for this purely subjective reason to 
desert the guidance of the best and oldest 
M88. though their company is now 
weakened by the defect of its most im- 
portant member) conscience (our English 
word conscience does not reach the fulness 
of ouvelinois, the self-consciousness as 
regards God, the inner consciousness of 
relation to Him. This is, by the blood 
of Christ, shed in the power of the divine 
Spirit, thoroughly purified, freed from 
the terror of guilt, cleared from alienation 
from Him and from all selfish regards 
and carnul pretences, nud rendered living 
and real as He is living and real) from 
dead works (just as death was under the 
old law the fountain of ceremonial pollu- 
tion, and ae one by touching a dead body 
became unclean, so carnal works, having 
their origin in sin, with which death is 
bound up, pollute the conscience. They 
are like the touching of the dead body, 
rendering the man uuclean in God’s sight, 
as not springing from life in Him: in- 

vulg-ed D-lat Syr copt 
aft (орт: ins ka: албо A[ P] 211, 81. 66-marg 

ducing decay and corruption in the spirit. 
See on ch. vi. 1, and Chrys. there quoted. 
Here, the reference to the dead body can 
hardly be set aside, being more pointed 
than there, where I have rather advo- 
cated the general sense of уєкрќз. 
The Writer does not here set forth how 
this blood of Christ acte in purifying the 
conscience: it is not his aim now to speak 
of our тау of participation of its benefits, 
but merely of its cleansing power itself) 
in order to the serving (ministering to, 
which the unclean might not do in the 
ceremonial sanctuary, nor can the unclean 
do in heart and life) the living God 
(God in His spiritual reality and absolnte 
holiness: not a God concealed by veils and 
signs, but approached in His verity by 
the sanctified soul) ? 15.] See sum- 
mary above at ver. 18. This pre-eminent 
spiritual virtue of His redeeming blood 
constitutes his fitness to be Mediator of 
the new covenant, the main blessing of 
which, forgiveness, extends even back over 
the insufficient former one, and ensures 
the inheritance to the called. And on this 
account (85.4 Tovro is not to be taken as 
Schlichting, Böhme, and Bleek, prospec- 
tively, responded to by the ræs below: 
for in this case we should have an entire 
break between the last verse and this. It 
is true, us Del. observes, that a new side of 
Christ's work is here introduced: but it is 
one which stands in the closest relation to 
that which has preceded. Rather should 
we refer 8:4 rodro backwards, and under- 
stand it, on account of this virtue of His 
blood: or if it seem better, extend its 
reference further back still over vv. 
11—14, on account of the great work 
which He hath accomplished by his death: 
= because these things are so’) is He 
mediator of a new covenant (see ch. viii. 
6 and note. There is a stress on raivis, 
but not so strong an one as Bl. and Del. 
suppose: Del. would explain, — therefore is 
the covenant, of which He is the mediator, 
a new one. But surely this predicate 
does not carry the logical weight of the 
sentence, but rather both the words, ŝia- 
Os kawñe, the latter of which is taken 
up and responded to by жрёту below, and 
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= here Sce only? 
r ch. viii. 10 (reff.) x.1 

the former by Frou yàp Stab hre¹ in the next 
verse. For its meaning here, see below), in 
order that,— death having taken plaoe, 
for the propitiation of the transgressions 
under the first eovenant,—they who 
have been called may receive the pro- 
mise of the eternal inheritance (first, the 
object of the new covenant is an eternal 
7 Чапсе,—сЇ. тё pwéAAovTa &yabd, ver. 
11, 4 oixovkérn $ néAXovea, ch. її. 5: 
and therefore the idea of inheritance 
having once come in, gives to 8:a0nen that 
shade of meaning which is deepened and 
insisted on below, viz. that of а TES- 
TAMENTARY covenant or arrangement. 
Then, going backwards from xA»poro- 
Шау, —ётауүє\ау AdBocir, an expression 
(see reff.) used also by St. Luke, is to be 
taken in the sense of receiving the ful. 
filment of a promise, not merely of having 
the promise granted. Then, the xexAnpévos 
are the xAfjcews éwovparíov péroxo of 
ch. iii. 1: cf. also 4 буо xA9cis of Phil. 
їй. 14: and reff. here. Calvin well re- 
marks, “ Loquitur de vocatis, ut Judseos, 
qui hujus vocationis erant participes, magis 
officiat." This end, of the called being put 
in poesession of the promise of the eternal 
inheritance, is to be attained, Oa»drov 
yerouérov «Їз kxoAórpeciw тй» ёж) тӯ 
трётр ё:абћкр apaBáceer. Without 
this death, it could not be attained. The 
full reason of this, that death must take 
place first, is presently gone into : it is with 
the concluding words of this clause that 
we are at present concerned. These trans- 

ssions under the first covenant are in 
fact those of all mankind. Israel was a 

ttern of God’s dealings with all: and 
is revelation of His will to Israel extended 

categorically to all mankind. Against this 
will, primsevally revealed, revealed to the 
patriarchs, revealed in the law, our parents 
and the antediluvian earth, the sons of 
Noah and the postdiluvian earth, Israel it- 
self as a people, bad deeply and repeatedly 
tra : and before a new inheritance 
by testament could come in, there must be 
a propitiation of all these former trans- 
gressions. All the propitiatory sacrifices, 
so called, of the former covenant, were but 
imperfect and typical: but as this is to be 
a real inheritance, во there must be real 
and actual propitiation. Cf. the remark- 
able parallel, Acts xiii. 89, awd drr 

cts iii. 26 

. n = Heb., 
o Heb., ch. zi. 8 only. 1 Pet. i. 

(Gal. іН. 15.) so Stari ee &а8бўкууу, Plato, Legg. 922 c. 923 x. (a. in Bleek. 
. A . s = тег. 23. Rom. Kili. 5. 

m ch. xi. 13. 
Acts ii. 38. 

re only. (see ch. iii. 1.) Rom. vili. 30. iz. 11. Gal. v. 
f. p= ch. х. 18. 1 Cor. iii. 3. James iii. 16, 

t = here only. (see note. 

б» ойк hbduvrhênre èv vóup Moov d= 
ducato vat, dy тобтф ras Ó rere birai- 
ovra. See more below. This is fully and 
strikingly treated by Hofmann, Schriftb. 
ii. 1. 800: see also Delitzsch's note here. 

It is right to mention that some 
versions and expositors take xexAmuéro: 
THs alerlov kAnporouías together. Thus 
Syr., Faber Stap., Chr. F. Schmid, al., and 
recently, Tholuck and Ebrard (this latter, 
apparently, missing the sense of èraæy- 
yeAlay AaBeir): which arrangement would 
perhaps be grammatically justifiable, but 
раа а neither to our Writer’s usage, 
nor to the requirements of the sentence. 
The severing of a genitive in government 
from its governing noun is not uncommon 
in our Epistle, and frequently found in 
other governments also, in St. Luke: and, 
the stress being here on inheritance, as 
presently taken up in the next verse, it is 
not probable that it would be introduced 
merely in the most insignificant place pos- 
sible, as а mere adjunct to the description 
of the subject of the sentence. So that 
on all grounds the other and more usual] 
accepted construction is to be preferred. 
The dart with dat. тў *pérp bia0fjkp, in the 
sense of ‘ under,’ ‘ during the time of,’ the 
first 2:00., easily gets its meaning from 
the primitive sense of close superposition. 
The things happening ¿rì тр ярбтр 
Sieb hep, had it for their substratum, were 
superimposed on it, as it were. See ch. 
x. 28; and Winer, edn. 6, § 48. c). 
16.] For (justification of 6avárov yevopé- 
yov, by an appeal to common usage) where 
& testament is (it is quite in vain to at- 
tempt to deny the testamentary sense of 
Stadien in this verse. Many have made 
the attempt: e. g. Codurcus, in a long ex- 
cursus, which may be seen їп Critici Sacri, 
vol. vii. part 2, fol. 1067 ff.: Whitby in 
loc., Seb. Schmidt, Michaelis, al., and re- 
cently Ebrard and Hofmann. Ав these 
recent expositors have written with the 
others before them, it may be well to give 
an account of their views of tbe passnge. 
Ebrard understands it thus: Wherever 
sinful man will enter into a covenant with 
the holy God, the man must first die,— 
must first atone for his guilt by death (or 
must put in a substitute for himself). 
This he gives as the summary of his argu- 
mentation. But, as Hofmann asks, where 
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x12 rob *бабереуоу' 17 a &i yap " ёт! vexpois Y бє8айа, 

does he find one word of this in the general 
assertion of the Writer? The text speaks 
axiomatically of something which every 
one knows in common life. Ebrard inter- 

{в theologically: by а declaration which 
it requires a theologian to accept. The 
Writer speaks in the abstract—of all 
iab whatever: Ebrard interprets in 
the concrete—of one particular set of 
daha. It is true, Eb. attempts to 
anticipate this objection, by saying that 
from the context, every one would know 
what sort of 3:a0h«n was meant. But 
this does not meet it in the least degree. 
Our verse is а perfectly general axiom, 
extending over all 3:а0%ка, in whatsoever 
sense the word be taken. Hofmann on 
the other hand rejects (Schriftb. ii. 1. 302 
ff.) both meanings, testament and covenant, 
and maintains that of ordinance, dispo- 
sition, understanding that disposition to 
extend to the whole property. Then, he 
says (see also Weiasngung u. Erfüllung, ii. 
165), ** This idea of necessity implies that 
he must die who makes such a disposition 
of his whole property : because, as long as 
he lives, he can be always adding to his 
property, so that this disposition (3:a@4«n) 
cannot be meant to be used of the time 
while the disposer is alive." But this, 
though approaching nearer the true mean- 
ing, is just as fatile as the other. Why 
may not a man yet living make such a 
disposition? And if it cannot be made 
till death, wherein does it in reality differ 
from a testament? It would be quite 
impossible to follow out the various argu- 
mentations by which the testamenta 
sense has been sought to be evaded. It will 
be far more profitable for us to endeavour 
to substantiate that which I believe to be 
the only admissible acceptation. Aud this 
I will do by starting from the word itself 
about which all the question is raised. 
Sabi, from Si ‘disponere, dia- 
lde. * disponere sibi, regards, in or- 
dinary Greek usage, that disposition of a 
man's property which he makes in prospect 
of his death, and signifies, I. a will or tes- 
tament. So in Plato, Legg. xi. p. 926 B, 
ds à» Stabe pdp. тй abroU Siarı- 
0éuevos, and in reff.: in Demosth. 1136. 
12, rh» фиабткту, hy Ау yrnoíov буто 
ral de ó xarhp DidÜÓnTou, dav ёжобауюсі 
ol waides rply h Boa, коріау elvai, and 
&l. On the other hand, the word is by no 
means tied to this its more usual meaning. 
The general one, of a disposition of any 
kind, is sometimes found applied to other 
circumstances than those at the close of 
life. So Aristoph. Av. 439, where Peis- 

thetwrus says, uà тд» 'АхдАА "yd ply 
об, fy ph 8:а0ӧутаї у ofbe SiaOheny 
duol, . . . unre Sdevew Tovrous ёрі x. . A.: 

. where it evidently means a covenant, an 
agreement. And in this sense, either where 
there are two distinct parties, or where one 
only arranges or ordains a ‘ dispositio,’ do 
we find the word most often used in the 
LXX and N.T. In the former sense, 2. 
of a covenant, with two ing parties, 
it is not so frequent as in the latter: but 
we find it Gen. xxi. 27, 82, 3:d0erro àu- 
фбтеро: фа#ўкту: in Job xl. 28 (xli. 4) 
of Leviathan, 6fcera: $ nerd cod dia- 
Ohuny: 2 Kings iii. 12: Josh. ix. 6, 11 
al. fr. The other sense, 3. that of a dis- 
position or ordinance made by God ярбт 
Twa, or nerd Tivos, is the most ordinary 
one in the LXX. To it may be referred 
almost all the passages where in a loose 
sense of the word we in English render 
‘covenant ? e. g. Gen. vi. 18; ix. 9 &c.; 
xv. 18: and a hundred other places. In 
this latter sense it is that the word has 
come to be used absolutely and technically 
as in ў к:Вотдѕ THs Stabhens,  бїай}кт 
Kupíos, &е. : and in the quotation in our 
ch. viii. 8 ff. Now, having these three 
leading senses of the word before us, we 
are to enquire, which of them our Writer 
is likely to have intended when he wrote as 
a eral axiom, rov Sia6fuc3, Odvaroy 
nb дшш péperðai ToU Siabenevov. It is 
obvious that in no general axiomatic 
sense can it be predicated of a cove- 
nant, or of an ordinance. There may 
be particular instances where a death (set- 
ting aside for a moment той Bia0enévov) 
might have been the requisite ratification 
of a covenant, or result of an ordinance: 
but such particular cases are clearly not 
here in question. Only when we recur to 
sense (1), that of a testament, can it be 
true, that where a 3:a@ficy is, there must 
of necessity be death, and that, the death 
ToU Stabe nn), of him who has made the 
testament. And if it be objected to this, 
that & testament may exist many years 
before the death of the testator, the answer 
is eagy, that the Writer here defines his 
own meaning of & ron З:абћкт, when he 
says Stabrjxy yàp ёт! vexpois BeBala: viz. 
that the document in question does not 
in reality become a 3:a64nn, a disposition, 
till it is of force, till things are disposed 
by it. I believe then it will be found that 
we must at all hazards accept the mean- 
ing testament here, as being the only one 
which will in any way meet the plain re- 
uirements of the verse) there is necessity 

t the death (04ғатоу is prefixed before 
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&ráykn, as carrying the whole weight of 
emphasis, and is for this reason also anar- 
throus) of him who made it (the festator, 
as E. V., but it is important to mark that 
it is Sieuérov, not Siar: Oendvov, as it 
ought to be on the interpretation of Ebr. al. 
In the meaning, Christ is the 3:a@éuevos : 
and this agrees wonderfully with St. Luke's 
manner of speaking in that text which is 
in fact the key-text to this: кёуф Sv ríBe- 
pas Opi» xadws Siders por 6 патёр pov 
Baie las, Luke xxii. 29. There the great 
and primary 8:004џеуоз is the Father, who 
is not here in question, as neither is His 
9ia0fk with His Son: but as regards «г, 
the .5:a0épevos is Christ; to whom alone, 
as human, the axiom, spoken of human 
relations, is applicable, and not to the 
divine Father. And when Ebrard insists 
on the former of these facts, and altogether 
omits noticing the second, saying that ac- 
cording to our interpretation God Himself 
must have died, we can only marvel at this 
fresh instance of the inconceivable rashness 
and carelessness which unfortunately cha- 
racterize his spirited and clever commen- 
tary) be implied (it is not easy to express 
the exact sense of $4 here. For 
we must remember, 1. that we have had 
brd ro ‘yeyouévov in ver. 16, quite far 
enough off to prevent it being probable 
that ферєсдси is а mere rhetorical elegance 
to avoid repeating yevéo@a:, and inducing 
us to think that some meaning different 
from yevéo 6a: is here intended: even could 
it be shewn that фёресбо: could bear to be 
rendered = yevdo6eu, which I am not aware 
that it has been: 2. that in looking for a 
sense for $épeców,, we must be careful not 
to give too pregnant or emphatic an one, 
seeing that it bolds a very insignificant and 
unemphatie place in the sentence. This 
being premised, I believe the most suitable 
sense will be found in such phrases as 
жйтаз aitlas pépew, to allege all grounds, 
Demosth. p. 1328. 22; wapadelypara pé- 
pew, to produce examples, Polyb. xvii. 18. 
7; dépew ті) rods йжолоуісџойѕ, to make 
one's apologies to,id.i.32.4. And of these 
I would take ‘ alleged,’ ‘ carried in to the 
matter,’ in fact, ‘implied,’ which seems 
the best word: he who speaks of 3:a0hicn, 
(Aua) pépei, carries in to, involves in, that 
assertion, the death of the 3:a0dueros. Оп 

aft perry ins 8:а0ткт D'(and lat). 

the logical connexion, see below): 17.] 
for (renders a fresh reason within the 
domain of the former ydp, explaining the 
axiom of ver. 16) & testament is of force 
(B«Bala, see on ch. ii. 2, and Rom. iv. 16) 
in the case of the dead (ixl, over, the thing 
predicated being the substratum or condi- 
tion of the subject. Doubtless jn choosing 
the plural, and indeed the word itself, the 
Writer has in his mind the transition which 
he is about to make from the death of the 
New Testament to the typical deaths of the 
Old, whieh were of animals, between which 
and men, vexpd, not ётобаубута, would be 
the common term), that it (a dia- 
ohen) is never (we should expect обтоте 
here, the assertion being absolute and of 
matter of fact: but it appears to be a habit 
of later writers after drei to use the subjec- 
tive, not the objective negation. So Ælian 
xii. 63, ёте! рў кй ГА жАобо:оѕ: Lu- 
ciun, Hermot. 47, ёте) pndevds ?ryenóvos 
тогофтоу ёз e Tb wapdy єўторобиєу: Ptol. 
Geogr. viii., drel итди elxe Tovbrov . . . 
дутітараүріфе». But we must not render 
коте as = pire, which vulg. Faber 
Stap., Erasm., Luther, Calv., Bóhme have 
done. Many expositors take it inter- 
rogatively: “surely it is not?” &c. So 
(Ec., Thi, De Dieu, Bengel, Lachmann, 
and even Delitzsch : but quite unnecessa- 
rily, ав the above usage is undoubted, and 
the question introduces an unnecessary 
harshness) availing when (бте correspond- 
ing to рутоте) he that made it is alive 

18.] Whence (rourdor:, ö буогу- 
каїбә фот: Tò Өбуатоу яротуєісдаш тїз 
Stabes. Thi.) neither has the first 
eros testament) been inaugurated 
perf., inasmuch as the rites &c. belonging 
toit were still subsisting. ёукоу( о is an 
Alexandrine verb : used in the LXX for to 
re-create or make anew : also for to put 
forth as new, to inaugurate : see reff., and 
numerous citations in Trommius. Notice 
that the reference is, Aere, simply to 
the first encænia of the law when it was 
put forth as new: not to any subsequent 
renewal of sacrifices by death : this is pre- 
sently alluded to, vv. 21 ff. Thl. gives for 
éykexalvirra —TovrérTi, Thy dpxhy тїз 
cuvrdoews к. Tis BeBauéo«ws EAaBer) with- 
out (apart from, free from the exhibi- 
tion of) blood. 19.) For (explava- 
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tion of the assertion in last verse) when 
every commandment had been spoken 
according to the law (these last words, 
kata тфу vópov, belong not to évro- 
Afs, as vulg. (“lecto enim omni man- 
dato legis"), Schlicht., Calov, Jac. 
Cappell, Seb. Schmidt, Bengel, Chr. F. 
Schmid, Böhme, Bleek, De Wette, al., 
which would be more naturally тўз xarà 
7. v. ios indeed Thi. gives it in his altern.: 
rouréoti, кадоѕ б Oeds ёроробдёттсє» Iva 
AaAn8Gciv els тй Sra waryrds ToU Aao? 
F, deas édvroASs THs ката Tbv эбио», 
Tovréc TS vouo0ern8elans), —but to Aa- 
An8eíaws, spoken according to the law, i. e. 
as the law directed, not varying from it in 
any point. The law was ô vóuos ray év- 
Today, and these évroAal were faithfully 
reported) by Moses to all the people (see 
Exod. xxiv. 8, xal дитуўтато TQ Ааф 
dra та ф#ната ToU he kal тё icad- 
дата. The парті, not given in Exodus, 
muy be inferred from dwexpl0y 8d râs 
ó Aads, which follows in the sume verse), 
taking the blood (the additional detail of 
Exod. xxiv. 5 is omitted, viz. that “he sent 
young men of the children of Israel, which 
offered burnt-offerings, and sacrificed peace- 
offerings of oxen unto the Lord.” It was 
of this blood that Moses took) of the calves 
and goats (the former only are mentioned 
in Exodus: Dong rT) crow. But this is 
only said of the peace-offerings. The 
burnt-offerings (sce above) after the ana- 
logy of the rites on the day of atonement, 
might be presumed to be goats. Indeed 
the key to the additions made here to the 
text of Exodus is, that the account is filled 
up by subsequent usage. 
sume, that the solemn legal appointment 
of various ceremonial details was in fact 
only a divine sanction of practices already 
existing: sacrifice having been long in use, 
and that under the direction and approval 
of God Himself) with water (prescribed, 
in Num. xix. 6, 17, to be mixed with the 
ashes of the red heifer which wero to be 

We may pre- 

LN? k syrr Chr,: transp pooyey and 

kept for purifying: cf. also Levit. xiv. 50 f. : 
see above), and scarlet wool and hyssop 
(see Levit. xiv. 49 ff.: by comparing which 
with Num. xix. as above, it may fairly be 
inferred, as our text here assures us was the 
fact, that these instruments were the ordi. 
nary ones in cleansing and sprinkling, even 
before their positive enactment as such by 
the law. The hyssop indeed we find thus 
rescribed, ref. Exod., in sprinkling the 
lood on the door-posts at the Passover. 

As to the manner of using, the stalk or 
bunch of hyssop was wrapt round with 
scarlet wool to make it absorb the blood, 
being tied with the same wool to a staff of 
cedar-wood to keep it stiff. On Ayssop it- 
self, there are various opinions, enumerated 
in Winer, Realw., “ Ysop.” The most 
approved makes it to be a plant growing 
on walls, * hyssopus officinalis,’ with small 
lancet-formed woolly leaves, about an inch 
long, a knotty stalk from 1 foot to 14 high, 
with blue (sometimes white) flowers), he 
sprinkled both the book itself (nothing is 
said of this in.Exod. xxiv. And hence 
some have endeavoured to take atré re Tò 
BiBAlow with Aafév, not with ёрбутьсеу. 
So the Coptic and Armen. versions: and so 
Grot., Wittich, Cramer, Bengel, Michaelis, 
Storr, al. But it is obvious, that the cal 
after В:Вліоу renders this impossible. The 
book is of course that out of which he had 
just read the ordinances of God: 75 Bı- 
BAloy rijs 91a0fms. If, as Stier supposes, 
Moses took the book (Exod. xxiv. 7) from 
off the altar, where it was lying when he 
sprinkled the altar with blood, then the 
book was sprinkled likewise: but nothing 
in the text of Exodus implies this) and all 
the people (LXX, Aagà» è Movo$s тд 
alua, xarecxédacey тоў Хао. Of course 
the words яёрта Tbv Лабу are not to be 
taken to mean that he sprinkled every indi- 
vidual; but merely the whole mass, as th 
stood), saying, 20.] This is the bloo 
of the testament (LXX, ioù тд alua rijs 
Sia0fj«ns. It has been suggested, first 16 
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would appear by Bóhme, that the change 
has been madeby the Writer after the tenor 
of the N. T. inauguration of the testament 
by our Lord, тобто ть worhpioy ў rawh 
dias hen èv тё altuari цоо, Luke xxii. 20, the 
only Gospel in which ёот:у fails) which 

God (LXX, короз: changed apparently to 
preserve more completely the O.T. cha- 
racter of the saying) commanded (LXX 
8:8ето, which would seem at first sight 
more appropriate to ver. 16. But évréa- 
Аєсда: diabhen їз а common LXX ex- 
pression elsewhere, see besides reff. Deut. 
iv. 18; xxix. 1: Ps. ex. 9: Jer. xi. 8) in 

à to you (it is much disputed, how 
the logic of this ge can cohere : seeing 
that, how properly soever the latter 3:304 
may be spoken of and argued on as being 
& testament, the former one could have no 
such character, and consequently cannot be 
thus argued on. And the question is very 
variously answered according to the stand- 
ing-pointof different Commentators. Even 
such as Tholuck, Lünemann, and Bleek, 
question the applicability of the Writer's 
argument. But, I believe, wrongly. The 
matter seems to stand thus. The word 
8:00 ка has the double sense of a covenant 
and a testament, Both these senses may 
be applied to both 31a605«a:: to the latter 
more properly belongs the testamentary 
sense, but to the former also in as far as it 
was typical of and foreshadowed the other. 
In the latter, all is clear. Christ, the heir 
of all things, has daa ari to us His 
people an everlasting inheritance; has died, 
sealing the testament with His blood. In 
the former all this is formally, though in- 
adequately represented. The xAnpovoyla, 
faintly shadowed forth by temporal posses- 
sions, had n а recognized blessed meaning 
far beyond those possessions: the testator 
was imperfectly, but still was formally 
represented by the animals slain in sacri- 
fice: there was a death, there was a 
sprinkling of and sealing by blood: and 
surely it requires no more stretch of con- 
cession to acknowledge the victim in sa- 
crifice to represent the Lamb of God in 
his sonship and his heritorship, than it 
does in his innocence and propitiatory 
power. The one idea is just as poorly 
and inadequately set forth by it as the 
other. But in both cases there is an 
inheritance, and in both it is the same. 
In both it is bequeathed: in the latter 

Vor. IV. 

actually by One who has come in pereon 
and died : in the former, only typically, by 
the same One ceremonially present. бо 
that, if our 80e in ver. 18 were to be filled 
up, it would be, ‘Whence, i.e. since the 
former covenant also had ite testamentary 
side, and thus was analogous to as well 
as typical of the latter.’ The charge 
brought against the Writer on account of 
his transition of meaning in Sad hen, is 
equally without foundation. Heisthinking 
in Greek, In Greek, d:a0hxn has these 
two meanings: not divided off from one 
another by any such line of demarcation as 
when expressed by two separate words, but 
both lying under one and the same word. 
What more common, or more ordina- 
rily accepted, than to educe ont of some 
one word its various shades of meaning, 
and argue on each р as regards 
the matter in hand P e the very word 
‘Testament’ as an example. In ourcom- 
mon parlance it now means a book: the 
Old Testament, the book of the former 
covenant, the New Testament, the book of 
the latter. But we do not therefore sink 
the other and deeper meaning; nay we 
rather insist on it, that it may not become 
lost in that other and more familiar one, 
I cannot see how the Writer's method of 
procedure here differs essentially from 
this). 91.) And moreover he in 
like manner sprinkled with the blood the 
tabernacle and all the vessels of the mi- 
nistry (this cannot be spoken of the same 
occasion as that referred to in the previous 
verses: for at that time the tabernacle did 
not exist. Nor again can it be said of any 
practice of sprinkling with blood whic 
existed throughout the legal ordinances: 
for the aorist shews the reference to be to 
some one act, and the subject of the verb 
ia, as before, Moses. This being во, we 
must look beyond the ordinances of the 
law itself for the fact here detailed. For 
all that we have in the law respecting the 
dedication of the tabernacle and its veasels 
is in Exod. х1. 9, 10, where Moses is com- 

manded to take the anointing oil, and to 

anoint the tabernacle and all that is there- 
in, and to hallow it, and all the vessels 
thereof. So that our Writer is probably 
referring to some traditional account, 
which added to this anointing with oil, 
the sprinkling with blood. And this is 
not merely a hypothesia. For Josephus, 

N 
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t ver. 14. 
OK vili. 4. ver. 19. Acta Axil. 12al. 

29 (Luke iv. 19 bis) only. (ch. x. 38 al.) 

Апі. iii. 8. 6, gives the following remark- 
able account, agreeing with ours almost 
verbatim: Mis 80... . ёк rovaluaros 
тё» TeÜvuévar Thy те roh TOU Aapd - 
коз xal abrby cb» tois waly Éüpower, 
„... ёж) ий» ody Fudpas éxwrà тобто» vr 
Tpéxor abroós те kal ras aroAÀs ёбер&- 
weve, Thy те oxnvhy ко) Tà тер! abràr 
aoxeon {Хайр те яродишорёур кабз «lor, 
kal тф aları тд» ratper ка) ch opa- 
verre кай ixdorny иёра» d ката 
yéros. In Levit. viii. 80, from which the 
account of anointing Aaron and his sons is 
taken, distinct mention is made of sprink- 
ling on them, and on their garments, the 
blood which was on the altar. It wasa 
natural addition, to extend that sprinkling 
to the tabernacle and its vessels: ially 
as (Levit. ver. 15) the altar was already 
to be touched with the blood. Philo, Vita 
Mos. iii. 18, vol. ii. p. 158, cited by Carp- 
zov and others as ing the same as 
опг text, does not do so, as Bleek has 
pointed out. He merely exactly reproduces 
the directions of Levit. viii. 10, 30), 
$2.] and almost (one may say that) (the 
oxedéy belongs, not to the wdvra, nor to 
the фу nam (Bengel, Böhme), nor to the 
кабар ф ето (ав Chrys., Œc., Thl., 8ià ví 
rd xe ddy wposdOnxe ; Bidte ёкеуа ойк Fv 
xaBapiouds réAcios), but to the whole 
assertion, фу т кодар «тец, 
wal xwpls alg. K. r. A. In the two other 

where oyeSdy is used in the N. T. 
reff.: both, observe, in St. Luke), it is 
closely joined with таз) in blood all 
things are purified (there is a combination 
thronghout of the ideas of the inheritance 
by testament, whereof the death is a con- 
dition, and the purification by covenant, 
whereof the death is the efficient cause. 
The combination is not a rhetorical figure 
in the mind of the Writer, but a deep 
truth in the verity of God. The same 
Death which purifies us from guilt, makes 
us partakers of the kingdom of glory: the 
same Blood which cleanses us from sin, 

‚ seals the testament of our inheritance. 
The fact that almost in all cases the law 
purified by blood, provides for such exce 
tions as Exod. xix. 10: Levit. xv. 5 ff.; 
xvi. 20, 28; xxii. 6: Num. xxxi. 22—24 
according to the law (i.e. receive | 
purification), and (ox e, still rules t 
sentence: see above) apart from sh 
of blood (alpatexyvota seems to boa w 

v here only t. see 3 Kings xviii. 28. 
х ver. 16. 

w absol., = Mark Ш. 
y ch. iv. 11 reff. viii. 5. 

coined by the sacred Writer to express his 
meaning. There has been a question, whe- 
ther it imports the shedding of blood in 
the slaughter of the victims, or the pour- 
ing out of the blood at the foot of the al- 
tar, so often enjoined in the ordinances of 
legalsacrifice. On this question I give the 
substance of Delitzsch's remarks. ‘For 
the second of these meanings it may be 
alleged, 1. that the mere shedding of blood 
(ттт) із an expression in the О. T. ritual 
by no means confined to sacrificial rites 

rly so called, in which the catching 
of the blood by the priest is the first step : 
2. that éxxéew +d alua (хара or ёт) a 
Bdow ToU Ovoacrnpiov) is the ordinary 
LXX expression for the usual ng*e9 
(pouring out of the blood) in sin-offerings, 
while for the usual myy (sprinkling) in 
expiatory, peace, and whole burnt-offerings 
we have usually wposyéew rò alua (ёт) or 
apos Tb 5 тербе, 
3 Chron. xxix. 22, once at least éxxécir, 
4 Kings xvi. 16 Ed.vat. (xposx. AB), and 
once wposexxéew, Exod. xxix. 16 Ald. 
(xposx. AB) .... But still it is to me more 
probable that the Writer here has the 
shedding of blood in mind. It would not 
by any means follow, that he treats this 
blood-shedding asa propitiation. He does 
not directly call it the medium of forgive- 
ness, he says only, that apart from it 
there was no remission, that it is the in- 
dispensable means to obtain the expiatory 
сул оз, life's blood. . . . That however 
which determines me to refer the aluarex- 
xvela to the yea of blood, is not 
entirely the usage, as Bl., but the 7ò rèp 
Suey ee e of the institution of 
the Lord's Supper in Luke xxii. 20 (cf. 
хі. 50), —at all events the close parallel in 
word and in thought to that. It is hardly 
pone that the Writer would mean an 
кубе» (-xórew) alua of which that so 

called on Christ's is not the antitype; 
not to say that since ver. 18, alua and 
6dvaros have been ideas most closely con- 
nected.” See this followed out much 
further in Delitzsch's note) there cometh 
not (taketh not place) remission (vit. 
ágapriG» : an expression occurring eight 
times in St. Luke and the Acts to once in 
St. Matt. and twice in St. Mark. As to 
the fact, Levit. xvii. 11 sufficiently proves 
it: and the Rabbis deduced from that pas- 
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an axiom almost verbatim the same as 
our text: d нум төз PR non est ex- 
piatio nisi per sanguinem." The case of 
the poor man, who cannot afford the animal 
victim, Levit. v. 11—18, which seems to 
present an exception and to justify the ap- 
plication of the схедбу to this clause, is not 
counted as one by Delitzsch, but as merely 
а negative expression of the need of recon- 
ciliation. But I do not see how this can 
be said: see ver. 13 there).  88.] There 
(was) (more probably than ‘ és,’ seeing that 
he was before speaking, not of the renewed 
cleansing your by ear, but of the solemn 
inauguration: and much more, now that 
he is coming to speak of the heavenly 
sanctuary, must he be asserting a necessity 
not of continually renewed cleansing, but 
ofa past one, once for all) necessity there. 
fore (this first inference follows from the 
facts just mentioned: and is introduced 
only to lead the way to the second, аўта 
82 K. r. X., which itself is a conclusion from 
the analogy between type and antitype, and 
is the converse of the ‘a fortiori’ propo- 
sitiou of vv. 19, 14) that the delineations 
not, patterns: at least not in the pre- 
sent acceptation of that word. The hea- 
venly things themselves would be the pat- 
terns, or antitypes. See on ch. viii. 5) 
of the things in the heavens (i. e. of the 
beavenly tabernacle with ite contents: see 
below) should be purified (for the ёука- 
lei was in fact not only an inauguration, 
but a purification likewise: and the proposi- 
tion of ver. 22, —' wherever there is ks, 
there is aluarexxvaía, — will bear convert- 
ing,—wherever there is a sprinkling with 
blood, there is remission, and consequently, 
purification) with these (i. e. not the various 
purifications mentioned up to this time, the 
ashes of the red heifer included, as Liinem., 
al.; for these last were never used to purify 
the tabernacle or its vessels: nor in, 
“blood and the like,” e.g. the oil which 
was used with it, as De Wette, al.; for this 
has not been mentioned: nor, “ talibus, 
nempe rebus Leviticis,” as Bóhme, which 
isfartoo vague. It is the blood, and that 
only, which is meant: the plural being 
used most probably to indicate the animals 
slain, the rpdyo: x. uécxo), but the 
heavenly things themselves (i. e. heaven 
and the things therein: ef. els abrby roy 
одраубу in the next verse, of which Bleek 
well remarks, that the junction to this by 
dp can only then be valid when those 
words refer to the same as our abrà тё 
фтоорбта. But it has appeared difficult to 
Commentators to understand, how heaven 

itself should need this cleansing. Conse- 
quently various expedients have been 
adopted: and various meanings given, 
either to rà éxoupdyia or to the verb. 
Luther, Calv. Beza, Grot., Lo Clerc, 
Ebrard, Lünem., al. (not Bleek, as Ebr.) 
would understand xaðaplferðaı to be ap- 
plied only by zeugma to the second member 
of our sentence, and would get out of it 
the idea ¢yxa:vi(er@a:, or “aditum pati,” 
or something of the kind. But to this we 
may answer, with Delitzsch, that every 
kind of inauguration, or patefaction, passed 
upon the heavenly things themselves by 
means of blood, must mean an inauguration 
or patefaction by means of propitiatory 
purification : so that the difficulty remains 
where it was. Thos. Aquinas (* Mundantur 
colestia, quatenus homines mundantur a 
peccatis"), Bengel (“ i. e. usus redditus 
sanctus respecta nostri), Tholuck, al. 
understand it of our being purified to 
inherit or enter heaven: which Delitzsch 
properly calls, after the difference which 
as been already in the text indicated be- 

tween the purification of person and of the 
tabernacle, a precarious quid pro quo.’ 
Still less can we accept the interpretations 
given in the ancient expositors, e. g. 
Chrys. ide Te éxoupdyia, тоотќст: Thy 
фіЛософіа» thy жар’ fuir, rots ère? re- 
xAnpévous), (Ec. (rourdar:, Tà тўз vas (Sta- 
Өўктз)), Thdrt. (obpdiH 94 тё srevuarucà 
KékA HN, ols 7) ékkAmaía каба!рет си), Thl. 
(rouréors, Tà THs éxkAnoías и о epa) : 
so also Primasius, Aymo, Peucdo-Anselm. 
Bee this view well met in Justiniani. 
More literally, some have interpreted 
it with a view to the expulsion of Satan 
from heaven spoken of Luke x. 18: John 
xii. 81, and especially Rev. xii. 7—9: 
see also our ch. ii. 14. So Akersloot, and 
Bleek. But this does not meet the require- 
ments of the case. There would thus be 
no cleansing, as far as the relations of God 
and men are concerned: none, to which 
the propitiatory effect of blood would 
in any way apply. We must therefore 
rest in the plain and literal sense : that the 
heaven itself needed, and obtained, puri- 
fication by the atoning blood of Christ. 
And if we enquire how this could be, we 
may find an answer in reflecting on the 
consequence of man’s sin on the mind and 
as of God towards him. That un- 
clouded benignity wherewith the Creator 
contemplated his creation, Gen. i. 31, had 
become overcast by the divine anger on 
account of sin, but was again restored by 
Him in whom the Father ейдбкусе, the 

N 2 
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darkness being by His blood turned into 
light, the frown into an eternal smile. 
So Delitzsch beautifully : ** If I see aright, 
the meaning of the Writer is, in its ground 
thought, this: the supernal holiest place, 
i. e., as ver. 24 shews, abrds ó obpavós, 
the uncreated eternal heaven of God, 
althougb in itself untroubled p yet 
needed а кабар (еса: in so far as the light 
of Love towards man was, so to speak, out- 
flared and obscured by the fire of wrath 
against sinful man; and the heavenlytaber- 
nacle, i.e. the place of God's revealing of 
His majesty and grace for angels and men, 
needed а кабар[(ес@с:, in so far as men 
had rendered this place, which was destined 
for them from the beginning, unapproach- 
able by reason of their sin, and so it must 
be changed into an approachable place of 
manifestation of a God gracious to men") 
with sacrifices (categoric plural of an ab- 
stract proposition : not therefore implying 
that the sacrifice was repeated : applicable 
in its reality, only to the one Sacrifice of the 
body of Christ once for all, and most em- 
hatically designating that as а sacrifice) 
tter than (see on ch. i. 4) these. 

24.] He now reasserts, under the 
fuller light which has since been cast 
upon it, that which was enounced in vv. 
11, 12, and by it shews at what the 
word émovpária above pointed. In fact, 
as Delitzsch observes, the proposition of 
vv. 11, 12, has been in course of eluci- 
dation ever since: in vv. 18, 14 he ex- 
plained 8:4 тоб lBíov aluaros, in vv. 15 
—28 the àpxiepebs 18 реЛАбутоу ya- 
дё», and now the elsa Ve ёфата els rà 
Kia. For (resumption of rà éxovpdria 
above) not into holy places made with 
hands (such as those into which the Jewish 
high priests entered: see above, ver. 11: 
and the two expressions Acts vii. 48; xvii. 
24) did Christ enter, counterfeits of the 
true (holy places) (dyriruros, corre-, 
spondent to the bros; either, as in this 
case, copies from a pnttern, viz. the тбтоз 
shewn in the mount, however understood, 
ch. viii. 5, also Rom. v. 14, 8s (Addu) 
фет: тбжоѕ ToU udAAovros,—or the reality 
corresponding to a previously shewn сро 
(тооз), as baptism in ref. 1 Pet., where 
Baptism is the dyriruwoy to the flood of 

om AC!D!N 17 [urm Euthal-ms Cyr-p,]. 

Noah: and which latter is our more usual 
English sense of antitype. The ancients 
mostly take à»rírvra here as = rérous. 
Во Chrys, Thi. (rovréori, той obparov 
Joa тко), not (Ec. Jac. Cappellus, 
Schlicht., al. A copious collection of the 
senses and examples of àrrírvros may 
be found in Suicer, sub voce. The Sacra- 
ments were often deeignated by this epi- 
thet, as representing to us Christ: and in- 
deed Baptism in both the senses here given: 
thus Cesarius, Quest. Ult. p. 208 (cited by 
Suicer, but not to be found in Edu. Migne), 
calls Baptism àrvrírvzor of Circumcision ; 
while Cyril-jerus., Catech. xx. 6, p. 313, 
calls it TG» ToU xpurroU xabnudrwr àrri- 
тотоу. Several of the Fathers spenk of the 
Eucharistio elements as àvr(rvra той &ylov 
сӧратоѕ kal aluaros ToU xpwrrov. The 
true, genuine holy places are those in 
heaven, where God's presence is manifested. 
See below), but into the heaven itself 
(aùròs ô obpavós,—none of the obpavol, all 
of which tbe Lord 89:eAfjAvée», ch. iv. 14,— 
but the very holiest place, where God pecu- 
liarly reveals Himself, and which is un- 
created. Delitzsch quotes from Seb. 
Schmidt, Colum in quod Christus in- 
gressus est, non est ipsum clum creatum, 
quodcunque fuerit, sed est ccelum in quo 
Deus est etiam quando celum creatum 
nullum est,—ipsa gloria divina," Hence 
what follows), now (in the present dis- 
pensation: almost = henceforth. It is 
an anticipation of the obs dba woAAdais 
K. T. A. of the next verse) to be manifested 
(first, as to the (ense. Hofmann, Schriftb. 
ii. 1. 868, saya that the aorist forbids the 
enduring “ henceforth " sense of rov. But 
there ean be no doubt that he is wrong. 
The infinitive of purpose is often expressed 
in the aorist when duration is distinctly 
implied, but, I believe, only in those cases 
where the commencement of the fulfilment 
of the purpose is contemporaneous with the 
act narrated whereby the purpose is to be 
served: во eis$jA0erv той eivai abr abrois, 
Luke xxiv. 29: by катёстусеу ó к0р:оѕ ёт) 
тїз olxerelas афтод, ToU Sovva: avrois 
thy tpophy, Matt. xxiv. 45,—in these 
cases the pévew and the d:3déva:, as here 
tho ёифау(есӨси, beginning with the act 
related. It is obvious that these remarks 
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apply only to cases where an enduring 
course of action is described: in other cases 
the aorist would be accounted for in other 
ways. Next, as to the peculiar pro- 
priety of the word éu$arvicÓnra.. It will 

seen by reff, that it is one found 
mostly in St. Luke (Acts). It is there 
principally in the sense of making mani- 
Jest, giving information: in ref. Matt. it 
is used of the bodies of the saints appear- 
ing to many: and in reff. John, of Jesus 
manifesting himself to his people. But 
the key-text to the cuderstanding of it 
here is ref. Exod. dép@jra:, not ёифато- 
Güya, is the word commonly used for the 
divine appearances: but Moses desired to 
advance beyond the mere бул; of God, 
and prayed dupdvioóy uoi ceavróy. This, 
which might not be granted to Moses 
(nor to any man, cf. Levit. xvi. 18)—this 

n sight of God, is that which takes 
place between the Father and the Son. 
* None knoweth the Son but the Father." 
There is no veil hiding the Father's face 
from the Son: so completely does this 
éuQaricuós take place, that he is the 
pe image of the Father: He that 

th seen me hath seen the Father: 
* No man knoweth the Father but the 
Son and he to whom the Son will reveal 
Him." The Commentators refer to a trea- 
tise of Deyling's, * Jesu Christi ёдфансцфз 
in conspectu Dei," Lips.1722, which I have 
not seen) to (before) the face of God (see 
Rev. xxii. 4, where it is said that the ser- 
vants of God shall see 75 spósorror abrod. 
Commonly (see reff.) it is Td wpóswwor 
(rov) коріои. See Stier here) for us (this 
is the intent of His entrance into the 
heavenly sanctuary, to appear and to plead 
for us: see ch. vii. 26. 
the face of God no offering which has ex- 
hausted itself and, as only sufficing for a 
time, needs renewal; but He himself is in 
person our offering, and by virtue of the 
eternal Spirit, i. e. of the imperishable life 
of His person, now for ever freed from 
death, our eternally present offering before 
God.” Delitzsch): 25—28.] In ver. 
24, His having ontered into а mere typical 
sanctuary was denied: now it is denied, 
that His sacrifice needs, as those others 

* He brings before 

3 Kin v. 
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did, to be repeated continually. 25.) 
nor yet (Œv. adds, awd корой Anwréov,— 
else eis tov obpayóy) that He may (i. e. 
with this intent, to) oftentimes offer ʻ 
self (before God in the holiest place: con- 
tinue, as those high priesta, year by year 
coming in before the face of God in His 
sanctu This xpospépew éavróv is not 
to be understood of Christ’s death, nor con- 
founded, as Owen, Thol., De Wette, Ebrard, 
Lünem., and many others have done, with 
жабеїу below: see there), just as (in a 
manner corresponding to, that which fol- 
lows. &s wep, as 6s wep, бооз rep, and other 
words lengthened by wep (тері), implies a 
thorough similitude as far as the thing 
compared goes: Hartung (i. 840) illus- 
trates such words by the obsolete German 
adverbs alba, allbier, allwo: cf. Judg. 
іх. 58, “and alito brake his skull“) the 
a ewish) high priest enters inte the holy 
holiest) place year by year with (dv, not 
instrumental, but elemental: he enters, 
farnished with, as it were clad with, that 
which follows. We use our ‘in’ of even 
the lesser articles of personal wear in a 
similar sense: ‘a man in spectacles") blood 
of others (i. e. not his own," as Syr., 
which is an important point of contrast 
with Christ: see this brought in in the ar- 
gumentation below): 26. ] since (in that 
case) it were necessary (по б», which we 
should naturally expect: but the indicative 
is in fact dependent on and included in the 
hypothesis just made: “‘ posito, eum ita 
colum intrasse, ut ssepius seipsum offerret, 
necesse erat ..: see 1 Cor. v. 10; vii. 14: 
Rom. xi. 6: Winer, edn. 6, $ 41, a. 2) 
that He should oftentimes suffer (not, 
* have suffered” as E. V.; by (be: we are 
already carried back to а time untecedent 
to the supposed repeated acts indicated by 
табет», and therefore do not need another 
carrying back in time. Notice, as against 
the Commentators mentioned above under 
aposdépew фаутфбу, and others, that this 
rade is here not equivalent to that 
spospépew, but is emphatically placed as 
& new necessity, involved in that; the 
voAAdkis being common to both: the 
woAAdais wpospépeiv necessitated the ro- 
Adria жаба, If Christ's view in entering 
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heaven was, to offer, present, himself 
often to God, then, as a condition of that 
frequent presentation, there would be an 
antecedent necessity for Him to suffer 
often: because that self-presentation is in 
fact the bringing in before God of the 
Blood of that his suffering: and if the one 
was to be renewed, во must the other be 
likewise. So that the meaning is not, 
that Christ must again and again have 
descended on earth and died. To such a 
descent there is no allusion, as there is 
попе to a renewed entrance into the фу 
in heaven. That entrance Christ has 
effected once for all: this lies, as a ‘ fait 
accompli,’ at the ground of the hypothesis. 
But the rejected hypothesis is, that onee 
being in the celestial &y:a, Christ intended 
to renew often his oblation of Himeelf. 
And in that case, says our Writer, it 
would be necessary that he should often 
suffer, often die: because each such 
oblation necessitated as its condition a 
corresponding rade. When, as in the 
case of the Jewish high priests, the alua 
was &AAÓTpiov, such repetition was possible 
(see Levit. xvi. 14, 15): but not so, when 
the blood was тд io Thus, in the main, 
Delitzsch ; and Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 
1.911. Cf. also Thl., drei, ef perie, 
gnoly, rox Adi wposeveyxeiv, е abro» 
nal woAAdkis &хоба›в›, did Tb Td 1810 
alua dN xposdyew) since the foun- 
dation of the world (why this addition ? 
Not, as often understood, e. g. by Bengel 
(“pro peccatis ab initio mundi com- 
missis "), Bóhme, Thol., Bleek, De Wette, 
Lünem., so as to bring under the merita 
of the Suffering, all the sins of mankind 
past as well as future,—which thought, 
arising from the erroneous view of a 
frequently-repeated entrance into heaven 
being supposed, has nothing whatever to 
do with the argument: but, inasmuch 
as the theatre of Christ's sufferings is 
of necessity this present world, pointing 
out that those supposed repeated sufferings 
must necessarily in that case take place 
within the temporal limite indicated by 
ard ката8о\ўз кбсроо : that such suffer- 
ings would be spread over the space of time 
from the катаВолђ xéopov till He entered 
into the presence of God, each oblation 
of Himself there being the sequel of, and 
conditioned by, one such saety since the 
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world has been. I may mention, that no 
thesis is here admissible, The words 
ore are strictly and indis- 

pensably a link in the argument): now, 
however (vuv{, not temporal, but = ut 
res se habent’), onee (for all, without 
need of renewal) a£ (as close upon, put in 
immediate contiguity with, ‘sub flnem 
mundi: see Winer, edn. 6, 5 48, e: super- 
imposed, as an event, on its period as a 
substratum : see above on ver. 15) the end 
of the ages of time (i.e. when the whole 
period above indicated by àrd патаВолӣз 
xédopou is gathered up and brought to an 
end. Between the first and second coming 
of Christ, the N. T. Scriptures know of no 
intermediate interposition of the divine 
dealings with men: in Him we are 7éAecot, 
and at His appearing, our aides had their 
cur. All these centurics which have 
been since, are merely the lengthening out 
of the time in the mercy of God. The first 
Christians universally spoke of the second 
coming of the Lord as close at hand, as 
indeed it ever was and is: the o:r:ord are 
T«Üvuéra, and all is ready: but the long- 
suffering of God waits while the guests are 
being gathered in: or, in the other view of 
His coming, while the ark is a preparing) 
hath He been manifested (viz. at His first 
coming in our flesh: the d$arépecis év 
саркі, spoken of 1 Tim. iii. 16: 1 Pet. i. 20. 
On the other meaning given, see below) 
for the putting away of sin (on &0ётусы 
see ch. vii. 18 note: putting away, i.e. ab- 
rogation, “que fit, quum peccato omnis 
vis et potestas adimitur. Quod dupliciter 
factum est: tum quatenus nullam vim 
habet ad homines condemnandos: tum 
quatenus vim non habet ad eosdem sub 
jugo suo retinendos. Utrumque enim ut 
fieret, Christus apparuit: tum ut homines 
a peccatorum reatu et ponis, tum ut eos- 
dem ab ipsis peccatis liberaret." Schlich- 
ting) by means of His sacrifice (i.e. in 
the sense, ‘the sacrifice of Himself,“ but 
not here so expressed: had the Writer in- 
tended айтор to express éavroU, he would 
have so written it, as 1n ver. 25. 
By very many expositors, the construc- 
tion of this verse is differently taken. 
Some understand re of His 
appearance before God—the éu$aricuós 
above mentioned. So Jac. Cappellus, 
Grot, Heinrichs, Schulz, al But this 
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cannot be for а moment maintained. The 
of the'reff. is wholly against it, 

and so is the ёк Bevrépov ó0fjc erai below: 
not to mention that had it been so, we 
should certainly have had фуфло» тоб 
«ov, or some such qualification, added. 
But more, keeping the right sense of re- 
Qarépera, join 8:0 ris Ovolas айтод 
with it. Soa gloss in (Ec. : 3:4 ris 0valas 
тефауіретаі, тоотќстіу, еті тїз capKds 
dy TQ кӧсрф: so Böhme, Tholuck, al. 
But none of the passages whereby this is 
defended, is applicable: neither vv. 12, 14 
8:0), nor Rom. ii. 27: 1 John v. 6: and 
or this reason, that Ov la, as Delitzsch ob- 

serves, is not a continuing state, nor an ac- 
companying circumstance, but an act, by 
which &6érnois &uaprías, the scope of the 
whole, їз brought about). 27, 28.) It 
is shewn by a comparison with our human 
lot in general, of which Christ, Himself 
man, is partaker, that this often suffering 
(dying) and often offering Himself, has no 
place: that as in our case, we die once 
only, and after that comes the judgment, 
for us who are to be judged, so for Him 
there was one death from sin, and after 
that no repetition of it, but the judgment, 
for Him who is to judge. But in this latter 
member of the comparison, the bright and 
saving side only is pt forward (see posti e 
it is not said be shall appear to judge 
world, but He shall appear without sin 
(and therefore with no more purpose to ex- 
piate sin) to them that wait for Him, unto 
salvation: these last words carrying with 
them a hortatory force, that the readers 
might thus wait for Him. 27.] And 
inasmuch as (not = Kass, but bearing 
with it not only a comparative, but also 
a ratiocinative force, seeing that Christ is 
not only a fit object ГА comparison with 
man, but is man) it is appointed (&ró- 
nei rat properly of things laid aside for 
future use: hence, of those things which 
are laid up as our appointed lot by a higher 
Power: so Plato, Loer. p. 104 р, колісез 
&хараїттуто: Awókewrai sus8aluoos vep- 
Tépois: Dion. Hal. v. 8, 80a rots какобр- 
yots &xóxeiras TaÜeip : seo reff., and man 
other examples in Bleek) to men (a 
men: Tots generic) опое (and no more) to 
die (see numerous illustrations of the sen- 
timent from the classical authors in Wet- 
stein), and after that, judgment (noi ne- 
cessarily here to be taken on its unfavour- 
able side: the word is perfectly general, 
and anarthrous: nor is there, ав Böhme 

imagined, any opposition between vors à». 
Opéro:s here and тоў üàwexDexopnéros 
abréy below. Such opposition indeed 
would mar the whole context, which has a 
totally different object, and deals with the 

eral and inevitable fate of all men in- 
iscriminately. Nor again must the ques- 

tion, whether judgment is spoken of as 
immediately to follow death, or after an 
interval, be imported into the consideration 
of the text. The indefinite perà Tovro 
does not admit of any such question being 
raised. Nezt to death, with no more like 
eveuts between, comes judgment: this is the 
fact contemplated—the appointed destiny 
of man, according to which that of the man 
Christ Jesus also, as far as it is applicable 
to Him, is apportioned) : 28.] so also 
the Christ (not Xp rs, anarthrous, which 
would seem to point to some one con- 
trasted with, or at all events merely com- 
pared with, of ќу0рото: but ё xpwrrós, 
that man who was God's Christ. 
Christ, it being plain and palpable to all 
that ó xpwrrós belongs to the category of 
EvOpero. СЕ. the anarthrous xpirrós 
in ver. 24, where the case is different) onee 
(for all) having been offered (not = * hav- 
ing offered himself:’ for it might well have 
been sposevéykas éaurdy. The form and 
the meaning are both passive; and the 
reason of this is I believe to be found in the 
fact that it is in this verse not so much 
the agency, as the destiny of Christ, that is 
spoken of ; that which, though the сте 
sion itself is avoided with regard to Him, 
ardxerrat for Him as for us. And this 
consideration removes from us all necessity 
of supplying an sent for this wposerex6eís, 
as öh арто (Chrys.) or óxà той Oeo? 
(al.), which as Delitzsch remarks would not 
be correct; Christ might be 8o6eís or rapa- 
$o0«ls $хд тод Oo, but not wposevex- 
bels. Nor would бяд ray дубрётоу ez- 
press the right agency ; for it was no con- 
scious act of mankind, willing its sin to be 
atoned for, that offered up Christ: but if 
an agent must be supplied, it would be = 
did ve os aiwviov as in ver. 14,—the 
divine submission of our Lord subjecting 
Himself to the external force which was 
exerted against Him,—that force being in 
some sort the agent, but not without His 
own will co-operating. It is hardly neces- 
sary to mention, that the very terms of the 
context here necessitate the understanding 
this xposerexOijva: of the death of Christ, 
—not as in ver. 25, where the context, as 
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there insisted, confines it to His offering of 
Himself to God in the heavenly sanctuary) 
to bear the sins of many (a plain allusion 
to ref. Isa., abrds àuaprlas rod àv- 
yveyrey: and here, as there, importing the 
* bearing," “carrying on Himself," Heb. 
мра, cf. also in Levit. xxiv. 15. Whoso- 
ever curseth his God shall bear (Afperaz 
LXX) his sin :” Num. v. 31, “ Ше woman 
shall bear (A, rat) her iniquity :” xiv. 
84, “each day for a year shall ye bear 
(Ae Se) your iniquities, even forty 
years.” And so in id. ver. 33, “ shal} bear 
your whoredoms, where the LXX have 
&volcovsiy. The Heb. word may nlso have 
the sense of auferre, which many (e. g. 
Luth., Schlicht., Grot., Limb., Bl., Lünem., 
Hofm.) have wished to give it here: but 
not so йуеуёуки. Тһе sense given by 
.Syr., “ sacrificed (“immolavit”) the sins of 
many," and defended also by Chrys., (Ec., 
Thl., would introduce a new and irrelevant 
idea, and cannot be maintained; so Michaelis 
also, taking however auapria for a sin- 
offering, which it never means. Besides 
which, it is here eroAAàv åuaprias, which 
would at all events preclude that meaning. 
On rod, and ite supposed contrast to 
máyrev (Chrys, 8:4 тЇ ron elre, xal 
ph 1dr: neh ph тйутез éexlorev- 
сау: so Œc., Thl, and Thdrt., drawing 
from it the inference that Christ only 81 
éàvoe the sin of believers), see above, ch. 
ii. 10, and Schlichting’s true distinction, 
* Multi non opponuntur h. 1. omnibus, sed 
tantum paucis." wo is, as Del. says, 
the qualitative designation of ябутор: 
all men are many in number. There is 
reference in it to Arat: Не was offered, 
One, for all (* Multos uni opponit," 
Calv.): and once for all), shall appear 
(648m eras, the usual verb of the appear- 
ances of Christ after his resurrection) а 
second time (reff.) without (separate from) 
sin (in order to understand this, we must 
remember what it is that the Writer is 
proving: viz. that Christ's death, the re- 
petition of which would be the condition 
of а repeated offering of Himself in heaven 
to God, admits of no such repetition. It 
was a death in which He bore the sins of 
many—but He shall appear the second 
time xepls duaprias, with no sin upon 
Him, and consequently the whole work of 

atonement done and accomplished by that 
first offering. So that there is no need of 
any far-fetched explanation, either of åuap- 
tlas, or of xepis áuaprías. We need not 
say with Storr, that it is without a» offer- 
ing for sin: nor with Klee, that it is withe 
out punishment of sin; nor with Bleek, 
without meeting witk sin (so Thdrt., obiéri 
vis las xparotons, дут! Tob x 
obkéri об кат& 782 К 
&uaprías: and an explanation mentioned 
by Œc., ёк Sevrépov ёрхбцеуоѕ оёх Fie 
тілі 8:4 ras дий» duaprias dpelruy 
&хобауеїу): nor with Ebr. that He will 
have no more concern with sin: nor, with 
De Wette, without contact with sin: nor, 
with Liinem., free from all reference to 
sin, As distinguished from all these, we 
take, with Delitzsch and Hofmann, the 
simple sense of the words, and apply it to 
the argument in hand. At His first ap- 
pearance in the world He came with sin, 
not in him, but on him: He was made to 
be Guapria: but this sin has been once for 
all taken away by his bearing it as our 
Sacrifice: and at his second appearance 
He shall a r without, having done with, 
separate from, sin. Theodore of Mopsa- 
estia, though he hus not exactly and clearly 
struck the right note, is yet very near it, 
when he says, viv, oí», Jes, ёте Thy 
duapriay xpareiy ovvéBawev, дусукаіоѕ 
tov 8:4 thy duapriay кратойута Odrarov 
düétaro, Tóre Bà TÄS Guaptias ds eluds AeAv- 
ulvns, йрбукт ко) abr ётабдѕ 30a 
Tb yàp xwpls auaptlas тото Aéya, Eri ph 
kparobons (ri. тӱз duaprías obre ral 
abrds te  wavrbs Avperirvov xdbovs 
sn Tóre) to them that wait for 
im (see reff)—unto (to bring in: for 

the purpose of) salvation (these last words 
belong to dp@fcerai, not, ав Primas, Faber 
Stap., Camer., Wolf, al, to тоз rex- 
Sexoudvas. This latter notion has led to 
the curious insertion of the words 8:4 
тістеюѕ in A al. The object of Christ's 
second appearance shall be, to bring in sal- 
vation: this is the bright and Christian 
side of His appearing, the side which we, 
who ought to be dwexdexduero: abrór, 
should ever look upon. As Chrys. beauti- 
fully says, was dpOhoera; колор, 
фпс», ДАЛА! ойк elre тобто, АЛАА Tò 
Qaibpór). 
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CHAP. X. 1—18.] SOLEMN CONCLU- 
BION OF THE ARGUMENT: 1. Christs 
voluntary self-offering, as contrasted with 
the yearly offerings of victims under the 
law, is the carrying out of God's real 
will (vv. 1—10): 2. Christ's priestly 
service, in contrast to the daily repeated 
service of the priests of the law, is for ever 

ected by one High-priestly act, which 
as issued in His Kingly exaltation and 

waiting till His foes be subdued under Him 
(vv. 11—14): 3. Christ's finished work is 
the inauguration of that new covenant be- 
Sore referred to, in which, the law being 
written on the heart, and sin put away and 
forgotten, there is по more need for sin- 
offering (vv. 15—18). And so, as De. 
litzsch observes, in this passage the leading 
thoughts of the whole argument are 
brought together in one grand finale, just 
as in the finale of a piece of music all the 
hitherto scattered elements are united in 
an effective whole. 1—10.] See above. 

1.] For (yáp connects with the whole 
ch. ix. 24—28 : hitherto has been 

shewn the impoesibility of Christ's offering 
being repeated as were those of the law: 
now is to be shewn its absolute perfection 
ав compared with those of the law) the law, 

- having (as it has; the participle bas a 
ratiocinative force, which on upon 
what follows) a shadow (or, ‘ the shadow,’ 
which in sensé would be much the same. 
The putting forward of the word to the 
beginning of the sentence would render it 
anarthrous, I prefer, however, ‘a shadow,’ 
because of the meaning of od, presently 
to be treated of: see below) of the good 
үа to come (viz. the same good things 
of which, in ch. ix. 11, Christ is said to be 
the High Priest,— which belong to the 
péAAwy aldy of ch. vi. 5, whose dvrdueis 
are working in the present dispensation, 
—and to the completion of the olxovuérn 
péddovea of ch. її. 5: the good things 
which are still future to us as they were to 
those under the law, but are now made 
sure to us in and by Christ), not the very 
image of the things (every representation 
of pedAAdvray ёуабд» must be an elxdy, 
whether it. be in words, or in types, or in 
any other method of representation. The 
tul description and entire revelation of 
the things thus designated will be abr? 7 
eixày trav wpayuárar: which we possess 

in the goepel covenant: the very setting- 
forth and form of the heavenly realities 
themselves. Во that the gen. wpaypdrev 
is the ‘genitivus substantis,’ as in Col. 
iii. 10, roy dvanxa:wvotpevoy . . кат’ elxdva 
тоё xrigayros abrdy, and Rom. viii. 29, 
cvuuóppovs тїз elxdvos тоў vilot,—é 
ктЇтаз in the one and ё vids abrov in the 
other, being and farnishing the elxdéy. 
But the law had no such elkór constructed 
out of the heavenly realities themselves, 
“i res, certa sua forma et effigie 
præditas,” as Stier: it had merely omdy, 
merely a rough sketch or outline: so 
Chrys., not however to my mind entirely 
apprehending the identity of the elxér 
with the xpdyyara which furnish it,— 
oxidy ...... rourdory ойк abrhy thy 
AAHOe,,ỹĩu, dos piv yàp dy ds ey урафў 
wepidyp Tis TA хрӧрата, oxid Tis. doriy 
Bray dè ть бубоз ёта р tis ка} èri- 
xplon тй Хрёрата, тбте elxwy уіуетои. See 
also Thdrt. and c.), year by year with 
the same sacrifices (moet Commentators 
assume some inversion of arrangement in 
constructing the words кат’ èviavrór : 
some (Calvin, Erasm. Schmid, Wolf, Hein- 
richs, Bleek, De Wette, Stuart, al.) join- 
ing them with als xpospédpovew, others 
(Lünem., al) with vais adrais évolais, 
others (Carpzov, al.) with robs яроѕєрҳо- 
névovs. But there is no need to disturb 
the plain order of the sentence, in which 
rar éviavTÓ» ресора to all that follows, 
viz. to the verb, ob3éxore Sdvara:, with its 
instrumental clause, таз abrais Ovolais als 
к.т.А. And so Ebrard, Hofmann, and 
Delitzsch. This," says Del., “is more ac- 
cordant with the sense of the Writer: for 
he does not say, that the law by means 
of the offerings which were always the 
same year by year never was able to per- 
fect, Acc bat that the law, year by year, 
by the repetition of the same offerings, 
testified its inability to perfect, &c., viz. 
on the day of atonement, on which the same 
expiatory offerings were always repeated, 
being necessary, notwithstanding the many 
offerings brought throughout the year, and 
after which the same round of offerings 
ugain began anew.” It will be evident that 
тей айта valais must refer, not to the 
duily offering, but to those of propitiation 
on the t day of atonement) which they 
(the ministering priests, not of spos«pxó- 
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uevot, as Hofmann ii. 1. 814, which would 
be against all the terminology of the Epis- 
tle, in which xpos@dpew is without excep- 
tion confined to priests. We have the ваше 
distinction as regards the vposepxóuevoi in 
ch. vii. 25) offer continually (Hofmann 
would join this with what follows, alleging 
that ds T) Binvexés does not mean con- 
tinually but continuously. And so Lach- 
mann punctuates. But against such a 
construction I conceive it to be decisive, 
that thus als xpospépovew would be in 
the last degree flat and unmeaning, and 
that the verb 3%vara: would have two 
qualifying adverbial pones els Tò dı- 
nvexés and ovdéxore. 1 do not imagine that 
any one accustomed to the style of our 
Epistle would tolerate such a sentence, 
And with regard to els rd Sinvexds, grant- 

: ing the meaning to be continuously, why 
may not that meaning be applicable here ? 
Hofmann says that it is not applicable to 
а continually repeated act, but only to a 
continuously enduring agency. But why 
should not the offering of these sacrifices 
be looked upon as continuous, being un- 
broken from year to year? When I say, 
* The celebration of the day of atonement 
continued unbroken till the destruction of 
Jerusalem,' I use the same method of ex- 
pression, and might express my meaning 
in Greek by Snvexhs iv, боз) never (not 
even at any time) is able to perfect (seo 
on ref., where I have entered into the 
meanings of 7eA«votv in our Epistle) those 
who draw near (to God, by means of 
them. Tholuck well remarks that this 
threefold кат’ éviavrór, tais abrais Ov- 
olas, eis Tb 8invexds, graphically sets forth 
the ever recurring cycle of the yearly sacri- 
fices for sin). 2.] For (if it were so, 
if the law were able to ect the wor- 
shippers) would they (af айта) 6vcía) 
not have ceased being offered, on account 

of the worshippers (the servers in the ser- 
vice of the tabernacle, used here in a wide 
sense, including priesta and people) kaving 
no longer any conscience of sins (for con- 
struction, see reff.: = guilt of sin on the 
conscience, consciousness of the guilt of 
sin), if once (forall) purified? That this 
sentence із to be read drel ойк ќу, and аза 
uestion, is pretty universally agreed. 
me, ав Thart. (apparently: 8:4 тобто 

TéAos ékeiva ЛарВіув), D. lat. (“nam 
пес cessassent offerri"), Beza (edd. 1, 2, 
* alioqui non desiissent offerri "), Whitby, 
Valcknaer, read ойк, and yet no question ; 
understanding, ** for then they wonld not 
have ceased to be offered," viz. on the 
coming in of the N. T. dispensation. But 
this is surely hardly worth refutation. The 
rec. not reading ойк, might indeed be well 
thus rendered, “ for in that case they would 
have ceased to be offered.” But then ёллё 
comes in awkwardly, which, when as here 
without any emphasis, more naturally fol- 
lows a negative sentence. The taking our 
verse interrogatively is as old as Œc.: ёте) 
obk ћу éxaócarro кат” epdérnoiv à&váyvæð. 
So also ТЫ. 9.] Which cessation is 
far from being the case, as is the having no 
more conscience of sin: — But (on the con- 
trary: &AAd opposes the whole question 
of ver. 2, in both its clauses) in them (the 
sacrifices: not in the fact of their being 
offered, but in the course of their being 
offered on the day of atonement, see below) 
there is a recollection (‘recalling to 
mind ;’ the usual meaning of àváurqeis: 
better than * public mention," as vulg., 
“commemoratio,” Calv., Bengel, al.: so 
also Schlichting, Grot., Jac. Cappell., al., 
thinking on the solemn confession of the 
sins of Israel made by the high priest, 
Levit. xvi. 20 f. But the other is simpler, 
and suits the context better. Where sins 
are continually called to mind, there clearly 
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the conscience is not clear from them. 
Several passages occur in Philo closely re- 
sembling this: e.g. De Plant. Nos, 25, 
vol i. p. 845, Bwuois yàp dwópois жер) 
obs dperal xopedous: yéynGew д Ges, RAN’ 
ob ro порі $AÉéyovciu, бтер al ror 
vit дото бөти cuvardpactay, 
бжощиуђакоосо tas ixdorwy &yrolas те 
wal Siapaptias. ка) yap elwé rov Mwvorijs 
(Num. v. 15, 6vcía urnuocóvov йуаш- 
prhoxovea &uapríay) Ovcíay йуашиућђа- 
коусау Guaptiay: De Victim. 7, vol. ii. 

244, «Un0es ydp, тёз Ouslas ph Ahe 
5 A' urduνñ atv karta- 
скеоі(еу : and Vita Mos. iii. 10, p. 161, 
«i ud vp a yy ко) Ares, KOvroi 
vo lan, xal ёу(еро: lepoupyſai, kal «bxal 
vaAÍuQnuo, verre фборо) ёудехбреуа. 
kal yàp ósóre ylvecba: 8окодст, ob Avow 
&uapryudrey, GAN’ бибиат — Apyd(or- 
тои) of sins year by year: 4.] And 
that on account of inherent defect im the 
sacrifices themselves : for it is impossible, 
that the blood of bulis and of goats should 
take away sin (the Writer by no means 
denies the typical virtue of the O. T. 
sacrifices, but asserts that which the 
schoolmen explained by saying that they 
wrought remission of sin not ‘propria 
virtute, but per accidens,' viz. by means 
of tbe grace of the true Propitiation which 
was to соше, and of faith directed to it. 
And thus only is it said, Levit. xvii. 11, 
that the blood upon the altar makes an 
atonement for the soul: it was shed, as 
Ebrard well observes, not as the instru- 
ment of complete vicarious propitiation, 
but as an exhibition of the postulate of 
vicarious propitiation), 5—10.) 
Christ’s voluntary self-offering shewn to 
be the perfect fulfilment of the will of God. 

5.) Wherefore (seeing that the animal 
sacrifices of the O. T. had no power to tuke 
away sin, and that for that end a nobler 
sacrifice was wanting) co into the 
world he saith (first, on the citation from 
Ps.xl. That Psalm, which is inscribed “A 
Psalm of David,” seems to be a general re- 
trospect, in some time of trouble, of God's 
former mercies to him, and of his own 
course of loving obedience as distinguished 
from mere expression of outward thankful- 

] 
афећеу L 78. 106-8 Br Chr-ms: 

neas by sacrifice and offering. Thus under- 
stood, there will be no difficulty in the 
direct application of its words to Him, of 
whose sufferings and of whose obedience 
all human experiences in suffering and 
obeying are but a faint resemblance. I 
have entered on this subject in speaki 
of the Messianic citation in ch. ii., and deed 
not lay down again the principles there 
contended for, further than to say, that the 
more any son of man approaches, in posi- 
tion, or office, or individual spiritual expe- 
rience, the incarnate Son of God, the more 
directly may his holy breathings in the 
power of Christ’s Spirit be taken as the 
utterances of Christ Himeelf. And of all 
men, the prophet-king of Israel thus re- 
sembled and out-shadowed Him the most. 
The Psalm iteelf seems to belong to the 
time of David’s persecution by Saul; and 
the sentiment of this portion of it is, as 
Delitzsch observes, an echo of Samuel's 
saying to Saul in 1 Sam. xv. 22, * Hath 
the Lord as great delight in burnt-offerings 
and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the 
Lord? Next, what is elespxópevos 
ele Tóv кбороу ? It expresses, ieve, 
the whole time during which the Lord, 
being ripened in human resolution, was in 
intent devoting himself to the doing of his 
Father's wil: the time of which that 
Ма question Wist уе not that I must 

фу Tois ToU var pov?” was one of 
the opening announcements. See also Isa. 
vii. 16. To refer these words thus to his 
maturing purpose, seems far better than to 
understand them as Erasmus, “veluti mun- 
dum ingressurus, from the O. T. point of 
time:—or as Grot., with whom are Bleek 
and De W., ** cum e vita privnta egrediens 
nomine Dei agere cepit cum populo," for 
that would more naturally require eis Ah, 
besides being liable to the objection, that it 
is not of Christ's declaration before the 
world, but of his purpose as regards the 
Father, that our text treats:—or as 
Lünem., in intent to enter into the 
world," by becoming man : or ** sascendo," 
as Böhme, and similarly Hofmann: for 
thus it could hardly be said, epa каттр- 
tlow por), Sacrifice (of slain animals) and 
offering (of any kind: see reff.) thou 
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wouldest not (similar declarations are 
found frequently in the O. T., and mostly 
in the Prophets: see Ps. l. 7—15; li. 16 f.: 
Isa. i. 11: Jer. vi. 20; vii. 21—23: Hosea 
vi. 6: Amos v. 21 ff.: Micah vi. 6—8), 
but a bedy didst thou prepare for me 
(9 9o Um “mine ears hast thou opened,” 
* fodisti," **concavas reddidisti," i. e. to 
hear and obey Thee. The idea of there 
being any allusion to the custom of boring 
through the ear of a slave who voluntaril 
remained subject to his master, Exod. xxi. 
6 and Deut. xv. 17, seems to be a mistake. 
Neither the verb my, nor the plural sub- 
stantive DYR, will bear it without forcing: 
in Exod. 1. c., the subst. is singular, nnd the 
verb is узу. See Bleek, vol. ii. p. 633, 
note. The difficulty is, how such a clause 
can be rendered by сёра xornpricw pot, 
as it is in the LXX. Some (e.g. Bleek, 
Lünem., after Usher de LXX Int. Vers. 

. 85 sq., Semler, Michaelis, Ernesti, al.) 
fave supposed a misreading, owing to the 
last letter of the foregoing word 10437702 
preceding TIA, the TI being mistaken 
for M. The reading ria is now found 
only in one ms. of the LXX (Holmes, 39), 
фта in two (Holmes, 142, 156): it is the 
rendering of Theodotion, of the Quinta and 
Sexta in Origen, of Jerome (* aures autem 

rfecisti mihi”), of Eusebius (comm. 
in loc. Bleek, ii. p. 631, note, тй ётё pov 
ка) TA» traxohy Tar сд» Aoylev каттр- 
loc), of the Psalterium San-Germanense 
(in Sabatier: * aures perfecisti mihi”), 
and Irenæus (Interp. iv. 17. 1, p. 248), 
which two last Delitzsch suspects, but ap- 
parently without ground, of being correc- 
tions from the vulgate. Over against this 
hypothesis, of the present LXX text having 
sprung from a misreading, we may set the 
idea that the LXX acad о» 5 

ession сера KATHPT t by which to 
Fender the Hebrew as beng more intel- 
ligible to the reader. This is the hypo- 
thesis adopted by Delitzsch, and that which 
was maintained with slight variation by 
Jac. Cappellus (* quia rem, ut alias ssepe, 
spectarunt magis quam verba”), Wolf 
(whose note gives all the literature of the 
passage at his own time. His view is that 

-gr] Syr: ego ecce D-lat. om 7ко N'(ins N-corr!). 

the ou of our Lord was the 
Zo ou, and thus answers to the < perfossio 
auris"), Carpzov, Tholuck, Ebrard, al. 
Others again suppose that tbe Writer of 
this Epistle has altered the expression to 
suit better the prophetical pu . бо 
an old Scholiast in the Lond. edn. of the 
LXX, 1653: тд aria è катуртісо po б 
pakápus Паёћоѕ els Tò сёра peraBartov 
«Їрлке>, obe Avyvod» Tò 'Efpalkór, ФАЛА 
wpós Tb» olkecor akordy тойт xpnodue- 
vos. I would leave the difficulty an un- 
solved one, not being satisfied by either of 
the above views, and мүш other to 
propound. As Christian believers, our 
course is plain. How the word gépae 
came into the LXX, we cannot say : but 
being there, it is now sanctioned for us 
by the citation here: not as the, or even 
& proper rendering of the Hebrew, but aa 
a prophetic utterance, equivalent to and 
representing that other) : 6.] whole 
burnt-offerings (éAoxa¢res а subst. 
from the Alexandrine form éAokavróo (-rée. 
in Xenoph. Cyr. viii. 8. 11: Anab. vii. 8.8 
al), is the ordinary LXX rendering for 
the Hob. гт, an offering of a whole ani- 
mal to be burnt on the altar. See Winer, 
Realw. art. Brandopfer) and (sacrifices) 
for sin (in the LXX also we have the 
ваше ellipsis: see reff.) thou didst not ap- 
prove (it is probable that our Writer had 
ev8oxhoas in his ms. of the LXX. He re- 
peats it again below; and Cyr.-alex., even 
where he expressly cites the Psalm, has 
it. Possibly it may have come in here from 
the similarity to Ps. 1.16 (18), бАокает@- 
para ойк evdoxhoes: it is also possible, 
as Bl. suggests, that our Writer may 
have used the word, as a stronger one 
than ffrucas or e(4rnoas, with reference 
to that well-known passage. The con- 
struction of ev3oxéw with an accus. is not 
unfrequent in the LXX and Hellenistic 
Greek : see reff. eb8oneiy run or Ev Twi 
їз more usual: Polyb. uses ae т.л 
then I said (viz. when Thou t pre- 
pared a body for me), Behold, I am come, 
in the volume of the book it is written 
concerning me, to do, O God, thy will 
(the connexion and construction are some- 
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Ctes. p. 82. 39 = Ro 
16. Luke xxii. 2. xxiil.32, Actaii.23al) тойс pèr åvaipety TOv эбдо», ro, 82 xaraAc(mew, Zech. in 

Rom 

om Tov ACN m 17 (47 Eutha 
Epistle) DEL[P] rel Damasc ['Th! Œc]. 

82. 39. w = Rom. iii. 31. Gen. vi. 1B. zxvi. 3. 1 
zv.16. John xvii, 17, 19. 1 Cor. i. 3. ver. 29. Isa. x. 17 

8. rec босау к. xpospopay, with DSK LN rel в 
txt ACD![ P]N! 17 latt Syr coptt [arm] Cyr, [Orig-int,. 

acc. x. 04. x . 

x y ch. ii. 11. s ver. 5 reff. 

[sth Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc]: 
apapriev D. (A def.)] 

-ms] Chr Cyr, Thdrt: ins (the usage of this 

9. rec aft romga: ins o Geos, with LN? rel vulg Syr svr-w-ast (Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt 
Damasc]: aft то белпиа cov b [arm Damasc]: om ACDK[P]N! 17 [hari] coptt sth 

сн So Steph aft ecper ins oi (mistake arising from the termn opevos of precedg word), 

what differently given from those in the 
LXX. There it stands, róre «жоу "180d 
Fr, ev cet BiBALov гуќбуратта: жері 
duot, ToU roiou Td OéAnud cov, & beds 
pov, ABovAfOny, ка) Tb» уброу cov фу 
pég vis capdlas pou: where тоб тото 
depends on 3jjBovAf0m». And so in the 
Hebrew: see E. V. As our text stands, 
TOU жоса depends on яке, and dv кеф. 
т. В.В. yéyp. wept duo is parenthetical : 
вее ver. 9. «xedaX(s із the LXX renderi 
of w, a roll, or volume, as also in reff. 
Suid., кефал)ѕ BiBAlov, бхєр uis «TAnud 
pasi.  xepaAÍs appears to have got this 
meaning from signifying the heads or 
knobs which terminated the cylinder on 
which the mss. were rolled, and which 
were called in Latin umbilici. On жоса 
тә AN, cov, Thi. says, 0éAgua 8 тоб 
Өео$ warpds Tb Tbv уф» bxtp той кбсроо 
ruh к. ODuxaiwOfnra: tots Ау0рбтоо 
ойк d» Ovatais АЛА dv rẹ бдаубте Tob 
vlo) abro? : and Chrys., тоб ёраотбу флот» 
ёкдобуаи, тобто ToU 0«o0 En). 8.] 
The Writer now proceeds to expound the 

hecy; and in so doing, cites it agnin, 
ut in a freer form, and one accommodated 

to the explanation which he gives. Saying 
(as he does) above (the present participle 
is used, not elwdéyv, because it is not the 
ser tiim sequence of the sayings, so much 
as their logical coherence, that is in the 
Writers thoughts. Similarly we say, 
“Holding as I do that, &c., I have ever 
maintained, &c." The speaker is our 
Lord: cf. above, ver. 5, eisepxdueros els 
Tbv kócuor Aéye:), that (mere particle of 
recitation: cf. reff.) s ces and offer- 
inge, and whole burnt-offerings, and 
sacrifices concerning sin thou wouldest 
not, nor yet didst approve (observe that 
the two distinct clauses of the previous 
citation are now combined, for the sake of 

throwing into contrast the rejection of 
legal sacrifices and the acceptable self- 
sacrifice of the Son of God), of such sort 
as (alrwes does not, like the simple rela- 
tive af, identify, but classifies, the ante- 
cedent) are (habitually) offered according 
to (in pursuance of the commands of) the 
(whether the article is or is not retained, 
the English rendering will be the same; 
the róuos according to which they were 
offered being not any general one, but the 
particular ordinance of Moses. If we say 
‘according to law,’ we mean the same, 
but transfer ourselves to the standing- 

int of a Jew, with whom ‘the law’ was 
law) law,— 9.] then (more logical 
than chronological; but probably in 
allusion to that тбте above, in the pas- 
sage itself), hath he said, Behold Iam come 
to do thy will. He (Christ again) taketh 
away (for epe 'tollere see reff. 
and add Xen. Cyr. i. 1. 1, бетш pov- 
apxía бош те dAryapxia defpnrras 
Kön oͤrd Shucv: Demosth. p. 246. 4, ra 
тё» t*poyóvev xara к. (каа üvmpeir) 
the first, that he may set up (establish, 
see reff.) the second (хо б> dar: Tò xpa- 
то»; al Ovoía. тжоїоу Tb дебтєроу; TÒ 
0éAnua тоў татрбѕ. Tbl. It is a mistake 
to understand with Peirce, @éAnua after 
#рётоу and $Seórepor: the contrast is 
between that which God wills not, and 
that which He wills. This is very plain 
both on other grounds, and on account of 
the èv & bei in the next verse). 
10.] In (the course of, the fulfilment of: 
not properly “ by," which belongs more to 
the 8:4 below) which will (viz. the will 
and purpose of God towards us by Christ : 
the will which He came to fulfil. There 
is no real difference, or alternative to be 
chosen, as Ebrard. maintains, between the 
will of God to redeem us by the sufferings 
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11. rec (for арх.) tepevs, with DKL rel copt Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt(appy) 
Damasc; sacerdos latt(but in viii. 8, where ару. does not vary, 

reads pontifex there and in іх. 7; in ix. 7 D-lat has summus sacerdos) : 
txt AC(P] a b! fg k m Syr syr-w-ast [basm arm] wth Cyr, (Thdrt-txt . 

om 2nd xa, D'(and lat). 

though vulg 

bef каб nu. NI. 

and death of Christ, and the will of God 
ав fulfilled by Christ's obedience: the one 
includes the other: the latter was the con- 
dition of the former. Justiniani inclines 
to understand dy & GeAfpar: of the will of 
Christ, as ex above: and so Calvin 
etas 1 Thess. iv. 3, Нос voluntas est 

risti, sanctificatio vestra"), Schdttgen, 
and Carpzov. But clearly this cannot be 
80) we have been sanc (see on the 
word éy:é{w, and on the use of the present 
and past passive participles of it, note on 
ch. it. 11. Here the рее part. ів used, 
inasmuch as it is the flnished work of 
Christ in its potentiality, not the prooess 
of it on us, which is spoken of: see ver. 
14, rereAeloker els Tò Sinvexts rods kyia- 
(out Hot: which final completion is here 
indicated by the T gus part.) through 
the offering of the body (the reading 
afuaros would, besides losing the reference 
to the sua xarnprice цо, introduce an 
inaccuracy into the typology. It is by the 
Blood of Christ that we are reconciled to 
God, but by the offering of His Body that 
we are made holy. The one concerns our 
acceptance as acquitted from sin; the other 
our perfection in holiness by union with 
Him and participation in His Spirit. Thus 
we distinguish the two in the Communion 
Service: “that our sinful bodies may be 
made clean hy His Body, and our souls 
washed through His most precious Blood") 
of Jesus Christ, once for all (it may seem 
doubtful to which ёфётаЁ belongs, whe- 
ther to 78s проѕфораз, or to jryugévoi 
ёсџёу. For the former, may be said, that 
the once-for-all-ness of the offering of 
Christ is often insisted on by our Writer, 
ef. ch. vii. 27; ix. 12, 26, 28 ; vv. 12, 14. 
Against it, that thus we should seem to 
require the article тӯѕ before èpdrat. 
But this last is not needed, and no argu- 
ment can be founded on its absence. 
Rather should we argue from the context, 
and y on the assertion is not mainl 
of our being sanctifled once for all, thoug 
that does come in in ver. 14 as a conse- 
quence of the Ша zpospopd, but of our 
sanctification having taken place by means 

D-lat has sacerdos 

Лет. 

of a final efficacious sacrifice, which does 
not, as those legal ones did, need repeat- 
ing. I should therefore be dis to 
join épdaat with rpospopâs, with Syr. 
Œc., ТЫ. (8:4 тўз xpospopas тоб сёра» 
Tos TOU уригтоў Tis pára "yervopérns), 
Schlichting, Jac. Cappell., Limborch, Stein, 
al, and against Bleek, Liinem., Hofm., 
Delitzsch, and most of the best Commen- 
tators). 11—14.] See summary at 
ver. 1. п.) (cal introduces а 
new particular of contrast: and besides’) 
every high priest (much has of late been 
said by Delitzsch against the reading 
àpxupeós, as bringing in an inaccuracy 
which our Writer could not be guilty of, 
seeing that the igh priests did not officiate 
in the daily sacrifice. But all such argu- 
ments are worthless against preponde- 
rating evidence, and rather tend the 
other way, viz. to shew how natural it 
was to alter àpxiepeós to Геребѕ, on 
account of this very difficulty. So that 
on the “ procliviori prestat ardua” prin- 
ciple as well, we are bound I conceive 
to retain ápyiepeós. And with regard to 
the alleged inaccuracy, I really think that 
if closely viewed, it will prove rather to 
be a fine and deep touch of truth. The 
High-priesthood of our Lord is to be 
compared with that of the Jewish legal 
high piae On the one side is Jesus, 
alone in the glory of his office and virtue 
of his sacrifice; on the other is the Jewish 
high-priesthood, not one man but many, 
by reason of death; represented in all its 
acts, personal or delegated, by its holder 
for the time, by was &pyiepeós, offering 
not one, but many sacrifices. This &px- 
iepeós ів the representative of the whole 
priesthood. Whether he ministered in 
the daily service of the temple himself 
or not, it is he who embodies the acts 
and sufferings of Israel in his own person. 
How Delitzsch can say that such an idea 
is foreign alike to the Bible and the 
Jewish mind, I am at a loss to under- 
stand, considering the liberation at the 
death of the high priest, not to insist on 
the ceremonies themselves at the day of 
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19. rec avros (see note), with DKL rel Cyr-jer, Thdrt [ Damasc] ТЫ Ge: txt AC 
DUN k 17 [47] Chr, [Euthal-ms] Cyr,. [FIRE VL 1 Chr, [ J Cyr, 

atonement, when he was clearly the centre 
and representative of the priesthood, and 
indeed of all Israel. In treating of the 
Head of во compact a system as the 
Jewish priesthood it is clearly allowable, 
if any where, to bring in the principle, 
«qui facit per alterum, facit per se." Bee 
ch. vii. 27, where the very same коб 
þuépav is predicated of the ápxiepeós) 
standeth (see reff. No priest nor other 
person might eit in the inner court of the 
temple, except the king. There is per- 
haps more than a fortuitous contrast to 
éxdficey below. So (Ec. and Thl., aft. 
Chrys.: pa rb dordya: onucidy ёст: тоў 
Аетоџруєіу, Tò 8d cab, Sswep ô 
xperTós dxdDurer èv Be тоў rarpds, 
onucidy dori тод Acitoupyeicba ola deb 
évra. The vulgate rendering, “presto 
est," is clearly wrong) day by day minis- 
tering (see note, ch. viii. 2), and (xal 
pringe oat that in the Aerovpyia, which 
the Writer wisbes most to emphasize) 
often offering the same sacrifices, the 
which (i.e. of a sort which, such as) can 
mever take away (lit. ‘strip off all 
round: so of a ring, Gen. xli. 42: Esth. 
lii. 10: Jos. Апі. xix. 2. 8: lian V. Н. 
i. 21: Herod. iii. 41: of clothes from the 
body, Gen. xxxviii 14: Deut. xxi. 13: 
Jonah iii 6: 2 Macc. iv. 88. See ref.: 
and many more examples in Bleek. And 
such a word is liarly fitting to express 
the removal of that of which it is said, 
ch. v. 2, abrds replæetrat àa0éreiay, and 
which is called, ch. xii. 1, J cbreplo raros 
&uapría. The sacrifice might bring sense 
of partial forgiveness: but it could never 
denude the offerer of sinfulness—strip off 
and take away his guilt) sins: 
19.] but He (‘this (man),’ or, (priest) : 
but such rendering should be avoided if 

ible, as should all renderings which 
import a new generic idea into the text, as 
always causing confusion : cf. for a notable 
example, 1 Cor. ii. 11 end in E. V.) 
ha offered ene sacrifice for sins 
on the ctuation, see below) for ever 
els тд 1 may be joined either 
with the preceding or with the following 

ex de u A 81; ек Setia (sic) NI, ad 

words. If with the ing, as Thl. 
(Ovalap . . els т} 8. бркоўтау ui, and 
во (Ec.), Luther, Castellio, Beza b, Chr. F. 
Schmid, Bengel, Böhme, Stein, al., we ob- 
serve the usage of the Epistle, which is to 
place els ті Sinvexds after that which it 
qualifies (reff.): we have ula dvola eis 
Tò deres opposed to ras abras Ovaías 
voÀAdxis ; and we keep the propriety of 
the sense, according to what follows, rd 
Аоф» exBexduevos боз k. r. A., and ac- 
cording to 1 Cor. xv. 28, where we are 
expressly told, that the session of our tri- 
umphant Saviour will have ita end as such, 
If we join the words with the following, 
as Syr., D-lat., Faber Stap., Erasm., Cal- 
vin, Schlichting, Grot., Wolf, al., Schulz, 
De Wette, Bleek, Liinem., Ebrard, Hof- 
mann, Delitzsch, al., we more thorough! 
satisfy the construction, in which eis 7 
3invexds seems to refer better to an en- 
during state than to а past act, or at all 
events not to this last without a harsh 
ellipsis, “ having offered one sacrifice (the 
virtue of which will endure) for ever 2? we 
preserve the contrast between derygker 
kab ўиёро» and els тд Senvexts ёкібісеу : 
we preserve also the balance between the 
clauses ending троғфірюу velas, and 
aposevéynas Өисіау: and we are in full 
accordance with the lepebs els тду aldva 
so often insisted on. And to this latter 
arrangement I incline, not however laying 
it down as certain. The objection taken 
above, as to the change in the nature of 
Christ’s session at the end, when all things 
shall have been put under His feet, may 
be met by saying that such change, bein 
obviously included in His ultimate сае o 
reception into s presence in ven, 
does not here cous? as a change, where 
the question is of renewal of sacrifice, with 

rd to which that session is eternal) 
sat down on the right hand of God, 
18.] henceforth waiting (this sense of 
ixBéyopas is said to belong exclusively to 
later Greek : but not altogether accurately, 
cf. Soph. Phil. 123, керох dv d&. 
It is, however, much more frequent in tho 
later classics. We have éxóéxy. fos ky 
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20. om xa: Dl. 

exquisite is the skill of arrangement and 
development, thut the very exhortation 
with which he closed the former portion of 
the Epistle where first he began to prepare 
the way for his great argument, ch. iv. 14 
—16, is now resumed, deepened indeed and 
expanded by the interveniüg demonstra- 
tion, but in spirit and substance the same: 
хроѕерхбреда per AH xapBlas ёу TAN- 
podoplg lors here, answering to pos- 
epxópeða perà wrappnolas тё Өрбуф ij: 
xáptros there, and karéxeuer Thy poro- 
(ау here to xpar&per тїз Suodcylas there. 

19.) Having (Éxorres is placed first 
аз carrying the emphasis: ‘ possessing, as 
we do...’) therefore (as above proved : 
оф» collects and infers), brethren (see on ch. 
iii. 1), confidence (see on ch. iii. 6. 

here as well as there is not justifica- 
tion, right (éfovelay Hesych.) to enter, 
but purely subjective, confidence, boldness) 
as з the (our, see below) entering 
into holy places (for construction, see 
reff, xal yàp ёте) ёфё0псау huir тё 
à мата, wappnolay Éxoner wpós ò 
eisépyecOa els тё Ayia, TovréaTiw els Tbv 
ebparóv. Thl. ў «одос is our entering, 
not Christ’s entering, ав Heinrichs and 
Dindorf: see ch. iv. 16, xposepyducta 
perà wappnolas TQ Opórp тїз xáprros) 
in the blood of Jesus (the é» introduces 
that wherein the confidence is grounded : 
ef. ref., dy ф Axone rv agp na. ка) 
[73и] *posayeryfó». He having once 
entered in with His blood as our High 
Priest, and thereby all atonement and 
propitiation having been for ever ac- 
complished, it is in that blood that our 
boldness to enter in is grounded. To un- 
derstand év, with Bleek and Stier, as in ch. 
ix. 25, elsépyera: eis ra Ayia... èv aluari 

ply, is in fact to make us, as priests, 
renew Christ's offering of Himself. * We 
enter," says Stier, with the blood of Jesus, 
-even with the same, wherewith He entered 
before us:” which is very like a contra- 
diction in terms, and is at all events inac- 
curate theology. We do not take the 
blood of Christ with us into the presence of 
God: itis there already once for all, and our 
confidence of access is therein grounded, 
that it is there. See note on ch. xii. 24), 

20.] which (entrance: во (Ес. 
(below), ТЫ. (below), and most Commen- 
tators. Some, as Eet., Erasm., Calv., Beza, 

refer the relative to aları, making it 
attracted into the fem. by ó8óv. Some 
again, as Seb. Schmidt, Hammond, al., and 
D-lat., refer it to wappyolay. The vulg., 
* quam initiavit nobis viam novam," will 
bear either) He initiated (first opened: 
better than E. V., “ consecrated,” which 
seems as if it existed before: so Œc., ў» 
elsodor тё» &ylæv убу vewor) Éreue: and 
Thl, фута elsodor tay aylev aires 
jui» 68» ёуєкау:сє, our véav dq dd 
éxolncey, abris тафттз aAptdueros, ка) 
abrós tabrny Bablcas wpéros. On the 
word, see note, ch. ix. 18) for us (as) a 
way (636, is predicative, ‘to be a way?) 
recent (ds rére трёто» фауєісау, Thdrt. : 
ef. Rom. xvi. 25, 26, дистуріоо xpévas 
aiævlois сесгутиёуоо, фауєрюбёутоѕ 84 viv 
K.T.A., and ch. ix. 26. On the use of 
трбсфатос, вее esp. Wetst. h.l. and Lobeck 
on Phryn. p. 374 f. The original meaning 
is ‘slain before,’ from vp and e$d(w or 
сфітте ; and thus, just before, recently, 
slain or killed : so ni œ. 757. According 
to usage, it means ‘fresh,’ recens, in con- 
trast to жааб, old or antiquated: and 
is used not only of recently slain meat 
(Hippocr.), or a fresh corpse, vexpds ярбќ- 
aparos (Herod. ii. 89, 121), but also ix6Us, 
ala, móa, стафолё (Dioscorid. v. 12: 
Num. vi. 8), KAQirov, ꝓbros, йубоз, ÉAaio», 
&Акоѕ, хиб» (Polyb. iii. 55. 1), udprvpes 
Aristot. Rhet. i. 15), ику (Plutarch), 
rx (Polyb. i. 21. 9), єферүєт!ш (id. 

ii. 46. 1), Steal (Eschyl. Choeph. 800), 
épyf (Lys. p. 151. 5: Jos. Antt. i. 18. s} 
odo (Plut. Themistocl. p. 124 a), De- 
mosth. p. 651. 15, £xaeros, A т: ev, 
wpócQaros xplvera: (seo also reff.): and 
Eccles. i. 9, ойк Lori тау трбафато» bwd 
Tb» $Ммо>».” Bleek. Others as Passow, 
derive the word from pd, and pérw. 
But ярбсфатоѕ bas not, as Ebrard would 
make it, the meaning of ever fresh :” 
only that of sew, of late origin.“ None 
before Him trod this way: no believer 
under the O. T. dared or could, though 
under a dispensation of preparatory grace, 
approach God so freely and openly, so 
fearlessly and joyfully, so closely and inti- 
mately, as we now, who come to the Father 
by the blood of Jesus, His Son.” Stier) 
and living (as contrasted with the mere 
dead ceremony of entrance into the earthly 
holy place. This entrance is a real, living 
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1тоутётт) THS capküs avro), ?! kal iepéa ™ péyav " ёті тор Veh vis ren. 
° olxov Tod Өєоў, ?? P mposepyæwueba Y herd ad rap- nf- ua. 

o = 1 Tim. ili, 15. 1 Pet. iv. 17. see 1 Pet. ii. 6. 21, 23. 
iv. N. хіх. 36 al. Job ii. 3. 

ins dia bef rns Di. 

Matt. xxv. 
p ch. iv. 16. q = John 

22. xposepxeueda D[-gr] KL[P] c d g^ k o: txt ACN latt [Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt 
asc. кет (for uera) C Damasc. 

and working entrance; the animated sub- 
stance of what is imported, not the dead 
shadow. And so Lünemann and Delitzsch : 
and very nearly, Ebrard and Stier. Most 
Commentators make {away = (оотогод- 
сау, producing, or leading to life: во 
Faber Stap., Schlichting, Grot., Peirce, 
Wetst., Bóhme, Kuinoel, De Wette, Ols- 
hausen. Others, as Bl., interpret it, 
“everlasting :”” and so Chrys, ойк elre 
ens, ААЛА (Goavy abrhy ékáAece, Thr 
pévoucay obra d (Ec., els. (ey bv- 
тоз $épei, Sri ко) abr C kal Duueri(e. 
ярбсфатоу cindy, Туа uh vis єїкт' obxoty 
ei ярбафатоз, kal savOfjcerav — "ygpác- 
koua yàp xal жашоону ко) abrh, 
Sep kal J rt жалоаѕ DiaÓfjens ката- 
AvOferar ob pey ody, pnoiv, &ёАХА& трб- 
caros о$аа de) yedá(ovaa kal (aoa farai, 
ойёёкоте émibeyouévg Odvarov kal rard- 
уон») through (8.6 here in its primary 
local meaning, through, not in its de- 
rived instrumental one. But по ob or 
&yovoay need be supplied, as Bleek: 31d 
follows directly upon évexaívic ev) the veil, 
that is, his flesh (on кататёт see 
note, ch. vi. 19. The Flesh of Christ 
is here spoken of as the veil hung before 
the holiest place; that weak human mortal 
flesh was the state through which He had 
to pass before He could enter the holiest 
in heaven for us, and when He put off that 
flesh, the actual veil in the temple was rent 
from top to bottom, Matt. xxvii. 61. And 
80 in the main, the great body of interpre- 
ters: the Greek Commentators however, 
not quite accurately: e. g. Chrys, ў yàp 
càpt абту Éreue жрёт) Thy дф$ф» айтф 
éxelyn», hy ко} dyxawioa AH тф ка} 
abTbs &:ӧсои 8:4 тайттз Babica rara- 
яётасра 82 єікбтоз ёкёЛєсє Thy odpra 
бте yàp үўрќ0з eis v тфтє ёфбут rà фу 
Tois obpavois. And similarly Thl. and 
(Ec., the latter however giving an alterna- 
tive, kal drt Expurrey dy avri Th» Oed- 
r Kal тобто yàp Їйї» кататетіс- 
paros. Thdrt. understands it of the body 
of the Lord partaken in the Holy Commu- 
nion: no less strangely than erroneously : 
for it is not the Body, but the Flesh of 
Christ which is the veil: and what our 
Writer means by that expression is evi- 
dent from ch. v. 7, where è» rais ulpcus 

Tis capxbs abroU points to the time of 
His suffering Humanity), — 21.) and 
(‘having rò Éyovres йт) кошой, Œc.) а 
great Priest (i. e.a great High Priest; but 
here his Priesthood, not his High-priest- 
5555 is more Fiir "е 

not suppose that péyas importa 
‘High Priest,’ as д aire ó аёуаз in the 
LXX and Philo: our Writer always uses 
dpxcepeds for it, and in ch. iv. 14, calls our 
Lord ёрхгерќи péyan Не is fepeds цёуаз, 
because He is a Priest on his throne, a 
= sacerdos regius et rex sacerdotalis," as 
Delitzsch quotes from Seb. Schmidt) over 
the house of God (this substitution of the 
preposition of motion for that of rest, is 
indicative of a later phase of a language, 
and requires the supplying of тетауцќуор, 
or some similar word, to make it good 
Greek: so HevoxAéa rate» ёт) rods 
iwrets, Xen. Cyr. iv. 5. 19. The оїкоє 
deod here ned not be more limited in 
meaning than in the similar passage ch. 
iii. 2: olxo 5è 0є00 тойт життоф$ pos- 
nyépevoev, Thdrt., (Ec, Estius, al. But 
it is alleged that the expreesion here must 
mean the heaven: Thl. having mentioned 
the other, says, $, бхєр olua: HNA, Tb» 
obpavós ёкєуоу yàp ко) Cya кале, xal 
фу relve Aevrovpyyeiy toy lepéa XC yet, бтёр 
z ud éyrvyxávorra: and so many Com- 
mentators. But Delitzsch well observes 
that the one meaning, the narrower, need 
not exclude the other, the wider. It is 
hardly probable, to begin with, that our 
Writer should in two places describe Christ 
as set èr) Tv olxoy той cob, in meanings 
entirely different from each other. Clearly, 
the heavenly sanctuary is regarded by him 
as also including the earthly, the Church 
above as the home of the Church below: 
see ch. xii. 22 fl.), 92.) let us ap- 
proach (xposépxec@a, seo ref., = éyyl(ew 
7G беф ch. vii. 19, and is a word belonging 
to worship. So that the participial clauses 
which follow are best regarded as both 
belonging to яроѕерхеиеба, since they also 
describe requisite preparations for worship: 
все this further treated below, on ver. 28) 
with a true heart (xepls ówokpiceows, 
Chrys. 80 Hezekiah pleads, Isa. xxxviii. 
8, d rope футб» cov ретй &An8clas 
Фу cap ANU ni in full assurance 

02 
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only t. 
s ch. iz. 13 reff. 
t = Acta xvi. 33. Sir. xxxi. (xxziv.) 25. 

21. see ch. ix. 9 reff. v John zlii. 10. 

rec єрраутісиеро, with D'KLN? rel: eparr. [m] 17: txt ACD![P IN. 
реро: D!( P]N 39. 46. 73. 

(wAypodopla, subjective, as in ch. vi. 11: 
see note there) of faith (with no doubt as 
to the certainty of our access to God by 
the blood of Jesus), having our hearts 
sprinkled from (pregnant construction for 
* sprinkled, and by that sprinkling cleansed 
from’) an evil conscience (а conscience 
polluted with the guilt of sin: for “if a 
man’s practice be bad, bis conscience, in 
so far as it is the consciousness of that prac- 
tice, is xownpd:” see Delitzsch, Biblische 
Psychologie, p. 163) and having our body 
washed with pure water (both these 
clauses refer to the legal purifications of 
the Levitical priests, which took place by 
means of blood and water. At their first 
dedication, Aaron and his sons were 
sprinkled with blood, their bodies and 

eir clothes, Exod. xxix. 21: Levit. viii. 
80. And so are we to be as God's priesta, 
having access to Him, sprinkled with 
blood, not outwardly with that of the ram 
of consecration, but inwardly with that 
of the Lamb of God: the first could only 
produce кабарбттта Tí capxós (ch. ix. 
13), but the second, pureness of heart and 
conscience in God's sight. The washing 
with water nlso (Exod, xxix. 4) was to be 
part of the cleansing of Aaron and his sons: 
nor only 80, but as often as they entered 
the holy place or approached the altar, 
they were to wash their hands and feet in 
the brazen laver, Exod. xxx. 20; xl. 80— 
82: and the high priest, on the day of 
atonement, ober r way Tb cya 
abro), Levit. xvi. 4. There can be no 
reasonable doubt that this clause refers 
directly to Christian baptism. The Aov- 
rpby ToU Bs of Eph. v. 26, and the 
Aovrpb» waAvyyevecías, Titus iii. 6, are 
&nalogous expressions: and the express 
mention of o@ua here, as distinguished 
from xapBías before, stamps this interpre- 
tation with certainty. This distinction 
makes it impossible, with Calvin, Lim- 
borch, Owen, Bengel, Ebrard, and the old 
Socinians, Schlichting, al, to spiritualize 
away the meaning into * Christi spiritus 
et doctrina, seu spiritunlis illa aqua, qua 
suos perfundit Christus, ipsius etiam san- 
guine non excluso" (Schlichting); for 
cupa confines the reference to an outward 
act. And so Thl. (rg rot Barrioparos 
ec. тод сёратоѕ det тараЛацВбуєтси 

but w. & u во, 
Acta іх. 37. xvi. 83. 

., Acts xxiii. 1. 1 Tim. 1. 6, 19. 1 Pet. iii. 16, 
2 Pet. il. 22. Кет. і. 6 only. Lxvrr. xvi. 4. 

Acova- 

Tb B8wp° 8:ттӧр yp Üvrew huir, ёттЎ 
ка} 3j xd@apois), Thdrt., Œc., al. Böhme, 
Kuin., Thol, De W., Bleek, Linem., 
Delitzsch, and the mnjority of Commen- 
tators. Still in maintaining the externality 
of the words, as referring, and referring 
solely, to Baptism, we must remember, that 
Baptism itself is not a mere external rite, 
but at every mention of it carries the 
thought further, viz. to that spiritual 
washing of which it is iteelf symbolical and 
sacramental. Notice here that the word 
is тд сёра, and not 1% odpra, as ch. ix. 
18: our whole natural life, and not the 
mere outside surface: that in which our 
soul dwells and works, the seat of the 
emotions and desires: this also must be 
purified in those who would approach God 
in Christ. So that I would understand 
with Delitzsch (whose note here by all 
means see), that the sprinkling the heart 
From an evil conscience is, so to speak, 
intra-sacramental, a spiritual application 
of the purifying Blood, beyond sacramental 
rites, and the washing the body with pure 
water is purely sacramental, the effect of 
baptism taken in its whole blessed mean- 
ing and fulfilment as regards our natural 
existence. The end of his note is ver 
beautiful: “As priests we are sprinkled, 
as priests we are bathed : sprinkled so that 
our hearts are freed from an evil conscience, 
and thus from self-condemnation, sprinkled 
with Christ’s Blood, to be sprinkled with 
which and to be certain of and joyful in 
justification before God is one and the same 
thing,— washed in Holy Baptism, whose 
pure water penetrates with its saving power 
not only into the depths of our self-con- 
scious life, but also into tlie very founda- 
tion of our corporeity, and thus sanctifies 
us not only in the flesh, but in the body 
and in the spirit: so bringing us, in our 
whole personal existence, through the 
Blood speaking in the Sanctuary, through 
the Water welling forth out of the Sanc- 
tuary, into so real а connexion, so close 
an union with the Sanctuary itself, that we 
are at all times privileged to enter into the 
Sanctuary, and to use, in faith, the new 
and living way." Оп the further details 
of the passage see Hofmann, Weissagung 
u. Erfüllung, ii. 284: Schriftbeweis, й. 2. 
161. The perfect participles shew that а 
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= 00атг " кабар" B х xaréywpev тўр I opodoyiay Tijs * ÈN- + Num. v. 17, 
mises d x,, motòs yàp ò *émawyyeiXápevos: % ка} 

k. xzzvi. 
25. 

x ch. iii. 6 reff. 

4 karavoðpev GAANAOUS eis °mapofvopòv ayamns Kai’ ng 
2 — ch. iii. 6 

f кад» !ëpywv, un Е ёукатаћеітортес THY h é ,- т. 
Symm. бркос BéBatos, axd Philo de Spee. Leg. } 1. vol. ii. p. 370. 
14. . 2 Thess. mi th рее! р 

d = ch. iii. 1 reff. 

xxvii. 46 | Mk., from Ps. xxi. 1. 3 Cor. ix. 9. 
Ш. 1 only +. 2 Macc. il. 7 only. (see note.) 

23. тус eàr. bef Tn» онол. D vulg [aft arAu 47]. 
approving) [vulg F-lat Syr sth]. 

Cor. i. 9. x. beso 1 
с вее note. Tit. 1.2. James i. 13. il. 5. 1 John ii. 25. 

д е = here (Acts xv. 39) only {. (Deut. xxix. 28. Jer. xxxix. и.) 37 А 
2 dE тї Johix M33. 1 Tm HLI ар. АПЕК ЕГЕР e а 

. iv. 10,16. ch. xiii, 5. Wied. х. 13. h J These. 

aft er. ins quer MN! (Ne dia- 

25. eykaraAvrovres Ж c 1 Chr-3-mss, -Aecrórres [D?] о: caraxtr. Dl. 

state is spoken of introduced by one act 
the effect of which is abiding) : 83.] 
(First we must treat of the punctuati 
and connexion. I have stated above the 
ground for attaching ка) AeAovuéroi K. T. A. 
to the foregoing, with Syr,, Primas., Faber 
Stap., Luther, E. V., Estius, Seb. Schmidt, 
Cramer, Michaelis (paraphr.), Wolf, Baum- 

rten, Storr, Kuin., Wette, Bleek, 
elitzsch,—not to karéxeper with Erasm., 

Beza, Erasm. Schmid, Bengel, Peirce (and 
Michaelis as Peirce), Griesb., Knapp, Hein- 
richs, Schulz, Bóhme, Lachmann, Tho- 
luck, Tischdf. (edn. 2), Ebrard, Lünemann. 
Besides, 1. the ground there alleged, it may 
be farther urged, 2. that the AeAovuévoi 
has no imaginable connexion with xar- 
хоре» k. 7. A., whereas it continues to 
describe the condition in which we are to 
approach God : and, 8. that by joining this 
participial clause with what follows, the 
rhythm of the sentence (agst. Lünem.) is 
entirely broken up. Then, thus much 
being determined, our next question is, 
what stop to set after кабарф. Bleek 
prefers a period, Delitzsch a comma only. 
I believe a colon, as after éwayye:Aduevos, 
would best give the form of the sentence, 
in which the three verbe, vposepxóue&a . . . 
катёхорер .. . ка} karavoopuev, are COTTE- 
lative) let us hold fast (= кратдџе», ch. 
iv. 14: let us hold with full and conscious 
possession : see ch. iii. 6, 14) the confes- 
sion (see on ch. iv. 14: subjective, but ina 
pregnant sense,—that which we confess, 
held in our confession of it) of our hope 
(see ch. iii. 6 : and bear in mind that Arts 
is used also for the object of hope subjec- 
tivized: our hope (subj.), as including 
that on which it is fixed) so that it may 
be without wavering (* Valcknaer сош- 

res xew AKA Tbv Aoywpór, 4 Macc. 
vi. 7. Del. The adjective predicates that 
which the confession becomes by being 
held fast: = BeBalay, ch. iii. 14. The 
word itself is late Greek, found in lian, 
V. H. xii. 64: Lucian, Encom. Demosth. 
38: Philo, al.): for He is faithful that 
promised (viz. God, see reff.: and ch. vi. 

18; xi. 11; zii. 26, as referring to Him the 
title d éwayyaAdpevos. Thi. interpreta 
it, ö xpiords ô eledv, Fr. Oro elu d, 
wal д 8idxovos 5 duds fora, and similarly 
(Ec., al, but not so accurately): 
a] and (“How beautifully does this 
chain of exhortations of our Writer fall 
into a triple division, according to St. 
Paul's trias of the Christian life, 1 Cor. 
xiii. 18: 1 Thess. i. 3; v. 8: Col. i. 4 f. 
Next to an exhortation to approach God 
in full assurance of faith, follows one to 
hold fast the confession of Лоре, and now 
comes one to emulate one another in 
love.“ Delitzsch. On the connexion, see 
above: we are still dependent on Éxorr«s 
обу above) let us consider one another 
(all of us have all in continual remem- 
brance, bearing one another’s characters 
and wants and weaknesses in mind. This 
is far better than the merely one-sided 
explanation given by Chrys., Thl. (rovr- 
(or, èmiokonðpev ef tis évdperos, Iva 
тотоу шиёцеда` oby Iva pOovapev, GAA’ 
Tra харо$оуфдеба nA NO els тд Tà abrà 
dice lr xara Epya voieiy), Thdrt., Primas., 
Michaelis, Bleek (who endeavours to unite 
both views): катауоєќу has already been 
noticed, ch. iii. 1) with a view to provo- 
cation (usually we have wapofvopds in а 
bad sense, as our word provocation : so in 
reff. The verb is sometimes used in the 
classics in а good sense: e. g. Xen. Mem. 
iii. 8. 18, Nortulg, ётер hdr rap- 
otéves *pós T калі kal футша: (Econ. 
18. 9, al ф:Абтіщо тё» фісеюу ка) TQ 
d ral u]  wapotóvovra: : Thuc. vi. 88, 
хареА@ф» Bè б "AAKiBddns харф оё тє 
robs Aaxed. к. ёритсе, Adyoow тобе, 
And thus the subst. must be taken here: 
* provocatio amoris et bonorum operum, 
cui," says Bengel, “ contraria provocatio 
odii ”) of (tending to produce: or we may 
say that it is a wapotvopos &ydans, the 
love itself being thereb excited) love and 
good works; 25.] not deserting the 
assembling together of ourselves (the 
word imouvayeyh, ns its verb émouy- 
dyew, belongs to late Greek : Bleek gives 
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2 Mer. h. Kab "TogoUTQ padXov "baw rere ? eyyilovcay тти 
4. 

k as above (i). 
elaw., Luke h Пер se 
li. 9 a9, Acts vi. 14 as.) only +. Wied. ziv. 16. 2 Мас 

18. 2 Cor. iii. 1. z. 2. 1 Tim. 1. З al. за = 
Rom. vii. 23. р = Matt ili. 2 al. fr. 

for eavrwv, avrev Wt. 

examples from Polyb., Plut, Phedrus. 
The LXX use the verb many times, of 
gathering in a hostile sense (Micah iv. 
11: Zech. xii. 8; xiv. 2: Ps. xxx. 14 AN: 
1 Mace. iii. 58; v. 9) and of God gather- 
ing His people together (Ps. ci. 23 A 
(covey. BR); cv. 47 ; exlvi. 2: 2 Macc. i. 
27; її. 18). And so in N. T. (Matt. xxiii. 
37 ; xxiv. 31: Mark xiii. 27: Luke xiii. 
84). In the only place (ref.) where the 
substantive occurs, it is of our gathering 
together to Christ at His coming, just as 
the verb in the above-cited places of the 
Gospels. Here, the question is whether 
it is to be understood of the congregation 
of the faithful generally, the Church,—as 
the word congregation bas come from the 
act of assembling to signify the body thus 
assembled,—or of the single acts of assem- 
bling and gathering together of the various 
assemblies of Christians at various times. 
The former is held by Primasius (“ con- 

tionem fidelium"), Calvin, Justiniani 
(“ malim de tota ecclesia hæc verba 
Pauli intelligere, ut hortetur Hebræos ad 
retinendam fidem, utque a cœtu fidelium 
non recedant”), Јао. Cappell., Böhme, 
Bretschneider, al. But the other is held 
by most Commentators, and seems far more 
appropriate here. Thus Chrys. (olg e ard 
Tis guvovolas К. THS exiouvayeyys ro- 
Аў» ob thy loxóv), Œc. (тд yàp ёе 
cuyñ xai ext тд abrd, dydens dori yev- 
уттікбу), Thi. (similarly), Beza, Camero, 
Schlichting, Limborch, Schéttgen, Wolf, 
al, and Tholuck, De Wette, Ebrard, 
Lünem., Hofm., Delitzsch, al. Del. sug. 
gests that our Writer may have used 
éxuruvayeryh, not cuvayoryh, to avoid the 
Judaistic sound of this latter. Otherwise 
the use would be accountable enough, 
éricvrayoryf, being a ura. ёт) rò абтб, 
and thus pointing more at the several 
laces where the assemblies were held), as 

is the habit with some (this «ads dos 
Twv pretty plainly shews that not formal 
apostasies, but habits of negligence, arein 
the Writer's view. How far these might 
in time lead to the other, is а thought 
which no doubt lies in the background 
when he says xaTavoópuev àAAfjovs, and 
wapaxaAoUrres : and is more directly sug- 
gested by the awful cautions which follow. 
Grot., al. compare Ignatius, ad Polycarp. 

L ^ 

26 т éxovaliws yap àpapravovrev шди herd тд 
е. хі. 25 only. constr., Acts xxv. 16. 

ch. hii. 13 reif. 
Ezek. xii. 23. n 

r= here (1 Pet. v. 2) only. 2 Масс. хіт. 3. (-cos, Philem.14.) axovoiws aj., Lev. iv. 2, 27. v. 15 al. 

aft єбоз ins er D! valg Chr- ms. 

` 

l= 1 Cor. iv. 
o & constr., 

q = 1 Cor. iii. 13. 1 Thess. v. 4. 
a ver. 15 reff. 

оооу EN! [c]. 

n cb. vii. 20, 22 reff. 

4, p. 721, тукубтєроу avraryoryal yer, 
сау: and Ad Eph. 13, p. 656, exovBd(ere 
оф» жокубтероу avrépxeaÜa. eis ebxapirría» 
0coV к. eis Sdtar bray yap жикушз ёт) тд 
ађтд yiverOe, xaBaspovyra: al Buvduers rov 
gatava, к. Ader 6 $Аєброз adrob ey тӯ 
dpovole iptv ris пісте), but exhort- 
ing (supply not rh» éxisuvayoryhy, as 
(Ec. (riva; rhe éxiouvcyoryhy éavrer, 
тоотќстіу, GAfAous & Kowov yap Thy 
dmicuvayeryhy A r,)’, Hofmann, aL, 
but éavrovs, out of the éavræv just pre- 
ceding. бое ch. iii. 13, dAAd vapaxaA cire 
davrods каб ixdorny pépa». An alter- 
native in (Ec. supplies rods &c0ereerépovs : 
but it is ап unnecessary limitation: all 
would need it); and so much the more 
(this TocovTy urov is better taken as 
belonging to the two ing participial 
clauses only, to which it is syntactically 
attached, than as belonging to the whole 
from катёхореу), ва (= dow naAXor, ‘the 
more; must be joined with AAérere, not 
with dyyi(oveay, the nearer ye see’) ye 
866 (this BAérere, in the second person, is 
unexpected in the midst of the *oratio 
communicativa.” It appeals at once to 
the watchfulness and discernment of the 
readers ns regards the signs of the times. 
That Day indeed, in its great final sense, 
is always near, always ready to brenk forth 
upon the Church: but these Hebrews lived 
actually close upon one of those great types 
and foretastes of it, the destruction of the 
Holy City—the bloody and fiery dawn, as 
Delitzsch finely calls it, of the Great Day) 
the day (this sbortest of all designations 
of the day of the Lord's coming is found 
only in reff. “It is the Day of days, the 
ending-day of all days, the settling-day of 
all days, the Day of the promotion of Time 
into Eternity, the Day which for the 
Church breaks through and breaks off the 
night of this present world." Delitzsch) 
approaching. - 26—31.] Cantion, 
arising from the mention of that day,— 
which will be not a day of grace, but a day 
of judgment,— of the fearful peril of fall- 
ing away from Christ. The passage finds 
a close parallel in ch. vi. 4 ff., and much of 
what was there said will apply here. 
20.] For if we willingly sin (contrast 
to àkovsíes A&uapráreiw, in reff. and the 
ixovelws ápaprávorres to the &yroourres 
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NaBeiy тту tu Griyvwow тс "àXnÜeias, ойк ёт, “тері az 
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u = 1 Tim. ii. 4. 2 Tim. ii. 25. ili. 7. TW. i. 1. see ! Tim. iv. 8. 
x ver. 31. ch. xli. 21 only. Deut. i. 19 al. 

3 here only t. 
6 reff. 

`~ ть Odapa, Lucian, Philopat. 8. 

20. 1m єтгууюста» (sic) R'(ryy N3: -ow N. corri). 

v. ik. 8. 
v ves. б. w= ch. tv. 

y v. adj., Acts viii. 9. $oflepóv 

ovKeTi терлетети dun 

wept auaprias sposeverkir. Dl, jam non restat peccatis kostia offere D-lat. [The verse, 
except mera . 

к. vAarópevo,, ch. v. 2. The sin meant 
by àuaprdreiy is sufficiently defined by 
the connexion (ydp) with the preceding 
exhortations, and by the description of one 
who has so sinned in ver. 29. Neglect of 
assembling together, and loss of mutual 
exhortation and stimulus, would naturally 
result in (as it would be prompted by an 
inclination that way at first) the awo- 
стўуш ard 0е00 of ch. iii. 12; the rapa- 
rege of ch. vi. 6. It is the sin of 
apostasy from Christ back to the state 
which preceded the reception of Christ, 
viz. Judaism. This is the ground -sin of all 
othersins. Notice the present, not the aor. 
part. If we be found wilfally sinning,’ 
not ‘if we have wilfully sinned,’ at that 
Day. It is not of an act or of any number 
of acta of sin, that the Writer is speaking, 
which might be repented of and blotted 
out: but of a state of sin, in which а man 
is found when that day shall come) after 
the receiving (having received) the know- 
ledge (“It is usually said that yvaors is 
the weaker word, ériyveows the stronger: 
or, the former the more general, the latter 
the more special: or, the former the more 
quiescent, the latter the more active: the 
truth in all these is, that when éxyyecis 
is used, there is the assumption of an 
actual direction of the spirit to a definite 
object and of a real grasping of the same: 
во that we may speak of a false yraois, 
but not of a false éxlyywors. And the 
Writer, by the use of this word, gives 
us to understand that he means by it 
not only a shallow historical notion about 
the Truth, but a living believing know- 
ledge of it, which has laid hold of a man 
and fused him into union with itself." 
Delitzsch. It is most important here to 
keep this cardinal point distinctly in mind: 
that the éxovcíws &uaprárorres аге not 
mere professors of religion, but real con- 
verts, or else ver. 29 becomes unintel- 
ligible) of the truth (the truth of God, 
as во often in St. Paul and St. John), 
there is no longer left remaining (see 
on ch. iv. 6) а sacrifice for sins (for there 
is but One true sacrifice for sins: if a 
man, having availed himself of that One, 
then deliberately casts it behind him, 
there is no second left for him. It will 
be observed that one thing is not, and 

.. аЛтдегаѕ is in Coisl-LX X-marg.] 

need not be, specified in the text. That 
he has exhausted the virtue of the one 
sacrifice, is not said: but in proportion 
to his willing rejection of it, has it ceased 
to operate for him. Не has in fact, as 
Del. observes, shut the door of repentance 
behind him, by the very fact of his bein 
in an abiding state of willing sin. An 
this is still more forcibly brought out 
when, which Del. does not notice, the 
scene of action is transferred to the great 
day of the Lord's coming, and he is found 
in that impenitent state irreparably. This 
verse has been misunderstood, l. by the 
Fathers, who apply it to the Novatian 
controversy, and make it assert the impos- 
sibility of a second baptism: so e. g. " 
ob Tl» nerd, dvaipay Aye таёта, 
Es tives mapevóncay, &АА& Belkrvaw, 
бт: ойк For: Beórepor Báx rio, did odds 
beórepos Odvaros тод xpicTo). volay 
yap Torov кале, ds xal dy Tois кётоті. 
pid yàp босіф rereAclokev eis Tò Bujyexés 
Tb yàp Вёжтісра quà» Tbv Өбуатоу eixo- 
vife ToU христо. srep обу éxeivos els 
обте xal тобто čv. And similarly Chrys., 
(Ec., and Augustine, Inchoat. Exposit. 
Ep. ad Rom. 19, vol. iii. pt. ii., al. 2. By 
Theodore of Mopeuestia and others, who 
interpret it only of those in a state of im- 
penitence, understanding that on penitence 
they will again come under the cleansing 
influence of the blood of Christ: od3 yàp 
dx) той apóvros Blov Thy nerd, 
dyaipei, GAAL TÒ uh «уаш тбте avyxdpnow 
AaBeiy roy ёт) roù *ralew vrata pe- 
pernxdra, xal um-beulay ede) Tb rale 
Setduevor alzOnow, droyle Ti.) perà Tor- 
Айз YS ois dre AO Gudprnua); 27.] 
but (there is left remaining: &woAelvera: 
is common to both clauses) a certain (this 
attaching of vis to an adjective is an ele- 
gance belonging to the more polished style 
of our Writer, and often found in the 
classics: e.g. drírovóv tiva Blov, Diod. 
Sic. v. 89: Ж pixpdy Ti pépos eln avpar- 

nyikĝs Tà rarrird, Xen. ‚ i. 6. 14: 

ка} Kp 8 peydAny тюй бокё ўдйз 
xdpi феер, ibid. vi. 4. 7: see ulso ref. 
Acts, and cf. Winer, § 25. 2. c. Bern- 
hardy’s account of the usage, Syntax, p. 
449, seems to be the true one, that it 
has the power of a doubled adjectival 
sense, and generalizes the quality predi- 
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cated, indicating some one of that kind, 
it may be any one. This is exemplified 
where numerals, or the like of numerals 
are joined with ris,—e. g. was тиз, (kac rós 
Tis, ob8ele ris, тісі où wodAois (Thuc. 
vi. 94), ties óo „es (id. viii. 100), 
éxardy т: (Arr. Ind. 7), тайтаз туй 
Tpeîs (Plato, м р. 601 5), as Cicero, 
* tres aliqui." here, some one $oBepà 
éxdox% out of all that might befall various 
men and dispositions. The indefiniteness 
makes the declaration more awful) fearful 
1 tremendus, not timidus, 

rchtbar, not furchtſam: fearful to think 
of, frightful. No figure of hypallage 
must be thought of, as if paBepa ёкёохђћ 

lo ec = exdoxh xploews oBepas, as 
ac. Cappellus, Heinrichs, al., and Wolf, 

alt.) reception (i.e. meed, doom: not, as I 
believe universally interpreted without re- 
mark, expectation. «Boyd appears never 
to have this sense, and this is the only place 
where it occursin the N.T. Its meanings 
are, 1. reception, principally by succession 
from another: e.g. hin. жараяресВ. 
р. 82. 18, ойк Gavouy кат' афтод Aéyew 
Ф.М№іттоу, Óniri ir Sri Thv ёкёоҳђу o- 
сато pos thy rd ToU oA Éuov: /Eschyl. 
Agam. 299, fryeipey MMA exdoxhy тбдтоу 
Tvpós: Eur. Hippol 860, уєоҳиду ёкдохаїѕ 
eweispépe: какбу: 2. uliar to later 
Greek, and principally found in Polybius, 
snterpretation, acceptation, e.g. of the 
sense of a sentence: so кабйхер ётоюбуто 
Thy ёкдох%у of Kapxnbórioi Poly b. iii. 29. 
4: 4 à» dydynn roteſobas thy ёкдохђи 
Fri K. T. A.,“ quibus ex rebus intelligi debet” 
&c., id. xii, 18. 7. And so Origen, comm. 
in Joann. tom. v. 4, vol, iy. p. 98, 3:4 rà» 
zpóxeipor афтӣ (rij: ypapiis) éxboxfv. 
But of the subjective sense, derived from 
the later meaning of ёкёбхона„ I find no 
hint or example, except the mere assertion 
in our N. T. lexicons, that it has that 
meaning in this place. From whut follows, 
it is much better to take it objectively; all 
which dwoAelwera: is, the reception of the 
doom of judgment, and the wupds (лоз, 
&c.) of judgment <i. e. by the context, un- 
favourable judgment), and fervour of fire 
(the stress is on rupds, and жӧр is per- 
sonified. It is tho fire of God's presence, 
identified with Himself, exactly as in ch. 
хи. 29, 6 Oeds zus wip катауаћіскор: 

and it is the zeal, the fervour, the excan- 
descence of this consuming flre, which 
awaits the apostate from Christ. +d wip 
éxeivo, кадбтер Tis bwd Chàov kerroópevos, 
dy dy eriAdBnra, офк aglyoiw, ААЛА Tpó- 
уш wal ёатауё. Chrys. бра, says Thl., 
rds olov épéxece Tò wip) which shall (in 
péovros the Writer tranfers himself 
again to the present time: q.d. the fire 
which is destined to. . .) devour (ойк elwe 
payer» pdvow GAN’ dle, üiblos BnrAadh. 
Thi. The same expression is found in Il. y. 
182, robs Aua оо: wárvras wp ёс0е) 
the adversaries (some have supposed the 
sense of secret enemies to be conveyed by 
irevayríoys. But as Bl. remarks, the 
word is good Greek, and is constantly 
found, withont any such further sense, 
representing merely a» enemy, e.g. Xen. 
Cyr. i. 6. 88, where éfawaray robs rode- 
plous and ёѓататар robs örerarrlous 
are used as synonymous: Herod. iii. 80, 
where Tb órevavríov rotrov is simply 
‘the opposite of this:“ see Lexx. The 
бб is simply what may be called the ‘sub- 
jectio rei secundaria :’ the prime agent is 
ever supposed to be highest, and his acei- 
dents come up from beneath: thus órép- 
xeral pol т, —ef. Tra opi yévea бто- 
утта, Herod. iii. 159, &c. It is probable 
that the Writer has throughout this clause 
had in his mind ref. Isa., (Aes Afwera 
аф» àraldevrov, ко) viv wip robs ôr- 
evayrious Berat), 28, 29. | Argument 
© a minori, to shew how. gri will be 
the punishment of the apostate from 
Christ. There is a very similar inference in 
ch. ii. 2,3; xii, 25. .] Any one having 
set at nought the (not, a;“ see ch. vii. 
18, 19, both for ёдетегу, and for the differ- 
ence between »óuos and футоА%) law of 
Moses (we must not take this as a general 
assertion, as true of whoever in апу way 
broke the Mosaic law : but as an alleging 
of a well-known fact, that in certain cases 
а breaker of that law wus subject to the 
penalty following. The form of the sen- 
tence might be changed thus, *If Moses" 
law could attach to violations of it the 
inexorable doom of death,’ &c. For the 
logical purpose of the ‘a minori ad majus,’ 
the greater punishment includes the less. 
The reference is especially to Deut. xvii. 2 
—7, where the punishment of death is at- 
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Mbardaow Soxeire ! yeípovos * aEvwOnceras! Tij píae б тӧр v ev. v. 
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i 3 Pet. ii, 90 

кї}; ° коду ? Arynadpevos 3 ёи d V HyidaOn, kal TO * r,mda x сов. ch. 
& EvovBücqv...Expwe ueíCovos à£uncat Tapias, Diod. Ric. xix. II. 1 
xix. 2 t Р m мо v. 13. vii. 6. Luke viii. 5. xil. 1 only. Job хххіх. 15 al. 
xxvi. 28. ch. іх. 20 (from Exod. xxiv. 8). ziii. 20. Zech. ix. 11. 
x. 14, 28. хі. 8. Rom. xiv. 14 bis. 1 Macc. i. 47, 62. 
36. i Pet. i. 13а]. Job кі. 6. q 
xii. 10, 

29. om ev w туаст A Chr-s-inss. 

tached to the same sin as is here in ques- 
tion, viz. apostasy: dà» eUpe05 .... arhp 
3 ушу bs коте: ть xovnpdy ёраут(оу 
Kuplov т. 0«o0 cov, rape de Th» dia- 
Өђкту abToU, ка) &\0бутев (üxeA0óvres A) 
Aatpevowow «ois érépois x. T. A.) dies 
ia normal present) without benefit of 
pls, apart from: not implying that no 
one felt compassion for him, but that such 
compassion, be it what it might, could not 
affect his doom) mercies (the merciful feel- 
ings of any who might be interested for 
him. olxrippds, see on ref. Rom., says 
Bleek, is a purely Alexandrine word, and 
in the LXX and N. T. is generally in the 
plural, answering to the Hebrew opm, 
bowels. хер! oixrippav, onal, фет е obDenía 
ovyyveun о08& tAcos ёкєї. Chrys.) before 
two or three witnesses (rt, as in ch. ix. 
17, in the case of; his death is an event 
contingent on, added to, the fact of twoor 
three witnesses appearing. As to the sense, 
ef. Thl., rovréoriy, ёду бдоА\оуз@р óxb 500 
3 Tplev paprópwv ITI wapéBn rbv vdpor. 
The allusion is to Deut. as above, where it 
is said, ёх) Burl» udprvow 4 el тріо)» 
pdpruaw dwobavetraz) : 29.] of how 
much worse punishment (though ripepla 
does not elsewhere occur in the N. T., we 
have the verb, Acts xxii. б; xxvi. 11), 
think ye (Soxeire stands separate from 
the construction, and forms an appeal to 
the judgment of the readers themselves), 
shall he be found worthy (viz. by God. 
The participle is in the aor., as pointing to 
the single fact of the doom, not to а con- 
tinued estimate), who trampled under foot 
(aor. part. as spoken at that day, and look- 
ing back upon this life. 71 84 ёст: kara- 
warífcas; тоотќот: karapporícas srep 
yàp тё» Karawatoupdvor oùðéva AC 
Axone, ohr Kal ToU xpwToDU pndéva 
AG Éxovres обтоѕ ёк) т) duaprávew 
épxóue0a, Thi. See ref, and cf. John 
xiii. 18.l Stier remarks, “Some of us 
remember the cry, * Ecrasez l'infame!? ") 
the Son of God (the higher title of the 
Mediator of the new covenant is used, to 
heighten the enormity of the crime), and 
&ccounted common the blood of the 
covenant (the alpa тїз Stabijxys, being 
the rixiy ара of Christ Himself, far 

Rom. хх. 16. ver. 10 al. 

iii. 3 reff. thy 
here only. Prov, 

n Matt. 
о see Mark vii. 2,5. Acts 

р = Acts xxvl. 3. Phil. ii. 25, ch. zi. 11, 
r cb. li. 11 в Zech, 

above all blood of sprinkling under the 
old covenant. Even that (Levit. xvi. 19) 
had hallowing power: how much more 
this. But the apostate кору ўуёсато 
this blood—accounted it mere ordinary 
blood of a common man, and if во, con- 
sented to its shedding, for then Christ 
deserved to die as a blasphemer.; And 
this, of that holy Blood, by which we have 
access to God! So that we have quite 
enough for the solemn sepse, by rendering 
коубу common, without going to the fuar- 
ther meaning, unclean, rys. gives both 
meanings: xowdy, Tl dort; Tò ÀxdÜaprov, 
A 75 nud, wAéor Exov тё Лотёу: Œc., 
кобу, Tb unde TG» MA Biapépov, 
olo» Aéyovsiw ol KovTes abrüp VAW 

perro обто: yap obi» ToU jerépov 
Sta x Adr els туђу Adyovow abró: Beza 
compares 1 Сог. xi. 29, uh Siaxplyws Tb 
сёра: and Bretschneider quotes Justin 
Mart. Apol. i. 66, р. 88, où yap &s коф» 
Ќртоу ob8 rowdy жна taŭra AaguBávo- 
дєў. Cf. Acts x. 28, ёро! ó Oeds Weiter 
und va коду fj ёкёбартоу Adyew Ap 
жоу, where the two are distinguished. 
Syr. has “hath counted the blood of the 
covenant of him by which (whom?) he 
hath been sanctified as that of every man.” 
The reader will recall our Lord's own 70 
alua Tb тӯѕ к. Siadhans, cf. ref. Matt. 
|| Mark. See aleo our ch. xiii. 20) in which 
(ав sprinkled with which ; as his element 
and condition of sanctification) he was 
sanctified (see Levit. xvi. 19 LXX, and 
our ch. xiii. 12 and іх. 18. "He had ad- 
vanced so far iu the reality of the spiritual 
life, that this blood had been really applied 
to his heart by faith, and its hallowing and 
purifying effects were visible in his life: 
which makes the contrast the more terrible. 
And Delitzsch finely remarks, as against 
the assertors of mere shallow supralapsa- 
rianism, that without former experience of 
grace, without a life of faith far more thau 
superficial, so irrecoverable a fall into the 
abyss is not possible. It is worthy of 
remark’ how Calvin evades the deep truth, 
contained in the words ép $ jyidoby: 
* Valde indignum est sanguinem Christi, 
qui sanctificationis nostra materia est, 
profanare: hoc vero faciunt, qui desciscunt 
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ms Antch, | Thdrt,(om,). rec xupios bef xpwei, with dE rel copt Chr Thdrt,: 

rimas. txt ADEN! 17 latt syrr wth [arm Euthal-ms Antch,] Thdrt, 

а fide:” thus making усб into dyia- 
(óue0a. Lightfoot’s idea, that Christ is 
the subject of jryis0», is hardly worth 
refutation (Hor. Hebr. in 1 Cor. хі, 29): 
ав neither is that of Claudius, in Wolf, that 
diab hen is the subject), and insulted 
(ёууВр ы, in prose, belongs to later Greek: 
but is found in the poets, е. р. Eur. Electr. 
68, dy Tois uois ойк ќуиВрісаѕ cnc: 
Aristoph. Thesm. 719, rdx’ ob xaíper 
los évuBpice:s: Soph. Philoct. 342, with 
an accus. as here, траур’ бте в? évóBpicar. 
In prose it is found in lian, Polybius, 
Herodian, Josephus, principally with a 
dative of the object) the Spirit of grace 
(for тд ту. тїз хёрто%, see ref. No two 
things can be more opposed, as Del. re- 
marks, than IDs and xdpis. And this 
remurk guides us to the answer to the 
question whether xdpiros here is а gen. 
objective or subjective: whether it is the 
TveUua which belongs to xdpis, so that it 
is the gift of the divine xdpis (so Grot., 
Schlicht., De W., Bleek, Lünem., and most 
of the moderns), or xdpis which belongs 
to rein, so that it is the gift of and the 
character of the renn. The lutter is 
ndopted by Calv., Estius, a-Lapide, Jus- 
tiniani (altern., but prefers it. He gives 
the alternative very neatly put by Pseudo- 
Anselm : “ Spiritui sancto gratis dato, vel 
gratiam danti "), Beza, Owen, al., Bóhme, 
Von Gerlach, Delitzsch, al., and is much 
the more probable, both on account of the 
prophecy which is referred to, ex xc ... 
re ua xdpiros к. оіктірцод, —апа on ac- 
count of érvBpícas, which is most natu- 
rally referred to а Person as its object. 
Chrys. strikingly says, ó Thv «bepytaíar 
aud wapadexduevos, ÜBpure Tbv ebepyerh- 
саита. éwolncé се ul cb 84 Өле 
үєибсда BoUAos ; Abe катаскуубса трд 
ce O 82 ёхеѕбуєѕ cavrg тоупройзѕ 
Хоуісиойѕ. He does not hold with any 
definiteness that apostasy is here meant, 
but applies the whole text homiletically 
to wilful sin of any kind. Thl., in repro- 
ducing Chrys.’s sentence, puts rb» did · 

BoXor for xovnpods Acy:opous) t 30, 
91.] And this éx5ox3 xploews and supds 
Nos are certainties, testified to by God 
Himself. 80.] For we know Him 
who said, To me belongeth vengeanoe, 
I will repay, saith the Lord (the citation 
is from Deut. xxxii, 85, and is given 
not in agreement with the Hebrew text 
(Ore N “To me (belongeth) ven- 
gne and recompense”) nor with the 
XX (ёи judpg éxBucfoeos (i. e. “з DY, as 

is read in the Samaritan Pent.) йутато- 
$&со, so also Philo, Leg. Alleg. iii. 8 84, 
vol. i. p. 108), but, remarkably enough, 
in verbal accordance with St. Paul's cita- 
боп of the same text, Eom. xii. 19, even 
to the adding of the words Aéye xópios, 
which are neither in the Heb. nor the 
LXX. Two solutions of this are possible: 
l. that the expression had become a 
common saying in the Church; 2. that 
our Writer takes it from St. Paul's cita- 
tion. А third alternative is of course 
open; that it is St. Paul himself, who 
qoe here as there. Fora solution, see 
rolegg. on the authorship of this Epistle) : 

and again, The Lord will judge His 
people (no doubt quoted primarily from 
the passage where it primarily occurs, 
in ref. Deut. The xpert there expresses 
another function of the judge from that 
which is adduced here. There, He will 
judge for rescue and for defence: here, for 
punishment and for condemnation. But 
the office of Judge, generally asserted by 
xpivei, involves all that belongs to a judge: 
and if there it induces the comforting of 
those whom He ee, wapadcAuuévous, к. 
ёклеЛоябтаѕ ev ewaywyf, к. wapesuevous, 
here the same general office of jadgment 
also induces the punishment of the wilful 
sinner and apostate). 91.] Axiomatic 
conclusion of these solemn warnings. . It 
is a fearful thing to fall into the hands 
of the living God (yet in reff. Kings, 
1 Chron. David says, éuwecotua: 3h els 
xeipas xvplou, Sr: жоААо} of olkTippol 
abroõ cQóbpa, eis 82 xeipas ё»брӧтоу 
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oxeabe $ Tas Trpórepov i, ev als * eria Üévres WOAAHY à ch. vi. vett 
GAD ! inrepeivate 8 Ta0nudrov, 93 ^ тоўто pèv ' de- 

vepe- Об тє Кай Orhfreow * Üearpilopevo, b тобто ёё ! Kowevoi 
кате... к 
ADKL 70% О 
Pa 

only. classies, passim. i 
k here у +. 

xvii. 23. 

82. rors ярот. nuepats Dl. 
proving) [m 17 copt]. 

83. for Gearp., oviti(op evo: DI. 

ob ph éuxéco : and in ref. Sir. we have 
éumegoóu«Üa «is xeipas xupiov, kal ойк 
eis xeipas  &vÜpózer os yap ў pme- 
yyaAwcórm atro), обтю ко) ть #Аеоз 
abrov. But the two sentiments are easily 
set at one. For the faithful, in their 
chastisement, it is a blessed thing to full 
into God's hands: for the unfaithful, in 
their doom, a dreadful one. On fev, as a 
characteristic of beds, seo on ch. iii. 12. 
Here, the idea of life and energy, attached 
to the name of God, brings vividly out the 
Mos with which He will consume His 
adversaries), 33—34] As in ch. vi. 
9—12, so here, the Writer turns from 
solemn exhortation and warning to en- 
couragement arising from the conduct of 
his readers in the past. This their firm. 
ness did not look likely to end in apostasy : 
and accordingly by the memory of it he 
now cheers and invigorates them.  $melr 
оф» Sri uh AM o Tiwàs шиђсасбе, AX 
афто  éavroós. бра è xvevpariuchy 
софіау' wpórepoy xaraceloas ar 733 
vuxds 8:4 ToU tis yedvyns йуашуйсал, 
viv џралётте: 8° ёукоціоу, od колакєбоу, 
AAAA Be abr Tovtwy xporpenducvos’ 
Ф :отістбтероѕ yap ó cupBovrAeiwy тір) 
фоутду шиђсасдоа ко) & xpoeipydoaro 
Épya. Thl.: and Thdrt., xepdyyvo: ray 
elpnuévey Tb arp тӯ urhup Tov 
Jon катюрдоцёюу. ovdty yap ойтоз 
els xpoGuulay dceyelpes Gs тён olkelov 
xaroplwpdrey prhun. 82.] But (in 
contrast to these fearful things which 
have been spoken of) call ever to mind 
(dvapipvioneode, stronger than the simple 
verb—call over in your minds, one by one: 
this meaning seems legitimate when a 
plural follows: and present, as implying a 
constant habit. The verb may be indica- 
tive, but is from the whole cast of the 
sentence, much more likely imperative) the 
former days (the accus. after åvapıpvńý- 
скоро, is as good Greek as the gan), in 
which when (first) enlightened (see on 
$eríLe, note, ch. vi. 4), ye underwent 
(scil. with fortitude: which though not 
implied in the word, signifying mere en- 
durance, yet often is in the context: cf. 

e here only +. 
Polyb. v. 64. 
6. vii. 16. 2. 
JElian, V. Н, 
ii. 23, зі. J. 
(-Aetp, , ^ ч 

drs ™ àvacTpedouévov *yevnÜévres 34 xal yap тоф; , r it. C0 
xiii. T. ch. xii. 2, 3. James L 12, Wisd. xvi. a 

. XY. 

= éxÜearpiGew, Polyb. iii. 91. 10 al. 
2 Cor. i. 12. ch. xiii. 18 al. Josh. v. 5. Ezek. хіх. 6. 

н Е constr., 1 Cor. 
кЗ Cor. i. 6. 2 Tim. ini. 11 al. v h here 

1 Tim. Ші. 7. ch. zi. 28. xiii. 13 only. P.H. Isa. xliii. 28. 
13 Сог. 1. 7 al. Isa. i. 23. m Matt. 

for nue, auaprias N'.—add ише» NINA disap- 

Xen. Hiero 7. 4 (Bl), ste duod pè» 
eludras бокеїте тайта bwoudvew, & фёрете 
у rupayrldi, ёжіжер Tipaode dap 
tüv Ало» dvipérer) much (‘multum 
magnumque :’ ros when used with words 
whose senee admits intensifying, strength- 
ens, as well as repeats, the idea) contest 
(&Anors tells its own meaning, from 440s, 
ax, as ‘certamen,’ a struggle or con- 
test: and in this sense it occurs in reff.) 
of sufferings (the gen. may be either sub- 
jective, implying that your contest соя- 
sisted of sufferings; or objective, that it 
was waged with sufferings, as the foe to be 
contended against : the former perhaps is 
the more probable from what follows: cf. 
evyexabfcare, ver. 84), 83.] (the 
nature of these mferinge is now specified) 
partly (see reff.) being made a spectacle 

Ї (the theatre being the place where con- 
spicuous punishments were inflicted, on ac- 
count of the multitudes there assembling. | 
See Acts xix. 20. The word бєатрф may 
therefore be literally taken, if (see Prolegg. 
§ ii. and § iii. 3) the Epistle was written 
to Rome, after the Neronian persecution. | 
See reff., and cf. 1 Cor. iv. 9, Or ö 
éyerfünuev тф kónpe. Thi. says, 6«arpi- 
o ucroi, тоутёоту &srep ёт) Өќатроу 
тарадегурат:бреро, ral тайта tuxdy 
wa cure nal ebSauédvey. And 
Chrys., ойх ars етер, dvediopois, 
Ad. . . рет’ exitrdoews WOAATs Ocarpt- 
(éuevol pnour bray wey ydp tis óveiBl(n- 
tat Kal éavrór, Auwnpdy uév, voAAQ 84 
wAéov, Üra» ёт) 1dr) in reproaches 
(Sve is а word of later Greek. The 
dat. is one of manner in which) and tribula- 
tions; partly also (see above), having be- 
come (there is something of purpose in 
yevy Sevres, almost a middle sense, having 
made yourselves.’ It is a fine encomium 
on their Christian sympathy and love) 
partakers with them who were thus 
living (viz. dv dvedionots тє к. OAlpeow : 
во (Ec. and ТЫ. Some would give dva- 
otpehonévey an ethical sense: “who 
walk,” have their Christian walk and con- 
duct, “іп this way," viz. as he exhorts 
them to endure, manfully and firmly. So 
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“neh? n Seoulo ° суреттабзтате, kal Thy v dH, тфу a rap- 
эбе) onir. yövræv pv "perà yapas *mposedéEacGe, ywooxovtes 

Luke” ё fautois t xe ч rapie xai " uévovcav, 35 us е éyew éavTois ! xpeiacova " йтарф >» m : un 
` 3e e a » , 

Hu. A2. droHd e ойи THY* Tappnaíav орду, У iris Bet pweyadnv 
Luke хі. 21. 

, xiii. . xxiv. 89. r Matt. xiii. 20. Phil. i. 3. ii. 29. ch. xiii. 17. 1 Chron. xxix. 22. 
s пато 11. аш u Acte ii. 45 only. 2 Chron. xxxv. 7 al. v = John xv. 

w Mark х. 60 only. Prov. xxviii. 
. 35. ch. l. 4 reff. 

16. 2 Cor. iii. 11. ch. xii. 17. 1 Pet. i. 23, 25, from Isa. xl. 8. 
y = ch. vili. 5 reff. 24 BN. Іва. i. 30. Jer. lii. 2 compl. X = ch. lii. 6 reff. 

94. rec (for Beojuois) Seopors wou (see note), with D'KL[P]N rel [eth Orig,] Clem, 
Euthal,: vinculis eorum D-lat: txt AD! h 17 [47] vulg зугт copt [arm Euthal- ms 
Antch, | Chr.. "ушоскоу (віс) M. rec ins єў bef eavr., with d e g k [Antch,]: 
om AD Ф) rel (Chr, Isid, Thdrt Damasc ].—eavrovs AN -mosq [copt] Clem 
хола ватаги vos latt]. rec криттоуп, with DKL[P1] rel [Clem Orig Euthal- 
ms Isid Antch,]: txt AN 17 [Chr. ]. rec aft vrapti ins e» ovparois, with DKL 
Р №: Frag-moeq? rel syrr Cth-pl arm] Orig, [Chr Isid, Eutbal-ms Tbdrt Antch, 
masc]: om AD!N! Frag-mosq! 17 latt copt sth[-rom] Clem, vi] Primas. 
35. for aroBadnre, aroAunre Di. rec шодат. bef peyadny, with К rel Chr Thdrt 

Damasc : txt AD[P]N Frag-mosq m 17 (latt) Clem, Orig, Eus, [Euthal-ms]. 

Курке, Kuinoel, al. But I prefer the 
other as more in accord with N.T. usage: 
cf. reff.). 84.] Illustration, in reverse 
order. of the two particulars mentioned in 
ver. 38, For ye both (better than ‘also,’ 
seeing that this sentence is not additional 
to, but illustrative of the last in both its 
members) sympathized with (see on un- 
табы, ch. iv. 15) them who were in bonds 
(first as to the reading. The mere diplo- 
matic evidence is given in the var. read. 
Estius appears to be right when he says, 
* Porro facillimum fuit, Grmea mutari 
unius literule ablatione, ut scriberetur 
deu pro Seculois, cui lectioni deinde 
addiderunt pronomen pov, eo quod Paulus 
alibi вере vinculorum suorum mentionem 
faciat." It is not easy on the other hand 
to explain how 8ecplois should ever have 
been substituted for 8eouoís pov. The 
idea that cvuxa60$ca. requires a person 
and not a thing as its object, which is sup- 
posed by some to have caused the altera- 
tion to Sescuiío:s, is not likely to have 
influenced a Greek copyist, seeing that it 
is wholly unfounded in Greek. We have 
cupwabery та &oĝevelais, ch. iv. 15; 
guur. xal Tais шкроїѕ àTvxíais, Isocr. 
р. 64 B, and Secyol are, after all, the state 
of the captive person. Begpulois is held to 
be the original by Grot., Beng., Wetst., 
Griesb., Scholz, Knapp, Lachm., Tischen- 
dorf, and is rejected, out of critical 
editors, only by Matthei and Rink, who 
read бето pov, and Mill and Nósselt, 
who omit до. Of commentators, the 
rec. is defended by Wolf, Carpzov, Mi- 
chaelis, al. A foll account is given of all 
the testimonies each way by Bleek: вее 
also Delitzsch’s note), and ye took (apos- 
Séxopaı not only of expectation, but of 
reception: so in ref, ob xposdetduevar 
thy dxorttpwow. So Chrys. and ТЫ. 

here, тд прое асдє Thy ёкобо:оу af 
ӧхороуђу nào?) with joy the plundering 
of your goods (soreff.: in Luke viii. 3, we 
have та Uzdpxovrá Tw. Bleek quotes 
&prayds бхархбутеу from Polyb. iv. 17. 
4), knowing that ye have for yourselves 
éavrois dat. commodi) a better possession 
reff.: a word of St. Luke’s) and abiding 
(rf égri uévovcarv ; BeBalay, obx обтеѕ 

okAundyny &srep ratrny (cf. Matt. vi. 
200). 35—39.) Hortatory conclusion, 
enforced by (ver. 36) the need of endurance, 
which itself is recommended by the assur- 
ance of the speedy coming of the Lord, and 
the. know] that we are not of the 
number of the backsliders, but of those who 
live by that faith by which our hope is 
substantiated. 85.) Cast not away 
therefore (it is better to keep the active, 
intentional sense of &moBáAAe, fo cast 
away, than to take the accidental and in- 
voluntary sense, ‘ lose not,’ with the vulg., 
“nolite amittere," This latter sense is 
common enough, e. g. Herod. viii. 65, тд» 
vautixoy стратду кіудиуєбте Ba 
dwoBadéey : see many more examples іц 
Bleek: and Dio Chrys. (in Wetst.) xxxiv. 
p. 425, dà» yàp &Aóvyos évlore éyxarew 
б ттє nal Tis. Spar тергубуттои, . . .. 
Sona ph rex AxoBdAgre Thy rag - 
pnolay. But seeing that we have such 
expressions as kaTréxew thy xappnolay, 
ch. iii. 6, it is more probable that the 
other meaning is intended. So in ref. 
Mark: so JElian, Var. Hist. x. 18, tày 
arla ётёВоллеу, &.) your confidence 
(on the subjective sense of wagpyota, 
see ch. iii. 6, note), the which (iris, 
not f. "The simple relative would pre- 
dicate what follows of the one preceding 
individual antecedent only, whereas fris 
predicates it of a whole class of which 
that antecedent is one. The Latin ‘ quippe 
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*picGarrobociav. 6 mo) yap ° ẽxere " xpelav, tva «ck iis x 
TO ° дра Tov Oeod * топ}та>»те$  кошістобє thy * érary- 
yeriav, 378 ёт, yap chi wsxpov * Scop ¥ oov 1б ™ épyopuevos Hon 1. 

a е , 01. i. 
Hee cal ob "ypovuet. 38 0 è д${ксыб<$ pou ёк mlorews 

4. 2 Pet. i. 6. Rev. i. 0 al. Ezra x. 2. 
19 al z e ch. xi. 38. f ch. iv. 1 reff. 

h as above (g). Matt. xxvi. 39,73. John xvi. 16—19. 1 Cor. zi. 1, 18 only. 

(-86 7 7, 

ch. хі. 8.) 

Col. i. 11. 
ch. xii. 1. 
James 1. 3, 

e ver. 7. d ch. кі, 
g John ziii. 53. xiv. 19. Exod. zvil. 4. 

i Іза. xx vi. 20. 

b ch. v. 12 reff. 

k here only. Tí ойк атекоцитбуиеу бео» бсо» aT», Aristoph. Vesp. 2 
u m see Matt. xi. 3 (& note) al. 

o Rom. i. 17 & Gal. iii. 11, from Нав. ii. 4. 

36. хреау bef exere Ni. 
37. [for отоу ocov о, ode D- gr. 

n Matt. xxiv. 18. xxv. 5. 
. 213, 1 Has. li. 3, 4. 

ke i. 91. xii. 45 only. Іва. xiv. 1 (aiii. 22). 

кошсасбо (sic) N. 
xpoviT e 

88. rec om Ist pov (see note), with DK LIP] Frag. mosq: rel [syrr eth] copt Chr 
Prin Euthal-ms Тһаг у Damasc] : ins AN Frag-mosq! vulg arm Clem, Thdrt, Sedul 
rimas, and (after miorews, as LXX-BN) D! syrr Баз. 

que’ it well: ‘being of such 
sort, aa. . .) hath (present, although 
the reward is future: hath, set down over 
against it: possesses in reversion) great 
recompense of reward (see ou шодато- 
Socia, ch. ii. 2, note; also reff.). 36.] 
For (justification of the foregoing uh àro- 
BdAnre x. r. A.) of endurance бараи 
ів расо first, carrying the main emphasis. 
* Paulatim," says Bengel, Apostolus ab 
hoc versu ad. 88 prophetam inducit." For 
in Hab. ii. 2, 8, the whole passage runs 
thus: day borephop, бтбшероу abrór bri 
epxduevos fite: xal ob uh xpov(ap. dav bwo- 
aTeíAsrai, ойк єйўбокет ў фоҳӯ pov ev avrg 
6 3è Bixasos ёк mía reds pou (pov ёк síaTeos 
A) ¢hoerat) ye have need, that ye may do 
the will of God and receive the promise 
(the aor. part., preceding an aor. verb, is 
often contemporary with it in time, and 
so requires to be rendered in English by a 
synchronous tense, as in the case of àro- 
крїбє\з elre, he answered and said. And 
thus it certainly ought to be taken here. 
No endurance or patience would be wanted, 
when they had done the will of God, to 
receive the promise; because such interval 
as should elapse between their тооа: Tb 
0éAnua ToU бєой in this sense, and xo- 
pícac0a, Thv ётауує\ау, would be not 
here, but in the intermediate state. But 
that which they really do want óropovh for 
is that they may Soxiud(ew тЇ Tb 0€A90a 
TOU 0є00 Tb ёуадьу ral ейарестоу ка} 
TÉA€i0», and thus receive the promise: see 
ch. xiii. 21. édwayyeAia, as in reff., not 
the word of promise, but the substance 
of the promise, the promise in its fulfil- 
ment. кор одаг, reff., of gathering а 
reward, or a prize from a contest, see Eur, 
Hipp. 432, & а» ёт@ёХ%» корет: : Thuc. 
iii. 68, тффроуа dy) aicypas кошісасдси 
хр»). ‚ 98.] Encouragement to 
this endurance, by the fact of the time 
being short, and at the same time further 
proof of the necessity of it by God’s re- 
nunciation of him that draws back: all 

from the same prophecy of Habakkuk. 
87.] For yet a little little while (this ex. 
pression is not in Habakkuk, but is found 
in ref. Isa., ётокр2Вте: шкрд»у боо» Secor, 
ёоз by vapéA0n % дру) cuplov, to which 
the Writer probably alludes. pere is 
the accus. neut.: some (Lün., el.) say, 
ап independent nominative, referring to 
John xiv. 19; xvi. 16; but neither of 
those places determines the case. $govis 
often joined to adjectives and nouns, &c., 
which denote size, to give & certain de- 
finiteness to the idea: so pixpdy боор, 
Lucian Hermot. 60; alyor dao», ib. p. 62: 
and among other places іп Wetet. and 
Loesner, we have the ёсоу repeated in 
ref.: in Arrian, Indic. 29, дА! уо: 5$ abray 
oxelpovow Soov бтоу тїз 'уйз: cf. Her- 
mann on Viger, p. 726: Winer, $ 86.8, 
note. It gives the sense of very small, 
* gliquantillum? as Hermann expresses it: 
TÒ 86 боо» aov тд du шкрд» dA 
Thl.), He that is coming (the solemn 
prophetical ô épydpevos, * He that is to 
come:' see reff. There is no art. in the 
LXX, and épxóperos refers to the vision, 
or as афтб» and épxóuevos in the masc. 
after Spacis, both are naturally referred to 
some one indicated by the dpacis; and 
èpxónevos hier, “ coming it will come," is 
paraphrased into ó èpxópevos fie, “Но 
that is coming shall come.’ So Bengel: 
* Apostolus, articulo addito, verba pro- 
phetæ eleganter flectit ad Christum” 
Shall oome, and shall not tarry. à 
Continuation of the paraphrase: the two 
clauses of Hab. ii. 4 being transposed. 
In the original it runs as in E. V.: “ Be- 
hold his soul (which) is lifted up is not 
upright in him: but the just shall live by 
his faith 2” or, an ambiguity extending to 
all three places where the saying is quoted, 
here, and reff. Rom., Gal., * The just by 
his faith, shall live." But the other is 
more probable : see, on all p ints regard. 
ing the Hebrew toxt, Delitzsch's note. 

The transposition is apparently made on 
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pActexx.20, Hjcerat, кай ёйи v йлтоттейМлүта, ойк d єўдоке ту vu pov рухи 
: „ it. К с к ноу ову. Job a gy abr. 30 eis 66 ойк dopey d õj ui eis * di- Frag. 

q Matt aik: Wh 
хуи. Ә. 

1 Cor. x. 5. 
2 Cor. xii, 10. 

@AELAY, GANA "riz rens eis " Trepurociyouw Хоу. 
XI. "Есте 8é Tío Ti éXmribouévov " Отостасі, ” трау- 

(2 Thess. і. 
12. | 2 Kings . 
XXII. 20, r here only. . s gen., Luke ix. 55 v. r. Acts ix. 2. ch. xii. 11. t Heb., here 

only. = Вот, іх. 22. Phil. i. 28. lil. 19 al. ul Pet ii. 9 reff. v ch. ih. 14 reff. 
w = ch. vi. 18. z. 1. 

2nd pov bef n yvxn Di-. 

urpose, to prevent droorelAnra: being 
A 800 to refer to épyduevos as its 
subject. But my just man (there is much 
controversy about pov, whether to insert 
it, and where to insert it. On the 
whole I agree with Bleek, that the 

ition after 5касоз, which is found 
in the LXX-A, was most probably that 
adopted by our Writer. This, being dif- 
ferent from many copies of the LXX, 
would naturally be altered: and St. Paul’s 
citations not having дор, it would natu- 
rally be omitted from our copies here. 
Delitzsch's reason for omitting it, that 
because our Writer quotes as St. Paul in 
ver. 80, he probably does here also, is in 
fact a depriving of that fact of all its real 
interest. Placed as in our text, pov will 
point out that man who is just before 
God, who belongs to God’s people) shall 
live by faith: and (this «af has no place 
in the LXX, tho first clause, here put 
last, being there asyndetous) if he (i. e. 
the B8ixaos, as Delitzsch very properly 
insists: not т understood, nor &v6poos 
taken out of Sixaios, but, in the true spirit 
of this whole cautionary passage, the very 
man himself who was justified, and par- 
takes of the Christian life, by faith. The 
possibility of such a fall is, as he observes, 
о the principal things taught us by 
this Epistle) draw back (cf. ref. Gal., 
note. The middle and passive of ro- 
oré\dw have usually an accus. of the object 
of fear: so Dinarchus contra Demosth. 
р. 11, tis & dpelou xdyou Bovàñs obre 
thy AnnuocOévovs обте Anuddou б$йусц» 
бжостеЛаиёууѕ: Demosth. р. 630, pdtv 
brocreAAduevoy und aloxvrdu evo But 
sometimes it is absolute, as here: so Eur. 
Orest. 606, ёте! Opactvy roù% tworréAAn 
Хбуф. See several more instances in 
Курке), my soul (rivos ў wyvxh; тод 
беой, xarà тд idlwpa ris урафӯѕ, s тб, 
Tas dopras биёру un er 7 Wuxh pov (Isa. i. 
14), f rot xpiorod. The former reference 
is doubtless right, not the latter, nor that 
given by Calvin, * Perinde accipiendum est, 
ac si ex suo sensu Apostolus proferret 
hanc sententinm ") hath not pleasure in 
him (for construction see ret 89.] 
Here again he returns from that which is 

39. ахшлга Nl. 

threatening in appearance to that which is 
encouraging and reassuring. But we(em- 
phatic; bringing with it, in its mention, 
all that we are as Christians and that God 
has made us: you and I, xAfo«es éxov- 
paviov uv, ch. iii. 1) are not of 
backsliding (there is no ellipsis after 
éoudy, ав viol, or réxva : the gen. of cate- 
gory is common enough : see Bernhardy, 
Syntax, p. 165, wlio gives many examples. 
былина) takes up drocrelAnra: above. 
The word 1а found in Josephus, in several 
places: Kypke quotes ob3eulay бтостолђь 
тооўутаа kaxonOelas, and Ad8pa TÈ v 
ка} џеб bxomroATs exaxovpynoe: but both 
his references, as well as {һе given by 
Bleek, are wrong. He also quotes from 
Plutarch, Moral. р. 501, re џќл:ста Bei- 
tat Üvonovíüs к. ctomns к. uro ros д 
Ev@peros) unto (as its result: во Rom. 
vi. 19 bis, els thy &vopulay, els &yiacuóv) 
destruction (in St. Paul's sense: see reff.: 
the verb Ar qe is equally foreign to 
this Epistle, only occurring in the citation, 
ch. i. 11), but of faith unto (the) pre- 
servation of (the) soul (see on wepi- 
то(усы, note, 1 Thess. v. 9. But De- 
litzsch is right when he warns us against 
interpreting 4epumo(now vxfj« simply 
by перат. (is or cwrnplas. “The soul 
(фич) is the subject of life and salvation. 
Faith saves the soul, by linking it to God, 
theliving One. The unbelieving man loses 
his soul: for not being God's, neither is he 
his own: all that his personality has in 
itself and round itself, is fallen under 
wrath and the powers of wrath "). 

CHAP. X1.]—* We are of FAITH,’ con- 
cluded the last chapter. And now this 
great word comes before the mind of the 
Writer for its definition, its exemplifica- 
tion, its triumphs. By this, all the ser- 
vanta of God froin the first have been up- 
held, and stimulated, and carried through 
their glorious course. By this exemplifi- 
cation the Writer evermore warmed and 
carried forward breaks out at last into a 
strain of sublime eloquence, in which he 
gathers together in one the many noble 
deeds of faith which time and space would 
not allow of his specifying severally. 
1.] Now Faith is (the rec. text has a 
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xiii. 6. 

comma after rioris, thus throwing the 
stress upon fcri», and making it mean 
either, “ Now there is a faith, which is" 
&c., or “ Now faith really exists, being ” 
&с. And the alleged ground for this ar- 
rangement is, that the ordinary rendering, 
* Now faith is,” would require rioris бё 
erti, or h 8 пісті ёстіу. But this 
argument is nugatory. o at the open- 
ing of the sentence does, it is true, often 
indicate emphatically absolute existence, 
e.g. ch. iv. 18: Acts xiii. 15: 1 Cor. viii. 
5; xv. 44 al. fr. (in Del.) ; but frequently 
it is the mere logical copula, with a certain 
emphasis on it, carrying a strong affirma- 
tion or negation of the truth of the 
subsequent predication. See Delitzsch 
here, and Winer, $ 7. 3. So that our 
Writer does not say, ‘There is a faith, 
which iz. . . „ nor Faith bas a real 
existence, being. . ., but he describes 
that яст: to which in ch. x. 39 he bad 
stated us to belong. And this word de- 
scribes’ is perhaps more strictly correct 
than ‘defines:’ for the words which fol- 
low are not a definition of that in which 
faith consists, but of that which faith 
serves as and secures to us. A definition 
would approach rather from the side of 
the subjective phenomena of faith. Yet 
when speaking broadly and not strictly, we 
per well call this the definition of faith: 
and nearly so Thomas Aquinas (in Del.), 
* Respondeo dicendum, quod licet quidam 
dicant preedicta Apostoli verba non esse 
fidei definitionem, quia definitio indicat rei 
quidditatem et essentiam, tamen, si quis 
recte consideret, omnia, ex quibus potest 
fides definiri, in predicta descriptione tan- 
guntur, licet verba non ordinentur sub 
forma definitionis." Delitzsch compares 
several forms of similar definitions in Philo, 
e.g. ёст: 8 crevayuds офбдра ка} футе- 
rauen Aven (Leg. Alleg. iii. 75, vol. i. p. 
129): ёст: dè ex alryois avalay тарй 
@cot (Quod Deus Immut. 19, p. 286): ёст; 
yàp procogla émirhdevors coplas, copla 
86 ётотћит Oslov к. d ка) T&v 
tovrev аіт:ду (De Congr. Quer. Erud. 
Gr. 14, p. 630) : and an appositional one of 
faith itself, De Conf. Ling. 9, p. 409, where 
it is said to be ў dyupwrdry xal BeBaiorárn 
dice cis, and, De Migr. Abr. 9, p. 442, he 
says of fuith, ёртубегта yap xal ёккрерас- 
бегаа Aro Хрпотӯӣѕ, ка| àverdolasra 
voulcaca in wapetva: тё ph жарбута, 
di thy тоё Ürooxouévov SBE H,, r- 
lor, d&yabov т&\єоу, AA ebpnTai. 
It was this passage apparently which led 
Jerome to make the remark which Grotius 

y = 1 Tim. v. 10. 2 Cor. viii. 20, 

iti. 16 v. r.) 
only. Job 

z pase., ch. vil. 8 reff. 

quotes in bis note on James ii. 23, * Qus; 
si quis recte consideret, inveniet optime 
concurrere cum eo quod Scriptor ad 
Hebreos, Philoneum aliquid spirans ut 
Hieronymo videtur, scripsit, ёст: 82 rioris 
K. r. A.“ Notice that it is of faith in 
general, ali faith, not here of faith in 
God in particular, that the Writer is 
speaking: and яіст:з is anarthrous, as 
throughout the chapter) confidence (there 
has been much difference concerning the 
meaning of twécracis. The ancients for 
the most part understand it here as sub- 
stantia” (so vulg.), substance, the real and 
true essence: faith gives reality to things 
not yet seen, so that they are treated as 
veritably present. So e. g. Chrys., éwe:d} 
yàp rà dv druid: йуотботата elvat Joren, 
ў vois биботасіу abrois xaplgerai : иал- 
Aor dd ob yxapl(era: AAA abró dor obo 
abr olov ij &à»áerasis ob mapayéyovey 
008 ёстіу dy бхостісе, АЛА ; ers 
tolornow ar d» тӯ ћиєтёра wvxyf: 
Thdrt., Selxvvow ds бфестёта тё und r 
уєуєуђиќуа : Œc., тісті dre abrh ў 
bxócTracis кої obcía тё» PAxi(ouévor 
pcryud r de yap та dv ё\тісіу 
&yvrócTaTá dre és 7d uh wapórra, 
J wloris ойсіа ris abr ка) ixdoracis 
ylverat, elvai abrà кої rape трбтоу 
Twa w*apackevd(ovca 8:0 тоб moredew 
elvai: Thl., oboíecis тфу phræ бутор xal 
ort rag ray ph офестотоу : Ambr. (De 
Ponit. ii. 3 (15), vol. ii. p. 419), Aug. 
(In Joann. Tract. IXxix. 1, vol. iii. pt. ii.), 
Vatablus (“rerum quse sperantur essen- 
tia ), H. Steph. (“ illud quod facit ut jam 
exstent, que sperantur”), Schlichting, 
Bengel, Heinrichs, Bisping, al. Others 
have rendered it fundamentum :" so Fa- 
ber Stap., Erasm.(paraphr.), Calvin, Beza 
C illud quo subsistunt"), Clarius, Stein, 
ykes, Carpzov, al. On the other hand the 

majority of modern Commentators have 
3 the meaning which *-ócracis 

rs in ch. iii. 14, where see note: viz. 
“confidence.” So Luther, Camero, Gro- 
tius, Hammond, Wolf, Bóhme, Bleek, De 
Wette, Tholuck, Stuart, Ebrard, Liine- 
mann, Delitzsch, al. And there can be 
no reasonable doubt, that this is the true 
rendering here. Thus only do the two de- 
scriptions given correspond in nature and 
aunty: and thus only does óxócracis 
iteelf answer to what we might expect by 
éAmi(ouérer being used and not some 
word like avyurorrdrwy. The one being 
subjective in both these cases of parallel, it 
is but reasonable that the other should be 
also. Delitzsch, as usual when any psycho- 
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a= Matt. zv. 
2 5 only. 

b = Matt. xxiv. 
15. Hom. i. 20. 2 Tim. Ii. 7. Prov. I. 2, 6. 

logical question arises, has gone into this 
mutter at great length, and his note 
should by all means be read. He com- 
ares n very remarkable passage of Dante, 

Paradiso, xxiv. 52—81) of things hoped 
for (the old Latin versions were certainly 
wrong in rendering Форуму “ speran- 
tium.” Bat, granting that it is neuter, a 
question arises as to the arrangement 
of the word xpayudreyv, whether it be- 
longs to éAsi(ouérer or to ob Влеторќ. 
уюу. Chrys, (Ec, the vulg., Calvin in 
his version, Estius, Béhme, al. join it 
with the former: Thl, Ambrose, Aug., 
Faber Stap., most of the Commentators, 
and, as Bleek believes, all the editions, 
with the latter. And for two reasons, this 
seems to be the right connexion. It 
preserves the rhythm better, which other- 
wise would halt, by the second clause 
being so much shorter than the first,—and 
it is more likely that wpayudrey, indi- 
cating as it does rather material objective 
facta than objects of hope, should be joined 
with the objective od BAerouéver, than 
with the subjective éAw:(oudrwv), demon- 
stration (another dispute has arisen, about 
the meaning of еуҳоѕ. From xe, 
to convict, or convince, of persons,—to 
prove or demonstrate, of things, comes 
Ёлеухоѕ, conviction, or proof: Aristot. 
Rhet. ad Alex. c. 14, fAeyyos 8“ ёсті б 
ey ph Suvards AAA Exew GAA’ obras 
és jets Aéyouer. So the vulg. has ren- 
dered “argumentum,” —Aug., Prosper., 
Mutianus, “ convictio," — Calvin, demon- 
stratio” or “evidentia” (“ evidence," 
E. V.), Hammond (and similarly Luther), 
“firma persuasio." Chrys. says, BaBaí, 
olg ёхрӯсато Aétei eixó» Hex o où BAe- 
vouévow theyxos yàp Adyera: èr) тй» 
Alay 8А о» (but the reading of the best 
mss. and of the Benedictine edn. is 5f. 
Awy)? ? wloris tolvuy dorly Bis 7 
adhrcwy, pnei, ка) eis Th» abrh» ois 
ópeuévois pépes xAnpopoplay ra wh dpo- 
peva: Œc., arddekis тё» ob BAewoudver 
dwodelxvuct 8 parà Tà ёбрата ў жіст:ў" 
wos; TE уф ка) rais ёлтісту дрфта rd ph 
Qauvóuera: Thl., #Аеухоз, Tovréceri дє її 
ка) фауёрюсіѕ ,x xpayudrwr role? 
yap Tavra BAdrecOat TQ »Q Hua &s wop- 
бута. The old Latin version in D renders 
most strangely, “ accusator non viden- 
tium.” The modern Commentators are 
divided : some have taken the subjective 
sense of conviction, —inward persuasion 
of the truth ор: so Menken, Bleek, De W., 
ünem. But, as Tholuck remarks, this 

sense of the word is hardly borne out by 
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€ = Rom, іх. 22. Ра, lzziii, 16. lxxzviii. 37. 

usage. Апа therefore we seem driven 
back on the objective meaning as referred 
to things, viz. proof, or demonstration. 
This is adopted by Bengel, Böhme, Stier, 
Ebrard, Hofmann, al. As far as the sense 
is concerned, both come to the same in the 
end. It is faith, an act of the mind, which 
is this demonstration: it is therefore 
necessarily subjective in its effect, —is the 
demonstration ѓо him who believes) of 
matters (see above) not seen (this ярбу- 
para ob BAewdéuera is a much wider de- 
signation than éAs:(óuerva, embracing Ше 
whole realm of the spiritual and invisible, 
even to the being and essence of God 
Himself: see below, ver. 6; and ef. Rom. 
viii. 24, where St. Paul's expressions 
differ slightly in form from these. "There 
is no ground whatever for saying that our 
Writer makes faith identical with hope. 
Faith is the óróerae:s of é&xwi(óntra: 
Hope exists independently of it, but derives 
its reality, and 1s ripened into confidence, 
by its means. And faith is the demonstra- 
tion to us of that which we do not see: cf. 
the beautiful words of Calvin: Nobis vita 
seterna promittitur, sed mortuis: nobis 
sermo fit de beata resurrectione, interea 
putredine sumus obvoluti: justi pronun- 
tiamur, et habitat in nobis ‘peccatum : 
audimus nos esse beatos, interea obruimur 
infinitis miseriis: promittitur bonorum 
omnium affluentia, prolixe vero esurimus 
et sitimus: clamat Deus statim se nobis 
adfuturuim, sed videtur surdus esse ad 
clamores nostros. Quid flerit, nisi spei in- 
niteremur, ac mens nostra prelucente Dei 
verbo ac spiritu per medias tenebras supra 
mundum emergerct P"). 2.] For (q.d. 
* and so high a description of faith is not 
undeserved, seeing that. The ydp 
does not bring in any proof of the fore- 
going description, only shews that faith is 
noble enough to be dignified with the offices 
just named) in (not, * by," merely : but ele- 
mental; in the domain, or region, or mat- 
ter, of: во érawéow bus dy тойт, 1 Cor. 
xi. 22: and “ eifuperari in amicitia," in 
Cicero (Del.)) this (not abrf, it? but 
more graphic and encomiastic: in this it 
was, that . . ) the elders (i. e. not merely 
those who lived before us, but those an- 
cients whom we dignify with the name 
of elders: cf. Philo de Abrahamo, § 46, 
vol. ii. p. 89, ó yàp dAnOelg mpeaBbrepos, 
obx èv uhnes xpórov, GAA’ èv éxauverQ Bl 
Oewpeirac: and Thdrt., rourdorw of d- 
Aat yeyevnuévo:, of xpd тод vóuov ка) è» 
T$ véup B8tardupayres бую. Bleek 
cites Mschin. p. 20. 4, ‘Ophpou, dy ёр rots 
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apecBurdras ка) coQordrois тёр ro- 
T&v» elvai tdrrouev. бо also of татёрез, 
see Rom. ix. 5: Heb. i. 1) were testified 
of (so reff. In this absolute usage, it is 
of course implied, that the testimony was 
a good one. The usage is principally that 
of St. Luke, Acts vi. 3; x. 22 ; xvi. 2; xxii. 
12, There is no need with Bleek and 
Lunein. to separate the verb from фу табтр, 
and supply after hac in fide,’ “constituti” 
or the like: see on the construction above). 

8.] The Writer now begins his 
series of examples of the power of faith. 
But instead of opening them with the 
example of our first parents, which he 
probably passes over as not sufficiently re- 
corded in Scripture, he adduces the great 
and primary postulate of faith which has 
regard to a fact contemporaneous indeed 
with them, and holding this first, chrono- 
logical place in the series: viz. the creation 
of the world itself. By faith (miere, is 
the instrumental dative, nearly = 8:4 
alorews, with which indeed it is inter- 
changed in ver. 93) we perceive (see ref. 
Rom., where the verb is used in the same 
sense of intellectual perception, rà &ópara 
of God being the »ooóueva. The world 
itself, and the things therein, ka8opara: 
by us: but the fact of its creation by God 
voc trat, with our rational or spiritual 
faculties) the ages (see note on ch. i. 2, 
where I have maintained that the expres- 
sion ol aláves includes in it all that exists 
under the conditions of time and space, 
together with those conditions of time and 
space themselves, conditions which do not 
bind God, and did not exist independently 
of Him, but are themselves the work of 
His word. Chrys. here replaces ove 
clévas in his paraphrase by 7 dra, the 
universe. Since writing the note above 
referred to, I have seen Delitzsch's com- 
mentary, which strongly maintains the 
mere material sense of ol ales, but not 
to me convincingly) to have been framed 
(so E. V. for xargprío0a.: and we cannot 
perhaps do better. It is rather however, 
Surnished forth, ‘made to be, and to be 
what we find them: see reff. Ps.) by the 
word of God (so Philo, in Del., д4 fhua- 
тоз тоў аіт(оо d обрта кбодо$ ёбтшоюур- 
yero, ppa differs from AGs, in being 
the spoken word, the command, asthrough- 
out Gen. i., whereas Adyos may be, as Del., 
the inward shaping of the thing willed, 
as well as its outward manifestation. Cf. 
Philo de Sacr. Abel et Cain, § 18, vol. i. 
р. 175, ó yap Oeds Adyar ua éxoíes n 
peratb audoiy тб. sua must not 

Vor. IV. 1 

E кбснос, Tb TOU фалуондуоу Dube ёруётутор, 

here be taken for the personal word: ch. 
i. 2 is on a different matter), so that (it 
seems necessary here, with almost all 
Commentators except Hofmann, Lünem., 
and Delitzsch, to keep to the ecbatic els 
TÓ as against the telic. For even granted 
that we have on the whole a good sense 
iven by the telic,—that God’s. purpose in 
raming the сідреѕ was that &c. (which I 
own I can bardly see), yet there would 
be two weighty reasons against admitting 
it here: 1. that it would be unnaturally 
introduced, because it is not this purpose 
of God which we apprehend by faith, but 
the fact which is sup to testify to 
this purpose: whereas if we take the telic 
sense of els тб, we must include the pur- 
pose itself in that which we apprehend: 2. 
that it does violence to -yeyorévai, which 
on that hypothesis onght to have been 
some subjective word, not, as it is now, 
& mere record of past fact. It would be 
philological labour thrown away to shew 
that the ecbatic sense of «ls тё is legiti- 
mate. The directive force of els may lie 
either in the purpose of the worker, or in 
the tendency of the result. Cf. esp. Luke 
v. 17) not out of things apparent hath 
that which is seen (i. e. the visible world) 
been made (the first and chief difficulty 
here is in the position of uf, and the 
conclusion which we are thence to form as 
to our rendering. Most of the transla- 
tions (бут, D- lat., “ ut ez non apparenti- 
bus," vulg., “ ut ez incisibilibus," smus, 
Luther, al.) regard it as belonging to 
dawopdver, and render as if it were ёк ray 
ph Qawouérev (so Scriv.’s a, a secunda 
manu). And so likewise Chrys. (è ойк 
zr тё бута éwolnrer ó Өебѕ), Thdrt. 
(et Bvrav yàp 8)шооруобст» of &vOpwrot, 
ó 84 8% JA beds ёк ph бутор rà бута 
waptyyaye), Ec., Tbl., Faber Stap., Jac. 
Cappell., Estius, Calov., Heinrichs, Valck- 
naer, Tholuck, al. And, thus taking the 
construction, these render in two differ- 
ent ways: l. take the u) фарбиера as 
things unseen, in contrast to the things 
seen; 2. as things non-existent, as con- 
trasted with things existent. The former 
of these regard the assertion as meaning 
that God created the world out of the pre- 
viously non-apperent Chaos, the Thobu 
wa-Bohu of Gen. i. 8; the latter as ro- 
ferring to the creation out of the ideas in 
the divine mind, in whieh (see this ably 
argued out in Delitzsch's Biblische Psy- 
chologie, pp. 28, 24) all creation præ- 
existed from eternity. Аз against both 
these views it is asserted positively by 

| Р 
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Lünemann, and contended by Bleek and 
De Wette, that such a transposition of the 
negative particle is altogether ifmpossible. 
Delitzsch replies that Chrys. and the Greek 
interpreters who so transposed it, under- 
stood their own language: and argues for 
the admissibility of the transposition, citing 
such expressions as jryovuérvey дйудрёу 
ov t&v &buvarwráræv, Thuc. i. 5, and 
ойк èni peydAos цеублоѕ Diecmovbd(ero, 
Arrian. Alex. vii. 28. 12, and such opinions 
as that of Valcknaer here, who calls it 
* consuetam Greecis transpositionem vocule 
negantis," and Rost, $ 185. 1, * If a single 
idea expressed by & noun is to be ey pel 
tically denied, which noun is preceded by 
an article or a preposition, then the par- 
ticle of negation is put before the article 
or the preposition.” And certainly it does 
seem difficult to deny the existence of 
such cases, and to say with Bleek, that 
no examples have been given where а uh 
ot ot belonging to a participle or adjective 
is separated from it by a governing pre- 

ition: the only apparently applicable 
instance, 2 Mace, . 28, us ойк éE 
брт» érolncer abrà д 0cós, being struck 
away by the Vatican reading being è 
ойк Ürrey. Still, if we grant the legiti- 
macy of tbe inversion in cases of em- 
phatic denial, it will remain for us to 
consider, whether such inversion is to be 
assumed here. And, I own, it seems to 
me quite unnecessary. The ultimate sense 
is in the main the same in either case; 
but the straightforward construction of 
the words gives by far the more apposite 
expressed meaning. In all that we see 
with our sense, of re-creation and repro- 
duction, 7d BAemóuevor ёк  $auvouérov 
over. The seed becomes the plant: 
the grub the moth. But that which is 
above sight, viz. faith, leads us to appre- 
hend, that tbis has not been so in the first 

. instance: that the visible world has not 
been made out of apparent materials. On 
this acceptation of the construction, we 
need not interpret pawópeva otherwise 
than according to its plain meaning, things 
apparent: nor does the text stand com. 
mitted to the before-mentioned pre-exist- 
ence, a to any рап scheme of сгеа- 
tion: being simply a negative proposition). 

{Л Ву таа (see bu A1 
offered to God a more excellent sacrifice 

than Cain (not elliptic, for rapa rhy тоб 
Kdiv: but as in reff, than Cain did.’ 
But how ж\еоуа 0vcíar ? First, there 
can be no doubt tbat the adj. must be 
taken not of quantity, but of quality. бо 
Chrys, r)» ёутшотќрау Aévyei, Thy Aaja 
тротќрау, Thy dvaryxnaorépay : and Thdrt. 
and Thl, Th» тїшшәтёрау. But how was 
itso? Our text answers us, жісте. The 
more excellence must be looked for then 
rather in the disposition with which the 
sacrifice was offered than in the nature of 
the sacrifice itself. Gregory the Great 
(cited by Del.) says well, * Omne quod 
datur Deo, ex dantis mente pensatur; unde 
scriptum est, Respexit Deus ad Abel et 
ad munera ejus, ad Cain autem et ad 
munera ejus non respexit. Neque enim 
sacrum eloquium dicit, respexit ad munera 
Abel et ad Cain munera non respexit, sed 
prius ait quia respexit ad Abel, ac deinde 
subjunxit, et ad manera ejus.’ Idcirco 
non Abel ex muneribus, sed ex Abel 
munera oblata placuerunt." This beyond 
doubt is the principal ground of the 
wAelova, With regard to the sacrifices 
themselves; with our present knowledge 
of type and sacrifice, many reasons might 
be alleged why that of Abel should be 
more according to God's will than tbat 
of Cain; but none of those reasons can 
be safely or decisively applied here. That 
Abel’s consisted of the.firstlings of his 
flock and of the fut thereof—the first and 
the best, whereas Cain's was merely an 
offering of the fruit of the ground, per- 
functory and common-place,—may be a 
circumstance not without weight in appre- 
ciating the term síerei, That Abel's was 
an offering of slain animals, God's own ар- 
pointed way, so soon after, of the sinner’s 
approach to Him, whereas Cain's was only 
а gift, as if he could approach God without 
shedding of blood,—this may also be an 
important element in the term riore, 
But it would not be safe here to insist on 
either of these. The difference alleged by 
Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 1. 141, that Abel 
brought the flesh of those beasts whose 
skin had covered his bodily пакейпевв, —in 
faith, as an offering imputing the covering 
of his soul's nakedness by God's grace,— 
is too far-fetched, and too alien from any 
subsequent typology of sacrifice, to be 
entertained for a moment), by means of 

ADELP 
Na be d 
e f g h k 
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17. 47 
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p ch. v. 1 reff. q ch. vli. 13 ref. = Gex. т. 21. Wied. іт. 10. Bir. xliv. 16. ep m 

LIRE ов, 8 = Acts її. 27, from Ps. хт. 10. t Luks il. 26. John viii. 6). see 

4. for тоу беду, то be ADIN) 17 [Euthal-ms!]: txt ee rel vulg syrr copt 
[arm Clem, Chr Euthal-ms? Thdrt Damasc]. dea Taurns rec AaAerras 
(perhaps a change to a more obvious meaning, ‘is spoken of: perhaps, with Bloomy, 
though not very 

vulg syrr copt [arm] Clem, Orig, 

which (viz. which feith, not, which sacri- 
fice, as Cramer: & Às must apply to the 
same as 8г abris below, and that surely 
can refer to nothing but the vir which 
is the great leading idea of the chapter) 
he was testified (see above, ver. 2) to be 
righteous (when? by wbom? not, by our 
Saviour, nor by St. John (reff.), though 
in both places such testimony is borne to 
him: but as explained in the next clause, 
at the time of his sacrifice, and by God 
Himself), God bearing testimony upon 
(in regard to: the same prep. and case, as 
in Gen. iv. 4, cal dre д Oeds ew) ABNA 
xal ёті Tois Üópois abro?) his gifts (of 
what kind this testimony was, there can 
be little doubt. Theodotion’s rendering, 
kal évertpicey abrà o 0eós, though wrong 
ав & rendering, is probably right in fact. 
Cf. Exod. xiv. 24: 1 Kings xviii. 24, 88. 
Chrys. refers to this rendering, but errone- 
ously attributes it to the Syr.: Thi. says, 
Aéyeras bà Sri kal wip xareA0by ёж ToU 
obpavoU àyhàwoe thy Өос(ау, kal ёк 
тобтоу kal б Kálv ёхёүуө bri wpoeriufjón 
Ó'ABÉéA. тёз yàp ày AAS; Bib kal тіз 
TG» ретабєрќуоу T)» 'Efpoiüa els Thv 
'EAAdBa yAwrray ойто ÜÜnker, 'EvéBAe- 
rer dl ras Ovclas 'АВФА ô крз xal 
évéxpnoe. (Ec. also mentions the report); 
and by means of it (his faith, again, not, 
as (Ec., al., his sacrifice: see above) having 
died (join together, not 3: abris roða- 
vor, as c., xpédpacis yàp abrõ yéyover 
3) Gua сфау?ѕ, but 8% avrijis Аале?: вее 
below) he yet speaketh (viz. as interpreted 
by the parallel place, ch. xii. 24, where it 
is said of Ње alua фаут:сроб, that it 
kpeirror Aare? toy ARCH, by 
means of his blood, of which it is said by 
God in Gen. iv. 10, oo aluaros ToU 
àB«AQoU соу Вой vpós ue ёк тїз уўз. So 
Th. Aquinas, Galen, Ribera, Jac. Cuppell., 
Grot. Erasm., al, Bleek, De ette, 
Lünem., Ebrard, Delitzsch. The inter- 
pretation of Aale (and of Aadeirat, во 
that no safe inference can be gathered as 
to the reading from the fact of this inter- 
pretation) has usually been as in Chrys., 
RES ttt Ane; ToUTO kal ToU (ny она, 

prob, а mistake of the scribes after 
See note), with DKL rel-harl Lire cece zes note) (Ес: txt A[P]N а? 17 [47] 

Ath, Chr, [Euthal-ms] Primas. 

vhs Bà ebaperthoews 4 xicris. 
2 

by reason of a flourish a the et. 

oTi» ral тоб dere {Becha 
gaundg e,. ка} цакар!(естбаз (see also 
below): Thdrt., rò Sè Eri лале?, dv) 
той &olðıuós ёст: рур: ToU rapdyros ка} 
woAvptaAdnros, kal пора vdr còm- 
peras тё» ейсеВду: (Ec, Aare? 8% тӯ 
up, тў дп, тї нубрр: Thl., Boga- 
duevos, psnpovevduevos Лале), фз kal д 

ойраудѕ AN dpdpevos uóvov. Probably 
the change to the passive has been duc to 
this interpretation, that voice seeming 
more naturally to express it. Some of 
those who read Aae, have taken it in 
the sense of “speaks to us to follow his 
example.” So Chrys. in the next words to 
those quoted above: ё yàp тараби Tois 
KAXo:s Bikalous elvai, Лале: Thl., ў rioris 
avrdy éxoíncer Ётї Civ xal 8:8&4скоћоу rað- 
(стасёои пёсі, AaAoUrra povovovy) Musfj- 
сасеќ ue K. . A.: Corn. a-Lapide, —joining 
however the two, —“ Pietas, martyrium 
et memoria adhuc recens est et eelebra- 
tur apud omnes fideles eosque ad sui imi- 
tationem exhortatur melius quam si Abel 
mille linguis eos exhortaretur:“ Valck- 
naer, Kuinoel, al. And perhaps Stuart 
may be partly right, who, recognizing the 
allusion to Gen. iv. 10, says, The form of 
expression only in our verse seems to be 
borrowed from Gen. iv. 10; for here it is 
the faith of Abel which makes him speak 
after his death ; viz. to those who should 
come after him, exhorting and encouraging 
them to follow his example." Isay partly 
right, for however this may be in the 
background, the cry of his blood is ob- 
viously primary in the Writer's thought, 
from ch. xii. 24, where the voice of Abel is 
contrasted with that of the Christian blood 
ofsprinkling. Calvin and Delitzsch appear 
to have exactly hit the right point, in 
saying, “ Porro singulare divini erga eum 
amoris hoe testimonium fuit, quod Deus 
curam habuit mortui: atque inde patet 
reputari inter Dei sanctos, quorum mors 
illi pretiosa eat). б, 6.] The ezample 
of Enoch: and aziomatio declaration upon 
it. 5.] By faith (mâs 82 riere: erer e; 
ёт: 191 perabdcews ў ebapdornois alría, 

Chrys.) - 
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uch. vii. ойу vuploxero, боті З иетёблкер аўтдр ò OS. тро yap ADKLP 
2 Me. . rhe u ueraÜécegs m rupnrai ' eùapeornrévat TO Ge. Stee zt. ThS “дет ws ™ нєрартйртүта * єдарєстт) TÀ Oecd. ef E K 

, ^ ^ lmn vhere bis, 8 xp $ ric res áOvvaTov . ebapecrijoai· TLOTEVTAL yap 17. 47 
only. Gen. ^ N 
Le. vi. 9 al. dee TOV 
(-то$, Wied. 
iv. 10.) 

w ch. iv. 16, 
vii. 25. x. 1, 

z Acts xv. 17 

" arposepyouevoy т@ Beg, Ste ёстір, Kai тоф х èr- 
dnroũou avrov Y шодатодбтте vivera, T Пісте, * ypg- 
ратіс діс Nóe тєрї Trav * илдёто BXeropévov ? evrAaBnbeis 

from Ameels. © xaregxevacey d киВотду eig aornpíav тоў оїкоо айтоў ш, Е 12. Rom. 
11, from Ps. xiii. 2 

. lil. 3, 4 bis. 1х. 2,6. 1 Pet. iii. 20 only 

; y here only v. (-Soaía, ch. И. 2.) 
b here гаси xzili. 10 v. г.) only 2. Prov. xxx. (see xxiv.) 5. Deut. ii. & 

1. 17. eh Num. ххі. 27. 

8 = Ch. viil 6 reff. а here only. 
€ Matt. xi. 104 L. Mark i. 2. Luke 

d = 1 Pet, Ш, 20. Matt. xxiv. 
36. Luke xril. 27 (ch. ix.& Rer. xi. 19) only. Оки. vi. 14 al 

5. (qupurk., во ADN.) 

o 17 [47] Thi.) 
6. om т» DNI [k] 17. 

Enoch was translated, not to see death 
(cf. LXX, Gen. v. 24, after which this 
verse is framed: xal eunpéorncey "Eróx 
Te Oe, kal оёх «óplakero бт: (np. Zidri 
А) пет пке» abbr д Beds. , 
ав іп геЁ., by a sudden disappearance from 
this earth: ody ndpioxero, cf. the similar 
expression of Livy i. 16, in relating the 
supposed disappearance of Romulus in the 
storm, “nec deinde in terris Romulus 
fuit." This translation was hardly, as 
Calvin, * mors quedam extraordinaria," 
though he means tbis in no rationalistic 
sense, as is plain from his socom pany oe 
remarks :—but rather a change which 
passed upon him altogether without death, 
from corruptibility to incorruptibility, 
from the natural body to the spiritual. 
The rod рў (Зу is purpose and purport 
in one. The construction, after a sentence 
and in relation to it, is said by Winer, § 44 
4. b, to be chiefly familiar, in the N. T., 
to St. Luke and St. Paul. Sce reff.), and 
was not found (see above), because God 
translated him. For before his trans- 
lation a testimony is given to him (the 
perfect implies the continued existence of 
the testimony in the text of Scripture) 
that he hath pleased God (on eùnp. and 
«фар. see Winer, § 12. 3. b. The tem- 
poral augment, usual after eù- and dus-, is 
omitted in the xoi SidAexros): 6.) but 
apart from faith it is impossible (it is a 
general axiom, not & mere assertion re- 
garding Enoch; if it were, we should 
expect àBórvarov (fv) abrg) to please 
(Him, as is evident) at all (this sense of 
doing a single act well pleasing to God, is 
given by the aorist: cf. Rom. viii. 8, oí 8è 
er capkl Byres Oe apdca: ob Dóvarra. 
The aor. expresses simply the verbal idea 
without reference to time; and therefore 
when in a negative sentence gives the ex- 
clusive meaning ‘at any time,’ ‘at all’): 

for Sort, ors Nl. 
rec aft ne rab, ins avrov, with D?K LN? rel syr 

Damasc]: om ADC PN 17 [47] latt copt [ Euthal-ms]. 

perereünker D*5LN! d [Euthal-ms]. 
Гл) arm Chr, Thdrt 
evapeornxera:, 80 AKL 

for it behoves him that cometh to God 
(Luther, al. render, him that will come: 
but it is much more probable that à wpos- 
«px óp.evos is the habitual, official present — 
‘the comer to God.’ For the expresaion, 
see reff. It is that approach which is else- 
where designated éyyl(ew T$ 0., ch. vii. 
19,—for the repon of worship or of 
communion, or of trust, or service gene- 
rally) to believe (aor., not moretew, be- 
cause it is not here the state in which the 
comer is at his coming, but the state which 
bas originated his coming, of which that 
coming is the fruit, which is insisted on) 
that He is (exists : his faith being to him 
thus а xpdyparos #Леуҳоѕ où Влето- 
uro), and becomes (is eventually: 
evadit’) a renderer of reward (ch. ii. 2) 
to them that seek Him out (ёк{ттбе, 
more than (ur t, as ‘exoro’ than ‘oro.’ 
Thus his faith is also to him an éam:(o- 
péver ud rat: God's existence is 
realized to him by it, and by it his future 
reward assured). 7.] Ezample of 
NoaH. Gen. vi. 8 ff. By faith, Noah, 
having been warned (viz. by God, Gen. 
vi. 18 ff. On the word, see note ch. 
viii. Б) eoncerning the things not yet 
seen (these words ае хртиат:сдє(з, 
not to ebAafn0cs, ав Erasw.(vers.) and 
Grotius. The latter asserts that cba 
Beola: жері Tivos occurs in Plato; but the 
passage appears to be Legg. xi. p. 927 c, 
єфАа8офдеуо» жері трофй» re ка) wa:delay 
дрфауёу, and it is asserted by others that 
cb age ba: тері Twos is not found. Still 
it might surely be legitimate: we have 
eb BeH ёдфЇ тил in Lucian, Gall. 21. 
But the other arrangement is more rhyth- 
mical, and more obvious), taking fore- 
thought (see, on ch. v. 7, the distinction 
made by the Stoics, Diog. Laert. vii. 63: 
фоВтбђоаєсба ui» Tb» copdy obbaués, 
ФАА ebAaAnPhcerOu — ebAdBeiur elva: 
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ч е Ü f d g y) g = t ôr zs *karéxpwev rov ‘xocpov, kal 8Tíjs 8karà mríaTiw * = Matt эй. 
 Suxatoovvns éyévero ^ KAnpovopos. 

$1. 2 Pet. if. 5. elaw., John passim. 
Phil. Ш. 9. simple gen., Rom. iv. 11, 13. 

, ‚ Wied. iv. 1 8 Iia Tet ! KGXOUJAEVOS f = ver. 36. а 
ames i. 

ward, here only. ёк, Rom. x. &. 8:4, & irt, w. 
dr cH ck. . rn зан 

8. ins o bef xoAXovueros AD! 17 arm Thdrt, qui vocatur latt. 

ёуаутіау тё póßy, obrav eBroyow #к- 
кмс. Many interpret it, “ fearing God,” 
understanding бебу: and most, “ fearing,” 
but the above distinction is important) 
prepared (so 1 Pet. iii. 20; the LXX in 
Gen. vi. 15 have woreiy) the ark (not “ап 
ark :” see 1 Pet. 1. с. The word «Beards 
had become appropriated to the well- 
known ark, and so was used anarthrously) 

for the preservation of his house (ef. 
Philo de Abr. 5 8, vol. ii. p. 8, uóros 8% 
els olkos, б той Aex0érros dvBpds Sixalov 
kal 0eodiAoUs, Zia erat); by means of 
which (to what does js refer? to ow- 
ruplar, to xiBerór, or to miere? Cer- 
tainly not to the former: for thus Noah's 
owrnpla would be the inheriting of tho 
righteousness which is by faith. Possibly, 
to xiBerór (so Chrys, Œc., Thl., Faber 
Stap., Calvin, Beza, Jac. саре Grot., 
Carpzov, Cramer, Michaelis, Bisping, al.) ; 
for it was by the building of it that he 
condemned the world in its unbelief, and 
by it that in some sense, as the manifested 
result of his faith, he became heir of 
the righteousness which is by faith. But 
it must be confessed that this latter part 
of the interpretation halts considerably. 
And on this account as well as on accoant 
of its inadequacy to the spirit of the pas- 
sage, I do not hesitate, with Primas., 
Thomas Aquin., Luther, Cajetan, Jns- 
tiniani, Wolf, Bengel, and most of the 
recent Commentators,-to prefer riore: as 
the antecedent : *by which faith,’ as above 
on 80 abrfjs, ver. 4. It is true, that riere: 
here is somewhat far off; but it is the 
burden of the chapter, and continually 
before the Writer's mind, and it was by 
his faith, rather than by the results of that 
faith that be xardxpivey x. T. A., and «Amp. 
éydvero x. T. A.) he condemned (катёкріуеу 
may be either imperfect, he condemned, 
while building the ark, Ше unbelieving 
world around,—or aor., he once for all 
condemned the unbelieving then, and in 
them, the world, which lies in unbelief. 
Better perhaps the latter. On the sense, 
Limborch says, ** Et ille dicitur aliquem 
damnare, qui suo facto ostendit quid al- 
terum oportuerit facere, et, quia non fecit, 
illum criminis commissi convincit, ac 
propterea juste puniri. See а like use 
in reff.) the world (reff.), and became heir 
of the righteousness which is according 
to faith (Noah is the first in Scripture 

who is called 8{xa:os, prre, Gen. vi. 9, as 
Philo, xp@ros obros Sixasos ér rois lepats 
dvepphOn ypapais, Congr. Erud. Grat. 817, 
vol. i. p. 532. Elsewhere Philo interprets 
the name itself of Noah thus: épuyreóera: 
yap Ne dvdravois  81каоѕ, Lee. Alleg. 
iii. 24, p. 102: ds 'Efpalw» uir yAdrTp 
калето М№е, тӯ 0$ ‘EAAhvar dydravors 
$ dikaos, De Abr. 5, vol. ii. p. 5. Sen 
also Ezek. xiv. 14, 20, where he is named 
together with Daniel and Job as an ex- 
ample of Suaiocvyn : and Wisd. x. 4 6: 
Sir. xliv. 17: 2 Pet. ii. 5; where he is 
called xfput Sixatodórgs. And this right- 
eousness, which is matter of history in 
the O. T., our Writer refers to his faith as 
its measure. 80 Calvin, Moses refert 
ilum fuisse justum: causam et radieem 
hujus justitie fidem fuisse, quia ille 
historice non refert, ex re ipsa apostolus 
testetur." This Buravoo ivo xara эттуу 
seems to be altogether in St. Paul's 
sense, the righteousness which is by 
faith, Rom. iv. 18, though the expression 
itself is foreign to St. Paul. The «Anpo- 
vépos idea is also according to St. Paul. 
It should be noticed that the whole expres- 
sion is used, in an Epistle in which right- 
eousness by БЇ forms no part of the main 
subject, as ono familiar and well known 
to the readers). 8—23.] Thus far 
the examples bave been taken from the 
antediluvian world, Next, he takes them 
from the patriarchs of Israel ; with whom 
the promise was ever the object of faith : 
& land, in which they were strangers: a 
son, who was not yet born: a people, who 
were yet to be. 8.) ABRAHAM'S er- 
ample. By faith Abraham, being called 
viz. by God, Gen. xii. 1 ff. With the art. 
see var, read.), ô xadovpevos ABA 
can hardly mean any thing but *he tbat 
was called, named, Abraham. And the 
sense thus would be very good, —whatever 
Bleek and Delitzsch have said against it, — 
when we take into account the meaning of 

the name Abraham, the father of natione. 

That this change of name did not take 

lace till 25 vears after his removal from 

aran, is no objection, but is just what 
would be the point raised: ‘ By faith, he 
who was (afterwards) called Abrabam, 
father of nations &c. Lünemann s ren- 

dering of à xaAeóuevos, “he that was 
called by God," 1 refutation. 

But on the whole, I adhere to the rec. text. 
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chet  "АВради umjcouoer e Fee eis тбтор ӛр f Aap- ADKLP 
27 aoc 

wise" Bávew leis к\^троуошіау, kal ёЕ\Өєр uù émwTdpevos efghk 
1 Pet. lii. 6. А » P А ^ ^ lmno 

m n 9 0 P q wint bee Uomo) "épyera 9 Пісте: °mappencey Peis "yv Tie 17.47 
286 чш, VémayyeMas ws : àXXorpíav, * ÈV CKNVAÎS * катоисђсаҳ META 
те = "Igadx кай laxo тфу * cvyxdnpovopor ° тйс ётагүуечаѕ 
4 н) 5e abr 10 " єЁебёуето yap Tv ToU; " ÜeueXious éyov- 

., John 
n PUO. Acts iv. 13. 1x. 20. Gal. Н. 14. ver. 13. 1 Macc. vi. b. Winer, à 40. 2. c. o Luke xxiv, 

18 only. Gen. күй. 8. zx 1. xxi. 23, 34. xxiv. 37. xxvi.3. xxxv. 71. Exod. vi. & (ros, Gen. xxiii. 4. -к7015, 
ib. xxviii. 4.) p constr., Mark i. 39 al. fr. q9 xpóvos T. du., Acte vil. 17. r Acts 
vii. 6. Luke xvi. 12. Ps. cevni. 11. s Acts хі. 29. 2 Kings xi. 11. t Rom. vill. 17. Eph. 
ili. 6. 1 Pet. iii. 7 only 7. (-uety, Sir. xxii. 26.) u so ch. vi. 17. v Acts xvii. 16. 1 Cor. хі. 
33. xvi. 11, ch. x. 13. James v. 7 only $. Gen. xliii. 9 al. w Rev. xxi. 14, 19. Ps. Ixxxvi. I. 

ets Tonor bef «єл. D latt. rec ins Tov bef Towor (in ignorance of the usage а 
a prep), with D?K LN? rel 4970 Орг Thdrt Damasc: om ADI PIN I 17 [Euthal- ms]. 

rec nuedAey, with DIL Euthal-ms] Thdrt (Ec: txt A[ Woide] D'K Chr 
Damasc Thl. eis KAnp. bef ^ацВ. NI.— om eis Ni(insd by origl scribe or N-corr!). 

9. for viore: xa: Di (and lat). aft apex. ins аВраац ЮЗ[Р] m o. rec ins 
ту» bef ny, with 01-3 rel Chr Thdrt Thl: om ADzKLIPIN a! bi e d e g hk 17 [47 
Euthal-ms] Damasc (Ec. cvrkAnpovouey ADN 17. for Tns avrns, avrov D! 
38: avrey sth: om rys NI: avrys bef exayy. N-corr!. 

The manuscript evidence is strong for tho 
other, but not overwhelming; and the com- 
parison of riore: xpnuariocbels Noe with 
тісте xadobuevos 'ABpadu gives great 
support to the rec. In fairness it should 
be said, as Del. points out, that (6) калоф- 
pevos, appended to names, is exceedingly 
common with St. Luke (Luke i. 36; vi. 
15; vii. 11; viii. 2; x. 39, &c.), and, as he 
also remarks, it may appear that Clem.- 
rom. read and understood this * he that 
was called Abraham," for he says, ’ABpadu 
ó $íAos vposavyopevüels vio Tos єбрёбт dv тё 
abrbp ixhxooy "yevécOn) тої phuacs ToU 
@еоў. Of the Greek Commentators, Thdrt. 
says, TÒ 5 Kxadovpevos "АВраќи, did Thy 
ToU éyéparos évadAayhy «їркєр: Œc., 
0eoU xaAoUrTos ixfxovce, тістєбсаз ёт: 
dx’ à ya калеї: Thl, тісте ӧжӱкоџ- 
се» 'ABpadu, xeAevdépevos adeivas Th» 
rarplda) obeyed to go out (the infin. is 
epexegetic, explaining wherein he obeyed. 
Cf. Rev. xvi. 9: Col. i. 22, &. Winer, 
8 44. 1) to a (or, ‘the,’ even without 
rév, after a preposition) place which he 
was hereafter to ve for an inhe- 
ritance (not that he was conscious even of 
this promise when he went out, for it was 
made to him afterwards in Canaan, see 
Gen. xii. 7), and went out, not knowing 
where (whither) he was (is) going 
(coming. The indic. fpyera is perfectly 
normal, a matter of fact, not one of pos- 
sibility only, beiug in question. Cf. «[бо» 
хой net, ref. John: ёжістасдє . . . was 
pe? бшш» ёуєубить, Acte xx. 18. But 
ойк Exar той Thy kepah» кЛ(ур, Matt. 
vill. 20, when the matter is one of mere 

ibility. See Winer, § 41. 4). 
.] Ву faith he sojourned 3 

in classical Greek signifies to dwell in the 
neighbourhood of, and is followed by a 
dative: so Thuc. iii. 98, $ofoóuerot ph 
сф:с: peydAy loxói wvapow&ciw. Isocrates 
uses it in the sense of “ to dwell alongside 
of," with another reference, and an accus. : 
and Kelso péxpe Zuvdwns “EAAnves thy 
*Aclay xapoikovot, p. 74. But the Hel- 
lenistic sense is, to Jo ell as a stranger, to 
sojourn only. So LXX in reff.: so Philo, 
Quis Rer. Div. Her. § 54, vol. i. p. 511, 
Té ф:Ларітф karoweiy ob 518ос:х 6 Oeds, 
&s dv оікєіс ҮЙ, TË сбџаті, ФАЛА тарокєї» 
és dv дЛЛо8ёяр дбуо» emirpéwes хера. 
And Confus. Ling. § 17, р. 416, катфктоа» 
és dy warpldi, obx és ex) {бутт тарфкт- 
сау) in (pregnant construction, as often in 
St. Luke, see Acts vii.4; viii. 40; xii. 19; 
xviii. 21: Luke xi. 7: he went into theland 
and sojourned there) the land (уў is one 
of those words which very commonly dro 
the article, especially when in government 
of the promise (concerning which the pro- 
mise, Gen. xii. 7, had been given) as & 
stranger’s (as if it did not belong to him, 
but to another: see ref. Acts, which is 
strictly parallel, and cf. yf oix 1819, Gen. 
xv. 18), dwelling (the aor. part. is con- 
temporary with the aor. before) in tents 
(cf. Gen, xii. 8; xiii. 3; xviii. 1 ff. ётер 
TOv {фуо» tori, ray ÉAAoTe eis AAO 
uépos ueraBairórrev Sid Y ph Éxew ті 
Tov. Thi.) with Isaac and Jacob (Thl. 
Bengel, Bóhme, Kuinoel, Griesb., Lachm., 
al join these words with тарфктсєу 
above. But they more naturally belong to 
èv axnvais karowfjcas, which bas just 
preceded : for otherwise we should expect 
étebéxorro in ver. 10) the heirs with him 
of the same promise (77s dr. 75s abrijs, as 
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cav r, Ås Yrexvirns xal *Snpwoupyds 6 beôs. узш, 
П Пісте кай avri) Záppa &i eis * катадому> > o- „Зы. 

ка Wied 

хі. 1. 

х.2.) 
only. Num. v. 13. 

к here only +. 3 Масс. іт. 1. =: Xen. Mem. 1.4.7. 
а = ch. lv. 3. ix. 96 (see note) +. (3 Macc. i 29 only.) 

Philo, passin. (*, 2 Maco. 

11. aft cappa ins э стера 0? m [Euthal-ms]; стера DI (and lat) vulg; отера ovra 
[P 47] f syrr coptt [sth arm ТЫ]. 

хоцфєез Joay фу тӯ xópq тӯ abrp, Luke 
ii. 8; the only other place Shere this ar- 
rangement is found. What is implied is, 
not so much that the promise was renewed 
to them, as that all three waited for the 
performance of the same promise, and in 
this waiting, built th ves no perma- 
nent abode) : 10.) for (reason of his 
rapoixla in the land of promise as in a 
strange land) he waited for (the prep. in 
{ёк8ёхоца!‚ as in éx(nréw above, ver. 6, 
intensifies the expectation) the city which 
has the foundations (beyond doubt, the 
heavenly city, the бу ‘lepovcaAfp, thus 
contrasted with the frail and moveable 
tentes in which the patriarchs dwelt. De- 
litzsch shows that tho idea was an Old 
Testament one; and no other interpreta- 
tion will suit the language here used. The 
ds Geot (arros of ch. xii. 22, and the 
uo Ns of ch. xiii. 14, must be 
here meant also. Of the earthly Jerusa- 
lem indeed it is said, ref. Ps., of deni 
аўто èv Trois Üpeai rots &ylois: but it is 
impossible that the earthly Jerusalem can 
be meant here. The lives of the dwellers in 
her rather corresponded to the precarious 
dwelling in tents than to the abiding in a 
permanent city: and the true reference of 
obs GepeArlous Éyovca is to be found in 
ref. Rev., rd Teixos Ts wÓAeos Tx 
OeueAÍovs $фбека„ As having these foun- 
dations, it forms a contrast to the tent, 
placed on the ground, and easily trans- 
ported. Ebrard objects to this view, 
that it is unhistoric to say that the patri- 
archs looked for the heavenly city: but 
Del. well answers, that it is not the mere 
historic question, what they knew and ex- 
ү with which our Writer is concerned, 
ut the question what it was that their 

faith, breaking through this knowledge in 
ite yearnings for the future, framed to 
itself as matter of hope. The expectation 
of tho literal fulfilment of a promise is one 
thing: the hopes and te and sur- 
mises built upon the character of that pro- 
mise, another. The one is mere belief: 
the other is faith), of which the architect 
and master-builder is God (very similarly, 
ch. viii. 2, $v Exnter ó xbpios, ойк ÉyOpo- 
wos: cf. also ver. 16 below. texvlrys, so 
ref, Wisd., ofre Tois Épyois 77 xirre 
ётбуросау toy Texvirnyv. And Philo, : 
Alleg. i. 7, vol. i. p. 47, ой rexvíros pdvoy 

Ad xol warhp à» тфу» yryvoulror: De 
Mut. Nom. 8 4 p. 583, д cas 
TexviTeócas жат®р : ib. (of men), Ззшобр- 
ynua ToU тё» kary ко) ёуабёу pévov 
TexrÍrov. In Xen. Mem. i. 4. 7, it is 
said of the world, mdru Loire таўта софод 
TIPOS ere! da kal qiAo(óov rex: 
aud Plato, Tim. 8 9, calls God $»juovpybr 
тоё kócpov ка) rexrawdéperoy abróv. Bee 
Wetat.). 11.] Example of SARAH, 
whose faith worked with that of Abraham 
to produce Isaac. By faith Sarah her- 

also (the xal has been very va- 
riously interpreted. Even S. who before 
was bien * says Schlichting: and to 
this view perhaps the gloss oreipa, or 4 
oreipa, or отера obra, is owing (see di- 
gest): Chrys. says, ёутректшёт футайба 
Hptaro, ef ye -yvrawbs OAryojvxórepot 
gavecey: and similarly Thl, Œc., al.;: 
Bleek says, *even S. who was once in- 
eredulous:“ and so De W., Winer, Lünem. 
But I believe Delitzsch is ectly right 
in rejecting all these and falling back on 
St. Luke’s usage of abrds and ка) abTós, 
which is very frequent, as Winer remarks, 
8 22. 4, Remark: see Luke xx. 42, ка) 
arb Aavel8; xxiv. 15, xal adrds 'Incobs : 
Acta viii. 18, 4 38 Zip» kal adrés: and 
especially xal adrds jv "IgcoUs фзе} éráv 
триікоута ёрҳбреуоѕ, Luke iii. 28: from 
which it appears that the words merely 
indicate transition from one personal sub- 
ject to another, the new subject being thus 
thrown out into prominence) received 
power for (Bóvapius els is an expression of 
St. Luke's, Luke v. 17, $0уошзѕ kvplov Fv 
eis т) асди ойтф»: the preposition in- 
dicating the direction in which the power 
is exercised) the deposition of seed (power, 
to fructify seed deposed. So Œc., dvedu- 
vaudon «is Tb ö rod асди raðoroidy 
c*épua. І am satisfied that this and no 
other is the meaning, from the fact that 
the expression is one во constantly used in 
this sense, and that the Greek reader would 
be sure thus to take it. No Greek Father, 
no ancient version, dreamt of any other 
meaning. So Chrys., «ls Tò xatacryxeiverd 
oxépua, els ö robo’ d Mage. 
Thl., rorr (cru, drcBvvaudón els т ro- 
d tac dal kal xparzca Tb катаВлтбёу eis 
афтў» oxdpuc той *АВради (giving another 
alt., dependent on the idea 73» yuvaixa 
oldy т: owdpua ёф éavrfs ovveisdyeiw aud 
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ex2Cer.vi patos aB кай ra Katpov А 
a ман. vi f y TOv °ётауүє\ашєроу. 12 8 010 8 xal аф h évos e 

éyernOnoay, кай ! тадта } veverpwpévov, кадос ta К астра 

IIPOXS EBPAIOT2. 

4 KU, ётєї *T,0 TOV ADKLP 

XI. 

25. (xix. 8.) 
23 (Een 1, ^ А ^ A мб "EP e 12 e a à à Wai." ToU ойрағой тф -TANEL кай as 1) due 1 тара T 
don sate er THs Oaracons ij " avaplOunros. 18 ° Kara тість 

Svasoy Thy Mv 555 хроВеВцкбє. ch. x. 23 (reff.). f ch. x. 29 reff. ch. 
Yi 12. памтат Sn яр 29. Ait. 30. xxiv, 26. Rom. I. 24. ve oe zr. 23 al. L. P. H. às ъч 

11 reff. Блек. xxxiil. 24. 

іх. 27. Rev. xii. 18, xxii. 8 only. GER. xxii. 17. 
1221. Herod. i. 180 
vii. 26. o ver. 7. 

aft age ins eis то texveoca: D! m: simly вуг. 

11 Cor. vi. 8 (rec.). Ten. Anab. ii. 4. 15. 
k Luke xxi. 25. Acts vil. 43 (from Amos v. 28). xxvii. 20 only. Ехор. xxzii. 13. 

el. “labrum fosem," Liv. xxxvii. 37. 

j Rom. iv. 19. Col. Ш. 8 only +. 
1. vii Bom. 1 Matt. vii. 26. i 

m = here only. (c! fi. 15 al.) Judg. vil. 
n here XII. 33. т. 

h. xi 
only. Job 

om 2nd xa: D!-gr sah]. 
rec aft nAucas ins етекеу, with D*KL[P]N? rel syrr [arm Chr, Thdrt Damasc]: om 
AD!N! 17 latt coptt sth Chr-ms [ Euthal-ms]. 
е. гес eyevvn0nca», with 12-3 

ms]. 
rel (Chr-ms Thl.—xa8»s у D! n]. 

interpreting the xa«raBoAf; of herself). 
Thdrt., awnydpevoe yàp «Tb» rdαõ où 
pévov tò yijpas, àx Ad kal тўѕ ui j) 
whpocts. ith regard to the phrase, see 
numerous examples in Wetst. and Bleek. 
Galen has, among many other passages, 7d 
ToU AgB стёриа Tb xataBadAduevoy 
els тёз uhrpas ToU OfAews. But this is 
objected to by several modern Commen- 
tators, Böhme, Stier, Bleek, De Wette, 
Lünem., who take xaraBoAf as in ката- 
Boh róopov, and стёрца the seed which 
should descend from her, her posterity, as 
in Gen. xii. 7 al. freq., and in ver. 18 and 
ch. ii. 16 of our Epistle. Of this meaning 
instances are not wanting, but all of them 
derive that sense from the other, and it is 
hardly possible, though such expressions 
as катаВолђ 'PeuóAov (Plut. de Fort. 
Rom. p. 320), evar àpxal ка) xaraBoAaít 
(Plut. Vita Marc. Anton. p. 932) may oc- 
cur, where the context makes it plain what 
is meant, that such an one as катаВолћ 
стёрратоѕ should occur, so calculated to 
mislead, if both words had been intended 
in an unusual and metaphorical sense), and 
that (see Hartung, Partikellehre i. 145. 
His most apposite instances are in Latin: 
e. g. Plaut. Rud. i. 2. 88, * dabitur opera, 
atque iri negotio :” Terent. Andr. ii. I. 37, 
* ego vero, ac lubens?) beyond (in incon- 
sistency with, contrary to the law of) the 
time of age (proper for the xarafoA) 
e*épuaros. So Abraham and Sarah are 
called óxepfouxes in Philo de Abr. § 22, 
vol. ii. p. 17: dn yàp Uvepfiuxes yeyord- 
Tes 8:4 paxpdy yfpas ётёууосау waidds 
oxopdy. And Plato, Thest. p. 149 с, has 
тої; 8° Аксу ardxos проѕќтаѓе), seeing 
that she esteemed Him faithful who had 
promised (see ref.). 12.] Wonderful 
result of this faith of Abraham and Sarah. 
‘Wherefore also (d ral, which occurs 
agnin ch. xiii, 12, is frequent in St. Luke 

Chr Thdrt Damasc Thl: txt AD!E[P 17 Euthal- 
rec (for ws 4) sei, with (c, e sil) [Chr, Euthal-ms Thdrt]: txt ADKL du 

om 7 тара то xeos О! (апа lat) seth[ Tisch J. 

and St. Paul, see reff.) from one sprung 
there (the reading is doubtful, but dyer. 
ard seems to suit better the father, 
whereas dye. Ard, ‘these were born 
from,’ would almost necessarily be said of 
the mother) and that (there is no founda- 
tion for Lünemann's notion, that the plur. 
таўта has reference to the two circum- 
Stances, the deadness of Abraham and the 
unbelief of Sarah: таёта in such sentences 
is perpetually the collective plural, = тойто. 
Cf. Kühner, Gram. 8 667 c, who gives as 
examples, Plato, Rep. iii. p. 404 B, “Ounpos 
. ^ . ёр Tais тёр Tpówr écTiÁceciw обте 
ly@vow atrovs torig, ко) Tavra ёж) Oa- 
Adrry тр EMU GTV Čyras: Demosth. c. 
Phorm. Extr. davdry (nuicarres elsæy- 
yerbévra èv тё dum, kal таёта oA Ur» фдё- 
tepoy бута, “quamvis civis vester esset") 
(from one) deadened (past that vital power 
which nature requires: see ref. Bom.) 
even as (it may be asked what is the sub- 
ject to eyerhéncay? Some supply réxva 
or Exyovo see Winer, 8 64. 8: but it is 
better to make the whole, «a@dés to the 
end, the virtual subject, latent in кабоз 
= duowuévo: Tois Arp. x. r. A.) the stars 
of the heaven in multitude, and as the 
sand which is by the lip (margin, cf. 
тара xeos ёкатёроу тоў rorauob in ref. 
Herod. and Polyb. v. 14. 6; iii. 48. 8 al. 
fr. in index) of the sea which is innu- 
merable (so ran the promises to Abraham, 
Gen. xiii. 16, ка) жоңтш Y стёриа cov 
és Thy kupov tis vhs: Gen. xv. 5, Ad- 
BreWor 53 els roy obpayóv, ка) дрібитсоу 
тоўз àcTépas, el Burfop Фарбайтш ab- 
robs’ ко) elxev, Обтоѕ tora: Tb стќриа 
gov: and more fully Gen. xxii. 17, тАтбб- 
уюу *AnÜvrà Tb oxéppa соо és rods 
&crépas ToU одрауо?, ка} és Ti)» luuor 
thy тара Tb yetAos ris Oardoons. The 
comparison with the sand as indicating 
great number is frequently found in the 

abed 
fghk 
mno 
17. 47 
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áTéÜavov оўтоь "rávres, pù ? Xaffóvres Tas 9A ёттагүуеМас, p ch. ts. 15, 
` rae , OF ° 

GAA 'TóppeÜev айтй$ iovres xal *йаттасйдеуо xai, Lake хуй. 2 
е еў . t ороћоуђсаутєс *ór, " Eévoe кай Y паретібтиоќ Y eicw ёт} 5120.13 
^ ^ 14 е \ a 7 x2 aw 9800 ee 

т< уй. ot yap a Xéyovres * éuavitovaw Ste zer rer, 
at, Themist. 

J патріда * ёт} тойт. 15 kai ei дёъ exeluns * éuynpovevoy Orsi. кч. 
note. teonstr., John i. 20. 1 John iv. 15 (Acts xxiv. 14) only. ae Matt. xxv. 
35, &с. Acts хүй. 21. Eph. Il. 19. 3 Jchn 5 only. 3 Kings xv. 19. v1 Pet. i. i. ii. 
11 only. Gxw.zxiii.4. Psa. xxxvili. 14. w pres., ver. 8 тей, x ch. ix. 24 reff, 

y elsw., Gospp. (Matt. xiii. 64,57 а Mk. L. John iv. 44) only. sth. U. 10. 2 Matt. vi. 32. zii, 
399. Acte хі. 19. Phil.iv.17al 1 Kings xx. I. а = Acts xz. 85 al. 1 Chron. xvi. 15. 

18. for AaBorres, wposBetautroi (see note) А: xouoapervo: (see ver 89) [P]N! 17. 231. 
89. 57. 71. 80 Chr-s-mss [ Euthal-ms Damasc, ТЫ]. rec aft :доутеѕ ins xas rer- 
Gevres (with c, e sil): om ADKL[P]N rel (vas Sr- ff Aug,]. aft {ео ins xa 
xapoixoi Di (not lat). Р 

14. (nrovow (inquirere D-lat) D! 109-78 Chr-ms Procop,. 
16. urzporevovaw N 47. 78. 80 [ Euthal-ms) Thdrt,: ju em Ln D! : euynpovevrav 

O. T., e. g. Gen. xli. 49: Josh. xi. 4: 1 Sam. such a greeting of salvation from afar.” 
xiii. 5: 2 Sam. xvii. 11: 1 Kings iv. 29: Isa. Delitzsch. Wetst. quotes Virg. Eu. iii. 
x. 22. Cf. also Herod, i. 48, olda 8° éyà 622, “Quum procul obscuros colles humi- 
Ydupov т àpiðuóv, kal uérpa Gadrdoons, lemque viderem Italiam . . . . Italiam lato 
and Pind. Olymp. ii. in fine, ёте) Ydupos socii clamore salutant”), and confessed 
&piÜuby cepurépevyer). 18—16.] that they were strangers and sojourners 
Before the Writer passes on to more ex- upon the earth (this Abrabam did, ref. 
amples of faith, he looks back over the Gen., to the children of Heth, sápoiwos 
patriarchal age, and gathers in one the xal apewíbnuos eyd еш цеб Duy: 
attributes of their faith. 18.) In (ac- and Jacob, Gen. xlvii. 9, to Pharaoh, al 
cording to, consistently with, en the course  $uépau cà» édray тўз (wis ро Bs rap- 
of: not this time sícre, because their оё «.7.A. See Ps. cxviii. 19: Eccles. 
deaths were not the results of their faith, —xii.6: Philo de Agricult. 8 14, vol. i. p. 810, 
but merely according to and consistent with. тф бут: таса иёу puxh roto? xarpiba pèr 
it) faith died these all (there is no need to obpavór, Ёќут» 8% уў» ÉAaxev: and Con. 
вау with Œc., Thl., Primas., al., étppnuévov fus. Ling. § 17, p. 416, 3:4 тобто ol xarà 
TOU 'Eróx: the promises began with Mevoijy sopol wdrres elsdyorra: xap- 
Abraham, and it is evident from the end ouoüvres* al yap тобтоу Yuxa) eTéAXor- 
of our verse, and from ver. 16, that the ta: ui» dwoulay 34 wore 1h dt obpavod. 
reference is solely to the patriarchs), not In Wetst., several citations are given from 
having received (the participial clause con- the classics where human life is called a 
ditions and substantiates the xarà xlorw.. — xapexiónuía. The word is found in 
&réÜarvorv: and for this reason it is ah AaB, lian (V. H. viii. 4) and Polybius (xxxii. 
and not оф: ‘as those who did not re- 22. 4), and waper:3nuéw and -ula often). 
ceive’ &c.) the promises (plur., because 14.) For (justification of the asser- 
the promise was again and again repeated tion, that it was xarà rier» that they 
to the patriarchs, see the citations from тап and finished their course, by the ir- 
Gen. above, and add Gen. xvii. 5—8; xxvi. ference from their own confession) they 
8, 4; xxviii. 18, 14. The èrayyeàla here who say such things make manifest (so 
as so often comprehends 7d éxyyyeApé- Acts xxiii. 15: where see examples in Wetst. 
voy), but having seen them from afar (к) The word in this sense is pure classical 
weicÜévres, see var. readd., has come in Greek: cf. Plato, Soph. p. 244 Фдей 
from a gloss: во Chrys., обто: weweiopévos айта u dnavi(ere inays, Tí поте 
joa пер abrü» (s ка) &oráragðaı —BoóAe«c8e onpualvew, Sxdray dy фӨќу- 
abrás: Œc., xol doxacduevor пеюӨбу- гупсбе; and p. 218, (yrodrr: ка) dudari- 
res), and greeted them (“ From afar they (ovr: тЇ wore oriy) that they seek after 
saw the promises in the reality of their (in ém(n7réw, the preposition implies the 
fulfilment, from afar they greeted them as direction of the wish or yearning) а home 
the wanderer greets his longed-for home (our English word ‘country,’ without 
even when he only comes in sight of it at a some possessive pronoun, does not give the 
distance, drawing to himself as it were ideą strongly enough. Even Bleek, who 
magnetically and embracing with inward might have given it, baf (te ein Vater⸗ 
love that which is yet afar off. The excla- land ſuchen, has rendered, daß fie nad) 
mation, ‘I have waited for thy salvation, O der Heimath ſuchen:—ol Edvous éavrois, 
Lord,’ Gen. xlix. 18, is such an áàcwazpós, gnoly, àvoud(ovres, üqAoUsi: ёз obdiy 
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bhere oniy. ah’ Hs > Fe Hnoav, elyov бу ° ka«póv è du ui 16 viv 8 aDKLP 
` „Na do d 

тре * креіттороѕ f dpéyovrat, 8 TovréaTiv h émrovpavíov 6:0 ойк efghk 
iv. 17 

Esth. Ii. 12. 
era M vera] abr ó Oe * бєдє ! érixadeioOat * айтди 

amat йл. m Hrolnhο, үйр avrois “aod. 17 ТЇйттє& ° srposevijvoyev 
Acts x viii. 21 

; . xxxii.37. Judg. xi. 2 A. e ch. L 4 reff. f 1 Tim. ili. 1. vi. 10 only t. (act., Job 
i E ch. iii. 1 reff. Ich. ii. 11 reff i constr; 
Mark viii. 38 bis! L. Rom. 1. 10. 2 Tim. i. 8. (Isa. i. 29 AN!-36,) 

m Matt. xx. 23. xxv. 34. John xiv. 2,3. Gen. xziv. 14. ratx., ch. li. 11, 
o ch. v. 1 reff. 

17.81 Br Chron). 
ende о: txt AD LEJI 17 [Eathal-ms 

16. гес vun, with 
Procop, ] Thdrt Chron, [Damasc]. 
115.—калесбш К: avrovs [1L]. 

olkeiov xplyoves  T&» mapóvTæv, AX’ 
érépæv éxiüvuoUs: xpaypatrwr. — Thdrt.). 

15] And if indeed (posito, that 
.. . . : hence the indicative) they were 
mindful (see below. Bl., De W., Lünem. 
render it, bad made mention,“ as in ver. 
22. And so Del. inclines. But this would 
necessitate a very harsh ellipsis: If we 
found them making mention &c., they 
might have had opportunity to gratify the 
wish thus expressed) of that (home) from 
which they went out, they would con- 
tinually be having opportunity to re- 
turn (dvaxdprre is neuter generally, in 
classical Greek also: cf. Herod. ii. 8, 
rabry piv Ayo Фуакбитте els тё 
elpyra: Tb pos. The two imperfecta in 
this sentence present some little difficulty. 
The general rendering of dependent шр 
fecta is ав in John v. 46, el ёж:стебете 
Movcet emioredere dy ёро, “If ye be- 
lieved Moses, ye would believe me.” 80 
also in Latin: Servi. .. mei ві me isto 
pacto metuerent, ut te metuunt omnes cives 
tni, domum meam relinquendam putarem,” 
Cic. in Cat. i. 7: “If my slaves feared me 

. . . I should think.” But such a ren- 
dering here is out of the question, both 
events being past and gone: we could not 
say, If they remembered . . . . they might 
have opportunity.“ It would therefore 
seem that the imperfects are here used not 
so much in their logical temporal places, 
as on account of the Aabituval sense which 
both members of the sentence are meant 
to convey: *If they were, through their 
lives, mindful &c., they would have through 
their lives, they would continually be 
having, opportunities’ &c.): 16.] but 
now (ns the case now is: the logical viv: 
see 1 Cor. xiii. 13 note, and our ch. viii. 6) 
they desire (дрёуєсбаї rivos, classical : 
see many instances in Wetst. on 1 Tim. 
iii. 1) a better (home), that is, a hea- 
venly one (the justification of this asser- 
tion, which seems to ascribe N. T. ideas to 
the O. T. fathers, must be found in such 

к Exon. iii. 6, 15, 16. lint., aft. 
n ver. 10, 

rec (for еѓеВлса») eto, with D?K LN? rel [Chr Procop, Thdrt], 
P Chron, Damasc,. 1 

e gh: txt ADK Це 
ех‹кал. аутор 

om a» Di. 
sil PIN rel [Ps-]Ath Chr [ Euthal-ms 

2nd Geos Di(and lat) [P] 

sayings as that of the dying Jacob, Gen. 
xlix. 18, which only represent a wide class 
of their faithful thoughts): wherefore 
God is not ashamed of them (reff.) to be 
called (here ¢wasrxdéverGa: has a double 
object, abroós and éximadcioba. For the 
latter construction also see reff.) their God 
viz. in reff. Exod. Thdrt. (not Chrys. as 
leek) впув, ё yàp r&v Suvduecy короз ко} 

тд» ÁyyéAwv Serxdrns kal obpavoU ка} 
vis xoimrhs, CpwrnGels TI voud соо, 
MA жута xatadindy en Eyò Geds 
"ABpadu, коду beds Io adk, ко) Oeds "Iaxó. 
From the present éraoxdvera:, and espe- 
cially from the clause which follows, it is 
probable, as Bleek has well remarked, that 
the Writer intends not merely to adduce 
that God did once call Himself their God, 
but that he is sow not ashamed to be so 
called, they enduring and abiding with 
Him where He is: in the same sense in 
which our Lord adduces the same circum- 
stance, Matt. xxii. 31 ff and |. See be- 
low): for He prepared for them a city 
(permanent and eternal, in contrast to the 
tents in which they wandered. There are 
two ways of understanding this clause: 1. 
with Schlichting, Grot., Böhme, De W., 
Hofmann, Delitzsch, to take the aor. as 
a pluperfect, “for God bad prepared for 
them a city :" “quia Deus cœlestem illam 
patriam et regnum suum Abrahamo, Isaaco, 
et Jacobo destinavit, propterea se Deum 
illorum summumque patronum jure et 
merito appella ” Schlicht.: 2. with Thl., 
al., and Bleek, rocobrov ойк ётошсҳбуєтаі 
al rob, GAA’ olxelous tye, Gsre ка) Thr 
AU, hv ётебброиу, thy d» «ois obpa- 
vois, Troluacer abrois. I would adopt 
a modification of this last. God is not 
ashamed of them, nor to be called their 
God : and we find proof of this not only in 
His thus naming Himself, but in His pre- 
Paring for them a city: the home for which 
they yearned: He did not deceive their 
hopes, but acted as their God by verifying 
those hopes. Thus, and thus only, docs 

mno 
17. 47 
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"Afpaàp tov Isade Perewpatópevos, kal rov 4 povoyert) розн. xxu э. 
o трос̧ёферєу 0 rde éranyyeXas * dvadeEauevos, 18 mpòs dy 
€NarHOn * te év 'Icaàx “ kXAyOroeraí aoc orréppa: 19 Y Xoyi- 

q Luke vii. 12. 
тін. 42. 

, w w 2 ^ wi 7 є / їп. 
capevos бт kal “ёк vekpüv " éyeipew бууатду О 005, "іа, 

ЕМ. 11). 12. Ian. хЇтїй.] 
s = here 7 xxviii. 7) only +. (2 Масе. vi. 19. vili. 36 only.) 

9 

t ch, vii. 17 reff. u == Rom. ix. 7, 
Rom. ii. 3. vill. 18. 2 Cor. x. 7, 11. 1 Macc. А т & constr. 

w Matt. xvii. 9. 1 Cor. xv. 12. Gal. I. I. 1 Pet. I. 21 ul. 

17. om аВраад 8-ре Chr-s- mas: marked with ast in "Й : ins aft хера. D! (and lat); 
2 bef xposer. 71. wax (sic) [Di IN, so ver 18 (and Di] N-corr!). 

18. om or: D' (and lat) [P] а! 288 Chr. ins] ]. 
19. for eyepew, eyeipe (= pal) A; 

AD%, possit D-lat: txt D!-3KLN rel О 
te ipal 

rg, 

] 17 [Euthal-ms] Chron. Bvraras 
yr[-p, Euthal-ms| Chr, Thdrt Chron, 

[Damasc,, Suvaros єст:у Р], potens est vulg [Orig-int, ].—o 05 eyeipei, omg биуатоз, o. 

ace keep its proper emphasis, and 
the aor. its proper time: they looked for a 
etty: and God refused not to be called 
their God, for He prepared for them that 
city, verified those their hopes. And if we 
ask for the interpretation of %то!дате>, 
I answer, in the preparation of tbe way of 
Christ, and bringing in ealvation by Him, 
of which salvation they in their anticipa- 
tion of faith were partakers, John viii, 66, 
'Afpeàu . . . tryadAidcaro Tva Ry thy 
Juépay thy èphv, kal elde xol éxdpr). 

17—31.] Having spoken thus - 
rally of the UN of the йагы. is ue. 
turns to individual instances, and begins 

` again with Abraham, recounting the se- 
verest test to which his faith was put. 
футкй@а od robs à»Üpwwívovus буо» d rep - 
iv éxpt)Y Aoywpuoós, àAAÀ ка) Erepdy 
Ti A. ewideltacOar vd yap то 000 
ad dei rois TOU Geot pdxea0at, ral tloris 
énáxero wlores ко) ярбѕтауца éxayyeAla 
к.т.А. Chrys. Cf. Sir. xliv. 20 (xal èv 
weipacng  eópéón such Wisd. x. 6 
(abr. . roy Sixasov. . ext téxvov oxAdyx- 
vois loxupoy épidAater): 1 Macc. ii. 62: 
James ii. 21. 11.) By faith, Abra- 
ham hath offered (perfect, as if the work 
and its praise were yet enduring: not, 
“ was offering as commonly taken, “ was 
in pu to offer," which would be the 
imperfect. Bleek quotes from Salvian de 
Gubernat. Dei i. 8, p. 17, ** Immolari sibi 
Deus filium jussit: pater obtulit, et quan- 
tum ad defunctionem cordis pertinot im- 
molavit." Besides which consideration, 
the zpospépeiy, the üyevéykai: abrby ёж) rò 
Ovciarfpior, did actually take place) Isaac 
when tempted (cf. xaAovperos ver. 8: and 
ref. Gen.), and (the xai rises into climax : 
not only Abraham Isaac, but &c.) he that 
had accepted the promises (dva8etdpevos, 
more than Lx, ch. vii. 6; he had as it 
were with open arms accepted and taken 
to himself each and all of the promises, the 
posero of Canaan, the multiplication of 

is seed, the blessing of all nations in his 
seed) was offering (now the Writer trans- 

forms the time into the purely temporal 
and strict one—he was in the act of offer- 
ing—the work was his only- 
begotten (so Aquila, and similarly Symm. 
(rbv póvov gov) in Gen. xxii 2, for 
rr pe Tb» 016и cov Tb» dyaxnrdy, 
LXX. And во Philo de Somn. i. $ 34, vol. 
i. p. 650, 'АВради ёт) Ts той å&yaryro? 
kal uóvov xoaibbs ÓAokavrécews. Chrys. 
says, тЇ ody д "louafjA ; wider Jv; poroyeri 
Ac, poir, боох els Tbv тїз eAlas 
Хбуоу), 18.] he to whom (rp бу 
refers, not to Isaac, as many Commenta- 
tors and our E. V., “ of whom it was said,” 
but to Abraham, the immediate antecedent 
in the text, and the immediately resumed 
subject, after the relative clause, Aoyird- 
Hevos K. T. A.) it was spoken (by God: but 
the aor. need not be made into a pluper- 
fect), In Isaac (the бт: is found in ref. 
Gen., and in a causal meaning. The most 
probable account of its appearing here is, 
that the Writer takes it from the O. T. 
text, but uses it as the recitative particle) 
shall thy seed be called (“ Three ways," 
says Delitzsch, of interpreting this are 
possible, 1. after Isaac shall thy seed be 
named (Hofm.): 2. in, through, of, Isaac 
shall seed be called into being to thee 
(Drechsler): 8. in Isaac shall seed be 
named to thee, i e. in or through him 
shall it come that a seed of Abraham shall 
be possible (Bleek)." Then he pute aside 
the first, seeing that only once is the seed 
of Abraham called Isaac (Amos vii. 9), 
and the second, seeing that my (thoug 
sometimes bearing the meaning, see Isa. 
xli. 4) never so absolutely signifies “to 
call into existence as it must on that 
interpretation: and prefers the third. In 
Isaac, through and in descent from him, 
shall thy seed be called thy seed: only 
Isaac's descendants shall be known as 
Abraham's seed): 19.] (reason of 
this paradoxical conduct: because Abra- 
ham's faith was able, in anticipation, to 
clear the suspicion of God's faithfulness 
by the suggestion of His power. He could 
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arde xii. ) 
= (see note 

d ch. ix. 9. 

and would make a way to the keeping of 
His own promise) reckoning that God is 
(not, was, see below) able to raise (no 
supply of “Aim” is admissible, as mis- 
takenly inserted by к Commentators 
and even by the E. V. It was not God's 
power to raise Isaac, but God’s power, 
generally, to raise from the dead, that 
Abraham believed. This, which is so plain 
from the form of the sentence, is made 
lainer still by the use of the present 
Боен, not the aor. éyeipa: which would 
more probably be used if a single case had 
been in view: see Matt. xvi. 21: Mark 
xiv. 28: Luke iii. 8; ix. 22. The aor, 
here (see digest) has probably been a cor- 
rection arising from the application to 
Isaac) even from (among) 
Matt. commonly uses, with éyeípeiw, dad 
ray vexpov: St. Luke, John, Paul, ёк 
vexpóv), from whence (i.e. from the dead: 
во Thdr.-mops., Castellio, Beza, Scblich- 
ting, Grot., Lamb. Bos, Michaelis, Schulz, 
Böhme, Bleek, De Wette, Tholuck, Stier, 
Hofmann, Delitzsch. But most Commen- 
tators regard 80e as the illative icle, 
* whence," “unde,” as in the other five 
places where it occurs in this Epistle, ch. 
i. 17; iii 1; vii. 25; viii. 8; ix. 18. The 
whole meaning is discussed below) he also 
(cal; besides the AcyloavOa. It belon 
not to ќу xapaBoA^j alone, but to the 
whole fact, év zapaBoApj ёкошесто—іо 
the verb with its qualifying adverb) re- 
ceived him back (so Шкода, often : 
c. g. Polyb. i. 83. 8; iii. 51.12, of captives: 
i. 59. 7, of money expended: iii. 40. 10, 
of hostages: x. 84. 3, 8, 10, of wife 
and children (udAiora weweicpdvos oDros 
Thy yuvaixa ко) TÈ тёк» кошеїт®ш: 
of a fortress or city, ii. 51. 6 al. fr. 
Philo de Joseph. 8 85, vol. ii. p. 71, 
xoulcacba: Tbv áBeA by ду Врістоу : $ 88, 
p. 74, rls yàp ћу yévoiro татр) ёорєй 
«(шу 3) Tb» Фтоуғ–аббута (Joseph) 
кошбатди ; And Josephus, Antt. i. 18. 4, 
uses the word of Abraham and Isaac on 
the very occasion here in question: of 5i 
rap ё\т(Зає éavrovs kexouicuévoi. See 
also reff. and 1 Macc. xiii. 37: 2 Macc. vii. 
29; x. 1. In the face of these examples, 
Sykes and Schulz assert that the word 
never has this meaning) in а parable 
(figuratively: in what sense, see below). 
This clause has been very variously inter- 
preted. The prevalent understanding of 
It, since Camerarius and Raphel, has been, 
“ whence (= wherefore) also he received 
him by means of (ix, instrumental) his 
surrender of him.” And this Lünemann, 

IPO? EBPAIOTZ. 

к= (мело) X 00єу айтду Kat dv ? тарадо\уў * éxopicaro. 

e dead (St. 

XI. 

2 = Matt, хит, 27. Gen. xxxviii. 20 al. 

who has adopted it, calls the simple and 
only right seuse of the words. According 
to this view rapagoAH signifies a giving 
up to danger, a sapaBdarAcoOa (h 
vx), which latter is an expression 
often found, e. g. Hom. IL 1. 822: Thuc. 
iL 44 But though there is abundant 
example of the verb in this sense, there is 
none of the substantive, nor any thing 
approaching to one (in Pussow indeed we 
have as а sense of xapafoAf, das Dran⸗ 
ſetzen, aufs Spiel fegen, Wagen, Wagniß, 
Wagſtück: and in Liddell and Scott, “the 
making a venture; but it is entirely 
чар т{ей by example, either in classic 
or Hellenistic Greek, and therefore very 
properly excluded by Palm and Rost). This 
rendering then must fall to the ground, 
unless it can be shewn that no other will 
serve, and thus we are justified in supposing 
it the only case in which wapaBeAf occurs 
in this sense. Near akin to this is the view 
of Raphel (and Krebs), who says, Quem- 
admodum ё» àAg0eía pro drndas, фу ráxe 
pro rax ts, aliaque hujusmodi dicuntur: 
ita etiam ёи sapaBoAj pro sapaBó^es 
роо accipi posse: quo verbo sæpius utitur 
olybius: cujus interpres Casaubonus, 

licet verterit zudacter, et Camerariua 
in comment. utriusque linguæ 555 
certum tamen est, aliquibus locis etiam 
insperato verti posse: cf. тар ёлті8аѕ 
in Josephus, above. Then he attempts to 
po this from Polybius and from Pliny, 
p. ix. 26. 4, “Sunt enim maxime mi- 

rabilia que maxime insperata, maxime 
periculosa, utque Grseci magis exprimunt, 
wapdBoAa." But neither this nor any of 
the passages from Polyb. proves bis point ; 
every one of them having the meaning 
boldly, not unexpectedly. It seems then 
that we must abandon all idea of this class 
of interpretations, and fall back on the 
usual one, found in our ch. ix. 9, and every 
where else in the N. T., of a likeness or 
figure. In favour of this meaning it may 
also be asked, Is it in the least probable 
that our Writer would have put before his 
readers so common an expression in so 
uncommon a sense? Bot, when we have 
taken the more ordinary meaning, we are 
by no means set at rest. For, а. Ham- 
mond, Lamb. Bos, Alberti, Mill, Sykes, 
Schulz, Stuart, refer the words to the 
birth of Isaac, —“ from whence,” і. e. ёк 
yevexpouérov adpatos, “he had at first 
received him." But, 1. this would cer- 
tainly require the more definite pluperfect, 
not the quasi-pluperfect of an aorist reach 
ing back beyond Aeywdperos; and, 2. it 

20 Tliores ADELP 
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ral тєрї he ,? *niroyncev '1тайк tov 'Так®@ ка} su: w.: 
тд» ‘Head. 

N. xxvil. 

?1 Ire “laxwB ° ároÜvrjakóv Exactov tov d Ga. anu 
viðv Io nidoynoer, кай ° rposexóvnaev * ёт} тд * крор Late vi. ts. 

e 

31. 3 Kings l. 47. 
EX. xlvii. 

d Matt. xxiv. 31 || Mk. Luke xvi. 24 only. 1 Kings xiv. 27. 

20. rec om 1st ка, with D*KL[PJN rel syrr coptt [eth arm Chr, Sevrn,]: ins AD! 
b! m 17 latt Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt Damasc Primas. 

om raak NI (ins N-corr!-?), 
(nvAoyncer, so AD 17 Chr, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt,.) 

Chr 
2l. 

would be harsh and unnatural that the 
ёк vekp&y should refer to the person him- 
self who éxouícaro abróv. В. Corn. a- 
Lapide regards Isaac himself ав the 
rapago ij, interpreting by the Latin “in 

rabolam (els xapaBoAfv); id est, ut 
Iouis easet parabola, fabula, proverbium, 
exemplum memorabile Фо. . . . ut cum 
Deus per se aut suos nobis aliquid jusserit 
licet arduum et difficile, exemplum Isaac 
ob oculos habentes, fidenter et generose 
nos offeramus," &с. . Bengel, on the 
other hand, regards Abraham as the wapa- 
BoAf, “omnis enim posteritas celebrat 
fidem Abrahs, offerentis unigenitum." 
8. Others take é» тараволӯ to mean, as 
a type; either of the Resurrection gene- 
rally (so Thdrt., ds è» cupBdaq ка) тбтф 
тўз ёуастісєоѕ TH yap той warpds 
dvaipebels xpoOuulg, тў ToU kexwAvkóTos 
Thy сфауђ» dv HI peovi—but afterwards 
he refers the figure to the passion of 
Christ: al.),—or of our Lord's sufferings 
(во Chrys, Tovrécriw, фу dwrodelypare’ 
év тё xpig, pnol. тёз; той yap xpiov 
тфеуш@Футоз obros {обу Sste 8:4 rod 
кр ой афўтду Hager, дут) rovrov сфёѓаѕ 
ёкеїроу. Tavra 8 tino tuts са” 
évraU0a yap ó vlós ёст: ToU Geov 6 
сфаую(биєуоѕ : Œc., among many inter- 
pretations, Primas., Carpzov, al.). But, 
undeniable as is the typical reference of 
the whole occurrence to Christ, His suf- 
ferings and Resurrection, it seems ex- 
ке improbable that our Writer 
should have intended so much for his 
readers by èv xapaBoAf. We come then, 
approaching what I believe to be the true 
meaning, to, e. that given by Theodore of 
Mopsuestia: тобто Aéye, бт: üxoAoóQws 
Eruxer Tfj éavroU xire Tfj yàp dva- 
dodi wiotedoas, Bid avuBÓAoy Tivey 
àzo0arórra айтду ёкошсато. т} yàp èv 
ro тоў Өауфтоо проѕдокісф уєуд- 
реуоу undd wabeiv, ToU A Ara r- 
condvou atpBodror $v, oov тоў бауфтоу 
wpbs Bpaxd ‘yevoduevos, dxéorn итдёу 

b той Oavdrov пабфу ть your ev 
жароВолў ёрут! ToU d» avuBóNow. So 
Calvin, “Tametsi vere non reeurrexerit 
Isaac, quodammodo tamen videtur resur- 
rexisse, quum repente et mirabiliter inex- 

[ Euthal-ms | Thdrt.) 
(nvAcynoer, во А m 17 

spectata Dei tia eripitur :" Castellio, 
Beza, Schlichting, Grot, Jac. Cappell., 
Scaliger, Heinsius, and many others, 
Bleek, De W., Stier, Hofmann, Delitzsch, 
The A to this seems to be that 
which Del. himself brings against some of 
its supporters, that it does not go far 
enough for è» тараВолӯ, but by its 
« quodammodo,” and “similitudine qua- 
dam,” weakens it too much. We may with 
reason ask, What was the жараВолі ? if it 
is meant merely, that though not actually, 
yet in some sense, Abraham received Isanc 
from the dead, would not és gros eiweiv 
be the more obvious way of expressing 
this? The true identification of the rapa- 
Box is I am persuaded to be found in 
the flgure under which Isaac was sacri- 
ficed, viz. the ram, as already binted by 
Chrysostom. Abraham virtually sacrificed 
his son: God designated Isaac for the 
burnt-offering, but provided a ram in his 
stead. Under the figure of that ram, Isaac 
was slain, being received back by his futher 
in his proper person, risen from that death 
which he had undergone èy xapafoAf, 
in, under, the figure of the ram. Chrys. 
himself afterwards, in recapitulating, gives 
this very interpretation as an alternative: 
80e» abrbv фто, ка) èy хара8о\ў ёко- 
picaro лоотќсті, фу alviypare: &srep 
yàp тараВолђ fv д крфз Tob) 'lcadx. 

20.] By faith, Isaac blessed Jacob 
and Esau concerning things future also 
(the xal belongs, not to wriere:—a«lore 
ка} wep) uedd. by faith and that respect- 
ing things future,—as Lünem., al. (Syr. 
joins жіоте жері ne.), for rioris тері, 
though good Greek, is not N.T. language, — 
but to тер) yeAA.,—blessed them concern- 
ing not only things present, but things 
fature also. Jacob is named before Esau, 
as the worthier and more important in the 
theocratic sense; perhaps also as having 
gained the greater portion of the blessing). 

91.] By faith Jacob, when dying 
(reff.), blessed each of the sons of Joseph 
(the faith consisted in transposing his hands 
wittingly, laying the right hand on the 
head of the younger, Ephraim, who was to 
become the grenter tribe): and he wor- 
shipped (this incident is not connected 
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on "ту páfltov abrod. P Шоте "Iob *reAevróm жері ADKLP 
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wA tin i ius, l teak glare before it, 
M php pA rom, when Jacob made 
4. meo f» bun tout ho would bury 
bom with dos fue, und not in Keypt, 
бен civi Ж], Вера h Writerinverts 
Gia „ ue omo, Go hring the two acts 
ede nnn, ont tf omen nid Unt of Jacob, 
ey Ser, ‘Phin net of worship was ono of 
fo th, eei di na IL wen connected with a 
отин, $e дили of which was, God's 
1 i e ting the laud of Canaan. 
And she toile woe ђин by the turning of 
% yd woud dying body in a posturo of 
ten ndorntion) on the top of his staff 
(ин la ſilu quantity of idolatrous non- 
, hua houn wiltien on thom words by 
Н өй, Commentators, taking па their 
"Әни pot, the rondering of the Vulg. 
a uf, subsit мант virgm ejus" and 
henno оуу nn nrgumnent for the wore 

ships of ingen, нашид Chat there was an 
hieu or үзө of power upon Joseph's 
tnit, кө whieh thay apply the кома, But 
17, M. mat; ee у) not Joseph's 
„, whieh diatiutendod "vinga ane,” not 
agen, na Ране Мар, remarked, and Aug. 
Hood tore m, qi 10И, In Oeoneslu, vol, tit, pt. l., 
"унүн hahent ани onion, AY Ade 
angie порн? tine eft, ММЦ codices 
inp iatna hahent, Adone sapra сари 
149 gem ater, Pil in apila tH тое, Ave en 
„m ени, Anl mper eronmen (notion there 
ln west hitey ham nhont edere Pastior, 
Mw Mee aee ien below BRIE cu enim 
ИТТ tbe qued niatan littera aeri 
i mln citm alin nero aed aee unt 
Mop trom opt, et als ota qui ata мем 

б veis n monium: valent 
vatis esl mapan Ute ет, Quam: та 
NAW ре hinam habes pant, 38 
ee € rem won 9E Ren, 2M 
Y 9607 Thon het Flows ve well wani h 
woes Uie c Ae yes hee manta enfe; | ду 
j DEI nv ved m edt Nam dace wv 

Vella еа meme qi v spam bat ee mone 
wes alia ec sewn ale wd ар mo 
NANA Sene (coa mid, td ators fr 
* КЪА a) Муха мА OHA ч fh eat. 

we везу ym oarn? мол RADA 

ЖЕ КАТ ted Bet OQ, Ф 0567 0 буу. 

% 9e. vi wv. BD, Au. esont * 

М“ dS 8 8 ds „ 55 M E ehen. ally N. u MN 
NN nn Wu, Gn: ont 
ex v I 

„ V. v^ A fed em etna 

(„ „ y . PN 

мы 2 - ^ 1 mindi у: “Nisem Penna vert Spam! fasts 

SUNT Pe RR NER RE aw 

we 1.8. KK N. UN bunn Quer, 

eve, ale mis Wh але узу Күрдү 

N a bed 
e [g h R 

nar 17. 
їп utique senex jacebat, e£ sic positum 
balebat at ane sine labore, quado vellet; 
oraret. Nec ideo tamen quod septuaginta 
interpretati sunt, nullum vel lerem sensum 
habere putandum est." The reader will ob- 
servo that there is nothing here of adoring 
the staff or the top of the staff. What 
Jerome thought of such an idea, is plainly 
seen, Quest. Heb. in Genesin, vol. iii. p. 
871: “In hoc loco quidem frustra simulant 
adorasse Jacob summitatem sceptri Joseph, 
quod videlicet honorans filium, potestatem 

us adoravorit: cum in Hebreo multo 
aliter legatur,—et adoravit, inquit, Israel 
ad caput lectuli: quod scilicet, postquam 
el juraverat filius, securus de petitione quam 
rogaveret adoraverit Deum contra caput 
lectuli sui. Sanctus quippe et Deo deditus 
vir, oppressus senectute, sic habebat lectu- 
lum positum, ut ipse jacentis habitus abs- 
que difficultate ulla « ad orationem esset pa- 
mtus.” The idea itself is found in Chrys., 
but without the émage: -ovrécr:, ка) 
убре» b» by wposexóve: TQ Ie, Th» 
werrbs тоб AeoU крозкбууо:» SyAGr Thr 
écouéro» abre. And so Thl, Phot. in 
‹Ке„ and apparently Thdrt.: so Erasm. 
(var.), * Longius etiam prospiciebat senis 
fides, cum exoeculans virgam filii Joseph, 
veneraretar in eo Christum omnibus im- 
3 cujus ille delatas et itus а 

tribus imaginem gesserat.” I will only 
cite the inference from the above ancient 
data in Corn. a-Lapide, as most instructive 
Weaning the grounds on which age after 

the chief abominations of the church 
Rome have been introdeced: * Recte 

m ег àx adoratfinme spiri Josephi 
Patres Concilii: Numi II. probaat edora- 
. «б cultem тегім, e. 
їп imagine тете, sed ad Pr . suam 
Tiori at transre dcn.“ The real 
спочлот will regard ъ the passare ЭБ com 
finc within vers narrow limits. The same 
henrew ward “we ige a ный, or а 
hag. acding э n is pointed тес ar NED. 
And. ағ there are no pointe in the en 
Roh raw d it яп men erium., whnck 

manine wr are Lp засе. Tur LEX bree 
der ^айд. thonet ак derne notices, 
ит $^ the havr venderet the game word 
ihnen tren ii., $ er verses after. 
om K T he taker. thr baer: And 
leone howa. mmal: unar the her’: banc.” 
an, *c ama abl the maier: apres Œ 
ud ind ii Nina T unt has arenes at 
Some (mer te tu meaning staf." п> 
DW ne (hal the festerr Bede hee: ur 
hon WWK Xy РТА мог ыз эв 

Фатма а гог prem. . Ыы Drm Жш 
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Luke 
. 91. 3 Pet. 

i. 15) only. 
Ре. сай. 1. 

* 2 ^ ^ i ( 

Geis expvBn lTpiuqgvovy отд trav *marépov avro), дцбть* — 
єїбор dœreroο тд пао" kai ойк ёфоВ}Өпсау тд m &d- 

ziv. è 

таура tov Baciréws. % Пісте Моусўс ° péyas yevópevos * ЖЕ 

39. John кіх. 36, from Exod. xii. 46 [Eph. v. 30) only. Gex. I. 36. 
68 L. (from Ps. xc. 11) only. Num. xxvii. 19. 
81 B. xxiv. 8. 3 Chron. xxzvi. 2,9 sur see John iv. 35. 

TOY k «= here only. (Eph. vi. 4. 
m here only. Ezra vii. 1]. 

11. Exop. U. 11. Hom. Odyss. B. 314. с. 217. 

hii. 21. Col. . хіх. 14?) see note. 
Wisd. xl. Т (of the same order) only. 

хх 
i w. wept, Matt. iv. 

j here only. Gen. xxzviil. 34. 4 Kings xxiii. 
(fem.) Herod il. 124, r3» Toiuqvor dr. 

) i Acts al ы only. Exon. ii. 2. 
n = (Rom. ix. 12.) Gen. xxxviii. 

93. (only the A of Jiareyha is left in A, and there conld hardly have been room for 
the word on the part which has perished.) at end ins жит: peyas *yevoperos 
p.oUg S ау:Аєу TOV Gi'yuTTIOP катауову THY талуу тоу с8е\фоу avrov (prod interpola 
тот Acts viii. 28) D vulg-s-mss(apud Sabatier). 

һе has in his mind їп thus objecting, a 
bedstead, not а bed. The head of a bed, 
be it where or what it may, is that part of 
it where the person's head lies: and De- 
litzsch bas made it probable from the Heb. 
verb, эпте “se prostravit," that Jacob 
turned himself in his bed so as to lay his 
face to the pillow: cf. Isa. xxxviii. 2. If 
the ‘staff’ is to be taken, then it must be 
his own, not Joseph's staff, waich is indi- 
cated, and the gesture might have had а 
meaning correspondent to the thought in 
Gen. xxxii. 10, 4» тр (488 pou 8:87» roy 
"lopddyny ToUrov: viz. the recognition of 
that God who had supported him through 
life, and declaration of his having done with 
&ll human supports. On the whole, see 
Suicer, vol. ii. p. 858. It is due to the 
better R.-C. Commentators, such as Estius 
and Justininni, to say, that no such infer- 
ence as that cited above is to be found in 
them. Some have expressed surpriso 
that no mention is made of the far more 
important blessings of the twelve sons of 
Jacob in Gen. xlix. : and conjectures have 
even been made to amend the text: e. g. 
that of Böhme, 4кастоу тё» viðv афто? kal 
тё» viðv "Іосіф : but both without reason. 
Delitzsch says well, * He plucks, so to 
speak, only the flowers which stand by his 
way, and leaves the whole meadow-fall to 
his readers ). 22.) By faith, Joseph 
when der d (the word in ref. Gen.) made 
mention of (every where else in the N. T. 
yypoveve: is, as in the classics, to remem- 

ber (see on ver. 15), and is found either 
with a gen. or with an accus., but not with 
wept, e. g. Luke xvii. 82: Acts xx. 85: 
Matt. xvi. 9: 1 Thess. ii. 9) the exodus 
(by this time technically so known, from 
the title of the second book of Moses: see 
ref. Ps., and Jos. Antt. v. 1. 20) of the sons 
of Israel, and commanded conce his 
bones (viz. when he said xa) cuvavoicere 
та фета pov футеббе» pe? ёрёр. Even 
Joseph, who had attained such eminence 

and power in Egypt, did not account it his 
country, but in faith spoke of the promise 
of God as certain, Gen. 1. 24, and realized 
it so as to enjoin the removal of his own 
remains when it should come to pass). 
2.) Now the writer passes on to Exodus, 
and its chief example, Moses, who even in 
his preservation by his parente was the 
child of faith. By faith Moses when born 
was hidden three months (rpíumvov is 
probably feminine, see ref. Herod., and cf. 
Thy deur epa ёкртуоу, Polyb. xxvii. 6. 2: 
Tov xpóvor Tb» THs Tpiufjvov, Eschin. Ctes. 
P 63. 84. 7d Tpuwvor is also in use: 
olyb. i. 88. 6; v. 1. 12, and in Plut. and 

Ptolemy: and we have $ édunvos, Xen. 
Hell. ii. 8. 9) by his parents (ol varép«s 
is explained by Bengel, al., * Occultatus 
est Moses a patribus, id est a patre (Am- 
ram) et ab avo, non materno, qui erat ipse 
Levi, sed paterno, qui erat Kohath. Vixit 
ergo Kohath, nascente Mose. Magnus loci 
hujus recte explicati usus est in chronologia 
sacra." But whatever inferences are de- 
duced from it rest, it is to be feared, on a 
very slender foundation: for there can be 
no doubt that of rares does signify 
parents. In a passage of Parthenius, тоё 
10, cited by Wetst., we have els éxitvula» 
Acuxéyns bó, тарй T&v жатёроу alrn- 
oduevos abr фубуєто yuvaixa. See 
other Greek and Latin examples in Wetst. 
The instance given by Delitzach from Plato, 
Legg. vi. p. 772 end, is not decisive, daddy 
maréper фїут:. In the Hebrew text of 
Exod. ii. 2, it is his mother only who does 
the whole: but the LXX have the plural 
as here), because they saw the child was 
comely (so in Exod. doreiov, Tovréeriw 
épaioy, Tf Spe xapiev, Thl.: xal viv 
&creía el ov dy TQ eer cov, Judith xi. 23. 
Thdrt. says, «ls yap Tò тоў madds àro- 
Влёфаутес «1805, Belas abrd кудероуіаѕ 
лясах ётолаѓсасда): and they feared 
not the command of the (to destroy 
all the male children, Exod. i. 22, So Philo, 
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о = һеге опу, 9j05yyjcaro №үєсбах viòs Üvyarpós Фарах, 25 Р uáXXov 
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2 Deut. xx vi. 18. 
ii. 10. see Rom. xi. 1. 

xi. 12. х = ch. x. 29 reff. 
zxviii. 12 al. fr. 

phere only. Jer. viii. 3 A. classics, passim in Wetat. 
т here only t. xaxovyeto@as, ver. 37 reff. 

t Matt. xiii. 21 Mk. 2 Cor. iv. В only t. 
v] Tim. vi. 17 only t. v. gen, Xen. Mem. ii. 1. $3 al. in Bleek and Wetst. E Prov. vil. 18. 

1. 12 elsw., Mt. Mk. L. 
Rom. zv. 3. 1 Tim. lii. J. jij 

„* Pynoapevos TOv Abyvrrou 3 Oncavpav tov * dvedio pov 
h. 

q Phil. i. 22. 2 Thess. 0. 
s ch. iv.9. 1 Pet. 

u = ch. iii, 13 al. (see note.) 
w = Rom. 

only, exc. 3 Cor. iv. 1. Col. ii 3. Deut. 
ch. x. 33. xiii, 18 only. Isa. 

26. rec ev aryvrre, with rel Cyr-jer, Chr-montf, [Damasc Œc], e» aryvrrov (itacism) 
А 17: avyurriwy 23, egyptiorum т! 
[47] syrr copt [wth arm Orig, Syn-ep- 

Vita Mos. i. 8, vol. ii. p. 82, yeryndels б sais 
ebübs Sy evépnvey doreorépay À rar 
Sich ru, &s xa) Tüv ToU rupdyvov k9pvy- 
pdrav ёф do olóv те jv robs yoveis 
&Aoyfjce. Their faith was, loving trust in 
God who had given them so fair a child, 
which led them to perform as far as in them 
lay, the duties of parents to it, and not the 
cruel part which the tyrant prescribed. 
8.4таура is a word of later Greek: see reff., 
and Philo de Decal. $ 4, p. 183). 
24 —98.] The faith of Moses when come to 
man’s estate. 24.] By faith Moses, 
when grown up (рќү. ye., rourdéori àv- 
SpwGels, ТЫ. The expression is from ref. 
Exod. Schulz and Bretschn. imagine it 
to mean, having become great, viz. in dig- 
nity as a citizen : but the usage is the other 
way, see gia refused (add to reff., Herod. 
lii. 1, oùx elxe obre додро: обте &prfisa- 
oha: vi. 13, eldor Tobs "lavas &prev- 
pévous elvau ypnaToós : Eur. Iph. Aul. 972, 
ойк ђруойцеб by Tb коф» alie») to be 
called son of a daughter of Pharaoh (per- 
haps Ovyarpós is indefinite; but it is by 
no means certain: all these nouns of rela- 
tion are used constantly without the article, 
when they are undeniably definite. There 
is no record in the O. T. of this refusal of 
Moses: but the fact of the adoption was 
matter of Jewish traditionary belief, see 
Philo below, and the Rabbinical testimony 
in Schdttgen: and the refusal is fairl 
gathered from his whole conduct. It is 
interesting to read and to compare the in- 
flated account of the same in Philo, Vita 
Mos. $ 7, р. 85 f.: 6 & èm abrdy pd 
Tbv Spor тїз àvOparrirns ebruxtas, kal Ovya- 
TpiboUs uy ToU тотойтоо BaciAdws voyic- 
bels, тўз 8 тактфаз dpx borov obdére 
yeyovàs A rais &rdrræv did doxos, xol 
tl yàp BAN’ À 6 véos Васілеўѕ xposaryopeud- 
pevos, THY соууеикђу kal проуоуікђу H 
Aece ratdelar, Tà piv тёр elswoimoauévov 
@уо64, ка} ei Aaurpdrepa c pos, vd ha elvas 
ӧтолаВӧр" rà dè rà» pice yovéwv, el kal 
pbs oAlyov ёфа»ёттера, oikeia your ка) 
yrhota), 20. ] choosing rather (рал. 

ль. 

egyptum 
ntch 

lat: txt D[-gr] KL[P]Nefhn 
Clem, Eus, Chr-3-mss Thdrt Phot, [Th]. 

Хоу alp with an accus. of a noun or 
an infin. of a verb, is very common in the 
best Greek. Wetst. has accumulated two 
whole colamns of examples) to suffer afflic- 
tion with (reff.) the people of God, than 
to possess a temporary enjoyment of sin 
(is Anapriat gen. objective, of the thin 
enjoyed (as usually, see examples in Bleek 
or gen. subjective, of the thing to which 
the enjoyment belongs? Delitzsch main- 
tains the latter (so also Bleek), resting on 
the nature of the contrast: participation 
of the lot of God's people being set against 
the enjoyment of sin: so that the lot of 
God's people is parallel with auapria, the 
latter signifying apostasy from God and his 
people. But surely the antithesis is a false 
one, Itiskaxovxía on the one hand, which 
is opposed to ён» ardAavow áuaprías on 
the other : the poesession of affliction (with 
God's people), to the possession of the en- 
joyment of sin. Thus we have ai rêr 
&pobisioy &xoAnóceis, Xen. Hier. i. 26: 
сїт» kal wordy &zóAavcis, id. Mem. ii. 
1. 33 al. And I do not see how the 
other view accords with the anarthrous 
&róAavciw), 26.) esteeming (the 
second aor. part. is contemporary, not ante- 
cedent, to the first: it comes in with & 
slightly ratiocinative force—“ esteeming, 
as he did ”) the reproach of Christ (what 
is the e pus TOU xpurTroU ? Certainly 
not, with Thl. (so even Lünem.), merely 
reproach similar to that of Christ: Ssxep 
yàp Sorepor thy xpiordy cwovelBiCoy of rap 
abrod evepyerobuevot, каї reAcuTaiov 
écraópecar ойто ка) xpdrepoy Mooi 
of жар abroU ebepyeroóuevoi: nor again 
does the more usual explanation, тд 3ià 
xpiordy dvediCecda: (Chrys.) satisfy the 
genitive here; nor even the modification 
of it which makes Moses thus choose, 
from a principle of faith in the Messiah to 
come. Thdrt. is better, who explains it 
Tb dy TÓw« xpiorov: but then he gene- 
ralizes it off into 7d ката ris eboeBelas 
бж) tay érvavriev ToAuóperor, as Thi. 
above. The typical sense is not excluded : 

ADKLP 
Na be d 
efghk 
lmno 
17. 47 
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z ch. 
х. 13. 

ly. 

e eh. Н. 
e Rom. і. 20. Col. i. tt. iv. 13. 1 "ym XII. 7. 

Je f here only. Job ii, 

ФТ. xaredarer (itacism) AL*[1(Tischdf)] d о 17 [471]. 

but it is included in а higher one. Far 
better is Bleek, “reproach which Christ 
had to bear in his own person, and has to 
bear in his members." And in this view, 
we may say, ав Del. and Hofm., that all 
Israel's reproach was Christ's reproach: 
Israel typifled Christ; all IsraePs suffer- 
ings as the people of God were Christ's 
sufferings, not only by anticipation in type, 
but by that inclusion in Christ which they, 
His members before the Head was revealed, 

in common with us. So Estius, 
* improperium Christi, i.e. populi Dei 
Christum exspectantis, quatenus injuria 
membrorum in caput redundat. Nay 
Christ was ever present in and among 
God’s people: and thus De Wette well and 
finely says here, “The Writer calls the 
reproach which Moses suffered, the re- 
proach of Christ, as Paul, 2 Cor. i. 5: Col. 
j. 24, calls the sufferings of Christians the 
sufferings of Christ, i. e. of Christ dwelling, ` 
striving, snffering, in his Church as in His 
body; to which this is referred 
according to the idea of the unity of the 
Old and New Testaments, and of the 
eternal Christ (the Logos) already living 
and reigning in the former.” Апа so 
Tholuck. See the whole well discussed in 
Delitzsch's note: and in Bleek, Cf.ch. xiii. 
13) greater riches than the treasures of 
Egypt: for he looked (&wofAérew els is 
well defined by Bl., “so to look at any thing, 
as to be by pre. Pid it, or generally by 
the regard of it, determined or strength- 
ened in a course of action.“ So Demosth. 
Mid. р. 515, obs“ &xéBAejer els тёз 
ovolas тёз тобтоу: Isocr. ad Nicocl., 
бта» ply yàp dwoBadpwow els тёз rind; 
к. тофз Со Ba к. тёз Zuracrelas: and 
often in Plato, e. д. Gorgias, p. 474 D, 
603 D: Alcib. (2) 145 a: Lege: iv. 707 c) 
to the recompense of (reff.: viz. 
the great eternal reward spoken of vv. 89 f.: 
not tho ion of Canaan merely, as 
Grot.). 27.) By faith, he left Egypt, 
not fearing the wrath of the king (when ? 
this is much disputed. Was it when he 
fled after the marder of the Egyptian ? or 
when he left Egypt with the children of 
Israel, of which Jos. says, Antt. ii. 11. 1, 
car A õ%,j]m thy АТуоттоу unrl Hardi 
Against the latter, which is the opinion of 
Lyra, Calvin, Schlichting, Grot., Calov. 

Vor. IV. 

Heinr., BShme, Kuin., Bleek, Ebrard, 
Bisping, al., it seems a decisive objection, 
that the Exodus was made not in defiance 
of the king of Egypt, but with his consent, 
and at his urgent instance. It is also a 
lesser objection to it that thus the chrono- 
logical order is broken, the next particular, 
the institution of the Passover, having 
taken рае previously to the Exodus. А 
third objection is, and one not easily got 
over, that the singular катёл:тех cannot 
well be referred to an event in Israel's 
history, but must refer to the personal 
history of Moses. Otherwise we should 
expect 8.8) below in ver. 29. 
being had to these objections, I cannot 
but think that to understand xaréArwey of 
the Exodus is altogether impossible. It 
must then refer to the former flight. And 
this is the view of all the ancient expo- 
sitors, Greek and Latin: and among the 
moderns, of Zeger, Jac. Cappell., Heinsius, 
Calmet, Bengel, Michaelis, Schulz, De 
Wette, Stengel, Thol., Liinem., Delitzsch, 
al. But we are here met by a startling 
difficulty. In Exod. ii. 14 we read that on 
finding tbat his slaying of the Egyptian 
was known, é$ogf0n Moves: here we 
read, uh фоВлӣезѕ тд» борду той Rs. 
Were it not for this difficulty, we may 
safely say that the other in tion 
would never have been thought of; but 
standing as it does, it is no wonder that it 
has driven Commentators to another re- 
source. Still, if owing to other circum- 
stances in the text it is, as we have seen it 
to be, n to refer it to that first 
leaving of Egypt, we have no right to set 
those aside on account of this difficulty : 
rather should we say that there must 
some solution of it, however difficult to 
find. Those which have been given are 
certainly not satisfactory. The old ones 
(Chrys., Thl., Œc., al.) go mainly on this, 
that he so left Egypt, as intending to 
return to it, but avoiding the thrusting of 
himself into danger at the moment. Thdrt. 
seems to regard ah фоВтбеі as a pluper- 
fect пог. part, “when be had set at 
nought” the king's anger: rh» дё» Al- 
yurroy фоВтде\ѕ катёмте, ÜapcaAéos 90 
Tbv АЃубттюу катпкбутісе, thy фиуђу 
volvuy àvrl тїз alrías теке тӯѕ фуүйз. 
Of the moderns, Bengel says, Nmuit, et 

Q 
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i here only. 
Exon. li. 23. urs, 1 Cor. x. 10. CH Acts iii. 23. 1 Chron. xl. 12, 16.) ch. i. 6 reff. Exop. 

. CIV, zii. 13. Ps 1. Н. 21. ch. хіі. 20 only. Exod, хіх. 12 only. Luke vi. 26. Acts 
xvi. 9 only. Gen. xxxi. 21. 

28. (oA«0pevow, во AD Damasc.) 

fugit: non timuit neque respexit, quam in 
rtem rex vel cedem AEgyptii vel fugam 
osis esset accepturus." De Wette sup- 

poses that the Writer did not remember 
the expression in Exodus: Lünem. makes 
a distinction between objective and sub- 
jective fear, which, in that shape, seems 
too refined for use here: Delitzsch, while 
objecting to Lün., yet takes one form of 
his view, that the flight was occasioned by 
fear, but the leaving Egypt was done with- 
out regard to what might be the anger 
of the king and court thereupon. In 
attempting to give a solution of it, I may 
confess that I see as yet no satisfactory 
one. It may be that the truth is, that 
though the fact of his flight was the effect 
of his fear, the same flight itself, the dere- 
liction of Egypt and reserving himself for 
further action, shewed that that fear did 
not possess nor bear him away. But on 
any solution, the difficulty remains. Had 
it stood poßnðeís, instead of uh фоВтбє!ѕ, 
the whole would have been plain enough : 
* when he feared the anger of the king’) : 
for he endured as seeing the invisible 
One (or, ‘the King who is invisible:’ cf. 
1 Tim. i. 17. Some, as Bengel, Schulz, 
al., join rv ёбратоу, as an object, with 
un A i de which is against usage, xap- 
тєрёо being never found with a personal 
object: see reff. and other examples in Bl. 
So also the vulg., * invisibilem tanquam 
videns sustinuit." Ebrard calls it a preg- 
nant construction for rb» adparoy Tiu&v 
éxaprépnoe: but this is little better and 
quite unnecessary. The simple and usual 
construction is the right one, and that 
adopted by the Greek expositors: so Thl., 
ésmepel yap dpay roy Gedy avrórra айтф, 
обтоѕ ёкартёре парта. Jos. says of 
Moses similarly, Antt. iii. 11. 1, &ropds тє 
ar po &ёттААйттето Tfj xaprepia kaTa- 
porary). 28.] By faith he hath cele- 
brated (srocety то wdorya is ever used simply 
for to keep the passover, and though Bl. and 
Lünem. see here a mingling of the ideas of 
celebrating and instituting, it seems better 
to keep to universal usage. The perf. is 
used, on account of the Passover being а 
still enduring feast) the Passover (not as 
some interpret riore, in faith of the 
Redeemer to come, which point does not 
enter into consideration here: but by 

m Acts vil. 36 only. Exod. x. 19 al. alw. w, OaA., exc. Isa. lziii. 2. 

that faith which was to him the evidence 
of things unseen, viz. of the promise that 
the Destroyer should г over and not 
hurt them. So Calvin well, * Qui fide 
celebratum fuisse pascha interpretantar, 
quia Moses in Christum тү verum 
quidem dicunt: sed apostolus simpliciter 
hic fidei meminit, quatenus in solo Dei 
verbo acquiescit, ubi res ipsa non apparet: 
ideo intempestivum est subtilius philoso- 
phari ") and the affusion of the blood (viz. 
of the blood of the paschal lamb on the 
lintel and door- posts: spósxvciv alu ros 
ékdA«ce Thy karà тё» OAIGY TOY бирд» 
xplow, Œc. The word 4posyéew is the 
common rendering by the LX X of the Heb. 
Pup to sprinkle, and is ordinarily used of 
those cases where the blood was sprinkled 
round the altar, e. g. Levit. i. 5; vi. 32 al. 
fr. So that the word applies well to this 
ordinance, where the blood was sprinkled 
by means of a bunch of hyssop), that he 
who destroyed the firstborn might not 
touch them (the (ve py belongs to both 
the preceding clauses, not to the latter 
only, as Del.. for though it is true that it 
was the sprinkling of the blood only which 
caused the destroyer to pass over, yet this 
sprinkling itself was only a subordinate 
part of rote d d xa. The xc 
тё p., the destroying angel, see тей. апа 
ef. Sir. xlviii. 21, is the ingen of Exod. xii. 
23, the ry той éxrpiByva of ib. ver. 13; 
understood by Asaph, Ps. lxxviii. 49, of evil 
angels. The verb $Ae0peóew is Alexan- 
drine, and with its compound Ito fre- 
quently found in the LXX. The neuter 
тротётока includes all of both sexes of 
man and beast: so Exod. xii. 12, was 
wperóToxov . . . ать дудрбтоу Jos «rf 
vous: and in ref. Ps. It is hardly neces- 
sary to observe, that the connexion of the 
words is as above, and not Wwa uh д 0^e 
Opeúwv Olyn тё wpwróroka abràr. The 
common construction of Oryydve is with 
the partitive genitive: it is (reff.) of rare 
use in the Greek Scriptures.. abréiv, of 
& subject not before expressed, is to bo 
understood out of the context as meaning 
the Israelites, who sprinkled the blood. It 
prepares the way for the change into the 
plur. at the next verse). 29.] By faith, 
they (see above) crossed (the verb &a- 
Balva is used of crossing water, whether 
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Sid "Enpas vie, fs *meipav ? XaBóvres оі A riot »= uu. 
4 катетобусау. 80 Пісте, Tà r reixn Iepixch ётєсар, * eu- n Exon. 
кМюбёута * éri ётт& juépas. 31 Пісте ‘PaaB 7) * ópyg o ver. 38 only. 

Deut. xxviii. 
56 only (both 

ой * awaroXero rois " àámeiÜraaauw, х SeEapévn TOUS " kara- Y Kandel. 
ті. 1. 28 al. see Bl. 
8 reff.) Exod. xv. 4 (В). 12. 
12, Kc. only. Јови. vi. 20. 
vi. 6 (1). t = Acts xiii. 31. xix. 8, &c 
li. 1. vi. 25. 
x. 40, 41 al. 

р = 2 Тіщ.і. 6. 2Pet.i.9. 
Num. xvi. 30, 32. 

Xen. c . 
q = here only. (1 Pel. v. 

r Acta ix. 25. 2 Cor. xi. 33. Rev. xxi. 
s Luke xxi. 20. John x. 24. Acte xiv. 20 (Rev. хх. 9 v. r.) only. Josh. 

u Matt. xxi. 31,32. James ii. Joan. 
v here only. Gen. xviii, 23. xix. 15 al. w ch. Ш, 16 тей. х Matt. 
y here only. Gen. xlii. 9, Ke. (-weiy, Gal. Ц. (.) 

29. rec om yns (as LX), with DJKL[P7 rel Thdrt Damasc: ins ADIN 17 [47] 755 
Syr copt [th arm Euthal-ms] Chr Thdrt-ms. 
71-8. 109. 218 Chr,(but mss vary) Thdrt. 

катєтоутыиғблсау k 10. 8 

30. гес етесе, with K rel; execey ЮЗ], [Euthal-ms]: execov m Chr-2-mss: txt 
ADiſ PN 17 Chr-ms. 

$1. aft » ins ex:Acyouern N!(N? disapproving) [ Ephr,]. 

in boats, or ou a bridge, or swimming or 
wading: e. g. Herod. i. 75, of the river 
Halys, Kpoimos, . . . . катй ras ёобсаѕ 
уєфіраѕ SeBiBace Yb стратбу: . ... 
фхорфо>тоз Ükws of сето. т. TOTA- 
pòv 6 pars: . . . drel те ко) doxladn 
RH Ó xorauós, ёифотёрр $еВатде 
éyévero. Неге it is used of а bridge, of 
crossing, generally, and of a ford. See 
other examples in Bl.) the red sea (so the 
LXX always for moo the sea of (red) 
weeds) as through dry land (we should 
rather expect és (npàr ie; but the un- 
usual expression is apparently borrowed 
from the narrative in Exodus (ref.), of 52 
viol Io dém*opeóÓncav 8:4 {трйз dv 
péso тїз далёсстѕ) : of which (viz. of 
the red sea, not, of the dry land, as 
Böhme, Kuinoel, and Klee. For as Lün. 
observes, the idea of the sea is necessarily 
called up again by carerdoncar, shewing 
that it, and not the dry land, is the leading 
idea) the Egyptians making experiment 
(here, weipay ew is in an active 
sense: in ver.86, in а passive, Both are 
sufficiently common : e.g. for the active, 
Plato, Protag. p. 842 A, ei BoóAei Aaßeîv 
pov Teipap Üxus Éxw: ib. 348 А: Gorg. 
448 a: Polyb. ii. 32. 5, Éxpirar fs réxns 
AaBeir weipar. See many others in Bleek: 
and for the other sense, on ver. 86) were 
swallowed up (by the sea. The verb is 
& general one, qualifled by the particular 
mode of катаж(уєтдш. бо in reff. Exod. 
and Num.: Diod. Sic. i. 32, тё» F àro- 
exi(ouéve рерду TÒ pèr... . бт upov 
катахіуєта. And Polyb. ii. 41. 7, using 
the word of drowning, qualifies it: ‘Елік, 
тўз bed тїз Oaddrrns катако- 
Gelons. There is something to be said for 
the reading xarerorric@ycay, though it 
is weakly sup by mas.,—as being 
the Alex. reading of the LXX in Exod. 
xv. 4 and found in Chrys. and Thdrt. 
Bleek inclines to think that our Writer 
may have had it in his Alexandrine 

LXX). 90.] А second example of 
the strength of faith in Israel generally. 
By faith (of Israel, who obeyed the com- 
mand of Joshua through all the days, 
which to the unbeliever would seem irra- 
tional. Cf. Chrys., où yap 8} ca 
3x3 Aldo ofa re karaBáAAew ёсті, кё» 
pupla tis irn caAm((p, àAA' 4 seris 
dera Sdévara), the walls of Jericho 
(more commonly ris lex: but our 
Writer frequently omits the demonstrative 
article, see ver. 17; ch. iv. 7; vii. 11; ix. 4) 
fell (cf. Josh. vi. 6, 20. In the former of 
these it is weveira: та Tex», in the latter 
Execey rav 7d Téixos: our Writer uses 
the plural verb with теѓу: each and 
every defence fell together) having been 
compassed about (seo the narrative in 
Josh. vi.) during seven days (dl, of time, 
with an accusative, gives the whole dura- 
tion: see reff., and Winer, 49. 1. 2). 
91.] The last example is one connected 
with the taking of Jericho, just mentioned. 
By faith (shewn in her confession Josh. 
ii. 9, “I know that Jehovah hath given 
you the land: and ib. ver. 11, “ Jehovah 
your God, He is God in heaven above and 
in earth beneath ") Rahab the harlot (not 
to be softened into “cauponaria,’’as Valek- 
naer, al. Clement of Rome devotes to her 
a whole chapter of his Epistle to the 
Corinthians, and has no idea of her other 
than ав an harlot. Calvin says well,“ Hoc 
(epitheton) ad anteactam vitam referri 
certum est: resipiscentie enim testis est 
fides." See note, Matt. i. 6) did not perish 

with them who were disobedient (on the 
word dweOde, see note ch. iii. 18. The 

inhabitants of Jericho were disobedient to 

the will of God manifested by the signs 
and wonders which be had wrought for 
Israel: as is implied by Rabab's speech, 
Josh. ii. 9—12), having received (viz. to 
her house: катёАутау éxei, Josh. ii. 1) the 
spies (sent by Joshua to Jericho: àr- 
dore:rev Ino $бо veavloxovs matacKo- 

Q2 
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а see John xl. 

IPOS EBPAIOTZ. XI. 

82 Kai *ri ёт, Xéyo; d èm- 

Melyet we yap ° Ouyyotpevov б xpóvos тєрї Tedemv, Варак 
b here ө. TE xai ZapYróv кай 'ЇєфӨає, Aaveld тє xal Tauouij Kai 
Obad. 5 Ed- ^ "^ 83 A , d me Аво TV mpogntav, 93 of 8:4 ri, è каттуоритауто Paci- 
х®хїй. 17, 18 compl.) only. see note. 
N. xii. 37 only. 

c Mark v. 161 I.. ix. 9. Luke іх. 10. Acts viii. 33 (from Isa. liii. В). ix. 
d bere only t. later writers, Plutarch, Шаң (V. H. iv. 8), Polyb. freq. (BL) 

82. om er; Di[-gr). 
Thdrt]: om yap b! : txt ype 17. 
(aft Bapax) AN 17 vulg copt Clem [Epiph 
каа (bef tee) AN 17 Clem [Epiph, Сугу]. 

wera, Josh. ii. 1) with peace (reff.: so 
that they had nothing hostile to fear from 
her) On the introduction of Rubab in 
James ii. 25, as au example of justifi- 
cation by works, вес note there. 
82—40.] The Writer breaks off, feeling 
that such an illustration of faith by exam- 
ples would be endless, and gathers up those 
many which remain in one, A NH 
TÉ Àourey цупиоуєбе:, ns Thdrt. 
82.] And what say I (Ady is most pro- 
bably indicative, not subjunctive: cf. ref.: 
and see Winer, 41. a. 8: Bernhardy, p. 396. 
The sense is the same: ‘What am I say- 
ing, going to say, more,’ is tantamount to 
* what shall I say more?) yet (more, any 
farther)? for the time (6 xpóvos 5 тӯ 
d rio ro, фтсіу, apuddcos ка) olov ù 
cvuuerpía, Œc.: wotos; 3) Ó was’ єїрпта 
$ тобто, s cuvnOes jui Aéyew, бтер- 
Boras: $, 6 тӯ dior odpperpos, 
Thi. The latter is the more probable) 
will fail me (éxiA xo: Ќу ue would imply, if 
I undertook it,—the hypothesis affecting 
the whole clause: the ind. future states the 
failure of the time as a positive certainty, 
the hypothesis now lying in the pres. part. 
diryobuev o The phrase is a common 
one, and the construction reguler: cf. 
Demosth. p. 324. 17, ёх(лейфє: ue Aéyorra 
J 7uépa та тё» mwpoforb» Óróuara: 
Julian, Orat. i. p. 341 в, émueíyje дє 
7àkelvou Biyyobuerov ó xpóvos: Philo de 
Merc. Meretr. $ 3, vol. ii. p. 167, émiAehyei 
we ue Aéyorra тё ri кат’ eldos 
а zrduara: and many other exam- 
ples, Greek and Latin, in Wetst. and Bleek) 
narrating (if I narrate) concerning (so we 
„have in Plato, Euthyd. p. 6 0, толлё wept 

* ту Oclay Suy yfjmouci) Gideon (it is almost 
impossible to determine satisfactorily the 
arrangement of the copula from the 
manuscript evidence: and if once we allow 
subjectivities to creep in, there is no end 
to the varieties which different men may 
find suitable. 1 have left the rec. text, 
which though against AN, has the great 
body of manuscripts with it. And thus 
standing, the names form two groups: 1. 
T'e5eó», Варфк тє kal Xápyovr, ral "lePOde, 

Cyr,] Ambr,.—xa: Bapax к.с. D!. 

rec yap bef ue, with D*KL[P'] rel Clem [Chr Euthal-ms 
aft repi ins бе D![-gr]. om T€ Kas 

om 

.. . 2. Aaveld тека} ZapovhdA ка) trav xpo- 
фтт®» : the former, the Judges: the latter, 
the Prophets, David and Samuel at the 
head of them, the former as a king, the lat- 
ter ав a judge, being exceptional and tran- 
sitional. The order is not chronological : 
Gideon, the first mentioned, is posterior 
in time to Barak, the second ; Samson, the 
third, to Jephthah, the fourth; and David, 
the first of the second group, posterior to 
Samuel, the second. The reason for this 
may be the greater celebrity of Gideon as 
a champion of the faith than of Barak, and 
of Samson than of Jephthah : and in the 
second group, it is natural to put David, 
for his eminence, first, and besides, Samuel 
thus becomes the first in the rank of the 
Prophets properly so called, Acts iii. 24. 
Delitzscb's arrangement, which makes 
Teese Варік тє ко) Adu the first 
group, Ie de, Aavel3 те ка) XauovfjA the 
second, and the Prophets a third, suits in- 
deed the strictly pressing of the тє «af in 
the two places, which is a trifling matter, 
—but by placing Jephthah with David, 
aud separating Samuel from the Prophets, 
breaks up the real and far more important 
classification. The тє xal is in fact по 
more than the simple copula in sense, but 
a little varied: and as De Wette has re- 
marked, Gideon and Barak, David and 
Jephthah are not more nearly connected 
by it, than the other names by «af. On 
Gideon, see Judg. vi.—viii) and Barak 
(Judg. iv. v. Barak was not so strong 
in faith as he might have been, though he 
did believe, and go to the fight, and 
triumph: see Judg. iv. 8, 9) and Bamson 
(Judg. xiii.—xvi.) and Jephthah (Judg. xi. 
1—хіі. 7) and David and Samuel and the 
prophets; 33.) who (of does not strictly 
identify the antecedents, but more nearly 
= ofrwes, ‘quales’? rather which than 
who: for many of the actions which follow 
were done by others than those previously 
mentioned) through faith (these words 
8:4 es, apply to the whole sentence 
as far as àAAoTpler ver. 34. Std п(стеюс 
instead of riore: for the first time in the 
chapter, suits perhaps better the miscel- 

ADKLP 
N a de d 
efghk 
lmo 
17. 47 
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Nelas, eipydoavro * дисаосбрть, {ётётиҳоу ! ётауүфафбу, «ctos. 
8 ёфраЁар £ стората ! Xeüvrov, 9*1 ёс Вєса» к ё0рара X mu- , D A. ib e, 

* g Rom. lii. 19. pos, &puyov ! arópara ! paxaipns, ™ évebvvapaÜnaay. α * scc. xir. 
doberelas, ёуєлібпса» ісуурої èv moXéug, = srapepgoNàs 0х". * 

h as above (g). 3Cor.zLl0onl. Prov. xxi. 13, 1 Rev. tv. 7 reff, j Matt. xii, 20 (from Isa. xiii. 
3). xxv. 8. Mark ix. 44, Ke. (from Іза. lxvi. 24.) Eph. vi. 16. 1 These. v. 19 only. k Wied. xvi. 19, 

Josh. xix. 48 ir. vi. 10 M.), exc. Acta ix. 
zlii. 11, 13. Acte ani. M, 

33. труасауто D'N? [471]. 

аро. Nl. 

laneous verbs of predication which follow, 
е. g. {сВєсау буш»  *upós) subdued 
kingdoms (on the verb, see ref., and ex- 
amples in Wetst. and Bl.,—Plut. Numa, 
§ 19, Ard Kaloapos, rod xariryencanévov 
Поџяђїоу, &c. The acts referred to may 
be Gideon’s victory over the Midianites 
Judg. vii.), Barak's over the Canaanites 
(ib iv.), Samson's over the Philistines (ib, 
xiv. ff.), Jephthah’s over the Ammonites 
ib. ix.), David's over the Philistines 
2 Sam. v. 17—25; viii. 1; xxi. 16 ту, 
Moabites, Syrians, Edomites (ib. viii. 2 fl.), 
Ammonites (ib. x. xii. 26 ff.)), wrought 
righteousness (во Samuel, the righteous 
judge, 1 Sam. xii. 3, 4: David, the righte- 
ous king, 2 Sam. viii. 15: 1 Chron. xviii. 
14: and indeed in a wide sonse all of them, 
see Jer. xxiii. Б: Ezek. xlv. 9, robro rowdy 
tov & yl &axdytwy, as Thdrt.), obtained 
promises (the words are capable of two 
senses: 1. got from God spoken promises, 
as e.g. the Prophets: or 2. obtained the 
fulfilment of promises. (1) is taken by 
Chrys. (referring it to the promise to David 
that his seed should sit on his throne), 
Thdrt., Primas., Schlicht., Bleek, Ebrard, 
al. But it seems to me altogether impro- 
bable that the Writer should thus illustrate 
faith by a fact which, though it may have 
accompanied faith in the recipient, was 
certainly no fruit or direct triumph of it : 
and that iu the face of such sayings as 
Josh. xxi. 45 and 1 Kings viii. 56, and of 
Gideon's trials of God. The objection 
which is brought against (2), that it is 
inconsistent with uh AaBórres ras iray- 
e ſas, ver. 13, and with ойк ёкорісауто 
Th» ётауує\ау, ver. 89, is very simply 
answered: it is not said that they éwérvxor 
tov ёфхаууєМмФ@» or Tis éwayyeAMas, but 
anarthrously : they obtained promises, but 
not the promises which were yet future. 
And so most Commentators), stopped the 
mouths of lions (referring prineipaliy, it 
may be, to Daniel, of whom it is said, Dan. 
vi. 22, that God sent his angel and stopped 
(N. évéppote Theodotion; LXX freely, 
{тосу pe ded тёр А.) the mouths of the 
lions : where notice also the addition (ver. 

стора D![-gr]. 
$4. (uaxaipyns, во AD N, also [DIN] in ver. 37.) ere du raum. ATY23); elvy- 

23 Theod.), Sr: éxlorevoeey dv TE be ad- 
тоў, But reference may be also to Samson, 
Judg. xiv. 6, and David, 1 Sam. xvii, 84: 
and I may add, Benaiah the son of Je- 
hoiada, 2 Sam. xxiii. 20: 1 Chron. xi. 22), 

$4.] quenched the power of fire (so 
the three companions of Daniel,—Sha- 
drach, Meshach, and Abednego, Dan. iii. 
ТЫ. says, ойк elre 54 #сВєсау sip, ФЛАА 
Stvausw xupds, d xal uei(or éamrópevos 
yàp Sus dbrauu ToU xalew ойк elxe 
rar abr. It is said of them, 1 Macc. ii. 
69, that they mieretcayres ёс@6усау ёк 
Флоубѕ. Delitzsch reminds us that one of 
the two martyrs at Brussels, Henry Voes 
and Job. Esche, when the flames of the 
faggots rose round him, said, that it felt 
to him as if they were strewing roses 
under him), escaped the edge (orépara, 
plur., because the Writer has various ex- 
amples in mind) of the sword (e. g. David 
from Saul, 1 Sam. xviii. 11; xix. 10, 12; 
xxi. 10: Elijah, 1 Kings xix. 1 ff.: Elisha, 
2 Kings vi. 14 fl., 31 ff. : Jeremiah, Baruch, 
Jer. xxxvi. 26: Ebedmelech, Jer. xxxviii. 
8 ff., compared with xxxix. 18), were made 
strong out of weakness (so Samson, after 
his hair grew, Judg. xvi. 28 ff.: David, 
who ends so many of his plaintive psalms 
with jubilant thanksgiving: Hezekiah, 
who after deadly sickness was restored to 
fifteen years of health, 2 Kings xx.: Isa. 
xxxviii. [see also ref. Judg., of Gideon. 
Tbe ancient expositors refer the words, not 
so probubly, to the strengthening of Israel 
after the return from the captivity: so 
Chrys., ёх dc, Tour r, ard alx- 
paAecías, тё xara Thy éxdvodoy Thy àv) 
BaBuA&vos футайба alvírrerai), were made 
see note on ch. iv. 3) strong in war 
Thdrt. says, xal of ярорртбќутез, ка} of тоў 
Маттад(оо waites, '1ойбаз ка) "IervdÓns xal 
luce. It is not improbable that these 
later glories of the faith were also before 
the Writer's mind: they unquestionably 
are in tho next verse), put to flight (the 
classical usage: so II. e. 87, Трёаѕ $ 
lea. Aaraoí: Il. E. 510: Od. ‹. 59) 
armies (тарерВоћ, which occurs in ch. 
xiii. (reff.) in its usual sense of a camp, is 
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ow here only, O ёра» PGANOTpiwv. 35 4 éXaBov. yuvaixes éE ауаста- ADELP 

А — o gews To рєкройў айту, dN ёё erw Onoav, OU e f Е A k 

Fr el n 'mposOebápevou Tv *amoduTpwaty, iva " kpeirrOVOS da- 17.47 

q nap ре iv. 96, 37. t bere ont. (-o, 3 Macc. vL 19, 28.) s = ch. x. 4. t = here 

only. (ch. ix. 15 al.) u ж ch. i. d reff. 

35. yvvaxas AD!N!, acceperunt mulieres de resurrectione mortuorum suorum D-lat: 

accep. mul. de res. mortuos suos vulg. 

not паре шо in Hellenistic Greek 
for the army which is in the camp: see 

reff., and add lian, Var. Hist. xiv. 46, of 

кбуєс xporndavres érdparror thy mapep- 
Body) of aliens (see reff. The word is 
common in the LXX, of Gentiles, aliens 

from God’s people. The reference of the 
fact may be general, to many who have 
рый : but I should rather regard it as 
describing the Maccabæan victories. De- 
litzsch would understand all from &uvyor 
orépara paxalvas, of those times: the 
escape of Mattathias and his sons into the 
mountains, the increase and success of the 
little band that strengthened itself in God, 
the first victories of Judas Массађацв over 
Apollonius, Seron, and others, the formal 
and victorious war of the Asmonman heroes 
with the Syrians and neighbouring people. 
That the Writer, he continues, should 
recognize these as illustrious deeds of fuith, 
is no wonder. In our times indeed it is 
the custom to represent the mighty revival 
of the Maccabsean period rather as human 
than divine, rather as patriotic and popular 
than theocratic and national : but the book 
of Daniel shews us, in prophetic delinea- 
tion of that time, the holy people of the 
Most High, conflicting with the atheistic 
and antichristian prince of this world, and 
nscribes to this conflict the highest imagin- 
able importauce in reference to the sacred 
history. Therefore I hold that the clauses 
from K$vyov pass beyond rêr mpopnrâr, 
end over the book of Daniel to the first of 
Maccabees, which in the LXX is attached 
to it: which indeed is generally acknow- 
ledged with regard to the two last clauses, 
and is the more certain because vapeuBoA1) 
(73179), both in the sense of a camp, and 
in that of an army in order of battle, is one 
of the favourite words in 1 Mace., and 
&AAóTpio: (as well as dAAdvAo:)) occurs 
there, as the translution of oy or 0"): 
e. g. i. 38; ii. 7: cf. xv. 33.” And perhaps 
after all, this may be the true view). 
35.] Women received (back: so Xen. Cyr. 
v. 1.1, тайтту оду (Thy yuvainxa) éxéAev- 
ce» Ó Kipos Siapvddrrew . . Eas by 
autds А480. See also below) their dead 
by (out of, by means of, their reception 
springing out of it as its cause) resurrec- 
tion (not, the resurrection: sce below. 

атетууханей. Di. 

The cases alluded to seem to be those of 
the widow of Zarephath, 1 Kings xvii. 
17 ff., and the Shunamite, 2 Kings iv. 
17 ff., whose sons were raised, the former 
by Elijah, the latter by Elisha. The faith 
must be that of the women themselves, 
the subject of the sentence, not merely 
that in the Prophcts): but (for the con- 
trast, see below) others were broken on 
the wheel (the case especiully referred to 
is that of Eleazar, 2 Macc. vi. 18—end; 
and the тортжауоу seems to have been au 
instrument like a wheel or drumhead, on 
which the victim was stretched and 
scourged to death: ef. reff. Josephus, de 
Macc. v. 9, 10 (4 Macc. v. 32), makes 
Eleazar say to Antiochus, rpds rabra 
rpoxods ebrpém(e к.т.А. And in the deaths 
of the seven brothers, which are related 
differently from the account in 2 Macc. vii., 
we read of the first (4 Macc. ix. 12), 
àvéßBaħov aùròy ёт) Tbv rpoxóv, and 
similarly of several of the others. See 
Bleek and Wetst. for examples of the word. 
It occurs in the Schol. to Aristoph. Plut. 
476, à róurava nal кофоуєѕ, ойк aphtere, 
where the Schol. saya, r., kUAa, ü 
ols érvurdri(or ёхр@уто yàp табтр тӯӣ 
тірорі. And in Aristot, Rhet. ii. 5 al.), 
not accepting (ob, because the fact of 
their absolutely refusing is mainly in view) 
the deliverance (offered to them : seo in 
the deaths of the seven brethren passim, 
2 Macc. vii. Eleazar himself says, 2 Macc. 
vi. 30, 3urduevos ёжолибђио ToU Oavárov, 
oxAnpas tropépw ката rb сёра ν - 
ras), that they might obtain а better 
resurrection (there can I think be littlo 
doubt that Chrys.'s explanation of xpelrro- 
vos is right: «pelrrovos; . . . ov To1adrns, 
olas Tà mabla тё» yuvaxey. Those 
sons were raised by n kind of resurrection 
to a life which should again end in death : 
but these expected a glorious resurrection 
to endless life. Cf. 2 Macc. vii. 9, 5 è 
ToU Kócuov DBaciAeUs AmoÜavórras ћийѕ 
oͤrdo rà» abroU vóuw» els aidvioy àva- 
Bloow (ойу judas dvarrhoe: also ib. vv. 
11, 14, 20, 23, 36. And so Thl., Bengel, 
Schulz, Bóhme, Bleek, De Wette, Stuart, 
Ebrard, Delitzsch, al. «Ec. understands 
крєїттоуо$ as opposed to tho resurrection 
of the ungodly to judgment, Dan. xii. 2: 
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37. for ewpiw0. eweipacd., exipacd. exipag0. DI; екерас@. bef єтрісб. L[P]N 17 

kpelrroros . . . À ol Aonrol будроко“ d 
u yàp ёуйстасіз Tc: коў, Ar’ обто 
дуастђсоутаи, nls, eis (wv афто», 
wal obro: eis xéAacw аібтоу. And so 
Thi. as an altern. Seb. Schmidt, Ham- 
mond, Winer, Lünemann, al. strangely re- 
gard it ns comparing the &rxácracis with 
the mere tempo ёхоАфтро цв just 
spoken of: but if so, why not xpelrrovos 
ёкоћотрбсчес ? Hence we may perhaps 
understand the x 84, distinguishing 
these even higher triumphs of faith from 
these former): 36.] others again 
(no farther contrast need be brought out ; 
BAAo: év, ётеро: 84, is common enough in 
recounting various classes) had trial (the 

ive sense of тера» AauBdrew, as we 
bad the active before, ver. 29, where see 
examples of that use. The ive signifi- 
cation is found Polyb. xxviii. 9. 7, ro ob 
à» drolnce тїз abris ruxN weipay aùr 
age: Diod. Sic. xii. 24, rh» Ovyardpa 
&mérreiwer, va uh тїз ÜBpews AdBp seipar: 
Јов. Antt. ii. б. 1, об (тод 0е05) reipay тїз 
wpovolas єй00ѕ éAduBaror. See more in 
Bleek on ver. 29) of cruel moekings (so 
the E. V. well: for the word must mean 
iusult accompanied with cruelty, judging 
from its use in the place here referred to, 
viz. 2 Macc. vii. 7, rò» Sebrepoy Fyov ёт} 
roy éduvraryuór: and 10, дета Bà Tortor 
4 rplros éveral(ero. See also 1 Macc. ix. 
26) and of MEAM, (seo reff. 2 Macc.), 

. yea moreover (ёт. 84 rises in climax: во 
out of many examples in Bleek, Xen. 
(Econ. v. 12, Fri 88 5$ уў OAO. 
diddocet, nnd moreover the earth of her- 
sclf teaches,” &c.) of bonds and prison (so 
Jonathan, 1 Macc. xiii. 12. But perhaps 
he now speaks more generally, е. д. of 
Hanani, 2 Chron. xvi. 10, Micaiah, the son 
of Imlah, 1 Kings xxii. 26, and Jeremiah, 
Jer. xxxii. 2, 8 al): 97.] they were 
stoned (so Zechariah, son of Jehoiada, 
2 Chron. xxiv. 20—22, referred to by our 
Lord, Luke xi. 51 and Matt. xxiii. 35: and 
thus Chrys. and Thdrt. There was a tra- 
dition, reported by Tertull. (Cont. Gnost. 
Scorpiac. 8, vol. ii. p. 137, “ Hieremias 
1арйа{аг y. Ps.-Epiphanius (De Vit. et 
Obit. Prophet.), Jerome (Advers. Jovinian. 

lib. ii. 87, vol. ii. p. 881), al., that Jeremiah 
was stoned at Daphne in Egypt, by the 
people: and perhaps the Writer refers to 
this also. Carpzov fancies it to refer still 
to the Maccabsean times, which cannot be, 
seeing that stoning was not a Greek but 
purely Jewish punishment. Œc., Thl., 
Grot., al. refer to Naboth, 1 Kings xxi: 
but this is hardly probable), they were 
sawn asunder (the traditional death of 
Isaiah (found in Justin M., o, § 120, 
p. 218 : Tertull. as above, and Patient. 
14, vol. i. p. 1270 : Origen, Ep. ad African. 
9, vol. i. p. 19 : Lactant. Instt. iv. 11, vol. 
i. p. 477: Aug. C. D. xviii. 24, vol. vii.: 
Jerome on Isa. lvii. 1, vol. iv. p. 666 al.: 
see also Wetst. here, and Suicer ii. 881) at 
the hands of King Manasseh. There seems 
no reason to doubt, that thia tradition was 
known in the apostolic times: Jerome 
callsita “certissima traditio apud Judseos,” 
and says “ unde et nostrorum plurimi illud 
quod de sanctorum passione ad Hebreos 
ponitur, ‘et serrati sunt,’ ad Esais referunt 
passionem." The account is given in the 
apocryphal Ascensio Isaie, which was 
written by a Christian author in Greek, 
robably in the second century: and the 

Ethiopie version of which was published 
by Abp. Laurence. The punishment was 
used sometimes in the case of captives in 
war: seo 2 Sam. xii. 81: 1 Chron. xx. 8), 
were tempted (certainly it is surprising, 
to meet with so mild а word in the midst 
of torments and ways of dreadful death. 
Our surprise is not much mitigated by the 
sense given e. g. by Stuart, “ temptations 
presented by persecutors to the victims of 
their torture, in order to induce them to 
forsake their religion, and worship the 
gods of the idolaters.” And this surprise 
aving been all but universally felt, various 

have been the conjectures resorted to. 1. 
Some have been for leaving out the word 
altogether. Its very form, coming во soon 
after dxplo@ncay, was suspicious. It might 
have been a mistake for it, and thus ad. 
mitted by its side in some M8. which was 
made from copies containing both : it migbt 
have been a marginal gloss of some dull 
student: besides (see digest), authority 
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is not а] her wanting for its omis- 
sion. The ут. omits it, which is of some 
weight. 2. It has seemed to many critics 
that some mention of fire might well be 
expected here: so they have conjectured 
éxphoOncay,  éxvpds0ncarv, ётор@@досау, 
dxupladnoay, everphobnoay, everuploebn- 
cay. Others, 3. have thought that mutila- 
tion was more probably intended, and havo 
conjectured ёяурёблсау. Many other 
conjectures may be seen in Bleek, Liinem., 
and Delitzsch: drdpônoear (from жеіро, 
Beza, edd. 1, 2 al., adopted by Luther in 
his version: but hardly a legitimate forma- 
tion), ётєр&@тса» (from wepde (Р) : Wake- 
field), é@owe:pdoO@ncay or -dénoay (from 
oxeipa = Tpoxós : во Alberti), ётрасдлсау 
(were sold: Le Moyne), éxnpudcOnoay 
(Reiske as quoted in Wetst.), ёхёрбтсау, 
dcpapladncay, èrapıxeóðnoav (but this 
last only ironically in ала). If any 
conjecture is to be made, I would say that 
either the omission, or ёхрћсблсау, would 
appear to me the most probable. The 
former is advocated by Erasm., Calv., 
Веза, Grot., Hammond, Whitby, Calmet, 
Storr, Valcknaer, Schulz, Bóhme, Kuinoel, 
Klee, Delitzsch: the latter by Junius and 
Piscator : and some word indicating death 
by fire, by Beza, edd. 8, 4, 5, Gataker, 
Colorhesius, Sykes, De Wette, Ebrard, al. 
As it stands, I do not see how Апу appro 
priate meaning can be given to mere 
enduring of temptation, placed as it is be- 
tween being sawn asunder and dying by 
the sword), died in the murder of the 
sword (i.e. were slain by the sword: see 
reff. e Prophet only perished by the 
sword in the kingdom of Judah, viz. Urijah, 
Jer. xxvi. 28: but under Israel it is said, 
1 Kings xix. 10, “they (the house of 
Omri) have slain thy Prophets with the 
sword," Perhaps the Maccabean persecu- 
tions may again be before the Writer's 
mind: see 2 Macc, vii. 4, Chrys. says 
beautifully, ri ёст: Toro; тЇ Adyas; ої 
ud Épwyov orduara paxalpas, of Bè dr 
фбиф paxalpas àxé0avor; ті ёст: тоўто; 
тоїоу éxawweis; oio» Üuuud(eis ; тобто 

: какохон. P]: какех. К. 
Clem Orig, jus, : txt AN 17. 71-3. 118 Orig, 

A ékeivo; val, фусі, kal тойто кдкеро 
doo ydp ёст: та Oabpara тўз wícTews, 
Sr: kal дубе ueyáAa, ка) хйтхе: peyda 
ко) obdty yera: wdoyxeww) : 87 b, 38.] 
Examples of those who, though not put to 
violent death, lived lives of apparent 
wretchedness in the endurance of faith. 

97 b.] they wandered about (тд 
epi do 8:6кесда: айтойѕ 87Ло?, À ёста- 
recy. ТЫ.) in sheepskins (nqÀer$, rpo- 
Bdrewos opd, Etym. Mag. But also, as 
Hesych., хёса Bp, 8 (ori way 8риа, 
unk r Adyera:. oy was the name for 
small kine, whether sheep or goats, and the 
ипЛоті was the skin of such kine with the 
hair on. The LXX (reff.) use the word 
for Elijah’s garment, to whom the allusion 
seeins principally to be. Clem.-rom. ad Cor. 
17, р. 241, says, шитта) уєубреба kàxet- 
усу, otrwes èv d ph“. alyeiois ка) un- 
тай Tepiemárnaav, enpbogovres Thy Heu- 
ow ToU xpurroU, Aéyouey 3h ‘HAlay к. 
"EAurcasov, ёт: 86 ка) "le(exifjA, Tobs rpo- 
phras. Clem.-alex. Strom. iv. 17, § 107, 
р. 610 P., citing this, inserts after unAw- 
Tais, —ка) TpixG» кацтлєоу ACN. 
See more particulars in Suicer, sub voce: 
and cf. Matt. vii. 16) and goats’ skins 
(this, coming after u3Awrois, which may 
mean the same, has surprised some, and 
has seemed to them a mere gloss on that 
word. But it is quoted by Clem. and Orig., 
besides being found in all MBs. and vss. 
Delitzsch says that “it not only explains 
the former, but intensifles it : for the (com- 
monly) black goat's skin shewed, even more 
than the (commonly) white sheepekin, the 
deep earnestness of one thrust out from tho 
world, and dead to it." Perhaps: but it 
is more probable that the Writer regarded 
uri as merely the sheepskin, and men- 
tioned the other because goats were as often 
kept and their skin as often worn), desti- 
tate (reff.), afflicted (reff.), in misery (cf. 
ver. 25); 88.] of whom (viz. those 
who wandered about as in ver. 87 : for the 
participial construction is resumed below, 
and in reference to these same persons. 
obrot ædyres first occurs in the next verse. 

d 
k 
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39. тарт. нарт. bef ото. D- gr]. 
40. крет. т: bof mepi sp. D! Br 

Of course, Carpzov’s reference of бу is 
inadmissible, “ qom indignus maloram 
erat mundus : id est, tam crudelibus affecti 
sunt suppliciis, ut illa mundo indigna sint: 
ut orbem terrarum non deceat, tam hor- 
renda ac фоВерфтата de eo dici”) the 
world was not worthy (the world, by 
casting them out and persecuting them, 
roved that it was not fit to have them in 

it: condemned itself, in condemning them. 
Cf. Calvin, * Quum ita profugi inter foras 
vagabantur sancti Prophets, videri pot- 
erant indigni quos terra sustineret. Qui fit 
enim ut inter homines locum non inveni- 
ant? Sed Apostolus in contrariam partem 
hoc гоо nempe qnod mundus illis 
non esset dignus. Nam quocunque veniant 
servi Dei, ejus benedictionem, quasi fra- 

tiam boni odoris, secum afferunt. Sic 
omus Potiphar benedicta fuit in gra- 

tiam Josephi, Gen. xxxix. 6, et Sodoma 
salva futura erat, si in ea inventi fuis- 
sent decem justi homines, Gen. xviii, 32”); 
wandering in deserts and mountains 
and caves, and the chinks of the earth 
(the Holy Land was especially calculated, 
by its geological formation, and its wilder- 
nesses, to afford shelter to persecuted per- 
sons: во did it to a hundred of the Lord’s 
prophets whom Obadiah hid by fifty in a 
cave (oxfAaoyr), 1 Kings xviii. 4, 18: to 
Elijah, ib. xix. 9, 13: to Mattathias and 
his sons, who fled to the mountains, 1 Macc. 
ii. 28 f., and many others in the wilderness : 
to Judas Maccabeus, who fled with others 
eis Thv Epnpow and there lived é» «ois 
Bpec like the wild beasts, 2 Macc. v. 27. 
Cf. also ib. vi. 11; x. 6. Jos. Antt. xii. 
6. 2, of Mattathias, ка} тайта elrò дета 
Ty téxvæv els T)» Epnuoy dtópumgoe, 
катамкфу йкасау Thy avro’ kTfgw Pv 
TH кнр. Tb 8 айт} ка) 10A morh- 
саутєз, nerd mTéxvov kal yuvay Épvyor 
els Thr ёрлцоу ка) èv то emnàalo:is ŝi- 
$yyov. But rijs yijs must not be taken for 
“the land,” viz. Palestine, as Bóhme: it 
is general). 89.] And these all 
(these, every one of them. ядртеѕ 
оўто. would be ‘all these.’ All, viz. all 
that have been named or referred to 
throughout the chapter : not only, as Ham- 
mond, al., those &AAo: since ver. 35), borne 

таз eT 

copt] Orig,[txt, Eus] Procop, 

s James iif. 11 
only. Exod, 
XXIII. 29, 

v ch. I. 4 reff. w here 

ayyeAus А 80 Eus, Cyr[-p,] Aug, 

witness to by their faith (the emphasis 
is on рарторубќутес, not on 8:4 тїз rir- 
Tews: and the sense is rather ‘é h 
borne witness to,’ than ‘being’ or be- 
cause, borne witness to.“ On the word 
and its import see vv. 2, 4, Б), did not 
receive the promise (many promises indeed 
they did receive, ver. 83: but not THE 
PROMISE кат’ étoxfj», the promise of final 
salvation, or as it is called ch. ix. 15, r3» 
ёхауу. Tis aiwylov xAnpovoplas : the per- 
fection, to which without us.they were not 
to attain. “ But," says Delitzsch, “do we 
not read ch. vi. 15, of Abraham, éxérvyey 
Tis exayyeAlas? Certainly, he has obtained 
the promise, yet not this side the grave, 
but, ав we there maintained, in his life on 
the other side the grave: the general and 
actual salvation of the N.T. is, in their 
heavenly estate, the joy of the patriarchs. 
And this view is ed by look ing for- 
ward to ch. xii, where ſthe O. T. believers 
translated into heaven are called the туеб- 
pata dixalwy rererccopdver, or at all 
events are included in that designation. 
And another question arises. It is said of 
the О. Т. saints, that they did not obtain 
the promise: but is it not plain, from ch. 
x. 86, that кош((есдши thy ётауує\ау is 
for us also a thing future? Danbtless, but 
with a significant difference. For them, 
final salvation was a thing purely future: 
for us, it is a thing present as well as 
future: present, in that it is once for all 
brought about by Christ’s offering of Him- 
self,—future, inasmuch as the unfolding of 
all the fulness of that which we pus 
and the taking possession of it, when un- 
folded in its fulness, is for us yet to come:, 
cf. ch. ix. 28 with x. 14"), 40.] God 
(Clem.-alex. Strom. iv. § 16, p. 609 P., cites 
this with rod eot joined to T» eray- 
ye lav, and so docs the liturgy of Chrysos- 
tom in some manuscripts, In that case rpo- 
RN νν οο would be in apposition with 
0co9. But such a connexion is not likely) 
having provided (foreseen from far (ref.): 
apoopay, wpoideiv, xpoiBécÓa:. are more usual 
words) concerning us (пері ўрёу has the 
emphasis, aa contrasted with otro: deres, 
us, viz. the Writer and his readers, ав be- 
longing to the N.T. church) something 
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CHAP. XII. 1, for тосоутоу, rnAtcovror Nl. 

better (what is this креттбу т? ТЬе 
Fathers generally interpret it of the ulti- 
mate state of glorious perfection, which 
shall only then come in, when all the num. 
ber of the elect shall be accomplished. бо 
Chrys, érvofiare .... тЇ dors, ка) ёсоу 
ётті roy "АВраёц кабђадаи, kal roy ёжќ- 
oro Hara, rephν ),] ябӧте od 
1eAe19055, Iva 8иутӨдо: rére AaBetw roy 
шоӨду. | On this view, as Delitzsch says, 
the xpe:rréy т: would consist in this, that 
the history of mankind has not been cut 
short as it would have been if the ancients 
had received the promise in this sense, but 
has been continued for us to partake of our 
pret privileges under the N. T. But, 
o continues, this eschatological narrow 

acceptation of the promise, has against it 
not only what is said of Abraham in ch. 
vi. 15, viz. évérvxer тїз ётаууєліаѕ, but 
also the whole spirit of the Epistle, which 
regards final salvation as brought in with 
the propitiation of Christ, and 75 x ro 
тё» $uepür as begun with His first Ad- 
vent.] The Writer cannot be ignoring this 
all-inclusive beginning of the N. T. fulfil- 
ment of the promises, in attributing to us 
креїттбу Ti than the O. T. believers had. 
And consequently we must understand by 
the expression, something better than they 
had, viz. the enjoyment, here, of the ful- 
filment of the promise, which they never 
had here, and only have there since Christ’s 
descent into Hades and ascension into 
heaven. It is that «peirrdy т: for which 
the Lord felicitates his disciples, Matt. xiii. 
17, the revelation of the Son of God, ch. 
і. 1, the owrnpla of ch. п. 8), that they 
should not apart from us be made perfect 
(the design of God in this provision of 
something better for us was, that they, 
the O. T. saints, should not be perfected 
without us, i. e. independently ot the N. T. 
salvation of which we are partakers, — cut 
off from Christ's universal Church of which 
we are members. But we read, ch. xii. 28, 
of them as rereAewwpéro: now. And there- 
fore the Writer implies, as indeed ch. x. 
14 seems to testify, that the Advent and 
work of Christ has changed the estate of 
the О. T. fathers and saints into greater 
and perfect bliss; an inference which 18 
forced on us by many other places in 
Scripture. So that ther perfection was 
dependent on our perfection: their and 
our perfection was all brought in at 
the same time, when Christ pĝ xpos- 

éreAelocerv els th Sinvecds Tods 
yrafoudvous. So that the result with 

to them is, that their spirits, from 
the time when Christ descended into 
Hades and ascended up into heaven, enjo 
heavenly blessedness, and are waiting, with 
all who have followed their glorified High 
Priest within the veil, for the resurrection 
of their bodies, the Regeneration, the reno- 
vation of all things. This thought natu- 
rally leads on to the opening verses of 
the next ыа 

CHaP. XII. а EXHORTATION, 
mixed with reproof, on looking back at ali 
these witnesses, and looking also to Jesus, 
who has come to glory through suffering, 
wot £o faint in the conflict with sin; nor to 
Jorget the love of our Father, who visits us 
with chastisement that we may bring forth 
the fruit of righteousness, This exhorta- 
tion was begun at ch. х. 19, and broken off 
by the insertion of all those examples of the 
nature and triumphs of faith. It is now 
resumed, having, so to speak, accumulated 
new momentum by the interruption, and 
is pressed home directly ou the readers. 
L] Wherefore (Totyapovv is an earnest and 
solemn inference, only found at the begin- 
ning of a sentence. “ro,” says Delitzsch, 
* affirms the conditions of fact, ydp grounds 
on them, оф» follows thercupon; so that 
the whole amounts to an earnest ergo) 
we also (as well as those just enumerated) 
having so great а cloud (see below) of 
witnesses surrounding us (in order to un- 
derstand lap rip aright, we must bear in 
mind both the similitude here used, and 
the connexion with the preceding chapter. 
* Hic versus totus constat vocibus agonis- 
ticis," says Hammond. And this being so, 
who can help referring this cloud of wit- 
nesses which surrounds us to the agonistic 
scene which is depicted, and regarding them 
as lookers on while our race is ran? Who- 
ever denies such reference, misses, it seems 
to me, the very point of the sense. But 
even thus we have not exhausted the 
meaning of udprvpes. It is improbable, 
as Delitzsch well observes, that the Writer 
should have used the word pdprupes 80 
closely upon paprupndevres, ch. xi. 39, with- 
out any reference to that idea. See also ib. 
vv. 2, 4,5. So that we can hardly help 
giving to * witnesses ? а sense not confined 
to their looking on upon us, but extending 
to their ethical condition of witnesses for 
the faith. But we may notice, that De- 
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litzsch in contending for this double sense, 
bas in fect a triple reference of the word to 
justify: they are borne witness to, they 
have their uaprvpía, ch. xi. 5: and by this 
they become udprvupes : and they carry out 
that office in being witnesses of our conflict 
here below. Bohme (cited hy Del) re- 
marks, that this manifold reference of the 
word has been the reason why the Writer 
has not written udprvpes ris wiorews or 
the like. And now the propriety of the 
other words used at once appears. ; 
not only an immense multitude b e pa 
шіробиєроу тӯ покубттті, Thdrt.: cf. dua 
62 vépos elrero re (ö, ref. Hom.: того» 
‘EAAdvor pépos àppl се кріжте, ref. 
Enr.), and that number as it were pressing 
us all around as the spectators did the com- 
batants in the circus (vepixeluerov, see 
reff. тоитётт‚ vávroÜ«» e Tepiéyor, 
Thl.),—but also fitly compared to a cloud 
from the fact of its being above ws, they 
looking on from that heavenly bliss whic 
they entered at Christ's triumph. So that 
the words must be taken as distinctly 
во far implying community between the 
church triumphant and the church below, 
that they who have entered into heavenly 
rest are conscious of what passes among 
ourselves. Any interpretation short of this 
leaves the exhortation here tame and with- 
out point. If they are merely quasi-wit- 
nesses, merely witnesses in a metaphor, the 
motive, as far as this clause supplies one, is 
gone. The Greek expositors generally re- 
gard papripwy as referring only to their 
having witnessed for the faith. So Chrys., 
éuaprópncas тў ToU Oeo џєуалебттті : 
Thdrt., xA50os Torotor ,.. waprupe: TH 
durduei ris wíoTews: Thdr.-mops., uap- 
up.] футайба ob тӧу sexosÜórwv Adyel, 
ФЛАй Té» рартиробутоу xpbs Thy тісті». 
Most of the moderns take this meaning 
(even Lünemann); others that of martyrs, 
rejected above by Thdr.-mops.: cf. Acts 
xxii. 20: Rev. ii. 18 (xi. 8); xvii. 6. v 
is interpreted by the Greek expositors (not 
Thdrt.) as affording shade and protection. 
So Chrys., repixeiuevoy x, èv ue 
&Beíg cixdérws «уи worhoes: and Œe., in 
his altern. more explicitly, vépos 3t éxd- 
Ae ev айтойѕ, Ñ arb ретафораѕ tay rd 
кайдатоз KatadAcyoudveov ка) бтеѕеА- 
Өбутоу «is veperdy Spocl(ovaay xol rapa- 
pvdndévray. ка} yàp ў тё» &ylcv ne е 
TObs Üxb oU xabowvos TOY weiparuay 
ékAeAvaévovs жарацибєїтаі. ) Uri ron 
(spiritual) utr, фло, ӧрбсоу véuovcw, 
ixtp huar Tb» geb ікєтєбоутез. I need, 
not say, that such an idea is completely 

om. е Ф 

b here only t. (see note.) 

luded by the nature of the ment, 
Tad the following icipial clause ii ver. 
2. The best note on the whole idea and 
imagery is that of Schlichting: « Intre. 
ducit nos veluti in theatram quoddam am- 
plissimum, in quod magna spectatorum 
tnrba confluxerit, qus, omnibus locis et 
subselliis repletis, veluti nubes qusdam 
densa in medio certantibus circumfusa 
videatur. In tante multitudinis totque 
spectstorum veluti oculis certantes nos 
facit. Quemadmodum autem olim certanti- 
bus tanta spectatorum multitudo addebat 
animos, et ingens erat ad summam vincendi 
contentionem stimulus: sic et nobis tot 
testes, qui et ipsi in eodem certamine de- 
sudarunt, alacritatem addere debent, ut 
summis viribus coptum stadium decur- 
ramus. Testes autem eos vocat, non tan- 
tum per prosopopœiam quandam alludens 
ad certaminum spectatores ut dictum est, 
qui sunt testes quidam virtutis eorum qui 
certant: sed etiam, idque multo magis, 
propterea, quod de Deo ejusque bonitate 
et justitia testentur, et omnes uno veluti 
dicant ore, esse Deum, et esse remunera- 
torem eorum qui ipsum qusrunt: apud 
eum, tanquam summum agonothetam, bra- 
beum esse strenue certantibus repositum : 
veracem illum esse in suis promissionibus : 
etiam post mortem posse reddere felices eos, 
qui ipsius causa vitam prodegissent. Tes. 
tium enim nomine illi imprimis hoc loco 
sunt intelligendi, qui suo sanguine de Dei 
fide et bonitate testantur. Unde et кат’ 
étoxfv martyres, id est, testes, hic appel - 
latur ”), laying aside all superfiuous 
weight (букоѕ, according to Buttmann, 
Lexil., from yx, from which comes 
ijveyxov,—any superfluous mass or bur- 
den, as in the case of the pregnant, so 
Eurip. Ion 15, yaorpds dive фукоу: 
or the corpulent, so lian, Hist. Anim. ii. 
18, capkbs Syxos: a state of being puffed 
«p, either literally or metaphorically. 16 
is used doubtless here with direct reference 
to athletes, who before running trained 
themselves so ns to get rid of all super- 
fluous flesh. So Galen, in Epid. Hippocr. 
Wi. 6 (Bl.), xal yàp 8рбро: Taxe кай 
qyvurácia тоабта ка) capxay Üyxov rab- 
alpe: xal хоир in revol: see other 
examples in Bl. But &yxos is also used of 
weight accessory from without, as well as 
of weight carried on the person. So Xen. 
Venat. viii. 8, 3:4 rd dos ris xióros 
ка} 8: ту kdáreÜev тёр modar Nagl 
Syrev проѕёҳєсдш айўтф букоу тоАйу. 
So that the word may be taken, as in E. V., 
of every weight of every kind which may 
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weigh down tbe runner; tbougb, on ac- 
count of what follows, I should understand 
it rather of weight of the than 
weight on the See below. Some, 
as Castello, Heinsius, Bengel, interpret it 
« fastus," haughtiness or pride, which it 
may be, but the sense does not seem to be- 
long here) and sin which is ever besetting 
us (e p r, being an Arat Acyduevor 
in all ancient Greek literature, has been 
very variously interpreted. Its sense must 
be sought purely from derivntional usage, 
and the requirements of tho context. Some 
have taken it actively, from the sense of 
терйоттш to circumvent г so Carpzov, 
“dolosum, seducens;" Schulz, “ which 
hems us in on all sides.“ But against this 
is the fact that though verbals in -ros are 
often active, no case has been adduced of 
any such verbal derived from lor or its 
coinpounds being active: they are all in- 
transitive or passive: e.g. orards, kaTa- 
Tos, avdoratos; 8:статоѕ, à did raros; 
єйкатёстатоѕ, 8usxarderaros; — Àuerd- 
oraros, ebperdoraros; kotoraros; Óró- 
gratos: and so терістатоѕ and dwept- 
oraros: and thus our word might be taken 
pee which can easily be avoided,’ 
i арі evaded: cf. repitoraco 2 Tim. ii. 
18 : Titus iii. 9, and Hammond here: or, 
‘which can be easily circumvented,’ and 
so conquered. Thus in the interpretation 
which Chrys. prefers before the active one: 
his words are, ebreplorarov, fro Thy 
clxdAws weptiorandyny juas, $ thy екб- 
Aws xeploracw B8uvaudvny пабі», Axe · 
дйлло>» 84 тобто" pqdi0r ydp, dày A- 
pav, жергуєуќсдаи THs áuaprlas: во Ps.- 
Athanas. quest. 180 de Parabol. Seri 
ture, vol. iv. p. 280, ebmeplararoy elre thy 
aͤuapr lar, éx«ibày дблдоу order obi Fret, 
ФАЛА Taxéos Dave kal karaAbera : 
Hesych., eUkoA^ov, ebxepfj 1 Suidas, pepdy, 
Taxews жер:третбреуоу t D-lat, “fragile :” 
Le Clerc, nl., “ qua facile circumvenitur, 
vincitur," But to this there are two ob- 
jections. First the word wepitorac@a: docs 
not seem ever to have this meaning, over- 
coming : and then thut it would be exceed- 
ingly out of place thus to describe sin, and 
especially that sin against which the Writer 
considers it necessary to warn his readers, 
by one single epithet, as a thing lightly 
to be got ridof. Just as unnatural would 
be the sense given by Wetst., “ peccatum 
vestrum . . . . поп in occulto potest com- 
mitti et latere, non magis quam lapsus 
cursoris, sed conspicietur ab omnibus.“ 
Апо ог passive sense is given by Ernesti 
after Homsterhuis, “a spectatoribus cir- 
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(emere тарта ка) тў» * єйтерістато» ápapríav, * ӧс тороу 
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cumdatus,” “ surrounded by men who look 
on: so Isocrat. de Permut., darnaro- 
woilas Tais .... bd tay dor repi- 
ordras *yerogéraus, which Suidas inter- 

ts wep) As к©кАф Тотауто of 0«óperoi: 
ambl. Vit. Pyth. v. 7, ed@bs 32 repi- 

BAerros ка) терістатоѕ éyévero: and во 
&replararos is used of a man whom others 
do not gird around, one void of friends : so 

L 24, cécor P adweploraroy AvD. 
And thus Ernesti here would have us under- 
stand ebxeploraros of sin us being very 
popular, having many friends and fre- 
quenters. This sense Bleek thinks has 
much to be said for it, both as to analogy 
and as fitting the context. I own I do 
not feel that the analogy of «€? in composi- 
tion quite justifies it. But he prefers the 
ordinary acceptation of the word here, and 
in this I fully agree. Taking vepita Tapas 
as a middle, to place itself around, be 
around, and hence to surround, we should 
have, sin which easily surrounds us. And 
so the former of the alternatives in Chrys. 
(see above), which he does not prefer in 
his homily on this passage, but adopts in 
several other places: e.g. Hom. on Ps. 
xlviii. $ 8. 4, vol. v. p. 227 (Migne), тайтту» 
oby $ёбока Thy ёхатёсќу pe а>, 
why ку‹Аойтд» pe. 810 ка) ё IIa9Aos abrhy 
ebxeplrraroy rarei, Thy cure, repi- 
ВёЛЛоџса» , Thy єйкбАсоз, Thr pe- 
dlws. And on 2 Cor. Hom. ii. vol. x 
р. 402, ebweploraroy yap ў áuapría, rdr- 
Tobey l rauf, Euxpoober, ÜxicÓcr, xol 
obres m ua araBdAAovca. And so the 
vulg. “ circumstans :” the E. V., which 
doth so easily beset us: and by far tho 
greater part of expositors, some witb, 
some without the sense of active hostility. 
Thus Syr, “quod omni tempore para- 
tum est nobis: Ps.-Anselm, quod nos 
inique impellit et cireumvallat:“ Castel - 
lio, * nos ambiens, sicut arbores hedera: 
Valcknaer, * quod ad cingendum et irre- 
tiendum promptum est: Bugenhagen, 
* semper  oppugnans nos peccatum :” 
Erasm.(par) **quod nos undique com- 
plectitur :" al. Theword being thus taken, 
the various acceptations of the similitude 
intended are well summed up by Bleek: 
we must understand áuapría» either as 
our inner propensity to sin, which clings 
fast to us and will not part from us 
(Erasm.(vers. and not.), Luther, Vatabl., 
Calv., Gerhard, Seb. Schmidt, Calov., 
Ernesti : cf. ch. v. 2, replæet rei aobévesay) : 
or' as а cumbersome irdi 
us round and hindering us from run- 
ning (Jac. and Lud. Cappell., Schlichting, 
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жер. сфёюу абтёю» оў EAAnves, Herod. viii. 102. тфу ùrèp т. xs аубра треке, Dion. Hal. vii 
48 (al. in Bl.). 
прокецуои. Herod. ix. 80. 
ii. 2) only. lea. vii. 13. Wied. iv. 2 
31. ch. ц. 10 oniy. (Isa. ххх. 4) 1 Масс. x. 47. 

Wittich, Braun, Wakefield, al.), or personi- 
fied, as an adversary, who surrounds us on 
all sides and waylays us to make us his prey 
(Beza, Cramer) ; or generally, as something 
which lies about us and is ever ready to 
entch us (De Dicu, and Syr. above): or 
which is ever from all sides standing in the 
way во as to entangle and impede our course 
(Grot., Limborch, Baumgarten, Bretechn., 
nl, and recently Delitzsch). [But the 
connexion with &wo8éuevoi which evi- 
dently Del. feels, seems to me fatal to bis 
view, and indeed to all views except that 
which makes áyapría to lie about us, as a 
garment, or beset us, as an inward pro- 

nsſty. Of both these &ro8éc8c. may 
be said; of the former literally, of the 
latter figuratively. And in choosing be- 
tween these two, I have no hesitation in 

_choosing the former. The Writer is speak- 
Ing of our race: and having expected us to 
lay aside all superfluous weight of body, 
which the athletes did, be passes to their 
other lightening for the race, viz. stripping 
naked, and exhorts us to put off sin, which 

lies so easily about us. And thus we have 
a strict analogy with the imagery in Eph. 
iv. 22, 24, &xo0co0ci twas... Tbv waAaby 
Av gp . . . ка} évBUcacÓc:. Tbv Kavdy 
Évüpwvor,—saud with Col iii. 9, rex- 
Üvcduevou Tbv талафи — KvyOpwxov оў» 
vais wpdteow abtod. Most likely the 
sin alludes especially, though it need 
not exclusively, to apostasy. There does 
not seem to be any allusion to the dif- 
ferent sins which may, in the sense now 

: 80 common, and originally derived from 
this passage in E. V., “ beset” various per- 
sons: though, of course, such an applica- 
tion of the passage is quite admissible. 
The above note, as to its enumeration of 
opinions, is principally gathered from Bleek 
and Delitzsch, both of whom have gone 
into the matter at far greater length. Va- 
rious other shades and subtleties of mean- 
ing will be found discussed by them), let 
us through (not merely “with,” but as 
the state in, by means of which : cf. 2 Cor. 
v. 7, 8:4 wlorews reptrarobher) ondu- 
rance run the race (see reff. and add Sta- 
tius, Theb. iii. 116, * Quisque suas avidi 
ad lacrymas miserabile currunt certamen ;" 
and Eurip. Orest. 869, dyéva 6avdciuov 
Bpauoóuevor) set before ug (reff., and Lu- 
cian, Anachars. 15, cowds тїз бубу . Tots 

gch. vi. 18. 2 Cor. viii. 12. Jude 7 only. Lev.xziv.Tal a@ywvos мєуѓст. 
h = 1 Tim. vi. 12. 2 Tim. iv. 7 (PhiL i. 30. CoL ii. 1. 

ey 
1 These. 

i here only t. (see note.) k e Acta Ш. 15. v. 
] here only t. (no Gr. autbor. 

&yafoís ron frais rpdrerrat: Cicero pro 
Flacco, 37 (92), „magnum ei erat certa- 
men propositum "); .] looking unto 
(во E. V. very exactly. ёфорау els, or 
wpós ті, is an ordinary word for to direct 
the gaze upon any thing. So, of the out- 
ward eye, Jos. Antt. iv. 4. 7, Aaph ... 
Ovfoxeu ToU wAGOovs eis айтђу йфорфу- 
Tos: Of the inward eye, Arrian, Epictet. 
iv. 1, els ravra kpop та wapobel*yuaTa : 
Jos. B. J. ii. 17. 2, ралота 84 ёфорёутез 
«ls Tb» "EAed(apor страттуодьта: Arrian, 
Epict. ii. 19, els roy Gedy àQopürras dv 
wayT) шкрф xal ne dA. See many more 
examples in Bleek. There does not appear 
to be in the preposition &-, any intima- 
tion of looking off from every thing else 
unto, ns sometimes asserted. It merely 
implies direction from the person acting, 
or the place from which he acts, as in the 
similar compounds Arise, dxoBadrew 
yen, xi. 26), ёфорийт@а (eis), ёфикуеїтба, 
c.) the Leader (one who precedes others 

by his example, they following him: [or 
rather Author: ] see the note on ch. ii. 10, 
where the meanings of dpynydés are 
classified) and Perfecter (там, oul 
found here, is variously шег ена. 
Chrys. says, тд» àp x ка) тєАешәт%ў>, 
тЇ ёст: тобто; rovréatw aùròs dy jui 
Thy xlotiw évdOnxer, abtds Thy dpxdhy 
do dre (John xv. 16)..... el 8$ abrds 
Thy àpxhv u dvéOÓnkev, abtds kal 7d 
TéAos éxiOfoe:. And so (Ec. and Thl. 
Primas., Erasm.(par., “quod сери in nobis 
consummabit ), Jac. Cappell., Wittich, 
Braun. Another view is that He perfects 
the faith by bringing it to an end in 
the capacity of fpaBevrfs, giving it its 
final reir : so Schlichting. Grot., Lim- 
borch, Calmet, al. Again n. De Wette, 
Ebrard would understand merely that He 
exhibited faith in perfection in his own 
example. And so nearly Bengel (“ fidei 
princeps et consummator dicitur, quia ipse 
fidem Patri ab initio ad exitum prestitit"): 
and Thdrt., when he says, катӣ rò dvOpé- 
жо» duddérepa тќдбекєу. And doubtless 
this meaning must not be excluded; but 
neither must it be held exclusively. He 
tree ie (rhv) axloriv, inasmuch as He 

fected faith in his own person and ex- 
ample: but He éreAeíec ep Thy тісті also, 
inasmuch as He became the Author of 
perfect salvation to them that obey Him. 

г 
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His going before us in faith has made faith 
possible for us: His perfecting faith in his 
own person and example, has made faith 
effectual for us) of the faith (viz. that 
faith of which we have been speaking 
through ch. xi.: and thus rather ‘the 
faith’ than “our faith," which latter is 
liable to the mistake so often made iu 
English, viz. to being taken as if it = faith 
4n иг, во that Jesus should be said to be 
* author and finisher" of each individual 
Christian's faith which he has within him. 
We may render merely ‘faith’ without 
the art.; but seeing that wícr.s has been 
anarthrous before (ch. xi. 1) when it was 
abstract, it would seem most probable that 
the art. here is intended to have a definite 
force. Besides which, the ascription of 
faith to our Lord is so plain in our Epistle 
(cf. ch. ii. 18 ; iii. 2) that we must not seem 
to exclude this sense in our rendering, 
which we certainly do by “our faith :” 
whereas ‘the faith’ includes both, and 
satisfies that which follows, in which His 
own example of endurance in prospect of 
triumph is set before us), (even) Jesus, 
who for the joy set before Him (dvri тїз 
wpoxepévns аўтф харӣ; has been other- 
wise interpreted both by ancients and 
moderns. The Syr., Nazianz. in Œc., Beza, 
nl. take it to mean, “instead of the joy 
which He had before His incarnation.” 5 
Фу pévew ёт) тїз llas 8dtys re ка) 
0córnros, où uóvov daurdy ёкќуосєу Бур! 
vhs бойлоо poppis, ФАЛА ка) стар» 
Üzéuewey. Naz. But this though more 
according to the common meaning of áxrí, 
seems to me doubly objectionable. First, 
which many have noticed, yap4 which He 
already had could not well be designated 
as wpoxeuern: and then, which I have 
not seen noticed, xapd can hardly be used 
of а state of bliss їп which one already 
is, a quiescent or præ · existent joy, but 
more naturally applies to joy prompted by 
some cause of active rejoicing. Then 
another modification of this same view is 
found in Chrys, rovréoriw, dñ» айтф 
pndey табе», efxep éBoóAero. — 0008 yàp 
Guapriay éxolncevy, ob BéóAos єфрёӨт 
év тё стбиат: avrov' кабфз каї abrós 
фотону àv Tois ebayyeAlas: #рхєта & rod 
xécpou Ёрҳоу, kal ob Exe: dv ёро) оббёу. 
vpoÜkevro Toivu» айтф, єїтер éBovaAcro, 
Bh 4A0eiv cis roy cravpóv: èțovolav "yàp 
Exo, Sn, буш Th» xh pov, ка) 

étovaíay x кйм» AaBeiv abrf»v. And 
во Œc., Thl., Luther (da er wohl bátte 
moͤgen Freude haben, bulbete er u. ſ. w.), 
Calvin (“ Significat enim, quum integrum 
esset Christo se eximere omni molestia, 
vitamque felicem et bonis omnibus af. 
fluentem degere, ipsum tamen ultro sub- 
lisse mortem acerbam et plenam igno- 
minia ), al. But this again, though it 
might satisfy xpoxeuévns, falls short of 
the above sense maintained for yapas. 
Another kindred meaning is found in 
Erasm.(paraphr. “contemtis hujus vitæ 
gaudiis, subit mortem”), Wolf, Raphel, 
Carpzov, Wetst., Paulus, Bretschn. This 
makes xapd = id, besides giving а low 
and unworthy sense to ў xpoxeiuévyn abr 
xapd, in making it to mean the pleasures 
of this life. The sense given above, for 
the joy set before Him,’ i.e. as in com- 
parison with, as in exchange for, the joy 
which was to come after, in the day of His 
triumph, is adopted by Thdrt. (but inter- 
preting the xapd of the salvation of men, 
—xapà ToU cowTrüpos TO» dvOpérav 4 
cvropím  óxip табтл Tò dos ór- 
éueie), Primasius, Corn. a-Lap., Justi - 
niani, Schlichting, Grot., Hammond, Seb. 
Schmidt, Braun, Limborch, Bengel, Winer, 
Böhme, De Wette, Kuinoel, Bleek, Tho- 
luck, Ebrard, Lünem., Delitzsch, al. And 
it is fully borne out both by usage, and the 
context. For thus we have дут! in ref. 
and in Xen. Hell. iv. 8. 6, ópyi(óperos 
тост Aukebainorlois 4,68 Фр ёкетбрде : 
Aristoph. Plut. 434, ) c ro, rh- 
pepov ovari 81ку» а»0 фу du Cnretrov 
ad dpavica:. See Winer, § 47. a) 
endured crucifixion (cravpóv, anarthrous 
and put after the verb; and thus repre- 
senting rather in the abstract, the kind of 
death, than in the concrete, “ the cross” 
on which He was crucified), despising 
shame (ог, “ the lame when an anar- 
throus noun comes before a verb in the 
place of emphasis, it is not so easily deter- 
mined whether it is definite or indefinite. 
But from the analogy of oravpdy before, 
it is most probable that this is inde- 
finite also, —every kind of shame, even to 
that of the shameful death which He 
died), and (тє is used as a copula, apart 
from каї, once by St. Matt. (xxviii. 12), 
онсе by St. Mark (xv. 36), twice by St. 
John бү. 42; vi. 18), four times by St. 
Paul (Rom. ii, 19; xvi. 26: 1 Cor. iv. 21: 
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тод Oeod t кєкабікєу. 3" dvaroyicacGe yap tov топайтту = here отуз. 
3 Macc. vii. 

o Ọmouepevnkóta Отд TOV dpapTwA@Y eis éavrüv dyri- denn 
ГА е Now ^ ^ e ^ x2 / 

Aoyiay, iva pn “ кашттє тай Nruxais Оиди * exdvopevos, ver. vi 

* ойто ? uéypis atparos * артікатёстттє ттрд$ THY арар- 

Luke ii, 34. John xix. 12.) 
xv. 9 only. 

A (only?) 

om Tov 0cov №. 
3. om то» D!. 

Damasc 
for vro, aro Юі. 

4. aft our ins yap D![-gr] Lov 
Di. avrexateotyre LI d 
К: аутекате (sic) o. 

Eph. iii. 19): but seventy-nine times 
by St. Luke: and in this Epistle four 
times (i. 3; vi. 5; ix. 1; xii. 2) is set 
down (so E. V. rightly, reading the per- 
fect as in text. The aor. would express 
the fact, as it happened : the perf. gives it 
ав it now endures, having happened. So 
that the latter is more real and graphic as 
concerns tbe pir gl on the right hand 
of the throne of (i.e. on the throne 
of God, at His right band: see on ch. viii. 
1, and cf. Rev. iii. 21). 3.] For 
ч. d. and there is reason in what I вау; 

рдуте$ &c., for He like yourselves had 
much and continual conflict with the sin- 
ners of His day. ydp is not as Lünem., 
* Yea," merely strengthening the impera- 
tive: I heartily concur with the dictum of 
Hermann, cited here by Delitzsch: “ yáp 
semper reddit rationem antecedentis sen- 
tentis vel expresses vel intellects ”) com- 
pare (with yourselves. áàvaAoy(caoÓ« is 
very difficult to express in English. It is 
аз Bengel, **comparatione instituta cogi- 
tare," *to think on, by way of com- 
parison.” So Plato, Theæt. p. 186 A, 
ávaAoyi(ouérg dv lavr тА yet ~ ка} 
Tà жарбута «pbs Ta péAdrAovta (дот- 
paring): Diod. Sic. xx. 8, rb péyedos 
TOU Sielpyovros weAdyous &vaAoyi(óperoi, 
thy cornplay àweyivecxov (reputantes, 
bethinking themselves of, comparing with 
their power to cross it). So here it is, 
consider Him as set in comparison with 
yourselves. If the word to ‘ponder’ had 
any trace left of its primitive meaning, it 
might serve; but it has now become equi- 
valent to ‘ meditate’) Him who hath en- 
dured (perf. part. again, to set before them 
Christ as not merely a character of the 

st, but one ever present) such contra- 
tion (dyriAcyla need not be confined 

to words : see note on ch. vi. 16, and cf. 
ref. John, adyriAdyes TË Катар. (е. 

(see note.) 
ch. vi. 16. 
vii. 7. Jude 
11 only. 
Prov. x vil. 
M. (-Aéyeiw, 

w James v. 15 (Rev. ii. 3 rec.) only. Job x. 1 (w. .). Wied. 
x here bis. Matt. xv. 32 4 Mk. r 2 4 мыл Hi. 

17. éfeAvero тӯ VvXT» Polyb. xxix. 6. 14 al, 
ie нёх. au. стасіс, Heliod. vil. 8. Wetst. 

Gal. vi. 9 only. 1 Kinga xiv. 
y = Phil. ii. 8. 2 Tim. ii. 9. (2 Macc. xlii. 

з here only. Deut. XXI. 21. Josh. v. 7. Mic. 

rec єкабсеу: txt ADKLIP IN rel. 
rec (for eavrov) avrov, with DKL rel [Chr 

: avrovs № 17 [ Euthal-mas] Thdrt: eavrovs D'N! : semetipsos am(with fuld! 
harl) ((Syr)]: in vobis D-lat: txt A[P Damasc-ms]. 

(with demid, agst am fuld) 
Im 17 Chr- ms Thdrt ( Damasc- ms] 

ec ANU D!. 
tt arm. ue xp: 
I- ms: avreornre 

says, àvriAoylay 8 pno: rby уёлота, тёз 
wArryds, ras xAevaclas, ко) боа ёутёЛе- 
yor rots abro Ҙбуџас: xal 8:8Ёуџасі, 
kal ras éxl тод ThAdrov xpavyds. And 
so Chrys. and Thi. Lünemann in vain 
denies this sense of à»riAoyía and dyri- 
At ye: see reff, and Bleek’s and De- 
litzsch’s notes) by the sinners against 
Himself (i.e. by those who sinned against 
Him. Whether éaurdy or abrór be read, 
the sense will be the same. Beware of 
Ebrard’s strange interpretation, given 
below on тў» ее. “All mankind 
would be opposed to Christ as the sinners 
(the class of sinners); but the enemies 
of the gospel could not be opposed to the 
readers of the Epistle as the sinners, seeing 
that those readers themselves were sin- 
ners.” All such notions of of &рартелої 
arise from wrongly connecting els éavrór, 
which follows r and not årti- 
Aoylay, 80 ov tis Tb» обраубу 
Luke xv. 18, 21. See also Luke xvii. 4: 
Acts xxv. 8), that ye weary not (reff.), 
fainting in your souls (Tois vy. ój&v ma 
be joined either with xdunre or with 
ékAvóueroi. In ref. Job, we have durer 
Tf Vvxf pov: and ёкАбесбои TD yox is 
found in Polyb. ref, and xx. 4. 7, оф 
pévor тоз copacw  dieAí0ncary, Ad 
kal Tais wvxais. So also in Diod. Sic. 
xx. 1, 3:4 7d цӯкоѕ ко) thy йкаріау ToU 
ovyypadtes éxAvOÉkrres ras yvxás. And 
this latter is preferable, on account of the 
rhythm, and the improbability of the par- 
ticiple standing thus alone at the end of 
the кис) 4.] Bengels remark, 
which De Wette charges with pedantry, 
“a cursu venit ad pugilatum, ut Paulus, 
1 Cor. ix 26,” is nevertheless a just one. 
Not yet have ye resisted (so dvricabl- 
oracGat absolutely, Thuc. i. 62, eBo» rovs 
évarríovs wapacreva(ouérovs eis pdxny, 
йртікабістауто kal abrol: und 71, тайттз 
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a bere only +. tlav * dvraywutopevor, 5 кай ° éxrédnobe т rapac - ADELE 
Рь. 12. ces, d rie бибәр ws. vios *dcaréyerat, Í'Tié pov, phefghk 

т a imo 
5 G t h тагдеѓас xupiov, unde *éxXvov йт айтой 17.47 
" 2_ 1 ГА 3 ^ 4 LA % k 

verre dreyyouevos. Ôv yàp ayar куриѕ raue’ * pac- 

сот ee c Acts xiil. 15, xv. 31. 1 Tim. iv. 18 al. L. P. H. 1 Macc. x. 23. d = ch. Wil. 5 reff. 
€ Acts xvii. 2, 17. xviii. 4. od. vi, 27 f Prov. iii. 11, 12. g here only. 1. c. onl Exod. vi. 27. 

&c. 4 times. Eph. vi. 4. 2 Tim. iii. 16 only. 
j = Luke zziii. 16, 22. 2 Cor vi. 9, 

zix. l) only. a Ps. lxxii.6 Job xxx. 21 al. 

Prov. xv. 10. і = 
2 Chron. х. li. Prov. хіх. 18. 

. S h here 
v. ill. 19. Prov. ix. 7,8 э], 

k Matt. x. 17. xx. 19 1. xxiii. 34. John 

5. єклелчсде K al 106-8-14 Chr(robr" for: харўкате тёз xe:pas, éteXó0nr«) [ Euthal- 
ms). 
Cid, [Antch, Damasc-ms Orig-int, ]. 

perro: rotabrns буткабестткыаз ró- 
Aews, d AaxeSaiudviot, DiauéAAere. See 
below) unto blood (many take this to 
mean, have not yet sacrificed your lives. 
So Chrys., d 38 Adye, тойтб doru” обто 
0dvarov bwharnte’ péxpt Ито» dup 
ў (nula, uéxpi. 3dkys, бра rod d 
veo b. And l, обто, фто», &xps 
Oavárov épOdoare, GAARA Exps богун», 
бхрх  Apwayü)r ó 81 xpicrds бурш 
gardrou Абеу. And this may be so: 
but I would rather abide by the idea of 
the pugilistic figure being intended, and 
apply uéxpis ла to the figure, not 
to the interpretation. Cf. Seneca, Ep. i. 
18, * Non potest athleta magnos spiritus 
ad certamen afferre, qui nunquam suggil- 
latus est. llle qui vidit sanguinem suum, 
eujus dentes crepuerunt sub pugno, ille 
qui supplantatus adversarium toto tulit 
corpore, nec projecit animum  projectus, 
qui quoties cecidit contumacior resurrexit, 
cum magna spe descendit ad pugnam." 
For the expression, cf. reff., and Niceph. 
Hist. a. 741, éveuórovs aùr cuvOhxas 
Bebükecay, os péypis ofuaros úrèp 
abToU dveAdaOa тђу кіхдоуоу. On the 
relation of such passages as this to the 
date of the Epistle, see in the Prolego- 
тепа, § ii. 29 fl.), contending against 
(xpés, of the direction towards which the 
athlete's force was directed : cf. udyeorOau 
p 'Трёаз, ll. p. 471: Matthis, § 591, 
and Winer, $ 49, h. a.) sin (personifled, ns 
an adversary : not to be limited in its mean- 
ing to sin in themselves, or to sin in their 
persecutors, but understood of both. De- 
litzsch, who would confine it to the latter, 
says that it was not sin in themselves 
which would shed their blood, but rather, 
which would spare its being shed. Yes, 
and for this very reason the resisting that 
sin of unfaithfalness which would lead 
them to spare their blood, would if carried 
far enough, lead to the shedding of it. 
Similarly, the sin in tbeir persecutors, 
which Ше were to resist, would, if yielded 
to, sparo their blood by seducing them into 
apostasy. The joining rpbs ri» à uh, 

ins тара bef rns xapaxAncews D![-gr]. 
cRerxoheros bef ux” avrov D[-gr Orig-int, }. 

om pov (аг Lxx) D!(and lat) a m 

with dyrayer:(éuero: is even more cer. 
tain than the similar connexion in ver. 8, 
seeing that йутикатёттууте has already had 
its qualifying clause in péxpis aluaros. 
And во almost all Commentators, except 
Bengel). K And ye have com- 
pletely forgotten (ёкЛаубағуес даі, more 
usually éx:Aav@dvec@a:, is seldom found. 
See in reff.: П. я. 602, obs Ep’ 'Ахаоі 
&Axijs é(eAdOorro. It is perhaps chosen 
here, as Del. suggests, not without some 
reference to the sound of éxAudpevoi bes 
fore and éxAdov following. See var. readd. 

There is a great difference among 
Commentators as to whether these words 
are to be read affirmatively or interroga- 
tively. The former view is taken by all 
the ancient expositors, and many moderns, 
among whom are Wittich, Surenhusius, 
Wolf, Bengel, Kuinoel, Klee, Tholuck, De 
Wette, Ebrard. The interrogative view 
із taken by Calvin, Вета e Braun, 
Böhme, Lachmann, Bleek, De Wette, Bis- 
ping, Lünemann, Delitzsch. The ground 
on which this latter is defended is that, 
if declarative, the words would be too 
severe for the general tenor of the passago. 
Iown I cannot see this. The fact of their 
having thus Fi ipn the exhortation is 
surely assumed. below, in vv. 7—11: and 
from this point forward the Writer takes 
up the tone of reproof, which comes to its 
height in vv. 16, 17. And not only this. 
The interrogative form would surely be 
most unnatural, coupled closely as it would 
be with an assertion of fact, obo. 
дутікотќстттє) the exhortation (*apá- 
xAnovs, as elsewhere in N. T. and especially 
in St. Luke (reff), unites the ideas of 
exhortation and consolation. бее on ch. 
vi. 18, and on sapaxaAei», ch. iii. 13), 
the which (that kind of exhortation, of 
which the following is & specimen : such 
seems to be the force of fris instead of $) 
discourses with you (so SaddyecOar in 
the Acts, of opening a discourse with any 
one: see reff.) as with sons, My son (vié 
in LXX: see digest), despise not (dA:- 
yepde is not uncommon in the classics, 
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yo è тарта viv ду !mapabéyeras. 1 eis 8 qasSelay 1 nn iv. m. 
cts xv 

4 xvi. 21. xxii. 18. 1 Tim. v. 19 only. Exod. xxii, 1. (= яросд., Ezek. xx. 40, 61. xliii. 27. Mal. i. 8.) 

Т. rec (for es) ei, with rel [Euthal-ms ТЫ]: txt ADKL(P]M I! m o 17 [47 Syr 
coptt sth arm] Chr(see noto) Procop, Damasc, (Ec, in disciplina vulg Orig-int, is 
disciplinam fuld D-lat. 

and with a genitive, as here) the chasten- 
ing of the Lord, nor faint, when oor. 
rected by Him (Heb., “апа have no aver- 
sion to His correction”) : 6.} for 
whom the Lord loveth, He chasteneth 
(Myxe, LXX-B; AM have as text: 
in ref. Rev., both are combined, ёуф 
Scovs dy p, dACyxo ка) madebe), 
yea, and (the 84 throws out the new 
feature into a climax) seourgeth every 
son whom He receiveth (“In the Heb, 
this clause according to the present punc- 
tuation is пут Tw: Ap ‘and (that) as 
a father the son in whom he delighteth.' ̀  
The LXX, instead of 345, have expressed 3, 

the Pihel of mọ to feel pain, and have 
taken it as = ‘to cause pain,’ as the Hiphil 
Nun occurs sometimes, e. g. Job v. 18, of 
God's chastisement of men. Certainly by 
this rendering the elism with the first 
hemistich, and the whole expression, gain 
in completeness, whereas according to the 
Masoretic punctuation there is an appear- 
ance of lameness about it.” Bleek: who 
thinks, as does Del, that the LXX have 
expressed better the sense of the Writer 
than the Masoretic punctuators. “For 
the translation of 9 by даттгуоў>, to 
scourge, to whip, instead of generally £o 
punish, cf. Pa. xxxii. (xxxi.) 10, udoreyes 
for rar: and for the use of the Greek 
verb for divine chastisement (reff.), Tobit 
xi. 14 [AB (not ph ёраст(уюсаѕ к. M- 
gods pe: xiii. 2 (5, 9), abrds дастгуог к. 
éAeci: Puis Meri eis que ie pac. 
Tryo? kÜpios obs ovra abrQ." 
óv erat, see reff., whom He takes 
to him as a veritable son, receives in his 
heart and cherishes). 7, 8.) Appli- 
cation of the passage of Scripture to the 
readers. Т.) First, as to the reading. 
As between els and et, the case stands thus: 
et is found in “minuscc. multis ut videtur," 
Tischdf. (edn. 7 [8]) : in Chrys. (but more 
than doubtful: see below), in Thdrt. (also 
doubtful), in Thl. (certain). This is really 
all the authority that can be cited for it. 
els is found in the six uncial mss. which 
contain the passage, in about thirty cursive 
mss., in all the ancient versions (appa- 
rently): in all the Fathers who cite and 
explain the words : e. g. Chrys. (in whose 
text in this Homily (xxix.) the ei wadelay 
bxouévere is evidently a correction to the 
later reading: for, after quoting the text 
as in rec., his sentence runs, el wai8eve:, 

Vor. IV. 

Кра els SiópÜeair, АЛА? ойк els kóXamr, 
obdd eis r , of8t els т) какёў 
тобеїу: where it must be obvious to 
any one that el sadedes ought to be es 
waidelay, or the sentence is without co- 
herence. In the Catena, this appears still 
more decisively: where he says, els 
rade ſa Ówouévere, gnoly ойк els xé- 
Хасу, оф$Ф els riyswplay),—Thdrt. (in 
all probability: his present text runs 
thus: el xadelay Swoudvere: el $épere 
yevvalus таз ётіферорёуаѕ: яоцдеіаз. 
But. it is hardly possible that el $épere 
yevvales should be the exposition of 
el óxouérere, in the sense which the 
verb must bear in the rec. text, and it is 
here again to be s ted, as even Bleek 
confesses, that the el has been a correction 
to the rec.), —(Ec. (iropdvere, pnol, Thy 
waibelay). Of modern critical editors, 
Matth regards els as the right reading, 
Griesbach puts it in his inner margin, 
Lachmann of course adopts it, and [i 

les: also Tischendorf edd. 7, 8, but in 
is 2nd edn. he retained the rec.: as 

do Bleek, Tholuck, and Lünem.: and 
among ourselves Dr. Bloomfield, who 
tries to explain the (angebliche) correc- 
tion into els by saying that el “ seldom 
begins а sentence.’ In the N. T., where 
el stands alone without uh, it begins a sen- 
tence at least nine times out of ten. See 
Brüder. «ls is adopted and strongly de- 
fended, by Ebrard and Delitzsch. And it 
seems to me the only defensible reading. 
The mere fact that el appears at first sight 
to yield a better sense, should never be 
allowed to weigh against the almost unani- 
mous consent of antiquity. And if we 
examine closer this supposed better sense, 
we shall find it fail us. For first, the verb 
brouéve is not one which will bear the 
mere accidental sense thus given to it. 
The sense which we want, with el, is, * If 
ye are suffering chastisement :’ asserting a 
mere matter of fact. dei 5 
can only signify, ‘patiently to ure 
Siet, hen, taking this only 
possible meaning, what have то? K If уе 
patiently endure chastisement, God is deal- 
ing with you as with sons: i.e. 2 
method of endurance is а sign of 's 
method of treatment:' a sentence which 
stultifles itself. Next, what is the sense 
with «ls? І see no reason for departing 
from that given by Chrys. in the Catena 
(see above): „It is for жие that 
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h. L 9 reff. 
di u. 28 only. 

vzoueware Dl. 
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[ecru] vids, dv ой ae татр; 8 ei $ё ушр ere e fe 
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here only +. Wisd. iv.3 only. 
Hos. v. 2. Sir. кал. 19 only. v. 7 reff. s Rom. 

xviii. 2, 4 (1 Cor. iv. 14. 3 Thess. iif. 14. Tit. ti. 8) only. Ex 

om етт» A[P]N! volg sah [eth Bas,] Orig[-int,]: ins DK Lies 

XII. 

q Mark iv. 17 al. Job xii. 2 (only ?). 
t = Matt. xi. 37 u. Luke 

. х. 3. u тег, 25. Xen. Anab. ii. 3, 13. 

rel [Syr copt arm Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Antch, Dama 
8. »›обро: A. rec 2nd egre bef к. ovx эло, with D? [Р] rel Syr Mac Chr Thdrt 

Damasc : txt AD! N m 17 latt Chr-s-mss [ Euthal-ms Orig-int, ]. 
9. rec xoAÀe, with D*KL rel [Chr Thdrt Damasc,]: txt ADIN 17 [Euthal-ms 

Damasc-ms. (P def.)] 

ye are enduring, not for punishment, not 
for any evil p Tour óxoporf, 
like His éroporf, will not bo thrown away. 
He had joy before Him, you have life (xal 
chene, ver. 9) before you.” Or if we 
please we may take óxouévere, as (Ec. 
above, imperatively : ** Endure with а view 
to chastisement :” which sense however is 
not so good nor so natural, nor is it so 
likely, from the collocation of the words: 
for thus órouévere would come first, and 
it would probably be els rb waideverOa. 

It is for chastisement that ye are 
enduring: as with sons, God is dealing 
with you ре ре ба, see reff., united 
with obres, rohr тё трбтф, ВФАтго>», 
ф‹.мкёз, and similar adverbs, is common 
in good Greek of all ages. Bleek brings for- 
ward several very similar in con- 
struction to this: afs dày ds шё xpospépp 
.. . . . Cy dd & woAAais x. 7. A., Plato, Rep. 

485 A: Tlv&ayópas epwrnbels, müs дє? 
5 татр: mpospdpecba, el re 
és unrpl, &c., Stobsus, c. 39). For what 
son is there (two other ways of taking the 
words are possible: 1. as Lather, adopted 
by Delitzsch, to make vis the subject and 
vids the predicate, “who is a son ?" 2. as 
Böhme, to make vids the subject and тїз 
the predicate, “of what sort is a son?" 
Both of these are bad: the former, from 
the exceeding harshness and oddity of 
the question, “ what man is a son, whom, 
&c.?” the second, from the forcing of 
тїз, where its natural sense serves, and 
from the absence of the art. before vids. 
As usually rendered, the question is exactly 
like tls [drr] ФЕ бид» &yOporwos; Matt. 
vii. 9; xii. 11. See also 1 Cor. ii. 11, rís 
yàp older à»v0póxev;) whom a father 
(possibly, his father:' for warfp (not 
vids) is one of those words which, from 
their being si in their kind, often 
lose the article) chasteneth not! 
8.] But if ye are without (separate from, 
no partakers in) chastisement, of which 

aft жоло ins де D'[-gr] Na. 

all (God's sons : or those above mentioned, 
ch. xi, which is better, on account of the 
perfect verb) have been made partakers 
péroyos, see reff. and note), then ye are 
(бра, the inferential particle, in late and 
N. T. Greek, is found at the beginning of 
a clause: but never in classical Greek. De- 
litzsch compares two examples, one from 
Lucian, Jup. Tragod. 5 51, el ciol Веро, 
elg) ка) Geol ФАЛА phy elol Воџої, ciol» 
Epa kal beol, the other, the well-known 
* cogito, ergo sum ;" which in later and 
modern Greek is croxd(oua, Epa «ірі 
(elua). He proceeds to say that Klotz's 
view, that Ёра is not properly syllogistic but 
only expresses “leviorem et liberiorem 
3 rat iocinationem, is поё con- 
rmed by N. T. usage, nor indeed by clas- 

sical, cf. Plato, Phodo $ 26, оёх братб»" 
&eibis Ќра) bastards (vhs, ó uh ууђс:оѕ 
víós, АЛА ёк халЛакідоѕ, Phavorinus. But 
it is only one sice of the similitade which 
is brought out. So Philo, De Confus. Ling. 
28, vol. i. p. 426, speaking of the viol ray 
будрётою» who built Babel, says that they 
were тёр ёк wépyns around dvr оор o dia- 
Qéporres, obs ó vóuos exxAnolas dweAfAaxe 
Gefas. Chrys. explains it well: dpgs zr. 
Sswep UpOny elróv, ойк En ph wadevdéuevor 
elvai vidv; фзтер yàp dv Tais oixlas ТОР 
robo xatappovovcw oí татёреѕ, кћу pnder 
uavÜdyoci, kay uh Évbotor yéererra, T&v 
52 vie Freren viðv Sedolxact .ufrrore 
фабирћсосі, тобто ка) ёж) той wapórros. 
el roivuy 7d ph жолбейестбол убдоюю dori, 
Set xalpew el тӯ rade, єЇує yynoidtn- 
Tos тобтб écTiw), and not sons. 
9.] Then again (elra brings in a fresh 
argument: furthermore, as E. V. “ de- 
inde considerare arie пешая. " zi 
is taken interrogatively here by Raphel, 
al., as in Plato, Apol. Вол. р. 28 в, elr’ obi 
ale xóve, Ф Xéupares K. T. A.; But, 1. this 
would be only admissible in the case of 
strong indignation being expressed, which 
is not so here: and, 2. it would certainly 

* 



8—10. 

w= ch.i. M. Job lv. 15, 
5. James iv. 14 al. 

b = Acts xx. 20, 1 Cor. XII. T. 
2 vv. 6, 7. 

Deut. xxiii. б. 

10. for o, o Ni. 
nos secundum voluntatem suam D- lat. 

require kal ob тоАф далло» k.T.A.), —We6 
once had (imperfect, of а state of former 
habit) the fathers of our flesh (see below) 
аз chastisers (rovs тат. is the object, 
4a4Bevrás the predicate: not as E. V., ‘toe 
have had fathers of our flesh who corrected 
us” (rar pas univ tis capKds jur eTxoper 
Tobs wadevovras)) and reverenced them 
reff.: dvrpéwopa: is found in classical 
reek with a gen. of the object, e. g. 71 

Вс» dvrpéxe: сӯѕ cuppdyov; Soph. Aj. 90: 
but in later (e. g. LXX, Polya Dionys., 
Diod. Sic., Plutarch, al.) and N. T. Greek 
with an accus.): shall we not much 
rather be in subjection (so the E. V. well 
expresses the subjective force of the fat. 
pass.) to the Father of spirits (or, ‘ of our 

irits, understanding huò again. But 
Gas also below) the other is more majestic, 
and more in accord with the text which 
pony was before the Writer's mind, 

um. xvi. 22, 0«bs rv swevudTerv xal 
sdons capkós, and again xxvii. 16) and 
live (viz. in life eternal, as in reff.) An 
enquiry arises out of the warépas тїз 
capkós fjnàv and warpl TOv wvevpdrov 
here, in wit conse our earthly fathers are 
said to be the fathers of our flesh, and God 
the Father of (our) spirits. То deal with 
the latter first : several explanations have 
been given. Understanding j$u&w, some 
havo taken it as, the Creator of human 
souls. So Primasius ("creator animorum"), 
ТЫ. (as Chrys. below, but preferring this), 
and among the modernes, Calvin, Beza, Jac. 
Cappell., Estius, Justiniani, Wotst., Hein- 
richs, Ernesti, al., and more recently De- 
litzsch, as a proof of the doctrine of Crea- 
tionisin (the direct creation of every man’s 
soul by God) against Traducianism (the de- 
rivation of our souls ex traduce from parent 
to parent). Some again, as the originator 
of spiritual life : во Seb. Schmidt, Calov., 

mer, Grotius, Hammond(par.), Lim- 
borch, Corn. ар and more recently 
Bleek, De Wette, Lünem., Ebrard. Others, 
not understanding judy, take it as the 
Father of the spirit-world, of spiritual 
existences. So Erasm. Sekmid, Bretschn. 
(lex.), al. All these three meanings are 
enumerated by the ancient expositors : by 
Chrys. without deciding between them, r$ 
татр rdy xvevpdrer то! Tey xapwpárav 

IIPOX EBPAIOTZ. 

ч u&XXov * VrroraraópeÜa, тф татр тди " rvevnámav kal v Lake it 51, 
, , ` m. 

х Hohe; 10 of pèv yàp Yarpos Ф\үаѕ ђиёрас xarà TO EP 

x ch. . 38. Rom. viii. 13 al. 

948 

у = Luke тШ. 13. 1 Cor. vii. 
а x: Luke xxili. 48. Matt. li.7. W s E 

с ch. vil. 25 reff, putes d 

ста опа (sic)] nuas ка: та Soxnovy ra avrois D! : erudiebant 
om eis то Ni. 

ёу@, Fro: tay ebx&r (read үохё»), фто 
тё» &cwudTrev ча 80 c: Thl. 
says, rar eh $4 ryevudro À rd xapic- 

тшу À тфу dowpdrwy Bvvducoy: ў, 8 rep 
kal olxedrepoy, tay Wvx&r pb yàp 
dyridiacroAhy тё» саркікёу varépwr» elre 
Tb» wvevparikÓy, Thdrt. takes the mean- 
ing, Author of spiritual life, alone: zarépa 

rreuud rer thy vet, uc ee 
кёкАтке», És TOY TyeupaTiKay yxapiopd- 
тюу wryyhy Bi ёкеіуюу qui Sédexe Tb 
tis viobeclas &tlwpa., Others understand 
by rarépa not the originator, but the 
upkolder, cherisher : во Morus, Dindorf, 

uinoel, Böhme (“ quorumlibet hominam 
tanquam immortalium pater, i. e. patronus, 
tutor, sospitatorque ), Bretschn. (lex. un- 
der zarfp, “ фі animum castigat, docet, 
emendat ). t, though this latter sense 
must not be excluded, being as it is mani - 
festly operative in inducing present sub- 
mission, to remember present dependence, 
so neither must the idea of origination be 
excluded, for it is from that fact that all 
& father's rights and loving-kindnesses 
spring. In endeavouring to decide be- 
tween these meanings, one safe standing- 
place may, I think, ined, by gettin 
free from that class of meanings whi 
understands $u&», any further t it is 
necessarily involved in all spirits. rods 
vhs capkbs joy rar pas, and TẸ жатр} 
Tv wrevudrery without judy, are widely 
and surely purposely distinct. He is de- 
scribed here as the Father of spirits, not 
as the Father of our spirits. And there- 
fore I would understand the expression as 
an exalted contrast of God, a Spirit Him- 
self, and the Creator of spirits, His like, 
to men, flesh themselves, and the progeni- 
tors ("creatores, quod ad similitudinem 
attinet ”) of fleshly bodies, their like. On 
ihe consequence, as de ier Creationism 
and Traducianism, I will not here enter. 
1% would require far more comparison of 
ether &nd more deliberate esti- 
mation how far this ene propounds a fur- 
ther truth than the argument requires, to 
be included ina merenote. Cf. Delitzech’s 

ment here. . 10.] The a fortiori 
is strengthened, by bringing out the differ- 
ence between the tæ- cuasusements as to 

"Lar character. For they indeed (our 
R3 
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dch Irt TO ® детайаӨеїу Tis * дутттос abrod. M тӣса $ frar ADELP 
onlyt. 2 Macc. xv. 2 only ‚ f ver. 5, ke. efghk 

11. for 1st de, fer [P]! 17. 21 D-lat [Orig-int,]: om D'[-gr] 31. 109 lect-19 LPS 
[sth] arm Chr-3-mss. 

earthly parents) for а few days (see the 
meaning below. жрф$ as in reff. mainly 
temporal, but also indicating reference : 
* during, and with а view to.’ See below 
chastised us (imperf. as above, ver. 9 
after their own pleasure (according to 
that which seemed to them: their 
standard and гше of action in the matter 
was at best their own view of what was 
right, and too often their own caprice or 
temper, don, Apo res woAAdais, 
Chrys.), but He in order to (it, of the 
contemplated direction of the result) that 
which is profitable, in order to our par- 
taking of His holiness (&yvórns, except 
in the two places in reff., no where found 
in Greek literature. Itis а more complete 
abstract than &yiærórn, which is rather 
inherent and attributive. The becoming 

ers of God's holiness is manifestly to 
taken subjectively: becoming holy like 

Him. 80 ТЫ. partly after Chrys. : rijs 
&., Tovréeri, tis кабарбтуто abro? 
6sre, onol, увуќабаи pâs Sexrimots rar 
abroU ёуадёу Бра оф» 4 rabela perd- 
Amfis &yiórnrós dort, ка) eikóres ov- 
orplpe үйр thy Nux h p tov бүгө 
6«óv, ph d abrhy p ёубрбтіубу 
Ti péuBecOa:). Two questions arise re- 
garding this verse: 1. what is the intended 
reference of wpds &\№үає fpdpas? 2. 
what are the clauses op to one an- 
other? The former of these questions in 
fact involves the latter. p éAlyas ġpé- 
pas has been understood by many of the 
duration of our natural life, as the term 
to which the chastisement of our natural 

nts had reference, whereas that of our 
eavenly Father regarded eternity. So 

Calv., Estius, Justiniani, Corn. a-Lap., Cal- 
met, Schlichting, Limborch, Bengel, Tho- 
luck, Ebrard, al. But this cannot be the 
meaning of the Writer. For in the first 
place it is not true that all earthly cor- 
rection had regard only to the present life. 

And in the next, there is not one word in 
the latter clause expressing the eternal 
nature of God’s purpose, which surely 
there would have been. The other inter- 
pretation, ‘during and in reference to the 
time of our being subject to their chastise- 
ment,’ is certainly the right one. So (Ec. 
(À yap @dvaros той xarpdés, $ attnos 

. тоў raids, Тата: Thv таба), Thl., 
Schol.-Matthsi, vulg. (“ in tempore pauco- 
rum dierum ^), D. lat., Erasm. (par.), Luth., 
Jac. Cappell., Grot., Wetst., Böhme, Kui - 
noel, Bleek, Lünem., Delitzsch, al. Then 

we come to the second question, how the 
antitheses are to be arranged. Some, as 
Wetst., Storr, Böhme, Kuinoel, and Bleek, 
have thought that rpbs dAlyas ўиёраѕ is 
to be supplied in the second member of 
the sentence also: seeing that the divine 
cbastisement, like the human, lasts for a 
few days only, i.e. for the term of this 
time of trial. Others again would supply 
in the second member some corirast to 
wpbs дА. fu. бо (Ec. (д 8d Oeds del mu- 
Bebo rerelovs rote), Thl., Jac. Cappell., 
al. Delitzsch takes the antithesis thus: 
The second pair of contrasts, with which 
he begins, is xarà Tb докой» abrois and 
ёт) rò суџфќроу. The other is 1p 
Sy ђрќраѕ, and els rd perad. т. &yió- 
ros abrov. As in xpés the meanings of 
duration and intention are mingled, so in 
eis the meanings of intention and result. 
But I cannot think that Delitzsch is right. 
Both order of words, and correspondence of 
meaning, are against him. Surely the true 
antithesis is that pointed out by the order 
of the clauses themselves, and by their 
correspondence: 1. zpós x Has jjuépas 
and ёт! Tb сорфёроу: 2. катй тё $окой» 
abrois and els Tò nerd. т. dy. abrov. In 
(1), wo have set over against one another, 
—the short time during which, the tem- 
porary reference with which, their chas- 
tisement was inflicted, —and the great pur- 
pose, implied as eternal from its very expres- 
sion as Td cvudoépor for an immortal being, 
for which He chastises us: and in (2), 
are opposed,—their purpose and standard 
of action, to satisfy their own seeming, be 
it good or bad, — and His purpose, to make 
us partakers of His holiness, which holi- 
ness, ‘absolute and pure, is His rule of 
acting, and no mere doxoty avrg. Thus 
all is straightforward, and no clause need 
be supplied. 11.] Recurrence to the 
common ground of ver. 8, in describing the 
attribute of all chastisement, divine as well 
as human. That this reference of the 
verse is right, I am fally ed. De- 
litzsch’s view, that divine chastisement only 
is intended, confuses the logical sequence, 
and would certainly require, after what has 
gone before, some distinctive mark to indi- 
cate such restriction of the sense. The 
sequence of of này .. . . ёта[8єуоу.... 3 
8... (wadebe:)..... жата dd wadela 
could not be otherwise interpreted than by 
taking хаста as including the ol u and 
the д 3e. It is true that in asserting what 
be doce ОЁ таса raldeſa, the Writer lets 
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ГА у 3 \ * g * > ^ h ^ , ^ Я беа 7 троѕ pèv TO Emapòv oU Soxet h yapás elvai, dd єю Thuc. ii, 
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k Phil. i. 11. James iii. 18. Prov. zi. 30 
M reff. n Matt. ххі 
iv. 1. Zeph. iii. 16. Sir. ii. 
33 only. 1. с. Jer. vi. 34. 

80 avrovs О -gr]. 

fall out of view the capricious nature and 
uncertain result of human chastisement, 
and regards it more as a type and repre- 
sentative of that which is divine: all 
waidela properly so called, and answering 
its proper purpose. This is brought out in 
the second clause: the first is equally true 
of every sort of wadela. Now (exactly 
gives the 8d, which resumes the general 
from the particular, introducing an axiom 
to which all will assent) all chastisement 
for the time present (4rpós, as before, ver. 
10, during and in respect of: our ‘for’ 
exactly gives it. Cf. ref. Thucyd., ópàr 
abreds pb ть rapby халетаіуоутаѕ) 
seems (cards elre . оф Soret. odd yàp ёст) 
Alis ў Tabela, &ААй uror Sone’. Chrys.) 
not to be matter of joy (x aps is the gen. 
of category, and requires no ellipsis sup- 
p see on ch. x. 89, and cf. Thuc. iii. 
0, Bovajs Sy), but of grief: but after- 

wards it yields (see reff. and Herod. i. 193, 
ёт) Puócia ply Tb wapdway ётод:807) 
peaceable fruit of righteousness (the gen. 
is one of apposition ; the righteousness is 
the fruit, the wa:dela being the tree. The 
words are otherwise taken, making bucear- 
обуз a gen. subjecti, and righteousness 
that which yields the fruit, by ТЫ. (making 
Scauogévn to be God's righteousness: 
8іказоз Sy ó beds, robs dv rẹ абу Tore 
Aurnodrras exe? йуатайе), Jac. Cappell. 
(Calv. in Bleek, but he says, “Fructus 
justitis dicitur timor Domini :” which is 
rather the other way), Schulz, Kuinoel, 
Klee, al., who make Jiratoo. an attribute 
not of God, but of the men spoken of: 
as in ref. Phil., werAnpepdvo: xaprdy 
Zia oc u Toy 8:4 Inso xpiorov, and 
in Liban. Decl. i. p. 198 B, n rovr 
E3nrov, wérepor ó «js Sicaioctyns Kaprds 
3 riis wovnplas duelvor. But seeing that 
wadela card drodiseciy, it must be 
its own fruit, and not that belonging to 
righteousness, that it yields. And thus 
Estius, Schlichting, Calov., Bengel, Storr, 
Böhme, Bleek, De Wette, Lünem., De- 
litzsch, al. And this fruit, thus considered, 
is the practical righteousness which springs 
from faith, not the forensic righteousness 
which comes by faith (as in Rom. v. 1). 
And this fruit is called eipnyxés, in con- 

2. Lev. xxvi. 4. .4l. Rev. тий. 
12, 13. iv. 29. (184. KRV. 3. 

Ezek. vii. 27 al. 

3 ^ neut., here 
only. 

„Ch. x. 
reff. 
Rom. 

1 James Ш. 17 only. Deut. xxiii. ба. m ch. v. 
o = here (Luke xi. 42) only. 2 Kings 

L p Lake v. 18, 24. Acts тій. 7. із. 
q Luke ziii. 13. Acts xv. 16 only. РӘ. xvii. 36. 

trast to the à y- by which it is won: it 
is, us Tholuck expresses it, fruit of right- 
eousness to be enjoyed in peace aíter the 
conflict." This is far better than to under- 
stand it * salutaris" because w). peace, is 
used also for salvation (во Castellio, Mi- 
chaelis, Storr, Ernesti, Dindorf, Schleusner, 
Wahl, Bretschn., Kuinoel): or with Pri- 
mas., Grot., Wittich, Braun, Lamb. Bos, 
to take it as = “ gratissimum atque accep- 
tissimum.” The same sounding words 
occur ther in ref. James, but the refer- 
ence is different: see note there) to those 
who have been exercised by it (viz. 
wadelas. The s is a clear 
reference to the conflict alluded to in the 
former verses. ri deri, тоз 8° abris 
yeyuuy.; Tois йбуастхоцбуоз ёт) толу 
xal xaprephoaciy. ӧрдѕ sas ка) ейфћиф 
дубрат: xdypnta; Epa уџџуас(а ёст\у ў 
wadela, roy bbAnThy loxupdy dpya(onérn 
ко) dxarayéncroy d» то &y&ci xol 
Épaxor фу rots woAduots. Chrys.). 
12—17.] Further exhortation, rather to 
promote the running the Christian race, and 
to take care, following peace and holiness, 
that there be no bitter root of sin among 
them, which, as in Esau’s case, might do- 

ive them of the promised SAT: 
.] Wherefore (Connect with the rea- 

soning, and also with the imagery, of the 
foregoing verses: because suffering chas- 
tisement is the part of God's sons— because 
the running the race successfully brin 
јоу and peace. And so Chrys, ds трфз 
Üpoueis kal wixras ко) толешотӣѕ Sia 
Ac yera ópĝs тёз айтор;  ka8oxAÍ(e:, 
кёз abrovs éxaiper; and I see no reason 
with Bleek to doubt this. Не does so 
mainly because ver. 14 would come in 
abruptly on the other view. But of that 
see below) put straight again ne their 
proper places) the relaxed rape - 
pévos, not far from wapaAeAvnévos in 
sense—unstrung by infirmity, во as to be 
incapable of healthy motion. The two 
m dd are frequently joined together: in 
ref. Іва., with the samo substantives as 
here, but dvesudva: for wap-: loxócare 
хере ёрерќуш ка) 'үбуата тарале- 
Auuéva: in Sir. xxv. 28, the very same 
words, xeipes wmapeméva: ко) 'убуата 
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ó 13 э as “0 joare тоф oo ADKLP Uem o. 18 xal " rpoyiàs * ópÜàse тпоијсатє Tois y ADELE 
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t Аеш ziv. 10 only. v1 Tim. i. б. v. 
15. vi. 

= here only. (elsw. lit., Gospp. & Acts only.) see 3 К xviii. 21. 
5 7 = ' 1 2 N fl. 2 = . 2 Tim.iv.donly. Amos v. x = Rom. ix. 30. 1 Pet. 

UL 11 frm Fr. ll. 14) Zi. и LT „III. 18. s Paul (Rom. vi. 19, 22. 1 Cor. i. 
30. 1 . iv. 3 al4.) only, exc. here and 1 Pet. i. 2. 3 Macc. xiv. 36. 

18. тоте М![Р 17]. 

sapaAeAvuéra : in Deut. xxxii. 86, 
үйр wapadeAupévous abrobs . .. . . . xal 
wapeuiévovs. And so Polyb. i. 58. 9, rfiv 
тє bóvajuy vapeAéAvrro kal sapeivro. In 
ref. 2 Kings we have dé[«Aó0ncav al 
xeipes abrois x. 1dyres of üvbpes "lopahA 
rape ln See other examples in BL) 
and the paralyzed knees (эг Avpvos 
is a word confined to St. Luke elsewhere 
in the N. T. It is used generally, of lame- 
ness, by the LXX and later writers: cf. 
Teff., and Arrian, Epict. ii. 18, râs cov ra 
r wapadverat ;): 18.) and make 
straight tracks for your feet (C v 
appears first to have noticed tbat these 
words, ка) Tpoxiàs дрбёѕ worhoare Tois 
тос\» sper, constituted an hexameter line. 
They are quoted in substance from Prov. 
iv. 26, dp0as rpoxiàs vole: rors тосіу. 
троу\& is properly the mark left by the 
7poxós, the rut or wheel-mark, indicating a 
track or road. See reff. rote жосу is best 
taken dative, ‘for your feet,’ not ablative 
(Schulz, Thol., Bleek, De Wette, Liinem., 
al.) “with your feet as instrumental: see 
on the following clause. And the meaning 
seems to be, Let your walk be so firm 
and so unanimous in the right direction, 
that a plain track and highway may be 
thereby established for those who accom- 

ny and follow you to perceive and walk 
in. Cf. Isa. xxxv. 8), that that which is 
lame be not turned out of the way, but 
rather be healed (rà x AGV indicates that 
part of the church which was wavering be- 
tween Christianity and Judaism : answer- 
ing to the ace i of the Epistle to the 
Romans. If the whole con tion, by 
their united and consistent walk, trod а 
plain and beaten path for men’s feet, these 
ame ones, though halting, would be easily 
able to keep in it, and by keeping in the 
Tpoxıà dp0h, would even acquire the habit 
of walking straight onward, and so be 
healed: but if the tracks were errant and 
confused, their erratic steps would deviate 
more and more, till at length they fell 
away out of the right way altogether. This 
connexion between the clauses only sub- 
sists entire when rots wooly is taken as 
dative: if as ablative, with your feet, it is 
not easy to say what sequence there would 
be between the making of such tracks and 
the healing of the lame withouta very harsh 

ellipsis between the two clauses, ‘in which 
others may walk,’ or the like. ёктротб 
is rendered by many of the ancient and 
some modern expositors, “ be dislocated.” 
Во (Ec. (wa ph Tò evapy bey N, тобто 
ykp Tò xwardy, «ls дуђкестоу Лер, paio» 
8% Stopp), Thi. (Lr. жрозтА&утте xal 
ёктратёсіу of wédes ÓV, тоотёст. Tav- 
те\ёз cTpeBAol yéverra:), Schlichting, 
Grot., Wolf, Carpzov, Cramer, Michaelis, 
Ernesti, Schleusner, Heinrichs, Bretschn., 
Klee, De Wette, Stuart, al. But against 
this there are two objections: 1. the com- 
mon usage of the word ; which (see Wetst. 
on 1 Tim. i. 6, and reff.) is, to be turned 
aside: and even in the place quoted from 
Galen by Carpzov to justify the other mean- 
ing, it far more likely has this one: ris 
бууд Epyov, т karà pinpd Thv els Tò 
торд pécsi» exrpoxhy (deviation) ётауор- 
Govcba: 2. the püÀAov 84, introducing 
the second clause, which seems to shew, 
that more is contained in the contrast than 
was in tbe member with which it was con- 
trasted, and thus fully justifies the falling 
short in the meaning of ёктратӯ from that 
of 1409: q. d. ‘should not be turned out 
of the way ; nay rather than suffer any tho 
least increase of its infirmity, should be 
healed of it.’ It should be noticed that 
the Writer has still the image of а race 
before him. The making a beaten track 
for allis, that they may not miss the way 
and lose the prize). 14.] Follow peace 
with all (perà таутыу belongs to «lp vov, 
not to the verb. Some have understood 
adyrwy to refer not only to the brethren, 
but to unbelievers also. So (Ec. (uef éav- 
TU» кой rà» éxnpea(dytawr word "ydp 7d 
wAdros ToU perà яіртоу), Thi. (où uóvov 
*pbs rods olxelous, ёЛАа ка) rp rods 
éx0pobs elpnvetery rupalve t), Jac. Cappell., 
Grot., Calov., al., and Bóhme, Lünem., al. 
But thus taken the exhortation would 
lose much of its proper force here. For it 
is introduced by a caution that the lame 
be not turned out of the way, nnd fol- 
lowed by taking heed that none fail of 
the grace of God : and between these two 
an exhortation to follow peace with all 
mankind would come in very flat and dis- 
jointed. It is clearly the brethren who 
аге here meant by wdrroe»: and this is 
further shewn by the collocation of the 
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1 reff. w. 676, here only. Eccl. vi. 2. Sir. vii. 34. 
xxix. 18. = 1 Tim. vi. 10, Sir. i. 20. 1 Macc. i. 10. 

g John xi. 41. Acta li. 19. 31 only. Deut. I. с. xxxii. 32. 
6,18) only. Sir. xiv. 18. Tli 
1. 1 Kings xix. 14 al. 
Sonly. Ezek. xxiv. 13. 

18. aft exon. ins iwa Di. 

ad. б. 149. 
(Xen. Plato in Wetst.) 

for xapiros, Bons К. 

d = Tit. il. 11. 2 Cor. vi. 1. e Dect. 
f Acts vili. 23. Rom. fil. 14. Eph. iv. 

h = here (pass., Luke viii. 
i Luke vi. 18 only, I. c. AB! [not Ed-vat.). Gen. xlviii. 

k John xvii. 28. Tit. I. 15 bis, Jude 

9! avrns A[P] k 17 [47] 
Clem, Chr-comm, [Euthal-ms] : txt DKLN rel [Chr.] Thdrt Damasc 

words, which on the other view would more 
naturally be eiphony perà dry бийкетє. 
The sentiment thus is the same as in Rom. 
xiv. 19, ip обу rà rijs eipfivns Bidko- 
ue, kal rà THs olkoSoufs тїз els da- 
Aovs), and sanctification (“ The connexion - 
of cal тду йүпатцбу is much as in ver. 1; 
ch. xi. 38: the Writer uses the art., when 
he appends the particular to the general.” 
Delitzsch. & is not = &yiórgs, but 
is the putting on of it and becoming &угог. 
Many Commentators, misled by the pecu- 
liar contextual reference of the word in 
1 Thess. iv. 3, have restricted the meaning 
here to chastity. So Chrys. (rbv &yiac- 
poy ті $uci; thy ceQpocóvnv ко) Thv 
косшёттта Thy èv dug), Thdrt., Œc., 
Thl., Jer., Aug., and Jac. Cappell., Bengel, 
al But the wider meaning, as a rule, 
must always be kept where the context does 
not require a narrower. And thus under- 
stood, the reference of it is well given by 
Limborch: “ne, dum paci studeat, nimis 
alis obsequendi studio quidquam contra 
sanctimoniam Christianam  delinquat ”), 
without (apart from) which (xwpls seems 
to be put after its case for rhythm’s sake. 
In Palm and Rost’s art. on xepís, this 
arrangement is quoted frequently from the 
poets and tragedians, but does not seem to 
occur often in prose) none shall see the 
Lord (whether кору is to be applied to 
Christ, or to the Father, is uncertain. The 
article determines nothing. ó xdépios is 
clearly the Father in ch. viii. 2: as clearly 
ihe Son in ch. ii. 8. But here it would 
seem that the Father is intended. For we 
know, Matt. xxiv. 80: Rev. i. 7, that every 
eye shall see the Son, even in His glory : 
whereas we have our Lord using, in an 
ethical sentence not much unlike this one, 
the expression афто! Tb» Gedy Dyorra): 

15.) looking well (èmororoðvres, 
rour ru, дкрВёѕ pers res, ётїткєктф- 
Hevol, катацаубйуоутез, Chrys. тоотєсті, 
dxpiBas poséxovres ко) epevydrres, (Ec. 
The word is found in Plato, е. g. Cratyl. 
399 с, dv dpg ойдёу émioxowes, al.: in 
Xenophon, e.g. De Laced. Rep. 3. 1, 6 
BovAdperos kal тадта ётіскотєісдю, al. 
freq.), lest any one falling short of the 

grace of God (on ew see on ch. iv. 1. 
It is here explained by Chrys., кабётер 
6865 Tiva paxpàv óBevóvre» фу cuvodig 
ro, BAérere, nol, wh ris dxéuewer: 
and so Thl. In that case ётб must mean 
‘far from’ the grace of God, as the goal to 
which the journey is being made. But it 
is far more probably in its ordinary sense, 
and dró as in reff, and as Œc.: uh т 
eln dwoAeAeiuuévos THs xdprros тоб ÓcoU. 
The whole sentence is imitated from Deut. 
xxix. 18, ph ris ёст)» èv oui drip ) 
ушуй À татр ) puah, tids ў 8:буоа 
dtex Aye дять  kupíov r Oeo биду, 
sropevÜévres Aatpebery тоу Ü«ois rey ёбуду 
exelvar ph тіз фет!» d» бру pila Куш 
púovea d» xorg kal weeplg. And perbaps 
to this the dró may be due, as Delitzsch 
suggests. But however this may be, the 
Jorm of this sentence may certainly be 
inferred from observing that one. J is 
broken off at той eeo? in order to take up 
the second clause of that, uh ris 2((а x. r. X. 
So that we need not understand 7 after 
the participle here, as generally done, even 
by Thol and Ebrard, but may pass on to 
the next clause, finding & common verb to 
both subjects in éroxAg below. And во 
Heinrichs, Bleek, De Wette, Lünem., 
Delitzsch), lest any root of bitterness (not 
= pla rixpd, but sixpía is the origin and 
the ingrained character of the root, not 
its mere attribute. So Chrys. well, obx 
elre 775 dAAd, riplar Thy uir yap Fi- 
к {бау @or) каркойўз dveyneiv -yAu- 
rs i 52 тікріаѕ pi{av ка) wwryhv ка} 
Üró0«civ ойк ёст) wore yAuciy ёуеукєіу 
xapréy) dra ydp ёст: тінрі, ой8ёу 
{хе 780, xdyra ікрі, dra 0787, 
wávra uloovs xal Bsedvyulas -*yépovra. 
And similarly Œc. and ТЫ. and several 
moderns) springing up (фое intrans., see 
reff) trouble you (it is remarkable that 
the LXX [as Alte (see above) in Deut. 
1. c. has not érvoxAj, but ёи xoAf, as the 
Heb.: and Delitzsch supposes that the 
Writer followed the sound of êv xo 
and substituted for it éroxAfj: as in Jude 
12 the dwdras of 2 Pet. ii. 18 is changed 
into &ydrais (or vice versa). But this is 
hardly likely, especially when we find that 
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rec om oi, with DKL(P] rel [Chr. Damasc]: ins АМ 17 [47] Clem, [Euthal-ms] Thdrt. 
18. om os D [er] rec атебото, with DEL[P]§N rel: txt AC. rec avTov, 

re with D'KL[P]N? rel: txt ACD?3N!, 
17. for de Ae, Aeywr D![-gr]. 

the Alexandrine copy of the LXX, with 
which our Writer so often а 
évoxAj [as has also BI]. Delitzsch in- 
deed supposes that this reading crept in 
after our Epistle was written: and 
strengthens his view by the superfluous 
and unintelligible xal ж:кріа following the 
word in the alex. text. But clearly that 
is no reason: nor is it probable that such 
correction should have been only one of 
four which are found in the mas. in 
Holmes, the other three being e» oxAp, 
evoxp, e œ xoAp. The fact of d ec, 
ref. Luke, óéxAeir Acts v. 16, vaptvoxAeiy 
Acts xv. 19, being all in St. Luke, does 
nob make for Delitzsch's view: all men 
(taking his hypothesis of the authorship 
by St. Luke) are more free in quoting 
sayings where their own favourite words 
occur), and by its means the many (the 
whole congregation: seo Gal. v. 9 quoted 
below) be polluted (how? by intercourse, 
by compromise, by over-persuasion, by 
imitation. The kind of pollution he ex- 
plains in the next verse to arise from 
fornication and profanity. ТЫ. says, ô 8è 
&AAaxo0 pd. Шшкрё (dun Eror Tò 
pipaa (уно? (Gal. v. 9), тобто ka) футайб4 
фит” ph тїз wornpbs els Aduny wAcióror 
«уш evyxopelato) : 16.) lest (there 
be) (this is & far more probable filling up 
of the construction, as an independent 
elliptic sentence, than to suppose it to fur- 
nish another subject to évoxAj) any for- 
nicator (to be taken literally, not as allud- 
ing to spiritual fornication, cf. Deut. xxxi. 
16: Exod. xxxiv. 15 f.: foras Del. observes, 
this sense foreign hi the N. T. except in 
the Apoca : and it is very unlikel 
that the Writer should have used a meat 
ing lying so far from the context, and not 
suggested either by the ge of Deut. 
to which he was before alluding, or by the 
history of Esau which he is now intro- 
ducing. Nearly connected with the ques- 
tion of the sense of sópros, is that of the 
punctuation : whether by а comma after it 
we are to sever it from connexion with 
Esau, or not. Most Commentators join it 
with what follows. So Thdrt., Schol.- 
Matthsei, Isidor.-pelus., Primas., al., and 

explain it partly of the gluttony of Esau, 
partly of his having wedded strange 
women, partly by the character of a 
fornicator which is given him by later 
Jewish tradition : cf. numerous testimonies 
іп Wetst. But others divide apros from 
what follows. So Chrys. Joh. Damasc. 
(erraũda ral Set, Туа ў Tecla Didrota, 
ко) Tb éwipepduevor kal BéBnrcs és 
“Нсаб, cited in Wetst. var. readd.), Thi. 
(ob TobrÓ yor, бт: wópros Fv ‘Hoai, 
GAN’ бур abrod orror, ph Tis vópros 
dy ӧрїу fræ. «lra ёк KAAms ёрхӯѕ elre 
undd BéBnros &s ‘Head K. .A.): and so 
Calvin, Seb. Schmidt, Sykes, Cramer, Hein- 
richs, Bleek, De Wette, Bisping, Lünem. 
It seems hardly possible to decide. The 
character of Esau, from Scripture as well 
as tradition, will very well bear the desig- 
nation жбруоѕ: and the balance of the 
sentence is better preserved by applying 
both to him, than by leaving sópros insu- 
lated. The objection, that the relative 
clause, ds àvrl k. r. A., applies only to 
ВёВллоѕ, does not amount to much: for 
as Bengel remarks, “libido et intempe- 
rantia cibi affines.” On the other hand 
Delitzsch's argument, that had rdpvos been 
intended to be separate, it would have 
stood uh ris rp ӯ, À x. r. A., is not sound: 
for the ellipsis might just as well stand in 
both clauses, as in one. He notices that 
in Philo, Queest. in Gen. xxvii. 11, lib. iv. 
8 201 Potter's Appendix, p. 404, **Pilosus 
intemperatus libidinosusque est) or pro- 
fane person (тоутфот, уастріраруоз, 
косшкбз, Tà TrevuaTuà Be HNA ка} 
karaxarG», Thl.: a man of low views, 
who has no appreciation of any high or 
divine thing: bs Th» жард тоў 0coü тіцђу 
ravrny 8:4 тїз olxelas Blas &wéboro, 
xal јикрат horis xdpw thy peylorny 
Tu)» ка) $ а» axddece, Chrys) as 
Esau, who for (on dyrf, see on ver. 2) 
one meal sold (the use of dwo8(8opas, 
middle, for to sell, is common in 
Greek) his own birthright (‘rights of 
primogeniture:' rà wperoróxia or -еїа is 
the usual word in the LXX for the Heb. 
TO» or NDEI Wey, see Gen. xxv. 
81—34: 1 Chron. v. 1: Deut. xxi. 17. 
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uñoal Thv ^ eüXoyíav * алтебокцнасӨз ueravoías yap "тотоу u ch. rel 
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7 (from Ps. cxvii. 22). Luke ix. 221 Mk. xvii. 28 only. Jer. vi. 30. 
xv.23. Wisd. xil. 10 z ch. v.8 

The Greeks use for it ) wpeoBela or rd 
wpecBeiov: Josephus has this last in this 
narrative, Antt. ii. 1. 1, and the LXX in 
Gen. xliii. 33. The reflexive éavrov, which 
must be read, may seem to be superfluous; 
but it serves to intensify the unworthiness 
of the act). 17.) For (the yáp gives 
a reason for the caution, from the terrible 
result in Esau's case) ye know (tore is not 
imperative, as the vulg. (“scitote”) and 
Luther, but indicative. It was a fact of 
which no Hebrew could be ignorant) that 
when he afterward on his part (cal brings 
out this: Ле dishonoured his inheritance, 
but was in his turn rejected from the bless- 
ing) wished to inherit (see on this wide 
sense Of xAnporouéo, ch. i. 4) the blessing, 
he was rejected (some supply хард ToU 
beo, some тарӣ тоў аа But there 
is no reason why both should not be joined. 
His father’s blessing was God’s blessing ; 
his father’s rejection was God’s rejection. 
And во Thl, ).. . . rap dupordpar 37- 
Aor yap Sr: kal б warhp ката Oey ёт- 
eSoxluacer айтбу) ; for he found not place 
of repentance (whose repentance— Ais 
own, or his father’s? The former is held 
by all the Greek expositors: by Luther, 
Calvin, Zeger, Grot., Bengel, De Wette, 
Bleek, Hofmann, Delitzsch, al. The latter, 
by Beza, Jac. Cappell., Schlichting, Raphel, 

olf, Carpzov, Tholuck, Ebrard, Stuart, 
Lünem., and most moderns except those 
named above. But the former I believe to 
be the only admissible sense. It is no mean 
argument for it, that the Fathers thought 
not of the other, though it would have 
been so useful to them in the Novatian 
controversy. Theodore of Mops. (Migne, 
Patr. Gr. vol. lxv. p. 968), though he 
wrests the passage from those who wished 
Thy uerároiay üveA civ, never hints at an 
other meaning. And his explanation is 
surely the right one: ойх! cvyxwphoews 

Te» цетауођсаѕ ovx  Érvxer 
ékeipos, ob yàp тодто fre 7dre, ÀAN 
ebroylay, h» xarà Th» A rot Tpówov 
TQ dd ex So0eicav ёфаредђуш adds 
оф$ацӘз olóv тє Fy ка} obra айтф 
хм». It would surely be a most un- 
natural uso of the phrase peravolas тбтгоу 
«бреу (cf. ref. Wisd., xplywy 58 xarà 
Bpaxb #ё$Ї$оуз тбӧтоу perayolas: Clem.- 
rom. ad Corinth. 7, p. 225, peravolas 
téxov {бокеу д естбттѕ Tois BovAopévas 
émorpapiva ёт’ abróv: Liv. xliv. 10, 
“ pamitentise relinquens locum: Plin. Ep. 
x. 97. 10, “ex quo facile est opinari, que 

10. ‚бте 

6. Luke xi. 50,61. Acts xv. 17. Rom. iil, 11. 

42 u and 
1 Pet. ii. (4) 

w = Acts xxv. 16. Rom. 
^ y Acta xx. 19, SI. ch. v. 7. z ch. xi. 
1 Pet. i. 10 only. Eccl. i. 13. 

turba hominum emendari possit, si sit 
pœnitentis locus:” and other examples in 
Bleek), to understand by peravolas, re- 
pentance not in the subject of еѓреу, but 
in some one else. And thus referred to 
Esau himself, it will mean much as Thdr.- 
mops. above, that he found no way open 
to reverse what had been done, by re- 
pentance: the sin had been committed 
and the consequence entailed, irrevocably. 
He might change, but the penalty could 
not, from the very nature of the circum- 
stances, be taken off. So that perdyoia, 
jn its full sense, had no réwos. And such 
is the meaning of the ‘locus penitentis," 
wherever occurring. We do not mean by 
it an opportunity to repent in a man's 
own bosom, to be sorry for what he has 
done, for this may be under any circum- 
stances, and this might have been with 
Esau: but we mean, @ chance, by repent- 
ing, to repair. So when a condemned 
criminal has a locus pœnitentiss allowed 
him, we do not mean that he may die 
penitent, but that he is reprieved. I see 
not how else to understand this, and what 
follows: and thus understood nothing can 
be plainer), although he earnestly sought 
(reff.) it (what? not ebdAcylay, as Thl. 
twés in Œc., Calvin, Bengel, C. Е. Schmid, 
Bleek, and even Delitzsch : for this would 
be, ав Ebrard characterizes it, most un. 
natural ebAcylay being separated from 
aùrhv by a whole intervening clause, 
which wil not bear parenthesizing, be- 
cause éx(nTrhoas дош а | takes up 
єўрєў—һе found it not, though he sought 
it. Regarding ,eraroías then as the 
only admissible antecedent for atrhy, the 
explanation will be very simple. pera- 
volas Téxos is, in fact, nerdvota. He 
found no place for nerdyoa: if he had 
found one, uerávoia would have been 
secured: this was what he sought. So, 
when peravyolas róxov is taken up again, 
the mere secondary тбкоѕ disappears, and 
it is aùrhv, not avrór, agreeing with the 
great thing really sought. This as against 
the a ents alleged in Delitzsch, al., 
who taking nerdvora merely subjectively, 
maintain that it was not what Esau sought) 
with tears (Gen. xxvii. 88. It is obvious, 
that our passage, rightly understood, can- 
not by any means favour the exclusion of 
any sinner from repentance. In Esau's 
case the perayolas Tóxos (see above) was 
closed, by circumstances themselves: the 
blessing been given and could not be 
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a = ch. i. 6 
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b Luke xxiv. 
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с Dzvr. iv. 11. v. 23, also ік. 15. Rev. xxi. 8. 
Sur, Exod. xix. 10. 

fhere only. Deut. I. c. v. 22. 
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d bere 
* e2 Pet. il. 4, 17. Jude 6, 13 only t. Symm., 

xod. x. 22 only. 

18. rec aft h. ins ope (to supply the sense as below, ver 22), with Dig] КГР] 
rel I vulg-ed т Ath, Ps-Ath, Thdrt Damasc (Ec (Orig-int,]: bef фулаф. m 11 
om ACN 17 [47 

[Chrg]: 
am(with demid fuld har] tol F-lat) D-lat Syr coptt eth Chr-comm(rí 

Tb уплафёџреуо» rip rp Thy &ynAddQnror de;) Th] [ Euthal-ms Orig-int,] Primas. 
om Ist xa; D![-gr] 672 harl coptt arm. 

rec (for (офо) r ( 
for xexavu., kexaAvpuuero D! Kr) Ps-Ath. 

rom Deut iv. 11; v. 22), with D?-3LN? rel [Chr Thdrt 
Damasc]: txt ACD![ P]N! 17 [Euthal-ms].—om xai (o$o К. 

recalled. And this is our warning. It 
may be so, in many cases, with us. That 
it is always so, is not even hinted: but 
warning is given us that a path is not 
safe where even such а possibility may bo 
encountered. See Prov. i. 24—82). 
18—29.] Connected with what has pre- 
ceded by yáp. Take heed that there be 
not id (as in vv. 15, 16) among you: 
for (not only have we the solemn warning 
of Esau, but) we are not under the law 
with its terrors, but under the gospel 
with its promises,—hearing one who 
speaks for the last time, who speaks from 
heaven—and receiving a kingdom which 
shall not be moved. 18.] For (sce 
above) ye have not drawn near to (‘in 
your approaching unto God (reff.), it has 
not been to, &с The E. V. “ye are not 
come unto" omits tho approach to God 
implied iu жроѕёрхесда:г) that which was 
being touched (understand бре, which is 
expressed below with 20, and hence has 
come in as a gloss here. From the seem- 
ing difficulty of this, and from all who 
omit бре here having taken the two 
dative participles as agreeing with rupi, 
and in consequence giving no adequate 
sense, many even of our critical editors 
апа expositors have here forsaken the tes- 
timony of antiquity, and inserted the брег. 
But if we suppose Zi Spos to have been 
before the Writer's mind from the first, 
there is no difficulty in his deferring the 
броѕ so long. Ynradwpévm has been 
variously interpreted. Some, аз Schdttgen, 
Kypke, Bengel, al, and Bretschneider, 
and even Palm and Rost, Lex., under- 
stand it, touched by tho fire of God," cf. 
Ps. ciii. 82, 6 . T&v dpéwy ral 
xaTyl(orrai. But this seems hardly con- 
sistent with the present part., nor indeed 
at all with the sense of the word itself, 
which is to touch by feeling about, as a 
blind man does, сопѓгесѓо, palpo— Isa. lix. 
10, YnAadhoovew  ós tupaol roxor: 
Gen. xxvii. 12, uhrore WnrAadhon ue д 
rarthp: ib. 21, 22: Judg. xvi. 26, Ёфеѕ 
ue Kol Wndaghow той xíovas: Deut. 
xxviii. 29, xal fon фулафёу uc Up] las, 

ósel ris YmAadhoa ruprds dy TQ скбте: 
Job v. 14, т 8 peonuBpwdy WnAaphoa- 
ca» Їса уокт(: xii. 25, YnrAadhoacay 
oxdtos ка) uh pds: Exod. x. 21, yernOhres 
скбтоѕ .. . Wndagntoy oxéros. And this 
sense will I believe fit our passage very 
well, Mount Sinai was a material moun- 
tain, which not only might be touched,— 
ав many (Knapp, Bóhme, Bleek, De 
Wette, Tholuck, Ebrard, Bisping, al.), 
identifying ymAaQópneror with Pnaagyrdy, 
—but was being touched, would have been 
touched by the people had it not been 
forbidden. So that the part. pres. (or 
imperf.) is in that peculiar sense of in- 
completion in which we so often fiud the 
imperf. itself, inviting after it an el uf iu 
Greek, or a ‘ni’ in Latin. Unless we bear 
this in mind, we are open to the objection 
that, while it was forbidden to be touched, 
it yet was touched. The other objection, 
brought by Delitzsch, that the Writer 
mentions this fact of touching below in 
other terms, with @O:yydvew, is readily 
answered, that he is there using the very 
words of the prohibition in Exodus, 
whereas here he is giving scope to the 

phic and rhetorical style of the passage. 
‘or the whole, cf. Exod. xix. 12, 18, 

where obx GWera: abroU yelp leads very 
naturally to pnAagdépevoy), and which was 
burnt with fire (cf. the same expression 
in reff. Deut., where nearly the same 
words, exóros, ухбфоѕ, 0ó«XAAa, following, 
put it beyond all doubt that xupl is used 
ere ablatively, not as a dative with «e- 

kavpévæ, as Erasm., Culv., Beza, Bengel, 
Knapp, and more recently Delitzsch. (Such - 
& connexion is perfectly allowable, against 
Ebrard, who veutures here one of his rash 
assertions: * xexavuéym cannot be an at- 
tribute of wup!: for to designate a fire as 
‘a burning fire’ would be superfluous, un- 
less a burning fire is to be contrasted with 
a painted бге, whicli is not the case here.” 
And this in the face of wip d:arayrds 
кауб1сєтси ёт) Tb Ovoiaorhpiov, Levit. vi. 
13: see numerous other examples in Bleek.) 
The perfect participle, in either case, is 
somewhat startling. The present would 
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att. 
xxiv. 31. 
2 Thess. iv. 

20 ойк 1 фероу yàp тд ™SiactedAdueyov, ”Kåv Onpiov ъ= fen 
о Өт той àpous, 

xxi, 25. i Охот. iv. 12. 
here only. 
20. Mark v. 43 AH. Acts xv. 24 only. 
M. 21. ch. xi. 28 only. Exod. I. c. only. 

19. om n N![P Chr-2-mss, ]. 
20. rec at end ins ( 

P AifoBoXnÜraerav 
i ver. 25 bis. 

k Dzvr. v. 25. xviii. 16. — Gal. iii 
Ezek. iii. 18. 

p Matt. xxi. 35. Acts vii. 56, 50 al. 

21 Ka, OUTOS 8 Ps. el. 
eee Luke 

1 Tim. iv. 7 al. Esth. iv. 8. constr., 
== Rom. ix. 22. m Matt. xvi. 

n Exon, xix. 12, 13 (freely). o Col. 
i ход. I. е. viii. 25 al. 

Luke xiv, 18, 19. 
iii. 19. 1 

тро$безууос: А. 
m LXX) 9 Bordi kaTrarokevÓncerai, with o(but aft к. ovres fro 

ver 21): om ACDKLM[P]® rel [vss Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc ТЫ (Ec-comm]. 
21. rec ovre, with AN! rel: ov D! : txt CD*L(MPJ)N? k l m. 

seem the more natural. But if in the case 
where it is taken with rupií it is rendered 
* kindled’ (see Del.), there can be no reason 
why it should not in the other be rendered 
lit up. * Consumed’ would be катакекау- 
év: cf. Exod. iii. 2, Spa ёт: ó Báros 
kalera: торі, ко) à Báros où Katexalero), 
and to blackness and darkness and tem- 
pest (cf. reff. Deut.), and to sound of 
trumpet (see ref. Exod. The Writer avoids 
the форд there used, having so soon to use 
gern pnudroy. As regards the method of 
declining 40s, see Winer, § 9, Remark 2. 
This form, which is blamed by Thomas 
Magister, is very commonly used by the 
classics. When Delitzsch states that it is 
the only form known to common Greek, 
he is as wrong the other way: see Aris- 
toph. Av. 215: Plato, Rep. vii. p. 435: 
Herod. ix. 34: Callim. Hymn. in Jov. 63: 
Pind. Ol. 14, 29. Cf. Palm and Rost’s 
Lex.) and the voice of words (ref.), 
19.] which they who heard (qe, referring 
to фоуў, is governed by àkoócarres, not as 
Storr, by Aóyor) entreated (wapaireiobal 
71 = айтеїтба{ т: wapd twos, in all senses, 
but more usually in the deprecatory sense. 
Hence simply to deprecate (Thuc. v. 68, 
6 82 rappreiro, and roórer Spay): hence 
further, to refuse or forbid, as їп Acts 
Xxv. ll, and even more directly in ver. 
25 below) that (more) discourse should 
not be added to them (афто; might 
agree with mois fhuasıy, but much more 
probably agrees with rots &xobcaci, from 
the form of construction in Deut. 1. e., 
where they say that they should die, e, 
троѕд@реда hues axotoa (A, wposÜGpev 
&кобто дє) thy фюуђу ToU 0co0 шд» 
Fri. Calvin explains the sense, Caterum 
quod dicit populum exensasse, non ita 
debet accipi quasi populus renuerit audire 
Dei verba, sed deprecatus est, ne Deum 
ipsum loquentem audire cogeretur. Per- 
sona enim Mosis interposita horrorem non- 
nihil mitigabat ^): 20, 21.] Par- 
enthetical, explaining the reason of this 
horror on the part of the hearers. 
20.] for they could not bear that which 

was commanded ((Ec. and Thl. take this 
as an independent sentence, said of the 
general fearful character of the commands: 
rourdot: Y Siadarovmevoy жард ToU Oeo 
ойк ђ80уауто Tois wal aTéyew &s фоВербу. 
And so Schlichting. But this wonld be 
exceedingly harsh, and finds no justification 
in the reason assigned by Schlichting, viz. 
that thus “ sequentia verba tanquam per se 
posita, ad exaggerandum magis spectaculi 
illius terrorem pertinebunt." It is mani- 
fest, from the retention of the future 
AGoBoAnOhoera:, that the words are a 
citation, and this clause the introduction of 
it. But among those who agree thus far, 
there is another wide difference about the 
voice of the participle, as to whether d:a- 
oreAAduevor is middle or passive. Storr, 
Heinrichs, Schulz, Delitzsch, take it middle, 
in an active sense, that which ordered 2? 
viz. the divine voice. But surely this is, 
if admissible grammatically (see Mark vii. 
86 and viii. 15, where only бестёААєто is 
found, all the other cases having the 1 aor. 
dia ela, which stands on its own 

und), yet contextually most impro- 
ае : 1. that God, or the voice of God, 

should be thus described by a neuter part.: 
2. that with rb $arvra(ópevor just below, 
in strict parallelism, 75 SiaeTeAAÓnevor 
should signify any thing but that which 
was coinmanded), Even if a beast (much 
more if a man) touch the mountain, it 
shall be stoned (an abbreviation of Exod. 
xix. 12, 18, ка! &$opieis Yb Aady кок, 
Aéyor, Tlposéyere édavrois той dvaBijvac 
els Tb Üpos kal Ovyeiv т: айтойў' was д 
dwduevos той Spous бауфтф TreXevrfiaei. obx 
Gera: abro? yelp: ev yap Alors ALBoBoAn- 
Onoerat Ў Borl3: кататоёєибђсетас ёбу тє 
ктдуоѕ édy re &vOpwros, ob Choerat): 

1.] and (this clause is diversely 
punetun Before Beza, there was no 
comma at xaí, and the sense was read 
straight on, and so terrible was the sight, 
Gnat) Moses said,” as in E. V. So the 
athers: 80 some Mss. of the vulg. So 

Mill, Bengel, Michaelis, and Lachmann. 
And thus, as Bl. well observes, should we 
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u Acts vii. 32. xvi. 29 only. Ps. xvii. 7. v ver. 18. 
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в here only. Ezek. xlvi. 11. Hos. ii. 11. ix. 5. Amos v. 21 only. 
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have punctuated in an Epistle of St. Paul, 
who is full of those broken constructions. 
But nothing can be more different than 
tho style of this Epistle, which is weighed 
and rhetorically balanced with constant 
care. There can be little doubt in any 
who take this style into account, that the 
punctuation which began with Бета is 
right, viz. the setting a comma at xai, and 
regarding обтоѕ poß. hv тд payr. as a 
parenthesis. cal must not, with Carpzov, 
Cramer, al., be taken for “even,” for thus 
we should have an asyndeton : and it is too 
far separated from Mwvo%s),—so fearful 
was that which was revealed (which ap- 
peared to them as a vision of the glory 
and majesty of Jehovah: qarvra(óuevor 
5 clwey, d reid) ойк айтду idpwv тду Tv 
Sawy Oedy, GAAd Tira фаутасіау тїз 
clas ewipayelas, Thdrt.),—Moses said, 
I am in great terror and in trembling 
(no such saying of Moses at this time is 
to be found in the sacred narrative. In 
ref. Deut. he says, xal ёкфо86бз eii, which 
eiui should be Jun, and refers to the 
time when Moses went up to the mount 
after he had broken the tables. Our 
Writer probably transfers these words 
from that time to this, indicative of the 
terror which Moses felt at the divine pre- 
sence on Sinai. Some have supposed that 
the saying is taken from some tradition : 
but none has been found to justify the 
idea. Others, as Calvin, suppose that 
* hsec coinmunis totius populi querimonia ; 
sed Moses inducitur, qui fuit veluti com- 
mune os omnium." But if so, where would 
be any climax, as there manifestly is in 
this verse ?) : 22—94.) Contrast to 
the above negation, $n setting forth that to 
which they are come. There is apparently 
no studied logical order in the following 
clauses: and Bl. supposes there must have 
been some ancient inversion of them in our 
copies, seeing that жуєйдас: dur, тете- 
Aciwpévey would most naturally follow 
after pupidow &yyéAour. But see on the 

several clauses, and the general concluding 
note. 22.] but ye have drawn near 
(both congregations drew near, cf. Deut. 
iv. 11, cal wposfjA0ere ka) #сттте ёт) тд 
броѕ : the difference is in that, to which. 
So that Chrys. misses the mark, when he 
says, ёкеїуо: ой wposfjA0ov, АЛАА wófpater 
єістћкєсау, ко) ô Mevaijs: duets 84 xpos- 
eAnAvéare: and Thl., when he adds, dpgs 
T)» twrepoxhy) to Mount Sion (here at 
length Spe is expressed: see above. Böhme 
and Kuinoel would take the followi 
фхоурау(ф as an epithet belonging to 
three, бре, жле, and 'IepovcaAfju : and 
so apparently did Œc.: фит} той Хра 
Üpovs, onol, évraiOd dor, ó odpayds- 
TovToy yap кале иф» Üpos коі 'lepovca- 
Аи. Oev ётбує exovpavlg. But the 
form of the sentence will not allow this. 
Mount Sion, the abode of God which He 
loved and where He will abide continually, 
is used to signify, not its mere repre- 
sentative, which men know by that name, 
but the reality, God’s own abode in 
heaven. See Ps. Ixxviii.68; cx.2; cxxxii. 
13 ff.: Isa. ii. 2 f.; xxviii.16: Joel ii. 32: 
Micah iv. 1 f.: Obad. 17 al. And so ThL, 
&vrl той ZXivà Éyouev Lay Üpos vonror 
ка} *xó^iw vonrhy 'lepovcaAfju, Tour Ti 
айтду тд» obparóv. See Delitzsch's long 
note) and to the city of the living God, 
the heavenly Jerusalem (as the earthly 
Jerusalem, situate on Mount Sion, was 
the 10A; тоб peyddov BaciAdws, Matt. 
v. 95, so in а more blessed sense is that 
heavenly city the city of the living God. 
He is its maker and builder, ch. xi. 10 : 
nor only so, but nlso evermore dwells in 
it with the light of His presence, cf. 
Rev. xxi. 22—24): 23.] Beforo 
rendering this verse, the difficult ques- 
tion of its punctuation must be dealt 
with. І extract in substance Delitzsch's 
note. The following varieties are poesi- 
ble, and occur, not only as proposed by 
Commentators, but as set down in M88. 
and editions :— 
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. viii. 
b Luke ii. 1, 3, 6 only. Judg. viii. 144. Prov 
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I. kd) pupidow ёүуќоу xanryipa, 

E а. ка] pupidow, &yyérwyv таутүбре, 

vod pupidow &yyérur, таэтубре, 

FFC 

“ш. ка) pupidow, dyyéAuy xaynytpe 
ка)... 
According to L, which is found in most 
uncial M88. &c., and is adopted by 
Erasmus, and by Tischendorf, the inner 
relation of the words of which the clause 
consists is left uncertain: all is un- 
defined, for we punctuate as if it were 
xal uvplwr as in Dl, or as it might cer- 
tainly be, ка) pupiddwy d,. rar- 
wytpe. This inaccuracy precludes both 
I. a (Griesbach, Knapp, Seb. Schmidt, 
Wolf, Böhme, Kuinoel, Tholuck ), as making 
pupidow in apposition with ауу оу rav- 
nytpe,—and I. b (Ec. (rarnyópe: фу pv- 
pidow ёүуб\әғ бяереєхобсу), ТЫ. (4 
rarſryupis од» abr) èv pupidow йууёЌ\оу 
cuvloraras), Syr. ( ad catus myriadum 
angelorum"), D-lat. (“et multitudinem 
angelorum frequentem "), Ambr. (below), 
Jerome (**et multorum millium angelorum 
Jrequentiam") : E. V. (“ѓо an innumerable 
company of angels"), and so in A, С, and 
many cursive mss.), which makes raryyipe: 
in apposition with pupidew & % The 
former of these two has nothing against it 
except that one cannot see any reason for 
pupidow standing first so isolated: the 
latter is condemned by the unmeaning rav- 
nybpe lagging at the end. According to 
Il. (Elzev., Beza, Jo. Gregor., Mattbsi : 
also Calov. Курке, Carpzov, Cramer, 
Baumgarten, Storr, De Wette (transl. 2nd 
edn.)), a new clause begins with varmyópet 
ко) éxxAnelg: for which arrangement 
Lünemann and Hofmann have decided, 
the former remarking, that ж з а8- 
sembles the company of the firstborn in 
feast and jubilee, while éxxAmcía binds 
them together in unity; the latter, that 
varfryvpis and éxxAnola answer to the Heb. 
ту and , the one denoting an assem- 
bly for worship, the other an assembly 
politically ordered. But it is difficult to 
see why the coupling of clause to clause by 
ral, which prevails through the sentence, 
should thus be broken through : and while 
the former of these Hebrew words is only 
once (ref. Amos) rendered rartryupis by 

the LXX, the two words never occur to- 
gether in the O. T. We have then left III. 
(Bengel, C. F. Schmid, Ernesti, Schulz, 
Vater, Lachm. De Wette (transl. 8га 
edn.) Theile), for which Bleek also de. 
cides, remarking rightly, that only on this 
view is the beginning of the sentence by 
the simple word pupidow explained. The 
Writer begins with it, in order afterwards 
to say per partes of what these myriads 
consist, as їп the О.Т. also we read of 
nam both of angels, ref. Deut., and of 
the congregation, Num. x. 36. varfryvpis 
is the complete, multitudinous, above all, 
jubilant, festal and blissful assembly: thus 
Ambrose renders “et decem millibus læ- 
tantium angelorum," and Aug. exultan- 
tium." Adopting then this arrangement, 
the verse will stand,—and to myriads 
(reff.: commonly used of the angelic com- 

y surrounding Jehovah), festal 
ost of angels and the assembly of the 

frstborn which are written in heaven 
(who are these? Why are they put with the 
angels? Why does the Writer place крт 
beg бутоу between the assembly of the 
firstborn and the spirits of just men made 
perfect? These, says Delitzsch, are three 
closely connected questions, and among the 
very hardest in our Epistle. The answers 
to them are very various. Many under- 
stand them of the first-fruits of the Chris- 
tian church (&xapxf, Rev. xiv. 4: see also 
2 These. ii. 18 v. r.) : so De Wette, “those 
who are fallen asleep in the faith of Christ, 
and ibly also glorified by martyrdom, 
who have entered earlier than others, as it 
were the firstborn, into blissful union with 
God and Christ.” As Del. observes, if we 
hold them to be martyrs, the following 
words, ка} кр:тӯ 0еф drr, might have a 
certain propriety from Rev. vi. 9 f., where 
the souls of the martyrs under the altar 
cry, Tr ябте....00 xplvers ка} exdicess 
Tb alua hu ёк тёр катокобутоу drl 
vis vis; But this view seems altogether 
to fail when we ч to йат by i 
ёлгоуүє pévev obpavots. ове о 

elon car Lord says, Luke x. 20, xaípere 
Sri rà óvóuara dur èyyéypartu dv Toig 
obpavois, are yet living on earth. Accord- 
ing to St. Luke's manner of speaking, the 
firstborn are hereby designated as enrolled 
see reff. Luke) in the heavenly roll: and 
8 usage seems to demand that we 
consider one thus described, as not yet in 
possession of everlasting life in tho fullest 
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sense, but as destined to life (cf. Isa. iv. 3: 
Acts xiii. 48). This would forbid us from 
thinking of the 144,000 whom St. John 
saw with the Lamb on the heavenly Sion, 
who bore on their foreheads the name of 
the Lamb and of the Father, For this seal- 
ing was among the insignia of their eternal 
glorification: whereas the being enrolled 
in the book of life is the token to us, while 
here below, of our heavenly citizenship, and 
seems to lose all its significance, as soon as 
we have entered the heavenly city and need 
no assurance of our citizenship either for 
ourselves or for others. So that though we 
are tempted, both by the fact of their being 
classed with the angels, and by their bein 
apwrdroxa (cf. ёт) r&y &àvOpd rar ётархӯ, 
Kev. xiv. 4), to identify these with the 
xiMdBes seen by St. John, we must give 
up the parallel, these йжоуғурациќуо: èv 
ойрауої; being not yet citizens of heaven 
who have taken up their full citizenship by 
passing through death, but persons to whom 
their citizenship is assured, they being as 
yet here below. Add to which, that they 
are distinguished from the spirits of just 
men made perfect, by the term éxkAmoía : 
and that it would be difficult or rather im- 
possible on this hypothesis, to give any 
account of the sense or arrangement of the 
two following clauses. Just as inadmissible 
is it, or even more во, to understand, with 
Lünem., by the rewrdéroxo: the patriarchs 
and saints of ће O. T., and then by rveö- 
цас: Sixalwy TereA., not, as De W., the 
О. T. but the N. T. saints. So that, to вау 
nothing of other varieties of interpretation 
not worth mentioning, there is no way left 
but to see, in the éxxAnolg трютотбкоюр ёх 
obpavois ёлоуєураџиёуюу, THE CHURCH 
BELOW. Andthisview, far from being a last 
refuge, is justified by every consideration. 
For, 1. thus ёккАтоїа is explained, which 
every where when used of men and not of 
angels, Ps. xxxviii. 5, designates the as- 
sembly of saints on earth: 2. the adjunct 
ётоүєүр. èv obp. is accounted for, indica- 
ting as it does the heavenly charter of the 
church below, the invisible side of their 
sonship and citizenship (cf. 1 John iii. 2), 
with which in this deseription of heaven we 
are mainly concerned: 3. we get an ex- 
planation of the choice of the term трото- 
тбкоу to describe Christian believers. The 
Writer having given the warning examplo 
of Esau, who for a morsel of meat sold his 
birthright, has prepared the way for such a 

designa:ion, while at the same time, as 
Knapp rightly remarks, the long sentence 
beginning at ver. 18 aims at this, “ut 
Christiani contra &sxicríay muniantur et 
bona sua (rà wpwrordcia abr) nosse 
discant." 'lhere'is no distinction between 
firstborn and later-born Christiuns, but, as 
Hofmann also acknowl „ all Christians 
as such are called mpwróroxo: because of 
their heritorship of the heavenly inherit- 
ance, We may also remark that thus the 
analogy with the firstborn of Israel is 
оршу fulfilled. They were dedicated 
to God specially as his priests (Exod. 
xiii. 1, 2, 11—15), and royal succession 
was in the firstborn: so that in яротб- 
токо: we have that which St. John says: 
dxolnvey uae BaciAelay, lepeis TẸ be 
kal warp) abrod. This primogeniture, 
which belonged to Israel as such (Exod. 
iv. 22), belongs to Christians as such, and 
to every one of them: they are enrolled 
not merely in an earthly register, cf. Num. 
iii. 42, but in the book of life in heaven. 
We also thus, 4. obtain an explanation of 
the juxtaposition in the sentence of the 
myriads of angels and the myriads of the 
firstborn: the key to it being found in ch. 
і. 14, where God is said to have apportioned 
the angels as Aerroupyixa жуєйдата to 
minister to the heirs of salvation. Thus 
we have the heavenly spirits and the first- 
born whose names are in heaven, the jubi- 
lant choir above and the militant church 
below, ranged together. But, Б. we also 
get, what we find on no other hypothesis, 
an explanation of the sequence of крїтў беф 
Távrev on éxkAmcíq прототќкоу, and of 
that of ve, Suale» TereAeiuéror 
on xpifj беф drr. The key to the 
words із in ch. x. 30, xúpios xpivei Tr 
Хаду айтоб. The church militant here 
below brings to mind those enemies and 
persecutors, for deliverance and righting 
from whom she looks to the righteous 
{йде of God. Апа he who is in fel- 
owship (1 John i. 7) with the great Judge 
has no judgment to fear, but is 8e3ikatwpé- 
vos; thereby leading on to the wvetpa- 
ow Sualov rereAeuwpuépror which follows. 
Thus, according to Delitzsch's note, which 
in the main I have here followed, the con- 
nexion between the clauses is established, 
and the arrangement justifled : and I own 
this interpretation seems to me the only 
one which in any way fulfils those require- 
ments. А summary of other interpreta- 
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tions may be seen in Bleek and Lünemann. 
There is a monograph by Mosbeim, De 
Ecclesia Primogenitorum in Colo adscrip- 
torum ex Hebr. xii., Helmst. 1733, which 
I have not seen. He takes them, in com- 
mon with Bleek, De W., al., us the first 
converts to Christianity already entered 
into glory. Estius most nearly approaches 
the interpretation given above. His whole 
note is very good; the conclusion eape- 
cially во : Sensus igitur hujus partis est: 
nggregnti estis et adscripti in societatem 
eorum qui præ ceteris mortalibus electi 
sunt a Deo et ab aliis separati, tanquam 
primogeniti, et in coelis, tanquam beatitu- 
dinis ccelestis hseredes, conscripti. Нс 
vero dicens significat et ipsos esse primo- 
8 et conscriptos in colis”), and to 

the judge of all (not, as many mo- 
derns,—Erasm.(annot. appy.) Hermann 
de Wall, Bengel, Wetst., Cramer, Mi- 
chaelis, C. F. Sehmid, Storr, Knapp, Din- 
dorf, Vater, Paulus, De Wette, Bleek, 
Stuart, Lünem., Delitzsch,—''to the (a) 
judge, the God of all.” For, 1. the order 
of the words in the clause is the natural 
one where а predicate is brought out into 
prominence for any reuson, whether to be 
affirmed, or made the subject of attention : 
cf., for the first, 1 Thess. iv. 6, 8:dri #кд:- 
kos xtpios wept 1dr rohr, and for 
the second James i. 6, rapa rod Pibóvros 
бвоў тасу: 2. all the Greek expositors, 
and the ancients without exception, took 
the words so, e.g. as Thl., ябутор dp, 
ойх} "lovdalwy povov, àAAÀ xal жотфу 
ёст: xpirhs: 8. if they meant, “to a 
judge, the God of all," surely they would 
nave been otherwise expressed, — кр:тӯ 
(тё) wárvrov 0еф or the like: 4. thus 
only, by uplifting the univereal right 
judgment of God, does the clause fit the 
context, coming between the mention of 
the elect, written in heaven, and the 
spirits of the just, shewing that the àro- 
урафћ is no arbitrary selection,—the 81- 
Kaíecis no unreasonable procedure. It is 
not improbable that the Writer may have 
had in view Abraham’s question Gen. xviii. 
26, ** Shall not the judge of all the earth do 
right ?" I only stop to protest, even for 
those who adopt the de тйуто» view, 
agninst the idea of Delitzscb, al, that 
adyroy is neuter. God could not be said 
to be 8ebs ябуто in the neuter sense of 
adyra. Не is ó Al arávrev des, Rom. 
ix. 5, which is widely different: 8? ду тй 
dera ка) $ ob 74 dera, ch. ii. 10, 
which again is widely different: He is des 

Tay nvevudtoy Kal wdons capkós: but 
He is not 0«bs rov xdopov, nor deb тё» 
хбутоу (neut.). He is God of deres, 
but not of dra; the God not of the 
dead, but of the living. Primas, Œc. 
Thl., Faber Stap., Braun understand this 
of Christ : but it is a characteristic of this 
Epistle that all judgment is formally, and 
in words, referred to God the Father : see 
ch. iv. 11 f.; x. 30 f.; ver. 29; ch. xiii. 4), 
and to the spirits of just men who have 
been perfected (i.e. the whole number of 
the just who have passed into their rest, 
from righteous Abel downwards ; not yet 
diralois rereActwpdvors, because they nre as 
yet disembodied and awaiting the resur- 
rection, but wvevpaow dixalwv rer e Ae · 
pévæv. This reAcfwors has been through 
sufferings, through trials, through running 
and having ended their race. All is ac- 
complished, their probation, their right- 
eousness, God’s purposes respecting them. 
They are not sleeping, they are not uncon- 
scious, they are not absent from us: they 
are perfected, lacking nothing, except, and 
that is our defect because we are as yet im- 
prisoned in an unspiritual body, commu- 
nion with us: their spirits are perfect, and 
therefore not suspended from the spirit 
life, but waiting only for bodily perfection 
also. The exposition of this clause has 
been much disturbed by the mistaken 
views taken of the former ones. It has 
been variously explained; of the N. T. 
saints only (Grot., Mosh., Bengel, Sykes, 
Baumgarten, C. F. Schmid, Storr, al.), of 
the O. T. saints (Corn. a-Lap., Schlicht., 
Wolf, Schulz, Bleek, De W., Ebrard). It 
is understood as above by Knapp, Bóhme, 
Tholuck, Bisping, Delitzsch. ‘The Greek 
expositors also give it a general reference: 
e. g. Thl., тоџтќсті, rois uA rr єйбок- 
pnodyrev kal veAelow фауёутош» тард 66, 
8:4 wlorews d, ds AxéBeitey. This 
perfection of the just is the result of the 
(anticipated) just judgment of God, and 
thus aptly follows xpirfi беф тбутоу), 
24.] and to the mediator of the latter 
covenant (vías, not = кай. véos is 
recens : xawós, novus: véos, the more ob- 
jective word, когибѕ, the more subjective. 
ut this must not be taken 5 

véog carries with it the freshness of youth, 
and is the livelier, more graphic word. 
See rcf., esp. Col. In ch. ix. 15 our Lord 
is characterized as 8140405 rawis peol- 
qns), Jesus (the mention of the Bíkaio: 
rereAciopévos at once introduces that of 
Him who was Himself rereAewpéros, ch. 

— a 
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ii. 10, and who is the Teer Tis wlorews, 
ver. 2. Cf. ch. vii. 22. Our Writer espe- 
cially loves to use the name Jesus. To 
Christ, all that is predicated of our Lord 
belonged officially: but when it is pre- 
dicated of Jesus, it becomes personal fact, 
realized in one whom we know and who 
loves us. That Christ is the mediator of 
the new covenant, is a theological truth: 
that Jesus is, is a glorious token of God’s 
love manifested to us men), and to the 
blood of sprinkling (naturally following 
on the mention of 8:aShien, for no d aß he 
is consecrated without blood, ch. ix. 18, 
22. And if Moses had blood wherewith to 
sprinkle the people, much more Jesus, of 
whom Moses was a shadow. And there- 
fore the Writer, enumerating the great 
differences of our Sion from their Sinai, 
though he has not recounted their blood of 
sprinkling, as not beiug worthy of mention 
in the face of the terrors of God’s law, 
mentions ours, by which we were redeemed 
unto God, and assigns it a place in the 
heavenly city, next to, but separate from, 
Jesus Himself in His glorified state. If 
we come to enquire how this can be, we 
enter on an interesting but high and diffi- 
cult subject, on which learned and holy 
men have been much divided. Our Lord’s 
Blood was shed from Him on the Cross. 
And as His Body did not see corruption, it 
is obvious to suppose, that His Blood did 
not corrupt as that of ordinary men, being 
as it is so important a portion of the body. 
Hence, and because His resurrection Body 
seems to have been bloodless,—see Luke 
xxiv. 89: John xx. 27, and notes, —some 
have supposed that the Blood of the Lord 
remains, as it was poured out, incorruptible, 
in the presence of God. Onsuch a matter 
I would neither affirm nor deny, but men- 
tion, with all reverence, that which seems 
to suit the requirements of the words be- 
fore us. By that Blood we live, wherever 
it is: but as here it is mentioned separately 
from the Lord Himself, as an item in the 
glories of the heavenly city, and as “ yet 
speaking,” it seems to require some such 
view to account for the words used. Bengel 

r 
yns, with Damasc] : 

rec то» bef em yns 
rec ins gs b 

N3 rel [Chr Thdrt Damasc] : txt ACDMN! m 17 [Euthal-ms] Cyr,. 

has here а long excursus on the point, in 
which he takes strongly the above view. 
Chrys. also seems to have done so, Hom. 
xxxiii, on Heb. xiii., vol. xii. p. 229, where 
the text is in some confusion, bat Mutianus 
seems to have expressed the sense (p. 447) : 
* Foris quippe passus est, sed ad colum 
sanguis sublatus est (eis br obpavir Td 
alua dxvnvéx6n). The blood of Christ is 
called alua V, inasmuch as, like 
that sacrificial blood of old materially, it ia 
pay sprinkled on the conscience of 
those who come unto God by Him, cf. ch. 
ix. 13 ff.; x. 22 ; xiii. 12) speaking better 
(kpeirrov adverbially : as in 1 Cor. vii. 38, 
Kpeic Gov rt, is opposed to x rote. 
And the adverb refers not to the manner of 
the speaking (as Thdrt., 8:4 тё» трау- 
páræwv QOeyyóuerov: Chrys, тобто "yàp 
wárTas ёкёӨлрє, xal pærhr aplnor Aap- 
wporépa» xal ebonporépay, ёсе he 
Th» papruplay Exe Thy 8:4 Tar pay ud- 
тоу: and Schol.-Matthai, Tb uir yap тоў 
"АВёл Aera Ae, тобто 8 evepyet Thy 
тё» ayGpdéxev соттріау. This accords 
with their understanding of Лалег above 
in ch. xi. 4), but to the matter spoken. So, 
after Cyr.-alex. de Adorat. in Spir., and 
ver. XY., vol. i. p. 528, Œc., rd pèr тёр 
"ABQA alua катакєкрбує: ToU QorevToO, т 
86 хрістоб rèp zun Aare? wpbs Tv 
патёра: “ Ше flagitabat ultionem, hie im- 
petrat remissionem," Erasm. (par.). And 
во most later Commentators. Delitzsch 
unites both views) than Abel (not, “ than 
that of Abel: for in ch. xi. 4, it is Abel 
himself who speaks, in his blood : see note 
there). 25.] This voice of the blood 
of sprinkling, just mentioned, leads natu- 
rally to the caution not to despise that 
voice, nor put it by as they of old did the 
gurh b5uuárwr from Sinai. Take heed 
(more forcible without any inferential par- 
ticle such as обу) that ye decline not (see 
above on ver. 19) him that speaketh (i. e. 
God in Christ, see below). For if they did 
not escape (how? in one of two senses: 
either, 1. they did not escape hearing the 
voice on account of this their rapaſruois: 
or, 2., which seems more probable, they did 
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not escape God's vengesnce in punishment: 
the Writer taking this their таратуда 
of the divine voice as a sort of sample of 
their disobedient and unbelieving spirit), 
declining as they did (not ‘who de- 
clined,’ of тарат.) him who spoke (урту- 
рат еу, see on ch. viii. Б, of an oracular 
command given by the Deity: and here 
the xpnuari(er is God, see below) on 
earth (on Mount Sinai. The construc- 
tion is a trajection not unusual with our 
Writer: cf. ch. ix. 15, 16, and ver. 11), 
much more we (shall not escape), who 
are turning away from (ёжострефбре- 
vot, * aversantes ; so we have an accusa- 
tive after exoriva:, бтекстӯуси, dwexrpé- 
wedha, éxrpérecOa, дфістасёги, &c. 
Kühner, $ 551, Anm. 3. Cf. d& cr J 
Tà elpnudva, Thuc. iv. 28) him (who xpn- 
parice) from (the) heavens (we now 
come to the somewhat difficult question, 
the answer to which we have taken for 
granted in the rendering of this verse: viz. 
who are intended by the various objecta, 
Tb» AaAobrra, Toy ёт) yås xpnparí(orra, 
Tb» ёт’ obpayay. Let us take the second 
of these first, as furnishing the key to the 
others. rira Ae: (says Chrys.) ¿nol 
orei, Move ij. And so (Ec, Carpzov, 
al. But this cannot well be. For wapas- 
rnodherot manifestly refers back to ver. 
19: where it was not Moses, but God, 
whom they я ауто. It must be 
laid down then as certain, that à ёж) yîs 
xpnuati(e» is God. Then if so, who is 
ё àT obpayéy, or in other words who is 
ô AaAGv, for these two are manifestly the 
same? Clearly, not Jesus: for by ob ў 
pærh, which follows, the voice of this same 

er shook the earth at the giving of 
e law: and it can by no ingenuity be 

pretended, that the terrors of the law pro- 
ceeded from the Son of God ; especially in 
the face of the contrast drawn here, and in 
ch. ii. 2 ff. And it would be against all 
accuracy and decorum in divine things, to 
pase from the speaking of the God of 
srael to that of our Lord Jesus Christ in 

the way of climax as is here done, with 
rob padAov, ‘much more shall we not 
escape.’ Add to which, that, if Christ is 
to be understood as the subject of vv. 26 ff., 
we shall have Him uttering the propbetic 
words ër: Arat x. r. A., whereas both from 

vues C 48[-7. 

our Writer's habit of quoting hec 
(cf. ch. i. 1; iv. 7; vi. 18; viii. 8; xi. 11 

Vor. IV. 

ovpavov MN [bcd fh k I] Chr, ]. 

and from the context of the prophecy 
itself, they must be attributed to the 
Father. How then are these difficulties 
to be got over? Simply by taking as 
above, the speaker in both cases to be 
Gop: in the first, as speaking from 
Mount Sinai by His Angels : in the second, 
as speaking from His heavenly throne 
through His exalted Son. Thus it is true 
we lie open to one objection, viz. that the 
giving of the law is ever regarded in the 

„ T. as a speaking from heaven: so Exod. 
хх. 22, dpets évpákare, бт: ёк ToU одрауод 
AeAdAmka piv: cf. Deut. iv. 36: Neh. ix. 
18. But this objection, though at first 
sight weighty, is by no means decisive. 
The одраубѕ spoken of is surely nothing 
but the material heaven, as apparent to 
the Israelites in the clouds and darkness 
which rested on Sinai, and totally distinct 
from the obpavós here, the site of our 
blessed Lord's glorification, who is spoken 
of, ch. iv. 14, as 3:eAnAvOds robs obparoós. 
Thus the words have been араша from 
early times: e.g. by Theodoret (wapa- 
keAevera: abrois ph (nAGoas thy d Eu 
vaxóryra, undd saparAnclws éxelvos 
катамтеїу toy Serxdrny, ка) wpbs Tòr 
olxérny Bpaueiy, ка) дут) ToU Oeo? «br 
Mavoda AaBeiv, ка) бут} T» куй» 
wposu«ivai Tois таАошо. kalto moly, 
ойк одраубдєу abrois 6 Oeds, GAA’ èr t 
210,9 бре Thv уоробєсіау dd’ uers 
82 thy Ат obpavdy фкїффәна» xpos- 
Sexdpeba тод Seoxdrov, ка) Biüáokor ds 
афтдз ка) -ToóTrer  küxelver  vouotérns 
yeyévara, exfryayer: where it is true 
in the last clause he seems rather to in- 
cline to believe that the Second Person 
of the Trinity is throughout spoken of), 
Calvin, Schlichting, Owen (in the main: 
God himself, or the Son of God ”), Grot. 
(“ Utrovis modo legas, тб» quod hic legitur 
et quod sequitur, non dis it eum cui 

rendum sit, sed modum quo is se reve- 
vit"), Limborch, Bengel, Peirce, Carp- 

zov, Wetat., Baumgarten, al, Bleek, De 
Wette, Tholuck, Lünemann, Delitzsch, 
al.); 

Oeot "IopafA. Cf. ref. Ps. In Exod. xix, 
18, where the E. V. has Mur ue Heb., 
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* the whole mount quaked greatly," tho 
LXX render, xal ёќоту râs ё Aabs a óbpa: 
reading, perhaps, with some Hebrew 
mss, Суу instead of тул. cae ew ів 
intransitive as well as transitive in the 
classics (e.g. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 28), but 
in Hellenistic Greek transitive only: 
see reff. Some take this shaking of the 
earth to be meant of & шанче excite- 
ment of men’s minds: so Justiniani (“Ait 
Apostolus divinam vocem tunc movisse 
terram, cum angeli opera tum multa signa 
in monte Sinai edidit, qua поп modo in- 
gentem admirationem pepererunt, sed 
non exiguum incusserunt terrorem: non- 
nullam etiam letitiam attulerunt bonis, 
quod 1 ab ipso Deo immortali acci- 

rent"), Estius. But there can be little 
oubt, that the material explanation is 

the true one. The so-called pentameter, 
o0 $ $orh Th» уў» dcáAevae tére, could 
hardly have been observed, but by one 
whose eye was quicker than his ear), but 
now (vb, not only ut res nunc se habent, 
but here in а more temporal sense, as 
opposed to TóTe : now, under the prophetic 
revelations since the captivity,—under 
the М.Т. dispensation in which those pro- 
hecies will find their fulfilment) hath He 
God: see above) promised (perf. pass., 

in middle sense, see ref. and Winer, $ 39. 
8. Cf. also Acts xiii 2; xvi. 10; xxv. 
12: Exod. iii. 18 al. Böhme and Vater 
would render it passive, “hath it been 
romised :” but Ace following, though 

it might suit the style of the Apocalypse, 
will not agree with the careful precision 
of our Epistle), saying, Yet once (more), 
and I shake not only the earth, but 
also theheaven. The prophecy in Haggai 
is uttered, like the whole of his prophecies, 
with reference to the second temple, which 
was then rising out of the ruins of the 
first, smaller indeed and poorer, but des- 
tined to witness greater glories. It was 
to be the scene of the last revelation of 
Jebovah to His people: and the house of 
David, then so low, was to rise above the 
ruins of the thrones of the earth, and 
endure as the siguet on God's right hand 
(Hag. ii. 21—28). It is this ruin of 
earthly powers, this antitypical sbaking 
of the earth and all that is in it, after 
the typical material shaking at Sinai, of 

which the Prophet speaks. And the re- 
sult of this shaking was to be, that the 
best treasures of nations (not to be 
understood nally of Christ, but as 
LXX, fie: тё ёкЛекта ædrror тёр бубу), 
should be brought to adorn that temple. 
The expression here (as in LXX) ren- 
dered Fri. raè x. . A. is in the Heb. 
j оро nmi W, 1. e, as in E. V. (see 
Hofmann, Weissug. u. Erfüll. i. 330, and 
Hitzig in loc.), “Yet once, it is a little 
while, and:“ i.e. the period which shall 
elapse shall be but one, not admitting of 
being broken into many; and that one, 
but short. Thus the prophecy seems to 
point to the same great final bringing of 
all the earth under the Ki m of God, 
which is spoken of in Zechariah xiv. when 
the Lord shall come and all his saints 
with Him, the great antitype of Sinai 
(cf. Deut. xxxiii. 2), so often the subject 
of ancient prophecy. See this more fully 
entered upon in Hofmann, as above, and 
in Delitzsch’s note here. It is clearly 
wrong, with some interpreters, to under- 
stand this shaking of the mere breaking 
down of Judaism before the gospel, or of 
any thing which shall be fulfilled during 
the Christian economy, short of its glori- 
ous end and accomplishment. The оё 
udvor, &ААй xal, which the Writer has 
substituted for the simple xaí of the LXX, 
is adopted for the sake of bringing out the 
point which is before him, the earth, and 
the speaking from the earth, on the one 
hand, the heaven, and the speaking from 
the heaven, on the other. But the ov- 
pards here, that is to be shaken, is the 
material beaven stretched above this earth. 

27.] But (now) this yet once 
(more) (Hengstenberg's idea that the 
Writer lays no stress on ёт: Arat, but, 
in citing these words, means in fact the 
whole of the phecy (“this, ër: drat 
k. T. A.), is evidently absurd. It is on 
these words that the Writer's argument 
depends, there being nothing in the fol- 
lowing words of the prophecy to imply 
this removing, but only in the £r; rag. 
Still as Delitzsch well argues, the argu- 
ment does not stand and fall with the Lr. 
Arat ofthe LXX. The great final shak- 
ing which is to introduce the accomplished 
kingdom of God is at all events that after 
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which there shall be no other. At this 
the words ёт: Arat point: but it does not 
rest on them for its proof) indicates (seo 
ch. ix. 8, note) the removal of the things 
shaken, as of things which have been 
made, in order that the things which 
are not (i.e. cannot be, which the д 
hints at) shaken may abide (three ways 
of taking this sentence are grammatically 
and philologically possible. 1. That given 
above, to the consideration of which I will 
prem return. 2. We may join tva 

„ not with the fact pointed at, tho 
ретӣдес:5 тё» gaħevopévwv, as its pur- 
pose, but with reren, ‘as of things 
wbich have been made in order that the 
things which cannot be shaken may re- 
main: i. e. the scope of Creation has been, 
the establishing of the kingdom of Re- 
demption: that it, the transitory and 
baseless, may pass away when its work is 
fulfilled, and give place to that which shall 
never pass away. This view is strongl 
taken by Delitzsch, after Grotius, Bengel, 
Tholuck, al Before discussing it, we may 
notice and dismiss (8), which is & mere 
variety of it, and consists in taking pévew 
in the sense of “ to await," or “ wait for,” 
“as of things which have been made in 
order that they should wait for the thin 
which cannot be shaken." So Paul Baul- 
dry in 1699 (see Wolf, Curs, p. 795, h. I.), 
Storr, Bóhme, Kuinoel, Klee. But, though 
ure does undoubtedly occur in this sense 
in Acts xx. Б, 23, yet the usage of this 
Epistle is for the other sense, cf. ch. vii. 
8, 24; x.84; xiii. 14. And another objec- 
tion to this meaning seems to me to be, 
that in this case it would not be the aorist 
pelrp, indicating the final purpose as ex- 
pressed once for all, but the present ep, 
indicating the continuous attitude of ex- 
pectancy. So that, although the sense 
would thus be good, and altogether accord - 
ing to St. Paul in Rom. viii. 18—25, we 
must pass this by, for the absolute senso of 
Helsy, may abide, endure: cf. Acts xxvii. 
41, ¥uewer ёсбЛеутоз: and Isa. lxvi. 22, 
фә Tpóxo» d obpayds xoawbs xal 0] yì 
Kaif, & фуф so, péva фуфто» ёроб 
k. r. A. Nor again can I accede to (2), 
beantiful as is the thought, and strictly 
true, that Creation was made but to sub- 
serve Redemption: the things removeable, 
to give place to the things unremoveable. 
For, а. the word меур will thus have an 

om iva ие Ta ил} тал. A. 

exceedingly awkward elliptic sense, “ that 
the things which cannot be shaken may 
remain,” i.e. “ may come into the place of 
those removed, and thus abide for ever:” 
for things which cannot be shaken remain- 
ing merely, would be a matter of course. 
This is confessed by Grot.: “nam in id 
facta est мәс quam videmus machina, ut 
olim alteri meliori et non immutand lo- 
cum faciat." But certainly this does not 
lie in the word uel». В. The logical pro- 
priety as well as the rhythm of the sen- 
tence is thus destroyed. For we should on 
this rendering have the fva clause entirely 
subordinated to the reroinudver, and in- 
dicating, not the pu of the main 
action of the sentence, but that of the crea- 
tion, a matter lying quite out of the pre- 
sent record. Certainly, if this were the 
meaning, we should have had the part. 
Terormpérer introduced with a «al, as is 
generally done when an outlying circum- 
stance is taken into account by the way: 
as e.g. in 1 Pet. ii. 8, of xposxdwrrovow, 
TQ & &reibovyres, els $ cal ёт0усау. 
Besides which, I should have expected in 
this case the aor. part., not the perf., the 
14 of purpose relating to the time when 
the Creation took place, rather than to its 
subsistence since then. So that it seems 
to me, we must fall back оп (1), viz. the 
making ta belong to erde, the 
action of the sentence. This, it is true, is 
not without difficulty. For, a. even thus 
we must go some little ont of our way for 
a sense for pelyp, though not so far as in 
the other case. yelyp must then mean, 
may remain over, when the caAevópera 
are gone: may be permanently left: to 
which sense there is no objection in Greek 
any more than in English, but it does not 
exactly fit the requirements of tbe sen- 
tence: В. if xexoinpéver be taken ab- 
solutely, “as of things which have been 
made," we might be met by the & èyè 
хоё in the citation from Isa. lxvi. 22 
above, to shew that the new heavens and 
the new earth are also sexompuéva: see 
also Isa. lxv. 17, 18. The answer to this 

must be, though I own it is not altogether 
a satisfactory one, that the role is not 
the same in the two cases: that this word 
carries rather with it херотоізугоз, тайтуз 
тўз ктісеоз, as that word is explained 
ch. ix. 11: whereas the other то: rests 
in the almighty power of God, by which 
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7 ғ 7 Y , 3 алака d dodReyrov ° mapadapBdvovres * éyapev ° ари, ёг ÑS ACDEL 

ii , , f ^ ^ , / 4 MP Rab 

Deut vl. l. fAarpeUmuev 8evapéaros TQ Oep h pera iN ¹j,j,s Kalcdetg 
xi, 18 only. EM 99 UM T. „ ^ ^ m r hkimo 

е Luke xvii, dẽovs · 29 cal yap \ о Oeds judy Trip m karavaXiaKov. 11. 47 
13. 2 Tim. l. . 2 Mace. Ш. 33. f ch. viii. 5 reff. g here only +. (-Troc, ch. xiii. 21. «тегә, 

ch. xí. б, б.) h = ch. iv. 16 reff. i ch. v. 7 (reff.) only. k here only t. 2 Macc. Ш. 17, 
0 . 1 Dror. iv, 24. ix. 3. m here only. Deut. 1. с. Zeph. i. 18 al. 

28. exouey K [PIN a e d e? f k m 17 vulg(and F-lat, not demid) D- lat eth Ath, Cyr, 
Antch, [Cosm,]: Chr[-txt ]-mss vary. Aarpevouey KM([P'N rel Ath, Chr-3-mes 
[Euthalms] Tl Ee: txt ACDL f1 17 (Chr, Cyr, Thdrt Cosm, Damasc-comm], 
serviamus vulg(and F-lat) D-lat. for «vapeoTw5, evxapio TQs Digri] f 52-6. 

ет? D Cosm,). rec (for evA. к. Seovs) adous к. evà., with KL rel Chr, [Thdrt 
Cosm,) Damasc]: evà. к. alors D'2M[P]N?3, metu et verecundia D-lat, metu et 
reverentia vulg(and F. lat): txt ACD!N!O5J 17 coptt( (appy) Syr arm Chr-ms, Euthal-ms]. 

29. for kai, xvpios DI (and lat). 

the spirit-world as well as the world of 104 1: Xen. Mem. i. 2. 7; ii. 6. 21 ; iii, 
sense was called into existence. See by 11. 2, and many other examples in Bleek), 
al means, on the whole, Luke xxi. 26). by which (thankfulness) let us serve (the 

28.) Wherefore (8:6 gathers its in- indicative readings, ходе» and Aarpeto- 
ference, not from the whole preceding para- he, are weakly supported, and do not suit 
graph, but from the yet once more shak- the sense nor the inferential 3:4. And 
ing and consequent removing of earthly AaTpevapey cannot be taken, as in E. V., 
things before those things which shall re- by which we may serve," but must be 
шай) receiving as we do a kingdom bortatory like the other) God well- 
which cannot be shaken (the pres. part., pleasingly (the dative rg деф belongs to 
with the slightly ratiocinative force. rapa- the verb, not to edapéorws as Valcknaer) 
AapBávovres, not, as Calvin, Modo fide with reverent submission and fear (see 
ingrediamur in Christi regnum ;" and so on ch. v. 7 for ebAáBeia. The rec. read- 
Schlichting, Limborch, Bengel, Semler; ing has against it, 1. the frequent conjunc- 
nor does the participial clause belong to tion in ordinary Greek of alSdés and edAd- 
the exhortation: but itindicates matter of Beia, of which Bleek gives many examples, 
fact, from which the exhortation sets out, and, 2. the fact that 3éos occurs no kere 
and means (as in Dan. vii. 18, ка} rapa- else in the N. T. or LXX). 29.) For 
Afnorra: thy Bacrelay бү: Отто, moreover our God is a consuming fire 
which probably was in the Writer’s Sor ур, as in ch. iv. 2; v. 12, and in 
mind,—and in other reff.) being par- uke xxii. 87, introduces the reason ren- 
takers of, coming into possession of, Bac. dered by ydp as an additional particular 
or арҳђу xapaAauBdrer, * um capes- not contained in what went iminediately 
sere. The participle then will be descrip- before, —answering to the Latin etenim." 
tive of our Christian state of privilege It is quite impossible that the Writer 
and expectation: proleptically designating should have meant, “For our God also, 
us ав in possession of that, whose firstfruits as well as the God of the Jews :” as even 
and foretastes we do actually possess), Bleek, De Wette, Tholuck, and Bisping 
let us have thankfulness (rovrécrw, make him say. Besides the utter in- 
ed xapio rue тё 0еф, Chrys.: Tovrécr. congruity of such a mode of expression 
uù алув итде Buswerapev, GAA’ eb- with any thing found in our Writer or in 
xapicTüpe» TQ тоайта cal H3n Bórr. the N. T., this would certainly have been 
kal u AA Scheu, ТЫ. And so Elsner, expressed xal yap fur б Oeds. The 
Wolf, Bengel, Böhme, Kuinoel, Bleek, words are taken from Deut. iv. 24, Sri 
De Wette, Lünemann, Ebrard, Delitzsch. xúpıios ó beds cov mip xaravadloxoy 
Others render, let us hold fast grace." cri, 0ebs (»AwTfjs. Cf. ib. ix. 3. And 
So Syr., Beza, Jac. Cappell, Est., Schlich- thus the fact that God's anger continues 
ting, Grot, al. But this is impossible: to burn now; as then, against those 
хоца» would be катёхомеу (ch. iii. 6,14; who reject his Kingdom, is brought in; 

x. 23) or xparéuer (ch. iv. 14), and the and in the background lie all those gracious 
words would probably be in inverted dealings by which the fire of God's pre- 
order; besides that хар» would hardly sence and purity becomes to his people, 
be anarthrous. On the sensesee Ps.1.23, while it consumes their vanity and sin and 

` * whoso offereth me thanks and praise, he earthly state, the fire of purity and light 
honoureth me; and on xdpw Exew, be- and love for their enduring citizenship of 
sides reff., Jos. Antt. vii. 9. 4: Polyb. v. his kingdom). 
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XIII. ! 'H " NaN ° pevéræ. ? rìs ? duXo£evías = Rom. xil, 10. 
ess. iv. 9. 

p?) a ériXavÜdvea0e, Sia raúrns yap * éXa00v ties * Eevi- 1 Pet l. 7 bis 

cavres tayyédous. 9 " ширђакєсбє тфу " Seaplov ds “ ouv- SPAS 
e^ o = 1 Co a і, 

Sedeuévor’ Tov х kaxovyovuévav, Ós xal айто буте; Yéy x 
only v. (-vos, 1 Pet. iv. 8.) 1 ch. vi. 10 reff. 
47. Acta Xvi. 26, 2 Pet. iii. 5,8 only. Job xxviii. 21.) in Gr., passim. 
29.) xxi. 16. xxviii. 17 (1 Pet. iv. 4, 12) only t. Sir. xxix. 28 (3 Macc. ix. 6) only. 

Rom. xii. 13 
r constr., here only {. (Mark vi ai, Luke viii. 

9 = Acts x. б, &c. (xvii. 
t Gen. xviii. 1. ziz. 

u = 1 Сог. zi. 2. 2 Tim. і. 4. Prov. xxxi. (xxiv.) 7. (see Gal. И. 10. Col. iv. 18.) Hr., 1,2. 
ch. ii. 6 (from Ps. viil. 4) only. 
only. == 1 Kings xvili. 1 A (B def.). 

Cuar. XIII. 2. тту pokeri Nl. 
3. for бетше», Sedenerar DL, 

Antch,]; caxexouperay C. 

Cnar. XIII. 1—18.] Various ezhorta- 
tions to Christian virtues: more espe- 
cially ta the imitation of the faith of their 
leaders who had departed in the Lord : to 
firmness in the faith: and following of 
Jesus, who suffered outside the camp to 
teach us to bear His reproach. 1.) 
Let brotherly love (g:AadeAgla in the 
classics, the love of brothers and sisters 
for one another : in the N. T., the love of 
the Christian brethren. In ref. 2 Pet. it 
is expressly distinguished from йужо, the 
more general word) remain (we learn from 
the Acts,—on the hypothesis of this Epistle 
being addressed to the church at Jerusalem 
(on which however see Prolegg.),—how 
eminent this brotherly love had been in 
that church, and, without any hypothesis 
as to the readers, we see from our ch. x. 
82 ff. that the persons here addressed 
had exercised it aforetime, and from ch. 
vi. 10, that they still continued to ex- 
ercise it. Let it then remain, not die 
out. And it is put first, as being the 
first of the fruits of faith. The exhorta- 
tions in ch. iii. 12 f.; x. 24 f.; xii. 12 fl., 
point the same way). 2, 8.] . 
ae $a is now specifically urged in two 
of its departments, hospitality, and care of 
prisoners. 2.] Forget not hospitality 
to strangers (so in ref. 1 Pet., after ro- 
commending &ydxny d els кн 
proceeds f vt els Abus. „а 
теў, Rom. and Titus i. 8: 1 Tim. iii. 2. 
Bleek remarks that the notices found in 
the writings of the enemies of Christianity 
shew how much this virtue was practised 
among the early believers: and refers to 
Julian, Ep. 49, and Lucian de Morte Pere- 
grini, ch. 16): for thereby (by exercising 
it) some unawares entertained angels 
(viz. Abraham, Gen. xviii, Lot, Gen. xix. 
Certainly it would appear at first sight from 
the former account, that Abraham regarded 
the “three men” from the first as angels : 
but the contrary view has nothing against 
it in the narrative, and was taken by the 
Jewish expositors: cf. Philo de Abr. § 22, 
vol. ii. p. 17, 0«acdpueros Tpeis às Ќудраз 

.X. 94 
x ch. xi. 

Eph. iii. I. iv. 1 al. Lam. iii. 34. w bere 
(reff.( only. y 2 Cor. v. 6. xii. 3, 3. 

caro xml D'ELM[P] d m [Euthal-ms 

ф$о‹хороўутаз, ol 84 Ocorépas Üvres iocos 
4AeAffQewar and Jos. Апі, i. 11. 2, 0cacá- 
pevos Tpeis ayyéAous . . . ка) vouloas 
elvai. [évovs, 4owácaTó re àvasrás, ка} 
wap abr arax0érras тарєкбле: [eror 
peraAaBeiv. On the motive propounded, 
Calvin remarks, “ Si quis objiciat rarum 
illud fuisse, responsio impromptu est, non 
angelos tantum recipi, i Christum ipsum, 
quum peuperes in cjus nomine recipimus." 
He further notices, “In Grzcis elegans 
est allusio (лабо and ёт:Лауббуєсбє) 
que Latine exprimi non potest.” Оп 
Palov £ev(cavres, Chrys. says, тЇ dori 
ados; ойк «lBóres mol & %: and 
Thl., фут! той }уубунтау bri Ќууєло: та» 
of езї(бцеуо!‚ xol Suws piAoriuws abrobs 
étévicap, Cf. Herod. i. 44, olxloro: ö ro- 
Setduevos roy Eeivor фоуќа ToU waidds éAdy- 
Gave Вбеко». The vulg. rendering, “ latu- 
erunt quidam angelis hospitio receptis,” 
has led some R.-Cath. expositors mentioned 
in Estius to imagine that Lot's escape by 
the men of Sodom being smitten with blind- 
ness is alluded to. Bleek refers to, and with 
reason, a very beautiful sermon of Schleier- 
macher's, vol. i. p. 645, “ Ueber die Christ- 
liche Gastfreundschaft." He there seta 
forth, how the motive, though no longer 
literally applying to us, is stil) a real one, 
iuasmuch as angels were tbe messengers of 
God's spiritual purposes, and such mes- 
sengers may be found in Christian guests, 
even where least expected). 8.] Re- 
member (cf. ch. ii. 6) them that are in 
bonds, as if bound with them (cf. 1 Cor. 
xii. 28: as fully sympathizing with them 
in their captivity: not, as Böhme, al., 
* quippe ejus nature et conditionis homi- 
nes, qui ipsi quoque pro captivis sint, ni- 
mirum in ecclesia presen degentes," which 
is travelling too far from the context): 
those in distress (xaxovyovpévev is the 
general idea, including captives and any 
other classes of distressed persons: as (Ec. 
апа Thl, ) dv фолакаї; 3 d» Миф 5$) dr 
érdpq GA IWei), as also yourselves being 
in the body (i. е. as in reff., bound up with 
a body which has the same capacity of 
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з= Acts v. $1. 

1 Cor. iii, 12. 

IIPOX EBPAIOT?. 
7 4 z 7 e a РА b 9 A ` e c , 

сораті. TiS 0 Yap os EV Тас, KaL Kor ACDEL 
MPrab 

XIII. 

ie. d Gulayros’ *ardpvous yap кай h⁴νõꝓmͤ Е kpwei ô Beds. 
1. 19. Prov. 

. 15. 
6. Tit. Hi. 9, 10 al. 
reff, ech. xil. 16 reff. 

а = here only (see note). Wied. хіт. 24, 36. 
i Rom. iz. 10. xiii. 13 only. = Gen. xlix. 4. 
f Luke xviii, 11. 1 Cor. vi. 9 only. Job xxiv. 15. 

b x1 Tim. iil. 11. 2 Tim. iv. 
d ch. xii. 26 

g = ch. x. 30. 

Ephr, 4. rec (for yap) de, with CD*KL rel Syr sth-rom [arm] Clem, Ces, [Eus 
Epiph, fia, Amphil, Cbr Thdrt, aufem F-lat Ambr: txt AD!M[P]N copt Eathal-ms] 
Primas, enim vulg D-lat. 

suffering. The words have been differently 
rendered. Calvin says, Refero ad ecclesite 
corpus, ut sit sensus, Quandoquidem estis 
ejusdem corporis membra, communiter vos 
асі decet alios aliorum malis:” and so 
Braun, al. But this cannot be extracted 
from the words dv сёрать, without the 
article. Beza renders, “ac si ipsi quoque 
corpore adflicti essetis:” and says, фу 
онат: prorsus videtur illad declarare quod 
in vernaculo sermone dicimus en per- 
sonna :” in other words, says Bleek, as 
Philo expresses it, De Spec. Legg. ad 6. 
7, 5 30, vol. ii. p. 326, ds dv rots érépor 
gáparıy abrol xaxovjpevo:. But this is 
equally out of the question: and there can 
be no doubt that the simple meaning is 
the true one. So (Ec. (el ydp tis dva- 
Aoylaarro, ёт: кай arb wepixecta: poro- 
waés éxelyois apa, eAehoe далло» 
abrobs 8:4 тє Thv cuprdbeay ка} 8:4 
toy $óBor ph Td poia ёк THs ётаубро- 
alas zdp), Thl., aud most Commentators). 

4.] Exhortation to chastity. Let 
your marriage (yápos, elsewhere in N. T. 
in the sense of a wedding, here has its ordi- 
nary Greek meaning) be (held) in honour 
in all things (see below) and your mar- 

bed be undefiled: for fornicators 
and adulterers God shall judge. There 
are several debateable matters in this verse. 
First, is it à command or an assertion ? 
The latter view is taken in Syr. ‘ Ho. 
nourable is marriage among all, and their 
bed is undefiled :” Grot., our E. V., 
al. And so Chrys. (was Tios б yduos ; 
ёт: èr софросур, gol, diarnpe roy 
mordéy), Œc., Thdrt. {apperently). But 
against this is the following clause, «al 
4 котту áp(avres : for it is impossible to 
коер to the same rendering in this сазе: 
cf. Syr. above: the E. V. has evaded this 
difficulty by rendering, “ and the bed unde- 
filed," leaving it, as its guide Beza does, 
uncertain whether “ undefiled " is an epi- 
thet, as usually.taken by English readers, 
or a predicate, as the Greek absolutely re- 
quires. For hadtbe meaning been, “ Mar- 
riage is honourable among all, and the (an) 
undefiled bed," certainly the article could 
not have stood before xofry without stand- 
ing also before &uíarros : it must have been 
xal коЇтр àuíarros or kal ў xolrn ў dulay- 

So that the indicative supplement, Tos. 

dori, must be dismissed, as inconsistent 
with the requirements of the latter clause; 
and, I might add, with the context: in 
which, besides that the whole is of a horta- 
tory character, the very same collocation of 
words immediately follows in dpirdpyupos 
ó rpóxos, where no one suggests tri as 
oursupplement. The imperative view has 
accordingly been taken by very many Com- 
mentators > аз e. g. by Thl. (see below), and 
the great mass of moderns. Delitzsch holds 
that no supplement is wanted, the clause 
being ап exclamation carrying with it & 
hortatory force. But surely this is equiva- 
lent to supplying fore. The next ques- 
tion respecta dv rd, whether it is to be 
taken as masculine ‘among all men,’ 
or as neuter, in all things.“ The doubt 
was felt as early as Thi., who thus 
expresses it: фу mow обу, ph фу то 
троВеВукбс: pér, dy 8 mois »dois об, RAN’ 
ép хасу. )) ка) dy тас: rpóro:is ка) д> 
жас: кро, uh dy ӨЛбре pér, dy дусте 
84 об, ph èr тобтф ui» uépei Tiuios, èv 
BAA Bè об, AAA’ Ao èr Aw Tios Lore. 
The masculine is taken by Erasmus, Ca- 
jetan, Luther, Calvin, Beza, and most Com- 
mentators, especially Protestants, and in 
later times by Schulz, Bóhme, De Wette, 
Wahl, Kuinoel, Tholuck. And it is vari- 
ously interpreted: either, a. as by Luther, 
that all should keep marriage in honour, by 
not violating it; B. as by Böhme, Schulz, 
al., that the unmarried should not despise 
it, but it should be Aeld in honour by all; 
or, y. as Calvin, al., that it is allowed to 
all conditions of men, not denied to any, as 
е. g. it is to the Romish priesthood. But 
it is altogether against the masculine sense, 
1. that фу waow would not be the natural 
expression for it, but wapa 4&cw: cf. 
Matt. xix. 26 (bis), and ||: Acts xxvi. 8: 
Rom. ii. 18: 2 Thess. i. 6: James i. 27 
(&шаутоѕ тард TQ de): and, 2. that 
our Writer uses èy wacw in this very 
chapter for ‘in all things,’ ver. 18. Seo 
also reff., and Col. i. 18: Phil. iv. 12. So 
that the neuter view is to be preferred: and 
во Œc., Corn. a-Lap., Calmet, the R.-Cath. 
expositors generally, Bleek, De Wette, 
Lünem., Delitzsch, al. For the phrase 
котту dylavros, Wetst. quotes from Plu- 
tarch de Fluviis, p. 18, óxà rijs u»rpviüs 
ф:Лобреуоѕ, kal uj лор jualvew v 

cdefg 
hklmo 

17. 47 
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a аф\4рууроѕ 0 'rporros, *apeovpevos той ! тародои, ът тыз. il. 3 
айтду үйр elpnkev n О? uý сє "ауф, obò où ш) се ° èy- I 5 here onyt. 
катаћейто» 

Bleek. (constr., Rom. zii. 9.) 
v. 15. vv. ёт, 3 John 10. 
1. 5 (also Gen. xxviii. 15. 1 Chron, zxviii. 20. 
40. Eph. vi. 9 only. LXX, as abore, Deut., 1 Chron. 

p- ew. Paul (2 Cor. v. 6,8. vii. 16. x. 1, 2) only. Prov. i. 21 (zzzi. II (M) Ald.) ошу. 
exvii. 6. т here only. Іва. i. 7 al. fr. (-Üeiv, ch. ii. 18. Ota, iv. 16.) 
xvii. 32. John хт. 20. xvi. 4. Acts хх. 36. 1 Chro 
10. xv. 22. vv. 17, 24. Jer. іт. 23. 

5. [for einer, «$9 C-corr.] 

6 dere Р Üappo)vrae иас Xéyew * Курго 
ёшо) Hon, [xai] où poPBnOjncopas ті root до іудаса», 
dvb pe; " * Mynnovebere TOv *iyounevav биби, ? oč- eiBóres aŭ- 

al. in TOV. 
k & constr., Luke Ш. 14. 1 Tim. vi. 8 (Matt. zzv. 9a1.)t. 2 Масе. 

1 = here only. Gr., freq. Xen. Symp. fv. 42 al. in Bl. m Joes. 
t. xxxi. 6,6. see note). n Acts xvi. 28. xxvii. 

och. x. 25 reff. LXX, as above (m). 
q Рал. 

8 = (see note) Luke 
t = Luke zzii. 26. Acts vil. n. xvi. 18. 

u = ch. vili. 5 reff. 

rec eyxaraAwwe (see LXX-B'), with D! rel сев 
Damascy; ТЫ]: txt ACD*KLM[P]N c Chr, f h m o 17 Chr-2-mss [ Éuthal- 

ms Damasc-ms Œc]. 
6. Aeyew bef тдаз D[-gr: ita audiente (sic) dicite D- lat]: om nuas M. om 

was Ci P] N'(no£ in гхх-Х) 17 valg(and F-lat) D-lat Syr copt [th]. 
T. xporyounerey D! [ praepositorum latt]. 

котту тоў үєууђсаутоѕ. The latter clause 
carries with it the anticipation of con- 
demnation in xpivet. Man may, or may 
not, punish them : one thing is sure: they 
shall come into judgment, and if so into 
condemnation, when God shall judge all. 

б, 6.] St. Paul usually couples with 
filthy desire, filthy luere, as both of them 
incompatible with the kingdom of God: 
e. g. 1 Cor. v. 10, 11; vi. 9 f.: Eph. v. 8, 
5: Col. iü. 5. 5.] Let your manner of 
life (reff.) be void of avarice: contented 
(sufficed) with things present (the con- 
struction is precisely as in ref. Rom., ў 
& yar deurdxpiros’ adwootvyotrres 7d 
vornpbr x. r. XA. On ёркобиеуоѕ and то 
хароўацу, see Bleek’s examples. Among 
them, we have the very phrase in Teles. in 
Stobeous, serm. 95, Biécy &pxoduevos Tois 
таробсі, Tay ddr ойк ёт:дорбу : Demo- 
crit. in Stobmus, serm. 1, rots тареодсіу 
фоке собол: Phocyl. 4, preicha: rapeciio:, 
ка} ФАЛотріюу àméxeotai. The construc- 
tion igbai Tw: occurs in Herod. ix. 38, 
оф$' obras Ёфт Eri ёркќесба: тойтого: pov- 
рост, und al. (Bl.): see also reff.): for He 
(viz. ô drayye:Aduevos, of ch. х. 23, God, 
already named ver. 4. In post-biblical 
Hebrew,” says Delitzsch, на and n are 
used as the mystical names of God") hath 
said, I will not leave thee, no nor will I 
forsake thee ( bearing some re- 
semblance to this are found in the O. T., 
but no where the words themselves: see 
reff. But in Philo, Confus. Ling. $ 82, 
vol. i. p. 481, we have, Aóyio» Tov Trew 
co peordy fepórgros ёлті8аѕ ypnaràs 
ӧтоуріфоу тоз radelas dpamrais &vijpnra: 
тобубе, Оф uh сє dvd, о05' ob ph ce èy- 
каталіжо. This is certainly singular, and 
cannot be mere coincidence. Bleek and 

. Lünemann suppose the Writer to have 

made the citation direct from Philo 55 
Prolegg. $ i. par. 156), whereas 
litzsch believes that the expression was 
taken from Deut. xxxi. 6 A, од ph ce 
àri ob ob ph се ёукаталєітр, and had 
become inwoven into some liturgical or 
homiletic portion of the services in the 
Hellenistic synagogue. о®8 ob pý occurs 
again Matt. xxiv. 21): 6.] so that we 
say (not can say’ nor ‘may say,’ both 
which weaken the confidence expressed) 
with confidence, The Lerd (m7 iu the 
Psalm, and probably used of the Father, 
as in other citations in this Epistle, e. g. 
ch. vii. 21; viii. 8—11; x. 16, 30; xii. 6 
al., and without a citation ch. viii. 2) is my 
helper (in the Heb. only * mir), [and (not 
in Heb., see also digest) , I will not be 
afraid: what shall man do unto me (such 
is the connexion, both in the Heb. and 
here: not, “I will not be afraid what man 
shall do unta me,“ as the English Prayer 
Book after the vulg., “non timebo quid 
faciat mihi homo,” which is ungrammati- 
cal (rf Ау коф or worhop)) 1 7.] Re- 
member (may be taken in two ways, as 
Thl., Boi abTois d» Tais cwparixais 
xpelaus, Y ка) xpds piunoir ar 
ёталеіфе: rodrovs. The former meaning 
would agree with шиуйскесбе in ver. 8: 
but it is plain from what follows here (e. g. 
éadaAneay and (xfacww) that the course of 
these jfryoóp«vo: is past, and it is remem- 
bering with a view to imitation that is en- 
joined) your leaders ( {үоўрлуоь, vv. 17, 
24, are their leaders in the faith: cf. also 
zporryoójeroi in Clem.-rom. ad Cor. 1. c. 21, 
р. 256. It is a word of St. Luke’s, cf. reff., 
answering to the яроїстбреуо: of St. Paul, 
1 Thess.v.12. It is found in later Greek, 
—in Polyb., Herodian, Diod. Sic. al.,—in 
this same sense. See also Sir. ix. 17; x.2 
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v Acts vil. 8. ТРЄ$ YÈAdAncav Dui» тд» Xóyov ToU Oeod, cw " àvaÜco- ACDKL 
ziii. 40. xiv. 
25. xvi. 6, 82. 

LÀ uie кчы 2 ; 
only +. iod. 
Sic. xil. 15 al, TUO TLV. 
n Bl. 

ж l Cor. x.18 
only t. Wied 

8'Igcoüs ypioròs *éyÜés xai onpepov "6 айтдѕ, xai 
A. lien; elc тойс alavas. 9 Sidayais "rowlXaus kal * Ёёраіѕ ph xl. 14 only. 

y Gal. i. 13. 
Eph. iv. 22. 
James iii 

. Josh. lii, 4 al. 
€ = Acta xvii. 16. 1 Pet. iv. 13. Wied. xvi. 2, 3, 16. 

xxi. 13 ез х. 7) only. 
il, 5, 8 ich. il. 3 reff. 

aya0«opncaarres С. 

g Rom. хіт. 21. 1 Cor. vil. 1. Gal. iv. 18. 

f тарафёрєсбе 8 xadov yap " yapers ! ВеВоюйдсбда тў» kap- 
13. 1 Pet. i. 16 ald. 3 Pet. i. J. iii. 11 Tobit 4. 14AB(om №). 2 Maec. v. 6. Ed-vat. (not AB) only. 

11.7, 9. 3John 11 only t. Wied. iv. 2 BN. xv. 0 only. 
5 4 al b = ch. i. 12, from Ps. сі. 27. 

z 2 Thess, 
а John Iv. 62. Acts vil. 28 only. Gen. zxxi. 
c plur., here only. d ch. ii. 4 reff. 

f = Jude 12 (Mark xiv. 36 l L.) only. 1 Ki 
h = Rom. xi. 6. Ep 

C 
8. rec (for exes) bes, with CDK LIP rel Orig Ath; Epiph, Cyr-jer, [Euthal-ms 

at Cyr,]: txt ACIDIMN. aft aiwvas ins aun Di(and lat). 
9. rec терьферєсбе, with KL de g l o [47 arm ТЫ]: txt ACDM[PTN rel vulg Syr 

copt Bas, Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc e]. 

—— чо (of that kind, who) spoke 
to you the word of God (the aor. shews 
that this speaking was over, and numbers 
these leaders among those in ch. ii. 3: as 
those who heard the Lord, öh & els 
z uãs ёВеВабл (4 соттріа). The phrase 
AaAeip roy Adyor тоў Oeo), is the usual 
one with St. Luke, cf. reff.), of whom sur- 
veying (àva - Gepe, like dva-(nreiy, to 
contemplate, or search from one end to the 
other. Bl. quotes from Winer de Verbo- 
rum cum Prepp. compos. in N. T. Usu, 
p. iii, “aliquam rerum seriem ita oculis 
perlustrare, ut ab imo ad summum, ab 
extremo ad principium pergas." Similarly 
Chrys., cvrexós orpépovtes жар éavrois. 
The word occurs elsewhere in St. Luke 
only (ref.)) the termination (by death: 
not as (Ec. but without deciding, wes 
Bietépxovra: Karas Th» dy TQ Bly àra- 
orpopfy: nor, as Brann and Cramer, the 
result for others of their Christian walk, 
viz. their conversion: nor as Storr, al., the 
result for themselves, viz. their heavenly 
reward, which their followers could not in 
any sense dvalewpeiyv. We have t€odos 
in the sense of death Luke ix. 81: 2 Pet. 
i. 15: and ko:s Acts xx. 29. It is per- 
hape to be inferred that these died by 
martyrdom, as Stephen, James the brother 
of John, and ibly (but see the matter 
discussed in Prolegg. to James, and in 
Delitzsch's note here) James the brother 
of the Lord: and possibly too, St. Peter 
see Prolegg. to 1 Pet.) So the ancient 
mmentators: so Thdor.-mops., @ed3w- 

pós флоту yovuévovs robs пар афто 
karayyelAavras Toy Adyor Tis eboeBelas 
xal rereiwOdvras wb "lovBale» abrdés’ 
толло) bà Joa, obre XréQavos óvo» ка} 
Id ges ó paxalpqg ёусиребєіѕ, dAAd kal 
д тод xuplov dd. вон Sus н 
1x o. gi хара$е$одфуо. Similar 
Thdrt., al.) of ег conversation (i. e. their 

Christian dvarrpépec6a:, behaviour, walk, 
course. No English word completely gives 
it. For usage, see reff.), imitate the faith. 

8.] Jesus Christ is yesterday and 
to-day the same, and for ever (as to the 
construction, 6 atrég is the predicate to 
all three times, not as vulg. (not Syr., if 
at least Etheridge's version of it is to be 
trusted), * Jesus Christus heri et hodie: 
ipse et in secula ;" Ambr.(passim), Calvin, 
al. As to the connexion, the verse stands 
as a transition from what has passed to 
what follows. *It was Christ whom these 
ўуобрере: preached, ёА4Алта> rhy Ad 
тоў Geo: Ohrist who supported them to 
the end, being the author and finisher of 
their faith; and He remains still with 
regard to you (&srep rods *yovuérovs 
Sua ob катё\ітер, er wacw dvre- 
AauBávero abrG», ойто ка) Sway rri. 
Afnperas 6 abrds ydp derı, altern. in 
Thi. Similarly Chrys. alt.) the same: 
be not then carried away’ &c. As to the 
meaning of the words, Ax (the common 
and also Attic form, whereas y6és is Epic, 
Ionic, and Attic) refers to the time ү 
when their ўуобиєуо: passed away from 
them; ovjpépov to the time present, when 
the Writer and the readers were living. 
In our E. V., this verse, by the omission of 
the copula ‘is,’ appears as if it were in 
apposition with “the end of whose conver- 
sation :” and in the carelessly printed poly- 
glott of Bagster, the matter is made worse, 
by a colos being substituted for the period 
after ** conversation." Observe 'Inc'otsg 
xXpwrrós, not common with our Writer: 
only e.g. ver. 21, where he wishes to give 
а solemn fulness to the mention of the 
Lord: Jesus, the Person, of whom we have 
been proving, that He is xpiords, the 
Anointed of God. Cf. also ch. x. 10). 
9.] Be not carried away (the rec. тер:ф. 
is probably from Eph. iv. 14. згара- 

Prab a ` ^ ^ ^ м 
родите thy х ExBacw тўс ? dvactpodijs * шиейсбє r ede tg 

klmo 
17. 47 
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Slav, ov * Bpwpaory, ! èv ols ob ™ фФфем]Өтта> oi V epi- x= sh. iz. 10 

7. Prov. viii. 20. 
26, 50, 51. Rev. il. 7. 

1 ** matncavres. D "Eyouev дисіасттриор, ^ é£ оў ™ payeîv у 2°) l. 10 
e Col. iii 

m pass., Matt. xvi. 26 L. 1 Cor. хі. 3. Jer. lí. 11. 
o 1 Cor. ix. 4. 

n John vi, 

* rrepurratodvres ADIN! vulg: xeprrarnoavres CDSKLM[P]N? rel [arm Chr 
Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc ]. 

peach, as the prep. indicates, is to be 
eel out of the right course. So Plato, 
Phædr. p. 266 в, Yous ui» dAndous Tivos 
dparrópevo, Táxa Ў dy ка) &Алосе 
wapaoepóuervo:: Plut. Timoleon 6, af 
крісез..... Gelovrau kal wapaddporra 
pales фи) тё» TuxÓvrur éxalvey ка) 
Weyor, éxkpovóperor Tar olxelwy A- 
pev. lian has óxb той olvov wapa- 
gepduevos. Œc. says, 7d & xapap. 
arò ueraQopüs Tar pawondver tay тӯде 
kàxeice тарафероцёуо» elpnrai. The fixed 
point from which they are not to be car- 
ried away, is clearly that given in the 
last verse, viz. Jesus Christ) by various 
(zoikíAais, warrobaxais al тоайта‹ "yàp 
obdty ВёВагоу Exovorw, AAA elol Bidpopor 
dN 84 rò TG» Bpoudro» Zıdpopov. 
Chrys. ТЫ. says, тоутётту хард rode 
тб8є cal харӣ ro , réde..... h yàp 
йлфбеа povoesBhs, kal rps ty ёфорёоса. 
The reference, from what follows, is to 
teachings about various meats) and 
strange (our (or, &àAAóTpuu Tis d- 
clas, ТЫ. The use of Érepos is similar, 
from which érepoBotía has its technical 
sense) doctrines (teachings: so 3:3acxa- 
Ala, Matt. xv. 9: Col. ii. 22: 1 Tim. iv. 1): 
for it is good that the heart be con. 
firmed (reff.) with grace (God's grace, 
working on «s by faith: Selxvvow бт: 7d 
way rioris doriy hy abri BeBuidop, ў 
kapBla dy d Фтттке», Chrys.), not 
with meats (it is a question whether Bpé- 
расу be meant of meat eaten after sacri- 
fices, or of “ meats ” as spoken of so much 
by St. Paul, meats partaken of or abstained 
from as a matter of conscience: cf. 1 Cor. 
viii. 8, Bpéua fuas ob axaplornow TẸ 
беф: ib. ver. 18; ib. vi. 18: Rom. xiv. 
15, 20, uh evexey Bpóuaros karáAve Tb 

» tov d õf . The former view is taken 
by Schlichting, Bleek, Lünemann, al., on 
the grounds, 1. that the expression will not 
suit meats abstained from, only those par- 
taken of: ‘Cor non reficitur cibis non 
comestis, sed comestie. Ciborum ergo usui, 
non abstinentis, opponitur hic gratia,” 
Schlicht.; 2. that ver. 10, which is in close 
connexion with this, speaks of an altar and 
of partaking of meats sacrificed: and, 3. 
that this same reference, to meats offered 
in sacrifice, is retained throughout, to ver. 
15. The other view is taken by Chrys., 
Thdrt, Œc., Thl., Primas, Faber Stap., 

Erasm., Calv., Beza, the great body of later 
Commentators, and recently by Böhme, 
Tholuck, and Delitzsch. It is defended 
against the above objections, 1. by remem- 
bering that in the other passages where 
Bpéuara occurs with this reference, it is 
used not merely in the concrete, for meats 
absolutely partaken of, but in the abstract, 
for the whole department or subject of 
Bpdpara, to be partaken of or abstained 
from: 2. see below on the verse: (3) stands 
or falls with (2). And besides, it is sup- 
ported by the following considerations: 
4. that Bpéuara is a word not found in 
the law where offerings are spoken of (in 
Levit. xix. 6 and xxii, 80, we have Вре- 
go era: of peace-offerings and thank-offer- 
ings): but in the distinction of clean and 
unclean, Levit. хі. 34: 1 Macc. 1.68: 6.that 
in all N. T. places, where Врдџа is used in 
а similar connexion, it applies to clean and 
unclean meats: 6. that Zidsaxaĩs vowlAcis 
ка) Edvais ph тарафёрєсде must refer, 
not to meate eaten after sacrifices, but to 
some doctrines in which there was variety 
and perplexity, as to those concerning 
clean and unclean. And I own these 
reasons incline me strongly to this view, 
to the exclusion of the other. Two mon- 
stra interpretationis’ need only be men- 
tioned : that of the R.-Cath. Bisping, who 
interprets xdpere “ by the eucharist :” and 
that of Ebrard, who renders BeBaotcGa:, 
“ cling fast to,” and xdpiri and Bpduaciy 
as datives), in which (the observance of 
which, Bpépara, as above, being used for 
the observance of rules concerning meats 
and drinks &c.) they who walked were 
not profited (the фу belongs, not to o- 
0ncav, but to тер:татђсаутеѕ, according 
to the very usual construction, тергтатегу 
č» rin, for to observe, to live in the prac- 
tice of any thing: see reff. and Acts xxi. 
21. So Chrys. rouréariv, ol Bià varrós 
$vAdtarres афта. These, who walked in 
such observances, are the whole people of 
God under the О. T. dispensation (notice 
the historic aorists), to whom they were of 
themselves useless and profitless, though 
ordained for a preparatory purpose: so 
that Calvin's objection is answered, © Certe 
patribus qui sub lege vixerunt utilis fuit 
pedagogia cnjus pars erat ciborum dis- 
crimen." Yes, and so was the shedding 
of the blood of bulls and goats part of the 

г N 
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рт. Jat, Heb ойк °? čyovow °? éEovalav of tH тктуў * Xarpevorres. err, 
Matt. іх. 6 4. Luke zii. 5. Act ix. 16 al. 1 Масс. х. 35. q constr., ch. viiL 6. 

cdefg 
hkimo 

10. om e£ovciar (from similarity to exovsc ?) Di(and lat) M Damasc. 17.47 

edagogia : but it was useless to take away 
ai Cf. Thl, of Tj тд» Bpeuárev Th- 
phoe: croxhoavres Bà rarrbs obdty els 
Thy VR, deAfj0ncar, @ THs я(стеюзѕ 
Ro буте kal TPE dun T$ dvwpedrci Bov- 
Aeborres. But he understands it of rods 
Thy "lov8alkhy waparfpnsw тё»  Bpe- 
ud ro elsd-yorres). 10.] What is 
the connexion with ver. 9? It is repre- 
sented as being entirely done away by our 
interpretation of Врёрата. If I regard it 
aright, it is not only not done away, but 
established in its proper light. Those an- 
cient distinctions are profitless: one dis- 
tinction remains: that ourtrue meat is not 
to be partaken of by those who adhere 
to those old distinctions: that Christianity 
and Judaism are necessarily and totally 
distinct. See more below. We have an 
altar (to what does the Writer allude? 
Some have snid (Schlichting, Sykes, Mi- 
chaelis, Kuinoel, and even Tholuck) that 
no distinct idea was before him, but that he 
merely used the term al/ar, to help the 
figure which he was about to introduce. 
And this view has just so much truth in it, 
that there is no emphasis on 6vciac Tfpuv ; 
it is not бос:астђріоу Éxonuer. The altar 
bears only a secondary pas in the figure; 
but still I cannot think that it has not a 
definite meaning. Others understand by 
the altar, Christ himself. So Soicer, Wolf, 
al. So Cyr.-alex. de Adoratione, ix. vol. i. 
p. 910, adrds ody Epa ёст! rd бос‹ас- 
Thpiov, abrbs Bt +d Ovulaua, xal ёрх- 
sepeds. This again bas so much truth in it, 
that the Victim is so superior to the altar 
as to cast it altogether into shade; but 
still is not Himself the altar. Some again 
(Corn. a-Lapide, Béhme, Bahr, Ebrard, 
Bisping, Stier, al.) understand, the table o 
the Lord, at which we eat the Lord’s 
Supper. This is so far true, that that 
table may be said to represent to us the 
Cross whereupon the Sacrifice was offered, 
just as the bread and wine, laid on it, re- 
preseut the oblation itself: but it is not 
the altar, in any propriety of language, 
however we may be justified, in common 
parlance, in so calling it. Some again, 
as Bretscüneider, have interpreted it to 
mean the heavenly place, where Christ 
now offers the virtue of His Blood to the 
Father for us. This again is so far true 
that it is the antitype of the Cross, just 
as the Cross is the antitype of the Lord's 
table: but we do not want, in this word, 
the heavenly thing represented by, any 

more than the enduring ordinance repre- 
senting, the original historic concrete 
material altar: we want that altar itself: 
and that altar is, the Cross, on which 
the Lord suffered. That is our altar: not 
to be emphasized, nor exalted into any 
comparison with the adorable Victim there- 
on offered; but still our altar, that wherein 
we glory, that for which, as **pro aris,” we 
contend: of which our banners, our tokens, 
our adornments, oar churches, are full: 
severed from which, we know not Christ; 
laid upon which, He is the power of God, 
and the wisdom of God. And so it is here 
explained by Thos. Aquinas, Jac. Cappell., 
Estius, Bengel, Ernesti, Bleek, De Wette, 
Stengel, Lünem., Delitzsch) to eat of which 
(cf. esp. 1 Cor. іх. 18, of та lepà ёруа(б- 
proi ёк тоў lepot ecblovew of те Ouciac- 
Tnpp mposedpebovres тё — Üvciaa Topo 
dcuuuepl(ovra:)) they have not licence 
who serve the tabernacle (who are these ? 
Some, as ош Morus, and strange 
tosay more recently Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 
1. 822 ff., understand by them the same, viz. 
Christians, as the subject of fyoper. We 
Christians have an altar whereof (even) 
they who serve the (Christian) tabernacle 
have no right to eat: i.e. as explained by 
Hofmann, as the high priest himself did 
not eat of the sin-offeringe whose blood 
was brought into the tabernacle, but they 
were burnt without the camp, so we Chris- 
tians have no sacrifice of which we have 
any right to eat, no further profit to be 
derived from that one sacrifice, by which 
we have been reconciled to God. Bat this 
is, 1. false in fact. We have a right to 
eat of our Sacrifice, and are commanded 
so to do. All that our Lord says of eating 
His Flesh and drinking His Blood (ex- 
plain it how we will) would be nullified 
and set aside by such an interpretation. 
And, 2. it is directly against the whole 
context, in which the Spéuara, whatever 
they are, are pronounced profitless, and 
they who walked in them contrasted with 
us who have higher privileges. To what 
purpose then would it be to say, that 
we have an altar of which we cannot 
eat? that we havea sacrifice which brings 
us no profit, but only shame? I pass 
over the interpretation which understands 
by the words some particular class of 
Christians among the Hebrews, because it 
involves the anachronism of a distinction 
between clergy and laity which certainly 
then had no place: and also because it 
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II dy yàp r etshéperar ° боюу тд alpa eis та ‘ауа bid тод. =, Luke v.18, 
apytepéws, Touro тё соната а катакаієтаь Eg тў 

Y TapeufoXMfs 12 v & "xal "Incots, iva * dywiog dia 
TOU Y idtov айшато$ tov * Хаду, ёЁю Tij TUXgs * ётадєр. 

u Exon. xxix. 14. 2 t = ch. riii. 2 reff. 
34. ch. хі. 4.) 1. e. Lev. iv. 12 al. fr 
ix. 12 reff. z ch. ii. 17 reff. 

Pet. lii. 10 reff. 
w ch. xi. 12 reff. 
а ch. iz. 26 reff. 

vi. 7 only. 
Lev. xvi, 27. 

^ 52 Pet. ii. 12. 
Jude 10 only, 
MEAT Rev. iv. 

passim. 
Esek. х. 20. 

v = Rev. zx. 9 only. (Acts xxi. 
x ch. li. 11 reff. y ch. 

11. rec aft ара ins тер: apaprias, with [C9 ]DEM[P7]N rel vulg Chr-comm, Thdrt: 
aft ayia С! Syr copt [arm]: om A æth-rom. 
Dl: ката (sic) їз: кошта k o. 

12. om eraĝey Ni. 

would furnish no sense at all suiting the 
passage, referring as it then would to some 
Christians only, not to all. The only true 
reference of our words, as also that which 
has been all bat universally acknowledged, 
is that to the Jewish priesthood, and in 
them to those who have part with them in 
serving the rites and ordinances of the cere- 
monial law. These have no right to eat of 
our altar: for just as the bodies of those 
beasts whose blood was brought into the 
sanctuary were burnt without the camp, so 
Jesus suffered altogether without the gate 
of legal Judaism. Let us then not tarry 
serving that tabernacle which has no part 
in Him, but go forth to Him without the 
camp, bearing His reproach. For we cleave 
not to any abiding city, such as the earthly 
Jerusalem, but seek one to come. Let us 
then not tarry in the Jewish tabernacle, 
serving their rites, offering their sacrifices; 
but offer our now only possible sacrifice, 
that of praise, the fruitof a confession, 
acceptable to God through Him. Thus 
and thus only does the whole context stand 
in harmony. Thus the words in oi Tfj 
okny Aarpeborres keep their former 
meanings: cf. ch. viii. 5, where we have 
Acrpeborres бкодеіүџат: kal ok Té 
éxovpayiwy : and remember that q ernrh, 
barely so placed, cannot by any possibility 
mean any part of the Christian apparatus 
of worship, nor have an antitypical refer- 
ence, but can only import that which 
throughout the Epistle it has imported, viz. 
the Jewish tabernacle: cf. ch. viii. 5; ix. 
21 al. Bengel, with his keen sight for 
nice shades of meaning, has noticed, * est 
aculeus, quod dicit Tfj uf, non ёи тӯ 
efi"). 11.] For (reason why this 
exclusion has place: because our great 
Sacrifice is not one of those in which the 
servants of tbe tabernacle had any share, 
but answers to one which was wholly taken 
out and burnt: see below) of the animals 
of which the blood is brought into the 
holy place by the high priest, of these 
the bodies are consumed by fire outside 
the camp (tbere was a distinction in the 
sacrifices as to the subsequent participation 

for катаксієтси, kararaAig korTa, 

of certain parts of them by the priests. 
Those of which they did partake (I take 
these particulars mainly from Delitzsch) 
were: l. the sin-offering of the rulers (a 
male kid), and the sin-offering of the com- 
mon people (a female kid or lamb), Levit. 
iv. 22 ff., 27 ff. (compare the rules ib. ch. vi. 
about eating and not eating the sacrifices) : 
2. the dove of the poor man, Levit. v. 9: 
8. the trespass-offering, Levit. vii. 7: 4. the 
skin of the whole burnt-offering, ib. ver. 8: 
5. the wave-breast and heave-shoulder of 
the peace-offerings : 6. the wave-offerings 
on the feast of weeks, entire. But those of 
which they did sot partake were, 1. the 
sin-offering of the high priest for himself, 
Levit. iv. 6—7, esp. ver. 12: 2. the sin- 
offerings for sins of ignorance of the con- 
gregation, Levit. iv. 16—21, cf. Num. xv. 
24: 8. the sin-offering for high priest and 
people combined, on the great day of atone- 
ment, the blood of which was brought not 
only into the holy bnt into the holiest 
place, Levit. xvi. 27. Besides which we 
have а general rule, to which doubtless 
the Writer here alludes, Levit. vi. 80, 
* No sin-offering, whereof any of the 
blood is brought into the tabernacle of 
the congregation to reconcile withal in 
the holy place, shall be eaten: it shall 
be burnt in the fire." As regards par- 
ticular expressions: тё Aua here, as 
in ch. ix. 8, 12, 24, 25, and x. 19, probably 
means not the holy place commonly во 
called, but the holy of holies, into which 
the blood of the sin-offering was brought 
on the day of atonement, апа which onl 
typifled heaven, whither Christ as Hig 
Priest is entered то Be 8 fe 

rapenßokm refers to the time when 
Duk ed in the wilderness : 
tho enclosure of the camp was afterwards 
replaced by the walls of Jerusalem, so that 
(to тӯѕ As below answers to it). 
19.] Wherefore (as being the antitype of 
the sin.offering on the day of atonement : 
“ut ille typus veteris testamenti imple- 
retur, illa figura que est de carnibus extra 
castra comburendis," Est.) Jesus also, 
that He might sanctify (see on ch. ii. 11) 
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: , ^ 55 y) 7 b Luke хх. 28. 13 b тобур Fe xc 7rpos айтор tt TNS” rape ON, MERE 
1 Cor. ix. 28 & > Ф 

башен і. тди ° дрє:дгсиду афтод dépovres" 1* ой үйр exo * de ile 
Bio v. 1. е uévovcav f ru, GAAA THY 8 uéXXovcav © & õ%j%c“. 17. 47 al ? 

c ch. xi. 36 reff. d = 1 Cor. iv. 2. е = ch. xii. 27. f = ch. xi, 10. Е = ch. x. 
* lreff. h ch. zi. 14 гей. 

18. etepxou«0a D[-gr] КІР 47'] k Cyr, [Euthal-ms]. 

the people (see on ch. ii. 17) through His 
own blood, suffered (see on ch. ix. 26 
on the absolute meaning of тгабеїу) out- 
side the gate (fto rijs wóA«ws ‘lepov- 
caAfju (Ec. It is necessary in order 
to understand this rightly, to trace with 
some care the various steps of the sym- 
bolism. The offering of Christ consists 
of two parts: 1. His offering on earth, 
which was accomplished on the cross, and 
answered to the slaying of the ] 
victim and the destruction of its body by 
fire, the annihilation of the fleshly life : 
and, 2. His offering in the holy place 
above, which consisted in His entering 
heaven, the abode of God, through the 
veil, that is to say His flesh, and carrying 
His blood there asa standing atonement 
for the world’s sin. This, the sanctifying 
of the people through His own blood, was 
the ulterior end of that sacrifice on enrth: 
and therefore whatever belonged to that 
sacrifice on earth is said to have been done 
in order to that other. This will suffi- 
ciently account for the telic clause here, 
without making it seem as if the ultimate 
end, the sanctifleation of God's people, 
depended on the subordinate circumstance 
of Christ’s having suffered outside the 
gate. It did depend on the entire fulfil- 
ment by Him of all things written of Him 
in the law: and of them this was one). 

18.) Во then (rolyvv commonly іп 
Greek stands second at least in a sentence. 
But in later writers as in the LXX (reff.), 
it is not uncommonly put first, as here; 
and sometimes even in classical Greek: cf. 
Lobeck on Phrynichus, p. 342 f., who gives 
an example from Aristoph. Acharn. 904, 
ёүфда` тоЇіуоу cuxopdyrny IU: and 
several from later authors) let us go forth 
to Him outside the camp (4x7) roi Ea 
rhs кат& duo уєуёреда wodrrelas, Thdrt. 
This is certainly intended, and not the 
meaning given by Chrys. (rhv rap 
айтоб озш» cal (fte xómuov рќуюцер, in 
his second exposition in Hom. xxxiii. His 
first exposition is very similar, not as 
quoted by Bleek, that we should follow 
the Lord in his sufferings: this latter is 
the explanation of Tb» dved:opdy айтой 
фќроутех : seo below. I may mention that 
the fact of Chrys. having given two ex- 
рее of the passage, as of some others, 

much bewildered the Commentators. 

Delitzsch, e. g., charges Bleek with error 
in saying that Chrys. omits wep) áuaprías 
in ver. 11. He does omit it the second 
time, but not the first), Limborch, Hein. 
richs, Kuinoel, al., nor that of Schlichting 
(“ exilia, opprobria, &e., cam Шо sub- 
eamus ), Grot., Michaelis, Storr, al. Both 
these may be involved in that which is 
intended; the latter particular is present! 
mentioned: but they are not identical wi 
it. Possibly there may be a reference to 
Exod. xxxiii. 7, éyévero, was 5 (утд» 
küpioy  ébewopebero els Th» oxnvhy thy 
Elo тїз wapeuBoATs. Bleek objects that 
if so, we should not expect ў oxnrh to 
have been so shortly before mentioned as 
representing the Jewish sanctuary, in dis- 
tinction from the Christian. But this 
seems hardly sufficient reason for denying 
the reference. The occasion in Exod. xxxiii. 
was a remarkable one. The people were 
just quitting Sinai, the home of the law ; 
and the was à (nrà» Tb» xbpioy seems to 
bear more than ordinary solemnity), bear- 
ing His reproach (see on ch. xi. 26. Tovr- 
dor, Tà abrà do xorres. kowoerobUrres 
abr ё» Tois табђџрасіу, Chrys., c.). 

14.] For (reason why such going 
forth is agreeable to our whole profession : 
not, as Bengel, al, why the word rapen- 
Волћ, and not sóA:, is used above) we 
have not here (on earth: not, as Hein- 
richs, in the earthly Jerusalem. ĝe іп а 
local sense is said by Böhme, after Aristar- 
chus, to be hardly Greek: but it is a mis- 
take; the sense being found in the classics 
from Homer downwards. Palm and Rost, 
sub voce, maintain the correctness of 
Aristarchus's view: but it seems beyond 
question that in such expressions as 
“Нфайтте wpouóA' &8e, the local meaning 
must be recognized) an abiding city, but 
we seek for (ёт. Сите», see on ref.) that 
(abiding city) which is to come (“ Futuram 
civitatem hanc vocat, quia sobis futura 
est. Nam Deo, Christo, Angelis jam 
presens est." Schlichting. Yet this is not 
altogether true. The beavenly Jerusalem, 
in all her glory, is not yet existing, nor 
shall be until the number of the elect is 
accomplished. Then she shall come down 
out of heaven as а bride prepared for her 
husband, Rev. xxi. 2. This verse certainly 
comes with a solemn tone on the reader, 
considering how short а time the uérovca 
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laivé m F i Бош. і. 8. aivécews m Sta йота. ing 

vayrós TQ ÜeQ, " тоутётту ° картӧу  yerdéwy % opoXo- * 2,947 
yovvrov TQ бубдал: avToOd. 16 тӯс è 'evmowdas xai 

` 1 here only. 
w. Oucia, 
2 Chron. xxix. 

* xowovías uù * ériXavÜáveo0e, toravrats yap Өисіаіѕ 3 zaii 16. 
1 u э ^ € г 

єйарєстєѓтаг 0 Ücós. 
17 IIeí0ea0e тої " ayyoupévots Орбу каї “ йтєікєтє аўто 

al. 
m Acte ii. 25 

(from Ps. xv. 
К). x. 2. 
om. кї. 10. 

yap *aypvmvoUsiw vmép TOV Japuydav ipv ws #Мууор ) ch. H. 14 g. 

3 drrodwoorres, iva Herd xapüs тойто поа» ка} gu) з. 
XXI. 31 A (not F.] BN.) 
21. I Pet. iii. 10 (ch. xi. 12) only. 
Matt. xi. 25. Ps. exxxv. 1. czzzviii. 1. 
13 only. (1 John i. 3 al.) t = тег. 2. 

where only t. Gr. freq. 
2С т.) y = 2 Cor, кй. 16. 1Р or. xi. 
40. 1Pet.iv.5. Dan. vi. 2. Theod. 

15. om ovr D'N![P Syr]. 
17. af 7] t vreicere ins avTois N3. 

F-lat) Orig-int,] Primas. 

тӧліѕ did actually remain, and how soon 
the destruction of Jerusalem put an end 
to the Jewish polity which was sup- 
рео be so enduring). 16.] 

h Him (placed first, as carrying 
all the emphasis—through Him, not by 
means of the Jewish ritual observances) 
therefore (this оўу gathers its inference 
from the whole argument, vv. 10—14) 
let us offer up (see on ref.) а saori- 
fice of praise (voia alvécaws is the 
term for a thank-offering in the law: see 
Levit. vii. 12 (5, LXX). Cf. reff. and Ps. 
xlix. 23, Ovela alyéceus Sotdoe: дє, and 
exv. 17 (cxvi. 8), col Oow Өосѓіа» alvécews. 
The Commentators quote an old saying of 
the Rabbis, * Tempore futuro omnia sacri- 
ficia cessabunt, sed laudes non cessabunt.“ 
Cf. Philo de Victim. Offer. $ 3, vol. ii. 
р. 258, 1 àpla ry» àváyovoi 0vaíar, Üuvois 
Tb» ebepyétny xal cwrfpa Gedy yepalpor- 
тез) continually (not at fixed days and 
seasons, as the Levitical sacrifices, but all 
through our lives) to God, that is, the 
fruit of lips (xapzbv xeAéer is from 
Hosea (ref.), where the LXX give dvr- 
azodécouer картђу xe je» as the 
rendering of зге o" тоте, “we will 
account our lips as calves” (for a sacri- 
fice): E. V., “we will render the calves 
of our lips." The fruit of the lips is ex- 
plained by the next words to be, a good 
confession to God) confessing to His name 
(i.e. the name of God, as the ultimate 
object to which the confession, 8° афтою, 
Jesus, is referred. For the construction, 
see reff.). 16.] But (а. d. the fruit of 
the lips is not the only sacrifice: God must 
be praised not only with tbe lips but with 
the life. So Thdrt., eite thv ris all- 
cews Üvciay ёрёткоусау TQ Oep cvré(evte 
84 abr kal rhy 75s eùroitas hy ксірсу(ау 

o = Новкл xiv. 
Prov. 

vii. 20. 
р := Matt. xv. 8 1 Mk., from Isa. zziz. 13. Rom. Ні. 13. 1 Cor. xiv. 

q dat., = here only. (v. dy, Matt. х. Sal. fr.) do., 
r here only t. s Rom. хт. 28. 2 Cor. іх. 

uch. zi. 5,6 (reff.) only. v ser. 7. 
x Mark хіі. 33, Laks к 36. Eph. ті, 18 only. Prov. viii. 34 al. (- via, 

et. U. 11. 

ach. х. 8i reff. 
z Matt. zii. 90. Luke xvi, 2. Acts . 

16. ins тэ bef kowwrias D. 
ws Хоу. arod. bef отер T. фиҳ. vp. А vulg[ (and 

[axobocorra D!-gr. add rep: vu». Di(and lat) copt.] 

elkóros ёкблесе) of beneficence (ciwoita is 
a word of later Greek: Wetstein gives 
many examples of it. Pollux says ebep- 
ela, xápis, доре. Tò yàp ebroita où 
Alay xéxpirat) and communication (of 
your means to others who are in want, see 
reff.: an usage of the word which, as Bleek 
remarks, sprung up in the primitive Chris- 
tian бшк as also the corresponding one 
of the verb: see on ch. ii. 14) be not for- 
gotful (ver. 2): for with such sacrifices 
(viz. broig ка) xowwríq, not including 
ver. 15, which is complete in itself) God is 
well pleased («bape«gToOpal tivi (ref.) is 
not elsewhere found in N. Т. or LXX, but 
in the later Greek writers, e. g. Diog. 
Laert. iv. 6. 18: Diod. Sic. iii. 54; xx. 18: 
Clem.-alex. Strom. vii. 7, § 45, p. 858, ib. 
12, § 74, p. 876 P.: and so in Polyb. iii. 
8. 11, Bvsnpeoroürro ois бж? Algo 
траттоцёуох). 
17—END. ] Concluding exhortations and 

notices. 17.] Having already in ver. 7 
spoken of their deceased leaders in the 
church, and thereby been reminded of their 
atedfastness in the faith, he has taken occa- 
sion in the intervening verses to admonish 
them respecting the dunger of apostasy to 
Judaism, and to exhort them to come fear- 
leasly out of it to Christ. Now he retarus 
to their duty to their leaders. Obey your 
leaders (яер! ёк:скбтоу Adye, c., Thl.), 
and submit (to them) (мо in the 
regular course of your habits, guided by 
them, persuaded that their rule is right: 
éwelxey, where that rule interferes with 
your own will: wel#eo@a: has more of free 
following, беке of dutiful yielding): 
for they (on their part, brought out by 
the atrof) keep watch on behalf of your 
souls (not = фхер фий» as Böhme, but 
rather = rèp бир «is cwrnpíav: the 
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bMa vis. P orevafovTes, ° а№исітећ yap Upiv тойто. 
Bom. viii. 

€ here only t. 
r. req. 

d Luke vi. 28. 
Acta viii. 15. 
Col. i. 3. 

e plur., dee 

note. 
f ace а, 1. eee ch. x. 22 reff. 4 reff. 

. 12. 
1 al. fr. (ch. Ш. 13 reff.) 

40 only. 2 » * 

áxokaréoTgcay abrdy eis olxoy. 
Thess. v. 23. 

IIPOX EBPAIOT3. 

Е = тег. . 

Eph. Ii. 2. 1 Tim. Ш. 15. 1 Pet. i. 17. 2 Pet. ii 
m Jolm xiii, 17. xx. 4. 

n = here (Mark iii. 6 ||. viii. 25. ix. 124) Mt. Асізі. 6) only. Hoe. хі. 11. Polyb. viii, 29. 6, 
o Rom. xv. 33. xvi. 20. 1 Cor. хіт. 33. 2 Cor. ziii. 11. Phil. iv. 

. 18 

XIII. 

18 4 II pos- 
evyeaÜ0e rp * zv: этєӨбодєба yap Ste { каму f avvel- 
Snow ёуошер, © év mão Karas h Өє№ортєс  àvaarpédea0av MA 
19 к тєргссотєросқ O6 ! тараках\ф тоўто тота, iva 
m тфуцор ? атокатастабд dv. 

20 0 ё °Geds Tis ?eipsvgs, 0 Pavayayov ёк vexpav 
h John v. 35, 40. 2 Tim. iii. 12. {= 2 Cor. 

k i 1 = Rom. xii. . ch. ii. 1 reff. 
1 Tim. lii. 14. тег. 23 only t. Wisd. ХШ. 19. 1 Macc. ii. 

р Rom. . 7. Ps. xxix. 8. 

18. ins xc bef rep: D'(and lat) Chr,. rec (for тє:бодеба) sexoibauer, with 
C3D3K мз rel (arm Chr Euthal-ms Thdrt Damasc], confidimus vulg : txt ACID!M[P] 
17, suademus 

yuxi bringing in the idea of immortality), 
as having to give an account (Thdrt. well- 
remarks, wapaive? pty rots цабттаїз úr- 
акобе Tois SidarndAas’ Oif yeipe 8 катӣ 
тайтђ» ка) rods BibagkdAovs els wAclova 
vpo0vulay: Sibác ker yap афтоўз aypunvew 
xa] тёз ebObvas Seimualvew. Chrys. de 
Sacerdotio, lib. fy чүү 175 i. 2, p. A 

igne), says, T elde oe то Ty. 
Shs ) T d drodéaorres, el ка) wpórepor 
«lor, GAA’ 0084 viv cierhooua: ó yàp 
фФВоз rabrys ris ётелђз guvexas karta- 
geles pov Thr Kn): that they may do 
this (viz. watch, not give an account, for 
thus the present жоро, and тобто о 
éAvorreAts ui would be inapplicable 
with joy, and not lamenting (over your 
disobedience): for this (their having to 
lament over you) is unprofitable for you 
(AvoureAcé is found in Luke xvii.2. “The 
exhortation is like Paul in ite spirit, cf. 
1 Thess. v. 12, 18, but more like Luke in 
its expression. -And as we proceed, St. 
Luke's and St. Paul's expressions are found 
mingled together." Delitzsch). 18.] 
Pray for us (here, as elsewhere, it is pro- 
bably а mistake to suppose that the first 
person plural indicates the Writer alone. 
As Del. observes, the passage from the 
I vouue voi to the Writer individually would 
be harsh. And when Bleek finds in ver. 
19 a proof that the Writer only is meant, 
he misses the point, that this quo», in- 
cluding the Writer and his companions, is 
in fact a transition note between ver. 17 
and ver. 19. Cf. Eph. vi. 19: Rom. xv. 80: 
2 Cor. i. 11): for we are persuaded (re:- 
0óue0a, which із St. Luke's way of speak- 
ing, cf. Acts xxvi. 26, has been changed 
into wexol@auev, which is St. Paul's, cf. 
Gal. v. 10: Phil. i. 25 ; ii. 24) that (Bengel, 
al. pause at тєхо!бадеў (rec.) ydp, render- 
ing ör: “quia: nam confidimus ponitur 
absolute, uti audemus, 2 Cor. v. 8.” But 
the other is the better and more probable 
rendering, even with the rec.: and with 

-lat. (Ni reads тер: догу oTi калау. ба уар ori K 

. тоїз TÓA€GIF. 

* 

те:0дребда, more necessary stil) we have 
а good conscience (St. Luke’s expression, 
Bee reff.: and hero chosen perhaps to cor- 
respond to xa r below), daring in ali 
things (not as Chrys., Erasm.(par.), Luth., 
al, masculine, obe ёу 40уікоїѕ pédvor, 
ДАЛА ко) d» suiy,—but as in ver. 4) to 
behave ourselves with (Tovr- 
dor, Awposkówmes  Didyew owovdd(orres 
ка) ёскаудалістоѕ. Thi. This appears to 
point at some offence of the same kind as 
we know to have been taken at the life and 
teaching of St. Paul with reference to the 
law and Jewish customs). 19.j But I 
the more abundantly (see on ch. ii. 1) 
exhort you to do this (жоу тобто; Tb 
eb xe wep) judy, c.), that I may bo 
the sooner (ráxtov is the form of the com- 
parative usual in later Greek: in Attic 
0üccov is commoner: Herod. uses raxó- 
tepov: cf. Palm and Rost in 7axvs, and 
Lobeck on Phryn. p. 77, who adds “In 
vulgari dialecto quantopere hoc nomen 
viguerit, innumera Diodori, Plutarchi, 
Dionysii et sequalium, exempla docent, qua 
sciens prestermitto '") restored to you (reff., 
and Polyb. iii. 98. 7, ёду ёѓауауфу rods 
óufipovs ёхокатастёср Tois *yovebsi xal 

Cf. St. Paul's expression 
Philem. 22, dri yap ӛт: did Tv wpos- 
evxay ing» ХарсӨђсоши o ue. On the 
inferences from this and the other notices 
in this concluding passage, see Prolegg.). 

20, 21.) Solemn concluding prayer. 
"prov wap abra» alrácas тёз eùxás, 
тфте ka) abrbs abrots éxedxyera: dra 
Tà &ya0d. Chrys. 20.] But (84 often 
introduces а concluding sentence, break- 
ing off, as we use Sut: see again ver. 
22, and passim at the end of St. Paul's 
Epistles) the God of peace (so, often, at 
the end of St. Paul's Epistles: see reff., 
and 2 Thess, iii. 16. In the presence of 
so many instances of the expression under 
different circumstances, it would perhaps 
be hardly safe to infer from it here any 

ACDE 
MPN ab 
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TOV *. тоцира TAV Imrpoßáræv Tov * péyav èv * айрат t? & - a lohn x.3 lsa. iii. 11. 
ien " aiwviov tov k)piov nav "собр, ?! * karapríaa, "Ст, 

xxvi. 31, from Zech. xiii. 7. 1 Pet. И. 28. 
u so Jer. zaziz. (xxzii.) 40. xxvii. (I.) 5 al. 

14. Matt. 
в = ch. iv. 14 reff. t ch. x. 29 reff 

v = 1 Сог. I. 10. 2 Cor. ziii. 11. 1 Pet. v. 10. Ezraiv. 13 

20. aft mo. ins хр:сто» D! f 17 [47] vulg( not am fuld!] D-lat Syr copt [th arm. 
edd Euthal- me] Chr Thdrt. 

reference to danger of strife within the 
church addressed. Still the words are not 
а mere formula, and in all the above 
places, some reference is made, doubtless, 
to circumstances either of internal dis- 
sension or external tribulation. And cer- 
tainly both the exhortations in vv. 17—19 
point to a state in which there was danger 
of disobedience within and suspicion to- 
wards the Writer and those who were on 
his part. So that ‘ peace’ was a natural 
wish for them, even without taking into 
account those troubles which harassed and 
threatened them from without, in regard of 
which it would be also a haven, where they 
would be), who brought up from the dead 
(rept &vacTdcems elpntas тобто, Chrys. 

ut perhaps not of the Resurrection only, 
but of the Ascension also. Delitzsch well 
remarks that dvd is not only rursum, but 
sursum: and Bl. refers to Plato, Rep. 
vii. p. 621 0, was Tis дубе abrobs «ts 
фёз, srep ё 480и AC ral Bh wes els 
Ocobs àveAGeiv; ‘ This is the only place 
where our Writer mentions the Resurrec- 
tion. Every where else he lifts his eyes 
from the depth of our Lord's humiliation, 

ing over all that is intermediate, to the 
еей int of His exaltation. The con- 
nexion here suggests to him once at least 
to make mention of that which lay between 
Golgotba and the throne of God, between 
tbe altar of the Cross and the heavenly 
sanctuary, the resurrection of Him who 
died as our sin-offering." Delitzsch) the 
great Bhepherd of the sheep (the passage 
before the Writer's mind has been that in 
the prophetic chapter of Isaiah (ref.), 
where speaking of Moses, it is said, той ô 
дуаВ:Вбсаѕ ёк ris Gardoons Tb» Toiméva 
TG» apoBdtwy, where A and tbe Codex 
Marchalianus read ёк 75js vis, as 46 Chrys. 
read bere, N and the Complutensian baving 
ёк ys. In Isa. the shepherd is Moses; 
and the comparison between Moses and 
Christ is familiar to our Writer, cb. iii. 
2—6. The addition of rd» uéyar as ap- 
plied to Christ, is correspondent to His 
title lepebs néyas, ch. x. 21. То deny this 
reference, with Lünemann, seems impos- 
sible, with the remarkable conjunction of 
Toy roth Tay vp ro The connexion 
here in which this title of our Lord is 
brought in, may be, that of fryotuevoi: 
having been just mentioned, and himself 

also, and his labours and theirs for the 
settlement of the Church in peace being 
before his mind, he is led to speak of Him 
who is the Chief Shepherd (1 Pet. v. 4), 
who was brought again from the dead by 
the God of Peace), in the blood of the 
everlasting covenant (but in what sense ? 
First S:a0hun aldvios is as Thdrt., alórior 
5% thy кшуђу кёкАтке 8:00 \кту, ds érépas 
petà тайтт» ойк écouérns: Iva yàp uh Tis 
d road g, ка) тайтту 8 An Siabhens 
wavofceccOat, elxéras abtis ть ётеЛеб- 
uro Wee. Then, the expression itself 
can hardly but be a reminiscence of Zech. 
ix. 11, xal ot dy айдат: 8:абђктѕ cov 
Фатќстећаз Serulous cov ёк Adkkov ойк 
(xorros 085op: and if so, the import of 
the preposition here will be at least in- 
dicated by its import there. And there it 
is, by virtue of, in the power of, the blood 
of covenant, i.e. of that blood which 
was the seal of the covenant entered into 
with thee. So also we must understand 
it here. Did the sentence apply only to 
the exaltation of Christ, the фу might be 
taken as by Bleek after Calv., ‘with the 
blood,' so that Christ took the blood with 
Him. So (Ec. and Thl., ffyeiper avrov ёк 
vexpay ovv aluar: іади — airov, 
тоутќот: саў» Tj eyépres abrod xo) Tb 
ара abrot kexdpio Ton Suiv els баёйкту 
aldrior: and Calvin, * Videtur mihi apo- 
stolus hoc velle, Christum ita resurrexisse 
& mortuis ut mors tamen ejus non sit 
abolita, sed externum vigorem retineat: ac 
Bi dixisset, Deus Filium suum excitavit, 
sed ita ut sanguis, quem semel in morte 
fudit, ad sanctionem fœderis seterni post 
resurrectionem vigeat, fructumque suum 
roferat perinde ac si semper flueret." 
ut here it is joined to the exaltation only 

by means of the resurrection. And thus, 
ns Del. maintains, the instrumental, con- 
ditioning-element force of v seems to 
predominate : through, or in virtue of, the 
blood (Acts xx. 28). 16 is surely hardl 
allowable to join the words è» айдат 3:a64- 
ans alwyíoy with Tb» woimdva Tbv u YH. 
Yet this is done by Bezn, Estius, Grot., 
Limborch, Schulz, Böhme, Kuinoel, Lü- 
nem., Ebr., al., some of them joining it 
with uéyav. It seems to me that có» 
would in this case be repeuted after uéyay. 
The idea however is no less true, and is 
indeed involved in the connexion with 
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21. quas D'(-gr. 
aft тотса ins nuas D![-gr]. 

auros 71, ipso faciente D-lat. 
(Ec 

f (see Acte xiv. 23 

om «руе DIN. 
ins avro bef our AC! N!(N3 disapproving) ; 

тш» D[-gr] КМК d e fg k 17 (47 arm] Syr Thdrt 

Polyb. ii. cal .) &à . кефаАамәбес 
g Acta zv. h. 26. 9 Kings v. 8 A (not F.) у. 

aft epyw ins kai Хоув [A] Chr-comm. 

om rw» aero» C3 D[-gr] m arm Thdrt, : ins Aci K MIP rel vulg Syr copt 
[eth Chr Euthal. ms Thdrt,, Damasc]. 

22. om yap Nil. 

&reya'yór, and thus with the whole sen- 
tence. The Lord Jesus did become, in 
His mediatorial work, the great Shepherd 
of the sheep, by virtue of that covenant 
which was brought in by His blood (Acts, 
ubi sup.): and by virtue of that blood also 
He was raised up as the great Shepherd, 
out of the dead, and to God's right hand. 
Cf. on the whole, reff.; and Isa. lv. 8; lxi. 
8: John x. 11—18), even our Lord Jesus 
(bere the personal name, Jesus, is joined 
with the assertion of His lordship over us: 
below, wbere the inworking of the Spirit 
through Him is spoken of, it is 3:4 "Ingod 
хрістой, His office as Christ at God's 
right hand having made Him the channel 
of the Spirit to us: the anointing on Him, 
the Head, flowing down to the skirts of 
the raiment. Ch Acts й. 86, àc$aAós 
обу ушаскёто was olxos 'IapafjA, ёт: xal 
&ópioy al ка) xpiordy б Oeds ewolncer, 
ToUTov Tòr 'Incoür by бре doraupécare), 

21.] perfect you (xAnpdca, Teti- 
са, (Ec. uaprupe abrois peydaa' тд yap 
катарт!(бдеубу фот: Th ёохђи Ёхо>, єЇта 
wAnpotmevoy, Chrys. Still, as Bleek re- 
marks, the praise of having made a begin- 
ning is not necessarily involved in the 
wish that they may be perfected) in every 
good work, towards the doing His will 
(ef. ch. x. 36. The expression here is in 
the same final sense as there, as the aor. 
shews: it is not els то rote, to the 
habit of doing, but els 7d жоош, to the 
having done,’ i. e. to the accomplishing’), 
doing in you (otov chosen expressly as 
taking up eis rd 4rovjcat, in exact corre- 
spondence with St. Paul's saying Phil. ii. 
18, д ivepy&v e ópiv kal Tb (Хеу kal Tb 
dvepyeiv) that which is well-pleasing in 
His sight (dsr ToU Ge, an expression 
of St. Luke’s principally. It is a pregnant 
construction, involving Tò йуабђу фуфжцо» 
abrot, kal 8:4 тоёто «bdpecToy abr. 

-lat def.) 
ахестела D[-gr] a bt, 

See Eph. v. 10 al.), through Jesus Christ 
(the reference is variously given: to ebdpec- 
tov, Well-pleasing &c. through J. C.; so 
Grot., Hammond (“ secundum Christi præ- 
cepta " &c.), al.: or to the verb, то», 
as Thl, &sre, бта» rotdner quert Tò 
кахф», Ó Oeds wow: Tovro év jui» 8:4 
'IncoU Хрістоб, тоотќст:, дєтїтү x. dvépyo 
тобтф xpépevos: во (Ec, The latter is 
by far the more probable, as the former 
would introduce а superfluity): to whom 
(i. e. to God, the chief subject of the whole 
sentence, God, who is the God of 
who brought up the Lord Jesus from the 
dead, who can perfect us in every good 
work, to accomplish His will, and works in 
us that which is well-pleasing to Him 
tbrough Jesus Christ. e whole majesty 
of the sentence requires this reverting to 
its main agent, and speaks agaiust the 
referring 4 Á óa to our blessed Lord, 
who is only incidentally mentioned. See 
the very similar construction 1 Pet. iv. 11, 
where however the reference is not by any 
means equally certain) be (in 1 Pet. I. c. 
éorly: and possibly also here: but perhaps 
tre is the more probable supplement 
the glory for ever. Amen. 23. 
But (‘claudendi,’ see above, ver. 20 
beseech you, brethren, endure (reff) the 
word of my exhortation (or, of exhorta- 
tion. dopdves 8 асбе Tà wap’ ёроё pd · 
para, Schol.-Matth. Cf. Philo, Quod Omn. 
Prob. Liber, $ 6, vol. ii. p. 451, kal às 
rarpbs pty Y pnrpds éxiraypdrwr raides 
dyéxovra:; I may observe, that rapdxAn- 
cis is rendered by the vulg. wrongly “ sola- 
tium." In that case no àvéxyecote would have 
been needed. The expression AGs rapa- 
кАђсєоюѕ applies without doubt to the 
whole Epistle, from what follows: not as 
Beza, Calov., al, to the few exhortations 
preceding, nor as Grot. to ch. x.— xiii. 
only: nor as Kuinoel, al., to the exhorta- 
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tions scattered up and down in the Epistle. 
It is St. Luke's expression, see reff.): for 
also (besides other reasons, there is this) 
in (by means of, їп the material of) few 
(words) (few in comparison of what might 
have been said on such a subject. ros- 
avra eiwà»v Üuos Bpaxéa тайўт& qmow, 
Scov apds & ќтебіце Adyew. Thl.: for 
the expression, see reff.) I have written 
the epistolar aorist, as * dabam," #урафа, 
eq. in St. Раш, al. The word is else- 

where peculiar to St. Luke in N.T., see 
reff.) to you. 23.] Know (yweoxere 
сап hardly but be imperative, standing 
as it does at the beginning of the sen- 
tence. In rà» 54 8oxiudy abroU уубскете, 
Phil. ii. 22, it is otherwise а When 
the knowledge nlready exists, the fact is 
the prominentthing: when the knowledge 
is first conveyed, the information) that our 
brother Timotheus is dismissed (the con- 
struction is good Greek: Del. gives as in- 
stances jfí«ovce thy  xópa» byoupndrny, 
Xen. Anab. v. 5. 7: wvOdpevo: Васіл 
TeÜrnkóra, Thuc. iv. DO: yrðre àvarykaior 
b» óuiv dvipdow &yaßois yerdoOa:, ib. 
vii. 77. It is in fact the original govern- 
ment of the accus. and inf. with a partici- 
pial predicate substituted for the infinitive: 
Know him being, for ‘know bim to 
be. roba, on which see Prolegg. 
8 п. 24, does not occur in St. Paul, but 

Vor. IV. 

is frequent in St. Luke; e.g. Luke xxii. 
68; xxiii. 16 ff.: Acts iii. 18; iv. 21, of 
dismissal from prison or custody; Acts 
xiii. 8; xv. 90, of official sending away; 
Acts xv. 83, of solemn dismissal, and Acts 
xix. 41 ; xxiii. 22, of simple dismissal), with 
whom, if he come (xP spe... leds yap 
zy, Ari AH pty abr, phew $% 
GreAnAvOdva: xpos Tb» Habxor. Ee.) 
soon (Luther, Schulz, al. take this in the 
Attic sense of dd» баттоу or ére:ddy bâr- 
TOP, “as soon as,” “ simul atque: but such 
can hardly be tho sense here), I will see 
you (xpos ópás dpxópervos. (Ec.). 
24.] Salute all your leaders, and all the 
saints. They from Italy salute you (on 
this, see Prolegg. $ ii. 18). i 
Grace (the grace, viz. of God. Non ex- 
primit, cujus gratiam ac favorem, unde 
omnis felicitas oritur, illis optet, quippe 
rem Christianis notissimam, Dei nimirum, 
Patris nostri, et Jesu Christi, Domini 
nostri.” Schlichting. Where 4 ҳёри is 
not put thus barely, as in the similar places 
of St. Paul, it is always filled up by тоў 
kvplov (fju&v) “Incov (xp rod), e.g. 
(Rom. xvi. 24) 1 Cor. xvi. 23: 2 Cor. 
xiii, 18 al. fr.) be with all of you (бутор 
first, e the emphasis. биёи wár- 
Tw» would express more the totality of 
the church: drr hdr, every indivi- 
dual). Amen. 
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TITLE. Steph taxwBov каболису етіотоћт, with g h: ew. tax, каб. k о: ет. каб. 
ак. RC: tax. ew. каб. 13: каб. ет. гак. j: 
omg Tov) [P] 1: етот. т. ay. атост. ак. каб. m: 
pan pos єВршоуз taxwBou аделфодеоу f: 
title is wanting.) 

Cuar. I. 1.) ADDRESS AND GREETING. 
James (for all questions who the Author 
of this Epistle was, see the Prolegomena. 
I assume here that which I have there 
endeavoured to establish, that it is James 
the Lord’s brother,” the first president or 
bishop of the church at Jerusalem, an Apos- 
tle, but not one of the Twelve), servant 
(not necessarily, as Huther, an official ap- 
рм, but implying, ав he also con- 
esses, devotion to God and His work alone, 
irrespectively of self-will or other men’s 
will. (Ec. says, бтёр ray 54 коошкф» & она 
ol rod коріои ётботоло: Tb Jobo elvai 
XPT KadrrAwmi(suevar, тобто уубрісра 
davrév BobAorra, rote, ка) Aéyorres, 
wal éurréAAorres ка} Si8dakorres. Bimi- 
Cod, Didymus, and Incert. in Catena) of 

and of the Lord Jesus Christ (not 
* of the God and Lord, J. C, but as Œc., 
беоб цёр, тоў warpds uplov 84, тод vio’. 
Huther remarks, that in all the addresses 
of Epistles, the whole name Ingots xpiords 
is given. St. James mentions our Lord 
only here and ch. її, 1 in this Epistle, and 
not at all in his speeches in Acts xv. and 
xxi. Bengel says, “Videri potuisset, si 
Jesum әре appellaret, id ex ambitione 
facere, cum esset frater Domini. Atque 
eo minus novit Christum secundum car- 
nem), to the twelve tribes (of Israel: 
nor can there be any reasonable doubt that 

tax. Tov атост. ew. kab., with (but 
ez. каб. су. cor. (ax. 

tat BK, also A in subscr. (In ACN the 

this Epistle was addressed to Jewish Chris- 
tians in the first place. Not however to 
them, as distinguished from Gentile Chris- 
tians: for the two classes ap to have 
been not as yet distinct. If the later date 
of the Epistle be taken (see Prolegg), 
then the у ewisb Christians are addressed 
as the nucleus and kernel of all Christen- 
dom. But to my mind, the former is more 
probable) which are in the dispersion 
(* Legimus, occiso a Judmis B. Stephano, 
quia facta est in illa die persecutio magna 
in ecclesia quse erat Hierosolymis, et omnes 
dispersi sunt per regiones Judse et Sama- 
rie, preter Apostolos. His ergo dispersis 
qui persecutionem passi sunt propter justi- 
tiam, mittit Epistolam.” Bede. This is 
hardly correct; but more probable than 
De W.’s view that the words are used 
merely to describe the scattered and dis- 
tressed state of the Christians, as d:acwopd 
did of the Jews. The most likely reference 
of Stag ropd is to the literal and actual 
Jewish dispersion, as in reff.: and the 
Epistle must be considered as addressed, 
from the head of the mother church in 
Jerusalem, to the Jewish believers, residing 
among the dispersed tribes of Israel), 

ting ( the formula xeí(pew is not found 
in the address of any other apostolical 
Epistle; but it occurs in the Epistle drawn 
up under the direction of Janes to the 
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2 Pet. 

Ш. 16. Eur. 

4 dé m ітоцор?) ™ čpyov P réXetov ° ёуёто, lva re v U Med is, 
v. 

zivii.4lonly. 2 Kings i. 6. 
xxvii. 21 only. (-408$,ver. 12.) 

g = Acts zx. 19. 1 Pet. 1.6. Sir. xxxvi. (zxaiil.) 1. 
i Heb. li. 4 reff. 
1= Rom. 5 

2 Thess. I. 4. Heb. xii. 1. ch. v. 11. 2Pet.1. 6. Err 

h Luke . 30. Acts 
k 1 Pet. I. 7 опу. Ра. хі. 6. Prov. 

iv. 15. v. 3. vii. 8. 3 Cor. іт. 17 al. m Luke 
vili. 15. Rom. ii, 7. ax. n = 1 Thess. 
= һа жей кар К о ch. ii. 14, 18. p Matt. v. 48. хіх. 21. James, vv. 17, 

. 9. om ras vic Tees B! 81 lat: Fi syr: AB!CEL(P]N rel vulg vind Syr copt CHAP. 
seth arm Th], [Aug,] Bede,. 

Gentile churches in Acts xv. 23). 
2—13.] Erhortations regarding the en- 
durance of trials. L.] Think it all joy 
(xapáv, following up xaípew, a charac- 
teristic of the style of this Epistle: so 
bxouorfpr 7 & ӧкороуђћ, ver. B5 Acirduevot 
el Bé ris Aelrerat, ver. 4 f. à Biauxpwópevos" 
ô 9$ Biaxperduevos, ver. 6; ётерастбѕ фот: 
. . - Tepd(e« Bé, ver. 18; Apadds els òpyhr 
фрүў vd, ver. 19 f.; rbv Supuror A 
.. « ylvecGe $ жогутай Adyou, ver. 21 
f.; тобтоо pdraws ў Opnoxela’ Opnoxela 
кабарй x. .A., ver. 26 f.;—yea, and that 
when &c. wacav, as in reff., not “ай (of 
it) joy,” eitel Freude, as Luther: but “ай 
sorts of," “every kind of,” all con- 
csivable,” “rem revera omnique ex parte 
letam," as Theile, in Huther. Bengel’s 
idea is ‚ that ‘all’ is used as applyin 
to all kinds of temptations; transf 
from the subject to the predicate) my 
brethren (this is the constant address in 
our Epistle. It betokens community of 
origin and of faith), whensoever ye fall 
into (wepswlarresv is used of becoming un. 
expectedly surrounded by adverse circum- 
stances of any kind: so in reff.: so бут 
йә roatras финфора@ mTepuréoy, Plato, 
Legg. іх. p. 877 0: peydàois &rvxfjuaciw 
be’ AlreAGr», xal цеублиѕ cuupopais 
Teprrecórres, Polyb. iv. 19. 18: repi- 
rech Bialois wAwyais, ib. ili. 116. 9. 
Herodotus also uses the expression, cf. vi. 
16, and Thuc. ii. 54) various temptations 
(the we here are not only what we 
properly temptations, but any kind 
of distresses which happen to us, from 
without or from within, which in God's 
purpose serve as trials of us: the latter 
word being, in this its now common 

eral meaning, а word derived from the 
hristian life. See ref. 1 Pet., which is 

strictly patallel. (Ec. says, after Chrys. 
(in Catena), тў» xarà Gedy Афу» ка} 
TObs weipacuoUs rovrovs kal éxaiverods 
olde ко) xapãs àtíovs" Beopbs yàp obrol 
claw ё$$феүй, kal ahnen ёубяу xal 
xatavétews. Then, after quoting Sir. ii. 
1: John xvi. 83: and Matt. vii. 14. 
ob *ydp dori» ékrbs yuuvacley обте xoc- 

At ofre TG» ката deb oTedásov álw- 
out): 8.] Ground 1 this joy : 
dnd) (ns you do) that the proof of 
your faith (Soxlprov, or Sokiuezor, Plato, 
Tim. р. 65 c. Pott explains it, “ quo quid 
exploratur;" Heisen, “quo rei, que sub 
examen vocatur, manifestatur sinceritas, 
eaque probatur omne id intrinseca virtute 
possidere, quod extrinsecus specie et no- 
mine pre se fert.“ So in Dion. Hal. 
Rhetor. ii, 3e? 80 Sswep xavóra elsa: xal 
radu туа ка} д$ок!(шо» Mu v 
1 ds $ тіз dwoBAdwov Surhoera Thy 
xplow тоеїтба:: во, but joining with the 
idea of a test that of amelioration and pe 
fecting also, Herodian ii. 10. 12, док!шо» 
Bè pair kduaros dAA' ob трофћ. 
The word must be taken here as abstract, 
‘the proving,’ not as concrete, ‘the me- 
dium of proof,’ viz. the temptations. See 
further on 1 Pet. i. 7) worketh (теб) 
endurance ( , “perseverantia, 
magis est quam patientia,” Theile. But 
does not St. Paul, Rom. v. 8, 4, state pre- 
cisely the converse, viz. that ў A Ùro- 
povhy 5 8 tropovh boki- 
uhr? Doubtless: but it is really the same 
that is said: близ there = T6 док!шо>» 
here. As De Wette observes, the thought 
is not carried to its end as in Rom., but 
the Apostle breaks away at óvouorüv to 
exhort respecting it): 4.) but (q. d. 
and be not weary of enduring: but) let 
endurance have a perfect work (скоте, 
ove elme thy Swopovhy pietiks, бта 
Epyor réAaov Exe, GAAG трозтакткёз, 
éxéro* où poor dperhy 
étayyéAAe, GAA viv dyywoudynr os 
xph ‘yeréoOa: vopoderc?. (Ec. In fact, 
from the repetition of ү” from xarepyd- 
(ета, it is =e i = "d t be 
oͤrouorh котеруа(ёсдю cwrypiay телеюу. 
The allusion peed to be to our Lord’s 
saying Matt. xxiv. 18, д 8 öronelras els 
TéAos, obros gœwðhoeran So that the 
words are to be taken simply and literally ; 
тороу as the abstract, endurance, and 
ip ver as the work wrought out (see reff.) - 
by бхороућ in its continuance: not as by 
De Wette after Erasmus (“ Tolerantia non 

T 2 
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9. Acts iii. 2. Iz. 2. Zech. x. 1 
х Matt. xi. 30 ul. Sir. xli. 32. xx. 16. 

20. ziv. 23. Jude 2. (Jer. xv. 10.) 

б, tov beou bef rov 8:5оутоѕ А: om 6eov j. 

habebit laudem absolutam, nisi quemad- 
modum in malis tolerandis fortis est et 
alacris, ita in bonis operibus exercendis sibi 

as = els TéAos бторќуоу, 
but in its ordinary sense of * perfect,’ fully 
brought out and accomplished. And as 
Bengel remarks, ** Perfecta est patientia, 
аю gaudet"), that уе may be perfect (for 

the work of God in a man ts the man. If 
God's teaching by patience have had a per- 
fect чих in you, yos Me ы: Нізіза 
Хбуоѕ ито, ver. 21. е рогрове 
era uk is, to make us perfert) and 
entire (that in which every part is present 
in ite place: so we have öAdxAUpos xal 
Kyi, Plato, Tim. p. 44 0: Tò Васіл чор by 
dy óAokA fpe TQ yéren Corp. Inscrip. 853. 
26. The word is much used in Philo (see 
also Athenseus vii. p. 700 and Pollux i. 1 
in Wolf here) of sacrifices and sacrificing 
priesta, in a technical sense, of which how- 
ever there is no trace here), deficient in no- 
thing (the subjoining a negative corrobo- 
ration to a positive clause is characteristic 
of St. James: cf. vv. b and 6. The expres- 
sion here is illustrated by Raphel from 
Polyb. p. 1202, 1. 16, ё» тӯ 1p ‘Pwpalovs 
ebvolg тард поль тйа$еАфой Леябцероз. 
Here however there is no comparison with 
others, only one implied with that óAo. 
«Anpla which ought to be their ultimate 
state). 5.] But (g. d. but this perfec- 
tion and entireness, this defect in nothing, 
will not be yet attained; and you will fing, 
when you aim at it, that you are lacking in 
the very first requisite) if any of you (el is 
not * quandoquidem," as Estius, but ef ти 
is as usual ‘if any,’ and nearly = бут; б») 
is deficient in (of, gen. as in cb. ii. 15) 
wisdom (7d afrioy rov TeAeíov Epyou coplay 
Aéyei, Œc. Huther quotes from the Etym. 
Mag., Wc piv dor) Tb «бии та 
бута” 84 xal Tb тё бута yiwdoxev 
ка) TÒ Tà rd wpáérrew. For what is 
meant by wisdom here, see ch. iii. 15—17), 
let him ask (either supply it, or take 

in James (ch. v. 2, 3) and 1 John (ili. 22. v. 14, &c.) always of prayer. 
ү K. * wie i ree ri Wied 

y Marr. vii. 7. а Marr. xxi. 21. 

IAKOBOT I. 

v John iv. 
re о . xvi. 27. 2 Macc. vi. 6 only. 
1 Acts х. 20. Rom. iv. 

the verb absolutely, which is better: so 
E. V., see below) from God who giveth 
(the part. is put first because it is that 
which is to be brought out in the sentence : 
q. d. from the giver, God.“ Thus asking 
and giving are put forward as belonging to 
us and God in the abstract, and we do not 
want any oyen ав thy софіау, supplied) 
to all men simply (во Rom. xii. 8, 6 pera- 
3:8обз, dv &wAóTyT:: but perhaps axAdrys 
may also signify liberality. See note on 
that place. It is not however necessary 
here to render “benigne,” as Bede, 
Casaubon, al.: nor *affiwemter," as 
Erasm., Grot., Est., al.; nor “candide,” 
cc sincere,” as Pott, Theile, al.; пог = 
gurtójuos, кабфта{, as Hesychius: but we 
must interpret by what follows, and under- 
stand it of simply giving, and adding no- 
thing afterwards which may take off from 
the graciousness of the gift)and upbraideth 
not (in what sense is rather doubtful. 
Many (Morus, Carpzov, Storr, al.) inter- 
pret it of sending away with a refusal: but 
as Huther remarks, though xarucydvew 
may bear this meaning, dve:3/(es is never 
found so used: certainly not in Sir. xx. 15, 
Ифре» . . . Aly Séoa xal тоАА& Ère- 
dleei. By far the greatest part of Commen- 
tators understand it of reproaching by the 
recounting of benefits bestowed. But this 
again does not reach the full and general 
nature of the expression here: nor does it 
find any justification in that of Demos- 
thenes, p. 316. 10, ӧётошиуђскеу тёз 
las ebepyeclas puxpod Berv Spor dori 
TẸ дуе (еу: for it is one thing to say 
that such reminding is almost equivalent 
to dved3i(ew, and another and a widely 
different one to use évedifew in this 
sense, which is never done, The real mean. 
ing here is just as in Sir. xx. 15 above, and 
in Sir. xli. 22, perà 1d Soda wh дуе: (е, 
viz. upbraiding with any kind of reproaches, 
as God might well do, so unworthy are we 
to approach Him with any request. This 
of course would include that other: but as - 
Semler, * Non tantum significat molestam 
commemorationem beneficiorum, sed etiam 
ualemcunque reprehensionem." So De 
ette and Huther), and it shall be given 

to him (viz. софіа, see 3 Kings iii. 9—12. 
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= 6;акрилошерос * ёоикєу ° Krvdwre Oardaoans * àvepilouévg «= ver. A 
only. Xen. 
Meta. i. 6. 10. «ai è jemibonévo. 7 per) yap * оѓќсдо б avOpwiros éxeivos, b Late t. 2 

h 

zv. 62.) 
v. 21. vii. 24 only.) 
ir. 8 only t 

бт f { Ü f 8 dyno & ${ и Каш + erat TL Tape 700. курбу. dh dipuyos, 47 ы, 
акатастато$ ёи татал Tats ! o60tg айтоў. 

€ copstr., here only. (John xxl. 25. Phil. i. 17 oniy. Job xi.2. 1 Macc. v.61. 2 Macc. 

9) kyavyda Oo * er aye 

f constr., Acts Н. 33. Hi, B. xxvi. 10. 2 Pet. i. 17. Rev. it. 27. K ch. 
yt. heh. ili. 8 only. Isa. liv. 11 only. (-стасќа, ch. ini. 16. i = Matt. xx. 

33. xxii: 16. Luke l. 79. Acta хіі. 10. xiv. 16. Rom. lii. 16 (from Tea. lix. 7) al. j ch. ir. 
16. elsw., P. (Rom. Ц. 17. v. 3. Gal. vi, 13 (all these w. d ]) only. Jer. in. 23, 

7. om т: [C'(appy : от: to тара is written over an erasure] ^N 36. 

The whole verse seems to be written in re- 
membrance of Matt. vii. 7—12). 6.] 
But let him ask in faith (persuasion that 
-God can and will give: cf. Matt. xxi. 22, 
adyta Joa ёду airhonre d» Tf wposevyj 
ire res Арфєсдє : and cf. ebxh rijs 
ría reos, ch. v. 15), nothing ("84у is ad- 
verbial, as in Mark v. 26: Luke iv. 35: 
Acts iv. 21; x. 20, undey Siaxpivdperos as 
here: so also xi. 12 al. In all these places 
it will of course admit of being understood 
“їп nothing, the accus. of reference: but 
it is simpler to believe that it had got past 
this and become an adverb) doub (cf. 
Matt. xxi. 21, from which this is evidently 
resi лч {утте xloriy kal ph $иакр!бўте, 
&c. ! Huther says well, ** 8:акріуесба« is not 
= àsicTeiy (Luke xxiv. 11), but includes in 
it the essential character of dmeria: while 
Iris says Les, and émiarla No, ĝia- 
xplvec hat is the union of Tes and ‘No,’ but 
во that No’ is the weightier : it is that in- 
ward giving way which leans not to riots, 
but to ёміста, | The deep-lying ground 
of it is pride, and so far Thi. is right in 
saying, Óuupivópevos 84 ó цеб Swrepoplas 
ard SBpicrhs ópoAoyovuéres ó Suupi- 
vóuervos : whereas (Ec. in the words, A¢yar 
ё ceavrQ 8т: тёз Bóvaum айса ті 
тарй ToU коріоо kal ЛаВеї», дартткфз 
tocaura eis abróv, brings out a point 
which belongs not to SiaxpívecOai, but to 
а yet weak faith"): for he that doubteth 
is like (reff) a wave of the sea (reff. 
The verb xAvPeví(esÓn:. occurs Eph. iv. 
14 and Isa. lvii. 20, of &. . kAvbe- 
maOhoorra:) driven by the wind (a word 
no where else found. The corresponding 
дуеробсбш occurs in Hippocr., Plato (Tim. 
p. 83 4), Hlian, Lucian, al. It explains 
itself) and tossed about (g rige, from 
pizh (ета) dyduev, Pind. Pyth. ix. 85: 
Soph. Antig. 187 al.; xvuáre» dyduev 
те, Pind. Pyth. iv. 846), to bo blowu 
about by wind: во rf Bé, ef uh wpbs àvéuov 
perí(orro т} ббор, Philo de Mundo, § 18, 
vol. ii. p. 620: 8ўдоѕ Écraror kaxór, ка} 
Oardooy mdy? бро: дт” àvéuov piriQeros, 
Dio Chrys. Orat. xxxii. p. 368 в. The 
more usual meaning of the verb (from 
oͤrrls), to kindle (тето, xaranalerat, 

Hesych.), is not applicable here. The word 
forms a synonym with dvepl(erda; and 
the use of these synonymous expressions 
во close to one another is again a charac- 
teristic of St. James. A good explanation 
of the figure is quoted by Wiesinger from 
Heisen: * Modo ad litus fidei speique 
jactatur, modo in abyssum diffidentia 
revolvitur; modo in sublime tollitur fas- 
tus mundani, modo imis arenis miscetur 
nunc desperationis nunc afflictionis” &c.): 

7.) for (takes up and repeats the former 
ydp: not as Calvin, “non ergo existimet," 
nor as Huther, nämlich) let not that 
man (said with a certain slight expression 
of contempt) think (cf. Matt. v. 17, ud 
voulowre Fri k. r. A.) that he shall receive 
any thing (sc. тё» airoundéyvay: somo 
things, as life, food, raiment, &c., he does 
continually receive) from the Lord (i. е. as 
usually in this Epistle, from Gop. So ch. 
iv. 10, 15; v. 4, 10, 11: seo at each of 
those places. On the other hand, d «ópios, 
ch. v. 7, 14, 15, is used of Christ. Hof- 
mann remarks that where the Father is not 
expressly distinguished from the Son by 
the context, the Godhead, in its unity, is to 
be understood by d des: and the same may 
be said of d xópios). 8.) He is aman 
with two minds, unstable (cf. Dio Chrys. 
above. Hippocrates uses it of fevers which 
observe no fixed periods: Demosth. p. 303, 
of the wind, ёкатёстатоу srep фу da- 
Adrrp wveüua. We have йкатастасіа 
ch. ii. 16, and in Luke xxi. 9: 1 Cor. 
xiv. 88: 2 Cor. vi. б; xii. 20) in all his 
Ways (such is the best way of taking this 
sentence, making it all predicate and all to 
apply to d kyðpæros éxeivos as its subject. 
The common way, to take àvhp 5íyvxos 
as a new subject, as E. V., “a double- 
minded man is unstable," has this against 
it, that it makes the very unusual word 
dl yuxos, found here and in ch. iv. 8 for the 
first time in Greek literature, to be a mere 
usual epithet and word of passage. An- 
other way, taken by Beza, al., is to make 
Фуђр Shpuxos, Axardor. x. T. A., all sub- 
ject, and in apposition with d &»épamos 
ékeivos, —“ ut qui sit animo duplici," &c. 
There is no objection to this, but that it 
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inse бё 6 dBeMjós 0 *rawewós év TH lie avro), 100 бе ABCKI. 

3 Cor. vil 6 
. I. ch. iv. 6 
& 1 Pet. v. 6 both from Prov. Ші. 34) only. Іва. xl. 4. 

18. iv. 8. Rev. xzxi. 16 only. Job v. 11.) 

(n) Matt. vi. 30 al. 

9. om o (bef ade:) B 65 [arm]. 

does not so well suit tho abrupt and 
redicative style of St. James. How 
be Wette can say that it would require 
the article, I cannot imagine: the art. 
would be only admissible in two cases: 
1. if (d) àxfp were subject, and divx os, 
Acardo rr. роем ; 2. оп the render- 
ing of the E. V., * The (а) double-minded 
man (generic) is," &c. But then we should 
surely not bave àshp, but krðpæros. 
From this passage the use of Sipvyos 
spread onwards in the Fathers: we bave 
very early, in the Apostol. Constt. vii. 11, 
p yivov Shpuxos d» sposevx i) el стаи } 
об: in Clem.-rom. i. 23, p. 260, тала{- 
weopol elow of Blyvxon of 8:стё(оутет Thy 
vx hy. The dsiaxpivecOa: arises out of 
the $ujvxía: this causes him, as Sir. 
ji. 12, éwtBalverw ёт) Béo тріВооѕ. Cf. 
also Sir. i. 27, uh dwesOhops ФёВф xuplov, 
ка) ph wposéAÓps aire dy xapBía ёиттў, 
and Tanchuma Rabba in Deut. xxvi. 17, 
1 Ne habeant (qui preces ad Deum facere 
velint) duo coni: unum ad Deum, aliud 
vero ad aliam rem directum ”). 
9.] The connexion appears to be this: 
we must not y before God, we must 
not be before God, double-minded ; in our 
trials, we shall get no beavenly wisdom, if 
this is so. This double-mindedness, one 
soul drawn upwards to God, the other 
drawn downwards to the world, causes no- 
thing but instability, and cannot result in 
that joy which is to be owr attitude in 
trial. And it arises from misapprehension 
of our appointed state in trial: the poor 
and humble forget the exceeding honour 
thus done to them, which ought to be to 
them ground of boasting, far more worthy 
than (see below) tbe rich in this world 
have in their riches which shall so soon 
fade away: whereas (ver. 12 he that is 
tried shall receive a crown of life from the 
Lord. But (contrasted with the Sujvxia 
above) let the brother (the Christian be- 
liever) who is low (poor and afflicted; 
not merely, low in station: this explana- 
tion goes with the view that ó 5à mAovrios 
below is Christian also) glory in his 
exaltation (which he has obtained by 
being admitted into the fellowship of 
Christ's sufferings and which һе has 
further in reversion in the glorious crown 
of life hereafter, ver. 12) : 10.] but the 
rich (not ó d3eAgos d wAovoros, пог is the 

'm Luke і. 48. Acts viii. 33 
а here bis and 1 Pet. i. 24, from Тал. xl. 6 only. Ps. eli. 15. 

1. arrovaros Ey Tj) m TaTresv@cet avToU, бт, ws ™ vlos "? p- à 
1 = here only. (Luke i. 78. zzir. 48. b. iii. 

Lai liii. 8). Phil iii. 21 only. 
o аз abore AM Job ziv. 2, р аз above 

vAoíc:os to be understood any otherwise 
than in the rest of the Epistle, cf. ch. ii. 6 
f.; v. 1 ff. There are difficulties either way; 
but on mature consideration I find those 
on the usual hypothesis, of the sAoóctos 
being also a brother, insuperable. For in 
that case, l. a most unnatural change in 
the sense is necessary at ёт: Let 
the rich brother glory in his humiliation, 
for, or because, considered merely as a 
rich man,’ &.: во that d wAodcws із а 
Christian brother at first, and then a mere 
rich man in the next clause: 2. such a 
meaning will not suit oÜres ка) d wAov- 
gios dp тойт wopelus abrod paparOhoera:, 
which is simply predicated of ó As, 
the subject enunciated in d 8¢ wAoóícios 
above, and cannot with any probability be 
supposed to be said of him merely quoad 
his riches. Whereas on the other view 
the difficulties are no more than arise from 
a confessedly clliptical parallelism. After 
ф Bè wAovor0s we must supply, not neces- 
sarily xavxydeGe, but rather xavyara:: 
‘Let the razeiwós glory in his exaltation, 
whereas the rich man glories in his debase- 
ment, cf. Phil. iii. 19, à» J 36а èr тӯ 
ale xu айту. The above view, as far 
as wAoócios is concerned, is adopted by 
the author of the Comm. on the Lamenta- 
tions in Jerome’s works (“Quod autem 
dicit, filiam Edom gaudere et letan quod 
pervenerit ad eam calix Domini, per 
ironiam legendum est, et est illud in 
epistola Jacobi apostoli ... . ‘dives autem 
in humilitate sua,’ subauditur a supenore 
glorietur, quod non tamen ad gloriam, sed 
ad humilitatem ejus et damnationem рег- 
tmet ), Bede, Lyra, Thomas Aq. Beza, 
Wetst., Pott, Hottinger, Huther, al.: but 
impugned by De Wette, Wiesinger, Stier, 
al.) glories (see above) in his humilia- 
tion (cf. ref. Phil.: in that which is m 
reality his debasement, just as in the 
other case the lowly Christian is called on 
to boast in what is in reality his exaltation. 
Thus, and thus only, the parallelism co- 
heres. Оп the ordinary view, the wos 
of the razewós brother is, that which is 
really but not apparently his exaltation, 
whereas the rarer ens of the wAovcios 
brother is that which is apparently but not 
really his debasement); because as a flower 
of the grass (reff.) he shall pass away. 
11.] For (justification of &s &»6os xóprov 

{gh j 
Ime 
13 
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Tov "mrapeXeUcera,, 11 tdyérethey yap б M oly TQ чара u. 10 
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^ ^ intr., Heb. ч éferecev xal 1) “ейтрётега той * простои айтой d- vi, tert, 
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eXero' obres xal o arXovcios ёр таў Ymopelais айтой Luke чів. 
з napavOnoerat. 1? uakápios avp 0s * Ùmopévet ° Teipao- І rv 1 1 

ў = Май. xlii. 
роу, Ore ° д0окашос yevópevos Anurrerat tov d стёфарор SiL. (en. 
тўс dt боў, dy Е ёттрүуєі\ато тоф  дуат@сіу айтор. Act 20. 

. x. 1 Pet. i. 26. 

‚18 undes ! trecpafouevos №еүєто бт * ато Oeod ! терафо- Tee zaviti. 

xlix. 2. аш: е w = Luke xii. 66. Ps. cili. 30. X st 1 Pet. i. 7 reff. e 
xiii. 22 only. = plur., Ps. lxvii. 24. Nah. ii. 5. з here only. Job zxiv. 94. Wied. ii 8. хіх. 
20 only. а = & constr., Heb. x. 32 reff. b= ver. 2. e Rom. ziv. 
18. xvi. 10. 1 Cor. хі. 19. 2 Cor. х. 18. xiij. 7. 2 Tim. ii. 15 only. 3 Kings x. 18, d Rev. il. 10. 

е2 Tim. ir. 8. 1 Pet. v.dal. Prov. iv. 9 f = 1 Pet. ii. 7. Phil. ii. 16, 
23 reff. 

4 = 1 Cor. үй. б. x. ЇЗ. Gal. vi. Lal. 

11. om 2nd avrov B. 
C' (appy). 

12. for arnp, avOpewos A 70. 104. 

wuptos, Wit 

v. 9. 

acc. rei, Rom. iv. 21. dat. pers., Hen: vi. 13 al. 

woptas Al N] 40. 89. 97 ТЫ. 

g = Heb. x. 
h Rom. viii. 28. 1 Cor. ii. 9. ch. ii. 6. 

Acts ii. 23, 2 Cor. lii. 18. 

for 8rd avr., lavrov 

vropevet КР] fil, vrouer# m; susti- 
nuerit let f Cbrom,: sufert vulg: vroueiwn 18. 

KL[P] rel syr arm-zoh(1s05) Thl Œc, xvpis C 117 ; o beos 4. 18(appy). 
rec aft «Лато ins o 

27-9. 103 vulg Syr copt th: om ABN a! lat-f, arm-usc. 
18. for ато, vro М a. 

Damasc ТЫ (Ec. 

rape et erat) the sun arose (it is given 
in the form of a tale, a narration of what 
happened and ever does ha : see Isa. 
xl. 7, from which the whole is adapted) 
with the heat (or, the hot east wind, the 
ov: this interpretation seems approved 
by ref. Jonah, xal éyérero бра те Are Aa. 
Tür fAsoy, ка) sposératev ó Geds (kópios д 
0. A) жуєбрат: xatown (-ros ABN): seo 
Winer, Realw. art. Wind." But rav- 
сыу in ref. Matt. and Isa. xlix. 10, is 
evidently only Aeat: and considering, 1. 
the relation between that Gospel and St. 
James, and, 2. that the LXX, when the 
Kadim is intended, almost always add д 
Ќуероз or Tò zrebüua, I prefer the other 
meaning, the arid scorching which accom- 
panies the increasing power of the sun), 
and dried up the , and the flower 
thereof fell away (all from Isaiab), and 
the beauty of its appearance (eo прбз- 
eov in reff., the external appearance 
of any thing) perished: thus also shall 
the rich man (the same as was spoken of 
ver. 10: not ó wAovros avrot, but the 
wAovcios himself) wither (reff.: the verb 
continues the similitude) in his ways 
(cf. ref. Psalm and Prov. ii. 8. Luther’s 
translation, in feiner Habe, rests on 
the reading sopíais). 12.] We 
now return to the suffering and tempted 
Christian, who has his paxapioués, and a 
possession more precious and more sure 
than worldly wealth. Blessed is the man 
(no stress on àvhp, cf. vv. 7, 8, 20) who 
endureth (the emphasis is on dwoperei, 

rec ins Tov bef deo: om ABCEL(P]N rel Eus Cyr[-p,] 

which distinguishes this saying from that 
in ver. 2; it is not the mere rep. ee 
9t eipag роз, but the droudverw weipacudy, 
which is felicitated. Thero is no reason 
to read rouevei, as Bengel. The blessing 
is categorical, and as well expressed by the 
present as by the future) temptation: 
because when he has beoome approved 
(by the trial: when һе has undergone the 
Šoxljuov, ver. 2. This 8óékipos yerduevos, 
as connected with that verse, furnishes 
some support to the reading which omits 
vis Tlrr«es there. The бок!шо> is of 
himself, and it is he that becomes dx 
by it) he shall receive the erown of life 
(тї Cais is gen. of apposition: the crown 
is life eternal: тӯ (095, ‘vitæ illius,’ 
of that life of which we know, which is 
glorious and eternal. No image derived 
from athletes must be thought of in the 
verse, as is done by many: such an image 
would be foreign to the ideas of Jews, 
with whom the receiving a crown from 
God was a familiar image, irrespective 
of any previous contest for a prize: cf. 
Ps. xxi. 3: Wisd. v. 16, Aral Tb 
Васіл eos тўз ebzpexelas ка) ть Bidbuua 
ToU kdAAovs ёк xeipbs kvpíov), which He 
promised to them that love Him (who 
promised it, is understood: God, repeatedly, 
in substance: whenever a kingdom is 
foretold as the future inheritance of His 
people: Tois dyareow abrór, cf. 2 Tim. 
iv. 8, and the same words again in ch. 
іі, 5. It is a formula frequently occur- 
ring in the law and the Prophets: cf. 
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Lnereonly +, да. & yap Geos \атєірастбс̧ ёстіу какфь, {перабе ё 
aweipatos 9 

m sing., Rom. 
vii. 7, B. 
Col. їй. 6. 1 Thess. iv. 5 al. 

02 Pet. ii. 14, 18 only t. 

15. om » (bef єт:диша) С. 

Exod. xx. 6: Deut. vii. 9: Judg. v. 81: 
Neh. i. 5: Ps. v. 11 ; exliv. 20: Dan. ix. 
4: Sir. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 16; xlvii. 22). 
18—15.] The truth respecting temptation. 

13.] Let no one when tempted (in 
the manner hitherto spoken of through the 
chapter. There is no warrant for changing 
in the slightest degree the reference of the 
word. The ‘tentatio’ is a trying of the 
man by the solicitation of evil: whether 
that evil be the terror of external danger, 
or whatever it be, all respd(eo@ar by means 
of it arises not from God, but from ourselves 
—our own ёт:бошіа. God ordains the 
temptation, overrules the temptation, but 
does not tempt, is not the spring of the 
solicitation to sin) say that (őr: recitantis) 
Iam tempted from God (у agency pro- 
ceeding out and coming from God: ү 
different from dd 0cov, which would re- 
present God as the agent: as indeed He is 
In weipd(e: Bè abrbs ob below. See 
Winer, $ 47 b. b note. Thusthe man would 
transfer his own responsibility to God. 
There does not seem to be any allusion to 
the fatalism of the Pharisces, as Schnecken- 
burger, al. seem to think: the fault is one 
of common life, and is alluded to Sir. xv. 
ll, uh laps Sri did кро» ёчќоттр): 
for God is unversed in things evil (the 
meaning usually given, “ «ntempted," or 
“not able to be tempted,” is against the 
asage of the word. It occurs in four 
forms, weíparos, dwelparos, àrelpuros 
(Іоп.), and ётжеірастоѕ; and in all of 
them seems to have but two meanings: 
1. that has not been tried : во ob &welpa- 
тф› deri run, Dem. p. 810; 
a&welparos & rots “EAAnot, Luc. Tox. 8: 
2. that has not tried: во od dwelparos 
калёр, Pind. Ol. 10 (11). 18; ёллоёатду 
ойк ёжеіркто: 88ро, id. Nem. 1. 33; 
car àweiparos (that has never expe- 
rienced adversity), Plut. agg no las, pros 
&xelparos, unversed in free speaking, in 
love, Lucian, Plut. See Palm and Rost's 
Lex., and numerous other examples in Wet- 
stein. And even if we chose here to depart 
from usage, and suppose that éwelpacros is 
not a later form of i. but a verbal 
from weipd(w, to be interpreted by the 
meaning of that verb in the context, we 
should get a meaning for awelpacros en- 
tirely foreign from tho context: viz. that 
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swabwer а0тӧс̧ oddéva, 14 ёкатто$ 8 |‘ metpdferar tro Ths баб 
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n here only$. (Prov. xxiv. E 33 only.) éfeAkvew, Job xx. 15. 
p Mark iv. 7. Luke viii. 12. 1 Cor. zv. 24 

God is not tempted of evil, whereas there 
is no question here of God being tempted, 
but of God tempting. Some have en- 
deavoured to escape this by giving &reí- 
perros an active sense“ is not one 
who tempteth to evil.” So Schol. in 
Cramer's Catena: ёт: ó Oeds reipd g 
és’ Sperclg, oda ёт) TQ kaxoworjcar did 
wal dx Sri д Oeds ärefpacrds dare 
xax@y: so the оріс version: the 
vulg., Deus intentator malorum est: 
Luther, al. This doubtless 16 may have :. 
we find итро! калоятӯт dkéxewTo rimeAts, 
Soph. Ant. 1011: тёцф Td»8pl peuwrds, 
id. Trach. 446: бхоттоѕ Tpwikijs &Ac- 
gews, Eur. Hec. 1117. But there are two 
objections: 1. that this sense would be 
tautological, the succeeding clause only 
repeating the assertion: 2. that thus the 
gen. car can only mean of evil men:“ 
* God is no tempter of evil men,’ which is 
out of the question. It seems then that 
we must take refuge in the ordinary 
meaning of the word, and render it *wa- 
versed in,’ having no experience of.’ And 
thus De Wette and Huther. (Ec. takes 
the words as in the citation from Plutarch 
above: 7b Oeidy те ка) naxápior obre айт} 
pd yuara Ex ei, обте ётќроѕ rap xe: which 
is decidedly wrong. Taken as above, drei- 
растоѕ does not carry а negatiou of reipd- 
det, but forms a paronomasia with it: and 
the sentiment is just as in the passage of 
Sir. above quoted, which goes on say 
BoéAvyua eulenoer kópios), but (the B 
takes up the contrast again from setpd con: 
‘not во, but.“ I may observe that the 84 
is against the ordinary acceptation of drei- 
pastos, on which it ought to be xal) HE 
tempteth no man (the atrés does not, as 
commonly supposed, bring out God’s action 
in distinction to His not being tempted— 
‘as He is not tempted, so neither does. 
He himself tempt any man’ (see this urged 
in Wiesinger) : but brings out this, that 
the temptation indeed takes place, but from 
another cause. Huther gives the sense 
well: “ Let none say when he is tempted 
to evil, From God am I tempted: for God 
hath no part in evil: but as to the tempta- 
tion, He tempteth no man” &c.): 14.] 
but each man is tempted, being (slightly 
causal, ‘in that he is’) drawn out and 
enticed by his own lust (the image, if 
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т Luke кі. 82 only t. 2 Macc. xv. 30 only. Plato 
18 only t. t 1 Cor. vl. 9. xv. 33. 

we are justified in supposing that a fixed 
one was contemplated from the first, 
seems to be, as Pott observes (in Huther), 
“dw Oupla, áuapría, et dvar personarum 
vim habent: imaginem meretricis suppe- 
ditant voces oA ABE, тіктеу, dwoxvery, 
necnon et & Axe atqne SeAed(err.” Tho 
participles éfeAxdpevos and SeheaLdpevos 
are abundantly illustrated by the Com- 
mentators, е. g. in Wetst. by Xen. Mem. 
ii. 1. 4, 14. (ёа . . Toórey yap dhwov 
тА uiv yarrpl dA ,,ẽmune a. . TH émibvulg 
TOU фауєіу aydueva rpòs Tb 8$ёХеар, 
&Aloxeras. And Herod. ii. 70, of takin 
the crocodile, ¿redy varo» bbs SeAcdop il 
yr x. T. J. » Ó крокбёећоѕ ... 
d red ёёєАкосеў és уу c. r. A. Schnecken- 
burger says, dx et BeAed(eiw sunt 
verba e re venatoria et piscatoria in rem 
amatoriam et inde in nostrum tropum 
translata :" only we must not bere inter- 

t ёАкеу which precedes 8eAca(., as 
in Herod. above, “to draw to land,” but 
rather as Schulthess, elicere bestias ex 
tuto, ubi latent, in locum hamis retibusque 
Had aaah But, as Huther observes, it 
is hardly likely that the original reference 
of the words would be distinctly before 
the Apostle as he used them. Cf. Aristot. 
Polit. v. 10, жара rijs yvvauxbs Ф е\кис0еіз, 
“ab uxore sollicitatus.” In the Test. 
XII. Patrum, p. 702 (Kypke), Joseph 
says of Potiphar's wife, eis wopyelay ре 
éd$eAkócaTo. And cf. Homer's abrbs yàp 
é$éAkerai бубра olSnpos, Od. т. 204: and, 
which is the nearest correspondence of all, 
Plut. de Sera Numinis Vindicta (in Hu- 
ther), тд улик? ris émiüuulas фзтєр BéAeap 
éEéAxeiv (àv8pdnirovs). With regard to 
the matter treated, and the proper sense of 

here, it seems to me that Huther 
is right in setting aside the difficulties 
which Hofmann (Scbriftb. i. p. 415) and 
after him Wiesinger, have found in this 
passage as compared with Rom. vii.7. St. 
James is not here speaking of the original 
source of sin in man, but of the actual 
source of temptation to sin, when it occurs. 
The áuapría of St. Paul, the sinful prin- 
ciple in man, is not here in question: we 

e up the matter, so to speak, lower 
down the stream: and the èr:ĝvula here 
is the érxifvula there, itself the effect of 
sin (abstr.) in the members, und leading 
to sin (concrete) in the conduct): 
к lust having conceived, bringeth 
forth sin: and (84 brings out the new 
subject) sin, when completed, bringeth 
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= Luke i. 24, 
31, 36. ii. 21 
(v.9 al.) only. 
Gen. iv. 1,1 
al. 

6 ver. 

16 tM) тларасде, 

sa. xliv. 8, 

forth death (it has been questioned whe- 
ther åpapría is here in one, or in two 
senses. De Wette holds that the first 
&uapría is the purpose, or inner act, of 
sin,—the éwore«cÓeiga carrying this 
&sapría out into an act, which act brings 
forth death, the wages of sin. But this is 
decidedly wrong. Wiesinger has disputed 
it, and insisted rightly that the inner act 
is the union of the will with the éx:@upla, 
the rere. denoting extrusion into outward 
act: then the second áuapría, — which 
Huther rightly maintains to be, not as 
Wiesinger, after Calvin, “cursus peccandi 
completus,” but the sinful act when 
brought to perfection in all its conse- 
quences, in a series of results following on 
one another and bringing a man under 
bondage to his sin,—being thus perfected, 
brings forth eternal death. Theimagery is 
throughout consistent. The harlot éw:éu- 
pla, d& Axe and белее the man: the 
guilty union is committed by the will em- 
bracing the temptress: the consequence is 
that she tlre: duapriay, sin, in general, of 
some kind, of that kind to which the 
temptation inclines: then, 4 áuapría, that 
particular sin, when grown up and mature, 
— herself &woxde:, *oxtrudit,' as if all along 
pregnant with it, Death, the final result 
of sin. So that temptation to sin cannot 
be from God, while trial is from Him. The 
one, being ёокішоу juv, xarepyd(erat 
úxouorhs À Bè úroporh, Ёруоу Act 
Éxovca, тђу dev: the other, being é£éAxv- 
ow к. SéAcap arising from éw:Ouula, тікте 
&paprlar 1 $# duapria йёхотеАетбєїта 
&кокбеы дбуатоу. The English reader will 
not fail to remember Milton’s sublime 
allegory in Paradise Lost, where Satan, by 
his own evil lust, brings forth sin: and 
then by an incestuous union with Sin 
(which doubtless may be said to lie here 
also in the background, no cause being us- 
signed for the àronbei) causes her to bring 
forth Death. As regards the single ex- 
ressions, ovAAaBovea тікте is а 
XX formula for 3» WM): cf. reff. Gen., 

also xxx. 17 al. fr. ётокйву, or àro- 
cue (either is allowable, see Winer, $ 15) 
is found principally in later Greek : Wetst. 
gives examples from Maximus Tyr., He- 
rodian, Lucian, Phlegon,—all with this 
meaning. For ётотелсс@єса, cf. 
Polyb. ii. 58. 7, Tb péyioTov dudBnua karà 
epoaípegir kxeréAecay). 16—18.] The 
idea that God tempts to sin has been as yet 
only negatively contradicted. But so far 

— a 
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is it from this being so, that He is the 
Author of all good. 16.] Do not err 
(some have ended the paragraph with 
these words: some have begun a new one. 
But Theile (in Huther) rightly remarks of 
this formula, * Ubi antecedentia respicit, 
nunquam finit cohortationem, sed ita 
interpositum est, ut continuet et firmet, 
nunc illustrando, nunc cavendo." 1% oc- 
curs in reff.: see also 1 John iii. 7 (un9els 
vAardre бий). Still we must not take 
Theile's further exposition, * Nolite in 
alterum errorem abstrahi, ut nempe bona 
quoque a summo numine abjudicetis :" for 
this does not lie in the context), my beloved 
brethren (both this earnest address, and 
the caution, shew how important the 
Writer feels this to be, which he is about 
to enunciate) : 17.) every good gift 
(86см, properly the act of giving : but the 
ideas of the giving nnd the gift are so con- 
vertible, that it as often has the passive 
meaning: ав wpaf:s, and other similar 
words. So in ref. Prov., 8бо:ѕ Ad@pios 
arp dpyds, ё@рюу 8 & deibóuevos 
Oupdy ёуєіре, ісхорбу) and every perfect 
gift (we cannot express 860 and 8apypa 
by two words in English. There is a slight 
climax in Sépnua, as there is in Ae 
compared with &ya64: it brings out the 
gratuitous and proprio motu element in 
the gift, as is done again by BovArOeís 
below. таёта and way are taken by Ra- 
phel Bengel, al. in an exclusive sense, 
“nothing but good gifts and perfect gifts” 

This is perhaps allowable, but it 
weakens the force of the sentence and 
spoils the context, the object of which is 
to shew, not that God's gifts are all good, 
but that all good gifts come from Him. 
So that хата and ха» are better kept in 
their ordinary senses, and the stress laid, 
in each case, on the adjectives, @уаббу and 
Textor) descendeth from above (dvw0dv 
ёстіу катаВаѓуо» belong ther, not as 
E. V., Grot., Wolf, al., A ёст», kata- 
Baivov. This is shewn by  ушбеу катер- 
Xopern, ch. iii. 15. łem serves to bring 
out the essential quality of the gift; is, 
* its nature, sent down from above. 

ies. quotes from Bereschith Rabba, 51. 
1, Dixit R. Chanina, Non est res mala 

4 Kings ix. 20 only. 

у = John ЇЙ. 31. xix. 11. ch. iii. 15,17 only. 
i a = 2 Сог. i. 3. Ep 

€ = (see note) here only. (plur., Acts xvi. 29 only.) 
€1 Cor. vi. 5. Gal. iii. 28 (3ce). Col. iii. 11 only. see 

for exi, ecru [PN b! c d o 36. 

descendens desuper ), from the Father of 
the lights (of heaven) (it seems now gene- 
rally agreed that by rà hr here is meant 
the heavenly bodies, and by warfp tho 
creator, originator, as in Job xxxviii. 28, 
тіз dori бето? warfp; Being this, being 
the Father of those glorious fountains of 
light, and thus (see below) purer and 
clearer than they all, it cannot be that He 
should tempt to evil. Our very life, as re- 
newed in Christ, is of His begetting, and 
we are a firstfruit of His new world. 
Various meanings have been given to тё» 
$éTev— spiritual light, Grot.: illumina- 
tion, with reference to the Urim, Heisen : 
“luminum spiritualium in regno gratie 
et glorie," Bengel: “omnis perfectionis, 
bonitatis, sapientis et prosperitatis," Wolf, 
Benson, al. : ** omnis et prestantise et bene 
compositi ordinis," Calv. As regards the 
word era, we have, Ps. exxxv. 7 ff., rẹ 
тосаут: pera peyda . . . Ty BALY... 
Thv cerhvny ко) robs dorépas K. r. A.: Jer. 
iv. 23, ёхёВлефа ёт) rhv i, ко) (800 
ойбёу, ка} els roy офраубу, xal obe Fy тё 
фдта abrob. In Gen. i. 14, 16 they are 
фостӯреѕ), with (‘chez,’ “арпа, bet: see 
ref.) whom there is (ën, abbreviation of 
ye cri: see тей. Not = Fri, but carrying 
the meaning inest, there is in Him’) no 
change (wé@ev dé, says Arrian on Epict. i. 
14, p. 62, ярь: thy ай уа» cal pelwow 
Ts SN, kal thy той Nο p- 
obo» каї &po8or, tocabrn тараллауђ 
kal ёт) тё ёруаутіа ретаВо\ђ tv èri- 
yelwv Gepe ra. This sentence confirms 
what Gebser (in Huther, al.) has observed, 
that wapadAay} never occurs as an astro- 
nomical term: seeing it is used in its com- 
mon sense, even where the heavenly bodies 
are being spoken of. Besides which, it is 
not at all probable that St. James should 
write to the dispersed Jewish Christians in 
the technical language of astronomy. I 
take then the word in its ordinary sense, 
change: that uncertainty of degree of 
light which we see in the material heaven- 
ly bodies, but which is not in God their 
geal Soin Wetst., we 5 орн 
tus speaking of a sapaAAayf; T:s evoopuias 
xal ёосџіаѕ : Plato, Rep. vii, of the ab- 
surdity of one who looks on the order and 
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symmetry of the heavenly bodies, and vo- 
ul(orra уЇуєсба{ тє таўта del фѕабтоѕ, к. 
obdauñ odd mapadAdrrew aGuá тє Éxorra 
ка) ópápeva: Plotinus, Enn. vi. 6. 8, of a 
таралЛауђ ђџерёу xpos уйктаѕ: Diogenes 
Laert. vii. 145 Zeno, of the moon eclipsing 
the sun, xa) wdAw wapadAdrrovoa) or 
shadow (ётоск the dark mark of 
shadow,—oxlacpa, the result of oxid(erOar, 
cast awd, from, any object) of turning 
(arising from tarning. Here again we must 
look for a common-sense, not for an astro- 
nomical meaning of the word. poral 
HAlov are, it is true, the solstices: but 
they bave nothing to do with any darken- 
ing of the sun. So that I would take 
tpowy in the general sense of furning, or 
revolution, in which the heavens are ever 
found: by means of which the moon turns 
her dark side to us, in a constant state of 
wapadAayh aud тротӯѕ ётоскіасра: by 
means of which the moon is eclipsed by the 
sbadow of the eartb, and the sun by the 
body of the moon, or, if you will, though 
this is hardly so likely to have been in view, 
is hidden from us during the night. From 
all these God, the Father of lights, is free ; 
as 1 John i. 5, ó Oeds pôs dri, ка} скотіа 
dy avrg ойк Lory obSepla. It only re- 
maine to repudiate altogether, as inadmis- 
sible, the meaning given by (Ec., the meta- 
phorical acceptation of ётоскіасџа, arr) 
ToU 008 uéxpis Srovolas rivds SxoBorh, 
not a shadow of any change. So Hesych. 
(&AAoiocems Kal gayracias бџоіеџа), 
Wolf, Lósner, Morus, Rosenm., al.). 
18.] The greatest example of this position, 
that all good and perfect gifts conie from 
Him: mentioned not merely as anexample, 
but as leading on to the following context. 
Because He willed it (the aor. part. is, 
1. contemporary with the verb : 2. slightly 
causal, involving the condition of the act 
which follows. It was of His own mere 
will, ‘proprio motu,’ and the emphasis is 
on this word. “Exprimit quod Deus pro 
suo beneplacito nos genuerit, atque ita sibi 
fuerit causa. Unde sequitur, naturale esso 
Deo benefacere." Calvin) begat He (à ro- 
кове or -ety (soe above, ver. 15), here in 

the sense generare, ns there parere. Cf. 
1 Pet. i. 23: 1 John iii, 9. The spiritual 
birth, not the natural, is meant, as is 
evident by what follows) us (judas, twicere - 
peated, signifies the Writer and his readers, 
not Christians in general: not especially 
as Jewish Christians, ‘Iov8aly xpéry,—for 
that is not (see below) the reference here) 
with the word of truth (the gen. is one 
of'apposition : cf. John xvii. 17, 6 Adyos 
bods &Afjóeid dai. And the word of truth 
is the gospel, preached, and Éjvros as 
below: cf. 1 Pet. i. 23, àrayeyersrnuévoi . . 
8:4 Adyou (ros Oeod. The failure of 
the articles does not alter the sense. It is 
especially a characteristic of the abrupt 
sententious style of our Apostle. Cf. roi- 
та Aóyov, ver. 22, where Adyos must bo 
‘the word; and indeed passim. (Ec. makes 
Adyos personal: Tra uf ris óxoAdBp ópoies 
fut» ка) toy оу &xorexeiy abrdy, ка) ped’ 
$u&r ral roy уу уеуеууђсда, exdye тб, 
Ady &AnÜcías, тбута yàp катй roy be 
lodvvn 8:4 ToU víoU éyévero : and so Atha- 
nasius, Serm. iii. advers. Arianos, vol. ii. 
p. 483; and Bernard, Serm. ii. ad Fra- 
{гез (P): which is clearly wrong), that we 
should be (aim, but not the primary aim, 
of the droxvijca:. His gracious purpose 
with regard to usin particular was, that we 
should be, &c. His great purpose with 
regard to ali Christians is not here in ques- 
tion. Hence $uás is repeated) a kind of 
firstfruit (“ wa similitudinis est nota, nos 
quodammodo esse primitias," Calv. It 
does not appear to be intended as Bengel, 
* * Quedam habet modestiam, nam pri- 
mitim proprie et absolute est Christus.” 
Rather, I should say, it would point to the 
early dateof our Epistle, in which an idea 
afterwards so familiar is thus introduced as 
it were with an apologetic explanation. The 
figure in A rapxij is from the appointment 
of the law by which the firstborn of man, 
of cattle, of fruits &c., were to be conse- 
crated to God; and the word must be 
taken with this sacred meaning, not mere- 
ly as a * verbum commune ’ indicating pri- 
ority. The first Christians, to whom St. 
James is writing, were as firstborn of the 
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grent family, dedicated as firstfruits to 
God. Wiesinger beautifully says, The 
thought fully given would be this: they by 

neration were dedicated as the first- 
fruits of a sacrificial gift which shall onl ү 
be completed with the offering ор of all 
xricpata”) of His creatures (тё kris- 
рата atrod manifestly extends wider than 
merely to the great multitude of the rege- 
nerated whom no man can number; it em- 
braces all creation, which we know shall 
partake in the ultimate glorious perfec. 
tion of the sons of God: cf. Rom. viii. 
20, 21. Obviously, the ктісрата are not 
the xawh xTícis, as Grot. and many 
others) Wiesinger bas an important note, 
shewing from this verse what must be the 
right understanding of much which follows 
in this Epistle. “ This ” he says, 
** is among those which reveal the depth of 
Christian knowledge in which the practical 
and moral exhortations of the Writer are 
grounded: lying as it does expressly (546, 
ver. 21) at the basis of them. We will 
here bring together in & few words the 
teaching of the pnesage, for the suke of ite 
important bearing on the rest of the 
Epistle. It teaches us, 1. as a positive 
supplement to vv. 14, 15, that the life of 
man must be renewed, from its very root 
апа foundation: 2. it designates this re- 
newal as God's work, moreover as an im- 
parting of the life of God (&xexónoe), as 
ouly poesible by the working of the Spirit, 
only on the foundation of the objective fact 
of our Redemption in Christ, which is the 
content of the Adyos aAnéelas: 3. it sets 
forth this re-generation as an act once for 
all accomplished (&rexómc e», aor.) and dis- 
tinguishes it from the gradual penetration 
and sanctification of the individual life by 
means of this new principle of life imparted 
in the re-generation: 4. it declares also 
expressly that the re-generation is a free 
act of God's love (BovAnOels) not induced 
by any work of man (Eph. ii. 8, 9: Titus 
iii. 5), so that man is placed by God in his 
right relation to God, antecedently to all 
works well-pleasing to God: for this the 
expression awexinoey involves: cf. éteAé- 
ато, ch. ii. 5, and in so far as thisawex’noev 
necessarily implies the justification of the 
sinner (the 8:кохобоба‹ of St. Paul), it is 
plain also, that St. James cannot, without 

aft core 

contradicting himself, make this arot- 
oa, in the sense of St. Paul, dependent 
on the works of faith. 5. Adyos à AU, 
is specified as the objective medium of 
re-gencration : and herewith we must have 
wícris as the appropriating medium on 
the part of man himself: of the central 
import of which iris in St. James also 
we have already seen something (vv. 8, 6), 
and shall see more (ch. ii. 5, 14 ff.). 
6. Together with this act of re-genera- 
tion proceeding from God, we have also 
the high destination of the Christian, 
which the Apostle gives so significantly 
and deeply in eis rd elva: k. r. A. And 
that which God has done to him, is now in 
the following verses made the foundation of 
that which the Christian has on bis part to 
do: by which that which we said under (8) 
and (4) receives fresh confirmation. This 
passage is one to be remembered, when we 
wish to know what the Apostle under- 
stands by the róuos тёлєгоз (i. 25; ii. 12), 
and what he means, when (ii. 14 ff.) he de. 
duces d:caiotve8a: from the works of faith. 
As regards the dogmatical use, which some 
make of this passage, wishing to shew that 
regeneration is brought about by the word, 
as distinguished from the Sacrament of 
Baptism (Titus iii. 5—7), we may remark, 
that seeing that Adyos éAnGelas designates 
the gospel, as a whole, without any respect 
to such distinction, nothing regarding it 
can be gathered from this passage. The 
word of the Lord constitutes, we know, 
the force of the Sacrament also. ‘ Accedit 
verbum ad elementum et fit Sacramentum." 
And is it meant to be inferred that the 
readers of this Epistle were not baptized?” 

19--27.] Exkortation to receive 
rightly this word of truik. (See the 
general connexion in the Prolegomena.) 

19.] First, as to the reading. For 
the external evidence, see the digest. It 
is of a kind which can hardly be rejected. 
And all internal considerations make the 
same way. It is hardly possible that the 
simple and obvious ésre should have been 
altered into the difficult їсте. Whether 
the connexion with the last verse was plain, 
is not a consideration which usually entered 
into the minds of transcribers. They were 
much more likely to attempt to establish 
some connexion, plain or not, especially 
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= vv. 12, чы ch. lii. 2. = Rom. x. 3 (3 Pet. i. 1 reff.). 
x x 

(Luke xzir. 
w= Acts x. 

Eph. iv. 2, 25. Col. ili. 9. Heb. xii. 
y here only t. (-жарб, 

eh. il. 2. -waivecy, Rev. xxii. 11. os, 1 Pet. lil. 21.) 

20. rec ov werepya(era; with CIKL[P] rel Ath, Ps-Ath, [Ephr,] Tul Œc: txt 
ABCR П m 31 [ Ephr, ]. 

when so unusual a word as Yore admitted 
of change to so obvious an one as &; re. 
Next, comes the question how {оте is to be 
taken, whether imperatively or indicative- 
ly. If the former, the sense will be, Know, 
my beloved brethren’ (either what has pre- 
ceded or what follows: if the latter, then 
the introduction of fec x. r. A. with a 84 
gives it as a generally received saying, pos- 
sibly as a reference to ref. Sir., ylyov raxbs 
dy dxpodae: cou, ка) èv paxpobuple pbéyyou 
éxdxpiow: if the former, the imperative 
-sense seems hardly applicable). On the 
whole I much prefer the indicative sense, 
for which we have a precedent in reff. Heb. 
and Eph., the only other places where the 
form occurs in the N.T. And taking 
this indicative sense, I refer the word not 
to what follows, but to what precedes, 
making it an appeal to their knowledge of 
the momentous facts which he has just 
stated: You are well aware of this: but 
б. e. and having this knowledge &c.). 

us we bring їсте here into strict accord 
with its meaning in those two other places, 
where it is, * Ye are aware ;” appealing to 
a well-known fact. Ye know it, my be- 
loved brethren: but (consequently) let 
every man be swift to (the word of 
truth which has so t power for good 
and for life: we need not actually supply 
Tb» AG THs йАтбеіаѕ ав Est., al, De 
W., Wiesinger do: the verb is absolate and 
general, having only reference to the word 
of truth), slow to speak (AcaAjjoa: need 
not refer only to the caution uh voAAo! 
8:84скали "yíveaÓe, ch. iii. 1, though 
it includes that, being general. e 
meaning is, be eager to listen, not eager 
to discourse: the former may lead to im- 
planting or strengthening the new life, the 
atter to wrath and suddenness of temper, 
so often found in the wake of swift re- 
joinder and ready chattering. (Ec. re- 
minds us that ris à»hp Ocios фус», 
ó AaAfoas ретбууо wodAdais, 5 84 siw- 
тђсаѕ obdérore), slow to wrath (Bengel 
and others in et pyh, “ira sive im- 
patientia erga Deum,” and so nearly 
Calvin: but the reference is more general, 
as the precept is. The quick ker is 
the quick kindler, See below. We have 

in Philo de Confus. Ling. § 12, vol. i. р. 412, 
Bpadds wpedAjjoa, Taxbs BAdwas: but the 
words occur in contrast only here in the 
N. T): 20.) for the wrath (any 
wrath, all wrath) of man (дубр is by 
our Apostle without any such definite pre- 
cision as has been supposed here by Ben- 
gel, Sezus virilis maxime iram alit :” or 
Thomus, Non dicit pueri, ques cito trans- 
it.” Cf. à»hp Shpuxos, ver. 8, and reff.) 
worketh not (ipyá[erac and kaTepyd(erai 
would differ here slightly in sense: the 
latter would signify more * worketh out,’ 
*bringeth to issue or existence, the for- 
mer, *practiseth, ‘worketh habitually,’ 
and each of these would throw its own 
shade of meaning on 8:когосірт —вее 
below) the righteousness of God (if épyd- 
(era, = that which is righteousness in 
God's sight = rò Slxatoy evémioy той 
Geo: if xarepyd(era:, = that righteous- 
ness, to produce which is God’s end in 
begetting us to a new life. In other words, 
the more general ethical sense is given by 
épyd(era:: the more particular theological 
one by xarepydfera:. At all events, we 
must not interpret ёк. 0eoU the state of 
righteousness before God, as some, or that 
righteousness in axother, into which God 
begets men by his word of truth, as Hof- 
mann (Schriftb. 1. 548 f.) and Wiesinger. 
When this latter asks, What relevance 
here has the remark that anger doeth not 
that which is right in the sight of God ? — 
an easy answer can be given. Be not in- 
temperately zealous, hastily rash to s 
and to be angered, even in God's behalf 
(for this is implied): be humble, ready to 
listen, for your angry zeal, your quick 
speaking, work not God's righteous pur- 

serve not Him, are not carriers 
orward of that righteousness which is the 
characteristic of His kingdom, ch. iii. 18. 
How many an endeavour, which might 
have ended in dpyd(erOa: Sixasooivny 
6co8, has been diverted and blighted by 
hasty speaking and anger, and ended only 
in disgracing ourselves, and Him whom 
we would have served, before men! So 
Bengel, “ Ira plane impedit justitiam Dei; 
tametei sibi dum fervet, quam maxime 
operari eam videatur. Parias sine ira 
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fit). 21.) Wherefore (consequence 
from ver. 20: seeing that épyh excludes 
you from having a share in the righteous 
work of God) putting off (reff.: aor, 
because it must be done as a single act, 
antecedently to that which follows. The 
previous putting off is the condition of 

the subsequent reception) all filthiness 
(фътар(а, is here figurative, as Pvrapós and 
Bvrapeóo in ref. Rev.: in the other reff. 
the word occurs in its literal sense. Some 
Commentators take it here as standing 
alone: others join it with xal wepiocelay, 
ns belonging to the genitive xaxlas, which 
seems better for the context, which con- 
cerns not the putting away of moral pol- 
lution of ali kinds, but only of that kind 
which belongs to kaxía : see below. And 
thus taken it will mean that carla pollutes 
the soul, and renders it unfit to receive the 
KuQvros Adyos. It is very possible that 
the agricultural similitade in &fudóvros 
may have influenced the choice of both 
these words, ;urapla and wepicoela. The 
ground must be ridded of all that pollutes 
and chokes it, before the seed can sink in 
and come to maturity: must be cleaned 
and cleared) and abundance (“super- 
Jinity is perhaps too strong; it is, if the 
above figure be allowed, the rank growth, 
the abundant crop. Beza, Erasm. Schmid, 
al. take it ss = weplocepa, “ excre- 
mentum 2” Pott, Schneckenb., De Wette, 
al., as “efflorescence,” as Lósner, “ramos in 
vite vel arbore abundantes, falceque rese- 
candos;" Michaelis, al. take it as the 
remnant of кака surviving from old times 
= weplooevpa Mark viii. 8. But the usual 
meaning seems preferable, as being both 
ру correct, and suiting in its 
simplicity the solemn character of the 
exhortation) of malignity (evil disposition 
towards one another, as in reff. The word 
carries on the dpy4 above: which springs 
from (see note on ref. Eph.) «axía, evil 
disposition, which is inherent in our hearts, 
and requires putting off before we can 
receive the word of God. That this is so, 
is evident from è» жрабтут: which follows. 
However the exhortatiou may apply in 
the wider sense, it is not its sense here, as 
the context plainly shews), in mildness 
(towards one another, reff. : not ** modestia 
et facilitas mentis ad discendum com- 

‚ poeta," Calv., nor “docili animo," Grot., 

^" 

b Paul, 1 Cor. (v. 21. 2 Cor. x. 1. Gal. v. 23 aM. ch. iii. 
е = Luke viii. 13. Acts viii. 14. 1 Cor. ii. 21. 1 Thess. l. 6. 2 Thess. 

d here only 1. Wisd. xii. 10 only. 

ep траот. N [P adds софа]. 

al.: see above on xaxía) reoeive (cf. reff, 
aud хара$ёхорта, Mark iv. 20, of the 
good ground) the implanted word (the 
word spoken of is beyond doubt the same 
as the Adyos &Am8eías nbove—i.e. the 
gospel in its fulness. But the epithet 
makes some little difficulty. First of all, 
it clearly is not, as (Ec. seems to take it, 
“innate :” Tb» Scaxpirixndy тод BeATlovos 
ral ToU xelpoves, 8° d kal Aoywol ёсиёу 
ка) Хеудџеда: and so in the Apostolicnl 
Constt. viii. 12, ибџоу Bébexas Éu$vror, 
for this would stultify 8étacbe, we having 
it already. Nor must fud$vros be taken 
as proleptic, “ita utinseratur," as Calvin, 
Semler, De Wette (but doubtfully), al. 
Nor again can it mean ' the word which 
has been planted in the whole of Christen- 
dom,’ seeing that individuals are here 
being dealt with: but the allusion is appa- 
rently to the parable of the sower, and it 
is the word implanted (= which has been 
nb the word whose attribute and 
dperf it is to be Éu$vros, and which is 
tuuros, awaiting your reception of it to 
spring up and take up your being into 
it and make you new plants), which is 
able to save your souls (cf. Rom. i. 16, 
where the ebayyéAiov is said to be 30. 
vauis беойў eis соттріау rart) T$ Tir- 
тебоуті. “ Magnificum ccelestis doctrines 
encomium, quod certam ex ea salutem conse- 
uimur. Est autem additum, ut sermonem 

illum instar thesauri incomparabilis et ex- 
petere et amare et magnificare discamus. 
Est ergo acris ad castigandam nostram ` 
ignaviam stimulus, sermonem cui solemus 
tam negligenter aures prsbere, salutis 
nostrse esse causam. Tametsi non in hune 
finem servandi vis sermoni adscribitur, 
quasi aut salus in externo vocis sonitu in- 
clusa foret, aut servandi munus Deo abla- 
tum alio transferretur. Nam de sermone 
tractat Jacobus, qui fidein corda hominum 
penetravit: et tantum indicat, Deum salu- 
tis auctorem evangelio suo eam peragere." 
Calvin. Observe  uyds. It is the uxt 
which carries the personality of the man: 
which is between the ve, drawing it 
upwards, and the odpt drawing it down- 
wards, and is saved or lost, into life 
or death, according to the choice between 
these two. And the Adyos fuguros, work- 
ing through the ятуедиа and by the divine 
жуейда, is a spiritual agency, able to save 
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the yvxf. And обол, the aor., because 
the power is to complete the work and to 
have done it for ever). — 22.] The raxvs 
«ls тд dxovoras and SéfacGe are qualified, 
at the same time that they are enforced, 
by a caution. But be ye (not, * become 
ye,’ any more Шап in Matt. vi. 16; x.16; 
xxiv. 44: John xx. 27: Rom. xii.16. In 
all these places no other meaning will suit 
the context but simply “de s with re- 
ference indeed to some future act by which 
the word гуѓуєсдс: ' gets its propriety; but 
‘become’ in English carries a very dif- 
ferent meaning, viz. that of change into 
the state mentioned from some other pre- 
vious one, which is in none of these cases 
implied) doers of the word (viz. of the 
Aéyos tuguros, the Adyos тўз &Anbelas. 
Theile remarks well, “Substantiva plus 
sonant quam participia ;" the substantive 
woinrhs carries an enduring, a sort of offi- 
cial force with it: ‘let this be your occu- 
pation.’ For the expression, see reff.), not 
hearers only (ёкроату}% in classical Greek 
carries rather the idea of attentive ob- 
servance with it, which cannot be the case 
either here or in ref. Rom.), deceiving 
yourselves (see note on ref. Col. wapa- 
оү єст®ал is used here probably as allusive 
to Adyos, and means, to deceive by a false 
logieal conclusion. The ‘hearer only? does 
this, when he infers that the mere sound of 
the word received in his outward ear will 
suffice for him. Cf. dwaray xap3lay aù- 
тоб, ver. 26. Hesych. gives aedry Aoyis- 
poU as the explanation of vapaAoyiguós. 
See Suicer, sub voce). 23—26.] Justi- 
fication of таралоуцбиеғо, and of the 
Joregoing exhortation. 23.] Because, 
if any is а hearer of the word and not 
(the hypothesis being one of fact, that he 
йкобе: kal où жоет, où is used, where we 
should rather expert ph, and where in the 
exhortation, uh has been used. Strictly, 
it is ‘if any one is a hearer, and a not- 
doer’) a doer, this man (the demonstrative 
pronoun pointe more markedly at the indi- 
vidual in whom the hearing and not-doing 

kaTavoovyTes (sic) N'. 

are united: see reff.) is like to & man 
(&vBpl general again: see vv. 8, 12, &c. 
Huther quotes a curious comment from 
Pues: * Viri obiter tantum solent specula 
intueri, muliebre autem est curiose se ad 
speculum componere ") contemplating 
(reff. Probably the example was meant 
to have a general reference: for though 
it may be true, as De Wette says, that 
many men remember well their appear- 
ance in the mirror, the common rule is 
that men forget it. Had a particular 
ease of one who looks and forgets been 
intended, the next sentence would not 
surely have been introduced with the aor. 
and ydp, but with xaí and participles) the 
countenance of his birth (i.e. as E. V., 
* Me natural face; the face he was born 
with. The expression is to be explained 
apparently as Wiesinger: Not that he 
can see in the glass any other thun his 
natural face, but the addition rijs yerévews 
abrov serves more plainly to point out the 
sphere of mere material perception from 
which the comparison is taken, as distin- 
guished from the ethical sphere of ёкро- 
act, and at the same time hints at the 
easy translation of the remark from the 
one department to the other, in which 
‘the word of God is a mirror in which we 
may and ought to see our moral visage,’ as 
De Wette.” Various other explanations 
have been given: by Pott, Formam vul- 
tus nativam transeundo animadvertit : 
supple, non item maculas vultui haud éx 
гуєрёсєшѕ insitas, sed propria culpa adeper- 
sas:” Luther, Michaelis, Benson, Knapp 
imagine a contrast to be intended between 
his natural face and 7d Tod wvevparos 
wpósewor: Schulthess, between the na- 
tural face and a mask: &c. Whether tho 
gen. abrod (not абтоб) belongs to wpós- 
roy Or to rhs wyevéaews, is uncertain ав 
the words stand: more probably however to 
the latter: cf. тоб ооб тӯѕ dydens airov, 
Col. i. 18) ina mirror (вее reff. : and Pind. 
Nem. vii. 20): 24.] for (this seems to 
stamp the example as & general one, apply- 
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ardris abroU QOeipónevor: but, as in ch. 
iv. 4, the whole earthly creation, separated 
from God and lying in sin, which, whether 
considered as consisting in the men who 
serve it, or the enticements which it holds 
out to evil lust (ёят:бирќа), is to Christians 
а source of continual defilement. They, 
by their new birth unto God, are taken ont 
of the world; but at the same time, by sin 
still dwelling in them, are ever liable to 
be enticed and polluted by it: and there- 
fore must keep themselves (cf. 1 Tim, 
vi. 14), for fear of such pollution. This 
keeping is indeed in the higher sense God’s 
"ok : ef. John xvii. 16: but it is also our 
work, 1 Tim. v. 22. The Commentators 
compare Isocr. ad Nicocl. p. 36, уой 
тобто elvai Opa kdAXiorov kal Oepasrelay 
peylorny, ёду BAT ro kal Succuóraror 
ceavroy тарќёҳтѕ. Also Ps. l. 8—15: 1Sam. 
xv. 22: Ps. xl. 7 f.: Sir. xxxv. 2). 

Cuar. II. 1—18.] Tus sin oF RE- 
SPECT OF PERSONS: as the first of a series 
of reproofs for errors in practice which 
spring out of the mention of the »óuos 
TéAeis ó Tíjs dAevOeplas : cf. ch. i. 26 and 
ver. 12. The Apostle begins, as is his wont, 
with strong blame of the sin: then illus- 
trates it, vv. 2—4: then gives the ground 
of its sinfulness, vv. 6 —11, and concludes, 
vv. 12, 18, with a reference again to the 
law of liberty. 

1—4.] The warning, and its practical 
ground. 1.] My brethren, do not 
(ere is not, as Schneckenburger, al., in- 
terrogative, but imperative, as ch. i. 16; iii. 
1. The interrogative with 4f; may not 
always require a negative answer, but it 
always implies a doubt as to the fact 
questioned: ‘Surely ....not...?’ e.g. 
ибт: obrós dori ó хриттф , * Surely this 
cannot be the Christ? John iv. 29: ph 
c ſovra npea roi “Surely he will 
not do more signs?” John vii. 81: &c. 
See Winer, § 57. 8, 5. And this clearly 
cannot be the case here) in respeetings of 
persons (lv, in, i. e. in the practice of, in 

the midst of: see on %yere below. The 
subst. is plur., to point out the various 
kinds and occasions of the fault. The fault 
itself, as here intended, is easily explained 
by the context, where an example is taken 
of one kind of it. Theile says well that it 
is, “ iniquitas singulos Christianos non vir- 
tute sua christiana, sed fortuna qualitati- 
busque externis metiendi atque secundum 
hanc normam alios aliis preferendi." 
Notice, that d» wposewoA. is put first, as 

21 Cor. li. 8. see Acts n) 2. Eph. I. 17. Pe. xxviii. 3. double gen., 2 Pet. iil. 2. 

carrying the weight of the dehortation, 
Exe rhy тісті» following, as matter of 
course and existing fact) hold (бете haa 
been taken wrongly: e. g. by Grot., de- 
tinere velut captivam et inefficacem,” = 
xaréxew in the saying of St. Paul in Rom. 
і. 18, тё» Thy àAfüto» ey 43:кіц кат- 
exérrev: by Pott, as # хер ru èv ёруў, 
Фу airlas, фу éxryvéce, as Rom. i. 28, 
explaining it “ religiosis partibus nimium 
studere," which however this construction 
would hardly bear. éyew is simply to 
have or to hold, as ever in St. James, cf. 
ch. i. 4; iii. 14: and see reff.) the faith 
(not merely faith in,’ but the faith of, 
thus setting before them more forcibly 
the utter inconsistency of such respect of 
persons with the service of Christ) of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, (the Lord) of glory 
(such I believe, with most Commentators, 
to be the construction of 75s 9Sóins, 
though it is somewhat harsh and unusual. 
Others have been proposed, but all of them 
are more objectionable still: e. g. by 
Erasm. (** Nolite facere discrimen persona- 
rum juxta rerum mundanarum eestimatio- 
nem ), and Calvin (“ex opinione"), as if it 
were èy Bótp xposwxoAnuyplas or : by 
Bengel (** Est appositio, ut ipse Christus 
dicatur ) 3ó£a, gloria, cf. Luc. ii. 82 : Is. 
xl 5: Eph.i.17: 1 Pet. iv. 14; none of 
which places justify the idea, seeing that 
in the two former a genitive follows bóga, 
and the two latter rather support the com- 
mon view): by Laurentius, who unites 25 
bótns with уретой (“Christus gloria = 
Christus gloriosus"): finally by Huther, 
who would join ris 56 75 with rh» miot» 
(differing however from Grot. who doing 
this had made тоб коріои dependent on it, 
Thy lor тїз Bótns ToU Kuplov, and from 
Gataker and Hottinger, who also doing it, 
make it = h riety Évbotov), making it 
a gen. of the object, and тоў кор. Yu. I. 
xp. a gen. of the subject the faith, resting 
on our Lord Jesus Christ, in the (future) 
glory, i.e. тў» uéAAovea» d ётока- 
Avon els ĝus, Rom. viii. 18. And, 
he adds, this belief in the glory which 
shall be revealed is the more naturally 
mentioned here, because of the contrast 
between it and the passing glory of this 
world's pomp. Exactly: but that con- 
trast is just as vivid on the common hypo- 
thesis. This last, complicated and harsh 
as it is, seems to me the only admissible 
one of all these interpretations. But it is 
surely far better, either to govern ris Séins 
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(Вет. ii. 9. 

Saxtursos év Y ётӨўт, " Naptrpa, eise hi 8ё кай rravyos ёр 4 7 
Е] 

‚ X. 25. х бутарё “ ёсӨђті, 9 Y émiBreynre Sè en тд» * $opobvra a here our. 
Tv 'écÜgra Tv " Xaumpáv, kai єїтттє Zù кадоо Фдє 
ran, kal TQ rox єйтутє Lù orb. éxei Ù кабои 

v. 
w of clothing, here bis. Luke xxiii. 11. Acts х. 30. Rev. 

x 
30. zii. 21 only t. 2 Macc. viil 
zv. б. хіх. 8. 
4,5 only. (-wos, 1 Pet. Ш. 21. -F 
9. 1K 1. 11 
xvi. 25, f. Sir. xl. б. xl. 4 only. 

„ 85. f 
xviii. 4. xxii. 1, 16) only t. (Sir. xxix. 32 al.) 

eh. i. 21.) 
z Matt. xi. 8. John lz. 5. Rom. xul. 4. 1 Сог. zv. 49 (bis) only. Prov. 

а see 

(not elsw.) 
here Xe. 
Luke xxiii. 
11. xxiv. 4. 
Acts (i. 10 

r.] x. 

Rev. хай. 11 only. Zech. lif. 
Luke i. 48. ix. 38 only. Lev. xxvi. 

Luke ri. 26. 

Cuar. II. 9. reo ins ту bef ovvayeryyy, with AKL[P]NS rel Cyr[-p, Antch,] ТЫ 
(Ec: om BCN! c. 

3. rec (for exiBAey. 3e) ко exiBAey., with ALK] LN rel (vulg Syr sah sth] (Ec Bede: 
txt BCLF) а с lat -i] зуг ТЫ. 
am [dem | Syr coptt set 
Hesych-int Thl. 

rec aft eryre ins avro, with КІР) 
(Ec Bede: om ABCR a c j 18 fuld(and bar?) lat. Ji syr arm 

n [ка С) кадоо bef exe: B lat. 

rel vulg 

rec aft 2nd кадоо ins соде, 
with CZKLILPIN rel Syr coptt [sth] ТЫ Ec: om ABC! а c 18 latt вуг arm Cyr[-pj] 

by xvpíov, as a second genitive, or to re- 
gard it as the epithetal genitive which so 
constantly follows the mention of the 
divine Name, as ó Oeds тўз elpfivns and 
the like. Both these are abundantly justi- 
fied: see reff. Huther's objection to the 
first, that the full name "Incod xpi Tob 
entirely completes the idea, and forbids 
another genitive following, is not decisive : 
just for the same reason that the full Name 
is given, viz. to make the contrast more 
solemn and striking, is the additional title 
ris éns given, to increase still further 
that solemnity. It is to be again noticed, 
how expressly St. James grounds Christian 
practice on the faith of Christ, in all its 
fulness. The O@pnoxela just spoken of is 
bere taken up and enlarged on; but its 
root and ground is wícr:s, and that, 3 
wícris ToU xuplou judy 'Incob тоў 
vis 86). 8—4.] Hypothetical 
example, to explain to them that to which 
he especially pointe. The hypothesis carries 
however in itself a foundation of fact, and 
appeals (do) to the consciences of the 
readers whether it were not so. 2.] For 
(9. d. that which I mean, is) if there ce 
to have come (aor. because the entrance 
is accomplished when that which is alleged 
takes place. This is better than to ac- 
count for the aor., with Huther, by its 
being St. James’s manner to designate by 
aorists a fact habitually repeated; the ex- 
amples which he gives, ch. i. 11, 24, rest- 
ing on another ground: see there) into 
your assembly (some have too hastily in- 
ferred from the word evvaywyń that the 
Jewish synagogue is meant. This, in the 
face of the organization of the church im- 
lied in ch. v. 14, would be impossible. 
he word may well be understood of a 

Christian assembly, so in Test. XII. Pa- 
trum, p. 747, dr rais cuvayeryais r&v dd, 
—or as merely an assembly in general, cf. 

ref. Heb., ph éykaroAelvorres thy dwicvr- 
aywyhy favréy. But it is most likely 
here, from the allusions to sitting and 
standing below, a place of Christian wor- 
ship, the name being a natural one, con- 
sidering by whom the Epistlo was written 
and to whom it is addressed) a man with 
gold rings (this Arat Aeyóueror is ex- 
pressed by xpvcóxep in Lucian, Timon, 
§ 20. etst. has accumulated evidence 
of the practice of overloading the fingers 
with rings: e.g. Lucian, Somn. (Gall) 
12, éyà dè Tx ..... BaxrvAÍovs Bapeis 
6cov dN ed dEnuuérous тё» BarróAmr: 
Martial xi. 60, ** Senos Charinus omnibus 
digitis gerit, Nec nocte ponit annulos, 
nec dum lavatur") in а splendid gar. 
ment (glittering, either in colour, or 
with ornaments), and there have come in 
also a poor man in a vile t (reff.), 

3] and (the 84 just expresses the 
change of subject, from the persons enter- 
ing in, to the congregation) ye look upon 
(with respect, see reff.: so as to take into 
consideration) the man wearing a splen- 
did garment (thus designated, because it 
is this which wins for him the respect— 
which attracts your notice) and say, Sit 
thou (ráĝov for xd6no0, occurring Matt. 
xxii. 44: Luke xx. 42: Acts ii. 84: 
1 Kings i. 23; xxii. 6: 4 Kings ii. 6 al., 
is not found in pure Greek. бее Winer, 
8 14. 4) here (pointing out a spot to him: 
and that, as the contrast between фде and 
dxe? shews, in the midst, near (for the 
words must be supposed to be spoken by 
those who would be the тоа ede of the 
assembly) those in honour) & good 
place (not, “ honorifice,” as Wahl, still 
less must колаз be supposed to mean “be 
so good as to" &c., as Storr), and ye say 
to the poor man, Stand thou there, or sit 
under (i.e. not literally underneath; but 
‘on the ground beside, ‘down by’) my 

U 2 
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b Matt. v. 35. отд тд 
Acta ii. 35. 

IAKOBOT 

b 0тотддгбу uou, * ой °duexpiOnte ёи ° éavrois, 

II. 

жт e^ ^ РД é 

vil 49. Heb. ка} ёуєиєсбе ‘xpital & dvaroyopav + тортури ; 5 axou- 
Чыл. i c = Matt. xxi. 21u Mk. Acts x. 20. (xi. 12 v. r.) Rom. iv. 20. xiv. 23. ch. i. 6 (big). 

d Matt. xvi. 7, B. e 2nd pers., ch. i. 22 reff. f ch. ir. 11, g = Rom. і. 21. 1 Cor. ii 
20. Ре. xciil. ll. gen., ch. i. 26 reff. h Matt. х7, 19. 

[ Hesych-int] Aug,. 
sah [arm]. 

for vxo, ex: B?(assigned by Tischdf to his B?) [Р] a c d 13 syr 
aft vrorodtor ins rwr тодор A 18 vulg зугт [sth] Aug, 

4. rec ins ka: bef ov, with КІР] rel ТЫ, Осер 
esych-int,. 

: om ABCN a b? c h 18.86 vulg 
syrr coptt [mth] arm Cyr[-p,] Antch, [Hesych-int] Aug Bede.—om ov B! lat. fi · 

footstool (Wiesinger calls érord&ov an 
Arat Acydéuevow: but see reff. Thus it is 
implied that the spenker is in & plnce 
and furnished with a footstool. The 
question, argued at considerable length by 
Wiesinger and Huther, who these in- 
comers are supposed to be, whether Chris- 
tians, or Jews who have looked in as 
strangers, is perhaps hardly worth the 
trouble spent upon it. The illustration 
merely requires that they should be 
strangers, not having a regular place in 
the congregation. Certaiuly so far I agree 
with Huther, that there appears nothing 
in the text which compels us to assume 
them to be Christians. They are taken 
merely os samples of a class, the rich and 
the poor: and these two are denlt with 
agaiu in vv. 5 ff., as classes of persons, out 
of oneof which God hath chosen His people 
for the most part, aud out of the other of 
which the oppressors of His people arise. 
So that it is better to leave the examples 
in their general reference), 4.] (Now 
comes the apodosis in the form of a ques- 
tion)—did ye not (in the case supposed) 
doubt (such is the constant sense of Na- 
xp{vopac in the N. T. throughout (reff.), 
except in two passages, Acts xi. 2: Jude 9, 
where it means “disputing,” a sense which 
cannot enter here (on Jude 22, see there). 
And here, the sense seems very good: ‘ Did 
ye not, in making such distinction between 
rich and poor, become of the number of 
those who doubt respecting their faith, ch. 
i.6? Your faith abolishes such distinc- 
tion: you set it up in practice. You are not 
then whole in that faith. Various other 
explanations have been given, which Hu- 
ther enumerates thus: Buaxpíveo дал 1. = 
* separare :” thus Schulthess, Semler, 
Erasm. Schmid, al., with the verb either 
passive, * Nonne inter vos ipeos estis dis- 
creti et separati P" or middle, Nonne vos 
discernitis inter vos ipsos?" 2. = dis- 
crimen facere г” a. the verb active, and 
that, а. interrogative: Nonne discrimen 
fecistis apud vos ipsos?" so Laurentius, 
Grot., Wolf, Hottinger, Knapp: thus èr 
davrois = èv &AAhAas: Schneckenburger 
however 1 it “in animis vestris,” and 
makes “ discrimen facere? to pass into an 

judges 

act of individual judgment, statuere :” 
B. negative: “ Then ye have not made a 
sound distinction in yourselves : so Gras- 
hof: b. the verb passive, © Inter vos ipsos 
non estis discriminati, N. E. cessat piorum 
et impiorum differentia,” Oeder. 3. = 
“ judicare г a. the verb active: and that, 
a. interrogative: Nonne judicastis, deli - 
berastis ipsi P" i. e. are ye not yourselves 
persuaded how wrong this is? Augusti: 
B. negative: ** Non discrevistis justa deli. 
beratione, considerantia et sstimatione, 
quid tribuendum esset pauperi potius vel 
certe non minus quam diviti," Bengel 
(Luther combines this rendering with that 
under (2): und bedenket es nicht recht, 
ſondern ihr werdet Richter, und macht 
boͤſen Unterſchied): here also comes in the 
explanation of (Ec.: rà dianperixdy ö nd 
die ep re, unBeulay av(frrnoiw тогйтау- 
тез пбтероу teunréoy, .... ФАА obras 
&8:акрітоѕ к. èv прозотолтфіф Tb» u 
ériufioaTe . . roy 06 hriudoare: b. 
the verb passive: and that, а, interroga- 
tiva: “ Nonne vos in conscientiis dijudicati, 
h. e. convicti eatis P? Paræus : B. negative: 
“Et dijudicati iuter vos ipsos non estis ut 
judicastis secundum prava ratiocinia ves- 
tra,” Heisen. Cajetan, somewhat differ- 
ently, “ Hee faciendo non estis judicati in 
vobis ipsis, sed estis judicati in vestibus ct 
divitis et pauperis :" laying the chief stress 
on ép éavrois. 4. Staxplver@ar — *dubi- 
tare, to entertain doubts: a. interroga- 
tive: Et nou dubitastis apud vosmet- 
ipsos? et facti estis iniqui judices?" 
“Should you not yourselves have enter- 
tained doubts? should you actually have 
passed evil-minded judgment?” Theile: 
B. negatives: Non dubitastis apud ani- 
mum, ne scilicet quidem hsc cogitatio, id 
factum forte malum esse, sed certo apud 
vos statuistis id jure ac bene fleri." 
The meaning above given is held by Keen, 
De Wette, Wiesinger, Huther) within 
yourselves (in your own minds, being at 
issue with your own faith), and become 
judges (in the case of the rich and poor; 

of the ease before you), of evil 
thoughts (the gen. is one of quality, like ó 
крітђ5 тїз à d, Luke xviii. 6 : dxpoarhs 
éxiAnoporys, ch. i. 25: not an objective 

ABCKL 
PM a be 
df gh] 
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care, ! áGeX dot pov ! ауататоі, ovy б беде k ёЕе\Ғато robe Lch, 1.16 reff. 
r U TE кбтшф TAovolovs m 
vóuovs тїс ° Васіћєіаѕ Pas émwyyeiXaro тоф d дуалт©оцу 

ark хїїї. 20. 

ёи тісте, кай ? кА\л}ро- 

/ ^ 
i A айтду; 6 úpeîs бё 'NTıuáoaTte Tov TrTOXÓV. оўу oi ттА\ой- 5 

соь * kara&vvac Tevovaiw vuv kal аўто! *ÉAxovoip tyas ia. 
1 

2 Cor. x. 
Winer, 

> u 7 £ D э _ А үр ^ N 4 } 31. 4. 
eis "xpitnpia; Т ove avroi ™ В\асфтиодси tò Kadov =; rer 

6.) п Heb. i. 2 reff. 
vi. 10 reff. q ch. 1. 12 reff. 
41. Rem. i. 24. Н. 23 only. Prov. xxii, 22. 
xzi. 3 only. Ecel. і. 5. (-kVetb. Acts xvi. 19.) 

vm Hom. ili. 8. Tit. iil. 2. vii. 1. 

b). Rev. xiil. 6. xvi. 9. 

o Gal. v. 21. Marr. zxy. 94 & passim. p attr., Heb. 
т Mark xii. 4. Luke xx. 11. John viii. 49. Acte v. 

в Acta x. 38 only. Ezek. xviii. 12, 16. t Acts 
u 1 Cor. vi. 2, é only. Judg. v. 10 B. 3 King 

2 Pet. ii. 3. w Rom. ii. 24 (from Isa, Ili. 

5. rec (for tw кото) Tov косџоо rovrov, with wth: Tov косрои ACK LIP] rel lat. i 
Syr copt arm Thl Œc-comm : txt А!ВС'М [syr].—e» Tw косро 27. 49. 64: «v т. к. 
our 29 vulg. 

0. ovx АС! a c. 
7. for ovk, xa: А c 13 syr seth. 

gen.,as Elsner, * Iniquas illas cogitationes 
approbastis :" and Bengel, “ judices, appro- 
batores, malarum cogitationum : i. e. divi- 
tum, foris splendentium, sed malis cogita- 
tionibus scatentium.” The evil thoughts 
are in the judges themselves, and consist 
in the undue preference given by them to 
therich. Thesame blame, of being a judge 
when а man ought to be an obeyer of the 
law, is found in ch. iv. 11. Notice also the 

rallel containing the same paronomasia, 
in Rom. xiv. : ob 56 тЇ xplyess roy dd 
cov; (ver. 10:) . . . 6 8 Biaxpiróneros 
dày фдүр karaxékpirai (ver. 28)) f 
5.] Listen, my beloved brethren (bespeak- 
ing attention to that which follows, as 
shewing them in a marked manner the sin 
of their sxposwroAnuyla), Did not God 
choose out (in His proceeding, namely, in 
the promulgation of the gospel by Christ, 
Matt. v. 8 ff.: Luke vi. 20. also 1 Cor. 
і. 27) the poor (rove, as a class, set against 
ol vAoócio: as a class, below) as regards 
the world (reff.: or, those who in the 
world's estimation are accounted ie: 
but the dative of reference is most likely 
here, as in maula rats фресіу, and the 
like) rich in faith (i. e. to be rich in faith, 
or во that they are rich in faith : the words 
are not in apposition with rods rroxobs, 
as Erasmus, al, but form a predicatory 
specification of them. èv alora, as the 
element, the world, so to speak, in which 
they pass for rich, as in ref. 1 Tim.: not 
as the material of which their riches con- 
sist, as in ref. Eph. Wiesinger well says, 
* Not the measure of faith, in virtue of 
which one man is richer than another, 
is before the Writer's mind, but the swb- 
stance of the faith, by virtue of which 
substance every believer is rich. The 
riches are the 5 uj salvation, s; 
especially, owing to the following кАурохб- 
povs, the sonship in God's family.” And 

for Bac., exayyeXias ANI. 
for vue», ина A[N!] 19. 65 Hr, 

similarly Calvin, * Non qui fldei magni- 
tudine abundant, sed quos Deus variis 
Spiritus sui donis locupictavit, que fide 
percipimus "), and heirs of the kingdom 
which He promised (Luke xii. 31, 32 al.) 
to them that love Him! 6.] Con- 
trast (o God's estimate of tke poor. But 
ye dishonoured the poor man (in the caso 
just now put : with reference also to which 
the aor. is used. ** Indignum est dejicere 
quos Deus extollit, et quos honore dig- 
natur probrose tractare: atqui Deus pau- 
peres honornt : ergo pervertit Dei ordinem 
quisquis eos rejicit." Calv. This is his 
first argument. Now, vv. 6, 7, he brings 
in another, deduced from the conduct of 
rich men towards Christians and towards 
Christ Himself). De not the rich (op- 
posed ав a class, to rods wrmyots above. 
This serves to shew that ó wAoós:os, when 
generally spoken of in the Epistle, as e. g. 
ch. i. 10, is not the Christian rich man, 
but the rich man as such, in his world. 
liness and enmity to God) oppress you 
(see ref. So xarakvpieóew, Matt. xx. 25: 
1 Pet. v. 8: karetovcid(eiw, Matt. xx. 25: 
all signifying to use power, or lordship, or 
licence, against any to his hurt), and is it 
not they that (such is the force of the 
abrol, again repeated below: not that 
they themselves ёЛкоџсиу . T. A.) drag 
you (so “a lictoribus trahi," Livy ii. 27 : 
see reff. The term implies violence) to 
courts of judgment (see ch. v. 6, катед:- 
kácare, epovevcate Tb» $Їїкмо›. The 
words may refer either to persecutions, or 
to oppressive law-suits; or perhaps to 
both, as Apollinarius in the Catena, тоёто 
è» of TG» lovda lo üpxorres, ёк TV 
картофор:ёу AÀovro)vTes" тойто 82 xal 
of тё 'Peualev 8:0:кодутез япріуџата, 
elüeAoAaTpoUrres тбте. See on the 
matter, ref. 1 Cor.) ! 7.] Is it not 
they that (on aol, sce above) blaspheme 
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«мешке, ¥Svoua ту ябу ёф dns; 8 ej У uévro, vópov * Te- 
із. 12. 
„rn Мете ^ Bagiuxdv, " xarà THY ° урафуу, °'А‹уүалттуте4$ Tov 

, ^ ^ э ` 

Lis N. v oou 65 TeauTov, * кафе 5 qrovire 9 el & * mpos- 
$eniy. 

; а Acts xii. 20, 21 (John lv. 46, 49) only. Num. хх. 17 (see note 

5353 SMS e Matt. v. 43 Al., from Lxvrr. Zix. 18. 44 Acts z. 3. 1 Cor. vii. 37, 

за. РЫ. w. 14. ver. 19. 2 Pet. 1. 19, 3 Kings vill. 8. e here only t. see ver. 1 reff. 

et itaxA Ci. 
8. Baci uror bef тєлєє C Antch, [ins то» bef Bac. Р]. for ceavT., cavTor 

B: eavror be d fj k m o? 86 [ Antch,]: eavrovs а. 

(actually and literally, in words, it being, 
as wo have maintained throughout, un. 
койу and heathens who are pointed at. 
hose who maintain them to be Christian 

rich men, would understand BAacdnpeiv, 
to disgrace by their lives: but apart from 
other objections, Huther has remarked 
well, that when the verb is thus used, it is 
ordinarily in the ive with Zid, —see 
Rom. ii. 24: Titus ii. 6 : 2 Pet. ii. 2: Isa. lii. 
6,—not as a direct active governing a case, 
which is far more naturally taken in its 
literal sense) the goodly name which was 
called on you (i.e. which when you were 
admitted into Christ’s Church by baptism 
was made yours, во that you are called 
xpsorev, 1 Cor. iii. 28 (not necessarily 
xpioriavol: no particular form of the ap- 
propriation of the name is alluded to, but 
only the fact of the name being called over 
them. The appellation may or may not 
have been in use at this time, for aught that 
this shews). The name is of course that 
of Christ : not that of “God,” as Storr 
and Schulthess, nor that of “brethren,” as 
some. On the phrase ёжт:кАтбёу ёф’, вее, be- 
sides reff., Deut. xxviii. 10: 2 Chron. vii. 
14: Isa. iv. 1: also Gen. xlviii. 16)? So that 
if ye thus dishonour the poor in compari- 
son with the rich, you are, 1. contravening 
the standard of honour which God sets up 
in His dealings: 2. opposing your own 
interest: 8. helping to blaspheme the 
name of Christ. 8—11.] Proof that 
this behaviour te a transgression of God's 
law. The connexion is somewhat recon- 
dite. The adversative pévros clearly takes 
exception at something expressed or un- 
derstood. Calvin, Corn. a-Lap., Lauren- 
tius, al., and Theile, Wiesinger, and Hu- 
ther, suppose the Apostle to be meeting 
an objection of his readers: “ But thus, 
according to you, we should be breaking 
the injunction, Love thy neighbour &c., 
for we should view the rich with hatred 
and contempt." Then he replies, “ Cer- 
tainly, if ye &c. ye do well :" understand- 
ing Kad@s s. as а very feeble approbation. 
But this seems to me very unnatural. It 
contains indeed the germ of the true view, 
which appears to be this: The Apostle is 
not replying to a fancied objection on the 

part of others, but is guarding his own 
argument from misconstruction: q. d. 
* All this is true of the rich. Still I do 
not say, hate them, drive them from 
your assemblies &c.: if you choose to 
observe faithfully the great command, 
Love others as yourselves, in your conduct 
to all, well and good (rañs поете): 
but respect of persons, instead of being 
a keeping, is a breach of this law; for I 
have proved it to be sin, and he who com- 
mits sin is a transgressor of the law, of 
the whole law, by the very terms of legal 
obedience. Thus the context seems to 
run smoothly and naturally. 8.] Yet 
(for the connexion see above. een, 
Schneckenburger, al. try to make nö 
mean “igitur,” which it never can: see 
reff.) if ye fulfil (emphasis on тете, as 
put before the epithet; if ye а сһоозе 
to fulfil in its completeness that law) the 
royal law (the law which is the king of all 
laws, as the old saying makes law itself 
king of all: »óuos dvr Bacrdreds. 
Love fulfils the whole law, rAfpepa vópou 
ў &yden, Rom. xiii. 10. See similar ex- 
pressions in Wetst. and Kypke from Plato, 
al.: the most remarkable being this: ёи 
тоў ovyypdupaos tots wept rev dicate 
xal &81коу, wal Is тері de ёа- 
Koophoeds Te kal wep) ToU &s xph wóAw 
Soine, TÒ дф» pb véyos ear! Bacw- 
Kós, Tb Bà ph Sp0dy ob Bore? wduos elvai 
Вас:лікбѕ. .. . dor) yap бодо». Plato, 
Minos, pp. 666 f. The explanations, Be- 
cause it proceeds from God, the great King 
(Raphel, Wetst., Wolf, al.), from Christ 
(Grot.), because it applies to kings as well 
as other men (Michaelis), because reges 
facit" (Thomus), Calvin’s, “Regia lex 
dicitur, ut via regia, plana scilicet, recte 
et eequabilis, qui sinuosis deverticulis, vel 
ambagibus tacite opponitur," &c., are all 
objectionable, as not bringing inany epithet 
contextually justified, or peculiarly belong- 
ing to this and not to other laws : whereas 
“that first of all laws fits excellently the 
requirements of the context), according to 
the Scripture, Thou shalt love thy neigh- 
bour as thyself, ye do well (i.e. well and 
good: see above: if you choose to do this, 
‘do manus,’ I have nothing to object. 
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Here, q uapria { ёруабесбе, téXeyyópevos Sard t wate ri 
тод vópov ws  тараВатси. 10 т yap aov тд» !vópov 
* rnonoy, \ттаітр 96 èv ёи, yéyovev mávræv ™ ёроуос. вс = 

Bal. Ps. 
ziii. 4. xxvif. 

constr., 
Luke iii. 19. 

- A yàp eiràv "Mn novyevoys, єйтє kal "My doveóo gs: PeT vill, 9 
э , PA Z L h / ziv. 

є; є OU Є eb. Я potxeUews ovevers dé, yeyovas "mapaBárns (иг i 6.) 
Н. 25, 27. Gal. li. 18 only t. 
v. r.) only. see Wied. vi. 18. y 

l(= m. xi. 11. ch. iii. 2 (bis). 
( 24. 20. xiv. 64. 1 Сот. à, 1 

13, 14. Dmvur. v. 17, 18. 

10. for ostis, os C. 

Ps. xvi. 4 Spam: 

2 Pet. i. 10 only. 

Ke Heb. И. 2.) 

iv. 
Heb. il. 15 only. (Matt. v. 21, &c.) 3 Macc. х, 6. n Ex 

тор уороу bef oo C m. 

i Acts xv. 5 (26 
att. хіх. 17. Acts xxi. 26. 1 Tim. vi. 14. 1 John ii. 3 al. 
Kings iv. 2. m constr., Matt. zzvi. 66. Mark 

ор. XI. 

rec ruynom, with KL[P] rel 
coptt: яЛуросе А ac 68-9 [syr(appy)]: vAnpecas Tnpnoe: 18: txt BCN ТЫ (Ec, 
servaverit latt Jer,. 
peccaverit lat-f,, offendat 

11. eras A. 
vulg. 

poxevaw N [18 : e L К]. 
(order of ref Deut and Exod-A) C а с 69. 106 syr arm ТЫ. 

rec Trace, with KL[P] rel: txt ABCN ТЫ (Ec Jer, 

transp posxevons and фоғеусуз 
rec (2nd time) uor- 

xevœeis dorevgeis, with K rel Thi [-ons LP], machaberis occideris latt(occides vulg) : 
{х% ABCN 36. 
18 as Tischdf [ed 7] from Scholz). 

But then, this you can never do, as lon 
as you respect persons): 9.] but 
уе respect persons, it is sin that ye are 
working (not obedience to this royal law), 
being (1. е. seeing that ye are) convioted 
by the law as transgressors (viz. by 
virtue of what I have already proved as 
wrong in your conduct. “Deus enim 
proximos jubet diligere, non eligore per- 
sonas.” Calv.). 10.) The fact of trans- 
gression of this law is proved by its soli- 
darity, not admitting of being broken in 
one point and yet орь їп the whole. 
“Hoe tantum sibi vult,” says Calvin, 
* Deum nolle cum exceptione coli, neque 
ita partiri nobiscum, ut nobis liceat si quid 
minus allubescit, ex ejus lege resecare. 
For whosoever shall have kept (reff.) 
the whole law, but shall have offended 
(stumbled) ín (the matter of: as in ch. iii. 
2: seo there) one thing (one thing en- 
joined, one commandment, as by and by 
explained: not as Schulthess, én} à»- 
0pó*y; nor as (Ec, al, Tobro тер} 
&ydxms efpnxe (so the Schol.-Matthei, 
dy фу] *raloew ёсті, rd uh TeAelay Éxew 
&уётуу): nor is it to be limited to com- 
mandments carrying capital punishment, 
as Grot., al. It is better to understand 
érráAuari than vdup (ав De W., Wies, 
Huther, al.), seeing that duos here is evi- 
dently used collectively for the sum of the 
commandments, and so тбутоу тёр dum 
could not be said) has become guil 
(brought into the condemning power of, 
involved in, see reff. The more usual 
construction is to put the punishment, in 
which a man is involved, in the genitive, 
as in reff. Matt. and Mark: sometimes in 
the dative, as in Matt. v. 21 f. The classical 
construction is to put both the crime 
and the punishment in the dative: so 

for yeyovas, eyevov А 18, for rapag., атостатуз A (but not 

Évoxos тр тродосіс, Demosth. : Tf урафр, 
8іксцѕ, dvelSei, &c., Plato, Xen. Some- 
times however we have the gen.: as 
Évoxos Aeixorat{ov, Demosth. See Palm 
and Rost, sub voce) of all (things men- 
tioned as objects of prohibition—for such 
is the reference here, see below—in the 
law). 11.] Reason for this assertion: 
the unity of the divine Author of the whole 
law, and of that law, ав the exponent of 
His will: * Unus est, qui totam legem 
tulit: cnjus voluntatem qui una in re vio- 
lant, totam violant," Bengel. Cf. also Aug. 
Ep. ad Hieronym. on this passage. For 
He who said, Commit not adultery, said 
also, Commit not murder; now if thou 
committest no adultery (ob, and not uh, 
because the attention is fixed on the fact 
of no committal of adultery having taken 
place. It corresponds, in fact, to ph 
pouxebops above in prohibition. See 
Winer, 8 65. 2, c. 4: and cf. ch. i. 28; 
ii. 2: 1 Cor. xvi. 22), but committest 
murder, thou hast beoome а transgressor 
ofthelaw. (Various fanciful reasons have 
been given for the selection of these two 
commandments: because these two were 
punished with death," Baum : * be- 
сапве no one had laid a charge of adultery 

against the readers, bat the other they 

violated by violating the law of love,” Wie- 

singer. But it is far more likely that they 
are alleged as the two first which regard 
our duty to our neighbour generally: uh 

s being put first, as in Mark x. 
iii : Rom. xiii. 9: Philo 

94, 82, vol. ii. pp. 

pec. 
éy pár „Сар. § 2,р.800. Sothat 
Leg.ad 6 ot 7 Dec de Lak Y 
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„gn . Pópov. 12 or XaXere кай obres тоте °as Sia ABCKL 
r Ep. Pyowou b éXevÜepías 1 uéXXovres IxplvecBar. 13 1 yàp dfgh] 
т. 25. 

tipiem "ирле rens тф pù ‘woujoavts ео. ®катакаш- n Тип. 21. 2 i 
м 1. (1Pet. хата ЄЛєо< kplaeos. much 
32 ; , muti- 

ra Matt sti 14 Y Ti ту т Bdexos, adeAgol pov, day “ пісті NE Tis lated 1а 
x. 14 al. Г . vv. ]2— 

. 2. 37. s 1 Rom. хі. 18 bis. eh. iil. M only. Jer. xzvi 
мд rige Tee F. Il. i Y ve 1e. 1 Cor. xv. $2 only. job 27. S only. 21.) 

+. 
(L) и: Zech. x. 12 only. constr., 1 3 

13. rec et, with La b? d Бра Coe] а ТЫ: avAcos b! 12: aygAeos h 18: 
„Лео * ayeAevs f: txt ABCEN rel 86 (Ec Ue : 

sth Thi: add 8e А N*(but erased) 
txt BCKLN! rel 86 Syr coptt. [P def. 
C? Syr: txt B(-xare, sic: see table) 
Aud eos, eA«or CKL rel 36 (Ес: txt ABN a b! e 

Tis bef Ac AC 56 14. om ro BC! [arm]. 

ancient tradition : or А found an- 
ciently in the LXX. Rabbis have the 
same sentiment as this: Wolf quotes from 
the Talm. Sabbath, fol. lxx. 2, where R. 
Jochanan says of the 39 precepts of Moses, 
* Quod si faciat omnia, unum vero omittat, 
omnium et singulorum reus est.") 
19, 18.) Concluding and summary exhor- 
tations, to speak and act as subject to the 
law of liberty and love. 18.) Во speak 
(pres. as regarding a habit of life) апа so do 
(odr both times does not what 
has gone before, but what follows: obros, 
és. Speaking had been before hinted at in 
ch. i. 19 : and will come again under con- 
sideration in ch. iii.), as Lus "ied to be 
judged by means of, as the measure 
ly which Д lives will be estimated) the 
law of liberty (the same as in ch. i, 25: 
that perfect expansion of God’s will, resting 
on the free unrestrained principle of love, 
which is the moral code of the gospel. 
And the point of the exhortation is as 
SchoL-Matthssi, ofrws Tb dyabdy d d- 
(єсде és ph rd убре) dvayxa(suerai, 
dAA' ab6aípero:). 18.] Reason why 
we should be careful thus to speak and do: 
viz. that if we do not, we cast ourselves out 
of that merciful judgment at God's hands 
which is promised to the mercifal: Matt. 
v. 7, paxdpior of dAefjpores" бт: афто 
éAenÜfmorra, which is the key to our 
verse, Forthejudgment (which is coming) 
shall be) unmerciful (Luther makes 
(Acos an epithet, es wird ein unbarm⸗ 

herziges Gericht ergeben, which would 
require the absence of the article) to him 
who wrought not (the aor. is proleptical, 
the Writer standing at the day of the judg- 
ment and looking back over life) mercy: 
mercy boasteth over judgment (without 
& copula, the sentence is introduced more 
emphatically and strikingly. The meaning 
is, the judgment which would condemn 
any and all of us, is, in the case of the 

ME 

5 
18(Тізсћаг)) 40. 78. 83. 101 vulg lat.) syr (Ес: 

LX rel 36 latt ТЫ (Ec Aug. [P def. 

rec ins xa: bef катакаох., with 

karaxavxagÓe А 18. 27-9 copt: -хасбе 
for 

o ТЫ. [P def.] 
t coptt ]. 

merciful, overpowered by the blessed effect 
of mercy, and mercy prevails overit. The 
saying is abstract : to turn it into a con- 
crete, ‘ the merciful man,’ or to appropriate 
the Aces, ‘the mercy of God,’ is to limit 
that which is purposely and weightily left 
unlimited as an universal truth). 14— 
26.] In close connexion with what has 

ne before, the Apostle sets forth that 
are faith without works can never save a 

man. The following remarks of De Wette 
on the paseage are important, and well con- 
densed. They havebeen impugned by many, 
among whom are Neander, Schneckenbur- 
ger, Theile, Thiersch, Hofmann: but they 
seem to me best to represent the simple 
and honest view of the matter, without 
any flnessing to make the two Apostles in 
exact accord in their meaning of terms 
and their positions respecting them (Hof- 
mann, Schriftbeweis, i. pp. 556—563, is 
worth consulting for a good statement of 
the other view): © In order rightly to un- 
derstand this polemical passage, it is neces- 
sary accurately to define St. James's ideas 
of faith, of works, and of justification, 
and to compare tbem with those of St. 
Paul Faith is, according to St. James, 
the result of the reception of the Word 
(ch. 1. 22), especially in a moral point of 
view: moral conviction (Rom. xiv. 23): 
and although he recognizes it also as belief 
in Christ (ch. ii. 1), as frust (i. 6; v. 15), 
and truth (i. 3), yet he makes these par- 
ticulars here of so little moment, that he 
regards it'as theoretical belief only, and 
ascribes it to the evil spirits (ii. 19)., 
Widely different from this is St. Paul's 
idea of faith, which presupposes self-abase- 
ment, the feeling of unworthiness and in- 
capability (Rom. iii. 9 ff., 23), and consists 
in trust on the grace of God revealed in 
the atoning death of Christ (Rom. iii. 25 ; 
v. 8: 2 Cor. v. 18 f.). Of this faith, moral 
faith is a branch (Кош. xiv. 28): but this 
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"биеш, * Épya 86 ui) * ép u dar 7) тісті aca x eas 

ade 7) abr; l5éàyp бё 

15. om e BN d m 18 lat-Fi(and spec) copt arm. [P def.] 

latter, which is the adoption of the work- 
ing principle of love (Gal. v. 6), can only 
spring from the purification of the inner 
man by faith in the atonement. So that 
it is impossible to say, as some have done, 
that the idea of faith in the two Apostles 
is the same. Works, according to St. 
James, are not the works of the law in 
the lower sense, the mere observance of 
carnal ordinances and usnges,—but' an 
active life of practical morality, the rule 
of which is indeed found in the Mosaical 
law, and especially in the command to love 
one another, but so found, as apprehended 
and appropriated by the spirit of liberty 
(вее ch. i. 25; ii. 12). ] St. Paul also un- 
derstands by ‘the works of the law’ not 
merely cereinonial observances, as plainly 
appears from Rom. vii. 14 ff. : but when 
he contends against the Jewish righteous- 
ness by works, and their pride, as in Rom. 
ix. 80 ff., he includes these observances in 
that to which he refers. As jus- 
tification, St. James understands it in a 
proper, or moral sense (cf. Matt. xii. 87), 
which St. Paul also recognizes. But in 
the latter Apostle's idea of justification, 
we must distinguish a threefold point of 
view: 1. the general moral, at which he 
stops, Rom. ii. 13 (cf. ib. ver. 5 ff.), taking 
no account, how the highest aim of mo- 
rality, there indicated, is to be attained, 
and is attained: 2. in his polemical point 
of view, as combating Jewish righteousness 
by works, he denies that we can, by the 
fulfilment of the law (even of its moral 
part, seeing that no man fulfils it aright), 
attain justification or well-pleasingness to 
God (Rom. iii. 20: Gal. ii. 16): 8. in the 
third point of view also, in the Christian life 
itself, St. Paul recognizes the inadequacy 
ог Nes conscience to give peace and 
b ness to men (1 Cor. iv. 4),, and 
finds peace only in faith in God, who jus- 
tifies him of His free grace, i. e. во looks on 
and accepts him, as if he were righteous. 
This higher kind of justification, St. James 
does not recognize." А good résumé of 
the literature of the passage will be found 
in Wiesinger, p. 122, note. The whole 
question of fact, as to whether St. Paul's 
teaching, or some misunderstanding of it, 
or neither the one nor the other, was in 
St. James's view bere, I have discussed in 
the Prolegomena, § iii. 5 ff. 14.) 
What is the profit (arising from that to 
be mentioned: the resulting profit), my 

y Luke vii. 25, 

adde chi) yupvol Yirrdpywow А16. 
. 15. fl. il 

brethren, if (so ddy after тЇ dperAnPhoerai, 
Matt. xvi. 26: 1Cor. xiii.3) any man say 
there is no emphasis on Aéyp, as many 
С orst, Piscator, Wolf, Baumgarten, Pott, 
tier) have supposed: both its place in 

the sentence, after rloriy, forbids this, and 
more decisively still the context, in which 
the whole argument proceeds on the hypo- 
thesis of his possessing faith: and in ver. 
19, faith is actually ascribed to the ris. 
At the same time it is not to be wholly 
passed over, that the Apostle has written 
not xy, but Adyp feu». While this does 
not imply any want of genuineness in the 
faith, it perhaps slightly distinguishes 
the possession of such faith from the abso- 
lute lor Exew: or, as Huther, belongs 
to the dramatic form of the hypothesis, 
in which the man is introduced bossting 
of and appealing to his faith) that he 
has faith (no stress to be laid on the 
failure of the art. before wícriw, as is 
done by Schneckenburger, “ Recte articulo 
caret, quum non habeat Th» míeriw." 
This is sufficiently refuted by St. Paul's 
similar anarthrous use of wlovis, where it 
is spoken of in the highest sense, and by 
our Lord's command, £xere тісті de-, 
Mark xi. 22) but have not works (i.e. 
those acts in his life which are proofs and 
fruits of faith : not mere ceremonial works: 
see De Wette's remarks cited above)? (а 
note of interrogation, not à comma, is to 
be placed here. The sentence contains two 
distinct but connected questions: * What 
is the fit, if &c. P and, ‘Can’ &с. Р 
Otherwise we leave 71 rd бфеЛоѕ insulated, 
and make uh Sórara: stand unnaturally in 
an interrogative apodosis) Can (his) faith 
09, merely because, by the hypothesis Аёур 
тісті Xe, the тісті із now become 
definite, is a priated, according to the 
general rule by which that which has been 
anarthrously introduced at the first men- 
tion, has the art. when next mentioned : 
not as Bede, “ fides illa, quam voe habere 
dicitis :” nor as Theile, que non habetur 
revera sed dicitur tantummodo et jacta- 
tur’) save him (see for gga, ch. i. 21. 
atbréy is noticeable, as confining the ques- 
tion within the limits of the hypothesis, b 
making this particular man, who has fait 
and not works, the object of the question, 
and not ra, any, or every man. Неге, 
and not in AC, nor in ў rio, lies the 
true key to the nullity of the faith in ques- 
tion)! 15, 16.] The quality, and un- 
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somites xal *Xesróuevo, Tihs *éjmuépov Y, 16 emy & Tes ABCKL 
a here 

. Tp. 
Dion. Hal. 
viii. 41. 

b вов Mark v. 
$4. Acts 
xvi.36. Luke 
vil. 50. 

€ Mark xiv. 64, 
61 u J. only. ^ 
Job xxxi. 0. т Lö friot ! Eyes, ayo ‘Epya ‘eyo Seifov pot Tv 

Ps. xxxvi. 19. 
е here only. 1 Chron. zzviil. 2 only. Wisd. iv. 5 al. 
h Acts xxviii. 16 only. Gen. xliii. see Rom. ziv. 22. 

тісто соо ywpis tav ёрүшр, каүф Ser, соь ёк тфу 
f g = Heb. vi. 1. ix. 14. Rev. lil. 1. ver. 14. 

i 1°Сог. xv. 35. 

rec aft Acrwopevos ins egi, with АТР] rel ТЫ (Ес: om BCKN syrr coptt [sth arm] 

sah ssth.—e:wes Nl. for тз, т: Nl. 
Antch,. 

16. for ern бе, cal ee A 1 18 8 
vra:ye С!(арру) 63. om ro BCi. [P def.] 

17. rec epya bef exn, with L rel (copt) [eth] ТЫ Œc: txt ABCKN a b d m o 13. 36 
ef. latt sah, arexy epya c. [Р d 

18. rec (for хор) ex, with EI rel ТЫ: om ABC [PIN a m 18 latt в coptt [sth] 
rec aft 1st «руу ins gov, with CKL rel [wth] ТЫ: om ABI PN a с 13 latt arm. 

syrr coptt [arm] (om ov also (aft 2nd epgyo») latt syr). 

profitableness, of such faith shewn, as in 
vv. 2, 8, by a familiar example. 18. 
But (84 takes up the argument against 
the person supposed, or against his fautors: 
and is not, as Wiesinger, merely transi- 
tional [it is best rendered in English by 
beginning the sentence abruptly, not giv- 
ing any word for it]) if a brother or a sister 
(the case of a Christian brother or sister is 
supposed, to bring out more strongly the 
obligation to help, as a duty) be (found, 
on your access to them: see, on ózáoxo 
and eiui, reff.: and note, Acts xvi.20) naked 
(there is no need to interpret yvpvol 
* male vestiti," as so many Commentators: 
extreme destitution and nakedness in the 
literal, or almost literal sense, might well 
go together) and destitute of (reff.: Pind. 
lsthm. іі. 18, reden Лефбеѕ Aua xal 
Філе» : Soph. Trach. 932, ofr’ d8upudrov 
éAelwer’ obbéy. The usage is confined to 
St. James in the N. T.) daily food (the 
food for each day, ris каб zupa дусу- 
xalas трофїз: not “ quod in unum diem 
sufficit," as Morus, nor “for the current 
day," as Hottinger), 16.) and (84 
brings in the slight contrast between the 
want and the manner of its supply) some 
one from among you (not, as Grot., of you 
“ qui fidem creditis sufficere ad salutem," 
but generally; and put in this form to 
bring the inference nearer home to them- 
selves) say (rather, ‘shall have said,’ not 
Aéyp: but the force of the aor. cannot be 
given in English without overdoing it), Go 
in peace (see, besides reff., Judg. xviii. 6: 
2 Kings xv. 9 LXX. The words would 
imply, that the wants were satisfied), be 
warmed (as being yupvol) and filled (both 
are in the present, as indicating the state 

coi bef Zelte B a e j m: 

in which), — but ye (answering to the ris 
dt бй», and now applying the hypothesis 
to all) give them not (have mot gives 
them but see above on еїхр) the neces- 
saries of the body (so Herod. ii. 174, fies 
puy ewidelwo: TÀ èrrrideta x. r. A.: Thuc. ii. 
23, бето» «Їҳоу Tà émithSeia. See Kypke's 
note here, and Wetstein), what is the 
profit (тб, see above, ver. 14) 1 17.) 
Application of the similitude. Во also 
faith, if it have not (be not accompanied 
by as its proper result. Here, again, the 
quasi- identification of the rioris with the 
man, and ascription of the Kpya to it as a 
possession, shew in what relative places 
the two stand in the Apostle's estimate) 
works, is dead (so Plautus in a remarkably 
gimilar ge, Epidic. i. 2. 18, “Маш 
quid te igitur retulit Beneficum esse ora- 
tione, si ad rem auxilium emortuum est ? ”) 
in itself (not as E. V., “ being alone," каб 
éavrhy oga: nor, “ against itself” = каб 
éavrijs,as Möller, al.; nor is it to be joined 
to wiloris, “fides sola," as Knapp and 
Baumgarten (“in as far as it is alone"): 
but the words belong to and qualify »expd, 
as De W., Huther, al.; it is dead, not 
merely *ad rem," as Plaut. above, but 
absolutely, каб’ éavrfr, in itself: has no 
living root whereby it energizes. Cf. Palm 
and Rost under éavroU, каб éavrd, an und 
für fid). 18.] But (in any case of 
faith without works, analogous to that 
supposed above, of one of you having dis- 
missed the naked and hungry with mere 
words) some one will say (he will be liable 
to this reproach from any one who takes 
the more effectual and sensible method, of 
пор with works), Thou hast faith, 
and I have works: shew me (not, ‘prove 

18 GAA’ | dpe? 

ошу афто ёЕ bn d “Гататуєтє èv > єіртур, ° бєриайрєсбє xai а 18 h 
à xoprájeaÓe, pů Sere bà avrois rà *° етіттјдеа тод cw- 
patos, ті 70 f; 17 obres xai ў тісті, ёду pr 
éyn epa, s verpd dotw n ra ёаутту. 

kimo 
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è 5. 3, a. 

om 8. c. lat. Fi eth. [P def.] 
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19. rec о Geos bef «Їз, with L rel Did, (Ec: «Is ест. о 0. AN 68 vulg S 
: о 0. er., addg efs in marg bef eor., К: txt (B) C (a с), 

[-rom] Thl.—om o B à c1 m [Thl].—om етт» lat: Ji æth-rom 
arm Cyr,[-p] 

to me,’ but ‘exhibit to me,’ * ostenta mihi’) 
thy faith without the works (which ought 
to accompany it), and I will shew thee my 
faith by (from the evidence of, out of, 
as the ground of the manifestation) my 
works. The whole difficulty found in this 
verse by Commentators bas arisen from 
overlooking the fuct that it continues the 
argument from the previous verses, and 
does not begin a new portion of the sub- 
ject. And the reason why this has been 
overlooked, is, the occurrence between the 
two of the general clause in ver.17. The 
same mistaken person is in the Apostle’s 
view throughout, down to ver. 22: and it 
is as addressed to him, on the part of a 
chance objector to his inconsistency, that 
the AX’ dpei ти is introduced: the AAA 
conveying the opposition of an objection 
not to the Apostle himself, but to him 
whom the Apostle is opposing. For the 
various and curious difficulties and con- 
fusions which have been raised on the 
verse, see Huther’s note. 19.) Still 
addressed to the same soli-fidian, but now 
directly, and not in the person of the 
GAN’ ёреї Tis. This is better than to sup- 
pose the ris still speaking; on account of 
the length of argumentation before the 
secoud person singular is dropped, and the 
analogy of the two arguments drawn from 
Abraham and Rahab, both of which most 
naturally come, as the latter on any view 
does, from the Apostle himself. Thou be. 
lievest (better without an in tion : 
see John xvi. 81, note) that God is one 
(or with the reading els beds, that there 
is one God.' The Apostle selects, from all 
points of dogmatic belief, that one which 
stands at the head of the creed of Jews 
and Christians alike, Cf. especially Deut. 
vi. 4: Neh.ix.6: Mark xii. 29, 82: Rom. 
Hi. 30: 1 Cor. viii. 4, 6: ch. iv. 12: and 
the Shepherd of Hermas, ii. l, p. 914, 
wperov wávre» *ícTevgcov ёт: els dor 
ó 0cós. De Wette and Wiesinger have 
noticed that the construction with 87: after 
wirrete:s instead of els or è», implies that 
merely a theoretical faith is spoken of. 
But against this view there are two objec- 
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passim. Acts 
xvii. 18. 

n John v.40. 1 Pet. Hi. 10 reff, 

rec aft 8rd тісті ins pov, with AKL [P(.)ov] rel ТЫ 

th- 

1* е 

tions: 1. that els ог фу could hardly have 
been used in this case, where the existence 
(efs eds) ог the unity (els ó 0eds) of God 
is spoken of as the object of belief: 2. that 
бт: after riet does undoubtedly else- 
where express the highest kind of realizing 
faith: e.g. Mark xi. 23, 24: John vi. 69; 
xi. 27, 42; xiv. 10, 11; xvii. 8, 21; xx. 81 
al.): thou doest well (i.e. either under- 
stood simply, ‘so far is well ? it isa good 
faith, as far as it goes:’ or understood 
ironically, as Calv. al., “ac si dixisset, Нос 
magnum est, infra diabolos subsidere:” only 
that “ infra diab.” is further than the text 
assumes : rather, *diabolis, quod ad fidem, 
sejuari' The former seems preferable; it 
is hardly likely that the Apostle would 
speak sighting y even ‘argumenti causa,’ 
of so fundamental an article of the faith): 
the demons also (not, the dæmoniacs, as 
Wetst., though his explanation is specious, 
* qui per exorciemos et pronuntiationem 
nomiuum Dei Hebrmworum sanari dicun- 
tur :" nor as Schneckenburger, al., the dæ- 
mons in the possessed, who trembled at the 
sacred Name: but simply, as usually, the 
evil spirits) believe (the verb is purposely 
used absolutely: not merely, ‘ believe this 
truth, but, (Aue far, are believers in com- 
mon with пет >), and (not to be diluted 
into АЛАА xal, as Pott, or " atqui," as Theile: 
the keenness of the sarcasm lies in the 
ame copula) shudder (oploow, properly 
of the hair standing on end with terror. 
Their belief does nothing for them but cer- 
tify to them their own misery. “ Hoc, præ- 
ter exspectationem lectoris additum, mag- 
nam vim habet." Bengel). 20—93.) 
Proof of the uselessness of faith without 
toorks, from the example of Abraham: tn- 
troduced by a severe and 3 ар- 
eal to the objector. 20.} But (pass- 
ng on to another example which is to 
prove it even more certainly) wilt thou 
know (the use of 6éAess serves to shew 
that the knowledge itself is pluin and pal- 
pable, and the resisting it can only arise 
from perversity), 0 (this interjection is 
generally found, in the N. T., in conjura- 
tions or vituperations : e. g. Rom. ii. 1, 3; 
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20. rec (for apyn) vexpa, with ACSKL[P]N rel vulg copt [err arm-use (Orig, Cyr, ?)] 
Thl (Ec : txt BC! am*(with demid fuld) lat-ff, sah arm- 

22. ovvepye: AN, cooperatur vind. 

ix. 20: 1 Tim. vi. 20: Gal. iii. 1: see also 
Luke xxiv. 25: Acta xiii. 10) empty (void 
of knowledge and seriousness: content 
with a dead and bootless notion: керду 
ad ee BvOpwroy Tbv Yf TD пісте 
abxoÜvra, nly тїз Std TG» їрүшу éro- 
стётєюз xextnudvoy els жАђрюсі, Ec.) 
man (so in Rom. ix. 20), that faith (bere 
abstract: all faith, faith abrd каб афтб: 
not merely aloris, faith, in any supposed 
case) separate from works (here again, тё 
I ya, abstract; and therefore, in subor- 
dination to the former abstract noun, the 
works which belong to it, which might be 
expected from it) is idle (bootless, without 
result: see reff. So Demosth. p. 815, dpya 
xpfuara: Isocr. Panegyr. p. 49, $ 48, итте 
Tois iSibras wire... . бруд» «уи rhy 
Bcarp:Ahy. The idea is much the same if 
we read vexpd; but seeing that none read 
&pyf) in vv. 17, 26, and it was hardly 
likely that the easy vexpd here would be 
changed into the difficult apy, this latter 
is beyond reasonable doubt the genuine 
reading) 1 21.] The example of 
Abraham. Was not Abraham our father 
(the Apostle and his readers being all Jews) 
justified (accounted righteous before God. 
No other meaning will satisfy the con- 
nexion, inevitable to avy intelligent reader, 
between this dBuxauóÓn and the сбои of 
ver. 14: which again is connected with the 
péAAorres xplverOa of ver. 12. Com- 
mentators have endeavoured to evade this 
full meaning, in various ways. Thus e. g. 
Calvin, Notanda est hoc amphibologia ; 
justificandi verbum Paulo esse gratuitam 
just itim imputationem apud Dei tribunal: 
Jacobo autem esse demonstrationem justi- 
tie ab effectis, idque apud homines, quem- 
admodum ex superioribus verbis colligere 
licet: ostende mihi fldem tuam" &c. It 
is manifest, that by such “ amphibology,” 
any difficulties whatever may be explained 
away. On the difficulty itself, see in the 
Prolegomena) by (out of, ав the ground of 
ihe justification: precisely as St. Paul so 
constantly uses the phrase биконодтӨш ёк 

(1805) Bede,. 

alorews) works (the category to which 
the ground of his justification belonged. 
It was one especial work, in matter of fact : 
and that work, itself springing out of pre- 
eminent faith) when he offered (not, as 
E. V., al., * had offered: the aor. part., 
as so often, is aynchronous with the aor. 
itself in the same sentence. dvadépe in 
this reference with dt is not ‘to offer up 
in sacrifice,’ but simply to offer, to bring as 
a sacrifice to the altar: whether the entire 
: vera up’ takes place or not. Where 
it did take place, the general meaning may 
be given: where it did not, as here, the 
particular one must be kept. Cf. 1 Pet. 
ii. 24) Isaac his son at the altar! 
23.) Thou seest (better not a question: 
in which case the xaí of ver. 23 does not 
follow so naturally as when we couple the 
direct verb BAéreis with the direct verb 
éxAnpeén) that (not, kow,” as E. V.: it 
is not the manner in which, nor even 
* how ” in the sense of ‘how that,’ which 
is meant. The assertion is, that the infer- 
ence is indubitable, that the fact was as 
stated) faith (the art. is abstrnct here, not 
possessive, as аўтой being expressed below 
shews) wrought (at the time, * was work- 
ing,’ imperf.) with his works (vois fpyois 
again categorical, the work in the example 
being but one), and by (out of, as the 
ground and source) works (again cato- 
gorical; the general proposition proved by 
the particular case. Doubtless this second 
time it might be by his works, his 
faith,’ &c.: but the other is more like 
St. James, who is singularly given to in- 
troduce abstract propositions as applicable 
to particular cases) faith (see above) was 
made complete (in one act, once for all: 
not imperf. as cvrfigye, but aor.: not, as 
again many Commentators, even Bengel 
and De Wette, and so Calvin, “ quod vera 
esse inde comprobetur;" an impossible 
meaning, and very far from the context of 
the Apostle’s argument; which is, that 
faith isdeveloped and brought to perfection 
by obedience: see below on ver. 26, And 

ABCKL 
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oln v. 24, 
38. Acta v. 

a бєоў G ec. 4 b оратє "Or, ef čpyaw ™Sixatadrac "ее 
avOpwros, xal ойк "ёк тістєюс буор. 

хіх. 37. Rom. і. 26 al. Ps. cv. 31. 
only. Exod. 1.3 al. see Heb. ii. 8. 
vii. 3, 4 only. 

e з = Rom., Gal. 

25 c одоіос ° 82 Genas  ” 
с above. Acts 

a (бик. xviii. 17.) see note. b constr., here 
c Matt. xxvii. ål (4 Mk. v. r.) . Luke v. 10. x. B. 1 Cor. 

24. rec aft opare ins rowvy, with KL rel (Ec: om ABC[P]N c d 18. 86 latt зугт 
copt eth [arm | Thl. 

25. for opos, ovres C Syr copt (eth) arm]. 

hence also is it evident, how faith ovrfp- 
yet тоз Épyois abrov. By tbe Apostle's 
own comparison, ver. 26, faith is the body, 
obedience the spirit: faith without obe- 
dience is dead, until obedience, the spirit, 
sets faith in motion: then faith, like the 
limbs of the body, moves with and works 
with the acts of obedience. Which is prior 
in time, which the ground of the other, is 
& point not touched by St. James at all. 
Pool collects well in his Synops. ad loc., 
the opinions of others: “Opera autem 
tidem perficiunt ratione operationis et con- 
summationis, quum per opera fides ad ma- 
turitatem pervenit, quomodo arbor perfecta 
sit quum ita excrevit ut fructum ferat, 
Num. xvii. 8; et peccatum perficitur, Jac. 
i. 15, quum in habitum evasit . . . Fides 
tum demum consummata redditur, post- 
quam bonos fructus protulit." But when 
he goes on to say, “ Fides est causa : opera, 
effectus. Causa autem non perficitur a suo 
effectu, sed perfecta declaratur : ut fructus 
boni arborem bonum non efficiunt, sed 
indicant," he is travelling out of the record, 
and giving meanings а оси to this pas- 
sage): 23.] and the Scripture was 

led which saith, But (ка, LXX) 
Abraham believed God, and it was 
reckoned unto him for righteousness (i. е. 
that saying of Scripture, which long pre- 
ceded the offering of Isaac, received its 
realization, not, it may be, its only reali- 
zation, but certainly its chief one, in this 
act of obedience. It was not, until this, 
fulfilled, in the sense of being entirely ex- 
emplified and filled up. Wiesinger com- 
bats this sense as an unworthy one, and 
follows Wolf and Knapp in understanding 
winpebjvas and evt not only 
“cum illud ipsum quod predictum erat 
evenit, sed etiam ubi tale quid accidit quo 
ejusmodi dicta . . . . quoquo modo vel con- 
firmantur et illustrantur." But this is not 
satisfactory, unless tho case in point be such 
a prominent illustration as to constitute the 
main fulfilment; and then we come to 
much the same point. No such objection 
ав that which Wiesinger brings (viz. that 
we make thus the truth of God's saying 
depend on Abraham's subsequent conduct) 

om ёе C 5. 6. 76 [vulg-clem] 

lies against our view, that the saying ro- 
ceived on and not till this occasion its en- 
tire and full realization. It was true, when 
uttered: but it became more and more 
gloriously true of Abraham's life and acts 
till it reached this its culminating point, 
in his chief act of self-denying obedience) : 
and he was called (couple with éricrevcey 
not with ёАоуѓс ез) 's friend (‘amatus 
a Deo,’ not ‘amans Deum.“ This appella- 
tion of Abraham is not found in the LXX. 
In ref. Gen., where they have 'Afpaàu 
ToU wadés pov, Philo, De ip. Noà, 8 11, 
vol. i. p. 401, cites it 'ABp. ToU філоџ pov. 
And in Isa. xli. 8 the words owdpya 
*ABpady by hydenoa are rendered by the 
vulg. “semen Abraham amici mei,” and by 
the E. V. **the seed of Abrabam my friend." 
So also in 2 Chron. xx. 7). 24.) 
General inference from the example of 
Abraham. Ye see (not imperative, nor 
interrogntive) that by (from, out of, as a 
source) works & man is justifled (ac- 
counted righteous before God, as above: 
not, as Calvin, Fructibus cognoscitur et 
approbatur ejus justitia"), and not by 
(from) faith only {notice póvov : St. James 
never says that a man is not justified by 
faith, provided that faith include in it the 
condition of obedience : but by faith идро, 
xepls Épyov, is no man justified. póvov 
must be joined with lor, not with ойк, 
as Theile, * Appositionis lege explenda 
est oratio: non solum fide, sed etiam ope- 
ribus. . . . nempe cum fide conjungendis:" 
see similar instances of adverbe joined to 
substantives in 1 Cor. xii. 81: 2 Cor. xi. 
23: Gal. i. 23: Phil. i. 26: and cf. Winer, 
8 54. 2, 5). 25.) The example of 
Rahab. Various reasons have been as- 
signed for this example being added. Bede 
says, Ne se causarentur opera tanti patris 
Abrahe imitari non valere, presertim cum 
nullus eos modo cogeret Deo filios offerre 
perimendoe, . . . . addit et mulieris exem- 
plum, mulieris criminose, mulieris alieni- 
gens, qus tamen per opera misericordis, 
per officium hospitalitatis, etiam cum peri- 
culo vitæ sue Dei famulis exhibitum, jus- 
tificari a peccatis meruit" &c. Grotius, 
% Abrahami exemplum Hebreis ad Chris. 
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ium conversis sufficere debebat, sed quia 
etiam alienigenis scribebat, adjunxit exem- 
plum foœming extranem:" and similarly 
Hofmann, Schriftb. i. 557. Schnecken- 
burger, Novum additur exemplum e sexu 
muliebri sumptum :” and so Bengel, Post 
virum ponitur mulier: nam viros et muli- 
eres appellat," ch. iv. 4 (see note there). 
When Delitzsch, оп Heb. xi. 31, assigns 
as a reason that ber Pauliniſmus had al- 
ready used this example to prove justifi- 
cation sola ex fide, he does not necessarily 
assume the later date for our Epistle. бее 
the whole matter discussed in the Prolego- 
mena. And (the & brings out the contrast 
of the example, again atfirming the Apo- 
stle's proposition, to the ёк xlorews буо», 
which has been just denied. Huther under- 
stands the $é as bringing out the dissimi- 
larity between tle examples implied in 
брут) in like manner (with Abraham) was 
not Rahab the harlot (not “ caupona ” 
or “ hospita," as Grot., not “ idololatra," as 
Rosenmüller, but to be taken literally: see 
on Heb. xi. 81) justified by works, when 
she received (not necessarily “ clam exce- 
pit,” as Theile, see reff. It may be so, but 
the word dees not express it. The word 
in Heb. is 8«£auév5) the messengers (ката- 
скбхоџиз, Heb. xi. 31), and thrust them 
forth (in haste and fear, Josh. ii. 15, 16: 
ixBaddaw ів not simply ‘emittere : see 
геї.) by another way (viz. 8: 75s Cupidos, 
Josh. ii. 16 LXX. For the loca] dative, 
see Rom. iv. 12: Rev. xxii. 14: and 
Winer, $ 81. 9)1 20.] General 
conclusion to the argument, but in the 
form of a comparison, as in ver. 17. For 
(yáp binds the verse on to the foregoing, 
and makes $£ rather depend on this axiom, 
than this axiom a conclusion from it: 

. fit must be so, Rahab must have been 
thus justified, seeing that’ &c.) just as 
the body without (separate from) spirit 
(or, the spirit) is dead, so also faith with- 
out works (or witbout its works, the works 
belonging to it: as in ver. 20) is dead. 
This comparison has been found matter of 

om rer ВК a 69 Orig,. 

surprise to some Commentators, inasmuch 
as the things compared do not seem rela- 
tively to correspond. Faith is anquestion- 
ably a thing spiritual : works are external 
and material: so that it would seem as if 
the members of the comparison should 
have been inverted, and works made tho 
body, faith the spirit. But the Apostle’s 
view seems rather to be this: Faith 1s the 
body, the sum and subetance, of the Chris. 
tian life: works (= obedience), the mov- 
ing and quickening of that body; just as 
the spirit is the moving and quickening 
principle of the шаага body. So that as 
the body without the spirit is dead, so faith 
without works is also dead. 

СнАР. III. a. 1—12.] The danger, 
as connected with the upholding of faith 
without works, of eagerness to teach : and, 
5 the manifold and irrepressi- 
ble sins of the tongue. Then follows, 5. 
19— 18.) an exhortation, to prove a man’s 
wisdom by mildness, wot by a contentious 
spirit. 1.] The more the idea pre- 
vailed, that faitb, witbout corresponding 
obedience, was all that is needful, the more 
men would eagerly press forward to teach: 
as indeed the Church has found in all ages 
when such an opinion has become preva- 
lent: for then teachers and preachers of 
their own appointing have rapidly multi- 
plied. Be not (‘decome not ? let not that 
state of things prevail among you in which 
you become) many ers (vo be- 
longs not to the predicate, as Schneckenb. 
al, so that толло} yirerĝa: should = 
multiplicari: nor does it mean * nimii 
in docendo," as Baumgarten: nor = wdy- 
Tes, as Grotius : but is to be taken with 
8:84скаћло, and in its proper meaning. 
And 8&&ác kao. is not, as E.V., masters, 
which conveys a wrong idea: but teachers, 
persons imparting knowledge in the con- 
gregation. This in the primitive times 
might be done by all in turn, as we know 
from 1 Cor. xiv. 26—33 : and St. James 
exhorte against the too eager and too 
general assumption of tbis privilege), my 

kimo 
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CHAT. III. 2. [for ar., rarres P.—om 186 clause K.] 
aft ди». ins тє рУ Damasc, Thl]. 

3. rec (for e: 8€) wou, with f: de C(P 

т Mark vii. 33. John xviii, 11. zx. 25 bis, 27 ol. 

Kev. ziv. 20 
only. Zech. 

8 = ch. Ii. 17 red: 

доғарєуоѕ Nach (Cyr, 
) vulg. 
rel [arm] Т: «8e уар N!(N5 disapprovin 

уар): om о: ecce вуг sah, ecce enim Syr, et ecce wth-pl: txt ABEL 1 m 13. 86(sic 
Damasc (Ec, si autem vulg lat. i, quare ergo spec, 
eis) xpos, with AKL[P rel 4 Ке]: txt BCR Ракаве). 

asc, Thi (Ec: txt AC 13. with BKL(P]N rel 

brethren, knowing (as ye do: or, as ye 
eught to do: it is а good remark of 
Huther's, that elBóres, being closely joined 
to the imperative, is itself hortatory: 
* knowing, as ye might know") that we 
(i.e. as many of us as are teachers) 
shall receive greater condemnation (than 
others who are not teachers: xpipa, in the 
hrase крша AauBávew, according to 
K. T. usage, is not a ‘vox media, but 
signifies condemnation only: see besides 
reff. 1 Tim. v. 12. This being so, it has 
surprised some Commentators, that tho 
Apostle includes himself with those whom 
he is dissuading: and Grot, al. would 

understand xpiua as meaning “ responsi- 
bility :” but the solution is easy,— viz. 
that he includes himself out of humility, 
and obviously on the assumption that the 
office of teacher is not faithfully per- 
formed. The sense might be thus filled 
up, as, indeed, it is virtually filled up in 
ver. 2: *be not many teachers, for in 
such office there is great danger of failing, 
and if we teachers fail, our condemnation 
wil be greater X: 3.] For (see 
above: this supplies the ellipsis) often- 
times (adverbial: see reff. and Winer, § 54. 
1) we all (without exception: &wavres 
is a stronger form than wdyres, being 
originally contracted from dua deres 
offend (sraíe, cognate with яіято, ré- 
ттока, wrócis, see Buttmann, Lexil. i. p. 
995, to stumble, fall: cf. the proverb, 43 
815 wpbs 1b abri» Also vraie : hence 
figuratively, to err or offend morally. The 

t assertion is to be taken in the 
widest moral sense, as an axiom applying 
to our whole conduct. It is in the next 
clause limited to the subject in hand, viz. 
the tongue): if any man (see ch. i. 5, 23, 
26) offendeth not (is void of offence: оф, 
because the negative belongs, not subjec- 
tively to the hypothesis, but objectively to 
the fact included within the hypothesis) 
in word (in speaking: and therefore the 
hypothesis is applicable to these many 

et insuper weth-rom. rec (for 
rec avrovs bef nus, 

who set up for teachers, seeing that thus 
their chances of offence would be multi- 
plied many fold), he (is) a perfect man 
(explained Аа follows), able to bridle 
the whole y also (I cannot see the 
force of De Wette’s objections against the 
general sense of the rA ттаіореу Ar- 
rer. The sense surely runs well thus: We 
all oftentimes offend: and of those fre- 
quent offences, sins of the tongue are so 
weighty a part and so constant a cause, 
that he who is free from them may be said 
to be perfect, inasmuch as he is able to 
rule every other minor cause of offence : 
‘the whole body’ standing for all those 
other members by which, as by the tongue, 
sin may be committed: which may be dra 
@8:кіат 7H duapria ог raa ё:коиосбутѕ 
тё leĝ, Rom. vi. 18). 8—6.] The 
importance and avily of the tongue, 
so small a member, is illustrated by 
comparisons: 1. with the атай instru- 
ment, the horse-bit, ver. 8: 2. with the 
small instrument, the ship.rudder, ver. 4: 
8. with a small fire burning a great forest, 
vv. 5, 6. 8.] This mention of yaw- 
ayeyfi and the situation of the tongue 
et the xaAiós also is placed, introduce 
this similitude: which circumstances will 
also account for rév lrwey standing first 
and emphatic, xoXós and ordua being 
ideas alrcady given by the context. But 
(transitional # (as we do: — in our ver- 

nacular, ‘ when,’ ‘as often as) of horses 
(this would not be English, but indicates 

the emphatic place of TG» frre. The 
gen. depends on Trà стбрата, not on rob; 
xaAwoós) We put (so xandy Tex èp- 

Валле», Ælian V. H. ix. 16) bits (rovs, 

which are in common use: the bits, of 

which every оте knows) into the mouths, 
in order to their obeying us (thus shew- 
ing, by the expression of this purpoee, that 
Wa ize ше Р 5 е the 

bod e tougue),—inow comes 
€ y After the el: see below) we 
turn about also (in turning the bit one 
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Heb. ii. 3. 7 е х i Rev.aviis цера tperáyera тд éXaylarov *andadiov, mov dy 
only t. 
2Macc. xli. 6. „© 

т = here (Matt. 7 
ххі. 24. John 
vi. 60. Acts 

xxvii, 16 

x1vil. 40 only t. Acta xiv. 5 only. or. + ‚ 26. 
а here bis. ch.iv.1. Matt. v. 29,30. Paul, Rom. ті. 18 bis aF. Lev. I. б. 

Is0c., Lysias, Plato, in Wetst. e 
= Іва. x. 17. Sir. zxviiL 10. e Luke xii. 48. (Acts xxviii. 2 v. r.) only. 2 Chron. lil. 11. 

18 (38). Exek. xvi. 50. Zeph. tii. 11. 
d here only. 

uera'youer bef аитор А 18. 86: om avrev 2. 30 в 
гес oKAnpwy 4. ins Ta bef тул:каота B. 

BCK[P]N a b e h mo 36 latt Damase,. 
Damase,: BovAnén 18: BovAorTo а. 

б. for ovrws, wsavrws А d 6. 64-5. 71. 183. 
magna gloriatur att fh , magna exultat fuld: 

magne exultat harl : magniloqua spec: txt А B(see table) Сі Eph, : 
with KLR rel, magna exaltat vulg Bede, 

У дриђ той *evOvvovros BovrAntav 5 odr cal т) 
yXàcca pixpoy * péros ёсті, kal реуаћа “adye?. do 
xxo tip Henv № ° аратте, ö K. ў N 

w = Luke vill. 29. 2 Pet. И. 17 (Mark vi. 48. John ті. 19) only. Sir. zxxvili. 25, 3 Mace. ix. 4. x Acts 
х = here (John i. ові Num. xxii. 23, 

b here only t. see Ps. ix. 
here bis. Col. ii. 1 only t. 

(Ec. 
ayeucv, with AL rel eth Thi: txt 

Bovrera: B[L]R 

тес (for ne архе) neyaXavxe:, 

om a» BN sah. 

rec (for 
тМмкоу) o TVo, with Al (as origly written) C?KL rel CAP та spec) бут coptt sth 
arm] Damasc, Th]: txt A(as corrd by origl scribe) BC! 

6. om lst xa: Nl. 

way or the other) their whole body (cf. 
Soph. Antig. 473, о©шкрё халиф 8 olda 
Tous Oupoundvous "Imzovs катартубфутаз). 

4.) The second comparison takes 
up, not the protasis with its el 3¢, but only 
the apodosis foregoing. Behold, even (or 
also) the ships, though so great (the par- 
ticiple carries a slightly ratiocinative force, 
illative or exceptive according to the cir- 
cumstances), and driven by fierce (see 
ref.: and cf. Ælian de Animal. v. 13, 
oxAnpoy rena: and Hist. Var. ix. 14, 
wa wh avarpéwntra: órd TG» бубу, 
elmore oxAnpol xaréxveov. See other cita- 
tions in Wetst.) winds (Bede interprets 
this as having a meaning respecting our- 
selves: “Naves magne in mari, mentes 
sunt hominum in hac vita, sive bonorum 
sive malorum. Venti validi, a quibus 
minantur (P), ipsi appetitus sunt men- 
tium, quibus naturaliter 9 ar aliquid 
agere &с. But it is not likely that the 
Apostle had any such meaning), are turned 
about by а very small rudder, whither- 
soever (oTov for хог, which is not used in 
N. T. So also in the classics: e. g. Soph. 
Trach. 40, xeivos ĝrov BéBnxev) the desire 
(not, as many Commentators, the external 
impulse given by the kand. Cf. Plato, 
Phileb. p. 35 р, ёйцтасау rhv Te ёриђу 
ка) ériOuplay ка) th» ёрхђу тоў (dov 
warrós) of the steersman (him who ac- 
tually handles the tiller) may wish. The 
same thought occurs in Aristot. Quast. 
Mechan. 5, 7d wySdAtov, pixpdy бу, ка} 
én’ doxdry тф *Aolp, tocalrny $йуаш» 
Exes, Ssre бт) pixpod оїакоѕ, kal évds 
drop ou Surduews, ко) tabrns jpeuaías, 
peyda kweicôa: peyéðn wAolwy. Philo, 

М vulg Antch, Œc. 

In Flacc. Б, vol. ii. p. 521, joins the two 
ideas together, dure:ipordTous kvBeprfrras, 
ol xabdwep &@ёАтт&з Trwovs j»vixoUocw, 
Aa wapéxovras rb» ёж’ ebfelas Dpópor. 
Cf. also Lucret. iv. 899, and other exam- 
ples in Wetat. 5.] Application of 
the comparison. Thus also the tongue 
is a little member, and boasteth great 
things (ueyéÀa atxe (or peyadauyez) 
is interpreted by Œc., ueydAa epyd(era, 
and so Thl, Calv., De Wette, al., in 
the Homeric sense of eSxera: elva. But 
Hather well observes that there is no need 
for thus forcing the word out of its ordi- 
nary meaning, for the deeds of the tongue 
follow. This ueydAa abxe is the method 
which it uses to accomplish its deed; it 
vaunts great words which bring about 
great acts of mischief). Behold, how small 
(MAN is quantulus as well as quan- 
tus,’ e.g. in Lucian, Hermot. 5, rawal, d 
‘Epudripe, A Ixous ўрӣаѕ àropalveis, o 
card тойѕ wyypalous éxelvovs, &АА& xapat- 
wereis wayráwaciw dv xp Tis "yis. 
Wette however understands it here “ how 
great," and thinks that not the small- 
ness of the first spark, but the greatness of 
the fire in its ultimate extent, is intended. 
Against this, as Wiesinger and Huther ob- 
serve, is åváxre, which can hardly mean 
© consumes,’ but must be said of the first 
lighting up. Seneca has the very similar 
words, quam lenibus initiis quanta in- 
cendia oriantur," Contr. v. Б) а fire kind- 
loth how great a forest (Ату is taken by 
some Commentators to mean * materia, 
lignorum congeries," as in ref. Sir. So 
Jerome on Isa. lxvi. 15, 16, vol. iv. p. 813, 
* Parvus ignis quam grandem succendit 
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TÜp, б Íkócuos тїз ®абийас<. 7j ү\ӧсса * arr. t= Prov. і. 
john xxl 36. èv tois *pédeow judy 7) ‘omdotca Sdov тд capa, xal . gen- . l. 

JjAoyilowca tov *tpoxov ris 'yevéoews, xal ! D ъ= Es iv. 6. 
19. 2 Pet. i. 8. 3 Mace. lii. 5. 
Jude 12.) J here bie only. 
xxviii. 27 al. 1 = here ( 

i Jude 23 only *. Wied. xv. 4 only. (-Аос, 1 Pet. ii. 13. 
2 k here only (see note). Ps. laxvi. 18. Exod. iz. 24. 

1. 23 reff.) only (see note). 

Ms, 
Іза. 

гес ins ovres bef 2nd n улосса, with [P] rel syr-w-ast ТЫ (Ec: ovres xa: L 106: om 
ABCKEN с latt Syr coptt arm Antch 
was Nl. 

materiam:" Erasm., Grot, al. But the 
ordinary meaning gives a far livelier and 
more graphic sense here. Cf. aleo Hom. 
II. А. 455, höre wip al8nror éripaAdya 
Ќсхетоу SAny, and A. 155, ds 3 öre wip 
ald no dy A, dundoy блр. The com- 
pe is beautifully used in a sense 
y Philo, De Migr. Abr. § 21, vol. i. p. 455, 

стіу6ђр yàp ка) 6 Врахфтатоз évrugé- 
pevos Fra  karamvevoOels (олор, 
peydaAny etdwre: wupds кої 7d Bpaxó- 
raro обу ёретӯѕ, dra ё\тіс: xpnarais 
$хо@аАтбде›оу ёуалбифт, xal тй Téws 
pepoxóra kal тифла etwuudroce, ка) тд 

бта dyaBAaoreiy exolnce, ка} 
беа örd Ayovías éorelpwro els edpoplay 
ebroxias repriryyer [Tischdf. in his 8th 
edn., omitting with Ni the xaf in ver. 6, 
carries on the sentence to ў улёсоа, сор. 
struing 7Alxov тӯр as an accusative, and 
HAleny UA as in apposition with it]). 

d Likewise the tongue is a fire, 
that world of iniquity (these latter words 
are still in apposition with h) yA&cca (and 
belong appositionally to the subject, not 
to sup the icate: as e.g. in Esch. 
Choeph. 529 f., d» owapydvoto: vaibbs бдриў- 
cas Sleny, tivds Bopás xpj(orra, veoyerès 
84коз); not, as many Commentators, an 
elliptical clause requiring блу to complete 
it—“ igni respondet lingua, materim seu 
silvse respondet mundus improbus," Morus, 
in Huther. But, when taken as a designa- 
tion of 4 *A&cca, the interpretations are 
various. 1. Œc. mentions as an alternative 
the signification “adornment for кбсџоз. 
After giving the ordinary interpretation, 
he says, ) кбодоз ёстіу, roi косродса Thy 
dvOpaxlyny фаз» . r. A., and before, косиєї 
Thy Afra 5:4 тўз T» Duróper eiryAdrr- 
Tov Sewvdryntos. And so it is taken by 
Wetst., Elsner, Wahl, and others. But it 
is rightly objected by Huther, that «écpos 
never signifies that which (actively) adorns, 
but that wherewith a thing or person is 
adorned, as in 1 Pet. iii. 3: so that it 
would be here that wherewith, not that 
whereby, iniquity is adorned. 2. Estius 
makes the words mean, a world of iniquity, 
* quia (lin peccata omnigena parit." 
8. Lo mdp а Kuinoel, A bold 
the words to be spurious, and a gloss: but 

Vor. IV. 

DLrabiorat Bl.] for 8rd y, 
aft yeverews ins ypor К [7. 25. 88-marg. 68. 83. 96% vulg Syr sth). 

most absurdly. We have the similar use 
of ó кбсџозѕ in ref. Prov., тоё ri NO 
$ kócpos T» xpnudrwy, Tov 8 ёж(стоо 
où? BBodos: and the Latins often use 
* abyssus, ‘mare,’ ‘oceanus,’ in the same 
sense [a complete ry of all wicked- 
ness, as the world is of all things]. The 
use of the art. in titular appositional 
clauses of this kind is natural as desig- 
nating the thing pointed at mundus Ше 
iniquitatis) : the tongue (we must not, 
although we omit обтоѕ, follow Lach- 
mann, and Tischdf. [edn. 7], in destroying 
the stop at &3ucías and carrying the sense 
on to this clause: for thus we make a 
very lame sentence, with the subject, 4 
5 re ped н пем веп- 
tence begins here rhaps we cannot 
find in English a better word for xabis- 
ra rat, though it does not give the exact 
meaning, which is as in vulg., ** constitui- 
tur.” Any rendering of this in English 
would be too forcible; as if some divine 
arrangement were spoken of: **collocata 
est" (Beza, Piscator, Schneckenburger, 
al.) is not exact. See reff.) among our 
members that one which (De Wette com- 
pares for the construction, Phil. ii. 18, 
6 eds. . . da rw & dvepyay) defileth (ref.) 
the whole body (thus justifying the title 
given to it of 6 кбтдоз тўз dd:alas) and 
setteth on fire (the other clause, xal jj 
*^écca ядр, is now taken up. By the 
construction, strictly considered, these two 
participles, $AoyíQovca and qAcyi(onéra, 
are (as Wiesinger) subordinated to ori- 
Aoga, there being no articles before them. 
But forasmuch as thus we should find a 
difficulty in the sense, in that the action 
indicated by the first of these participles 
can hardly take place within our members, 
it is better, with Huther, to regard the 
participles as new particulars, and the con- 
struction as not a strictly exact one. Some- 
thing of the same inaccuracy is found in ch. 
iv. ll, but not in iv. 14, as Huther also 
alleges) the orb of the creation (in inter- 
preting the difficult words тду Tpoxàv tis 
yevéoews, one thing must especially be 
borne in mind: that like fAov Tb сёра, 
they designate some material thing which 
agreeably to the figure used may be set on 

x 
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fire. This would at once eet aside all figura- 
tive explanations, such as “ rotam originis 
nostre, que, simul atque nati sumus, cur. 
sum suum auspicatur," Gebser, al.,—rdy 
qoo», Toy Tpoxoelón 8Лоубтг, тїз (ах, 
sidor.-pelus.,—founded оп the parallel in 

Anacreon (iv. 7), rpoxds pparos yàp ola 
Bloros Tpéxei kvXwrÜels. Во likewise e., 
Tpoxós, 3 Віоѕ els daurby  &veXirTÓuevos, 
illustrating it by the Psalmist speaking of 
ó отёфауоѕ ToU éviavrod: such again as 
that of Wolf, “indesinens successio ho- 
minum aliorum post alios nascentium," 
after the Syr., ** It turneth the course of 
our generations which run as & wheel." 
In seeking then for some material inter- 
pretation, we come first to that of Wie- 
singer,—the whole body—the circumfer- 
ence of our corporeal being, the rpoxòs 
Ths yerévews, as the ярќтотоу rijs e- 
gews in oh. i. 28 : the circumference (of the 
body) which is congenital with us. But, 
as Huther has observed, it would be in the 
highest degree unnatural, when the Writer 
has just expressed Ae rò ĝua without а 
figure, that he should again express it ina 
figure, and that without the least indication 
of the identity of meaning. The same ob- 
jection is fatal to Bengel’s view, who also 
understands it of the body, but gets this 
meaning by an allegorical method, “ Rota 
sive sphewra superior est ipsa natura hu- 
mana rationalis: gehenna vero est pars 
profundior, cor: lingua in medio ex in- 
ferioribus inflammatur et superiora in- 
flammat.” More ingenious is the idea of 
Beza (ed. 1598), “ Jacobus mihi videtur 
alludere ad rapiditatem cireumacte rote, 
suo motu flammam concipientis :” and this 
is followed by Benson, who says, “The 
present life of man is here compared to a 
wheel, which is put in motion at our birth, 
and runs swiftly till death puts a stop to it. 
By the rapidity of its (?) motion the tongue 
sets this wheel in a flame, which sometimes 
destroys the whole machine." Cf. Hor. 
Od. i. 1. 8, *metaque fervidis evitata 
rotis: but it seems to lie too far from the 
words for us to suppose that the Apostle 
can have thus intended to express it. And 
besides, the propriety of tho comparison is 
not satisfied: for in the case of a wheel, it 
is set on fire by ita own rapid motion, not 
by any thing without it. It appears then 
to me that we are driven to the rendering 
given above, on which Beza says (ed. 
1565), * Mihi videtur minus dura expli- 
catio, si 7b» Tpoxór accipiamus dvr) той 
KÜkAov, et ris yevérews pro ris ктісєоѕ, 
ut significetur linguam posse vel totum 

orbem conditum accendere.” In favour 
of this, we have, that rpoxós is used for 
“orbis” in Aristoph. Thesmoph. 17: for 
circular enclosures, Plato, Critias, p. 
113 fl.; Soph. frag. 222 d; Schol. on Plato, 

„ lii. p. 461: see also Odyss. u. 173; Фф. 
178, 183: and that yévesis is used in 
the concrete sense of creation ” by Plato, 
Tim. p. 29 р, в (AC ne 3) ёг fjrrira 
altlay yéveow ко) Tb. way тф$е ё fumords 
turéornoey), and by other writers. And 
it is remarkable also (De W.), that just 
below, when St. James would speak of men 
as created after God's image, he uses not 
rio ra but -yeyovóras. Cf. also his 
use of rb vpóserror Tis yerdaews, before 
cited, in ch. i. 28, “ the face wherewith he 
was created.” This sense, the whole ord 
or cycle of creation, is not, as Wiesinger 
affirms, “at least not favoured " by ver. 7, 
but on the contrary agrees oxceedingly well 
with it. After the mention of the Trpoxbs 
ris yerévews, it is natural that the Apostle 
should take up with the ydp the details of 
creation, and assert that they might all be 
tamed by man, but that the tongue is un- 
tameable. Again, such sense is most agree- 
able to the similitude just used, of a 
small spark kindling a vast forest. This 
sense is found in Syr., eth., Crusius, Coc- 
ceius, and De Wette [the expression in 
E. V., the course of nature, is sufficiently 
near the meaning, and expresses it in 
better English, perhaps, than any other), 
and itself set on fire (notice the present, 
indicating that it is habitually, continually, 
so set on fire: see below) by hell (which 
is itself убеууа ToU 4rvpós, ref. and al. 
These words are not to be explained away, 
as Theile, “igne fcedissimo ac funestis- 
simo:" such is not St. James's teaching, 
cf. ch. iv. 7, where the devil, as a tempter 
to evil, is personally contrasted with God : 
but are to be literally taken. It is the 
devil, for whom hell is ; is 
the tempter and instigator of the habitual 
sins of the tongue. It is out of tho 
question (see above) to regard ф\оү- 
[орќут as alluding to the original tempta- 
tions of the fall: equally so, to suppose 
it to havo a future reference, and to imply 
that the tongue shall be tormented in 
(ro?) hell: as some in Œc., &AAà ка) 
афтӣ фпс: Nerat órd 755 yes, às 
d NA ёт) тоб Thy yAdécony Óvorwyari- 
(орєуои wAovaílov: so also Grot., Benson, 
Semler, Storr, Rosenmüller. I need hardly 
add, that the foolish conjectural emenda- 
tion убуру, “a (xo?) nativitate," insisted 
on with much confidence in & note to an 
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7. om 2nd re A a 11. 47 (arm: ка ерт. c]. 
C b o [arm(Tischdf)] : om x. 88. Syr. 

um. xviii. 24. Job xxxtil. 23. 
x = Rom. lii. 13 (ch. v. 

g = Matt. v. 13 al. fr. 

transp ёара(ета: and 8. dj 

8. [om де p ree Suvarai avOpwrey bef Sauaca, with L rel [arm] pu 
: dura Damase, ТЫ топ bef Sanaca: AK(P]N а с m: Bauasa: bef ov8es 18: txt В 

m. rec axatacyerov, with CKL rel spec syrr [wth arm(Treg) Cyr-p,] Epiph, 
mas n ТЫ (Ec: txt AB[P]N vulg lat. /i copt arm[(Griesb) 

(18 def.) 

anonymous version of St. James and St. 
Peter (Hatchard, 1842), is quite out of the 
realn of, as the construing proposed on 
its adoption is beneath, legitimate criticism 
[though it can claim the support of 
“а genitura’). Wiesinger says, This 

reminds us, in its general sense, of 
the О. T. sayings, Prov. xvi. 27: Ps. cxx. 
2—4 a ын 11 ff.” 8 last clause, 
kai Д T. V., is strikingly paral- 
leled by the Targain on Ps. ur 2, where 
the deceitful tongue is compared “cum 
carbonibus juniperi, qui incensi sunt in 
gehenna inferne." But none of these pas- 
sages treats of the destruction which the 
tongue brings on its own body (cf. Wie- 
singer's interp. above). 7, $3 The un- 
tameableness of the tongue. The thought 
in ver. 8, though not directly leading on 
to this, yet is a hint tending towards it. 

11 For (а fresh fact is adduced, 
substantiating the strong terms used of 
the mischief of the tongue) every nature 
(natural generic disposition and character; 
and so below, when joined to &v0pdnivos : 
not, “ kind,” genus, as E. V. and many 
Commentators) of beasts (quadrupeds, see 
below) and winged things, of creeping 

and things in the sea (creation is 
divided into four classes: Onpla, reread, 
ёртеті, and dd. The first then is not 
to be taken in its wide sense, as Acts xxviii. 
4, 5, but as distinguished from the other 
three, i. e. as = quadrupeds, beasts of the 
earth, proper. The classification in Peter's 
vision, ref. Acts, is different: Tà rerpdwoda 
Tis Vis kal Tà Onpla x. và ёртетё к. тё 
етей той obparoU, 0npía there at least 
including the fishes) is (habitually, pres.) 
tamed and hath been tamed (has long ago 
been reduced into subjection: such taming 
has become (perf) an enr, fact in 
the world's history, exemplifled (pres.) 
every day) by (not, to, as a ‘dativus 
commodi > it is the dat. of the agent, after 
n passive verb, — the construction with 

masc-ms,] Jer. 

óró and a gen., as is shewn by the follow- 
ing active construction with офбейз ёрбрб- 
тоу) the nature (not, “ingenii sollertia," 
as Schneckenb., al.; but фусы as before, 
natural generic character) of man: 
8.) but (exception) the tongue no one of 
men can tame (the assertion is absolute, 
not to be weakened by «ebxóAws к. Gvev 
хбуоо, as the-Schol. in Matthæi. And it 
is plain that to read it, as Œc., interroga- 
tively (el rà àr(0acca Onpia ё KrvOperos 
TiÜacce/e. ка) xepofón voii, dpa Th» 
davrot yAsocay ой Gaudre ;), is quite out 
of the question. Observe aor., 
‘even to tame once,’ not habitually, pres. 
.Now we see fully the meaning of ver. 2): 
it is a restless mischief (ёкатќстотоу 
expresses both fickleness and restless- 
ness, see above on ch. i. 8 and Dio Chrys. 
there, who calls a democracy Keraror 
kakór. The figure here seems to corre- 
spond nearly to wbat is related of Proteus, 
that he eluded the grasp of Meneluus under 
many various shapes. Cf. Hermas, Pastor 
ii. 2, p. 916, & vócor wovnpd stw ў 
karaAGAud, ка) dxardoraroy бацшбуюр), 
(it is) (the supply of a copula is necessary 
on account of the change of gender, re- 
ferring back again to yA&cca. Or, the two 
clauses may be rendered without any co- 
ules, as quasi-exclamations) full of death- 

bringing poison (cf. ref, Ps., )xórncar 
yA&ccar alray ёсе) Bpews, lds koridær 
oͤrd та xeíAm abrév). I cannot forbear 
referring the reader to.Erasmus's very ele- 
gant paraphrase of these two verses, 7, 8; 
and thanking Wiesinger for directing at- 
tention to it. 9, 10.] Exemplification 
of ёкатбстатоу xakóv, by the inconsistent 
use of the tongue. 9.) Therewith (there 
could not be a word more accurately ex- 
pressing the instrumental sense, as it is 
called, of ду: it is as clad in, and working 
in the realm and sphere of, that this use 
is found, as we say ‘a man in armour, ‘in 
a helmet: éd» $dg8w (A0w p: dues) 

X 2 
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© e. 46. с 
b here only. 
e Matt. (v. 44 

v. r.) zzv. 41. 
Mark zi. 21. * суеуоубтаҳ" 

ТАКОВОТ 

Eu ® єўХоуобиєр TOV ®“кйро» кай Э татёра, kal *év avrg АВСЕТ, 
катарёреда той$ dvOparrous robe каб ào sans 0o) 47 à f gh, hy 

tee тоў auzor 
Lueri. Е evrAoyla xai "катара, 

III. 

foroparos f éFépyetat 
ov ур), dex ho nov, таўта 

II I axe dj u ёк ris avrijs 
12 A ly. Есе]. iaa обтос ryiver@as. 

re on ; 
„9.1.0. ш Boves TÒ "лико Kal тд "Porixpov; 1? шл) Ovvaras, 

N A 

үйү. ar. 18. ábeMpoi pov, a сук € éXaías * тоса j durex b ; 
dor. X 

* сарі и. ойте х GAykOr ? yAuKU * тоса Фор. 
13. тй, К Neh. i h Heb. vi. 8 reff. 

vii. 16. Jona iv. 2. Mal. lil. 8. k 2 Pet. il. 17 reff. 
xxxiii. 22. Obad. 3. m here only t. 

н bis. де: rt 10 озу. 4 dude. ziv, 14. 
att. xxi. 19 

3 v. 2,4. init 
xxxiv. 3, 12. 

т = here only. Mic. ті 
Matt. үй. 16, Mark xi. 13. Luke vi. 4$ only. 4 Kings xx. 7. here only. N 

i here only. j Matt. 
1 Hebd. xi. 38 only. Exod. 

— so Matt, x. 43 o here 
here bis only: Jer. xxiii, И, „РН Matt. xxvi. 76 | E: L) 

att. ш d 10 al. fr 
а. 

9. rec (for коргох) de, with KL rel vulg вуг Epiph, Damasc, Thi: txt ABC( PIN 
18 vulg-ms lat. i Syr coptarm Cyr,. for yeyovoras, yeyernuevous А d 13 Damasc,. 

13. rec (for ovre) ovre oviqua yn, with KL [P(wvre jua) rel (eyr) Thl Œe (о08 
ке hjk10): оёте pla жүз, omg ovros, ©: оитоз ovde N 
mie copt sth [arm]: txt ABC!.—rec aft aur ins ка, wit 

[Cyr-p, ] : ovrws ovre С? 13(sic) 
th KL[P] rel [syr] ТЫ 

c: om ABC'N c m 18 latt Syr (sth) Cyr, 

Len we (i. e. ая applied to God, ‘pra 
ef. Ps. cxliv. 21 LXX. The f first 

person is used of mankind in general, con- 
sidered as one agent) the Lord and Father 
(an unusual connexion to designate God: 
cf. ch. i. 27, where we have the more usual 
one, found also here in the rec. Both 
terms аге to be taken of tbe Father: the 
former, on the side of His Power: the 
latter, on that of His Love), and therewith 
curse we men (generic), which (not, who, 
which would personally designate certain 
men thus made; but which, generic. This 
distinction, which some modern philologists 
are striving to obliterate, is very important 
in the rendering of Scripture, and has been 
accurately observed by our English trans- 
lators) have been created (and are still, as 
the perf. part. shews. See below) after 
the likeness of God (which remains in us, 
marred indeed, but not, as is sometimes 
carelessly said, destroyed. This likeness 
we ought to revere, in ourselves and in 
others: and he who curses, despises it. 
Not man’s original state, but man’s present 
state is here under consideration: and on 
that consideration depends the e of the 
Apostle’s argument). Out of 
the same mouth cometh forth lessing 
and oursing (by this resuming and collo- 
cation of the two opposite acts, the incon- 
sistency is further shewn). These things, 
my brethren, ought not ( is not else- 
where found in the N. T., but always 8e) 
зо to take place. 11.] Illustration 
from nature, that such conduct is unna- 
tural. Doth a fountain (thefountain, gene- 
rically, as ё xdaxos ToU aitov, John xii. 24: 
dt de à стеіроу ToU стери, Matt. xiii. 

8: rà koiwoUyra тоу ÉvÜporror, ib. xv. 19, 
20 al. freq.) out of the same chink (hole, 
from which the water flows, in a rock, or 
in the earth. The word is probably con- 
nected with бф, бхтодш) send forth 
(Bob, which is generally intransitive, —cf. 
Soph. (Ed. Col. 16 f., x&pos 8° 88° iepós, 
is odd eixdoat, Bptev | 8dorns ralas 
&uméAov,—is used transitively by Ana- 
creon, 87. 2, Ye кёз, lapos darérros, 
xdpires pda Bpüovcw) the sweet and 
the bitter (water, of course: but there is 
no need to supply any thing: the contrast 
is in the contrary nature of the two)? 

12.] Shews further that natural 
organizations do not bring forth things 
opposite to or inconsistent with their 
usual fruits, but each one has one result, 
and that always. Can, my brethren, a fig. 
tree bring forth (see on the whole, and 
on moroa in this sense, Matt. vii. 16 ff. 
But De Wette is wrong, when he says that 
thistles or the like would be here, as there, 
more agreeable to the similitude. For the 
reasoning is not here, that we must not look 
for good fruit from a bad tree: but that no 
tree can bring forth fruit inconsistent with 
its own nature: as in Arrian, Epict. ii. 20, 
wos Zara AureA%ο ph dre = 
ci ye od, GAN’ dAaikGs; ) Аша км» 
Bh #}Хаїкдз$ GAN’ dxreAH , àuhxavov, 
&d:avdnrov) olives, or a vine figs? Nor 
(as if the former sentence had been a nega- 
tive one) can salt (water) bring forth 
sweet water (i.e. if the mouth emit 
ш thereby making itself a brackish 
spring, it cannot to any purpose also emit 
the sweet stream of praise and good words : 
if it appear to do so, all must be il 

13 
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13 Th " софдс̧ xal * émorjpoy èv oyiv; х cifáro х ёк Y Deut. un, 
Ts xahis ' dv, podés Tà *épya айтой év *mpaiiryts v here caly. 

х ch, il. 18. 
y Heb. хш. 7 Pgodías. ei Sè è Хоу ? тікрду ёуєтє xai * dpiÜclay ' кт. 

^ ld e A * 1 ^ Р к = John Ш. 

év Tf кардій tuv, р) { катакаџуйсде cal ® уєйбесбе 1. Fl 
b = ch. I. 5. Е karà rj das. 15 ойк ёсти айтту 9) ̂ copia ! dhe e dc en. 

xiii. 48. 
Rom. x. 3 al. Sir. xxx. И. d here bis. 2 Cor. xii. 20. Gal. v. 20. e as above (d). Rom. iL 
B. Phil. 1. 17. ii. 3 only t. f ch. il. 13 reff. g зев Matt. v. 11. h James, ch. 1. 
18. v. 19 only. 1 = ch. L 17 reff. < 

14. aft e: 8e ins apa A[ P] 18. 66. 106 (sic). 
кауХасде А а m 141-6-9. 22-3-6. 37. 46. 69. 78. 

kara) ras adndeas bef ка Pevdeode N [Syr].—om ката Nl. 
f avrn Сас Did, [Ephr,] ТЫ: om avra 

106 latt syrr copt arm Anteh, ]. 
128-77. 

15. з софа 

crisy and mere seeming). 18—18. 
Wisdom must be shewn by meekness а 

, „ wot by contentiousness. 
is paragraph is closely connected with 

the subject of the chapter as enounced in 
ver. 1. Where that ambition, and rivalry 
to be teachers, existed, there was sure to be 
contentiousness and every evil thing. 
18.] Who is (cf. the similar question in Ps. 
xxxii. 12, rls deri» lvüpexos ô 0ÓAev 
(ойу x. r. A. *waUcov thy yAGoody cov 
ard какой . T. A.) wise and a man of 
knowledge (the same adjectives are joined 
in reff. It is not easy to mark the differ- 
ence, if any is here intended. Wiesinger 
says, cs is a general term for the 
normal habit as regards intelligence, cf. ch. 
1.6: while ёжигтуроу denotes the practical 
insight which in any given case judges 
rightly and teaches the right way to put 
софіа in practice." Rather would it fol- 
low the general analogy of the words to 

rd софіа as denoting general ability 
backed by knowledge, émorhun as ac- 
quaintance with particular facts and de- 
partments of knowledge. The coddée is an 
able man, the ere a well-informed 
man. Bat the distinction must be very 
uncertain: for while Plato says, Rep. v. 
р. 477 B, ётотћиа ex) T бут: 20 ure 
yreva фу Yori: 7d By, in the Phedrus, 
р. 96 B, he says again, of софо) ётістћир 
софої elow .. . ётостђит Epa софіа 
фет») among yout Let him shew (aor. 
because referring to each individual Upyor 
when performed, rather than to his general 
habit) out of ue RE passage and 
its reasoning the Apostle seems again to be 
referring. The copia and Figs dun would 
be dead withont this exhibition, as faith 
without works) his good conduct (in life: 
seo reff.) his works (the good conduct is 
the general manifestation: the works, the 
particular results of that general manifesta- 
tion. The sum of both makes up the &pya 
in the former case, ch. ii.) in meekness of 
wisdom (an adverbial clause belonging to 
deikd ro: not to be tamed down into 
wpaeía coóía as Вета, Grot, al, nor 

rait карам X [b j o 4. 16. 27-9. 667. 

tf. 

into rpabrgs софћ as Laurentius: meek- 
ness is the attribute, sopla the cha- 
racter to which it belongs: ‘in that 
meekness which is the proper attribute of 
wisdom ). 14—16. Consequences of 
the opposite course. 14) But if ye have 
(as is the fact: this is implied by the indic.: 
ef. Col. iii. 1, ef ody ovrnyépOnre T$ 
хрютф к.т.л.) bitter emulation (ж:крбу 
seems to refer back to the example іп vv. 
11, 12. “Non damnatur," says Bengel, 
“zelus dulcis et ira dulcis, ex fide et 
amore") and rivalry (see on fos and 
èpiĝela in note, Rom. fi. 8. Beware of 
confounding ёр:деЃа with Épis, as is ver 
generally done) in your heart (out of whic. 
come thoughts and words and acts, see 
Matt. xv. 18, 19), do not (in giving your- 
selves out for wise, "ше Кышы, 
ou cannot really be) boast t (ref. 
Zud lie against the truth (q. d. ката- 
кауҳӣсде к. glo e but the latter 
compound is resolved to bring out more 
forcibly the yedSos in their conduct. Some, 
as De W. and Wiesinger, suppose ката- 
aux. kaTá to belong together, and xal 
рее: to be an insertion of the Apostle 
urther to define the cataxavyacGe. Others 
again have taken pains to excuse the ima- 
ined tautology in weóBes0e xarà тўз 
n@elas, which however is no tautology 

at all. 5 dA4@e.a, from its following ката- 
kavxàgcOe, is necessarily not subjective, 
‘truth’ merely, as a quality absent from 
the conduct of those thus acting, but ob- 
jective, ‘the truth,’ of which their whole 
ives would be thus a negation and an 
opposition ;—which would be in their 
persons vaunted against and lied against). 

15.] Designation of such pretended 
wisdom. wisdom is not one о 

from above (the verb is purposely re- 
pa ry to throw n the negation оўк tery, 
and to put the categorical кате 
prominence as a class to which this copla 
does not belong. So that we must not miss 
this purpose by making dr korepxopéry 
= катёрхетол, as does E. V., Schneckenb., 
al.: still less must wo with Luth. al, 

opém into 
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x e here e. K катеруоцёт, GAN ler,, , ™ yuyu), " daspovwdns. 
rticip. 

constr., ch. 
. 17 reff. 

1 John iii. 13. 
1 Cor. xv. 40 
bis. 2 Cor. 
v. 1. Phil. 
Ц. 10. iii. 19 

тй» 1 фад\оу "€ тр@уүна. 
16 0 grov yap % Gros ка} % ep, ёкєї Y axatactacia кай 

17 „ 66 ! ävwbev ? copla трфто» 
иё» * дур) otw, ётета *єіртрис), u ётиш, | єйттєїӨтїє, 

„м. " етт *éAéovs каї ? карту  dryaÜàv, *abvaxpitos, 
xv. 44 bis, 
48. Jude 19 only t. n here only t. Ps. ze. 6 Symm. 

9. 1 Cor. xiv. 33. 3 Cor. vi. 6. xii. 20 only. Prov. xxvi. 28. Tobit iv. 13 (not in M) only. 
q John lii. 20. v. 29. Rom. ік. I. Tit. ii. 8 only. Prov. xxil. 8. 
в 2 Cor. vii. 11. хі. 2. 1 John lil. 3 al. Ps. xvili. 9. (, 2 Cor. vi. 6.) 

єйте:бестёре vpe Td 
y here only. elsw. к. KaAóS, as Matt. Ш. 10. vil. 16 &c. 

u 1 Pet. ii. 18 гей. 
z ch. ii. 13. 

v here only t. 

алла B[N]. 
16. for epi&eia | -ре:0- BI], ee C [epis Р Antch,! 

101 vulg-mes Syr. 
17. 

render ungrammatically, “this is not the 
wisdom which cometh down” ($ ÉveO«r 
katTepxopérn)), but earthly (as the sharp- 
est contrast to Ќуодєу xarepxouérn: be- 
longing to this earth, and ita life of sin and 
strife), sensual (it is almost impossible to 
express satisfactorily in English the idea 
given by yvxuxós. Our ‘soul’ is so iden- 
tified with man’s spiritual part in common 

lance, that we have lost the distinction 
= Wuxh and wvetua, except when 
we can give a periphrastic explanation. 
The idea here is, belonging to the unspiri- 
tual mind of man. See the whole treated 
in the note on Jude 19, jvxuol vd 
ойк Éxorres), devilish (like, or partaking 
of the nature of, the devils. This word 
must not be figuratively taken, as by Hot- 
tinger (in Huther), “ impuro genio magis 
uam homine digna:” it betokens both 

the origin of this hypocritical wisdom (cf. 
ФАоуорёут rd тте yedvyns above, ver. 
6), and its character : it is from,— not God, 
the giver of all true wisdom, ch. i. 5, but. — 
the devil, —and bears the character of its 
author). 16.] Justification of the 
foregoing assertion. For where is emu. 

tion (in a bad sense) and rivalry (seo 
above), there is confusion (ref. 1 Cor.: 
anarchy, restleas disturbance. Cf. ref. 
Prov., rópa Ќотеуоу toie? ёкатастас(аѕ), 
and every evil (reff.) thing (or, deed) 

17, 18.] Character and praise of hea- 
venly wisdom. 17.) But (contrast) 
the wisdom from above is first of all pure 
(“Ad duplex genus qualitas revocatur: 
altero interna vis uno vocabulo exprimitur, 
quippe una ipsa csterarumque effectrix, 
altero externe» rationes sex notationibus 
describuntur, quse ad primarium scrip- 
toris consilium invidise rixisque occurrendi 
omnes redeunt." Theile. dyrh, кабард xal 
dptwapos, underds r&v capKiKay àrrexopérn, 
(Ec. It is hardly necessary to guard any 
scholar against the abuse of this text often 
found, when it is made to signify that the 

карто ins «рүш» C(erased by Сз?) 27-9. 661. 106 Did,. 

о Heb. iz. 16 тей, p Luke xxl. 
^T&TOS, ch. i, 8. 

мз Се x. i. xi.1 
t Heb. xii, 11 only. Deut. xxiii. 6 al. 

nero, Polyb. 1. 68, 3. w ver. 8. 
z here only $. Prov. хит. 1 only. 

aft exei ins кап AN 4. 13. 73. 

reo ins ка 

heavenly-wise must be pure, i. e. free from 
all contact with any thing that offends, 
before he can be peaceable: and thus it is 
used to further, instead of to discourage, an 
uncharitable spirit), then (= in the second 
place: its external qualities are now enu- 
merated) peaceable, forbearing (u àxpi- 
Bobíxaios ёт) Tb xeipoy, Aristot. Eth. Nic. 
x. 6. бее note on Phil. iv. 5), easily per- 
suaded (**suadibilis" vulg. The word oc- 
curs in the active sense of “ easily persuad- 
ing," in Eschyl. Agam. 274, rérepa & dvel- 
реу QácuaT! є0те:09 céBeis : and Choeph. 
259, hre Éxois ћу ohuar’ ebret Bpo- 
тоз: but not, that I am aware, in this pas- 
sive sense), full of compassion (the great 
triumph of the Christian practical life is 
won by eos: see ch. ii. 13) and good 
fruits (contrast to way фаёлоу vpGyua 
above), without doubting (as might be 
expected, from the various meanings of 
S:axplvecOa:, this word has been variously 
interpreted. Luther, E. V., and most Com- 
mentators render it “without partiality,” 
unparteiiſch, thus giving to a passive 
adjective an active meaning: and in the 
same spirit, Œc., u) Siaxpívovca rapa- 
tnphoes Bpwudrav x. 8:афёроу Bawrics 
тр: Beza, “absque disceptatione :” 
vulg., “non jwdicans;" Calvin, Nimis 
anxiam et scrupulosam inquisitionem no- 
tat, qualem fere in hypocritis cernere 
licet, qui dum nimis exacte inquirunt 
in fratrum dicta et facta, nihil non in 
sinistram partem rapiunt :” Bengel, Non 
facit discrimen ubi non opus est, v. gr., 
inter potentes et tenues." The ive 
sense is kept by Gebser, who under- 
stands “undivided:” the heavenly-wise 
keeping banded together in love: Wetst., 
“non duplex.” Two considerations con- 
tribute to substantiate the rendering 
iven above, which is that of De Wette, 
iesinger, and Hother. 1. The word 

would seem, from its close junction with 
dyuwéxperos, rather to betoken an inner 

ABCKL 
Pra be 
d f E h 
KI mo 
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dvurõxprros. 8% карт & W drẽõ/ une ёр ciprvy . Ron xis. 
стгєірєта Tots d тоойўе:у * єірђут. Irel 
IV. !*IIo0ev móňcpoi каў ° побєу fuáyais ép buiv; omir +. "ы. 

ойк 8 cu reũber, ёк trav “ndovav úpðv TOV 'oTparevo- $r 
Heb. хі 

11. Prov. xi. 50. € = Gal. vi. : 8. - а Eph.ii16only. Isa. ilv. 7. seo 
Matt. v. 9. 5 PP., hare bis onl = Luke L 63 ob б #2 bor. vil 6 J Tun. ll. 4. Tit 

A . Gen. xii, 7. = 8 те A xviii. h = here bis 
(Luke vii.M. Tit, Ul. 3. $ Pet u. 43) only." 11 Pet. ii. 11 reff. 

bef ауутокр:тоз, with KL rel Syr [sth] ТЫ (Ec : om ABC[P]N a 13 latt syr copt arm 
Did, [Ephr, Antch 

18. rec ins т 
] | 
bef Bucuorvros, with K rel (Eo: o(but erased) M: om ABCL[P] 

a e d h k [arm Ephr, Antch, Damasc,] ТЫ. 

Cuar. IV. 1. rec om 2nd тобеу, with KL rel vulg vind Syr [sth у Co: ins АВСГРЈК 
a с m 13 lat: (and spec) в 
A [arm-mss]; bef дахо 18 [Syr]. 

quality than (as Gebser above) an out- 
ward circumstance: 2. w thus used 
of an inner quality, cf. ch. i. 6 and ii. 4, 
our Apostle, in common with other N. T. 
writers, signifies by it ‘to doubt. So that 
I would understand by it “expers omnis cn- 
juscangue ambiguitatis et simulationis,” 
as Huther), without feigning (“ These two 
characteristics are also added with especial 
reference to the state of things among the 
readers : on ‚ cf. ch. i. 6—8; ii. 
4: on åvvrórpiros, ch. i. 22, 26; ii. 1.” 
Huther). 18.] Before, in ver. 16, 
after the characterization came the state- 
ment of the result: and so now here. 
That result was designated as a present 
one, dxaracracla к. тау QaÜAor труда: 
this is a future one, but beautifally antici- 
pated by the pregnant expression карті 
oxelpera:: seo below. But (84 passes from 
the subjective character to the objective 
result) fruit (or, the fruit, xapxds being 
in the emphatic place and therefore losing 
ita article) of righteousness (genitive of 
apposition: that fruit which is righteous- 
ness: see ref, Heb. and cf. Isa. xxxii. 17: 
righteousness in ite wider sense: in them- 
selves and in others; in practice and in 
reward; in time аре in eternity) is та 
(in saying xapwós сте(регол the Apostle 
uses а prelepih as if a husbandman should 
this autumn be said to sow next year’s 
bread) in peace (not as De W., for eis 
elphyny, but betokening the spirit and 
mode in which the sowing takes pa ав 
opposed to xov As к. épieía) by them 
who work (better than “make,” which 
seems to confine the meaning to the re- 
conciling persons at variance. So also in 
ref. Matt. The dative participle is not a 
*dativus commodi,’ but the dat. of the 
agent: the former view would leave out 
of the proposition that which is in fact its 
necessary and most important feature, viz. 
that the peace-workers themselves are the 

copt arm Antch, ТЫ. ev un. bef к. поб. pax. 

sowers of the Кш) peace. 
. CRAP. IV. 1—10.] Herhortations and 

pleadings, as connected with what pre- 
ceded, first against ware and fightings, 
then against the lusts and world es 
out of which these spring. And herein, 
1—3.] against wars and fightings, the 
origin of which is detailed and exposed. 

1.] Whence are wars, and whence 
fightings among you (* By what follows, 
it is not contentions between teachers that 
are meant, as Schneckenb., al., or sects, as 
Semler, al., — but concerning meum and 
‘tuum.’ Grot. refers them to the tumulte 
which preceded the destruction of Jeru- 
salom. 6k. and pdx. are strong expres- 
sions, as in Arrian, Epict. iii. 21 in Raphel, 
and Wetst. wpbs тд wasddpioy sóXepos, xpds 
TObs *yelrovas x. r. A. De Wette. The 
above assertion, that these are strifes about 
mine and thine, confines them perhaps 
to too narrow a space; they seem rather, 
as Huther, to represent all those quarrels 
which spring up about common worldly 
interests from selfish considerations of 
pride, envy, covetousness, and the like) $ 
Are they not from hence (this second 
uestion contains in fact the answer to the 
ormer, in an appeal to the consciences of 
the readers), from your lusts (an unusual 
sense of доға, hardly distinguishable 
from éxiÜvula:: in fact taken up by éme- 
Ovueire) Which militate (campaign, have 
their camp, and, as it were, forage about. 
There seems no need, with De W., Calov., 
al., to supply xara s vuxns or xarà ToU 
voós, ав 1n ref.: Huther observes well, 
that, had this been intended, it would have 
been more plainly expressed. Schneckenb., 
Theile, al. understand it of militating one 
against another, but this again is not con- 
sistent with the context, in which aif fj$orval 
duda are treated as a class, united for one 
purpose, cf. ver. 8 fln. Wiesinger thinks 
that the adversaries are to be found in 
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eue дЄрөр èv rois * He бру; ?lémiÜvueire, кай ойк 
absol, Gal ч. m xere · qovevere kal * ., xal ov Ovvac0e °ёті- 

xxiii. 15 
m Mati. xix. 16. ux Р udyerOe xai 4 тоћерєіте. 
n Acts vii. 9. 

" ^ ^ a L * 

A . 1Cor. Т alreigOas tpas S'aireire, cal ov Andere, Stott 
* какфу r airetobe, tva èv rais ^ nSovais Шифр t датар) u VHONTE. xxxvii. 11. 

o Rom. zi. 7 
bis. eb. vi. 
16. хі. 33 only. Gen. xxxix. 3. 

zzvi. 20. here 
Prov. xil. 

= John сар 23. 

9. rec aft 2nd our exere ins 8e: pref xai Nab?!cfgk]1?36]latt со wth 
BEL rel fald(with а ГР) S rr copt (ей) arm] Thi (Ec: om A 

3. [aft arretre add 8e P d m.] 

the fact of the dridun⁰ewn y having set over 
against it an ойк few, an ob dbvacbe èri- 
Tvxeiy, But this again would not, except 
by dd сакар (this od 3évacbe implying 
a neighbour who is the obstacle), touch the 
point of wars and fightings. It is far bet- 
ter therefore to see as the adversaries, our 
fellow-men, against whom, to put down 
whom and set ourselves up, our lusts are 
as it were an army of soldiers ever en- 
camped within us and waging war) in your 
members (see a rem parallel in 
Plato, Pheedo, р. 66 о: ка} yap soAépovs 
wal стёсез ка) udyas obdty u rapdxes 
$ т epua ка) al is ate éribvpla:) t 
Ver. 2 carries on the assertion in detail. 
Ye desire (generally: it is not said what : 
but evidently worldly possessions and 
honours are intended by the context, 
vv. 4 fl.), and possess not (lust of pos- 
session does not ensure possession iteelf, 
then comes a farther step, out of this 
lust): ye murder (but how comes $óvos 
to be introduced at this early stage of the 
development of émi8vula, before (ares, 
which itself leads on to pdya: к. wéAe- 
ио? Three solutions of this difficulty may 
at once be set aside, as out of the ques- 
tion : 1. that which makes the words mean 
“уа envy even unto death," giving the so- 
called adverbial meaning to $oreóere kal. 
So Carpzov, Pott, Schneckenburger, al. 
Against this, besides its exceeding lameness 
and clumsiness, is, that in this case the 
subordinate verb $oreóere must come last, 
not first. 2. That which gives to povevere 
the unexampled sense, “ye murder tn 
thought,” have the intent to murder. So 
Estius, Calov., Bengel, De Wette, Huther, 
Wiesinger. But even if such a meaning 
might be justified, тт doubt, by the 
strong figurative cast of the ‚ yet 
the matter of fact character of the follow- 
ing clause, ка) ob 9S3óvac0€ ётітоҳеїу, 
makes it more probable that a matter 
of fact is here also pointed at, and that 
$oreóere is rather qualified by xal nere 
than strictly parallel with it. 8. That of 

$1 only. 
„ exe. Rev. iu al. Ps. cae 

ca radar 

ойк ёуєтє Sid TÒ ит) 

John vi. 62. Acts vil. 26. 3 Тіп. ii. 24 only, Gen. 
1 of prazer, ch. i. 5 ref. Marr. 

t Mark v. 
1 al. fr. 

1. s Acts lil. 6 (from Exod. zzii. 28) only. 1 Macc. vil. 
36. Luke хт. 16. Actexxi. 24. 3 Сог. xii. 15 only tf. Judith xii 4 al. 

arnonre Ni: Bararnoere B. 

(Ecum., which as far as I know stands 
alone: éricraréor 8$ és фбуор ёутаббда kal 
den ob Tb» capkuór @ynot. тобто yap 
Вар? kal xarà Атттфу evvoeiv, uh бт: катё 
sócos moray ка) TQ kvoly vposepxouérov. 
GAN’ Ss уќ poi Borei, poreve nl Tovs Th» 
ќаот®» ux hy ётокт as TAS ToAuNpais 
rabrais éxixeiphoeci, Bè &s ка} д xpds 
Th» eb ge афто wóAepos. Another 
inadmissible expedient is, to suppose фбо- 
vetre to be the true reading; there being 
no authority whatever for it in manu- 
scripts. Thus Erasm., Luther, Calvin, 
Beza, Piscator, Benson, and many others. 
It only remains then to take the word 
literally, and understand it to allude to 
such cases, е. g. as those in the O. T. of 
David and Ahab, who, in their desire to 
ense committed murder. And if it 

said, as (Ec. above, that this is a herd 
saying of those who feared the Lord, be 
it remembered that the Apostle is speak- 
ing of wéAepor ко) udyai, and though he 
may include under these terms the lesser 
forms of variance, the {ег and more 
atrocious ones'are clearly not excluded. 
In the state of Jewish society during the 
о age, it is to be feared that exam- 
ples of them were but too plentifal, and 
there is no saying how far the Christian 
portion of Jewish communities may have 
suffered themselves to become entangled 
in such quarrels and their murderous 
consequences) and envy, and are not 
able to obtain: ye fight and make war 
(these words form the final answer to 
the wó6er «.7.A. with which the section 
begins: and are therefore not to be joined 
with the following as by 84 in the rec.). 

Reason why ye have not. Te have 
not, because ye ask not (in prayer to 
God: in tbe following verse he explains, 
and as it were corrects this): 3. ] 7e ask 
(notice the unaccountable interchange of 
active and middle, alreicOa: . . . аітете... 
іт «ое, all referring to the same act) and 
do not receive, because ye ask amiss (with 
evil intent, see below), that ye may spend 
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x = 1 Tim. vi. 9. = ch. lii, 8 reff. 
a here only (see 3 Cor. vi. 1 al.). Isa. Alix. 4 only. doves kaè кєўї, Arrian, 

Epict. Н. 17. Wetat. b Rom. іу, 3. 1 Tim. v. 18 al. с = here only. so pds ӧруқу, 
Soph. El. 372. Winer. d 1 Pet. ii. 1 reff. e w. wpés, here only. Ps.xli.1. 2 Cor. 
ix. 14. Phil.i.8. (l Pet. U. 2 reff.) w. ётё Deut. ziii. 8. Ps. xli. 1. 
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13. Gal. v. 20. Eph. fi. 15,16 only. Gen. iii. 18. 
к Matt. xxvi. 63. 

4. rec ins додо: ка bef џохаћдезѕ, with КЫ rel syr ТЫ (Ec: om ABN! 18 8 
copt sth arm, adwiteri vulg, fornicatores 1 Joins uotxaktdes with the 
precede. aft Ist котдоуо ins Tovrov M [68 vulg Syr sth ann Orig-int,]. eri 

f rw бсо N. om os Nl. for a», eav BÒ P ]N! a c Б. 22. 69 [ Cyr-p, Damasc, ]. 
BovAnOns(but s erased) №, exOpa Ni. 

‚ 5. Aeyeris joined to wp. So. follg in Ah j [4. 10-1-4-5-6. 21. 88] 40. 66. 78-8, 97. 104 

(it) (that which ye ask for) in (‘in the 
exercise of, ‘under the dominion of: èy 
does not belong to the verb (Saravay фу, 
‘to spend on, “that ye may consume it 
upon as E. V., which would be бахауй» 
els), but to the state in which the spenders 
are, q. d. in the course of satisfying) your 
lusts. The general sense is: if you really 
prayed aright, this feeling of continual 
craving after more worldly things would 
not exist: all your proper wants would 
be supplied: and these improper ones 
which beget wars and fightings among you 
would к exist. 1 ask, and ask 
aright, and consequently would obtain. 
4.] Ye adulteresses (the occurrence of the 
fem. only is rightly explained by Theile: 
“ A foam. nec vero a masc. facta denomi- 
natio suppeditari poterat ipea imagine. 
Ea quum Deum sistat maritum, homines 
feminam, non minus recte singuli homines 
scorta dicentur, quam totum genus aique 
universa aliqua gens scortum." Nor is 
Wette’s protest needed that only das Volt 
im Ganzen, о the entire people, is 
thus called: nor Huther’s consequent mo- 
dification of Theile, that St. James is ad- 
dressing Churches here. For God is the 
Lord and husband of every soul that is His, 
as much as of every charch; and the in- 
dignant po:xaaldes of the Apostle is just 
as applicable to every one who forsakes his 
or her God, as to an apostate church. 
This is one of those cases where the testi- 
mony of our ancient mas. is so valuable, 
in restoring to us the nervous and preg- 
nant rebuke of the original), know ye not 
that the friendship of the world (ô xédapos 
here, precisely as in ch. i. 27, men, and 
men’s interests and ambitions and employ- 
ments, in so far as they are without God. 
So that we must not understand merely 
worldly goods, as Schneckenburger, Theile, 
al., nor merely worldly desires (Didymus, 
Laurentius), nor both of these together 

(De Wette), to neither of which will AI 
properly fit) is enmity (* the state of being 
an enemy: not éxópd, “inimica,” as vulg., 
which destroys the perallelism and force) 
of God (the man who is taken out of the 
world by Christ, cannot again become a 
friend and companion of worldly men and 
their schemes for self, without passing into 
enmity with God, of whose family he was 
& reconciled member. God and the world 
stand opposed to one another: so that a 
man cannot join the one without deserting 
the other. This is further stated in what ,Ţ 
follows)? whoever therefore (particular 
consequence on the genera] axiom just 
stated, carried however further, into all 
approach to, and not merely the comple- 
tion of, the outward state) shall be min 
(no stress on BovAn0f : it is а mere state- 
ment of fact as to the man who becomes a 
friend of the world, and therefore, in so 
doing, sets his mind and thought and wish 
that way. So that we need not say with 
Laurentius, * Non is tantum est inimicus 
Dei, qui est ipso opere amicus mundi, sed 
etiam ille qui cum non it, vult tamen." 
But he is so far right, that the Apostle 
certainly means to say, He that would be 
a friend of the world, must make up bis 
mind to be God's enemy) to be a friend of 
the world, is (thereby, by the 5 
in the direction indicated by that Bova%) 
constituted (as above, ref.; not merely 
** 15," or becomes 2 becomes ipso facto,’ 
‘then and there,’ is rather the meaning of 
каб(ттата») an enemy of God. 
5, 6.] Testimony from Scripture to con- 
vince further those who might question 
what has just been stated. 5.) Or (ref. 
the form putsab thetical alternative, 
the assumption of which negatives itself) 
do ye think that the Scripture saith in 
vain, The Spirit that He (990 placed 
in us (viz. when the Spirit descended on 
the church. We have каток somewhat 
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there oniy, TÒ тиєдиа b ‘xatpxicey ёр ui; 6 peilova Se € diswow ABKLP 
al. fr. g see below (m). fc i j < 

arm (Ec, гес катонктрсеә (acm), with K LIP] rel ТЫ (Ec, habitat latt вугт ot: » 
xatoxeccey A: txt ВМ. 

similarly used Esch. Prom. 250, тифла 
év Trois Ovnrors dAwidas катфкіса) jealously 
(arpds фдбуоу, as vpe Blay and the like: 
see below) desireth (us for his own)? These 
words connect naturally with the fore- 
going. We are married to one, even God, 
who implanted in us His Spirit: and 
He is a jealous God, who will not suffer 
us to be friends of His enemy and His 
friends at the same time, The only diffi- 
culty seems to be, to trace this latter say- 
ing їп any part of Scripture. For that 
this is the quotation, and no other, must 
be maintained against very many Com- 
mentators (eee below) on account of 
which can hardly be otherwise used than 
at introducing the thing said. I will state 
the solution which seems to me the most 
probable, and then give an account of 
other methods of solving it. The emphasis 
of this clause lies on the «pós v 
tri roßed: and, interpreting words 
as above, we are naturally led to ask, is 
there any chapter or passage especially, 
where such a mind towards His people 
is ascribed to God? And tbis directs our 
thoughts at once to Deut. xxxii, where 
the love of Jehovah for Israel, and His 
jealousy over them is described. In that 
song of Moses we have this very word 
used of God, ver. 10 f., ékókAoc«» ar 
xal d rald euer  abróv, xal Biepóraker 
abrbv és кӧрпә ӧфбалџоб ds Aeris 
oxerdoat уоссіду abToU kal ёт) то 
yoccois abroU éwexó0nc«v: and ver. 19, 
ка} elev kópios kal é(fiAmce», xal rap- 
ctéven B) dpyhy viv abro? ral Ovyaré- 
por: kal elxev, 'Amonrpéjo Tb apdsondy 
pov йт? abrG» к.т.А. So that here we 
have the elements of the sense of that 
which is cited, viz. the jealous desire of the 
Lord over His people. And for the rest, 
Tb жуейўда d катфктеу èv fiv, the only 
solution seems to be, that the Apostle 
translates into the language of the Gospel 
the former declarations of the God of 
Israel, e. g. such as that Num. xxxv. 34, 
ёуф dp cim kÜpios karaakmyav dy plow 
TG» vió» lp, combining them with 
such prophecies as Ezek. xxxvi. 27, ка) rò 
wveUud pou d ο d» ópiv. I own that 
such a solution does not seem to me 
wholly satisfactory : still there is nothing 
improbable in the idea that St. James 
may have combined the general sense of 
Scripture on the point of God's jealousy 
over His people, and instead of the God 
who dwelt in Israel, may have placed the 

Holy Spirit who dwelleth in us. At all 
events it is better to understaud it thus, 
than to make Aéye: mean ‘speaks,’ or to 
force the words of the citation from their 
simple meaning. I now proceed to state 
other interpretations. And 1. of those 
who have ftecognized the fact that the 
words vp $Oóvor к.т.А. are a citation, 
Of these, understanding the words vari- 
ously (see below), Grotius believes them 
to refer to Gen. vi. 3, 6: Beza, Erasm. 
Schmid, to Gen. vii. 21: Witsius, to 
Num. xi. 29: Schneckenb. to Deut. v. 9 ff.: 
Le Clerc, to Ps. cxix. 20 ff.: Michaelis, to 
Prov. xxi. 10: Cocceius, to Cant. viii. 6: 
Wetstein, to Wisd. vi. 12. Others have 
supposed the N. T. to be intended by $ 
paf. Thus Benson believes the reference 
to be to Matt. vi. 24: Storr, al., to Gal. 
Ü 17: Bengel, to 1 Pet. ii. 1 ff.: and 

mler in, to a ige in the a - 
bal book called the Testament of the XII 
atriarchs. Bewildered by these differ- 

ences, many Commentators, am whom 
are (Ec, Bede, Calv. Est. Wolf, al., 
either deny the fact of a citation altoge- 
ther, or refer the Adye: either on to the 
citation following in ver. 6, or back to 
what went before,—or, as I have done 
above, believe that the general sense of 
рн оп the subject, and not any раг- 
ticular text, is adduced. Before passing 
from this part of my note, I may remark 
that Huther’s objection, that against the 
view here given, the formula citandi, 4 
ураф) Лёує, is decisive, is not valid: see 
Wolf's Cure, vol. v. p. 66: and cf. John 
vii. 88, 42, where though the formula 
elxey 4 'үраф% is used, the general sense, 
and not the exact words, is given. 
2. The sense of the words themselves, 
трос фдбуоу фкъхоб тд avetpa 8 
катфкисеу фу ‘piv, is very variously 
given. a. трдз фбфуоу is by some re- 
ferred back to Афү ,—7) yp. AC yet wpbs 
$0óvor: An putatis, quod scriptura in 
vanum loquatur adversus invidiam? Spi- 
ritus desideria excitat, sed meliora desi- 
deriis carnis:" so Du Mont, in Huther. 
But this “ desideria excitare" is an unex- 
ampled sense of ёт:тобеіу. Gebser takes 
this connexion, and renders, “ Think ye, 
that the Scripture speaks in vain, and 
enviously ?" And nearly so (Ecumenius, 
J Bokeire бт: кеубѕ ў ypaph Aéye, N vp. 
Q0óvor ; obbip roóTw»* GAN’ értrode c. r. x. 
But, as Huther remarks, this necessity 
for ij sufficiently condemns this view: and 
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&xápiy 00 P Хув, O бед ! drepnddvoss dvrirdo- » Eph. iv.e. 

ceras, 'tamrewois 82 ™SBwow ™ уар. е ? 1 „ iii. 
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only. Ps. cxviif . 21. k 1 Pet. v. 5 reff. 

m = Eph. іт. 29. 1 Pet. v. 6 from L с. (1 Cor. і. dal) see Exod. iii. 21. 
о Matt. v. 39. Eph. vi. 13. 1 

ohn х. 6 only. Lev. zzvi. 17 al. fr. 
9 reff. 
14. Rev. I. 10. q mid., 

1 = Matt xi. 20. 1 Pet. т. 6 al. P». xxxiil. 18. 
n Rom. viii.7. = Hebd. zii. 

et. v. 9. Job xli. 2. р = John il. 19. Eph. v. 

7. rec om de, with KL[P] f h k 86 ТЫ Ec: ins ef bef аутист. spec Syr sth [arm]: 
txt ABN rel [latt] syr copt. 

thus ёт:тобег would be left here without 
any qualifying adverb to fill out its sense. 
В. Taking then жирде фдбуоу with ётико- 
Oct, we have the following various views 
taken : І. wvevpa as the subject. 
And herein А. tò жу. = the hu- 
man spirit, in its natural condition. 
So Hottinger, * Animus hominis natura 
fertur ad invidendum aliis:” so also 
Beza, Laurentius, Grot., al., and E. V. 
B. tò жу. = the Spirit of God, whom God 
hath caused to take up His dwelling in us: 
and then а. p "m = “ad invidiam :” 
in which case the clause is interrogative : 
* Num ad invidiam proclivis est, Spiritus, 
qui nobis inest ? minime :” similarly Bede 
(* Numquid spiritus gratis. quo significati 
estis in die redemptionis, hoc concupiscit 
ut invideatis alterutrum ”’), Witeius, Calv., 
Wolf, al. b. wpde фб. = “ contra in- 
vidiam :” so Luther, der Geift . . . grüne 
wider ben Häß,— Pareus, Bengel, al. 
c. wpds 40. = “invidiose :” so De Wette, 
much ав the interp. given above, neibijd) 
liebt (uns) ber Geiſt: so Schnecken- 
burger, and in substance many old Com- 
mentators (see Pol. Synops. v. p. 1459, 
col. 1), rendering it **«29«e ad invidiam :” 
е. g. Tirinus, Menochius, Cajetan, al. 
Il. жура as the object, supplying 6 
beds as the subject, understanding яу. 
the human spirit, and taking aps фбб». 
adverbially. So Wiesinger, The Love 
of God jealously desires as an object your 
love: во Theile, supplying however 7 
ypaph as the subject, as also does (Ecu- 
menius, continuing from the words cited 
above, ovdéy ro, ’ GAA’ éxiwobe? то 
minre? Thy 8:4 тїз wapaxAhocews abrijs 
Фукатокисдєісау ui xápw : and below, 
ve ua Thy dyabhy фпс: wpoalpeair. 
In judging of the above interpretations 
(the classification of which I have mainly 
taken from Huther), we may notice, that 
to interpret wpbs фббуоу ётгтобет, as if it 
were xarà POdvou émvpei, seo Оа]. v. 17, 
is to do violence to the construction and 
meaning of the words: besides which, 
there is no mention here of envy, as a 
human passion, the discourse being of the 
enmity to God incurred by those who 
would be friends to the world ; of God's 

um to the proud and upbolding of the 
humble. So that God must be the subject 
of this clause, as expressed by rb ed, 
d катфк:се» dv qu. This being so, our 
only rendering of 4pàs фдбуоу will be as 
above, adverbially, as so very frequently, 
e.g. 1p Jiu, wpbs ġlorh», wpós 
xdpw, wpbs Афи», ирд dpyhy, xpds 
Віа», xpos BD, &c. &c. See Pulm and 
Rost's Lex. under wpós, vol. ii. p. 1188, 
col. 2, where many examples are given, 
e.g. mpos xd À ps ётёхдеау dixd - 
(ex, Lucian: wpós фруў» robe, &c. 
With regard to the sense above given, as 
fitting into the context, Theile well says, 
флукодеїу with an accusative, “ desiderio 
alicujus teneri,” to love eagerly, as reff. 
2 Cor., Phil., introduces us into the same 
figurative realm of thought in which uoi- 
xaAl8es placed us before. The Apostle is 
speaking of the eager and jealous love of 
God towards those whom He has united as 
it were in the bond of marriage with Him- 
self. 6.] But He (God, by His Holy 
Spirit dwelling in us, the same subject as 
in the previous sentence) gives the more 
grace (the more and ter, for this long- 
ing and jealous desire): w. re he 

th (the Spirit, again : for it is the same 
Spirit who is implanted in us that speaks 
in Scripture. This is better than to sup- 
ply the Scripture ; far better than to 
take Лёує: im nally, “it is written,” 
as Kern), (крот, LXX: and the 
same variation is found where the words 
are again cited in 1 Pet. v. Б) is set against 
the proud (reff.), but giveth grace to the 
lowly (see Rom. xii. 16. Thisisa proof that 
the ambitious and restless after worldly 
honours and riches, are God's enemies, 
whereas the humble and lowly are the ob- 
jecte of His gifts of ever-increasing grace. 
The inference follows in the shape of 
‘solemn exhortation (vv. 1—10)). 7.] 
Submit yourselves therefore to God (ad- 
dressed mainly to the proud — the poixaAt- 
Ses above ; but also to all): but resist the 
devil (the Koxer» той xómpov тобтоџ) and 
he shall flee (better than E. V., “twill flee,” 
which is merely an assurance ав from man 
to man: this is a divine promise. Huther 
refers to Hermas, Pastor ii. 12. 5, p. 949, 
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э € ^ 9 J, ^ ^ ә ^ € a 

r = Heb. vi ad ójdv, 8 ' éyyicare T Üc D cal "éyywi vuiv. * kal- 
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в = Acta xv. 9. 
2 Cor. vii. 1. 
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it. il, 14. 
Bir. 
10. 

t John хі. 65. 
Acts xxi. 24, 
25. xxiv. 18. 
1 Pet. 1. 22. ` 
lJobniii.3 KaL 
only. Num. 
xxxi, 23. 
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xvi.10, Luke ті. 25. Rev. xviii. 11, 15, 10. 3 Kings кіх 
v. 2. 2 Сог. xil. 21 only. ch. v. 1 al. fr. 

a Rev. xviii. 7 bis, 8. xxi. 24 only. Gen. I. 4. 
10. 1 Macc. ix. 41. c here only *. 
11 bis. xviii. 14 bis. 2 Cor. хі. 7. 1Pet. v. 6. 

€, Wied. xvil. 4. 
ы 23. Ar. f. v. 

4. Luke iii. 6 (from Jes. кі. 4). 2 Сог. xil. 21. Phil. ii. В. ir. 12 only. 

арісатє xeipas, duaptwrol, kal ‘dyvicate кардіаѕ, di- 
apuyot. 9 *таХайтерутатє кай r mevOnoate кай “У к\ай- 

' gate 6 e buGv eis %пёрбоѕ " цєтастрафтто, xai 
ý хард eis ° кат)феа». 10 de are) f évwmtov курду, 

II My € karaxaXeire GAAnAwY, абе\- 
re only. = Ps. хххүй. 6. (-péa, ch. v. 1.) w Mark 

x as above (w). Matt. v. 6. іх. 16. 1 Cor. 
z here only. Eccl. і. 3. (-Ad», Luke vi. 21, 25.) 

b Acts И. 90 (from Joel ii. 31). Gal.i.7 only. Amos тШ. 
d Marr. xxiii. 12 ble. Luke xiv. 

e as above (d). Matt. xviii. 
f James, here only. al. freq. 

g here 3ce. 1 Pet. ii, 13. Ш. 16 only. Job хіх. 3. (-Aos, Rom. i. 30. -Aia, 2 Сот. xli. 20.) 

8. eie B. 
9. ош xai (bef rAavocre) AN: om x. xAavc. 15-8. 86 Syr Aug). 

petatparnte BIP] a с 69 ТЫ. 
for детастроф., 

10. rec ins rov bef короо, with L rel ТЫ (Ec: om ABK PIN а c 18 Orig, Hesych,. 
11. adeàp. pov aAAmAwr A 18(sic). 

$фәата ó Sid go os талаїси, кататоаћоїсси 
9à ob Bórara. ёду ody dyrlorys abrdy, 
vurnbels pet era awd той karpoXxuunéros) 
from you: 8.] draw near to God, 
and He will draw near (here better ‘will : 
in speaking of the divine dealings, positive 
declarations are better softened: cf. Jolin 
xvi. 28, E.V. Not that this is always ob- 
served: cf. Rev. vii. 17, E. V.) to you. 
But it is only the pure in heart and hand 
that can approach God: therefore—Purify 
your hands (the hands being the external 
organs of action, and becoming polluted 
by the act, as e.g. by blood in the act of 
murder: cf. Isa. 1. 15, af yap xeipes биду 
aluaros wAfpes: lix. 8: 1 Tim. ii. 8. 
And, for both the particulars here men- 
tioned, Ps. xxiii. 4, d@gos xepol xal каба- 
pos Tf карді), ye sinners: and make 
chaste your hearts (in allusion to доал!- 
дез above), ye double-minded (ye whose 
affections are divided between God and the 
world. The Apostle is addressing not two 
classes of persons, but one and the ваше: 
* Eosdem vocat peccatores et duplices 
animo," Calv.). 9.] This cannot be 
done without frue and deep repentance, 
leading them through deep sorrow. 
wretched (in your minds, from a sense 
of your sinfulness. That such feeling will 
have Ив outward demonstrations is evi- 
dent: but this word itself does not al- 
lude to them, as Grot., ** Affligite vosmet- 
ipsos jejuniis et aliis corporis oxAnp- 
aryarylous :” во likewise Est., al. Beza also 
misses the point of the exhortation, when 
he says, “ dvaA-ynolay primum reprehendit 
in adversis, deinde immoderatam in rebus 
prosperis exultationem.” “ Vestram per- 
gentiscite miseriam," of Theile, is nearest 
the mark) and mourn and weep (here 
again Grot. refers the exhortation to out- 

ward things—''Lugubrem habitum in- 
duite, saccum et cilicia.” These may follow 
on that which is here commanded, but are 
not the thing itself): Jet your laughter 
( laut vits," Theile) be turned into 
mourning (these more of the outward 
manifestations) and your joy into hu. 
miliation (xarýġea, lit. casting down of 
the eyes: hence shame or humiliation, 
which produces such downcast looks: cf. 
Il. y. 51, where Hector, addressing Paris, 
calls Helen татр! re сф дёуа xia, wéAnt 
T€ жаут{ тє Shug, Ausperéow uiv xápua, 
karn$ein» 3é со: avrg. These latter, more 
of the inner states of mind). 10.] 
Conclusion of the exhortation: the true 
way to exaltation, through humility. 

vin quotes from Augustine, “Sicuti 
arborem, ut sursum crescat, profundas 
subtus radices agere oportet, ita quisquis 
in humilitatis radice fixum animum non 
habet, in ruinam suam extollitur Be 
humbled before the Lord (ref. Matt. and 
1 Pet. v. 6: but rò Thv Хера ToU Oeo? 
there is not = évdémioy kvplov here. This 
latter gives more the realization in the 
soul of the presence of God, as drawing 
near to Him in humility: that, the sub- 
jection to Him in recognition of His 
providence and His judgments. «vpfov, 
not Christ, but the Father: see on ch. i. 
7), and He shall exalt you (both here and 
hereafter: by His grace and counsel here 
(not exactly as Grot., who is too external 
throughout this passage, Sublimes facie’ 
donis suis”) to the hidden glory of His 
waiting children, and by His fruition and 
presence hereafter (lv колрф as 1 Pet. v. 
б) to the ineffable glory of His manifested 
children. Cf. besides reff. Luke i. 52: 
Job v. 11: Ezek. xxi. 26). 11, 12. 
Exhortation against evil speaking a 

ABKLP 
Mabed 
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12 els ёстір 6 1 Rom. Ul. 18 
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ov 66 Pris el ò P крірюу Tov mAnolov; 
only. lch. ff, 4. m 
x. &. 2 Tim. iv. 8. Heb. zii, 23. ch. v. 9. 
11. xv. 18. 3 Pet. 11.9. Матт. x. 28. 

rco (for ) ка, with KL rel flor lat-ff(and 
AB(P]N c j o 13 vulg syrr coptt arm 

12. [om 1st o BP. 

[om 2nd o A.] 

here only. Pa. іх. 20 only. (-7¢t», Heb. vil. 11.) 
Isa. xxxiii. 22. o = Rom. xi 

=. as above 

n= Acts 
v, 15. 1 Cor. viii. 

p Rox. xlv. 4. 

) [sth(Tischdf) Antch,] (Ec: txt 
amasc, | ТЫ. 

rec om xa: xpirns, with KL c d f k 1 Thl-comm (Ec: ins AB 
[P]N rel 86 latt Syr syr-w-ast coptt [eth arm Cyr-p, ] Did, Antch, ТЫ EI. PN rel 35 

latt Syr syr[-w-ast] copt Antch, ТЫ. 
(Ec: txt AB[P]Na em 18 сор ТЫ 

rec om ĝe, with a b c g h sah [arm] Œc : ins ABKL N rel 86 
rec (for о кро») os xpwweis, with KL rel 

rec (for Angor) erepor, with KL rel [wth] (Ec: 
txt AB[P JN a e 13 latt syrr coptt [Antch, ] ТЫ. add ort ovk ev аубреко aAA" e 
oem та Sta HE, avOpwrou karevÜvrerai (see Ps xxxvi. 23) K Euthal,. 

uncharitable judgment. Some have 
thought that there is no close connexion 
with the preceding: and Huther urges 
this from the milder word &8еАфоѓ bei 
bere used, whereas before it was poryaal- 
des, duaprwAol, 8ipvxo:. But it may be 
observed, that St. James frequently be- 
gins his exhortations mildly, and moves 
onward into severity: in this very para- 
graph we have an example of it, where un- 
questionably the od ris ef д xplvow rdv 
wAnolov; is more severe than the &8еАфо! 
with which it began. The connexion is 
with the whole spirit of this part of the 
Epistle, as dissuading mutual quarrels, 
undue self-exaltation, and neighbour-de- 
preciation. Chap. iii. dealt with the sins 
of the tongue: and now, after king 
against pride and strife, the A e natu- 
rally returns to them, as springing out 
of a proud, ancharitable spirit. 11. 
Do not speak against one another (it is 
evident what sort of xaraAaXcitv he means, 
by tbe junction of xplvay with it below: 
it is that kind which follows upon un- 
favourable judgment : depreciation of cha- 
racter and motive), brethren (d 
prepares the way for the frequent mention 
of a3eAgpds below): he that speaketh 
against a brother (but not necessarily in- 
definite: the relations of life, жатр, Arup, 
àd Ag &c. frequently lose their articles 
even when put definitely), and jadgeth 
his brother (the expression of афтой in 
this second case brings out more strong] 
the community under the »óuos, whic 
such an one violates), speaketh against 
the law (of Christian life: the old moral 
law glorified and amplified by Christ: 
the vóuos BaciAuwós, ch. ii. 8; du⁰jõ,jNl 75s 
dAevOeplas, i. 25), and judgeth the law 
(viz. by setting himself up over that law, 
as pronouncing upon its observance or non- 

observance by another. This is far better, 
than with Grot., al., Doctrinam evange- 
licam homo talis spernit et damnat ut im- 
perfectam : Christus enim tales non dam. 
nat :” or than Laurentius, cited with ap- 
probation by Huther, *Is qui detrabit 
proximo, detrahit legi, quia lex prohibet 
omnem detractionem : sed et judicat idem 
legem, quia hoc ipso quod contra prohi- 
bitionem legis detrabit, judicat quasi, 
legem non recte prohibuisse." This is 
condemned by the word quasi: for such 
an argument might be used of every trans- 
gressor. See below): but if (as thou dost) 
thou judgest the law, thou art not a doer 
of the law, but а judge (seeing that he 
who judges, judges not only the man be- 
fore him, but the law also: for he pro- 
nounces not only on the fact, but on that 
fact being, or not being, а breach of the 
law. So that thus to bring men's actions 
under the cognizance of the law, is the 
office of a judge. There is no need to 
supply vdo after wpirfis: indeed it de- 
stroys the sense by removing the point of 
the assertion. That the evil speaker judges 
the law, was before asserted; now, he is 
stated to be thereby removed froin the 
Christian brotherhood of doers of the law, 
and become categorically a judge. And 
then in the next verse, the Inconsistency 
and absurdity of his placing himself in that 
category is shewn). 2 One (God) 
is the lawglver and judge (unites these 
two offices in His own person: the latter 
of them depending on the former), He who 
is able to save and destroy (this second 
clause, 6 K.T.À., is ап epexegesis of 
alg, and belongs closely to the subject, not 
to the predicative part of the sentence, as 
De Wette gives it, Einer ift der Geſetzge⸗ 
ber und Richter, der da vermag zu retten 
und zu verderben. ё Suvdpevos, because 
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18. elz (for lst ка) з, with BN 13 latt Syr coptt [eth] Jer,: txt AKL[P] rel 36 
syr [arm] Cyr[-p,] ТЫ Œc. Steph sopevcenc0a and тотсыреу, with А rel 36 
(Ec: -сореба and -roper Thl: -соџеба and -cwuey N b! g: txt B[P b? (с?) d! latt 
Cyr[-pi]. om exe: А 18 Cyr,. 
«ктореитенеба к. кєрдтсецеу, with KL rel 86 
ABIT PIN b? (c?) d 1 &c. 

He alone has the power to carry out His 
judgment when pronounced: * Nostrum 
non est judicare, presertim cum exequi 
non possimus," Bengel. On сёсал, see on 
ch. i. 21 and ii. 14, as relating to ultimate 
salvation: and on к. à&vroAécas, ref. Matt., 
to which this is the key text, fixing the 
reference there to God, and not to God's 
Enemy): but thou, who art thou (thou, 
feeble man, who hast no such power, and 
who art not the lawgiver) that judgest 
thy neighbour (see ref. Rom., the influ- 
ence of which on our readings here it is, 
as usual in such cases, very difficult to 
estimate) 1 

18—17.) Against ungodly and presump- 
tuous confidence in our worldly plans for 
the future. This again falls into the pre- 
vious context, where we are warned against 
hearts divided between God and the world. 
But, as has been rightly remarked as early 
as Bede, and by many since, е. g. (Ec., 
Semler, al, St. James, though carrying 
on the same subject, is no longer, from this 
place to ch. v. 6, addressing members of 
Christ's church, but those without: the 
ungodly and the rich in this world. This 
however must be taken with just this re- 
servation,—that he addresses Christians in 
so far as they allow themselves to be iden- 
tified with those others. This first para- 
graph, for example, might well serve asa 
warning for Christians who are in the habit 
of leaving God out of their thoughts and 
plans. That it is still Jews who are ad- 
dressed, appears from ver. 15, and ch. v. 4. 

13.) Go to now (“ interjectio ad ex- 
citandam attentionem," Beng. This seems 
to be the true view of it: come on, q.d. 
let us reason together: cf. Scdre, SA eyx- 
Odpev; Isa. i. 18. The убу serves to mark 
the time, as noted by the point to which 
the argument of the Epistle has arrived. 
It is hardly purely temporal, but as so 
often, slightly ratiocinative, = ‘rebus sic 
stantibus, ‘que cum ita sint: see on 
1 Cor. xiii. 18), ye that say (no stress on 
Aéyovres: not as Theile, qui non solum 
cogitare soletis, sed etiam dicere audetis." 

om va н 36 latt coptt Jer,. Steph. 
-соџеда and -cwuey b! 13: txt 

The fault is even oftener perhaps committed 
in word than in thought. We k more 
resumptuously before men than we think 

in our own hearts; though there also we 
are too liable to forget God), To-day and 
to-morrow (the fj of the rec. would suppose 
an alternative, “to-day, it may be, or to- 
morrow :" with каб, the two days are as- 
signed for the journey, without any alter- 
native. Bengel and Wiesinger take xaf, 
as in доо uapróper ка} трд», 2 Cor. xiii. 
1, as combining two possible cases: “ Nunc 
dicit Aodie, idem aliusve cras, ut commo- 
dum est,” Beng. This is possible: but I 
prefer the other) we will go (the indic. 
fut. (see var. readd.) gives the fixed cer- 
tainty of the assamption) into this (most 
Commentators render, “this or that,” = 
“such a,” as E. V.: and Winer, Gramm. 
§ 23. 5, refers to Plutarch, Sympos. i. 6. 1, 
for this usage of 58е. But his reference 
does not quite bear him out. Plutarch is 
proving the vinosity of Alexander from 
the Вас:Мка) epnuepldes, in which is 
found very often written бт: ride th» 
zul pay ёк тоў wórov erde, tor: & öre 
ко) Th» petis: where тўубє rhe zupa 
is clearly a quotation from the diary, not 
‘this or that day, but this day: and 
then rh» éjeLfs is an improper elliptical 
way of recording, that against the next 
day a similar entry was made. So that I 
should much doubt this usage of 58е, there 
being no mention of it in the best Lexx., 
and apparently no other example: and 
should consider rhvde Thv dA as а sort 
of ‘oratio mixta,’ to express in general 
terms the city then present to the mind 
of the speaker) city, and will spend (reff. 
for this temporal sense of томе) there one 
year (lvavràv fva is the accus. not of 
duration, but of the object, after rorhaoper. 
So that the E. V. * continue there a year,” 
is not accurate. It should have been ‘ spend 
a year there, which savours of presumption 
much more strongly and vividly. éwavr. 
Фуа: “Sic loquuntur, quasi mox etiam de 
insequentibus annis deliberaturi.^ Beng.), 
and (Bengel remarks well: “ке frequens: 

18 4" Aye т pôv of Xéyovres * Zrjuepov кай * аброр торєџ- ABKLP 
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30) only. Lev. xvi. 13 
16, 19, 

1 Cor. ir. 9. h see Wisd. xvi. 

k 1 John ti. 16 only t. 
zii. 13. m constr., Phil. iv. 12. 

14. for ro, ra А[Р] а с 18 [syr]: om B. 
om «атш уар AN vulg copt: om ap 13. 

Damasc, ] Thl Jer Bede: om N: txt Bd sth [arm], «cras 
om у (bef xpos) BF] rec (for коп) de, with 1 13 

(Ec: de каа L[P] rel: om a c h 88. 69 fu 

om Ist В oa " 
cri, with L rel latt 
АКГ) fgjk m36 Gc. 
sah 

13. 
. Acte ziii. 41 (from наре he only. Hos. ii. 12 

Wied. xvii. 7. (-g, Rom. і. 30.) 
Job xxxiv. 19. 

^ ^ ^ . 1 Pet. i 16 уйу 8ё !xavyücÜe ёр таў * ddalovelats тате" 
17 зеро, 

d = Luke тШ. 13. 1 Cor. vii. 6. Heb. ail. 10 al. : e Matt. vi 
i Ps. cviii. 4.) : f = here raf 

і Rom. ii. 17. 2 Сог. x. 15. Gal. vi. 13, 14 al. 
1 here only, exc. Paul, Rom, iii. 37 allo. Jer. 

om lst yap BN! c syr eeth-rom arm. 
rec (for ere) 

d(with harl tol) вуг copt: txt ABKN 
Jat-ff, Damasc, so vulg(et deinceps) sth [and (omg ererra) Syr arm]. 

15. for o AUS, Oean В[Р] acd 69. 
ТЫ (Ee: txt AB[P]N c d k l, vivemus lat. 7i· 

rec none, with Ёт, rel 86 [rolg] 
Steph somocey er, with KL rel Th 

(Ec: txt АВ[Р]М e d k 136 Cyr, faciemus lat-P. 
16. karaxavxac« N. ea N.] 

polysyndeton exprimit libidinem animi 
securi |] will traffic (this word brings up 
the worldly. nature of the plan) got 

: 14.] whereas ye know not 
(so, admirably, the E. V.: exactly hitting 
tbe delicate force of ofriwes, ‘ut qui, 
‘belonging, as ye do, to a class which“) 
the (event) (or, matter, or content : the 
more general and indefinite, the better) of 
the morrow: for (yáp substantiates the 
ignorance just ганой) of what sort (de- 
reciative, as in 1 Pet. ii. 20) is your life? 
ог (yáp refers to the depreciative force in 
sola: ‘I may well pour contempt on it, 
for,’ &c.) ye are (ye yourselves: so that 
any thing of yours, even your life, must 
partake of the same instability and transi- 
toriness. ёсте, so in ch. i. 10 the sAoó- 
cios is said to pass away as the flower of 
the grass. It is not your life, which is 
not a thing seen, but ye, that wpbs дА уо» 
Salve ode) a vapour, which appeareth for 
a little time, afterwards as it appeared, 
во (this is the force of cal, vanishing as 
it came ; which not having been seen, 84 
has been substituted, or the two, ка) 84, 
combined. It is not a case where (Bloomf.) 
the variations point to the original absence 
of a particle: for the xaí in the text is not 
a particle of connexion, as the 84 is. For 
it to be so, the var. read. must have been 
ко) Fretra, not ката ка) vanishing: 

15.] (ver. 14 was parenthetical, and 
demonstrated the folly of their conduct. 
Now the sense proceeds, but with Фрая 
inserted by way of taking it up, after the 

renthesis, direct from Aé¢yorres are) 
stead of (your) saying, If the 

(God, as usual in this Epistle: see on ver. 
10) will (not op, but aor.: properly, shall 

have willed; i. e. have so determined it in 
His counsel), we shall both live (with the 
reading {ўсореу, it would be hardly gram- 
matically allowable to make this clause 
үн of the hypothesis, ‘and if we live.’ 

ith the subjunctive (ўсоцех of the rec., 
this will be the right rendering: but even 
then it is more probable that the éd» would 
have been repeated, than that twosuch in. 
congruous members as «pios 0eXfjop and 
(fcep«r should be included under one 
hypothetical dy. The escape from this, 
“si Deo placet ut vivamus" (Schneckenb., 
80 Grot., al.), is clearly unallowable) and 
shall do this or that. 16.) But 
(contrast to the spirit of resignation to the 
divine will just recommended) now (as 
things now are, see 1 Cor. v. 11; xiv. 6) 
ye boast in (not, as in ch. i. 9, *make 
your boast in: the dv indicates the state, 
ав in ch. iii. 18, and iv. 8 especially. The 

la is the source, but not the 
material of the boasting) your vain- 
gloriousnesses (see note on ref. 1 John. 
Here dAafLovela is the self-deceived and 

undless confidence in the stability of 
ife and health on which the worldly pride 
themselves. On this, as on ite foundation, 
your boastful speeches, efjuepor ка) аброр 
K. r. A., are built): all such boasting (all 
boasting so made and so grounded) is 
wicked. 17.] This conclusion is most 
naturally understood to refer to the uni- 
versal notoriety of the shortness of human 
life, and to apply only to the subject just 
treated. Otherwise, if, as many Com. 
mentators, we take it for a general con- 
clusion to all that has gone before, we 
must understand it as Estius, “Jam de 
bis omnibus satis vos admonui, vobis bene 
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Cuar. V. 1. at end ins ишу M 5. 8. 25 vulg Syr copt sth arm: divitiis vestris, omg 
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nota sunt:" in which case this would 
hardly be the place for it, considering 
that more exhortations follow, ch. v. Gro- 
tius takes it to mean, ‘‘ Moniti estis a 
me, ignorantiam non potestis obtendere, 
si quid tale posthac dixeritis, gravior 
erit culpa: and so Theile, Wiesinger, 
De Wette, al. Butin this case, why should 
such а conclusion follow this, rather thau 
any other exhortation? Во that (обу here 
does not prove what follows, but refers the 
particular case to the general principle; 
q. d. therefore we see ‘hoc exemplo the 
truth of the general axiom, &c.) to him 
who knoweth to do good (not тё калбу: 
калбу is not any positive good, as bene- 
ficence; but merely the opposite of morn- 
pév. So Wiesinger, rightly: and rote is 
the object after elBóri, not the epexegetic 
inf. as De Wette, “knows the that 
he must do it”) and doeth it not (not mere- 
ly, omits to do st, as might be the case if 
it were some one definite deed that was 
spoken of. It is not sins of omission that 
men are here convicted of, as so often mis- 
takenly supposed: but the doing sorypór, 
as in the case of the speech above sup- 

d, where калб» is easy and obvious), 
it is sin to him (i.e. reckoned to him as 
віп. Schneckenburger well remarks, “ Vi- 
dere licet, Jacobum omnia. .. ad thema 
suum primarium revocare, recti scientiam 
requirere recti exercitationem ^"). 

Снар. V. 1—6.] Denunciation of woe 
on the rich in this world. These verses 
need not necessarily be addressed (as 
Huther) to the same ms as ch, iv. 13 
ff. Indeed the dye viv repeated seems to 
indicate afresh beginning. Commentators 
have differed as to whether this denuncia- 
tion has for its object, or not, exhortation 
to repentance. I believe the right answer 
to be, much as De Wette, that in the out- 
ward form indeed the words contain no 
such exhortation : but that we are bound 
to believe all such triumphant denuncia- 
tion to have but one ultimate view, that 
of grace and mercy to those addressed. 

That such does not here appear, is owing 
chiefly to the close proximity of judgment, 
which the writer has before him. Calvin 
then is in the main right,— when he says, 
* Falluntur qui Jacobum hic exhortari ad 
penitentiam divites putant: mihi simplex 
magis denuntiatio judicii Dei videtur, qua 
eos terrere voluit absque epe venic,"—€ex- 
cept in those three last rather characteris- 
tic words. 1.] Go to now (see above, 
ch. iv. 18), ye rich, go weep (the imper. 
aor. gives the command a concentrated 
force, as that which ought to be done at 
once and without delay), howling (the part. 
is not, merely а rhetorical reduplication of 
kAaócare, but describes the mode of the 
класа by а stronger and more graphic 
word, in the present, ав thus habitual 
багша the кладсо. ddoAv{eav (reff.) is 
a word in the O. T. confined to the pro- 
phets, and used, as here, with reference 
to the near approach of God’s judgments. 
Thus in Isa. xiii. 6, dAoAd ere, ёууёѕ yàp 
zupa kupíov) over your miseries which 
are coming on (no supply of биі» (see 
digest) is required after éwepx. ese 
miseries are not to be thought of as the 
natural and determined end of all worldly 
riches, but are the judgments connected 
with the coming of the Lord : cf. ver. 8, % 
rapovo ſa тоб xuplou fryywer. It may be 
that this was as yet intimately 
bound up with the approaching destruc- 
tion of the Jewish city and polity: for it 
must be remembered that they are Jews 
who are here addressed). 2.| The effect 
of the coming judgment is depicted as 
already present, and ite material as already 
stored up against them. What is meant 
by the figure used, we learn in ver.4. Your 
riches are corrupted (see besides reff., Job 
xxxiii. 21; xl.7. is transitive—ojypor 
dè &áceBeis тарахрӯра, Job xl. 7 (12), but 
сќстка the perf. middle. The expression 
is figurative, and тћоётоѕ to be understood 
of all riches: ‘your possessions’) and 
your garments (the general term wAoUros 
is now split into its component parts. 
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Tas ! cápkas tuv ws wip. * éOnoavpicate èv * éoyatais jii. 13) ony: 
Ep. Jer. 

Ezek iu, *idov 0 шобдѕ тфу "épyarüv Tay °dunody- _ zivs, 1in3. 
Tov tas ‘ywpas tow б *àmecrepnuévos аф buoy , filr) Re. 

18, 31 only. Lev. zzvi. 29. 4 Kings іх. 38. Mie. ill. 2, 3. 
fi. 5. 1 Cor. xvi.3. 2 Cor. хіі. 21. 2 Pet. ili. 7 only. Міс. vi. 10, 

b Май. хх. В. Luke x.7al.¢ Wied. xvii. 17 al. c here only. Mic 
d = Luke хі. 16. John iv. 35. Acta viii. | 

Tim. vi. 5) only. Mat. iii. 5. 

1. eb. i. 1. 
ті. b. 
к= z. 19. 1 Cor. vi. 38. vii. 5. 1 

(see Gen. iv. 10. Hab. ii. 11.) 

for payera:, pawere Ri. 
AL К o have a stop bef ws жор. 

xvii. 16. xix. 
z Matt. vi. 19, 20. Luke xii. 21. Rom. 

а Acts li. 17. 2 Tim. iii. 

1. 3 Chron. xzxii. 13. e ;- bere 
f = (seo note) Exod. ti. 

aft тарк. vp. ins o wos А[Р]} 18 syr [Damasc, ]. 
nuepais bof ecxaras А 18. 

4. афуотертудеуоз BIN: атостерииеуоѕ [KL [ Damasc,-ms]. 

clothing and treasure) are become moth- 
eaten (ref.: see also Isa. li. 8: Acts xii. 
28. The reference to Matt. vi. 19, 20 is 
obvious) : 8.] your geld and your 
silver is rusted through (“Loquitur popu- 
lariter, nam aurum proprie sruginem non 
contrabit." Horneius, in Huther. In ref. 
Ep. Jer, we have of golden and silver 
images of idols, оф Sar (ovra: rò iov. 
Rust, happening generally to metals, is pre- 
dicated of gold and silver without care for 
exact precision. So that there is no need 
to seek for some interpretation which may 
make the xatlwra: true of gold, as that 
(Bretschn.) copper vessels plated with gold 
are intended. "The stern and vivid depic- 
tion of prophetic denunciation does not take 
such trifles into account. In «at-lwra, 
the prep. gives the sense of entireness; 
‘thoroughly rusted’), and the rust of 
them shall be for & testimony to you (not, 
as (Ec, xarauaprupfict биё», ACN 
ту йретёдотоу óu&r,—the rust which you 
have allowed to accumulate on them by 
want of use, shall testify against you in 
judgment, —but, as Wiesinger and Huther 
rightly, seeing that the rust is the effect of 
judgment begun, not of want of use, —the 
rust of them is a token what shall happen 
to yourselves: in the consuming of your 
wealth, you see depicted your own), and 
shall eat ($ávera is а well-known future, 
contracted from gayhoeras: cf. John ii. 17, 
and the prophecy ref. 4 (2) Kings, ката- 
фбүоута: of xóvyes тёз сіркаѕ 'le(aBéA) 
your flesh (plur. in reff. Huther remarks 
that in almost all the places cited, the 
same verb is used with the noun) as fire 
(i.e. as fire devours the flesh; which will 
account for the use of тёз cdpxas, without 
giving it any emphatic meaning (“ your 
bloated bodies," ** your flesh of which alone 
you consist,” and the like: see De Wette), 
seeing that fire consumes the flesh first). 
The Syr. Œc., Grot, Knapp, Wiesinger, 
al. place the period at dpév, and connect 
és пёр with ééncavploare, explaining it, 
ee RX drs huépais ebpfjmere toy хЛобтору 
ö ud ds wip ташєџдбута б» els бАєброу 

Vor. IV. 

(CEc.), —" quasi ignem in vestro malo as- 
servastis Grot.). But the reasons given 
for this are not satisfactory. There is in 
reality no confusion of metaphor in фёуетег 

. сар. bu. és wip, and no want of an 
expressed object in ¢@ycavploare ё» dox. 
I., the verb бттаъ»рф ау containing its 
objectin itself. Yelaid up treasure in the 
last days (i. e. in these, the last days before 
the coming of the Lord, ye, instead of re- 
penting and saving your souls, laid up trea- 
sure to no profit; employed yourselves in 
the vain accumulation of this world’s 
wealth, The aor., as so often when the 
course of life and action is spoken of, is 
used as if from the standing-point of the 
day of judgment, looking back over this 
life. dv is not for ele, here or any 
where: nor is the meaning ‘for’ or 
against the last days. Estius, Calvin, 
al., with this idea, follow the vulg. in 
supplying “iram ” after “thesauravistis,” 
as in Rom. її. 5. Wolf and Morus un- 
derstand by the last daye, the last days of 
life: *Accumulavistis divitias extreme 
vitæ parti provisuri:" but this is clearly 
wrong in N. T. diction: cf. reff.). 
4-84 iflcation af the sins, the inci- 
pient 55 Sor which hitherto have 
been Ainted at under the figures of rust 

And 4.] the unjust frauds 
just debts. 

and moth. 
X the rich, in non-payment 
ehold (belongs to the fervid phic 

style), the hire of the workmen (the sen- 
tence would be complete without the words 
tev ёрүатёу : but probably there is tacit 
reference to the well-known saying (seo 
on 1 Tim. v. 18) used by our Tord, ref. 
Luke (Matt. x. 10), ties д épydrns 
ToU шабой abrov) Who mowed (dude, 
from диа, properly to gather together; 
but commonly used as here of reaping 
or mowing corn for harvest. So Il. c. 
551, vba 8° Epidor Жроу, dtelas Bpemd- 
vas d» xepoly Éxorvres. See Soph. An- 
tig. 598, and Hermann's note your 
fields (reff.), which has been held back 
(for the sense cf. Levit. xix. 13: Jor. xxii. 
13, and esp. ref. Mal, In Sir. xxxi. (xxxiv.) 

Y 
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sz here only. 
Е ces Gea. te, 

h he 

1 Kings ir. 
M. 2 8712 r ^ 

1 Matt. c2 EV Hep opayis. 
WL. Lev. 

IAKOBOT V. 

8 woále, kal ai h Boal trav !Üepwavrov eis ta k ra 

xxiv. T7 (18) !kupiov ! Zafaco0 ™ eiser . 
re only. 

5 n érpupjcate ° ёті 
Fac. . n. THS yis Жай Р ёстатаћјсате, cOpépare tas % xapdias vuv 

6 в катєд:касатє, ёфоуєйсате *Tov 
М > u , Р е ^ 

xxii. 10,2. Siu ойк "GYTLTATOETAL орар. 
k 1 Pet. iif. 12. : " , 

Iss. v. 9. 1 Isa. as abore (k) and generally. (elsw. usually, = ravroxpáTwp or rev Ovrdgeov.) m Ps 
xvii. б. п bere only. Neh.ix.25. Isa.lxvi. 11. Sir. xiv. 1 only. (ij, 3 Pet. ti. 13.) o Matt. 
vi. 10 al. р1 Tim. v. 6 only. Елек. xvi. 49. Sir. xxi. 16 only. кетатхаталаг, 
Prov. xxix. 21. Amos vi. 4. see Wetst. 
32 (from Іва. liii. 7). 
37 (bis) only. Ps. xxxvi. 33. 

rec eucA3AvOagw, with KLR rel [Thl Ec]: txt B[P], -бех A [Dam 
rec ins ws bef еу nuepa, with К 

1 Œc: om AB[P]N? 18 latt copt, 
5. ош ка А 73 copt [-p,]. 

Ephr, Antch,] Cyr, 

22, we have éxxeà» alua д dworrepar 
ute шеб!оу\), crieth out (“ Vindictam 
uasi alto clamore exposcit," Calv. Cf. 

n. iv. 10) from you (this, which was sug- 
gested by Huther, is better than to take 
refuge in the idea that ётб = óró, and to 
render, which has been held back by you:“ 
or than Wiesinger's interpretation, which, 
recognizing the difference between the two 
repositions, makes åró designate, not the 

direct origin of the act, but the proceeding 
of the act of robbery from them : and so 
Winer, $ 47, awd, note [2, p. 464, Moul- 
ton's Edn.]: but none of the examples 
which he gives at all come near this 
one. The most plausible, Luke ix. 22 and 
xvii. 25, йтодокімас0ђуи йт) tay mper- 
Bvrépor k. . A., differs in this, that a Per- 
son is spoken of, whose атодокцасіа will 
come from the яресВбтеро:: whereas here, 
where a {Агил is in question, with which 
the &xocrepoUrres deal, we can hardly say 
that ite dwoordépyois proceeds from them. 
The other construction is amply justified by 
reff. The ,uc6ós, which was kept back, 
and rests with you, cries out from уон, your 
coffers, where it lies): and the cries of them 
who reaped have entered into the ears of 
the Lord of hosts (not only does the ab- 
atracted hire cry out from its place, but 
the defrauded victims Кашы ves join, 
and the cry is heard of God. For the ex- 
pressions see reff. This is the only place in 
tbe N. T. where крос ХаВасб is used by 
any writer: Rom. іх. 29 іза citation. The 
Jewish character of the whole will suffi- 
ciently account for it. Bede gives another 
reason, which also doubtless was in the 
Apostle's mind: * Dominum exercituum 
appellat, ad terrorem eorum, qui pauperes 
utant nullum habere tutorem ). 
] Second class of sins: luxury and self- 

indulgence. Ye luxuriated on the earth 
(the last words of ver. 4 placed the thought 
in heaven, where the judgment is laid up) 
and wantoned (rpc, ёстатал., “ luxuri- 
аге, lascivire: alterum deliciarum, alterum 

) q = Luke xxl. 34. Р 
). Rom. viii. 36 (from Ps. zlii. 22) only. 

t so 3 Pet. ti. 8. 

E Sir. xxviii. 13. 
( n dl 15. г Acts viii, 

Jer. xii. 3 al s Matt. xii. 7, 37. Luke vi. 
ul Pet. v. 6. 

rel syrr [arm 

prodigentim,” Theile. See on ref. 1 Tim.), 
ye nourished (satiated, fattened) your 
hearts (kaplas as in reff., and in Acts xiv. 
17, ёитєтлд» трофўз . . тёз kapbías pv. 
Although the body is really that which is 
filled, the heart is that in which the satis- 
faction of repletion is felt) in the (the 
omission of the art. as so common before 
zupa, фра, xapds: cf. Matt. viii. 29: 
Winer, $ 19. 1) day of slaughter (i. e. as 
Theile, “ Similes sunt pecudibus quee ipso 
adeo mactationis die se nt saginant- 
que lætæ et securge." . ref. Jer. d is 
again not for eis. This seems the simplest 
and most obvious interpretation. It need 
not be dependent on the insertion of the 
%s ; the sudden and direct application of 
the image to the persons addressed re- 
quires no particle of comparison. And it 
is no reason against it, which Huther 
somewhat petulantly alleges against De 
Wette, that beasts do not eat more greedily 
on the day of their slaughter than on any 
other day; for this is not implied. Even 
if we grant Huther’s own view, that ġpépa 
єфаүйз is an expression for the day of 
judgment, this expression derives its force 
from the above comparison, and will not 
let us forget it. Many Commentators, as 
Calvin, Beza, Grot., Laurentius, Bengel, 
al, understand u. тфауўз to mean а day 
of banqueting, when oxen and fatlings are 
slain. Calvin says, © Solebant in sacrificiis 
solemnibus liberalius vesci quam pro quoti- 
diano more. Dicit ergo divites tota vita 
continuare festum." This might be allow- 
able, were it not that the analogy of ёи 
doxdraus aj above seems to demand 
the other. It is no objection to it шир 
that thus all allusion to the jadgment is 
lost; this comes in with the other inter- 
retation, and appositely : but is not abso- 
ately required by the sentiment of the 
verse, which regards the self-indulgence, 
&c., of the rich while on earth). 8.] 
Third class of sine: condemning the inno- 
cent. Te condemned, ye murdered the 

ABKLP 
Nabe d 
fg hjk 
Im o 18 
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21, 37, 38 

карто» Tij s, “paxpobupav *ém айтф ёс dfn борт. Ррр., 
orowipoy каї "ouo 9 " ракробиџјсатє kai йде, 

x Matt. xxi. 33 Ac. 1. John zv. 1. 2 Tim. Н.б only. al. fr. 1 2 Macc. viii, 12. xv. 21 only. 
1. 11 у = Heb. xi. 10 rofl. . 1M. reff. 

a Matt. xviii. 26, 29. Luke xviii.7. Bir. xviii. 11. xxxii. (xxxv.) 18 
24. Joel li. 23. c here only. Hos. vi. 4. 

7. for ауто, avror КІ, ef g hk I Thi. 
syr- mg [Anteh)) 
eponpor, with A 
9 lat: Fi syr-mg copt Antch, Cassiod, : 

(Ec-comm: om ABKL dj k 1 86 sah ТЫ. 
L(P]13 syrr ТЫ (Ec; карто» N(N! has kaprov roy, № disapprovin, 

om B m vul 

Cor. xv. 

a= Acts xx. 24. 1 Pet. i. 19 al. Prov., iik, 15 
; Deut. zi. 14. Jer, v. 
d here only. Prov. xvi. 15. 

rec aft 2nd «ws ins a», with [PN rel 
rec ins vero» bef 

Tov) 
arm. wpoiuoy AB! {р N. 

8. aft paxpoðvu. ins ovy LM [vulg-ed] (with fuld tol, not am demid) sth [Antch,]. 

zust man (these words are probably spoken 
generally, the singular being collective. 
Tov $(кодоу, not merely rb» ёбфоу; it is 
his justice itself which provokes the enmity 
and cruelty of the хЛоѓото:. It has been 
usual to refer these words to the condem- 
nation and execution of Christ. So (Ec., 
дуаут:рріто тб, epovetoare тфу irao, 
ёт Tb» xp rd dvapdpeta. тї цёуто 
exipopG, Tjj, ойк dyrirdocerat d, rol- 
være roy Абүоу kal vp robs EAAous robs 
таё poia тарй TG» “lovdalwy паббутаѕ. 
Yous 84 ка) профзтікёт Tb repl taurdy 
iweudalve: dos. So Bede, at some 
length; Grot., al. But there is surely 
nothing in the context to indicate this, 
further than that such a particular case 
may be included in the general charge, as 
its most notorious example. I cannot 
see, with Huther, how the present dvrs- 

тед makes against this: for any- 
how we must suppose а change of sense 
before the present can be introduced: 
and then it may as well be а description 
of Christ's patient endurance, or of His 
present long-suffering, as of the present 
meekness of tho (generic) 8{каоѕ. But 
I prefer the latter, and with it the other 
reference throughout): he (the Síxas; 
Bentley more ingeniously than happily con- 
jectured д кїргоз, as an emendation for ob) 
doth not resist you (the behaviour of the 
just under your utions is ever that of 
meekness and sube lot: “otk ёутытёс- 
oera sine copula et pronomine ponderose 
additur." Schneckenb.). This last 
clause gerves as a note of transition to 
what follows. So Herder remarks, as cited 
by Wiesinger: “And thus we have as it 
were standing before us the slain and un- 
resisting righteous man, when lo the cur- 
tain falls: Be patient, brethren, wait!" 
See, on the whole sense, Amos ii. 6, 7; v. 

12; and the description in Wied. ii. 6—20. 
%—11.] Ezhortation to suffering Chris- 

tiane to endure unto the coming of the 

Lord. Onthe connexion, see above. 7.] 

Be patient (reff.) therefore (the обу (4óv. 

‘matters being во”) is a general reference 
to the prophetic strain of the previous 
chap judgment on your oppressors 

ing so near, and your own part, as the 
Lord's 81каог, being that of unresisting- 
ness), brethren (contrast to ol жАойего:, 
last addressed), until (fes as a preposition, 
see Winer, 5 54. 6. Non tempus tantum 
seil rem quoque indicat, qun 7) @Аїфщи5 дакро- 
@vues toleranda tollatur.” Schneckenb.) 
the coming of the Lord (i. e. here, beyond 
all reasonable question, of Christ. ё к0рьов, 
it is true, usually in this Epistle is to be 
tuken in the O. t. sense, a$ denoting the 
Father: but we have in ch. i. 1 and ii. 1 
examples of St. James using it of our 
Saviour, and it is therefore better to keep 
so well known a pone to its ordinary 
meaning, than with Theile and De W. 
(but only wahrſcheinlich) to understand 
it, ““ Dei, qui Messia adventante invisibili 
modo præsens est”). Encouragement 
by the example of the husbandman. Be- 
hold, the husbandman waiteth for the 
precious fruit of the earth, being patient 
over it (with reference to it: quasi sitting 
over it and watching it: this local saper- 
position is the root of all derived meanings 
of èri with a dative), till it (better than 
* he," as Luth. and E. V.) shall have ro- 
ceived the early and latter (rain) (see 
ref, and Winer, Realw. under Witter- 
ung. From the latter it appears that 
The wpdétpos fell in Oct., Nov., and Dec., 
penal rt with occasional snow, into J an. 

(see reff. Deut., Jer.): and after fine spring 

weather in Feb., the Su in March to 
the end of April (reff. and Jer. iii. 8 Heb. 
and E. V.). (Ес. gives a curious inter- 

i the early and latter rain: pretation of la 
Pear perds, à d redrar: вата 4 d, 
perároi- Bi, 4 dv тё J | ble that 
the reading, it is much more probable зак 

bers has been supplied than that it 

85 : .] be ye also patient been erased) : 1 ye 
ag well as, after the example of, the hus- 

bandman) : establish (confirm, strengthen, 
both which are required for patience) your 

Y 2 
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/ | ^ L4 е y 7 ^ ez take sail. © тттр ате Tas кардіаѕ ud, бт ij " rapovaía тод коріои ABKLP 
А М \ 7 2 ГА 3 9 / > 

aan fl yywcev. 0 ui) 5 arevátere, йбе\фо кат d, ^ iva tg hjk 
ERS u bp re iSo 0 Iepers kapó TOv k бирд» сттер. 

f = 1 Pet. iv. 7 
reff. 

g = here mis 
(Heb. xiii. 17 
reff.) 

LA ee wopto ch. iv. 12 reff, 
k Acts v. 23. KUp U. 

xii. 6. see 
Matt. zxiv. 

, Rev. iil. 
20. 1 Heb. iv. 11 reff. 

n Heb. vi. 12 reff. 
ххх. 

r= ch. i. 3, & reff. 
x.6. Gal. il. М. 

9. aft а$«Афо: ins pou Ad 13. 36 8 
aBeA Qoi, with LN rel gyrr сор [arm] 
AB[P] a c d m 18 latt sth.—xara К. 
rel pan] Thl. 

10. om AaBere А 18 [sth]. 

with (Ec: txt ABK 

coptt ( Antch,]. 
1 (Ec: om adeAdo: К 23. 86. 64. 100-2: txt 
rec carurph⁰“᷑ e, with (Ec: txt ABKL[P]N 

rec om ó: ins ABKL[PJN rel Thi (Ec. 

10 1 U νν⏑mJ AdBere, d dex oot, тўѕ ™ какотабєейа каї THs 
в LakpoÜvpíae ToUs профјтас of ёМаМмута» TQ ° ovopate 

11 1600 Р puaxapilouev тойу A UTOopueivavras. Th 
г trropovny ПОВ * )койсате, ка} тд * TéXos. коріои ere, 

o so Matt, vil. 23 (3ce). Metis en beue — рт rie cae 
13. do Matt. x. 22. xxiv. 1311. Ro 

s = Matt. хі. 2. Gal. i. 13 al. 3 Kings x. I. 

p Luke i. 48 only. Gen. 
13. 2 Tim. li. 12. 1 Pet. ii. 20. Job xiv. 14. 

t see Heb. vi. 8. u so Matt. 
m. xii, 

rec кат” MAH bef 

rec aft abe Ac ins pov, with K LN rel Syr сор 
ТЫ (Ec: om AB[ 3 & c h 18 latt syr arm Chr, Bede,. 

[РМ rel latt syrr coptt Chr, ТЫ. 
exere bef т. xpop. AN3: Bexere 18 [sunt wth]. 
in nomine latt arm] .— er ovouar: Ж (Chr, ]. 

rec т. kanor. bef adeAgor, 
каћокауүаб:аѕ М. ins 

ins ey bef rw ovouat: B[ P] a h 1? m, 

11. rec vropevovras, with KL rel: txt AB[P]N a latt(qui sustinuerunt) syrr. 
rcc eere, with BIKN: txt AB?L[P] j k m 13 ТЫ. 

hearts, because the coming of the Lord is 
nigh (perf.: ‘bath (already) drawn near, 
and is therefore at hand,’ as the perfects 
do rura, Ёууока, &c. Calvin says, Colli- 
gendum robur ad durandum: colligi autem 
melius non potest, quam ex spe et quasi 
intuita [ора adventus Domini "). 

] Exhortation to mutual For- 
dearance. Опов ad manifestas et gra- 
vissimas improborum injurias fortiter fe- 
rendas incitarat, eos nunc hortatur, ut 
etiam in minoribus illis offensis que inter 
pios ipsos ssepe subnascuntur, vel condo- 
nandis vel dissimulandis promti sint. Con- 
tingit enim ut qui hostium et improborum 
maximas вере contumelias et injurias 
gequo animo tolerant, fratrum tamen offen- 
sas multo leniores non facile ferant." 
Horneius (in Huther). Murmur not, breo- 
thren, against one another (there is not 
any imprecation of Divine vengeance to be 
thought of, as Calvin, Theile, al.), that ye 
be not judged (seeing that murmuring 
aguinst one another involves the violation 
of our Lord's uh кріуєте (ref. Matt.), he 
finishes with the following clause there, 
Туа uh кр:Өўтєе: the passive verb here, as 
there, being to be taken in a condem- 
natory sense, or at all events as assum- 
ing the condemnatory issue): behold, the 
Ju atandeth before the door (reff. 
The Judge, viz. the Lord. These last 
words are added with a view to both por- 
tions of the sentence preceding, not to the 
latter one only as Huther: рў orev. in- 
volving in itself и) кріуетє: the near 

approach of the Judge is a motive for sus- 
pending our own judgment, as well as for 
deterring us from incurring that speedy 
jadgment on ourselves which we shall in- 
cur if we do not suspend it). 
10, 11.) Encouragement to patience in 
affliction by О. Т. examples. Take, my 
brethren, as an example of affliction 
сь ‘of enduring’ or “suffering affliction,” 
3. V.: the word is strictly objective, and 

is found parallel with £vuQopá and the 
like: so in reff.: and Thucyd. vii. 77, 
darida xph Éxew, un? катаиёифасбш 
(uas Eyay abrovs, hre rais [vuopais, 
pare тай тард Th» дау убу какота- 
6cíous (spoken by Nicias to the suffering 
Athenian army їп Sicil): so Isocr. 
p. 127 0, pndt шкрй» оїєсба: деу 
bweveyxeiy какохідеа» : which examples 
are decisive) and of patience (beware of 
the silly hendiadys, which indeed can have 
no place at all with the right meaning of 
xaxowd8e.a) the prophets (so Matt. v. 12) 
who spoke in the name (or, by the namo. 
We may consider тф dsh. as equivalent 
to d» rg x., or we may explain it as De 
Wette ‘by means of the name’) of the 
Lord (God). 11.] Another example, 
in which a further point is gained. Be. 
hold, we count happy them that have 
endured (see Matt. v. 10. фўтоие[ғаута$ 
тау be a correction to suit the sense, and 
TéAos below, but it must be adopted as 
the most ancient reading, and it is con- 
nected with Matt. l. e., дакбро: of Be- 
aypévor, they who have been persecuted) : 
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ye (have) heard of the endurance of Job; 
see also (not ‘and have seen,’ which Wie- 
singer renders even with the reading 
Yere. The imperative is not as Huther 
auffallend, but natural enough, see ch. 
i. 6, 7) the end of the Lord (‘the termina- 
tion which the Lord (in О. T. sense) gave:' 
do not limit your attention to Job’s suf- 
ferings, but look on to the end and see the 
mercy shewn him by God); for (better 
than that, as Huther, al.: the sense 
being, ‘ Job’s patience is known to you all: 
do not rest there, but look on to the end 
which God gave him: and it is well worth 
rour while so to do, for you will find that 
eis’ &c. And thie has apparently occa- 

sioned the repetition by the Apostle of the 
word ё ipis, which has been left out by 
those who imagined that Sri introduced 
merely the result of the inspection, and 
that therefore no new subject was needed) 
the Lord is very pitiful (roAvomAayyvos, 
a word no where else found: coined after 
the Heb. Wir) (Wiesinger), which the 
LXX render woAvéAeos, Exod. xxxiv.6 al., 
always joined with paxpd@vpos: see in 
Trommius. We have efoxAayxvos, Eph. 
iv. 32; 1 Pet. iii. 8) and merciful (reff. 
This remembrance of God’s pity and mercy 
would encourage them also to hope that 
whatever their sufferings, the réAos xvpíov 
might prove similar in their own case). 
1330. Various exhortations and de- 

hortations, connected with the foregoing 
chiefly by the situation, sufferings, and 
duties of the readers. 12.] This de- 
hortation from swearing is connected with 
what went before by the obvious peril that 
they, whose temptations were to impatience 
under suffering, might be betrayed by that 
impatience into hasty swearing and impre- 
cations. That this suffering state of theirs 
js still in view, is evident from the како- 

табе ты which follows: that i£ alone is 
not in view is equally evident, from the 

& тї which also follows. So that 
we may safely say that the Apostle passes 
from their particular temptations under suf- 
fering to their general temptations in life. 

But (contrast of the spirit which would 

prompt that which he is about to forbid, 
with that recommended in the last verses) 
above all things (ref.: qu. d. ‘So far is the 

} орк. bef тра А. 

practice alien from Christian meekness, 
that whatever you feel or say, let it not for 
a moment be given way to’), my brethren, 
swear not, neither by the heaven, nor by 
the earth, nor by any other oath (d pros for 
‘formula jurandi. The construction of 8u- 
vups with an accens. of the thing sworn by is 
classical: that with els or èv, as in ref. 
Matt, according to Hebraistic usage. 
Huther's note here is valuable and just : 
* It is to be noticed, that swenring 5y {Ле 
name of God is not mentioned: for we 
must not imagine that this is included in 
the last member of the clause, tbe Apostle 
intending evidently by phre ЌАЛоу туй 
бркоу to point only at similar formule, of 
which several are mentioned in ref. Matt. 
Had he intended to forbid swearing by 
the name of God, he would most certainly 
have mentioned it expressly : for not only 
is it in the law, in coptradistinction to 
other oaths, commanded,— see Deut. vi. 18; 
x. 20: Ps. lxiii. 11,—but in the Prophets 
is announced as a token of the fature turn- 
ing of men to God: ref. Isa.: Jer. xii. 16; 
xxiii. 7, 8. The omission of notice of this 
oath shews that James in this warning has 
in view only the abuse, common among the 
Jews generally and among his readers, of 
introducing in the common every-day af- 
foirs of life, instead of the common yea and 
nay, such asseverations as those here nien- 
tioned: so that we are not justifled in de- 
ducing from hia words any prohibition of 
swearing in general, as has been attempted 
by many expositors of our Epistle, and 
especially by Œc., Bede, Erasm., Theile, 
De Wette, Neander, al. (on the other 
hand the following Commentators refer 
St. James’s ‘prohibition to light and tri- 
fling oaths: Calv., Est., Laurentius, Grot., 
Pott, Michaelis, Storr, Morus, Schnecken- 
burger, Kern, Wiesinger, al). The use 
of oaths by heaven, &c., arises оп the one 
hand from forgetting that every oath, in 

its deeper significance, is а iens by 

God, and on the other from а. са 

tion of simple truth in words: eit ре way 

therefore from a lightness and frivolity 
which is in direct contrast to the earnest 
seriousness of a Christian spirit. See my 
note on Matt. I. c.): but (contrast to the 
habit of ewearing) let (on the form fire, 
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vii. 46. 3 Kings ziv. 2. 
3 only. m Matt. xxv. 3 ёс. Heb. i. 9 
xv. 29. о = Matt. ix. 21. Mark v. 23 al. 

Ins A s bef ише» (from Matt v.,87) N!(N* disapproving) [8. 
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Acts xxvii. A only +. hypoth. indie, 1 Cor. vil. 18, 27. 
Judg. v. 3 al. fr. 

(from Ps. xxi. 18). 1 Cor. vi i. 36. k Mark vi. 
1 as above th. Matt. vi. 17. Mark xvi. 1. Luke vii. 38, 46. John хі. 2. xiL 

f Rom. 

h = 1 Pet. v. 
13. Luke 

к Matt. x. 1 al. fr. 

n = bers only. (Acts xviii. 18. EI. 23 only.) 

25. 88-marg vulg(not 
L[P] rel arm Antch, 

Th! (Ес: om ABN 18 latt syrr coptt eth [ Damasc 
14. for Ist avrov, avrovs Ni [26 

rec ins тоу bef kvpiov, wit 
67. 100 lectt-17-18 [arm ].—om xupiov B. 

[15. wposevxn P bo 

seo Winer, Gramm. 8 14. 2. It is found 
only, in all Greek classical literature, in 
Plato, Rep. ii. p. 361 0) your yea be yea, 
and (your) nay, nay (it is hardly possible 
here to render *But let yours be (our 
habit of conversation be) yea yea and nay 
nay, on account of the positiom of the 
emphatic tpév: which in that case must 
have stood before the verb, ns 8 Fro, 
and even then might have been rendered 
the other way. As it is, the Spév rd val 
lies too close together to be disjoined as 
subject, leaving the other val for predicate. 
So that, in form at least, our precept here 
differs slightly from that in St. Matt. 
The fact represented by both would be the 
same: confidence in men's simple asser- 
tions and consequently absence of all need 
for asseveration): that ye fall not under 
judgment (i. e. condemnation: not as the 
meaning of xplœis, but as the necessary 
contextual result. The words in fact 
nearly = Wwa ph кр@Өўтє above. Notice, 
that there is here no exhortation to truth- 
fal speaking, as so many Commentators 
have assumed, e.g. Thl, (Ec, Zwingle, 
Calv., Grot, Bengel, Schneckenb., Stier, 
al.: that is not in question at all). 138. 
The connexion seems to be, Let not this 
light and frivolous spirit at any time ap- 

among you; if suffering, or if re- 
joicing, express your feelings not by ran- 
dom and unjustifiable exclamations, but 
in a Christian and sober manner, as here 
prescribed. Is any among уоп in trouble 
(the classical usages are xamradoivres 
тоё Хоріоо Tj &wopíg, Thuc. iv. 29, of the 
Athenian soldiers besieging the Lacede- 
monians in Sphacteria,—ib. i. 122, Acts 
тоофз$е rb pâs какотабету, &c. The 
suffering inflicted, not the state of him who 

RLR 

-9. 663. 96. 142.] 

in MR BIP] a 1.7, [Damase,]. 
rel [Damase,] Chr, ТЫ (Ec: om A f 38. 

suffers, is called xarordbeia; see on ver. 
10)? let him pray. Is any in joy (light 
of heart)? let him sing praise (lit. play on 
an instrament: but used in reff. Rom. and 
1 Cor. and elsewhere of singing praise 

nerally. The word ‘Psalm’ is an evi- 
ence of this latter sense). 14.) Is 

any sick among you (here one case of 
xaxordGeca is specified, and for it specific 
directions are given)? let him summon 
to him (send for) the elders of the con- 
gregation (to which he belongs: but not, 
some one among those elders, as Eatius, 
Corn. a-Lap., and other Rom.-Cath. inter- 
reters: cf. the Council of Trent, Sess. xiv. 

Extr. Unct. can. 4 (*Si quis dixerit, 
presbyteros Ecclesie, quos beatus Jacobus 
adducendos esse ad infirmum inungendum 
hortatur, non esse sacerdotes ab Episcopo or- 
dinatos, sed setate seniores in quavis com- 
munitate, ob idque proprium Extreme Unc- 
tionis ministrum non esse solum sacerdo- 
tem: anathema sit), and Justiniani’s vin- 
dication of the application of this passage 
to their sacrament of extreme unction: 
on which see below. The ж у 
are not simply * setate seniores in quavis 
communitate," but those who were offi- 
cially rpeo gbr epos, or éxlaxoxot, which in 
the apostolic times were identical: sco 
notes on Acts xx. 17, 28: so that “ sacer- 
dotes ab Episcopo ordinatos” above, would, 
as applied to the text, be an anachronism), 
and let them pray over him ( atrév, 
either, 1. literally, as coming and standing 
over his bed: or, 2. figuratively, with re- 
ference to him, as if their intent, in pray- 
ing, went out towards him.  Kither way, 
the signification of motion in drí with an 
accus. must be taken into account, and we 
must not render ‘for Aim.’ On the Pres- 
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31. Matt. vili, 18. ix. 5, 8, 7 al. 
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byters praying, Bengel says, “qui dum 
orant, non multo minus est quam si tota 
oraret Ecclesia"), терет і (ог, when 
they have anoin him with oil in the 
name of the Lord (the iv тф èv. кор. be- 
longs to dAclpayres, not, as Gebser, to 
tposeut., nor as Schnecken , to both. 
And thus joined, they shew that tbe anoint- 
ing was not a mere human medium of cure, 
but had a sacramental character: cf. the 
same words, or ёт) тф èy., els т} čr., used 
of baptism, Matt. xxviii. 19: Acts ii. 88; 
x. 48; xix. 5: 1 Cor. i. 18, 15. xvpíov here 
is probably Christ, from analogy: His 
name being universally used as the vehicle 
of all miraculous power exercised by hie 
followers). 1 d And the prayer of 
faith (gen. subj.: the prayer which faith 
offers) shall save (clearly here, considering 
that the forgiveness of sins is separately 
stated afterwards, odoe can only be used 
of corporeal healing, not of the salvation 
of the soul. This has not always been 
recognized. The R.-Cath. interpreters, 
who pervert the whole passage to the de- 
fence of the practice of extreme unction, 
take сосе: of the salvation of the sanl. 
Thus Corn. a-Lapide: “Огайо fidei, id 
est, sacramentum et forma sacramentalis 
extreme unctionis, salvabit infirmum, hoc 
est, conferet ei gratiam qua salvetur 
anima.” Some Commentators, as Lyra 
and Schneckenb., take both meanings. 
The Council of Trent prevaricates: “ 
ti animam alleviat et confirmat (unctio 
extrema), magnam in eo divine miseri- 
cordis fiduciam excitando: qua infir. 
mus sublevatus, еб morbi incommoda ac 
Jabores levius fert, et tentationibus dsemo- 
nis calcaneo insidinntis facilius resistit : 
et sanitatem corporis interdum, ubi saluti 
anims expedierit, consequitur") the sick 
man (кбрую, agroto, classical, even 
in its abeolute use: cf. Soph. Phil. 262: 
Xen. Hm. i. 6. 16), and the Lord per 
probably Christ, again: He who is Lord 
in the Christian Church) shall raise him 
up (from his bed of sickness: see reff. 
Here again our R.-Cath. friends are in sad 
perplexit The vulg. led the way with its 
* alleviabit." The interpretations may be 
seen in Corn. a-Lap., Justiniani, Estius, al. 
Cf. the Council of Trent above. A curious 
contrast is furnished by the short comm. 
of Œc.: тобто ка) тод xuplou Ёт: rois àv- 
Opáxois сууауастрефоџќуоо ої ётёстоћо 
dwolour, ddrAclporres rots Фдсдеуобутаѕ 
d Aal kal lépevo:): even if (x&v precedes 

r) Pet. ii. 22 reff, 
u » Matt. lil. 64 Mk. Acts xix. 18 $. 

тес.) omy, 
Job 2. 1. 

q = Mark 1. 
$= 1 Cor. vi. 18. 

16 u ёодоћоуєсбє 

& climax: see the sense below. So that 
the xaf is not copulative, but the sentence 
is abruptly introduced) he have committed 
(he be in a state of having committed, i. e. 
abiding under the consequence of, some 
commission of sin; for so the perf. im- 
plies; and hereby the sin in question is 
presumed to bave been the working cause 
of his present sickness. So Bede: “Multi 
propter peccata in anima facta, infirmitate 
vel etiam morte plectuntur corporis: 
citing 1 Cor. xi. 80. On this necessary 
force of the perfect, see Winer, $ 40.4: 
and on the sense, cf. Matt. ix. 2, 5 f.: 
John v. 14) sins, it shall be forgiven him 
(supply ав a subject, Tb reroinxévas, from 
the foregoing). | Among all the daring 

ersions of Scripture by which the 
urch of Rome has defended ber ES 

stitions, there is none more patent than 
that of the present passage. Not without 
reason has the Council of Trent defended 
its misinterpretation with the anathema 
above cited: for indeed it needed that, and 
every other recommendation, to support it, 
and give it any kind of acceptance. The 
Apostle is treating of a matter totally 
distinct from the occasion, and the ob- 
ject, of extreme unction. He is enforc- 
ing the efficacy of the prayer of faith 
in afflictions, ver. 18. Of such efficacy, he 
adduces one special instance. In sick. 
ness, let the sick man inform the elders 
of the Church. Let them, representing 
the congregation of the faithful, pray over 
the sick man, accompanying that prayer 
with the symbolic and sacramental act of 
anointing with oil in the name of the 
Lord. Then, the prayer of faith (see 
Corn. a-Lap. above for the audacious 
interpretation) shall save (heal) the sick 
man, and the Lord shall bring him up out 
of his sickness; and even if it were 
occasioned by some sin, that sin shall be 
forgiven him. Such is the simple and 
undeniable sense of the Apostle, arguing 
for the efficacy of prayer: and such, as 
above seen, the perversion of that sense by 
the Church of Rome. Here, as in the rest 
of these cases, it is our comfort to know 
that there is а God of truth, whose judg- 
ment shall begin at His Church. Observe, 
the promises here made of recovery and 
forgiveness are unconditional, as in Mark 
xvi. 18 al. 16.] A general injunction 
arising out of a circumstance necessarily 
to be inferred in the preceding example. 
There, the sin would of necessity have been 
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confessed to the прес Вітероі, before the 
prayer of faith could deal with it. And 
seeing the blessed consequences in that case, 
—‘generally,’ says the Apostle, in all similar 
cases, and one to another universally, pur- 
sue the same salutary practice of confess. 
ing your sins.’ Confess therefore to one 
another (emphatically placed before тё 
wapaTréuara—'not only to the pres- 
byters in the case supposed, but to one 
another generally?) your transgressions 
(i, e. not merely, as Wolf, al, offences 
against your brethren; but also sins 
against God: cf. ref. Matt. vi.), and pray 
for one another, that ye may be healed 
(in case of sickness, as above. The con- 
text here forbids any wider meaning: and 
so rightly De Wette, Wiesinger, and 
Huther. So even Corn. a-Lap., “id est, 
ut sanemini, scilicet, ab infirmitate que vos 
detinet.” On the other hand Justiniani, 
* recte Latinus interpres animse sanitatem 
intellexit, hoc est, salutem sempiternam." 
And similarly Estius, Carpzov, Grot., al. 
Baumgarten, Schneckenburger, Kern, al., 
would join both). It might appear asto- 
nishing, were it not notorious, that on this 
passage among others is built the Romish 
doctrine of the necessity of confessing sins 
to a priest. As a specimen of the way 
in which it is deduced, I subjoin Corn. 
a-Lapide’s exegesis: “‘ Alterutrum,’ id est, 
homo homini, similis simili, frater fratri 
confitemini, puta sacerdoti, qui licet officio 
sit superior, natura tamen est par, infirmi- 
tate similis, obligatione confitendi sequa- 
lis." Cajetan, on the contrary, denies that 
“sacramental confession " is here spoken 
of: “nec hic est sermo de confessione sa- 
eramentali [here, as in so many other 
cases, the much-vaunted unity of Roman 
interpreters embracing the most opposite 
opinions] The supplication of a righte- 
ous man (i. e. of one who shews his faith 
by his works, see ch. ii. 24) availeth much 
in its working (i.e. worketh very effec- 
tually. Much doubt has arisen about the 
meaning and reference of évepyoupévy. It 
is usually taken as in E. V., “the effec- 
tual fervent prayer, —as an epithet to 
Sénois, setting forth its fervency. (е. 
seems to take it passively, “ helped forward 
by the sympathy of the person prayed for:” 

* ras apaprias AB[P]N a c d 18 [Ephr,]: та тораттерата KL rel 
pos cux co A Bi (- B!) Ephr. ]. 

for he says, évepyetra: ў ToU Bixalov ebyh, 
Stay xal ô ddp ob eÜxera: соряріттру 8:4 
как@сеюѕ туєиџатікӣх TË evxoudry. d- 
ydp, érépor q dp ий» ebxopdvar, a- 
TaÀais Jets схҳоћ\б(оиєу к. àvéceoi к. 
exdedintnucve Bly, dkAóouev 8:4 rohr 
Tb С0утоуоу тўз «хў той биёр hur 
&yov(oudvov. The following is from 
Huther's note: Michaelis explains it 
‘preces agitante Spiritu sancto effuse:’ 
Carpzov, 80:5 did яістеюѕ érepyyovuérn : 
Gebser understands prayer in which the 
suppliant himself works for the accom- 
plishment of his wish: similarly Calvin, — 
* Tunc vere in actu eet oratio, quum suc- 
currere contendimus iis qui laborant." 
Commonly, évepyoupévy is assumed to be 
synonymous with évepyfs or évepyds (e- 
revhs, Luke xxii. 44: Acts xii. 5), ‘stre- 
nuus,’ ‘intentus,’ ‘ earnest,’ &c. : and this 
qualification of the prayer of the righteous 
man is attached to rob lex as its con- 
dition (so Wiesinger, and similarly Erasm., 
Beza, Gataker, Horneius, Grot, Wolf, 
Baumg., Hottinger, Schneckenb, Kern, 
Theile, al.). This interpretation however 
has not only, as Wiesinger confesses, N. T. 
usage against it, but can hardly be justified 
from the context, it being necessarily im- 
plied that tlie prayer of the righteous man 
is not a dead and formal one. Besides 
which, the force of the general sentence, 
word loxdes deni 8:каіоу, suffers much 
from the appending of a condition under 
which alone the sentence could be true. 
Rightly therefore does Pott adhere to the 
verbal meaning of the participle dvepyov- 
рё, in periphrasing, rod loxbei évep- 
ety, or толь loxbe: xal ёуеруєї Sénors: 
but both these periphrases are arbitrary: 
the first weakens the force of loxde:, and 
the second makes the two ideas co-ordinate, 
which the Apostle never intended. At all 
events we must connect érepyovuérm 
closely with icxée:: not as above, but so 
that by it may be expressed that which is 
the field or element of the road туйе: 
the prayer of the righteous can do much 
in tts working (not, ав De Wette, if it 
developes itself in act). That it does work, 
this is assumed: that, besides working, it 
rob loxbei, this is it which St. James 
puts forward, and confirms by the follow- 
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xvii. 1.) Isa. v. 6. 
zzvil.2. Heb. vi. J. Rev. хі, 6 only. 
26. Markiv.27. Heb.ix. 4. 
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e 3 Ктмоз nvill. 1. Acts xiv. 17. Job v. 10, 

h Heb. v. 2 reff. 

f as above (e). Acts 
g trans., here only. Gen. i. 11. mtr., Matt. xiij. 

ich. iii, 14. k trans., Luke i. 10, 

18. «беке bef verov A 18. 73 latt Syr coptt: eBexer Tov verov №. 
19. rec om you, with L rel Did, (Ec: ins ABK[P]XN a b c d m o 86 [latt syrr coptt 

arm] Thl. 
sopt ari]; 

ing example of Elias ). 17, 18.] Ez- 
ample of this effectual prayer, in the case 
of Elias. 17.] Elias was a man of like 
passions with us (this precedes, to obviate 
the objection that the greatness of Elias, so 
far out of our reach, neutralizes the exam- 
ple for us weak and ordinary men. There 
is no contrast to dixaos intended, as Geb. 
ser, but rather Elias is an example of a 
dlæatos: nor again can ӧроютабуе be 
taken to signify “involved in like suffer- 
ings,” as Laurentius and Schneckenb.: see 
reff.), and he prayed with prayer (made 
it a special matter of prayer: not, “prayed 
earnestly,” ns E. V., Schneckenb., Wie- 
singer, al. This adoption of the Heb. 1diom 
merely brings out more forcibly the idea of 
the verb) that it might not rain (the gen. 
of the intent: the purport and purpose of 
the prayer being mingled, as so commonly : 
cf. on the similar жроѕейхєсбш Туа, note, 
1 Сог. xiv. 18. This fact is not even hinted 
at in the O. T. history in 1 Kings xvii. 
ff.; nor the following one, that he prayed 
for rain at the end of the drought: 
though this latter may perhaps be implied 
in 1 Kings xviii. 42 ff.), and it ed 
not (ш use of Boéyew for to rain is 
found first in prose, according to Lobeck, 
Phryn. p. 291, in Polyb. xvi. 12. 8: then 
in Arrian, Epict. i. 6. 80, and in LXX, 
N. T. and subsequent writers. Classically, 
it is poetical only. The impersonal use 
appears to be confined to later writers) on 
the earth for threo years and six months 
(so also Luke iv. 26 : and in the Jalkut 
Simeoni, on 1 Kings xvi., where we have, 
* Anno xiii. Achabi fames regnabat in 
Samaria per tres annos et dimidium anni." 
There is no real discrepancy here, as has 
been often assumed, with the account in 
1 Kings: for as Benson has rightly ob- 
served, tho words in the third year" of 
1 Kings xviii. 1 by no necessity refer to 

ins odov rys bef aA 0eas N dj (6. 7. 8. 13. 22. 36. 40-marg. 65 Syr 

rec yiweckere, with AKL[P]N rel latt: txt B c m syr wth. (13 def.) 

the duration of the famine, but most natu- 
rally date back to the removal of Elijah to 
Zarephath, 1b. xvii. 8 ff.: cf. the same 
* many days in ıb, ver. 15, where indeed 
a variation is for a full year." I cannot 
see how Huther can hold this to be an 
insufficient explanation, because we are 
bound to regard the drought as beginning 
immediately after Elijah’s announcement 
1 Kings xvii. 1: nor how it appears that 
that announcement must necessurily have 
been made at the end of tho summer 
season during which it had not rained): 

18.] and again he prayed (see 
above), and the heavens gave rain (reff.) 
and the earth brought forth (BAaorde or 
-dve is properly nn intr. verb, but used 
transitively in the 1 aor., as some other 
verbs. So in Hippocrates (Palm and 
Rost's Lex.) Apoll. Rhod. i, 1181 (of; 
sore vun Ayxidu, Ara dvd ordos, 
duporeppow  Apatauérym yalns | Ola£í(Bos 
ёВАќсттсе), and later writers) her fruit 
19 quas ferre solet," Schneckenb. ). 
9, 20.] The importance and blessing of 

reclaiming an erring brother. This is 
very nearly connected with the foregoing ; 
the duty of mutual advice and correc- 
tion, with that of mutual confession and 
prayer. 19.] Brethren, if any among 
you be seduced (lit. passive ; and there is 
no reason why the passive signification 
should not be kept, especially when we 
remember our Lord's warning, Влётете 
uf тіз браз vAarfjop) from the truth (not 
merely truth practical, of moral conduct, 
but that &\убеа which is the subject of 
the Aéyos whereby our regeneration took 
place, ch. i. 18—the doctrine of Christ, 
spiritual and practical) &nd one convert 
him (turn him back to the truth, reff.), 

20.) know (or, with the rec. yiww- 
скёто, let him know, viz. the last ris, д 
ёт:стрёраз—Ѓог his comfort, and for the 
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encouragement of others to do the like by 
this proclamation of the fact), that he who 
converteth (not, ‘has converted; our 

. English present, when connected with a 
' future, exactly gives the aor. participle. 
The first action is necessarily antecedent 
to the second, which is all that the Greek 
requires) & sinner from the error of 
his way (thus is the person converted 
more generally expressed than before; 
not only, rb» жАауудбута, but any áuap- 
rd) Shall save a soul from death (in 
eternity: the future shews that the c- 
pla spoken of is not contemporary with 
the émorpépa:, but its ultimate result), 
and shall cover a multitude of sins (viz. 
by introducing the convert into that 
state of Christian faith, wherein all sins, 
past, present, and future, are forgiven 
and done away. See reff. and for the 
expression, Ps. xxxi. 1: Neh. iv. 6 LXX. 
The ёрартьбу, following —&uapreAó», 

necessarily binds the reference to the con- 
verted, not the converters. It is not тёр 
Guaptiay avrod (as Syr. “hideth the 
multitude of his sins”), becanse the 
Apostle wishes to put in its most striking 
abstract light the deed thus done. 
The objection (Whitby) that thus we 
should have a tautology,—the saving of 
his soul including the covering of his 
sins, is entirely obviated by this latter 
consideration: even without Wiesinger’s 
reply, that “the words carry on further 
the сес v, and state the ground of 
that salvation.” The idea that they are 
the sins of the converter (Zacharias в 
і. ай Bed., Erasmus, Whitby, Hammond, 
al.) is thus as abhorrent from the context, 
as it is generally repugnant to apostolic 
teaching: cf. on the whole, 1 Pet. iv. 8. 
* Commendat,” says Calvin, “fratrum 
correctionem ab effectu, ut majore studio 
in eam intenti simus "). 
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Cuar. I. 1, 9.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING: төп ing generally with those 
of St. Paul’s Epistles, designating, however 
himself more briefly, and his readers more 
at length. 1.] Peter (the Greek form 
of the name Cep a stone, given him 
by our Lord, see John i. 48 : in 2 Pet. i. 1 
it is “ Symeon Peter ”) an apostle of Jesus 
Christ, to the elect strangers (see on 
чтарет:3 ром, Heb. xi. 13 note. ёк\к- 
tots, chosen of God to His adopted family 
in Christ. The construction is тшу 
carried on from ёкА. by xarà wpóyreci 
x. r. A. below, where see) of the dispersion 
(1. e. belonging to the Jewish dispersion, 
as jn reff. This leading. character of the 
readers of 1 Peter has been acknowledged 
generally: see testimonies in Prolegg. At 
the same time, as there argued (8 iii. 8 ff.), 
there is no reason to exclude Gentile Chris- 
tians from among them, as forming part of 
the Israel of God. Indeed, such readers are 
presupposed in the Epistle itself: cf. ver. 
14; ch. ii. 10; iv. 8) of Pontus (see Acts 
ii. 9, note), Galatia (see Prolegg. to Gal. 
§ ii), Cappadocia (Acte, ut supra), Asia 
(not quite as in Acts ii. 9; xvi. 6, where 
Phrygia is distinguished from it: here it 
must be included) and Bithynia (Acts xvi. 
7, note: and on the whole geographical ex- 
tent embraced by the terms, and inferences 
to be gathered from their order of sequence, 

om aas Nl. om 

see Prolegg. § iii. 6 ff., iv. 17). 3.1 
according to (i. e. in pursuance of. The 
local meaning of ard with an accus., 
* along (down) the direction of, gives at 
once the derived meaning here. xarà 
жрбү. k. T. A. follows ёкЛектосѕ, the em- 
pte poeition of the predicative epithet 
aving asit were left its sound yet ringing 

in the ear, so that this epexegesis of it, 
though unusual, does not occasion any 
difficulty. Œc., as also Cyr.-alex. de 
Recta Fide (Huther), joins xarà rp. 
with àrdoroħos: which can hardly be) 
foreknowledge (not merely “ pravisio 
fidei,” as Calov., but nearly synonymous 
with BovAh or xpoopicpds. te aay be, 
and often is, this '* previsio” merely: see 
the word трб in Suicer, and Origen 
in Cramer’s Catena: but can hardly be 
this here, where it is mado distinctly to 
be the moving cause of election. See 
again on ver. 20, where the signification 
“ fore-decreed ” is necessary to the context. 
“The difference between xpoyryréckew 
and яроорі (егу is this, that in the former 
idea, the fact of knowledge is especially 
put forward, seeing that all God’s decrees 
rest on the ground of His omniscience.” 
Huther. “ Eligendos facit Deus, non in- 
venit," is an important remark of Augus- 
tine. Cf. Hofmann's Schriftbeweis, i. 928 
ff.) of God the Father (thus indicated, as 
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3. [elz ураз, with 23. 88!: txt ABCKLPN rel.] 

leading on to the great mystery of the Holy 
Trinity in the 2 of our salvation) in 
(not “through,” as E. V.: the xard be- 
tokens the origin, and enduring pattern 
after which, — v, the conditional and abid- 
ing element in which, and «ls, the result 
for which. So that фу is not = els rò 
«Туси èv as De Wette) sanctification (reff.) 
of the Spirit (gen. subjective, or rather 
efficient, the Spirit being the worker of 
the sanctification: wveúparos, not, as 
Beza, “vel spiritus sanctus, vel anima, 
qua sanctificatur") unto (result as regards 
us—the fruit which we are to bring forth, 
and the state into which we are to be 
brought) obedience (absolutely, Christian 
obedience, the obedience of faith, as in ver. 
14: see ref.: not to be taken with "Incot 
хрістоб, which belongs closely to afuaros) 
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ 
(i. e. admission into and standing in that 
covenant, whose atoning medium is Christ's 
blood,—and mode of application, the 
sprinkling of that blood on the heart by 
faith. The allusion is to Exod. xxiv. 8, 
where the covenant was inaugurated by 
sprinkling the blood on the people. This, 
ав Huther remarks, was the only occasion 
on which the blood was thus sprinkled on 
persons : for on the great day of atonement, 
only the sacred vessels were thus sprinkled. 
So also in Heb. ix. 18. But we need not 
confine the virtue of the sprinkling to ad- 
mission into the covenant. Doubtless its 
purifying power, especially as connected 
with óxaxof, is also in the mind of the 
Apostle And thus Hofmann, Schriftb. 
ii. 1. 805: maintaining that the Death of 
Christ is not only, as looking back on the 
past, а propitiation for sin, thereby re- 
moving the obstacle which stood in the 
way of God's gracious purpose towards 
man,—but also, looking forward to the 
J'uture, а capacitating of us for the partici- 
pation in God's salvation: just as Israel, 
sin having been atoned for by the sacri- 
fice itself, was admitted into the actual 
state of reconciliation by the sprinkling 

"th. 

m Eph. il. 4al. Num. xiv. 19. 
1 Paul (Rom. xv. 6. Eph. кз al.) only, exc, here and Rev. i. 6. see 

n ver. 23 n. o = John iv. 10. vi. 
p Luke xx. 30. Actsiv.2, see Phil, iii. 11. 

Sia N a?. 

on them of the sacrificial blood. The 
gen. atparos is that of the object, or 
material with which: cf. Heb. ix. 2}, 
«рат: ёрбутісе. < Ву this description 
of the readers, an anticipation is given of 
the whole train of thought in the Epistle : 
the aim of which is to impress the blessed 
certainty of salvation, and with that, the 
obligations incurred by receiving God’s 
gift.” Harless): grace and peace be mul- 
tiplied unto you (so, but more fully, in 
reff. 2 Pet. and Jude. Рах a gratia dis- 
tinguitur, tanquam fructus et effectus a 
sua causa.” Gerhard. “Рах vestra mul- 
tiplicetur " is quoted as a Rabbinical salu- 
tation by Wetstein and Schóttgen). 

$—12.] The Apostle begins, much after 
the manner of St. Paul in the opening of 
his Epistles, with giving thanks to God for 
the greatness of the blessingsof salvation ; 
thus paving the way for the exhortations 
which nre to follow. And herein, he directs 
his readers’ look, first, forward into the 
future (vv. 8—9) ; then backward into the 
past (vv. 10—12). 8—8.] Thanks- 
giving for the living hope into which the 
Christian has been begotten. 3.] 
Blessed be («bAoynrds is used in the N. T. 
of God only : nnd so almost alwnys in the 
O. T.: while ebAoynuévos is applied to 
men. The shade of distinction is perhaps 
this: that eUAoynTós carries with it rather 
the imperative, Blessed be &c.,—ebAoyn- 
pévos the indicative, * Blessed is’ &c. This 
is better than Van Hengel’s distinction (on 
Rom. p. 140), that the verbal adjective 
gives * quod sibi constat,”—the participle, 
* quod aliunde pendet :” for thus we should 
not get the idea of praise in e/Aoynrós) 
the Goa and Father of опг Lord Jesus 
Christ (so verbatim ref. Eph., where see 

note), who according to (see on ver. 3, 
катй wpóyrocir K. T. A.) his much mercy 
(cf. wAotcws Èv dv de, ref. Eph.) 
begat us again (as in ref. and elsewhere 
in the N. T., where the idea, though not 
the word, occurs, —of the new birth from 
the state of nature to the state of grace, 
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the work of God the Spirit (ver. 2), by 
means of the word (ver. 28), in virtue of 
Christ's propitiatory sacrifice and of union 
with Him (vv. 2, 18; ch. ii. 24; iii, 18) 
unto (ele, either telic, unto as aim an 
end, = ‘that we might have, or local, 
unto = into; = ‘so that we have.“ The 
latter is here preferable, seeing that hope 
is not the aim but the condition of tho 
Christian life) a living hope ({ёсау, as 
connected with dvayerrfoas; it is a life 
of hope, a life in which hope is the ener- 
gizing principle. This is better than to 
understand it as contrasting our hope with 
that of the bypocrite, which shall perish : 
as Leighton, in some of his most beautiful 
language. Iris is not to be understood 
of the object of hope, but of hope properly 
so called, subjectively. This hope of the 
Christian “ has life in itself, gives life, and 
looks for life as its object," De Wette) 
through the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
from the dead (to what does 8v refer? 
(Ec. says, ка) rde +d (why #хоџса; 
&xb ToU ёк rexpür àracrdyros IA 
xpiorov. And similarly, referring д4 to 
(c, Luth., Bengel, De W., al. But, 
while we retain distinctly the connexion of 
our living hope with the life of Him on 
whom it depends, it is much more natural 
to join this instrumental clause with the 
verb dvayervficas, as bringing in with it 
the whole clause, juas eis ¿Arla Cõcar, 
by which it is defined. "The resurrection 
of Christ, bringing in life and the gift or 
the life-giving Spirit, is that which poten- 
tiates the new birth unto a living hope), 

4.] unto (this els, as the former 
one, depends оп dvayeyrfioas, and is co- 
ordinate to the other. It introduces the 
objective end to which our hope is directed. 
" Quamdiu peregrinamur, habemus spem 
vivam: finita peregrinatione, (Фоа Aris 
fit xAnporvouía ris erayyeAlas.” Stein- 
meyer, in Wies.) an inheritance (“ By 
к\уроуоџ(а (cf. ch. iii. 7, 9) is imported 
the whole fulness of blessings not seen, of 
which the Christian as a child of God 
(Are. ver. 8) has expectation, cf. Gal. 
iv. 7. This inheritance is more closely 
defined, as owrnpla (vv. 6, 9), as xdpis, 
xápus (es (ver. 13; ch. iii. 7), as 80а 
(ch. v. [^ аз duapdyrivos тїз óns 
orépavos (ch. v. 4), or ў aid»ios тоў беоб 

88а (ch. v. 10). The simplest expression 
for that, which the Apostle calls xAnpovo. 
pila, is on the one side the xdpis (ons with 
ita 84а, on the other the carrnpla yvxév. 
This xAypovopla is the full possession of 
that, which was promised to Abraham and 
all believers (Gen. xii. 9, see Gal. iii. 6 ff.), 
an inheritance, as much higher than that, 
which fell to the children of Israel in the 
possession of Canaan, as the sonship of the 
regenerate, who have already received the 
dxayyeAla ToU wvetuaros did тй worews 
as a pledge of their xAnporouía, is higher 
than the sonship of Israel: cf. Gal. iii. 18, 
29: 1 Cor. vi. 9: Eph. v. 5: Heb. ix. 15: 
and De Wette, h. l“ Wiesinger) incor- 
ruptible (not liable to $6opá, decay. We 
are here inter peritura perituri: the things 
are passing which we enjoy, and we are 
passing who enjoy them. . When death 
comes, that removes a man out of all hig 
possessions to give pee to another: 
therefore are these inheritances decaying 
and dying in relation to us, because we 
decay and die: and when a man dies, his 
inheritances, and honours, and all things 
here, are at an end in respect of him: 
ea we may say the world ends to him.” 

Leighton), undefiled (Leighton quotes 
from Jerome, “ Dives aut iniquus est, aut 
iniqui heeres.” All possessions here are 
defiled and stained with many defects and 
failings: still somewhat wanting, some 
damp on them, or crack in them: fair 
houses, but sad cares flying about the 
gilded and ceiled roofs: stately and soft 
beds and a full table, but a sickly body and 
queasy stomach. . . . All possessions are 
stained with sin, either in acquiring or 
using them, and therefore they are called 
mammon of unrighteousness, Luke xvi. 
9”) and unfading (in its beauty; which 
in all earthly things is passing and soon 
withered: see ver. 24. So that our in- 
heritance is glorious in these three re- 
spects: it is in substance, incorruptible: 
in purity, undefiled: in beauty, unfading. 
‘Amat Petrus synonyma cumulata: vv. 
7, 8, 19; cap. v. 10." Bengel), reserved 
(= &хокецёулу, laid up, Col. i. 5) in the . 
heavens (“ut sciamus eam esse extra 
periculum," Calv.: also reflecting back on 
the epithets above, because all that is 
there is incorruptible and undefiled and 
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unfading. The Greek interpreters make 
these words an argument against the mil- 
lenarians: so Œc., el dy ойрағої5 ў kXnpo- 
voula, nuv0d6»s  yiAvodrns awoxardoracis. 
See also in Cramer’s Catena) for (with a 
view to, see Rom. viii. 18) you (turning 
again to his readers from the general state- 
ment of ver. 8), 8.] who are being 
guarded (“Quid juvat, salutem nobis in 
colo esse repositam, quum nos iu mundo 
tanquam in turbulento mari jactemur? 
quid juvat, salutem nostram statui in 
tranquillo portu, quum inter mille nau- 
fragia fluctuemur? Prevenit apostolus 
ejusmodi objectiones,” &c. Calvin. Here- 
ditas servata est: heredes custodiuntur: 
neque illa his, neque hi deerunt illi. Cor- 
roboratio insignis." Bengel. “Militare 
est vocabulum dpovpá: presidium. Pii 
н dum sunt in periculis, sciant tot- 
idem eis divinitus parata esse prssidia: 
millia milium custodiunt eos." Are - 
tius, in Huther) in (dv, of the power in 
which, and by virtue of which, the $povpá 
is effectual: not, as Steinmeyer, al., in, as 
in а $povpd or fortress) the power of God 
by (the Sivapisg soð was the efficient 
cause: now we come to the effective 
means) faith (* The causes of our pre- 
servation are two: 1. Supreme, the power 
of God; 2. Subordinate, faith. . . . Our 
faith lays hold upon this power, and this 
power “ош faith, and во we are 
5 ighton) unto (the end and 
imit of thd $povpeis0a: cf. the very simi- 
lar expression, in ref. Gal, éppovpoóue0a 
сиуклебрвко: els T)». pédAdovcay пістіх 
&хокалиф@йуш. Calvin, Steiger, al. take 
this els as co-ordinate with eis xAnp. above, 
and this clause as a second (third) pendant 
on dvayervhoas: “Rem unam duobus mo- 
dis exprimit," Calv. But it seems better, 
as in Gal. I. o., to attach els to $povpov- 
Mérovs) salvation (cwrypla, though in 
itself a merely negative idea, involves 
in itself, and came to mean in the N. T., 
the positive setting in bliss of the le 
of God: cf. ver. 9: James i. 21 al. fr.) 
ready (stronger than éAdAovcay, Gal. 
iii. 23: Rom. viii. 18: ch. v. 1) to be 

! Clemi Thi,-comm(ins,): om e: бєо» 

revealed (see the two last cited places. 
The stress of the éroluny àxoxaAvpOsva: 
js, as Wiesinger well remarks, not the near- 
ness of the à&wokdAwjis, but the fact of 
the salvation being ready to be revealed: 
not yet to be brought in and accomplished, 
but already complete, and only waiting 
God's time to be manifested. tho inf. 
aor. after éroiuny, here giving the rapid 
completion of the act of Фток&лифиѕ as 
contrasted with the enduring фроорєїсда, 
see Winer, $ 44. 7, b, c) in the last time 
(not, as Bengel, “in comparatione ad 
tempora V. T.,“ but absolutely, as in тӯ 
do xd ирд. It is otherwise in Jude 
18, where see): 6—9.] Joy of the 
Christian at the realization of this end 
A his faith. 6.] It has much 
isputed whether this verse (as also ver. 8, 

see there) is to be taken of present joy, or 
of future. In the latter case the present 
d yaRMãdcde in both places must be a cate- 
gorical present, used of a future time: as 
Thl., . TÒ фуаАА:йс@е дут uéAAorTOS 
«Ахти. And this sense seems to be 
sanctioned by ver. 8, in which he could 
hardly predicate of his readers, that they 
at the present time rejoiced харф krer- 
Aadfity ка} Bebotacuérp. To avoid this, 
those who suppose the whole to allude to 
the time present, and the realization of 
future bliss by faith, imagine the present 
ёуалл:йсде (not to be an imperative, ая 
Aug., al, but) to have a slight hortatory 
force, reminding then of their duty in the 
matter. This however again will hardly 
suit the very strong qualifying terms above 
quoted from ver. 8. On the whole, after 
consideration, I prefer the former inter- 
pretation, and the quasi-future sense of 
ёуалАаӣсе in both places, with Syr., Ec. 
(alt.), Thl., Erasm., Luther, Ни ег, Wie- 
singer, against Calv., Estius, Grot.. Calov., 
Steiger, De Wette, al. And this interpre- 
tation will be found confirmed, as we pro- 
ceed, by many lesser accuracies and pro- 
prieties of rendering. In which (i. e. 
dy de xd kupë: the èv & is temporal, фу 
bearing the same sense in the resumption 
as it did at the end of ver. 6, from which it 
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i James і. 3 ошу. Ре. xi. б. 
= до 

fii. 10 al. Deut. tv. 31. 
хін. 46. John xii. 3 ("| v. r.) only t 

. 1 Cor. Ш. Gal. vi. 4 al. 
. I. 6, 12, 14. Phil. і. 11. ch. if. 14. 

er. 13. ch. iv. 1 
n E 

1. 11. art. w. particip., ver. 21. Winer, } 20. 4 see Acts vili. 20 (Pet.). 
Zech. . 9. 

xx.19. 1 Cor. 
x. 13. James 
1. 2, 12. Вет. 

Prov. xxvii. 21 only. j Matt. 
John vi. 37. Heb. i. 11 (from Ps. el. 26). James 

1= Luke ziv. 
m = Rom. vii. 10. 1 Cor. iv. 3. 2 Cor. v. 3 al. 

о = Rom. ii. 29. Rom. ii. 7, 10. 
= as above (q) & 1 Cor. 1. 7 only. (2 Cor. zii. 1, 7, al.) . 1. J. vi . 18. Li 

L chiefly John (I. 12. H. 11 al. fr.). Acte х. 43(Peter). Rom. x. 14 al. 

єстіу Syr. Auriderras LN! d fj (К?) m: AvwnOnra 105 vulg. 
T. rec тол» тїдмөтєроу, with KL rel Clem Orig Th! (Ec-txt: txt A B(sic: see table) 

LCD bdjkmo eran xpucov B. 
K N a c d h m 18. 36 vulg вуг copt [arm] Orig,.[—ins es P] Syr ТЫ (Ес: txt А 
bef Sofa» KLP.] 

rec transp боа» and Tir, with 

8. rec eidores, with AEL[P] rel copt Clem, [Cyr, Euthal,] ТЫ (Ec: txt BCN jo 
vulg syrr th [arm] Polyc, Iren-int,. 

isresumed. Such is our Apostle's manner, 
to resume, in proceeding further, the thing 
or person just mentioned, in the same sense 
as before: cf. vv. б, 8, 10. Or, iv $ may 
mean, ‘at which,’ ‘wherein,’ as ch. iv. 4: 
the xaipbs ёсҳатоѕ being not the time, 
but the object of your joy. Those who 
regard ёуалл:асде ns strictly present, un- 
derstand é & as in ch. iv. 4, but refer it to 
the whole preceding: so Calv., “ Articulus, 
tin quo,’ refert totum illud complexum de 
fpo salutis in cxlo repositæ”) ye rejoice 
(GyaAX. is a stronger word than харе, 
implying the external expression and exn- 
berant triumph of joy. It is sometimes 
poa with xaípeiw, as in reff. Matt. and 

v.), for a little time (as in ch. v. 10 
and other reff.) at present (ёрть would, 
on the hypothesis of àyaAAiac0e being 
& pro present, be superfluous) if it 
must be so ( — ‘si res ita ferat,'—if it be 
God's will that it should be so: ‘si’ is 
hypothetical, not affirmative as Bengel. 
Cf. Ec. (alt.), rovréoriy, ef xal тобто 
See? ob yàp wdyres ої буо: 0AÍBorra:) 
having been afflicted (this past part., more 
than any thing, favours the quasi-future 
acceptation of dyaAAiaoGe: looking back 
from the time of which exultation, the grief 
is regarded as passed away and gone. It 
carries with it a slightly adversative sense 
—‘though ye were troubled,’ ‘troubled 
as ye were, or the like) in (поё = 81d, 
but tbe element and material of the Aérn) 
manifold temptations (wapacpois, as in 
ref, James, trials, arising from whatever 
cause; here, mainly from persecution, see 
eb. iv. 12 ff., on the wipwois 1p repas- 
poy bur» ywoudrn. TowAouw: cf. 
James i. 2: “non unam tentationem ponit, 
sed plures; neque unum tantum genus, 
sed diversa." Calv.), Т.] that (end 
and aim of these temptations) the proof 

(see on ref. James) of your faith (= tho 
fact of your faith being proved, and so, by 
an easy transition, the result of that proof, 
the purified and proved faith itself), more 
precious than gold which perisheth 
(wokuTipérepoy is in apposition with док. 
шо» above, forming part of the subject of 
є0реб ў, not a predicate after it. No supply 
before gold, such as “of,” E. V., or 
‘that of, is legitimate. It is not ‘the 
proof’ which is precious, though the literal 
construction at first sight seems to be this, 
but the faith itself: see above), yet is 
(usually, habitually) proved by fire (the 
& in this clause brings out this, that gold 
though perishable yet needs fire to try it— 
the inference lying in the background, how 
much more does your faith, which is being 
proved for eternity, not for mere temporary 
use, need a fiery trial?), may be found 
(finally and once for all, aor., as the result 
of the judicial trial at that day =‘ evadat." 
eip. «ls, see ref. Rom.) unto (having as its 
result: eis belongs to едребў, not (De W.) 
to the whole sentence) praise and glory 
and honour (whose? Hic agitur de ip- 
sorum electorum laude," Beza, rightly: 
and so most of the Commentators. Some 
have pressed the meanings of the separate 
words: feos being the praise from the 
Judge, His eye бойле &ya0é: 86 а, ad- 
mission into His glory, ch. v. 1, 10: тұт, 
the dignity and personal honour thence 
accruing, ch. iii. 7. But perhaps, as in 
Rom. ii. 7, we should rather regard Шеп 
here as cumulative) in (i.e. *at the day 
of:“ the element, in time, in which it 
shall be manifested) the revelation of 
Jesus Christ (i.e. His return, who is now 
withdrawn from our sight, but shall then 
арат again: and with His aroxdvvjis 
shall come also the àxokdAvjus тё» viðv 
той бео, Rom. viii. 19: 1 John iii. 2): 
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10 (9). see 1 Cor. xiv. 15. 
КАН» 17. Luke xxii 16a). Prov. xxiv. I. 
1 z as above (w) only. 

z = Matt. xxii. 37. 

т constr., Luke iii. 16. Acte viii. 13. xiv. 15,21. xvi. 10. Gal. 1. 9. 
t of the Н. Spirit, here only. see Luke xxiv. 49. 

. т 
= Luke хіі. 36. Ер vi. 14. (Heb. ті. 1 

Col. i, 21. 2 Pet. ii 1. 1 Chron. xxix. 

v James i. 25 reff. here sem Prov. xxxi. 
6 reff.) Exod, xii 
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history, with the sole exception of Daniel, 
as before: В. that it would rather indicate 
a stop and discouragement of their search, 
than its legitimate result. Add to this, 
that the cases in which St. Peter himself, 
in the Acts, cites the prophecies, shew 
how he intended this årexaaúpôn to be 
taken: e. g. he до Joel, Acts ii. 17, 
speaking of the things prophesied by him 
as to take pace фу rais doxdrais fjuépous : 
he says of David, ib. ver. 81, spoibà» 
Adu пері тўз àvacTágews: and ib. 
iii. 24, he says, ка) wdyres & ol трофїтс 
ard ZauovhA ка} тё» abet: бсо: Ad- 
сау xal катўүү Аау tas jjuépas Tabras. 
From these examples it would appear, 
that the ётекалёфбл here is not said of 
any result or consequence of their épav- 
vira, but of the general revelation made 
to them : that it is co-ordinate with, not 
subordinate to épavwérres. So in sub- 
stance Wiesinger: the great stream of in- 
terpreters being the other way, or not 
touching the difficulty at all), that (not, 
€ because,’ as on interpretation (I) above it 
must be, and as Luther, al. take it: this 
clause does not contain the reason for the 
ётекалфбп, but the content and pu 
of the dwoxdAvyis) not to themselves 
(dat. commodi) but to you they were 

(3. e. by announcing, foretell- 
ing: see reff. : Orig. on Ps. xlviii., vol. ii. 
p. 718, Siaxoveiv roy Adyow: Jos. Antt. 
vi 18. 6, of David's message to Nabal, 
Taira тё» weupOdvrav — Dukorgodyrov 
apès Tbv NáfaAor k. r. A.) the things (in 
their previous announcement and fore- 
shadowing) which now have been de- 
clared (aor, ‘were declared: уйу em- 
bracing the N.T. period: but we in 
English cannot join ‘were’ with * moto?) 
unto you by means of those who preached 
the gospel to you by (dat. instrumental) 
the Holy Spirit sent (historic tense again, 
referring distinctly to the day of Pentecost) 
from heaven (herein consists the great dif- 
ference between Prophet and Evangelist : 
the former was the organ of ть dv айтф 
жуєдра xpicToU, the latter preached by 

rve ua буюу dwooradty ёл?” obpa- 

vod. Still, both are one in design, and in 
the contents of their testimony : cf. the 
тїз els üpás xdpiros, and тё els xpirrdy 
тадђиата. And both are here mentioned, 
io set before the readers their exceeding 
happiness in being tlie favoured objects of 
the ministration of salvation by Prophets 
and Apostles nlike. *'Ideo pracesserunt 
eorum vaticinia, quo certior esset fides 
nobis qui nunc eadem vobis nuntiamus 
facta quee preedixcrant illi futura." Erasm. 
(paraph.)), which things (viz. the things 
announced to you: the афта... 4: not, 
as many, the future glories promised to 
us: see below) angels (generic, as жрофўто 
above: see there) desire to look into 
(таракча, see reff., to stoop down and 
peer into. It enhances further still the 
excellence of the salvation revealed to us, 
that angels, for whom it is not designed 
as for us (Heb. ii. 16), long to pry into 
its mysteries. To the principalities and 

ers in heavenly places is made known, 
y the Church, the manifold wisdom of 

God, Eph. iii. 10. Hofmann remarks, 
Schriftb. i. 313, Angels have only the 
contrast between good and evil, without 
the power of conversion from sin to 
righteousness, Being then witnesses of 
such conversion to God, they long to 
penetrate the knowledge of the means 
К which it is brought about. . They 
themselves are placed outside the scheme 
of salvation: therefore it is said that they 
desire to look into the facts of the apos- 
tolic preachi Ў: 

18—11. 10.] GENERAL EXHORTATIONS 
FOUNDED ON THE BLESSEDNESS OF THE 

CHRISTIAN STATE. 18.] First ex- 
hortation—to WATOHFULNESS and EN- 
DURANCE OF HOPE. Wherefore (air:o- 
Aoyués ёт) тё» wpoTiynuérwr ў wapá- 
kÀ9cis* eixaw yap бт: ol popra: inada 
»ncar hui» rd тїз cuTnplas дё», тайта 
Bè obrws Fv OnvuacTd, ёз, ка) &yyéAas 
epdopia кататтўуа,... ётбүє Tb. afrior 
Troórev каї gnow, ёте) ody тосбта 
rà 8е8:)коутибуа бу тас: ка} ёрісша 
ка} rpixdéyra ob pórov дубрбжогѕ ФАЛА 
ко) àyyéAois, 8:4 тобто undè ueis due · 
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14. сосхтпиат:(оиєуви B. 

Ags wpbs abrà BiareOfjyre, Ax Ad ourrelvay- 
res Éavrobs к. dvdpin@s ScareOdrres. 
(Ec. "This connexion is better than that 
imagined by some Commentators, with 
vv. 6—9 generally; nor is the reason 
underlying 8.6, because the Christian 
must through trial and proof reach glory” 
(De Wette), which rather lies in vv. 5—7, 
пк is ed again eG in the course of 
these exhortations up (dynamic mid- 
dle: the aor. conveying the sense of com- 
pleteness and once-for-all-nature of the 
action) the loins of your mind (the figure 
is one throughout,—not your loins, viz. 
those of your mind, ras фофбаз Dur тў 
diavolas. уоһа, see note on ref. 
2 Pet. Tho exhortation seems to be taken 
from our Lord’s command, Luke xii. 85, 
where, as here, the girding up is a prepara- 
tion for the coming of the Lord. On 
the figure see Eph. vi. 14 ff, and (Ec. 
above), being sober (“ Mentis sobrietas et 
vigilantia requiritur, sicque metaphora 
in lumborum cinctura prius reposita & 
wyntixés explicatur.” Gerhard in Wie- 
singer. Calvin explains it well, Non 
temperantiam solum in cibo et potu com- 
mendat, sed spiritualem potius sobrieta- 
tem, quum sensus omnes nostros contine- 
mus, ne se hujus mundi illecebris in- 
ebrient." Observe уүфоутез, pres. part., 
indicating the continuing state in which 
the dya(écar8a: and the drigai take 
place), hope perfectly (i. e. “ without doubt 
or з Раю with full devotion of soul," 
De W.: even better Wahl, Lex., “ita, ut 
nibil desideretur Erasm., Grot., Bengel 
tuke теЛе(аѕ as merely temporal, “ ія finem 

* and so E. V., “hope to the 
end: but this clearly does not reach 
the full meaning. Syr., (Ec., Jer., Benson, 
Semler, al. join TeAeles with rhporres, 
which is of course possible, and better 
satisfies the rhythm of the sentence, in 
which on the other view »fi$orres stands 
rather feebly alone. But all things con- 
sidered, I feel persuaded the majority of 
Commentators are right in making it an 
emphatic adjunct to the great word of 
exhortation, ¢ax{care) for (in the direction 
of: so ref. 1 Tim.) the grace (i.e. the 
great gift of grace, the crowning eese 
of grace. Syr, (Ec, al. read харф») 
which is being brought (E. V., is to be 

v. 6. 
i = Heb. x. 22. 

ө ver. 1 reff. 

brought ;” not amiss, but not giving, what 
ферорќуту expresses, the near impending 
of the event spoken of: q.d. * which is 
even now bearing down on you?) to you 
in the revelation of Jesus Christ (the 
meaning of St. Peter's own dy &wokaA bye: 
'IncoU Xp ro, as applied to the revels- 
tion of the Lord at His second advent, 
ver. 7, seems to fix the meaning of the 
above words as here given, and to pre- 
clude the rendering of Erasm.(* dum 
vobis patefit, seu manifestatur, Jesus 
Christus: but doubtfully), Luther, Ca- 
lov., Bengel, Steiger, al, who take the 
whole as referring to the present revela- 
tion of grace made by the gospel, in 
which Jesus Christ is revealed. The right 
meaning is given by (Ec, Calv.(but 
taking èv for eis “usque ad”), Beza, 
Grot., Est., Semler, Pott, De W., Huther, 
Wiesinger). 14 —291.] Second Er- 
Aortation—to OBEDIENCE, and HOLI- 
NESS, and REVERENCE. This exhorta- 
tion is intimately connected with the 
former ; but not therefore, as Wiesinger, 
to be regarded as one and the same. Each 
of these is evolved regularly out of the last 
(cf. again ver. 22), but each is an advance 
onward through the cycle of Christian 

and dispositions. 14.] As 
(“és here, as in ch. ii. 2, 5; iii. 7, does 
not serve for comparison, but marks the 
essential quality of the subject: Lorinus 
says on ch. ii. 14 rightly, ‘Constat hujus- 
modi particulas sspe nihil minuere, sed rei 
veritatem magis exprimere" Huther) 
children of obedience (cf. rer Ópyis, 
Eph. ii.8; réxva фотбѕ, ib. v. 8; and esp. 
obs vlobs ris d&weOelas, ib. v. 8: тёкуа 
kaTdpas, 2 Pet. ii. 14. This mode of ex- 
ression," says Winer, Gram. § 84. 8. b, 

ark 2, * must be referred to the more 
vivid way of regarding things prevalent 
among the Orientals, which treate intimate 
connexion, derivation and dependence, even 
in spiritual matters, as the relation of a 
child or &son. * Children of disobedience ’ 
are accordingly those, who belong to 
àreſdeia as а child to its mother, to whom 
disobedience is become a nature, a ruling 
disposition.” Hence the student may learn 
to rise above all such silly and shallow 
interpretations as that тёкуа бтакоўѕ is а 
Hebraism for téxva örhroa. The depths 

Z 2 
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of the sacred tongue were given us to de- 
scend into, not to bridge over) not conform- 
ing yourselves (thus only, by expressing a 
middle sense, can we bring out the present 
participle as combined with the subjective 
prohibitory particle: and во E. V., well: 
* not fashioning yourselves according to." 
[But it would have been better to keep 
the same English for the word ns is given 
in] ref., where the expression, and tense, 
are similar. The word NH 
belongs to later Greek. The participial 
construction is variously explained : Wie- 
singer refers it back to dva(woduevos and 
vhpovres above; Bengel supplies yerh- 
Onre; De Wette connects it with yerfénre 
following, àAAá being inserted in negli- ̀  
gence of the strict construction; Huther 
regards it as belonging not to yerfOnre, but 
to xarà rbv калёс. úp. Ay below (?). 
De Wette's view is in the closest analog 
with the construction in ver. 22, y- 
Tes....Gyarfoare: and perhaps there- 
fore to be preferred: but Wiesinger's is yery 
obvious and natural) to your tusts ( whic 
were) formerly in your ignorance (d yvota, 
as in reff., ignorance of things divine, even 
to the extent of heathenish alienation from 
God, which latter is most probably here 
pointed at. Cf. Rom.i. 18 ff. This igno- 
rance marks not only the period, but also 
the ground and element of these lusts pre- 
vailinginfashioning the life. As to the con- 
struction in ais | хрбтєеро» èv тў & vol 
бий» | Pxi0vulais, — rpórepor-dy-15-&yv.- 
Suey, which would more naturally stand 
as predicate (rats évi8vulais таїѕ ярбт.-ёу- 
Tfj-&yv.-0n.), forms an adjectival epithet), 

15.] nay rather (owing to the 
broken construction, AMA is not, strictly 
speaking, the negation of 43 cuvoxny., 

' but of whatever we supply to complete it; 
and thus is stronger than merely but.“ 
So Œc., алла viv yotr, Adye, 79 калё- 
свиті cuoxnuati(duevot, &ylq буті K. 1. A.) 
after the pattern of (the prep. still carries 
on the idea of conformity of Xu) that 
Holy One (yov is a substantive, not an 

rec aft ayios ins еш, with CKL[A?P] rel [vas] 

adjectival predicate, as (Ec. above, E. V., 
and De Wette) who called you, be ye 
yourselves also (yewjOyre, aor. imperat., 
setting forth the completeness with which 
this holiness is to be put on. But the 
passive sense of dyerhðny must not be 
every wlere pressed: see notes on 1 Thess. 
i. 5: Heb. iv. 3. The attempt to assign 
an agent wherever éyerf@ny is used, quite 
breaks down in some passages, e. g. 2 Cor. 
1ii.7; vii. 14) holy in all (manner of, every 
instance of: not wdoy тӯ nor тӯ do: 
nor need we suppose, ns De W., an irre- 
gular construction such as it is almost im- 
possible to avoid recognizing in Eph. ii. 
21) behaviour (conversation, in the old 
sense of turning and walking about in life : 
“Nulla sit pars vitæ que non hunc bo- 
num sanctitatis odorem redoleat." Calv.): 

16.] because it is written (8.6 
gives the reason not only for the designa- 
tion of God as the Holy One, but for the 
whole exhortation which precedes—for the 
duty of assimilation to Him in His Holi- 
ness), Yesha!l be holy because I am holy 
(see Matt. v. 48: Eph. v. 1: 1John iii. 3). 

17.] Further exhortation, in con- 
sideration of our close relation of children 
to God our Judge, £o reverence and godly 
fear. Andi (“ Si non dubitantis est, sed 
supponentis rem notam. Est enim omnium 
renatorum communis oratio, Pater noster 
qui es in cœlis.“ Estius. The d introduces 
an hypothesis with an understood back- 
ground of fact: If, (as is the case) &c.) 
ye call upon as father (warépa, not, as 
E. V. “ the Futher," but used predicatively 
and prefixed for emphasis) Him who 
judgeth impartially (see Acts x. 34: 
James ii. 1 reff. The pres. part. gives 
the attribute or office: “ Him, who is the 
Judge,” see ref. So that there is not even 
an apparent inconsistency with the decla- 
ration that the Father judgeth no man, 
but hath committed ail judgment unto 
the Son, John v. 22: for this last fact of 
itself implies that the Father ts the Judge, 

the ‘ fons judicii ? as Didymus says here, 

ABCEL 
Prabe 
dfghj 
kimo 

13 
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хі. 9.) w = Heb. xiii. 18 reff, 
only т. Wied, ix. 15 aH. 2 Macc. vii. 16. 
Ps. сххіх. 8. 

$2 (from Isa. liii. 7) only. 

17. xpivourra C. 
18. фбартом apyvpiov N!. 
19. ins tw bef rius C m [Cyr,]. 

* judicante Filio Pater eat qui Judicat ") 
according to the work of each man 
брүоу : “ Unius hominis unum est opus, 
bonum malumve.” Bengel. Cf. James i. 
4: Gal. vi. 4 éxdarou, be he Jew or 
Gentile, high or low, rich or poor: thus by 
setting God's just judgment above all 
alike, His Majesty, as inculcating godly 
fear, is enhanced), behave (see on àra- 
строфћ above) during the time of your 
sojourning (ou «apoucée, see note, Heb. 
xi. 9. The Christian, who calls God bis 
Father, їз in exile, tarrving in a strange 
country, while here on earth) in fear (dv 
B stands first as emphatic. How, it is 
usked, is this, seeing that there is no 
fear in love: for perfect love casteth out 
fear: because fear hath torment” (1 John 
iv. 18)? Ge. answers, that the fear here 
recommended is not the péos катар- 
ктїкбз, leading to repentance, but the 
фёВоѕ rec rinds, which accompanies the 
Christian through his whole course. And 
Leighton beautifully says, “This fear is not 
cowardice: it doth not debase, but elevates 
the mind: for it drowns all lower fears, 
and begets true fortitude and courage to 
encounter all dangers for the sake of a 
good conscience and the obeying of God. 
The righteous is as bold as a lion, Prov, 
xxviii. 1. He dares do any thing, but 
offend God: and to dare to do that, is the 
greatest folly, and weakness, and base- 
ness, in the world. From this fear have 
sprung all the generous resolutions, and 
patient sufferings of the saints and martyrs 
of God: because they durst not sin 
against Him, therefore they durst be im- 
prisoned, and impoverished and tortured 
and die for Him. Thus the prophet sets 
carnal and godly fenr as opposite, and 
the one expelling the other, Isa. viii. 12, 
13. And our Saviour, Luke xii. 4, * Fear 
not them which kill the body, but fear Him’ 
&c. Fear not, but fear: and therefore 
fear, that you may not fear"), 18 ] 
knowing (being aware: this urgument en- 
hances the duty of godly fear by the con- 

А х James i, 26 reff. 
е = Acts uz. 24. James v. T. 2Pet.i.4al. Pror. 

e Num. vi. 

avacrpeopevor NI(Tischdf Apr). 
rarporap. 

Ш. 15. vill. Ц. 
M. 

om. vii. 5. 
1 Cor. iii. 13. 
Heb. vi, 10, 
Rev. xxii. 12. 

19 КҮЗҮ Pa. xxvii. 4. 
v Acts xili. 17 

Ezra 

(-xeiy, Heb. 
х Rom. I. 28. 1 Cor. ix. 25. xv. 53, 54. ver. 23 

y Luke xxiv. 21. Tit. ii. 14 (v. алб) only. w. ёк, 
а ver. 15 reff. b here only +. 

d John i. 29, 36. Acts viii. 
f Heb. ix. 14 reff. 8 James i. 37 reff. 

ауастр. C a m arm Tul. 

sideration of the inestimable price at which 
they were redeemed. This consideration is 
urged through vv. 18—21) that not (em- 
phatic) with corruptible things (фдартоїѕ 
subst.; not, as Luther, agreeing with dp- 
yup.  хрут!ф), silver or gold (notice &p- 
yuple A xpuc(e, not àpyópe À xpu7g. 
The diminutive forms stand generally (not 
always, cf. Palm and Rost in xpucloy) for 
the coined or wrought metal: and such a 
sense would be applicable here), were ye 
redeemed (bought out of, by the payment 
of a AbTpor, presently to be specified: see 
reff., and cf. dyopd({erGa:, 1 Cor. vi. 20; 
vii. 23; étayopd(«a0ai, Gal. ili. 13) out of 
your vain conversation (paralas dva- 
стр., “ vana vivendi ratio, que, ubi tem- 
pus preteriit, nil reliqui fructus habet.“ 
Beng.) delivered to you from your fathers 
(“unus Pater imitandus ver. 17: idem 
antitheton, Matt. xxiii. 9.” Bengel. This 
again makes it probable that the persons 
here more especially addressed are Gentile 
Christians. The Apostle, himself a Jew, 
would hardly speak of the vain ungodly 
lives of Jews as rarporapddora, without 
more explanation. Benson, in loc., 
imagines that there is an allusion to the 
Jewish practice of paying down moncy as 
a ransom for life, Exod. xxi. 80; xxx. 11— 
16: Num. iii. 44—51; xviii, 15: but 
there does not seem any ground for this 
view here: the words following on éAv- 
тробтте do not give countenance to it, but 
rather favour the view that it is the buy- 
ing out of captivity which is in the Apos- 
tle’s mind: see below),— — 19.] but with 
precious (Tuig is not, as Huther, in oppo- 
sition to $9aprois; nor does it signify im- 
perishable,” but simply and generally 
* precious, ‘of worth’) blood, as of a 
lamb blameless and spotless (sce Exod. 
xii. 5: Levit. xxii. 20), (even the blood) 
of Christ (this I believe to be the more 
natural construction. The other, adopted 
by E. V., De Wette, Huther, Wiesinger, 
aud many Coinmentators, “but with the 
precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb” 
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, ` ` ^ i k b Rom, уш. 20 h arpoeyvwopévov ev | apo ! karaBoXijs ' Kó pov, have- ABCKL 
ыр 1 ^ е ^ ` zti ð m ребёрто$ Bà ёт lécwárovy tav xpovav е tuds ?! тойс argh) 

only +. Witd. m Б, » nn je els có “p2 * k Im o 
vis vie ™ Oy abr " quaToUs ° eis беби, Tov éyeípavra айтду Pèr 13 
xviii. 6 only. ж & E 

13оһв xvii. pexpdy xai Sdfav айтф Sovra, dere THY пісті pv kai 
Het % seid elvas o eig de % Tas 4yvyàs Ошбу 4 Hyvixores 
reff. 

k ED ix. 28 reff. 1 Heb. 1. 1 reff. 
о = Acts хх. 21. xxiv. 18. xxvi. 18. 

“a 

20. wpogeyracpevou C! : av 

Ni. quas A k. 

m Acts lii. 
p Heb. хі. 19 reff. 

wopevou Rl. 
sah [eth arm Didi] ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCN d 18. 86 syrr copt Cyr[-p, ]. 

lii. 16. n constr., here only. see Acts xvi. 15. 
q James iv. 8 reff. 

rec ecxarev, with КІР] rel vulg 
TOV Xpovou 

21. rec (for ire) sri Tevorras, with CKL[P)N rel [syrr] ТЫ Ce: sierevaarros 
18: txt AB vulg Vocat. 

&c., is of course legitimate ; and in that 
case тиф being prefixed for emphasis, is 
explained by the ds duro clause inserted 
between it and xpiorod. We have a some- 
what similar arrangement in Heb, xii. 27, 
ёулої тё» carevondvay Thy иетбдєсіу, 
és пєтотиќуоу. But I prefer the other, 
as bringing forward the тішіф afuar: in 
contrast to the $6aprois, ёру. ) Хрис. and 
then explaining the r hf by a climax find- 
ing its highest point in хр:стоб. The 
question, with what particular lamb Christ 
is here compared, will be found discussed 
in the main on John i. 29. Our reply here 
however will be somewhat modifled by 
the consideration, that the figure of buying 
out of the partala dvacrpoph seems to 
contain an allusion to the bringing up out 
of Egypt, and the троєуушсиќуои follow- 
ing, to the taking up of the paschal lamb 
beforehand, cf. Exod. xii. 3, 6. And thus I 
believe Wiesinger and Hofmann are right 
in maintaining here the reference to 
the paschal lamb. © As Israel's redemp- 
tion from Egypt required the blood of the 
paschal lamb, во the redemption of those 
brought out of heathendom required the 
blood of Christ, the predestination of 
whom from eternity is compared with the 
taking up of the lamb on the tenth day of 
the month." Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 1. 326. 
See, for а further discussion of this point, 
Wiesinger's note here: and Hofmann, 
Schriftb. ii. 1. 194 fl.): 20.] The 
preciousness and completeness of this re- 
demption is further enhanced by God's 
foreordination of it, and His bringing it 
to glorious completion in His due time. 
Who (viz. xpirrós, as shewn by the 
abróv and аўтф below) hath been fore- 
ordained indeed (see on ver. 2) before the 
foundation of the world (see reff. The 
same thought is foremost in the Apostle's 
speech in Acts i. 23, iii. 18), but mani- 
fested (brought out of the xpvmróv of 
God's purposes into the $arepóv of Incar- 
nation and historical world-fact. The same 
word occurs in ch. v. 4 of the yet futare 

еуєроута N 

manifestation of Christ at His second 
coming) at the end of the times (cf. èr 
фох&тоо rd Jjuep&y тобтоу, Heb. i. 1, and 
note there: and for this substantive sense 
of doydrov, Acts i. 8; xiii. 47. This 
фауќрос:ѕ of Christ, as Wiesinger remarks, 
marks this as the end of the times, and 
this last time shall only endure во long, as 
this $avépecis requires) for your sakes 
(an additional and weighty intensification 
of their obligation) . 21.] who are 
through Him (surely not only, as Wies., 
through His manifestation; but through 
Him personally, made to you all that He 
is made as the medium of your faith in 
God: the resurrection and glory being in- 
cluded. In fact тфу dyelpavra x. 7. A. is 
an epexegesis of 8, abrov) believers on 
God (a similar specification is found at ver. 
4, els óu&s rods x. r. A.) who raised Him 
from the dead, and gave Him glory 
(* That we are redeemed from our vain 
conversation, is owing to the blood of 
Christ: but that we have faith and hope 
in God, is brought about by God having 
raised Christ from the dead, and given Him 
glory." Hofm. Schriftb. ii. 1, p. 383. Wies. 
remarks that the 3éta: of ver. 11 are here 
separately specified), so that your faith 
and hope are (not, as Syr, Vulg, Œc., 
Luth., Calv., Beza, Est, al., and E. V., 
“that your faith and hope might be;" nor, 
as Aretius (in Huth.), “so that your faith 
and hope ought to be :” but simply an- 
nouncing a matter of fact. Your faith 
rests on Christ’s resurrection—it was God 
who raised Him: your hope, on Christ’s 
lorification: it is God who has given 
im that glory. Closely accordant with 

this is St. Peter’s first public speech in 
the Acts, ii. 22 ff., where all that has hap- 

ned to Christ is referred to God as the 
oer of it) on (resting on and in) God. 

29—26.) Third exhortation, to LOVE ОР 
ONE ANOTHER, from the consideration 
of their new birth by the word of God. 

` 22.) Having purified (i. e. ‘seeing that 
ye have purified :’ the part. carries with it 
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итӧкрітор, er xapdias аХМм}Аоу$ dryamijoare * ere, : Ras, all. io 
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v = Rom. vi. 17. Mark zii. 20, 33 al. 

12 only. (see Luke xxii. 44. Acts zzvi, 7. ch. lv. 6.) 
only. 4 хіх. 29. 1 Масс. x. 30 only. 
3 reff. с ver. 16. 

reff. 
w Acte xiL 6 only. Joel I. 14. Jon. Ш. 8 Judith iv. 

x ver. S only t. here 
s ver. 18. ver. 

22. rec aft aAgÓeias ins dia rreuharos, with KL[P] rel spec Th! (Ec Gild Vig: om 
ABCN 13 7010 syrr copt arm - use Clem, ]. 

tol(and harl) [syrr copt arm Antch,] ТЫ (Ec: om AB vulg Gild.—xap?. [Р ]М! rel 
э N3, 1c 

. for a opas, фбораз ACN. 
vulg Syr ТЫ (Ec 

an inferential force as to the exhortation, 
and besides, assumes that as a fact to which 
it covertly exhorts. “Luther has rendered 
it, not exactly, but according to the sense: 
madhet feufd...und...” Hauther. 
dyvifeyv, of moral purification, as in ref.) 
your souls (the al, as the centres of 
personality, though here described as puri- 

‚ fled by the persons themselves, yet are not 
80 except by a in which the whole 
person is employed: the habit of obe- 
dience) in (the course of: the region, in 
which the purification takes place) your 
obedience of ( to, so that тї GX. is gen. 
objective. It might be, obedience brought 
about by the trutb, gen. subjective: but 
not so simply. ‘The truth” is that of 
the Gospel of Christ in its largest sense, 
not merely as Calv., “regula, quam nobis 
Dominus in lio preeacribit :" and 
traxoh тїз 4AnGeias nearly = ór. (ris) 
wlorews, Rom. i. Б and elsewhere. Com- 
pare St. Peter's own saying, Acts xv. 9, rj 
тісте xaBaploas tas xapblas айтёу) the 
truth (see above), unto (‘with a view to,’ 
* in the direction of,’ it might be with or 
without intention: the legitimate ten- 
dency of that purification, which ought to 
have been going on in your souls, was 
toward) unfeigned (reff.) brotherly love 
(love of Christians towards one another: 
see reff.), love one another from the heart 
earnestly (xapB(a is the seat of the affec- 
tions: let the love come straight and pure 
from thence, not short of it, from any 
secondary purpose аз its origin. éxrevés. 
is proscribed by Phrynichus, p. 311, where 
see Lobeck’s note. t the adj. is not, as 
sometimes stated, a word of later Greek : 
we have ёктеуўз díAos in ech. Suppl. 
990. Intente exactly gives the sense: 
with the energies on the stretch): 
23.] Ground of the exhortation, carried 
up further than tbe act of ўуикфуш 
above, to the state of the new life of which 
that was an act; even to the beginning of 
that new life in their regeneration by the 

rec ins кабараз bef xapd:as, with СКІ, 

гес aft pevoyros ins eis тоу aua, with K LIP rel 
: om ABCN 18 fuld(and demid [barl]) вуг copt arm Did, Cyr, Jer,. 

divine word. And the begetting cause of 
this new birth being God's living and im- 
perishable word, from that fact come in 
new considerations, enforcing that pure 
love which belongs not to a transitory and 
shifting but to an eternal and abidin 
state. Being born again, not of (out of. 
as origin) eorruptible seed (owopd, not in 
its strict and proper sense, sowing (ref. 
4 Kings) but in ite looser one of seed. 
And the seed spoken of is not, as Huther, 
that of plants; but the semen humanum, 
as the sequel shews), but incorruptible, by 
means of (not ёк this time. The word of 
God is not the begetting principle iteelf, 
but only that by which the principle 
works: as it were the coccus or grain 
ш is.the involucrum and vehicle of 

e mysterious germinatin wer. We 
are not regenerated ёк but. Bi Ad you. 
But on the other hand, the word itself is 
no mere perishing vehicle; no mere sacra- 
mental symbol, Iost in the using: but it 
lives by and with the divine principle of 
life which it conveys and expands, and 
abides for ever. The ёк of origination 
rests in God Himself, the Father, who 
begat us of his own will: the 8:6 of 
instramentality moves on and abides for 
ever) the (the definite art. is n in 
English, for the very reason for which it 
is omitted in Greek: viz. to prevent the 

from becoming concrete, and keep 
it to its widest general and abstract refer- 
ence) word of God, living and abiding 
(буто is thrown forward, as an emphatic 
predicate, before d That the two par- 
ticiples belong to Adyov, not to беоб, 
is decisively shewn by the sequel, where 
the abiding nature, not of God, but of 
the word of God, is set forth. Many, 
however, have taken them with @eov; 
so vulg. ("per verbum Dei vivi”), 
(not Œc. as commonly cited, for he says, 
on this verse, els тфу alva Bè pévew abrd 
8:0ВеВа:едто), Beza (who however prints 
“per verbum Dei vivum et permanentis,” 
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zzvii. 184 Mk. 79. Gal v. 21. Phil. i. 15. 
23 (25). 1 Mace. vii. 16 only. 

12 Cor. х. 16. see 1 Thess. ii. 9. Heb. ji. 3. 
1 Matt. xxiii, 28. Mark zii. 18. Luke xii. 1. Gal. ii. 13. ] Tim. iv.2only t. 2 Масс. vi. 25 onl 

Rom. 1. 1 Tim. vi. 4. M 
в 2 Cor. хіі. 20 only t. Wisd. i 11 only. (- Ac, ver. 12.) 

k = James і. 21 (reff.). 
Matt. s m 

Tit. iii. 3. James ive 5 only +. Wid. п. 

24. om Ist ws AN3 [ose №!) а 13. 36 am'(with harl) gyrr [eth] (Orig,) Thl Zeno. 
ins y bef Sofa Ri. rec (for аитуѕ) av8perrov, wit 

avrov Nl: txt ABCN? a 13. 86 vulg syrr copt eth Orig, Did, 
[ELE] rel Chr, Cc: 

no Bede. om 
avrov АВМ a c13 am[and fuld] syrr arm Orig, Did, Œc Bede,: ins CKL[P] rel [vulg] 
(and demid har! tol) copt sth. 

25. om то рда то А. 

СнАр. II. 1. vrorptom B Syr copt "ro [Clemi Orig-int, Gild], -es or -re №2. 
govous B. катау c] №! 
Aug Gild. 

sic), Calv. (altern., preferring this), Are- 
tins, Grot. (expressly, alleging for it Dan. 
vi. 26, Theod., ёт: abrós dori» Beds (ov 
ка) péver els Tobs aiwvas), al.). 
24.] Because (Scripture proof that the 
word of God lives and abides. Locum 
Jes. xl. 6 f. citat ad probationem utriusque 
membri, hoc est ut constet, quam fluxa et 
misera sit prima hominis nativitas, et 
uanta regenerationis gratia." Сайт.) all 
esh (= man in his life of сёра and vvxf 

only: “homo ex vetere generatione,” ns 
Bengel) is as (os is neither in Heb. nor in 
LXX) grass, and all glory of it (“ quic- 
quid ex carne veluti fios ex gramine suo 
efflorescit,“ Wies.) as flower of grass. 
The grass was dried up (ше aor.; the fact 
being related as in a tale; so in James i. 
11. In more idiomatic English, we should 
say “hath dried up”), and the flower 
(thereo fell (is fallen, see above) away: 

25.] but the word (the change from 
Adyos to фӯра may be on account of the 
citation. Yet it is not easy to see why it 
would have been more difficult to change 
nua to Adyos than той 0ео0 judy to xu- 
piov. pine is rather the word uttered, 
the ‘dictum 2? Adyos, the word, uttered or 
unuttered, single or manifold, concrete or 
abstract) of the Lord (LXX, тоф o 
zus: changed here probably on account of 
the application which follows, as De W.) 
remaineth for ever. And (the 84 Y iim 
what has gone before: the contrast being 
between the general truth and the particu- 
lar identification) this (predicate, logically 
considered, not subject, as Wies., al.: 
“The word which was &c. is this very 
pijua here spoken of") is the word which 
was (Angl. has been) preached to you (in 
the declaration of the gospel. «ls Spas, 

copt]: om raras А буг sth Clem, [Orig-int] 

not merely the dative commodi Jui», but 
as addressed to vou and diffused among 
p see reff. The logical inference to 

drawn is, *and consequently the word 
preached to you is imperishable and eter- 
nal, and demands of you that you earnestly 
and intently follow up that new life which 
by it has been implanted in you.” Hence 
the connexion of ch. ii. 1—8). 

Cuar. II.1—10.] Ezhortations фо nou- 
rish and perfect this new life, under the 
image, a. of newborn babes (1—3), B. of 
God’s spiritual temple and priesthood 
4—10). 1.] Laying aside (nor., ‘once 
or all:’ ‘having laid aside’) therefore (on 
the connexion, see above, ch. i. ult.) all 
(manner of) malice (xakía here proper; 
“nocendi cupiditas," as Hemming (in 
Huther): not as Aretius, ib., the genus, 
of which the following are species. This 
cannot be well, on account of drra 
$дАо» below, which shews that clause to 
be parallel, not subordinate, to this) aud 
all guile (cf. ver. 22; ch. iii. 10: John i. 
48; and s below) and hypocrisies 
(closely connected with 8óAovs, and there- 
fore not requiring wdoas, which is sup- 
plied from жута preceding. $BéÀos is 
the abiding disposition, бяокрісе:ѕ аге the 
acts of personation and deception which 
are some of its manifestations) and envies 
(again embraced under 8óAo», but not 
perhaps so closely connected with it. The 
guileless disposition knows not envy), and 
all asde logi (ref. 2 Cor. The verb, 
Lut not the subst., is found in classical 
Greek. Aug., cited by Gerhard, says, 
“ Malitia malo delectatur alieno: invidia 
bono cruciatur alieno : dolus duplicat сог: 
adulatio duplicat linguam : detrectatio vul- 
nerat аташ ), 2.] as newborn 

13 
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? de Saptuyeyynta Р Әрёфт то A Xoywüv * йбоХор *yáXa, o pere отун. 
Lucian, in 

* ^ еъ f 

‘ётітобђсате, iva “ev avrà ‘avénOite * eis hu, Lale l. 4, 4 
3 хеўтер YéyevcacÓe бт *ypnoTos б кїрїо$. 
ду *®тро<єрүбцеуо; AíÜov > $ бута, mò avOpwaTev pèv 

а Rom. xil. 1 only t. Ens. H. E. i.1 

al3, Acts vii. 

19. 2 Tim. 
iii. 16 only 4. 
Sir. xix. II. 
1 Macc. i. 

r here only +. (-ws, Wisd. 
constr., 2 Cor 

4 трос 

. Gen. xvili. 8. уй. 13. А . 
ix. 14. OPAL. 8. Ц. 26. (Rom. i. II. 2 Cor. v. 2. 1 Thess. іі. 6. 2 Tim. 1.4. James iv. 5.) Ps. exsiil. 173. 

. fr. 
16. Col. 1. 6, 10. Exod. i. 7. 
15. 2 Thess. i. 6 

s = 1. c. Matt. xi. 30. Luke (v. 39) vi. 35. 

9. артгуєутта A [Cyr]. 
Orig[-int (om,) Cyr, ] Aug. 
ins ABCK|[P]| 

KL d f m 13 Clem, 
4. for vro, axo С: vr B. 

babes (so the Rabbis, of their neophytes : 
see Wetst. h. 1), long after (Art- gives, 
not intensity, but direction) the (the art. 
confines the reference to the gospel alono) 
spiritual (I thus render Aoyióv, for want 
of а better and more distinctive word. 
Its sense is as in ref. Rom., to distinguish 
the yáAa spoken of from mere capxixdy 
daa, and to shew that it is spoken figura- 
tively and spiritually: * Lac illud animi, 
non corporis, lac mente hauriendum." 
Our English is too poor in psychological 
distinctions to be able to express it by 
any appropriate adjective: “reasonable” 
(vulg.) is decidedly wrong, as E. V. in 
Rom.; and of the word,” as E. V., here 
after Beza, is Just as bad) guileless (not 
‘unadulterated,’ in contrast to less pure 
human teachings (cf. Soo Y Ado, 
2 Cor. iv. 2): but, in contrast to 8óAos 
above, ‘that is without guile,’ has no by- 
ends, no one pur but to nourish and 
benefit the soul) milk (not here in con- 
trast, as in 1 Cor. iii. 2 and Heb. v. 12, 13, 
to strong meat: but simply in reference 
toits nourishing qualities), that on it (as 
TeÜpaupévos èv, fed on,’ see Winer, § 48. 
а (3). d, note [8, р. 485, Moulton’s edn. ]) 
ye may grow (properly passive: be nou- 
rished up) unto salvation (the growth is 
the measure of the fulness of that—not 
only rescue from destruction, but—positive 
blessedness, which is implied in carnpla; 
see on the word above, ch. i. 5): 3.] 
if, that is (wenn anders of the German. 
The wep conditions the el, see reff. and 
notes there: and Esch. Ag. 28, efxep 
Лоо wóàis @@Аеке>, йз ó фрикт$з @у- 
vA жрёхє: [if so be expresses tho 
same, viz. that the necessary condition of 
the above exhortation is assumed as having 
place in the readers]), ye tasted (have 
tasted. "The infant once put to the brenst 
desires it ngain: the Apostle appeals to 
this their first taste as un incentive to 

v transit., 1 Cor. iif. 6, 7. 2 Cor. ix. 10. Gen. xvii. 20. 
» Eph. ii. 21. iv. 15. . x 

constr. (w. Orc), here anly. Psa. xxxiii. 8. Prov. xxxi. 18. (Heb. il. 9 reff.) 
Rom. ii. 4. (1 Cor. 

16 (note). consir., here only. 1 Kings xiv. 36 al. 

w 80 
pass. (mid.) 2 Cor. . 
m. vili. 9. 1 Cor. xv. 

xv. 3.) Eph. iv. 32 only. а = Heb. iv. 
b æ ch. i. 3 ref. Psa. схтіі. 22. Matt. xxi. 42. 

ins xa: bef ad а d р 18 am(with tol) кутт arm 
тес om eis соттарга», with Le df k 1 Thl-comm (Ee: 

М rel [syrr copt sth arm] Clem, Cyr[-p] (Orig-int] Aug Ruf. s 
3. for етер, є ABN! Syr Clem,: eisrep (sic) 18. for xpnoros, xpioros or xs 

subsequent ones) that (the formula, from 
the well-known and beautiful Ps. xxxiv.) 
the Lord (“quod subjicitur: ad quem 
accedentes, non simpliciter ad Deum 
refertur, sed ipsum designat qualis pate- 
factus est in persona Christi.”  Calv.) 
is good (reff. Perhaps the simplest . 
meaning of xpyords, as applied to meats 
and drinks, is here intended: as vulg., 
* dulcis г? see Palm and Rost, хрустбѕ, 1. 
&). 4, 6.] Exhortation to come to 
Christ the chosen stone, and be built up 
into a spiritual temple unto God. 
4.] To whom (i. e. тд» коріо») approaching 
(pres., representing the daily habit of the 
Christian life, not something to be done 
once for all. wposépxeo@as is elsewhere in 
the N. T. always with a dat. Its significa- 
tion here is, the approach made by faith, 
when the Christian closely realizes the 
рез and seeks the communion of his 

rd), a (or, the :” the omission of the 
art. seems to be very frequent in this 
Epistle, where yet a definite reference is 
undeniable) stone (Petrus a petra Christo 
sic denominatus metaphora рете delecta- 
tur, ac suo exemplo docet omnes debere 
esse petros, h. e., vivos lapides supra Chris- 
tum fide sedificatos.” Gerhard, in Wies. 
The allusion is to Ps. cxviii. 22 and Isa. 
xxvii. 16. Obs. that no és must be sup- 
plied before Alov, as is done in E. V. al.: 
Christ is the stone: we do not come to 
Him аз we come to a stone) living (evra 

ints not only to the figure being realized 
in а higher department of being than its 
natural one, but also to the fact of the 
Lord being alive from the dead. It would 
be unnecessary, were not the idea broached 
by Steiger, to protest against any allusion 
being intended to гатит vicum" (JEn. 
i. 171: Ov. Met. xiv. 714) ss distin- 

ished from broken stones), by men in- 
eed rejected (in Ps. 1. c. ð» àxebo«t- 

pagay ol oixobouoUrres), but in the sight 
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e here bis, as atrodedoxipacpevoy “rapa B6 Oep ever, * évrisov, ABCKL 
. Xii. P A aoc 

nfenPu. bol арто de Ajo. { буте$ E оїкодбоцегабе ™ olxos à fex) 
Luke ix. 23 mo 

t Mx. vii. 25. ! 7rVéUJ4G TUCOS, “eis l ієратєица üyvov,  üpevéykas { mTvevpa- 13 
Heb. “ч @ ГА п э Н 0 ^ 8 1 ^ ^ cr Је. rS Ouoias * evrposdéxtous Oem Sia "тосо хріотод. 

d = James i. 17 reff. e see ver. б. f = Rom. ті. 11. 3 Cor. vi. 9. Gal. il. 19, 
al. h Ul. 6 from L c, = 1 Thess. v. 11. see 1 Cor. iii. 9. Eph. if, 31 ace Heb. i=l x. 

3, 4. Eph.L3. (v. 19.) Col. 1. 9. iü. 16. k = 1 Thess. v. 11. Eph. i 22. 1 ver. В 
only. Ёхор. хіх. 6 only. (see Luke I. 8, 9.) m = Heb. vii. N reff, m Rom. zv. 16, 31. 2 Сог. 
vl. 2. ҮШ. 12 only t. 

5. for Ado: (ортез, Arbos ovres Nl. ewouoSoueu0e AICR b d o 36 vulg Cyr[-p,] 
Procop, Bede. for ryevnarixos, Tyevparos Nl. rec om eis, with КІР] rel vulg 
syr Clem Orig, ТЫ (Ec Bede: ins ABCN 36 tol copt sth arm Orig,[ -in d аз, Procop, 
Hil, [Ambr]. aveveykag N. [ eveyxaa 18]. om яуеират:каѕ Fi -ms]. 
rec ins то bef de, with KL( P ]M* rel Clem, Orig, ТЫ (Ec: om ABCN! arm. (18 def.) 

of God (with God. “ео judice, coram 
Deo ”) chosen (not rae * eximius," but 
selected, chosen out), in honour (see 
below on ver. 6), 5.) be ye also as 
living (see above) stones built ap (it 
is disputed whether olxoĝopeig®e is indi- 
cative or imperative. uch is to be 
said both ways. Wiesinger, who is the 
ablest recent advocate for the indicative, 
maintains tLat the passage is epexegetical 
of the preceding Туа èy айтф ab[50fre, 
shewing how love to the word, seeking in 
the word the Lord Himself and His good- 
ness, of itself leads to the completion set 
forth in ver. Б. But I cannot help feeling 
that this view of epexegesis of Tva ё» айт. 
abt. is much weakened by the fact that 
wpbs Sy must be referred to коргоз, which 
is already separated from I k. r. A. by 
elxep фүєйтатбе x.7.A. And other weightier 
reasons are behind. On the indicative 
view, the pres. part. *posepxóuevo: could 
hardly have been used, but it would surely 
have been sposeA8órTes. This is felt by 
Luther, who renders it zu welchem ihr 
gekommen feyd. Again, the connexion 
with the foregoing by a participle, pro- 
ceeding on to an imperative, exactly cor- 
responds to the former hortatory sentences, 
ch. i. 18, 14, 22, and ver.1. Finally, the 
long procession of mere predications, on 
this view, would be tame and almost tauto- 
logical, in comparison with the powerful 
gathering up with the оўу, ver. 7, of the 
high and holy state on which the preceding 
exhortation depends, as contrasted with 
that of the unbelieving. I therefore decide 
for the imperative, against Syr. (Etheridge: 
* you also as living stones are builded ”), 
Estius, Grot., Beng., al., and Wiesinger, 
and with Œc., Syr. (as commonly quoted), 
Beza, Aret., Benson, Steiger, De Wette, 
Huther) а spiritual house (olxos = rads, 
1 Cor. iii. 16: Eph. ii, 21: as before, the 
stones are called diving, and the house spi- 
ritual, not merely to signify that they are 
not dead stones, and the house not a ma- 
terial one, but on account of the life which 

Christians derive from Christ, the living 
Stone, and of the service which they render 
in virtue of being a body dwelt in by the 
Holy Spirit) for (see var. readd.) an holy 
priesthood (abstract, office of priesthood, 
including in itself the individual priests: 
see ref. Exod. Being God’s spiritual tem- 
ple, they form an holy priesthood to Him, 
approaching and serving before Him in 
virtue of that Living and Holy One, whose 
mystic Body they are, and in whom the 
Father is well pleased. And they need no 
other by whom to approach God: being 
all priests, they require not, nor admit of, 
any distinct body of men among them- 
selves specially called priests, nearer to 
God than themselves. No where is this 
more clearly declared by inference, than 
here) to offer up (dvaddpew, not occurring 
in St. Paul, nor in the classics, but (reff) 
in Heb. and St. James, is the regular LX X 
word for offering up sacrifice. The aor. 
is here used, because no habitual offering, 
as in rite or festival, is meant, but the one, 
once-for-all, devotion of the body, as in 
Row. xii. 1, to God as His. On the infin. 
of the purpose, see Winer, § 44. 1) spiritual 
sacrifices (cf. especially Heb. xiii. 15, 16. 
Spiritual, because as the temple, as the 
priests, as the God, so the offering. It is 
this, rather than any distinction from the 
О. T. sacrifices, that is pointed at in wvev- 
кезк) acceptable (reff.) to God through 
esus Christ (these last words may be 

joined, either, 1. with edxposdéxrovs, or, 
2. with dveyéyxa:. This latter has for it 
the analogy of Heb. xiii. 15, 8% abrod обу 
&rabépeney K. T. A., and is preferred by 
Grot., Aret., De Wette, Huther, Wiesinger: 
and I think reasonably. The introduction 
of did Ingot xpiorov ав a mere appendage 
of ebxposdéxrous would not satisfy the 
weighty character of the words, nay would 
seem to put them in the wrong place, 
seeing that not merely the acceptability, 
but the very existence, and possibility of 
offering, of those sacrifices depends on the 
mediation of the great High Priest). 
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6 Score P repiẽxei ё ypaph ISO rinu ev Luby бор o= c1. 1, 
^ е к i 

т axpoywviatov, * éxNexrov, * évripov, kal 0 “титтєйш> Y ёт P= Acts xxilt 
25 (Luke v. 9) 

abr ov py 'xaraumyvvOg. 7 * uu oy 7) * rua) тої 1 xv. 
. вее ref, 

qo TeVovaur Y àmeibodoiw Bé, = ros ðv * атебдокіраса» Join 

oí оѓкодородутєѕ, od ros eyevnOn "eis xe N ,h d yovias, timia A 
Kai * Bos трос̧кориатоѕ ка} & пётра È axavDáXov, 8 oi 

zx. 16 al. fr.) = Luke xxiii. 35. L c. 
xxvi. 21. 

= = Johniv.44. Rom. ii. 7. Col. il. 23 aL 
30. ver. 8. ch. iii. 1, 20. iv. 17. Deut. і. 26. 

b Matt. xix. 5. xxi. 43 1 (from 1. с.) al. 
a as above (с). Matt. vi. 6. Acts xxvi. 28. 

h a: Matt. zviiL 7al. Ps. ст. 

6. reo (for фит) 8:0 xar with (13?) Œc: до b 19. 68: txt ABCP, 
syrr copt Thl Aug Bede. (13 illegible ?) 

c: ў (for e») C [a d h] vulg lat-ff: txt ABN k 18. 
avrov N! [d]. 

тш» Nl, but v is written over appy by origl scribe. 
Len copt arm Суг]. 

BCN a. (13 def.) 

Rev. vil. 1. zx. 8 only. 
Rom. as above, & xiv. 13, 20. i Cor. viii. 9 only. Іза. xxix. 21. 

only. I. c. 
only. 

в ver. 4. (Matt. 
t ver. . Luke vii. 2. хіт. 8. Phil. il. 29 only. І. с. 1 Kings 

u Luke xxiv. 25. Rom. іх. 33 & x. 11 (from l. c. AN). 1 Tim. i. 16. 
above, and v. 5. 1 Cor. i. 27 al. w dat, i 

= Rom. as 
comm b. 

Y = 
odi, 3 Cor. v. 13. Rom. xiv. 6 al. Winer, N 31. 4. 
y = Acta xiv. 2. Rom. x. 21 (from lsa. He. 2). Xi. 

т Psa. ex vil. 22. a ver. é reff. 
€ = Matt. xxi. 42 ||, and Acts iv. 11 (from 1. c.) only. 

e Isa. viii, 14. Rom. ix. 32, 
g Rom. iz. 33 from 1. c. only. 

PN rel vulg 
LLP] rel Thl 

єкЛектоу bef axpoywy. В m 
rec ins ry bef ypadn, with 

for asreiovoiv, ama ova 
rec Aldo [1st] (£o conform to Ex and Matt, where there is no 

var read), with C3(appy) KL[P]N! rel ТЫ: txt AB C'(appy) № с (Ес. (18 def.) 
serpov R. 

8. for oi, осо: C! a m 86. (18 def.) 

6.] The exkortation of the previous verses 
is substantiated in its form and its asser- 
tions by O. T. prophecy. Beoause (q. d. 
the aforesaid is so, on the ground of Scrip- 
ture) it is contained (reff.: and for the 
impersonal sense, Jos. Antt. xi. 4. 7, кабфт 
dy abrf (TB ёт:столӯ) wepiéxer. Hence 
wepioxh, the contents or ment of a 
book or portion of a book, in later Greek) 
in Scripture (үрафр, in its technical 
sense, anarthrous: not so found in the 
Gospels, but Rom. i. 2; xvi. 26: 2 Pet. i. 
20), Behold, I place in Zion & chief 
corner-stone, chosen, had in honour (the 
citation is a free one: тЇӨтш dv Zich re- 
presenting éuBdAAe els rà ёерёма Ti, 
—the epithet woAvreA® being omitted, 
and éxAexréy and xpoyeriaior trans- 
posed): and he that believeth on Him 
(or, it? èr abr is not in the LXX- 
B., but is found in АМ) shall not be 
ashamed (it is remarkable, that St. Paul 
in citing the same prophecy, Rom. ix. 83, 
has in common with St. Peter the two 
divergences from the LXX, the ri@nu: д>» 
Zichy, and the insertion (P) of ёт abr. 
On dxpoywriaiov, see ref. Eph. note. 
Here, whatever may be the case there, 
can hardly be any idea of the ‘lapis 
summangularis’ joining the two walls, 
Jewish and Gentile, together, as some 
(e. g. Ec.) have thought). 7, 8.] 
Appropriation of the honour implied i 
the last clause ѓо believers : and per con- 
tra, to unbelievers, of another and oppo- 
site effect of the exaltation of this corner- 
stone. 1.) To you (dat. commodi) then 
(inference from the ó viren dr айтф 

aft o: ins xa: N3. 

x. T. A.) is the honour (the belongin 
to Tu Stone itself ( 5 Sith 
which you are united in the building : the 
honour implied in the où u) катат x 
said of those who believe on Him. There 
сап be, I think, no doubt that these two 
commonly divergent accounts given of the 
word тў ought to be combined in one. 
That the result of the ob uh катасҳоуеў 
is what the Apostle means to state, is evi- 
dent by the ody and vors miocredovow: 
that the form in which this is stated is 
ópîv ij Tif, is evidently owing to the oc- 
currence of tyripoy above. It is as plainly 
altogether beside the purpose, with Erasm., 
Luth., Calv., Aret., Bengel, al, to under- 
stand ‘Christ,’ or ‘the Stone,’ as the sub- 
ject, and render as E. V., ** He is precious,” 
making ў 7mh predicate instead of sub- 
ject) who believe: but to the disobedient 
(not, the unbelieving : вее Heb. iii. 18, 
note. Unbelief is the root of dre: but 
it is the manner of Scripture, to follow it 
out into disobedience, its invariable effect, 
when spoken of in contrast to xlorss. The 
dat. is not one of reference, but incom- 
modi. Then what follows is in the form 
of another quotation, or rather combina. 
tion of quotations: the first from Ps. cxviii. 
22), the stone which the builders re- 
jected, this has become for a (has been 
made into a) head corner-stone (this is 
irue with regard to believers also: but to 
them it is grace and glory, to these it is 
terror and destruction) and a stone of 
stumbling and rock of offence (second 
uotation from Isa. viii. 14. Here again, 
t. Paul in Rom. ix. 33 has taken the 
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d MA. xxiv. 

Isa. xl. б. 
€ James i. 10, 
Я 11 аа 

Heb. M da TOUTO eiee a dE ёстіу TÒ 

ПЕТРОТ A. I. 25. 

ке rei 1. 64. Kal l Wroxpices ка} n dBovous ка} пасаѕ ° катаћаћ№аѕ, 
fèb iv fan 12 Cor. x. 18. see 1 Thess. ii. 9. Heb. ii. 3. k = James i. 21 (reff.). 

1 Matt. xxiii, 78. Mark zii. 15. Luke xii. 1. Gal. ii. 15. 1 Tim. iv. 2 only t. 2 Macc. vi. 25 only. m Matt. 
xxvii. 164 Mk. Rom. 1.29. Gal. 
23 (25). 1 Масс. vii. i only. 

v, 21. Phil. i. 15. 1 Tim. vl. 4. Tit. iii. 3. James iv. 7s only f. Wied. vi. 

n 3 Cor. xii. 20 only t. Wied. i. 11 only. (- Act, ver. 12.) 

24. om Ist es AN? [осе Ni] а 13. 86 am!(with harl) syrr [sth (Orig,) ТМ Zeno. 
ins у bef Sota Nl. 

avrov Nl: 
rec (for auvrys) avOperrov, with 

txt ABCN? a 18. 86 vulg syrr copt eth Orig, Did 
KLP] rel Chr, са 

о Веде. 
avrov АВМ а с 18 am[and fuld] syrr arm Orig, Did, Œc Веде: ‘ins CKL[P] rel [volg] 
(and demid harl tol) copt sth. 

25. om то pnua то A. 

Cuar. II. 1. vroxpiow B Syr copt Au 
фоуооѕ B 
Aug Gild. 

sic), Calv. (altern., preferring this), Are- 
tius, Grot. (expressly, alleging for it Dan. 
vi. 26, Theod., bri abrós écTiw bedòs (aw 
xa) бушу els. robs aisvas), al.). 
24.] Because (Scripture proof that the 
word of God lives and abides. “ Locum 
Jes. xl. 6 f. citat ad probationem utrinsque 
membri, hoc est ut constet, quam fluxa et 
misera sit prima hominis nativitas, et 
jt uanta regenerationis gratia." Calv.) all 
esh (= man in his life of cada and xi 

only: “homo ex vetere generatione," ns 
Bengel) is аз (Фе is neither in Heb. nor in 
LXX) grass, and all glory of it (“ quic- 
quid ex carne veluti flos ex gramine suo 
efflorescit,” Wies. as flower of grass. 
The grass was dried up (the aor. ; the fact 
being related as in а tale; so in James i. 
11. In more idiomatic English, we should 
вау “hath dried ир”), and the flower 
( к= fell (is fallen, see above) away : 

but the word (the change from 
V. " büpe may be on account of the 
Citation. Yet it is not easy to see why it 
would have been more difficult to change 
nua to Aóvyos than той 6«o0 judy to xv- 
plov. фђра is rather the word uttered, 
the ‘dictum ? Adyos, the word, uttered or 
unuttered, single or manifold, concrete or 
abstract) ef the Lord (LXX, тоб deo 
z uc y: changed here probably on account of 
the application which follows, as De W.) 
remaineth for ever. And (the 8d applics 
what bas gone before: the contrast being 
between the general truth and the particu- 
lar identification) this (predicate, logically 
considered, mot eubject, as Wies., al.: 
“The word which was &c. is this very 
p ua here spoken of") is the word which 
was (Angl. has been) preached to you (in 
the declaration of the gospel. «lg tpas, 

{ Clem, Orig-int, Gild], -ceis or -се N. 
macav каталаћлоу Ќ! [copt]: om sacas А Syr sth Clem, [Orig-int] 

not merely the dative commodi b, but 
as addressed to you and diffused among 
pu see reff. The logical inference to 

drawn is, *and consequently the word 
preached to you js imperishable and eter- 
nal, and demands of you that yon earnestly 
and intently follow up that new life which 
by it has been implanted in you.’ Hence 
the connexion of ch. ii. 1—8). 

Снар. 11.1—10.] Exhortations to nou- 
fish and perfect this new life, under the 
image, а. of newborn babes (1—3), B. of 
God's spiritual temple and priesthood 
4—10). 1.] Laying aside (nor., ‘once 
or all: ‘having laid aside’) therefore (on 
the connexion, see above, ch. i. ult.) all 
(manner of) malice (xaxia here proper; 
“nocendi cupiditas," as Hemming (in 
Huther): not as Aretius, ib., the genus, 
of which the following are species. This 
cannot be well, on account of жф»та 
$óAor below, which shews that clause to 
be parallel, not subordinate, to this) and 
all guile (cf. ver. 22; ch. iii. 10: John i. 
48; ud SONO below) and hypocrisies 
(closely connected with BóAovs, and there- 
fore not requiring xdoas, which is sup- 
plicd from dera preceding. 8éAo¢ is 
the abiding disposition, droxploe:s аге the 
acts of personation and deception which 
are some of its manifestations) and envies 
(again embraced under 8óAor, but not 
perhaps so closely connected with it. The 
guileless disposition knows not envy), and 
all slanderings (ref. 2 Cor. The verb, 
Lut not the subst., is found in classical 
Greek. Aug., cited by Gerhard, Says, 
* Malitia malo delectatur alieno: invidia 
bono cruciatur alieno: dolus duplicat cor : 
adulatio duplicat linguam: detrectatio vul- 
nerat famam ), 2.] as newborn 

4 таса capt ws ° Xópros, kai тйса Sofa айт @5 ° dvÜoc ABCKL 
e yoptov ° efnpaviy б * Хдртоз, кай то *àvÜos [аўтой] d ИП h j 
* eferrever 25 rò де! 6 «piov 8 Leyes £ eis. TOV aiara. 

(дра TO ™ evayyedcobey ‘eis она. 
II. ! &'Aszroféuevo, ov таса» x xaxiay xal парта & 

mis 
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3 ós Sdpruyévynta Y Bpédy то %Хоүшб» * йбохор * уа№а orere onys. 
an, i 

téruroOncare, ўа “ev avrà “avknOire “ eis owrnpiay, Lale au 
3 *elrep YéyejaacÜe Stu *ypnotos 0 pros. 
dy "rposepyopevou Abov ® {брта, ото avOpwrwy pèv 

onlyt. Eus. Н. E. i. 1. 
. v. 12, 13 oniy. Gen. Av ili. 8. 

61. 18 Масс. vi. 10 only. а Rom. кїї. 1 
s 1 Cor. iii. 2. ix. 7. 

u = ch. і. 22 al. fr. 
15. Col. 1. 6,10. Exod. i. 7. 

тй. 13.) Heb 
ix. 14. Phil. i. 8. ii. 26. (Rom. 1. 1]. 2 Cor. v. 2. 

v transit., 1 Cor. йі. 6, 7. 2 Сог. 12. 10. Gen. xvii. 20. pass. (mid.) 2 Cor. x. 
w so Eph. ii. 21. iv. 16. . 

alið. Acts vii, 

iii. 18 only 44 
Sir. xix. 11. 
1 Mace. j. 

T here only t. (-s, Wisd. 
8 & constr., 2 Cor. 

2 Tim. 1. 4. James iv. 5.) Ps. ea ili. 173. 

* Tos 

1 Thess. iii, 6. 

x Rom. vili. 9. 1 Cor. xv. 
15. 2 Thess. i. 6 Lour (v, STU), here only. Psa. zzxili. 8. Prov. xxxi. 18. (Heb. ii. 9 reff.) 

. M. it. з = |. c. Matt. xi. 30. Luke (v. $9) vi. 35 
16 (note). constr., here only. 1 Kings xiv. 36 al. 

9. aprryevnta A [Cyr,). 
Orig[ -int,(om,) Cyr, ] Aug. 
ins ABCK[P]| 

KL d f m 13 Clemi. 
4. for vro, axo С; vr B. 

babes (so the Rabbis, of their neophytes: 
see Wetst. h. I.), long after (éwe- gives, 
not intensity, but direction) the (the art. 
confines the reference to the gospel alone) 
spiritual (I thus render Aoyióv, for want 
of a better and more distinctive word, 
Its sense is as in ref. Rom., to distinguish 
the ydAa spoken of from mere capxixdy 
da, and to shew that it is spoken figura- 
tively and spiritually: * Lac illud animi, 
non corporis, lac mente hauriendum.” 
Our English is too poor in psychological 
distinctions to be able to express it by 
any appropriate adjective: “reasonable” 
(vulg.) is decidedly wrong, as E. V. in 
Rom.; and “ of the word,” as E. V., here 
after Beza, is just as 'bad) guileless (not 
*unndulterated, in contrast to less pure 
human teachings (cf. oA Tb» A, 
2 Cor. iv. 2): but, in contrast to 8óAos 
above, ‘that is without guile,’ has no by- 
ends, no one pu but to nourish and 
benefit the soul) milk (not here ín con- 
trast, as in 1 Cor. iii. 2 and Heb. v. 12, 18, 
to strong meat: but simply in reference 
to its nourishing qualities), that on it (as 
TeOpaupévos èv, fed on,’ see Winer, § 48. 
а (3). d, note [3, р. 485, Moulton's edn. J) 
ye may grow (properly passive: be nou- 
rished пр) unto salvation (the growth is 
the mensure of the fulness of that—not 
only rescue from destruction, but—positive 
blessedness, which is implied in cernpla ; 
see on the word above, ch. i. 5): 3.] 
if, that is (wenn anders of the German. 
The wep conditions the el, see reff. and 
notes there: and Esch. Ag. 28, er ep 
I lou жбӧл:з édA ene», ds б ppuxrds ёу- 
YANV mwpérei ы so be expresses the 
same, viz. that the necessary condition of 
the above exhortation is assumed as having 
place in the readers]), ye tasted (have 
tasted. The infant once put to the breast 
desires it again: the Apostle appcals to 
this their first taste as an incentive to 

i. 4. (1 Cor. xv. B.) Eph. iv. 32 only. 
( Мы ri J 

a = Heb. iv. 
. J reff. Paa. czvii. 22. Matt. xxi. 42. 

ins ка: bef aN а d р 13 am(with tol) syrr arm 
rec om eu соттріау, with L c df k 1 Thl-comm (Ec: 

N rel [ syrr copt th arm] Clem, Cyr[-p] [Orig-int] Aog Ruf. n. 
3. for етер, e ABN! Syr Clem,: єжєр (sic) 18. for уртттоз, xpioros От xs 

subsequent ones) that (the formula, from 
the well-known and beautiful Ps. xxxiv.) 
the Lord (*quod subjicitur: ad quem 
&ccedentes, non simpliciter ad Deum 
refertur, sed ipsum designat qualis pate- 
factus est in persona Christi.” Сау.) 
is good (reff. Perhaps the simplest . 
meaning of xpyords, as applied to meats 
and drinks, M lero intended: as vulg., 
* dulcis 2? see Palm and Rost, xpnords, 1. 
a). 4, 6.] Exhortation to come to 
Christ the chosen stone, and be built up 
into a spiritual temple unto God. 
4.] To whom (i. e. тд» коргох) approaching 
(pres., representing the daily habit of the 
Christian life, not something to be done 
once for all. wposépxeo@as is elsewhere iu 
the N. T. always with a dat. Ite significa- 
tion here is, the approach made by faith, 
when the Christian closely realizes the 
үзе and seeks the communion of his 

rd), а (or, (he ;" the omission of the 
art. seems to be very frequent in this 
Epistle, where yet a definite reference is 
undeniable) stone (“Petrus a petra Christo 
sic denominatus metaphora petre delecta- 
tur, ac suo exemplo docet omnes debere 
esse petros, h. e., vivos lapides supra Chris- 
tum fide wdificatos.” Gerhard, in Wies. 
The allusion is to Ps. cxviii. 22 and Isa. 
xxviii. 16. Obs. that no фу must be sup- 
plicd before Aldo, as is done in E. V. al.: 
Christ ie the stone: we do not come to 
Him as we come to a stone) living (evra 
points not only to the figure being realized 
in a higher department of being than its 
natural one, but also to the fact of the 
Lord being alive from the dead. It would 
be unnecessary, were not the idea broaclied 
by Steiger, to protest against any nllusion 
being intended to “sarum vicum" (JEn. 
i. 171: Ov. Met. xiv. 714) as distin- 

ished from broken stones) by men in- 
deed rejected (in Ps. 1. c. фу dwedont- 
paray ol oixo8ouctrres), but in the sight 
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к=зееошу. TEVES “oTpatevovtar xarà THS ue, 1 T2» | ауастро- 
see James iv. 

(seo Luke diy биди év тоф Over ™ Eyovres xe, wa "èv ф 1 
iH. 14. 1 Cor 
iz. 7. 2 Сог. 
x. 3. 1 Tim. 
1. 18. 2 Tim. 
1.4). Іза. 
ххіх. 7. 

Ich. i. 18 ref. t 2 
m = ver. 1б. 

ch. iv. 8. 
Heb. vii. 24. Acts ii. 44. 

?karaXaNoUgtv Ош» ws PKaxoTOUU/, ёк тди калди 
a ëpywv € émoTrTevovres * Sokiowow tov бед» ёр Po 
PY A 18 u t , ГА y э ГА Ww EPS 

ETLOKOTIS. Trotaynte пасу ' avOpwrivn " kríaet 
n = Rom. iL 1. xiv. A. о James iv. 11 (reff.). ch. iii. 16 only. 

phere bis. (John xviii. 30 rec.) ch. (Ш. 16 rec.) iv. 15 only. Prov. xli. & xxiv. 19 only. (-o. ch. iii. 17.) 
q Heb. x. 24 reff. 
s = Matt. v. 18. ix. 8 al. 

vi. 15. u Heb. zil, 9 reff. 
lii. 7 only. Num. v. 6. 

12. for Ist идо», ишу N. 
Clem, Œc Polyc-int Cypr,: om exorres B: txt АСК (а) m [13] 36 [vulg æt 

rec exowrevoayres, with AK LIP] rel [Clem,]: txt BCX aj m 86 [vulg 
Botasovrpeuovcur (see 2 Pet ii. 10) Ni. 

P] rel vulg[-ed] syr ТЫ Ce Bede: om ABCN 
m 13 [am(and fuld demid tol) coptt eth arm] Did, Cassiod,. 
C m вуг coptt [Eus,] Did, : om ауброт. Ni. 

Thl). 
вутт] Thl Œc ( Cypr,]. 
718, rec aft vroray. ins ovr, with К 

See them enumerated in Gal. v. 19—21), 
the which (afrives, not = af, but gathers 
up into a class the éxi&vuuío: and asserta it 
of all of them that they &c.: thus render- 
ing a reason, ‘quippe дое’ With af, it 
might have been taken, “from those 
fleshly lusts, which” &c.) war (ref. James 
and Rom. vii. 23. Non modo impediunt, 
sed oppuguant: grande verbum." Bengel) 
against the soul (Wuxi, the man's per- 
sonal immortal part, as opposed to his 
body, his 4éA» in which the éw:dupla 
orparevovrat, is held in suspension be- 
tween influences from above and influences 
from beneath: drawn up and saved, or 
drawn down and ruined. And among its 
adversaries are these fleshly lusts, warring 
against it to its ruin): 12.] Positive 
result of this abstinence, and its important 
fruit: having (we have the same disjunc- 
tion of the construction in Eph. iv. 1, 2, 
wapaxaaG .. buds ... kvexópevo It 
serves to give vividness to the description, 
taking the participle out from under the 
wapaxaAG, and depicting, as it were, the 
condition recommended, as actually exist- 
ing. It is so eminently, though not under 
exactly the same circumstances as to con- 
struction, in the beautiful procession of 
participles and adjectives in Rom. xii. 9— 
19) your behaviour among the Gentiles 
comely (as over against the marala àva- 
строфђ of the Gentiles, ch. i. 18. Cf. ch. 
iii. 16), that (aim of the preceding) in the 
matter in which (во è» & in reff.: not, 
‘while,’ for that would not apply to Sogd- 
ceci below: both could not be going on 
together: nor “ whereas,” E. V., “pro eo 
quod," Beza, for which sense of êv $ there 
is no precedent. The sense is, ‘that that 
conduct, which was to them an occasion 
of speaking against you as evil-doers, may 
by your good works become to them an 

v Acts xvii. 25. 
w see note & Mark xvi. 16. Col. i. 23 al. 

r ch. iii. 2 only t. Ps. ix. 34 (14) pm. Demosth. 168. 13. Polyb. v. 69. 6 al. 
t = Luke хіх. 44 (Acts 1.20. 1 Tim. iii. 1) only. ва. X. 3. Jer. 

Rom. vi. 19. 1 „ il. 13. iv. 3. x. 13. James 

exorres kak? bef ev rois eÜvec:y KL(P] rel [Syr copt] 
Clem, 

rice bef аудрох 

occasion of glorifying God.’ And ‘thai, in 
which,’ will be in fact your whole Chris- 
tian life) they speak against you as evil- 
doers (often the Christians would be com- 
pelled to diverge from heathen customs 
and even to break human laws, and thus 
would incur the imputation of malefac- 
tors), they may, on the of your 

works, being spectators of them (con- 
trast to the ignorance assumed in the &yro- 
cla r&y ёфрбрюу àyðpáræv below, ver. 15. 
On the word, see ref.: and cf. ёхётттхз, 
ап eye-witness, 2 Pet. i. 16), glorify God 
in (the) day of visitation (i.e., the day 
when God visits, —ёт:скёгтетои, Luke 1. 
68, 78: Acta xv. 14,— mankind with His 
offers of mercy and-grace: cf. also ref. 
Luke, where our Lord says of Jerusalem, 
ойк Tyros toy корду тўз émtrxorhs соу. 
The word has been variously understood: 
the Fathers generally (cf. Suicer in voc.), 
Lyra, Erasm, Beza, De Wette, al. ex- 
plain it as above: (Ec., Wolf, Bengel, al. 
think that the day of inquisition before 
earthly magistrates is meant (juépar 5% 
éxickowijs Thy Katha кбороу téras 
karte? dEerdcews yàp bx айтёу ToU Blov 
йи» yevopévns, lra xpos rò ёуаутіор 
Tis ÜxoAfnjems Trav  wpayuáro» edpic- 
корќуюу abroí re wpbs ols aloxóvorrai 
ёка>орбоўута, ka) ó eds бо{&(етош. Ce. ). 
Bede, al. understand it of the day of judg- 
ment. But the former sense is far prefer- 
able on account of usage, and for ita fitness 
in the context). 13 —17.] .Ezhorta- 
tion to subjection to secular rule. 
18.] Be subjected (aor. pass. with а quasi- 
middle sense, given by the aorist coupled 
with the fact of the command: be in a 
condition of having been subjected: on the 
medial signification of aorists passive in 
N. T., seo on ch. v. 6) to every human 
institution (“ quod creat et condit homo, 
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бё tov xüpiow elre Pace? dw v repẽxorri 1% eire «= Rom xu. 
У pyewoow Os r avToD weutropévots eis * exdienow ? како- 

351 

Н. 3. 
iii. 8. iv. 7) 
only. Gen. 

II. 40. ^ ` ^ і. 
тор, *ёташор dè P дуаботоки. 15 бт * obras ёстір у Mat x. 
то d ÜéAmua тод  Üeob, 

only, Gen. xxxvi. 15, &c. 

x. 36. 
f Matt. xxii. 12, 34. Mark і. 254 L. iv. 39. 
g Luke xi. 40. Rom. ii. 20 al. Pe. xciil. 8. 

е dyaborrowbvtas f фіџодо тї» 
TÜv Sdüdpóvev üAvÜpermrev “ayvwolay 16 œs  éXeUOepoi, 

з Heb. х. 30 reff. 
xlii. 14 only, but in bad sense. (-frocía, ch. iv. 19.) 

е = ver, 20. ch. Ш. 6, 17. SJohn 11, (Num. z. 33 nl.) Tobit xii. 13 B (not AN). 
(1 Cor. Mer 9 v. r. 

18. Mark 

OTT., exc. 
att. ii. 6. 
pp., bere 

b hereonly t. Sir. 
d Rom. xii. 2, Heb. 

a ch. I. 7 reff. 
е = Matt. i. 18. 

1 Tim. v. 16 only. Deut. rav. 4 only. 
Cor. xv. 34 only. Job xxav.16. Wied. ziii. 1 only. 

14. rec aft єкд:ктоту ins uev, with C(appy) [P] rel syr-w-ast [Damasc,] Thl (Ес: 
om ABELN d g k 1 m 18 vulg spec [Syr copt arm Antch 

15. aya8oxoiovrres С: -rori 13. 
фіцо Nl. 

Luth. Such, and not “every human crea- 
fure," as Syr, Erasm., Estius, Pott, De 
Wette, is the meaning. The latter would 
stultify what follows: for it is not to the 
king as a man, but to the king as a human 
institution, that we are to be subject. And 
во (Ec, xrlow àyðpærivny ras åpxàs 
Aéyei TÈS xeipororgràs bnd r&y ВасіЛќоу, 
$ ко) abrobs rods BaciAets, каббт: ка) 
abro] örd  àv0póxoy  érádxOncay ̈ roi 
ётёӨпсау. It is no objection to this, that 
all powers are ordained of God: for that 
consideration does not come into notice in 
these words, but in those which follow, 3:4 
T. кбрюу. Here, it is the lower side of 
such institutions, the fact of their being or- 
dained and upheld by men, that is brought 
into sight) for the Lord's sake (i.e. Christ's: 
kvpuog with St. Peter, except in O. T. cita- 
tions, is always our Lord. And here there 
is additional reason, for that He, the Head 
of all principality and power, is yet in us 
his members subject to them, until tle 
day when all shall be put under His feet): 
whether to king (general, —but, from the 
nature of the case as regarded those to 
whom the Epistle is addressed, here the 
Roman Emperor) as supereminent (“ qui 
ita imperat, ut ab aliis hominibus ipsi 
non imperetur," Gerh.), 14.] or to 
governors (*Ay«uóves presides provin- 
ciarum, qui a Cesare mittebantur in pro- 
vincias," Gerh.) as to men sent (in the 
habit of being sent,—sent from time to 
time: the pres. part. describes the genus: 
the particular yendves would be described 
as weuQóérres) through him (the king, 
not xvpiov, as some, and Calvin very 
positively, qni pronomen ad regem refe- 
runt multum falluntur." But there can 
be little doubt that he is wrong. For 
first the analogy of the clauses, ds örep- 
éxorri ... &s Bi abroU veyxouérois, shews 
that the ds of obedience in each 
case, all being alike 8:4 кўр:ор, belong to 
tbe actually existing rights of power in 
that case. The king is supreme, in his 

ntch, ]. 
add vias C b m o Thi [syrr]; ka: 18. 

own right: governors rule by delegation 
from the king, ‘mittuntur’ 8° abToU. 
Then, the right understanding of 3:4 
xtpioy, ав applying to all, forbids this 
view. For thus we should obey the king 
as éxepéxwv, no mention of the Lord being 
made, whereas rulers are to be obeyed as 
sent by the Lord. Finally, the prep. 8\6, 
as distinguished from id, designates 
rather the subordinate than the original 
sender. А governor could surely not bo 
said to be sent Bà xvpíov) for (to bring 
about) vengeance on (as in ref.: éx8ixn- 
ov, being a ‘vox media,’ has another 
meaning, that of “avenging of," in Luke 
xviii. 7,8. c., taking it in this latter 
meaning, gives a convenient limitation to 
the duty, which was the furthest possible 
from the mind of the Apostle: #бе є ка) 
abrds 6 Ilérpos Tío: ка} rolois Epxovow 
ÜrordececÓdi eî, Sri rois Tb 81каоу 
éxdixovow) evil-doers, and praise of well- 
doers. 15.] For (ground of ord- 
утте; correlative with, but not going so 
far as, the purpose announced in ver. 12) 
so (after this manner, in this direction 
and wise: viz. as follows, &ya8orootryras 
pipoŭy K. T. A.) is (‘se trouve, кета) the 
will (thing willed, concrete result of the 
will) of God, that doing good (the anar- 
throus participle carries the reason with it: 
by doing pie : “with well-doing,” E.V.) 
ye (necessarily understood) put to silence 
the ignorance (“ Locutio quam usurpat, 
* obstruere ignorantiam, quamvis per no- 
vitatem dura sit, sensum tamen non obscu- 
rat." Calv. On the word фцабе, see reff. ; 
aud Palm and Rost's Lex. &yvoca, 
see the instructive parallel, ref. 1 Cor., is 
not eimply ignorance of this or that fact, 
but a state of lack of knowledge or under- 
standing, habitual ignorance. This state 
is here introduced as speaking, “ having 
(as Wiesinger) ever its mouth open ratber 
than its eyes," ready to cry out upon any 
mere appearance of things as misunder- 
stood by it) of the foolish men (above 
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„Ш. ccv ойдё n єйрЄӨз} Soros éy TH ттбиать афтод, B 05 ° Xoi- 
1 Tim. 

1 
1 Hom. iv. 12. 2 Cor. xii. 18 only $. Bir. xxl. 6. 

4. 8, 9 only. 3 Kings xvi. 19. (Isa. Ш. 9.) 
10. Rev. xiv. 5. o pass 
ch. ili. 9. 1 Cor. vi. 10.) p here 
Eph. vi. ә} ; 

om 2nd vroeere C: vrouevere m o vulg spec | Anton, ]. 
BCKL[P]X rel vulg spec [syrr coptt th arm -ms) 

h k m 86 Thl. ins Te bef de A a c 
21. om xa: А vulg- mas вуг I (sah) ]. 

„1 Cor. iv. 12 only $. det., John із. 28. Acts xxiii. 4. 
only t. 

v. 10 Р › › Д > › 3o. Jb боройшєуо$ ойк Y dure ohe, тату» ойк ATENE., 
m = John viii. 34. 2 Cor. xi. 7. James v. 16. 1 John lii. 
n = Matt.1.18. Luke xvii. 18. Acts viii. 40. Kom. vii. 

Deut. ххх. В (- da, 
q Acts iv. 17 only. Gen. xxvii. 43. (-A. 

rec om 2nd yap, with 
: ins A k 18 ТЫ Œc Tert,. 

ins o bef xpi ros N о. for exafe», 
axeOayey N [Syr arm Damasc, Ambr, Fulg Quest]. for отер, тері А. Steph 
тудо» чүш», with d Syr copt [ Damasc, ] Aug, : quer уши KL[P] f hj 1 o 18.96[тш- 
ей] fuld! ТЫ Tert, Cypr, : txt ABCR rel am(with demid fold? harf tol) syr sah ath 
[Damasc-ms] (Ec Ambr. 

28. for аутело:8.; eAoiBope: №! [maledicebat vulg Did-int, J. 

but if well-doing and suffering (for it) 
(these last words are amply justified by 
the logical connexion of the ciples, 
see above) ye shall endure it (it is glory) 
(with the reading totro below, it 
becomes necessary to supply mentally at 
least, some such Ера this is 
worthy (see above) with (in the estima- 
tion of: see Luke ii. 62) God. 
21.) For (proof that undeserved suffering 
is xdpis wapà geg, by the instance of 
Christ’s sufferings, which were our exam- 
ple) to this (state, viz. the endurance 
of wrongful sufferings) ye were called: 
because (ground of the assertion els тобто 
éxAfj0nTe) Christ also (the кеё applies to 
the trader ówip sudy, the words ddp 
dy carrying with them the &ya8oroir, 
as explained below, ver. 24) suffered for 
you, leaving behind for you (emphatic 
repetition from the former in Tischen- 
dorf's reasoning, odn. 7, that us, buy 
was probably the original reading, and has 
given rise to $u&» Jui» and дий» piv, 
may be met by the ebove consideration in 
favour of the more ancient reading. (In 
ейп. 8 Tischdf. reads аз in tert.] o- 

тфу» is a late form of bre. 
Themist. Orat. x. p. 189 р, is the only place 
quoted for this sense: Dion. Hal. 1. 23 
uses the 2 aor. in an intransitive sense, of 
streams failing, —r& & dweAluwave Odpous, 
та 8 «їз TéAos ётесВіууото., On the 
pres. part. here, Bengel remarks, “іп abitu 
ad Patrem." It gives the abiding intent of 
the single fact trader: and might be ren- 
dered ‘ut relinqueret ) a copy (wwoypa 
pés, a pattern to write or paint by: tech- 
nically, dwoypaymo) wes8ixol were formulae 
given by writing-masters to their pupils, 
containing all the letters of the alp abet. 

Clem. Strom. +. 8. 50, р. 675 P., who 
ives examples of them) that ye should 
How upon (ётакоћоудќы, follow close 

upon, the èri denoting close application 
to: it is a word commonly used of follow- 
ing behind another) His footsteps (so in 
reif) E .] Farther expansion of 
thie example of Christ, making it plain 
that He дуаботоу кої wdoxov or- 
реє :—who never did (the aor. gives the 
force, as distinguished from the imperf. 
èrole, of “never іп a single instance”) sin 
(the words are almost a citation from Isa. 
йн. 9, А[М№3а), àvouíay офк exolycer, 
obdd edpéOn Sdros d» TQ атброт: афто) 
nor yet (climax: not only did He never 
sin in act, but not 5 was guile 
ever found (“non deprehendebatur frau- 
dulenta locutus," Wiesinger: cf. Winer, 
§ 65. 8, on this sense of edploxoua:) in 
His mouth: $3.] who when re- 
viled, reviled not (a proof of his 
Ówouorh. Isa. liii. 7 is before the Apostle), 
when suffering threatened not (bot 
these, imperfecta, denoting constant habit. 
The order is again that of climax: from 
№о1оробреуоз to do xo, from ove re- 
Лоре to офк фжеле) : but (see on this 
particular use of 84 аз а one contrast 
than àAAd, on Heb. ii. 6. It is nearly 
our ‘yea, rather; removing the thing 
previously negatived altogether out of our 

d of view, and substituting somethi 
eap Mine ag for it) delivered (them) 
(see below) up (what? Most Commen- 
tatars supply éavrdy [во E. V. ], or ‘causam 
suam,’ both of which seem out of place 
and hardly justified by the usage of the 
verb. Rather would 1 supply an object 
out of the Aoifopoónevos and do xcv fore- 
going, either, with Huther and Wiesinger, 

xat тісуортес vu roi v re, тобто үйр " xdpis Tapa Oed. лвскт, 
, ^ 7 е \_ и е у PRabe 

21 € eic тобто yap € ёк\л]бпте, бт. ка} ypeoros Graber ®тёр ath} 

Ору, бш» ^ bwotuprdvey 'inoypapuòv iva k éraxodov- “ 
Cor, Genre ois 'Iyveow айтоўй, 22 ôs ™ ápapríay ойк ™ ётойу- 

1mo 
13 
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r rapeòi dou 8 TQ ' xplvovte * dixales, 4 ôs rde драртіаѕ : oemat D 
u айтду " avnveyxey éy TÊ oopari айўтой єтї TO . EUXov, ‘ее. 

^ [4 2 7 ^ , , 1 iva rais “ ápapríaas * dtroyevopevot Tj) " ёкадосй>) howe, ти 
Y ой TQ * porwr У [avro0] dure ?5 ўте yap ws * Trpo- 
Вата * тА^а>®цеуоь, AAN * ётеттрафттє viv ёт) Toy b Trot a- 

v = Acte v. 30, к. 99. Gal. ili. 3, from Deut. хх!. 23. ver. 6.) Isa. lili. (11) 12. 
Rom vi.2,11. Gal. ii. 19. х 
Matt. Ш. tå. Acts xv. 17, from Amos ix. 12. 

а = here only. (see John zii.40.) Isa. xlv. 22. 

for 3e, те C. 
24. эде» B. om e» Ni. 

25. om re yap B. 
алла B 

* His reproaches and sufferings,” or, which 
кеш to me better, “ those who inflicted 
them :” perhaps not without reference to 
“Father, forgive them: for they know 
not what they do”) to Him that judgeth 
(pres., whose office it is to judge) right- 
eously (i.e. the Father: designated in ref. 
as ó dxposwroAhprres xplywr. Calv. says 
well, “ Qui sibi ad expetendam vindictam 
indulgent, non judicis officium Deo conce- 
dunt, sed quodam modo facere volunt 
suum carnificem "). — 24.] who Himself 
or the фуабокод» reaches its height. 

e was not only negatively innocent, ver. 
22, but suffered in the pursuance of the 
noblest purpose of love, and that love 
towards «s: by which fact His example is 
farther brought home and endeared to us) 
bore our sins (but in the pregnant sense of 
* bore to sacrifice,” carried and offered 
up:“ see notes on James ii. 21, '”АВрадд 
. . . . фәе»букоз'1тайк... ёк} т досіас- 
Tfpior : see Levit. xiv. 20; Heb. vii. 27. 
It is a word belonging to sacrifice, and not 
to be dissociated from it. In Isa. .iii. 12, 
abrds duaprias хоАА@у dydveyney, (Heb. 
ix. 28,) we have the sense of bearing on 
Himself more prominent: and by that pas- 
sage our rendering here must be ted : 
always remembering that the other sense 
lies behind) in His (own) (this is almost 
required by the repetition of abrod after 
abrós, when it might have been well 
omitted, if no emphasis had been intended) 
body on the tres (constr. pragn., took 
them to the tree and offered them up on 
it;“ as the above sense of àrfyveykev ne- 
cessitates. Cf. Vitringa in Huther: “Vix 
uno verbo Éupasis vocis àraóépeir exprimi 
potest. Nota ferre et offerre. Primodicere 
voluit Petrus, Christum portasse peccata 
nostra, in quantum illa ipsi erant imposita. 
Secundo, ita tulisse peccata nostra, ut ea 
secum obtulerit in altari, icit ad ani- 
mantes, quibus peccata primo imponeban- 
tur, quique deinceps peccatis onusti offere- 
bantur. Sed in quam aram FA 

only 
Rev. iii. 8 al. 
Joel ii. 12. 

aft auapriais ins ver A wth. 
om 2nd avrov ABCK rel: ins РІК 

rec wAavepeva, with CKL 
excotpapare С [а (c)]: єтострафтте [P JN. 

xxxii. ( xxiv.) 

(22) BR™. 
Heb. ix. 28 

+. Her od. ii. 85. Thucyd. ii. 36. 
Ы 

b Heb. xiti. 20 reff. 

ov (nceper C. 
(N3 disapproving) b? fg h j k 1 ТЫ Ge. 

Р) rel Th] (Ec: txt ABN. 

Petrus, lignum, h.e. crucem "); tha 
(purpose of that great and crowning suffer- 
ing of the Lord) having died (not, as some 
Commentators, having past away,” being 
removed to a distance (“ longeſacti a 
peccatis,” Grot.), but literally, “having 
died: во He ii. 85, 186, nd? AAo 
undera trav éavro) Axovyevónevor Oda : 
v. 4, vi. 58, and other examplee in Raphel 
and Wetatein) to our sins (reff.), we should 
live to righteousness (the same contrast 
is found, but with another image, of being 
freed from, and become servants to, in 
Rom. vi. 18. In ib. ver. 11, where the 
same figure of death and life is used, it is 
yekpovs Tfj üuaprig, (#утаз Bà TQ беф), 
by whose stripe ye were healed (pede, 
the weal left bya stripe. From Isa. liii. 6, 
TẸ uber abrov 3ueis ldünuev. ‘ Para- 
doxon apostolicum : vibice sanati estis. 
Eat gutem далол), vibex, frequens in cor- 

re servili, Sir. xxiii. 10." Bengel). 
i5] For (justification of the lust assertion 
by another allusion to Isa. liii.) ye were 
straying like sheep (so in ref. Isa., rdvres 
és vpófara éwAavfünuey): but yo have 
returned (not, “have been converted :” 
the 2 aor. pass. éreorpdgny occurs often 
in a middle sense, and it is impossible to 
үм the passive: cf. Matt. (ix. 22) x. 18; 

ark v. 30. Wiesinger’s reason for doing 
во, that this word corresponds to ldéyre, 
is hardly tenable: it may with just as 
much plausibility be alleged that it cor- 
responds to re wAayéyuevo:) now unto 
the Shepherd (cf. cb. v. 4, and the pro- 
phecies in Isa. xl. 11; Ezek. xxxiv. 28, 
xxxvii. 24, also John х. 11) and Bishop 
(there may be a reference to Ezek. xxxiv. 
11, [800 J ex(nrhow та wpóBard pov 
ка) émondhyo афта (not to ref. Job, 
as some): but the most likely account ot 
the expression is, that the Apostle trans- 
fers the well-known name of the elders 
of the churches, brígwoso, to the great 
Head of the Churcb, of whom tbey were 
all the servants and representatives. On 

AaB 
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péva ка} ° évioxoroy r&y ууд» йдФУ. 
mersa. [ai] yuvaixes, è фтотассбдеуа тоф ° 106 avipdow, iva 

III. 

III. 1 ‘Opoias, 

е 

YJUVALUCOY 
y ? ^ h 2 1 , k 4 212 2 

Paca. E драстрофіѕ aver N | cepònbicorrai, ? éremrev- 
cau" gayres THY ev dóflpg " Фут Savactpodny gor 3 dy 

ir. 17. g ch. i 18 ref. b Matt. х. 39. ch. 1ч. 0 only. Amos iil. Б. # = 1 Cor. 
4. 17. k we Matt. xviii. 16. 1 Cor. iz. 19 ёс. т ind. fut, Rer. lii. 9 reff. | la. 12 
only t. (reff.) m — Tit. H. 6. 3Cor. zi. 1. Prov. mz. 3. 

Cuar. III. 1. om а: ABN: ins CKL(P]M* rel Thi (Ec. ei bef xa. CK bmo: 
om xa: Ba copt arm Ps-Ath[-int,] Fulg: txt AL[P] rel vulg Clem, Aug Bede.— 
ecripes, omg ti, a С. тее кє 

ug 
a, with a b! j o [Damasc-ed] : txt A B(sic, see 

с. table) CKL[P]N rel 86(sic) Clem, [Damase-ms] ТШ Œ 
2. exerrevorres Nl a. 

the name and office, вое notes, Acts xr. 
17, 28; Phil. i. 1) of your souls (so in ch. 
i. 9, 22, and in ver. 11). 

Cuar. III. 1—7.] Zehortations in 
regard to the marriea state: mE eT 
to wives: (7) to husbands. -] = 

биб» below, as in ver. 7. By the context 
ines is shewn to be wives) [by being} 

in subjection to (the amc as in ch. ii, 
18: carrying on the general rdyras Tsh- 
care) your own husbands gives 

int to the obligation, but is without any 
istinctive emphasis: see the parallel place, 

Eph. v. 22, and note), that even if (kai el 
pats into climax the hypothesis: ei xal, 
only that which follows tbe xai, i.e. the 
fact assumed: see for the full elucidation 
of this, 1 Cor. vii. 21 note, and Winer, 
ў 53. 7, Hermann on Viger, р. 832, Klotz, 

. ü. 519 f., Hartung i. p. 189; the 
views of Hermann and Klotz differing 
slightly from the above and Hartung, but 
coming to the same in the end. In this 
place, е Melo кшк cal el е 
аз ible, the apparently exceptional case 
wl та, seem to justify the wives’ dis- 
obedience: el xai would concede that the 
fact was so and direct notice to the fact 
itself) any (husbands) are disobedient to 
the word (in a state of unbelieving dis- 
obedience; most probably, though this is 
not directly nor necessarily assumed, hea- 
thens), they shall be won (see reff.: con- 
verted to faith and obedience: made a gain 
for Christian love, and for Christ Himself. 
Cf. Leighton : “A soul converted is gained 
to iteelf, gained to the pastor, or friend, or 
wife, or husband who sought it, and gained 
to Jesus Christ: added to His treasury, 
who thought not His own precious blood 
{оо dear оү out for this gain.” On 
Tva with an indic. fut., seo Winer, § 41. b. 

1. b: and ef. reff.) without word (with- 
out the wives preaching to them, or ex- 
horting them, but simply by your Chris- 
tian behaviour. The mmarians 
this way of speaking, in which a vord 
(Aévyov) is intentionally used in two dif- 
ferent senses in the same sentence, anfana- 
clasis. The other rendering, ‘without 
the word,’ is not indeed, as Wiesinger, 
recluded by the absence of the article, 
or Aéyov, indefinite, might just as well, 
with the exclusive preposition &rev, refer 
to the Gospel,—but on account of the 

eral improbability ofsuch a saying, see- 
ing that faith is grounded on hearing, and 
hearing on the word of God. Besides 
which, the wives’ conversation, being a 
shewing forth of obedience to the word, 
could not be said to produce its effect krew 
(rov) Adyov. Œc. proposes а curious 
alternative rendering: &»«v Adyou, Fra 
cxoAd(orros тарта Adyou ка) wáews 
dyriroylas # (then follows the interpreta- 
tion as given above, but very well put) és 
Tis 8:4 тё» Épyoy exiBeltews корет 
olas тїз 8:4 тё» Aóvyev wepsepylas. Epe- 
vev yàp {руву xpeiccoy ётріктоо Adyou) 
by means of the behaviour of their wives, 

$.] whea they behold (lit. “ having 
Ach, the time of wu кестеа їз 
ightly antecedent to that о ит 

«ovra, but not enough to justify the use 
of the past. part. in English. On the verb, 
вое ref.) your chaste behaviour (&yvíy, in 
the largest sense, not with its proper re- 
ference only: modest and pure) coupled 
with fear (so the E. V., admirably : con- 
ducted, lcd, maintained, in a spirit of re- 
verence to your busbands, cf. Eph. v. 33, 
$ 8 yurh Tra. $éBnra: тфу Ad. The 
connexion of words is rhy é» péBy | d yr 
Jon qus not, as Huther, Ms i pfe 
&yvhy | dvartpopty). : whom 
(the эль уой, da are eed let 
(the adornment) be (much better so, sup- 
plying the word from xósuos expressed 

w, than either, 1. as E. V. al. taking 
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6. xz. 33, 1 Tim. fl. 9 al, 
8 here only. Job xli, 4 5) only. 

t 
. 2K 

1. 24. 
u = Rom, fi. 20. 1 Cor. ziy. . 

Каа 1. 22. Rom. i, 15 АНГ, 

w so Rom. vii. 22, 2 Cor. iv. 16, . ill. 16. 
X = Luke iv, 14. Rom. fi. 29. 1 Cor. iv, 21. 

Y ch. i 4 reff, conetr., Rom. vii 3. Phil, iv, 5, Winer, ) 34. 3. TÒ mord» т> ас, Th .L 68. 76 

4s HAPS, Demosth. p. 204, 
z 

Sch ne 
те м 

Ы 
e е 

from 

e 

А 
Н. 3 Only. Isa. ич, 2 only zi 5. xil be wie 9 оду Pe. 

€ subjective, Lake xvi. 16. 1 Tim. Hi. 3. v. 4 al. fy, Ps. cziv, 9, d Mark хі, 4 1 Tim. if, only, 

I. 13 al, 
@ ch. ii. 10, 

{2 Cor. I. 10. John v, 45 Only. Ps. суру. 16. lea. ti. 6 bis, 

L 13 reff. ‚ E Mate. xii 44 L. 1 Tim. ii, 9, Rey, xxi, 2 al. Ezek. xvi, reff, 
3. om тру, Carm Clem, ins n bef xepiberews C vulg spec S r Ps-Ath[-int.] Cypr. 

Om re NI [ey To фбарто A1], "paews BKLN o f 18 [ Damasc- ma 

1 

om 

ka: N 27 uXtous (віс) N. P. and novy, В 8 Spec copt Ps-Ath, Aug Ambr, 

кі; PIN ¢avras hd a pei м pe бео» N. rec (for es) ew, with 

N re С:  ЄАВС ав . 86 с, Thi. Teo ins тоу bef беор, with N 

rel 86 (Ес: om ABCKL[P] b d m o 13 Damasc, Thl. the word kdouos expressed below as the and lovely with Christian affections and 

subject, and supplying it after aver, graces), in (standing in, as its condition 

which however Comes to the same in Sense, and element. No art. is needed ore ё», 

or, 2. as Huther, taking Sy tore as com- because this clause is 

ete in itself, “let whose business be i" not of Arp 
which ig against not only probable con. corruptible (o 

a 

struction, but the analogy of 1 Tim. Ve Concrete adj. used by preference over the 

9, which see not the outward adorn- abstract noun, apparently 88 contrasted 

mant (ô qt Ses belong together, with the concretes just mentioned) of the 

the intermediate words merely serving to iari run quiet не (“ mansuetus, qui 

define the кбоцоѕ ag that most Usually non tur : trang 
adopted by women) of braiding of fert placide. Ad illud refer ver. 5 fin.: ad 

(е 1 Tim. ij, sllicott’s note there) and Putting round meek and quiet spirit : not, as Grot. aL, 

(the head, as di ДЫ or the arm, ag the whole preceding, ёл... wvebuaros, 
1 finger, ri or nerally, hangi The art. before 

the body iu with) of den . — cedent to the 5) is in the sight of Goa 

ts (xp i 
‹ i dresses (“the sex which began first Our for costly ointment and raiment), 5.7 

reis Mis to the Decessity of clothing, For (enforcing of the same by т 
having still а peculiar Propensity to be this manner (1. e. with the ornament o a 

as 
10 и 74 > 

verbal substantives, as Bani "innuunt as In Luke i. 70; Acta ш. pu ud 5; 

operam comendi multa tempora absumen. Women of blessed Lye S hoped (Dia 

tem”); £] but (rather let their tory as servants of God), rfect, accord © 
the hi man of the fovea, part. of the t 15 it nob rather tH 

Wier heer] Are por, see rog. to Winer, § 45. 1: ыш the qualite 

Here, as Wies. well argues, it is not, ag in indefinite pres. р ô weipd(or Py LN 

‚ОШ, merely the inner man as distin- or Office, as E 1 was directed in 

grib ed from the outer man, which unbe- God (i. e. whose in, God. Bengel to. 

levers have ав well as believers: and that wards, and 5 spes in eu. 

for this reason, that the Kpurrds Ку0ротжоҳ marks, hate ra subjecti ), adore 

is not here that which is ѓо be adorned, but est тос ере ane ta subjection to — 

is itself the adornment: and consequently themselves, А escri Ал. 
th, 

: 
t wag 

€ 

: 
3 ig- state in which the adornmen Put 

its freshness and beauty. And this а desig which it belonged : шы ith ee =a” 

tition, consist in the Dont. changed, Jection, they were adorn “sa 
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i= led. al TOîS P lors * avdSpdow, 6 ds арра! Umriiovaev të ̀ АВраёџ, 
reti.—€0f , as ^ , 

Gite. X куру avTOv каћодса, hs èy 

1 Gal. iv. 31. 
m ch. il 
n bere 
Prov 
1 Mace. lii. 26 Ed-vat. [ято (?), АВМ) only. (-n, Luke xxi. 9.) 

p = 3 Pet. L 5, 6. 

6. urnxover B(sic : see table) m vulg spec Syr æth[?] Ang, Fulg 
for cvvoiovrTes ката yreow, cvvopidourres Ж 1. om a B. 

and quiet spirit which belongs to it): 
6.] Ав (e.g.) Sarah obeyed (aor. It re- 
fers to her whole course of obedience con- 
sidered as a completed whole : cf. reff., and 
John xvii. 4) Abraham calling him lord 
(ref.: 4 Bè кйрбз pou яресВётероѕ): of 
whom ye have become (i.e. by your im- 
planting through faith into the family of 
faithful Abraham. The aor. properly refers 
back to the precise time when they were 
so made; but cannot be so expressed in 
English) children, if (the connexion of the 
following participles is variously taken. 
The worst way is with Bengel, Ernesti, al. 
to suppose them in apposition with óxo- 
racodpevat above, és... Téxva being in a 
parenthesis: for there is nothing in either 
of the participles which finds any historical 
justification in the history of the holy 
women. Didymus, al., understand them 
of the manner in which ye are to become 
Sarah’s children: Harless, Wies., al., of the 
sign by which your having so become is to 
be known : but it is perhaps better to take 
them as the condition on which: and so 
most Commentators and virtually the 
Е. V. “as long as,” rendering literally 
the dum of Beza) ye do good, and are not 
afraid of any sudden fear (to what do 
these words allude? As in reff., they appear 
to be a citation from Prov.: where it is said 
to him that obeys the counsels of wisdom, 
ob oBn0focp xrénow фиєА@ойтау, ob82 
ópuàs ёсеВёу drepxopévas. This passage, 
the coincidence with which can hardly be 
fortuitous, seems to point to the objective 
rather than the subjective sense of xrdnais, 
so that $ofeocfa v is not — фо- 
Весдш póßor, but wrénors is some ex- 
ternal cause of terror. And such a mean- 
ing would suit very well with the context, in 
which as in ver. 14, the Apostle is often 
encouraging his readers to bear affliction 
and persecution cheerfully. So that we 
may interpret wrénow with Est., “quod 
dum facitis, non est quod metuatis quid- 
quam mali: velut, no maritis vestris dis- 
pliceatis, si minus corrupte inceditis: aut 
ne serviliter vos tractent, si faciles ad obse- 
quium vos prebeatis; ut solet sexas mu- 
liebris vanis pavoribus esse obnoxius. Sed 
et si forte nacti estis maritos iniquiores, 
silentio potius ac patientia, quam multis 

є 1 réxva ™ áàyaDorrotob- 
oat kal p) hoBovpevar pndeplav ®arronow. 7 Of dvbpes 

mp ópolms ° cwvotkoüvree xarà Pryviow 05  &aÜcvearépo 
o here only. г: Bir. zzv. 6, 16. 

° rec суукА- 

verbis studete eorum animos lenire." Cf. 
Luke xxi. 9; xxiv. 37. Huther quotes from 
Stephanus an extraordinary explanation, 
«jubentur mulieresgofficium facere etiam 
cum nullus eas metus constringit, i. е. 
sponte et ultro." And Œc., interpreting 
&уабохоодтол of doing good deeds of be- 
nevolence, understands this of the wives 
not being afraid of the account which their 
(unbelieving) husbands would require of 
them: éAefuoras abràs elvai тора», 
undd broBAewoudvas tov bad 78. ày- 
Spay abrG» 8:4 тобто ёкЛоусшіу. See 

iner, § 82. 2. 5, who however interprets 
ardénow subjectively). With regard to 
the much-disputed question whether by 
the preceding injunction all ornament of 
dress is forbidden, or only the making such 
ornament the adorning, it may safely be 
left to the Christian wisdom of believing 
women, to be not unwise, but understand- 
ing what the will of the Lord ia, in this as 
in other similar matters. Within the limits 
of iety and decorum, the common 
usage is the rule. There is sin in singu- 
Inrity, both as ministering to pride in our- 
selves, and as giving offence to others and 
discommending our holy religion. As 
Leighton well says, There may be in 
some an affected pride in the meanness of 
a 1; and in others, under either neat or 
rich attire, а very humble unaffected mind 
... . Magnus qui fictilibus utitur tanquam 
argento; nec ille minor qui nto tan- 
quam fictilibus, suys Seneca ‚ Great is he 
wbo enjoys his earthenware as if it were 
plate, and not less great is the man to 
whom all his plate is no more than earthen- 
ware." T.] Duty of husbands to 
their wives. Yo husbands in like man- 
пег (Spolws, not as Est., Grot., Steiger, 
al, ‘vicissim, but referring back to the 
vávras rinhoare ch. li. 17: cf. rinhy be- 
low. 'Tbis has not been seen, owing to in- 
attention to the aor. there: even Huther, 
who interprets ópoíws rightly, that there is 
a certain тд} due to the wife, as to the 
husband and the master before, does not 
connect the idea with the general precept 
under which all these are ranged) dwelling 
(cvvorxety is referred by the older exposi- 
tors (e. E Jerome contra Jov. i. 7, vol. ii. 
р. 248, Aug. in Ps. exlvi., vol. iv. pt. ii., 
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Toxeves TH ' ryyvauele, * йтгорёдортез Tiny ÓS kal t TUY- q (see note.) 
m. ix. 21 

&Xnpovopois " уаретос̧ * бои, Teis TO py * éykómreo0a, i Ned ir. 1 
TAS Trposevyàs uud. т here only. 

Esth. ii. II. 
Tobit fi. 11. 

8 y'Tó de re mavres з бибфро»ес, *ovutrabels, d Ф. dere ойу. | 
t Ram. vili. 17. Eph. ІН. 6. Heb. zi. 9 only t. Ceo. | Sir. 

w= Не ‚17 

PRE, 

а here only t. Јов. Anti. xix. 
bhereonlyt. 3 Масс. жт. Мошу. (-фёа, ch. i, 22.) 

роуороь, with ACE HTE syr Jer,: -pous NI; txt BN? m o [18] vulg spec Syr [copt 
seth arm 
Mac Jer. 

al.) to the ‘tori conjugalis consuetudo :' 
but for this there seems no reason, as the 
word is often used of the whole conjugal 
life: во Курке here, “connubio juncti 
vivant : ad totum respicit vite consortium, 
in auo justo copulati matrimonio vitam 
iransigunt. Est hec frequentior vocis 
notio, ques apud Grecos antiquiores, ni 
fallor, sola oceurrit. Demosth. in 4 
р. 534, scopum тоб cvvouety esse di 
ut liberi gi tur legitiml et ingenui, 
et ab hoo distinguit 7d éraípas ка) maraa- 
кёз xev”) according to knowledge (in an 
intelligent and reasonable manner, well 
aware of the dc@évea spoken of below: 
see reff.) with the feminine as with the 
weaker vessel (yvvawzely is an adj. not а 
subst. as Wahl: seo reff. For ine 
strument, applied to the wife, see ref. 
1 Thess. Here the man is а oxevos also; 
both being God’s instruments in His bene- 
ficent work of the multiplication of man- 
kind. The higher use of the word as a 
vessel of grace, or of wrath, does not pre- 
clude the lower one which is most obvious 
here, where the married relation is the 
subject of consideration. On &gOeves ré, 
Bengel says, oomparativus: etiam vir 
habet infirmitatem :” and so Steiger: but 
this is plainly not во: the word ‘ weaker’ 

ing used as comparing with something 
which is stronger, viz. the man. Some, as 
Luth., Calv., Beza, Est, Grot., Hamm,, 
E. V., join these words, és daGeveor. x.7.A., 
with &xoréuorres riß. Bat this mars 
the parallelism and the sense. For the 
Apostle prescribes two things: 1. consi- 
deration for the wife, as of the weaker sex : 
2. honour for the wife, as a fellow-heir of 
the grace of life. (Ес. carries on the same 
idea, of not exacting too rigid accounts, 
as on ver. 6: rourderiv, alcOnaw ХаиВ4- 
vorres THs той OhAeos Kovpdrnros kal ToU 
єйхарафбрео dp ragt, ко) els pucpopuxiar 
«UoMo0ov, ракрёдоцо: "ylreaÓe иріз airrds, 
By Adyor àrarrobrres wikpós тёу катй 

Thr olxlay abr els raptsla» тарикатит:” 
0érror. But for this there does not seem 
any reason), giving (årevépew, to appor- 
tion, see reff.) honour as te these who are 
also ides being your wives) fellow- 
inheritors (with you) of tho grace of life 
(i. e. God's gracious gift of life eternal : 
ch. i. 4, 18 suffice to clear the meaning, the 
former explaining xAspor., the latter, уйрет. 
So that xdpis (s must not be weakened 
into xdpis (дса with Erasm., nor into 
xápus (иотоюдса with Grot. The reading 
GvykAsperópo:, which it is now proved that 
B has not [Tisehdf. however, though he 
assigns the s to Bi(appy , does not think 
it quite free from doubt}, seems to have 
arisen from the mistaken joining of és 
406. x. 7. A. with &sworénovres тїй: see 
var. readd.): in order that your prayers be 
not hindered (ѓүкбттем, ¢urodi(ew, dia- 
колбеу, Hesych. The hindrance meant 
“ered to be, that which would be occasioned 
y the man not giving his wife proper 

honour as a fellow heir of the grace of life; 
in which case the peculiar promise of ad- 
vantage in social united prayer would be 
lost: cf. Matt. xviii. 19. According to 
this view, the united prayers of man and 
wife are meant. And so most of the Com. 
mentators. Cf. Schol.-Matth., д yàp wep} 
Thy olulay OdpuBos vv xarà бебу {рүш 
éunróbor: and Lyra, Cum vir et uxor 
non sunt bene concordes, minus possunt 
orationi vacare, et eorum orationes sunt 
minus exaudibile." De Wette under- 
stands it of losing the confidence requisite 
for (mutual?) prayer; Wiesinger, of the 
prayers of the husband alone. If ёккбт- 
regat bo read, it must be “be not cut 
off," see Rom. xi. 22, 24; 2 Cor. хі. 12). 

8, 9.] General summary exhortations 
to mutual forbearance and love. ` B.] 
Finally (тд , adverbial accusativo, as 
paxpdy, párny, dauhy, thy üpxfix, John 
viii. 26, , &c. See Winer, § 82. 6. 
(Ec. gives the connexion well: ті xph ld too 
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c Eph, ir. 2 абда, ' elotrayyvot, * ramreivójpoves, 9 pù * йлтобад$бу- 
d ошу uy. 

Prov.xxix. 23. 
(Plut. Mor. 

QE I e. 

there t bis. 

Tes "xaxov арт} °какойў ў "AoiBopíav арт) f Хо:доріаҳ, 
|^ Е robvavriov de bPeUXoyoUvres, бт leis тодто ere 

EG Tm. {ра * evhoylay ' к\проуортјочте. l0mg yàp з дору ° Kony 

I Tua . 14 ayamay. ка} % ety * Ярёраҳ ayabas s avcáro тї» W- 

z is, Loeb, сар d, какой ка} * xe “тоў ш) Аата d 
i , 

S Cor ira Gal. tl. 7 only t. 3 Macc. tii. 23. h = Luke vi. 28. Rom. xii. 14 al. ich. il. 9 reff, 
z: Heb. vi. 7 reff. eb. i. 4 reff. ag xxxiii. 12—16 freely. n = Gal. iv. 21. vi. 

12. 1 Tim.1.7. 3 Tim. Ш. 12. "James ti. 20 = James iv. 14 reff. p =3Tim. iv.& Ра. 
1. c. and zzziz. 16. q = John lil. 3. Luke ll. 36. xvii, 23. Heb. xi.6. т see Eccles. 
zii. 1. 8 act., паге ашу: гн › bere only, Ps. xxxvi. 8. 5 fv. 1. * N 
x. 9 reff.) eb. xiii. 15 reff. u constr., L iv. 42. xxiv. 16. Acts x. 47 al 

veh. iL 1, 22 al. 

rec (for tawewoppoves) 4iAopores, with КГР) rel: ф:Лоф. Tareiwop. L vulg-ed(and 
some mss) ТЫ (Ec: txt ABON а с а g j 18 am(with demid fuld ]) syrr Гага] copt 
Clem, Antch 

9. rec ins eiBores bef ort, ities  L[F] rel syr-mg Thi (Ec: om ABCEN 18 vulg [spec] 
rr copt [sth arm] Antch, 

Tio. nuepas bof di» as 
1 vulg syrr copt [sth arm 

reo aft 
om ABCEN a 18 füld вуг. 

yerba; TAS пас: prul’ тото Е TéAos 
ка) ари тобто жасу 6 скождз Ths 

las, ка) тойто róuos тасу буёжтз), 
) (the adjectival construction 

still сата on [from ch. ii. 17]) of 
"a mind (reff.), — (cuprddaa 
à xpbs тойс как®з xorras és ка) 
ёф’ lauro Ecos, (Ес. But the meaning 
is not confined to cases of sorrow: the 
aipeiw perà xaipórrov is also included), 

the brethren, compassionate (in 
classical Greek, гом, courage, lit. “of 
strong bowels,” as in Hippocr. р. 89 C 
(Huther); here, and in ref., as М 
* misericordes erga afflictos »у, humble- 
minded (the word forms a note of trans- 
ition to the next verse: humility being es- 
sential both to true gentleness of love and 
to true patience under injuries) ; oil 
not giving back [to others) evil for 
or reproach for reproach (“non malum pro 
malo in factis injuriosis, nec maledictum 
ro maledicto in verbis contentiosis.” 

e 

oer or speaker. 
in E. V., in liable to be, and ge neraliy Б 
mistaken for the substantive’ е cb las): 
because to this end (viz. that which follows 
with fva, as in ch. iv. 6: not as Œc., Grot., 
Calv., Steiger, De Wette, al., that which 
has gone before, which would leave a v 
lame connexion of the sentence : see below 

God), that ye might 
“qui coeleste um 

aliquando hereditare debent, illi saut бее 
dicti ac filii benedictionis, non solum ins 
sed etiam active, benedictionem spiritualem 
а Deo per fidem recipientes et vicissim aliis 

om ABC 18 [Antoni]. 
xe ins avrov, ds L[P] rel [vulg Syr copt sth arm ТЫ Œc]: 

rec aft yAwccar ins avrov, with KL[P)N 
ins та bef хелу 

ex caritate benedicentes.” Gerhard. And 
this is obviously the right connexion ; for, 
аз Wies. remarks, it is not in order to in- 
herit & blessing that we must bless; but 
because our portion is, blessing: and the 
reasoning is much as in Eph. iv. 82, Xapt- 
(éuevos éavrois кабфз ка) д Oeds év xpiorg 
ёхарісато Suir). 10.] For (the adove 
exhortations are impressed a cita- 
tion from Ps. xxxiv. (xxxiii. LX X) 18—17. 
That the citation cannot, as De Wette 
maintains, apply directly to the last written 
words, is plain, by the verb xAnporophorre, 
necessarily referring to the fature life, 
whereas the blessings promised in the 
Pealm as necessarily refer to the t. 
So that we must connect the citation 
mainly with the (be res, and if we 
take in ond терер clause, it n be 
onl so as connecting, 
blessing th blessing) he who desire % 
отө e citation is curio ivergent 
from ih ies and very difficult to under- 
stand. The LXX have, ris dori бубре- 
wos ó OA (wr, уату juépas Bei» 

7 Here po is plain: whereas бёле 
(e ad vi y intelligible. Com- 
mentators have endeavoured to make it so 
by introducing some foreign idea into one 
or other of the verbs: thus the ‘ glossa in- 
terlinearis, De Wette, al., » “ qui vult osten- 
dere, se dilectionem habere :” Bengel and 
Steiger, “qui vult ita vivere, ut ipsum non 
tædeat vitæ.” Huther, understandi 
of the future life, “ He that will love li 
seeing that the love of life, in this sense, is 
dependent on a certain moral relation of 

ible without love. 
if we are to take the words as they stand, 
and not rather regard them as another way 

ы 
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Ly éexrwatw ёё Jd какоў кай rotmnodr d ya, girru- y= 
odr eipnyny xai *Owfáro avr. 

361 

(intr.) 
Rom. xvi. 17. 

Wore > ódaXuol Pr axari. 
ili. 12[ киріоо em Owalovs kai * dra. айтой d eis d, abráv, Pe uia 

mposwrov 06 киру ёті f тоюдутаҳ ! kaxá. 
> ош) 

13 кай т óc ien 
Exaxoowv Upüs, éàv tod ауабоў * Üpueral yévnobe; i 55 

2 a = 

14 AAN el каў { macyoire Sid * ixaiooúvyv, paxdpio. , Tim 
zii. 

d see Matt. v. 35. d е Heb. v. * 

19.18. xil. 1. хіт. 2. xviii. ш only. Exod. v. 23. I1e4.1.9 
al. $ 2 Macc. iv. 3. 

bw. ., Deut. хі. 12. acc., but in bad sen e, Amos ix. 8. 
rof. f John xviii. Ж) 

opt. elaw. only in parenth., as 1 Cor. xv. 37. ver. 17. Matt. v. 10. 

xviii. 3U. £ Acta vii. 6 (from Gen. xv. 
h = <a (i. 18) Pu 20. x Tit. ii. 

— а т. 

` 11. rec om ĝe, with C3KL[PTN rel vulg(with am! E (бш Syr copt [arm Anton,] 
ТЫ (Ес: ins ABC! a c m am?(and [fuld] har] tol) вуг e 

12. rec ins ot bef офбалдо, with С? c j 86 (Ec: om AB 
ins туу bef дезо» С. 

18. (B has ei, not eay as Muralto ; see table.) 
KL[P] rel (Ec: txt ABCN acd 18 vulg [syrr copt sth arm] (Clemi) D 

eyevowe В; "yeveatc; Ni. 
14. for add’ е, ei дє AN? 18: алла e N? [алла ки ec P]. 

of expressing the same as in the Psalm, it 
may well be, ** He that loves life and wishes 
to continue to do во”) and to see (reif.) 
good days, let him refrain (the LXX pro- 
ceed in the 2nd person, табсоу ... . cov. 

The word itself, like the English one 
“refrain,” implies a natural tendency to- 
wards that from which the abstention is to 
take place) his (“primum notat, 
Aus lingue vitia cavenda sint, nempe ne 
contumeliosi ac petulantes simus : deinde 
ne fraudulenti ac duplices. Hinc ad facta 
descendit, ne quem lgdamns, vel ne cui in- 
feramus damnum." Calv.) from evil, and 
lips, that they never speak (aor. referring 
to single occasions, or, better perhaps, to 
the whole life considered as one fact) t 
(i.e. s one thing and mean another) : 

11.] moreover (the 84 brings up a new 
particular, belonging to a different sphere of 
conduct) let him turn away from (in act, 
that is: see reff.) evil, and do good: let 
him seek peace, and pursue it use it 
is not always to be found, and when not 
immediately found, ma uire diligent 
pursuit: cf. ref. Heb. and St. Paul's ei duva- 
тбу, Tb él фий» к.т.М Rom. xii. 18. The 
‘glossa interlinearis is good: “inquirat 
pacem ut rem absconditam, et uatur 
eam ut rem fugitivam "). 19.] The 
св continued, and а у given for 

oregoing conditions of prosperity. 
зело the eyes of theLord (Jehovah) are 
(directed, in a favourable sense,—for good) 
upon righteous men (“inde vitam habent 
et dies bonos," , and His ears (in- 
clined) unto their supplication : but the 
face of the Lord is (directed, in an un- 
favourable sense,—for wrath) upon men 
doing evil things. 

18—IV. 6.] Exhortation to right beha- 
viour towards the world in persecutions 

KL[P)X rel [arm] ТЫ. 

rec (for (nAwra:) шито, with 
amasc, Thi. 

aft дакарго: ins eaa: 

which come upon them for righteousness’ 
sake (18—17): and that by the example 
of Christ (18—22), whose suffering in 
peed ча and by consequence whose purity 
and freedom from sin they are to imitate 
(iv. 1—6). 13.] And (connected with 
what preceded: seeing that God takes such 
care for the righteous, and that the result 
of that care will be a life worthy to be 
loved, and good days. Beza, Bengel, Al., 
would make the cal only a formula inter- 
rogandi.’ But the other is to me much 
more probable: and indeed, as De W. 
well says, even in cases where xal appears 
merely to introduce a question, it in reality 
always connects) who is he that shall 
harm you (not, as Wies., if I understand 
him, “that will have any mind to harm 
ou” (nicht in bem Sinne baf 
iemanb ihnen etwas anhaben kann 

ſondern in dem Sinne, daß ihnen Nie⸗ 
mand Uebles wird thun wollen): many 
will have this: but your дакарбттз will 
be such as to turn off all their malice and 
make even suffering itself to be happiness) 
if ye be (by having become: aor.: but 
we cannot express this in English other- 
wise than by ex its result, ye 
be) emulous [ї.е. as in E. V. followers: 
the Rheims version has emulators, which 
if it were sufficiently English would be 
better] of that which is good (rod &үабо® 
is first, for emphasis: if it be that which 
is good, of which you are zealous?” Thus 
the contrast between какесеу and тоё 
ёүабоў is stronger. The adj. has been 

en by some as masc.: but probably 
only on account of the apperent difficulty 
of шиттаі (rec.) being joined with it. 
This latter reading has most likely come in 
from 8 John 11, ah шдоё Tb kaxór, АЛАА 
Td &ya0ór) 1 14.] Nay if even (seo 
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m Mark lv. 41. TOV ÒE ™ фо п avray u m ле unde o ra Are, 
nn UE ME 
rer piov 8 TOv P ypurró» S дүйтате ёр rais "xapdiats atgh j 

n indef. gua, Орр. " érouso, [de] del ° wpds t ато\оуіау парті TH d ux 
ioe ü 6 > ^ € % u z ` ^ € ^ Ф. А > Y 

obi al roũyri âs u Xóyov тері tis év d Xe urid o d " pera 
TC Tpabryros кай фоВоо, 19 х cupeiénow Éyovres * aryabyy, 

o I. c. = Matt. 
Н. 3. xiv. 26. John xir. 1. Esth. ili. 16. p Col. itl. 34. q = Matt. ті. 9. Exod. x. 8. fsa. zziz. 

23. Sir. xxziii. 4. т = ver. 4 reff. s Tit. ili. 1. t = Acts zzii 1. (xxvi. 2.) Phil. i. 
7,16. constr., 1 Cor. іх. 3. absol., 2 Cor. vii. 11. 2 Tim. iv. 16 art Wied. vi. 10 only. = Heb. xiii. 17 reff. 

у = Heb. iv. 16 reff. w James і. 21 reff. x Heb. (ix. 9) x. 23 reff. 

N [arm]. om unde rapaxOnre BL. 
б. rec (for Хрістоу) de, with KL[P] rel ТЫ (Ес: om [r. xp.] wth Promiss: txt 

ABCN ac 18 vulg syrr coptt arm Clemi. 
[epee] copt arm Orig, Bede. , 

[ 
олгштоуут. AN? [ Damasc-ms]. 

om 2nd $e ВСК a b со 13. 36 vulg 
rec om aAAa, with 

J rel [spec] Syr (Ес: ins ABCR а c 18 vulg вуг copt arm Clem, Damasc, Thl 

on el cal, above, ver. 1) ye chance to suffer 
«levius verbum quam xaxovoba:.” Beng. 

fact the wd@nua need not be a kaxór, 
but may be an &ya0ór, and is, in the case 
supposed. The opt. after el usually takes 
place when “Ша quse ponitur conditio, non 
revocatur ad veritatem, sed fingitur tan- 
tummodo cogitatione." Klotz, Devar. ii. p. 
491) on account of righteousness (Wies. 
quotes Augustine's ** martyrem facit non 
pos sed causa.” Bucarog., that right and 
101у living to which you devote yourselves 
and which gives offence to the ungodly 
world. Sad Buc. = Evexey Sucaionórus in 
our Lord's saying Matt. v. 10, and rere 
ёро?, ib. ver. 11), blessed are ye (“ne 
hoc quidem vitam beatam vobis aufert, 
immo potius auget." Beng.). But (“ do- 
cet quomodo suscipienda sint adversa, ne 
beatitas imminuatur.” Beng. The words 
are almost verbatim from Isa. viii. 12, 18) 
be not afraid with their .terror (not, 
“afraid of,“ as E. V. ф<Воу is, as in 
l. е, subjective, and «oBmn67vm go 
merely as харе» хар» and the like. 
The command amounts to this, ** be not 
affected in heart by the fear which they 
strive to inspire into you ”) nor be tron- 
bled (*sicut summum malorum qus lex 
minatur est cor pavidum et formidine ple- 
num, Lev. xxvi. 86, Deut. xxviii. 66, ita 
maximum bonorum qus Christus nobis 
promeruit inque Evangelio offert, est cor 
de gratia Dei certum ac proinde in omnibus 
adversis et periculis tranquillum." Gerh.): 

16.] nay rather (the sharply adver- 
sative 84, see above on ch. ii. 23) sanctify 
(reff.) in your hearts (in the O. T. passage 
it is added, xal abrds %ora: cov os. 
« This addition is not made here, but фу rais 
кард. биёр, to bring out that the ёугќсате 
must be perfected in the inner of a 
man and so keep him from all false fear. 
As if he would say, Care only for this, that 
your heart may be a temple of Christ, in 
which becoming honour may be given to 
Him as Lord; then will nothing farther 

disturb you: you have in Him all that you 
can need.” Wiesinger) Christ as Lord 
(коркоу is emphatically placed forward as 
predicate; and the expression rà» кбрго» 
8 duvdueev abróvr (LXX-F., not А) 
changed in a Christian senso into кбргю» ёё 
Tb» xpwrróv): [but (so far from being 
afraid of men, be ever ready to give them 
а gentle and reverent answer when the 
enquire of your hope)], (being) (the 
same adjectival sentences as before) ready 
always for (iroum. рф, ref. [i. e. to 
give]) an answer (an apologetic justifica- 
tion, in the primitive Christian sense. 
This was most commonly given before * 
official persons and on trial, but in the 
present case is expressly extended to ever: 
person and occasion) to every man (sravr 
dat. aft. ёхолоуѓау, as in ref. 1 Cor.) that 
asketh of you а reason (a reasonable ac- 
count) concerning the hope [that is] in 
you (Urs, not as Calvin = «loris (“ spes 
hic per synecdochen pro fide capitur”), 
but as Luth.: *in persecutione oportet 
nos habere spem: si ratio spei exigitur, 
oportet nos habere verbum." And Ben- 
gel: „spes christianorum sepe commovit 
alios ad percontandum”), but (АА makes 
a contrast to the éroiuórgs— ready, but 
not over ready: see Luther, below) with 
meekness (see above on ver. 4) and fear 
(another antanaclasis, after uh poPndfre . 
$óBor above. This fear is not the fear of 
God exclusively, nor that of men, but the 
aspect of the mind as regards both : proper 

for man, and humble reverence of 
God. The case supposed would generally 
occur when some one invested with au- 
thority asked a reason: and the complexion 
of the answer to be given is taken from 
that circumstance, On the injunction, 
Luther says, speaking from his own expe- 
rience at Worms and elsewhere, ** Then 
must ye not answer with proud words and 
bring out the matter with a defiance and 
with violence ns if ye would tear up trees, 
but with such fear and lowliness as if ye 
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iva ? év à Y* катаћаћєісдє * karavayvvÜÓGaww oi ^ ёттрєй- „ en. U. i. 
Covres Ошбу т» dryaÜsjv ёр ypua TQ ° ёрастрофэи. 11 * креіт- 

z James iv, 11 
тей. 

a * ch. U. 7 

tov yap ° ауадотоодьтаЅ ei *@ёМо, TO OéAnpa той Өєоў vie а ж 
vücyew 1) 8 xaxotrowbvtas, 18 re Kat ypwrrós P daf 

(Matt. v. 46 
v. r.) only t. 
(-aeT$5, 

Mrepi ! ápapriów x éraÜev ! 8ікагос Ўтёр m ddixwy, iva u Span; 
c ch. i. 16 reff. 

И. 15 reff. f opt., see ver, M. 
h = Heb. ix. 26, 27, 28. х. 2. Jude 8. 5. 

Heb. iz. 26 reff, 11 John ll. 1. 

d = 1 Cor. vil. 9. Phil. i. 23, 2 Pet. Н. 21. (Heb. i. 4 reff. Prov. iii. 14. e ch. 
{ Mark iti. én L. 8 John 11 only. 2 Kings xxiv. 17 A. 
Heb. x. 7,8 al. fr. k absol. of Christ, 
m Matt. v. 46. Acts xxiv. 16. 

16. n рое катахалептбе) каталаћоџсу [арру from ch її. 12], with ACK[P]N b? 
dfhl 
txt B a c 69. 137 syr Clem. 

c 69. 187 vulg spec arm 
сууту C [syr-mg]. 

lem,. 

[P]N rel Clem, ТЫ (Ec. 

ft apapr 

A 
id 

B abj m о вутт arm. 

stood before God's tribunal....s0 must 
thou stand in fear, and not rest on thine 
own strength, but on the word and pro- 
mise of Christ," Matt. x. 19 f. (in Wie- 
singer)) : 16.] having а good con- 
scienee (viz. when you make your apology, 
* quia parum auctoritatis habet sermo 
absque vita, ideo fldei professioni bonam 
conscientiam adjungit." Calv. This is 
better, seeing that the same subject, that 
of behaviour under persecution, is after- 
wards carried on, ver. 17, than with De 
Wette and Steiger to regard these words as 
taking up the former part of ver. 15), that 
in the matter in which (iv $, see note on 
ch. ii. 12) ye are spoken against (see var. 
readd.) they who traduce (ref. Aristotle, 
Rhet, ii. 2, gives the idea of éxnpeacyds: 
fcr; б ёхтреасиёзѕ euro8iopds той; Bov- 
№сєсіу, obx Tra т: abrQ, GAN’ Wwa wh 
éxelvy. If во, when applied to words, it 
will mean envious detraction) your good 
&ya0ós = каб, ch. ii. 12) conversation 

haviour in life) in Christ (as Christians, 
—-your whole life being in Christ, as its 
element: seel Cor. iv. 17; Col. ii. 6) may 
be ashamed, 17.] For (confirmation 
of the exhortation to a conscience 
above: Œc., al., refer it to ver. 14, ракёроюѓ 
fore) it is better (we have had a similar 
argument in ch. ii. 19, 20, from which pas- 
sage the sense of xpeirrov here is made 
clear: there it is said of the suffering for 
well-doing, that it is xdpis, that it is xAéos, 
that els rovro dx HV r. Beatius,” says 
Bengel, ** infinitis modis? “ Hsc conso- 
latio," says Calvin, “arcana potius medi- 
tatione quam longe verborum circuitu 

єтадеу, axeÜayev A 
Sev, Cypr, Aug,: txt BKL[P] rel Th 

g], xaradovow j: elz xaradcAwou, with L rel Syr copt ТЫ Œc Bede,: 
rec adds vuwy ws kaxoroixy [also from ch ii. 12], 

with ae 18 fuld(and har] tol) Syr syr-w-ast copt th] Thi (е Bede, 
e» Хрсто bef ayabyy (C)[ 

for ev xpiorw, eis xy. Ni. 
т Детадо иа and] xaxowotourres C. 

ABC for n, e: NETL]. 
18. om xa: N [harl бут, Orig-int, Aug, ]. 
ving). a tov ins nuer [C*(appy)] vulg-ed Syr Cypr, Aug,; 

C (epp) LN c 18. 36 [copt Didi]; отер vuv» A a b o [arm]: om вк(Р 
С 1 Œc]. [CIN a k 18 vulg syrr copt [th arm] Cyr, 

-comm (Ec Aug). 

: om B n 
] a b e o.— for ауабу», 

тес de Act, with 18: om 1 26: txt 

ins тоу bef auaprioy RINA disap- 
vrep nuw 
rel am tol 

om «suas Ni: ураз 

percipitur: and Gerhard, “ Occurrit ta- 
cite objectioni. . . . Non adeo graviter 
‚ , 5 . ferrem, ві essem promeritus. Re- 

ndet Petrus, satius est te non esse me- 
ritum, ut benefaciens ac male audiens 
te verum Christianum probes" (mainly 
from Wiesinger)) to suffer (for) (see ch. 
ii. 20, and the connexion as given there 
doing well, if the will of God should w 
(it so) (on the optative after el, signifying 
“ if perchance it should be so,“ see above 
on ver. 14. In the expression, ei 0éAoi 
Tb Өє\тџа, Tb OéAnpa is the divine Will 
itself, rd Oe is the putting forth of that 
Will in act: see Winer, § 65. 2. Luther 
(in Wies.) says beautifully, Gehe du hin 
in Glaube und Liebe: kommt das Kreuz, 
ſo nimm es an: kommt es nicht, ſo ea es 
nicht), than (бог) doing ill: 8— 
23.] Establishment of the above position 
on the fact of Christ having Himself euf- 
Jered, being righteous, and through death, 
even in death vanquishing the power of 
death, entered into His glory at God's 
right band: 18.] because (not for: 
it does not only render a reason, but lays 
down the reason why Christian suffering 
for well-doing is blessed) Christ also (as 
well as yourselves if ye be so called as to 
suffer) suffered for sins (the thought is 
somewhat similar to that in ch. ii. 21, but 
the intent of it different: there, it was as 
an example ѓо ws that the sufferings of 
Christ were adduced : here, it is asa proof 
of the blessedness and advantage of suffer- 
ing for well-doing, that proof being closely 
applied to us by the fact that that suffering 
was undertaken on our behalf, and that 
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bleasedness is our salvation. wept ёрарт:бу 
I distinctly hold, with Wiesinger, to come 
in, as a point of comparison between Christ 
and ourselves, under the xal, —egainst most 
Commentators, among whom are De Wette 
and Huther. Considering St. Peter's love 
of antanaclasis (using the same term in 
two meanings), of which we have alread 
had several examples, е. р. vv. 9, 14, 15, 
have no hesitation in applying the mabey 
wept duapriay the one time to Christ, 
the other to ourselves, though His suffering 
for sin, and ours, are two very different 
things. He, the sinless One, suffered жер! 
aͤnapridv, for sins ; as a sacrifice for sin, 
as a sinner, made sin for us, dying the 
death of a criminal: we, though not sin- 
less, уеб йуаботоюбутеѕ, are to suffer if 
God's will so will it, жер} Tiv, for 
sins which we are supposed to have com- 
mitted, and as sinners. To miss this, is to 
wiss one of the cardinal points of the 
comparison) onee (“from this drag, 
through the xal,” as been beautifully 
said (Besser, in Wies.), a beam of com- 
forting light falls on the sufferings of 
M He 5 His suf - 
erings are summed up and passed away: 
He shall suffer no more. And we ple 
suffering Arat: it shall be soon so thought 
of and looked back upon. For this reason 
doubtless, and not as (Ec. to shew rd тоё 
жабдутох $ратт%рбу Te ка) Bvrarór, nor 
as Pott, al., to contrast the sufferings of 
Christ as in Heb. x. 1, 2, with the often- 
repeated sacrifices of the O. T., is Arat 
inserted), a just person (S(xevos is purel 
predicative: notas E. V. ‘ the just,’ whic 
again loses the point of comparison) on 
behalf of unjust persons (this again, 
though the resembling tints are beginning 
somewhat to fade off, ia another point of 
comparison: He suffered, just, фо егы 
drip ale: He represented, Не was 
offered for, the unjust, the unrighteous: 
and so we in our turn, though in a far 
lees deep and proper meaning, when we, 
being к raii (ver. 12), suffer as "rum 

ough not in any propitia sense ӧжёр 
Adler. We have оа uncertainty and 
play of meaning where the same subject is 
treated Rom. vi. 10, 11, тў ásaprig àr- 

ease ... (9 TE G, obrws ка) дез 
Ac yigeode éavrods vekpobs ui» elvai тӯ 
Guaprig, (avras 82 Té de: where tho 
two expressions, though they have a 
common meaning of small extent, are in 
their widest and most important refer- 
ences of necessity widely divergent), that 
(with this {уа we leave the comparison, 
as far as suffering is concerned, returning 
to it presently for a moment with the 
CavarwGels, and pass up to the paxapdrys 
of His innocent suffering, and to that 
which makes it so glorious and precious 
to us, as the und of all our bleesedness 
in suffering) He might bring us near to 
God (“ ut nos qui abalienati fueramus, 
ipse abiens ad Patrem, secum una, jus- 
tificatos adduceret in colum, ver. 22, 
per eosdem gradus quos ipse emensus est, 
exinanitionis et exaltationis. Ex hoc 
verbo Petrus, usque ad cap. iv. 6, penitus 
connectit Christi et fidelium iter sive 

m (quo etiam ipse sequebatur 
minum, ex ejus preedictione, Joh. xiii. 

86) infidelitatem multorum et ponam in- 
nectens.“ : who also remarks on 
T$ (e$, Deo id volenti. Plus notatur 
per dativum quam si diceretur ad Deum”), 
put to death (this participial clause condi- 
tions the Tra xposaydyp, giving the man- 
ner of that bringing us near to God) indeed 
in the flesh (of this there can be no doubt, 
and in this assertion there is no difficulty. 
сарк({ is adverbial; it was thus, in this 
region, under these conditions, that the 
death on the cross wasinflicted : His flesh, 
which was living flesh before, became dead 
flesh: Christ Jesus, the entire complex 
Person, consisting of body, soul, and spirit, 
was put to death сарк!), but made alive 
(again) in the spirit (here there may seem 
to be difficulty: but the difficulty will 
vanish, if we guide ourselves simply and 
carefully by the former clause. ‘Quod ad 
carnem,’ the Tord was pot to death: quod 
ad spiritum, He was brought to life (for 
this, and not remained alive,” must be in- 
sisted on as the meaning of é(«wosodf6n). , 
His flesh was the subject, recipient, vehicle, 
of inflicted death : His spirit was the sub- 
j , recipient, vehicle, of restored life. But 
ere let us beware, and proceed cautiously. 
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What is asserted is not that the flesh died 
and the Spirit was made alive; but that 
* quoad * the flesh the Lord died, ‘quoad’ 
the Spirit He was made alive. He, the 
God-man Christ Jesus, body and soul, 
ceased to live in the flesh; n to live in 
the Spirit; ceased to live a ly mortal 
life, to live a spiritual resurrection 
life. is own Spirit never died, as the 
next verso shews us. . This is the mean- 
ing, that Christ by His sufferings was 
ст from the life n is flesh and 

bl as a man on earth, living, walking, 
and standing in flesh and blood....... 
aud He is now placed in another life and 
made alive according to the Spirit, has 

into a spiritual and supernatural 
ife, which includes in itself the whole life 
which Christ now has in soul and body, 
so that He has no longer a fleshly but a 
spiritual body.” Luther. And Hofmann, 
Schriftb. ii. 1, 836, says, “It is the same 
who dies and the same who is again made 
alive, both times the whole Man Jesus, in 
body and soul. He ceases to live, in that 
that, which is to His Personality the 
medium of action, falls under death; and 
He begins again to live, in that He re- 
ceives back this same for a medium of His 
action again. The life which fell under 
death was a fleshly life, that is, such a life 
as has its determination to the present 
condition of man’s nature, to the exter- 
nality of its mundane connexion. The life 
which was won back is a spiritual life, that 
is, such a life as has its determination from 
the Spirit, in which consísts our inner 
connexion with God." It is impossible, 
throughout this difficult and most impor- 
tant passage, to report all the various 
shades of difference of opinion which even 
the greater expositors have given us. I 
shall indicate only those which are neces- 
sary to be mentioned as meanings to be 
distinguished from that which I advocate, 
or as errors likely to fall constantly under 
theeye of my readers. Of this latter class 
is the rendering of the E. V. here, “ by the 
Spirit," which is wrong both grammati- 
cally and theologically: the e nation of 
(Ec., Calov., al, rourdorw üvamràs ёк 
vexpay TH Tis Üeórnros Surdner: dvéorn 
yàp ёк vexpay obx és üvOperos, MN as 
beds: and that of Grot. that rveypar: = ёк 
Surduews Oeod, 2 Cor. xiii. 4): 19.] in 
which (viz. xveipar:, in the spirit, accord- 

(Delitzsch ii. 24) : txt ABC Кару {РН 
egi 

ing to which His new life was. v &, not 
simply $ this time: see below) He also 
went and preached (wopev@elg of a local 
transference here, just as below in ver. 22, 
wopev@els els obpavór: and dei pH of a 
preaching good news, nearly == edyyeAl- 
caro, as in all other places of the N. T. 
to the spirits in prison (the disembodi 
spirits, which were kept shut up (Jude 6: 
2 Pet. ii. 4) in the place of the departed 
awaiting the final judgment: in Scheol, 
as Syr.), 20.] which were once dis- 
obedient (this clause is a secondary and 
dependent one, descriptive of the spirits 
intended: that they were those of men 
who were formerly disobedient) when (Sre 
marks distinctively the time intended by 
the word) the longsuffering of God was 
waiting (and this marks the period of 
their disobedience, viz. those 120 years of 
Gen. vi. 3. àsetebBéxero, imperf.: the år- 
betokening the full time during which it 
was exercised. **Exspectabat donec ex- 
gpectandi finis erat." g.) in the days 
of Noah while the ark (x:Bwrov anar- 
throus as the well-known name for tbo 
ark in the LXX) was being prepared, in 
Which (pregn. constr., by having entered 
into which :” not “into which," see below) 
& few persons, that is eight souls (in- 
dividuals: Mal, as being in the body: 
the distinction may be noted here, but is 
not always kept: the disembodied are 
ихе in Rev. vi. 9, xx. 4) were saved 
(from drowning) by water (not, “into 
which a few, &. got safe through the 
water,” which was not the fact. The 
water is in the Apoetle's view the medium 
of saving, inasmuch as it bore up the ark: 
cf. the next verse: or it may and во 
Bengel, Steiger, De Wette, Huther, 
“through (the) water”). So much for 
the exegesis of the detail of this passage ; 
from which it will be seen that we have 

it, in common with the majority 
of Commentators, as n у pointing 
to an event in our Lord's redemptive 
agency which happened, as regards time, 

in the order of the context here: and 
that that event was, His going (whether 
between His death and resurrection, or 

after the latter, will be presently discussed) 
to the place of custody of departed spirita, 
and there preaching to those spirite, which 
were formerly disobedient when God's 
longsuffering waited in the days of Noah. 
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Thus far I conceive our passage stands be evident to every unprejudiced scholar, 
committed: and I do not believe it pos- how alien such an interpretation is froin 
sible to make it say less, or other, than the plain meaning and connexion of the 
this. What was the intent of that preach- words and clauses. Not a word is indi- 
ing, and what its effect is not here re- cated by St. Peter on the very far-off lying 
vealed; the fact merely is stated. The allusion to the fact that the Spirit of Christ 
statement of the fact, however, has been preached in Noah: not a word, here, on 
felt to be accompanied by such great dif- the fact that Noah himself preached to his 
ficulties, that other meanings have been contemporaries. Again, the same subject 
sought for the passage than that which yprorés runs pele. fa the whole, without 
the words present at first sight. Ex- a hint, that we are dealing with historical 

itors have endeavoured to remove the matter of fact in Fraber, Gavarwiels, o- 
idea that the gospel was preached to the rotnbels, and with recondite figure in 
dead in Hades, either, 1. by denying the wopevôels exfputey. Again, whether we 
reference to our Lord's descent thither at take the metaphorical фиЛакё of Aug., 
all, or, 2. by admitting that, but sup- which I suppose will find hardly any advo- 
posing it to have had anotber pu cates, or the тоз viv d» фолакӯ of Beza, 
give, following the classification in Huther's al., it cannot surely be doubted that we 
note, an account of the principal upholders аге equally putting force on the Apostle's 
of these views, Under I., I place all those words, iud that the rots фу $vAakf mret- 
who deny any reference to Christ's descent расту must describe the local condition of 
into Hades, distinguishing the minor differ- the wvetpara at the time when the proach- 
ences between them ав to what xfjpvyua is ing took place. Moreover ropev@els, as 
there indicated. compared with ver. 22 (which Hofmann 

I. 1. Augustine, Bede, Thos. pre gets most lamely over, by saying that it 
Lyra, Hammond, Beza, Scaliger, Leigh- presents no greater difficulty than the 
ton, Horneius, Gerhard, al, and recently statement that Christ accompanied the 
Hofmann, Schriftbeweis ii. 1. 885—841, Israelites through the wilderness in 1 Cor. 
maintain that the ifjpvyua was the preach- x. 4: to which we may answer, If this 
ing of righteousness by Noah to his con- were a plain statement involving such 
temporaries: that Noah thus preached not an application of the word, we might then 
of himself, but by virtue of the Spirit of — discuss the intelligibility of it)—the part. 
Christ inspiring him; and that thus his dwe@fjcacw, marked off by the хот as 
preaching wasin facta preaching by Christ not belonging to the same time as the 
in the Spirit. So, e.g. Augustine, Ep. 164  éxfiputev (which Hofmann shews he feels, 
(99), vol. ii., suggests, that the spiritus by his impracticable attempt to connect 
conclusi in carcere” may be anime que word with erhpeter), shew, as plainly as 
tunc erant in carne, atque ignorantie tene- words can shew, that we are reading of 
bris velut carcere claudebantur." Also that some act of Christ which He then, a£ the 
Christ bad not indeed come in the flesh, time described, went and did, with refer- 
but from the beginning of the race came ence to spirits who were, at some other 
from time to time to convict the evil, to time (xord) specified (5те), in a certain 
console the good, or to admonish both. state (&weibfcac:i). And, which has not 
For this He came not in flesh, but in spirit, been sufficiently noticed}a crowning objec- 
i.e.in substantia Deitatis. But he qualifies word 
this by asking, “Quid facit Filius sine 
Spiritu Sancto, vel sine Patre, cum inse- 
рела sint omnia opera Trinitatis? 
ut this arbitrary interpretation of $vAa- 

к} = “caro, et ignorantie tenebre," is not 
common to all the supporters of this view. 
Beza represents a large clase: “Christus 

. jam olim in diebus Noe. . . . prsedi- 
cavit spiritibus illis, qui snc in carcere 
meritas dant ponas, utpote qui recta mo- 
nenti Noe....parere olim recusarint." 
Thus Scaliger, Horneius, al.: and Hofmann, 
except that he joins тот with xopevéels 
éxfiputer, not with àzeiéfjoacir, It must 

tion to this view is the use of the 
eveóuagi, connecting èy $ (syeduar:) our 
Lord’s state, with the state of those to 
whom He preached: a word only used of 
men when departed out of this life (ref.). i 

I. 2. Several Commentators, үн ipally 
Socinian, but also Vorst., Grot., Sehöttgen, 
al., understand by ra ё» фил. s». either 
the Gentiles, or the Jews (“ sub jugo legis 
existentes ") and Gentiles (“ sub potestate 
diaboli jacentes :” во in both cases, Schöttg. 
and Amelius) together, and by éxfpvter 
the rien Ded the Spirit of Christ by the 
Apostles. ese expositors take the men- 
tion of the disobedient in Noah's time to 
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be merely by way of sample of the die- 
obedient in all time, or, at least, in the time 
when the Apostle was writing. So Grot.: 
* adjungere voluit Petrus similitudinem a 
temporibus Noe, ut ostendat quanto res 
nunc melius per Christum quam tune per 
Noen esseri." As Huther well says, 
* How this interpretation heaps on caprice 

n caprice, need not be shewn.” I will 
d, that its fautors do not appear to at- 

tempt to justify it philologically, as indeed 
it is piain they cannot. Every word of 
ev use protests against it. 
II. We now come to those who un- 

derstand the passage of our Lord's de- 
scent into Hades, but, offended by the idea 
of the possibility of salvation being opened 
to spirits of the disobedient kept awaitin, 
judgment, diverge from one another a 
from the * prima facie’ explanation. 

II. 1. Flacius, Calov., Buddeus, Wolf, 
Aretius, al. understand rà éd» SuM. т». 
of souls awaiting condemnation, but ex- 
pee exhputer of announcing, not salvation, 

t condemnation. So Hollaz (in Huther), 
—'' fuit preedicatio Christi in inferno non 
evangelica, qus hominibus tantum in regno 
gratis annunciatur, sed is, elenchtica, 
terribilis, eaque tum verbalis, qua ipsos 
seterna supplicia promeritos esse convincit, 
tum realis, qua immanem terrorem iis in- 
cussit.” But, besides that xnptocey, as 
remarked above, has, as applied to Christ 
and His Apostles, but the one meaning of 

ching the good tidings of salvation,— 
ides the utter superfluity of such a 

‘concio damnatoria’ to spirits already 
reserved to damnation,—what a context 
would such a meaning give, in the midst 
of a passage intended to convey coneolation 
and encouragement by the b conse- 
quences of Christ's sufferings! Seo this 
well insisted on in Wiesinger’s careful dis- 
= of the opinions on our passage, 
p. 241. 

II. 2. Some of the Fathers, as Iren. 
(iv. 27. 2, р: 264; v. 81. 1, p. 381; al.; 
see Stieren’s Index, р. 1017), Tertullian, 
Hippolytus,—the Schoolmen, Zwingle, 
Calvin, al., со ге өы rightly, of 
announci vation, but та èv 
ua. 5 as the ia ok the 
just, especially of the О. T. sainte. The 
most extra 

were in waiting for Christ's salvation: 
« pie anima in spem salutis promisse in- 
tents, quasi eminus eam considerarent." 
Then he proceeds, Postquam dixit, 
Christum se mortuis manifestasse, mox 
addit: quum increduli fuissent olim ; quo 
significat, nihil nocuisse sanctis patribus 
uod impiorum multitudine pæne obruti 
erint :” and this consideration 

as one calculated to console the believers, 
fow as they were in the midst of the un- 
godly world. And having thus interpreted, 
e ingenuously confesses, © Discrepat, fa- 

teor, ab hoc sensu Greeca syntaxis; debue- 
rat enim Petrus, si hoc vellet, genitivum 
absolutum ponere. Sed quia apostolis no- 
vum non est liberius casum unum ponere 
alterius loco, et videmus Petrum hic con- 
fuse multas res simul coacervare, nec vero 
Aliter aptus sensus elici poterat : non dubi- 
tavi ita resolvere orationem implicitam, 
quo intelligerent lectores, alios vocari in- 
credulos, quam quibus prædicatum fuisse 
evangelium dixit." A sentence to be well 
remembered for many reasons. 

II. 8. Suarez, Estius, Bellarmine, Luther 
(on Hos. iv. 2, anno 1546, quoted in Ben- 
gel) Peter Martyr, Bengel al, assume 
that'the words refer, not to all the unbe- 
lievers of Noah's time, but only to those 
who repented at the last momept when 
the flood was п them, / Probabile 
est, says Bengel, “nonnullos ex tanta 
multitudine, veniente pluvia, resipuisse: 
cumque non credidissent dum exspectaret 
Deus, postea cum arca structa esset et 
ропа ingrueret, credere ecpisse: quibus 
postea Christus, eorumque similibus, se 
preconem gratis prestiterit.” 

II. 4 Athanasius, Ambrose, Erasmus, 
Calvin (Instit. ii. 16. 9), hold both kinds 
of ication, the ‘evangelica’ to the 
т of the just, the ‘damnatoria’ to 

of the disobedient. 
One or two singular in tions do 

not fall under any of the above classes: 
e.g. Marcion maintained that the preach- 
ing of Christ was to those whom the O. T. 
calls ungodly, but who were in reality 

better than the О. T. sainte; Clem.-alex. 

(Strom. vi. 6, p. 762 P. ), that they were the 

Steal ката SAO , who were never- 

theless imprisoned under idolatry. , 
It remains that we should enquire, whe- 

ther this preaching to the im 
irits by our Lord, took place between 

His death and His resurrection, or after 

the latter. The answer will very much 
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i= genita, TOÍS h Slows h dvdpdow, 6 às Záppa! 0тткоџсєу tÈ A Bpaápy, 
Gi. i$. E ру avTOv KaXoUca, hs ёүєл]Өпте ! réxva ™ дуаботоюд- 
1 Cor. ix. 

k Gun. xviii. 13. 
1 Gal. iv. 31. 

h. li. 
n here only. 
Pov. iii. 25. 

p = 3 Pet. i. 5, 

6. vryrovev B(sic : see table) m vulg spec Syr æth[?] Aug, Каш. 
for тууокоуутез kara yrwow, avroyiXovrres Rl. 7. ош o: В. 

and quiet spirit which belongs to it) : 
6.] As (e. g.) Sarah obeyed (aor. It re- 
fers to her whole course of obedience con- 
sidered as a completed whole: cf. reff., and 
John xvii. 4) Abrabam calling him lord 
(ref.: à 84 sxevpids цоо тресВотероѕ): of 
whom ye have become (i. e. by p im- 
lanting through faith into the family of 

faithful Abraham. The aor. properly refers 
back to the precise time when they were 
so made; but cannot be so expressed in 
English) ohildren, if (the connexion of the 
following participles is variously taken. 
The worst way is with Bengel, Ernesti, al. 
to suppose them in apposition with éro- 
татсдреуа above, &.. . Téxva being in а 
parenthesis : for there is nothing in either 
of the participles which finds any historical 
justification in the history of the holy 
women. Didymus, al., understand them 
of the manner in which ye are to become 
Sarah's children: Harlees, Wies., al., of the 
sign by which your having so become is to 
be known : but it is perhaps better to take 
them as the condition on which: and во 
most Commentators and virtually the 
E. V. “as long as,” rendering literally 
the dum of Beza) ye do and are not 
afraid of any sudden fear (to what do 
these words allude? Asin reff.,they appear 
to be a citation from Prov. : where it is said 
to him that obeys the counsels of wisdom, 
ob qoBn0fop wrónow ётелдодсар, odd 
óppàs doeBaw ётерхорёуаѕ. This passage, 
the coincidence with which can hardly be 
fortuitous, seems to point to the objective 
rather than the subjective sense of #т630:5, 
so that doBcicbar v is not = фо- 
Веїтём фёВоу, but arrógcis is some ex- 
ternal cause of terror. And such a mean- 
ing would suit very well with the context, in 
which as in ver. 14, the Apostle is often 
encouraging his readers to bear affliction 
and persecution cheerfully. So that we 
may interpret wréyow with Est., “quod 
dum facitis, non est quod metuatis quid- 
quam mali: velut, ne maritis vestris dis- 
pliceatis, si minus corrupte inceditis: aut 
ne serviliter vos tractent, si faciles ad obse- 
quium vos prebeatis; ut solet sexus mu- 
liebris vanis pavoribus esse obnoxius. Sed 
et si forte nacti estis maritos iniquiores, 
silentio potius ac patientis, quam multis 

ca, kal p) hoBovpevar pndenlay " mrogaw. 7 Oi avdpes 
` Gpoias ° cwvotkoÜvres катӣ P'*yvàüciw as  ácÜcevearépo 

1 Macc. iii. z r [mron (?), ABN) only. (-, Luke xxi. 9.) о here only. r3 Bir. xxv. 8, 16. 

Tec тшукАт- 

verbis studete eorum animos lenire." Cf. 
Luke xxi. 9; xxiv. 87. Huther quotes from 
Stephanus an extraordinary explanation, 
“jubentur mulieresgofficium facere etiam 
cum nullus eas metus constringit, i. e. 
sponte et ultro." And Œc., interpreting 
&уабокооўтша of doing deeds of be- 
nevolence, understands this of the wives 
not being afraid of the account which their 
(unbelieving) husbands would require of 
them: éAefuoras abràs elvai rapae, 
undd SwoBAewondvas Tb» àrd Tv àr- 
Spay abr 8:4 ToUTo ékAoywpuóv. Seo 

iner, § 82. 2. 6, who however interprets 
vTónci subjectively). With regard to 
the much-disputed question whether by 
the preceding injunction all ornament of 
dress is forbidden, or only the making such 
ornament the adorning, it may safely bo 
left to the Christian wisdom of believing 
women, to be not unwise, but understand- 
ing what the will of the Lord is, in this as 
in other similar matters. Within the limits 
of propriety and decorum, the common 
usage is the rule. There is sin in singu- 
larity, both as ministering to pride in our- 
selves, and as giving offence to others and 
discommending our holy religion. As 
Leighton well says, “There may be in 
some an affected pride in the meanness of 
apparel ; and in a under either neat or 
rich attire, a very humble unaffected mind 
.... Magnus m fictilibus utitur tanquam 
argento; nec ille minor qui argento tan- 
quam fictilibus,’ says Seneca: Great is he 
who enjoys his earthenwnre as if it were 
plate, and not less great is the man to 
whom all his plate is no more than earthen- 
ware." T.] Duty of husbands to 
their wives. Ye husbands in like man- 
ner (Spoles, not as Est., Grot., Steiger, 
al., ‘vicissim,’ but referring back to the 
хйутаз tiyshoare ch. ii, 17: cf. tuhy be- 
low. This has not been seen, owing to in- 
attention to the aor. there: even Huther, 
who interprets duolws rightly, that there is 
a certain тц} due to the wife, as to the 
husband and the master before, does not 
connect the idea with the general precept 
under which all these are ranged) dwe 
(cvvowsiv is referred by the older exposi- 

tors (e. Е. Jerome contra Јоу. i. 7, vol. if. 
p. 248, Aug. in Рв. cxlvi., vol. iv. pt. ii, 
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Toxever TQ "yuvaweiq, * àrrovéuovres Ti)» Фу Katt OUY- ч (xe note.) 
кМл}роубдо “хар то g, “eis Tò р) = ёуколттєсбаг 
Tas Trposevyàs vuv. r bere only. 

8 To dé réXos mávres * ogódpoves, * ovuraDeis, » Фі. = rere only. | 
only. w. 7 Jos. Antt. i. 7. 1. 
axis 14 a 
reff. 

у = here only. Xen. Cyrop. I. 4. 1. 
Hes. Theogon. €0. 
1.3. (O, Heb. iv. 1&. x. 9€.) 

t Rom. vili. 17, Eph. іН, 8. Heb. Al. 9 only t. (-e, Sir. 
J 1. 12 re ff. YS Hob. U. 17 = James i. = ch. I. 13. v - 

x Acts zxiv. 4. Rom. хт. 32. Gal v. 7. 1 These.ii.18 only t. Dan. ix. 26 Theod-Ald. only. 
s here only (see Bom. xii. 16) v. d xotpas ӧрбфро 

ound Exovres, Theognis 81. 
b here onlyt. 3 Масс. zv. 14 oniy. (-G, ch. і, 22.) 

Pes, 

а here only t. Jos. Antt. zin. 

роуороь, with тот вуг Jer,: -uous NI: txt BN m o [18] vulg spec Syr [copt 
(appy)] seth arm Thi 
10) AN а c Jer. 

Aug Ambr Cassiod. 
rec еккоттєсбо, with CKL rel Thl, uf non intercidantur вуг: 

ins жос bef харгтоз (see ch iv. 

txt AB[P] dj k L ек. N c, ut ne impediantur vulg ерес [Ambr Aug] Jer. (C! uncert.) 
Tas rporevxats B, émpingatis in orationibus vestris Syr [(copt)]. 

8. (B has фалабелфон, not $vA., see table.) 

al.) to the ‘tori conjugalis consuetudo :' 
but for this there seems no reason, as the 
word is often used of the whole conjugal 
life: во Курке here, “connubio junoti 
vivant : ad totum respicit vitæ consortium, 
in auo justo copulati matrimonio vitam 
transigunt. Est hec frequentior vocis 
notio, que apud Grecos antiquiores, ni 

or, sola oceurrit, Demosth. іп Newram, 
p. 584, scopum тоб cvrowed esse dicit, 
ut liberi gignantur legitimi et ingenui, 
et ab hoc distinguit 7d éralpas ка) raria- 
кёз Exc) according to knowledge (in an 
intelligent and reasonable manner, well 
aware of the àc0érea spoken of below: 
see reff.) with the feminine as with the 
weaker vessel ( is an adj. not & 
subst. as Wahl: see reff. For don, in- 
strument, applied to the wife, see ref. 
1 Thess. Here the man is a скебоѕ also; 
both being God's instruments in His bene- 
ficent work of the multiplication of шап. 
kind. The higher use of the word as a 
vessel of grace, or of wrath, does not pre- 
clude the lower one which is most obvious 
here, where the married relation is the 
subject of consideration. On doteveotépy, 
Bengel says, “ oom ivus: etiam vir 
babet infirmitatem :” and so Steiger: but 
this is plainly not во: the word ‘ weaker’ 
irai used as comparing with something 
which is stronger, viz. the man. Some, as 
Luth., Calv., Beza, Est, Grot., Hamm., 
E. V., p these words, фу 47 0еуест. x. v. A., 
with áxoréuorres Tuchy. But this mars 
the parallelism and the sense. For the 
Apostle разе two things: 1. consi- 
deration for the wife, as of tho weaker sex: 
2. honour for the wife, as a fellow-heir of 
the grace of life. (Ес. carries on the same 
idea, of not exacting too rigid accounts, 
as on ver. 6: TovrécTw, alabnow AapBá- 
vorres THS ToU @}ЎАєоз Kovpdrnros ка) ToU 
e dp rc, xal eis шкрориҳіау 
eboAÍa0ov, ракрёбоцо: lee wpds abrás, 
ph Aóyor àrarrobrres wixpGs Tov кат& 

Thy olla» abrüv els таен» wapaxarati- 
or. gn avi PT there does not seem 
any reason), giving (dwrevépay, to appor- 
tion, see reff.) honour as te these who are 
also (besides being your wives) fellow- 
inheritors (with you) of tho of life 
(i.e. God’s gracious gift of life eternal: 
ch, i. 4, 18 suffice to clear the meaning, the 
former explaining xAspov.,the latter, хбрт. 
So that xdpis (i must not be weakened 
into xdpis (Do with Erasm., nor into 
xdpis (worosotca with Grot. The reading 
evykAsporópo: which it is now proved that 
B has not [Tischdf. however, though he 
assigns the s to В! (арру , does not think 
it quite free from doubt], seems to have 
arisen from the mistaken joining of és 
4c6. u.7.A. with &roréuovres тїй: seo 
var. readd.): in order that your prayers be 
not hindered (iyxéwrew, dure, dia- 
колбеу, Hesych. The hindrance meant 
gms to be, that which would be occasioned 
by the man not giving his wife proper 
honour as a fellow-heir of the grace of life; 
in which case the ise of ad- 
vantage in social united prayer would be 
lost: cf. Matt. xviii. 19. According to 
this view, the united prayers of man and 
wife are meant. And so most of the Com- 
mentators. Cf. Schol.-Matth., ó yap wep) 
Thy оіків» OépuBos r&v xarà Oebr Ёрушу 
duxd8iov: and Lyra, “Cam vir et uxor 
non sunt bene concordes, minus possunt 
orationi vacare, et eorum orationes sunt 
minus exsudibile." De Wette under- 
stands it of losing the confidence requisite 
for (mutual Р) prayer; Wiesinger, of the 
prayers of the husband alone. If ёккб=- 
coden be read, it must be “be not cut 
off,” see Rom. xi. 22, 24; 2 Cor. xi. 12). 

8, 9.] General summary exhortations 
to mutual forbearance and los. 8.] 
Finally (то тё\ов, adverbial accusative, as 
poxpdy, párny, aaphy, thy dpx, John 
viii. 25, eped», &c. See Winer, § 82. 6. 
(Ec. gives the connexion well: тЇ xph i$:0A0- 
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. Uame l. S ref. ТӨР диди  ! karepryáaÜau | Fareropevuévovs èv l doœex- 
k w. dy, Luke 

„6. 3 Pet. ii. i8. i Pet ryelacs, a ériBupiais, ™ oivodruvylats, ? кро, °ттбто, кай 
10. 1 Kings А Д : 

viil. 5 dat, P Д@еш{то 4 eiówXoNarpelats ** ёр @ * Eevitovras ui) * avv- 
1 Mark vii. 22. Ron. ай. 1з. TEN j eis тїр алтїр Tie "ácwrlas ' арахис, 

2 Cor. xii. 21 
alt Wisd. xiv. 26 only. 

ziv. 23. 2 Macc. vi.4 only. 

в constr., ch. i. 6. 
27.4. 6 
11) only. Ра. xlix. 16. Demosth. 214. 7. 
only. (-т04, Prov. vil. 11. ret, Luke xv. 13.) 

m here only +. Xen. (Ec. I. 32. A. V. H. fii. 14. (т, Deut. xxi. 20. Isa. Ivi. 
12 Р. Ald. compl. [the ver. is not found in the uncial MSS.].) i 

o here only. Gen. xix. 3. xl. 20. 
vii. 1 E. Jos. B. J. iv. 9.10. Xen. Mem. i. I. 9(-sorra). 

n Rom. xiii. 13. Gal. v.21 only t. Wied. 
p Acte х. 38 only t. 3 Масс. 

q 1 Сог. х. 14. Gal. v. 20. Col. ій. 5 only 2. 
в = ver. 13. see Acts xvii. 20. Heb. xlii. 2 (reff.). w. ёт, Jos. Antt. і. 1.2. Polyb. ii 

id. i. 49. 7. ward, 1. 33.1. dat, I. 23. 5 al. absol., ili. 49. 1. 
u Eph. v. 18. Tit. I. 6 only. 

t = here (Mark vi. 33. Acts iii. 
Prov. xxviii. 7. 2 Macc. iv. 6 

v here only t. 

rec катеруасасда, with KL(P] rel (Ec: катеруасосбоі, but ас appy erased, С: tat 
ABN a Clem, ТЫ. [vopevouerovs N.] 
абдештелѕ C. 

actual matter-of-fact element, in which 
we corporeally live and move for a certain 
time). ] For (follows on T5» éxí- 
око» ҳрќуоу : “І say, the rest of the time, 
for the past time surely " &c.) sufficient is 
the past time (“ uelecis. Nam ne pristina 
uidem tempora debuere peccatis teri. 
astidium ti apud resipiscentes.“ 

Bengel) to have wrought out (cr % 
Copas cannot always be pressed in the 
sense of to work out to an end," as dis- 
tinguished from épyd(ouc:: but this sense 
may fairly be insisted on here. The perf. 
implies that the course is closed and done, 
and looked back on as a standing and ac- 
complished fact) the will of the Gentiles 
(that which the Gentiles BoóXorrat would 
have you do. In ref. Rom. it is used of 
God. The N. T. line of demarcation be- 
tween de and Воблора: appears to be 
but slender: and slenderer still that be- 
tween their derivatives. We may per- 
haps say here, that tbe oN, of 
God, carries with it more of authority 
and “willing,” BoóAnua, used of man, 
more of persuasion, and wishing (cf. 1 Tim. 
vi. 9): so that the BoóAnua is that which 

' we may be overpersuaded into following, 
the Auna that which we are bound to 
obey. Tar бубу, used not of any national 
distinction, but of heathens as distin- 
guished from Christians, shews that the 
majority of the readers of the Epistle had 
been Gentiles, among these Tn, them- 
selves. Cf. а very similar passage in Isoer. 
Panegyr. p. 75 р: Axio & èm vis vir 
Mixlas wechoacia chy orparelay, T of 
TO» CUMdoPaY Kowarhoarres, obra: Kal 
тӧу &уабёу adxokadcect’ кой ph кЧөта 
Tb» xpdvov B8ustuxotrvres d icyd yo. 
ixavds yàp 6 wapeAndvOds, dv $ ri тд» 
Dewér ой yéyovev ;), walking as ye have 
done (the perf. part. connects with xarep- 
yde@a:: the absence of the art. gives it 
the slight inferential force which justifies 
the former assertion) in lascivieusnesses 

— 

ovagavyios ВОЈ: owoppuyiaus Ni. 

(outbreaks of à Avia), lusts (here per- 
haps not general, as in ver. 2, but 
ticular, lusts of uncleanness), wine-bib- 
dings (olvoddvyla ётт\» ёт:Өиша оїуоо 
&sAnoros, Andronicus Rhodius, rep) ra- 
9, р. 6. But from the other examples 
of its use in Wetst., it seems to express 
not only the desire, but its indulgence), 
revellings (see for a full explanation of 
керо, the word in Palm and Rost), 

-bouts (Appian says of Sertorius, 
Bell. Civ. i. p. 700 (Wetst.), тё жолла 
Jv er трофӯѕ, yuvattl ка) répo ка} 
ro ros GXoAÁ(ov. Suidas gives, words Tò 
тіубцєуоу, wóros 8 Tb avyxwócio), and 
nefarious (** quibus sanctissimum Dei jus 
violatur," Beng.) idolatries (I may remark 
as against the view that this Epistle was 
written to Jews, that this passage cannot 
be explained on that supposition. The 
Jews certainly never went so far into 
Gentile abominations as to justify its as- 
sertions): 4.] at which ([wherein, 
viz. at] your having done with such' prac- 
tices, implied in the катеруйсда: and re- 
vopevuévovs above: then the gen. absolute 
following further explains the ёх F. idv, 
as the element in which their £erí(«c6a: is 
versed. The aim of this verse is well given 
by Gerhard: ** monuit hec этроберелгєй@ ip- 
sorum animos, ne perversis et presposteris 
ills impiorum judiciis ac blasphemis ser- 
monibus turbentur, multo vero minus ad 
pristinorum vitiorum societatem sese per- 
trahi patiantur." They must give offence 
to their former companions: for this there 
is no help) they are astonished (think it 
strange, as E. V. see reff.), that you run 
not (the pý pute the reader on their foot- 
ing: * when they notice that you run 
not") with them (cvrrpex., *turmatim," 
‘avide, кеде) to (sls, of the direction 
and purpose of the confluence) the same 
slough (of áváxvaw, Strabo iii. p. 206 A, 
says, Aéyorrai 86 dax. al rAnpodpevas 
тӯ (mXÁrrp xorddes dy Tais wmpupuvplos z 
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" В^асфтцодите, 5 of * arodwoovaty х Муүон тф Y* ётоўио чама. acte. 
rex- Exori > xpivas ^ Cüvras kal " vexpovs. © * eis robe yap $, 9M» - 

ABKLE xal vexpois è einyyehisðn, ha cih bo pèv * катй * vÜpás- * my trn 
fghjk f r ya ‚ XE ЭЖИ; 7 $ Cor. ii rgh jk mous f capxi, Sao 86 & card € Ocóv ! туєйдать. 2 Cor. wil. 4 

Ui. 15. YT Matt 
. xiv. B. 

. х аз above (у). Josh. iii. 17 P(not A) compl. only. eee above (у). 
viii. 16. Mark v.23. Acts vil. 1. 1 Tim. v. 25. b 

LI 
Í Tim. iv. 1. see Acts x. 42. 

e Rom. xiv. 9. John xviii. 37 al. 
e Rom. iii. б. 

vii 9—11. Eph. iv. 24 only. 
1 Cor. iil. 3. xv. 33. Gal. i. 11. Ш. 10. 

d constr., Rom. i. 18. Gal. 1.8. iv. 13. pass., ch. L 25 reff. 
f feb. iii. 18. Rom. viii £ . 27. 2 Cor. 

4. for BAac$npovrres, xa: BAaogpnpovow СК! 27. 29 (eth). 
5. om о: awo8acovew Хоув» Ni. for тео, o: N!(corrd eadem manu). for 

exorri, kpivat, круоут: B Ci (perhaps) a 60. 187: txt AC?EL[P]N rel. 
0. (псос: N, 

æstuaries: and во dvay. = ‘sentina, a 
sink, or поо, = uddle : and this is the 
meaning taken by Huther and Wiesinger. 
But Suidas interprets it BAaxela, ÉkAvais ; 
and vakexvuévos,—àreigépos,  kexavro- 
‘pévos, àverós, Hence Gerhard takes it for 
‘virium exsolutio, mollities. De Wette 
follows Grotius: profusio, which in its 
etymology, though not in its ordinary 
acceptation, exactly answers to dxdxvors. 
On the whole the local meaning is I think 
to be preferred, on account of the figure. 
in соғтрехбутоу) of profligacy (4, oe: 
see note on ref. Eph.), speaking evil of 
you (“ jactantes convicia in vos superbie, 
singularitatie, occulte impietatis,” &. 
Bengel. The early apologista testify abun- 
dantly to the fact): 5.) who (your 
blasphemers. The consideration is pro- 
pounded for the comfort and stay of 
Christians unjustly slandered) shall render 
account (reff?) to Him that is ready (reff. 
to judge (aor.: once for all, decisively 
living and dead. 6.] For (assigns 
a reason for the xpiva: vexpods just men- 
tioned) to this end (viz. that enunciated 
by the Tva which follows: see ref. John; 
h. iii. 9) to dead men also (as well as to 

liviag, which is the ordi case: cal 
ing with it a climax,—* even to the 

dead") was the gospel preached (when, 
and by Whom, see below), that they might 
indeed be judged (aor.) according to men 
as regards the flesh, but might live on 
(pres.) according to God as regards the 
spirit. In examining into the meaning of 
this difficult verse, one thing may be laid 
down at the outset, as certain on any sure 
principles of exegesis : and thereby a whole 
class of interpretations removed out of our 
way. Seeing that yáp binds vv. 6 and 6 
logically ether, and that xel vexpous 
distinctly takes up the vexpoós before in 
this logical connexion, all interpretations 
must be false which do not give vexpots 
in ver. 6 the same meaning as vexpovs in 
ver. 5: i. e. that of dead men, literally and 
simply so called : men who have died, and 
are in their graves. This at once rids us 

of all the Commentators who interpret 
this second vexpois of the dead in tres- 
passes and sine, so Aug., Cyril, (Ec.(only 
as an altern., and he blames the inter- 
pretation, saying that oi талаю} rêr 
warépe» so explained it, ody porri. 
capres тїз cuvexelas тё» byw, o00 bri 
airioAcyucés elpnuéver 86 wpbs Ta Tp 
abroü ёуафёресби. He himself inter- 
rets it of the descent of our Lord into 
ades), Bede, Erasmus, Luther, Whitby, 

Gerhard, al., as well as thoee who to gain 
this meaning here, distort vexpods in ver. 
5 from its constant reference in that con- 
nexion, to mean the spiritually dead, or 
the Gentiles, as e. g. Severus in Cramers 
Catena, Huss, Benson, Macknight. A 
second principle which we may lay down 
is this: that vexpois in ver. 6 must be kept 
as wide in its reference as уєкройѕ in ver. 
5: i.e., that | К ы, san aig M 
applying merely to the mers of the 
Christians who should have died before the 
judgment, or merely to such blasphemed 
Christians themselves as shall have then 
died, or merely to the spirits in prison of 
ch. iii. 19, but must be treated as a gerieral 
assertion in the literal meaning of vexpeis. 
The want of the article does not justify 
any limitation of this word: for the art. is 
also wanting before vexpots in ver. 5, which 
indisputably is universal in ita reference. 
At the same time, seeing that vexpois 
asserts that which it asserta of the genus, 
the of so doing may be the occur- 
rence of it with reference to certain fore- 
mentioned instances, though those in- 
stances themselves are not the subjects 
here. So that we cannot remove from 
consideration these last-mentioned inter- 
pretations, but must deal with them seria- 
tim. First then comes that of Hofmann 
(Schriftb. ii. 1. 889—841), al, that the 
Apostle comforts his readers in tion 
and slander, by the thought that bodily 
death would not exempt their adversaries 
from the divine judgment. In this case 
yexpois would mean “sow dead," and 
eye lo would point to the time 
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uetzi 7 IId roy бё тб P те№ос̧ VMpyywer } софреуђсатє ойи АВКІР 
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when the gospel was preached to them, 
before they died. This of itself is a very 
weighty objection. Such a divulsion of 
the "eb from its object by an intervening 
change of state and time was precisely 
that against which we protested in тоге 
ё» фиЛакӣ xvedpacw éxhputer above, ch. 
iii. 19. But even granting that this 
might be so, other as t objections re- 
main. For how does it consist with the 
éroluws Éx«» above, that the Apostle 
should assume the deaths of these perse- 
cutors as a matter of course, to happen 
before the Lord's coming to judgment Р 
Again, even granting such assumption, 
the number of their persecutors who would 
be amenable to punishment would thus be 
confined to those to whom the Gospel had 
been preached: any who migbt never have 
b it would, by this reasoning, escape 
such judgment. Again, even supposing 
that all such objections were removed, the 
point established would be an utterly un- 
worthy one. For who ever thought, that 
the fact of death before the Lord's coming 
would exempt any man from judgment ? 
And to what purpose would it be, to speak 
to the readers in so marked a manner of 
their dead persecutors, in the midst of 
exbortations concerning their behaviour 
amidst their living ones? Next, we have 
theview (Calv., al.) that the particular case, 
on which the general vexpois is founded, is 
that of such persecuted Christians as 
should decease before the Lord’s coming. 
To this the first of the before raised objec- 
tions, that vexpots must mean ‘now dead,’ 
and ейтуу. refer to a former ching 
when they were alive, applies in full force. 
And this I should hold to be fatal toit. It 
must be confessed, that it agrees better 
with the context than the last: for while 
that finds no assignable contextual justifi- 
cation, it might be said in this case, that for 
this very reason was the Gospel preached to 
those among you who have suffered death at 
the hunds of persecutors,—even hereunto 
were they called,—that they might indeed 
be judged, condemned, by human persecu- 
tion, as regards the flesh, but notwithstand- 
ing might live eternally with God as re- 
gards the spirit. Still I conceive we are 
not at liberty to receive it, on account of 
the above objection. If ка} vexpois eò- 
wryeAlc@n may mean, “the Gospel was 
preached to some during their lifetime, 
who are now dead,” exegesis has no 
longer any fixed rule, and Scripture may 
be made to prove any thing. (Ben- 
gel takes it in 30th the last-mentioned 

Рг ч 

{= Matt. ili. 2, Rom. xiii. 12. Heb. х. 25, James v.Bal. j Mark v.15. Luke 9 аъла 
1 0013 

references: to the persecutore, and to 
the Christians.) remains that we con- 
sider the view, that tbe persons pointed 
at are those spirits in prison to whom our 
Lord went and preached, ch. їй. 19, This 
supposition, but always with the protest 
raised above, that »e«pois does not refer 
only to these, but to the dead generally, 
sud. that these аге only the occasion of 
tbe general assertion, is also adopted by 
Wiesinger. And it may be thus defended : 
granted, that the yap of our verse assigns 
a reason, not for the persecutors giving an 
account to the judge of the quick and dead, 
nor for the Christians bearing up under 
the p t of martyrdom,—it will follow 
of necessity that it assigns a reason for the 
xpivas (avras kal уєкробѕ which it im- 
mediately follows: or rather, for the 
vexpods portion of tbat clause. Our Lord 
is ready to judge the dead : and with rea- 
son: for even they have not been without 
oppor ga of receiving His gospel: as the 
example which was adduced in ch. iii. 19 
shews. For this end the gospel was 
preached even to the dead,—that they 
might—not indeed escape the universal 
judgment on human sin, which is physical 
death,—but, that they might be judged 
(aor.; be in the state of the completed 
sentence on sin, which isdeath after the > mer 
flesh) according to (as) (mar )аз regards 
the flesh (this first clause following ta 
being the subordinate one, of the state 
which the ednyyeAlo6y left remaining), but 
(notwithstanding) might live (pres.; of a 
state to continue) according to God (a life 
with God, and divine) as regards the spirit: 
so that the relation of these two clauses 
with pév and & is precisely as in Rom. viii. | 
ДО, e 8à xpurrbs èv бшу, Tb uiv copa — 3 
vexpóv. did åpapriav, 1d 8 wreüua (oh 
Sid Sixasootyny: where the former clause 
in the apodosis is not the consequence of 
the protasis, but an abiding fact, seeming to 
militate against, but really not hindering 
that consequence. And this interpretation 
I adopt, believing it to be the only one 
which satisfies the philological conditions 
of the sentence: which justifies the yap as 
accounting for the xpiva: vexpous: the cal, 
as taking up, and bringing into prominence 
and climax the vexpois: the vexpois, as 
used in precisely the same sense as in the 
last verse, and contemporary with the verb 
which governs it: the etnyyeAloOy, as 
grounded on a previously announced fact, 
ch. iii. 19: the aim and end introduced by 
the tva, which on this, and on no other 
rendering, receives meaning and perspi- 

= 
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cuity. And во, in the main, with minor 
deviations, the more accurate of the 
modern Commentators: Steiger, De Wette, 
Huther, Wiesinger, Weiss. 
7—V. 11.) General exhortations with 

reference to behaviour within the Christian 
body, їп contemplation of the approaching 
end. This portion of the Epistle falls into 
three sections: 7 —11, Christian and social 
duties, in consideration of the end being at 
hand: 12—19, Christian bearing of suffer- 
ing, in the same consideration: v. 1—11, 
ecclesiastical and general mutual minis- 
trations: passing off into fervent general 
exhortations and aspirations. 17.) But 
(the connexion is close with what had gone 
before: the érofuws Exorr: of ver. 6 is in 
the Apostle's mind: and he passes, with it 
before him, from considerations external to 
the church, to those affecting its internal 
condition) the end of all things (not, ‘ of 
all men ? nor as (Ec. altern. is réAos, the 
Exo xdyrav трофттёу` тобто 5% Луде 
АбуФ, ó хрістёѕ : but simply the ead, as 
in reff. Observe the emphatically prefixed 
TávTev, almost bearing the sense of той- 
тоу vdr: as Bengel: “Finis adeoque 
etiam petulantis malorum et ionum 
piorum ”) is at hand (on this being the 
constant expectation of the apostolic age, 
see Acts i. 7, note: 1 Thess. iv. 16, note): 
be therefore of temperate mind (see note 
on 1 Tim. ii. 9), and be sober unto (with 
а view to) prayers (the rás before mpos- 
evxds, which Tischdf. in his 7th edition has 
again inserted [notin edn. 8], as probably 
omitted in AB &c., because its force was 
not perceived, may just as well be re- 
garded as an insertion owing to the plural 
seeming strange, which has also led to the 
correction into vposevxfi» in ms. 18. Pos- 
sibly Polycarp's »fjporres wpbs тёз ebxds, 
ad Phil. 7, p. 1012, led to the change. 
At all events, where subjective considera- 
tions are so equivocal, it is our simple duty 
to follow the most ancient testimonies), 

8]. above all things (xpd wavrwv, 
as Wies. well remarks, not placing love 
above prayer, but because all social life and 

om ABK LIP IN rel Clem-rom 
JN rel wth (Ec: txt ABK a c h o 18. 30 
r, Antch, Tert, [Hil]. 

duty must presuppose love as its necessary 
bond and condition. Here again it is just 
as likely that the 5é was inserted because 
there seemed to be no immediate con- 
nexion, as that it was omitted to produce 
that connexion), having your love to- 
wards one another (on éavrovs in this 
sense, see note, Col. iii. 13) intense (see ch. 
i. 22. ** Amor jam præsupponitur: ut sit 
vehemens, precipitur." Beng.): because 
love covereth а multitude of sins (from 
ref. Prov., except that there it is отуру, 

all sins. Тһе LXX have translated this 
word wrongly vdrras robs ph ф:Лоуеікобу- 
Tas. De Wette denies the reference, seeing 
that if St. Peter had cited from the Hob., 
he would in all probability have written 
vácas ras Guaprias, or rather ябрта rà àBi- 
kuarta, ав in Prov. xvii. 9: and thinks, on 
account of the verbal correspondence with 
ref. James, that the expression was a pro- 
verb in common use. But even if so, there 
can be no reasonable doubt that Prov. x. 12 
was the source of it: so that it comes to 
nearly the same thing. As to the mean- 
ing, the words here are used in a different 
reference from that in St. James, where 
see note. Here it is the hiding of offences 
(both from one another and in God's sight: 
see below) by mutual forbearance and for- 
giveness, which is meant. This has been 
recently denied by De Wette and Huther, 
the former understanding the sins ratheras 
those of the Christian body, which mutual 
love keeps back from being committed, and 
the latter not excluding the other meaning. 
They would understand the words, as of 
old Œc., ó uir yàp els ray vAncíor ÉA«os, 
Tb» Oy jui» ch то, and man 
Commentators both Romanist (not Estius) 
and Protestant, that love causes God to 
overlook a multitude of sins. This the 
do partly on account of брарт:бр, whic 
they maintain cannot well be applied to 
the mutual offences of common life (see 
however Matt. xviii. 16, day áuaprfioy els 
ot д àBeAQós cov) and partly on account 
of Fri, which “indicare videtur incita- 
mentum aliquod, quo Christianus amor 
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h = 1 Tin. iii. 11. 

lin dozoll., 
vi. 16. ch. v. 11. Jude 25. Rev. i. 6. 

9. төс yoyyuope (see Phil ii. 14), with KL[P] rel Œc : txt ABN a b d 18 vulg spec Y 
8 -ms] Thi Fu — рү 
oommendatur (Hottinger in De W.). 
And doubtless there is something in this 
latter consideration, especially when we 
remember that the nearness of the divine 
iudgment is a prosing motive throughout 
these exhortations. 1 do not see why we 
should not take the saying in its widest 
reference, understanding it primarily por- 
haps of forgiveness, but then also of that 
prevention of sin by kindliness of word 
and deed, and also that intercession for sin 
in prayer, which are the constant fruite of 
fervent love. It is a truth from which 
we need not shrink, that every sin which 
Jove hides from man’s sight, is hidden in 
God's sight also. There is but One effi- 
cient cause of the hiding of sin: but 
mutual love applies that cause: draws the 
universal cover over the particular sin. 
This meaning, as long as it is not perverted 
into the thought that love towards others 
covers & man's own sin ‘ex promerito,’ 
need not and should not be excluded):— 

9.] hospitable towards one another 
(see besides reff., Rom. xii. 13. Loquitur 
non de pomposa hospitalitate Luc. xiv. 12, 
TP de Christiana illa et sancta hos- 
pitalitate, qua peregrinos egenos, maxime 
vero propter religionis vere professionem 
exules Christiani ex sincera caritate promte 
in edes suas recipiunt, eos amanter et 
ка complectuntur, tanquam Christi 
membra et ecclesise concives fovent" &. 
газо а. murmuring (see ref. 

il. and note. e opposite to 
pós in hospitality is simple Spat hearted: 
ness, Rom. xii. 8: the consequence of it, 
“occulta maledicentia, -odiosa exprobratio 
beneficiorum,” as Gerhard here): 
10.] And this is to be so, not merely in the 
interc of this world's good offices, 
but also in the communication of the gifts 
of the Spirit, which are the common en- 
dowment of the whole body, individual 

g 
om ест» А d k 118 arm [Damasc-ms }. 

Christians being only the stewards of them. 
Each man even as (in whatever quality 
and quantity : but the subsequent injunc- 
tions seem more to regard the quality than 
the quantity. It is otherwise in Eph. iv. 
7; Rom. xii. 8. The кабыз has no refer- 
ence to the manner of дег sa Sicut 

is accepimus, ita gratis demus," Lori- 
n Hather) he received a gift of grace 
(see Rom. xii. 6 fl.: 1 Cor. xii. 4, 28. 
фрьера, anarthrous, any one of the gifts 

koowa by that name), to each other (see 
above ver. 8: the davrovs here brings up 
strikingly the idea that all are members of 
one body) ministering it (d ar, trans- 
itive, as in ch. i. 12: ministering to the 
need of others; his store out of which he 
ministers being that gift thus bestowed 
upon him) as (being: or, as becometh : 
see ch. i. 14) good (reff.) stewards (roff., 
there is most likely a reference to our 
Lord’s parable of the talents) of the various 
(see this illustrated 1 Cor. хіі. 4; Matt. 
xxv. 16; Luke xix. 18) grace of God. 
11.] And this both in speaking and acting. 
If any one speaketh (as a т s or 
diddo ca os, see 1 Cor. xii. 8, 10, where the 
several branches of this gift are laid out), 
speaking (understand AaAobrres, from the 
former construction, not AaAeíre) as ora- 
oles (not, “the oracles ;” the meaning is 
not, speaking in accord with Scripture, 
but, speaking what he does speak, as God's 
yi not his own: аз a steward, * non 

li is de proprio sed de alieno,” as Gerh. 
on the last verse. On Adysa, вее note, ref. 
Heb.) of God: if any one ministereth (in 
Rom. xii. 8; 1 Cor. xii. 28, we have the 
several parts of this d:axoyvla laid out), 
(S:axovovrres) as (see above) out of (as his 
store and power of ministration) the power 
thus to minister) which God bestoweth 
éx:xopnyée is commoner than the simple 
word : cf. 2 Pet. i. 11; 2 Cor. ix. 10; Gal. 
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iii. 5; Col. ii. 19: and ёжт:хортуіа Phil. i. 
19; Eph. iv. 16. From signifying the 
supply of means to furnish а chorus for 
the public performances at Atbens, it 
came to mean generally, to supply, or 
furnish): that (aim and end of all this, 
as of every act both of the Christian com- 
munity and of the Christian man) in all 
things (not, as De Wette, in all of you as 
His o referring to John ziii. 81, xvii. 
10: butasin ref. The fact that all things 
are referred to God and done as of and to 
Him, is His being glorified in the Christian 
church. (Ec. gives as an altern., éy ras» 
K0reaiv, which із still more in fault) God 
may be glorified through Jesus Christ 
* sicut a Deo per Christum omnia bene- 
cia ad nos descendunt, ita quoque . . . 

Christum omnia ad Dei gloriam referri 
debent." Gerh.), to whom (viz. to God, as 
the main subject of the foregoing, and also 
because ў bóka refers back to Sotdgnrat. 
Grot., Calov., Steiger, al. refer the wordsto 
Christ, which is not so natural here, seeing 
that 3:4 '19000 xpioro? is introduced only 
secondarily. The case is very similar to 
Heb. xiii. 21, where see note. See similar 
doxologies, ch. v. 11; Rom. хі. 86; Eph. ` 
iii. 21) is the glory and the might (ex- 
actly so in Rev. i. 6; see also ib. v. 18) to 
the ages of the ages (i. e., for ever and 
ever, see note, 1 Tim.i. 17) Amen (is, 
as Harl., not a note of conclusion, but of 
strong emotion of heart). 

12—19.] Ezhortations (see summary 
above) in reference to the trial of affliction 
which were to undergo: and that, in 
view of the end of things. The section 
falls into three parts: 1) vv. 12, 13,—these 
sufferings, as participation in Christ's suf. 
ferings, are to be rejoiced in, as in prospect 
of participation of His glory also: 2) 14— 
16—if really sufferings for rist, the glory 
of Christ already rests оп you: take care 
then that they be verily sufferings for Him: 
8) 17, 18, these suffe are a part of the 
coming judgment which begins at the house 
of God. Then ver. 19 concludes. This 
passage is no repetition of ch. iii. 18—iv. 6, 
which treated of their sufferings with refer- 
ence to their inflictors: whereas this pro- 
ceeds wholly on reference to а Christian's 
own inner hopes, and considerations within 

р Luke iv. 13. 1 Tim. vi. 9al. Bir. xxvii. б. q 4 
= & constr., Mark x. 82. (Luke xxiv. 14.) Acts iii. 10. xx. 19. 

r. i. 
= Acts xvii. 18. Heb, xiii, 

xxl. 
23. s Rom. viii. 26. 2 Cor. viii. 12 bis 
Gal. ті. 6. Phil. iv. 15 al. Wied. vi. 25. Polyb. ii. . В al. 

18. elzxaéws : txt ABK LI PI rel Clem, Did, ТЫ (Ec. (B does not om rov as 

the church itself. 12, 18.] See above. 
12.] Beloved (so ch. ii. 11; here it 

begins an affectionate address in which 
comfort and joy is about to be introduced), 
be not astonished at (see on ver. 4: think 
it not a thing alien from you, in which you 
are not at home. St. Peter himself é£e»í- 
(ето at our Lord's sufferings, when he said 
TAeós aoi, кїрє. On the construction with 
dat. of reference, cf. Brasidas, Thuc. iv. 
85, 0nvud(e dè тӯ re ётокл«се доо Ty 
толду, kal ef uh x. r. A.: and Winer, $ 81. 
1.7) the passing through the fire (arópo- 
avs, lit. burning: in its later use, smelt- 

of metal by fire: cf. Ps. lxv. ing, trying 
10 LXX. éxtpocas jas, és wvpobra Tb 
&pyópior: Prov. xxvii. 21, бок!шо>» dpyu- 
ply ка xpvoQ wpecis. See also Rev. 
li. 18. (Ес. says, wépwow тёз Ale t 
elxdy, véppvey Gs 8:4 дёокіцасіау abrois 
abra) which is taking place (y.wopévy 
(not Tfj ywoudyp) may be rendered “ tak- 
ing place,” as predicate after supdéce: 
eo that the object of their astonishment 
was Tb thy èv abrois xtipwaw ylvecOa: 
the sentence would thus stand, “at the 
wipecis in your case happening for a 
eeipacuós to you.” But this is not gram- 
matically necessary, and would be prag- 
matically hardly justifiable: because it 
would take the occurrence of the wépwors 
for granted, and make its purpose alone 
matter of astonishment : which was not во) 
in your case (lv ©ріу is rendered among 
you ̂? by De Wette and Huther (einige 
n eurer Mitte betreffende, De W.), and 
this may be: we can hardly say with Wie- 
singer that it is afterwards treated as a 
trial for all: the ef àveib((ea0e and ef (ris 
do xe) és xpiortards necessarily assume 
that there were pus vare from the sup- 

ition. But I prefer the other render- 
ing, as the Apostle evidently is in this and 
the next verse speaking generally) for a 
trial to you (iptv, dat. commodi), as if 
(explanatory of £erí(ec0«) some strange 
thing were happening to you (cupBal- 
vovros, as Bengel, “temere :” were falling 
by chance on you: opposed to wpbs reie 
pace ywoudry, done with a purpose, by 
One who knows how to serve that pur- 
pose): 18.] but in as far as (кабб, 
not “in that,” “inasmuch as," E. V., nor 
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14. om e» N. J. 

Antech. 

(wit 

quando, Pott: see reff.) yo are partakers 
with the sufferings of Christ (i.e. have 
a share, in your own persons, of those suf- 
ferings which He personally bare: cf. 
2 Cor. iv. 10; Phil. fii. 10; Heb. xiii. 18 &c. 
It is not the sufferings of Christ mystical 
in His Body the church (cf. Col. i. 24) 
which are meant: їп these the readers 
might bear their part, but could pris be 
said когусуєїу), rejoice, that (ive simply of 
the scope of that joy, as the preperation 
for what follows) ye may also at (in, i.e. 
“їп the day or time of: not to be taken 
with xapsre, as indicating that at which 
or because of which the joy takes place) 
the revelation of His glory rejoice (aor. : 
xalpere before, of the habit of life; now 
xapfrre, of the single event of that day) 
exulting (* quia prius illud cum dolore et 
tristitia mixtum est, secundum cum exul- 
tatione conjungit." Calv.). 14—16.] 
Bog the summary above, at ver. 12. 
14] If ye are reproached in (i. e. in the 
matter of, df one name of (see 
Matt. v. 11, from which the words are 
adopted, as also ch. iii. 14. The word 
there added, Wev3duero:, comes below, vv. 
16, 16. On dve8. Bengel says, pro- 
brum putabant gentes si quem appellarunt 
Christianum, ver. 16." But probably the 
reference is more general and Calv. is 
right, “ probrorum meminit, quoniam plus 

acerbitatis in se babent, quam bono- 
rum jactura, vel etiam tormenta et crucia- 
tus corporis: itaque nibil est quod in- 

nuos animos magis frangat." And iv 
Уак христо also must have a wider 
sense: on account of your confession of 
Christ in word and deed, as De Wette: cf. 
èv óvdpari Sr: Хрістоб doré, Mark ix. 41), 
blessed are ye (cf. ch. iii. 14: bl j 
and that even now), because the Spirit of 
glory and that of God (the Apostle docs 

c wee ch. iti. 18. d Matt. 
a e = Matt. vi. 

g: wa: THS Üvra- 

KUT] i am(with harl tol) syr-w-ast sah Thl (Ec Cypr,: om ABR a c d 13 vulg-ed 

not mean, by repeating the art., two dif- 
ferent spirits, but identifies the same Spirit 
under two different denominations: the 
Spirit of glory, which is also the Spirit of 
God: “дш idom Spiritus Dei.” Winer, 
$ 20. 1. e, compares Thuc. i. 126, è» тӯ 
ToU Aids тӯ peylorn éoprf: and Plato, Rep. 
viii. 565 D, wep) т} фу Apradig Tb тоё 
Aids lepóv, both of which however want 
the xal. Huther strangely takes rb ris 
8 з alone, independent of «rebua, as а 
periphrasis of Sita: Bengel takes тїз 
déiys as concrete, “ut sit appellatio 
Christi, Jac. ii. 1," and remarks, “ ut in- 
nuatur, Spiritum Christi eundem esse 
Spiritum Dei Patris") resteth upon you 
(from ref. Іва.: on you, as on Him: cf. 
also Num. xi. 25, 26; 4 Kings ii. 15. ёф 
Фрая, pregn., “ demissus in vos requiescit 
in vobis," as Wahl: not, as Huther, ‘the 
construction of the prep. with the acc. 
denotes the living operation of the Spirit 
on him upon whom He rests:” for no such 
idea as living operation, however true the 
fact may be, is contained in dure ral). 

It is of course possible that the clause 
wnich follows in the rec. (see var. readd.) 
may have fallen out by similarity of end- 
ings, дуатабетш . . . . Sotd(era:: but in 
judging of this as a likelihood, we must 
remember that not only the three ре 
M88. ABN omit it, but so many of the 
ancient versions, as to make it very im- 
probable that it has been thus overlooked : 
and its very glossematic appearance, to 
explain rijs 80 75, is against it. 
15, 10.] Negative, and positive, resump- 
tions and enlargements of èv дубџат: xpic- 
rob. 15.) In the name of Christ, I вау: 
for let no one of you suffer (reproach or 
persecution : suffer in any way) as (being 
а murderer, or а malefactor (as op 
to &уабдото д, ch. iil. 17), or аз (che re- 
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E 4АЛотргоетйткотто$' 16 el ёё ws *yprotiaves, pij al- c fen отуз 
7 k , $ \ ч 6 ` 3 A]? I Р elaw.) oxyuvécbu, * dor 86 tov К He év TH! ovomate To, . n det. ж. 

xxvi. only. 
17 ö 0 ™ xatpos " ToO °dptacOat TO Pkpiua °атд тоў i Luke xvi. 3 

^ ^ ^ , ` / ^ 

a оїкоу TOU Өєой' ei ё mpwrov ad uv, ti TÒ TENOS THY 
8 , 0 7 ^ t A 0 ^ t э A à 18 ` п , e 

йте!бойуто» TQ ‘rod Oeod ‘evayyedin; 19 kai "et 0 
1 = Markix.41. Rev. fii. 1. 

n gen., Luke l. 57. li. 6. xxii. 6. Acts xiv.9. Winer, 
47. (John vili. 9.] Acts i. 22. viii. 36 al. Ezek. ix. 6. 

= Heb. si. 8 reff. 

k ver. 11. 

а = Heb. iii. 6 reff. т 
t Rom. ку. 16. 2 Cor. хі. 7. 1 Thess. ii. 2,6,9. 

2 Cor. x. B. 
Phil. i. 20. 
1 John ii. 28 
only. Jer. 
xii. 13. Sir. 

lii. 1 x 12 . 

m w. inf., Heb. xi. 15 ref. Ecol. iii. 2, &c. 
o Matt. хх. 8. Luke xxiv. 27, 

p Acts xxiv. 25. Heb. vi. 2. Rev. xx. 4. 
s ch. ii. 7, 8 reff. constr., ch. iii: 1. 

44. 4, а. 

u Prov. zi. 31. 

15. Aber. BN [d]: aAAoTpios Rx. А m [Ephr,]. 
16. xpnoriavos N(but corrd). rec (for ovoparı) pepe with KLP] rel ТЫ: txt 

ABN m 13 vas Epbr, Crt Pal (Ec Tert, Aug Promiss. 
17. om 6 AN e d j. for аф’) ато В. 

e-comm. 

petition of ás separates the following word 
from the foregoing, as belonging to a 
separate class) & prier into other men's 
matters (d éxickexróuevos тё ФЛАбтра. 
* Hanc explicationem," says Gerhard, 
s probat 1) ipsa vocis compositio, 2) vete- 
rum expositio, Tert. Cypr. Aug. (c., 
ó та ёллётра 5 8) tem- 
poris et loci circumstantia. Proeul dubio 
quidam Christiani, ex incogitantia, teme- 
ritate et levitate, in actiones infidelium 
utpote vicinorum suorum curiosius inqui- 
rebant, eas proprio arbitrio redarguebant, 
ac judices eorum esse volebant, quod non 
pertinebat ad eorum vocationem." Wies. 
suggests that the word probably alludes 
to the ётіскотоѕ of the church, combining 
it with &AAorpio-, to shew the incon- 
gruity). 16.] But if (he suffer) as 
(being) а Christian (see reff. The word 
appears here, as in Acts xxvi. 28, to be 
used as carrying contempt, from the mouth 
of an adversary) let him not be ashamed, 
but let him glorify God in this name 
(viz. that of xpicTiavós: at, or in, the 
fact that he is counted worthy to suffer 
by such a name. This seems better, with 
Wies., al., than to take дубдат: ав = up, 
the word substituted for it in the later 
mss., as “causa nominata," “behalf” 
E. V., “regard, matter,” as most Com- 
mentators. Even in ref. Mark, èv àvóuari 
ёт: доев not lose its allusion to the Üvoua 
itself: see there. On the sense, Bengel 
well remarks, * Poterat Petrus antitheti 
vi dicere, honori sibi ducat : sed honorem 
Deo resignandum esse docet ). 
17.—19.] See summary at ver. 12. The 
thougbt which lies at the root, is this: all 
men must come under the judgment of God. 
His own family He brings first under it, 
chastising them in this life: let then 
those who suffer for His sake glorify Him 
for it, as apprehending their part in His 
family, and as mindful of the terrible lot of 
those whom His judgment shall find impe- 

ver АЗМ! c j m setb[-rom(Tischdf)] Thl 
aft ro ins Acyw N? : but “ prima manys puncta imposuit." (Tischdf.) 

nitent and unchastised. It is this latter 
thought, the escape from the weight of 
God's hand (ch. v. 6), and not (Gerh.) the 
tbought of the terrible vengeance which 
God will take on their persecutors, which is 
adduced as the second ground of comfort to 
the persecuted Christians. 17.] Be- 
cause (grounds the Sofa(ére, and the 
whole behaviour implied in it) it is the 
season (now: “the time is come," as 
E. V.) of the judgment (nouns in - ua and 
- became very much confounded in 
later Greek: witness кайутда, sometimes 
hardly distinguishable from xad’ynots, 
even in the passages where we have main- 
tained the concrete meaning, 2 Cor. v. 12, 
ix. 8. And крша must very often be 
simply rendered judgment, act of 
judging :” cf. reff.) beginning at (dé, 
reff.: and proceeding onward from) the 
house of God (explained in the next clause 
(a ud) to mean the church, the temple 
of living stones, the olkos mvevuarıxós of 
ch. ii. 5. The reference is to prophecies like 
Jer. xxv. 15 ff., especially ver. 29: xlix. 12: 
Ezek. іх. 6: Amos iii.2. ** Hanc senten- 
linm ex trita et perpetua Scripture doc- 
trina sumpsit Petrus: idque mihi proba- 
bilius est, quam quod alii putant, certum 
aliquem locum notari" Calv. Wiesinger 
reminds us that it is hardly possible that 
the,destruction of Jerusalem was past, 
when these words were written: if that had 
been so, it would hardly have been said, 
ó карӧѕ ToU Éptas0a): but if first (it 
begin) at us (= той ofxov ToU Geo, cf. 
Heb. iii. 6. e argument, *a minori ad 
majus, see expanded above. Cf. our 
Lord's question, Luke xxiii. 31, el à» TẸ 
type {Аф таўта жоодо, dv TË Enpe 
тЇ yéynra;), what (will be) the end of 
them that disobey (reff.) the gospel of God 
(тоў Oeov prefixed to ebay. for emphasis: 
q. d. the blessed tidings of the very God 
who is to judge them.” Bengel’s summary 
is excellent: “Judicium, initio tolerabilius, 
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xxvii. 7, 8, 

heart е $aveira Жы. mere каў of * тісҳорте card тд. b énya 
вс. (aby, TOU Ocod %тістф * ктістр * тарат!Өбёобшта>» tàs Nrvxàs 
ка avTOv èv f dryaborotia. 

E sos V. 18 TpecBurépous ой» év ipiv ^ sapakaX 0 | cup- 
i be: (Jude 15.) sm 1 Cor. fit. T, 21. Phil. ii. 12. iv. 1 al, ‚ a see ch. Ш. 18. b see ch. 

iti, 1 € = l Cor. i. 9. x. 13. 2 Cor. і. 18 "Thess. v. 24. 2 Thess. iii. 3. 2 Tim. Н. 13 al. d 
only. 2 Kings xxii. &. Judith ix. 12. Sir. xxiv.8. 2 Maec. i. 24 only. 

f here only +. (-wocds, ch. ii. 14.) 
h = Heb. ziii. 19, 22 al. 1 bere 

46. = Acts siv. 23. xx. 22. 
27,19. Tit. i. 5. James v. M. 

18. ins de bef aeg B! 137 чт. 
19. rec ins ws bef r:ore, with KL[P 

[ssth arm] Ath,. 
rel ТЫ Œc. 

е Рел. I. 6. Luke iii. 
8 = Acta хі. €. 1 Tim. v. 

ins o bef auapreAos AN 1 8. 951.6. 
loe вуг ТЫ Gc Hil, : om ABN d 13 vulg copt 

rec «avro, with m (before фиҳ.) 13(es1l)]: om B: txt AK LI PIN 
ауадотоцас A b! d o 13 vulg syrr [arm]. А 

Cuar. V. 1. ree om ovr, with KL[P]rel copt Thl (Ec: ins ABN a o 36. 69. 137 vulg 
syr-w- ast [arm Cyr,] Jer,.—in N the o is written over the traces of a т. 

KL[P]N rel [vulg spec syrr copt Cyr-p, ТЫ Œc]: om AB ac sous bef ev ишу, wit 

gensim ingravescit. Pii sua parte perfuncti 
cum immunitate spectant miserias impio- 
rum: impii dum pios affligunt, suam men- 
suram implent et discunt qus sua ipsorum 
portio futura sit: sed id melius sciunt pii, 
quare patientes sunt ")1 18.] and (the 
question of the last verse is again repeated 
under a well-known form, taken from the 
O. T., which however casts solemn light 
on both members of the interrogation: ex- 
plaining what is meant by judgment on 
God’s people and also by the end of the 
disobedient. The citation is verbatim 
from the LXX, except that дёу is omitted 
between д and Sixasos. The LXX departs 
from the Heb. text, which is as the E. V., 
* Behold the righteous shall be recom- 
pensed in the earth: much more the 
wicked and the sinner ”) if the righteous 
із (is being, seo reff.: or rather perha 
Ms pres; of that which is to be) with aif. 
ficulty saved (on account of the sharpness 
of the trial, and his own weakness. “ Hoc 
ud temperatur 2 Pet. i. 11 prolixe." 
Bengel. Cf. Rev. v. 4,6. The рӧЛи does 
not induce any doudé as to the issue, only 
wonder: if we be d lca¹h,jꝭ,j by faith in Christ, 
our salvation, however difficult and appa- 
rently impossible, is as certain as Christ’s 
own triumph), the ungodly (doePijs, im- 
pius,’ the man who in his innermost heart 
cares not for God and turns not to Him) 
and sinner (he that is devoted to sin. 
The absence of a second article, and the 
singular verb, both shew, that the same 
person is meant by both), where shall he 
appear (so in Ps. i. 5: where shall he stand 
and find an abiding place in the judg- 
ment F)!  19.] Wherefore (general con- 
clusion from vv, 17,18. If the sufferings 
of Christians as Christians are a sign of 
God's favour towards them, in subjecting 
them to His judgments, with a view to 

rec ins 

their not perishing with the ungodly 
world, then have they every reason to trust 
Him in those sufferings, and to take com- 
fort: continuing in that same well-doing 
which is their very element and condition) 
let also them who suffer (cal, as well as all 
other persons: not as Bengel, ral, conces- 
sive: ral, etiam, cum participio, idem 
uod el xal, et si, cum verbo: for it is on 
is very ef ка! hypothesis that the Apostle 

has been long proceeding ; во that it would 
be unnatural for him to introduce it here 
again with a climax:—nor as De Wette 
and Huther, is it to be taken with Ssre) 
according to (in pursuit of, al the 
course of) the will of God (see on ch. iii. 
17: here especially in reference to our ver. 
17, seeing that it is God’s will that judg- 
ment should begin at His house), commit 
(reff. deliver (subjectively) into the hands 
of, and confidently leave there) their souls 
(their personal safety and ultimate ce 
bat, ver. 18) in (dv, as clad in, accompanied 
with, subsisting and employed in) well- 
doing (as contrasted with the opposite 
characters in ver. 15. Huther says well: 
* This addition, é» йуабот., shews that 
the confident surrender to God is to be 
joined, not with careless indolence, but 
with active practice of good ”) to a faith- 
fal Creator (in God being our Creator, 
without whom not а hair falls to the 
ground, we have an assurance that we are 
not overlooked by Him: in His being a 
faithful Creator (&7фалћз к. dpevdhs xarà 
тёз éwayyeAlas abrov, (Ec.), whose cove- 
nant truth is pledged to us, it is implied 
that we are within that covenant, suf- 
fering according to His will and as His 
children.  xrícrgs must not be under- 
stood of the second creation in the new 
birth, nor must it be rendered possessor, 
as Calvin). 

зу aoeBns Kat) брартоћс под ABELP 
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6 каї THs m pedAdovans ™ дптокаћіттєсдаг "SoEns ° xot- iO iai 
a a 13 al. 1 

vevós, 2 P тоциаратє TÒ ёи úuîv S aroiuviov ToU Heoõ , © Tt- m ‘Rom, vti 18 
A . И. le 

oxotrobyres] ш) *avayKacTa@s аХ\& t Exovaoiws, unde u tl, v ch. reft. 
o l Cor. х. 18. 2 Cor. i. 7. 2 Pet. i. 4 + і. 23. Sir. vi. 10. 

хх. 28 а], 
x. Sal. rH 
only. (Heb. х. 26 only.) Ps. till. 6 (8). 

69. 137. 
9. for уши тоциуіор, изо» Ni. 

Jer, [ Vig, ]. (ax Aa, so BN 13.) 
vulg вуг copt [th arm Thl] Antch,; xa: ката 8v b o. 
sth Œc [ Anton, ]. 

Crap. V. 1— 11. ] Last hortatory por- 
tion of the Epistle; in which the word 
ending the former portion, dya@oroilg, 
is taken up and spread over various classes 
among the readers: thus vv. 1—4, he ex- 
horts the leaders of the church; ver. 5, the 
younger members (seo note there); vv. 
6—9, all in common. Then, vv. 10, 11, fol- 
lows his general parting wish and ascrip- 
tion of praise to God. 1.] Elders 
therefore among you I exhort (any who 
are in the situation of tper Búrepo, anarth- 
rous: the omission of тофу after яресВ. is 
not surprising in St. Peter’s style, but has 
apparently led to the insertion of the art. 
by those who did not advert to this pecu- 
liarity The designation here is evidently 
an official one (ver. 2), but at the same 
time reference to age is included : cf. ved- 
Tepoi, ver. 5. The oov takes up the above 
exhortation, ch. iv. 19) who am a fellow- 
elder (with you: Hortatio mutua inter 
sequales et collegas inprimis valet,” 
Beng), and witness of the sufferings of 
Christ (Gp rs, not in the sense of Acta i. 
8, 22, її. 82, x. 39, al. (De Wette, al.),— 
a witness to testify to by words,—nor as 
Heb. xii. 1; Acts xxii. 20; Rev. ii. 18, xvii. 
6, a witness, in bearing about in his 
own person (Luth., Calv., Huther),—nor 
both of these together (“ Petrus et viderat 
ipsum Dominum patientem, et nunc 
passiones sustinebat," Bengel);—but iu 
the sense of an eye-witness, on the ground 
of which his apostolic testimony rested : 
q. d. I who say to you xpurrós trader 
capkí, вау this of sufferings which my 
own eyes saw. Thus this clause links 
on the following exhortation to the pre- 
ceding portion of the Epistle concerni 
Christian suffering, and tends to justify 
the od». Observe that it is not ô ка) 
pdprus, but сортресВ. x. náprvs are under 
the same art.: д. d. “the one among the 
cuuxpeoBbrepor who witnessed the suffer- 
ings of Christ"), who am also a partaker 
of the glory which is about to be re- 
таи prefer to take this as an allusion 
to our ^s own words John xiii. 36, 

eb. xii. 18 only. 2 Chron. xxiv. 13 al. 

befohlen ift), 8 , al 

ch. iv. 13. 
b. Matt. li. 6. John xxi. 16. Acts 

q here bis. Luke xii. 32. Acta xx. 28,29. Zech. 

Bons bef атокалоитт‹обои A arm. 
om ezigkomovrres BN! 27-9 [Ps Chr Anton, ] 

aft exovoiws ins ката de A[P]R a m 18 
for unde, цу AL с? Syr 

бстероу ёкоћоу@ђаеіз до, rather than 
regard it as alluding to the Transfigura- 
tion, as some (e. g. Dr. Burton), or to the 
certainty that those who suffer with Him 
will be glorified with Him (see above on 
this view of pudprvs) As bearing that 
promise, he came to them with great 
weight of authority as an exhorter— 
having seen the sufferings of which he 
speaks, and being himself an heir of that 
glory to which he points onwards),— 
3.) tend ([or keep] the aor. stronger than 
the pres. in the imperative: gathering 
together the whole тоша(уеу into one 
rolnava as the act of the life) the flock 
(compare the injunction given to St. Peter 
himself in John xxi. 16, woluawe тё ярб- 
Bard nov. “Quam ergo ovium pascenda- 
rum curam a Christo sibi noverat com- 
mendatam, in ejus societatem presbyteros 
vocat,' Gerhard. The verb includes in 
one word the various offices of a shepherd ; 
the leading, feeding, heeding: **pasce 
mente, pasce ore, pasce opere, pasce animi 
oratione, verbi exhortatione, exempli ex- 
hibitione," Bernard, in Wiesinger. Our 
only, but not sufficient, word is, ‘ tending ’) 
of God (cf. Acta xx. 28. The similitude is 
among the commonest in Scripture: cf. 
Jer. iii. 15, xxiii. 1—4; Ezek. xxxiv. 2 fl.; 
John x. 11 ff) which is among you (rà 
iv d is taken by Erasm. and Calvin to 
mean quantum in vobis est: and no 
doubt this is ible; yet it sounds more 
Latin than Greek, which would rather 
perhaps be т каб suas, or rb & фий», 
as Wies. observes. But the sense is the 
greatest objection: ‘ Petrus noverat sibi 
а Christo non esse dictum, pasce quantum 
in te est, oves meas, sed absolute et sim- 
pliciter, pasce," as Gerhard. And the ё” 
jui» above seems decisive against this 
meaning. But even then we find various 
renderings: as ''vobis vestra parte 
commissum," Beigel, kid or кегтба 
fy rim, and so Luther (bie que fo euch 

.: Huther says, фу 
signifles here, as here also, inner com- 
munion, not merely local presence: “the 
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v here only. 
2 Chron. 
xxix. 34. 
Tobit vii. 8 
al2. w = Matt. xx. 20 || Mk. (Acts хіх. 6) only. Num. xxi. 24 

Deut. ix. 29. y = Phil. ili. 17. 1 Thess. i. 7. 

9. om ver. B. 

flock which is under your charge.” Ger- 
hard gives **qui vobiscum est, videlicet cam 
quo unum corpus, una ecclesia estis," to 
which I do not see that Huther has any 
right to object, as he does. But the mere 
local meaning is by far the best. He orders 
them to feed the flock of God, not gene- 
rally, nor cecumenically, but locally, as far 
as concerned that part of it found among 
them) [, overseeing (it) (the word bruxo- 
ToUvTes, which tallies very much with 
St. Peter’s participial style, has perhaps 
been removed for ecclesiastical reasons, for 
fear ярєсВбтеро: should be supposed to be, 
as they really were, ётіското: “ipsum 
episcopatus nomen et officium exprimere 
voluit," Calv.)) not oonstrainedly (‘co- 
Acte: as Bengel, "necessitas incumbit, 
1 Cor. ix. 16, sed hujus sensum absorbet 
lubentia. Id valet et in suscipiendo et in 
gerendo munere. Non sine reprehensione 
sunt pastores qui, si res integra esset, mal. 
lent quidvis potius esse:“ Bede, Coacte 
pascit gregem Dei, qui propter rerum tem- 

ralium penuriam non babens unde vivat, 
idcirco praedicat Evangelium ut de Evan- 
gelio.vivere possit." And then, as Calv., 
* Dum agimus ad necessitatis prescriptum, 
lente et frigide in opere progredimur" 
but willingly (not exactly, as Bede, su- 
perne mercedis intuitu,” but out of love 
to the great Shepherd, and to the flock. 
The addition in AN al, ката бебу, is 
curious, and not easily accounted for. It 
certainly does not, as Huther says, clear 
ap the thought, but rather obscures it. 

e expression is seldom found; and never 
in the sense here required. Cf. Rom. viii. 
27; 2 Cor. vii. 9 ff.), nor yet (und“ brings 
in a climax each time) with a view to base 
gain (“ propter questum et terrena com- 
moda," as Bede. Cf. Isa. lvi. 11; Jer. vi. 
18, viii. 10; Ezek. xxxiv. 2, 8, &c.; and 
Tit. i. 7) but earnestly (as 2 Cor. xii. 14 
(cf. wpo0vuía, 2 Cor. viii. 11, ix. 2), 
prompted by a desire not of gain, but of 
good to the flock ; —ready and enthusiastic, 
as (the illustration is Bede's) the children 
of Israel and even the workmen, gavo 
their services eagerly and gratuitously to 
build the tabernacle of old): ^ 8.]nor yet 
as lording it over (the cara as in reff. and 
in катадоуастєбю James ii. 6, катакау- 
xáoua: Rom. xi. 18, James ii. 19, ката- 
uaprupéo Matt. xxvi. 62, carries the idea 
of hostility, and therefore, when joined 
with куриўе, of oppression; of using the 

al. 
2 Thess. iii. 9. 1 Tim. iv. 12. 

V. 

yporepõðs GAAL * тпробдиос, 9 итд as “ катакириєйоутєс̧ ABKLP 
A , ^ R 

TOY * kNrjpov GAA У TUTTO, үӧрєрог TOD A mrouwiov * kalt 
x = here only. see note, and 10 О 13 
Tit. ii. 7. 

rights of a кірт for the diminution of 
the ruled and the exaltation of self. Chris- 
tian rulers of the church are wpofarduervor 
(1 Thess. v. 12; Rom. xii. 8), ўуойиеғог 
(Luke xxii. 26), but not xvpievorres (Luke 
xxii. 25, 26). One is their xdpios, and they 
are His 3:dxovo:) the portions (entrusted 
to you) (so is kAfjpos understood by (not 
Cyril, ав commonly cited: see below) 
Bede apparently, rasm. (“gregem qui 
cuique forte contigit gubernandus "), Es- 
tius (^ gregis Dominici portiones, qus sin- 
gulis episcopis pascendm et regend= velut 
sortito  obtigerunt), Calov., Bengel, 
Wolf, Steiger, De Wette, Huther, Wie- 
singer, al. And so Theophanes, Homil. 
xii. p. 70 (in Suicer), addresses his hearers, 
нє 84 & кАйроз éuds: cf. also Acts 
xvii. 4 (of which I do not seo why De 
Wette should say that it has nothing to 
do with the present consideration). On 
the other hand, 2. ‘the heritage of God’ 
is taken as the meaning by Cyril (on Isa. 
iii. 12 (vol. iii. p. 63), not i. 6, as com- 
monly cited by all copying one from 
another. But the passage is not satis- 
factory. In the Latin, we read “non ut 
dominentur in clero, id est, populo qui 
sors Domini est:” but the words in 
italics have no representatives in the 
Greek, which simply quotes this verse 
without comment), Calv. (*quum uni- 
versum ecclesie corpus hereditas sit do- 
mini, totidem sunt veluti predia, quorum 
culturam singulis presbyteris assignat ”), 
Beza (and consequently E. V.), Grot., 
Benson, al But the objections to this 
are, that xAjjpo: could not be taken for 

rtions of xAjjpos,—and that de could 
ш this case hardly be wanting. Again, 3. 
some, principally R. Cath. expositors, have 
annchronistically supposed кАӯро: to mean 
the clergy : во even Cic.,—xAfpor Tb lepdy 
ovornua кале, Gswep ка) viv 1)дєїї, 
and Jer, Epist. ad Nepot. (lii. 7, vol. i. 
р, 262): so Corn. a-Lap. (“ шашы ergo 8. 

etrus Episcopis et Pastoribus, пе infe- 
rioribus clericis imperiose dominari ve- 
lint”), Justiniani (doubtfally: “sive P. de 

. fideli populo universo, sive de ordine ec- 
clesiastico loquatur"), Feuardentius, al. 
4. Dodwell understood it of the church- 
goods: which view has nothing to recom- 
mend it, and is refuted by Wolf, Cure, 
h.l That the first meaning is the right 
one, is decided by той soiuríov below: see 
there) but becoming (it is well, where it 
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Heb. xiii. 20 reff. b = ch. i. 8 reff. 
iv. 8. James і. 13. Rev. ii. 10. Prov. iv. 9. 

ol. Ш. 4. 
5° 7 5 es 1 John ii. 28. Opoiws vewrepor do- „129021 . 

KI iii. 4 
Incert. in 

e here only t. d 1 Cor. ix. 26. 2 Tim, 
e Heb. xli, 9 reff, f Acts тх. 19. Eph. 

iv. 2. Phil. ii. 3. Col. ii, 18, 28. iii. 12. Paul only, ехе. here t. (-ppwr, ch. Ш.8. -фроубу, Ps. cxxx.2.) 

5. aft орогу ins бе NI(N? disapproving) [syr]: 8e ol bo: Se was osa c: Kas o: m. 
ins ros bet ярєсВитерогѕ rec aft adAAnAos ins vroraccopueroi, g ec 

with КИР] rel syr [æth] Thi Œc: om ABN 18 vulg Syr copt arm [Ephr,] Antch,. 

can be done, to keep the distinctive mean- 
ing of ylvoua. This more frequently 
happens in affirmative than in negative 
sentences: cf. uh ylyou micros àAAÀ 
stores, John xx. 27, where this distinc- 
tive meaning can be well brought out in 
the latter clause, but not in tbe former) 
patterns of the flock (the tyrannizing 
could only apply to the portion over 
which their authority extended, but the 
good example would be seen and followed 
by the whole church: hence rà» kAfjpev 
in the prohibition, but тоб wojwíov in 
the exhortation. oro, because the flock 
will look to you: “pastor ante oves vadit." 
Gerh. The Commentators quote from 
Bernard, * Monstrosa res est gradus sum- 
mus et animus infimus, sedes prima et 
vita ima, lingua magniloqua et vita otiosa, 
sermo multus et fructus nullus:" and 
from Gregory the Great, “Informis est 
vita pastoris qui modo calicem Domini 
signat, modo talos agitat: qui in avibus 
cœli ludit, canes instigat,” &c.); 4.] 
and (then) (xal of the result of something 
previously treated, as Matt. xxvi. 55; 
John x. 16 al. fr.: see Winer, 8 53. 8) 
when the chief Shepherd (see ch. ii. 25; 
Heb. xiii. 20: and compare Ezek. xxziv. 
15, 16, 23; Matt. xxv. 82) is manifested 
used by St. Peter, as ётокалбтте, in а 
ouble reference, to Christ's first, coming, 

апа His second also: cf. ch. i. 20: so also 
by St. Paul, Col. iii. 4; 1 Tim. iii. 16: 
by St. John, 1 John ii. 28, iii. 2, 5, 8. 

ere, clearly of the second coming. It 
would not be clear, from this passage 
alone, whether St. Peter regarded the 
coming of the Lord as likely to occur 
in the life of these his readers, or not: 
but as interpreted by the analogy of his 
other expressions on the same subject, it 
would appear that he did), ye shall re- 
ceive (reff.) the amarantine (ёрарќутіуов 
is adj. from àudparros, the everlasting, 
or unfading, flower. Most Commentators 
have assumed without reason that it — 
dudpayros, ch. i. 4, unfading. Philostr. 
in Heroicis р. 741, cited in Wolf, has 
ev xal стефёуоиѕ dyuapayrivovs eis ті 
Khön xp@rot OerraAol évduicay: see 
Palm and Rost, sub voce. In the sense, 

there will be no difference: but the 
Apostle would hardly have used two de- 
rivatives of the same word, to express 
one and the same quality) crown (reff.) of 
His glory (or, of glory: but I prefer the 
other, That we shall share His glory, is a 
point, constantly insisted on by St. Peter : 
cf. ver. 1, ch. iv. 18, i. 7 : and above all, 
ver. 10 below. "This idea reaches its highest 
in St. John, with whom the inner unity of 
the divine life with the life of Christ is all 
in all. Cf. especially 1 John iii. 2 f.). 
5—7.) -Exhortation to the younger, and to 
ali, to humility and trust in God. . 
In like manner (i. e. mutatis mutandis, 
in your turn: see ch. iii, 7: with the same 
recognition of your position and duties), 
ye younger, be subject to the elders (in 
what sense are we to take vedrepor and 
«peg érepo, here? One part of our answer 
will be very clear: that wpeoBórepo: must 
be in the same sense ns above, viz., in its 
official historical sense of presbyters in the 
church. This being so, we have now some 
clue to the meaning of veórepo: : viz. that 
it cannot mean younger in age merely, 
though this, as regarded men, would gene- 
rally be so, but that as the name pe- 
Вотеро: had an official sense, of superin- 
tendents of the church, so »eórepo: like- 
wise, of those who were the ruled, the 
disciples, of the тресВітєро:. Thus taken, 
it will mean here, the rest of the church, as 
opposed to the тресВітеро. Nor will this 
meaning, us Weiss maintains, p. 344, be at 
all impugned by wdvres 84 which follows, 
inasmuch as that clearly embraces both 
classes, pecBórepo: and vedrepo. Ав 
Wiesinger well says, The Apostle is teach- 
ing what the яресВ. owe to the church, 
what the church to them, what all without 
distinction to one another. Weiss would 
understand these уебтеро: as he does in 
Acts v. 6, and vearloxo: ib. ver. 10 (but 
see note ба) young persons, who were 
to subserve the ordinary wants of the 
elders in the ministration. Luther, Calv., 
Gerhard, al., and more recently De Wette 
and Huther, take vechr epo for the younger 
members of the congregation: in which 
case, as moet of these confess, wo must 
enlarge the sense of xpecPurépas here, 
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which in my mind is a fatal objection to 
the view. e above interpretation, that 
vedrepo: are the rest of the congregation 
as distinguished from the ręcogbrepot, is 
that of e, Est., Benson, Pott, al., and 
of Wiesinger): yea (the E. V. happil 
thus gives the sense of the дє: q. d. Way 
ah I go on giving these specific in- 
junctions, when one will cover them all P) 
all gird on humility to one another (an 
allusion to our Lord’s action of girding 
Himself with a napkin in the servile 
ministration of washing the disciples’ 
foet: of which He himself said, xal duets 
Ффеілете AMA iA — vÜrrew тойт das. 
ӧтбдеура yàp Века биі» Tra кабоѕ 
dye ётоіса фрі» xal dueis поте. The 
impression made on St. Peter by this proof 
of his Master’s love is thus beautifull 
shewn. As to the details: the óxoraccó- 
ue rot Of the rec. has probably been a clumsy 
loss to help out the construction of the 
t. commodi dAAfAois. tyxop Bes 

is variously interpreted. Its derivation is 
from xóuBos, a string or band attached 
to a garment to tie it with: hence róm- 
Веџа, an apron, through xoufóe, to gird 
or tie round; and thas ёукорАбе, to gird 
on, and -doua:, to gird on oue's self. èy- 
xéuBeopa is used for a kind of girdle by 
Longus, Pastoralia ii. 88, and Pollux iv, 
119. See in Wetst. The Schol. in ms. 16 
says dvr) тоб ёуєАђсасде, wepiBdreoOe, 
$ dvacrelAacée. In Hesych, the xop- 
Bodtrns is explained to be a BaAarrióro- 
pos. There is a very complete and learned 
dissertation on this passage in the Fritz- 
schiorum Opuscula, pp. 259 — 276, con- 
taining all the literature of the subject. 
The result there is, omnes lectores, 
oratione in eos conversa, admonet, ut 
quemadmodum servi heris se modeste 
submittunt (the ёукбиВоца being а ser- 
vile garment or apron), ita unus alteri 
tanquam minor majori cedens obsequiosum 
m лы se prebeat: ‘omnes autem 
lubenter alter alteri cedentes modestiam 

Hos. ii. 6 bis only. l = Matt. 
ames iv. 6 (bis) reff. ii. 

tt. ziii. 221. Luke xxi. 34. 
constr., Matt. кий. 16... 

s n 

А Deut. iii. 24. Job zzz. 21. p James 

12 2 Cor. xi. 28 only. 
John x. 13. zii. 6. Жи. ш. 

for 2nd vue», quer №! [13]. 

vobis servorum encombomate incin- 
gite.'" This is perbaps going too far, to 
seek the meaning of the verb alto in 
its derivative: but the reference is at least 
possible. For more particulars consult the 
dissertation itself, and Wetstein's note. 
Some put а comma after àAAfAos, and 
join wdrres 8d dAAhAots to the preced- 
ing, ‘yea, all of you (be subject) to one 
another.’ But this is unnecessary, the da- 
tive being in this sense abundantly justi- 
fled: cf. Rom. xiv. 6; 1 Cor. xiv. 22; 
2 Cor. v. 13. Winer, § 31. 4. б); because 
(reason why you should gird on humility ) 
God (the citation a verbatim wi 
Jamesiv.6) opposeth If to the 
(“reliqua peccata fugiunt Deum, sola so- 
perbia se opponit Deo; reliqua peccata 
deprimunt hominem, sola superbia erigit 
eum contra Deum. Inde etiam Deus super 
bis vicissim se opponit,” Gerhard. Пе 
student wili remember the saying of ̀  
tabanas to Xerxes, Herod. vii. $ 
bwepéxovra (ба ds ке 7 & бебз, 
4 deo ban, rh 31 сшкрё obs H 
кубе; . . pée yàp д Oeds và inep 
éxorra dera koAobeiw), but givoth жи 
to the humble (rawavois here in 1 us 
jective sense, the lowly-minded, those w50 
by their humility are low. “ Humilis 
est vas gratiarum," Aug. in Gerh)... 
e] Humble yourselves (on the medial i 
nification of some verbe in the aor. 1 P 
in the N. T., see Winer, § 89. 2. The “ 
monest example is droxpilels. Cf. a 
Siexplén, Matt. xxi. 21; Rom. iv. 90, &c-) 

the (the same spirit as before 000° 
tinues through this and the Hepat 
verses: the рёриуа here, and the 
рата, ver. 9, keeping in mind their pers? 
cutions and anxieties, as also does кратогд 
хєра, see below) under the mighty Y 
of God (on the expression, see reff, LXX- 
The band of God is laid on th 
afflieted and suffering, and it ig for bs 
to acknowledge it in lowliness of m^ 
that He may exalt you (the А 

АВГ 
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XXI. 13. Zech. m йай 
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reff. 
e see 1 Cor. xi. 6. 

x Rer. lv. 7 reff. 
z Matt. xii 46,47. Acte хп. 8. Gal. і 10 al. 

от. хт. 54. 2Cor.h. 7. v. 4. Heb. xi. 47. Нет. xii. 16 only. Num. xvi, 33. 
e 2 Tim. il. 19. Heb. v. 13, 14 only. Deut. ххх. 13. 

bis. Luke 
у here only. Judg.xiv.5. Ps. 

а Matt. xxiii, 
b James if, 

d so ch. i. 18. 

om туа 

8. rec ins ori bef o ayriBucos, with LU! a c h m 18 bees Antch, Damasc, ] Œc [ Orig- 
int, Cypr, Cassiod]: om ABK[PN!] rel 36 Thi (Orig, 

rec for (катат:ну) raram, with A rel: катат 5 37 kl 
18. 180 Ps-Ath: txt BK L[P]N9(-au RI) ch m copt [Orig-ms, Damasc-ms] 
B: катах. bef ra m. 

refers to the oftcn repeated saying of our 
Lord, Matt. xxiii. 13, Luke xiv. 11, xviii. 
14. The same is also found in the O. T., 
Ps. xviii. 27; Prov. xxix. 28) in (the) 
time (appointed) (èv xatpq is one of those 
phrases in which the article is constantly 
omitted: see reff., and Winer, § 19. 1. 
This humility implies patience, waiting 
God's time: ut nimire festinationi simul 
obviam eat, Culv. The xapós need 
not necessarily bo understood as Bengel 
(Petrus spectat diem judicii ") of 
the end; it is more general: cf. é» ra- 
pots llois, 1 Tim. vi. 16): 7.] eas 
(aor., once for all, by an act which includes 
the life) all your anxiety (жасау ттүү, 
‘the whole of;’ not, every anxiety as it 
arises: for none will arise if this transfer- 
ence has been effectually made. This again 
is an O. T. citation (ref. Ps.), dxlppapow ёк) 
кро» Th» pépiuvár cov. The art. also 
shews that the џер:иуа was not a possible, 
but a present one; that the exhortation is 
addressed to men under sufferings. As to 
the connexion, we may remark, that this 
percipe clause is explanatory of the 
ormer imperative one, inasmuch as all 
anxiety is a contradiction of true hamility: 
pépuva, by which the spirit uepií(erau, 
part for God, part for unbelief, is in fact an 
exalting self against Him) upon Him, be. 
cause (seeing that: the justifying reason 
for the éw:fpipa:) Ho careth (аўге рге- 
fixed for emphasis, to take up the èr 
ab rv) for (about: the distinction between 
пері and ётер after verbs of caring is thus 
given by Weber, Demosth. p. 130 (see 
Winer, { 47. 1): “ жері solam mentis cir- 
cumepectionem vel respectum rei, ówép 
simul animi propensionem signiflcat." But 
perhaps it must not be too much pressed) 
you. 8, 9.] Other necessary exhorta- 
tions under their afflictions ; and now with 
reference to the great spiritual adversary, 
аз before to God, and their own hearts. 
* Ne consolatione illa, quod Deo sit cura 
de vobis, ad securitatem abutamur, præ- 
monet nos Apostolus de Satane insidiis," 
loss. interlin. 8.] Be sober (see ch. 
v. 7, and Luke xxi. 84, 36. This sobriety 

Vor. ТҮ. 

-int,) Eus, Lucif, . 

ypr Hil,. 

of mind, as opposed to intoxication with 
Au,  Biorikal, is necessary to the 
arri rv стерео: only he who is sober 
stands firm), be wate (can it be that 
Peter thought of his Lord's ofrws ойк 
icxócare play бра» ypyyopica иет’ ёдоў, 
on the fatal night when he denied Him? 

Bengel says, are, vigilate, anima: 
yprryopnoare, vigilate, corpore:” but the 
distinction is not borne out: both words 
are far better taken as applying to the 
mind; as Aug. in Wies.: “corde vigila, 
fide vigila, spe vigila, caritate vigiln, operi- 
bus vigila): your adversary (the omis- 
sion of any causal particle, as Fri, inserted 
in the rec., makes the appeal livelier and 
more forcible, leaving the obvious con- 
nexion to be filled up by the reader. ф 
&vr(B. ., your great and well-known 
adversary : ut sciant, hac lege se Christi 
fidem profiteri, ut cum diabolo continuum 
bellum habeant. Neque enim membris 

rcet, qui cum capite proliatur," Calv. 
vriducos properly, and in reff. an adver- 

вагу in а suit at law; but here = үд, 
an enemy in general) the devil (anartlirous 
as à proper name, as in Acts xiii. 10; Hev. 
xx. 2) as a roaring lion (“ comparatur 
diabolus leoni famelico ct рге impatientia 
fumis rugienti, quia perniciem nostram 
inexplebiliter appetit, nec ulla prsda ei 
sufficit," Gerh.) walketh about (cf. Job i. 
7, ii. 2) seeking whom to devour (“іпсог- 
porando sibi per mortalem culpam," Lyra: 
see reff.) : 9.] whom resist (see ref. 
James) firm in the faith (dat. of reference, 
as ox fua: edpebels &s Ќубрютоѕ Phil. ii 8, 
Tékva bce: ópyfjs Eph. ii. 8, &c.), know- 
ing (being aware : it is an 55 
against their giving way under Satan's 
attacks, to remember that they do not stand 
alone against him; that others are, as Ger- 
hard expresses it, not only vaOnuárwer 
gvppéroxo but in “precibus et pugna 
contra Satanam ovppayor”) that the very 
same sufferings (this construction, a gen. 
after д айтбѕ, is not elsewhere found in 
N. T. In it, as in the dat. construction 
in reff, the adj. is made into a subst. to 
express more completely the identity. It 

Co 
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is (see Winer, 8 84. 2) much as when 
an adj. is made into а subst. governing a 
gen.: e.g. Tb üueráüerov Ts BovAfs 
Heb. vi. 17, ть bwepéxov тїз yvóceos 
Phil. iii. 8, т) життду ris wodrrelas 
Thuc. i. 68, rò óxepBdAXor тўз Айтуу 
Plato, Phædr. 210 a) are being accom- 
plished in (the case of: the dat, of re- 
ference, as in уіуєсдси Ошу and similar 
brases. Much unnecessary difficulty has 

n found in the word tre Nea. 
It has its usual N. T. meaning of ‘ac- 
complish,’ * complete,’ as in reff. and Phil, 
i. 6, al; these sufferings were being 
accomplished, their full measure attained, 
according to the will of God, and by the 
appoiutment of God, in, with reference to, 
in the case of, the &3eAgdérns. The Dative 
must not be regarded as = a gen. with 
úró: but there is another way of taking it, 
viz. as dependent on r айт, making èr- 
телеси middle: knowing that уе are 
accomplishing the same sufferings with ” 
&c. This is defended by Harless; but in 
this ense we should certainly expect suas 
to be inserted, as abró» in Luke iv. 41, 
and ceavrór in Rom. ii. 19) your brother- 
hood (ref.) in the world (dv кбсрф, not to 
direct attention to another brotherhood 
not in the world, as Huther ; but as iden- 
tifying their state with yours: who, like 
yourselves, are in the world, and thence 
have, like yourselves, to expect such 
trials). 10, 11.] Final assurance of 
God's help and ultimate perfecting of 
them after and by means of these suf- 
Serings. 10.] But (q.d. however you 
may be able to apprehend the consolation 
which I have lust propounded to you, one 
thing is sure: or as Bengel, “ vos tantum 
vigilate et resistite hosti: cetera Deus 
præstabit ”) the God of all grace (who is 

[S 

om тюу aiwywy В 86 copt arm. 

the Souree of all spiritual help for ev 
occasion : gee reff.) who ealled you (which 
was the first proof of His grace towards 
you) unto (with a view to; *consolationis 
argumentum:' He who has begun grace 
with а view to glory, will not cut off grace 
till it be perfected in glory. Cf. 1 Thesa. 
ji. 12; 2 Thess. ii. 14) His eternal glory 
in Christ Jesus (dv xp. "Ino. belongs to 
kaAécas, which has since been defined by 
vpas els т. al. ab. Bát. Christ Jesus is the 
element in which that calling took place. 
The words cannot, as Calov., al., be joined 
with what follows), when ye have suffered 
a little while (these words belong to what 
has gone before, ó kaAécas ўрӣѕ k. r. A., 
not to what follows, as is decisively shewn 
by the consideration that all four verbs 
must belong to acts of God on them in this 
life, while these sufferings would be still 
going on. The ddlyov wabévrag expresses 
the condition of their calling to glory in 
Christ, viz. after having suffered for a short 
time. wadvrag, as in all cases of an aor. 
part. connected with a future verb, is to be 
taken in the strictness of its aoristic mean- 
ing as а futurus exactus: the яабђиата 
are over when the 84а comes in), shall 
Himself (abrés, solemn and emphatic: 
“ostendit enim Apostolus ex eodem gratise 
fonte et primam ad gloriam colestem vo- 
cationem et ultimam hujus beneficii con- 
summationem provenire," Gerhard) per- 
fect (you) (see ref. Heb. and note: “ne 
remaneat in vobis defectus," Beng.), shall 
confirm (establish you firmly, so as to be 
eTepeol tH пісте: “ne quid vos labe. 

:factet," Beng.), shall strengthen (the 
word oe belongs to later Greek), 
shall ground (you) (fix you as on a 
foundation, “ut euperetis omnem vim 
adversam. Digna Petro oratio. Con- 
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Na be d 
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12 AA Dirovavod биё» rod miorod d& N οο d$ N т. Rom. vii. 
гуіборас "Òe * дМйуш> * €ypaxra ° таракахф» ка Y èmipap- 1 

x A 

GT T e. 

u absol, Luke ili. 18. 1 Cor. iv. 13 
w constr., Matt. ii. 23. 
y = Rom. xvi. 3,16, &c. Col. iv. 10, 15 al. 

12. ci^ Barov B. 

2 Tim Я . Iv. 2 al. 
Mark i. 39. zili, 16. John i. 18 al. 

ins xu bef ravrny N'(N? disapproving). 

18. Phil. m. 
Heb. zi. 
Wud. 

z here only +. 

rec (for ornre) 
єстпкате, with KL( P] rel ТЫ (Ec: txt ABX j 13. 

18. aft BaBvAcri ins ekkAnatia N 4-marg 83-marg vulg Syr arm (Ec. 

firmat fratres suos," Bengel. Cf. Luke 
xxii. 82, ot wort CmoTpépas orhpicoy 
TObs àBeAQoUs cov: and 2 Tim. ii. 19, 
ó orepeds GeudAios ToU beot earner): 

п.) to Him (again emphatic : ne 
quidquam laudis et gloria sibi vindicent,“ 
Gerh.) be (i.e. бе ascribed : or, as ch. iv. 
11, écri», is, i.e. із due) the might 
(which has been shewn in this perfecting, 
confirming, strengthening, grounding 
you, and in all that those words imply as 
their ultimate result,—of victory and 
glory) to the ages of the ages. Amen. 

12—14.] Сомстсвгох. By Silvanus 
the faithful brother (there seems to be 
no reason for distinguishing this Silvanus 
from the companion of St. Paul and Timo- 
theus, mentioned in 1 Thess. i. 1; 2 Thess. 
i. 1; 2 Cor. i. 19, and known by the name 
of Silas in the Acts. See further in Pro- 
legomena, 8 iv. 19), as I reckon (és 
Хоу ораз belongs most naturally to тоб 
ir &$єАфо®, not to 3? daAlywv which 
follows: and indicates the Apostle’s judg- 
ment concerning Silvanus, given, not in 
any disparagement of him, nor indicating, 
as De W.and Bengel, that he was not 
known to St. Peter, but as fortifying him, 
in his mission to the churches addressed, 
with the Apostle’s recommendation, over 
and above the acquaintance which the 
readers may already have had with him), 
I have written (the epistolary aor. See 
reff.) to you (dy is taken by some, as 
E. V., Luther, Steiger, al., as dependent 
on virot, which is harsh, and leaves 
TJypaha without any object of address) in 
(by means of, as my vehicle of conveying 
my meaning) few words (Erasm., Grot., 
Pott, al. fancy that this (yp. 5! oALyoav 
refers to the second Epistle: but see 
2 Pet. iii. 1. On 30 oAlyar, cf. Heb. xiii. 
22. It perhaps may bere refer to some 
more copious instructions which Silvanus 
was to give them by word of mouth: or 
may serve to fix their attention more 
pointedly on that which had been thus 
concisely said), exhorting (such in the 
main is the character of the Epistle) and 
giving my testimony (tho фи{ in er- 
poprvpé» indicates merely the direction 

of the testimony, not as Bengel, “ testi- 
monium jam per Paulum et Silam audi- 
erant pridem: Petrus insuper testatur”) 
that this (of which I have written to 
you; see below) is (the inf. elvas belongs 
to both яаракалёи and  émipaprvpàv) 
the true grace (not “doctrina evangelii" 
as Gerb. nor “state of grace” as De. 
Wette, but simply “ртасе” ch. i. 2, as 
testified by the preaching of the Apostles 
to be совы and granted to them by 
God. This identification of the preached 
and written message with the true mind 
of God towards man, is not uncommon 
with our Apostle: e.g., ch. i, 12, 25 
(ii. 10, 25). The reason of this was not 
any difference, as some would have us 
believe, between the teachings of St. Peter 
and St. Paul, but the difficulty presented 
to the readers in the fact of the fiery 
trial of sufferings which they were passing 
through) of God, in which stand ye (the 
cunstruction is pregnant; into which 
being admitted, stand in it. On every 
account, wo are bound to read стӯте, not 
éorhxare, which has apparently come in 
from the similar ёи f ($) émrfkare in 
reff. Every reason which Wiesinger gives 
against ohe, is in fact a reason for it. 
стӣте es is, he says, evidently wrong, 
because the readers were already in the 
grace :—I answer,—and consequently it 
was corrected to what seemed right: els 
hy orire, he says further, would not fit 
the context :—and consequently, we may 
reply, the temptation would be stronger to 
correct it. The idea of its having been an 
emendation to suit wapaxaAgy is simply 
absurd; that participle referring back to 
the contenta of the Epistle, not requiring 
any justification in this sentence; as any, 
even the dullest copyist, must see. As it 
stands, it is & short and earnest exhorta- 
tion, containing in it in fact the pith of 
what has been said by way of exhortation 
in the whole Epistle). 18.] She that 
is elected together with you in Babylon 
salutes you (who, or what is this? The 
great majority of Commentators under- 
stand it to mean a sister congregation, 
elect like yourselves, ch. i. 1. Bo N al. 

Сс?2 
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a (e note cal Mapxos б vis pov. 147 damdoacbe adAndovs > er ABKLP 
= ere 7 » 7 е хл ^ a 
ey ме bed Алат; d ayámys, ° віру] oui waow той Íévtghjk 
2 Tim. l. 2. ^ In ol 

b (уй) Rem. ХРЕСТ, 

e M above oe Luke vii. 48. xxii. 48. Prov. xxvii. 6. Cant. I. 3 only. d here only. e 3 John 15. 
f Bom. viii. 1. xvi. 7. 2 Cor. v. 17. 

14. e:pyyns (but s erased) М. 
-ed(wi Thl (Ec: B 18 36 fald(wi 

чке re Um) e adds хатат e KLIPIN rel dix i id 20 harl) Syr seth. rec 

rec aft xptore ins moov, with KL(P]N rel 
demid 

(with demid fuld [tol]) 
syrr [arm] ТЫ (Ec: om AB 13 am(with hart) copt eth. 

SUBSCRIPTION. om (К?) rel: єурафу ато рент: f h: э} трете werpov emurroAs 
еурафп ато peus j: TEAOS THS re eri ro kaüoAuxms тетроо 86: Tov ayiov 
axogToAov srerpov kaBoAucy emoroaAn а Li: (zerp. ar. er. а P:] txt ABN. 

in digest, E. V., Luth., Calv., Gerhard, 
Steiger, &c., and the more recent inter- 
preters, De Wette, Huther, Wiesinger. 
And this perhaps may be a legitimate in- 
terpretation. Still it seems hardly proba- 
ble, that there should be joined together in 
the same sending of salutation, an abstrac- 
tion, spoken of thus enigmatically, and a 
man, Міркоѕ å vids mov, by name. No 
mention has occarred in the Epistle of the 
word éxxAngla, to which reforence might 
be made: if such reference be sought for, 
8:асжорё, in ch. i. 1, is the only word 
suitable, and that could hardly be used of 
the congregation in any particular place. 
Finally, it seems to bo required by the 
rules of analogy, that in an Epistle ad- 
dressed to éxA«xrol яарек!8 ро, indivi- 
dually, not gregatim, ў % ВаВоАди: Nu - 
єкЛектіћ must bo an individual person also. 
These considerations induce me to accede 
to the opinion of those, who recognize here 
the 5еАфђ uri whom St. Peter sepifiye», 
1 Cor. ix. 5: and to find, in the somewhat 
unusual periphrastic way of speaking of 
her, a confirmation of this view. Bengel, 
who defends it, adduces ch. iii. 7, where the 
wives are called ewvyxkAmpovónot xdpiros 
(wis. Still, I own, the words é» BaSu- 
Ag»: a little stagger me in this view. But 
it seems less forced than the other. On 
the question, what Babylon is intended, 
whether Rome, or the Chaldæan capital, or 
some village in Egypt, see Prolegomena, 
$ iv. 10 ff.), and Marcus my son (perhaps, 
and so most have thonght, the well- 
known Evangelist (see Eus. H. E. ii. 16: 
Orig. in Eus, vi. 25: Œc. al.): perhaps 
the actual som of St. Peter, bearing this 
name ((Ec.-altern. Bengel, al). The 

fact of Peter taking refage in the house 
of Mary the mother of John Mark (Acts 
xii. 2), casts hardly any weight on the side 
of the former interpretation : but it derives 
some probability from the circumstance 
that St. Mark is reported by Eus. I. e., and 
iii. 89, v. 8, vi. 14, 25, to have been the 
дкблоубоѕ and ua05Tfs and ipusrevr)s 
Tiérpov, on the authority of Papias and 
Clement of Alexandria: and that Irenæus 
(Her. iii. 11, p. 174, Eus. v. 8) reports 
the same. The viés is understood either 
spiritually or literally, according as one or 
other of the above views is taken). 
14.) Salute one another in (as the medium 
of salutation) a kiss of love (seo on ref. 
Rom. where, as every where except here, 
planua &yov is the expression. For a full 
account of the custom, see Winer, Realw. 
art. Kuß). Peace be to you all that are 
in Christ (the concluding blessing of St. 
Paul is usually xdpis, not ciphen: cf. 
(Rom. xvi. 24) 1 Cor. xvi. 23; 2 Cor. xiii. 
18; Gal. vi. 18; Eph. vi. 24 (where how- 
ever elpfjyn тоз dd e x. r. A. precedes}; 
Phil. iv. 28; Col. iv. 18; 1 Thess. v. 28; 
2 Thess. iii. 18; 1 Tim. vi. 21; 3 Tim. iv. 
22; Tit. iii. 16; Philem. 26 (Heb. xiii. 
25). “Formula petita,” says Gerhard, 
* ex salutatione Christi prsesertim post re- 
surrectionem usitata." The blessing dif- 
fers also from those in St. Paul, in the 
limitation implied by duty xaow rois èr 
хрістф, whereas St. Paul has ever дета 
Tárvre» биду. Неге it is, “ peace to you, 
I mean, all that are, and in as far as they 
are, in Christ ;” in union and communion 
with Him. tots dv уриттф is quite in 
St. Paul's manner, cf. reff. See also our 
ch. iii. 16, v. 10). 
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I. !Zuueóv llérpos *8o0Xos xal ámócToXos 'Їттой «meii 
Хрістой Toig 5 ісбтіиоу їй °AayovoWw пісті» ёру 
калотйуу ToU de,] cuv xal f сотђросѕ сод хрістод. 

3. 1. 
е = Деіз i. a7 (Lake v9. John Alx. 24) only. 3 Macc. vi. 1l. (1 Kings Hier. vili. 10. 

41. isd. viii. 19 only.) 
9. James 1. 20. 

e b here only t. 
ôi- tooryous 

àzébede, 
Jos. Antt. zii. 

Xen. 
xiv. 

Rom i. 17. lii. 6, 21, 22. x. see Rom. v. 9. av. ° 
f ver. 11. ch. Н. 20. ці. 2, 18. 20 2 Tim. 1. 10. Tit. i. 4. li. 13. Ш. 6. 

TITLE. Steph extoroAn werpov кабоМмку Bevrepa: elZ werp. Tov AFOOT. етіст. каб. 
Üevrepa : cr кайбомкт бет. Tov ayiov axoctoAov werpov L: werpou erior. p 
CK [Р(арру)] j І m o 13. 86 (5«vrepa K j 1 m о): txt ABN. 

Cuar. I. 1. eiue» В a! cl m (Ec (тєдш» BN(Tischdf, expr)), (In C the 8 lines 
following the title are almost totally illegible; Tischdf bowever thinks that he can 
distinguish a II at the beg of the Ist line, and hence conjectures that the ms omitted 
oupewy.) es бикшотиутуу R. 

Cuar. I. 1, 2.] ADDRESS AND GREET- 
ING. Symeon (see var. readd. The form, 
as belonging to our Apostle, is found, 
besides here, only in Acts xv. 14. Its oo- 
currence is at all events a testimony in 
favour of the independence of the second 
Epistle. It was not adapted to the first: 
which, considering that it refers fo the 
first, is a note, however slight, on the side 
of its genuineness) Peter, a servant (Rom. 
i. 1) and apostle (an ingenious reason ig 
given by De Wette for the occurrence of 
both these designations : that the Writer 
combined 1 Pet. i.1, with Jude 1) of Jesus 
Christ, to them that have obtained 
(Aayxdvay (with acc. as reff, Acta, 
8 Macc.) shews, as Beng., that “non ipei 
sibi pararunt:” as Huss in Huther, “sicut 
sors non respicit personam, ita nec divina 
electio tatrix est personarum ") like 
precious faith (faith,—i. e. substance of 
truth believed: faith objective, not sub- 
jective, — of equal value: not, as De W., 
which confers equal right to God's king- 
dom, equal honour and glory: such a mean. 
ing would be unexampled. The E. V. has 
hit the meaning very happily by like 
precious. Cf. 1 Pet.ii.7. Huther quotes 
from Horneius (similarly Eatius); © dici- 
tur fides seque pretiosa, nop quod omnium 
credentium teque magna sit, sed quod per 
fidem illam eadem mysteria et eadem bene- 
ficia divina nobis proponantur") with us 
(apparently, in the first place, the Apostles: 

for беду, ко Nö [syr-pk sah]. 

but more probably, in a wider sense, the 
Jewish Christians, with whom the Gen- 
tiles had been admitted into the same 
covenant, and the inheritance of the like 
precious promises) in the righteousness of 
our God and (our) Saviour Jesus Christ 
(first, concerning iv Sex vp. Some 
Commentators, as Beza, Grot., Piscator, 
al, take Zis. for an attribute of God, and 
ép as instrumental, by the righteousness, 
оше» truth, of God: others, as Estius, 
orneius, al., understand бик. as justitia 
uam Deus nobis dat et Christus peperit ” 

(Horn), explaining фу as ‘cum’ or per:“ 
but, as Huther well replies, this is objec- 
tionable, seeing that righteousness comes 
by faith, not faith by righteousness. De 
Wette would give two different meanings 
to Jur. as applied to the Father and to 
the Son, in the former case making it 
mean grace, in the latter love: but this 
is evidently quite arbitrary. Gerhard 
would confine it altogether to the obe- 
dientia et satisfactio Christi,” against 
which is ToU део hur, The best expla- 
nation seems to me that of Huther, that 
dicaioo bn here betokens the righteous 
dealing of God, corresponding to His 
attribute of righteousness, as opposed to 
tposewroAmpía and that the words are to 
be taken in close connexion with the fore- 
going, rots iodripoy fjuiy AaxoUcir жістіу, 
d» being used of the conditional element, 
in which the Aaxei riero loóripor is 
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єтїгї 28 арі Upip Kal 8 etonvn € rrANOuvOein év ^ ervyvacer ToU 
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і w. gen. abs., 
1 Cor. iv. 18. 
2 Cor. v. 20. 

k = here bis 
(Acts xvii. 29) 
only. Job 
xxvii. 3. 
2 Macc. iii. 29. . 

1 Luke xiv. 32, xix. 42. Acts xxviii. 10. Heb. ii. 17. 
1. vv. 6, 7. ch. fii. 11 only, las. xi. 2. (-Bety, Acts xviii. 23. - Bijg, eh. ii. 9. B, Tit. ii. 12.) 

o Heb. іх. 15 reif. bis, Mark xv. 45 only. Gen. ххх. 20. 

дєод kat Ino той xupiov hpv. 
31 Os тарта uiv тїз k*Ocías Suvdpews avrod ‘ra 

трд< бю?» xai ee, "Sedwpnuérvns Sid tis * - 
yvacews той ° каћсаутос̧ "us d 08р Kat Paper, 

Tit. 1. 
п here 

m Acts iii. 12. 1 Tim. il. 2 a7. 2 Tim. ili. 5. 

p = 1 Pet. ii. 9. (ver. б.) 

2. aft oov ins xpiorov ALN (a c) 36 [syrr] copt sth arm; bef mo., d g? 18 vulg 
[-ed(with tol)] Aug,.— Tov xv нор iv xv, omg Tov 0v ка, а c 69. 187-63 syrr: 
Tov ко Kat OV тудо, OME oov, j: om T. бео» к. ino. [P] am(with demid fuld harl). 

9. ins ra bef ravra AN e 13 Did,. aft xpos ins тоу Geov xa; Ni (NA disapproving). 
rec (for dia Bokn к. apern) dia don: к. aperns, with BKL rel ТЫ Œc., dofms x. 

aperns, omg ta, 1 : txt ACN(Pa e] 19. 86 vulg spec Did, [Cs,] Bede,, 80fy x. aperz, 
omg iia, а с. 

grounded: so that the sense is, in His 
righteousness, which makes no difference 
between the one party and the other, God 
has given to you the like precious faith, as 
to us. De W.’s objection to this, that thus 
the Epistle must be regarded as written to 
Gentile Christians, is not valid, or proves 
too much: for at all events there must be 
two parties in view in the words leór«uor 
$uiv, whatever these parties be. Next, 
as to the words то? Өво® ud xal сетӯўроє 
ed уХриғтоё. Undoubtedly, as in 
Titus ii. 13, in strict grammatical pro- 
priety, both @eot and cwr?pos would be 
predicates of "усо? хрістой. But here, as 
there, considerations interpose, which seem 
to remove the strict grammatical render- 
ing out of the range of probable meaning. 
I have fally discussed the question in the 
note on that passage, to which I would 
refer the reader as my justification for in- 
terpreting here, as there, тод Ceol judy of 
the Father, and cwrijpos "Ingo xpiorot of 
the Son. Неге, there is the additional 
consideration in favour of this view, that 
the Two are distinguished most plainly in 
the next verse): 2.) grace to you and 
peace be multiplied (so in ref.: but fur- 
ther specified here by what follows) in (us 
the vehicle, or conditional element of the 
multiplication) knowledge (Hrí(yvecu, 
* cognitio maturior: but this can hardly 
be given in English without too strong a 
phrase) of God, and of Jesus our Lord 
(every unusual expression, like ‘Ino, rod 
cup. Suey, occurring only Rom. iv. 24, 
should be noticed as a morsel of evidence 
to the independence of the Epistle). 
8—11.] Exhortation to advance in the 
graces of the spiritual life: introduced (vv. 
8, 4) by a consideration of the rich bestowal 
from God of all things belonging to that 
life by the knowledge of Him, and the aim 
of His promiees, viz. that we should par- 
take in the divine nature. 8.) Seeing 

that (the connexion with the greeting 
which precedes must not be broken : it is 
characteristic of tbis Epistle, to dilate 
further when the sense seems to have come 
toa close. The sense of Фе with a gen. 
absolute is, “assuming that," *'seeing 
that; cf. Plato, Alcib. i. p. 10, oro as 
Siavooundvuv gov тайта фротё, adlnul тє 
diavoe coca: Xen. Cyr. iii. 1.9, àAA' фота, 
kon, db Коре, Bri BoóA ei, дз TANOD dpovrros. 
See Ма ие, § 568. 2. Winer, $ 65. 9. 
The latter explains the usage thus, “ ós 
with a participle in the gen. absolute con- 
struction, gives to the idea of the verb a 
subjective character, of assumption, or in- 
tention^) His divine (0706, a word peculiar 
in N. T., as an adjective, to this Epistle : 
вее reff.) power hath given (B«8upnpérvns, 
middle in signification, as perfect passives 
во often: во poskékA nai avrots, Acts xiii, 
2, xvi. 10, xxv. 12: d è Arat, Rom. 
iv. 21; Heb. xii. 26: see Winer, § 89. 3) 
us all things (vávra is prefixed by way of 
emphasis) which are (requisite) for (reff.) 
life and godliness (evoéBaa is a mark of 
the later apostolic period: reff.), through 
(by means of, as the medium of attain- 
ment: “ Dei cognitio principium est vitse 
(John xvii. 3) et primus in pietatem in- 
gressus." Calv.) the knowledge (ёиъу». 
see above) of Him that called us (i. e. of 
God, who is ever the Caller in the N. T. : 
see e. g. 1 Pet. ii, 9) by (dat. of the instru- 
ment, as in Acts ii. 83, v. 31; James iii. 7) 
His own glory and virtue (ai ёрета! are 
predicated of God in ref, 1 Pet. However 
these words be read, whether as in text, or 
3:4 36 95 к. üperfjs, both substantives be- 
long to God, not to us : still less must we 
render, as in E. V., “called us to glory 
and virtue," of which meaning there is 
not a trace in either reading. Bengel 
seems to give the meaning well, ad glo- 
riam referuntur attributa Dei naturalia, ай 
virtutem ea qus» dicuntur moralia: intime 
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4 е àv та He, ка} Iria july * ётауүбџата qı Pet. 1. 19 
^ тен. 

п dedwpntat, Wa Sia rovrov *yévnaÜe K eue * кошорої "ch. üi. 13 
only + . De- 
mosth. 397. 3. , ^ 9, a > 3 Р 

фусєос, * алтоф›уорте; тўс ev xóopw "èv Y єёт:бишіа “ фбо- . 1 78 17 
e^ e ^ е 

pas. ö = каї ? au тодто * 8ё * стоџбђи * rácav ° тареіс- +h ñ. 18,0 
xxii. 22 only. = = Tit. iii. 8 al. 
14,15. (see ch. Ii. 10, 18. 
M. 12 bis, 19 only. Ps. cii, 4. 

y here only. (Rom. iz. 17 al.) Winer, $ 21. 3, Remark 2. 
xii. 11. Phil. ii. 29 al. a = Acts xx. 19. 

absol., Rom. vil. 7, 8. 1 Thess. iv. 5. James 1. т 

w Rom. viii. 21. 1 Сог. xv. 42, 50. Gal. vi. B. Col. ii. 22. ch. 
х Matt. z. 18. John vi. bt. vill. 16, 17. xv. 27. Acts iii. 24 al. 

z Rom. zii. 8,11. Jude3al. Exod. 
Ъ here only t. Demosth. 454. 1, 12. 

4. transp деуптта and tia BKLN rel spec вуг Thl (Ec: txt 55017 m 18. 36 vulg 
syr-pk coptt Did, Jer,.— гес nuy bef коа, with KLR rel (Ec : txt (A) B 
spec syr[ -txt] Did Thl.—for nuw, ошу A 66-8 syr- pk syr- mg. 
N i for ev exi&., exsOupsas ког С 69. 137-63 вуг ins Te bef xoouw ABLN. 

Ja e m 18 vulg 
$vocos bef koiverot 

arm [кш (only) Р]: exi&v,uas 18 vulg lat-ff.—r uu ev те x. ет:дошау N [Jer]. 
5. avrov A 18 vulg spec wth. 

om tovro A. 

unum sunt utraque" Cf. Gal. i. 15, kaad- 
cas 8:4 Tis xdpiros abroU), 4.) through 
which (His attributes and energies) He 
hath given to us (Se8epyra: again middle 
in sense, see above: not as E. V., passive: 
the subject is 5 xaAécas) the [or, His} 
greatest and precious promises (ётаүүд- 
para, as in ch. iii. 18, promises: not, 
things рое (Est., Beng., al.), still 
less, as Dietlein, proclamations of Christian 
doctrine, which the word cannot mean. 
Benson's idea, that by Ju?» nre meant the 
Apostles, and that the second person 
*yévnaOe refers to the Gentile Christians, 
scems quite beside the purpose), that by 
means of these (promises: i. e. their ful- 
filineut: not to be referred, as Calv., 
Benson, De Wette, to rà xpds geh x. r. A. 
as the antecedent: nor, as Beng., to 9ó£n 
kal dperf}: rob ru shews pointedly that the 
last-mentioned noun is the antecedent) ye 
may become (aor., but not on that account 
to bo rendered, as Huther, wurdet, that ye 
tight be, adding, that the Writer assumes 
the participation to have already taken 
place: for the aor. is continually thus used 
of future contingencies without any such 
intent: e. g. riorebere eis Tò pâs, Tra vio) 
gurds убтоде, John xii. 36. The account 
of this usage of the aor. has not been any 
where, that I have seen, sufficiently given. 
It is untranslateable in most cases, but 
secs to serve in the Greek to express that 
the nim was not the procedure, but the 
completion, of that indicated: not the 
ylvec@as, the carrying on of the process, 
but the -ye»vécóa, its accomplishment) 
partakers of the divine nature (i.e. of 
that holiness, and truth, and love, and, in 
n word, perfection, which dwells in God, 
and in you, by God dwelling in you: 
“vocat hie divinam naturam id quod di- 
viua preosentia efficit in nobis, i. e. confor- 
mitatem nostri cum Deo, seu imaginem 
Dei que in nobis reformatur per divinam 
presentiam in nobis.” Hemming in Hu- 

om raray C а a am!(but added by origl scribe) 
бе bef rovro СХ a c d h 18. 35 Tür arm] ТЫ: 

hl, insd in syr 

ther: which is only so far wrong, that it 
confounds our xowevla in the divine na- 
ture, of which the above would be a right 
description, with that nature itself), hav- 
ing escaped (not a conditional participial 
clause, but like éAflyov wa@dyras in 1 Pet. 
v. 10, merely a note of matter of fact, 
bringing out in this case the negative 
side of the Christian life, as the former 
clause did the positive: when ye have es- 
caped’) from ү construction, of ётофе/уо 
with a gen. is not very usual. Matthia 
gives a similar instance from Xen. An. i. 8. 
2, eépuye ToU uh xarawerpwOjvai, and 
another from Soph. Antig. 488, ойк & 
te rom uópov xaxlorov. In Philoct. 1084 
we have око’ by Ti)s vócov repevyévas. 
These last instances shew that the gen. 
here is due, not to the preposition aro, 
but to the idea of separation and distance 
implied in the sense of the verbs) the cor- 
ruption (— destruction, of soul and body) 
which is in the world in (consisting in, 
as ita element and ground) Just (Calvin : 
* hanc non in elementis que nos circum- 
stant, sed in corde nostro esse ostendit, 
quia illic regnant vitiosi et pravi affectus, 
quorum fontem vel radicem voce concu- 
piscentim notat. Ergo ita locatur in 
mundo corruptio, ut sciamus in nobis esse 
mundum ). 

5—7.] Direct exhortation, consequent 
on vv. 3, 4 fo [оен in the spiritual 
life. 5.] And on this very account 
(avrà тобто, lit. “this very thing :" but 
just as Tí, “what,” has come to mean 
“why?” “for what reason?” во аётб, or 
тоёто, or the strengthened demonstrative 
roduced by the juxtaposition of both, 
bas come to mean, “wherefore,” “for 
this reason.” See Winer in reff.: and cf. 
Xen. Anab. i. 9. 21, aùrò rovro obrep 
abrbs @река Флоу dero Jer .... kal 
avrds ётерато cuvepyds Tois $íAois kpd- 
тістоѕ elva — for the very reason, for 
which he thought that he himself wanted 
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only. ret! diae iav, ё 8 Tij ! QuXabeX la tw дуй. 8 тадта 

vii yap viv k imdpyovra xai l4 Xeovdlovra ойк ™ apyous 
е = 1 Pet. iii. 7. 
fhere bis. Acts xxiv. 25. Gal. v. 23 only t. Sir. xviii. 30 (tide) only. · g James i. 3, 4 rell. h ver, 

i Rom. ай. 10. 1 Thess. iv.9. Heb. ali. 1. 1 Pet. a. 23 only v. (-$0«, 1 Pet. iii. в.) 
20 bis. vi. 1. 2 Co 1. 

3 reff. 
k Acts tii. 6. iv. 37, xxviii. 7. Sir. xx. 16. 

iv. 17 al 1 Chron. zziv. 11. m 
20 only. Wisd. xv. 15, 

with ast. 
original scribe. num С: om spec. 

. for 186 rn, ттуу (sic) N. 

lelsw. Paul only. = Rom. v. 
Matt. xii. 88. xx. 3, 6. 1 Tim. v. 13 bis. Tit. í, 12. James ii. 

r. iv. 15. Pha 

in M the ex: of exixopyynoare is written over the line appy by the 

8. for vrapxorra, тоооута А 5.9. 73 vulg sah [вуг-р and wth, appy] Cyr[?] Pe-Cbr,. 

friends.. . . he also tried to be? &. | and 
Plato, Protag. р. 310 Е, abrà ravra viv 
Fre rapá се. The reason hero being, és 
... « Sedapnudrns x.7.A., above: во that 
this forms a sort of apodosis to that sen- 
tence. The E. V, ‘beside this’ is entirely 
at fault, Nor can we, as Dietlein, make 
abrd тобто the object after ётхортућсате) 
giving on your part (sapeisevéyxavres, 
lit. introducing by the nde of : i. e. besides 
those precious promises on God's part, 
bringing in on your part) all diligence 
(so oxouvdhy elsevéyxa: or elseréyxacbas 
in Libanius, Josephus, Antt. xx. 9. 2, Diod. 
Sic. p. 554, in Wetst.), furnish (from the 
original meaning of the verb, to provide 
expenses for a chorus, it easily gets this 
of furnishing forth; see reff. And the 
construction and meaning of the following 
clauses is not as Horneius and the E. V., 
“ adjicite fidei virtutem &., but the dv is 
each time used of that which is assumed 
to be theirs, and the exhortation is, to 
take care that, in the exercise of that, the 
next step is developed: ** præsens quisque 

dus subsequentem parit et facilem red- 
it: subsequens priorem temperat ac per- 

ficit," Bengel) in your faith (Bengel re- 
marks, “ fides, Dei donum : ideo non jube- 
mur subministrare fldem, sed in flde fruc- 
tus illos, qui septem enumerantur: fide 
chorum ducente, amore concludente ") 
virtue (best perhaps understood with Ben- 
gel as "strenuus animi tonus ac vigor.” 
(Ec. gives it rà ёруа; but this seems too 
geueral: it is indeed that which produces 
Tà Epya, without which faith is dend: and 
hence the connexion), and in your virtus, 
knowledge (probably that practical dis- 
criminating knowledge, of which it is suid 
Eph. v. 17, ph ylverOe Кфроуєѕ, dAAd 
ouvlere тЇ Tb 0éAnua ToU kvplov: “que 
malum а bono secernit, et mali fugam 
docet," Beng.: not as Œc., ) тб» той 
Өвоў &xoxpóoer росттріоу enos), — 6.) 

and in your knowledge, self-restraint 
(eyapdrea, rd under) dxoriperta: жібе, 
as (Ec. “Temperance” is now too much 
used of one sort only of self-restraint, 
fully to express the word. The Commen- 
tators compare Sir. xviii. 30, where under 
the head ёукрітеа xs is said, óxíce 
тё» ёт:бошду cov uh xopebov, kal & 
ry Üpéteóv cov kwAbov, The connexion 
is; let such discriminating knowledge not 
be without its fruit, of steady holding in 
hand of the passions and tempers), and in 
your self.restraint, patient endurance 
(in afflictions and trials), and in your 
patient endurance, godliness (i. e. it is not 
to be mere brute Stoical endurance, but 
united with God-fearing and God-trusting. 
Or it may perhaps be used without direct 
reference to God, ав in Dio Cass. xlviii. 5, 
6:4 thy wpbs тд» ådeapòy eben,: but 
the other is much more likely in the N. T.: 
especially as the social virtues follow), 
7.| and in your godliness, brotherly kind. 
ness (not suffering your godliness to be 
moroseness, nor & sullen solitary habit of 
life, but kind nnd generous and courteous), 
and in your brotherly kindness, love (uni- 
versal kindness of thought, word, and act 
towards all: a catholic large-heartedness, 
not confining the spirit of фгАаёелфіа to 
&8eAgol only, Matt. v. 46, 47. So that these 
two last correspond to the ёуётэу els dAAG- 
Aovs kal els xdyras of 1 Thess. iii. 12. 
8, 9.] Reasons for the foregoing exhorta- 
tions : 1. positive, the advantage of these 
Christian graces in bringing forth fruit 
towards the mature knowledge of Christ : 
2. negative, the disadvantage of their ab- 
sence from the character. 8.] For 
these things (the above-mentioned graces) 
being in you (фтёру у» of previous sub- 
sistence, elvai of mere matter-of-fact 
being: sce note on Acts xvi. 20) and 
multiplying (aot merely as E. V. *abound- 
ing! see reif.) render you (not pres. fur 
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о0дё n axaprrous ° кабістђсії eis тў» тоў киріоо yor a Matt ай. 
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8 here only, Jos 
t во 2 Tim. 

o James iii. 6 reff. 
only +. (see note.) 
viii. 19. Wisd. wi. II. 

v Heb. i. 1 reff. т. art., here only. Gr. ireq. 

p ver. 2. 

| Mk. 
1 Cor. xiv. 14, 
Eph. v. 11. 

10 Ai). рор, 
(see Heb. хі. 5.) Wied. ill. 1. 

. Antt. Il. 9. 1, S d xpórov иӯкос Аз 
La Heb. al. . os МЯ 

303v AcBóvrec. Deut. 
u Heb. i. 3 ES Job vii. 21. 

aft axaprovs, ovd is written but marked for erasure by Ni. 
9. for адартиоу, auaprnuatey AKR d 36(sic) [arm Mare,] Damasc, Pe- Chri [de- 

lictorum vulg spec]. 

future, but as expressing the habitual 
character and function of these virtues) 
not idle (4pyés = Kepyos) nor yet (ob 
introduces a slight climax: a man may 
be in some sense not unworkful, but yet 
unfruitful) unfruitful towards («ls not = 
ёу as E. V. after Luth., Calv., Grot., al.: 
these virtues are all regarded as so many 
steps in advancing towards the éwíyrwocis 
of Christ, which is the t complex end 
of the Christian life) the perfect know- 
ledge (here, considering the place which 
it holds, it is well to give the full sense of 
dwlyvwois) of our Lord Jesus Christ (in 
Him ure bid, ethically as well as doc- 
trinally, all the treasures of wisdom and 
knowledge: the knowledge of Him is the 
imitation of Him: for as it is true that 
hereafter the seeing Him as He is will 
ensure our being perfectly like Him, so it 
is true that here the ay way in any 
degree increasingly to see Him as He is, 
is to become increasingly like Him, He 
only can declare Christ, who reflects 
Christ). 9.] For (negative reason: 
see above: and that, with reference not 
only to the exhortations of vv. 5, 6, 7, 
but by this dp connected algo with ver. 8: 
Ше advantage of the presence is great, for 
the disadvantuge of the absence indicates 
no less than spiritual blindness and ob. 
livion) he to whom these are not present 
(contrast to таёта vu dxápxorra к. 
wAcová(orra, ver. 8) is blind (lacks dis- 
cernment altogether of his own state as à 
member or Christ and inheritor of heaven), 
short-sighted (uvexd(ew Adyorra: ol ёк 
yererzs тА uir èyyùs BAéxorres, TÀ 8} ФЕ 
йтостбёсєоѕ ойх Ópürreg: dvarría 4 sdo- 
xovow ol yéporres Tois uvorrá(ovsuw, Ta 
(yàp ёуүйѕ ph óp&vres тё wójpu0«v BAÉ- 
тоосу, Aristot. Probl. $81. Hence some, 
e.g. Beza, Grot, Est, De W., Huther, 
interpret the word of not being able to see 
the heavenly things, which are distant, 
only earthly, which are close at hand, Per- 
haps, however, Horneius is right in charac- 
terizing this as an “ interpretatio argu- 
tior quam ut Abostolo proposita fuisse 
videri it." The vulg. manu tentans " 
(Luth., unb tappet mit der Hand: “ manu 

- 

viam tentans," Erasm.) seems to have come 
from the gloss (3Aa$óér. ТЫ. explains 
it by rupAdrrew, àrò тё> drd Thy V 
рибу Tv$AGy els Away фаатеАойбутеу: but 
thus we should have a mere tautology. 
Wolf adopts the interpretation * shut- 
ting tho eyes," seeing that Hesych. 
and Suidas explain it бу корибер, and 
that uvwxd(jer is only bei ras &ras. 
“Itaque,” he proceeds, “rupAbs uvw- 
dg is dicitur qui ideo сюсив est, 
quia sponte claudit oculos, ut ne videat, 
aut qui videre se dissimulat, quod vel 
invitus cernit." This was also the opinion 
of Bochart, Hieroz. i. 4, whose argu- 
ments will be found reproduced in Suicer 
sub voce. On the whole I prefer the 
interpretation “short-sighted,” without 
endorsing the ingenious explanation of 
Beza al. above), having inowred forgot- 
fulness (reff. and Athen. xii. b, p. 523, 
Agon XAaBórres тїз Kp пер! Tbv 
Bio» edxocplas. See more examples in 
Kypke, Krebs, and Loesner, h. L ngel 
says, “participio xactus exprimitur quod 
homo volens patitur.” But surely this is 
very donbtful; certainly not upheld by 
the usage of the phrase) of the purification 
of his former sins (i. e. of the fact of his 
ancient, pre-Christian, sins having been 
purged away in his baptisin. This, and not 
the purification of the sine of the world, 
and of his among them, by the cross of 
Christ, is evidently the sense, by the dA 
and афтоў. And thus almost all the Com- 
mentators. ка} yàp xal obros ётғгууобѕ 
daurdy 8:4 Tb кабарбёўуш T$ Gayle Bar- 
ticpart, бт: wAhOous &uapriov Фетл00т, 
6coy «деҳи ёт. xaOapOcls ко) ёубттта 
lAaBe, vhoew Фа Biawayrds тлрў Tb» 
фугас шб», of xwpls ойде}; фета; Tb» 
küpior, ô 8% ётелдето. (Ec. and so Thl.). 

10, 11,] The exhortation is resumed, 
and further preseed, both on the preceding 
grounds, and on account of its blessed ulti- 
mate results, if followed. — 10.) Wherefore 
the rather (“que cum ita sint, impensius.” 
8:6 referring to the two considerations 
urged in vv. 8, 9, and NAG making 
them reasons for increased zeal in com- 
plying with the exhortation), brethren 
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cts vil. 8. x 

syt-pk sth: wa da Tw» 
кау epye» Nac 5. 15. 86. 69. 73. 99 vulg вуг coptt [arm]: 3: ауады» epyar урар 
13. wapaxAnow А. 

om wore A 78 eth Ambr, 
11. om » & bi. сема» Ci. 

cwrn»pos а k 32: тд. [twice] syr-pk coptt. 

(ius тт» bef exAoynr P.] soceigÓe А ac 5. 26. 38. 

кои сетуроѕ bef тиву А 106 sth: om ко 
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(making the appeal more close and affec- 
tionate), give oe (so the E. V. 
admirably. ‘Be earnest’ would express 
rather orov3d(ere pres., whereas the aor. 
includes the whole oxovSdea: in one life- 
long effort) to make (not жоу, which 
lay beyond their power, but aroietoOa:, on 
their side, for thcir part. But the verb 
must not be explained away into a pure 
subjectivity, to make sure to yourselves:’ 
it carries the reflective force, but only in so 
far as the act is and must be done for and 
uoad a man's own self, the absolute and 

final determination resting with Another. 
Calvin'a * studete ut re ipsa testatum fiat, 
vos non frustra vocatos esse” (BeBaíav 
wocetoOa: P) is а very weak dilution of the 
sense. We must take the passage ns we 
find it: and as it stands its simple and irre- 
fragable sense is that by схоудђу vapeis- 
evéyxnat ётХортуйса: dv K. r. A. is the 
way BeBalay жот@ш our кАўс:у and 
éxAoyhy. How this is to be reconciled 
with the fact, that our «Ajors and éxAoyf; 
proceed entirely and freely from God, would 
not be difficult to shew: but it must not 
be done, ав Calvin attempts it, by wrestin 
plain words and context) your calling an 
election (as Grot., al., “ vocatio que vobis 
contigit per evangelium, et electio eam 
secuta, qua facti estis Dei populus." 
Both these were God's acts, cf. ver. 8 and 
1 Pet. i. 1, 2) secure ( rata, as Grot.: for 
both, in as far as we look on them from the 
lower side, not able to penetrate into the 
counsels of God, are insecure unless esta- 
blished by holiness of life. In His fore- 
knowledge and purpose, there is no in- 
security, no uncertainty: but in our 
vision and apprehension of them as they 

exist in and for us, much, until they are 
made secure in the way here pointed out): 
for, doing these things (act., wowvvres, 
now, because these are works done. And 
the participle is conditional, carrying with 
it an hypothesis : as E. V. ‘if ye do these 
things ), ye shall never offend (reff. stum- 
ble and full): 11.) for thus (i. e. ravra 
wowvvres) shall be richly (the adverb 
whovoles is not, as Huther, rising, 
but most natural and obvious with the verb 
dri xoprrynoho erai, which is one of furnish- 
ing and ministering ; therefore of quantity. 
The adverb belongs to the figure latent in 
the verb: and must therefore be inter- 
preted in and with the interpretation of 
the verb: in which case it will indicate high 
degrees and fulness of glory) furnished to 
you (the verb seems expressly chosen in 
order to answer to éxtyopiryhoare, ver. 6: 
* furnish forth your own lives with these 
Christian graccs, so shall be furnished to 
you” &c.) the [or, your] entrance (which 
all Christians look for : not the fact of this 
entrance taking place, but the fact of its 
sdovales éxixoprynGijva, is that asserted) 
into the eternal om of our Lord 
and Saviour Jesus ist. 13—31.] 
The above exhortations confirmed by the 
consideration of the certainty of the power 
and announced coming of Christ, as shewn, 
1. by apostolic testimony, 2. by О. Т. 
prophecy. 12—15.] The Apostle holds 
it necessary to remind them of this 
truth, and will do so up to his approach- 
ing end. 12.) Wherefore (nainely, be- 
cause табта woioDyres із the only way to 
a rich participation in the blessi and 
lories of Christ’s kingdom) I will be sure 
(Алты, ref., is of very rare occurrence. 
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Thl. (18 def.) 
18. om re C}(appy). 
14. om кабоѕ to u, М. 

ins Ty bef 

The expression is nearly equivalent to “ I 
will take care (cwov$dco, Hesych.): for 
(see Lexx. and esp. Palm and t) the 
original idea of NAW (akin to A and 
the Latin velle?) includes purpose; and 
the verb is very commonly used, by Homer, 
е. g., to signify intent: so Od. у. 293, 
ойк Up’ EucAAes Aftew джатбоу, and in 
other examples in Palm and Rost. Atthe 
same time there is an objectivity in the 
word, of which it is not possible to divest 
it, implying that the thing intended is 
surely about to happen: and which I have 
tried to express as above) always to re. 
mind you concerning these things (rov- 
tev, the things just now spoken of: in 
the widest sense: it does not merely take 
up the rabra of тайта жообитеѕ, nor 
merely, as De W., refer to the kingdom 
of Christ and His coming), although ye 
know them (ёкастоу óuàv», ка(жер àxpi- 
Bes «186та, бдоз ётауаџуђсои BovAopa:, 
Demosth. p. 74 7) and are confirmed 
(firmly established) in the truth which is 
present with you (the words '' the present 
truth,” E. V., give a wrong idea to the 
English reader: seeming to mean, the 
truth at present under notice. The mean- 
ing is exactly as in ref., тод edayyeAlou 
rod тарбутоѕ eis Suas :—' which is (known 
and professed) among you.’ Vos quidem, 
inquit, probe tenetis quænam sit evan- 
geli veritas, neque vos quasi fluctuantes 
confirmo, sed in re tanta monitiones nun- 
quam sunt supervacum, quare nunquam 
moleste esse debent. Simili excusatione 
utitur Paulus ad Rom., xv. 14." Calvin). 

13.] But (notwithstanding this pre- 
viously conceded fact, that you know and 
stand firm in the truth) I think it right 
(why, follows, ver. 14) as long as (i$ 
Soy, scil. xpóvor, see Rom. vii. 1 al.) I 
аш in this tabernacle (see for the sense 
2 Cor. v. 1 ff.: and below), to stir you up 
in (поё, *by:" is, as the medium in 
which I strive towards the stirring up, 
and in using which it has place) remind - 

o = Heb. x. 39 
reff. 

Cyr. v. 6. 8. 
r ch. iii. 1 (Mark iv. 

s 3 Tim. I. 5. ch. iii. 1 only T. Wisd. 
u l Pet. tii. 21 only t. 

х here only t. Xen. Cony, i. 14. 

om xarrep to unas next ver (homootel vas . . vuas) Ni. 
vzorno ec AN D. 

15. rod N [m arm. 

ing (the same phrase occurs in ch. iii. 1): 
14.] knowing (as I do: reason for 

3{каіоу fryovuas above) that rapid is (seo 
below. ёсть, of that which is to be: 
the normal present) the putting off (the 
two figures, of a tabernacle er tent, and 
а garment, are intermingled, as in 2 Cor. 
v. 1 ff.) of my tabernacle, even as our 
Lord Jesus Christ declared to me (the 
allusion is to John xxi, 18 ff, where a 
swift and sharp death is announced to 
St. Peter by our risen Lord. And the 
sentence does not mean to say, as commonly 
understood, that he must soon put off his 
tabernacle, but that the putting off, when- 
ever it did come, той be sudden and 
uick ; so vulg.: “ certus quod velox est 
epositio tabernaculi mei” (which can 

hardly be interpreted with Estius, “id 
est, brevi futura est"): so Bengel, ro- 
pentina est; presens. Qui diu egrotant, 
pe nlios adhuc pascere. Crux id 

etro non erat permissura. Ideo prius 
agit quod agendum est.” So Eur. Hippol. 
1044, raxbs yàp 485 porros &уёр1 dus- 
тохег: Soph. Ajax 838, ody йсфаёістф 
cal Taxe? яудђрат: wAevp&y Biapffitarra : 
Mosch. iii. 26, сео, Blwy, ÉxAavce raxbr 
nópov abrbs 'AxóAAwv. Missing this 
point, some have imagined that some 
other special revelation to St. Peter is 
implied: and such revelations are reluted 
by Hegesippus de excid. Hierosol. iii. 2, 
Ambros. Sermo de bas. trad. Ep. 21 (32), 
vol. iii., p.867: see especially Corn.a- Lapide 
b. 1. But even if rayı be understood 
‘soon,’ ‘not far off,’ no such inference need 
be drawn. For it might well be that ad- 
vancing old age might lead the Apostle to 
the conclusion that the end prophesied to 
him 8ray *ynpáaps could not be far off. The 
Commentators quote Jos. Antt. iv. 8. 2, 
where Moses says, ёте)... be? дє ToU (fv 
dweAOciy . . . . 8ікаоу dryncápm» und 
viv dyxaradixely ту dudy бтр тїз 
duerdpas evSainorlas трббоцо»). 
15.] Moreover (3d Cal both serve for con- 
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нува» Р 13 (Ec. 

nexion with the foregoing) I will endea- 
vour that ye may on every occasion have 
it in your power (reff.) after my decease 
(it is at least remarkable that, with the 
recolicction of the scene on the mount of 
transfiguration floating in his mind, the 
Apostle should use so close together the 
words which were there also associated, 
viz. oxyveus and обо : seo Luke ix. 28 
ff. The coincidence should not be forgot- 
ten in treating of the question of the 
genuineness of the Epistle) to exercise 
the memory of these things (pyijpny 
жомїсбаь is almost always used for to 
make mention of: so Herodot. vi. 19, 55, 
vit. Hom. 14, and other examples in 
Wetst.: but such evidently is not its sense 
here. In Thucyd. (ref.) the sense is am- 
biguous, but from обтоѕ cr follow- 
ing, it would appear that £o quote or make 
mention is also the sense there, though 
Palm and Rost give it as here. An in- 
terpretation has been given to this latter 
clause which the very position of the Greek 
words, perà Th» duh» Uodor, after Éxew 
buas, ought sufficiently to have guarded 
against: viz. that St, Peter says orovtdow 
ка} pera thy duhy Ütobor, meaning, as 
(Ес. and Thl. mentioning this view, бт: 
wal perk Odvaror ol yio: иёрутута: Tay 
Tõe, kal xpecBevovow биёр T» (бутор 
(but not with approval, merely stating 
that seve ue éy rasis GgovorTes 

г hyperbaton intelligentes) BovAorvrai 
ш éxd Toórov Sr: r. r, N.), Many 
of the R.-Catholic interpreters take this 
view; so Corn. a-Lap., Exem, t habere 
scilicet in mente et memoria mea (Р) ut 
crebro vestri sim memor apud Deum, eum- 
que pro vobis orem, ut horum monitoram 
meorum memoriam vobis refricet. Ita 
(cumenius (compare above. The more 
candid Estius confesses, ‘ Cc. etiam hujus 
meminit interpretationis, sed alteram præ- 
fert ut simpliciorem "), &.“ and he con- 
cludes: * Hinc patet S. Petrum et Sanctos 
vita functos curare res mortalium, ideoque 
esse invocandos." And so Justipigni, but 
not во confidently: Feuardentius, doubt- 
ingly at first, but “vires acquirens eyndo,” 
and ending with a vehemept invective 
against the heretics who hold the ipterpre- 
tation which he himself had viously 
given. Estius, on the other hand: impara 
this view, supporting the ordinary one, 
and ending Jam quid attinet, statuere 

2 Cor. vui. lal Jer. xvi. QU. 

velle doctrinam certissimam argumento in- 
certo, cum alia certissima nequaquam de- 
sint? It is most instructive, especially 
in our days, to take up any of the texts, 
by which the abuses of Rome are supposed 
to be sanctioned, and to trace their inter- 
pretations through the R.-Cath. Commen- 
tators themselves. It will be most fre- 
quently found, as here, that the confident 
allegation of them has arisen at first out 
of some merely conjectural sense, impugned 
by the very authorities which they quote 
for it, or supported, as in this case (com- 
ү the citations in Corn. a-Lap. and 

ius), by spurious writings attributed 
to the Fathers. 16—18.] Corrobo- 
ration of the certainty of the facts an- 
nounced by apostolic eye-witness. 
16.] For (reason for the zeal which he had 
just predicated of himself) not in рогах. 
ance of (#ако\., see reff. The preposition 
must not perbaps be pressed: certainly 
not as Bengel, “rd ét errorem notat, cap. 
ii. 2, 15." If it is to be rendered, its 
sense may be much as in our expression, 
following out," i.e. “in pursuance of,” 
as given above) cunvingly-devised fables 
(add to reff., Aristoph. Nub. 543, ёе) 
xawas IS,, coji(oua.. They are, as Pott 
(in Huther), “fabuls ad  decipiendos 
hominum animos artificiose excogitata 
atque exornatw.” The Commentators 
quote from the proemium of Josephus, 
ol ner yap Ало! vopobdrar ois udo; 
4акоћообђсаутєѕ K. . X. Such cunningly- 
devised fables would be the mythologies 
of the heathen, the cabalistic stories of 
the Jews; and these may be alluded to, 
and perhaps also the fables of the Gnostics, 
which could, it is true, only be in their 
infancy, but still might be pointed at by 
St. Peter, as by St. Paul in reff.: see 
Prolegomena, Vol. III. ch. vii. § i. 84) 
did we make known to you (the Writer 
of this Epistle, says De Wette, wishes to 
appear to stand in closer relation to his 
readers, tban the writer of 1 Peter: cf. 
1 Pet. i. 12. But why во? May not 
the same Apostle in one place mean the 
actual preachers who delivered the Gospel 
to them, in the other, the Apostles, who 
were its first witnesses? For observe, 
that first Epistle is addressed to cer- 
tain definite churches ; this, to all Chris- 
tians generally. Or again, why should it 
be regarded as absolutely impossible that 
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o Матт. (Hi. 17 4) xvii, 5. Gen. xxii. 3. 

16. om xpuwrrov P. 
17. ins rov bef 0«ov CN а с 69. 

к = 1 Pet. 1. 13. тег. 21. 

є э 7 Ф Acta хіх. 27 
б °ayamrnTos pov ойт. only. ee 

i particip. constr., 2 Cor. v. 6. vii, 8 l. arde 
1 here only. та here 

n = (see note) боза, Matt. zxvi. 04 ,. 

aft доу. ins re P 18.] 
avexOecons СЗ, roiasde bef ауто C! 18 

P has ovros етт» in both places]: txt. B. 
ТЫ Com avre dr rec ovros есті bef o vi. д. о ayar., omg Bnd uou (as elsewhere), 

ves : with ACKLN 
the publication of some one or more of the 
existing Gospels may have taken place, and 
may be alluded to in these words Р) the 
power (viz., that conferred on Him by the 
Father at His glorification, of which the 
following scene testified, and the actuality 
of which He himself asserted, when He 
said, Matt. xxviii. 18, 460) po яӣса 
Ф оиса èv obpavQ xal éxl тїз is: in 
the strength of which He will come to 
judge the world) and coming (i.e., as 
ever, second and glorious coming: not, as 
Erasm. and many others, His first coming. 
Nor must the two words be made by hen- 
diadys into *' precsentissima majestas," as 
Bengel) of our Lord Jesus Christ, but 
virtue of) having deen admitted (the 
part., as so often, renders the reason,— 
the enabling cause of the act. 
Ofvres may here be pressed to its passive 
sense, ‘ having been admitted as:’ seeing 
that yerdutrot would have been the more 
natural word, were no such meaning in- 
tended) eye-witnesses (éwósrqs is a tech- 
nical word, used of those who were ad- 
mitted to the highest degree of initiation 
in the Eleusinian mysteries: and, consi- 
dering the occasion to which allusion is 
made, there seems no reason for letting go 
altogether this reference here: admitted 
as initiated spectators." Still, in English, 
we have no other way of expressing this 
than as ebovc. Any attempt to introduce 
the allusion wonld overcharge the lan. 
guage. The word “admitted” gives a 
faint hint of it) of His majesty (viz. on 
the occasion to be mentioned. The words 
must not be generalized, to reach to all 
occasions of such witnessing: but it is ob- 
viousthat neither must the Transfiguration 
be regarded as standing altogether alone in 
such an assertion. It is in here tbat 
incident which marked, to the Apostle's 
mind, most certainly the reality of Christ's 
fature glory: but it was not the only occa- 
sion when he had seen the exhibition of 
divine power by Him as a foretaste of His 
power at his return to judgment : cf. John 

The yen- ' 

v. 25 —28, with John xi. 40—44). 
17.] For (justification of the above asser- 
tion that we were admitted witnesses of 
His majesty) having received (the con- 
struction is an interrupted one, and seems 
rightly explained by Winer, as in reff.: 
„the construction is broken off by the 
parenthetical clause davis... . evddnnea, 
and the Apostle continues, ver. 18, xal 
Tatrny Th» Qoerh» jue hxotcauey, in- 
stead, as he would have said, фраг ехе 
тайтту Thy pr ёкобсаутаѕ (-orras p), 
or the like.” So that the participle does 
not want snpplying by 4» or éróyxa»e, 
nor is it put for the finite verb) from God 
the Father (not rod яатрќз, or тоў т. 
abrod, because Oeds warhp was a term 
well known: ef. the same in Gal. i. 8; 
Eph. vi. 28 ; Phil. ii. 11; 1 Thess. i. 1; 
2 Tim. i. 2; Tit. i. 4; 1 Pet. i. 2; 2 Jobn 3; 
Jude 1) honour and glory (honour, in the 
voice which spoke to him: glory, in the 
light which shone from Him), when a 
voice was borne to Him (the occurrence 
of а similar ек jon in ref. 1 Pet. is to 
be noticed. e dative is purely local) 
of such a kind (viz. as is stated in what 
follows: purporting as follows") by 
(uttered by: the óxó of agency after & 
passive verb. As Winer remarks, $ 47, 
all other renderings are arbitrary) the 
sublime glory (the words seem to be a 

riphrasis of God Himself. In ref. 
eut, God is called д о иєүалотрекўз 

TOU CTepeópaTos, So Gerh., De Wette, 
Huther. Others understand them of the 
bright cloud which overshadowed the 
company: others of the heaven: but óró, 
in ite only admissible meaning (see above), 
will not suit either interpretation), This 
is my beloved Son, in whom I am weil 
pleased (the words are as in Matt. xvii. б, 
where however we have èv & for eis 3», 
and abrot dxotere із added. In Mark 
and Luke the words els by x. r. A. are want- 
ing [and in the critical text of St.Luke. 
it is à vids pou à ёкАєАєудбуоз]. It is 
worth notice, that the words are in 
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vulg (Ec Aug: txt BC! 18 [arm] Thl Promiss. 

an independent form here. «ls 8 is a 
pregnant construction,—'* on whom my 
pleasure bas lighted and abides.” е085- 
жууса, аог., but only to be given in Eng. 
by the present. If an account is to be 
given of the aoristic sense, it must be “ my 
leasure rested from eternity). 
8.] Substantiation of the personal testi- 

mony above adduced by reference to the 
fact. And this voice we (Apostles: Peter, 
James, and John) heard borne from heaven 
(not, as E. V. ungrammatically, “this 
voice which came from heaven” (thv dt 
ойр. dy.) : we heard it borne, witnessed its 
coming, from heaven), being with Him iu 
the holy mount (De Wetteis partly right, 
when he says that this epithet “holy ” 
shews a later view of the fact than that 
given us in the evangelistic narrative: but 
not right when he designates that later 
view wunderglauͤbigere. The epithet would 
naturally arise when the gospel history 
was known, as marking a placo where a 
manifestation of this divine presence and 
glory had taken place. The place whereon 
Moses stood is said, ref. Exod., to be Bolz 
ground. So that really all we can infer 
from it is, that the history was assumed to 
be already well known: which is one en- 
шеу consistent with the probable date of 
the Epistle: see Prolegg. It is hardly ne- 
cessary to refute Grotius’s idea, that Mount 
Sion is meant, and that the voice referred 
to is that related in John xii. 28). 
19—21.] The same—i. e. the certainty of 
the coming of Christ, before spoken of,—is 
Surther confirmed by reference to O. T. 
prophecy. 19.] And we have more 
sure the prophetic word (first, for the 
construction: BeBatérepov is predicative 
after #xopev: ‘we have more sure 2 either 
in the sense of, a. we hold faster, making 
B«Baiórepor quasi-adverbial: or, b. we 
рыне. more secure... . . Of these, the 
atter (see below) is the only one which 
suits the interpretation of the comparative 
which we prefer. And thus а double ex- 
planation is possible: 1. that the com- 
parative alludes to what has gone before as 
te reason, as if it had been said $$ xo 

BeBadrepoy, or kal viv x.. . . ог ка} ёк 
тойтоо Ex.: i.e. on account of this voice 
from heaven which we heard, we have 
firmer hold of, or esteem (possess) more 
sure, the prophetic word, as now having in 
our own ears begun its folfilment.“ So 
Œc., drel 38 8:4 rar ярауиётоу Üyraper 
did rs welpas тё бяд тёр xpopnTar xpo- 
каттуүүє\иќуа, BeBadrepay кріуоцё» фто: 
8:4 тобтюу Th» ярофутєіау air: the 
scholia, Grot., Bengel (“ firmior fit sermo 
Popeu ex implemento”), al., and 
esitatingly, De Wette. The great objec- 

tion to such a view is, tbe omission of any 
such connecting particles as those above 
supplied. It is true the Apostle may have 
omitted them : but even supposing that, it 
is further against the view, that if such be 
the force of the comparative, the thought is 
not at all followed up in the ensuing verses. 
We come then to the otber possible force 
of the comparative: 2. tbat it is used ав 
comparing the prophetic word with some- 
thing which has been mentioned before, as 
being firmer, more secure than that other. 
And if so, what is that other? The most 
obvious answer is, the voice from heaven : 
and this is at first sight confirmed by tho 
consideration that one word would thus be 
compared with another, the ger) with the 
Aéyos. But then comes in the great diffi- 
culty, How could the Apostle designate the 
written word of God, inspired into and 
transmitted through men, as something 
firmer, more secure, than the uttcred voice 
of God Himself? And our reply must be, 
that only in one sense of BeBaiórepos can 
this be so, viz. as being of wider and larger 
reference, embracing not only a single 
testimony to Christ as that divine voice 
did, but rd els ypiordy табђрота, x. Tas 
perà Tavra 8d-ar: ns presenting а broader 
basis for the Christian's trust, and not only 
one fact, however important. This is a 
modification of Huther's view, which takes 
the comparison to be, that the testimony of 
the Transfiguration presented only the 
glory of Christ in the days of His flesh, 
whereas the prophetic word substantiates 
His future glory also. But this is in- 

Д A a a ` ^ Р b p. (eb. jue ўкодсареу ef ойрарод * éyexÜcicav civ айтф ÖVTES df g 
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sufficient, or rather is not strictly correct : 
for the Apostle clearly does regard the 
voice at the Transfiguration as a pledge of 
Christ's future glory. Either of these is 
better than Calvin's view :—“ non difficilis 
est, hujusmodi solutio, quia hic respectum 
habet gentis вше Apostolus: . . . . quum 
apud Judsos indubinm esset, a Domino 
profectum quicquid Prophetse docuerant, 
non mirum est si dicat Petrus, firmiorem 
esso eorum sermonem : jam vetustas quo- 
qae ipsa 552 уы aliquid reverentite secum 
trahit." e's view is worth quoting : 
“si enim quispiam (inquit) nostro testi- 
monio discredendum putaverit, quod in 
secreto gloriam Redemptoris nostri con- 
speximus divinam, quod vocem Patris ad 
eum factam audierimus, certe sermoni 
poo nemo contradicere, nullus de 
oe ainbigere audebit, quem divinis Scrip- 

turis jam olim insertum omnes verum esse 
testantur." And so nearly, Estius. But 
in this case we should have expected 
Éxouer $ kal.. . . . A modification of 
this view is found in Augustino, in Joh. 
Tract. xxxv. 8, vol. iii. pt. il, “quia nos 
non ibi fuimus, et istam vocem de ccelo 
tunc non audivimus, ait ad nos ipse Petrus, 
Et habemus certiorem propheticum ser- 
monem. Non audistis vocem de colo de- 
latam, sed certiorem babetis propheticum 
sermonem ” (see the same more fully ex- 
panded in his Serm. de Scripturis xliii, 
(xxvii.) 3, 4 (5), vol. v. p. 256). But then 
we should have expected Éyere. Of course, 
all attempts to shelve the comparative by 
making it into a positive (Wir haben ein 
feſtes prophetiſches Wort, Luth.), & a 
superlative (“ habemus firmissimum ser- 
monem propheticum,” Вега), are out of 
the question. тфу Adyov трофттікбу can- 
not be as Sherlock, Griesb., N. T. pro- 
phecies,—nor as Benson, al., O. and N. T. 
prophecies combined, on account of the 
subsequent expression in ch. ii. I, which 
confines it to O. T. times), to which ye do 
well in paying attention (ef. Joseph. in 
reff. «poséxovres, sc. Toy voir, gives the 
idea of adherence, not merely of notice: 
compare Heb. ii. 1) as to а candle (the 
figure is taken from the lighting of a 
candle at night, and the imagery is as in 
Rom. xiii. 12, 4 vbt wpoékoyer, ў 5$ Hudpa 
Syyixev) shining in a dark place (aUxpn- 
pòs (або), lit. dry, arid : hence neglected, 

ins n bef рера [Р]Х m [18]. 

dirty, dark : “ Aristoteles de coloribus ор- 
ponit тё стілВох к. Aaumpby Tẹ аўхитрӯ 
ка) ларе.” Wetst. (which seems to 
answer Kypke, who questions if the sense 
* dark " can Be proved except from Saidas 
and the grammarians). Suidas gives aùx- 
unpóv, eTvyróv, ) ckorewór: and so 
Hesych., £npóv, axoró3es) until day shall 
dawn (aor. in the sense of ‘futurus ex- 
actus :’ the fact involved in the Biavydcat 
coming in upon and putting an end to 
the state indicated by the pres. participles 
above. The éws ob belongs more naturally 
to wposéxorres than to фаіуоуті, because 
that which follows fs od relates to the 
readers, not to the word of prophecy. For 
Suavyá[ew in the sense of dawning, see 
г vs Plut. moral. p. 893 R, uses 
it of lightning, тӯ xp kal TP exiouĝ 
азу) апа the шегшш; маг shall 
rise in your hearts (it is said by the 
Commentators quoting from one another, 
that фесфброѕ is taken by Hesych. for 
the sun. But he merely says, $wsoópos, 
dwrodérns, Aaurpòs dorhp. And as there 
is no precedent, so also is there no occa- 
sion, for thus understanding it here. The 
dawn of the day is accompanied by tho 
rising of the morning-star. It is not 
quite clear, what time is here pointed out 
by the &ws об. Gerhard says, “ Petrus h. I. 
docet, scripta prophetica lucem quandam 
tenuem tempore V. T. exhibuisse, donec per 
verbum evangelii e£ operationem Spiritus 
sancti uberior, clarior et perfectior lux di- 
vine notitis in N. T. fuerit secuta." But 
it is entirely against this view, that the 
pres. Ф xaAGs wowire wposéxovres makes 
it necessary, as indeed does the whole con- 
text, that the time spoken of, which the 
€ws об is to put an end to, should be pre- 
sent. De Wette modifies this last view by 
saying, that this O. T. darkness of the 
pre-Christian time still endures for those 
who have not yet embraced the Christian 
faith. But this would make the readers, 
who are said, ут 12, {о ра оета 
éy тў таро noc ig, to be still uncon- 
verted to і Bede, Calvin, al., 
understand it of the glorious day which is 
to come when the Lord shall be manifested. 
So Bede: “ad lucernam nocturnam per- 
tinet quod ‘filii Dei sumus et nondum ap- 
paruit quid erimus? Et in comparatione 
quidem impiorum, dies sumus, Paulo di- 
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eso Heb. x. 34. 
James v. 3, 
N. m. 3, Р " 

( 2 Matt. аш, фптєіа Е pags 
1i. epp , here only — Rev. 1. 3 (xi. 6 al’. 
dwop@tyyera:, Philo, Quis rer. dir. Ne. 

buddy, 20 тойто ™ 

beute, Fuistis aliquando tenebre, nunc 
autem lux in Domino. Sed si comparemur 
illi vitæ in qua futuri sumus, adhuc nox 

sumus, et lucerna indigemus. So Calvin, 
«Ego banc caliginem ad totum vite sta- 

diam extendo, ac diem tuuc nobis illucere 

interpretor, quum facie ad faciem vide- 
bimus quod nunc cernimus per speculum et 
guigmate:” so Dietlein, al. Others, as 
Grot., al., De Wette, Huther, think that 
some state in the readers themselves is 
pointed at, which is to supervene upon 
their present less perfect state: Grot. 
jnterpreting it of their attainment of 
the gift of prophecy : De Wette of their 
arriving at full conviction of the certainty 

ol the coming of Christ; Huther, much the 
game, adding, The writer distinguishes 
between two degrees of the Christian life : 
jn the first, faith rests upon outward evi- 
dences, in the second, on inward revelations 
of the Spirit: in the first, each detail is 
believed separately as such : in the second, 
each is recognized as а necessary part of 
the whole. And hence the being in the 
former is naturally called a walking ёи 
qóræ abxunpQ, in the light of а Aüxvos, 
while the being in the latter is a walking in 
the light of the morning." And this latter 
I believe to be nearly the true account. 
That which refers the words to the time of 
the Lord's coming is objectionable, because 
thus, 1. the time of the Christian's walk 
here, in which be is said to be light in the 
Lord, would, not comparatively (as Bede 
above), but absolutely, be described as a 
walking in darkness by the slender light 
of О. T. prophecy: 2. the morning-star 
arising in men's hearts is not a description 
which can apply to the Lord's coming. So 
that, whatever apparent analogy there ma 
be with the comparison used in Rom. xiii. 
11 ff, the matters treated of seem to be 
different. At the same time it may well 
be, that the Apostle should have mingled 
both ideas together as he wrote the words; 
seeing that even in our hearte the fulness 
of the spiritual day will not have arisen, 
until that time when we see face to face, 
and know even as God knew us); 
20.] Caution as to the interpretation of 
O. T. prophecy: to be borne in mind, 
while taking heed to it. This first know. 
Hg 7959, viz. what follows, introduced 
y Sri. mpõrov, not as Bengel, * prius 

quam ego dico," but first and E et im- 
portant in applying yourselves to prophetic 
interpretation. -yiweoxovres, as in ref., 

ГА 

һ [бду | ётсе où ue ral. 
g =1Tim. v. 16. ch. lil. 16 al. 

83, vol. і. p. 610. 

I. 20, 21. 

"ушбокортес, бт. пдса f po- 
21 оў 

h On coy ovder 
i here only f. Gen. Al. 6 Aq. 

being aware оў, and beariug in mind: == 
elBóres, 1 Pet. i. 18), that no prophecy 
of Scripture (ypadnj most probably here 
im the О. T. only, from the rore, 
and indeed the aorists in the next verse. 

жата... ob, in the Hebr. manner for 
ovdeula: see Rom. iii. 20; 1 Cor. i. 29 al.) 
comes of private interpretation (how are 
these words to be understood? Two re- 
ferences seem to be possible: 1. ѓо «s, who 
try to understand written prophecies: 2. 
to the prophets themselves, as they spoke 
them. And of these the former, main- 
tained by Bede, Erasm., Aret., Gerhard, 
Pott, Steiger, al., seems precluded by the 
context, the next verse assigning as a 
reason for the position in this, that the 
prophets spoke not of themselves, but as 
they were moved by the Holy Ghost. And 
though this might have been alleged as a 
reason why private interpretation cannot 
Bolve those prophecies, yet in that case we 
should expect not où yap, which simply 
assigns the direct reason, but о08 ydp, 
which assigns an analogical or remote 
reason. So that we seem driven to the 
conclusion that the saying regards, not our 
interpretation of prophecy, but its resolu- 
tion, or interpretation, by the prophets 
themselves. And so Œc.: touréotw бта 
AauBávovci piv дять 0є00 of профӯтел 
Th» профутєіар, GAN oby Gs devot 
BotAovrar, GAN’ ws Tb кроду abroUs 
évepyet wveüua. nal ferar uiv kal euv- 
(еса Tb» xatareunduevoy abrois wpo- 
ontixdy Ayo, ov nero Kal 1h dri 
abroU d roiodyro: and below.. . . кайтер 
eibóres où xpeíay elxov éEpunveder тй бт’ 
айтё@у, GAA’ érdpas Sinndvour тайта, pir 
ydp. Similarly Thl.: and De Wette, add- 
ing, that this is said to excuse the diffi- 
cult) of the interpretation of prophecy, 
and to remove occasion of unbelief and 
scoffing (ch. iii. 8). But as Huther well 
remarks, this last purpose is not only not 
indicated in the context, but is quite out 
of the question; the Apostle referring to 
prophecy not as difficult of interpretation, 
ut as a candle shining in a dark place, 

nay, as being even more firm and se- 
cure than external proofs of the same 
truths. I believe Huther’s view to be 
the true one: which arises from this con- 
sideration, that éw{Avoers is not the subse- 
quent interpretation of a prophecy already 
given, but the intelligent apprehension 
of the menning of the prophecy, out of 
which (but not ilas on the part of those 
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yap * бєм]дать а»@ретоу ! fjvéyOn f профттеіа пот, AAA у or man, Luke 
tro mveúparos aylou m pepópevot " éAáXgcav ° àmò Ücob John i i3. 

dv parrot. li. 3. 

II. 1 'E»évovro 8à кай v pevdorpopira: èv тё Xa, i йаша 
@s xai év div écovrat Irevdodiddaxadot, * olrives * map- be del 

5 zzvii. 15 
17. Job хүй. 1. фербиеуо 7. voces, Jos. B. J. vi. 5. 2. в = Luke xxiv. 28. Acts ili. 21, 
34. xxviii. 25. Jer. i. 7. о John v. 30. vil. 17, 18. p Matt. vii. 15. XxIv. 11, 24 Mk. Luke 
vi. 26. Acte xlii. 6. 1 Јоһа iv. 1. Rev. xvi. 13 ай, Jer. vl. 13. Zech ziii. 2. q here only t. 

г = Heb. vili. 5 теб. s here only. Polyb. iv. 30. 5 & freq. oi wpoddéras ort таресауаубутес 
évris rev TecX6wy, Diod. Sic. xii. 61. (-euToS, Gal. 11. 4.) 

21. rec wore bef трофттеа, with ALN rel vulg E pk arm] (Ec Promiss Cassiod, : txt 
BCK[P] a e m 13. 36 syr copt Did, ТЫ. олла, so BN g j.) rec (for “2 
ot ау, with vulg E (Ec Fulg, ; аум KLN rel; аую rov А: ато[. . . Jaytoi 
27-9 sth Didi: txt BI ] a 661-8-9. 137 syr (copt) [arm]. 

Cuar. II. 1. om ev то Aaw МЗ [arm Cyr,]. 

by whom it is sent) the prophecy itself 
springs. And this is much confirmed by 
yeverat, which with a gen. as here, is not 
== отиу, but rather seems to denote origin. 
So that the sense will be, that prophecy 
springs not out of human interpretation, 
і. е. is not a prognostication made by а 
man knowing what he means when he 
utters it: but &. Thus, and thus alone, 
the whole context coheres. And this ap- 
pears to be Bengel’s view, though he does 
not express himself very clearly : “ut cal- 
lide concinnatis fabulis opponitur spectatio 
apostolica : sic propric interpretation op- 
ponitur $opd, vectura prophetica. Itaque 
éx(Avors dicitur interpretatio qua ipsi pro- 
phete res antea plane clausas aperuere 
mortalibus. Prophetia nec primo humana 
est, nec а se ipsa unquam ita desciscit ut 
incipiat case verbum propria, i. e. humans 
dwiAvoews, sed plane diving patefactionis 
est, et in rebus exituque talis cognoscitur, 
imo etiam firmior fit). 21.] Reason 
Qf the above position. For propheoy was 
never (at any time: woré belongs to the 
negative, and though pointing, as do like- 
wise the aorr., to a state of things passed 
away, and therefore not to be referred to 
N. T. prophecies, (see on ch. ti. 1,) must 
not be rendered as E. V. (after Beza, as 
usual) “in old time") sent ('allata, 
vulg.: cf. above, vv. 17, 18) after the will 
(dat. of the cause; or rule, by or according 
to which: as in тЇз erpareteras 181015 
Óyorrío.s rer“; 1 Cor. ix. 7 : cf. 1 Cor. xi. 
5; Heb. xii. 18) ef man: but men spoke 
from God (spoke as with the voice of, as 
emissaries from, God: the ёто of àro- 
oréd\Aw and &wéeroAos. Besides critical 
considerations, probability scems agninst 
the reading Ait, in that, on account of 
the repetition, &) ох... . буо, the stress, 
in the latter part of the sentence, would 
be laid on the fact of &yiórns, which does 
not form any logical contrast to iias 
dxiAvcews, instead of on the fact of the фора 

Vor. IV. 

and the Add coming from God, which 
does), being] borne ( along, carried 
onward, as a ship by the wind, reff. Acts. 
* Impulsos fuisse dicit, non quod mente 
alienati fuerint (qualem in suis prophetis 
ép0ovciacuóv firgunt Gentiles) sed qui 
nibil a sc ipsis ausi fuerint, tantum obedi- 
enter sequuti sint Spiritum ducem."  Calv. 
See besides reff, Jos. Antt. iv. 6. 5, ойк 
dv фу davrQ, тф 84 Өсіф пуєбрат: kexivn- 
иќуоѕ: Macrob. i. 28, speaking of the pro- 
cessions carrying the image of the Sun at 
Heliopolis, —* ferunturque divino spiritu, 
non suo arbitrio, sed quo deus propellit 
vebentes) by the Holy Spirit. 

Cuar. II. 1—22.] DESCRIPTION ОР 
ERRONEOUS TEACHERS WHO SHOULD 
ARISE: THEIR UNGODLY PRACTICES, AND 
CERTAIN DESTRUCTION. On the close pa- 
rallelism with Jude 4—19, see in Prolegg. 
The fact will necessitate continual refer- 
ence to that Epistle, 1.] Transition 
fo the new subject. But (contrast to last 
verse) there were false prophets also (as 
well as the true prophetas, just spoken of) 
among the people (of Israel. These words, 
more than any that have preceded, define 
the pecie en of befure as O. T. 
prophecies), as there shall be among you 
also (xal with фу piv. Ou ёсоутел, Ben- 
gel says et jam esse cceperunt tune. It 
was so, see vv. 9 fl.: still the future in 
Ecorra: is simple, and this first declara- 
tion a pure prophecy) false teachers 
8 of fulse : ef. vevbóAoyos. 
n the case of pevõorpopiTa, the pevdo- is 
ambiguous, whether subjective, pretenders 
to be prophets when they were not, or 
objective, prophesiers of false things: cf. 
for the latter Jer. His 14, LXX, Vie et 
wpopijra: *pojrnTrebovmw  . ..5 1 3 
жЕ. 26, al. fr.), the which (oftwves, of a 
class: not simply identifying the indivi- 
duals) shall introduee (shall bring in by 
the side of that teaching which ye have 
received. There is a hint of secrecy and 

D» 
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Acta v. fi а avrous v Фєстотту * apvoupevot, У ёлагуоутєс̧ éavrois ra- 

Gal v. 20 э , 
only. 1 Mace. үйр “ AIT@NELAY, 
viii. 20. 

2 kai то\\о * éfakoXovÜrjaovow avTOv 

u Matt. vii. 13. тару P doe e, & ods 7 с 080$ TAS àX9Ücias d Brac- 
2 Thess. ii. 8 
al. Isa. ivii. 
a ia 14. iq era S xai. ёр ° mAcovekig їтАасто Aoyois 
10 
1 Cor. vi. 20. vil. 23. Rev. v. 9. xv. 3, 4. 

“a Rev. vi 10. (1 Pet fl. 18 rei.) Job v. 8. 
22,23. o. 4а1.} (Gen. xviii. 15. 
h.i. 16 reff. b 

с Acta ix. 2. хіх. 9,23 al. see Rom. fil. 16. vv. 15, 21. 

іх. 5. Eph. iv. 19 al Jer. xxii. 37. 

for eavr., avrots B! [m]. 

А y Acta v. 28, тег. 5 only. Gen. ri. 17. 
b Mark vii. 22 al. T W 

w of Christ, here only. see Luke ЇЇ. 29. Acte iv. 24. Jude 
x = Matt. х. 33. Acts iii. 13. 1 Tim. v. 8. 1 John ii. 

х ch. 1. 14. 
ud. xiv. 28 only. plur., Rom. ziii. 13. 1 Pet. iv. 3. ver. 18, 

= James ii. 7 reff. e Mark vii. 22. 2 Cor. 

f here only +. ypeupara wAacra просфере, Plut. Thes. 20. 

2. rec (for aveAyeras) ares, with [copt] (Ес-ей : txt ABCKL[P]N rel vss [Thl]. 

for обоз, Sofa AN? 9 sah [eth]. 

unobservedness, but not so strong as in 

E. V. “shall privily bring in.“ It is 

stronger in the wapesé3ucay of Jude 4) 

heresies (alpéoasg пеге rather in the sense 

in which we now uuderstaud the word, uew 

and self-chosen doctrines, alieu from the 
truth: not sects (vulg.), which muy be 
founded, but can hardly be said to be in- 
troduced) of destruction (whose end is de- 
struction, Phil. iii. 19. The expression is 
not to be resolved as E. V. (after Beza, as 
usual) by an adjective, “ damnable here- 
sies,” as it thereby loses its meaning, merely 

conveying the writer's own [judgment of! 
condemnation), and denying (a remarkable 
word from St. Peter) the master (compare 
by udvov Seawdrny Kal к0ріоу judy '1 тобу 

xpiordy ёруойцеуо, Jude 4) who bought 
them (reff. No assertion of universal re- 
demption can be plainer than this. Ех 

hoc loco bene colligitur," says Estius, 
endeavouring to escape the inference, 

* Christum redemisse quosdam reprobos, 
nimirum illos, qui redemptionis ejus secun- 
dum aliquos effectus facti sunt participes : 
cujusmodi erant hi, de quibus Petrus lo- 
quitur: utpote per fidem iu baptismo re- 

erati, et peccatorum veniam consecuti, 
cet postea in veterem peccati servitutem 

lapsi. . . . Sed ne hinc colligas, ad omnes 
omnino homines effectum redemptionis ex- 
tendi.” Calvin passes it without а word. 
It may be noted that by the use of this 

rticular predication for Christ here, those 
eresies seem especially to be aimed at, 

which denied or explained away the virtue 
of the propitiatory sacrifice of our Lord, 
by which He has bought us to Himself), 
bringing upon themselves (the construc- 
tion is not very plain. Of the two partici- 
pial clauses, . . .dpvovpevot, and érdyovres 
. . „ one must be taken as equivalent to a 
finite verb, corresponding to wapeisd£ovaiw 
above: unless indeed we understand Kal to 
mean “even,” and make both participial 
clauses follow wape:sdfovcw . . as ерехе- 
getical of it. "This, however, would leave 
the éxd-yovres awkwardly pendent, and re- 

quiring “and” to fill it up, as in E. V. 
As regards then the alternative before 
proposed, Huther thinks it most natural 
to regard éwdyovres as а finite verb: 
“who, by denying &c., bring on them- 
selves &с. :”—Wimer, $ 45. 6. a, prefers 
making both depend on wapeisdtovow, 
regarding them however not аз co-ordi- 
nate, but éxdyorres as a sequel added to 
the sentence ofrwes . . . . &proúpevoi. I 
much prefer taking xal as the simple 
copula, and regarding dpvoupevo: as stand- 
ing in the place of a finite verb, co-ordi- 
nate with sapeisdtovciw followed, as a 
consequence, by éáyorres к.т.А.) swift 
(see note on ref., not peedy, but as 
Horneius in Ни Шет, “ inopinatam et inex- 
spectatam ") destruction [ef. wipéreis 
d roelas above]: 3. and many 
shall follow after (see on ch. i. 16) their 
licentiousnesses (the connexion of de- 
praved moral conduct with erroneous doc- 
trine was in the early ages of the church 
almost universal: see the Pastoral Epistles 
passim, and below vv. 18, 19. In || Jude, 
the two are expressed co-ordinately : T» 
ToU beot E, xápira nerariüérres eis 
&aéA-yeiay, к. Toy uóvoy 8есябтту x. кор. 
йи. I. x. dpvotuevu:) on whose account 
(by reason of whoin, i. e. from the àcéA yeu 
of those who follow after the false teachers : 
for to these, and not to the false teachers 
themselves, is the obs most likely referable. 
It is those who, seeming to be in tlie way 
of truth, yet favour and follow false 
teachers, that cause most scandal to the 
way of truth itself) the way of truth (reff. 
and Ep. Barnab. 5, p. 734, ** homo habens 
viam veritatis?) shall be evil spoken of 
(“ab iis qui foris sunt, discrimen igno- 
rantibus verorum et falsorum Christia- 
norum." Bengel): 8.) and in (i.e. 
living in, girt about with, as their element, 
not as E. V. “ through”) covetousness 
with feigned speeches (Wetstein quotes 
Artemid. i. 53, sAdowew доке? .. & h 
phropot . . . Kal тйс: tots ётатєдо, Bid 
Tb T ph бута és bers Serve таз 
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8 8 с T Ра гь topov тартаросаѕ парёдокєу eis * крісір * ттрои- doa. An. is 
dfghj h = 1 Cor. zl. 29. (Gal v. 10, w. gen.) 1 Tim. v. 12. James lit. I. 1 oh. iii. 5 only +. kx ere 
k lm no only. see Eccl. хіі. 3. Esdr. И. 30 (25). 1 ver. 1. m Matt. xxv. ö only. Ps. exviii. 

13 28 A В24 (пої P. В! def.). cxx. 3,4. n Acts xx. 29. Rom. viii. 32. xi. 21. 1 Cor. vii. 28 al. Jer. xiii. 14. 
o here only +. вее note. 
s John хіі. 17. Acts xxv. 21. 1 Pet. i. 4. 

8. [vuas bef Aoyos К: aft ерт. m.] 
Im o Thl. 

4. for е, ņ (but сотта) Ni. 

p Heb. xii. 18 reff. q he кошу r = Luke xxiii, 25 al. 
Thess. 1. 5 al. fr. 

vvo ra KL h j k 

t = Matt. x. 15. 

ex rope voor NI, 

rec geipaus, with KL [P(appy)] rel [vulg-ed syrr 
copt arm Ephr, Didi] Cyr[-p] Procop, [ Damasc,] Thi Œc: txt ABCR vulg syr-pk. 
(офов AN rec rernpnuevovs, with b [Ephr,] Thi Œc: xoAa(ouevovs туре AN 
syr[-pk syr-w-ast] copt: xoAa(ouevovs тпресда 18: txt BCIKL[P] rel [syr-txt arm] 

rocop 
vulg]. 

Téxvas тайтаз) they will make gain of 
you (“queestum ex vobis facient, ad quæs - 
tum suum vobis abutentur.” Gerh. See 
ref., and Athenag. xiii. 569, 'Acxacía 
eve rope bro wAfn yuvay: Philo in 
Flacc. § 16, vol. ii. p. 536, éveropeóero 
Thy ARGnvy тёр 8кастё» (Huther). Pott 
tries to give the word the classic meaning 
of lucrari, to gain over: “sects sum 
conciliare conantur:" and this is borne 
out by Prov. iii. 14, LXX, креіссоу abrhy 
europe beo a,, ) — xpuvaíov к. dpyuplou 
@ycaupovs: but the other meaning seems 
better here. These false teachers would 
care not for their sect, but for their gain), 
for whom (ols is the dat. incommodi: its 
antecedente being the subjects of the verb 
duxopetoovra, viz. the false teachers) the 
sentenee (of God, decreeing their &хф- 
Леа) from long since (dc qi cannot sure- 
ly, as De Wette, be joined predicatively 
with тё «pipe, the sentence from of old 
decreed,’ cf. of dA xpoyeypaupéva: els 
тоўто Tb кріра, Jude 4: in this case we 
should at all events expect 7d xpiua Tb 
ÉcraAm. Rather, with most Commen- 
tators, should %«raAa: be taken adver- 
bially with the following verb. The word 
is found, besides ref., in Arrian, Exp. Alex. 
i. 9, els Acyopdy ToU Exwada:: Jos. Ап. 
xvi 8. 4, ёктало uàv cuvedpedar aùr 
wposékevro: Plut. Aristid. p. 328 E, à»hp 
Өоџоє:8}5 к. duAokipBuros, Ёктало : 
Thy paixny старүёу. Phrynichus, p. 45, 
condemns it: &zóxaAat Lr. ёифоїу 
Susydpaive, ёк maraot yap xph Adyew: 
where see Lobeck’s note) is not idle (i. e. 
is working itself out, is living and in 
action), and their destruction slumbereth 
not (i.e. is nwake, and ready to seize 
them: ётёлеа being personified: for the 
verb, see reff.). 4—11.] Argument, 
enforced by three historical proofs, that 
God will assuredly punish these wicked 
persons. The protases, ei yap... . ка} 

тэрору. коХа(оџ. Thpew C3, oruciandos in judicium (in jud. cruc.am) reservari 

apy. Go .. . . kal Gets, bave no sin- 
gle apodosis, properly so called, to answer 
to them, but the apodosis when it comes, 
is complicated with an additional protasis 
wal Sixatoy Adr к.т.А. which causes it to 
consist of two members, the deliverance 
of the righteous, and the punishment of 
the wicked. 4.] First. historical 
proof: the punishment of the apostate 
angels. Cf. Jude 6. For (connect with 
the position immediately preceding, ofs 75 
крїна x. T. X.) if God spared not angels 
having sinned (how, is not here specified; 
but Jude, ver. 6, is more particular: see 
note there. åpapryoávræv, anarthrous, 
is not = ray йд., “that sinned:“ but 
carries a ratiocinative force, giving the 
renson of ойк ёфєе(сато: “ for their sin ^), 
but casting them into hell (the word is 
no where else found: but its meaning 
must be plain by analogy. Tartarus is 
no where else' mentioned in the N. T. or 
LXX: there can be no doubt that it is 
used as equivalent to -éevva, It seems 
best to take the verb absolutely, by itself, 
and join ceipois (épou to тарёдокєу, as is 
done in E. V. So Huther after Calov., 
Pott, Wahl, al., against De Wette, Dict- 
lein, el. The aor. participle is contem- 
porary with the aor. verb mapéðwrer, as 
in dxoxpiOels elre) delivered (them) over 
(* ev is bere, as often, used with 

an implied idea of punishment.” Hather) 
to dens (so with the reading in txt : capés, 
the same as aipos, or nfs, properly a 
cave where corn is stored, во Demosth. 
р. 100 ult., Auna T&v фу тоб Өр«кїо$ 
cipois, also p. 185. 5. The form c'eipás is 

found (as a var. read. in Demosth. also) in 
Pollux ix. 49; Phot. p. 504. 23; Varrode 
re rust. i. 57. The word is used for a 
wolf's den, by Longus i. 11. The other 
reading, тєра, has perhaps come from 
the 3ecuois ai8lors of || Jude, and would 
seem to suit the sense better: see there) 

Юр? 
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amta Hv, 5 кай u ápyalov кӧсџоо ойк ? ёфеісато, ФМА ABCEL 

Tiere yas ucyd. 
sim, 1 Gr. 

- writers. see 2 Macc. v. I. 
х Abs., John xvii. се ани 16 (oe, Toit vit 2) 

m b only t. obit viii. 2. 
* vetat. xx. 18 || Mk. d e Heb. iv. 11 reff. 

Ed-vat.). Zeph. liL 11. g = Heb. l. 2 reff. 

8. (алла, во ABCLN gj l.) 

асеВес: ВСР] а 69. 187. 

of darkness (if the reading cep be re- 
tained, the expression is remarkably illus- 
trated by Wisd. xvii. 17, dade: скбтоуѕ 
dd o and will probably mean, as 
there, that darkness itself is the chain, 
gen. of apposition) in custody (pres.: 
* being kept.” The readings are in great 
confusion, from the combined influence of 
|| Jude, and our ver. 9) unto (with a view 
to: or merely temporal, «atil: but this is 
not probable here, ав the want of peydAns 
$uépas, Jude 6, removes all definite aliun- 
sion to the time of the judgment) judg- 
ment: 5.] Second historical proof 
—the flood. Wanting in Jude—and 
spared not the ancient world, bat pre- 
served (here first comes in the idea of the 
preservation of the righteous, which is 
worked out further in the next verse) 
Noah the eighth person (i.e. with seven 
others: according to the well-known 
formula, generally found in Greek with 
abrés: so Thucyd. ii. 79, dorparhye: 8 
HevopGy дф Etpixi8ov трітоѕ abrós, and 
passim. But the shorter phrase is not 
without classic example: e.g: Plato, Legg. 
iii. p. 695 o, AaBey TY ёрхђ» ~EBSopos, 
and other examples in Winer, § 87. 2: 
and in Wetstein. The numeral adj. must 
be taken with Noe, not with s«hpuxa) 
preacher of righteousness (the obvious 
construction would be, as a preacher of 
righteousness :” во Huther: but we should 
thus be introducing an element logically 
extraneous to the context, which treats 
not of the purpose why the righteous are 
preserved, but simply of their preservation. 
And in these later Epistles, all considerau- 
tions based on stricter views of the usage 
of the article before substantives are ex- 
ceedingly unsafe. The fact, that Noah 
was thus a preacher of (moral) righteous- 
ness to the depravity of his age, is found 
alluded to in Jos. Antt. 1. 8. 1,—é Nedeos 
84, rots траттоџќуоіз бж’ abràv Ovsxepal- 
уюу xal тоз BovAeópnacip antes yov, 
Treiber dul Tb per abrobs Th» did · 
эша» kal ras прёёез ueraóépe ;́¶ Bere- 
schith Rabba xxx. 6, їп Wetst. '*kzput 

wi Tim. ii. 7. 2 Tim. i. 11 only. Gen. zli. 43. 
y Matt. xxiv. 38,39. Luke xvii. 27. Gen. п. 17, &c. 

Den. iii. 4. Sir. zx. 15 ver 
& z Jude 4 reff. 

c 2 Tim. ii. 14 only. Grx. xix. 29. d w. dat., 
f Jude 15 only. Dan. іх. 5 LXX & Theod.-ABinot 
h so T. житте ‘Afp, Gal. ш. 9. 

for косо, косроу Nl. 
6. om катастрофи BC! copt [xareorpeper (omg xarexpiwev) P]. for асеВе», 

nerationis diluvii, id est, Noachus: al. 
in De Wette), bringing (= “wher He 
brought,” or, “and brought: contem- 

rary with the épvAatew above) the 
Food (anarthrous, as well known; in the 
earlier written reff. Matt., Luke, the art. 
is expressed) on the world (again anarth- 
rous) of ungodly men (Dietlein, in bis 
commentary, attaching ver. 4 to ver. 5, 
and believing the crime of the angels to 
be that in Gen. vi. 2 (see note on Jude 6), 
holds that only one example is farnished 
by them both, as declaring God’s dealings 
with the old world; vv. 7,8 giving cor- 
responding testimony with re to the 
new. But his reasons, as Huther bas 
shewn, will not hold: seeing that, 1. the 
sentences are strictly co-ordinate with each 
other, ver. 6 : ver. 5: : ver. 5; ver. 4, all 
being simply coupled by xaí: 2. there is 
no mention of the sew world at ver. 6, 
as there is none of the old at ver. 4: 8. 
the angels cannot be part of the кбсроз 
de g. And Dietlein's idea, that if we 
take three examples, both members of the 
apodoeis ver. 9, will not be represented in 
ver. 4, proves nothing, because that apo- 
dosis answers not to each of vv. 4, 5, 6, 
separately, but to vv. 4—7 generally: the 
idea of rescuing the righteous coming m as 
secondary, by the way. And the repeti- 
tion of офк ёфеісато, vv. 4, 5, by which 
Dietlein tries to strengthen his position, is 
in fact against him: marking off, as it does, 
expressly, ver. 5 from ver. 4, as a second 
example of God’s unsparing vengeance) : 

6.) Third historical proof: the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrha, Jude 
7. And burning to ashes (Suidas, тефрб- 
vas, cuxphoas, стодёсаѕ. The aor. part. 
is contemporary with tbe aor. follow- 
ing) the cities of (gen. of apposition) 
Sodom and Gomorrha, condemned (them) 
(катікріуву, not imperf., but first aor. as 
rape doe and éptAatew in the co-ordi- 
nate verses above) to (better than “swith :” 
see reff.: not “eversione damnavit," fun · 
ditus evertendo punivit,” as Gerh. : but 
“in cineres redigens damnavit ad ever- 

abe 
*ébvAafev ? ката- at gj 

kXvapóv Koop *aceBov end,, 6 kal móres Lodopov 
хі. i.» xal Touoppas " reppwoas ° катастроф) * катёкріер, 

) only. en Se r 12 а Б є@ , 7 th ŝi 
irrodevypa peXXovTov ! dee rede, e T ка? & cu 

kimno 
13 
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Awr !karaTovovuevov vro тўс TOV K aBécpwv év ! асећ- i Acta vil 24 
уєѓа ™ драстрофђѕ " dpócaro: 8° В\џџат: yàp кай v dc Ме. ш. 
о Ŝixawos * éyxatoway *év aùrois ie ον *é£ ")uépas va. т) 
ux бихайдр * ávópow; Epyos * Вата 9 " older 1X. 
kUpios *evoeBeis ёк I перасрод ? 

acc. ҮШ, 

vat. Р) only. 
„11 

ошу +. 

Bic. i, M, ß bea, adixous 8ё eis Te ав 
3juépav *xpíceoe *oXatouévovs b rgpeiv, 10 paora $, Sue. 
Tous ° дтісо ° capxóc ё» ° érifupía f мастро 5 Tropevo 

74. Rom. vii. 24. 2 Cor. 1. 10 al. Exod. ті. 6. Ps. exxxix. 1. 
Wetst.) Ф, = 1 Сог. xii. 17. Жеп. Mem. i. 4. б. 
only T. Baruch li. 1 — Ald. oalr. 
ххкіх. 10. Esth. iii. 7. Iya. lviii. 2. Eurip. Rhes. 445. 
al.) Jer. vi. 13. v = here only. 
56. Phil. iv. 12 bis. 1 Tim. Ш. 6. 
xxiv. 16. (see ch. i. 3 reff.) 
17. see Rev. lv. 7. Jude 6. 
‘Winer, $ 45. 1. b (3rd). 

e ch. L 4 reff. 
8. Jude 16, 18. Jer. vii. 9, 24. 

7. ло@ B! am(with fuld). 
8. om o B. 

в = Acts li. 39. Num. zafii. 21. 

(Matt. xiv. 24 1 му.) 
James iv, 17. Xen. Суг. L 8. 46. 

1 Pet, I. 6 reff. z Ma 
& Acts iv. 21 oal t Wied, xi. 16 

. №, е * 

f bere only (-Ма, ver. 20). Wisd. хіт. 38, 1 Maoo. iy. 43 only. 

ауастрофт A. 

, m Pet. l. is 
аә теп. 

here onl атое о пете . т. 0 

а” ( S are 

thinge, b 17. dens is fl. 5 a ө, here only. oes 1. 

hing, Matt. vii I1 1 L. Lake zii, 
. 

16 1 Aye 
. pres. eee note, 

а H Tim v. 18 l. Judg. li. 19. 
g = ch. iii, 

(ерисато (опе p), во Bl.) 

9. терасриу Ж! а h m [tol вуг copt Ephr, Antch, Damasc, (Ec-comm]. aft de ins repv- 
Aaxiopevous(so Tischdf, expr: rep. 

sionem,” as Pott, Wahl, Winer, De Wette, 
Huther) overthrow (катаст is the 
word used (ref. Gen.) in the history), 
laying down an example (cf. хрбкеэта 
8еуџа, Jude 7) of (i. е. that which might 
shew forth the fate of) those that should 
in after time live ungodly (so the E. V. 
well, but with “ after”): 7.) and 
resoued (the contrast, the deliverance of 
the righteous, is here brought out at 
more length. This contrast is wanting in 
Jude, where only the punitive dealings of 
God are treated) righteous Lot (8(xavov, 
as repeating the 3:ca:ocdvn of ver. 5: see 
also again, ver. 8) distressed (xaramovde, 
properly to wear down or tire out by toil, 
as тӯ évdelg тўз Tpos thy &ёАкў» ToU 
Onplov кататоуєу, Diod. iii. 87: ‘Hpa- 
AN 6 кататоуобреуоѕ TQ THs Antareſpas 
xiTG»i, Pol. xl. 7. 8: hence to oppress, as 
in ref. Acts, or harass beyond ing as 
here) by the behaviour of the lawless 

“homines nefarii, qui nec jus nec 
fas curant") in licentiousness (èv ёселу. 
йуастрофђ is to be taken together, as фу 
ace. ёуастрёфесда ; d» селу. denoting 
the character of the behaviour or manner 
of life) : 8.] Explanation of kara- 
"ovobuevor. For sight and hearing 
(these datives belong to ¢Bacdy:(er below, 
not as vulg., Erasm., al., ungrammatically, 

to ò BÍkaios,—*' adspectu e£ auditu justus 
erat," nor as Gerh. to éyxarowár : nor 
again are they to be understood of the 
Sodomites, as Wetsteln.— Lotus vulta 
eorum meretricio conspecto, et audita fama 
impudicitite eorum ...." It was by his 
own sight and hearing of what went on 
around him, that he yvx3r dixalay dBacd- 
mer. Minna is more usually of the 
look of a man from without: so in De- 

reg) N'(N 
10. єзїбүшол& С[Р a] 5. 6. 9. 15-8. 26-7-9. 86-7 syrr copt 

POT М for nuepay, урау R. 
er, : 

mosth. Mid. in Wetat. Tẹ vxfuari T$ 
BXéupar:, тў perf, and in numerous other 
examples in Wetst. The transition from 
this to the subjective sense is obvious) the 
righteous man, dwelling among them, 
day by day tormented his righteous 
soul with their lawless deeds (the form 
of the sentence is peculiar: that being 
represented as a deliberate act of Lot on 
himself, which was in fact the impression 
made on him by the lawlessness around 
him, The same way of speaking is com- 
mon among us, when we say that a man 
* distresses himself at any occurrence: 
cf. Isa. lviii. 5, “a day for a man to afflict 
his soul"—$uépay татеробу Қубретоу 
Thy Woxhy abrov, The older expositors 
have curiously and charaotoristically 
missed the right senso: so Œc., 2p. 
Mo Tí» doeBaw афтёи pd e fjjuépar 
ФЕ j$uépas wapaxadotjevoy, ета Pasari- 
Corra thy éavroU wvx3r 8:4 тїз ohr 
&xoxs kal éyxparelas (which he farther 
expands afterwards): and similarly Thl.): 

9.] (Apodosis; the last verse 
having been quasi-parenthetical, explana- 
tory of xarawovoóuevos. See above on 
ver. 4) the Lord knoweth how (reff. The 
expression indicates both the apprehen- 
sion of the manner of the act and the 

er to perform it) to resoue godly 
men) out of tomptation (as in ref. 1 Pet., 

where’ see note, trials, persecutions, and 
the like), and to reserve unrighteous 
(men) under punishment ш as most, 
cruciandos: “to be punished,” E. V.: 
but as in ver. 4, actually in a penal state, 
and thus awaiting their final punishment) 
to the day of judgment (the great final 
doom: see reff.): 10.] but chiefly 
(cf. Jude 8) those who go after the 

етбушаз Nl. 
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v Eph... vous Kai № кирбттуто$ їкатафророўута$. ®то\ишлутай, ab- 
Col. i. 16 
Jude 8 

1 Heb. xii. 2 
іу +. Hddece, m 80#ас̧ ov N rpépovouv ° @Аатфтиоўфуте$, II v ro 

— wv [4 

1 hereonlys, G N toyvi xai бийде; peiloves Ovres ov 9 dépovauw 
Jos. B. J. iii. 
10. 2. 

| Tit. i. 7 only. 
Gen. xlix. 2 Prov. xxi. 24 only. 

levi. 2. 0 = ver. 
29. Acts xxv. 16 only. 
Sonly. Wied. i. 6 al. 

el. fr. constr., ch. i. 19. 

xarappovourres А. 

akar avTOv mapa xvpíe ' BAaodnpov *xpiow. 1 o“ 
m = Jude 8 only (see note). n Mark v. 337^ L. only. Isa. 

see Heb. ix. 16 reff. q = John xviii. Р 
г Acts vi. 11 (13 rec.). 1 Tim. i. 13. 2 Tim. iii. . Rev. ziii. 5 only. Isa. levi. 

s = Jude 9. John vii. 24. viii. 16. Deut. хіх. 6. 

11. om rapa кире А а d 18 vulg syr-pk copt eh [Ephr,] Bede [syr has it with ast]. 

flesh (more general here than in || Jude, 
where érépas defines the particular sin. 
Here, all following after unlawful carnal 
Insts is meant) in lust of pollution (lust, 
hankering after unlawful and polluting use 
of the flesh. The gen. is not to be resolved 
into an adjective, * cupiditas feda," as 
Wahl), and despise lordship (so in Jude 
8, cupsérnta @бетойбоцу: where see note). 
Darers (the construction suddenly alters 
to a description of the wicked persons who 
were the object in the former sentence. 
Cf. ref. and Thucyd. i. 70, where the Co- 
rinthians characterize the Athenians as ка} 
тара 8йуашу ToAunTal, ка} жард *yróunv 
kiwÜvrevral), self-willed (see note on ref. 
Tit., where the word is explained. Both 
these plurals are used as substantives, in 
apposition with each other and with ‘they,’ 
the understood subject of the following 
verb), they tremble not (when) speaking 
evil of (this participial construction, mean- 
ing much the same as an infinitive, is 
common: see ref. and Acts v. 42, xii. 16; 
and Winer, § 45. 4. а) glories (what is 
meant by this, is somewhat doubtful : see 
on || Jude. We might take the word here, 
as there also, in its widest sense, as any 
dignities or glories, human or divine, 
were it not for the example there follow- 
ing. The vulg. has a curious rendering 
here: “ sectas (8ó£as) non metuunt intro- 
ducere blasphemantes :? whereas in Jude 
it renders * majestatem autem blasphe- 
mant :" on which Estius, “ сог autem in- 
terpres enndem vocem hic sectas, apud 
Judam majestatem,—seu majestates trans- 
tulerit in sententia simili, seu potius eadem, 
mihi non liquet ”’); 11.] where (i. e. 
“in cases where:" nenrly = whereas: во 
Feff., and Thucyd. viii. 96, rou yàp .... 
тосабтт ў kuupopà éexeyeyévnto, was ойк 
elkóros 00роху ;) angels, being greater 
(than they) in strength and might (such 
is of necessity the meaning, and not the 
curious and hardly grammatical inter- 
pretation of Huther, “angela who are 
greater in strength and might than the 
other angels," as, e.g., the archangel 
Michael in | Jude. This meaning would 
require ЌууеЛо: of idx. x. Buv. uel. Syres. 
As it is, the Svres carries a slight ratio- 
cinative force with it: “being,” i. е. 

“though th and the thought is 
not, as Huther, & lame one, but shews 
forcibly the unbecomingness of their irre- 
verence, seeing that even angels who are 
80 far above them yet do not bring railing 
accusations against $óta), bring not a- 
gainst them (scil. 8ó£a: : in the interpreta- 
tion, bad angels, fallen from their heaven- 
ly estate, but regarded here according to 
their essential condition as sons of glory. 
Cf. Milton’s “excess of glory obscured,” 
as descriptive of Satan,—an expression 
probably taken from the study of the ori- 
ginal text in this place or in | Jude. The 
vulg. rendering, ‘adversum se,’ is clearly 
wrong: see below) before the Lord (“apud 
Dominum, judicem, eumque presentem, 
reveriti, abstinent judicio," Beugel. It 
is to me on the whole more probable 
that the words wapa xvpl» should have 
dropped out, as not occurring in || Jude, 
than that they should have been inserted 
owing to any idea of a contention in the 
divine Presence being there intended: for 
no such intention is apparent there, but 
rather the contrary) & railing judgment 
(= xplow BrAac¢nulas, Jude 9. Bdeg- 
pov, in allusion to Власфтиодутеѕ above. 

As a curiosity in the way of erroneous 
rendering and more erroneous exegesis 
founded on it, we may notice the vulg. 
here :— ubi angeli fortitudine et virtute 
cum sint majores, non portant adversum 
se execrabile judicium :” and Lyra’s com- 
ment, ** ubi, i.e. іп ропа inferni: angel, 
scil. mali: aon portant, i. e. vix sustinent : 
execrabile judicium, i.e. ponam." Cf. 
Estius, h. I. and the extraordinary com- 
mentary of Feuardentius on this Epistle, 
in which he derives from this interpreta- 
tion an argument d fortiori, “If angels 

ABCKL 
Prabe 
dfghj 
kimne 

13 

cannot bear their punishment, how much 
less heretics, Luther, Calvin, Bucer, &c."). 

12—22.] Further description and 
denunciation of these persons. 18.) Cf. 
Jude 10. In words this verse is very 
similar to that, but in meaning quite 
different: and this fact, so often oc- 
curring in the passage, strongly con- 
firms the view of the common matter 
taken in the Prolegg., (ch. iv. § iii., 
and specially par. 11, p. 147.] See 
the separate sense of this verse and of 
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de, фе *ddoya " Cia yeyevvnuéva, Y фисікд eis " Gat кай t = Jude 19 
х $8opáv, *év ols * dyvooDo:w *Bracdnpodvtes, " év тӯ 
хе S Hop abrav кад b фбартутоутаа 19 de кордойдєуоь *® pis- 

t xav, 
)only. 

(еза. vi. 12. 
um. vi. 12.) 

` , е е 7 2 А А uU аш Oòv «в ddixias. 3 дорд ! ýyoúpevor Thy &Vjpépa © Tpupýv, = P% mi n 
lominos кай n udo" évrpudavtes ev rais ° длтата айтф» 

v Rom. i. 26,27 сау +. (-r, Jude 10.) 
Antt. ii. 10. 2 af. 
{ 24. 2. а (2nd). 
Oal. Bel and Dr. 9. 

e 3 Macc. viii. 33. 
i Heb. x. 29 reff. 

25 only. Gen. xlix. 20. Prov. xix.10. (-ф@ 
11. 8. (Ade, Jude 12. -Aobv, Jude 23.) 
15 а]. (-мегтдаг, 2 Cor. vi. 3.) 

19. avro: N. Steph y 
A!BC[ P] a [(spec th)! Ephr, Thi. 
фосіка 36: txt ABC 
$npovrres, ayvoouvres BAaadmuovai N. 

x = here bis only. (ch.i. 4 re 
2 = 1 Cor. xiv. 38. Sir. v. 15. 

b so Jude 10. 
f Jude 11. Mic. iii. 1]. 

j == (& v. dy) bere only. Cf. бактуАос nipa, Frag. 
V, James v. 5.) 1 

nhere only. Іза. Iv. 2. lvii. 4. 

N ad hm 18 syrr [arm] Ephr Thl. 

exc. Rev. iv. 
0, & prim. 

ek. x. 
where only. Jer. I. (22 vil.) 46 only. Job xxiv. 6 Aq. Jos. 

E) | T v. Sal. Winer, constr., Heb. 3 
a w, €», here only. wels, Luke zii. 

€ Isa. xxiv. 3. d = 1 let. i. 8 reff. 
g ver. 15. h James iv. I. 3 reff. 

Lyr. k Luke vil. 

Eph. v.z7 only +. Jos. Antt. xiii. 
m here only. Levit. xxi. 16—23 al. met., Sir. хуш. 

o Heb. iif. 13 reff. 

h yeyernuera, with A3KLN rel syrr (Ec, yernueva m : txt 
rec gucixa bef yey., with KL rel Ee: om 

for ayvoover BAac- 
rec (for xai фФбарттоута) катафдартсоутои, 

with СКМ rel vulg[-ed(with demid tol)] spec syr-pk сор [arm (?)] Thi (Ес: txt 
A Ni am(with fuld harl!) зуг seth[-rom] Jer,. 

18. for xoptoupevor, adixounevo: ВМР syr-pk (arin) ]. 
В vulg spec syr-pk syr-mg sah wth [ Ephr,] Sing-cler. 

Jude 10, in the notes on each verse. 
But (contrast to the angels, just men- 
tioned) these, as irrational animals, born 
naturally (thus vulg. rightly, *naturali- 
fer, according to the transposition in the 
text; pened being nearly = wvotwós. 
According to the other reading, фиск is 
a second epithet to &Аоуа (ба, as Gic.: 
Kar’ ala@now uóvov (®ута, ob xard voor 
к. Thy voepay (wf) for (with a view to) 
capture and destruction (i. e. not to take 
and to destroy, but to be taken and de- 
stroyed. Wetst. quotes from the Rabbini- 
cal Bava Mezia, p. 85. 1, Quidam vitulus, 
cum ad mactandum adduceretur, R. Judam 
accessit, caputque in ejus gremium repo- 
nens flevit, Sed ille, Abi, inquit, in hunc 
finem creatus es”), speaking evil (ns they 
do: the part. includes the ground of their 
perishing) in the matter of things whioh 
they know not (thus, viz., by év тойтог5, 
& аууообсі, Baach. and not by таёта, dv 
ols à-yvooUsiv, BA., 1 prefer to resolve the 
attraction. We have ВАатфтлде > eis аз 
analogous to Aaro. фу: on the other hand 
&yrociv d» might be tolerated, as & y, 
пері, 1 Cor. xii. 1; 1 Thess. iv. 18. But the 
former construction seems better; because, 
it being almost necessary to suppose ofs 
neuter, not masculine, it is not so natural 
to have a neut. accus. after BAacgnueiy, 
as a neut. dative with dy), in their corrup- 
tion (in their practising, and following 
out, of this corruption to which they have 
devoted themselves) shall even perish 
(shall go on till they perish; not only 
being found in it, living in it, advancing 
in it, but going on also to its flnal issue, viz. 
eternal perdition). 18 a.] receiving as 
they shall (fut. part.) (the) reward of 
unrighteousness (not, as Wolf, = шебф» 

for amaras, ауажоіѕ A-corr 
aft аутору ins Aas C. 

&3ixoy, but exactly as in ver. 15, wages or 
retribution for unrighteousness : the only 
difference being that Balaam followed its 
temporal wa they shall receive its 
esteri 13 b, 14.] These verses most 
probably, as to construction, form an in- 
dependent participial sentence, connected 
by apposition with what precedes. This is 
better than to consider them as all belong- 
ing to éewAavhOnoay in ver. 15, which 
clearly is confined in its reference to its 
own sentence,—or as giving the ground of 
фбарћсоута: above. Imagining a plea- 
sure delicate living for a day (the inter- 
pretations of фу ўрёрф have been various. 
(Ec. gives it, Th» 4Ат09 к. ёхёратто» 
ebQpogórqv к. ndovhy dv Tfj каб huépav 
T:Oéuevot то? Aaiuov ётолаїсе. And 
similarly Th}., Beza, al. But this seems 
inadmissible for ёу tyuépa. Some, as 
Erasm., Benson, Morus, E. V., al., take 
it for “tn the daytime,” as implying ab- 
sence of all shame ; but this would give a 
very lame and frigid sense, and is in- 
consistent with tpudhy, which is not 
revelling or rioting, but delicate living, 
which those who practise carry on as muc 
in the daytime as by night, being the habit 
of their lives. Bede's explanation is re- 
markable: he understands voluptas diei ' 
to mean true pleasure, “ qua sancti quoque 
delectantur in Domino," and ** voluptas 
noctu to be the unlawful pleasure of the 
ungodly. Then he takes YS Trà» dv 
huépe together as predicate, understanding, 
“cum deliciis. . . vacent . . , has tamen 
ipsi optimas et quasi lucifluas judicent.” 
Few will accept this, though it is very in- 
genious. There can be little doubt that 
the true rendering is as vulg. “ voluptatem 
existimantes diei delicias:”? Grot., “in 
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P guvevwyoŭúpevoi tiv, 14 офдаћиойѕ #ёуорте;$ 9 дєттойў 
бы r uovyadioos кай * йкаталтайттоиус$ йдарт(а<, * Šereáovres 

i. 16, 7 , Li ГА 

А Somes Le” suyas “dornpictous, xapdiav Y yeyopvaa рехту © mheovekias 
g= — Éyoyres, х катара ? тёкра, 15 * xatadsrovres ebe, odor 

p Jude 12 
only t. Jos. 

: ATI émXaviÜncav, * é£akoXovÜrjaavres TH $699 тоў Валадь 
t James i. 14. ver. 18 only 1. 

race note. G Heb. vi. 8 reff. gen., see 2 
в = Acts vi. 2. Gen. И. 24 
b Acts ziii. Io. o ch L 16 reff. 

14. for poryadsos, poryadtas AN 13. 
18. 40 vulg syrr copt Thi Jer p Pes 
with a b f 86 ва: txt ABCK LI 

15. каталегтоутеѕ A[ B! JN 18. 

diem, id est ad breve tempus: Calv., Est., 
* Felicitatem statuunt in presentibus de- 
liciis.” And so Corn. a-Lap., De Wette, 
Huther, al. With this also agrees the 
article rf» and its position: that delicate 
living which is but for a day "), spots (but 
omAddes, Jude 12, where see note) and 
blemishes (disgraces, disfigurements, caus- 
ing shame: des Bé ке иёдо> буба, 
Od. В. 86), luxuriating in their deceits 
(i.e. as explained by Huther, in those 
things or materials of luxury, which they 
have fraudulently gotten, the abstract for 
the concrete. But, granting that inter- 
pretation as the words stand, there seems 
to be considerable doubt and difficulty 
about both reading and meaning. In Jude 
12 they stand офто elow dv rais dydras 
busy omaddes cuveveexotpevo: apdfws, 
instead of, as here, owiAct xal дёдо: èr- 
pub res dy Tois axdras altar guy- 
evexotueve: óv. It seems hardly pos- 
sible to imagine that there has not been 
some error in reading which has now be- 
come inveterate. And to this conclusion 
tends very much the testimony of C, which 
reads drdras in both places, and is thus 
nearly neutralized here. While therefore 
reading &rdras, in deference to the weight 
of mes. combined with critical principles, 
I have the strongest suspicion that " 
vais is the original reading. The abray is 
no witness against it, as De Wette thinks: 
the d&ydxra: beanie айт» by their per- 
version of them while they cuveusyoivra: 
биќ. And on this supposition, the mean- 
ing will be, that in their love-feasts (see on 
|| Jude) they find occasion of luxuriating 
and delicateliving, while feasting with yon. 
This view is favoured algo by the emphatic 
peen of ёутрофёутеѕ. On the verb, 

ner says, Philo de Jos. (34, vol. ii. 
р. 70), Josephum ait epulas quibus fratres 
exceperit jussisse fleri modicas, quod nolu- 
erit rats éréper drvylas evrpypgy, inter 
aliorum penuriam deliciis uti") while 
they feast with you (this at all events 
refers to the love-feasts, whatever be read 
above. See on || Jude), 14.] having 

ach. ili. 16 only v. 
ess. ll. 3. ver. 13, lea. irii. 4. 

a Luke iii. 3 ц, € (from Isa. Xl. 3,4). Acte viii. 31. 
d — Jude 11. 

v Heb. v. 14 reff, w ver. 3. gen., 

I. II. ali. W чат 

„ AB: axaraxauorou b k 
орарт:іоьѕ N [spec]. rec wAcovetiats, 

J Ti Ge. : N rel vulg syrr copt [arm 
rec ins тух bef ev6eiap, with Thi (Ec: om 

eyes full of an adulteress (“ quasi dicat, 
tam libidinosos eos esse, ut in ipsorum 
oculis quasi adultere habitent, seu ut 
adulteras semper in oculis ferant." Hor- 
neius, in Huther) and that cannot be made 
to cease from sin (cf. д таббу dv саркі, 
aéxavta: duaptias, 1 Pet. iv. 1. Курке 
quotes from Jos. B. J. vii. 37 (10. 2), dxard- 
rau roy уєстеротойау), laying baits for 
Demosth., p. 241. 2, speaks of тӯ каб 
pépay DqcTévp к. cxoAj делєа(бреуог) 

unstable souls (ref. The word occurs in 
Musseus, 295: Вёрдеа 8° àerfpura ко} 
бурё Өёребла балт тт: the signification, 
as here, unstable, unfixed, * in fide et pie- 
tatis studio nondum satis fundatus et for- 
matus"), having a heart practised in covet- 
ousness (this construction, а gen. after 
uud (e oda, is not without example: see 
Thomas Magister sub voce, and Hemster- 
huis’s note. So some in Acts xxii. 3 (see 
note there), cf. Hom.-Clem. iv. 7 (vol. ii. 
р. 128, Migne), váens ‘EAAnvuciis waudelas 
dinoxnpdévos. The phrases, тб ср, ойу, 
woA¢uey, 1865, are common in Homer: 
80 ov rply elóvia тбкою, ll. p. 5: дёа- 
ckóueros woAépoiw, x. 811: обте тї vav- 
т: cecoQiouévos, Hesiod. бру. к. ўд. 
649. The true account of such genitives 
seems to be, not, as Hemst. that the parti- 
ciples are taken as nouns, but as in &,, 
alobd Veo tivds, that they are parti- 
tive genitives), children of curse (i.e. 
as in ref. 2 Thess, ô vids ris d&wwAelas, 
John xvii, 12, persons devoted to the 
curse, accursed. But the E. V., cursed 
children," does not give the meaning, 
тёкуа being used in the original simpl 
with reference to xardpas. 15. 
The last clauses, from  ó$0aAuoós to 
Tékva, have no representatives in Jude. 
Now again the parallelism begins, cf. Jude 
11: but the sentiment is more expanded 
here. The construction is altered, and 
becomes direct and regular, катал:тбутет 
.. . éxAavf@ncay. Which have forsaken 
the right way (ref.) and are gone astray 
(the aor. part. and aor. verb are contem- 
porary: and both require, as so often, to 

ABCKL 
Pra be 
d f g b] 
kimno 

13 
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тод Восор, $$ ° шабдь ° абикїа$ ўуаттсер, 16 f NEU 8 е ver. 13. 
xe id as S8 Tapavouias *% отобу» 'ddwvov èv àv- 

f here only. 
Job xxi. 4. 
zxili. 2 only, 

Üparrov фору) * He,,“ ! ékeXvaev THY ToU mpopýrov § Prov. v n. 
h Matt. zzi. 5 

ш zapadpovíay. 17 oro ciat "ттуа\ °йуџдрог kal? H ffrom Zech. 
24 al. 
29 only. 

m here only ? (not elsw.). ( veiw, 2 Сог xi. 23.) 
11/12 v. r.). Rev. vil. 17 aM. Exod. xv 27 
1. Jer. Ц. 6. p here only. Job zxxviil, 9. 

ABCKL(P]N rel. 
os BN! ann. cav B arm. 

i Acts тїй. 32 / from Isa. liji 7). 
k ser. 18. Acts iv. 18 only. Job xii. 7 al 

for Boop, Bewp B 81 tol syr-pk sah arm: Sewopcop Nl. 
тустт 

16. om er RI [vulg-ed(with demid harl) E 
17. rec (for каз ошхАш) vepeAa, with L 

Gen. xxxvi. 
1 Cor. Il. 2. xiv. 10 only. Wied. iv. 19 2 Macc. iil, 

А 1 = Luke xxiii. 2 al. Ps. xxxix. 9. 
n Mark v. 29. John iv. 6 bis, 16. James ili. 
9 Matt xil. 43 1 L. Jude 13 only. Ре. Lil. 

om 

avOperrovy Cl: ауброхо:у В. . i 
rel syr-pk Thi: txt ABCN 18. 36 vulg syr 

coptt sth [e ousxAn and eAavrouern below Р m syr-mg-gr]. (om ка ошхА. to end 
of ver K.) 

be rendered by our English perfect; the 
English bare past not involving any pre- 
sent consequence, but rather leaving it to 
be infe that the state predicated is 
over now), following out (this seems to be 
all that the 2é- implies; see on ch. i. 16. 
It is noticeable, that in || Jude the expres- 
sion ія éfexó0gcay) the way of Balaam 
ni $89, not merely figuratively, the way 
(of life), but literally, seeing that it was by 
a Journey that Balaam displeased God : cf. 
the frequent repetition of the word in Num. 
xxii. 23, and the words of the angel in 
ib. 82, ойк àcreía 4 Bós соу évarríor 
ёро?) (the son) of Bosor (Grot. supposes 
Bosor to be a corruption of the name 
mane, ~ Pethor,” Num. xxii. 6: Vitringa, 
Observ. Sacræ, vol. i. pp. 936 f., maintains 
rightly that rod Восёр rather signifies pa- 
rentage than habitation, and that Bocóp is 
a way of writing туз, Beor, owing to a 
peculiar pronunciation of the y, which he 
traces in the formation of salio from d, 
and in the case of other sibilants from 
aspirates, as sal from As, septem from 
éxrd, sisto from Tornu:. And he con. 
jectures that, coupled with an intimation 
that the Galileans gave a softer sound than 
others to the », this may have been con- 
nected with the Galilean dialect which be- 
trayed Peter on a memorable occasion, 
Matt. xxvi. 73. So far well: but he goes 
on also to say, that the Apostle had a 
mystical reason for choosing this form, in 
allusion to the temptation which Balaam 
cast before Israel, because “ўз signifies 
„ДезЬ, “ elegante hoc lusu subinnuens, Bilea- 
mum, suadendo voluptatum carnalium 
exercitium, merito dicendum esse filium 
Bocóp, id est, carnis." It certainly is not 
beyond possibility that a Hebrew ear may 
have found such an allusion obvious: but 
the reference seems here rather to be to 
Balaam’s attempt to curse Israel, than to 
bis subsequent temptation of them), who 
loved the of unrighteousness (viz. 
which he vainly thought he might get by 

disobeying the command of God. See Bp. 
Butler’s masterly sermon on the character 
of Balaam, in his well-known volume), 

18.] but had a rebuke for his own 
iniquity (what sort of а reproof, is shewn 
below. If any force can be given to Bias, 
it will be found in the fact that the re- 
proof came from an animal which was 

of his own substance: he himself 
furnished tbe conviction of his own ini- 
quity, from the animal on which he rode) : 
a (or, fhe :” we are never sure of our 
ground with anarthrous substantives in 
these later Epistles) 5 of burden 
Vroléyvov is apparently as synony- 
mous with буоѕ in ref. Matt. If 2 tbe 
universal practice of riding on the ass in 
Palestine must be regarded as the renson) 
spe (aor. part. contemporary with 
aor. verb following) in man’s voice (not, 
“ by speaking in man’s voice :” the i- 
cipial clanse brings into notice the miracu» 
lous character of the incident) hindered 
(not in matter of fact, for Balaam went 
on his way : but subjectively, more as the 
i ect is often used: withetood,” or 
as E. V. “ forbade”) the madness of the 
prophet (a discrepancy has been discovered 
between this and the Mosaic account, 
seeing that it was the angel, and not the 
ass, from whom the rebuke came, the ass 
having merely deprecated ill-treatment at 
Balaam’s hands. But the Apostle evi- 
dently regards not so much the words of 
rebuke uttered, as the miraculous fact, as 
being the hindrance. It was enough to 
have prevented his going onward, when the 
dumb animal on which he rode was gifted 
with speech to shew him his madness). 

17, 18.] Further designation of 
these false teachers, and justification Y 
it. Cf. Jude 12, 18, which is here muc 
abridged. 17.] These are wells with - 
out water (in || Jude, clouds without water. 
(Ес. understands this, redet айўтофз 
ermyais ёу(8роіз, ёз kwoAwAexóras Td Tis 
(wis бер, Tovrérri, Tb тод ктрбуратоз 
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s Mach iy. 37 urd «VAaiXaToOs ' éAavvópevat, ols б * opos той t axórovs 
L 

desni = Strernontat, 18 "jmépoyka yap “ џатаотттоѕ “ фбеу- 
zd iil.4 . Ы М 
(n^ eyopevot, х де№еабоиси» év YémiBupiats Y саркӧѕ d 
b ver. 4. ; A d t Jude is uy, en TOUS * OAvywS ° атофебуорџта ro èv * TXávy * ava- 

aod. xviii. ^ , За. се a Tpedonévow, 19 * éAevÜepíav айтоф ! érayyeXXouevot aù- 
У om. Vill. le ` ^ * 

EP." тоў € Bobo. © йттаруорте$ THS 8 dÜopás* Ф yap Tis * HrTy- 
w ver. з. тал, TOUTQ Kat ! бєбофМмәта„ Mei үйр P aroduyortes ta 
х Cal. v. ie. Eph. il. 3. 1 Jchn Н. 16. (Rom. зїн. M. see 1 Pet. il. 11. z ver. 2. a here only +. 
б ch. i. 6 reff. c = Rom. і. 27. ch. iii. 17. Jude 11 al 6. v, xiv. 8. d = Heb. ziii. 18 reff. 
e 1 Сог. x. 29. Gal. Н. 4. v. 1, 13 al. f constr., James i. 12 reff. вее Кот. viii, 21. h James 

11. 15 reff. ich. i. 4 reff. 

16, 22. 

k here bis. 2 Cor. xii. 13 oni. 
1.16. ёрет: rhs ma:ĝòs ўттубеќє, Jos. Апі. 1.19. 4. 

1 For. vil 15. 1x. 19. Gal. iv. 3. Tit. Il. 3only. Wisd.aix.13. 1 Macc. viii. 11 only. 

Ian. IV 17. Јони viii. 31. Hos, 
] Acts vii. 6 (from Gen. xv. 13). Eum. vi. 

rec ins eis агора bef rernpynrat (from || Jude), with ACL[P] rel æth-pl ТЫ (Ес: om 
BN vulg syrr coptt sth-rom Jer Aug Bede. 

18. paraorns BI: дабтталоттутов Ni (but corrd). 
for [1st] rovs, rov N'. copt Ephr, Aug Jer.) 

[aceAyecas (for · ais) Pa vulg syrr 
rec ovrws (OAlTaz is easily 

mistaken for ONTOS), with CKL[P]N! rel arm Thl (Ec, ovras k: txt ABN? 13 vulg 
syrr coptt [wth] Jer Aug Bede, oAryor а. 
er Aug: txt ABCN 13 vulg syrr ТШ Bede. 
19. Ni repeats eAevÜrpiar. ins kat bef avro: B'(appy).] 

coptt wth]. оуте$ А 27. om xai BN! 

кабарђ» к. ®бтдоу бёюр. But this is going 
too far into specialities: the comparison, 
in both Epistles, is simply to that which 
may be expected to yield water, and yields 
none. In this case the ттүү seems to be 
the spring itself, which ought to send 
forth water but does not), and mists (ойк 
efor, nol, Siavyeis Sswep ol &yior of Byres 
ve N, GAA’ dul xAau, тоотќсті oxdrous Kal 
уубфоо meorol, 0x5 той wovnpoU wvetparos 
éAavróuevoi. Comm. in Catena) driven 
along by a whirlwind (aN, according 
to Aristotle de mundo, is жтуейда Blaoy 
ка) éAoduevor xdrwOer Kyo), for whom 
the blackness of darkness is reserved (sce 
I Jude. It is obvious that no just charge of 
nappropriateness can be brought against 
our passage because this clause occurs in 
a different connexion from that in Jude. 
There it is said of wandering stars, here of 
driven clouds: of each, with equal appro- 
priateness: darkness being predicable of 
clouds, as well as of stars extinguished). 

18.] Justification of the description. 
For, speaking great swelling gs 
(twépoynos is а classical word, occurring 
in Plato and Demosth., generally signify- 
ing excessive magnitude, as in ned. 
obala: к. Swdpoynot, Plut. Ep. iii. p. 817 с. 
бйуаш бжхёроукоѕ as opposed to tareh, 
Dem. p. 46. 16. Xen. Hell. v. 4. 58, 

. uses it in the literal sense, *yervouérns 56 
Ths kvfugs ӧтербукоо : and Plut. Lucull. 
21, in a figurative, —$pórnua tpayixdy к. 
$тёроукоу dv таз peydAas eiTvxíais) 
of vanity (whose characteristic is pa- 
radrns: as in the genitive сёра ris 
&uaprías, Rom. vi. 6, and the like: see 
Winer, $ 80. 2. 8) they allure (above, 
ver. 14) in lusts (iv did. describes the 

rec aropvyorras, with K LLP] rel (Ec 

aft vrapxorres ins 

State of the tempters, and the element in 
which their laying of enticing baits is 
situated) by licentiousnesses (сеу. are 
the instrument, the bait itself. Far better 
so, with Huther, than with De Wette to 
regard ev as = 8:4, and àceA-y. as in appo- 
sition with éxi&vuícus. Ec. inverts this 
construction, 8eAed(ovos 8:0 TÄS саркікӯѕ 
eridvulas dy тої5 àceA-yelois) of the flesh 
those who are scarcely (ойк dAlyes occurs 
in the Anthol xii. 205, in the sense of not 
alittle:” and as a var. read. in Plato, 
Alcib. ii. p. 149 a. It may signify here, 
by degrees, = кат” óAlyor : but the other, 
= дАЁуор, seems more generally accepted 
as the sense [with very little space, or very 
little time, for such escape ]) escaping from 
them who live in error (some take rots dv 
R. avaotp.as a clause co-ordinate and in 
apposition with robs dAlyws dxopevyorras : 
but the other rendering is fur better: 
these unhappy persons who are but just 
escaping from the influence of those who 
live in error (the heathen), are then laid 
hold of by these deceivers, enticing them 
with licentiousneas), 19.] promising 
them liberty (these are the great swelling 
things which they speak; holding out a 
state of Christian liberty, which proves to 
be the bondage of corruption) while they 
themselves are (all the while: $mápxe, 
of previous entity: see on Acta xvi. 20) 
slaves of corruption (cf. the same words 
occurring together in ref. Rom., abr ) 
krisis dAevOepwOhoera: ёт Tis Foxe la 
Ths $8opüs eis Th» éAevÜeplap тїз bólns 
70 tékvæv ToU Өєоб: which it is very 
likely St. Peter had in view : cf. ch. iii. 15. 
They promise that liberty of the sons of 
God, being themselves in the bondage of 
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here only. 
Ezek. xxxiil. 

°aaripos ‘Incod Хрістоў, тобто è тайм» Р épmakévres u, (pos, 
k. ^ / > a à q » qr / ^» i , 
7/TTÓVTAL, yeyovev avTois TA d écyara *' veipova THY % Tpo- n ch. i. 2. Heb. 

x. 26 reif. 
o ch. i. 1 reff. 

тор. ?l'xperrov yap ўр avrois uù *témeyvokévat тїй v 2 Tim. re, 
"900v THS Okatoovvm, f) *émvyvobaiw Y йттоттрёууа ёк THs 
v тарадобєістс abr * dias Er. 9? Y cupPéBneev "t 
афто * тд тўс dANOods * птароцшіаѕ, d Кш» *ériorpéyas 1 

r as stove Mt. L. Matt, ix. E | Tim. v.8. Heb. х. 29 fl. 1 Wisd. xv. 18 only. 
reff. t = „1.6. 1 Tim. іт. 3. Job xxxiv. 27. 

111. um Acte viii. 25. Gal.i.17. Heb. vil. lal. Josh 
2. e x Hom. vii. 12. 
ЭЗ. zxi. 21. Rom. viii. 5. 
36 als. only. b Matt. vii. 6. 
11 (freely, see note). с m Matt. 

xxviil.13 
only, 
Marr. xii 

b. xxvii. 64. 
see Rev. li. 
19. Ps.lzxli. 
n 
8 = 1 Pet. iii. 

u see ver. 2. v Luke 
. il. 23. w = Acts xvi. 4. 1 Cor. xi. 

y i Pet. iv. 12 reff. z so Matt. viii. 33. xvi. 
ohn х.б. xvi. 25 bis, 29 only. Prov. i. 1al%. Sir. vi. ad 

Luke xvi. 21. Phil. ii. 22. Rev. xxii. 15 only. Prov. xxvi. 
хі. 44. Gali 10. iv. 9. Jer. 

20. aft xvpiov ins nuwy ACL[P]N a d f vulg syrr coptt th [arm] Ps-Chr, ТЫ Aug 
Fast Salv: aft cwrnpos, g. 

emorpeva, with KL г 

AN a 18 Cyr[-p,] Thl. 

om ког соттроѕ L f copt th. Ps-Chr, : 
21. крессох AN 13 4 r Damasc Max,] 

Max,] ТЫ Ce: avaxauyo AN 18 Cyr[-p, 
[P] Dawase,.—pref es та oxice AN а 18 Cyr[-p,] Ps-Chr, : j adds. 

сет. к. кор. O. 
ауто bef эу АГР | m. тес 

s-Chr,: txt BC 
or ex, ало 

22. rec aft сиџВеВткеу ins de, with CKL[P]N? rel [syrr Anton, Max,] ТЫ (Ec: от 

corruption. @@opa here, moral decay of 
sin, ending in perdition): for by what 
(ever) a man is overcome, by the same 
he is also enslaved (cf. ref. John, râs 
ó кобу Thv ёрартіау, 80vAds dri тїз 
бдарт!а$: and ref. Rom., & rapiordvere 
davrots BoóAovs «is Swaxuhy, боўАо! dace 
Ф бтакойєте. These passages were cer- 
tainly in the Apostle’s mind. *rrdopas, 
generally found with a gen. of the agent, 
has here a dat. The classical rendering 
here would be “in whatever a man is 
overcome (by another), in that particular 
he is also enslaved (by that other).” But 
the context makes it clear that the datives 
are intended to designate the agent, not 
the mode). 20—22.] Further descrip- 
tion of these deceivers as apostates from 
Christ, and designation of their terrible 
state as such. 20.) For if, having 
escaped (it might seem at first sight as if 
the dropevyorras of ver. 18 were meant: 
but on close inspection it is plain that this 
is not so, but that we are continuing the 
description of the голо: rijs фборайз, viz. 
the deceivers themselves: the rrara: and 
jTTGwTa marking the identity) the pollu- 
tions (reff) of the world, in (element 
and condition of their escape) knowledge 
(émyvece, genuine and accurate know- 

' ledge : shewing that he is treating of men 
who have not been mere professors of spi- 
ritual grace, but real possessors of it) of the 
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ (expressed 
at length, to set forth more solemnly that 
from which they fall), but having again 
become entangled in these, they are over- 
come (the construction is ordinarily re- 
garded as broken by the 84, placed as if 
йтофбуюсіу and not dropuydyres had 
preceded: “if, after they have, djo., they 

are again entangled and overcome,” as 
E. V. But it is better to ўттдутаи 
as the apodosis to both the participial 
clauses, and 3¢ as coupling them to each 
other), their last state is (we cannot say 
in English has become," for we thereby 
convey an idea that it was not always so, 
but has undergone a change) worse than 
the first (афто, dat. incommodi. The 
saying is our Lord’s own: see reff. Matt. 
2), 21.] Reason of these last words. 
or it were (that use of the imperfect 

without A, answering to the Latin “ fa- 
ciebam, ni :” see on Rom. ix. 8) better for 
them not to have known the way of right- 
eousness (viz. the Christian life: cf. 4 
633s Ts dAnGelas, ver. 2) than, having 
known it (dat. instead of accus. by a very 
common attraction), to tarn back (not 
rf but aor.: now implying merely the 
al character of the act) from (out of, as 

out of a way) the holy commandment (the 
moral law of the gospel: here so desig- 
nated, because it is of moral corruption 
that the Apostle is treating) delivered to 
them (cf. ref. Jude, тў Arat wrapadobeloy 
Tois &ylois тісте: where the arrange- 
ment of words is the same as here: rapa- 
zogelo being thrown forward and having 
the emphasis). 22.) Further descrip- 
tion of their state by two proverbial ex- 
pressions. There hath happened to them 
that of the true proverb (for construction, 
seo reff.: and Lucian, dial. mort. viii. 1, 
тодто ékeivo Tb THs пароша, d veBpds 
Tb» Adoyta), The dog gone back (i. e. 
“which has gone back г? trorphpas is 
not a finite verb, but simply a predicate 
of xtwr) to his own vomit (in ref. Prov. 
we have Sswep kóur Pray ётёл0р ёт) roy 
davrot uero ко) шолтђьѕ убт, ойто 
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d here only t. 
v, Lev. 

atin. зв Aq.) 
e here only. 

Prov. zi. 22 
als. 

f Heb. x. 23 

ге only + ere » 
€ Prov. ii. 18 

Theod. 

срди * BopBópov. 

h here only. 
Jer. xlv. 
(xzzviil.) 6 
bis only. 

i Heb. vi. 9 
ft. гет. 

k ch. і. 13 (reff.). 
n Jude 17. 

1. Acts v. 32. 
З only. eee Heb. I. 1 reff. 

ABN! am spec sab Salv 

o Heb. iv. 7 reff. 
т ch. i. 1. U. 20. 
Jude 18. 

Promiss. 
Damase, Anton, Max, ] Thi Ee: txt BC! а 
Caap. III. 1. ауатуто: bef ny K. 

IIETPOT В. 

ётї rò Giov *éfépaua' xal, *"T's 

I Phil. 1. 10 only *. Wisd. vil. 25 only. Cen 1 Cor. v. 8.) 
tf. р Luke l. 7 te 

Iit. 

III. ! Taurus 45, ‘dyarnrol, Sevrépav piv урафо 
ёлтистоМм}>, ёр als * Steyeipw Ору èv “uropvnce тўр 
leiu«pwi) ™ M/? 2" pynoOhvas Tov ™ Tpocipnuévov 

(Mem, % * nud ry brò Tay Р álov P arpopnTav кай THs TOY * ато- 
стбӧћәр йиде 9 éyroAfjs ToU ™ kupiov xal " сотђрос, $ * тодто 
трфтор *үшфскортєс, Eri éXevaovra, ёт *ёсуйтюр тфь 

m = 1 Pet. i. 13 reff. 
q double James i 

t plur. (w. MX. ), James v. 
. Acte lii. 21. 

в ch. і. 20 (reff.). 

rec xuAsoue, with AKL[P]N rel Cyr[-p, 
Ps-Chr [Ambri]. 

2. rec quo», with k Œc: txt ABCKL[P]N rel 36(sic) vulg arm Thl. 
3. erpoyiweckorres C'[appy]. 

Kopov Tj lavro? какіа ёуастрёбраѕ ёт) 
T)» éavrod &uapríav. It may seem how. 
ever somewhat doubtful whether the 
proverbs, as here cited, be meant to be 
taken from Scripture, or rather not both 
of them from the popular parlance, as 
here expressed. papa seems hardly 
to be found elsewhere than here (Schleus- 
ner cites Dioscorides vi. 19: adding “et 
alii,” but qu. P): the verb éfepdw occurs 
in ref., and Aristoph. Vesp. 993, Hippo- 
crates, al. See Lobeck on Phryn. p. 64: 
and Schleusner in voce); and, The sow 
after мы (the middle sense must 
not be pressed: it is the word common 
used of men, transferred to an animal) 
to (ёт:стрёфаса is generally unders 
before «le. But it seems better, with 
Huther, to understand the proverb as self. 
contained, and elliptical, as in * Sweets to 
the sweet": so, The washed sow to the 
mire”) wallowing in the mire (if we 
read xúóà:rpa, we must render the place 
of wallowing.” In either case, the gen. 
BopBépov imports that which charac- 
terizes the wallowing, and is a possessive 

It is of, belongs to, mire). 
CHAT. III. The general subject: Tum 

CERTAINTY OF CHRIST'S COMING ESTA- 
BLIBHED AGAINST CERTAIN  SCOFPERE 
WHO SHALL CALL IT INTO DOUBT. Ex. 
HORTATIONS are intermingled, and follow 
as a CONOLUBION. 

1.] This Epistle now, beloved, a second, 
write I unto you (or, “This second Epistle 
now write I unto you:" but the position of 
Devrépav seems rather to shew that the em- 
hasis of the sentence is on it) : in which 
istles (E. V. well, in both which г” viz. 

this and the first, implied in 3evrépav) I 
stir up your pure (see ref. Phil, note) 
mind (Biávows is that aspect of the spi- 
ritual being of шап, m which it is turned 

pradizi 

rec ezxarov, with КЫР] rel syrr (Ec Aug,: єсхате 

towards the outer world; his mind for 
business and outer interests, guiding him 
in action : see Beck, Umriss der biblischen 
Seelenlehre, p. 58. Апа this may be said 
to be eAucpivýs, when the will and affec- 
tion being turned to God, it is not ob. 
scured by fleshly and selfish regards: the 
opone being ёскотоцёуо: тӯ Biavolg, 
ph. iv. 18. It seems impossible to re- 

produce in English these distinctions ; we 
can only give them а general rendering, 
and leave all besides for explanatory notes) 
in reminding (see the same expression and 
note, ch. i. 18); 2.) that ye should 
remember (= els rd urgo07»a: :—compare 
the infinitives «ojo and  urqo0$ra: 
abruptly introduced in a similar manner 
in Luke i. 72) the words spoken before by 
the holy prophets (i. e. the О. T. prophets, 
as referred to above ch. i. 19 ff. The vulg. 
has curiously misrendered: “eorum qua 

m a sanctis ie"), 
and the commandment of 
Saviour given by your apostles (as com- 
monly taken, this sentence is made to con- 
tain a violent inversion, rod кур. к. сет. 
being taken out of its place after évroAfjs 
and attached to тё» ёхостбА. bpv. Any 
how, the construction is harsh, the double 
gen. being unavoidable: but it is surely 
much better to take eros in its most 
obvious connexion, and make 78% ёто- · 
r bur the second genitive—the 
command originating in our Lord, and 
given you by the Apostles who preached to 
you: тё» dx. dn meaning “your Apos- 
tles as we call St. Paul àxócroAor düvàv. 
It is quite impossible that judy can stand: 
and difficult, even if it did, to reuder as 
E. V. “of us the Apostles.” It is obvious, 
from the constant independence even in 
very similar sentences, of the two Epistles, 
that the || place in St. Jude, where it 

fiovcauépm cis © куМм- ABCEL 
Pu 
kimno 
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nuepoy év " éumavypovi ғ ёртайктаа card TAS (іаѕ ёти- n here only +. 
v Jude 18 only. 

Oupias avtév “ тторєубиероь кай Xéyovres ** Пой dorw ў (erint 
^ M il. ётаүуеМа Tis I apovaías avtod ; аф * < yàp ot rar t- su = 

, > -Fat 2 pes we xothijbnoa, парта ойто ° Siapéver %йт' ápyijs „нела з) 
de erigens. 5fAavÂdvet үйр avrovs тодто & Nora, бт. zeron 

z = Luke viii. 25. Gal.-iv. 15. Ps. xli. 3. lxxviii. 10. Mal. Il. 17. y ~ ch. L 16. ver. 13, 
z ellips. of Nu., Luke vii. 11, 46. John i. 29, 35. 1 Macc. i. 11. a Heb. I. 1 reff. b Matt. 

xxvii. 52, Acts vii. 60. 1 Thess. ir. 13 al. Isa. xiv. 8. e Heb. i. 11 reff. d Mark x. 
6. xui.19. see Rom. i. 20. e = Sir. xlix. 16. f constr., Acts 2171. 26. ver. 8. (Heb. 
xiii. 2 reff.) Levit. v. 3, 4. g все Col. il. 18. 

Ci: txt ABC*N ad h k | vulg coptt [mth arm] Ps-Hip, Antch, Ps-Chr, ТЫ Jer,. 
rec om e» euzaryuory, with KL rel Ps-Hip ТЫ (Ec: [om e» CP:] ins ABN 18 vu 
coptt sth Ps-Chr[-montf], e» euwarypow 86. rec аутор bef єкїбөшаз, wit 
a? m? 36 (Ec: om avrœo a! [vulg Ps-Chr,]: txt BCKL[P] rel Ps-Hip ТЫ. 

syrr 
AN 

stands iwd тё» йтоттбАоу тод кир. I. 
"Ino. хрістод, is no guide here, nor reason 
why the same words should be joined to- 
gether) :— 3.) knowing this first 
(cf. ref, where the same phrase occurs. 
The nom. ywécxovreg is joined loosely 
with дуусӨђуа. Jude introduces the 
same prophetic fact with бт: Rey биі, 
ver. 18), that there shall come in the last 
of the days (see note on Heb. i. 1: and 
1 Pet. i. 20. It slightly differs from èr 
do xdrov тё» u., at the end of the days, 
as extending, by the plur., the expression, 
though perhaps not the meaning, over & 
wider space: = ёт’ ézxárov [той | xpóvov, 
Jude 18) seoffers in (their) scoffing 
(scoffers making use of scoffing: cf. Rev. 
xiv. 2, кїбарр$бу к:бар:(бутюу dv rais 
kibápais аёт»: 2 Kings xx. 22, dAdAqoer 
(4 уху) ў 0095) d» тр софіа abrijs: Dan. 
i. 4 Theod., evriérras dv xdop софіф, к. 

' ywéoxovras үуӧсху, к. Biavyooupévous S- 
yc. n the sense, cf. Jude 18), 

according to their own lusts 
(so Jude 18 and 16, here combined), 
4.] and saying, Where is the promise of 
His coming (жоё low, implying that it 
is no where, away and dis- 
appeared: cf. reff. ефто®, of Christ: whose 
name would be understood us of course) 
for from the day when (ёф fe, sc. nuépas: 
reff.) the fathers fell asleep, all t s 
eontinue thus from the beginning of 
creation (the assertion is not easy to 
apportion grammatically. One thing is 
certain and may be first cleared away, 
that we cannot after ofrws supply és 2 
* as they were, E. V.: ores simply re- 
ferring to the present; as they are, as 
we now see them, and àx’ dpxijs xricews 
belonging only to the verb, 3:auére, This 
being so, we still have two predicatory 
clauses following the verb: à fs of хат. 
droim., and дж dpxijs ктісеюѕ. The way 
of explaining this must be, that the time 
of waiting for the promise necesearil 
dntes from the death of the rarépes, an 
the duration of things continuing as they 
are now extends back beyond the death of 

the fathers : so that the meaning will be, 
ever since the death of those to whom 
the promise was made, things have con. 
tinued as we now see them (and as they 
bave ever continued even before those 
fathers) from the beginning of creation. 
So that dra oro: Siauéve: ёт dpyiis 
krlaevs is a general proposition applicable 
to all time: ag’ $s ol rarépes dxowshOnoay, 
the ‘terminus a quo’ this general pro- 
position is taken up and applied to the 
case in hand. And now we have cleared 
the way to enquiring, who are meant by 
ol watdpes. And the answer is plain: 
largely and generally, those to whom the 
promise was made: the same as are in- 
dicated Rom. ix. 5, dy ol xarépes : yet not 
exclusively these, but simultaneously with 
them any others who may be in the same 
E primes g. those who bear to the 
N. T. church the same relation as they 
to that of the O. T. The assertion, as 
coming from the éusat«ra:, must not be 
pressed to any particular date, but given 
that wide reference which would naturally 
be in the mind of one making such a 
general charge). $—10.] Refuta- 
tions of this their scoffing inference. 
5—7.) First refutation: from the biblical 
history of the creation. 5.) For 
(i. e. they speak thus, because) this (viz. 
this fact which follows) escapes them 
(passes unnoticed by them) of thelr own 
will (i. e. they shut their eyes to this fact. 
So we have Au in Od. y. 272, of Paris 
and Helen, rh» & d6éAwr d0éAovca» àr- 
fryayer буде Séuorde ; II. 8. 800, al. Some, 
among whom are Rosenmiiller, Pott, 
Bretschneider, Huther, take rovro to refer 
to the saying of ver. 4, and render 6éAop- 
таз ‘meaning,’ ‘supposing,’ as in Hero- 
dian, v. 8. 11, eixóra re 7Ліоу üvép'yaa Tor 
elya: 0éAovci. But besides that this 
would introduce an unusual meaning for 
oN, and that meaning not in its usual 
application to an hypothesis or assump- 
tion, but to an asserted fact,—a stronger 
objection is, that thus the sentence be. 
comes a very flat one, and quite out 
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ral yn é£ 0батоѕ xal Òr ўбато< 
414 ; 4 Jour h Er k Ad 6 8c Ф е 1 , , 

zs oupaves ` 2 тё гой Geov оу, t Ка 0 то кериде 
(A. to a ГА ^ 

[езй ty 9 eee ATDNETO, T ot 6à зуду o)pavoi Kat 
only $- т а А Ду goats өф °айтой PAóyo 9 TeÜncavpicuévo, єтї rp 
5 н plant. Nos, 3, vol. i. p. 330. k see Heb. хі. 3. 1 = here only. 
cnet ener. Philo de 2 Cor. vii 14. 1 Тив. iv. 8, о so (art. bef. abr.) Heb. ii. 4. James i. 
, 35, 4 asii Ж Gen. 13. 11... q Matt. vl. 19,20. Luke xii. 21. Rom. ii. 5. 1 Cor. xvi. 

ae call lss ИГ hy. Micah ri. 10, r dat., Jude 13. 

1 Jobn J. 
2 „сог. que "m иёате» P.] да N. cure r B: cuverrecas 

be 
g. ins? 1, ; guerras N^ p Ge. ed: txt ABCKL[P]R rel Thl. elz ovre, with AB 
ite оор Did-int, Aug Jer: txt CKLN rel syrr th ТЫ. ins ev bef 

a yu . е N ә on 

[Р] the sharp and nervous mundus qui in his constiterat, periit ””), 
of place ame ef passage. The other 
denunciations, 0f ri Almost all Commen- 
is the rendering Th lz. i tators and versions. e vulg. is am- 
piguous, “ latet enim eos hoc volentes ”), 
that the heavens (otpavol = of obpavol, 
see Winer, 5 19. 1) were from of old (ref.: 
«jam inde а primo rerum omnium initio," 
Gerh.) and the earth (сау, above, serves 
for уў also) formed (сууєстӧса, con- 
sistens, see reff) out of water and by 
means of water (i£ U8aros, because tho 
waters that were under the firmament 
were gathered together into one place and 
tho dry land appeared: and thus water 
was the material, out of which the earth 
was made: 8 09aros, because the waters 
nbove the firmament, being divided from 
the waters below the firmament, by fur- 
nishing moisture, and rain, und keeping 
moist the earth, are the means by which 
the earth cuvicrara:. This is the simplest 
rendering, and very nearly that given by 
Huther. De Wette goes ‘in omnia alia’ 
after traces of far-fetched cosmogonical 
references, Indo- Egyptian and Greek: but 
the whole interpretation of our passage lies 
in the book of 8 Œc., without men- 
tioning the reference to the waters above 
and beneath the firmament, gives a similar 
explanation of the ёк and 8:4, ё Bare: 
uév, Ós d£ DAwoU airlov & ббатоз 8, ds 
SiareAixov) by the word of God (not of its 
own will, nor by a fortuitous concurrence 
of atoms), 6.) by means of which 
(two) (viz. the waters under the firmament 
and the waters above the firmament: for 
in the flood (1) the fountains of the great 
deep were broken up, and (2) the windows 
of heaven were opened, Gen. vii. 11. The 
interpretations of 8i фу have been very 
various. (Ec. understands &, to refer to 
the heavens and the earth, 75s uè» Tb ddp 
éxixAvodons, тёр оўрауду 3t robs cara - 
фактёѕ abràv ёкафёутоу : and so Bede (but 
giving a curious meaning to бг dy: not, as 

uther states, in quibus partibus, but 
grammatically, though strangely, “фу 
means of which (its parts perishing), the 
world, which was made up of heaven and 
earth, perished г “per hec enim perdita 

Beza, Wolf, Horneius, De Wette, al. Again 
Grot., Piscator, Dictlein, al., take 8“ Фу for 
«quamobrem, i.e. because the world was 
ét 08. к. ёг 88., or because it was T$ той 
0coU Абу. Luther renders wrongly, 
dennoch, nevertheless. Calvin, Pott, al. 
and recently Huther, understand ёг à» of 
waters; and account for tbe plur. by the 
ddp as material and the $3wp as medium, 
above, or as Gerhard by understanding 
* things," and taking in also the word of 
God as comprehended) the then world 
(i. e. the whole state of things then exist- 
ing. The Apostle's argument is, as against 
the assertors of the world's endurance for 
ever, that it has once been destroyed, so 
that their assertion is thereby invalidated. 
The expression ё tére кбсроѕ must neither 
be limited, as Œc., тд àwóAero wh p: 
dra toy кбӧсџроу ёкоистќо», ФЛАЁ ярі 
буа rà (Ga, & Tbv Üxarra xdopoy O 
eldororer: nor strictly pushed to its utmost 
extent, as Huther, who maintains that it 
must be exactly identical with of obparel 
Kal ġ уў below. The analogy is not 
exactly, but is sufficiently close: and кбе- 
pos, a8 an indefinite common term, takes 
in the офрауо! x. yñ, which were then 
instrumental in, and purified by, the 
destruction, if not altogether swept away 
by it. Nay the analogy is closer than 
this: for just as Noah stepped out of the 
Ark on a new world, the face of the 
heavens clear, and the face of the earth 
renewed, so we look for а new heavens 
and earth (ver. 13), yet like these others 
constructed out of the materials of the 
old) being inundated with water, perished 
d&weXero, see last note; not, was annili- 
ted, but lost its then form and sub. 

sistence as а xócuos, and passed into a 
new state. Only thus, as Huther observes, 
does the verse come in logically as a con- 
tradiction to the saying of the scoffers, 
dv ra обтоѕ Siandve: ёт’ ёрхїз rríaeos): 

7.] but the new heavens and earth 
(contrast to д rére кбсџоѕ: the postdilu- 
vian visible world) by His (God's: if abre 
be read, it must not be pressed to signify 
any one saying, but must refer generally 

А ВСЕ! 
Prab., 
df EE. 
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fi. 4 reff. 
И. 9 reff. 

8 êv 8ё v ro % ил) х XavÜavéro öde, . . Bom 
дуүатттоі, бт У ша цёра * rapa корбо ws хдиа Eryn, э 
xal хла ёт ds иёра pia. 9 ой * Bpadvver Kupios Tis v ue tren, 

w see 1 Pet. ii. 
19 reff. 

b grayyeAlas, ws тё ° Врадотђта ®тууоўутал, AANQ * ua- x - vers. 
pod uh eis tas ил ! BovrAopuevos Twas ® atrodec Oat, . N 

у Fea. laxxix. 
4. 

2 James i. 
^ 17 reff. 

парта eis perávorav *yæopoat, 10:9 ёе è *ýuépa ai Tim. їй. 15 
оп ч 

vii, 10. Sir. xxxii. (xzxv.) 18. 
Hell. iv. 6. 5. d 
James i. 18 reff. 

b ., tee note and Winer, 3 30. 6. b. 
constr., Heb. ED reff. e Heb. Н 
p5 James iv. 12 reff. 

xv. 37.) Æschyl. Pers. 379 ( Jos. B. J. vi. 2. 6. 

. c here only +. Xen. 
eb. vi. 15 reff. see note. f of God, 

h — & w. eis, Matt. zv. 17 only}. (2 Mace. 
і = Luke xiii. 35. John ii. 4. Ps. xxxvi. 13. ) 

k Acts ii. 20, from Joel ii. 31. 1 Thess. v. 3 (1 Cor. i. 8. 2 Cor. i. 14. 2 Thess. ii. 2) only. lsa, li. 12. 

жор: CI [P] 27-9. 
8. nuas C. короо N. 

for area, ageBeias А. 
om каз xiàia er (komæotel) Ж. 

Ө. rec ins o bef xupios, with KL rel ТЫ Ce: om ABC(PJN hj n 13. 86 [arm]. 
for 186 eis, ёг AN a 18 vulg spec syrr sah eth Aug Fulg Fast: еф c. rec nuas, 

Fast. with KL rel copt ТЫ (Ec: txt ABC[P]N c m 13 vulg spec syrr sah Aug Fulg 
[ria (for -vas) P 18 am(and tol) spec 

10. rec ins » bef Au,, with AKL[P]N(Tischdf, expr) rel 

(as with афтоў) to the prophetic word, 
which has announced that which comes to 
be mentioned) word are treasured up (perf. 
* have been, and are still," kept in store, 
put by, against a certain time: see espe- 
cially ref. Rom. Dietlein fancies that the 
idea of 0ncavpós must be kept hold of, 
the oùpavol к. yì being the stored-up 
material for wrath to be exercised on : but 
this is mere fancy, and is contradicted by 
Rom. ii. 5, where the reference is the 
same), being kept (present, denoting that 
it is only God’s constantly watchful Pro- 
vidence which holds together the present 
state of things till His time for ending it) 
for fire (тур, dat. commodi) against the 
day of judgmont and perdition of impious 
men (rv ёесєВФ» ёудрётоу does not, as 
Dietlein imagines, import that of &v0po- 
wot, mankind, are áceBeis: but = 78. 
àceBàv èv üvÜpdhrois). 8—10.) 
Second contradiction to the scoffers : we 
are not to judge God, in the case of delay, 
as we do men, seeing that His thoughts 
are not as our thoughts. 8] But let 
this one thing not escape you, beloved (фу 
rod ro, as especially important: AavOarérw 
zds, in allusion to ver. 5), that one day 
is with the Lord as a thousand years, 
and a thousand years as one day (the 
saying is the completion of that in Pe. xe. 
(reff.), setting forth also in a wonderful 
way, that one day may be in God’s sight 
as productive of events as a millennium: 
in other words, when both clauses are con- 
sidered, placing Him far above all human 
limits of time. Summa: Dei wonologium 
(sic llare licent) differt ab horologio 
mortalium. Illius gnomon omnes horas 
simul indicat in summa actione et in 
summa quiete. Ei nec tardius neo cele- 
rius labuntur tempora, quam Ipsi et ceco- 
nomie ejus aptum sit. Nulla causa est cur 

rt % №. 
Damasc,] ТЫ (Ес: om 

finem rerum aut protelare aut accelerare 
necessum habeat. Qui hoc comprehende- 
mus? Si comprehendere possemus, non 
opus foret a Moseet Petro nddi, apud Domi- 
num. Bengel). 9.] The Lord (i. e. God, 
the Father, as so often in this and in the 
first Epistle) is not tardy (BpaBovew, not 
merely to delay, but to be late, beyond 
an appointed time; so Gerh.: ** discrimen 
est inter tardare et diflerre: is demum 
tardat, qui ultra debitum tempus quod 
agendum est differt") concerning his 
promise (so, connecting the gen. with the 
verb, and not with ô xépros, must the words 
be taken. The gen. is one of partition, as 
in borepety Tiwos, 2 Cor. xi. 5, xii. 11,— 
waverGal rivos, 1 Pet. iv. 1,—&e., the 
being late implying a falling short) as 
some (viz. the scoffers in question, who 
are pointed at) account (His conduct) tar- 
diness (better thus, making Bpa8urijra pre- 
dicate, than to render уор оюл» “think 
concerning,” “define,” “explain,” and make 
Bpadurijra object only): but He is long- 
suffering towards you (ракробуреу with 
els here only : with éxí, Matt. xviii. 26, 29; 
Luke xviii. 7; James v. 7; with ярб, 
1 Thess v. 14:—tpae, the readers of 
the Epistle; not as а separate class, but 
as representing all, cf. rdyras below), not 
wiling that апу should perish, but 
(willing) that all.should go forward 
(reff.) to repentance (Calvin is quite wrong 
in his rendering. omnes ad penitentiam 
recipere :” equally wrong, in his alterna- 
tives, “aut colligi, vel aggregari.” Plu- 
tarch has the very expression, De flum. p. 
19 (Wetst.), dAlyov 8& софроуђћсаз, xa) eis 
perávoiay ёт) mois храҳдєіс: ҳерђсаѕ). 

10.] Assertion of the conclusion аё 
against the scoffers—the certainty, sud- 
denness, and effect of the day of the Lord. 
But (notwithstanding the delay) the day 

copt arm Thi af Fulg.] 
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11 тиви, v. 8, t xupiou as ! «Аттас, ёи Ñ ovpavol ™ роду з raperev- 
е v. 

о ^ ` / 7 M ^ х 

u Err ony, Cora, стогҳєід 66 ? каџсоуџера è №б]сортаа, кай үй жаў 
(Sey, Cant. à 2 r 8 ^ 11 у y £ iv 18. Los Та ЄЎ auty epya * KATAKANTETAL. or OUTOS rde 
Wied. Ж n = Matt. v. 18. xxiv. 34.35. 2 Cor. v. II. Jamesi.10. Ps.lzzzix 5. Esdr. i 55 (32). 

q John ii. 19. Eph. at о » ver. 12 oniy 4. Wied. xix. 18. (Heb. v. 12 ref.) p ver. 12 s Matt. ii 
only t. 

14. vr. 11, 12. 1 Jobn iii. 8. plur., Rev. I. 19 reff. ; t= Heb. L 10. iv. 3. 
13. Eszek. хх. áJ. form also, see l Cor. iii. 15. Rev. viil. 7. Isa. xlvii. 14 A. 

BCN ( Treg) k 1 36 Cyr rec aft Aewrys ius er vr with CKL rel syr ТЫ Œe : 
om ABL PIN k 18 vulg spec syr-pk сор [eth] arm -р] Did-int, Aug Pelag. 

om o; KLR ad hj k 1m [Cyr, Damasc-ms, ]. evpayo: ins ue» N d j 
gude [AK]M. от lst xa N [Сута].  Avdnoera: BCN Cyrj-p(txt,)] ^ ins » 
2 m СІР] m. for xaraxaxcera, evpeOnoera: ВК[Р]М syr- mg (sab) farm]: 
apancbnaovra © syr-pk. | 

11. ins 3¢ bef ovres СГР]. rec (for ovrws) ov», with AKLN rel vulg [syr-pk 
(Treg) ] ТЫ Œc [ Pelag : ov» ovrws syr-mg sah arm(? Tischdf or as CP above) ]: copt arm 

txt BC(P] а syr[-txt].—ovy таутоу ovres m [Aug,]: om ovr sayteva. [awarreey 

(the art. is not needed for definiteness in 
the later Epistles, cf. ver. 7; Phil. i. 6, 
10, ii. 16) of the Lord (= то? 0еоб, be- 
low, ver. 12) shall come (ff has the 
emphasis, as opposed to all the doubts of 
the scoffers. It is more than merel 
“shall come," though no one word will 
ive the exact force in English: shall 
here,” “shall be upon you ”) as a thief 

(ref. 1 Thess.: from which place probably 
the expression is taken, as reference is 
made below to the Epistles of St. Paul) ; in 
which the heavens shall pass away (reff. 
Matt.; and Rev. xxi. 1) with a rushing 
noise (бо 1846, Tò perà Frou 18:0: 8d б 
rororo ҳоз журдт d» тоз бк) пир 
xataBoonouévas, (Ec. бопбоз is the rush 
of a bird, ref. Wisd., of an arrow, Il. ж. 
861, of the music or a shepherd’s pipe, Od. 
1. 815: and, see Palm and Rost's Lex. of 
any thing rapidly moving. Some undet- 
stand it of the actual noise of the flames 
which shall consume the heavens: others, 
as De W., of the ‘ruina,’ or crash with 
which they shall fall: ** magno impetu," 
vulg.; in modum procelle," Calv.: 
“cum stridore" Beza: alii aliter), and 
the heavenly bodies (orotyeia, according 
to Bede, the four elements, fire, air, earth, 
and water: but he is obliged to modify 
the meaning or Av@feorra, inasmuch as 
fire cannot dissolve or consume fire: ac- 
cording to Bengel, the sun, moon, and 
stars, defending it by this word being 
often used in that sense by Theoph. of 
Antioch and others in Suicer sub voce. 
Certainly Justin Martyr so uses the word 
several times: cf. Apol. ii. 5, p. 92, ra 
oüpávia cToixeia eis аЙ тасу карк@у к. 
épav ретаВолаз косићсаз: and Dial. 
Tryph. 28, p. 122, Epist. ad Diogmet. 7 
(Migne, Patr. Gr. vol. ii. p. 1177), and 

to's notes. And considering that this 
clause, on account of the 84, followed pre- 
sently by the xal when we come to speak 
of the earth, necessarily belongs to the 
heavens,—considering also that the men- 
tion of the heavenly bodies as aífected 

by the great Day is constant in Seri 
cf. Matt. xxiv. 29; Isa. xiii. 9, 10, xxiv. 
98, xxxiv. 4, &c., I should be inclined on 
the wholeto accept this interpretation, feel- 
ing that the above-named reasons overbear 
the objection alleged by De Wette, that 
the word does not bear this sense in any 
other of Scripture. This objec- 
tion is also weakened by remembering, 
1. that it occurs in a physical sense here 
only: 2. that in Gal. iv. 8, where it is 
clearly not in a physical sense, the Greek 
interpreters give it this meaning: see 
in Suicer sub voce, and mine and Bishop 
Ellieott's notes on Gal. 1. e., and note on 
Matt. xxiv. 29) being scorched up (xavaó- 

classically, to suffer from excessive 
heat: to be in a burning fever. The pres. 
pet gives the ground and reason of the 
ollowing verb) shall be dissolved (not 
literally, melt [that is expressed by тўке- 
тох below]: cf. Avouéro» next verse, and 
reff. here), and the earth and the works 
in it (fpya may mean either the works of 
men, buildings and the like, —or, the works 
of the Creator: perhaps both of these 
combined, “ opera nature et artis,” Ben- 
el. Estius's sense, * opera peccatorum," 

is out of the question : nor does 1 Cor. iii. 
15 &. apply here, any further than that 
the same purifying fire is spoken of) shall 
be burned up (the var. readd. are very 
curious. That of BK[P]N, сдребӯсета, has 
ріаішіу arisen from the Latin wresisr, 

at it has ao arisen, is a moet instructive 
fact, and leads to inferences which cannot 
be here followed out). 

11—18.) EXHORTATIONS WITH REFER- 
ENCE TO THE APPROACH OF THE DAY 
or Gop. 11—13.] In direct reference 
to what has just been said, waiting and 
eager expectation is enjoined. п] 
These things being thus to be dissol 
(rovrey, this heaven and earth which sur- 
round us. According to the reading in 
tbe text, there is no particle of inference: 
but the inference is all the more vivid. 
оўтөў : viz. in the manner just described. 
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Y Avouépre», "ToTaTOUs Sei "'Umápyew b Ads ev dyas: pres, part., = 
att. xxvii. 

“avaotpopais xai = evocBelars 12 Y* aposdon@ytas ка} ©, іа 
zzi. 23. 
Gal. ui. 8. *omevdovtas тїр "aapovgíav Tis той ° Өеой ve juépas, Ov «st vii m. 

fjv ovpavos ^ mupoúpevoi * XvÜrjaovra, Kai * ттогуейа * cav- 
covueva! rnxetat. 138 cas 86 Е oùpavoùs ка} E rijv ® kat- 

15 reff. 
above (w). у 
14. elsw. ‘see above, y) Gospp. & Acte only. 
16. xxii. 18) only. Isa. xvi. 5. Hom.ll.» 236. 
1, 8 reff. € here oni 
18 only. Prov. х. 20. 

g Isa. lxv. 17. 1xvi. 22. Rev. xzi. 1. 

P. dew P.] 
12. [ins rovs bef xpos’. P m.] 

ССР] 27-9 vulg(not fald) spec [Pelag J 
tabescent [syrr) lat-ff [raxncorras 

18. каптуу 

Avopévev, the present implying destiny, 
as б épxduevos, He that should come: cf. 
Winer, $ 40. 2. a. It might be, with обу, 
а present proper, “are in course of disso- 
lution;" but обтоз forbids this: for they 
are not in course of dissolution by fire 
por(n8ér &c.), what manner of men (if we 
take worawovs interrogatively, we must 
not, as some (Pott, Meyer in his transla- 
tion), put our interrogation at бийз, or as 
others (Griesb., al) at ebceBe(as: far 
better carry on the question to the end of 
ver. 12, as more like the fervent style of 
our Epistle. But (reff.) szoraxós seems 
in the N. T. never directly to ask а ques- 
tion, but always to belong to an exclama- 
tion. Certainly reff. Luke are close ap- 
proaches to the interrogatory sense, so that 
I would not, as Huther, altogether exclude 
it, but only protest against dividing the 
sentence. Still I prefer the non-interro- 
gatory form, as in the other reff. On the 
word, see note, 1 John iii. 1) ought ye to 
be (when the event comes: vwdpyew 
seems to imply some fact supervening 
upon tbe previously existing state: see 
Acts xvi. 20, 21, 97 and notes) in holy 
behaviours and pieties (the plurals mark 
the holy behaviour and piety in all its 
different forms and examples. The words 
may be referred to úórdpxew : but thus 
the strong жотатойс would only be weak- 
ened, and it stands far better alone. бо 
that I would join êv &yíais x. r. A. with what 
follows) J looking for and h 
(the older Commentators mostly supplied 
eis after owevSovras. So E. V., hasting 
unto :" but there seems no reason for this. 
Two meanings are possible, regarding the 
accus. as in direct government by the par- 
ticiple: 1. ‘busied about: so in reff.; also 
Pind. Isthm. v. 22, oreve: àperdy. But 
in each of these, the object of стеббер 
seems more properly to bel to the 
action than here. In Isa., and in Pind., 
it is an abstract substantive: in Hom., it 
is табта, matters within the power and 

Vor. IV. 

w 1 Pet. i. 18 reff. plur. here only. see 1 Pet. ii. 1. 
see Matt. xxiv. 60. Luke xi. 46. 

T ver. 10 (reff.). 

Mark xiii. 1 
bis. Lukei. 
29. vii. 39. 
1 John iu. 1 
only *. 

v James il, 
x ch. i. 3 reff. plur., as 

(Acts xxvii. 33. Lam. ii. 16.) z vv. 13, 
a transit., here (Luke ii. 16. xix. 5,6. Acts xx. 
,b =2 Cor. vii. 6. Phil. i. 26. ii. 12. James v. 

d 1 Cor. vii. 8. 2 Cor. zi. 29. Eph. ті. 16. Rev. i. 15. ili. 
f here only. Isa. Ixlv. 1,2 al. Isa, xxxiv 4. 

for vuas, nuas NI: om В: vpas bef vrapxeiw d. 
om xai owevdorras Nl. for ĝeov, xvpiov 

for 7urerat, такттета: C 36. 137: 
ТЫ]. 

f yn» AW 13 vulg æth[(Tischdf) Cyr-p, ТЫ] Cosm. 

personal employment of the speakers. 
And so in the numerous other examples 
in Palm and Rost. Whereas the тароџс(а 
к.т.А., а future thing, no matter of human 
practice, does not appear with equal pro- 
priety to be in this sense an object of 
скейдеу. 2. We have the other and 

te meaning of cweóóe» transitive, 
to “ hasten,” “urge ов г? which I agree 
with De Wette in adopting, and in under- 
standing as he does, * They hasten it by 
perfecting, in repentance and holiness, the 
work of the Gospel, and thus diminishing 
the need of the Laxpoüvuía ver. 9," to 
which the delay of that day is n 
Huther's objection to this is not difficult 
to answer. It is true, that the delay or 
hastening of that day is not man’s matter, 
but God’s: but it is not uncommon in 
Seripture to attribute to «s those divine 
acts, or abstinences from acting, which 
are really and in their depth, God’s own. 
Thus we read, that “ He could not do many 
mighty works there because of their un- 
belief,” Matt. xiii. 58 compared with 
Mark vi. 6, 6: thus repeatedly of man’s 
striving with, hindering, quenching, God’s 
Holy Spirit) the advent (rapovota else- 
where commonly used of a person, and moet 
usually of the presence or advent of the 
Lord Himself) of the day of God (= huépas 
kvpíov above. De W. compares Clem. - rom. 
Ep. ii. ad Cor. 12, p. 345, oix ofSauer Thv 
juépay ris éxiparelas той Oeo. See also 
Tit. ii. 19), by reason of whioh (Bv fy, 
scil. ўиёрау; or, but not so well, rapov- 
olay, on account of, for the sake of, which) 
the heavens being on fire (the pres. part. 
gives the reason of the fut. verb following) 
shall be dissolved, and the heav 
bodies being scorched up are to be melted 
(т{кето the pres. of destiny: see above 
on Avouére», ver. ll. De Wette thinks 
the meaning is not to be literally pressed, 
as if the ттогхета were a solid mass which 
would actually liquefy: but why not? 
The same liquefaction has actually taken 

E E 
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h ch, i. 4 уђу xarà To h ётаууєиа афтод ‘mposdoxdpev, ev ols ABCE; 
only t. P P abe 

Demosth, — ÓLatogUrm )karowei. 14810, ayamntot, тафта 'mposõo- атк: 
i ver. 12. ^ k 7 12 ma ГА n > 0 e klimzi 

Бы a, KOvres & orrovdacate | omho. Kat " арорлутог n айтф ° €b- i 
7. Isa. ^ > + 7 5 ` ` a М е ^ 
эю. peOnvas ? év єрїї, 15 kai тту тод коріои iu paxpo- 

i К Д ^ ^ 

11 Tim. vil бошар сюттріау 'ryyeicÜe, rabas xal 0 * ayamrnros u 
only, ic 5 аде\фо$ llaUüAos xarà тўр» 'Oo0cicav айт софіау &ypa- 
Eh PR 15 v. r.) only т. (-40$, Jude 24. n dat., Luke xxiv. 35. 2 Cor. xii. 20. © = 2Cor. 

v. J. Phil ш. 9. p Acts 231.36. James и. 16. q 1 Pet. ii. 20 reff. r= ver. 9. 
в зо Eph. vi. 21. Col. n.7,9. see James 1. 16 iet. t Rom. xti. 3, 6. av. 15 al. 

for ката To exayyeAua, ка: та єтауує\иата А am(with demid fuld harl) sah [ Cyr-p.] 
Jer, Bede, : ката та єтауүєАрата N [vulg copt Cyr-ed, Didi Aug, Promiss.] 
вуоке: А а 13. 

B nu. bef abeAQos К a o.] 

over the line. 

place in the crust of the earth wherever 
the central fires have acted on it. All 
our igneous rocks have been in a liquid 
state: why should not that day, in its 
purifying process, produce a similar effect 
on the earth again, and ou her cognate 
planets, if they are to be included ? 
In this recapitulation, the Apostle men- 
tions that part only of the destruction of 
that day which concerns the heavens: ar- 
guing à majori. The similarity to Isa. 
xxxiv. 4 can hardly escape notice, xal raxf- 
сорта жасаи al Erdhi; TÀv ovpayar. 
See also Micah i. 4). 18.] The positive 
result of that day, as regards the church. 
But (contrast to the destructive effects of 
the day lately dwelt on: not “ neverthe- 
less" as E. V., which looks as if the two 
effects were in autagonism, and the earth 
were to be annihilated, of which idea there 
is no trace. The flood did not annihilate 
the earth, but changed it; and as the 
new earth was the consequence of the 
flood, so the final new heavens and earth 
shall be of the fire) according to His 
(God’s) promise (viz., that written in ref. 
Isa.) we (no stress, as is almost unavoida- 
ble in the E. V. “ Nevertheless we, ac- 
cording to his promise :” there is по jets, 
nor is the distinction drawn between us 
and any other class of persons) expect 
new heavens and a new earth, in which 
пе and earth, plur.) righteousness 
welleth (ref. Isa., cf. also obe 8:кӣсоосіу, 

. rl TQ бре TQ уф pov, Aéyee iÜpios, 
of Isa. lxv. 25). 14.) Erhortation 
Sounded on this expectation. Wherefore, 
beloved, expecting (as ye do) these things 
(the pres. part. gives the reason of the verb 
following: and does not, as Huther and 
Dietlein, belong to the exhortation, wpos- 
Soxarres cwovddcate: for the Apostle has 
just assumed проздокёцеу as a patent 
fact), be earnest (cTovBácaTre, aor.: not 
the daily habit so much, as the one great 
life-effort which shall accomplish the end, 
is in the Apostle's mind) to be found (at 

14. auwuo: А d 13 Phot,. 
15. [om Ist % P syr-pk arm Damase, 

rec avro 
PN a b d m o 18. 36 vulg syrr coptt Phot Thl. 

for nyebe, ауєсда NI. 
Ё д8обесау, with L rel (Ec: txt ABCK 

In N the с of добетау is written 

His coming. This word shews plainly 
enough that a personal coming of the Lord, 
as in ver. 4, is in the view of the A 
throughout, as connected with the pro- 
ceedings of er Bey Day. The form of 
expression reminds us forcibly of Matt. xxii. 
11 ff.) spotless (reff.) and blameless (cf. 
2 Cor. vi. 8, viii. 20; also owiAo: к. papon 
the contrast, above, ch. ii. 13. From the 
connexion there with a feast, it seems very 
probable that in both passages the parable 
of the wedding garment was floating before 
the Apostle's mind) in His sight (so, and 
not, “бу Him," or *of Him," as E. V., 
must we reuder: see reff.) in peace (second 
predicate after eípe87»a:: the aio: x. 
додо: were with reference to God (аётф); 
this, in reference to your own state and 
lot: in peace among yourselves, in peace 
tith yourselves, in peace for yourselves, 
with God. But perhaps an expression so 
familiar to the Eastern tongue as фу ep, 
may have an onward as well as a present 
meaning, asin торейе@ба d» єірўур and eis 
elphyny (reff. and Luke vii. 50, viii. 48): 
and be taken of that eternal peace, of which 
all earthly peace is but a feeble foretaste): 

15.) and account the long-suffering 
of our Lord (rod «vpíov ўр@у, thus ex- 
pressed, is hardly to be dissevered from 
Him who is expreasly thus named below, 
ver. 18. And if so, then, throughout this 
weighty passage, the Lord Jesus is invested 
with the full attributes of Deity. It is He 
who waits and is кеши, Не, їп 
His union and co-equality with the Father, 
who ruleth all things after the counsel of 
His own will) salvation (contrast to Bpa- 
urira fryoUrra:, ver. 9): even as also 
(besides myself) our beloved brother (this 
term is probably used in а closer sense 
than as merely signifying fellow-Christian : 
our beloved fellow-Apostle) Paul according 
to the wisdom given to him (cf. 1 Cor. 
iii. 10, xarà 19 xdpw той beo? 3» 
Bubeicdy цо és тоффз &pyvréxrow. K. . A. 
Also Gal. ii. 9; Eph. iii. 2, 7, 8; Col. i. 25) 
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Ver йй, 16.05 xal ev macaw ётигтоћаїѕ, M ёи u her- 7. 
аўта тєр} тотору, èv als ёст “Susvonta Twa, à of San. 
“арабе кай " аст]ристо, *orTpeSdovowv, ws каї Tas 
Aovrás Yypadas, mpos THY *idtay * айтди dx, 

з зо John x. 12. Асізі. 19. li. 8. Demosth. 1244. 24. 

16. rec aft ragais ins ras, with KL(P]N rel Phot ТЫ (Ec: om ABC 18. 
А 19. 21. 47. 
Thl. for er., erw A cd hì 13 sah. 

wrote to you (What? Where? to whom? 
By some the reply to the first has been 
found in the preceding clause, rh той 
короо иу ракродишіау соттр!а> 
Sryeto@e: which, in sense, is almost iden- 
tical with Rom. ii. 4, &àyroày бт: Tò xpn- 
ordy ToU coU «ls perdvoidy сє бує. So 
Œc., Grot., al., and more recently Huther, 
Dietlein. But surely the reference is too 
narrow to satisfy what follows here, Лалёу 
ёу obrais wep) тобтеу, where the refer- 
ence must be to rabra, which we Chris- 
tians wposboxGuer, viz. to the coming of 
the day of the Lord. Thus then we should 
interpret the xa8ós ка! &c. of some par- 
ticular passage in which St. Paul had ex- 
horfed to rendiness in expectation of that 
day, and the ás xal ёи rdoas k. T. A., ver. 
16, of the frequent mention of that day in 
his other Epistles., In searching then, 
2. for some passages which may fulfil the 
above condition, it seems to me that we 
need not go beyond the earliest Epistle of 
St. Paul, viz. 1 Thessalonians. There, in 
ch. iv. 18—v. 11, we have a passage on 
this very point, and the more satisfactory, 
because St. Peter seems,i n our ver. 10, to 
have had 1 Thess. v. 2 before his mind. 
And as to, 8. dt, there seems no need 
to press it as identifying any particular 
church, seeing that this our Epistle is 
addressed to all Christians alike : cf. ch.i.1. 

All that follows from Juv is what may 
also be gathered from ver. 16, that our 
Epistle belongs to a date when the Pauline 
Epistles were no longer the property only 
of the churches to which they were 
written, but were dispersed through, and 
considered to belong to, the whole Chris- 
tian Church,] What date that is, I have 
discussed in the Prolegomena. There have 
been very various opinions as to the pas- 
заве and Epistle meant: Estius, Calov., 
Spanheim, Bengel, Gerhard, al., think it to 
be the Epistle to the Hebrews, on account 
of ch. ix. 26 ff., x. 25, 87 (see on these in 
the Prolegg. to the Hebrews, $ 1. par. б): 
Jachmann, the Epistles to the Corinthians, 
especially 1 Cor. i. 7—9, finding an allusion 
to 1 Cor. ii. 1 ff. in ката софіау к.т.А.: 
Benson, the Epistles to the Gal, Eph., 
Col., being addressed to Asia Minor 
churches, as he holds this to be: Augusti, 
referring è» eiphyp to the difference be- 

w ch. ii. 14 

y = ch. 1. 20 aL 
a * Yer. 7 reff. 

ато 

rec (for ais) os, with CKL[P] rel Phot, Œc : txt ABN a d j m 18 syrr 
(orpeBrwoovew СІР d: erpeBAociw Cz.] 

tween Paul and Peter, the Epistle to the 
Gal.: Pott, and Morus, some Epistle which 
has not come down to us), 16. as also 
in all (Ais, but not expressed: with the 
vais it would mean, in all his Epistles as 
а finished whole without it, in all Epis- 
tles which he writes, leaving room for the 
possibility that the number of those Epis- 
tles was not complete, but still being 
added to) Epistles, speaking in them (as 
he does: the pres. part. contains the 
издеш of the assertion: not as 

uther, * when he speaks”) of these 
things (viz. the coming of our Lord, and 
the end of the world), in which (Epistles, 
if als be read: if ols, “in which sayings of 
Ais ;" not, in which things,” in which 
subjects," as some (е. р. Bengel) have ren- 
dered by way of escape from the supposed 
difficulty: for ofs is correlative with ras 
Аот&$ ypapds, and must therefore desig- 
nate some writings previously mentioned : 
or else the sentence 1s stultified) are some 
things difficult to understand (De W. 
especially refers to 2 Thess. ii. 1 ff.: and 
it is not improbable that this may have 
been particularly in the Apostle's mind. 
See note on 2 Tim. ii. 18. Grot. is clearly 
wrong in extending the list to difficulties 
about faith and works, &c.), which the 
ignorant (unintelligent, uninformed: 
hardly, as De W., with an understood 
meaning of rebellion and unbelief: for 
that would be too much here. dyaéla 
may arise from many causes: but the 
misunderstanding of difficult Scriptures 
is common to the duadeis in general) and 
unstable (ref.: those who, wanting firm 
foundation and anchorage, waver and drift 
about with every wind of doctrine. F Such 

ns are stirred from their Christian 
stability by every apparent difficulty: are 
rendered anxious and perplexed by hard 
texts: and shewing more anxiety to inter- 
ret the Chow, than to wait upon 
Gol Tor ther s solution, rush pon. erro- 
Tieous and dangeroua ways of interpreta- 
Hon) distort (orpeBAde, properly, to twis 
with a handscrew or windlass, o7péBAn: 
oxdgos стрёВлошс: vavrikais тпроѕтүрё- 
vo», Esch. Suppl. 441. Hence to tor- 
ment with the crpéBA»: and then met., 
to distort, gerere strain, in meaning. 
(Ec. gives for it évd:aorpdpws éayyéA- 
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b vv. I. 14 
€ Acte rxn. 8. 

viii. 3. zvm. 
6 only. 

J constr., here 
only. ste 
Job ххх. 
31. Sir. xxii. 
19. езт. w. 
dró, аз Luke 
xii. 15, or 
асс. аз Acts xxi. 25 al. 

13 only. Exod. ziv. 6 only. .. 
18 . Diodor. Sic i. 8). (efer, ch. I. 13.) 
* lo. Jude 4. m зе Phil. iii. Я. 
J. 6. 

e eh. ii. 7 (ree ) only. 

IIETPOT B. 

17 duese ойу ° ayarrnroi, * rpoywwokovtes * фиХассєсбє iva +" 
Rom. 1 Per un т Tov * aÜéauav f arXávg 5avvamrayÜévres P ёклгёстүтє if 

тод d ioo ‘arnpiypod, lBkabfáyere 52 év !yapere xai - 
т еууӧсєс TOU Kupiou "uv Kai "cerfpos `Їт той хрьстоб. 
o a ý ° Soka kal viv xai eis ? uépav ? аїброс. [agerjv.) 

ПЕТРОТ B. 

= Gal. v. 4 (James i. II reff.) 
k intranmt., Matt. vi. 28. 

ach. i. 1 reff. 

III. 17, 18. 

f cb. ii. 18 reff. g Rom. zii. 16 Gala 
i bere only +. ha ж 

Eph. iv. 15 al $ j- з Pet 
oRom.zv.36. Epb iii. 21. Re. 

phere only. ove lea. xviii. 7. (Micah zv. T.) 

17. wpoyireckorres bef аускуто C: om ауатуто а. 
[om 8¢ P a, 18. avtavea@e C( P] 15. 40. 

om aun» B o 10 barl! Aug Веде). 

wpoyryy. A: yivejG xorres m. 
for 'yyec i, more Р m.] 

SUBSCRIPTION. om abc d f g 1 m o: етотола жетроу а ка! В’ 13: re» aye 
awocToAov жєтроо eri r Sevrepa L: [verpov . . . 
rerpo B' n: *erpou кабомку С: txt ABN. 

Хеу), as also the other Scriptures (or, 
passages of Scripture having reference to 
this great subject: as we have érépa 
ypaph A John xix. 37, жата 'ураф% 
бебкуєостоѕ (see note) 2 Tim. iii. 16. 
Whichever be understood, it is plain, 1. 
that by these words St. Paul's Epistles are 
reakoned among the Christian scriptures :| 
2. that there were at this time besides 
those Epistles, other writings holding a 
similar place, known as ypa$ai ; probably, 
at least, the three Gospels (and Acts?), 
and some of the earlier written catholic 
Epistles. That by ras Àovwàs ypadds 
should be meant the O.T. scriptures, is 
not probable: these would have been more 
fully designated than by being placed in 
tbe same category with the inspired writ- 
ings of recent or living men), to (as а 
contribution to- towards, —so as to help 
towards) their own perdition (d lB(av 
аётӘу, more strongly reflective than with 
one of these merely). 17, 18.] Con- 
cluding exhortations : conveyed first in the 
form of a caution (ver. 17), then in that of 
а positive exhortation to increase in grace 
and wisdom. 17.] Ye therefore, beloved, 
knowing (as ye do) beforehand (viz. the 
whole announcement of which this chapter 
has been full; the certainty that such false 
teachers will arise, and the course which 
they will take), take heed (be on your 
guard) lest (va pý aft. puAdecouc, here 
only. In Xen. Mem. i. 2. 37, we have, 
in Charicles’s famous answer to Socrates, 
guadrrov Jr ph xal ov dAdrTovs rovs 
Bots _xohoys) being led away together 
with (it is a remarkable coincidence, that 
St. Peter, well acquainted as he was with 
St. Paul’s writings, should have written 
this word, which is the very one used by 
that Apostle (ref. Gal.) of Barnabas, at 
Antioch, when he curarixen with the 
hypocrisy of Peter and the other Jews) n 

е error (not, the deceit, act., deceiving 

. єт. kabon В P: ] reren 

others: but the aberration, wandering 
out of the right way, so as to follow :t 
and become partakers with it) of the law- 
less (reff.) ye fall from (reff.: aor., because 
the fall would be one and decisive) yeur 
own steadfastness (contrast to &crfpurre: 
above: see note there): 18.] but (coo- 
trast to the fall just predicated as possible) 
grow (not only do not éderdsyre rov ory 
реуроб, but be so firmly rooted as to throw 
out branches and yield increase. Hac 
unica est perseverandi ratio, si assidue 

imur." Calv.) in the grace and rs 
edge of our Lord and Saviour Jeras 
Christ (the gen., rob кир. k. r. A., 
to both xdápiri and уубсег, as is sufficiently 
shewn by the preposition extending over 
both. e common rendering, is grace 
and in the knowledge оў. . would more 
naturally be ѓу xdorri ка} dy yroore:. Taken 
as above, the genitive stands in somewhat 
different relation to the two datives. As 
regards xdpiri, it is a subjective 
the grace of which Christ is the author 
and bestower; of which it is said, 4 xdpxs 
8:4 Ino xpwrroU ёубуето: ав regards 
yvéo.s, it is an objective genitive, —the 
knowledge of which Christ is the object). 

Concluding doxology : “ hymnus 
Christo quasi Deo,” as Pliny’s letter. To 
Him [be, or is] the glory (the glory—i. e. 
all glory that is rendered : the sum total of 
lory) both now and to the day of eternity 
а alévos, the day which shall dawn at 
the end of time, and being eternal, itself 
know no end: “tota seternitas una dies 
est," as Eetius. Bengel takes it to mean 
* dies sine nocte, merus et perpetuus : and 
во Calov.: but this idea does not seem so 
congruous here, as that of mere duration. 
Grot., Beza take $uépa for time. But con. 
sidering how frequent ўиќра has been in 
this chapter, we have no right to seek for 
&n unusual meaning, when the common 
one suite so well). TAmen (cf. Jude 25).] 

e» 



IQANNOY A. 

ABCKL “су a d Ar Da , , , John l. ` N I. 10 *3» "ám dpx, 8 dænrõauer, 8 éwpdxapev тоб ‚Вет. Li тен, 
ifghj 13. ch. U. 13, 14 (liL & John vill. 4). Hab. i. 12. 
suene 

TITLE. Steph ewwrroAg warvov kaDoAuc) perry: elz weayvou тоо атостоћоо exe 
столу kaĝon жрету, with rel: Bporrns vios wary,s rade xpioriavacw f: цә. Tov 
ажостолоо ка: evaryyeAiorou exigTOAT) а n: [шә T. evay. к. axoc(roAov єт.) a P:] 
teQyvOoU er ro a evayyeAuy OcoAoyia repi хо 18: етібтолтп kaÜoAum Tov ayiov 
ажостоћоо ио&ууоу L : «arrov e % зрету EN(a) j 1 mo: каб. а ex. го. h: es. wv. 
vp. k : the title has perished in C: txt AB. 

Cuar. I. 1. [eopaxayer B! (so vv 2, 8, and A ver 2 Tischendorf [ed 7] edits 
«opaxaj er, but, 8 › on insufficient grounds, e following is а statement of 
the evidence. e tense occurs six times in this epistle and once in 8 Jn, in all of 
these B! has eop., in addition to this B! has eop. in Jn ix. 37; хх. 25; 1 Cor ix.1; 
and Col ii. 18; A has «op. once (or perhaps twice) ; C, twice (Lu ix. 86; Col ii. 1); D, 
once (Acts vii. 44) ; and N thrice (1 Corix. 1; Colii. 1, 18). | 

in all of which B has ewp. (во Vercellone, nemine 
Test. Vat.) assigns eop. to B! in Lu i. 22; 
seems to have paid especial attention to this 

the word occurs in 23 other 
contradicente [except Tischdf who me 
Jn i. 18; vi. 46 bis; viii. 57; xx. 26]: 

v. 
he 

On the other hand 

point in preparing the 2nd edition [in ed 8 Tischdf has ep. J.) 
CHAP. I. 1—4.] INTRODUCTION : THB 

PERSONAL AUTHORITY ОР THE WRITER, 
AND OBJECTS OF THE ErPISTLE. This 
Epistle does not begin with an address, pro- 

rly so called. But there is in this sen- 
tence the latent form of an address: the 
v of vor. 3, and the fra ў xapà W 
тетллроџќут, answering to the more usual 
сіреу, seem to shew that what follows 

is an Epistle, not a treatise. The 
construction of these verses is difficult, and 
has been variously given. The simplest 
view, and that generally adopted (Syr., 
Vulg. (Ec, Bullinger, Calv., Beza, So- 
cinus, Grot., Calov., Fritzsche, Lücke, De 
Wette, Huther, &c.) is, that in ver. 1 а 
sentence is begun, which is broken off by 
the parenthetical ver. 2 inserted to explain 
ver. 1, and carried on again in ver. 8, some 
words being, for the sake of perspicuity, re- 
Cited again from ver. 1. Thisconstruction 
was doubted by Winer in the earlier editions 
of his Grammar, but has now in Ше 6th 
edit. been adopted q 63, i. 1, note). The 
smaller clauses, ò fy, d ёкукбацер, &о., 
are co-ordinate with each other, not to be 
sas ie M UNE and predicate, as Ca- 

от. IV. 

pellus, “ quod erat ab initio, hoc ipsum est, 
quod олиш &c.“ or, as Paulus, who 
begins his predicatory apodosis at xal af 
xeipes, that eitel, €., e., our hands 
also have handled." that there is no 
need to adopt Calvin’s selution of “ ab- 
rupta et confusa oratio:” the sentence 
m. construction flow smoothly and regu- 
arly. 
That which was (not ‘took place,’ as 

Crell., Schdttg., al. Gv isnot = ёуфуето, 
as their very marked distinction in Jobn i. 
1 ff. might have shewn. See this idea 
disc and refuted in a note to the 

istt. Johannearum locis 

р. s 
Comm. in loc. (Ec. and Thl. sa 
Tb d zy тобто ob дроик%}» xaploernow 
бхари›, & ёуитостбтоо sxpdyparos 
obcíay) from the beginning (d ёрхӯўв 
is not synonymous with d» ёрхӯ, Фотка 
іп the depth of its meaning it is virtually 
the same. It sets before us the terminus 
a quo, but without meaning strictly to de- 
fine it as such exclusively. So uéxpi, Expr, 
and words of this kind are not Pte 

P 
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c Luke xxiv. 
$9. Acta xvii. 

IOANNOT A. 

ó$ÜaXuois Juv, 0 dÜcacaueÜa xal ai weipes тиф» 

I. 

18 ош Gen. с ё4ҹуафпсау, тері Tod * \уои тїс gi ? (xai j * Cani) à 
. 12. 

d Phil. ii. 16 only. see Acta v. 20. John vi. 68. 

used: see Fritzsche on Matt. p. 63 f.: 
and cf. Acts xx. 6, Rom. viii. 22, 2 Cor. 
jii. 14. The interpretation, “ Since the 
beginning of the Gospel," is connected 
with the misunderstanding of the whole 

by the Socinian interpreters, and 
cannot stand for & moment when we con- 
sider the context with ver. 2, and the use 
of ёж ёрхӯѕ by St. John when applied to 
Christ or to supernatural beings: see reff. 
Wherever he uses it of the кеен of 
the Gospel, it is definitely marked as bear- 
ing that meaning: cf. ch. ii. 7, 24, iii. 11. 
On the rein, бы this clause, see below), 
that which we have heard (the perfect ex- 
tends the reference of the verb from the be- 
ginning, and that which the Apostle might 
have heard concerning Christ, e.g. from 
John the Baptist, down to the time when 
he was writing; regards his hearing asa 
finished and abiding posseesion. This verb, 
фкукбареу, rules the form of the sentence: 
lence жері below: see more there), that 
which we have seen with our eyes (the 
same is true again. The seeing as well as 
the hearing is a finished and abiding pos- 
session. The clauses rise in climax: see- 
ing is more than hearing: ret d$. 
ўра emphasizes the fact of eyc-witness), 

t which we looked upon (now, the tense 
is altered: because the Evangelist comes 
from speaking of the cl testimony 
which abode with him as a whole, to that 
of the senses actually exercised at the time 
when Christ was on earth. Notice the 
climax again: @eao@as, ‘intueri,’ to look 
upon: ópgr, merely videre, to see: so 
Beza here: quod ego his oculis vidi, 
idque non semel nec obiter, sed quod ego 
vere et penitus sum contemplatus." See 
more below), and our hands handled (at- 
tulerunt viri docti Joh. xx. 20, 27: Luc. 
xxiv. 89. Sed nihil hnjusmodi opus est. 
An probandum, Johannem, amatissimum 
et фхїттўб‹о» Christi discipulum, Dominum 
suum manibus contrectasse P" Fritzsche, 
Opusc. p. 295. These words are not for a 
moment to be washed out with a ‘ veluti 
or quasi: they are literal matter of fact, 
and form one of the strongest proofs 
that what is said, is said of no other than 
the personal incarnate Son of God) con- 
cerning the Word of life (the construction 
seems to be this: the repi depends strictly 
о àxnxóaue», loosely upon the other 

auses. The exegesis turns wholly upon 
the sense which we assign to the words 
ToU Adyov rie Cwijs: and here there has 

е = John i. 4. 

been к! diversity among Commentators. 
This diversity may be gathered under two 
heads: those who make Adyov the personal 
hypostatic Logos, who is (wf, and those 
who make it the account, or preaching, or 
doctrine, concerning (ef. Of this latter 
number, are for the most Socinus 
and his school (see an exception below), 
and some few other expositors, e.g., Grotius, 
Semler, Rosenmüller. Of recent writers, 
the most distinguished is De Wette. The 
Sormer, including Œc., Thl., Aug. (“ forte 
de verbo vite sic quisque accipiat quasi 
locutionem quandam de Christo, non ipsum 
corpus Christi quod manibus tractatum 
est. Videte quid sequatur: ef ipsa vita 
manifestata est. Christus ergo verbum 
vitse." In Ep. Joh. Tract. i. 1, vol. iii. p. 
1978) Bede, Calvin (gives both), Beza, 
Luther, Schlichting (“ id est de Jesu quem 
suo more Sermonem appellat ”), Episcopi 
(who however strikes а middle course, 
'*'utrumque simul intelligi, Evangelium, 
quatenus partim ab ipso Christo revela- 
tum est, partim de ipso Chr. J. agit"), 
Calov. Bengel, Wolf, Lücke, Fritzsche, 
Baumg.-Crus., Sander, Huther, al., have 
been most worthily represented among 
modern Commentators by O. F. Fritzsche, 
in his Commentatio I. de Epistolarum 
Johannearum locis difficilioribus, in the 
Fritzschiorum Opuscula, pp. 276 ff. And 
with his interpretation, i» the main, I 

diverging from him in some points 
of more or less importance. And as this 
жері ToU Aóyov тїз Luis is the keystone 
of the sentence, it will be well to set out 
the interpretation once for all. I regard 
then ё Adyos Tis (ers as the designation of 
our Lord Himself. He is the Adyos, and 
is the Adyos тўз (eis, this gen. being one 
of apposition, as He describes Himself as 
being the (wh, John xi. 25, xiv. 6,—the 
pros rijs (os, vi. 96, 48: the ges тӯт 
(олз, viii. 12: cf. also i. 4. This being so, 
the $ —, - $ —, 8 —, are all matters 
concerning, belonging to, regarding, Him- 
self, the Fora of Life: all асай 
predicated of Him by the эгер, which more 
roperly belongs to the one verb duynxdapyer 

(notice that in ver. 6, where the nature of 
the ayyeAla is stated, dimkóager alone, of 
all these verbs, is repeated). The 8 y ёж" 
épxije is His eternal pree-existence and 
inherent Life and Glory with the Father: 
this is what, in a sense slightly, though 
but slightly differing from the common one, 
may bo said to have dw’ dpxijs wept ros 
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épavepwoOn, Kal ёорӣкаџер, кай & naprvpoüUpev, 
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` h u. f = John i. 31 
Kat am ak. ch. ii. 19 

ayyéXXopev дә тй» Conv thy айтор, iris qv lupos и ug fier 
Al. [XX 

9. ins o bef еюракаде» В 40. 

Adyou Tfjs (wis: that which was inherent 
indeed in Him, but by being announced to 
ou, takes the form of being жері Him; 
is well-known character and attribute. 

The 8 dxnxdapev, ô depáxauav rois d$- 
дау. Auer, hold a middle place between 
the eternal and prm-existent and the cos- 
mical and human things жері тоё Adyou тўз 
(is: the hearing of the ear embracing 
all the teaching of the Lord ing d 
qv àw' àpxí, and the seeing of the eye 
taking in both His glory, as on the Mount 
of Transfiguration, and the human Body 
which He assumed, with all its actions 
and sufferings: cf. John xix. 35. Then, 
still hngering on the combined testimony 
to his pre- existent glory and His human 
presence in the flesh, he adds,8 éeacdpc8a, 
which * contemplari,' as he bimself tells us, 
saw through the human into the divine, 
John i. 14 (so Bede: xerunt, cujus 
divinam quoque virtutem spiritalibus oculis 
cernebant ), besides ite earnest and dili- 
gent observation of His human life (*mit 
allem Fleiß und genau beſchauet unb 
betrachtet, Luther. But when Ge. and 
ТЫ. say бєйт@ш dort т) perà Oaóparos 
к. 0duBovs бр$>, it is more than is in the 
word or in the context). Finally, he comes 
down to that which though the most 
direct and palpable proof for human testi- 
mony, is yet the lowest, ав being ouly 
material and sensuous, the (5) al xe 

& Addyoav. All this concerning 
im, who is ô Adyos vs (оз, as recapitu- 

lated again in ver. 8 under Ив two great 
heads, 6 éepáxa к. ёкукбарву, we 
ёта opsy kat Фу. I would refer the 
reader who wishes to see the various other 
interpretations discussed, to the disserta- 
tion of Fritzsche before named: to Huther’s 
Commentary: to Brückner's ed. of De 
Wette's Handbuch, where the other view 
from that taken here is ably defended : and 
to the Commentary of Düsterdieck, who 
has gone at great length into the history of 
the exegesis. Lücke, in loc., has very fair] 
stated, and refuted, the Socinian view whic. 
makes 8 to be the teaching of Jesus from 
the кшн of His official life onwards, 
and (cf. Socinus in loc.) ó Афуоз тӯз (00, 
as in ch. ii. 7, ô Adyos b» jkoócare: 
rightly stating the fatal and crucial ob- 
stacle to this view to consist in al xeipes 

к = John i. 7, 1$ & passim. Acts xxiii. 11. 1 Tim. vi, 13. h John, iv. 51 
. Heb. й. 12. Gospp. Acts and LXX сылын 

j ii. Sy Mt. 
assim. ) 

ix. 194 L. 2 Thess. 

[om тл» (оту K (at end of page).] 

иу épnadgnoay, which nono of its ad- 
vocates can in any way get over : from (Ec. 
and ТЫ. who interpret it perà Torah» un- 
Adgnow (rourder: av(frrnaw, adds Œc.) 
dpevrürres tas пер абтой paprupotcas 
pads, to Grot., who supplies panes mul - 
tiplicatos, Lazarum, &c., and Wette, 
who explains it to mean die Beſtätigun 
des Geſehenen zur vollen Realität mit 
demjenigen Sinne, welcher keine Taüͤſch- 
ung zuläßt,“ evading the direct application 
of the words to the human body of Jesus). 
And the life (i.e. the Lord Himself who 
is the Life,—% айто(оф, 4 тууй ойта тд 
(бу, as Matthai’s Catena: cf. John i. 4, è» 
abre (wh Av. This verse is parenthetical, 
taking up the last clause, and indeed the 
whole sense, of ver. 1, and shewing how 
the testimony there predicated became 
possible) was manifested (from being in- 
visible, became visible: see reff.), and wo 
have seen (it), and bear witness (of it), 
and declare (the verb dwayyé\Aopev does 
not, either here or below, refer to the de- 
claration in this present Epistle: it is the 
general declaration, in word and writing, 
of which the ypdpoper below, ver. 4, is 
the special portion at present employed) 
to you that life which is eternal (it is 
better thus, with Fritzsche, to supply an 
object for éwpdxayer and aprupotper 
from ў (wh above, than, with Lücke, to 
carry on the sense from them to thy 
(ођу T. aléviov below: for if this latter 
be done, 1) the sentence drags, by the 
verbal portion of its last clause being 
overdone ; 2) the middle term between the 
manifestation and the announcement, viz. 
the sight and testimony of the announcer, 
would be wanting: 3) it is not the (оф 
aiórtos, but the 956 in Christ, which the 
Evangelist saw and of which he witnessed, 
and the predicative epithet 4 афтоз first 
comes in with the verb ётаууё\Лоре), 
the which (йти identifies not the indi- 
vidual only, but the species also: and thus 
gives a sort of causal force, * quippe que.’ 
The force of this here, as Diisterdieck 
remarks, is to refer the Яу wpbs Ti» 
хатёра back to the d ју ёт àpx)s: q. d. 
“that very before-mentioned life, which 
was with the Father") was with the 
Father (вее on John i. 1. The prep. implies 
not juxtaposition only, but relation ; hardly 

ғ 2 
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к; аме r “ararépa, xai ‘épavepwOn їнї») 38 énpaxapev кай австт, 
^ ^ Nabe 

ai 37 bik danxoapey, h arrarryéNNopev каў Üpiv, Фа ка} Upeis 1 korvo- 476 5) 
ү. в ^ \ avi. play éyrre реб fuv. vai ij ! kowovía m 2 з) ўретёра 

Р ^ a ^ a 7 ^ 
f. nau. wera k ro K rar ο каї perà тоў иод афтод Ino 
vi. 4. 1 Cor. 
vill. 6. Eph. U. 18. Col. i. 12. 
vi. 2. 
21 al. 2 Масс. т. 15 Edd.-vat.-Ald. (not AB). 

1 constr., w. кат vv. 6, 7 only. {acts fi. 42. 1Cor.i.9al fr. Lev. 
ied. viii. 18 only) see Job xxxiv. 8. m J vi. 61. viii. 16, 17. ду. 27. Acts ш. 21. Heb. ix. 

3. rec om 2nd kai, with KL rel [vulg-ed] (with demid tol) copt Dion] Œc Aug; Bede: 
ins ABC[P]N 13. 40 harl syr-w-ast th arm Did Aug,, so Syr but om каг folig ; «as 
bef aray. k am Tbl.— M reads акткоанеу ка: єорокарєу kat awayyeAAopey Т kas — 
(but Т erased by Ni). 
nuerepa ins vir N!(N? disapproving). 

however, as some here, love: at the same 
time it sets forth plainly the distinction of 
Persons: as Basil: Du rò 18:4(оу тўз 
oͤroc rde waparrhey . . . Хуа uh apd- 
фас» B тў cvyxócec тўз broordcens), 
and was manifested to us (here the paren- 
thesis ends, and the construction of ver. 1 is 
resumed. But on account of the distance 
at which that verse now stands, the leading 
proe of its sense are recapitula 

uther objects to the parenthetical view, 
that я or к. es is not a full resum > 
tion, d Яу à dpx not appearing in it. 
But it is included in the hearing, as the 
other sensuous clause in the seeing): that 
which we have heard and seen, we 
declare to you also (the cal of the old mas. 
here seems to give to the Epistle the cha- 
racter of being addressed to some special 
circle of Christian readers, beyond those 
addressed at the conclusion of the Gospel, 
ch. xx. 81, or we may, with Socinus (in Hu- 
ther), take the xaf as indicating “ vos, qui 
nimirum non audistis, nec vidistis, nec ma- 
nibus vestris contrectastis verbum vitæ.” 
But the other is more likely : a supposition 
which is confirmed when we look farther 
into it: see the Prolegomena. It is quite 
beyond all probability that the ке should 
have been inserted to suit ка) pes which 
follows, as De Wette imngines: far more 
probable that the very occurrence of those 
words so near made it seem superfluous, or 
even that it was erased to give the Epistle 
a more general character, as dy "Epécy, èr 
Pup, at the opening of those Epistles), 
in order that ye also (see above) may have 
communion with us (not,—as Socinus 
(“поп nos solum, sed vos etiam nobiscum 
eam communionem cum patre et filio ha- 
beatis y. Episcopius (“ró wobiseum nihil 
aliud sibi vult, quam *sicut nos habe- 
mus ), Bengel (“ eandem, quam nos, qui 
vidimus '"),—fAÀe same communion which 
we have, viz. that presently mentioned: 
but in the sense of кош. nerd immediately 
following, and in vv. 6, 7, communion 
with us, the Apostle and eye- witnesses (for 
thus I would take the jets throughont, 

per. 
Jirmari," nor with Fri 

om 3« CiC P] а! 18 вуг sah arm (Orig-int). 

and not, as Fritzsche, al., of the Evangelist 
himself only: “nobiscum, i. e. mecum ?): 
Tb yevérðai fv xotwwrol, as Schol. in 
Cramer’s Catena; being bound in faith 
and love to them, as they were to Christ. 
хау must not be taken, with Corn.-a-lap., 
for “pergere et in ea et con- 

for “to ob- 
tain,” “ assequi," but in ita simple mean- 
ing, to have, to possess. It may be very 
true, as Fr. insists, that here the Evangelist 
is speaking of his general work in the world, 
and below, ver. 4, the special object of writ- 
ing this Epistle comes in: but even thus, 
the end p is simply that they might 
копшоду tev in the ordinary sense, of 
course by acquiring it; but this is not of 
necessity in the word Few): and indeed 
(see reff. for xal 84. Here its uso is to 
bring up something connected with what 
went before by xal, but contrasted with it 
by the 84: the contrast here lying in tho 
immeasurably more solemn and glorious 
character of the second xowería, as com- 

with the first, which is the inlet to 
it: q.d. “and this xowerla pe? zus 
will not stop here: for we are but your 
admitters into &c.” See this same coupled 
contrast їп reff.) our communion is (** pes- 
sime vulg. Grot., al. sit. Frits. Even 
Augustine, Bede, Erasm.(paraphr., not in 
notes), Luth., Calv., take this: inst 
which the 84 is decisive) with the Father 
and with (observe the repeated perá, dis- 
tinguishing the Personality, while the very 
fact of the xowerla with Both unites the 
Two in the Godhead. It is not, communion 
with God and us, but with us, whose com- 
munion is with God, the Father and the 
Son) His Son Jesus Christ (the personal 
and the Messianic Names are united, as in 
John i. 17, where He is first mentioned, as 
here. The question has been sometimes . 
asked, why we have not here xal perà тоё 
xvevparos TOU &yíov? The answer to 
which is not, as Lücke, because the divine 
Personality of the Holy Ghost was not 
found in the apostolic mode of t 
(“фей mir nicht in der apoſtoliſchen 

R Imo 
13 
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ypioroð. & xa таўта ypddopuey hues, ра ў " Хара Y "1ш. з. 
zv. 11. xvi. 

2 4 Б yx о 2 , zen. e ХҮН. j'TemAnponévn. 5 kal éÉcriw айта ў °дүүєМа fy акт 1. f 
2. (Acts xili, 62 al.) o ch. Ш. 11 only. Prov. xii. 25. xxvi. 16. (-AAe, John xx. 18 only.) 

4. rec (for queis) ушу, with CKL rel vas Ce Thl Aug Bede: txt D( P'N 13 harl! sah. 
(vuv А. “v, , et » rescripta sunt a prima ut videtar manu. Olim uueis Woide.) 

elz орогу, with A(C)E[P] rel деті зуг copt wth arm Aug Bede: txt BLN 
bfghklimn o (40?) am fuld 
ep пше C! : ev ишо Syr. 

1 tol (Syr) sah Ec- com Thl-comm.—aft rera. ins 

5. rec avrn bef (or, with А rel syr-mg: txt BCKL[P]N acfghkimn 
40 syr-txt (Ec Thl. rec ewoyyeAsa, with C[P] rel вуг coptt: txt ABELN? 
cdfghjkln 86 vulg Syr eth arm Did-comm ТЫ -comm (Ec-comm.—N! has a( yarn 
rns er Alas, the portion in brackets being a correction above the line. 

Denkweiſe zu liegen ), but because, the 
blessed Spirit being God dwelling in man, 
though we may be said to have rh» ко- 
veviay tov & lo wreüparos, 2 Cor. xiii. 
18,—we would hardly be said to have xor- 
voviay A ride ToU &ylov wve«)naros). And 
these (i. e. this whole Epistle: not, 
as Sander, the foregoing, nor as De Wette 
— and ут ы Ang iode d id 

wing) we write (the reading фрев fin 
no favour with most of the modera critical 
editors, as neither does дё» below. It is 
objected to the former, that thus an irrele- 
vant emphasis will be introduced into the 
clause, But it has not been observed, that 
it is in St. John's manner thus to use 
zuels with a verb, perhaps without any 
especial emphasis being conveyed: e.g. 
John viii. 48, ob kañês Aéyouer hueis . , 
where as here the pron. follows the verb: 
ib. vi. 42, ix. 24, 29 (1 John iii. 14), al. 
Besides which, the eis is by no means 
otiose here, whether we read pâr or дё» 
below. Ifthe former, the contrast would 
be plain : if the latter, we must take this 
$ueis to be the apostolic first person —“ I, 
as one of the eye and ear witnesses г” and 
the $uà» following in a wider sense, “our 
joy ”—“ the joy of us and you :"—or, it 
may be, our Joy in accomplishing the end 
and b inging you into communion with us 
and through us with the Father and the 
Son: so Thl.: zur yàp Üpiv коіреробу- 
Ter хлестоу #ҳореу T)» ҳард» Fuser, 
hy Tois беротоїз d xalpuy cwopebs d» тў 
ToU шабо? ёутАўфе ВраВебсе xaipór- 
тиу ко) тобтоу bri Té» xévav abr 
ётоЛафоус:. Similarly Œc. : Schol. in ca- 
tena, éweiday Bè табтуу Exnre xowevlay, 
xapas drducba нетто, bri rE 6еф ёкол- 
AfOnuey: Bede, “ gaudium m sit 
lenum, cam multos predicando ad sanctes 

Loclesis societatem, atque sagu quem 
Ecclesia roboratur et crescit, Dei Patris et 
Filii ejus Jesu Christi, societatem perdu- 
cunt :” referring to Phil. ii. 2, ranpécaré 
pov Thy харбу, к.т.А. Ав possi- 
bility of change of reading, it is far more 
probable that the not very obvious Mes 

and $u&r should have been altered to the 
very obvious duty and óu&», so exactly cor- 
respondent to John xv. 11, xvi. 24), that 
our (see above) joy may be full (this ren- 

ing represents the perfect than 
“ ау be filled ир,” which would indicate 
the process rather than the completion. 
The yey spoken of is the whole complex of 
the Christian life here and hereafter ; its 
whole sum is, Joy. As Düsterdieck beau- 
еа says, * The peace of reconciliation, 
ihe blessed consciousness of sonship, the 
happy growth in holiness, the bright pros- 
pect of future completion and giory,—all 
these are but simple details of that which 
in all its ah аза breadth is embraced 
by one word, Life, the real posses- 
sion of which is the immediate source of 
our joy. We have joy, Christ’s joy, be- 
cause we are b because we have Lifo 
iteelf in Christ.” Не жы Augustine, 
Confess. x. 22 (82), vol. i. p. 793: Eat 
enim gaudium quod non datur impiis, sed 
eis tantum qui te gratis colunt, quorum 
gaudium tu ipse es. Et ipsa est beata 
vita gaudere ad te, de te, propter te, ipsa 
est et non altera." It has been noticed 
before, sub initio, that this verse the 
place of ав хариу M соттоп in the 
opening pistleg, ives an epistolary 
character to what follows). " 

6—11. 28.) Freer PART oy THE Er- 
TLE: the message, that, if we would have 
communion with Him who is Light, we 
must walk in light, keeping His command- 
mente, See tho discussion on the division 
of the Epistle, in the Prolegomena. 

6.) In each of these divisions, the first 
verse contains the ground-tone of the whole. 
And sohere—Gopis Lieut. And (ка is 
not a sequence on what goes before (igitur, 
Beza) any further than it refers back by the 
words dyyeAia hv àxgkóauer to d ёкукб- 
auer AwayyéAAoker above. It serves to 
introduce the new subject) tho message 
(De Wette supposes dyyeAla to be a cor- 
rection from the more difficult éwayyeAla. 
Bat as Düsterdieck bas well argued, the 
great manuscript authority for ёуу., com- 
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"еэ xoapev ат айтой, wai ? avayyêhhopev йір, бт: б Geb ancs. 
vii, 7 al. ^ ` `r 7 з 2 э а D 1 2 De е Prat: 
Josh. іх. 10. 9 Pas ёст UP» Kat скот EV avro OUK  EOTIV OOE Ha. a fc 

q John i 7. km: ба р J 6 eA " РА t 7 * t * э ^ * > 
ili. 19. chit. 6 Egy єтєр OTL " KOLUXCOVLOV SX OH HET атоо, KAL єр к—10. (John 
only.) ^ A ? ~ 

Зат. TO “oxoTes 'TepuraTOQuev, " Ve HE xai ov * птоюйдиєу 
John 1. 5 al. 

ly, exc. Matt. iv. 16, х. 27 L. Job xxvii. 3 only. see Rom. xiii. 12. Fob. v.8, 11. 1 Thess. v. 4. 
„„ 4 John, here and John їп. 19 only. see (r) abo e. 

i. II al. 4 Kings zx. 3. (see Isa. ii. 6. 12.2, * 
R. see Acts xiv. 15. t ver. 3. п 

xi. 9, 10, хи. 35. Eph. v. 2. ch. 1 
ii. 9 al. Pro. xiv. 5. x John зи. 21. 

в ver. 
* John 

I. I. Res. 

ovk етту bef е» avro. В m 13. 180 Syr coptt ath Clem Orig, Гапа int, Сез): txt 
ACK LIP IN rel vulg вуг arm Orig, 

6. ins yap bef erwper А. 

bined with the fact that in ch. iii. 11 éwayy. 
is also read, aud with this also. that érayy. 
is a very common word in the N. T.,whereas 
Фугу. occurs only in these two places, pre- 
cludes De W.’s supposition. The correction 
from à yy. to ётауу. was very obvious from 
ch. ii. 25, which also suggested transposing 
{тт abro to atr. от.) which we have 
heard from Him (viz. from Christ), and 
announce to you (“ quod filius annunciavit 
a patre, hoc apostolus acceptum a filio re- 
nunciat nobis.” Erasm. Dü:terd. remarks 
that St. John seems every where to observe 
the distinction between &v- and &r-ayyéA- 
еа, to announce and to declare. And to 
this distinction dyyeAla here exactly cor- 
responds (as Bengel, * qus in ore Christi 
foit &yyeAÍa, eam Apostoli ávayyyéAA ova: : 
nam &yyeAÍa» ab ipso acceptam reddunt et 
propagant ); whereas éwayyeAla, which 
means in the N. T. nothing but “promise” 
(neither in 2 Tim. i. 1, nor in Acts xxiii. 
21 has it any other sense; see note on the 
latter place), seems to carry no meaning 
here, and has, as above, evidently crept in 
from ch. ii. 25), is this (abr predicate, as 
always in such sentences): that God is 
light (not, as Luther, “a light:?“ $6s is 
purely predicative, indicating the essence 
of God: just as when it is said in ch. iv. 
8, д Oed aydwy deriv. There it is true 
the predicative is purely ethical, and thus 
literal, when used of God who is a Spirit, 
whereas here, o; being a material, not an 
ethical object, some amount of figurative 
meaning must be conceded. But of all 
material objects, light is that which most 
easily passes into an ethical predicative 
without even the process, in our thought, 
of interpretation. 16 unites in itself pu- 
rity and clearness and beauty and glory, 
as no other material object does : it is the 
condition of all material life and growth 
and joy. And the application to God of 
such a predicative requires no transference. 
He is Light, and the Fountain of light 
material and light ethical. In the one 
world, darkness is the absence of light: in 
the other, darkness, untruthfulness, deceit, 
falsehiood, is the absence of God. They 

Towner А. 

who arein communion with God, and walk 
with God, are of the light, and walk in the 
light), and there is not in Him any dark- 
ness at all (it is according to the man- 
ner of St. John, to strengthen an affirma- 
tion by the emphatic negation of its oppo- 
site; cf. ver. 8: ch. ii. 4, 10, 27, &c. Of 
the ethical darkness here denied, the Schol. 
says, obre yàp Ќуүуоа, ore Ady, obre 
áuapría, обте aros. The otSepla 

ens the negative—‘no, not even 
one speck." "The Greek expositors ask 
the question respecting this message, xal 
тоў тобто ўкоосе ; —and answer it, йн” aù- 
то? TOU xpiToU, eye elui Td s ToU кбтно» 
Aéyorros. Their reply is right, but their 
reference to those words of our Lord is 
wrong. It was àw' аўтоб Tov XpwrroU: 
viz. the whole revelation, in doings 
and sufferings and sayings, of Him who 
was tho dwadéyacua Tfs óns of the 
Father. With that revelation those His 
words admirably and exactly coincided : 
but they, were not the со of the mes- 
sage, referring as they did specially to 
Himself, and я direct! to the Father. 
In His whole life on earth, and in the tes- 
timony of His Spirit, exetves ёётубсато 
abrdy. So that this message is the re- 
sult of the whole complex of ver. 1). 
6.] None can have communion with Him 
who walk in darkness. If we say (the 
hypothesis is not assumed,—“ If we say, 
as we do: —but is purely hypothetical, 
“say who will and when he will.” This 
édv with the subj. is repeated in every 
verse as far as ch. ii. 1. The Ist pers. 
plur. gives to the sayings a more general 
form, precluding any from escaping from 
the inference: at tbe same time that by 
including himself in the hypothesis, the 
Apostle descends to the level of his readers, 
thus giving to his exhortations the come. 
and not go,“ which ever wins men’s 
hearts the most) that we have communion 
with Him (see on ver. 8. * Communion 
with God is the very innermost essence of 
all true Christian life.” Huther), and walk 
in the darkness (теритатореу, as so often 
in N. T., of the whole being and moving 
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autos otw ev TQ $wrí, t xowovíay čyopev * peT dA, 
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chiefly, ch. 
ii. 4, 21 al. 
Ep i. 13. 
2 Tim. ii. 18. 
James v. 19 
al. 

z John, here bis only. = Acts xv. 9. Eph. v. 26. Tit. Ii. 16. Heb. ix. 14,22, 2. Ps. xviii. 13. 

7. om єттї» L Clem. for aAAnAcwy, avTov tol th - pl Clem Tert Did- int: inter 
nos cum eo th -· rom: cum deo harl. (A deficient.) rec aft mo. ins ypiorov, with 
AKL rel vulg syr-w-ast copt Œc ТЫ Tert Aug Bede: om BCI PIN a fuld Syr sah æth- 
rom arm Clem Jer Fulg Leo. (om mo. Aug, : om т. и. av. th.) 

and turning in the world: as Bengel, 
“actione interna et externa, quoquo nos 
vertimus :” see reff. Tẹ oxdére:, TE Srl, 
mark off the two more distinctly than 
could be done without the art., as two 
existing rate ethical regions, the God 
and no-God regions of spiritual being), we 
lie (ev8dpe8a is used with reference to 
efroper: our assertion is a false one), and 
do not the truth (this clause is not a mere 
repetition, in а negative form, of the pre- 
ceding yev8ópe0a, as e. g. Episcopius, ** hoo 
dicentes non facimus quod rectum est: 
but is an independent proposition, answer- 
ing to d» TQ oxdére: тертатдцеу, and as- 
serting that all such walking in darkness 
isa not-doing of the truth. Christ is “the 
Troth:" and all doing the Truth is of 
Him, and of those who are in union with 
Him. So that ý длӣбеа is objective, not 
as àAfj0ca alone ш! t be, subjective, and 
imports “ God's truth," ra dori dA 
bea d» TQ "лсо, Eph. iv. 21. We may 
observe how closely the teaching here as to 
pâs and 4Af@ea resembles that in Eph. 
iv. v. See also John iii. 21) 7.] (is 
not merely the contrasted hypothesis to 
ver. 6, but 
further unfolding of the subject): but if 
(see on id with the subj. above) we walk 
in the light (this walking in the light is 
explained by what follows, és abrós écriw 
ё TQ фоті, and by the apodosis, which 
gives the result of so walking, — viz. com- 
munion, &. See Eph. v. 8 ff. for the 
ethical details), as He (God) is in the light 
(because the Christian is made 6eías xoi- 
verds óctws, 2 Pet. i. 4. ёсть iv T$ 
фет! is parallel with pês eriy above, ver. 
5. Lori, as of Him who is eternal and 
fixed; wepywatreépev, as of us who are ef 
time, moving onward : so Bede, notanda 
distinctio verborum, quia Deum esse in 
luce dicit, nos autem in luce ambulare 
debere. Ambulant enim justi in luce, cum 
virtutum operibus servientes ad meliora 
roficiunt:" see note on ch. ii. 6: rò pâs 
the element in which God dwelleth : cf. 

1 Tim. vi. 16. Notice that this walking 
in the light, as He is in the light, is no 
mere imitation of God, as Episcopius, al., 
but is an identity in the essential element 

er with that contains a: 

of our daily walk with tbe essential element 
of God’s eternal being: not imitation, but 
coincidence and identity of the very atmo- 
sphere of life), we have communion with 
one another (these words, kowevíav #ҳо- 
pev рет” AMANN, аге to be taken in their 
plain literal sense, and refer, not to our 
communion with God, which is assumed in 
our walking in the light as He is in the 
light, but to our mutual communion with 
one another by all having the ваше ground- 
element of life, viz. the light of the Lord, 
Isa. ii. 5. This has been very commonly 
misunderstood : e. g. by (Ec. (sre Tis 
cores €xduevos tis GAAfAwy, IAO 
88 bri rijs дё» тє ка) ToU фотбѕ, so Thl. 
also), Schol. in Oxf. Cat., Aug. (“ut pos- 
simus societatem habere cum illo”), Beza 
(“interpretor cum illo mutuam: agitur 
enim nunc de communione non sanctorum 
inter se, sed Dei et sanctorum"), Calv., 
Socinus, al.: even De Wette interprets 
* Gemeinfdaft unter einander, namlich 
mit Gott: and Bengel wavers between 
tbe two. The words are taken rightly by 
Bede (who however regards them as put- 

ing forward mutual love as the n 
result of walking in the light), Erasmus, 
Lyra, Luther, Grot., Estius, (Bengel,) 
Lücke, Baumg.-Crus., Neander, Sander, 
Düsterd., al. The words are evidently an 
allusion to ver. 8, and as there communion . 
with God the Father and His Son Jesus 
Christ is expressed, so here it lies in the 
background, but need not be supplied. 
De Wette’s remark is most true; Christian 
communion is then only real, when it is 
communion with God), and tho blood of 
Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all sin 
(in order to understand rightly this im- 
portant sentence, we must fix definitely 
two or three points regarding its connexion 
and construction. First then, «af connects 
it, as an additional result of our walki 
in the light, as He is in the light, wit 
koiwcoríay Exoper pet’ GAAFAwY: just ns in 
ch. iii. 10, end, kal д pd ayarav rb» 
age айтоё. Consequently, the propo- 
sition contained in it cannot be as Œc., 
Thl., Beza, Wolf, Sander, al., imagine, the 
ground (xal yáp) of the former one, that 
“if wo walk, &c., we have communion, 
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"inus Тшту; duaprías. § day elerapev ёт * драртійр ойк ance zix. 11. 
(Acts xxiii, 29. 1 Tim. v. 12.) 

. but follows as a co-ordinate result 
with koi. Éx. x. r. A. Secondly, кабар в 
is the present tense, and must be kept to 
its present meaning. This consideration 
precludes all such meanings as the former 
of the two given by Jerome (“quod scrip- 
tum est *et sanguis Jesu filii ejus mundat 
nos ab omni peccato! tam in confessione 
baptismatis, quam in clementia pœnitudinis 
accipiendum est," adv. Pelag. ii. 8, vol. ii. 
р. 750), and Bede (“ sacramentum namque 
wal) dominice passionis et preterita 

nobis omnia in baptismo pariter peccata 
laxavit (notice the past tense), et quidquid 
quotidiana fragilitete post baptisma com- 
misimus ejusdem Redemtoris nostri gra- 
tia dimittit"): and as that of Calvin 
* hsec igitur summa est, ut certo statuant 

les se acceptos esse Deo, quia sacrificio 
mortis Christi illis placatus est”), Calo- 
vius, Episcopius, al. Thirdly, the sense 
of кабар must be accurately asoer- 
tained and strictly kept to. In ver. 9, 
ba кадаріср ut dud downs &8:к(аз is 
plainly distinguished from Iva dog duty 
тёз Gpaprías: distinguished, as a further 
process; as, in a word, sanctification, dis. 
tinct from justification. This meani 
then, however much it may be sup 
that justification is implied or presu 
posed, must be held fast here. Fourthly, 
the sense of rb alpa “Inco must be also 
clearly defined. The expression is an 
objective one, not a subjective: is spoken 
of that which is the objective cause ab 
extra, of our being cleansed from all sin. 
And this is the material Blood of Jesus 
the personal Redeemer, shed on the cross 
as а propitiatory sacrifice for the sin of the 
world. So we have the same Blood said 
in Col. i. 20 to be the great medium of 
pacification between God and the world: 
во in Eph. i. 7, to be the means of our 
&zoAórpecis: во in Heb. ix. 14, which 
approaches very мау to our passage, to 
cleanse (кабар((е as here) our conscience 
from dead works to serve the living God. 
In all these places, and similar ones, what. 
ever application to ourselves by faith or 
otherwise may lie in the background, it is 
not that which is spoken of, but the Blood 
of Christ itself, as the actual objective 
cause, once for all, of our reconciliation 
and sanctification. These considerations 
remove much of the difficulty and possible 
misunderstanding of the sentence. Thus 
understood, it will mean, much as in the 
second clause of Bede’s interpretation, that 
this our walking in light, itself necessarily 
grounded in communion with the Father 

ates) Е 
and the Son, will bring about, that what- KI $e 
ever sins we may still be betrayed into by 
the infirmity of cur nature and the malice 
of the devil, from them the Blood of Jesus 
purifies us day by day. Observe, not, the 
application of that Blood: for we are 
жашо a state of faith and holiness, in 
which that blood is continually applied : 
the тєрттє dy TQ deri is, in fact, the 
application : is that, which, as a subjective 
conditional element, makes that Blood of 
Christ’s cross to be to us a means of puri- 

ing from all sin. The whole doctrine 
of this verse is Agi cus &dmirably set forth 
in Düsterdieck. e sum of what he says 
Ei thus stated. St. John, in accord 
with the other A Bets forth the 
Death and Blood of Christ in two different 
aspects: 1) as the one sin-offering for the 
world, in which sense we are justified by 
the application of the Blood of Christ by 
faith, His satisfaction being imputed to us. 
2) as a viotory over Sin itself, His blood 

ing the ing medium, whereby wo 
gradually, being already justified, become 
pure and clean from all sin. And this a 

ication ot Christ's blood is made by t 
irit which dwelleth in us. The former 

of these asserts the imputed righteousness 
of Christ put on us in justification : the 
latter, the inherent righteousness of Christ, 
wrought in us gradually in sanctification. 
And it is of this latter that he here is 

2] 
Unfolding of the idea of purification from- 
stn by the Bosa of Christ, in connexion 
with our walking in light. This last is 
adduced in one of its plainest and simplest 
consequences, viz. the recognition of all 
that is yet darkness in us, in the confession 
of our sins. “ Si te confessus fueris pecca- 
torem, est in te veritas: nam ipsa veritas 
lux est. Nondum perfecte splenduit vita 
tua, quia insunt peccata: sed tamen jam 
illuminari cœpisti, ва inest confessio pec- 
catorum." Aug. e light that is in us 
conviets the darkness and we, no longer 
loving nor desiring to sin, have, by means 
of the propitiatory and sanctifying blood 
of Christ, both forgiveness of and sure 
purification from all our sins. But the 
true test of this state of communion with 
and knowl of God is, the keeping of 
His commandments (ii. 3—6), the walking 
as Christ walked: and this test is concen- 
trated and summed up in its one crucial 
application, vis. to the law of love (ii. 
7—11). 8.] If we say (see on ddy 
with subj. above, ver. 6) that we have not 
sin (i. e. in the course and abiding of our 
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walking in light : if we maintain that we 
are pure and free from all stain of sin. St. 
John is тош persons whose sins have 
been forgiven them (ch. ii. 12), and therefore 
necessarily the present tense Zxouer refers 
not to any previous state of sinful life be- 
fore conversion, but to their now existing 
state and the sins to which they are liable 
in that state. And in thus referring, it 
takes up the conclusion of the last verse, in 
which the onward cleansing power of the 
sanctifying blood of Christ was asserted : 
q. d. this state of needing cleansing from 
all present sin is veritably that of all of 
us: and our recognition and confession of 
it is the very first essential of walking in 
light. The Socinian interpreters, Socinus, 
Schlichting, and following them Grotius, 
go in omnia alia, and understand the 
passage of sins before conversion, or of 
the general imputation of sin. And our 
own Hammond has been entirely led away 
from the sense of the passage by the un- 
fortunate notion of Gnostics being every 
where aimed at in this Epistle: imagining 
that their profession of perfection while 
living impure lives was here intended. 
See these erroneous interpretations refated 
at length in Liicke and Diisterdieck), we 
are deceiving ourselves (causing ourselves 
to err from the straight and true way), 
and the truth (God's truth, objective) 1s 
not in us (has no subjective place in us. 
That truth төр тоса liness and 
our own sinfulness, which is the very first 
spark of light within, has no place in us 
at all. It would be mere wasting of 
room and of patience, at every turn to 
be stating and impugning the inadequate 
interpretations of the Socinian Commen- 
tators and of their followers, Grotius, 
Semler, &c. It may be sufficient here 
just to notice Grotius’s “non est in nobis 
studium veri,” and Semler’s “castior 
cognitio." Even Lücke has gone wron 
here; “bie Gelbfttiujdung verübet аш 
Mangel an innerem Wahrheitsſinn unb 
ift dieſer Mangel felbft.” davrovs 
= has abroós, see Winer): if we con- 
fess our sins (it is evident, from the 
whole sense of the passage, which has re- 
gard to our walking in light and in the 
truth, that no mere outward lip-confession 

LN rel Syr coptt (Ec Tert. 

is here meant, nor on the other hand any 
mere being aware within ourselves of sin 
(as Socinus: “confiteri significat inte- 
riorem ac profundam suorum rum 
cognitionem ?), but the union of the two, 
ап external spoken confession springing 
from genuine inward contrition. As evi- 
dent is it, that the confession here spoken 
of is not confined to confession to God, 
but embraces all our utterances on the 
subject, to one another as well as to Him; 
cf. James v. 16: and see more below), 
He (God, the Father; not, Christ, thoug. 
this may at first sight seem probable from 
ver. 7 and ch. ii. 1; nor, the Father and 
Christ combined, as Lange and Sander 
hold. God is the chief subject through 
the whole passage: cf. б 0«ós, ver. 5: per” 
афтод, ver. 6: abrós, and той vloU айтоб, 
in ver. 7. It is ever God's truth (1 Cor. 
i. 9, 10, 18; 2 Cor. i. 18; 1 Thess. v. 24) 
and righteousness (John xvii 26; Rom. 
iii. 20; Rev. xvi. Б) that are concerned in, 
and vindieated by, our redemption) is 
faithful and just (His being faithful and 
just does not depend on our confessing our 
sins; He had both these attributes before, 
and will ever continue to have them: but 
by confessing our sins, we cast ourselves 
on, we approach and put to the proof for 
ourselves, and shall find operative in our 
case, in the ёфў and xaGapicn, &c., those 
His attributes of faithfulness and justice. 

On the former of these adjectives, muo- 
тёз, almost all Commentators agree. It is, 
faithful to His plighted word and promise : 
see reff. and citations above. (Ес. and ТЫ. 
alone have given a singular and not very 
clear interpretation: siordy d Tb» Gedy 
avril ToU dandy elpnxe. тісті тёр оф 
буор ёж) ToU Teri Tevuévov, GAAG kal ёж) 
TOU жістотисод elpnras, bs àrd той éavrod 
&Ay8oUs трбжоу Éx«i xal TÒ rois &АЛо:з тоб- 
vov peradidéva:. The latter, 8(kavos, has 
not been so unanimously interpreted. The 
idea of God's justice seeming here, 
where the remission of and purification 
from ain is in question, some Commentators 
have endeavoured to give Sixasos the sense 
of good, merciful: so Grot., Rosenm.; or, 
which amounts to the same, fair, favour- 
ably disposed: so Semler, Lange, Carp- 
от  Bretschn. Lex. But Lücke has 
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shewn, that in none of the O. T. passages 
which are cited to substantiate these 
meanings, have they really place; but in 
all, righteousness, justice, is the funda - 
mental idea, and the context only makes 
it mean, justice in this or in that direction. 
See note on Matt. i. 19. The meaning 
then being just, we have still to decide 
between several different views as to what 
particular phase of the divine justice is 
meant. Some, as Calov., Wolf, al., under- 
stand that God’s justice has been satisfied 
in Christ, and thus the application of that 
satisfaction to us if we confess our sins, is 
ап act of divine justice: is due to us in 
Christ. But this is plainly too much to be 
extracted from our verse. In Rom. iii. 26, 
where this £s asserted, the reason is given, 
and all is fully explained: whereas here 
the ellipsis would be most harsh and un- 
precedented, and thus to fill it up would 
amount to an introduction into the con- 
text of an idea which is altogether foreign 
toit. (The notion that Sixasos = binary 
need only be mentioned to refute itself: 
Rom. iii. 26 is decisive against it.) The 
correct view seems to be, that Slxaos as 
well as mods here is an attribute strictly 
to be kept to that which is predicated of it 
under the circumstances, without enteri 
upon reasons external to the context. G 
is faithful, to His promise: is just, in His 
dealing: and both attributes operate in the 
forgiveness of sins to the penitent, now ànd 
hereafter; and in cleansing them from all 
unrighteousness. The laws of His spiri- 
tual kingdom require this: by those laws 
He acts in holy and infinite justice. His 
promises announced it, and to those pro- 
mises he is faithful: but then those pro- 
mises were themselves made only in accord- 
ance with his nature, who is holy, just, 
and true. In the background lie all the 
details of redemption, but they are not 
here in this verse: only the simple fact of 
God’s justice is adduced) to ve us our 
sins (ive here is not = &sre: it ів not 
480 as to forgive, &c., but “that He ma 
forgive, &c." His doing во is in accord- 
ance with, and therefore as with Him all 
facts are purposed, is in pursuance of, fur- 
thers the object of, His faithfulness and 
justice. “So that He is faithful and just, 

PR, 
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in order that He may, £c." See Jobn iv. 
84 note: reff. here: and Winer, $ 44 
8c. With regard to the particular here 
mentioned, ta афӯ huir ras ёдарт!аз 
is the continued remission of the guilt 
of each committed sin, which is the spe- 
cial promise and just act of God under 
the Gospel covenant: see Heb. x. 14, 18), 
and cleanse us from all unrighteousness 
(ae explanation of the sense, see above. 

ere A H is used, in reference to Zi caso: 
above, as corresponding to daprias in 
ver. 7. The divine ducaoctrn is revealed 
in God’s law: every transgression then of 
that law (Auopría, àrd той арартбғес 
TOU oxéwov: cf. Theodorus Abukara in 
Suicer, в. v. áuapría) is of its nature and 
essence an àJuxía, an unrighteousness, as 
contrary to that Bucaiwogórg. Observe, the 
two verbs nre aorists, because the purpose 
of the faithfalness and justice of God is to 
do each as one great, complex aet —to jus- 
tify апа to sanctify wholly and entirely. 

10.] Not a mere repetition, but a 
confirmation and intensification of ver. 8. 
Huther well remarks, that this verse is re- 
lated to ver. 9 as ver. 8 to ver. 7). If we 
say that we have not sinned (if we deny, 
that is, the fact of our commission of sins 
in our Christian state. The perf., so far 
from removing the tiine to that before con- 
version, brings it down to the present: had 
it been ўиартћсаиер, it might have had 
that signification. карду answers 
in time to ápapríay ойк čxopev : the one 
representing the state as existing, the other 
the sum of sinful acts which have gone to 
make it up), we make Him (God, see 
above) a liar (this isthe climax, graduall 
reached through wev3óueÜa ver. 6, an 
éavrobs vAavGuer үет. 8. And it is jus- 
tifled, by the uniform assertion of God 
both in the O. T. and N. T. that all men 
are sinners, whieh we thus falsify as far as 
in us lies), and His word is not in us 
(cf. John v. 88. & A aùroŭ may be 
interpreted generally,—* that which He 
saith.” *'* Deus dixit ‘peccasti:’ id negare 
nefandum est. Verbum nos vere accusat, 
et contradicendo arcetur a corde." Bengel. 
офк Zor фу иу, as in John 1. c., has no 
ab place in, within, us: issomething 
heard by the ear, and external to us, but 
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not finding place among the thoughts and 
maxims of our heart and life. God de- 
clares that to be true which we assume to 
be untrue. It is evident that with Œc., 
Grot., De Wette, to understand the O.T. 
by 6 Афуоз айтой is to miss the connexion, 
seeing that it is of the sins of Christians 
that St. John is treating, to whom ó Adyos 
айтоб has become a far higher revelation 
of His will, viz. that given by Christ, and 
brought home to the heart by His indwell- 
ing Spirit. This final revelation of God 
includes the O. and N. T., and all other 
manifestations of His will to us: and it is 
this as a whole, which we reject and thrust 
from us, if we say at any time tbat we have 
not sinned, for its united testimony pro- 
claims the contrary). Cmar. II. I.] The 
connexion is thus given by Augustine: “Et 
ne forte impunitatem videretur dedisse pec- 
catis (but see below) quia dixit: fidelis 
est et justus qui mundet nos ab omni 
iniquitate, et dicerent jam sibi homines: 
peccemus, securi faciamus quod volumus, 
purgat nos Christus :—tollit tibi malam se- 
curitatem et inserit utilem timorem. Male 
vis esse securus, sollicitus esto: fidelis 
enim est et justus ut dimittat nobis de- 
licta nostra, et semper tibi displiceas, et 
muteris donec perficiaris. Ideo quid se- 
quitur? Filioli, &c. Бей forte surrepit de 
vita humana peccatum. Quid ergo flet? 
Jam desperatio erit? Audi. Si quis, in- 
quit, peccaverit, &c." See more below. So 
also Bede, Calvin, Luther, Calov. But 
there is more in the connexion than this. 
It is not corrective only of a possible mis- 
take, but it is progressive—a further step 
taken in the direction of unfolding the 
great theme of this part of the Epistle, 
enounced in ch. i. 5. The first step for 
those walking in the light of God was, that 
bap d should confess their sins: the next 
and consequent one, that they should for- 
sake them, and, agreeably to their new 
nature keep His commandments. This 
verse introduces that further unfolding of 
our subject, which is continued, and espe- 
cially pressed as regards the one great com- 
mandment of love, in our vv. 8—11. 
1.) My little children (see reff.: the dimi- 
nutive expresses tender affection: perhaps 
also is used in reference to his age and long 
standing as a father in Christ. Compare 
the beautiful legend in Eus. Н. E. їп. 23, 
where St. John calls back the young man 
to him with the words тЇ де pevyeis, тёк- 
vov, Tò» cavroU warépa;) these things I 

Kai dv Tis dudrꝝ, " паракћтоу čyopev vr 
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write unto you, that ye may sin not (at 
all) (this exclusive meaning is given by 
the aor. implying the absence not only of the 
habit, but of any single acts, of sin. таёта 
vp, not as Bengel, that which follows; 
nor, as Grot., both the preceding and the 
following : but as most Commentators, the 
preceding only, viz. the concluding verses 
8—10 of the former chapter, not in their 
details merely, but as Düsterd., “ in feiner 
lebendigen Harmonie.“ The object of 
writing that passage was, to bring about 
in them the forsaking of sin. The very 
announcement there made, that if we con- 
fess our sins He іп His faithfulness and 
righteousness will cleanse as from all sin, 
sufficiently substantiates what the Apostle 
here says, without, with Aug., al. (see 
above), bringing out too strongly the con- 
templation of a supposed misunderstanding 
on the part of the readers. To do this is 
to miss the deeper connexion in which 
these words stand to the great whole in 
its harmony, and to give instead only an 
apparent and superficial one. The reference 
of this exhortation to the unconverted 
among them, and rendering of Wwa ph 
биёрттте, “ne maneatis in peccato," main- 
tained by Socinus and his followers, need 
only be mentioned to be refuted. The aor. 
alone, dudprnre, may serve to shew its utter 
untenableness) And if any man have 
sinned (aor., have committed an act of sin: 
still speaking of those spots of sin which 
owing to the infirmity of the flesh remain 
even in those who are walking in the light. 
By this éd» is àu, there is not, as Benson 
objeets to this interpretation, any doubt ex- 

ssed that all do occasionally sin, but the 
ypothesis is made, as ever by this formula, 

purely and generally. The resumption of 
the first person immediately, makes it evi- 
dent that the hypothesis is in fact realized 
in us all), we have an Advocate with (here 
the sense of apés, as a prep. of reference, 
is more brought out than when it is joined 
with a Maße essential verb, as in John 
i. 1, and our ch. : 2) ir Father, — 
Christ (the principal wo uiring eluci- 
dation are ls жарит. There are two 
classes of interpretatious of it, which, as 
already remarked (on John xiv. 16), by no 
means exclude one another. Of these, that 
one which may be summed up under the 
meaning COMFORTER,” has already been 
treated, on John, l. c. With the other 
we have now to deal. ADVOCATE, advo- 
catus, rapdxAnros, causes patronus, is the 
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commoner sense of the word, answering 
as it does more closely to its etymology. 
It is found in Demosth. (p. 848. 10) and 
the orators: and occurs frequently in Philo 
in the same peculiar reference as here: 
e. g. in Flacc. 8, vol. ii. p. 519, where Macro 
is called the sapáxAmros of Caius with 
Tiberius: de Jos. 40, p. 76: and most no- 
tably for our present; place, de vita Mos. iii. 
14, p. 155, dvayxaior yàp hy Tb» адре 
3 varpi, * е 

risit ыш ra foris 
&p6orerdárer ёуабёу. In patristic lite- 
rature, Düsterd. cites the Epistle of the 
Churches of Lyons and Vienne (Eus. H. E. 
v. 1), where а young Christian, named 
Vettius Epagathus, cov ка) abrbs àxov- 
oi dwodcyotuevos бтр r&y ё8е\фё», 
.. . . bveAGGOy Kal abrbs els Tb» Apo 
тё» paprÜpwr, wGpáÁKAqTOS xpioTiavay 
xpnuaricas, ywy BÀ rbv wapdxAnrov dv 
davr: where Ruffinus’s version, habens 
in se advocatum pro nobis Jesum," is cer- 
tainly not right; rb» sapdxAnroy meaning 
the Holy Spirit. Cyril Alex. in the Acts of 
the Council of Ephesus, p. 164 (Suicer), 
says т «Tos ка) !Ааттў}роу ё vids 
évóparcTar кабдістуе: yàp той ёт) уўз 
einer] Tbv татёра, ка) sarrbs ш> edpl- 
cera) wpóteros ratos. Augustine gives 
the sense thus, in words following those 
above cited: * Ше est ergo advocatus: da 
operam tu ne pecces: si de infirmitate 
vitæ а! peccatum, continuo vide, 
continuo displiceat, continuo damna; et 
cum damnaveris, securus ad judicem ve- 
nies, Ibi habes advocatum: noli timere 
ne caussam confessionis tum. Si 
enim aliquando in hac vita committit se 
homo diserte linguæ et non perit: com- 
mittis te verbo, et periturus = P" There 
is no пк п tween this passage, 
where the 8 uh our 2 ros, and 
John xiv. 16, where the Holy Spirit is 
called by the same name: rather is there 
the closest accordance, seeing that there 
our Lord says He will pray the Father 
and He will send us wapdxAnrop : 
Himself, the Son of God, being thus as- 
serted to hold this office in the first place, 
and the Holy Spirit to be His Subatitute 
in His absence. See on the definite idea 
of the detail of the advocacy of the Son 
of God, Huther's important note here) 
(being) righteous (the adj. B(xatov, with- 

out the art., carries & ratiocinative force ; 
«іп that He is righteous," as a contrast 
to èd» tis . In a strict rendering, 
this force of the anarthrous adj. should be 
kept, and pointed out in exegesis: in an 
English тесно, it is hardly possible to 
a it ш 1 = our translators 

ve done, “the righteous,” though it is 
not Tb» Ҙіка‹оу. "e The definite art. m 
English calls attention at once to the pre- 
dicate, as does the omission of tke definite 
art. in Greek: and thus the purpose of the 
writer is answered. Апа this is often the 
case: a vernacular version, in order to 
bring out in English the samo idea which 
33 the Greek, is constrained 
to a a p which is not in the 
Greek, and which sometimes looks as if 
the translators had made a blunder in 

mmar. It would be well if this were 
always carefully kept in mind by those who 
would revise our authorized version. No 
gu by-sense of Slxaros, bonus, lenis 
Grot.), or = 8aady (see Wolf), must 
see above on ch. i. 9) be for a moment 
thought of. ‘The righteousness of Christ 
stands on our side: for God's righteous- 
ness is, in Jesus Christ, ours.” Luther):— 

2.] and He (“ idemque ille," as Lücke. 
cal is merely the copula, not = quia, as 
Corn.-a-lap.; nor ydp, as Syr. (not in 
Etheridge), Beza; it serves to bind the 
fundamental general proposition which fol- 
lows, to the resulting particular one which 
has preceded) is a propitiation (“ the 
abstract verbal substantive in -uos be- 
tokens the intransitive referenco of the 
verb," see Kühner's Gr. Gr. vol. i. $ 978. 
So that Machs is not, as Grot., in his 
notos, = fraorhs, but is abstract, as 
&yiacuós applied to Christ 1 Cor. i. 80, 
duapria 2 Cor. v. 21. Düsterdieck here 
has given a long and able exposition of the 
word and idea, in refutation of Socinus, and 
of Grotius’s notes. Grot. himself, being 
suspected of Socinianism, wrote his **De- 
fensio fidei catholice de satisfactione Christi 
adversus Faustum Socinum,? in which, ch. 
тй.—х., he gives a full and satisfactory 
explanation “de placatione et reconcilia- 
tione, de redemptione, de expiatione nostra 
per Christi mortem facta.” Socinus had 
maintained that [Adoxec@a: does not mean 
сех irato mitem reddere," but merely 
* declarare quod pertinet ad ponas pecca- 
torum, ejus animum cujus est eas sumero 
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e repetere, mitem atque pacatum : de- 
clarare, fore ut peccata meritas poenas non 
luant. But against this Grot. shows that 
І\ёскєсдси, as elpnrowowiy and каталл&с- 
сеу, imports ‘placare, i.e. ‘iram aver- 
tere; and Christ has, as our fAacuds or 
Aac rp, i.e. as а in- offering, recon- 
ciled God and us by nothing else but by 
His voluntary death as a sacrifice :: has by 
this averted God's wrath from us. Ac- 
cording to the constant usage of Scripture, 
God is in so far Tews in rd to the 
sins of men, as He suffers His fA«os to 
prevail instesd of His pyh. See LXX in 
3 Chron. vi. 25, 27; Jer. xxxviii. m) 84, 
xlii. (xxxvi.) 8, Num. xiv. 18. And the 
Greek usage entirely agrees; see Hom. Il. 
a. 147, Sop’ $uiv éxáepyov ІАёсоеи, and 
Alberti’s note on Hesych. s. v. {л&скесбси. 
Hesych. gives the sense of [Adox«ota:, èg- 
iAcotoOa, and of lracpés, ebuévera, ovy- 
x4Spnois, dia Ay, wpaórns) for (wepl, as 
во often in similar connexions, cf. Heb. 
x. 6, 8, and reff., concerning, 1. е. in behalf 
of; not so strong as érép, which fizes the 
latter meaning, excluding the wider one) 
our sins: yot not for ours only, but also 
for the whole world (in the latter clause 
there is an ellipsis теу common A n 
nary speech in ev n : “for 
whole Sord = «for thesine of the whole 
world.” See besides reff, Rev. xiii. 11, 
2 Pet. i. 1; and Winer, edn. 6, § 68. 2 f. 
“Quam late patet peccatum, tam late pro- 
pitiatio, Bengel. But this has been mis- 
understood or evaded by many interpreters. 
Cyril and (Ec. (alt.) explain 4perépev to 
refer to the Jews, oÀev ToU кбероъ to the 
Gentiles, And many others, taking the 
former in its true sense, yet limit the 
latter, not being able to take in the true 
doctrine of universal redemption. So 
Bede, “non pro illis solum propitiatio est 
Christus quibus tuno in carne viventibus 
scribebat Joannes, sed etiam pro omni Ec- 
clesia qum totam mundi latitudinem 
diffusa est, дү primo nimirum electo usque 
ad ultimum qui in fine mundi nasciturusest 
раа .. Pro totius ergo mundi peccatis 

terpellat Dominus, quia per totum mun- 
dum est Ecclesia, quam suo sanguine com- 
paravit." latter part is an evident 
reference to Augustine ; but it is remark- 
able that on referring to Augustine we 
find “Ecce habes Ecclesiam per totum 

pasim. Gen. lil. 33. see 1 Cor. iv. 6. ch. iii. 10 al. 

цоуоу В 80! coptt 

m ;” but he ends, ... вей et totius 
mundi, quem suo sanguine comparavit.’ 
Similarly Calvin: “neque enim iud fil 
consilium Johannis, quem toti Ecclesise 
commune facere hoc bonum. Ergo sub 
omnibus, reprobos non comprehendit : sed 
eos designat qui simul credituri erant, et 
ui per varias mundi plagas dispersi erant.” 
ut this unworthy and evasive view is op- 

posed by the whole mass of evangelical ex- 
positors. The reason of the insertion of 
the partienlar here, is well given by Luther: 
“It is a patent fact that thou too art a part 
of the whole world: so that thine heart 
cannot deceive itself and think, The Lord 
died for Peter and Paul, but not for me"). 

8—11.] This communion with God con- 
sists, secondly, in keeping His command- 

„ a ecially the commandment 
to love one another. No new division of 
the Epistle begins, as in Sander: ver. 8 is 
closely joined to ch. i. 6, 6, which intro- 
duced the first conditional passage i. 7— 
ii. 2. The great test of communion with 
God, walking in the light, first requires 
that we confess our sins: next requires 
that we keep His commandments. in 
the main Œc.: elpnxds kvo robs els Tbv 
кӧрюу тетістеокбтаѕ xowerlay “xew apds 
abréy, rio r rid тўз kowwvlas ris rds 
abrdy rapœride ral. And in this (iv, of 
the tag aor ens a this is placed, 
on this depends, our knowledge. In ch. 
iii. 24 (see below), the ёи rodrp is re- 
sumed by ёк той re,, os ob huîv #8окер) 
we know (pres.: from time to time, from 
day to day) that we have the knowledge 
of him (perf.: have acquired and retain 
that knowledge (La and pls пее ы) 
not, as some nge, Carpzov., Wa 
make it, the love of God, as neither of 
course is it mere theoretical knowledge: 
but is that inner and living acquaintance 
which springs out of unity of heart and 
affection), if (“ St. John uses the formula 
er тобто "ууфскореу first as referring the 
demonstrative pronoun back to what has 

ne before, as e.g. in our ver. 5, and in 
ch. iii. 10. If however the demonstrative 
pronoun in this or a like formula looks 
onward, and the token itself, with the 
circumstance of which it is a token, fol- 
lows, he expresses this token variously 
and significantly, according to the various 
shades of meaning to be conveyed. Some- 
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times the token implied in the demon- 
strative follows in а separate sentence, as 
in ch. iv. 2: sometimes the construction is 
slightly changed, and the sentence begun 
with фу тобто is not regularly brought to 
a close, but continued in a new and cor- 
relative form: e.g. ch. iii. 24, where фу 
тобтф үшбск. is taken up by ёк тоў x». 
And this way of expression is closely pa- 
rallel to that where бт: completes the con- 
struction begun with фу тойт. Зо ch. iii. 
16, 19; iv. 9, 10, 13. In these cases, the 
full objective reality of the token as a fact, 
is set forth. It is an undoubted fact that 
He has given us of His Spirit, that He has 
sent His Son: and from these facts our 
inference is secure to the other facts in 
question, that He abidetb in us, &c. But 
in other passages, we find instead of this 
ёт, an Туа, as ch. iv. 17 (but see note 
there: the case surely is not quite parallel, 
Н. A.), or an dds, as here, John xiii. 85, or 
Sra», ch. v. 2. This éd», бта», mark the 
token implied in d» roórq as one not ac- 
tually existent, an historical or objectively 
certain fact; but asa possible contingency, 
something hypothetically, and condition- 
ally assumed: in other words as ideal.” 
Diisterdieck, pp. 172 f. And so here: the 
token, that we have the knowledge of Him, 
is present, if, posito that) we keep (pres., as 
a habit, from time to time, évroAal being 
necessarily үт regarding circum- 
stances as they arise) His commandments 
(first as to the expression. St. John never 
uses the word >бдоз for the rule of Chris- 
tian obedience: this word is reserved for 
the Mosaic law, John i. 17, 46, and in all, 
fifteen times in the Gospel: but almost 
always évroAaí,—sometimes Adyos део or 
xpio Tov, John viii. 61 f., xiv. 23 f., xvii. 6, 
our ver. 5. And as a verb he always uses 
туре», very seldom жогеѓу (only in the two 
controverted places, ch. v. 4, Rev. xxii. 
14 v. r.: ch. i. 6, ii. 17 are not cases in 
point). rue keeps its peculiar meaning 
of watching, guarding as some precious 
thing, “observing to keep." Next, whose 
commandments ? The older expositors for 

200 xa: A[ P] 18. 27-9. om e» Tovro N. 

the most part refer abrór, abrov, abr, 
vv. 8—6, to Christ: so Aug., Episcop., 
Grot., Luther, Seb.-Schmidt, v., Wolf, 
Lange, Bengel Sender, Neander. Socinus 
inclines to this view, but doubtfully; Eras- 
mus understands abrés vv. 3, 4, of God, 
aprés and éxeitros vv. 5, 0, of Christ. Most 
modern Commentators understand abrés, 
abrov, abr¢ throughout of God, and exe - 
ros of Christ. So Lücke, Baumg.-Crus., 
De Wette, Huther, Brückuer, and in old 
times Bede and (Ec. That this latter is 
the right understanding of the terms, is 
supposed to be shewn by the substitu- 
tion (P) in ver. 5 of rod Өеоб for аўтоф, 
and ite taking up again by ёх айтф in ver. 
6, followed by кабфт des reprewdrncey. 
But of this I am by no means thorough] 
persuaded: see note, ver. 6). 4. 
Assertion, parallel with ch. i. 8, of the 
Sutility of pretending to the knowledge of 
God where this test is not fulfilled. The 
man saying (6 Adyev answers to > 
Grone, ch. i. 8. бт: recitantis cannot 
be expressed in English), I have the 
knowledge of Him (see above) and not 
keeping His commandments, is a liar 
(answers to éavrobr Aar.‘ ch. i. 8), 
and in this man the truth is not (svo 
above on ch. i. 8, where the words are the 
same : 5.) assertion of the other 
alternative, not merely as before, but, as 
usual, carried further and differently ex- 
pressed: *'oppositio cum accessione," as 
Grot.):—but whosoever keepeth His word 
(synonymous with тёз évroAds abrov, con- 
sidered as а whole: on the mode of ex- 
pression, see above), of а truth in him is 
the love of God perfected (why should 
this transition be made from knowledge to 
love? ‘Amor presupponit cognitionem," 
аз Grot.: and isa farther step in the same 
xowevla with God: not indeed that the 
former npu passed through and done 
with, but that true knowledge and love in- 
crease ther, and the former is the mea- 
sure of the latter, just as keeping God’s 
commandments is the test and measure of 
true knowledge of Him. And thus in the 
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final and perfect ideal, the two are coinci- 
dent: the perfect observation of His com- 
mandmenta is the perfection of love to Him. 
It is manifest, from what has been said, 
that ў åyámy ToU део? must be our love 
towards God, not His love towards us: To? 
Oeo? a gen. objective, not subjective. Some 
Commentators have held the other mean- 
ing: partly because reren elerrai seemed bet- 
ter to be interpreted thus, and partly from 
doctrinal motives, as in the case of Flacius 
and Calovins, to keep out the Romish folly 
of supererogation. But the explanation, 
though the words themselves admit it (see 
ch. iv. 9), is manifestly alien from the con- 
text. And of any foolish dreams of per- 
fection or super-perfection there is no fear, 
if we understand the passage as intended 
m o Apostle, as setting forth the true 
ideal and perfection of knowledge and love 
to God, as measured by the perfect keeping 
of His word : which though none of us can 
folly reach, every true Christian bas before 
him as his aim and final object, So that 
there is no need again to depart from the 
meaning of rereAelwra:, ав has been done 

Beza (“ itaque 7eAeioU» hoc in loco non 
declarat perfecte aliquid presstare, sed men- 
dacio et simulationi, inani denique speciei 
opponitur : ut hoc plane sit quod dicimus in 
vulgato sermone, mettre en exécution ^)). 
In this (in the fact of our progress tow 
this ideal state of perfection of obedience 
and therefore of love :—thus assured that 
the germ of the state is in us and unfold- 
ing) we know that we are in Him (this 
completes the logical period which 
in ver. 3, by reasserting that verse, carrying 
however that assertion yet deeper, by sub- 
stituting ёи abr de for ria diga 
айтбу. This “being in Him” is in fact 
the Christian life in its central depth of 
xowwvla with God and with one another: 
the spiritual truth corresponding to the 
physical one enunciated by St. Paul, Acts 
xvii. 28, d» abrQ (Guer ка) кїўойдєба kal 
фетнә). 6.} The state of being in 
Him is carried forward a step further by 
the expression “abide in Him:” (“ Sy- 
nonyma cum gradatione: Ilium nosse in 

Lilo esse: in Illo manere : cognitio: com- 
munio: constantia." Bengel:) and the 
way is prepared, by what follows, for the 
coming exhortation vv. 7—11, to walk in 
love. The man saying that He abideth 
in Him (God, as above) ought (see reff. 
Huther well remarks, that the obligation 
is grounded on the AC ye, the profession, 
being one of consistency with it; not on 
the uéreiw, which would imply that which 
follows, as matter of necessity), even as He 
(Christ: by èxcîvos (see above) а third 
person is introduced: not necessarily, see 
2 Tim. ii. 26 and note, but apparently by 
the requirements of this passage, avrds 
having come down all the way from ch. i. 
5 as referred to God. I say apparently: 
because I do not regard it as by an 
means a settled matter that this abrós 
does not throughout apply to Christ, and 
then this éx«ivos will merely refer to a 
different phase of predication respecting 
the same person as the é» атф designates, 
as in the examples produced in the note as 
above) walked (during His life upon earth : 
see below), himself also thus to walk (not 
any one icular of Christ’s walk upon 
earth is here ted at, but the whole of 
his life of holiness and purity and love. 
This latter, as including all the rest, is 
most in the Apostle’s mind. So in Eph. v. 
1, 2, where St. Paul exhorts us to be fol- 
lowers of God, ho adds, ка) rear re àv 
&ydry, кайф kal б ypiords iryáxnoer ops. 
Luther simply but appositely remarks, 
that it is not Christ's walking on the sea, 
but His ordinary walk, that we are called 
on here to imitate). 

7—11.] The commandment of Love. 
The context see below. Beloved, I write 
not to you a new commandment, but an 
old commandment, which ye had from 
the beginning: the old commandment is 
the word which ye heard (on the right 
understanding of this verse, very much 
depends. The great question is, To what 
commandment does érroAÍf refer? Does 
it point forward to the commandment of 
brotherly love, in ver. 9, or back to that of 
walking as Christ walked, in ver.6? One 
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or other of these views has generally been 
taken decidedly, and exclusively of the 
other. The former view has been upheld 
by Aug. Bede, (Ec. Thl., Luther, Calv., 
Grot., Wolf, Bengel, Knapp, Baumg.-Crus., 
De Wette, Neander, Sander, Düsterdieck, 
al.; the latter by Beza, Socinus, Seb. 
Schmidt, Piscator, aM гы Flacius, 
Calov. Lücke, Fritzsche, Jackmann, al. 
Of these, some on both sides may fairly 
be dismissed, as maintaining preposterous 
meanings for some of the terms used. 
Thus Flacius, Seb.-Schmidt, Calov., under- 
stand rox to be, not a commandment, 
which from and from ver. 8 and ch. 
iii. 28, v. 8, it must be, but the whole 
“doctrina de Christo ejusque beneficiis,” 
including the forgiveness of sins, vv. 1, 2, 
12. Then thus taking И, the epithets 
“old ” and ** new ” become the О. T. pro- 
phecies of Christ, and their N. T. fulfll · 
ment. Thus on the other side some, e. g. 
Aug., Bede, Beza, Luther (2), Seb.- 
Schmidt, Wolf, al., understand new ” and 
“old” not of time, but in a tropical mean- 
ing, with reference to the old Jewish or 
heathen darkness and the new light of 
Christ: a view which cannot possibly be 
maintained in the face of so plain a token 
of time as is furnished by àx’ ёрхӯз and 
by the aor. x ere and }xotcare. These 
being so far set aside, the above classes of 
interpreters are again divided as to their 
understanding of the epithets “old” and 
* new," Those who understand the erroh 
vv. 7, 8, of the command of love, mostly 
explain the oldness and newness of the 
difference between О. and М. Т. revelation 
(во the Greeks, Grot., and Wolf), and 
some go on to understand the ds” &pxfis 
of tbe original obscure and imperfect, com- 
mand to love one another in the O. T. 
which failed in the crowning particular of 
love towards enemies, Of these, the Greeks, 
holding not Jewish Christians alone, but 
Gentile also to be addressed, interpret 
талай ёт” ёрхӯѕ and фўкобсате of the 
testimony of conscience to the law of love 
among the Gentiles : во (Ec. and the Scholl, 
speak of 7 xarà ras фисікйз érvrvolas diAud 
8:40є0:5. Wolf tries to distinguish the 
two by referring efxer« to the Jews, #кой- 
care to the Gentiles. On the other band, 
those who refer évroAf in vv. 7, 8, to 
ver. 6, mostly understand the “old” and 
“new” of the different aspects in which 

the following the example of Christ would 
be rded, within the limita of the N. T. 
period, since the readers had begun their 

ristian lives: so Socinus, Jackmann, 
Piscator, Episcopius, Lücke. The last- 
named reference of år’ dpxijs to the be- 
ginning of the Christian life of the readers, 
and the corresponding explanation of the 
“ oldness ” of the commandment, is com- 
bined by De Wette and Neander only with 
their view of фитоАй as the law of love. 
Düsterdieck, from whom the above par- 
ticulars are mainly taken, finds fault with 
the exclusive reference maintained for the 
most part by the interpreters on both sides, 
and believes that a via media may be found 
more agreeable to the ethical habits of 
thought of the Apostle, and to the context 
of the passage. This context requires, 1) 
that we maintain & logical connexion be- 
iween ver. 6 and ver. 7,as indicated by 
épelAcs and ёутолё : 2) that we maintain 
the like logical connexion between ver. 8 
and ver. 9, as indicated by the figure com- 
mon tothem both, of the darkness and the 
light. Now, of these, 1) is neglected by 
those who understand the érroAf barely as 
the law of love; 2) is neglected by those 
who understand it barely of following 
Christ's example. The former make ver. 7 
spring out of no contextual development : 

e latter treat similarly ver. 9. And the 
true view is to be found as thus indicated : 
the walk of Christ, which is our example, 
is essentially and completely summed u 
in one word, Love: and so the command. 
to walk as he walked, essentially and 
completely resolves itself into the law of 
brotherly love: for this last, taken in all 
its depth, includes not one special detail in 
& holy Christian life, but the whole of that 
life itself. Taking then this view, how are 
we to interpret in detail? What is xar- 
viv? what is талабу? what is år 
&pyxfs? For these clearly all to- 
gether. If àw' àpxfis is to signify from 
the beginning of О. Т. revelation,’ or ‘ from 
the beginning of God’s testimony in man’s 
conscience,’ we seem to be doing violence 
to the simple mode of address which is 
prevalent in our Apostle’s style. The 
efy ere and ћкоѓеате, especially the latter, 
wil hardly bear interpreting of the re- 
moe 5 of go readers, as га this 

ypothesis they must, but require to be con- 
fined to the readers themselves, especially as 
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they aro aorists and not perfects. And if 
во, the meaning of àv" йрхўз is fixed to be, 
from the beginning of the Christian lives, 
from the time when rò» Adyov Hxoveas. 
Then as to we and теле. Ше е 
ріапабоп мі simple en . The 
command to love one ой ‘Sanne be 
said to be new, for it forms a part of the 
Adyos dy ђкобсате, пау, is the very sum 
and centre of that Ads: but again, it 
may be said to be new, inasmuch as it ever 
assumes new freshness as the Christian life 
unfolds, as the old darkness is more and 
more cleared away and the true light 
shineth : in that light we see light; in the 
light of Him who maketh all things new. 

That the футо\ў as such refers to the 
law of love, thus indeed connected with 
Christ’s example here, but still to the law 
of love and no other, is plain from the 
whole usage of the Apostle; compare es- 
pecially 2 John 4—6, where the very same 
train of thought occurs as here, the repi- 
тате dy GAndelq being = reprrareb dy 
фәт! here, being followed up by кабёѕ 
ёутолђу dAdáBouev тарй тод rarpds, and 
that ёуғол т being characterized, as here, — 
оёх és roh урбфеу се: xawhy, ФАЛА 
hy efxouer ёт’ дрҳӯзѕ, and finally being 
stated to be Iva ёуатдиеғ aAAFAovs. 
Indeed the whole process of that passage 
from this point is moet instructive as to 
our present one: xal айту iori» ў drm, 
Tra. тергтатдреу rar тёз dvrodds афтобё, 
абту n ёутолё dcr, rabàs ђкобвате àv 
&pxíjs Iva dy айт repirarñre: where the 
same complex of the whole Christian walk 
is included in the one idea of love, and 
d&ydwn identified with walking according 
to His commandments. Again in ch. iii. 
11, the same formula is in ing 
of the law of love — abr deriv 4 Ala 
hv jd«oócare à dpx, Та ёүатдиєу 
AAA os: cf. also ch. iv. 21, v. 8, iii. 
22—24: again ch. iii. 14, iv. 16, John 
xiii. 85; ch. v. 1, 2, John xv. 10. 
To recapitulate: on the interpretation 
here adopted, which is also tbat of Düster- 
dieck and Huther, the é»roAq is the com- 
mand to walk as Christ walked, passing as 
the passage advances into the law of love. 
This érroAf$ is no каў, but raid, 
seeing that they had it àm дрхӯз, from 
the beginning of their faith, and it was 
in аа the а of the Абуоѕ which they 

от. IV. 
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éotiy adnbés e айтф wal l e Hit 

oKoTia, 

Ќкооса»). 8.) Again (this un is 
what is rice; takes up 
and contravenes what has been as yet said: 
ч. d., in another view of the sabject, 
2. . 3” “ot contrarietatem declarat et 
iterationem, hic antem non repetitionis sed 
contrarietatis est declaratio,” as Erasm. 

qon ie suggerendo veluti renovat: .... 
oann i doctrinam 

2 OF 
2) “iHam p tionem quam vobis dudum 

i nase dixi, sic Tobis denuo com- 
mendo atque injungo, tanquam si nova 
esset, nec vobis antehac unquam cognita," 
Sapp nd so Neander; or 3) in that it 
was кошко! with Christianity 
and unknown before. The two first are 
condemned by the fact, that the word in 
each case on which the stress of the inter- 
pretation rests, is not expressed in the 
text: there is for 1) no def, for 2) no viv. 
The third well both with the con- 
text and with St. John's habit of thought, 
as well as with matter of fact, and our 
Lord's own words, John xiii. 84, xv. 12. 
When Lücke objects to it that thus we 
have to take талабу and mf» in two 
different von 5 in fact the very 

t in whi i ion a ев 
[eH the most to ssi are шаг 
with the oxymoron of St. John’s style. 
As Diisterd. replies, “when I stand at the 
pont of time indicated by аз àpxis, and 
OOK WAT оп vi Christian life ов 
readers, the évroAf appears as one 
known; the readers have known it fiom 
the beginning as an essential command- 
ment, they have had it as long as th 
have been Christians: on the other hand, 
if I look backward ou the life of the 
readers before that àpx*, whether they 
were before that Jews or Gentiles, this 
same commandment of necessity appears 

beginning for the readers with that begin inning for the ers wit. t begin- 
ning ; for even for the Jewish Christians 
the command of brotherly love is a new one, 
seeing that it is ordained in imitation o 
Christ, John xiii. 84"), which (thing, 2 

аа 
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the fact that the commandment is a new 
one: see below) is true in Him and in уоп: 
because the darkness is pas away, 
and the true light is now (i. е. 
the commandment is a sew one, and this 
is true both in (the case of) Him (Christ) 
and in (the case of) you: because (èy 
фит») the darkness is passing away, and 
dv abrg) the true light is shining: there- 

on both accounts the command is а 
new One: new as regards you, because you 
are newly come from darkness into light: 
new as regards Him, because He uttered 
it when He came 5 
every man, and began that shining whi 
end now continues. This reference of 
the two clauses I hold fast against Düster- 
dieck, who maintains that the $ refers to 
the content of the dero, viz. walking in 
brotherly love: that the commandment 
finds its fulfilment (&Ay6és ёоті Р) in the 
walk of Christians in union with Christ. 
But to this there are several objections 
which he has not noticed : 1) the probable 
logic of the sentence. The Apostle has 
made what is apparently а i 
assertion. He has stated that the com- 
mandment is not new but old, and then 
has, „ asserted its newness. 
Then he proceeds 5 doriy dAndts.... 
ёт. K. T. A. Is it not probable that this 
form of sentence introduces the explana- 
tion of the paradox? Is it probable, as 
would be the case on the prs view, Le 
so startling а proposition (after ver. 7) as 
uA {ете xawhy урёфе фрі», would 
remain altogether unexplained? 2) the 
word àAq6és. Diisterd. says, * The Apos- 
tle calis that which is enjoined in the 
zyroxi, GAnOde, because it finds its truth 
in its living activity, in ite practical 
reality: it is in deed and truth (4A6ás, 
ver. 5, John iv. 42, (vi. 55)) living and 
present, and во far true, real.” But even 
granting this sense of Лиде to be pos- 
sible (which may be doubted: à AY, is 
clearly no case in point, its adverbial cha- 
racter removing it into another phase of 
predication), is it likely that so unusual 
and harsh a word would be chosen as the 
adj. aAn@ds (rather than the adv. ёлтбёѕ) 
when the obvious sense of AH would во 
naturally refer it, in the reader's mind, to 
the кшубттз just asserted? 3) Düsterd. 
has entirely neglected the repetition of the 
prep. dv, which fact separates off dy abr 
and dy óui» as two distinct ts, 
and prevents their being considered in 
union. * Him," Christ, the Head, and 

“you,” the readers, as the members, which 
depend on the Head as the grapes on the 
true vine, the A as united 

the vulgate "the darkness is " 
E. V.), but no further remark, not 
seeing apparently how peculiarly this pre- 
sent fits the application of the sentence 
to accounting for the newness of the com- 
mandmen 

DOW i 
is of the Light, is well said to be “sew.” 

Ав in almost every verse of this 
difficult portion of the Epistle, the diver- 
gencies of interpretation are almost end. 
lees. Some few only of them can be men- 
tioned here. That recently defended (as 
&bove) by Düsterdieck, was before taken 
b ; Luther, Grot., Knapp, Baumg.- 
Crus, Semler, &с.: that which I have 
maintained, by Calvin, Socinus, Flacius, 
Calov., Morus, Horneius, De Wette, Lücke, 
Neander, Huther. Some take the $7: as 
declarative: it is true, that the dark- 
ness," &c.: so Castellio, Socinus, Bengel, 
"br, quod: hoc est Шой preceptum, 
amor fratris, ex luce.”  Erasm., Episco- 
ius, Grot, separate the words 3 дет» 
nés èv абтф ка} èv брі» into subject 

and predicate: quod verum est in illo 
(Christo), id etiam in vobis verum est,” 
or “esse debet." The whole discussion, 
carried into most minute detail, may be 
seen in Düsterdieck's note. To mention 
two matters of verbal nicety: 1) 4ap- 
фүстал need not be рген, vith fonat 
to its passive meaning: “non dicit тар- 
бує, transit, sed · erai, traducitur, commu- 
tatur, ut tandem absorbeatur. Idem ver- 
bum, ver. 17, abi opponitur mansioni.” Bat 
the passive is not necessary for this sense : 
nay, in ver. 17 it is hardly admissible, 
and there can be no doubt that the middle 
was intended, in the same sense as the 
intr. act, 1 Cor. vii. 81: 2) 493 palire, 
joined with the present тарб, is beat 
аха ^ mean; 1 0 and entire 

ini tbe true light, but its beginning 
to Mino its full light at the coming of the 
Lord, is indeed close at band, ver. 18, and 
to that the 403 Salve looks on. 
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9, 10.] We now come to the enunciation 
of the law of brotherly love, and in a form 
resembling that used in ch. i. 8, 10: and in 
vv.4f. First is asserted the incompati- 
bility of living in hatred and walking in 
the light: then the identity of walking in 
love and walking in the light: then lastly 
as a contrast to the last (ô dyaréy.... 
ó 84 шоду), the same fact with regard to 
hatred and the darkness, and the blinding 
effect on him who walks in it. The ods 
is as before, the light of Christ, now par- 
tially shining, but one day to be fully re- 
vealed: the сота is the 3 p 
present world, now ing away). 
that saith that he E in the light, and 
хаа his 5 is a tho кез 
antil now (Diiste very у 
protested against the softening does of 
шсеу into “minus diligere, posthabere, 
non colere" ёс. Nothing, 
* can be more shallow and w 
pared with the ethics of the whole Scrip- 
ture. All the truth, depth, and power of 
Christian ethics rests on the aut.. aut,’ 
so distinctly insisted on by St. John. On 
the one side is God, on the other the 
world: here is life, there is death (ch. iii. 
14): here, love; there, hate, i. e. murder 
(ch. iii. 14 ff.), there is no medium. In the 
space between, is nothing. Life may as 
et be merely elementary and fragmentary. 
ios may be as yet weak and poor, but 
still, life in God and its necessary demon- 
stration in love is present really and truly, 
and the word of our Lord is true, ‘ He that 
is not against me is with me, Luke ix. 50: 
and on the other aide, the life according to 
the flesh, the attachment to the world, and 
the necessary action of this selfishness by 
means of hatred, may be much hidden, may 
be craftily covered and with splendid outer 
surface; but in the secret depth of the 
man, there where spring the fountains 
of his moral life, is not God but the world ; 
the man is yet in death, and can conse- 
quently love nothing but himself and must 
hate his brother: and then that other word 
of the Lord is true, ‘ He that is not for me 
is against me,’ Luke xi. 28. For a man 
can only be either for or against Christ, 
and consequently can only have either love 
or hate towards his brother.” Bengel says 

well, on ver. 11, “oppositio immediata : 
ubi non est amor, odium est: cor enim non 
est vacuum.“ It has been questioned, 
who is meant by rèy ABN афтод. It 
seems plain that the expression here is not 
zz thy wAnoloy abrov, seeing that St. 
John is writing to Christians, and treating 
of their xowevla per’ GAAfAwy. On the 
other hand, if we are to restrict the mean- 
ing, as is done by most modern Comménta- 
tors, to Christian brotherhood, it is plain 
that we cannot understand strictly тфу 
ade A abro) in vv. 9, 11, seeing that 
tbe man there spoken of is in reality not a 
3 all. So that either we must 

the sense of à$eAQós, or suppose 
wise шрот of language in the use of 
the term in these verses, q. d. him who 
ought to be loved-by him as а Christian 
brother, supposing himself to be really a 
Cbristian. This difficulty does not seem 
to have struck any of the Commentators : 
but it is one which certainly will not 
allow us to confine the term to its utmost 
strictness of meaning. (ws Kort, up to 
this moment: notwithstanding any ap- 
parent change which may have taken 
place in him when he passed into the 
ranks of nominal Christians). 10.] He 
that loveth his brother abideth in the 

во E. V., excellently: For it is clear by 
the parallel in ver. 11, that this is what is 
meant, and not that he gives no occasion 
of stumbling to others, as Calov., al., “Qui 
fratrem odit, ipse sibi offendiculum est, et 
incurrit in seipsum et in omnia intus et 
foris; qui amat, expeditum iter habet." 
Bengel. Cf. also John xi. 9, 10, which із 
in more than one respect the kcy-text here, 
For it also explains thé apparently difficult 

Ir. atrꝙ, occurring as it does there in ver. 
10, day Bé тїї reptrarñ dv тў vurrl, хро. 
`кбкте, bri Tò hee офк torw dv avrg. 
The light, and the darkness, by which we 
walk safely, or stumble, are within our- 
selves; admitted into us by the eye, whose 
singleness fills the whole body with light). 

11.) But (= whereas) he that hateth 
a 2 

r 
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his brother (see above) is in the darkness 
s never come out of it: corresponds to 
» TẸ фет} uéve: above: denotes his state, 

whereas weptware? indicates more his out- 
ward acts), and walketh in the darkness, 
and knoweth not where (soo геї. той 
with a verb of motion obviously includes 
that motion: but it includes also the spot 
on which the motion is taking place: e. g., 
here, not only the destination to whi 
but also the way by which, he is going. 
In some i 

Matt. z. 

this cannot be as 
viii. 14, where 260% Або» and 

linded (it, is 
* blinded,” and not “ hath blinded," 
cause it is no new effect of 2 state into 
which he has lately come, but tbe long 
ast work of a state which is su t9 
gone by, and is not) his eyes. 
— 14. | Threefold г to the readere, 

accompanied by a threefold redson for 
writing to thers ; all repeated by way of 
arallelism, with some variations and en- 

ements, On the connexion and expla- 
nation of these verses, it may be observed, 
1) that we have three classes of readers, 
denoted the first time by rexvfa, rar pes, 
vearleco, and the second time by radia, 
rar pes, уєау(ско. 2) that all shies are 
addressed the first time in the present 
pd, thè second time in the aorist 
фурафа. 8) that while to the rardpes and 
veavioxo: the same words are each time 
used (to the latter with an addition the 
second time), the reavia and кеа are 
differently addressed. The first ques- 
tion arising is, what do these three classes 
import, and how are they to be distributed 
among the readers? It is obvious that the 
chief difficulty here is with rexvla and 
тогда. The former word is used by our 
A portio once with pov, ver. 1, and six times 
without роо; ver. 28, ch. iii. 7, 18, iv. 4, 
v. 21; but always as importing the whole 
of his readers; and once it is reported by 
him as used by our Lord, also in а general 
address to all His disciples, John xiii. 83. 
wala is used by him similarly in our 
ver. 18, and reported by him ав used by 

pill 2, $STaxoria У ётоф\осєр ToU; ód0aXuo)s abro. 13 

а с.і. 9 
c ete 

our Lord in a general address, John xxi. 5. 
These facts make it very probable that 
both the words are here used as general 
designations of all the readers, and not as 
a designation of any particular class among 
them. And this is made more probable, 
by the fact сеа и текуіа and тада did 
point out ildren among them, 
perly or spiritually so called, the rank of 
classes would be different from that which 
would occur to any writer, viz. neither 
according to ascending age nor to descend- 
ing, but children, fathers, young men. We 
seem then to have made it highly probable 
that reavia and хаба ad all the 
readers alike. Nowif welay any stresson 
the third circumstance above mentioned, 
that rexria and rata are differently ad- 
dressed, and not so rarepes and е 
and endeavour therefrom to deduce any dis- 
tinction between текрѓа and тода in the 
age or qualities expressed by them, I con- 
ceive that we shall establish nothing satis- 
factory. If a reason for this variation of 
address is to be discovered, it must be 

ht in the 
i 

the meaning seems determined for us by 
ver. 21, where it is quite impossible thus 
to render it: although even there Bengel 
tries to be consistent. It is manifest that 
we must keep the same rendering through- 
out. The particle then gives the reasons 
55 5 below ae ny first 
ypawa) to eac among them) your 

sins have been (perf.: see note on Matt. 
ix. 2) forgiven you for the sake of His 
(Christ's) name (‘Incots xpiords, the Sa- 
viour, the anointed one, bringing to mind 
all the work wrought out by Him for us, 
and all the acceptance of that work by the 
Father: so that it may be well said that 
on account of, for the sake of, that Name 
which the Father hath given Him, which is 
above gd name, our sins are forgiven). 

18.] I write to you, fathers, because 
ye know Him that was (cf. 8 qv àr àp- 
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хӯз, ch. i. 1) from the beginning (i.e. їп 
St. John's usage of speech, Christ; see 
ch. i. 1 and notes) I write to you, young 
men, because ye have conquered the wicked 
one (the proper attribute of youth is, to 
carry on the active parts of life: if sol- 
diers, to be engaged in all active service: 
that of age, to contemplate, and arrive at 
sound and matured knowledge. The latter 
have conquered as well, bub the burden 
and heat of their struggle is past: viri- 
bus fortibus et robustis tribuitur supra 
fortissimum et robustissimum victoria." 
Carpzov. The wovypeds is he in whom, in 
whose power, the whole world lieth, ch. v. 
19, John xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11: the 3id- 
BoXos, who deceives from the beginning, 
John viii. 44, ch. iii. 8, 10, 12: whose 
works Christ came into the world to 
destroy, ch. iii. 8. He is conquered once 
and for all, by those who have passed from 
darkness to light, and from the power of 
Satan to to communion with the 
Father and the Son, ch. v. 18. Whatever 
conflict remains for them afterwards, is 
with a baffied and conquered enemy: is a 
rnpey abrobs (ёк тоў woynpov), ch. v. 18, 
which туре (see note there) owing to 
their whole life being led in communion 
with the Father and Son, is a rnpeic@a, 
John xvii. 15). He now repeats (see 
above) the three classes, but with some 
variations and additions in his reasons for 
writing to each, and with the aor. урала 
i of the present ypdgew. In seeking 
а reason for this change of tense, we have 
a choice between several views of Com- 
mentators. These are rather complicated 
by the fact that many of them read урёфо 
in the fourth place, against almost all 
authority. Of those, some, as Calvin, have 
been fairly baffled by the two aorists fol- 
lowing the four presenta, and have imagined 
ver. 14 to be interpolated: '* Quanquam 
fleri potest ut Joannes ipse sententiam de 
adolescentibus augendi causa secunde in- 
seruerit (illic enim addit fortes esse, quod 
non prius dixerat), librarii autem temere 
numerum implere voluerint." Ofthe rest, 
some (Storr, Lange, Baumg.-Crus., Schott.) 
think that the allusion 1s to St. John's 
Gospel: others, as Michaelis, to a former 
epistlo; by far the greater part however 
egree rightly that this Epistle must be 

syrr coptt th Orig-int, Cyr Phot Thl.—om from еурафа to apxns ver 14 vulg(not 
demid fuld harl).—fuld demid harl have scribo 6 times, am in the 5th place has scri scripsi. 

meant by both: see Gal. vi. 11, Philem. 
19,21; our vv. 21, 26; ch. v. 13. Still, 
there is & wide difference in giving each 
tense a distinct reference. Bengel holds 
them to import much the same: “a scrido 
transit ad scripsi: non temere: scilicet 
verbo scribendi ex presenti in præteritum 
transposito immisit commonitionem fir- 
missimam :" and во Sander, and in the 
main Neander: as John has said ‘I write 
to you, so now he takes up again and 
sums up that which he has written, saying, 
‘I have written to you:’ q.d., it stands 
fast: I have nothing more to say: this 
you must regard as my permanent testi- 
mony." And Paulus, comparing the for- 
mula * we decree and have decreed.” 
But as Huther remarks, this view presup- 
posa the false rendering of ёт: by “that.” 
ücke, after Rickli, with much ingenuity 

tries to fix #урофа on the preceding por- 
tion of the Epistle, keeping ypdpw for the 
following. And in so doing, he fancies he 
sees a correspondence, in what has pre- 
ceded and in what follows, with these ad- 
dresses to different classes of hearers: e. g., 
in cb. і. 6—7, апа ii. 15—17, with афбору- 
ти al Au.: in i. 8—ii. 2, and її. 18—97, 
with Sr: ёуубкате . . .: in ii. 3—11, and 
iL 28—11. 22, with бт: »erufkare ... 
But no such co dence really sub- 
siste: and Lücke himself subsequently 
gave ар this view :—see note in Bertheau’s 
edn. Liicke, p. 265. De Wette and 
Brückner, with whom Huther agrees, be- 
lieve pd to refer to the immediate 
act of writing, going on at the moment: 
#уродуа, to what has preceded this point: 
so that the former refers more to the whole 
Epistle, the latter to the contents of what 
has gone before. Diisterdieck disapproves 
this, and, following Beza, refers bota 
pd and Гурафа to the whole Epistle: 
the former to the Apostle’s immediate act 
of writing, the latter to the readers’ act 
of reading when complete. In deciding 
between these two last views, we must 
bear in mind the epistolary use of the aor. 
Eypaya, ing to which it refers, never, 
1 I am aware, when a сс nang 
utely, to a previous portion of t i 
but diri to the whole: wbich diem 
stance would seem to rule the meaning 
here, and to determine for Beza and Düs- 
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terdieck. And no objection lies against 
their view, as к te к. 5 
change of persons to be supplied (see above): 
the ‘apply may just as well be thus made, 
understanding the reference both times 
to be to the Apostle himself: “I write 
(vod), now that I am writing? “I 
wrote (&ypaya), when I wrote.” І wrote 
to you, children (by та8(а all the readers 
are meant: see above), because ye know 
the Father (the very word rabla reminds 
of warfp: and the relation is close, be- 
tween this and that which is said before, 
that their sins are forgiven for Christ's 
name’s sake. They are received thus by 
adoption into God's family, and He is be- 
come their reconciled Father, as He is the 
Father of Him through whom they have 
received their adoption: and one of the 
first evidences of dawning intelligence in 
a child is the ition of its father. 
But this knowledge of the Father does not 

ecede, nay, it presupposes, communion 
with the on. : for none жан the Father 
but the Son, and he to whom the Son will 
reveal Him, Matt. xi. 27). I wrote to 
you, fathers, because ye know Him that 
was from the begi (verbatim as be- 
fore: to shew perhaps in strong light the 
great truth of John xvii. 3, that the whole 
sum of Christian ripeness and experience ia, 
this кеше of сё Tb» дбуо» AA 
Gedy, kal by йхёттеХаз “Incoty xpurrór. 
Bengel gives another reason: * Hoc comma 
ex versu precedente, non additis pluribus 
verbis, repetit proponon. tractationem 
seque brevem subjungens, et modestia ad 
patres utens, quibus non opus erat multa 
scribi ”). I wrote to you, men, 
because ye are strong (Ovid, Met. xv. 208, 
“Transit in sestatem post ver robustior 
annus, Fitque valens juvenis, neque enim 
robustior stas Ulla.” Wetst. 
strong in fight: so in ref. Heb., Luke xi. 
21 ||), and the word of God abideth in you 
(1. е. the whole announcement of the good 
news of the gospel in Christ has found 
entrance into your bearts and an abiding 
lace there, and there dwells and works. 
e copule may be supplied as Grot., 

“Tad prius «af valet hic quia, alterum 
кої positum est pro ob id... Fortes 
jam estis, non vestris viribus, verum ideo 
quod verbum illud Dei, profectum a Christo, 

om Tov 0cov B sah. 

est in vobis: inde vobis robur tantum ob- 
tigit, ut et mundi hujus principem vin- 
ceretis"), and ye have conquered the 
wicked one (sce abore). 

15—17.) Dehortation from the love of 
the world. The preceding designation of 
the пета Sp has OM so fre- 
quen in St. John, their i designa- 
tion, А the perfection of their several 
states of Christian life: and now, as so 
often, he brings that ideal state to bear on 
real temptations and duties. The love of 
the Father, the abiding in Him by His 
word abiding in them, the victory over 
him in whom $Aos ó xósuos kecrau— 
these particulars have been enounced : and 
though there may bo а more apparent 
reason why the young should hare this 
dehortation addressed to them, and more 
apparent allusion to the vevixhxare tò» 
sornpór in the bringing out of the кбетноз, 
yet there can be no doubt that it is to ай 
that this address is made. All are in the 

ings presen 
the forgetfulness of those which are absent 
and unseen. This general reference is 
shewn by the éd» тз which follows. Love 
not the world (what is & che, in the 
diction ~ yi Jobn ind what does he 
import by ёүетфу кӧсроу Р? When 
we read John iii. 16, obrws түт 
6 beds roy udopov, Ssre тд» viby abros 
Tb» роуоуєуї) WGonev, K. . x., are we to 
understand the same thing by the words as 
here? and if not, are xédopes and 
&yavQr taken in a different sense, or if 
one only, which? Вета replies, Man- 
dum considerat quatenus cum Dei volun- 
tete non consentit, et enim amorem damnat 
ui nos & Deo abducit: alioquin dicitur 
us ipse suum mundum infinito quodam 

amore dilexisse, id est, eos quos ex mundo 
elegit." The palpable error of this last 
*id est," directs us to the right solu- 
tion of both questions. The xócues in 
both cases is the same, the фуатф» is 
different. In John iii. 16 it is the love 
of divine compassion and creative and 
redeeming mercy: here, it is the love of 
selfish desire, cherishing avarice or pride. 
But then recurs our question, What is 
ó xécuosP And it is no easy one to 
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KÓ UOV, unde тй ÈV TQ кбтдф. ёар TIS WyATTE TOY kóc pov, 

answer. If we reply so as to make it 
personal, we aro met at once by the diffi- 
culty of та ёи TG kócjup : from which we 
eannot escape by saying that these are as 
below 4 éwi@uula x. r. A., for none can be 
said àyaxr Thr ёт:бишіау, but the èri- 
vuía is the àèyárņn. Hence some have 
been led to take these three, # фи. ris 
capkós, q rid. тё» òp, $ AXa(orela 
ToU Blov, as put for the thi desired, 
and the material of the &Aa(orela. So 
Calvin, Episcopius, Bengel: but this manj- 
festly will not hold, owing to the opposition 
in ver. 17 between д xéopos к. % éxitvpula 
«bro? on the one hand, and ó wow rò 
6éAxua той @еоў on the other, which evi- 
dently requires that its first member should 
be personal as wellas its second. And this 
last will be a weighty reason also against 2) . 

terial, taking 6 xócuos as merely ma the 
present order of things, in so far as it is 
alien from God. We are thus brought to 
a point, for our understanding of ó кбедоз, 
intermediate between personal and ma- 
terial. But then our question is, which of 
the two is to take the first Р 188 
xógpos the world of matter, including the 
men who dwell in it, or is it the world of 
man, including matter as subordinate to 
man? If the former, we seem in danger 
of falling into а dualism, in which God 
and the world of matter should be set 
over against one another as i ent 
existences: for thus the evil one, the &p- 
xev ToU кбсџоо, and his agents the xoopo- 
&pdropes, would themselves be included in 
the кќсџоз, and adjuncts to the world of 
matter: a mode of thought which no where 
appears in the apostolic writings. Weare 
thus narrowed to our other alternative, 
that of understanding ó xéopyos as of hu- 
man persons, including the inferior ranks 
of created being, and the mass of inani- 
mate matter which they inhabit. Let us 
see whether this view will meet the ne- 
cessities of our text and. of similar pas- 

Thus understood, the xócuos was 
constituted at first in Adam, well-pleasing 
to God and obedient to Him : it was man's 
world, and in man itis summed up: and in 
man it fell from God's light intothe dark- 
ness of selfish pursuits and ёж:биџіси Kospi- 
xal, in and by which man, who should be 
rising through his cosmic corporeal nature 
to God, has become materialized in spirit 
&nd dragged down so as to be worldly and 
sensual and like him who has led him 
astray, and wbo now, having thus sub- 
j man’s nature by temptation, has 
become the Épxer ToU xdopov. And thus 

the kóeuos is “man and man’s world,” 
in his and its fall from God. It was this 
world which God loved, in its enmity to 
Him, with the holy love of Redemption: 
it is this world which we are not to love, 
in its alienation from Him, with the selfish 
love of participation. And this «does is 
spoken of sometimes as personal, sometimes 
as material, according to the context in 
which it occurs. To give but a few decisive 
examples; of the purely personal sense, 
John xv. 18, el ô арк o ads poet к.т.\., 
followed by el dud  8(ыѓау, ка) ѓраѕ &- 
éfovow, where the singular is broken up 
into the individual persons: of the purely 
material, John xi. 9, ёбу Tis reptrarß d» 
TB aud, ой прозкбтте, S71 т) фёз тоё 
kócuov тобто» ВАќте. And in 
like the present, these two senses alternate 
with and interpenetrate one another : е. р. 
in тё dy тё кбсие, the кбеноз is appa- 
rently material and local : in the opposition 
which follows, between the love of the 
world and the love of the Father, the per- 
sonal meaning begins to be evident: in 
what follows, say Tb dy TQ xéopy, which 
at first sight seems material, is ined 
by J ésióvula тўз capkós, x. r. A., which 
are the subjective desires of the тё d» тё 
кбсиф, not the things themselves: then, 
finally, in ver. 17 where ô кбодоз xal ў 
ёт:боша abro) is opposed to ё ходу 7d 
0éAnua тоў беоб, it is plain that we have 

by the transition in the last verse, 
from the material to the personal sense 
altogether. This account may serve to ex- 
plain that which has given so much trouble 
to Commentators here, the question whe- 
ther éw:@vpla is not put for the thing itself 
which is desired: the fact being that, the 
xéopos including the material world i» the 
men, the éw:@uuda:, which are in the men, 
are in the xéopos, as well as the things of 
which they are the desires, and which are 
in their turn included in them. See on 
the whole, the long and elaborate note in 
Düsterdieck, the results of which are near! 
the same as those arrived at above. To 
detail all the shades of opinion, would be 
hopeless: they will most uy be found, clas- 
sified and discussed, in the note referred 
to), nor yet (not = ибте, but carrying with 
it an exclusive and disjunctive force, im- 
plying that what follows is not identical 
with what went before. That was spoken 
of the world itself, the totality: have no 
love for this present world as such.” But 
an escape from this prohibition might be 
sought men who would deny in the 
abstract the charge of worldly-mindedness, 
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but devoted themselves to some one object 
of those followed by worldly men: во that 
it is necessary to add, after ** Love not the 
world,”—“ по, nor any thing in it”) the 
things in the world (explained above: 
here, the objects after which the ungodl 
world's ёт:диџѓа reaches out, and on whic 
its dAaCovela is founded). If amy man 
(see on the same ex ion above, ver. 1) 
love the world, the of the Father is 
not in him (4 dy. rot warpde, love to the 
Father, as op to his love to the world : 
not as Luther (2), Seb.-Schmidt, and Ca- 
lov., the love which the Father hath shewed 
to ws: nor as Bengel, amor Patris 
suos et filialis erga Patrem." As 
“unum cor duos sibi tam adversarios 

sacris 
в (vol. fi. p. 649), àuýxavov avrvirdpxew 
Thr wpbs xócuor бүтүө тї wpbs Toy Gedy 
Фубятр, ӧз čuhxavov avrvrdpyew dAMjAo(s 
$65 ка) Siret) 16.] Gives a reason 
for the assertion in vor. 15: viz. the entire 
separation from one another of the world 
and God. In order to understand clearly 
the following, it is necessary to define 
strictly the things mentioned, and to lay 
down explicitly the apposition between 
way rò dy Té x., and the three particulars 
which follow as included in that category. 
By some Commentators this has been 
altogether passed over: by others very 
ne done. I apprehend it can only 
be righ "i done by bearing in mind what 
was said before —that, as the world is 
summed up in man, both those objective 
material things which are properly ra dy 
T6 K., und those inward subjectivities which 
are in man and on his cosmic 
state, are as being фу тф к., and 
these pass into, and arealmost in 
with, one another. Now here, the three 
things spoken of as examples of rà d» rẹ 
£, are all purely subjective, — d rid vía, 
éw:Ovpla, dAa(orela. But they are sub- 
jectivities having their ground in the ob- 
ectivities of the ungodly world: the first 
ёхїбөШа springs out of (see below) the 
odpt, the human nature unrenewed by 
God: the second resides in that sense 
which takes note of outward things and so 
is inflamed by them; and the dAa(orela 
is that belonging to ё glos, the manner of 
life of worldly men among one another, 

formed to the world, and followi 

whereby pride as to display and pomp is 
cherished N ow а А these three is 
included in, and includes in itself, love to 
the world: and he that loves the world 
falls into, walks after, becomes part of, 
these lusts, and this dAa(ovela, which is 
not of the Father bat of the world. Loving 
the things of the world, he becomes ти 

lusts and pride which are in the w he 
himself becomes one of the things in the 
world. Beoause every thing that is in 
the world, (namely, or for instance) the 
lust of the flesh (ris capkós is not, as 
made by eo mauy Commentators, ar. ob- 
jective gen. so that the words should 
mean, “lust after the flesh,” i.e. impure 
desire: this they include, but far more. 
The gen. is subjective, the flesh being that 
wherein the lust dwells, as in reff.: and in 
ёт:0. тд» кард», Rom. i. 24: cf. Prov. 
xxi. 26, Sir. v. 2, xviii. 80,—rot eéuaros, 
Rom. vi. 12, —rày ёудрбтер, 1 Pet. iv. 2: 
cf. 2 Pet. iii. 8, Jude 16, 18,—and cf. also 
such expressions as ёж:буміи косшкай, 
Tit. ii. 12, and capxixal, 1 Pet. ii. 11. 
The gen: after èrıðvula is never, either in 
LXX or N. T., objective. Cf. some pas- 
sages in which it occars in other than the 
subjective sense, but never of the object 
desired: Eph. iv. 22, 2 Pet. ii. 10. In 
Phil i. 23, only 1 reads after èr- 
боша» Lx, ro draAUca instead of els 
т 4›.), and the lust of the eyes (sub- 
. as before: Lus ig which 3 
eye ts by seeing. In the a al 
estament of the twelve patriarchs (Fa- 

bricius, cod. Pseudepigr. Vet. Test. i. p- 
522), among the seven sveóuara ris 
Aden is enumerated the svepa dpd- 
gews, реб Fs ylvera: dwiüvula. Sander, 
whose commentary, otherwise useful, is 
disfigured throughout by an ill-natured 
1 of carping at Lücke and De Wette, 
enies the applicability of this 

understanding inten ris 800. as (i I 
rightly take his meaning, which is not very 
clear) the desire of seeing, as of the man 
who would not come to the supper because 
he must go and see his five yoke of oxen. 
But his whole view of this difficult pas- 
sage is үчү тда), and the vain- 
glory of (the (wy is one who 
lays claim to credit or glory which is not 
his own: see notes on Rom. i. 30 and 
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1. J reff. eff. t ver. 8 8 
vi. 6. Heb. x. 7,9 (from Ps. xxzix. 8), 36. 
$4. 1 Pet. і. 25 only. Ps. ixxaviii. 96. 

16. (алла BC Thl.) 

James iv. 16. Blos here as in ref. is men’s 
way or course of life. So in Polyb. vi. 57.6, 
J wept robs Blovs &AaCorela к. Tour Ac: 
he having before observed, robs Blous 
yertrOa: полотеЛестќроиѕ. This glos com- 
rehends in it the means of living and 

ion of living, table, furniture, equi - 
page, income, rank; and the àAa(or«ía 
arising out of these is that vainglorious 
pride, which is so common in the rich 
and fashionable), is not of (springs not 
from, has not as its source: see below) 
the Father (this name is again used for 
God, in reference to rexrvfa and radia 
above), but is of the world (has its origin 
from the wald. It is necessary, in oppo- 
sition to all such interpretations as that of 
Socinus, “ valde dissident ab eis que Deus 
per Christum nos sectari jussit,” and Ro- 
senmiiller, “non est in his perfectio mo- 
ralis,” to laydown very distinctly St. John’s 
limits of thought and speech in this matter. 
“Throngh our whole Epistle," says Düs- 
terdieck it 5 ver. 29, ch. iii. 7 
ff., iv. 2 ff., 7 ff., v. 1 ff.), “rans the view, 
which also is manifest in the Gospel of St. 
John, that only the mind which spri 

God is directed to God. He who is 

who first loved us, viz. in Christ His in- 
carnate Son, begot in us that love which 
of moral necessity returns again to the 
Father, and of like necessity embraces our 
brethren also. This love is hated by the 
world, because it springs not from the 
world. It depends not on the world, any 
more than that perverted love whic 
springs from the world and is directed to- 
wards the world, the lust of the flesh, &c., 
can be directed to the Father, or to God’s 
‘children. So that John in reality 
down to the very foundations of the moral 
life, when he reminds his readers of the 
essentially distinct origin of the love of the 
world, and the love of God. The inmost 
kernel of the matter is hereby laid bare, 
and with it a glimpse is given of the whole 

of the love of the world, and the 
e of God, even to the end ; and this end 

is now set forth expressly with extraor- 

r = 2 Tim. ii. 4. John ili. 31. viii. 23, 44. ch. ili. 10. iv. 1 
з John iv. 34. vi. 88. vil. 17 

xxiv. 16. 
Gen. iii. 6. 

р James iv. 16 
Wis l. 

УКЫ v. " e. 

18 w IIardta, Сз Tim 

&c. 8 = ch. 
17. ix. 31. Matt. vil. 21. xii. 501 Mk. Eph. 

v John viii. 35. xii, 94. 3 Cor. ix. 9. Heb. vii. 
w = ver. 13. 

17. om avrov A[P] 5. 18. 27-9 (66) arm-zoh Orig. 

dinary er:” viz, in the next verse). 
fr) Ana the world is 

away, the lust of it (abrov is ne 
tive again: not as Lücke, Neander, 
der, objective, “the lust after it,” but as 
in ver. 16, which see on the construction : 
бды афто® summing up in one the 
three which are there mentioned. 
& as in ver. 8: not declaring ец а 
an attribute, that it is the quality of the 
world and its lust to pass away,—but a 
matter of fact, that it is even now in act 
so to pass. See Meyer on 1 Cor. vii. 81. 
It is no objection to this, that the péva, 
which is opposed to wapdyerat, contains, 
not a matter of fact, but a qualitative pre- 
dication. This is made necessary by the 
words els Tbv аідуа which that clause 
contains): but he that doeth the will of 
God abideth for ever (in this latter mem- 
ber of the contrast, we have a clearly per- 
sonal agent introduced: and therefore, as 
above remarked, we may expect that the 
former member also will have a like per- 
sonal reference. But this tion 
must not be pushed foo far: seeing that 
in the xócpos, the u men, who are 
in all their desires and thoughts ёк ToU 
xócuovw, are included. They and their 
lusts belong to, are part of, depend on, a 
world which іе passing away. On the 
other hand, eternal fixity and duration be- 
longs only to that order of things, and to 
those men, who are in entire accordance 
with the will of God. And among these 
is he that doeth that will, which is (seo 
vv. 3—6) the true proof and following out 
of love towards Him. As God Himself is 
eternal, so is all that is in communion with 
Him: and this are they who believe in 
Him and love Him, and do His will). 

18—98.] WARNING AGAINST ANTI- 
CHRISTS AND FALSE TEAOHERS (vv. 18— 
28): AND EXHORTATION TO ABIDE IN 
CHRIST (vv. 24—28). The place which 
his ion holds will be best seen by 
strictly recapitulating. “God is light, 
and in Him is no darkness:” that (ch. i. 
5) is the ground-tone of this whole divi- 
sion of the Epistle. In ch. i. 6 —ii. 11, 
the Apostle shews, wherein the believer's 
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x -- Acts ii. 17. 
2 Tim. іц. 1. 
James v. 3. 
l Pet. 1. 5. Isa. ii. 2. 

3. 2John 7 oniy f. 

18. om 1st kat K. 

walking in light consists. At ver. 12, his 
style takes at once а hortatory turn. In 
his addresses to the various classes of his 
readers, the tone of warning is slightly 
struck by vevixfxare roy wornpóv: if 
indeed the whole form of assertion of an 
ideal state in each case do not of iteelf 
carry a delicate shade of warning. Hence 
the transition is easy to actual warning. 
And this in vv. 15—17 begins by general 
dehortation from the love of the world as 
excluding the love of God, and now pro- 
ceeds by caution against those in the world 
who would rob them of Him by whom 
alone walking in the light of God is made 
both possible and actual to us. The note of 
transition from the last verses is the ais d 
dyera, here taken ap by ¢oxdrn Spa deri». 
The world is passing away: and those 
temptations and conflicts of which ye have 
heard as belonging to its last period, are 
now upon you: those adversaries who 
would endanger your abiding in Him and 
beiug found in Him at His coming. 
18.) Children (wa:8la, as before, is ad- 
dressed not to any one class, but to all tbe 
readers), it is the last time (what is ex- 
actly the Apostle’s meaning by these 
words? Clearly, in some sense or other, 
that it is the last period of the world. 
For we must at once repudiate such views 
as that of Bengel, who, strange to say, 
seems to understand it as “extrema Jo- 
Aannis tas, and that of Steinhofer, who 
explains it to be John’s own time as the 
close of the Apostolic age: and even more 
decidedly that of (Ec. (for: 8à 7d lexa- 
тоу ка) xath TÒ yxelpicroy éxAabeiv, ds 
бтау gaudy, els ¥oxaTtov &ёфгүн какой), 
Schdttgen, Carpzov., Rosenm., for all other 
reasons, and on account of the saying 
2 Tim. iii. 1, ёи ёсҳатем fyudpaus vorh- 
corra kaipol Karl. These then 
being cleared away, we come to the view 
of Grot.: *ultimum tempus, ubi ad Ju- 
dos sermo est, significat tempus proxi. 
mum excidio urbis ac templi et reipublice 
Judeorum," proceeding to interpret the 
àrrixpiorot to be the many false Christs 
who arose in that period, and àrvríxpurros 
to be the chief of them, Barchochebas. 
So Hammond, Меде, Lightfoot, Socinus : 
and similarly, but not so decidedly, Epis- 
copius. But two sufficient replies may be 

ven to this view. First, that thus these 
Messiahs of the Jews must have 

gone forth dt ўмёр, i.e. from the Chris 

IQANNOT A. 
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II. 

z bere bas. ver. 22. ch. iv. 

rec ins o bef arri- 

tian Church, which they did not. Secondly, 
what would the approximation of the de- 
straction of Je ; viewed merely as 
: Jewish event 5 ео е 

thesis here, as ту would onl 
be tes as addressed to Jews), have to 
do with the subject of our Epistle ? 
And thus we have arrived at the views of 
those who ize here the last age of 
the world, but are anxious to get rid of the 
idea that the A ‚ in thus speaking, re- 

as near at 

Commentators (e.g. Aug. 
Bede, Schol. I. (Ес, Thl), who under- 
stand the latter dispensation: the time 
from Christ's advent in the flesh to His 
coming to judgment. This is (Calv.) “ ul- 
timum tempus, in quo sic complentur 
omnia, ut nihil supersit ultimam 
Christi revelationem." ith this in the 
main, Beza, Wolf, Lücke, De Wette, 
Neander, Sander, also agree. But, apart 
from considerations of the unfitness of such 
an idea in the context, in which тарфуетди, 
vv. 8, 17,—and our ver. 28, shew that 
it is the coming of the Lord which is be- 
fore the mind of tbe Apostle,—this objec- 
Gon is fatal to it: that manifestly not this 
whole period itself, but some time within 
its limits is meant, from the nature of the 
sign given below, Joe, ywedoxoper K. r A. 
If the whole Christian dispensation were 
intended by éaxdry Spa, it would not be 
stated as a sign of its presence, that already 
there were many antichrists, but rather 
that already He was come who is to be the 
fiual revelation of the Father. The cir- 
cumstance of ате NR already ire 
antichrists, corresponds with a prop 
delivered by our Lord, not of the general 
cbaracter of the whole of the last dispen- 
sation, but of the particular character of 
the time preceding Tò Nos, to which pro- 
phecy and to which time the Apostlo 
ere beyond question alludes. 

Düsterdieck's interpretation is founded in 
some respects on thoae of Socinus and Gro- 
tius, impugned above, — but with this dif- 
ference, that he believes the expression to 
refer to the destruction of Jerusalem con- 
d not asa тир but =" Christian 
event: as opening that period of judg- 
ment, which shall precede the end, aul the 

ABCIL 
Prat: 
dfghj 
) mr? 
13 
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length of which was no where laid down 
in our Lord's prophecies, nor revealed to the 
Apostles. But thus, with all his anxiety 
to escape the ascribing to the Apostles 
a mistaken view as to the nearness of the 
Lord’s second coming, he does in fact fall 
unavoidably into that class of interpreters, 
by regarding that as left uncertain, of 
which the apostolic prophecies seem to 
speak with some certainty. And I believe 
that if we are to deal ingenuously both 
with words and with facts, we must recog- 
nize this difficulty here, as well as in such 

as 1 Cor. xv. 62; 2 Cor. v. 1 ff.; 
l Thess. iv. 15 ff.; and understand the 
Apostle to be speaking, as any one in any 
subsequent age of the Church might have 

ken, and as we may epeak now, of his 
time ав being the last time, seeing that the 
signs of the last time were rife in it. How 
long it may please God to prolong this 
éoxdrn бра, how long to permit the signs 
to continue which demonstrate each age 
of the church to have this character, is a 
question to which it was not given to him, 
and is not given to us, to reply. To him 
indeed many prophetic visions were given, 
and have been recorded for us; but what 
is their plain and unmistakable import, 
will only then be known, when it becomes 
necessary for the churches to see clearly 
the signs of His coming): and even as ye 
heard (in our preaching, when ye received 
the Gospel) that antichrist cometh (fpxe- 
тал, the present of ordained fixity: “is to 
come.” But wbo, and what, is x- 
vog? As far as the meaning of the word 
is concernad, it may mean, either 1) one 
who stands against Christ, or 2) one 
who stands instead of Christ. The latter 
meaning is strenuous I maintained here by 
Grotius, who bolds that our d»rixpiotes 
here has nothing to do with the &rvrixeí- 
pevos of St. Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 8: that 
being “qui Deo summo se hostem profi- 
tetur," whereas this is “qui se Christum 
facit:" understanding this and what fol. 
lows (see above) of the ievBóxpurro: pro- 
phesied of by our Lord, Matt. xxiv. 5, 24. 
This he defends by a»r:BaciAets, meaning 
a viceroy, not an adversary of the king. 
And as Düsterd. suggests, he might have 
cited more instances on his side: àvrí- 
Wvxos, in Ignat. Smyrn. 10, p. 716; Eph. 
21, p. 661; Polyc. 2, 6, pp. 721, 725, in 
the sense of ёут(Литроу: the Homeric 
&yrí8«os, equal to the gods:” àv6Uwaros, 
а proconsul  &c. But seeing that the 

other meaning, " adversarius Christi," is 
also upheld by precedent,—e.g. 71 
бутітотоз, йут:філбсофоѕ, &vriQdpuaxor, 
éyrifeos in Homer also = enemy to the 
gods (so Chrys. on 2 Thess. ii. 4, Avri- 
Beds Tis Fora, к. тбутаѕ karaA soci Tobs 
beobs, к. keAeócei wposxuvely айтду дут) 
TOU deo), àvrupóAal, àvripaxvrfs, àrri- 
кбтор (the book written by Cesar against 
Cato), &c.,—it is clear that we cannot 
solve the doubt by philology alone, but 
must take into account other considera- 
tions. And first among these comes the 
fact, that St. John, who was acquainted 
with the form wev5óxpicros, using as he 
does yevBorpoofrrns, ch. iv. 1, never uses 
it, but always (see reff.) this word d»ri- 
xpioros. Is it not hence probable that he 
intended to signify, not a false Christ, 
but an antichrist? Next, we may fairly 
allege the ancient interpretations, as 
shewing how Greeks themselves under- 
stood the word. In these we do not find 
a vestige of the meaning феџдбурістоѕ 
being attached to the term ёртіхристоз 
(Hippolyt. de Antichristo, § 6, p. 784, 
Migne, warà dra dtouosotoba ВофАета 
ó zAdvos TQ vig ToU O«oj, ів not really to 
the point; it does not give a meaning to 
àrrixpioros, but only alleges an unde- 
niable feature in his character. The same 
may be said of Iren. Her. v. 28. 2, р. 326, 
* ut sicut Christum adorent ilum qui 
seducentur ab illo:” and of that of Hip- 
polytus, de Christo et Antichristo, c. 49, 
p. 768, ёороюдсдш pérrdAa TQ vig To) 
бео$, and indeed of all the where 
the Greek Fathers as Cyril, Theodoret, 
&c., speak of the likeness of antichrist to 
Christ) but every where (see e.g. the 
quotations in Suicer) they interpret д»т!- 
xpioros by évayrios тё xpiorg. The most 
decided is Thl., rdorws ó Weborns évarríos 
dy тӯ àAnbelg Frost тё хрттф àvrIxpio rd: 
dri. Bo also the Latins: Tert. de prescr. 
her. 4, vol ii. p. 16,—‘‘qui antichristi, 
interim et semper, nisi Christi rebelles ? 
Ang. in loc., —“ Latine Antichristus est, 
contrarius Christo: and so Bede. And 
lastly our ver. 22 is quite against Grot.’s 
view, where ёутіхрістоз is interpreted, not 
6 проѕтоюбреуоѕ xpiordy elvai, but ё àp- 
votpevos 10» патёра к. Tov vidy, which is 
explained, ver. 28, to be involved in àp- 
veto tov убу. Taking then К 
ёут{хрістоѕ for Christ's adversary, I woul 
refer to the disquisition and summary of 
opinions in the Prolegomena to Vol. III. on 
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2 Thess. ii. 1 ff., where the reasons which 
have induced me to expect a personal Anti- 
christ are given in full: as are also the 
indications furnished b prophecy, and by 
the history of the Gch and the world, as 
to his probable character and work), even 
now there have arisen many antichrists 
(not, “even now many have become anti- 
christs :” this would rather be ir Xr 
vyeyévacww тоЛЛоЇ, or woAAol àrr(x. yey. 
By the жолдо! being thrown between the 
subst. and the verb, it is shewn to be only 
an epithet, not the subject of the p i- 
tion. But what are we to understand the 
Apostle as saying Р Is this fact alleged as 
a presumption that ô àvr(xypirros is near, 
these хоЛАо) дут Хрістос prefiguri 
heralding him,—or as a proof that he is 
come, being in fact the aggregate of these? 
The question is an important one, as 
affecting that of a personal or collective 
antichrist. And the first thing to be no- 
ticed in answering it is, that these &à»rí- 
Xptore: wodAol are explained by the A 
tle himself, ver. 22 f., to be deniers of the 
Father and the Son: i.e. of the Son: and 
even more explicitly, ch. iv. 8, deniers that 
Jesus Christ is come in tbe flesh. Here, 
however, this latter point is not yet brought 
out: here it is as y«vo ra: that we hear of 
them: as deniers of the truth, which 
Truth is Jesus Christ, the Son of God : as 
not having the Spirit, which is truth and 
no lie, ver. 27. They are said to have 
gone forth from the Christian church, but 
not to have been ét ўдёу>, as their spirit 
ёк ToU 0є09 ойк lerr, ch. iv. 8. They are 
фут!хритто; their spirit is ть re той 
&rrixplovrov, ibid., of which the readers 
had heard that it should come, and it was 
in the world already. From much of this 
it might at first sight appear as if these 
dyrixpioro: in their te formed д 
dyrixpioros. But a nearer tion will 
convince us that this cannot be so. (ô) 
xpurrós and (д) Avríxpirros stand over 
against one another, and analog uires 
that if the one be personal, the other should 
be also. And in ch. iv. 3 we are not told 
that merely the spirit is дәт:хрістох, but 
that it is rod &rrixplarov, the personal 
reference being still kept. Again, we have 
#рхето, the present future of prophetic 
fixity, in both places, here and in ch. iv. 8, 
set against *yeyóraciv and ёстіу : and the 
verb itself, in its prophetic sense, one regu- 

eè проу bef ясау (2nd time) BC а (Syr) syr coptt 

larly used of Christ, as here of antichrist. 
So that our ошу геоде in order to con- 
sistent interpretation here, is to regard 
these Avríxpw ro: rA clothed with 
the attributes and having the spirit of 5 
drrixpicros, as being his forerunners, in 
the sense of 2 Thess. ii. 7, rb yàp A- 
piov JN évepyeira: тїз drozlas: mean- 
ing, as I have ined at length in the 
summary refi to above, that the anti- 
sep eye реперів was then, as it is now, 
and will be in every age, working, realizing, 
and concentrating itself from time to time, 
in evil men and evil books and evil deys, 
but awaiting its final development and 
consummation in (6) àrríypurros, who 
shall personally appear before the coming 
of the Lord. In St. John's time these 
&rrixpurro, rox Ae were to be seen in the 
early heretical teachers whose false and 
corrupting doctrine and practice was be- 
ginning to trouble the church. See again, 

üsterdieck's long and elaborate note, in 
which he has discussed all the difficulties 
of the subject. He in the main agrees 
with the conclusion given above; as do 
also De Wette, Lücke, Erdmann): from 
whence we know that it is the last time 
(these words are a formal statement of the 
connexion between the first and second 
members of the foregoing sentence, which 
without them it would be left for the 
reader to supply in his mind). 19.) 
These antichrists are designated as having 
been formerly attached to the Christian 
church, but never really members of it. 
They had not that communion with the 
Father and the Son in which the commu- 
nion of Christians with one another really 
consists, inasmuch as they deny the Father 
and the Son. They went out from among 
us, but they were not of us (it is plain 
that the prep. it must in this sentence be 
taken in two different meanings: first, with 
dar, in the mere local reference, and 
even so our Lord Himself uses the expres- 
sion, John viii. 42, èyè yap ёк тоб de 
ét$A00» ка) kc, words which are varied, 
John xiii, 3, by ard, and xvi. 27 by 
wapd. And in xiii. 8, the local i 
is stamped as the true one by the addi- 
tion of xal € Tb» бф» órdye On 
the other hand, ёк with elra« is very fre- 
quently used by our d posse to denote that 
inner and vital dependence which betokens 
origin : cf. John iii. 81, vii. 17, viii. 23, 
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44, Kc. It is clear then from this double 
meaning of ét, that &i ФЕ Jud 
should be rendered with Aug. and Bede, 
* ex nobis exierunt," and not “ех nobis 
prodierunt," as vulg, The idea of origin 
should be kept out of view, as necessarily 
not contained in the words, which are to 
be understood as (Ec. and Thl., yeyoróres 

at ёхётттоа» тїз &Anbelas ка} 
Id tas ВАатфти!аз ёеброу. Aug. and Bede 
illustrate their relation to the body of 
Christ by a homely but instructive com- 
parison: “ quandoquidem adhuc curatur 
corpus ipsius (Domini nostri Jesu Christi), 
et sanitas perfecta non erit nisi in resur- 
rectione mortuorum ; sic sunt in corpore 
Christi, quomodo humores mali. Quando 
evomuntur, tunc relevatur corpus: sic et 
mali quando exeunt, tunc ecclesia releva- 
tur. Et dicit quando eos evomit atque 
rojicit corpus, ex me exierunt humores 

isti, sed non erant ex me. Quid est, non 
erant ex me? Non de carne mea precisi 
sunt, &ed pectus mihi premebant dum in- 
essent." Aug. in Ep. Joh. Tract. iii. 4, 
vol. iii. p. 1999. On this, вее more below): 
for if they had been of us (i£ zus is em- 
phatically re ), they would have re- 
mained with us (the E. V. inserts “ яо 
doubt,” as representing the «fique" of 
the vulgate, which was the result of the 
futile endeavour to render the Greek ver- 
batim, and was intended to give the б». 
In some places this endeavour: has pro- 
duced results more serious than here. In 
John iv. 10, od à» Frucas is rendered 
«fy forsitan petiisses, > and by the Rheims 
version, Thou haps wouldest have 
asked of Him :" in John v. 46, si enim 
crederetis Mosi, crederetis forsitan et 
mihi?’ see also Vulgate, and Rheims, and 
Bishops’ Bible, in John viii. 42, Matt. xi. 
28. I am indebted for this useful remark 
to the Rev. Henry Craik of Bristol. 
The sense is, if they had really belonged 
to our number, had been true servants of 
Christ, they would have endured, and 
would not have become àrríxpurro:: their 
very becoming во, proves the unrealitv of 
their Christian profession. This point is 
now brought out in what follows): but 
(the ellipeis is variously аре : by é£- 
Абау from above; so ће Syr., Bengel, 
Lücke, al: by robro wexowjxaciw, sexór- 
Васлу, ав (Ec., Thl.: “hoc factum est,” as 
Socinus : ** hec facit Deus,” as Calvin. All 
these in fact come to the same, provided 
that we keep fva to ite true telic meaning, 

which must imply a doer; and that doer, 
God. So that it will be better, as the 
divine pu: must be understood in the 
depth of the meaning, whatever be sup- 
plied, to take the simplest supplement, 
viz. the dA, which is already the ex- 
pressed verb of the sentence) in order that 
they may be made manifest, that all are 
not of us (the construction is a mixed one, 
compounded of two, 1) fra $«v«pe6Gciw 
бт: ойк Joa» dt fur, and 2) fva фағероеў 
Sri obk eloly wdyres d£ ud: and the 
meaning is, that by their example it may 
be made manifest that all (who are among 
us) are not of us. This is shewn by the 
change of tense from Ясах to eirí»: and 
by the impossibility of giving any adequate 
grammatical sense to the words on the 
other hypothesis, viz. that wd»res means 
“they all,” viz. the dyrixpioro:. For, 
of the two ways in which the words have 
been taken, we have 1) that of the E. V. 
“that they were not all of us,” which 
leaves open the inevitable conclusion that 
some of them are of us. (Ecumenius indeed 
tries to make the distinction in another 
way,—rouréors катббуЛос yéverrat ri 
тбутп dwndActplavra hu ка) perà 
тд» оёх juerépow xposexodAAvGncay. elol 
dp tives dy тойто kal оёх ё ub Bye 
Tes, ols dA сиуўфау éavrods of & 
jug» ёЕелӨбутез . . . . fjr yap йжорфа- 
yévres Ttv olkelor, ÉAAo:s ёколАҲӨтсау 
rois dAAoTplo:s иб». But this is mani- 
festly a mistake, and is in fact a confound- 
ing of dt ud elow with ef дф» ЕА бау, 
which the Apostle аре distinguishes. 
Then 2) we have the way proposed b 
Socinus, to take ob xdyres for “ nulli; 
not “non omnes” but omnes non: ёп 
fact making ойк кош to the predicate, 
«ісі» dt шд», not to the subject, хбутез; 
which is the case in Rom. iii. 20, e£ Kpyor 
vépov ob Sixaebioera: ката тар}. But 
it may fairly be replied here, that whereas 
in that there is no ambiguity what- 
ever, the words хата cápt falling empha- 
tically at the end, here there would be 
every chance of the reader mistaking the 
meaning, no such stress lying on the sár- 
тез ав would lie if the arrangement were 
ойк «сіу ét дб» хйутез, or wdyres ойк 
eloly d ndr. So that our only refuge 
seems to be, to believe that the Apostle 
makes their $arépec:s the proof not that 
they were not of us, but that ай are not 
of us, scil. who are commonly found among 
us. This is tho rendering of the principal 
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modern Commentators: cf. Lücke, De 
Wette, Diisterdieck, Huther. See on the 
sense, 1 Cor. xi. 19, 8€? yàp xal alpéces 
dy ùuĩy elva, Iva (xa) ol $бидо‹ Sac pol 
yé£revras èv dulv. t is not my inten- 
tion to go at length into the question ns 
to the dogmatic consequences which bave 
been deduced from this verse. It may be 
sufficient to refer my readers to the prin- 
cipal sources of the two antagonistic opi- 
nions as to the final perseverance (not of 
the elect, which is a truism, bat) of those 
who have been once truly children of God. 
They will find the most complete state- 
ment of the predestinarian view as founded 
on our passage, in Augustine, De dono per- 
severantiss, 8, 9 (19, 21), vol. x. р. 1003 f. 
and De correptione et gratia, 9 (20), 
p. 928. In the former passage he says, 
* Hominibus videtur omnes qui boni ap- 
perent fideles perseverantiam usque in 
finem acci debuisse. Deus autem me- 
lius esse judicavit, miscere quosdam non 
perseveraturos certo numero sanctorum, ut 
quibus non expedit in bujus vite ten- 
tatione securitas, non possint esse securi, 
1 Сог. x. 12. Ex duobus autem piis cur 
huic donetur perseverantia usque in finem, 
illi autem non detur, inscrutabiliora sunt 
judicia Dei. Illud tamen fidelibus debet 
esse certissimum, hunc esse ex preedesti- 
natis, illum non esse. Nam si fuissent ex 
nobis ait unus preedestinatorum, qui de 
pectore Domini bibebat boc secretum, man- 
sissent utique nobiscum." See also Calvin 
h. I., who sums up all thus, ** Quare non 
immerito dicit, ubi efficax est Dei vocatio, 
illic certam perseverantiam fore." The 
other side is ably stated by Didymus (cited 
in Düsterd.), whose conclusion is, Igitur, 
licet figurate dicta sint hac, attamen vo- 
luntariam necessitatem ostendunt, a quo- 
rum et cohabitatione qus» potest esse malis 
viris cum bonis abscesserint, dum vitio suo 
tales sint facti. Non igitur oportet intel- 
ligi contrarietatem hoc verbo significari 
naturarum." The various opponents of 
the predestinarian view as sock, have had 
recourse, as во often, to various unworthy 
artifices and untenable explainings away of 
words, to eecape from the inference 

` опет. Thus Socinus and Episcopius lay 
stress on the fact that Ясах is imperfect, 
not perfect: “non enim Apostolus dicit 
antichristos illos nunquam antea vere Chris- 
tianos fuisse, sed tantum quod tum, vel 
jam antequam antichristos se esse profite- 
rentur, non erant ii, qui esse debebant," 
&c. And so even Grot. (“ qui ista crepi- 
tabant, jam deseruerant Christianam pro- 
fessionem . . . Si illi tunc ex animo fuissent 
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Christiani cum ista inciperent, non dese- @ f £51 
ruissent cetus nostros"). Calov. again tries 
to escape from the inference, by making 
Ф иф» apply not to Christians in general, 
but to the Apostles only. 

The best account of the whole matter 
is found in Düsterdieck's long note, in 
which he bas thoroughly gone over all the 
opinions and given his own conclusion. It 
is, in the main, as follows. The Apostle 
is speaking here not dogmatically but ethi- 
cally. As Didymus above, if there is a ne- 
cessity in tbe Ae ret, it is a <“ neces- 
sitas voluntaria." As Aug. in his comm. 
here (written sixteen years before the 
treatise De dono perseverantise), “de vo- 
luntate sua quisque aut Antichristus, aut 
in Christo est. Aut in membris sumus, 
aut in humoribus malis Qui se in melius 
commutat, in corpore membrum est: qui 
autem in malitia permanet, humor malus 
est: et quando exierit, relevabuntur qui 
premebantur." We must take these w 
ver. 19, in intimate connexion with the 
enunciation of this whole portion of the 
Epistle, ch. i. 6—7. The object of this por- 
tion is, ch. i. 8, that уе may have fellowship 
with us, in that we have fellowsbip with the 
Father and the Son. This aim penetrates 
all the warning and exhortation vv. 18—28. 
This fellowship depends on the walking in 
light, i.e. on knowledge of the truth as 
regards ourselves and God, and love to 
God and the brethren. He who departs 
from the truth, he who loves not God and 
the brethren, belongs not to this fellow- 
ship, and shews that he belongs not to it. 
If he had lai dpa to it, һе would have 
held fast his walk in the light, as sbewn by 
these апаз This із е чеш side, 
on which our paseage regards the act and 
fact. There is also a divine side. They 
who attain eternal life are given by the 
Father to the Son, and no man can come 
to the Son except the Father draw him 
(John vi. 37, 44, 65, xvii. 6), and sach 
are kept by God (ib. xvii. 11); but also we 
read that the ieve on the Son, receive 
the word of the Son, and keep themselves 
(John vi. 40, xvii. 6 f., i. 12, James i. 27). 
And so again on the other aide, who 
remain at last excluded from e life, 
are thus excluded not от by God’s de- 
cree, but by their own evil choice and will. 
The words cited above, Jobn vi. 65, were 
spoken by our Lord with direct reference 
to the traitor Judas: but on the other 
hand St. John gives notices of the ethical 
development Judas which leave no 
doubt that his depravity went hand in 
hand with God's judgment on him. Judas 

kIimno 
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was covetous: his heart was inclined to 
mammon; hence he understood not the 
love of Mary when she anointed Jesus 
with her precious ointment: he grudged 
his Lord this token of love: he could not 
abide with Christ, because he shut his 
heart through greed, through love of the 
world, against the love of Christ; for the 
knowledge of the Lord, faith in Him, 
fellowship with Him, are all summed up 
in Love. Thus we see that in the rej - 
tion, as in the acceptance of eternal life, 
the two factors, God's will and man's will, 
are to be regarded in their ethical con- 
nexion only. In order to that know. 
ledge of God, which is eternal life, man 
must be taught of God (John vi. 45) : but 
man must also learn of God. And the 
more St. John sets forth the essential 
nature of this knowledge of God and Jesus 
Christ as ethical, D 05 Mors he re- 
eognize, in putting forwa ^s will in 
the matter, Taa will also. Christ is the 
Saviour of the whole world, ch. ii. 2, iv. 14. 
But in tbe nal appropriation of tbis 
universal salvation, not really take it 
to themselves, and many, who have taken 
it, fall away again, because they do not 
keep the grace given, do not abide in 
Christ, do not walk in the light. This 
last is by no means denied by St. John 
when he says “if they had been of us they 
would have remained with us.” The 
words set forth an ideal (Ќу, not ye or a 
similar particle) similar to that in ch. ii. 
S, iii. 9, v. 18. As in no one of those 
places can the Apostle possibly mean, that 
a true believer, one really born of God, has 
perfect love to God and cannot sin (for 
what then would ch. ii. 1 mean 7). — 80 
neither here can he mean that whoever 
once inwardly and truly belongs to the 
communion of believers cannot by any р 
sibility fall from it. I have abridged üs- 
terd.'s remarks, and thereby, I fear, not 
i i i Those who 
are able (and I would hope, for the sake of 

in an apologetic form, of the truth which 
they as Christians the very 
== of which, not the contrary, was 

is reason for thus writing to them. This 
reminiscence carries at the same time with 
it the force of an exhortation, as so many 
of the ideal statements on Christian per- 
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fection in our Epistle. What they have in 
the ideal depth of their Christian life, that 
T ought to have in living and working 

ity. And (hardly as Lücke, logically 
adversative to what preceded : so De Wette 
(aber), and many others. Huther ascribes 
this interpretation virtually to Düster- 
dieck, but wrongly: for the latter keeps 
xal in its simple copulative meaning, and 
only asserts that what adversative meaning 
there is consists in the гелге, not in the 
сз 5 “John,” he sa 
“ denotes only the passage to a new parti- 
cular, without distinctly marking its die. 
sative relation to the last) ye (expressed, 
as emphatic: see above) have an anoint- 
ing (xpiope is properly the oil or oint- 
ment with which the anointing takes place, 
not the act iteelf of anointing. For this 
we have scis үү no word adequate to 
the necessity of the passage: “unguent ” 
is the nearest approach, but is still inade- 
uate. It is certain that in later Greek 
ere arose a considerable confusion be- 

tween verbal nouns in -ua and their cog- 
nates in -c:s. Thus in Exod. xxix., the 
#АХшо>» тоё xploparos, ver. 7, becomes the 
Фао» тўз xploews, in ver. 21. On the 
meaning, see below) from the Holy One 
(viz. from Christ, the 81кагоѕ of our ver. 1, 
the &yrós of ch. їй. 8, the &yios of Acts 
ni. 14, and &yws тоё eoù of John vi. 69: 
cf. also Rev. iii. 18, where the Laodicean 
church is counselled to buy of Christ ro- 
Adpioy ёухрісо: Tobs ёфбдалџойѕ cov, Tva 
Badxys. This is agreed to by almost all 
Commentators: even Socinus says that 
the Apostle "de Deo simul et Christo 
loqui, non secus ac si ambo una tantum 
persona essent :” and Schlichting concedes 
that the words may be understood of 
Christ), and know all things (the full and 
perfect knowledge of Christian truth is 
the ideal completion of those who have 
this anointing. This of course must not 
be understood as actually predicated of 
these readers: but the expression explains 
itself as referring to all things needful for 
ight action in the matter under con- 

sideration; q. d. sá»ra rabra. So most 
Commentators. “Quod autem omnia 
dicit novisse, non universaliter capi, sed 
ad presentis loci circumstantiam restringi 
debet," Calv. See note on John xvi. 18: 
cf. also 1 Cor. i. 5, viii. 1; Eph. i. 18; 
Col. ii. 2. Some understand, all things 
n to Christian life and godliness: 
so Œc., Wolf, Bengel, Neander: “ que ut 
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homines a Spiritu Sancto uncti doctique 
tum ad salutem, tum ad cavendos illos 
seductorum et antichristorum errores scire 
debetis," Wolf. The alternative reading 
wdyres would mean “ув ай know it? a 
sense which hardly seems to be applicable. 

But now the 2 recurs, t is 
this хрісра, and what leads the Apostle to 
use this peculiar expression here? The 
reply to the latter question is probably, 
as Bengel, Alludit appellatio okrismatss : 
ad antichristi nomen, ex opposito." The 
Apostle sets his readers, as ypiorots, 
anointed of God, over against the àxrí- 
xp roi. Then as to the nature of the 
хрісна, we can hardly fail to be right in 
interpreting it of the Holy Ghost. For 
“Christ received the Holy Ghost with. 
out measure (John iii. 84): on Him the 
Holy Ghost abode (ib. i. 83) : God #урите» 
abrir xvetpar: di (Acts x. 88), Christ 
baptizeth with Holy Ghost (John i. 
33): He sends the Holy Ghost, who takes 
of His and shews it to believers (John 
xv. 26, xvi. 14, Acts ii. 88). And seeing 
that the Son hath all which the Father 
hath, the Father is said to send forth the 
Spirit of His Son into the hearts of His 
children (Gal. iv. 6: cf. Eph. iii. 16, Phil. 
i. 19, 2 Cor. iii. 17 fl.), and this, at the 
prayer, in the name, ugh the media- 
tion, of the Son (John xiv. 16, xvi. 7 f.): 
the Father anoints believers by giving them 
His Spirit (2 Cor. i. 21 f.), as Ho has 
anointed the Son with the Holy Ghost. 
And hence the Spirit, which we have re- 
ceived, is the token that we are in the 
Father (ch. iii. 24), and in the Son (ii. 
27), that we аге children of God (Rom. 
viii. 14 ff., Gal. iv. 6). The Holy Ghost 
teaches the faithful the truth and keeps 
them in it : that truth, in the knowledge of 
which they have eternal life, having there- 
by the Father and the Son." Düsterdieck, 
p. 854 f. This anointing, by virtue of 
which they are Christ's and the Father's, 
and without which a man is none of Christ's 
(Rom. viii. 14, 9), in respect of which they 
are xpiorol, the ёут(хр:сто: attack in its 
very root, and would rob them of, thereby 
severing them from the Son and from the 
Father: from light and truth and life. 
And this very хрісра is the means and 
weapon whereby ‘hey must be detected and 
resisted $1.) Í did not write to you 

ela ove ёст. — 9? rig corey d ™ Yrevorns, " ei h 6 o åp- 

o w. OTt, here only.—folld by neg., see Luke xx. 27. Soph. Antig. 438, 439, 

(see on &ypaya above, vv. 13, 14. It may 
refer either to what has immediately pre- 
ceded, or to the whole Epistle: here pro- 
bably to the immediately preceding) be- 
cause ye know not the truth, but because 
ye know it, and because по Шо is of the 
truth (i. e. coupling the fact of your know- 
ledge of the truth with the fact that no lie 
is of the truth, I wrote to supply the link 
between these two, to point out to you the 
lie and the liar, pear fg might at once act 
on that your knowledge of the truth, and 
not listen to them that deceive you. Thus 
we keep бть and xal Sr correlative. So 
Justiniani, Schlichting, and Neander: but 

cinus, Episcopius, Wolf, Whitby, Ham- 
mond, Liicke, Baumg.-Crus., De Wette, 
Sander, Diisterd., Huther, and many 
others. But this surely does violence to 
the construction: & ofgare аётбу, кей бть 
‚ . . ойк Lor. Fri twice and 
each time with an indicative verb, surely 
must be kept to one and the same mean- 
ing in both clauses. Nor does the sense 
gain any thing, as Diisterd. maintains. For 
their кот the truth and their know- 
ing that no lie is of the truth, the one a 
cognition of God and His Son, the other 
а mere apprehension of a truism, are no 
logical correlatives, nor can be concurrent 
reasons for the Apostle’s writing : whereas 
the two facts, the one, their knowing the 
truth, the other, that no lie belongs to 
that truth, are concurrent reasons for the 
Apostle's writing: viz. that he may set 
plainly before them what the lie is, that 
they may at once discern their entire 
alienation from it. And this accordingly 
he proceeds to do in the next verse. As 
regards the construction of way Mt 
ойк бету, it is not, as so many of the 
Commentators, a Hebraism, but merely 
that common one of attaching the ive 
to the predicate, instead of to the subject. 
тау wWebSos (every lie) ёк тїз dAnbelas 
ойк Lori (is excluded from being of the 
truth)). 22.] Who is the liar 
(the question passes from the abstract 
Tb федбоѕ to the concrete ó weóerms. 
* Quis est illius mendacii reus ?" as Ben- 

kimae 
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gel. The Apostle proceeds to identify the 
utterer of the he ο̃ of which he has 
just spoken. We have a similar question 
In ch. v. 4, 6: where after describing the 
victory that overcometh the world, he 
rejoins rls deri» d viðv R.T.A. el uh д, 
аз here. Some have neglected the article 
altogether; so Luther, and the E. V.; 
others have given it merely the force of 
pointing out as“ insigne :" so Calv. (“ nisi 
oc censeatur mendacium, aliud nullum 

baberi posse”), Seb.-Schmidt; Socin. 
(“ mendacium, quo nihil possit esse ma- 
jus”), De Wette t biefe Irrlehre gilt bem 
p. ſtatt aller, ſcheint ihm alle andern 

einzuſchließen'). So also Lücke, and Hu- 
ther. But there can be little doubt that 
the ó refers as above to the precedin g 
pedos), but (“if not? so ei ph in ref. 
and Luke xvii. 18, Rom. xi. 15, 1 Cor. ii. 
11, 2 Cor. ii. 2) he that denieth that Jesus 
is the Christ (lit. “ denieth (to the effect) 
that Jesus is not the Christ.” “This ez- 
cepting ei uf," says Kühner, Gram. ii. p. 
561, “is frequently found after ті (= тЇ 
&AAo), and also after ob3«ls MAAos. Hom. 
hymn. Cer. 78, obs“ tis s alrios 
&ÜardTrowir, el ph уефеЛаууєрбта Zebs: 
Aristoph. Eq. 1106, unde» AA, el uh 
ose: Xen. (Ec. ix. 1, ті 96, el uh bv- 
toxvetrd ye ётршелђсєсдш; Cf. Cyr. i. 4. 
18.” So the Greeks often, bringing out 
more distinctly the negative ition 
involved in the verb of negation,—s0o De- 
mosth. p. 871: és & ойк éxeivos éyedp- 
ye Thr уў», ойк (уст ёруубђуш,— 
or prohibition,—so Herod. iii. 128, Aapeios 
dwayopeter Suty uh Sopupopdew "Opolrea. 
See Kühner, Gram.ii. p. 410. On the mean- 
ing, see below) 1 (the vetorys just 

ibed; ig elige корот being 
appositional, and an additiona uence 
from his former denial) is the antichrist 
(on the personal interpretation, see above, 
ver. 18. 5 àwríxp.is obviously here used 
not as predicating the one n in whom 
the character shall be finally and centrally 
realized, but as setting forth identity of 
character with him, and icipation in 
the same development of the antichristian 
pup. а is this, ав Huther charac- 

OL. 

terizes it, a“ willkuͤrliche Umbeutung und 
Erganzung,“ but something of the kind 
must be understood, whichever way anti- 
christ be taken, collective or personal), who 
denieth the Father and the боп (it is im- 
ү. that the denying Jesus to be the 

ist, is equivalent to denying the Father 
and the Son. And this the Apostle care- 
fully asserts in the next verse). 28.] 
Every one that denieth the Son, neither 
hath he the Father (the o8é is exclusive 
and climacteric; not only hath he denied . 
the Son, but he cannot hold, the 
Father): he that confesseth the Son hath 
also the Father. As nearly the whole of 
this Epistle, so cially such an assertion 
as this, formed a battle-field for the old ra- 
tionalists. Some of the early Commenta- 
tors and Fathers imagining that Jewish 
error was indicated by the denying that 
Jesus is the Christ, the idea has been again 
taken up by Semler, al., and pressed in the 
шепте ие. font Socinus, 
Episcopius, evade the A e’s words 
by inadequate or far-fetched interpreta- 
tions, understanding the expressions in this 
verse, of not obeying the teaching, not fol- 
lowing the ampe &c. of the Son, and by 
consequence of the Father. But the deeper 
and truer meaning of the Apostle’s words 
has been recognized by all the better Com- 
mentators, with some variations from one 
another. While some, as Beza, Calov., Seb. 
Schmidt, mark perbaps too precisely the 
doctrinal character of the words, ot 
as Liicke and De Wette, make their force 
consist too much in an ideal and economi- 
cal relation between the divine Persons. 
Still all are agreed, that that which is 

ken of is the revelation of the Father by 
е Son only, and that he who rejects this 

in its fulness rejects all that can be known 
of the real essence and nature of the Father 
Himself; “nempe quia Deus se totum 
nobis in Christo fruendum dedit," as Cal- 
vin. ‘The antichrists denied that Jesus, 
the definite Person whom the Apostles had 
seen, heard, and handled, is tbe Christ. 
In whatever sense tbis denial is to be 
taken,—the Apostle speaks merely of the 
fact, as known to the rae at all 

н 
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events there is involved in it а denial of 
the Son of God; because it is ouly as the 
incarnate Son of God (ch. iv. 2), that Jesus 
is the Christ. And in the denial of the Son 
is involved necessarily the denial of the 
Father, since the Father cannot be known 
without the Son, and the Father cannot be 
perceived, believed on, loved, by any man, 
without the Son, or otherwise than h 
the Son, j.e. the Son manifested in the 
flesh, the Christ, which is, Jesus. So that 
in St. John’s 3 = the argu- 
ment there are three essentially connected 
points: denial of the Christ, ч the Son, of 
the Father. The middle link of the chain, 
the denial of the Son of God, shews how 
the denial of the Father is of necessity 
involved in the denial of Christ. And the 
cogency of this proot t cra be more 
stringent by another үп у unavoidable 

of argument. e antichristian 
doctrine consists mainly in a negation, 

in thedenying of the fundamental Christian 
truth, that Jesus is the Christ. Bat in 
this is involved the denial of the essence 
of the Son as well as of the Father, and 
again in this denial is involved the losing, 
the virtual sof-Aaving of the Son and 
of the Father. In the sense of St. John, 
we may say, taking the first and last steps 
of his argument and leaving out the inter- 
vening ones: He who demieth that Jesus 
is the Christ, hath not the Father. And 
this n connexion between denying 
and not having, is perfectly clear, the mo- 
ment we understand the ethical character, 
the living realism, of St. John’s way of 
regarding the анк. As (ver. 28) we 
a a the knowledge and confes- 
до r Christ, the Son, ve Father, 

, the real ion of, 
the the practical fellowship with, the actual 
remaining in the Son and the Father, 30 
conversely, together with the denial is 
басма given the not-having ; ther 
with the Ta of the truth of the know- 
ledge, the loss of the life which consists in 
that knowledge (John xvii. 8). In auch а 
connexion, the confession of the truth is 
ns essential on the one side, as the denial 
on the other. Each is the necessary ma- 
nifestetion of the belief or unbelief hidden 
in the heart. And this &i is not 
to be understood of the ‘confessio cordis, 
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vocis, et operis? (Bede), but only as ch. i. 
9, of the confession of the mouth (erópar: 
duodoyerrat, Rom. x. 10, see John xii. 42). 
Jt is parallel with фри» &а$ах%>, 2 John 
7, 10; and indicates the definite utterance 
of tbe doctrine which was made known by 
the apostolic preaching, ver. 24." Düster- 
dieck. 94, 25.] to per- 
severance in the irutÀ delivered to them, 
and statement of the promise connected 
with it: connected with the foregoing by 
the жеее | as involving an arosa: 
see the conclud ing sentence of Düsterd. 
above. Te (the bete stands alone, serv- 
шею пас more distinctly the change 

- We have a similar anaco- 
f nir in ver. 27. Kühner, Gram. ii. P. 
156, says: “The word which exceeds in 
significance the other members of the sen- 
tence, is sometimes with rhetorical em- 
phasis not only put at the beginning of 
the sentence, but also in a form 
calculated to shew that it is the subject 
underlying the whole sentence, although 
the atical structure would 
ano and dependent case. So 
Cratyl. p. 408, a, à 84 “А895, of толло) 
иб’ por Boxovow ётоларВіғе тд deades 
zposevpjoGa тё Órópar: ro- r: and ib. 
р. 404, Персёфатта Bé, wodAol pi» ка} 
тото SO r % тё er Some how- 
ever explain the pen ion of duets here by 
в trajection : 80 gel *antitheton est 
in ко ideo adhibetur trajectio ;” 
and so Beza, Socinus, and even De Wette. 
Bat the other is more „ 
that which ye heard from the 
abide in you G. е. not merely ав Thl, 
guadrrere тар’ éavrois, but as in ch. iii. 

» сжёрра abroU er айўтф nter, the truth 
respecting the Father and the Son once 
heard is regarded ав а seed, dropt in and 
abiding in the man. àv Ah. neces- 
sarily bound here to the subjects of ders. 
сате, just as it is necessarily bound in 
ch. i. 1, to the ee ос iod 
* Ex quo institui cœpistis in pano mee 
Наше religionis 55 
which ye heard from 
abide (aor. in the sense ву the futurus 
exactus, “shall have abode.” The re- 
sult in the apodosis will be brought about 
by the accumulative accomplishment of the 
supposition) in you, ye also (on your part; 

edv t ev vu ABCEL 
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vicissim, as Bengel. If it abide in you, the sentence into the case of the relative 
ye too shall abide... ) shall abide in clause: urbem quam statuo vestra est.” 
the Son and in the Father (here again the The fact of (wy aldévov being put in logical 
rationalizing Commentators, Socinus, Gro- apposition with éwayyeAfa must not make 
tius, Hammond, Semler, have endeavoured us suppose, that é¢xayyeAla means the 
to explain away the close personal relation ‘thing promised. The aor. éxmyyelAato 
and immanence in God expressed by the plainly enough shews that éwayy. is to be 
Apostle’s words: “ita cum Patre et Filio taken in its usual sense of a spoken pro- 
conjunctum esse, ut bonorum ab utroque mise. Then, when the purport of this 
proficiscentium quis sit particeps,” Socinus, promise comes to be explained, it is not 
—and similarly ler: “summo corum fa- that we should inherit eternal life,“ but, 
vore et amicitia fruemini, Grot., Hamm. instead, the subject of the spoken promise 
But here as every where else, they entirely is expressed, as very commonly in ordina 
miss the sense. He in whom abides the discourse. “He promised me such or suc 
message of life in Christ which he bas a price" is a case in point). 36, 27.] 
heard, not only has received the tidi Conclusion of the section concerning anti- 
of that life but is transformed into the christ. These things I wrote to you con- 
likeness of Him whose seed he has taken cerning them that deceive you (ravra, 
into him: is become a new creation: and the whole since ver. 18. The pres. part. 
the element in which and by which he  «AÀavóvrev describes the occupation, the 
lives and acts is even He in whom and endeavour of the antichrists: what result 
by whom this new life comes, even Christ it had had, is not expressed: some result 
the Son of God. And thus living in the seems implied by ver. 19). And you (the 
Son, helives in the Father also: for Christ same anacoluthon rhetoricum as in ver. 
the Son of God is the manifestation and 24: again setting his believing readers in 
effalgence of the Father, himself abiding marked contrast to the deceivers just men- 
ever in the Father, as His people abide in tioned),—the anointing which ye re- 
Him. See the same truth declared John ceived from Him (Christ, ver. 26: see 
vi 56; xv. 1 ff.; xvii. 28 (Eph. iii. 17; above, ver. 20: as also on xpiopa) abideth 
1 Cor. iii. 16; vi. 17)) And (каќ is the in you (“ habet hic indicativus perquam 
simple copula: not put aiTioAeyixds, as subtilem exhortationem, conferendam ad 
(Ec. Thl.) the promise (the preceding 2 Tim. iii. 14” Bengel), and (“et ideo," 

veire naturally carried the mind onwards Beng.) ye have no need that any one 
nto the future. The result of that abid- teach you (the construction = xpelay 
ing will be the fulfilment, not only in Fxere rob Zðddoreiw браз, Heb. v. 12, or 
soca present possession but in complete that with tbe simple infin., Matt. iii 14, 

ture accomplishment, of Christ's promise xiv. 16, al. See геї. The ba in such 
tous. This taking up again and explain- cases cannot be pressed to its telic mean- 
ing of something expressed (see ch. ili. 23, ing; rather we should say that the clause 
v. 11) or implied (see ch. i. 5, iv. 21, v. 14) beginning with fva is epexegetical of the 
before, is often found in our Apostle'sstyle) verb preceding. Some mmentators 
which Ho Himself (Christ; cf. d ёкукб- have understood the SiBdexew of the 
auer жер) тоё Adyou Tis (eis, ch. i. 1: cf. teaching of the antichriste: so Corn.-a- 
abrQ, ver. 8; abroU, ver. 27; abrg, ver. lap. “non est necesse ut pseudo-apostoli 
28) promised to us (m many passages of et hsretici vos doceant veram fidem et 
the Gospel: e. g., John iii. 15; iv. 14; vi. doctrinam :” so Semler, Sander, al.: but 
40, 47, 57; xi. 25, 26; xvii. 2, 3) is this, manifestly from want of a ension of 
(even) eternal life (accus. ins of nom., the Apostles meaning. is assertions 
by a common attraction of the subject H sue are so many delicate exhortations, 

H 
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veiled under the declaration of their true 
ideal state of unction with the Holy 
Spirit who guides into all truth. If that 
unction were abiding in them in all its 
fulness, they would have no need for his 
or any other teaching. Апа in what is 
said, he does not indeed say that it is 
not abiding in them; but the contrary, 
thus reminding them what their real state 
is): but (contrast to the où xpela» xere) 
as his anointing teacheth you concern- 
ing all things (if we read r5 avrd, it is not, 
as Bengel, semper idem, sibi constans :” 
but marks merely the identity of the anoint- 
ing which they once received with that 
which was now abiding in them. On the 
reading, see the digest. Our 8:84ске Spas 
жері wárrov is parallel to ddryhoe ópàs 
eis Thy àAfj0eiar särav, John xvi. 18. 

ways are open to us of taking what 
follows. Either 1) xal àA-0és фет» ка} 
ойк torw ., код xabws 8180 еу spas 
is all part of tbe protasis, which begins 
with és above, and the a is begins 
with nere, —or 2) the apodosis to és 
K.T.À. is kal AAL derw x. obs Ё. v., and 
then comes a new protasis, к. cab 43. 
Úx., with its apodosis uévere x. T. A. The 
former view is taken by (Ec. and ThL, by 
Lücke, De Wette, Neander, Düsterdieck, 
а].: the latter by Luther, Calv., Baumg.- 
Crus, Sander, Brückner, Huther, and 
indeed most Commentators. If we take 
the former, we must regard ка) ёл. d. к. 
ойк & №. as a parenthetical insertion, 
stamping the character of the 8:3ax} тер! 
кони а mentioned, and then ка} 

. du. ав a resumption, slight] 
varied, of és... Bibi 3 
To this it is objected, that it is harsh, and 
not so like St. John's style as the other: 
that «aes does not naturally resume és, 
nor ка, AAAd,—nor the aor. Ide the 
pres. 3:3doxe:: that wep) wdytwy in the 
former clause has no correspondent in 
pévere dy ойтф in the latter. But it is 
answered on the other side, that these 
divergences from the former expression 
are entirely in accordance with the vivid 
and rapid movement of the thought in the 
Apostle’s style, and cannot in any way 
tend to obecure the connexion. The 
Ad above was occasioned by the pre- 
ceding ob xpela» Ёхете Туа, whereas the 
cal before xa0ds seems to take up again 

for 2nd 

[Vevbes C(appy) P.) 

the construction broken by the parenthesis 
к. à)... . y. Again кабз, the fuller 

more precise conjunction, not only 
repeats but enforces the és above. And 
the change of the pres. 8:8&оке: into the 
aor. ébíbatev is no objection, but a re- 
commendation, to this view. For by it 
we have, as so often in St. John's repe- 
titions, a new side of the subject brought 
out: viz. the absolute historical fact, that 
at a certain time this teaching came to 
them from Christ, viz. when they heard 
the apostolic preaching: so that the és 
8:54ске, its enduring teaching, is not only 
taken up again but placed in a new light, 
by its commencement being referred to. 
And as to the last objection, wh'ch is 
Huther's, of there being in the resumption 
no member corresponding to жер} sárror, 
it seems to me to amount to nothing. The 
correspondent member would be found not 
in the apodosis, peveire or uérere,—but 
in the resumption of the protasis: and 
there it may be well understood to be 
implied in 48(8аѓеу, there being no reason 
why it should be again Bat 

inst the second view there are weightier 
objections. First, the xaf before AAG: 
is in this case no natural introduction to 
an apodosis. Huther compares it with 
the ка! before bucts in ver. 24: but that, 
giving (see there) the sense of “ ye too,” 
is quite another thing. Here, there is no 
mutual correspondence, and the xaí merely 
drags on the ear. Then, the apodosis thus 
introduced is no logical apodosis: “as it 
teaches you concerning all things, (so) it 
is true and is not a lie," is not a connected 
judgment: its being true and not a lie 
may be an authoritative assertion inserted 
by way of reminding, but cannot be a 
logical inference from its teaching being 
universal; for universal teaching may be 
false, as well as true. For these reasons 
I prefer, and adopt the former rendering), 
—and is true, and is not a lie (what is 
true, and not alie? theanointing iteelf, ог 
that which it teaches about all things? 
(Ec. and Thl. understand the latter: &Ag- 
Ols ydp tori к. obi Ёст: Yevsos d dN e 
e8idatey duds. But the construction seems 
to require the other view: àAy0és is in 
strict concord with rò xpicpa, and to aa 
ply rd 8:8acxduneror would be very ha 
And this is quite correspondent to the fact 
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that the Y ue who is this anointing, isthe (by val viv, the preceding considerations 
Spirit of Truth (John xiv. 17) and there- аге linked on to the exhortation regardi 
fore leads into all truth (ib. xvi. 18). As 
Düsterd. remarks, “the chrisma: which 
abides in and teaches believers, is essen- 
tially true, is not a lie, and hence nothin 
can come from it which is а lie") 
even as He (or, i£? so Erasmus, para- 
phrasing xpîrpa by Spiritus and addin 
‘‘perseveretis in eo quod Ше vos sem 
docuit ;” and so Düsterd.: but the change 
to the aor. seems necessarily to refer to 
Christ as the subject, the dos from 
whom the xpicua came, and who is ever 
in the Writer's mind, а subject ever ready 
to be supplied) tanght you, abide in Him 
(or,“ in i£," as Erasmus Р or, in that which 
it teaches, as Baumg.-Crus. Р Neither of 
these: for the iv афтф is imme- 
diately after repeated, and the reference 
of aùr fixed, by what follows, to be to 
Christ. (But I see that Estius, holding 
it improbable that this abr refers to 
Christ, makes that also to mean “in eo 
quod doctum fuerat :” supplying “Christ” 
as a subject before фа»ероә@ў.) 

As pévere, Huther, who upholds 
this ng, takes it as indicative here, and 
imperative in the next verse. But, a 
from the arbitrariness of such a distinction, 
would it be quite true or according to the 
Apostle's way of asserting as existent the 
ideal Christian state of his readers ? True, 
he does assert that the chrisma net in 
them, and from that abiding, important 
consequences are hortatively deduced: one 
of the most important of which is, the 
enduring and ultimate abiding in Christ. 
Therefore I ас prefer taking ope a 
perative. reading uereire is variously 
understood: by Socinus, Corn.-a-lap., Es- 
tius, Lorinus, Semler, al., as an impera- 
tive: by others as a pure future: so 
* mihi ret omnino servanda futuri 
propria catio ut est optime spe- 
rantis е Bengel, “vim consolandi et 
hortandi habet hoc faturum.” But see 
Digest). 38.] Conclusion of this 
of the Epistle : forming also a transition 
to the next part: seo below, And now 

55 practice which follows: see reff. 
n ФАЛА viv, уй» 3d, vd оф» seo Düster- 

dieck’s note), little children (the affec- 
tionate repetition of rex»ía binds this on 
to ver. 18, and to the 4 8 soir» rò 0. 
яна Ms ЕА нуы els Mid aléva, ver. 

, abide “repetitio est pracepti 
cum blanda appellatione, qua paternum 
erga eos amorem declaret," Estius. e 
Christ: as before, ver. 27: but here even 
ber босо рае Estii, see set 
an inst the Socinian interpreters) : 
order that if He should be 9 
Gn case of His second coming taking place. 

e lav differs from 8ray, in marking, not 
time but reality only. We may supply, 
«in our time: but it is better to leave it 
unsupplied), we (observe that he changes 
to the communicative way of ing. 
This was not a matter in which Apostle 
and converts, teacher and hearer, wero 
separate: but one in which all had a share: 
viz. the Christian hope of standing before 
the Lord with joy аһ His саша . This 
is far the most likely reason, and not as 
Seb.-Schmidt, mere modesty, still less, as 
Sander, because the failure of any of his 
rexvla at that day would be a detraction 
from his full apostolic reward: for the 
relation between shepherd and flock,-mi- 
nister and people, is not in question here) 
may have confidence (ж ola, subjec- 
tive: not freedom А speech, but "iid 
dence,—see note on Heb. iii. 6; and the 

in dx” abrov, брза the flying 
from His p which the shame 23 
ale xurd un wo suggest: see reff. 
Hanmond renders, “turn with shame 

Him.") It is not equivalent to co- 
ram, as many Commentators: nor to óró, 
as Socinus: nor to both of these together, 
as Sander, who however quotes xopedecGe 
aw duov, Matt. xxv. 41: nor can the 
words mean, as Erasmus thought, “ut 
illum non pudeat nostri.” ‘He who has 
not abode in the Lord (èv афтф), will flea 
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from Him (àx' abro?) with shame and 

. confusion when He appears.”  Düsterd.) 
at His coming (Bengel remarks, * Epis- 
tolam igitur hanc prius scripsisse videtur 
quam apocalypsin, in qua demum adventus 
magis est dilatus.” On this, see Prolego- 
шепа). 
II. 99— V. 5.] THE SECOND GEEAT 

DIVISION OF THE EPISTLE: the doing of 
righteousness, the sign of new birth from 
God : the opposite, the sign of not being 
of God. Tho main subject, enunciated in 
verse 29, is carried onward throughout, 
and more y with reference to 
brotherly love, which is the great and ob- 
vious example of likeness to God, and its 
absence the most decisive proof of aliena- 
tion from Him. The various subdivisions 
see, as the exegesis proceeds. II. 29 
III. 8.] Connected with the principle 
enounced ii. 29, is its obvious жого» 
to ourselves, as children of God. Hoping 
as we do to be entirely like Christ at 
His appearing, each one of us, in pur- 
suance of this hope, is even now approxi- 
manng to this perfect likeness by puri- 
fyi M ы He is pure. 

. ye know (appeal to their recog- 
nition of the divine character as that which 
he describes it) that He is righteous (of 
whom ів this said P If of Christ, as seems 
most natural after abrov.... abrov pre- 
ceding, we find a difficulty in dt ov 
yeyévyyntas below, seeing that we are 
never said to be born anew of Christ, but 
always of God (through Christ), ch. iii. 
1,9; iv. 7; v. 1, 4, 18 &c. If on the other 
hand they are said of God, it seems strange 
that after a change of reference from the 
preceding abro), another subject should 

expressed in ch. iii. 1 by the words 4 
хатўр. In со ence of these difficulties, 
some, as Storr, Lücke, al, havo referred 
каф фет» to Christ, and 4} abro to 
God ; which cannot well be. It would be 
possible, doubtless, to understand the whole 
of Christ, without change of subject from 
ver. 28; and to leave the yeyévrnra: ét 
abrov as we find it. If it occurs no where 
else in reference to Christ, there is in it 
nothing abborrent from our Christian 
ideas. And in St. John's sense of the inti- 
mate union between the Father and Son, 
he who is born of the Father might be said 
to be born of the Son al. o. Another reason 

Богра соро Тате одате с. rec om кш, 
(Ec Ambr Aug Vig: ins ACI PIN 

for this might be the easily occurring 
reference, in Sixads dr, to Ie. 
xpiordy Blxaoy, ver. 1. This view is 
taken by Bengel, Corn.-a-lap., Lorinus, al. 
Bat after all, the other, which is that of 
most ancient expositors, of Ba .-Crus., 
De Wette, Neander, Düsterdieck, а], must, 
I apprehend, be adopted. The analogy of 
the passage, as shewn in ch. iii. 1, 2, 9, 10, 
fixes the ét abro? yeyévrnra to birth from 
God: and the absence of a new expreased 
subject in dcs éorw must be accounted 
for by remembering that this verse, as 
ch. i. 5, is the opening, and general state- 
ment, of a new section of the Epistle. 
And the essential unity of the Father and 
the Son comes in on this side also: so that 
ве fm ea alluded to ver. 28, which 
shall be executed by the Son, being judg- 
ment committed to Him by the Father, 
brings to mind the justice and righteous- 
ness in which that judgment is founded. 

The whole subject of the righteous- 
ness of God is fully treated by Diisterd. in 
his note here. The definition which seems 
to him to express it most fully, is that of 
Hollaz, one of the best of the old Lutheran 
dogmatists (died 1713), —in his Examen 
theologicum, —* Justitia Dei est attribu- 
tum divinum érepymrikór, vi cujus Deus 
omnia que terne sus legi suntconformia, 
vult et agit; creaturis convenientes leges 
prescribit, promissa facta hominibus im- 
plet, bonos remuneratur et impios punit ”’): 
ye know (many, as vulg., which Aug., 
Bede, and the R.-C. expositors follow, also 
Luth., Calv., Socin., Episcop, Grot., 
Carpzov., Lücke, Sander, al., take 
gere as imperative. But the whole tone 
of the Epistle is against this: which is one 
not of authoritative revelation of trutb, 
but of inferring ethical truth from pre- 
viously known theosophic facts. And with 
such a tone it is much more consonant to 
say, “If ye know the one, ye know—that 
knowledge sets forth and assumes—the 
other :" than to say, “ If ye know the one, 
know the other.” Not to insist, that 
yweoxew is more the apprehension, «39те 
the possession, of knowledge; if ye are 
already aware. . . ye thereby know...) 
that also every one who doeth righteous- 
ness (thy Binaiocvrny, the righteousness 
which is implied in 8íxaws above: if it 
were not too strong, we might almost say, 
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“that righteousness:" the art. shewing 
that there is no other. was, “omnis, et 
solus," says Bengel: every one, and no one 
else. The proposition will bear converting : 
not logically, but theologically. жод», for 
(see Hollaz’s definition above) all righteous- 
ness is energetic: it springs out of holi- 
ness, truth, love: xparrixal yàp af dpe- 
ral, ко) dy T уіуєсдаш Exove: ть elrar 
wavoduevas yàp À uéAAovaa: où3è 7d elvai 
Éxove:. (Ec. on ch. iii. 3), is born (= hath 
been begotten) of Him (God: see above: 
$ Bixatos yàp фко{о›з verd. The 
inference bere must be carefully kept to 
the Apostle’s words and obvious sense. 
And those. require that we should under. 
stand it thus: God is righfeous. This is 
our axiom, from which we set out. And 
if so, then the sowrce of righteousness. 
When therefore a man doeth righteous- 
ness, *yudckouer, we apprehend, we col- 
lect, from our previous отете of these 
truths, that the source of his righteousness 
is God: that in consequence he has ac- 
quired by new birth from God, that 
righteousness which he had not by nature. 
Wo argue from his тоге Th» dicatociyn 
to his гуєуєууђсбо: ёк deo. And the right 
apprehension of this is the more important, 
because the whole inass of Socinian and 
Pelagian Commentators have reversed the 
members of the a ent, and made it 
conclude that sow» Th» Buaiocóror is 
the condition, on our part, of becoming a 
child of God. So Socinus, Episcopius, 
Grot, Hammond, Semler, Rosenmüller, 
al And the R.-C. expositors, while they 
avoid this error, making the works 
spoken of to be, as Lyra, “opera justitis 
infusm, que datur cum gratia, per quam 
homo constituitur in quadam participatione 
supernaturali esse divini," yet go equally 
wrong, in understanding уеубууутси not 
as the statement of а past and abiding 
fact, but as the ground of а confidence as 
to the future: “habebit omnimodam fidu- 
ciam, quia judici suo justo similis, imo ex 
ipso natus est, hoc est, ipsius filius et 
hæres est." Corn.-a-lap.). III. 1—10.] 
The true and distinguishing signa of the 
children of God and the children of 
the devil 1—3.] The foundation 
and source of all righteousness in us 
is, the essential righteousness of God. 
All our doing of righteousness is a mere 
sign that He has begotten us anew—that 
we are His children. And what great 
things are contained in this name—how 
precious treasures of faith, of hope, of love! 

т во James iv. б. ech. I. 2, 3 reff, 

Ушу 

On this thought the Apostle now enters. 
He рсе the whole glory of the children 
of God before his readers. The being 
righteous as He is righteous, is the token 
of that new birth, and the measure of the 
life which began with it: the striving to 
perfect and mature this token, to fill up 
this measure, is an additional that a 
man is of God. 1. (as in 
John i. 29; xix. 5, does not express the 
Writer’s own astonishment, but directs 
the attention of those who are addressed : 
* commendat Apostolus his verbis magnum 
Dei beneficium,” Estius. But there im- 
mediately follows 4piv, the communicativ 
address, so that in fact the Apostle does in 
@ manner include himself among those ad- 
dressed in sere), what manner of (thus 
the E. V., li y and rightly. worawdés, 
properly wo8ards, originally meant, ‘of 
what ;" and oecurs in this sense 
continually in the classics: e. д. Herod. 
vii. 218, «рето . . . sobaxós (e éx03-) 
fy д orparés, al. Its derivation is matter 
of dispute: whether from dros, rdzos, 
which forms enter into dredov, Naos, 
16 ros; 80 Valcknaer: or from àrd, as 
Buttm. Lexil. comparing 4AAo8dwos, ray- 
to8dxos &., 5 being inserted as in prod- 
ire, see, Then in later writers it 
came to signify “of what kind,” as е. g. 
in Demosth. p. 782, 8, ris ô кіоу ка} 
wo8ards; olos wh 8&куеу, nl. The signi- 
fication quantus seems never to have be- 
longed properly to the word. It may of 
course be often included in qwalis, as it 
undoubtedly is here: “what manner of" 
including * how great," how free," “ how 
precious — in fact all the particulars whic 
are afterwards brought out respecting this 
love: see ver. 16, ch. iv. 9, 16) love (is 
&yénrqv here, joined as it is with the verb 
бёбекє>, lite love itself, or does it im- 

rt some gift, wal, or fruit of love? 
e latter (caritatis munus) is taken by 

гез: and similarly, ё к д ie 
like, by Socinus, Epi ius, "Achmi 
Grot. Lat, 8 al. But 
there seems no necessity for diverting the 
word from its proper meaning. As in ch. 
iv. 9, the proof of the love is that which 1з 
imported, not by the love itself, but by 
the verb joined with it; as by épavepdéy 
there, во by 84ке» here. So that in fact 
Sé8enevy, which has been the motive for 
these renderings, s as Düsterd. ob- 
serves, most decid against them. Ho 
quotes from Luther's scholia, ** Usus autein 
est Joannes singulari verborum pondere : 
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non dicit dedisse nobis Deum donum ali- 
quod, sed ipsam caritatem et fontem om- 
nium bonorum, cor ipsum, idque non pro 
operibus aut studiis nostris, sed gratuito." 
Cf. xápw bibóras, ref. James) the Father 
(å татр, spoken bere not, as some, of 
God in eral the whole three Persons 
in the blessed Trinity, but ee of 
the Father, as distinguished from the Son, 
in whom we have received our adoption. 
Even the Socinian Schlichting has recog- 
nized this: “Nempe Pater ille Јева 
Christi et consequenter omnium in Jesum 
Christum credentium, unus ille Deus, qui 
si Pater Jesu Christi non esset, nec Jesus 
Christus ejus Filius ille si issimus, 
neque nobis tanta ejus ac vere paterna 

tia unquam obtigisset") hath given 
(ce above) unto us, that (how is Tva here 
to be taken ? is it to be kept ae 
telic sense, indicating that our being call 
the children of God is the of that 
gift of love just spoken of, or does it, as so 
often in St. John, introduce the purport 
of that love, stated in the form of an end 
to be gained by its manifestation Р o 
Lücke, De Wette, and Brückner keep 
strong telic sense. “What great love," 
за Lacke “hath the Father shewn us 
(viz. in sending His Son, ch. iv. 10), in 
order to make us children of God!” Bat 
the objection to this is, that thus a proof 
of the divine Love is hinted at in our 
verse which is not expanded, but is left to 
be gathered from elsewhere: and the pur- 
pose introduced by fya becomes the se- 
condary and remote subject of the sentence, 
whereas, from réxva Geot taking up the 
preceding yeyéyyyra:, and being again 
taken up in verse 2, it is evidently the 
peur subject. The other meaning of 

is taken by the ancient Greek expo- 
sitors, so Ec., Thl., «Зете yàp ri (boxer 
huiy Tékva Geov yeriga: те ка) кАтӨђуси 
(AcyicOjva: Thi.). And this is not to 
confound Tra with бт. Of the latter con- 
struction we have a plain example with 
voTasós, in Matt. viii. 27: sorawós istw 
obros, Fr. ка) of Ќуецох: . . . бтакобоусчу 
avrg. There, the matter of fact is the 
ground of the wonderment expressed in 
the rorards—“ What a man must this 
be, seeing that. .: whereas here the 
ground of the wonderment is in the re- 
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its immediate bestowal (its Siep, is, that 
we should be called children of God: its 
ultimate purpose (its Zweck) is another 
thing. . vv. 11, 23, where we have the 

bably to bring forward the title, the reality 
of which, notwithstanding its non-recog- 
nition by the world, he is about to assert 
immediately. It is not that кећасбаз, 
as Baumg.-Crusius, = étoveíar xc ye- 
уќсбси, John i. 12, so that the sense should 
be, “that we have a right to presume to 
call ourselves children of God, Neander: 
against this the aor. xAyOimer is decisive, 
signifying our reception of the title once 
for all, and identifying this reception with 
the gift of love spoken of above. In this 
definite reference to an actual bestower of 
the name, probably an allusion is made to 
such prophecies as that cited 2 Cor. vi. 18); 
and we ARE (so): for this cause the 
world doth not know (apprehend, recog- 
nize) us; because it did not know Him 
(н Чо the Father. o insertion 

cal dhv a to serve purpose of 
bringing out the reality of the state con- 
ferred upon us with this title, in spite of 

ition of it by the unbeliev- 

ette, who regard the preceding ia as 
telic, the clause has no i vend they 
at once reject it as a gloss. Had it been, 
it would surely have been xal der, as the 
vulg. ef simus. But in our rendering of the 
рамеде, ко! ётиб» is of the highest possible 
significance. On éouéy depends 3:4 rovro: 
and we ARE God's children; for this very 
reason, because we bear not the name 
only but the essence, the world knows us 
not: and then, as a reason for this ig- 
norance following on this reality of our 
derivation from Him,—because it knew 
Him not. The reality of a believer's son- 
ship of God, and bis non-recognition by 
the world, are thus necessarily connected 
together. But Whom did the world not 
know, and when? афтбу here, by the 
very requirements of the logic of the 
passage, must be the Father, who not 

]aa. 
B 
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being recognized, neither are His chil- 
dren: roy иодетђсаута, as (Ec.; Aug., 
Benson, al, understand Christ: ** ambu- 
labat et ipse Dominus Jesus Christus, in 
carne erat Deus, latebat in infirmitate.” 
But this can only be, if we understand 
that the world rejected that revelation of 
the Father which was made by Christ His 
Son. And if we introduce this element, 
we distarb the strictness of the argument. 
It is the world's ignorance of God, con- 
sidered (and this is the force, if it is to be 
pressed, of the aor. Éyvo) as one great act 
of non-recognition, disobedience, rebellion, 
hate (for all these are involved in St. 
John's ob vd vat, as their оге in his 
оске 15 makes them incapable 

recognizing, loving. thizing with, 
those who are verita ly children of God : 
cf. ch. v. 1). 9.] Beloved, now are 
we children of God (the world recognizes 
us not: but our sonship is real: none the 
less real, that we ourselves know not our 
fature condition in all its manifestation. 
So that the next member of the sentence 
is introduced not with an àAAd, but with 
а xal: the two are not contrasted, but 
simply put in juxtaposition as components 
of our present state. We are really sons 
of God, even sot : and we look (this very 
word убу suggesting a future) for an in- 
heritance in virtue of that sonship: it has 
not been yet manifested of what eort that 
inheritance shall be: thus much we know 
&. Such seems to be the simple con- 
nexion, without any adversative perticles 
expressed or understood „and it was never 
yet manifested (on any occasion: such is 
the force of the aor. And édavepddn, as 
so often in St. John, and as in the next 
sentence, does not mean, made manifest 
to knowledge or anticipation,—for that it 
is, as asserted below: but, shewn forth in 
«сеи come to its manifestation) what 
we be (understand, in virtue of this 
our state of sons of God: to what new 
development or condition this already ex- 
isting fact will lead. But we must take 
care not to fall into Grot.’s error, ** quo 
modo faturi simus filii Dei :” for as Calov. 
ightly remarks, non dantur gradus 
ii e :" we are as truly, and in the 
same sense, children of God now, as we 
shall be then: but now (cf. Gal. iv. 1) we 
are children waiting for an unknown in- 
heritance—then we shall be children in 
fall poesession of that inheritance. And 

hence, from the reality and identity of 
that sonship, comes what follows,—our 
certain knowledge, even in this absence of 
manifestation in detail, that our future 
condition will consist in likeness to Him. 
As (Ee, т} уйу Ad Y фауерђу 
yevhoera, ёкєіуоо adwoxadvwroudvov. 
Spon yàp abr dvapavdrres ть rijs 
vlo0ecías Acumpdy  *apacTfjcoue»y. ої 
yap viol wdyres бдою! TQ каг). We 
know (no contrast—see above: what we 
know of this 71 ётбдєба is this. There is 
not even a correction of the preceding as 
Düsterd.: the connexion is simply, This 
future condition of ours hath never yet 
ap : thus much we know of it.” 
0 ‚ ав always, of certain, well - assured 
cognition) that if it were manifested 
(viz. the тЇ ёсбреба; this parepwOf takes 
up again the former one. So Didymus 
(Aug. is quoted on both sides by the Com- 
mentators, but he does not really commit 
himself on the point), Œc. (rd yàp viv 
AMO Sap уеуђсето), Luther, Seb.- 
Schmidt, Socinus, Episcopius, Schlichting, 
Grotius, Spener, » Benson, Rosenm., 
Lücke, Sander, De Wette, Baumg.-Crus., 
Neander, Düsterd., Huther, and others: 
on the other hand, Bede, Calvin, Beza 
(and the E. V.: Tyndale and Cranmer 
had “it), Aretius, Whitby, Calov., Es- 
tius, al, ly He, understanding 
Christ : & ing to St. John's well-known 
usage which we have in ch. ii. 28, and be- 
low in our ver. б. But it may be replied, 
that in the former case the subject was 
plainly suggested by ёи abrg in the lat- 
ter actually expressed in éxeivos: whereas 
here the reference of the verb is no less 
plainly given by the preceding é$arepé0n. 

ides which, dxetvos in verse 5 clearly 
shews that the divine subject of these 
verses is not Christ but the Father. Es- 
tius and Lyra indeed seem to hold it ров- 
sible to supply å @eds ав a subject to pave- 
р®@ў here, but not even themselves have 
propounded this for their own interpreta- 
tion: indeed the former sets it aside, and 
the latter seems to be only paraphrasing 
when he says, “cum nobis se patrem osten- 
derit in ione echlestis hereditatis." 
On the day, hypothetical, see above, ch. ii. 
28. As there, the parepeô is the futurus 
exactus: “on its manifestation :" and 
here the hypothesis, from the repetition of 
the verb, necessarily gains emphasis, al- 
most = that, even / it were manifested, 
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. . . This consideration has an important 
bearing on what follows), we shall be 
(ёсбреда taken up again from above, and 
the emphatic fuo: айтф corresponding 
exactly to 71 above) like Him (God; as 
(Ec. above, and most Commentators. See 
below), because (Sr: must be kept firm to 
its causal meaning, and all the difficulties 
of the sentence met thus, not by explain- 
ing it away, as even (Ec. (АЛАЙ ral), Schol. 
ii, (бте xai), Luther (et). Nor does it ex- 
press merely the mode of the transforma- 
tion, as Lyra. Still less must we, with 
Calvin (*neque enim docet similes ideo 
nos fore, quia fruemur ads sed inde 
probat nos divine glorise fore participes, 
quia nisi spiritualis et cœlesti beataque 
immortalitate prædita esset natura, ad 
Deum nunquam tum prope accederet ), 
Seb.-Schmid& (“ Qui visurus est Deum 
sicuti est, eum oportet esse perfecte simi- 
lem Deo"), and Socinus (“neque enim 
fleri potest ut quis ipsum Deum videat, . . . 
nisi ei similis aliquo modo fuerit”), 
—and so even Huther, endorsing Calvin’s 
statement, “ratio hæc ab effectu sumta 
est non a causa,” — reverse the causal con- 
nexion, and make the seeing Him as He is 
merely a proof that we shall be like Him 
(fr. = ydp). Whatever consequences it 
may entail, it is philologically certain that 
the proposition introduced by 87: contains 
the real essential cause and ground of that 
which it follows) we shall see Him (God: 
see below) as He is(with St. John, the 
recognition and knowledge of God is ever 
no mere cognition, but the measure of the 
spiritual life: he who has it, poesesses 
God, has the Father and the Son : becomes 
more and more like God, having His seed 
in him. So that the full and perfect ac- 
complishment of this knowledge in the 
actual fruition of God Himself must of 
necessity bring with it entire likeness to 
God, And this is the part of the fature 
lot of the sons of God which is certain. 
Because we shall see Him as He is, —which 
is taken for granted as а Christian axiom, 
—it of necessity follows that we shall be 
entirely like Him : ethically like Him: 
we shall behold, as Œc., Sixasov inawo, 
dy &yroí. The difficulty that no man 
can see God, is not in reality contained 
here, any more than it is in our Lord’s 
* Blessed are the pure in heart, for they 
shall see God." The word, however un- 
derstood, has for its limit, that no created 
eve even in the glorified body can behold 

e Creator: that beyond its keenest search 
there will be glory and perfection baffling 
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and dazzling it: but this incapacity does 
not prevent the vision, as far as it can 
reach, being clear and unclouded: being, 
to the utmost extent, of whicb our glorified 
nature is capable, ds for- true and 
not a false vision of God. And if it be 
again objected that we seem to be thus 
confounding the ethical sight of God which 
is the measure of our likeness to God, with 
corporeal sight of Him in the resurrection 
body, I answer that in the realm where 
our thoughts are now employed, I cannot 
appreciate that distinction between ethical 
and corporeal. We are speaking of things 
which eye hath not seen, nor mind con- 
ceived: what a cia *vevuarwóv may 
imply, our ideas now do not enable us to 
conceive: but I suppose it must at all 
events be a body, all of whose senses are 
spiritually conditioned and attuned: that 
what rà gvowd are to our bodies here, 
TÀ wvevuaTikd will be there: and feeling 
this, however little I may know of the 
details of the great fact, it, removes from 
me all insuperable difficulty as to the 8. 
кеда abr кабдз ёстір. “I know that in 
my flesh I shall see God,” may not be the 
right expression in Job, but it is the ex- 
pression of my hopes as a son of God: it 
is the one expression of a hope in which 
all other hopes culminate and centre. 
And every son of God knows, that for it 
ever to be fulfilled, he must be growing 
onward in likeness to Him, pure, even a 
into His purity: for in His light only shall 
we see light. The literatare of this 
verse would far surpass our limits, even in 
an abridged summary. It will be found 
in Düsterdieck's Commentary, vol. ii. pp. 
56—82. One point only must be no- 
ticed before passing onward; the fact, that 
several of the great interpreters under- 
stand abr and airéy of Christ. This 
has partly of course been occasioned by 
their supplying Christ as a subject to the 
verb $arepw0j above. Augustine has one 
of his moet beautiful passages, explaining 
how at Christ's appearing, the impious 
shall see only format servi, but we for- 
mam Dei. Tuo whole view, however, does 
not satisfy the requirements of the passage. 
It is the réxva беоб who are addressed: 
and the topic of exhortation is that they 
be righteous as God their Father is righte- 
ous. Christ is expressly introduced below 
in ver. 5 (see on ver. 8) by éxeivos. 
Augustine concludes with a burst of elo- 
quence which describes just as well the 
true view of the vision: Ergo visuri 
sumus quandam visionem, fratres, quam 
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nec oculus vidit, nec auris audivit, nec in 
cor hominis ascendit : visionem quandam, 
visionem precellentem omnes pulchri- 
tudines terrenas, auri, argenti, nemorum 
atque camporum, pulchritudinem maris 
et néris pulchritadinem solis et luna, 
pulchritudinem angelorum, omnia super- 
antem, quia ex ipsa pulchra sunt omnia." 
Tract. in Ep. Joh. iv. 5, vol. iii. p. ). 

8.] And every one that hath tbis 
hope (viz., that of being like Him here- 
after) on Him (i. e. rested and grounded on 
God. In God, and grounded on His pro- 
mises, is all our hope), purifieth himself 
е words are not to be taken їп any 
elagian sense, as if a man could of him- 

self purify himself: apart from me,” says 
our Lord, “ ye can do nothing.” John xv. 
5. The man who purifies himself has this 
hope, resting upon God. This mere fact 
implies a will to purify himself, not out 
of, nor independent of, this hope, but ever 
stirred up рҮ, and accompanying it. So 
that the will is not his own, sprung out 
of his own nature, but the result of his 
Christian state, in which God also ministers 
to him the power to carry out that will in 
self-purification. So that Aug. who pleads 
strongly for free will here, is right when he 
says ‘‘castificas te, non de te, sed de illo 
qui venit ut inhabitet te.” See 2 Cor. vii, 
1, which is remarkably parallel: aud 1 Pet. 
i. 21, 22. The idea of &yrí(eu is much 
the same as that of кабарі(еу, ch. i. 9: it 
is entire purification, not merely from un- 
cbastity but from all defllement of flesh and 
spirit. “In the LXX, the word (éyvés) 
appears to be synonymous with xaapós, 
being used for u and like words. Levi- 
tical purity of persons and things (Num. 
viii. 2], xxxi. 19, 28; 1 Chron. xv. 12), the 
pure life of the Nazarenes (х um. vi. 2, 3), 
the purity of God’s word (Ps. xi. 7, xviii. 
10), all these are iei by &yvós, åy- 
эбе» &c. And correspondent to this is 
N. T. usage. The purity of the wisdom 
that cometh from above enw iii. 17), 
the purity of those who had to keep a vow 
(Acts xxi. 24, 26, xxiv. 18), the absence 
of moral stain in the Christian character 
generally, which includes above all things 
purity of heart (1 Pet. i. 22; James iv. 8; 
2 Cor. vi. 6; 1 Tim. v. 22: cf. Phil. iv. 8; 
1 Pet. iii. 2), and the particular purity of 
chastity (Tit. ii. 5; 1 Tim. iv. 12, v. 2; 
2 Cor. xi. 2),—all these are rightly in- 
cluded in the name &»y»eía." Düsterdieck), 
even as He is pure (Who is intended by 

ékeivos ? Clearly below in ver. 5, Christ, 
from the facts of the case. But is it as 
clear here? Almost all the modern Com- 
mentators assume it. And certainly, first 
appearances are greatly in its favour: the 
usual rule eund that éxezvos shall 
point to a third person as yet not spoken 
of in the context, and differing from 
афтф. The inference is also upheld by a 
first view of ch. ii. 6, where much the 
same expresaion is used, and used of Christ. 
But there are some weighty considerations 
against the view. First, it is the Father, 
of whom it is written, * Be ye holy, for 
(or, as) I am holy," 1 Pet. i. 16, 16; Levit. 
xi, 44, xix. 2: cf. also Matt. v. 48. Se- 
ewe it would be very harsh thus to 
introduce & new subject, in the face of this 
Scripture usage. Thirdly, it would be 
against the whole spirit of the context: in 
which sonship of God and likeness to God 
are joined together, and the hopes belong- 
ing to the state are made motives for the 
duty. Fourthly, if it be asserted that 
Christ is our Pattern, in whom we see the 
Father's purity shewn forth; I answer 
that this would be perfectly intelligible, if 
allusion was made, as in ch. ii. 6, to some 
historical manifestation in our Lord’s life 
(кабз éxeivos wepcerdracey): but being 
as it is in the present tense, it refers to 
the essential divine attribute of purity: 
and if so, then to that attribute in its 
primary inherence in the Father. Fifthly, 
the usage of dxeivos with abrós does not 
&t all require the change of persons, only 
& change of the phase of predication re- 
garding the same person, and the throwing 
up into emphasis some new particular 
which is brought into view. See this 
discussed on 2 Tim. ii. 26, and consult 
also the note on ch. ii. 6, where it is very 
doubtful whether афтфз and éxeivos do 
not refer to the same divine Person. For 
these reasons, I would interpret éxeivos 
here of the Father, in whom essentially 
abides this perfection of purity, and after 
continual increase of likenees to whom his 
sons, having the ultimate hope of being 
completely like Him, will be striving. In 
ver. Б the case is otherwise: see there, 
and also on ver. 7). 4—10.] The 
irreconcileability of sin with the work of 
redemption, with communion with Christ, 
and with being born of God. So De 
Wette: and the scems thus to 
be well described. But the difficulty has 
been, to mark distinctly the connexion 
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with the foregoing. In order to discover 
this, we must go back to the theme of the 
whole section of the Epistle, in ch. ii. 29: 
If God is righteous, then every one that 
doeth righteousness, is born of Him.” 
Hitherto the positive side of this position 
has been illustrated: the inseparabilit 
of birth-from-God and likeness-to-G 
Now, the Apostle comes to treat its nega- 
tive side: the incompatibility of sin with 
birth-from-God. And thie he deals with 
essentially and in the ideal, as always. 
The whole is in the closest connexion with 
the foregoing, and is developed step b 
step with the minutest precision, as wi 
be seen in the exegesis. 4.] In this 
verse we have ver. 8 taken ap (cf. жаз 6 
lx . . . was ô побу) ex adverso. 
There, God's essential purity formed a 
law, according to which the child of God, 
having hope of ultimate complete likeness 
to Him, purifies himself. ere we have 
it declared that the sinner goes counter to 
(this and all other) law : indeed the two 
terms, sin and Jawlessness, are synonymous 
and convertible. Every one that com- 
mitteth sin, also committeth transgres- 
sion-of-law: and ain (abstract and in 
general) is transgression-of-law (abstract 
and in general. The assertion amounts 
to the identification of the terms, and the 
ёстќу amounts to “is equivalent to.” If 
either of the words were anarthrous, it 
would become predicative of quality, —“ is 
of the nature of ’—as in Geds 3» ô Adyos: 
both having the article, both are distri- 
buted logically, and the one is asserted to 
be co-extensive and convertible with the 
other. And from the nature of the fore- 
going clause, which was to declare the 
ávoula of sin, it would appear here also 
that we must take ў ásuapría as the sub- 
ject and 7 avoula as the predicate, not the 
converse. This being so, what is it 
exactly that our verse asserts respecting 
these two things, sin, and transgression- 
of-lawP First and obviously, no appro- 
priation must be made, in this verse and 
throughout this , Of áuapría to 
one kind of sin, whether it be mortal sin 
as distinguished from venial (so the R.-C. 
expositors, e. g. Estius, but hesitatingly, 
“loquitur precipue de peccato mortali, 
quamquam et venalia sunt iniquitates 
qusdam et legi divine alicui repugnant, 
et ab ingressu regni celestis ac simili- 
tudine Christi participanda remorantur, 

donec expurgata fuerint"), or notorious 
and unrepented sins, or sins against bro- 
therly love (as Luther, and Aug. on ver. 
9):* contumaciter," Aret.: * pec- 
cato dare operam," Beza, Piscator: “ pec- 
care scientem et volentem," Seb.-Schmidt, 
Spener. The assertions are all perfectly 
general, and , in the true root and 
ideal, ev n whatever. Every sin 
whatever then is & transgression of God's 
law: as indeed its very name implies: 
&yaprdrew being to miss a mark, and the 
mark being that will of God which is the 
vóuos and oxorés to him who roter 70 
06éAnua той deo, ch. ii. 17. (Ec. gives the 
meaning very well, except that he under- 
stands of the law of nature only, what 
ought to be understood of the law of God, 
the revelation of His will, in whatever 
way made: lord 8$ ёѕ ёрартіа pè» ; 
TOU Ёуабоб &хбятосіѕ ёстіу, &vouía 8% 
4 жер! тд» бетђу уёроу тАтциќ Леа. ка) 
rat ri Yxovcw àpx3jy dr epo тобтоу, 
7b ul Th» àwb той &уабой ќпятосір, Td 
84 thy wept тфу Oerdy vópov wAnupéAeiar. 
сорфёроута: Bè ravrais xal кат& Tabrór. 
8 тє Guaptdver той karà Thy фо» 
ка} ёу Tfj pice: &xérvxe akomoU. ткойф$ 
yàp Tj dvOpexelg pices TÒ xarà T» 
Ado (iv, rhs dAoylas wóppe drci 
ибт. ésaóres kal ó Ќуороѕ mAnppehei 
wept roy фу тӯ pice: Debouérvor wdpov, ča- 
yurdpevos дкратёѕ, xaAGs оду à padyrhs 
ToU Kuplov els rabrb дрфбтера wepiéory- 
сеу). 5.] Additional argument for 
the incompatibility of sin with the life of 
God’s children; that He, Christ, in and 
by whom we have this adoption (John i. 
12), and by being in whose likeness alone 
we can be perfectly like God, was mani- 
fested to take away all sins, being Himself 
sinless. And ye Ynow (the Apostle as- 
sumes it as known by those who had an 
anointing from the Holy One and knew 
all things, ch. ii. 20) that He (now clearly 
Christ, from the context, which (see above 
on éxeivos, ver. 8) can alone decide the 
reference in each case) was m 
(viz. by His appearing in the flesh, and all 
that He o and vieibly did and tanght 
in it, or may be known, by the Spirit, to 
have done and taught) in order that He 
may (might) take away (aor. “ take away 
by one act and cntirely.” The meaning, 
* take away," and not “dear,” is neces- 
sitated here by the context. Sin is alto- 
gether alien from Christ. He became in- 

mol, ка j брартіа ёстір т) ABCKL 
abe 
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carnate that He might blot it out: He 
has no stain of it on Himself. If we ren- 
der &py “bear,” this coherence is lost. 
Of course tbis'fact is in the background, 
that He took them away by bearing them 
Himself: but it is not brought out, only 
the antagonism between Him and sin. 
See, on the word, the note on ref. John) 
sins (tàs ёрарт., all sins, not merely cer- 
tain sins. The object of his manifestation 
is stated not only categorically, but de- 
finitively. "e gh the striking lel 
Heb. ix. 26, «is &0érnow Gyaprias 8:4 
Ths Ovolas abrod wepaydpera:); and in 
Him sin is not (as His work, in bei 
manifested, was, her to take awa 
sin, 80 likewise is He himself free from 
spot of sin. The cal serves to co-ordinate 
the last clause with the first, not to sub- 
ordinate it, as many Commentators have 
supposed, and even Aug.: “In quo non 
est peccatum, ipse venit auferre peccatum : 
nam si esset et in illo peccatum, auferen- 
dum esset illi, non ipse auferret г? and Œc., 
7d Kal дут) тод Jiri: and afterwards, Туа 
és ph &uapríav worhoas тёз Apaprlas 
$u&» Epp: so also Corn.-a-lap., Lorinus, 
Baumg.-Crus., Sander, Neander. This in- 
terpretation is confuted by the erw, which 
should bave been j»: and by the fol- 
lowing context, in which this fact of the 
sinlessness of Christ serves as the founda- 
tion for what is said, verse 6. The most 
palpable violations of the construction and 
sense are made by the rationalists, of whom 
Grotius may serve as an example: “ præ- 
sens pro preterito: peccatum in eo non 
erat, nempe cum vitam mortalem viveret." 
Socinus, feeling that this could not be, 
tries to explain away peccatum, as mean- 
ing “non vitium aliquid in moribus," but 
the consequences of sin, omnia mala, om- 
nesque iones, una cum ipea morte," 
from which Christ is now (hodie) for ever 
free, “utpote beatissimus, et impatibilis 
atque immortalis" And strange to say, 
Calvin so far misunderstands what is here 
said as to write “non de Christi persona 
hic agit, sed de toto corpore. Quocunque 
vim suam diffundit Christus, negat amplius 
locum eese to.“ This would deprive 
Фу aùr рќғоу, verse 6, of all its meaning 
as referring back to the d» abrõ here, and 
make it merely tautological. It is only 
by holding fast here the personal reference 

to Christ in himself, that we keep the 
logical coherence between that verse and 
this: the reasoning from that which He 
is not, and cannot be, to that which they 
that abide in Him are not and cannot 
be). 6.] The connexion see above. 
Every one that abideth in Him (péva dv 
atr¢ is not to be weakened down, with 
Semler, Episcopius, aL, by any rationalistic 
interpretation as * credere in Christum," 
“Christi discipulum esse:” stil less as 
Œc., does à»e»Bóros тёз àperàs peridy 
express ó èr айтф pévwv. Grot. is better 
this time,. —“ qui vero amore Christo con- 
jungitur ;" but this is not enough. This 
а man might be to an earthly friend: but 
could not be said фу abr uérew. See the 
sense expanded in the note on ch. ii. 24. 
Nothing short of personal immanence in 
the personal Christ will satisfy the words: 
a living because He lives, and as receiving 
of His fulness) sinneth not (nor again is 
this to be tamed down, as has been dono 
by far more and better interpreters tban 
in the last case, by making 16 mean “ does 
not persist in sin; so Luther, does not 
allow віп to reign over him”—so Hun- 
nius: and similarly Socinus, Episcopius, 
Calvin, Beza, the Schmidts, ov., J. 
Lange, Bengel (“ bonum justitis in eo non 
separatur a malo рез *), Sander, al. 
Against all such the plain words of the 
Apostle must be held fast, and explained 
by the analogy of his way of ing 
throughout the Epistle of the ideal reality 
of the life of God and the life of sin as ab- 
solutely excluding one another. This all 
the best and deepest Commentators have 
felt: so Augustine and Bede, “in quantum 
in ipso manet, in tantum non peccat." 
The two are incompatible: and in so far 
as a man is found in the one, be is thereby 
separated from the other. In the child of 
God is the hatred of sin; in the child of 
the devil, the love of it; and every act 
done in virtue of either state or as be- 
longing to either, is done purely on one 
side or purely on the other. If the child 
of God falls into sin, it is an act against 
nature, deadly to life, hardly endured, and 
bringing bitter repentance: it is as the 
taking of a poison, which if it be not cor- 
— by its antidote, will sap the very 
springs of life. So that there is no real 
contradiction to ch. i. 8—10, ii. 2, where 
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this very falling into sin of the child of 
God is asserted and the remedy prescribed. 
The real difficulty of our verse is in that 
which follows); every one that sinneth 
hath not seen Him, neither hath known 
Him (here it secms to be said that the act 
of sinning not only “in tantam” excludes 
from the life in God and Christ, but proves 
that that life Aas never existed in the per- 
son so sinning. That this cannot be the 
meaning of the Apostle, is evident from 
such passages as ch. i. 8—10, ii. 2, and in- 
deed from the whole tenor of the Epistle, 
in which the уйу Tréxra 6«ov dcuér occurs 
in combination with pydels vAaváre óuüs 
and the like: whereas if the above view 
were correct, the very fact of werAa- 
yjoGa: not only would cause them to cease 
from being téxva de,, but would prove 
that they never had been such. If then 
this cannot be so, what meaning are we 
to put upon the words? First observe the 
tense in which the verbs stand: that they 
are not aorists but perfects: and that some 
confusion is introduced in English by our 
perfect not corresponding to the Greek 
one, but rather partaking of the aoristic 
sense: giving the impression hath sever 
seen Him nor known Him:” whereas the 
Greek perfect denotes an abiding present 
effect resting on an event in the past. So 
much is this so, that Hera, and many 
other perfects, lose altogether their re- 
ference to the past event, and point simply 
to the abiding present effect of it: Tyron 
is the present effect of a past act of cog- 
nition, = “I know.” In the Greek per- 
fect, the present predominates: in the 
English perfect (and in the German still 
more), the past. Hence in very many 
cases the best version-rendering of the 
Greek perfect is by the English present. 
And so here, without for a moment lettin 
go the true significance of the tense, 
should render, if making a version, * seeth 
Him not, neither knoweth Him. But 
manifestly such an interpretation would 
be philologically insufficient, and would 
only be chosen as the less of two evils, 
and as bringing out that side of the Greek 
perfect which, besides being the prevalent 
one, is less liable to mistake than the other. 
In exegesis, we must take in not merely 
the absence of such sight and knowledge 
in tbe present state of the sinner, but the 
significance of such present failure as re- 
gards tho past: that his sight and know- 

for pyBers, uy тїз А. om ту» Ri. 

ledge are so far annulled as to their validity 
and reality. In fact, we get to much the 
same tion as that in ch. ii. 19, el 
ét hu тау, peperixecay by pel Spor: 
and their very going out shewed that 
they were not (all are not) of us: so 
here: the cutting off by an act of sin of 
the sight and knowledge of Christ, shews, 
and shews in proportion as it prevails, un- 
reality in that sight and knowledge. 

As regards the relation of the words 
themselves, ёюракеу and Cyrerev; some, 
with whom Düsterd. in the main agrees, 
hold that there is no n p difference: 
but that the latter word and specifies 
the necessarily figurative meaning of the 
former: ob being simply copulative (= 
obre) Lücke would understand ópĝr of 
knowl obtained by historical informa- 
tion, which matures and completes itself 
into ywéoxew (edn. 8); taking ob5é also 
merely as copulative. But this seems hardly 
accorde to St. John's practice, who uses 
ópür either of bodily sight (John i. 18, 
1 John i. 1, &., &c.), —or of an intuitive 
immediate vision of divine things, such as 
Christ has of the Fatber and heavenly 
things (John iii. 11, 32, vi. 46, viii. 38), 
—or of spiritual intuition gained by know- 
ledge of Christ and the divine life (John 
xiv. 7, 9; 8 John 11): and there can be 
little doubt that this last is the meaning 
here: as Sander; and thus obs“ will retain 
its proper exclusive and climacteric force: 
ópáv is a further step than r: 8 
realization of Christ’s personality and of 
the existence of heavenly things which is 
the result of spiritual knowledge: and thus 
the sinner “hath not seen Him, nor yet 
known Him”). 7, 8.] The contrast 
is again stated, and introduced by a solemn 
warning not to be misled respecting it: 
and, as usually in St. John’s titions, 
а new feature is brought in, which the fol- 
lowing verses take up and farther treat: 
viz. ёк Tov 8:аВблоу dry. T.] 
Little children, let no one deceive you 
(it does not seem that any particular false 
teacher is here in St. John’s view ; but he 
alludes to all who would sever ethical like- 

which is His) is rig 
(here apparently, God, notwithstanding 

7 к Texvia, ABCKL 

13 
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the apparent parallel of "Incoty xpiordy 
Sixaiovy in ch. ii. 2: for we are by this 
saying, as by that in verse 8,—where see 
note,—referred back to the great Source 
of our spiritual birth, ch. ii. 29, and our 
likeness to Him insisted on: à ход» Th» 
Sixnaoctyny Lyvoxey roy Birav, ка) 8l- 
коф dor &s kal ékeivos Sixads ёстіу, 
тоотёсти ё 0cós) is righteous. 

This verse has absolutely nothing to do 
with the sense which the R.-Cath. exposi- 
tors have endeavoured to extract from it, 
“adversus hsereticos hodiernos, simili ra- 
tione populum seducentee, cum negant per 
bona o quemquam justum esse coram 
Deo," Est., and so L Corn.-a-lap., and 
Tirinus. But this is altogether to invert 
the proposition of the Apostle, who is rea- 
soning, not from the fact of doing good 
works to the conclusion that a man is 
righteous, but from the hypothesis of a 
man's being а child of God, born of Him 
and like Him, to the necessity of his puri- 
fying himself and doing righteousness. 
And in doing this, he ascribes the тоу 
Thv Zia bu to its source, and the 
тоу Thy fay to its source: the 
one man is of God, the other is of the 
devil. As Luther well says (in Diisterd. 
h.1), “good works of piety do not make 
a good pious man, but a good pious man 
does good pious works. . . . . Fruits grow 
from the tree, not the tree from fruits). 

8.] Contrast to cer. 7: cf. à 
wovev...6 тофу: but hero by the neces- 
sity of the case, when a positive assertion 
comes to be made respecting the sinner, 
the new element ёк т. Sag. dri is intro- 
duced: see below. He that doeth sin is 
of the devil (notice first à жобу T)» 
&uapríay, as indicative not so much of 
individual acts as of a state, corresponding 
to ё тод» тђ» DukaiocÓyQ». And then 
ёк tot BvaóAov loriy must not be ra- 
tionalized away, as is done by those who 
deny the existence of the devil. 
It is the distinct opposite correlative of ёк 
то G ο ёттц> (ver. 10 al. freq.), and im- 
plies a personal root and agency just as 
much as that other does. But again, it 
does not imply any physical dualism on 
the part of the Apostle. * Neminem fecit 
diabolus,” says Aug. h. l. Tract. iv. 10, 11, 
vol. iii. p. 2011, * neminem genuit, nemi- 
nem creavit; sed quicunque fuerit imitatus 
diabolum, quasi de illo natus, fit filius 
diaboli, imitando, non proprie nascendo 

. Omnes peccatores ex diabolo nati 

o John viii. A. 

sunt, in quantum peccatores. Adam a 
Deo factus est; sed quando consensit dia- 
bolo, ex diabolo natus est, et tales omnes 
genuit qualis erat. And below, § 11, 
ét duas nativitates attendite, Adam 
et Christi. Duo sunt homines, sed unus 
eorum homo homo, alter ipsorum homo 

. Per hominem hominem peccatores 
sumus, per hominem Deum justificamur. 
Nativitas illa dejecit ad mortem, ista nati- 
vitas erexit ad vitam : nativitas illa trahit 
secum peccatum, nativitas ista liberat a 
peceato: ideo enim venit Christus homo, 
ut solveret peccata hominum." Origen 
(in Joan. tom. xx. 18, vol. iv. p. 326 р) 
remarks that dri is said ёх) той ёк ToU 
SiaBdAov, not ёт) тё» ёк ToU Oeo, and 
on the other hand yeyervnuévos is said 
dal rd ёк тоў Odo, not ёх) тё» ёк тоў 
8:«Вблоо. This must not be urged too 
far, seeing that St. John does speak of 
elyai ёк Tov 6еоў, e.g. ch. v. 19, and places 
over against one another the réxva той 
Oeod and the тќкуа rod 8:aBdAov ver. 10: 
besides which, the devil is said to be ё 
sarhp of the unbelieving (John viii. 44). 
All that we can say is, that the two are 
not strictly correspondent: that Origen’s 
latter assertion is true—we have по yeyer- 
oda ёк ToU BiaBóAov. In the case of 
the children of God, there is & definite 
time, known to Him, when they passed 
from death unto life (ch. ii. 29, iii. 14, v. 
11; John i. 12, iii. 8 ff., v. 24, &c.) : from 
which their new life unto God dates: but 
there is no such point in the life of those 
who are the children of the devil: no re- 
generation from beneath corresponding to 
that from above: the natural life of men 
is not changed by seed of the devil as it is 
by seed of God. Rather may we вау, that 
in those who are of the devil this latter 
change has never taken place. Since sin 
has come to reign in the world by man's 
віп, our natural birth, which is properly 
and essentially a birth from God, п crea- 
tion by the eternal Word, has become a 
birth from the devil: so that it is, as Ben- 
gel expresses it, * corruptio, non genera- 
tio,” and there is no trace of a physical 
dualism in St. John's doctrine: nay, the 
idea is at once precluded by the fact that 
according to the Apostle (John i. 12) 
those who are children of God have be- 
come во from having been children of the 
devil. See this expounded, as usual, in 
Düsterd.s note, from which much of the 
nbove is gathered): because the devil 
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sinneth from the beginning (= ‘sinned 
in the beginning, and has never ceased to 
sin since:’ as : “cum preemitteret 
‘ab initio, subjunxit verbum presentis 
temporis ‘peccat: quia ex quo ab initio 
coepit diabolus peccare, nunquam desiit." 
But the question meets us, what is ёт” 
epis ? Bede, al., understand it of the 
зеро of all creation: “neque enim 
dubitandum est inter primas creaturas 
angelos esse conditos; sed ceteris ad 
laudem Creatoris gloriam sue conditionis 
referentibus, Ше qui primus est conditus, 
mor ut altitudinem sum claritatis aspexit, 
contra conditorem cum suis sequacibus 
superbus intumuit, perque eandem super- 
biam ex initio peccans, de archangelo in 
diabolum est versus." Many Commen- 
tators, to avoid all chance of dualism, 
make it mean not from the time of his 
creation, but from that of his fall: so 
Estius, understanding the ёрхӯ of the be- 
ginning of our world: “statim a mundi 
creatione diabolum peccasse, cum prius 
nullum esset in mundo peccatum :” Cal- 
vin, “nibil aliud vult Johannes, quam 
diabolum statim a creatione mundi fui 
npostatam." But again, others suppose 
the term to mark the beginning of the 
devil's own a ne di so Bengel, *ex quo 
diabolus est diabolus," Sender, al. And 
lastly, Lücke, De Wette, Brückner, Düs- 
terd., Neander, take it with Seb.-Schmidt, 
“ab initio той peccare," from the time 
when any began to sin. And this seems, 
when we compare John viii. 44, to be the 
true interpretation. He has ever been 
the depositary, as it were, of the thought 
and the life of sin: the tempter to sin: 
the fountain out of which sin has come, 
as God is the fountain out of which has 
come righteousness. See on this subject, 
my Sermons on Divine Love, Serm. v. pp. 
68 ff., “the First Sinner; and Sartorius, 
“Lehre von der heiligen Liebe," i. рр. 
115 f) To this end was the Son of dea 
manifested (viz. in His incarnation, - 
nant with all its consequences), that He 
might destroy (do away, break up, pull 
down: see ref.: of a building, or a law, 
or an шей whole) the works of the 
devil (what are these? Clearly, in the 
first place, works whereof the devil is the 
author: not as Baumg.-Crus, merely 
devilish works. And then, are we to in- 
clude in the list not only sins, which mani- 
festly belong to it, but also the conse- 

uences of sin, pain, sorrow, death ? The 
Fact would be true if we did: for Christ 

Destruitur mors per i 
quod i sit opus diaboli sed quod ex 
opere i justo Dei judicio subsecuta :" 

events keep death and the resnlts of sin 
in the background, as no mention i 
of them here, and sinfal works are clearly 
in the Apostle’s mind. These works the 
whole $a»épecis of Christ went directly 
to nullify: more especially His Death, in 
which His power over Satan reached its 
highest point,—the bruising of His heel, 
in which He bruised the Enemy’s head :— 
for it was in that, that He won for 
that acceptance which is sealed by His 
онен and in virtue of which the 

oly Spirit is given us, of whose work in 
us it is said that we svetpar: ras wpdtes 
той сбратоѕ боустоўреу, Rom. viii. 13). 

9, 10.] The contrast taken wp 
again, and from the converse: he that is 
born of God cannot sin: he that does not 
righteousness, is not of God: і.е. is a 
child of the devil. Then we have the 
usual new particular, to give the transi- 
tion note to that which is to follow,— 
including in this last category him that 
loveth not his brother. Every one that 
is begotten of God, doeth not sin (the 
meaning of this declaration has been 
treated of above, ver. 6. Here we meet 
it in its barest and plainest form the two 
states, being begotten of God, and sin, ab- 
solutely excluding one another), beeause 
His seed abi in him (i.e. because 
that new principle of life from which his 
new life has unfolded, which was God’s 
seed deposited in him, abides 
there, and preclades the development of 
the old sinfal nature. So the majority of 
the better expositors, defining somewhat 
differently, when they come to explain in 
detail this germ of spiritual life: GC. 
roc (1) ть яребица d id ro? харісистоз 
éAdBoyue», ... ) (2) ка} abrbs д xpiords, 
bs фәуокф» èv Tois тісто жо abrobs 
vlobs Geot: Severus in Cramer’s Catena, 
h ToU &yiov avebuatos emipolryncts 8° $s 
dveyervh@nper: во (1) Lücko, Dũsterd.; 
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* Spiritus sanctus et virtus ejus," Calvin, 
Beza; “gratia,” Lyra, Tirinus, Corn.-a- 
lap.; “ nativitas spiritualis," Estius, Lu- 
ther; “ vires regenerationis quse a Spiritu 
sancto fit," Seb.-Schmidt; * the power of 
the divine life, De Wette (= тд яу. тоб 
0.), Baumg.-Crus., Neander, nn, De 
W.; “the spirit of man new begotten by 
the Spirit of God, in contrast to the flesh,” 
Sander. Some of the ancients understood 
it of the word of God, as in the ble of 
the sower, Matt. xiii. 8 ff. So Clem. Alex. 
(but not as exegesis on this passage: at 
least if the passage ih Strom. i. 1. 1, p. 
817 P be meant, —ó Залоџё» (Prov. ii. 1) 
. . . oweipduevoy thy Лбуоу крібттєсдц 
pnvie кабіжер ё» y тў тод ца»дбуоутоз 
фохӣ, ко) айту wvevpariuch $vreía), Aug. 
8 v. § 7, vol. iii. p. 2016, Semen 

i, id est, verbum Dei: unde dicit apo- 
stolus, Per evangelium ego vos genui, 
1 Cor. iv. 16 ^), Bede (h. 1), Luther (1), 
Spener, Grotius, Calov., Bengel, n, 
Whitby, Socinus, Schlichting, Rosenmül- 
ler, al. This last 5 has been 
impugned by all the moderns, but I cannot 
see that they have made good their objec- 
tion: the force of which, as stated by 
Huther and Düsterd. amounts to this; 
that the word of God is not во much the 
Seed, a3 the means whereby the begetting 
to the new life takes place (.das Mittel 
der Erzeugung des neuen Lebens, Huth.). 
But whether we regard the generation of 
plants, or animal proereation, which latter 
is more in question here, what words сап 
more accurately describe the office of the 
seed, than these Р and what is the word of 
God but the continually abiding and 
working seed of the new life, in the child 
of God? Nay, it seems to be that exactly 
of which we are in search: not the Holy 
Spirit, the personal agent ; not the power 
of the new life, the thing begotten; but 
just that which intervenes between the 
two, the word, the utterance of God— 
dropt into the soul of man, taking it up 
by divine power into itself, and developing 
the new life continually. This is in the 
most precise and satisfactory sense the 
стёрра ToU Geof: and on this all Scripture 
symbolism is agreed: cf. 1 Pet. i. 23, 
ames i. 18. In fact the very pasenge 

which is the key to this, is Jobn v. 88, 
Toy Луо» abrov ойк Exere dv uv uérorra. 
Nor should any exception have been taken 
by Huther and Düsterd. to the comparison 
with the parable of the Sower (“ wie viele 
ältere Ausleger mit ungeſchickter Bers 
gleichung von Matt. xiii. 3 ff., Düsterd.), 
for кыш» пе attendant circumstances of 

оь. IV. 

generation aro different, the analogy is the 
same. 

There is & novel and extraordinary ren- 
dering proposed by Bengel, who, after ex- 

ining cwépua by “verbum Dei cum 
sua virtute," says, vel potius sie: Semen 
Dei, i. e. is qui natus est ex Deo, manet 
in Deo. owdppa, natus. Tales sunt vero 
. уу, semen Dei: Mal. ii. 15: — and 
adopted by Sander,. —see above. This 
hardly nestle refutation : we can only sa 
that any one who can persuade himself 
that owdpya abro), anarthrous, and loco 
subjecti, can mean 6 ёк тод беоў -yeyerrn- 
рќуоз, has, both philologically and exegeti- 
cally, much yet to learn. The reason 
of this absence of the article is plain: the 
seed is thought of not individually, but 
categorically : q. d., * because seed of His 
abideth in him”); and he cannot sin 
(there is no climax in xal ob: if there is 
any, it resta entirely with Bóvara. No 
explaining away of this declaration must 
be attempted, as is done by Corn.-a-lap., 
who understands it of vh d sin; by Aug. 
and Bede, who confine the dpaprdvew 
to the violation of brotherly love: or as 
Grot. “res de qua agitur aliena est ab 
ejusmodi ingenio." The Apostle is speak- 
ing not only of the ideal, but of the real 
state of those born of God: drawing the 
strongest possible contrast between tle 
life of God and the life of sin, as excluding 
one another absolutely. And there is no 
contradiction between what is here said 
and ch. i. 8, 9; nay, ratber that ge 
shews, by the strong desire to be c 
from all sin, which it assumes, the same 
incompatibility as is here insisted on), 
beeause he hath been begotten of God 
(almost all the expositors, from the first 
times until now, make this бт: more or 
less represent ёф’ boor, in quantum, quam 
diw, quatenus, and the like. And where 
Tb фу айт uéveiw was the matter to be 
measured, as in ver. 6, no doubt this 
might be: but rb ёк тоб беоб yeyerrijcOa 
is an absolute fact, to which an ёф’ бето» 
refuses to be applied: it either has been, 
or it bas not been: its effect either en- 
dures, or does not endure. And in this 
last consideration lies the true solution of 
the difficulty. As before in ver. 6, so 
now, the Greek perfect is especially to be 
held firm in our exegesis, The Apostle 
does not say ob 8буата: àuaprdreir, bri 
ёк ToU Oeod tyevy fen: this would testify 

to a fact, once for all occurring, 
without any reſerence to its t per- 
manence: but he has said ðr: ёк т. 9. 
ye r because ho ae abiding in 

1 
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him пар his birth from pea * Ms 
the d% Joo explanation, thoug ing 
far short of the real meaning, hus at least 
a feeling after the trath of the Apostle’s 
assertion in it. The abiding force of this 
divine generation in a man, excludes sin 
(qui eam indolem retinebit, non pec- 
cabit,” as Grotius, thus far right): where 
sin enters, that force does not abide: the 
eee is in danger of becoming а 
уєуупбђуси, a fact in the past instead of a 
fact in the present: a lost life, instead of 
a living life. And so all such passages as 
this, instead of testifying, as Calvin would 
have this one do («Johannes non solum 
docet quam efficaciter agat semel Deus in 
homine, sed clare affirmat, Spiritum suum 
gratiam in nobis ad extremum usque per- 
sequi, ut ad vite novitatem inflexibilis 
perseverantia accedat ), to the doctrine 
of final perseverance of the regenerate, do 
in fact bear witness to the very opposite : 
viz, that, as the Church of England 
teaches, we need God's special grace every 
day to keep us in the state of salvation, 
from which every act snd thought of sin 
puts us in peril of falling away, Jerome, 
advers. Jovin. ii. 1, vol. ii. p. 321, quotes 
Jovinian as maintaining, from this verse, 
“eos qui fuerint baptizati a diabolo non 

tentari: quicunque autem tentati 
erint, eos aqua tantum et non spiritu 

baptizatos;" which view Lücke ascribes to 
his desire, in a spirit of ethical reform, to 
bring back men's minds to the funda- 
mental and ideal contrasts of Scripture 
itself. But surely in such a case, “a dia- 
bolo non posse tentari" was rather beyond 
the mark. Before leaving this im- 

rtant passage, I must quote Düster- 
jeck's concluding remarks. “The dif- 

ferencebetween the older and more modern 
expositors (as Lücke, Rickli, De Wette, 
and Neander) lies in this, that the former 
are more anxious to moderate the details 
of the Apostle's sentiment, and to tono 
down his assertion to the actual life of 
Christians, while the moderns recognize 
the full precision of the text as it stands, 
but then remind us that the ideal truth of 
the principle announced by St. John con- 
tinually so to speak floats above the actual 
life of believers as their rule and aim, and 
that, in so far, the Apostle’s saying finds 
in such actual life only a relative fulfilment. 
None however of all the expositors, who in 
any way has recognized the ideal character 
of St. John's view, has overlooked the 
fact, that even in the actual life of all that 
are born of God there is something which 

in full verity answers to the ideal words 
‘they cannot sin.’ The children of God, 
in whom the divine seed of their eternal 
life abides, have, in reality, a holy privi- 
lege, as Steinhofer says —they sin not, 
and they cannot sin, just in proportion as 
the new divine life, unconditionally op- 

to all sin, and manifesting itself in 
ike righteousness, is t and abides 

in them. Expositors of all theological 
tendencies, in all times, e. g. Didymus, 
Œc., Est., Schlichting, Luther, Hunnius, 
Seb.-Schmidt, Calov., l, Joachim 
Lange, Rosenm., Lucke, Neander, &c. 
point to this, that the new life of believers, 
veritably begotten by neration from 
God, is simply incompatible with віп (à»- 
акбАоубоу ко} àrdpuocro», Didymus) ;— 
the life which essentially alienates the 
spirit from all sin (averiSexroy &uaprías 
rò» роду huaw тош, (Ec.), fills it with 
an irreconcilable hate against every sin, 
and urges it to an unceasing conflict against 
all unrighteousness. Luther excellently 
says, that a child of God in this conflict 
receives indeed wounds daily, but never 
throws away his arms or makes peace with 
his deadly Sin is ever active, but no 
longer dominant: the normal direction of 
life's energies in the believer is against sin, 
is an absence of sin, a no-will-to-sin and 
а no-power-to-sin. He that is born of 
God has: become, from being а servant of 
sin, a servant of righteousness: according 
to the divine seed remaining in bin, or, 
as St. Paul says, according to the inner 
man (Rom. vii. 15 ff.), he will, and he can 
work only that which is like God,—right- 
eousness, thuugh the flesh, not yet fully 
mortified, rebels and sins: so that even in 
and by the power of the new life sin must 
be ever confessed, forgiveness received 
(ch. i. 8 ff.), the temptation of the evil 
one avoided and overcome (ch. v. 18), and 
self-purification and sanctification carried 
on”). 10.] “ Epilogus superioris 
argumenti,” as Luther: with the inser- 
tion, in the latter half, of the new particu- 
lar which is to form the ment of the 
next section. But this latter half belongs 
not only to that next section, but to this 
as well: its assertion was д uh к.т.А., is 
requisite for the carrying out fully of the 
iv Tovre, which at the same time looks 
backward and forward : backward, for the 
children of God have already been desig- 
nated by the absence of sin, ver. 9: for- 
ward, for the children of the devil are 
designated below by the presence of sin in 
the second half of the verse. In this 
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(fact, circumstance: is better than by, 
vhich gives the idea that this is the only 
eign) are manifest (it has been asked, £o 
whom? Lücke, Sander, and Düsterd. say, 
to God’s unerring eye alone. True, in the 
full and deep truth of the saying: but 
surely in degree and proportion to those 
whom the unction from the Holy One 
enables to know all things: in proportion 
as sin is manifested, or hatred and avoid- 
ance of sin is manifested, in a character. 
And the especial sign which follows, the 
sin of hate, 1s one which is plainly open to 
men’s eyes, at least in its ordinary mani- 
festations) the children of God and the 
children of the devil (see these expressions 
explained and vindicated from the cha 
of dualism, above, ver. 8. Cf. John viii. 
44, Acts xiii. 10. Socinus remarks well, 
“Ex Apostoli verbis satis aperte colligi 
potest, quod inter filios- Dei et filios dia- 
boli nulli sint homines medii"): every 
one that doeth not righteousness (see ch. 
ii. 29: the difference here being that 
ıxaiog. having no art. is more general, 
whereas it was тђу Strat. there in re- 
ference to the Slecuos which was predi- 
cated of God. 1% is natural that, in a re- 
capitulation, tho language should be more 

neral, though the same pai intended) 
is not of (= is not а child of God. 
It may beobserved that Orig., Tert., Cypr., 
al. read 5 uh ду 8ікооз, which is edited by 
Lachmann), and he that loveth not his 
brother (see below, these words pointing 
on to the next section). 

11—24.] Of brotherly love, as the sum 
and essence of Sumocórg: as Christ's 
command (vor. 11): whereas in the world 
there is hate (12, 13) : bound up with life, 
as hate with death (14, 15): finding its 
great pattern in Christ (16); to be testi- 
fled not in word only but in deed (17, 18) ; 
ав the ground of confidence toward God 
and the granting of our prayers to Him, 
being obedience to His wil (19—22); 
which obedience consists in faith and love 
(23), and is testified to by the witness of 
His Spirit (24). 

Before entering on ver. 11, the latter 
half of ver. 10 must be considered, as be- 
longing properly, in its sense, to this sec- 
tion, though in arrangement inseparable 

I 1 

ch. 
only. Prov. zii. 25. zzvi. 16. 

ins тт» bef Sixasocvrny (from ver 7) 

-mg tt Cyr Lucif: txt ABEL rel Thl 
Bede: mandatum bart Ser ath a . "T 

from the last. The cal, which binds on 
the additional particular in the last clause, 
serves, as in ver. b, to co-ordinate that 
clause with the foregoing : not in this case 
as excluded from the forementioned cate- 
gory, but as one particular, taken out from 
among the general category, and put into 
а co-ordinate position with it. And it is 
thus put, &s being the most eminent, and 
most of the nature df a summary, and eri- 
terion, of the rest, of any of those graces 
which are necessarily involved in & tra- 
orn. Aug. beautifully says, “ Dilectio 
Bola discernit inter filios Dei et filios diaboli. 
Signent se omnes signo crucis Christi: 
respondeant omnes Amen: cantent omnes 
Halleluia: baptizentur omnes, intrent ec- 
clesias, faciant parietes basilicarum : non 
discernuntur filii Dei а fliis diaboli nisi 
caritate." And this love, thus constituted 
into “magnum indicium, magna discretio 
(Aug.) is necessarily the family love of 
brother for brother within the limits of 
those who are begotten of God. Universal 
love to man is & Christian grace—but it 
is not that here spoken of: it neither 
answers the description of the éAyy«Aía 
given in ver. 11, nor ds to the 
context here in general, the drift of which. 
is that a test of our belonging to God's 
family is our love towards His children 
who are our brethren in that family: cf. 
ch. v. 1 ff. But, while there can be no 
doubt that this is the right understanding 
of the brotherly love here insisted on, we 
incur at once a formal difficulty in apply- 
ing this meaning to the negative or exelu- 
sive side of the test. He who does not 
love his brother, has in strict fact no bro- 
ther to love, for he is not а child of God at 
all. Hence we must understand, strictly 
speaking, rò» à3eAQbrv abro? in this caso 
as importing his hypothetical brother: 
him, who would be, were he himself a true 
child of God, a "brother, and if so, neces- 
sarily beloved. That this love does not 
exist in him, demonstrates him not to be 
of God's family. 

11.] Because (proof that absence of love 
of the brethren excludes from God's family 
the message which ye heard from the 
beginning (the announcement which from 
the beginning of the preaching of the Gos- 
2 
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pel was made to you. is not here 
= roi, though that which is cited ie 
a commandment: but it із an ёетолў con- 
veyed in words and by messengers, and 
thus become an éyyeAla) is this (in all 
such sentences as this, the demonstrative 
pronoun which begins them is in realit 
the predicate, and often might in Englis 
be transposed to the end with advantage), 
that we love one another (on Tra, sce 
note, ver. 1. It is imposible here, as 
there, to press the strong telic sense. The 
particle carries that combination of pur- 
pose and purport which we have го many 
times had occasion to notice: see e. g., 
note on 1 Cor. xiv. 13). 12, 13.] 
See summary above: example Y the first 
instance of the world’s hate, by way of 
contrast. 19.] Not as Cain was of 
the wicked one and slew his brother 
(the construction is elliptic, or rather bra- 
chylogic, for nothing is to be supplied, as 
ёсрёу (Sander), or quer ёк той xovnpod, 
as Grot., Liicke, or diligamus, as Corn.-a- 
lap.; or a relative 8s before ёк т. хоу. iv, 
as Beza and Socinus. The construction is 
just as in John vi. 68, and in the passage 
of Demosth. p. 415 a, which Winer ad- 
duces, ob yap ёк жоМмткйз alrías, ob 
Šsrep 'Арістофёу . . . vo T)» xpoBo- 
Ай». It would be simpler, ob кабёѕ Ка» 
Loaf roy àB. abroU, ёк той xornpod бу. 
The word сфёе p ly means to kill by 
cutting the throat. It issaid to occur in 
LXX and N. T. in the general sense of 
kiling (so Düsterd.); but I cannot find 
any instances which will not bear the pre- 
cise meaning as well as a more general one. 
It is remarkable however, that St. John 
only of N. T. writers uses the verb, and 
that in every place there is nothing re- 
quiring the proper sense: so that any in- 
erence from its occurrence here as to the 
manner of Cain’s murder of Abel would be 
unsafe, In ёк r pov y we have 
а resumption of ёк тод S:aBdAov éorly 
from above, ver. 8: the word rovnpod 
being used probably on account of rà Lain 
афто? xoynpa Jw» following. Observe, the 
dx rod xornpov jv is the inference from 

ins xa: (C! P)| P]M 29. 663. 98. 191 S 
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ark xv. 44. see Sir. xzvi. 11. 

seth arm. rec aft a3eA do: ins 

that t proof which he gave of it 
killing his brother : as is also the ae 
given in what follows: see below. So 
that here the assertion of his being of the 
wicked one is, as above, strictly ethical, 
and in no way physical or dualistic: * Cain 
erat filius non Dei sed diaboli, non gene- 
ratione, sed imitatione et suggestione," 
Corn.-a-lap.). Andfor what reason (reff.) 
slew he him? because his (own) works 
were wicked, and those of his brother 
righteous (it has caused some difficulty, 
that no mention of this ethical difference 
is made in the narrative in Genesis. It 
has been supposed, е. g. by Socinus, that 
the Apostle gathers it from God’s differing 
acceptance of the offerings of the two: 
others, as Lyra, have called the ethical 
characters of the two the “ occasio previa,” 
whereas the immediately exciting cause 
was the “occasio propinqua,” of the mur- 
der. But properly considered, the Apos- 
tle’s assertion here is only a “ deductio ex 
concesso.” Cain murdered his brother: 
therefore he hated him: and hate belongs 
to the children of the evil one,—classes 
him at once among those whose works are 
evil, and who hate those who, like Abel, 
are testified to (Heb. xi. 4) that they are 
of the children of God who work righte- 
ousness. Whatever might be the exciting 
occasion of the murder, this lay at the root 
—the hatred which the children of the 
devil ever bear to the children of God. 
The various legends, about Cain being the 
child of the serpent by Eve, and the cha- 
racters of Cain and Abel, see in Liicke, 
edn. 3, pp. 317, 318, notes; and the former 
in Huther, p. 148). 13.] The con- 
nexion with verse 12 is close: the world 
(= the children of the devil) began so, 
and will ever go on as it began. Marvel 
not, brethren, if (no doubt is expressed by 
this at. The hypothesis is set forth as 
actually fulfilled. See on this (originally 
Attic) use of el after 0avud(w, and like 
verbs, in Kühner, 5 771. Among his ex- 
amples are the following: où 5) Oavuac- 
тбу ёстіу el arparevóuevos к. торбу éxet- 
VOS .. . NOY NAC. . weprylyverat, 

ABCKL 
PMabc 
dfghj 
klmno 
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Demosth. p. 24. 23: GAN’ deo байи&(ф, 
el Aakebaiuuovlous uév тоте... örèp TV 
‘EAAnvixay Ducale»  àvrfpare vun 84 
ókveire, x. .A., ib. p. 62, 43: in both 
which places matters of fact follow the 
el. Kühner ascribes the idiom to the At- 
tic urbanity, which loved to give to speech 
a certain tinge of doubt and uncertainty) 
the world hateth you (“ magis esset mira- 
bile si diligerent eos," says Didymus. This 
verse is in close sequence on the example 
just given : Cain being taken as the proto- 
type and exemplar of such hate). 
14, 15.) See summary above on ver. 11. 
The connexion with the foregoing is very 
close. We learnt from ver. 10, that the 
love of the brethren is that which makes 
manifest the children of God and the chil- 
dren of the devil. And now again, having 
spoken of the hate of the тос а as a thing 
to be looked for, the Apostle brings up this 
sign as one tending to comfort the child of 
God, and shew him that, notwithstanding 
the world's hate, he has more to rejoice at 
than to fear from the fact: he is in life, 
they in death. We (Aueis, emphatic: we 
whom the world hates: we, as set over 

inst the world) know (see above, ver. 2 
: of certain knowl that we have 

passed over out of death into life (notice 
both times the articles after the preposi- 
tions, removing the nouns in this case out 
of the abstract, and giving them a con- 
crete totality—the death, which reigns 
over the unregenerate: the life, which is 
revealed in Christ), because (бть gives the 
ground and cause, not of the детаВе8%- 
cue, but of the ofSauer) we love the 
brethren (here distinctly, our Christian 
brethren: the term of a3eAgof being that 
well-known one by which the body of 
Christians was represented. It is cu- 
rious to follow Düsterdieck in his recension 
of the R.-Cath. and Socinian interpreta- 
tions of this verse, and to see how they 
both run into one in wresting it to their 
own doctrines. First, the former begin 
with ol,. Lyra would confine it to 
the Apostles; they knew “‘certitudinaliter, 
de hoc per divinam revelationem certifi- 
eati; but “si ad alios refertur, tum hoc 
scire accipitur pro probabili conjectura." 
Similarly Corn.-a-lap., Tirinus, and Eetius 
(and I may add, Justiniani, even more 
strikingly; see below), denying that St. 

Aug А 

John speaks of the certainty of assurance 
grounded on faith by the heretics, but 
“de certitudine morali et conjecturali, 
concepta ex testimonio bons conscientiss, 
innocentia vitæ et consolatione Spiritus 
Sancti.” (Justiniani's words are, ** Recte 
ait (Didymus) nos disciplinabiliter id scire, 
ut formidinem quidem exeludat, nihil ta- 
men prseter probabilitatem ех scientia 
offerat.") Eatius predicates the knowledge 
indeed simply of Christians respecting all 
the “boni fideles," * quorum e numero 
nos esse singuli confidimus." On the other 
hand Socinus, remarking that the Scripture 
writers (and even our Lord Hi » for 
which he refers to the Beatitudes) often 
* hyperbolicis quibusdam amp ificandse rei 
causa loquutionibus utuntur," says of the 
test here proposed, *nam qui tali animo 
est preeditus, vix fleri potest quin alias 
etiam Christianas qualitates habeat, que 
necessarie sunt ad vitam seternam conse- 
quendam." This remark brings us on 
common ground with tbe R.-Catholics, who 
would do violence to the express perfect 
tense ueraBeBfkauer to suit their pur- 
рое So even Didymus, “quoniam qui 

iligit fratres secundum Deum, ad vitam 
ex morte transit :” (so Justiniani, кү 
brotherly love the instrument of our uer 
Basis, instead of the sign of its having 
taken place: “amor itaque ex caritate a 
morte nos ad vitam traducit г”) so Bede, 
who having explained rightly pére à» тё 
ба›йтә below, “quod in anima mortui 
omnes in hane lucem nascimur," goes on 
to say, in Ша utique morte, . . . i fratres 
poe amaret, exsurgere posset:" во 
ута, —“ opera ex caritate facta sunt meri- 

toria ;” so the Socinians, e. g. Schlichting 
(* docet quid maxime Deum im ut 
nos ex morte transferre velit in vitam 
sternam "), adding, as we might expect, 
“dicit éransivimus, per enallagen tem- 

ris pro éransibimus 2” so the rationalists, 
ius (“juri ad rem sepe datur nomen 

rei ipsius"), and Carpzov. It is very re- 
markable, that the fine exegetical tact of 
Estius causes him on the one hand to de- 
liver а clear and decided interpretation of 
the verse as it really is (“ non hic signi- 
ficatur meritum aut omnino causa dicts 
translationis, quasi prius sit, хт fratres, 

terius autem, et effectus illius, trans- 
rri de morte ad vitam, id est, justificari. 
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Neque enim opera bona prscedunt justif- 
e dg sed sequuntur justificatum, ut 
concinne B. Augustinus dicit, de fid. et op. 

' €. 14 ү, vol. vi. p. 211)..... Sed causa- 
litas referenda est ad cognitionem. 
Nam ex dilectione fraterna velut effectu et 
signo cognoscimus, nos de morte ad vitam 
translatos esse: et quantum de illa certi 
sumus, tantum et de isto"), while his doc- 
trinal bias leads him, а few lines after, to 
strike out the whole of this sound expo- 
sition by saying, “ Veruntamen etsi dilec- 
tio Dei et proximi justificationem nostram 
totam, cujus initium est a fide, nec merea- 
tur, nec precedat, sed sub ea comprehen- 
datur tanquam pars ejus, impetrat. tamen 
remissionis gratiam, juxta verbum Domini 
Luc. 7, Remittuntur ei peccata multa 
quoniam dilexit multum : sed et augenda 
justificationis est causa, ut qui justus est, 
opera caritatis exercendo justificetur ad- 
Аис, A ultimo.” I have not considered 
it beside my purpose to spend even a long 
note on recounting the above interpreta- 
tions. It may conduce to a right estimate 
of the doctrines of men and churches, and 
put younger Scripture students on their 
guard, to see the concurrent aabits and 
tendencies of interpreters apparently so 
opposite. When Pilate and Herod are 
friends, we know what work is in hand. 
But as а conclusion, I will quote the clear 
and faithful exposition of а greater and 
better man: “Quid nos scimus? quia 
transivimus de morte ad vitam. Unde 
scimus? quia diligimus fratres. Nemo 
interroget hominem: redeat unusquisque 
ad cor suum: si ibi invenerit caritatem 
fraternam, securus sit quia transiit a morte 
ad vitam. Jam in dextera est: non at- 
tendat quia modo gloria ejus occulta est; 
саш venerit Dominus, tunc apparebit in 
gloria. Viget enim, sed adhuc in hyeme: 
viget radix, sed quasi aridi sunt rami: 
intus est medulla qus viget, intus sunt 
folia arborum, intus fructus: sed estatem 

t" Aug. in 1 Joan. Tract. v. 5 10, 
vol iii. p. 2017): he that loveth not 
(there is this time no qualifying object, as 
voy àBeAQóv: the absence of love from 
the character is the sign spoken of. «à» 
&8єхфф> is right enough as a gloss, but the 
Apostle’s saying is more general), abideth 
in death (dv тё Oasdry: on tho art., see 
above: in that realm of death, in which 
all men are by nature: see Bede, quoted 
above. Here again, the absence of love is 
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not the reason, why he remains in death ; 
but the sign of his so remaining. The 
петёВас:з has not passed upon him. The 
words have no reference to future death 
any further than as he who is and abides 
in death, can but end in death: “ notan- 
dum quod non ait qui non diligit, venturus 
est in mortem, quasi de репа perpetua 
loqueretur, que restat peccatoribus in futu- 
rum: sed ‘gui non diligit,’ inquit, * manet’ 
in morte." Bede). 15.) Every one 
that hateth his brother is a manslayer (in 
these words, (1) the ó uh yards which 

is taken up by was ó шеф»: 
shewing, as most Commentators have re- 
ars that д T are Ali the 
ivi irit of man being incapablo of a 
state of indifference ; that he sho has ba- 
nished brotherly love has in faot abandoned 
himself to the rulo of the opposite state. 
In the ethical depth of the Apostle's view, 
love and hate, like light and darkness, life 
and death, necessarily replace, as well as 
necessarily exclude, one another. He who 
has not the one, of necessity has the other 
in each case. (2) He who hates his brother 
is stated to an йудретоктбуоѕ. The 
example given, ver. 12, shewed the true 
and normal result of hate: and again in 
the Apostle’s ethical depth of view, as in 
our Lord's own (Matt. v. 21 ff., 27 fl.), 
he who fulls under а state, falls under the 
normal results of that state carried out to 
its issue. If a hater be not a murderer, 
the reason does not lie in his hate, but in 
his lack of hate. “Quem odimus, velle- 
mus periisse,” says Calvin. Some would 
make ктбуоѕ mean, a destroyer of 
his own soul: во Ambrose (partly), precat. 
ad Missam: Lyra (not .-аЈар., as 
Düsterd. implies) Tirinus. But this, as 
well as the view (Corn.-a-lap., al.) that it 
is the murder of his brother's soul which 
is intended, “ provocando eum ad iram et 
discordiam,”—errs by pressing the refer- 
ence to the example of Cain above. Some 
again, as Sander, would interpret it by a 
reference to John viii. 44, understood as 
pointing to the ruin of Adam by the 
ешр But as pisos remarks (re- 
erring to & paper on n viii. 44, 
Nitzsch, in the Theolog. Zeitschrift, Bl 
1822, Heft. 8, p. 52), far ratber should we 
say that this passage throws back а light 
on that pasenge, and makes it likely that 
the case of Cain, and not that of Adam, is 
there referred to); and ye know that 

lmao 
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every manslayer hath not (is without the 
possession of) eternal life abiding in him 
(oare, viz. by your own knowledge of 
what is patent, and axiomatic in itself. We 
must not fall into the error of referring the 
saying to the future lot of the murderer, 
as Bede, “ Etsi hic per fidem inter sanctos 
vivere cernitur, non habet in se perpetuo 
vitam manentem; nam ubi retributionis 
dies advenerit, cum Cain . ., damnabitur :” 
it regards his present state, and is another 
way of saying that he pére: dv TG бауйтф, 
ver. 14. Eternal life, which abides in God's 
children, which is the living growth of the 
seed of God in them, is evidenced by love: 
if the very crown and issue of hate, homi- 
cide, be present, it is utterly impossible 
that this germ of life can be coexistent 
with it; can be firmly implanted and 
abiding (cf. John v. 88) in the man. 
Socinus (and Corn.-a-lap.) gives the syl- 
logism contained in these verses thus: 
* nullus homicida habet vitam seternam in 
se manentem: verum qui fratrem suum 
odit est homicida: ergo qui fratrem suum 
odit, non habet vitam seternam in se ma- 
nentem. Нос syllogismo probat Apostolus 
eum qui non diligit fratrem suum manere 
in morte"). 16—18.] Description 
and enforcement of true love. ©“ Exposui 
hactenus et probavi, quod dilectio fratrum 
verissima et optima nota sit discernendi 
filios Dei et filios diaboli. Sed ne quis hic 
loci vel seipsum decipint, vel ab aliis deci- 
piatur, . . . . exponendum etiam erit,.... 
use sit vera et christiana caritas." Seb.- 
bmidt, in Düsterd. 16.] Ezample 

of true love in Christ, and enforcement of 
i£ оп из. In this (on dv тоте, see above, 
ver. 10, and note, ch. ii. 8) we have the 
knowledge of (¢yvexapev, “we have ar- 
rived at and possess the apprehension of:“ 
ywéoney implying knowl as an act 
of the understanding p ing on in- 
tellectual grounds, Here however it is 
used entirely within the ere of the 
Christian life of union with Christ. None 
can understand true love as shewn in this 
its highest example, but he who is one 
with Christ, and has felt and does feel that 
love of His in its power on himself. See 
note on ch. ii. 8) love (i. e. what love is: 
tho nature of love true and genuine: 
“amoris naturam," Bengel; “veram in- 
dolem amoris,” Rosenmüller. And Aug., 
* perfectionem dilectionis dicit, perfectio- 
nem illam quam commendavimus. And 
so most of the Commentators. Some have 

q here bis. John 
r = Ch. ii. 6 reff. 

held to the insertion of тоб бео after 
&ydxny, which has hardly any authority 
(only one cursive (“52”) vulg. arm-usc). 
So Socinus, Whitby, Grot., Seb.- 
Schmidt, Calov. And others, as Spener, 

т, 3 though they do not 
rend @eov, yet would supply it, or хротоё, 
in the ans of Rom. v. S John fii. 16. 
But there can be but little doubt that the 
other is the right view. Tho love of God 
to us is not that which would, as such, be 
adduced as a pattern to us of brotherly 
love; it is true that in the depth of the 
matter, all true love is love after that pat- 
tern: but in a passage so logically bound 
together it is much more probable that 
the term common to the two, Christ and 
ourselves, would be, not divine love, which 
as such is peculiar to Him, but love itself 
simply, that of which He has given the 

t example which we are to follow), 
t He (Christ, as the words beyond 

question shew) laid down His life for us 
vx rid, ав vitam ponere" in 
atin, to lay aside life, to die: not as 

Grot., who in all the places where it occurs 
maintains that it is only vitam objicere 
periculis," which would entirely enervate 
the Apostle's saying here. ödp ђрё@у car- 
ries in it and behind it all that we know 
of the nature of the death which is spoken 
of: but the vieariousness and atoning 
power of Christ's death are not here in 
consideration : it is looked on here as the 
greatest possible proof of love, as in John 
xv.18. It в the very perversity of un. 
sound reasoning to maintain, as Paulus 
(in Düisterd.), that because our imitation 
of Christ's example, insisted on below, 
cannot have the virtue commonly ascribed 
to his death, therefore his death had in 
reality no such virtue): and we (que, 
emphatic : we on our part, as followers of 
Christ) ought on- behalf of the brethren 
to lay down our lives (on quis, Socinus 
says well: Non dicit nos debere animam 
ponere, quasi ut unus pro multis morti sit 
obetrictus, sed animas, quia singuli pro 
singulis mori debemus." TheApostle states 
the duty generally: and thus stated it is 
clear enough. Аз Christ did in pursuance 
of His love, so ought we to do in pur- 
suance of ours, bound as we areto Him nob 
by the mere force of an outward example, 
but by the power of an inward life. But 
naturally and necessarily the precept finds 
its application only in those cases where 
our Heaven! y Father's will sets the offer- 
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ing of such a sacrifice in the course and 
үе of our brotherly love, which He 

ordained. Of such an occasion the 
aor. Getva: gives perhaps a hint: not т:- 
ov, as a habit of mind ever ready: but 
Ocivas, once for all, on occasion given. It 
is not the place here to enter on, or even 
to enumerate, the various cases of con- 
science which casuists have raised as to 
the question, whe» a Christian ought to lay 
down his life for a brother. The subject 
will be found discussed in snch commen- 
taries as those of Corn.-a-lap., Justiniani, 
Estius, Episcopius; and а sum is given 
by Düsterdieck h. l.). 17.] But (“b 
the gres суеш if т 17 wit 
ver. 16 t postle marks the passage 
from the greater, which is justly demanded 
of us, to fe ler: the violation of which 
is all the more а transgression of the law 
just prescribed." Düsterd.) whosoever hath 
the world's sustenance (Bios, as in ch. ii. 
16, and in reff, for that whereon life is 
sustained. Grotius quotes the classical 
proverb, Blos Blov Seduevos obe Lar: Blos. 
(Ec. and some others have misunderstood 
tov Blov тоё kócuov as if it meant exces- 
sive wealth: (Ec. even making тоў xócuov 
a gen. of apposition: ob 7obs Blov oral - 
(ovras Aéye, GAARA xal robs ÜAo» roy 
kócuov oxeddy Sxaptiw txovras wAobrov, 
And Piscator makes it mean “victus, cui 
acquirendo mundus est deditus" But 
there can be little doubt that most Com- 
mentators are right in explaining the ex- 
pen to mean, with Beza, * mundane 
cultates, “les biens de ce monde; as 

E. V., “ this world's good”), and beholdeth 
(ésepü gives more than the casual sight : 
it is the standing and looking on as a 

: 80 that it ever involves not the 
eye only, but the mind also, in the sight: 
it is contemplari, not simply videre. So 
Chrys. in Joh. Hom. lxxv. 1, vol. viii. p. 
406, old 4 урафђ ёт) ünpiBoUs -*yrvéc eos 
Oewplay Adyar Greibàr yàp rd aloGhoewr 
трауотёра ij bis, 8:4 табтут det Tby &кр‹Вў 
waplorno: . St. John is very fond 
of the word (reff.), and wherever it occurs, 

u absol., Mark ii. 25. Eph. iv. 28. 
2€ 

rec (for деуи) vibe re, with KL (18 appy) rel (Ес: 

Gewpes KL a! с hi k m 36(віс). 
j. 

18. rec aft rexvia ins pov, with KL rel vulg-ed wth ТЫ Œc Bede: om ABC/P'N 

for kern, KANTE 

this its meaning may be more or less 
traced. There is then in this unmercifal 
man not merely the being aware of, but 
the deliberate contemplation of the dis- 
trees of his brother) his brother having 
need, and shutteth up (by the slight ad- 
dition of up, we faintly represent the 
force of the Greek aor. i, as implying 
that the shutting is then and there done, 
as the result of the contemplation: not a 
mere constitutional hardness of heart, but 
an act of exclusion from sympathy follow- 
ing deliberately on the beholding of his 
brother’s distress) his bowels (= his heart, 
the seat of compassion : as so often in the 
N. T. See ref., and Luke i. 78, 2 Cor. 
vii. 15, Phil. i. 8, ii. 1, Philem. 7, 12) 
from him (Ar abro) is pregnant, as in 
ch. ii. 28, *aversandi notionem habens." 
There is no Hebraism : nor is any supply 
such as dwoorpepdéueros wanted. xAcicw 
àró is just as good Greek as xpómrew ard, 
John xii. 36 al. As Düsterd. remarks, the 
fact that a man shuts up his heart against 
bis brother, includes in it the fact that that 
brother is excluded from the heart thus 
shut up), how (can it be that; as in ch. 
iv. 20, rôs дурата: Gyargy;) doth the 
love of God (i.e. from the very express 
filling out of the thought in ch. iv. 20, 
“ love to God ;” not God’s love to us. See 
also ch. ii. 6, where we have the same ex- 

ion and reference to the love of God 
being in a man. The context indeed here 
might scem, as the mention of Christ’s 
love to us has so immediately preceded, to 
require the other меше: ос at least, 
that of “ the love whereof hath set us 
a pattern:" and accordingly both these 
have been held: the former by Luther, in 
his second exposition, and Calov., the lat- 
ter by Socinus and Grotius. But I see not 
how we can саре the force of the pas- 
sages above cited) abide in him (Lücke 
and Düsterd. are disposed to lay а stress 
on the nere here, thereby oer d & door 
for the view that the love of God may in- 
deed be in him in some sense, but not as a 
firm abiding principle; that at all events 

&be 

ЕЁ] 
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c 2 John 1, 3. 
8 John 1. 
Matt. xxii. 

Нот. il. 8. е = Matt. xxv. 32. Luke 
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for unde, xa: M Syr eth. 
rec om 73, with [PIN d n 13. 86 arm Clem (Ec: ins ABCEL rel 40 ТЫ. 
N.) 

1 
vulg syr copt Clem. (aAA’ єк TovTov a. 
rel vu 
cognoscemur syr. (18 def.) 

at the moment when he thus shuts up his 
bowels of compassion, it is not abiding in 
him. But this would seem to violate the 
ideal strictness of the Apostle's teaching, 
and the true sense rather to be, How can 
we think of such an one as at all possessin 
the love of God in any proper sense?” 
giving thus much emphasis to net, but 
not putting it in opposition to deri», as 
Liicke does; for it is, in the root, equi- 
valent to it. Here again, many ques- 
tions of casuistry have been raised as to 
the nature and extent of the duty of alms- 
iving, on which it is impossible to enter 
bos and for which I must refer my 
readers as before. The safest answers to 
them all will be found in the Christian 
conscience enlightened by the Holy Spirit, 
guiding the Christian heart warmed by the 
iving presence of Christ) * 18.) Ez- 
hortation to true brotherly love: following 
naturally on the example of the want of it 
iven in the last verse. Little children, 

fot us not love with word nor yet with 
tongue, but (let us love) in deed алй 
truth (there is some little difficulty in as- 
signing these words their several places in 
the contrast, We may notice first, that 
the two former, Афуф and yAdéccy, are 
simple datives of the instrument, whereas 
the two latter are introduced by the prepo- 
sition фу, denoting the element in which. 
The true account of the arrangement seems 
to be, that the usual contrast of Афуф and 
èv ipyy is more sharply defined by the 
epexegetic T yAéooy and d» AAN 
тр y^écop giving, by making the mere 
bodily member the instrument, more pre- 
cisely the idea of absence of truth than 
even Adyy, and (è) ane more de- 
finitely the idea of its presence than even 
dv HY. Similar contrasts are adduced by 
the Commentators from the classics: espe- 
cially from Theognis; e.g. 973 f., uh но 
arp ef yAdoon QíAos, GAAA ka) A 
xepoly те oreto: xphuacl т’ dir eh 
63, АЛАА Boxe? uiv xacw àrd yAdoons 
los «уа: 96, ds к. erp улбсср Agora, 

(оа А гес om ev, with K rel (Ec: ins A B(sic : see table at end of Prolegg) 
рн &bghklm о 40 arm Clem ТЫ. (40 also ins e» bef A.) 

. rec ins Ist ка, with CKLÒP]N rel Syr sab wth arm Thi (Ec Aug: om AB d 40 
rec (for *ysecaope0a) ywockouer, with KL 

syrr eth Thl (Ec Aug Bede: txt ABC[P]N a j 86. 40 coptt arm Clem Damasc, 
ектросдеу(віс) N. for ras кардіаз, тт” карау 

фроуў 8 Erepa. As connected with the 
exhortation in this verse, I may cite the 
tradition reported by Jerome in his Com- 
mentary on Gal. vi. 10, vol. vii. p. 528 f.: 
* Beatus Joannes Evangelista cum Ephesi 
moraretur usque ad extremam senectutem, 
et vix inter discipulorum manus ad eccle- 
siam deferretur, nec posset in plura vocem 
verba contexere, nihil aliud per singulas 
solebat proferre collectas, nisi hoc : * Filioli, 
diligite’alterutrum.’ Tandem discipuli et 
fratres qui aderant, tedio affecti, quod 
eadem semper audirent, dixerunt: Magis- 
ter, е semper hoc loqueris? Qui re- 
spondit dignam Joanne sententiam : Quia 
preceptum Domini est, et si solum fiat, 
sufficit"). 19-24.) See the summary 
at ver. 11. The blessed effects of true 
brotherly love as a test of the Christian 
state. 19, 20.] [And] in this (on èy 
rohr, see above, vv. 10, 16. It here refers 
to what had gone before: viz. to the fulfil- 
ment of the exhortation in ver. 18, as the 
future shews: q. d., which thing if we do, 

This been very generally 
acknowledged : some Commentators men- 
tioning, but only to repudiate, the con- 
nerion with what follows, ёт: ёду x. r. A. 
Some, as De W. refer ép rovro back to 
vv. 10, 16; others, as Lücke, to ver. 14. 
But to whichever of these it is referred, 
the sense is much the same. The context 
which follows is best satisfied by taking it 
as above: see оп d dAnGelas deu éy below) 
we shall know (on the future, see above. 
It is the result consequent on the fulfil. 
ment of the condition implied in dy rf 
De Wette's idea, after Bengel, that the rec, 
yvéoxoper has been altered to the future 
to suit the following future welcopey, is 
not to be thought of, in the presence of 
the common formula dy тобтф ywédoxo. 

ev, ch. ii. 8, iii. 24, iv. (2, 6,) 18, v. 2. 
prevalent form was adopted by the 

transcribers, regardless of the future fol- 
lowing) that we are of the truth (èr тій; 
dy TQ АЎ Хуф йусяё», АЛЛА ip kal 
dandelg? . . . ral râs; 6 yàp иё» 
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Adywy, KANo 86 tour, ph cbhupuvoy xwv 
TQ Adve Thy трай, н ёст) kal офк 
éandhs. Œc. But, true as this is, and 
self-evident, it does not reach the depth of 
the meaning: as of course do not the many 
rationalistic paraphrases which have been 
given: “congruere evangelio,” Grot., 
Whitby, &c. To be ёк rijs dAnOelas, is a 
different matter from to be truthful or true 
men. Estius approaches the meaning, un- 
derstanding 4A40e.a to be the truth of God 
in His promises, and во ёк vis aA. done 
to mean “are of the number of the elect.” 
Bede’s interpretation, “ex veritate que 
Deus est,” in which Lyra, Tirinus, Calvin 
agree, is nearer still: but bad the Apos- 
tle intended this, he surely would have 
written ёк тоё det The Lutheran Com- 
mentators have come nearer still, making 
4 4Af0ca to be “verbum veritatis” by 
which we are begotten anew unto God: 
во Luther, Seb.-Schmidt, Calov., Spener, 
Bengel, Lücke, De Wette. But why stop 
at that which after all is itself ёк ris 
алубеа 7 Why not mount up to the 
àAfóea itself, that pure and objective 
Truth which is the common substratum 
and essential quality of the Spirit Himself, 
of the Word, of those who are born of the 
Word by the Spirit ? and thus Düsterd., 
Huther. al.), and shall persuade our hearts 
before him (i.e. and in and by this same 
sign, shall still the questionings of our 
hearts before God, by the assurance tbat 
we are His true children. This meaning 
has been acquiesced in by almost all Com- 
mentators both ancient and modern. 
Fritzsche alone maintains a different one: 
“Et coram Deo, i.e. Deum intuiti et 
reveriti, animos nostros flectemus (viz. ad 
amorem vita factisque ostendendum), quia, 
si animus nos hujus officii pretermissi 
condemnet, quia major est, inquam, Deus 
animo nostro ct omnia scit." He denies 
that rel is to be referred to ёу тобто, 
and, as above, interprets that by the con- 
sideration of God's greatness and omni- 
science we are to persuade our hearts to love 
intruth. This view is impugned and satis- 
factorily confuted by Lücke, on the fol - 
lowing grounds: 1. that after so solemn 
an exhortation to brotherly love on the 
deepest grounds, it is not likely that the 
Apostle would subjoin another, grounded 
on less deep and more general motives: 
2. that every thing said by way of a 
motive in fuxpocÓev abrov has been in- 

cluded in what has been said before: 
8. (And this is the weightiest objection of 
all, enlarged on and pressed further by 
Düsterdieck) in this case тёз xap3ias here 
must denote the heart as the seat of the 
affections, whereas in ver. 20 4 xapdia 
must denote the heart as the seat of tho 
conscience. Whereas on the common 
view, кард(а is, throughout, the heart as 
the seat of the conscience, giving rise 
there to peace or to tcrror, according as it 
is at rest or in disquietude : nearly as Thl., 
welcopar Thy соу 8 сі» huar, тобто yap 
ВофАетод cyualvew 8:4 тёз карЗіаѕ :— 
only that this view of the identity of the 
conscience with the xap5ía is not correct. 
St. John uses xapôla for the innermost 
seat of our feelings and passions: of alarm 
(John xiv. 1, 27), of mourning (xvi. 6), 
of joy (xvi. 22); it was into the xapdia of 
Judas that the devil put the intent of be- 
traying the Lord (xiii. 2) : and the харда 
here is the inward judge of the man,— 
whose office is, so to say, promoted by 
the conscience, accusing or else excusing 
(Rom. ii. 15). Then, as to reicher, 
there is no need to give to the verb any 
unusual meaning. It does not mean 
quiet or * assure," except in so far as 
ita ordinary import, persunde, takes 
this tinge from the context. And so it is, 
in every instance cited by the Commenta- 
tors for this unusual meaning: e. g. in 
Matt. xxviii. 14, Acts xii. 20, and reff. : 
in Jos. Antt. vi. 5. 6, where Samuel úr- 
toxvetra: kal wapaxaddcew toy Gedy cuy- 
yvievas wept rotrwy abrois ко) reige: 
in the passage in Plutarch, where one says 
&roAolugr ef ph ve Tipepyoaluny, and 
the other answers, àwoAoíux»v el ph сє 
теісаци. 

It must be plain from what has been 
said, that the future xelconer is not, on 
account of Kuspoc0«v abToU, to be taken 
as referring to the future day of judgment, 
as some (e. g. Benson, Lücke, ette) 
have done. In ch. iv. 17, which is ia 
some respects parallel with this, that day 
is expressly named: whereas in our pas- 
sage, an equally clear indication is given, 
by the parallelism of уғосбиеба and wel- 
coner, that no such reference is intended. 

atrov is not, at His appearing, 
but, i» His sight, as placed before His 
all-seeing eye: фу Ux Oeg udprvpi, аз (Ec., 
though misunderstanding the whole: see 
above: so Aug. (“ ante es: inter- 

Wer P. 
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roga cor tuum ....8i persuademus cordi 
nostro, coram ipso persuademus’’), Bede, 
Corn.-a-lap., Luther, Calov., Bengel, Ne- 
ander, Huther, Sander, Erdmann, Düsterd. 
It may be remarked finally, that by Lu- 
вросдє» avrov being thus put first, it has 
evidently the emphasis: and this is impor- 
tant for that which follows. 20. 
takes up this matter of the persuading ou 
hearts before God, and shews its true im- 
ortance and rationale. This is carried on 

in the following verses, but is here and in 
ver. 21 placed as its ground. If our heart, 
Euwpoaber abrov, judges us unfavourably 
ve may be quite sure that He knowing 
inore than our heart does, judges us more 
unfavourably still: if our heart condemn 
us not, again ёихростбе> abrov, judging 
and seeing in the light of His coun- 
tenance, then we know that we are at one 
with Him, and those consequences follow, 
which are set forth in ver. 22. 

But before arriving at this sense, there 
are several difficulties of no slight weight 
to be overcome. With these it will be 
best to deal, before translating the verse. 
Three principal questions must be an- 
swered: 1. What is the first бть? 2. What 
is the second фть? 8. What is the mean- 
ing of helfer? 1, 2. Some monstra of 
exegesis must first be eliminated. It has 
been tried to make бт: ddy = Bra», 
* whensoever*" For this is quoted Sam. 
Andrea, of whom I can discover nothing. 
This of course is impossible. Equally 
impracticable are the endeavours to alter 
the text; by striking out the 2nd $n 
as Grot, or making this one into ër: 
(H. Stephanus, Priceus, Piscator) Again 
it is quite out of the question to supply 
before the second 87:, “eheu nobis," as 
Episcopius, —* scimus, aut scire debemus," 
as Calov. al Of other interpretations, 
the first requiring notice is that upheld 
by De Wette, and pronounced the only 
tenable one by Brückner, which would 
make the second ri independent of the 
first, and regard it as containing the reason 
of the final clause, ка) -y:»ócxe: Adra. 
The objection to this is, not the cat before 
ywéoxe, which would be natural enough, 
—“ because God is greater than our heart, 
it follows that. . .;" such an apodosis 
being very commonly introduced by xai,— 
but I) the sense thus obtained, which would 
be illogical, as it would not follow, because 
God is greater than our heart, that He 
knows all things: and 2) that brought by 

Düsterd., the exceeding harshness and 
clumsiness thus introduced into the style, 
whereas St. John is singularly lucid, and 
hus but very few inversions, none indeed at 
all еш the harshness of this. Ben- 

» Hoogeveen, Morus, Nóssclt, Baumg.- 
; Huther, regard the first čr: us the 

pronoun relative, 6 T1: * coram ipso secura 
reddemus corda nostra quocunque tandem 
crimine damnat nos cor," as Hoogeveen. 
The objection to this is not N. T. usage, 
as alleged, e.g. by Düsterdieck against 
Bsris ddy, for we read 8sr:s dd Gal. v. 10, 
and fris édy Acts iii. 23: but sense, context, 
and analogy. Sense,—for it would surely be 
monstrous to make the Apostle say that if 
we have brotherly love, we may make our- 
selves easy, whatever else our consciences 
accuse us of: context,—for in this sen- 
tence no logical reason would thus be given 
by the following r., which Ноор. renders 
D : analogy, as shewn in the parallelism 
à» karayuwdóockp and dà» uh xarayiw- 

ткр, which we thus altogether destroy. 
Another interpretation is given, and, as 
usual, defended with extreme fervency and 
bitterness against those who differ, by 
Sander. He would make the whole of 
ver. 20 d on ёи тойтф *yvecóp«0a 
and on seícouev (some others had done 
the same before, e.g. Meyer. See also 
Erdmann below); and regard it as mennt 
in a consolatory sense: by thus loving in 
deed, &c., we shall know, &c., and shall 
persuade our hearts that if our heart con- 
demn us, God (he is troubled with the 
second бте, and offers to his readers the 
alternative of erasing it with Lachmann or 
reading ёт: with Stephens) is greater than 
our heart and knoweth all things: i.e. 
knows us to be His children and better 
than we seem to ourselves. With this in 
the main Erdmann agrees: * Hoo igitur 
apostolus dicit: filiis Dei, si forte in pec- 
cata inciderint, et conscienti, accusatione 
perterriti fuerint, quum e conscientia verso 
caritatis erga Deum et fratres pro certo 
sciant se ex veritate esse, vitæque novita- 
tem in Dei patris societate accepisse, per- 
suasum fore, Tò catayiwéoxey, conscientia 
magnitudine et potestate gratie diving 
illoque Dei yuxóo ew wdyra superari." 

But how any exegete of tact and discern- 
ment can hold this, I am at a loss to 
imagine. Leaving for the present the 
uestion respecting the sense of peior 

lv к.т.А., cau we conceive the nee 
to write во loosely as this—'* we shall per- 
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suade our hearts, that if our heart con- 
demn us... Р” For, in this case, the 
«apbías of the former clause has no con- 
nexion with the xap&la of the latter, but, 
&s Erdmann confesses, is equivalent to 
has avrovs, whereas in the latter, карда 
is the “ conscientia reatus." And besides, 
the relconer has alrendy had its emphatic 
completion in the words #итроетбеў abrod, 
declaring its meaning to be absolute, and 
preventing its passing on to the ёт. 

It would seem then that the first бт: 
cannot be “that,” but must be causal. 
And if the first, then the second, which, 
as fur as I know, no one has attempted to 
render kat” after rendering the other 
"because." How then is the repetition 
to be interpreted ? The first 87: far- 
nishes the reason for introducing the 
clause: what purpose is served by the 
second? The old scholium says, rò Bev- 
тєроу Šri жарёлке. And во several of the 
Commentators, adducing instances of a 
repeated and superfluous бт‹ from Xenoph. 
Anab. v. 6. 19, Aéyovow rı, el wh 
Sri xevBuvedoces . . . .: and so Anab. vii. 
4. 5: Eph. ii. 11, 12 in N. T. But in all 
these places бт: is “ that,” not “ because :” 
nor can an instance be produced of the 
repetition of a causal бт. This resource 
thus seems taken from us. The second 
Sr: must have its distinct place and mean- 
ing assigned it. And, reserving the con- 
sideration of the meaning thus obtained, 
till we treat of ue((w» dor» x.T.A.,—there 
is one legitimate way of taking it, which 
does not seem to have been suggested: 
viz, that there is an ellipsis of the verb 
substantive before the 2nd r., and that 
the clause, thus introduced, forms the аро- 
dosis to the ёду x. 7. A.: “because if our 
heart condemns us, (it is) because God, 
&c." Instances of similar ellipses after 
el or ed are of course common enough: 
et Tis ФУ Хрістф, Kawh f, 2 Cor. v. 
17: «fre bxip Tlrov, koiwtorbs duds к. els 
ónas cvvepyós: «тє ё8еЛфо) judy, àrd- 
отоо: ёккАтот®у, 86а xp, ib. viii. 
23. Nearer to the point is 2 Cor. i. 6, etre 
0X1Bóue8a, бтёр Tfjs биёр wapaxAhoews ка} 
cernplas: 1 Cor. xiv. 27, ere yAócap Tis 
Aae, катё 800... . 

But this brings us to consider (3) the 
meaning of the words netter doriy & debe 
тїз кар8(а dur ко Ywécxe эгйута. 
Two ways of taking them have been pre- 
valent: the ancients regarded them as 
intensifying the ёду xaraywéouy hpv ў 

xap3ia: as the Schol. in Cramer's Catena, 
el yap àuaprdvorres, Thv карђіау éavrar 
Aa0civ Suydueba (qu. ob Buydu.?) dA 
vurrdueda Sed ToU euveddéros, пбоф 
раллоу Tò» deb wpárTovrés Ti 1 
$aóAe» dSsurfOwuey (ob Bw.) Лабе»; 
and so Aug., &c. and of the moderns, 
Calvin, Beza, Socinus, Grot., Corn.-a-lap., 
Castalio, Estius, Calov., Semler, Lücke, 
Neander, al. On the other hand, Luther, 
Bengel, Morus, Spener, Nósselt, Rickli, 
Baumg.-Crus., Sander, Besser, Düsterd., 
Huther, Erdmann, regard them as con- 
solatory in their tendency, and as soften- 
ing our self-condemnation by the comfort- - 
ing thought of God's greatpess and infinite 
mercy. Erdmann remarks, * Respondet 
his sententia S. Pauli ad Rom. v. 20 sq.: 
ob 3è ёҥлєб>»ате» 7 ánapría, кр 
cevoey 4 xdpis. Luther ad h. l. dicit: 
Das Gewiſſen ift ein einziger Tropfen, 
der verſoͤhnte Gott aber ift ein Meer voller 
Troſtes.“ He compares John xxi. 17, 
kópie, тбута ob oldas, od ywoones ёт: 
pA сє. 

But beautiful and true as this is, and the 
similar considerations which have been 
urged by others of the above Commen- 
tators, it is to me very doubtful whether 
they find any place in the context here. 
That context appears to stand thus. The 
Apostle in ver. 19 has said that by the 
presence of genuine love we shall know 
that we are of the truth, and shall per- 
suade our hearts in God’s presence. He 
then proceeds to enlarge on this per- 
euading our hearts, in general. If our 
heart condemn us, what does it import ? 
If our heart acquit us, what? The dà» 
катауюфёскр, and the dà» uh car 
скр, are plainly and реди opposed, 
both in hypothesis and in result. If the 
consolatory view of ver. 20 is taken, then 
the general result of vv. 20, 21 will be, 
whether our heart condemn us or not, we 
have comfort and assurance: and then 
what would be the import of relvopew ras 
kapbías us at all? But on the other 
interpretation, taken with some modifica- 
tions, all will be clear. I say, taken with 
Bome modifications: because the sense has 
been much obscured by the introduction of 
the particular case treated in ver. 18 into 
the general statements of vv. 20, 21. It is 
not, If our heart condemn us for want of 
brotherly love, as Lücke for instance, calling 
it a statement * e contrario! to ver. 19: but 
this test is dropped, and the general subject 
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of the testimony of our hearts is entered 
upon. Thus we get the context and ren- 
dering, as follows): beeause (q. d., and this 
Kuvpoc0ev abroU mesai ras кардіаѕ ud 
is for us a vital matter, seeing that con- 
demnation and acquittal by our own hearts 
bring each such а weighty conclusion 
with it) if our heart condemn (notice the 
words *yrecóucÓn ....катсууфеткү .... 
ure: for the meaning, seo reff. It is 
a word especially appropriate to self-con- 
sciousness: “know laught) against us”) 
us, it is because (our self-condemnation is 
founded on the fact, that) God is greater 
than our heart, and knoweth all things 
(i.e. the condemning testimony of our con- 
science is not alone, but is a token of One 
sitting above our conscience and greater 
than our conscience: because our cou- 
science is but the faint echo of His voice 
who knoweth all n if it condemn us, 
how much more He? and therefore this 
rea, for which this verse renders а 
reason, becomes a thing of inestimable im- 
port, and one which we cannot neglect, 
seeing that the absence of it is an index 
to our standing condemned of God. And 
then, having given the reason why the 
катауюбскех should be set at rest by the 
кегш, he goes оп to give the blessed re- 
sults of the reiras itself in verses 21, 22). 
Beloved (there is no adversative particle, 
because &yawnroí throws up the contrast 
quite strongly enough, as introducing the 
very matter on which the context lays the 
emphasis, viz., the «eivai ras к. uv), if 
our heart (so it will stand, whether juv 
be read or not) condemn us not, we have 
confidence towards God (reff.: said gene- 
rally: not with direct reference to that 
which follows, ver. 22, which indeed is 
one form of this confidence: see ch. v. 14, 
where the connexion is similar. The con. 
fidence here spoken of is of course present, 
not future in the day of judgment, as Es- 
tius. mpòs тду бебу, with reference to 
God: but more than that: to God-ward, 
in our aspect as turned towards and looking 
to God. It must be remembered that 
the words are said in tho full light of the 
reality of the Christian state,— where the 
heart is awakened and enlightened, and the 
testimony of the Spirit is activo: where 

о = Matt. vil. 8. xxi. 22 ||. John xvi. 24. 
21. 3John7 only. 4 Kings r. 20 Ed - vt. (тарб, AB.) 

om 2nd sue» BC (Orig,): ins AK LN rel vss. 
ситереда N Orig. 

rec (for ar) тар, with KL rel Orig ТЫ 

ch. ii. 28. iv. 
17. Eph. iii. 
12. Heb. x. 
19. Jod 

m = Rom. v. 1. 3 Cor. vii. 4. n eh. v, 
p Matt. xvii. 25. ch. ii, 

q ch. il. 3, 4 reff. 

for exouer, exe: В 29. 
ЛарВауюрєу А k m, 

the heart's own deceit does not come into 
consideration as а disturbing element), and 
(such another ка! as that in ver. 10 above, 
where, after was ô uh wordy Jircuõỹ 
oùe Lory ёк ToU beo, wo have cal ó u) 
yar roy a3eApdy афтод, i.e. after the 
general statement, ral introduced the par- 
ticular instance in which the general truth 
was carried forward. So here: By dwell. 
ing and walking in love, we can alone gain 
that approval of our conscience as God’s 
children, which brings real confidence in 
Him and real intercommunion in prayer, 
which is a result and proof of that con- 
fidence) whatsoever we ask, we receive 
(pres.: not for future, as Grot. The Apostle 
is setting forth actual matter of fact) from 
Him (these words must be taken in all 
their simplicity, without capricious and ar- 
рү limitations. Like all the sayings of 
St. John, they proceed on the ideal truth 
of the Christian state. The child of 
God,” as Huther says, “asks for nothing, 
which is against the will of its Father“), 
because und of tho above Аад84д›одеу) 
wo keep commandments, and do the 

which are pleasing in His sight 
(on the last expression (and elism 
see Exod. xv. 26; also Deut. vi. 18, xii. 25, 
Ezra x. 11, Isa. xxxviii. 9. It is added, 
not as epexegetical of ras érroAàs abrob 
TnpoUuevr, ав Sander, but as Düsterd., to 
connect with His granting our prayers, 
since our lives are in accord with His good 
pleasure. This however brings us to the 
ges Fan difficulty of our verse, wherein 
it would seem at first sight as if the grant- 
ing of our pruyers by God depended, as 
its meritorious efficient, on our keeping of 
His commandments and doing that which 
pleases Him. Апа во some of the R.-Ca- 
tholic expositors here: Corn.-a-lap., with 
the curious peculiarity of distinguishing 
тёз ёутолАѕ abro? Tope», the keeping of 
the moral law of the decalogue, from rà 
a peo rd vár. афтод woieiy, the doing of 
** consilia evangelica, viz. continentia, obe- 
dientia et paupertas," the observance of 
which goes “‘augere gratiam Dei et me- 
rita." "This is refuted by the parallelism, 
in which (see above) the second clause 
takes up the first and applies it to the 
matter in band, And it is further refuted 
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Acts iv. 19. 
1 Tim. II. 3. 
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u w. dat. of бром. here only. (see 
w John xi. 87, xil. 49. xil. A. = 

93. rec ж:стеисюреу, with BKL rel (Ec : moreveopey ACN a f1 18 Thi; -oper c. 
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А а 13. 
Lucif Bede. 

by the usage of the expression Tà dpeord, 
by which never * consilia evangelica," but 
ways things ethically pleasing to God, as 

commanded by Him, are denoted : cf. ref. 
John, Rom. xii. 1, xiv. 18, 2 Cor. v. 9, 
Eph. v. 10, Phil. iv. 18, Col. iii. 20. Estius 
again has pressed the words as against tho 
heretics, who say “omnia justorum opera 
esse peccata;” nisi, he adds, “dicant, 
quod absque blasphemia dici non potest, 
peccata esse Deo placita." But both here 
and elsewhere the solution of the difficulty 
is very easy, if separated from the party 
words of theology, and viewed in the light 
of Scripture iteelf. Out of Christ, there 
are no good works at all: entrance into 
Christ is not won nor merited by them. 
In Christ, every work done of faith is 
good and is pleasing to God. "The doing 
of such works is the working of the life of 
Christ in us: they are its sign, they its 
fruits: they are not of us, but of it and of 
Him. They are the measure of our Chris- 
tian life: according to their abundance, 
so is our access to God, so is our reward 
from God: for they are the steps of our 
likeness to God. Whatever is attributed 
to them as an efficient cause, is attributed 
not to us, but to Him whose fruits they 
are. Because Christ is thus manifested in 
us, God hears our prayers, which He only 
henrs for Christ's sake: because His Spirit 
works thus abundantly in us, He listens to 
our prayer, which in that measure has be- 
come the voice of His Spirit. So that no 
degree of efficacy attributed to the good 
works of the child of God need surprise 
us: it is God recognizing, God vindicating, 
God multiplying, God glorifying, His own 
work in us. So that when, e. g., Corn.-a- 
Јар. says, “congruum est et congrua merces 
obedientim et amicitie, ut si homo faciat 
voluntatem Dei, Deus vicissim faciat vo- 
luntatem hominis," all we can reply is that 
such a duality, such a reciprocity, does not 
exist for Christians: we are in God, He in 
us: and this St. John continually insists 
on. Wo have no claim abextra: He works 
in us to do of His good pleasure: and the 

xpurTe 
om naw KL rel 40: ins ABCN a m 18. 36 vulg Syr copt Thl (Ec-ms 

works which He works, which we work, 
manifest before Him, and before all, that 
we are His children. The 8 ёду alrageyr, 

реу, І reserve to be trented of on 
ch. v. 14, 15, where it is set forth more in 
detail). 23.] Summing up of all these 
commandments tn опе: faith in Christ, 
and brotherly love according to Christ's 
command. And (see ка! similarly used, 
ch. i. 5, ii. 17, ver. 3) His commandment 
(“singulari numero mandatum prsemisit, 
et duo subsequentia adjungit mandata, 
fidem scilicet et, dilectionem, quia nimirum 
heec ab invicem separari nequeunt. Neque 
enim sine fide Christi recte nos alterutrum 
diligere, neque vere in nomine Jesu Christi 
sine dilectione possumus credere," Bede: 
and Œc., Fxorres evroAhy, ba тӯ тісте 
тӯ ev TG дубдат: TOU viow abroU "lye. xp. 
d&yar@pev &AAfAovs) is this, that (seo on 
Tra, ver. 11) we should believe (the aor. 
imports one act of receptive faith: the 
present, a continuing habit) the name (this 
unusual expression, micrevery TG ÓrduaTt 
(reff.), is well explained by Calvin and 
Beza,—**nomen ad predicationem re- 
spicit :” so that, as Seb.-Schmidt, it is 
* credere merito, satisfactioni, omnibusque 
promissionibus Christi et de Christo:" to 
believe the Gospel message concerning 
Him, and Him as living in it, in all His 
fulness. We have similar expressions, 
woreda Tj урафр, John ii. 22; тош 
huasi, v. 47; ri dxop, xii. 88) of His 
Bon Jesus Christ, and love one another 
(pres., of a continued habit), even as He 
gave us commandment (some Commen- 
tators have referred these words to both 
wioretowpey and &yawépery, and under- 
stood ó Oeds as the subject of ё деке». 
So Estius, Hunnius, Bengel, Sander. But 
this would seem to introduce too much of 
а tautology: ‘“God’s commandment is, 
that we should, &...... as He gave us 
commandment.” It seems more natural, 
with the generality of Commentators, to 
Inde | Christ as the subject to cer. 
and by the commandment, John xiii. 84, 
xv. 12, 17). 24 a.] General return, 

a маъей 

TOfghjk 
] m o 13 
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with reference to what has been said in 
the last verses, ѓо the great key-note of 
the Epistle, uévere ёу abrQ, with which 
the former part of it concluded, ch. ii. 28. 
This keeping of His (God's) command- 
ments is the abiding in God: thisof which 
brotherly love is the first and most illus- 
trious example and summary. So that the 
exhortation given at the beginning of this 
portion of the Epistle is still inthe Apostle's 
mind, as again ch. iv. 15, 16, and v. 20; 
see also ch. ii. 6, iii. 6, 9. And he that 
keepeth His (God’s) commandments abi- 
deth in Him (God), and He (God) in him 
(Sander, Neander, al., hold that abrós, 
афтф аге to be referred to Christ. Апа 
no doubt they would be ectly true, 
and according to our Lord's own words, 
when thus gegen cf. John xiv. 15, xv.5 ff. 
Still, from the context (cf. on Id rer be- 
low), it is better to refer them to the chief 
subject, viz. to God. In the sense, the 
difference is not important. It is one of 
the most difficult questions in the exegesis 
of this most difficult of Epistles, to assign 
such expressions as the present definitely 
to their precise personal object). 
24 b.] And of one part of this mutual in- 
dwelling there is a sign and token, given 
us by God Himself, viz. the Holy Spirit. 
By the mention of the Spirit, the Apostle 
makes these words the note of transition 
to the subject of the next section, ch. iv. 
1—6, which is parenthetical, of the dis- 
cerning of true and false spirits, and after 
which the main subject of brotherly love 
is resumed again. And in this we (all the 
children of God; not as the R.-Cath. ex- 
positors, Lyra, Corn.-a-lap., Estius, the 
Apostles, or the Legs church, only) 
know that He abideth in us, from 
Spirit (the change of construction is nn- 
usual It arises from tho Apostle having 
combined together two ways of king 
in this connexion,— ёу тойт "yudáackopar, 
Sri. . ., see vv. 16, 19, and ёк тобтои 
ywéoxopey, ch. iv. 6. The knowledge is 
ép тобте, in this element or department 
of fact, and it is ёк roérov, derived from, 
as its source, that which follows) which 
He gave us (erev, aor.; at a certain 
time, by a definite act, viz. on the day of 
Pentecost, when the Father bestowed the 

8. b attr., John vii. 30. Асізі. 1. Jude 16 bis. Rev. xviii. 6 al. fr. 
d = 1 Cor. xli. 10. ziv. 32, 1 Tim. iv. 1. e = John 

«Зокеу bef эш» KN a b d m o Ath Cyr Thi 
ik. 22. iv. 21 Al. fr. 

Holy Spirit on the Church. And this 
{8ежеу is one sign that the whole is to be 

to the Father: seeing that our 
Lord says, кёуё épwerhow roy warépa, kal 
ÉAXor wapdaAntroy Seca piv... Tb 
wweüna rhs àAmÓelas, John xiv. 16, 17. 
This indwelling Spirit of God is to the 
child of God the spring and source of his 
spiritual life, the sure token of his sonship, 
Rom. viii. 14, 15, Gal. iv. 6, and of his 
union with God in Christ). 

Cuar. IV. 1—6.] Warning against, 
and criteria whereby to distinguish, false 
teachi This ge takes up again, 
with reference to this portion of the Epistle, 
the similar warning given in the former 
portion, ch. ii.18 ff. It is intimately con- 
nected with what has immediately pre- 
седеа. By brotherly love we are to know 
that we are of the truth, ch. iii. 19,—and 
the token that He abideth in us is to be the 
Spirit which He gaveus. This Spirit, the 
Spirit of Truth, it becomes then all- im- 
portant for us to be able to distinguish, 
and not to be led astray by any false 
spirits pretending to his character and 
office. Such false spirits there are, which 
are not of God, but of the world, and 
iis br аа spirit of antichrist, of 
which prophecy had already spoken. 
1.] Beloved (во verse 7, and ch. iii. 2, 21, 
marking a transition to a subject on which 
the Apostle affectionately bespeaks their 
earnest attention), believe notevery spirit 
(the expressions way rebua, Tà Tweb- 
para, indicating plurality of spirits, are 
to be explained by the fact that both the 
Spirit of Trath and the spirit of error 
speak by the spirits of men who are their 
organs. So we have, in reference to pro- 
phecy, 1 Cor. xiv. 32, xveduara жрофт- 
TÓF T as brordocera. By the na- 
ture of the testimony of the human spirits, 
we shall know whether they are of God 
or not; whether they are organs of tho 
пуєдра Tis àAn0elas or of the re 
Tfs Adsys. It will be observed that this 
interpretation of way яуєдиа, and the 
Apostle's way of speaking, rest on the 
assumption of there being One Spirit of 
Truth, from God, and one spirit of error, 
from the world; as opposed to all ratio- 
nalizing interpretations, such as “sensus 
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о bes ch. v. 6. Matt. xvi. 77, 98. xxi. . Mark ix. 1 al. 

НАР. IV. 1. ins таута bef та rrevhara K. ‹ popnrta(sic) Ni. 

5 ye ue ru (itaciem) К rel vulg Syr Cyr Th! Did-int Aug Bede: -roper Ni a 9. 

143. 69 arm: txt ABCLN? 1 13 syr coptt wth (Ec Iren-int Lucif. хригтоу bef 

соо С: om xp. а Orig. for еАўАубота, eAnAvOera: В 99 Thdrt ; venisse volg 

Iren - int Cypr. 

ER “seniratus,’ Socinus; dum: but it certainly means Aominis aliquo, modo jot us opposed also this) into the world Vet. Jon ху m doctrina, i eund erstanding 0 the word, which tends to fix the éteAgA dac» to all баш ш; mice accipio pro eo qui above). 2, 3 а.) Test, whereby the as aS se preditum esse jactat ad spirits are to be tried. In this (see above, к oder m prophetis» munus," Beza, Grot., ch. iii. 10, &c.) ye know (apprehend, re- Whitby, Wolf, and even Lücke, who ex- cognize. qwécwere is taken as impera- plains it by ЛаЛобутеѕ ey mvetuari. It tive, on account of the preceding mioredere 
js not the men themselves, but their and Soxpdfere, by Huther, De Wette, 
spirits as the vehicles of God's Spirit or Lücke (most Commentators do not touch 
the spirit of antichrist, that are in ques- it). But on account of the very frequent tion. In wurrevere some have seen dy Tobre ywéoxoney, I should let anal а figure drawn from the physical meanin реа, and take it as indicative) the of xveiua ; во Corn.-a-lap.,—* Respicit а Bpirit of God (the Holy Spirit, present nautas qui non credunt omni spiritui id inspiring, and working in men's spirits). 
est, vento.” But this is far-fetched and Every spirit which confesseth С“ spiritui unlikely, in the universal acceptance of tribuitur actio que hominis est per spi- the 1 meanin of both words), but ritum.” Schlichting. The confession is try the spirits (this окы у isenjoined necessarily, from the context here, not the not on the “ecclesia in suis prelatis," as genuine and ascertained agreement of lips Estius and the R.-Cath. expoeitors but on and life; but the outward and open profes- all believers, as even he reluctantly ad- sion of faith: see 2 John 7—10, where mits: and the test is one of plain matter тайт» Th» 8:8ахђу . . .. pépew is its of fact, of which any one can be judge. equivalent) Jesus Christ come in the flesh The Church by her rulers is the authorita- (i. xp. primary predicate: e сарк) dày- tive assertor of this бокнао!а in the shape Av6óra, secondary predicate: = 1. XP- of official adoption or rejection, but only  épxóuevov ёу sapxi, 2 John 7. Cf. the as moved b | her component faithful mem- ваше arrangement of predicates 1 Cor. i. bers, according to w sense those her 28, xnptocoper xpiordy ёстаораиёроу : formularies are drawn, of which her 2 Cor. iv. 6, note, Хрїттф» lied: 

authorities are the exponents) whether кро». In all these cases it is important they are of God (bear the character of au to observe, that the construction is not equi- origin from Him): because (ground for valent to an accusative with an infinitive, - the necessity of this trial) many false-pro- I. xpirrdy dv сарк) ANAL. If it phets (= àrríxpieroi xoAAo, ch. ii. 18: were, the confession, or tho preaching, трофїтш, not as foretelling future things, would be simply of the fact announced : but as the mouth-pieces of the s»eóua whereas in each case it is the PERSON which inspires them. Cf. 2 Pet. ii. 1, who is the object or primary predicate: where the N. T. false teachers are called the participle carrying the attributive or Yevdob:Sdonadou, and compared ta the O. T. secondary predicate. This is abundantly Yevdorpopira:) are gone forth (scil. from shewn here, by the adversative clause, him who sent them: even as Jesus Him- where it is simply uh uodoyody тфу In- self is said, John viii 42, xiii 3, xvi. gov. The confession required is, ** Jesus 27, 28, en from God. Or we Christ come in the flesh 7” #хтАъбё&з may take it as in ch. ii. 19, ét zu here standin midway between the épxó- “tA Bor, — from the Church : but the pevos of 2 John 7, which is altogether ends sys likely. Socinus and Grotius timeless, and the Adv of ch. v. 6, which + of "prodire ad munus suscipien- is purely historical. This perfect gives 
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r: qui dest rxit Lucif: txt all- xnown- Greek - manuscripts vas 
‚ (Socr. H. E. vii. 82 states убуратто фу rois жалоо 

dyriypapos бт: way туєдра b Айе тд» lnooty, ёж? той deo ойк Lr). That Irenæus and 
Origen really had this reading before them is evident from the whole context as 
given by their interpreters. Iren. (iii. 16. 8, p. 207) says, Igitur omnes extra 
dispositionem sunt, qui sub obtentu agnitionis alterum quidem Jesum intelligunt, al- 
terum autem Christum, et alterum Unigenitum, et alterum Salvatorem. . . Sententia 
enim eorum homicidalis, Deos quidem plures confingens et Patres multos simulans. 
Comminuen autem et per multa dividens Filium Dei; quos et Dominus nobis cavere 
pradizit et discipulus ejus Ioannes in pradicta epistola fugere eos pracepit dicens : 
* Multi seductores exierunt in huno mundum, qui non confitentur Jesum istum in 
carne venisse. Hio est seductor et Antichristus. Videte eos, ne perdatis quod operati 
estis." Et rursus in epistola ай: “ Multi pseudopropheta exterunt de saculo. In 
hoc cognoscite Spiritum Dei. Omnis spiritus qui confitetur Jesum Christum in carne 
venisse, ех Deo est. Et omnis spiritus qui solvit Jesum, non est ex Deo, sed de Anti- 
christo est.” Нос autem similia sunt illi quod in evangelio dictum est, quoniam | 
** Verbum caro factum est, et habitavit in nobis.” Orig on Matt xxv. 14 thus writes 
(Com. Ser. 66, vol. iii. р. 1703 f.): Secundum hanc divinitatis sue naturam non 
peregrinatur, sed peregrinatur secundum. dispensationem corporis quod suscepit. . . . 
Нео autem dicentes non solvimus exscepti corporis hominem, сит sit scrip 
apud Joannem “ Omnis spirilus qui solvit Jesum non est ex Deo: sed unicuique 

hac caritatem nemo habet, quam ut ani- 
mam suam ponat pro amicissuis. Caritas 

wi negat Did-int Tert, C 
Polye Cyr Thdrt ТЫ Go 

the present endurance of a past historical 
fact. If we enquire what that fact 
is, we are met by two widely 5 
interpretations. On the one side we have 
the Socinian view, which, while it keeps to 
the strict philological sense of the words, 
iv reok and ёрхво®аз (see below), dis- 
torts the meaning to bring the кепе into 
accord with the tenets of that school: e.g. 
Socinus: * Jesum Christum, i.e. Jesum 
qui dicitur Christus, non modo mortalem 
hominem fuisse, sed etiam innumeris malis 
et denique ipsi cruente morti obnoxium :" 
and Grotius, —“ non cum regia pompa et 
exercitibus, sed in statu humili, abjecto, 
multisque malis ac postremum cruci ob- 
noxio. But no such sense of èv sapri 
can be or has been attempted to be ad- 
duced. On the other hand we have many 
of the orthodox expositors, who strive to 
make the words not implicative only, but 
directly assertive of the Incarnation. So 
Piscator, who plainly asserts that фу тр 
= els сірка: so others who waver be- 
tween ёу and els, e.g. Hunnius,—“tunc 
venire in carne dicitur Jesus Christus, 
quando Aóyos ex sua velut arcana sede 
prodiens assumta visibili carne se in terris 
manifestat; so Bengel (apparently), al. 
And among this number must proxi. 
mately be reckoned Augustine, who intro- 
duces in the train of the Incarnation the 
death and redeeming love of Christ, and 
makes the confession or denial depend on 
“caritatem habere? Deus erat et in 
carne venit: Deus enim mori non poterat, 
caro mori poterat: ideo ergo venit in carne 
ut moreretur pro nobis. Quemadmodum 
autem mortuus est pro nobis? Majorem 

Vor. IV. 

and xpiurrb» 
фу capkl AX. together as pred icate : 

es а 

ergo Шаш adduxit ad crucem. Quisquis 
ergo non habet caritatem, negat Christum 
in carne venisse.” As between these two, 
the recent Commentators, Liicke, De 
Wette, Diisterd., Huther, appear to have 
taken the right path, in keeping фу strictly 
to its proper meaning, in, ‘clothed with,’ 
= bá, Кэш э 6: and ёрхєсда: also to 
its proper meaning, to come forward, 
“appear,” “ prodire :" and in inter- 
preting tho words as directed against the 
Docetæ, who maintained that the Son of 
God had only an a nt, not a real hu- 
man body. cannot however agree 
in Huther’s view, that 'Igco)» is here to 
be taken alone as the object, 

Jesus as Christ come in the For 
first, it would be against the usage of our 
Apostle, see ch. v. 1, in this case, to 
leave out the article before xpiordy: se- 
condly, "соби хрттф» thus in conjunc- 
tion, could hardly but express the joint 
Name so well known: and thirdly, the 
sense required, that Jesus is the Christ, is 
assumed, m e very juxtaposition of the 
names. e words imply the pre-exist- 
ence and incarnation by their very terms: 
but they do not assert these doctrines, 
only the verity of our Lord’s human na- 
ture), is of God (has its origin and inspi- 
ration from Him by His Spirit) : 
8 a.] ex adverso: and every spirit which 
does not confess (as Huther rightly re- 
marks, иф sets forth, not only the non- 
confession as matter of fact, but the oppo- 
sition to, the denegation of ше confession ; 

K 
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substantia proprietatem servamus Si enim omnis homo fidelis “qui conjungilur 
Domino unus spirilus. est :” quanto magis homo ille quem secundum dispensa- 
fionem carnis Christus suscepit non est solvendus ab eo, nec alter est dicendus ab eo? 
Bt vide quomodo ait: “sicut homo peregre futurus 

i erat «ubique secundum divinitatis naturam. siout homo ot quasi komo peregrinabitur, 
" quoniam пов erat homo, sed 

On the other hand Epi dr ad Phil. cap. 7, p. 1112) seems to quote, though 
loosely, the received text as 
Oévai, &àyríypiorós tori kal bs à ph duor 
dori: xal s àr ребоде 

bs а» uh ёролоуў "IncoUy Xpiorby Фф» тарк} éAqAv- 
Tb џартбріоу ToU &TavpoU ёк ToU ёшВёлЛоу 

тА Луга тоё коріои wpòs T&s lias éxiüvulas ка) Aéyp phre 
ard ragt phre xplow «Їр, obros perrórokós ёст: тоў Zarava.) KN 
d g h 1 40 Polyc Thi: ins ABL rel Cyr Thart 

om то» be 
р reo aft incouy ins xpwrror, 

with KL rel am demid sah Polyc Thi (Ec Aug; xupioy N: om AB a 18 о атт р 
arm Cyr Thdrt Socr Iren-int Orig-int Did-int Lucif Fulg, Tich. rec fi 
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18{-nvai) Polyc Thdrt : om AB vulg сор ошо q. ino.) Iren Cyr Socr Orig-int 
Di -int Lucif Fulg, Bede. om ек 
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g. d. “refuseth to confess”) Jesus (rw 
Inc, in the complex of all that He is 
and has become, involved as it is in His 
having come in the flesh), is not of God. 
Some notice must be taken of the re- 
markable reading 6 Абе: rò» “Incodr. 
The words of Socrates (seo Digest) hardly 
seem to amount to an absolute assertion 
that the reading was found in any mes. 
extant in his time, and it appears to have 
been regarded rather as an interpretation 

nst the Nestorians than as a of 
e ancient text. Bengel says well of it, 

*humanam potius artem quam apoetoli- 
cam redolet sapientiam." e appearance 
of it in the vulgate is remarkable, seeing 
that not one of our present mss. hes it, 
and not one version besides. 3 b. 
This has been already virtually explain 
on ch. ii. 18. And this is the (spirit) A 
nearly all the Commentators suppl e 
elli and rightly. Episcopius, Valla, 
Zeger, the воба Mayer, and Huther, 
render it, this is “ proprium antichristi." 
But this would not surely be rò тоё àrri- 
xolœrou, but той ёутіхрістоо only. None 
of the разре cited by Huther touch the 
point, Matt. xxi. 21, 7d тў curis, “this 
of the fig-tree;" 1 Cor. x. 24, rb rod 
érdpov, that which belongs to his bro. 
ther; 2 Pet. ii. 22, rb riis wapomlas, 
“that of the proverb; James iv. 14, т} 
Ths аброр, “the event of to-morrow.” 
In every one of these the genitive belongs 
to the subject : but Huther would attach 
it to the predicate, “hoc est proprium 
antichristi," in which case I cannot see 
how the article could be there. Besides, 
the d дктукбате бт: fox eras would be awk- 

k 86. for ó акукосте, от: axqkoauer 

wardly said as applied merely to an ab- 
stract fact, the rò u) óuoAoyeir тд» "Iy- 
сод», to which it must be referred if rodro 
is subject, and the реш imports - 
prium antichristi) of antichrist (of) whi 
ye have heard (the reference is not to ch. 
ii. 18 (4xctcare), but to the course of 
their Christian instruction in which this 
had been taught them) that it cometh (the 
present used as so often of that which is a 
thing fixed and determined, without an 
reference to time: tat i£ should come 
of the E. V. is in sense very good, but does 
not quite suit the perf. ёкукбате, which 
seems grammatically in English to require 
* that it shall come :" “ that i£ must come” 
would perhaps be better) and now it is 
(not, now is: this doriy is not dependent 
on the preceding бт, but introduces a 
fresh assertion) in the world already (via, 
in the person of these ve ꝓο ra, who 
are its organs). 4.) Ye (so we had 
фрев ch. ii. 24, 27: his readers clearly 
and sharply set against Ше antichristian 
teachers) are of God, little ehildren (thua 
he ever speaks to his readers, as being 
children of God, see ch. iii. 1 fl.), 
have overcome (there need not be any 
evading or softening of this perfect: see 
ch. ii. 14. It is faith outrunning sight: 
the victory is certain in Him who said 
Фуд verlenxa toy xócpor, John xvi. ult. 
The ground of this assurance follows) 
them (atrovs, the false prophets, thus 
identified with antichrist. The vulg. has 
the 1 reading ewm, which is 
n у referred to antichrist (Aug., 
Bede, and the R.-C. expositors gene- 
rally); to the world, devincendo con- 
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6. om os ovx to gue» (homaotel) AL. 
Bede. 

cupiscentiam, by Lyra; to “antichrist 
and the world,” by Erasmus), because 

ater is He (that is) in you than he 
(that is) in the world. $ фу r is 
most naturally understood of Gop, seeing 
that ёк тоў Geot ёст preceded ; for he who 
is ёк ToU беоб has God dwelling in him. 
Though, as Diisterd. remarks, it matters 
not much whether we take it thus, or of 
the indwelling of God by His Spirit, or of 
the life of Christ in believers. The former 
of these is taken by Lücke, al., the latter 
by Aug., Bede, Grot, Corn.-a-lap., al. 

6 фу tẹ ehe is the devil, the 
prince of this world. Having said this, he 

in the next verse to identify 
these false prophete with the кбедоз of 
which he has spoken. 5.) They are 
of the world (this description is not ethical, 
as Socinus and Grot., —** affectus habent, 
quales habet mundus, i.e. pars longe 
maxima humani ris: amant splendo- 
rem hujus vito, opulentiam et voluptates :” 
—but betokens the origin and source of 
that which they are and teach, as ёк той 

world): for this cause they speak of (not 
co ing, but of, as out of and from; 
the material of what they say being coamic: 
“ex mundi vita et sensu sermones suos 
promunt, Бае) the world, and the 
world heareth (loving as it does its 
own, who are of it, John xv. 19, from 
which our verse is mainly taken: see also 
John viii. 47, xviii. 87). 6.] con» 
trast. We (emphatic, as opposed to them: 
but who are meant? The Apostles and 
their companions in the ministry, or all 
believers? Or again, all teachers of God’s 
truth, the Apostles included ? It is hardly 
likely that the wider meaning has place 
here, seeing that 1) he has before said 
Sucis dx то? de doré, and 2) he is here 
opposing one set of teachers to another. 
On the other hand, it is not likely that he 
should confine what is said to the Apostles 
only: such as are mentioned with Menon 

v John ziv, 17. 
zv. 20. 
13. 

w 1 Thess. И. 3. 3 Thess. Ц. 11. Prov. xiv. 8. see 1 Tim. iv. 1. 

for ex Tovrov, ev Tovro» А vulg coptt 

3 John 5—8 would surely be incladed 
are of God (see above): he that kn 
(pres : apprehendeth: bath any faculty 

r the e у of. The Apostle seta ё 
ywécxev тфу Gedy in the place of д dv 
dx ToU Oeo, as belonging more imme- 
diately to the matter in hand, the hearing, 
and receiving more knowledge. This yı- 
véckew toy Gedy, the apprehension and 
recognition of God, is the peculiar property 
of God’s children, not any natural faculty 
in which one unrenewed man differs from 
another. All rationalistic in tions 
of these words, ө. g. that Socinus, 
Schlichting, al. “animi probitas et stu- 
dium ea faciendi quee Deo probantur," are 
quite beside the purpose) heareth us: 
he who is not of God doth not hear us 
(here we must remember carefully, what 
the context is, and what its purpose. The 
Apostle is giving а test to distinguish, not 
the children of God from those who are 
not children of God, but the spirit of truth 
from the spirit of error, as is clear from 
the words following. And this he does by 
saying that in the case of the teachers of 
the trath, they are heard and received by 
those who apprehend God, but refused by 
those who are not of God. It is evident 
then that these two terms hero, 6 *ytrác- 
кир Tb» Oedy, and ds obx kor ёк тоб 
600, S бораны two patent matters of fact, 
two open and patent to all: one 
of them identical with the кбсиоѕ above: 
the other 5 those of whom it 
is said above, фуу «roy wardpa,... 
фуубкате toy dx” dpyiis, ch. ii. 18, 14 
How these two classes are what they are, 
it is not the purpose of this passage to set 
forth, nor need we here enquire: we have 
elsewhere testa to distinguish them, ch. iii. 
9, 10, and have there gone into that other 
uestion. We have a striking parallel, in 

fact the key to these words, in the saying 
of our Lord to Pilate, John xviii. 37). 
From this (viz., not, as Düsterd., al., tho 
whole foregoing train of circumstances ; 
nor, those tests proposed in vv. 2, 8: but 
the facts set fi in vv. 6, 6: the recep- 
tion of the false teachers by the world 

x 3 
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8. om lst clause (homootel) Ni(ins, exc то» бєо›, ЇЗ) d. 

ууюске А 18: eyvexey R3 m. 

the receptioa of the true teachers by those 
that apprehend God, and their d pae by 
those duh are not of бой: as Schlichting, 
who however means the words in his ra- 
tionalistic sense, ex assensu et dissensu 
proborum et improborum.” The same 
Point i is touched by our Lord in John x. 8, 
D ойк Ќкоосау abr&r Tà трёВата) We 
know (їп this unemphatic first person the 
Ape 5 readers: we, " God's 
e distinguish, recog- 
nize, эв 80 often) the Spirit of truth (the 
Spirit that cometh of God and teacheth 
truth: see reff.) and the spirit of error 
(the spirit that cometh of the devil, teach- 
Га; lies and seducing men into error: see 

i. 8, ii, 26). 
6 1. J] The Apostle again takes up his 
exhortations to brotherly love, but this 
time in nearer and deeper connexion with 
our birth from God, an 89 ee of Him 
who is Himself Love, vv. 7, 8. This last 
fact he proves by what God has done for 
us in and by His Son, vv. 9—16: and es- 
tablishes the n connexion between 
love to God and love to man, vv. 17—21. 

The passage is in connexion with 
what went before, but by links at first 
si a not very apparent. eat theme 

the whole was enounced ch. 11.29. The 
consideration of that has passed into the 
consideration of that 8:каюсбуу in its 
highest and purest form of love, which has 
been recommended, and grounded on His 
love to us, in ch. iii. 11—18, where the 
testimony of ана hearts came in, and was 
explain ttest of His presence in 
us being Thr gift of His УА ch. і їй, ult. 
Then from the necessity of disti 
and being sure of that His Spirit, have 
been inserted the foregoing teste and cau- 
tions ing truth and error. And 
now he returns to the main subject. The 
yivóa xe: тӧу Gedy, ёк төд Oeo srw and 
yeyévynta; the taking up again of God's 
love to us in Christ at ver. 9 from ch. iii. 
16, the reiteration of the testimony of the 
Spirit in ver. 18, all serve to shew that 
we are rea no collection of spiritual 
pe apa re a close and connected 
argument, though not in an ordinary style. 

7, 8.] Beloved (as before, marks The 
fervency and affection of the Apostle turn- 

for our еүғо, ov 

to his readers with another solemn 
ds ortation. Here tbe word is especially 
appropriate, seeing that his own heart is 
full of that love which he is enjoining), let 
us love one another: because (he at once 
rests the exhortation on thedeepest ground) 
love (4 &yéww, abstract, in the widest 
sense, as the following words shew) is from 
God (has its origin and source in : He 
is the wellspring and centre of all love: 
No such weakening as “Deo maxime pla- 
=. сле rot.) must be thought of. It is 

able that Didymus understood 
à 37 here of Christ,—frriwa ойк GAP 
elvas venus (or $ tò „ бетер 
usd dx eS jos ка) gh yr ё айт 
rra:— and Augustine, 

* Dilectio est ex Deo,” ead б est 
Deus, infers that “ Dilectio est Deus ex 
Deo,” which com with Rom. v. 5, 
he infers that love is the Holy Spirit: 
Tract. vii. 6, vol. iii. p. 2082): and every 
one that loveth (there is no need tosupply 
an object after &yasár, as Tb» бебу in A, 
* his brother” as some latt., and Lücke: 
indeed to do so would be to narrow the 
poma sense of the Apostle’s saying: all 
ove is from God: every one that loveth, 
taking the word of course in its pure ideal 
sense in which the assertion follows from 
the former), hath been begotten of God 
(has truly received within him that new 
: iritual life which is of God: see note on 

„ii. 29), and knoweth (pres.: in his daily 
walk and habit, recognizes audis nted 
with God: b virtue of that his divine birth 
and life) 8.] ] (Contrast, bat with 
some remarkable variations) he that loveth 
not (general, as before: no object: he that 
hath not love in him) hath never known 
God (aor.: hath not once known: has 
never had in him even the beginnings of 
knowledge of God: as Lücke, “nod gar nicht 
kennen gelernt bat.” So that the aorist 
makes a far stronger contrast than the ре 
sent ob губске would. That is excl 
and much more); because (reason wh he 
who loveth not can never have known 
Sn cannot well be “that,” dependent on 
Eyre, as e. g. Tirinus (cited by Düsterd.) 
seems to make it: “non novit, saltem prac- 
tice non ostendit se nosse et agnoscere, 
Deum esse . . . caritatem г? in that сако 
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робт 1 °ayámn той ° co * èv uiv, * бт. tov ид» айтой 2 Cor. 
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fof пн» John i. 14, 18, Hii. 16, 18 (Luke vii. 13 al% Heb. хі. 17) only. (Ps. xxi. 20. 
17. x. 96. h John vi. 67 (but ace.). 

9. for are AN, атестећеу K Ath. 
10. aft суат ins rov 6«ov № coptt. 

it would be either ойк Eyre, Fri & Oeds 
.. OF ойк Eyre Tb» ber, Eri dy. day) 
God is love (Ayaan, not 7 дуйту : love is 
the very essence, not merely an attribute, 
of God. It is co-essential with Him: He 
is all love, love is all of Him: he who has 
not love, has not God. It is not the 
place here to enter on the theological im- 
port of this weighty and wonderful sen- 
tence. It will be found set forth in Au- 
gustine, de Trinitate, ix. 2 ff., vol. viii. 
тнк ff.: in Sartorius, die Lehre von 

heiligen Licbe, i. 1, and in the first 
of my Sermons on Divine Love, which 
are founded on Sartorius’s work. Diisterd. 
refers also to Nitzsch, über die wesentliche 
Dreieinigkeit Gottes, in the Studien u. 
Kritiken for 184], 2, p. 887 : and Liebner, 
Christologie, p. 185. But it may 
be necessary to put in a caution against 
all inadequate and shallow explanations 
of the saying: such as that of Grotius 
(after Socinus), * Deus est plenus cari- 
tate,"—Benson, “God is the most be- 
nevolent of all beings : full of love to all 
His creatures,"— Whitby, * The Apostle 
intends not to express what God is in his 
essence . . but what He is demonstrativó, 
drepynrixds, shewing great philanthropy 
to men: — Hammond, God is made up of 
love and kindness to mankind :”—Calvin, 
“hoc est quod ejus natura sit, homines 
diligere ... de essentia Dei non loquitur, 
sed tantum docet qualis a nobis sentiatur :” 
&c. &c. In all these, —in the two last by 
supplying an object, homines," which is 
not in the sa text, —the whole force of 
tho axiom as it stands in the Apostle’s ar- 
gument is lost. Unless he is speaking of 
the essential being of God, quorsum perti- 
neat, to say that he that loveth not never 
knew God, because God is love?” Put 
for these last words, God is loving,” and 
we get at once a fallacy of an undistributed 

iddle: He that loveth not never knew 
what love is: God is loving: but what 
would follow? that in as far as God is 
loving, he never knew Him: but he may 
have known Him in as far as He is just, 
or powerful. But take ó eb &ydrn 
doriy of God's essential being,—as a strict 
definition of God, and the argumentation 

) g John Ш. 
i so ey, Luke і. Т7. Eph. I. 17. Heb. iii. 12, 

for (nowper, (euer Nl. 

will be strict: He that loveth not never 
knew love: God is love (the terms are co- 
essential and co-extensive): therefore he 
who loveth not never knew God). 
9, 10.] Proof of this as far as we are con- 

in God's sending His Son to save 
us. In this (viz. which follows: the 37: 
is the apodosis, as in ch. iii. 16) the love 
of God was manifested in regard to us 
(èv piv must be taken with the verb, not 
with 4 ёүбту, which in this case (pace 
Hsther: being the case of a particular 
manifestation of that which has been be- 
fore generally stated. The combination of 
anarthrous predicatory clauses only takes 
place when the whole will bear running 
together into one idea, as то «uplos- 
xata-odpxa) would require the article 4 
ё» ui. Many Commentators have thus 
wrongly connected it, and in consequence 
have been compelled to distort фу into els : 
so Luther, -Schmidt, Spener, Beza, 
Socinus, Schlichting, Episcop., Grot., Ben- 
son, Neander, al. Bengel has fallen into the 
former fault, though not into the latter: 
“amor Dei qui nunc i» nobis est, per om- 
nem experientiam spiritualem." This ig 
upheld also by Sander, who defends it by 
Gal. i. 16, where a totally different matter 
is treated of. Connected then with 
the verb, it must not be taken as = els, 
but as in reff., especially John ix. 8, where 
the same phrase occurs: “in,” i.e. “in the 

„in of: cf. ver. 16 be- 
low: the manifestation not being made 0 
us as its spectators, but in our persons and 
cases, as its materies." ‘piv, communi- 
cative, believers in general), that God hath 
sent (perf. The manifestation is regarded 
as one act, done implicitly when God sent 
His Son: but the sending is regarded in 
its present abiding effects, which have 
changed all things since it took place) His 
only tten into the world, that 
we might live h Him (no wovds 
can be plainer than these and need less 
explanation to any one acquainted with 
St. John. The endeavours of the old ra- 
tionalists, Socinus, Schlichting, Grotius, to 
escape from the assertion of Christ s præ- 
existence, by rendering els rò» кбед. “ad 
mundum," дороу., *'dilectissimum," &., 
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towards our brethren whom we have seen. 
By our love to them are we to know, how 
far we have love to Him: if that be pre- 
sent, He dwelleth in us, and 4 dydry 
abro) TereAeiwuéry dori» èv fui. And 
thus (see below) the way is prepared for 
vv. 15, 16, which take up and bring to 
& conclusion the reasoning): if we love 
one another, God abideth in us (for the 
reason already stated in ver. 8, and re- 
stated in immediate connexion with this 
very matter in ver. 16, that God is Love, 
and every one that loveth is born of God, 
knows God, abides in God and God in 
him), and (simply the copula: not as Cal- 
vin, * copulam accipit causalis particuls 
loco?) the love of Him (i.e. 14 T 
abrod, as in ch. ii. 5, where we the 
same expression, our love to Him, not, as 
Beza, Bengel, Sander, al., His love to ws. 
This is evident not merely from ch. її. 5, 
but from the context here: see it explained 
above, and remember that it is our love to 
God which is here the subject, as evinced 
by our love to our brethren. This is farther 
shewn by the recurrence of the same exe 
pression in ver. 17, à» тобтф rereAclwras 
ij dydxn цеб ud, and ver. 18, ó po- 
Boóuevos ob rere era dy тў ёуйту. 
And so the majority of Commentators. 
Calvin proposes as & possible alternative, 
“caritas, quam nobis inspirat.” Socinus 
renders “dilectio quam Deus nobis 
prescripsit." But both these are forced, 
and agree neither with usage nor with the 
context) is perfected (see note ch. ii. Б. 
Here, ав there, it signifies, has reached its 
full maturity: the дуахё» dA HNA being 
the token and measure of it. The form 
rereAciopéry dul, like all resolved forms 
of verbal tenses, brings out more strongl 
the peculiar temporal force of the Sub 
substantive united with the import of the 
participle as а predicate. Hence in this 
case, the present sense always contained 
in the perfect, predominates, and there is 
more reason than ever for rendering is, 
nof “hath been ”) in us (on the view above 
maintained of 4 dydw» abro, dv Apv 
keeps its puer and obvious sense, “ is 
ws,” “within us, as in ch. ii. Б). 
8.) this we 

wi 

In know that we are 

abiding in Him and He in us, because 
Ho hath given us of His Spirit (nearly 
repeated from ch. iii. 24. But why intro- 
duced here? In the former verse, the 
Fact of His abiding in us was assured to 
us, if we love one another. Of this fact, 
when thus loving, we need a token. Him 
we cannot see : He given us any tes- 
timony of His presence in us? He has 
given us such & testimony, in making us 
partakers of His Holy Spirit. This fact it 
is to which the Apostle here calls our at- 
tention, as proving not the external fact of 
the sending of the Son (ver. 14), but one 
within ourselves,—the indwelling of God 
in us, and our abiding in Him. It is ob- 
vious that all inferences from the expres- 
sion ёк тоб . against the nality 
of the Holy Ghost are quite beside the 
purpose: compare Acts ii. 17 with Joel ii. 
28 (Heb. and E V.). We each have the 
indwelling of one and the same personal 
Spirit, bat each according to our measure, 
1 Cor. xii. 4,11. One only had the Spirit 
without measure, in all His fulness: even 
Christ; John iii. 84. And the presence of 
the Holy Spirit is most aptly adduced here 
where love is in question, His first fruit 
being love, and His presence being tested 
by His fruits). 14, 15, 16.] The con- 
nexion seems to be this: the inward evi- 
dence of God's abiding in us and we in Him, 
is, the gift of His Spirit. But this is not 
the only evidence nor the only test which 
we havé This internal evidence is accom- 
panied by, nay, is iteelf made possible (see 
ver. 19) by, our recognition of the Father's 
love in sending His Son as our Saviour: 
which last is & fact, testified by human 
evidence. "This ition of God's love 
is a condition of abiding in Him and He in 
us: ina word, is the uérew èr тў дуёгр, 
Hari: is (diis de - abiding in im 

d we (this фрейм brings up in 
relief the apostolic body «ош Christ ар- 

inted His witnesses, John xv. 27, Acts 
1.8. The assertion is of the same kind as 
that in ch. i. 1) have beheld (тедесребе is 
joined closely to naprupotmer, and in com- 
mon with it belongs to the бт: following. 
No object must be supplied after it, as 
* Deum ejusque virtutes imprimis carita- 

ABKIN 
a be df 
ghjkl 
mols 
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8 dy alte peéver. zu al (foe А ; Е Hab. i. б), 17 fév rohr 'rereXeíoras ®#% фүйтт) h шеб ju&v, tva 1 [m 
d ver. 9. € ver. B. 
h so 3 John 2. 

15. ey B a k. 

f with iva, John xv. 8. (ch. Ш. 23 тей.) 

for одо\оуттт, ouoàoyn А. 

Е = (gener.) ver. 16. 

aft ingous ins xpioros В spec arm. 16. for rexoreve., murrevoner A 1З am tol copt Aug: txt ВКІ rel demid harl Thi om 4th à N 

end of ver 16.) 
17. aft ue ins e» ушу N. 

tem.” Piscator. The construction of 
6các0ai with Fri is found John vi. 5) and 
do testify that the Father hath sent (not 
merely to the historical fact as a thing 
past, but to its abiding influence as im- 
plied by cwriipa т. ædcu⁰ below: q. d., 
that the Father sent the Son, and that the 
Son is the Saviour of the world) the 8on 
(better here than “ His Son:” ó хотір, 
тфу vidy, are termini theologici) as Saviour 
of the world (cwrijpa, anarthrous, is not 
appositive but predicatory = in meaning 
* to save the world," but one degree re- 
moved back from it in telic force: oe 
Tb» kócuo» would express more strongly 
the ultimate view of His mission; grip 
тоё kócuov gives the mediate aim, leavi 
it possible that another may be yet behind. 
TOV кбсрох here, as in ch. ii. 2, John 
iii. 16, in its widest sense: no evasion of 
this sense, such as the “ electorum in om- 
nibus populis? of Piscator and Aretius, is 
to be endured). 15.] And nition 
of this fact is а condition and proof of the 
life of God. Whosoever confesseth (the 
aorist can only be given by the English 
present and an exegesis,—viz. that this 
resent betokens not a repeated act and 
bit, but a great act once for all intro- 

ducing the man into a state of ёролоућс«и. 
All futures, “shall confess,” and futuri 
exacti, “shall have confessed,” are ob- 
jectionable; the one as losing the retro- 
spective tinge, the other as making it un- 
duly prominent, and indeed imparting a 
slight hue of transitoriness, which least 
of all belongs to the word. . 

The same remark holds good of this con- 
fessing, as before with regard to denying, 
ch. ii. 28: viz., that we must not bring 
into it more than the Apostle intends by 
it: it is not the “confession of the life 
which is here spoken of, but that of the 
lips only. Of course it would be self- 

А ў rec om 2nd дере, 
Bede: ins BKLN b! fgj k 1 m 86(sic) 40 syr coptt 

with A rel vulg wth ТЫ (Ec Cypr Cypr, Aug. (coptt add it also at 

evident that this is taken by the Apostle as 
ruling the life: but simply аз a matter of 
course. He of the ideal realized) 
that Jesus is the Son of God (i. e. receives 
the testimony in the last verse as true " 
God abideth in him, and he in G 

"i a) And we (not now the 
apostolic y only, but. communicative, 
the. Apostle rem tery ee This is evident 
and necessary (against piscopius, Huther, 
al.), because on the other view the èy zue 
which follows, interpreted as it must neces- 
sarily be of the ваше persons, would fit 
awkwardly on to the repeated general pro- 

ition with which the verse conclu es) 
have known and have believed (the two 
roots which lie at the ground of биолоуе?У, 
byvéxapev and жетигтєбкареу, are in St. 
John's language, most intimately con- 
nected. << e faith is, scorns to 
St. John, a faith of knowl and er. 

abideth) in him (this is tho 
solemn and formal restatement of that 
which has been the ground-tone of the 
whole since ver. 7. And here, as there, 
àyáxrn is in its widest abstract sense, Its 
two principal manifestations are, love to 
God, and love to one another: but th; 
saying is of Love absolute). 
These verses, which are 
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context: our verse is introduced by ó 
évo» èv тй Adr, and continued by 
oo ойк torw dv Tjj ёуйжр: it ia love 
dwelling and advancing to perfection in 
us. And again, not love to God merely, 
nor love to our brethren merely; these are 
concrete manifestations of it: but love 
itself in the abstract — the panpe love, 
as throughout this passage. is sense 
of ёуётт will point out that of Ар», 
which belongs not to $ ёуќяту but to the 
verb, as in ver. 12. Love is considered as 
planted in us; its degrees of increase take 
place pef hui - not merely “bet uns,” 
* e nous," wpbs пиз, but as concerned 
with us; in a sense somewhat similar to 
that in which dueydAvrer xópios Td ÉAcos 
abroU per аўтўз, Luke i. 68. See 2 John 
2, where however the idea of dwelling with 
is more brought out than here), that we 
have confidence in the day of judgment 
(Wve gives not the pu of the тете- 
Aelwrat, but the apodosis to the èr rotrg, 
as in reff.: “in this love is perfected in us, 
viz. that we, &c." So most, and nearly all 
tbe best Commentators. Beza (and E. V.), 
Socinus, Grot., Mayer, give fa its telic 
force, regarding čr: ав the apodosis (not so 
E. V.), and assuming а trajection: the ob- 
jection to which is, not the transposition, 
ut the sense so gained, as belonging to the 

context. On this view, the aim given by 
the fva comes in altogether disjointed from 
the context, and the perfection of love in 
us is stated to be found in a fact which is 
objective, not subjective. It is only neces- 
sary to cite Grotius's exegesis to shew the 
incongruity, even in his understanding of 
hayden. Hic est summus gradus dilec- 
tionis Dei erga nos, si qualis in hoc 
mundo Christus fuit, i. e. mundi odiis et 
propterea plurimis malis expositus tales et 
пов simus (Job. xv. 18; 1 Pet. ii. 19, 
iv. 16). Ideo hoc Deus ita disponit, ut 
саш bona fiducia appareamus in die ju- 
dicii. Nam constans io malorum 
ad exemplum Christi efficit, ut а Christo 

tima e temus, quippe ipsi similes." 
an any thing be more broken and far- 

fetched than such a соппехіор Р to вау 
nothing of its “si simus" for бт; dj. 

On the right gig baal the con- 
fidence which we shall have in that day, 
and which we have even now by anticipa- 
tion of that day, is the perfection of our 
love; grounded on the consideration (87. 
кабёѕ K. T. A.) which follows: casting out 
fear, which cannot consist with 

exouey EN c f. 

фу !éxetvos ёсті» xai шей; ётдё> èv T Koop TOUTE. к 

for ecpev, етоцеба, N. 

love, ver. 18): because even as He 
Christ, see below) is, we also are in 
is world (this is the reason or ground 

of our confidence: that we, as we now are 
in the world, are like Christ: and in the 
background lies the thonght, He will not, 
in that day, condemn those who are like 
Himself. In these words, the sense must 
be gained by keeping strictly to the tenses 
and grammatical construction: not, as 
е. g. (Ec. ds ékeivos ӯ» dv тё кбсир, by 

the tenses (so also Thl., Tirin., 
Corn.-a-lap., Mayer, Grot., Luther, Calov., 
Rickli, al.), nor by referring the words ér 
rẹ кбсиф TObTe to Christ, as several of 
the above, and Socinus. And when we 
have adhered to tense and ar, where- 
in is the likeness spoken of to be found ? 
Clearly, by what has been above said, not 
in our trials and persecutions. Nor by our 
being not of the world as He is not of 
the world (Sander, who however adds, 
‘clothed with His righteousness’): nor in 
that we, as sons of adoption through Him, 
are beloved of God, even as He is beloved 
(Tirinus, Neander); nor as Huther, in 
that we live in Love, as He lives in Love: 
but in that we are righteous as He is 
righteous, ch. ii. 29, iii. В ff., 10, 22: this 
being evinced by our abiding in Love. 
And so mainly ((Ес., ТЫ, with the mis- 
take pointed out above), Beza, Corn.-a-lap., 
Mayer, Socinus, Lücke, De Wette, Rickli, 
Diisterd., al. Many indeed of these ap- 
proach to Huther's view impugned above, 
and make it to be love in which we are 
like Christ: but Düsterd. brings rightly 
this logical objection, that St. John does 
not say that Love is perfected in confidenco 
in us, because we resemble Christ in Love; 
but he refers to the fundamental truth on 
which our Love itself rests, and says; be- 
cause we are absolutely like Christ, 
we are in Christ Himself, because He lives 
in us, for without this there cannot be 
likeness to Him; in а word, because we 
are, in that communion with Christ which 
we are assured of by our likeness to Him 
in righteousness, children of God, there- 
fore our love brings with it also full con- 
fidence. Essentially, the reason here ren- 
dered for our confidence in the day of 
judgment is the same as that given ch. iii. 
21 f. for another kind of confidence, vis., 
that we keep His commandments. This 
also betokens the ё:кагособру, of which 
Christ is the essential exemplar and which 
is a necessary attribute of those who 
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through Christ are children of God). 
18.] Confidence in (or as understood, as 
to) that terrible day presupposes the ab- 
sence of fear: and this casting out of fear 
is the very work of love, which in its 

ect state cannot coexist with fear. 
ear ($ófos, abstract and general: anar- 

throus, on account of the negative pre- 
dication) existeth not in love (rj &үйлгүр, 
abstract and general also, as in ver. 17: 
not “ God's love to us," as Calv., Calov., 
Spener, al.: nor “brotherly love, as Lücke, 
), пау perfect (see on rereAelwra: in 

ver. 17) love casteth out fear, because 
fear hath torment (see below): but he 
that feareth hath not been perfected in 
(his) love. The points here to be noticed 
are, 1) the emphatic өўк fert, which is 
better rendered as above, than “There is no 
fear in love," in order to keep g, which 
is the subject in the Greek, also the sub- 
ject in the English : 2) ФА, which 
is not here ће mere adversative after a 
negative clause, in which case it would re- 
fer to something in which fear is, e. g. 
qóBos ойк сті èv TH ёубтү, ФАА (do- 
Ti) dv TẸ ucc: but it is the stronger 
adversative, implying “nay far otherwise :” 
* tantum abest ut . . . at:” 8) the 
argument in && . . . Exe, which is doubly 
enthymematic, having in it two assump- 
tions or suppressed premisses, a) that no- 
thing having xóAac:s can consist with per- 
fect love: B) that fear is in us by nature and 
needs casting out in order to its absence: 

4) the meaning of xóÀasw sa, 
There аге two opinions: а) that «déAacis 
is merely pain or torment ; so Aug. (“ tor- 
mentum habet), Erasmus (“ punitionem 
seu potius cruciatum habet”), Tirinus 
(* parit animi urbationem cruciatum et 
tormentum, ob impendens, quod metuit, 
malum seu пат”), Luther, Calvin, 
Schlichting, Beza (and E. V.), Piscator, 
Aretius, Episcopius, Rosenm. Bengel 
* nam diffidit, omnia inimica et adversa 

sibi fingit ac proponit, fugit, odit "), Joach. 
Lange (who interprets it, compunction at 
the preaching of the law), Sander, al. : 
b) that kóAaeu is properly punishment. 

Lyra (but mistaking к. бе; ‘debetur 
pena timori servili ”), Corn.-a-lap., Estius 
(well: * poenam, quam commeruit, sem 
animo versat ), Mayer, Seb.-Schmidt, Ca- 
lov., Spener, Benson, Whitby, Baumg.- 

o Matt. xxv. 46 only. Erek. xliii. 11, 
xiv. 35. John 

p so Matt. vi. 1. q ch. ii. 5 reff. 

19. aft nues ins ovy A g k m 13 vulg Syr Pel Leo Bede. 

Crus., Neander, Lücke (includes in itself 
punishment, i. e. consciousness of deserv- 
ing it), De Wette, Düsterd., Huther. And 
this last is certainly the sense, both from 
the usage of the word (reff.), and from the 
context, in which the day of judgment is 
before us. Fear, by anticipating punish- 
ment, has it even now ; bears about а fore- 
taste of it and so partakes of it: 
the last clause, д 3è $oBojueros ob rere- 
Aclora: dy тў dydep, is intimately con- 
nected with what follows (see on ver. 14) 
as well as with what went before. The 84 
is adversative to the whole preceding sén- 
tence, 7 reAcla ёубтт x. r. A., and mainly 
to the idea of тела dydxn therein ex- 
pressed. As regards the absence 
of fear from the love of the Christian 
believer, it has been well observed by 
(Ecum., that there are two kinds of godly 
fear, péBos wpoxarapxrixés, which afflicta 
men with a sense of their evil deeds and 
dread of God’s anger, and which is not 
abiding: and фёВоѕ reAciwrixds, of which 
it is said, The fear of the Lord is clean and 
endureth for ever," Ps. xix., and which 3éovs 
Tot Tov ёт АЛакта. And Bengel says 
in his brief pointed manner, ** Varius ho- 
minum status: sine timore et amore: cum 
timore sine amore : cum timore et amore : 
sine timore cum amore.” The difference 
is finely wrought out by Augustine, in loc. 
Tract. ix. 5—8, vol. iii. p. 2048 ff. 
e am sorry to be obliged here to 
differ from the best modern Commen- 
tators, Lücke, De Wette, Düsterdieck, 
Huther, as well as from Episcop., Grot., 
Lother, Calov., Spener, al., and the Com- 
mentators on the vulgato, in holding firmly 
that &yaxépuer is indicative, not impera- 
tive (i. e. hortative). This I do not merel 
on account of the expressed uers, thoug 
that would be a strong point in the absence 
of stronger, but on account of the con- 
text, which а rs to me to be broken 
by the imperative. He that feareth is not 

ect in love. Our love (abstract, not 
specified whether to God dr our brother) is 
brought about by, conditioned by, depends 
upon, His love to us first: itis only a sense 
of that which can bring about our love: 
and if во, then from the very nature of 
things it is void of terror, and full of confi- 
dence, as springing out of asense of His love 
to us. Nor only so: our being new begote 
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ten in love is not only the effect of а sense 
of His past love, but is the effect of that 
love itself: We (emphatic—one side of the 
antithesis) love (see above. The indic. is 
taken by Calvin, Beza, Aretius, Socinus, 
Schlichting, Seb.-Schmidt, Whitby, Ben- 
gel, Rickli, Меапдег, al. Most Commen- 
tators supply abr or GAAGAovs, but un- 
necessarily. It is of all love that he is 
speaking ; of love in its root and ideal), 
because He (God : see the parallel, ver. 10) 
first loved us (viz. in the sending of His 
Son). 20.] The connexion is most 
close: and the error great of those who, as 
e. g. A made а new ries 
begin here. This wn із оште пе- 
cessarily manifested in doth of the two 
great ents of its exercise. Love, 
living and working in the heart as a prin- 
ciple, will fix first upon objects at band 
and seen : those objects being natural ob- 
jecte for it to fix on. How then can a 
man love God, the highest object of love, 
who is removed from his sight, and at the 
name time refuse to love his brother, bearing 
the mark of a child of God, before his eyes 
from day to day? Pat in a brief form, 
the argument, as connected with the last 
verse, is this: His love has begotten us 
anew in love: in this us are included our 
brethren, objects of our daily sight: if 
therefore we do not love them, we do not 
love Him. If any say (aor. “ have said ;” 
i.e. at any time: the saying once, rather 
than the habit, is the hypothesis) I love 
God, and hate (pres. of habit) his brother, 
he is a liar: for (hereagain the argument 
is enthymematic, and we must supply from 
our common sense épeAnvorixdy yàp Spa- 
vis 1b ydr, Œc.: “oculi sunt in 

amore duces,” &c.) he that loveth not his 
brother whom he hath seen (perf.: and 
continues to feel the influence of that sight. 
We do not say “I have seen him ” of the 
dead, but об the living only), cannot 
love God whom he hath not seen 
(St. John does not say that there is no 
love without sight; nor that we love all we 
see better than any thing we do not see: his 
argument reste ona deeper and truer posi- 
tion: viz. on that assumed in the word 
dex, which carries with it the consi- 
deration that he of whom it is said is 
begotten of God. Both ё dd As and 
ô Oeés are used within the limits of the 
Christian life, of which that is true, which 
is unfolded ch. v. 1, that this d& Ses аз 
begotten of God is a necessary object of 
love to one that loves Him that begat him. 
Here, a lower step of the same argument 
is taken; but without this great truth, 
lying beneath the word à5eA$ós, it would 
carry no conviction with it). 91.] And 
besides this argument from common sense, 
there is another most powerful one, which 
tho Apostle here adds. Quomodo diligis 
eum, cujus odisti preceptum P" as Aug. 
And this commandment we have from 
Him (God: not, Christ: see below), that 
he who loveth God, love also his brother 
(where have we this commandment? In 
the great summary of the law, “ Thou shalt 
love the Lord thy God with all thy beart, 
.... and thy neighbour as thyself,” so 
often cited by our Lord; see Matt. xxii. 
87—389). Crap. V. 1.] And who is 
our brother? and why does this name carry 
with it such an obligation to love? These 
questions in closest connexion with the 
last verse, the Apostle answers in this, 
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Every one that believeth (not as Grot. 
* qui credere se ostendit :” it is the faith 
itself which is sporen of) that Jesus is 
the Christ hath begotten of God (to 
whom do these words apply ? from what 
follows, in which the yeyéyynra: is taken 
up by rà» yeyevynudvoy, to the brother 
whom we are to love as a necessary accom- 
peniment of our loving God. But most 
Commentators, including Lücke, De Wette, 
Huther, Düsterd., assume that it is of our- 
selves that this is said: our birth of God 
depends on and is in closest union with our 
faith, ch. iii. 29, 24. Then the connexion 
between this and tho following clause must 
be made by filling up an ellipsis, **and if 
born of God we love God." But this is 
far-fetched and, as has been above shewn 
implicitly, alien from the context, the 
object of which is to point out who those 
are whom we are bound to love if we love 
God. Then having made this predication 
of all the children of God, was ó mor. 
c. T. A., he, as so frequently, takes it E 
again below, ver. 4, with & more gen 
reference, and dwells on our faith as the 
principle which overcomes the world: see 
there); and every one who loveth him 
that t (these words take up again the 
ёбу Tis efwp Fri yarò thy Ocór, of ch. 
iv. 20), loveth also him that is begotten 
of him (viz. the brother of whom the 
former clause spoke: not, as Aug., Hil., 
Corn.-a-lap,, al, Christ, the Son of God. 
As Calvin, “sub numero singulari omnes 
fideles designat. Est enim argumentum 
ex communi nature ordine sumptum"). 

2.] And indeed so i ble are 
the two, that as before, ch. iv. 20, our love 
to our bretbren was made a sign and neces- 
sary condition of our love to God, so con- 
versely, our love to God, ascertained by 
our keeping His commandments, is itself 
the measure of our love to the children of 
God. Either of the two being found to 
be present, the presence of the other fol- 
lows. In this we know that we love tho 
children of God (тё réxva tov «oU takes 

up again vi» yeyeyynudvow ef афтод of 
the preceding verse) when (the indefinite- 
ness in ray is to be taken not within the 
limits of each case, “whensoever we,” but 
as belonging to the cases collectively, “in 
every case where) we love God, and do 
His commandments (this adjunct is mado, 
as the following verse shews, in order to 
introduce an equivalent to dyaw@uer T. 
"ебу by which its presence may be judged. 
It will be seen from what has been said, 
that all the devices which have been used 
to extract from this verse a sense different 
from that which it really conveys, are 
wholly unneeded, nay, out of place. Such 
are those of some of the ancient versions: 
“рег hoc cognoscimus quod diligimus 
Deum, si dileximus Eum et fecimus man- 
datum ejus," eth: “per hoc cognoscimus 
nos esse Dei filios quum Deum dilexeri- 
mus," &c, arab: of Œc., who seems to be 
confused in his account, for after citing 
the words he says, xal y тўз els Gedy 
dydans thy els d3eAQdy ёубжур ribera: 
of Grotius, who says, “ facilis fit connexio 
si trajectio flat, пана ego libenter face- 
rem, si librum aliquem veterem haberem 
auctorem, è» т. угубок. бт: т. Gedy &., 
бтар dy. rà Tékva abToU к. т. évroAds abr. 
ттр. : that of anon. in Schulz, Konject. 
ub. d. N. T., who wanted to transpose бт‹ 
and $ray: that of Rosenmüller, who 
coolly says, permutantur h. 1. significa- 
tiones particularum бт: et бта», quod con- 
textus necessario postulat”). 9.] For 
(explaining the connexion of the two pe 
ceding clauses) the love of God is 
(consists in this: ad rn, as the demonstra- 
tive pronoun, in all such sentences, being 
the predicate), that (iva introduces the 
apodosis to airy as in ch. iv. 17, where 
see note) we keep His commandments. 
And His commandments are not grievous 
(the reason, why they are not grievous, is 
given in the next verse. Almost all the 
5 m to Matt. i 80, ô 
vyés pov xpnords, к. Td doprlov pov 
dragpéy d (Ec, however, al., repu- 
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diate this reference, but apparently on ac- 
count of the form of expression; observi 
that the Apostle has said not éAaQp 
elolr, but Bapeia: obx eloly; but the com- 
ment of (Ec. is in confusion, and not ens 
to understand. The Schol. in the Oxf. 
Catena well remarks, ef Tis яроѕелбёр 
abrais ph dy der трбтоу Adyar abràs 
Bapelas, thy bauro? dcOdvecay rid oaro· 
IA. yàp rots уа» &xoBáAAovaw loxdy 
Варќа уош(есда: ко) таё wárv фАафрё xal 
койфа. This declaration, that His 
commandments are not grievous, has, as 
did ch. iii. 9, furnished some of the R.- 
Cath. Commentators with an opportunity 
of characterizing very severely the Pro- 
testant position that none can keep God’s 
commandments. But here as there the 
reply is obvious and easy. The course of 
the Apostle’s argument here, as introduced 
in the next verse by бт, substantiates this 
Bape ai ойк elaly by shewing that all who 
аге born of God are standing in and upon 
the victory which their faith has obtained 
over the world. In this victorious state, 
and in as far as they have advanced into 
it, in other words in proportion as the 
divine life is developed and dominant in 
them, do they find those commandments 
not grievous. If this state, in its ideality, 
were realized in them, there would be no 
difficulty for them in God's command- 
ments: it is because, and in so far as sin 
is still reigning in their mortal bodies and 
their wills are unsubdued to God's will, 
that any Bápos remains in keeping those 
commandmenta), 4.] because (rea- 
son, why His commandments are not 
grievous: not, as Œc., éxiríÓno: rots {83 
eipnudvois xal ied ётактікђу xpos Thy 
ретахєірипу rij: ddr, making ка) al 
dvr. ab. B. ойк «ic. merely parenthetical) 
all that is born of God (the neuter is here 
used as gathering ther in one, under 
the ca of born of God," the duels 
implied in the last verses. So St. John 
uses the comprehensive categorical neuter 
in reff. (Ec. seems to deny this personal 
meaning of way, and to understand it 

Leo: aft eorw ins de B: txt AL vulg-ed(with am) sah. 
: pref 

[sorevoras Él 

* every thing," applying it afterwards to 
$ rioris ўи. ав one such thing. Aretius 
and Paulus take it similarly. But besides 
the Apostle's usage cited above, the whole 
analogy here is against such an interpreta- 
tion. It is we, not our faith, of which the 
term ёк ToU Qeot veyerrnoda is used) 
eonquereth (vag, of habit: simply pre- 
dicated of the category way 7d x. r. A.) the 
world (the kingdom of evil under its prince 
the devil, God’s adversary ; in the main as 
Calv., “quicquid adversum est Dei spi- 
ritui Ita nature nostre pravitas pars 
mundi est, omnes concupiscentim, omnes 
Satanm actus, quicquid denique nos a Deo 
abstrahit.“ The argument then is 
this: The commandments of God are not 
grievous: for, although in keeping them 
there is ever a conflict, yet that conflict 
issues in universal vic : the whole 
mass of the born of conquer the 
world: therefore none of us need contem- 
plate failure, or faint under his struggle 
as a hard one), and the victory which 
зад) conquered the world is this, our 

ith (the identification of the victory 
with the faith which gained it, is а con- 
cise and emphatic way of linking the two 
inseparably together, so that wherever 
there 1s faith there is victory. And this is 
further expressed by the aorist participle, 
by which, as Eetius (notwithstanding that 
the vulgate has “que vincit”), “significa- 
tur victoria jam parta:” cf. ch. ii. 15, iv. 4. 
Socinus absurdly explains the aorist as 
speaking of those whose Christian courso 
is done, against the plain sri, not onl 
here but in ver. 5). - 5.) If it be ask 
How does our faith overcome the world ? 
this verse furnishes the answer; because it 
brings us into union with Jesus Christ 
the Son of God, making us as He is, and 
praes of His victory, John xvi. 33. 

rough this belief we are born again as 
sons of God; we have Him in us, One 
greater than he who is in the world, ch. 
iv. 4. And this conclusion is put in the 
form of a triumphant question: What other 
person can do-it ? 0 that believes this, 

Nabed 
fghjkl 
m o I$ 
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can fail to do it? Who is he that con- 
quereth the world, except he that bo. 
lieveth that Jesus is the Son of God! 
By comparing ver. 1 a, we find 1) that б 

1стбѕ there answers to ô vids тою 0«oU 
here ; 2) that by the combination of the 
two verses, we get the proposition of ver. 
4 a. Episcopius gives well the mean- 
ing: “Lustrate universum mundum et 
ostendite mihi vel unum, de quo vere 
affirmari possit, quod mundum vincat, 
qui Christianus et fide hac preditus non 
est.’ ; 

6—21.] THE THIRD AND LAST DIVI- 
SION OF THE EPISTLE. This portion falls 
naturally into two parts: vv. 6—18, and 
vv. 14—21: the former of which treats of 
the concluding part of the a ent, and 
the latter forms the close of the Epistle. 

6—13.] As in the former portions, our 
communion with God who is light (ch. 
i. 5 ff.) was treated, and our birth in right- 
eousness from God who is righteous 
ii. 29 ff), by faith in Jesus the Son of 

—so now we have another most im- 
t element of the Christian life set 

fore us: the testimony to it arising 
from that life itself: the witness of the 
spiritual life to its own reality. This 
witness rests not on apostolic testi- 
mony alone, but on the Holy Spirit, 
which the believer has in himself (ver. 
10) and which is God's testimony re- 
specting His Son (vv. 9, 10), and our 
assurance that we have eternal life (ver. 
18). There is hardly a passage in the 
N. T. which has given rise to more variet 
of елиш 1 certainly sri whi 
on account of the apparent importance 
е the words in ted after ver. 7) 
has been the field of so much critical con- 
troversy. Complete accounts of both the 
exegesis and the criticism will be found in 
the recent monographs on the Epistle: 
more especially in that of Düsterdieck. I 
shall indicate the more salient points of 
the div t interpretations as 1 proceed. 

0.| This (viz. the person spoken of 
in the last verse; Jesus. This, which is 
maintained by most Commentators, is de- 
nied by Knapp and Ниет, who refer 
obros to ô vids тоў 0«o0: “This Son of 
God is he &c.:” making the proposition 
assert the identity of the Son of God with 
the historical Jesus, not the converse. 

This Huther supports on two grounds: 
1) that the fact that Jesus came by water 
and blood needed no proof even to He- 
retics : 2 that on the ordinary interpreta- 
tion the following words, "Inc. (5) хриттбз, 
become altogether superfluous. Bot to 
these it is easily repli 1) that although 
the fact might be conf , that was not 
confessed to which the fact bore testi. 
mony, viz. that Jesus who came in the 
flesh was the Son of God: 2) that the ap- 
positional clause “Ino. (5) xpiords із by no 
means superfluous, being only a solemn re- 
assertion of our Lord’s Person and Office 
as testified by these signs. The main 
objection to Huther’s view is, that, as well 
stated by Diisterd., it makes the coming 
by water and blood, which, by the con- 
text, is evidently in the Apostle’s argu- 
ment a substantiating consideration, to be 
merely an exceptional one: this Son of 
God is Jesus M e) Christ, though He came 
by water and blood." Therefore the other 
interpretation must stand fast. It is well 
defended also by Lücke) is he that came 
by water and blood (the words 8 Sr 
к. ala ros have been universally and 
rightly taken with ёлу. Only Hofmann, 
in the Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, p. 831, main- 
tains the joining 3: 68. к. alu. to dei, 
understanding AV, Не that has come, 
in the sense of б épxydueros. But this lat- 
ter idea is wholly without N. T. precedent, 
and condemns the whole. It indeed, with- 
out Hofmann’s construction, is: taken b 
several Commentators, Corn.-a-lap., Tiri- 
nus, Calov., Bengel (“ Jesus est is quem 
propter promissiones venire oportuit, et 
qui venit revera"), Knapp, &. But if 
this meaning is in dA0dr, then it cannot 
be the mere exponent of 8, 83. к. alu. , bat 
must take an emphatic place of ita own, 
and 8. 68. к. alu. must stand awkwardly 
alone, “and that by water and blood,” or 
must, as Hofmann, belong to ёст. 

Taking then the generally received con- 
struction, we may observe that the article 
before the aor. part. ёАбф›, makes obrós 
deriv ó 40d» to be the identification of 
obros with б глөфу, i. e. with one who as 
an historical fact, IAder, precluding such 
renderings as “came” for ёст)» à éA0v ; 
also forbidding the making the aor. into a 
por „this is He that cometh,” as 
uther, Seb.-Schmidt, J. Lange, Rickli, 
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Sander, al., and perhaps (Ec., as has been 
inferred from his understanding S8ep and 
alua of present means of grace and sal. 
vation: à yàp éA0í» 'IycoUs ó xpiords 80 
Daros àvayevv ка) aluaros. But he 
may have been misunderstood: the dA0é» 
in this comment, and the circumstance 
that he afterwards dwells on the historical 
facts of the Baptism and the Crucifixion, 
seem to shew that he understood the parti- 
ciple aoristically. We may clearly do co, and 
still the water and blood as t 
in their effects and testimony. All Com- 
mentators, except Hofmann (see above), 

Ao as referring, not to the 
Lord’s birth in the flesh, but to His open 
manifestation of himself before the world. 
See above on аА - 

The prep. which passes into dy in 
the next sentence, is thereby explained to 
bear ita very usual sense of through or by 
means of, as said of that which accom- 

rec om Srd ev, with KN rel vulg 
[transp Зат: and ает: 

P (not in Migne), in which Sep represents 
eration and faith, and ala, know- 

ро рои Ьу 
both dsp and alu by 

homines ab inquinamentis равай et soluti 
berent propi- 

tium et illi consecrarentur.” By the latter 
of our two canons is excluded also the idea 
of mere symbolic reference to the sacra- 
ments, as e. g. Beza (see above), Lather, 
Calvin, al. 

Düsterdieck observes that it is remark- 
able that the best R.-Cath. expositor, Es- 
fius (whose commentary is unfortunately 
broken off at this verse), does not as some 
have done, in t alua of the Sacra- 
ment of the Lord's Supper, but puts to- 

panies, as the medium through which, or ther 389 and alua, as Calvin and 
the element in which. We have an ex- uther: * per sanguinem vivificat tum in 
ample of èv passing into Bid, 2 Cor. vi. 6, 
7: and the very same phrases, 3:’ aluaros 
and èv afuar:, are used of our Lord in 
Heb. ix. 12, 26, which chapter is the best 
of all comments on this difficult expression. 

б ббатоз к. Tos has been very 
. Two canons of 

present witnesses for Christ: and 2) they 
must not be interpreted symbolically, but 

baptismo aque, tum in aliis sacramentis, 
tum etiam extra sacramenta." So that, as 
Düsterdieck proceeds, the great leaders of 
the three schools of theology have had the 
tact to see that which their leas skilful 
followers have missed seeing,—that alsa 
cannot by any means be understood of the 
Lord's Supper, as has been done by Hun- 
nius, 5 Calov., Wolf, 

v., r, al. 
е next point which comes before us 

is, to enquire whether at all, or how far, 
our passage is connected with John xix. 
84? It occurs here, because many Cosn- 

understood of something so real and  mentators, e. g., Bede, Hunnius, Seb. 
werful, as that by them God's testimony Schmidt, Calov., Wolf, Bengel, &c., have 

16 given to believers, and eternal life as- 
sured to them. These canons at once 
exclude such interpretations as that of 
Wetst., al, “probavit se non phantasma 
sed verum hominem esse qui ex spiritu 
(sive adre, ver. 8) sanguine et aqua seu 
humore rire Joh. xix. 34 E 
arel bolical interpretation, of whi 

thero kro tee kinds :—1) that of Socinus 
and his school, in which ödp stands for 
the purity and innocence of the life and 
doctrine of Christ, Heb. x. 22, Eph. v. 
26,—and alga of the death of Christ as 
His teetimony of Himself. So Schlichting 
and Grotius: 2) that given by Clement 
of Alex., Adumbrationes ad 4 1 1011 

seen in the incident there related a mira- 
culous к rete of the two sacraments, 
and in this passage an allusion to that in- 
cident. To deny all such allusion, as is 
done by Düsterdieck, seems against pro- 
bability. The Apostle could hardly both 
here and in that place lay such evident 
stress on the water and blood together, 
without having in his mind some link con- 
necting this pce = а That in the 
Gospel it is alua an f,—in this place 
Cup and ala, — a difference of which 
Düsterd. makes much, is surely not worth 
mentioning. The idea that we have here 
nothing more than a reference to tho fact 
of John xix. 34, is against our 2nd canon 
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above: but that Jobn xix. 84 and this 
refer to the same fundamental truth, is I 
conceive hardly to be doubted. 

It rests now then that we enquire into 
the meaning of each expression. On alpa, 
there cannot surely be much uncertainty. 
The blood of His Cross must, by all Scrip- 
ture analogy, be thatintended. The pour- 
ing out of this blood was the completion of 
the baptism which He had to be baptized 
with, x. 88, 89, Luke xii. 50. And 
if this is во, to what can Ip be referred 
во simply, as to that baptism with water, 
which inaugurated the Lord's ministry? 
Jt might indeed be said that the beptism 
which He instituted for His followers, 
better satisfies the test of our 2nd canon, 
that viz. of being an abiding testimony in 
the Christian Church. But to this there 
lies the objection, that as alua signifies 
something which happened to Christ, Him- 
self, so must bwp likewise, at least pri- 
marily, whatever anent testimony such 
event may have left inthe Christian Church. 
And thus some modern Commentators have 
taken it: as uniting the historical fact of 
the Lord’s baptism with the ordinance of 
baptism, grounded on it, and abiding in the 
Christian Church. So Semler, m., 
Baumg.-Crus., Brückner, Neander, Huther. 
Düsterd. refuses to accept this view, deny- 
ing that our Lord’s Baptism was any proof 
or testimony of His Messiahship, and un- 
derstanding S8wp of the ordinance of bap- 
tism only. But surely we are not right in 
interpreting д ёлбду B! baros, He that 
ordained baptism: nor, whatever Düsterd. 
may say, in giving the two, alua and S3ep, 
an entirely different reference. For his 
endeavour to escape from this by making 
alua not Christ’s death but His blood, 
applied to us, cannot be accepted, as giving 
a “non-natural” sense to ёА@ф» 8 alua- 
ros likewise. 

All this bein 
possible to ато! 
ddp the combin 
rea пен 1 were before the 

tle's min ey represent, — ыр, 
the baptism of water which the Lord Him- 
self underwent and instituted for His fol- 
lowers, a the baptism of blood, which 
He Himeelf underwent, and instituted for 
His followers. And it is equally im 
sible to sever, as Düsterd. does, from these 
words, the historical accompaniments and 
associations which arise on their mention. 
The Lord's baptism, of itself, was indeed 
mie а i t than a proof of his Messiah- 

OL. IV. 

considered, it seems im- 
iving both to alua and 

ed senses above indicated, 

ship: but in it, taking St. John’s account 
only, a testimony to His divine Sonship 
was given, by which the Baptist knew Him 
to be the Son of God: édpaxa к. ue 
рарторпка бт: obrós Cori ó vids тоў geb, 
are his words, John i. 84; and when that 
blood was poured from His “riven side,” 
he that saw it again uses the same formula, 
ó éwpakós ue«uaprópnxe. It cannot bo 
that the word Laprvpía being thus re- 
ferred to two definite points of our Lord's 
life, should not apply to these two, con- 
nected as they are with 53 and alua hero 
mentioned, and associated by St. John him- 
self with the remarkable preterite медар- 
Tóp»ker, of an abiding paprupla in both 
cases. Bat these past facts in the Lord’s 
life are this abiding testimony to us, by 
virtue of the permanent application to 
us of their cleansing and atoning power. 
And thus both our canons are satisfied, 
which certainly is not the case in Diister- 
dieck’s interpretation, though they were 
laid down by himself), Jesus (see 
above on obros. As now, with the art. 
omitted, the words are merely the name, 
“Jesus Christ:” if it were inserted, 
the adjunct б xpiords would be an npposi- 
tional predicate, and would necessarily 
send the thought back to the éaédy 3: 
68. к. аїр. as a proof of the Messiahship of 
Jesus. It may be remarked, however, that 
in all the places where St. John uses this 
Name, it has a solemn meaning, and is by 
the emphasis thus thrown on the official 
designation of our Lord, nearly = "Incois 
ó xpirds. Cf. John 1.17, xvii.3: 1 John i. 
8, ii. 1, iii. 29, iv. 2, v. 20: 2 John 3, 7): 
not in the water only, but in the water 
and in the blood (dv, see above on бй. 
The sense of the two is there shewn to be 
closely allied, dv giving rather the “ ele- 
ment in which,” the medium through 
which. The art. before each dative shews 
not merely, as Huther, that &8wp and alpa 
have been before named, but that they are 
well-known and solemn ideas. It is in- 
serted not as matter of course, but as 

iving solemnity. · 
But why has the Apostle added this sen- 
tence? Schöttgen thought that it is to 
give Christ the preference over Moses, who 
came only by water (1 Cor. x. 2), and 
Aaron, who came only by blood (of sacri- 
fice), whereas Christ united br^h. But this 
is too far-fetched. Baumgarten-Crusius 
again regards the words as directed against 
those who despised the Cross of Christ 
(1 Cor. i. 23): but a more к expla- 

L 
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nation than this is required. And those 
can hardly be wrong, who find it in such 
words as those of the Baptist in John i. 25, 
eye Ватт((ю èv Stari, цёсоз Susy стђке 
ty óues ойк of8are: cf. the emphatic 
repetitions below, ib. ver. 81, Ad èyè 
à TQ art Barrie, and ver. 88, д 
rd ue Ватт (ер èv Garı. The bap- 
tism of Jesus was not one of water only, 
bat one of blood,—13« 6 àu»bs тоб de, - 
and something more than that, which fol- 
lows in the next clause): and the Spirit is 
that which witnesseth, because tho Spirit 
isthe truth (tbat is, as explained by the 
next verse, the Spirit is an additional wit- 
ness, besides those already mentioned, to 
the Messiabship of Jesus, and in that, to 
the eternal life which God has given us in 
Him. This at once removes the meaning 
“that,” which some have given to mn. It 
is not to the fact that the Spirit is the 
truth, that the Spirit gives witness: but 
the fact, that He is the trath, is that which 
makes Him so weighty а witness; which 
makes the giving of witness so especially 
His office. 

Very various however have been the 
meanings here given to rò жейда. The 
scholium in Matth&i understands, the spirit 
of our Lord (7d ж». ris wvxís) which 
He when dying commended into His Fa- 
ther's han Augusti, who explains Sep 
and alia of the two Sacraments of Baptism 
and the Lord's Supper, sees in яребџа, 
in connexion with John xx. 23 ff., a third 
Sacrament of absolution. Ziegler and 
Stroth it as = б xvevuparixds, i. e. 
St. John himself. (Ec. and Kna 
it as = 6 des- did 32 тоб хуейдатоз, бте 
Ás bedòs йэфттт ёк vexpós- 0«oU yàp тобто 
pórov Ari, Tò dnorgy фаутбу. rf 84 
тоў w»eünaros фор) onupalveras б Oeds: 
thus m the threefold witness to the 
vloüecía of Jesus, Tò Básriwpgua, 6 crav- 
pós, $ dydoracis. Then again Восіп us, 
Schlichti interpret 
it of the 

: baptism is 
meant, inasmuch as it testified to His 
being “ verus Dei filius,"— fails, in giving 

no present abiding testimony such as the 
context requires. Others again under- 
stand by ребра the ministry of tbe 
word: so Aretius J. Lange, Hunnius 
(„Spiritus externam predicationem 

and in ver. 8 differently. But nothing 
can be plainer than that we must not alter 
the meaning, where the ёт; binds together 
the sentences so closely. - 

The above interpretations (to which we 
may add that of Sander, that rò т». = rò 
xdpicpa, the transformation of а man 
which takes by the of the 
Holy Spirit) failing to give any sa 
account of the text, we recur to the simple 
and obvious. meaning, the Holy Spirit. 
This is taken by Schol. I., Estius, Corn.-a- 
lap., Tirinus, Calvin, Calov., Lücke, Rickli, 
De Wette, Huther, Neander, Düsterdieck, 

th al. And it seems fully to аналар е 
requirements of the passage. e Holy 

14). It is by the possession 
we know that we have Christ (ch. iii. 24). 

because the 
with 

et ternarius numerus in testibus est per- 
fectissimus." Grot. For (from what bas 
been just cited from Grot. it will be seen 
that because would be here, as so often, 
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marg vulg(demid tol &c, not am fuld al,,), supposed to be alluded to or cited by Tert 
Cypr Pheebad(see below), clearly cited by Vig Fulg Cassiod Ansbert Ps-Jer(prologue to 
Cath epp), also(as given by Vict-vit) in & confession of faith drawn up at end of the 
5th cent by Eugenius(or, as some, Vig), and further by many writers after the 9th 
cent: OMITTED in ALL GREEK MSS previous to the beginning of the 16th century; 
ALL the GREEK FATHERS (even when producing texts in support of the doctrine of 
the Holy Trinity: as e.g. by Clem Iren Hipp Dion Ath Did Bae Naz Nys Epiph Ces 
Chr Procl Andr Damasc (Ec ТЫ Euthym); ALL THE ANCIENT VERSIONS (including the 
Vulgate (as it came from Jerome, see below) and (though interpolated in the modern 
editions) the Syra; AND MANY LATIN FATHERS (viz Novat Hil Lucif Ambr Faustin 
Leo Jer Aug Hesych Bede). 

e following is a statement of the most important details :— 
. Scholz numbers 192 cursive mss in the Acts and Catholic Epistles. Of these; eiz 

do not contain 1 John, viz. * ББ. 74. 85. 90. 167. 159;” гіх are defective at this point, 
viz. **53 (= Scrivener's n). 108. 120. (122?) 180. 177 ;” seven are identical with mss 
named on our margin, viz. “18,” *24" = “1,” “81” = “m,” “61” = “111” = 
to” (see Scriv.), 91 = h,“ and “102” K;“ two, viz. “110” and '* 152," are 
not mas at all but printed books; оле, viz. Cantab. Kk 6. 4 (= 2068 of Nasmith’s 
index), is cited twice, first as 9,” and then as “112” (cf. о”); and three more must 
be dismissed from the enumeration for separate reasons (“107” is a lectionary, and 
does not contain the pericopa, ** 44” ts not a ms but an ancient collection of 
various readings, and “83” is probably the same ms as '*178"). We have thus left 
165 (including (see prolegomena) “108” and ‘ 109”), all of which, er with 
Hr, and the eighteen given on the margin, 184 in all [ninefoen аге now given on the 
margin, making 185 in all. R. H.], have been examined and found to omit the disputed 
passage. This statement however is not really quite as accurate and complete as at 
rst sight it might seem to be. Nine of the number named above (viz. “ c. f. 8. 89. 

47. 49. 50. 52. 08") may possibly be hereafter identified with others as yet denoted by 
а separate symbol, for it is not distinctly known where they are now preserved. When 
we say then that all known manuscripta, with the exception of two, omit the words in 
uestion ; let it be understood that we mean, to begin with, 175 [176] mss to be found at 

the places indicated in the list, prefixed to this volume ; and in addition probably not less 
than 70 more seen and examined by trustworthy (The nine named above; 
the ms entered as 182a in our list; eighteen given by Scrivener, Introd. to N. T. 
Crit. pp. 199, 200; and about 50 lectionaries.) We have thus, at least 175 [176} pos- 
sibly as many as 250 manuscripts, of all ages, to be set against 2 of the 16th century. 

ex Ravianus at Berlin and two mss at Wolfenbiittel are sometimes brought 
forward to support the insertion. Cod. Rav. and one of the Wolf. mss were made 
from the printed text: the former “from the Complutensian Polyglott, imitating its 
very misprints ” (Treg. on P. т) ; part of the plan of the latter (written in the 17th 
century) is to give various ings from the Latin translations of Erasmus, Beza, &c. 
In the other Wolf. ma, and in that at Naples cited as 178,“ the addition is only found 
on the margin and in writing not earlier than the 16th century. Even **84" and 
“ 169° cannot be admitted as trustworthy witnesses. Written at the time when the 
contest was going on in favour of the current Latin text as to the Greek, they 
differ from the received text and from one another. Both waTnp Àoyos kat Trevpa 
ayiov (an expression which it is instructive to compare, as to the omission of the 
articles, with Erasmus’ latin-derived text of Rev. xxii. 16—21. Erasmus himself, 
however (edd. 1527, 1585), Aere inserted the articles in his text, though in his quota 
tion of “Cod. Brit.” they do not occur). 34“ has e» то ovpare and er тт) уч; 

too а causal rendering for fr; and testimony : cf. Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15 : Matt. 
that even at the risk of identifying it with 
odp, logical accuracy requires the slighter 
causal шоно) those who bear wit- 
ness are (Tpeis elor is and 

icate. The three are considered as 
iving and speaking witnesses; hence the 
masculine form. By being three, they fal- 
fil the requirements of the Law as to fall 

xviii. 16, 2 Cor. xiii. 1), the Spirit, and 
the water, and the blood (now, the Spirit 
is put first: and not without reason. The 
Spirit is, of the three, the only living and 
active witness, properly speaking: besi 
the water and the blood are no witnesses 
without Him ; whereas He is i dent 
of them, testifying both in them and out of 

L IL. 2 
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All the lectionaries which contain the passage omit the disputed words. (They are 
sometimes reckoned as about 60 in number, but are possibly much fewer.) | 

II. The Vulgate is cited in support of the disputed passage. It is true that it is 
found in the mass of tho later mss of that version ; but it is wanting in the two earliest 
(written in the 6th century), in those revised by Alcuin and in about fifty others; whilst 
£hose that contain it differ both as to the words themselves and as to their position. 
Some have it as it stands in the authorized editions: others (as demid tol) insert it 
after verse 8. Some have it in the ordinary form ; others (and these after verse 8) 
Sicut et in calo tres sunt, pater, verbum, et spiritus; et tres unum sunt. (For minor 
variations, see Tischendorf. | 

III. The testimony of the Latin fathers, taken as a whole, has been relied upon by 
the advocates of the received text. 

It is as follows :— 
* Ceterum de тво sumet," inquit, “ sicut ipse de Patris. Ita connexus Patris in 

Filio et Filii in Paracleto, tres efficit coherentes alterum ex altero: qui tres unum 
sunt, non unus; quomodo dictum est: Ego et Pater unum sumus,” ad substantia 
unitatem, non ad numeri sin itatem. (Tertull. adv. Praxean c. 25, vol. ii. p. 188.) 

Si baptizari quis a hareticos potuit, utique et remissam peccatorum con- 
sequi potuit. Si peccatorum remissam consecutus est, et sanctificatus est, et templum 
Dei factus est; . . . quero cujus Dei? Si Creatoris; non potuit quia in eum non 
credidit : si Christi; non hujus fleri potuit templum, qui negat Deum Christum : si 
Spiritus Sancti, cum tres unum sinl, quomodo Spiritus sanctus placatus esse ei potest, 
qui aut Filii aut Patris inimicus est? (Cypr. ad Jubaianum 12, Migne Patr. ii. p. 
1117.) Dicit Dominus “ Ego et Pater unum sumus ;" et iterum de Patre et 
Filio et Spiritu Sancto scriptum est, Et hi tres unum sunt.” (Cypr. de unitate ec- 
clesim, § 6, p. 503 f.) Si ea див his significata sunt velimus ingutrers non 
absurde occurrit ipsa Trinitas qui unus ... est deus, Pater et Filius et Spiritus 
Sanctus, de quibus verissime dici potuit “ Tres sunt testes et tres unum eunt :” ut 
nomine spiritus significatum accipiamus Deum Patrem ...; nomine autem sanguinis, 
Filium ...; et nomine aqua, iiia Sanctum. (Augustin. contra Maximin. Ana- 
num, lib. ii. c. 22. 5, vol. viii. p. 796.) Sic alius a Filio Spiritus, sicut a Patre 
Filius. Sic tertia in Spiritu ut in Filio secunda persona: unus tamen Deus omnia, 
tres unum sunt. (Phobadius, contra Arianos 22, Migne, vol. xx. p. 30.) Plures 
tamen hic ipsam iMerpretatione mystica intelligunt Trinitatem. (Eucherius de Quest. 
М. T. (Instruct. i. 2, Migne Patr. vol. I. p. 810 f.)) Johannes Evangelista .. . 
ad Parthos “ Tres sunt” inquit. qui testimonium perhibent in terra, aqua, sanguis 
et caro, et tres in nobis sunt ; et tres sunt qui testimonium perhibent in colo Pater, 
Verbum, et Spiritus, et $i tres unum sunt.” (Vigilius of Thapsus against Varimadas, i. 5, 
р. Д die this and further quotations, see Davidson's Bibl. Criticism and Tischen- 

orf b. 1. 
The words cited from St. Augustine form the commencement of an elaborate justifi- 

cation of the mystical meaning assigned by him to “the spirit,” “the water," and “the 
blood." Throughout the whole, there is no allusion to the disputed words; though 

them), and the three concur in one (con- 
tribute to one and the same result : viz. the 
truth that Jesus is the Christ and that we 
have lıfe in Him. Corn.-a-lap.’s mistake, 
* in unum, ad unum, scil. Christum," can- 
not have come (as Düsterd.) from a mis- 
understanding of the vulgate, seeing that 
it has “hi tres unum sunt:" but is merely 
an cxegesis, and in the main a right one. 
But the words simply signify in themselves, 
* are in accord." And this their one 
testimony is given by the purification in 
the water of baptism into His name, John 
ii. 6: by the continual cleansing from all 

sin which we enjoy in and by His atoning 
blood : by the inward witness of His Spirit, 
which He hath given us). 

The question of the genuineness of the 
words read in the rec. at the end of ver. 7, 
has been discussed, as far ав external 
grounds are concerned, in the digest ; and 
it has been seen, that unless pure caprice 
is to be followed in the criticism of the 
sacred text, there is not the shadow of 
a reason for supposing them genuine. 
Even the supposed citations of them in 
carly Latin Fathers have now, on cloger 
examination, disappeared (see Digest) 

ABKLP 
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a simple quotation of that one sentence would have had greater controversial value 
than the most perfect proof of the symbolical meaning of the other clause. So 
far is he from knowing the words, that he brings forward John viii. 18 and xv. 26 
to shew that it is not improper to speak of the Persons of the Ever Blessed Trinity 
as “witnesses.” If he had had any thing plainer to urge, he would not have 
contented himself with “NON ABSURDE occurrit ipsa Trinitas." The authority 
of so great a father would soon lead to the noting down of the substance of his 
inte tion, on the margin of the books belonging to the orthodox. From the 
margin to the text is but one step. At the end of the 5th century, Vigilius, perhaps 
(see Davidson), quotes the interpretation as part of the text. There is no real citation 
before this date. The brought forward from Tertullian and Cyprian contain 
only the words “ Eż zi tres unum sunt,” or the like: this being the Latin form of the 
corresponding clause in either verse, there is nothing in the words themselves to show 
from which they came. In the two first passages it would be hard to prove that его 
is any thing more than a simple statement of the Catholic doctrine. In the third, 

, treating of the unity of the Church, urges that very analogy between earthly 
heavenly things, the acknowledgment of which seems to have led first to the use of 

« hi tres unum sunt” as a convenient formula in speaking of the Holy Trinity; next, 
to Angustine’s mystical interpretation; and then, to the received gloss. With the 
teaching of his “ master” Tertullian in his mind, Cyprian would not hesitate to speak 
as he does of the unchallenged verse; had his copies contained the words we reject, 
we might naturally expect that he would quote the whole passage as fitting in pre- 
= with the course of his argument. 

IV. The Greek words were first inserted in the Complutensian edition of 1514. When 
Erasmus enquired whether the editors really had mss so different from any he had seen, 
the answer given by one of them was, “ Sciendum est Grecorum codices esse corruptos ; 
nostros vero (i.e. Latinos) ipsam veritatem continere." Erasmus unfortunately pledged 
himself to insert the words if they existed in any one Greek ms. A Codex Britannicus 
was at length found which contained them. Erasmus, in his 8rd edition (1522), fulfilled 
his promise, In his annotations, however (ed. 1536, p. 770), after giving the words 
precisely as they stand in Cod. Montf., he writes thus, “Ex hoc igitur Codice Britan- 
nico reposuimus, quod in nostris dicebatur deesse: ne cui sit ansa calumniandi. 
Tametsi suspicor codicem illum ad nostros esse correctum." A. W. G. 

edition.) 
9. for re» avÜperrer, rov 0cov Nl. 

Something remains to be said on internal 
on which we have full right to 

enter, now that the other is secured. And 
on these grounds it must appear, on any 
fair and unprejudiced consideration, thet 
the words are 1) alien from the context: 
2) in themselves incoherent, and betrayin 
another hand than the Apostle's. For 1 
the context, as above explained, is em- 
ployed in setting forth the reality of the 
substance of the faith which overcomes the 
world, even of our eternal life in Jesus 
the Son of God. And this is shewn by a 
threefold testimony, subsisting in the reve- 
lation of the Lord Himself, and subsisting 
in us His people. And this testimony is 
the water of baptism, the blood of atone- 
ment, the Spirit of truth, concurrent in 
their witness to the one fact that He is the 
Son of God, and that we have eternal life 
in Him. Now between two steps of this 
argument,—not as a mere analogy referred 
to at its conclusion, — insert the words “For 
there are three that bear witness in heaven, 
the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit: 

о.) 
8. om o: тре eis то ev есі 34. 162. (so also the vulgate in the Complutensian 

om Ist от: К arm. 

and these three are one," and who can fail 
to see, unless prejudice have blinded his 
eyes, that the context is disturbed by the 
introduction of an irrelevant matter? Con- 
sequently, Bengel, one of the moet strenu- 
ous upholders of the words, is obli 
tamely to take refuge in the transposition 
of vv. 7 and 8 (which was perhaps the ori- 
ginal form of its insertion ш the vulgate ; 
seo Digest I. II. and the quotation by 
Vigilius), so as to bring into treatment 
the matter in hand, before the illustration 
of it is introduced. But even su this 
could be done; what kind of illustration 
is itP What is it to which our attention 
is directed? Apparently the mere fact of 
the triplicity of testimony: for there is 
not the remotest analogy between the 
terms in the one case and those in the 
other; the very order of them, differi 
as it does in the two cases, shews this. 
this i ug fr fact worthy of such a com- 
parison? And then, what is the testi- 
mony in heaven? Is it borne to men? 
Certainly not: for God hath no man seen, 
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as He is there: His only-begotten Son 
hath declared Him to us on earth, where 
all testimony affecting us must be borne. 
Is it а testimony to angels? Possibly: 
but quid ad rem? And then, again, what 
but an unworthy play on words can it be 
called, to adduce the čv eiow on the one 
side, the essential unity of the ever blessed 
Godhead, and on the other the els rd £y 
eiow, the concurrence in testifying to one 
fact,—as correspondent to one another f 
Does not this betray itself as the fancy of 
a patristic gloas, in the days when such 
analogies and comparisons were the sport 
of every Chealogical writer P And 2) the 
very words betray themselves. 5 rar 
and 6 Adyos are never combined by St. 
John, but always ó wxarfp and ô vlós. 
The very apology of Bengel, * Verbi ap- 
pellatio egregie convenit cum testimonio," 
may serve to shew how utterly weak he 
must have felt the cause to be. 

The best conclusion to the whole subject 
is found in the remark of Bengel himself 
on another occasion (cited by Lücke here), 
of the practice reprobated, of which he 
himself furnishes here so striking an in- 
stance: “male strenuos ii se prsgbent in 
bellis Domini, qui ita animum inducunt, 
* Dogmati elenchoque meo opportunus eat 
hic textus: ergo me ipse cogam ad eum 

inus pro vero habendum: eumque 
ipsum, et omnia que pro eo corradi pos- 
sunt, obnixe defendam.' Atqui veritas 
non eget fulcris falsis, sed se sola multo 
жеде genie Pu pe of T 
principal particulars o ute and of 
the books relating to it is given in Horne's 
Introduction, vol. iv. pp. 355—888. 

9.] An argument a minori ad majus, 
grounded on the practice of mankind, by 
which it is shewn that God's testimon 
must be by all means believed by us. i 
we (mankind in general: all reasonable 
men) receive (as we do : ei with an indic. : 
ef. John vii. 23, x. 85, xiii. 14. On the 
expression март. ЛацВбуер, see reff. It 
is, to receive with approval, to accept) 
the testimony of men (r&v àvÓp., generic; 

нарт. in any given case. No speci 
testimony need ^ thought of, аз touching 
this present case: the proposition is ge- 
neral), the testimony of God is greater 
(supply in the argument, and therefore 
much more ought we to receive that.” 
The testimony of God here spoken of is 

not any particular testimony, as the pro- 
phecies concerning Christ (Bede), or the 
testimony of the Baptist and other eye- 
witnesses to Him (Wetstein, Storr), or the 
Propheta, the Baptist, Martyrs, and Apos- 
tles (Bengel, Episcopius, al.): it is general, 
as is the testimony of men with which it 
is compared. The particular testimony 
pointed at by the general proposition is in- 
troduced in the following words): for (see 
above at the beginning of ver. 7. Here, 
there is an ellipsis : and this maxim ap- 
plies in the case before us, because”), the 
testimony of God is this, that He hath 
borne testimony concerning His Son (i. e. 
the testimony of God to which the argu- 
ment applies is tbis, the fact that He hath 
borne testimony to His Son: айту early 
$ uaprupía, T, . . . as in ver. 11. The 
correction to the easier f», as in ver. 10, 
ives a wrong reference for afr, i 

it refer back to that mentioned in vv. 6—8, 
and throws back also a wrong shade 
of meaning over ver. 9, making “the 
teatimony of God” there particular instead 
of general. The absolute sense of иерар- 
торпкеу is found in the Gospel, i. 82, xiii 
19 15 15 see also vv. 6, 7 above). 

—12. e perfect реєрартуртке, ver. 
9, shewed that the testimony spoken of їз 
not merely an historical one, such for in- 
stance as Matt. iii. 17, which God ёдартф- 
pnoer, but one abiding and nt. And 
these verses explain to us what that testi- 
mony is. He that believeth in the Son 
of God hath the testimony (just spoken 
of; той бєоў, as the gloss : вее var. 
readd.) in him (i. e. in himself. The two 
readings do not differ in sense. The ob- 
ject of the divine testimony being, to pro- 
duce faith in Christ, the Apostle takes him 
in whom it has wrought this its effect, one 
who habitually believes in the Son of God, 
and says of such an one that he possesses 
the testimony in himself. What it is, he 
does not plainly say till below, ver. 11. 
But easily enough here we can syntheti- 
cally put together and conjecture of what 
testimony it is that he is speaking: the 
Spirit by whom we are born again to eter- 
nal Life, the water of baptism by which 
the new birth is brought to pass in us b 
the power of the Holy Ghost (John iii. 2 
Tit. iii. Б), the Blood of Jesus by which 
we have reconciliation with God, and puri- 
fication from our sins (ch. i. 7, ii. 2), and 
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eternal life (John vi. 58 ff.), these three 
all contribute to and make up our faith in 
Christ, and so compose that testimony, 
which the Apostle designates in ver. 11 by 
the shorter term which comprehends them 
all. This is rightly maintained by Düs- 
terd. as the exegesis: identifying the pap- 
tupla here with that in ver. 11, us against 
numerous expositors who make the one 
differ from the other. It is plain that all 
evasive senses of fxe: фу айту, such as 
“recipit in se“ of Socinus, Grot., Rosen- 
müller, are inadmissible): he that be- 
lieveth not God (St. John, as so frequently, 
proceeds to put his proposition in the 
strongest light by bringing out the opposite 
to it. The ing Tọ беф is inter- 
nally as well as externally substantiated. 
The participle with the dative is wholly 
different from the samo above with es 7d» 
wór. That is the resting trust of faith: 
this the mere first step of giving credit to 
a witness. Huther well fills in те беф by 
T€ мємартирукбт:. And thus it is tacitly 
assumed that one who does not believe in 
the Son of God, gives no credit to God 
Himself) hath made Him a liar (perf. 
because the state of discredit implies a 
definite rejection still continuing. the 
expression, see ch. i. 10), because he hath 
not believed in (here, not only, hath not 
credited, though that was the more shame- 
fal rejection of God's word: but now the 
Jull rejection—the refusal to believe in, 
cast himself on God's testimony) the tes- 
timony which God hath ed con- 
cerning His Son. 11.] Wherein this 
testimony consists. And the testimony 
Gust spoken of) is this, that (consists in 
this, namely, that ..) God gave (not, 
“hath given.” This is of especial import- 
ance here, where not the endurance of a 
state, but the fact of the gift having been 
once made, is brought out. The present 
assurance of our possessing this gift follows 

оок exiorevxey and euaprvpnkerv(gic) N: oux 

cor bef n (от А. 

in the next clause, and in ver. 12) to us 
(not “ decrevit," “ promisit," as inus, 
Schlichting, Episcopius, &c.,—nor as Bede, 
“dedit . . . вей adhuc in terra peregri- 
nantibus in spe, quam daturus est in colis 
ай se pervenientibus in те”) eternal life, 
and (бт: is not to be supplied, nor does 
this clause depend on abr doriy x. r. A., 
but it is appositional and co-ordinate with 
it) this life is in His Son (is, as Düsterd. 
quotes from Joachim Lange, in Him, obo: 
«des (John i. 4 xi. 25, xiv. 6), on 
rix@s (Col. ii. 9), erep yr: (2 Tim. i. 
10). Here again, as ever in this Epi 
we have to guard against the evasive and 
rationalistic interpretations of Socinus, 
Grotius, Schlichting, al., such as “vitæ 
eterne a Deo consequends rationem to- 
tam inveniri in ipso Jesu? of Socinus: 
“зв pro per," and “est pro contingit," of 
Grot.: “illa vita sterna ipsa est quam 
Jesus revelavit," of the same). 18.) 
Conclusion of the whole argument from 
ver. 6: dependent on the last clause of 
ver. 11, and carrying it on a step farther, 
even to the absolute identity as matter of 
pere for the believer, of the Son of 

od, and eternal life. He that hath the 
Bon, hath the life: he that hath not the 
Son of God, the life hath he not. First 
notice the diction and arrangement, on 
which Bengel has well remarked, “ Habet, 
versus duo cola: in priore non additur 
Dei, nam fideles norunt Filium: in altero 
additur, ot demum sciantinfid eles, quanti 
sit non habere. Priore bemistichio cum 
emphasi pronunciandum est kabet: in 
altero, vitam. This latter furnishes a 
simple and beautiful example of the laws 
of emphasis in arrangement: dye. тў» 
(wy - iy Luv ove Exc. Next, the 
Ex ew тду viv must not be explained away 
with Grotius by “verba Ша retinere que 
Pater Filio mandavit," nor ёха» tiv Lory, 
with tbe same, by **jus eertum habere ad 
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14. exer А. 

vitam eternam." The having the Son is 
the ion of Christ by faith testified 
by the Spirit, the water, and the blood: 
and the Aaving the life is the actually pos- 
sessing it, not indeed in its most glorious 
development, but in all its reality and vi- 
tality. Thirdly, it must be remarked 
that the question as to whether eternal 
salvation is altogether confined to those 
who in the fullest sense have the Son (to 
the exclusion, e. g., of those who have 
never heard of Him), does not belong 
here, but must be entertained on other 
grounds. See note оп 1 Pet. iii.19. Düs- 
terd. has remarked that the use of ó u) 
x, not д ойк хору (cf. ol ойк 3jAenuévo 
1 Pet. ii. 10), shews that the Apostle is 
contemplating, at all events primarily, 
пох а гоа contingency than ап ac- 
tu : and thus is, primaril Ыы шаш 
confining his saying. to those to whom 
the divine testimony has come. To them, 
according as they receive or do not receive 
it, according as they are of Éxorres ог of 
ph txovres roy vidy ToU беой, it is а sa- 
vour of life unto life, or of death unto 
death. 18.] This verse seems, as 
John xx. 80 f., like an anticipatory close 
of the Epistle: and its terms appear to 
correspond to those used in ch. i. 4 This 
view, which is maintained by Düsterd., is 
far more probable than that it should refer 
only to what has occurred since ver. 6, as 
ch. ii. 26 to ver. 18 ff. there (so De 
Wette): or only to vv. 11, 12, as Huther. 
Still less likely is it that the concluding 
portion of the Epistle Begins with this 
verse, as Bengel, Baumg.-Crus, Lücke, 
Sander, and Tischendorf in his editions. 
These things wrote I to you that ye may 
know that ye have eternal life, (to you 
that believe in the name of the Son of 
(as to the reading, I believe the text, which 
is fonnd in BN! only, to be the “fons 
lectionum," The unusual position of the 
dative seeming hard, it was altered to the 
nominative as in A al., or transposed with 

for or: вау Tt, о Ti a» А: от: o «a» 13 vulg Syr wth: от: ear m. 

its accompanying words, to follow буі». 
Then the final clause, not having been 
struck out, was adapted to the i 
Tra «1те, or to John xx. 81, from whence 
came the reading (see Tischdf.) micredoyre. 
The two readings come, in the sense, to 
much the same. If the rec. be followed, 
then the sicreógre must be interpreted 
“continue to believe”). 14—891.) СтовЕ 
OF THE EPISTLE. The link which binds 
this passage to ver. 13 is the жадфте!а, 
taken up again from the «уте Fri of that 
verse. This raßpnola is the very energizing 
of our spiritual life: and its most notable 
and exercise is in communion 
with God in prayer, for ourselves or for 
our brethren, vv. 14—17. Then vv. 18— 
20 continue the explanation of the “sin 
unto death,” and the “sin not unto death,” 
by Ss forth the state of believers ая 
contrasted with that of the world, and the 
truth of our eternal life as consisting in 
this. Then with a pregnant caution, ver. 
21, the Apostle closes his Epistle. 
14, 15.) The believer's confidence as shewn 
in prayer. And the confidence which we 
have towards Him (which follows as a 
matter of immediate inference from the 
fact of our spiritual life: see ch. iii. 19— 
21) 1s this, that if we ask any thing ao- 
cording to His will, He heareth us (this 
confidence may be shewn in various ways, 
including prayer as one, ch. iii. 22. And 
that one, of prayer, is alone chosen to be 
insisted on here. As regards the con- 
struction, there is no ellipsis between ў 
хар. and rı; “our confidence is this, 
y confidence) that..., as some, е. g. 
йске, have thought. 4 rağfnola is it- 

self subjective, the feeling of confidence. 
atrév and 7d Anpa abr must 

by all analogy be referred to the Father, 
not to the Son, by whom we have access to 
the Father. See especially ch. iii. 21, 22. 

_ The truth that God hears (&xoóe, 
as in reff.) all our prayers, has been ex- 
plained on ch. iii. 22. condition here 
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attached, that the be xara +d 
064 npa аўтоў, is in no limitation 
within the reality d the Christian life, i.e. 
in ohn's wa speaking according to 
the true ideal. For God's will is that to 
which our glorious Head himself submitted 
himself, and which rules the whole course 
of the Christian life for our good and His 
glory: and he who i m rie or otherwise 

against God's is mands of hi and in 
so far, the 
in God : see Jamesiv. 8. В 
feeling of submission to His will, 
with continual increase in knowledge of 
that will, F 
tened, and aright. If we knew 
His will богот yd submitted to it 
heartily, а wou impossible for us to 
ask any e.a for the spirit or for the 
body, which He should not hear and per- 
form. And it is this ideal state, as alwa were 
which the Apostle has in view. In 
view "d still farther in the next verse). 

15.] And if we know that 
heareth us whatsoever we ask (— our 
every petition: the condition, xarà 1d 
oM abrod, ів omitted this time as 

petitas,’ as Huther from Lorinus) which 
ге 3 ня ee e Te the Бер 

th the pe 
ee through all our past prayers рн 
this moment. All these we #ҳореу: not 
one of them is lost : He has heard, He has 
answered them all: we know that we ч 
Шо) їп ‘ate truest sense, ks i 

the еба, the 
3 {хореу 5 merely о of habit, 
on each 5 is, it is of the 

t ion past requests. 
The 2 РУ афто belongs, by the arrange- 
ment of the words, to ўтӯкаиеу, not to 
еш. as Huther). 16, 1.) Join 
together the confi concerning prayer 

just expressed, and the all-essential Chris- 
tian principle of brotherly love, and we 
have following, as matter of course, the 
daty, and the va paruo of intercession for 
an ering b And of this, with a 
certain not strictly defined limitation, these 
verses treat. If any man see (on any oc- 
casion, aor. “shall have seen”) his brother 
(as throughout the Epistle, to be taken in 
the stricter sense: not “prowimus gui- 

^? as Calov., but his Chine 
brother, one born of God as he is hi 
ee Düsterd. remarks, that the pre- 
zr is not merely icative, as 

“= шаш: лат ч 1 more 
ic, as describing the brother’ А 

гар in the act and under the bondage of 
the sin in question) a sin not unto death 
(see below), he shall ask (the future con- 
veys not merel ion, * licebit," 
but а command, taking f for granted Ше. 
3 enjoined as 3 that which is to happen), 

shall give him life (viz. the asker 
shall give: not, as Beza, Piscator, Socinus, 
Grot., Benson, Bengel, Lücke, Sander, al., 
God shall give, though of course this is so 
in realit but the words mean, he, inter- 
ceding for 5 be the means 
of e жы өе е on vivi- 
ficabit,” as the sothiopio version. The 
vulg. evades it by “dabitur ei vita." 
This bestowal of "life Љу interceesory 
prayer, is not to be minutely enquired 
into, whether it is to be accom 
with * cani fraterna," — wh it 
consists in the gi to the sinner a re- 
pentant heart (Grot, a) but taken as 
put by the Apostle, in all its simplicity 
and breadth. Z4fe, viz., the restoration of 
that divine life from which by any act 
of sin he was in peril and indeed in 
process of falling, but his sin was not an 
actual fall) for them that sin not unto 
death (the clause takes up and emphati- 
cally repeats the hypothesis before made, 
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viz. that the sin of the brother is not 
unto death. It does so in the plural, be- 
cause the айтф before being indefinite, all 
such cases are now categorically collected : 
‚д. “shall give this life, I repeat, to 
ово who sin not unto death”). There 
is a sin unto death: concerning it I do 
not say that he should make request 
(leaving for the present the great ques- 
tion, 1 will touch the minor points in this 
versé. First, it necessarily by the con- 
ditions of the context involves what is 
equivalent to a prohibition. This has been 
denied by many Commentators, “ Ora si 
velis, sub dubio impetrandi,” says 
Corn.-a-lap. And it is equally denied, 
without the same implied meaning bei 
given, by Socin., Schlichting, Grot., Carp- 
20v., Neander, Lücke, De Wette, Huther : 
some of these, as Neander, thinking it im- 
plied, that prayer may be made, though the 
obtaining of it will be difficult,—others, as 
De Wette, that it will be in vain, others as 
Hather, that St. John simply says such a 
case was not within his view in making 
the above command. And most of even 
those who have recognized the prohibition, 
strive to soften it, saying, as e.g. Lyra, 
that though “non est orandum pro йаш. 
natis,” yet we may pray for such a sinner, 
“ut minus peccaret et per consequens 
minus damnaretur in inferno:” or as 
Bengel, * Deus non vult ut pii frustra 
orent, Deut. iii. 26. Si ergo qui peccatum 
ad mortem commisit ad vitam reducitur, 
id ек mero provenit reservato divino." 
Calvin indeed holds fast the prohibition 
in all its strictness, but only in extreme 
cases : кш * Sed quia rarissime hoc 
accidit, et us, immensas gratis sus 
divitias commendans, nos suo exemplo mi- 
sericordes esse jubet : non temere in quem- 
quam ferendum est mortis sterne judi- 
cium, potius nos caritas ad bene sperandum 
flectat. Quod si desperata quorundam 1ш. 
pietas non secus nobis apparet, ac & Do- 
minus eam digito monstraret, non est 
quod certemus cum justo Dei judicio, vel 
clementiores eo esse appetamus." 
Certainly this seems, reserving the ques. 
tion as to the nature of the sin, the right 
view of the o? Aéye. By an express сот. 
mand in the other case, and then as ex- 
press an exclusion of this case from that 
command, nothing short of an implied 
prohibition can be conveyed. 

The second point here relates to the dif- 
ference between elreiv and épergv. The 
first is petere, the second rogare: as in 

c. x. 25, * Neque enim sic 
rogabam ut petere viderer, quia familiaris 
esset meus.” Cf. Trench, ЇЧ. T. Synonyms, 
рр. 140—148, edn. 1865. are is more 

the petition of the inferior : “in victum 
quasi еб reum convenit," as Bengel: épe- 
TG» is more general, of the request of the 
equal, or of one who has a right. Our 
Lord never uses airety or aircioba: of His 
own requests to God, but always éperrü», 
John xiv. 16, xvi. 26, xvii. 9, 15, 20. It is 
true, Martha says, бта à» a«rfop rb» деби, 
det сег Ó Oeés, оп xi. 22, but it was 
in ignorance, m simplicity of 
faith" see Be in loc.: Trench, p. 143: 
and my note, Vol. I. And this difference 
is of importance here. The alreiv for a 
sin not unto death is а humble and trust- 
ing petition in the direction of God's will, 
and prompted by brotherly love. the other, 
the i for a sin unto death, would be, 
it is implied, an act savouring of presump- 
tion—a prescribing to God, in a matter 
which lies out the bounds of our 
brotherly yearning (for notice, the hypo- 
thems that a man sees a brother sin a sin 
unto death is not adduced m words, bo- 
cause such a sinner would not truly be a 
brother, but thereby demonstrated never 
to have deserved that name: see ch. ii. 
19), how He shall inflict and withhold Ни 
nghteous judgments. 

And these latter considerations bring us 
close to the question as to the nature of 
the sin unto death. It would be impos- 
sible to enumerate or even classify the 
opinions which have been given on the 
subject. Dusterdieck has devoted many 
pages to such a classification and dis- 
cussion. I can do no more than point out 
the canons of interpretation, and some of 
the principal divergences. Ваё before 
doing so, ver. 17 must come under con- 
sideration). 17.] АП unrighteousness 
is sin (іп the words ката ё$ыца we hare 
a reminiscence of ch. i. 9, ca» duoAcyauer 
105 про», 7.070; ёст.у nal Bi- 
козо, la афу hui Tas dnaprias «al 
xaÜapicy $»uás ard 44 ébucias, and 
also, but not so directly, of ch. iii. 4, which 
is virtually the converse proposition to 
this. Here the Apostle seems to say, in 
explanation of what he bas just written, 

[ 4 h 
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* SIN is а large word, comprehending all 
unrighteousness whatever: whether of 
God's children, or of aliens from Him." 
The thoughts which have been brought 
into these words,—that 48uda is a mild 
word, meant to express that every slight 
trip of the good Christian falls under the 
category of sin, and so there к be a sin 
not unto death,—or, on the other hand, 
that it is a strong word, ns Grot., “ d3ixfay 
vocat non quamvis ignorantiam aut ob- 
reptionem subitam, sed quicquid tur 
aut cum deliberatione aut dato ad delibe- 
rationem spatio,"—or thirdly, as Beza, 
that * peccata omnia hactenus paria sunt, 
ut vel minima minimi peccati cogitatio 
mortem eternam millies mereatur . . .” 
and “omnia per se lethalia esse peccata," 
—are equally far from the meaning of the 
words, whose import is, as above, to ac- 
count for there being a sin not unto death 
as well as a sin unto death) ; and there is 
а sin not (in this case not uh, because no 
hypothetical case is put, nor one dependent 
on judgment, but an objective fact) unto 
death (not having death for its issue: 
within the limit of that &à3ula, from all of 
which God cleanseth all those who confess 
their sins, ch. i. 9). 

Our first canon of interpretation of the 
auaptia wpbs Өбуатоу and ob xpds Ôd- 
varo» is this: that the Odraros and the 
(wh of the passage must correspond. The 
former cannot be bodily death, while the 
latter is eternal and spiritual life. This 
clears away at once all those Commen- 
tators who understand the sin unto death 
to be one for which bodily death is the 
punishment, either by human law gene- 
rally, as Morus and G. Lange, or by the 
Mosaic law, as Schóttgen,—or by sickness 

 inflicted by God, as our Whitby and Ben- 
son ; or of which there will be no end till 
the death of the sinner, which Bede thinks 
possible (** Potest etiam peccatum ad mor- 
tem, p. usque ad mortem, accipi.” But he 
rejects this himself), and L adopts. 
This last is evidently absurd, for how is a 
man to know whether this will be so or 
not ? 

Our second canon will be, that this sin 
unto death being thus a sin leading to 
eternal death, being no further explained 
to the readers here, must be presumed as 
meant to be understood by what the Evan- 
gelist has elsewhere laid down concerning 
the possession of life and death. Now we 
have from him a definition immediately 

preceding this, in ver. 12, 5 xor tòr vy 
Exec thy (wf ó ph Éxor roy viov тоў 
6«o0 Thy (why obk Eye. And we may 
safely say that the words ярі; Odyarov 
here are to be understood as meaning, 
“involving the loss of this life which men 
have ous by union with the Son of God.” 
And this meaning they must have, not by 
implication only, which would be the case 
if any obstinate and determined sin were 
meant, which would be a sign of the fact 
of severance from the life which is in 
Christ (see ch. iii. 14, 15, where the in- 
ference is of this kind), but directly and 
essentially, i. e. in respect of that very sin 
which is pointed at by them. Now against 
this canon are all those interpretations, 
far too numerous to mention, which make 
any atrocious and obstinate sin to be that 
intended. 16 is obvious that our limits 
are thus confined to abnegation of Christ, 
not as inferred by its fruits otherwise 
shewn, but as the act of sin itself. Апа 
во, with various shades of difference as to 
the putting forth in detail, most of the best 
Commentators, both ancient and modern : 
е. g. Aretius, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Pis- 
cator, Corn.-a-lap., Tirinus, Baumg.-Crus., 
Lücke, Huther, ; 

Our third canon will help us to decide, 
within the above limits, what especial sin 
is intended. And it is, that by the very 
analogy of the context, it must be «o? a 
state of sin, but an table ACT of sin, 
seeing that that which is opposed to it is 
the same kind, as being not unto death, is 
described by éd» Tis Bp duaprdverta. So 
that all interpretations which make it to 
be a state of apostasy,—all such as, e. g. 

"в * peccatum ad mortem est pecca- 
tum non obvium, neque subitum, sed talis 
status animes in quo fides et amor et spes, 
in summa, vita nova, exstincta est,"— do 
not reach the matter of detail which is 
before the Apostle's mind. 

In enquiring what this is, we must be 
guided by the analogy of what St. John 
says elsewhere. Our state being that of 
life in Jesus Christ, there are those who 
have gone out from us, not being of us, 
ch. ii. 19, who are called àrríxpieroi, who 
not only “have not” Christ, but are 
Christ's enemies, denying the Father and 
the Son (ii. 22), whom we nre not even 
to receive into our houses nor to greet 
(2 John 10, eg These seem to be the 

ns pointed at here, and this the sin: 
viz. the denial that Jesus is the Christ the 
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18. aA Dn see table at end of prolegg) Orig. 
(« written over the line by orig! scribe) B vulg Jer. rel Orig: txt 

incarnate Son of God. This alone of all 
sins bears upon it the stamp of severance 
from Him who is the Life itself. As the 
confession of Christ, with the mouth and 
in the heart, is salvation unto life (Rom. 
x. 9), во denial of Christ with the mouth 
and in the heart, is sin unto death. This 
alone of all the proposed solutions seems 
to satisfy all the canons above laid down. 
For in it, the life cast away and the death 
incurred strict nd: it strictly 
corresponds to what St. John has elsewhere 
said concerning life and death, and de- 
rives its explanation from those other pas- 
sages, especially from the foregoing ver. 
12: and it is an appreciable act of sin, one 
against which the readers have been before 
repeatedly cautioned (ch. ii. 18 ff., iv. 1 fl., 
vv. Б, 11, 12). And further, it is in exact 
accordance with other passages of ua 
ture which seem to point at a sin similarly 
distinguished above others; viz. Matt. xii. 
81 ff, and, so far as the circumstances 
there dealt with allow common ground, 
with the more ethical es, Heb. vi. 
4 ff., x. 26 ff. In the former case, the Scribes 
and Pharisees were resisting the Holy 
Ghost (Acts vii. 51) who was manifesting 
God in the flesh in the Person and work of 
Christ. For them the Lord Himself does 
not pray (Luke xxiii. 84): they knew what 
the did : they went out from God's people 
and were not of them : receiving and repu- 
diating the testimony of the oly Ghost 
to the Messiahship of Jesus. 

18—30.) Three solemn maxims of the 
Epistle ing sin, and the children of 
God and the world, and our eternal life in 
Christ, are repeated asa close of the teach- 
ing of the Apostle. "Ver. 18 seems to be 
not without reference to what has just 
been said concerning sin. In actual life, 
even our brethren, even we ourselves, born 
of God, shall sin, not unto death, and re- 
uiro brotherly intercession : but in the 

depth and truth of the Christian life, sin 
is altogether absent. It is the world, not 
knowing God, which lies under the power 
of the wicked one: God's new-begotten 
children he cannot touch : they are in and 
they know the True One, and in Him have 
eternal life. These maxims are introduced 
with a thrice-repeated olbauer, the ex- 
pression of full persuasion and free con- 
fidence. They form a triumphant repe- 
tition of and anticipation of the attain- 

JOANNOT A. 

yevvguévos “ex той cob. ойу  ápaprávee d 

V. 

o "ryer»- 

rec eavroy, with KL[PN 

ment of the purpose ex in ver. 18, 
1а «эте Fri (ev Exere alcbviov. 

18.] We know that every one who is 
born of God, sinneth not (see on ch. iii. 9, 
from which place our words are almost 
repeated. As explained there and in our 
summary of these verses there is no real 
inconsistency with what has been just said. 
And that there is none the second member 
of the verse shews): but he that hath 
been born of God (yevynGels, aor. this 
time. The perf. part. expresses more the 
enduring abidance of his heavenly birth, 
and fits better the habitual ойх биор- 
rdvet: the aor. part., calling attention 
to the historical fact of his having been 
born of God, fits better the fact that the 
wicked one toucheth him not, that divine 
birth having severed his connexion with 
the prince of this world and of evil. So 
Düsterd. and Huther. See also the con- 
struction according to the true reading 
below. Sander, in apparent ignorance of 
the force of the tenses, has curiously taken 
them exactly vice versa: and Bengel has 
failed to hit the difference when he says, 
* Preteritum grandius quiddam sonat 
quam Aoristus: non modo qui magnum 
in regeneratione gradum assecutus, sed 
duet qui regenitus est, servat se." The 
istinction is ingenious, but is not con- 

tained in the tenses) it keepeth him (“it, 
viz. the divine birth, pointed at in the 
aor. part. yerrnôels. Бо the vulg, but 
omitting the pendent nom., *sed gene- 
ratio Dei conservat eum." It is this, and 
not the fact of his own watchfulness, 
which preserves him from the touch of the 
wicked one: as in ch. iii 9, where the 
same is imported by бт: ewépua abrot 
èv abrg péve:, к. ob Sévarat üpaprávew, 
Sri ёк rob Өєойў yeyévynra. The rational- 
istic Commentators insist on Type? davróv, 
as shewing, as Socinus, “ aliquid prestare 
eum atque efficere, qui per Christum rege- 
neratus fuerit:" and the orthodox Com- 
mentators have but a lame apology to 
offer. Düsterd. compares & ye éavrór 
ch. iii. 3. But the reference there is 
wholly different—viz. to a ual and 
earnest striving after an ideal model; 
whereas here the TrmpeicÓm! must be, by 
the very nature of the case, so far com- 
plete, that the wicked one cannot approach: 
and whose self-guarding can ensure this 
even for a day? Cf. John xvii. 15, Tra 

ABKLP 
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20. for обаде» Be, кап 0:3. А а d 18. 86 vul 
оаџеу (alone) LIP] j wth Cyr Did-int: txt ВКМ rel copt ТЫ (Ec. 
А ac 18 Did Cyr Ps-Ath. 

tnphops abrobs ёк ToU xornpov, which is 
decisive. There is a possible construction 
of the clause which I do not remember to 
have seen su bat which should 
hardly be left out of account. б yerrnôels 
ёк rob беоў might be taken as meaning the 
Son of God: “ Не that was begotten of 
God keepeth him.” But this would hardly 
suit the analogy of the Epistle: see e.g. 
ver. 1 and note), and the wicked one (Satan: 
see reff. and notes) doth not touch him 
(Düsterd. approves of Calvin’s paraphrase, 
which is self-condemnatory—“ continet se 
in Dei timore, nec se ita abripi patitur, 
ut exstincto pietatis sensu diabolo et carni 
totum se permittat —as the meaning of 
$ тор. obx Arrera abrov. Of course the 
words must not be understood as saying 
that he is not tried with temptation by tbe 
evil one: but imply that as the Prince of 
this world had nothing in our blessed Lord, 
even so on His faithful ones who live b 
His hfe, the Tempter has no point d'appui, 
by virtue of that their yévynois by which 
they are as He ia. Malignus appropin- 
quat," says Bengel, “ut musca lychnum, 
sed non nocet, ne tangit quidem ”’). 
19.] Application of that which is said ver. 
18, to the Apostle and his readers: and 
that, in entire separation from ó rornoćs, 
the ruling spirit of this present world. 
We know (see summary above) that we 
(not emphatic: no jueis as set over 
against ó xócpos. It 18 not the object 
now to bring out & contrast, but to re- 
assert solemnly these t axioms of the 
Christian life) are of God (i.e. born of 
God : identifying us with those spoken of 
ver. 18), and the whole world lieth in 
the wicked one (this second member of 
the sentence does not depend on the pre- 
ceding sled a like those of vv. 18, 20, is 
an independent proposition. T€ тоутре, 
by the analogy of St. John's dictions ts 
masculine, not neuter, as Lyra (“ in ma- 
ligno, i. e. in malo igne concupiscentim”’), 
Socinus, Schlichting, Episcopius (“in pec- 
candi consuetudine tenentur"), Grotius 
(but with an allusion to ó sornpós), al., 
and E. V. (“lieth in wickedness”). This 
neuter sense can hardly stand after com- 
paring ch, ii. 18, 14, iii, 8, 10, 14, iv. 4: 

spec syrr sah arm Did Ps-Ath Cyr: 
for 8е8., edu. 

John xvii. 14 f., and above all after the 
preceding verse here. For кбодал ќу in 
this sense, there is, as in reff., no other 
example. That in Polybius, vi. 14. 6, ё 
TD сиукАђтф кето, “lies in the power 
or determination of the Senate," is an 
approximation, but not quite the same 
sense. бебу éy youvac: Keira, 80 COM- 
mon in Homer, is another. The idea i» 
the power of, and the local idea, seem 
to be combined. 6 sxornpós ів as it were 
the inclusive abiding-place and represen- 
tative of all his, as, in the expressions у 
коріф, ќу xpirrg, èv Хрост "15000, é0udv 
er TQ Muds, ver. 20, the Lord is of 
His. And while we are ёк тоб Qeov, im- 
plying a birth and a proceeding forth and 
ac of state, the кбедоз, all the rest 
of ind, neira: фу т. r., remains where 
it was, in, and in the power of, ó wornpés. 
Sone Commentators ls еш anxious to 
avoid inconsistency with such passages as 
ch. ii. 2, iv. 14, ad would therefore give 
kócuos а different meaning here. But 
there is no inconsisteney whatever. Had 
not Christ become a propitiation for the 
sins of the whole world, were He not the 
Saviour of the whole world, none could 
ever come out of the world and believe on 
Him ; but as it is, they who do believe on 
Him, come out and are separated from 
the world: so that our proposition here 
remains strictly true: the xócpos is the 
negation of faith in Him, and as such lies 
in the wicked one, His adversary). 
90.] Yet another : and that in 
general, as summing up АЙ, the certainty 
to us of the Son of God having come, and 
having given us the knowledge of God, 
and oL our being in Him: and the formal 
inclusion, in this one fact, of knowledge of 
the true God here, and life eeng 
hereafter. Moreover (8d closes off an 
sums up all: cf. 1 Thess. у. 28; 2 Thess. 
iii. 16; Heb. xiii. 20, 22, al. fr. This not 
being seen, it has been altered to ^ai, as 
there appeared to be no contrast with the 
receding) we know that the Son of God 

is come (the incarnation, and work, and 
abiding presence of the Son of God, is to 
us a living fact. НЕ 18 HERE—all is full 
of Him—ó 8:84скоЛоѕ vápeg Tur ка) qure: 
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(Ec Hil Faustin Aug Jer.—N! has xv by mistake 

Did Bas Aug Pel. 
то vie avrov 162 am(with һаг! 
(and tol) vss Ath. ye Cyr Did 

oe), and hath given (the subject to 8648 
кеу is $ vids ToU бєор, not, as Ben 
Deus understood. It is the Son of 
God who is to us the bestower of this 
knowledge, все ver. 13: it is He who is 
here at the end of the Epistle made pro- 
minent, as it is He who is to us eternal life, 
and he who hath Him hath the Father) 
to us (an) understanding (f«ávoio, the 
divinely empowered inner sense by which 
we judge of things divine: see Beck, 
Umriss der biblischen Seelenlehre, p. 68. 
It is not the wisdom or judgment itself, 
but the faculty capable o? attaining to it. 
Compare John i. 12, 18, xvii. 2 f., 6 f., 
25 f.; 2 Cor. iv. 6; Eph. i. 18) that we 
know (with the indic. as in the other 
laces where it occurs, or seems to occur, 

in the N. T., Туа must bear a sort of preg- 
nant sense, of а purpose accomplished or 
at least secured. See note on Lea with 
the future indicative Gal. ii. 4 and cf. 
Rev. iii. 9, vi. 4, xii. 12, xiv. 18, and for 
the present indicative, ref.: and see the 
whole discussed and examples given from 
later Greek writers, in Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 41, 5. 1. b, c) the true One (i. e. God: 
cf. John xvii. 8, Wa "yudokecív (-ovow 
al.) ce Tb» ибуоу AA e Gedy. The 
adjective dAy@wdy is not subjective, = 
ал09, but objective, in its usual sense of 
genuine, in distinction from every ‘deus 
fictitius.’ So Calvin: verum Deum in- 
telligit non veracem, sed cum qui revera 
Deus est eum ab idolis omnibus discernat. 
Jta verus fictitio opponitur." And thus 
the way is prepared for the warning 
against all false gods, ver. 21): and we 
are (again, as in vv. 18, 19, this second 
member is an in dent ition, not 
dependent on the ӧть nor en the Tva as in 
the vulgate, et simus . . .) in (see 
above on cer dv, ver. 19) the true One 
(viz. God, as above), in Son Jesus 
Christ (i. e. by virtue of our being in His 
Son Jesus Christ: this second dv is not in 
apposition with, but as афто shewe, is 
ерси of the former). This (viz. God, 
the Father: tho à dAn@ivds, who been 
twice spoken of: see is the true 
God, and eternal life. There has been 

t t carried inci 
from doctrinal latereste, терсни the 

for тоғ, то Ni. 

( Cyr, 
ino. xp. bet 

: txt ВЕР М rel деші 

reference of this obros: whether it is to 
be understood as above, or of à vids abro? 
"Inceobs xpwrós, just mentioned. The 
Fathers who were engaged against Arian 
error, and most of the orthodox expositors 
since, regarding the as а precious 
testimony for the ead of the Son, 
have maintained this latter view, rather 
doctrinally than exegetically. To this list 
belong Bede, Lyra, a-Lapide, Tirinus, 
Barthol.-Petrus (the continuator of Es- 
tius), Mayer, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Are- 
tius  Piscator, Erasm.-Schmidt, Seb.- 
Sehmidt, Spener, Whitby, Calov. Wolf, 
Joach. Lange, Bengel, Sander, Stier: and 
even Episcopius takes this view, not being 
able, says Düsterd., to bear the caprice 
and tortuousness of the Socinian exegesis. 
The ite doctrinal interest has led 
many of those who deny this application : 
e. g. Bchlichting (who combats the other 
view xg d by abusing the Trinitarians), 
Socinus, tius, Benson, Samuel Clarke, 
Semler, which last takes обтоз in as far as 
it belongs to GAO. Oeds as referring to 
the Father, in as far as to (wh aidmos, to 
the Son. To these have succeeded another 
set of expositors with whom not doctrinsl 
but exegetical considerations have been 
аши! e.g. Wetstein, Lücke, De 

ette, Rickli, Baumg.-Crusius, Neander, 
Huther, Hofmann (Schriftb. i. 128), Düs- 
terdieck, Erdmann. 

The grounds on which the application 
to Christ is rested are mainly tho follow- 
ing: 1) that oros moat naturally refers 
to the mentioned substantive: 2) that 
(wh alórios, as a predicate, more naturally 
belongs to the Son than to the Father: 8) 
that the sentence, if understood of God the 
Father, would be aimless and tautological. 
But to these it has been well and decisively 
answered by Lücke and Düsterd., 1) that 
otros more than once in St. John belongs 
not to Ати nearest ee but to the 
principal one in oregoing sentence, 
e.g. in ch. ii, 22 and in 2 John 7: and 
that the subject of the whole here has 
been the Father, who is the ô àAm6uwéds of 
the last verse, and the Son is referred back 
to Him as ô vids аётеё, thereby keeping 
Him, as the primary subject, before the 
mind. 2) that as little can (e) alános 
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21 8 r h А ch. ii, 1 reff.. Texvia, h фуАафате в Lane "1 
15. 2 Thess. 
ii. 3. P 

А а. 23. 

pers., 
Matt. ili. 9. 
Acts xx. 28, 
PhiL il. 

k 1 Thess. L 9 al. fr. Exod. zz.4. cf. 1 Cor. viii. 10 al. 

rec ins bef (n, with a n 86. 40 arm Ath, ТЫ: n (оу LIP] rel: (wn т 
K a b? Ath, Cyr Antch: txt ABN bi d j o 18 Cyr, Did, Ath, Euthal. 

21. eavra BLN! c m: txt AK[P]N? rel Thl (Ес, avrovs a. rec at end ins au», 
with KL(P] rel: om ABN d 13 am(with demid tol) syrr coptt arm sth. 

SUBSCRIPTION. elz om, with a b c d g k lm o 18: aso apecov f: redos туз a 
teoayvou EXLOTOANS NTIS еурафт ато epecov ) : Steph sw. еттт. каболікт perry еурафт 
ev a Tixois соу (with КР): «e. evayyeAiaTov ет. а [197(Sz)] : rov ayiov kai ravevpnpov 
атостоћоо tw. kas ÜeoAoyov exmiorody kaboAum а L: txt ABN[, and, prefg erior., Р). 

be an actual predicate of Christ as of the 
Father. He is indeed q (wf) ch. i. 2, but 
not j (wh aldviog. Such an expression 
used predicatively, leads us to look for 
some expression of our Lord’s, or for some 
meaning which does not a on the 
surface to guide us. And such an expres- 
sion leading to such a meaning we have in 
John xvii. 3, adry Bé doriw 4 alóyios (oh, 
ira -yuráckeciír ce tov uóvor ddrnOwdy 
Gedy, kal dy àxécTeiAas Ingot» xpwrrór. 
He is eternal life in Himself, as being the 
fount and origin of it: He is it to us, see- 
ing that to know Him is to possess it. I 
own I cannot see, after this saying of our 
Lord with od rd» uóvor AA d бебу, how 
any one can imagine that the same Apostle 
can have had in these words any other refer- 
ence than that which is given in those: 3) 
this charge is altogether inaccurate. As 
referred to the Father, there is in it no 
tautology and no aimlessness. It serves 
to identify the ó àAq0.»ós mentioned be- 
fore, in а solemn manner, and leads on to 
the concluding warning sgainst false gods. 
As in another place the Apostle intensifies 
the non-possession of the Son by including 
in it the alienation from the Father also, so 
here at the close of all, the dA es beds, 
the fount of (wh aidémos, is put before us 
as the ultimate aim and end, to be ap- 
proached dv тё vig афтоб, but Himself 
the One Father both of Him and of us who 
live through Him. 81.] Parting warn- 
ing ан idols. Little children (see 
reff. He parts from them with his warmest 

and most affectionate word of addreas), 
keep dirigé der idols (the Bedov 
is properly a figure of an imagi deity, 
nile an óuolepa is that Of some i 
person or thing made into an object of 
worship. So in an old Etymologicum 
ineditum in Biel sub voce (Diisterdieck),— 
Tb иф» eld оф8еша» ixdotacw Exel, 
Tb 56 Ópolona Twó» dor vaa ка} 
&srelkacua. So Rom. i. 28, 1 Cor. x. 19, 
xii. 2, and especially ref. 1 Thess., where, 
as here, бед (dr xal A&A, is opposed to 
duaa. And there seems no justification 
for the departing trom the plain literal 
sense in this All around the Chris- 
tian Church was heathenism : the born of 
God and the xeineroi фу TQ тоутрф were 
the only two classes: those who went out 
of one, went into the other: God's children 
are thus then finally warned of the con- 
sequence of letting go the only true God, 
in whom they can only abide by abiding 
in His Son Jesus Christ, in these solemn 
terms,—to leave on their minds a whole- 
some terror of any the least deviation from 
the truth of God, seeing into what relapse 
it would plunge them. This is a more sa- 
5 than that taken by Düster- 
dieck, that having so long and so much 
warned them against error in Christian 
doctrine, he could not part without also 
warning them against that of which they 
were indeed in leas danger, relapse into 
heathenism :—and far better than that of 
Hammond, al., that the «Зола were the 
fictions of Gnostic error). 
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стоћоу RIOT. кабоћ. BEUT.: TOV a'ytov axooc'T. 10. Tov ÜcoAoyov exwT. деит. L: 10. каб. 
єт. Bev. h: 10. €x. каб. Bevr. m expr. “sic fuit anno 1858”): го. ew. каб. H K 1: 

Tit. i. 1. 
1 Pet. i. 1. 
Ps. 23. 

eios iw. rade Dev. Tors wpoT«powir f: in A the title is torn away: ww. ex. В 18: . e. 
N. deu. o: txt B 

VERSE 1. for xa: ovk eyw, ovk ey 8є А 78 syr-pk ТЫ: ка: our ey бе L. 
2. for pevougay, evoixovcay A, оутау d 18 copt. 

1—3.] ADDRESS AND GREETING. The 
elder (the Apostle, known by this name: 
see legg, On the writer of the 
Epistle") to the (not, &n: see prolegg. 
«То whom the Epistle was written“) elect 
lady (see prolegg. ibid.), and to her chil- 
dren whom (обз, masc., probably embraces 
the whole, mother and children of both 
sexes: see 8 John 1. Ver. 4 is no reason 
why we should regard the masc. relative 
as applying to sons only: when proceeding 
to single oat some for praise, as there, rd 
naturally speake in the masculine) I love 
in truth (not merely, in reality, as (Ec., 
Ёст: yàp ка) dri Adr бүатйу, страт: : 
but in trath, such truth being the result, 
as stated below, of the truth of the Gospel 
abiding in him: “amor non modo verus 
amor, sed veritate evangelica nititur." 
Bengel. See 1 John iii. 18, and note on 
iii. 19), and not I alone, but also all 
who know the truth (there is no need 
to limit this ядутез to all dwelling in or 
near the abode of the Writer, as Grot., 
Carpzov., De Wette, al., or all who were 

[for nuv, ушу P сј 100-4.) 

personally acquainted with those addressed, 
as Lücke: it is a general expression: the 
communion of love is as wide as the com- 
munion of faith), on account of the truth 
objective: God’s truth revealed in His 

п, see 1 John ii. 4), which abideth in 
us, and shall be with us (the Apostle 
continues the construction as if he had 
реу written $ nere) for ever (cf. 
ohn шк v 17. These words are a re- 

miniscence of our Lord's words there, wap" 
uiv dt, xal dv du dairy. The fature 
is not the expression of a wish, as some, 
e.g. Lücke, have supposed; but of con- 
fidence, as that also which follows, which 
takes its tin nge and form from this): there 
shall be with us (by the indy the Apostle 
includes himself in the greeting, as he had 
before done in the introductory clauses. 
fora, again, not a wish: see above: we 
must of necessity connect this second fora: 
with the first. But the very fact of a 
greeting being conveyed, must somewhat 
modify S ihe absolute future sense, and in- 
troduco something of the votive character. 
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1. 4. Philem. 3. 1 Pet 1. 2. 2 Pet. i. 2. Rev. i. 4. 
xxiii. 8. 3 John З ably. 
i John i. 6, 7. Eccl xi. 9. 

о Rev. v. 9. xi. 9. see 1 John iv. 13. 
q John x. 18. Acts xvii. 18. Col. iv. 30 only. 

1 Cor. i. 3. 
2 Cor. í. 2. 

m Jude 2 only. n Luke 
P 3 John 3, 4 only. see 

3. om eora: pe? роу A.—elz vuwy, with К rel vulg syr copt : txt BL[P]N gi k 1 13 
am syr-pk sah Thl-comm (Ec-comm. 
2nd тара M! f am. 

татроѕ N,. 
4. for eAaBoper, ABO N 13. 28. 

It is as Bengel, * votum cum affirmatione” 
—a wish expressed by a confident assertion 
of its fulfilment) grace, mercy, peace (see 
reff. Trench says well, N. T. Synonyms, 
pp. 164, 5, edn. 1865, * xápis has refer- 
ence to the sins of men, eos to their 
misery. God's уар, His free grace and 

ift, is extended to men as they are guilty : 
is Atos is extended to them as they are 

miserable.” And thus xápis always comes 
first, because guilt must be done away, 
before misery can be assuaged : see further 
in Trench, and in Düsterdieck, h. I. «рут 
is the whole sum and substance of the pos- 
session and enjoyment of God's grace and 

. mercy ; cf. Luke ii. 14; Rom. v. 1 (x. 15); 
John xiv. 27, xvi. 33) from God the Father 
and from Jesus Christ the Son of the 
Father (from the Father as their original 
fountain, who of His great love hath de- 
creed and secured them for us : from Jesus 
Christ the Son of the Father, this solemn 
title being used for the more complete 
setting forth of the union of Jesus with 
the Father in the essence of the Godhead), 
in truth and love (not to be understood 
of the Holy Spirit, the third Person in the 
blessed Trinity, as Lyra,—nor to be joined 
with ToU vloU T. xarpés, ''filio verissimo 
et dilectissimo," as Barthol.-Petrus (con- 
tinuator of Estius) and Whitby, nor to 
be filled up by ** ut perseveretis," as Corn.- 
a-lap.—nor to be taken as adding two 
more to xdpis cos elphen, making èv 
— cum, as Tirinus and Schlichting ;—nor 
ав Grot., al.—is it * per cognitionem veri 
et dilectionem mutuam : nam per hæc Dei 
beneficia provocamas, conservamus, ange- 
mus: but the real sense is an approxima- 
tion to this last;—truth and love are the 
conditional element in which the grace, 
mercy, and peace are to be received and 
enjoyed. So Bengel, Lücke, De Wette, 
Huther, Düsterdieck). 

4—11.] Truth and love : These were the 
two ground-tones of the Epistle. And now 
the A Hr жен to describe his joy at 

oL. IV. 

for Ist тара, ато N c 42. 57. 120. 
rec ins кири bef tmo. xp., with KL[P]N rel tol syr copt arm 

ТЫ Œc: om AB (d) vulg syr-pk (sah) eth. 

om 

for Tov жатроз, avrov f: avrov Tov 

finding the children of the ёклектђ xupla 
walking in truth (ver. 4), and to enforce 
the commandment to love one another 
(9, 6): and this in presence of the fact 
that many deceivers are in the world who 
would rob us of our Christian reward, and 
of our share in God (7—9). These are 
not to be treated as brethren, nor greeted, 
lest we partake of their evil deeds (10, 
11). 4.] I rejoiced greatly (at 
some definite time indicated by the aor., 
perhaps: and so it is taken by Huther 
and Düsterdieck ; but it may abo be the 
epistolary аог., as #урафа so often: and 
this is made more probable by the perf. 
eSpnxa which follows. See however 8 John 
3), that I have found (there is not a 
word nor a hint of the assumption of 
Sander, that this finding was the result of 
proof and trial. The most obvious inter- 
pretation is, that at some place where the 
Apostle was, he came кроп these who are 
presently mentioned: as in Acts xviii. 2, 
(6 Habxos) . . ABe» els Kópuw8or ка} 
cop Tiva 'lovbaioy ду. 'АкйАа», K. r. A.) 
of thy children (no rds is needed as а 
supply: it is contained in the participle 
which follows) walking in truth (i.e. not 
only in honesty and uprightness, but in 
that truth which is derived from and is 
part of the truth of God and Christ: see 
above on ver. 1. Again, there is no hint 
whatever given that the rest, or thatothers, 
of her children were not walking in truth. 
The Apostle apparently, as above, in some 
place where he was, lit upon these children 
of the xvpía, and sends her their good re- 
port. Respecting the rest, he makes no 
mention nor insinuation) according as we 
received commandment from the Father 
(viz. to walk in the truth: not, as Liicke, 
to love one another, making this clause a 
farther description of the manner in which - 
they were walking in trath. And тоё 
xarpós must not be taken with Œu., ra- 
Tépa убу roy xpiordy кале, ere! ка} 
хатўр core тё» 8:4 Tis шш айтф 

м 
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t ver. 1. uwljehei j дуал, " iva * epvrarójev х karà Tas ёртоћс avrov. 
(reff.). 

v 1 John iii, 11 
reff. 

w constr., 
1 Jahn iii. 23 
reff. 

x = Mark vii. 
5. Rom. viii. 
4. xiv. 15. 
1 Cor. iii. 3. 

vi. 8. 1 Tim. iv. 1 on 
1 John id. 11. 

for тара, aro A 73. om Tov В. 

w abro 1) vron éotiv, kaÜós Y nxovoate Y ат 
"iva * ёру афтӣ * пєритатўтє 7 фть TONA * п\арог ^ ERA- 
Gov Peis Tov koc pov, oi pù °Oporoyourres тооду ypia- 

x 1 John i. 6, 7 reff. 
. Job хіх. 4. Jer. xxiii. 32 only. 

a here bis. Matt. xxvii. 63. 2 Сог. 
b 1 John iv. 1 reff., c canstr., 1 John iv. 2. 

5. Steph (for урафои) ypape, with c? d! 65-6 syrr: txt ABKL[P]N rel 40 vulg 
sah ТЫ (Ec.—xaivr» bef yp. со: AN d m 13. 36. 65 vulg copt. 

eixauey AN: exouera bi ch j k 1? m(Treg) o: xn 13. N (syr-w-ast sah). 
6. aft avrov ins xa: кабоѕ (but marked for erasure) Nl. 

ins erroA 9 bef yr 

rec ea riw bef n errog, 
with L[P]N rel vulg-ed coptt arm Th! (Ec Lucif: txt ABK m 18 am зуг. (in N A» of 
єьтоћт is not written, but avrov is added.) 
coptt arm (of these all but А m omit it below). 
varnanre N. [P def.] 

ius wa bef кабоз AKN m 18. 36 vulg 
seprrarevre L o 18 ТЫ: wept- 

7. rec (for en e., with КИР] rel ТЫ Ce: txt АВК d 36 vulg syrr sah 

тарй ToU éavroU rarpbs odr viðv, 
which is unlikely and unprecedented, —but 
as applying to the Father, as in ver. 6). 

5.] And now (so cal viv, coupling 
to what has gone before, 1 John ii. 28. It 
has also a force of breaking off, and passing 
to that which is the main subject, or most 
in the Writer's thoughts, which here is, 
that this walking in truth is a walking 
after God's commandments in love) I 
entreat theo (sce on épwrdw and airde, 
1 John v. 15, 16. Here ёротё carries, as 
Schlichting, “blandior quedam admonendi 
ratio:” with the assumed fact of a right 
thus to entreat) lady, not as writing to 
thee a new commandment, but (as writing 
to thee . . : the construction is not strictly 
logical) that which we had from the 
beginning (see on this, 1 John ii. 7), that 
(tva here is not epexegetic of évT0A1j, as 80 
often in St. John, but is to be taken in ite 
proper senee, as the aim of éperé, and de- 
pendent on it) we love one another (the ex- 
pression of the commandment in the first 
person is а mark of gentleness and delicacy: 
a sign that he who wrote it kept the com- 
mandment himself.) 6.] And (“eine 
eigenthumliche Kreisbewegung der Ge- 
danken, wie Johannes sie liebt.“ Düsterd.) 
this is the love (4 &yáw here is subject, 
not predicate: the love (intended by this 
command) is this, i.e. may be thus de- 
scribed), that (the explicative Iva of St. 
John) we walk according to His com- 
mandments. The commandment (the one 
commandment in which God’s other com- 
mandments are summed up) is this, even 
as ye heard from the beginning that 
ye should walk in it (the apodosis to 
abr» ёсті» begins with кабет: = “is this, 

even that which ye heard from the be- 
ginning, that ye should walk in it,” viz. 
in dyden. ar ёруўјѕ, as above, 
ver. 5, and 1 John ii. 7). T. 
condition of Love is Truth, see ver. 3. 
And the necessity of fresh exhortation to 
walk in love, in that love whose condition 
is truth, lies in the fact that there are man 
deceivers gone forth, denying the Truth: 
of whom we are to beware, and not, by 
extending to them & spurious sympathy, 
to become partakers with them. Because 
(see above. бть cannot be referred to 
BXerere éavroós, ver. 8, for its apodosis, 
as їз done by Grot., Carpzov., J. Lange, as 
this would involve a length of protasis, 
broken by a parenthetical clause, obrós 
éorw K. T. X., quite alien from St. John's 
style. Nor can we well understand ёт; 
with Bengel, “ratio cur jubeat retinere 
audita n principio :" because the foregoing 
is not a command “ retinere audita a prin- 
cipio;" this latter particular being only 
introduced by the way, not as a principal 
feature) many deceivers (makers to wan- 
der, see reff.) went forth (here probably, 
on account of the aor., “from us," as in 
1 John ii. 19. In 1 John iv. 1, it is perf., 
éEeA nA (басту, where I have preferred the 
sense, “are gone forth from him who sent 
them,” viz. tho evil one. Huther prefers 
this latter sense here also) into the world 
(namely) they who confess not (instead 
of obx броАоуобутєѕ, the Apostle writes 
ol uh ónoAoyobDrres, thereby not merely 
characterizing the wAdvo: as not confessing 
&е., but absolutely identifying all who 
ре the confession which follows, as 
belonging to the class of Ado. The 
subjective py is the necessary consequence 
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1 Cor. xv. 35. ó f ávriypia Tos. 8 8^ BAérere ™ éavrovse, va uù x dr e 1 Joha ir. 2 

сттє à \єїрүатадеба, dd ™ pishòv " qrAxjpy P йто\а- ti Jobs i. 10 
bis, <2, iv. 3 

Bare. 9 mâs 0 "Tpodyov xai ph * uévov "èv тӯ * $бауй , oox. 
12. xvi. 10 а1 ў h Mark xiii, 9. i 2ud pers., 1 John v. 21 гей. k = Matt. x. 
42. Mark ix. 41 al. Isa. xlix. 2n. 1 = John «i. 21. m Joho iv. 36. Matt. x. 42. Luke 
vi. 23 al n Ruth ii. 12. ©= Mark iv. 28. = Luke xvi. 25. xviii. 
30. xxiii. 41. Col. iii. 24. Num. xxxiv. 14. 

r = John viii. 31. sce 1 John iii. 24 reff. 

arm Ps-Chr Iren-int Bede.— -ĝar A. 
8. avrovs EL, eos Iren-int Lucif. 

= Mark xi. 9. Lak xviii. 39. (see note.) q 
в * John vii. 16, 17. xvii. 19. Rev. ii. 14, 15, H. 

om 2nd å N k 3. 
rec атолесореу and awoAaBopne», with 

KL[P] rel: txt AB(N) d f j 13. 36. 40 vulg syrr coptt eth arm Ps-Chr Isid Thl-comm 
(Ec-comm Iren-int Lucif. (13 [not B, as Beh: see table] has awoAconra:: алолАзутбє 
Ni.) — for e:pyacapeda, єрүасасбе AN d f i 
txt BKL[P] rel 40(so Zacagui) syr-ing sa 

18. 36 Pj syrr copt sth arm Ps-Chr &c: 
(npy. B!. wAnpns L. 

9. rec (for rpoayw) wapaBawer, with K LIP] rel syrr ТЫ Ec, ambulans extra copt : 
txt ABN, prœcedit am(with fuld harl al) sah, recedit vulg(with demid al) Did-int 

of such an arrangement, involving an hy- 
pothesis within the limits of the relative 
ot, —the repudiation of the confession: вее 
l John iv. 8, note) Jesus Christ coming 
in (the) flesh (ёрҳбреуоу, altogether time- 
less, and representing the great truth of 
the Incarnation itself, as distinguished from 
its historical inanifestation Md, I John 
v. 6), and from the abiding effect of that 
historical manifestation (Iq ra, 1 John 
iv. 2): and all three, as confessions of the 
Person 'Incovs хрістб, distinguished from 
the accus. with infin. construction: see note 
on 1 Johniv.2. He who denies the ёрхес- 
баг èv capul, denies the possibility of the 
Incarnation: he who denies the Ae or 
ax, denies its actuality. Other in- 
terpretations, such as that of Œc., eixdy 
Bé, . a a as dpxópsvov èr саркї, GAN’ ойк 
dA0óvra, dupaivovrós ёсті (os Tovs àbe- 
тойутаз Aéyer Thy Seuvtépay Tov xuplov 
xagovelar, . . that of Erasm., Schlicht., 
Bengel, —* qui veniebat," and of Baumg.- 
Crus., “who was to come, are beside the 
mark). This (viz, “Һе that fulfils the 
above character.” No supply, such as ôs 
ody ph таёта броћотүєї, „ is needed. 
See the same construction, 1 John ii. 22) is 
the deceiver and the antichrist (seo notes 
on 1 John ii. 18, 22, as to the personal 
relation of these толло! to the one great 
Antichrist of prophecy. The obros, point- 
ing to a class, makes each one of these, in 
his place, a representative and “© precursor 
Antichristi"). 8.] The warning is 
suddenly introduced without any coupling 
particle, and becomes Hose о much the 
more solemn and forcible, k to your- 
selves (the construction with the reflec- 
tive pronoun is not usual, see reff. davtovs 
here probably implies not as Bengel, 
“me absente" but “yourselves,” as 
contrasted with the deceivers, that ye 

not the things which we wronght (i.c. 
that ye, Christian converts, lose not that 
your Christian state of truth and love which 
we, Apostles and Teachers, wrought in you. 
This not being understood, the verbs have 
been altered in the various texts to the 
first or to the second person to conform to 
one another. The Apostles were God's 
épyára, Matt. ix. 37, 38; Luke x. 2, 7; 
2 Tim. ii. 15: the yevbaróaroAo were 
épy&rai At, 2 Cor. xi. 13, како) épydrai, 
Phil. iii. 2: the true £pyov was to cause 
men to believe on Christ, John vi. 29: 
and this Épyor the false teachers put in 
peril of loss), but receive reward in full 
(what iss? Тһе connexion of «рүа- 
сареда with proOév must not be broken. 
The idea is a complex one. Ye, our con- 
verts, are our шоӨбѕ in the day of the 
Lord: and this has suggested the use of 
the well-known word, even where it mani- 
festly applies not to the teachers but to 
the taught, whose pods is the eternal 
life, which shall receive on that day its 
glorious completion: which is fyew тфу 
uldy, c. toy жатёра: see 1 John iii. 2. 
If this reading be right, the use which 
Roman-Catholic expositors, as Bart.-Pe- 
trus Mayer, al, have tried to make of 
this verse to establish the merit of human 
works (“opera bona per Spiritum Dei 
facta mercedem apud Deum mereri," 
B.-Petrus), falls at once to the ground. 
Nor indeed does it fare much better if 
either of the other readings be taken. If 
the whole be in the first person, then the 
apostolic шоббѕ, the souls which are to be 
their hire, must be understood: if in the 
second, no human merit, but the reward 
laid up for faithfulness, and for every thing 
done in His name, must be understoo.l, 
which is reckoned of grace, and not of 
debt). 9.] Explanation of this loss, 
that it is the non-possession of God, which 

M M 2 
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riches. той Христой беду ойк Exe б! f⁰ "év TH * 8.даҳӯ, обтоѕ ABEL? 
` № 

iu. 2 et. жа} Tov “татёра ка тб» 'vis *ёуе. 10 ei Tis Єрхєта{єһ}! 
11. Jer. xlvi. ` € ^ ` 7 ` 8 ` „ u 7 y m o l3 

кы )16. 7p Upüs кай тайтту тїр * дауи où " Peper, ра rap- 
Мыр жашы ) 7 , М , 
ales 7e dvere auTov "eis oixiav, kai * xaipeww avrQ u) Meyere 
12. v. 43. 

w Matt. xxvi. 
49. xxviii. 8. 
Luke i. 28. 
Acts xv. 23. 
xiii. 26. d 
James i. 1, Isa. xlviii. 22, Esdr. viii. 9. 

xliv. 9 (11) Ald. Compl. Wisd. vi. 23 (28). 
1v. 18 only. 

TU & Aéyor yàp aùr “yalpew * kowewei Toís Y épyoss 
айтой тоф  7rovnpois.. 

х: & constr., Rom. xv. 27 . i Tim. v. 22. (Heb. ii. 14 € Isa. 
y John iii. 19. vii. 7. 1 Jo Tim. ili. 12. Col. і. 21. 

Lueif. aft uero ka: uy is repeated, but marked for erasure by Nl. rec aft 2nd 
88ayn ins rov xpiorov, with KL[P] rel copt sth Thi (Ec; avrov syr-pk syr-w-ast 
Lucif,: om ABN 13 vulg sah arm Did-int Fulg. transp watepa and voy А (m) 
13 am(with demid fuld hart tol) Fulg (m om 2nd roy): txt BKL[P ]N rel ayrr coptt 
seth arm Thl Œc Did-int Lucif,. 

10. aft тәр, € was written by M! and erased [Tus is repeated by B'(Tischdf) ]. 
ll. rec уар bef Aeyw», with KLP] rel Iren Thi (Ec Lucif: txt ABN m 13. 
ауто K k | (Ec. 

is incurred by all who abide not in Christ's 
teaching. ery one that goeth before 
(you) (such I believe to be the meaning of 
the somewhat difficult wpodywr: every 
one who would set up for a teacher, ёд- 
жросдєу тё» проВ4тоу wopevduevos, ай 
John x. 4, and they following. The ex. 
positors who take this reading interpret 
it, “goeth forward too fast,” “maketh 
false and unsound advance,” regarding it, 
either as ironical (so Huther), or as serious . 
(о Diisterdieck)), and not abiding in the 
octrine of Christ (i.e. in Christ’s doc- 

trine,—that truth which Christ Himself 
taught. This is far more likely than that 
the gen. should be objective, as Bengel 
( in doctrina, que Jesum docet esse filium 
Dei "), Lücke, Sander, al.: and thus we 
have the personal gen. after 8:3ayh wher- 
ever it occurs in the N. T. : cf. Matt. vii. 
28 ||, Mark iv. 2, John xviii. 19, Acts ii. 
42, al. fr.), hath not God (sec 1 John ii. 23, 
v. 12, notes): he that abideth in the doc- 
trine, that man hath both the Father and 
the Son (see as above. The order in the 
text is the theological one, the Father 
being mentioned first, then the Son. 
That in A &c. (see digest) is the logical 
and contextual one, seeing that the test is, 
abiding in the doctrine of Christ. Thus 
he has Christ, and through Him, the 
Father). 10, 11.] The exercise 
of the love of the brethren is con- 
ditioned and limited by the truth: and is 
not to be extended to those who are 
enemies and impugners of the truth. 
Those who harbour or encourage such, 
make common cause with them, and their 
evil deeds. If any cometh to you, and 
bringeth not (the indic. after ef shews that 
the case supposed actually existed: that 
such persons were sure to come to them: 

om 

cf. John xi. 12, 2 Cor. ii. 5, 1 John iv. 11. 
It is not = éd» with subj., which always 
carries a purely hypothetical force, corre- 
sponding to an interrogntion, whereas the 
other corresponds to an assertion : e.g. in 
1 John ii. 15, ddv тз &yaxG Tb» kócpov, 
which шау be resolved, ** Does any among 
you love the world? If he do,” &с. On 
the other hand, ef ris ¥pxera: wpds Sues 
may be resolved, “Some will come to you,” 
&c., “ If any does," &c.) this doctrine (the 
expression тайтту Thy didax hr ob фёрв 
points out the person as a teacher, not & 
mere traveller seeking hospitality. And the 
ob, not uh, distinctly reverses the pépe:: he 
not only comes without this doctrine, but 
by so doing brings the contrary doctrine. 
The absence of testimony for the truth is, in 
one who brings any testimony at all, equiva- 
lent to testifying for error), receive him 
not into (your) house, and do not bid 
him good speed: for he that biddeth him 
good speed, partaketh in his evil deeds 
(these words must be understood with their 
right reference: “non de iis qui alieni 
semper fuerunt ab ecclesia, 1 Cor. v. 10, 
sed de iis qui volunt fratres haberi et 
doctrinam evertunt," as Grot. These were 
not to be received with the g:Aokerfa with 
which all Christian brethren were to be 
entertained. Such reception of them would 
in fact be only opening an inlet for their 
influence. But this is not the point on 
which the Apostle mainly dwells. It is 
the xowævla which the host in such a case 
would incur with them and their anti- 
christian designs, by encouraging them. 
And this is farther impressed by the cau- 
tion against saying yalpew to them: which 
is to be understood not with Clem.-Alex., 
of the solemn salutation after prayer, “quo- 
niam in oratione que fit in domo, post- 
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* 
з 3 John 13. 

d d constr., John 
viii. 28. xvi. 
12. 

а l nor. pass., 
Matt. i. 19. 
James i. 18. 
iv. 4 only. 
Exod. x. 27, 

b here only, 
Jer. xhii. 
(xxxv1.) 2 А, 
6 AR, 23 only 
(rior, ib. 
ver, 4, &c.). 

. d Acts vii. 31. x. 
M. = Jer. xxzix. (xxxh.) 4 only (4 Kings 

f1John 

12. for exor, exo AN! о eth: but in A, y is written over the line by an ancient, 
perhaps the original, scribe. 
a bg h 1 m o 36. 40 Thl.) 

erco dai) eA8eiw, with 
сторать Nl. 

с 18 vulg copt eth. 
(віс), having erased у. 

урофаи А g 73. 
for аААа eAmi(w, Ar. уар А d 13. 36(sic) vulg copt 

sth arm: txt BKL[P)N rel syrr sah Tht (Ec.—aA^' LIP] a h j m. 
L[ P] rel tol syr-pk sah æth arin: txt ABN d 13 vulg зуг Thi. 
rec wur, with KL[P]N rel syrr (sah) arm Thl (Ec: txt AB 
zerAnpouern bef 5 BN vulg(exc am) Thl.— Ni has у, № 

(NU, so ABKL[P]N 

rec (for 

18. rec at end ins asy», with KL rel fuld зугт ТЫ (Ec, vale some-mas-of-vulg; n 
Xapis ue удо» or uera cov 68-9. 103 syr-pk syr-w-ast eth-rom arm: om AB[P;N d 
18 vulg coptt Bede. 

SUBSCRIPTION. elz om, with rel: reAos or A h: wwayvou exo ToAn f L: txt ABN. 
[Р doubtful.) 

quam ab orando surgitur salutatio gaudii 
est et pacis indicium," Adumbrat. in 2 
Joan. juxt. fin., p. 1011 P. (not in Migne): 
nor with Corn.-a-lap., of all intercourse 
whatever, “omne colloquium, omne con- 
sortium, omne commercium cum here- 
ticis :” but it is a further intensification 
of the exclusion from the house, and 
forms a climax, xal uh = uné: do not 
‘even, by wishing him yalpew, good speed, 
and if spoken by a Christian, God speed, 
identify yourselves with his course and 
fortunes. If you do, you pronounce ap- 
proval of his evil deeds, and so far share 
his guilt, advancing their success by your 
wishes for it. 

This command has been by some laid to 
the flery and zealous spirit of St. John, 
and it has been said that a true Christian 
spirit of love teaches us otherwise. But 
as rightly understood, we see that this is 
not so. Nor are we at liberty to set aside 
direct ethical injunctions of the Lord's 
Apostles in this manner. Varieties of in- 
dividual character may play on the sur- 
face of their writings: but in these so- 
lemn commands which come up from the 
depths, we must recognize the power of 
that One Spirit of Truth which moved 
them all as one. It would have been in- 
finitely better for the Church now, if this 
command had been observed in all ages by 
her faithful sons). 
12, 18.] ConcLusion. Having many 

things to write to you, I would not 

(communicate them) by means of paper 
and ink (“ó ydprys,” says Lücke, the 
Egyptian papyrus, probably the so-called - 
Augustan or Claudian, — 75 Nav, the ink, 
commonly made of soot and water thickened 
with gum,—é «dAapog (3 John 18), the 
writing-reed, probably split, uecoox:5fs 
or uecórouos,—were the N. T. writing 
materials”), but I hope to come to you 
(reff., and note on Rev. i. 9) and to speak 
mouth to month (so wpósorrov wpbs wpós- 
отоу 1 Cor. xiii. 12. ordua zpos ordua 
in Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 32 is not said of con- 
versation), that your joy may be filled 
full (see 1 John i. 4, viz. by hearing from 
the mouth of the Apostle himself those 
messages of life and truth which he 
forbore writing now; not, as Schlichting 
and Benson, by his bodily presence : still 
less as Bart.- Petrus, ** Apostolos non omnia 
voluisse scripto committere qus ad salu- 
tem pertinentia vellent nota esse fidelibus, 
sed multa sermone solo tradidisse" (see 
also Corn.-a-lapide h. 1.), than which it is 
hardly ible to imagine a sillier com- 
ment: for the first Epistle was written 
with this very same view, i. 4). There 
greet thee the children of e elect 
sister (these words are variously inter- 
preted according as the xupla ів under- 
stood of a lady, or of a church. The non- 
mention of the xvpía herself here seems, 
it must be confessed, rather to favour the 
latter hypothesis) See on the whole, the 
prolegomena. 
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reff. » 
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d Acts xxvi. 
20. avit. 29. 

“О *peaBvrepos lai тф ° ауатттф, by éyo diu 
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2"Ayarnrté, тєрї парто» d ebyouaí сє evodovobat Kat 
f iyusivetw, rabàs ° єйододтаќ соу ў “гуу. 3 8 ёуарти C exeo 

e bere bis. Rom. i. 10. 1 Cor. xvi.2only. Gen. хххіх. 3,23 АВСКІ, 
f Luke v. 31. vii. 10. xv. 27 only (exc. 1 Tim. i. 10 aD. 

g Luke xxiii. 8. 2 John 4 only. 4 Prabc 

2 Cor. xiii. 7, 
9. James х. 6 only. Num. хі. 2. 

al. (Jos, Num. xiv. 41. 8. Prov. xxx. 29.) 
in pastoral epp. met.). Gen. xxix. 6. d fgh jk 
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TITLE. Steph єзттоАз iwavvov Tpir : elz iw. Tov axogrodou exit. kaÜoAuc Трєттү: 

алла жали тріита TAUTA WepiKAUTOS twayyns T: 10. Tp. ew. h: ew. Tp. iw. каб. K: iw. es. 
каб. у 1: 10. каб. Tp. m: ex. о. каб. у о: iw. em. у С: ex. Tp. Tov ayiov ажовт. t. 
L: A's title is lost: txt BN. [Р doubtful. ] 

1] Аррвевв. The elder (see prolegg. 
to the two Epistles) to Caius the be- 
loved (on Caius, see prolegg. The epithet 
Té &үөлгүтф seems to be used this first 
time in a general sense: cf. ёуф below), 
whom I (for my own part: Caius was gene- 
rally beloved, and the Apostle declares that 
he personally joins in the affection for him) 
love in (the) truth (see 2 John 1, note. 
Ey GAnOela dyar ó катй кїроу йуатёу 
dvbiabér@ à&ydrn, (Ec.). 2— 4.] 
Wish that Caius may prosper, as his soul 
prospere : and ground of this latter asser- 
tion. Beloved (the repetition of dyarnré 
is due perhaps more to the fact that the 
direct address begins here, than to an 
specific motive, such as the supposed ill- 
health of Caius, as Düsterd. from Lücke 
(but not in his 3rd edn.)), I pray that 
concerning all things thou mayest pro- 
sper (пері гёутшу is taken by many, e.g. 
Beza (E. V.), Wahl, Lücke (Ist edn.), al., 
and recently by Diisterd., as signifying 
“above all things: for which they allege 
Hom. II. a. 287, Gar’ 58° àvhp 40е wep) 
wavrov tupeva: AAA But it has been 
urged on the other side 1) that Homeric 
usage is no real index to N. T. usage: 

2) that the meaning in Homer is not that 
sought here: 8) that it would be unna- 
tural for the Apostle to pray for Caius's 
bodily health and prosperity * above all 
things." And hence the other modern 
Commentators, Lücke (edn. 2), De Wette, 
Huther, Sander, have taken the above 
meaning: which cannot be impugned, as 
Düsterd, by saying that wepi is never 
found joined with еёодобосбаг, or that ёр 
wacw would be more natural than wep 
drr. wept with a gen. is too usual 
signifying reference, to be set aside or 
judged of by the consideration of tho verb 
which precedes: St. John himself uses it 
with verbs of very various classes. eù- 
одос дах is pass. of eboddw, of which the 
neut. form is evodéw, from єйодЃа, to have 
a калў 5865: -бо, to make, or give a nar} 
ӧӧѕ. So Hesych. edoddéce, karevÜvrec 
ebwda0n, Toudon. So that the pass. 
evodovc8a: comes to much the same as the 
intrans. evodeiv. Its use is common, and 
regular, in the LXX. See notes on reff., 
and Lücke's and Diisterd.’s account of the 
usages, here) and be in health (i.e. bodily 
health. тері тутар, in all probability, 
does not belong to óyualvew, but only to 
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Tépay ™ тойтюу ойк ёу Харару, "iva °акооо Ta éuà 
тёкуа * éy Tf) adnOeia * пєритатойрта. 

211. constr., 
ere bis, ver. 

12. John iii. 
26. v. 33. 
aviti. 37. 
Luke iv. 22. 
= Acts xv. 11 

5 >’ Aar, P тісто» 410165 & ёду épydoy eis TOUS | only. ! 

idderovs * xal " Toro ° Eévous, 9 of ! éuaprvpynoay cov тӯ 

1 here only +. 
23. Acts vii. 12. : 1Jo Р hn i. 9. 
r Rom. кїї. 11. 1 Cor. vi, 6, 8. Eph. ii. 8. Phil. i. 28. 

m plur. indef., see 1 Cor. vi. 11. 

is. 
2 John (only. 
sce 1 John i. 
6, 7. 

n constr., John xv. 13. э constr., Luke iv. 
а ою od EAAgrucbr ToUTO wotets, Liban. ad Max. 

s — Matt. xxv. 35, Kc. xxvii.7. Acts 
xvii. 21. Eph. 0. 10. Heb. xi 13 only. Ruth пі. 10. (- vigev, Heb. xiii. 2. -voSoxety, 1 Tim. v. 10.) 

VERSE 8. om yap N d 13. 65. 100 vulg sah eth arm. 
рартирооитоу. om ov А. 

B omits the -twv of 

4. Хара» bef ovk exo C 68 wth, x. raurns ovk exo m (вуг coptt).—exer Bita cod). 
—xapw B 7. 35 vulg(not tol) copt. 
ins AB(ita cod) Ci. 

5. epyoln А. (quidquid operaris vulg Jer.) 
I Gc: rovs, omg eis, d: txt ABCN vas. rel Th 

6. for o, 8 K. 

ефо$ойоба‹ : the latter verb is a particular, 
taken out of the former, which is general), 
even as thy soul prospereth (viz. ёи тӯ 
xarà Tb ebayyéAioy roktreſg, (Ec.: ав is 
shewn by what follows. There is a pas- 
sage in Philo, Quis rer. div. heres, § 58, 
vol. i. p. 514, in which the well-being 
of body and soul are similarly compared : 
Sray ейо8р pos TÈ ёктьѕ xpds єйторіс» ка} 
eb8otlay єйо$ў тё офдатоз wpbs буүєіау 
тє ка) loxty, cho] Bè ко) Ta vun 
wpbs àróàavoi» дрєт@у). For I rejoiced 
greatly when the brethren came and 
testified to thy truth (the participles ёрх. 
and дарт. are in reality timeless, and con- 
vey merely the reason of the éxdpyy: but 
such a connexion is given in English by 
the tem adverb, which has in this 
case rather a ratiocinative than a purely 
temporal force. In gov тў Au, the 
subst. is necessarily subjective—thy share 
of that Truth in which thou walkest, see 
below), even as (almost = how that, seo 
below) thou walkest in truth (this clause 
is not an independent one, adding the 
testimony of the Apostle to that of the 
brethren,—“ as (I know that) thou walk- 
est &c. :” but is epexegetical of the former 
clause, and states the substance of the 
testimony of the brethren, as is shewn by 
what follows, dxove rà end т. ET 
4.] Explains éxápn» Alay above. І have 
no greater (the form pe:(érepos is con- 
demned by some (Phryn. Lob. p. 136, 
(Ec. h. 1.) as barbarous. But these com- 
paratives of comparatives and superlatives 
are found both in classica! and in N. T. 
Greek: see Eph. iii. 8, and note) joy than 
this (lit. than these things: following 

rec om тз, with C-corr КІРА rel ГЫ Ee: 

rec (for rovro) «s rovs, with KL[P] 

the usage by which таёта is so often put 
where one thing only is intended : cf. the 
formula, ко} Tavra, idque: so Plato, 
Phed. p. 62, D, GAA’ ó àyónros Ќубротоѕ 
dx by one тайта, феоктфоу elvai 
ard ToU дєстбтоу. бее Kühner, Gr. ii. 
р- 48), that (explicative, as constantly in 
St. John after the demonstrative pronoun) 
I hear of my children walking in the 
truth (on the participial construction, see 
note on 2 John 7. The expression réxra 
here seems rather to favour tlie idea that 
the xupía of the 2nd Epistle is а Church: 
but sce prolegg. to 2 John). 

5—8.] Praise of the hospitality shewn 
by Caius; and reason of that praise. Be- 
loved (beginning again of new address: 
see above on ver. 2), thou doest a faithful 
aet (Kto» riero às0pós, as (Ec. and 
most interpreters. De W. and Bengel ex- 
plain it * fidele facis: facis quiddam quod 
facile a te pollicebar mihi et fratribus,” 
But the other is better. In webs ô Ad- 
~os, 1 Tim. i. 15 al., there is possibly the 
same allusion: not only a saying worthy of 
eredit, but one belonging to those who аге 
of the xí(cr.s) whatsoever thou workest 
(the aor. betokens these deeds as summed 
up in one and characterized as mistér) 
towards (so the Lord in Matt. xxvi. 10 

describes His anointing by Many thus, 
xaAbr yo «lpyáearo ale ёдё) the bro- 
thren, and that (and those brethren), 
strangers (juAotería is an especial mark 
of Christian àydrn, Rom. xii. 18, 1 Tim. 
iii. 2, Tit. i. 8, Heb. xiii. 2, 1 Pot. iv. 9), 
who (the above-named Zéro: &BeA ol) bore 
testimony to thy love in the presence of 
the church (viz. where St. John was at 
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t= Аеш уло. gydmy ‘épwrioy ékkXaias, obe © кал " Troujaeus | mTpo- ABCEL 
xix. 9. 1 Cor. 

«uim méupas “akiws той Oeod. 7 *bjmép yap тоў *ovOpaTos ieh 
эв. Phil. iv. 
1 Cor. vii. 37, A ^ ^ 

выгін” Y ёё бАбо» u,jq e ™ XaufSávovres * ато TOv "éÜyucóv. 
14. James ii. 

bla hren. S ue ойу < офєХорєу bmroXauávew тоў ToLOUTOUs, i. 19. 2Cbron. 
vi. B. 

у Acts xv. 3. xx. 38. xxi. 5. Rom. xv. 24 al. 1 Macc. xii. 4 al. Jos. Antt. xx. 2. 6. 
1 Thess. ii. 12 onlyt. Wied. vii. 15. xvi. 1. iv. 1. Phili.27. Col.i.10. 1 [ 

v. 41 (ellips.). ix. 16. av. 26. xxi. 13. Rom. i. only. 

xxi. H. Exod. ххх. 18. 
Gal, li. 14.) c = I John ii. 6 reff. 

a 1 John iii. 22 reff. 
ff. 

w Rom. x1:i. 2. Eph. 
Sir. xiv. 11 only. x Acts 

у = Luke ix.6. Acts xv. 40 al. t= Matt. 
Matt. v. 47. ті. 7. xviii. 17 ©) +. (N, b 

d = here (Acts i. 9. i. 15. Luke vii. 43. х. 30) only. Pa 
ххіх.1. oi єбтторо тойс ёрбеєіс UroAauárovatr, Strabo, p. 653. Diod. Sic. xix. 67. 

for ovs, ov B!. 
not am fuld &c.) 

7. yap is repeated in N. 
w-ast th ms arm: om ABCKL[(P]N rel am coptt arm. 

rec (for eu, eb, with KL[P] rel ТЫ (Ec, gentibus am sah: txt ABON C. 
18. 40, gentilibus fuld tol copt. 

8. rec aroAauf., with C-corr K LIP] rel: 

the time of writing. They were Evan- 
gelists, ver. 7: and thus would naturally 
give the church an account of their mis- 
sionary journey, during which they were so 
hospitably treated by Caius): whom thou 
wilt do well if thou forward on their 
way (as Bengel says, the future is a 
* morata formula hortandi." The aor. 
part. presents no difficulty: it will then, 
and not till then, be а good act, when it is 
done. And this would only be expressed 
by the fut. with an aor. part.: obs калдз 
wohoes xpowéuxwy would be liable to 
be rendered * whom thou wilt benefit by 
forwarding &c."—the present part. being, 
in such a conjunction, timeless, and merely 
ratiocinative. On тротёрф., вее reff. and 
Tit. iii. 13) worthily of God (this qualifica- 
tion belongs to яротќифаѕ, not as Carp- 
zov. who supplies а xal before dos, to 
xothoess,— well and worthily of God." 
The words mean, in a manner worthy of 
Him whose messengers they are and whose 
servant thou art). For on behalf of the 
Name (of Christ : вее the second ref., and 
cf. Ignat. ad Eph. 8 and 7, pp. 648 f., and 
ad Philad. 10, p. 706, 3otdoa Tò буора. 
Bengel says, “ subaudi, Dei, Lev. xxiv. 11. 
Conf. Jac. ii. 7." But neither of these 
places applies. O. T. usage is naturally 
no guide for us here; and St. James 
alludes to the name of Christ) they went 
forth (on their missionary journey: not, 
as Beza, Erasm.-Schmidt, Wolf, Carp- 
zov., Bengel, “were driven forth: see 
more below), taking nothing (receiving 
nothing by way of benefaction or hire: 
even ав St. Paul in Achaia, 1 Cor. ix. 
18, 2 Cor. xi. 7 ff., xii. 16 ff., 1 Thess. 
ii. 9 fl.: against Huther, who denies the 
applicability of the comparison, seeing that 
in St. Paul’s case they were Christian 
churches: but so must these have been, 

хотсаѕ npoweuwes C arm. (benefaciens deduces vulg-ed, but 

elz aft orouaros ins avrov, with b g m o vulg syr-pk syr- 
e£nAO0a» BN. om Twr 

txt ABC'N 13 vulg. 

before they would contribute to the sup- 
port of their missionaries. Notice nud, 
implying that it was their own deliberate 
purpose; refusing to take any thing: 
ойдќу would have expressed only the fact, 
which might have arisen from the remiss- 
ness of the dbl, and might have been 
considered by themselves as a hardship. 
This is the force of unde, and not as 
Dusterd., that obe would only have stated 
the fact, but by unden the Apostle pre- 
sents it for the consideration of his readers) 
from the heathens (reff. The expositors 
spoken of above under & Ad, take these 
words as belonging to it, ** expulsi sunt a 
paganis and interpret unè» Aaufa- 
vorres, “nihil secum asportantes,” ** om- 
nibus rebus spoliuti." Grot., who takes 
Sn of expulsion, understands it to 
have been “a J одеа, per Judsos incredu- 
los, ob Christum :” and takes the rest as 
meaning “potuerant in ista calamitate ad- 
javari misericordia тё» H, sod maluerunt 
omnia Christianis debere." But the whole 
interpretation is forced and unnatural, and 
the ordinary one obvious, and very suit- 
able, considering the motive put forward 
in ver. 8, which clearly shews them to 
have been workers for God's truth. The 
pres. part. Aaufárorres indicates, not 
what they did when they ¢&#AGov, but 
their habit after their setting out: and is 
ав во often, indicative of norm, without 
any particular time being pointed out. So 
that we need not, with Huther and Düs- 
terd., imagine that there is an allusion to 
a missionary masim, to take nothing from 
the heathen, in accordance with which 
they acted). We therefore (рї, contrast 
to the é0rixol : ob», because they pndev 
AauBdrovci; àwb т. dd ought to 
support (see Strabo in reff. Notice the 
allusion to AauBárorres above. The word 
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va * тирєрүої Hebe rfj dne. 9 Frau т тў ge, 
exxAnoia’ AAN б 8 duxomperevov avTOv. Aiotpéhns ойк Нот. ari. 3 

10 dd тойто, dav Abw, ! йпошиђсо ac 
only. (eiu, 

avTOU Ta ёруа й "rout Aoyois Trovnpois )dXvapOv щй, James . 22.) oy yp pov nas, 3 
M * k ? ГА 2 ` 7 1 

KAL шл) ^ аркоииєроѕ$ EML TOVTOLS 
frag. 115.) 
xxi. 61. John xiv. 28. 2 
only. (-Mynais, 2 Pet. i. 13.) 

3 

im. ii. М. 

k elsw. w. dat., Luke iii. 14. 1 v. 13. 
А 9. John vi. 7. xiv. 8. 2 Cor. xii. 9 only.) 

ушоцеба С c: увуоцеба K f! 36(sic) Thi. 
9. єурафаѕ В. 

h here bis only +. 1 Масе, хіі. fl al. Polyb. vi. 24. 7. nee notes. 
i i it. ni. 1. 

here only +. (not transit. elaw.) Xen. Anab. iii. I. 28. (- 

* eX h? $ , : ver. 12, 

OUTE AUTOS © EMLÖEYETAL E here only t. 
( rot, Polyb. 

i Luke 
Wisd. xvii. 22 

pos, 1 Tim. 
m. vi. B. Heb. xiii. 5. 2 Macc. v. 15. (act., Matt. xxv. 

1 во John iv. 11. v. 37, 35. 

2 Pet. i. 12. Jude 5 only t. 

for au, exxAnoia AN}. 
rec om 7, with КІР] rel eth Thi (Ee: for ть, a» N* d 18. 36. 

40 вутт, scripsissem forsitan vulg: av т: 29. 662: txt ABCN! coptt. 
10. for єс» ay A. 

does not seem to signify “receive hos- 
pitably," as some have explained it, nor 
does it imply, as (Ec., Thl., appealing to 
bréraBdv ue casei Лёву Tormos eis Opar, 
Ps. xvi. 12, anticipating, not waiting to be 
asked, in the exercise of good offices) such 
persons, that we may become fellow- 
workers (with them) for the truth (this, 
and not as vulg. **ut cooperatores simus 
veritatis" (so Luth., Grot., Bengel, al.), 
is the construction. Those with whom one 
is cvrep»yós, are put in the gen., see Rom. 
xvi. 3, 9, 21, 1 Cor. iii. 9al. The dat. is com- 
modi: to promote the cause of the trath : 
80 ouvepyol els rh» Pacirciay т. Өєоў, 
Col. iv. 11,—ovvepydy тоб 0«oU èv тф ebay- 
уєАіф, 1 Thess. iii. 2). 

9, 10.) Notice of the hostility of Dio- 
trephes. I wrote somewhat to the church 
(the ть does not imply that the thing 
written was specially important, nor on 
the other hand does it depreciate; but 
merely designates indefinitely: cf. Acts 
xxii. 17, Fye: yap ётаууєлЛаі т: айтф, 
and Luke vii. 40, Tien, Ex col т: є«Їшєїө: 
and Matt. xx. 20. The contents of the 
Epistle are not hinted at. The “ scrip- 
sissem forsitan" of the vulgate (Ёурофа 
бу, see var. readd.) has arisen from a 
foolish notion that the Apostle must not 
be represented as having written any thing 
which has been lost to us. The éxxAnocía 
is apparently the church of which Cains 
was a member: not as Bengel, that out of 
which the missionaries of ver. 7 had gone 
forth): howbeit (4AAd after an affirma- 
tive sentence is stronger than the merc 
adversative but: see Kühner, Gr. ii. p. 436) 
Diotrephes who loveth pre-eminence (ó 
dpaprd(oy тё xpwreia as the ancient 
Schol He appears to have been not, as 
Bede, heresiarcba temporis illius quidam 
superbus et insolens, malens nova dicendo 
primatum sibi usurpare scientie quam an- 
tiquis sancte Ecclesise, qum Johannes præ- 

ins es bof nuas C. (garriens in nos vulg.) 

dicabat, humiliter auscultare mandatis :” 
so much is not implied in the words, but 
only that he was an ambitious man who 
willed that not the Apostle but himself 
should rule the church) over them (the 
members of the church, implied in the 
word éxxAnola. The gen. after verbs of 
pre-eminence, as $s dpicredecxe dx eo 
Траур, II. C. 460: xadAtoretoe: maséwv 
тё» ёр Xwdpry yuvar», Herod. vi. 161. 
See Kühner, ii. p. 197) receiveth us not 
(does not recognize our authority : here in 
ап improper sense, but in the next verse 
probably literal: see there. Its more usual 
sense in Polybius, who uses it frequently, 
is to admit of, ToU корой ойк éxibexo- 
pévov xarauovfy, ii. 79. 12. The nds 
wante no explanation such as “monita 
nostra,” **gvcTaTikás nostras," or the 
like: in rejecting the Apostle's person, he 
rejected all bis influence). On this ac- 
count, if I should come (see for ёбу 1 John 
ii. 28), I will bring to mind (i. e. as Bede, 
“їп omnium notitiam manifestius arguendo 
producam: see reff. No aùróv is under- 
stood: it is not to Ais miud, but to the 
minds of all) his works which he doeth 
(what they were, is explaincd by the par- 
5 following), prating against us (this 
is the best rendering of @Avapay, which 
conveys not only the АоборФ», какоЛоуёу 
of Ec., but also that the reproaches were 
mere tattle, worth nothing, irrelevant: so 
Eustathius on Il. x. 361, in Raphel, h. l., 
Tb dv ob Ӛќоут, Adyous xpoiéva: pAveiy 
Adyeras к. фАшаре@. Cf. 1 Tim. v. 13) 
with wicked specohes: and not satisfied 
with (dpxcio@a: is ordinarily (see reff. 
with a dative: the drt, as in xalpew èr 
and similar expressions, introduces the 

und on which the dpxeio@a: superim- 
ponitur) this (more probably plur., as in 
ver. 4, where the whole matter in question 
is meant, than as ing with the Adyo. 
rornpol, which had not been the only 
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К ` ‚ 1 \ ` , \ э ^ 
= John ix. “зы. то dò ed ovs кай то BovXouévovs коде kai ёк тїс 
mh _ éxkXgaías ™ éxBadrec. 

ess. nt. a * 

EC Sues 11 а 'Агудтгутё, pù ° шџиод Р то какбу, GXXà & то dryaDóv. 
Жз. § dyaomoiOv *ёк ToU Oeod orir 6 “какотофә oU BN. xv. 9 ay UX 

oniy. ү éwpaxev tov Üeóv. |? A im “дєнартїртта wre 
бия, " Le ; mu pup pe „Рт s 

pRow i. TüvTOV кай йт auras THs * ам]бейа<- У xai ре У de 
тп. . XU. 

bis. ins 1. 1 Cor. xili. 5 only. ч Rom. xii. 21. (2 Cor. iv. 10.) Deut. xxx. 15. r Matt. хіх. 
17. Luke vi. 45. Rom. ті. 10. vii. 13 bis. 1 Pet. iii. 13. 2 Kings xiv. 17. s Luke vi. 9! Mk., 33, 35. 1 Pet. 
ii. 15, 20. in. 6, 17 only. Num. x. 32. (-a, 1 Pet. iv. 19. -ós, 1 Pet. ii. 14.) 

u Mark lil. 4½ L. 1 Pet. мі. 17 only. Lev. v. 4. (-0$, 1 Pet. iit. 18.) 
х 80 ver. ê. 22. xvi. 2. xxii. 12. dat., vv. 3,6 reff. 

t 1 John ii. 16 ref. 
+v John iii. 6. w pass., Acts x. 
y 1 John i. 3 reff. 

for BovAouerovs, er:dexouevovs C vulg syr-pk syr-mg sah arm: txt ABKL[P]N rel 
am syr-txt copt rth Thi (Ec. om ex R b h [not B, Tischdf expr]. 

11. rec ina бє bef xaxoxowy, with L a h m tol copt eth arm Thi Œc Did-int : ins xa: 
bef o как. syr-pk: om ABCK[P]N rel 40 vulg syr(Treg) sah. 

12. ins ex AN, кол bef rns adnGeas С syr-pk syr-mg arm. (a, A, у re-written by 
an ancient hand in A; there is no reason to suppose that the original scribe wrote 
exxAnoras, вее Woide.) vro [С]. 

things mentioned of him), neither doth he 
himself receive the brethren (here ém- 
Roh seems best taken in its literal 
sense, as in Polyb. xxii. 1. 8, awayras 
ésrebéxy evo $iAavOprmos (if the reading can 
be depended upon), of entertaining һов- 
pitably, see 2 John 10. The à8«A$o( are 
probably the same as in ver. 5, the tra- 
velling missionaries), and (so cal after otre 
in reff., and Eur. Iph. Taur. 595 f., el yap 
obre Susyerhs, kal тёз Muxhvas оЇсда. 
тє is more frequently found, see Kühner, 
Gramm. ii. p. 441. The occurrence of the 
construction explains itself. It is found 
when the negative form of the first mem- 
ber of a series of connected clauses, is not 
possible or not convenient in the second 
or any following one. Here it might have 
been, but not so forcibly expressed, обте 
ToUs BovAouévovs dq) ders (by for- 
bidding: cf. 1 Thess. ii. 16) those that 
would (receive them), and oasts them 
(those that would receive the brethren: 
not, as C. F. Fritzsche, Carpzov., al., the 
travelling brethren themselves) out of the 
church (manifestly, by excommunication, 
which owing to his influence among them 
he had the power to inflict. There is no 
difficulty, nor any occasion to take the 
word as pointing at that which Diotrephes 
was attempting to do or threatening to 
do, and so as spoken in irony (Huther): 
the present tense indicates his habit, as 
éwidéxeras and ror? above. He was evi- 
dently one in high power, and able to for- 
bid, and to punish, the reception of the 
travelling brethren. See prolegg.). 
11.] Upon occasion of the hostility just 
mentioned, St. John exkorts Caius to 
imitate not the evil but the good,— pro- 

~ 

bably as shewn in the praisesof Demetrius 
which follow. Beloved, imitate not evil 
(vd какбу, abstract), but good (abstract 
also). He that doeth good, is from God 
(is born of God, and has his mision and 
power from Him: as so often in the first 
Epistle): he that doeth evil, hath not 
soon God (so in ref, was ó águaprárwr 
obx ф#фраке» айтфу, where see note. And 
yet this expression is called hy Lücke and 
De Wette “ unjohanneisch," and 1 John 
iv. 20, adduced to prove it, where the 
word éópaxer is used in ita literal physical 
sense). 12.] The praise of Deme. 
trinus. Testimony hath been borne to 
Demetrius by all (scil. who know him, and 
have brought report concerning bim: 
* nemo qui non”), and by the truth itself 
(it is not very easy to explain this expres- 
sion. If we understand it that the reality 
of facta themselves supporte the testimony 
of the deres, we have abundance of 
authority for the expression in classical 
usage: Wetst. gives, from Demost. contra 
Near. (qu. page ), бег &' nat et аётӯѕ 
Tis &Anclas Th» ёкріВеау дхобтаутаѕ 
Tüs Te. xaTnpyoplas ка) THs dwodoylas 
obras #7 Thy Vo pépew: de corona, 
p. 282, тобтау rowttwr zr ко) dx 
афтӣ THs GAnGelas ойто  Deurvpérov. 
And from Æsch., contra Timarch., xara- 
nenaprvpuuévos oͤrd той avroð Blov 
ка} тїз dAnOclas. And thus (Ec. (ór 
abris THs ФЛ., тоб evepyois Aéyov «ісі 
ydp wes ols paprupeira: piv adperh, 
катефеисрбт 82 ёт) adupdxry Абуф), 
Corn.-a-lap., Bart. Petr, Grot. (“rebas 
ipsis"), Joach.-Lange, Carpzov., G. Lange, 
al, and Beausobre, who (Düsterd.) ex- 
plains it **sa conduite est un témoin réel 

ABCKL 
Pe abe 
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х John v. 32. 
xxi. 24. 

а 2 John 12. 
b 2 Cor. in. 3. 

2 John 12 

13 Полла *elyov. ypdyrar со, AAN ой 0A. Sid b ué- он i 
Aayos xai ° каћаџоо aoe ypahev, 1* ig 8ё є00є05 сє (att 7 

ev. xi. 1 

(дєй, kai * стора mpos % стора AaAjCopEv. 15 ° єірти cot. ahaaa 
reff. 

e John xx. 19,26. 1 Pet. v. 14. Judg. vi. 23. 

rec (for о:даѕ) odare, with KL rel syrr ТЫ (Ec: обаде» b? c h: om ка: odas a: txt 
ABC(DP]NM d g 36 vulg D-lat coptt eth arm. 
m sth: алт. nu. eot. n дарт. C 68. 

aAn89s «стт bef у uaprvpia vor 

13. rec (for ypayai oot) ypapew, with KL[P] rel (Ec: txt ABC m 40 D-lat syrr 
coptt mtb arm ТЬ, tibi scribere vulg. 
оок €BovAnOnr A vulg. 

| [алла B(Tischdf, expr)]. 
kaAaue (ѓасізт) L. 

for ov de A, 
rec (for урафеш) урафои, with 

EHE] rel ТЫ (Ec: txt ABCN m.—ypa. bef oo: A 13 vulg D- lat syrr copt: om vo: arm. 
14. rec беш bef сє, with KL[P]N rel copt Thl Œc: txt ABC m vulg D-lat (ce із 

omd'in both edns of Mai, the reading of B is as here stated: see table at end of prolegg). 
[for xpos, хро B'(Tischdf). | 

written over a (1 m?). 

de sa vertu.” But there are two reasons 
against this view: 1) that it does not cor- 
respond to the objective fact asserted in 
the ueuaprópnTo:, nor to Ше parallelizing 
of this testimony with that of the wdyres 
and that of the Apostle: and 2) that thus 
the Christian and divine sense of ў M- 
деа which St. John seems always to put 
forward, would be entirely sunk. Nor is 
the former of these met either by Schlich- 
ting, who says, “si ipsa veritas loqui 
posset, bomini isti preberet testimonium 
virtutis et probitatis," or by Lücke, “if 
infallible Christian truth itself, cf. ver. 3, 
could be asked, it would bear favourable 
witness of him." Against both there is 
the рртутах, as matter of fact, not 
of e Baumg Cros. would under- 
stand that Demetrius had done much for 
the truth, and his deeds were his witness : 
but this is hardly a witness of ў 4лўбеа 
to him. Sander takes refuge in the extra- 
ordinary supposition, that the Holy Spirit 
had revealed to the Apostle the truth 
respecting Demetrius. Huther regards 
the testimony borne by the truth to be 
that furnished by the wdyres, whose evi- 
dence was decisive, not from their credit 
as men, but because they all spoke of and 
from the truth of Christ dwelling in them. 
This would reduce this new paprupia to 
the former, and would in fact besides in- 
clude the following in it likewise. The best 
interpretation is that of Düsterdieck (from 
whom much of this note is derived). The 
objective Truth of God, which is the 
divine rule of the walk of all believers, 
gives а good testimony to him who really 
walks in the truth. This witness lies in 
the accordance of his walk with the re- 

Халусерєу К Thi: лалусареу Ni, but o is 

quirement of God's Truth. It was the 
mirror in which the walk of Demetrius 
was reflected : and his form, thus seen in 
the mirror of God's Truth, in which the 
perfect form of Christ is held up to us (1 
John ii. 6, iii. 8, 16), appeared in the like. 
ness of Christ; so that the mirror itself 
seemed to place in a clear light his Chris- 
tian virtue and uprightness, and thus to 
bear witness to him) : yea, we too (see ref. 
and note there. The contrast here is be. 
tween his own personal testimony (for to 
thut and not to any collective one does 
jets refer) and the two testimonies fore- 
going) bear testimony, and thou knowest 
that our testimony is true (see reff.). 

18—15.] Close of the Epistle. I had 
(not, as Huther, for elo» бу: it is a pure 
imperfect, describing that which has not 
come to pass, but might have done so 
under certain conditions: cf. Acts xxv. 
22: Rom. ix. 8, also alleged by Düsterd. 
is not quite a case in point. He gives the 
meaning here well: I had indeed much 
to write: that I have not written it is 
owing to this, that I wish not, &c." 
many things to write to thee, howbeit 
will not to write (present, not only “to 
write them,” which would be aorist, but 
to write at all, to write any more) by 
means of ink and reed (see on 2 John 12): 
but (on the other hand) I hope imme- 
diately to see thee, and (then) we shall 
speak mouth to mouth (see 2 John 12). 
Peace be to thee (beautifully paraphrased 
by Lyra, Pax interna conscientig, pax 
fraterna amicitie, pax superna glorim." 
Remember our Lord's legacy, John xiv. 
27, and His greeting after the Resurrec- 
tion, eipfjyn ö, John xx. 19, 26). The 
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SuBscRIPTION. elz om, with rel: reAos h: ertero / rov ayiov атостолоо iwarruv 
L: wayrov emoroAn C: txt ABN. [P doubtful.] Here, ав elsewhere, В spelis 
twayvvou with only one >. 

friends salute thee. Salute the friends 23), is probably to be found in the per- 
by name (“non secus ac si nomina eorum sonal character of the Epistle, not ad. 
prescripta essent." Bengel). The reason dressed as from an Apostle to a church, 
why St. John mentions філе: (вее Jobn xi. but as from a friend to his friend, in which 
11, xv. 15; Acts xxvii. 8), and not à$eA. mutual friends on both sides would be the 
фо! (1 Cor. xvi. 20; Phil. iv. 21; Eph. vi. senders and receivers of salutation.  , 
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see note. 

с rernpnucvors d kXyroig" ?*éXeos бй» кай ep кай “ ni 
е yarn !arAn8vvOeóm. 

e here only. see 2 John 3 reff. 

d = Rom. i. 6, 
7. 1 Cor. i. 
24. 

11 Pet. i. 2. 2 Pet. i. 3. Dan. iii. 31 (98) 

TITLE. elz iva rov атостоћоу єтістоАт raBoAum [with P?]: Steph ex. т. гоида 
kað.: ew. Tov ауу ожост. оида L al Thl: aAAos aBcAQo0cos tad’ iovdas «vaeBeeouy f: 
єх. tovda abeAQov taxwBou K: оида каболікт ex. h o: «ov. ет. каб. | m: гоида , 
A(appy) CK 13. 36(sic): txt BN. 

VERSE I. xpiorov bef moov K[P] b cd k 1 о 40 деті tol: txt ABLN rel vss Orig 
Synop Lucif. гес (for sryaxmpevois) nyiacperois, with K LIP] rel ТЫ: txt ABN 
vulg syrr coptt arm Orig Ephr Synop (Ec Thl-comin Lucif Aug Cassiod Bede. (13 def.) 

2. om 186 каг К. 

1, 2.] Address and greeting. Judas, a 
servant of Jesus Christ (SovAos, probably 
not here in the wider sense, in which all 
Christians are servants of Christ—but in 
that special sense in which those were 
bound to His service who were employed 
in the preaching and disseminating of His 
word: see reff.: on the absence of any 
official designation, see prolegomena), and 
brother of James (see prolegomena), to 
the called (їп the sense of St. Paul (reff.) ; 
effectually drawn by God the Father to the 
knowledge of the Gospel), beloved in (the 
phrase is one not elsewhere found, and 
difficult of interpretation. The meanings 
“ by,” = óró, cf. 2 Thess. ii. 18, à5eA qol 
Жуатуцќуо: r kvpíov; on account of," 
understanding #ryarnuévas “beloved by 
the writer," are hardly admissible. The 
only allowable sense of é» seems to be, 
“їп the case of," “ав „ under- 
standiug of course that the love of the 
Father is spoken of) God the Father (St. 
Paul ordinarily in his greetings adds jar 
to 0cbs xarhp, cf. Rom. i. 7; 1 Cor. i. 8; 
2 Cor. i. 2; Eph. i. 2; Phil. i. 2; Col. i. 2- 

2 Thess. i. 1; Philem. 8. But he has 6e5s 
warhp absolutely in the following places ; 
Gal. i. 1, 2; Eph. vi. 23; Phil. ii. 11; 
2 Thess. i. 2; 1 Tim. i. 2; 2 Tim. i. 2; 
Tit. i. 4; as also St. Peter, 1 Pet. i. 2; 
2 Pet. i. 17; St. John, 2 John 3. It be- 
eame more frequently used, as might be 
expected, in the later days of the canon) 
and kept for Jesus Christ (reserved, to be 
His at the day of His coming : the dative 
is commodi, If the question be asked, 
kept by whom? the answer must be, by 
God the Father: though constructionally 
the words are not connected. Observe 
the perfect participles, giving the signi- 
fication **from of old and still”): merey 
to you and peace and love be multiplied 
(all three proceeding from God: God's 
mercy, God's peace, God's love: see ver. 
21. In the somewhat similar passage, 
Eph. vi. 23, eiphyn Trois àBeAqois к. d yd 
perà rler awd beo? warpbs к. xuplov 
"Incov xpοõL. od, the love and faith are 
clearly, in themselves, tbe gift of God: 
mutual love or love towards God. But 
the other seems better here). 
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Al. fr. Deut. ` 1581 r » А 
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i John хіз. 27. 
Heb. у. 7. 
1 Macc. п. 59. 

k 2 Cor. хай. 2. \ 78 q л? , 
бев, (зан. TO P гдгоу 9 otKnTnptoy, 
5.) xxvi. 

36. 12 Thess, ii. 12. m — Rev. xvi. 15 reff. 
о here (2 Tim, iv. 13,20. Tit. 1. 5. Heb. 1v. 6, 9 x. 26) only. 

r John zu. 7. Acts xav. 21. 1 Pet. 1. 4. 2 Pet. ii. 4. 
t = Rev. vi. 17 reff. 

rec (for sngouvs) о киров, with (CI?) KL rel зуг Synop 

хкки. | XX v. | 30 Ald.) 
16. xi. 22. 2 Thess. і. 5 al. fr. Гаа. 1. 24. 

ras syr-pk. (C! is lost.) 

6 dyyédous тє TOUS 
ш) m тур)сартаҳ THY éavTO@Y n ápyrv, dd ° атоћатодутас 

Teis *xpiow * weyddns * рёра< 
n Eph. i. 21. эй. 10. Col. i. 16. поа Gen. Ali. 13 

= Gul. vi. 9 al. q .v.Zonlg. (Jer 
в = Matt. x. 

(Ec Thl, короз N: o Geos С? 5. 8. 68 tol syr-pk arm Clem Іосі: txt A B(sic : see table) 
13 vulg coptt eth Cyr Did-int Jer Cassian. 

6. for тє, бє А f vulg syr copt Ath-4-mss ТЫ Jer Cassiod : txt BCKLN rel 
wth arm Clem Orig Ath-ms Œe Lucif Vig. 

tremely curious relation of the two pas- 
sages to each other, that many common 
terms are used in different senses). 
§—7.] Examples of Divine vengeance. 
5.] First example: unbelieving Israel in 
the wilderness. Cf. Hob. iii. 16—iv. 5. 
But (solemn contrast to the conduct just 
mentioned) I wish to remind you, knowing 
as ye do (better here than “although ye 
know,” on account of Arat. Causa, cur 
admoneat duntaxat; quia jam sciant, 
semelqne cognitum habeant." Bengel. The 
E. V. is doubly wrong: in rendering eld; 
as an aor. part., “though уе. . . knew,” 
and in giving to Arat the signification of 
“ olim," once) once for all (i.e. having 
once for all received the knowledge of) 
all things (all that refers to that of which 
I am speaking: the тобто of the rec. was 
a good explanation: but várra is more 
forcible, and carries with it a latent admo- 
nition, to apply other examples for your- 
selves), that Jesus (critical principles seem 
to require this remarkable reading. It is 
not entirely precedented by 1 Cor. x. 4: 
for there A Paul uses not the personal 
human name, but xpiords, in which there 
is no such difficulty. The only account 
to be given seems, that the Person desig- 
nated by the two names being the same, 
they became sometimes convertibly used 
in popular exhortation. On the fact see 
Exod. xiv. 19; xxiii. 20, 28; xxxii. 2; Isa. 
lxiii. 9, where however note the remark- 
able rendering of the LXX), having saved 
the people (perhaps “a people: Aaós is 
not one of those words of which we can say 
that they are constantly found without 
the art. where yet their meaning is defi- 
nite: cf. Acts xv. 14, Rom. x. 21, 2 Cor. 
vi. 16, Heb. viii. 10, 1 Pet. ii. 9 (10). 
Bat we are never safe in strictness on this 
point in these later Epistles; and espe- 
cially when an objective case is thus 
thrown forward into emphasis, which 
emphasis often does the work of the defi- 
nite article) out of the land of Egypt, 
secondly (not as E. V., “afterward :" still 
less with Grot, Wolf, “ex contrario г° 

r-pk sah 
for алла, алл Ca h k m Ath Thl. 

but it indicates а second deed of the Lord, 
His first-mentioned having been the de- 
liverance out of Egypt. By this rò devrepay 
the former aor. part. is marked as being 
not contemporary with but antecedent to 
the aor. verb following) destroyed them 
that believed not (viz. by oring their 
entrance into the land of promise (cf. Heb. 
iii. 18), and slaying them in the wilderness. 
This example is not mentioned in 2 Pet. ii., 
but instead of it, the judgment of the 
flood). 6.] Second example: the 
rebel angels. See 2 Pet. ii. 4. And (те 
shews that the connexion with the fore- 
going is very close) angels, those which 
kept not (dyyéAovs is probably indefinite, 
and then the art. Toss designates those 
angels who are meant. рл] stands with 
the part., not ob, because u) rnpfcurras 
conveys not only the fact (cf. of ойк 
hAenuévor, 1 Pet. ii. 10), but the reason 
for what follows: cf. Matt. xviii. 25, uh 
Éxorros abroU dwodoiva ékéAeva e» abrby 
6 xópios abrod xpadiivu. See Acts xxi. 
84: Luke xli. 47, éxeiros ó 800Лоѕ ó . . p) 
droydoas pndt wodjcas . . . Dapfaerai 
To Ads: and many more examples in 
Winer, edn. 6, § 55, where the whole 
matter isably discussed) their own dignity 
(some interpret dpyy¥, as E. V., “first 
estate,” original condition." So Erasm., 
Calv., and Вета, “originem:” Stier, 
„ihren erften Grund: some again, 
“the government which was over them,” 
viz. that of God: so Ollarius in a disser- 
tation on this passage, cited in Wolf, h. L 
But seeing that angels are often in the 
М. T. called &pxaí, as they also were 
among the Jews, and that such meani 
answers best to the parallel clause whi 
follows, there can be little doubt that 
the Vulg. “ principatum" is right. The 
fact alluded to is probably that which 
is obscurely indicated in Gen. vi. 2. 
See prolegomena), but left their own 
(proper) habitation (viz. heaven) He 
hath kept (rTenjpyxer, in sharp contrast to 
robs uh rnphoarras. The word is a preg- 
nant опе, Ad nee, or wepiéÜnkev, тоу 

ABCK: 
Nabe. 
fghti 
moll 
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di nv E vzréxyovaat. 8 Ороо " LEVTOL кас OUTOL ' ÉvUTTVLO- © Heb; xi. 18. 

17. ver. 13 only +. Symm., Ps. x. 2. xc. 6, 
Matt. xxiii. 37 al. fr. Isa. ziv. 
xii. 19. see Deut. iv. 3. 
vi. 18. хіп. 1,2 only. Levit. xxiv. ? al. 

e Matt. xviii. 8. f 

А z here only. 
b = here only. (1 Cor. xiv. 21.) Exod. xxx. 9. 

Acts xxviii. 4. 2 Thess. i. 8only. Ezek. xxv. 12. 

x = Luke хх. 37. 1 Thess. ii. 11. perur, 
Gen. xxxvii. 24, a Mark i. 20. John 

d. x c2 Cor. vin. 12. Heb. 
d here only t. (0708 , 2 Pet. ii. 6. "рів, 3 Macc. і. B.) 

g here only. 2 Macc. 
iv.48. Ps. Ixxxviii. 60. Lam. v. 7 only. tovrou диси vréxec, Xen. Mem. ii. I. 8. отбери Îĝarárov 
xpi, Polyb. xii. 8. б. see also xvi. 27. 2 al. in index. h James ii. 8 reff. i Acts ii. 17 
only, from Joel ii. 28. Gen. xxxvii. 6,9, 10. Jsa. xxix. 8. lvi. 10, 

T. rec Tovrois bef тротоу, with KL rel arm (Ec ТЫ: om rovrois 40 vulg sah: txt 
ABCR 13 syrr copt Ephr. 
40: ovk e xoο i NI: vrexovcuw Ns. 

8. for орогоѕ, ороѕ А. 

турдса) against the judgment of the 
great day (at the end of the world) in 
eternal bonds under darkness (cf. Hes., 
Theogon. 729, ба Geol Tiurü»ves b 
(Spov hepderta | кекрбфата: Bovaĵo: Aids 
хєфеАтуєрќтао | xópe èv ebpóerri.. The 
td in both cases is to be accounted for by 
the darkness being considered as brooding 
over them, and they under it. There is 
арраи а difference which we cannot 
explain, between the description of the 
rebel angels here and in || 2 Pet., and that 
in the rest of the N. T., where the devil 
and his angels are said to be powers of the 
air, and to go about tempting men. But 
perhaps we are wrong in absolutely 
identifying the evil spirits mentioned here 
with those spoken of in 2 Pet.). 

17] Third Example: Sodom апі Go- 
morrha. See 2 Pet. ii. 6. How (not 
„even as, E. V.; “wie aud,” Luther; 
“similiter,” Semler, al.; nor it 
answer to биоіоѕ below, ver. 8; but is 
dependent on d ronja iuas BotAona 
above, ver. 5, and parallel with 8r: there: 
see reff.) Sodom and Gomorrha, and the 
cities about them, following fornication 
(the dx, as in ref. Gen., seems to mean, to 
its fulfilment, thoroughly, without reserve : 
hardly, as Stier, beyond the bounds of 
nature,” though this was so) in like 
manner to (тобто, the angels 
above mentioned. The manner was simi- 
lar, because the angels committed fornica- 
tion with another race than themeelves, 
thus also aweA@dyres дтісо capKds érépas., 
So rovrois is taken by Lud.-Cappell., Her- 
der, Augusti, Schneckenberger, achmann, 
De Wette, Arnaud, Stier, Huther. But 
other references have been attempted. 
Beza, Eat., Calov., Krebs, understand the 
inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrha to be 
intended: justifying the construction by 
such = as Jos. Vita 69, ríva Tpórov 

OL. 

aft wpoxewra: ins бе N. urepexouca: А: axexougat 

etapxdaw thv TiPepidda ris Tale 
èpyñs &т: avrovs. But it is fatal to this, 
that thus we should have ai wep) abras 
wéAecs ав the main subject of the sentence, 
and Sodom and Gomorrha only mentioned 
by the way. Again, Bengel and Rosen- 
müller have referred тобто: to the un- 
godly men who are being treated of. But 
this is still less likely, seeing that they 
come in ver. 8, evidently after a series of 
examples in which they have not been 
mentioned, with óuoles uévro: «ol obror) 
and going away after (see reff. Here 
more stress is to be laid on the ex-, than 
1n those passages: it was a departure from 
the appointed course of nature and seeking 
after that which was unnatural) other 
flesh (than that appointed by God for the 
fulfilment of natural desire: as Œc., oapxa 
{тёрде rhv Agb Фоти Афу. Gs u 
wpbs GurovGiay yevévews auvreRoreur: 

"the sin of Sodom was afterwards common 
in the most enlightened nations ot anti- 
quity, see Rom. i. 27., But in all proba- 
bility Sodom and Gomorrha must be num- 
bered among those whose sin went farther 
even than this: cf. Levit. xviii. 22—25. 
See 2 Pet. ii. 10), are set forth as an ех. 
ample (reff. Libanius says of Troy, кета 
wapdüeryua Sustuxlas), undergoing (to 
this day, pres. part. alluding to the na- 
tural phenomena of the Dead sea: cf. 
Wisd. x. 7, ols éxi maptipioy tis Ron- 
plas kaxri(ouéyn кабеаттке xépsos; and 
Winer’s Realw. Todtes Meer”) the 
just punishment of eternal fire (Sinyy 
Uréyew, see reff.: especially 2 Macc., and 
add Seu vier, 2 Thess. i. 9. wupos 
aleviov is far better joined with ixn» than 
with 8ecyua as Huther: and the sense is, 
undergoing the punishment, as may even 
now be seen, of eternal fire: of that fire 
which shall never be quenched). 
8 ff.] Designation of nee evil men as 

N 
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John xii. 48. 
1 Сог. 1. 20. Gal. fi. 21 аі les. xlvii 8. (-,, Heb. vii. 18.) 

. Thess. iv. 16 only f. see Dan. zii. 1 LXX. 
т Acts xvii. 2. хіх. 8. xX. 7 al. Ezod. vi. J. 2 Macc. xi. 30. 

Rom. v.7. 1 Cor. vi. 1. 2 Сог. x. 12. Esth. vil. 6 

о = 2 Pet. ii. 2, 10 aL fr. Іва. lil. 6 
2 {but w. sg) only. (ver. 22.) Jer. xv. 10. 

э Acts xxiv. 25 only. t = Acte v. 13. 

pi 

Polyb. under g.) = John vil. 34. viii. 16. 2 Pet. H. 11. Deut xix. 6. 
= фера, Acts xxv. 18. 3 Pet. ii. 11. 

х gospp. (exc. John) passim. 
XXVII. 21. 

ii. 11.) 

kvpiorgras N Orig - int. 
(aA, so AB.) 

the same destructive courses. 
manner nevertheless (i.e. not- 

шц these warning examples 
these men in their dreams (évumnaféne- 
vot, by the construction of the sentence 
which proceeds with odpxa иф» pialvovow, 
кир. 8 Фдєтоботу, Jada 84 BAaodnpobsur, 
— must belong not to the first member 
alone, but to all. This necessity precludes 
the whole class of meanings represented 
by “de somniis, in quibus corpus pollui- 
tur:” explained by Calv., est metapho- 
rica loquutio, qua significat, i esse tam 
hebetes, ut sine ulla verecundia ad omnem 
turpitudinem se prostituant.” And those 
being got rid of, and a fortiori the inter- 
pretation given by Bretschneider, falsis 
oraculis decepti, vel falea oracula edentes” 
(see reff.),—we have but this left, that 
the word sbould represent that state of 
dreaming in the sleep of sin, out of which 

following 
In like 

m = 2 Pet. ii. 10 only. (see Philo in mote.) 
q = Arts xi. 

. € (see 
v = Rom. iii 5only. Gen. 

Rev. xiii. I. xvii. 3. Ezek. xxxv. 12, (- nor, 2 Pet. 
) 

w 

jeewhere, 2 Tim. iv. 2 only. Tren. iii. 2 (? see aote). 

1 9. 55 B. 
go: is repeated by B! for киргоз, o Geos Ni, o короз M3. 

It is against this last view, that «cupiérys, 
in reff. Eph. Col., is used of angels. Philo 
de Monarchia i. 6, vol. ii. p. 218, says, 3éfar 
dd chy elvai rouí(w tds сє 8орьфоробсаѕ 
Suvdueis. The ancient interpretations were 
curious, as given in the Oxf. Catena: rh» 
play xupidtytra к. data тїз aylas Tpiddes 
BAaaQnpobrres : — again, as ёкбЛєвє 
Tas 860 Stab has, s б Hades фуес!>, 
ei yàp ў diaxovia THs xaraxploews 86а, 
WOAAG pGAAoy ў Biaxovla тїз Sucaiocd- 
vns data: and so Severus also, and (Ec. 
alt.): 9.] But Michael the aroh- 
angel, when contending with the devil 
he disputed concerning the body of Moses, 
dared not (by the context, from reverence 
for Satan’s former glory) bring against 
him a judgment of evil speaking (i. e. as 
E. V., a railing accusation: a sentence 
ae of, belonging to, ВЛасфзиіа ; 
not as Calov., * ultionem de blasphemia 

men are so often called оп to awake to sumere:” the blasphemy is not one en 
righteousness and the light of Christ: so id, The 
(m Huther) Horneius: tam insipientes 
sunt, ut quasi lethargo quodam sopiti non 
tantum impure vivant, sed etiam quce поп 
norunt tam audacter vituperent:" and 
Arnaud (ibid.), “cependant ceux-ci, 
comme des gens qui agissent sans snvoir 
ce aoe font, comme s'ils révaient, pour 
ainsi dire. . . ) defile the flesh (by un- 
natural lusts, as in ver. 7. сарка, gene- 
rally: not, ‘their flesh,” but our common 
flesh), and despise lordship and speak evil 
of giories (of what sort? Calv., Beza, 
Grot., Leclerc, Wolf, Semler, al, under- 
stand those of kings and Cesars: (Ec. 
alt., Hammond, include ecclesiastical 
rulers and Apostles. But to neither of 
these meanings can vv. 9, 10 be fitted: 
and it becomes therefore necessary to un- 
derstand the words of celestial lordships 
and dignities: probably in both cases 
those of the holy angels. So De Wette: 
similarly Huther, but understanding xv- 
piéryta of God, апа ágas of the angels. 

Бш against, the devil), but 
rebuke thee (the source of the tradi- 

tion to which St. Jude bere refers as fami- 
liar to his readers, is not known with any 
certainty. Origen, wept dpxéy, Ш. 2. 1, 
vol. i. p. 188, says, “primo quidem in 
Genesi serpens Evam seduxisse deseri- 
bitur: de quo in Adscensione Mosis, 
cujus libelli meminit in Epistola sua 
Apostolus Judas, Michael archangelus 
cum diabolo disputans de corpore Mosis, 
ait...” (Ec. h. 1. says, Леуєта: Tb» 
M. xahx 1b apxydyyeAoy тӯ тоо Morvaéos 
Tapi Sedinxovncévar, Tob ÜiaBóAov тобто 
MÀ xarabexouévov, àAA' éupéporros Fy- 
кАтда аўтф ToU Aiyurtiou érou, фу 
avToU йутоѕ ToU Mwtadws, kal bià тосто 
АЎ сиухоресда avtdy Tuxeiv ёутірби 
ram. No such tradition is found in any 
apocryphal or rabbinieal book now extant. 
In the targum of Jonathan in Deut. 
xxxiv. 6, it is stated that the grave of 
Moses was given into the special custody 
of Michael. See also several Rabbinical 
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òè беа ne ойк ol6actv ? В\асфтиодсі, дса 6 =фисікбс ds! ye Pet 
тй *üXoya . °ётістарта, ё» тото %° фбӨєйроутаз. 1 here only f. 

^ ^ ^ ^ " . (-коє, 
П (йа) avrois, öre Tí) 8000 той Каір "émopevÜncay, і.) 

27) only. (Exod. ті. 12. Num. vi. 12.) Wied. xi. 15 only. 
xviii. 26. хіх. 15. James iv. 14. Job xiii. 2. 
iii. 17. xv. 33. 2 Cor. vii. 2. хі. 3. Eph. iv. 22 only. Gen. vi. 11. 
John) & Rev. passim, elsewhere, 1 Сог. iz. 16 only. Нов. vii. 13. 

h constr., Acta ix. 31. xiv. 16 only. Prov. xxviii. 26. 

legends having more or less reference to 
the point in Wetstein. Some, mentioned 
as early as Severus in the Catena, have 
given an allegorical interpretation, un- 

. derstanding by 7d сёра Mb,, the law, 
or Jewish polity, or even people: and, 
thus interpreting, fix the occasion ver 
variously: at the giving of the law (riss 
in Severus): at the siege under Hezekiah, 
or the rebuilding under Zerubbabel 
(Starck, in Wolf). All such explanations 
are of course out of the question : and the 
literal matter of fact alone to be held 
fast. It is however, remarkable, that the 
same words, èm:rıuhoa: (dv) cot pios, 
are spoken by the angel (кӯроѕ, LXX) 
to the devil in Zech. in. 1—3. is has 
led some, e. g. Bede, to imagine, that this 
was the occasion referred to, when Joshua 
and Satan stood as adversaries concerning 
the deliverance of Israel from captivity. 
Another and more curious explanation is 
given in the Catena: бте ўуауєу (ô Mı- 
ХађА) Моѓоӯд» dv ry брє: буба uerenop- 
$é0n ó wipios, rére Heye ó BidBoAos TẸ 
Mixafj, дфєйтато ó eds eisayayów Tbv 
Мороз», L &poce uh elseA0civ abróv. 
The whole matter is thoroughly discussed, 
and every source of illustration exhausted, 
in Rampf, Der Brief Jude u. s. w. pp. 201 
—253. His conclusion, in which I en- 
tirely agree, is that St. Jude took the 
incident from aga tradition, which 
tradition slightly modifled, is also given 
by the prophet Zechariah. That the in- 
cident is related as matter of fact, and 
not as an “argumentum ad hominem," із 
evident by the very form of it. That, 
being thus related as matter of fact, it is 
matter of fact, is a conclusion which will 
or will not be made, according as we are 
or are net persuaded of the authenticity of 
our Epistid as a part of canonical Scrip- 
ture: and according as we esteem that 
canonical Scripture itself). 
10.) Contrast of the behaviour of these 
persons to that just related. 2 Pet. ii. 
12. These on the other hand, whatever 
things they know not, speak evil of (the 
reference in 30a pv ойк oda ів to the 
spiritual world. Those who understand 
Kvpióryra and Sdtas above of human 
authorities, are at a loss for an explana- 
tion here: so Arnaud, “ il est assez difficile 

Diod. Sic. xx. 
55. Ф 

2 Pet. ii. 
12 (Acts xxv. 

b Rev. lv. 6 ref. € Acts 
d 2 Pet. ii. 12. Rer. xix. 2. e ns above (d). 1 Cor. 

f gospp. (exc. 
g —3 Pet. ii. 16. 3 Wegs at. з. 

де préciser, quelles étaient ces choses 
qu’ignoraient ces impies”): but what- 
over things naturally, as the irrational 
animals, they understand (viz. the objects 
of sense: of which odpt ver. 8 has already 
been mentioned as ore. ^ évewés, as. 
Œc., puoug бриў adiaxplros: Wetst. cites 
Xen. Cyr. 7, uáx», hv dpe wdrras àv- 
Opdwovs pusis emoraudvous: but it 
appears from Sturz, Lex. Xen. ois, 1. 
f. that the place is Cyr. ii. 8. 5, and the 
word gvge:, not $vswés. In Xen. Apol. 
Socr. ili. 9. 1, we have 4 àv8pela тбтерох 
ein дїбактду ) фосікбу. In 2 Pet. ii. 12, 
the comparison to irrational creatures is 
not confined. to the sort of knowledge 
which they have, but is extended to the 
persons themselves and their conduct), in 
these (in the element and region of these) 
they corrupt themselves (or, аге de- 
praved). 11.] The description is in- 
terrupted by a denunciation on them for 
having followed in the steps of former 
ungodly men. Woe unto them (see reff. : 
from which it appears that Bengel is not 
exact, when he says “uno hoc loco unus 
hic apostolus væ intentat”): for they went 
by the way (the dat. is probably one of 
rule, cf. reff., rather than one following ёи 
understood. The aorists éxopeó8nca», бс. 
are probably proleptic, as looking back on 
their course; as those in John xvii.,— 
éyó сє dbótaca ёт! rhs ns, &c. In an 
English versio» we are almoet compelled 
to render these by our perfect, “ they have 
gone," &c.) of Cain (how? (Œc. answers, 
Sià тӯѕ йбеАфокто»!ас‚ by perverse doc- 
trine, or even according to his interpreta- 
tion of ёуотиа(биеуо: above, by abusing 
that by which men might be born 
into the world: Grot., Cain fratri vitam 
caducam ademit: illi fratribus adimunt 
sternam." But these explanations do not 
seem to fit the context, where as yet no 
indication has been given of their seducing 
power. Some (е. g. Lyra) have answered, 
from their persecuting the believers: but 
neither does this appear in the context : 
others, as De Wette and Arnaud, have 
regarded Cain simply as & representative 
of all bad men: Schneckenb., as that of 
all unbelievers, according to Jewish tradi- 
tion (“ respondit Cain . . non est judi- 
cium nec judex, nec est aliud seculum," 
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1 Rom. i. 27. 
Eph. iv. 1$. 
James v. 20. 
* Pet. ii. 18. 
ili. 7 al. Jer. 
xxiii, 17. 

k 2 Pet. ii. 13, 
15. Micah 

ili. 11. (constr., see note.) 
n = here only t. о here only v. 
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xai тӯ "rXávp тоў Валади * шобой ! eEeyubyoar, й Bie 
A 122 Ж 

m äyrioyia той Корё arwdovto. I офто{ eic ot ev rui? 
^ 117 

n àyámais bpv °тт‹\абе$, P cuveveryoupevo " abof, 

1 - here only. Str. AIZ vii. 29. see note. К 
p? Pet. ii. 13 only t. Jos. Antt. iv. b. 7. (evwx. Јо. И, 

13, 

m Heb. ni + nf. 

Lake і. 74. 1 Cor. avi. 10, Phil. 1. М only. Prov. і. 33. Wisd. xvii. 4 ВМ (-Boc, AC. Prov. ш, 34 al.) only. 

19. aft ovro: egiw ins -yoyyvera: penpimorpos ratala (sic) RI) таз ibas(om du: 
М!) ervas avrær repevohevol (ver 16) CIN! arm (sah eth). (С! is lost: № corrects 
ката but disapproves the whole insertion.) 

hl Lucif: ins A B(sic : see table at end of prolegg) LN. 13. 36 Nm ор! 
for ayara:s, awarais AC: ewexuus 6. 662 : txt ВКІХ rd 

rel vulg (Ec 
Pallad Did-int Aug. 
vss Pallad (Ec Th! Lucif Did-int Aug. 

rec om or, with C2(but see above) KX! 

for vu», aur A vulg syr-pk ann Loci 
Bede: txt BCKLN rel syr coptt sth (Ec Thi Lucif Did-int. (арту, though write 
by A!, is over an erasure.) 

Ac. Targ. Hieros. ad Gen. iv. 7: see also 
Philo, “quod deterius,” &c., p. 166 ff., 
De agriculturá, p. 169. De Wette). The 
most probable answer is that given by 
Stier and Huther, that the point of com- 
parison is that selfish rd and envy 
which was at the root of Cnin's sin), and 
rushed after (dcxv@jra:, *“ effundi in," as 
Tacitus, Ann. i. 54, * Mecenate effuso in 
amorem Bathylli:" so Polyb. xxxii. 11. 4, 
of N els éraípas étexéxvyro: Clem. Al. 
Strom. ii. 20 (118), p. 491 P., cis hdr 
ékxvOÉérres)the error of Balaam for reward 
(such, and not as De Wette, “they were 
poured out (ruined) by the deception of 
the reward of Balaam." So also Hor- 
neius, * deceptione mercedis qua deceptus 
fuit Balaam, effusi sunt.” For this latter 
disturbs the parallelism of the three 
clauses, in which we have ry д8ф тоб 
Ка», ... rji madry тоб Badadp, 0. TH 
avriAoyig той Корё, strictly correlative. 
De Wette's reasons for his view are 
(1) that the ordinary rendering severs the 
urpose, “for reward,” from the error of 
alaam: 2) that “for reward” does not 

suit éfexóóncar, which implies reckless- 
ness. But it may be answered to 1) that 
this by no means follows: for under the 
шобой may be well implied, “as Balaam 
did,” or we may take ui0000— étexó0ncar 
as one idea, “they ran-greedily-for re- 
ward,” and ry TA тод B., after the 
error of Baalam, i. e. as Balaam did in 
his dyn: and to 2) that although éxxv- 
@jva: implies recklessness, yet it may be 
reckless pursuit of some favourite end, as 
in “alienari in libidinem.” As to the con- 
struction, Ad- may be either the normal 
dative, as тӯ 63¢ above, or the dat. of di- 
rection, = eis Thy rad: and the gen. 
шере is the usual one of price, as ш 

or. vii. 23, тшўз 3ryopácÓnTe), an 
perished in the Pet Long fir 
either the instrumental dative, “© perished 
vy gainsaying, as Korah,” or the dative 

aft cuveveexoupero: ins vui» C copt (sah) arm. 

with ёи implied, “ perished in,” ì. e. aè 1 
cluded in, the gainsaying of Korab,” i.e 
when we read of Korah and his compu? 
perishing in their gainsaying, we тїї — 
these too, as perishing after the smeet: 
ample. This latter seems preferable & 
account of the parailelism with the othe 
two clauses) of Korah (the common posi 
being, that they like Korah despised бої" 
ordinances. dyridoylg, because Kou 
and his company &>тёАеуоу тр N 
See reff., and cf. 75 S8ap ris arri 
Num. хх. 18 (24), xxvii. 14; Deut. 11 
53, xxxiii. 8; Ps. Ixxx. 7, cv. 32). » 
12, 18.] Continuation of the descrip 
of these ungodly men. 2 Pet. ii. 13, l. 

ese are the rocks (which are) in у 
love-feasts (omthaSes, al Сфало тер. 
Etymol. M. Cf. Od. є. 405, aaa’ acs 
троВлђтєѕ Yoav, rides тє wáyo т 
Зее Wetst.’s note. They аге the roch 
which the dydra: stand in danger of best 
wrecked. Cf. Œc., ав quoted under & | 
Bos below. It is unnecessary and 1 
justifiable to attempt to give or es u 
other meaning, as some have done on € 
count of the owiAa in 2 Pet. ii. 13. Bc 
each ge must stand on its ov 

und. See Palm and Rost’s Lex., vb 
me give те the end, асы а 

citing for it this and „Б 
614. Arnaud саян to unite bod 
meanings, resting on the etymology # 
given by Eustathius (see Wetst.), ® 
rapd ALA wérpat, тард Tb awiAovcÓm "3 
Éxvp: “les rochers continuellement be 
tus par les flots de la mer et souillés pe 
son écume:” but this is too far - ſetebo 
See by all means the illustrations in We 
stein. As regards the construction, v 
might, as Stier, take of with cr. Ads. 
but the above may, supplying бете, sec 
better, as &yyéAovs robs ph rp Het 
к.т.А. ver. 6. åyáraış bas general 
been taken to refer to the love-feasts : th 
dv rar ёккАтсісиѕ ywéepera: tpdwe Cat, i 
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éavrovs '4rowsalvovres vet * dyvópo, тд àvéuwv ' ioa. 
10. u zapadoepóuevat, Sévdpa ‘hOivoTwpwa '“йкарта х diss Mit. xii, 43 

атобдаудута / èrpitwĝévra, 19 = kUuara © дура Oadrdoons р | ayp 7) 

u « Heb. ziii. 9 (Mark ziv. 361 L.) only. 
iv. 37. 2. w Matt. XIII. 22 0 Mk. 
ii. 3. Wied. xv. 4 only. 
only. 3 Kings xi. 9. 
A Mark tv. Acts xxvii. álj only. 

for ото avenwy, Тарт! avenue N 25-6 Lucif. 

1 Kings xxi. 13 (Ezra x. ae 
i а. Ер. "i M. 

x Mark xiv. Luke ui. 12. Phil. iv. 16. 1 Thess. ii. 1 
y Matt. xili. 29. хт. 13. Luke xvii. 6 only. Jer. i. 10. 5 

a Wisd. ziv. 1. 

. 2 Pet. 
ii. 17 only. 
Ps. lxii. Í. 
Jer. ii. 6. 

nly. А v here only +. Polyb. 
Tit. iii. 14. 2 Pet. i. Hout. far. 

z Matt. viii. 24. xiv. 
b Matt. iil. é li Mk. only. 

rec Wepepepoueva:, with copt (Ec, circum- 
feruntur vulg,: circumferenda Lucif: $epouere: k: txt AB(-vo: sic, вее table) CKLN 
rel 40 syr(appy) sah eth (arm) ТЫ. 

18. аура bef xvuara N: om аур. sah. 

kal ПасАфз now èv Tj p. KopiwOlovs, 
as ка) dydwas  éxdAovr: вее Winer, 
Realw. Erasmus would keep the ordinary 
meaning, “їп dilectionibus vestris" or 
“inter charitates vestras." But the ovr- 
evexotuero: seems to fix the other. St. 
Peter has for dydwats, àrdrais, as at 
present read: see note there), feasting 
with you (cvvevexoó may mean, 
feasting together: but the фдё» preceding 
makes the other more probable) fearlessly 
(4p6Bws is joined with éavr. хош. by 
Erasm., Beza (and consequently E. V.), 
Tricæus, and Stier: but thus cvrevox. 
would be left standing very badly alone. 
* Cum timore colenda sunt convivia sacra. 
Convivari per se nihil vitii habet. Ideo 
‘sine timore" huic verbo annecti debet," 
Bengel. (Ec. mentions both arrangements : 
ёфбВоѕ ocvve«vaxoóuevow Tour do рт: 
За qóBov Tois ore KX ν? u, vp · 
doc., ёаіфипс &swep omaAddes er 
dyoures aby roy bAcOpov ray vxor. 
ў, ярь тһ womaivorres, TÉ, àQóßws 
autroù: cuvrdrrovres), pasturing their 
own selves (using the àydra. not for their 
legitimate pu ‚ the realization of the 
unity of Christians by social union, but for 
thetr own purposes, the enjoyment of their 
Juste, and the furtherance of their schemes. 
See Ezek. xxxiv. 1 ff.; the parallelism of 
which has however been too far pressed 
here by Grot. (“se dum saginent, gregem 
negligunt"), Bengel (“ non gregem"); 
which thought does not seem to be in the 
context, but merely that they feed and 
pasture themselves in the aydva:, havin 
no regard to the Shepherd (or shepherds) 
set over them. Erasmus widens the sense 
too far suo ductu et arbitrio viventes"): 
clouds without water (see on тууа! 
Kvvpo: in 2 Pet. ii. 17. Water is expected 
from clouds), carried out of course by 
winds (here our text is the more concise: 
St. Peter having, as above, the mmya 
Ќуи8ро: separate from the opixAa xb 
AaíAemos dAavyduevair. Cf Prov. xxv. 14, 
Heb. or E. V. wapadepépevas, borne by, 
or as above, borne out of their course, 

фбуоторка N!. 

hither and thither), autumn trees (i.e. as 
trees are in the late autumn (Ќкарта 
explaining it, see below) : as Bengel, “arbor 

i ie qualis est autumno extremo, 
sine (foliis et Р) pomis:” not Frugiperdæ, 
8s Grot.: and so Erasm., Beza (and con. 
sequently E. V.), al., and Stier, for which 
meaning there is no authority in usage: 
as neither for Schdttgen’s, “ques non nisi 
auctumno senescenti fructus ferant imma- 
turos et nulli usui futuros"), without fruit 
(as trees at the time above mentioned; but 
there is nothing in this word to indicate 
whether fruit has been on them or not), 
twice dead (it is not easy to explain these 
words in reference to trees. For that we 
must do so, and not, as Beza, Est., Bengel, 
Schneckenb., al., desert the similitude, 
and understand it of spiritual death twice 
inflicted, or of death here and in eternity 
(so Grot.: “neque hic bonum habebunt 
exitum, neque in seculo altero), must be 
evident by ёкр:(ебѓута following. (Ес. 
Bays, та QOiwowwepià деудра Bis йхобуй- 
gxovra, ёғ T€ TH Tov Kapro? афту 
awoBoAy, xal ev тӯ TG» PLAAwY Gxojboj: 
and then he explains the first particular 
as above: Beza, Rosenm. explain dis by 
“plane,” prorsus, which meaning, 
though denied by  Bretschneider, De 
Wette illustrates by “bis dat qui cito 
dat: and Horace's “pro quo bis patior 
mori" But the most likely reference of 
the word is to the double death in a tree, 
which is not only as it seems to the eye in 
common with other trees, in the apparent 
death of winter, but really dead, dead to 
appearance, and dead in reality. Huther 
comes near this, but does not quite reach 
it, when he says, not only without fruit, 
but dead and dried up: but this would 
not be two deaths; whereas the other is), 
rooted out (the various descriptive clauses 
form a climax: not only without leaves 
and fruit, but dead: not only dead, but 
plucked up and thrown aside. Tous ces 
mots sont des métaphores énergiques pour 
montrer le néant de ces impures, la légé- 
reté de leur conduite, la stérilitó de leur 
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rh! témadpitovra rde ёаутф» * айтуйта<, ° астёреѕ 'mXavijras Axa 
e éra- 

фрбү, 
Мое Idytl. 
v. 5, 

d Luke ziv. 9. 
2 Cor. 1v. 2. 
Phil. ін. 19. 
Heb. xn. 2. 
Rev. ii. 18 
only. Ps. 
(in. 29. 
peer вее 

Pet. is. 3. 
e Matt. 11. 2, 

Ke. xxiv. 29 
.I Cor. xv. 41 (3ce). Rev. i. 10 А113. Gen 1 16. 

K ver. 6. 
j dat., Luke xvi. 31. 3 Kings zii. 18. eee Matt. xii 11. 

37. Rom. *. 21 аі.) l1 Macc. xs. 15. 
v. 15. «e Mark xv. 1. 
hi, 20, vni, 46. xvi. Ral. 1 Chron. zit. 17. 
11. 12. ver. 15 only. Jer. v. 6. 
Theod -A. Zeph. ій. 11. 

атафрбо»та C 5. 13. 180. 

h (without art.) here (2 Pet. ii. 17 rec. only. 2 Chron. ix. 8 B. 

1 Heb. xii. 23 reff. | 
n ~ John v. Y only. Gen. avni. 25 Exch. xxvui. 26 AM. 

p ver. 4 reff. 
r attr., 1 John ni. 24 reff. 

t - John vi. 60 (Matt. xxs. 24 

Ad, B. 

f here only. -- (see note) Hos. 11 I7 'onlv). 
t= ver. бте. cnnstr., 2 Pet. 1. 17. 

& - Luke xiv 34. Acts. 14. (Matt. za. 
m Luke хуи. 7, 8. Acts vii. 78 

| © = John 
а Rom. IR. 1: 26. 2 Tim. i. 16. Trt 

А ө 2 Pet. ii.60nly. Dan зх. 5 LXX & 
Acts xai. 14. Jamesi. 4 only Gen. кі. 7. 9. 

om o and vov B. rec ins tor 
bef aura, with K b g l o Ps-Chr: om ABCLN rel 40 Ephr Pallad (Ec. 

14. expopyrevoev 1! : wpoexpopnrevoer(sic) N(Tischdf: txt Treg). 
ins o bef «upos N 96. 142. 

om õe А. 
rec uvpiagor bef cs. with C вуг copt 

wth: шурай» ayiov ayyeAwy № 26 sah arm: nlii aliter : txt ABKL rel vulg Chron Œc 
Thl Did-int.—om avror N syr-pk. 

15. rec et Aeta, with c Ee: txt ADCELN rel 40 Ephr Chron Phot ТЫ. 
rec aft rovs асєВеу ins avrey, with KL rel 

(Ec ТЫ: om ABC(N) b! d o 13. 36 vss Chron Did-int Ps-Cypr Vig. 
C 36. 68 demid syr-pk arm Damasc : om асебе аз avrov N tol sah. 

mavras rovs aceBeis, катау Wuxny N. 
for 

om асеӨе $$ 
aft rA 

ins Aoywy CN 13. 36 syr-pk sah Ephr Damasc. 

foi et l'absence de leurs bonnes mœurs.“ 
Arnaud): 13.) wild waves of the 
sea, foaming up their own shames (cf. Isa. 
lvii. 20, in Heb. and E. V.: * The wicked 
are like the troubled sea, whose waters 
cast up mire aud dirt," which beyond 
doubt has been in the Writer's mind. 
aloy vos, plur., either, each his own aic- 
xóv», or all their own aiaxdtvas, dis- 
graces, instances of disgraceful conduct), 
wandering stars, for whom the blackness 
of darkness is reserved for ever (cf. 2 Pet. 
ii. 17, where nearly the same words occur. 
детёрез vAavijra, would secin most pro- 
bably to indicate comets, which (as in 
Oct. 1858) astonish the world for a time, 
and then pass away into darkness. The 
similitude would uot find any propriety as 
applied to the planets, properly so called 
for there can be no allusion to tho astro- 
nomical fact of their being naturally opaque | 
bodies, as Bengel imagines. Many Com- 
mentators have supposed that the simili- 
tude is to be understood of teachers, who 
would enlighten others, and yet are doomed 
to darkness themselves: so Œc., comparing 
the transformation into an angel of light, 
2 Cor. хі, 14. But the context does not 
justify this. Rather should we say, these 
professing Christians, by their profession 
lights in the world, instead of letting that 
light shine on more and more into {һе per- 
fect day,are drifting about in strange errors 
of doctrine and practice till it will be ut- 

terly extinguished in eternal darkness). 
14, 15.] Prophecy of Enoch respecting 
them :—see below. Yea, and (8 «e£ are 
better taken together, applyiug to the 
whole sentence, than separated, joining 
xal with rovras, “of these as well as of 
others," for no other prophecies of Enoch 
are alluded to) of these (xpogyrevew is 
usually joined with wepi: here aud in ref. 
only (yeypeugaéra) with a dat. It is the 
dat. of reference, answering to wpós aù- 
vous, Mark хіі. 12: see Winer, ейп. 6, 
$ 31. 4) prophesied Enoch seventh from 
Adam (“ut vaticinii antiquitatem com- 
mendet,” Calv. Possibly also the fact 
of seven being the sacred number may 
have been in view, as Bengel: mysterii 
non expers, in quo immunitas a morte et 
numerus sanctus concurrunt." Cf. Wet- 
stein's note, in which several similar desig- 
nations are quoted: e. g. Philo, Vit. Mos. 
1. 2, vol. ii. p. 81, alleges Moses to have 
been the seventh generation from Abra- 
ham. R. Berbai, on Num. xxv. 12, says, 
“Erat autem Phineas septima progenies 
a Jacobo patre nostro,” &c.), saying, 
Behold, the Lord (“ Jam Henochi tempore 
nomen Jehovah notum erat, Bengel) came 
the historic tense of prophecy) among 
Я as surrounded by) Fis holy myriads 
of angels: cf. Deut. xxxiii. 2: Zech. xiv. Б, 
Heb. xii. 23), to execute judgment (reff.) 
upon all, and to convict all the impious 
concerning all their works of impiety 

ols ó ®ф фос tov axorovs “eis "aia ‘ternpyras. tcv: 
14 qrpoedijrevaer $ кай i тобто EBdoues ато ‘Adap ‘Every ч 

N "доу, He кури Кё} йуйис̧ 'uvpiacw avrov, 
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Pácefeis тєрї парто» Tay épywv YdaceBeias avTOv d v 
*)тё8тта>», kai пері тартар тёр * akXnpov ' àv éMadnoary Р eds 
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u here only +. 
(, 1 Cor. 
x 10. -940€, 
] Pet. iv. 9. 

‘isd. i. 10, 

^ 4 ^ ^ 1 Pet. iv. 

*uvjcÜnre T&v * руцатор TOv 1 mpoepnuévwv bó TOY X зїї. 
. n. 

xxvii. 2. 
^ " ^ ? A A 

d ro r той kvpiov ўифу ‘соб христоў, 18 бт ёХеүор , 55? 
m E Р : only. Exod. 

xvii., 22 nl. constr. particip., 2 Cor. ix. II. Col. пі. 2. Winer. edn. 6, 363 1 2. а. z here 
only. Gen. xiz. 21. Lev. xix 10. а Rom. iu. 1 опіу. Job xxii. 3. Pu. XIII 9. b t Jolin 
m. 12 reti. € ver. 3. 2 Pet. in. I al. d 2 Fet. in. 2. e = Rom. 1х. 29. Gal. i. 
9t. 2 Macc vi. Bal 

16. for Ist avro», eavr. CL[P] acd fg1: txt ABKN rel (Ec ТЫ. 
avTOv, ауто А. 

17. т. проєр. pnu. А Ephr Lucif. 

which they impiously did, and concern- 
ing all the hard things which impious 
sinners spoke against Him. I have dis- 
cussed in the prolegomena the question as 
to the source of this citation, and its re- 
lation to the present apocryphal book of 
Enoch. I will only here set down the pas- 
sage as it at present stands in De Sacy’s 
version: Et уеп cum myriadibus sanc- 
torum, ut faciat judicium super eos et per- 
dat impios et litiget cum omnibus carna- 
libus pro omnibus que fecerunt et operati 
sunt contra eum peccatores et impii" 

10.] Continuation of the descrip- 
tion, especially with reference to the con- 
cluding words of the prophecy. Theseare 
murmurers (yoyyvoval, оі ix’ óbórra ка} 
&xafpncidocTes Tq ÓDvsapeo TOvuérp dri- 
peupóneroi, (Ec. Murmurers against what, 
is not said: probably, against the appoint- 
ments and ordinances of God. Bengel’s 
distinction between the two words, ** yoyy. 
adversus homines, pepp. contra Deum,” 
does not appear justified) dissatisfied with 
their lot (see on peu yinorpia, Theophrastus, 
Char. xvii. Wetst. and Elsner give ex- 
amples : e.g. Philo, Vit. Mos. i. 33, vol. ii. 
p. 109, of the Israelites, xal жайлу parro 
нейфидоре у : Lucian, Sacrif. 1, 755 'Apré- 
puos цєцфирогробађз, ёт: ph wapesaAhpen 
wpbs Thy бисіау ö Tov Oiréws. meurpi- 
ошо is interpreted by Hesych., ueuqó- 
pevos Tò àyaüór À Ф:іЛеукАђиәу, 1) 
giAalrws), walking according to their 
lusts (this is closely connected with the 

ing: “quia sibi in pravis cupidi- 
tatibus ind t, simul difficiles sunt ac 
morosi, ut illis nunquam satisfiat : hinc 
fit ut semper obmurmurent ac querantur." 
Calv., and their mouth great 
swe things (see 2 Pet. 1:. 18 note), 
admiring (the nom. part. belongs not to 
«сіу above, but to ar immediately pre- 
ceding, being joined to it by a loose con- 
struction : see reff.) (men's) persons (sec 
reff.: holding mere outward appearances, 

for 2nd 

dignities, of men in admiration. In ref. 
Gen., it is God who says to Abraham, 
бош, ёбабџат& cov Tb ярбѕютоу, Be- 
hold, I have regarded (E. V., accepted) 
thee.” In the ref. Levit., the word im- 
ports as here, and 1s parallel with ob Afnyp 
vpóswwor in the preceding clause. The 
Commentators quote Lysias, Orat. 31, 
обте yap ovs wovnpoUs ÜUw«popá, obre 
тофу фүабофз Onavuá(e«, алл’ loov éavrbs 
rape xci vdo, said of death. In 4 Kings 
v. 1 Naaman is said to have been a man 
TeÜavuacuévos xposwmp, ot high dignity) 
lor the sake of advantage (“ magnilo- 
quentiam taxnt, quod se ipsos fastuose jac- 
tent: sed interea ostendit illiberali esse in- 
genio, quia serviliter ве dimittant." Сау, 
Compare ,uc8ob, ver. 11). 17, 18.) 
Exhortation (o remember hot ihe Apostles 
Jorewarned (hem of these men. But ye, 
beloved (вес again below, ver. 20), re- 
member the words which were before 
spoken (not “prophesied :” see reff.) by 
the Apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ 
(this can hardly be cited as evidence on 
one side or the other on the question 
whether St. Jude himself was an Apostle. 
He might use the expression, being himself 
an Apostle: he is certainly more likely to 
have used it, not being one. According 
to the critical text, St. Peter uses the 
same expression, without the зиё, 2 Pet. 
lit, 2: and whichever view is taken as to 
the genuineness or otherwise of 2 Peter, 
there could be no intention by such an ex- 
pression to exclude either the real or the 
pretended St. Peter from the number of 
the Apostles), that they told you (whether 
by writing, or by word of mouth, does 
not appear: so that we cannot say, with 
Bengel, ergo hi, ad quos Judas scribit, 
ceteros quoque Apostolos audierant." It 
is worthy of ang that s does not say 
EAeyor Туду, but iiv; hereby again not 
indeed making 1t certain that he cluded 
himself among the Apostles, but making it 
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pi k t Cor. u. 14. xv. H (bis), 48. James ni. 15 only +. note. there onlyt (Stop., Lev. xx. 24.) 
11 Cor. vii. 40. Rom. viit. У. m vv, 8,17. 

xazii 39 Ald (oix., AB) only. 
az, 1. xiv, 17. xv 16. 1 Сог. хи 3,9. 2 Cor. v1.6. 1 

18. «Aeyev qj». K. 

о = 1 John v. 21 тей. 
Thess 

om 2nd or: L-txt N Lucif. 

y. Num. &c. Eph. п. 20. CoL ii. 7 
ч Rom. р = ver. d гей. 

. 1. 5. Rev. 1. 10. 1v. 2. Micah iu. â. 

n 1 Cor. iii. 10, 

тес ey ec xare xporo, with 
EL rel vulg (Ec: [ev «ox. ro xpova P:] ex eo xarwr тоу xpovor g 68. 126-30 syr-pk : ex’ 
ea xarov Te» Хроуоу 36 : txt ABCN 13 Did Thi, but rov is omd (Aomaotel ?) in BC. 

for «covro:,, eXevoovra: ACTN? 13. 86 vulg coptt sth Ephr Did Cyr: txt 
BC'KL( PJN! rel syrr Ps-Hipp Ps-Chr Cyr Œc Thl Lucif. 

19. for eavrew ет:б., єт:бишаѕ avro» N! 42. (57 ?) 163, er. 9. cavror N f 78-8. 104. 
marks of disapproval have been placed by N3 over ато in awodsop.Corres, but 

erased. 
Aug Ful 
(Ec ТЫ Lucif Cassiod. 

20. тше; C arm. 

elz aft arod:opıovres ins eavrovs, with C b d g o vulg(with am demid tol) 
Bede: от ABKL[P]® rel 40 fuld syrr(sic, Treg) coptt eth arm Ephr Did 

rec ту ayiwTaTY vier mare: bef exouoBouovrTes єаитооѕ, with 
KL[P] rel syr-pk arm Ephr Thl (Ec: txt AB(C)N d 18 vss Clem-frag-int Bede.—«4o» C. 

very uncertain, whether he intends to ez- 
clude himself) that at the last of the time 
(sec notes on 2 Pet. iii. 3: Heb. i. 1: 1 Pet. 
i. 20: = at the end of the world, in the last 
age of the Church) there shall be scoffers 
(men who sport with what is holy and 
good: the Ломо! of Ps. i. 1. The pro- 
hecy is contained in 2 Tim. iii. 1, 1 Tim. 

iv. 1, Acts xx. 29, and doubtless formed a 
constant subject of viva voce warning. 
2 Pet. iii. 1, 2, can hardly be supposed to 
be referred to, for that place is, as this, a 

` reminiscence of things before said by the 
Apostles, and nearly in the same words), 
walking according to their own lusts of 
impieties (&сеВеёу, gen. after éwibvuías, 
indicating the direction, or perhaps tho 
character, of those desires. Cf. the same 
words above, ver. 16). 19.] Last cha- 
racteristics of these men, These are they 
that separate (or “are separating,” viz. 
from the Church, having no real sympathy 
with the spirit of the Gospel. ‘The act. 
verb does not seem to require davrovs to 
b» supplied: that draw lines of distinction, 
by walking after their own desires, not in 
the path of the Church's obedience, thus 
separating both themselves from you, and 
you from themselves), sensual (we have no 
English word for yvxixós ; and our biblical 
psychology is, by this defect, entirely at 
fault. The yvx is the centre of the per- 
sonal being, the “I” of each individual. 
1t is in each man bound to the spirit, man’s 
higher part, and to the body, man’s lower 
part; drawn upwards by the one, down- 
wards by the other. He who gives him- 
self up to the lower appetites, is caprixds : 

he who by communion of his жейде with 
God’s Spirit is employed in the higher aims 
of his being, is wvevparicéds. He who 
rests midway, thinking only of self and 
self’s interests, whether animal or intellec- 
tual, is the yvx:xós, the selfish mau, the 
manu in whom the spirit is sunk and de- 
graded into subordination to the subordi- 
nate ux. In the lack of any adeqaute 
word, I have retained the “sensual” of 
the E. V., though the impression which it 
gives is а wrong one: “selfish” would be 
as bad, for the ,I“ may be an amiable 
and generous man: “animal” would be 
worse: * intellectual," worse still. If the 
word were not so ill-looking in our lan- 
guage, “ psychic" would be a t gain), 
not Shaving the spirit («усве ans above, 
not directly the Holy Spirit of God (the 
absence of the art. would be no objection 
to this: see reff. and Rom. viii. 14, 1 Cor. 
ii. 4, al. fr.), but the higher spiritual life 
of man's spirit in communion with the Holy 
Spirit. These men have not indeed ceased 
to have туєбиа, as а part of their own 
tripartite nature: but they bave ccased to 
possess it in any worthy sense: it is de- 
graded beneath and under the power of 
the yuxh, the personal life, so as to have 
no real vitality of 1ts own. See Delitzsch, 
Biblische Psychologie, v. Abechn. § 2, “bag 
neue Geiſtesleben: and Beck, Umriss der 
biblischen Seelenlehre, p. 35 ff.). 
20—23.] CONCLUDING EXHORTATION 

TO THE READERS: and a) vv. 20, 21, as fo 
their own spiritual life. But ye, beloved 
(resumed from ver. 17), building up your- 
selves (davrovs, not = dAAfAovs, but as 
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X « Matt xin. 8. Rom xv. 5 al. 

xxi.210 Mk Acts x 2 Кот. iv. 20. James 1. 6f. 
x 4 29 Acts 211 10 2 Kings км. 21. 

21. труси» В C'(perhape) syrr. 

» 88 al. 
2 Macc. ix. 25 

-vat. 

(not wr 
v = Acts xi. 18. Rom »I. 22. x. I. wi John и. 25 reff. 

= John хе. 8 1 Tim. v. 20 al. Prov. ix. 8. z = Matt. 
а Zecu. 11.2. Amos iv. II. b = John 

22. rec (for «Aeyxere) «Аєете, with. KL[P] rel: AC BC*N: txt AC! (13) 40 
vulg copt eth arm €Ec-comm Cassiod Bede. ree Siaxpivoneror, with КР] rel 
copt(appy): txt ABCN 18 vulg syrr arm Clem (Ec-comm lat-ff. 

23. om Ist ovs бє B. 
d 13. 40 vulg copt ætl arm (Ec-comm(appy) Cassiod Bede. 
with b d fg o: om ABCKL[PJN rel 36(sic) 40 arm. 
over a previous e by Ni. 

in Phil. ii. 12) upon (as a foundation) your 
most holy faith (the faith here is the 
foundation: viz., the fides que creditur, 
the object of faith. Bullinger (in Huther), 
* Vestre fidei superstruentes vos ipsos." 
Elsewhere in Scripture, Снвївт is this 
foundation, see 1 Cor. iii. 11; which in 
fact comes to the same, for He is the 
Author and Finisher of our Faith, the a 
and w), praying in the Holy Spirit (as 
tlie means of thus building yourselves up. 
The expression po; x eo év жу. ауір 
is not found elsewhere, but is in strict 
analogy with Scripture usage: cf. AaAetv 
ёи av. ay., also Rom. viii. 26, Eph. vi. 18. 
Some, e.g. Luther, join à» wy. ay. with 
what has gone before, and this is approved 
by De Wette: but surely xposevxdperes 
would not be left thus standing alone. 
De W. cites (Ес. for this arrangement, but 
it is very doubtful whether he adopts it: 
duets Be rj ayiwrárn биё» пісте èro- 
KoBouoUvTes, Fro éavrobs avaxcTrapevor 
ÈV wvevuars ayly, тоутёсті, karà ThY той 
aylou туєуцатоѕ 8:8аскаћіа»у Tas {аотфь» 
ROpoivess v rais wposevxois tay той- 
pvo : where it is evident that there should 
be a period at avaxreucroi, and that xpos- 
evxduerm has been omitted, or perhaps 
was never expressed, after ауф; at any 
rate the latter sentence is an explanation 
of év яә. ay. "posevxóutvoi), keep your- 
selves (aor. of the one great life-long act 
to be accomplished by the é¢wamo8onet» 
and sposcóxesÓo) in the love of God 
(within that region of peculiar love where- 
with God regards all who are built up on 
the faith and sustained by prayer: 6«o6 
being а subjective gen., God's love,” not 
objective, as Grot., Semler, Bengel, Vors- 
tius, Arnaud, al. The expression is very 
like pelvate dy тў àyáwp тр eng, John 
xv. 9, where кауф suas йуйтута pre- 
ceding fixes the meaning to be Christ's 
love to them), looking for (present part. 

rec ins e» фоВо bef cafere, with КІР] rel: om ABCN 
rec ins Tov bef vupos, 

ov of apragorres is written 

as in Tit. ii. 18, where see note. It is to 
be the habit of the life, as those other 
pres. participles, ёкок. and xposeuxduevor) 
the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ (viz. 
that which He will shew at His coming, 
Tb» eis Thy ©схатт» пиёра» Tis alwviov 
(wis BpaBevduevoy iyw, Œc.: cf. Tit. 
li. 13. Huther remarks that fA«os, moro 
usually predicated of the Father, is in the 
addresses of the Pastoral Epistles, and of 
2 John, attributed to the Father and Son 
jointly) unto eternal life (these words 
may be joined with £Aeos,—that mercy, 
whose issue shall be eternal life; or with 
wposbexóuevoi,—88 the issue and aim of 
the expectation; or with rnphoare,—as 
the final terminus of that watchful guard- 
ing. Perhaps the right choice between the 
three will be to combine the two last: for 
pode xu ev is subordinate and con- 
ditional to турђсате : keep yourselves . . . 
in expectation оѓ... unto"). The direct 
and studied reference to the Blessed Trinit 
will not escape the reader. b) vv. 9, 
23.] Exhortation as to their conduct with 
reference to the persons previously stigma- 
tized in the Epistle. And some indeed 
conviet when contending with you (or, 
“when separating from you." These ap- 
pear to be the only two meanings which 
suit the context. (Ec. takes the latter, 
but apparently including in it the idea of 
hostile disputation: waneivous Bé, es nev 
тод іатаута: vur, тобто yap omnaíire 
Tb d:axpiverOar . . . where the Latin ren- 
ders, “ illos vero si vobis resistant, nam id 
significat disceptantes . . ." The Vulg. 
renders it passive: et hos quidem arguite 
judicatos,” which can hardly stand as 
giving the pres. part. &te«owouévovs, and 
representing rather M&axpivovres. De 
Wette, following Bengel. understands it 
* doubting - convince,” “ persuade in 
the right direction,” “those who doubt.” 
But thus the sense of ёАёухєтє is missed, 
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To Фё Svvaperw ! фаба avrov; *ámraicTovs 
Rom. ix. 15, 16, 18 v. г. oniy. Prov. xxi. 26 A(not Е) BM 

Matt. v. 40. John xix. 23. Acta іх. Wal. Gen. xxxvn 3, &c. А 
g bere only t. 3 Масс vi 39. аят. стос, Xen. дезе eq. 1 6. 

d James in. 6 onip +. Wisd. . 4 only. 
1 absol., John xvii. 12 Acts хи. 

rec om ovs ĝe care ev фоВо, with КІР) rel: om ovs ёе єАєате С вуг : ins ABN k 13. 
40 vulg copt (th) arm.—eAeiTeÀ : eAeyxere К: txt DN 13. 40. 

94. elz (for avrovs) ураз, with BCLM rel vss ТЫ; nuas A 4?: txt KP] a be g h 1о 

which is never simply to convince, but 
always carries the punitive idea with it, to 
convict. Grot. gives anotber meaning, 
* reprehendite eos qui se cseteris præ- 
ferunt." Huther goes with (Ec. The 
sense of contending, for S:axplyoua:, is 
found both in classical writers and in the 
N. T., e.g. Acts xi. 2, and our Epistle, ver. 9 
(which is no slight indication of the 
meaning here): cf. SianpivecOar ийхт 
Herod. ix. 58, ёяАосу к. Aéyois Demosth. 
p. 163. 15 al. in Palm and Rost's Lex. 

This is the first class: that of those 
who oppose themselves, who must be con- 
victed апа down-argued. According to 
the rec. obs pèr éAccire Otakpwwóperoi, the 
rendering will be, as E. V., **of some have 
compassion, making a difference," viz. 
between them and the others); but others 
save (pres., attempt to save; not odgare, 
which would imply that you had the 
power, and must do it eflectually), snatoh- 
ing them from the fire (the same passage 
in the prophets, Zech. iii. 1—3, which has 
already been before St. Jude's mind in ver. 
9, again furnishes him with the material of 
this figure. There we read ойк (800 тобто 
ús Jabs ёесятасрбиоз ёк xupds; cf. also 
ref. Amos. Notice too the repetition 
of d:axpiver@as in close connexiou, which 
speaks not a little for the sense above 
given to it. The wip is most probably 
not future eternal fire, us Œc. єк той 
nweiAnuevoy avTrois жирдѕ: but the pro- 
sent hell into which their corrupt doc- 
trines and practices have cast them, not 
however without reference to its ending in 
fire eternal. This is the second class; as 
Œc., ei 86 ярь; Yaow adopwo.: or rather 
perhaps, any over whom your influence 
extends, as younger members of the 
Church, &c., whom you ean thus rescue by 
snatching them out of the fire of tempta- 
tion and peril), and others compas- 
sionate (the form ¢Aedw for the usual 
éAeéo is alsó found in reff. Rom.; and 
é\Aoyav, Rom. v. 18 (in A(N)), Philem. 18. 
Seo Winer, edn. 6, § 15) in fear (on what 
account, is shewn by what follows. (Ес. 
rightly, except that (see below) he iden- 
tifles this class with the last,—sposAau- 

Bdveo@e Bè pera Tov Aceh avrevs «al 
perà pdBov, терскеєттбиєро: pů mos 5 
apésrnyis TovTer, à ue ÜpGr тй wpbs 
abTovs S:ancysévey, Хоруз tiv yerta 
«iria. This is the third class: consisting 
of those whom not falling in the way of 
so as personally to convict, nor having 
influence over so as to rescue, the be- 
lievers could only compassionate (and on 
occasion given, lovingly help) as led 
away hopelessly to their ruin: but in 
shewing such compassion, they were to 
maintain a wholesome fear of their deadly 
error, for fear they themselves sheuld be- 
come defiled by it. It may suffice to repu- 
diate at once Bengel’s interpretation of 
er póßy, “clementer, metu duntaxat in. 
cusso.” The following clause is epexe- 
getical of é» pg), hating (not, “seeing 
that ye hate,” as De W., nor “though ye 
hate,” as Jachm.: the pres. part. simply 
falls under and expands the verbal clause 
éAcare-dv-@d8y, thus forming part of the 
command) even the (or, their,” сі. (Ec. 
below) garment which has received de- 
filement from the flesh (TẸ (ло T pb 
abrobs GuvewécÓe ть pisos TÒ p và 
шард aùr» Epya, шообутоу биё» ка) 
BOeAvocouérer, xal toy àwb THs capkbs 
abr éomAwpévor, Fro pemiacpévoy ab- 
TV XITGVA, %5 тӯ vs Thy a’teY cdpka 
wposyavoe,, ка) abr BbeAupo’ xpnpa- 
ti¢ovros. And so Bengel, understanding 
xirGva of their garment, which уоп are 
to loathe, and to be afraid even to touch : 
“ funica est totius vite habitus exterior, 
qua ab aliis attingimur.” This may be, 
but it is more probable that the x«réw 
is literal, and thesaying a proverbial one— 
hating not merely fleshly pollution itself, 
but even the traces and outskirts of it; 
even that, be it what it may, which has its 
mark and stain upon it. On the sense, 
see Rev. iii. 4). 

24, 25.] Conciupine Doxoroer, con- 
ceived in terms referring to their state of 
danger and necessity of divine upholding. 
But (the 84, as in Rom. xvi. 25, closes off 
all other considerations and sums up all in 
this one. It is not at all given by the 
“now” of the E. V., which conveys a 
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1. 3. 1, 0. їп. 6 only. Ps. xciv. I. p Luke nti. 14. xvii. JR. John ix. 24. Acts xii. 33. Rom. 
xvi. Tal. Ps. xcv. T. q Heb. i. 3. viii. 1 ба; 2 Kings vii. 21, 23. P». Ixxviii. 11 al. r 1 Pet. 
iv. 11 reff. . ,, in dozoll. here only. t here only. see Prov. siii. 23. 1 Cor. ii. 7. a here 
only. see Luke i. 33 al. 
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25. rec aft povæ ins cope, with KL[P] rel Ec ТЫ: om ABCN m(Treg) 13. 40 vss 
Ephr Fulg Bede. rec om dia mrov xpigTov тоо киргоу quo, with K[ P] rel (Ес: 
ins ABCLN k 13. 36. 40 vss Ephr Th] Bede. ins w bef 8ota N! am. rec 
aft dota ins ка, with КІР] rel 40 vulg-ed syr-pk copt (Ec ТЫ Bede: om ABCR k 18 
am(with demid fuld tol) syr arm Ephr Fulg. rec Om хро тартоѕ Tov aiwvos, with 
К[Р] rel syr-pk (Ec: ins ABCLN d 18 (36) 40 vulg syr copt eth ann Ephr ТЫ Fulg 
Cassiod Bede. om zarras K(Sz) N 27. 36. 99 copt. aft aiwvas ins Тоу aire 
L 13 vulg(demid tol, but not am fuld) syr-mg (copt) Fulg Bede. 

SUBSCRIPTION. om rel: reAos h: TeAos сиу @® ayiw то» xpatewy Kat тоу ei H 
тоу «түш awogcTOÀwv wy Kat тоу дуба re Ar Bia Or X En” ату f: ооба eri- 
ето] кабомкт C al: Tov ayiov атоттоАади гоида emicroAn L al: ereAciwOn соу Occ кол 
7 Tov tovda kaĝon єтістолт. Sota cot o Geos (thrice repented), o пакробдииоор ex enor 
то avatiw Sovrw cov K: [er. ооба ar, Р: 

strictly temporal idea to the hearer) to 
Him that is able (exactly thas, Rom. xvi. 
25) to keep them (the occurrence of aù- 
rots (which is almost beyond doubt the 
true reading instead of биаѕ or mas) 
can only be accounted for by the sup- 
position that St. Jude writes here, as of 
all to whom he has been addressing him- 
self, in the third person, as if he was 
praying to God for them. His reason for 
not using duas may have been his desire 
to include also in the term those who 
might be convicted, rescued from the 
fire, and compassionated, as well as his 
more immediate reader. But it is hardly 
likely, in the solemn close of his Epistle, 
that he should mean by abrots, those 
only) without falling (seo reff.: and 
for wxralew, James ii. 10, iii. 2), and to 
set (them) before-the-presence-of His 
glory (which will be revealed when the 
Son of man shall come, dr тӯ 9ótp avrot 
xal ToU warpbs ка) roy iso &yyéAor, 
Luke ix. 26, in the éxiaréq тїз 
86 уз tod џеублоо Ccot xal corpos 
ju&r Ino хрістоё, Tit. ii. 13) blame. 

] (00да er, % , A: txt BN. 

less (see reff. and 1 Thess. iii. 13) in 
(element, in which they will be found) 
great-rejoicing (tripudiatio, the exuber- 
ance of triumphant joy : see reff. : and the 
verb in 1 Pet. i. 6 reff.), to the only God 
our Baviour through Jesus Christ our 
Lord (on the union of 0ебѕ with cwThp, 
see Prolegg. to Vol. III., ch. vii. § i. 34 
Observe the qualification here), be (on ac- 
count of rp xayrds тоб ald vos below, 
De Wette insists as necessary that écris, 
as 1 Pet. iv. 11, not fore, is here to be 
supplied. But Lore might be in the 
Writer's mind, while the precise periods 
embraced by it might rather bo left to the 
fulness of his devout spirit than marked 
by strict precision) glory, majesty, might, 
aud power, before all time (before thc 
whole age, scil. of the world. Thus we 
have eternity “a parte ante), and now 
tur time present), and to all the ages 
thus, eternity “а pete pe ). Amen 
the ordinary conclusion of a doxology: cf. 

m. i. 25, 1 Pet. iv. 11 (and 2 Pet. iii. 18, 
where as here it stands at the end of the 
Epistle)). 
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в gen., = 2 Cor. 
an only. 
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TITLE. rec атокаАыиз uarrov Tov ӨєоЛоуею, with f j 9. l7: атекалофиѕ Tov ауе 

1а°А токал * соб урістой, fv rer avro АРИ», 
Тер 1 

r 2469. 
10 1° 
to 19. %- 

7.3.8 
us, T. 0. b c n f. 25. 33-8. 47(prefg тп). 50. 90: arez. ve. T. 0. was eve y yejucrov B 12-8: te 35 м 
ATON. иә, TOV атостоћоо к. evay. 41-2: [m аток. т. ат. ио. к. «vay. P:] Tov «ут . т. 12 1-6 
беол. «ток. 13: apxn THs атокалуфевз Tov ayiov usarrov TOv ÜcoAeyov 32: us. теь Gex. 
к. Nyarnuerov сток. 4: ATOK. tw. T. GOTT. T. Ocoh. 17 : us. т. SA. are. 19: rex. 
TOV ayiov атост. к. (vay. iw. т. Oe. 10. 37, simly e h: сток. rov ayiov evbotorares 
атоот. к. «vay. rape οõοLę¾ түаттиеуоо emtorn@rou iw. Oeod. 30: arr. т. ay. к. єғдеѓәю 
атост. к. evay. 10. т. Oe. ny ev Taro этсе «Ücacarol: аток. т. ay. ш. T. бє. wr єбех 

«y waTpe m, simly y» «> жатдо тэу элт «0casaro is added in 16 : «300v xpurrov avo- 
калифиз Sobera то Seohoyw iwavyn 26: om К 48-9: uarrov awoxadvpisadg: tst 
СК. (The title of A has perished, but the subscription confirms txt.) 

Cua. I. 1. for арте, avr в. (So Tischdf IN. T. ed 7] agst Mai.) 
Cuar. I. 1—8.] SuPERSCRIPTION: in 

which the contents and Writer of the book 
are declared, and tho importance of its 
subject indicated by a blewing on those 
who shall read and hear it. 

The Revelation (Aron dori» 7 
Tav lep uva Tupler SnAwors, karavya(o- 
pévov той jryeporwuoo тӯ: фохӯѕ, «те 84 
беор dveipdrov, elre каб бтар ёк Oclas 
dAAduwews. Arethas. Here, the word need 
not be taken in any but this its general 
sense, as in 2 Cor. xii. 1, where it is plural ; 
the particular purpose of this revelation 
follows, with the inf. деи below. àro- 
кёлифиз is one of those words which have 
passed, in their later usuge, from indicating 
the act, to signify that with which the act 
is concerned: so xavxyous, 2 Cor. i. 12, 
vii. 14. Jerome on Gul. i. 11, 12, vol. vii. 
p.987, says: “ Verbum ipsum ёжокалйуеоз, 
id est, revelationis, proprie scripturarum 
est, et a nullo sapientum sseculi apud 
Grecos usurpatum." But Plutarch, de 
lacit. үш, i. 7, тіз da Tw 6 0«ós, says that 
;uripides was an atheist, but awoxaAv- 
Wut ойк HOéAnce, Se8oicws тфу Upecov 
adyov. Porphyry's use of the word, vit. 
Plotin. c. 16, is no exception. It issaid to 

be later Greek for évaxad.) of Jesus Christ 
ad is this genitive to understood ? 
s our Lord the subject or the object? 

Clearly here tbe former: for it is not Christ 
who is here revealed, except in а remote 
sense: but Christ who reveals, as is plain 
in what follows: see also ref. Ebrard 
makes the gen. possessive, which comes 
to the same thing. Heinrichs understands 
сток. I. xp. of the appearance of our 
Lord which is related below, after St. 
Paul's manner (but not in 2 Cor. xii. 1), 
and St. Peter's (reff.: and 1 Pet. iv. 13, v. 
1), see also Luke xvii. 20. But see below. 
Tbe not very important distinctions be- 
tween dxokdA wijus and its result xpopyrela 
are laid down at great length in Hengsten - 
berg, h. I.), which God (the Father) gave 
to Him (Stern asks, “ How are we to un- 
derstand this? Is not Christ very God, of 
one essence with the Father from eternity ? 
Did He not, by virtue of the omniscience 
of His divine nature, know as exactly as 
the Father, what should be the process of 
the world's history, what the fate of the 
Church ? What purpose was served by a 
revelation from God to Jesus?” He pro- 
cecds to вау that the words cannot refer 

to 51. 99 
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merely to the revelation as made to us, 
but are clearly against such an interpreta- 
tion: and gives, at some length and ve 
well, that which in one form or other a 
will accept as the true explanation, in ac- 
cordance with John vii. 16, xiv. 10, xvii. 
7,8. The man Christ Jesus, even in his 
glorifled state, receives from the Father, 
by his hypostatic union with Him, that 
revelation which by His Spirit Heimparts 
to His Church. For, Acts i. 7, the times 
and seasons nre kept by the Father in his 
own power : and of the day and the hour 
knoweth no man, not the angels in heaven, 
nor even the Son, but the Father only, 
Mark xiii. 32. I may observe, that the 
eoincidence in statement of this deep point 
of doctrine between the Gospel of St. John 
and the Apocalypse, is at least, remark- 
able), to shew (is this infinitive of tho 
purpose dependent on #8океєу, ог оп the 
subst. àxokdAv(is? Is it the purpose of 
God in giving, or the purpose of the reve- 
lation in revealing, that is asserted Р At 
all events, Heinrichs is wrong, who takes 
hy (exer Dea. together, “which God 
gave (empowered) Him to shew.” But of 
the others, the construction with окер is 
the more probable, as being the more 
usual: “that He might shew,” &c. Seife: 
must not here be confined to its stricter 
meaning of shewing in vision, as Hengst. ; 
for then, as De W. remarks, we must con- 
fine rois ёобЛогѕ abr. to the Apocalyptic 
Seer alone: but must be taken in its wider 
sense of exhibiting as knowledge, inform- 
ing of. Soin Matt. xvi. 21: where how- 
ever Hengst. strangely denies this mean- 
ing, and npholds that of prove, demon- 
strate: which our Lord did not do till 
after His resurrection) to His (Christ a, 
most probably, as below in this verse, and 
in ref.: for thus the abrós is kept to 
the same subject throughout) servants 
(here meaning all Christians, not, as 
Hengst., prophets only: indeed his sense 
of Beim, which necessitates this, brings 
confusion into the whole sentence. That 
John himself is one of these SotAo: below, 
does not affect this general meaning) what 
things must (by the necessity of the divine 
decree: see besides reff, Matt. xvii. 10, 
al.) come to pass shortly (i.e. ‘before 
long: see reff. especially Luke. The 
context, the repetition below, ó yàp cab 
é^yyós, and the parallel ch. xxii. 6, fol- 
lowed ib. 7 by ioù {рхори тахо, fix 

d ch. xxii. 6. 
f Luke xviii. 8. Acts xii. T, xxii. 18. xxv. 

this meaning here, as distinguished from 
the other of swiftly,’ which indeed would 
be hardly intelligible with the historic 
aorist yevéc@a:. This expression, as De 
W. well remarks, must not be urged to 
signify that the events of apocalyptic pro- 
phecy were to be close at hand: for we 
have a key to its meaning in Luke xviii. 
7, 8, where our Lord says, ó Bè Obs од uh 
тоћђсе thy exdlanow tay ёкАектф@у adro? 
Tay колен ы суы W к. vur rds, Kal 

et abroig; AC Üu Bri 
„ pees xd leni abrüy фу réya: 
where long delay is evidently implied. 
Hengstenberg repudiates this, and says it 
is self-evident that these words can only 
be adduced here nach unrichtigen Aus⸗ 
legung.“ But surely the two cases are 
exactly parallel : and Hengst.'s strong lan- 
uage, here as elsewhere, proves nothing. 
is own interpretation of the words, 

natural as he seems to think it, is forced 
and unwarrantable. He (in common with 
many Others) takes them to mean that tho 
events spoken of would very soon begin to 
take place. The axe, he says, lay at the 
root of the Roman Empire when John 
wrote this, as it did at the root of the 
Persian Empire when Daniel wrote., But 
this E dera is not borne out by the 
Greek. der yerdoOar dy tdye is not 
* which must soon begin to come to pass, 
but, in the well-known sense of the aorist, 
“ which, in their entirety, must soon come 
to pass: yevdo@a: being in fact, a past 
tense, must have come to dar 
fulfilled :" so Bengel most truly, “ Totus 
liber tanquam unum verbum uno momento 
pronunciatione debet accipi." So that we 
are driven to the very same sense of è» 
rd xe ав that in Luke xviii. above, viz. to 
God's epeedy time, though He seem to 
delay : in spite of the scorn which Hengst. 
pours on this meaning. His maxim, that 
a Prophet, speaking to men, must speak 
according to men’s ideas, is quite worthless, 
and may be confuted by any similar pro- 
hetic saying, even by the one which he 

brings in its favour, Hagg. ii. 7: and his 
complaint, that thus we make the Seer and 
even the Lord Himself like bad physicians 
who delude their вае with false hopes 
(во, in the main, Stern also), is unworthy 
of a Christian Expositor, after our Lord’s 
own plain use of the same method of 
speech again and again in His prophecies 
in the Gospels and in this book. It re- 
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29 (вхт. 27 
only) $. зм, xviii. 20 al. 

1 Tan. vi 

for то SovAw, Tov BovAov (“ex alliteratione " Beng.) A. 

mains to observe, that these words cannot 
with any fairness be used as furnishing а 
guide to the interpretation of the pro- 
phecy. They are far rather to be regarded 
as a prophetic formula (sce Beza), common 
with him to whom a thousand years are as 
one day, and used in order to teach us 
how short our time, and the time of this 
our world, is. See, on the whole, Ebrard's 
able note, and his remarks on the ab- 
surdity of Hengstenberg’s pressing the 
words in favour of his preterist scheme. 

Th» #кВасі» 84 Tar xpnuaTi(onérer 
dv тах Smioxveitas wpoBfra, оўу ws 
lruxer, àAAÀ тарацетрёу Tà дубратіуа 
тоїѕ Oelos, ols xal Trà rA pol xal 
xiAsaoras dxredotuera ds ў ХӨёѕ fjuépa, 
ral ў ev vunt) QuAak)) крїуўєтш. Arethas. 
There is a profitable and consolatory exe- 

is of the words in Ambrose Ansbert, 
5. P. M. ix. pt. 2, p. 810. Dionysius of 
Alexandria, as cited in Eus. H. E. vii. 25, 
omits the words & бє: yerdo@a, joining 
бейш with d» raxe:); and He ('Imoovs 
xpiords, not 6 des, вее ch. xxii. 16: the 
subject is changed, and the relative con- 
struction abandoned. So almost all Com- 
mentators) signified (it) (it is remarkable 
(see reff.), that with one exception, this 
prophetic use of ewuaíre is confined in 
the N. T. to the Evangelist St. John) 
sending by His angel (the aor. part. is 
contemporary with the aor. verb, not ne- 
ceasarily antecedent to it. wocr. did, as 
in reff. No word, as thy йтокёлији», 
need be supplied, the verb being used 
absolutely after the manner of the Heb. 
тз пуф of Exod. iv. 18 and ref. 2 Kings. 
Still less must 8:4 be taken with erh- 
paver, as Hengst. The Angel men- 
tioned is perhaps the same who informs the 
Seer in ch. xvii. 1, 7, 15, xix. 9, xxi. 9, 
xxii. 1, 6, which latter place takes up this ; 
ib. 8 ff.; and who is spoken of by our 
Lord ib. 16. It is remarkable that this 
angel does not appear as the imparter of 
the visions until ch. xvii. Some indeed, 
as Ewald, have fancied that they trace his 
presence in ch. iv. 1 and throughout: but 
ch. xvii. 1 is too manifestly the introduc- 
tion toa new appearance for this to be the 
ease; and previously to that the Seer re- 
ceives his information from different per- 
sons, Our Lord Himself opens the Apoca- 
lyptic vision, It is another voice which 
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Prov. xxi. 6. see Matt 11. 2. 2 Ki хп. 25. 
John ti, 14. 2 John 12. a 

wearer Nl. 

calls John up to the place of heavenly 
vision, ch. iv. 1. In vii. 18, one of the 
four and twenty elders speaks to him ; in 
x. 8, it is the former voice again which 
addresses him, and in ib. 9, it is the angel 
who stands on the earth and the sea that 
gives him the book. Only in the great 
close of the prophecy, opening with ch. 
xvii., does one angel stand by him; re- 
ferred to, as here, under the name д 
KyyeAos. In the visions of Daniel and 
Zechariah an апре! mediated: Dan. viii 
16, ix. 20, x. 10 ff., Zech. i. 1, 19, al.) to 
His servant John (on the whole question 
of the writer of the book, see prolego- 
mena), 2.] who testified of the word 
of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ, 
whatsoever things he saw (these words 
must, in all fairness of construction, be 
referred to this present book, and not, as 
by some of the older Expositors, and re- 
cently by Ebrard, to the Gospel of St. 
John. The reasons given by Ebrard for 
such reference will not hold. He obj 
to ёрарторпає» being taken of this book, 
that such a use of Ше aor. would be pecu- 
liar to the Epistolary style, whereas this 
book, though containing Epistles, is not 
itself an Epistle. Even were the 
thus confined, it might be answered from 
verse 4, that the whole és in an Epistolary 
form. But the usage is not thus confined, 
asevery scholar knows. Witness Thucyd. 
i. 1, Gouxvdldyns *AOnvaios turdypaye Tòr 
wóAeuo» x. . A. Again, Ebrard objects 
that the sense thus obtained would be a 
strange one: God gave the Revelation 
to Christ ; He signified it by His angel to 
John, which last hereby makes it known." 
Bat I own I am unable to see any strange- 
ness in it. It seems to me the obvious 
way in which a faithful account of this 
Revelation would be prefaced by its 
Writer. On the other side, the objections 
to Ebrard's reference are to me insuper- 
able. First, as to its introduction with 
the simple relative бз. We may safely 
say that had any previous writing or act 
been intended, we should have had $s xai, 
or in St. Jobn’s simple style, even more 
than this, 3s ка} тд wpórepov, or bs ка) ev 
AAA BiPAly. The 85 аз it stands, T sub- 
mit, carries on the action, and does not 

identify John as the same who at а pre- 
vious time did some other action. Next, 

I. 

k 1 John v. 10 redi. 

xi, ^ ГА 

70 бой\ф айтой lodvvp, ? 0c &ёрартурусє» tov 'déyov €s- 
) h = Esth. iii. 13. oc 

. 13. ch. хх. 16, 20. aor. epistol., Philem. 19. 1 atori 

2. J. C. 7. 

1983 i$ 
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te 4247 
to 51.9 
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copt (Vict) Primas. 

as to the things witnessed. The words 
ó Adyos ToU беоў к.  waprupla I. xp. can- 
not with any likelihood be taken to mean 
“the (ү Word of God, and the 
testimony of Jesus Christ ;” for why, if 
the former term refer to Christ personally, 
should He be introduced in the second 
member under a different name? Besides, 
the words occur again below, ver. 9, as 
indicating the reason why John was in 
the island Patmos; and there surely they 
cannot refer to his written Gospel, but 
must be understood of his testimony for 
Christ in life and words: moreover, ў 
paprupía 'Imco? is itself otherwise ex- 
plained in this very book, ch. xix. 10. Bat 
there is yet another objection to the sup- 
posed reference to the Gospel, arising from 
the last words, Joa eder. First, the very 
adjective бета refutes it. For the Evan- 
gelist distinctly tells us, John xx. 30, that 
in writing his Gospel, he did not set down 
dra elde, but only a portion of the things 
which Jesus did in the presence of His 
disciples, whereas in the case of this Reve- 
lation it was otherwise: he set down all 
which he saw, as a faithful transmitter of 
the Apocalyptic vision to the churches. 
But still more does the verb elde» carry 
this refatation. In no place in the Gospel 
does St. John use this verb of his eye- 
witnessing as the foundation of his testi- 
mony; indeed he only uses it of himself 
at all on two occasions, John i. 40, and 
xx. 8. But in this book, it is the word in 
regular and constant use, of the seeing of 
the Apocalyptic visions; being thus used 
in it no less than 55 times. And some 
of these usages are such that there can 
be no doubt this place is connected with 
them; e. g., ver. 19, урбфоу обу ё eldes, 
and the repetition itself so frequently oc- 
curring xal elbor ка) (800. Taken then 
as representing the present book, тд» 
Ad here will be the aggregate of ol 
Adyo: ver. 81 h naprvpía "Ic. xp. will be 

the rredua 17 xpopnrelas, embodied in 
writing for the Church in all ages). 
3.] Blessed is (or de, in the ordinary 
meaning of uaxdpios: not necessarily re- 
ferring on to eternal blessedness, as 
Hengst. he that readeth, апа they 
that hear the words of the prophecy 
and observe the things written in 
it; for the time is near (it can hardly be 
reasonably denied that in the & ёрау;- 
yéoxey nnd the ol üxovorres, the Apostle 
had in bis mind the one public reader and 
the many hearers. Ebrard attempts to 
deny this, but it seems to me unsuccess- 
fully. His instance of St. John’s passing 
from a singular to a plural, was dpGarAuds, 
wal oftives abtrdy diexérrgcar, ver. 7, 
would be applicable only if we Һай here 
was ó üraywáckev. nsidering that 
no ue transition is elsewhere found, we 
can hardly escape the inference that it was 
intended. And so the great majority of 
Commentators : so Andreas (“ plures uno 
legente рош audire,” Gloss. ord.), 
Bede (“doctores et auditores”), Lyra 
(“ qui legit, quantum ad doctores: qui 
audiunt, quantum ad discipulos ), &c.: 
Bengel (“ unus, ille primum, per quem 
Johaunes librum ex Patmo in Asiam misit, 
legebat publice in ecclesiis, еб multi audie- 
bant "), Ewald, Hengst., De Wette, Stern, 
Grüber, &c. Others have explained the 
change of number variously: e. g., Beza, 
ex Hebraismo; Cotter (in Pool), “quia 
soli legimus, audimus conjuncti :" Ribera, 
* quoniam multo plures audiunt, quam 
legunt :” &e. If the words are to be un- 
derstood as above, they form at least a 

[solemn rebuke to tho practice of the 
Church of England, which omits with one 
or two exceptions the whole of this book 
from her public readings. у Not one word 
of the precious messages of the Spirit to 
the Churches is ever heard in tbe public 
services of a Church never weary of appeal- 
ing to her Scriptwral liturgies. Surely it 

£- 
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36: om ACN в rel Andr-coisl Areth. 

is high time, that such an omission should 
be supplied. ^ Notice that not three 
classes of persons, but two only, are here 
indicated: he that reads, and they that hear 
and do. Had there been an article before 
Tnpourres, these latter would have formed 
a separate class from the dxotorres. 
The E. V. is right in the sense, in render- 
ing ris wpoQ., ‘this prophecy : it = rhs 
зроф. ToU PiBAiov vrobrov, ch. xxii. 7. 
A iv aùr yeypappéva are the several 
exhortations to repentance, faith, patience, 
obedience, prayer, watchfulness, stedfast- 
ness, which are scattered up and down in 
the prophecy. The time being near makes 
the of the more importance, and the 
blessedness of reading and observing it 
greater. The nearness spoken of is to be 
understood as the èr ráx«, ver. 1, which 
see. We know little now of relative near- 
ness and distance in point of time: when 
the day of the Lord shall have opened our 
eyes to the true measure, we shall see, 
how near it always was). 

Cu. I. 4—III. 22.) INTRODUCTION TO 
THE PROPHECY, in the form of a sevenfold 
Epistle to the seven churches of Asia. 
And herein, vv. 4—6, address and greet- 
ing, ending with dozology. (Eb who 
seems to love singularity for its own 
sake, objects to the above arrangement, 
because the sevenfold epistle has not yet 

, and prefers calling this a dedica- 
tory title to the whole book. But the 
other view is far simpler and better. The 
sevenfold Epistle is clearly before St. 
John’s mind, and, full of the images of 
the vision which he had seen, he only in- 
terrupts it by solemn ejaculatory refer- 
ences to the glories of that vision and the 
sublime announcement of the Lord’s com- 
ing, and then hastens on to introduce it 
by a prefatory account of his own circum- 
stances when the Epistles were entrusted 
to him and of the appearance of the Lord 
who thus entrusted them.) John to the 
seven churches which are in Asia (the 
form of address is exactly that in the 
Epistles of St. Paul: see Rom. i. 1 ff., 
1 Cor. i. 1 ff, &c. That St. Paul in Rom. 

and elsewhere is careful to designate him- 
self and his office, and St. John introduces 
himself without any such designation, be- 
longs doubtless in part to the individual 
cbaracter of the two Apostles, but is be- 
sides а strong testimony that the John 
who here writes needed no such designa- 
tion in the eyes of those to whom he was 
writing. See this, and other evidence as 
to the authorship, urged in the prolego- 
mena. See on the seven churches д 
§ iii. 7 f. “Acta, as always in the N. T., 
is the nsular province so called. 
* Constabat, —ut a Cicerone alicubi dicitur 
illa proconsularis Asia, quse inter precipoas 
Romani orbis provincias olim habita,—ex 
Phrygia, Mysia, Caria, Lydia; sub quibus 
insuper, sub Mysia nempe et Lydia, in- 
telligi debent Ionia et JEolie, ac addi præ- 
terea vicine maris geri insule. Qui 
amplissimus terrarum tractus, pre alis 
Romani orbis provinciis, ingenti imprimis 
urbium, et multarum ex iis insignium et 
magnarum, numero gaudebat. Dicebatar 
Proconsularis, quod eadem a viro consulari 
sub Proconsulis nomine regebatur." Span- 
heim de usu numismatum, p. 610 ( 
Hengstenb.)); grace be to you and peace 
(so St. Paul in all his Epistles except the 
two to Timothy) from Him who is and 
who was and who is to come (a para- 
phrase of the unspeakable name rer, re- 
sembling the paraphrase ‘Tome «ey mR in 
Exod. iii. 14, for which the Jerusalem 
Targum has, as here, qui fuit, est, et erit: 
as has the Targum of Jonathan in Deut. 
xxxii. 39, Schemoth R. iii. f. 105. 2: 
* Dixit Deus S. B. ad Mosen: Ego fui et 
adhuc sum, et ero in rum." Schóttg., 
Wetat., De Wette. ò ipydpevos, instans, 
i. e., futurus : ut Marc. х. 80. Caret lingua 
Hebrea participio quale est éeépueros." 
Ewald. Each of the appellations by itself 
is to be regarded as a proper name—6 ќу, 
—6 ў» (not 5 3»: the imperf.—or aor.— 
being used in the lack of а past participle 
of eiui), and д épyduevos: and it follows 
from what is remarked above that the 
meaning of épxóneros is not here to be 
pressed as referring to any future coming, 

w ch. iii. 1. iv. 5. v. 6. (Zzcu. iv. 2, 10. lé 23 i 

; Tow P. 
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any more than in its English representa- 
tive,“ He that is fo come.” By doing so 
we should confuse the meaning of the 
compound appellation which evidently is 
all to be applied to the Father, és айтоб 
Tepiéxorros dy фаитф wárrov tay Üvrow 
Thy apxhy kal Tà péra ко) тё телєотаїа, 
8s the second alternative in the Catena. 
In the first (Arethas?) 4 &v is sup 
to mean the Father (éyó elu) & фу, as 
said to Moses), 5 y the Son (év ёрхӯ Fv 
$ Adyos), and 4 épxóp«ros the Spirit, as 
ever N forth and descending on 
the Church. шш» who presses the 
literal sense of épxóneros, avoids this con- 
fusion, but falls into that of making the 
covenant Jehovah, Father, Son, and Spirit, 
come to judge the world and the Charch. 
At least so it would seem: for when he 
comes to this the weak part of his exegesis, 
he obscures his meaning by raising a cloud 
of rhetorical description of what shall take 
place at that coming. He connects ép- 
xóneros with 1800 Epyeras perà тёр veo. 
below, in spite of the xa] àxà . . . ка) 
&wó intervening. It is needless to say, 
that that Épxera: is to be referred to the 
last subject only, viz. to Inooõs xpiords. 
And wherever the Upyoua: тахо, with 
which he also connects it, occurs, it is dis- 
tinctly said of the glorified Saviour), and 
from the seven spirits which (are) be- 
fore His throne (Andreas, in catena, takes 
these for the seven p angels e 
viii. Je Clem.-Alex., Beza, Lyra, Ri- 
bera, Hammond, Bossuet, Wetst., al. But 
this is highly improbable, as these angels 
are never called myetparta, and as surely 
mere creatures, however exalted, would not 
be equalized with the Father and the Son 
as fountains of grace. The common view 
is doubtless right, which regards the seven 
as ras évepyelas той Gylov avetparos 
(во Tiwés in catena: Andr., Victorin., Pri- 
mas., al):—''Thou the anointing Spirit 
art, Who dost thy sevenfold gifts im- 
part:” but rather perhaps to be 
as expressing His plenitude and perfection, 
than to be separately assigned as (but qu.?) 
in the following lines of the hymn Veni 
Creator Spiritus. The key to this ех- 
pression, which is an anticipation of the 
visions afterwards to be related, is ch. v. 6, 
where see notes: as also on ch. iv. 6. The 

Vor. IV. 

éxrá can hardly be entirely without al. 
lusion to the éxrrà éxxAnala:, and to the 
sevenfold imagery throughout. Thenum- 
ber seven denotes completeness, and, as 
Schéttgen shews h. 1., war much noted by 
the Jewish Commentators as occurring in 
the O. T. The seven spirits betoken the 
completenees and universality of working 
of God's Holy Spirit, ав the seven churches 
typify and indicate the whole church. 

e reference to Isa. xi. 2 is but lamely 
made out, there being there but siz 
energies of the Spirit mentioned. That 
to Zach. iv. 2, 10 is more to the point pP 
see notes as above. The &, without 
its verb, is solecistic), and from Jesus 
Christ (as we have before had the Father 
and the Holy Spirit mentioned as the 
sources of grace and peace, so now the 
Son, coming last, on account of that 
which is to follow respecting Him: “quia 
de illo continuanda erat oratio," Vitr., 
who also notices that what follows has 
respect to His threefold office of Prophet, 
King, and Priest: see however below), 
the faithful witness (see John xviii. 37, 
els sida BET "d D rait iva 
papruphow Tj An t is to the gc- 
nerul Mision of the Redeemer to bea 
witnees to the truth, and not merely to 
the apocalyptic portion of His testimon 
which is to follow (De W.), that this title 
must be referred. This book (ver. 2) is 
$ paprupla "сод xp.: but the title 
reaches far wider. Embracing as it does 
that uaprvpía before Pontius Pilate, and 
indeed that of His whole life of witnessing 
to the truth, we can perhaps hardly ва 
that it marks out his prophetic office wit 
suffücient distinctness for us to believe 
it indicated here), the first-born of the 
dead (death is regarded as the womb of 
the earth, from which the resurrection is 
the birth: see note on ref. Col: and 
Acts ii. 24 note. wperéroxos must not 
with Hengst. be diluted into xp@ros. The 
&rapy)h тё» kekouimpéver, 1 Cor. xv. 
20, is quite а different figure), and the 
Ruler of the kings of the earth (this 
kingly office of Christ is reached through 
his death and resurrection. In Ps. lxxxviii. 
27, the combination of titles is much as 
here, кёуд wperórokov Өђсоши айтб», 
bynAbr жард тоз дабы THs ‘iis. 

о 
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are., Acts xxii. 16. 1 Cor. vi. 11.) see Ps. L 3, Aves dx, ch. xx. J. „ Heb. ix. 22, 28 гей. 47 to 3. 
d ., Mark vi. 8 al. Winer edm. 0, 0. Il. g ch. v. 10. (xx. 6. 1 Pet. U. 2. Exon. ziz. 90 F. 

pue waren e б or R Rom. v. 6. 3 Cor. i. 3. 1.31. Eph. i. 3. Col. 
1 4. 1 Pet. i. 3. i Jude 25 (reff.). 

Areth Bede: om A 1. 12-6 Andr-p Primas. 
0. for exomncer, тотсаут: B f 9. 18-6. 27. 86. пру А c 18. 27. 38. 55. 76: 

npor C, nostrum regnum am(with fuld harl tol): txt [PN в rel DT syr-dd copt Andr 
Areth. rec (for Вас:Лешу 1epeis) BaaiAeis ко sepais, with [ n 1. 86. 79 Andr- 
a-p: BastAes iepeis 30-8: Basi eor iepeis B: Вас:Леюу icparevua f 18. 27. 55 Andr- 
comm : Baci eor ка iere 9: Basi ear was iepeis Naa: txt ACN! rel am syr-dd copt 

ict. æth Andr-coisl Areth 

om A[P] j 0 9 copt Andr-a. 

See also Isa. lv. 4 [80d papripioy dv 
Küvecw Века brd, Épxorra xal xpos- 
Táccorra буе. That which the 
Tempter held forth to Jesus, Matt. iv. 8, 
on condition of worshipping him, He has 
now attained by the way of his humilia- 
tion unto death: viz. victory over the 
world, John xvi. 83.” De Wette). Now 
follows, consequent upon the glorious titles 
of Christ which have been enumerated, an 
ascription of praise to Him for His ines- 
bern lovetous, Unto Him that loveth 
us (d yar, —present „ not imperf. 
as Bengel.— includes in df Feed oid 
which is the feebler, as it is the more ob- 
vious reading. It is His ever-abiding cha- 
racter, ber в loveth His Maan xiii. 
1: out of that love spra e act 
of love which follows : bet it did nd ex- 
haust its infinite depth: it endures now, 
asthen. The waiting till He become, in 
the unfolding of the Father's the 
acknowledged Head over his Church, is in 
reality as great a proof of that love now, 
as the Cross was then) and washed (or, 
loosed) us from our sins in His blood (the 
aor. points to a definite event, viz. his sacri- 
fice of Himself. In such an image as this, 
which occurs again ch. vii. 14, we have en- 
wrapped together the double virtue of the 
аер blood of Christ in justification, 
the deliverance from the guilt of sin, and 
sanctification, the deliverance from the 

for rovs aiwvas, adir en МІ. 
теу ашуу (“ex formula usitata" Beng), with CN в 

om аиту 88 tol: ins АСР 

rec aft ai.wras ins 
-dd Andr-p-coisl Areth : 

Ne в rel. 

power of sin: the forensic and the inherent 
purity, of both which it is the efficient 
medium: of the former by its application 
in faith, of the latter by such faith, in its 
power, uniting us to Him who is filled 
with the Spirit of holiness. See 1 John 
i.7 and note), 6.] and He made (the 
breaking up of the icipial into the 
direct construction is Hebraistic: so De W., 
al. “It belongs to the delicacy of the 
Hebrew diction, to follow up the perti- 
ciple which gives the tone to the sentence 
by finite verbs, which, through the in- 
fluence of the relative notion embodied in 
the participle, are themselves to be taken 
as conditioning clauses.” Delitzsch on 
Habak. (in Hengst.)) us a kingdom (viz. 
the kingdom of or of heaven, so mach 
spoken of by our Lord Himself and his 
Apostles: consisting of those who are His, 
and consummated at His glorious coming. 
This kingdom is one in which his saints 
will themselves reign, see the parallel place 
ch. v. 10, where xal BagıAcósovo:» ёк} 
THs ys is added: and Dan. vii. 27: but 
above all the place which is here referred 
to, Exod. xix. 6, óue:s 3è бтетбё цо: Baci- 
Aeoy lepárevga ка} #0роѕ «yir (1 Pet. 
ii. 9)), priests (the BaciAeíar was col- 
lective description : Us is the individual 
designation. See on the union of the two 
characters in the individual Christian, the 
note on 1 Pet. ii. 9) to (as belonging to; 
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о = Matt. xxiv. 30 fl. xxvi. 61 1. 

as above (n) only. Judg. ix. 51. 

n 

p = ch. il. 24. ix. 

n. vii, 13 

m Matt. xxiv. 
John xix. 37, from кн azh. Of Ald. & some mes.). 

; J 4. xx. 4. Acta x. 61,47 al i 
r mid. w. és, ch. xviii. 9 (but dat.). 2 Kings zi. 26 A(om 

drí, B). Zecu. xii. 10. w. acc., Luke viii. 52. xxiii. 27. abeol, Matt. xi. 17. xxiv. 30 only. act., Matt. xxi. 
н. xii. 13. t see 2 Cor fi 81 Mk. only. s Mart. xxiv. 30. 

7. for pera, єт: C Ephr. 
«ито», ауто 97 : om 1. 

the Father being the ultimate object of 
reference, as His will is the in, and 
His glory the result, of all that is oght 
about by the mediatorial work of e) 
God and His Father (to Him who is 
and His Father: or, to His God and 
Father. The former is the more probable 
here, Ebr. remarks, on account of St. 
Jobn's habit of re 08 the possessive 

à d A abray: іх. 21, ёк 187 фбуш» ab- 
тё» обтє ёк T. фарибкоу abrGv обтє ёк, 
&.: John ii. 12, which is more to the 

int here, —7) ur Hp abro) к. of & deo 
Febrob] к. ol ua8nTal abrov. See notes on 
the pao where the ex ion occurs in 
Bt. Paul (reff. Rom. Eph.), where I have 
taken the other rendering), to Him be 
for, is, belongs: the like ambiguity is 
omma 2 x pir dum E 
glory t unto the ages (i. e. 
for ever. See note on Gal. i. 5): Amen. 

7, 8.) А solemn announcement of the 
coming of Christ, and declaration, by way 
of ratification, of the majesty and ommi- 
potence of God (see below). Behold He 
(the Person last spoken of: the subject 
being continued from prend verses) 
cometh with the el Tév, viz. of 
heaven: so expressed in reff. Dan., and 
Mark: cf. d» тӯ vepéay, ch. xi. 12), and 
every eye shall see Him (by a well-known 
figure, not merely Hebraistic but common 
to all tongues, the acting member is said 
to do that which the man does by its 
means. This is to be understood of the 
whole human race, risen and summoned 
before Him), and (among them: the xal 
does not couple a te class, but selects 
& prominent one) they which (olrwes, of 
the whole class: almest = “whoever :” 
“all they who") pierced Him (see John 
xix. 86 f, and note. As there St. Jobn 
evidently shews what а deep impression 
the whole circumstance here referred to 
produced on his own mind, so it is re- 
markable here that he should again take 
up the prophecy of Zechariah (ref.) which 
he there cites, and speak of it as fulfilled. 
That this should be во, and that it should 

ofovra: N 1. 12. 
om 2nd avro» R. 

. 1. 20. ch. xxii. 20. 

for vas, vap(sic) N. for 1st 
om er ауто» і: om ет Ni. 

be done with the same word éexéyrncas, 
not found in the LXX of the passage, is a 
strong presumption that the Gospel and 
the Apocalypse were written by the same 
person. It is true, that Aquila, Sym- 
machus, and 'Theodotion have used the 
verb ёккеутєіу; but this hardly comes 
into consideration as affecting this pre- 
sumption. The persons intended in 
this expression are beyond doubt those to 
whom our Lord prophesi 
Matt. xxvi. 64; viz. those 
murderers whether the Jews who de- 
livered Him to be crucified, or the Romans, 
who actually inflicted His death. That 
the meaning must not here be generalized 
to signify all who have by their sins cru- 
cified the Son of God afresh, is plain from 
the consideration that this class, olrwes, 
are taken out from among the was plañ- 
pós which precedes, whereas on that sup- 
position they would be identical with it; 
for we all have pierced Him in this ow 
and all the tribes of the earth s 
mourn at Him (i.e. their mourning shall 
be directed towards Him as its object: in 
fear for themselves in regard to the conse- 
uences of his coming: similarly трќѕ 71, 
ohn xiii 28. The account to be given of 

The proph 
xxiv. 80; and its sense, that all, even tbe 
holiest of men, shall mourn at the visible 
approach of that day. But as Bengel well 
remarks, there will be then two kinds of 
mourning: pre terrore hostili," and 
“pre terrore penitentiali.” The former 
will il in the impenitent and careless 
world; the latter even in the comforted 
and rejoicing church. The holiest saint 
when that ce is manifested, in the 
midst of his * Lo, this is our God; we 
have waited for Him, and He will save us," 
will personally feel with St. Peter, De- 

rt from me, for I am a sinful man, O 
rd." The whole is an adaptation and 

amplification of the words of Zechariah, 
l.c. See Vitringa's note. But we must 

O O 2 
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wh r. кратер. 277 
x ver. 4. 
y as above (w). 

w. 0—95, 
ch. iv. 8, xi. 
17. xv. 3. 
zvi. 7. xix. 6. - 
xxi. 22 only. Hos. хіі. 5. w.«vp., 2 Cor. vi. 18 only. 

. xviii. 4.) constr. Matt. xxiii. 30. 
18. cs b aie Rom. iv. 17. 1 Cor. iv. 30. 

z Rom. xi. 17. 1 Cor. іх. . РЫІ. I. 7 cy +. (ei, 
a Phil. iv. 14. John 271. 33. Act» xiv. . Ps. ххх. 
€ W. gen. as in ree., ch. iii. 10 al. 

8. ro a ка To 1. 10 (9. 61, e sil): то аАфа ка то œ AC[P](R) Bab ed f g hjk m 
n 2. 4. 6. 13-7-8-9. 25. 30-8-8-4-5-6-7. 42-6-8. EO Bt.—aft алфа ins ka: eye N'(N™ dis- 
approving). roc adds apxn ker TeAos, with N'(M3* has marked the words for 
erasure, but the marks have been removed apparently by the same hand) m 1. 34-5 
(87. 41, e sil) vulg some-lat-ff; 7 apx» ка: ro TeAos n 86 copt: om АС[Р] в rel 
sth arm Areth Ambr, Primas. 
txt AC[P]N B rel vss Hipp Andr Аге Ori 

2, e sil): om AC| P]K в rel. 
N в fm i) 16. 40 Adis 1. p 51, e "T xd de 

1, e sil) 16. 49 “р; er : om А в copt Orig 
imas.—for xa, т) 50: om wa: Вас. syr-dd sth. (d def.) i rec 

9. rec aft 5 ins ka: (wi 
Ате: txt AC[P 
BasiAea, with [PII 
Dion Andr Aret 

rec (for коргоз o Geos) o kvpios, with 80(е sil) 34: 
im Ambr Primas. (d def.) TA 

for un., koweos rel 

(for e» ww) «oov Хрістоо, with n (1, e sil) Andr: e» xp. ino. В rel һаг1 syr-dd arm Andr- 
coisl Areth Primas: e» xv iU mth: ev xe А 25: ev wv xe №3: txt C[ P ]N! 88 am(with 

not adopt his notion, taken up also by 
Hengst., Venire dicitur Christus in nu- 
bibus coli, quoties gloriam majestatemque 
suam in singularibus gratise, severitatis et 
potentia вше effectis demonstrat, et ве 
ecclesie quasi tem exhibet:” for 
thus we confuse and indeed stultify the 
whole of this solemn announcement. The 
certainty of Christ's revealing Himself to 
his Church in mercies and judgments 
needed no such asseveration ав 1s here 
used: but the certainty of His great per- 
sonal second coming did and still does; 
being the one fact which the world and the 
church alike are di to lose sight of). 
Yea, Amen (both these words are used in 
ref. 2 Cor. as forms of ratification. The 
former is Greek, the latter Hebrew: and 
both together answer to the Thus saith 
the Lord" of the prophets: rodrois 3è 
Tois eipnuévois rb BéßBaiov #ёкїнартирд», 
éreoppdyioce 3:4 тод «іже» vol ка dys v. 

- ToU val рёу d 'ExXAqwucfs Sue as 70 
àuerdœraro TG» elpnulvo dtakpiBobrros, 
ToU 84 And тар 'EBpalois, eis Tò pyddy 
ду yer oda dpmobóy uh exBiiva: тё Are 
Anudva d*wayouérov. Andr. in Catena). 
І am the Alpha and the Omega, saith 
the Lord God, He that is and that was 
and that is to come, the Almighty (by 
whom are these words spoken? Certainly 
as they here stand, with xópios 6 eds, 
and ó яаутокрётор, they must be under- 
stood as uttered by the Eternal Father. 
And similarly we find Him that sitteth on 
the throne speaking in ch. xxi. 5 ff. In 
our ver. 17, and in ch. xxii. 18, it is our 
Lord who speaks. Nor need we be sur- 

prised, that He who is of one essence with 
the Father should assert of Himself the 
same eternal being as the Father. This 
need not lead us to force the reference of 
any passage, but each must be ruled by 
considerations of its own context. 
Schdttgen gives examples of the Rabbinical] 

of *ab Aleph usque ad Tau," to 
signify “ completely,” entirely: and of 
the word гм being a name of the Shechi- 
nah, because it comprehends all the letters. 
The ёрхђ к. TEN was a correct gloss, 
from ch. xxi. 6, xxii. 18). ó verro- 
«párep answers in the LXX to the Hebr. 
cer also to ‘rH. See note on Rom. 
ix. 2 . 29. 

9—20.) Introduction to the T agr 
Appearance of our Lord to St. John, and 
command to write what he saw, and to 
send it to the seven churches. 9.] 
Description of the Writer, and of the 
place where the Revelation was seen. I 
John (so again ch. xxii. 8: so Daniel, viii. 
1, ix. 2, x. 2) your brother (no inference 
can be drawn against the apostleship of 
the Writer from this his designation of 
himself. Indeed а his entire silence 
терен himself їп his Gospel, we ma 
well believe that here, where mention ot 
his name was absolutely required, it would 
be introduced thus humbly and unob- 
trusively), and fellow-partaker in the 
tribulation and kingdom and endur- 
ance in Jesus (the construction and ar- 
rangement are peculiar. 'The conjunction 
of these terms seems to be made to ex- 
press, a partaker, as in the kingdom, so in 
the tribulation and endurance which are in 

rec ins e» Ty bef 

9"Eyó "одур, б а$е\фд< Üpdv wal *owycorovós ёр 31155. 
TH * Oye ка} > Hao kai h] èv Ib, éyevó- 1 wu. 

90 B.. 
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AIIOKAAT WIL IDANNOT. 

unn èv тў vep т) Kadoupérvyn Патдф * 0:4 Y ° Мбүор 
TOU Oeod xal [8:4] rh ° uaprvpíav “Incod. 10 f éyevouny 
dy arvevpate ev TH “Kuptaxh пиќра, kai ўкоџса dio 

zii. 11. хай. 17. „ фу rotiert, Herod. ii. 
Jude 20 гей, (ny h ч 

, .) 

1 Cor. xi. 20 only + (see note). 

om тз) kaAovperym 1. 
тә рарторіа», with [PIN в rel syr-dd Andr-p: om AC e m n 1. 

4. 9. 84-6-7-8. 48 vulg copt Dion Andr Areth Primas Bede. 
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d z (1) ch. vi. 
9. xx. 4. P 
Rom. iv. 26. 
Phil. ii. 30. 

e ver. 2 er 
f= ch. lv. 2. 

see Luke 
РЕ" ii. 44. Acts 

Б Matt. xxii. 43. ch. zvil. 3. XXI. 10. see 
i see Ezek, iii. 12. 

for да (bef т. Aoy.), каш C. 

rec aft sov ins 
xpiorou, with N в rel lips-4 syr-dd copt Andr Areth Primas: om АС[Р]М! n 12. 86- 
7-8 valg copt Dion Andr-a. 

10. 6 omits vv 10-16. 

and by Christ: but the insertion of Bası- 
Aelg between oN t and бтороғр is start- 
ling, and the effect of it must be to make 
the construction zeugmatic, фу хр. I. not 
properly belonging to Вас:Леіф. It can 

у be that the words are, as De W., 
“orbnungélos neben einander geftellt.” 
More probably, the tribulation brings in 
the kingdom (Acts xiv. 22), and then as a 
corrective to the idea that the kingdom in 
its blessed fulneas was P lad present, the 
бхороуђ is subjoined. “ hereditatum 
uncias introducit Johannes, quibus se par- 
ticipem ostendit. Sed media harum, i. e. 

um, possideri non potest, nisi et hic 
tribulatio exercuerit, et illic patientia de- 
fenderit.” Ambr. Ansbert), was (“ befand 
mich: not = qv, which announces the 
simple fact. When an event is notified 
with éyérero, we express the meaning бу 
“came to pass:” when a per. 
no word which will do it)in the island 
which is called Patmos (see Prolego- 
mena, § ii. par. 4) on account of 
word of God and the testimony of Jesus 
(the subetantives form the same expres- 
sion as before ver. 2, where see 
note. There they indicated this ion 
of the divine word and testimony, of which 
John was a faithfal reporter. Whether 
their meaning is the same here, will depend 
partly on what sense we assign to the 
prep. 84. In St. Paul's usage, as in геї, 
it would here signify for the sake of; i. e. 
for the of receiving : so that the 
Apostle would thus have gone to Patmos 
by ial revelation in order to receive 
this LE Again, keeping to this 
meaning of these words may mean, 
that he had visited Patmos in pursnance 
of, for the of, his ordi apos- 
tolic employment, which might well be de- 
signated by these substantives. And such 
perhaps would have been our acceptation 
of the words, but that three objections in- 
tervene. 1) From what has in 
this verse, a strong impression remains on 
the mind that St. John wrote this in a 
season of tribulation and persecution. 
Why should he throw over his address this 

ins eye bef еуєуоџту (ey written twice 7) А. 

tinge of suffering given by the AN and 
ӧкороуђ, if this were not the case? De 
ы will not allow ir but to my mind 
ofmann is quite right in pressing it 

(Weiss. u. Erfull. ii. 808). 2) The usage 
of our Writer himself in two passages 
where he speaks of death by persecution 
(reff.) shews es with him &d in this con- 
nexion is “because of," “in consequence 
of” De W. iG s that had it not 
been for these parallel places: such а mean- 
ing would never bave been thought of 
here. Wo may as simply reply, that owing 
to those parallel places, it must be accepted 
here. St. John's own is а better 
guide in St. John's writings than that of 

t. Paul. And Origen's ear found no of- 
fence in this usage, for һе incorporated it 
into his own sentence, . . катедікасе Tb» 
Idi uaprvpoUrvra 8:4 Tb» Tis AAx- 
Belas AG els Tláruor Th» moor. See 
the passage, Prolegg. § i. par. 12. 3) An 
early patristic tion relates that St. 
John was banished to Patmos. бее the 
authorities in the Prolegg. ut supra, and 
the question discussed, whether we are 
justified in ascribing this tradition solely 
to our present passage. These considera- 
tions, mainly those arising from the pas- 
sage itself, compel us, I believe, to under- 
stand de ү! 1 ү ап ey in Patmos). 

; 11.] I was (on éyevépny, seo 
above. Not merely I was,” bat «T be. 
came”) in the Spirit (i.e. in a state 
of spiritual or trance, becoming 
thereby receptive of the vision or revela- 
tion to follow. That this is the meaning 
is distinctly shewn by the same phrase 
occurring in ch. iv. 2: where after seeing 
the door open in heaven, and hearing the 
àvdfa &8e, he adds, eber ¢yerduny d» 
avedpatt. See also ch. xxi. 10. Ebrard - 
well says, “Der Rapport mit der Umgebung 
burd bie Sinne ift unterbrochen, und ein 
Rapport mit der unsichtbaren Welt tritt 
ein! “connexion with surrounding ob- 
jects through the senses is suspended, and 
a connexion with the invisible world esta- 
blished.” On the attempt made by some 
to give the words a different meaning, see 
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һаг. pov { фәри peyddqy 
in. 1. 

Ман. aus: 31. 1 Cor. zv. 52. 1 Thess. iv. 16. 

AIIOKAATYIX IQANNOT. 

germ bef orie pov В rel (Andr-coisl) Areth : peyaAny bef от. ро» А 16. 38 Andr-a: мы i * 
txt С[Р1М (n 86) (1. 41-9, e sil) vulg Primas.—e$er»s . . . peyarys 34. —еаЛтгууоз 33 10 W. 
bef ueyaAn», OME ws, n.—oTice- роо ws org» Hf ws paray сайтгууоз 36.— 4-1-2 
orie А. | 

П. Aeyovcay M57: -оъз(віс) 1. тес 
жротоз каз ó exxaros kat, with [P] 11. 16. 
[Р has алфа for то a;] 16. 38 ош lst 5; 88 om 2nd 5; 1 16. 

aft Aeyoueys ins eye «yu то А xas To О 
36-8. 49(of these however [P] 1 16-0m еи; 

6. 38 om last xas; 49 
places a cross before eye and aft erx.) Andr-a-p: om ACN в rel vss Andr-coial Areth 

below)'on the Lord's day (i. e. on the first 7 
day of the week, kept by the Christian 
church as the weekly festival of the Lord's 
resurrection. On any probable h i 
of the date of this book, this is the earliest 
mention of the day by tbis name., This 
circumstance, coupled with an exegetical 
bias, has led certain modern interpreters, 
of whom as far as I know, Wetstein was 
the first, to interpret the words of the day 
of the Lord's coming, 4 дра тоё kvplov. 
So Züllig, and in onr own country, 
S. R. Maitland and Todd. But 1) the 
difficulty, of the thus early occurrence of 
this term, is no real one. Dr. Maitland 
says (see Todd's Lectures on the Apoc., 
Note B, p. 295), *I know of nothing 
in the Scripture or in the works of the 
ante-Nicene Fathers on which to ground 
such an assumption. То this we ma 
answer, that the extent of Dr. Maitland's 
knowledge of the ante-Nicene Fathers does 
not, happily for us, decide the question. 
For, while = 5 Da р 
feasedly (P ht forwa m ius, 
5 ler d those of Tertullian (* die 
dominico jejunium nefas ducimus," de 
coron. с. 8, vol. fi. p. 70: “ дпотодо do- 
minica solennia celebrabimus,”’ de fug. pers. 
c. 14, p. 119), Dionysius of Corinth (rà» 
ohuepor ody ke &у(ау judpay &- 
wydyoner, dy § Àyéyvoue» ouv Thy èri- 
roh, Eus. iv. 28), Julius Africanus 
(ráxa те onualve: rd woAvypórior abr 
did rh» фхеркботдш» dySod8a, kvpiariy 
zupa, de temp. б), Epiphanius (rôs те 
robe els ёт:фбокоисау xupiaxhy, S- 
vepór dori; Нег. lxxv. 7, р. 910), Clem. 
Alex. (obros ёутолђу thy xarà тд ebayyédtor 
dia pat du evo xupiaxhy exelyny thy hudpay 
коі, Strom. vii. 12 (76), p. 877 P.), are 
apparently unknown to him. Indeed he 
confesses (Todd, ut supra p. 801) to have 
found the word in Origen against Celsus 
viii. 22, vol. J. p. 758 (dày 84 тїз rp табта 
ёудитофірр Ta rel Tey тар fuir коракёу, 
À ToU rde xa, ) ris revrqxoorijs . . ), 
concedes that there may be many more 
places, but this does not modify his opinion, 
nor its adoption by his successor Dr. Todd. 
It may be well to cite tho testimonies from 

Ignatius (ad Magnes. 9, p. 669, sxarér: 
уу say aaa ФАЛА ward корак» Corky 
(д»тєз) and Irenwus (in the Questt. ad 
Orthod. in the works of Justin Martyr, 
115, ed. Otto, vol. iii., p. 180 f., r$ à» тӯ 
курахў p kAÍreiw ^yóro, HH torre THs 
ava rde . . . ёк trav бтосто\кёр Bé 

vow тошту cure аре xpó 
ёрхёр, xa0ds Quac ó uaxdpws y ретин ale 
dy TQ wept rou wdoxa Adyy, èv $ péuryra 
ral тері rijs wevrncoorijs, d» ў ob A- 
pev буи, dredh  loobvrape? тр 
Tis rupias xarà thy noc we 
abris airiay): whence it is hardly possi 
but that the word should have occurred 
in Irenewas. Mr. Elliott, Hor. A iv. 
867 note, hag pointed out that the ito 
renders obr fori корсакђу dero e, 
n ri xi. 20, 5 the da 

the Lord ye eat and drink” (Etheridge), 
which is an шасе proof of the early 

This chronological objection being 
disposed of, and the matter 2) taken on its 
own merits, it really is astonishing how 
any even moderate Greek scholars can 
persuade themselves that the words can 
mean that which these Commentators 
maintain. They must be bold indeed who 
can render ¢yeyduny èv avedpart dr, I 
was transported the Spirit (or, in 
spirit) in£o,"— in the face of ch. iv. 2: 
and корак) huipa, “the of the 
Lord's coming," in the face ч, ым 
of a single precedent, and of the universal 
usage of the early Church. No such ren- 
dering would ever have been thought of, 
nor would it now be worth even a passing 
mention, were it not that an apocalyptic 
system has been built upon it. 
What Drs. M. and T. say of the art. тӯ as 
making for their sense, is really com- 
prehension: as it is, that Dr. T. should 
call it the emphatic article. I need 
hardly remind students that it is in this 
connexion any thing but emphatic, being 
merely designative, as in фу rp ofpepor 
zupa, Acts xx. 26; ёхоџќур fuépq, 
ib. xxi. 26; (dy) rf éexdrp ўиќёро, во often 
used by St. John in his Gospel. 
day being known by the name курак, 
any thing happening on it would be de- 

47 to 51. 
4 F. 



11—13. АПОКААТ?ТУ IOANNOT. | 

BXéres ™ pd or m еіс m Вичо ка} méppov таў ётт 
exxhgoiats, eis "Ефесор каў eis Zuúpvav Kai ele Tlépyapov Ке TEX 

кад eis Gváreipav kal eis Ўарбеқ кад eis Di 
xii.44. Mark 

lay kai 

eis Aaodixeray. 1% K ёттёттрезўра P BXérrew thy P фори pee Baek. 
а rig EN per’ ¿poô ка} ? ётотрёфаѕ elSov ёттӣ s i Joba 1. з 
*ruyvias *® ypucás, 13 kal ёр péow тфу [érrà] * лое» bie 8 

m 1, x. B. xvii 1. xxi. 9, 15) only, exc. Mark vi . 60. 
t Matt. v Luke vill. 164 Mk. xi. 33. Heb. ix. 2 only, 

a Ber. passim. elsewhere 2 Tim. ii. 20. Heb. ch. l. 1, 6. xL. 4. u 

Primas. om o BAeres and Ist xa Ni(ins N38). 

гоа iv. 27 

v. . ch. 
. iv. Gen. xxxv. 13. see Matt. х в ЕСИ 

exc: "Rer. here &c. “4 times, & 
4 (bis) only. 

ins то bef BiBAwr M. 
rec om етта (with 1. 26, e sil): ins AC[P]N в rel vas Andr Areth Primas. 
rec aft exxAnowas ins таз €» acia, with copt ed om 5 в rel am 

(with demid fuld harl lipes tol) syr-dd Andr Areth урут» e: Luvprar 
: pupvay (let letter of ayuvpy. absorbed by last of dur А git. 32. 5. 50. 69 Andr-b: 

gi. rec буатера, with M rel: Ovareipas 1: Ovarnpas 12: txt AC Bd f m pay g 
11. 34-5.—for eis Ovareipay, ev Üvareipois [P] 36. 

(uv. к. €. ФІЛ. к. e. Ad., Nas adding x. є. m order, es e. к. e. теру. к. e. 0v. к. е. 
N has the names in the following 

19. aft Ist xa: ins exes B rel: om АСГР]Х f m n 1. 84-5-6 (88. 40, e sil). 
3 ее, with | zr 1. 16. 88: лале A: txt CN в rel vulg Iren-int Andr 

h, eAaan d 
Ke; but, from t в constant pera он between e: and г, it need ha 
various reading at all.) 

18. epueow AC: ресоғ N: txt [P] в rel. 

df [ed 7] follows CN® в al in editin ting ibor here, ver 17, 
y be considered а 

rec aft тор ins erra, with M B rel 
vulg Andr-coisl Areth Bede: om AC Pj n 1. 12. 88(Bch). 46 am! syr-dd copt sth arm 
Iren-int Andr Cypr Ors. (The word may have been either repeated mechanically or 
omitied for elegance.) 

signated ordinarily ч happening dy Tf) Kv- 
П пиёрф, èv тӯ huépg тр cup. 
сл puru of those nouns w wick ee. 
азе lose the article, ё ўиёрс киракў. 
n either case, the meaning, as as the 

sense of xvpiaxfj is concerned, is precisely 
the same. Nor does either the art., or the 
use of the word кирис by Chrys. in that 
sense (? I have not been able to find it), 
make it probable that Easter Sunda 
meant): and I heard behind me (cf. Isa. 
xxx. 21) a voice (ref. Ezek.), great as of 
a trumpet, saying (the trumpet is the in- 
strument of festal proclamation, Num. x. 
10; Joel ii. 15, &c.: accompanies divine 
manifestations, Exod. xix. 19 f.; Joel ii. 1; 
Matt. xxiv. 91; 1 These. iv. 16. The 
similarity to the sound of the trumpet 
here was in the loudness and clearness of 
the voice: see also ch. iv, L From this 
latter it appears that this voice was not 
that of our Lord, but of one who there 
ulso spoke to the Apostle. Dü Te- 
marks that the dxicw pov leaves an inde- 
finiteness as to the speaker), What thou 
seest (the present carries on the action 
through the vision now opening,—“ what 
thou art seeing”) write (forthwith: aor.) 
into a book (the prep. of motion gives the 
5 from the writer to the docu- 
ment), and send to the seven churches, to 
Ephesus, and to Smyrna, and to Per- 
gamum, and to Thyatira, and to Sardis, 
and to Philadelphia, and to Laodioea (for 

aft Avx»ier ins тоу хросоу m 84-5 vulg(not tol) sth Andr- 

all particulars respecting these churches 
see the Prolegomena, § NN 

19—20.] Tux Visrow, in which our 
Lord appears to St. John, and the com- 
mand is repeated. This vision is the in- 
troduction, not only to the messages to the 
churches, but to the whole book: see fur- 
ther on ver. 19. 12.) And I turned 
about to see the voice which was speaking 
with me (the voice, the acting energy, 
being fra for the ү whose voice it 
was. Fris, giving the force of qualis; of 
what sort it was which was speaking, &c.): 
and when I had turned about I saw seven 
golden candlesticks (Avyyia is а word 
repudiated by the Atticist writers. So 
Phrynichus, App. p. 50, Avx»lor- ої енир 
бє айт Лохуіау Kadote:: and Ков 
thius, p. 1842. 26, Aauwrijpes Adye Ages vür 
of por Avx»las Ried eg’ dy bjbes 
keluerai wrovra. It is found in 
Philo, Josephus, and Lucian. See Lo- 
beck's Phrynichus, p. 818 note. It is the 
vessel containing the Abxvos: better there- 
fore rendered candlesticks than lamps, 
which gives more the idea of the li wee it- 
self. The seven golden candlesti 
(united in one Avxvia) part of the farni- 
ture of the tabernacle, Exod. xxv. 81 ff. 
Again, i in ref. Zech., we have the Avy»ía 
хрос $4» with ite seven Aux. Неге 
there are seven separate candlesticks, typi- 
fying, as that one, the entire church, but 
now no longer bound together in one out- 
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Teh avd Y боор "иф avOpwrrou, "х évdedupévoy "У тодзрт кал. * Trepi- АСРИ» 
wena eCwopévoy mpòs Tois *pactois > борри "ypvcáy 1*5 бё Xn 

XIX А ^ - а! 

5 кефаћ?) афтод ка ai тріуєс ° reveal ds < ёрои Nevicor, to is. Dar, 
z Ex Pe é А А А x К X ^ x р 36-7. x 

M. C.. Oos yor kal oi oparo айтой ws ®% фАдЁ È rupos, зоя. 
zavii. 8) 1 Б e М э ^ 1 7 e , k , 49-1 2 

y here only xal oi т0одєс айтоў Sport ! уаМмком{Ва›ф ws ё * карі 47 1 51 
xod. viii. A t 90 В: 

(31). з Luke zti. 85, 37. zvii. 8. Eph. vi. Ц. ch. xv. 6 only: Dan. z. 5. a Lake xi. 27. xxiii. 29 З 
only, Ezek, xvi. (, 7. 3 Масс. Ш. 19. bch. xv. 6. Matt. iii. 41 Mk. х. 91 Mk. Acts xxi. 11 bis 
only. Esek. as above (x). с Dax. vii. 9. d Heb. ix. 19 only. lea. 1. 18. e Matt. xxviii. 3 only. 

Ini 1a only: (see note.) E ch. U. 18 ШЫЛ мш 42, 50. „ Ime nee 

coisl. for орою», opoiwpa A, similitudinem har). viov (“ex alliteratione” 
Beng) X B b c d f I m п 1. 2. 4. 9. 11-3-6-7-8-9. 27. 82-8-4-5. 41-2-5-8. 50. 
wodnpny A 11, тодору f. for parros, або (“ех alliterat. ad (ar, aut ex 
е Ammonis qui ра(оёѕ ait virorum esse, пастоёз mulierum.” Beng) A h n 10-7. 

49. 79. 80 Bt Andr-a-p Areth: txt 
parois M e j 1 46. 

14. rec (for Ist ws) ese, with C[ P] rel 
Baek m 18-9. 26.7. 30-3-4-5. 
88. 47-8. 51 Areth. (ete: xtwv 88.) 

ward unity and one place. Each local 
church has now its candlestick, to be re- 
tained or removed from ita place according 
to its own works): 13.] and in the 
midst of the МА-А esticks one 
like to the Son of (1. e. to Christ: 
see John v. 27. I will not deny that the 
anarthrous use of this title may mark out 
lees sharply our Lord himself than the use 
with the articles; but in N. T. Greek we 
should be no more justified in rendering 
vids àvôpárov in such a connexion as 
this, “a son of man,” than ena беоб, 
“a spirit of God.” "That meaning would 
doubtless have been here expressed by ros 
viois TG» дуб ». The same remarks 
а to ref. .), elothed in a garment 
reaching to the feet (sce the reff. in Dan. 
and Ezek., which the description and even 
the diction closely resemble. The xiràw 
тоёр, vestis t ie, was а sign of high 
rank or office: “ sunt enim vestes pend 
et laxo, apud Persas imprimis, regum no- 
bilium et sacerdotum insigne, cf. Esa. vi. . 
1, Ezek. x. 2:" Ewald. Arethas, in the 
catena, supposes the dress to be that of 
the Melchisedek-priesthood (see also An- 
dreas and Vitr.); but without reason, as 
De W. shews. Cf. ref. Sir., дд» 
Bidens ть Bixar, катал ка} зам, 
abrd &$ xodhpy Bótns), girt ro 
at the breasts with a golden girdle (in 
ref. Dan., Gabriel has his loins girt with 

ld of Uphaz. Bengel, and r him 
üllig and De Wette, suppose a distinction 

—the girding round the loins betokening 
activity, while that round the breast is a 
sign of repose. But Hengst. well observes 
that this would hardly apply: for Christ 
is here in fulness of en as ruler and 
orderer of His Chureh. rard seems 
nearer the truth in regarding the higher 

С[Р 
rec xpvoyy, with Ih rd: txt ACRI. 

B rel Andr-coial Andr-a-marg Areth,, 

r-a-p: ka, ws (ка: from terma) precedg 
1-2. 50. 90: txt AN bod fg j 1 2. 4 9. 16-7. 25. 

girding as a sign of majesty. But perha 
alter all the point is not to be pressed ; for 
the angels in ch. xv. 6 are also girt mep 
тй rn. Nor is the golden girdle dis- 
tinctive of majesty: for this they 
also bear, ibid. In 1 . x. 89, A. 
58, the жрт xpvo% is the privilege of 
the ovyyeve?s, or pido тёр Өао:Аёа», 
not, as is commonly cited, of kings them- 
selves): 14.] and his head and his 
heirs (were) white like white wool, as 
snow (by the кєфалў is perhaps indicated 
the forehead ; not the face, which is after- 
wards described. It is only in colour, not 
in material, that His hair is compared to 
white wool; and the ds xiér is after- 
5 „„ 

e whiteness signifies purify glory, 
not as Aug. (Expos. ad Galat., c. 4.5. 
їй. p. 2184: “quia et Dominus non nisi 
ob antiquitatem veritatis in Apocalypsi 
albo capite apparuit"), Vitr., Stern, al. 
eternity, either here or in Dan. vii. 9), and 
his eyes as a flame of fire (so Dan. x. 6: 
representing perhaps, as Vitr., “ ica- 
ciam divins et purse mentis, omnia arcana 

dentis." This may be, notwithstand- 
ing that Gabriel has eyes like lamps of fire 
in iel. Though omsiscience could not 
be ascribed to him, the figure might be 
relatively consistent. .But it is perhaps 
better to consider these physical details 
rather as in themselves characteristic, than 
as emblematic of attributes lying ben»ath 
them. The “fiery eye," among the sons 
of men, is indicative of energy and power 
of command : so also in the Son of man 
Himself): 15.] and his feet were 
like to chaloolibanus (this word has de- 
feated all the ingenuity of Commentators 
hitherto. The Vulg. has awrichaleum (or 
eri- see Cic de Off. iii. 23. 12, Hor. de 
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15. vervpourns (erratum?) AC: xexupmpere R 16. 46. 69 vulg Iren-int: txt ГР] B rel. 
84-5-6 16. om exo», reading астерез below, A 41 sth: exer Ni m rec avrov 
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Art. poet. 202), the Syriac and Arethas, 
“brass from Lebanon” (lst altern. in 
catena, ere Tb» dv тё AiBárp TË бре 
peraAAevóperoy), tho Arabic “ Greek 
brass," — Andreas, and most of the German 
editions of the Bible, a kind of incense so 
called (2nd altern. in catena, —efre xa) 7b 
халкоє8ў AiBároror. уоттќор, dy larp» 
raides &pSeva калодсту, ebdBeis ка) abr 
тор дшлАоўута — Arpuobs dwordurorta: 
Germ., Erzweihrauch), on the authority 
of Antonius of Nebrissa (in Salmasius 
(Wetst.), ô AlBavos tye: тріа ed Sdvdper, 
ка} ó иф» Spiny roA letai XaAxoAlBavos, 
HAioelðns ка) wuphós, your tav0ds), who 
understands by the word some superior 
species of frankincense, the so-called ‘thus 
mascnlum: for in Greek frankincense is 
called Al garos, after the Heb. 7935 or 712), 
from the root 125, albus fuit. This writer 
refers to hymns of Orpheus in honoar of 
Apollo and of Artemis, in which xaAxoA(B. 
occurs in the sense of a costly kind of in- 
cense (but all we find in the titles of 
hymns 7, 19, 21, 65, is AH,, 
possibly a mixture of frankincense and 
ré d and to Virg. Ecl. viii. 65,—* Ver- 
benasque adole pingues et mascula thura." 
Still it appears somewhat strained to refer 
халколіВауоѕ от -or to ‘thus masculum :’ 
for, granted that masculum? may betoken 
its purity and clearness, how is xdAxos 
accounted for, which looks more like a 
hint at hardness? Besides, incense is not 
burnt v can, in а smelting furnace, 
but in a censer or shallow vessel, and its 
colour while burning is no way observable. 
The interpretation, * brass from Lebanon," 
does not appear to be tenable, as there is 
no notice of Lebanon ever having produced 
brass of superior quality, such as this from 
the context must uidas interprets it 
thus: xaAxoAÍBaror, «до; djAéicrpov Ti- 
puérepoy xpucoU. Lr. 84 ть Merrpor 
&AAóTvxor xpvoloy pepvypévov be NN ка} 
Adele. And this, considering that in the 
similar and model Dan. x. 6 LXX, 
we have xdAxos étacrpdwror (as also 
in Ezek.i. 7), ib. Theod. xdAxos orlABwy 
(as also in Ezek. xl. 3), and in Ezek. i. 
4, 27, and viii. 2, 4Aexrpoy,—seems the 
most likely direction in which to find 
the meaning. Still, as almost all Com- 

mentators confess, it must remain enig- 
matical, of what the word is compounded, 
and to what it precisely applies. Accord- 
ing to usual analogy, not xdAxos but 
AlBayos is the central idea, and xdAxos 
the qualifying one, as in xaA«d»8n, xaA- 
кфмбоз, xaAxo0f«n, &c. But this makes 
the difficulty greater; for we can assi 
no meaning to Alge which wo 
flt this requirement. If conjecture were 
admissible (which it is not), I should, in 
despair of any way ont of the difficulty, 
suggest whether the word might not have 
been yarxoA:Badly, a stream of melted 
brass: AI having been read Al or N. At 
all events this may rank with Hitzig’s con- 
dun xa xoxAt Hd), as if they had 

burnt in a furnace (and so red-hot 
and glowing): and his voice as the voice 
of many waters (Ebrard sees an allusion 
to the quiet and majestic sound of the sea, 
appealing to ch. xvii. 1 and xiii. 1; but, as 
Düsterdieck remarks, there seems to be no 
such allusion here, but only to the power 
of the voice &s resembling the rushing of 
many waters. So Dan. x. 6 Theod, 4 
prom | abToU ws er) bxXov: Ezek. xliii. 2, 
where the same expression is found (in the 
Heb. with which agree Vulg., Syr., &c., 
but not LXX), i. 24, where the sound of 
the wings of the creatures is és qo») 
S8aros *oAAo). 16.] And having 
(бушу, not = ка} exe, but as in ref. St. 
John takes up the description from time 
to time irrespective of the construction, ав 
if (De W.) with separate strokes of the 
pencil) in his right hand seven stars (not, 
as Heinr., on his right hand, as a number 
of jewelled rings, but i» his right hand, as 
а wreath or garland held in it. De W. 
well remarks that £Ais, which is the more 
natural rendering, is also required by the 

bolism. If the seven churches which 
the seven stars symbolize, were os the 
Lord's hand as rings, they would seem to 
be serving (adorning P) Him, and not to 
be the objects of his action: but now that 
He holds them in his hand, He appears as 
their Guardian, their Provider, their Nou- 
risher: and, we may add, their Possessor, 
who brings them out and puts them forth 
to be seen when He pleases, His univer- 
sal Church would hardly be thus repre- 
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dong, Ps, vr Kat о féayaros 18 кад ò € , xai eyevounv 
exlix. 6. Bir. Шш 5 indi 
xxl. A w. payoipa, Judg. Ш. 16. Prov. v. 4 only. 

only. lea. xlix. 2. se w = ch. iv. 5 al. 
y Matt. xiii. 43. xvii. 2. Ps. lxxxviii. 96. 

23 aniy: en. i. 17. 
viii. 18 Theod. x. 8,9 LXX. 
16. Ps. exxxvili 
6. xlviii. 12. g John vi. 57. Luke xxiv. 6. 

dextera гиа Iren-int. 
17. for xpos, eis N. wst К 36. 

41-9 Br, e sil) Andr: txt Acia в rel Andr-coisl Areth. rec aft 
„ 41-9 Br, e sil) Andr: om AC[P]N! B rel Andr-coisl 

rec aft Ace ins цо, with (1. 41, e sil) th: om 
om un $oBov Ni (ins Nas). 

хера, with N39 h n 1. 10. 36 ( 
Areth, and vulg Cypr Primas. 
AC[P7N в rel vas Andr Areth. 

x 
в — intr., John i. 4. v. 35. 2 Pet. 1. 19. 1 John ii. 

а see Mark ix. 1. Rom. і. 4. Í Сог. xv. 48 al. J B. 
c Mark у. 22. John zi. 32. Acta v. 

е Dan. x. 12. Luke i. 13, 30. 
Num. xiv. 21. 

v = Ch. ii 13. xiv. M, Ke. xix. 15 (Rom. iii. 15 
= John xi. 44 (vii 24) only. Cant. U. 14. 

UDG. v. 

dcr 
ch. II. 8. хий. 13. Isa. xliv. 

pawe: bef ws о muos N. 
гес eweOnxe, with N u 1. 10-7 (g h 12.37. 

Sefiay avrov ins 

for pros, p 
тотокоѕ A(and in ch. ii. 8 also) (Areth-comm). 

sented, but only a portion of it which it 
pleases Him to take in his hand and hold 
forth as representing the rest): and out 
of his mouth a two- sword 
going forth (cf. Isa. xi. 4, xlix. 2 (Éónxe 
Tb ттбда pov és udxapar Ófeia»): also 
our ch. ii. 16, and Wiad. xviii. 15, 16. The 
same figure occurs with reference to mes 
in Ps. lv. 21, lvii. 4. lix. 7: and Wetst. 
and Schöttg. give examples of it from the 
Rabbinical writings. The thing signified 
may perhaps be as in 2 Thess. ii. 8, 8 
üvouos by ó kópios "IncoUs dvere? те zreb- 
pari ToU ттбиатос abroU . . .: and in ch. 
xix. 21; but clearly we must not exclude 
(ав Düsterd.) the attributes of the word 
of God, Heb. iv. 12, Eph. vi. 17. And 
this all the more, inasmuch as 1) here the 
Lord is represented not as taking ven- 
geance on his enemies, but as speaki 
with his own, both in the way of confort: 
ing and of threatening: and 2) in ch. xix. 
21, where this very eword is again alluded 
to ав slaying the Lord's enemies, His title 
as xaOhueros èr) тод Teroy is ô Adyos 
тоб #еой): and his countenance (not, as 
Düsterd., 7 wrongly quotes De W. as 
supporting him, general appearance : so 
also Ewald, al Had this bari so, how 
should the Apostle have noted the details 
just mentioned? for the whole re of 
our Lord would have been too dazzling for 
him to contemplate. It is natural that 
after describing the eyes, and that which 
proceeded from the mouth, he should give 
the general effect of the countenance. 
And as matter of usage, John xi. 44 is 
decided, being en of a person, which 
ib. vii. 24 is not) as the sun shineth in 
his strength (seo ref. Judges :—that is, 

when unclouded and in full power: not 
necessarily at midday, bat at any time. 
The construction is again broken: és д 
IX. Halver would be the regular con- 
nerion). 17, 18.] And when I saw 
Him, I fell at his feet as dead (the effect 
of the divine appearance: see Exod. xxxiii. 
20; Job xlii. 6; Isa. vi. 6; Ezek. i. 28; 
Dan. viii. 17 ff., x. 7 fl. There is no dis- 
crepancy in this bodily action with the 

iritual nature of the vision, as De W. 
thinks, either here or in the places where 
similar physical effects are described, ch. 
v. 4, xix. 10, xxii. 8 (Dan. vii. 15). Düs- 
terd. well remarks in reply, that the ёғ 
жу. of ver. 10 does not supersede existence 
in the body. Just as dreamers ex 
their bodily feelings by physical acta, е. g. 
by starting or weeping, so might St. John 
while in this ecstasy: cf. Acts ix. 3). 
And he placed his right hand upon me, 
saying, Fear not (see, besides reff., Luke 
ii. 10, Matt. xvii. 7, Mark xvi. 6. These 
р and the whole character of our 

's words, shew that the Apostle's 
falling down as dead was purely from fear, 
not, as Ebrard imagines, as an expression 
of ecatatic love); I am the first and 
the last (reff.: = а and e above: not as 
the semi-Socinian Commentators, Grot., 
Wetat., “summus dignitate . . . contemtis- 
simus :” it is the eternity of God which is 
expressed—of Him who is before all and 
after all, from and to everlasting), and the 
living One (not =ó (woroimr, however 
true the fact may be; nor here signifying 
alive from the dead: but is the well-known 
attribute of God, the Eternal, not in bare 
duration, but in personal Life. The (wo- 
soteir is included, but the word expresses 
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Н. 27, from P». xv. 10 10. 1 eee ver. 2. 
xxiv. 11. John хіх. 31. Ps. cxliv.10. Winer, edn. 6, J 58.3 

ii К. 26, 27. 
q 

26. xiii. 37. John 
alviil. 6, 

xv. I. 1 Cor. х. 4. Gen 
Р a 

.X 
Eph. v. 32. ch. xvii. 5,7. 

18. om Ist xa: Ni. om теу querer | 98. 

only. 

Acts 
m plur., 1 Cor. х. 6. ch. lii. 2. Matt. vi. 28. Luke 

cts xxvi. 22. lea Ezek. axxvil. 11. oA : . 
ver. s ver, 12 (reff.). т s0 John 2x. 7. 

rec aft a:wywy ins аиту, with J 
Naa в rel syr-dd Andr Areth: om ACPN! j 1. 36-8 vulg copt eth arm Orig, Iren-int 
Ath-int Andr-p. 
(13. 27. 37-8. 41, e sil). гес Tov 

for kA«s, KAN B rel: txt AC[P]N 
adou xa: T. дауатоо, with n 1. 86 (12. 27, e sil) 

Im n f. 34-5-6. 47-9 Br 

Andr. a: txt AC(P]N в rel vss Iren-int Andr Areth Ors. 
18. rec om ov», with (d?) j 1. 16. 38 Areth : ins AC[P]M в rel vss Andr Primas. 

ins ĝe: bef делле CRI: AAG Ni. rec yweoGa, with AR33 rel Andr-coisl 
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20. rec (for ovs) wy, with в rel Andr Areth: txt ACI PIN 1. 12. 46. 802. for er: 
rns Šet., e» Ty Je, А; in deztera vulg Primas. 

far more. The E. V. is wrong in connect - 
ing these words with those that follow); 
and I was (not ўу, but ёуєубиа», —І be- 
came: it was a state which I passed into) 
dead, and behold I am alive for ever- 
more (see Rom. vi. 9, Acts xiii. 84. Là 
elal expresses, more emphatically than 
would the simple verb, the residence and 
effluence of life. By this mention of His 
own death and revival, the Lord reassures 
his Apostle. He is not only the living 
One in His majesty, but He has passed 
through death as one of us, and is come to 
confer life even in and through death), 
and I have the keys of death and of 
Hades (I can bring up from death, yea 

ate ыа EE irits of А of the 
bey is often шей la this book; see reff. 
Wetst. quotes from the Targum of Jona- 
than on Deut. xxviii. 12, “Quatuor sunt 
claves in mana ini . clavis vitæ 
et sepulchrorum et ciborum et pluvim;" 
and other testimonies of the same kind. 
We have the gates of death as opposed to 
the gates of the daughter of Zion, Ps. ix. 
14; cf. also Job xxxviii. 17; and the gates 
of Hades, Matt. xvi. 18. Isa. xxxviii. 10). 

19.] Write therefore (‘because I 
have vouchsafed thee this vision, —1 whose 
majesty is such, and whose manifested 
loving-kindness to thee." The connexion is 
better thus than with ver. 11, as some: 
* Now that thy fear is over, write what 
I bade thee," Hengst. So Aret., who re- 
marks, © fxeracis memoriam ledit." But 
it is very doubtful whether ver. ll is 
Spoken by our Lord at all: see there) 
the things which thou sa west (just now: 
the vision which was but now vouchsafed 
thee), and what things they signify (two 

IJ 

meanings of & вісќу are ible. 1) ‘the 
things which are,’ viz. which exist at the 
present time. This has been taken by 
Arethas, Lyra, Corn.-a-lap., Grot., Calov., 
Vitr., Beng., Wolf, Züll., Hengst., Ebrard, 
е fer 05 ̀  2) as above, ‘ what 

ings the а eldes) signify: во 
Alcas., Aretius, Eichhorn, Heinr., lr 
De W. In deciding between these, we 
have the following considerations: a) tho 
use of the plural lol., as marking off this 
clause in meaning from the next, which 
has å ict yevégou. If this latter is 
sing., why not this? Is it not because tho 
péAAe: vert merely signifies the future 
time, in which this latter class, en masse, 
were to happen, whereas this & elsi im- 
ports, what these things, each of them, 
severally, mean? And b) this seems to 
be borne out by the double repetition of 
elow in the next verse, both times un- 
questionably in this meaning. So that I 
have no hesitation in taking the meaning 
given above), and the things which are 
about to happen after these (viz. after & 
eldes: the next vision, beginning with 
ch. iv., which itself opens with pera таёта 
el8ov. I would take -yevéo@a: in the sense 
of happening, not in the wide ages of his- 
tory, but in apocalyptic vision: seeing 
that, тота meaning å «l8es, а present 
vision, & érc: yer, will by analogy 
mean the things which shall succeed these, 
i.e. a fature vision. Notice, it is not & 
zer qere Oa: as in ver. 1: not the necessity 
of prophecy, but only the sequence of 

the mystery of 
ou sawest upon 
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yedyor. Lyra interprets the word well, 
“sacramentum stellarum," i.e. “sacrum 
secretum per ipsas significatum :” see reff.), 
and the seven candlesticks of gold (elliptic 
construction for ‘and the mystery of the 
seven candlesticks,’ &c.). The seven stars 
are (the) (the prefixed predicate yy 
though on that account wanting the ar- 
ticle, is rendered definite by = d els 

n., тё» drr. dkr, whic 0 
of the seven churches: and the seven 
candlesticks are seven churches (the im- 
port of the &yyeAo has been much dis- 
puted. Very many Commentators take 
them for the presiding presbyters, or 
bishops, of the churches. So Primas, 
Bede, Joach., Lyra, Alcas., Corn.-a-lap., 
Ribera, Bossuet, Grot., Calov., al. m. 
So also Vitr., Whitby, and with some mo- 
dification, Hengst. This view is various! 
supported. It derives probability from the 

of the vision itself, in which, seeing 
that the candelabra represent the churches 
themselves, existing vessels containing 
much light, the stars, concentrated sparks 
of light, should represent some actually 
existing persons in or connected with the 
churches. Again it is supported by our 
finding that throughout the seven Epistles 
the angel is treated as representing and 
responsible for the particular charch. But 
before we pass on to the other great sec- 
tion of interpretation, we may at once 
dismiss those forms of this one which 
make &yyeAos the ideal representative of 
the governing өн Hengst.), or an 
tdeal messenger the charch (as 
Ebrard), or a proleptic idea of the office 
of Bishop, not yet instituted, as Rothe, or, 
in short, any idealism at all. As the éx- 
xAnola is an objective reality, во must the 
Byyedos be, of whatever kind. This con- 
sideration will also affect the current of 
interpretation which takes the angels to be 
the churches themselves. So Andreas and 
Arethas (in Cat., — Kyye Ao rijs Eo, 
why dv афтў ФккАто(ау Aéye. où yap 
ó яростатду бүүеХоз j$uaprfke, фзте 
dei dxotca: peraydnooy, & 8° ёугттта 
dv Tj delg той kupíov ö rd x dorhp 
à» ..... tls 82 ка) xpela ypdpew T$ 
dy Tfj Bel тоб Biareyoudvou жарбут.; 
&.T.A.). The second line of interpreta- 
tion is that which regards the бууело: 

эз els, in some viy representing the 
churches. In favour of this is 1) the con- 
stant usage of this book, in which the 
word &yyeAos occurs only in this sense: 
2) the further usage of this book, in which 
we have, ‹ ch. xvi. 5 the ÉyyeXos Md 04- 
ræ» in и without an a 
who can be none other than [Pe ier pis 
siding over the waters: 3) the expression 
of our Lord Himself Matt. xviii. 10, el 
ЁүүєАо: abrüy фу TẸ одрауф dick rarrds 
Brérovew +d трфзетоу тоў xarpós ov 
ToU ё» obparois, coupled with the say- 
ing of the church in the house of Mary 
the mother of John Mark, Acta xii. 15, 
with regard to their disbelief of Peter 
standing at the door, ё KyyeAós dor 
айтой: both asserting the doctrine that 
angels are allotted to persons, and are re- 
gardod as representing them: a subject 

of mystery, and requiring circumspect 
treatment, but by no means to be put 
aside, as is commonly done. 4) The ex- 
tension of this from individuals to nations 
in the book of Daniel, which is во often 
the key to apocalyptic interpretation. See 
Dan. x. 21, xii. 1: an analogy accordi 
to which there might well be angels not 
only of individuals, but of churches. 6) The 
fact that throughout these Epistles, no- 
thing is ever addressed individually as to 
& teacher, but as to some one person re- 
flecting as it were the complexion and 
fortunes of the church in a way in which 
no mere human teacher or ruler could. 
That there is no exception to this in ch. 
ii. 20, see maintained in note there. 
6) To the objection advanced in the com- 
ment of Arethas above, ob yàp ё mpo- 

ply ntago 
this interpretation, that there evidently is 
revealed to us a mysterious connexion be- 
tween ministering angels and those to 
whom they minister, by which the former 
in some way are tinged by the fates and 
fortunes ie 3 E. g., in сат Lord’s 
saying cited above, the оски it 
there asserted of the в of the m4 
children is unquestionably connected with 
the character of those whose angels th 
are: and it cannot be following out su 
a revelation too far to say that, if some 
of the holy angels are thus and for this 
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reason advanced to honour, others may 
be similarly, and for the opposite reason, 
placed in less honour and relatively dis- 
graced. That this idea is found expressed 
in the Rabbinical writings (see in Wetst.) 
is a mark of the further development of 
the truth which seems to have been 
first revealed to Daniel. 7) It will be per- 
ceived that this interpretation does not lie 
under any of the objections stated above 
as idealizing that which ought to be an 
objective reality. For it contemplates the 
angels of the churches as really existent, 
not as ideal beings. It is only when this 
latter is the case, that those objections can 
apply. 8) It will also be perceived, that 
both the circumstances, which were cited 
as making for the former interpretation, 
tell equally for this: viz. a) that just no- 
ticed, the actual existence of these persons 
in or belonging to the churches, and b) 
the fact that in the Epistles the l is 
treated as representing and responsible for 
the particular church. So that I 
cannot but rd this second view as far 
the more likely one. It has been taken 
by Origen, Greg.-Naz., Jerome, Andr., 
Areth. (in Catena: holding as above, the 
churches themselves to be virtually meant, 
inasmuch as the angel himself could not 
need repentance, &c.: but never doubting 
that by ќууєлос the els are meant), 
Wetst., Züllig, Wahl, Bretschneider, Bleek, 
De Wette (see above), al. The attempt 
to defend the interpretation of &y-yeAo: as 
bishops by the analogy of the mag myw, le- 
gatus Ecclesia, in the synagogue, appears 
to be futile, inasmuch as tbat officer held 
quite an inferior place, in no way corre- 
sponding to a bishop, or any kind of presi- 
dent of the church. I may also notice, 
that the weight laid by Brightmann, al., 
and recently by Ebrard, on the omission 
of the art. before &yyeAo: is worth nothing 
(see the rendering above). Such а sen- 
tence as Ebr. suggests in case &yyeAo: 
had been definite, of drr. дот. of ЌууєАо 
ray ёкк. edo, could hardly be written in 
Greek: it would have stood eloly of фуу. 
тб» ёккА. The fact, that each succeeding 
epistle is addressed тё åyye rs èv 
‚+. o €exAnotas, should have guided Com- 
mentators aright in this matter. As 

rds the symbolism, stars are the sym- 
bols of the angels of the churches, in- 
asmuch as angels are beings of light, Heb. 
i. 7 (from Ps. civ. 4), where see note; 

Job xxxviii. 7, where they are called the 
morning stars. The same symbolism is 
used in the prophets of Lucifer, the day- 
star, the son of the morning, Isa. xiv. 
12 ff., who would exalt his throne above 
the stars of God, ib. ver. 18; Rev. xii. 4, 
9. See also Luke x. 18. That stars are 
also used to symbolize earthly authorities, 
is what might be expected from the very 
nature of the symbol, and should never . 
have been alleged here as а reason against 
the literal interpretation of &yyeAos. 
The churches themselves are represented 
by candlesticks, agreeably with the uni- 
versal symbolism both of the prophetic 
and evangelic Scriptures. Cf. Prov. iv. 18; 
Isa. lx. 1, 8; Matt. v. 14, 16; Luke xii. 
85; Phil. ii. 15). 

Cx. II. 1—III. 22.] Тнв EPISTLES TO 
THE SEVEN OHURCHES. Views have con- 
siderably differed respecting the character 
of these Epistles, whether they are to be 
regarded as simply historical, or historico- 
prophetical, or amply prophetical. The 
point on which all, I presume, will be 
agreed is, that the words contained in 
these Epistles are applicable to and in- 
tended for the guidance, warning, and en- 
couragement of the whole Church Catholic, 
and its several parts, throughout all time. 
The differing interpretations will here be 
only briefly alluded to. An account of 
them will be found in Vitringa, Apoca- 
lypeis Johannis, &c. рр. 27—58: and (but 
scantily, as most interpreters over 
them but slightly) in the introductions to 
the principal Commentaries. 

Before commenting on each individual 
Epistle, I would notice the similar con- 
struction of all This may be thus de- 
scribed. Each Epistle contains, 1. А com- 
mand to write to the angel of the particular 
chureh. 2. A sublime title of our Lord 
taken for the most part from the imagery 
of the preceding vision. 8. An address 
to the angel of the church, always com- 
mencing with ol8a, introducing a state- 
ment of its present circumstances: con- 
tinuing with an exhortation either to re- 
pentance or to constancy: and ending 
with a prophetic announcement, mostly 
respecting what shall be at the Lord’s 
coming. 4. A promise made to ó rðr, 
generally accompanied with a solemn call 
to earnest attention, 6 Éxev obs x. r. A. 

1—7.) Тнк EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH 
AT EPIESsUS. See Prolegg. § iii. 7. To 
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the angel of the charch in Ephesus church had thrown off. The assertion is 
write: se things saith he that hold- as yet general: it is particularized in the 
eth fast (cf. ver. 25, ch. iii. 11) the seven 
stars in his right hand (cf. John x. 28), 
He that walketh in the midst of the 
seven candlesticks of gold (assertions of 
Christ's being the Lord, the Governor and 
the Upholder of His Church, agreeably 
to the vision of ch. i.: coming in suitably 
in this first Epistle, as beginning the 
complete number): I know (am aware 
of: not as Lyra, id est, approbo.” The 
context determines this to be the fact 
here, but not this word. The ёруа might 
be bad ones, see John iii. 19) thy works 
(so in all the Epistles, except those to 
Smyrna and Pergamum) and thy labour 
(reff.) and endurance (kóros and tror] 
form the active and the ive sides o 
the euergizing Christian life. The omis- 
sion of the cov after тд» кбжоу serves to 
bind the two together in one. They are 
epexegetic, in fact, of Epya; cf. 1 Cor. 
xv. 68: these being the resulting fruits of 
kóros and óxoporf, see ch. xiv. 13), and 
that thou canst not bear (reff) evil 
men (on xaxós and sovnpds, see note, 
ch. xvi. 2. These are here regarded as a 
burden, an incubus, which tbe Ephesiau 

next clause) and didst try (make experi- 
ment of, rather than put to the test, which 
is Joxtud get, 1 John iv. 1) those who call 
themselves apostles and are not, and 
didst find them false (this is deeply 
interesting in connexion with St. Paul's 
prophetic caution, Acts xx. 28—80. That 
which he foretold had come to pass, but 
they had profited by his apostolic warn- 
(chen perta iru nt and t beer 
them, while trying them: or aps the 

verb is used енн for my Name, and 
hast not been weary (there is a seeming 
inconsistency in оїВа 1d xérow соо... 
ral ob кекотіакеѕ, which caused those 
who were not aware of St. John’s use of 
the last word (reff.) to alter the sentence 
as in var. readd. Novi laborem tuum, 
nec tamen laboras, i. e. labore non fran- 
geris." Beng. фут! тоб ойк &rexapré- 
pnoas, oloyeí, ойк ёттубреотаѕ, ob po- 
84божаз, ойк dArwordarncas 8:4 ть broud 
pov, Areth. in Catena). Howbeit I have 
(nothing need be supplied: the following 
clause is the object to fw) against thee 
(reff.) that thou hast left (deserted; or 
let go: see reff.) thy love which was at 
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12. Prov. 
xxiv. 16. 

ma 
n dat., = ver. 16 only. (Matt. xxi. 5, from Zech. 
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first (towards whom? Arethas, їп Cat., 
understands T)» p robs zAnaloy xop- 
уау: Grot. similarly, * multum remisisti 
de prima illa cura circa pauperes :° Calov., 
* sedula cura et vigilantia cum fervore ac 
zelo pro verbi divini puritate adversus 
peeudoprophetas:” Eichhorn, strangely 
enough, quod nitnis morose et severe 
coerces improbos doctores:” Heinrichs, 
De Wette, and Ebrard think it is brother. 
love which is meant. But there can 
think be little question that the language 
is conjugal, and the love, as Aretius, 
Ansbert (“casti sponsi dilectionem ab- 
in» Vitri Züllig, Hengstenb., 

üsterd., Stern (but applying it all to the 
bishop personally) al, the first fervent 
chaste and pure fore of the newly-wedded 
bride: cf. Jer. ii. 2. Thy pu 
must not be taken as if if were compara- 
tive (priorem), but literally. In what 
pe the Ephesian church had left 
er first love, is not stated. Perhape, as 

Ansbert, “ dilectione seculi estuabat :” or, 
seeing that it is negative, rather than po- 
sitive delinquency which is blamed, the 
love of first conversion had waxed cold, 
and given place to a lifeless and formal 
orthodoxy). Remember therefore whence 
thou hast fallen (the first fervour of love 
is rded as a height, from which the 
church had declined. The Commentators 
cite Сіс. ad Att. iv. 16, “non recordor 
unde ceciderim, sed unde resurrexerim”), 
and repent (quickly and effectually, aor.) 
and do the first works (the works which 
sprang from that thy first love: those 
resume); but if not, I (will) come to 
thee (a strong ‘dativus incommodi :' = 
eri ee Vs їй. 8. Not Christ's dem ош: 
ing, but his coming in special judgment 
here indicated), and will move thy candle- 
stick out of its place (i.e. as Aretius, 
‘‘efficiam ut ecclesia esse desinas:" see the 
falfilment noticed in Prolegg. § iii. par. 7. 
Some take it too vaguely, as Ewald, gra- 

tiam et benevolentiam meam tibi detra- 
ham:” others, as Grot., misled by their 
acceptation of the first love (see above), 
“ efficinm ut plebs tua alio diffugiat, nempe 
ad еа loca ubi major habetur eura pau- 
perum :” others again, going quite wrong, 
owing to a fancy that the Ppistle is ad- 
dressed to the bishop, “tollam a te eccle- 
siam, ne illi ultra preesideas ;” so Zeger, 
al. Koppe and Heinrichs give a modifica- 
tion of the true meaning which is hardly 
ustified: * primariam episcopatus sedem 
pheso aliorsum transferam"), if thou do 

not repent (shalt not have repented ; i.e. 
by the speedy time indicated in the pre- 
vious aorist). 6.) Notwithstanding, 
this thou (this one thing: there is 
no need to supply dyaédy or the like: of 
what sort the тобто is, is explained by 
what follows. We may notice the tender 
compassion of our blessed Lord, who, in 
his blame of a falling church, yet selects 
for praise one particular in which His 
mind is yet retained. This is for our com- 
fort: but let us not forget that it is for 
our imitation also. фета тё» Auwnpay 
e ка} тё крз ria Kyorra, р 
Bh TH терттотёр A кататоёђ T 
Tis 2 Areth. in Cat.) that thon 
hatest the works (“non dixit Nicolaitas, 
sed facta: quia persons sunt ex charitate 
diligends, sed eorum vitia odio sunt ha- 
benda." Lyra. It would have been well 
with the church, had this always been 
remembered. тё & see below, must 
be referred to the moral delinquencies of 
this sect) of the Nicolaitans (there has 
been much dispute who these were. The 
prevailing opinion among the fathers was, 
that they were а sect founded by Nicolaus 
the proselyte of Antioch, one of the seven 
deacons. So Irenseus (Her. i. 26. 8 (27), 
p. 105, “ Nicolaitee autem magistrum qui- 
dem habent Nicolaum, unum ex vii., qui 
primi ad diaconium ab apostolis ordinati 
sunt: qui indiscrete vivunt"), Tertullian 
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(Prescr. Hær. 46, vol. ii. p. 68, “alter 
hereticus Nicolaus emersit. Hic de 
diaconis qui in Actis App. allecti sunt, 
fuit.” He then describes his execrable 
impurities), Clem.-Alex. (in two passages, 
which are worth citing, as I sball pre- 
sently have to comment on them: 1) 
Strom. ii. 20 (118), p. 490 P.,. rotor roi 8 
ка) oi фбскоутєѕ éavrot’s Мколіф recs 
àrourynuórevuá тї тёудрьз pépovres ёк 
таратрожӯз Tb dew тараҳрђсасба: тў 
gapki. dar’ & иё» yervaios xo, der 
ae Aud Te partu тёз те ибн. 
ка} Tj derhos: та karapapalvew Tas 
Tis трк Spuds re ка) éwiOdress. of dè 
els 78оуђ» трбуюу Bierny éxxvOérres olov 
éQuBpl(orres TË обрат: xabnduwaloder : 
2) ib. iii. 4 (25), p. 522 P.: жер! Tífjs №ко- 
Adov phorews BiarexOdvres éxeivo тареЛеіто- 
pev: Gpaíar, pnol, yuvaixa xo obros perà 
Th» dydAmjir thy ToU cerijpos xpos T&v 
&кхостфАо» dvediabels (ndrctumlay els pd- 
соу dyayay Thy yuvaixa yijuat Te BovAo- 
uévo dxérpewer’ дкблоибоу yàp elval 
фас: thy тру тайтту exelyy TH perp TH 
dri тарахрђсасди тў cape) Sei), Euseb. 
(Н. E. iii. 29, citing Clem.-Alex., as 
above), Epiphanius (Her. xxv. pp. 76 ff., 
where he gives a long account of Nico- 
laus and his depravation and his fol- 
lowers): во also Jerome (dial. adv. Lucif. 
23, vol. ii. p. 197) and Aug. (de hseres. 
b, vol. viii. p. 26), and many other 
fathers, citations from whom may be 
seen in Stern’s notes, h. I.: also Areth. 
in Catena, referring to Epiph. 
We have already seen, in Clem.-Alex., 
symptoms of a desire to vindicate Nico- 
laus the deacon from the opprobrium of 
baving been the founder of such а sect; 
and we find accordingly in the apostolical 
constitutions, of viv wevbBdórvuo: Мико- 
Aairas are spoken of: and Victorinus of 
Pettan, in our earliest extant commentary 
on the Apocalypse, says, Nicolaite autem 
erant illo tempore ficti homines et pesti- 
feri, qui sub nomine Nicolai ministri fece- 
runt sibi hewresin,” &c. Thence we ad- 
vance a step farther, and find another 
Nicolaus substituted for the deacon of that 
name. Soin Dorotheus (cited in Stern) 
we find him described as a bishop of Sa- 
maria (bs ёхіскотоѕ Zauapelas yerdpevos 
érepoSdincer pa тәф рор). And an 
1 Acts of the Apostles in Fabri - 
eius, ‚ Ароет. N. T. i. p. 498 (Stern), 
speaks of a Corinthian of this name, in- 
famous for licentious practices. We come 

now to the second principal view with 
regard to this sect, which sup their 
name to be symbolic, and Nicolaus to be 
the rendering of ор v 
or, Chald., cy vn. ‘perdidit vel abeorpsit 
pro Consequently the name Nico- 
itans — Balaamites, as is also inferred 

from ver. 14, This view seems first to 
have been broached by Chr. A. Heumann 
in the Acta Eruditorum for 1712, and 
since then has been the prevailing one. 

is a trace in ancient times of a 
mystical interpretation, e.g. in Haymo, 
glos. ord., who says, “Nicolaus, stultus 

„ id est, Gentiles ignoran- 
tes:” and Ambrose Ansbert, “si a pro- 
prietate ad ram, ut solet, sermo re- 
currit, omnes hwretici Nicolaite esse pro- 
bantur: Nicolaus enim interpretatur 
etulius popuii” What this means, I 
am as unable to say as was Vitringa: it 
perhaps arises from thus understanding 
оу 53 non-populus: cf. Deut. xxxii. 21.) 
But this is very forced, and is ly 
repudiated b s some of the кышы. 
Commentators : e.g. by De Wette, Ebrard, 
and Stern. (See also Winer, Realw. sub 
voce: Neander, Kirchengesch. i. 2. 774 
ff.: Gieseler, Kirchengesch. i. 1. 118 
note.) In the first place, the names are 
by no means parallel even were we to 
make Balaam, as some have done, into 
dy va, lord of tbe people ('ApxéAaes): 
and next, the view derives no support from 
ver. 14 f., where the followers of Balaam 
are distinct from the Nicolaitans: see note 
there. And besides, there is no sort of 
reason for interpreting the name otherwise 
than historically. It occurs in a passage 
indicating simple matters of historical fact, 
just as the name Antipas does in ver. 13. 
f we do not gain trustworthy accounts of 

the sect from elsewhere, why not allow for 
the gulf which separates the history of the 
apostolic from that of the post-apostolic 
period, and be content with what we know 
of them from these two passages? There 
is nothing repugnant to verisimilitude in 
what Clem.-Alex. relates of the error of 
Nicolaus; nor need all of those, who were 
chosen to aid the Apostles in distribating 
alms, have been, even to the end of their 
lives, spotless and infallible. At least it 
пат be enough for us to believe that pos- 
sible of one of them, which the post- 
apostolic Fathers did not hesitate to re- 
ceive), which I also hate (this strong ex- 

a leon, 1 

32 te 1. 
40-1-2 
47 to Si. 
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al Gen. xzzi, 7. 
w ch. Anil. 2 (bie), 14, 19. Gun. il. 9. 

Anab. vi. 4. 4, 5. 
a ch, i. 17. 18 (гей). 

yucovrrs A. (во also ver 17.) 

u во oh. vi, 4 ref, John 
z= 

у Luke xxiii. 43. 3 Cor. zii. 4 only. 

om ауто M h 49 (10-7. 46. 88?) Areth. 

vi. 26, 50, 51. Heb. xiii. 10. 
Exod. іх. 26. Xen. 

s ch. Ш. 2 гей, 

Vv 

as above (w). Luke zziii, 31 only. 
Gen. ii. B & fr. 

rec for 
Tw жара$ето) песо Tov rapadercou (see note), with h m n 1. 10-7. 84-5-6 (16. 87. 49 
Br e sil) € Andr Areth-comm : pecw то xapadiow 

i rec om pov, with AC| P]N n 1. 18(Mid expr) 36 
(26, e sil) Andr: ins B rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr-coisl Areth 

8. for тз, то A (во also vv 1, 18): & g. 

syr-dd th Orig-int Cypr 
con trt ACN! В rel 

rig-int Cypr. 
rec (for ev spupyn ERKA.) єккА. Tuup- 

vaio»; ekxAncias pvpyauev (sic) 1: тдурушо» exci. n: txt АС[Р]М B rel ves Andr- 
Primas bo coisl Areth 

ch i. 17.) 

pression in the mouth of our Lord unques- 
tionably points at deeds of abomination 
and impurity: cf. Isa. lxi. 8; Jer. xliv. 
4; Amos v. 21; Zech. viii. 17). 
T.] Solemn conclusion of the Epistle. 
He that hath an ear (no fanciful dis- 
tinction must be imagined between the 
singular, and the plural which is found in 
the Gospels (reff.): nor must we imagine 
with Hengst. that ods denotes the spiritual 
hearing or apprehension., We have pre- 
cisely the same use of the sing. in Matt. 
x. 27, d els ть ods dkoóere knpótare ёт) 
18 beuárev: where the distinction will 
hardly be maintained), let him hear what 
the Spirit (rd туедра, Г ing in its fal- 
ness, through Him to whom it is given 
without measure, to John who was é» 
wveóuaTi, in a state of spiritual ecstasy 
and receptivity: cf. John xvi. 18) saith to 
tho churches (Ebrard well notices that 
not a colon, but a full stop mast be put 
here, as indeed might be shewn from the 
‘way in which the proclamation is repeated 
in ver. 29 and in ch. їп. 6, 18, 22. It 
directs attention, not to that which follows 
only, but to the whole contents of the 
seven Epistles). To him that conquereth 
(the verb is absolute, without any object 
expressed as in reff. John and 1 John. 

of сыш Himself in ch. iit, 21), I will 
vo to the personal pronoun is re- 

peated both ialomatically and for emphasis) 
to eat (i. e. I will permit him to eat: not 
in the ordinary sense of giving to eat : see 
ch. iii, 21, 3600 аёт . . . . кабіса) of 
(the fruit of) the tree (see ref. Gen., from 
which the words come: and to suit which 

Vor. IV. 

Bede.—cpuvprys A: Luvprn N. for xpwros, xpwroroxos А. 

our Lord's discourse in John vi., as will be 
seen by comparing Gen. iii. 22, д} wore 
ёкт‹іәр thy хера abro, ка) AdBy wb 
ToU [ÓAov тўз (09%, kal фФур, ка) Choeras 
es Tb» ға, —with John vi. 51, éd» тї 
$éyp ёк robrov rot prov, Choera els 
toy alda. | But we need not therefore 
say (as Ebrard : so also Calov.) that Christ 
is the tree of life here, nor confuse the 
figure by introducing one which in its 
character is distinct from it. Still less, as 
Grot., is the tree to be interpreted as being 
the Holy Spirit. See, for the imagery, 
ch. xxii. 2, 14, 19. There is meaning 
in ToU бео® (pov). The two former words 
as following zapadelay, come from Ezek. 
xxviii. 13, and set forth the holinees and 
glory of that paradise as consisting in 

в dwelling and delighting in it: and 
the adjunct pou (John xx. 17), if read, con- 
nects this holiness and glory with Him who 
is ours, and who has eret tight to make 
the promise in virtue of his own peculiar 
part in God. On the whole image and 
expression, see Schóttgen, h. I., who ad- 
duces many parallels from the rabbinical 
wri 
8—11.] Tus EPISTLES TO THE CHUROH 

AT BwYENA. Seo Prolegg., 8 iii. 8. And 
to the angel of tho church in 
(in accordance with the idea of the angel 
representing the bishop, many of the 
ancient Commentators have inferred that 
Polycarp must have been here addressed. 
Whether this were chronologically pos- 
sible, must depend on the date which 
we assign to the writing of tbe Apo- 
calypse. He was martyred in A.D. 168, 
86 years after his conversion, Eus. H. E. 
iv. 15) write: These saith the 
first and the last, who was ame 
dead and revived (see ch. i. 17, 18, a 
for this sense of (fiy, reff. The words here 
seem to poat оно рше шү 

Р . 
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b = ch. xiii. 
14. Matt. ix. 

ANOKAATWIZ, IQANNOT. 

Kal “&fyoev, 9 Оа cov tiv °ӨМцу xai Tv тто- 

п. 

А \ , , m 

z. Each.” elav, GANG *arAoUcios el, кай THY HN HA € ёк TOv 
xxvii. 3. 

ech. 1. D reff. 
Ps. xliii, 24. 

d 2 Co 
9 onl vite ] Top !caravá. 

Xeyóvrov ®"Tovdalous elvai éavrous кай ойк eiciy àAXÀ 
10 uù Good & N тасухеу. 

e = James 1. > {бой U d) uéXXe« BáXXew ò Sud Boros K é£ úpa eis ! Sa- 
1B. 2 Cor. vi. 10.) і 

һ = . И. 28, 29. i ch. iii. 9. вее Nc 
xiii. 2. xv. 36. 1 Сог. vi. 20. 2 Сог. хіі. 1 (He 

) Matt. xviii. 30. Acta vi. 23. Jer. xliv. (1x2vii.) 

3. 
f ch. xiii. 1, Ke. Matt. xil. 31 al. 

M. XVI. Panov. xxi. 16. 
b. 4 16) only. 

12. g зо John iii. 36. 
j Matt. xiii. 23. Luke fi. 15. Acts 

k so John xvi. 17. 2 John 10. 

I a Av. 

9. rec ins та epya kat bef т. блар (see ver 2 and ch iii. 1, 8, 15), with N в rel syr- 
dd Andr-coisl Areth Tich: om ACP 19. 47 vulg copt eth Andr-comm Primas Bede. 

rec (for алла тА.) vA. Ze, with 1 Andr-coisl-comm: txt AC[P'IN B rel Areth. 
rec om ex, with [P] п 1. 10-7. 88 (26. 34-6-7. 49 Bre sil) Andr: ins AC(N) B rel 
syr-dd copt arm Andr-coisl Areth Primas: тт» єк. N. ov dau (mechanical repeti- 
tion of termination nd N ты word) CN': txt A[P]N®* B rel. at end add eriy Xe, 

10. rec unB«v, wi 
49 copt Andr-p. 
84-5-6 (1. 4. 16. 87. 40-2-9. 61 Br, e sil) Andr. 
Areth : om АСГРЈМ fk 1 m n i. 301-3 (16. 34-5-6-8. 51. 90, e sil) Andr. 

PN rel vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Cypr Primas: txt AC в g 38. 
waQew в 38(Всћ) rel Andr-a Areth: txt AC[PJN hl m n 10-8. 

aft 180 ins ön B rel syr-dd Andr-p 
rec 

= 

{for AadAew) BaAew, with в rel Andr Areth : BadAciv 32: txt АС[Р |За a e m 12-7-8. 
1.4-5-6-8(А1Ғ). 90. 92 Andr-coisl—(om 301: BAN Badw(sic) Nl: о 8:08. bef 

Волл. g 88.) 

10, 11): I know thy tribulation and thy 
prr (in outward wealth, arising proba- 
ly from the us, by the despoiling of 

the goods of the Christians); nevertheless 
thou art rich (spiritually; see reff. 'To 
suppose an allusion to the name moAv- 
kapzos (Hengst.), is in the highest degree 
fanciful and improbable): and (I know) 
thy oalumny from (arising from) those 
who profess themselves to be Jews, and 
they are not, but (are) Batan's syna- 
gogue (these slanderers were in all pro- 
bability actually Jews by birth, but not 
(see Rom. ii. 28; Matt. iii. 9; John 
viii. 83; 2 Cor. xi. 22; Phil. iii. 4 ff.) 
in spiritual reality; the same who everr 
where, in St. Paul’s time and afterwarda, 
were the most active enemies of the 
Christians. When Polycarp was mar- 

we read ray vb xA$g6os dOvav те 
kal “louv8aley T&v Th» Zpúpva» xato- 
койутоу üxaracxére Ow kal ueydAp 
geri éxeBéa: and afterwards when fag- 
gate were collecting for the pile, dA T 
"lov8aley wpo0óuses, бу #005 avrois, els 
тобто Üwovpyoirrev, Mart. Polyc. c. 12, 
13, рр. 1037, 1012. This view is strength- 
ened by the context. Had they been, as 
some have supposed, e. g. Vitringa, Chris- 
tians, called *lovSato in a mystical sense, 
they would hardly have been spoken of as 
the principal source of calumny against 
the Church, nor would tho collective 
epithet of Satan’s synagogue be given to 
them. Respecting the latter appellation, 
see some interesting remarks by Trench, 
М. T. Synonyms, $ i. He brings out 
there, how éxxAnola, the nobler word, 

rec ef ишә» bef o 8:аВолоз, with N (g) k(e sil) 1 Andr: txt AC[P] 

wns chosen by our Lord and His Apostles 
for the assembly of the called in Christ, 
while guvaywyh, which is only once found 
(James ii. 2) of a Christian assembly (and 
there, as Düsterd. notes, not with тоф 
0«o), but with брду), was gradually aban- 
doned entirely to the Jews, so that in 
this, the last book of the canon, such an 
expression as this can be used. See also 
his Comm. on the Epistles to the Seven 
Churches, p.95. See the opposite in Nam. 
xvi. 3, xx. 4, xxxi. 16,—cuveyoyh xv- 
piov) 10.) Fear not the things which 
thou art about to suffer (in the ways men- 
tioned below. & indicates manifold tribu- 
lation, as there): behold [for certain 64 
gives the tone of present certainty an 
actuality : see reff. It is in fact originally 
no more than a shortened form of 585 : See 
a Partikellebre, i. 245 ff.)], the 
devil (Hengstb. after Züllig, would lay 
stress here on the import of the name of 
the great adversary, as connected with the 
B^ac$nuíla above. But this again would 
be forced and unnatural, jally after 
the recent mention of garaya. Of course 
it is understood from the context, that 
the devil would act through the hostility 
of human agents, and among them emi- 
nently these Jewish enemies Trench, 
in loc., remarks on the reference to the 
devil, as the primary author of all assaults 
on the Church, found in the Acts of the 
ancient martyrs: e.g. the Ep. from the 
Churches of Lyons and Vienne: the Mar- 
tyrdom of Polyearp, 8, 17, pp. 1032, 1041 : 
Martyr. Ignat.) is about to (some) 
of you into prison (literally : the constant 
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кўи va '®ттєєрас@ўте, kal n ёЁєтє ? ӨМ ° ђрерфу ° Béka, = see} Pet. ir. 
Pyivov 110705 Yaypt 'Üavárov, ca Siow cot Toy 1 C, 7. 2 
t 7 ^ t ^ ll Uu u uz ү, Bir. II. 3. 
ттёфаъуор THs * gie. б u éyov "ods ®“акоотат@ ті тд I is, 

ve, Neyer Tals éxxAnolas. б Yvwv ov uù) " адиб) P Matt zt 
2 ^ w 7 ^w , Luke xii. 40. ёк тод * Üavárov той “ Oevrépov. John zz, 77. 

se TOV Acts xxil. 4. ch. xil. 11 (2 Mace. ziii. 14). s = John ii, 19. Eph. v. 14 y risiede 
Sevrepov t James i. 12 only. see 4 Frov. ar 9 bis. uverT(re£). — ch. . G ref. Isa, 

AC PNY n 
a to jim B rel weipabnre 1. for ere, exere C 1. 11: exnre A[P] 12(Mill). 36 copt 
n,1.2. 4. Primas: efyre d: txt M B rel vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Tich Bede. nMepas B re 
6. 10 to Areth: txt AC[P]N h 1 m n 10-7. 84-6 (1. 16. 87. 49 Br, e sil) Andr Primas. om 
19. 26.7, YOV Ni (ins N32). 
30. 32 to 
39. 40 to accompaniment of persecution, Acts xii. 4; multis, diebus:" Ambr., “quia, licet ista 
51.90 B. xvi. 28: not, as Heinr., put for all kinds tribulatio pluribus diebus et mensibus 
of misery), that ye may be tried (by duret, decem tamen diebus erit atrocis- 

temptations to fall away: not, that ye sima: and recently Ebrard understands 
may be proved,—''ut fidem sunm inter the ten days of ten divisions, or periods, 
maxima pericula probare eoque consum- in the persecution). Be (ylvov, not Yeb, 
matam virtutem consummare possint," as see reff.: new circumstances of trial re- 
Ewald. This might be the end which quiring new kinds and degrees of fidelity ; 
Christ had in view in permitting the which does not remain as it is, but takes 
persecution: but fva here rather gives accession) thou (it is quite futile to at- 
the purpose of the agent in the previous tempt to distinguish in these Epistles 
clause, ё Sid go:): and ye shall have between what is said to the Angel in the 
tribulation ten days (the expression is singular, and what is said to the Church 
robably used to signify а short and  inthe punt This is shewn by the former 
imited time: so in Gen. xxiv. 55; Num. part of this verse —& uéAAes wdoxew 

хі. 19; Dan. і. 12: see also Num. xiv.22; .... followed by ét bn Only where 
1 Sam. i. 8; Job xix. 8; Acts xxv. 6. there is occasion to discriminate, is the 
Wetst. quotes Ter. Adelph. v. 1. 86, plural used: cf. ver. 24 f.: but wherever 
decem dierum vix mihi est familia." the whole church is spoken of it is in the 
So Arethas in Catena, els óAÍyov xpovov singular, under the person of its repre- 
ToUrw» ў G, kal 008 бао» Béxa sentative angel) faithful unto (reff. not, 
juépais тарадетреїтбш да. And so, “until:” but even unto,” i. e. up to*the 
recently, Trench. All kinds of fanci- point or measure of: Let not thy faithful- 
ful interpretations have been given: so ness stop short of е death itself. 
in Gloss. ord., —'* Deus suos ad mit. Cf. Phil. ii. 8) death, (reff.) I will 
tens Decalogo armat” (another variety give thee the crown (тфу cT., as being 
of which is, “tribulatio ecclesie durabit the well-known pe promised to the 
quamdiu observatio үре Deca- faithful: as in reff. Trench, in loc., has 
logi, quod est usque ad finem mundi:" so an interesting note on the question whether 
Lyra, altern.):—*'x. diebus, i.c. toto hoe this is a diadem of royalty, or a garland of 
tempore in quo per septem dies contra victory: and decides for the former, seeing 
tria principalia vitia pugnatur, avaritiam, that the orépayo: of ch. v. can only be 
cupiditatem, vanam gloriam." Similarly royal crowns, —that the word is employed 
Ansbert. And again, “ significatur totum Бу all the vip: ore of the “Crown of 
tempus usque ad finem sæculi, eo quod thorns,’—and that the imagery of this 
omnes numeri sequentes denarium sunt book is not any where drawn from Gentile 
replicationes ipsius et partium suarum." antiquity, but is Jewish throughout) of life 
Lyra introduces “the year- day principle: (gen. of apposition : the life itself being the 
—““ posset, etiam aliter salvo meliori judicio crown: see note, and distinction, on 2 Tim. 
exponi, ut per decem dies intelligantar iv. 8). 11.] Conclusion: see above, 
decem anni, secundum illud, Ezech. iv. 6, ver. 7. He that conquereth shall not be 
Diem pro anno dedi ;’ forte tantam du- injured (ob рӯ gives great precision and 
ravit persecutio Smyrnensis ecclesim." certainty to the promise: there is no 
This has been taken up by Cluver. in chance (оф) that be should be (.) . .. 
Calov., Brightmann, al. Bede, Haymo, See Winer, edn. 6, § 66. 8 note) by (ёк ая 
and Joachim understand it of the ten per- proceeding out of аз the source or origin) 
secutions from Nero to Diocletian: Perer., the second death (defined to be, in ch. xx. 
Ribera, and Corn.-a-lap., “ decem, зас 14, 4 Alyn тод wupés. In this he shall 

P 2 
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эн 12 Kal тё ауу тїс & Ilepyápp éxarocias ypafor Acha 
"imi. Табе Aéyes б yov тў» х фоџфаіа» tip *$тторо» r . 
bei . ö ар, 13 ON soU катокей, Srov о Өрброс TOU i iu 
Thees. ii. т GJ ? 4 ` .. 

is. (Heb. i». CATAVE, KAL Y кратеф TO дуоцй pov, Kai ouk ?* турто) THY s» сз 
16. vi. 18 т. 

1 John Н. 

b see cb. хіт. E 

rec 

-d 
Pj 1. 10-7. 84-6 Br (16. 37. 

i Quast. 

d wth arm Andr Areth 

% тісту » pov [каї] ev таё u⁰ mu [als] Arriras о * 
reff. г е r / a 51.3 F. 

rw тис pov ò motos [pov], 0s amwexravOn “пар piv, бжоо 
teil. € Асізі. 8. ili. 15. xxii 20. ch. xi. 3. see Ра. HAN. J. comete. 

d = Col. ir. 16. 2 Tim. iv. 13 al. 

(aft о:За) ins та epya соо каг, with B rel syr-dd Andr Areth (cov bef та epya rec 
: om ACPR 38 vulg copt sth Jer Primas 
; ins xa: bef e» raus прериѕ, with AC 51 vulg copt Bede: om [PRX 

Primas Qusest, 

? 

páp- 

for 1st моо, gov RI(txt 

rec aft qnepa:s ins ev, 
49, e sil) Andr Areth : xov g: om AC в rel vulg 
om as (homaotel T) AC: ins РМЗа(та М!) в 
rec ó papr 

[4] uaprus б viros, omg pov both times, 12. 36 (om Ist à 36): д paprvs pov ô motes 
alliter. pou (“ez 

have no pert, nor it any power over 
him 

17.) THE EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH 
AT PERGAMUM (see . § iii. 9; 
сас 106). And to the angel of the 
church in Pergamum write: These things 
saith He that hath the sharp o g 
sword (this is the logical order in English 
of the epithet-predicates, rh» dle ron 
Thv tea». 1 p.h Soros is the sword 
with two edges: and to the whole of this 
is added 4 дед. The designation of 
our Lord is made with reference to ver. 
16 below): I know where thou dwellest ; 
(viz.) where is the throne of Satan (it is 
not easy to say, what these words import. 
Andr. and Areth. say in the Catena, 6pé- 
ро» тоў с. Toy Перу. кале, &s катеідоћоу 
obrav ӧжёр T)» Ala жасау. And so 
Vitringa and Bengel. But Vitr. himself 
asks, “ап Satanas in illa superstitione 
(Zsculapii cultu) se magis prodidit Per- 

mi, quam in Dians cultu Ephesi?” 
rot. Wetst. al. fancy that cararás was 

the serpent form under which the god 
JKsculapius was worshipped at Pergamum. 
But even the fact itself is doubtful; 
&nd the interpretation halts, in that the 
text is not ó Opóvos ToU Bpáxovros, in- 
stead of т. ra Zornius, mentioned 
in Wolf, h. l, explains it of the fa- 
mous Pergamene library, and the writings 
of the Sophists therein contained. А 
more likely direction in which to find 
the solution is that taken by Lyra, “id 
est, cjus potestas, infideles inclinando ad 
persecutionem ecclesise :” for above, ver. 
10, the act of persecution is ascribed to 
the devil: and here we learn by what 
follows, that be had carried it at Perga- 
mum to the extent of putting Antipas to 
death; which seems not to have been 

reached elsewhere at this time. Whether 
this may have been owing to the fact of 
the residence of the supreme i 
at Pergamum, or to some fanatical zeal 
of the inbabitants for the worship of 
JEsculapius, or to some particular person 
or persons dwelling there especially hos- 
tile to the followers of Christ (Henge. 
Ewald), must remain uncertain. 
above view, with unimportant modifica- 
tions, is ad by De Wette, Ebrard, 
Stern (who combines the others with it), 
Graber, Düsterd., al.—I may remark, that 
it is plainly out of the question to attempt, 
as has bevn done by some, to connect such 
an expression as this with the prophecies 
of the latter portion of the book, and to 
anticipate for the insignificant Pergamum 
а leading place in their fulfilment. ex- 
pression is relevant, as the context shews, 
поо the then existing state of the 
city (rov катошке below), and not to a 
fature part which it should take in the 
fulfilment of prophecy), and thou holdest 
fast (reff.) my name (the profession of th 
faith in Me) and didst not deny the fai 
of me in the days of Antipas (or, taking 
the other form of the text, is which An- 
tipas: see var.readd. As the shorter text 
rans, and probably also if we read the 
тай of the Codex Sinaiticus, 'Arríszas is 
regarded as indeclinable, which circam- 
stance has apparently led to all the per- 
plexing varieties of reading) my witness, 
my faithful one (or, if we omit the second 
pov, my faithful witness: the appositional 
nominative, see above, ch. i. 5. A motive 
for its use here may have been the nomi- 
natival form of the gen. 'Arrízas. This 
consideration of itself would obviate the 
untenable objection which Düsterd. brings 
against the above account of the con. 

3$. 4» 
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ó сатауӣѕ катоєї. 1% d *ёую катӣ сой OMyas dri: A ү 
Exes ёкеї ? eparobyras тїр f & dax) Y Badady, $$ ё8(баетке› ze lb cl g. 

rec кытоше: bef o caravas, with syr-dd wth: txt AC[P]N в rel vulg copt arm Andr 
Areth.—om охо» o с. к. 98. 

14. maa Babcdfg ј 18. 80-8. 
am(with fuld harl! tol lips-4, agst demid lipss) syr-dd copt 
Andr Areth. exe: A. 
18. 84 (1. 87. 40-2, e sil). 

struction, viz. that there is no reason to 
suppose it to have been used except in the 
case of the Sacred Name, as in ch. i. 5: 
but see Düsterd.'s own text in ver. 20: 
and reff. there), who was slain among 
you, where Satan dwelleth (of Antipas = 
Antipater (Jos. Antt. xiv. 1. 3),—after 
the analogy of Hermas for Hermodorus, 
Lucas and Silas for Lucanus and Silvanus, 
—nothing is known to us with certainty, 
except from this passage. Andreas says 
that he had ас ш account of his mar- 
tyrdom : 'Arrízas Tis тобуоџа pdprus 
dy Tlepydup yéyover àybpeióraros, ы 
dydyver tò paprépioy: and Areth. in Cat. 
says, об cal тд рартбрю» els ёт: od (erat. 
Ribera gives the following account from 
Simeon Metaphrastes: * Pergami episco- 
pum hune fuisse tradunt, et ejus mar- 
tyrium Metaphrastes Simeon scripsit, qui 
ad extremam eum senectutem pervenisse 
dicit, et cum res Christianorum ter 
Domitiani persecutionem magno in dis- 
crimine versarentur, nullo timore captum 
=з їп publicum prodiisse et inter cru- 
delissimorum tortorum minas intrepide 
sinceram fidei doctrinam ac Christi laudes 

casse. Ita Christianis preesidio, dæ- 
monibus terrori erat, qui ab ipso se fugari 
et sacriflciis suis privari fatebantur. Quare 
a prefecto urbis captus et in Christi con- 
fessione generose istens ad Diane tem- 
plum tractus et in bovem sneum, quem 
multo ante igne inflammaverant, conjectus, 
vitam in gratiarum actione precibusque 
finivit. Et tanta пш Simeon) pre- 
stitit virtute, ut locus hic ubi martyrium 
pertulit, in hodiernum usque diem mira- 
culis excellat, et magne in eo flant cura- 
tiones.” The Greek and Roman meno- 
logies contain similar accounts at his дау, 
April 116. It is hardly possible to with- 
hold indignation at the many childish 
symbolic meanings which bave been ima- 
ined for the name, in defiance of phi- 
logy and of sobriety alike. First is that 

of Aretius, à»rl-wás, the enemy of all, 
le. the child of God and enemy of the 
world; which has been taken up by Heng- 
stenberg, who ought to have known better, 
and Antipas identified with the historic 
Timotheus. Such folly would hardly be 

om or: C om ката cov vag Naa). Arey 
imas: ins N B rel 

edidaße в rel Andr-coial Areth : txt AC(P]N d m n 

credited, were it not before our eyes:— 
“ft man bis hieher gefolgt, fo wird man 
es nicht zu kühn finden, wenn wir die 
Veramtlung aufftellen, das durch Antipas 
Timotheus bezeichnet werde. Die beiden 
Namen „Furchte ott’ und Gegenall' 
ſtehen in inniger Correſpondenz mit ein- 
ander! &., Hengst. p. 190. is Com- 
mentator also finds remarkable meaning 
in the way in which the name is written 
in A, 'Arreízas. Then that of E. Schmidt 
and others, who hold 'Arrízas to Бе = 
"Аут(тата: that of Cocceius, who makes 
Antipas represent the Athanasians, seei 
that dyrixarpos = loówarpos = биоо 
с:оз. I mention such interpretations, to 
shew how far men may go wrong when 
once they surrender their judgment to 
their fancy in search of а mystic sense for 
plain history. On brov 6 сат. катош., 
see above). 14, 15.] Nevertheless I 
have thee а few things (not “а against 
little matter,” as Luth., Hengstb.; nor 
does éAiya imply that more than one 
matter is blamed, as Beng.: nor is it used 
by litotes, to mean “graviter de te con- 
queror," as Heinr. and Ebrard ; noris any 
reference to be thought of to the sins of 
Christ's people having been removed by 
His atonement, and thus spoken of lightly 
by Him, as Aretius: but is used as a word 
of comparison with the far greater num- 
ber of approved things which remained, . 
and is plural, inasmuch as éAlyor would 
refer, not to the objective fewness, but to 
thesubjective unimportance, of the grounds 
of complaint; which latter was not so. 
This use of the plural comes under the 
case treated by Winer (§ 27. 2), where 
only one thing is really meant, but 
the writer speaks of that one generically ; 
e.g. TreOrhxagw ol Cyrotrres Thy ux. 
ToU was8lov, Matt. ii. 20, where Herod 
only is meant. And so De Wette and 
Düsterd.): thou hast there (in Perga- 
mum : the locality is specified probably on 
account of the description which has been 
just given of it as the place where a faith- 
ful martyr had suff unto death) men 
holding (cf. xpareig ть бу. pov above) the 
teaching of Balaam (St BGN jv: not simply 
as De W., “doctrine corresponding to the 
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16. rec om ovr, with ГЕК f n 1. 10-7. 86 (h 37. 49 Br, e sil) vulg syr-dd: ins AC в 
rel copt wth arm Andr Areth. 

character of the advice of Balaam," but 
used in strict correspondence with $$ 48(- 
Sacre following: that which a man 
teaches being his doctrine. And «pare 
this S:8axhy, is to follow the teaching), 
who taught Balak (the dat. seems to be в 
Hebraism, 5 , Job xxi. 22: so Ewald, 
De W., Ebrard, Düsterd. : not a dat. eom- 
modi, “for Balak” to serve his purpose, 
understanding men as an object after 
add ao xe, ad Чейн: Certainly it is not 
expressly asserted in Num. xxxi. 16 that 
it was Balak whom Balaam advised to 
use this agency against Israel: but the 
narrative almost implies it: Balak was in 
power, and was the most likely person to 
authorize and put in force the scheme. 
And so Josephus, Antt. iv. 6. 6, makes 
Balaam on тоны call to him 765 те 
BdAcxov kal rods Ёрҳоутаѕ ray Malia- 
эитфь, and give them the advice) to put а 
stumbling-block (properly скауё&луброр : 
see reff., and a minute investigation of the 
word by Trench in loc. : an occasion of sin) 
before (in theway, or before the face of) the 
sons of Israel, to eat ae inducing them to 
eat. See var. readd.) gs offered to idols 
(from Num. xxv. 1, 2, it was not only 
participation in things offered to idola, but 
the actual offering sacrifices to them, of 
which the children of Israel were guilty. 
But seeing that the participation was 
that which was common to both, our Lord 
takes that as the point to be brought for- 
ward: “satis hic habuit Christus id di- 
cere, quod illi Israelite: cum Nicolaitis ha- 
bebant commune." Grot.) and to commit 
fornication. 15.) Thus thou also 
hast (as well as those of old: not, as the 
Church at Ephesus, ver. 6 (De W.) “ Si- 
cut Balac tenuit doctrinam pestiferam 
Balaam, sic apud te sunt aliqui tenentes 
doctrinam Nicolai erroneam.“ Lyra) men 

ev(itacism) Nl. popasa (sic) 1. 

holding (see above) the teaching of the 
Nicolaitans (the art. though not expressed, 
is in fact, in this later usage, contained in 
the proper name) in like manner (viz. in 
eating things offered to idols, and forni- 
cation. We may remark, 1) that it is 
most according to the sense of the passage 
to understand these sins in the case of 
the Nicolaitans, as in tbat of those whom 
Balaam tempted, literally, and not mys- 
tically. So Victorin., Andr., Areth., Ri. 
bera, Calov., Beng., Heinr. (doubtfully), 
Ewald, De W., Hengst., Ebrard, Düsterd., 
Trench, al.: 2) that the whole sense of the 
passage is against the idea of the identity 
of the Balaamites and the Nicolaitans ; and 
would be in fact destroyed by it. The 
mere existence of the etymological rela- 
tion is extremely doubtful (see above on 
ver. 6): and even ting it, —to sap- 
pose the two identical, would be to destroy 
the historical illustration by which the 
present existing sect is described). 
16.) Repent [therefore] (Lyra, a-Lapide, 
Tirinus, Bengel, al, join the preceding 
duolws to this clause, understanding it, as 
well as the church at Ephesus, ver. 5. 

The command is addressed not only 
to the Nicolaitans, but to the church, 
which did not, like that of Ephesus, hate 
them, but apparently tolerated them): 
but if not, I (will) come to thee (dat. in- 
commodi, see above on ver. 5) quickly 
(here again, thougb in the common escha- 
tological phrase, not of the Lord's final 
coming; as indeed the language shews, 
for then Не no longer roAenfce:), and 
willmake war with them (the Nicolaitans. 
This making war must not be understood 
as Grotius, “ Prophetas excitabo in Ec- 
clesia, qui id faciant quod Episcopus neg- 
ligit, et fortiter se opponant Nicolaitis" 
(similarly Calov.)) with (lv, in, as armed 
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t eov " dvopa 
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ил) 0 Xaufavov. 
r John vi. .49. Hec iz. 4 on y 
t = here bis (Acta xxv. 19) only. Exod. iv. 25. 

17. sıxovyri AC. (so A in ver 7.) 

Dent. viii. 3. 

om 1st avro N. 

кашбр yeypaupévoy $ oj8eis oldey ef u ci. 
o ver. 7 (reff.). 
P ch. vi. 4 re 
q gen., as Acta 

xxvii. 36. 
s zx Col. iii. 3. vi. 14. „ 19. 

didi He Re kel аы 

rec ins paye: aro bef Tov 
parva, with [P] h 1n 1. 10-6-7. 49 (37 Br, e sil); $ayew ex 36; «x (alone) N: payeiw 
(alone) 11-9: aft rov ins $ayew f 13: aft narra ins фауєу 34-5: om AC в rel vulg 
copt æth Andr-cois! Primas. [for avva, EvAov P.] 
om o N'(ins Naa) п: om o ovdeis to AauBarov 1. 

om 2nd осо ауте N 88. 
rec (for обе») eyro (with 51, e 

sil): txt AC[ PJN в 83(sic, Del) rel Andr Areth. 

with or arrayed in: but sometimes in 
the Rev. it is difficult to trace the proper 
meaning of ёу, and it seems almost purely 
instrumental: cf. Winer, ейп. 6, $ 48, d) 
the sword of my mouth (many expositors 
(е. g., Grot, Wetst., Vitr., Beng., Stern, 
ер, Trench, al.) suppose an allusion 
to the sword of the angel, armed with 
which he withstood Balaam in the way 
(Num. xxii. 23, 31), or to that and the 
sword by which those who sinned in the 
matter of Baal-peor (Num. xxv. 5), and 
eventually Balaam himself (Num. xxxi. 8), 
were slain: but seeing that the connexion 
with ch. i. 16 is so plainly asserted by our 
ver. 12, it seems better to confine the allu- 
sion to that sword, and not to stretch it to 
what after all is a very doubtful analogy). 

17.] Conclusion. For the fonner 
clause see on ver. 7. We may notice that 
in these three first Epistles, the proclama- 
tion precedes the promise to him that 
conquereth: in the four last, it follows 
the promise. To him that conquereth I 
will give to him (see above on ver. 7) of 
the manna which is hidden (on the par- 
titive gen. see ref., and Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 30. 7, b. In this manna, there is un- 
mistakably an allusion to the proper and 
heavenly food of the children of Israel, 
as contrasted with the unballowed idol- 
offerings; but beyond that, there is an 
allusion again (see above on ver. 7) to our 
Lord's discourse in John vi, where He 
describes Himself as the true bread from 
heaven : not that we need here, any more 
than in ver. 7 (see note there), confuse 
the present figure by literally pressing the 
symbolism of that chapter. Christ's 7 
may all be summed up in the gift of Him- 
self: on the other hand, He may describe 
any of the manifold proprieties of his own 
Person and office as His gift. This manna 
is кекрициќуо», in allusion partly perhaps 
to the fact of the pot of manna dud up in 

the ark in the holy of holies (Exod. xvi. 
33: cf. our ch. xi. 19: not to the Jewish 
fable, He est arca quam . . . Josias ab- 
scondit ante vastationem templi nostri, et 
hic arca futuro tempore, adveniente Mes- 
sia nostro. . . manifestabitar.” Abarbanel 
on 1 Sam. iv. 4, cited by Diisterd.), but 
rincipally to the fact that our spiritual 
ife, with its springs and nourishmenta, 
Kéxpurta: e TG хрстф ey TE beğ, Col. 
lii. 3. See also Ps. Ixxviii. 24; cv. 40. 
The distinction between кекродиќроу, re- 
conditum, and xpvxTó», occultum, pressed 
here by Trench after Cocceius, does not 
appear to be warranted, further than that 
the participle represents more the ob- 
jective fact, while the verbal adjective 
sets forth the subjective quality), and I 
wil give to him & white stone (seq 
below), and on the stone (the prep. of 
motion betokens the act of inscribing) & 
new name written, which none knoweth 
except he that receiveth it (the views 
concerning this stone have been very 
various. Bede interprets it ** corpus nunc 
baptismo candidatum, tunc incorruptionis 
glorin refulgens." And similarly Lyra, 
“ corpus dote charitatis decoratum, quod 
dicitur calculus sive lapillus, quia est ex- 
tractum de terra, sicut et lapis," adding, 
“ nomen novum, quia tunc quilibet beatus 
manifeste et corporaliter per dotes corporis 
gloriosi erit ascriptus civitati celestium." 
But both these are surely out of the ques- 
tion. Some have connected this with the 
mention of the manna, and cited (as 
Wetst., who gives it merely among others 
and expresses no opinion) the Rabbinical 
tradition, Joma 8, “cadebant Israelitis 
una cum manna lapides pretiosi et marga- 
rite.” Others again think of the precious 
stones bearing the names of the twelve 
tribes on the breastplate of the High- 
priest, the order for which was contempo- 
rary with the giving of the manna, Exod. 
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xxviii. 17; xxxix. 10, and regard this as 
indicating the priest!y dignity of the vic- 
torious Christian. So Ewald, Züllig, Eb- 
rard: the last remarks, that as the hidden 
manna was the reward for abstaining from 
fdol-meat, so this for abstinence from for- 
nication. But, as Düsterd. observes, these 
are never called in some, as 
Arethas, Grot., Hamm., Eichhorn, Heinr., 
have reminded us of the Gentile custom of 
presenting the victors at the games with 
а Vos or ticket which entitled them to 
nourishment at the public expense, and to 
admission to royal festivals. Titus, they 
quote from Xiphilinus, Epit. Dion. p. 228, 
used to cast small pieces of wood (opalpia 
tox xpd) down into the arena, aóufio- 
Лоу Éxorra, 14 uiv dboBluov riwós, . T. A., 
apes whoever got во bring ка) AaBeiy 
Tb deryeypappévor. Hence rd 
the white stone as the ticket of ап 
to the heavenly feast. But it may be re- 
plied, 1) the feast is mentioned separately 
under the name of the hidden manna: 
and 2) the серо of the writing оп 
the stone, which follows, will not suit this 
view. Again, others, regarding the con- 
nexion of the white stone with the manna, 
refer to the use of the lot cast among the 
riests, whiok should offer the sacrifice (во 
hóttg. quoting the Rabbis): or to the 

writing а name, at election by ballot, on 
a stone or а bean (so Elsner, and perhaps 
Victorinus, who says, * gemma alba, adop- 
tio in fllium Dei "): or to the * mos erat 
antiquis niveis atrisque lapillis, His dam- 
nare reos, illis absolvere culpa," Ov. Met. 
ху. 41. So Erasm., Zeger, a- Lup., Aretius, 
Calov., Vitr., Wolf, al. Some expositors 
combine two or more of these expositions : 
as De Wette, understanding it as typical 
of justification and election; Bengel; 
Stern, who also notices the white stone as 
the mark of felicity, * Hunc, Macrine, 
diem numera meliore lapillo, Qui tibi la- 
bentes apponit candidus annos,” Pers. Sat, 
ii. and * О diem letum notandumque mihi 
candidissimo calculo," Plin. Ep. vi. 11. 3. 
But, as Diisterd. well observes, it is 
against all these interpretations, that no 
one of them fits the conditions of this de- 
scription. Each one halts in the explana- 
tion either of the stone itself, or of that 
which is written on it. Least of all, per- 
hape, does the last apply: the verdict of 
acquittal would be a strange reward in- 
deed to one who has fought and overcome 

N 

in the strength of an acquittal long 170 . 
obtained, ó кёргюз ёхарісате ipi, СЇ!” 
Hi. 18. The moet ble view is that 
which Bengel gives а hint of (“ seribebant 
veteres multa in lapillis"), and which 
Hengst. (^ Datz hier tn Betrachtkaumm 
Moment ift allein das, daß man im Akr: 
thume manches auf kleine Steine schr) 
and Düsterd. hold, that the figure is d 
rived from the practice of using mui 
stones, inscribed with 5 
purposes, and that, further than this, the 
imagery belongs to the occasion itself oly. 
Taking it tbus, the colour is thst of rio 
tory, see ch. iii. 4; vi. 2; iv. 4; ш 
The same inscribed yet remains for at 
sideration. It is in this, as it woold ba 
every case, the inscription which gives the 
stone its real value, being, as it is, a tola 
of reward and approval from the Sad 
God. But what name is this? not visi 
name in each case, for an answer to this 
question is precluded by the very tem! 
obSels older, x. r. A. 2 but of what БМ! 
Is it the name of Christ Himself, œ d 
God in Christ? This supposition is pre 
cluded also by the same terms: fer: 
mysterious name of God or of Christ той 
either be hidden from all (so ch. xis 14 
KÉxor . . . буона ê «бі 
olev el uh abrós), or known to all vio 
were similarly victorious through gra 
These very terms seem to require that i 
should be the recipients own name, 29 
name however; a revelation of his ert 
lasting title, as a son of God, to glory 2 
Christ, but consisting of, and revealed in 
those personal marks and signs of бой! 
peculiar adoption of himself, which be 
and none else is acquainted with. If t 
heart knoweth its own bitterness, and 1 
stranger intermeddleth not with its joy 
(Prov. xiv. 10), then the deep secret desl- 
ings of God with each of us during Њо 
times, by which our sonship is assured td 
our spiritual strife carried onward to пе 
tory, can, when revealed to us in the other 
bleased state, be known hly to 
ourselves only. Bengel beautifully says 
“Michteft Du wiſſen, was Du für einen 
neuen Namen bekommen wirft Uke 
winde! Vorher fragſt Du vergeblich: und 
hernach wirt Du ihn bald auf den 
тееп Stein geſchrieben leſen.“ Trench, 
in loc. after Züllig, that tbe 
white, or glistering stone, may be Фе 
Urim, in which the most precious stoned 
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all was covered by the twelve on which 
the names of the tribes were engraved; 
the writing on which no one knew. The 
i n is one well worth considera- 
tion). 

18—29.] THE EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH 
AT THYATIRA. See Prolegg. § 11.9. And 
to the angel of the church in Thyatira 
write: These things saith the Son of 
God (our Lord thus names himself here, 
in accordance with the spirit of that 
which is to follow; ver. 27 being from 
Ps. ii, in which it is written, кро 
elwey wpós pe Tlés pou el сб, dy , 

бууткі сє), who hath his eyes as a 
fame of fire (connected м тет. 453 

elu: б ёрєоуду veppods ка) xapd 
Mar his feet "ate like "s chaleolibanus 
(for xakrok., see on ch. i. 16. There is 
here probably a connexion with ver. 27, 
és та скейт тё кєрашкйё currplgerai, 
the work of the strongly shod feet): 
Iknow thy works, and (the four which 
follow are subordinated to the Épya pre- 
ceding, as is shewn by cov placed after 
the four, not after each one. The ка! 
then is the subordinating or epexegetic 
copula, as in xal xdpw бут} xdprros, 
John i. 16. See Winer, ейп. 6, $ 68. 
8, c) the love (&ydrn, standing first, 
is probably quite general, to God and 
man) and the faith ега] again: not 
= faithfulness, but in its ordinary sense 
and the ministration (viz., to the sic 
and poor, and all that need it: the na- 
tural proof of and aloris—siors 
Se &yarns dvepryovuérn, Gal. v. 6) and the 

Cypr Primas. 
Ni; txt AC[P]N?5 в 

om ort 
rec (for apes) eas : apns 84-5. 47 

dr-p: тобе 38; tenes Tert : txt AC[P]N! 
rec om 2nd gov, with C( PN 1 1. 16. 35-6-8 (82. 41 Br, e sil) 

ves Epiph Tert: ins A в rel syr-dd Andr Areth 1 
88 (16-8. 27. 82-7. 40-1-2, 6 sil): a (age 

rec c, with 
rel. гес туу 

enduranee (in tribulation : or perbaps the 
ӧжороу) Epyou ёусбод of Rom. ii. 7) of 
thee, and (that) thy last works (are) more 
(in number, or importance, or both) than 
the first (this praise is the opposite of the 
blame conveyed 1 ver. 5 to the Ephesian 
cburch). vig otwithstanding I have 
against thee that thou sufferest (dpi 
from à , see ref. Ex. and Winer, edn. 6, 

14. 8) thy wife (or, the woman) Jezebel 
on the whole, the evidence for gov being 
inserted in the text seems to me to prepon- 
derate. It could not well have been in- 
serted: and was sure to have been erased, 
from its difficulty, and possibly from other 
reasons, considering what was the common 
interpretation of the l&yyeAos. It does 
not create any real difficulty: finding its 
meaning not in the matter of fact at 
Thyatira, but in the history from which 
the appellation 'Ie(a8éA is taken. In 8 
Kings xx. 26 (1 Kings xxi. 26) we read 
'AxaáB, bs éxpdén тодош Tb rovnpdy 
ёубтіоу kvplov, &s ueréünkev abtdy lata · 
Bard + w афто®: from which text the 
phrase is transferred entire, importing 
that this Jezebel was to the church at 
Thyatira what that other was to Ahab. 
It is not so easy to determine who is, or 
who are, imported by the term. The very 
fact of the name Jezebel being chosen (for 
it is impossible, even were this the actual 
name of a woman, that it should be used 
here with any other than the symbolic 
meaning), coupled with rhy yuvaixd( cou 
above explained, takes us out of the realms 
of simple fact into those of symbolism. 

20. 1 John 

29. 1 Cor. 
20 (AX, xri. 18. 2 Cor. 

a 
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f = John vii. 
12, 47. 1 
i. 8. 
lil. 7 al 

mit” © weravonoat кёк Ts 'opveías avrijs. en. 1. 1. 

ver. 14 (reff.). 
= (& asing.) John v. 8. vii. 33. xii. 35. xiv. 9. Іза. liv. 7. 

9. m Matt. ix. 2. v. . 1 Cor. vi. 13, 18 al. Ezek. xliii. 
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Aéyovca Eaurny *rpodijrw, kai Siddoxes xa f arkavá тоў 
u SénoUs ESovrous *mopveðoat Kal duyeiv 'eibwAoÉvra. 

i$. 21 wal дока айт} 'ypóvov iva petavoyon, Kat ov ON 

п. 

22 (бой m Валл 
k here bis. ch. ix. 20, 21. xvi. 11 only. 1:- Matt. 

Mark vii. 30. 

Aeyouoav, with [P]N% 1. 86-8: туи Aeyouca(sic) N33: n Aeye B rel Andr Areth: ка 
Aeye: 42 : txt AC Ni. for caurny, aur N В 1 16. 40. 69. 
h? 1 m 86 (387): трофутеах NI: txt АСМ№3ас rel.—add «эш N 36. 

трофутт» PB 
rec bidar- 

кеу ка тАауас@ол, omg lst xa: and rovs, with vulg : 8:8аске ea: жЛағата:, omg Tovs, 
1: txt ACC P]N в rel syr-dd copt th Andr.—for 1st ка, ) Br. rec eiboAo0vra. 
bef $ayew, with 1 (6. 41, e sil): txt AC[ PN B rel vas gr-lat-ff. 

21. rec om xa ov беле дета»олтш, with NI 1. 12-7 (arm): к. ei рер бєлє pera- 
yonga: 88 : к. оок 50eA90«». perayonoa: A Primas Vict-tun : txt р B rel ves pgr- 
lat-ff.— rec aft єк т. жору. avr. ins xa ov uereyogaev, with 1 arm 
в rel vas gr-lat-ff.—tavrns N. 

-соу): om AC[P IN 

22. rec aft 1800 ins eyw, with (d?) 1(above the line). 38 (34, e sil): om AC[P]M в 
rel vss gr-lat-ff. 
кало M1: txt AC rel. 

The figure of * Jezebel tliy wife" being 
once recognized in its historical import, it 
would not be needful that an individual 
woman should be found to answer to it: 
the conscience of the Thyatiran church 
could not fail to apply the severe reproof 
to whatever influence was being exerted 
in the direction here indicated. So that 
I should rate at very little the specula- 
tions of many Commentators on the sup- 
posed woman here pointed out. Düsterd., 
recently, remarks that’s Aéyovca has 
something individual about it.) So it has: 
but may not this individuality belong just 
as well to the figure, as to the thing sig- 
nifed by it? 1 ТЬе sect or individua 
being once concentrated as Jezebel, i) 
Aéyouea would follow of course, in the 
propriety of the figure. On the whole, 
owever, I should feel it more probable 

that some individual teacher, high in re- 
pute and influence at the time, is pointed 
at. The denunciation of such a teacher 
under such a title would be at once start- 

ling and decisivey Nor would probability 
be violated by the other supposition, that 
a favoured and influential party in the 
Thyatiran church is designated. The 
church herself is represented by a woman : 
why may not a party (compare the Jews, 
who are the cvrayoyh ToU caTava of 
ver. 9) within the church be similarly 
symbolized ?, However this may be, the 
real solution must lie hidden until all that 
is hidden shall be known. See more be- 
low), who calleth herself а propbetess 
(the appositional nom. again: see reff.: 
and again with an indeclinable proper 
name, as in ver. 18. This clause perhaps 
points at an individual: but tbere is on 
the other hand по reason why a sect 
claiming prophetic gifts should not be in- 

for BadAw, Вало [ P ]N?5 в 9. 27. 32-8 vulg-ed copt some-lat-ff : 

dicated: the feminine belonging as before 
to the historical symbol), and she teacheth 
and deceiveth my servants, to commit 
fornication and eat things sacrificed to 
idols (hence the propriety of the name 
Jezebel : for both these were the abomi- 
nations of the historic Jezebel: 2 Kings 
ix. 22, 30 (cf. Jer. iv. 30; Nabum iii. 4): 
the latter indeed in its more aggravated 
form of actual idolatry, 1 Kings xviii. 19. 
This specification of the mischief done 
shews us that this influence at Thyatira 
was in the same direction as the evil works 
of the Nicolaitans at Pergamum, ver. 14. 
The fact that this wasthe prevalent direc- 
tion of the false teaching of the day, is 
important in & chronological point of 
view : see Prolegg., § iii. par. 6). AndI 
gave her time (not, in my pre-ordination 
of what is to be," as the aor. in Mark xiii. 
20, but denoting historically that which 
the Lord had actually done, in vain. No- 
tice that the ёфегиш, on which depended 
the time given her for repentance, is yet 
blamed in the church of Thyatira as a sin 
that she should repent, and she wille 
not to repent of (lit. “out : constr. 
pregn. so as to come out of: or the 
uera». itself is regarded as an esca 
The construction (reff.) is confined to this 
book: we have the verb once with ard, 
Acts viii. 22; and the subst. uerároia, 
Heb. vi. 1) her fornication (wopvela is 
here to be taken, as in all these passages, 
in its literal sense. Otherwise, if taken 
figuratively, it would be only a repetition 
of the other particular, idolatry). 
22.] Behold (arrests attention, and pre- 
pares the way for something unexpected 
and terrible), I cast her (evidently against 
her will: but there is not necessarily 
violence in the word: it is the ordinary 
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edn. 6, 9 41.2. 
k = Ezek. 

xxxiii.27 (but 

k ка 

ACER в YOCovTas тйта ai éxxrAnolas бт yó eimi б & épevvüv > 
t 1. M I A 

2.4.6.9. veppovs xal € карда, cal осо йир касте “Kata rà Yee èr). 
1 

т Rom. viii. 27. q John v. 39. vil. 52. Rom. bi 27. 1 Cor. U. 10. 1 че i. 11 only. Gen. хе. 
t 

12, 
в here only. pue vii. 9. xxv. 2, xxvii. 4. eee Rom. ii. 6. Psa. 1х1. 12. Prov. xxiv. 12. 

7.30. 82 uch. xx. 12 al. 

to 38.40 
to 42. 47 for xx, фиАактуу (see cer 10) A. rec peravonowow, with C[P] в rel: txt AN. 
он 90 rec(for 2nd avras) аотоу (repetition of preceding termination), with А j n 1. 171 

(арру). 36. 49! arm Andr Cypr Primas: txt C[P]N B rel am(with fuld harl! lips-5 tol, 
against demid har]? lipss) syr-dd copt Andr-cois! Areth Tert. 

23. om Ist ка: А copt. 

verb for being “cast” on а bed of sick- 
ness: see reff. and Matt. viii. 6, 14) into 
a bed (дут) To), els apsworlay, Areth.: 
will change her bed of whoredom into a 
bed of anguish: see Ps. xli.3. So most 
Commentators. Perhaps the threat has 
reference to a future pestilence. Bede, 
Lyra, al, understand the bed to be in- 
fernalis poena," the latter referring to Isa. 
xiv. 11. 
veritatis vel audacis lectum," into which 
God casts his enemies before their destruc- 
tion) and those who commit adultery 
(not now ropveborras, but a more gene- 
ral term; embracing in its wide meaning 
both the wopyevoa: and «iBgAó0vra pa- 
ve, and well known as ће word used of 
rebellious and idolatrous Israel, cf. Jer. iii. 
8, v. 7; Ez. xvi. 32 al.) together with her 
(ҝет? abris is not = abr, so that she 
should be the “conjux adulterii," but im- 
plies merely participation — those who 
share with her in her adulteries. These 
uo xo res per’ abrijs, as interpreted by 
the tone with which the rebuke began, 
will mean, those who by suffering and en- 
couraging her, make themselves partakers 
of her sin. And this rather favours the 
idea that not one individual, but a domi- 
nant party, is intended. See below) into 
great tribulation (this clause forms a kind 
of parallelism with the former, so that eis 
GAM uey. is parallel with eis «Alyn. 
But it is not to be regarded as interpret- 
ing xAlyn. Her punishment and that of 
her children (see below) is one tbing; 
that of the partakers in her adulteries, 
those in the church who tolerated and en- 
couraged her, another, viz. great tribula- 
tion. This is forcibly shewn by the Ёруш» 
abr5s following), if they do not (aor.: 

ily and effectually, shall not have 
one so by the time which I have in my 

thoughts) repent of her (not their: they 
are Christ’s servants who are tampering 
with her temptations and allowing them- 
selves in her worke, which are alien from 
their own spiritual life) works. And her 

epavvwy AC: txt [PN в rel. 

Ansbert, curiously enough, se- 

om 2nd ra С. 

children (emphatically put forward as 
distinguished from the last mentioned: 
do * And as to her childron, &c." 

ese are her proper adherents: not those 
who suffer her, but those who are begotten 
of her, and go to constitute her. Some 
Commentators have vainly dreamt of tho 
slaughter of Ahab’s 70 sons, 2 Kings x.: 
but they were not Jezebel’s children. The 
historical figure is obviously dropped here) 
I will slay with (in, but perhaps mercl 
instrumental : see above, on ver. 16) deat 
(the expression is probably a rendering of 
the Heb. плоттю, as in Lev. xx. 10, 
which the LXX render by ardre ava- 
ToícÓcca», and which there occurs in 
reference to adultery. But wo need not, 
as Hengst., suppose a direct reference to 
that passage: for there is nothing of adul- 
tery here: we have done with тофу uoi- 
xevorras ner abrijs, and are come to tho 
judgment on тё Ték»a abr): and all 
the churches (this remarkable expression, 
meaning not, all the Asiatic churches, but 
all the churches in the world till the end 
of time, lifts the whole of this threatening 
and its accompanying encouragements out 
of proconsular Asia, and gives usa glimpse 
into the cecumenical character of these 
messages) shall know (the fancifal Hengst. 
imagines a reference in yvécorra: to the 
false yy : but in во common and so- 
lemn a formula of the O. T., this must 
surely be out of the question) that I am 
he t searcheth the reins and the 
hearts (which, see reff. is the attribute of 
God: and therefore of the Son of God. 
Cf. ver. 18 above, and note. Grotius 
says, “Per renes intelliguntur desideria, 
ut et Ps. схххіх. 13, Jer. xii. 2, Prov. xxiii. 
16: per cor, cogitata, 1 Sam. xvi. 7, 
1 Reg. viii. 39 al.“ But it seems doubtful 
whether so minute a distinctioni s in the 
words; whether they are not rather a 
general designation for the whole inward 
parts of a man): and I will give to you 
‘will render, in My doom of judgment.’ 

e strain of the Lord’s message is sud- 
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vrv. 14,18. "ёруа ошбу. A du dé Neyw тоф Xovrrois тоф Ev Qvared- scm: 

. Acts ^ 10-3. 1 
zs. oo. Syvwoay Ta х Babea тод aaravá, ws Aéyovow, ov Y HAMA 10 & 
-é¢, Rom. vili. 39. хі. 33. 1 Cor. il. 10 al. Ps. ezxíix. 1. Judith vili. 14. y see Mark vii. 84 Jobm хш. uud 

3. xx. 25, Y1. James iil. 3 al. 

NC Ar L 

* H. Nas pots бето ойк Exovow rip * ddaynv тайтту, ore ovK 2.465. 
iv. 

for vier, avrov В 88 vulg(but not am demid harl lips-5) Тегі: nuw» 36: om МЇ: txt j 
AC[ P]N?9 rel. . rec (for 1st ros) Ka, with vulg(ed and some mss): om k 2. 6. 16-7-8-9 : txt 
AC[PTN в rel ves Andr Primas.—om rors Aovrors 92! arm: aft lst rors N! has written 
є» (from below, NA disapproving). 

За: txt N*e(?). 
vareipy N.. 

rec ins xa: bef orrires, with vulg- ed Quest: om AC(P^N в 
om lst ove Ni: for осо, 

83(sic, Del) rel ves Andr Areth Primas.—om [x.] orrives. оюк eyv. 41. 
with [P]N en W 86: txt AC в rel. 
n 10. 38 (37. 49 Br, e 
Andr Areth. 

denly changed into a direct address to 
those threatened) to each according to 
your works (fpye, not the mere outward 
products of the visible life, but the real 
acts and verities of the inward man, dis- 
cerned by the piercing eye of the Son of 
God). 94.] But (contrast to those 
addressed before) to you I say, the rest 
who are in Thyatira, as many as have 
not (not only do not Aold, but are free 
from any contact with) this teaching, 
such as (ofrives, as usual, classifies) have 
not known the depths (deep places, in the 
resolved form) of Satan, as they call them 
(it was the characteristic of the falsely 
named yd, to boast of its de, or 
depths, of divine things. Iren. ii. 22. 1, E 
146, speaks of those qui oe bythi 
adinvenisse se dicunt :” and ib. 8, p. 147, 
* profunda Dei adinvenisse se dicentes." 
And Тегі. adv. Valent. 1, vol. ii. 
р. 538 ff should by all means be read, 
as admirably illustrating this expression. 
He there says, Eleusinia Valentiniana 
fecerunt lenocinia, sancta silentio magno, 
sola taciturnitate coelestia. Si bona fide 
queeris, concreto vultu, suspenso supercilio 
Alium est, aiunt." We may safely there- 
fore refer the expression ойк Éyvecar rà 
Bá6«a to the heretics spoken of. But it is 
not so clear to whom ав their subject the 
words ds Aéyouvow are to be appropriated, 
and again whose word тоб cr i is, 
whether that 1) of our Lord, 2) of the 
heretics, or 8) of the Christians addressed. 
If &s Aéyovaw belong to the Christians, 
then the sense will be, that they, the 
Christians, called the 8á6«a of the heretics, 
the gde тоё сатауӣ, and were content 
to үү their ignorance of them. So 
Andr., Areth., Heinr., Ziillig, Ebrard: 
and so far would be true enough; but 
the sentence would thus be left very flat 
and pointless, and al ther inconsistent 
in its tone with the solemn and pregnant 
words of the rest of the message. If 

rec Sada, 
rec (for BaAAw) Вало, with N B f h 

sil) vulg Primas: BMA 1. 47: Ac 41-2: txt AC[P] rel syr-dd 

és Aéyovsi» belong to the heretics, we 
have our choice between two views of 
ToU carará: either 1) that the heretics 
themselves called their own mysteries 
тё B. тоў rd. But this, though held 
by Hengst.,—and even by Neander, PA. 
u. L. ейп. 4, p. 619 note, as а posaible 
alternative, and recently by — 
can hardly be so, seeing that the words 
surely would not bear the sense thus 
assi to them, viz. that they could 
go deeper than and outwit Satan in his 
own kingdom: and seeing moreover, that 
no such formula, or any resembling it, 
is found as used by the ancient Gnostic 
heretics: or 2) that the œs Adyovew 
applies only to the word Ad@ea, and 
that, when, according to their way of 
speaking, той Geov should. have followed 
(cf. ref. 1 Cor.), the Lord in indignation 
substitutes ToU сатауа. This has been 
the sense taken by most Gommentators, 
e. g., Corn.-a-lap., Ribera, Grot, Calov., 
Wetst., Vitr., Bengel, Wolf, Eichhorn, 
Ewald, De W., Stern, Düsterd. And it 
appears to me that this alone comes in 
any measure up to the requirements of 
the in intensity of meaning and 
solemnity, as well as in verisimilitude. 

I need hardly remark that the ren- 
dering which I am sorry to see in Tre- 
gelless very useful little English version 
of the purer text of the Apoc., “ how they 
speak,” is quite untenable. In the E. V., 
“ as they speak,” is meant to = “as they 
say г? but for “how they speak (absol.). 
AaAobci» would be required), I cast not 
upon you any other burden (it is better, 
seeing that no тобто or тё follows after 
хАў» below, not to carry on the sentence 
as if Ало, TAP ... were closely joined, 
but to break it off at Bdpos: leaviug how- 
ever the rA to take it up (see аон) 
by and by. And this being во, to what 
do the words refer Р There can, Ii ine, 
be little doubt as to the answer, if we 
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(3 Mace. ix. 10) only. 
xL 11 aM. elsw. here only. Judg. iv. 9. 

d of Christ, Matt. xxiv. 50. Luk 
v. 20. ch. lii. 3. e ver. 7 reff. 

Sir. хах. 28 (xxxiii. 19). 

а = Matt. Luke 

e xii. 46, John viii, 42, Rom. xi. 36 (from Isa. lix. 
f ch. i. 3 reff. 

only. è T. Heb. lil. 14. Fg T., 1 Cor. i. B.) 
1. yy al. 

passim. (not Mark, John, nor Luke in Acts.) Paul, 1 Cor. 
b ff. reff. за ] John v. 13 reff. C = ver. 

). Heb. х. 7, 37. 1 Joba 
Б ver. 10 reff. h Heb. vii. 11 

i John i. 12. v. 27. xvii. 2. Matt. ix. 8. x. 
k constr., ch. lil. 12, 21. vi. 8. 1 w. gen., ch. xi, 

6. xiv. 18. xx. 6 only. (kram, Luke xix. 17.) w. acc., ch. vi. 8. xiii. 7. xvi.9. xxii. 14. Lukeix.lal gen. 
without ёт, Matt. x. 1. John xviL 2. Sir. xvii. 2. 

25. axp CM f 38 (84-5, e sil): ews A 47 : txt [P] B rel. 

m generic, as Matt. ix. 11. Acts iv. 1. x. 45. 

for ау N, ауоце В 
rel: txt AC[P]N h 1 m n 10-7-8. 88. 51 (с 1. 6. 28. 80-4-5.6-7. 47-9 Br ө sil). 

26. om ex: №! (ins N34), 

remember some of the expressions nsed in 
the apostolic decree in which these very 
matters here in question, fornication and 
abstaining from unholy meats, were the 
only things forbidden to the Gentile 
converts. For our Lord here takes up and 
refers to those words. In Acts xv.28, 
we read #$о{є> TQ dyly wrvevyar: к. 
Sui» nd %,) фкът{бєсбол d 
wA)» тё» ёхбусукєѕ, ёхёухєсдш el - 
Obrey к. aluaros к. тикте к. торує(аѕ. 
This act of simple obedience, and по deep 
matters beyond their reach, was what 
the Lord required of them. And this 
Bdpos resolved iteelf into keeping the 
faith once delivered to the sainta, as en- 
joined in the next sentence. This view is 
taken by Bede (2) (in substance: “non 
ego vobis novam mitto doctrinam: sed 
uam accepistis, servate in finem ;" but he 

does not mention the allusion), Primas., 
Lyra, Corn.-a-lap., Stern, Hengst., Düs- 
terd. Ото. al. give a more general 
meaning, true in part: jactant illi se 
rerum multarum cognitione; eam a vobis 
non exigo.” 1 understands by Bdpos 
the trouble given them by Jezebel and her 
followers: Ewald, the punishments about 
to befall the heretics, which were not to be 
feared by the Christians: Ebrard simi- 
larly,—they had had enough trouble al- 
ready in enduring Jezebel, &c., and should 
not have any share in her punishment: 
De Wette, the burden of previous suffering 
implied in droporh; and so Bede (1), 
“non patiar vos tentari supra quod po- 
testis," and Beza, understanding Bdpos in 
the sense of “burden,” so often occurring 
in the prophets when they denounce the 
divine threatenings. But to my mind 
the allusion to the apostolic decree is too 
clear and prominent to allow of any other 
meaning coming into question: at least 
any other which seta that entirely aside. 
Others may be deduced and flow from 
that one, which have meaning for the 
church now that those former subjecta 
of controversy have passed away): but 
(though nos. {ме above) directly and in 

the same sentence connected with &AAo, 
qv distinctly looks back to it and takes 
it up. It is, “ому?” q.d., forget not 
that the licence just accorded involves 
this sacred obligation) that which ye have 
(cf. ch. iii. 11: not to be restricted in its 
€ B rud ешо in теа 

ezebel and hers, but representi ө 
sum total of Christian doctrine and ho 
and privilege; the Arat тарабобегта Tois 
é&ylos жістіѕ of Jude 3), hold fast (the 
aor. is more vivid and imperative t 
would be the present; it sets forth not 
so much the continuing habit, as the 
renewed and determined grasp of every 
intervening moment of the space pre- 
scribed) until the time when I shall come 
(the &v gives an uncertainty when tho 
time shall be, which we cannot convey in 
our language). 26.] And (the an- 
nouncement of reward to the conqueror 
now first es the proclamation to 
hear what the Spirit saith to the churches : 
and is joined, here alone, by xal to the 
preceding portion of the Epistle; being 
indeed more closely connected with it in 
this case than in any of the others; see 
below) he that conquereth and he that 
y the second ô, this cal is precluded 
m being taken as introducing a clause 

sigo пеше of vnd, as Düsterd., 
al. ther must we say, that by it ó 
турду K. T. A. is included in the class 
pointed out by д r-) keepeth to the 
end (it is remarkable that immediately 
after the words, so pointedly alluded to 
above, in the apostolic decree, Acts xv. 28, 
was added, ё dy Scarnpovvres éavrobs 
ed wpátere) my works (contrast to rà 
tpya abris, ver. 22: but extending be- 
ond that contrast to a general and 
lessed truth. pov, gen. possess. which 

belong to Me, are the attributes of My- 
self and of mine), I will give to him 
authority over the nations (compare the 
roi 4tovcíay Excow éwávo der wóAemv 
in Luke xix. 17, which is the reward of 
him who obeyed the command xpayypared- 
сасе dv & ox. The authority here 
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Acts xi 70 трейда №еуєг rais EKKANTIS. to SL 
sta ПІ. 1 Kai тё аүудер ris èv Sdpdeow exxanolas 
= Nom. іх. 

' 21. 2 Tim. ii. 20. ch. xvill. 12 al. t Le (-mews, 1. с.) 
20. (John zix. 38 al. 

y Job xxxviii. 13. 2 ver. 7 

27. avrrpi 
txt ACN 1361.8. 51 (1. 40, e sil) Andr-a. 

v. vi. 28. 
w = Acta ii. 33. (Lev. vii. 24.) 
reff. 

u here only t. v — Rom. xvi. 
x ch. xxii, 16 only. cf. Sir. i. 6. (sve note.) 

сета [Р] B rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Areth Primas: evrrpiBorra, 961: 
28. хроуоу А B. 

Cuar. III. 1. for rns, ro B. (Cf ch ii. 1, 8, 18.) 

spoken of is that which shall be conferred 
on the saints when they shall inherit 
the earth, and reign with Christ in His 
Kingdom. It has been gradually realized, 
as the stone cut out without hands has 
broken in pieces other kingdoms; but 
shall only then fnd its entire fulfilment. 
Various insufficient meanings have been 
given: of which ono of the most curious 
is that of Grot., ** Evolvam illum in gra- 
dum presbyteri, ut judicet de iis qui non 
christiane sed ёӨмкоз vivunt;" who also 
understands ver. 27 below of excommuni- 
cation, “ per gladium hic intelligitur ver- 
bum Dei, cujus pars est et excommuni- 
catio "), and he shall govern (lit. “ shep- 
herd.” It is the LXX rendering of the 
Heb. dym, break in pieces, which they 
have taken as dy, shepherd, in ref. Pa. 
The saying, as rendered by them, is sanc- 
tioned by being thrice quoted in this 
book, see reff.) them with (see 1 Cor. 
iv. 21) a rod of iron (a sceptre of ips 
"jnflexibili justitia," as Lyra), as the 
vessels of pottery are broken up (cvv- 
Tp(Bera, are crushed, or shivered, or 
broken up: the cu gives the idea of the 
multitudinous fragments collapsing into 
an heap: the “broken to shivers” of the 
E. V. is very good), as I also have re- 
ceived from my Father (viz. in Ps. ii. 9, 
in which Psalm it is said vids pov el c, 
ver. 7. The power there conferred on Me, 
I will delegate to my victorious servant ; 
see Luke xxii. 29). And I will give to 
him the star of the morning (it is not 
easy to sny what, in strict exactness, these 
words import. "The interpretations given, 
even in the Catena, are very various and 
inconsistent. Andr. and Areth. under- 
stand it of the Lucifer of Isa. xiv. 12, i. e. 
the devil, whom our Lord saw as lightning 
fall from heaven,—or, as there imported, 
the King of о, the most powerfal 
monarch on earth; so Züllig. Another 
meaning in the Catena is rò» orb тоб H- 
Tpov Aex0érra póspopos фу Tais кордіолз 

тё» miot» ёуатіЛАоута, 2 Pet. i. 19. 
Victorinus says, Primam resurrectionem 
scilicet promittit." Primas, Bede, Alcas., 
Corn.-a-lap., Calov., Vitr, Wolf, Beng. 
Stern, Ebrard, understand Christ Him- 
self, who, ch. xxii. 16, declares Himself to 
be ó dorhp ó Aauxpdés, ó zpwivds: and 
doubtless, as has been before remarked on 
the fruit of the tree of life, ver. 7, and on 
the hidden manna, ver. 17, in the mys- 
tical sense, Christ Himself is the sum and 
inclusion of all Christ's gifts: this truth 
serves to connect the symbolism of all 
these ‚ but does not justify us in 
disturbing that of one by introducing that 
of another. Here the morning star clearly 
is not Christ Himself, the very terms of 
the sentence separating the two. Then 
again, we have Lyra,—* id est, corpus 
gloriosum dote claritatis refulgens, "— 
nearly the same words in which he before 
explained the white stone, ver. 17, only 
ав се A was ' charitatis :” Grot., 
“ et fulgorem, non qualis cui 
stelle, sed Luciferi, qui Ена stellas 
multum vincit." And this interpretation 
is probably near the mark. In Dan. xii. 
3 we read that the righteous shall shine 
és of dorépes, and in Matt. xiii. 43 that 
they éxAdupovow ds ó vs фу тӯ Bası- 
Aelg rod warpbs avray. And in Prov. 
iv. 18 we read that “the path of the 
just is as the shining light that shineth 
more and more unto the perfect day.” 
Still, this interpretation does not quite 
satisfy the words 80 abr: unless in- 
deed the poetic imagery be, that he is 
imagined as clad in the glory of that star, 
putting it on as a jewel, or as a glittering 
robe. De Wette supposes it isto be given 
to him as its ruler: but such an inter- 
pretation would lead into а wide field of 
speculation which does not seem to have 
been opened by Scripture, and is hardl 
required by the passage itself). 29. 
See above, ver. 7. 

Сн. III. 1—6.] THE EPISTLE TO THE 
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eypá*rov Tade Xéye, б Ééyov rà *érrà *mveúparta той Өєоў EN 12.20 
= Mark ix. 

ка} тойс ^ érrà °йстёраҳ, Olbá cov TÀ Epya, бть < буода i. i Pet iv. 
Eyes Öre Gis, каї *yexpós el. 2 ylvou fypryyopüv, ка} 
Eorypicov Ta Xovrà à ™Euedrdov dmroÜaveiy. ov yàp єб- 

èc тата» т. ‘EAAdSa, Herod. үй. 138. d = James ii. 17. Heb. vi. 1. e constr., ch. xvi. 10 
. f = ch. xvi. 15. 1 These. v. 6 al. Neh. vi. 3. g Luke xxii. 32. Rom. i. 11. xvi. 

25 al. Ps, 1. 12 (14). h plur., cb. I. 19 reff. 

Steph om Ist erra, with n (6, e sil): ins AC[P]N в rel. rec ins то bef о>ода (with 
80-4, e sil) : om AC[P]N в 33(Del) rel Andr Areth. for 2nd ort, «as B rel Areth : 
txt AC[PIN h 1 m n 10-7. 83.7.8 (1. 18-6. 84-5-6. 49 Br, e sil). (ons 1. 

2. (but сотта) N. rec pon, with N в rel Andr Areth : турусоу 
b e k n 9. 18. 25-7. 80-6. 40: ernpncor h!, ernpnCwv 1: txt AC[P] a! e d g h32. 4. 6. 
10-1-2-7-9. 32. 48-9!. 50. from a to тетАтраорерға are in marg of 1. rec (for 
ehe AA реАЛе, with wth some-lat-ff : nueAAes B bj 19. 88. 50. 92: eueAAes rel: 
eueAAe A: NUEAAE 2: єдєААєө 1 1-marg(Treg) Areth : n⁰οẽ,! Ae 16: єдєАА(єдєАле» or 
-Aov) 1-marg(Del) : txt AC[P]N m n 84-5-6-8 vulg syr-dd copt Andr Primas. for 
axofayew, atoBaAAew B rel(awoBaAe h 17. 49 Вг): атобулске» n 26. 86 Andr.a 
Areth : txt AC[P?N 1 m 1-marg 16. 84-5-8. 

CHURCH AT SARDIS. The Spirit of this 
Epistle is one of rebuke and solemn de- 
nunciation. Even the promise, ver. 6, is 
tinged with the same hue. For the his- 
tory, see Prolegg., $ iii. 10. And to the 
angel of the church in Sardis write: 
These things saith He that hath the seven 
spirits of God (this designation of our 
Lord has not before occurred: but as 
Düsterd. observes, it is new rather in form 
than in substance. We have mention in 
ch. i. 4 of the seven spirits which are 
before God’s throne: and we there found 
occasion to interpret them of the pleni- 
tude of the Godhead in its attributes and 
energies. See, for further elucidation, ch. 
iv. 5, v. 6. These spirits, this plenitude, 
Christ, the Lord of the church, possesses, 
is clothed and invested with, in all ful- 
ness. From Him the spiritual life of his 
churches comes as its source, in all ite 
elements of vitality. He searches all the 
depths both of our depravity and of His 
own applications of grace. He has in his 
hand all the Spirit’s power of conviction. 
He wields the fire of purification and the 
fire of destruction. ether the Spirit 
informs, or rebukes, or warns, or com- 
forte, or promises, whether He softens or 
hardens men’s hearts, it is Christ who, 
searching the hearts as Son of God and 
feeling their feelings as Son of man, wields 
and applies the one and manifold Spirit. 

The designation here has its appro- 
priateness in the whole character of this 
solemn Epistle. The Lord of the church 
comes, armed with all the powers of the 
Spirit; searching the depths of hypocrisy, 
judging of the worthlessness of works 
not done in faith. The difficulty of this 
general attribute of Christ, and not any 
one selected specially as applying to Sardis 
being here introduced, seems to be best 

accounted for, not, as Ebrard, by the 
pue prophetic import of the Epistle, 
ut by the fact that the minatory strain 

of the Epistle justifies the alleging the 
whole weight and majesty of the divine 
character of our Lord, to create alarm 
and bring about repentance) and the 
seven stars (the former symbolism (reff.) 
still holds in all its strictness. Nor have 
we the least right here, as some (e.g. 
Arethas in Catena, and Wetst.), to sup- 
pose that the stars and the spirite are 
identical. The motive mentioned above 
would fully account for this designation 
also: The Lord of all the churches: He 
who appoints them their ministering an- 
gels, and has them, and all that is theirs, 
in His hand): I know thy works, that 
(there is no need of a xaí being inserted: 
the rs is the inference from the &pya) 
thou hast a name that thou livest (I need 
only mention for warning the childish 
fancy, that the Bishop of Sardis was 
named Zosimus or Vitalis: so some blamed 
by Corn.-a-lap.: so, with approval, Bengel 
and Hengst. The expression explains 
itself: see ref. Herodot.: thou hast a 
repute that thou livest: art nominally, 
as we commonly now say, Christian), and 
(the mere copula carries the contrast far 
more vividly and pathetically than when 
it is made rlietorically complete by insert- 
ing yet. The «af is not as Ebrard, 
* bebraifirenb für àAAd," but is common 
in classical Greek, and indeed in all lan- 

ages, in this sense) art dead (spiritually 
dead: void of vitality and fruitfulness: 
sunk in that deep deadly sleep which, if 
not broken in upon and roused up, is death 
itself: so St. Paul, Eph. v. 14, ёуере д 
кабедоу к. ёубста awd тфу» уєкрфу, к. 
ёт:фабсе: go: d xpiords: вее reff.). Be 
(ylvov, because a change is involved: be- 
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k = John zz. 17. ver. 12 four times (ch. ii. 7} only. 1 constr., ch. ii. 5. modif. Ab. 
n x 1 John ii. 3, 5 reff. о absol., ch. И. б reff. wr 

Bio 

evpnkav B. AC t-marg: та еруа ГРМ в rel Andr Areth. ree ou pn. P «руп 
with 1 (18. 41, е sil) Andr-p Vig: 

8. om 1st ov» N f. om 
om xa: туре: wth: ins AC[P]N h 

come what thou art not) watehful (we can 
hardly help in English substituting the 
adj. for the participle “watching ;” 
thereby losing не objective vividness о 
the pres. part., getting instead a 
jective attribute of character. ‘‘ Awake 
and watch” would be, in paraphrase, 
tantamount to the text), and strengthen 
the remaining things, which were (the 
time is transferred to that indicated b 
erh е MD. сыы e t 
а to en them) ut 
th dle (there is а question whether these 
And аге to be understood as things, 
matters in which the Sardian church was 
not yet totally without spiritual vitality, 
or as ms, who were not yet passed 

e almost universal A 
ofh isy. The latter view is taken by 

dr 4 in Düsterd. : 
but not in Catena, see below) Calov., 
Vitr., Eichh., De Wette, Stern, Ebrard, 
Düsterd., Trench, al. And there is no- 
thing in the construction to preclude the 
view. But if I mistake not, there is in 
the context. For to assume that the 
Aevro( could be thus described, would 
surely be to leave no room for those 
mentioned with so much praise below in 
ver. 4 Had rà Ао к not occurred, we 
might have well understood orfpicoy à 
ue &тобауеїу of confirming those 
thy weak members who on account of the 

neral deadness were near losing their 
spiritual life altogether: but with rà Aoi- 

this can hardly stand. We must there- 
fore take the other view,“ hen 
those thy remaining few which in 
thy spiritual deadly slumber are not yet 
quite extinct.” And so Andr. and Areth. 
in Catena (I transcribe the whole, by 
which it appears that An has been care- 
lessly taken to mean personal members: 
see under the other view above),—rdy 
Exvoy tis {биаз Aworwatdueros, ка} 
TÀ péAn cov TÈ ёхобуфскеу rA péa- 
Aovra 8° ётістіау crfipior: ob $ 
ápxh тё» dae рушу Tb» epydrny 
отефауо? thy 8$битдө» GAA’ ў dsiporh Expt 
TéAovs. Tb orhpikoy 8t оёх áwAGs elpn- 
то, àÀAAÀ vd olovel crefpowoigcor ка} 

ins AC| PN в rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Areth Prins 
каг ђкоосазѕ KAL тур T ec (passing 
Im 10-7-8. 84-5-6 (1. 13-6. 27. 87-8 Brei). fr 

ка to ra.) B N: 

dvBurduwcor xaXapá тє {ута m sh 
sréow browérata. ёф! boor obr teper 
xeral со, Bpaxéa ётїтїбєўдєтї, n 
wpósÓes, tra uh TéAeop ётостісу: N 
driordep-) dd, ro. Tavra ei tn 

Grot., Beng 

to Him: i.e. not 
faith which alone human 
acceptable to God, by uniting thea b 
Him on whom the Father looks with р 

a well oberts, 

repent (not pres. now, as the command $ 
of а quick and decisive act of amendment). 
If therefore (the ed is hardly, as De 
Wette, because it is assumed, in the pre 
sent evil state of the Sardian church, that 
the exhortation will be in vain : far rather, 
as Düsterd. (alt.), Hengst., al., because 
repentance is so grievously needed. Aud 
it follows on the plain declaration which 
has been made of that present evil state; 
coming forcibly and unexpectedly, where 
we should rather have looked for 8) thea 
dost not watch (aor.: shalt not hare 
awaked and become watchful, before the 
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4. 2 Pet. iii. 
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éuoXvvav TA іџатіа аїтор, каі Y тєритат)соуси ет jh This. 19). 
т as above 

( )- Matt. xxiv. 43. Luke xii. 39 
39. t = Actsi.15. ch. хі. 13. Num. 

v = ch. iL 1. xxi 4 al. (-ve nés, 2 Cor. vii. I.) 

pr., peTavonons Ni(txt N32. 0). rec aft 

в acc., John iv. 62 al. fr. see note and Matt. xxiv. 2. Luke 
u xxvi. 83. 1 Cor. viii. 7. ch. xiv. 4 only. Isa. lav. 

Ist Ne ins ex: ce, with N в rel 
with am Ge, agst demid fuld harli tol lips-5) syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth Vig: om 

AC| P] n 1. 12 copt Andr Primas. for ves, yvoon R(yrwon oia») B rel Andr- 
coisl : txt AC[P] n 10 (82). 86 (a c h 1. 6. 37. 42-8-9. 61 Br, e sil). 

4. rec om aAAa, with 1: ins АСГРЈК в rel vas Andr Areth Orig-int Primas, алл’ 
[Р] B rel (exe f 6. 97 
6. 82. 47-9 : tzt AC[P]N n 1. 17. 86-8. 
AC[P]N в rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Areth Primas. 
vulg copt Andr Areth Primas: txt AC[ PN в rel Andr-coisl. 

time about to be indicated in the threat 
which is coming), I will come as a thief 
these words do not here refer to our Lord's 
al coming, but to some signal judgment 

in which He would overteke the Sardian 
church. Just as the formula derived from 
the great eschatological truth of the sud- 
denness of His second coming is frequently 
applied to His final judgment in Jerusalem, 
sois it to other His partial and special ad- 
vents to judgment in the case of indivi- 
duals and churches), &nd thou shalt not 
know (od pý, вее on ch. ii. 11) at what 
hour (the accus. of the time when has been 
called a Hebraism: so even De Wette 
from Gesenius: огап Aramaism, according 
to Ewald. But it is common enough in 
later Greek, and is only, in its first form, 
& particular case of the accusative of 
measure, whether of space or time: see 
Krüger, § 46, anm. 1, where he cites 
such common expressions, as é£fjA0ouer Eros 
Tout трітоу els Пдуактоу, Demosth.: 
Протаубраѕ Tpirnv dn ўиќрау àibebf- 
unrer. The change which the construction 
underwent seems to have been that which 
was usual in such cases; it lost its own 
peculiar significance of measure and dura- 
tion, and became used where a mere point 
of time was in question. But even thus 
it finds abundant justification in good 
Greek in such expressions as that in Ho- 
mer, Il. p. 111, àAA' £x: To: ка} ёро} Od- 
raros Kal uoipa xpara:h "Eccera: À zus, 
A belans, ) nécov пар: in Herod. ii. 2, 
Th» Фр)» éxaywéew opio: alyas: and in 
Such accusatives as juap, vóxra, apxhy, 
TéAos, rund, and the like. See also Mat- 
this, Gr. Gr. $ 424, a) I will come upon 
thee. Nevertheless (notwithstanding this 
state of apathy even to spiritual death) 
thou hast (belonging to thee as members. 
Notice, as Bengel remarks, that these few 
had not separated themselves from the 
church in Sardis, notwithstanding ite de- 
graded E а few names (“homines 

Vor. IV. 

oArya bef exeis в rel Andr Areth: o. орои. bef ex. c fk 
rec ins «as bef ev capdecry, with 1: om 

for &, of n 1. 17. 37-8. 46 
for aur, eavrev C. 

nominatim recensiti," as Vatabl. in Düs- 
terd. See reff. The gloss. interlin. is 
good: quasi paucos nominatos, i. e., bo- 
nos qui nominatione digni sunt.” The 
term would hardly be used except of а 
limited number. Hengstenb., with his 
usual fancifulness, in which he is here fol- 
lowed by Ebrard, finds an allusion in the 
tyes dN дубиата to the брода tyes 
gr... . above. It hardly needs remark, 
that the whole sense and connexion is dif- 
ferent, the stress there on voua, here on 
lxeis. Besides which, in my judgment 
nothing can be further from the solemnit; 
of the passage than the existence of cach 
mere verbal Салоу іп. Sardis, which 
(the peculiar form óvóuara carries ite 
own gender through the first part of the 
verse; in the latter pert the thing signi- 
fied prevails, and we have Aton) have not 
defiled their garments (the aor. is from 
the standing-point of the future day pre- 
sently introduced, as во commonly w 
life is looked back on from the great time 
of retribution. The meaning of the figure 
(which occurs also in Jude 28) has been 
variously given. There can belittle doubt 
that the simpler and more general expla- 
nation is the right one: viz., who have 
not sullied the purity of their Christian 
life by falling into sin. So the gloss. in- 
terlin., Lyra, al. m. It seems unnecessary. 
and introducing confusion, to specify far- 
ther; either the garments as importing 
their flesh (Areth., al.), their consciences 
(Alcas., Tirinus, Grot., Peirwus), the robe 
of Christ’s righteousness put on by faith 
(Calov.), the robe of baptismal purity 
Ansbert, Bede, Ribera, Corn.-a-lap., 
engst.), or again the keeping undefiled 

as consisting in abstinence from contact 
with the dead body of the rest of the 
church. This last view Ebrard attributes 
to Hengst., but it is not in his exposition 
here. Hecharacteristically finds in dudav- 
vay ап allusion to Sardes = Quas and 

° 
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sch. i болу. TOY fányéXov abroð. 6 Séywy s oð SdaxovedTw Tiss. 
Deut. xxii, 13. 90 В. 

(Matt. xit) rò orvedua Neyer тай ёккћаусіслс. 
re 
Acta lil. 19. Col. И. 14. ch. vii. 17. хті. 4 опу. Fx. I. 10. b Exod. zzzii. B. Ра. хт. 28. € eh. 

ш f xlii. 8. zvil. 8.) кх. (12) 16. (xxi. 27.) Phil іу. 3. Dan. zii 1 d = Joho zh. 44. Rom. z. 9, 10, Job 
Al. 9 (14). e see Matt. х. 3%. Luke xii. 8. f «o Luke xv. 10. ch. ziv. 10. see Iss. Ш. 18. 

g ch. hi. 7 reff. 

5. o voy is in margin of 1. * r. ACN! a h 2. 9. 10-7-8-9. 26-7. 38(-5, е 
sil)-7. 40-1-2-9. 51 vulg syr-dd copt arm Primas: ovre 13 Br: ovros [Plex в rel 
Andr Areth. for srepiBaA ecrau, srepuBaAAerai С: жерВаллета m: reprrer yon 18. 

rec (for оџолоутсе) e HE Ute txt AC[ PN в rel Andr Areth.—(homeeotel, 
avrov Ist and 2nd, n 1. 27.) 

they shall walk with me in white (so, 
not filling up Aevxois, E. V. admirably. 
The supply, iuarlo:s, comes below, ver. 5: 
where see note. The white here is not to 
be identified with the undefiled garments 
which they now wear: it is.a new and 
glorious hue of victory: see ch. vi. 11; 
Man 9; xix. 8 а allusion а 

hdttg., Vitringa, al., have imagined, to 
their priesthood,—because when a judg- 
ment was held by the Sanhedrim on the 
priests, those who were condemned were 
clothed in black, while the blameless wore 
a white то s, like so many of 
these rabbinical illustrations, to be far- 
fetched, and to spoil the simplicity of the 

e. An allusion to Zech. iii. 8 ff. is 
ar more obvious. ” àpo, in remark- 

table accord with our Lord’s prayer in Jchn 
xvii. 24, wdrep, d 5ébexds por, OA 1р1 
Srov elu) dy кдкеуо Gow her trod: 
see also Luke xxiii. 43) because they are 
worthy (the &tiórgs here is found in th: 
terms of the sentence itself. They huve 
kept their garments undefiled : they of all 
others then are the persons who should 
walk in the glorious white robes of hea- 
venly triumph. Exactly thus in ch. xvi. 
6, alua... déyeay, ral alua abrots #Зокаѕ 
wi 80 elow. To dream of any 
merit here implied, is not only to miss, 
bat to run counter to the sense of the 
whole saying and situation. The офк 
éuéAvray is only explained by ch. vii. 14, 
ÉxAvrar тёз orodds abrÀr kal ё\єбкауау 
dy TẸ alucri тоў ёруіоу: and as Vitringa 
excellently says, ** Dignitas hic notat pro- 
portionem et congruentiam, que erat inter 
etatum gratia quo fuerant in terris, et glo- 
ria зац Dominus ipsis decreverat ssti- 
mandam ox ipsa lege gratis). Не that 
conquereth, he (the reading ofrws, found 
in so many manuscripts, may have arisen 
originally in the very ueval confusion of 
ө and о, and then have been retained, 

for lst erermior, єдїрообеу N. 

from not being altogether without mean- 
ing; tine, i. e. as those first mentioned. 
But this would perhaps be es, not 
ores) shall be clad in white garments 
(the concluding promise takes the hue of 
what had gone before, and identifies those 
jast spoken of with these victorious ones): 
and I will not wipe eut his name out of 
the book of life (this again takes its colour 
from the preceding. ose who have a 
name that they live, and are dend, are ne- 
cossarily wiped out from the book of life: 
only he whose name is a living name, can 
remain on t pages. Here again the 
Rabbinical expositors havo gone wrong in 
imagining that the genealogical tables of 
the priests are alluded to. Far rather is 
the reference to the ordinary lists of citi- 
zens, or of living members of any body or 
society, from which the dead are struck 
out. 80 Wetst., citing Dio Chrys. Rhod. 
xxxi. p. 886 c, бта» Bypuoaía таға ép тёбе 
толтур &ёхобауну ёт 48 трќ- t 
r p TO буора abroU ёолеіфета. And 
Aristoph. Рис. 1180, robs per 
Tes uv, Tods & Буш те wal xdrw Ne- 

book, whether by their outward admission 
into Christ’s church in baptism, or by 
their becoming living members of Him by 
fuith, if they endure to the end as His sol- 
diers and servants, and obtain the victory, 
shall not, as all His mere professed mem- 
bers shall, have their names crased from 
it. The figure itself, of the book of life, 
is found as early as Exod. xxxii. 82 f. See 
reff. for other places): and I will confess 
his name in the presence of my Father 
and in the presence of his angels (sce 
Matt. x. 83; Luke xii. 8, both of which 
are here combined, cf. Lake ix. 26, 
{| Mark. The promise implies that in the 
great day the Judge will expressly ac- 
knowledge the name thus written in the 
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i ch. (iv. 11) vi. 10, 

7. exaAnotats(but сотта) Ni. 
ixt AN. om тти N'(ins Na). 
e sil) Orig, Andr Areth : txt AC[ P]N B rel Orig, Epiph Andr-coisl. om тоу AC 
38: ins [P]N в rel Orig, Andr Areth. for Baveib, або» 1! 16. 33. 45 copt mentd- 
by-Andr. for à (bef avory.) ки №: om 90. rec (for клесе) кле, with c 1. 
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Orig, Andr-coisl Areth Iren-int Hil. (but -on 88 al.) aft Ae ins аутар В rel: 
om ACC PIN c in n 6. 84-6-8. 40-7-9! (51, e sil). for kai Ace, kAeuov А; claudit 
vulg(pref. e£ fuld lips-4 al) Iren-int Hil: кои xActor [PIN m 1. 6. 11!-2-8. 84-6-8. 
472-91 Orig, Andr Primas: ra: o клею» n 40-71: ка Ae 95: ei um о avoryæv B rel: 
et u о avorywy Kas Au 1 16. 37. 45: txt C c (51, e sil) vulg syr-dd Iren - int Promiss. 

book of life, as belonging to one of His. 
Cf. ch. xx. 15; xxi. 27; also Matt. vii. 
23 (xxv. 12), where He repudiates those 
whom He knows not). 6.] See 
above, ch. ii. 7. 

7—18.) THE EPISTLE TO THE CHURCH 
AT PHILADELPHIA. It has been remarked, 
that this Epistle bears a tinge throughout 
of O. T. language and imagery, correspon- 
dent to the circumstances of the church 
ав connected with the Jews dwelling there. 
For the history, &c., see Prolegomena. 
And to the angel of the church in 
Philadelphia write: These saith 
the true One (it is doubtful whether the 
distinction between àAq0:wós and àA30fs, 
which lies on the surface in ordina 
usage, can be held firmly, on thoroug 
examination of the places where the word 
occurs in the N. T. It is not easy for 
instance to justify the meaning “genuine,” 
* answering fully to ite name,” in passages 
like John vii. 28: and more experience 
in the habit of later Greek to break down 
the distinctions of derivative nouns has 
shaken me in the assertion of this meaning 
wherever the word occurs. Here, it would 
certainly appear as if 16 were chosen to 
declare an attribute of our Lord opposed 
to the Aeyórr. xal ойк вісі» BAAR Yet- 
dovra: below. Not that the meaning 
genuine would be out of place in such 
а connerion: but that where àAm6uós is 
used absolutely, of a person, the two 
meanings, genuine and truthful, running 
up into one head of truth, we must not 
in later diction press the one subordinate 
meaning as against the other. See for 
the 5 tate 5 = too 
exclusively pressed, Trench, N. T. Syno- 
nyms, $ vil. The senses here to be avoided 
are,—ó AUS Adios, as Corn.-a-lap. and 
Grot., thus losing the word altogether ;— 
the real Messiah, in reference to the re- 
jection of Him by the Jews, as Hengst. 

and Düsterd.; He that bears the truth, as 
the High-priest the Urim and Thummim, 
Shawow к. йАйбє а», LXX, Exod. xxviii. 
26 (80); so Vitringa: “ promissis suis 
stans, as Ewald and Züllig), the Holy 
One (as opposed to the cwraywyh ToU 
татауй below; not with reference to 
Christ's High-priesthood, as Vitr.: nor 
as Eichborn and Heinr., “legatus divi- 
nus:" but expressive of moral.attribute), 
He that hath the key of David (i. е. He 
that is the Heir and Lord of the abiding 
theocracy, as Diisterd. In Isa. xxii. 22, 
it is said of Eliakim son of Hilkiah, 
Scho aùr Th» wAcida otkov AavelB ёт) 
TQ Sup abro), kal dyolte: ка) oùe Fora. 
5 E KAelaer ка) ойк Fora O 

volywy: which is manifestly the passa 
here incorporated into the Lord's m i 
and the sense is, that whatever inferior 
degrees there may be of this power of 
opening and shutting the church (= 
the house of David, with reference to the 
false Jews below), the supreme power, the 
one true key, belongs to the Lord Christ 
alone.. It is hardly justified, and serves 
but little purpose, to attempt to set up a 
distinction between rv kA«i» To) AavelS 
here, and тђу xAcida оїкоу Aaveld in I. c. 
(во Hengst., Ebr., Düsterd.: see the idea 
well refuted in Vitringa.) The key is the 
same in both cases: but the One possesses 
it as his own by right, the other has it 
merely entrusted to him; laid on his 
shoulder. Some mistaken views have 
been: "potestatem aperiendi intellectum 
Scripturarum," Lyra, so also Primas., 
Bede, Zega, al.: that Aavel8 should be 
Tá$e0, or TG, and that our words 
mean the same as ch. i. 18, xe таз xAeis 
тод Üarárov ка) ToU Ado (Wolf). This 
idea is quite distinct. from that, and is 
closely connected with ver. 8, where tho 
reference is entirely to the Church of God 
and success in God's work. The same 

222 
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keolatesi. ойде droite, 8 Оа cov ta ёруа` (800 * & , évo- асра 
i , A 2 b r. I 
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MS . o cb. ii. 13. р 7 Acts x. 40. q 3 John 4 reff. т ch. ii. 9. s — 1 Jobe 
i. 6 aL fe. Prov. xiv. 6. 

ree avorye:, with AC[P] 1(averye:) 15. 86 vulg Andr Primas: avoryer n: txt М 
B rel copt Orig, Andr-coisl Areth Iren-int Hil. 

pya qreoyuernr PIN c m 35. 
(k, e sil) 1 Andr: txt AC[P]N в rel Orig Andr-coisl Aret 

bef cou N. 8. rae 

for exeis, exe: 1(Del). 
9. rec 8:8ора, with [P] в rel Andr Areth: der N: txt AC. 

Lord of all has the keys both of the prison 
and of the palace; but these words refer 
to the latter alone. Cf. on the whole 
sense, Matt. xvi. 19), who openeth and 
no one shall shut, and shutteth (the con- 
struction is altered to the direct from the 
participial: as in Amos v. 7, д тод» els 
Dios kpína, ка) Sixascoodyny els уў» {0укеу. 
This is said to be Hebraistic (De W.): 
but such irregularities are not confined 
to any particular language) and no one 
shall open (these words are to be taken 
not merely of the power of Christ to 
forgive sins, but generally, as indeed the 
next verse requires. Christ only has power 
to admit into and exclude from His king- 
dom; to enlarge the work and oppor- 
tunities of His Church, and to contract 
them): I know thy works (these words 
stand by themselves; not, as De W. (so 
also Ewald and Bengel) as connected 
with бт: ікра» r. r. A. below, the inter. 
vening sentence, 800 . . abrhy, being 
considered parenthetical. They are 
words of comfort and support to the 
Philadelphian Church): behold I have 
given before theo a door opened (i. e. have 
granted, in my possession and administra- 
tion of the key of David, that a door 
should stand opened. For the construc- 
tion, see ref. The door is variously un- 
derstood : by Lyra, al. (eee above on ver. 7) 
as “ostium apertum ad scripturas intelli- 

das:“ by Areth., as Th» єїзобо» wpbs 
wéAavoiy: by Bengel, as an entrance 

into the joy of thy Lord and so to an 
uninterrupted progress in all good; Eich- 
horn and Heinrichs, “aditus ad me tibi 
patet,” in the merely superficial sense of 
* bene tibi cupio :” most expositors take 
it to mean, as in reff. 1 Cor.; 2 Cor.; 
Col. (otherwise in ref. Acts), an oppor- 
tunity for the mission work of the church. 
And this appears to bo the true sense 
here, by what follows in ver. 9, promising 

rec (for y») каг, with 
om avrg» M 49. 

for 2nd Sev, 

conversion of those who were now foes. 
This connexion, which lies in the context 
itself, is made yet plainer by the 180 
de d o s . . ov 8:89 . . . Bod roiou. 

dne gov, use the course 
is naturally forward), which no one is 
able to shut (it, redundant: see reff.): 
because (not, as Vitr., etiamsi: бть gives 
the reason of what preceded; the Lord 
will confer this great advantage on the 
Philadelphian church, Because . .) thou 
hast little power (not as E. V. “а little 
strength,” thereby virtually reversing the 
sense of the words: шкрй» yes Bér. 
иө “thy strength is but small," 
and the E. V. importing “thou hast some 
strength,” the fact of its smallness vanish- 
ing under the indefinite term “a little.” 

The meaning of this pixpdy must 
not be assigned as Lyra, “ quia non dedi 
tibi gratiam miraculorum, sicut mnltis 
aliis episcopis illius temporis, recompensavi 
tibi intellectu sacrarum scripturarum ex- 
cellenti” (see above) but it must be 
understood, as most Commentators, to 
have consisted in the fewness of the con- 
gregation of Christians there: possibly 
also, эв Hengst., in their poverty as con- 
trasted with the wealth of their Jewish 
adversaries), and (using that little well) 
didst keep my word and didst not deny 
my name (the aorr. pena refer to some 
time of especial trial when both these 
temptations, to break Christ's word and 
deny His name, were put before the 
church) Behold, I give (not, £o thee, as 
Hengst., nor can we render it by “ patiar ” 
as Wolf: the sense is broken off in the 
following clause, and the 338 resumed 
by Iod жото abrovs ira: see reff. in 
both places) of the synagogue of Satan 
(see on ch. ii. 9, where the same expression 
occurs of outward Jews who were not real 
Jews), who profess themselves to be Jews 
and they are not, but do lie, —behold I 
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ch. xiii. 19, 
16. Eccl. 
ш. 14. 

u Indic. fut., 
John xvii, 3. 

ce +тпрђсо *ёк тўс Spas тод *wetpacpod THs ре№оботс we 
12. xiv. 13. xxii. М. Exod. i. 11 A (not F} Але; edn. 6, à 41. b. 1. b. 

. I. é re w ch. xv. 6. Isa. lxvi. 23. x = 36 A 

ка: 1. 49. 
2. 10. 85-6. 

10. for or., kat A: кси от: 88 arm. 

will make them (this ab rost is put as the 
object of the preceding verb rather than as 
the subject of the following, as in оїбаде» 
тобто», жббєу ёстіу, not by а mere зр 
tion of grammar, as usually represen 
(even in Winer, edn. 6, § 66. 5, a), but 
in the strictest logical propriety, abrobs 
being the object on which the action in- 
dicated by the preceding verb is exercised) 
that they shall come (for {уа aft. wo:., and 
for the fut. indic. after fra, see reff.), and 
shall worship before thy feet (so in Isa. 
1х. 14, “ the sons also of them that afflicted 
thee shall come bending unto thee : and all 
they that despised thee sball bow them- 
selves down at the soles of thy feet: and 
they sball call thee the city of the Lord, 
the Zion of the Holy One of Israel." See 
also Isa. xlix. 28; Zech. viii. 20—28. 
These are decisive against tho 
sense given by Corn.-a-lap., “ significatur 
summa fidelium devotio, reverentia et sub- 
missio erga ecclesiam ejusque prelatos. 
Нес enim adoratio procedit ex apprehen- 
sione excellentis prelatorum plusquam 
humans et minus quam divine: a sense 
unknown to Estius and the better R.-Cath. 
expositors. Areth. in the catena says well : 
тофтооз од» проѕдраџеісди ob катё Tb 
тобу, ЛАА pera worATis Tis Өєерибтттоѕ 
ка) ourrpiBiis фпс тобто yàp alvírrera: 
Tb xpos rods xóbas mposxurijga:, kal фу 
do xd rois AA тєтёхдси тӯѕ ёккАтсіа, 
pévoy ToU рёроиѕ «уш тїз #@ккАто!аз 
Ar,, &s kal AaflS йткаттдз now 
ó xpophrnys, “ éteAetáuny wapappirreio bas 
dx TQ оїкф ToU beo pov, ийАло» À olkeiy 
ке dv акпуёцас: Tay duaprwrmy’’), and 
that they may know that I loved thee 
(the English idiom requires, “have loved 
thee :” but the aor. has its propriety, re- 
ferring as it does to the time preceding 
that in which they shall do this. Diisterd. 
takes it as used of that great proof which 
Christ gave of His love by dying for His 
charch, appealing to the same aor. in Eph. 
v. 25; Gal. ii. 20; 1 John iv. 10, 11. But 
thus we lose the especial reference to the 
particular church which seems to be in- 

s John xvii. 15 only. see Prov. vii. б. 

rec to, with в rel Andr Areth: nfw(sic)1: txt AC[P]N ben 
rec жроѕкиутс«сі, with В rel Andr Areth: txt AC[(PTN b c 1. 2. 18. 

yvwon N f Primas: yrecorra: 15. 86 (49) vulg. 
ins АС[РЈ n 86 (1 1. 16. 88. 49 Br, e sil). 

vili, 3. xlii. 
a v Іва. xlix. 23. 

у so 3 Thees. Ш. 5. 2 Cor. I. 6. Heb. x. 
a = 1 Pet. i. 8 reff, 

om eyw Brel Areth Primas: 

for туртсо, eènyayov 86: om N. 

volved in the recognition. It is the love 
bestowed on the Philadelphian charch, in 
signalizing its success in the work of 
Christ, that these converted enemies shall 
recognize. Lyra's explanation is curious 
and characteristic, —“ quia ego dilexi te, 
romovendo non solum ad fidem catho- 
icam, sed etiam ad epi em digni. 
tatem"). Because thou t keep the 
word of my endurance (the AG preached 
to thee, enjoining that ówouorf; which be- 
longs to Me and mine, see ch. i. 9. 
belongs to éóxouor?s alone, not to the 
whole rb» A. rs ór. as Düsterd., Winer 
(edn. 6, $ 84. 8, b), al. Such a con- 
struction would, I conceive, be inde- 
fensible : certainly all the places which are 
quoted as for it, are against it: viz. ch. 
xiii. 3; Col. i. 13; Heb.i.8. Had it been 
во here, I should have expected Tb» Ady 
pov ris ö rohe), I also (I on my side: 
the каќ expressing reciprocity. And this 
reciprocity depends, in Ив form, on the 
close juxtaposition of the óxopuorfs pov 
and куд. which is materially interfered 
with by referring xov to the whole sentence 
and resolving тїз ö ronors into a mere 
epithet: see above) will keep thee (ce 
emphatic and pou from (ix, from 
out of the midst of: but whether by im- 
munity from, or by being brought safe 
through, the preposition does not clearl 
define. Nor. can the distinction whic 
Düsterd., al., attempt to set up between 
Toup» ёк and т. ёлжб, be safely main- 
tained. In comparing John xvii. 16, ойк 
er (va Bens айтођѕ ёк тод кбтноо, 
ФАЛ’ Iva ттрйтүз abrobs ёк тоб яоутро?, 
with James i. 27, AoA ёа»тду түүр 
awd ToU kócuov, it is not easy to see 
that the former implies Faint scatheless 
through the evil, while the latter imports 
perfect immunity from it. This last we may 
grant: but is it not equally true in the 
other case? Rev. vii. 14, ёрх. ёк rijs OAly., 
which they cite on their side, is quite dif- 
ferent: the local meaning of ёк being made 
decisive by the local verb &pxec@a:) the 
hour of temptation (the appointed season 
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12. for lst avrov, avre Ni 47. 

of sore trial, rod терасної, of the well- 
known and ni ee temptation. But the 
article cannot be expressed in English, be- 
cause it would unavoidably become the 
antecedent to “which” following) which 
is about to come upon the whole world 
(ie time imported is that prophesied of in 

att. xxiv. 21 ff., viz. the great time of 
trouble which shall be before the Lord's 
second coming. As such, it is immediately 
connected with #рхода: тахо following), 
to try them that dwell upon the earth 
(gee ch. viii. 18, &c., as in reff., where the 
expression applies to those who are not of 
the church of Christ. In this great trial, 
the servants of Christ shall be kept safe, 
ch. vil. 84 "The trial of the wecpaoyds will 
operate in two ways: on the faithful, by 
bringing out their fidelity; on the un- 
faithful and unbelieving, by hardening 
them in their impenitence, see ch. ix. 20, 
21, xvi. 11, 21, The expositors have 
in many cases gone away from this broad 
and obvious meaning here, and have sought 
to identify the фра жерасиоё with va- 
rious periods of trial and persecution of the 
Church: а line of interpretation carrying 
its own refutation with it in the very terms 
used in the text.) Thus Grot. understands 
it of the persecution under Nero; Lyra, of 
the future increase of that under Domitian, 
which was raging as the Apostle wrote; 
Alas., Pares, al., of those under ks bs 
Primasius and Bede, of the troubles which 
should arise on account of Antichrist, 
which is nearer the mark. Andr. and 
Arethas give the alternative: 4 Tb» èr) 
Доретіауод Sieypdy Adye, бейтеро» бута 
perà Npa és EvodBios історі & Han- 
plaou, bre ка) abrds à ebayyeriorhs els 
Th» Пётмоу бт афтод той Додет:ауой 
катєкрібт, ) thy ёт) cvrreAclq той aléros 

b ToU Arrixplero ката xpirtiaver 
ézouérq» яаукбсщшор, àvatpobrros тойѕ 
Хрістіауойѕ). 11.) І come quickly 
(еве words, which in diflerent senses and 
with varying references form the burden 
of this whole book, are here manifestly to 

om ev Ni. om ет: №. om er avror C n: 

be taken as an encouragement and comfort 
to the Philadelphiau church, arising from 
the nearness of the Lord's coming to re- 
ward her; cf. rb» eréparós cov below): 
hold fast that which thou hast (ô Geax, 
in the languago of these Epistles, imports 
any advantage, or progress in grace, 
already 3 ef. ch. ii. 6, rovro Exes, 
Sr: . . . This is regarded as a treasure, to 
be firmly grasped, as against those who arc 
ever ready to snatch it away. In this case 
the d Zyecs was а rich treasure indeed: cf. 
vv. 8, 10), that no one take (snatch away: 
but here the figure stops: it is not for 
himself that the robber would snatch it, 
but merely to deprive the possessor. So 
Aafeiv Th» elphyny ёк ris 'үйз, ch. vi. & 
The idea of the robber taking it for himself 
must, as De W. remarks, have been ex- 
pressed by шубе}: ЌАЛоѕ) thy crown (ref.). 

12.] The reward of the couqueror. 
He that conquereth (for the pendent nom., 
see ref.), I will make him a pillar in the 
temple of my God (i.e. he shall have a 
fixed and important place in the glorified 
church hereafter. That this, and nothing 
referring to any honour or dignity in the 
church militant (so Lyra, Aretius, Grot., 
Wetat., Schóttg., al.), or in that as lending 
on to the church triumphant (so Vitr. 
Corn.-a-lap., Stern, al.) is intended, is 
manifest from the whole diction of this 
passage, as well as from comparing the 
corresponding promises, which all refer to 
the blessings of the future state of glory. 
It is no objection to this view, that in the 
heavenly j erusalem there is no temple, 
ch. xxi. 22: but rather a corroboration of 
it. That glorious city is all temple, and 
Christ's victorious ones are its living stones 
and pillars. Thus as Düsterd. well re- 
marks, the imagery of the church militant, 
1 Cor. iii. 16 ff.; Eph. ii. 19 ff.; 1 Pet. 
ii. 6 ff., is transferred to the church 
triumphant, but with this difference, that 
the saints are no longer the stones merely, 
but now the pillars themselves, standing 
in their immovable firmness, On é«ev 

III. 
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ô éyes, iva pndeis AGBy тд» !aré$avov cov. 12 IK 6 101 
" ^ 1 7 k э s m г év ^ n ^ ^ о 0 ^ 7.89 2 

икфь, !arovjac *abrov ® сту\оу év тё “vad ToU ° єой i * 
` 49 1- £7. 

o Lov, каї &, ov uù er Ett, Kai урафо ёт avrov TÒ 47 10:1. 
b =1 Jobn v. 1? reff. 99 E. 

to 3: 
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бона той беоб pov, kal тд буора тї р Toews тоб ғ ES Ta 
о дєоў ? Lov т?с c,) S IepovcaA)p т} * катаВаіроиса ёк issis. 

^ , м » S ^ 0 ^ ` ` » 7 ~ 9 ch. xxi, 2. 

ToU oUpavoU алто тод ° eoù ° pov, Kak TÒ "Ovojd pou TÒ «бїк. 
8 [4 

KALVOV. 
A , / 

TALS EXKANTIALS. 

13 б t évay * ойс *áxovaáro ті TO mveðpa Aéye, "iu ™ 
s cb. ii. 17. 
t ch. ii. 7 reff. 
u 2 Cor. i. 20. 

14 Kal тё dye rìs ev Лаодисєіа éxkXnaías pávov ен ч 
Таде Aéye: 0 u anv, ò Y paptus ò "" піст ка} * ddnOwos, 

ex autre 96. om from 1st to 2nd оуора B. 

ва. lxv. 
vch.i.6. Jer. 

xlix. (xHi.) D. 
w ch. хіх. 11. xxi. 5. 6. 

om from 2nd to 3rd pov 1. 
elz xaraBavea, with B rel Andr Areth: txt AC P(-Beyy-) NI n 1. 12. 51: rns xaraBaivove 
ons Naa. 
84-5-6 (h mn 1. 18. 87. 49 B, e sil). 

13. 5 is written above the line by Nl. 

om last pov в rel Andr(-a and -coisl-comm) Areth : ins ACT PIN 10-7-8. 

14. гес (for ev Лаодікеа exkA.) exxA. Aaobuceov, with 1: txt АС[Р]М в rel vulg 
syr-dd copt gr-lat-ff.—om exxa. g. 

ноо, see note on ch. ii. 7), and out of it he 
shall never more go out (the subject is 
not the orvAos, but ó икди; and the 
sense, that he who is thus fixed in his 
eternal place as a pillar in the heavenly 
temple, will never more, from any cause, 
depart from it. Those Commentators who 
have understood the promise of the church 
militant, have been obliged to take e 
as а passive, “ non ejicietur,” justifying this 
by such expressions as uhr: ó Aóxvos Épxe- 
vat Mark iv. 21. Lyra takes it in both 
senses—''nec per apostasin, пес per ex- 
communicationem." Andthus, except that 
the latter word will have no place, we may 
well understand the general word t A: 
none shall thrust him out, nor shall he 
any more in danger of falling, and thus 
thrusting himself out. It is well worth 
noticing, as Wetst. has done, the recorded 
fact, that Philadelphia was notorious for 
calamities by earthquake. The language 
in which Strabo describes this is remark- 
able in connexion with this promise of the 
pillar which should not be moved; 5 те 
Ф:Лаёёлфец . . . 005b rods rolxous Exe. 
жістойѕ, ФЛАА каб juépay Tpówov tive 
талейоута: ка} Bilerayras BiareAoUc; 84 
wposéxorres tis -yüs tots rde, ка} 
dpxirexrovouvres vp airhy, xii. p. 868 
B: and stil more so in xiii. p. 936 B. 
rd Ca CAD сесрӧу xAnphs. 
ov yàp Biarclrovow ol rox Bitardpueros, 
ка) &Алот' ЁЛЛо pépos rijs ts kako- 
хабойу" оікойсіу обу олуо thy жб» 
di тобто . ... ка) тё» AN 
Oavud(ew oriy Fri обто фіЛохоробсту 
ётитфаАеїз tas оїкђсеѕ Éxorres Fri 8 
&y тєє AN Üavuáceie тди КТіСбРТОУ 
aurhy. See also Tacit. Ann. ii. 47, where 
among the twelve cities of proconsular Asia 
which were overthrown by an earthquake, 
Philadelphia suffered, and was in conse- 

aft aun ins коп NN disapproving). 
And ка, 6 f l n 16. 46 syr-dd Andr-a : ка o CN 2. 

for 
aft aun. ins ка: N. 

quence excused its taxes, and in common 
with the others entrusted to a senatorian 
commissioner to repair): and I will write 
upon him (the conqueror; not as Grot., 
the pillar) the name of my God (Wetst. 
quotes from the Rabbinical book Bava 
Bathra 75. 2, R. Samuel filius Nach- 
manni ait, R. Jochananem dixisse, tres 
appellari nomine Dei S. B., —justos (Is. 
xlii. 7), Messiam (Jer. xxiii. 6), Hieroso- 
lyma (Ezek. xlviii. 85).” Some think of 
the mitre frontlet of the high-prieste, 
on which was inscribed “ Holiness to the 
Lord," Exod. xxviii. 36: so Schóottg., 
Ewald, al. But this does not seem appli- 
cable here, where, from this and the fol- 
lowing particulars, it is rather a blessed 
belonging to God and the holy city and 
Christ, that is imported, than the priestly 
office of the glorified Christian) and the 
name of the city of my God, the new Jo- 
rusalem, which descendeth (the appositive 
nom., see reff.) out of heaven from my 
God (on the whole, see ch. xxi. 2, 3, and 
no It is possible, that the name Je- 
hovah Shammah, Ezek. xlviii. 35, may be 
meant; but hardly probable, seeing that 
the Holy Name itself has before been men- 
tioned as inscribed on him. The inscrip- 
tion of the name of the city would betoken 
citizenship, and mine own new name 
(not the name mentioned ch. xix. 16, which 
is known and patent, but that indicated 
ch. xix. 12, & od3els, olden el ph abrds: 
for this is clearly pointed at by the word 
коебу. Ву the inscription of this new 
name of the glorified Saviour is declared, 
that he belongs to Him in His new and 
glorious state of eternal rest and triumph). 

13.] See above, ch. ii. 7. 
14 42. THE EPISTLE ro THE CHURCH 

IN Laopicea. And to the angel (not, 
the bishop or ruler, gee on ch. i. 20) of the 
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* ate. % харуу THs 7 eri TOU Oeo, 15 Old cov tà ёруа, АСРиз 
= Rom. vili. ` в, 1 
mac Col. Ore ойтє Sauypos el oe ^ бєттб. ° Sperov * Jrvypós ўс 2.4.6; 

i. 15. Judith а ‚ 18-3. 15 
xvi. 14. z here Sce. Май. х. 42 only. Prov. xxv. 35, Bir. xliii. 20 only. a here (Sce; to 19. K. 
only t. Lev. vi. 91 Aq. d 1 Cor. iv. 6. 2 Cor. xi. J. Gal. v. 12 only. 4 Kings v. 3. Job ziv. 13. Ps. 7 UE 
exviu. 5 only. Р .30. 3 

to 25. 
49 t; 6. for ктітеюз, exxAnoias МЇ: титтеш$ b. 

15. om e: Ni. om from ferros to («aros А 1. 47. 
k(e sil) 80-corr: txt C[P]N в rel Andr Areth. (єз B 16. 82. 

church in Laodioea write: These things 
saith the Amen (seo ref. Isa. Christ is 
the Amen, inasmuch as His words shall 
never pass away, but shall find certain 
ratification. This, and not the particular 
case which is treated in ref. 2 Cor., seems 
to be the reference here, where not the 
ratification of promises merely, but general 
fidelity and certainty are concerned: as 
Areth., in Catena, lcobvrau«? тобто, rdde 
Adyar & dAnOwds . . . uhe ydp ёст: Tb 
valt vol обу dorw èv waar тоз яе 
abrov Aeyoudvois, Fro &А%бе ко) оф$ё> 
ҹед8оѕ. That expression is illustrative of 
this, but this takes the wider range. Züllig 
bas imagined that the title here owes its 
occurrence to this being the last among 
the Seven Epistles: but this propel is 
mere fancy), the faithful and true (on 
édnbivds, see above, ver. 7) witness (there 
does not seem in this title to be any allu- 
sion to the prophecies which are about to 
follow in ch. iv. ff. as some (Grot, De 
Wette) have imagined. Far rather does 
it substantiate the witness borne in the 
Epistle itself, as we have seen in the case 
of the other introductions. See a length- 
ened notice of the title in Trench, p. 181 f.), 
the of the ereation of God 
(= vparórokos wdons rrícews, ref. Col., 
where see note, as also Bleek on the He- 
brews, vol. ii. 1, p. 48 note. In Him the 
whole creation of God is begun and con- 
ditioned: He is its source and primary 
fountain-head. The mere word àpxf; would 
admit the meaning that Christ is the first 
created being: see Gen. xlix. 3; Deut. 
xri. 17; and Prov. viii. 22. And so the 
Arians here take it, and some who have fol- 
lowed them: e.g. Castalio, chef d’ceuvre:” 
* omnium Dei operum excellentissimum 
atque primum :" and so Ewald and Ziillig. 
But every consideration of the require- 
ments of the context, and of the Person 
of Christ as set forth to us in this book, is 
against any such view. Others, as Calov., 
Bengel, Whitby, al., make &ру = dpx, 
which is impossible: as it is also to inter- 
pret «ricees of the new spiritual creation, 
the church, as Ribera, Corn.-a-lap., Grot., 
Wetat., al. There can be little doubt that 
àpxh is to be taken in that 
sense in which we have it, e. g., in Wisd. 

xii. 16, ) yàp lexós cov фк s 
àpxh,—ib. xiv. 27, ) yàp тд»... «іббЛер 
Өрпскєіа wayrds ёру) какой xal abra 
xal rd ёстіу: and in the Gospel of Ni- 
codemus, p. ii. cap. vii. Tischdf. Ev. Apoc. 
p. 807, where Satan is said to be dpy) 
TOU Gaydrov xal fifa тїз apaprias, viz. 
the incipient cause. So Andr., in 
Catena (d wpoxarapxruch аітіа ris ктї- 
gews), Lyra, Vitr, Wolf, Stern, Hengst., 
De Wette, Ebrard, Düsterd., al. The latter 
asks the questions, How could Christ 
write if it were only this present Epistle, 
if he were himself a creature? How co 
every creature in heaven and earth adore 
him, if he were one of themselves (cf. ch. 
xix. 10)? We need only think of the 
appellation of our Lord as the A and 2 
(ch. xxii. 18: cf. i. 8) in its necessary ful · 
ness of import, and we shall see that in 
the A lies the necessity of his being the 
àpxh of the Creation, as in the Q that o£ 
his coming to bring the visible creation to 
an end”): I know thy works, that (see 
above, ver. 1, where the construction is 
the same: I have thy whole course of life 
before me, and ite testimony is, that . . .) 
thou art neither cold nor hot (the peculiar 
use of the similitude of physical cold and 
heat here, makes it necessary to interpret 
the former of the two somewhat differently 
to Ив common acceptation: so that while 
(eords, from ge (cf. T туєйрат: (éorres, 
Rom. xii. 11), keeps its meaning of fer- 
vent, warm, and earnest in the life of 
faith and love, фохрёѕ cannot here mean 
* dead and cold," as we say of the listless 
and careless professor of religion: for this 
is just what these Laodiceans were, and 
what is expressed by xAiapós below. F So 
that we must, so to speak, go farther into 
coldness for yvxpós, and take it as mean- 
ing, not only entirely without the spark 
of spiritual life, but also and chiefly, by 
consequence, openly belonging to the world 
without, апа havi no part nor lot in 
Christ's church, iM actively opposed to 
it. 4 This, as well as the opposite state of 
spiritual fervour, would be an intelligible 
and plainly-marked condition: at all 
events, free from that danger of mixed 
motive and disregarded principle which 
belongs to the lukewarm state inasmuch 

rec (for 3s) ems, with $5 .
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= & w. inf. ойтє **rvypós, H тє f h ёк TOÔ oTOMATOS шоо. ` zor, Eom. 
ҮШ. 18. ver. 

17 Gru №уес [бт] mXoboiós eiut, кай E тетћойтука, kal 5-1 
hovddy ^ ypeíay "yw, кай ойк оїдаѕ бт. ad el 0 k таћаі- 

g = Luke xii. 21. 1 Cor. iv. 8. 2 Cor. viii. 9. Hos. xli 
fr i = Luke vi. 24 Matt. vi. 8 al. fr. 

. B. 
. Xi. 46. xviii. 13. h Ro 

f here only. 
Isa. xix. 14 
only. 

h constr., here only. elsw. w. gen., 
m. vii, 24 only. Isa, 

xziii.l. (- pia, James v.1. -pety, James iv. 9.) 
* 

16. or: bef ovrws N: om ovrws 36. XAtepos Ni. 
2. 4. 9. 18-6-7-8. 32-4-7. 41-2-8-9. 50. 90 Br. 

for lst ovre, ov a to m, 
rec ovre Wuxpos ovre (eros, with 

A[P] 17-8 (19, e sil) vulg: txt CN в rel syr-dd copt Andr Areth Salv.—om all 
between e: and иеАлЛо 10 harl! spec sth Primas.—(eorpos (but p erased) N. aft 
фохроѕ ins e; NINA or c disapproving and inserting e: after (єстоѕ). — №! proceeds тате 
(= ravea) тоо, for which N3 has neAAw тє едь ex Tov. for pou, rov №, 

17. om 2nd or: К B rel spec Andr Cypr: ins AC c g m n 17?. 84 (1. 6. 32-8. 40-8, 
co e sil) vulg Andr- Areth Bede. 

Areth: txt AC 12. 
ros 

авга man in earnest, be he right or wrong, 
is ever a better man than one professing 
what he does not feel., This necessity 
of interpretation here has been much and 
properly pressed by some of the later Com- 
mentators (De Wette, and more clearly 
still, Düsterd.), but was by the older ones 
very generally missed, and tho coldness 
interpreted of the mere negative absence of 
spiritual life. So Andr., Areth. in Catena, 

бз, à ёстертибуоѕ тїз той &ylov 
wvebuaTos evepyelas кай  éàwiporrfjoems: 
Grot. *qui nullam habet evangelii no- 
titiam ac proinde nec ullos motus chris- 
tianos:" so Bengel, Ebrard, and many 
others. There have been some singular 
interpretations, e.g. that of Lyra, Jri- 
gidus, devitans transgressiones poens ti- 
more:” of Ansbert, “quia nimirum ille 
eos glaciali quodammodo more constringit, 
qui dixit, ‘Sedebo in monte testamenti, in 
lateribus aquilonis Aquilo itaque valde 
frigidissimus ventus," &c.: of Hengsten- 
berg, who regards both hot and cold as 
spoken of Christ's servants in relation to 
Christ, and cold as equivalent to poor in 
spirit, conscious of one’s own coldneas and 
desire for warmth. Any thing more o 

to the context cannot be imagined): 
would that (reff., for both indic. and opt. 
usages) thou wert cold or hot: so (see 
ref. It expresses the actual relation of 
facta to the wish just expressed, as not 
fulfilling it: = quod cum non ita fiat) 
because thou art lukewarm (тод unde 
Oepualvorros, d xAsapov калето, Galen. 
It is one of the many derivatives from 
Xl, to melt), and neither hot nor cold, 
I shall soon spue thee out of my mouth 
(79 petapopg ToU xAXiapoU B ёхрђ- 
сато, b xal larpd waides wAdBoy épya- 
(suevov els #дето» épeOÍ(«w жараАан84- 
уоосчу. Areth. in Catena. The n 

гес ovbevos, with [PIN в rel Andr 
от: та\атороѕ «(оше со and o) NI: om o 86: om e k. 

is a mild expression, carrying with it a 
possibility of the determination being 
changed, dependently on а change in the 
state of the church). 17, 18.] In these 
verses, the xA:apérns is further expanded, 
as inducing miserable unconsciousness of 
defect and need, and empty self-sufficiency. 
And the charge comes in the form of 
solemn and affectionate counsel. Because 
(this бт; forms the reason of cvuBovAcón 
below: = seeing that... Cf. a similar 
construction in ch. xviii. 7, 8) thou sayest 
[that] I am rich, and am become wealthy, 
and have need in nothing (the three ex- 
pressions form a climax: the first giving 
the fact of being rich, the second the pro- 
cess of having become so (in which there 
is not merely outward fact, but some self- 
laudation: cf. ref. Hosea), the third the 
result, self-sufficingness. From the whole 
context it is evident that not outward 
worldly wealth, but imagined spiritual 
riches, are in question. The former is held 
to be meant by Andr, Areth., Aretius, 
Corn.-a-lap., Bengel, Ewald, Züllig, al., the 
latter by Bede, Lyra, Ribera, Alcas., Grot., 
Calov., Vitringa, Eich., De W., Hengst., 
Ebrard, Diisterd., Trench. Stern thinks 
the wealth is partly worldly (Cicero, Epist. 
ad div. ii. 17, iii. 6; Strabo xii. 16: see on 
the wealth of Laodicea the Prolegg.), and 
partly spiritual. But thus the correspond- 
ence in our sentence would be confused. 
Stern is doubtless so far right, that the 
imagined spiritual self-sufficingness was 
the natural growth of an outwardly pros- 
perous condition : but the great self-deceit 
of which the Lord here complains was not 
concerning worldly wealth, which was a 
patent fact, but concerning spiritual, which 
was a baseless fiction), and knowest not 
that thou (c, emphatic; “thou, of all 
others:” corresponding to the use of the 
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, орос кай [1б]! Феб каї mrayòs ка = tuphis eal туг 
"jui ae. VOS, 18 " cuu Boudedw cot фүор&таз тар ёно® ypusioy *те 
John iz. 
i lsa. All. mupwpévov P ёк Tupos, wa E TAOUTHONS, кай a рата "Аана, 

n sz & constr. dat., Joba wil. 14 only. Ezod. xviii. 19. inf., Acts ix. 33. dat. and inf., 1 Macc. іт. Ө. 
15 reff. р = Joba ziii. 4. Rom. ziii. 11. ch. vii. 14. 5. 

edi 
q ter. 

rec om 2nd 5, with С[Р]М f g h n 1. 17. 86 (13. 80-2. 47. 90, e sil) Andr-a: ins A rd 
Andr-coisl Areth.—om к. o. eA. Andr-p. 

18. er bef wap’ «uov B rel copt 
AC[PJN n 1. 17-8. 36 (16. 49, e sil). 

article below) art the wretehed and [the] 
pitiable one (4, as distinguished above 
others (not as De W., al, “the well- 
known"), as the person to whom above 
all others the epithets belong. And iren 
epithets are especially opposed to obdé» 
5 Exo), pour and blind and 
naked (are these adjectives all subordinate 
to ё ding, or are they new predi- 
cates dependent on «f? Better the latter, 
if only for the reason that the counsel 
which follows takes up these three points 
in order, thereby bringing them out as 
distinct from and not subordinate to the 
two preceding), Iadvise thee (there is a 
deep irony in this word. One who has 
need of nothing, yet needs counsel on the 
vital points of self-preservation) to buy 
(at the cost only of thy good self-opinion. 
That a wrexós should be advised to buy 
gold and raiment, and ointment, might of 
itself shew what kind of huying is meant, 
even if Im. lv. 1, dyopdoare . Ae v- 
plov x. riuis, had not clearly defi it. 
Yet notwithstanding such clear warning 
not to go wrong, the Roman-Catholic ex- 
positors have here again handled the word 
of God deceitfully, and explained, as Lyra, 
“ Emere, operibus bonis:” Corn.-a-lap., 
“verbum ergo emendi significat, quod 
multa debet homo facere, et multa conferre, 
ut idoneus sit a Deo accipere iste dona.” 
Bede and Ribera, somewhat better, ““деге- 
lictis omnibus,” Bede : “etiam cum volup- 
tatum dispendio,” Rib. (which however is 
travelling out of the context, making the 
wealth to be earthly riches) : Estius, better 
still, but curiously characteristic, '* Emere 
significat aliquod studium præcedens, quo 
ambiat charitatem (his interpretation of 
е хєтүр.): quod tamen etiam ex 

est. Unde statui potest meritum con- 
gruum, respectu justificationis.” Farbetter 
again Ansbert, though missing the point 
of ayopdea: “Numquid is qui miser et 
miserabilis et pauper et cecus et nudus 
redarguitur, aliquid boni habet, quod pro 
tanto bono largitori suo tribuat, nisi forte 
prius ab ipso accipiat quod pro accipiendis 
aliis illi tribuat? Sic certe invenit quod 
det, qui nisi desuper acceperit, non hnbet 

rec eheewos, with [P] B rel: txt AN. 
Areth : om т. e. cj m 84-5 Andr«oil: tt 
єк тираѕ B: om 16. 

quod det." Augustine seems to be on tle 
right track for the meaning of бүр. 
when he says, “contende ut pro nom» 
Christi aliquid patiaris" The term c» 
tinues the irony. All this lofty a 
sufficiency ша be in Ње labe: 
of getting from Me these absolute ne 
saries.” So moet of the later expositor 
So even the R.-Cath. Stern, bat à 
guising the truth under an a d 
а ‘quid pro quo; Welches it der Kazi 
preis? Hat nicht der Herr ſelbſt aioe 
daß fie arm feien und elend, мї ш 
aͤmmerlich? Ihr Herz follen fit Сй 
ingeben, ihr Fuhlen, Denken, Beles 

unb that kräftiges Handeln; ſich КИЙ 
anz unb gar dem Herrn zur Кер 

Fina opfern, Matt. xiii. 45, 46") from m 
(who am the source of all true spirital 
wealth, Eph. iii. 8) gold (fresh) bum 
from the fire (the ёк gives the sens d 
being just fresh from the burning or suet- 
ing, and thus not only tried by the ро 
cess, but bright and new from the farts 
This is better than, with many Comm 
tators, to make the ёк almost = ist, sz 
nifying the source from which the ™ 
pwors comes, as ch. viii. 1]. In the 
interpretation, this gold re ts all gt 
ritual wAoUros, in its sterling reality, *! 
contrasted with that merely imagine, 
sort on which the Laodiceans prided them- 
selves. It is narrowing it too mo 
to interpret it as caritas (cf. Bsus 
above) or fides, as Аге, Vitri 
Hengstb., al., or indeed any one spiritus 
grace, as distinguished from the sum toà 
of them all), that thou mayest be (st; 
literally, mayeat have become, vir, by 
the purchase) rich: and white garments 
(Düsterd. rightly remarks that the while 

ents are distinct from the gold only 
in constituting a different image in theform 
of “рео not really in the thing є 
nified. On the meaning, see ver. 4, cb 
vii. 14, xix. 8. The lack of righteousness, 
which can be only bought from Chri 
and that at the price of all fancied right- 
eousness of our own, is just as much è 
wtwyxela as the other), that thou mayest 
be clothed, and that the shame of thy 
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t 2 John iL 
21 al. (Jer. 
xl. [хххїй.] VOTNTOS соу, кай “KoAAUpLOY “ eyxpioas ro 0фӨахдо бушу) 

19 S * бтоу$ Y day giro х N 
8 = here (Luhe 

xiv. 5. 
@ ка} 2 Cor. iv. 2. 

— aral deb · Hive ody kal ueravógaor. 20 ioù ётттка Hen. e 
a C. E X ude 13) only. 

АРн зав en tiv ÜUpav кай «pova ёар Tis акоўср тїз форђс Erek. l. 
> * zu t = here (Rom. viil. 35. 2 Cor. xi. 27) only. Deut. xxviii. 48. u bere only, 3 Kings xiv. 3 Ald. Cpw As теза В def.) only. (- pig, Фа», 2 Kings xiii. 6.) v here only. Jer. іт. 30. Tobit vi. 8 zi. 8 (АВ, not M) 

19 26 only. double ace., Heb. i. 9. w ch. xiii. 15, Matt. xviii. 18. xxl. 22. xxii. 9. Mark ili. 28 al. 
to 19. 26- z= Heb, ii. 5, from Prov. fii. 11, 12. y = Luke xxiii. 18, 22. 2 Chron. x. II. Ps. exvii. 18. Prov. 
7. 30. 32 xix. 18. z here oniy t. a Cant. v. 2. constr., ch. vii. 1. Luke iv. 9 . see John xx. 
to 38. 19, 26. b Luke xiii. 25. Acts xii. 13al. Cant. as above. 
40 to 42. 
47 to 51. wep:Baddn B f m n 37. [arxnpoourn I] Tec коААоирго», with A[P] g k 
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nakedness be not made manifest (the 
choice of the word pavepwO7 seems as if 
some particular time were in view when 
such manifestation would take place. If 
we are to assign one, it will naturally be 
that of the Lord's coming, when тофз 
wárras ўраз фауєрюбђуал Dei Euxpoober 
TOU Вђцатоѕ ToU XpwrroU), 2 Cor. v. 10: 
when the Lord of the Church will come to 
see his guesta, and all not clad in the wed- 
ding robe will be cast out, Matt. xxii. 
11 ff), and collyrium (the use of which 
is apparent from what follows. The xoA- 
Adpioy was во called from its shape, being 
а stick or roll of ointment for the eyes, in 
the shape of a bread-cake, кбАЛур or · pis, 
2 Kings vi. 19, LXX) to anoint (from reff. 
Tobit, éyxpíew appears to have been the 
common technical word for anointing the 
eyes) thine eyes, that thou mayest see 
(in the spiritual interpretation, this colly- 
rium will import the anointing of the Holy 
Spirit, which, like the gold of His un- 
searchable riches, and the white garment 
of His righteousness, is to be obtained 
from him, John xvi. 7 (яќифо abroy . . ), 
14 t TOU ёро Afpperot ... ); Acts ii. 
98 (et xe Tovro), and also at the price 
of the surrender of our own fancied wis- 
dom. The analogy of 1 John ii. 20, 27 is 
not to be overlooked: see notes at those 
places). 19.] Importing that these 
rich proofs of Christ's love are only to be 
sought by such as the Laodiceans in the 
way of rebuke and chastisement : and re- 
ciprocally, as tending not to despair, but 
to encouragement, that rebake and chas- 
tisement are no signs of rejection from 
Christ, but of His abiding and pleading 
к even to the lukewarm m careless, 

(emphaticall fixed: I, for my part: 
it is one of Му wave, which are unlike 
men's ways)—as many as (ёбу = Ё», the 

common particle after the relative: see 
reff.) I love (not as Grot., “non absolute 
sed comparate, i.e. quos non plane ob 
diuturna peccata abjicere et objurare con- 
stitui:" but in its fullest and most blessed 
sense. Nor is the assertion addressed, as 
Vitr, only “ad meliorem ecclesie par- 
tem," but to all, as а gracious call to re- 
pentance; as is evident from the words 
next following), I rebuke and chasten 
(\ухеу, the convincing of sin, producing 
conviction, is a portion of wadevay, the 
Lord's chastening: the latter may extend 
very much wider than the former, even to 
judgments and personal infliction, which, 
however they may subserve the A age of 
dAéyxeiw, are not, properly speaking, part 
of it. * Redargutio sane ad verba, casti- 
pro vero pertinet ad flagella," Ansbert) ; 

zealous then ({vAeve, pres., of a habit 
of Christian life), and repent (begin that 
life of zeal by an act, decisive and effective 
(aor.), of change of purpose. There is not 
in the words any ӧстероухрётєрох, as Do 
Wette, but the logical connexion is made 
plain by the tenses. Düsterd. (following 
Grot., Beng., Hengstb., Ebrard) is clearly 
wrong in saying that “the Lord requires 
of the church & burning zeal, kindled by 
the love shewn by Him (but where is this 
in the ш. and as the practical 
putting forth of this zeal, true change of 
purpose.” This goes directly against both 
the grammatical propriety and the facts 
of the case, in which change of purpose 
must precede geal, which is the effectual 
working in a man’s life of that change of 
papia, 20.] Behold, I stand at 
tho door (the construction with the prep. 
of motion after #стука, is perhaps owing 
to the idea of motion convey in the 
verb,—“ I have placed myself.” See reff., 
especially ref. Luke) knock (the re- 
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g constr., here only. (Eph. i 3911) Ld "i 

ins xa: bef e:seAevooua: N B rel Andr-coisl : om ATI III. id 
9. 80-6 (4. 13-6-8-9. 87-8, e sil) vas Orig Mac Epiph Andr Areth. 

ference to Cant. v. 2 is too plain to be for 
& moment doubted: and if so, the inter- 
pretation must, be grounded in that con- 
zugal relation between Christ and the 
church, — Christ and the soul,—of which 
that mysterious book is expressive. "This 
being granted, we may well say, that the 
vivid depiction of Christ standing at the 
door is introduced, to bring home to the 
lukewarm and careless church the truth 
of His constant presence, which she was 
во deeply forgetting. His knocking was 
taking place y by the utterance of 
these very rebukes (Глухое), partly by 
every interference in judgment and in 
mercy. Whenever His hand is heard, He 
is knocking at the door. But it is not 
His hand only that may be heard: see 
below): if any man hear my voice (here 
we have more than tbe mere sound of his 
knock: He speaks. See Acts xii. 13 f. 
кробсаутоѕ $ той Tlérpov Th» Өйрї»... 
éTeyvoboa Thy фей» ToU Tiérpov. In 
that case we must conceive Rhoda to have 
asked “ who is there f and Peter to have 
answered. It may not be uninstructive to 
fill up this connexion ín a similar manner. 
** It is I,” is an answer the soul may often 
hear, if it will enquire the reason of an 
unexpected knock at the door of its slum- 
bers; or we may com pare Cant. v. 2, 
pr &eApidov pou rpobe: ёт) rh» Oúpar, 
“Avoitéy por), and open the door (dxovcp, 
éyolfn, aorists, because prior in time to 
the futures which follow: "shall have 
heard," “shall have opened:” but it would 
be pedantry thus to render them in our 
language. On the sense, cf. Cant. v. 6. 

Our verse is a striking and decisive 
testimony to the practical freedom of our 
will to receive or reject the heavenly 
Guest : without the recognition of which, 
the love and tenderness of the saying be- 
come a hideous mockery. We then 

en the door to Christ, when we admit 
im, His voice, His commands, His ex- 

ample, to & share in our inner counsels 
and sources of action. То say that this 
can be done without His grace, is igno- 
rance: to say it is done only by that grace 
irresistibly exerted, is far worse—it is, to 
deprive His gracious pleadings of all mean- 
ing), [and] (this ка! is superfluous in the 

sense, merely expressing the sequence: кы 
may on that account Бате been omitted) 
I will enter in to him, and I vil s} 
with him, and ho with me (the image 
is taken from the usages of intimate be 
itality. But whereas in these it vol 
merely the guest who would sup wid 

the host who leta him in, here tbe gest 
becomes himself the host, because He 5 
the bread of life, and the Giver of th 
great feast of fat things and of the get 
marriage supper (Matt. viii. 11, xxv. 1 f; 
са 7, 9). St. John is — 
ond of reporting these sayings af тт 
procity which our Lord uttered: c. J:= 
vi. 56 (x. 88), xiv. 20, xv. 4, 5, xri. 2. 
This blessed admission of Christ into 02 
hearts will lead to His becoming our gut 
ever present with us, and sharing 1 & 
our blessings—and, which is even mor? 
our being ever in close union with His, 

rtaking ever of His fulness, until se s 
own at His table in his Kingdom). 

$1] He that conquereth (se abre 
ch. ii. 26, and ver. 12, for the construct 
I will give to him to sit (in the bie 
life of glory hereafter: such prom | 
cannot be regarded, as this by some в 

г ially fulfillod in this life: for thus t 
ollowing analogy, és x c. T. A, WA 

fail. The final and сы act is 1 
pointed out by the aor. кабіса) with 2 
(cf. John xvii. 24, wdrep, d Sédwcas 6 
de Tra Sxov єр) èyè кёкєғо dco ке 
ро?) on my throne (have a share in I 
kingly power, as ch. ii. 27, xx. 6), as I als 
conquered and sat down with my Fate 
on His throne (the aorr. refer to the b 
torical facts of the Resurrection and Ағ 
cension. By the latter, Christ sat dom 
at the right hand of God, or of the thrz 
of God, as Heb. xii. 2. No distinction mus: 
be made between the throne ofthe Fatber. 
on which Christ sits, and that of Christ. 
on which the victorious believer is tost 
with Him: they are one and the same, ©. 
ёк тоб Opdvov ToU Oeo xal Tob бр. 
ch. xxii. 1; and the glory of the redeemed 
will be a participation in that of the Father 
and the Sou, John xvii. 22). Doubtles 
the occurrence of this, the highest snl 
most glorious of all the promises, in thi- 
place, is to be explained not entirely frc: 
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CHAT. IV. 1. (ueravra(sic) P.] 
1. 38(-8 ?). 42 (c 6. 16. 26, e sil) Andr. 
AaAovca К. 

any especial aptness to the circumstances 
of the Laodicean church, though such has 
been attempted to be assigned (e.g. by 
Ebrard—because the victory over Take. 
warmness would be so much more difficult 
than that in any other case), but also 
from the fact of its occurring at the end 
of all tbe Epistles, and as it were gather- 
ing them all into one. It must not be 
forgotten too, that the éxd@:ca perà ToU 
rarpds pov d» TQ Өрбуф афтод forms a 
link to the next part of the book where 
we so soon, ch. v. 6, read ка) else èv 
TQ éco ToU Opdvov...... àprlov éarn«bs 
hs ёсфауџёуоу. 22.) Sceon ch. ii. 7. 

From this point begins the Revelation 
proper, extending to the end of the book. 
And herein we have a first t portion, 
embracing chapp. iv.—xi., the opening of 
the seals and the sounding of the trumpets. 
But preparatory to both these series of ro- 
velations, we have described to us in chapp. 
iv. v., the heavenly scenery which fur- 
nishes the local ground for these visions, 
Of these, chap. iv. is properly the scene 
itself: chap. v. being a further unfolding 
of its details with a view to the vision of 
the seals which is to follow. So that we 
have,— 

Сн. IV. 1—11.] Tug VISION oF Gop'g 
PRESENCE IN HEAVEN. “ Decrees respect- 
ing the fortunes of the future rest with 
God, and from Him comes the revelation 
of them through Jesus Christ. Hence the 
Revelation begins with the imparting to 
the Apostle, through Christ, of the vision 
of God's presence."; De Wette. 

1.] After these things (perà таёта (ог 
тоёто)'їв a formula frequently occurring 
in this book, and no where indicating a 
break in the ecstatic state of the Seer, 
but only the succession of separate vi- 
sions., ‘Those are mistaken, e. g. Bengo 
Hengstb., who imagine an interval, here 
and in the other places, during which the 
Seer wrote down that which had been pre- 
viously revealed to him. The whole is 
conceived as imparted in one continuous 
revelation consisting of many parte. See 

xv. 30 rec. 

not, Matt. 

xxvii. 40. 
Luke хіх. 6. John iv. 49. 

avcoryuern В rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt A[P]N 
ins bov bef n porn N AaAovcav N, 

rec (for Аеуш») Aeyouca, with [Р IRaa h n 1. 17. 36-8 (18. 27. 37. 51 
Br, e sil) : xa: Aeyovons | 16 Ambr: txt AN! в rel Andr-coisl. for avaBa, avafng: А. 

below on ver. 2) I saw (not with the 
bodily eye, but with the eye of ecstatic 
vision, ав throughout the k. He is 
throughout é» sveógari It is not I 
looked, asin E. V.: not the directing of the 
Seer's attention which discovers the door 
to him, but the simple reception of the 
vision which is recorded), and behold, & 
door set open (not, was opened (hrolxon) 
ав E. V., which gives the idea that the 
Seer witnessed the act of opening. For 
the same reason the word “opened” is 
objectionable, as it may be mistaken for 
the aor. neuter) in heaven (notice the dif- 
ference between this vision and that in 
Ezek. i. 1; Matt. iii. 16; Acts vii. 56, 
x. 11. In those, the heaven itself parts 
asunder, and discloses the vision to those 
below on earth : here the heaven, the house 
or palace of God (Ps. xi. 4, xviii. 6, 
xxix. 9), remains firmly shut to those on 
earth, but a door is opened, and the Seer 
is rapt in the Spirit through it. Hence- 
forth usually he looks from the heaven 
down on the earth, seeing however both 
alike, and being present in either, as tho 
localities of his various visions require), 
and the former voice (much confusion has 
been introduced bere by rendering, as 
E. V., the first voice which,” &c., giving 
the idea that ) ярётт means, first after 
the door was seen set open; whereas jj 
фоуђ ў rpérn is the voice which I heard 
at first, viz. in ch. i. 10) which I heard 
(aor. at the beginning) as of a trumpet 
speaking with me (viz. ch. i. 10. os 
odAw. K. T. A., is not predicative, “twas 
88...." as E. V. and Treg. The con- 
struction simply is—* behold, a door 
and tbe voice . ., both 0ópa and «rf 
dependent on i5oj. The voice is not 
that of Christ (as Stier, Reden Jesu viii. 98, 
907 ff.: Reden der Engel, p. 242,—and 
al.), but of some undefined heavenly being 
or angel Ав Düsterd. observes, all we 

can say of it is that it is the same voice as 
that in ch. i. 10, which there, ver. 17, is 
followed by that of our Lord, not ds oda- 
rryyos, but às óBárev NM, ав stated 
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for &, oca А. 75 с 
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9. om xa: o xabypevos (homaotel 
86 (13. 41-2, e sil) vulg syr-dd copt Primas Jer. 

by anticipation in ver. 15), saying (Heb. 
т. The gender is placed, regardless of 
the ordinary eoncord, with reference to 
the thing signified: во in reff., and even 
somctimes in the classics; cf. Xen. Cyr. i. 
2. 12, al sóAes .. . ёѕ Taócovres. See 
more examples in Winer), Come up hither 
(viz. through the opened door), and I will 
shew thee (it is surprising how Stier can 
allege the else as a proof that the Lord 
Himself only can be speaking: cf. ch. xxi. 
9, 10, xxii. 8, 9, which latter place is de- 
cisive against him) the things which must 
(of prophetic necessity: see reff.) take 
place after these things (ravra, the things 
now present: as in ch. i. 19, but the ravra 
not being the same in the two cases. So 
that perà тайта has very much the ge- 
neral meaning given by the “ hereafter” 
of the E. V.). 2.) Immediately I was 
(became) in the Spirit (i. е. I experienced 
a new accession of the Spirit's powerful 
influence, which transported me thither: 
qu. d. “ I was in a trance or R] * see 
on ch. i. 10. It is hardly credible that 
any scholar should have proposed to under- 
stand ére? after èyevóuny, “ immediately 
I was there in the Spirit:“ but this was 
done by Ziillig, and has found an advocate 
in England in Dr. Maitland: cf. Todd on 
the Apoc., Note B, p. 297): and behold, a 
throne stood (the È V. “was set,” gives 
too much the idea that the placing of the 
throne formed part of the vision: “lay” 
would be our best word, but we do not use 
it of any thing so lofty asa throne. ёкето 
is wrongly taken by Bengel as importing 
breadth ; and by gs ав representing 
the resting on the cherubim. But it is 
Bt. John's word for mere local position : 
see reff.) in heaven, and upon the throne 
(the accus. is perhaps not to be pressed; 
it may be loosely used as equivalent to the 
gen. or dat. The variations of the case in 
this expression throughout the book aro 
remarkable, and ha y to be accounted 
for. Thus we have the gen. in ver. 10, 
ch. v. 1, 7 (18Р), vii. 15, ix. 17, xiv. 16, 

of the Jewish unwillingness to 

rel æth arm Andr Areth : ins Af PIN в 1 19. 26. 
rec ins эу bef lat орого, with vulg 

16, xvii. 1, 9, xix. 18, 19, 21: the dat. in 
ver. 9, ch. (v. 18 ?), vi. 16, vii. 10, xix. 4, 
xxi. 5: the accus. in ver. 4, ch. vi. 2, 4, 5, 
xi. 16, xiv. 14, xvii. 3, xix. 11, xx. 4, 11. 
The only rule, that seems to be at all ob- 
served is, that always at the first mention 
of the fact of sitting, the accus. seems to 
be used, e. g. here, and ver. 4, ch. vi. 2, 4, 
б, xiv. 14, xvii. 8, xix. 11, xx. 4 (11 seems 
hardly a case in point), thus bearing a 
trace of its proper import, that of motion 
towards, of which the first mention par- 
takes. But the accus. is not confined to 
the first mention, witness ch. xi. 16, 
and no rule at all seems to prevail as 
regards the gen. and dat.) one sitting 
(о henceforward throughout the book, 

xabhuevos ёж) T. Op.: and being the 
Eternal Father (not as Lyra, “ Deus trinus 
еб unus,” —so also Corn.-a-lap., Calov.; 
for He that sitteth on the throne is dis- 
tinguished in ch. vi. 16, vii. 10 from the 
Son, and in ver. Б from the Holy Spirit) : 
see ch. vii. 10, xix. 4, where we read ex- 
pressly, тё беф TY кабтдбуф ёт) т. Op. 
So that it is not for the reasons sometimes 
suggested, that the Name is not expressed: 
е. g. that by Eich. and Ewald, on account 

the 
sacred Name: that by Herder (see also 
De W. al.], that the mind has no figure 
and the tongue no word by which to ex- 
press it: still less that of Heinr., * Non- 
nisi ex negligentia scribendi videtur omis- 
sum." e simple reason seems to be, as 
assigned by Hengstb. and Düsterd., that 
St. John would describe simply that which 
he saw, as he saw it. For the same reason 
he does not name Christ expressly in the 
first vision, ch. i. 18): and he that sat 
(no need to supply “was,” as 3» in rec.: 
the nominatives are all correlative after 
180) like in appearance (lit., * i» vision,” 
“in sight,” аз E. V. in the next clause: 
dat. of form or manner, cf. Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 81. 6, and see 1 Cor. xiv. 20; Phil. 
ii. 8, iii. 5) to a jasper and sardine 
stone (Epiphanius in his treatise on the 
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. ix. 17. 
Acta ii. 17 
from Joel li. 

T ch. xxi. 20 only. Ezek. 
xviii. 82. (, Isa. vi. 

1L 1. v here 
t here bis. ver. 8 only. 3 Ki 

only T. (- 808, ch. xxi. 19. -Séirns, Esth. i. 6 BN) 

copt: om ALPIN B rel syr-dd eth arm Andr Areth. 
в 13. 26. 41-2-4. 
ipis, ipeis N-corr п eth arm: рєє ANI. 

rec cap, with [P] 1. 86: txt AM в rel Andr Areth. 
ins cpapaydw коа bef rapdıw 

for 
elz (for 2nd ошого) opora, with c h 10- 

6-73. 34-5. 47 (1 m 18. 37. 49 Br, e sil) Andr: opora ws 47: oporo: n: txt AP 1. 6. 30-6; 
opoiws N38 B rel Areth; одого ws 98. — om орогоѕ to Opovov, у. 4, (homootel) Ni. 
op срараүдіуоу B rel: opaaeis срараүдоу f, opameis сш араудиоу 92 : opacis guapaydeo 
35: opacis apaparybov 38. 47: орасы opapaydw m 84: txt ALPIN c h 1. 10-7-8. 36 
(1 n 6. 16. 49 Br, e sil) valg copt. 

4. om 1st al B rel syr-dd : ins Al PN I m n 10-7-8. 34-5-6. 47-8-9 (ch 1.6. 16 Bch's-5- 

twelve stones in Aaron’s breastplate says, 
Aldor Хасти, obrós ёст: TG «де срарау- 
81(оу (see below). жара dd та хелу Tob 
Өердфбортоз тотацод edploxera:... GAN 
tori yévos жол) каЛойцероу °Ацабойстіоюу, 
Tb «180 88 тоубе ёст) ToU AíÜov катӣ 
Th» cudpayBór ёст. xAopi(ovsa, ёлАА 
&uBAvrépa ка) àuavporépa. kal Fd ode 
xAwpdy Exel т тёда, ёокиа ⅛ xxo, 
xouo $AÉéBas тетраст(ҳооѕ K. r. A. Не 
then describes several other kinds, a purple, 
a yellow, &c. One kind appears to be that 
meant in our ch. xxi. 11, where we have 
the glory of God like és М0ф ldow:d: 
xpvoTradAlforri: for he describes it as AAA 
кристёАЛоу Barı duola. It is true that 
Epiphanius may have put in this species 
merely to satisfy ch. xxi. 11. From this 
latter passage, where it is described as 
TuuóTaTos,-—which jasper, as commonly 
known, never was, —Ebrard argues that 
by farms the diamond is meant. Тасти, 

eb. neg, а beautiful stone of various 
wavy colours, semi-opaque, granulous in 
texture, used in ancient times for gems and 
ornaments, but in more modern ones on a 
larger scale for pavements and tables. 
Even Pliny wrote, xxxvii, (8.) 37, “ viret, 
et вере translucet iaspis, etiamsi victa a 
multis, antiquitatis tamen gloriam reti- 
nens" The altar in Canterbury Cathedral 
stands on а platform of yellow Sicilian 
jasper pavement, 80 feet by 14 feet. 
odp&tos, Heb. ork, is, as this name shews, 
& red stone, commonly sup to answer 
to our cornelian. But Epiphanius, in his 
treatise on the twelve stones in Aaron's 
breastplate, says of it, Aí0os odd д 
BafvAdrios, обто каћлобрероѕ. Ёст: d 
торото TQ еде ка} aluaroedhs, capdly 
TQ Іхей те Tapixevuéro douds. 80 xal 
cápbios MAH r, awd той efSous AaBér 
Tb éxdéyupor. èv BaBirwn 3è Tf wpós 
*"Acouplay ylyeras. ст: Bè dtavyhs б 
Aldor. Several of the Commentators, 
e g. Victorin, Areth., Lyra, Ansbert, 

Joachim, &c., Bengel, Hengst., Düsterd., 
have said much on the symbolic signifi- 
cance of these stones as representing the 
glory of God. Thus much only seems, in 
the great uncertainty and variety of views, 
to stand firm for us: that if Yeoms is to 
be taken as in ch. xxi. 11, as, by the refer- 
ence there to тў» Sdtay ToU soù, it cer- 
tainly seems it must, then'it represents a 
watery crystalline brightness, whereas odp- 
dios is on all hands acknowledged to be 
fiery red. Thus we shall have ample ma- 
terial for symbolic meaning: whether, as 
Victorinus, Tichon., Primas., Bede, al., of 
the one great judgment by water (or of 
baptism) and the other by fire,—as Andr., 
Areth., Lyra, al., of the goodness of God 
in nature (facis being green) and His 
severity in judgment,—as Ansbert, of the 
divinity and humanity (“quia nimirum hu- 
manitas ejus tempore passionis sanguine 
coloratur"), &c., or as the moderns mostly, 
e.g. el, Stern, Hengstb.f of the holi- 
ness of and Hís justice. This last 
seems to me the more probable, especiall 
as the same mixture of white light with. 
fire seems to pervade the Old Testament 
and Apocalyptic visions of the divine ma- 
jesty. | Cf. Ezek. i. 4, viii. 2; Dan. vii. 9: 
and our ch. i. 14, x. 1. But nothing can 
be confidently asserted, in our ignorance 
of the precise import of Yasrıs), арй а 
rainbow (cf. Gen. ix. 12—17; Ezek. i. 28) 
round about the throne (i.e. in all pro- 
bability surrounding the throne vertically, 
аз а nimbus; not, as Beng. and Hengstb., 
horizontally) like to the appearance (dn 
is here an adj. with two terminations, as 
those in -ios frequently in Attic Greek: 
see Winer (reff.): tbe construction of 
dpdon is not as above, but the dat. 
is here after dus) of an emerald (on 
opdpaysos (- dos is the possess. adj. of 
two terminations) all seem agreed, that it 
represents the stone so well known among 
us as the emerald, of a lovely green co- 
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rec. 88.—rec (for exi т. еш. тете. 0p.) ет: тоос Üporevs rovs єшос: rect, with В 
rel: so, but omg 2nd rovs, 1. 2. 4. 6. 9. 11. 86. 40-2 Andr-a-p: om ex: rovs «uos: 
т«ттараз Opovovs M: txt A[P] 17-8-9.—ree aft Oporovs ins eier, with h 10 (a 37. 41-9 
Br, е sil): om AL Pt B rel ves Andr Areth.—[Oporovs bef exec: тєссараѕ 

om ey AP n Andr-a. por. g: om from тетт. to Teog. 82. 
] om +. 

om депо N. 
rec ins ecxov bef ет: т. xep.: om ALPIN в rel vse Andr Areth lat- ff. 

xpuoeous R. 

lour :— Pliny sys of it, ut supra, “quin et 
ab intentione alia obscurata aspectu sma- 
ragdi recreatur acies, scalpentibusque gem- 
mas non alia gratior oculorum refectio est; 
ita viridi lenitate lassitudinem mulcent.” 
Almost all the Commentators think of the 
gracious and federal character of the bow 
of God, Gen. ix. 12—17. Nor is it any 
objection to this (as Ebrard) that the 
bow or glory here is green, instead of pris- 
matic: the ү" is that of the covenant 
bow, the colour even more refreshing and 
more directly symbolizing grace and mercy. 
“Deus in judiciis semper fœderis sui me- 
minit:” Grot. So far at least we may 
be sure of as to the symbolism of this 
appearance of Him that sitteth on the 
ол, that the brightness of His glory 
and fire of His judgment is ever girded 
by, and found within, the refreshment and 
surety of His mercy and goodness. бо 
that, as Düsterd. enys well, This funda- 
mental vision contains all that may serve 
for terror to the enemies, and consolation 
to the friends, of Him that sitteth on the 
throne .. .). p The assessors of the 
enthroned One. e construction with 
1800, partly in the nom., partly in the 
accus., still continues. And round the 
throne twenty-four thrones (i.e. evidently 
smaller thrones, and probably lower than 
4 6póvos), and upon the twenty-four 
thrones elders si (the accus., either 
after edo understood, or more likely 
loosely placed with the nominatives after 
od), clothed in white garments, and 
on their heads golden crowns (these 
24 elders ате not angels, as maintained 
by Rinck and Hofmann (Weiss. u. 
Erfüll. p. 826 f.), as is shewn (not by 
ch. v. 9, as generally argued, — even by 
Elliott, vol. i. p. 81 f.: see text there: 
but) by their white robes and crowns, tlie 
rewards of endurance, ch. iii. 6, ii. 10,— 
but representatives of the Church, aa ge- 
nerally understood. But if so, what sort 

of representatives, and why 24 in num- 
ber? This has been variously answered. 
The usual understanding has been that of 
our earliest Commentator, Victorinus; who 
says, “Sunt autem viginti quatnor, patres: 
duodecim Apostoli, totidem Patriarch. 
And this is in all probability right in the 
main: the key to the interpretation being 
the analogy with the sayings of our Lord 
to the Apostles, Matt. xix. 28; Lake 
xxii. 30. That those sayings do not re- 
gard the same session as this, is no argu- 
ment against the inference from analogy. 
Joachim brings against this view that 
the twelve patriarchs were not per- 
sonally holy men, and never are held up 
as distinguished in the Old Testament. 
But this obviously is no valid objection. 
It is not the personal characters, but the 
symbolical, that are here in question." It 
might be said with equal justice that the 
number of the actual Apostles is not defi- 
nitely twelve. It із no small confirmation 
of tho view, that in ch. xv. 3, wo find the 
double idea of the church, as made up of 
Old Testament and New Testament saints, 
plainly revealed to St. John; for he heard 
the victorious saints sing the song of 
Moses, and the song of the Lamb. See 
also ch. xxi. 12, 14, where the twelve gates 
of the New Jerusalem are inacribed with the 
names of the twelve tribes, and its twelve 
Soundations with those of the twelve Apos- 
tles. Various other interpretations have 
been: that of Lyra, “designantur universse 
cathedrales ecclesim: que licet sint multe, 
tamen sub tali numero designantur propter 
concordantiam novi Testamenti ad vetus, 
in quo legitur, 1 Paralip. xxv., quod sanc- 
tus David volens augmentare cultum di- 
vinum, statuit viginti quatuor sacerdotes 
templo per hebdomadas successive minis- 
trantes, in sacra enim scriptura frequenter 
ponitur determinatus numerus pro inde- 
terminato:” that of Alcas., Calov., Vi- 
tringa, Zeger, Ewald, al., who explain the 
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v "ev. only (as above (з) & ch. x. 3, 4 Al.), exc. Mark Ш. 17. John zii. 29. ч 
i за. Iii. 1. dch.1.4 

only. 
zii. 35. John v.36. «^ vui.10, I 
only t. (-Aos, ch. xxi. lo, Al.) 

5. om кои ек 1. 

Opovov in ver 6 N'(ins N33). 

= Luke 
e ch. xv. 2 (bis) 

fch. zzii. tonly. Num. хі. 7. Esck. L 23. (-Atgesv, ch. xxi. 11.) 

тес астрати xa: Bpovra: kai pwvai with 1. 88: фе. к. астр. 
к. Bp. e: txt ia B rel vss Andr Areth Primas Jer Cassiod. om Opovov to Ist 

rec om avrov, with A[P]N3s 18. 36-8 (1. 27. 40 Br, e 
sil) vss Andr: ins в rel syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth. (in B @povov is written over avrov.) 

for af eri», Ё er A: кш f: A acy R33 b 1. 36. om та B rel Andr-coisl 
Areth : ins A[ P]N?9 n 1. 33 (f 36-8, e sil) Andr. 

6. rec om ws, with b 1 Andr Primas Tich: ins АГРЈК в rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr- 
coisl Areth. 

QA eu LA 
number similarly by tbe 24 courses of 
priests and their heads, —tbe objection t» 
which is, that these elders are not priests, 
their occupation in ch. v. 8 being simply 
connected with their representative cha- 
racter :—that of Grot., that the number is 
that of the presiding elders of the Jeru- 
salem church (а pure assumption): tbat 
of Joachim, Heinrichs, Bleek, De Wette, 
that the number 12, that of the tribes of 
Israel, is doubled, to signify the accession 
of the Gentiles to the church : tbat of Pri- 
masius and Ansbert, that Ше doubling is 
* propter geminum Testamentum, quin et 
in veteri et in novo eadem formatur Ec- 
clesia." Besides these, there have been 
many fanciful reasons, deduced from nu. 
merical considerations: as e.g. that of 
Arethas in Catena, that 21 is 8 x 7, the 
combination of the number of perfection 
with that of the Holy Trinity, and then 8 
is added; &c. &c.). 5.] And out of 
the throne go forth (the tense is changed, 
and the narrative assumes the direct form, 
which, however, is immediately dropped 
again, and the accumulation of details 
resumed) lightnings and voices and thun. 
ders (the im seems to be in analogy 
with that in the Old Testament, where 
God's presence to give His law was thus 
accompanied: cf. Exod. xix. 16; where 
dorparal and deval occur in juxtaposition 
as here. If this idea be correct, then we 
have here re nted the sovereignty and 
almightiness of God. And nearly so Vitr., 
Hengstb., Diisterd, al. De Wette and 
Ebrard understand God’s power over яа- 
ture, De W. uniting it with what follows: 
see below. Grot. says, **Fulgura et toni- 
trua significant minas Dei contra impios : 
voces sunt in ipeis tonitrubus, infra x. 8, 
i.e. non generaliter tantam minatur, sed 
et iales ponas preedicit." But there 
seems no ground for tbis): and seven 
lamps (the former construction is re- 
HM) of fire burning before the throne 

oL. IV. 

[itself] (or, before his throne, viz. the 
throne of the xa0fevos), which are 
the seven spirits of God (see notes on 
Cb. i. 4 v. 6. These seem to re nt 
the Holy Spirit in his sevenfold work- 
ing: in bis enlightening and cheering 
as well as his purifying and consumi 
agency. So most Commentators. De W. 
and Ebrard regard the representation as 
that of the Holy Spirit, the principle of 
руне and spiritual life, which appears 
only wrong by being too limited. Heng- 
stenb. is quite beside the mark in con- 
fidently (as usual) confining the interpre- 
tation of the lamps of fire to the consum- 
ing power of the Spirit injudgment. The 
fact of the parallel cb. v. 6 speaking of 
éxra dp8aApol, and such texts as ch. xxi. 
23; Ps. схіх. 105, should have kept him 
from this mistake. The whole of this 
glorious vision is of a composite and two- 
fold nature: comfort is mingled with 
terror, the fire of love with the fire of 
judgment): and before the throne as it 
were а sea (the фу belongs to od. óaA., 
not to фал. alone as Bengel: so also in the 
parallel place, ch. xv. 2) of glass (not, 
“ glassy,” as rendered by Elliott: бал!» 
describes not the appearance, but the ma- 
terial, of the sea: it appeared like a sea of 
lass —во clear, and so calm) like to crystal 

fand that not common glass, which among 
the ancients was as we see from its re- 
mains, cloudy and semi-opaque, but like 
rock crystal for transparency and beauty, 
as Victorinus, “aquam mundam, stabilem, 
non vento agitatam." Compare by way of 
contrast, ) xa8nuérn iri (а Are 
[rar] rok Ad, the multitudinous and tur- 
ulent waters, ch. xvii. 1. In seekin 

the explanation of this, we must first trac 
the image from its О. T. earlier usage. 
| There, in Exod. xxiv. 10, we have ка) «оу 
Tb» тфкоу ob elorhxe: ô deb тоў lopafi: kal 
TÀ Érd rods 1d аўто el Ёрүоу - 
Gov cax$elpov, ка) Ssxep E стерєёра- 

R 
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р . 9. И. 27 аі. A si. 13. 1 EzEx. x. m Esek. і. 10. n kxgx. s 
r ‘ , nr 0 1 Tim. re I. Heb. xi. 33. 1 Pet. v. 8. ch. v. 6 all. only. Exxx. . 14. p Luke 16-3. E 
zv. 23, 27,90, Heb. 1х. 12, 10 only. Ezer, I. 10. q constr., ver. 1 reff, 

35-7 9. 

7. (d Шек.) rec exo», with [PN rel: txt A в 1 n 30-2-3(-4-6 7). om Sth 47 te 5 
vo B rel Iren-gr Andr Areth: ins A[P]K h n 10-7. 33-6 (1. 34-6-7-8. 48-9. 51 K. e ail) 90 E. 

ros ToU obpavot Tf кабарфтүп. Com- proper relation to their Creator, or (Aret.) 
with this Eck. i. 22, xal du, "cotum ecclesi triumphantis" or 

bei кефахўз abr афто A] тӧр (бор Grot. strangely, and as W. remarks, 
фзе! стерќоџа, &s Üpacis крист ёкте- most unfelicitously, “summa puritas plebis 
Tapívoy dx) TG» ret abr ётбушдеу., Hierosolymitane cjus que Christo nomen 
In Job xxxvii. 18 also, where the LXX dederat: qu: puritas describitur Act. ii. 
appear to have gone quite astray, the sky et iv.” Düsterd. connects it, and in fact 
is said to be “ав a molten looking-glass."  identifles it, with the river of the water of 
If we are to follow these indices, the pri- life, Aauwp. és xpóoraAXor, whicb, ch. 
mary reference will be to the clear etherin  zxii. 1, proceeded out of the throne of God 
which the throne of God is upborne: and and the Lamb. But the whole vision there 
the intent of setting this space in front of is quite distinct from this, and each one 
tbe throne will be, to betoken its separa- has its own propriety in detail. To iden- 
tion and insulation from the place where tify the two, із to confound them: nor 
the Seer stood, and indeed from all else does ch. xv. 2 at all justify this interpreta- 
around it. The material and appearance tion. There, as here, it is the purity, 
of this pavement of the throne seem chosen calmness, and majesty of God's rule which 
to indicate! majestic repose and ethereal are signified by the figure). And in the 
purity. All kinds of symbolic inter- midst of the throne (not, as Hengstb., 
pretations, more or less fanciful, have been under the throne: their movements are 

ven. Such are those of Victorinus free, cf. ch. xv. 7. See below), and round 
* donum baptismi"), Tichonius, Primas, about the throne (i.e. so that in the 

е, Lyra, Calov., al, —of Joachim (“in Apostle's view they partly hid the throne, 
mari vitreo sacrum designatur scriptu- partly overlapped the throne, being sym- 
rarum volumen”),—of Alcas. (repent- metrically arranged with regard to it, i.e. 
ance), of Ribera (“cgo mare vitreum dici as the number necessitates, one in tbe - 
arbitror multitudinem hominum in terra midst of each side), four living-beiags 
viventium ”} Paræus, al.—of Vitringa (the E. V., “ beasts,” is the most unfor- - ~ 
(„id, quo clare intelligimus regnum Del tunate word that could be imagi А 
in Christo Jesu niti et fundari: id vero far better one is that now generally adopted, 
est a) certa et constans Dei voluntas, qua “living creatures :” the only objection to 
constituit regnum gratis habere inter ho- it being that when we come to vv. 9, 11, 
mines. . . В) Jus certum et liquidum we give the idea, in conjoining “ living- 
ejusmodi regnum gratis inter homines creatures” and “created” (&ктівғаѕ), of 
erigendi . .), Herder, al., —of Bengel and а close relation which is not found in the 
Hengstb., that the sea of glass, on account Greek. I have therefore preferred lieing- 
of its being described as mixed with firein beings) full of eyes before and behind 
ch. xv. 2, is das Product ber fieben (this, from their respective positions, could 
Feuerlampen, and (Ps. xxxvi. 6, “Thy Бе seen by St. John: their faces being 
judgments are a great deep”) betokens naturally towards the throne. On the 
the great and wonderful works of God, symbolism, see below). And tho first 
His righteous and holy ways. But as living-being like to a lion, and the second 
Düsterd. remarks, the parallel place, ch. v. living-being like to a steer (uécyos is 
6, where the seven lamps are seven eyes, not necessarily to be pressed to its proper 
pus this:—of Arotius, Grot, and primary meaning, as indicating the young 
brard, who, because the sea, in its stormy calf in distinction from the grown bullock : 

and agitated state, represents (ch. xvii. the LXX use it for an ox generally, in 
16) tho nations of the earth in their god- Exod. xxii. 1; Levit. xxii. 23: also Exod. 
less state, therefore the pure and calm sea xxix. 10, and Gen. xii. 16), and the third represents (Ebr.) the creatures in their living-being having its face as of a man 
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v Malt, 12.5. John l. Ja. * P Matt, wait, 37, Luke zdi N. ch. K. S. Zl. It only, ler, 
vi. 2, x vv. 3, 4 reff. y Matt. xxiii, 25, 27. 2 ch. xiv. 
(but see note). " а &sabove(z) Matt. xi. 29. хи. 43. Luke хі. 24 only. Isa. xxv. 10. 

b Mark v. 5. Luke xviii. 7. 1 Thess. II. 9. iii. 10. ch. vii. 15. xii. 10. xiv. 11. xx. 10. Ља. zxziv. 10. 
с lsa. vi. 3. 

A.ndr-a.—(om from 8rd (ооу up to одого» 9. 27.) rec ws axvOpwxos, with [P] h1 
n 1. 10-7. 38 (16. 37-9. 48-9 Br, e sil) Andr-a: es ouotov аудрото N: avOpwxov В rel 
Iren-gr Andr Areth : ws av@pexov A 36 vulg Iren-int Primas Vict. om last (wor 
B rel Andr-cois! Areth: ins А[Р]М 010 36 (1. 2. 19-6-7-8. 37-8-9. 40-9 Br, e sil). 

rec xereeve, with rel Iren-gr: txt A[P|N Ba be fhj k m 2. 4. 9. 10-8-7-8-9. 
83(-4-5, e sil) (88 г). 47-8-9. 50-1. 90 Andr Areth. 

. rec om та, with B rel Andr Areth: ins A[P]N ace fg hlm n6. 10-1-6-7-8. 
80-4-6. 49. 51. 90 Andr-coisl. rec (for d xa’ v avrov) ty каб eavro, with 1: er 
«xacroy avrwy № 88: ev (alone) 40.1-2. 92: еу каб ev (omg avrwy) B rel Areth: txt 
A[P] hI m n 2. 10-1-6-7. 84-5-6-7-9. 49. 51 Br vss Andr Tich (d Шер). rec (for 
exo) exor, with N (d?) 6(е sil): om c Br: exes п: exorra [P] 38. 50: eðx 9: exor 
B rel Andr-a-p: txt A a k U m 1. 13-6. 30-2-6-9. 92. Trépv'yev B. om кш 
єсодеу (homaotel) k n 88: for ee, «обеу 33 (85 Br, e sil): e£w0. к. ет. f: ка e£. 
к. єс. В 12 Primas Victorin. гес (for yepovoww) *yeuorrà, with 1. 88-9 f): txt 
ALP) в rel vulg Andr Areth. for «xovow, {отау Ni(txt Naa). rec Aeyorra, 
with 10. 30(-8 f) 49? (a d e 87-9. 40-1 Br, e sil): txt A[P]N в rel. «үгө is 
repeated nine times in B rel Andr-cois!: eight times in N! e: six times in 38. 40 Br: 
twice in 61: txt A[P]N* 1. 16. 86 (b c d f g 1 n 18. 26. 37-9. 47. 90, e sil) vas Ephr 
Andr Areth Tert Vict Jer. 

or, the face of & man), and the fourth 
ving-being like to a flying eagle. And 

the tour living-beings, each (reff.) of them 
having (бушу, the gender being conformed 
to that of the thing signified, see on ger) 
„Aces, ver. 1) six wings apieoe (for 
the distributive dvd, see reff.). All round 
and within (I prefer much putting a period 
at I, to carrying on the construction; as 
more in accord with the general style of 
this description. Understand, after 
both xvkAÀó0«v, and ёстыбдеу, ro wrepi- 
уюу : the object of St. John being to shew, 
that the six wings in each case did not 
interfere with that which he had before 
declared, viz. that they were full of eyes 

ore and behind. Round the outside 
of each wing, and up the inside of each 
(half-expanded) wing, and of the part of 
the body also which was in that inside 
recess) they are full of eyes: and they 
have no rest by day and by night 
xal vuerés may belong either die 
ойк Ex., or to Аёуоутеѕ. Partly on accouut 
of the cal, partly as a matter of the mere 
judgment of the ear, I prefer joining it 
with the ала) saying (the gender, see 
as above), Holy Holy Lord God 

hty (so far is identical with the 
seraphim's ascription of praise in Isa. vi. 8: 
жаутократер answering usually in the 

om Ist o Rl. 

LXX to nus, though not in that place. 

See Bengel’s remarks in note on Rom. 
ix. 29), whioh was, and which is and 
which is to come (see on reff.). These 
four living-beings are in the main identical 
with the cherubim of the O. T. (compare 
Ezek. i. 5—10, x. 20), which are called 
by the same name of living creatures 
(meq), and are similarly described. We 
may trace however some differences. In 
Ezekiel’s vision, each living-being has all 
four faces, Ez. i. 6, whereas here the four 
belong severally, one to each. Again in 
Ezekiel’s vision, it is apparently the wheels 
which are full of eyes, Ez. i. 18; though 
in id. x. 12, it would a as if the 
animals also were included. Again, the 
having eir wings э кизи is not found in 
the cherubim of Ezekiel, which have four, 
Ez. i. 6,—but belongs to the seraphim de- 
scribed in Isa. vi 2, to whom also (see 
above) belongs the ascription of praise 
here given. 80 that these are forms com- 

unded out of the most significant pur - 
ticulars of more than one О. T. vision. 

In enquiring after their symbolic 
import, we are met by the most remark- 
able diversity of interpretation. 1) Our 
earliest Commentator, Victorinus, may 
serve as the type of those who have under- 
stood them to symbolize the Four Evan- 

R R 2 

* 
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virtues: ro Arethas, as cited by Corn.-a- 55 н 
lap., and generally: but not in Ње Catena : to 15. 
4) the 4 faculties and powers of the hu- 227 ». 
man soul; “homo est vis rationalis, leo 47 13 ;; 
irascibilis, bos concupiscibilis, aquila est 90 B. 

geliste, or rather, Gospels :—* Simile leoni 
animal, Evangelium secundum Marcum, in 
quo vox leonis in eremo rugientis auditur, 
vox clamantis in deserto, Parate viam Do- 
mini. Hominis autem figura Matthæus 
enititar enunciare nobis genus Maris unde conscientia, sive spiritus ;"—46so Corn -a-lap. 
carnem accepit Christus. Ergo dum enu- refers to Sixtus is as citing Greg. 
merat ab Abraham usque ad David et 
usque ad Joseph, de homine lo- 
cutus est, Ideo icatio ejus bominis 
effigiem ostendit. Lucas sacerdotium Za- 
сһагие offerentis hostiam pro populo, et 
apparentem sibi angelum dum enarrat, 
propter sacerdotium, et hostis conscrip- 
tionem, vituli imaginationem tenet. Joan- 
nes Evangelista us similis, assumptis 
pennis ad altiora festinans, de verbo Dei 
disputat." І have cited this comment at 
length, to shew on what fancifal and un- 
tenable ground it rests. For with perhaps 
the one exception of the last of the four, 
pot one of the Evangelists has any inner 
or substantial a ance with the cha- 
racter thus assigned. Consequently these 
characteristics are found varied, and that 
in the earliest writer in whom the view 
сап be traced, viz. Irenæus, who (iii. 11. 8, 
p. 190) makes the lion to be the gospel of 
St. John, which 1% ёт тоў warpds ўуе- 
povuchy abroU .. . kal Ivo,, yeredy 8:- 
wyeiras: the steer that of St. Luke, as 
above: the man, that of St. Matthew: 
the eagle, that of St. Mark, who awd ToU 
wpoQnTucoU wveüparos тоё ét Byous dxidy- 
Tos Tois kvOpawos Thv dpxhy ёкофосато. 
So also Andreas in Catena. But again 
Augustine, de cons. evv. i. 6, vol. iii. 
р. 1046, attributes the lion to St. Mat- 
thew, the man to St. Mark, the steer to 
St. Luke, and the eagle to St. John. 
These notices may again serve to shew 
with what uncertainty the whole view is 
beset. It has nevertheless been adopted 
у Jerome (Prolog. ай ev. Matth., vol. 

‚ р. 6, б), Primas., Bede, and many 
others of old, and among the moderns by 
Williams (on the Study of the Gospels, 
рр. 1—92), Scott (Interpretation of the 
Apocalypse, p. 182, but making, as Aug. 
above, the lion = St. Matthew, the man 
= St. Mark, the ox = St. Luke, and 
the eagle = St. John), Wordsworth (Lec- 
tures on the Apoc. p. 116, see also his 
note here, who, as in his statements 
on the other details, so hero, ascribes 
unanimity (but see below) to the ancients: 
“in them the ancient church beheld a 
figure of the four ), &c. The prin- 
cipal of the other interpretations have 
been : 2) the 4 elements; so some men- 
tioned in the Catena; 8) the 4 cardinal 

Naz. from Orig. Hom. 1 on Ezekiel, vol. 
iii. p. 361 f.: 5) Our Lord in the fourfold 

t events of Redemption: so a conjec- 
ture in the Catena (Yous 3è xal 8:0 redraw 
$ оікоғоша xpurros 89Xovrar бй r 
Aéorros, és BasiAeós" 8:0 32 тоё nden, 
és lepevs, ралЛор 8 ral lepe or 8:4 Bà ros 
фудрбтоо, ds 87 zus à dp, 854 тоб 
derer, és xoppybs Tov (eowolov res- 
puros ка) ёт) wávras кататтбртоѕ), Are- 
tius Ausbert (inter alia: for he tries to 
combine all possible interpretations which 
can relate to Christ and the Church); 
6) the 4 patriarchal-churches: so Lyra, 
explaining the Zion = Jerusalem, “ 
constantiam ibi existentium," citing Acts 
v. 29: the or = Antioch, “quia fuit 

rata obedire mandatis А in 
айга existentium, et quia (?) primo in ea 

vocati sunt discipuli Christiani :" the maa 
= Alexandria, “паш in ea a principio 
fuerunt doctores docti non solum in literis 
divinis sed etiam bumanis:" the eagle — 
Constantinople, nam in ea fuerunt viri 
per contemplationem elevati, ut Gregorius 
Naz. et plures alii.” This is referred to by 
Corn.-a-lap., who ends cbaracteristicallv, 
“Ню quatuor sunt in circuitu throni Dei, 
id est, Cathedre Romans, in qua sedet 
vicarius Dei :" 7) the 4 great Apostles, 
Peter, '*fervens animo et in hoc ош 
similis:" James the Lord's brother, be- 
cause “bos patientiam significat :° Mat- 
thew, “ bonitate omo antecedit animantia 
cetera. Puto designari Mattheum qui 
diu dicitur mansisse in Judæa (Р): Paul, 
because the eagle “ dim ministerii 
significat, quod certe 0 rium qui 
sepius Hierosolymis fuit. Ki bene ee 
uc r, quia semper erat in cursu:" so 
Grotius: 8) all tbe doctors of the church: 
so Vitringa, al.: 9) “in quatuor animali- 
bus istis quatuor speciales ordines desig- 
nati sunt, quorum primus pastorum est, 
secundus diaconorum, tertius doctorom, 
quartus contemplantium," Joachim: 10) 
the 4 representatives of the N. T. church, 
as the four standards of the tribes Reaben, 
Judah, Ephraim, and Dan, which are tra- 
ditionally thus reported (see also Num. i.“, 
were of the O. T. church. So Mede and 
many others: 11) the 4 virtues of the 
Apostles, “m imitas, beneficentia, 
squitas sapientia, "— Alcasar (in De W.): 
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12) the 4 principal angels, Corn. - a- lap., 
Laun., al.: 13) the angelic, or is-angelic, 
state of the glorified church : so Elliott, 
vol. i. p. 87. But thus we have no ac- 
count given of the peculiar symbolism of 
these living-beings, nor of the part which 
they perform in the act of praise below. 
There are many other interpretations and 
ramifications of interpretation, hardl 
worth recounting. But the one whic 
above all these seems to me to require our 
notice is that which is indicated in the rab- 
binical sentence cited by Schdttgen here: 
“ Quatuor sunt qui principatum in hoc 
mundo tenent. Inter creaturas homo, in- 
ter aves aquila, inter nni bos, inter 
bestias leo." The four cherubic forms are 
the representatives of animated nature— 
of God's sentient creation. Iu Ezekiel, each 
form is compounded of the four. Here, 
the four forms are distinct. There (xxviii. 
12), where the prince of Tyrus is com- 
pared to one of them, it is called the im. 

ion of similitude, and the crown of 
uty: in Isaiah vi., where the seraphim, 

which enter into the composition of these 
living beings, ascribe holiness to Jehovah, 
they cry, “ Hie glory is the fulness of the 
whole earth." With this view, every thing 
that follows is in accordance. For when 
these, and the 24 elders, in vv. 9—11, fall 
down before the throne, the part which 
these living-beings bear in the great chorus 
of praise is sufficiently indicated by the 
reason which is given for their Atos el, 
viz. Sri o 7% жбута, ка) 8:4 Tò 
643734 cov сау nal ёктісбпсау. The 
objection brought inst this view by 
Ebrard, vis. that Behemoth, the king of 
the waters, is not here represented, is 
mere trifling. He forgets that in the re- 
cord of creation, the noblest of the crea- 
tures sprung from the waters are not 
fishes, but birds; and that the eagle re- 
presents both. It is in strict accordance 
also with this view, that these living- 
beings are full of eyes, ever wakeful, ever 
declaring the glory of God : that tbey have 
cach six wings, which doubtless are to be 
taken as in Isa. vi. from which the figore 
comes—*" with twain he covered his face 
(reverence, in not venturing to look on the 
divine majesty), and with twain he covered 

evxaporecas A: txt [PIN в rel. reo 

his feet (Aumility, hiding his own created 
form from the glory of the Creator), and 
with twain he did fly (obedience, readi- 
ness to perform the divine commands). 
This view is taken by the best of the 
modern Commentators: by Herder, De 
Wette, Rinck, Hengstb., Düsterd. Ebrard 
differs only in this, that he regards them 
as symbolic not of creation itself, but of 
the creative power of God. Stern, whose 
commentary on this whole passage is very 
able and beautiful, inclines rather to take 
them as representing the power of diviue 
grace within the church of God: but in 
his usual interpretation (see in p. 209, on 
бта» Sécovow, K. r. A.) treats them as 
Kalles creaturliche Leben der Natur.“ 

also my Hulsean Lectures for 1841. 
vol. i. Lecture ii. We have thus the 
throne of God surrounded by His Church 
and His animated world: the former re- 
presented by the 24 elders, the latter by 
the four living-beings. 9—11.) The 
everlasting song of pratse of creation, in 
which the church joins. It is well ob- 
served by Düsterd. that the ground of 
this ascription of praise is not redemption, 
which first comes in ch. v. 9 ff., but the 
power and glory of God as manifested in 
Creation ; so that the words of the elders 
are in beautiful harmony with the praise 
of the four living-beings, and with the 
us pie of the whole vision. | 
whensoever the living-beings shall give 
(the future 8écovo: must not be pressed 
uite ао strongly as is done by De Wette 
so also Stern), “from henceforth for all 

the time to come: see ch. vii. 15 ff.: be- 
foretime it was not so, seeing that the 24 
elders have only assumed their place since 
Christ's work of Redemption has been 

ing and His victory developing." 
Бы, it is more than a mere frequentative 
put for the regular subjunctive, as Diis- 
terd., after Vitr, Beng., Hengstb., and 
Ebr. It has a distinct pointing onward 
towards the future, implying eternal repe- 
tition of the act, which the subjunctive 
would not carry) glory and honour (i. e., 

ition of His glory and honour) and 
ving (i.e. actual giving 

thanks: the 3 accusatives aro not strictly 
co-ordinate in meaning) to Him that 
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sitteth upon the throne, to Him that 
liveth to the ages of the ages, the twenty- 
four elders shall fall down before Him 
that sitteth upon the throne, and shall 
worship Him that liveth to the ages of 
the ages (cf. ch. v. 8, xix. 4), and shall 
cast down their crowns (to disclaim all 
honour and dignity of their own, and ac- 
knowledge that all belongs to Him. See 
instances of casting down crowns cited in 
Wetstein. Cf. especially Tacit. Ann.xv. 29: 
“ай quam (effigiem Neronis) progressus 
Tiridates . . sublatum capiti diadema ima- 
gini subjecit ”) before the throne, saying, 

ou art worthy, O Lord and our (Düs- 
terd. remarks that the juay has a force 
here peculiarly belonging to the 24 elders, 
as representing the med, and thus 
standing in a covenant relation to God 
nearer than that of the 4 living-beings. 
But we must not forget, that Creation is 
only а part of Redemption, Col. i. 20) 
God, to receive the glory (тђу 3. &c., 
as alluding to the 86а &c. ver. 9, 
ascribed by the living-beings. The articles 
are improperly omitted in E. V.) and 
the honour and the might (observe 
that тђу Bóvapw in the mouth of the 
24 elders represents ebxapwíar in that 
of the 4 living-beings. The elders, though 
themselves belonging to creation, in this 
ascription of praise look on creation from 

om xa: exrigOnoay (homosotel 7) A: ins 

without, and that thanksgiving, which 
creation renders for its being, becomes 
in their view a tribute to Him who called 
them into being, and thus a testimony 
to His creative power. And thus the 
reason follows) : because Thou didst create 
all things (rà rd, ra, this universal 
whole,” the universe) and on account 
of Thy will (i.e. because Thou didst 
will it: “propter voluntatem tuam,” 
as Vulg.: not durch Deinen Willen, as 
Luther, which representa 8:4 with a gen. 
“ For thy pleasure," of the E. V., intro- 
duces an element entirely strange to tbe 
context, and however true in fact, most 
inappropriate here, where the бт: renders 
a reason for the àfór9s of ) Séta, 9 
Tif, and ў Sivaus) they were (#са>, 
not = éyerfünaay, came into being, as 
De W., al.: for this it cannot signify : nor 
again, though thus the requirement of 
ўса» would be satisfied, as Lyra, “in dis- 
positione tua ab eterno, antequam crea- 
rentur:” nor, аз Grot, “erant jam ho- 
mines quia tu volueras, et conditi sunt, id 
est, ilerum conditi, per Christum :" nor 
again ns Bengel, “all things were, from 
the creation down to the time of this 
ascription of praise and henceforward.". 
The best explanation is that of Düsterd., 
they existed, as in contrast to their pre- 
vious non-existence: whereby not their 
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coming into being, but the simple fact of 
their being, is asserted. Г The re- 
markable reading өфк Yoav is worth 
notice: “by reason of Thy will they were 
not, and were created:” i.e. “they were 
created out of nothing, But besides the 
preponderance of authority the other way, 
there is the double chance, that оёк may 
have arisen from the preceding ov, and 
that it may have been an escape from the 
difficulty of Ясах) and were created (they 
both had their being, — Joa; and received 
it from Thee by a definite act of Thine,— 
d crioducas). 

Cm. V. 1—14.] The book with seven 
seals, containing & 8e? yevéobar perà 
rabra, which the Seer was to be shewn, 
ch. iv. 1. None found worthy to open it 
but the Lamb, who takes it for this 
purpose, amidst the praises of the hea- 
venl host, of the church, and of the crea- 
tion of God. 

1.) The sealed book. And I saw (no- 
tice, that from the — vision, in the 
last chapter, of the heavenly Presence of 
God, the scene is so far only changed that, 
all that remaining as described, a parti- 
cular incident is now seen for the first 
time, and is introduced by ка) elbor) 
(lying) on the right hand (i.e. the right 
hand was open, and the book lay on the 
open hand. 80 in ch. xx. 1, where see 
note. The common rendering, in the 
right hand, misses the eri with the accus. 
Beza's and Ebrard’s rendering, on the 
right side of Him on the throne," is 
shewn to be wrong by what follows ver. 7, 
where the Lamb takes the book ёк тү 
Seis той xadnuévov ёт) т. Op.: see 
there. The lying on the open band im- 
ports that ow God's part there was no 
withholding of His future purposes as con- 
tained in this book. The only obstacle to 
unsealing it was as follows, ver. 8) of Him 
that sat upon the throne a book (i.e. “a 
roll of а book," ав in Ezek. ii. 9 f. This 
explanation alone will suit the meaning of 
the word-as applied to the contemporary 
practice regarding sacred writings. See 
also Jer. xxxvi. 2, 28; Zech. v. 2: and 
below) written within and behind (such 
scrolls, written not only, as commonly, on 
the inner side, but also on the outer, which, 
to one reading the inner, was behind (see 

ins kai bef катесфр. N35 : кол «o pory. 82. 

below), are mentioned by Pliny, Epist. iii. 
b, who says of his uncle Pliny the elder, 
“ tot ista volumina peregit, electorumque 
commentarios OLX mihi reliquit, opisto- 
graphos quidem et minutissime scri 
qua ratione multiplicatur hic numerus :” 

“by Lucian, Vitarum auctio, i. p. 549, 4 
ip $ co: бериб» tora pecrh, ко) 
ómwÜoypábev BiBAlor 4 by Juvenal, Sat. 
i. 6. summi plena jum margine libri Scrip- 
tus et in tergo nondum finitus Orestes г? 
by Martial, viii. 22, * Scribit in aversa 
Picens epigrammata charta." This writi 
within and without, so that the whole ro 
was full, betokens the completeness of the 
contents as containing the divine counsels : 

“еге was no room for addition to that 
which was therein written., This would be 
of itself a sufficient reason for the fulness 
of the scroll. To see, as Elliott, i. p. 99; 
iii. p. 4, two divisions of written matter 
indicated, by the writing within, and by 
that on the back, correspondent to one 
another, seems hardly warranted by the 
text), fast-sealed with seven seals (not, 
consisting of seven writings, each sealed 
with one seal, as Grot. (who joins кш 
óxicÓ. with катєсфрауюу.), Vitringa, 
Wetst., Storr, Ewald, al.: but one book, 
fastened with seven seals, which were 
visible to the Apostle. Various ingenious 
methods have been imagined, by which the 
opening of each of tnese seals may have 
loosened a corresponding portion of the 
roll: see e.g. the apocalyptic chart in 
Elliott, vol. i. p. 111, and its explanation, 
ib. note 2, p. 98. But they all proceed on 
the assumption that the roll in the vision 
was unfolded, which is no where to be 
gathered from tbe text. Nor have we any 
right to say that the separate visions 
which follow the opening of each seal are 
identical with separate portions of writing 
on the roll. These visions are merely sym- 
bolic representations of the progress of 
God’s manifestation of the pu of His 
will; but no portion of the roll is actually 
unfolded, nor is any thing read out of the 
book. Not its contents, but the gradual 
steps of access to it, are represented b 
these visions. What is in that book, sha 
not be known, until, in full completion, 
укерс@й rais dpxais ка) rais d toe las dv 
тоз éxovpar(ois ià Ts exxAnolas 4 roku - 
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ual opening of the sum о 's pur- 
ie roll put. and the roll is contem- 
plated in its completeness by the spirits of 
the glorified hereafter. This completeness 
is here set forth to us again by the mystic 
number seven. See some excellent remarks 
on the entire distinctness of the opening 
of the seals, and the reading of the book, 
in Corn.-a-lap., p. 77 c:—“ nihil enim in 
libro legi poterat, nisi post resignationem 
omnium septem sigilloram : omnibus enim 
reseratis, tunc demum aperiri et legi potuit 
liber, non ante.” So also Ribera, p 197: 
* calamitates ille que sigillis contineban- 
tur, prius omnes pene venturs erant, quam 
ea qus in libro scripta erant, apparerent 
et cognoscerentur." Mr. Elliott, in his 
work “ Apocalypsis Alfordiana,” specially 
directed against my commentary on this 
book, treats this view with all the scorn 
which is unfortunately so characteristic of 
him, calling it absurd, unscriptural, &c. 
He has not produced a word of proof, or 
even illustrative corroboration, of his own 
view, that the opening of each seal cor- 
responds to the unrolling of a certain 

rtion of the scroll: but has contented 
imself with re-asserting it in the strongest 

language, and pouring contempt on those 
who hold the other view. I grieve to say, 
that this is so often the case throughout 
his above-mentioned work, as to render it 
generally impossible for me to meet his 
objections in argument. One who dis- 
trusts his own as well as all other ex- 
planations, and believes that much of this 
mysterious book is as yet unfathomed, is 
no match for one who hesitates not on 
every occasion to shew his confidence that 
he is in the right, and all who differ from 
him are wrong. An enquiry here 
arises, What is represented by this Book ? 

inions have been very various. 1) Some 
of our earliest Commentators understood 
by it the Old Testament: or the Old 
and New conjoined. So, apparently, Orig. 
(in Ezech, Hom. xiv., vol. iii. p. 405: 
where after quoting our vv. 2—5, he says, 
“quamdiu non venit Deus meus, clausa 
erat lex, clausus sermo propheticus, velata 
lectio veteris testamenti. But again, he 
says, ў yàp waza ypagh doriy 1 5nAovuérn 
8:4 rìs BiBAov: so that he can hardly 
be safely quoted for this view), Euseb. 
(Demonstr. Ev. viii. 2, vol. iv. p. 886,— 
wolas d oppayidas, $ r&v трофутё» tas 
&caQelas :), Epiphanius (Heer. li. 82, vol. 
і. p. 464. Soa yap Jj» day кай dv tpodfrrais 
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eohpayiopévoy tadpayiow mtd. 2 xai «бо» " уує\оу Азиз 
u so cb. х. 1. xviii, 21. 

ckorewà xal alvrynar &, тадта ó кёроз 
фкоубипсє 8:4 тоб &ylov wvevparos eis 
fuer cernpíav» тё Зоблр айтф ld 
ФхокаАбфог), Hippolytus (in Dan. frag. 
xix, Migne, Patrol. vol x. p. 653 f., Ir. 
8d тё жалай ià vóuov ко) хрофутёҥ 
AeAaAnuérva wdvra d» ёсфрауюрёға к. 

а Tois àvôpéro:s ўкёрхо»та 'Hoalas 
Aéye (xxix. 11).. * TÀ ий» = A= 
ќсфрсу:сиёуа e 8:4 тўз xdperos тор 
pl аны тута rois &ylous verre. abris 
yàp д» ў TeAcla oppayts xal Aeris $ èx- 
canola, ó dvolyew кай oö dels кАєієі, k. r. A., 
és "Ioávrgs Абун. ка) dw ó abrós Qe: 
cal <lBov, x.7.A. our vv. 1, 2 and 6, 9), 
Andreas (BíBAos 8¢ ка) $ wpopnreia voei- 
rat) ;— Victorinus (“їп dextera autem 
sedentis super tribunal liber scriptus intus 
et foris, signatus sigillis septem, vetus 
testamentum significat, quoe est, datum in 
manibus Dei nostri"), Primssius Bede 
(hee visio*mysteria nobis Sancte Serip- 
ture per incarnationem Domini patefacta 
demonstrat. Cujus unitas concors vetus 
testamentum quasi exterius et novum 
continet interius:” and so Augustine), 
Tichonius (similarly to Bede), Hilary 
(Prol. to Comm. on Psalms, vol. i. p. 6, 
* Liber iste, et præterita et futura in his 
que intus et foris scripta erant continens, 
а nemine dignus est aperiri, &c. .... Sed 
vicit leo ex tribu Jude, &c.: quia solus 
septem Ша .... signacula quibus liber 
clausus est, per sacramentum co tionis 
sue et divinitatis absolvit. Id ipsum au- 
tem Dominus resurrectionem testatus 
est, dicens Quoniam oportet omnia im- 
pleri que scripta sunt in lege Moysis et 
in prophetis, et in psalmis de me.” But 
seo more on Hilary under 2), below), 
Ambrose (Comm. in Psal. cxviii. 64, § viii. 
64, vol. i. (ii. Migne), p. 1078, “legisti 
in Apocalypsi quod Agnus librum siguatum 
aperuit, quem nullus ante aperire poterat. 
Quia solus Dominus Jesus in evangelio 
suo prophetarum enigmata et legis mys- 
teria revelavit: solus scientis clavem 
tulit, et dedit aperire nobis”), Jerome 
(Comm. оп Is. xxix. 9 —12, vol. iv. р. 393: 
* Leo autem de tribu Juda Dominus Jesus 
Christus est, qni solvit signuacula libri, non 
үре unius, ut multi putant, Psalmorum 

vid, sed omnium Scripturarum, quse uno 
scripte sunt Spiritu sancto, et propterea 
unus liber appellantur”), al.: and so Joa- 
chim, ry the Great, Haymo, Ansbert 
(as Bede above), the glossa ordinaria (the 
same), Aquinas, al. I have given several 
of the above testimonies at length, as 
helping us to estimate this view. For it 

V. 
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"iayupoyv xnpvocorta * èv devi) neyáxg Tís * й{&о$ ароба Y so ch. aiv. 1, 
тд BigXiov xai х Айтал tàs oppayiðas айтой; 3 xal obdels "7 ger? Joha 

Luke кт. 21. Acts ziii. 25. ch. iv. 11. 

2. куриссоута bef т хоро» М. 

one 
x John і. 27. Acts xxvii. 41. Gen. zlii. 27. 

rec om e», with (P) h m n 1. 17. 86-8 (27. 87. 
49 Br, e sil) Orig-ed Epiph Andr-a: ins AN в rel Orig-mss Andr Aretb. rec ins 
етту bef o£ios, with 1 (19, e sil) vulg Primas; aft attos в rel Andr Areth : om АГР]М 
h frag-n, 4. 10-2-7. 36-7-8. 49 Br, Orig Epiph. (frag-n, — a few verses written a 2nd 
time on p. 18 of cod. n.) 

will appear from them, that the opening 
of the seals was very generally by these 
fathers and interpreters taken to mean, 
the fulfilment, and consequent bringing to 
light, of O. T. prophecy by the eventa of 
Redemption as accomplisbed in the Person 
of our Lord. But, if so, then this view 
cannot consist with шө їп Ше 
Apocalypse. For manifestly the openin 
of the seuls, as notified by the symbols 
visions belonging to each, does not relate 
to things past, but to things which were 
yet future when this book was written. 

or can this apparent consensus of the 
early expositors be cited, as it has been 
e.g. by Dr. Adams (“Sealed Book, &c." 
pp. 82 ff), in support of any other view 
than theirs, in which this Book shall still 
represent the O.T. Such for example is 
that of Dr. Adams himself, who regards 
the opening of the sealed book as sym- 
bolizing a future republication of the 

nuine text of the O. T., by which the 
ewish people is to be converted. The 

untenableness of this view appears at once, 
if only from (so to speak) ite touching the 
apocalyptic course of visions at this point 
only, and finding no justification or expau- 
sion in any of the symbolic visions accom- 
panying the opang of the seals. 2) 
Some fare held the Book to be Christ 
жөр б so Hilary ((?) as cited by Corn.- 
a-lap. from the Prologue to the Psalms, 
“ Liber, ait, hic est Christus, quia Christus 
est hujus libri materia et argumentum :" 
and, “sigilla septem, ait Hilarius, sunt 
septem precipua Christi mysteria, &.” 
But the words are not found in that pro- 
logue), Heterius (Migne, Patr. Lat., vol. 
xevi. pp. 963 ff.), Paschasius (Praefatio in 
Matth. p. 11). But for the same reasons 
as above, neither can this be held. 
8) Wetstein takes it to be “libellus 
repudii a Deo scriptus nationi Judaicꝶm:“ 
which for the same reason falls to the 
ground. 4) Schóttgen, "sententiam 
а Judice et patribus ejus conscriptis in 
hostes ecclesise conceptam :” and similarly 
in the main, Hengstenberg : but this view, 
though strongly defended by Hengstb., 
is not borne out by the contents of these 
chapters. — 5) Alcasar holds it to be that 
part of the Apocalypse which treats of the 

opening of the seven seals (ch. vi.—xi.) : 
and nearly so Hengstb. also, except that 
he allows only from vi. 1 to viii. 1 for this 
portion. But both are obviously wrong, 
seeing that the opening of the seventh seal 
evolves & series of symbolic actions which 
only ends with the book itself. So that 
this comes to 6) the Book being = 
the Apocalypse iteelf: so Corn.-a-lap., 
seeing in the seven seals that part relating 
to their opening, and after that regarding 
the subsequent visions concerning Anti- 
christ and the end of the world, as the 
contents of the book itself. But he seems, 
in coucluding his paragraph, to resolve 
this view into the wider one 7) that 
the Book represents “divine: providentiss 
concilium et prefinitio, que apud Se sta- 
tuit et decrevit facere vel permittere, &.“ 
This is v nearly that of Areth. (in 
Catena, ME тъ B. BAL Y; 4 кйутофоз той 
QeoU ка) dveriAnrros urfipg, hv ка) 5 r- 
hras AaBlB xal Mues wapedhAov, д 
pèr 8:4 тоё Erl rò BiBAlow cov ябутеѕ 
урафћсоғтаг ö 9$ 8:4 тоё Kaye dA 
ёк ris BÍBAov fs Éypayas), Lyra (“ liber 
iste est divina scientia, in qua omnia suut 
scripta"), Vitringa, Мейе (“ codex fati- 
dicus seu consiliorum Dei"), Ewald, De 
Wette, Stern, Düsterd., al. And this is, 
in the main, my own view. We may ob- 
serve, that it is in fact but a limitation 
of this meaning, when many understand 
the Book to contain the prophetic fortunes 
of the Church of Christ: but also that it is 
a limitation which has arisen from the mis- 
take, noticed above, of confounding the 
opening of the seals with the rending of 
the contents of the book. Those succes- 
sive openings, or if we will, the fortunes 
and periods of the Church and world, are 
but so many preparations for that final 
state of perfection in which the Lamb shall 
reveal to the Church the contents of the 
Book itself). 2.) And I saw a strong 
angel (the epithet lowvpóv is by no means 
superfluous, but corresponds to the perf 
ueydAp below, which, as appears by what 
followed, penetrated heaven and earth and 
Hades. mpare ch. x. 1, 8 and notes) 
proclaiming (reff.; tbe voice is the 
vehicle, or investiture, of the thing pro- 
claimed) a loud voice, Who is worthy (see 
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y Exod. xx. 4. 
8 = here bis 

only. 
a John only 

(ch. ii. 7 al. 
fr.),exc. Luke 
хі. 22. Rom. 
hi. 4 (from 
Ps. 1. 4). xii. 
21 bis. 

b Gzx. xlix. 9. 
e ch. xxii, Id. i purrs "Тойба, 7] 

вес Rom. zv. 12, from 192. zi. 1, 10. 

9. aft ovp 
17-8-9. 87. 47-9 Br, e sil) vulg Orig Epiph Andr Areth 
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nouvato ! éy TH ? ойрауф ovdé émi ris is obòè 7 токате АР 
тўз Yeas йо а тд AsBriov o086 * BXérew айтб. < kal 2 46. 

V. 

e ёк\шор ro бт. ovdeis " dEws ebpéOn йуо а TO to 
PiBMov ovre * @Мётєш айто. 

7 7 ` ^ эб 3 are * b4/ e » 4 
сові ве TEpOW Аёуе pot My KAaie ioù *evicnoev ò "Aéev б ёк s 

с ба Aaveid, йо ал тд BA xal 

. ins ave В rel syr-dd Апаг-соїзї: om A[P]M m n 10. 83. 51 (h 1. 2. 4. 
ypr Hil Primas. ovTe 

(thrice) pacdefgjk m 4. 6. 18-8-9. 26-7. 80-2-4-5-6. 42-8. 50. 90, (twice) N b 
g-n, 51, Ist time 83, 2nd time 38, and (3rd time) 1 16. 88.8. 

om from ovde We up to ovre BAer. in next ver А k. 
t Orig 

М: ins aft avro 1. 
4. om eyo [PI frag-n, 1. 36 cop 

rec (for толу) ro: толло 1 P^ : txt 
lat-ff.— roy в 92. ev 
h 1. 10-7. 86. 49 (37-9 Br, 
Epiph Andr-coisl Areth. 

5. [om uo: P Orig-ms Areth.] 

ауоцќаѕ 90: avoi 

om 2nd o N f frag-n,. 
ex, with 1 Andr-p: om ALPIN в rel Orig Eus Epiph Andr Areth. 

y 98: o ағогушу B rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt A(P'N 1. 10-7. 36-8. 

om орде vr. т. y. 

iph. exAaa» NI: exAcor NR 36. 
FEIN (в) rel Andr Areth, maltum volg 
rec aft ауо а: ins каз avayrevai, with peOnoeras 

e sil) Andr: aft BAT, arm: om [PIN B rel vas Orig 

rec ins er bef 2nd 
for ait, 

49. 51 (h 1 n 16. 37-9 Br, e sil) valg copt Orig Epiph Andr lat-ff. 

reff. Atos here = Їкауб Matt. viii. 8) 
to open the book and to loose the seals 
of itt and no one was able, in heaven, 
nor yet upon the earth, nor yet under 
the earth (in Hades, the place of departed 
spirits: not, as Grot. in mari), to open 
the book, nor yet to look on it (if we 
were reading an ordinary Greek sentence, 
this obi would introduce a climax, which 
would rule the meaning to be, **nor even 
го much as to look upon the book," lying 
there closed as it did. But the somewhat 
indiscriminate use of od3¢ in the former 
clause, in which no such climax can be 
intended, removes this necessity, and en- 
ables us to take BAérew of an act sub- 
sequent to the avoita:,—the looking on 
the book, with a view to read it. For the 
claim to open the book must be founded 
on а claim of worthiuess to see that which 
was contained in it). 4.] And I (tye 
emphatic, ‘I, for my part’) wept much, 
because no one was found worthy to 
open the book nor to look upon it (“per 
hunc fletum designatur Johannis deside- 
rium de sciendo ecclesig futurum proces- 
sum.” L It had been promised to 
him, ch. iv. 1, that he should be shewn 
future events: and now it seemed as if this 
promise were about to be frustrated by 
the lack of one worthy to open the book. 
There was no weakness of faith, as 
Hengstb. fancies: indeed such a sup- 
pum is entirely out of place here: St. 
ohn is in this book the simple recipient 

of the Apocal : for that ho is sum- 
moned to the heavenly scene, for that ho 
is waiting in humility: but that now 

seems to be precluded, and his tears 
burst forth in the earnestness of diss 
pointed desire after the fulflment of 
promise. Christ, as the opener of the 

k, is not yet revealed to him: and to 
have him anticipating that revelation 
the power of his individual fuith, w 
be to put him out of his place and violate 
consistency). б.] And one from 
among the elders ( girant aliqui,” says 
Lyra, “quod fuit Matthæus evangelista, 
qui dixit in persona Christi, Data est 
mihi omnis potestas in cxlo et in terra: 
he himself preferring Peter, who had be- 
fore this suffered martyrdom, and who 
was “unus, id est, primus, inter Apos- 
tolos.” But sce the interpretation of the 
elders above, ch. iv. 4. The elders, in their 
triumphant place round God’s throne, 
know better than the Evangelist, yet 
clothed with the infirmities of this earthly 
state, the nature and extent of the vic- 
tory and glory of Christ. It is the 
ractice of the book to introduce the 

venly beings thus talking with the 
Seer: cf. ch. vii. 18 f.; x. 4, 8 ff.; xvii. 
1; xix. 9; xxi. 9, &e.; xxii. 8, &c.) 
saith to me, Weep not: behold (the 1806 
serves to present before him the scene of 
which he says in the next verse ка} elder 
.. . . ) the Lion which is from the 
tribe of Judah (from ref. Gen.: the lion, 
as victorious: from the tribe of Judah, 
ав the Messiah of promise, sprang from 
among the brethren of the Seer, and so 
carrying more comfort to him), the root 
of David (from ref. Isa.: i.e. the branch 
or sucker come up from the ancient root, 

^ 7 
5 cal ele ёк Tv Trpeo Bv- 
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Tas ёттй сфраүідаѕ аўто. xal clov ёр péow тойа ch. iv. 6, see 

4 @povov xal tay reccápov боор xai èv péow тфу Tpec- * BE. yam. 
é e ? А е ` f e g é 4 » h 2 

Bvrépev ° apviov ёттткфў ‘ws E éohaypévoy &yov ? кёрата 
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ётт& xai ! opGarpors rd, of єісі TÀ K &rrà k mveúpara z3 
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тод Oeod ! drrecradpéva eis татар тїр үд». " kal NHD ars) 
vi. é, 9. xil. 3,8. хү. 24 1 John lil, 13 (bis) only. J. Exod. ай. 6. я 
13 aB.) only, exc. Luke і. 68. Dan. v 

1 Hed. I. 14. lea. vi. 6. see Zech. iv. 9. 

. 15 only. 
Ps. cxiii. 4, б. 
Jer. zi. 19. 
xxvii. Л.) 45 
on 

vv. 9, 12. ch. 
h Rer. (ch. ix. 

1 Zech. iv. 10. k ch. i. 4 reff. 

rec ins Avgas bef ras етта, with N (41, e sil) ulg-ed(with demid Прав, арз am fuld &c) 
Andr-p Cypr Jer: om A[P] в rel vas Orig Epiph Andr Hil. 

6. rec aft коп едох (oy BÍ 33 &: sim 
lips-5): «at iBov ка, omg «iov, A: txt [ 

єстукоз N 1 m n 1. 39, 
om xai opOadpous era 1. 

Primas. 
83-6. 

harl') eth Tich: ins N B 
not room for екта.) 

for ої, d B rel An 
AN 1. (80 ?) 51 (m 38, o т) Andr-p. [Р def.] 

Бк v ins xa: бо», with m 34-5 vulg(not 
M B rel ves Andr Areth Iren-int Cypr 

rec exo», with ГЕ) 1. 10 &c: txt AN B In 
т Áreth : ariva j 47 : txt 

om 8rd етта A 1. 12 am! (with fuld 
vss Andr Areth Iren - int Cypr Firm. [P def: but there is 

гес Tov 0eov bef rrevnara, with 1 (40, e sil): txt A[P]N в rel. 
rec ins та bef ar., with (in?) 1. 6. 18-6. 87. 41-2 (Br, e sil): om AN в rel. [Р 

def. 
49. [Р def.] 

and so representing it: not, as Calov., al., 
the Divine root which brought forth David, 
—to which Vitringa also approaches very 
near:—for the evident design here is to 
set forth Christ as eprung from the tribe 
of Judah and lineage of David, aud His 
victory as His exaltation through suffering, 
ver. 6), conquered (ns De W. well remarks, 
this word needs no comparison with any 
Hebrew usage to explain it (so Vitringa: 
* vox Hebrsea my circa recentiora tempora 
reip. Hebr. receptissima fuit hoc usu ut 
significaverit mereri, dignum esse, haberi 
vel censeri: imo etiam simpliciter obti- 
nere, nancisci provinciam v. munus ad- 
ministrandum." And so the majority of 
Commentators, as E. V., **hath prevailed 
to open: most of all Ewald, Messiam a 
Deo veniam hanc petiisse et impetrasse ”), 
but is simply to be taken as standing in its 
proper sense in a pregnant construction. 
The usual rendering loses sight of the vic- 
tory of Christ, and of the uniform sense in 
which the verb икёу is constantly used in 
this book. The aor. must not be resolved 
into a perfect, but points to tbe past 
event of that great victory, by virtue of 
which the opening is in His power), (so 
as) to open (construction, see above) the 
book and (in order to that) its seyen 
seals, 6.] The vision of the Lamb. 
And I saw in the midst of the throne 
&nd of the four living-beings, and in 
the midst of the elders (the words seem 
to indicate the middle point before the 
throne; whether on the glassy sea (De 
W.) or not, does not appear; but cer- 
tainly not on the throne, from what fol- 
lows in the next verse. dv рќсф is re- 
peated, as ávauécor in Levit. xxvii. 12, 

axogTelAouera B rel Andr Areth: azecraduevos А: om n: txt N 1. 38. 

14) а lamb (the use of àprlor, the dimi- 
sutive, as applied to our Lord, is i 
to the Apocalypse. It is difficult to say 
what precise idea is meant to be con- 
veyed by this form. Elsewhere, it is duvés, 
John i. 29, 86; 1 Pet. i. 19; Acts viii. 
82: and as àurós is found in Isa. liii. 7, 
from which the figure here is taken, the 
alteration of the word appears to be pur- 
posely made. Possibly, as De W., it may be 
to put forward more prominently the idea 
of meekness and innocence) standing 570 е. 
in its natural living position: the word is 
probably chosen on account of what im- 
mediately follows. Though és éc$ayué- 
vor, it was not lying, but standing), as if 
slain (i.e. retaming the a ce of 
death-wounds on its body: looking as if it 
bad been slain: cf. ch. i. 18. So the ma- 
jority of Commentators: cf. especially Vi- 
tringa;—''vivens equidem, verumtamen 
insignitum nota majoris alicujus in jugulo 
vulneris, et conspersum sanguine." Ebrard 
is quite wrong in supposing that the ós 
has any emphasis on it: it merely serves 
to solve the apparent paradox lying in the 
juxtaposition of dornxés and écpaypdvor), 

ving (the gender again is that not of 
the thing expreased, but of the thing sig- 
nified. See above, ch. iv. 1) seven horns 
(the horn is the well-known emblem of 
might: cf. 1 Sam. ii. 10; 1 Kings xxii, 
11; Ps. cxii. 9, cxlviii. 14; Dan. vii. 7, 
20 fl., viii. 8 ff.; ch. xvii. 8 ff. The per- 
fect number seven re nts that “all 
power is given unto Him in heaven and 
earth,” Matt. xxviii. 18) and seven eyes, 
which (eyes) are the seven spirits of 
God, sent forth (as they have been) into 
the whole earth (i.e. whicb eyes repre- 
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a che iv. 10 

ref. iv. 1 7 * , ^ Ф . 30 

„. ie. Teo Exactos ° кабара» kai Р diadas Xpucüs 9" *yeuoUgas te 41. 

Gen. iv Ii a. B бушадатан, al ; esw at r al Tov u ariov. 9 xai glia" бишарати, posevyal тё» ч дүй». 9 кад $a 
Т. xvi. 1,2, Ас. хуй 1. xxi. 9) only. Zech. xiv. 20. 

13) only. exc. Luke 1. 10, 11. Exod. xxx.) 
1. 19. 26 reff. 

q ch. iv. 6 reff. т ` 
. 1. e Ps. cal. 2. (ere Lake і. 10. Tobit xu. 12.) 

w= Acta iz. 13. Rom. 1. 7. and passim in E, 4 

4 47 to 51, 

Rev. (ch. vin. 3, 4. auh. 
t = ch. 

pp. ch. via. 3, al. (Ps. zv. 3) 

T. reo aft ee ins ro BiBAior, with 1 13-marg. 16. 86(-9, e sil) am; (with lips-¢ tol) 
t Cypr Primas: ins aft @povov 38 vulg-ed Andr Ате; ry» (= ту» BiBAor?) в: 

on A[P |N rel am!(with demid fuld harl! Брав) seth arm Andr-coisl!. 
тз NU. 

8. (етесау, во AN 11. 9. 26-7. 42-9: om 36. 
rec x:@apas, with k 1 1. 10-7-8. 80-6. 49. 51 (e h 16. 37-9 Br, e sil) vul 

for lst rov, 

' екастоѕ bef eyorres N. def.]) 
Andr 

Areth, Cypr Primas: txt A[P]N B rel syr-dd copt eth arm Andr-a3-coisl Areth, Hil. 
Хросва: R. for Ist а, a N. 

sent the watchful active operation of God's 
Spirit poured forth through the Death 
and by the victory of the Lamb, upon all 
flesh and all creation. The weight of the 
whole sentence lies on the predicative 
avarthrous participle åwegraìpéva. As 
the seven burning lamps before the 
throne represen the Spirit of God 
immanent in the Godhead, so the seven 
eyes of the Lamb represent the same 
Spirit in his sevenfold perfection, proflu- 
ent, so to speak, from the incarnate 
deemer: busied in His world-wide energy : 
the very word ёкєттаАдФуа reminding 
us of the apostolic work and church. 

Observe, of «ici» does not as Bede 
(“ Spiritus in Christo septiformis propter 
eminentiam potestatis cornibus, propter 
illuminationem gratie comparatur ocu- 

om 2nd a, М! b c f g j k m 30-2-3-4-5. 40-8. 50. 

Rin ane ea “unndthig unb 
eſchmacklos ). J Song of praise 

Following thereupon. An whe ld took 
(the aor. Nager is not an imperfect, 
“when he was taking,” als es nahm.“ 
Luth.: nor again is it a pluperf. “when 
he had taken," as E. V. (our idiom per- 
haps so requiring it), and many Commen- 
tators (even De W. and Düsterd.) ; —but 
a pure past: the context, and not the 
word itself, indicating tbat the act to be 
described was subsequent to that thus ex- 
pressed. And so in all places commonly 
cited for aorists “put for” plupertects) 
the book, the four living- and the 
twenty-four elders fell Pasig ar the 
Lamb (who shares the divine throne, and 
honour, and worship, cf. ver. 13; ch. xxii. 
1; and cb. iii. 21), having each (of them) 

lis"), Bengel, De W., al., refer to both ovres Trac ros apparently applies onl 
кёрата and ó$6aAuoí: this would be of to the elders: not Pbr an ? татавай 
course grammatically possible, but it seems reagon, but on account of the symbolism: 
otherwise decided here both by the context, 
and by Zech. iv. 10: drr obra: ó90aAuol 
eli быа xvplov A; pref. NI, of dA. 
aovres (E. V. which run to and fro; Heb. 
proven, from v, remigare, cursitare) ёт! 
часа» Thy уйн). 7.) The Lamb 
takes the Book. And he (or, it) came 
and took (not, ‘received,’ as Ebrard. The 
book lay on the open hand of Him that 
sat on the throne, for any to take who 
was found worthy. That das Buch 
uͤberreichen which Ebrard insists on, is 
found not here, but in the previous de- 
scription : and to introduce it here, con- 
fuses the distinctness of the symbolism. 

The perfect Rue apparently 
cannot be preesed: see reff.) it (i.e. the 

for 1) it is unnatural to 
figures described as the four living-beings 
are, having harps or vials; and even if 
this is not to be pressed (see above on ver. 
7), yet 2) it is inconsistent with the 
right view of the four living-bei as 
representing creation, that they 
present the prayers of the Saints) a harp 
(кїбфра, properly a zithern or kind of 
шаг е harp of David, which the 
XX call xwópa in 1 Kings xvi. 16, 23, 

al, but always «:@dpa in the Psalms, is 
described b Jaos Antt. vii. 12. 3, 
$ nu» is Stra xopðais éinupérg, 
тбттетаи жАўктру: and then he adds, $ 
5 rdBAo, ё&8ека POdyyous Éxyovca, rois 
SaxrdAos кробета. But David, in the 

Book; cf. next verse) out of the right passa above cited, appears to have 
band of Him that sat upon the throne played with his hand: so that perhaps the 
(Vitringa's enquiry, whether we are to кубра or xi was played in both 

ways), and golden vials (cups, or bowls. imagine the Lamb to have had partly a 
human form and hands, is rightly dia- or, by the context, censers) full of incense 

Br. 
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чт dOovaty. Ү" wony * Kasi RHD, ee "Atos ef AaBely Tò "ch uiv a 

Balov xal ávotfas tas сфратуідаѕ avrod, бт. I ёсфатүтс 
Ре. cxlii 10. 
see Ps. xxxiL 
J. xev. 1 al. 

was abore (2. 

. *syyopacas тф беф * ёи TÊ aları cov ^ ёк паӣстс uu. c: 

Ans kai * yAcrans xai © \аод xal ° EOvous, 10 kai d éroinaas , 

v. 3. 

Eph. v. 19. 

ехххті. 4. 

avrovs d Baotheiav xai d iepeis, кай * BaaiXevovotr ёті тўс = er. 
в = 1 Сот, vi. 20. vil. 23. 2 Pet. li. 1. с h. xiv. 3, 4. 
e ch. vis. 9. х1. 9. xii;. 7. xiv. 6. Dan. Ш. 4 Theod- A. 

9. adecw А. Хаве» 1. 

ach. і. 6. Eph. ii. 13 al. 
d ch. i. 6. ech. хх. 4,6 reff. 

rec aft r d add nuas, with [P(appy)] M в rel 
(1 copt Cypr); pref, e 1 m 16. 84-5-9 vulg arm; add nue» 44: om А seth.—(1 harl! 
copt Cypr Fulg om ræ dew.) 

10. rec (for avrovs) M, with (41, e sil) vulg-ed(with fuld &c.) Andr-coisl Areth: txt 
AN B rel am syr copt seth Andr. [P def.] rec adds то Gee ju», with [P (At 
thie point P has only the beginnings Of lines, but the letters роу clearly testify to the 
inen)] N Brel ves Andr Areth: om A. 
Andr Areth: txt AN vulg copt Cypr Primas Fulg Idac. [P def.] “ 

rec (for Bae BaciAes, with B rel 
cay N. 

reo (for BaciAevovsir) BaccAevooper, with (26-7. 41, e sil) vulg-ed(with demid 
Брав) Areth Primas Firm: BagıAevgove:» N rel am(with harl tol lips-s) copt Andr 
Areth lat-ff: txt A[P] Ba b efg ln 12. 87-8. 48. 61. 90. 

( is generally used in the plural, 
e. g. Herod. ii. 86, 8:170о0с: 0vuifpaci 
TeTpiuuévoigi: viii. 99, COvuleoy Ovuih- 
para), which (ef might well have 6v- 
piapdre» for its antecedent, being fem. 
to suit xposevxal below: but it is per- 
haps more likely that Aas is ite antece- 
dent—each vial being full of ике) аге 
(represent: see reff.) the prayers of the 
saints (see reff.: especially ch. viii. 8: Ps. 
сх]. 2, karevüvrOfrre 4j tposevxf) pov Os 
Ovulaua ёубт:бр cov. The twenty-four 
elders, representing as they do the whole 
church of God, offer the -praises and the 
prayers of the whole church: the ha 
symbolizing the former, the censers the 
latter. Of any thing Ne inter- 
cession on the part of the glorified saints 
for the church below, or indeed of the 
lorified saints at all, there is not the 
east mention, nor does this passage at 
all touch the question of the fact of such 
intercession. In the division of the two 
employments, the most of prayer fulls 
to the lot of the church in trial, and the 
most of praise to the church in glory: 
and this is baps the reason why, while 
they have hare on which they them- 
selves play, they only offer or present the 
vials of incense. Be W. remarks, that 
the Writer of the Apocalypse seems not to 
know any thing of the intercessory office 
of Christ. But that office is prominent 
through this whole scene. What is the 
lamb as it had been slain — what the 
jryópacas TQ de dv тє alpari cov, but 
disti s of it? It underlies the 
whole book): and they sing (why pre- 
sent? Is it because the sound still lin- 
gered in his ears? Or more probably, as 
describing their special and glorious office 

generally, rather than the mere one par- 
ticular case of its exercise?) & now song 
(new, because the occasion was new; the 
manifestation of the worthiness of the 
Lamb calls forth fresh words springi 
from fresh and living thoughts. Thess 
words which follow could not be spoken 
except by those who had seen Christ's 
redemption complete; therefore they must 
needs be new), saying, Thou art worthy 
to take the book and to open the seals 
of it: for Thon wert slain, and didst 
redeem (the object is not expressed, nor 
need it be: see similar constructions with 
ёк, Matt. xxv. 8; 1 John iv. 18. The 
zuds, which is in the mss. added or 
prefixed to the verb, has considerable 
authority, but on the whole seems more 
likely to have been inserted, considering 
the prevalent early interpretation of the 
elders as Apostles and Prophets, than 
omitted because they were imagined to be 
angels) to God through (èv, as the ve- 
hicle, and conditioning element of re- 
demption) thy blood out of every tribe 
and tongue and people and nation 
(the only thing to be noticed is the quad- 
ruple number of these specifications, as in. 
dicating universality: see aguin below, ver. 
18. To identify $vAfs as Bengel. or Aao? 
as Züllig, with the Jewish people, seems 
forbidden by the wdéeys), and madest them 
& kingdom and priests, and they reign 
upon the earth (“this clause differs from 
that in ch. i. 6, both by the wal before 
lepeis, and by the important addition xal 
Baci. K. r. A. This last would be super- 
fluous, if we were with Hengstb., al., 
to adhere to the rec. faciAcs, or if 
BagiAelay could have the sense given to it 
by Hengstb. in ch. i. 6, ‘a people invested 
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g Heb. xii. 23 

iv. 1 reft. 

1. 7,8. 

AIIOKAATYIZ IQANNOT. 

fen tsi уйу, II cab єЇбор, cal ўкоџса [ós] Si dyyêhov tod- = 
Adv f x] Tod Opovov ка} тд» Gowy кай тфу Trpeo Bvré- 

construa pv, ка} ?jv Ò aptOuos айту © рири E pupidðwv xai to 19. 57 
аде удладюр, 19 ! Xéyovres фор) peyddrn A Flo to pA | 
ecru тд ! ариќоу tò ! éodaypévoy AaBely thv ™ bvapav xal 99 F. 

V. 

pee lü 20 AO % Kal % софіар kal % {туйу xai * Tuv kai € dH 
Phil. iv. 19 al. 3 r 
Rom. xi. 33. s É o Rom ai $ кай * evdoyiay 
1 Сот. i. 21 

tl Fun. іу. 4. James l. 18. ch. viii. 9 only +. Wisd. ix 
q = ch. уй. 12. 1 Cuaox. . 

18 кай wav terioa $ èv oùpaũᷓ ка 
rch. iv. 9, 11. а = ch. vii. 12 ref. 

u ver. д. 

11. ins es bef peur N в? rel syr-dd copt Andr Areth Fulg Cassiod : om ALP] n! n 
17 (f 1. 2. 16. 49, e sil) valg Primas. 
41, e sil]: txt A[P]N в rel Andr Areth. 
om further from xa: to uvpiaBor, with 1: om pupiades pwpiabur 

ins roy bef zAovroy В rel Andr-coisl Areth: 
Cassiod: ins A[P]N в rel vss. 

19. оров A: txt N B rel. [P def.] 

rec (for кокАсо) коклобеу, with 1. 18 (30. 
om from (way to xpecBurepwr 1.—Steph 

om ALPIN n 17-9. 36 (h 1. 87. 41-9 Br, e sil).—(om xa: wAovror g.)—om ко 38. 
18. rec aft ó ins cri, with [P] h m n t. 10.7. 345-6 (37. 41-7-9 Br, e sil) vulg 

Andr lat-ff: om (N) в rel tol copt Areth.—for д, ro N: om 89. 

with kingly power.’ Here we have three 
particulars: 1) that those who are bought 
to be God’s own are made into a kingdom, 
viz. God’s,—2) (cal) that they are made 
into priests,—3) (ке) that they are in- 
vested with kingly power. So rightly 
Ebrard.” Düsterd. The present ası- 
Aedovew is not to be rendered as a future, 
but keeps its own meaning (the whole 
aspect and reference of this heavenly vision 
being not future, but present: the world 
and church as now existing, cf. Eph. ii. 6). 
The Church even now, in Christ her Head, 
reigns on the earth: all things are being 
put under her feet, as under His: an 
even if this meaning be questioned, we 
have her kingly rank and office asserted in 
the present, even in the midst of persecu- 
tion and contempt). 11, 18.] The as- 
senting chorus of the host of angels. And 
І saw («ї8оу, not in a general vague sense, 
introducing a fresh particular merely; but 
in its proper sense: John saw the host 
of angels whose voice he heard: cf. ch. vi. 
1f. The gloss. ord. refers еїдоу to what 
has preceded: but this is contrary to St. 
John's usage), and I heard [as it were] 
a (or, the: $ovf, like many other sub- 
stantives in regimen with their possessive 
genitives, гезе definite though anar- 
throus) voice of many angels around the 
throne and the living-beings and the 
elders (i.e. surrounding on all sides, in 
the more distant spaco, the smaller circle 
hitherto described. The Church, as the 
vehicle of the work of Redemption, of which 
Creation is but a part, is the central and 
crowning manifestation of God's power 
and love and wisdom. Round it, and Him 
who ш its Head, the heavenly hosts are 

ranged in humble admiration ; and into its 
wonders they desire to look. Cf. Eph. 
iii. 10; 1 Pet. i. 12); and the num 
of them was myriads of myriads and 
thousands of thousands (i. e. innumerable 
in its vastness. See Ps. Ixviii. 18, and ref. 
Dan, where xfAtas x Aides comes before 
ибри wvpiddes: but it is of very little 
import whether the specification is by way 
of climax or of anti-climax, the same idea 
being conveyed); TA (the appositional 
nom. instead of the gen.: as in ch. iv. 1) 
with a loud voioe, Worthy is the Lamb 
whioh hath been slain to receive (by way 
of ascribed praise: cf. ch. iv. 11 and oe) 
the power and riches and wisdom 
might and honour and glory and bless- 
ing (here, as in ch. vii. 12, but in differing 
order, we have seven particulars of ascrip- 
tion. But here there is a difference both 
from ch. vii. 12 and iv. 11. In each of 
those places the art. is repeated before 
each particular: here, one article includes 
them all. Bengel well remarks, that we 
must regard them all as if they formed bat 
one word. And when they are thus re- 
garded, the article seems to point out the 

ct of all these, as one, belonging to God, 
whose power and glory the Lamb is do- 
clared worthy to share. Of the par- 
ticulars themselves, wAovros is better kept 
in its generality, all riches and fulness, 
than limited, as by De W., to spiri 
riches; вее 1 Chron. xxix. 11: «b is 
blessing, in the sense so frequent when 
the word and its cognate verb are used of 
an act passing from man to God: viz. that 
of ascribed praise; the will on the part of 
the creature, though unaccompanied by the 
power, to return blessing for blessing con- 
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чёт} тїйє yis кай " vrokáTO THs n cal él тўс H, 2 Matt. xiv. 

ons er, xal Ta èv аўто парта fovea * NSH Тф "к Acta iz 
X кабтиёро х éri *тф Üpóvo кай TQ 7 dpvip ў * eddoyla Kab ere. 
7 ' toy kai т ‘Soka kal Td "xpáTos eis той аідраѕ TOY vi. ais. 
aiwvæv. l*xai rà Téccapa õa ÉéXeyov * рл, kal oi 2 Pra 

zzi. 

Cem- T peo Вотєрог ° érecay кай  mrposexuynoay y ver 6 cell 
wap... P po p vp) ч i. 6. 

ACPR в a = 1 Cor. xiv. 16 Neh. v. 13. b absol., Dan. їй. 6 (not Theod-A). c absol, 

a ion,1 ax.20. John iv. 20. 
Matt. 

2. 4. 6. 9 

10 19. 26. rec (for ext туз 15) ev то m, with 1 syr-dd Andr-a lat-ff: txt A[P]N в rel vulg copt 
om Kas vrokaTo THs yns (homoaotel) & 83. for em 

to 42 47 туз ÜaAacc ms, та ev тт daAνj,“/ №: ext THY ÜaAaccar 88. rec aft QaAaco ns ins &, 
1951-99 with [P] в 10-7. 80? (h 1. 87. 49 Br, e sil) vulg Andr-p Fulg: оса m 84 Andr-coisl : 

ү om AN rel Areth. (om cru as well as & N n 88. 47 syr-dd Andr-a Primas Cassiod.) 
for xarro, жаутаѕ A rel: жаута Kat тартаз B: ravras, insg аута bef та, 40: txt [PIR 
€ f k m 1. 30.3 (6. 9. 17. 82-4-5-6 Br, e sil) vulg Andr-a Areth Primas.— pref xa: f n 
18. 47: add xa: N k m 80-4-5-6 Andr-coisl. for Aeyorras, Aeyorra A 1.12 some- vss 
Andr-p(omg 7«.): txt [PIN в rel vulg Andr-a Аге Primas. * rec той Üpovov, 
with [PIN b n t. 2. 10-7.8. 83 (g h 13-6. 86-7-8-9. 42-7-9 Br, e sil) Andr Thdor-stud 
Ате: те Opovw А В rel Andr-coisl.—(om rw k 40.) om xa: (bef. re арушо) NA. 

[om lst P.] for xa: то кратоѕ, паутократороѕ Ni. qu ins anny 
в rel th Andr Thdor-stad Areth: om А[Р!Ф 1 m 85 (b 41, e sil) vulg syr-dd copt 
Andr-cois! Primas Ёш. 

14. for еЛеуоу, Aeyorra B rel copt Areth: eAeyey m 84 Andr-coisl: Aeyovca 42: 
txt A[P]N 1 n 16. 35.6. 493 (1. 18. 38-9, e sil) vulg syr-dd eth Andr lat-ff.— (om from 
айт» in last ver to амуу in this g 19.) ins то bef ант» В rel Andr-coial Areth : 
om A[P]N f k n 1. 36 (87-8. 42, e sil) Andr. ree ins eosi тєссарєѕ bef nper- 
Bvrepoi, with vulg-ed(with demid) Primas: om A[P]N в rel vss Andr Areth Cassiod,. 

єтєсоу В rel Andr-a Areth : txt АГРЈК d 1 m 9'(appy). 19. 33 (1. 2. 16. 26-7. 
80-4-5-6-9. 41-2-9, e sil) Andr. rec at end ins (орут: «is Tous auevas ТОУ AIOVWV, 
with vulg-ed Primas: om ACN в rel ves Andr Areth lat-ffa. 

ferred. The idea of Bengel, that the sep- 
tenary number has to do with the seven 
seals, is hardly probable: the number, as 
indicating completeness, running through 
the whole book). 18, 14.] The chorus 
| раа praise from Creation itself. 

d every creature (ie. by the very 
terms, animated creature: for heaven and 
earth and sea themselves are mentioned as 
the abodes of these xrícuara) which is in 
the heaven ‘the chorus being universal, 
this wür mclude the angels, previously 
mentioned, and the glorified saints) and on 
the earth and under the earth (i. e. not 
the devils, as even Vitringa: but as in 
Phil. ii. 10, the departed spirits in Hades: 
see note there), and upon the sea (i.e. 
most probably, on the surface of the sea ; 
meaning not those on ships but those 
sea-animals which are regarded as being 
on tbe surface), and all the things in 
them (so in Exod. xx. 11. The clause 
added seems to serve the purpose of 
complete enumeration, applying here to 
yñ and @Ө4Ааста only, as ёу тф op 
has occurred already. The eri and 
broxdrw being both superficial, ёу com- 
pletes the list—in the depths of the 

earth and the sea: cf. ch. viii. 9) I heard 
saying (the gender again is that of the 
things signified, not that of xrícua: see 
ch. iv. 8), To Him that sitteth upon the 
throne (for the various cases after кабтд. 
éxi, see note, ch. iv. 2) and to the Lamb 
(the Church, including Creation, gives 
praise to the Lamb for Redemption, vv. 
9, 10: the angels praise the infinite con- 
descension of the Son of God: the entiro 
universe celebrates the glory of the uni- 
versal M de and of чу ) шне 
accruin or, is, belongs)) the blessing 
and — pedi and the glory and the 
might (notice the fourfold arrangement 
where universality is set forth: and the 
repeated article, exhaustive of each pre- 
dicate separately. It is fanciful, with 
Bengel, to allot the four ascriptions among 
the four classes of creatures above men- 
tioned. In each case the number has the 
same signification: but they need not 
separately correspond) to the ages of the 
ages. 14.] The solemn assent of the ce- 
lestial representatives of Creation and of 
the Church. And the four living-beings 
eaid Amen (as above, in ch. iv. 11, the 
four living-beings assert the worthiness of 
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2274112 VI. 1 Kal lov Fre Hvorfer rò 1 doviov play ёк 7b Асти з 

UR agri odporen tal route isl tn de tar f 
izan. 18, s Aéyovros as { форт) © Bpovris Ep. Kai elBov, xai wo 18. з. 
reff. i g cb. iv. 5 reff. ген 

47 te 5L 
Сн. VI. 1. ort B(Mai) rel vulg(with am &c, agst demid &c) Andr Areth Bede: txt 99 Br, 

AC[P?7N 1 n 16.8-9. 83(in Alter's errata) 88 f 86-7-9. 41, e sil) vas Andr-a Primas. 
om шау 1. rec om erta, with [ 

ins ACN в rel vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Primas. 
Aeyorrev N. 

Br: txt AC в rel Andr Areth. 
Aeyorros A, arm has Aey. in this place but om above. 

is written above the line by Ni. 
(k 6. 18, e sil): purn» N 

Р] c n 1. 83 (6. 9. 27. 36, e sil) copt Bede: 
om тфреү$ег» Nl. єк (2nd) 
rec pwns, with [P] c 1. (30-2?) 

aft Bporrns ins another 
rec aft exo ins xa: BA ere; 

nai de N Brel; 18e 6. 9. 11: om АС[Р] hn 1. 2. 10-7.8. 36-7-8. 41-2-7-9 Br am. 
9. om xas «бо» B rel demid(with Багі! tol lips-6) Areth Primas: ins ACP hin 

God to receive the glory and the honour 
and the power on account of His having 
created all things, so here they вау their 
Amen to creation’s chorus of praise: being 
themselves the representatives of the ani. 
mated Creation). And the elders fell down 
and worshipped (in silent adoration of God 
and of the Lamb. The inference of Ewald 
from the rec. text (which ів itself here 
wholly untenable), “ presbyteri adoratione 
repetita Deum prosequuntur, ut a quo 
auctore omnia progressa sunt et Messias 
creatus est, ad eum omnis redeat honor, 
omnis reverentia," would be unwarranted 
even were that text retained: (ёрут, 
anarthrous, would apply to the whole ob- 
ject of praise in ver. 18). 

Сн. VI. 1 VIII. 1 THE OPENING OF 
THE SEVEN SEALS. Ав preliminary to 
the exegesis of this section, I may observe 
that it is of the first importance to bear in 
mind, that the openings of these seals cor- 
respond to the various arrangements of 
God’s Providence by which the way is pre- 
— for the final opening of the closed 

k of His purposes to His glorified 
Church. That opening shall not fully and 
freely be made, till His people will Кон 
even as they are known. And that will 
not be, till they are fully gathered in to 
His heavenly garner. This book the Lamb 
opens, 5 as it does matters which 
ob dels older, o EyyeAos dy ойрауф, ob 
6 ulds, first by the acts and ures 
of His establishment of His reign over the 
earth, and then finally by His great second 
coming, the n condition of His 
elect being gathered out of the four winds 
into His glory. When these preparations 
for His coming have taken place, and that 
coming itself has passed, and the elect are 
gathered into glory, then will be tbe time 
when the last hindrance to our perfect 
knowledge will be removed, and the book 
of God's eternal purposes will lie open— 
the theme of eternity's praise. 

I may add that for the sake of рет» 

spicuity, I shall mainly follow, in these 
notes, the track of that interpretation 
which seems to me to be required; no- 
ticing only differences in those of other 
Commentators where grammar and philo- 

are concerned. 
1—8.] THE OPENING OF ТИЕ FIRST . 

FOUR SEALS, marked by the ministration 
of the four пин one 1, 2.1 And 
І saw when the Lamb opened one from 
among the seven seals, and I heard опе 
from among the four living-beings say- 
ing, as the voice (a pendent nominative ; 
the lar construction would be dative) 
of thunder (which is to be taken not as 
peculiarly belonging to this first as resem- 
bling a lion, but as belonging to all alike, 
and accounted for by their mysterious and 
exalted nature: cf. ch. i. 10, x. 3), Come 
to whom, and with what meaning is tbis 
tPxov spoken? "The ко! majority of 

mmentators have taken the rec. read- 
ing, which fixes it by adding xal BAére, 
as un address to the Seer, to approach 
nearer and look at the coming vision. 
And even those who have rejected this 
addition have yet ed it as a true 
glos, and the “Come” as addressed to 
the Seer. But whither was he to come? 
Separated as he was by the glassy sea 
from Ње throne, was he to cross it? And 
where shall we find the simple verb ёр- 
хесда: used absolutely in such a sense, 
% Draw near,” without фде or some such 
particle? Compare also the place*where 
the Seer is to go and take the little book 
(ch. x. 8), and see how different is the 
whole form of expression. In interpreting 
во unusual a term of address, surely we 
should rather begin by enquiring whether 
we have not the key to it in the book 
itself. And in this enquiry, are we justified 
in leaving out of consideration such a verse 
as ch. xxii. 17, 7d wweUpa ка) ў rvvu$m" 
Аёуоусіу "Epxov: ка) & dxotwr «dre 
"Epxov, and the following duhy Épxov, 
«фр "1700$, ib. ver. 20Р This scems to 
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iSov № ro і Nevxds, xal ò ! кабђшероѕ e айтду ёр » Rev. only ч. 
m тоор, xal % 000) айт " стёфароѕ, xai ё \Өєу ° тки 5. 2 fl. 12 

3 
X 

kai tva ° vihon. 
i Zzcnm. vi. 2, 3. k ch. xix. 11, 14. 

vil. 12. n ch. ii. 10. o 

16-7-8. 86. (1. 18. 37-9. 42-7-9 Br, e sil) vas Andr. 
1 Andr-a! : аутору 89: avrov 18: txt AC[ P]N B rel Andr Areth. 

for wa vine, erucyoey R: ко iva vucgo kat evucnoer 82.6. A. 

shew, in my mind, beyond a doubt, what, 
in the mind of the Seer, the remarkable 
and insulated exclamation &pyov imported. 
It was a cry addressed, not to himself, but 
tothe Lord Jesus: and as each of these 
four first seals is accompanied by a similar 
cry from one of the four living-beings, 
I see represented in this fourfold £pxov 
the groaning and travailing together of 
creation for the manifestation of the sons 
of God, expressed in each case in & prayer 
for Christ's coming: and in the things 
revealed when the seals are opened, His 
fourfold preparation for His coming on 
earth. Then at the opening ofthe fifth seal 
the longing of the martyred saints for the 
same great consummation is expressed, and 
at that of the sixtb it actually arrives). And 
I saw, and behold a white horse, and he 
that sat on him having a bow, and a crown 
was given to him, and he went forth 
conquering, and in order that he may 
conquer (in the first place, the figure of the 
horses and their riders at once brings to 
mind the similar vision in Zechariah, 
i. 7—11, vi. 1—8, where the men on the 
horses are they whom the Lord hath 
sent to walk to and fro through the 
whole earth. In Zech. i., as here, that 
part of the vision is followed, ver. 12, 
by the cry of the #05 Tívos. Here tho 
horses and their riders are the various 
aspects of the divine dispensations which 
should come upon the earth preparatory 
to the great day of the Lord’s coming. 
As regards this first, the whole imagery 
speaks of victory. The horses of the Ro- 
man commanders in their triumphs were 
white. Wetst. quotes Virg. En. iii. 537, 
where Æneas says, Quatuor hic primum 
omen equos in gramine vidi, Tondentes 
campum late, candore nivali;" where 
Servius’s comment is Нос ad victoris 
omen pertinet.” The doe serves to iden- 
tify the imagery here with that in Ha- 
bakkuk iii, 9, where God goes forth for 
the salvation of His people: see also Isa. 
xl. 2; Zech. ix. 18: and even more 
кышу with that in 5 5, m 

majesty ride prosperously, use o 
truth and сее and утре 
and thy right hand shall teach thee ter- 
rible things. Thine arrows are sharp in 

Vor. IV. 

ch. 

4, Ke. ch. ix. 
xiv. 

Ich. iv. 2 reff. & note. 
v. 6 reff 

rec (for avrov) avro, with 
ins о bef мкоу 

the heart of the king’s enemies; whereby 
the le fall under thee.” It is hardly 
possible that one whose mind was full of 
such imagery, should have had any other 
meaning in his thoughts, than that to 
which these prophecies point. The crown 
finds its parallel in the vision of Zech. vi., 
where, ver. 11, it is said, “ take silver and 
gold, and make crowns (oredvovs, LX X), 
and set them upon the head of Joshua the 
son of Jo , the high-priest." The 
going forth conquering and in order to 
conquer can only, it seems to me, point to 
one interpretation. The vix» might bo 
said of any victorious earthly power whose 
victories should endure for the time tben 
present, and afterwards pass away : but 
the Tva микст can only be said of a power 
whose victories should last forever. Final 
and permanent victory then is here im- 
ported. Victory, we may safely say, on 
the part of that kingdom against which 
the gates of hell shall not prevail: whose 
fortunes and whose trials are the great 
subject of this revelation. Such is the 
first vision, the opening of the first seal in 
the mystery of the divine purposes: vic- 
tory for God's church and people: the 
great key-note, so to speak, of all the 
apocalyptic harmonies. And notice, that 
in this interpretation, there is no lack 
of correspondence with the three visions 
which follow. All four are judgments 
upon the earth: the beating down of 
earthly power, the breaking up of earthly 

the exhausting of earthly wealth, 
the destruction of earthly life. Nor is 
this anal disturbed, when we come to 
enquire, «Ao is the rider on this white 
horse. We must not, in reply, on the one 
hand, too hastily introduce the Person of 
our Lord Himself, or on the other, be 
startled nt the objection that we shall be 
рге Him, ог one closely resembling 

im, with the far different forms which 
follow. Doubtless, the resemblance to the 
rider in ch. xix. 11 ff. is very close, and is 
intended to be very close. The difference 
however is considerable. "There, He is set 
forth as present in bis triumph, followed 
by the hosts of heaven: here, He is work. 
ing, in bodily absence, and the rider is not 
Himeelf, but only a "ux of His vice 

8 
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EX "ur Йтто$ 'P aruppos, кай тф cab nue e avrov 360005 tis з. 

uo a. l'avrQ Xafleiv T ei j ёк THs yis xai * а аХму}хоус 7,352 
Ш. 9 reff. 

ek. v. F . V obakouaoww, кай 800] aùr paxyaipa шеүаћа. 
3. reo (for т. сфр. т. 8.) ry» Sevrepay oppayida, with B rel wth Andr Areth: txt 

AC[PJN m 1. 6. 12. 84-5. 40 vulg eyr-dd copt Andr-cois! Primas. тес єрхөэ 
ins xa: BAewe, with Areth ; xa: be Nb b m 30-2-4-5. 40-1-2 copt Vict Primas: om АСР] 
B rel am(with fuld al, agst many mss) syr-dd. 

lst ка ins iBor xa: Bou М m 34-б. 4. aft s A[P] в rel for журро copt 
Andr-cois]: seth-rom joins the two: txt CN b? hjk 4 131.85 33 (а 9. 17-9. 30-7-9. e 
7-8, e sil) syr-dd æth-pl Andr Areth Primas. 
rec (for avrov) avro, with 
rel Andr om autre (bef AaBew) А38, 

om xa: (bef 

torious power, the embodiment of His ad- 
vancing kingdom as regards that side of 
its progress where it breaks down earthly 
power, and wakes the kingdom of the 
world to be the kingdom of our Lord and 
His Christ. Further it would not be 
wise, nor indeed according to the analogy 
of these visions, to specify. In all cases 
but the last, these riders are left in the 
vagueness of their symbolic offices. If we 
attempt in this case to specify further, 
e. g. as Victorinus, “ Equus albus verbum 
est prexlicationis cum Spiritu sancto mis- 
sum in orbem. Ait enim Dominus, Pre- 
dicabitur hoc Evangelium per totum orbem 
terrarum in testimonium coram gentibus, 
et tuno veniet finis,"— while we are sure 
that we are thus far right, we are but 
partially right: we do not cover the ex- 

t of the symbol, seeing that there are 
ts and instruments of victory 

om of Christ, besides the 
of the Word. The ваше might 

be raid d e any other of the partial inter- 
pretations which have been given by those 
who have taken this view. Апа it was 
taken, with divergences of separate detail, 
by all expositors from the earliest times 
down to t 3 1500). 

8, Serie те when he opened the second 
heard the second living-being 

ILE Come (see above on ver. 1). And 
there came forth another horse, red (the 
colour of blood: so 4 Kings iii. 22, ббата 
турра és alua. The colour of the horse 
in each case has reference to the employ- 
ment of the rider. Tertullian, de Specta- 
culis, 9, vol. i. p. 641, says: “ rnsseum .. 
Marti .. ibo adn "i and to him 
that sat upon him it was сте (to =) 

other as 
prea a 

to take away peace * ч 

Elliott, “ D N 1 the pois 
seal," for 1) the former A neither im- habens gladium, bel 

ins e» bef Te кабине 
m 1. 30 (16. 90, е sil) Andr-a: avrov e 18: txt AC[ PIN B 

rec (for ex) ато, with 1. 36: om Are 
А116. 89. 46: txt C PJR?! в rel vulg(de) copt Andr Areth Primas.—om єк rns удз N'a, 

а в rel copt arm Andr Areth : 
тес сфаѓес:, with [РЈК B 1 &.: txt AC 36. 

ins AC[ PIN m 1(е api 17. 38. 
peyaAn bef uaxaipa А copt eth. 

plies nor leaves such peace, and 2) these 
four seals are strictly correlative, not con- 
secutive on one another: but, in ds 
entirety, the rh» distributing, as the logi- 
cians say, the substantive. See for ciphrn 
without the art., Matt. x. 34 (peace, at 
all: any peace): Luke ii. 14 (peace, in 
each particular case, under every circwn- 
stance), &c. : with the art., Rom. xiv. 19, 
тё тїз elp. пекна: xv. 88, al., ó beds 
vhs elphyns: Eph. ii. 14, abrbs ёотіу 3 
eipfrn huey, кс) out of the earth 
rally, as ever: not, Judea, nor the Roman 
* orbis terrarum," nor any special portion 
merely) and that men: the inha- 
bitant⸗ of the earth) kill (the preg- 
nant future after Tra not only imports the 
result of purpose, but includes also matter 
of fact, ** that ar may ... which the 
also shall;" шег (edn. 6, § 41 
1, b), who however inteprets ч as ex- 
resing duration (f), whereas the aor. 
denote rapid transition) one another: 
and thore was given to him a great 
sword (the key to the interpretation of 
this seal is to be found in Matt. x. 34, nd 
voulonre dri Ada Вале А ті 
Thy уйу ойк Або» Вале» e ip ry a 
ud xaipay: see also Luke xii. 51. It re- 
pene to us the taking away of peace 

the earth, the slaying one another, 
the reign of the sword, as one of the des- 
tined concomitants of the growing and 
conquering power of Christ, and one of the 
world-long and world-wide preparations 
for His coming. Observe, all limitations 
of this meaning are wrong: whether to 
the persecutions of the Christians, or to 
any period of time, ancient or modern. 
The above was the most ancient inter- 
pretation ; e.g. we have in Victorinus, 
* Equus roseus et qui sedebat super eum 

epnt significata fu- 
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5 Kai бте Тро е» ri сфрауіда тўр tpirny, ўкоџса той * neg. 

Tpirov ф оу Xéyovros "Epyov. жай elSov, kai {бой Leros 
u as, Kal ò ! кадђиероѕ et айтор ëywv * $фууду èv тӯ 

Y x (see note) 
here (Matt. 
zi. 29, 30. 

yepi айтоў. 6 xal 7«ovca ws фори èv péow тфу Tec- ii» 
cápev фор Aéyovcav " Xout ro * Snvapiov, xal 
Tpeis Y уойнкєс ? кр:бди х Snvapiov, cal rd ÉXaiov Kal Tov “Esk te 
olvoy рӯ) * abion. 

Matt. x. 29. Acta v. 8. 4 Kings vii. 1. 
John vi. 9, 13. 
v.16. Isa. IXv. 25. 

here onl 
а = Rev. (ch. iL 11. vil. 2, 8. ix. 4, 10, 19. zi. 5) only, exc. 

10, 11 only. 
x Matt. хх.2 

al. gen. as 
. Exod. іх. 31. 4 Kings vii. 1. (-S, y > t 

uke x.19. Exod. 

5. rec (for т. opp. 7. т.) Tn» pr сфрауда, with 1. 33-5-8. 61 (4. 41, e sil): txt 
AC[P]N в rel ves Andr Areth Primas.—xa: yxovea avewyperns ts Трїтїїз odpayidos n 
79. 80 Andr-a. 

«a: edo Babcefgj 
-а) Areth. 
B rel Andr-coisl Areth. 

6. rec om ws, with в rel gr-lat-ff: ins AC( P]N 6. 12-7 vulg. 
B rel: txt AC[P]N 1. 12 syr-dd Andr-p-txt. 
[aduenoas P(appy) k 1 n(?).) 

tura, ut legimus in Evangelio, Surget enim 
gens contra gentem," &c., Matt. xxiv. 7). 

5, 6.] And when he opened the third 
seal, I heard the third living-being say- 
ing, Come (see above on ver. 1). And I 
saw, and behold a black horse (the colour 
is indicative of the mournful nature of the 
employment of the rider: see below), and 
he that sat on him having a balance 
(the symbol of scarcity, during which the 
bread is doled out by weight: see Ezek. 
iv. 16, фбуоута: » pro- фу стабиф kal èv 
évSelg: and Levit. xxvi. 26, àroBdcovci 
Tobs Ќртоиѕ фий» èy стабцф, xal od- 
yerle xal où wh durAmgc0sTe. Some, as 
e. g. Woodhouse, have defended the mean- 
ing “yoke” for (vyóv. But surely the 
uestion is here decided for us by ref. 

Leek. (uyds Sixasos, ка) uérpov 8исацоу, 
Kal хои Sinaia fora: Üpiv ToU uérpov: 
where the same words occur in juxta- 

ition. The assertion of Mr. Barker, in 
is strictures on Elliott’s Hore Ap., that 

(vyés in the sense of balance absolutely is 
very rare, is sufficiently answered by the 

verb dapiBéorepos (иуой: by log. 
ert. viii. 18, where he records of Pytha- 

goras the maxim (vydv uh ówepBalvew, 
TovTégTi, Tb loo kal Sixasov и) бтер- 
Balve /. When a word can be thus used 
figuratively in common sayings, its literal 
sense cannot be so very rare. Cf. also the 
Etymologicon in Wetstein, (vs «рута 
xal ту Aeyóuevoy bed тёр rtr rdAar- 
TO» iryobv ) vpurden: and his citations 
from Sextus Empir. and Demosthenes) in 
his hand. And I heard as it were (фз 
must apparently be taken with the whole 
clause — something like (a voice in the 
midst of the four living-beings),” the un- 

rec aft epxov ins xa: BAewe (with 26-7, e sil); ка: cde M B rel 
Andr Areth: om ACP] h l n i. 10 6.7. 36.7-8-9. 47-9 Br am arm 

m 2. 6. 9. 112-9. 26-7. 80 2-8. 40-1-2-8. 50-1. 90 Andr(not 
rec (for avrov) avro, with 1. 18 (16. 26-7, e sil) Andr: txt ACC PIN 

ndr- a. om 

гес «pis, with 
ins tov bef 2nd $5rvapiov А. 

certainty applying to the situation, not to 
its being a voice, which it was) a voice in 
the midst of the four living-be (it is 
not specified, whose voice: but the point 
from which the voice comes is appropriate 
to its intent, which is to mitigate the 
woes of creation, represented by the four 
living-beings: see below), saying (Let 
there be) A chosnix of wheat for a do- 
narius (gen. of price, see Winer, edn. 6, 
8 80. 10 end), and three cheenixes of barley 
for a denarius (the sense seems to be, 
Take care that there be thus much food 
for thus much price. The denarius was 
the ordinary soldier’s pay for a day in the 
time of Tiberius (see note on Matt. xx. 2), 
and has been usually and not unfairly as- 
sumed to be twice mentioned here as re- 
presenting a day's wages. The сһопіх 
appears in like manner to be taken for a 
day's provision: for so it is used in several 
of the numerous places cited by Wetst.: 
e. g. Herod. vii. 187, who, in estimating 
the amount of food consumed by the army 
of Xerxes, assumes this: edplane yap ovp- 
BarrdAcduevos, ef xolva торду ёкастоѕ 
THs фрёраѕ dAdáuBare xal pydev xAdov: 
Thuc. iv. 16, speaking of the allowance 
made to the Lacedemonians in Sphacteria 
while negotiations were going on.— rer 
... Béo xolviras dxdory 'Arrixàs. &А\фЇ- 
теу, ка) 860 koróAas: Athen. x. 452 B, из) 
кабђсба ёт) xolyuca, avr) ToU p?) oro- 
те» Tà d fjuépas, АЛАА TH ёфжойта» 
ded wpos8éxeoOa:: Diog. Laert. Pythag. 
viii. 18, and Suidas under Pythagoras, èr} 
xolrikos py каб (еу, ё» trp ToU dverreros 
gatas ee ка} Mw gro 05" 

ott juepfgios T i othin 
га саа deis than such коны 

8 8 2 
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7 Kal Ste Hotkey tiw odpayida Thy TeTapTny, ўкооса Асри» 
a ^ ГА ГА x * Ф ais at 

$eviv тод тєтартоу wou Aéyovros "Epyou. 8 кай cidor, 2.4.68 
7. Ty» Teraptny сфрау:8а 88. еруу (C)[ P] B rel om -dd copt Andr-coisl to 19. 26- 

Areth Primas: ins AN h n 1. 10-7. 38. 91 (2. 13. 34-6-7. 49 Br, e cil) vulg Andr-a, 7. 3-31 
gevns Andr. p.— ro rerapror (eor C. rec (for Aeyorros) Aeyovaar, with 1. 33 (26. 47 to 5. 

to 42. 

61, e sil) : txt TE T B rel. rec aft epyov ins wa: ВЛете; кап бє N в rel Andr 99 Br. 
Areth : om AC[P] h 1 n 1. 2. 10-2-6-8. 86-7-8-9. 47-9 Br am Andr-a. 

8. om ког eo В rel vulg Andr-coisl Vict Primas: ins AC[P]XN b h I n 10-7.8. S6. 

usage. The tendency of the voice is then 
to check or limit the agency of the rider 
on the black horse, and to provide that not- 
withstanding his errand sustenance shall 
not utterly fail. With regard to the 
three cheenixes of barley, the cheaper and 
less profitable grain, it seems to have been 
rightly interpreted as taking in the other 
case, of the workman who, out of his de- 
narius a day, has to maintain not himself 
only, but his family also, and cannot conse- 
quently afford the dearer wheaten bread); 
and the oil and the wine do not thou 
injure (not, as Heinr. and recently Elliott, 
“do thou not commit injustice in the 
matter of the oil andthe wine.” The usage 
of this book should bave prevented such 
an interpretation: for &йке› with the 
accus. of the material object hurt or injured 
is the constant habit of our Writer, see 
reff.: and in no case do we find the other 
construction used by him, or indeed by 
any other writer to my knowledge, except 
with such general adverbial accusatives as 
т: and оф$4у, е. g. Gal. iv. 12; Philem. 18. 
This statement of the usage of айк» in 
this Book and in Greek literature, Mr. 
Elliott, more suo, calls a “vain dictum :” 
and adds, “In the three Apocalyptic ex- 
amples of the thing injured, occurring in 
connexion with the verb d3ixéw in the 
active sense of injury, the accusative fol- 
lows the verb: vii. 2, 8, ix. 4.” It did not 
suit his purpose to cite xi. 6, avrods 
auge, and he therefore appears to in- 
troduce a distinction (of course untenable) 
between the person and thing injured. 
But this whole matter of the position of 
the accusative has to do with the emphasis 
only, and not with the construction at all. 
Not one of the examples which he cites in 
his note is to the point: in that from 
Xenophon, Cyrop. iv. 5. 49, ту» & àyopàr 
Ti)» obcay e TË атратотё$ф ктроёбтю nir 
bn, Len, un ABueiv unddva, поле» 5i 
тоўз катўлоу B Ti Éx ei ёкаттоз трёсіцо»..., 
the pendent accusative being evidently 
prefixed to the whole subsequent enact- 
ment, not connected with the first verb 
in it only. Rinck gives another meaning, 
equally untenable, “waste not the oil 
and the wine,” seeing they are во costly. 

As regards the meaning, the spirit 
of the saying is as explained above: the 

rider on the black horse symbolizing 
Famine, is limited in his desolating action 
by the command given, that enough is to 
be reserved for sustenance. Wheat, bar- 
ley, oil, and wine, formed the ordinary 
sources of nourishment: cf. Ps. civ. 14, 15. 
So that as regards its intent, the command 
is parallel with that saying of our Lord in 
Matt. xxiv. 22: xal ei ит) éxoAoBo0ngaar 
al рери dx ойк by cón жаса 
capt? 8:4 Bè robs dxAexToUs колоб=$- 
corro. al hucpa: dxeivas, 16 is the mercy 
of God, tempering His judgments. And 
in its general interpretation, as the open- 
ing of the first seal revealed the certain 
proceeding on to victory of Christ and His 
church, and the second, that His coming 
should be prepared in the world not by 
peace but by the sword, so now by this 
third we learn that Famine, the pressure 
of want on men, not sweeping them away 
by utter failure of the means of subsist- 
ence, but keeping them far below the or- 
dinary standard of comfort, and especially 
those who depend on their daily labour, 
will be one of the four jme зу 
which the way of the Lord's coming will 
be opened. This seems to point, not so 
much to death by famine, which belongs 
to the next vision, as to agrarian distress 
with all its dreadfu! consequences: ripen- 
ing in some cases (see below) into the 
hunger-death, properly the consequence 
of Famine. The above interpretation 
of the third seal is given in the main 
by Victorinus —*' Equus niger autem famem 
significat; ait enim Dominus: Erunt 
fames per loca:” but be allegorizes the 
latter part of the vision: “vinum et 
oleum ne leseris, id est, hominem spiri- 
tualem ne plagis percusseris ). 

7, 8.] And when he opened the fourth 
seal, I heard the voice of the fourth 
living-being saying, Come (see above on 
ver. 1) And I saw, and behold a livid 
horse (xAepós, originally and properly 
grass-green, when used of flesh implies 
that greenish pallor which we know as 
livid: the colour of the corpee in incipient 
decay, or of the complexion extremely 
pale through disease. Thus Thucyd. in 
describing the syinptoms of the plague at 
Athens, says that the body was ойк Ay 
Oepuór, ob:e xAwpdy, GAA’ bwrépvOpor. 
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о bere (Acts x1. 6; only. Gen. i. 24. 

47-9 (16. 37-9, e sil) syr-dd copt Andr. 

AIIOKAATYIZ IOANNOT. 
2 * , е 7 9 , xal {бод % ° xXepos, xal o °%кадјиерос̧ °% émáyo 5 fl вс, 

„ II. тей. 

1 so ch. is. 16 (reff.). хіх. 21. Num. xxzi. 8. 
n constr., bere only. so fpoayoptieu urd mjpuxos, Herod. ix. 98. 
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Gen. l. 30 al. 
вее note. 

c Matt. xxii. 

only. Matt. 
ti. 9 al. Gen. 
vii. 18. 

f ch. 1. 18 reff. K Luke ix. 49. ch. 
constr., ch. хін. 7. xvi. 9. xxii. 14. Luke іх. 1. 

m = ch. ii. 27. ix. 19, 

om 1st o C. om 1st avrov C[P] 1 
(201 uu but 12 has ovoua avrov) demid(with harl tol lips-5, agst am lipes al) Ansb 

om 2nd o CN g h 161. 87. 49 Br. for Gayaros, адауатос A. 
гес ace, with h n 1. 10-7. 80 (87. 49. 51 Br, e sil) syr-dd copt Orig, 

Andr-a Vict: txt C[P]N в rel vulg Andr Areth Primas Bede. (A illeg.) for 
avrov, ауто N В rel Andr Areth: дет’ avre 89(-6, e sil): txt AC[P] h j! I n 10-6-7 (t. 
97-9. 49 Bt, e sil) Andr-a. 
АГК n 17. 49 (1. 40, e sil) Andr. 
wit 
8га e» N, 2nd 

Callistratus, as 

Srd j 9. 26. 42. 

uoted in Wetst. says, 7) 
pay yàp хер ówó тод $óBov xAwpór тє 
ка} тебупкӧѕ ópõga. Hippocrates, ibid. 
says of the colour, ueAdrrepór dori тоў 
épvOpoU, xal olor dpx Tis ToU pedAalver Gas 
«al хелдуобсдш. And again, in describ- 
ing the symptoms of approaching death,— 
pis ó[eia, op@adrpol коло, . . . . kal rd 
xp9ua ToU úuravros wposóxov XAw- 
рб» тє kal цёЛау db» . . . . onpalve: bava- 
ee. Seo also Wetst.’s other quota- 
tions), and he that sat upon him (éxár» 
abrod, lit. on the top of him: in the three 
other cases, ёх’ a’rdy. The nominative is 

ndent, see ch. iii. 12, 21) his name was 
th (i.e. he was death personified. In 

this case only of the four is the explanation 
iven. It is wrong to understand Pesti- 
Же by this Өбуатоѕ: see below), and 
Hades (the impersonation of the place of 
the d : see ch. i. 18, xx. 14, where 
as here @aydrov xal 4800 go together. 
Eichhorn and Ebrard understand it of the 
whole multitude of the departed: but this 
clearly is beside the pu : personifica- 
tion being the prevailing character of 
these four riders) was following with him 
(in his train: ready to engulf and detain 
his victims), and there was given to 
them (Death and Hades, considered as 
joint partners in the baleful work) power 
over the fourth part of the earth (ёт 
with нерал, as extending over, 5 
over, тд TérapTov Tis Ns, perhaps owing 
to the fourfold division of these former 
seals: not implying thereby that this last 
rider divided the earth with the three 
former, but thus specifying his portion 
as being one of four. At all events this 
suggests itself here as a possible reference 
of the number four: whereas in ch. viii. 

for avrois, ауто B rel vulg Andr-coisl Areth : txt 
rec awoxteswas bef ext To TerapTor TNS ns, 

кл): txt AC[ PN в rel vas gr-lat-ff.—(om атокт. 61?) 
8 ; om last xa: 1. 

om 2nd and 
for vxo, To тетартоу А. 

the continually Tb tplroy has 
no such assignable solution. The expositors 
for the most part pass it over, merely as 
signifying в considerable portion. Elliott, 
with whose historical interpretation it will 
not square, takes refuge in the reading of 
the vulg., “ 70 85 quatuor partes terre), 
to kill with (the dv of investiture, express- 
ing the element or vehicle in which the 
action boi tb sword and with famine 

of the manner in which, but this last of 
the actual agent by whose administration. 
Wetst. gives examples of dwoGavety, TeAev- 
тфу, bo, but the construction with an 
active verb is not common. See Matthia, 
8 592, who gives, besides ref., Eurip. Alcest. 
763, ei 54 àretreſ xpfiv pe ктрікоу Dro 
Thy ch» тат teríay, —Plato, Phileb. 
p. 820, 5x) лоу $pá(ei,—a&nd Thuc. 
vi. 92, dd кӣрокоѕ eùxàs rote o It 
is singular that these examples should all 
belong to the same description of em loy- 
ment of agents) the wild beasts of the 
earth (the enumeration comprehends the 
“four sore judgments” enumerated in 

. xiv. 21, and in the same terms: тёз 
téccapas exdichoes цоо тёз wornpds, 

ау ка) Mòr ка} Onpla wornpd 
kal Odvarov. This fixes the meaning of 
this second and subordinate 0a»áro as 
above. This seal also is interpreted 
as above by the earliest Commentators: 
е. g. Victorinus: * Нес eadem quoque 
inter ceteras clades preemiserat Dominus, 
venturas pestes magnas et mortalitates." 
But as on the third seal, so here also, he 

off into vague allegory about the 
tter part of the vision). 
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v 0 Kal бте Hokey thy "réuT TOv adparyiba, cidov ? imo- АСРИ v 
хи. 29 al. Етек. xxiv. 5. 2. 4.6 . 

0. for туу meurt» oppayi8a, тт» сфрау: 8а ту» e Ni f. aft «доу ins кап С; pref f. is oe 
7. 30.33 
to 42. We have now passed the four first seals, gated: and if I am right in supposing the ae ta ail 

after which the character of the vision : other visions subordinate to this, their 95 gr. 
ch One feature common to these 
four 1s, Personiflcation : the representation 
of processions of events by the impersona- 
tion of their leading features. Another is, 
the share which the four living-creatures 
bear in the representation, which after 
this point ceases, as far as the seals are 
concerned. No interpretation can be 
right, which does not take both these 
common features into account. And in 
my view this may best be done by viewing, 
as above, these four visions as the four 
solemn preparations for the coming of the 
Lord as regards the visible Creation, 
which these four living-beings symbolize. 
The whole Creation demands His coming. 
"Epxov, is the cry of all its tribes. This 
cry is answered, first by the vision of the 

eat Conqueror, whose arrows are in the 
eart of his enemies, and whose career is 

the world’s history. The breaking of this 
first seal is the t opening of the mys- 

of God. This in some sense includes 
and brings in the others. Those others 
then, as we might expect, hold a place 
subordinate to this. ey are, in fact, 
but exponents of the mysteries enwrapt 
within this conquering career: visions of 
the method of its being carried out to the 
end in its operation on the outward world. 
That the world-wide declaration of the 
everlasting Gospel should be accompanied 
by war, by famine, by pestilence, and 
other forms of death, bad been announced 
by onr Lord Himself (Matt. xxiv. 7), 
and is now repeated in this series of 
visions. The fulfilment of each of these 
judgments is, as it were, the removing a 
seal from the book of God’s mysterious 
urposes: the bringing nearer of the time 

when that book shall be open for all the 
redeemed to read. 

With regard to the question whether 
these four visions are to be regarded as 
consecutive or contemporaneous, I have 
already expressed an opinion. In their 
fulness, I believe them to be contempo- 
raneous, and each of them to extend 
through the whole lifetime of the church. 
The analogy of the whole four symbols 
seems to require this. We read nothing 
implying that there are “days” of the 
opening of any particular seal, as there 
are, ch. x. 7, of the sounding of the 
several trumpets. The Tra икўср of the 
first seal speaks of a which will not 
бе accomplished till the earth be all subju- 

agency is necessarily included in its process. 
At the same time I would by no means deny 
that they may receive continually recur. 
ring, or even ultimate fulfilments, as the 
ages of the world go on, in distinct periods 
of time, and by distinctly aseignable eventa, 
So far we may derive benefit from the Com. 
mentaries of those who imagine that they 
have discovered their fulfilment in succes- 
sive periods of history, that, from the very 
variety and discrepancy of the periods 
assigned by them, we may verify the fact 
of the prevalence of these announced 
judgments, hitherto, throughout the whole 
lifetime of the Church. 

As regards ultimate fulfilment, there 
can be no doubt, that all these judgments 
on the world without, as well as the mani- 
festation (of which they form a part) of 
tlie conquering career of the Kingdom of 
Christ, will reach their calminating point 
before the coming of the great and terrible 
day of the Lord. I may add, that no 
account whntever is taken, in the common 
Aistoric interpretation, of the distinctive 
character of the four first seals, as intro- 
duced by the cry of the four living-beings : 
nor indeed is any interpretation commonly 
given of that cry itself. 

9—11.] OPENING OF THE FIFTH SEAL. 
We may at once observe, that the whole 
character of the vision is altered. The 
four living-beings have uttered each his 
cry of ѓрхоо, and are now silent. No 
more horses and riders go forth upon the 
earth. The scene is changed to the hea- 
venly altar, and the is from thence. 
Any interpretation which makes this 
vision of the same kind with and consecu- 
tive to the four preceding, must, so far be 
wrong. In one point only is the character 
of the former vision sustained. It is the 
xarowoUrTes ёх! тїз "yüs who are objects 
of the judgment invoked: as it was the 
earth, and its inhabitants, and its produce, 
which were the objects of the former judg- 
ments. See again below on the sixth seal. 

9.] And when he opened the fifth 
seal, I saw under the altar (it is an altar 
of sacrifice which is here meant; de 
буо», which follows, seems plainly to 
imply this: see below) the souls (i. e. de- 
parted spirits. It is manifestly idle to 
enquire, seeing tbat the Apostle was in a 
state of spiritual and supernatural vision, 
how these disembodied spirits became 
visible to him. That they were not, as 
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като тоў 9бӨџосгастпріоо Tas 'Nrvyàs tov * ётфаун&уш» eg wis, 
t dic tov fXóyov тоў Oeod xal [8:4] thy u papruplay Av e Pe, F 
w ebyov, 10 xal Éxpafav dvi peyddn Xéyovres Eg 

7 е r , А d 
“mote, *0 У Searrorns *6 ios ка} * áxrÜiós, où Укрїрє Ni 

A A ch. . 6 тей, 

каў °% éxBuceis тд ® alua judy ™ ёк TOV f катоікойбутоу f em i dl. 
17. xix. 10. v John xiv. 21. 

x voc., Luke zii, 32. vill. 11. John xz. 28 al. Ps 
Pet. ii. 1. 

. 7 reff. 
Isa. i. 21. iii. 1. see 4 only. 

3. 1 Thess. 1. 9. see ch. ial 
ix. T. 

e Matt. xiii. 90. Gen. iv. 10 al. fr. 

aft yvxas ins re» avOpwrev [ P]N h 1. 10-2. 86-7. 46 copt eth arm. 
ка: фа тту артур» is repeated by Nil. 8:а А tol copt Cypr Primas. 

== 

ach. liii. J. (iv. М) 
„20. Pu. xlii. 1 b ch. x ‚1. € ch. xix. 2. 4 Kings 

d ав above (c). Luke xviii. 3, 5. Rom. xii. 19. 2 . X. А А (с) ake at iet xii Cor. x. 6 oniy. 1 Kings xxiv. 18. 

om 2nd 
aft 

paprupiay ins Tov aprtov B rel ayr-dd Andr-p Areth; avrov ариу 46 ; тои xpiorov m 
34-5 Andr-coisl : om AC[P]N n (1, e sil) 36. (38.) 47 vulg Andr-a Primas.—for papr., 
ekkA cia» 38. ea xor Ri. 

10. rec (for expa£av) єкраоу, with [P] c 1. 88 (n, e sil) Andr, clamabant vulg : exexpa- 
{а> 19: txt ACN B rel Andr-cois] Areth, clamaverunt Primas. per реуа- 
Any Babcd f g m 2. 6. 9. 11-8-6-9. 26-7. 80 2-8. 40-1-8. 50-1. 90 Andr-coial. 
rec ius o bef aAn@ivos, with m 1.16. 302-5. 61 (d f h 18. 39. 90, e sil) Andr: om AC 
B rel Andr-coisl Areth. exdiucnoes N. rec (for ex) ажо, wi E 1 (171 Р) 
(1 85.6-9. 40, e sil) Andr: ex: n: ка 88: txt АСМ в rel Andr-coisl Areth, de vulg lat-ff. 

Eichhorn, clothed with bodies, is manifest) 
of those that have been slain on account 
of the word of God and on account of the 
testimony which they had (i.e which 
was committed to them to bear, and which 
they bore: see reff., especially ch. xii. 17. 
The testimony is one borna by them, as 
most Commentators: not one borne to 
them by the faithful Witness, as Diisterd. 
and Ebrard, most unnaturally: for how 
could the testimony borne to them before 
the Father by Christ (so Ebr.) be the 
cause of their being put to death on 
earth ? Much has been said about 
the souls of the martyrs not being their 
departed spirits, which must be conceived 
of as being in bliss with Christ (ef. 
Hengstb.), and in consequence it has been 
imagined that these were only their 
animal lives, resident in the blood and 
shed forth with it. But no such difficulty 
really exists. We know, whatever be the 
bliss of the departed martyrs and con- 
fessors, that they are waiting for the com- 
ing of the Lord. without which they are 
not perfect : and in the holy fire of their 
proe zeal, they look forward to that 
ay as one of righteous judgment on the 

ungodly world. The representation here, 
in which they are seen under the altar, is . 
simply symbolical, carrying out the liken- 
ing of them to victims slain on an altar. 
Even as the blood of these victims was 
poured under the altar and the life was in 
the blood, so their souls are represented as 
under the symbolical altar in heaven, cry- 
ing for vengeance, as blood is often said to 
do. After this, it hardly need be said 
that no inference can be drawn from this 
vision respecting the intermediate state 

between the death of the saints and the 
coming of the Lord): and they cried 
with a great voice, saying (viz. ai 
yYuxal, which are identified in the sen- 
etence with the ns themselves: not, 
as Ebr. and Düsterd. the ётфтудёуо! as 
distinguished from the wvxal) Until 
when (i. e. how long: see reff), thou 
Master (Seowóres is the correlative of 
odos, cf. сйубоуло: below, ver. 11, and 
see ch. i. 1; Luke ii. 29; 1 Tim. vi. 1. 
It is God whd is here addressed ; with 
Him reste the time when to avenge His 
elect, cf. Luke xviii. 7, 8) holy and true 
(see on ch. iii. 7, for the sense of dAnOivds 
in such connexion: here it is too evi- 
dently intended of subjective truthfulness 
for the other meaning even to be brought 
into question: and it is wonderful that 
Düsterd. should have insisted on it, * ber 
Herr, welder in Wahrheit biefen Namen 
verdient.“ For the voc. expressed by 
the nom. with the art., see reff., and 
Winer, edn. 6, § 29. 2), dost thou not 
judge (give decision in the matter of; 
with ёк, see reff.) and exact vengeance 
for our blood from (reff.: àro is found 
in Luke xviii. 8) them that dwell upon 
the earth ve the ungodly world, as 
distinguished from the church of God)! 

As hitherto, so here again, theana- 
logy and order of our Lord's great pro- 
phecy in Matt. xxiv. 11 is closely followed. 
“The signs of His coming, and of the end 
of the world" were there announced by 
Himself as war, famine, and tilence, 
vv. 6, 7. And when He had declared that 
these were but the beginning of sorrows 
rigid He next, vv. 9 f., announces 
tho persecution and martyrdom of His 
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g ch. vil. 9 
reff, 

h ch. Ш. 4, 6 

L 
mara. pov, čws * т\арососір kal o ™ oúvõovhot avTOv Kai о tole. 
(ou, ch. ir. dBeXdol abrüv of néXXovres ^ йлтоктёурєесӨа ws кай айтоѓ. (баз. 

John vii. 33. xti. 36. хіт. 9. Acta хіх. 22 а1. lea. liv. 7. 
m Matt. xviii. 28, 29, 31, 33. xxiv. 40. Col. 1. 7. iv. 7. ch. xix. 10. xxii. 9 only. Ezra iv. 7,9. 
k Luke zx. 9. 

Matt. х. 29. Mark xii. 5. Luke xii. å. 2 Cor. ili. 6. 

11. rec « 
B rel (1) syr-dd Clem Andr Areth 

AIIOKAATWIS IOANNOT. 

тўс уў; II xal бобу айтоф [&кастф © стоћ) 5" Neve, dern: 
wat ! 2р0) афто ‘ta ! dvaravcwvrat ёт. * xpóvo 

VI. 

. . . ro Neural, with 89 (e sil) vulg copt Primas: txt AC[P]N 
Cypr.—e8o@n avrois wa (omg ауто to avros) 1. 

rec exagros: єкасто 2. 4. 19 Clem: «кайтш avro» n syr-dd sth: avros B 
rel arm Areth : avrois екасте AC( P] f h 1 m 10-1-2-3-6-7-8. 84-6-8-9. 47-9. 51. 90 Bt 

s avaravoovra: А[Р] ва 
er: A am(with fuld al). 
1. 88. 51 vss Andr Primas, and bef xporov 

In 1. 13. 
om шкро» B rel eth-rom Andr-coisl Areth: ins AC[P]N n 

хромо» 86. 47. rec aft ews ins ov, with h n 1. 10- 
7. 88-6. 49. 61 (4. 97 Br, esil) Andr: om AC[P]N в rel Andr-cois] Areth. 

for eri, ex: N 6: om 9: xporor bef 

rec TÀ9- 

pecorra,, with Areth (Р): * mrnpwldaoww АС e 51: wAnpecovow c g n 86: жАтрю- 
сесі [P]X в rel Andr.—x*A7poco (with o superscri ; 
Cypr, ins xas bef o: weAAovres Ba bod ef gj 2. 6. 9, 13. 26-7. 30-2-3(-5, е ап)-9. 

-1-2-7-8. 50 Andr-a Areth Cypr, Primas. 
16. 27. 30 and Bch's mss, e sil) Andr Areth: атоктеуєсби B rel: txt A 

add vr avro» NINA disapproving). 17-8-9. 84-5. 47. 50-1 Andr-coial. 

people. Similarly here, after the judg- 
ments already announced, we have the 
prayer for vengeance on the part of the 
martyrs, and the announcement of more 
such martyrdoms to come. And as our 
Lord’s prophecies received a partial fulfil- 
ment in the events preceding the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem, and may have done во 

in and again since, but await their aga t 
and final fulfilment when the da of His. 
coming approaches, so it is with these. 
The cry of the martyrs’ blood has been 
ever going ар before God since Stephen 
fell : ever and anon, at some great time of 
persecution, it has waxed louder: and so 
on through the ages it shall accumulate 
and gather strength, till the t issue of 
the parable Luke xviii. 1 ff, is accom- 
lished. And there was given to them 
17 a white robe (there will be no real 

ifficulty in understanding this, if we are 
careful to mark its real place and interpret 
it accordingly. The white robe, in this 
book, is the vestment of acknowledged and 
glorified righteousness in which the saints 
walk and reign with Christ: cf. ch. iii. 4; 
vii. 18 ff., al. This was given to the mar- 
tyrs: but their prayer for vengeance was 
not yet granted. e Seer saw in vision 
that this was so. The white robe was not 
actually bestowed as some additional boon, 
but seemed in vision to be thus bestowed, 
because in that vision one side only of the 
martyrs’ intermediate state had been pre- 
sented, viz. the fact of their slaughter and 
their collective cry for vengeance. Now, 
as over against that, the other more glo- 
rious side is presented, viz. that though 
the collective cry for vengeance is not yet 

ibed) 4. om 3rd xa: B arm 

rec axokTewegOgi, with [P] fj 1 (6. 
& 2. 9. 

answered, yet individually they are blessed 
in glory with Christ, and waiting for their 
fellows to be fully complete), and it was 
said to them that they should rest (not 
merely, abstain from their cry for ven- 
geance, be quiet (во Do W., al.):—but 
rest in blessedness, see ch. xiv. 13, and 
ref. Daniel) yet a little while until 
(construction, see reff.) their fellow- 
servants (see above on Seorérys) also 
and their brethren (the cal. . xal 
may be taken as “ both . .. and," in which 
case two different sets of persons are in- 
dicated by the ovrv3ovAca and the à5«A qol, 
which distinction it would not be easy to 
give an account of. So that I prefer re- 
garding the first cal aa also, as well 
as themselves," and the two subetantives 
as describing (notwithstanding the repe- 
tition of the of before à8 Aol) the same 
persons; those who аге of сірбоуЛо: aù- 
Té» and ol à5«AQol airay: the former 
term reminding them of the necessity of 
completeness as far as the service of their 
eps а із concerned : W far 
as they belong to one and the same great 
family) shall have accomplished (scil. 
* their course." Considering that this ab- 
solute use of wAnpoty without an object 
following is an Gat Aeyópevov, it is 
strange that Ebr. and Düsterd. should de- 
signate яАлрбсос аз an explanatory 
reading for wAnpwOdow, If this latter be 
read, then we must render, shall have been 
completed (in number) ; a meaning found 
Luke xxi. 24; Acts vii. 28, 80, ix. 28, 
xxiv. 27 : cf. also Col. ii. 10, which suggests 
another reason for altering to -09c:»), who 
are about to be slain as also they were. 

р 2.4.6.9. 
e 10-3. 16 
€ to 15. 2€- 

33 

47 to 
1 = (see note) here only 

n (-ктеуу-) 90 Br 
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12 Kai eidov öre Ñvoiğev trav adparyiba тїр ёкттр, ° кай o% vr 

Р cen pyas èyévero, каў 6 es èyévero a pédas de re 
'gáxxos *Tpixwvos, kai ; eu dm éyévero Os talpa, ixi. 

xxviii. 2. 
Acts xvi. 26. 

13 каў of “aorépes тоў “ovpavod “ Erecay eis THY үй» os den f. =. 
a a Д Matt. v. 36. 

©" сук] Вале: tous dd he aùris bd dv peyáXov F oniy. 

* õοE], lt кай 0 oùpavòs Y ámeyopíaUn ws * BiBXiov Fat nn. 
А ` A LÀ ^ 2 a 7 Luke x. 13. 

za é\uccouevoy, Kat wav Gpos кай vijcos °ёк TOV ° TÓTOV ch. xi- 
only. Isa. 

1. 3. А в here only. Exod. xxvi.7. Zech. xiii. 4 only, t Acts i 20, from 
Joel II. 31. see Matt. xxiv. 29. a Marr. xxiv. 29. (Isa. xiii. 10.) v Matt. 
xxiv. 32. Hab. iil. 17. where only. Cant. ii. 13 only. x Matt. zzi. 10. xxvii. 
51. xxviii. 4. Heb. xii. 26 (from Hag. ii. 7) only. y Acts xv. 39 only. k. xliii. 21 only. 

2 Isa. xxxiv. (. а Heb. i. 12 only, from Ps. сі. 36. Job xviii. 8 only. b w. ёк, ch. ii. 
6 (Matt. xzjii. &. xxvil. 301 Mk. Acts хуй. 28. xxi. 30. xxiv. B) only. Prov. xvii. 13. с = Matt. 
xxvi. 82. John хі. 48. ch. ii. 5. xii. 14. 

12. aft «або» ins xa: 1. rec (aft 2nd ког) ins ov, with A vulg-ed(with some mss 
and lat-ff): om C[P]N в rel vss gr-lat-ff. eyevero bef peyas А c am(with demid 
fuld lipss tol) Vict : txt C[P]N в rel Andr Areth Primas. ue Aar bef еуєуєто N B 
rel copt Andr-coisl: peyas ey. m: ey. деуаз 19: txt ACT PI n 17. 33 (1. 6-8-9. 41-2, с 
ail) vulg syr-dd Andr Areth. rec om oA», with [Р] h m 1. 10-7. 35 (37. 40-9 Br, 
e sil) Andr Promiss: ins ACR в rel vss Andr-p Areth. 

18. for ovparov, ĝeov А. execoy B rel Andr Areth: txt AC[ P]N 1 9!. 17. 38-8. 
61 (1. 18. 30. 89. 40-1-2, e sil). (d illeg.) for eis, exi N 47. for Валле, Ba ovra 
rel syr-dd eth Andr-comm: fBaAAovca N j m 18-6. 80-4-5-9. 61. 90: arofaAA« n 87: 
атоВалоуса 88: Вале: 1: txt ACCP] в 10-7. 86 (f h 49 Br, e eil) vulg Andr-a Areth. 

for vro, awo N c?-marg f. rec деуалоу bef aveyou, with [P] h n 17. 36 (1. 37-9. 
40-1-9 Br, e sil) copt Andr: txt АСК в rel vulg syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth Primas.— Ni has 
um between де and yaAov, but marked for erasure. for geopen, carevopevn А 12. 

14. rec om 4, with 1 (2. 18, e sil): ins AC[P]N в rel Andr Areth.—om о ovpavos k. 
rec A., with [P] d(appy) n 1. 18. 27. 83(-6, e sil). 47-93. 51: txt ACN в rel. 

— -conevog Nabcdeg j k n 2. 4. 6. 9. 16-8-9. 27. 30-2-8-9. 40-7-8. 50-1. 90 Andr-p 
Areth. for это, Воџуоѕ N (see Isa xl. 4): moros C B. 

13— VII. 17.) OPENING OF THE SIXTH 
SEAL, AND ITS ATTENDANT VISIONS. 
And herein (12—17) Immediate approach 
Of the great day of the Lord, Matt. xxiv. 
29 ||: (vii. 1—8) gathering of the elect 
out of the four winds, Matt. xxiv. 81: 
(vii. 9—17) vision of the whole glorified 
church, Matt. xxv. 

The interpretation of this sixth seal is a 
crucial point in Apocalyptic exegesis. We 
may unhesitatingly set down all interpre- 
tations "y Mg which view as iw fulfil- 
ment of this passage any period except 
that of the coming of thie Lord. See the 
grounds of this below. And I saw when 
he opened the sixth seal, and a great 
earthquake took place (we have no word 
but “earthquake”? for oucpcs, but it 
does not by any means cover the meaning. 
For here the heavens are shaken (against 
Diisterd.), and the sea, and the dry land. 
See Hag. ii. 6, 7, and the comment in 
Heb. xii. 26 f. Compare also Zech. xiv. 
4, 6), and the sun became black as sack- 
cloth of hair (see ref. Isa. The cloth 
meant is the cilicium: see note on Acts 
xviii. 8. This answers to Matt. xxiv. 29,— 
eb0bs 82 perà Th» Orth тё» дерд» 
ékelvev ó No скотісбћсета ... , and 
to 4 Atos ueragrpadicera: eis скбтоз, 
in Joel ii. 81), and the whole moon (i. e. 

not the moon in her crescent or her incom- 
plete form, but entire; as we say, the full 
moon) became as blood (so Matt. 1. c., 
ка) 4 cerh оф 8ace ть фёууоѕ афтўз; 
and Joel ii. 81, ка) ў ceAdvn els alpa, 
rply dA0eiv Thy Ўдёрду kvplov thv ueyá- 
An» ка) éripayh), and the stars of the 
heaven fell to the earth (so Matt. 1. с., 
kal of dordpes weootryra: deb той obpa- 
yoo), аз a fig-tree casteth her unripe 

(fAvrüos, Tb uh петаццёуоу тко», 
Hesych. De W. explains it to mean, the 
winter figs, which almost always full off 
unripe) when shaken by a great wind (so 
Matt. again, 1. c., xal al Bvvdyueis 70 
оф, carevOhoovra:. It is remark- 
able, that in Matt., when the description 
has finished, the next words аге ётё тӯ: 
тукй+ pdbere thy wapaBoAfw. The si- 
militude from the fig-tree, though a dif- 
ferent one, rises to the mind of the Apostle 
as he sees in vision the fulfilment of his 
Master’s words which were 80 shortly fol- 
lowed by a similar illustration. The ima- 
gery iteelf, as that in the beginning of the 
next verse, is from Isa. xxxiv. 4). And 
the heaven parted asunder as а scroll 
when rolled up (the stars having fallen 
from it, the firmament itself was removed 
away, as an open scroll which is rolled up 
and put by. So also almost verbatim, 
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Ian. xxxiv. 4), and every mountain and 
island were moved out of their places 
(cf. again Matt. xxiv. 86, д obparbs ка) j 
yñ тжареАейтета: the whole earth is 
broken up by а change as total as any of 
ihose previous ones which have prepared 
it for its present inhabitants. Cf. ch. 
xvi. 20; and Nahum i. 6, rà Spy ёсе(сбт- 
car ёт abroU kal ol Bovvol dcaXcóOncar, 
xal dverrdAn h уў àrd wposóxov abro) 
J с0ртаса kal xdyrres ої катоойуте$ 
dv aùr). And the kings of the earth 
and the great men (the word деу итйуе$ 
belongs to later Greek. It serves here to 
designate the.great civil officers, states- 
men and courtiers, as distinguished from 
the next following) and the chief captains 
(see reff., especially those in Acts, where 
the officer in command of the garrison at 
Jerusalem is so called) and the rich men 
and the strong men (hitherto the enume- 
ration has comprised all those who from 
their circumstances would have most 
ground for trust in the permanence of the 
existing state of the earth : tliese last, the 
do xupol, being perhaps the physically 
strong, cf. Ps. xxxii. 16: or [та АП 
those who on account of any loxds, phy- 
sical or intellectual, are of the number of 
the sturdy or stout-hearted. The word is 
commonly used by the LXX as an epithet 
or even as a name (ó lexvpós) of Je- 
hovah: but also as here: see reff. Now, 
the catalogue becomes more general) and 
every man, bond and free, hid them- 
selves in (eis, pregn.; ran for shelter 
into) the caves in the rocks of the 

mountains (see reff. Isa., from which the 
imagery comes), and say to the mountains 
and to the rocks, Fall upon us and hide 
us from the countenance (see ref., and 
cf. Ps, xxxiii. 16, ярбѕотоу xupiov én? 
xoiüvras кака) of Him that sitteth upon 
the throne, and from the wrath of the 
Lamb (the imagery is from Hosea x. 8, 
further impressed by our Lord’s solemn 
saying on the way to Calvary, Luke xxiii. 
$0:—the meaning, that all these shall 
seek death or annihilation in terror of the 
coming day, when they shall have to stand 
before God): because the great day (we 
have no way in English of expressing the 
ў meydan without an awkward periphrasis, 
The art. lifts the adjective out of its mere 
epithetal office, and makes it almost a 
title—the day, that great day: cf. Acts 
viii. 10, where the people say of Simon 
Magus, obrós srw ) 5брараѕ той Oeo? 
ў Kadoupdvyn peydAyn. This name, з) ўм. 
9j peyaAn, if properly considered, should 
have kept expositors firm here to the 
great verity of this part of the Apocalyp- 
tic visions, and prevented them from go- 
ing in omnia alia as they have done) of 
His wrath is come (the virtually perfect 
sense of the aor. Aden here can hardly 
be questioned. Yet even here an account 
may be given of the aoristic use: see 
note on ch. xi. 15), and who is able to 
stand (reff, and Mal. ni. 2)! We are 
thus brought to the very threshold itself 
of the great day of the Lord's coming. 
It has not yet happened: but the tribes of 
the earth are troubled at its immediate 
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approach, and those terrible signe with 
which all Scripture ushers it in, have 
taken place. We arc now then arrived at 
the time described in Matt. xxiv. 80: the 
coming itself of the Son of man being for 
a while kept in the background, as here- 
nfter to be resumed. He is seen as it 
were coming: but before the vengeance is 
fully accomplished, the elect of God then 
living on the earth must be gathered, as 
Matt. xxiv. 31, out of the four winds of 
heaven, from among the inhabitants of the 
earth. To this ingathering the sealing in 
our text is the necessary preliminary. The 
correspondence between the series of pro- 
phecies holds even in the minutest par- 
ticulars, and where they do not correspond, 
their very differences are fall of instruction. 
See these pointed out as we proceed. 

Сн. VII. 1—8.] The sealing of the 
Elect. [And] after this (these words, 

тобто, shew that the opening of the 
sixth seal is complete, and that what is 
now to follow, —viz. the two visions each 
introduced with similar words, perà тобто 
(табта) elBov,—comes in by way of epi- 
sode. They represent two great events, 
the sealing of the elect on earth, and the 
great final assemblage of the saints in 
heaven. The great day of the Lord’s 
judgment is not described; it is all but 
brought before us ander the sixth seal, 
and is actually going on in the first of 
these episodes (see below) : but only that 
part of it which regards the saints appears 
to us, and that only by its result — their 
gathering in to heaven) I saw four angels 
(not, us many interpreters, dad angels; 

expafey A[ P] Andr-a-p. тессарєз(віс) Ni. 

nor does it necessarily follow that we are 
to adopt the analogy of ch. xvi. 5 and to 
regard them as “angels of the winds г” 
but simply angels, to whom this office is 
committed. This is all that is declared to 
us in the text, and it is idle to enquire 
beyond it. All allegorizing and all indi- 
vidualizing interpretations are out of the 
uestion) standing upon the four corners 
Art with accus. at the first appearance, 

as indicating the coming into that posi- 
tion, “ sensu pregnanti;" see on ch. iv. 
2) of the сс (i.e. North, South, East, 
and West, the cardinal points from which 
the winds blow) holding the four winds 
of the earth, that the wind may not blow 
on the earth nor on the sea, nor against 
any (or а, 1. е. any) tree (the three disjunc- 
tives, whre, merely couple, without any 
climax), and I saw another angel (as 
before, simply an angel; not as has been 
fancied, our Lord, nor the Holy Spirit ; cf. 
тоб 0eoU 7nd» below) coming up from 
rising of the sun (ávafaívovra, because 
the rising of the sun is low on the earth's 
horizon, whereas the Apostle was in hea- 
ven, looking down on the earth: and ётё 
ёуатолўѕ Mlov, as naturally agreeing 
with the glorious and salutary nature of his 
employment. Cf. Ezek. xliii. 2; Mal. iv. 2. 
The allegorical interpretations which bave 
been given are entirely uncountenanced 
in the text), having the seal (odpayida, 
though anarthrous, is defined by the pos- 
sessive gen. following) of the living God 
(Lvros, us giving to the seal solemnity and 
vital import): and he cried with a great 
voice to the four angels to whom it was 
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xiAladas 1. 

given (reff.) to injure (viz. by letting loose 
the winds, which they as yet held in) the 
earth and the sea, saying, Do not ye in- 
jure the earth nor the sea nor the trees, 
until we (not T: see Matt. xxiv. 31, cited 
below) shall have sealed the servants of 
our God (the God alike of the speaker and 
of those addressed) upon their foreheads 
(the noblest, as well as the most conspicu- 
ous part of the human frame). 

is vision stands in the closest analogy 
with Matt. xxiv. 81, where immediately 
after the appearing of the sign of the Son 
of man and the mourning of the tribes of 
the earth, we read ка) ёкоттєАе той 
Фууё\ооѕ abroU perà  cáAmCyyos pwrs 
ueyd ans, cal émcourdiovew Toùs ёкХек- 
Tous афтод ёк Tey reed avéuey, ax’ 
Éxpe» ойрауд»у ius йкрюу a . The 
judgment of the great day is in fact 

ing on in the background; but in this 
rst and general summary of the divine 

judgments and dealings, in which the 
sighs of Creation and of the Church for 
Christ’s coming are set before us, only 
that portion of its proceedings is deacribed 
which has reference to these two. When - 
the strain is again taken up, the case and 
reference are different. 

he questions now arise, 1) who are 
these that are sealed? and 2) what is the 
intent of their being sealed? 1) Those 
who have followed the p ing course 
of interpretation will have no difficulty in 
anticipating the reply. They are, pri- 
marily, those elect of God "who shall be 
living upon earth at the time here indi- 
cated, viz. that of the coming of the 
Lord: those indicated in Matt. xxiv. 81, 
above cited., (On the import and reason 
of the use of Israel and its tribes, I shall 
speak below.) As such, they are not iden- 
tical «nth, but are included in, the great 
multitude which no man can number of 

Bat they are also symbolical of 
tho firsi-fruits of the Church: see notes 
on ch. xiv. 1 ff. 4.) And I heard 
the number of the sealed, an hundred 
and forty-four thousand sealed (the num- 

4. 

nkovcar(sic) . om recoapes N c. 

ber is symbolical of fixedness and full 
completion, 12 x 12, taken a thousand 
fold. No one that I am aware of has 
taken it literally, and supposed that just 
this particular number and no more is 
imported. The import for us is that the 
Lord knoweth and sealeth His own: that 
the fulness of their number shall be accom- 
plished and not one shall fail: and, from 
what follows, that the least as well as the 
greatest of the portions of his Church, 
shall furnish its quota to this blessed 
company: see more below) from every 
tribe (i.e. from the sum of the tribes; 
from every tribe, all being taken to- 
gether. This is evident from what fol- 
lows. For this accumulative sense of sas 
with ап anarthrous substantive, see reff. 
and Winer, edn. 6, $ 18. 4) of the sons 
of Israel (this has been variously un- 
derstood. By many, and even by the 
most recent Commentator, Düsterdieck, 
these sealed ones are taken to represent 
Jewish believers: the chosen out of the 
actual children of Israel. I need hardly 
вау that such an interpretation seems 
to me to be quite inconsistent with the 
usage of this book. Our rule in such cases 
must be, to interpret а term, whereit may 
possibly be ambiguous, by the use of the 
same term, if we can discover any, in a place 
or places where it is clear and unmistake- 
able. Now in the description of the hea- 
venly Jerusalem, ch. xxi. 9 ff., we have the 
names Té» 8&8єка Purdy vid» 'lopafA 
inscribed on its 12 gates. Can there be 
any doubt ав to the import of those names 
in ir тофт P Is it notthat the city thus 
inscribed is the dwelling-place'of the Israel 
of God? Or are the upholders of the literal 
sense here prepared to carry it out there, 
and to regard these inscribed names as im- 
porting that none but the literal descend- 
ants of Israel dwelt within ? (For observo 
that such an inference could not be esca 
by the fact of the names of the 12 Apostles 
being inscribed on its foundations: those 
being individual names, the others collec- 
tive.) It seems certain, by this expression 
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being again used there * totidem verbis," 
that the А e must here, as there, have 
intended Israel to be taken not as the 
Jewish nation, but as the Israel of God. 
Again, we have a striking indication fur- 
nished in ch. iii. 12, who these children of 
Israel are, and to what city they be- 
long :—ó nev . . . ypdipe dr’ афтду ті 
Üvoua ToU Ge pov, xai тд буора тїз 
GR TOU Scot pov тїз kavis ‘lepov- 
саль ў катаВа{уоуса ёк tov obpavod 
&xb ToU 000 pov, ка) Tb voud pov Tb 
«atvóv. These words serve to bind to- 
gether the sealing here, and the vision 
of the new Jerusalem in ch. xxi. Nor is 
it any valid objection to this view that 
the persons calling themselves Jews in ch. 
ii. 9, iii. 9, have been taken to be actual 
Jews. There is a wide difference in the 
circumstances there, as there is also in 
the appellation itself): eut of the tribe of 
Judah. twelve thousand sealed, &. &c. 
The points to be noticed in this enumera- 
tion are, l)'that with the exception of 
Judah being placed first, the order of the 
tribes does not seem to follow any assign- 
able principle, It may indeed be not with- 
out reason, that Reuben, the eldest, next 
follows Judah, and Benjamin the youngest 
is placed last, with Joseph his own brother : 
but beyond this all is uncertainty: as any 
one will find, who attempts to apply to the 
order any imaginable rule of arrangement. 
Bo far has been generally confessed. ** Nul- 
las servatur ordo, quia omnes in Christo 

res,” says Grotius. 2) That the tribe of 
an is omitted. This is accounted for by 

the fathers and ancient interpreters, from 
the idea (founded on Gen. xlix. 17) that 
antichrist was to arise from this tribe. So 
Ате. in Catena,— roi Ady фил) rijs 
cernpias éxeBéBrnra, Ere patedovga Tb» 
Arrixpioror, kal bx’ айтоб ovyxporov- 

1 

urn, kal тобтф xposavéxouca, ка) kav- 
xnua тобто» wpoBaAAouérvm ка) kAéos 
&xAées kal длӨр:оу: by most Commenta- 
tors, from the fact, that this tribe was the 
first to fall into idolatry, see Judg. xviii.: 
by others (Grot., Ewald, De W., Ebrard, 
Düsterd., al.), from the fact that this tribe 
had been long ago as good as extinct. 
Grot. quotes for this a Jewish tradition, 
*jam olim ea tribus ed unam familiam 

ussim reciderat, ut aiunt Hebrei, que 
ipsa familia bellis interiisse videtur ante 
Esdrg tempora." Accordingly we find in 
1 Chron. iv. ff. where all е are reckoned 
by genealogies, that this tribe is omitted 
together. This latter seems the more 

probable account here, seeing that in order 
to the number 12 being kept, some one 
of the smaller tribes must beomitted. In 
Deut. xxxiii., Simeon is omitted. 3) That 
instead of Ephraim, Joseph is mentioned. 
We have a somewhat similar instance in 
Num. xiii. ll, with this difference, that 
there it is of the tribe of Joseph, namely 
of the tribe of Mannsseh." The substitu- 
tion here has been accounted for by the 
“untheocratic” recollections connected 
with the name Ephraim (so e. д. Düsterd.). 
But this may well be questioned. In 
the prophecy of Hosea, where the name 
во frequently occurs, it designates Israel 
repentant, as well as Israel backsliding ; cf. 

ially Hos. xiv. 4—8, the recollection 
of which would admirably fit the spirit 
of this present should rather 
sup that some practice had arisen 
which the Apostle adopts, of calling the 
tribe of Ephraim by this name. 4) That 
the tribe of Levi is included among the 
rest, hardly appears to depend on the 
reason assigned by Bengel, al., that the 
Levitical ceremonies being now at an end, 
all are alike priests and have access to 
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rec «Bvrare, with [P] f g m n 1. 18-9. 35 (16. 37-9. 40 1-2. 61, е sil) Meth Andr: 
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God: for in some O. T. catalogues, even 
where territorial division is in question, 
Levi is not omitted: the cities of the 
priests being mentioned under the head of 
this tribe. Cf. 1 Chron. vi. 

It yet remains to enquire, before passing 
on to the second vision in this episode, 
Fwhat is the import and intent of the seal- 
ing here mentioned., It has been the ge- 
neral view, that it was to exempt those 
sealed from the judgments which were to 
come on the unbelieving., And it can 
hardly be denied, that this view receives 
strong support from Scripture analogy, 
е. g. that of Exod. xii. and Ezek. ix., 
especially the latter, where the exempted 
ones are marked, as here, on their fore- 
heads. It is also borne out by our ch. ix. 
4, where these sealed ones are by implica- 
tion exempted from the plague of the 
locusts from the pit. It is again hardly 

ible to weigh fairly the language used 
in this place itself, without coming to the 
same conclusion. The four angels are 
commanded not to begin their work of 
деш о until the sealing has taken 
place. ' For what imaginable reason could 
such a prohibition be uttered, unless those 
who were to be sealed were to be marked 
out for some purpose connected with that 
work ? у And for what purpose could the 
be thus marked out, if not for aceniption F 
The objection brought against this view 
by Düsterd., that so far from being ex- 
empt from trials, the saints in glory have 
come out of great tribulation, is grounded 
on the mistake of not distinguishing be- 
tween the trials of the people of God and 
the judgments on tbe unbelieving world. 
In the latter, the sainte have no part, as 
neither had the children of Israel in the 
plagues of Egypt. "And indeed the very 
symbolism here used, in which the elect 
are pointed out under the names of the 12 
tribes, serves to remind us of this ancient 
exemption., At the same time, exemption 
from the coming plagues is not the only 
object of the sealing. It serves a positive 
as well as a negative purpose. It appro- 

priates to God those upon whom it has 
me For the seal contains His own 
ame, cf. ch. iii. 12, xiv. 1. And thus t 

are not only gathered out of the worl 
but declared to be ready to be gathered 
into the city of God., And thus the way is 
prepared for the next vision in the episode. 

9—17.] The great multitude of the 
redeemed in heaven. The opening of 
the sixth seal introduced the coming 
of the Lord. The first vision of the epi- 
sode revealed the gathering together of 
the elect from the four winds. But before 
the seventh and /ast seal can be opened, 
and the book of God’s purposes be un- 
rolled, not only must all thi on this 
earth be accomplished, but the whole 
multitude of the redeemed must be ga- 
thered in to the joy of their Lord. Then, 
and not till then, shall we know even as 
we are known, and read the mystery of 
God's ways without hindrance. Aecord- 
ingly, in this sublime vision we are ad- 
mitted to a sight of the finished state of 
glory, in which the seventh seal shall be 
opened. After these things (see above on 
ver. 1. The term indicates separation 
from that which went before, and intro- 
duces a second and distinct vision in the 
episode) I saw, and behold a great multi- 
tude, which (construction, see reff.) no 
one could (the past ddévaro represents the 
classical &» ббушто: not that the attempt 
was actually made, but that if made it 
was sure to fail) number, out of every 
nation (see ch. v. 9) and (all) tribes and 
peoples and tongues (observe, that this 
very specification, of a multitude without 
number, carries us on past the first or 
millennial resurrection, indicated in the 
two former parables of Matt. xxv. (see 
notes there), and past the final judgment 
sublimely described at the end of that 
chapter: of 32 dixa: els (оўу aióriov is 
the point at which our vision takes up 
that prophecy. We have oi ixa, in 
their robes of righteousness, made white 
in the blood of the Lamb, already, vv. 15 
— 17, in the midst of those pleasures for 
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1 as above (k). 
Luke ru 
xx. 46. vv. 

Esth. vi. 8. 
єкйипсау тф Өєф 1? Xéyovres "А илј" ij % ebXovy(a kal ij dH m 
Kai 7) “ 

ch. XII. 10. xix. 1. Ps. iii, B. p ch. v. 13 reff. see Matt. xii. 46. 
r ch. iv. 6 reff. 8 cb. iv, 10 reff. t ch. zi. 16 reff. u 1 Cor. x. 18. ch. v. 12, 13. Neh. 

1x. 5. Sir. 1. 20. v = Jude 25 reff. w = ch. v. 13. x Rev., ch. iv. 9 
only. = Paul, 2 Cor. iv. 15 al. y ch. iv. 11 reff. zch.v.12. 1 Chron. xxix. 11. 

a= Matt. xi. 25. Acts ili. 12 al. Deut. xxv. 9 al. 

for Ist rio, eri А. rec wepsBeBAnnevor, with [P]N?* n 1. 10-7-8 (h j 87-9 
Br, e sil) Andr Fulg, : sepiBeBAnuerag g 47: txt ACN! в rel Andr-coisl Areth Fulgi. 

qoiwikas №! в rel Areth : txt AC( PN m (1 t. 13-7-9. 38, e sil) vulg Andr. 
10. rec (for xpaovow) xpa(ovres, with 1 Andr-p(Del.) Areth: txt ACL PIN в rel vulg 

syr-dd copt Andr lat-ff, xpatovciy m. 
В rel, rov бео» A, тоу К. 

k: ex: To apy. 40. 
11. om o: Ri. 
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om 7w кабтиєуо Ni. 

17-8. 36 (j 37-8. 47. 51, e sil): txt AC( P ]N! rel Andr Areth. 
TOV Өеоу догу, with 37-8: дею nuwy 1: om AC( P7N в ге]. 

гес TOV Üpovov, with №а в 1 1. 
Steph (aft дроу.) ins 

TOV apviou Na, то армоу 
at end ins eis Tous a:wvas Twy aiwvwr арту N'(N54 disapproving). 

rec єстткєсау (for -кесау), with 1. 17. 88. 51 (26 Bch’s-5-mas, o 
sil): txt A[P] rel Andr Areth, -«2cav в 1* 32-5-6. 501, - сау СМ. —rec єст., with C 9. 
18-7. 30. 51 (26 Bch's-5-mss, e sil): txt B rel Andr Areth, гот. A[ PN 86. 

aft Opovov ins avrov В rel syr-dd Andr-cois] Areth : 
IN g h n 10-7-8 (1. 87-8. 40-1. 49. 51 Br, e sil) vulg Andr lut-ff. 

во АС[РЈХ 91. 13-6. 27. 33.) 
om AC 

(єтесау, 

rec (for 
та хроѕожа) xposwroy, with 1 copt Andr-p Fulg: txt AC[P]N в rel vulg syr-dd arm 
Andr Areth Primas. 

12. om » (bef evxap.) Ж! К. om 2nd адуу C 86 Andr-p Primas Fulg Ansb. 
18. om ek N: eis тор яресВ. Aeytr uoi is repeated by Ni. 

evermore which always stand in Scripture 
for a description of the employments of 
the life everlasting) standing before the 
throne and before the Lamb (by these 
words the vision is fixed as belonging to 
that heaven itself which has been pre- 
viously described, ch. iv. The celestial 
scene becomes filled with this innumerable 
throng: its other inhabitants remaining 
as before) clothed in white robes (see ch. 
vi. 11, note: and below, ver. 14), and 
palm-branches in their hands (bearing 
the palm- branch was a mark of festal joy, 
cf. John xii. 18; 1 Mace. xiii. 51: and 
this practice extended beyond the Jews, 
ef. Paus. Arcad. 48, of $ dyaves polvi- 
коз &xovew ol wodAol стёфароу «ls 5% 
thy бей» dor: cal vavraxoU TE ик@ут! 
doriBénevos otv. Remember also Vir- 
gil's palms, pretium victoribus," Ain. v. 
111. As regards the palm-brancA being 
also called goimt, we have the authority 
of Pollux (Wetst.), той uévro: ġolvixos 
wal ó xAd8os dumvipws doin калети): 
and they cry (the pres. expresses their 

unceasing occupation) with a loud voice, 
saying, Salvation (ў owrnpla, the praise 
of our salvation: the ascription of the sal- 
vation which we have obtained) (be) to 
our God who sitteth on the throne and to 
the Lamb. 11, 12.] The choir of 
angels, as in ch. v. 11, pyra to the 
ascription of praise. And the angels 
were standing (elorfikew is in sense im- 
perfect, just as Zornxaq ів in sense present: 
this latter importing * [ have placed my- 
self," = “I stand," and the former I 
had placed myself, = “ I was standing") 
round the throne and the elders and the 
four living-beings, and fell before the 
throne on their faces (then they were in 
the vision in the similitude of men) and 
worshipped God, saying, Amen: the 
blessing and the glory and the wisdom 
and the thanksgiving and the honour 
and the power and the might (observe 
the sevenfold ascription) be to our, God 
unto the ages of the ages. Amen. 

18—17.] Explanation of the vision. 
And one of the elders answered (on this 
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use of dwexplén, see reff.) saying to me 
(the elders symbolizing the Church, one 
of them fitly stands out as the interpre- 
ter of this vision in which the glorified 
Church is represented), These t are 
clothed in the white robes, who are they, 
and whence came they (‘ad hoc inter- 
rogat, ut doceat,’ Bede. The questions 
are those ordinarily put when we seek for 
information respecting strangers. Wetst. 
compares the ris; 100 els àvðpv; of 
Homer, and the “Qui genus? unde do- 
mo?” of Virgil. Both enquiries are an- 
swered in ver. 14) 1 And I said to him, 
My Lord (the address is one of deep reve- 
тепсе as to а heavenly being. See the 
limits of this reverence in ch. xix. 10, xxii. 
8, 9), thou knowest (see ref. Ezek., from 
which the form of expression comes. The 
ov oldas must not with Ebrard be forced 
to mean, I know well, but thou knowest 
better :” but must be taken in its simple 
acceptation, “ I know not, but thou dost.” 
And this again need not mean that the 
Apostle bal. no thought on the subject, 
but that he regarded himself as ignorant 
in comparison with his heavenly inter- 
Jocutor) And he said to me, These are 
they that come (not, as E. V., “that 
сате:” nor again must the present be 
put prominently forward, that are coming, 
as if the number in the vision were not 
yet complete: still less is it to be taken 
as g quasi-future, “that shall come," cf. 
ёхлоуау and CAcixavay below ;—bat as in 
the expression ó ¢dpxdéueros, the present is 
merely one of designation. Their de- 
scription, generically, is, that “they are 
they that come,” Le) out of the great 
tribulation (the definite art. ought not to 
be omitted as in E. V. It is most em- 
phatic: **out of the tribulation, the great 
one.” And in consequence some, o. g. 
Düsterd., have explained the words of 
that last great time of trial which is to 
try the saints before the coming of the 
Lord. But to limit it to this only, is 
manifestly out of keeping with the spirit 

of the vision. I would rather understand 
it of the whole sum of the trials of the 
saints of God, viewed by the Elder as now 
complete, and designated by this emphatic 
and general name: q. d. **all that tribu- 
lation"), and they washed their robes 
(the aor. is that so often used of the 
course of this life when looked back upon 
from its yonder side: they did this in 
that life on earth which is now (in the 
vision) past and gone by) and made them 
white (the reff. are full of interest) in the 
blood of the Lamb (i.e. by that faith in 
the atoning blood of Christ of which it is 
said, Tj тісте кабарісаѕ тёз xapdlas 
abr, Acts xv. 9: and 1 John i. 7, rd 
alua “Inco xpurroU .... кабар(ба фраз 
ёх} dens duaprias. See also Eph. v. 25 
—27. Several of the ancient Commenta- 
tors have misunderstood this: e. g. Areth, 
—qauér фу dx тоў aluaros abr ; бтёр 
xpio roõ Exxvors xdons dwhAAatey abrobs 
nor. Te yep оікєіф aluari Ваят‹- 
сӨёутез Aevkol dr той Towtrov AouTpov 
av gi xpbs toy daurò Bacıàda xpi- 
oréy: and, though differently, Joachim: 
— ‘sed cum sancti martyres in sanguine 
suo baptizati sint, quomodo ini 
Christi ascribitur quod abluti sunt, et 
non potius proprio sanguini quem pro 
Christo fuderunt? sed sciendum est, 
uod postquam empti sumus sanguine 

risti, et ejus sacratissimo cruori com- 
municare concessi, etiam sanguis noster 
sanguis ejus effectus est." Similarly 
Lyra: “merito dicitur sanguis Agni, 
quia est sanguis membrorum ejus, in qui- 
bus dicit se persecutionem pati.” Ansbert 
ambiguously, * eas in sangwine agni can- 
dificant, subaudis, in Christi pessionibus 
habitum mentis exornant.” And Ewald 
has fallen into the same mistake: “ san- 
guine Christi, i. e. cede quam ob Christi 
doctrinam, Christi et in hac re exemplar 
secuti, passi sunt." Observe, wo must 
not separate the two acts, washing and 
making white, as Hengstb., interpreting 
the former of the forgiveness of sins, the 
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latter of sanctification: the latter-is only 
the result of the former: they washed 
them, and by so doing made them white, 
The act was a life-long one,—the con- 
tinued purification of the man, body, soul, 
and spirit, by the application of the blood 
of Christ in its cleansing power) On 
this account (because they washed their 
robes white in Christ's atoning and puri- 
fying blood: for nothing tbat has spot or 
wrinkle or any such thing, can stand 
where they are standing: cf. again Eph. 
v. 27: none wil be there who are not 
thus washed) they are before the throne 
of God (in the presence of His throne: 
seeing Him (Matt. v. 8; 1 Cor. xiii. 12) 
as He sees them), and they serve Him by 
day (gen. sing.) and by night (more 
nostro loquens sternitatem significat," 
Bede) in His temple (as His priests, con- 
ducting the sweet praises of that heavenl 
choir, ver. 10, and doing what other hig 
and blessed service He may delight to 
employ them in): and He that sitteth on 
the throne shall spread His habitation 
over them (it is exceedingly difficult to 
express the sense of tbese glorious words, 
in which the fulfilment of the О. T. pro- 
mises, such as Levit. xxvi. 11; Isa. iv. б, 
6; Ezek. xxxvii. 27, is announced. They 
give the fact of the dwelling of God among 
them, united with the fact of His protec- 

Vor. IV. 

tion being over them, and assuring to them 
the exemptions next to be mentioned. In 
the word exwvéce are contained a multi- 
tude of recollections: of the pillar in the 
wilderness, of the Shechinah in the hol 
place, of the tabernacle of witness with a 
its symbolism. These will all now be 
realized and superseded by the oversbadow- 
ing presence of God Himself). They shall 
not hunger any more, nor yet (the re- 
peated 0084 is exclusive, and carries a 
climax in each clause) thirst any more, 
neither shall the sun ever light upon 
them, no, nor any (reff) heat (as, e.g., 
ó xabœms, the sirocco, which word is used 
in Isa. xlix. 10, from whence this whole 
sentence is taken): because the Lamb 
which is in the midst of the throne (the 
éva рќсоу is somewhat difficult to express 
in its strict meaning. In ref. Matt., it has 
the sense of among: in ref. Mark, that of 
through the midst of : in ref. Isa., of be- 
tween. It seems to imply at least two 
things, between or in the midst of which 
any thing or is situate. And iu 
order to apply this here, we must remem- 
ber the text and note at ch. v. 6, where 
we found reason to believe that ёи иёс® 
rod Opórov, K. T. A., imported in the middle 
point in front of the throne. If so, the 
two points required for ava дёто» would 
be the two extreme ends of 6 throne to 

т 
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VIII. 

Cuar. VIII. 1. rec (for ота») ore, with [P]N в rel Andr Areth: om К: txt AC. 

хой. xi. 7; Levit. xxvii. 12, 14; 
xv. 4; 8 Kings v. 12; Ezek. xxii. 

26) shall tend them (as a shepherd his 
flock), and shall guide them to the foun- 
tains of the waters of life (cf. ch. xxii. 1. 
(es is prefixed for emphasis, as capxós 
in 1 Pet. iii. 21, оў capxbs ётббєсіз - 
zov. It is not found in the place of 
Isaiah, which runs s ó errs ajos 
sapaxaAécei, ka) 8:4 mry&y Te» “е 
abroés. See Ps. xxiii. 2): and God shall 
т away (see reff.) every tear out of 

All is now ready for the final disclosure 
by the mage e Dook 55 
purposes. coming 1a8 
passed, and the elect are gathered in. Ac- 
cordingly, THE LAST SEAL I8 NOW OPENED, 
which lets loose the roll. 

Сн. VIII. I] And when (for brav with 
indic., see reff. Notice, that it occurs in 
the opening of this seal only, giving it an 
indefiniteness which does not belong to 
any of the rest. The touch is so slight as 
not to be reproducible in another lan- 
guage : but it can hardly be denied that 
in the Writer’s mind it exists) he opened 
the seventh seal (what sign may we ex- 

t to follow? The other six seals have 
n accompanied each by its appropriate 

vision. Since the opening of the last one, 
followed as it was by the portents and 
terrors of the day of the Lord, there has 
been an episodical series of visions, settin 
forth the gathering in of the elect, an 
the innumerable multitude of the glorified 
Church. What incident is Appropriate 
for the removal of this last, the only ob- 
stacle yet remaining to the entire dis- 
closure of the secret purposes of God ?) 
there was (there became, there came оп, 
supervened, from a state very different, 
viz. the choral songs of the t multi- 
tnde, re-echoed by the c host) si- 
lenoe in the heaven about (see reff. 
There is no ellipsis in the és: the dura- 
tion is contained in the $ulwpor) half an 
hour (in enquiring into the meaning of 
this silence, let us first see whether we 
have any indication by analogy in the 
book itself, which may guide us. In ch. 
X. 4 when the Apostle is about to write 
down the voices of the seven thunders, he 
is commanded to abstain, and not to write 
them down. And though neither the 
manner nor the place of that withholding 
exactly corresponds to this half-hour’s si- 

the right and to the left. See, besides 
reff, Ё 
J 

lence, yet it holds a place related to the 
sounding of the seventh trumpet, quite 
sufficiently near to that of this, with re- 
gard to the seventh seal, to be brought 
into comparison with it. It imports 1) a 
passing over and withholding, as far as 
the Apostle is concerned, of that which 
the seventh seal revealed: i.e. of that 
complete unrolling of God's book of His 
eternal pu of the times and seasons 
which He holds in His own power. For 
this unrolling, every thing has been pre- 
pared: even to the taking off of the last 
seal which bound the m ions roll. 
But as to what the roll iteelf contains, 
there is silence. 2) But it also imports, 
as Victorinus beautifully says, **semihora, 
initium quietis Sterne:“ the beginning 
of that blessed sabbatical state of rest, 
during which the people of God shall be 
in full possession of those things which ear 
hath not heard nor eye seen. With equal 
truth and beauty does the same, our 
earliest apocalyptic expositor, proceed: 
“ sed partem intellexit, quia interruptio 
eadem per ordinem repetit. Nam si esset 
juge silentium, hic finis narrandi fleret." 
So that the vexed question, whether what 
follows belongs, or not, to the seventh seal, 
is, in fact, a question not worth seriously 
answering. t of the completion of the 
former vision rise up а new series of vi- 
sions, bearing a different character, but 
distinguished by the same number, indi- 
cating perfection, and shewing us that 
though evolved out of the completion of 
the former series, they do not belong to 
the last particular member of that series, 
any forther than as it leads the way to 
them. Even more marked is this again 
below in ch. xi.—xvi., where the pouring 
out of the seven vials can in no way be 
said to belong to or form of tho 
blowing of the seventh trumpet. It will 
be seen then that I believe all interpreta- 
tion to be wrong, which regards the blow- 
ing of the seven trumpets as forming a 
portion of the vision accompanying the 
seventh seal in particular: and again that 
I place in the same category all that 
which regards it as taking up and going 
over the same ground again. In the 
seven seals we had revealed, as was 
fitting, the opening of the great Revela- 
tion, the progress and fortunes of God's 
Church and people in relation to the 
world, and of the world in relation to the 
church, 
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юе so, With regard to the trumpets them- does not close the series of the vials, seems 
82 to 38. selves, we may observe, 1) that they re- to be owing to special circumstances be- 
(0-1-2: peat again the ваше mystic number seven, longing to the outpouring of the seventh 
50 B. ` indicating that the course of events (see vial: see there (ch. xvi. 21). 8) that as 

before by the Шао! the seals, and as 
is also that afterwards to be indicated by 
the pouring out of the vials: 2) that as 
in the case of the seals, there is a distinc- 
tion made between the first four and the 
following three. Cf. below, ver. 18. 3) 
that as also in the case of the seals, there 
is an interval, with two episodical visions, 
between tbe sixth and the seventh trum- 
pet. Cf. ch. x, and ch. xi. 1—14. 4) 
that of the trumpets, six only announce 
visions partaking of the common character 
of judgments, whereas the seventh forms, 
as we also saw in the case of the seventh 
seal, the solemn close to the rest. 5) and 
farther, that as regards this seventh trum- 
pet, the matters imported by it as being 
J oval ў rplrn (ch. xi. 14) are not given, 
but merely indicated by IAV. . ô xaipds 
10 vexpay KkpiOjvat, K. T. A. (ch. хі. 18): 
just as we saw that the sain ара 
by the opening of the sevent were 
not detailed, but only indicated by the 
episodical visions, and by the nature of 
the similitude used. 6) that before the 
sounding of the seventh trumpet, the 
mystery of God is finished, as far as relates 
to the subject of this course of visions. 
This is indicated by the great Angel in 
ch. х. 7; and again by implication in ch. 
xi. 16—19, both by the purport of the 
voices in heaven, ver. 15, and by the ascrip- 
tions of praise, vv. 16—18. This is the 
same again at the pouring out of the 
seventh vial, where the great voice from 
the throne announces yéyovey, ch. xvi. 17: 
as we saw that it was at the opening of 
the seventh seal, as indicated by the si- 
lence of half an hour. Each course of 
visions is complete in itself: each course 
of visions ends in the accomplishment of 
that series of divine actions which it sets 
forth. 7) that as, when the preparation 
for the seven angels to sound their trum- 
pets is evolved out of the opening of the 
seventh seal, the vision of the seals is 
solemnly closed in by ёуќуоуто Bporral 
ко) ёттраха\ kal pœval ко) ceiopds, во 
the vision of the trumpets is solemnly 
closed in by éyérorro &стража) kal eral 
xal Вроута) kal S˖jůs xal xdAa(a peydAn. 
That the similar occurrence, ch. xvi. 18, 

in vv. 8—5, which form the close of the 
vision of the seals, and the opening of that 
of the trumpets, the offering of the praycra 
of the saints is the prominent feature (seo 
notes below), so in the close of the series 
of the trumpets we have a prominent dis- 
closure of the ark of the covenant of God, 
declaring and sealing His faithfulness to 
His church. Similarly again at the be- 
ginning of the series of the vials, we have 
the temple of the tabernacle of witness 
opened. Why we have not a similar ap- 
pearance at the close of that series, is to 
be accounted for as above. 9) that, seeing 
that this course of visions opens and closes 
as last noticed, it (to say nothing at pre- 
sent of the following series of the vials) is 
to be regarded as embracing a course of 
judgments (for such evidently is every опе 
of its six visions) inflicted in answer to those 
prayers, and forming a portion of that 
éxdixnois invoked by the souls of the mar- 
tyrs in ch. vi. 10. 10) If this be so, then, 
as this series of visions is manifestly to be 
regarded as extending to the end of the 
whole period of time (cf. ch. x. 7, фә rad 
перам тўз evils той &В86роо Лоо, 

Un салт фу, ка) éreAécÓn Tò 
pvothpioy ToU Өєоў, x. r. A.), wo may fairly 
say that it takes up the great world-wide 
vision of the seals at the point where it 
was said to the vengeance-invoking mar- 
tyrs ba dvaratcevra: (rv xpóvov: and 
that the judgments of this series of visions 
occur during the time of waiting. This 
view is confirmed by finding that of като:- 
коёутєѕ ёж) 75s Vs, upon whom the ven- 
geance is invoked in ch. vi. 10, are the 
objects of vengeance during this series of 
19 cf. ver. 13. 11) In reference 
to this last remark, we may observe that 
no one portion especially of the earth’s 
inhabitants is pointed out as objects of 
this series of judgmenta, but all the un- 
godly, as usurpers of the kingdom of 
Christ. This is plain, by the expressions 
in the ascription of praise with which it 
closes, I mean, éyérero q ВасіЛеа K. T. A. 
Earthly domination is cast down, and the 
Lord's Kingdom is brought in. And it is 
also plain, from the expression used in 
that same ascription of praise, xal dae 
pas robs 8:афбє(роутаѕ Th» уђу, of what 
character have been these ungodly—the 

TT2 
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corrupters of the earth—the tainters and 
wasters of the means and accessories 
of life. 12) Whatever be the interpre- 
tation which follows from the foregoing 
considerations, two canons must not be 
violated. a) As in the case of the seals, 
so it is manifest here, from ch. xi. 18, 
IN e . . .. Ó kmpbs тё» уєкрду крі- 
Өўуси, x. r. A., that the series of visions 
reaches forward to the time of the end, 
and is only terminated by the great events 
indicated in those words. And b) as yet, 
no particular city, no ial people is 
designated as the subject of the apocalyp- 
tic vision. All is general. The earth, the 
trees, the grass, the sea, the waters, the 
lights of heaven, mankind,—these are at 
present the objects in our field of view. 
There is as yet no 0póvos ToU 09plov, as in 
the outpouring of the vials, ch. xvi. 10. 
The prophecy goes on becoming more spe- 
ciflc as it advances: and it is not for us to 
anticipate its course, nor to localize and 
individualize where it is as yet general 
&nd undefined. The farther details will 
be treated as we go on). 

2.] First appearance of the seven trum- 
pet angels. And I saw (viz. during the 
symbolic silence, at the end of the half- 
hour. What now follows is not to be con- 
sidered as in the interpretation chrono- 
ay consequent upon that which was 
indicated by the seals, but merely as in the 
vision chronologically consequent on that 
course of visions. e evolution of Ше 
courses of visions out of one another does 
not legitimately lead to the conclusion that 
the events represented by them are con- 
secutive in order of fime. There are other 
and more important sequences than that 
of time: they may be ind dent of it, or 
they may concur with it seven angels 
which stand before (cf. Tobit xii. 15, 
dy elui "Рафаћл, els ёк tay drrà aylov 
&y'yéAor of wposavapépousi ras xpos- 
«vxàs T&v &ylwv ко} elsxopetovra: érd- 
rio Tíjs 864% той ауіоо The agree- 
ment is not entire, inasmuch as here an- 
other angel, and not one of the seven, 
presently offers the prayers of the saints, 

ese are not the archangels, as De W. 
and Stern, nor are they the seven spirits of 
ch. iv. 6, as Aret. and Ewald: nor again 

for є8007сау, «9005 А а f h k m 80. 51. 90. 
27. 49, e sil): txt CN n rel 

are they merely seven angels selected on 
account of the seven trumpets, as Hengstb. 
and Ebrard: this is entirely precluded by 
the article rots. It is clear that the pas- 
sage in Tobit and the words bere refer to 
the same matter, and that the fact was 
part of that revelation with regard to the 
order and employments of the holy angels, 
which seems to have taken place during 
the captivity), and there were given to 
them seven trumpets (understand, with 
intent that they themselves should blow 
them). And another angel (not to be 
identified with Christ, as is done i Pae 
Vitringa, Calov., al.,and recently by Elliott: 
for thus confusion is introduced into the 
whole imagery of the vision. In ch. v. 8, 
we have the twenty-four elders falling 
down with vials containing the prayers o£ 
tle saints: here we have an angel offering 
incense that it may mingle with the prayers 
on the heavenly altar. Any theological 
difficulty which belongs to the one belongs 
also to the other; and it is & canon which 
we must strictly observe in interpretatioo, 
that we are not, ou account of any sup- 
posed doctrinal propriety, to depart from 
the plain meaning of words. In ch. vii. 2 
we have SAAos ЁууєЛоѕ in the sense of a 
created angel (see note there) : and would 
it be probable that St. John would after 
this, and I may add with his constant usage 
of &yyeAos throughout the book for angel 
in its ordinary sense, designate our Lord 
by this title? There is something to me 
far more revolting from theological pro- 
priety in such а supposition, than in an 
angel being seen in the heavenly ministre- 
tions offering incense to mix with the 
peres of the saints. It ought really to 

needless to remark, in thus advocating 
consistency of verbal interpretation, that 
no countenance is hereby given to tbe 
invocation of angels: the whole truth of 
their being and ministration protesting 
against such an inference. They are simply 
Aciroupyicd яуейрата, and the action 
here described is a portion of that their 
ministry. Through Whom the prayers are 
offered, we all know. He is our only Me- 
diator and channel of grace) came 
stood over (ётё with gen., not simply 
Juæta, nor ante, but super; so that his 
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2 e 1. form appeared above it; the altar being опе: and the sense as expressed by Calov., 
90 В. between the Apostle and him) the altar 

(viz. the altar named ch. vi. 9, as the repe- 
tition of the word with the art. shews: see 
below on ver. 5), having a golden censer 
(the word AtBaverdés is elsewhere the 
frankincense itself: so ref. 1 Chron. : во 
also Schol on Aristopb. Nub., cited by 
Grot, AlBavos . . abrb Tb Bévpor 
AiBaryerbs 82 ó xaprds тод Bérdpov: 
and Ammonius (ib), AíBavos pi» yàp 
owas ка) rd SévSpoy kal rb Oupidpervor 
AuBaverrós Bà pdvoy Tb Ovpidpevory. But 
here it unquestionably means a censer: 
cf. below, ver. 6, efAnpey тфу А. ка) éyé- 
puce» abr x. r. A. No argument can be 
derived from the censer being a golden 
one, as Elliott, partly after Sir I. Newton. 
The spirit of the heavenly imagery will 
account for this without going farther: 
we have, throughout, crowns (ch. iv. 4), in- 
cense-vials (v. 8), vengeance-vials (xv. 
7), girdles (xv. 6), a measuring-reed (xxi. 
15), &e., all of the same costly metal). 
And there was given to him (viz. by 
divine appointment, through those minis- 
tering: not, by the saints who offered the 
prayers (Ell.), for two reasons: 1) because 
the incense is mentioned as something dis- 
tinct from the prayers of the saints; see 
below: 2) because no forcing of 45605 
will extract this meaning from it. It is a 
frequent apocalyptic formula in refereuce to 
those things or instruments with which, or 
actions by which, the ministrations neces- 
sary to the [= of the visions are 
performed: cf. ver. 2, ch. vi. 2, 4 bis, 8, 
11, vii. 2, ix. 1, &.) much incense (see 
ch. v. 8, and on the difference of the 
i ry, below), that he might (if we 

8ёсе, which after all is not really a 
various reading,—7, and 2, being in the 
MSS. perpetually confused with e1,—we 
must remember that the fut. with fva is a 
mixed construction, made up of fra ё@ср 
and &$óce. Weare compelled in English 
to choose one of these) give it to (various 
renderings and supplyings of the construc- 
tion have been devised: but the simple da- 
tive after 3éce: appears the only legitimate 

“ut daret ras яр. orationibus sanc- 
torum, eadem, i.e, ut redderet eas boni 
odoris preces." This object was, to incense 
the prayers of the Saints: on the import, 
see below) the prayers of all the saints 
(not only now of those m ones in 
ch. vi. 9: the trumpets which follow are 
m ета e the whole prayers of God's 
chureb. e erode kr for vengeance 
is the londest note, but all join) upon (the 
Art with accus. carrying motion ; which 
thus incensed were offered on the golden 
altar, &c. From what follows it would 
seem that the prayers were already before 
God : see below) the altar-of gold which 
was before the throne (this may be a 
different altar from that over which the 
angel was standing; or it may be the same 
farther specified. The latter alternative 
seems the more probable. We must not 
imagine that we have in these visions a 
counterpart of the Jewish tabernacle, or 
attempt to force the details into accord- 
ance with its arrangements. No such 
correspondence has been satisfactorily 
made out: indeed to assume such here 
would perhaps be inconsistent with ch. 
xi. 19, where first the temple of God in 
heaven is 1 А general analogy, in 
the use and character of the heavenly far- 
niture, is all that we can look for). And 
(жй eral of the е ascended to 

such again seems to be the ош! itimate 
rendering of the dative. mi Coa 
one, “01А, cannot be justified: see Winer, 
edn. 6, § 81.6. The prayers, being already 
offered, received the smoke of the incense. 

aeg rats хр. т. by. Notice, that no 
countenance is given by this vision to the 
idea of angelic intercession. The angel is 
simply a minister. The incense (import- 
ing here, we may perhaps say, acceptability 
owing to the ripeness of the season in the 
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divine purposes, so that the ers, lying 
же жы before, become, by ihe fulness 
of the time, acceptable as regards an im- 
mediate reply) is given to him: he merely 
wafts the incense up, so that it mingles 
with the prayers. Düsterd. well remarks, 
that the angel, in performing sacerdotal 
offices, is but а fellow-servant of the saints 
ch. xix. 10) who are themselves priests 
б. i. 6, v. 10, vii. 15)). б.] And the 
angel took (it is quite impossible to main- 
tain a perfect sense: an aorist cree) 
is indeed coupled to «Ауфеу) the censer 
(after having used it as above, i.e. shaken 
from it the incense on the altar) and filled 
it (while the smoke was ascending) from 
the fire of the altar (1. e. from the ashes 
which were on the altar), and cast it 
ve the fire with which the censer was 

ed: the hot ashes) towards the earth 
(to signify that the answer to the prayers 
was about to descend in the fire of God’s 
vengeance: see below,and compare Ezekiel 
in ref.): and there took place thunders 
and voiees and lightnings and an earth- 
quake (“per orationes sanctorum," says 
Corn.-a-lap., “. . . . precantium vindictam 
de impiis suisque persecutoribus, igmis 
vindicte, i. e. tonitrua, fulgura et plage 
sequentes vii. angelorum et tubarum in 
impios sunt demissa." ДЇЇ these imme- 
diate consequences of the casting down of 
the hot ashes on the earth are the sym- 
bolic precursors of the divine judgments 
&bout to be inflicted). 

One point must here be noticed: the 
intimate connexion between the act of this 
incense-offering angel and the seven trum- 

which follow. It belongs to them all: 
t takes place when now the seven angels 
have had their trumpets given them, and 
this series of visions is introduced. So 
that every interpretation must tako this 
into account: remembering that the judg- 

: txt N B rel vulg Primas. 

for «avrovs, avrous Ni, ew avrovs f. 

ments which follow are answers to tbe 
prayers of the saints, and are inflicted on 
the enemies of the church. 

6.] And the seven angels which had the 
seven trumpets prepared themselves that 
they might blow (raised their trampets to 
5 and stood in attitude to blow 
them). 

7—19.] The first four trumpets. It 
has been before observed, that as in the 
case of the seals, so here, the first four sre 
marked off from the last three. The dis- 
tinction is here made, not only, as there, 
by an intrinsic feature running t the 
four, but by the voice of the eagle in ver. 
18, introducing those latter trumpets and 
giving them also a distinguishing feature. 
And as we there maintained (see note on 
ch. vi. 8) that any interpretation, to be 
right, must take into account this differ- 
ence between the four and the three, sohere 
also. But in order to the taking into ac- 
count of this difference, we must gain some 
approximate idea of its import. Does the 
iium зане, common to these та 
plagues, a general interpretation whic 
will s suit their character 5 disti ed 
from the other three? I imagine it does. 
For, whereas each of those three (or rather 
of the former two of them, for, as has been 
observed, the seventh forms the solemn 
conclusion to the whole) evolves a course 
of plagues including separate and inde- 
pendent details, these four are connec 
and interdependent. Their common fea- 
ture is destruction and corruption: not 
total, it is true, but partial: in each case 
to the amount expressed by rò rplrer: 
but this fractional extent of action appears 
again under the sixth trumpet, ch. iX. 
15, 18, and therefore clearly must not be 
pressed as carrying the distinctive cha- 
racter of the first four (on its import 900 
note below, ver. 7). It is in the kiad of 
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exercise which their agency finds, that 
these four ишен are especially distin- 
guished. The plagues indicated by them 
are entirely inflicted on natural objects : 
the earth, trees, grass, sen, rivers, lights 
of heaven: whereas thoee indicated by the 
two latter are expressly said to be inflicted 
on men, and sof on natural objects: cf. 
ch. ix. 4, 15. Surely, however these na- 
tural objects are in each case to be under- 
stood, this is а point not lightly to be 
passed over. Nor can it fail to strike 
every unprejudiced student, that we must 
not, as is done by many expositors, inter- 
pret the уў and xópros and 84удра as 
signifying nations and men in the former 
portion of the series of visions, and then, 
when the distinction between these and 
men is made in the latter part, be content 
with the literal meaning. With every 
allowance for the indisputable intermix- 
ture, in many places, of literal and alle- 

ica! meanings, all analogy requires that 
in the same series of visions, when one 
judgment is to destroy earth, trees, and 
grass, and another not to injure earth, 
trees, or gr but men only, the earth, 
trees, aud grass should bear the same 
meaning in the two cases. We may fairly 
say then, that the plagues of the four 
former trumpets affect the accessories of 
life—the carth, the trees, the green 
the waters as means of transit and of sub- 
sistence, the lights of heaven :—whereas 
those of the last two affect life itself, the 
former by the infliction of pain, the latter 
of death. 
A certain analogy may be noticed, but 

not a very close one, between these plagues 
and those in Egypt of old. The analogy 
is not close, for the order is not the same, 
nor are all particulars contained in the one 
series which are contained in the other: 
but the resemblance is far too striking to 
pass without remark. We have the hail 
and fire, the water turned to blood, the 
darkness, the locuste(, the infliction of 
death): five, in fact, if not six, out of the 
ten. The Egyptian plagues are beyond 
doubt remembered in the sacred imagery, 
if they are not reproduced. 

The secret of interpretation here I be- 
lieve to be this: The whole seven trumpets 
bring before us the punishment of the 

enemies of God during the period indicated 
by their course. These punishments are 
not merely direct inflictions of pl but 
consist in great part of that judicial retri- 
bution on them that know not God, which 
arises from their own depravity, and in 
which their own sins are made to punish 
themselves. This kind of punisbment 
comes before us especially in the four first 
trampet-visions. The various natural ac- 
cessories of life are ravaged, or are turned 
to poison. In the first, the earth and its 
produce are ra with fire: in the 
second, the sea is mingled with blood, and 
ships, which should have been for men's 
convenience, are destroyed. In the third, 
the waters and springs, the essential re- 
freshments of life, are poisoned, and death 
is occasioned by drinking of them. In the 
fourth, the natural lights of heaven are 
darkened. So that I regard these first four 
trumpets as setting forth the gradual sub- 
jugation of the earth to Him whose king- 
dom it is in the end to become, by judg- 
ments inflicted on the u y, as regards 
the vitiating and destroying the ordinary 
means of subsistence, and comfort, and 
knowledge. In the details of these judg- 
ments, as also of the two following, there 
are many particulars which I cannot inter. 
pret, and with regard to which it may bea 
question whether they are to be considered 
as other than belonging to the requisite 
symbolic machinery of the prophecy. But 
in confessing this I must also say, that I 
have never seen, in any apocalyptic Com- 
mentator, an interpretation of these de- 
tails at all approaching to verisimilitade : 
never any which is not obliged to force the 
plain sense of words, or the certain course 
of history, to make them fit the requisite 
theory. Many examples of these will be 
found in the history of apocalyptic inter- 
pretation given by Mr. Elliott in vol. iv. 
of his Ноге A ties. 
7.) And the blew his trumpet, and 
there took hail and fire mingled 
in blood (i.e. the hail and the fire were 
mingled together (plur.) in blood, as their 
flux or vehicle; the stones of hail and the 
balls of fire (not lightning, as Ebr.) fell in 
а shower of blood, just as hail and fireballs 
commonly fall in a shower of rain. There 
is here manifestly an allusion to the plague 
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of hail in Egypt, of which it is said that 
“the fire ran along upon the ground: 
jv 84 $ xdAa(a kal Tb wip флоу((оу dv 
тӯ халё(р, ref. Exod.: but with the addi- 
tion of the blood. With regard to this 
latter, we may remark, that both here and 
under the vinls, where the earth, seas, and 
rivers are again the objects of the first 
three ju ents, blood is a feature com - 
mon to all three. It appears rather to 
indicate a general character of the judg- 
ments, than to require any special inter- 
pretation in each particularcase. In blood 
1s life: in the shedding, or in the appear- 
ing, of blood, is implied the destruction 
of life, with which, as a consequence, all 
these judgments must be accompanied), 
and it was cast into the earth (towards 
the surface of the earth): and the third 
part (this expression first occurring here, 
it will be well once for all to enquire into 
its meaning in these prophecies. I may 
first say, that all special interpretations 
seem to me utterly to have failed, and of 
these none so signally as that of Mr. 
Elliott, who would understand it of a tri- 
partite division of the Roman Empire at 
the time to which he assigns this judg- 
ment. It is fatal to this whole class of 
interpretations, that it is not said the hail, 
&c. were cast on a third part, but that 
the destruction occasioned by them ez- 
tended to a third part of the earth on 
which they were cast. And this is most 
expressly declared to be so in this first 
case, by ali green grass being also de- 
stroyed, not а third part: а fact of which 
Elliott takes no notice. It is this mixture 
of the fractional third with other designa- 
tions of extent of mischief, which will lead 
us, I believe, to the right interpretation. 
We find it again under the third trumpet, 
where the star Wormwood is cast rl тб 
тр(тоу TG» тотадб», ка) èx) rds 
ray odd roy: the result being that rd 
tplrov rey Sidray was embittered. This 
lax would of iteelf lead us to suppose 
that we are not to look for strict definite- 
ness in the interpretation. And if we 
refer to tho prophecy in Zech. xiii. 8 f., 

om Kat To TpiTOV Tay Servdpwr karaxa 

om тур: B rel Areth: ins АГРЈК m n 171. 84-5-6 (1. 18. 38, 

where the import is to announce judgment 
on a greater part and the escape of a rem- 
nant, we find the same tripartite division : 
ка} tora: d» adon тӯ уй, Ac ye kópis, TÈ 
dúo мёрт abrijs étoAo0pevÓfjc eroi, ка) èx- 
Хеіфе, ть 8 трітоу ётолефеђсети èr 
айтӯ. cal 8:40 rd трітоу Bd rupés, 
к.т.А. Мау, in the Apocalypse itself, we 
have rd 7plro used where the sense can 
hardly but be similarly indefinite: e.g. 
under the sixth trumpet, ch. ix. 15, 18, 
and xii. 4, where it is said that the dragon’s 
tail сіре тд трітоу Trav ёттёрю> тоб оёра- 
vod: the use of the present shewing that 
it is rather a general power, than a par- 
ticular event which is designated. Com- 

re again the use of rd réraprop ris уўз 
in ch. vi. 8, and of rà 3éxaroy 75s sóAews 
in ch. xi. 18. All these seem to shew, 
that such prophetic expressions are to be 
taken rather in their import as to amount, 
than in any strict fractional division. 
Here, for instence, I would take the per- 
vading Tb трітох as signifying, that 
though the judgment is undoubtedly, ай 
to extent, fearful and sweeping, yet that 
God in inflicting it, speres more than he 
smites: two thirds escape in each сазе, 
while one is smitten) "E the earth (i.e. 
plainly of the surface of the earth, and 
that, of the cultivated soil, which ad- 
mitted of such a devastation) was burat 
up (so that the fire prevails in the plague, 
not the hail nor the blood), and the third 
part of the trees (in all the earth, not in 
the third part) was burnt up, and all 
green grass (upon earth: no longer а 
third part: possibly because green grass 
would first and unavoidably every where 
scorch up at the a ch of such а 
plague, whereas the hardier crops and 
trees might partially escape) was burnt up. 

8.) And the second angel biew his 
trumpet: and as it were a great mountain 
burning with fire was cast into the sea 
(first, by the és, that which was cast 
into the sea was not а mountain, but only 
a burning mass во large as to look like 
one. Then, it was this mass itself, not 
any thing proceeding from it, which was 
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cast down. So that the introduction of 
а volcano into the imagery is quite un- 
justifiable. In the language (hardly in 
the sense) there seems to be а reminiscence 
of Jer. xxviii. (li.) 25, 3600 сє és Spos 
durerupiouévoy, It is remarkable that 
there the 8pos should be characterized 
ав rb 8:ефбариќуоу Tb даафбеїро» тйтау Thy 
уў»: cf. our ch. xi. 18), and the third 
part of the sea became blood (so in the 
Egyptian plague the Nile and all the 
Egyptian waters. By the non-conse- 
uence of the result of the fiery mass fall- 

ing into the sea (so De W., “ eine Wirkung 
ohne Analogie) is again represented to 
us that in the infliction of this plague 
from above, the instrument of it is merely 
described as it appeared (ds), not as it 
really was. So that all ideas imported 
into the interpretation which take the 
mountain, or the fiery character of it, 
as elements in the symbolism, are depar- 
tures from the real intent of the descrip- 
tion): and the third part of the creatures 
(reff.) (that were) in the sea (not, as 
Elliott, “їп the third part of the sea,” 
bat in the whole. Nor again must we 
stretch ёи тӯ балёсср to mean the mari- 
time coasts, nor the islands, nor the trans- 
marine provinces: a usage not even shewn 
to exist by the examples cited by him, vol. 
i. p. 844 note: nor by Tacitus’s “ plenum 
exsiliis mare ;” any more than, if we were 
to say “the sea is full of emigrants from 
Ireland," we should by “the sea” mean 
“the ships") died (cf. Exod. vii. 17—21) 

apwbov a b cj: apırbiov and adds ки Aeyera: RI. 
rec (for eyevero) "weras, with 1. 17'(appy) 86: txt АГРЈК в rel 

omootel k, ay. 

those which have life (animal souls: see 
reff.: and for the appositional nominative, 
ch. ii. 20 reff.), and the third part of the 
shipe were destroyed (another inconse- 
quent result, and teaching us as before. 

We may remark, at the end of this 
second trumpet, that the judgments in- 
flicted by these first two are distinctl 
those which in ch. vii. 8 were held back 
until the servants of God were sealed: uh 
438:кђстте thy yiv phre Thy Ө&\№ассоу 
phre тё SdvBpa, Exp: cppaylompey к.т.Л. 
So that, as before generally remarked, the 
place of these trumpet-plagues must be 
sought after that sealing: and conse- 
quently (see there) in very close conjunc- 
tion with the day of the Lord itself). 

10.] And the third angel blew his 
trumpet, and there fell from heaven a 
great star burning as a lamp, and it fell 
upon the third part of the rivers and 
upon the fountains of the waters (it can 
hardly be said, as Düsterd., that we are 
here as matter of course to understand, on 
the third part of the fountains, any more 
than we are to limit the was xópros xAe- 
pós in ver. 7 to all the grass within the 
third part of the earth). And the name 
of the star is called Wormwood (Фе more 
usual forms are тд dJíyOiov, or ; A. 
The masc. seems to be chosen on account 
of its conformity to ó ёстђр. There is a 
river in Thrace во called. See on the 
plant, and its medicinal use by the an- 
cients, Winer, Realw. art. Wermuth: and 
Pliny, xxvii. 28), and the third part of 
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the waters became (was turned into, see 
reff.) wormwood: and many of the men 
(who dwelt by these waters: such may be 
the force of the article. But rà» à»6p. 
mny be general. It is the only place where 
the expression *oAA. тё» p. occurs 
died from (é« of the source whence a result 
. Winer, ейп. 6, § 47, sub voce) 

waters, because they were embit- 
tered (compare the converse history, Exod. 
xv. 23 ff., of the bitter waters being 
made sweet by casting а certain tree 
into them: see also 2 Kings ii. 19 ff. 
The question whether wormwood was а 
deadly poison or not, is out of place 
here. It is not said that all who drank, 
died. And the effect of any bitter drug, 
however medicinally valuable, being mixed 
with tho water ordinarily used, would be 
to occasion sickness and death. It is 
hardly possible to read of this third 
plague, and not to think of the deadly 
effect of those strong spirituous drinks 
which are in fact water turned into poi- 
son. The very name absinthe is not un- 
known in their nomenclature: and there 
is no effect which could be so aptly de- 
scribed by the falling of fire into water, as 
this, which results in ardent spirit, —in 
that which the simple islanders of the 
South Sea call firewater. That this 
plague may go on to destroy even this 
fearful proportion of the ungodly in the 
latter days, is far from impossible, con- 
DUE its prevalence even now in some 
parts of the civilized world. But I men- 

rec (for aerov) ayyeAou, with (P]1 n 1. 16. (17! ?) 84-5-6. 47 erm- 
rel valg syr-dd copt Ándr-coisl Areth. 
il) : txt APPIN rel A ndr Аге. om er R. 

tion this rather as an illustration, than as 
an in tion). And the fourth 
angel biew his trumpet: and the third 
part of the sun was struck (it is not said, 
as in the case of the former three trum- 
pets, with what. And this absence of an in- 
strument in the fourth of these correlative 
visions perhaps teaches us not to attribute 
too much import to the instruments by 
which the previous judgments are brought 
about. It is the Arryh itself, not its in- 
strument, on which attention 
directed) and the third part of the moon 
and the third part of the stars, thet the 
third part of them might be darkened, 
and the day might not shine during the 
third part of it (the limitation of the 7? 
tplrov is now manifestly to time, not to 
brightness. So E. V. rightly, “for & 
third part of it." That this consequence 
is no natural one following upon the 
scuration of a third portion of the sun, Ar- 
is not to be alleged as any objection, bat 
belongs to the altogether supernat 
region in which these visions are sitan 
Thus we have a globe of fire turning ten 
water to blood —a burning star embitter- 
ing the waters: &c.) and the night in 
like manner (i. e. the night as fur as sbe 
is, by virtue of the moon and stars, a time 
of light. And this is far more so under 
the glorious Eastern moon and stars, than 
in our mist-laden climate). ; 

18.] Introduction of the three rema 
ing trumpets by three woes. And I 98V 
and heard (the construction is zeugmatic) 
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CHAP. IX. 1. астерас and rerrwxorag Ni. 

an (évég indefinite, as in reff.: see Winer, 
edn. 6, $ 18. 9. Or it may carry 
meaning—a single or solitary eagle,—as 
might also be the case in one of the reff., 
cb. xviii. 21, see there) eagle (hardly to be 
identified with the eagles of Matt. xxiv. 
28: for 1) that saying is more proverbial 
than prophetic: and 2) any application of 

. tbat saying would be far more aptly re- 
served for our ch. xix. 17. Nor again is 
the eagle a bird of ill omen, as Ewald: 
nor a contrast to the dove in John i. 32, 
as Hengstb.: but far more probably the 
symbol of judgment and vengeance rush. 
ing to its prev, as in Deut. xxviii. 49; 
Hos. viii. 1; Hab. i. 8. Nor in is it 
to be understood as an angel in eagle's 
shape: but a veritable eagle in the vision. 
Thus we have the айат speaking, ch. xvi. 
7) flying in mid-heaven (i.e. in the south 
or noon-day sky where the sun reaches 
the meridian, for which pecovpaveiy is 
the word. Wetet. cites from Eustath. on 
II. . 68, аф ио uépas Adyera: каб 
“Opnpoy Tb &xd wpwlas péxpis Araro? 
pecoupayhuaros, Tò 3è ёутеудєу Si 
zu epa dore. See his many other ex- 
amples. So that the word does not 
signify the space intermediate between 
heaven and earth, but as above. And 
tho eagle flies there, to be seen and 
heard of all. 
whole expression favours the truc reading 
детоў as against the substituted &yyéàov) 
saying with a loud voice, Woe, woe, 
woe, to those that dwell (the government 
of an accus. after odal is also found in 
ch. xii. 12) upon the earth (the objects of 
the vengeance invoked in the prayers of 
the martyrs, ch. vi. 10: the ungodly world, 
as distinguished from the church) by rea- 
son of (so E. V., well: ёк denoting, ав in 
ver. ll, the source whence the woe 
springs) the remaining voioes of the 
trumpet (the sing. is used generically : the 
three voices all having this common to 

ova: twice 
т, 

I may also notice that the 

i (=) here bis. ver. 11. ch. хі. 7. xvii. 8. xx. 1,3. Luke viii. 31. Rom. z. 7 only. (Gen. I. 2.) 

rec Tos KaTOUOvOw, with ied 1. 
e sil) Andr Areth: txt N в rel Audr-coisl. 

[for eis, ew: P (38, w. gen): spos e.] 

them, that they are the sound of a trom- 
pet) of the three angels who are about 
to blow 

Cn. IX.—XI.] The last three, or woe- 
trumpets. These, as well as the first four, 
have a character of their own, correspond- 
ing in some measure to that of tho visions 
at the opening of the three last seals. The 
particulars related under them are separate 
and detailed, not symmetrical and cor- 
respondent. Апа as in the seals, so here, 
the seventh forms rather the solemn con- 
clusion to the whole, than a distinct judg- 
ment of itself. Here also, as there, it 
is introduced by two episodical passages, 
having reference to the visions which are 
to follow, and which take up the thread of 
prophecy again at а period previous to 
things detailed before. 

1—192.] The fifth, or first Woe trum- 
pet. And the angel blew his trum- 
pet, and I saw a ster fallen (not, as 
E. У. fall, which gives an entirely wrong 
view of the transactions of the vision. The 
star had fallen before, and is first seen as 
thus fallen) out of heaven to the earth 
(the reader will at once think on Isa. xiv. 
12, * How art thou fallen from heaven, О 
Lucifer, son of the morning!" And on 
Luke x. 18, “I beheld Satan as lightning 
fall from heaven.” And, doubtless, as tho 

rsonal import of this star is made clear 
in the following words, such is the refer- 
ence here. We may also notice that this 
expression forms a connecting link to an- 
other place, ch. xii. 9, in this book, where 
Satan is represented as cast out of heaven 
to the earth : see notes there. It is hardly 

ible with Andr., Ribera, Bengel, and 
e W., to understand а good angel by this 

fallen star. His description, as well as his 
work, corresponds only to an agent of evil. 
Andreas is obliged to distort words to 
bring in this view: ёт) уйу 82 kxaraBárra, 
тобто yàp Tb werrexéva: onpalyer, is 
enough to condemn any interpretation), 
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p ch. xvi. 10. 
Eph. iv. 18 
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хіт. 4. 

q Acts zzii. 23. ^ 7 A e 4-1.2. 

Gor ix. THY nv, xai * doln avrais * ёЁоџсіа œs čyovow éfovaiav oi 471051 
ziv. 9. Eph. P д 
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jv. 17. eh. 

5 

" éppéðn айта * wa pù У йбикт)- 
Penial govo Tov * yóprov THs ns o006 *mâv " yrAwpov ойбеё * way 

‚11, ` А ` 
Sévdpov, el us) TOUS avOparrous orie ойк €yovauy THY 

— ^ ^ 9 s ^ М э ^ * Met . *o$payiba ToU °бӨеой ёті TÀv err [aur]. 5 xai 
. х. 13 

F. Joel ii. 95. t cb. ii. 36 u Luke x. 19. xi. 13. vv. 6, 10 only. Deut. тїй. 15. Esek. ii. & 
тво Acta x. 12. хі. 6. Gen. I. 25. : ch. vi. 11 са: х = John xiii 33. xv. 17 al. ind. fat., ch. 

Ш. 9 reff. y = ch. vi. 6 reff. s cb. viii. 7 reff. a ch. vii. 16 reff. b ch. vi. 8 rail. 
€ constr., ch. xxi. 77. d i ech. vil. $. feh. vii. 3 

9. om ka: уо е» To фреар тух аВоссоо (homaotel 7) М в rel am(with harli tol) copt 
eth arm-zoh Areth : ins A[ P] h | m n 10-7-8. 34-6. 413-7-9 (16. 37-8 Br, e sil) vulg-ed 
(with fuld lipss &c) syr-dd Andr Tich. 
m 1. 35. 41. for ex, ex: Nl. 

om єк Tov $pearos ws xaxvos (homaotel) 
for 2nd xarvos, kaparos (but сотта) N.. 

for Ae, kaiouergs B rel: xaomerns ueyaAns 37. 40-1-2: neun кашодекуз 96: 
peyaAov xatouerns 88: txt ALP N n (1, e sil) 17 vulg copt Andr Tich. 
éoxorícÓ, with ([P]M в rel Andr Areth : єокотебу А f 12. 
to кахуоу ver 8 Ni. 

4. eppnó» B m 84-5. 50 Andr-coisl, eppi&y n. 
rec aducnowot, with [PIN в rel Andr Areth : txt A 36. 

way XAwpor N! (Ns began to write хлор. above gerd. ). 
rec aft avüperrovs ins uorovs, with h 10. 49 Br (87, e sil): 

om A[P]N в rel syr-dd copt sth Andr Areth Tich. сф (sic) 
om avro» (homaofel 7) APN n 1. 12 am(with harl, 

(sic, Tab. xv.) N. 

Tov бебо n 1. 12. (17?) 43. 

* rec 
om калуб» 

avro: N(so ver 8) в f m 90. 
om ode 

for 2nd onde, ovdé 

tbap(sic) N'-38, om 

tol, agst demid fuld lipss) Andr-a: ins в rel vas Andr Areth Cassiod. 

and there was given to him (28461, as 
usual, for the purpose of the part which 
he is to bear in the vision) the of the 
pit of the abyss (viz. of hell, which in the 
vision is а vast profundity opening by a 
pit or shaft upon the surface of the earth, 
imagined as shut down by а cover, and 
locked. This abyss is in the Apocal 
the habitation of the devil and his angels: 
cf. ver. 11, ch. xx. 1, 8: see also ch. xi. 7, 
xvii. 8), and he opened the pit of the 
abyss, and there went up smoke from 
the pit as smoke of a great furnace (sce 
ref. Gen.), and the sun was darkened 
and the air (not, as Bengel, a hendiadys, 
“aer, quatenus per solem illuminatur :” 
for the sun may be obscured, as by & 
cloud, without the air being darkened) 
by reason of the smoke of the pit. And 
out of the smoke (which therefore was 
their vehicle or envelope) came forth 
locusts into (towards, over, so as to spread 
over: els gives more the sense of distri- 
bation than eri would) the earth, and 
there was given to them power as the 
soorpions of the earth (rijs уўз, not as 
noting any distinction between land-scor- 
pions and water-scorpions, as Ewald, but 

use the scorpions are natural and of 
the earth, whereas these locusts are infer- 

nal and not of nature) have power (viz. 
to sting, as below explained): and it was 
commanded them that they shall not 
hurt (for construction, see reff.) the grass 
of the earth, nor yet every (i.e. any) 
green thing, nor yet every (any) tree 
(the usual objects on which locusts prey: 
cf. Exod. x. 18, 15), but only (lit. except: 
the former sentence being rded as if 
it had run, “that they should hurt no- 
thing,”—and then “ercept”’ follows na- 
turally) the men, the which (ofrives de- 
signates the class or kind: see reff.) have 
not the seal of God upon their foreheads 
(this, as before noticed, fixes this fifth 
trumpet to the time following the sealing 
in ch. vii. It denotes a plague which 
falls on the unbelieving inhabitants of the 
earth after the servants of God have been 
marked out among them, and of which 
the saints are not partakers. Either then 
it denotes something purely spiritual, 
some misery from which thoee are exempt 
who have peace with God,—which can 
hardly be, consistently with vv. 5, 6,—or 
it takes place in а state totally different 
from this present one, in which the wheat 
and tares are mingled together. One or 
other of these considerations will at once 
dismiss by far the greater number of inter- 

:2 10 &. 

90 F. 
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é6009 афта *ipa ph dmokrelvociy avToUs, GAN х iva - d. l. 10 
xii. 2. xiv. 

8 Васамсбђаоута uva пёртє kal ó h Bacaria pòs abrÓv 
as ^ Bacavıopòs | скортіоо órav  araían ávÜporrov. 
dv таў hucpais éxetvais бутђсоисир ol дрӨротог тд» дара- 

10. хх. 10. 
Matt. viii. 6 

Wied. xi, 

h ch. xiv. II. 
zviii. 7, 10, 
15 only t. 

6 каў 

з \ € 7 э / \ к А э і ver. 3 reff. TOV, ка} ov uÀ) є0йрђаоџисі» айтор, ка x ёт:биџлјаоиси aro- і Matt. xri. 
Üaveiv, каў фебує, ò Gdν,r an’ avtav. T kal тй | d ho- 

298 al. 
iii. 20, 21. 

5. avros A [ P(Tischdf, prolegg)] N 1.12 : avrous f (avras П, perhaps). 
yirÜecw, with B rel Andr Areth: Bacaynowow 1: txt A[P]N 1. 12. 86-8. 
(itacism) P b k 1 m : Auf h? 37. 41-2. 

6. rec (for ov un) ovx, with 83: txt A[ P]M в rel Andr Areth. 
evpwoy ATP] m n 12-7. 84-6. 49: evpnowory 1. 19-corr : txt N в rel Andr-p 

L. 
John xviii. 
10 1 Mk. only, 
Nam. xxii. 

k constr., Matt. xiii. 17. Luke xv. 16. xvi, 21. 1 Pet. i. 12. Prov. xxiv. I. see Јов 
1 Rom. I. 23. v. М. vi. 5. viii. 3. Phil.ü.T only. Ezek. i. 16 B F(A det.]. x. 23 A. 

rec fara- 
[reen 

for evpnaovery, 
Areth. 

rec (for pevye:) pevtera:, with B rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Areth Ambr: txt A[P] 
N(gvyn) 1. 12-7. 36-8 Andr-b. ar аутор bef о 0avares B rel vulg-ed(with lipss) arm 
Andr-coisl Areth : txt ALPIN 1 n 1. 17. 86-8 am(with demid; mors fug. ab eis fuld) 
syr-dd Andr. 

retations. That of Elliott, the fact of 
homet's mission being avowedly against 

corrupt Christianity as idolatry, does not 
in the remotest degree answer the con- 
ditions. In the very midst of this corrupt 
Christianity were at that time God's elect 
scattered up and down: and it is surely 
too much to say that every such person 
escaped scathless from the Turkish sword). 
And it was given to them (allotted to 
them by God as the limit of their ap- 
pointed work and office: here the é846» 
expresses rather the limitation than the 
extension of the grant) that they shonld 
not kill them (the unsealed), but that 
they (the unsealed: the subjectis ped 
shall be (fut. aft. fva, see above, ver. 4 
tormented five months (the reason seems 
to be correct, which several Commenta- 
tors have given for this number being 
chosen: viz., that five months is the ordi- 
nary time in the year during which locusts 
commit their ra : so Calov., Vitr., 
Eich., Ewald, De W., Diisterd., al. At 
all events we are thus in some measure 
delivered from the endless perplexities of 
capricious fancy in which the historical 
interpreters involve us): and their tor- 
ment (i.e. that of the sufferers: against 
Düsterd.) is as the torment of (arising 
from: notice the same construction in two 
senses) a scorpion, when it has smitten 

, the regular futurus exactus: 
* whenever it shall have . . ." walw and 
vardcce (Jon. iv. 7. Achill. Tat. ii. 7, 
J и©чтта éxárate thy xeipa), as in the 
Latin ictus (Pliny Н. N. vi. 28), are 
used of the bite or sting of an animal) & 
man. And in those days men shall seek 
death (observe the transition of the style 
from the descriptive to the prophetic. 
For the first time the Apostle ceases to be 

the exponent of what he saw, and becomes 
the direct organ of the Spirit), and shall 
not (the od uf, with a subjunctive (its 
ordinary construction), is a more certain 
and definite negation than even the future 
itself. The latter fact; whereas 
the former states that the fact cannot be 
otherwise: où uh with the future, as in 
text, seems to be а later and lax way of 
expressing the same) find it: and they 
shall vehemently desire (desire alone is 
not strong enough: éwiduuéw, · la, express 
the direction of the 0040s (itself from 66, 
ferveo—àxb rijs Odcews kal (érews тўз 
ux s, Plato, Cratyl. 419 x) upon an ob- 
ject. As desire is too strong for OA, so 
is it too weak for éwiOuudw) to die (notice 
what Düsterd. well calls “ ein ſchreckliches 
Gegenſtuͤck, to the Apostle’s saying in 
Phil. i. 28, éwi0vulay Exwr els Tò dva- 
Atoa kal cb» xpiorg elva)), and death 
fleeth (the pres., of the habitual avoidance 
in those days) from them (the longing to 
die arises from the excruciating puin of 
the sting. Cf. Jer. viii. 3. 1 cannot 
forbear noticing as we pass, the caprice of 
historical interpreters. On the command 
not to kili the men, &c., in ver. 5, Elliott 
says, “i.e. not to annihilate them as a 
political Christian body.” If then the 
same rule of interpretation is to hold, the 
present verse must mean that the politi- 
cal Christian body will be so sorely beset 
by these Mahometan locusts, that it will 
vehemently desire to be annihilated, and 
not find any way. For it surely cannot 
be allowed that the Killing of men should 
be said of their annihilation as a political 
body in one verse, and their desiring to 
die in the next should be said of some- 
thing totally different, and applicable to 
their individual misery. Is it in conse- 
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8. (uxar, so AM.) 

of foreseeing this difficulty, that 
Ur. Elliott bas, as in the ease of many 
important details in other places, omitted 
all consideration of this verse 7). 
7.) The Apostle now returns to tbe de- 
scription of the locusta themselves. And 
the shapes (so E. V., rightly: not, the 
likenesses. dyolepa is the product of 
éuoiów : the finished form of any thing 
which is made like (биогоу) to any pattern. 
Bee Winer, edn. 6, § 16. 4. 2, a) of the 
locusts (were) like horses made ready 
for war (this resemblance,—cf. ref. Joel, 
$ pasis ait Gy ù Spacis Ixxwy,—has been 
noticed by tiavellers. Winer, Realw. art. 
Heuſchrecken, refers to Niebuhr, Beschrei- 
bung, 178. Ewald gives other references, 
and says, “refert omnino animal equini 
corporis quedam similia, unde nostris 
ctiam Heupferd dici notum est.” And 
especially does it hold good when the 
horse is equipped for war; the plates of 
the horse's armour being represented by 
the hard lamine of the outer shell of the 
locust: see below, ver. 9), and on their 
heads as it were crowns like unto gold 
(tt is not casy to say what this part of the 
description importe. Elliott tries to ap- 
ply it to the turban: but granting some 
atitude to ordpavoi, the биоо: xpvog 
will hardly bear this. The appearance of 
a turban, oveu when ornamented with 
gold, is hardly golden. I should under- 
stand tho words, of tho head actually end- 
ing in a crown-shaped fillet which re- 
sembled gold in its material, just as the 
wings of some of the beetle tribe might 
bo said to blaze with gold and gems. So 
wo have below exoY бдоракаг às 0. ot8y- 
poUs : the material not being metallic, but 
only quasi-metallic. Eichhorn and Heinr. 
understand these crowns of soldiers" hel- 
mets: but this is quite arbitrary and 
gratuitous): and their faces (were) as 
the faces of men (Düsterdieck well ob- 
servea, that we must not suppose them 
actually to have had human faces, but 
that the face of the locust, which under 
ordinary circumstances has a distant re- 
somblance to the human countenance, 
bore thia resemblance even more notably 

in the case of these supernatural locusts. 
It is not тё яр. abr spóswra ёғбр. but 
ás ярбзита Ver. Nor again can we 
agree with Mr. Elliott’s idea that à»0pó- 
we» is bere used to designate the male 
sex: an interpretation recommended to 
him by his wish to introduce the mous- 
tache of the Arabs. Wherever the gene- 
ral term Ёубротоѕ is used for the par- 
ticular sex, it must, as in the case of our 
“man,” be necessarily so interpreted by 
the context, as um pe m every one ч 
the passages ci . E. in support o 
his view, viz. Matt. xix. 3, 5, 10; 1 Cor. 
vii. 1; Gen. ii. 18; Exod. xiii. 2; Lev. 
xx. 10; Esth. iv. 10 (&v0porros } "yvrf) ; 
Eccl. vii. 28; Isa. iv. 1. But here there 
is no such necessity in the context: пзу, 
it is much more natural to take &rêpórav 
as the general term, their faces were like 
human faces, and then comes the limi- 
tation, noL in the face, but in another 
кычы and they had hair as the 
air of women (i.e. long and flowing, 

1 Cor. xi. 14 f. De Wette quotes from 
Niebuhr an Arabic proverb in which the 
antlers of locusts are compared to the hair 
of girls. But perhaps'we must regard 
the comparison as rather belonging to the 
supernatural portion of our iption., 
Ewald would understand the hair on the 
legs, or on the bodies, of the locusts, to 
be meant, referring to Wo dz, rough lo- 
custs, Jer. li. (xxviii.) 27, where the LXX 
have merely axpidey, and the E. V. “rough 
caterpillars.” To infer, from this 
feature, licentiousness as a characteristic 
in the interpretation, is entirely beside 
the p ): and their teeth were as 
the teeth of lions (во also of the locest in 
Joel i. 6, of àbórr«s айтор óBórres Acorros. 
Ewald rightly designates as very doubt- 
ful a fanci mblance to a lion im the 
under jaw. "We may observe that this, as 
some other features in the description, is 
purely graphic, and does not in any way 
apply to the plague to be inflicted by these 
mystic locusts), and had 
asiron breastplates (the plate which forms 
the thorax of the natural locust, was in 
their case as if of iron), and the seund of 
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xii. 4 only. 
Job xL 1 

kal ёр rale “ovpais avTOv ў * é£fovaía avr&v Y ábucjoas v onstr., Matt 
v. 20. c 

tous avOpwrous uvas тёрте. ll = Co 3 9 э ^ 

Exo €T аттор 
h. 

ziii. 11. 
А w Acts xxvi. 
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Alv. А 

а en иат ech. xvi. 16. John v. 2. xix. 13, 17, 20. xx. 16 only t. Taa 
xviii. 26. 

= vv. 1,2. 
Acts xxi 40. 4 Kings 

f = here bis. ch. xi. 14 bis only. see Esek. vil, 26. 
hb ch. xi. 14. xxi. 1, 6 ошу. 

d here only t. see note. 
ii. 1 

. see ch. iil. 1. 
al Gen. i. 5. 

е = here оп] 
0. g = Matt. xxviii 

9. ка: n dern тоу wr. аитор is written twice in 1. . 
10. оџоіюоьѕ AN. rec (for 8rd ког) nv, with (35, e sil) vulg-ed(with some mas): 

om I m n 1. 80-2-4-6-8. 40-6-7. 90 am(with tol) Andr Tich : txt A[P]N в 83(sic, Del) 
rel vulg-ms syr-dd copt Areth. rec aft avrov ins xat, with 1. 37. 47 vulg-ed(with 
a few mss) Andr: om A[P]N в rel vulg-mss Andr-coisl Areth Tich. for  efovore 
аитор, єоостау єҳоисі В rel Andr. a Areth: om 1: txt A[P]N m 1. 17. 34-5-6 vulg 
syr-dd copt Andr Tich. ins rov bef adianoa: B rel: om ALPIN m n 1. 17. 82-4-6. 
48. 51 Andr Areth. 

11. rec at beg ins kai, "n m n 1. 34. 40-1. 61 fuld syr-dd Andr: om AN B rel. 
for exovory, exovga: В rel Areth Tich: exor» vulg Andr-p Primas: txt A[P]N m 

n 1. 26-7. 83-4-6 (26-7. 35 Br, e sil) fuld syr-dd (copt?) Аай. Вас:Леа bef er 
ауто» B rel syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth, BaciAea ur avro» 16, В. ex avrovs 1: [om єз? 
avrev P:] txt A f n 1. 17, ex avrwy BaciXeis 36, eavrwv Tov Basica (omg ex’) N.—rec 
eg’: txt AB rel. rec ins Tov bef ayyeAor, with A(see below) [ P]N(see above) f 1 
n 1. 9. 16. 33-5-6(38 ?) 47-8-9. 50. 90 Andr: om в rel Andr-coisl Areth.—apxorra rns 
аВоссоо тор ayytcAoy А. ins w bef Ist ovoua N 18. ag BA B (a d) gm 
85(Del) Andr-e. for kat ev, ey $є B rel vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Primas: txt A BIN 
1. 17. 33 (26-7. 86, e sil) eth.—eAAqrib: №. —еААђист: de 9.—ev тт єАЛтикт Se 13-6. 

exe: bef 2nd оода N 86: om oropa 40. 
12. om n (twice) N(ins 2nd 7 N38), 

34-5-8. 49? (6. 26. 32-7. 47 Br, e sil) Andr Areth : txt 
ere, си 96 

rec epxovra, with [P]N35 B m n 1. 18. 
AN! rel, om eri j 1: for 

12, 18. кш bef uera Tavra B f, коп pera Tavra ка 2. 4. 10-8-9. 40: om ra: (in both 
places) М: txt А[Р] rel. 

their wings (was) as а sound of chariots 
of many horses (by the two genitives the 
sound of both, the chariots and the horses, 
is included. The chariots are regarded as 
un appendage to the horses) as they run 
to war. And they have tails like to 
scorpions (i.e. to the tails of scorpions : 
the construction called the comparatio 
сори: see теЁ.), and stings (viz. 
in their tails: this is particular espe- 
cially in which the comparison finds its 
aptitude): and in their tails is their 
power to hurt men five months (sce above 
on ver. 6). They have as king over 
them (or, “they have a king over them, 
viz.” . . . . the two accusatives being in 
apposition. It favours this last alterna- 
tive, that in this particular, of having a 
king, they are distinguished from natural 
locusts : for Prov. xxx. 27, &BacíA«vrór 
фет.» h àxpís) the angel of the abyss (we 

can hardly with Luther, render “an angel 
from the abyss:” &yyedos, though anar- 
throus, is necessarily defined by the geni- 
tive rijs &Btccov); his name is in He- 
brew Abaddon (Ts perdition, from , 
periit, is used in the O. T. for the place of 
perdition, Orcus, in Job xxvi. 6; Prov. 
xxvii. 20 (Keri: Chetib has my), in 
both of which places it is joined with 

,—Ps. lxxxviii. 12; Job xxviii. 22. 
In all these places the LXX it b 
Arbe. Bo that this is the local fiie 
personified: or rather perhaps that ab- 
stract name personified, from which the 
local import itself is derived), and in the 
Greek (scil. yAwooy) he has for his name 
Apollyon (the name roAAówv seems 
chosen from the LXX är eta, see above. 

It is а question, who this angel of the 
abyss is. Perhaps, for accurate distinc- 
tion's sake, we must not identify him with 
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13 Kai 6 ёкто$ dyyedos eoadmicer, kai fjkovoa e. 

Fak. . m ypugoU той vamiov ToU Өєоб 1% *%°®\\ёүоута те ic: 
= Exon. 21% уу d éywv THY салгуууа Aücov тоїў Tuc 
a constr., eh. 
1 v. I al. fr. o constr., ch. ii 20 reff. 

18. gerne mias Na. om reo y А\?а n am(with fuld һап lips tix 
demid lipss) зуг copt Bede: ins [P] в rel Andr Areth Cypr Primas Tich.—on е2 ч 
тоу (rec.) кєр. ЇЇЇ.—ша>» porny ек т. ÜvdiaaThpiov eversior т. Gu, omg all the n=. i 

14. rec Aeyovsar, with [P] h 1 m n 1. 10-7. 84-5-6-8 (6. 13. 26. 87. 49 Bes 

Aeyovens N38: Аеуш» 40: AéyorTOS в rel: Aeyorra AN}. om «кте À 

тес (for o exer) os «axe, with 6(e sil) Areth: re exorr: m 34 Andr-coisl : txt АХ: * 

Satan himeelf,—cf. ch. xii. 8, 9,— but 
must regard him as one of the principal of 
the bad angels). Theone (first) woe hath 
passed: behold, there cometh (singular, the 
verb applying simply to that which is 
fature, without reference as yet to its pla- 
rality) two woes after these things. 
There is an endless Babel of allegorical 
and historical interpretation of these lo- 
cuats from the pit. most that we can 
say of their import is, that they belong 
to a series of judgments on the ungodly 
which will кене ply. precede the second 
advent of our Lorqͥ: that the various and 
mysterious particulars of the vision will no 
doubt clear themselves up to the church 
of God, when the time of its fulfilment 
arrives : but that no such clearing up has 
yet taken place, a very few hours of re- 
search among histories of apocalyptic 
interpretation will serve to convince any 
reader who is not himself the servant of a 
preconceived system. 

18—21.] The sixth Trumpet. And tho 
sixth angel blew his trumpet, and I 
heard a (it is doubtful, in the uncertain 
authenticity of Teradpwv, whether any 
stress is to be laid on this play or not. 
Vitringa gives it the emphasis,“ quatuor 
hzc cornua simul edidisse vocem, non di- 
versam, sed unam eandemque:” and so 
Hengstb. The allegorical interpreters 
give it various importe—the agreement 
of the four Gospels (Zeger, Calov., al.), 
—that of the prayers of exiled Jews 
(Grot), &c.) voice out of the [four] 
horns of the golden altar which was 
before God (the same altar as that pre- 
viously mentioned in ch. viii. 9 and vi. 
9, where see notes. From ch. xvi. 7 
it would appear that the voice probably 
proceeded from the altar itself, repre- 
sented as uttering the cry of vengeance 
for the blood shed on it; cf. ch. vi. 
9, with which cry of the martyred saints 
the whole series of retributive judgments 
is connected. The reading in the Codex 
Sinaiticus (see digest) is very remarkable, 

and may represent the original test. 4 
suppose, as Elliott, that the ery без (> 
altar is indicative of an altar bscnz br: 
the scene of some special sin on tè 0. 
of the men of Roman Christendom, 2. х 
to apply it to the perversions of Сп 
rites in the Romish Church, is sm! ' 
confuse the whole imagery of th r5 
For it is not of аяу alter in the ат 
that we are reading, but of the golde: : 
which was before God, where the рї? 
of the saints had been offered by tb 1~- 
ch. viii. 8, 5: and the voice is the ™- 
of those prayers, in accordance with "- - 
those агаар are infficted. ue 
horns again, representing the ever 
the altar, not any special rites with е. 
the horns of an altar were сот 
cannot be pressed into the servit 
above-noticed interpretation, Ый 3577 
belong to the propriety of that heni & 
seen. The voice from the M 
face of the altar, on which the pi = 
been offered: and that surface wat dh 
by the xépara) saying (the noan to 
the participle, in this broken constr? ^ — 
is to be referred, may be either 697. - 
which is most probable, or kepdrer m 
latter case aa emphasis would naturel T 
on the foregoing plav, or, if Aer" 5, | 
read, Ovciaernpiov) to the sixth м 
who had (construction, see ref. I^ E 
better to take д Lxer as the apa, 
nom., so common in this book, tb ' 
Tregelles, to understand it ss "07", 
It is natural that the = шу е: | 

further specified b ing the ca 
which the angel belonged, 4 пи 
с&ля:гууа: but hardly, that be shonli * 
singled out by the address, “ ae 
hast the trumpet,” from the whole 7^" 
who had trumpets) the trumpet (. 
being that one now before us, — bel r 
to the present vision), Loose ( "ts 
much to say that the angel hin. 
made the active minister of this lon: 
we do not read ral wopevéels Huge НН 
lowing, but simply wal entew. ^ 

(it & 10 
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ayyéXous тоў. dede evo ёті тф р TOTALD тф P ue yd p ch. xvi. 12. 
Gen. xv. 18 al. 

Ейфрату. 15 ка} ё\0блсар oi тёттаре$ йүує\оь oi ar syrov- “ре, 
A xi. 31. 

paopévor 9 els THY Фра» ка} ")uépav кай piva кай éviavróy, xc vit bree. 
"ha àmokrelvogiw to трїто› тёр àvÜperrrav. 

Andr. тєссареѕ N m, -peis 1 86. 
15. for eAvOnoas, eAurnOncay A. om 2nd o: (komæotel) N 41. 51. 90. 

16 Kat о 

[ins тотацо bef ev$p. P.] earn B. 
ng 

eis Tn» bef nuepay В rel Andr-coisl Areth ; тт» h n 10. 88. 49 Br: om A[P] 17-8. 83 (6. 
26. 85-6-7. 40-1-2, e sil) vulg copt Andr Cypr Primas Tich.—om ка quepay N 1. 
aft wa ins uy N. 

must therefore believe that the command 
is given to him wre dn во far as he is the 
representative and herald of all that takes 
place under his trumpet-blowing) the four 
angels which are bound (so E. V. rightly: 
“ are bound" is the true passive, 
not “have been bound") on (not “ix,” as 
E. V.: èri with the dat. denotes close ad- 
herence or juxtaposition : so our Lord sat 
èx) тӯ ryp., John iv. 6) the great river 
Euphrates (the whole imagery here has 
been a crux interpretum: as to who these 
angels are, and what is indicated by the 
locality here described. I will only ven- 
ture to point out, amidst the surging tu- 
mult of controversy, one or two points of 
apparent refuge to which we must not 
betake ourselves. “First, we must not 
yield to the temptation, so attractive at 
first sight, of identifying these four np m 
with the four angels standing on the four 
corners of the earth and holding in the 
four winds, in ch. vii. 1 ff. For the mis. 
sion of these angels is totally distinct 
from theirs, as the locality is also. There 
is not a syllable of winds here, nor any 
hurting of earth, sea, or trees. Secondly, 
the question need not perplex us here, 
whether these are good or bad angels: 
for it does not enter in any way into con- 
sideration. They simply appear, as in 
other parts of this book, as ministers of 
the divine purposes, and pass out of view 
as soon as mentioned. Here, it would 
almost seem as if the angelic persons were 
little more than personiflcations; for they 
are immegiatel resolved into tbe host of 
cavalry. Thirdl у, that there is nothing 
in the text to prevent “the great river 
Euphrates” from being meant literally. 

TDüsterd. maintains, that because the rest 
of the vision has а mystical meaning, 
therefore this local designation must have 
one also : and that if wo are to take the 
Euphrates literally and the rest mystically, 
endless confosion would be introduced; 
But this is quite a mistake, as the slightest 
consideration will shew. ЈЕ is a common 
Feature of Scripture allegory to intermingle 
with tno mis ic Tanguage literal designa- 

ог. IV. TT 

tions of time and place, Take for in- 
stance the allegory in ixxx. 8, 11, 
Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt 
.. . She sent out ber boughs unto the sea, 
and her branches unto the river: where, 
"though the vine and her boughs and 
hranches are mystical, the sea, and 
the river, are all li some go 

arks on this in Mr. Elliott's 1st vol., 
p. 931 ff., where the above example is cited 
among others). And the four angels 
were loosed, which had been prepared 
(the perf. part. in conjunction with an 
aor. verb is necessarily pluperf. in sense) 
for (in the ordinary sense of els after 
éroiuá (o and its kindred words—viz. “in 
reference to," “in reservation for," with 
& view to:" see ver. 7; 2 Tim. ii. 21; 
and xpés, 1 Pet. iii. 15) the hour and day 
and month and year (viz. which had been 
appointed by God: the appointed hour 
occurring in the appointed day, and that 
in the appointed month, and that in the 
appointed year. The art., prefixed, and 
not repeated, seems to make this meani 
царете Had the art. been repea 
before each, the ideas of the appointed 
hour, day, month, and year would bave 
been separated, not, as now, united: had 
there been no art., we might have under- 
stood that the four were to be added to- 
gether to make up the time, though even 
thus the els occurring once only would 
have n some ачу The natural 
way of expressing thi tter meani 
„ош be, «cis Spay к. cis ўиёрау к. eis 
uüra к. els éviavróy. The only way in 
which it can be extracted from the words 
as they now stand, is by understanding 
the rf» to designate some previously well- 
known period, “ for the (well-known) hour 
and day and month and year.” But as no 
such notoriety of the period named can be 

ized, we must I conceive adhere to, 
the sense above given), that (fva belongs. 
to #romacuévo: more naturally than to 
¢adénoay) they should kill tho third part 
of men (on 7d Tpíror, see above, ch. viii. 
7. It seems n , that in ray &r0po- 
roy we are to include only us karoucoUrTes. 

U 

vide 

ep. nid .14, { 
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w = Acts il. 17 a — ы 
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х here only. е - з 
Esek. xxviil 14,16. Sir. xlviii. 9 only. Arist. de Anima Ш. 13. 1. & here only. k. xxi. 6. Exod. 

“бос, ch. b here only t. see below (e). c see 1 Chron. xii B. 
3 Gee eee ble cho wie: sa sl Wax m emi er жа. ch. 1. 16 reff. e ch. viri. 4 reff. 

А . xiz. M. Ps. к. 7. see above (d). = ch. хіі. ` h = Rev. only, here 
Gat th e rni. 3 4.) zv. lal (eor = stripe, Laks ж. 30: zii 48. Acts xvi 23, 33. 2 Сог. vi & xi. 
#3 ошу.) Nam. ziv. 37. 1 = ch. vhi. 11 reff. у vv. 3, 10, 

for v. 

K. 
Areth : 

Andr Cypr Primas. 
17. for cwwous, cxmuxous В f. erave N. 
18. rec (for ато) vro, with 1: txt AC[P]N в rel. 

wAryor, with 1 (97, e sil): ins AC[P]N в rel vss gr-lat-ff. for lst ex, awo B rel 
Andr Areth : txt AC] PIN h n 10-7-8. 36 (1. 37-8. 49 Br, e a) Andr-a. rec ins ex 
bef тоо xaxvou, with CCP] c 1. 17 syr-dd Andr-a: om AN в rel am(with demid fuld &c) 
copt Andr Areth Cypr. rec ins ex bef rov «iov, with [P] c 1. 17! syr-dd Andr-a: 
om ACN в rel vulg copt Andr Areth Cypr. | 

19. rec as yap efovcias сетои еу r стомат: avrey erir, with 1(but єттї») 27; 
omg xa: ev rais ovpaus avTov, with 86: txt AC[ P ]N в rel vas gr-lat-ff.—for arse, To 

for Geseoders, Ovebeis(but сота) R. 
om трех N. rec om 

colour; Homer calls dark hair бак 
Arden duolas, Od. (. 231, y. 168. The 
hyacinth of the Greeks is supposed to 
have been our dark blue iris: see Palm 
and Host, sub voce) and sulphureous 
(light yellow : such а colour as would be 
produced by the settling fumes of brim- 

dx) rijs ут of ch. viii. 18, not any of the 
servants of God): and the number of the 
armies of the cavalry was twice myriads 
of myriads (i.e. 20,000 x 10,000: = 
200,000,000, two hundred millions. The 
number seems to be founded on those in 
the reff.) ;—I heard the number of them. 
And after this manner (i.e. according to 
the following description) saw I the 
horses in my vision (Düsterd. s 
and it seems likely enough, that this 
express reference to sight is inserted on 
account of the ўкорса which preceded) 
and those who sat upon them, having 
(€xovras most naturally refers to both 
horses and riders, not to riders only. The 
armour of both was uniform) breastplates 
fiery-red (the three epithets express the 
colours of the b lates, and are to be 
separated, as belonging each to one por- 
tion of the host, and corresponding to the 
fire, smoke, and brimstone which pro- 
ceeded out of the horses’ mouths below) 
and fuliginous (answering to xawyós be- 
low. бак(убгғоѕ is used for any dark dull 

stone): and the heads of the horses (rar 
Irrer takes up the horses again, both 
horses and riders having been treated of 
in the preceding sentence) (were) as 
heads of lions, and out of their mouths 
goeth forth fire and smoke and brimstone 
(i.e. separately, óne of these out of the 
mouths of each division of the host. " It is 
remarkable, that these divisions are three, 
though the np um ligi dapi From (àwó 
indicates not directly instrumentality, 
but the direction from which the result 
comes) these three plagues were killed 
the third part of men, by (ix, the source 
out of which the result springs) the fire 

went forth (the participle agrees with the went e participle agrees wi 
last noun only, but applies to all) out of 

* 
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. 10 re ff. 
. VI. 8 reff. 

m = ch. vi. б 
reff. 

a n a А n w. gen., ch. 
айтай ™adicovow. % xal oi N, TOv ávÜporroy of 1.5. Lobe 
ойк amextavOnoay | ё» rais h mAnyaîs тайта oU66 o her- 
evoncay ° ёк тди Épyav TOv NE,öjj v айтди, ? iva ш) 4 птроѕ- 
кутот TÀ * 6auuóvia. Kal TÀ % єідоћа TA хрисӣ каї тй 

1 Cor. xii. 21. 

apyupa кай тд t халкӣ kal TÀ з Ма kal rà " Ёма, © & ^x . ty 
r = 1 Cor. х. 20. 1 Tim. iv. 1. Deut. zxxiL 17. 

only. Num. zzi, 9. Dan. v. 4 Theod. (-кб®, ch. xviii. 12. 
y- Dax. v. 4, 23 xxxi. 18, v 2 Tim. i. 20 

(13—15). Dax. v. 28 Theod. 

А.—єр TAIS ovpais ко ev re сторат: аутор ny 88. 
в rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt AC[ P]N 10-7-8. 36 (1. 30-7-8. 40-9 Br, e sil) Andr. 

q Num. xzv.2. 
a 1 John v. 31. 1 These. i. 9 al. fr. t here 

u John Il. 6. 2 Cor. lil. S only. Exod 
eod. Ep. Jer. 30. w Рал. сїй. 5—7 

оңою: 1: om Ci. opewy 

for exovaat, exo С: exovoas Ni: exovoas [PjN*4 86: txt A в rel. 
wArryas ins aur N. 

line 12). 

xpvuo ea) and xaA«ea N. 

their mouths. For the power of the 
horses is in their mouths (principally; 
seeing that by what proceeded from their 
mouths their mission, to slay the third 
part of men, was accomplished) and in 
their tails: for their tails were like ser- 
pents, having heads, and with (iv is the 

. of investiture, used of that in which 
clad or armed a man does any thing) 
them they hurt (i.e. inflict pain: viz. 
with the bites of the serpent heads in 
which they terminate. I cannot but 
mention, in no unfriendly spirit, but be- 
cause, both being friends, Truth is the 
dearer, that which may be designated the 
culminating instance of incongruous in- 

tation in Mr. Elliott's historical ex- 
position of these prophecies. These tails 
аге, according to him, the horsetails, 
borne as symbols of шолу by the 

. Turkish Pachas. Well may Mr. Barker 
say (Friendly Strictures, p. 82), “an in- 
terpretation so wild, if it refutes not itself, 
seems scarcely capable of refutation.” 
Happily, it does refute itself. For it is 
convicted, by altogether leaving out of 
view the power in- the mouths, which is 
the principal featare in the original vi- 
sion: by making no reference to the ser- 

t-like character of these tails, but 
Being wholly inconsistent with it: by dis- 
torting the canon of symmetrical inter- 
pretation in making the Beads attached to 
the tails to mean that the tails are sym- 
bols of authority: and by being com- 

lled to render 48:кодо: “they commit 
injustice,” a meaning which, in this refer- 
ence, it surely will not bear. When it 
is said of fire- and smoke- and brimstone- 

à rec ovTe, with ALP] 1. 17. 88. (84-6, e sil) vulg 
syr-dd copt Andr-a: ov C rel Andr: txt N в f 88. 92. 

rec xposkuynowa:, with [P] в rel Andr Areth: txt ACN 1! 36. 42. 
rec om та (bef ea), with Br(e sil) 1 ins SOLE B rel Andr Areth. 

transp t 

om u II (ins above the 

иса (1. е. 

t vAtya N. ae 0 

breathing horses which kill the third 
part of men, that besides having power 
in their mouths they have it in their 
tails, which are like serpents, ending in 
heads, it would be a strange anti-climax 
to end, “and with these they do injus- 
tice.” I will venture to say, that a 
more self-condemnatory interpretation was 
never broached than this of the horsetails 
of the Pachas). * And the rest of men 
(this specification which follows clearly 
shews what sort of men are meant; 
viz. the ungodly alone)|who were not 
killed in (the course of: the r again 
of that in which, as its vehicle or investi- 
ture, their death would come, if it had 
come) these plagues, did not even (the 
force of ov3¢é, which on the whole seems 
likely to have been the original reading) 
repent of (ёк, so as to come out from: see 
reff.) the works of their hands (i. e. as the 
context here necessitates, not, the whole 
course of their lives, bat the idols which 
their hands had made. This will at once 
appear on comparing our passage with 
Deut. iv. 28, Aarpeóa ere dxe? дєоїѕ érépois, 
Epyois xeipõv ёудрётоу, UND kal №6015, 
of obe RW rat, x. T. A., and Ps. cxxxiv. 15, ' 
Te A Tay ёбу›д> дрүйріо» к. ҳрисіоу, 
ipya xeipav avopdwar стбра #хоюо: ка} 
оф Хал Лоуис, K. r. A. See also Acts vii. 
41) га they should po (їп отаг not to: 
the fi urpose, explaining the od peter. 
ёк кей. cf. me, oda 6, § 58. 6) 
worship (for Wwa with indic. fut. see 
above, ch. iii. 9 reff.) devils (seo reff, 
1 Cor.; 1 Tim., and notes there. ' The 
objects of worship of the heathen, and 
of semi-heathen istians, are in fact 

U 2 
oo 

— 
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Мза or e, 

for порғчазѕ, zorgpuas AX): sropeias 

Cuar. X. 1. om алло» [Р] в rel Andr-a: ins АСК m (l 16) 33 (84-5-6-8, e sil) vss 

whatever name may be 
3 of gold (lit. the i called), and 

which are, &c. 
express as above) and of silver and of 
brass and of stone and of wood, which 
ean neither see nor hear nor walk: and 
they did not repent of their murders nor 
of their witeherafts (lit. their drugs: con- 
crete in sense of abstract, as in all the 
places in the canonical LXX in reff. On 
the sense, sce note on Gal. v. 20) nor of 
their fornication (Bengel remarks on sop- 
yelas being in the sing., whereas the rest 
are plural, Alia scelera ab hominibus per 
intervalla patrantur: una perpetua sopreía 
est apud eos qui munditie cordis carent." 
But perhaps this is too refined) nor of 
their thefts. The character of these sins 
pona out very plainly who are the suf- 
erers by this sixth, or second woe iR o 
and the survivors who do not repent. e 
are taught by St. Paul that the heathen are 
without excuse for degrading the majesty 
of God into an image made like unto cor- 
ruptible things, and for degenerating into 
gross immoralities in spite of God's testi - 
mony given through the natural con- 
sclenoe. And even thus will the heathen 
world continue in the main until the se- 
cond advent of our Lord, of which these 
judgments are to be the immediate pre- 
cursors. Nor will these terrible inflictions 
themselves bring those to repentance, 
who shall ultimately reject the Gospel 
which shall be preached among all na- 
tions. Whether, or how far, those Chris- 
tians who have fallen back into these sins 
of the heathen, are here included, is a 
question not easy to decide. That they 
are not Somy in the Apostle's view, 
seems clear. We are not yet dealing with 
the apostasy and fornication within the 
church herself. But that they, having 
becomo as the xaromotrres ёт! ris yis, 
ovon so far as to inherit their character 
of persecutors of the saints, may by the 

very nature of the case, be individually in- 
in the suffering of these plagues, — 

ut this we idiomatically just as we believe and trust that many 
individually belonging to Babylon may be 
found sic А God's есь —it is of course 
impossible to deny., 

H. X. 1—xl 14.) ErrSODICAL акр 
ANTICIPATORY. Аз after the sixth seal, 
во here after the sixth trumpet, we havo 
a passage interposed, containing two epi- 
sodes, completing that which has bes 
already detailed, and introducing the final 
member of the current series. But it is 
not so easy here as there, to ascertain the 
relevance and force of the episodes. Their 
subjects here seem further off: their ac- 
tion more complicated. In order to ap- 
preciate them, 16 will be necessary to lay 
down clearly the point at which we have 
arrived, and to observe what is at that 

tion of a third part of the ungodly b 
the horsemen from the East, and left the 
remainder in a state of impenitent idola- 

and sin. Manifestly then the ers 
oF the saints are not yet ive bow: 

swer. 
assurance of the approach of that answer 
in its completeness, it will be what we 
might expect at this point in the series 
of visions. At the same time, look- 
ing onwards to the rest of the 
see, that as out of the more gen 
of visions at the opening of 
affecting both the church and the 
there a new and more particular 
series of the trum 
to one incident in 

d! 

prophecics, mainly on that subject, it will 
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also be no more than what we might 
fairly look for. 
sodical vision in its character and hue 
partakes of the complexion of the whole 
series of trumpet-visions, and, as regards 
the church, carries a tinge of persecution, 
and of the still crying prayer for ven- 
geance, not yet fully answered,—while at 
the same time it contains expressions and 
allusions which can only be explained by 
reference onward to the visions yet to 
come; this complex character is just that 
which would suit ‘he point of transition 
at which we are now standing, when the 
series of visions immediately dependent 
on one feature in the opening of the seals 
is just at its end, and & new one evolvi 
the other great subject of that gen 
Beries is about to begin. 
Now each one of these particulars is 

found as described above. For 1) the 
angel of ch. x. declares, with reference to 
the great vengeance-burden of the whole 
series of the trumpet-visions, respecting 
which the souls of the martyrs had been 
commanded Tra dvawatcwrra: ёт: xpóvor 
шкрфә, ch. vi. 11,—that xpdvos obkéri 
Ecra, but that in the days of the seventh 
angel, when he is about to blow, the whole 
mystery of prophecy would be fulfilled. 

2) The same angel gives to the Seer the 
open little book, with a distinct announce- 
ment that he is to begin а new series of 
rogi and that series, by what imme- 
iately follows, ch. xi. 1 ff., evidently re- 

lating to the church of God in an especial 
manner. 

8) The whole complexion of the epi- 
sodical vision of the two witnesses, ch. xi. 
8 ff, is tinged with the hve which has 

ded the series of trumpet-visions, 
m their source in ch. vi. 9—11, viz. 

that of v ce for the sufferings of the 
saints: while at the same time allusions 
occur in it which are at present inexpli- 
cable, but will receive light hereafter, 
when the new series of visions is un- 
folded. Such are. the allusions to 7d 
Onploy Tb dyaBaivov ёк тїз àBóccov, 
ch. xi. 7, and to ў zóAis ў peydAn, ib. 
ver. 8. 

With pated pom 3 
we may, I think, approach these episodi 
visions with less uncertainty. 

Again: if the epi- 

rec om $, with [P]N? k 1 1. 32-3-8 
for ipis, Op Ni. Tec 

rec om lst avTov: 

1—11] THE VISION OP THE LITTLE 
BOOK. 1—4. Introductory. And I saw 
another strong angel (&AAov, perhaps in 
allusion to the many which have been 
mentioned: but seeing that the epithet 
loxupór occurs in the mention of the 
angel who cried out in reference to the 
sealed book, ch. v. 2, and that the present 
angel’s errand also rds a book, we 
can hardly help taking &AAor with both 
substantive and adjective, and referring it 
to that first &yyeAos loxupds in ch. v. 2. 
And this consideration may serve to in- 
troduce the assertion, to me hardly ad- 
mitting of a doubt, that this angel is not, 
апа cannot be, our Lord himself. Sucha 
supposition would, it seems to me, entirely 
break through the consistency of apoca- 
lyptic analogy. Throughout ‘the book, as 
before observed, on ch. viii. 8, angels are 
the ministers of tbe divine. and 
the carriers out of the apocalyptic course 
of procedure, but are every where distinct 
from the divine Persons themselves, In 
order to this their ministry, they are in- 
vested with such symbols and such dele- 
gated attributes as beseem in each case 
the particular object in view: but no ap- 
parent fitness of such symbolical investi- 
ture to the divine character should induce 
us to break through the distinction, and 
introduce indistinctness and confusion 
into the book. When St. John means to 
indieate the Son of God, he indicates Him 
lainly: none more s0: when these plain 

indications are absent, and I find the 
name &yyeAos used, I must take leave to 
regard the t as distinct from Him,— 
however clothed, for the purposes of the 
particular vision, with His delegated 

wer and attributes) descending out of 
Deaven (the place of the Seer yet con- 
tinues in heaven: see below, vv. 8, 9), 
clothed with a cloud (as a messenger of 
divine judgment: see ch. i. 7), and the 
rainbow upon rarer the аргы 
ordinary, rainbow: indicating, agreeably 
with its first origin, God's covenant of 
mercy. See note on ch. iv. 3. On the 
accus. after éwí at the first mention of 
superposition, see note, ch. iv. 2), and his 
face as the sun (indicating the divine 
glory with which he was invested: see 
ch. 1. 16, xviii. 1: and compere Luke ix. 
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26), and his feet as pillars of fire (see 
cb. i. 16. The symbols with which this 
angelis accompanied, as those which sur- 
Tuned ie throne of God in ch. iv. 2 fl., 

token judgment tem with m 
the character of his ml аа. which, 
at the same time that it proclaims the 
near approach of the completion of God's 
judgments, furnishes to the Seer the book 
of his su ue prophecy, the followi 
out of God's purposes of mercy), 
having in his hand (his left hand, by 
what follows, ver. 5) & little book (the 
diminutive has been taken by some to 

int to the subsequent eating of the 
k by the Apostle: so Eichhorn: but 

Düste 1 к. хр if во, even the 
BiBAaplbios wo too | —b 
others, to the size relatively to the angele 
во Bengel. But the most natural reason 
for its use is to be found by comparison 
with the B4BAÍo» of ch. v. ff. That was 
the great sealed roll of God’s purposes: 
this (sea below) but one portion of those 
purposes, which was to be made the Seer’s 
own for his future prophesyings. The 
form BiBAaplBioy is not found in Greek 
writers: the diminutive is iBAibaplor, 
used by Aristoph. frag. (in Julius Pollux, 
vii. 210. See also Phot. Bibl. p. 142). 
On the ification, &c., of this little 
book or roll, see below ver. 8, notes) open. 
And he placed his right foot on 868, 

for a, oca N. 

and his left on the earth, and eried with 
а loud voice as а lion roareth (the whole 
imagery represents the glory and 
of Him whose messenger this ange 
and is to be taken literall in the i 
the earth meaning the earth ; the sea, the 
sea: and the desctiption of the loudness of 
ihe voice being simply thus descriptive). 
And when he cried, the seven thunders 
(it is probable that the art. af is prefixed 
because, like the seven stars, churches, 
seals, trumpets, and vials, these seven 
8 form a complete portion of the 
deg Lan machinery: and having no 
other ignation, for the very reason that 
their meaning is not revealed, they are 
thus designated, as the seven thunders”) 
spoke their (no further stress’ on éaurée, 
than as it belongs to the cha- 
racter of the utterances of these thunders. 
They were to be concealed, remaining un- 
written: and this fact, I conceive, reflects 
back a tinge on the possessive genitive, 
making it so far emphatic: the voices 
mee and remained, éavréy: not shared 
ү. being perpetuated) voices. And when 

e seven thunders spoke, I was about to 
write (in obedience to the command in 
ch. i. 19): and (not, «ём? as I was 
about to write, a new circumstance arose) 
I heard а voice out of heaven (from 
which it does not follow that the Seer is 
on earth, any more than in ver, 1) saying, 
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Beal ар the things which the seven 
thunders spoke, and do not write them 
(cf. the contrary command, ch. xxii. 10. 

any speculations have been raised as to 
the purport of the utterances of the seven 
thunders, and the reason for concealing 
them. From the very nature of the case, 
these must be utterly in vain. The wis- 
dom of Him who signified this Revelation 
to His servant John, has not seen fit to 
reveal these things to us. But the very 
nature of the case also convicts some of 
these speculations of error. The thunders, 
e. g., did not speak * humanum exceden- 
tia captum" as Ewald, seeing that not 
only did St. Jobn understand their utter- 
ances, but he was about to write them 
down for others to read, as intelligible to 
them also. Again, they were not any 
utterances of mere human device. They 
were spoken by command of the great 
angel, as ver. З necessarily implies: they 
in common with the seals, trumpets, and 
vials, form part of the divinely-arranged 
machinery of the Ароса! It is mat- 
ter of surprise and grief therefore, when 
we find historical interpreters of our day 
explaining them of the papal anathemas 
of the time of the Reformation. Elliott, 
vol. ii. p. 100 ff. It seems to me that no 
interpretation could be more unfortunate 
— none more thoroughly condemnatory of 
the system which is compelled to have 
recourse to it. For, merely to insist upon 
one point, —if it were so, then the Apostle 
sealed the utterances in vain, for all know 
what those thunders have uttered: then 
the command should have run o¢pdyicor 
.... 405 карой avrreAelas, as in Dan. 
xii. 4, instead of an absolute command as 
here. Thus much we may infer; from 
the very character of thundcr,—that the 

utterances were of fearful import: from 
the place which they hold, that the 
related to the church: from the comman 
to conceal them, first, encouragement, 
that God in His tender mercy to His own 
does not reveal all His terrors: secondly, 
godly fear, seeing that the arrows of His 
uiver are not exhaustéd, but besides 

things expressly foretold, there are more 
behind not revealed to us). 5—7.] 
The oath of the strong angel, that the 
time of fulfilment of all prophecy was 
close at hand. In this portion of the 
vision, the reminiscences of Dan. xii. 7 are 
very frequent: — al §xovea ToU vbphs 
ToU éybeBuuérov rà Babdiv, 8s $r èr 
ToU Sar % ToU тотацоб, ка) Djece Th» 
Betray айтоб ке) Thy Аритерду айтой eis 
Tb» obpaydy, kal &puocev dy T (rri els 
Tòr alõra, Bri eis raipby корд» kal uisu 
короб, èy T GvrTeA eaÓsra: S:acnopmiopdy 
yraécorra тбута Tavra, And the angel 
whom I saw standing upon the ses and 
upon the earth, lifted right hand 
(not both hands, as in Daniel above, 
seeing that the little book lay open on his 
left. On the practice of hfting the hand 
in swearing, cf. ref. and Gen. xiv. 23 
(Exod. vi. 8 and Num. xiv. 80, marg. and 
LXX)) towards heaven (as God's dwell- 
ing-place, Isa. lvii. 15) and sware by 
(construction, see reff.) Him that liveth 
to the ages of the ages (cf. Dan. above), 
who created the heaven and the thin 
in it, and the earth and the in 
it, and the sea and the things it 
(this foll and formal designation of God 
ав Creator of all is given, because tho 
subject of the angel's oath is, the mystery 
of God, which necessarily rests in His 

wer alone who made all things. 
We may observe, that the fact as well as 
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the form of this oath is against the sup- 
ition, that this strong angel is the Lord 

imself. Considering St. John’s own de- 
clarations respecting the Son of God, it is 
utterly inconceivable that Һе should have 
related as spoken by Him an oath couched 
їп these terms), that time (see below) 
should no longer be (1. е. should no more 
intervene: in allusion to the answer given . 
to the cry of the souls of the martyrs, ch. 
vi. 11, ка} 48049) abrois ba dvawav- 
ral ft. xpévov шкрбу. This whole 
series of trumpet-judgments has been an 
answer to the prayers of the saints, and 
now the vengeance is about to receive its 
entire fulfilment: xpóros obxér: Tra: the 
appointed delay is at an end. That this is 
the meaning is shewn by the AA’ ё т. zu. 
which follows. Several erroneous views 
have been taken of this saying: e.g., 1) 
that of Bede “ mutabilis secularium tem- 
porum varietas in novissima tuba cessabit," 
al., and apparently the E. V. (“that there 
should be time no longer) that it im. 
ports the ending of the state of time, and 
e pianag of eternity: 2) the chrono- 

ical one of Bengel, who allots a definite 
ai der viz. 1111] years (?) to a chronus, 
and then interprets, “there shall not 
elapse a chronus:” bringing the end, on 
his successive-historical system, to the year 
1836, which is self-refuted : 3) the view of 
Vitringa and Hengstenb., which grounds 
an error on the right understanding of 
these words themselves, moram nullam 
temporis esse intercessuram inter clan- 
gorem septimse tube et oraculorum pro- 
pheticorum implementum:" for the as- 
sertion of ver. 7, which is the carrying out 
of this denial, expresaly identifies the da 
of the voice of the seventh angel, when he 

T ERES ment o : but is 
i d imt реа) ( i 

p 

rec Toes (e)awr. BovAots ros wpopyTats, with j n 1. 18 

by the sounding of the seventh angels 
a De W. well observes, that there 
is in the diction of this clause а mingling 
of the fulfilment with the J 
when he is about to blow his trumpet 
(these words rav pé are used, ая in 
reff, in their strictest propriety. For 
when the seventh angel does sound, the 
completed time of the fulfilment is simul- 
taneous with his blowing: cf. ch. xi. 18: 
во that it is properly said that the fulfil- 
ment comes in the days when he is about 
to blow., Elliott's version, **at what time 
soever he may have to sound," can hardly 
be the rendering of bra» uéAAp carrier. 
For 1) бта» will not in the LXX and 
N. T. this emphatic uncertainty, but 
is simply “when,” in contingent clauses : 
1 2) A, E i sentence 5 
of time, must ept to its tem signi- 
fication. Of du du E. V., * when he 
shall begin to sound," is inadmissible), 
then (this cal in apodosi is in fact the 
token of a mixed construction: which re. 
solved would be &AA' 8r: ${ ошту al n- 
pas x. T. A., kal K. r. A. Бо also in ref. 
See Winer, edn. 6, 5 63. 3, f) the mys- 
tery of God (this ex ion will be best 
understood by ref. Boa. connected as 
it is here with the verb eimyyéXicer (see 
below). It is the mystery of the kingdom, 
as unfolded in the course of the 
dispensation, as is clearly shewn by the 
thanksgiving after the blowing of the 
seventh trumpet in ch. xi. 15 ff.) is fal- 
filled (lit, was fulfilled,—the speaker 
looking back, in etic anticipation, on 
the days spoken of, from a point when 
they should have become a thing past), as 
He evangelized (it is impossible to give 
the force of ebwyyéAwer with the accus. 
by a periphrasis, without losing its force. . 
It сүн that God isformed them of 
the glad tidings: it being left to be un- 
derstood by their office of xpop}rns, that 
they published the ebayydAuy. See Gal. 
lii. 8, where the sense, though not the con- 
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struction, is much the same) His servants 
the prophets. 

heaven, (I) again (heard) talking with 
me and saying (the sentence is a curious 
instance of mixed construction. One of 
its simple forms would be x. ) pri hy 
dx. ёк т. обр. кйм» dAdA€« дет” ёрод 
Aéyovca: the other, к. Thy guvhy коџса 
ёк т. ойр. rd. Aadovoay per èuo? к. 
Aeyouray. The former member of the 
first of these, and the latter member of 
tbe second, are united in the text), Go take 
the book which lieth open in the hand of 
the angel which standeth upon the soa 
and upon the earth. And I went away 
(from my former place as & spectator in 
heaven: from whicb, however, the Seer 
does not seem wholly to remove, cf. ch. 
xi. 16; xix. 1 ff., although his principal 

t of observation is henceforth the earth : 
cf. ch. xi. 1, xiv. 1, xvii. 8, &c.) to the 
angel telling him (the pres. contains 
the reason of the ar) to give me 
the little book. And he saith to me, 

ny то oTopar:(sic) 1. Aurv 
om от 

Take and cat it up (cf. Ezek. ili. 1 fl.; 
Jer. xv. 16; Ps. xi. 9): and it shall 
embitter thy belly, but in thy mouth 
shall be sweet as honey. And I took the 
book out of the band of the е1 and ate 
it up: and it was in my mouth as honey, 
sweet; and when I had eaten it up, my 
belly was embittered (there is the differ- 
ence between Ezekiel's roll and this, that, 
in the prophet's case, only the sweetness 
in the mouth is mentioned. The Angel, 
dwelling most on the most important 
thing, the working of the contents of the 
book, puts the bitterness first: the Evan- 
gelist, in relating what -happened, follows 
the order of time. The text itself will 

us against some misinterpretations 
of this bitterness and sweetness. It is 
lain that we must understand these to 

belong: not to differing characters of dif- 
ferent ions of the contents of the book 
(as Heinr., Ewald), but to different sensa- 
tions of the Evangelist in different parts of 
his body respecting one and the same con- 
tent of the book. Nor again must we 
invert the order, imagining (as Herder 
and Rinck) that the first bitterness leads 
afterwards to sweetness and joy, or (as 

- 
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Bede, Aretius, al.) that the bitterness in 
the belly indicates the reception by the 
Evangelist, but the sweetness in the 
mouth, the declaration to others; pro- 
ceeding on a misunderstanding of ver. 11. 
For further particulars, see below). And 
they say (A¢yovow leaves the speakers 
quite indefinite; amounting in fact to 
no more than “it was said”) to me, 
Thou must (i.e. it is God’s will that thou 
shouldest : a command is laid upon thee 
so to do) again prophesy (as thou hast 
done before in writing the former part 
of the &xoxdAvijis : seo in the interpre- 
tation below) eoncerning (not, as E. V. 
* before :” nor сап éwl with a dat. bear 
such a meaning. The substantives which 
follow the preposition are the objects of 
the хрофутейтш. So in reff. See Winer, 
edn. 6, § 48, c. c) peoples and nations 
and languages many kings (i. e. 
concerning the inhabitants of the earth, 
as before: cf. ch. v. 9, where the Lamb’s 
worthiness to open the former В:ВА{ор is 
connected with His having redeemed éx 
dons Ss к. yASoons к. Aao? x. Toros). 

I have ро till this point the 
question, what we are to understand by 
the B:BAap{8iov, and the Seer’s concern 
with it. And I will at once say, before 
discussing the various differing interpreta- 
tions, that I conceive the simple accepta- 
tion of the description and symbolism here 
can lead but to one conclusion; vis. that 
it re nts the доттўроу тод бєоў 
above spoken of, the subject of the re- 
mainder of the apocalyptic pores: 
So far, many of the principal Commenta- 
tors ате at one. Indeed it is difficult to 
conceive how any other interpretation can 
have been thought of, except as made 
necessary by some previous self-committal 
of the Expositor regarding the sealed book 
of ch. v., or by the exigencies of some his- 
torical system. But within the limits of 
this agreed meaning, there are many dif- 
ferent views as to the extent of the refer- 
ence of the “little book” to that which 
follows, and as to its relation to the 
seven-sealed book of ch. v. As regards 

these points, we may remark, 1) that the 
contents of the little book ” cannot well 
be confined to ch. хі. 1—13, ог we should 
not have had so solemn an inauguration 
of it, nor so wide-reaching an announce- 
ment of the duty of the Apostle conse- 

t on the receipt of it: 2) that the 
oath of the Angel must necessarily be 
connected with his baer ag? J of the open 
book on his hand, and if so, makes it 
necessary to infer that the contents of the 
book are identical with the mystery, re- 
specting which he swears: 3) that the 
episode which follows, containing the first 
work of the Apostle under this his new 
prophete commission, inchoates an en- 
tirely new matter—the things which be- 
fall the Church of God and the holy city, 
which new character of incidents con- 
tinues to prevail until the very end of the 
book : 4) that the relation of this “little 
book” to the sealed book of ch. v. can 
hardly be doubtfal to the readers of this 
Commentary, seeing that we have main- 
tained that book to be the sum of the 
divine purposes, which is not opened at all 
within the limits of the apocalyptic vision, 
but only preparo to be opened by the 
removal of its seven seals. That this is 
not that complete record of the divine 
purposes, nor, technically speaking, any 
Portion of it, must be evident to us. For 
it forms a p ipie roll or voles 
lying o on the angel's hand; it is 
estined for the special individual behoof 

of the Seer, into whom it passes, and be- 
comes assimilated with himself, to be given 
forth as he should be directed to utter it. 
5) That it contained more than we possess 
in the remaining portion of this book, is 
probable. St. John doubtless knew more 
than he has told us, Previously to this, 
he knew what the seven thunders uttered: | 

Тапа subsequently to this, we can hardly 
imagine that he was ignorant of the name 
of the wild beast, whose number he has 
given us4 

It remains that we say something on 
the circumstances accompanying the Apos- 
tle’s reception of the mysterious book. 

ins 52 P. 
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Its sweetness, when he tasted it, allusive 
as it is to the same circumstance in Eze- 
kiel’s eating the roll which was all lamen- 
tation, mourning, and woe, doubtless 
represents present satisfaction at being 
informed of, and admitted to know, a por- 
tion of God’s holy will: of those words of 
which the Psalmist said, Ps. cxix. 103, 
* How sweet are thy words unto my taste, 
ea sweeter than honey unto my mouth!” 
ut when the roll came to be not only 

tasted, but digested,—the nature of its 
contents felt within the man,—bitterness 
took the place of sweetness : the persecu- 
tions, the apostasies, the judgments, of 
the church and people of the Lord, sad- 
dened the spirit of the Seer, and dashed 
s doy at the first reception of the mystery 
о , 

Сн. ХІ. 1-—14.] The measurement of 
the temple of God. The (wo witnesses : 
their testimony, death, resurrection, and 
assumption into heaven: the earthquake, 
and its consequences. 

This passage may well be called, even 
more than that previous one, ch. x. 1 ff., 
the crux int um; as it is undoubt- 
edly one of the most difficult in the whole 
Apocalypse. Referring to the histories of 
apocalyptic exegesis for an account of the 
various interpretations, I will, as I have 
done in similar cases, endeavour to lay 
down a few landmarks, which may serve 
for guidance at least to avoid inconsis- 
tency, if we cannot do more. And I will 
remark, 1) thatſwe are not bound to the 
hard * wooden" literal sense so insisted 
on in our day by some of the modern Ger- 
man ip genes д 1 would strongly re- 
commend any one who takes that view, 
who will have Jerusalem — nothing but 
Jerusalem, and confine the two witnesses 
to two persons bodily appearing there, to 
read through the very 5 and 
shuffling comment of Düsterdieck here 
the result of which is, that finding, as he 
of course does, many discrepancies between 
this and our Lord's prophecy of the same 
destruction of Jerusalem, he is driven to 
the refuge that while our Lord describes 
matters of fact, St. John idealizes the 
catastrophe, setting it forth not as it 
really took place, but according to its 
inner connexion with the final accomplish- 
ment of the mystery of God, and corre- 

Aeye NI: 

праза to the hope which God’s Old 
estament people possessed as contrasted 

with the heathen power of this world, 
which abides in “Babylon.” But really, 
if we have come thus far by fighting for the 
literal interpretation, why not a little fur- 
ther? Or rather why so far? If “ Ba- 
bylon ” is the abode of the world, why not 
* Jerusalem ” of the church? If our in- 
terpreter, maintaining the literal sense, is 
allowed so far to “idealize,” as to exempt 
the temple of God itself (ver. 1) from a 
destruction which we know overtook it, 
and nine-tenths of the city (ver. 18) 
from an overthrow which destroyed it all, 
surely there is an end to the meaning of 
words. If Jerusalem here is simply Jeru- 
salem, and the prophecy regards her over- 
throw by the Romans, and especially if. 
this passage is to be made such use of as: 
to set aside the testimony of Irenæus as 
to the date of the Apocalypee by the 
stronger testimony of the A ypse itself 
(во Düsterd. from Lücke), then must 
every particular be shewn to tally with 
known history ; orif this cannot be done, 
at least it must be shewn that nong con- 
tradicts it. If this cannot be done, then 
we may fairly infer that the prophecy has 
no such reference, or only remotely, here 
and there, and not as its principal subject. 
2) Into whatever difficulty we may be led 
by the remark, it is no less true, that the 
тбл Å &yía of ver. 2 cannot be the same 
as the róis ) ueydAm of ver. 8. This 
has been felt by the literal interpreters, 
and they have devised ingenious reasons 
why the holy city should afterwards be 

ed the great city: so De Wette, he 
named Jerusalem the great city, because 
he can no more call her holy after her de- 
secration (but he need not therefore call 
her great, by which epithet she is never 
called)—Düsterd., “because it is impos- 
sible in one breath to call a city ‘holy,’ 
and ‘Sodom and Egypt’” (most true: 
then must we not look for some other city 
than one which this very prophecy has 
called holy P). So far Joachim says well, 
* Veruntamen quod ait in plateis civitatis 
magne, non satis videtur facere pro eodem 
intellectu (the literal. Nunquam enim 
magna civitas forte legitur, sed magis 
Nineve et Babylon magne civitates dicts 
sunt: nimirum quia multi sunt vocati, 
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uci vero electi.” His other reason see 
in the interpretation below. 8) We are 
compelled, if 1 am not mistaken, to carry 
the above considerations somewhat fur- 
ther, by the very conditions of the pro- 
phecy itself. For it is manifestly and 
undeniably of an anticipatory character. 
It is not, and cannot be, complete in it- 
self. The words of ver. 7, rd Onplor rd 
dvaBaivey ёк тїз Вбссоо, bear no mean- 
ing where they stand, but require, in 

to be understood at all, to be carried 
on into the succeeding visions of ch. xiii. 
ff. And if into those visions, then into a 
period when this wild-beast has received 
power from the dragon,— when, as in ch. 
xiii. 7, he makes war with the saints and 
eonquers them, and all on earth except 
the elect are worshipping him. 4) Let us 
observe the result as affecting our inter- 
retation. We are necessarily carried on 
y the terms of our present compen- 

dious prophecy, into the midst of another 
prophecy, far more detailed and full of 
persons and incidents: of one which has 
its реублу жфМмз, its vads той Ocot, its 
wposkvrovrres фу abré, its рарторіа "Incob, 
and other coincident particulars. What 
inference does a sound principle of inter- 
pretation force upon us? if not 
this—that our present compendious pro- 
phecy, as in the particular of the beast 
that comes out of the abyas, so in its other 
features, must be understood as giving in 
summary, and introducing, that 
one P and consequently, that its terms are 
to be unders by those of that larger 
one, not servilely and literally where the 
stand? And observe, this is deduced 
from the very necessity of the case itself, 
as shewn in ver. 7, not from any system 
throwing its attraction forward and bias- 
sing our views. We cannot understand 
this prophecy at all, except in the light of 
those that follow: for it introduces by 
anticipation their dramatis persone. 5) 
If I mistake not, we thus gain much 7 75 
on the difficulties of this prophecy. If it 
is a compendium of the more detailed pro- 
phecies which follow, opening the great 
series ing God’s church, and reach- 
ing forward to the time of the seventh 
trumpet, then its separate parte, so bard 
to assign on any other view, at once full 
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into their places. Then, e. g. 2 
know what is meant by the tempr :: 
worshippers, viz. that them erf 
are identical in reference with thos -~ 
in the subsequent pea W- 
out an elect remnant, a Goshea in: 
а Zoar from Sodom, а number wh: 
worship the wild-beast and bis in: 
who are not defiled with wez. - 
And so of the rest. 6) It wil b=» - 
this principle that I shall абер 
exposition of this difficult prophecy. = 
garding it as a summary of te — 

tailed one which follows, I d 
deavour to make 5 igrom 

tion there, and gaining perbs D 
further insight into mesnings ther 7- 

given to the Gentiles. And the ® 
given to me (by whom, is not si. 
is left indefinite, as at ch. vi. 1,72 
reed like toa staff (see reff) SIUE 
yer is ont of the sa 
finite: as in ch. iv. 1. Andr, in 
imagines that it is the reed thx $^" 
and builds an allegorical interpres 
the idea: was yàp 
» Acer “Evyerpat k. r. A. ғ Е | 
eixyuvra:r, &yyeAug соға. 

Tb» уау тоў Ceed. And so 1 pmi | 
time, remarkably enough, Bp 2: . 
worth: The Reed speaks: it i if : 
the Spirit is in it: it is the Ward a 
And it measures the Church: bs 5" 
Canon of зра и the rule of Ё 

hus in his 

solute.)), Arise ( ; Ы 
imply that the Apostle was kneeling P 
soe reff.) and measure the templec 69^. 
the altar (apparently, the altar of eo" 
as that alone stood in the vads. Bü f. 
haps we must not be too minute in M 
cularizing), and them that worship 2 
(see the previous remarks on thi FY 
hecy. The measuring here is 60 
or the purpose of taking account ue 
derstanding the bearing and dime. 
of, that which is to be measured; be e. 
xxi. 15, where the heavenly Jerosim * 
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measured by the angel. But here two 
questious arise: 1) What is that which is 
measured? and 2) when does the measur- 
ing take place? 1) I have no doubt that, 
as above hinted, the vads т. deb and its 
OveiarTfpior are to be here taken symboli- 
cally, as the other principal features of the 
prophecy: and to one believing this, there 
can be but little further doubt a5 to what 
meaning he shall assign to the terms. 
Thus understood, they can only bear one 
meaning: viz., that of the Church of the 
elect servants of God, every where in tbis 
book symbolized by Jews in deed and 
truth. The society of these, as a whole, is 
the wads, agreeably to Scripture в lism 
elsewhere, e. g. 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17, and is 
symbolized by the inner or holy place of 
the Jerusalem big mia in and among 
which they as true Israelites and priests 
unto God, have a right to worship and 
minister. These are they who, properly 
speaking, alone are measured: estimated 
again and again in this book by tale and 
number—partakers in the first resurrec- 
tion,—the Church of the first-born. Then 
as to our question 2), it is one which, so 
far as I know, has not engaged the atten- 
tion of expositors. When & command is 
elsewhere in this book given to the Seer, 
we may observe that his fulfilment of it 
is commonly indicated. He is commanded 
to write, and the writing before us proves 
his obedience. He is ordered to take the 
little book, xal ё+ўАбо» к.т. But of the 
fulfilment by him of this command, Ёуере 
ка) uérpnaov, no hint appears to be given. 
The voice goes on continuously, until it 
melts imperceptibly into the narrative of 
the vision. After this, we hear no more of 
the measuring, till another and more glo- 
rious building i$ measured in ch. xxi. This 
being so, either 1) which is inconceivable, 
the measurement does not take place at 
all, or, 2) which is hardly probable, it 
takes place and no result is communicated 
to us, or 8) the result of it is found in the 
subsequent phecies: in the minute 
and careful distinctions between the ser- 

Вг: ins А в rel Andr-p.— ( ка B' В.) 

vants of God and those who receive the 
mark of the wild-beast—in all those indi- 
cations which point out to us the length 
and breadth and depth and height, both 
of faith, and of unfaithfulness). And the 
court which is outside the temple (i.e. 
apparently, every thing except the абз 
itself: not merely the outer court or 
court of the Gentiles. That only the 
wads тач in the 1 sense, is to be 
measured, is significant for the meaning 
above maintained) cast out (of thy mea- 
surement. But these strong words, con- 
veying so slight a meaning, doubtless 
bear in them a tinge also of the stronger 
meaning, “reckon as profane,” “account 
not as included in the sacred precinct ”), 
and measure not it (abrqv has a slight 
emphasis: otherwise it need not have 
been expressed), because it was given 
(viz. at the time when the state of things 
subsisting in the vision came in: or, in 
God’s apportionment) to the Gentiles (if 
the vads and the wposkvroürres represent 
the elect church of the first-born, the 
dern will correspond to those who аге 
outside this sacred enclosure: those over 
whom eventually the millennial reign of 
Ch. xx. shall be exercised: those from 
among whom shall spring the enmity 
against God's church, but among whom 
also shall be many who shall fear, and 
give God glory, cf. ver. 18. Of these is 
ormed the outward seeming church, mixed 
up with the world; in them, though not 
in each case commensurate with them, is 
Babylon, is the reign of the wild-beast, the 
agency of the false prophet: they are the 
karowoUrres Thy r or ém) тїз , the 
material on which judgment and mercy are 
severally exercised in the rest of this book 
(cf. especially ver. 18), as contrasted with 
God's own people gathered and to be 
gathered out from among them), and they 
shall tread down (i.e. trample as con- 
querors, the outer church being in subjec- 
tion to them : see reff. The other mean- 
ing, shall tread, merely, is of course in- 
cluded; but must not be made the preva- 

2£,1$. 
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3. aft efqxovra ins wevre NS f. wepiBcPanpevovg A[P]N! в h I n 4. 48: sepe It : 

BeBAnperos(sic) 17! : txt CN. rel Hip Andr Areth. [такоо P.] iege 
7. 8. 

two witnesses are literal,— two individual 12 
men,—or they are symbolical,—two indi- 47 о f 
viduals taken as the concentration of prin- ** Ё- 

lent one. The period named shall be one 
during which ) Bae тё» oba 
Bid(erai, ка} В:аста) apwd{ovew айтўу, 

> 

Matt. xi. 12) the holy city (Jerusalem, їп 
the literal sense of the prophecy: the 
whole temple except the vads itself bei 
counted with the city outside) forty 
two months (this period occurs in three 
forms in this book: 1) as forty-two 
months; see ch. xiii. Б: 2) as 1260 da 
= 49 months x 80, see ver. 8, ch. xii. 6: 
8) as time, times, and half a time = 3} 
years, 8 x 360 ＋ 180 = 1260 days, see 
ch. xii. 14. "This latter designation is also 
found in Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7. With respect 
to these periods, I may say that, equal 
as they certainly seem to be, we have no 
right to suppose them, in any two given 
cases, to be identical, unless the context 
requires such a supposition. For instance, 
in these two verses, 2 and 8, there is strong 
temptation to regard the two equal periods 
ав coincident and identical: but it is plain 
that such a view is not required by the 
context; the prophecy contains no note of 
such coincidence, but may be very simply 
read without it, on the view that the two 
р are equal in duration, but indepen- 

nt of one another: and the rather, that 
this prophecy, as has been already shewn, 
is of a compendious character, hereafter to 
be stated at large. I will further remark, 
and the reader will find this abundantly 
borne out by research into histories of 
apocalyptic exegesis, that no solution at 

approaching to a satisfactory one has 
ever yet been given of any one of these 
peri This being so, my principle is to 

f regard them as being still among the 
things unknown to the Church, and await- 
ing their elucidation by the event. , It is 
our duty to feel our way by all the indica- 
tions which Scripture furnishes, and by 
the light wbich history, in its main and 
obvious salient evente, has thrown on 
Scripture: and, when those fail us, to be 
content to confess our ignorance. An 

у — 

apocalyptic commentary which explaips 
every thing, 19 self-convicted of error)., 

` 8—18.] THE TWO WITNESSES: their 
testimony, death, resurrection, ascension: 
consequences on the beholders. The re- 
marks just made are here especially appli- 
cable. No solution has ever iven of 
this portion of the prophecy. Either the 

ciples and characteristics, and this either 
in themeelves, or as representing men who 
embodied those principles and characteris- 
tics. In the following notes I shall point 
out how far one, how far another of these 
views, is favoured by the text, and leave 
the reader to judge. And I will give t» 
my two witnesses (the heavenly voice is 
still speaking in the name of Christ. That 
we must not press the pov tothe inference 
that Christ himself speaks, is plain by 
Srov ка) ô xipis avrG» écravpéOng be- 
low. The art. rots seems as if the two 
witnesses were well known, and distinct in 
their individuality. The осу is essential 
to the prophecy, and is not to be explained 
away. No interpretation can be right 
which does not, either in individuals or m 
characteristic ]ines of testimony, retain 
and bring out this dyalism, See further 
below. As regards the Construction, беш 
is followed, not by ап infin., but by the 
less usual apodosis, ка) spopnrevcovew 
к.т.А. Nothing need be supplied after 
босо, as is done by Lyra and Cora a lao: 
s constantiam et sapientiam ”) and Beza 
“sanctam civitatem," which is decidedly 

wrong, seeing it is given to the Gentiles)), 
and they shall prophesy „„ 
here has generally been taken to mean, 
shall preach repentance. It may be so: 
but in ch. x. 11, the verb is used in its 
later and stricter sense of foretelling events, 
as in 1 Pet. i. 10; Jude 14 If their 
testimony consisted in denouncing judg- 
ment, the other would necessarily be com- 
bined with it) a thousand two hundréd 
and sixty days (Diisterd. remarks that 
the fact of a period of the same length as 
the forty-two months being now expressed 
in days, implies that they will prophesy 
day by day throughout it. The reader 
ao i see, that the two ge e 
of these being г ог years, 
the individuality Han symbolical cha- 
racter of the witnesses, are mutually con- 
nected together. He will also bear in 
mind that it is a pure assumption that 
the two periods, the forty-two months and 
the 1260 days, coincide over the same 

ce of time. The duration of time is 
t during which the power of Elijah's 
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zl. 17 al. 
Деси. iv. 8, 

L ^ * ^ M, le avrovs He f а8:кўсаг, Tip € éxrropeverat ® ёк той ттбда- à sk. i. el 
Zech. 1. c. 

| ^ ` a А 

Tos avTOv Kal Usa той éyOpovs айтб ral єї тіс ти. 
L э ` ^ ^ ` A ff. *éret abrous {адкђоа, 1 ойто Sef ahr длтоктауӯђиш. в g f v. 

al. їг 

б ойто. éyovow [TH] ёф орта» * KMeéicat Tov ®ойраубь, ^ Mark C, 
2 . Gal. v. 

16 only. (see ch. x. 9, 10 reff.) Joel H. 6. (4 Krxos 1. 10, 12, 14. ЈЕВ. v. 14. Num. 2 w.) 
i = 1 Thess. tv. 14 

4. for Ist a: oi Ni. 

6. 32-45. 47-8 Areth : ot b. 

k Luke iv. 25. see Sir. xivin. 3. 

for ea avìa: A: алои С: txt [P]N в rel.—om ёоо 
~ eAduau кох 1(but adds in margin ка B елаш) Andr-b. 

(1-marg) 18. 38(-4-5, e sil): ins AC[P]N** в rel Hip Andr. 
om Tov А в: ins C(PTN rel. 

rec om [2nd] а, with N! 
om 8rd u N e fgl m 

rec (for киру) 
eov, with n 1. 17. 86 Andr-a : txt AC(P]N в rel vulg syr-dd copt Hip Andr Areth 
Vict Primas. 
Andr: txt ACN! в rel Andr-cois] Areth. 

5. Ist Gere: bef avrovus N m 34: Ged. абак. avrovs f. 
130-8-6 : ce 42: txt AC( P]N в rel Andr Areth. 

rec cru, with [PIN e g 1 n 1. 10-7-8. 36-8 (h 37 Br, e sil) Hip 

rec (for 1st Oe.) Oe, with 
for 2nd є, у CN! 1. rec 

(for 2nd Ged.) ben, with 1 33: om 40: * MeArjon AN 88: беле CLP] в rel Andr 
Areth. rec 2nd avrovs bef 2nd 6eA., with 1. 86. 47 (51, e sil) Andr Primas: 
adicnoa bef avrovs N: txt AC[P] в rel Hip Andr-coisl Areth Tich. om ovrws А. 

6. тоу ovpavoy bef [Tur] efovoray клесо B rel Andr-coisl Ате: тоу ovparov KAet- 
са: efovoiay 33: etovotay тоу ovpavoy клеі f j 88: txt AC[P]N hn 1. 10-7 (16. 87. 
49 Br, e sil) vulg syr-dd copt Hip Andr.—rec om rs, with N в rel: ins АСР. 

prophecy shut up the heaven: viz. three 
years and six months : see Luke iv. 25, and 
more on ver. 6 below) clothed in sack- 
eloth (in token of need of repentance and 
of approaching "iig piri : see Isa. xxii. 12; 
Jer. iv. 8, vi. 26; Jonah iii. 6. Certainly 
this portion of the prophetic description 
strongly favours the individual interpreta- 
tion. For first, it is hard to conceive how 
whole bodies of men and charches could be 
thus described : and secondly, the principal 
symbolical dicht, this have left out, or 
passed v 1 , this important i- 
cular. One does 25 see how bodies of 
men who lived like other men (their being 
the victims of persecution is another mat- 
ter), can be said to have prophesied clothed 
in sackcloth. It is to be observed that 
such was the ent of Elijah; see 
2 Kings i. 8, and cf. Matt. iii. 4). These 
are the two olive trees and the two candle- 
sticks which stand before the Lord of the 
earth (the whole from ref. Zech., to which 
the art. al refers. But it is to be observed 
that while in Zech. we have the two añas, 
and spoken of in the same terms as here, 
there is but one Avx»ía, with its seven 
lights, which very seven lights, as there 
interpreted in ver. 10, are referred to in 
our ch. iv. 6, v. 6. So that it is somewhat 
difficult to say, whence af úo Avxvía: 
has come. The most probable view is that 
St. John has taken up and amplifled the 
rophetio symbolism of Zechariah, carry- 
[a it on by the well-known figure of 

lights, as representing God's testifying 
servants. о the two “sons of oil" in 
the prophet were, whether Zerubbabel and 
Joshua, or the prophets Zechariah and 
Haggai, is of no import to our text here): 
and if any one be minded to harm them, 
fire goeth forth (the pres., of that which 
is habitual and settled, though yet future: 
see also on ver. 7 below) out of their 
mouth, and devoureth their enemies (so 
Elijab, 2 Kings i. 10 ff.; and so ran the 
word of promise to Jeremiah (ref.), 1800 
dye Sé8exa robs Adyous pov «ls Tb rd 
cov rp, ка) Tür Ааф» тобтоу UN, ка} 
катаффуета: abrots:, the two being here 
combined ther. Cf. also Sir. xlviii. 1, 
dvéorn 'HAlas профітуз &s mip, ral б 
Adyos айтоб &s Aauwds ékalero) ; and if any 
one be minded to harm them, after this 
manner (see Sir. xlviii. 8) he must be 
killed (this whole description is most dif- 
ficult to apply, on the allegorical inter- 
pretation; as is that which follows. And 
as might have been expected, the alle- 

rista halt and are perplexed exceed- 
ingly. The double announcement here 
seems to stamp the literal sense, and 
the ef Tris and 87 abTb» йтоктауеђуш 
are decisive against any mere national ap- 
plication of the words (as Elliott). Indi- 
viduality could not be more strongly indi- 
cated) These have (see on the pres. 
above [the] power to shut the hosven, 
that the rain may not rain during the 
days of their prophecy (as did Elijah: the 
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ev Tass NmEpass 1: txt AC[P]N в rel Hip Andr 
reas, with 1: txt AC PIR в rel vulg copt arm Hip Andr Areth. 

rec om e», with B (26-7. 51 Br, e sil) vulg ur i 
ip Andr Areth lat-ff.—ocaxis ea» Ged. bef [er] таст ramm 

om осак:ѕ eay бєл. 19: txt AC 

om xa: (bef хатафа) Ni. 
AC[P]N rel copt 
Andr-coisl Areth : om ey тасу TAMYN g: 

rec avrer 

om avra 1. 

N h x d. 
e sil) 10-6-7. 86-7-8. 49. 51 Br Andr-coisl Areth.—a» С 88.—6«eAqroveiw С: GA f 
j 96: cAdwow К. 

7. ore reXecover і. aft то Onpioy ins ro rerapro A. TO avafaves А 1: 
ore ауаВароу Nl. rec *oAeuor bef ner avrov, with 1. 36 (41, e sil) Andr: txt 
AC[P]N B rel vul lg syr-dd arm Hip Andr-coisl Areth lat-ff. om Kat атоктеғє 
avrovs j m 1. 12. 86. 41 Andr-b. 

8. rec (for то ятора) та wreparta, with [ 
e sil) vulg syr-dd Andr Primas Vict: txt A 

PIR mn t. 1 107-8. 4-668 (h 87. 49 Br, 
aft аутор ins 

errau NSG: eacei(adding arapa aft peyaàns) n 87. 79. 

duration of the time also териш! 
see reff.): and they have power over 
waters to turn them info blood (as had 
Moses, ref.), and to smite the with 
the é» of investiture. See ref. 1 Kings, 
rom which, applying to the plagues in 
Egypt, the expression is Ln) every 
plague as often as they shall be minded 
(all this points out the spirit xis power of 
Mapes, combined with that of Elias. And 
undoubtedly, it is in these two directions 
that we must look for the two witnesses, 
or lines of witnesses. The one imper- 
sonates the law, the other the prophets. 
The one reminds us of the prophet whom 
God should raise up like unto Moses; the 
other of Elias the prophet, who should 
come before the great and terrible day of 
the Lord ; 6 xaraypapels dy dAeyuois els 
кагробз, konára pyh» pb Өиџод, Sir. 
xlvii. 10. But whether we are to 
ihese prophecies as to be fulfilled by indi- 
viduals, or by lines of testimony, must 
= entirely on the indications here 

ven). And when they had finished 
d Ado is a futurus exactus, implying, 
as plainly as words can imply it, that the 
whole period of their testimony will be at 
an end when that which is next said shall 
happen. All attempts of the allegorical 

Ф expositors to escape this plain meaning 
of the words ae э vain. Such is that 
of Mede, “when they shall be about 
КЫЫ * of Daubuz, “whilst they 

rform:” of Elliott, “when they 
Shall ve completed their testimony, 
meaning thereby not the whole course 
of it, but any one complete delivery of it 
which others might have followed) their 
testimony, the wild-beast that cometh 
up out of the abyss (this is the first men- 
tion of the wild-beast; and the whole 
description, as remarked above, is antici- 
patory. The pres. part. ng] gives 
EUM designation, as во often: and is 

to be interpreted future, as Elliott, 
“ "that. is to ascend.” The character of 
the beast is that he ascendeth out of the 
abyss; just as the tempter of our Lord is 
called à ерір, Matt. iv. 8, though the 
narrative is in the past tense. This 
wild-beast is evidently identical with that 
mentioned in ch. xvii. 8, of which the 
same term is used, ô uéAA «v dvaBalvew ёк 
Ts àBíccov: and if so, with that also 
which is introduced ch. xiii. 1 ff, as ёк 
vis Өал&сотѕ Onploy àraBaivor, seeing 
that the same details, of the seven heads 
and ten horns, are ascribed to the two. 
But, though the appellation is anticipa- 
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c 1 Cor. ii. 14 
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rec om [2nd] 77s (with 85. 41. 51, e sil): ins АСГРЈА в 33(sic, Del) rel Andr Areth.— 
(rns ue. oA. 36.) 
«vpios) Na f 1 m 1. 12. 34 5-6 copt Orig. 

aft coBoua ins ka. eyyvs o потаиоѕ Naa. om xa (bef o 
rec (for аутор) uur, with 1. 83 (26. 

84-5. 51, e sil): om N': txt АС[Р]М?® в rel vss Orig Andr Areth Primas Promiss. 
9. rec Влефоост», with (84-6, е sil) vulg syr-dd copt Primas: txt AC[P]N в 3g (eic, 

Del) rel Andr Areth Tich. 

tory as far as this book is concerned, the 
beast spoken of was already familiar to its 
readers from Dan. vii.: see below) shall 
make war with them (seo ref. Dan.), and 
shall eonquer them and ЕШ them. And 
their corpse (xraua, das Gefallene derſel⸗ 
ben, as Düsterd. gives it: “ther d 
The singular is used, not for any mystical 
reason, as Wordsw. imagines (who inter- 
p the two witnesses of the Old and 

ew Testaments, and says, “The two 
witnesses have but one body. They twain 
are one flesh. The two Testaments are 
one”), but simply as above, because 
ттӧра does not properly signify a dead 
body, but that which s fallen, be it 
of one, or of many. Below, where the 
context ^ на the separate corpses to 
be specifled, the less proper meaning of 
ттӧџа is adopted, and we have the plural) 
(is) (the present is best to supply, om 
account of the verbs following, which are 
in the present, until we come to méppov- 
ow: and with which the portion relating 
to the corpses is bound up) upon the 
street (reff.) of the great city (not Jeru- 
salem (see above), which is never called 

by this name: but the ) wóXis f) peydAn 
of the succeeding visions, of which this is 
anticipa and compendions), А 
that which (frig, not = f, but Speer ав 
and particularizing) is called spiritually 
(i.e. allegorically; in a sense higher than 
the literal and obvious one. The only 
other place in which we find this usage of 
the word is in ref. 1 Cor., which see, and 
notes there) Sodom and Egypt (those 
Commentators who maintain that the 
literal Jerusalem is here meant, allege Isa. 
i. 9 ff., and Ezek. xvi. 48, as places where 
she is called Sodom. But the latter place 
is no example: for there Jerusalem is 
compared, in point of sinfulness, with her 
sisters, Samaria and Sodom, and is not 
called Sodom at all. And in Isaiah i. 9 
ff., 1) it is not Jerusalem, but the Jewish 
people in general (see also Isa. iii. 9) that 
are called by this name: and that 2) not 
so much in respect of depravity, as of the 

Vor. IV. 

. Tov фиАюу кал Aa N. aft 2nd ко; ins тоу В. 

desolation of Judæa, which (vv. 7—9) 
almost equalled that of the devoted cities. 
And even supposing this to be & case in 
point, no instance can be alleged of Jeru- 
salem being called Egypt, or any thing 
bearing such an interpretation. ereas 
in the subsequent prophecy both these 

tu comparisons are па у suggested with 
regard to the t city there mentioned: 
viz. that of by ch. xix. 8, ó кат»фз 
ars dvaBalve: eis tots ai vas Toy 
обур, compared with Gen. xix. 28, and 
that of t, and indeed Sodom also, b 
ch. xviii. 4 ff., & AV ёё abrijs б Хай 
pov, x. T. X.), where their Lord also (as 
well as they: not the specific term ёстау- 
pchon, but the general fact of death by 
3 underlying it, being in the 

riter’s mind) was orucifled (these words 
have principally led those who hold the 
literal Jerusalem to be meant. But if, as 
I believe I have shewn, such an interpre- 
tation is forbidden by the previous words, 
then we must not fall back on an er- 
roneous view on account of the apparent 
requirements of these words, but enquire 
whether by the light of the subsequent 
prophecy, which is an expansion of this, 
we may find some meaning for them in 
accordance with the preceding conditions. 
And this is surely not difficult to discover. 
If we compare ch. xviii. 24, ка) èv айт 

хрофүтёр к. ay eipdén x. 
wdrrer tav todayidvwy dul Тї Ns, 
with Matt. xxiii. 85, $жшз Абру ёф’ браз 
way alpa ёіксіоу éxxvvvónevor ёж) тїз 
yis, we shall find a wider ground than 
ihe mere literal Jerusalem on which to 
place the Lord's own martyrdom and tliat 
of His saints. It is true, He was cruci- 
fled at Jerusalem : but it is also true that 
He was crucified not in, but outside the 
city, und by the hands, not of Jews, 
but of Romgns,; The fact is that the 
literal Jerusalem, in whom was found the 
blood of all the saints who had been alain 
on earth, has been su ed by that 
wider and greater city, of which this pro- 
phecy speaks: and as the a in pro- 

x 
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om кш (bef vec V 
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om Кой = ки 5 end k 
oropeta n. 
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ursuare, with N 

for Ta ттоңдата, 70 бэш 

with r rel Andr Areth - 

hari lips- tol) Aura: 

copt Andr Áreth Tich. VVV 
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расо language, bas become the church 
God, so the outer city, in the same 

pues has become the great city which 
the subject of God's final judg- 

ments. For those who consider this, there 
сав едо 3 in ү етеп 

esignation ao 
city), And some from among — 
tion, see reff.) the peoples tribes and 

and nations look upon (the 
is carried on in the 

present, as in ch. xviii. 11 compared with 
l5 ver ver. 9, and elsewhere) their corpse (see 
above) three days and а half (on this 
period we may remark, that these 34 da 
are connected by analogy with th iods 
previously mentioned : with the 100 days 
and 42 months — 84 years: and that in 
each case the half of the mystic number 
7 enters. Also, that Elliott’s calculation 
of this period as 3} years, by which he 
sakes at that that period elapsed, “ pre- 
cisely, to a day,” between the ninth ses- 
sion of the Lateran council, and the post- 
ing up of the theses by Luther at Witten- 
сер аы оп the accuracy of which he 
exclaims, “ О wonderfal prophecy! O the 
depth of the riches of the wisdom and of 
the foreknowl of God !”— labours 
— this fatal defect :—that whereas his 
S years, from May 5, 1514, to May 5, 
1517, are years of 865 days, his half-year, 
from May 5, 1517, to Oct. 81, of the same 
year, is **180, or half 860 days: i.e. 
wanting 2j days ot the time required ac- 

os проф. о: буо N: et Sve о яр. 50. | 

cording to that reckoning. Imri 
that in his peated thes ic 
he has this i 

Cai. $ 30, vol. ipt. See Win ©. 
мыйы NON vli 2 | 
corpses to be put a 
ing exposition will hardly be тай 
is беге, as shewing bow lr evi | 
be led in forcing the sense in fü 
particular view. Wordsw. regard 
witnesses as the Old and New Ler- 
and the beast that makes war vin! 
Papal Rome. On ынам» Kan, 
anginal word bere is pr§pare, 0" 

to be rendered not gur, 
moenments: i.e. she has labo ~ 
the Two Witnesses may 00 К, 
mitted to the imm E. 
Editions, Translations, and Ee 
It will be hardly tor 
any N. T. student that pripa Ж. 
curs in it in any sense bat in > 
crete one of a grave or tomb: | 
The same is true of the L LXX v 

iP 

to this strange exposi on, that i b 
the beast, but da Tor Dai x ht 
who will not permit their bodia Р 5 ИД 
into a tomb. It may also be?" s 
that it is now to a Roman prit ^. 
that we owe our only edition edition of 
published codex of об thie Grek OH # 
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фӯта: "éBacávwar тойў " катокодртаѕ " émi THS us. renis S rer. 
B Rom. viiL 2 

1 xai perà tas треї ўџёрас Kai tea, ue, * боўс - 
ёк тод Өеой eln, [év] adtois, каї t čornoav * émi тойс Faek, ii 

, ^ 7 EK. 

mobas айт», Kal dóBos péeyas “ ётётеєтер ёті rods * Oea- кї Wvat 
^ u Luke i. 12. poÜvrae avroUs. l kai fjkovcav þævis peyadns ёк той Keteris ir. 

^ , ^ “% Ps. . 

oupavod Меүоист$ *avrois Aváfare “ @де. kal avéBnoay + Rev. here 
у. 

Gospp. & eis TOY o)pavóv év х тў ven, kal " ёдєфрпсар афто Led pe 
oí éxÜpol афту. 18 kal dv exelvy тў dpa éwyévero iiri. 

* ра Ps. ixiil. 9. 

У сєкгид< 7 peyas, kal tò Séxarov ris Trodews ётєсєр, к 
, 7 ^ Ag? / , , 12 al. 
am у : 1 extavOncay iv TQ 7 серф * Gvopata avOparray yinuddes i e 

y ch. vi. 13 (reff.). 

11. om таз [Р]М h n 1. 37-8. 40-9. 
and A? in ver 9.) 

"t ke cli є. u А 
з= ch. Hl. 4. Асізі. 18. Nem. zzvi. ry 

ins ro bef шоу С. (naue AN(but сотта) 
тес (for [ ev] avrocs) ex’ avrovs, with h 10 Br (26. 83-7. 41-2-9, 

e sil): es avrovs Ñ B rel Andr Areth : avrois C[P]11. 17. 88. еу dvr A g n? 18.36. 
51 Andr-a Idac.—eisyAOev ex ov беди avrois C. (n! wanting.) 

ree (for етет.) етесеу, with M в rel An 
AC[P]dh 19. 10-8-6-7-8-9. 27. 87. 47-9 Br Andr-a. 
17!: деор. N 

for ere, viro 1 (80 P). 
: om 40: em:wece:ra: 88: txt 

eri теу Gewpovrrey C[ P] 

19. for nxovcav, nkovca M-corr B rel copt arm Andr Areth Tich: axovgovra: 98 : txt 
AC[ PIN (17-8-9?) 821-4 vulg. 
txt C 
with 5 rel 

rec ] ne . Aeyovcay, with A Brel: 

JR g h n 1. 10-7. 86-7. 40 Вт Andr-a-p. ín 
Andr Areth : txt АСР 28. 36. 

on ауто А n. rec ava te, 
42 

18. om Ist xa: B rel Areth Tich: ins ACI PN g h 1 m n 10.7.8. 84 (1. 26. 37. 40-1- 
2-9 Br, e sil) vulg орат еор& Andr Primas. 

, © sil) vulg syr-dd copt Andr-a AC[P]N g 83 (1. 
for Sexaroy, у B. 

New Testaments). And they that dwell 
upon the earth (seo reff.: the godless 
world) rejoice over them (at their fall: 
èri with dat., of the close juxtaposition 
which connects a mental affection with its 
object) and are glad and shall send gifts 
to one another (as on a day of festival, 
see reff.; and Winer, Realw. i. 411, art. 
Geſchenke), because these two prophets 
tormented them that dwelt upon the 
earth (viz. by the plagues above mentioned, 
vv. 5, 6). after the three days and 
half, the Spirit of life (not, a spirit : the 
whole diction is closely imitated from that 
used of the dry bones in Ezek. xxxvii. 10, 
where A reads elsij Aden eis rod veûpa 
(еўѕ: and no inference as to indefinite- 
ness can be drawn from the absence of the 
art. from such a word as rebua) from 
God (may belong to («5s only; but much 
better to syeua (es taken as one word. 
The art. тб would strictly be required, but 
may well be wanting in later Greek) en- 
tered into them (the iv would be а preg- 
nant construction: entered into, so as to 
be in), and they stood upon their feet 
(the very words of Ezek. I. e., bat with 
one difference, the accus. vó&as, which, as 
remarked on ch. iv. 2, is characteristic of 
our Writer at the first mention of a 

for wpa, nuepa Brel Andr Areth : txt 
Primas. кш TO, wsT€ то C. 

superimposition), and great fear fell п 
Ae br bead Und. And they heard 
а great voice from heaven saying to 
them, Come up hither. And they went 
up to “е in the aah or, ав we more 
commonly say in ish, the clouds: viz. 
the cloud which pu mets floats in the 
air; the mist: see ref.: not, as Wordsw., 
“the cloud of Christ’s ger * nor need- 
ing, as Elliott, identification with any 
cloud A pistes mentioned in this book. 
But ascension of the witnesses par- 
takes of the character of His ascension. 

TNo attempt has been made to explain this 
ascension by those who interpret the wit- 
nesses figuratively of the Old and New 
Testaments or the like, The modern his- 
torical system, which enn interpret such a 
Scripture phrase of “ calling up to political 
ascendancy and power,” surely needs no 
refatation from me), and their enemies 
beheld them. And in that hour there was 
а great earthquake, and the tenth part of 
the city (the great city, as above) fell, 
and there were slain in the earthquake 
names of men (i.e. men themselves, the 
óvóuara showing that the number is care- 
fully and precisely stated, as if the name 
of each were recounted: seo reff.: and 
more below) seven thousands (i.e. the 

Xr2 
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run ёлта, kai oi \отоі » ёшфоВог éyévorro kai * &borav Su - 
Е a ^ ^ ^ 3з. 7l 

1 Phew. iv. тё 40e тоў è ovpavod. 1*'H ¢ovai ў &vrépa f azijABer- :. : 13. ғ 8 
1 Tim. v. Dal А I} | 

b Lube xxv 6, (800, 7) * oval 7) тріту EpyeTat Ta yv. * 
7. Actas. : E 

(rule) 15 Kai о &£88opos dryyeXos éadXTiaev, kai éyévorro фал: 7. 
124. " peyda, év TQ ovpave, € Aéyovres "Eryévero з} ^ Baaixeia ^ .. 

„> 1 Macc. xiii, | 
3В{ёкф AN) only. ech. ziv. J. xvi. 9. xix. T. Lake хуй. 18. Јома ія 24. Aer A. 32. Josh та 7^ 

19. dch.zvi. 31. Exra i. 3. Neb.1.4. Dan. ii. 18, 19 i e = eb. ix. 12 f — ch. 
ix. 13. xxi. 1, 4 only. g constr., ch. 1v. 1 al fr. h see Matt. iv. 8u L. 

for ерфоВо:, e» фоВо N f 82, «уфоВо: C(Del). [Р def. 
14 om lst y N?* m 1. Me N n. J ova: n трт bef 180 в rel Andr 
Areth : om ov 1 6. 82-8(-5, e sil) fuld eth: txt AC[P] g 1. 17. 88 vas Andr-a Primas. 

oN 

—iBov epxerai 9 ova: y трт N 86. 
15. om дА. 

number 7000. In place of the 
where x:Aids occurs in the N. T., it signi- 
fies simply the numeral 1000, and never a 
chiliad, or & province, as Elliott, forcing 
the expression to mean, in his histori 
interpretation, the seven Dutch united 
аз в (во also Cocceius), which were 

t to the Pa at the Reformation. 
He also forces órógara dvOpéxwy out of 
Щз idiomatic sense to import “titles of 
dignity and command," Duchies, Marquis- 
lates, pordatipo and the rest (of the 
inhabitants of the city) became terrified, 
and gave glory (it would be entirely need- 
sess to contend that  окоу belongs to the 
name subject as doro, viz. of Хожо, 
had not ап attempt been made (Ell ii. 
466) to supply “the ascended witnesses” 
as a new subject. To say nothing of the 
inapplicability of the instances cited to 
justify such a view, our ch. xiv. 7 is de- 
cisive against it, where men are exhorted 
фоВћбттє roy deb ка) 86те айтф Béar: 
as also ch. xvi. 9, where the men tor- 
mented oí uerevónca» 8обуа: abr ólav. 
In fact, the giving glory to God is not 
equivalent in the Scriptures to thanking 
God, but is as Bengel notices, “ character 
conversionis," or at all events, the recog- 
sition of God. The exceptions to this are 
more apparent than real, e.g. Luke xvii. 
18, where recognition is the main feature: 
ch. iv. 9, where óga» does not stand alone. 
See also LXX, 1 Kings vi. 6. Josh. vii. 
19 is & remarkable example of the ordi- 
nary meaning of the phrase) to the God of 
heaven (an expression, see reff., confined 
to the later books of the O. T.). 
14.] Transitional. The second woe is 
past (see on ch. ix. 12): behold, the third 
woe cometh quickly (the episodical visions 
of Fen x. 1-0. хі. 1—18, are finished: 
and the pro recurs to the es of 
the sisti Crümpot, ch. ix. нА Tess 

ed the second woe: and upon these 

for єуєуоуто, eyerero Ni. 
CCN rel Andr Areth : om 88: txt А в a d f k 2. 6. 9. 16-9. 26-7. 30. 41-2. 90. 
eyerovro as Bag. Anat, with 1 1. 86 Andr-b: 

rec (for Aeyorres) Aeyovaeu, with 
ree 

txt AC[P]N в rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

the third is to follow. But in actual re- 
lation, and in detail, it does not imme- 
diately follow. Instead of it, we have 
voices of thanksgiving in heaven, for that 
the hour of God’s kingdom and vengeance 
is come. The Seer is not yet prepared to 
set forth the nature of this taking of the 
kingdom, this reward to God’s servants, 
this destruction of the destroyers of the 
earth. Before he does so, another series 
of prophetic visions must be given, regard- 
ing not merely the dwellers on the earth, 
but the Church herself, her glory and her 
shame, her faithfulness and her apostasy. 
When this series has been given, then 
shall be declared in its fulness the manner 
and the process of the time of the end. 
And 55 as at the end of the 
vision of the seals, so here also. The 
sixth seal gave the immediately preceding 
signs of the great day—we were shewn 
in anticipatory episodes the gathering of 
the elect and the multitude before the 
throne, and then the veil was dropt upon 
that series of visions and another began. 
And now God’s avenging judgments on 
the earth, in answer to the prayers of His 
saints, having reached their final point of 
accomplishment, and the armies of heaven 
having given solemn thanks for the hour 
being come, again the veil is dropt, and 
again a new procession of visions begins 
from the beginning. The third woe, so 
soon to come, is in narration deferred un- 
til all the various underplots, so to speak, 
of God’s Providence have been brought 
onward to a point ready for the great and 
final dénouement). 

15—19.] The seventh trumpet. And the 
seventh angel blew his trumpet, and 
there were great voices in heaven (notice, 
a) that the seventh seal, the seventh trum- 
pet, and iod “еп vial, ш differently 
accompani rom any of the preceding 
series in each case, b) At each seventh 
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xai k Вас\ейсе Кей тойс aiavas tv aiwvæv. 
^ ^ 13. е 

[oi] elo тёссарєс̧ прес Вітєрог [oi] everriov тод Ocob x kale ss. 

$ 8. 11. 2. 

16 kal (en. 1 Por. 
al 

h. xxii, б. 
Pea. ix. 16 1 xaOnpevor ! èm} той Üpóvovs aitay ™ érecay er ra grum 

. 2 reff. m , > ^ 7 ^ ^ , прӧс̧юта айт» xal mposexUvucav тф беф, 17 Xéyovres =... 
att. хуй, б. 

^ EoyapiaToüuév cot, ° Коре ó °бєдє ó °ттаутократер, Tale v. 
12. xvii. 16. 1 Cor. хіт. 25. Num. xri. Rev., here only. = Luke will. 11. John xf. 

och. i. 8 reff. 
xvi. 4. n 

4l. Bom.i.Salt Judith vin.95. Wisd. xviii. 2. 2 Mace. і. 11 only. 

at end ins aux» N 12. 18(Sz). 88. 40 vulg(not harl lips-3 Primas). 
16. om Ist of AN! : ins CCP) N p rel. rec екосі Kas Tecoapes, with 19. 88 Br 

(80.7. 41-9, e sil): x Bag h k I n 1.10.49. 50. 90: txt AC[P)N rel Andr Areth. 
om 2nd o. À B fg 11. 12: ins СГРЈК rel Andr Areth. 

syr-dd Andr-cois] Areth (тоу Өроғоо avrov с): om ACI PN g h n 10 I Geov В rel 
87. 49 Br, e sil) vulg 
со] Аге; кабуута: С№а g 

] 1. 87. 49 Br, e sil) Andr. 

Andr Primas. 

ins rov Opovov bef 

for kaðņuevoi, ot кабтута: N! Brel nd 
2 arm: oi кабтдєуо: f 12: txt ALP] n 10-7. 86-8. 47 

ins xat bef exec. N g. єхєсоу В rel Andr - coĩsl 
reth : txt AC PN d j 1 1(e sil). 2. 18. 32-8. 49! Andr.—(om from avro» to ауто» 85.) 
17. for coi, ce B. cupios N. 

member of the series we hear what is done, 
not on earth, but in beaven, the half- 
hour’s silence, the song of thanksgiving, 
the voice from the temple and the throne, 
saying, It is done.” с) At each seventh 
member likewise we have it related in the 
form of a solemn conclusion, 1) éyévorro 
Bporral ral фора) ка) dorparal ко) 
ens, ch. viii. 5,—2) éyérorro ёстра- 
mal xal феуа} kal Bporral kal cewpbs ка} 
xdAa(a ueyáAn, ch. xi. 19,—8) éyérvorro 
éorparal xal фора) ка} Bporral, xal cewpbs 
eyévero uéyas K. T. A., ch. xvi. 18 ff. d) At 
each seventh member we have plain indi- 
cation in the imagery or by direct expres- 
ко; зь the end is ep or сее des 
and: 1) by the imagery of the sixt 

and the two episodes, preceding the se- 
venth seal: 2) by the declaration here, 
jA0e» ó xoipbs rev vexp&» pi, 3) 
by the I'éyover sounding from the temple 
and the throne on the pouring out of the 
seventh vial. e) All this forms strong 
ground for inference, that the three series 
of visions are not continuous, but resump- 
tive: not indeed going over the same 
ground with one another, either of time 
or of occurrence, but each evolving some- 
thing which was not in the former, and 
putting the course of God's Providence in 
a different light. It is true, that the 
seals involve the trumpets, the trumpets 
the vials: but it is not in mere temporal 
succession: the involution and inclusion 
are far deeper: the world-wide vision of 
the seals containing the cry for vengeance, 
out of which is evolved the series of the 
trumpets: and this again containing the 
episodical visions of the little book and the 
witnesses, out of which are evolved the 

om 2nd 4 N. 

visions of ecclesiastical faithfulness and 
apostasy which follow), saying (whose 
these voices were, is not specified: but we 
may fairly assume them to have been 
those of the armies of heaven and the four 
living-beings, as distinguished from the 
twenty-four elders which follow. 
For the masc. part., see ref.), The King- 
dom of the world (i.e. over this world : 
ý Baciwrela abstract. In the received 
text, reading al Baci ela, it is the king- 
doms, concrete, of the world) is become 
(aor., but alluding to the result of the 
о теа past, pen шш һе 
е in ish except by a perfect 
di Lord's and of His Christ (no йыгы, 
such as “the Kingdom,” is required: nor 
is this the case even in the rec. text. The 
gen. in both cases is one merely of posses- 
sion), and He (no emphasis on He, as we 
are almost sure to lay on it, perhaps from 
the accent unavoidable in the Hallelujah 
Chorus of Handel) shall reign to the ages 
of the ages (this announcement necessarily 
belongs to the time close on the millennial 
reign: and this is no more than we might 
expect from the declaration of the strong 
angel in ch. x. 7). And the twenty-four 
elders (representing the church in glory) 
which before God sat upon their thrones 
(or, omitting the ol, sitting upon their 
thrones before God), fell upon their faces, 
and worshipped , saying, We give 
thanks to Thee, 0 Lord God the Almighty 
us ascription of thanks is the return for 
the answer to the prayers of the saints. 
furnished by the ju ts of the trum- 
pets), who art and wast (for construction, 
Bee reff.), because Thou taken Thy 
great might and hast reigned (on the 
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19 Kai 

86. 49 Andr 
fuld T" ©; „5 

ut Andr Areth Cypr Primas. «Ауфеѕ C. 
ерү:с@ң [for ar] Nel. for xa:pos, кАчрох C. TOUS aywws к. TOUS 

om 6th aa: 1. тес Tets дїкр®її x. TOS 5 A: om (ras bef фов.) N. 
деүалоьз, with [P) в rel: txt ACRI, 
h 1 m 10. 84-5. 47-8-9 Bt Andr-eoisl : фберо 

om last «a A. 
as P1 

19. for qroryn, woixbn В rel Areth : txt ACT PN f 1 m 2. 10-7-8. 36 (h 1. 37. 41-2.9 
Br, e sil), уус ут. 
[PIR в rel Andr Areth Primas. 

ins o bef «> Tw ovpare AC f g m 38 Andr-coisl Vict: om 
aft оор. ins ауе N1(N9* disapproving). for 

for lst avrov, [rov] xwxov B rel Andr-p Areth Vict(om тө» B | 
A. do B)! vov @cov R b and some vss: om vulg-ms copt Primas Haymo: txt АСР) 

syr-dd Andr. g m n 1(е wil), 17!. 84-6-6 volg зуг «vero Rl. om mas weine 
B rel Areth : ins АС[Р]М g n 171-8. 9. 83-8. 40-corr! (1. 35-6, e sil) ves Andr Primas, 
xai сесро m 84. 

aor., 800 ere) с 

especially Matt. x. 41, to which reference 
seems to be made), and to the saints, and 
to them that fear Thy name, the small 
and the great (the three terms together 
e Me the whole church), and to destroy 

of (so is the pres iis бор 
best rendered) the earth (all this 
onward to judgments and acts of God 
to come when the words are spoken. be 
thanksgiving is not that God hath done 
all this, but that the hour is come for it 
all to take place. Before it does, another 
im t series of visions has to be un- 
pep — а Concluding, and tran- 

temple of God was 
33 ‘in the heaven (or, according to 
the apparently grammatical correction of 
AC, “‘ the temple of God which was in the 
heaven was opened"), and the ark of 

His covenant was seen in His temple 
(the episode of ch. xi. 1 ff. began with 
measuring tbe temple of God, the shadow 
of things in the heavens: and now, when 
the time is come for the judgments there 
indicated to be fulfilled, that temple itself 
in the heavens is laid open. The ark of 
the Covenant is seen, the symbol of God's 
faithfulness in bes 
people, aud inflicti 
people's enemies. із is evidently a 
solemn and befitting inauguration of 
God's final judgments, as it is а conclusion 
of the series pointed out by the trumpets, 
which have been inflicted in answer to the 

ers of His sainte. It is from this Pray 
temple tbat the semen forth 
cf. ch. xiv. 15, 17, xv. „ xvi. 17); 

His inmost and holiest place that 
those acts of vengeance are wrought 
which the great multitude in heaven 
recognize as faithful and true, ch. xix. 2. 
The symbolism of this verse, the openiag 
for the first time of the heavenly temple, 
also indicates of what nature tho succeed- 
ing visions are to be: that they will re- 
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copt Hip Meth. 

8. rec peyas bef турро, with A[P] g h m n 1. 10-7. 86 (37. 49 Br, e sil) vulg: txt 
СК в rel syr-dd copt Meth Andr Areth Primas.—svpos C в rel copt Andr-coisl : txt 
A[P]N h 10. 18. 27. 30-8-5-6-8. 40*-7-8-9. 51 Br vulg Meth Andr(but not comm) Areth 

om 3j 1.82: туу ceAnmy 

late to God's covenant people and нь! to the Church, the bride of God: and оѓ 
dealings with them): and there w course, from the circumstances afterwards 

h related, the O. T. church, at least at this 
beginning of the vision. “That the blessed 
Virgin cannot be intended, is plain from 
the subsequent details, and was recognized 
by the early expositors. The crown of 
twelve stars represents the Patriarchs. 
Victorinus's comment is worth quoting : 
* Mulier. .. . antiqua Ecclesia est patrum 
et prophetarum et sanctorum apostolorum 
чове gemitus et tormenta habuit desiderii 
sui usque quo fructum ex plebe sua secun- 
dum carnem olim promissum sibi videret 
Christum ex ipsa gente corpus sumpsisse. 
.. . . Corona stellarum duodecim chorum 
patrum significat secundum carnem nativi- 
tatis, ex quibus erat Christus carnem sump- 
turus’ K and (she is] (or, being) with 

and voices and thunderings 
and an earthquake and a great hail (the 
solemn salvos, so to speak, of the artillery 
of heaven, with which each series of visions 
is concluded : sce this commented on above 
at the beginning of this section). 

Char. XII. 1—17.] THE VISION or 
THE WOMAN AND THE GREAT RED DRA- 
GON. On the nature of this vision, as in- 
troduetory of the whole imagery of the 
latter part of the Apocal 1 have al- 
ready remarked at ch zi, xi. hi is only need- 
ful now to add, that the principal details 
of the present section are rather descriptive 
than strictly prophetical: relating, just as 
in the prophets the descriptions of at 
and Judah, to things passed and passin 
and serving for the purpose of full identifi- 
cation and of giving completeness to the 
whole vision. And a great (important in 
its meaning, as well as vast in its appear- 
ance) sign (onpetov, one of those appear- 
ances by which God dovjpevev to John the 
revelations of this book, ch. i. 1) was seen 
in heaven (heaven here is manifestly nof 
only the show-place of the visions as seeu 
by the Seer, but has a substantial place 
in the vision: for below, ver. 7 ff, we 
liave tlie heaven contrasted with theearth, 
and the dragon cast out of heaven into the 
earth. See more there), a woman clothed 
with the sun, and the moon (ij o = 
Éxovca Thy gehn») beneath her feet 
(see Cant. vi. 10, which seems to be borne 
in mind), and on her head а crown of 
twelve stars (Шо whole symbolism points 

child [and] crieth out in pangs and tor- 
mented to bring forth (the inf. reed, 
of that which would be the result of the 
Bacarí(ecÓai, has a parallel in Acts vii. 
19, dxdxwoey ..... тоб chi and in 
other places, see Winer, ейп. 6, § 44. 
4, but not without the art.) And an- 
other sign was seen in heaven. and 
behold, a great red dragon (interpreted 
below, ver. 9, to be the devil, the ancient 
serpent : see also vv. 18, 16. He is rug 
pós perhaps for the combined reasons, of 
the wasting properties of fire, and the red- 
ness of blood: “rufus, ut homicida," as 
the gloss. interl.: see John viii. 44), hav- 
ing seven heads and ten horns, and upon 
his heads seven diadems (the Dragon being 
the devil, these symbolic features must be 
interpreted of Ше assuming by him of some 
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uch will Аде айтой émrà u & jura,! xai ġ * ойрд айтой “ avpe тё 105 
3 п, "m. хтрітоу тфу * астёрюу той olpavod, кад ° EBadev айто leis: 
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vendo o UV . Kal ò dpd æ w ёттткєр évormiov THs yuvatnos ts 
e ^ , э а LX fn" T)s ueXXMoUvans ver, iva Gray Téxy TO TEKVOY айт сх 

w John xxl. : А e ex » [ 251 
з 5 а b RUE деш шз. Sxatapayy. 5 ai érexev vióv *ápaev, de MENNEL Pro al 

з Кш, „i дайми rde ra Ta ёбуту * dy © pd o Y кай  дртасбу"" 
3 

x cb. viii. 12. 
y ch. viu. 5 reff. 
8 ch. x. 9, 10 

тей. 
b ch. ii. 27. xix. 18. Рол. uu 9. c 

3,4. 1 Thess. iv. 17. Judg. zzi. 21. 

Primas. for avtov, avrey 

a ver. 13. Matt xix. < Mk. Lukeii.23. Вот. і. 27. Gal. iii. 38 only. 
1 Cor. iv. 21. . d = Acts тш. 

` 2 9 ^ ^ ` ` * N ^ 0 [4 , ^ 

TO TÉékvov avTijs mpòs TOv Ücóv Kai mpòs Tov Üpovov avrov. 

lsa. Ixvi. 7. Jer. xx. 15. 
. Jobn vi. 15. I Cor. хи. 

rec diaduuara bef етта, with vulg-ed Primas: A. 
txt AC[P]N в rel am(with fuld &c) Meth Andr Areth.—om erra 1. 

4. om avro. 1. 
om тоу ovparov 1. 

5. rec (for арте») appeva, wi 
om er [P] 1. рт 
om 2nd xpos, with 1. 
Areth Primas. 

of thoee details in the form of the beast in 
ch. xiii. 1 ff., to whom afterwards he gives 
his power and his throne: in other words, 
as indicating that he lays wait for the 
woman's offspring in the form of that anti- 
christian power which is afterwards repre- 
sented by the beast. At the same time, 
the seven crowned ma an 
approjriateponi of their own, belonging as 

ey do to the dragon alone (the beast has 
the crowns on his Aoras, ch. xiii. 1). The 
may represent, as he is Prince of this world, 
universality of earthly dominion. The ten 
horns belong to the fourth beast of Daniel, 
vii. 7, 20). And his tail down 
the third part of the stars of the heaven, 
and cast them to the earth (so the little 
horn in Dan. viii. 10, “cast down some of 
the host and of the stars to the ground, 
and stamped upon them.” The allusion 

` here may be as Areth. in Catena, сиукат- 
Воле {фат} wAcloray àyyérwv poi- 
pay сиуатостђса: жеісаса ToU ÓcoU, ка) 
wewolnxe — x0orlovs robs oòpavlovs, kal 
axéros trols Aauxpods Ès ёстёраѕ. "The 
magnitude and fury of the dragon are gra- 
[ау given by the fact of its tail, in its 

ing backwards and forwards in fury, 
sweeping down the stars.of heaven). And 
the dragon stands (not “sfood.” The 
Commentators cite from Pliny Н. К. viii. 
8 of the dragon, “ Nec flexu multiplici ut 
reliquee serpentes corpus impellit, sed celsus 
et erectus in medio incedens") before the 
woman which is about to bear, that when 
she has borne ho may devour her child 

. (this was what the devil instigated Herod 
the Great to do, who was the dependant 
of the Roman Empire. But doubtless 
the reference is wider than this: even to 

астроу and єстуке С. 
pam [for катаф.] 1. 

№ B(apeva) rel Hip Meth: txt AC, арсеға [Р]. 
axon b: nprayn N bce g h 10. 37. 47-9 Br Hip Meth. ret 
17. 88(-5-6, e sil) Andr-a: ins AC[P]N в rel vss Meth Andr 

aft аст. ins To трстох Nl. 

the whole course of hostility against the 
Lord during His humiliation: see below). 
And she bore a male (if &рте> is neuter, 
and not to be written ev’, the expres- 
sion is a solocism, or rather a combina- 
tion of genders, Épe«» going back from 
the masculine individual v to the neuter 
of the genus) son, who shall rule (lit. 
shepherd, i.e. order and guide) all the 
nations with (iv of investiture, very 
near] ge inar by our instrumental 
“soith,” which in its primitive meaning 
does but signify accompaniment) & rod 
of iron (these words, cited verbatim from 
the LXX of the Messianic Psalm ii., and 
preceded by the 8s of personal identifica- 
tion, leave no possibility of doubt, who 
is here intend Tbe man-child is the 
Lord Jesus Christ, and none other. And 
this result is a most im t опе for the 
fixity of reference the whole pro- 
phecy. It forms one of those landmarks 
by which the legitimacy of various inter- 
pretations may be tested; and of which 
we may say, notwithstanding the contra- 
diction sure to be given to the saying, 
that every interpretation which oversteps 
their шот is thereby convicted of error. 
Again, the exigencies of this passage re- 
quire that the birth should be understood 
literally and historically, of that Birth 
of which all Christians know. And be it 
observed, that this rule of interpretation 
is no confident assertion of mine, as has 
been represented, but a result from the 
identifying use of words of the prophetic 
күрше, spoken of Him, who will not saf- 
fer His honour to be given to another) : and 
her child was caught up to God and to His 
throne (i. e. after a conflict with the Prince 
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тотоу ‘nrowacpévoy Samo ToU Geod, tva éxet ^ tpépwsiv ef. eh. ti. 6 
э A £ 7 7 ege 7 1 12.7 ей, айту juépas xiMas бакотйа éEjxovra. 1 кай \ёүёуєто tohu ziv.2, 

1Chron. xv. 3. TróXeuos év TQ ovpave, 6 * Мехаў. кай oi dd айтоб „тл 
22. Rom. жиі. 1. James i. 18 al. 

k Jude 9 only. Dax. х. 18, 21. xii. 1. 
h plur., see ch. xvi. 18 reff, 

Luke ix. 
j constr., Acts x. 25. 

6. rec om Ist exei, with C f 1. 36-8: ins AUER в rel Meth Andr Areth.—Toror 
bef exe: 47 Hip. for ато, уто B rel Met 
(1. 49. 51 Br, e sil) Hip Andr-a!. (d def.) 

Andr Areth : txt AC[P]N g h 10-7.8 
om Tov 10 Br. exTpeQociy 

B rel Meth Areth : rpedovuciy PN: txt AC e f g m n 1. 34-6-8. 51 (49. 90, e sil) 
Uuabes 11 at end ins Hip Meth Andr. 

Terre NIc’, 
avro» NI: om f. x s 11. 

T. aft o ins re A, et Michael et collegium angelorum syr-dd. 

of this world, who came and tried Him but 
found nothing in Him, the Son of the 
woman was taken up to heaven and sut on 
the right hand of God. Words can hardly 
be plainer than these. It surely is but 
needful to set against them, thus under. 
stood, the interpretation which would re- 
gard them as fulfilled by the “mighty 
issue of the consummated birth of a son of 
the church, a baptized emperor, to political 
supremacy in the Roman empire," united 
with the solemn public profession of the di- 
vinity of the Son of man." Elliott, iii. 24). 
And the woman fled into the wilderness, 
where she hath there a place prepared 
from (the source of the preperanon being 
His command : see reff., and Winer, edn. 6, 
§ 47, b) God, that they (the subject to the 
verb is left о In ver. Hm it 
is simpl ive, rov TpéQerai exer) may 
nourish ner there for А thousand two 
hundred and sixty days (the whole of this 
verse is anticipatory: the same incident 
being repeated with its details and in its 
own place in the order of the narrative 
below, vv. 18 ff. See there the comment 
and interpretation. The fact of its being 
here inserted by anticipation is very in- 
structive as to that which now next fol- 
lows, as not being consecutive in time 
after the flight of the woman, but occur- 
ring before it, and in fact referred to now 
in the prophecy as leading to that pursuit 
of the woman by the dragon, which, as 
matter of sequence, led to it). 7 fl. 
And there was war in heaven (we now 
enter upon a 5 series of events 
in the world of spirits, with regard to 
which merely пагост hints are given 
us in the Scriptures, In the О. T. we 
find the adversary Satan in heaven. In 
Job i., ii, he appears before God as the 
Tempter of His saints: in Zech. iii. we 
have him accusing Joshua the High-priest 
in God's presence. Again our Lord in 
Luke x. 18 exclaims, “I beheld Satan as 

lightning fall from heaven,” where see 
note, Cf. also John xii. 81. So that this 
casting down of Satan from the office of 
accuser in heaven was evidently connected 
with the great justifying work of redemp- 
tion. His voice is heard before God no 
more: the day of acceptance in Christ 
Jesus has dawned. And his angels, those 
rebel spirits whom he led away, are cast 
down with him, into the earth, where now 
the conflict is waging during the short 
time which shall elapse between the As- 
cension and the second Advent, when he 
shall be bound. All this barmonizes to- 
gether: and though we know no more of 
the matter, we have at least this sign that 
our knowledge, as far as it goes, is sound, 
—that the few hints given us do not, 
when thus interpreted, contradict one 
another, but agree as portions of one 
whole. The war here spoken of 
а in some of its features in the book 
of Daniel, ch. x. 18, 21, xii. 1. In Jude 
9 also we find Michael the adversary of 
the devil in the matter of the saints of 
God): Michael (*one of the chief princes," 
Dan. x. 18: “your prince" i.e. of the 
Jewish nation, ib. ver. 21: “the great 
prince which standeth for the children of 
thy people,” ib. xii. 1: “the archangel,” 
Jude 9: not to be identified with Christ, 
any more than any other of the great 
angels in this book. Such identification 
here would confuse hopelessly the actors 
in this heavenly scene. Satan’s being 
cast out of heaven to the earth is the 
result not of his contest with the Lord 
Himself, of which it is only an incident 
leading to а new phase, but of the ap- 
pointed conflict with his faithful fellow- 
angels led on by the archangel Michael. 
The of &yyeAo: abrov in both cases re- 
quires а nearer со dence in the two 
chiefs than is found between Satan and 
the Son of God) and his angels to war 
(the construction is remarkable, but may 
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xxiv. 16. 

v Ch. viii, 5 reff. w so ch. vii, 10. zix. 1. Агы Acts xi. 28. Isa. xiv. 26. 
iv. 26, from Pe. 1. 2. gen io ili. 23 al. onlyt. sce note. y. see 
Matt. xxvii. 13. Acta x 

rec (for rov woAcunoat) ewoAcunoas, with vulg Areth Jer: txt AC(P]M в re. syr-dd 
Andr Primas Cassiod.—om rov M в rel Andr: ins ACPI g h 10-7. 36-9. 49 Br. 
rec (for дета) ката, with b 1. 88-4, adversus Ambrst : txt AC[P']N в rel vss gr-lat-ff. 

. 626 

Luke it. 7. 

х ch. хі. 15. 
3, 

8. ‹схосе» A rel copt Vict Andr-coisl Cassiod ; :схооу B f 38'(appy): txt CP] g 
n 17. 33 (1. 85-6. 40, e sil) vulg syr-dd. ` 
with [P] 1. 17 (38 to 86 ?): tzt ACN в rel Andr Areth. 

for аутор, аито rel copt Cassiod: avrois Ne 17. 86: om Ni: txt AC[ P] 
B f g n 1(е sil). 88. 61 vulg syr-dd Vict Andr Areth Primas Jer. 

om 2nd xa: N. 
Andr Areth : ins AC[ PjN g 17-8. 33 (1. 30-5-6, e sil) Andr- p. 

(txt N3c). 

9. om o (bef opis) N 1 Andr-p. 

aft .ox. ins xpos avrov N. тес ore, 
for Toros, rore(sic) NI 

om er: Ne 1 n. 
om ô (bef caravas) В rel 

om yer’ avrov 1. 
10. rec Aeyovca» bef єў то ovpare, with 1. 88(-4-5, e sil) Andr-a : om e» те ovp. 

41-2 tol: txt ACI PIN в rel vas Andr Areth Tich Primas. xpurTov, kupov C. 
rec xareBAnOn, with h 1. 10-8-7 (49 Br, e sil) Andr-p: txt AC(P]N в rel Andr 

Areth. om from å to ё t. 

каттуор А. 
АР n 1.86 Andr. 

easily be explained as опе compounded of 
(тоё) Tb» М. xal robs ayy. аўто zore- 
una (in which case the тоб depends on 
the éyévero, as in ref.) and б М. xal of 
Куу. abrod éweAéuncar. In the next 
clause, it passes into this latter) with the 
dragon, and the dragon warred and his 
angels, and they prevailed not, nor was 
even (obs brings in a climax) their place 
found any more in heaven. And the 
great dragon was cast down, the ancient 
serpent (in allusion to the history in Gen. 
iii. Remember also that St. John had 
related the saying of our Lord, that the 
devil was àrüpexorróros ёт’ àpy $e), he 
who is called the devil and Satan, he 
who deceiveth the whole inhabited world, 
Was cast to the earth, and his 
were oast with him (I would appeal in 
passing to the solemnity of the terms here 
used, and the particularity of the designa- 
tion, and ask whether it is possible to 
understand this of the mere casting down 
of paganism from the throne of the Roman 
empire? whether the words themselves do 
not vindicate their plain literal sense, as 

* rec &a T? y0pos, with C[P]N в rel Andr Areth: 
*rec айтор, with CN в rel Andr-coisl Areth: om 32: avrows 

om last nnwy f k n 1. 50. 

further illustrated РА song of rejoicing 
I heard a irn ae P). great 

co ven (proceeding apparenti 
from the elders, rep ы the ch 
(cf. тд» à3eAQór query): but it is left 
uncertain) saying, Now is come (it is im- 
possible in English to join to a particle of 
present time, such pri а verb in 
aoristic time. We are driven to the per- 

xartryopos, is inical, rp. They had 
also a corresponding , cvriryep, 
= curtryopos, to designate Michael, tho 
advocate df God's people, See Schéttgen, 
vol. i. p. 1119 ff, where he accumulates 
extracts of some interest from the rabbi- 
nical books) of our brethren is cast down, 
who accuseth (the pres. part. of the usual 
habit, though that his office was now at an 
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n ch. vill. 8 reff. 
q ver. 5 (reff.). 

Acts xiv. 28. 
p = 1 John i. 2 reff, 

11. ovro: R. 
єаутоу Nia, 

19. rec ins o: bef ov 
P : om CUP IN в rel Andr-coisl Areth. 

26. 80 : като. bef ey avrous R. 
1-2 ?) Andr-a(and comm) : so 1, but with де written over oval: om АСГ 

for тоу Аоүоу TNs paprupias, THY paprvpiay C. 

„ with A c g m n 10-6-7. 323-8 (1. 36-7. 47-9 Be, e sil) 

r., ch. 
13 Kai Gre erde ò tit only. 

m here only. 

о Rev., here only. == John v. 16. zv. 20. 2 Kings xxi, 

for 2nd ауто», 

катасктуууоуутез C: karowovrres М се 
rec aft ova: ins tots kaToutovciw, with (87. 40- 

PIN B rel vss Andr 
Areth lat-ff.—r» yn к. т) Oadacon B rel Andr Areth lat-ff: es туу yny к. ту» Oaar- 
ca» N: txt (A)C[ P] g n. (for ул», ayarn А.) 

for eStcoker, єбокер RI: eCebustey N. 18. от: bef o Spaxwy Nn. 
with в rel: txt C[ PN f g, apcerar А. 

14. for ‹е8обусау, «0005 NIA 46. 

rei зак before our God by day and by 
night (see, as above, the passage cited in 
Schöttgen). And they conquered him on 
account of the blood of the Lamb (i. e. by 
virtue of that blood having been shed: 
not as in E. V., “dy the blood," as if 8.4 
had been with the genitive. The meaning 
is far more significant ;' their victory over 
Satan was grounded in, was а uence 
of, His having shed his precious blood: 
without that, the adversary’s charges 
арвіпаі them would have been unanswer- 
able. } It is remarkable, that the rabbinical 
books give a tradition that Satan accuses 
men all the days of the year, ercept on the 
Day of Atonement j Vajikra Rabba, 5 21, 
fol. 164. 8, in Schdttgen) and on account 
of the word of their testimony (the strict 
sense of 8 with an accus. must again be 
kept. It is because they have given a faith- 

testimony, even unto death, that they 
are victorious: this is their part, their ap- 
propriation of and standing in the virtue 
of that blood of the Lamb. Without both 
these, victory would not have been theirs: 
both together form its ground): and they 
loved not their life unto death (i.e. they 
carried their not-love of their life even unto 
death: see reff.). For this cause (viz., 
because the dragon is cast down: as 18 
shewn by the contrast ию) rejoice, ye 
heavens and they that dwell (there is no 
sense of transitoriness in St. John's use of 
oxyvéw: rather, one of re und tran- 
quilhty (reff.)) in them. Woe to the 

ins o bef exer 1. 

earth and the sea (the construction is a 
combination of the usual accus. in exclama- 
tions, with obal, which takes a dative), 
because the devil is come down (sce 
above on Ёрт: évyévero, ver. 10, on the 
impossibility of expressing the aor. in such 
connexions) to you (the earth and sea) 
having great wrath (the enmity, which 
was manifested as his natural state towards 
Christ, ver. 4, being now kindled into 
wrath), because he шоты e E. M 
ightly, the iciple carrying with it this 
тос ате forest that jio Bath but (in 
our language this “dt” is necessary to 
shew that it is not the Éyew but the óA[-yor 
which excites his wrath. In Greek this is 
made clear by the position of dAfyor) a 
short season (i. e. because the Lord cometh 
quickly, and then the period of his active 
hostility against the church and the race 
whom Christ has redeemed will be at an 
end: he will be bound and cast into the 
pit. Until then, he is carrying it on, in 
ways which the prophecy goes on to detail). 
And when the dragon saw that he was 
cast down to the earth, he persecnted 
the woman which brought forth the 
male child (the narrative at ver. 6 is agnin 
taken up and given more in detail. There, 
the reason of the woman's flight is matter 
of inference: here, it is plainly expressed, 
and the manner of the flight also is related. 
Erexev is not to be taken as pluperfect, 
still less ав pointing to what was yet to 
take place; but is the signple historic tense, 
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used for identification in again taking up 
the narrative). And there were given (in 
the usual apocalyptic sense of doo, to 
be granted by for His parposes) to 
the woman [the] two wings of t 
eagle (the figure is taken from O. T. 
expressions used by God in reference to 
the flight of Israel from Egypt. The most 
remarkable of these is in ref. Exod.,"as- 
ago Spas бѕе) dw) rep deréy кай 
wposyyayóuny Spas v ipavróv.j So 
also in ref. Deut. But the articles are not 
to be taken as identifying the eagle with 
the figure used in those places, which 
would be most unnatural: much less must 
they, with Ebrard, be sup to identify 
this eagle with that in ch. viii. 18, with 
which it has no connexion. The articles 
are simply generic, as іп ó крокбёе:Ао 
6 xepoasos, Levit. xi. 29. With these 
О. T. references before us, we can hardly 
be pera in pressing the figure of the 
eagle’s wings to an interpretation in the 
fulfilment of the prophecy, or in making 
it mean that the flight took place under 
the protection of the Roman eagles, as 
some have done), that she might fly into 
the wilderness (the flight of Israel out of 
Egypt is still borne in mind) to her place 
(prepared of God, ver. 6: so also in Exod. 
xxiii. 20, ræs esaydyp ge els thy суй» 
hy ўто!дас& сог), where she is nourished 
(there) (as God nourished Israel with 
manna in the wilderness, see Deut. viii. 8, 
16, where yeuí(e» is used) a time and 
times and half a time (i.e. 3} years = 
42 months, ch. xi. 2 — 1260 days, ver. 6 
and ch. xi. 8) from the face of the serpent 
(Ars must not be joined, as some texts are 
punctuated, with жётута, but belongs, as 

in ref., Epvyery . . . kal Gaeyoew exes ёк} 
wposd rou AB., to the last verb, 7pé$era:: 
importing safe from," ‘far from,” 
* hidden from"). And the serpent cast 
out of his mouth after the woman water 
as а river, that he might make her to be 
borne away by the river. And the earth 
helped the woman, and the earth opened 
her mouth (reff.) and swallowed down 
the river which the dragon cast out of 
his mouth (in passing to the interpretation, 
we стн tad une сас with the con- 
tinued analogy between this pro and 
the history of the Exodus. there Сын 
the flight into the wilderness, there the 
feeding in the wilderness, as already re- 
marked: there again the forty-two stations, 
corresponding to the forty-two months of 
the three years and half of this prophecy : 
there too the miraculous passage of the 
Red Sea, not indeed in strict correspondence 
with this last feature, but at least sugges- 
tive of it. These analogies themselves sug- 
gest caution in the application of the w 
of the prophecy; and in this direction. 
The church in the ane Ful old was 
not, as some expositors would re t 
this woman, the pure church of Gol: His 
veritable servants were hidden in the midst 
of that church, ав much as that church 
itself was withdrawn from the enmity of 
Pharaoh. And, it is to be noted, it was 
that very church herself which afterwards, 
when seated at Jerusalem, forsook her Lord 
and Husband, and committed adultery with 
the kings of the earth, and became drunk 
with the blood of the saints. It would 
seem then that we must not understand 
the woman of the invisible spiritual church 
of Christ, nor her flight into the wilderness 
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of the withdrawal of God’s true servants 
from the eyes of the world. They indeed 
have been just as much withdrawn from 
the eyes of the world at all times, and will 
continue so till the great manifestation of 
the sons of God. I own that, considering 
the analogies and the language used, 1 am 
much more disposed to interpret the per- 
secution of the woman by the dragon of 
the various persecutions by Jews which fol- 
ow ion, and her flight into 
the wilderness of the gradual withdrawal of 
the church and her agency from Jerusalem 
and Judæa, finally consummated by the 
flight to the mountains on the approaching 
siege, commanded by our Lord Himself. 
And then the mver which the dragon sent 
out of his mouth after the woman might 
be variously understood,—of the Roman 
armies which threatened to sweep shia 
Christianity in the wreck of the Jewi 
nation,—or of the persecutions which fol- 
lowed the church into her retreats, but 
eventually became absorbed by the civil 
power turning Christian,—or of the Jewish 
nation iteelf, banded together against 
Christianity wherever it appeared, but even- 
tually itself becoming powerless against 
it by its dispersion and ruin,—or again, of 
the influx of heretical opinions from the 
Pagan philosophies which tended to swamp 
the true faith. I confess that not one of 
these seems to me satisfactorily to answer 
the conditions: nor do we gain any thing 
by their combination. But any thing 
within reasonable regard for the analogies 
and symbolism of the text seems better 
than the now too commonly received his- 
torical interpretation, with its wild fancies 
and arbitrary assignment of words and 
figures. As to the time indicated by the 
1260 days or 33 years, the interpretations 
given have not been convincing, nor even 
specious. We may observe thus much in 
this place: that if we regard this prophecy 
as including long historic periods, we are 
driven to one of two resources with regard 
to these numbers : either we must adopt 
the year-day theory (that which reckons 
a day for a year, and consequently a month 
for thirty years, —and should reckon a year 
for 860 years), or we must believe the 
numbers to have merely а symbolical and 
mystical, not a chronological force. If 
(and this second alternative is best stated 
in an inverse form) we regard the periods 

xv.61. 2Cor. 

11. 7. V. 4. Hed. xi. 20. 1 Pet. +. Sonly. 

eye Ba eV В: aveBarer f. 

mentioned as to be literally acoepted, then 
the prophecy cannot refer to long historic 
periods, but must be limited to a succes- 
sion of incidents concentrated in one place 
and lustrum either in the far past or in 
the far future. Of all prophecies about 
which these questions can be raised, the 
presont is the one which least satisfactorily 
admits of such literal interpretation and 
its consequences. Its actors, the woman 
and the dragon, are be y 

; one of them is ex- 
pressly interpreted for us to be the devil: 

ting the other there can be little respec 
маа that she із the Church of Ged : a 

ing, азе y in to 
God’s Christian people. The conflict then 
is that between Satan and the church. 
Its first great incident is the birth and 
triumph of the Son of God and of man. 
Is it likely that a few days or years will 
limit the duration of a prophecy con- 
fessedly of such wide import? I own it 
seems to me that this vision, even if it 
stood alone, is decisive against the literal 
acceptation of the stated periods. Reject- 
ing that, how do we stand with regard to 
the other alternative in its two forms? 
Granting for the moment the year-day 
principle, will it help us here? If we 
take the flight into the wilderness as hap- 
pening at any time between the Ascension, 
A.D. 30, and the destruction of Jerusalem, 
A.D. 70, 1260 years will bring us to some 
time between 4. D. 1290 and 1330: a 
period during which no event can be 
pointed out as putting an end to the wil- 
dernese-state of the church. If again we 
enlarge our limit for the former event, 
and bring it down as late as Elliott does, 
i. e. to the period between the fourth and 
seventh centuries, we fall into all the dif- 
ficulties which beset his most unsatisfac- 
tory explanation of the man-child and his 
being caught up to God's throne, and be- 
sides into this one: that if the occultation 
of true religion (— the condition of the 
invisible Church) was the beginning of 
the wilderness-state, then either the open 
establishment of the Protestant churches 
was the end of the wilderness-state of 
concealment, or those churches are no true 
churches: either of which alternatives 
would hardly be allowed by that author. 
And if on the other hand we desert the 
year diy principle and say that these 
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rec (for 2nd re Gypiw) то бчр‹ор, with A (40, e sil) 

Andr.a(Del) Areth : txt C[ P] в rel Andr-coisl.—for то 0. к. wposex. te 8., Tov 
тоу @триду 36. rec om last ка, with rel Areth: ins AC[P]N B fg h m n f. 10-7. 
84-6-7-8. 421.7-9 Br vulg syr-dd copt sth Andr Iren-int Primas. for durate, 
Suvaros В rel Areth: txt ACEP IN g j m n 1. (17! P) 345-6 (38. 49, е sil) vulg syr-dd 
copt Andr Iren-int Primas. 

D. rec (for Власфтиа) Власфтшаѕ, with CN b g 16-8. 51 (27. 88, e sil) vss Andr: 
Вхасфуша» [P] B rel vulg Dion Areth Iren-int: txt A m n 12. 84. 47.—om from xa 
eb. to кш «8. c 1. om etouota Nl. elz ins жолдо» bef тосо, with B rel 
Andr-coisl: om AC(P](N) g n 1. 18. 36 vulg syr-dd Andr Tich.—om roqoa: (as well 
as zoAeuor) arm Dion Iren-int mina for voima, коАенлутоа f.—aft worygoa: ins о 
Gere N. aft reoo. ins xa: А g 16 fuld syr-dd Iren-int. 

ins ACI PIN в rel Andr Areth. 

from this pa itself). And the whole 
earth won after (pregnant constrac- 
tion for wondered at, as they followed, or 
gazed, after) the beast, worshipped 
the dragon, because he gave the (or, àis) 

worshi the 

tas merely relates, that there were many 
rumours about Nero’s death, “eoque plu- 
ribus vivere eum fingentibus credentibus- 
que," Hiet. ii. 8, and that on the strength 
of this, a Pseudo-Nero arose in the East, 
Hist. i. 2, * mota etiam prope Parthorum power to the beast, and 
arma falsi Neronis ludibrio." See also beast, saying, Who is like to the beast ? 
the citations from the Sibylline oracles, And who is able to war with him (these 
Lactantius, and Sulpicius Severus, in words are а sort of parody,.in their blas- 
Düst.'s note. The first who mentions решу, on ascriptions of praise to God: cf. 
the idea of Nero returning from the dead, 
is Augustine, Civ. Dei xx. 19. 8, vol. vii. 
p. 686, in explaining 2 Thess. ii. 8 ff.: 
* quidam putant hoc (ver. 7) de imperio 
dictum faisse Romano—ut hoc quod dixit, 
jam enim mysterium iniquitatis operatur, 
Neronem voluerit intelligi, cujus jam facta 
velut Antichristi videbantur. Unde non- 
nuli ipsum resurrecturum et futurum 
Antichristum suspicantur." But it is ob- 
servable that Aug. does not connect the 
idea with the Apocalypse. This is first 
done by Sulp. Severus, and completed by 
Victorinus whose very words (“ unum 
autem de capitibus occisum in morte et 
plaga mortis ejus curata est, Neronem 

icit. Constat enim, dum insequeretur 
eum equitatus missus a senatu, ipeam sibi 
gulam succidisse. Hunc ergo suscitatum 

mittet ignum dignis, et 
Christum qualem meruerint Judæi”) be- 
fray the origin of the idea having been 

ides reff., Ps. cxii. 5; Isa. xl. 18, 25, 
xlvi. 6; Jer. xxix. 20 (xlix. 19); Micah 
vii. 18: they t to us the relapse 
into all the substantial blasphemies of pa- 
ganism under the resuscitated Empire of 
Rome, and the retention of pagan titles 
and forms. 1 may remark, that nothing in 
those words finds any representative in the 
history of the times of the Pagan Empire) ? 
And there was given to it a mouth 

great and blasphemous things 
(во we read of the little horn in Daniel 
vii. 8): and there was given to it power 
to work (more probably, as in former reff., 
than **to spend " merely : this meaning is 
indeed found in latter reff., but the places 
in Daniel seem to decide for us) forty-two 
months (the well-known period of the 
agency of antichrist = 34 years = 1260 
days: see Prolegomena, § v. 29 f.), and 
he opened his mouth ( en, see reff., 
of the commencement of a series of dis- 
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imas: om ACN? rel Andr-coisl. 
7. om 186 clause (Lomaotel from xa: edoh occurring twice) AC 

below) marg) 12 Andr-p Iren-int: ins N в rel vulg syr-dd copt An 
Ё romea, with m i- marg 84 (85. 40-7, e sil) vulg Andr-coisl Ambr: txt 

oxnvouvres(sic) N. 
f 1(but ins (see 
Areth Primas.— 

rinore 1-1пагр, «оиса №. 
rec om xa; Aaor, with h 1. 10-7. 86 (37. 49 Вт, e sil) copt Andr- pi ins AC(P]N в rel 
vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Iren.int Primas. 

8. rec (for avrov) avre, with [PIN g m 1.17-8. 88 (e h 130-7. 47-9 Br, o sil) Andr-p: 
txt AC в rel Andr Areth. rec (for ob) dy, with (PN Brel vulg Andr Areth Primas 
Tich; бу 50: & d: txt A(seo below) C Iren-int. for ob, ovre B a d ej k 2. 13-6. 
80. 40. 50-1. 90: om Ni; txt C[P] rel vulg Andr Areth Iren-int Primas Tich.—for 
od ob, ova A. 
Andr-a Areth Primas: txt AC Br 

rec (for то араг, bi у m [EIN gn 1 (47, e sil) vulg 
yT- ren-int Tich. rec om 

ауто», with [PIN ZA B rel vulg Andr Areth Primas Tich: ins AC, avro» Ni g. for 
er, єт: B. 
BiBAus С: tat AIP] B rel Andr Areth. 
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courses. These vv. 6, 7, in fact expand 
into detail that which ver. 5 gave com- 
йон) for blasphemies against God, 

blaspheme His name and His taber- 
naole, which dwell in heaven ges appo- 
sition is strange, but if the xaí must be 
omitted, the meaning is to enhance the 
enormity of the blasphemy by bringing 
out the lofty nature of God’s holy Name 
and dwelling-place. With the ка, the 
last clauso would mean that he blasphemes 
them that dwell in heaven, i.e. the holy 
angels of God. To take this as still the 
meaning without the = is to пл 
into the apocalyptic style an asyndeton 
which is not found in it) And there 
was given to it to make war with the 
saints (see Dan. vii. 21) and to conquer 
them (see ch. xi. 7, of which this is a 
wider statement): and there was given 
to it power over every tribe and people 
and tongue and nation (viz. universal 
empire). And all shall worship it (ab- 
тфу, шош акш, must be referred 

OL. IV. 

rec (for то BiBAiw) rn BiBAo, with 1: BiBAe N! 36: то BiBAe Мга: 
rec om 2nd ray, with 84 (80-5, e sil) : ins 

for єсфауреуох, eadpayurperou 1. 47 Andr-a(Del). 

to the @nploy, which has been now for 
some time spoken of as an agent, and not 
to an impersonation of it by a living 
king) who dwell upon the earth, (every 
one) whose (the change into tbe singu- 
lar arises from resolving sávres into 
its component individuale) name (o 
avrov, the usual Hellenistic  redun- 
dance: see reff.) is not written in 
the book of life of the Lamb which is 
slain from the foundation of the world 
(these last words are ambiguously placed. 
They may belong either to y pr ral, or 
to ёсфоурбуоо. e former connexion is 
taken by Hammond, Bengel, Heinr., 
Ewald, Züllig, De Wette, Hengstb., Düs- 
terd. But the other is far more obvious 
and natural: and had it not been for the 
apparent difficulty of the sense thus con- 
veyed, the going so far back as to yéypar- 
тои for a connexion would never bave 
been thought of. See this remarkabl 
shewn in the Catena: Фу убуратта, ёт 
катаВолӯз kócuov тента oUre yàp 

x 
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. The difficulty however is but a 
parent: 1 Pet. i. 19, 20 says more fully 
the same thing. That death of Christ 
which was foreordained from the founda- 
tion of the world, is said to have taken 
place in the counsels of Him with whom 
the end and the beginning are one. Ch. 
xvii. 8, which is cited by De W. as de- 
cisive for his view, is irrelevant. Of 
course where simply the writing in the 
book of life from the foundation of the 
world is expressed, no other element is to 
be introduced: but it does not therefore 
follow, that where, as here, other elements 
are by the construction introduced, that, 
and that alone is to be understood). 
9, 10.] These verses bear various mean- 
ings, according to the reading which we 
adopt. If the rec. be taken, they express 
& consolation to the persecuted sainte in 
the form of a jus talionis: the judgment 
of God will overtake the persecutors, 
and in that form in which their persecu- 
tion was exercised. If we take the read- 
ing in the text, they form а prophetic 
declaration how it shall fare with the 
saints in the day of persecution, and de- 
clare also that in holy suffering of cap- 
tivity and death consists their faith and 

tience. The latter appears to me, both 
m critical and contextual considerations, 

by far the more eligible. Thus we have 
what is so ent in this book, an О.Т. 
citation (see below): and all falls into its 
place in connexion with the victorious war 
of the beast against the saints: whereas the 
other declaration is at least out of place in 
the context. If any man hath an ear, let 

ша мас (со This notice is given to 
solemn attention to what follows, 

as warning Christians of their fate in the 
days of the beast’s persecution). If any 
one is for eaptivity, into captivity he 
goeth: if any to be slain (ёяоктауддға 
= els Tb dwoxrav@jrva:) with (see reff. 
and note on ch. vi. 8) the sword, that (i. e. 
it is n that: дєї, as Ше other 
reading supplies) he should be slain with 
the sword (so ref. Jer., “Such as are for 
death, to death: and such as are for the 
sword, to the sword: and such as are for 
the famine, to the famine: and such as 
are for captivity, to captivity :” cf. also 
Jer. ыи к Zech. a mu that 
was the order and process o "s anger 
in his judgments on his people of old, so 
shall the issue be with the saints in tbe 
war of persecution which the beast sball 
wage with them). Here is (reff., viz. in 
the endurance of these persecutions) the 
endurance and the faith of the saints. 

11—18.] Tux SECOND WILD-BEAST, 
THE REVIVER AND THE UPHOLDER OF 
THE FIRST. It may be well to premise a 
few 5 to Ey mght under- 
standing of this portion of the prophecy. 
1) These NO V as to 

us: у are ravagi 
дека hostile to God’s flock and fd 
2) They are diverse in origin. The former 
came up out of the sea: that is, if we go 
back to the symbolism of Daniel, was an 
empire, rising up out of confusion into 
order and life: the latter comes out of 
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2. development during the reign and pro- 
. gress of the secular empire denoted hy the 
- former beast. 8) The second beast is, in 

its zeal and action, entirely subsidiary to 
the first. It wields its authority, works 
miracles in its support, causes men to 
make and to worship its image; nay, it- 
self is lost in the splendour and importance 
of the other. 4) An important distinc- 
tion exists between the two beasts, in that 
this second one has two horns like a lamb. 
In other words, this second beast puts on 
а mild and lamb-like appearunce, which 
the other did not. But it speaks as a 
dragon: its words, which carry its real 
character, are fierce and unrelenting: 
while it professes that which is gentle, its 
behests are cruel. And now I may 
appeal to the reader, whether all these 
requisites do not meet in that great wast- 
ing Power which arose, not out of anarch 
and conquest, but out of men's daily life 
and habits, out of and in the presence of 
the last form of the secular power, which 
was the Empire of Pagan Коше; I mean, 
the sacerdotal persecuting power, which, 
gentle in its aspect and professions, was 
yet cruel in its actions; which did all the 
deeds of the Empire, in its presence, which 
kept up its image, its laws, its formule, 
its privileges; which, coming in as it did 
by a corrupt and ambitious priesthood, 
deceived by its miracles the dwellers on 
earth, and by them maintained the image 
of the despotic secular power? Surely it 
is this Latin Christianity, in its ecclesias- 
tico-secular form, not identical with, but 
as preparing the way for, the great apos- 
tasy, helping, so to speak, to place the 
woman on the beast, as in ch. xvii., that 
is here depicted before us. It is this 
which, owing its power in the main to im- 
posture and unwarrantably assumed spiri- 
tual authority, deserves best the name of 
the false prophet, expressly given to this 
second beast in ch. xix. 20. Nor would I 
limit the interpretation, as has generally 
been done, by dividing off Pagan from 
Christian. Primarily, this second beast 
plainly sets forth the Pagan sacerdotal 
power; this it was that made the image 
of the Emperors, that compelled Chris- 
tians to worship that image, that wrought 
signs and wonders by its omens and magic. 
But as the first beast, still subeisting, has 
pel into a so-called Christian Roman 

mpire, so. has the second beast into a 
so-called Christian priesthood, the verita- 
ble inheritor of pagan rites, images, and 

superstitions; actually the continuatorss, 
nomine mutato, of the same worship im 
the same places; that of the Virgin for 
that of Venus, Cosmas and Damian for 
Romulus and Remus, the image of Peter 
for that of Jupiter Tonans: lamb-like in 
profession, with the names and appear- 
ances of Christianity, but dragon-like irr 
word and act. And this was surely never 
more strikingly shewn than at the time 
when 1 am writing (Jan. 1860), when the 
Papal priesthood is zealously combining in 
the suicidal aet of upholding the temporal 
power as necessary to the spiritual pre- 
eminence of their * Lord God the Pope." 
So that I believe the interpretation of the 
second beast to be, the sacerdotal perse- 
cuting power, pagan and Christian, as 
the first is the secular persecuting power, 

n or Christian. I conceive the view 
which would limit it to the priesthood of 
Paganism (Hammond, Grot, Ewald, De 
Wette, Hengstb., Düsterd.) quite insuffl- 
cient for the importance of the prophecy ; 
while that of Elliott, al, which would 
limit it to the priesthood of the Papacy, 
fails notably in giving & meaning to its 
acts as here described, the making an 
image to the beast and causing men to 
worship it. And I saw another beast 
coming up out of the earth (see the pre- 
ceding note), and it had two horns like & 
lamb (i. e. like the two horns of a lamb: 
see ref. It is quite true that the absence 
of the article before dp»lp forbids the idea 
that a direct comparison is intended be- 
tween this lamb-like beast, and the Lamb 
on Mount Sion: but it does not follow 
from this that no reference is made to 
that Lamb in the choice of the animal to 
which this beast is compared. I believe 
the choice is made to set forth the hybrid 
character of this second beast: see more 
below. The number may perhaps be of no 

ial import, but merely inserted to 
complete the similarity: it, asa lamb has, 
had two horns), and it spoke as a dragon 
(here again we cannot doubt that the term 
is chosen on account of the dragon which 
has been before mentioned. It is no ob- 
jection to this, that we do not hear of that 
dragon speaking ine the character 
f the animal explains what kind of speech 

is meant, and the acts of the dragon were 
of that kind. And as to e “о beast, 
though its appearance aud profession are 
e its words and acts are devilish. 
The whole description strongly recalls to 
our mind our Lord's wposéxere àr тё» 

112 
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h here bis. ch. 
xvi. 14. 

n constr., ch. ц. 7 reff. t. xxii. 20 4. 
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90. John ii. 111) 23. Ш. 3. iv. 64. vi. 2, 14, 30 а0. Acte vi. Bal. Dan. Ш. 32 (iv. 2). see Marr. xxiv. М. 
2 (вее note). k4 Kinos i. 10,12. (3 Kixos xvii. 38.) C & d 

o Mat Rom. viii. 29 al. after this, Rev. passim. 

i = ver. 
m eb. iii, 18 ref. 

Dan. iti. 1, &c. 
ich. ii. 20 гей. 

19. for lst woe, eroice: 6: faciebat vulg: momoe m 94-5 Andr-cois] : тое j. (9. 
10 &c. have txt.) 

ny кои, everrior Р(віс).] 

for 2nd votet, erore: B rel 
rote m 34-5 Andr-coisl: txt АСГРЈК g n 1. 16-8. 86. 40-7 Andr-a. 

rec xaTowovrras bef ey аот, with C and (appy, though 
ree 

syr-dd Andr-p Areth ; faciebat vulg: 
[for Tz» 

e sil) f 40 vulg Iren- int: om xarow. 41: txt A[P]N в rel Hip Andr Areth. 
wposxuyrnowct, with [Р] в rel: swposkvri(sic, omg wa) N: txt AC fk 1! 807-6. 

Pri тоу Gavarov А. om avrov [Р]? 
13. for тое, ewotes с: rome m 84-5 Andr-coisl. 

f: жур єк т. ovp. bef wa 40: txt AC[P]N m 84 (g 1. 35-6, e sil) vulg тир iv, OME xat, 

mas. 
wat тор bef wa В rel Areth : 

syr-dd Hip Andr Iren-int.—wa ey тАау wore: тур ex x. r. A., omg кои, n 79 Andr-a(Del). 
rec xara. bef ex rov ovparov,^with [ 

В rel.—for катайшувн», karaawn (omg 
51 1 (g, e sil) syr-dd (th) Hip: txt AC 

B rel (-ve« k 1 80-6-9. 50) copt Areth : 
xaraSnya: m 85: txt AC[ PIN g (n) 1. 88 vulg Andr Iren-int. (ca7aBairyw С.) 
for «is, em: B rel Andr-p 

14. Aeyorros BI: Acyor 1. 

YevSorpodnray, ofrives loxorrai vp: $ийз 
dv dvBiuacw xpoBdror, Ёсодеу Bé ciow 
Aóxo: Apwayes, Matt. vii. 15). And it 
worketh all the power (performs all the 
acta of authority) of the first beast in 
his presence (while the first beast is sub- 
sisting and be ора ; and as the expres- 
sion seems to shew, being in a relation to 
it of serving and upholding), and maketh 
the earth and those that dwell in it to 
worship (construction, see reff.) the first 
beast, whose wound of death was healed 
(this was formerly, ver. 4, described as the 
reason why the world wondered after the 
former beast): and worketh great mira- 
cles, so that (iva depends on неүйла: 
* miracula a, tam magna, at” &c. 
So that ta rof = буте жой. See 

. Winer, edn. 6, § 53. 6, who as well as 
Diisterd. finds fault with Bengel for re- 
cognizing here a feature of St. John’s 
style. But Bengel only remarks “fa 
frequens Johanni particula: in omnibus 
suis libris non nisi semel, Joh. iii. 16. sre 
posuit :” and this is true and applicable to 
the case here in hand, where &sre would 
naturally have stood,— whatever may be 
the minute shade of difference between 
the force of Tra as connected with the pre- 
vious words in various passages, We know 

th: txt AC[P]N m n 1. 34(-6-6, е sil) Hip Andr. 
aft 2nd yns ins ка N. exxovay А Andr-b. 

that the Apocal is written in a laxer 
style and more faulty Greek than either 
the Gospel or the Epistles: what wonder, 
if the use of Та epexegetic be carried far- 
ther in it, and from its meaning of ideal 
purpose be extended to detail of matter of 
fact? Granting the two meanings to be 
even as far apart as Düsterd. insists, may 
we not say that the Writer who so often 
uses the one is just the on who, when 
writing less strictly, was likely to use the 
other ? As to the fact described, it 
is notorious enough that the great arm of 
support of the sacerdotal power, 
and papal, has ever been the claim to 
work miracles) he even maketh fire to 
come down from the heaven to the carth 
in the sight of men ( hec magi per ange- 
los refugus et hodie faciunt," says Victori- 
nus, writing in the beginning of the fourth 
century, before yet the Empire professed 
Christianity. But it is probable that this 
special miracle is mentioned to recall the 
spit and power of Elias, and shew how 
the false prophet shall counterfeit the 
true) And he deceiveth those who dwell 
on the earth on account of (the prep. ex- 
presses not the instrument, but the ground 
of the deceit: the imposture succeeds, 
because of . . ) the miracles which it has 
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Col. lil. 11, 

w = John xviii. 22. xix. 3al. Exxx. Iz. 4. impers. plur., see ch. xvi. 15 reff, 

тес (for 8s) 5, with N rel Hip Andr Аге; $16. 16. 90: txt АС[Р] в m n 34-5.6. 
for exei, exe B rel syr- dd Andr Areth : txt AC PIN f g h 1. 34-5.6-8 vulg Hip 

Andr-coisl Primas. 
90 Areth.—rAnyns(eic) R. 

om туу RBA be de fi k 2. 6. 18. 26-7. 80-2. 40-1-2-8. 50-1. 
ins axo bef rns нахар. f 47: kai e(noey axo rns 

paxaipas Brel: xa: е(7сеу aro тїз wWAryns TNS maxapas 16. 39: txt AC[P]N 10-7-8. 
30 (g h m n 1. 84-6-6-7-8. 49 Br, e sil) vnlg syr-dd Hip Andr Primas. 

15. for ауте, аиту (mechanical repetition of n from preceding word 7) AC [ P'(corrd 
eadem manu ?)]. пуєџура bef Sovra: B rel Hip Andr-coisl Areth : om 8ovva: С: txt 
ALPIN f g n 17. 84 (1. 86, e sil) vulg syr-dd copt Andr. тотсе N f g k 36. 42. 

rec has wa bef атоктаубост: and not bef осо, with 1 (h 37 Br, e a om (alto- 
gether) N B rel arm Andr: txt A[ P) g l 26. 36. 47-9 vulg syr-dd Hip Andr-a Primas. 
(homeotel in С n, from @npiov Ist to 8rd.) rec (for cay) av, with N 1. 84-6 (35. 
40-1-2. 51, e sil) Andr-a: om c g: txt A[P] в rel(including 4, 10-3-6-7-8-9: Mill 
Wetst silent) Hip Andr Areth. xposxuyncovo Ќ е f l, xposxuyncovcovew(sic) 86. 

for тту ewora, Ty exori U PIN в rel Hip Andr-coisl Areth : txt A 1 (141-2. 51, 
e sil) Andr. 

16. тотсе: N33. om 2nd rovs N. 
к. т. rox. is written on the margin by Pi (?)]. 

wove. and wry. N [коп T. тА. 
rec (for dwrw) wan, with 34 Hip: 

does 1: Аад, omg ауто, g (26): Secovew b c e 4. 18. 40-7-8 Andr. p Areth(Del): 
oroc» rel Areth: txt AC[PJN B f h m 10-8-7*. 85-6-7-8. 49. 51 Andr. (d Шер.) 
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been given to him to work in the pre- 
sence of the beast, ordering those who 
dwell on the earth to make an image to 
the beast (dat. commodi) who hath the 
stroke of sword and lived (this part 
of the prophecy seems to describe the acts 
of the pagan sacerdotal power then ре 
sently to follow. See more below). d 
it was given to him to give breath (or, 
spirit; by inference, life) to the image of 
the beast, that the image of the beast 
should even speak, and should cause (the 
regular subject to worhop is the image, 
not the second beast) that as many as do 
not worship the image of the beast, shall 
be slain. The Seer is now describing 
facts which history substantiates to us 
in their literal fulfilment. The image of 
Cesar was every where that which men 
were mado to worship: it was before this 
that the Christian martyrs were brought 
to the test, and put to death if they re- 
fused the act of adoration. The words 
of Pliny's letter to Trajan are express on 
the point: “cum przgeunte me deos ap- 

rent, et imagini tum, quam propter 
oc jusseram cum simulacris numinum 

afferri, thure ac vino supplicarent, præ- 
terea maledicerent Christo, quorum nihil 

cogi posse dicuntur qui sunt revera Chris- 
tiani, dimittendos esse putavi.” Above 
he had said, verantes duci jussi." 
And if it be said as an objection to this, 
that it is not an image of the Emperor but 
of the beast itself which is spoken of, the 
answer is very simple, that as the Seer 
himself in ch. xvii. 11, does not hesitate 
to identify one of the érrà BaciAeis with 
the beast itself, so we may fairly assume 
that the image of the beast for the time 
being would be the image of the reigning 
Emperor. : 

Jt is not so easy to assign & meaning to 
the giving life and speech to the image of 
the beast. "Victorinus gives а curious ex- 
planation: “ faciet etiam ut imago aurea 
Antichristo in templo Hierosolymis ропа» 
tur, et intret angelus refuga et inde voces 
et sortes reddat." The allusion probably 
is to some lying wonders permitted to the 
Pagan priests to try the faith of God's 
people. We cannot help, as we reed, think- 
ing of the moving images, and winking and 
speaking pictures, so often employed for 
purposes of imposture by their far less 
excusable Papal successors. And he (i.e. 
the second beast, more naturally than the 
image) maketh all men, the small and 
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the great, and the rich and the poor, and 
the free and the bond, that they should 

ve them (i. e. stamp on them. The sub- 
ject to dc is left uncertain: it will na- 
turally be understood to be, those whose 
office it is: see reff. It evidently is not 
as Düsterd., that they impress on them- 
selves :” nor does this at all follow from 
ch. xiv. 9, 11, xvi 2, xix. 20, xx. 4, which 
he quotes to support it, but merely that 
they may refuse to receive it, and by re- 
ceiving it become apostates from God) а 
mark (such a mark as masters set on their 
slaves, or monarchs on their soldiers, a 
brand, stamped or burnt in, orlypara, see 
note on Gal. vi. 17, and Grotius and Wetst. 
here. We read in 8 Macc. ii. 29, of Pto- 
lemy Philopater, that he ordered the Jews 
in Alexandria to be forcibly enrolled, той- 
TOUS T€ ёхоурафоџќуооѕ ҳарёсоєсбои ка} 
8:4 wupbs els Tò cüpa wapachup AtorÜ- 
gov к:ссофоллф. And Philo, de Monarch. 
i. § 8, vol. ii. p. 221, mentions idolaters 
who confessed their idolatry by èv то 
сёра: xatacri(ovres aithy adhpy merv- 
pwopdvy wpds дуєаЛеттоу Siauorhy, ode 
yàp хрбур тайта S.anavpourra:) on their 
right hand (orlyyard doTi tev aTparev- 
oudveay èv Tais xepoiv, lian, in Grot.) or 
upon (before, the fact of the mark being 
visible on the hand was prominent, an 
the gen. was used: now, that of the act 
of impression is, and the accus. is used) 
their forehead (i.e. in some conspicuous 
part of the body, that all may see it: or 
as Aug. Civ. Dei, xx. 9. 3, vol. vii. p. 674, 
“in fronte, propter professionem: in 
manu, propter operationem ”), [and] that 
no one should be able to buy or to sell, 
except he who has the mark, the name of 
the beast, or the number of his name (rb 
Üvoua x. T. A. is in apposition with 75 xd- 
paypa: it is in this that the mark con- 
sists: either in the name stamped in 

бирата [P] Bb c fin 1. 6. 16. 27. 32-7. 41-8 50 
rec ins 4 bef то n, 

-mss Hip Andr. 
a : * 

ins 9 то» a 

for d, » 1. 

letters, or in the number of the name thus 
stamped, i.e. the number which those 
letters make when added together ac- 
cording to their numerical value. The 
practice of thus calculating the numerical 
value of the letters in names was widely 
revalent: see the instances collected by 
т. Elliott, vol. iii. pp. 220 ff.: and more 

below. 
This particular in the prophetic deserip- 

tion seems to point to the commercial and 
spiritual interdicts which have, both by 
Pagan and by Papal persecutors, been laid 
on nonconformity: from even before the 
interdict of Diocletian mentioned by Bede 
in his hymn on Justin Martyr (“ non illis 
emendi quidquam, Aut vendendi copia: 
nec ipsam haurire aquam Dabatur licentia, 
antequam sacrificarent Detestandis idolis." 
Меде, р. 511) through those of the mid - 
dle ages (of which Mr. Elliott gives an 
example from Harduin vi. ii. 1684, in a 
canon of the 3rd Lateran Council under 
Pope Alexander III., “ne quis eos— scil. 
hereticos—in domibus vel in terra sua 
tenere vel fovere vel negotiationem cum 
eis exercere prani own to the last 
remaining сіу disabilities imposed on 
nopconformity ‘in modern Papal or 
testant countries, For these last have 
their share in the enormities of the first 
and second beast in as far as they adopt or 
continue their practices., 

With regard to the circumstance of the 
imposition of the mark, I conceive that 
with the latitude here given, that it may 
be the name or the number, and havi 
regard to the analogy of the mark inscri 
on the saints (ch. vil. 1 ff.: cf. ch. xiii. I), 
we need not be anxious to find other than 
a general and figurative interpretation. 
As it is clear that in the case of the ser- 
vants of God no actual visible mark is 
intended, so it may well be inferred here 
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that the mark signifies rather conformity 
and addiction to the behests of the beast, 
than any actual stigma impressed. Cer- 
tainly we fail to recognize any adequate 
exposition of such stigma in the sign of 
the Cross as propou by Mr. Elliott 
(їп. 286), or in the monogram on the la- 
barum as succeeded by the Papal cross- 

. keys of pe Wordsworth (Apocalypse 
Appendix see also his note in loc.)). 

is wisdom (these words serve to 
direct attention to the challenge which 
follows: see ver. 10, where 654 дат 
is similarly used): let him who hath 
understanding calculate the number of 
the beast! (the terms of the challenge 
serve at once to shew that the feat pro- 

is possible, and that it is difficult. 
renseus's view, that if St. John ha 

meant the number to be known he would 
have declared it, and that of Andreas, д 
xpóros ётокалбфе, j are, it seems to me, 
excluded by these considerations. The 
number may be calculated: and is in- 
tended to be known): for (gives a reason 
why the calculation may be made) it is 
the number of a man (i.e. is counted as 
men generally count ; not, as Bede, Grot., 
al, and recently Hofmann, Schriftb. ii. 
637, the number belonging to an indivi- 
dual man: see against this the reff. which 
are decisive as to usage), and the number 
of it Mgr beast) is six hundred sixty-six 
(of all the hundreds of attempts which 
have been made in answer to the chal- 
lenge, there is but one which seems to 
approach near enough to an adequate so- 
lution to require serious consideration. 
And that one is the word mentioned, 
though not adopted, by Irenæus, v. 30. 3, 

. 880 (the cited in the Prolegg. 
i. par. 7), viz. Aareivos (the diphthong e: 

being, as all critical students of the Greek 
text know, not only an allowable way, but 
the nsual way, of writing the long i by 
the Greeks of the time): (А = 80) + 
(a = 1) + (т = 300) + (е = 5) + (= 

10) + (> = 50) + (о = 70) + (s = 200) 
= 666. This name describes the com- 
mon character of the rulers of the former 
Pagan Roman Empire,—“ Latini sunt qui 
nuno regnant," Iren.: and, which Irenæus 
could not foresee, unites under itself the 
character of the latter Papal Roman Em- 
pire also, as revived and kept up by the 
agency of its false prophet the priesthood, 

tin Empire, the Latin Church, 
Latin Christianity, have ever been its 
commonly current appellations: its lan- 
guage, civil and ecclesiastical, has ever 
been Latin : its public services, in defiance 
of the most obvious requisite for public 
worship, have ever been throughout the 
world conducted in Latin: there is no one 
word which could so completely describe 
its character, and at the samo time unite 
the ancient and modern attributes of the 
two beasts, as this. Short of saying ab- 
solutely that this was the won in St.. 
John's mind, I have the strongest persua- 
sion that no other can be found approach- 
ing so near to a complete solution, See 
however the remarks on this subject in 
the Prolegomena, $ v. par. 82, where I 
have after all thought it best to leave tho 
matter in doubt). 

Сн. XIV. 1—20.] Тнк ooxTRAsT: 
THE BLESSEDNESS, AND THE COUNTER- 
AGENOY OF THE SAINTS OF Gop. THE 
HARVEST AND THE VINTAGE OF THE 
EARTH. This is not entirely another 
vision, but an introduction of a new ele- 
ment, one of comfort and joy, upon the 
scene of the last. And thus it must be 
viewed: with reference to the tion 
by the beast which is alluded to in its 
course, vv. 9 ff. It is also anticipatory, 
first containing refcrence to the am {рен 
Babylon, hereafter to become the subject 
of prophecy in detail; and to the consum- 
mation of punishment and reward, also to 
be treated in detail hereafter. It is gene- 
ral in its character, reaching forward 
close to the time of the-end, treating 
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compendiously of the torment of the apos- 
tates and the bleseedness of the holy dead, 
and leading, by its concluding section, 
which treats of the harvest und the vin- 
tage of the earth, to the vision of the seven 
last vials, now immediately to follow. 

It naturally divides itself into three 
sections: of which the first is, 1—5.] 
The Lamb on Mount Sion, and his hun- 
dred and еу thousand. And I 
saw, and beheld the Lamb (viz., the same 
which before was seen in the midst of the 
throne, ch. v. 6 al.) standing upon (see on 
this accus., when the super-position is first 
mentioned, note, ch. iv. 2) the mount Sion 
(as in ch. xi., the holy city is introduced 
as the seat of God’s true Church and wor- 
ship, so by a similar figure (not the same, 
for thus Mount Sion would be outside the 
vad, and thus given to the Gentiles) the 
holy mountain Sion is now chosen for the 
site of the display of God’s chosen ones 
with Christ, the Son of David, whose city 
Sion was), and with Him an hundred 
and forty-four “thousand, having His 
name and the name of His Father (ob- 
serve the tacit assumption that all under- 
stand Who is крк by the Lamb) 
written on their foreheads (first observe 
the contrast: the nations of the earth, 
constrained to receive the mark of the 
beast on their forehead and hand, and the 
Lamb's elect, marked with His name and 
that of His Father. The question next 
meets us, Are these 144,000 identical with 
the same number in ch. vii. 4? This 
question clearly must not be answered 
merely by the absence of a defining article 
here, to 1 these xe as those 
there spoken of. For it might well be, 

that the reader should be meant to iden- 
tify the two in his mind, by recognizing 
the marks common to the two, without 
the note of identification being expressly 
set in the text. The presumption cer- 
tainly is that the same number occurring 
here, representing as there the elect and 
first-fruits of the church, here as there 
also inscribed on their foreheads with the 

` seal of God in tho one case, and His Name 
in the other, must be descriptive of the 
кашо зоос of persons. And this view, if 
acqui in here, will reflect back con- 
siderable light on that former vision of the 
sealing in ch. vii. Those, as these, will 
represent the first-fruits or choice ones 
among God’s people, as indeed we have 
treated them in this commentary, and not 
the totality of those who shall form the 
great multitude which no man can number. 
These, as those, are taken to represent the 
people of God: their introduction serves 
to place before us the church on the boly 
hill of Sion, where God bas placed His 
King, as an introduction to the description 
of her agency in preaching the everlasting 
Gospel, and her faithfulness amidst per- 
secutions), And I heard a voice out of 
heaven as а voice of many waters (reff.), 
and as & voice of great thunder (ch. vi. 1): 
and the voice which I heard (was) as of 
harpers harping with (the фу of investi- 
ture, cf. ch. vi. 8, ix. 19 and notes) their 
harps. Апа they sing [аз it were) а new 
song (i.e. if the és be retained, they sing 
what sounded like a melody unheard be- 
fore. The subject to dove is of course 
not the 144,000, but the heavenly harpers. 
On the subject of their song, see below) 
before the throne and before the four 

Li 
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living-beings and the elders (the whole 
heavenly symbolism remaining as before, 
while the visions regarding God's temple 
and Mount Sion and the holy city are 
going forward. I would call the atten- 
tion of the reader to the fact, essential to 
the right understanding of the vision, 

Г that the harpers and the song are in 
heaven, the 144,000 on earth):| and no 
one was able to learn the song (to appre- 
hend its melody and meaning, so as to ac- 
company it and bear a part in the chorus) 
except the hundred and forty-four thou. 
sands who (the gender is ps Tò стиш- 
yéuevoy, seo ref.) were purchased (reff. 
and ver. 4) from the earth (the song has 
regard to matters of trial and triumph, 
of deep joy and heavenly purity of heart, 
which none other among men but these 
pare and holy ones are capable of appre- 
ending. The sweetest and most skilful 

harmonies convey no pleasure to, nor are 
they appreciated by an uneducated ear: 
whereas the experienced musician finds in 
every chord the most exquisite enjoyment. 
The unskilled ear, even though naturally 
distinctive of musical sounds, could not 
learn nor reproduce them : but both these 
сап be done by those who have ears to 
hear them. "Even so this heavenly song 
speaks only to the virgin heart, and can be 
learnt only by those who accompany the 
Lamb whithersoever He th).] "These 
are they who were not (the aor. shews 
tbat their course is ended and looked back 
on ав a thing past: and serves to confute 
all interpretations which regard them as 

nting saints while in the midst, of 
their earthly conflict and trial) defiled with 
women (see below); for they are (alwa 
were and have kept themselves till the 
time nt) virgins (there are two ways 
of understanding these words. Either they 
may be figurative, merely implying that 
these pure ones lived in all chastity, whe- 

om xat тоу тресВоте N. 
rec Nd rar, with [P)] в (f?) g 1. 18. 84 (2. 16. 37. 

40-1-2-7, e sil) Meth Andr: txt ACN rel Orig Areth. (13! def.) 
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rec aft 2nd ovro: ins ei, with B rel syr-dd 
Cypr Primas: om ACPN n 1. 38 vulg(with am &c, agst fu al) 

ther in single or fn married life, and in- 
curred no pollution (ref. 2 Cor.): or they 
may be meant literally, that these purest 
ones bad lived in that state of which St. 
Paul says 1 Cor. vii. 1, rab дубрбте 
yuvands wh &rrecóm. And as between 
these two meanings I conceive that the 
somewhat emphatic position of perà yuvar- 
ney some way to decide. It is not 
duordtrOncay, the fact of impurity in 
allowed intercourse, but perà уусу, 
that is put forward, the fact of commerce 
with women. I would therefore believe 
that in the description of these who are 
the first-fruits from the earth, the feature 
of virginity is to be taken in ite literal 
meaning. Nor need any difficulty be found 
in this. It is on all hands granted that he 
who is married in the Lord enters into 
holy relations of which the single have no 
experience, and goes through blessed and 
elevating degrees of self-sacrifice, and 
loving allowance, and preferring others 
before himself. And as every step of grace 
assured is a step of glory ‚ there is 
no doubt that the holy married servants of 
God shall have a peculiar entrance into 
the fulness of that future Kingdom’s em- 
ploy, which will not be the lot of the 
single: seeing that in this matter also, 
the childh of this state will be the 
father of the manhood of that one. But 
neither on the other hand can it be denied 
that the state of holy virginity has also its 
peculiar blessin 
these, the Apostle himself speaks of that 
absence of distraction from the Lord’s 
work, which is apt to beset the married, 
busy as they are with the cares of a bouse- 
hold and with pleasing one another. And 
another and primary blessing is, that in 
them that fountain of carnal desire has 
never been opened, which is so apt to be a 
channel for unholy thoughts and an access 
‘for the tempter. The virgins may thus 

om a N*^ a I n. 

and exemptions. ‘Of -~ ~ 
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have missed the victory over the lusts of 
the flesh: but they have also in great part 
escaped the conflict. Theirs is not the 
triumph of the toil-worn and stained sol- 
dier, but the calm and the unspottedness of 
those who have kept from the strife. We 
are perhaps more like that which the Lord 
intended us to be: but they are more like 
the Lord Himself. And if He is to have 
round Him a peculiar and closer band, 
standing with Him on Mount Sion, none 
will surely grudge this place to those who 
were not defiled with women. Among 
these will be not only those who have lived 
and served Him in holy virginity, but also 
the dear children whom He has claimed 
from us for Himself, the youths and 
maidens who were gathered to His side 
before the strife began: before their 
tongues had learned the language of social 
falsehood, or their names been tar- 
nished with the th of inevitable 
calumny. There is one meaning which 
these words will not bear, and which it is 
surprising that any Commentator should 
ever have attached to them; viz. that 
perà yuvaxey refers to the woman men- 
tioned below, ch. xvii. So Bp. Words- 
worth, Lectures, p. 284: “They have not 
been defiled with women. What women ? 
it may be asked. If we ‚ we read 
of the woman seated on the Beast, and of 
the harlotry of the woman, with whom 
the Kings of the earth commit fornication. 
And soon we see her displayed in all her 
meretricious splendour. There then is the 
reply." Similarly in his notes ad loc. 
The fact, that an indefinite plural some- 
times points to a singular, is, as in all 
other figures of speech, substantiated by 
the undoubted requirements of the par- 
ticular context: whereas here the whole 
context is against it: the following wap- 

Odvo: ydp «ісі» carrying its decisive coa- 
demnation): these (are) they that follew 
the Lamb wheresoever (for this use of 

joined to the бто» preceding, so that an 
indicative after it did not offend the esr. 

The description has very commonly 
been taken as applying to the entire obe- 
dience of the elect, following their Lord 
to prison and to death, and wherever He 
may call them: so Cocceius, Grot, Vi- 
tringa, Wolf (who cites the oath of sol- 
diers, àxoAovÓOeir Tots or is sov xor. 
à» Aye), Bengel, De Wette, Hengstb., 
Ebrard: but this exposition is surely out 
of place here, where not their life of con- 
flict, but their state of glory is described. 
The words, as Aug. (in а beautiful pas- 
sage, De sancta Virginitate, c. 27, vol. vi. 
p. 410 f., in which however he rhetori- 
cally mingles both meanings) Andreas, 
Züllig, Stern, Düsterd., are used of special 
rivilege of nearness to the Person of the 

b in glory): these were purchased 
from men as a first-fruit to God and to 
чи тамо (all have жару ag purchased : 
ut these spetially as an the purpose 

of being a firat fruit The ref. James 
treats of a different matter, the purchase 
of all the redeemed as the first-fruits of 
creation. But these are a first-frait 
among the purchased themselves), and in 
their mouth was not found falsehood : 
they are blameless (the Apostle has before 
him the words of Ps. xiv. 1 ff., so strik- 
ingly similar: tis катаскуубсе Фу теё 
бре: 18 dyly cov; wopevdperos Éuepos, 
бр на Лала» dae, ev kapbíg avrow, 
ds ойк e8dAmcev фу yAdooy abrod. These 
stand on Mount Sion, with Him who emi- 
nently falfilled this character, and being 
in all things like Him). 

y E»ek. i. 31. Sli 

rec отеу, with [PZN . 
ins vxo gov bef ryopac@noar B rel syr-dd 47 5. 
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6—13.] Three Angels appear in mid- 
heaven, announcing three details of the 
period of the coming prophecy. A pro- 
clamation of the blessedness Y the holy 
dead. These four announcements form 
the text and the pale се of the rest 
of the book: see Prolegg. § v. parr. 67 ff. 
And I saw ea[othar) an a | (besides those 
already mentioned) flying in mid-heaven 
(see ch. viii. 13), having the everlasting 
gespel (such and по other is the meaning 
of ebayyénoy аібәюу, notwithstanding 
that it is anarthrous. From this latter 
circumstance no argument can be derived 
in the case of a word which had become so 
technical an one: even in Rom. i. 1, we 
have à$wpigpévos eis eb && or 0e00; 
and in no place in the N. T. does the word 
occur in any other than the technical 
sense of the Gospel.“ Besides which, 
the epithet aiémos here, if nothing else, 
fixes it to this meani Diisterd., wish- 
ing to evade the prop setio sense, would 
render it, a message of good tidings (viz. 
regarding the Lord’s coming) determined 
by God from everlasting. And so Grot. 
(bonum nuntium jampridem a Deo defi- 
nitum ”), Ewald, Züllig, Hengstb., al. I 
‘should have thought such a rendering 
only needed mentioning to be repudiated. 
Ch. x. 7, which is adduced to justify it, 

is quite beside the purpose. See there, 
The epithet alcvios, here only ap- 

plied to the Gospel, belongs to it as from 
everlasting to everlasting, like Him whose 
word it is: in contrast to the enemies of 
God whose destruction is in view) to 
preach (eee reff.) to (“ over,” throughout 
the extent of, and thus “upon.” Or we 
may justify it as in ref., by the siguifi- 
айоо * with reference to,” “towards.” 
Ch. x. 11, which is referred to by Düs- 
terd., is not to the ce ape those that sit 
(reff.) upon the ө and to every na- 
tion and tribe and tongue and people (cf. 
Matt. xxiv. 14, anpux@hoeras тобто Tb 
ebayyéAio» тїз BasiAelas dy блр тӯ 
oikovuévp, els џартиріау Gow Tois ¥Ove- 
ow ка) rére е TÒ тєлоѕ), saying with 
а loud voice, Fear God and give Him 
glory (the m of repentance ever 
accompanies the ing of the Gospel 
among the nations; cf. the first preaching 
of our Lord and of His Forerunner, Matt. 
iv. 17, iii. 2, and St. Paul's message to the 
Thessalonians, 1 Thess, i. 9), because the 
season of His judgment is come (see the 
citation from Matt. xxiv. above: the time 
of the end is close at hand when this 
great era of Christian missions is p Sh 
rated: see below): and worship 
who made the heaven aud the earth and 
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va, . сар ка} Paryyas Pidarov. 8 Kal A devrepos d yye- 
Por. Al. . Aos MKOAOUEncEY Xéyov '"Erecev [recer] " BagvXow 7 

q here only. 
rebavin.3, ® weydAn, f) Єк той ‘olvou ТОЙ " ÜvuoÜ TIS поррєіаѕ зач. 
Hear. aris ‘qrerotixey * тарта TÀ 'EOvn. 9 Kai dXXos d'yyeXos Acti 

* zen. rolros ?ко\^оўбпсє» айтоф Aéywv éy фор peydrAy Ei tes pii 
„Речта. varpockvvet тд Onplov xai THY " eikóva айтод, кай Nan are 
Wei” Xydpaypa émi той х peronov айтой ђ ёті Tijv xe E 

Y, aces cb E abrob, 10 ка} abrés Tera, ёк той olvov тод У Oupod тод b. 
"ines Өєоб той "xexepaepévov *ákpárov èv тф "sornpíe Tis 

(reff.). н = ch. xvi 19. ziz 15. see ver. 8, 
1 Cor. zii. 24. Heb iv. 2.) a here only. 
6. lsa. Ц. 17. аге Matt. xx. 22, 23 |. xxvi. 39 J. 

8 only. lsa. xix. 14. (own, 
Lr. уч b ch. rvii 

note. £ ch. хуш. 
Pea. lxxiv. 8. ЈЕВ. xxxb. 1 (xxv. 

8. rec om Bevrepos, with f (90, е sil) volg: ins ACEIN) в rel syr-dd Andr Areth 
Primas.—ayyeAos bef Sevrepos [P]N?36 h n 6. 10-7-8. 
copt arm Andr-p, ayyeAos Bevrepov C: Bevrepos, omg ayyedos, № g. 

(omg аллоѕ) 37. 40-9 (Br?) 
om 2nd erte 

CN? n rel copt Andr-coisl : ins A[ P] g h n t. 10-7. 36 (37. 42-7-9 Вт, e sil) vulg syr-dd 
Andr Areth Primas spec. (homoeotel №! 27, уколоубтсеу vv Вапа 9: homeaotel 9, Aeyer 
vv 8 and 9.) 
rel vulg syr-dd copt arm gr-lat-ff. 

rec ins j жом. bef 9 uevyaAn, with (89, e sil) eth: om AP INA в 
N Ke N у bef BaBuAwr 1. rec (for $) eri, 

26. 34-5-8. with 1. 36 (40-1, e sil) Andr Areth : om [PI Naa B rel copt arm: txt AC g 
603-1 vulg syr-dd th Andr-coisl. (d Шер.) 
e k l 9. 4. 18. 80-2-3-9. 40-2-8. 50. 

om Tov дороо h 1. Tavrys BA 
Na тес om та, with verTexar(sic) N58, 

d(perbape) k 83 (2. 34-9. 41-2, e 55 txt AC( PIN в rel Andr Areth. 
9. rec (for adAos awyyeAos Tpiros) Tpiros a, with vulg(am lips -- al, agst fuld 

al) Areth Cypr Primas: aAAos ayyedos 
в 33(sic, Del) 
Primas, 
gr-lat-ff.—re Onpiw C g: то 0vciacTopior A: то тоттро» f.—~xposxurnoe 88. 
Ist avrov, аутор C. om Эга xa, C f. 

10. for ev Tœ тотуріоь, єк Tov soTypiov А 16. 89. 

the sea and fountains of waters (i.e. 
turn from idols and vanities to serve the 
living and true God. The division of the 
waters into the sea and the fountains is 
one kept up through this prophecy: cf. 
ch. viii. 8—11, xvi. 8, 4). And another 
second angel followed (“Quot res nun- 
ciandæ, totidem nuncii," of Grot. is not 
strictly correct, the last being announced 
merely by a voice in heaven. But it be- 
longs to the solemnity of this series of 
proclamations that a rye place and 
marked distinction should dignify each of 
them) saying, Babylon the great is fallen, 
[is fallen] (aor. of that which is pest; 
only to be expressed in English by pe жин 
fect), Which hath given all the nations 
to drink of the wine of the wrath of her 
fornication (two things are mingled: 1) 
the wine of her fornication, of which all 
nations have drunk, ch. xvii. 2; and 2) 
the wine of the wrath of God which He 
shall give her to drink, ver. 10, and ch. 
xvi. 19. The latter is the retribution for 
the former: the former turns into the 
latter: they are treated as one and the 
same. Grot. and Ewald would render 

f 1: aAAos трітоѕ ayyeAos 47: txt AC[ P](N9) 
rel syr-dd copt Andr. -r. bef rpiros N.. 
rec то буру bef xposxuver, with 1: txt (AC)[ P]M в rel vulg syr-dd copt 

for «это, avre A 

for 
Te uerermo R. 

туе орут» А. 

Ovuós venenum; and Ewald апа Zällig 
understand by olvov тоў бимоб, vini fer- 
vidi, neither of which the words will bear. 
The whole is from Jer. li. (xxviii.) 7, 8, 
where Babylon is a cup in the Lord's 
hand of which the nations are made to 
drink. This is the first mention of 
Babylon, hereafter to be so much spoken 
of. I reserve treatment of the interpreta- 
tion till ch. xvii.: only mentioning by an- 
ticipation that Rome, pagan and papal, 
but principally papal, is intended). And 
another third angel followed them saying 
with a loud voice, If any one worshippeth 
the beast and his image (sce above, ch. 
xiii. 15), and receiveth the mark on his 
forehead or upon his hand (ch. xiii. 16), 
he also (xal either 1) may be quasi-re- 
dundant, introducing the apodosis merely 
as an addition to the protasis, or 2) may 
mean, as well as Babylon. The former 
sense seems to me the more probable) 
shall drink (we have the second person 
lea of the same future form in Luke 
xvii. 8: see also Ps. Ixxiv. 8, cited below) 
of the wine of the wrath of God, which 
is mingled (i. е. as E. V. poured into the 
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Luke xv. 10. d dH , кай ойк *éyovow *åváravow * jueẽpas кад f f "1.48. lea. xxxiv. \ ty ^ ` @ / \ ` w A27 D ^ 10. октоо OL TW POSKUVOUVTES TO „po Kat т?р " єкора, auTovu, i ch. iz. б. ` a : кай ef Tis NapPdver тд * уйрауна той dvdparos abro). , B3 oniy, 
12 m e ij ™ imopor) тёр n фуйөр éaív, 
Tas ° erde 

е ^ ſreff.). ? ot. P rnpouvTes 11 Ceran. 
^ ^ 22 al. 

тоў @еой xal thy PA тісті S IgooQ. 13 Kai m ch, SL 10 
ўкоиста фоуўє ёк той ойрауой Xeyovams, Tpayrov Макарон . Veet 

3 е е 

Ob vexpol oi * ёр 
9 Rom. fii. 22. 

Васаэзаёттоутша А d f 36 copt. 

ayiev both bef and 
to eror. 1.) 

S , , " Kupíp атобијскортєѕ di dri. vai, 
Gal li. 18. lii. 22. James ii. 1. 2. e s Matt, xxii. 39. xxvi. 64. John (i. 82 rec.] zl. 1. ne Toalf. 

o 1 John u. 3, 
4 reff, 

p 2 Tim. iv. 7. 
r aeo 1 Thess. iv. 16. 1 Cor. xv. 18. 

rec ins суш» bef Лоу, with B rel 1 some other mss of vulg) Andr Areth Cyp (дар тес ыр кы, T, Primas; 80, but om f: A 

суу, omg тоу, ск 8 38. 92 vulg syr-dd g то», ayyeAov 
Cypr,: rer тууєйш» тоу ауу Br; ins 

eyyeAor 86: txt А 26 spec vulg-ms copt eth.—(homootel evwx. 

11. rec avaBaivei bef es air. arov., with copt Cypr, Primas: om e. a. a. а>. 39: txt AC[P']N в rel am(with fuld lips-s tol lux) syr-dd Andr Areth Cypr, spec.—aiwva asevos С п 18: ava aiwvor [Р] f1 1. 4. 6. 19. 26-7. 48 Andr Areth: auras то» eurer M. 
om то (bef ка) 1 араура) 1. 

12. rec om h, with 4. 88 (2. 85-6-9. 48. 51 Br, e sil) Areth : 
rec ins обе bef о: rnpouwres, with d(perhaps) 1. 10-6. 49 

Andr-a: om AC(P]N в rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr-cois] Areth 
N g 86-8.) om тоу бео» 1. 

9. Aeyourns bef єк Tov ovp. N 38(insg uo: aft Acy.). 

ins АСГРЈМ в rel Andr. 
n 17-9. 87-9 Br, e sil) 

as. (rr Tnpovrtov 

тес aft Acyovons ins цог, with h n t. 10-7. 36 (47-9 Br, e sil) Andr Primas: om AC(P]N в rel am(with fald lipes) 
syr-dd copt eth Andr-coisl Areth lat-ff. 

cup. From the almost universal custom 
of mixing wine with water, the common 
term for preparing wine, putting it into 
the cup, came to be кербууиш. Hence 
the apparent contradiction in terms here, 
TOU кекерасиќроо dxpdrov (and in Ps. 
Ixxiv. 8 below). On Od. е. 93, кёратсе 
dè rékrap épvépdy, Eustathius says, ob dn - 
Aoi kpüpd Ti, ЛА dvr) ToU. dvéxei кета. 
See Wetst., who gives several citations in 
which кербууиш itself is derived from 
Képas, a drinking-horn) pure (unmixed : 
cf. Galen in Wetst., olvoy üxparov elvat 
Aéyouey, $ uh uépucras Tb Gp, Y varrá- 
кас» ёА(уоу uéuucra:. The figure 
of the cup of the Lord's wrath is found 
in ref. Ps, werfpioy dv xewl коріои, 
ofvov àkpárov pe xepdoparos ... . 
Tlorrai xdrres of üuapreAol тӱѕ "ys, 
from which this is evidently taken) in 
the oup of His ‚ and shall be 
tormented with fire and brimstone in 
the presence of the angels and in the 
presence of the Lamb (see ch. xx. 10, 
and ref. Isa. from which the imagery 
comes. De Wette is certainly wrong in 
interpreting édyémioy “ nad) bem Urtheile,” 
“in the judgment of.” It is literal, and 

for куро, Хрібто СР. 

the meaning as in Luke xvi. 23 ff., that 
the torments are visible to the angels and 
the Lamb). And the smoke of their tor- 
ment goeth up to ages of ages (see ref. 
Isa., and Gen. xix. 28, which doubtless is 
the fountain-head: also ch. xix. 8): and 
they have not ү torment) day 
and night who worship the beast and 
his image; and whoever iom speaking 
collectively the solemn declaration be- 
comes even more solemn by individual- 
izing) receives the mark of his name. 
Here (viz. in the inference to be drawn 
from the certainty of everlasting torment 
to all who worship the beast or receive his 
mark: that all the saints of God must re- 
fuse to do either) is the endurance of the 
saints, who keep (the independent nom. 
construction, sce reff.) the commandments 
of God and the faith of Jesus (gen. ob- 
jective, which has Him for its object: 
compare ref. Mark). And І heard a voice 
out of heaven (whose, is not told us, and 
it is in vain to speculate: certainly not, 
as Hengstb., from the spirits of the just 
themselves. The ypdpoy would rather 
point to the angel who reveals the visions 
to the Seer, ch. i 1, and compere ch. 
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, ас. t NEH TÒ * rveüua, "' iva. ™ dvararjoovras ёк тфр * KOTOV 

ITem nd, айтди vd yàp х ёруа aùrâv Y йкохоьбе У per айтфр. 

: EET 14 Kai el&ov, кай Sov ve evan, каї * ёті тӯр *vebeXsgy mes 

ack tl s kaÜrjuevov * porov vi dvÜparrov, Exwy ёті тїз reparis Аст. 

T ed а сЬ.і. 13. Dax. vil. 13. x. 16 Theod. (Ezeh. i. 26.3 2 463, y ch. vi. 6 reff. s see Matt. xxvi. 64 | Mk. Ee 

Aeyes bef val B rel: om va: №! 16. 34: txt АСГР)№? g n (t. 4. 17-8-9. 26. 38. 47, e ail). жо > 
—for vai, ки k 88 (35-6 7). rec (for avaranc.) аустаџс., with [P] Brel: txt $4 

ACN.—rec -cevra, with [Р] rel Andr: txt ACN B k I n 1. 16. 86. 50 Areth, 7 to 
rec (for уар) de, with в rel Andr Areth: txt AC[P]N g 18. 26. 38 vulg syr-dd Primas 90 P. 
spec Aug. om 2nd аутор 1. . 

14. om xa: edo (Aom.) N. rec kaÜnuerog 00108, with h? 1 f. 10 (16. 37. 47-9 
Br, e a) -dd Andr: xa@npevos opoiws 39: kaÜnperor opoios m 30: кабуиєроѕ ороо» 
a: txt In в rel vulg copt Andr-coisl Areth Primas Tich. for vie, vior AN 
B b c d f k 2. 9. 18. 27. 80-2-8. 41.2: om 40: vios 1: viðr n: viov [P] 26: txt C rel 
Synop Andr Areth.—for viw аубраотоо, ауброто j. exor (Ni: exorra Ni e g n 
18. 26-7. 492: exovri 88. туу кефалту A а bd e k n 80-8. 40-7. 90 Andr-coisl : 
txt C[P]N в rel Synop Andr Areth. 

iv. 1, and xix. 9), saying, Write, Blessed tion. For no doubt this would be so, the 
are the dead who die in the Lord hence- proclamation itself being anticipatory, and 
forth (the connexion is not difficult. the harvest not yet actually come: but ou 
The mention of the endurance of the the other hand so much must hardly be 
saints brings with it the certainty of per- built upon the pres. part., which is so 
secution unto death. The present ро often used to designate a class only, not to 
clamation declares the blessedness of all fix a time). Yea, saith the Spirit (the 
who die not only in persecution, but in utterance of the voice from heaven still 
any manner, in the Lord, in the faith and continues. The affirmation of the Spirit 
obedience of Christ. And the special (геЁ.) ratifies the blessedness proclaimed, 
command to write this, conveys special and assigns a reason for it), that they 
comfort to those in all ages of the church shall rest (the Туа gives the ground of 
who should read it. But 16 is not so easy the uaxdpw:, and the construction with 
to assign a fit meaning to àr’ Ёрт:. That an indic. fut. is a mixed one compounded 
it belongs to the former sentence, not to of “that they may,” and “їп that they 
the following опе, is I conceive plain: few shall.” The future dvarafcerra: from 
will be found to join with Lambert Bos, dvaxadw is formed as xaraxafaoua: from 
Exercitt. p. 209, in connecting it to al, катакабо. It seems not to be elsewhere 
and making it = dwypricudvws, absoluté. found) from their labours: for their 
And, thus joined with the former sen- works follow with them (ydp, which has 

гіепсе, it must express some reason why seemed so difficult, and which apparently 
this bleasedness is to be more completely gave rise to the 84 of the rec., is in fact 

~ realized from this time when it is pro- easily explained. They rest from their 
claimed, than it was before,; Now this labours, because the time of working is 
reason will quickly appear, if we consider over, their works accompanying them not 
the poa time, in connexion with in a life of activity, but in blessed me- 
which the proclamation is made. The  mory: wherefore not labour, but rest is 
harvest of the earth is about to be reaped; their lot. Wetst. quotes from Aboth vi. 

the vintage of the earth to be gathered. 9, “hora discessus hominis non comitan- 
At this time it is, that the complete tar eum argentum aut aurum aut lapides 
blessedness of the holy dead commences: pretiosi aut margaritse, sed lex et opera 
when the garner is filled and the chaff bona”). 
cast out. And that not on account of 14—20.] The vision of the 
their deliverance from any purgatorial and the vintage. 14 —16.] The har- 
fire, but because of the completion of this vest. And I saw, and behold а white 

number of their brethren, and the full loud, and upon the cloud (dt with ac- 
capacities of bliss ches Jee in by the resur- cus. on first mention, see ch. iv. 2 note), 
rection. Nor can it legitimately be ob- one sitting like to the Son of man (i. e. 
jected to this, that the pres. part. àmo- to Christ, see ch. i. 13 note. This clearly 
Orfimkovres requires a continuance of that is our Lord Himself, as there), having 
Which is imported by it: that the deaths upon his head a golden crown (in token 
implied must follow after the proclama- of His victory being finally gained: see ch. 
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ark 
iv. 29 only. 
Deut. xvi. 9. 

e eh. i. 16 reff, 

1 èv havi peydry TÈ * xaÜnuévp em тй ve Leno 4%, v 
тд *ópéravóv cov xal *Өёрито>, бт HAO Å pa f Óepíaas, (ian. 
бт, © €EnpavOn ó ^ Oepiopos тїз сүй. 

( e£asto- 

16 ка} 'éBarey 6 лә). 
Matt. xav. 24 

xabrpevos émi ths vedédns тд Spéravoy афто ёті тўр м i Kings 
= here oniy. (Matt. xxi. 19, 20 al. 

gue cem 1 ver. 18. aea Mark Il. 22, vil. 
vill, 12. 

һ = Matt. ix. 87,38. see Matt. xiij. 30,30. Jer. xxvil. (1) 
33 al. 

15. красу bef ex rov yaov А: om ex Tov vaov e: for vaou, ovrovl n 1. 
yaou ins avrov N. pey 
Ach B rel vulg syr-dd arm Andr Areth. 
with 1! 16 (89, e sil) 
Areth Primas. 

aft 
rec реуаЛт bef форт, with (1) (80-9. 40-1, e sil) copt: txt 

—pey. тт) >. 1. 
; соу 1. 17. 86 Andr-a: om AC[P]N в 83(sic, Del) rel vas Andr 

rec ins rov bef берси, with (N) a e h 10-8. 80-3-8. 49. 90 (g k 26. 

rec aft Abey ins coi, 

34-7-9 Br, e sil): om ACT FI в rel Andr Areth.— (for бергсаг, бєритдо M 88. 41.) 
16. rec туу ифелуу, wi 

xix. 12) and in His hand a sharp sickle. 
And another angel (besides the three 
angels before mentioned: no inference 
can be drawn from this that the Sitter on 
the cloud is a mere angel) came out of the 
temple, erying out in & loud voice to 
him that sat upon the cloud, Put forth 
(send = &xocTéAA cu, ref. Mark. De W.'s 
objection, that the sitter on the cloud can- 
not be Christ Himself, because He would 
not be introduced receiving а command 
from an angel, may be well answered, as 
Düsterd., that the angel is only the mes- 
senger of the will of God. And I may add 
wbat to me makes this reply undoubtedly 
valid, that the command is one regardin g 

- the times and seasons, which the Father 
hath kept in his own power) thy sickle 
(the whole is a remembrance of our Lord's 
own saying in ref. Mark:| seo below) 
and reap: beoause the to reap is 
come, because the harvest of the earth 
(бер for that which is to be теарей: 
as in the first ref.) is dried (perfectly ripe, 
so that the stalk is dry = wapdornxey 
ô 0ep.cuós, Mark iv. 29: = also the fields 

ing Neural wpbs Gepiopdy Kön, John 
iv. 86: which they can only become by 
losing their moisture, The distinction in 
the passages cited by Mr. Elliott from 
Bernard (“magis sicce ad ignem quam 
albm ad messem"), and Pope Gregory X. 
(*agerque potius arescere videatur ad 
ignem, quam albescere inveniatur ad mes- 
sem”) does not seem really to exist. The 

of Hermas, book iii. sim. 8, 4; 
uke xxiii; 31; John xv. 6, do not apply; 

trees, and not grain, being there spoken 
of). And he that sat upon the cloud put 
in (reff.) his sickle upon (into, from above) 
the earth, and the earth was reaped (to 
what does this harvest refer? Is it the 

C[P] rel Andr-coisl Аге: rn хефел Bab d f126. 33. 
50. 90: txt AN j 16!. 86-8 47 Andr.—(homoeotel in f, ew: to em.) 

ingathering of the wicked, or of the saints, 
or of both together? Each of these has 
examples in Scripture symbolism. The 
first, in Jer. li. 83, where it is said of 
Babylon, “It is time to thresh her, yet 
a little while and the time of her harvest 
is come:" and as appears, Joel iii. 13, 
though the reference seems rather there 
to be to the vintage, and the LXX render 
VR Tpey"rós: the second, in Matt. ix. 
57, 98; Mark iv. 29; Luke x. 2; John 
iv. 85: the third, in Matt. xiii. 80, 89. 
The verdict of Commentators is very much 
divided. There are circumstances in the 
context which tell both ways. The 1- 
lelism with the vintage, which follows, 
seems to favour a harvest of the wicked : 
but then on the other hand, if so, what is 
the distinction between the two ingather- 
ings? And why do we read of the cast- 
ing into the winepress of God’s wrath in 
the second case, and of no corresponding 
feature in the other? Again, why is the 
agency so different—the Son of man on 
the white cloud with the golden crown in 
the one саве, the mere angel in the other? 
Besides, the two gatherings seem quite 
distinct. The former is over before the 
other begins. On the whole then, though 
I would not pronounce decidedly, I must 
incline to think that the harvest is the 
ingathering of the sainte, God's harvest, 
reaped from the earth: described here 
thus generally, before the vintege of wrath 
which follows. And thus we have at least 
these two visions in harmony with the 
character of this section, which contains 
the mingled agency and fortunes of the 
Church and of its enemies ;' thus this har- 
vest answers to the great preaching of the 
everlasting l above, vv. 6, 7, while 
the following vintage fulfils the denuncia- 
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k = ch. viii. 3 үй», Kat ‘ hepian 7) їй. 17 Kai алло Фууе\ос er Mer der. 
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only. "Det Na айт. 19 xal * éaXev 0 dyyedos тд * Ópéravov айтой 
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Tuer d. vil. 19 al. s Matt. vii. 16. пека у= 91у: Gen. x]. 10, 11. t ver. 16 (ref) 

u here дсе. ch. хіх. 15. Matt. xxi. 33 oniy. Isa. 1хій. 

17. eènàber ... . ovvæ bef аууєАоз 1. for etnAOer, naber В. om т e С. 
18. ош Oe A am(with fuld &c, agst demid tol lipss 

rec om 6, with [PIN B rel Andr Areth: ins AC, gui babet rel vss Andr Areth. 
vulg. 
Aeyw NI: 
om 77s аге with 1: ins АССР 
в rel sth Andr-coisl Areth: txt 
Br, e sil) vulg Andr Jer. 

for xpavyn, orn AN в с р 38 vulg eth: txt 
m f. 2nd то N bef cov N: gov in bot 

N в rel vulg syr-dd Areth. 
C[P]N1n 144) 10-6-7-8. 36-9 (a g h $78. 47-9 

for avrns, тут us B rel syr-dd 

&c) Ansb Ruf: ins C[P)N» 

с rel. for Acyow, 
places (?) e. Steph 

киатв&» N ran 

Andr Areth : txt ACI FN 
n 1. 10. 7-8-9. 36 (a g h 37-8 BY, e sil) vulg Andr - p Jer. 

19. for eis 75» yn», ext THs yns N j 
rec (for то» peyar) туу ueyaAnr, with М rel Andr; ; 

for last тох, cov (but сота) Ni. 
peyaAny, omg тур, 99: TYPY и 

80: rov peyadou 36: om $4 mth Vict: txt (A)C[P] Bb tof hjk 1. 10. 38.4012 
8-9. 50-1. 90 Br, то» neu А. (of these bj К 1. 497 Br have то» Anvor; AC[P] в &c 
THY A. and тоу реу.) roy бироу b. 

tions of wrath on those who worship the 
image or receive the mark of the beast, 
vv. 8, 11. And thus too we bring this 
description into harmony with our Lord's 
important parable in Mark iv. 29, where 
1 та words are used of the agency of 

imeelf when the work of grace is 
ripe, кзы тун in the individual or in the 
church. But while thus inclined, I will 
not deny that the other view, and that 
which unites both, have very much to be 
said for them). 

17—20.] The vidi of wrath. And 
another angel (the &AÀog may perha 
refer to the three angels who have already 
appeared in this vision: or, which is ion 
probable, referring to the last-inentioned 
Agent, may be a general term, not neces- 
sarily implying that He was a mere angel) 
came out from the temple which was in 
heaven (from which come forth God's 
judgments: see ch. xi. 19), having him- 
self also (as well as that other: but the 
ка} abrós rather raises a distinction be- 
tween the two than sets them 
on an equality : there is some slight de- 
gree of strangeness, after what has gone 
before, in this angel having a sickle) а 
sharp síckle. And another 1 came 
out from the altar (viz. that elsewhere 
several times mentioned, ch. vi. 9, viii. 8, 

xvi. 7, in connexion with the folfilment of 
God's judgments in answer to the prayers 
of His saints), he who hath power over 
the fire (viz. that on the altar; the same 
angel who is introduced ch. viii. 3—5 as 
presenting the prayers of the saints, and 
casting some of the fire of the altar to the 
earth as introductory to the judgments of 
5 ts), and he cried with a great 

who had the sharp sickle (it 
is is to de observed that the whole descrip- 
tion of this angel, coming from the altar 
of vengeance, differs widely from any thing 
in the former part of the vision, and favours 
the idea that this vintage is of a different 
nature from that harvest), saying, Put in 
thy sharp sickle, and gather the bunches 
of the vine of the earth, because her 
grapes are ripe. And the angel (no such 
expression is used above, ver. 16. There 
it is б cab ue ёк) тўз veġéàns. All 
these signs of difference are worthy of 
notice) put in (reff.) his sickle into the 
earth, and gathered the vine of the 
earth, and cast (viz. what he had gathered) 
into the great winepress of the wrath of 
God (the curious combination, T)» AN 
‚ + . Toy péyay, is only to be accounted for 
by an uncertainty in the gender of the 
substantive (it is masc. Gen. xxx. 38, 41 
ed. Rom. See Winer, edn. 6, § 69. 4, b), 
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90 ral “éraryOn 5 “Anvis AF Ths vd, kal La. L. 1. 
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2 Kal єідоу "as OáXaccav eu k peuvyperny лорі, 
13. John vi. 19. xi. 18. ch. zzi. 16 (1 Cor. іх. 24) only t. 
xii. 1, 3. d Ман xz: e 4 Mk. (from Ps. ex vil. 

zx . е = ch. iz. 20 reff. ch. xxi. 
1 here bis. ch. iv.6 only T. (-Aos, cb. xxi. 18.) 

$0. for erarnOn, eriOy 1. 

(b) Bt 8 
only. 

be Luke zxiv. 
3 Macc. xi. 5 B. xii. 9 aD. € = ch. 

23). John іх. 30. 1Pet.ii.9. ver. 3 only. 
= ch. 1. 7 reff, h ch. I. 10 al R. 

k ch. viii. 7 reff. 

rec (for ether) ete, with N n 1 (87, o sil) Andr: txt 
AC[P] в rel-Andr-coisl. 8.0кос:оу NI 26. 

and perhaps a tendency, when emphati- 
cally subjoining an epithet describing 
greatness, to substitute the worthier gen- 
der. Any thing corresponding to this 
feature is entirely wanting in the previous 
description of the harvest. See on it, ch. 
xix. 15, and the prophetic in reff. 
especially Isa. from which the symbolism 
comes). And the winepress was trodden 
(re) outside the oity (see below), and 
blood (so Isa. lxiii. 8) came forth from the 
winepress as far as to the bits of the 
horses, to the distance (ref.) ofa thousand 
six hundred stadii (it is exceedingly diffi. 
cult to say what the meaning is, further 
than that the idea of а tremendous final 
act of vengeance is denoted. The ci 
evidently = 4 wéAts 4 Reder of ch. xi. 
2 (not that of ib. 8, see note there), viz. 
Jerusalem, where the scene has been 
tacitly laid, with occasional express allu- 
sions such as that in our ver. 1. The 
blood coming forth from the treading of 
the winepress is in accordance with the 
O. T. prophecy alluded to, Isa. lxiii. 8. 
It is in the depth, and the distance in- 
dicated, that the principal difficulty lies. 
The number of stadii is su by some 
to be the length of the Holy Land as 
given by Jerome (Ep. (cxxix.) ad Dard., 4, 
vol. i. p. 971) af 160 Roman miles. But 
the great objection to this is, that 160 
miles = 1280, not 1600 stadi. Another 
view has been, that 1600 has been chosen 
as a square number, x 40, or 4 X 
400, or 4 X 4 X 100, Victorinus ex- 
plains it “per omnes mundi quatuor 
partes: quaternitas enim est conquater- 
nata, sicut in quatuor faciebus et quadri- 
formibus et rotis quadratis." He gives a 
very curious interpretation of the depth, 
—“ usque ad principes populorum." We 
may fairly say, either that, the number is 
assigned simply to signify completeness 
and magnitude (in which case some other 
жур. үз which have been 

OL. . 

much insisted on will fall perhaps under 
the same canon of in tion), or else 
this is one of the riddles of the Apocal 
to which not even а te solution 
has ever yet been given). 

Сн. XV., XVI. THE SEVEN VIALS. 
And herein, XV. 1—8.] PRxTATORVY: 
the description of the vision, ver. 1: the 
song of triumph of the sainte victorious 
over the beast, vv. 2—4: the coming forth 
of the seven angels and delivering to them 
Of the seven vials, vv. 5 

And I saw another sign in heaven 
t and marvellous, seven angels hav- 
seven plagues which are the last 

(plagues), because in them is completed 
the wrath of God (I have adopted an un- 
usual arrangement to throw the ёт; into 
connexion with de xáras, for which epithet 
it renders a reason. It is to be observed 
1) that this verse is evidently only a com- 
pendious description of the following vi- 
sion: for the angels themselves are not 
seen till ver. 6, and do not receive the 
vials containing the plagues till after 
are seen: 2) that the whole of God's 
wrath in final judgment is not exhausted 
by these vials, but only the whole of His 
wrath in sending plagues on the earth 
previous to the judgment. After these 
there are no more plagues: they are con- 
cluded with the destruction of Babylon. 
Then the Lord Himself appears, ch. xix. 
11 fl.). And I saw as it were a sea of 
glass mingled with fire (see ch. iv. 6 and 
note: not merely glassy : the és indicates 
the likeness: it was as it were made 
glass. The addition дєшгүдбүлө жир! is 
probably made as bringing into the pre- 
vious celestial imagery an element belong- 
ing to this portion of the prophecy, of 
which judgment is the prevailing com- 
plexion. The fact, that the personages of 
the former heavenly vision are still pre- 
sent, ver. 7, seems to remove all doubt of 
this being V 

Z 
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s Josh. xiv. T A. Ра. civ. 96. t Exon. zv. Il. a ch. L 6 ref. Ы Б са те: 1 reff. 

. xvi. 7. хіх. 9. Ре. xviii. 10. v= n vii ст. XZzii 
: us Rom. zl. $3. Heb. ih. 10. Pe. xvii. 21. exliv. 17. Deut. L e. 

in АВМ.) s John кїї. . Psa. Ixxxv. 9 (12). 

‚4. x Acts хи. 
у Jen. x. 7 F. compl. &r. ince 

Cuap. XV. 2. эшоу»таз С. єк түз crow ки єк Tov бироу B b fo g j (k) 
2, 4. 6. 18. 26-7. 88(-9). 40-1-2-8. 60: om 2nd ex N k 1 16. 88-9. rec (aft 4th 
kai) adds ex тоу xapayuaros avrov, with 1. 17. 88. 47 (m n 34-6-6-9, e sil) Andr Areth, 
m n 1 add xa; also: om AC[P]N в rel vulg syr-dd copt eth Haym 

iti terms of precedg word) Bb d ej 1 m 13-6. 26-7. 35-8. 48. 
ö N 

bef к:дараѕ (repetition 
60-1. 90. ( ins xv bef rou 0v N. 

3. homootel in C, from 6«ov ver 2 to бео» ver 8. 
Tov, with в rel: ins A[P]N h n 1. 10. 37-8. 61 Br. 

ah CX g 18 vulg syr-dd arm-ed-marg lat-ff: cl 
in to av.) B rel copt 

dd Andr-cois] Áreth : om АС[Р) в 

é, Ni. тес ушу: 

am: ere» A[ P']N**(but altered 
4. rec aft ФфоВтер ins се, with rel s 

am(with demid fuld tol) eth arm A 

o Ruf. ins таў 

rec om Ist 
Baci ev, omg 

adovras №. 
Aeyortes 1. 

th Andr Areth т. 
1. 36. 47 

Primas.—for ov py, тє ov N g. rec 
Зоѓаст, with M rel Andr: txt AC[P] 3 g m п 6. 9. 13-6. 26-7. 82-9. 47-8. 50-1. 90 

before described ch. iv. 6, in immediate 
connexion with which the four living- 
beings were mentioned), and the con- 
querors (the pres. part. has the force of 
simple designation, as so often in this 
book) of (see ref.: they have come victo- 
rious owt of the strife: cf. Thuc. i. 120, 
ab Bé, aducougévous èx uiv clpfivns 
хоће», eb 84 xór, ёк тоЛќроу 
хам» tung ai) the beast and of his 
image and of the number of his name 
(i.c. of the temptation to worship his 

and to receive the mark consisting 
of the number of his name, ch. xiii. 17, 
18), standing on oe art import actually 
“upon,” во that they stood on the surface 
of the sea, or merely on the shore of? 
On dit ар the latter seems the 
more probable: as better suiting the hea- 
venly imagery of ch. iv., and as accordin 
with the mtuation of the children of Isra 
when they sung the song to which allu- 
sion is presently made. The sense may be 
constructionally justified by ch. iii. 20, 
and viii. 8: the fact of èri having a geni- 
tive in the latter place not setting it aside 
as a precedent) the sea of glass, having 
harps of God (sacred зате of the 
instruments of heaven solely for the 
praise of God. We have had them before 
mentioned in ch. v. 8, xiv. 2). And they 

the song of Moses the servant of 
(i.e. a song similar to that song of 

triumph which Moses and the children of 
Israel sung when delivered from the Red 
Sea and the Egyptians, Exod. xv. 
In Exod. xiv. 81, Moses is called, as here, 

Josh. xxii. 5 (ó was xupiev)): and this 
song is formed on the model of parts of 
that one: see below) and the song of the 
Lamb (it is not meant that there are two 
distinct songs: the song is one and the 
same; and the expression which charae- 
terizes it betokens, as do so many other 
notices and symbols in this book, the 
unity of the Old and New Test. churches. 
Their songs of triumph have become ours: 
the song of Moses is the song of the Lamb. 
In this great victory all the triumphs of 
God's le are included, and find their 
ful&lment), saying (the song is а repro- 
duction of several portions of the О. T. 
songs of prole), Groat and wonderful are 
thy works (Ps. сх. 2, схххуїй. 14, LXX), 
Lord God Almighty» just and truo are 
thy ways (Ps. cxliv. 17; Deut. xxxii. 4 m 
Moses’ song), thou King of the nations 
(or, of the ages (see 1 Tim. i. 17 reff. and 
note). The confusion has apparently 
arisen from the similarity of Ale NaN 
(46»8у) and AINNGN: but which was the 

iginal, it is impossible, in the conflict of 
authorities, to decide): who can but fear 
(Thee), O Lord (these two clauses are 
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Baruch 
li. 19. see 

Rom. Iii. 

Jer. хі. 
xxxiii.) 6 ёк тод vaov, ^ évóebvuévor ! Міо» кабард» *Xaumpóv, ka ur pu 

h тєргєўюсиёуоь тері 1d ! Ni * Savas " wpvaüs. T kal tica vi . 
only. Exod. 

9 A e А P d ^ є э е ёр ёк rv recaápow фор éÓwkev тоф rd аүүёос ётта pon a. 
pur B BE h eh. 1. 13 (reff.). 

73. xxi 20 only. Dan. li. 32. 

Areth. for 00105, ayios B rel Andr: sanctus et pius demid, simly 
for rarra та едут, varres B rel Andr-coisl : 

xi. 20 (from Iss. zhi. 3) only. Prov. ххх!. 13. i Matt. 
1 Luke xviii. 13. zziii. 48. (plur., so Job zxxiz. 20. see ch. і. 13.) John хін. 

-dd: txt 

arra (alone) g: txt AC P]N n 10-7. 86. 49 (b 1. 87-8 Br, e sil) vss Andr Cypr Primas. 
(d def.) 

б. for pera ravra, uer aura C i. 
for та Suc, Pucauepara erermoy №. 

rec ins 180% bef avoryy, with vulg copt Primas: 
-dd th Andr Areth. (d ор 

. : rec [aft ye] om oi, with N B (b d e 1. 48, e sil) Andr-a : ins 
AC[P] rel Andr Areth. (о: ayy. ot err о ex. 9.) om ex Tov vdo B rel Andr-coisl x.9 
Areth : ex 7. у. bef oi ex. T. e. 1. b: ins AC[P]N (h 10) 17. 86. 47-9 (g I n 1. 87-9. 41 
Br, e sil) vulg syr-dd Andr Primas Tich.—for vaov, ovvov h 10.—om exorres . . .. 
vaou e. ka. 

Primas.) 
B rel vss Andr Areth. om last 

7. om ér N! 1 1. 12-6. 
кси 1. 

from Jer. x. 7, but not in the LXX [ABN]. 
The title * King of nations” is especially 
appropriate, as it is God's judgments on 
the nations, and their effects on them, 
which are the theme of the Church’s 
praise), and shall glorify (the constraction 
is a mixed one, compounded of tis ov ph 
8о су and ris où ёо сє) thy Name 1 be- 
cause Thou only art holy (бозо is only 
used of God here and ch. xvi. 5: hence 
the var. &y.os. Düsterd. quotes from the 
Schol. in Eurip. Hec. 788, т} xpbs Ocods 
èt &>@ёрфтогу үєубреєуоу ё{кооу goto калоў- 
uev. This first бть grounds the ris ob uf; 
in the attributes of God): because all 
the nations shall come and worship be- 
fore thee (so it is declared in reff. LXX. 
This second бт: grounds the тї; od uh in 
matter of fact): because Thy righteous 
acts (= Thy зс piri thy deeds of 
righteousness a out towards the na- 
tions, both in the publication of the Gospel 
and in the destruction of Thine enemies) 
have been made manifest (the aor. as so 
often lately, looking back over the past 
and regarding it as matter of history, 
simply as the past. This third 87: groun 
the dyra rà 0e fct. in its immediately 
11 eause — the manifestation of A: 
judgments). And after these things 
NT and there was opened the temple 
of the tabernacle of witness in heaven 

abapovs Awovs Aauzpovus N: for Awor, Aor AC 38. 
by Andr Bede) am(with demid fulg lipss) : om seth(: txt P B(-vovr 

i rec aft кабаро» ins ко, with 82 (2 Br, e sil) vulg-ed 

48 (mss mentd 
vss Andr Areth 

imas : om AC[P]N 
om wep: 1. 

om 2nd erra N. 

(see on ch. xi. 19, xvi. 17. The vads is 
the holy place of the tabernacle, to which 
latter tho appellation тоб papruplov is 
here peculiarly appropriate, seeing that the 
witness and covenant of God are about to 
receive their great fulfilment): and there 
came forth the seven angels (viz. who 
were before mentioned: the oí does not 
point out any particular seven, such as the 
archangels. On the other hand, if we omit 
the second of, we must not violate the 
force of the anarthrous participle by say- 
ing “the seven angels who » о 
txovres. The Е. V. here is strictly cor- 
rect) whioh had (or, “having.” This was 
their office: but they Aad them not yet 
the seven p в out of the temple (cf. 
ch. xiv. 15, 17), clad in linen (the re- 
markable reading Або» can hardly be 

пише, though strongly attested: see 
i There is a precedent for Aldor 

évde3upévo: in Ezek. xxviii. 18) pure (and) 
glistening (the well-known clothing of 
angels and heavenly beings, see Acts x. 30 
(i. 10), ch. xix. 8; Matt. xvii. 2 ||, xxviii. 
8), and girt round their breasts with 
po girdles (being in this like our Lord 
imself as seen in vision, ch. i. 18). And 

one from among the four living-beings 
(appropriately to the symbolic meaning of 
these (Ga as the representatives of crea- 
tion, see notes on ch. iv. 7, 11, inasmuch 

Zz2 
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MU XVI. I Kal fovea peyddrns фору ёк той vaov 
3 Kinos viii. 11. 9 ch. vii. 3 reff. t ver. 1. 

at end add aun» М n 12. 46. | 
8. ins ек Tov bef катро» В rel syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth : rov b: om APN g n t. 

10-7-8 (h 1 87-8-9. 47-9, e sil) vu Andr Primas. (eBuraro, so AC a foe 
j k 1 2. 6. 9. 17. 26-7. 30-2-8. 48. 50-1. 90 Areth.) es тоу ruo» bef «s- 
«Абеу N. for eis Т. vaov, ey Tœ vaw 1. for axpi, axpis ov C. om erra 
(bef ayyeAwr) [Р] 1. 

Cuar. XVI. 1. rec 
b c d f g j 4. 13-9. 27. 41-2-8. 50. 82 copt 

s bef ne, with [PN rel vulg Andr Primas: txt AC в 
om єк TOv yaov B rel 

Areth : ins AC[P]N g h n 10-3. 84-8. 49 (m 1. 85-6. 40 Вг, e sil) valg Andr.—(for ras, 

as the coming plagues are to be inflicted on 
the objects of creation) gave to the seven 
angels seven golden vials (the $idA» was 
a shallow bowl or cup, usually without a 
stand or foot, in which the w out of 
ihe крутӣр or goblet: so Plato, Crito p. 
120 a, xpvcois didAais dk ToU крптӯроз 
&purtduevot. The Schol. on Il. y. 270 
explains it оф Tb wap’ jui sorhpioy, 
ФАЛА vyéros т: AdBnros ёктётаћоу ёк wav- 
Tis цќроиѕ Suvdueroy xc. Cf. Eurip. 
Ion 1181 ff.; Xen. Cyr. v. 2. 7), fall of 
the wrath of God who liveth for ever and 
ever (this addition serves, as in ch. i. 8, 
to give solemnity to the fact related). 

the temple was filled with smoke 
from (arising from) the glory of God and 
from ht (i. e. from His presence, in 
which His glory and His might were dis- 
played. The description calls to mind 
similar ones in the O. T., e.g. Ps. xviii. 
8 f.; Isa. lxv. 5. See also below), and no 
one was able to enter into the temple 
(cf. 1 Kings viii. 10, 11; Exod. xl. 34, 35) 
until the seven plagues of the seven 
angels should be finished (the passages 
above referred to de the reason: because 
of the unapproachableness of God, when 
immediately present and working, by any 
created being. See Exod. xix. 21. en 
ihese judgments should be completed, 
then the wrathful presence and agency 
of God being withdrawn, He might again 
be approached. Many other meanings 
more or less far-fetched have been given, 
but where Scripture analogy is so plain, 
the simplest is pm 

Cu. XVI. 1—21.] SEVEN VIALS. 
See the remarks on ch. viii. 1 for 
all questions common to the three great 
séries of visions. The following special 
particulars are bere to be noticed : 1) In 

the description, ch. xv. 1, which first intro- 
duces these plagues, they are plainly called 
тёз aera wAnyas тёз фтуйётад. There 
can then be no doubt here, not only that 
the series reaches on to the time of the 
end, but that the whole of it is to be 
pas close to the same time. And this 

borne out by the particulars evolved in 
the course of the visions themselves For 
we find that they do not in point of time 
go back, but at once take up the events 
of the former visions, and occur during 
the times of the sounding of the seventh 
trumpet, when the.mystery of God should 
be finished. 2) As in the seals and in the 
trumpets, so here again, there is a marked 
distinction between the first four and the 
following three. As there, so here, the 
objects of the first four are the earth, the 
sea, the springs of waters, and the sun. 
After this the objects become more par- 
ticularized: the ne of the beast, the 
river Euphrates, with the reservation of 

реа; and vague character for the 
seventh, which seems to belong to it in all 
the three series. 3) As before, во now, 
there is a compendious and anticipatory 
character about several of the vials, lead- 
ing us to believe that those of which this 
is not so plain, partake of this character 
also. For example, under the tAird viel 
we find an acknowledgment of the divine 
justice in making those drink blood who 
shed the blood of saints and ta. 
This, there can be little doubt, points on 
to the judgment on Babylon, in whom, 
cb. xviii. 24, was found the blood of saints 
and prophets, and of all that had been 
slain on the earth. Again, under the siz£& 
we have the same t gathering to battle 
which is described in detail, ch. xix. 17— 
21. And finally, under the seventh, we 

7. 
Hx: 

Gs 

s F. 

21° 

кі. 
+ i ene 

4 
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Aeyovons тої émrà dmyyéXow “Tardyere кай ° écyéere TÀS u= here, e, 
érrà m фиаха< той Oupovd той Oeod eis Thy ўр. 

mes only. 
(Matt: ix. 10 

2 Kal dee ó pro ка "éféyeev T ™ Фили S . l 
att, xiv. 26. 

айтод eis THY yir xal éyéveto " EXxos kakóv Kal х qroyy- © Late хт. a. 
ver. 11 only. 

xod. 1x. Ў, pov Y ёті tous avOperous ToU; Exyovtas TÒ * yápayua ze Der 
тод Onpiov Kat Tous TrposkvvoÜrvras TH eixove айтоў. 

xxviii. 35. 
х = Deut. 1. c. 

Job fi. 7. 

$ Kai б Sevrepos "éEéyeev Tv ™ duáXgv айтой eis Ty» ratur 

s ch. xii. 17 re 

ovparov 18. 
txt АСЕ) 
sil) syr-dd co 

2. om 1st 

) om «as bef exx. 1. 
N f 1. 12. 

use (hom) N!. 

1 Theognis 274. see Matt. vi. 23. vit. 17, 18. 
voUcwr dr 

y= Luke i. 66. iii. 3. 

rec exxeare, with B rel: еккехете f(appy) : 
rec om 2nd erra, with [P] h n 1. 10-7. 84. 49 (85-7 Br, e 

: ins ACN в rel vulg Andr Areth Primas. 
reo (for es) exi with h n 1. 10-7. 84 (85-7. 49 Br, e 

om Tov бео 1. 

sil) copt Andr Areth: txt AC[P']N в rel vulg syr-dd Andr-cois] Areth Primas. (d Шер.) 
€Axov NI. жоурроу kat какоу N: om rakov А. rec (for ems) eis, 

with h n 1. 10.7. 84 (35-7. 49 Br, e ml) vulg copt Andr: txt AC(P]M в rel syr-dd 
Andr-coisl Areth Primas. om Tous ex. т. хар. т. Onp. 1(Del rec T) eic ). 
avTov bef wposkvrovrras, with (16. 41, e sil) syr-dd copt : txt Стаю в rel vulg arm 
Andr Areth Primas.— туу exora wposkvvovrras avrov 1: проѕк. тту єкоуа avrov R. 

8. rec aft Sevrepos ins ayyeAos, with B rel vss Andr Areth: om АСГР]№ g 18 am 
(with demid fuld tol lipss) eth Primas.—for к. o devr. efex., eis Ni. 

have а compendious anticipatory notice 
of the judgment of Babylon, hereafter, ch. 
xvii, xviii, to be described in detail, 
and of the t day itself in ver. 20, also 
hereafter (ch. xx. 11—15) to be resumed 
at more length. 4) As we might expect 
in the final plagues, we have no longer, as 
in the trumpets, a portion of each element 
affected, but the whole. 6) While in the 
first four vials the main features of the 
first four trampets are reproduced, there 
is one notable distinction in the case of 
the fourth. While by the plague of the 
fourth trumpet, the sun, moon, apnd stars 
are ially darkened, by that of the 
fourth vial the power of the sun is in- 
ereased, and the darkening of the King- 
dom of the beast is reserved for the fifth. 

The minor special features will be no- 
ticed as we proceed. On the whole, the 
serles of the vials seems to bear a less 
general character than the other two. It 
takes up a particular point in the pro- 
pbecy, and deals with symbols and per- 
sons previously described. It belongs, by 
its very conditions, exclusively to the 
time of, or to days approaching very near 
to the time of, the end: including in itself 
the subsequent details as far as the end of 
ch. xx.: without however noticing most 
important features and considerable pro- 
phetic periods. 

1.) In . And I heard a great 
voice out of the temple (from the fact ch. 
xv. 8, that the divine Presence is filling 
the temple, and that none might enter into 
it, this voice can be no other than the 

divine voice, The words d rot yaod may 
have been erased (as in var. атоо 
the difficulty presented by тоб беоб below, 
none being able to enter during the pour- 
ing out of the vials) sa to the seven 
angels, Go and pour out the seven vials 
of the wrath of God into the earth (so, 
previous to the series of trumpets, the 
angel casts the fire from the altar into the 
earth, ch. viii. pe 

3.] And the first departed (each angel, 
as his turn comes, leaves the heavenly 
scene, and from the between heaven 
and earth, empties his vial on the ap- 
pue object) and poured out his vial 

to the earth (the yñ, which before in 
ver. 1 was general, is now particular, and 
correlative with the objects of the other 
vials, cf. vv. 2, 8, els thy Ө0Ласосау, eis 
vous worayots): and there came (took 
place : fell, as E. M. ап evil (kaxóv, in 
Itself) and painful (поутрбу, to the suf- 
ferers, éxlxovoy, Suidas. See reff.) sore 
upon the men that had the mark of the 
beast and that worshipped his image (sce 
above ch. xiii. 15—17, xiv. 9, 10. The 
allegorical and historical interpretations 
have been very various: see them in El- 
liott, vol. jv. Notice the parallel with the 
sixth Egyptian plague, Exod. іх. 8 ff. Cf. 
Deut. xxviii. 27, 35). 

$.] And the second poured out his vial 
into the sea: and it (the sea, cf. ch. viii. 
8, 11: not, “there was," as De Wette: 
for the utar would и where ? кы 
anal е бап e is surely 
decisive) bonne lcd Ка ofa doad man 
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"i P A Е € 7 

качы а a alua. 5 ка} ўкоџса ToU * dryyeXov Taw ° ©бато» Мёуорто % E 
* 

е ^ deh abe n Д{кало$ el, fo dv ка} fo v & cios, бт “Tatra " ёкрірас 
. i. 4 reff. 

Қ ch. xv. 4. Heb. vil. 26 reff. 
xxiii. 36 . Rom. їй. 15, from Isa. liz. T. Ps. Ixxvüi. 

for ws, es. №: om 1. 46. Хох A. 
10-7. 36-8. 49 (16. 87-9. 41-2 Br, e sil) Andr 

rec om 7a, with [PIN в rel Andr Areth: ins AC 
for ey Tn 0aA., eri THS GaAdacons N. 

coisl Primas: txt AC g syr-dd. 
syr-dd. 

6 Gr, alpa *ayiwy каї * podygràv ! ékeyeay, kai \айна 
b constr., E xii. 57. John vii. M. Job xxzmi. 23. i = Матт. 

k ch. хі. 18 (reff j. l Tea. hx. 2 

rec (for (ens) (оса, with [PIN B h In t. 
vivens vulg copt: om rel Andr- 

4. rec aft Tprros ins ayyedos, with h m 1. 10. 848 (n 35-6. 49 Br, o sil) lips 
syr-dd copt Andr: om AC[P]N в rel vulg(with am fuld al) eth Areth Primas. 
for eis, em с. 
AC[P]N g h 10. 49 Br Primas Ansb. 
C[P]N 5 rel vulg Andr Areth. 

b. for Ist rov, rerv(but corrd) Ni. 

Andr Areth Primas. 

om тою идатоу 1. 
with (41, e sil) ath: om ACLPJR Brel am(with demid fuld tol lips-5, agst lipss) syr copt 

or ó jv, os n» Bad e f k 2. 4. 26. 30. 40-1-2-8. 

rec ins es bef таз myyas, with В rel Andr Areth ; er: c 18: om 
eyevovro А g 86 syr-dd copt Primas: txt 

555 

тес 

aft n» ins иш, with 1. 32-4. 51 (g 36, e sil): om АЄ[Р]М B rel vulg Andr Areth. 
rec ins д bef oovos, with [PIN b c h n f. 6. 10(sic) 17-8. 27. 84-5-6. 47-9. 51 Br Andr 
Areth: om AC в rel Andr-coisl. 

6. for 1st apa, дата М 39. 

(blood as when a dead corpse lies in its 
blood: loathsome and ing): 
every soul of life (living soul, ref. Gen.: 
Wvxf; in its physical sense of animal soul) 
died, (all) the things in the sea (rd is in 
apposition with and exegetical of асо wy. 
ns Je 5 
4—7.) And the third poured out his 

vial into the rivers and the fountains of 
the waters: and they became (it is quite 
impossible, in the lax construction of the 
Apocalyptic Greek, to maintain here a dis- 
tinction, as Düsterd. has done, from the 
previous èyévero, and to render here, 
«there came blood.” Anal must be 
our guide: and the account to be given of 
the singular is either that it belongs to тё 
Sara, or that the rivers and fountains are 
taken together, and regarded as neuter in 
sense though not in construction) blood 
that the fact was so, is testified by what 
ollows, in which it is assumed that the 
sources of ordi drink have become 
blood). And I heard the angel of the 
waters (i.e. the angel who was set over 
the waters; see reff.: not as Grot., vo- 
catur angelus aquarum quia in aquas im- 
misit phialam.” Schöttgen, h. I., p. 1181 
b gives examples of angels of the earth 

of the sea: see also Wolf, h. 1. This 
js more ше than Düsterd.'s idea that 
the analogy to be followed is that of the 
four living-beings, and that the angel 

Зока; bef avros R. 

symbolized the waters) saying, Thou art 
righteous who art and wast (as in ch. x. 
17, the xal ô épxóueros is omitted. For 
the construction, see reff.) holy (I incline 

inst Düsterd., to the usual connexion, 
viz. the making бото belong to ó ёр x. 5 
zy, and not in apposition with Nrasos. 
And that which moves me to it is, 1) the 
extreme improbability of two epithets, 
Sixaos and 80105, both being predicated 
in such an acknowledgment of an act of 
justice: and 2) that as I have taken it, it 
best agrees with the Fotos in ch. xv. 4, 
where it is predicated of God not as the 
result of any manifested acts of His, bat 
as an essential attribute confined to Him 
alone), because Thou didst judge thus 
(lit., "these things: viz. the issue men- 
tioned in ver. 4; the turning the drink- 
ing-water into blood: * Thou didst in- 
flict this judgment ^): because (this Sn 
repeats the former ёт, каї following being 
% Gnd not, as it might be taken, be- 
cause they, фо, Thou hast also”) they 
shed the blood of saints and prophets, 
and Thou hast given them blood to drink 
(on the form of the inf., rei, seo Winer, 
ейп. 6, 8 15, and Anthol. xi. 140. 3, ofs ov 
скӧџира Aéyey, ob. пех Флоу): they are 
worthy (these words are made stronger 
by their asyndetous character). And I 
heard the altar saying (certainly the 
simplest understanding of these words 
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LÀ ^ i TN M 

7 каї ўкоџса той m ch iit 
Wied. xvili. 

p cb. xix. 2. 

8 Kai ó тётартоѕ ее THY pudgy avrod em tov DEN 
lsa. 

ov, каў 4 ‚4560 auT@ ' кайната TOUS dvOparrous * ё 
1. 24. 
M 2. 
3 Macc. iz. 18. 

трі. 9 cal t “каџцатіс босау о i дубротог ш кайна péya, 4 928170. ti. 
каї " «В^асфлрпаау TÓ " буора тоў Oo тод éxovros ni. 6. 

ёт} tas тМлүуй$ тайтас, xal où х uerevógcay **®, TES 0а. éfovciay “ 
ху доўуагь айтф у 6o£av. 

10 Kai 6 sé,TTOs éLéyeev Tv didùn avrod em тд» 
Өроуо» той Ünpíow xai * éyévero 7) BactXeia айтой * doro- 

u ch. vii. теа Тва. x 
х constr., here on! 
z consir , „Mark i. 

à 45. 6. 
. x 3,7. 

a ch. ix. 2. 

ue (for 8« ye — т h LEN Brel: txt AC. 
rec aft або: ins уар, with (927) rel: rote 

кү di Matt. 
zo 64 Mk. 

v ch. xlii. 6 reff. usage aft. d Fo eh. i .36 ff. 
pa dde iced iv. 6. 2 Pet. In. 4. ver. to 1K i y 1. 13 re 

7 2 Cor. vi. 14. Col. 1. 18 
Eph. 

IO 1113 reff, 
vedn. 6, 

zvi. 1 
. Heb. c. 14. ch. Hi. 2. Josh. ix. 12. веб Winer 

iv. Wonly. Jer. xiv. 2, 

rec (for тер) mew, with [PIN в 
Areth : om 

AC[P](§) в rel үзү lips- tol) Andr.—omep айо N: от: афо: 16 copt ; ut digni vulg. 
7. rec ins aAAov єк bef rov бдисіасттрюо; ex B 1 Andr-a ; dor» ex 86: om AC[P]N 

S4(Del) rel fuld(and tol) вуг-ай copt Bede. 
. Tec aft rerapros ins ayyeAos, with N rel copt Andr Primas: om AC[P] Bad ef 8 

jk 1 4. 13-6-9. 26-7. 80-3-7. 48. 50 am(with fuld lips-5 tol) syr-dd mth Areth. 
жор: bef rovs avôpwrovs B a b сеј k I m 2. 4. 6. 18-9. 26-7. 84(-5, e sil)-9. 40-1-2-7-8. 
60-1. 90: om e» N; om ev тир: 18. 

9. aft eBAacpnuncay ins o. avOpwxo: В rel syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth : om AC[P]N g 1. 
183%. 86-8. 501 (n, е sil) vulg copt Andr Primas. 

ins ту» bef etovciay ALPIN h 10. 36-7. 49 
for ov, ovx: C. 

(Tov бео» rov, во NV): Ni illegible.) 
Вт Andr-p: om C в rel Andr Areth. 

for то ovopa, ei 

10. rec aft rerror ins ayyeAos, with h m n (1) 10-7. 84 (35-6-7. 49 Br, e sil) 
Andr Areth Primas: om AC[P]N в rel am(with fuld apes tol) syr-dd eth Tich В К 
—for reurros, ayyeAos і. 

is, that they involve a personification of 
the altar. the altar are the prayers of 
the saints, offered before God: beneath 
the altar are the souls of the martyrs >a 
ing for vengeance: when therefore the 
altar speaks, it is the concentrated testi- 
mony of au which speaks by it), Even 
во, Lord God Almighty: true (reff.) and 
E аге шу judgments. 

8, 9.] And the fourth poured out his 
vial upon (no longer els) the sun: and it 
was given d it (the sun: not “to him,” 
the ange I е enough, Ben а 
апа Hoste and Elliott, iii. 361. 
angels throughout this vision are кыгы 
the pourers out of the vials, not the exe- 
cutors of the plagues. Besides which, the 
verb кауиаті(о, іп a sentence where the 
sun is mentioned, can have but one refer- 
ence: n) to scorch men the тобу is 
pones со merely. If it is to be 

god а шаш. it m ay be, the men 
whe I have received the mark and number 
of the beast. But the other is more 
likely) with (the ёи of investiture: the 

element in which the scorching takes 
place) fire (not, as Hengstb., understand- 
ing афтф of the angel, some fire other 
than the sun: but the glowing increased 
heat of the sun itself), and men were 
scorched with great heat (on the accus. 
after the passive verb which takes a double 
accus. in active, see ref., and Winer, 
edn. 6, § 82. Б), and blasphemed the 
name of God who hath power over these 
plagues, and did not repent to give Him 
glory (on hg inf. epexegetic, see Winer, 

6, 
10, 11.] Az And the fifth poured ont his 

vial upen the throne of the beast (given 
to it by the dragon, ch. xiii. 2. That is, 
on the spot where the power and presence 
of the t had its proper residence): 
and his kingdom (those lands which 
owned his rule) became darkened (as ix 
the ninth Egyptian plague, Exod. x. 21 ff., 
the darkness is specially sent over the 
land, not occasioned by any failure of the 
lights of heaven). And they (the inhabi- 
tants : the subjects of the beast. They 
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x xi, 4. Col. 

: m à ze m i e ауатоћмқ Mov. | 
. . A A г ? ever йош 18 Ка} elóov ёк той отдратоѕ то) Opdxorvros ка} ёк 

eee ver. 9. ^ , ^ 7 3 ^ " ^n 

тн. той сторатоѕ TOD Ünpiov xal ёк тод сторатос той " yeudo- 
А. f ch. zi. 3 reff. g ver. 3. h ch. ij. 21. 22. fx. 90, £1 caly. 

fch.íz. 16. Gen. xv. 18 k = Mark v. 29 only. Gen. viii. 7, Tech. x. 11. Matt. di 3 ^. Gea 
Isa. xl. 3). Luke i. 76 only. m ch. vil. 2 reff. nl1Johniv. 1 ref. Rev., ch. ziz. 20. xx. 10 caly. 

єскотитиєул N B e n 16. 
bad fg hk I f. 2. 6. 9. 10-3.6-7-8-9. 87. 50. (euarovrto 1: eparwy 16.) 

11. om єк rw» є\кору avrw» (hom) N. 

rec euacowrro, with B rel Andr Areth: txt ACT PR 
for єк, aro R. 

om ex тоу еру» auro» R. 
19. rec aft exros ins ayyedos, with h m n 10-7. 34 (35-6-7-9. 49 Br, e sil) copt Andr 

for Areth Primas Tich: om AC(P]N в rel am(with fuld li 
f evpparny) [РК в rel Areth : ins AC f g m n 18. 34 

om 2nd avrov 1. 12. 36. 
peyay, peya 1. om то» 
47. 51 (1. 35?) Andr. (d def.) 

5 tol) syr-dd seth. 

rec a»aToAssv, with 
A h n 10-7. 88. 49 (1. 37 Br, e sil) copt Andr: txt CN в rel Areth. 

18. for eBoy, «85005 N. 

are by and by identifled with those who 
had received his mark) chewed their 

os (the word uacdoua: is confined 
to the comedians and later Gr. prose. 4 
rr yAwooay pdonois thy бтерВолђ» 
THs oSérns 95Ao0:, says Andreas) from (ix, 
of the source of the action: see reff.) 
their pain (viz. under which they were 
е аан, not, that occasioned 
y the darkness, which would not of itself 

occasion pain: see below), and blasphemed 
the God of heaven (see ch. xi. 18) by 
reason of (ёк as above) their paint and 
their sores (these words bind on this judg- 
ment to that of the first and following 
vials, and shew that they are cumulative, 
not simply successive. The sores, and 
pains before mentioned, are still in force), 
and repented not of (see ch. ix. 20, 21) 
their works. 

12.] And the sixth poured out his 
vial upon the great river Euphrates: 
and its water was dried up, that the 
way of the kings which come from the 
rising of the sun might be prepared 
(notice, but not to be blindly led by it, 
the anal of the sixth trumpet, also 
having reference to the river Euphrates. 
In order to understand what we here 
read, we must carefully bear in mind tho 
context. From what follows under this 
same vial, we learn that the kings of the 
whole earth are about to be gathered 
together to the great battle against God, 
in which He shall be victorious, and they 

homoeotel in C 9. 27, crouaros Ist to 2nd : in N? Ist to 3rd. 

shall utterly perish. The time is now 
come for this gathering : and by the dry- 
ing up of the Euphrates, the way of those 
kings who are to come to it from the East 
is made ready. This is the only under- 

ese words which will suit 
the context, or the requirements of this 
series of prophecies. For to suppose the 
conversion of ганаа . скасць or the 
gathering together о ristian princes, 
to be meant, or to regard the words as 
relating to any auspicious event, is to in- 
troduce a totally incongruous feature into 
the series of vials, which confessedly re- 
present the seven last plagues.” Andreas 
explains it as above: and so Bleek, Ewald, 
De Wette, Düsterd., al.). 

18—16.] And I saw (notice the curious 
reading of M, which derives some interest 
from the absence of any participle to sig- 
nify “ going forth”) out of the mouth of 
the dragon (who is still in the prophetic 
scene, giving his power to the beast, ch. 
xhi. 2) and out of the mouth of the beast 
and out of the mouth of the false pro- 
phet (viz. the second beast of ch. xiii. 11 
ff. Cf. ch. xix. 20, xx. 10) three unclean 
spirits like frogs (in shape and character. 
In the entire absence of Scripture sym- 
bolism,—for the only mentiou of fi be- 
sides this is in, or in regard to, the relation 
of the plague in Egypt,—we can only ex- 
plain the similitude from the uncleanness, 
and the pertinacious noise, of the frog. 
Daubuz quotes from Philo, De Secr. Abel 

standing of 
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Trpodrjrov °туейдата тріа ° акадарта Pas 4 Bárpaxor f. o çb. avil. a, 
NE a 

à " dxropeveras em тойу Васі r Y оіхоуиёт „i â here o only. 

= F 

An vs 14 eigiy yap кага п Satpoviey t ꝓrotobra ‘aonpeta, киз. 
к! i 26 zv. 

viti. 2, 

15 "доў ғ r Eais ir. Tr 

d т& (ната айтой, iva pù "үишидѕ тєритатӣ kai % Bréerwow jos Pa шш. 
Tv н 4 айтоў. 

rx. ur 7. John хіх. 33 
b. vi. 17 ref. 

16 kal х ouvýyayev avToUs * eis 
Tov тблтор TOY KadovpeEvon * Е Враќсті  ApuaryeDov. 

w ch. Ш. 10 reff. 
2 ch. i. 8 x 5 

c= Eph iv. 3. 2 Tin. v ir T dr ges Prov. 4 v. 25. 
e Rom. 1. 37 only. = Exod. 1x. 26. 

а Zeci . Vi. 6, 8. 
xcu н. Pm хіх. 17. xx. 8. 3 Ki 
ев 3 гей. b ch. lil. 2, 
Жы eee ch. xii. 6. xih, 16. Luke 
ch. iz. 11 тей, 

арта bef тра B rel Andr-coisl Areth : om акабарта 49 : txt ACN gh In 10-7-8. 
86-8 2 2. 16. 87-9 Br, е sil) vulg syr-dd Andr Primas. 
ono, Barpaxois, with 12: : ws Barpaxovs j 18. 86-8 Areth : 

txt A B rel Andr. erased) NI: wse: Ватрахо: №8: om 1! : 

rec (for ws Barpaxoi) 
eiwses Barpaxovs(but 186 єє 

14. rec (for 8ашомьоои) Sauorwv, with h n 1. 10-61-7-8. 84-8 (96-6-7. 49 Br, e ml) 
Andr: txt AN в rel Andr-coial Areth. Steph (for a ex.) exropevec Oa, with М! & 
18 Andr-a: exropevowra: N53 в 1 16. 36-9: txt A A re Andr Areth.—1 has exropevecôan 
but with a written over by an ancient hand. for ext, es №. rec ins s ка 
тз bef o.kovuerns, with 1-corr Andr-a : yns 11: om AN в rel syr-dd Andr Areth. 
rec om Toy (bef тоЛеџоу 
suepas) ins exeurms, wi 

„with 1. 94(-6-6?) : ins AN B rel An 
B rel syr-dd Andr Areth Promiss Primas: om ANM f g 88 

Areth. rec (aft 

vulg copt Tich. 
15. epxera: Ni(but сотта eadem manu f) 88. 47 Primas. aft ô ins те Ni. 

Aero 1. * 
18. cvr»'yoyor N. om Ist roy N. for тотоу, тотаџоу A, for apuayeDwv, 

payedor В rel vulg(some mss) ae txt AN! g h 1 t. 10-3-6-7-8. 84(-6-6?)-7- 
8-9. 47-9 Br, apney. (but corrd) N33 : uay. g m 1 (Treg, эх Del). 47 al, lermag. am 
Tich.— rec · 1688, with B f 17 syr-dd Primas: txt AN rel vulg. 

et Cain, 19, vol. . 170, dd таг 
dl xois з, s à Beerpdxous vie- 
Geis, Fxov wal фффо» Epnuoy rpaypdtæv 
&zoTeAoU01: from Cicero ad Att., xv. 15, 
“ranw pyropevovor:” and from ' Artemi- 
dorus ii. 15, Bárpaxo: è бу$раз vi, ; 
к. Buporsxous xpoonpalyoucs), for (yap 
ета а reason for ws Bárpaxo) they аге 

irits of devils doing miracles (this is a 
plain declaration of the interpretation of 
these three, and by it the limite of inter- 
pretation are clearly set, and must not be 
оте 
апу men, ог sects of men, is therefore 
clearly wrong) which go forth over the 
kings of the whole it is the uniform 
testimony of the prophetic Scriptures that 
the antichristian power shall work signs 
and wonders as means of deceiving man- 
kind: see Matt. xxiv. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 9) 
to gather them together to the war of 
the great day of Almighty God (that 

in detail in the day viz. which is explain 
subsequent part of the prophecy, ch. rix. 
17 ff. This great gathering of the yaa 
and the kings of the earth against God 

The explanation of these as. 

and the Lamb, is the signal for the imme- 
diate and glorious ap of the Lord. 
And t ore follows an ex oranan to be 
ready, and clad in the garments of righte- 
ousness, when He shall come). old, 
I come (the Seer speaks in the name of 
Christ) as a thief (that personal advent 
shall happen when many least expect it, 
when the world is secure in the ungodli- 
ness of ages): blessed is he that watch- 
eth, and keepeth his garments, lest he 
(Re ique B tt of cae « ) seo his shame 
(the figure is а of one 5 
the thief’s coming, and therefore keeping 
watch in his clot not undresmng. In 
the spiritual sense, the ts are the 
robe of righteousness put on by faith in 
Him who is our Righteousness : and the 
walking naked is that destitution of these 
garments which will at that day bring 
shame before assembled men and angels). 
And they (the unclean spirits, as is evident 
from тууўусуву being merely a recital of 
the cuvayayeivy before: not, the angel of 
the sixth vial, as Bengel; nor God, as 
Hengst. and Ebrard) gathered them to. 
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17. for o еВђоџоѕ, ore NI: о ( №22. rec aft єВдоџоѕ ina eyyeAos, with Ма h mn. Hr 7 
10-7. 34 (35-6-7. 49 Br, e sil) Andr Areth Primas: om A(N') в rel am(with fuld lips-s u 
tol) syr-dd. 
AN B rel Andr-coisl Areth. 

rec (for ex) es, with c f h n 1. 10-7. 49. 51 (37 Br, e ml) Andr: txt 
rec aft фору ins ue nN, with N B rel vulg 

copt wth Andr Areth Primas: om А t. 12. 46 Cassi 
rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt AN g 1. 12-8. 36-8. 46 Andr. 

assiod. rec (for єк) axo, with 5 

оурауоо, with в lO(sic) rel vss Andr Areth: for vaov, ovrov n 1. 12-8. 86. 47 Andr-a: 
txt A(N) f g vulg syr-dd copt Primas. 
тоу @povou Tov cov b. 

gether to the place which is called in 
Hebrew Harmagedon (it is evidently in 
the meaning of the Hebrew name of this 
lace that its appropriate significance lies. 
or otherwise why should éSpaieri be 

prefixed to it P, en St. John does this 
in his Gospel, in the cases of Bethesda, 
v. 2, Gabbatha, xix. 18, Golgotha, xix. 17, 
and in this book in the case of Abaddon, 
ch. ix. 11,it is each time not without such 
reference: see the notes in those places. 

But this circumstance does not deprive 
the name of geographical reality; und it 
is most probable on every account that 
such reality exists here., The words тд» 
r Toy каћойиеуоу would surely not 
be used except of а real place habitually 
so named, or by а name very like this. 
Nor need we search far for the place 
pointed out. r, the mountain of 
Megiddo, designates at least the neigh- 
bourhood where the Canaanitish kings 
were overthrown by Barak, Judg. v. 19; 
an occasion which gave rise to one of the 
two triumphal songs of Israel recorded in 
the О. T., and therefore one well worthy 
of symbolizing the great final overthrow 
of the Kings of the leagued against 
Christ. at the name slightly differs 

the plain (2 Chron. xxxv. 22) or the 
waters (Judg. l. c.) of Megiddo, is of 
slight consequence, and may be owing to 
a reason which I shall dwell on below. 
The LXX in both places adopt the form 
which we have here, Mayede - cy or -554. 
Nor must it be forgotten, that Megiddo 
was connected with another overthrow 
and slaughter, viz. that of Josiah by Pha- 
raoh-Necho (2 Kings xxiii. 29; 2 Chron. 
abi supra), which though not analogous 
to this predicted battle in its issue, yet 
served to keep up the character of the 
place as one of overthrow and calamity: 
cf. also Zech. xii. 11, and the striking de- 
scription, 2 Chron. xxxv. 25, of the ordi- 
nance of lamentation for Josiah. At Me- 
giddo also another Jewish King, Ahaziah, 
died of the wounds received from Jehu, 

from that Ga in the O.T. where it is 

for axo rov 0роуох, Tov Beou N. xa: aro 

2 Kings ix. 27. The prefix Har, signifying 
* mountain," has its local propriety, see 
Stanley's description of the plain of Es- 
draelon, in the opening of his Sinai and 
Palestine, ch. ix. And to the fisherman 
of the lake of Galile, who would know 
Megiddo as а its background of 
hi d lit up by the morning or ev 
gar across the plain from his native halle 
the name would doubtless be a familar 
one. Still there may have been a deeper 
reason which led to, or at all events justi- 
fied the prefix. As the name now stands, 
it has a meaning ominous of the great 
overthrow which is to take place on the 
spot. Drusius, believing the word to be 
merely a mystic one, explains it to be 
утіх «ow, internecio exercitus eorum," 
the overthrow of their army. But, con- 
ceding and maintaining tbe geographical 
reality, must not we suppose that, such a 
name, with such а sound, so associated 
with the past, bore to а Hebrew ear, when 
used of the future, its ominous signifi- 
cance of overthrow? It is able 
that in Zech. xii. 11, where the mourning 
for Josiah is alluded to, the LXX render 
not in the plain of Megiddo, but > 
wedly  éxxowronévov: and this 
with the interpretation of Andreas here, 
lia res e name equivalent to d:a- 
koth). 

17—21.] And the seventh poured out 
his vial upon the air (the consequences 
are рен seen), and there came forth 
a voice out of the temple from the throne 
(the voice, as in ver. 1, of God Himself. 
This is rendered even more certain here 
by the addition of ёт Tov 0pórvov) зау- 
ing, It is done (the limitation of the 
meaning of yéyovey to “that is done 
which was commanded,” viz. the outpour- 
ing of the seven vials, is in fact no limita- 
tion: for the plagues are the last es: 
if therefore they are done, all is done. 
But the declaration is of course prolepti- 
cally made, and imports that the outpour- 
ing of the seventh vial had done that 
which should accomplish all and bring in 

rec aft Tov vaov ins TOv 

LE 

90 E- 

t 
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m 31 only. Ezek. xviii. 22. q infin , ver. 9. 
tch. хуш. 31,2. Ps. xxxvi. 36. plar., ch. i. 19 reff. 

xvii. 18. 
xvin. 10, &c. 

och. xiv. 8 reff. 
p pass., Acts 

т ch. xiv. 8, 10. s ch. vi. 

18. rec фокс and Bporra: bef аттралгал, with 1: Bporrai: bef puva: rel syr-dd Andr- 
coisl Areth : txt A (М в) g n 2. 6. 13. 26. 86. 40.—om xa: Вроута B: Ni has Sporrar 
in both the Ist and 4th places, N38 disapproving the latter, but not xa: precedg. 
om Ist eyevero В rel fuld Andr Areth: ins AN f g hn 10.7. 36 (1. 87. 42-9. 51 Br, 
e sil) vulg syr-dd copt Andr-a Tich. 
eyevorro Ni. 

for 0105, 015 Nl. for 2nd etre ro, 
гес ot avOpwrot eyevovro, with (N В) rel vulg syr-dd Andr Areth 

Tich: txt A с copt arm, eyevero avOpwros 88.—om oi N B f g 17. 
19. rec execov, with rel Andr Areth: -gay in the line, o above 10! : txt ANS Bd 

h? j In 16-7. 27. 88. 42-9. (4 uncert. j хом... exeger №.) 
om то, Tov (bef орох), and avrov N. 

20. om Ist xa: 1. 

the end. One who had fired a train 
would say, “It is done,” though the ex- 
plosion had not yet taken place) And 
there were lightnings and voices and 
thunders (the usual accompaniments of 
the close of each series of visions, see eh. 
viii. 5, xi. 19. But, as before remarked, 
these phenomena occur here in rather a 
different connexion from that in the other 
two places. Here, they are more tho 
result of the outpouring of the last vial, 
and they do not conclude, but only begin 
its effects, which do not cease until the 
destruction of Babylon and the great over- 
throw of the antichristian hosts): and 
there was а great earthquake (this ma 
perhaps be not without connexion wit 
the pouring out of the vial into the air: 
in the descriptions of earthquakes we read 
of the darkened and lurid appearance of 
the air preceding the shock) such as was 
not from the time when there was a 
man (not, *since man was:" the generic 
meaning would more probably be expressed 
by of üv6pexo: èyévovro, as altered in 
rec.) upon the earth, such (on тт\ко- 
тос, вее note on ref. Heb.) an earthquake 
so great. And the great city (Rome: cf. 
ch. xi. 8 and note, xiv. 8, xvii. 18, xviii. 
10, 16, 18, &c., 21) became into (i.e. was 
divided or split, scil. by the earthquake) 
three parts (see ch. xi. 18, where a similar 
judgment takes place at the end of the 
episode of the two witnesses. The three 
parte are supposed by Düsterd. to refer to 

ins тоо bef 3ovva: N. 

the three arch-enemies just now men- 
tioned. But this is very uncertain: see 
on the tripartite division at ch. viii. 7), 
and the cities of the 5 (not 
only the greatest city, but other great 
аран of nations fell, from the oleae 
and extent of the earthquake. We have 
its further consequences presently): and 
Babylon the great (mentioned specially, 
although really the same (see the places 
referred to above) with ) móàis 7 peydAn, 
because of her special adulterous character 
to be hereafter described, The destruc- 
tion of the material city of Rome is bat 
the beginning of the execution of ven- 
geance on the mystic Babylon) was re- 
membered before God (reff.), to give her 
the cup of the wine of the flerceness of 
His wrath (so E. V. for той OvuoV Ts 
ópyfs; ''excandescentia irm," Vitringa. 
Ovuós (ot) is the outbreak, èpyh the 
temper of mind. See on Rom. ii. 8: and 
on the figure of the cup, ch. xiv. 8, noto. 
The sense is, that all these material judg- 
ments were but prefatory; the divine in- 
tent, 1n the midst of them, being to make 
Babylon drink the cup of His wrath in 
her j py which follows): and every 
island fled (the effecta of the earthquake 
are resumed, the mention of Babylon 
coming into remembrance being paren- 
thetical, and suggested by the great city 
having been split into three parts. On 
the sense, as belonging to the imagery of the 
great day, see ch. vi. 14), and there were 
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21. ws is written over the line by Ri. 

Cuar. XVII. 1. for nde, etnA0er А. 
in Р.) 
copt arm Andr-coisl. 
Andr: ex: төю уҘатер тыу толор B rel Are 

2. for exopy., exroingay торуу R. 

ver. 6 only. вее ch. ziv. B. amo, lsa. li. 21. 
Hos. к. 6. 1 Macc їп. 34. 

rec aft Aeyer ins not, with n 1 th Andr 
ert vUarer е (sic) АГРЈК g m n 1. 34 

озо РУМИ 

g constr., Acts і 19 and pasum. el., 

for a»Üperrevs, ovvous 1. 

om ec N таз is written twice 
ch: om AN в rel vulg 

Hip 

. ау. bef ог earomovrres 
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found no mountains (not as E. V., “the 
mountains (rà ёру) were not found." 
The expression is far stronger than this: 
amounting to that in ch. vi. 14, that 
every mountain was removed out of its 
place and was looked for in vain), and а 
great hail (see reff. Egypt is again in 
view) as of & talent in weight (i.e. 
having each hailstone of that weight. 
Diod. Sic. xix. 46 speaks of hailstones of a 
mina each in weight as being enormous: 
aarappayévray ealpyns neydAor брВро», 
wal xaAd(ns azicrov Tb рёуебоѕ, дуаа сц 
yàp ётиктоу, tori Fre ка) uel(ovs, Este 
modAds pty TOP old ovurlrre¹ did тд 
Bdpos, obr dAlyous 84 cal тё» à vp 
às AA vcOa: : ie ш, talent саша 
sizty mine. Josep us, in reff., speaks o 
the stones which were thrown from the 
machines in the siege of Jerusalem as each 
of a talent weight) descendeth from hea- 
ven on men (roUs ёудр. must apparently 
be generic here: it can hardly mean the 
men; for the plague is universal See 
above on ver. 9): and men blasphemed 
God by reason of the plague of the hail, 
because great is the plague of it exceed- 
ingly (i.e. mankind in general, — not those 
who were struck by the hailstones who 
would instantly die,—so p from repent- 
ing at this great and final judgment of 
God, blasphemed Him and were impeni- 
tent. The issue is different from that in 
ch. xi. 18, where the remnant feared and 

ve glory to God). 
Cu. XVII. 1—XIX. 10. THE Jupa- 

MENT OF BABYLON. And , XVII. 
1—6.] The description of Babylon under. 
the figure of a drunken hari on 
the beast. And there came one of the 
seven angels 
(we are not told which of the seven, and 
it is idle to enquire. The seventh has 
been conjectured, because under the out- 
225 ng of his vial Babylon was remem- 

red) and talked with me saying, Hither 
(cee reff.), I will show thee the judgment 
of the great harlot that sitteth upon [the 
many waters, with whom the 
the earth (have) committed fo 
and they who inhabit the earth ы 
been made drunk from the wine (ёк, the 
wine having been the source of their 
drunkenness) of her fornication (the figure 
here used, of a harlot who has committed 
fornication with secular kings and es, 
is frequent in the prophets, and one 
pet meaning and A MN viz. to 

в church and that had for- 
saken Him and attached herself to others, 
In eighteen places out of twenty-one 
where the figure occurs, such is its im- 
port; viz. in Іва. i. 21; Jer. ii. 20, iii. ], 
6, 8; Ezek. xvi. 16, 16, 28, 31, 85, 41, 
xxiii. 5, 19, 44; Hosea ii. 5, iii. 8, iv. 15 
(Micah i. 7). In three places only is the 
word applied to heathen cities: viz. in 
Іза. xxii, 15, 16 to Tyre, where, ver. 17. 

5 
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4 Num. хіх. 6. m ch. iv. 6,8 reff. 

3. for едом 18a A. (So also ver б. 
(for veporra) yeuov, with N35 в rel 

it is also said, “she shall commit fornica- 
tion with all the kingdoms of the world 
upon the face of the earth :” and in Na- 
hum iii. 4 to Nineveh, which is called the 
well-favoured harlot, the mistress of witch- 
crafts, that selleth nations through her 
whoredoms, and families through her- 
witchcrafts. And there the threat is pro- 
nounced of a very similar ruin to that 
which befalls Babylon here. So that the 

|. Scripture analogy, while it points to un- 
faithfulness and treachery against God’s 
covenant, also brings to mind extenmve 

2 empire and wide-spread rule over the 
ingdoms of the earth. Tt is true, that 

as far as the image itself is concerned, 
pagan Rome as well fultils its require- 
ments as Tyre and Nineveh. It will de- 
pend on subsequent features in the descrip- 
tion, whether we are to bound our view 
with her history and overthrow. Still, it 
will not be desirable to wait for the solu- 
tion of this question till we arrive at the 
point where those features appear: for by 
во doing much of our intermediate exe- 

is will necessarily be obecured. The 
ecisive test then which may at once be 

applied to solve the question, is derived 
from the prophecy of the destruction of 
Babylon in ch. xviii. 2. It is to be leid 
utterly waste, and to “become the habi- 
tation of devils and the hold of every foul 
spirit, and а of every unclean and 

teful bird.” Now no such destruction 
as this has yet befallen Rome, unless her 
transfer from pagan to тше be such 
a destruction, and the Pope and his eccle- 
siastics be described in the ahove terms. 
In an eloquent ике of Vitringa, һе 

Bossuet with this dilemma. Again, 
t is said of this harlot, деб fs àxóprev- 
вау ol Bacireis тїз ys. But we may 
ask, if this be pagan Rome, who and what 
are these kings, and what is indicated by 
her having been the object of their lustful 
desires? Inthe days of Imperial Rome, 
there were no independent kings of the 
earth except in Parthia and Persia. Rome 
in her pa state, as described for the 
purpose of identification in ver. 18, was 
not one who intrigued with the kings of 
the earth, but jj Kxovca BaciAelo» ёк) 

| тё» Bag тўз vis: she reigned over 
them with undisputed and crushing sway. 

1 onl . 

re bis. ch. xviii.-19, 16. Matt. zzvii. 1 * ix.19 only. Exod 

ip Ап 

ich. 1. 10. iv. 2. xxl. 10. 
» XXV. 

n constr., ch. iv. 

коүкюо>» Р :] 0npiov xotwor 1. reo 
Areth : уєроу 1 30-2: txt (or уероу та) 

I do not hesitate therefore, induced 
mainly by these considerations, which will 
be confirmed as we proceed step by step in 
the prophecy, to maintain that interpreta- 
tion which papal and not 
Rome as pointed out by the harlot of this 
vision. e subject has been amply dis- 
cussed by many expositors. I would espe- 
cially mention Vitringa, and Bp. Words- 
worth. 

The “sitting upon many waters” is 
said of Babylon in Jer. in reff., but has 
here а symbolical meaning; see below, 
ver. 15. On the éu«00009co» see ch. 
xiv. 8. The same thing is said of Babylon 
in Jer. I. c. But there she herself is the 
сар in the Lord's hand). And he (the 
angel) carried me away to the wilder- 
ness (not, as Elliott, al., and even Düs- 
terd., “g wilderness.” Such inferences 
from the absence of the art. in this later 
Greek, never secure, are more than ever 
unsafe when a ition precedes: and 
the usage of the LXX should have pre- 
vented any such rendering here. In no 
fewer than twenty places (see Tromm.) 
they use the word fpnuos snarthrously, 
where there can be no question that f£. 
wilderness” is the only rendering. In 
fact it may be questioned whether the 
expressly indefinite rendering, “a wilder- 
ness, is ever justifiable, except in case of 
predication, or junction with an adjective, 
without some further indication than the 
mere omission of the definite article after 
& preposition. Had it been intended 
here, we may safely say that els тбтор 
čpnuor, or eis тбтоу Tiwà Epnuoy would 
have been used. The most natural way of 
accounting for the Seer being taken into 
the wilderness here, is that he was to be 
shewn Babylon, which was in the wilder- 
ness, and the overthrow of which, in the 
prophecy from which come the very words 
{тесеу (rérroxer, LXX) Вабол®» (Isa. 
xxi. 9), is headed Tb Spaua тїз ёрќрох. 
So that by the analogy of prophecy, the 
journey to witness the fall of Babylon 
would be els fpnuor. The question of the 
identity of this woman with the woman in 
ch. xii. is not affected by that of the iden-. 
tity of this wilderness with that) in the 
spirit (see reff., and note on ch. i. 10): and 
I saw a woman sitting upon a scarlet 
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rec оронатеу, with c h m n 1. 10. 34-5-6-7. 49-corr (48. 51 Br, e sil) 
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Andr Areth. 
35-6-9. 42, e sil) vulg 

гес кокке: txt А [P(xoyx.)] N B 1(sonww., 20 elsw) rel Hip 
om Srd xa: [Р] B rel Hip Andr Areth: ins AN 1. 18. 83-38 (12. 

syr-dd copt Andr.a lat-ff. rec (for xpvaiw) xpuce, with 
[PIN g h n 1. 83(-6-7, е sil)-8. 49 : txt A B rel. 

beast (this beast is introduced as if a new 
appearance: but its identity with that 
mentioned before, ch. xiii. 1 ff., is plain as 
the description goes onward. For not to 
mention features which the two have 
in common, this beast, as soon as described, 
is ever after mentioned as rd Onpíor: and 
in ch. xix. 19, 20 the identity is expressly 
established. For there we read, ver. 19, 
that the beast and the kings of tlle earth 
make war against the Lamb, which beast 
can be no other than this on which the 
woman rides, cf. our vv. 13—14 :—and in 
the next verse, ch. xix. 20, we read that the 
beast «as taken, and the false prophet 
who did miracles before him, which beast 
can be no other than that of ch. xiii. See 
ver. 14 there. The identity of the two is 
therefore matter not of opinion, but of 
demonstration. The differences in appear- 
ance doubtless are significant. That with 
which we are now concerned, the scarlet 
colour, is to be understood as belonging 
not to a covering on the beast, but to the 
beast itself. It is akin to the colour of 
the dragon (muĝýós), but as that is the 
redness of fire (eee however ch. vi. 4), so 
is this of blood, with which both the beast 
and its rider are dyed. It was the colour, 
see ref. Heb., of the wool to be used in 
sprinkling the blood of sacrifice. There 
may be an allusion to the Roman im- 
perial purple: for the robe which was 
put оп our Lord in mockery was xóxkwos, 
ref. Matt. Butthisis more probably con- 
veyed by its own proper word in the next 
verse, By the woman sitting on the 
wild-beast, is signified that superintend- 
ing and guiding power which the rider 
possesses over his beast: than which no- 
thing could be chosen more apt to repre- 
sent the superiority claimed and exercised 
by the See of Rome over the secular king- 

doms of Christendom), full of namés of 
blasphemy (for the construction with 
accus., see reff., and Winer, edn. 6, § 32. 
5. The names of blasphemy, which were 
found before on the heads of the beast 
only, have now spread over its whole 
surface. As ridden and guided by the 
harlot, it is tenfold more blasphemous in 
its titles and assumptions than before. 
The heathen world had but its Divi in the 
Cæsars, as in other deified men of note: 
but Christendom has its “most Chris- 
tian” and “most faithful" Kings, such 
as Louis XIV. and Philip IE; its “ De- 
fenders of the faith," such as Charles II. 
and James II.; its society of unprin- 
cipled intriguers called after the sacred 
name of our Lord, and working Satan's 
work “ad majorem Dei gloriam ;” its "holy 
office" of the Inquisition, with its dens 
of darkest cruelty ; finally its < patrimony 
of St. Peter," and its ** holy Roman Em- 
pire;" all of them, апа many more, new 
names of blasphemy, with which the wo- 
man has invested the beast. Go where 
we will and look where we will in Papal 
Christendom, names of blasphemy meet 
us. The taverns, the shops, the titles 
of men and of places, the very insurance 
badges on the houses, аге full of them), 
having seven heads and ten horns (as in 
its former appearance, ch. xiii. 1; inherited 
from tbe dragon, ch. xii. 8. These are 
presently interpreted: we now return to 
the description of the woman herself). 
And the woman was clothed in purple 
St. John's own word, even to its peculiar 
orm, see reff., for the mock-imperial robe 
placed on our Lord : and therefore bearing 
probably here the same signification ; but 
not in mockery, as Bede, “ fucus simulati 
regiminis:” for the empire is real) and 
scarlet (sec above. This very colour is 
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rec (for ra окабарта Tns) акабартттос (with 42, e sil): та акабарта 33 
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for avrns, rns yns B rel syr-dd copt Hip 
pr Primas Promiss: avrys xa; tys ns N: txt Ac! gh mn f. C 

6. 10-7-8. 34 to 88. 47.9. 51 (Br, e sil) vulg Andr. 
6. (eia, во А(:8а) №.) om Ist ex [Р)№а pa bdefjk 2.9. 18-6. 26-7. 30!. 

41-7-9. 61 Andr-coisl Areth Promiss.—rw ашат: NI 88. om 2nd «a: B rel Andr- 
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not without its significance: witness the 
Cardinals, at the same time the guiding 
council of the Church and princes of the 
State), [and] р with gold and with 
(the xexpvaenérn ів zeugmatically carried 
on) precious stone and with pearls (this 
description needs no illustration for any 
who have witnessed, or even read of, the 
pomp of Papal Rome: which, found as 
it is every where, is concentrated in the 
city iif), holding & cup of gold in her 
hand of abominations and of the 
impure things (the change of construc- 
tion is remarkable: for such it must be 
accounted, and not, with Düsterd., the 
accus. governed by Kxovca. It seems to 
be made, not to avoid an accumulation of 

nitives, as Hengstb., but to mark a dif- 
erence between the more abstract de- 
signation of the contents of the cup as 
BõeAvypara, and the specification of them 
in the concrete as rà dxd@apra r. r. A.) of 
her fornication (this cup is best taken 
altogether symbolically, and not as the 

p in the Mass, which, however degraded 
by her blasphemous fiction of transubstan- 
tiation,, could hardly be called by this 
name, and moreover is sot given, but de- 
nied by her to the nations of the earth. 
That she should have represented herself 
in her medals as holding forth this cup 
(with the remarkable inscription, *'sedet 
super universam ;" see Elliott, vol. iv. p. 
80, plate), is a judicial coincidence rather 
than a direct fulfilment), and (having) 
upon her forehoad а name written (as was 

Cavpa peya bof є:Зоу(зіс) avro» N 38. 

customary with harlots: so Seneca, Con- 
trov. i. 2, in Wetst.: '*Stetisti puella in 
lupanari: ....nomen tuum pependit a 
fronte: pretia stupri accepisti :^ and Juv. 
Sat. vi. 123 of Messallina, Tunc nuda 
pepillie Constitit auratis, titulum mentita 
yciscæ”), Mystery (is this word part of 

the name, or not? On the whole it seems 
more probable that it is. For though no 
such word would in the nature of things 
be attached to her forehead as part of her 
designation, so neither would the descrip- 
tion which follows ВабиАф» Ñ) meydan, to 
which the word pvorfpioy seems partly 
to refer. But whether part of the name 
or not, the meaning will be the same: viz. 
‘that the title following is to be taken in a 
spiritual and an enigmatical sense q com- 
pare ch. i. 20, and 2 Thess. її. 7), Babylon 
the great, the mother of the harlots and 
of the abominations of the earth (i. e. 

"not only first and greatest of these, but 
herself the progenitress and origin of the 
rest.] All spiritual fornication and corru 
tion are owing to her, and to her example 
and teaching) And I saw the woman 
drunken with the blood of the saints and 
with the blood of the witnesses of Jesus 
(ав the Seer contemplates the woman, he 
perceives that she is drunken: and from 
what is revealed to him, and from her 
symbolic colour of blood, he assigns the 
cause of that intoxication. Wetst. quotes 
Plin. H. N. xiv. 28, “quo facile intelligi- 
tur ebrius jam e civium, et tanto 
magis eum sitiens"). And I wondered, 
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when I saw her, with great wonder 
(what was the ground of the Seer's asto- 
nishment P One doubtless might be as- 
signed, which would at once accpgnt for 
any d of such emotion. If this 
woman ls the same as he before saw, who 
fled into the wilderness from the face of 
the , “the faithful city become an 
harlot” (Isa. i, 21) he might well won- 
der., And certainly there is much in fa- 
vour of such a supposition. It has been 
taken up by some considerable expositors, 
such as Auberlen (Der Prophet Daniel, 

om was 11. Gaspas- 

while this shall be во, the apostasy shall 
not embrace the whole church, so that the 
Second woman in the apocalyptic vision 
should be absolutely identical with the 
first. The identity 1s, in the main, not to 
be questioned: in formal strickneas, not 
to be . This being so, 1 should 
rather тергс aes John's га ment as 
a compound feeling, occasioned partly by 
the enormity of the sight revealed to 
him, partly also by the identity of the 
symbolism with that which had the 
vehicle of 3 former and altogether different 

рр. 278 fl.), who has argued earnestly but vision), | (To d C e u 
soberly for it. There is one objection to 7-18. Explanation by the angel 
it, which has been made more of in this the mystery of the woman and of 
place than perhaps it deserves. It is, 
that in the Angels replication to St. 
John's wonder, no allusion is made to this 
circumstance as its princi ground. 
But, it may well be replied, this would be 
ust what we might expect, if the fact of 
dentity were patent. e Seer, versed in 
the history of man's weakness and de- 
pravity, of О. T. prophetic thoughts 
and sayings, would need no solution of 
the fact itself: this would lie at the 
ground of his wonder, and of the angel's 
explanation of the consequences which 
were to follow from it.  Auberlen v 
properly lays stress on the fact, that'the 
joint symbolism of the wilderness and the 
woman could not fail to call up in the 
mind of the Seer the last occasion when 
the two occurred together: and insists 
that this symbol must be continuous 
throughout. Without going so far as to 
pronounce the two identical, I think we 

. cannot and ought not to lose sight of the 

r 

identity of symbolism in the two cases. 
It is surely meant to lie beneath tbe sur- 
face, and to teach us an instructive lesson. 
We may see from it two prophetic truths : 
first, that the church on earth in the 
main will become apostate and faithless, 
cf. Luke xviii. 8: and secondly, that* 

beast. And first, 7—14.] of the beast. 
And the angel said to me, Wherefore 
didst thou wonder? I will tell to thee 
the mystery (which, be it noted, is but 
one) of the woman and of the wild-beast 
that carrieth her, which hath the seven 
heads and the ten horns. The beast 
which thou sawest, was, and is not, and 
shall come up out of the abyss and goeth 
to perdition (these words have been а 
very battle-field for apocalyptic expositors, 
whose principal differing in tations 
are far too long to be given at all intelligi- 
bly here, but will be seen best in their own 
works, and compendiously but fairly stated 
in the notices in Mr. Elliott’s fourth 
volume. What is here required, is that 
I should give a consistent account of that 
solution which I have been myself led to 
adopt. 1) It will not be supposed, with 
the general view which I have taken of 
the beast as the secular persecuting power, 
that I am prepared to accede to that 
line of interpretation which makes the 
whole vision merely descriptive of the 
Seer’s own time, and of the Roman em- 
perors then past, present, and expected. 
Against such a view it seems to me the 
whole imagery and diction of the vision 
protest: and this it will be my endeavour 

7 
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to shew as each of their details comes 
under my notice. If, as nniversally ac- 
knowledged, our prophecy be a taking up 
and continuation of that of Daniel, then 
we are dealing with r matters and on 
a wider scale than such a limited inter- 
pretation would imply. 2) Nor again, 
after the meaning assigned above to the 
harlot and her title, will it be expected 
that I should agree with those who take 
her as, according to the letter of our ver. 
18, strictly confined in meaning to the 
material city of Rome. She is that city: 
but she is also uvorhp:ov. She is herself 
a harlot, an apostate and faithless church ; 
but she is also a mother : from her spring, 
of her nature partake, with her shall be 
destroyed, all the fornications and abo- 
minations of the earth, though they be not 
in Rome, though they be not called by her 
name, though in outward semblance they 
quarrel with and oppose her. 3) The 
above remarks will lead their intelligent 
reader to ex that the present words 
of our text, which are in the main repro- 
ductive of the imagery of ch. xiii. 1—4, 
will be interpreted as those were inter- 
preted, not of mere passing events and 
persons, but of world-wide and world-long 
empires and chan 4) Having thus in- 
dicated the line of interpretation which I 
shall follow, I reserve the details for ver. 
10, where they necessarily come before 
us): and they shall wonder who dwell 
upon the earth, of whom the name is not 
written upon (the accus. as во often in 
this book) the book of life from the foun- 
dation of the world (these latter words, 
even in ordinary N. T. Greek, would be- 
long to yéyparra:, and the art. тё would 
be wanted to connect them with rò BiB- 

Vor. IV. 

Мо» ris (ws. But 16 is by no means 
certain, in the loose Greek of the Apoca- 
lypee, whether these accuracies must be 
insisted on. Judging by the analogy of 
ch. xiii. 8 (see note there), aed xar. 
xéopov belongs to that which immediately 
precedes it: as indeed it does in every 
place where it occurs in which its con- 
nexion might be ambiguous. I prefer 
therefore to follow analogy, rather than to 
insist on philological accuracy in a book 
where its rules are manifestly not ob- 
served), seeing (the reader expects BAd- 
wovres, to agree with ol катокобутезѕ: 
but instead, we have BAewdrrey, agreeing 
with 5» by attraction) the beast that he 
was and is not and come again (see 
for full explanation, below on vv. 9, 10). 
Here (is) the mind that hath wisdom 
(by these words, as in cb. xiii. 18, attention 
is bespoken, and spiritual discernment 
challenged, for that which follows). The 
seven heads are seven mountains, where 
is d Sv, on which) the woman sitteth 
upon them) (er абтф», the well-known 
Hebraistic redundancy of construction 
after d Gr, here expressed by Srov. 
By theee words, no less plainly than by ver. 
18, Rome is pointed out. Propertius, iii. 
11. 57, by a remarkable coincidence, unites 
both descriptions in one line:“ 
urbs alta jugis, toto que presidet orbi." 
The more remarkable out of the very 
many testimonies to Rome being thus 
known, are those of Horace, Carmen Se- 
culare, 7, Di quibus septem placuere 
colles ^ Virg. En. vi. 782, “ Illa inclyta 
Roma Imperium terris, animos squabit 
Olympo, Septemque una sibi muro cireum- 
dabit arces: where Servius annotates, 
“alii dicunt breves pm. Ша а. 
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10 Theod. 
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Promis ’ 

rec ins xæ bef 6 els, with 1. 33 (48, e sil) lips-4 : om А[Р]Ф в rel vulg syr-dd ү. ̀ ` 

й? 
Andr Areth Promiss.—6 82 els h. 

Romulo inclusos, qui tamen aliis nomini- 

bus appellabantur: alii volunt hos ipeos 

i nuno sunt а Romulo inclusos, hoc est 

tinum, Quirinalem, Aventinum, Cœ- 

liam, Viminalem, Esquilinum, et Janicu- 

larem." See also Georg. ii. 634: Cicero, 

ad Att. vi. 5, dt Котеоз ётталбфоо: Mar- 

tial iv. 64, speaking of Julius Martial's 

ens on the Janiculum, * Hinc septem 

ominos videre montes, Et totam licet 

setimare Romam:" Varro de L. L. iv. 

“Dies Septimontiam nominatus ab his 

septem montibus in queis sita Roma est :” 

—and so Plutarch, bl. Rom. p. 280 D, 

Tb Зеттіробутоу Kyovow ёт) те Toy &В$о- 

pov Ad de трозкатауеитђус:, ral 

Thr ‘Pépuny &vrdAoQqor уєуќсба:. Seo very 

many more in Wetat., and a copious catena 

of citations in Bp. Wordsworth’s Letters 
to M. Gondon on the Church of Rome, 

Let. xi. Also the coin of Vespasian figured 

in Elliott, vol. iv. p. 80): and they are 

seven kings (let us weigh well the signifi- 
cance of this indication farnished by the 
angel. The seven heads have a reference 

to the woman, who sits upon the beast to 

whom they belong: and, as far as this 

reference is concerned, they are hills, on 
which she sits. But they have also an- 

other reference—to the of which 
they are the heads: and as far as this 
other reference is concerned, they are 
kings. Not, be it noticed, kings over the 
woman, nor kings of the city symbolized 
by her: but kings in a totally different 
gelation, viz. that to the beast, of which 
they are beads. So that to interpret these 
kings as emperors of Rome, or a8 succes- 
sive forms of government over Rome, is to 
mise the propriety of the symbolism and 
to introduce utter confusion. Theybelong 
to the beast, which is not Rome, nor the 
Roman Empire, bat a general symbol of 
secular antichristian power. They are in 
substance the same seven crowned heads 
which we saw on the dragon in ch. xii. 8: 
the same which we saw, with names of 
blasphemy on them, on the beast of ch. 
xiii. 1, to whom the dragon gave his power 
and his throne). The five (i.e. the first 
five out of the seven) fell (Angl, “are 
fallen.", Of whom is this word used? Is 

: it one likely to be chosen to describe the 
mere passing away of king after king in an 

empire more or less settled? One appro- 
priate to Augustus and Tiberius, who died 
in their beds?, Or again is it one which 
could well be predicated of the govern- 
ment by consuls, which had been abeorbed 
into the imperial power, or of that by 
dictators, which had merely ceased «d 
tempus sumi, because it had become per 

in the person of one man? Had 
an emperors been meant by the reren 

kings, or successive stages of government 
over Rome (even supposing these last 
made out, which they never have been), 
we should in vain have sought any pre- 
cedent, or any appropriate meaning, for 

this frecay: “have passed away” would 
be its constrained and unexampled sense. 
But let the analogy of Scrigiture and of 

this book itself guide us, and our way will 
be clear enough. Frege is the cry over 
Babylon herself. irre is used in the 
LXX constantly, and b Theod. in ret 
Dan., of the violent fall, the overthrow, 
either of kings or of kingdoms: i 
meh belonging to domination overthrown, 
to ruined, to empire вц Jf 
T undereta dale ok piensas coe 
cessive kings, if I understand them of 
forms of government adopted and laxi 
down on ion, I can give no account 
of this verb:'but if I understand them of 
forms of empire, one after another head- 
ing the antichristian secular power, one 
after another violently overthrown and 
done away, I have this verb in its right 

and appropriate sense., is 
llen, the first of the beast that 

cuted God's people, Ezek. xxix., xxx. : 
ineveh is fallen, the bloody city, Nahum 

ii. 1—19: Babylon is fallen, the great 

enemy of Israel, Isa. xxi. 9; Jer. 1, Ii, 

al: Persia is fallen, Dan. x. 18, xi. 2: 

Gracia is fallen, Dan. xi. 3, 4. Thus, 
and as it seems to me thus only, can 
we do justice to the expression. Nor 
is any force done thus to Вас‹Хєіѕ, but 
on the contrary it is kept to its strict 
prophetic import, and to the analogy of 
tbat portion of prophecy which is here 
especially in view. For in Dan. vii. 17 we 
read these great beasts which are four are 
four kings зур; nob Васе, аз LX X 
and Theodotion), the one is (the Roman), 
the other (required to complete the seven) 
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is not yet eome (I agree with Auberlen, 
der Prophet Daniel, pp. 804 ff., in regard- 
ing this seventh as the Christian ire 
beginning with Constantine 1 during whose 
time the beast in his proper essence, in 
his falness of opposition to God and His 
saints, ceases to be), and when he shall 
come he must remain a little timo 19 855 
жаш the impression we derive from these 
wo is not as Diisterd., al., that his 
empire is to be of very short continuance, 
but the éalyor, as in ref. 1 Pet., gives the 
idea of some space not assigned, but 
vaguely thus stated as some little time." 
The idea given is rather that of duration 
than of non-dnration. Herodotus, iv. 81, 
says of the river Exampeus, To) ка) 
фАйуо» Ti wpdérepow тойто» prhuny elxor, 
but it was twenty-nine chapters back. 
See for the usage of this book iteelf, ch. ii. 
14, iii. 4; not xii. 12, where the context 
decides iA Hy to be emphatic. Here, the 
stress is on Sei perya and not on dAlyor: 
on the fact of some endurance, not on its 
being but short). And the beast, which 
was and is not (as in ver. 8, whose pecu- 
liar power and essence seem suspended 
while the empire is Christian by profes- 
sion. But observe, ſthe seventh is for all 
that a veritable bead, and like the others 
carries names of blasphemy, , The beast is 
not 5 out of existence, but has 
only receiv у wound peg ер 
again healed, see ch. xiii. 8, notes),' he 

his heads, bnt as being, fhe 
in actual embodiment. j 
—not, “one of the seven,” but, the suc- 
cessor and result of the seven, followi 
and springing out of them.) And he eis 
ázéAcar i—does not fail like the 

ins o bef оудооѕ N 41-2. 
12. for our, ovk А fuld: om k: txt [P] N(ovro №) в f rel? 

aft Bages М! wrote Ba, hut marked it for erasure. 
(Aa, во AN f g.) 

others, but goes on and meets his own 
destruction at the hand of the Lord Him- 
self, There can be little doubt in the 
mind of the student of prophecy, who is 
thus described: that it is the ultimate 
antichristian power, prefigured by the 
little horn in Daniel, and expri y an- 
nounced by St. Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 8 ff., 
as ó vibs тўз йтоАе!аз,—ав ô Ќуороз, 
dy ô xbpics 'IgcoUs йуеЛеї TQ япребцаті 
ToU стӧратоѕ abrov, ка} xarapyhee 
eri r tis sapovolas abro?) An 
the ten horns which thou sawest, are 
ten kings (not necessarily personal kings: 
see on ver. 10 above: but 1 
ds jabai as summed up in their kings 
which (oUrw«s, kings of that kind who 
have not yet received & kingdom, but 
receive power as kings (the às Bacu eis 
is somewhat enigmatical. Auberlen sug- 
gesta, whether the kingly power iteclf 
may not have passed away from these 
reu in the days of anticliristian. mii- 
rule, and thus their power be only ds 
Васілі. But this seems inconsistent 
with their being called gane. Rather 
I would say the és represents the reserva- 
tion of their kingly rights in their alliance 
with the beast) one hour (i.e. during the 
space of one hour: just as ġulæpov in ch. 
viii. 1 is during the space of half an 
hour. Some, e.g. Vitringa and Elliott, 
have upheld the meaning, for play & 
perd, of “ at one and the same time with.” 
From the use of xola» Spay in ch. iii. 8, 
we might concede such usage to be within 
the bare limits of possibility; though 
even thus the play perd, for “one and 
the same with," is a hard saying. But 
we are not to enquire in our ex 8, 
what may possibly бв, but what probably 
ie. And I venture to say that but for a 
preconceived opinion, no one would ever 
have thought of any other meaning for 

ЗА 8 
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with [PIN rel Hip Andr: om ABacfgk 
to 61 Andr-coisl Areth. (d def.) 
в rel Hip Andr Areth. rec (for 8:8оасту) S:adeocovew, with vulg 

rec ins тту» bef єѓеосгағ, 
n 4. 9. 18-6. 26-7. 30-2-3-4-8-9. 41-2. 47 

rec ваитоу, with 1. 33 (40-2, e sil): txt A, PN 
t Tich 

Primas: Bwcovcw 18 Andr-a: txt A[P]N в 1($йхоч» with 30 written over) 33(sie, De!) 
rel am syr-dd arm Andr Areth Iren-int. 

14. for xa: (aft xAsros) or: 1. 
15. for Acye:, erev A; dizit vulg lat-ff. 

Nas. om » Ni(ins N38), 
for та удата, ravra Ñ)? : Tavra Ta одата 

ins «a: bef Лао: R. 
16. rec (for 2nd xax) єлї, with (84, e sil) Areth: txt A[PJN в 33(sic, Del) rel am(with 

demid fuld lips-5\ svr-dd Hip Andr 

these words than the ordinary one, “ for 
the space of one hour.” And thus ac- 
corning we will take them, as signifying 
some definite space, unknown to us, thus 
designated: analogous in position to the 
éAlyow above) together with (i. е. in con- 
junction with, allied with: their power 
will be associated with his power) the 
beast (who are these? The answer seems 
to be furnished us in Dan. vii. 23 ff. 
They are ten kingdoms which shall arise 
out of the fourth great kingdom there 
ten European powers, which in the la 
time, in concert with and subjection to 
the antichristian power, shall make war 
against Christ. In the precise number 
and form here indicated, they have not 
yet arisen. It would not be difficult to 
point out the elements and already con- 
solidating shapes of most of them: but in 
recise number we have them not as yet. 

„ 1 "hat changes in Europe may bring them 
into the required tale and form, it is not 
for us to say)., These have (he present 
is used in describing them, though they 
have not yet arisen) one mind (one and 
the same view and intent and consent), 
and give their might and their power to 
the beast (becoming his allies and moving 
at his beck). These shall war with the 
Lamb (in concert with the beast, ch. xix. 
19), and the Lamb shall conquer them, 
because He is Lord of lords and King of 

, and they who are with Him 
(rixhoovow abrobs also: the verb is im- 
plied in мкўсе: above) called and chosen 

(all the called are not chosen, Matt. (xx. 
16,) xxii. 14: but all that are chosen are 
first called, 2 Pet. i. 10) and faithful (this 
way of taking this clause is far better 
than with Bengel to make кл. к. éxA. к. 
жото into predicate, and they that are 
with bim are called and chosen and faith- 
ful.” For 1) it can clearly be no co-ordi- 
nate reason with the other assigned for 
the Lamb's victory, that His followers 
are, &c., and 2) the arrangement of the 
sentence seems against this view, seeing 
that in the former case the predicate is 
put forward, and in this we should bave 
expected it also: xal кА. к. ёкАєкт. к. 
т‹сто) ol ner abrob). 

15—18.) Explanation of various par- 
ticulars regarding the harlot, and оў the 
harlot herself. "Ала he saith to me, The 
waters which thou sawest, where (ot, 
like rov in ver. 9, = d бр) the harlot 
sitteth, are peoples and multitudes and 
nations and (so in Isa. viii. 7, 
the king of Assyria and his invading 
people are compared to the waters of the 
river, strong and many. There is also 
doubtless an impious parody intended in 
the position of the harlot to that of Him 
who sitteth above the water-flood and re- 
maineth King for ever, Ps. xxix. 10). 
And the ten horns whioh thou sawest, 
and the beast (viz. in that compact and 
alliance just now mentioned), these shall 
hate the harlot (we now enter upon pro- 
phetic iculars other than those re- 
vealed in the vision, where the harlot 

7 
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was sitting on the beast. Previous to 
these things coming to pass, she must 
be cast down from her proud position), 
and shall make her deserted and naked 
(contrast to ver. 4. Her former lovers 
shall no longer frequent her nor answer 
to her call: her rich adornments shall 
be stripped off. She shall lose, at the 
hands of those whom she formerly se- 
duced with her cup of fornication, both 
her spiritual power over them and her tem- 
poral power to adorn herself) and shall 
eat her flesh (batten upon her spoils; con- 
fiscate her possessions: or perhaps, as the 
same expression, Рв. xxvii. 2; Micah iii. 
2 ff., where it is used to indicate the ex- 
treme vengeance of keen hostility. So 
Xen. Hell. iii. 3. 6, says of the hatred be- 
tween the Helots, Регісесі, &c., and the 
pure Spartans, brov yàp ёу rotros (the 
Helots, Фе.) is Ads yévoito тер) 
Srapriatay, ol8éva Bóvac0a: крите 
Tb uh ойх S dy ка) Guàv dcOlew aù- 
767), and shall consume her with (or, in) 
fire (Düsterd. remarks that in the former 
clause the figure of a woman is kept: in 
this latter the thing signified, a city. But 
this need not absolutely be; the woman 
may be here also intended: and all the 
more probably, because the very words èy 
тирі karakaócovci» are quoted from the 
legal formula of the condemnation of 
those who had committed abominable for- 
nications: cf. Levit. xx. 14, xxi. 9. The 
burning of the city would be a signal 

fulfilment: but we cannot positively say 
that that, and nothing else, is intended), 
For God put it (reff.: the aor. is pro- 
leptic) into their hearts to do His mind, 
[and to make one mind (vo. Joa is in the 
same sense each time—to put in practice: 
this tbey do in regard both to God's mind 
and their own common mind, the two 
being the same. The identity is not 
asserted, which would require +)» ufa 
yauny айту, but implied), ] and to give 
their kingdom (i. e., as above, the au- 
thority of their respective kingdoms) to 
the beast, until the words of God shall 
be fulfilled (the prophetic words or dis- 
courses, — not fhuara, but Adyo:, — re- 
specting the destruction of Babson): 
And the woman whom thou sawest, is 
the great city, which hath kingdom over 
the kings of the earth (every thing here 
is plain. The **septem urbs alta jugis toto 
qua præsidet orbi," Propert. can be but 
one, and that one Коме. The pres. part., 
$ fxovca, pointe to the time when the 
words were uttered, and to the dominion 
then snbeisting. It has already been seen, 
that the prophecy regards Rome pagan 
and papal, but, from the figure of an 
harlot and the very nature of the predic. 
tions themselves, more the latter than the 
former. I may observe in passing, that 
the view maintained recently by Düsterd., 
after many dem ras 5 aa ы these 
rophecies rega an Rome only, re- 

eaves no countenance from the words of 
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this verse, which this school of Com- 
mentators are fond of appealing to as 
decisive for them. Rather msy we sa 
that this verse, taken in connexion wi 
what has e before, stultifies their view 
entirely. the woman, as these Com- 
mentators insist, represents merely the 
stone-walls and houses of the city, what 
need is there for дистђргоу on her brow,— 
what appropriateness in the use of all the 
Scripture imagery, long familiar to God’s 
people, of spiritual fornication? And if 
this were so, where is the contest with 
the Lamb,—where the fulfilment of any 
the least portion of the prophecy? If we 
understand it thus, nothing is left for us 
bat to say, as indeed some of this school 
are not afraid to say, that only the Seer’s 
wish dictated his words, and that history 
has not verified them. So that this view 
has one merit: it brings us at once face 
to face with the dilemma of accepting 
or rejecting the book: and thereby, for 
us, who accept it as the word of God, 
becomes impossible. For us, who belicve 
the Prophecy is to be fulfilled, what was 
Rome then, is Rome now. Her fornica- 
tlons and abominations, as well as her 
power and pride, are matter of history and 
of present fact: and ‘we look for her de- 
struction to come, as we believe it is ra- 
pidly coming, by the means and in the 
manner here 1 

Си. XVIII. XIX. 10.) Tar D 
STRUCTION OF BABYLON. herein, 

xiv. 8. The use 
remarkable 

om Аеуе F.] 
(adding a third)] g h 10-7. 36 (1. 

ins у bef BaBeAe B f. rec 
lst ov ms aa ; aft 

tP] 5355 

37. 

XVIII. 1—8.] Announcement of the de- 
struction. The Seer does not see the act 
of destruction: it is prophesied to him in 
ch. xvii., and now announced, as indeed it 
had been by anticipation before, ch. xiv. 8, 
as having taken place. After these things 
I saw another angel (another besides the 
one who shewed him the vision in the 
last chapter: or, perhaps, as it is natural 
to join the » in some measure with 
the we following,—another besides 
the last who came down from heaven, 
ch. x. 1) coming down ont of heaven (the 
Seer is still on the earth) having great 
power (possibly, as Elliott suggests, as the 
executor of the judgment that he an- 
nounced. If so, the announcement is still 
anticipatory, see ver. 21), and the earth 
was lighted up by his glory (ёк, as the 
source of the brightness): and cried 
with (or, in) a mighty voice saying, 
Babylon the great is fallen [is fallend, 
and is become an habitation of demons 
(see especially LXX, Isa. xxxiv. 14 ff.), 
and & hold (a place of detention: as it 
were an appointed prison) of every un. 
n EO DM (eee the every unclean 
and ha ird (see the prophecy respect- 
ing Babylon, Jer. ]. 89): because by (out 
of, as source: or, according to the 
reading, of) the wrath of her fornication 
all the nations have fallen (or, according 
to the other seeing. : вее on ch. 

of the dnl is етеп more 
here: of (or, by) that wine 
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vo cab dprou каў ! pepurnuévov, 3 бт, ёк тоў u jz 1 = here only. 
тўс X ториєѓаѕ айтй$ re [т] юка» паута тд 20, каў oi x а, 2. е 

‘fom 1, 1. Bac т vis per avris ' emopvevoay, кад ot ™ ёшлторо m Mati. ziii. 

THs ys ёк тўс Suvayews той “otpyvous айтӣс ° ёп\ой- 
сау. 

v. 11. Phil. iv. 14 only t. (- voc, ch. l. 
. тей. t = here АЗЕР 

4 Kal Ўкоџса S $wv)v ёк тод ойрарод Myovoar oe 
EE DH é£ айт, б №ао05 pov, (ра, py Ч суукошоијстте 
таў диартйив айтӣ, каў : ёк Tov "ry avijs iva и). 
AdByte 5 бт * ёко\\л)Ө)са» avris ai dpaptias " дур tod” 

р Isa. xlviii. 20. Hl. 11. Jzn. xxvii. (.) 6. aO TS NEP к „c. (hot ia ANE] 3 Cor. vi, 17. 

vv. il, 
15, 23 only. 
Ezek. 

q Eph. 
1 John iv. 14 Erek, xliii, 20. eee 2 John 4. 

Baruch i. 20, “pee Acts viii. 29. а з Acts zi, 
5. ch. xiv. 20. (see Jonah і. 3. Jun. xxviii [1i] 9.) 

8. rec ins Tov оо» bef Tov бироу, with M в rel syr-dd copt Hip Andr-coisl Areth 
Primas Tich: aft т. 0., [P] h m 1. 10-7. 36-7. 47-9 Br copt arm sth-pl Andr: om AC 
am(with fald lips-5-6, agst demid al) wth-rom Ansb.—-75s sopreias bef Tov бироу C: 
om т. тору. 98 вуг. гес (for xe. r. Jo) тетке, with h 10-7 Hip Andr-a 600 407 
P 1]: zerorure 18. 36-7: rewewxaoiw rel vulg Andr Areth Tich: wexrexay (sic) AC: 
werraxe Br: wertoxacw N B bd efg l2. 18-6-9. 30. ai be 61. 
m avrys 1: aft 2nd yms, per avrys ааб ів гереа 

; for orpnyous, стрпусо C 47 An 
4. aN devas C. 

e sil) vulg spec syr-dd copt: 
о Aaos pou bef eteA0« e£ aurns C 88 
«ow. AC[P]N. ош last ка 1!. 12. 

for 2nd Tys 
but marked for erasure by 

rec efeAGere, viti [p Jg h 1. 10-7. 32 (37-9. 40-1-9. 51 Br, 
ede de C в rel 

: bef e£ avrns [P]N : om e£ aurys 1. 12. 
rec iva ur Aa Dre bef єк Twr wAT'yoy ауттз : 

ndr-coisl Areth Cypr,: txt AN. 
cure 

ка. kai ек т. тА. avtns (homootel) P:] txt АСМ в rel vulg syr-dd Hip Andr Areth 

“ү exorAAnOnoar) ткохоьблса» (with 84, е D txt Aaa N B n e Del) 
rel ayr-à copt sth Hip Andr Areth, pervenerunt vulg Cypr adpropin- 
quaverunt spec. [for axpt, ews P.) 

of her fornication which has turned into thus the is brought nearer to that 
wrath to he , and the kings of the 
earth commit ' fornication with her, 
and the merchants of the earth became 
rich out of the quantity (Súvapıs, copia, 
as Vitringa, who remarks, “alluditar ad 
Hebream vocem vrt, cujus hæc significa- 
tionis vis est, Job xxxi. 25, Ezek. xxviii. 
4.” We have жЛойтои 3 — rey 
in Jos. Antt. iii. 2. 4) of her luxury 
(стрӯуоѕ, see reff. and note on 1 Tim., 
seems properly to mean the exuberance of 
strength, the flower of pride). 

20.] Warning to God's people to 
leave her, on account of the greatness of 
her crimes and coming judgments (4—8); 
lamentations over her on the part of those 
who were enriched by her (9—20). And I 
heard another voice out of heaven (not 
that of the Father nor of Christ, for in 
such a case, as has been well observed, the 
long poetical lamentation would be hardly 
according to prophetic decorum ; but that 
of an angel speaking in ше name of God, 
as we һауе on ch. xi. 8 also) saying, 
Come out of her, my people (in reff. Isa., 
the circumstances differed, in that being а 
joyful exodus, this a cautionary one: and 

one which our Lord commands in Matt. 
xxiv. 16, and the cognate warnings in the 
O. T. viz. that of Lot to come out of 
Sodom, Gen. xix. 15—22, when ber de- 
struction impended, and that of the people 
of Israel to get them up from the tents of 
Dathan and Abiram, Num. xvi. 28—26. 
In reff. Jer., we have the same circum- 
stance of Babylon’s impending destruction 
combined with the warning: and from 
those places probably, especially Jer. li. 
45, the words here are taken. ' ' the infer- 
ence has been justly mude from them 
(Elliott iv. p. 40), that there shall be, 
even to the last, saints of God in the midst 
of Rome: and that there will be danger of 
their being, through a lingering fondness 
for her, partakers in her co judg- 
d „Маё ye partake not in her sins, 

t ye receive not of her plagnes 
(the fear, in case of God’s se 
maining in her, would be twofold: 1) lest 
by over -perap asion or guilty conformity 
they Ly come accómplicos in any of 
her crimes; 2) lest by being in and of her, 
they should, though the former may not 
have been the case (and even more if it 
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vece,Matt, oùpavoð, Kat Y cpymyovevcey o Beds тё * адистиата, avri. 
ашы . 6 х @тодотє aùr) Os Kal айт) х атќдокер xal 7 биш 

[ra] d xarà тё čpya айт év TÔ *morTnpip "à 
7 Ф беа, f édokace 

14. xxiv. 30 

ate als ёкёрасеу ° кєратате aurh d. 
x Matt, v. a. ge e h Sor. э ^ ' Baca 
Е T : abr xai стртиќасе», TOGOÜTOV € aura 
EA "ддв piopov kal k re, бт ёр тў кардід атс Aéyet бп 
* here oM m xáDnnas ^ Paciuaca Kai ° Nia ойк eiu ical * mévbos ou 

и) iw. 8 da trodro ey må ńuépa боот ai ? qme Moy. " on 

Ses, avi 18 в. а0тђѕ, Üdvaros xai К аёрдос̧ wai poss xa "ép Au 
d e к ziv. 10 b attr., 1 John til. 24 reff. с ver. 10. ch. xiv. 10 only. Prov. ix. 2. 

айраны. a 10. Gal. I. 20. e Heb. 1. |; é. vii 30,23. т. 36. f Heb. v. 5 гей. gr bags 
only t. see ver. 3 reff. Thess. i. i ch. ix. б. xiv. 11. vv. 10, 15 only t. Кыт a4 
Эсе. ch. xxi. 4. James iv. 9 only. са 1. 4. (Ats, ver. 11.) bat xlvil.8. Zeph. ii. 15. Pei: 

n = Matt. x 

ты и 16 (reff I only. 1.7 

e 
6. rec (aft axeBoxe») ins ушу», with c h 1. 4. 10-7. 36 (47-8-9 Br, e sil) Areth Promis: є: 

ш» arm д om АС[Р}М в rel am(with tol al, agst lipes al) syr-dd copt ath Bip к. 
Andr-coisl Tich spec. om 2nd xa X. rec 8:тЛактате ins arri, with [P] rd 
syr-dd co t Andr Areth : om ACN Ba bdef gj k 2. 9. 19 Andr Areth.—ree om т 
with A[P] в rel Andr Areth: ins CN a b d e fj k 26-7. 30-3. 42. 60. 90 Hip.—arrs 

m = (-der) Іза. 1. V Zn. i. 50. 
ае 204. = Isa L e. ЗЕ р тег. 4. 

Uma 38. aft 8:тла ins es xa: аот кш pa bd e (f) j K 3. 9. 19. 26-7. 30.51. 
(homootel in m, та epya avrns 1st and 2nd.) aft wornpie ins avrys N B rel copt: 
om AC[P] g h 10 (c 4. 17-8. 27. 82, e sil). kepacere 1(Del: -care Treg). fe 

cts viii. 27 only. Jer. xxxvi. (1xir. > Юр] Js 

aurij, утту В. 
7. rec (for avryr) eavrny, with №30 rel Hip Andr bom txt AC[P]N B(supplied by 
corr) a b ej 1 2. 9. 16. 27. 80-3 
керасатє 1. 

. 49. 50-1. 90, avrs 4 
om xai хеубоз 1'(ins eer 10-2. 7. 49. 

for тосоттор bert 
for Ast 071, ка l. 

rec om 2nd ort, with 1 (l 16-7. 89, e sil) vul g Hip Andr-p Tich : ins AC PR в 
rel Andr Areth Primas. for xaOnuat, каде В : ашакы кабыз а d ek 2.9. 
19. 26-7. 40-1-2. 50-1. 82(Del). 90: xa8ws ka&nua« 30 

8. om lst ка Bab dejk m2. 4. 6. 9. 26-7. 301-8-4-5-8. 40-1-7-8. 50-1. 90 Andr- 

have), share in her . It was 
through lingering dness that Lot's 
wife became a sharer in the destruction of 
Sodom): because her sins (not as De W. 
the cry of her sins: but the idea is of a 
— : вее below) have reached (co 

is put here after the analogy of the 
Heb. p33, which, see Gesen. Lex. p. 812, is 

used for assecutus est, proxime accessit 
ad, Gen. xix. 19; Jer. xlii. 16, al. Ge- 
senius compares harere in terga hostium, 
Liv. i. 14; i» tergis, Tacit. hist. iv. 19; 
ры iv. 15. Bengel gives it well, асси- 

nt) as far as heaven, 
th remembered her iniquities. 

Sey to her (the words are now ad- 
dressed to the executioners of judgment) 
as she also repaid (cf. ref. Jer, кобоѕ 
éxolnce, хо тате афтў. The latter àr- 
окер is used, not in ite strict propriety, 
bat as corresponding to the other. Hers 
was a giving, this is a giving back: wo 
zer exactly the same construction, which 
M DONDE in mind here, used also of 

Baby on, in ref. P., naxápios bs àvraro- 
ut co TÒ dvrarddoud € $ Tatar i 
фигу), and double [the] дса according 

to her works (co in reff. Isa. and ae 
In the cup (see above, ch. xvii. 
xiv. 8, and our ver. 8) which she € 
mix for her double с ch. xiv. 10: 8 
double portion of the deadly wine of God’s 
wrath): in proportion as (lit, i in as many 
things as) she glorified her (self: ably 
ruled i into this form abrf» by 
tinual recurrence of the various s s df 
aùrh in the context), and luxuriated (ке 
above, ver. 8, and ref. 1 Tim. note), 9 
much torment and grief give to her. 
Because in her heart she saith (that) I 
sit a queen (see ref. Isa., from which the 
sense and even the single words come, 
being there also said of Babylon. pr 
larly also Ezek. xxvii. 1 ff., of Tyre), and 
am not a widow (ref. as above), aud hall 
never see sorrow (= ob yrecoua d 
vlar, Isa. I. c). or this cause in one 
day shall come her plagues, death and 
mourning and famine (from Isa. xlvii. 9, 
where however we have drexvia ка 
xnpela. The judgments here are more 
fearfal: death, for her scorn of the pro- 
spect of widowhood ; mourning, for her 
inordinate revelling ; ; famine, for her 
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9 xataxavOnoerar Sts * ioyupds [кйрго$] 6 Beds б * кріраѕ rz cv. 
x. 1. ver. 21. 

Р 

айту. 9 Kai * kXavaovaw xal t kovrovra, e айттуу of , Pur 

viicavres, бта» В\тәси Tov "xaTyóv THs "'rvpeceos 32 2 al. Ps. v. 

A А т h. i. T retf. 

abris, 197 ато Y накрббер éarrkóres 8:4 tov Ho той vac i iier. 
e^ ^ v ver. 5 

Hacavloο ae, Méyovres Oval oval ў *тбМм ý "crit 
Hey, Вабохф» 5$ том< 5$ " 

P d Ie 7) d кр@< соо. 

icxvpá, фт, °ш@ p "ау" 
N ка) ot ®ёшлтороь Tíjs үўѕ thai- з. 1450 

Ри в ovat kai ‘rrevOotow ёт айттр, бте Tov h yóuov. айтфь Y Ser ns 

58. xxvii. 88 al. Ps. xzxvil. 12 ANS. 
1.27. Ezrx. ххті. 17 A. 

e ver. 3. 
i.7. Hos. z. 6, 

* coisl.—Óararov В. 

Areth 

с vv. 16, 19. 
f Mark zvi. 10. Luke vi. 25. James iv. 9. vv. 15, 19. 

h here bis. Acts xxi. 3 only. Exod. xziii. ö only. 

Matt. xxvi. 
& ch. xvi. 19 reff. b = 1 Cor. 
d John xii. 31. Jer. xxl. (xlviii.) 21. 
Neh. 1. 4. g = ver. В. ch. 

83. om xvpis A g vulg sth: ins C[P]N?5 в rel syr-dd Hip Andr 
Cypr. (о 0s о xs NI: om ô беоз c k 6 Areth Primas.) rec xpivev, with 

NZA c 1. 4. 18. 33 (26-7. 80-2. 48, e sil) Andr Areth: txt AC[P]N! в rel Hip Andr-p. 
(g doubtful.) 

9. rec kXavcOvVTaA, with AN 1. 36. 51. 90 Hip Andr-p: xAaveovow CCP] в 
rel Andr Areth. 
syr-dd copt Hip Andr-coisl Areth Cypr. 

rec adds avr», with [ 
om 
DRE 17-8. 35; raurij 36: om ACN B rel 

m avryr ver 8 to єт’ avray in this 33.) 
гес ew aury, with A gj 1. 88 Andr. a: om f: avrwy 16: txt C[ PIN в rel Hip 

Andr-eoisl Areth. 
кап aTevatogiy. for Влет., iocur М. 

om xa: orpnmacaytes (hom) NI: ins Naa: Nac“ adds further 
for катуоу, картоу wTacews Ni. 1. 

10. rec ins ev bef ша wpa, with 1. 88 syr-dd copt Andr Areth : om C[P]N в rel vulg 
Hip Andr-cois] Tich Primas.—j,uav орау А. 

KAavoovow and verÓnaovcir В rel ves Hip Andr-coisl 
Areth Primas: txt AC[P]N 1. 10-7 (g h 37. 49 Br, e sil) Andr. 

11. aft yns ins cov М. 
reo er aurn, 

with rel: ex’ avrys m: ex” avrovs B: ef «avrovs : ey eavrois 1: «v avry A: txt 
CL PIN 161-8. 32-9 Hip. 

abundance): and with fire shall she be 
burnt (the punishment of the fornicatress ; 
see ch. xvii. 16 note. Whether this is to 
be understood of the literal destruction of 
the city of Rome by fire, Elliott iv. 43, is 
surely doubtful, considering the mystical 
character of the whole р th be- 
cause strong is [the Lord | God who hath 
judged her (a warrant for the severity of 
the jndgment which shall befall her). 

0.] The mourning over her: 
and first, 9, 10, by the kings of the earth. 
And there shall weep and mourn over 
her (when the catalogue of mourners has 
yet to begin, the fact of mourning is 
thrown forward by the verbs being placed 
first: but below, ver. 11, when we come 
to the second member, the persons, as the 
new feature, are put forward before the 
verbe. ёл’ aùrhv, as the direction and 
converging of their lamentation) the 
kings of the earth, who committed forni- 
eation and luxuriated (see above, ver. 7) 
with her, when they see the smoke 
of her burning, standing afar off on 
account of their fear of her torment 
(this feature in the prophecy is an objec- 
tion to the literal understanding of its 

details. It can hardly be imagined that 
the kings should bodily stand and look as 
described, seeing that no combination of 
events contemplated in the prophecy has 
brought them together as yet), saying, 
Woe, woe, the great city, Babylon the 
strong city, because in one hour has 
come thy judgment. 11—16.] Za- 
mentation of the merchants. And the 
merchants of the earth weep and la- 
ment (the construction passes into the 
graphic present, but resumes the future 
again below, ver. 15, in speaking of tho 
same thing) over her, because no one any 
longer buys their cargo (reff.: so Eustath. 
in Wetst.: фбртоѕ nós, d kal ydpos. 
The description which follows is perhaps 
drawn, in its poetic and descriptive fea- 
tures, from the relation of Rome to the 
world which then was, rather than from 
its relation at the future time depicted in 
the prophecy. But it must not for a 
moment be denied, that the character of 
this lamentation throws а shade of obscu- 
rity over the interpretation, otherwise so 
plain from the explanation given in ch. 
xvii. ult. The difficulty is however not 
confined to the application of the pro- 

^ ^ ^ e , э ^ u 7 5 ү 11. Acte vii. 

Bac тїз yijs ol per’ avTijs " mopveúsavres kal Y стрт- 1. 
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ich zit орде aryopates ойкёть, 1 % үбџоу җритойў xai dápry)pov 
k ver. 16. ch. 

хіх. 8 (bis), кай iA οο !тциіоу ка} 'uapyapírev ка} * Bvocivou rai 
14 only. Е 

ichona хт. 1 лорфірас каї " стрикод кай "xoxxivou xai tay { ОАор 

t „ Ovivoy kal wav P скєдосѕ 9 ё\№єфартіроу kai тй» ? скєйо$ 
ө 1 ә. та , e^ A М п 

1 ees f er dud „ каў хаћкой Kai iid kai ap- 
#9. решу. uápov, 13 kal *курйдюнор ка} * üpepov kal * дишаӣцата n. 
xvii. 4.) А | А E 

: ch. xvii. 3, C reff. hereonly t. 3K „11 Symm. 41 
Р TE FI xt parie di Esek. xxvii. 18 al. ines r here adis t. 7 2 m. ch. Axi. 11 2. 4%. 

only r. Wied. xii. 7 only. uhereonlyt. Epist.Jer. 72. (-piwos, Cant. v. 15.) vhere only. Ezsd. 16-3." 
хах. 33 al. w here only t. * ch. v. B reff, teilt 

7. . 
Mai 

19. yopov xpucovy kai apyupouy xa: №0004 r ‚u kai papyaprras СГР].—тес uapryapi- 47 у; 
vov, with B rel: wapyaprrais A: txt N g m. т 8rd кап, ovre 1. rec (for 9 F. 
Bucowov) Воссоо, with h 1. 10-7-8. 86. 49 (87 Br, e sil) Hip Andr: txt AC[P] 
в rel Andr-coisl Áreth, Висотуоу N. xa: woppupov B rel Andr-p Areth: om A 
Ansb: txt C[P]N g m 16-8. 34 (35-6-9 Br, e sil) Hip Andr. om xat сурисов 1. 

for ku or, oxevos A [EvAivor Р]. om єк C 18. for EvAov, A1ÜDov А vulg 
wth. om kai pappapou N 1. 

18. rec (for xwvapwpor) кои, with k m 10: txt AC[P]N в rel.— -pepov Ba bcej? 
k 1 Hip. rec om xat apwpor, With N38 rel copt Andr Areth Primas: ins AC; P]N! 
с m 6. 11-2-7. 34-5-6 am(with fuld tol lips) syr-dd sth Hip Andr-coisl. 
6ussauea [for -рата] 1: -paros f. 

h to Rome papal, but extends over 
the application of it to Rome a£ all, which 
last is determined for us by the solution 
given ch. xvii. ult. For Rome never has 
been, and from its very рабо never 
could be, a great commercial city. I leave 
this difficulty unsolved, merely requesting 
the student to bear in mind its true limits, 
and not to ch it exclusively on that 
interpretation ‘which only shares it with 
апу other possible one. The main fea- 
tures of the description are taken from 
that of the destruction of and lamentation 
over Tyre in Ezek. xxvii, to which city 
they were strictly applicable. And pos- 
sibly it may be said that they are also 
applicable to the church which has wedded 
herself to the pride of the earth and its 
luxuries. But certainly, as has been ob- 
served, the details of this mercantile la- 
mentation far more nearly suit London, 
than Rome at any assignable period of her 
history), & oargo of gold, and of silver, 
and оў precious stone, and of pearls, and 
of fine linen manufacture (Bvocivov is 
the neut. adj. from Bóccos), and of purple, 
&nd of silken stuff (in describing Vespa- 
sian's triumph, Jos., B. J. vii. 5. 4, says, 
Kaxeivos xopls rawy сау ёс0ђсєс: on- 
pixais, éoreparwudvo: $4фумз) and of 
scarlet stuff, and (the accusative is now 
taken up instead of the genitive governed 
by vyónor, which latter атс resumed 
below at Trrwr, and again dropped at 
yuxds) all citron wood (the wood of 
the @doy, Өба, or Ovfa, the citrus of the 
Romans (Plin. iii. 29), probably the cu- 

pressus thyioides, or the thyia articulata, 
Theophrastus, Hist. Plant. v. b, thus de- 
scribes it: Tb 8$ Oto», of $ Ovia» ка- 
Лобо, wap "Appowld: "rera, ка) èr тй 
Kopnralq: thy ub» popphy Suow» xv- 
торіттф kal тоз kAáBow ко) Tots - 

~ 

Aois kal TG oreAdxe: ко) TẸ ce 
&cazls .... Saws rd MA, oDAóra-ov 
бё T)» lg dori, ко) ёк табту та srov- 
Zcudrara хоеї?тш тё» Fr. It was 
used for costly doors, with fittings of ivory, 
Ath. v. 205 B, 207 F, and for tables, Strabo 
іу. 310 4. It had a sweet smell, Plin. ut 
supra, “Nota etiam Homero foit; бо» 
Grece vocatur, ab aliis уа. Hane igitur 
inter odores uri tradit in deliciis Circes . . . 
magno errore eorum qui odoramenta in eo 
vocabulo accipiunt, cum prsesertim eodem 
versu cedrum laricemque una tradat: in 
quo manifestum est de arboribus tantum 
locutum." But Pliny is clearly wrong: 
for Homer’s words are wip дф» èr isxa- 
pódur péya  xalero, VON. &' dub К 
T' elxedroo Өбдоо т àyà oo et 
Aawpnérov, Od. e. 60. бее Wetst. for 
more illustrations, and Winer, Realw. art. 
Thinenholz), and every article of ivory, 
and every article of most costly wood, 
and of brass, and of iron, and of marble; 
and cinnamon (it is not certain, whether 
the кіғубиороу or xlrraor, Foy, of the 
ancients was the same as our cinnamon. 
Various accounts are given of its origin (see 
Winer, Realw. art. Zimmt, and Theophr. 
lant. ix. 4; Strabo xvi. 778; Diod. 
ic. ii. 49, iii. 46), but Herodotus, who 

(iii. 111) ascribes it to the country where 
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kai У púpov kai * X(Bavov kal olvov kai GXauov Kal * сєші- y John . 
dau kal cirov kai ° ктр kal проВата xal * trey kal ік 9, 

a peddy xai *acpárov, kai N ávÜpdrrov. 14 кай ђ o 
Sommpa cov ris ёт:Өошіаѕ Ths Yuyiis dmi] ev dro соў, *%* 
«ai тарта ta ^ мтард xai [Tà] Х^аџртрӣ } áxoXero Jad 

xxiii. 56 
only. Exod. 

x. 25. 
tt. ii. 11 

ыы ^ > 2 > > A € , 15 e k У сод, кай o)kér, айтй oU pù edpjoovew. 15 of k ёиторог * Gen. avli. в 
b Luke x. 34. Acts xxiii. 24. 1 Cor. xv. 39 only. Num. xx. ё. 
e = Gen. xxxiv. 29. 2 Macc. viii. 11. Tobit x. 11. 
g here only. Jer. xxxi. ine) 32. xlvii. (x1.) 10, 13 only. 

23 only. E ames il. 2, 3. ch. хіх. 8 а1.+ : Luke xxiii. 11. 
iv. 28 al. k vv. 3, 11. 

om xa: uvpor C. 
к. edasov bef к. ооу c (f?) 32. 

al. 
e ch. vi. 2 reff. d here only +. 

f Ezxx. xxvii. 13. 1 Chron. v. 21. 
h here oniy: Neh. іх. 35. Isa. ххх. 
(Wied, vi. 12 al) j Dent. 

om ка: owoy Ba b e (f?) j k 12. 6.9. 16-9. 26-7. 80. 60-1. 90.— 
к. xpoBara bef к. xrnvn В rel-scr 2. 9. 84(-5, e sil) 

88 to 49. 47-8. 60-1 Andr-coisl Areth: txt AC[P]N g h rel Andr-coisl Areth. 
14. om $ C. rec T. єт‹биџ. T. фиҳ bef cov, with В rel vss Hip Andr Areth : 

txt AC[P]N g 86 am(with fuld tol) Primas. prrapa Ni. om 2nd ra CN. 
rec (for aveAero) атулбеу, with 1 Andr. a: axeAorro N 6 h 1 m 10-6. 

87-9. 49 Br: om 90: txt AC[P] в rel vul 
rec ov un evp. bef avra, wit Primas. 

syr-dd copt eth Hip Andr-coisl Areth 
rel syr-dd Andr Areth: ov un avra evp. 

AN g 38 Hip: txt C[P] Babdefjl10. 26-7. 30-9. 40-8. 50-1. 90.—rec (for evpn- 
соосіу) evpnons, with 17. 26-7 ; evpnaeis b 1. 10. 87. 49: evpys в rel Hip Andr Areth, 
evpeis 1: txt AC[P ]N m 84-6-6. 51. 90 vulg syr-dd eth Andr-coisl 

' Dionysus was born, і. e. to India, seems 
to give the right statement, if at least it is 
the modern cinnamon, which comes from 
Ceylon. In ref. Exod. it is an ingredient 
in the holy oil for anointing: in Prov. 
vii. 17 it is one of the perfumes of the bed 
of the adulteress: in Cant. iv. 14 it is one 
of the plants growing in the garden of the 
beloved) &nd amomum (a precious oint- 
ment made from an Asiatic shrub, and 
used for the hair: see the numerous cita- 
tions from Ovid, Martial, &c., in Wetat., 
and Plin. Н. М. xii. 13 (28)), and odours 
(for incense), and ointment, and frankin 
cense, and wine, and oil, and fine meal 

the simila or similago of the 
Latins, the finest wheaten meal: see 
Wetst. and Palm and Rost sub voce), and 
wheat, and cattle and sheep, and of 
horses and of chariots (“ Rheda genus 
vehiculi iv. rotarum," Isidor. xx. 17 in 
Wetst., who also quotes Lampridius to the 
effect that Alexander Severus “ rhedas se- 
natoribus omnibus ut argentatas haberent 

it: interesse Romanm dignitatis pu- 
tans ut his tante urbis senatores versa- 
rentur. Quintilian, i. Б, ascribes to the 
word & Gallic origin: **plurima Gallica 
valuerunt, ut rheda et petorritum, quorum 
altero Cicero tamen, altero Horatius uti- 
tur”) and of bodies (i.e. slaves. The 
expression is blamed by the Atticists as not 
used by the ancients: so Pollux, iii. 78, 
oépatra &mAGs otk ћу eros, ДАЛА c- 
para SotAa. And so Phrynichus, p. 878, 
oduara dr rêy drm» àybpawóSow, olov 
сбрата swAcira, ой xparra: of dpa. 

Lobeck, in his note there, shews that 
Plato and Demosthenes use odépara for 
any kind of men indefinitely (Plato, Legg. 
x. 114: Dem. p. 910), and it is the appro- 
priating it to od. бойАа alone which con- 
stitutes the later usage), —and (the accus. 
here comes in after genitives) persons of 
men (so the E. V. for cm wp), ref. Ezek. 
which the LXX render as here, wvxais 
ёу0рбтоу. But iu Gen. xxxvi. 6, for 
ima W] r J, they have rdrra тё sépara 
ToU оїкоо abro), where also E. V. has 
persons. It seems vain to attempt to draw 
a distinction between the sónata and 
Yuxàs dvOpérwy, If any is to be sought, 
the most obvious is that pointed out by 
Bengel, and adopted by Ewald, Hengstb, 
and Diisterd., that the ceuárer expresses 
such slaves as belong to the horses and 
chariots, and (vxàs áv0p. slaves in gene- 
ral). 14.] This verse takes the form 
of a direct ad and then in the next 
the merchants are taken up again. From 
this some have thought that it is not in 
its right place: e.g. Beza and Vitringa 
fancied it should be inserted after ver. 28 : 
others, as Ewald, that it was originally a 
marginal addition by the Writer. But 
irregular as is the insertion, it need not 
occasion any real difficulty. It takes up 
the xAalovow к. wevOÜoUciv of ver. 11, as 
if abra» after those verbs had been $juàr, 
which is not unnatural in а rhapsodical 

e. And тобтоу, ver. 15, refers very 
naturally back to dra Tà Атара x. 7. A., 
in thi» verse. And thy harvest of the 
desire of thy soul (i.e. the ingathering 
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15. 44 — TOUTOV of | п\оџит)сарутє “an айт "áàró ",uaxcpoUer 1 
bere oaly. , \ , ^ a e P T 
dir . 5 1 ojgovrat da Tov фоВоу тоў ° Bacavw noU айт?) P xXai-:. 
me Matt. а". утес ка} P reyÜoÜvres, 19 Aéyovres Oval ovai ў A mos 

" 10. é ? , a a 7 өтт. ij. 9 9 реуаћ, ў * тєрцЗе8 аёт i Búocwov xai А торфирої» э: 
adain wal % коккроу, кай “кєурисорёрт [ev] ypvoip xai Xi0e 
sein. tru xal * іту, бт, "ра pa " zpyuo05» б то dep # Зарар OTE н өр – оригано To 
rf. Ces goUros TAoUTOs. 7 xal mâs х киВеријтқ kal mâs 6 єтї 

"Our а тотоу У п\ёоу кай * vaUra, kai dco. тїр Oddacoay * ёрүй- 
vi. 33, 31 2 

М ver i бота, " йтд " waxpobev éxrncay 18 кай ёкра$а>» BSXésrorres 
^ A L 

тт tov ?калтуду THS d тор®есєа abr, Aeyovres TS ópoía 
1 11 only. 

Prov. Lill. 34. Esek. xxvii. 8, 27, 28 only. (rd., Prov. xil. б. hee, 1 Cor. хі. 28.) 
xxi. 3. xxvii. 2, 6, 24 po Jonah 1. 3. w. eri, here only. 

. сті. 2. b ver. 9. only. ex2. in Wetst. see 

15. ins ка: bef xAaorres В а to fj К 19. 

y Luke vil 23. Acts 
z Acte xxvii. 27, 30 only t. а = here 
cchzüi.& — 

16. rec at beg ins xai, with 991 rel vulg Hip Andr: om ACN B abcd fj 1. 4 9.17- 
8-9. 37-8. 50: om Леу. also 1. 

wepiBeBAn, which is supplied by N35. 

for Acores, Aeyovair В 26. 
e f j k 9. 10.3-6-8. 26-7. 89. 40-2-8. 60-1. 90. 

om 8rd h) A. 

om 2nd ova: Babd 
Ni has жом pern, omg 9 меуалу ч 

for Bva airo», Busaer 
Babefjk12.6. 10-3-9. 26. 40-1.2-8. 50-1. 90 Andr-p: txt ACN rel Hip Andr 
Areth, [Bvsiwor P,] Bvacvvov 1. (om -pern to -pen 9. 27.) 
к. Buog. A. [woppupay P b m 40. 
kexpucoperov ЇЇ. 
e sil) Hip Andr. 
txt ACCP] » rel Hip Andr-coisl Areth. 
B rel vss 

[om 6 P g.] 
ip Andr Areth Tich: txt AC[P]N g Primas. 

кокк. к. торф. 
om 2nd ка Р.] om Зга xa: 1. 

om er A[P] в rel Andr-coisl Areth : ins CN t. 10-6. 36 (6. 37, 
rec (for христо) xpuow, with N 1. 10-7. 36 (f 37. 49, e sil) Andr: 

rec papyaprrass, with 
«pnueÜn 1(30 ver 19). 

om Tipo В. 

17. rec (for о emt тотоу wAewy) exi тау хлор o ошАаз, with 1 Hip Andr-a : ó em 
теу AO ¹ trewr h 4. 6. 17. 32-6-7. 49 Andr Areth Tich: ex: T 2A xAcew [Р 
10. 34. 48: Ney єлє Tov *Aow ©: о eri TAoiwy wAcor Br: txt AC rel am(with ea] 
syr-dd arm Primas, o єт: тоу Torov AC N В. 

18. rec expafoy, with M в rel Andr Areth: expavyafow 9. 13. 27: om am 
expatay 38: txt AC[P] g m 35, clamaverunt vulg Tich. rec (for SAeworres) 
operres, with 1. 84: txt AC[P] в rel Hip Andr Areth, Aeyorres (bnt corrd to txt 
eadem manu) N! 

of the dainties and luxuries which thy soul 
lusted after. It seems better on account 
of the following genitives to take ö rpg 
thus, than to understand it in the concrete 
of the fruit itself, though it frequently has 
this latter sense: see and t's 
Lex. and the reff. here) has departed 
from thee, and all (thy) fat things and 
[thy] splendid things have perished 

m thee, and they (men) shall never 
more at all them. The next 
two verses describe, in strict analogy with 
vv. 9, 10, the attitude and the lamentation 
of these merchants. The merchants of 
these things (viz. of all those mentioned 
in vv. 12, 18, which have been just summed 
up as тбута Tà Atwaph k. r. .) who 
gained wealth from her, shall stand afar 
off by reason of their fear of her tor- 
ment, weeping and mourning, saying, 
Woe, woe, the great city, which was 
lothed in stuff of fine linen and of 

for кажуор, тотоу А vulg: txt C( P]N в rel. om тє C. 

purple and of scarlet, and bedecked (lit. 
gilded ; the zengmatic construction carry- 
ing on the word to the other substantives 
besides xpucly, which we cannot do in 
English) in (or, if ё» be omitted, with) 
golden ornament and precious stone 
and pearl: because (ðr: gives a reason 
for the otal odaf) in one hour hath 
been desolated all that wealth. 
17—19.] The lamentation of the skip- 
masters, fc. And every pilot and every 
one who saileth any whither (the same 
expression, without the ition, is 
found in Acts xxvii. 2. The words here 
re all sailors from place to place), 
and sailors and as many as make traffic 
of the sea (r. 04лассау épyd(er@a:, ‘mare 
exercero, to live by seafaring, is abun- 
dantly illustrated by Wetst, from the 
classics and later writers), stood afar off, 
and cried out when they saw the smoke 
of her burning, saying, Who is like to 
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TH modes тӯ * дєуаМм]; 19 kai. [2ér]éBaXov %®уойў» rl aloh. vis e Mark vi. 11 

Tas кєфаћаѕ avTOv xal ёкрафа» ?kXalovres kai Paey- fl. l. 
^ f ver. 

Godvtes, Xéyovres Oval oval j Amós % 9 реуаћа), év j gere 
7 A e . Xi. rer А 

f ёт\юйттта» партєѕ oí &yovres TA Y èv TH даћасор pr maü. 
ich. хі. 18 reff. {ёк Tis E ri e а)тӣѕ, Sts n Фра nun. K kate xi. s. 

20 ^ evdpaivov ёт’ аўт ovpavé xal oi ! йу кал оѓ k àmo- 
ro Kai ot R трофӯтаг, бт l Expivey б eds rd m круша 
e ^ 12 a 

v ry ! éE аут. 
] eh. vi. 10. 

Pa. xlii. 1. 
see Pa, cxviil. 

21 Kal реу "els ° doyyeXos °ісуирӧ Мор @ Р рі\рор meh, — 
peyay, kai EBadev eis тї» ÓáXaacav, Xéyov Otros *0p- » ch. iil 1з 
риат: BrAnOncera: ВаВилоу 7 
р) є0реб) ёт. 99 kal * ovi) * кїбаррбФь» kai " wovotxay 

re "TEMS, Kad ov dere alf T. 
Сиб, Luke 
rni. 

a“ ^ ^ oniy T. 

Kat Yaudntav kat " caXmicTÓV oU uù dxo⁰ν,jjꝗũ èv coa here озу. 

ёт, kal * mâs JY Teyvírgs maons *Téyvgs * od ш) єйрєӨў Ern tia 
rch. xvi. 19 reff. 
u here only. Ezek.].c. 1 Macc. ix. 41. 

only t. хі John ii. 21 reff. 2 Acts хіх. 24, 36. 
xxix. б. з = Acta vii. 3 (xvii. 29) 

aft rox e ins таитт C то F rimia 
19. гес «бало», with [ 

єхєВаААд» g. s кефал ™ s N. 
Areth, clamabant Primas: txt AC 36 Hip, clamaverunt vulg. 
wevOouvres А 1: ins aft Aeyorres 19. 27: Aey. кап rey. к\а. 9. 

8 = 1 Сог. ziv. 7, 8. ch. i. 10 al. Ezzx. zxvi. 13. 
у Matt. ix. 23 о 

t ch. xiv. 2 only t. 
+. (-Aos, 1 Cor. xlv. 7.) w hero 
eb. хі. 10 only. Deut. xxvii. 15. 1 Chron. 

only. 1 Chron. xxviii. 31. 

JN в rel Hip Andr Areth, «8ала» C: єхеВалоу А syr-dd, 
тес ep, with [PIN в rel Andr 

om кАаоутє$ Kat 

aft rerb. ins xai 
[Р] в rel am(with lipe-5-e) syr-dd Andr Areth Primas: om ACN g m 1. 84 (f 27. 
35. 40, e sil) vulg-ed(with demid fuld) copt Hip Andr-a. 
40-1-2. 
AC[P]N в rel Hip Andr-coisl. 

om 2nd ova: M e g 37. 
rec om Ta, with m 1. 4. 17-8. 84 (e 6. 35-6. 48, e sil) Andr Arcth: ins 

20. rec ex’ аџтту, with [P] 1. 17. 86. 51 (m 90, e sil) Andr: «v арту А k: txt CN 
B(Tischdf) rel Hip Andr-coial Areth. rec om 2nd xa: oi, with C 1. 17: ins ALPIN 
B rel am(with fuld lips-5) syr-dd copt Hip Andr Areth Tich Primas. 

9L om soxupos A syr-dd Tich: Aldo toxupor M! : Abor tcoxupos N36: 10g p Aitor 
40. 

pudcoy C, molarem vulg. 
22. om Ist ка N 1. 

raons texvns N. om last clause 

the great city? And they cast [о] earth 
upon their heads (see besides ref. Ezek. 
xxvii. 30: also 1 Sam. iv. 12; 2 Sam.i. 2, 
xiii. 19, xv. 82; Job ii. 12; Lam. ii. 10; 
and the numerous references in Winer, 
art. Trauer), and cried out weeping and 
mourning, saying, Woe, woe, the great 
city, in ( is ambiguous at first appear- 
ance: bat from what follows it cannot be 
merely local as E. V. “wherein,” but 
must be of the conditional element in 
which: “whereby” would more nearly 
give it in our idiom) which all who have 
their ships in the sea became rich out of 
her costliness (her costly treasures: con- 
crete meaning for the abstract term): for 
in one hour she hath been laid waste. 
20.] The angel concludes with calling 
on the heavens and God’s holy ones to 

aft Ac ins от: Ж 39, 
аи N m 35. 90. 

aft єтї ins ey avr; N B f. 
om хаол$ A copt: om 

гос (for и pvàov, with [P] в rel Hip Andr Ате: Aio» N: txt A, 

hom) N ack m 88. 40. 90. 

rejoice at her fall. Rejoioe over her 
thou heaven, and ye saints and ye 
apostles and ye prophets, for God hath 
judged your judgment upon her (hath 
exacted from her that judgment of ven- 
geance which is due to you: see reff.). 

21—23.] Symbolic proclamation by an 
angel of Babylon’s ruin. And one (or a) 
strong angel took up a stone great as a 
millstone, and oast it into the sea, 
saying, Thus with a rush shall be thrown 
down Babylon the great city, and shall 
never be found any more. And the sound 
of harpers and musicians and flute- 
players and trumpeters shall never be 
heard in thee any more, and every artisan 
of every art shall never be fonnd in thee 
any more, and the sound of the millstone 
(see Jer. xxv. 10, Heb. and E. V., not 
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Matt. xvii, ép GOL ETL, Kat 
oues хыс “© 93 

only. Exod. Kat 

vos, ver. 21.) 
b Јев. x 10. 
с = ch. xxi. 

4*3 du. E фарџакіа сод % émxayiónsav парта тё Cr. 
III. B. 

b фос Avyvou ov ui) * фауў [ev] coi ёт, жай 
o 4. 21) "vupoiov xai » vidus oU p) a covohñ ép coi Ert, Ori oi, | 

з %ёдлторо{ соу та oi-  peyurrüves Ts yis, бте tev Tu 
24 ка} e x? 

AOKAAT WIE IOANNOT. ХҮШ. 23, 21. 

"porh H oU pù dc ёр goi Eri, кт. 
kai ° par: T 

"Eos! GUT) alpa ! трофтт®у каў \dylayv єйрЄб+ xai партер тер 

gir сан. К dohaypeven ёті тўқ m. 
Wind. cu XIX. I Mera ravra ўкоуса las jov еур 
DC булоо ToXXoÜ ёр TQ ойрар@ Xeyórrev ™ AXXa, 9 
еек, P тоттра cal т] ý Soka xal 5j %® Ovvapas ToU Өєой шер, 

"y кы b = ch. H. 30 гей. ch. v.6 reff. T 
10 al. ari me |t tanen сауу: Peine cay ie ce un а = ch. ті. 10. o во ch, 

for uvAov, ридои C. for axovaOn, єоребу В. 
93. homeotel in А 96. 51, vos ет: at end of ver 22 to let eo: er: in ver 23. 

om Ist ra: B: ins C(P]N rel. 
fald lipas) Primas. (in ѓе vulg-ed Perm 
om ol (bef ёфихоро!) A g: ins C[ P. X в rel. (om preceding or: a b ej k 38. 51.) 
Large txt AC[P]M 1 m 

om lst e» C: ins [PIN в rel.—£ibi am(with demid 
Ni. ins фору bef yungys C. 

94. aware rel Andr Areth : txt AC[ PIN в 1. 38 vulg syr-dd copt Hip. 

Cuar. XIX. 1. rec at beg 
Andr: ош АЕМ вка тае зуг 
5 es, with | 1. 16-8. iy Br 
copt Andr Areth.— фе. uey. bef ws 36. 

ins ко, with f! h 1. 10-7. 36-8. (37. 49 Вт, e sil) eth 
-dd copt Andr-cois! Areth Primas. (d def.) 
syr-dd Andr-p Primas Tich : ins ACT PN в rel vulg 

rec oxAov t*oAAov bef реуалуе, with h 10- 
е0: от неуалт» 1. 18. 40: txt AC[P]N в rel vulg-mss syr-dd arm 4-9 (37.49 (Br ?), 

ас Watz 150 ) h. 
Andr Areth. 

Bur., тит 96. 
Andr-p Areth : om ACT N в rel syr-dd Andr lat-ff. 

m bef аллулоиа 1 Andr-a. 
syr-dd Andr - coil а үч АС[ГР]МЗа (1) 4. 18. 38 (d, e sil).—om боё 

aft Sota) ins ka: 7 тш, with 1. 6. 19. 85 (10. 26-7, e sil) copt 

rec Aeyorros, with 30-4: Aeyovcar d: txt ACÍP^N B rel 
9| Suvauuis кес Y Sota B rel 

a кох у) Nl. — for 

rec (for Tov 0eov) кырр Te 
Cew, with 1 Andr-a : xvpue Tov Geou (sic) 8%: то 0«« 36. 47 vulg syr-dd eth arm Areth: 
txt AC[ PN в rel. 

LXX, where the denunciation Je- 
rusalem, and is to be ormed by the 
King of Babylon) shall never be heard 
in thee any more, and the light of а 
lamp shall never shine in (or upox) thee 
any more (still from Jer. 1. c.), and the 
voice of the bridegroom and the bride 
shall never be heard in thee any moro: 
because thy merchants were the great 
men of the earth, because in thy sorcery 
(on the form фардак!а (= -xela) see 
reff.) all the nations were deceived (see 
Іва. xlvii. 9—12). And in her (the angel 
drops the address to the fallen city, and 
speaks out this last great cause of her 
‘overthrow as a fact res g her) the 
blood of prophets and of saints was found 
and of all who have been slain on tho 
earth (i. e. naturally, ofall slain for Christ's 
sake and His мо Compare the decla- 
ration of our Lord respecting Jerusalem, 
Matt. xxiii. 85). 

Сн. XIX. 1—8.] The Church's song of 

praise at the destruction of Babylon. As 
each of the great events and judgments in 
this book is celebrated by ite song of praise 
in heaven, so this also : but more solemnly 
and formally than the others, seeing that 
this is the great accomplishment of God’s 

ent on the enemy of His Church. j 
Cf. ch. iv. 8 ff, introducing the whole 
heavenly scenery: v. 9 ff., celebrating the 
worthiness of the Lamb to open the book : 
vii. оса xi. 15 ff., on 1 falfil- 
ment о s judgments at t e sounding 
of the seventh trumpet: xv. 8, on the in- 
troduction of the series of the vials: xvi. 
5, on the retributive justice shewn in the 
pouring out of the third vial. 

After these things I heará as it were 
& great voice of much multitude in 
heaven, of people saying (Acyévrew is 
most naturally a second dependent geni- 
tive following on булоо) Hallelujah 
word so often found in the Psalter, mme 
‘Praise ye Jah, i.e. Jehovah. Perhaps 
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3 бт 3 d ка} % & xalai al 4 крісеѕ айтоў, бт, * ёкрі- “кіт. 
N [4 А! ^ : 

vey Tv vp THY деүймМмур, * тіс " ёфбєрєу Tijv. yiv Im 
^ ^ ^ res. 

év тў “ториєіа avríje, kal “© єбїкїтєр Y, “айда тб ae 2 
do. афтод “ёк хед айтўў. ? кай Oevrepov х elpn- u I Cor. lil. 

115 Jude 10 

ка» Y'AXXgXovia, xal ò *kaTvos айтӣѕ *avaBalve eis EX 
1 ^ ^ 

TOUS aiQvas тфу aidvev, * xa} Émecav of mpeaBvrepos 
e ^ 

ot elco rep xal Ta тёссєра Sha, xal mposexvvncay 
xxzii. 

TQ беф TH * xaOnpévep *émi TQ Üpóvo, Xéyovres "Аир, * Perle кг, 
T"AAAnAovia, 5 kal феру) amò тоў Üpóvov ef ee Né- Ich: visa rer 

& w. dat., ch. v. 7 ^ ^ ^ e A A 

уоиса » Aiveîre тё беф judy, mávres oi Sohor айтой [xai] v Hb 15, 
71 ot фоойдеуоь avróv oi * шкроі xal oi He. 6 xal 20. xix. 27. 

аж 53.) 
cts il. 

47. til. 8, 9. Rom. zv. 11 (from Ps. схті. 1) only. dat., here only. 3 Chron. xx. 19. Jer. xx. 13 al. 
ech. хі. 18 reff, 

2. om al A. 
e sil) Andr-a. 

бсефбереу В rel Andr Areth: ep, A: txt C[P]N g m 36 (1. 47, 
for 2nd avrov, avrns Ni. i rec ins rns bef xeipos, with 1. 16-7. 

34 (85-6-9. 47 Вт, sil): om AC[P]N в rel Areth. 
8. єрткє» В rel copt Areth: ерукасі» b f g Andr-p: ewar C, error 88: txt AL Pe 

7^4. (ercran o Af Pb B? h ETETAY, 80 B? h j 1 1. 91. 10. 49. 
jade Pinas txt G t ) 
Areth.—rec «uoc: кол тессареѕ: кў вар) 

! e h m 9. 82.8. 47.8. om (wa N 

o: єкос. T. rpg. A Bb f 1 Br 
N rel vulg(with am fuld, agst demid lipes tol) syr-dd Andr-coisl 

k 1 1. 10. 49. 50. 90 Br: txt АСГРЈК e d 
rec rov dporou, with h j 1. 10-7-8-9. 86-8 

(b 37-9. 47-9 Br, e sil) Andr: txt AC[P]N в rel Andr-coisl Areth. 
5. pwvar, etnA0or, Aeyovaas N}, enA0. bef ex T. Өро>. N. rec (for ато 

ex, with [PIN h 1. 4. 10-7-8. 84 (a c f 6. 82-6-7. 47-8-9 Br, e sil) Andr Areth : txt А 
в rel Andr-coisl Areth-comm. for @povov, ov B f. om Aeyouga 1. 12. 47. 

rec тоу Geov, with rel Andr Areth: txt AC[P]N в f 9. 27. 86. 41-2. 61. 
79. om 2nd ка: C[P]K. 
om AC[P]N B rel 
ovrov є{т\бє is now 
of f) omits it.) 

it is hardly justifiable to lay, as Elliott has 
done, a stress on this Hebrew formula of 
praise being now first used, and to infer 
thence that the Jews are оса аз 
bearing a prominent part in the followin 
xol The formula inust have ташы 
with the Psalter, into the Christian 
Church, being continually found in the 
LXX: and its use firat here may be quite 
accounted for by the greatness and finality 
of this triumph), the salvation and the 
lory and the ht belong to our God: 

use true and just are His judgments: 
because He judged (the aorr. as before 
are proleptic, In this case they can be 
rendered by the pes d past in English) 
the great harlot, which corrupted (im- 
perf.: whose habit it was to corrupt) the 
earth in (фу of the element of the corrup- 
tion) her fornication; and He exacted 
in vengeance the blood of His servants 
from ber hand (so almost verbatim in 4 
Kings ix. 7, ка) éxduchoeis Tà айдата тё» 
SoóAwv pou тё» жрофутдр, Kal Ta aluara 

rec ins кох bef o: шкро:, with f (m, е sil) Andr-a: 
syr-dd copt eth arm Andr Areth Prim 
in f: the collators are silent about ког, but 92 (the transcript 

as. (of this ver only 

хйутоу TG» Зоблеу xuplov ёк xeipds 
Ie d ge. The vengeance is considered as 
a penalty exacted, forced, out of the re- 
luctant hand: see also Gen. ix. 5; Ezek. 
xxxiii. 6, where the verb is éx(wreiv). 
And a second time they said Hallelujah; 
and her smoke (of her burning, ch. xviii. 
9 al: not, as Ewald, because r7s *vpó- 
gews abriss is not added, of hell in 
eneral) goeth up to the ages of the ages 
this addition gives & reason for the praise, 

parallel with those introduced А t be- 
fore). And the twenty.four elders and 
the four living-beings fell down and wor- 
shipped God who sitteth upen tho throne, 
saying Amen: Hallelujah (thereby con- 
firming the general song of ise of 
the great multitude). а voice came 
forth from the throne (àwó perhaps (De 
W.) gives more the direction than the 
actual source of the voice (dx, as rec.). 
It is useless to arora ose Meis it 
is: but we may say that (тё беф Apv 
it is not that of Lamb, as Ew. d 
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d ver. I. 

ch. vi. 1. xiv. 

AIIOKAATVIZ IOANNOT. XIX. 

7. Talis TOY *7r0AXGw kai ws ‘dwryv { Врортди © toyup@v, ™ Ac 
14, = е 

ке Heb. v. уортє Y AXXgXovia, бт; | ёбаесфАєисє> * кйро$ б K Beas ó, 
ch. v. 2 

h constr., ch. 
* 

k , 

à таутократор. 
Ich. хі. 17. p Р 
kch.i8ref 2 Oogopep түу “ боёа» avTO, бт, INV o ° 
I Matt. v. 13. 

Petit lt dpviou xai 7) Pyuyn айтой T" 7T0ipaccy éavrv. 
т 2800) аўт) ' iva * тєр8амута, t Bucowov “ Aayrrpóy 
каарду, тд yap * Bicowoy тй Y Oikauopara TOV" dryer 

56. 1 Pet. i. 
8. 

m асі, Luke і. 
41 only. 
z John т. 36. 
wit, 56. 
1 Pet. i. 6, 8. 
Ir. 13 al. Ре. 
exvii. 24. Іва. lzi. 10. _ D ch. zi. 13 reff. 

р = ch. xxi. 9. Matt. і. 20. Deut. xxii. 34. 
John xvii. 4. ch. (vi. 4.) vii 
xxiii. 11. Acte х. 30. 
only. вее ch. xv. 4. 

sr. 

ech. vii. 

w = ch. хі. 18 reff. 

6. om 1st ws c d(appy) m 1!. 6. 12. 85, ins 1-corr: geryy bef es 36. 
Steph Aeyorras, with h 1. 10-6-7-9. 80-7. 47-9 Areth : elz Aeyerres, ws A b 12. 

with A[P] g m 6. 18. 35.6-8 Andr-a, Aeyovcev №, dicentium vulg 
89: txt в rel Andr-coisl, dicentes Tich. 

Jia, ch. vii. 9 ref. — ? 
ames ii. 2, 3. ch: xv. 6 (xviil. 14. xxii. 1, 16) . (Sir. xxix. 22 al.) 

7! yaipwpev ral ™ aya\rA\lopev, xay 

dee TOUR, 
8 xai 

ө = Matt. xxii. 2, Kc. xxv. 10. Lake xii. 38 al 
= ch. xvi. 2. see Gen. zziv. 14, 6. T соты. 

1 ch. xviii, 12 reff. u of elething, Luke 
т = 

om 2nd 

Primas: Aeyor:o: 
aft dcs ins nuo» [P]N® в rel vulg syr-dd 

Andr Areth Tich : om A g 1 (49. 50, e sil) copt.—o бз o ks nuwy N? : om ruptos d 1. 13 
eth Andr. 

7. тес ауалліореда, with B rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt A 
rec (for 3ecoper) done, with N? в rel Andr Areth: txt A 

for *yurn, yuppn №. ауто, avrwy Ni: avrov f. 

PIN g m 1. 12-8. 85-6. 
PjN3a 36 Andr-p. 
om avTov 1 f. 12-6. 39. 

for 

8. rec (for Aau por кадароу) кабаро» kai Aauspor, with 1. 86 Andr: xaSapor A 
17-8: Лартроу kai к 
lax) syr-dd copt th Areth Primas. 

ar per 
v B rel Andr-coisl : txt A[P']N g 1 79 Br am( with demid lipe+ 

rec egi bef тор сусу, with 1. 34. 40-1 vulg 
copt: txt ALPIN в rel syr-dd Andr Areth Primas. 

Hengstb. Our Lord never spoke thus: 
cf. John xx. 17, note) saying, Give praise 
to our God, all His servants (cf. Ps. 
exxxiv. 1), [and] ye that fear , the 
small and the great (cf. Ps. cxv. 18). 
And I heard as it were the voice of muo 
multitude (cf. ver. 1), and as it were the 
voice of many waters, and as it were the 
voice of strong thunders, saying (nom. 
sce ref.], Hallelujah, because the Lord 
God Almighty reigneth (here is a case 
where we cannot appronch the true sense 
of the aor. €BaciAeveey but by an English 
present: “ reigned " would make the word 
apply to a past event limited in duration : 
«‹ hath reigned ” would even more strong] 
imply that the reign was over. It is we 
to note such cases, to shew the ray bu 
of our past tenses to reproduce the 
ones) Let us rejoioe and exult, and we 
will give the glory to Him: because the 
marriage of the Lamb is come (these 
words introduce to us trausitionally a new 
series of visions respecting the final con- 
summation of the union between Christ 
and His Church, which brings about the 
end, ch. xxi. 1 ff.: the solemn opening 
of which now immediately follows in vv. 
11 ff. This series, properly speaking, in- 
eludes in itself the overthrow of the ая 
of the earth. the binding of Satan, the 

thousand years’ reign, the loosing of Satan, 
the final overthrow of the enemy, and the 
general judgment: but is not consum- 
mated except in the entire union of Christ 
and His with which the book concludes. 
So that the aorr. Ide, Froluacer, are in 
а measure proleptic. This figure, of 
a marriage between the Lord and His 
people, is too frequent and familiar to need 
explanation. Cf. in the О. T. Isa. liv. 
1—8; Ezek. xvi. 7 ff.; Hos. ii. 19 f.: and 
in the N. T., Matt. ix. 15 || and note, 
xxv. l ff.; John iii. 29; Eph. v. 25 ff. 
Indeed it penetrates almost every where 
the thoughts and language used respect- 
ing Christ and the Church), and his wife 
hath made herself ready (is complete in 
her adornment, as jn next verse). 
And it was given to her (have we in these 
words still the voice of the celestia! chorum, 
or are they merely narrative, written in 
the person of the Seer himself? It seems 
to me that the latter alternative is ren- 
dered necessary by the fact of the expla- 
nation, rb yap x. r. A., being subjoined. 
Düsterd. makes the song end at Aauwpór : 
but this seems harsh and disjointed. 
Moreover the 48665 is the regular formula 

. narrandi of the book) that (a construction 
of St. John’s, see reff.) she should be 
clothed in fine linen raiment, bright 
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9 Kal Ne pos Граүо» х Maxdptos of eis тд дєйтүор z Loke ziv. 15. 
тод ° yapov той dpviou У xexAnpévor. кад №ує pot Obroi s 

zz Matt. xxii. 
* 3 Johnil.3 

Esth. v. 

оќ Ayo, oi = anwo? тод Bead ciow. 10 kal * meca * čp- e . 4 
тросдє» т@у * Today айтой * тро$клл}та aùr. xal a here only. 

see ch. XXII. 

Aéyet но Opa uý *avv6ovAós cov eiui ка) TOv а$е\- b eh. хай. 9. 
pov cov tov "éyóvrev T» ° papruplay ° "сод: TQ feg Е 

9. om »ypaxor 1 vulg-ms Andr-a. 
1. om 2nd ко Aeye: uoi: №! (6?) 88. 
rel Andr Areth: for о, pov RI: txt A 4. 48.—rov 0cov bef алт6. 

for To, тоу В 16. 

see Matt. vill. 
Heb. үш. 

8. 
o ch. vi. 11 reff. 

d ch. vi. 9 reff. e ch. i. 2 reff. 

om Tov 'уадоо [P]N! 
rec om ol (aft Абуо‹), with (P](N*5) в 

Nis g k. тес 
egw bef тоо Өеоо, with Ni 1. 17 (a h 87-8. 49, e sil) Andr: txt A[P](N*) в rel vulg 
syr-dd copt Andr-cois! Areth Primas. 

10. (ехєтө, so A[P]N b hi j 1 m 1. 2. 10-6-7. 26-7. 85-6-9. 49-9. 50 Andr. a. (d def.) 
for ертросбєу, evonrior B. 

ауте, ауто» В. om 2nd соу N' 6. 
[for xposxurnoat, коз xposexuynoa P.] for 

ins xa: bef Tw» exo r 1. 12. reo 
ins rov bef lst moon, with 51 (2. 89. 40-7, e sil): om ALPIN в rel Andr Areth. 

(and) pure (** Vides hic cultum gravem ut 
matrone, non pompaticum qualis meretri- 
cis ante descriptus." Grot.), for the fine 
linen raiment is (imports, see Matt. 
xivi. 26 reff.), the righteousness of the 
saints (i.e. their pure and holy state, at- 
tained, as in the parallel description ch. 
vii. 14, is declared by the elder, by their 
having washed their robes and made them 
white in the blood of the Lamb. The 
plur. -pata is probably distributive, im- 
plying not many дисш@дата to each one, 
as if they were merely good deeds, but 
one S:xaleoua to each of the saints, en- 
veloping him аз in а pure white robe of 
righteousness. Observe that here and 
every where, the white robe is not Christ’s 
righteousness imputed or put on, but іле 
saints’ righteousness, by virtue of being 
washed in His blood. It is their own; 
inherent, not imputed; but their own by 
their part in and union to Him). 

9, 10.] The Bride in this blessed mar- 
riage being in fact the sum of the guests 
at its celebration, the discourse passes to 
their blessedness, and an assurance of the 
certainty of that which has been foretold 
respecting them. The Apostle, moved by 
these declarations, falle down to worshi 
the angel, but is forbidden. And he sait 
(who? the only answer ready to our hand 
is, the angel of ch. xvii. 1. Some, as 
Ewald and Ebrard, suppose some one 
anga to have been constantiy with St. 
John throughout the visions: but there 
seems no reason for this) to me, Write 
(cf. ch. xiv. 18) Blessed are they who 
are bidden (see reff.: and bear in mind, 
throughout, our Lord’s parables on this 
matter: Matt. xxii. 1 ff, xxv. 1 ff. Our 
ch. iii. 20 furnishes us with a link binding 

Vor. IV. 

on the spiritual import to the figure) to 
the supper of the счас of the lose 
And he saith to me (the solemn tition 
of this formula shews that what follows it 
is a new and important declaration), These 
sayings (cf. ch. xvii. 17. If we under- 
stand that the ker is the angel of ch. 
xvii 1, then otro: of Лбуо will most 
naturally include the prophecies and reve- 
lations since then) are the true (we should 
hardly be justified, in a book where dAn@t- 
yés has tedly occurred in a sense 
hardly distinguishable from àA»04s, in 
pressing it here to its more proper mean- 
ing of “genuine” (as Disterd.), which 
would very well suit the sense in this 
place) (sayings) of God (are the very 
truth of God, and shall veritably come to 
pass). And I fell down before his 
feet to worship him (out of an overween- 
ing reverence for one who had imparted 
to him such great things: see also ch. 
xxii. 8, where the same again takes place 
at the end of the whole revelation, and 
after a similar assurance. The angel who 
had thus guaranteed to him, in the name 
of God, the certainty of these great reve- 
lations, seems to him worthy of some of 
that reverence which belongs to God 
Hi . The reason given by Düsterd., 
that in both cases John imagined the 
Lord Himself to be speaking to him, is 
sufficiently contradicted by the plain as- 
sertion, here in ch. xvii. 1, and there in 
ch. xxii. 8 itself, that it was not a divine 
Person, but simply an angel): and he 
saith to mo, Take heed not (to do it): I 
am a fellow-servant of thine, and (a 
fellow-servant) of thy brethren who have 
the testimony of Jesus (as in reff.: on 
the former of which sce мол worship 

8 
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f see 1 Cer. xii. 

10 11. Jer ne f 
„31. m EIOS. 

g Mati. ii. 16 т рофтт 
м L. Jobs і. 

vib M.) x. h : (E. mos "Asvkos, кай 

з eh. rr. 2 

AIIORKAATVISZ IQANNOT. 

п Kai «доу Tóv , ovpavoy © уєфүрќрор, ка} бой b 
б ‘xa@npevos i én’ айтор [xadovpevos | 

1. a [4 e , x А 

һе н.а. Jarsoros кад } а№)грос, кай év ®бысспдосйуу * xpives «ain: 

XIX. 

eft 

tE- 

ДАЛ 1 толере 12 of 82 = h айтой [ds] = PADE ups, xal 
Acts xvii. 31. 

13. илт. ] ch. ii. 16 reff. 

rec ins rov bef 2nd rcov, with rel Andr-coial : om A[P]& B f g 1. 16. 36 Andr. 
f is now defective from 

before the loss of the portion xix. 10 to xx. 15.) 
—rov viov 48 Areth. 
given from old collations ma 

m ch. i, 14 (ref.). 

(d def.) 
is point, but ite readings are 

11. rec avewypevoy, with B I-) rel Orig Andr Areth: txt A[P]M 42? Hip 
Andr-p. Aeutxos 1. 

18. о; is repeated aft Se in &. 

God (both words are emphatic : let - 
Se be reserved for ge for (these 

words following are those of the angel, 
not of the Apostle, as Düsterd.: ver. 8, 
and ch. v. 8, where the Apostle gives ex- 
planations, are no rule for this place, 
where the explanation of necessity comes 
from the ker, whose reason for pro- 
hibiting the offered homage it renders) 
the testimony of Jesus (the gen. "Іисоб is, 
as before, objective : the testimony borne to 
Jesus by these as»3ovAo:, men and angels 
is the spirit of prophesy (there is no 
difficulty in this saying: no reason for 
destroying its force by making ‘Inco? 
subjective, and ў дарт. "Тус. to mean 
“the witness which proceeds from Jesus” 
Düst.. What the angel says is this: 
Thou and I and our brethren are all 
Éxovres thy paprupiay “сод (= pdp- 
Tupes ‘Ingot, as uniformly in this book); 
and the way in which we bear this wit- 
ness, the substance and essence of this 
testimony, is, the spirit of prophecy; 
ty rrepa eworlabnper. Spirit, 
given to me in that I shew thee these 
things, given to thee in that thou seest 
and art to write them, is the token that 
we are fellow-servants and brethren. 
Lodel Vitringa: “Idem ille Spiritus qui 

itur agitque per eos qui predicant 
testimonia Christo, quod agebant Apos- 
toli, idem ipse est, qui per me loquitur, 
qui missus sum & Domino ut res venturi 
temporis tibi declararem. Tanta itaque 
iua quanta mea est dignitas, sumusque 
adeo conservi ad officia non disparia ho- 
noris et gradus a Domino appellati." It 
does not follow that every one of those 
ёхбутоу thy papruplay "лсо? has, in the 
same distinguished degree, the Spirit of 
prophecy: but every such one йаг the 
same Spirit, and that one Spirit, and no 
other, is the Spirit of prophecy). 

om KGAovueros ALT] 
Атей: ins aft moros №: txt B rel vss Orig Andr-coi 

om es [P]N в rel arm Hip Andr: ins A gm 

c 1. 4. 6. 171. 32. 48 Hip Andr 
Iren-int Viet Jer Primas. 

11—XXIL 5.] Тнк Exp: beginni 
with the triumphal coming forth of the 
Lord and His saints £o victory (vr. 
11—16), then ing with the great 
defeat and destruction of the beast and 
false prophet and kings of the earth (vv. 
17—21), the binding of Satan and the 
millennial reign (ch. хх. 1—6), the us- 
binding of Satan and his destruction and 
that of the deceived nations (xx. 7—10), 
the great general judgment (xx. 11—15), 
and terminating with the vision of the new 
heavens and earth, and the glories of the 
new Jerusalem (xxi. 1—xxii. 5). 

li—16.] The triumphal coming forth 
of the Lord and His hosts to victory. 

I saw heaven opened, and behold a 
white horse (the same words, including 
the five following, as in ch. vi. 2, It is 
wonderful that this striking identity, in a 
book where symbolism is so constant to 
iteelf, has not prevented the mistak 
which have been made in interpreting 
that place. This horse and Rider are 
(symbolically) the same as there: the 
vic kal Iva укћзр is on the point of its 
completion: the other horses and their 
riders, dark forms in His great world- 
long procession to victory, will now for 
ever vanish, and war and famine and 
pestilence be known no more), and 
that sitteth upon him 

being his concern in his present triumph- 
ant progress. Notice that the very con- 
struction with the participles каббиеғот 
and xaAojueros is the same as that in ch. 
vi. 2). His eyes (the 84, as often, is best 
given in English by an asyndeton, mark- 
ing a break in the sense, ing from the 
subjective to the objective description) 
were ав] a flame of fire (ch. i. 14 ver- 
tim, again beyond question identifying 

aposkurnoor 7) yap ° џартиріа © Incov ёст TO eh ағ 
2 
le. 
2 
— 
m 
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a 
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h abroũ n òiaꝭjuara r, ° уор [óvópara a çh zi, 3 ret. 
Eva, каї] ° буора ? yeypappévoy ё ovdels olden €i p ver. i ch. 

13 ca ¥ rrepiBeBrAnpévos € ipatiov * BeBappévov 5 
at кёкМмлүтаз TO буора афтод 
u стратєйџата [Tà] ё TÈ одраиф jeorove айтф 

хіт. 1. xviL 

ae , ^ а =ч Hey n O t Aoyos тоў Oeod. irse к.м. 
John xiii. 38 

per хт. эз. 
ots P Aeuxoís e,“. BUaaivoy х Nevxoy ка- J , xii. 2, 3.) 

Levit. xiv. 6. l5 cal 7 ёк tod oTópaTos avrod Y ёктторейетад У Ho tioba i. 1, me 
note there. 

Feta, (ya. * éy айтў *патаё) tà ёбу, kal айтд , i. 18 1) 

в. т ch. i. 13 reff. 
. vi. 8 reff. 

e sil) vulg Orig Andr-coisl Areth Iren-int Cypr. 

w ch. xviil. 12 reff. 
&ch.zi.6. 1 Ешдзіт. 8. Zecu. xiv, 

reff. see Neh. 
us ch. ifl. & (reff.). y ch. і. 16 (reff.). 

З:одлиата (but corrd) 
'ec om ovopata yeypappera ко, with A[P] 4 (c 11. 6. 47-8, e sil) vulg Orig 
а Areth Iren-int Cypr: oropara -yeypaupera ovdis, omg Kas оуода "yeypaug.evor, 
J: txt B rel.—exowr ovopa oiBev, omg all the rest, Ni. for et, 7 Ni. 

ВеВаи., Tepipepauuevoy N: wepipepayrigpevoy N: ерраутісреғоу ev 82, 

51 
mg то, Ni. 

voy e 36: om BeBap. amare k. rec (for xewAnra:) каЛета, with 1. 4. 
o 1 6. 16. 36-7-9. 48 BF, e sil) Andr Areth : txt AI PJ в rel eth Hip: 

jh om 2nd та, with k Bc fj1m 1. 6. 16.8. 27. 85-8 Andr-a: ins АГР] rel 
r-coisl. "koAovOovr 1. 38. for e, ex: B rel Orig Audr-cois] Areth: 
t g 1. (17) 346 (f 16. 38-9. 40, e sil) Andr-a. (#фхко: толло! 17. 79 Andr-b. 
Bvuuevois (but corrd) Ni. rec ins xa: bef xa8apor, with № 1. 10. 84 (e 36. 
) Orig Andr Jer: om A[P] в rel am(with demid fuld lipe-5 tol) syr-dd Andr- 
h Iren-int Cypr. 
Sicropos bef ofesa в rel syr-dd Andr Areth Cypr: om ALPIN 36-8. 61 (1, е 
ith demid fuld) copt Orig Andr-a Iren-int. 
27, e sil): waparaty 9: 

id upon His head (accus.: see 
note) many diadems (probabl 
BaciAebs Васл ёе»: so Ewald, 
lengstb. Certainly these are not 
18 of the ten kings, as Züllig, al., 
we yet to be overthrown, ver. 19 
стёфауоѕ of ch. vi. 2 has become 
d in the course of the subjection 
‘orld to Him): having [names 
(if these words are genuine, pro- 
2 meaning is that the names were 
‚ on the diadems, signifying the 
f each), and] a name written 
is not said. m this portion of 
ription rding His head, pro- 
the Brow) which none knoweth 
limself (what name is indicated ? 
y not that given below, ver. 18; 
these words mean that He Him- 
1e Knows the mystery latent in 
ne (zo Vitringa, al). Nor again 
ay that it is any of the names by 
ur blessed Lord is known to us 
(ю Ewald, al.). But it is the 7d 
ov Tb xaydy of ch. 111. 12: some 
| glorious name, indicative, as ap- 
om the context there, of the com- 
mion between Him and His people, 
His final triumph. This name the 
saw written, but knew not ite im- 

om iva тес хат . ago 

txt A[P] в rel Orig Andr Areth, warafa M. 

rt: that, like the contents of the sealed 
k, being reserved for the day when He 

shall reveal it): and clothed in а vesture 
dipped in blood (see Isa. lxiii. 2, 8: which 
is clearly in contemplation here, from our 
ver. 16 b. This being so, it is better per- 
haps to avoid the idea of His own blood 
кшш view): and His name is called, 
The Word of God (this title forms so plain 
a link between the Apocalypee and St. 
John’s writings, where only it occurs, that 
various attempts have been made by those 
who reject his authorship, to deprive it of 
that significance. I have discussed these 
in the Prolegomena, § i. parr. 110, 111). 
And the armies which are in heaven 
(ios the holy angels only, as De W. and 

engstb., but the glorified saints: the of 
uer’ афтоў of ch. xvii. 14, who are spoken 
of in reference to this very triumph, and 
are said to be xAnrol ка} ékAexrol xal 
тісто!) followed Him upon white horses, 
clothed in fine linen [raiment] white, 
pure (this clothing also speaks for the 
saints being included in the triumphal pro- 
cession : see ver. 8, and ch. vi. 11). And 
out of His mouth goeth forth a 
sword (see ch. i. 16, ii. 12, 16), that with 
(dv, as invested in or with) it he may 
smite the nations; and He (there is an 

3 B 2 



тоў *Travrokpáropos. 

Aéov xal Küptos rupiæv. 

teo (o) ch. o & TO péya той 
iv. 7 reff. 

m ch. viu. 13. xiv. 6 only t. 
16 al. Dan. i. 16 (v. 1 Theod.) only. 

ATIOKAATWIS, IOANNOT. 

d токар? aùroùs *év pd odnpa каї avros * ari 
тў» * муф» ToU d olvov тод * диро тў брүй< ToU © де. 

16 ка} Eyer ёт) тб ipdTtov xai èri: 
Tóv f unpov айтой © буода 5 yeypaupévov ^ BaacXcUs Bacı- - 

n ch. xvi. 14, 16 reff. (Exex. xzxiz. 17, 18.) 
p ch. xvii. 

Х1Х. 

i) 17 Kal eld D wyyedov ёттфта év TQ Mi, ra 
шз Expafer [ev] povi ed Xéyov тас тоф * dpyéoss то 
ch t lzreropévois ёр n necovpavrjuar, Дедте " avváyOrrre " eis 70 

0co0, 18 iva P фауттє ? сарка; 
Oo ver. S. Luke xr. 

16. James v. 3. Levit. zzvi. 29. 

rec ins xa: bef rns opyys, with 1 (g. e sil) Andr: om A(N) в rel vulg cop. eth 

arm Orig 
have been put over 3s opyns, but removed). 

16. om ет: то шато» ка: А eth-rom Cassiod. (for «uario, perexor g.) 
rec ins TO 2nd ex: N. for тоу, тоу 1. 

в rel Orig Andr Areth. 

Andr-coisl Areth lren-int Tich.— us opyns bef rov будоо N(marks of erasure 
om last тоо 1. 

om 
ovopa, with 1 Andr-a: om А[Р К 

17. for eva, алХоу N: om B rel syr-dd Andr-a Tich: era aud m 35 Andr-coid: 
txt A[P] g h 1 17. 88 (1. 87. 41-7-9 Br, e sil) 

aft enpater ins «e» NBbefjkim 2. 13. 26-7. 42. 50-1. 9. 
гес xeregrois, with [P] c k 1 32 (2. 37-9. 40-1, 

ресоирауытиат: 1. 33[: шооорауцмат: Р 

екроўеу В g tol. 
om Aeywr 1. 12. 36. 49. 

e si): txt АМ в rel Andr Areth. 
rec (for cvraxOnre) xai cuvaryer@e : om 1: txt ALPIN в 

lipss tol, agst lips-6) syr-dd copt eth Andr Areth. 

Andr Areth Primas. 

SI 
am(with demid fuld 

rec (for To peya тош) rc» 
peyaAov, with 1. 36 (49, e sil) lips-s Andr-a: txt A[P]N B rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr 
Areth Primas Tich. r peya k 4. 6. 16. 26. 34-5-9. 40-1-8. 90: Tor peyar b с m 32.— 
TOV дєгтуоу TO цеуа 

emphasis in this and the following clause 
on ajros, which however would be too 
strongly rendered by *'Aimself") shall 
rule (see ch. ii. 27, xii. 5, and note) them 
(masc.; their component members being 
in the Writer's mind) with а rod of iron: 
and He (and none other, as we know from 
Isa. lxiii. 8) treadeth (it is His office to 
tread) the winepress of tho wine of the 
fleroeness of the wrath (of the outbreak- 
ing of the anger: see on ch. xvi. 19) of 
Almighty . Апа He hath upon His 
vesture and upon His thigh a name 
written (i.e. most naturally, written at 
length, partly on the vesture, partly on 
the thigh itself; at the part where, in an 
equestrian figure, the robe drops from the 
thigh. The usual way of taking the 
words is to suppose the ка! epexegetic or 
definitive of the former words, *on His 
vesture," and that on the part of it cover- 
ing His thigh. So De W., Düsterd., al. 
Others imagine (so Grot., al.) a sword, on 
the hilt of which the name is inscribed. 
But there is no trace of this in the text. 
Wetst. quotes Cicero, Verr. iv. 48, “ Sig- 
num оше pulcherrimum, cujus in 
frmoro literulis minutis argenteis nomen 
M yronis erat inscriptum :” and Pausanias, 

e g h, Tor $. Tov peyay 88.) 

Eliac. ertr, à»dÓnua .. . à»bpbs cixar 
. . . eo 0$ à abrb уєураррбғоә 
dry ёж) ToU unpod, Zivi b  BaauAe: м 
apo ly vd Enkay Mer da. See 
also Herod. ii. 106, where the inscription 
runs across the chest from shoulder to 
оо King of Kings, and Lord ef 
Lords (с . xvii. 14). 

17—21.] Defeat and destruction of the 
beast and the false prophet and the kings 
of the earth: preceded by (17, 18) an an- 
gelic proclamation, indicating the vas:- 
ness of the slaughter. 

And I saw an (one) angel standing in 
the sun (not only as the place of bright- 
ness and glory becoming the herald of so 
great а victory, but also as the central 
station in mid-heaven for those to whom 
the call was to be made): and he cried 
with a great voice, saying to all the 
birds which fly in mid-heaven, Come, be 
gathered together (see, on the whole of 
this proclamation, Ezek. xxxix. 17 ff., of 
which it is a close reproduction; also 
Matt. xxiv. 28) to the great banquet of 
God, that ye may eat the flesh of ki 
and the flesh of captains of thousands, 
and the flesh of strong men, and the 
flesh of horses, and of them that sit 

vial з 

ETT.: | 

‚ә 
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16—21. 

«ai ? саркаѕ партои * édevOépwy те xai * Sovhwv каї, = 
*uixpov kai ed N). 19 кай «доу то Onpiov xal тойс 18 xi 
Race tis үй xal tà “otpatedpata айтё» " cvv- 

AIIOKAATYISZ IOANNOT. | 

Bactréwv каў ? саркаѕ "yuiuápyov каў ? саркаѕ * isyu- 
pôv xal Podpxas іттоу kai tov kaÜnuévov ёт avTovs, 

729 

q ch. ті. 15 reff, 
r — Matt. xii 

q sch. xlii. 18 

ver. б. ch. xi. 
18. xiii, 16, 

1 Ps. 
cxiii. 13 (21). 

u ver. 1 
v ch. xi. 7 reff. 

зрурёра Y той]та& Tov Y róXepov herd TOD “ kaÜnuéyov “ ёт) v i aret 
тод йтпоо xai peta той “orpatevpatos avToU. 0 ка : 3 10) а15. Rete 
х ,,] то Ünpíov, кай [ oi] Y рет айтоў, б * yevdorpo- Hi qui) 

only t. (Cant. 
F. rn ó *®тойю}ста$ Ta ° стреа ёрдтіюу abro), b ёр ols її б. 

40 а]. sch. xvi. 13. 
20 (reff.). 

f so Num. xvi. 30, 33. Рв. liv. 16. 
h as above (д). Luke v. 1, 2. vili. 22, 23 

qm see ver. 15. ch. 1. 16, 

18. om from Ist xa: to 2nd 1. 49. 
avrow N: txt A f. om rartor l. 

47: ins APN rel. 
48, e sil) Andr Areth. 

19. for [3ra] ка, kata Ni. 
Andr Areth Tich Primas. 

a ch, xiii. 13 reff. 
d ch. All. 16, 17 reff. 

33 only. Ps. evi. 
also cb. viii. 8. Heb. xii. 18. pres., John xv. 6. 

bd , еъ fii, BN 

be émXávnoev Tos Xaffóvras тд d ydpaypa Tod Ünpíov ка} . А) 
| TOUS poskvyolvras тӯ oel айтоў, f Lavres ёВ\№]Өлсар * ишга, 
- оё Svo eis тту @ Муи тод Emupòs Tis 'katouérys év Narkis. i 
' k 21 \ е 12 7 1 ^ im 6 25. v. 40 Gel. 1 кай oi Мойто ! атектаубпсау ! ёи тӯ ™ poudala Luke vi. 4. 

пе i 15. 
see John ix, 

b ch. xviii. 23, € net., ch. il. 
e ch. xiii. 14, 18 reff. Dax. iii. 18. 

gch, хх. 10, 14 (bis), 15. xxi. 8 only. (Dan. vii. 11.) 
А = ch. xzi. 8. Job xli. 11. see 
k ch. ix. 17, 18 reff. Ich. vi. 8 (гей.). 

гес ел” avrev, with P] в rel Andr Ате: ex 
rec (aft éAevOCpuv) om re, with 1 (9. 26?): 

ins Al PIN Рета, 7 rel Andr-a-coisl Areth. om xai кроу) в f К 9. 30-6. 
aft шкроу ins re B rel: om АГР]М g m 1. 84-5. 51 (4. 6. 32 

ins тоу bef деуало» ^ g. 
for avrov, avrov A € 6. 11: txt [PIN B rel vss 

rec om Tov e (bef яоЛероу), ki [Р] в(ре!) rel Synops 
Andr: ins AN B(Mai) d e f k 19. 13-6. 26-7. 89. 41-9. 51 Areth. 

20. rec (for о per’ avrov o) uera TovTov o, with 1. 30 Andr-a: uer! avrov o N h 89-7. 
492 Br, иет’ avro o 88 vulg Synops Andr-p Primas: o дет avrov B rel: о per’ avrov o 
[P(Tischdf, expr)] 88: txt A 34(omg д) 41. 
єкоуа NI 88. BA7n83corra 1. 38. 

for ту воз, To xapaypa В, THY 
теб тту Katoueyny, with В rel, stagnum 

ardens igne Promiss: txt А [P(Tischdf, expr)] N, ignis ardentis vulg, ignis ardentis 
igne Primas. 
Andr: om A[P]N в rel Andr-p Areth. 

on them, and the flesh of all, free as 
well as bond, both small and great (this 
proclamation is evidently not to be pressed 
into а place in the prophecy, nor are its 
details to be sought in the interpretation, 
as has been done by Andreas and Prima- 
sius, who hold the birds to be angels, and 
Brightm., who holds them to be nations 
and churches. The insertion is made, as 
above, to shew the grentness and univer- 
sality of the coming slaughter). And I 
saw the beast (ch. xiii. 1) and the kings 
ofthe earth and their armies gathered 
together (as above under the sixth vial, 
ch. xvi. 12 ff., on the field of Harmagedon) 
to make their war (viz. а per 
above, ch. xvi. 14, xvii. 14) with Him 
that sitteth upon the horse and with his 
army (otparevparos, sing. probably as 
being one, and having one Head, whereas 
they are many, and under various leaders). 
And the beast was taken (reff), and 

rec ins tw bef dem, with d(perhups) m 1. 802-4-6 (c 6. 32. 49, е ail) 

those with him (to wit, the qev5orpo- 
фїттз, and of Aormol, ver. 21: ог, and 
with him the false prophet),—the false 
prophet who wrought the miraoles in 
his presence (cf. ch. xiii. 11—17, by 
which it clearly a that this false 
prophet is identical with that second 
beast), with which he deceived those 
who received (not Десна ү пог рго- 
bably, who Aad received, as E. V.: the 
aor. part. is contemporary, as usual, with 
the aor. verb: and is probably here used 
because the receiving the mark is one act, 
the worship (wposxuvvovvras) a continued 
habit) the mark of the beast and those 
who worshipped his image (cf. ch. xiii. 
14, 16): the two were cast alive into 
the of fire which burneth (the ex- 
traordinary concord, той *vpbs rfs Kaio- 
рб, appears to have been in the ori- 
ginal text, and must be simply accepted 
as it stands) with brimstone (viz. into 

— 



AIOKAATYIZ IOANNOT. хх. 730 

aver.17. той кабтиёрои ёті тод îmmov Tj = ё \Өойсу "ёк тоб 
"d. Mat. OTOMATOS аўто? kai парта TÀ "Üpvca ° éyopráaÜncay ёк 
v. 0. xiv. ^ ^ ^ 

el Pedi THY TAPKAY aUTOV. uina 
den. h. , ) — XX. 1 Kal clov dyyeXov катаВайорта ёк тоб ойра- *- 

reff. ^ а ^ ^ E rRer.,here рой, Éyovra тїр P Mety Tis 28ӧссоу cal "wow Meya- з} 
, Ll ^ ` , , 

$a Anv e тў» xeipa ar ? kai *ёкраттсє» Tov "Ópd- ева 
7 aL 7 е 10-3 1 xi oniy. корта, "6 Yödıs ó “dpyaios, $$ ёст Sia8oros xal o 1" 

acc ш 7. 30, 
кею 

t = Rev., here only. Mark xiv. 49, 61 al. Ps. cxxxvi. v. 

Zaravüs, cal noe айтди ума ёта, ? кай ёВаћер айтор 
u nom., ch. L б. vch. xii. 9. 

4 21. rec (for efeASourn) exropevopern: txt ALPIN в rel Andr Areth. 

Cuar. XX. 1. aft ider ins алло» N59 32: aft аууєлоу 89. (Aor of ayyeAor is 
not in the text of Tischdf's edn of N.) om ex Tov ovparov NI. rec Ae 
with 1 1 (f(and 92) 18. 89, е sil) Andr Areth: xAe:ðay 16: txt AN B rel Andr-coisl. 

&Avgeciy NI. 

ins o bef 8:48. № j 38. 
c h j m 9. 10-8-8. 27. 34-5-7-8. 41-2-7. 90. 

for em: т. хера, er TH хер: N 38. 
3. гес Tov opi Tov apxaov, with N в rel Andr Areth: txt A. 

rec om 6 (bef сатағаѕ), with rel Andr: ins AN в 
for os, o R. 

add o Aare THY ouovueryr 
олу» (from ch xii. 9) в rel syr-dd Andr Areth: om AN c g f(e sil) 32. 47 vulg copt 
Andr-a Vict Aug Tich Promiss Primas. 
ver 8. 

Gehenna, or hell properly so called, Matt. 
v. 22; where also, after the millennium, 
Satan himself is cast, ch. xx. 10, and 
when their work is finally accomplished, 
Death and Hades, ib. 14 a. This lake of 
fire constitutes the second death, ib. 14 b, 
xxi. 8. These only, and not the Lord's 
human enemies yet, are cast into eternal 
unishment. The latter await the final 
udgment, ch. xx. 11 ff). And the rest 

(the Вас:Леі and their crpareUpaTa) 
were slain with the sword of Him that 
sitteth on the horse, which (sword) 
goeth forth out of His mouth (see Isa. xi. 
4; 2 Thess ii. 8. De Wette remarks, 
that it is a hint of the spiritual nature of 
this victory, that no battle seems actually 
to take place, but the Lord Himself, аз in 
2 Thess., destroys the adversaries with the 
sword out of his own mouth. But clearly, 
all must not be thus не For 
if so, what is this gathering? what is 
indicated by the coming forth of the Lord 
in glory and majesty? Why is His personal 
presence wanted for the victory ?): and 
all the birds were satiated with (out of, 
as the material of the satiety) their flesh. 

Сн. XX. 1—10.] THE VICTORY OVER 
Satan. The next enemy now remaining 
is the Arch-fiend himself, who had given 
his might and his throne and great power 
(ch. xili. 2) to the beast: whose instru- 
mente the other enemies were. The blow 
iven to him by their overthrow is followed 

his binding and incarceration for 1000 
years (тү, 1—8): during which period the 

homootel in N avror to Ist азто» 

Saints live and reign with Christ, and 
judge the world, and the first resurrection 
takes place (vv. 4—6). But his malice 
and his power are not yet at an end. One 
final effort is permitted him at the end 
of that time (ver. 7), and he once more 
succeeds in deceiving the nations (ver. 8), 
who come up against the camp of the 
saints, and are destroyed by fire from 
heaven (ver. 9). He is then cast into the 
lake of fire with the beast and false pro- 
1855 there to be tormented for ever 

1. The binding of the 4 1—3. e binding of t ragon. 
And I saw an ing down out of 
heaven (not Christ himself, as Aug., 
Andr. Calov. Vitr, Hengstb., al.: nor 
the Holy Spirit, as Joachim, Cocceius 
(al. P): but a veritable angel, as always 
before in this book) having the key of tho 
abyss (of hell, the abode of the devil and 
his angels: вее ch. іх. 1. For this abyss 
apparently is distinct from the lake of 
fire, a further and more dreadful place of 
unishment: see on ver. 10. This 
ey had been for the purposes of God's 

judgments given to Satan (= Abaddon, 
Apollyon), and by him the locusts were let 
forth, ch. ix. 1—11. Now it is entrusted 
to other hands, and for another purpose), 
and a great chain in (so in English: Gr., 
resting on, hanging upon, as a chain natu- 
rally would be: see reff.) his hand. And 
he Leid hold of the dragon (already well 
known from ch. xii. 8 ff., 9; xiii. 2, 4; xvi. 
18), the ancient serpent (for the expres- 

33 te 35. 
37 те! 
47 105]. 
9) B.. 



1—4. AIIORAATYIZ IOANNOT. 

eis THY " áfvacov, ral ÉxXeisev Kal Y ёсфрауүеу 

avtod, va uù ? rXavijag Ere Tà E0yn, йур * те\ес6ў d 

181 

x 7 = J . émrávo "5 ті 
Matt. xxvii. 
66.) Dan. vi 
17 РА e a ^ b ^ , A e > x [T] e е хдча ery perà тата der \№ђиса айтд» ° pupüy Ві. 

с r 

ypovov. y ch. ii. 20 reff. 
з =еһ.х.7 

, ff. 
* Kai «доу è Üpóvovs, kal ékáÜwrav én’ ab ros, rab · 2 Мм xuv. 

e «piua 1 é0005 айтоф* kal tas Sapuyas тӧр h rereke- Ss 
cio pévov d T)» ! naprupíay V'Igao кай Ov Tóv !Aoyov 

^ 0 ^ ai k еу э Y LA ы @ А 58 

тоў бӨєоў, к otrives où 'arposexuyncay TO Onpiov ovde 
` эг э e^ \ , У m , 3 ` Thy eikóva аўто Kal ойк & тд 1 харауца ёт} тд 

b Mark vil. 35. 
Luke xiii. 16. 
John xi. 44. 
ver.7. Ps. 
civ. 20. 

e John vii. 33. 
xin. 35. ch. 
vi. 11. isa. 

ma Lérovrov Kai èm TV " уєїра avTaw, kal °ёбсау кай A Bin. wi e. 
o see Acts xxiv. 25. ch. xvii. 1. 

vi.9 only. Wied. hi. 1. Jos. Antt. vi. 14, 2. 
i = ch. l. 9. k = ch. i. 7 reff. 
n ch. vii. 3 reff. 

9. for екЛесеу, educe 1. 12, 
vulg syr-dd arm Synops Andr Areth. 

f Dax, vii. 23. 

o = Rom. xiv, 9. ch. li, 8. 

Matt. xix. 28 
& = Acte li. 27 (from Ps. xv. 10), 31. cy 

h here only. 3 Rings v. 18 Ald.(Tromm. -«eww, AB 
1 w. acc., ch. xii. 8 reff. m eh. zili. 16 (reff, 
4 Kings xiii. 21. 

rec aft єкЛе:сеу ins avrov, with 1: om AM в rel 
for eraro avrov, eupevws avrov А. 

wAava (for xwAaynon) B rel Andr Areth: txt А g 1. 17!(appy) Andr- a, wAarnce N. 
rec та єт bef ers: om єтє f(perhaps, not 92) 1. 40 Andr-a Tich : txt AN B rel 

vulg syr-dd Andr Areth Vict Primas. om та (be f xa) 1. rec ins xa: bef 
pera, with h 1. 4. 10-7. 61 (c k m 18. 26-7. 37-9. 41-2-8.9 Br, e sil) copt Andr Areth : 
om AN в rel am(with fuld lips-4-5 tol) Vict Aug Tich Promiss Primas. тес ауто» 

bef Av@nva, with N h 1. 10-7 (c 49. 51 Br, e sil) Andr: avrov Лоби: avroy 40: txt 
AB rel Areth. 

4. for weweAcniopevwy, wewoAcunpevey A: weweAcrnuevary b: txt N B rel. 
for xai ore, evrives ovy N: к. oiroiwes (sic) 1. ov is written over the line by Ri. 

rec te бтрю, with rel Andr Areth: txt AN в bdfj k m 30.3-5-8. 40-2- 
7-8. 50. 
40-1-2-7.8. 50. 90 Areth. 

rec ovre, with rel Andr: txt AN B efg12. 9. 18-6. 26-7. 30-3-5.8. 
elz (for туу etc) тп «ком, with c e f(? not 92) 

g h 1 9. 10-6. 33-7-9. 49. 51 Andr-a? р Areth: txt AN в rel Andr-coisl Areth. 
rec aft nerro ins avrwy, with 1. 10-3-7 (h 2. 87. 49 Br, e sil) copt: om AN в rel 

sion and the construction, see reff.), who is 
the devil and Satan, and bound him а 
thousand years, end cast him into the 
abyss, and shut and sealed over him 
(shut the door or cover at the top, and 
sealed it down. Notice, that the same 
absolute use of oppayl(e in the active is 
found in ref. John, and apparently there 
only: see Palm and Rost, sub voce), that 
he might deceive the nations no more 
(there does not appear to be the least 
ground for Diisterd.’s idea, that the read- 
ing Nav was adopted in order to suit the 
views of the later Fathers who 
the millennium as present), until the 
thousand years shall be (shall have been: 
futurus exactus) accomplished: after that 
he must (the Set of prophecy ; must, ac- 
cording to the necessity of God's purposes) 
be loosed for a little time (see below, 
ver. 7). 

4—8.] The Millennial reign. And I 
saw thrones оол the two passages in 
the reff.), and they sat upon them (who ? 
the Apostles, as in ref. Matt.: the Saints, 
as in 1 Cor. vi. 2, 3,—oùx ol8are ёт: of 

Gyo Y kóguov xpwotow; . . . olx 
oare бт: &yyéAovs xpwotuer; Notice 
well, that there is nothing to hinder this 
in the souls of the saints not being seen 
till the next clause: for there is no mark 
of temporal sequence connecting the two 
verses : nay, such an idea is precluded by 
the specification at the end of ver. 4, that 
those very souls of the saints are they 
who reigned with Christ, and were His 
assessors in reigning and judging, during 
this time), and judgment (кра, the act 
апа decision el rs was given to 
them (so in ref. Daniel (Theod.), ws ob 
jA0ev à raus fep», kal Tb xpiua 
dre åylois ö ws robo. That is, they 
were constituted judges). And I saw the 
souls of them who had been beheaded 
(the word veNerlge, to smite with the axe, 
is found in Polybius (i. 7. 12, xi. 80. 2), 
Strabo, Plutarch, and Diodorus Siculus, 
in the sense of beheading) on account of 
the testimeny of Jesus and on account 
of the word of God га dar (of those 
the which did not worship (during life 
the beast nor yet his image, and did not 
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p= Вову. 7 Pégag(Xevaay дєтй ToU pioto yihsa ёт. 5 of % Хото! , 

XX. 

wadis TOV VEKpaV ойк o таа» йур * тесєсбў тё xa ёту. abr) 
q w. gen., ch. 
ls. 50 refz 

r ver. 3. 

айтоў [rà] iua ёта. Eccl. v. 18. 
w тег. 14. ch. li, 11, zzi. 8. P ase ch. it. 36 reff, 

vulg( with am demid fuld, agst lips-4 tol) syr-dd Andr Areth Cypr Vict Aug. 
: ins AN B rel om тоу xpiorov), with 1. 82 Andr-p 

ý *áváeTacus 1) *mpwrn. б paxdptos kai йуюсѕ б x 
tu uépos ёр тӯ * йрастӣсе TH * трютт em тойтор 6 

x ch. i. б. 

Steph 
Andr Areth. rec ins та 

bef xoa, with B rel Areth: om AN h 1. 12-7. 82-4. 49 Br Andr. 
5. homaotel, e- at end of ver 4 and in this ver, N bde fj k 1 2. 9. 18-6!.8-9. 27. 

80-3. 9. 40-1-2-7. 50-1. 90 syr-dd. aft o: ins бе, with rel eth: ins ка bef o: 
P cg h 1. 4. 10-6-7. 26. 32-4-7.8. 48-9 Br copt Andr Areth: om A vulg(with am fuld 
tol lipss, agst demid lips-4) Vict Aug Primas. 
Andr-coisl; eorum Vict Aug Primas. 

for уєкроу, avÓpexe» В 39-4 
rec ave(noay, with rel sth: avecrgcas 1 

Andr-a: txt A B cg h m 4. 10-2-3.6-7-8. 26. 82-4-5.7-8. 48-9 Br vulg copt Andr Areth 
Aug Primas. 
48.9 Br. 

rec (for axpi) ews, with rel: txt A B c g h m f. 10-3.6. 26. 82-4-7.8. 

6. rec o бауатоз o Bevrepos, with 1 (49, o sil) syr-dd copt : Sev. о dar. Br: txt AN в 
rel Hip Andr Areth. алла KM ins Kai tou дєоо R. гес Bao1Acv- 

соолу, with M в rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Areth Vict Aug Primas Fulg: Sarev- 
ovow А. 

receive the mark (mentioned ch. xiii. 16) 
on their forehead and upon their hand: 
and they lived (i. е. “lived agais;" 
(nas = dyd(ycay, as in reff.: and, as 
the act is presently described as the first 
resurrection, with their bodies, perfect 
and complete) and reigned with Christ 
(took part in His Kingdom ; see ch. i. 6; 
2 Tim. ii. 12: also 1 Cor. iv. 8 and note) 
a thousand years (it would certainly ap- 
pear that this reigning includes the office 
of judgment. Many interpreters suppose 
that these saints are the judged: so re- 
cently Düsterd.: but there is nothing in 
the context, nor in other parts of Scrip- 
ture, to favour this idea. Nay, it is ex- 
pressly negatived by our Lord's saying in 
John v. 24, duhy àu3v Aéqe ip bri ô 
Tb» Abyor pou дкойш» ка) moreboy 
Té cénjarr pe Exe (why alériov, ка} 
«ls xplow ойк Epyerar, ЛАА ueraBéBuker 
ёк rod Üarvdrov «is thy (why). The rest 
of the dead lived not (again, as above) 
until the thousand years be completed. 
This a, is not the subject, as De Wette, 
but the predicate, as in all such cases: 
the reduction of the proposition to the 
logical form requiring its inversion) is 
the first resurrection (remarks on the 
in tation of this passage will be 
found in the Prolegomena, $ v. par. 88. 
Jt wil have been long ago anticipated 
by the readers of this Commentary, that 
l cannot consent to distort words from 

ins та bef xoua N в 88. 92 syr-dd, 

their plain sense and chronological place 
in the prophecy, on account of any con- 
siderations of difficulty, or any risk of 
abuses which the doctrine of the millen- 
nium may bring with it. Those who 
lived next to the Apostles, and the whole 
Church for 300 years, understood them in 
the plain literal sense: and it is & strange 
sight in these days to see expositors who 
аге among the first in reverence of an- 
tiquity, complacently casting aside the 
most cogent instance of consensus which 
primitive antiquity presents. As regards 
the text itself, no legitimate treatment of 
it will extort what is known as the spiri- 
tual interpretation now in fashion. If, in 
a passage where two resurrections are 
mentioned, where certain фиҳа) FHH 
at the first, and the rest of the rexpol 
K(qca» only at the end of a specified 
period after that first, —if in such a pas- 
sage the first resurrection may be under- 
stood to mean spiritual rising with Christ, 
while the second means eral rising from 
the grave;—then there is an end of all 
significance in language, and Scripture is 
wiped out as a definite testimony to an 
thing. If the first resurrection is spiri- 
tual, then so is the second, which I sup- 
pose none will be hardy enough to main- 
tain: but if the second is literal, then so 
is the firet, which in common with the 
whole primitive Church and many of the 
bost modern expositors, I do maintain, 

w бєй- 7. 9. 
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7 Kal Grav "Teeb тА хїма ёта, ? XvOrjaeras б Ta- 17:5. | 

. ^ ^ ^ ach. ii. 20 rd 0) Ta ev rais »téccapow “ywvlas Tijs , TOV beh. viii. 
с Гоу ка} * Mayary, d cvvayayeiy avTovs d eis Toy TroAELOY, , Essi azn 
e e e 3 ` е э A e e 1 ^ , 9 A . > àv 6 apiOpos * айту ws j fáppos THs байастате. O kai aci xri. u, 

to 42. ^ ^ ; : 
47 10 51. бУё@та» &ёті тд ch п\атосѕ THis ne, kal {ёкук\єусар | Kine . 
£0 
P .woAcy Tjv k тарєшВоћђу trav ! dylow кай thy "aO Thy ™ ўуа- "ceret" 

f ch. xii. 18 
reff. 

h Eph. ili, 18. ch. xxi. 16 (bis) only. { here only +. 2 Kings v.23 Symm. (-Aovy 
P k= ne xiii. 11, 18 (Acts xxi. 24, JJ. xxii 24. жаш. 10, 16, 22. Ае xi 

1 = ch. хі. 18 reff. m here only. see Ps. zx vii. 

g Han. i. б. 
Heb. xi. 30. 
34) only. Exod. xxix. 14. 
68. ixxzvl. 2. Hos. li. 23 B. 

7. for отау re Ach, pera ВЪ е fj! 2. 4. 9. 186-9. 26-7. 80-8-9. 40-1-2-7-8. 50-1. 
82. 90-2 arm Areth : ore ereAeoOnoay 1: txt AN rel vulg syr-dd copt Andr Aug Jer 
Primas, —N! wrote re Ace but marked ce for erasure. 

8. aft wAaynoa ins ravra N 79. 
1. 37. тетрас: N: recapow 1. 
payory, with N35 в rel Andr Areth : om AN! 1. 

rec om To» (bef толероу), with 1. 10-73. 35 (c 82. 49, e sil) Andr: ins AN 
rec om avro», with h 1. 10. 84-8 (c 4. 17. 87. 48-9 Br, e sil) Andr 

82 vulg. 
в rel Areth. 
Ате: ins AM B rel. 

om 2nd ra M e m. om ras {МШ &o.) 
rec ins тоу bef 

ins xa: N c (11) 12. 
om тїз yns Toy Ni. 

aft poryory 

9. тес exvxAewcay, with N rel Andr Ате: txt A B b d e h k 2. 9. 10.3-71.9. 27. 
80-7. 40-2-7-9. 50. 90-2. 

and receive as an article of faith and 
ho E Blessed (see ch. xiv. 18, xix. 9) 
d y is he that hath part in (ref., the 
expression is peculiar to St. John) the 
first resurrection: over such persons tho 
second death (see reff. : and bear in mind 
what is said of our Lord Himself, Rom. 
vi. 9) hath not power, but they shall be 
priests of God and of Christ, and they 
[shall] reign with Him (Christ) а (or, 
г ousand years. 
`1—10.] Loosing of Satan at the end 

of the millennium: gathering together 
and destruction of the nations: final con- 
demnation of Satan. 
And when the thousand yoars are com- 

pleted, Satan shall be loosed out of his 
prison (see ver. 3. The prophetic future 
is here used: but in ver. 9 the historic 
form with aorists is resumed) and shall go 
forth to deceive the nations which are in 
the four corners of the earth (there will be 
nations on earth besides the saints reign- 
ing with Christ, who during the binding of 
Satan have been quiet and willing subjects 
of the Kingdom, but who on his being let 
loose are again subjected to his tempta- 
tions, which stir them into rebellion 
against God), Gog and Magog (compare 
Ezek. xxxviii. and xxxix. throughout. This 
which is here prophesied is the great final 
fulfilmeut of those chapters. And the 
names Gog and Magog, taken from there, 
had been used in the rabbinical books to 
signify the nations which should in the 
latter days come up to Jerusalem against 

ушу ins кап THY тоу TOV G'yusv В). 

the Messiah. So the Jerus. Targum оп 
Num. xi. 27, in Wetst., In fine extremi- 
tatis dierum Gog et Magog et exercitus 
eorum adscendent Hierosolyma et per 
manus regis Messis ipsi cadent et vii. 
annos dierum ardebunt filii Israel ex armis 
eorum :” and Avoda sara, 1: “quando 
videbunt bellum Gog et Magog, dicet ad 
eos Messias: ad quid huc venistis? Re- 
spondebunt, Advereus Dominum et adver- 
sus Christum ejus." This name Ma 
occurs Gen. x. 2, as that of & son of 
Japhet, in company with brethren whose 
names mostly belong to northern and 
north-eastern nations: Gomer (Kimme- 
rians), Madai (Medians), Meshech (Musco- 
а &c. With these however are joined 
in Ezek. xxxviii. 5, Persians, Ethiopians, 
Libyans. Josephus renders the word 
2кфбм (Antt. i. 6. 3), Maydyns 82 rods 
dx’ abrot Маубуаѕ фуоцасдёутаѕ фкісе, 
Хкібаѕ Bà бж’ abrGy (т. 'ЕАА%уо») проз 
ayopevopévovs, and во Jerome: Suidas, 
* Persians (Mayéy, 6 Пёрслх).” It seems 
to be a general name for the northern 
nations, and Gog, if at least we may follow 
the analogy of Ezekiel, xxxviii. 2, is their 
rince), to gather them together to the 
well-known) war: of whom the number 
of them) is as the sand of the sea. 
d they went up (the historical aor. is 

here resumed) upon the breadth of the 
earth (i.e. entirely overspread it; see ref.) 
and encompassed the camp of the saints, 
and the beloved city (by these two is pro- 
bably meant one and the same thing, the 
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‚аш, z no LQn тю те. 8 D оў U 4 ә - neh xiii. тибит" Kal ™ xaréBn "0 тӧр ёк той ойрарод, ка P кат 
$ 

ЖАНН. бле avrov 10 каў 
o 4 Kings і. 10, 

12, 14. see 
3 Kings xviii. 
38. 

p ch. x. 9, 10 TO 
ref. 

q ch. xix. 20. 
vv. 14 (bis), 
18. ch. xxi. 
8. 

т ch. іх. 17, 18 LU 
reff. ; ёт 

6 OdBoXos б 
BANN eis THY IAluvny ToU d торд каў * Ücciov, Srrov xai 

*@nplov xal б * *revOompodrirms, кай t BacavuaÜrjaovras 
ч juépas xai" YUKTOS eis TOUS ai@vas TOY aiwvæv. 

п Kai elóov * Ópovov uéyav Xevxóv xai тд» ' kaDruevor 
афтод, оў "ато тоў “ тросотоу Epvyey 7) уў) xai б 

u  GUTOUS 

в ch. xvi, 13. ` 3 ^ ` 

t chin ref о0рау05, кай * ro ros o “єйрёӨ avrois. = кай edo 
У" TOUS vekpoUs Tos У E¹νM]us кай TOUS 7 шакройѕ ёстёдтас Ати 
b. ме Acts hi. 19. x ch. xli. 8 reff. y ch. xi. 18 reff mit 

4.9 iL 
3.15 

reo ins ато Tov Geou bef ex тоу ovparov, with [P]N** g 1 (27, e sil) vulg syr-dd Jer: 19.3: 
aft ек т. ovp., B rel copt arm Andr Areth Vict Aug Tich,: om A 12-8 lips-4 Andr-a 39-343 
Primas Tich,.—for ex, axo 18.—ex Tov Osov axo rov ovparov 1.—om from тэр to A 2 1 Е 
next ver Ni. 

10. om å (bef 8:аВолозѕ) 1. 
гес om Srd каг, with N 1. 18 (Br, e sil) copt Andr (and some lat-ff): ins ALP] в 

rel vulg(with am lipes, agst demid tol) syr-dd Andr Areth Vict Aug Primas. ins 
oov bef o феудот. N. om eis T. at T. ascover 1. 

11. rec Aevxoy bef peyay, with 1. 84 (c 32. 49, е sil) Ephr Andr Iren-mt: peyar им 
Aevkoy 50: om ey 26. 51. 90: txt A[P]N 
Primas. єз avrov [P] в rel Ephr, 
avrov N 38: txt A g 1. 
ins АГР]К g. 

B rel vulg syr-dd copt eth Areth Aug 
dreAreth : er ауто Ephr, Andr-p: erase 

rec om Tov (bef xposwrov), with B rel Ephr Andr Areth: 

12. rec шкроуз кох ueyaXovs, omg the articles, with (39. 40-1, e sil) spec copt, ross 
pikpovs к. Tous ne. B с 4. 26. 32. 48: om bd ej К 1. 2. 9.°19. 27. 42..50. 90: тооз 
pey. кол шкроит Bt: txt ALPIN rel vulg вуг 

kal being epexegetical ; or at all events the 
camp must be conceived as surroundin 
and defending the city. The sóxs { 
Yyarnpévn is Jerusalem (reff.): not the 
мею Jerusalem, but the earthly city of 
that name, which is destined yet to play 
so glorious a part in the latter days). 
And there came down fire out of heaven 
(so in reff. Ezek.), and devoured them: 
and the devil that deceiveth them (the 
pres. part. merely designates: the devil 
their iver) was cast into the lake of 
fire and brimstone, where also are the 
beast and the false prophet (ch. xix. 20). 
And they shall be tormented by day and 
by night to the ages of the ages. 

11—15.] The general judgment. And 
I saw a great white throne (great, in 
distinction from the thrones before men- 
tioned, ver. 4: white, as seen in purest 
light, and symbolizing the most blame- 
less justice), and Him that sitteth on it 
(viz. God: the Father: see ch. iv. 3, 
xxi. D. It is necessary to keep to the 
well-known formula of the book in inter- 
preting тд» кабђиеуоу ёт’ афтод, even 
though some expressions and sayings seem 
better to belong to the Son. Be it also 
remembered that it is the Father who 
giveth al judgment to tbe Son: and 

— 

eth arm Andr Areth Iren-int Ang 

though He Himself judgeth no man, yet 
He is ever described as present in the 
judgment, and mankind as judged before 

im. We need not find in this view any 
difficulty, or discrepancy with such pas- 
sages as Matt. xxv. 31, seeing that our 
Lord Himself says in ch. iii. 21, dye... . 
ёкіб:са pera ToU жатрбѕ pov dy те Opéve 
aitov. Nor need we be surprised at the 
sayings of our Lord, such as that in ch. 
xxi. 6 b, being üttered by Him that sitteth 
on the throne. That throne is now the 
throne of God and of the Lamb, eh. xxii. 1. 
Cf. also ch. xxi. 22), from whose face the 
earth and the heaven fled, and place was 
not found for them (these words again 
seem to indicate the presence of One who 
has not hitherto ap : whereas Christ 
in glory has been long present on earth. 
This fleeing away of heaven and earth is 
elsewhere destribed as their consumption 
by fire, 2 Pet. iii, LO—12. Both descrip- 
tions indicate the passing away of their 
present corruptible state and change to a 
state glorious and incorruptible). And I 
saw the dead (viz. the Aocrol тё» рекрбу 
of ver. Б: those who rose as described 
below, ver. 13), the great and the small, 
standing before the throne, and books 
were opened (sce ref. Dun.), and another 

90 P. 
ins тоо bef bees M g l(omg ка) m 32-4-5-9. 47. 
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vexpol ёк тёр yeypappévov év Toig BugMiow * xarà тй R ү, 
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al. Ps. 
zxvil. 4. 

ToU dv auth, ка} б íÜdvaros xal 6 dns * ёдокау тоў • S here only. 
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pexpous TOUS EV ауто, KAL EXPLUNOGY єкастоѕ ` ката Ta xni. 8. Mark 
iv. 7,8. Ps. 

^ , 1хэ1. 6. 

ёруа айт@р. 14 xa} б 'Üávaros xal б f dd EBAROnoay tebi w. 
єє THY ЕМ Tov Е пирс. 

Ргітая.—ко реу. кш т. u. Nl. 

obros 0  Өдратос д ^ Sev- 
repos stw, j Е Мру) тоб Є торд. 15 Kal єї Tis ой 2 i vX 

for eværiov, ext NI: evormor em: №38, 

ver, 10. 
ver, 6. ch. И. 
11. xxi. 8, 

rec (for 
6porov) деоџ, with 1 (k, e sil) Andr: txt A[P]N в rel vulg syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth spec. 

rec me,, with (47, e sil) Andr: nrewxên N: avewxOncay 10-7. 87-8. 
49 Br: nvotay b d ej k 2. 19. 26. 40-1-2. 50-1. 90, ауо ау 80: Holte 9. 18-6. 27. 
89: txt A[P] B c f m 1. 4. 18. 82-4(-6, е sil). 48. 92 Andr-cois] Areth. 

rec BiBAtor bef алло : txt pa lll B rel vulg syr-dd 
гес увы хӨт, with N34 в 

алло GA Ni ο,eU, i Ж! 1. 
copt Andr Areth Primas spec. 

om кш 

Andr-coial: aveo x65 
h j 10-8. 37-8. 49 Вг: txt A[P] e m 17. 85. 40. 

18. тес rovs ev avr. vexpous (twice), with h 1. 10-7 oe e sil), Ist (e sil) 87 
Andr Promiss: txt A(P'N в rel vulg syr-dd copt Meth An -coisl Areth Iren-int spec. 
—for аот, avrors 1.—70vs «avrov vexpous (2nd) 87. (om from Ist rovs er to 2nd 88; 
from 2nd xa: to 8rd 89: homeeotel in Br, aBys in this ver and next.) 
written bef бағатоѕ but marked for erasure by Ni. 
txt [Р]М в rel vss Meth Andr Areth Iren-int Aug Primas. 

Ta is 
for edwxav, «Jokey A 1 9. 48: 

xatexpiOnoay №. 
for аутор, avrov Bc d efj k 12. 18-9. 80.2. 47. 51. 90-2 Andr-p-coisl. 

14. homaotel in b сј 41-2 copt Primas Promiss, тороѕ 1st and 2nd: homcootel 18, 
T. А.т. туро vv. 14, 15. 
1. 18(?) 41-2. 

ins «a: bef ovros R. 
rec єттї о Sevrepos Baratos, with lips-4: етт» о 0. о Jeu. h 10. 87. 

om ovros о 0. o 8. cor b c j 

49 : o бєйт. бау. єст:у N 38: o Sev. cru, omg 0., e: о Bev. К: txt A[P] в rel am(with 
fuld lips-5 tol) syr-dd Andr-coisl. гес om ij Aur TOv Tupos, with 1.89: ins А[РЈМ 
в rel vss Hip Andr Areth Iren-int Fulg.—e» ту Ah Tov $vpos k, in stagno ignis am: 
stagnum еі ignis lips-4. 

book was opened, which is (the book) 
of life (Düsterd. remarks that the order 
of proceedings indicated seems to be that 
the contents of the books in which were 
written the works of men indicated whether 
they were to be found in the book of life. 
But this could hardly be: for in that case, 
what need for the book of life at all? 
Rather should we say that those books 
and the book of life bore independent wit- 
ness to the fact of men being or not being 
among tbe saved: the one by inference 
from the works recorded: the other by 
inscription or non-inscription of the name 
in the list. So the books would be as 
it were the vouchers for the book of life) : 
and the dead were judged out of the 
things written in the books according 
to their works (reff.: and 2 Cor. v. 10). 
And the sea gave forth the dead that 
were in her (the citation in Wetst. from 
Achilles Tatius, v. p. 9818 B, Aéyove: $& 
тёз èv Bat wvxás ürnpnuérvas px 
els о»  karaBaívew Brus, GAA’ айтой 
wept Tb бир txew Th» radyy», is no 

illustration of this passage, which simply 
imports that the dead contained in the 
sea shall rise), and Death and Hades (see 
ch. i. 18, vi. 8) gave forth the dead whioh 
were in them (i.e. all the dead, buried 
and unburied, rose again), and they were 
judged each — to their (his) 
works. And Death and Hades were cast 
into the lake of fire (Death and Hades 
are regarded as two demons, enemies of 
God. Во in 1 Cor. xv. 26, lexaros éx0pbs 
катаруєїто ô 0dvaros: and in Іза. xxv. 
8, Heb. and E. V., not LXX, “He will 
swallow up death in victory,” cf. 1 Cor. 
xv. 54. Hades, as in ch. vi. 8, is Death’s 
follower and the receiver of his prey. The 
punishment of sin is infli on both, 
because both are the offspring of and 
bound up with sin). This is the second 
death, the lake of fire (thus then our 
Lord's saying, ch. ii. 11, and that of the 
Apostle in our ver. 6, are explained. As 
there is а gecond and higher life, so there 
is also & second and deeper death. And 
as after that, life there is no more death 
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р = ‘ch. хіх. 7. 
9 ver. 9. ch. 

ATIOKAATWIZ, IOANNOT. 

al. iv. 

x ^ed. в dla el&ov, °`Тероистай ce °xaraBawovoay ёкїїї® 
той oUpavoÜ ато той Oeod, ? iyrompacperny Фу "von 

HET xecooumueemy TË deBpi avris. 3 ка} коса puri 
ro 1 . peyadns ёк той Opovou Xeyovans "800 4 * скр?) той 
u. 9. Tit. ii. 
10. 1 Pet. ИІ. 6. 

zlii 
ет. 19 only. Ezek. xvi. 11. 

zzzvii. TT. i. J.) 

№, 16. evpeÜngeros 
h 1 10-7. 38 (1. 37-9. 41-2-9. 51, e sil) Andr. 

s ch. iii. & LxVrr. xxvi. 1] Ed-vat (not AB), 12. / Ezzx. 

for A BiBAw, то BBa: в rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt A[PTR 
eyeypajqueros (i. е. eyyeyp. 7) f. 

Cuar. XXI. 1. rec (for aun wapyA0e, with h 1 1. 10-7. 49. 51 (16. 37-9 Br, e 
sil) Andr(Del) : arnA@ey [P] c k m 2. 4. 35. 47: ахтАбо» в rel Andr-coisl Areth : 
txt AN. 

9. rec aft kai ins eyw t: om A(P]N в rel am(with demid tol) syr-dd copt sth 
Andr Areth Iren-int. rec є:боу bof 7n» rodiy т. a., with copt: гєр. кору» bef «бо 
[PIN t(Del, expr) Br: txt A в rel am(with demid fuld tol) syr-dd eth gr 
rec axo тоу «ov bef ex Tov ovparov, with [P] h 1. 10-7. 49 (37 Br, e sil) Andr-a: om 
axo T. дєоо 41: txt AN B rel vss Andr Aret 

8. purn цєуалт .. Aeyouca, omg noc, Nl. Ted f ) th [P гес (for óporov) ovparov, wi 
( Ambr, i uj в rel ves Andr Areth: txt AN 18 vulg arm-ed-marg Iren-int Aug А 

(ch. xxi. 4), во after that death there 
is no more life, ver. 10; Matt. xxv. 41). 
And if any was not found written in 
the book of life, he was cast into the 
lake of fire (there was no intermediate 
state). 

Сн. XXI. 1—XXII. 6.] The new hea- 
vens and new earth: the glories of the 
heavenly Jerusalem. The whole of the 
things described in the remaining portion 
of the book are subsequent to the general 
judgment, and descriptive of the consum- 
mation of the triumph and bliss of Christ's 

le with Him in the eternal kingdom of 
God. This eternal kingdom is situated on 
the purified and renewed earth, become 
the blessed habitation of God with his 
glorified people. And І saw a new hea- 
ven and a new earth; for the first (i. e. 
old, see ref.) heaven and the first earth 
were departed: and the sea exists no 
longer (see on the whole, Isa. lxv. 17. 
The vision does not necessarily suppose 
the annihilation of the old creation, but 
only its passing away as to its outward 
and recognizable form, and renewal to a 
fresh and more glorious one. And though 
not here stated on the surface, it is evi- 
dent that the method of renewal is that 
described in 2 Pet. iii. 10 ff.; viz. a reno- 
vation by fire. This alone will account for 
the unexpected and interesting feature 

here introduced, viz. that the sea exists 
no longer. For this the words mean (see 
ver. 4), and not as Diisterd., that the 
(former) sea, as well as the former heaven 
and earth, had passed away). And I saw 
the holy ойу, new J (see espe- 
cially ref. Gal,  &ve 'Iepovc., and note), 

down out of heaven from God 
(Schóttg. quotes from the remarkable 
Jewish book Sohar, Gen. f. 69, c. 271, 
* R. Jeremias dixit, Deus S. B. innovabit 
mundum suum, et edificabit Hierosoly- 
mam, ut ipsam descendere faciat in me- 
dium sui de ccelo, ita ut nunquam de- 
struatur.” See Schdttg.’s dissertation 
de Hierosolyma cclesti," in his vol. i. 
1205 ff.), prepared as a bride adorned for 
her husband (as in our common discourse, 
во here with the Evangelist, the name of 
the material city stands for the com- 
munity formed by its inhabitants. Bat 
it does not follow in his case, any more 
than in ours, that both material city and 
inhabitants have not a veritable existence: 
nor can we say that the glorious descri 
tion of it, presently to follow, applies only 
to them. On the figure, see Isa. lxi. 10— 
lxi. 5). And I heard & great voice out 
of the throne saying, Behold, the taber- 
nacle (i.e. dwelling: the allusion being 
to the tabernacle in the wilderness, in 
which God dwelt in symbol only) of Ged 

47 to 31. 

4 
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a ^ 2 ГА t г ? э ^ 4 x 

Ücoü peta тоу ávÜperrov, kal *oxnveces pet avTOv, ка! COE HE 
9 ‘oa ` , ^ M ` N € a > 2 ^ reff. 

ауто "aot avrov écovrat, каі аўтду б Geds uer aUTOv „ eh. Nn. 5 ren. 

Scrat, avTOv Beds. 4 kai Y éEaneies [д Oeds] тй» “ бак- “en itt 
only. Eccl. э ^ , ^ э ^ e , 9 

pvov ёк tav 0фбахиФ» avTOv, kal б Üávaros ойк orat її, e. 
ёте, obre * évÜos ote Y kpavyr) ore *róvos ойк Cora, 
ёт, [бт] rà *трфта %атӯ\дау. 5 ка) ehre & "xa- 
nuevos b er TQ Opóvo °1000 o кашӣ “morð тарта. 
№уєь l'pdxrov бт, ойто: ot №уо тісто! Kal 4 ddrnOwoi 

Kai 

? ` [4 Ф 2 7 э * » y 5 Н ебозу. 6 Kai etre рог * l'éyova[v.] уо [eip] то f dada мүн 
v. 19. 

z ch. xvi. 10, 11 reff. 
19. (Irn. xxxviii. [ххх1. ] 22.) 

f ch. i. 8. Xx. 13. see Isa. xliv. б. 

єсктуосєу Nl li 
Primas: txt ALPIN 1. 18 (42. 92, e sil) Andr Iren-int. 

& zz ver. 1 (reff.). 
d ch. ili. 14 reff. 

4. Aaog B rel vul 

re 
lz 

b w. dat., ch. v. 13 reff. e Isa. ХН, 
(e = Luke xiv. 22. ch. xvi, 17.] 

syr-dd copt eth Andr Areth Aug 
om last xa: N. re © 

«тта: bef 2nd per’ avro», with [PIN h 1. 10-7. 84. 47-9 (c 2. 9. 82-7 Br, e sil) copt 
Andr Aug Primas: txt A в rel g syr-dd Areth Iren-int Ambr. rec бєо$ bef 
avro, with [P] 171. 84. 47 (сј 13. 87, e sil) vas Andr-a: om av. 0. ЇЇ в rel copt Andr 
Areth lat-ff: txt A vulg syr-dd Iren-int Ambr. 

4. ат’ avrov (for o Geos) B b (а?) e j m 16. 80-5-9. 41-2. 50-1. 90.2: e£ avro k: 
r om [PIN rel syr-dd copt sth arm An 

sil) vulg Andr-p Aug Primas. 

[P]N. 
eri to er.. 

altered it to отг. троВата Nl. 

ёакро ЇЇ, 
vulg: txt AN: ex tol. (om ато то» офӨ. ауто» 41-2.) 

om ovre revOos, reading revos for xovos below, N. 
om 2nd гт: 1: om от: A[ P]: №! seems to have written er: and to have 

ree amgA8or, with [P] rel Andr: awrnAGey N 

Areth Iren-int, Ambr, : o Geos A 34 (1 Br, e 
rec (for ex) axo, with [P] в rel 

om o Üavaros ch 1: omo 
homeotel in k m, 

Bbcejk 2. 4. 18-6. 26-7. 32-4-8. 42-7-8. 82: txt A. 
б. rec rov Opovov, with h 1. 10 (18-9. 37 to 40. 42-9 Br, e sil): «v то Өроуо m 35 

Andr-a: txt A[P]N в rel Andr Areth. ins ka: bef 1800 A: Bov iov 41. rec 
kawa vavta bef хо, with 1 Andr: коуото ravra 17. 36(Del) Andr-p : жарта kawa 
wowo B rel syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth : txt АГРЈК h m 10. 85-7.8. 49 Br Iren-int Aug 
Primas. rec aft Aye ins до, with [PIN 1. 10-8-9. 84-8. 47 (e h 26. 35-7. 41-2.8-9 
Br, e sil) fuld copt th Andr Areth Tich: om А в rel am(with tol al) syr-dd Iren-int. 

гес aAm70ioi kai vio Tot, with [Р 1. 10-7. 34. 49 (c 32-7 Br, e sil) Andr: txt 
r АХ в rel vulg syr-dd copt sth Aret en-int. at end ins то» Geou B c 2. 4. 9. 

18-6-9. 26-7. 32. 92 : ins rov 0. bef єго: 30-5-9, 41-2-8. 50-1. 90. 
6. for етеу, At yet N 47. 

eu follg, [EO added y, making yeyovay, but 
rec уєуоуе, with (b 41, e sil): уеуоға 17: so, omg 

afterwards erased v, and dis- 
approved the whole word) B c d e hj k 1 m 80-2. 47-8 syr-dd Andr-a Areth, and, omg 
eyo єш, 1. 10. 87. 40-2-9. 50-1. 90-2 Br: yeyo 

rec [for aA $a] a’, with e 1. 10: Iren-int. 

is with men, and He shall dwell (tabor- 
nacle) with them, and they shall be his - 
people (plur., because, as in ver. 24, 
many nations shall now partake in the 
blessed falfilment of the promise), and 
He shall be God with them (the name 
Emmanuel, џеб judy ó Oeds, first then 
being realized in its full significance), 

. their God (so the ancient promises are 
falfilled, Exod. xxix. 45; Lev. xxvi. 11; 
Ezek. xxxvii. 27): and [God] shall wipe 
away every tear from their eyes (reff.): 
and death shall exist no longer (ch. 
xx. 14), and (Gr. nor) mourning ( 
lxv. 19) and (nor) orying and (nor) pain 
shall exist no longer: [because] the first 

рас: 88; уєуоуау A, facta sunt vulg 
txt A[P]N Bb c d h k m 6. 18. 84(-5 ?) 61. 

former state of) things are passed away. 
He that sitteth on the throne (see 

note, ch. xx. 11) said, Behold, I make all 
things new. And he (probably the angel, 
or voice from heaven, that gave the Seer 
similarcommands before, ch. xiv. 18, xix. 9. 
This seems probable on account of the 
change to the formula Ace, as well as 
from the nature of the command: for we 
have erer до: resumed immediately with 
the yó, leaving no doubt Who speaks) 
saith, Write: because these words are 
faithful and true. And He said to me 
(viz. ô xa@huevos ёт) ToU Opórov), [They 
are (viz. obroi of Афуо:: or, but 
I prefer the other, wá»ra).] I am (or, 
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кзн. жай тд О, ў dpx) xal тд тё\о$. e TH 8 Berri бес 
14. vii N. 
lea. Iv. 1. [* ато) ёк ris ‘anys той € 06aTos тўс | g 

АРИ з: 
e den 
ѓо . I. 

h constr., ch. 71 € ^ m X 7 ^ ` п E ^ 0 x 4. $ 
iint 710 vuv ™ к\аророрајаєг TaUra, кай n écoua, avT@ Geos ies. 
k Matt. x. 8. Yee 4 er 8 rois $2 9 Se ! р 2.7 195 
Май-а-8 cal адтдс̧ orat pot vids. 8 Toig дё o & kal P azria- 1. 4 

Рә. ^ Д 4-5 37 tevin. 4, Tow Kal 1 éBDeXvynévows xai ' poveiow кай * rópvow toa 
a de Sas ^ , , ^ ^ $7 1051. SEM «al u фарракоќѕ xai 7 «{беә\о\атро$ кай naow TOES so 5. 

. kii. 7 ` ^ ^ ^ 
3 chy man. " 4revBécuv тд х uépos avrav èv тӯ У Мии Tf) " katonévy 

J| only. isa. ` ` [ 57 2 tag" fs А de 7 торі кай у бф, * 6 cori б Odvaros 6 Setrepos. „ 
Er 9 Kai Alev els ёк ro émrÀ ayyéhov Tay Éxovrww 

v. хіх. - 20 ~ a A Фм 

sii Та. tas ёттё b файла TOv **yeuóvrav Tay émrà * mAy тӧу 
n see Heb. i. 5, from 2 Krxos vil. 14. o Matt. vill. 26 Mk. only. Judg. vil. 3. iz. 4 B. (-Ala, 2 Tim.i.7. -Асф», 

John ziv. 27.) p = Matt. xvil. 171. Luke in. 46. John xx. (isa. xvii. 10 bis only.) 9 = bere 
и. 22) only. Нов. іх. 10. (-varos, Tit l. 16. -vypa, ver. 21.) r 1 Pet. iv. 15 reff. s Eph. v. 8 
al. 1 Sir. xxii. 18, 17 only. t ch. xxii. 15. 1 Cor. v. 10, 11. vi. 9. Eph. v. 5. u ch хаз. 15 
only. Exod. vii. 11 al. (see ch. nviil. 23 reff.) у аз above (t*. 1 Сог. х. 7 only t. w x eh. n. 
2. Acts vi. 13 only. Prov. zzz. 9. х see ch xx. 6 reff, y ch. xix. 20 (reff.). z constr., Matt. 

Р Pb 4 (Col. li. 17). ach. ii. 11. xz. 6, 14 only. b ch. v. 8 reff. € ch. 17. 6 reff. 
ch. zv. 1. 

[om ў and 37d то P c h 32-7. 48-9 Areth : om то 46. om Te P. rec om 
avro, with Al PN 1 (h k 1 18. 32-7-9. 47-9. 51, e sil) Andr: ins в rel Andr-coisl Areth. 

om rns ns А. Swpeag N'. 
7. for xAnpovounce:, доси avro В rel Andr-coisl Areth : txt A[P]N 1 1. 10-2-7. 37-8. 

47-9 (h 9, e sil). rec (for ravra) ravra, with 1: txt АГР К в rel ves gr-lat-ff. 
for avro, avrev A 1. ауто: ecovra: uot шо: 1.—©Ош ауто А. rec ins o bef 

vios, with (but see Delitzsch i. p. 49) 84 (37. 40-1, e sil): om ALPIN в rel Andr Areth. 
8. rec Se:Aas де, omg vois (with Br, e sil): во 1, but with an abbreviated ro«s written 

above the line in red: [ros eors, omg бє, P:] txt AN в rel Andr Areth.—N! has 
written and erased ws bef дело and т bef $orevoe (sic). aft amiwros ins ко 
auaprwAos B rel syr-dd Andr Areth: om AN 1. 51. om 2nd xa: 1. 12. rec 
appaxevor: txt A[P]N в rel Andr Areth. for wevbeciw, wevoroms А. 

rec (for à 0. д Sev.) Secur epo бауатот, with 1 Andr-a: бау. Sev. 92: o dev. бар. 
17. 49 Andr-p(Del) : бау. о evr. (omg Ist д) 41-2-8: [6araros (only) P(‘Tischdf expr) :] 
txt AN в rel vulg syr-dd Andr-coisl. 

9. rec aft x0 ins xpos ие, with (37-9. 41-2, e sil) arm: om ALPIN в rel vulg(with 
am fuld, agst lips-4). rec om ex, with 1. 47 (30. 40, e sil) Andr: ins ALPIN в rel 
vulg syr-dd copt Andr-coisl Areth.—for es єк, o xpwros m 35-8. rec (for re» 'yepor- 
тоу) Tas уєцоусаѕ, with 1 m 1. 34 (87. 40-1-2-7 Br, e sil) Andr-a: yeuovoas (only) в 
rel Areth : ras exovcas 85: txt A[ P]N! 12. 79 Andr-b: тоу "yenova wy N38, on 
4th re» Bbcdej k 2. 9. 18. 26-7. 30-2!-8-9. 40-7-9. 51. 92 Andr-coisl Areth : ins 

excluding the pone in brackets, I have 
become) the Alpha and the Omega (seo 
above, ch. i. 8), the beginning and the 
end (“the Unchangeable and Everlasting 
One, by Whom the old was and the new 
shall be, by Whom the old is fulfilled in 
the new, and with it all hope and all pro- 
mise." De Wette). I to him that thirsteth 
will give [to him] of the fountain of the 
water of life freely (cf. ch. vii. 17, and 
reff. Isa. and John: cf. also Matt. v. 6). 
He that conguereth shall inherit these 
things (the glories to be shewn in the 
heavenly Jerusalem), and I will be to 
him (a) God, and he shall be to me a 
son (this will be the full performance to 
the sons of God of the promise in ref. 
2 Kings: which being first made to So- 
lomon, received its chief fulfilment in the 
great Son of David and of God (ref. Heb.), 

and now in Him to them that are His). 
But to the cowardly (the contrast to 
икфутез: the бтостєААбиєуо: of Heb. x. 
88: those who shrink timidly from the 
conflict), апа the unbelievers, and the 
polluted with abominations (those who 
have partaken of the ВЗелбуиата in ch. 
xvii. 4, —of idolatries, &c.), and murderers, 
and fornicators, and sorcerers (the form 
фариакбѕ, found only in ref. in the N. T., 
is the common one in the LXX. See 
besides ref. and other places in Exodus, 
Deut. xviii. 11; Dan. 1i. 2; Mal. iii. 5. 
The form $apuakeós does not occur in the 
LXX), and idolaters, and all the false 
(i. e. all liars), their part (the construction 
is changed: instead of ойк Lora: uépos ёр 
AS | proceeds in ү affirmative, im- 

ing that negative and expressing more 
(я all be) in the lake that burneth with 
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a dr, Kai EAdAncey рет ёро Xéyov ° Дєйро, Selka esh . ı 
2 f ver. 2 * A A cot THY f vóudmv THY Eyuvaîka тоў dpviov. 10 kal ^ AT- goce us. 

> б h2 z $ { , Y 4f ; Matt. i. 20. 

qveyxey pe ^ éy avevpats eri 'Ópos uéya кай ‘infrndov, Dest. zai. 
ch. xvii. 3 kai ёде» os rh * пол tiv * dyiav Тєроусаћ)џ * rata- ^ cg 

1 г : 2 ^ > A 2 ` A 6 "^ 11 м ` 

Baivovcav ёк тод ovpavod aid тоў Oeod, ll éyovcay ту 
Matt. iv.8 
п (L. v. r.). 
xvii 1 4 Mk. 

1 д0 ау той Üco* 0 m фостђр айт poros ^ МӨ © тшш- , Ё: 11. 
zz ver. 23. тато, & N ? ійстід, 4 xpvaraXMLovrt, 1? т ёуоиса re- З che vi. 
lal. , Ж , T. 

xoş péya xal , Exovea * тићдраѕ d, ral ёт} gi а. 
Tots * пића dryyéXovs додека, кай " дидрата ётгүеүраш- = ch, avil. 4 

теп. 

о superl., ch. xviii, 12. р 
ch. xxi. 1.) т constr., ch. iv. 1 al. fr 
хі. 33. Heb. xi. 30, from Josh. ті. 
xvii. 10. (Ezex. xlvii. 30—34.) 

A[P]N rel Andr. 

ch. iv. 3. vv. 18,19 only. Елек. xxviii. 13, 

70. Іза. h. 15 
u Ezek, L c. 

q here only . (-Aos, 
s here, &c. (6 times) only, exc. Acts ix. 25. 2 Cor. 

t Matt. xxvi. 71. Luke xvi. 20а]. 3 Kings 

rec THY vuudmr Tov ариюи тту *yvrcika, With 1 lips-5 Andr: ту» 
uraixca THY vuupnv тоу apriov В rel Areth: txt A[P]N m 17. 34-5-8. 

10. (em, во AN: ev 92. reo ins ту peyadny bef ттуу ауга», with c h (1) 10-7. 
82-4 (35-7. 49 Br, e sil) Andr-p: om A[P]N в rel vulg syr-dd copt sth Areth Cypr 
Primas.—r. кеу. Kat T. ay: C, 7. Bey: Ko a . 1. for ато, ex Bcd ej k m 2. 4. 9. Y 
11-8-6-9. 26-7. 32-4-5. 40-1-2-8. 50-1. 90: txt ALPIN rel Andr. (but for ex, aro c 32-4. 
51. 90.)—om axo Tov 0«ov 92. 

11. om «x. тт» dot. T. 0cov (homootel) A Е 80. ins axo bef rou deo №, 
rec ins ка: bef o pwornp, with 1. 85 (I m, e sil) eth Andr: om A[P]N в rel am(with 
fuld lips-s tol) Andr-coisl Tich.—om «s Або 1. 

12. rec (for lst exovoa) exovcav Ts, with m 34 (85. 41, e sil) Areth: exovca» 42 
Br: exovca те 1: еҳоут: Ñ: txt A[P] в rel Andr.—homoeotel k 30-9, ex. lst and 2nd. 

rec (for 2nd exovea) exovcar, with 1 m 84 (35 Br, e sil): exovcas N93: exorrag 
Ri: txt A[P] B rel Andr-a. 

om from дебека to додека A fuld. 

fire and brimstone, which is the second 
death (reff.). 
9—XXII. 5.] More particular descrip- 

tion of the heavenly Jerusalem. And 
there came one of the seven angels 
which had the seven vials, which 
(namely the angels, however strange it 
may seem) were fall of the seven last 
plagnes (one of these angels had before 
sbewn the Apostle the great harlot, ch. 
xvii. 1. The contrast to that vision is 
maintained поо these opening 
verses), and he talked with me, saying, 
Hither, I will shew thee (hitherto ver- 
batim as in ch. xvii. 1) the bride, the wife 
of the Lamb (here likewise note the con- 
trast to the succeeding context in ch. 
xvii. 1,—in the faithfulness and purity 
implied in these words). And he carried 
me away in the spirit (ch. xvii. 3) to 
(ai, as we say in some parts of England, 
on to, combining motion towards and 
sition upon) a mountain great and high 
(so likewise when the vision of the hea- 
venly city is vouchsafed to Ezekiel, Ezek. 
Xl. 1, 2), and shewed me the holy city 
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven 
from God (this vision had begun in ver. 2, 
bet the Apostle is now carried to this 

for Trois TVA., Tovs TuA@vas N: тоз wuAewowr 1. 
aft lst орои. ins avræv N. for exryeyp., 

“ lar mount” to have a nearer and 
fuller view of it. The city must not be 
conceived of as o» or covering the moun- 
tain, but as seen descending to а spot 
close by it: so in Ezek. xl. 2, whether we 
read “ by” or “upon” ав in our margin), 
having the glory of God G. e. not mere 
brightness of a divine and celestial kind, 
but the glorious presence of God Himself, 
the Shechinah, abiding in her: see ver. 
23: also ch. xv. 8): her brightness 

ceforward the description goes on in- 
pendent in construction of @%eger, and 

changes several times: so in ch. i. 15 ff. 
See Winer, edn. 6, § 59. 11. e 
from ver. 28, is the effect of the divine 
glory shining in her: see reff. Gen., where 
it is used of the heavenly 5 (was) 
like to a stone most precious, as it were 
to a jasper stone, crystal clear (Wetst. 
quotes from Peellus, ) Yaoms ice 
xpurradrAoadhs. See this “crystallizing” 
jasper discnssed in note on ch. iv. 8. 
Ebrard thinks it is the diamond); having 
(on the construction, see above) a wall 
great and h, having (also) twelve 
gates (see Ezek. xlviii. 80 ff., where the 
same features are found in the description), 
and at the gates (dat. after ёт, of close 
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— TN wx Ove wey Ty, 5 тре, 14 cai TU ! THyS e 

елем та а TOV ) door Tov apviov. D evel 
nam duo elyev * uérpoy * küXauoy Xpvaoy, "Esta TOM xal roby ‘тура айту кау s Um 
^ 

\ LJ * 

и К 

%. 16 ка) 7 том © тетрагусрос KETTAL кщ To“. 

€ here only 
Er. alii 16. xlviii. (16) 30. d here (ъа) and Eph. iit 18 only, ehh uz УеУраиивуа N lipss, rec om та ородата, with PN h 1. 10-7. c 

€ sil): om va p rel Andr- coal: А 41.9 1 00 d copt. = 

with [P h ] 1. 10.7, 392 (37-9. 41 : 4 
Шер.) ош ror wer 12. 27.—for r. Vin Tov b 32 

| 

13. rec (for Ist ато) ат, with 1. 9. 4. 13-9. 27. 30.9. txt APN Br. 
a»aToAew в rel Andr.coisl Areth: txt АГРУК í (13. 39 e sil) Ar= 

ка (thrice), with 1 (32, e sil) fuld(with demid tol 108-4) Andr Primas Т: 

В rel vulg syr-dd copt seth(but om Ist) arm Andr-cois] Areth Jer. 
arm: о 

: | 
p 

I -!xt, rec om 2nd Soles, with ] t-txt: ins \ В rel valg sv 

Arth, 18 p 1 marg 37. 92; BexaBvo 18.9. d dec та 
15. ree om керо, with 1 (k Br о sil) copt a: ins ALPIN в x 

wth Andr Areth Primas(arundinem auream 
Gm, . ). £i 

(11) vulg. ueTpnce n I. om from Ist to 2nd зоту (Romo. 

ALP IN c (1, © sil) 38.—om Ist auTns also d. 16. aft modis ius aurys, N(omg it aft unos). om 2nd to 4th cz: | juxtaposition, Primarily of addition) twelve three gates (Gad, Asher, Кар 

angels, and names inscribed (contrast ibid. In Numbers ii, the ; 
follow from this description either, 1. nasseh, 
that the angels must necessarily be Na itali), And the 

guardians, Seeing that no foes remain Surrounding the city) R 

to be guarded against ; they are for the for mase. of the part., See сї 

completeness and adornment of the City twelve foundation-stones (i. 

after the idea of a beautiful fortress, each portion of the wal] Joini: 

adopted to set it forth or, 2. that, as in had a Conspicnons basement. 

the Jewish books (see De Wette here), stone. Pour of these, as I 

each gate is to be imagined as used by serves, would be corner-stoncs. 

each tribe: the twelve tribes of Israel third gate on one side to the f 

represent the whole people of God, and the next), and upon them (gen. 

the city the encampment of Israel : see aps extending all their len; 

below). From (on the side entering from) names of the twelve apostles о 

the sun-rising three gates (Joseph, Ben. (cf. Eph. ii. 20, where however 

jamin, Dun, in Ezek. xlviii. 32. In ch. idea is a different one, see the int, 

vii 6, Manasseh jg substituted for Dan, іп the note. No inference can b. 

which i. omitted. See there), from the has been drawn by some from th; 

north three gates (Reuben, Judah, Levi), Writer was not himself an Apostle 

* Sonth Fates (Simeon, Issa. legg. § i. 84 fl.). 15—17. Tis 

ulan), from tho sun-setting ment: of. Ezek. XI. 8—5. And 
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ка éuétpnoey Thy тбМму T@ l, n Ne 

g sea Acts iv. 
n ®xarhdup Е ёт} bra d xüuáboy TÒ de ufjkos tme Luke 

кай тд * п\айтоѕ kal TO "libros айтўѕ k iaa er. 17 каў ei a 
h ch. xiv. 20 

d ёиќтопсєу тд 5 тєѓүос айтӣс ExaTOY тєттерак recod- fes. HETPNOE XOS avT)S CEPAKOVTATETOA- i James 1.9 гей. 
k Matt. xx. 12. 1 ^ з / йї з Р 4 9 pov ‘anyav, * рётроу ™ ayOparrov, б dori deyyéXov. Mark xiv. i6, 

18 кд} ў évdounous ToU *Teiyovs айтй< ° laomıs кай 1) is Aci f. 
I Matt. vl. 27. Luke xii. 25. John zzi. 8 only. Ezek. 1 

п here only t. Jos. Antt. xv. 9. 6. 
6 only. Етек. х1. 5. 
18. Ls. viii. 1. 

. C. m = ch. xiii. 
o ch. iv. 3. ver. 11 only. Isa, Ит. 12. 

ins rogovroy «oTi» bef отоу, with vulg Primas: om A(PTN в rel syr-dd sth Andr 
Areth.— om ото» as well Br. 
e sil) vulg syr-dd copt Primas Jer. 

cosl Ате. 
Andr-a-p Areth: 18 в 1. 17. 32. 

om 8rd ка [P]N в rel Andr Areth: ins A (32. 40-2, 
ins ev bef rw кал. [P] c 1(11). 12. 32 Andr. 

Steph ocradiwv, with N?! 1. 85 Andr: eraBiov(sic) М 
for додека, Sexadvo rel Andr-coisl : txt ALPIN h 10. 92 (1 37, e sil) 

ins xa: bef xiAiabov B 92. 

a: txt A[P] B rel Andr- 

aft x. ins 
ӧодека B rel (:В' в 92 al) syr-dd : om A[P]N 1 1. 17-8. 35-7-8-9, 

17. om euerpynoey B rel Andr-coisl : ins ALPIN h 1 4 (1. 16. 82-7-9. 49, e sil) Andr 
Areth Primas. for Teixos, x«Xos(sic) N. x( N. 

18. тес (aft xai) ins уу, with в rel Andr Areth Primas: om AIP INSA syr-dd sth 
Tich.—for n, nv Ni. 

spoke with me had as a measure a golden 
reed пет) that he might measure the 
city, and her gates and her wall. And 
the city lieth four-square (so E. V. well; 
is in shape tetragonal), and her length is 
as great as [also] her breadth (see below). 
And he measured the city with the reed 
to the length of stadii of the amount 
of twelve thousands a rige to 
be the construction. On the èri, ‘over,’ 
of extent, see Winer, edn. 6, § 49, 1. 3, 
a. We have it in the adverbial phrase ёф” 
бето», Rom. xi. 18. The 12,000 stadii are 
in all probability the whole circumference, 
1000 to each space between the gates); 
the length and the breadth and the 
height of it are equal (the supposition of 
many expositors, that the city thus formed 
а monstrous cube, 8000 stadii in length, 
in breadth, and in height, really does not 
appear to be necessarily included in these 
words. Nay, it seems to be precluded by 
what next follows, where the angel mea- 
sures the height of the wall. For Düster- 
dieck's idea that the houses were 8000 
stadii in height, while the wall was only 
144 cubits, is too absurd to come at all 
into question. The words are open, this 
last consideration being taken into ac- 
count, to two interpretations: 1) that the 
city, including the hill or rock on which 
it was placed, and which may be imagined 
as descending with it, formed such a cube 
as seems here described: or 2) that there 
is some looseness of use in the word їса, 
and that we must understand that the 
length and breadth were equal to each 
other and the height equal all round: 
nearly so De Wette, al. Of these two 

OL. IV. 

evdmpnors ANS! j: єубороси №: exdounois К. om from 

I prefer the former, as doing no violence 
to the words, and as recalling somewhat 
the form of the earthly Jerusalem on ite 
escarpment above the valley of the Ke- 
dron. Some such idea seems also to be 
pointed at in the rabbinical books, e.g. 
Bava Bathra, f. 75. 2, * Dixit Rabba, & 
Jochananem dixisse, Deum S. B. tem 
futuro Hierosolyma evecturum in altitu- 
dinem xii. milliarium S. D. Zach. xiv. 10. 
Quid est *in loco suo?" talem esse futu- 
ram superne, qualis est infra. Rabba 
dixit, senex mihi narravit, ве vidisse Hiero- 
solymam priorem, que xii. milliarium erat. 
Dices, difficilem fore adscensum sed scrip- 
tum est, Isa. 1х. 8.“ And in Schir R. vii. 
"A “ А erusalem pere aue таан 
ita u ingat usque ad portas Damasci, 
Zach. Ei e e » et exaltabitur ut per- 
tingat usque ad thronum gloris, donec 
dicatur, locus mihi angustus est.” Вее 
more citations in Wetst.). And he mea- 
sured the wall of it (i.e. the height of 
the wall of it), of an hundred and forty- 
four cubits, the measure of a man, which 
is that of an angel (meaning that in this 
matter of measure, men and angels use the 
same. The interpretation, that in this 
particular case, the angel used the measure 
current among men (De Wette, al), is 
ungrammatical. As to the height 
thus given, it may be observed that the 
height of Solomon's porch, the highest 
part of his temple, was 120 cubits, 2 Chron. 
iii. 4, and the general height of his 
temple, 80 cubits, 1 Kings vi. 2). 
18—27.] Material, and farther descrip- 
tion of the city. And the building-work 
(Jos, in ref. is speaking of Hs 5 of 
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p Tobit «ін. 16. erodes Pypuoloy ? кадари биоюу 9 dd кабарф. 
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19 o£ areas 
q ver. 21 only. A A $ de? 

Her т деро, VI теіуоқ 1 TOAEWS mavti pt Ai = тю ki ii 
chive 9 eexoopmpévor 6 їбєдЄмө$ 6 mpõrtos “lactis, 0 evre- 3i: 
Ta P" od ó Tpíros *yareyðóv, Ó Térapros wi: sm 12, 1, POS ў cam epos, : TptTOS X А a as TET æ: B 

кухне PY oudparydos, #0 0 тёрттоѕ cap, б écros * eu. А е 2 e 7 e 99.2 E.. 
велне. бор, 0 EBõouos ™ ypvaóMÜos, ó будоо * Hip , б^ 

EN, € 

nux n-x evaros "è топаўор, б Séxaros ° ypvaómpaaos, б évdéxatos 
r w here only. Exon. xxiv. 10. Ezek. i. 28. х here 

s here only t. Gen. ii. 12 Aq. ir. J oeiy. 
d here only. 

. Ald. &c. 
(xxxvi.17—30, AB). Ezek. xxviii. 13. 

a ch. 
е bere only t. ace Gen. ii 12. 

only t. bere „ (-Bavos, ch. iv. 3. 
b Bere duly 4 oj oniy Tett All 11. 

тоо Teryous to т. тех. next ver 40. rec одо, with 1. 7 (26, e sil) Primas: оромо 
I: одо(вїе) 50: txt A[P)N в rel valg Andr Areth Tich. [ош кабаре P.] 

19. rec ins xa: (bef о), with Ni h 1. 10-7. 85 (1 80-7. 49 Br, e sil) vulg syr-dd copt 
Andr: om A[P7]N** в rel am Andr-coisl Areth lat-ff. [Р is def айе 
there seems not space enough for xexoeumpevot.] for wperos, es R. 
w ins ки М. `сатфероз B, сатфтроз 1. і aft сатф. ins ка N. 
xapyn9or 85, харкттоу copt; Avyw:rns j, халкдар Ве К 1: xoAxebor 88. 

. сарду А: dn c e 10. 48 Вт Andr-cois]: txt [PIN в rel Andr Areth. (d 
illeg.) rec с 
vulg : txt АГРЈК в rel (copt) Andr-coisl Areth. 
CHD NX P: I ктруАлоз Е : Bn s 1: 85 
rel am(with fuld). 

тоход:о» NI: тотау(:оу(віс) P]. 
Areth: -zpacios(sic) N38: -xpacgos 
-rasos e }(-сс-) k 2. 30. 50. 

Сзоватея, as built by Herod the Great: he 
describes it as being Tj bophoe wept- 
BXerror, because the materials were costly 
and brought from a distance: and says, ў 
83 dvddunois бозу eveBdrero xarà tis 

els B:axoclovs 10h tl. This 
would be, as appears when he afterwards 
describes (as here) ite materials, a mole or 
breastwork, against the sea. The word 
seems to be no where else found) of the 
wall of it (was) jasper (ch. iv. 3, note), 
and the city (was) pure gold (xpveós, 
the metal vac уйше i thesame wrought 
into any form for use: so with Kpyvpos 
and dpyuploy) like to pure glass e 
ideal gold, transparent, such as no is 
here, but surpassing it in splendour). The 
foundation-stones of the wall of the city 
(see above, ver. 14) (were) adorned with 
every (cf. та», ch. xviii. 12) precious 
stone (not that the stones were merely set 
on the 6euéA:o, but that the бер. them- 
selves consisted of them: see below, and 
СЁ. Isa. liv. 12): the first foundation.stone 
(was) jasper (the material of the upper 
building of the wall, ver. 18), the seeond, 
sapphire (Wp, reff. The stone described 
under this name by Pliny seems to be our 
lapis lazuli: he says, xxxvii. 89, ** Sapphi- 
p саан punctis collucet. Сега e 

sapphiri, raroque cum purpura. ut 
the sapphire of the Scripture seems more 
like the present sky-blue stone 

tog, with h 1 1. 10-7-8. 51 (97-8. 40-1-9 Br, e sil) Andr, sardinus 
AnpvAAvos B(Mai) c 1 92 Areth ; 

os о: NANO 49: txt AN B(Tischd poo. 
(evaros, so A B bd hj 11. 27. 92 Andr-coisl, e? Ni, but є erased. 

xpucozpacov A: txt [P']N! в rel Andr 
-prassus or -praeus vulg lat-ff; -aeros(sic) 92 : 

known by that name: see ref. Ezek. i.: 
and Winer, Realw., Edelstein, 6), the third, 
chalcedony (this name is unknown: cor- 
responding perhaps to N, Exod. xxviii. 19, 
xxxix. 12 [xxxvi. 18], which the LXX and 
Josephus render àxdrys, te. There 
seems to have been an agate t from 
Chalcedon. It is described 5 
aky- blue, with stripes of other colours: 
* morientibus arboribus similes" Plin. 
xxxvii. 30. See Winer, ut supra, 8, and 
16), the fourth, emerald (note, ch. iv. 3), 
the fifth, sardonyx (солят, Exod. xxxix. 
11; Ezek. xxvii. 13: Pliny, xxxvii. 24, 
says, “ Sardonyches olim ut ex nomine 
ipso apparet, intelligebantur candore in 
sarda, est velut carnibus in ungue ho- 
minis imposito, et utroque translucido.” 
The ancient versions and Josephus call it 
onyx. See Winer, ut supra, 6), the sixth, 
sardius (ch. iv. 8, note), the seventh, 
ehrysolith (vg: reff. al. and Josephus 
thus render it. The stone at present so 
called is pale green, transparent, and crys- 
tallized with shifting colours. But the 
ancient chrysoliths are described by Pliny 
as “aureo fulgore translucentes,” and 
have been supposed the same as our topaz : 
or by some, as amber: see Winer, ut su 
10), the eighth, beryl (cue, ref. Exod. : 
rendered by tbe LXX in Gen. ii. 12, Aí6es 
6 wpáciros, and variously in other places. 
Epiphanius in Wetst. says, BRT 
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fbáxiwÜos, б Swbéxatos “Е duéÜvaros. ?! xal oi dchdexa there outs. 0 
haruhaves Swdexa 'uapyapirav “avd lels !ёкатто$ TOV qiie ony. 

Exon. & 
b тимюрө» tv èE évos ! papyaplrov. ка} Y ™ п\атєіа Ех. 

above (v) 
тў rx " xypvalov ? xaÜapóv dx ° ÜaXos ° das. n2, 

e ich. xvii. 4 22 кад vaóv ойк єЇдоу èv avri 6 yap Püpios б P дейс Ó "е 
p ; 1 val are d у doolo ri hs пағтократор [o] vaos айтӱс̧ stw, kal TO арр». EL dir. 

е B ral 7j ods ой 9 xpeíav d A тод Alou Odds тўс here ош 
sing. eb. хі. 

cerns, Iva € файоси airy j yàp da тоў беой S 2 

rice айтђи, kal б *A/yvos айту тд ариіо % kai ploy Ман, 
а]. n see ver. 18. 

p ch. i. 8 reff. 
11. 8. ch. I. 16. 
1 ref. lea. Ix. 19. 

Matt. vi. 8 al. fr. Prov. xviii. 2. 
16. viii. 12. xvi 23. John only, exe. 2 Pet. 1. 19. Gen. I. 17. 1 Macc. iv. 50, 

t John v.36. Luke xi. 36 Exod. xxvii. 20. 

o here only t. Prov. xvi. 2 Aq. (Ages, 2 Pet. i. 19.) 
r s nx 1. 5. +. 35. 1John 

b ach. күш. 

аребосоѕ (for -стоѕ) Naa bceh i! 1. 13. 82-7-8. 40-1-7-8-9. 82, aueÜveriwwos Nl. 
21. om 2nd Sa8exa Nl. 

er N'(N34 disapproving). 
txt A 

Т ava, iva А. 
aft ny ins ws [P] в 92. 

P](M) в rel Andr Areth.—23:avrns is to txt in 

[ада ка P.] aft uA ins 
us (for Stavyns) ёгафаулз : 

22. for o yap к. o h., от: o ку о Os NI: о "yap o xs 05 (sic) Nas: e un kso 0. 90. 
rec om о (bef vaos), with [PIN в rel Andr Areth: ins A. ° 

98. rec aft Qairocir ins ev, with Nau h 17. 80? (87. 49 Br, e sil) vulg: om A[P]N! в 
rel Andr Areth Primas.—om avry 92. 
97. 49, e sil). 

yAavkl(ov péy ёст: CararcoBadhs, Exo» 
elbos xal ris b8aperrépas daxlyéov: and 
Pliny xxxvii. 20, ** viriditatem puri maris 
imitantur, Winer, ut supra, 11), the 
ninth, topas (imp, reff. and al. Strabo 
describes it as Baparhs, xpuccedts àro- 
Adress déyyos xvi. p. 770, Wetst., 
where see more testimonies, But Plin. 
xxxviL 82, says "egregia etiamnum to- 
радо gloria est, suo virenti genere? 
whence some have вар it our - 
solith: see above. Job xxviii. 19: 
and Winer ut supra, 2), the tenth, chry- 
soprasus (this word found only in 
Pliny, xxxvii. 20, “vicinum genus huic 
(beryllo) est pallidius, et а quibusdam 
proprii generis existimatur, vocaturque 
chrysoprasus:" and 21, “amethysti ful. 

purpura"), the eleventh, jacinth 
(ovo: so ali apud Tromm. in Exod. 
xxviii. 19, where the LXX have Агуйрго», 
which again occurs in Ezek. xxviii. 18, 
where ОФ is not found: while in Exod. 
xxviii. 20 Symm. renders wang by bd ru. 
The word is not found in LXX as the 
name of а Pliny xxxvii 41: 
«Ше emicans in ameth r vio- 
laceus dilutus est in hyacintho"), the 
twelfth, amethyst (mowm reff. Pliny, 
xxxvii. 40, reckons the amethyst among 
the le stones, and says of the best, 
the Indian, “absolutum felicis purpure 
colorem habent .... perlucent autem om- 
nes violaceo colore." So that it seems to 

уар bef n Brel: txt APN h 10-7. 88 (1. 

be the stone now known by that name). 
And the twelve gates, twelve pearls (Isa. 
liv. 12, * carbuncles." Wetst. quotes from 
Шш: какшы Бе Bathra, f. 75. 1: 
* Deus S. B. adducet gemmas et margari- 
tas, triginta cubitos longas totidemque 
latas: easque excavabit in altitudinem xx 
cubitorum, et latitudinem x cubitorum, 
collocabitque eas in portis Hierosolymo- 
rum." See many more in Wetst. and 
Schöttgen), each one separately (reff.) of 
the gates was (made) out of one pearl. 
And the street (generic: the street-ma- 
terial, throughout) of the city (was) pure 
gold like t glass (see above on 
ver. 18). And а temple I saw not in it: 
for the Lord God hty is the temple 
of it, and the Lamb (1. e. the inhabitants 
need no place of worship or sacrifice, the 
abject of all page Dong present, and 
the great Sacrifice Himself being there). 
And the city hath not need of the sun 

nor yet of the moon, that they should 

shine on her (avrj, dat. commodi): 55 

the of God (the brightness of His 
Abe the e see above, ver. 

11) lightened her, and her lamp was the 
Lamb (seo Isa. lx. 19, 20. No assignment 
of the members of the sentence must be 

ht of, such as that ў óga т. 0е00 ів 

her Sun, and Tb ápríoy her Moon: so 

Grot. and Ewald (not De Wette, as Düs- 

terd., who only thinks that фот cor. 

responds to the sun and Aóx»os to the 

8C2 
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„Богша Bae тўс түй dépovow тї» oktav айтфу eis айттуу, 
ven f. 25 xd of "гиди aUTHS ov ui) * KNeLaOdow * ўрќраҳ, WUE 
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i. 8 

Pixel, Tua)» TOv eh els айти. I * kal Y oU py es eis 
a constr. mit, dri Y Trüp * корду xai * току > KS66Xvyna кад © Vebο, ch. iv. I al. 

ápv(ov. € ch. xxii. 1 š 
Jer. vii. 30 
compl. P 
(not in А А 

d ch. xvii. m 
reff. 

e constr., ch. 
. 4. f see ch. xx. 15. 
g al. Wied. xvii. 20 al. 

Cel ui) of f yeypaupévos ё’ 75 ®8Мф тїс f Sons ToU 

XXII. 1 Kai &e£tév pot Torauóv * Ŭõaros P Gans 
!Aaumpóv dx *wpvaTaXXov,  ёкторєидрероу ёк тод Ópórov 

g sec ch. lil. 5 reff. 
k ch. iv. 6 only. Nam. хі. 7. 

1 ch. xv. 6. xviü. 14. siz. h ch. vil. 17 reff. 
Ezek. i. 22. leh. iv. 5 aL fr. EAI. xlvi. L 

24. rec (for тергкат. to ros avrns) та «Üvm тоу cwoloueray ev то фет: азтуз 
reptrarucovo, with 18 Andr-comm: xa: seperaTyGovot avrns 39 : та «8. Te» gol. 
то фот аутзуз epi. (ra in red) єбуу d Tov $wros avrns 1 (sic): txt ALPIN B rel vulg 
copt Andr Areth lat-ff.—aft терк. RI wrote 8 but marked i£ for erasure. for ru» 
(bef Sota»), avre B rel: avrw» 5: om 92: txt APN h 1 1. 10-7-8. 34-8 (17-8. 35-7. 
47-9 BY, e sil). 

h 1 1. 17-8. 88. 47 Br. 

rec (aft Soga») ins xa: ry» Tur, with В rel vul 
coisl Areth (but of these в b c d e j k 19. 89. 40-1-2-8. 51. 92 Areth om rg»): om A[ PM 

for аутор, тоу «Ürw» В rel syr-dd Andr-eoisl : txt A[P^N 

Andr. 

h 1 1. 10-7-8. 88 (87. 47-9 Br, e eil) vulg copt Andr Áreth Ambr Primas 
25. for nuepas, nuepa (sic) Ni. 
26. (om ver Br ?) 

10. 84 (1. 85-7. 47-9, e sil). 
97. eseA0uow N. 

тоюу», with [P] B c h 1. 2. 4. 10-7. 84 (26. 82-5-7. 42-8-9, e sil) An 
rel copt: o rote (sic) NI: txt AN%4 18. 41. 92. 

at end add wa e:seAdwow B rel Ате: om ASPIN h 1 2, 

rec коому, with 26-7: xowoer 1: txt ALPIN в rel. ree 
Areth : o томо 

for aprıov, ovrov (sic) N. 

Cmar. XXII. 1. rec ins кабаро» bef rorayoy, with 1: aft ror., c h 1 4. 10-7. 26. 
82-4-8. 48-9 Br Andr Areth : om ALPIN »B rel Hil Primas. 

moon, but protests against applying these 
to the divine Persons separately)): and 
the nations shall walk by means of her 
light (i.e. she shall be во bright as to 
serve for light,—for sun and moon both, 
—to the world that then is, and her 
inhabitants. For such inhabitants are 
clearly sup ; 8ee below, and ch. xxii. 
2). And the kings of the earth (no longer 
hostile to Christ) bring (pres. of habit and 
certainty, as so often in this prophecy) 
their (the kings', not the nations', as ver. 
26) glory (cf. Isa. 1х. 8: all in which they 
lory) into her: and her gates shall never 
5 ut by day (i. e. in meaning, shall 
never be ahut, seeing it will always be 
day: shall never be ahut, for if they were, 
they must be shut by day): for night 
shall not exist there. And they (men) 
shall bring the glory and the costliness 
of the nations into her (Isa. lxvi. 12. 
Among the mysteries of this new heaven 
and new earth this is set forth to us: 
that, besides the 1 church, there 
shall still be dwelling on the renewed 
earth nations, organized under kings, and 
(ch. xxii. 2) saved by means of the in- 

om Ist rov N. 

fluences of the heavenly city). And there 
shall never enter into her thing 
unclean, and working abomination and 
falsehood, bat only (lit. except) they that 
are written in the book of life of the 
Lamb (if then the kings of the earth, and 
the nations, bring their glory and their 
treasures into her, and if none shall ever 
enter into her that is not written in the 
book of life, it follows, that these ki 
к са засаа, are written іп the book 
of life. And so perhaps some light ms 
be thrown on ong af do deck s ion 
of redemption. There may be,—I say it 
with all dence,—those who have been 
saved by Christ without ever forming a 
part of his visible ized Church). 

CE. XXII. 1—6.] The end of the de- 
scription: the means of healing for the 
nations (1, 2): the blessedness, and eternal 
reign of the glorified servants of God 
3— 5). 
( AU he shewed me a river of water of 
life, bright as orystal, eoming forth out 
of the throne of God and of the Lamb 
(which throne is one and the same: see 
ch. iii. 21, and note on ch. xx. 11. The 
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той Oeod cal той apviov, ? èv péow тўс ™ I arelas айту me xxm 
Kal тод потарод n évreÜÜev xai " ёкє:Өєи ° Ао» ° Lars, ^ eto 
P 7roLoUv P xaptrovs öde, катӣ uiva ёкастоу * йттоё$ой$ 

n see John xix. 
an. xii. 

. Ezek. xl. 
94, 37. 

o ch. li. 7 reff. 

Tov 9 картду айтой, ка| Ta ' фйХАа той ° Evrov eis * Üepa- „б, , 
ass /. ^ :Ü ^ 8 A t ^ u 10 t 3, » Pd m. 

ela TWV eU. ка тар Ka оок erat ETL. [ке also.) 

Я ^ Le 

- aUTQV. 5 kal v ойк sr čti, kal ovy P & оис pe «X 
фотӧѕ b M xal фотде ou, Ste Kvpws б (cos Cen 
be Sr ёт’ айтой$, ка} d Васіћейсоис eis robe адрас 
TOV al. 

Esth, ij. 12. Nux. xlvii. 12. 
14. Zecu, xiv. 11. 
vii. 7 (from Exod. iii. 13) al. 
Ps. xvi. 15. ach. vil. 3 reff. 

€ ch. xviii. 1 reff. constr., here only. 

9. qu" A: єк uecov 92. txt [PIN в rel. 

1 John ii. 21 reff. 
v ch. i. 1. ii. 20. vii. 3al. Pe. Xxxlil. 23. 

x 1 John iii. 3 reff. 

en. i. 11, 12. 1 ó боб 2 bcod \ ^3 г э э л у yt (Jobs elhe- : Kat б Üpóvos тод Oeod xai тод ариб ёр avri) ёстал, кай oi Gone 
" додлос афтод " Xarpevcovciw айтф, * kal *! Óvrovras TÒ 
У тр0с̧отоу афтод, kal TÒ бода афтод ёті Tray 5 ретотоу “Heb. iit 

карт. ф4- 
er.) 
att. xxi. 41, 

. zxvi. 6. 
tt. Axl. 19 

(bis). xxiv. 
only. 
. tii T. 
ke ix 

Yv 

a 

е — Luke ix. 
11 (zii. 42. 
Matt. xxiv. 
45 v. r.) 
only $. see 

u here only t. sec Matt. xxvi. 
w ch. vii. 18. Acts 

у > here only. (Acts xx. 35.) ses 
ach. xzi. 26. Zzox. xiv. 6, 7. b ch. xxi, 33. 

d = ch. zx. 4, 6 reff. 

1.10-7-8-9. 85 (87. 47-9 Br, e sil) Andr: om xa: exeiüey 92: txt A( P] в rel syr-dd arm 
Andr-coisl Areth.—N** has evO«v xai evOey kai, Ni eee kai (once o 

тоюу А 18 : xoovrra е: txt N rel Andr Areth. 

rec (for ACE] evrevdey, with h 

y), both omitting 
P def. 

утау A. [Р к ME гес (aft unra) ins eva, with 1 (j, e sil) Andr-p(Del) Areth: om 
єкасте В 

om о N. 
4. ins кап bef ex: №. 

89. 40; єкастоѕ d: om 85: txt АМ rel Andr 

5. rec (for eri) exei, with h 1 1. 4. 10-7-8. 84 (16. 32 5-7-9. 47-8-9 Вг,-е sil) Andr 
Areth : om rel copt Promiss: txt A[P]N в 2. 19 vul syr-dd lat-ff(some). Tec 

xpeua ovk eyovcir, with [P] 1. 4. 10-7. 84 (c h 32-7. 47-8-9 Br, e sil) Andr Areth : ovx 
єХохсіу xpeuav Ñ : ov xus B rel (syr-dd) 
фотох (bef Avxrov), wit 
copt sth Andr-a Ambr, 
A[ Р] 82-5. 48 am: om lips-5. 
17-8-9. 35-7-8. 47-9 Br, e sil) gr-lat-ff. 

ch Primas. 

syr-dd Andr-coisl Areth : re A( P) 12. 42: txt M в rel 
Ambr). 
for rovs, avTovs 1. 

O. T. in view are Gen. ii. 10; 
Ezek. xlvii. 1 ff.). In the midst of the 
street of it (the city), and of the river, on 
one side and on the other (the gen. rora- 
pod is governed by èv пёс as Ewald and 
Düsterd. а al, not by ёутедбеу x. éxeitev, as 
De Wette: the meaning being that the 
trees were on each side in the middle of 
the space between the street and the river. 
See Ezek. xlvii. 7), (was) the tree of life 
(ch. ii. 7; Ezek. ut supra ff., i. e. trees of the 
kind described: as in Ezek.), producing 
twelve fruits (kinds of fruit, Ezek. xlvii. 

12), according to each month yielding its 
fruit (Ezek. ut supra): and the leaves of 
the tree (are) for healing of the nations 

imas Promiss: txt A vulg. rec om 
P] вте! Andr Areth Ambr, : ins AN 18 (38) 47 vulg syr-dd 

Avxrov(sic) 1. for 2nd dwros, pws 
om ŅAiov B rel: ins A(P]N c h 1. 10. 80-4. 48 (4 

rec фот фе, with c 4. 34 ied e sil) am 

(vulg cop 2 | oe 
rec om ez, with [Р] в rel Andr Areth : ins AN Ambr Tic 

(so exactly, Ezek. ver. 12: *and the leaf 
thereof (SX Ao is read for à»dBacis, in 
LXX, by “alii apud Tromm.") for medi- 
eine.“ On the sense of sse, the nations 
outside, see above, ch. xxi. end). And 
every curse (accursed thing, see below. 
xard@eya, another form of xaravd8eua; 
in ref. Matt. we have the verb катабєдат{- 
(ev) shall exist no longer (cf. ref. Zech. 
There shall no more be those accursed 
things which bar the residence of God 
among His people: see Josh. vii. 12, which 
shews that these words are in close con- 
nexion with what follows): and the throne 
of God and of the Lamb shall be in her, 
and His servants shall serve Him (in 
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erTm L1. 6 Kal єйтви pot Oérot of уо, ¥ тесто) кай f aqb woi, 

at kai б Kuptos б Е Oeds tay €^ Tvevpá Tav TOv % трофттёу 
f ch. ii 
a 11. l. 1 gmégreihev TOV dyyeXov афтод decke. тоў * бой^юи$ 
км. niz луто à der 'yevécOar dy ‘таже. 7 ка} ov ' pojai = 

nic 2! ray paxápios 0 * турфи тоў № Aoyous тїс | ятрофт- 4: j ch; d leer. т) 
е t 

ү! 1 Jona us Teias той ! BuBXiou Tovrov. ‘ et 
DATI 8 Kaya Iod 6 axoveyv kai DXérov тайта” kai Gre Be r: 

m eo ch. xr. juovga кай ё, a areca ™ mr pOsKUvijT at Eur pochev TOV r 
47 10 

roò / тоў ve TOU Setxvvovros рог тафта. 9 кай A&yet азр. 
poi Op psp ™ тўубоуМбе cov ciui кай Tov абеєАфФр aov 

1° тб» mpopyTav, kal тёр *tnpovvTey TOUS ka Xoyous TOU n ver. 19. see 
abo 

6. for ewer, Nee B rel: txt ALPIN 4. 84 (1. 82. 48, e sil) vss gr-lat-ff. 
o (bef xvpios), with [P] в rel Andr Areth : ins AN 92. 

"with 1. 84 Andr: rev xv. тоу ау. 86(Del) Andr-coisl : txt ATT N в rel vulg 
Byr-dd copt sth Andr-comm Areth Primas Idac. 
«үш, W 

disapproving). 

Tec om 

гес (for srevuaTre» тею) 

aft атест. ins pe NI (Na- 

7. rec om ка, with h 1. 4. 10-7. 34-8 (87. 40-8-9 Br, е a) copt Andr Primas: ins 
отто AN в rel vulg syr-dd th Andr-a Areth. ep 

8. rec kai eyw, with rel Andr-coisl Areth : om eyw 92: tt AN B b d h j k 9. 10-8-6. 
26-7. 35-8. 47-9. 50. 90 Br Dion Andr. 
о BA. к. ак. Tavra N c 4. 82-4. 48 
Andr-p lat-ff. 
10-7. 84 (c h 18. 82-7. 48-9 Br, e sil) Andr Areth ; eBAesror A: vidi vulg 
elz єтесоу, with B rel: txt AN 1. 16.8. 80-5. 
кет N hj 1 49. 60. 

copt Dion Andr Areth: txt A B rel vulg 
ore «Вох (for eg ch) B rel; eor (alone) bk 16. 88: txt N 1. 4 

rec o BAewor Tavra kai axover, with 1: 
syr-dd 

Primas. 
for epoca беу тоу, про A. 

9. rec (aft cov) ins yap, with 303: om AN в rel vulg Hy" copt wth Ath Andr 
Areth Cypr. om 2nd «a 1. 

ministration and holy service, see ch. vii. 
16) and they shall see His face (be close 
to Him, and know Him even as they are 
known, Matt. v. 8), and His name (shall 
be) on their foreheads (ref.). And ә 
shall not be any more (ch. xxi. 25), and 
they shall have no need of the light ofa 
lamp or (and) of the light of the sun (ch. 
xxi. 28), because the Lord God shall 
shine (shed light) upon them: and they 
shall reign (De Wette well remarks, in a 
higher sense than in ch. xx. 4, 6) to the 

of the ages. 
6—81.) CONCLUDING ASSURANCES AND 

EXHORTATIONS: and herein, 6, 7, assur- 
ance by the angel of the truth of what kas 
been said, in the terms of ch. i.1. And he 
(the angel) said to me, These sayings (the 
whole book, by what follows) are faithfal 
and true (вве on геЁ.) : and the Lord (Jeho- 
vah) the God of the spirits of the prophets 
(i. e. of those spirits of theira, which, in- 
formed b pr Holy Spirit, have become 
ш vehicles of prophecy) sent His angel 

shew to servants what 
di come to pass shortly (on the whole 
d this see on ch. i. 1, from which place it 
is repeated а& the close of the book of 
which that is the opening). And behold, 

om last «a: b c h 1. 12 . 821-7. 47-8-9. 

I come quickly (the speech passes into the 
words of Christ Himself, by the 
angel: so in ver. 12, and in ch. xi 8): 
Blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of 
the prophecy of this book (the speech is a 
mixed one: in тоў BiPAlov robrov, the 
Writer has in view the roll of his book 
now lying all but completed before him: 
but кинди з кы] илас io eddie e 
Tis ярофутеіаѕ табтт would express it 
formally). And I John (was he) who heard 
and saw these things (pres. m 
without temporal significance— was the 
hearer and seer of these things): and 
when I heard and saw, I fell down (as in 
ch. xix. 10, where see notes) to worship 
before the feet of the angel who shewed 
me . as above) these things. 
Ari tein to ma, Tibe eod not: I am 
a fellow-servant of thine, and (a fellow- 
ant of thy brethren the prophets, 
and of those who keep the sayings of this 
book: worship God (the same feeling 
again prevailed over the A as before, 
and is met with a similar rebuke. I 
hardly can with Düsterd. see any real dis- 
tinction implied, in the àBeA$à» cov тё» 
wpo$*«Té» here, between the situation of 
the Seer then and now. D. thinks, the 
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М») °офратуістѕ r \Хуоиѕ Tí ! mpopnreias той g- Theod. zii 
4, 9. 

^ і. Alou Tourtou, ò PKatpos yap Méyyls ёст. Uo їйбкф» P Mit азн 
. see Luke 

xxi. т йбикттйто ert, cal б *purapos puraubijrw ert, kal б 
di catos u Óucatoa vv потсато ёть, кай б дү | ауасбдутао 711 

2 t= ol. iii, 25. 
ёт. 13 (Sov " épyouat " тай, kai б * шобдс pou ? uer Peers 
3 ^ £z , ^ e , e * a P d 3 4 , ^ т. . E ёиойў = алттобойуа ёкастф Фу TO * Epyoy ёстір айтод. „јен. 2 
18 фуд тд dx кай тё О, [0] °трфто$ xal [0] * écyaros, 
ару?) Kat TÒ тё\о$. 14 дакаро ot S TAÚVOVTES Tas  сто- 

only. Zech. 
ii. 1,5 

p ^ ; тери 
Aas айтдр, a f dt 7) & éfova(a airay © ёті то + Evrop fers nl) f. 

u 1 John ii. 29. Ш. 7,10. Matt. vi. 1 
Ul. 11 
xvi. 27. Rom. Ц. 6. Prov. xxiv. 12. 

d ch. € ch. 3. 17 reff. 
9, 13, 14 bis only. Isa. 1xiil. I. 
eh. if, 26 reff. 1 h ver. 2, 

aft 10. om xa: 1. 

. 1. v Rev., here only. see Dax. xii. 
x Май. v. 12. xx. B. 2 John 6. у 

acm Heb. vi. 10. 1 Pet. i. 17 al. 

f constr., ch. Ш. 9 reff. 

vs ins rovrovs № (об marked for erasure). 

w vv. 7, 20. ch 
8 Matt. 

b ch, 1. 8. xxl. 6. 
e Mark xil. 381 L. xvi. 5. Luke zv. 22. ch. vi. 11. vii, 

g usages of ovo. w. ёт. 

10. 
Isa. xl. 10. 141. 11. 

rec ins A 
ori bef o xaipos (omg уар), with 1. 10-7 (87. 49 Вт, e sil) 01 wth Andr - p be Primas: 
o уар короз 18, 40 Andr-a: o apos (only) 4. 16, 27. „48: txt AN B 

11. homeeotel in A j 34-5. 68 Andr-coisl from 1st er: xa: to 2nd: in 1 from Ist to 
8rd. тес purev 
M 181. 82 Orig, 

pvregaro: ротарюдуто 92: ротарєибтто В rel Andr Areth: txt 
rec (for dur. reine.) Zurctebnro, with 88 (87, e sil) vulg-ed 

ep-of-ch-of-Lyons(in Eus) Aug,: txt AM в rel am(with demid fuld tol lips-4) syr-dd 
copt Andr Areth Cypr,. Jn 1.) 

19. rec at beg ins xa, with 1 eth Andr- 
Areth Cypr. ахобофтуш Nl. 
89: txt AN B 

p: om AN B rel 
mit) dà (aim rec erat, м i) rel Ап 

(Tisc 88 syr- illeg.)—rec avrov bef ест., with 1 1. 4. 17. 84-8 
(82-5. 48, ө sil) Andr Areth : txt AN B rel І 

syr-dd copt arm Andr 
dr : om 

syr-dd. (d Шер ) 
18. rec aft eyo ins еш, with 84 ПО 97 b^ 10, ота g Onigs(yeyore,) lat-ff(some) ; 

Cy pr-ms rec а e 16: om AN в rel am(with fuld 
(for aA $a), with B rel Orig Ath An : txt AN bodhjl 9. 82. 90 Andr-coiel Areth. 

rec ins o (twice, bef яротоз and bef ex.), with N в rel Andr-coisl: bef яр. 
(аз ыза: om А d 9.—rec om 7 bef apyn and то bef теЛоѕ, with 1. 19 (o h 10. 
82 Br, e sil): om то bef reAos 84: ins AN в rel.—reo аруз к. телоѕ bef о трет. к. о 
х with 1. 4. 17-8 (e h 10. 82-7. 41-8-9 Br, e sil) Orig, Andr 

vug syr-dd æth Orig, Ath Cypr. 
Areth : txt AN B rel 

14. rec (for wAvrorres таз oToAas ауте») тоуутез Tas «rroAas avrov, with В rel 
dd 

intention now is to exalt his prophetic 
office and character). And he saith to 
me, Seal not up the sayings of the pro- 
pheoy of this book (cf. ch. x. 4, where the 
command is otherwise: also reff. Daniel): 
for the time is near (in Dan. viii. 26, the 
reason for sealing up the vision is that the 
time shell be for many days). Let him 
that is unjust (pres. part. as above) com- 
mit injustice (aor. of acts, not of a state, 
which would be pres.) still: and let the 
filthy (reff.: morally polluted) pollute 
himself (in the constant middle sense of 
passive verbs when the act depends on à 
man's self) still: and let the righteous 
do righteousness still, and the holy sano- 
tify himeelf still (see Ezek. iii. 27: and 
ef. Matt. xxvi. 45, Sleep on now, and 
take your rest: behold, the hour is at 

copt (Andr Areth) Cypr Tert Tich(: for avrov, eov Andr-p-c Areth-ms:) txt 
vAvvarres) 33(wAvrovrres th arm-ming Ath Қ ) 38( ) vulg g aft 2nd 

hand:" also Ezek. xx. 89. The saying 
has solemn irony in it: the time is «o 
short, that there is bardly room for cha 
—the lesson conveyed in its ып 1в, 
“Change while there is time”). Behold 
I come quickly, and my reward is with 
me (reff. Isa.) to render (this infin. may 
be either of purpose, dependent jointly on 
#рхора and ё шоб. x. T. A., or epexegetic 
of that which is wrapped up in the word 
pods itself. No very satisfactory ac- 
count is given of this last construction in 
Winer, edn. 6, 5 44. 1) to each as his 
work is (these words sound as if spoken 
by our Lord Himself: perhaps at the con- 
clusion, the Apostle puts in pro- 
phetic shortness, many divine sayings of 
warning and consolation, with the replies 
to them). I am the Alpha and the 

g Primas. 
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ich za rac h бос, кай Tois ‘arvddow eiséAOwow єі тїр mów. 
1 Fl f. 15 EH of 1 кре; кай of * фариако каў of ¥mópvot xal oi 
Luke er d. Hove кай oi * eidwrAoAdTpaL каї Tas S кай l roi 
Fro n. Медо. 16 éy@ "сой erepyra tov ayyedov pov ™ pap- 

: d ii 1. Tuphcasipiv тата oe rais ёкж\аүсіслѕ. èyw cipi ý? pita 
1k. 2. Kab TO 9 yévos. Aaveld, 6 ' астђр 6 * Xajmrpos, д * mTpowos. ~m 
"eels 17 wai тд veÜua Kai ў "vóudm Méyovaiw “Epyou xai 6 D 
I 2: dc] eiráro "Epyow xai б 'Suóv épyécOw, 6 O 112 i 
Kr od a Er ᷣ d ) Lats d οẽ,HiD 18 * Maprvpó éyw var Mor | 
зз. Јо". TQ акойорть Tavs х Aoyous ris * профттеіах той х BiBMov 174 
iii. 11. ch. 1x. 
14. xxl. 12. P 

rch. й. 28 only. eee Sir. I. 6. 
v ch. xxi. 6 гей. 

avrov ins ws 9e j efovoia N}(N3 disapproving). 
16. rec aft et ins 8e, with (dP) lips-s copt 

Ath Andr Areth Cypr Tich. 

ch. v. 5. see Rom. zv. 12, from Јел. хі. 1, 10. 
8 ver. l reff.t Ep. Jer. 60. 

w dat., = ver. 16 reff. or Rom. x. 3. Gal. iv. 15. 

ai хоруоп: 
with 1 1. 4. 303-8. 41-8 Andr Areth : om AN в rel Hip. 

XXII. 

x vr. 7, 10 

wviewow 1. 
Fulg Primas: om AN в (k?) rel Hip 
om o: 1 Hip. rec aft was ims o, 

rot. ки OA. N e 4. 32-4. 
48 Hip Ath Andr-coisl Areth.—for ж. o p. к. Tol., 0: wotouvres то 18. 

16. for em, ev A 18. 21. 88 vulg copt Ath Andr: om c 1. 4. 47-8 arm Andr-p Areth 
Primas: txt N В rel syr-dd. rec ins rov bef 8ave:8, with d e 1 1. 9. 13. 803: om 
AN в rel Ath Andr Areth.—3a3 bef xa: To yev. b: in 1 Tov 3a8 is written above the 
Jine in red. 
Areth Tich Idac. 

rec aft Aaumpos ins ка, with A (К?) vulg: om & в rel vss Ath Andr 
rec (for o spoiros) ордріоѕ : txt A(mpo-) N в rel Ath Andr.—om 

o Харт. 85.—о яро. bef о Хаит. с (d P) 4. 82. 40-8 Andr-cois] Areth. 
17. om ro and 7 R.— Ni wrote т in place of то but marked it for erasure. 

reo (for epxov, twice) eAée, and (for epx ec) ed here: txt AN в rel Ath Andr Areth. 
rec ins kai bef о бело», with 84 (d 40, e sil) vulg syr-dd arm Primas: om AN в 

rel am(with tol lips-5-6) copt th Ath Andr Areth. rec (for AaBerer) AauBarere To, 
with 34(omg то) (4. 17, e sil): txt AN в rel Ath Andr Areth. 

18. rec (for дарт. eyw) сириартироирса yap, with vulg: uaprvpoua: yap 34-5 spec 
Andr-coisl Areth, eyo с 48: txt A(N) в rel Andr.—ins э bef napr. N paprupopa . 
rec om Ist то, with d h 10-7 Br (26-7. 87. 49. 51, e sil) Andr-p: ins AN в rel Andr 

Omega, the first and the last, the be- 
ginning and the end (these words have 
hitherto been said by the Father: see 
above, ch. i. 8, xxi. 6, and notes. And in 
all probability it is so here likewise, whe- 
ther we assume the words to be spoken by 
Christ in God's name, or by the Eternal 
Father Himself) Blessed are they that 
wash their robes (sce the digest. The 
vulg. addition “in sanguine agni," after 
ch. vii. 14 is of course the right supple- 
ment), that they may (on {уа with fut. 
see reff, and ch. xiv. 13 note. It isa 
mixed construction: between “that the 
may have” and “for they shall have 3 
have the power (licence) over the tree 
(to eat of the tree: èri of the direction of 
their reaching for the fruit) of life, and 
may enter by the gates into the city. 
Outside are the dogs (impure persons, 
reff), and the sorcerers, and the forni- 
гп, ша the cape pia al € the idola- 

rs, and every one loving and practising 
falsehood (see on these, ch. xxi. 8). 

I Jesus (our Lord now speaks directly 
in His own person) sent my angel te 
testify these things to you in (the ert of 
addition by juxtaposition, see reff) the 
churches. I am the root (reff.) and the 
race (the off&pring, as E. V. So Virg. 
JEn. iv. 12, “genus esse Deorum”) of 
David, the bright morning-star (thet 
brings in the everlasting day). 
And the Spirit (in the churches, and in 

the prophets) and the Bride (the Church 
herself) say Come (see on ch. vi. 1, &c.): 
and let him that heareth (the cry of the 
Spirit and Bride) say Come: and let him 
that thirsteth como; let him that will, 
take the water of life freely (this verse is 
best understood as a reply of the Apostle 
to our Lord's previous words). 

: 18—20.] Final solemn warning of the 
Apostle. I (emphatic) testify to every 
опе (ог, “of every one," by a very com- 
mon y 3 see reff. for both 
usages) who heare е sayings of the 
prophecy of this book, If any one add 

q = Acts хей. 28,29, Jer. xliii. (xxxvi ) 51. 47 1611 
t Hos. ziii. 3. u ch. xzi.2,9. 962 P, 
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тойтоу, dáv Tis e ёт афтӣ, * Sie б Beds ёт avrov v. here oniy, 

Tas *тМмлүуй$ Tas уєурашиёраѕ éy TQ HHN тойт" 19 ка (ee sain) 
^ ir. x viii. б. 

edv tis > афр ° ато räv ? Хуу той ° BuBMov тўс == Luke x, so 
apopyreias тайт, " ahehe? б Beds TO d uépos айтоў „бт 12 

a A a A М A f. b amò tod ° EvAou rhs ° бо, xai [ёк] TNs f morews THs b Linke (x. 42. 
EUT. e 7 ^ , a , | , xvi. 3. туѓа, TOY yeypappévov ev TQ HN тойтф. = Ayes , 1.3, xit a 

e ^ 2 . А ó 8 uaprupGv тадта Na, D, тау. * Apr Epyou, TOM iE 
2 5 ^ ch. х1. 

cute Ino. а. ее Nat iv. 5. 
21 H X wápie той * кир!ои ‘Incod herd тфу ! ауіюу. e 

Dan. í 
Theod. 

AIIOKAATYIS IOANNOT. В contr ver. 

i ch. Ш. 11. vv. 7, 12. k Rom. xvi. 20 (34). 1 Cor. xvi. 23 al. 1 see note. 

Areth. тес (for eri er avra) exit:On xpos ravra : eri xpos Tavra 27: eri 
ex ауто k 80: єт:брсє: єт ауте Andr-a: ex@noe: ew avra №8: eriridn er avra 84: 
txt А B rel Andr.—N! has passed from erid. to ew. eri noa bcd hj k19. 
10-8-6. 26-7. om єх avrov Al: ex avro АЗ 112, 92.— er avrov bef o Geos M h 10. 
30-47. 48 Br Andr(but Andr-a has avrw) Areth Ambr. ins ехта bef wAnyas B c 
h 10. 32-4-7. 48-9 Br arm Andr Areth: om AN rel vss Ambr Tich Primas. rec 
om 2nd rw: ins AN B rel Andr Areth. 

19. for ea», ay N. rec (for apeAn) apaipy: афелета» B: apeAo: 47. 51: txt 
AN rel Andr Areth. aft Aoywr ins тоотоу N. rec (for rov BiBAiov) В:Влоо: 
txt AN B rel Andr (but b Andr-a have т. яроф. bef т. BiBA. rovrov) Areth. Tec 
(for афеле) apatpynce:: афеАо: rel Andr-p: apeAa: j 9. 16. 27. 41: tat АМ в 4. 92 
Andr Areth, a$eA» e! k 26. 89. 42-8. rec (for тоу vov) BiBAov, with vulg-ed 
(and fuld lips-4-5) Andr-p Ambr Primas: txt AN в rel am(with demid lips-6) syr-dd 
copt eth arm Andr Areth Tich. om ex А 10. 88: ins & в rel vulg syr-dd Andr 
Areth Tich Primas. rec aft ayyias ins xai, with (d?) 34(-5 ?) vulg : om AN в rel 
syr-dd copt sth arm Andr Areth Tich Primas. rec om last rw: ins АМ B rel Andr 
Areth. ; 

20. aft ravra ins «wa: Rl. om арту M Primas. rec ins vas bef epxov, 
with rel Andr-a-p (Primas ?): xa:l: om AN B c 2. 4. 18. 82. 48. 92 Andr-cois] Areth, 

aft ino. ins xe Naa. 
91. rec aft xvpiov ins quw», with 80-2. 41 vulg syr-dd copt Andr-p: om AN B rel 

vulg-ms seth Andr.—om кир. eno. с Areth.—rec aft ino. ins xpiorov, with B rel vulg 
syr-dd copt Andr Areth (see above): om AN 10. 26.— xpierov (alone) 82. rec (for 
тер түш) warre» vuev, with vulg-ed(and fuld &): warrev тоу ауу B rel Andr 
Areth : rarro (alone) А am : txt N. rec at end adds aun», with N в rel vas Andr 
Areth-txt : om A fuld Andr-a Areth-comm. 

Бсввовтрттіох. om B bh j 1: awokaAviis Tov ayiov warvow тоу бєолоуо» 9: war. 
arok. 18: txt A N(- weis). 

(aor. — futurus exactus, shall have added) is made up), and [out of] the holy city, 
to them, God shall add to him (lay upon which are written-in this book (see Deut. 
him, as he has laid his own additions upon iv. 2; xii. 82. 'The adding and taking 
them: the verb being from ref. Deut., away are in the application and reception ^ 
where the plagues of Egypt are threatened in the heart: and so it is not a mere formal 
to the Israelites in case of their disobe- threat to the copier of the book, as that 
dience) the plagues which are written in cited from Irenæus in Eus. Н. E. v. 20, 
this book: and if any one shall take  óprí(w ce rbv petaypayduevoy т) BiBAÍov 
away from the sayings of the book of rovro . . . . ta àvriBdAgs d nereypdwm, 
this prophecy, God shall take away his ка) karopBóop s... . . . All must be received 
portion from the tree of life (strike out and realized. This is at least an awful 
his portion from the aggregate of those of warning both to those who despise and 
which the whole participation of that tree neglect this book, and to those who add 

м 

— 
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to it by irrelevant and trifling interpreta- conclusion of our Lord's saying), Come, 
tions). f = 7 Lord Jesus. | 

20, 91.] FINAL ASSURANCB of the The grace of the Lord Jesus be with 
Lord, and REPLY of the Apostle on be- the saints (i.e. with the church of God. 
half of the Church: and BENEDICTION. This, the reading of the Codex Sinaiticus, 
He who testifieth these things (the is no where else found as a parting for- 
Lord Jesus) saith, Yea, I come quickly. mula). 
Amen (the reply of the Apostle, not the 

THE END. 

GILBERT AND RIVINGTON, PRINTERS, 8T. JOHN’S SQUARE, LONDON. 
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